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ADVERTISEMENT
TO

THE THIRD VOLUME.

The publication of this Volume has been delayed, in part by

difficulties inseparable from the vast range of the work, but

chiefly by the lamented death of Professor Brands, under whose

care the first edition of this Dictionary was published six-and-

twenty years ago. In recording his sincere regret that Professor

Brande was not permitted to see this edition carried tlirough the

press, the Editor expresses a feeling which will be shared by all

who knew him. The singular clearness and energy of mind,

which enabled him to continue his editorial labours at the age

of eighty years, seemed to warrant the hope that he might live to

see the reappearance of this work in a form suited to the more

stringent requirements and the wider knowledge of the present

time. Although this was not to be, he yet had the rare happiness

of being able to carry on his work to the eve of his death.

Professor Brande had thus in great part revised the articles

which relate to his own subjects; but his editorial duties have

since his death devolved on the present Editor, who desires now

to acknowledge gratefully the ability with which the contributors

have performed each his allotted task. The fulness and accuracy

with which they have treated their several subjects render it

necessary only to express a hope that throughout the book, and

especially in all controverted or doubtful matters, the articles may
be found to exhibit a judicially strict impartiality, which, while

stating indifferently the opinions maintained by conflicting schools

or parties, leaves it to the reader to draw his own conclusions from

the evidence of facts laid before him.
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DICTIONARY
OF

SCIENCE, LITERATURE, AND ART.

POLES AND POLAKS
Poles and Polars. The locus of the

harmonic centres of the {n— r)*^ order, taken

with respect to a point or pole o, of the n inter*

sections of a given, ctirve Cq by a transversal

which constantly passes through o, is called the

polar ofo with respect to the given {primitive)

curve Cn. It is itself a curve of the (n— r)***

order [Habmonto CeittbesI, and possesses very

important properties. £acn point in the plane,

therefore, has (n-1) distinct polars of the

orders n— 1, n— 2, ... 2, 1, respectively.

The last or (n-l)**^ polar is called also the

polar line, and the last but one or («— 2)*^ the

polar conic, or quadric, the (n — S)*** polar the

polar cubic, and so on. From the properties of

harmonic centres it follows at once that any
polar of a point o is itself a polar of the same
point with respect to each of the systems of

polars of higher order than itself. Thus the

polar of o with respect to Co is at one and
the same time the (r— 1)** polar of the Ist

polar of Cn , the 2)*^ polar of the 2nd, the

(r 3)*^ polar of the 3ra, and so on. As a

special case the polar line of o with respect to

Cn f is at the same time the polar line of o with

respect to all th<) other polars of Ca, con*

sidered respectively as primitive curves. From
the properties of harmonic centres, too, it fol*

lows that the locus of the pole m whcM
polar passes through a fixed point o is the

(n—r)*^ polar of o. Thus the polar line of o is

the locus of all points whose first polars pass

through Of and Luther, the first polars of all

points of a line constitute a pencil of curves of

the order, passing.through the same

(n— !) points
;
these are me poles of that line.

When the primitive curve is a conic» each

point in the plane has, of course, but one polar,
j

the polar line, end ea^ line hut one pole ; in

this case, too, the polar is simply the l(^s of

the harmonic eoi\)ugate of the pole with re-

spect to the points of intersection of the conic

by any transversal through this pole. The polar

of a point on the conic itself is the tangent at

VoL. III. 1

POLE-AXE
that point

; indeed, generally, the polars of a

point 0 situated on the primitive curve C n» all

touch the latter in o, the common tangent being,

of course, the polar line of o. The first polar

On-i of any point o is the locus of the points

I of contact of all tangents drawn from o to the

primitive curve
; so that « (n— 1), or the num-

ner of intersections of Co and Cn *-i
,

is the
maximum, and in general the actual dumber of

such tangents
; this number, therefore, indicates

the class of the curve. Should the primitive

curve possess multiple points, however, every

first polar will pass through them, and the

n (» — 1) intersections of the latter with C*
will not all be the points of contact of

tangents from o. Thus if C} has a double
point at df the 1st polar Cn.i of o will pass
through it, and be Uiere touched by the har-

monic coqfurate of d 0 with respect to the two
tangents to On at d. This point d, therefore,

will count for two amongst the n ~ I ) inter-

sections of Cn and Cn.i. If Cnuave a cusp
at c, C„.i will not only pass through it, but
will be there touched by the cuspidal tangent,

so that 0 will count for three amongst the
intersections of Cn and Cn-i. We thus arrive

at the result that the class of a curve of the
order, which has d double points and

k cusps, is n (n-. 8it. This is the first

of Pludrer’s well-lmown equations. [Simou-
labitxbs of Curves.]
The subject of poles and polars will be found

treated alj^braically in Dr. Salmon's Higher
Plane CurveSf and geometrically by Steiner in

Crelle's Journal

f

vd. xlvii. 1854, and by Cre-
mona, in his 2bof*ta geomeirion ddde Curve Piane
(Hologna 1862).

Poles and polars with respect to surfaces
have a premsdy similar definition. Their
numerous and ^very important prxmerties are
treated with great ability by Dr. Salmon in lus

An, Geom, of Three Dmensione,
A long axe much used as an

offensive weapon in the middle ages. It ap-



POLE-AXE
pears frequently in the Dayeux tapestry.

PoLii-AXE. In the Navy, a heavy liatdict

having a handle fifteen inches long, and a sharp

point bending downwards on the side opposite

the blade. It is used in boarding or resisting

boarders, for the purpose of cutting ropes or

nettings, and as a weapon.

Pole-ma»t. A mast consisting of one

piece of timber as opposed to a made-mast,

which is built of several pieces ringed together.

Polecat. The Putorius fosti'his of zoolo-

gists. It is common in England, wliero its white

variety (P. fmtidus furo) is ofU'ii domesticated

under the name of ferret. The ferret and pole-

cat readily intermix to the production of a
fertile offspring.

Polemaroli (Gr. iroAe/i“PX®*)- A name ap-

pliod hy the Greeks to inagistratt‘s infrusted

with the military affairs and expeditions of

a state. Such offices are found in Sparta and
some Boeotian cities

;
at Athens the poleniarch

w'as oii(‘ of the nine archons. [Auciion.]

Poletnonlaceee (Polemonium, one of the

genera). The name of a natural order of

perigynous Exogons referred by Lindley to the

Solanal alliance. They are mostly herbs, some
of them being ornamental garden plants, and
are distinguished by having five free stamens,

axilo placenta\ and straight plano-convex coty-

ledons. It comes near llydrophylhicccp, but

the placentation is different. Among the ge-

nera which are esteemed in gardens may be

mentioned Phlox and PokmomuiJi as herba-

ceous perennials ; Gilidt LeptosiphoUj Col/omia^

and IpomopfiiSy as annuals and biennials
;
and

ColxFa and Cantua as greonhouso plants. In

CoUomia the mucous covers of the seed consist

of an infinite number of delicate spiral vessels,

which form a kind of cloud around the seed

when it is thrown into water, by their rapid

uncoiling and extension.

Polemoscope (Gr. ‘ir<$\c/ios, war^ and (tko-

irlu, 1 view). An instrument, imagined by
Hevelins, for seeing objects which cannot be

Been by direct vision. It consists of a mirror

placed obliquely in a tube or box, having an
opening in the side opposite the mirror, so

that rays from any object falling on the mirror

are reflected to the eye ofthe spectator. Heve-
lius chose the name of polemoscope because he
thought the instrument might be applied, in

time of war, to discover what was going on in

the camp of the enemy, W'hile the spectator

remained concealed behind a wall or other

defence, and therefore could not employ a
telescope. Oj^era-^Iasses are sometimes con-

Btructed on this principle, for the purpose of
enabling a person to see otliers on the right or
left, while he appears to look straight forward.

Volenta (ltd.). Com meal mixed with

cheese and made into a kind of pudding forms

a dish which the Italians call polmta. The
article sold in l^ondon under the name of
polenta is (he meal ofIndian wheat or maize.

|

Ipotbode (Gr. Waot, and Ms^ a nmU\ A
quart ic curve of double curvature which may be

POLICE
dtTnied us tlic locus of the point of contact wilh
ail ellipsoid of a tangent pbiin; conimon to it

and a concentric sphere. The curve owes its

iiiirao to Poinsot, who employed it in Ids ro-

luarkably lucid exposition of the rotation of a
body around a fixed point. [Kotation.] It

is a closed curve whose axis of symmetry is the

major or minor axis of the ellipsoid, according

as the radius of the concentric sphenris greater

or less than the mean semi-axis. When this

radius and the mean semi-axis are equal, the
polhode degenerates into two equal ellipses

w'hosc planes intersect in the mean axis. Tho
orthogonal projection of a polhode on the plane
of the major and minor axis of the tlhpsoid is

always a hyperbolic arc, and of its projections on
the other two principal planes, one is always an
ellipse, and the other an elliptic arc. If a, h, c, h,

represent, respectively, the semi-axes of the el-

lipsoid, and the radius of the sphere, the polhode
is obviously represented by the two equations

a* A* ? ’o* A‘ c* h-'

from which the above, as well as all other pro-

perties of the curve, may be readily deduced.

For tho associate of the polhode, in Poinsot's

theory, see Herfolhode.
Pollantte (Gr. 7ro\«ir, grey). A deutoxidc

of manganese, differing from PjTolusite in its

greater ^rdness and pale stccl-grey colour. It

occurs in short and vertically striated right-

rhomboidal prisms, also in granular masses, in

Bohemia, Saxony, Thuringia, Siegon in T^nissia,

and also in Cornwall.

Police (Gr. iroXirefo, government). This
term is used to di'signate those minor but
highly important functions of administration,

by which protection is afforded to persons and
property; crime and outrage are prevented, or,

if not proventf'd, detected
;
and lastly, public

wealth defended by sanitary and other regula-

tions. The maintenance of these and other social

advantages or necessities is a matter of police
;

though, in fact, the word is commonly employed
in a narrower sense for tho constabulaiy force,

which, superseding the relics of the old manorial
or parochial system, has been very effective in

the performance of some among these functions.

The ancient police was the view of frank-
pledge, and the superintendence of the manor
court. [Manor.] When this system became
obsolete, the constable or tything man, and the
watchmen in towns, became the very inefficient

conservators of the public peace. The author
of the modem English police force was the late

Sir Jtobert Peel, whose legislation in this di-

rection has been stereotyped in tho vulgar name
pjvcn to tho policeman, peder. The police force

is either open or secret. The ordinary pohee*
man is dressed in a particular uniform, known
to^ everyone, and his operations are limited to a
particular region called his beat, and which has
been handed down from the days of the watch-
men. A secret police is one which is distin*

guished neither by dress nor demeanour from
ordinary citizens, and its duty is to detect crime.
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and if possible to prevent it^ by obtaining all

such infonnation as could not be arrived at by
any ordinary method. There is, of cotrse, some
danger lest a secret police should stimulate the

crime which it is employed to prevent, and there

is little doubt that in old days the detective

was too often the master of thieves. A secret

police employed for political purposes is the

most odious form which the detective may SB-

Bume, and that which is most likely to be
turned to the worst ends.

The metropolitan police is under the general

management of a public officer whose head office

is in Scotland Yard. The city police is, however,

controlled by the corporation, and a late at-
|

tempt made to amalgamate the two forces has

been baffled. The police in to^s is generally

under the control of the municipal autliorities,

while the chief officer of the county police is

the chief constable of the county. The police

system has been gradually extended over the

whole country.

The police in Ireland is different from that

in England, being armed, and generally of a

military character. The apology for such a

force, with duties divergent from those supposed

to belong generally to civil officers, has been

found in the disturbed state of Ireland, and
the frequency of outrages. In 1862, the police

force of the city of London was 628, of the

rest of the metropolis 6,566, of the boroughs

6,286, of the counties 7,969, of the dockyards

712. Total for England and Wales, 22,161;

and the cost was 1,596,994^. Towards this

charge 885,701^. was contributed from the

Treasury.

Policy. This word, as applied in Life

Assurance, is in Mr. Wedgwood’s opinion

{Dictionary of English Eti^mology) a violent

corruption of the Greek iroKinrrvxov^ sc. 7p^-
/uarefov, tablets folded into many leaves

^

which

were used when the DiPTVcn was not laige

enough to contain the writing. The word is

fouim in the transition forms ^ideticwm^

ticum^ potl^ium. [Assuhance.I

PoUslilngr (Lat. polio, 1 make smooth). In

Sculpture, the operation ofgiving a smoothness

and gloss to any surface. The polishing of

marble is effected by first rubbing the surface

with freestone ;
aftci which it is wrought upon

with pumicestone ;
and lastly with the finest

emery powder, from which the glossy surface is

obtain^.
Poltoblng Slate. The PoUerschtefer of the

German mineralogists. Alight slaty substance

found abundantly at Bilin in Bohemia : it con-

sists of the silicious shields of microscopic

animals. , -

PoUtleal Aiitlimetlc. In the works of

the earliest economical writers, as Petty,

Davenanty and Gregory King, this tenn was

employed to designate the sdence which now

goes under the name of fditieaZ economy or

economic science. In fact, the greater part of

the theories alleged by these nvnters were

founded on numerical calculations, and very

few of their works contained the enunciation of

3

POLITICAL ECONOMY
principles, and the vindication of rules. In
later times political arithmetic is identified

with SraTisTios.

Political Boonomy. The science of those

forces which operate upon the social faculties

of man, in so far as the products of such
faculties and forces are in demand, and may be
estimated by some recognised measure of value.

Political Economy is generally defined as the

science of the laws which govern the production,

distribution, and consumption of wealth; but
most of the terms employed in this definition

I
are ambiguous. Wealth is sometimes used for

I the sense of satisfaction felt by an individual in

his ability to procure anything which he may
desire; sometimes for the comparative capacity

I

of nations stimulated to acquisition, not o^y by

I

the impulse to individual gain, but by mutual
I
rivalry. Again, wealth is sometimes used for a
product, and is therefore limited to material ob-
jects, sometimes for a state, in which powers as

well as products are reckoned. Again, the word.

production^ though the least ambiguous of the

technical terms which comprise the common de-

finition, is variously interpreted
;
sometimes aa

containing mechanical labour only, sometimes as

embracing the training of mechanical labour,

rarely as including all the subsidiary processes,

by wffich mechanical labour isrendered efficient,

continuous, and trustworthy. The term disiri-

du^ibnisalso equivocal; itstandswith economists
for the portion which the several members of

society receive as their share out of the gross

produce, but it may also mean, and often does
mean, the method by which the products of one
kind of labour are exchanged against the pro-

ducts of another kind. And lastly, consumption
is either productive or unproductive, the former
being understood to mean that application of
the profits of labour which is destined for future

production, the latter such expenditure as is

not so destined. But as rest is as essential

to the continuity of labour as exertion itself,

we can scarcely maintain (unless the expendi-

ture be vicious or mischievous) that consump-
tion, ostensibly unproductive, is not or may not
be indirectly a means, and a necessaiy means,
for future production. And thus it may be said,

that although the d.efinition commonly given
by economists, is sanctioned by custom and
authority; its exoeedii^ly ambiguous character
is continually provojring discussion as to the
fundamental limits ox the science, and involving

the repetition of a number of cautions whi<£
need not be given, were the terms by which
political economy is to be defined, rendered
sufficiently distinct and clear.

Political economy is a scienoe, i.e. it deals
with laws uncontrollable by human volition,

and with phenomena derived by inevitable

sequence from these laws. In oommon lan-
guage, we may speak of the violation of an
economical law. By this We mean merely,

that the occurrence of one coarse of action will

giye rise to certain phenomena, and the adop-
tion of-a contrary course will be followed by
contrary phenomena. On the hypothesis of in-
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dustrv, i.e. of a desire for material improvement,
j

the adoption of free trade will be followed by
[

material prosperity, while every act which hin-

ders the voluntary energies of men is pro tanto

a bar to material progress. The rise follows i

the other as certainly as vegetation springs from
j

light, heat, and moisture, and as the cessation
I

of organic growth is the result of cold, dark-
j

ness, and drought. Free exchange, in short, I

is a fundamental condition in political eco-
|

nomy. We can indeed interpret, in the pre-
j

sence of limitation violently put on econonii- :

cal action, what will be the material conse-
|

quences, but wo cannot judge or predict the

:

benefits of fri‘0 action, unless wo have ex-

,

perience of the results which ensue from'

its unshackled adoption. The real benefits
j

of freedom can bo understood only by its ex-

tension, and as yet the most advanced public
|

policy has only entered upon the vestibule of
j

Its temple, and had experience of a part of its !

operation.
^

1

The elements with which economical action
;

deals, are those which reside in materials be-
j

stowed by nature. If these elements are
]

limited, as those of land in settled countries,

water in motion, and the like, a demand may
‘om the

^ ,
his ap-

propriation may take place, irrespectively of the

quantity which may be used, by any municipal

regulations which prevent occupation. If they

are unlimited, their value is derived from the

labour bestowed on their appropriation. Thus
the force of wind, the power of steam, and the

like are unlimited elements
;
but in order that

they may be rendered available, labour must
be bestowed upon their use, and thus they be-

come valuable, not in themselves, but because

they have become products of labour. The
forces which stimulate the faculties to make
such an appropriation, are partly personal and

j

partly social *, personal in so far as self-interest

18 the, motive principle of all economical labour,

social because the Lirgcst individual benefit is

derived from the most complete reciprocity of

services. Hence the true growth of economical

principles leads to the fullest international

assodation, and the closest identity of all such
interests as can possibly be made of reciprocal

benefit. Every man who wishes to exchange

comes with a benefit to the other man with
whom the exchange is to be effected

;
each person

is a buyer, each a seller, and each values that

which he receives at a higher rate than he
values that which he bestows. If the object

received bo of no greater value than that whidi
is ofifored, no exchange takes place

; and there-

fore the doctrine that a foreigner’s gain in,

trade with any country is a loss to the country

trading with him, is a position as false as it is

miscldeivouB. In order that the object should

be dedrable, it must needs have had labour

expended on it, Ho man will give of his own,
in order to obtain some other thing which ja

\9 much in his possession as it would be in

any other man’s. Under certain circumslanees,

ECONOMY
indeed, it docs not follow that tlie individual’s

labour must be hard; it may be exceedingly

slight; but the value of the articlewhichhe offers

must be proportioned to the average amount of

labour expended on its production. A man
may procure, perhaps, by the mere labour of

stooping to pick it up, a diamond worth 10
,
000/.,

but it is worth so much, not because of the

amount of labour which he has bestowed, but
because it takes on au avcr.igo ten thousand
pounds’ worth of labour in order to obtain a
similar stone.

Furthermore, the utility or service or benefit,

must be appraised by some standard. This
is, as we know, familiarly, money. Not that

money itself is useful to the individual
;

it is a
pledge, taken because certain to be redeemed,
that the future demands of the recipient can be
satisfied with it. l>ut the use of a measure
(even thougli no money actually passes, but only

a debt or credit in behalf of the seller is created)

is neces'sary for commercial transactions. It

may bo doubted whether any progress can bo
made in civilisation without some such medium,
that is, at least, without some habitual estimate

of values by a recognised standard. Atanyratc,
the existence of such a standard is discoverable

in the earliest civilisation. Many servicesmay be
rendered to mankind, the value of which is im-
mense, but the commercial estimate of which is

necessarily wanting. No compensation can bo
made for wise statesmanship, for sound in-

struction in public and private duty, for rocti-

, tude and integrity of life, for the qualities which
!

we venerate and trust. [Jjukrty.’) Without
’ them, the world would be a desert inhabited by a

j

few savages; with them it becomes possible that

the maximum number of the human race should
subsist with the maximum of comfort and con-
venience. They are therefore postulates of the

best economical state, but they are not appre-
ciable values, because no measure of the ser-

vice can be rendered in money or money’s worth,
because moreover they are not subsequent 011

any demand, but precede it, by the fact that
they enlighten society as to the fundamental
and permanent advantage of moral goodness.
Truth, honour, and virtue cannot be taken into
account by an economist, because, valuable as
they are, they cannot be economically esti-

mated
;
but no one except a doctrinaire would

forget or ignore them.
Moralists are well acquainted with the influ-

ence of two coexistent springsof action *.

( 1 ) that
which lays down an external standanl of action,
which impels towards community of sentiment
and action, which acts upion conscience and
conviction

; and (
2 ) that which is a mere logical

interpretation of objects according to the dic-
tates of personal interest or convenience. To
say that both are equally busied with the in-
terpretations of personal utility is an abuse of
terms, for the distinction between the two is
f^damental in civilised thought and language.
To say that they coincide in the best practice
of human life is to admit what all would anti-
cipate, the fact, namely, that natural impulses
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nrc capable of mutual harmony. It is part,

therefore, of the great analytical utility and Uie
wide practical sagacity of Adam Smith, that
while he developed an economical theory from
the personal or selfish instincts of man, he
framed an ethical theory of human nature
by ascribing morality to the force of human
sympathy. It is true that this theory seems and
is one-sided, but ttiken in conjunction with the
economical aspect of man’s nature, it will be
found to give a more coherent estimate of ethics
than is commonly found.

Political economy is to history what logic is

to morals—the analysis, namely, of the con-

scious process by which a nation or an indivi-

dual thinks and acts. Hitherto, indeed, the

economical interpretation of history has made
but little progress, partly because materials

have been wanting, partly because the habit of

historical enquiry has tended rather, in so far

as the philosophy of history has been deve-

loped, towards legal, military, and diplomatic

researches, liut to take a few examples, the

great political position of the Italian republics

in the middle ages was entirely due to their

economical position, to the fact of their being

the financiers of Europe. Their rivals, the

popes of tlie same epoch, were capitalists, whose
resources were freely used for purposes of per-

sonal ambition or of diplomatic infiuence. The
trade of Europe with the East, passing partly

through Egypt, and partly through the valleys

of the Tigris and Euphrates, over the highlands
of Armenia to Trebizond, or southwards to

Licia (i.e. Soleucia) was monopolised by the

Genoese and Venetians. All this supremacy
passed away with the simultaneous discovery of

the Cape passage and the New World; and the

voyage.s of Vasco da Gama and Columbus,purely
commercial in their beginning, tended as much
to the Reformation and the downfall of the

ancient diplomatic centres, as any theological

speculations or political changes. Similarly,

the great position occupied by this country
during the thirteenth and early part of the

fourteenth centuries, is to be assigned far more
truly to economical causes than to the disinte-

gration of the French monarchy, and tlie decline

of Italian liberty. During the long and obscure
reign of Henry III., weat social progress had
been made in England. The harsher features

of villenage had been effaced
;
and in all likeli-

hood a minute search among the abundant
materials existent for the economical and social

history of the century contained in the reigns

of the three Edwards would fail to discover

any trace of actual slavery in England, or,

indeed, anything but fixed labour rents com-
mutable for money, and ooupled with perma-
nent tenure. A contrast between the condition

of the English j^asanta and the material of the

population of r^rance would be quite sufficient

to account for the military preponderance of

this country during the period adverted to.

Between the insurrection of the Jacquerie in the

middle of the fourteenth century, and that of

the Englbh peasants at its close, there was,

5
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though they are regarded as similar events

by Hallam, only a slight external resem-
blance—the former having been the uprising

of desperate misery, the Litter the attempted
revolution of a prosperous class. In conse-

quence the French peasant was forced back
into still more abject servitude; the English

occupier, baffled for a time, achieved his iiide-

pendeiico by the election statute of Henry IV.

In modem times, the laws and maxims of

political economy are gradually becoming the*

staple *of legislative and administrative poli-

tics, the business of government being more
and more persistently directed towarils the

progress of economical pro‘*perity, and the

gradual extinction of practical errors. It is

true that partly in consequence of the difficulty

of persuading interests whose prosperity is

likely in appearance to be compromised by
changes, partly by the inherent conservatism of

all administratic is, and especially ofthose which
are most despotic, and therefore most timid,

the progress made is comparatively small
;
but

to have begun at all is of no small consequence,

and the general ventilation of economical ques-

tions is evidence that changes, the benefits of

which are manifest and uniform, cannot long be
delayed. Still more satisactory, in this country
at least, is the fulness with which economical
laws are interpreted by society at large. For
example, the cessation of supply from the

cotton-producing districts in the United States,

consequent upon the four years* war, com-
pleti'ly paralysed the industry of a tenth part

of the people in this country, and injured all

by raising the price of a necessary of life. It

may be confidently stated, that twenty years

ago a like cessation of supply would hkve
been followed by such discontent among the
sufferers, as would have induced insuboi^ina-
lion and riot, and the country would have
witnessed on a laige scale, during the recent

cotton famine, excesses similar to the agrarian
outbreaks of twenty or thirty years ago. As
it was, all classes bore testimony to the pa-
tience with which the suffering was endui^.
It was endured, because the parties most
interested were aware that the deficiency was
caused by circumstances with which all ad-
ministrative or diplomatic skill would be per-
fectly incompetent to deal—because, in othei*

words, they were generally acquainted with the
economical conditions of supply and demand.
It may be hoped that, hereafter, the same ac-
quaintance with the true relations of labour
and capital will put an end to the unjust and
misdiievous operation of trades* unions, and
that protected labour will be seen to occupy as
immoral and indefensible a position as proteiked
capital.

The great advantage supplied by an acquaint-
ance with the laws of political economy lies

in the fact that it determines distinctly wlmt
must happen firom a course of commercial or
social policy which is consonant with its pre-

cepts, or repugnant to them. It is a science,

because it can predict witli certainty the phe*
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iiomcna which will ensue from a particular line

of action, in so far as it has been hitherto

possible to analyse the elements from which

the result will come, and interpret and account

for all the forces which contribute to the event.

Of course it has its problems, and it has been

the subject of hasty and erroneous generaliza-

tion. Ilut its leading and accepted principles

are as certain as any other natural laws, and
aro as little liable to suspension or niodiiica-

tion. It is because it is thus rigid and jirccise

that political economy has been censured as a

liarsh, or, as Mr. Carlyle has called it, a dismal

science. But we may as well call physiology a
dismal science, beiaiiisc it points out the neces-

sary cousequence ot violating sanitary or dietetic

rules. It is of the highest value to know what
are the limits of voluntary action, and what is

tlie inevitable result of a natural law. For
j

the contrast between the laws of political

!

economy and the averages of statistics, see

Statistics.

The various terms employed by economists,

as Capital, Excuangk, LAnoiTxt, Pkofit, Bent,
Taxation, Waqls, will be found treated under
tlanr proper heads. The reinaiiub'r of this

j

article will be devoted to a short history of the I

progress of political ccoiiomy, and its position

in ancient and modern systems of practical

])hilosophy, itnd to a summary of the causes

and conditions of comparative wealth.

It was not likely that this hnineh of Koeial

science would escape I ho inveslig.it luii of the

Greek thinkers. It was not likely 1 hat it wouhl,

except to a very limited extent, tunii a nmte-

riai for original thought under the desfioiism

of the Komaii empire, or even of the Komau
republic. The Greeks did not, it is true, sepa-

rate this portion of ethical and jiolitical s<'ieiicc,

and erect it into a distinct subject of enquiry.

For, ill the first place, the sphere of indivi-

dual action, and that of political obligation,

were far more closely identified by the Greeks
than they are with us. [Lihertv.'] They
held that man cxi.sts for the community, wliile

we in modern times are far more disposed to

hold that the community exists for the devc-

lopoment of iijdividaal purposes, and for the

harmony of individual ends. Ilenco they
controlled the conduct, the occupations, and
opinions of men more severely than would be
thought consistent with that liberty which wo
know to be the only guarantee of a true civi-

lisation. And in the next place, the Division

of Sciences, though commenced by Aristotle,

was not, in the comparative scantiness of

human informatiou, ever carried out as it is now
Such a division of science, like the division of

labour, is the result of accumulated informa-

tion gathered from large and varied fields of

•nquiry. But the chief and must central

axiotns of political economy can be found in

Iftie works of these fathers of mental science.

9*ho magnifioGnt romance of Plato, his ideal

•epuhlic, is founded on the familiar econo-

ixiical law, that the best results aro pi*ocured

by a progressive division of occupations. Tlio

6
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Politics of Aristotle contain some of tliMCNUidest

j
definitions which can be found of some among

I the fomiulse of political economy ; as for in-

! stance, •those of the functions of money and uf

I

the necessity of reciprocal benefit in all opera-
i tions of exchange. The introductory chapter

I

to this work might form an exordium to an

I

econoiuic;il treatise. The relatione of credit

: to capital are determined with tolerable

I
exactness in the Eryxias, a dialogue printed

! among the works of Plato, and generally as-

higiiod to tlic Socratist, iEschiiies. Not tint

I

the theories held by those ancient thinkers

I

wore one and all satisfactory and sound. They
I w'ore totally unacquainted with the cardinal

distinction between profit and wages, and hence
liv'ld, ill cuinmonwitli most ancient writers and
politicians, tho unlawfulness of interest,

[

The downfall of the Itoman empire is trace-

able m no slight degree to the practical defiance

of cconomicjil principles.. M. Guizot, in his

History of Civilisation, has shown how the fiscal

regulations of tlio empire w(Te fatal to the

prosperity of the provincials, and wo all know
how wide-spread W'as tho evil of slavery in the

ancient w'orld. It w^oiikl seem, too, that any
oconoiniciil reform in the public policy of the

Konians ivas dangerous in the highest senstJ to

those who pixiposed and furthered it. The late

of the Gracchi and of the schemes whicli they

furthered fur tho social improvement of Italy

I

funiihlied a .stta'ii warning to all innovators,

j

The authors of a necessary reform, and of a set

I

of eeonomieail changes which w'ere absoluti ly
' obligatory for tlie preservation of tho national

ble, were murdered by the aristocracy, and by
a most perver.se destiny their names have been

thenceforward idetitilied with sedition, confis-

cation, and rubbez’y.

In this country, tho history of the science of

political economy is one of a perpetual con-

test against administrative error. The. earliest

writing on tlic subject is perhaps the essay onco
ascribed to Shakspeare, but uow known to be
tho composition of one Stratford, in which tho

high prices prevailing in England are discussed

and traced to tamperings with the currency,

as well as to a general ris<i in money values.

The works of Mun, the author of the mercantile
system, and long the great authority in that

branch of political economy w'hich deals with
commerce and tho exchanges, were directed

against the unwuso prohibitions on the exporta-

tion of the precious metals, the absolute in-

ability of the enactments against those who
were indificront to breaking the law, and the

vexatious and mischievous interference of the

officers who succeeded to the functions of the
king’s exchanger. This great officer ^thc first*

appointed by ;^ward III., being WiUiam de la

Polo, an eminent merchant, and ancestorofthose
dukes of Suffolk who played so important a
part in the civil broils of the fifteenth century)
was regularly nominated by patent, and en-
trusted with tho duty of prohibiting the export
of the precious metals. Tho last who had a
valid patent was Lord Burleigli, but he never
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exercised his fuaetious. Cburlos I. appointed
the earl of Ilollainl in 1628, but the goldsmiths

i

petitioned against the appointment, and bidden
j

in the House of Commons diaputetl the validity

of the patent.

Mull was far from doubting the general
truth of the popular theory, that wealth con-
sisted in gold and silver, and that the only
way in which communities which had no mines
of tlic precious metal could become rich, was
!>y UKiijg care that an excess of pajunents in

llioso metals should form the characteristic of
successful trade. Ihit his experience had taught
Jiini that trade with tJio East was impossible,

unless permission were given for the exportation

of specie. The East liad always supplied, by
nn expensive and precarious route, those tropical

commodities which the fiishion of the time, and
the luixlships of social life in the middle ages,

rendered in the greatest degree convenient, if

not almost necessary. Hut the producing
countries could be led to acts of exchange only

by the offer of the precious moUils, particularly

silver, fur India produces these metals in very
small quantities, and has always absorbed a
vast amount for purposes of currency, of dis-

j^iay, and still more largely, in all likelihood,

Ajr hoarding. Thus INIun argued that the

relaxation of these prohibitions, as far as the

Indian trade was concerned, w'as not only
essential to the trade with those regions, but
also in the highest sense uilvantagcous to the

country, bt'cause the sale of these imported
commodities in European markets would cer-

tainly procure a far larger amount of specie

than had been previously exported. Ifonce

Mun has l>eeii considered the author of the

balance of bargains or mercantile system, in

which it was admitted that the business of

trade was to enforce and support the theory

that the precious metals’ are wealth, though the
means whereby this wealth should be secured

were to be circuitous. At any rate, the theory

was accepted, and for more than a century

acted on.

The works of Petty, Davenant, and Gregory
King are rather statistical tliaii economical,

and though the writings of the first and last of

these authors arc full of sagacious and practical

observations, they can hardly be said to have

contributed much to the progress of the science.

The same criticism may be applied to the

speculations of the various writers on banking
and the currency, speculations which led, when
sound, to such an establishment as the Bank
of England, at Paterson’s instance, and when
unsound, to the wild schemes of Chamberlayn
and Law, and the fraudulent jobbery of the

South Sea scheme.
The trne founder of the modem system of

political economy was Adam Smim. The
Enquiry mto the Nature and Causes qf the

Wealth of Nations was published in 1776.
It was aimed specially at the refutation of the

mercanUle theory, the protective ^stem, the
regulation of commerce by protective enact-
ments, and the colonial theories then in full

7
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operation. Adam Smith was the lirr>t \>\‘

inotlorn ccoiionists to show what are the true

functions of money, and what is the conse-

queneo of tlvos<i errors which identify it with
wealth

;
he proved incontestably that the pro-

tective method then and long afterwaids sup-
posed to be the only just and patriotic course
of policy, was neither just nor expedient, that

the notion of government being able to direct

an iiulividuars commerce or expenditure more
discreetly than ho ordinarily could himself,

would be utterly absurd, if it were not exceed-

ingly mischievous, and that by the system of

colonial trade, which strove to execute the

invidious and malignant project of excluding
other nations as much as possible from any
share in it, England had not only sacrificed a
part of the absolute advantage which she, as
well as every other nation, might have derived

from that trade, but had subjected henself both
to an absolute and relative disadvantage in

every other branch of trade. Adam Smith
was also the first to lay down a consistent

theory of tiixation, and to determine from
an economical point of view the functiora

of government; and though it cannot bo
assorted that ho was invariably right eitlior

in his principles or in his inferences from
them, yet his work possessed not only the great

mei'it of being the foundation of the most im-
jKirtant and signitioiuit of tb« praotical sciences,

but also that t)f prcs('nting me largest amount
of novel but complete refutations of iiivcterato

prejudices that ever pi'rliaps hud been collected

in any single volume, together with the must
lucid illustrations of the principles and infer-

ences laid down and deduced. But among the

other merits of this great work we must not

lose sight of its geniality and 'warmth. It is

true that the point of view necessarily taken

by Smith was the existence and stimulus of

personal and material interests. But he finds

these interests not in a narrow and selfish

satisfaction, but in the harmony and reci-

procity of all men’s good It is in this way
only that the science can bo freed from thoso

repulsive traits 'which have been made too

prominent in its treatment by less comprehen-

sive and generous minds. For unless the

mutual service of men, and the mutual duty

of all the units of which society is composed,

bo understood and enforced, there is no escape

from that passion for ^rsonal advantage, that

protection to particular interests, and that

selfish and suicidal disregard for the good

of others, of which the Enquiry into the

Wealth of Nations is the happiest, the most
energetic, and the most complete refutation.

*Adam Smith,’ says one of the ablest and most
profound of modern philosophers, Mr. Goldwin

Smith, * understood the value, moral as well as

material, of property, but he also understood

the relative value of property and alfection.*

(Lectures on the i^udy oj Histi.ry^ 2nd edit.

p. 162.)

Idle and crude as now seem many of the

fancies which were exploded by the appearance
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of Adam Smith's peat work, it would be an

|

bo constantly attended. Mr. MCulloch’s work
error to imagine that the first refutation was on the Literature of Political Economy is one

unattended with difficulty. It costs very much of great value, and might bo advantageously

to shake off prejudices in thought as w'ell as it ' contiuucsl to tho present time,

does to correct unseemliness or uucoutlmess in
|

Mr. Mill has avowedly proposed in his

action. It needs peat courage, complete ab- . valuable anil important work to reino<lel tho

atraCtion, and cautious attention to meet and theory of Adam Smith, on the prineipio

p counter to the current of popular opinion, i winch clearly guided tho first founder of tho

The convictions of one generation commonly
,

science ; i. e. to unite abstract reasonings witli

become, it is true, manifest errors to another ; i
abundant illustrations, and to associate the

yet not less ingenuity is needed for tho first subject with sociiil and politicnl pbilost>phy.

refutation of a vulgar error, than for the
,

We cannot hei*o attempt any criticism of Mr.
discovery of a physical law or a mathema-

j

Mill’s method or principles, nor w'ouJd it bo

tical method. We should measure tho value possible to enquire how far ho has carried out

of Adam Smith’s labours not by a comparison the plan with winch he prefaces his work. It is

between the results of his argument, and the ' sufficient to say tliat tho great and undoubted

shape into which his successors have put the merits of this author havo given him almost

science of which he was the author, but by the position of an arbiter on economical ques-

contrasting the science as he left it, and tho tions, and havo caused his authority to be

host of fallacies which, universally accepted eag( liy appealed to in support of a course of

before his time, wore destroyed at once by his temporary or permanent policy,

jaigacity. Mr. Mill has done justice to the Conditions and Causes of Comparative

intrinsic power of his predecessor by acknow> Publio Wealth.—It is plain that wealth is not a
ledging the great progress made by Smith, and quantity but a ratio. The wealth of medimviil

the epoch which it forms in human thought. Italy was great when compared with that of

Many systems of political economy have tlio decline of the Konian empire, and small

followed that of Adam Smith. We may men- when contrasted with tho command possessed

tion among continental writers J. B. Say and
j

over tho necessaries and conveniences of life

Sismondi
;

while in England the first to carry by tho poorest European nation at the present

on the enquiry into economical science were time. Similarly the wealth of no European
Malthus and liicardo. But in this country, state is comparable with that of Knghind, and
these and other writers havo been rather dis- yet few European states possess less foreign

tinguished as promulgating views more or less tr.ido and homo manufacture than England
accurate on special points connected with tho

j

possessed sixty years ago. And, again, wealth

general subject, than for any fresh arrangement lies in the distribution, not in tho appearance, of

of the science Thus, for a reason already riches. One of the most coherent and long-lived

adverted to—^the fact, namely, that political delusions whieh has occupied the world, is tlie.

economy baa been developed more from a general impression of the wealth of India,

polemical than from a constructive impulse, Travellers and traders saw the accumulation

and that its growth has been due more to of gold and precious stones possessed by
assaults directed against real or supposed errors native princes and the w ealthier chisses, and
in practice, than to positive elaboration and concluded that tho country wus exceedingly

Bvnthesis—Malthus is distinguished rather as rich. In fact, it is very poor, the great mass
the author of the theory of population, Ricardo of the community subsisting on the smallest

as an authority on the subject of rent and amount of the cheapest kind of grain. On tho

taxation. other hand, wo havo been continually informal

It would be tedious to recount the names of by persons who have had no economiciil ox-

the several persons who have handled with va- pcrienco beyond European states, that tho

rious success the general theory of the science, American government would inevitably collapso

and still more difficult to enumerate those in cons^uence of tho pressure of taxation and
who have made large additions in detail to the drain upon the resources of the community
the several divisions under which the mate- by the enormous expenses of the war. Such
rial is arranged, or have contributed cognate critics have ignored the fact that wealth in tho

or auxiliary information and reasoning. En- United States is very widely distributed, that

quiries into subjects which have an economical the rate of wages and the rate of profit are

value and are open to an economical estimate, very high, that the necessaries of life are

are of great importance in the progress of the abundant and cheap, and that therefore the

science, not only because they serve to elucidate margin of the income possessed by every one
and interpret the various ana intricate problems in excess of the requisite expenditure of the

which perpetually jracur, and furnish material individual is wider perhajps th^ has ever been
for debate and decision, but because political known at any other period of economical his-

economy needs to be constantly illustrated, and tory in any state, and that therefore the means
(if need be) corrected by facts, while there is available for government expenditure were
and probably trill be a continual disposition practically unlimited.

transport it into the domain of abstract The first condition of wealth is personal
theory, and thus very often to avoid the limita- freedom. There was great apparent wealth in

tions and corrections by which a theory must ancient Rome
;
but wealth was in the hands of
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few, and the economical atmosphere Wiui

tainted with elayexy. A slave-holding com-
munity never developea the mechanical arts,

except to some small extent in the direction of

milka]7 enginoa. And the reason is obvious.

The most powerful cause towards the produc-
tion of comparative wealth, is the impulse
towards procuring the greatest possible results

with the least possible expenditure of labour.

Put such a motive cannot be present when the
mass of the community is deprived of all discre-

tion over their labour and the fruits of their

toil. Still more absolutely docs a system of
slavery prevent that division of labour by
which labour is rendered most effective. Bad
l^vernment differs from a state of slavery only
in degree. The purpose of government, econo-
micauy eonsiderM, is that of effecting certain

services, which could not be rendered at all by
individoal action or voluntary combination, or
could not by such action be effected so discreetly

or so justly. 1^ however, a government tran-

scends its functions, which are analogous to

those of the division of labour, if it becomes
one-sided, partial, negligent, or rapacious, if it

fails to protect persons and property, and turns
what activity it possesses to the interest of the

ruler onljf and his dependents, all the evils of

slavery ensue. Capitid cannot be accumulated,

the division of labour is prevented, the m<^ve8
of production its^ are nltunately destn^ed,
infinite moml and social evils ensue, and the
commimitj afificted l^snch.a soonige ultimately
rdapses intohurharism, andthecountrybecomes
a diMcrt Such is the htstoiy of the downfall
of that prosperitywhich onoedhameteristd Asia
Mioor, the eastern parts of Centnl Asia, Bjfflrpt,

and the coast ofNorthern A&ica. Less in their

eflfect, but similar, have been those interfereooes

with private action which have chacaoteriseji

the policy of most modem governments. The
trading monopolies of the time of Elizabeth

and James I, ; the privileges of corporate towns
and guilds; taxes on occupations, restric-

tions upon adaptation—*a8 are some patents;

restrictions on localities or markets ; taxes

on articles of prime necessity with a view to

furthering home production, and the whole
machinery of protection and bounties; taxes

on exports ; hindrances put ou the free circu-

lation of capital and labour by usury laws
and parochial settlements, and a host of other

prohibitions and impediments, have seriously

impaired, and will as long as thepr are persisted

in seriously impair, the productive energies of

those who are made subject to them.

Another condition is, due security should

be given to proper^. The right of emoying
and disposing of accumulations made by in-

dustry is manifestly one of the most powerful

incentives to labour. No man will work un-

less security is given to him thathe sluill be able

to appropnate lireely the frmts of his Ubour

;

and uiere is nothing on which society is more
sensitive and more easily akrmed than when
any hindrance or limitation is put on the right

of property, or any insecurity of possessiou
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threatenod. But by parity of reasoning, all

limitations laid by testameut or grant of dead
persons ou the acts or pow'ers of the living are

hindrances to economical progress. Tluy di-

minish the disposition towurus improvement,
because they diminish the fulness of the pro-

perty possessed by inclividuals, as well as hinder

alienation into tho hands of those who hare
more capital with which to improve, and more
inclination to do so.

A third condition is that the freedom of

action should presume that individuals are the

bestjudges of their own interests, and tliat there-

fore, as they ought not to bo hindered, so they

should not be helped. In other words, the rule

of government should be in economical matters,

lamvz-faire. The reason is obvious. The in-

ductions of the wisest government are gen-

eralities inapplicable to iiidiridiials, because
circumstances are ever shifting, and therefore

to be interpreted by an estimate of particular

needs. Hence, primk facie, the protection af-

forded to a nascent commerce by militaiy dis-

play or force is radically bad, just as we now
admit that the military defence of the colonies

for the purpose of securing colonial markets was
a delusion. Not indeed that the rule of laisBes^

faire is without exception. There ane cases in

which government is justified in iuterposing.

An administration may bix a communityin order

to confer m great public benefit, as by making
roads^ or in order to secure la^ moral and
matei^ progress, as in compelling education,

or to farther the highest and l^stdevelopements
of art and sdeaace. But in these au<I similar

cases, the defence ofgovernment interference is

to be found in the facts that the voluntary
association of individuals is incompetent to

achieve these results, or that, the community
not being vet alive to tlie worth of the ser-

vice^ and therefore exhibiting no demand, the
government is justified in taking the initiative,

and learing the declaration of indemnity for

such an invasion of private right to the sub-
sequent judgment of a more enlightened and
competent community.
The following appear to constitute the most

powerful causes of comparative wealth : First,

the division of labour. This cause c f wealth
was first commented on by Adam Snith, who
showed that the distribution of employments
induced reater dexterity in workmen, more
unbroken continuity, and greater economy.
This is the more manifest^ when the division

operates in the direction of aiding and supple-
menting industry by the addition of modianical
forces to human labour, or in some cases by
the substitution of machinery for mnscnlar
efforts. Adam Smith, however, failed to re-

o^ise another very important result of the
division of labour in cheapening the cost of
production. If the whole process is done by
one man, the cost of that portion of the woi*K
which needs the least skill is as great as that
whidi needs the most, whereas by divimon
it is possible to diminish the cost, by graduating
the remuneration. And as the only limit to
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tlie division of lalM)ur is the width of tho

market, it is clear that govcrnnient^il

laljons tending towards protection arc in eTOct

Iiindriinccs to tho most powerful among the

causes of comparative wealth.

Another cause is tho accumulation of capital.

It will be necessary to say a few words about

capital' and its functions, as this important

term WHS passed over under its proper head

with a very slight notice. The proceeds of

labour are divided into three portions, that

which is consumed for tho enjoyment of the

p<^ssessor. tluit which is employed for future

production, and that which is reserved or

hoarded fur contingencies. In so far as the

profits of labour are expended on mere enjoy-

ment, i.e. on such Ratifications as have

neither directly nor indirectly any bearing on

future production, tlie expenditure is mere

consumption. The second kind of employment

is, properly speaking, the function of capital

;

and the hoanl or reserve, though not used

prcKliictivcly, is an important resource when
occasion arises. It is clear that all capital is

the result of saving, i.c. it must consist of

objects in demand, which are in excess of tho

wants or the desires of its possessor, and it is

also clear, that in order to be effective, it must

bo consumed in some direction which shall be

distinct from the immediate possessor of it.

Further it must be consumed in the inain-

U'liance of labour, • for the employment of

capital is always with a view to profit, and

])rofit, like eveiy other kind of wealth, can bo

induced only by labour exercised upon materials

and their properties. Hence the capital of a

country represents all the saving which is

einjiloycd in the maintenance of labour, and

the increase of the capital of any country is

relative to tho amount which is annually

accumulated over and above that which is

rx|iendod in the maintenance of labour. If

tlu‘ expenditure were exactly tantamount to the

charges incurred, so that an absolute balance

were struck every year, the community would
neither progress or rctroRade ;

if it were in

excess, capital would suffer diminution ; if it

were less, capital would accumulate. The ab-

solute balance seems to have been almost struck

in Holland at the close of the last centuiy ; the

retrogression appears to have charact.erisod

Spain for the two and a half centuries follow-

ing the reign of Charles V. ; and the state of

progress has been manifest in this countiy for

the last 300 years, and is still more notably a
feature in tlie growth of the United States.

Capital, too, is divided into circulating capital

ana fix^ capital. These terms are unfortunately

rather ambi^ous, but they are meant to distin-

gnish those employments in which the capital

changes its form and cannot be recovers in

the same shape after it has discharged a single

office, from those in which the same product is

competent to perform a large number of opera-

tions. Thus the seed sown for a future crop is

circuhitingCHpital, whereas the labour expended

on tho d!minage of land or the building of

houses is fixed. Money is a form of fixed
capital, and the more thoroughly it is fixed, tho
larger will be tho number of operations it is

made to effect, or, in other words, the more will

it circulate. Capital, moreover, is not, as^we
have seen before, money or even implements,
but virtually food and necessaries for labour

;

i. e. money and implements are objects in which
capital is fixed, and the former is a general
credit, a power by which food and neces-
saries may be to a moral certainty attained,
but it is clearly only as a purcliasing power
that it can be called capita.! ; and instruments
are capital emlxKlied in a fixed form. Tho
amount of capit;tl possessed by a community, is

tho measure of tho means by which tho com-
munity can be stimulated to labonr. Thus, as
we have seen before [Demand], there may be
an urgent call for the products of labour, but
unless capital be present, in order that labour
already existent may bo called into activity,

the demand will not be met by a corresponding
supply; or, to quote Mr. Mill’s adage, ‘demaud
for commodities is not demand for labour.’

The effects of abundant capital on the pro-
gress of national wealth are, first, that it

insures continuity of occupation
;

i.e. it en-
ables producers to wait for the market. In
countries where capital is scanty, and the me-
chanic or farm liibonrer is also the dealer,

tho price of commbdities fluctuates largely,. and
yet is on the average high, because the pro-

ducer has to take into account tho suspension

of his labour and the risks of tho market.
Such a stfite of things is inconvenient to both
parties. It is an evil to the producer, bcciiuse,

while he is alternating between abundant em-
ployment and forced indolence, he is often ob-

liged to suffer the loss of n forced sale. It is

an inconvenience to the consumer, because he is

exposed to great fluctuations in price, whereas
nothing is more iidvanUigeous to both parties

than the reduction of the oscillations of price

to a minimum amount. Hence it is, or rather

was, that when farmers occupied small holdings

with sciinty capital, they ooiistently lost all the

benefit of the market from the necessity put
upon them of selling in order to realise.

When, however, a d<‘aler is possessed of suffi-

cient capital, ho is able to tide over a bad time
or low rates, and, by waiting for the market, to

avoid loss and equalise prices. Again, the ex-

istence of abundant capital renders it possible

that labour should cooperate. Great under-
takings can he carried out only b^ large capitals,

because the benefits of tho division of labour,

and with them of diminished cost of production,

can be attained only by strictly apportioning

the kind of woric to he done to each labouvei

who can do it most cheaply.

A third cause of comparative wealth wUI
become operative in the adjustment of Ui#
elements of production, and in the readinest
with which tiiey can circulate, i.e. be trant^

ferred to the centres in iHuch they can H
most profitably employed. These elements ari
labour and capital, and to these may be added.
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under eertiun reservations, public and private

credit. Labour may be in excess or defect, not,

that is to say, temporarily, but permanently.

When it is m excess, ve have the state of

overpopulation and the evils ^hich can be

rem^ed only by emigration on a vast scale,

as in Ireland during tlie last twenty years.

When it is in defect, there may bs a great

loss of capital. Such a loss occurred in the

first colonisation of Western Australia, when
it went under the name of the Swan Biver
settlement. Here a vast amoimt of capital

was exported, butdn consequence of the fact

that labour was deficient, and that no pains

were taken by any municipal regulations to

revent the labour then present from being

ispcrsed, the colony came utterly to ruin. At
all times, indeed, h&bour moves more slowly

than any other economical value, and therefore

no legislative impediment should be put in its

way. But in this countiy the motive energies

of labour have been inconceivably crippled by
the law of parochial settlement. Had it not
been that the industry of the north of England
always demanded more labour than was sup-

plied, and that therefore immigration has gone
on towards the manufacturing districts, un-
impeded by alarms as to the contingency of

pauperism, the degradation of the English la-

bourer would have been complete. As it is, the

manufacturing districts have formed a sort of

half-way house to America and the cohmies,

and a means of relieving to some extent the

excess of population. And though it will be
long before the habitual helplessness of the

agricultural labourer induced by the system of
settlement is removed, there is reason to think
that since the system is all but expunged from
the statute book, labour will circulate with
greater rapidity than before. [Pauperism.]
An excess or defect of capital may charac-

terise the economical condition of a country.'

When capital is in excess, the problematical

stationaiy state of economists is induced. We
say problematical, for though there is no doubt
that such a state of things marked the l>utch
trade of the last century, the causes are mani-
festly to be fou^ in the utter defiance of
common sense which disfigured the commercial
policy of Holland. In order to maintain prices,

the Dutch curtailed the supply of such tropical

products as were derived firom their possessions.

Hut they could not limit the competitors for a
share in the profits of the business which they
carried on, and they could not wholly prevent
a trade carried on outside their monopo^. As
a consequence^ profits sank to a very low rate,

Bo low inde^ that capital could har^y be
accumulated in proportion to eimenditure. But
when such notions are exploded, and it is

understood that a low rate of profit on ea<^
sale may mean an ageregatAug^ rate of profit

by the extension of oemand mnong consumers,
it does not seem likely that 0^ a state of
things is near enough for anyone to find it

worth speculating about.
Credit is not Wealth, but a power by which

wealth may be utilised. It is a moral force,

operating in the fullest way and with the best
results when it is justly accorded, by the fact

that it enables the fullest use to be made of ac-

cumulations. The world will always possess

borrowers and lenders. The more of both
classes, the more trustworthy are tho former.

Again, it is impossible that all transactions, ex-
cept at a great waste of power, should be simul-

taneously liquidated, and thus trade is im-
possible or scanty without mutual credit. This
credit may be public or private. Tlie credit of

a government is the means by which it can
negotiate loans, and depends entirely on tho

responsibility to which the executive is liable,

and the fulness with* which it is exposed to

public opinion. Private credit is that of traders,

and may be, indeed commonly is, far higher
than that of administrations. Now as credit is

measured by the rate of interest or discount,

and as profit is the excess of price over the

cost of production plus the rate of interest, it

will be clear that deficient credit is an absolute

bar to production, or at any rate to comparative
profit.

A fourth cause of comparative wealth is

found in the habitual standard of comfort
which labourers enjoy, or, as Mr. Jones calls it,

the habit of secondary wants. Demand is the

stimulant to industry, other conditions being

fulfilled. But demand will not be operative

among the mass of the communite unless they
proviae to themselves some stanmud of living

from which they will not voluntarily depart.

But a high standard of comfort indicates a pro-

gressive state, and a large margin of voluntary
expenditure eqjoyed by the working classes is at

once evidence of their industrial capacity and
a pledge of their procuring an increasing share

in the distribution of profits. [Popuejltxom.]

A fifth cause lies in the spread of moral and
intellectual education. The existence of a
criminal population implies the subsistence of

a certain class by a violent abstraction from
property and profits. Not only is crime a loss

proportionate to the injury inflicted, but it leads

to insecurity, entails large expense iii protection

to persons and property, with the charges of
legu procedure, and the maintenance of a large

class of professional advocates. So in a less

degree, but from similar causes, trades have
been lost by the want of trustworthy persons,

or by the frauds of producers
;
and the accumu-

lation of capital is constantly checked by the

want of safe objects in which the investment of

E
roflts may be made, and by the risk of pecu-
Ltion, embezzlement, or criminal negligence.

So incommon mechanical trades, overloSkers are

necessary in order to secure the employers of

labour - against firaud, and the expense of the

product is enhanced hy the need of watching
against dishonesty. Again, the ignorance offun-

damental eoonomseal kws is a serious hindrance

to the productiveness of labour. The efifect of

impmmant marriages, of the consequent charge
on Uie labour fhnd ly the maintenance of the

poor out of the rates, and of frequent strikes,
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aro illustraticms of how imorant working men some of which have been translated into Eng-
are of the conditions whidi surround their call- , lish ; and the essays edited by Dean Dawes,
ing in common with that of other men. At

|

Voittloa* Political science is that which
present there can be little doubt, that from one-

1

treats of the theory and practice of goTern-
half to one-third of the effectiveness of labour ! ment, and the subjects which it comprisoB
is lost by the regulations imposed out of ap- have been arranged under the following heads:
parent self-interest on the labour of operatives.

1
1. Natural law; 2. Abstract politics, i.e.

It is certain that by far the greater part of the

loss &lla on themselves, in the deficiency of their

habitations, and in the high rent which they pay
for scanty accommodation. There can be, in ^ort,

only one legitimate way by which wages can be

raised, by a diminution of labour itself, and by
the searen after a new market ; and any indirect

means by which attempts are made to raise the

money rate aro certainly unfair, and as certainly

nugatory in the end. No one can object to

any man setting a price on his labour and de-

dining to work except at that price
;
but if his

action under the circumstances leads him to co-

erce his fellow workmen, or to exact hard terms

from the consumer of the commodity which he
supplies, he will be sure to find that he will

be among the first to suffer.
,
Intellectual edu-

cation is also a powerful cause of material pro-

gress, uot only because it induces desires for a

higher standard of comfort, but because it gives

that capacity for adaptation and facility in in-

vention and accommodation to circumstances,

which makes labour more easily circulate, and
find out its best market. The Germans, who
are aU subjected to primaxy education, are the

most thriving among the American settlers.

Lastly, whatever extends the productive age

of labour, is a means of increasing wealth.

All the maintenance of children who die before

the working age is a loss to the community,

and such conditions as diminish human life

when it becomes productive are of a similar

character. Hence those sanitary regulations

which make life longer, obviate the interrup-

tions of sickness, and generally promote the

health of the people, have a xnarked effect,

other causes combining, on industrial prosperity.

Tlje jmigresB which has been made in j^ysio-

aical enquiry, and the police precautions!

en to insure health, are ss powexful contri-

butories to public wealth ss any other cause.

XU -nurtured, ill -fed, ill-dothed, ill -trained

labour is always dear, however nominal may
bs zfttd at ^hich it is remunerated.

It 1^ ^ot been possible in this slight sketch

to giva mors than the leading features of a
prqgtesmse state of wealth,, or to do anything

SM^hd pointing out the agencies, present ana

to come, which are the necessaxy causes of

mtex^ prosperity. Some of the remaining

points wiU be treated of in separate articles,

hi which it wiU be necessary to refer the

reader to the best and most poppla^ works on
political eepnomy. Among wese, in addition

the object of a state, and the relations be-
tween it and individual dtizens; 8. Political

economy
; 4, The science pf police, or munici-

pal relation ; 5. Practical politics, or the
conduct of the immediate public affairs of a
state; 6. History of politics; 7. History of
the European system of states, being the only
system in which the modem art of politics has
received a practical development

; 8. Statistics

;

9. Positive law relating to state affairs, com-
monly called constitutional law

; 10. Practical
law of nations; 11. Diplomacy; 12. The
technical science of pobtics, an acquaintance
with the forms and stylo of public business in
different countries. The ancient Greek writers
treated the science of politics uniformly with
reference to an imaginary perfect state, the
constitution of which each philosopher pro-
pounded according to his own speculative
views, and then proceeded to show in what
respects existing governments differed from
this ideal standard, together with the causes
of these variations.

VolL In Politics. [Parliament.]
(Dutch bd, the ermm of the

head). A tax levied on all members of the

community, the very poorest excepted. These
taxes have never been popnlar in this country,

perhaps in consequence of the real or supposed
connection of the great insurrection of the vil-

lains in 1381, with the imposition of such a

levy. A poU-tax, however, had been. enacted

two years before the date of the insurrection,

as well as in that year, the rates being gra-

duated according to the rank and supposed

wealth of the various persons assessed, and the

tax being therefore fair in its incidence.

The hearth-money of the reign of William
III. was virtually a poll-tax, and similarly un-

popular; and in some of the states composing
the American Union, a small tax of this kind

is regululy impoi^ed on all alike, as, for in-,

stance, a dollar on each adtdt in Massachusetts,

A tree with the head, or poll, cut

off hi ihe height of ten or twelve feet from the

ground, for the purpose of inducing it to throw
out branches all round the section where am-
putation has taken place. The branches so

ti^wn out are cut eSf periodically, when they

attain the length of eight or ten feet, to be used

as fqel, fence wood, or for other rustic purposes.

Pollard trees for the most part found in

hedgeroT^s, which they greatly ]i\jure by the

dense shade produced by their branches on the

to Uie works liilmdy Amsd, althou^ the writer
!

plants below ; andT eiccmting when the round
oannob xnwiablT aspeee with the conclusions ' formal heads of the poUards enter into oom-
arrived at, may be mentioned thb useful and bination with overgrown hedge plants, or with

oomprehensiye mani^ of Mr. Fav^ett ! large trees which have not been pollarded, they

pTo£uwor of political economy in the uni- disfigure the landscape, foom the monotony and
versify of Cambridge; the works of Bastiat, meanness of their appearance as compared
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with that of trees undecapiUted and left in

their native luxuriance. In the time of

Eveljm the term poUard spears to have been
applied chiefly to trees which were lopped or

deprived of &eir side branches, excepting a
few at top, leaving the tree standing like a
naked pole. Examples of this kind of pollard

are frequent among the hedgerow elms in the

neighbourhood of London and in Devonshire.

The decapitated tree, now called ^^pcUard, was
in Erelyn's time called a dottard,

Vollen (Xjat. fine flour). In Botany, the

pulverulent substance whidi’fllls the e^ of

the anthers of a plant, consistinp; of a multitude
of hollow cases, of extreme minuteness, filled

with a fluid holding very fine molecular matter
in suspension. The latter is eventually dis-

charge by the grmns of pollen through their

hollow tu&s, and is supposed to be the sper-

matic fluid of a plant
IPellMi Tubes. The tubular processes

emitted by the pollen when it comes in contact

with the stigma of a plant, and which are sup-

posed to conduct the impregnating matterdown
the style into the ovules though the foramen.

Tollux(Lat ). In Astronomy, one ofthe twins

forming the constellation Gemini. [CasTOA.!

Pollux is also the name of a star of the secona

magnitude in the same constellation.

Pollux. In Hineralo^, a rare mineraL

A hydrated silicate of alumina, potash, and
soda, remarkable for containing 84 per cent, of

caesium, according to recent a^yses of M. F.

Pisani. It is massive, eolonrlesB, and trans-

Castor.

PoXlttx. In Mythology* [PoLTOSUxas.]

Pblysi4oliilioas ^Qr. woAdIr, and dflcA^s,

a hrotker). In Botany, this term is applied to

flowers which have t^ stamens nmtra into

several distinct sets.

Poljwflrtu (Or. voXJf, and « num).

The thirteenth dus in the Luuusan ^stem.
It includes those plants the flowers of which
have bypogynons stamens more than twenty in

number.
PolgmtbM (Gr. veXusi^i^ fMmyfioufered),

A fisvourite cultivated flower, quite diatinct

fimn tks Polyanthus. The p;enus Mvanf^
belongs to the Mmeee, and its most mmiliar
aperies is ths Tuberose met with in our hot-

hrases, and prized on account of ths firagranoe

of its flowers. It is a perennial, with bulb-

tuberous stems, throwing iq> from ths heart of
leaves a tall fibowexing ac^pe, which supporta

at top a short inany-&weied raike of creamy-
white hi^ly flagrant flowers, the double forms

of which ere greets prised. Large quenti-

tiee ere annually imported from ItidJ* It ie

recorded that in sulb^ evenixmai after thunder,

when the abnoephsre was hqw
electric flqid* tlm Tuberose has been observed

to dart ainaU sparks of lurid flnms from such

of its flowere as were foding.

TolTSWnlluu (Gr. voXvariN^ An umbri*

Iftte-fioveiod vuiety of the Frinaofle» Mmda
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vuigariSt cultivated in gardens for its variously
colonrad gay-looking flowers.

TolyiuMI^ (Gr. voXvspx^)* A word some-
times used by political writers in a sense op-
posed to monarchy : the government of many,
whether a privileged class (aristocracy) or the

people at ]«ge (democracy).

Pblybigttg* An altemform of Anorthite

from Sweden.
Voljrbaslte (Gr. veX^r, many, and /9dcrir,

hose). A Bulplumtimonite of silver, in which
part of the silver is replaced by copper, and
part of the antimony by arsenic. It occurs in

short, tabular, six-sided prisms, which are

striated parallel to their btmea, opaque, and of

an iron-black colour by reflected light, but
cherry-red in thin aUcea when viewed by trans-

mitted light. It is found in the mines of

Durango in Mexico, Freiberg in Ssxon^,
Schenmitz in Hungary, and Przibram m
Bohemia. It has its name from the large

quantity of silver present,, compared with the

other sulphides of that metal.

Toljrcdireat (Gr. wok&xpmrrot). A term
applied by the old chemists to certain prepara-

tions which they regarded as possess^ of

multifarious virtues. Polychrest eaU was the

sulphate of potash.

Tolyebsolltte (Gr. «ox4$, fnany, x^ri,
colour, and XtOot, etme). A silicate of alumina,
with pmxide of iron and magnesia, from
Hragm^ in Norway.
Folyebiwlto (Gr. ««x4s, and XP^ colour).

A term applied to the colouring matter of

foom the variety of colours which it

exhibits when acted upon by various re-agents.

VoljobronaAtlo Acid (Gr. uoKvxpdjmros,

many coloured). A compound resulting from
the action of nitric arid upon aloea. When
used as a dye-stufiT it yields a variety of
colours.

Toljrclifiuaoij (^Qr. wpXiixpvMor, many-
ooUmred), In Arriuteoture and Sculpture, the

art of decorating with manv colonrs. Itianow
generally understood that the Greeks habitually

oolourea their architecture, the exterior ofbuUd-
inn as well as the interior ; but that they also

colonrad their sculpture is not so generally ad-
mitted. That the practice, however, ofcolouring
their statuaa was established among the Greeks
of the most refined period, is quite certain. It
isprovedbypassages inFlato,i^uaaiua8,Luriaxi,
Plutiiroh^d otherwriters. Marble statues were
coloured in encaustio, and statue paintiiig was
a distinct profession. 1%e naked flesh itaeBwas
not oonunonly painted, but was stained with an
encaustio varmsh; the ooiouring was tpps-
reat]ygeners% confined to the h^, eyes, lip^
the dnpeiy, and the ornaments in general

;

sometimes the hair was gil^ded, and toe eyes
were not un^uently oi with eyrisfm^
of copper gUt the oalebvated Nirias was an
fiyatfidTaw or statue painter, in his

youth: he coloured some of the statues of
Praxiteles. It it to this practice that Pliny
refers when he speslrt of the cireumUtio of

Nicias as applied to the statues of Praxitries,
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(Wornum, f^pochs of Painting fc. p. 103 ff.)

The acrolithic and CHBirsisLBPHiLimxi? sculp-

ture was virtually polychroniic. Ueber

die Po^hramu #c. ;
Semper, Ud>^r hemalit

ArcHtectur und Pldstik hd den ALtm ; and

Quatremire de Quincy, he Jnpiter C%««jwcn,)

l»olj«otyledoaoas {Gt. and kotv

a eeed iobe). In ^tany, ikm term Is

applied to thos^ embryos which have xonse than

two cotyledons.

l>olyorMe (Gr. iroX^.aiiid Kpairit, mixture).

A rare mineral occurring at Hitteroe in

Norway, in black six-sided tables, which are

of a brownish colour in tliin splinters. It

contains titanic and columbic acids, aircoiiia,

^’ttria, peroxide of iron, protoxide of uranium,

protoxide of cerium, a small quantity of alu-

mina and traces of lime and magnesia. The
name has reference to the many substances

wliich enter into its eomposition.

Polydeetaa. [Pebseus.
]

Polydeffmon (Gr. reaving
many). In Greek Mythology, a name given to

Hades, [^esephon^i.] Another form of the

name is Pol3’deete8, the persecutor ot hhuuA
and of her son FxasBtiaL

3Poly4eBkM (Gr. HeXidcuid^). In Mytho-

logy, one of the Bioseuri (di^aovpot, eons of
Zeus), the other bmng Castor. Of the birth

and home of these heroes the legends give very

oontradktnry aceonnts. In the Odyssey (xi.

298) they are sons of Tyndarens and Le^
and therefore brothen of Helen. [Plus.] Ae-
oording to another tale, they with their sister

were all children of Zei^ and sprang from the

name egg. Another myth calls Polydeukes and
Helen only the children of Zens, and makes
Polydeukes immortal, Castor, as son of Tynda-
reuB, being subject to age and death like other

mortals. The second part ot the name Poly-

deukes is found in Deucaliox, and is probably

another form of XeuxSt, Uaht, or brilliant. The
Dioscuri take part in the expedition of. the

Argonauts HdEDEA ; Mtstbbibs]
;
but accord-

ing to the biad they had died or disappeared

from the earth before the Trojan war. The
name of Castor was associated especially with

skill in the taming and management of horses,

that of Pollux, with boxing. In the Odyssey
(xi. 301) they are represen&l as coming to life

on alternate days and ei\ioying an honour equal
to that of the ^s. [Nemesis.]

IMydipsia (Gt, iro\vr, nmch, and 81^
h^cessive thirst. This name has been

given to a form of diabetes known as diabetes

insipidus. It is characterised by the discharge

of large quantities of urine of low specific

mvity, and is a most dangerous malady.
Pathol^sts indine to regard it as the result

of nervous lesion.

S^lygala (Gr. iroXOr, and ydXo, milk). The
typical genus of Pdbygalaeeat v&rj widdy dis-

toiWed and exceedingly various m character.

A few species, as P. cordifolia and its allies, are

handsom greenhouse shrubs. The most im-

sertant^ however, is P. iSmeoa, the root of which
» used as a stimulant diapnoxetic and expeeto-
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rant, especially in cases of chronic bronchitis.

The active properties appear to depend upon
an acid substance found prineipafly in the
rind of the root, and called polygalic acid, or
sometimes senegin. This root was introduced
into medical practice by Dr. Tennant, a Scotch
physician residing in Pennsylvania, as a remedy
for snake-bites. Several other species are
described as having similar virtues. They
seem to act as stimulant emetics, purgatives,
and diaphoretics, and relieve the embarrassed
breathing which occurs in such cases.

VolygalaceoB (Polygala, one of the genera).
A natural order of irregular polypetalous Exo-
gens of the Sapindal alliance, possessing tonic,

astringent, and nephritic properties. The
order is known by its complete irregular un-
symme.trical flowers, its naked petals, its one-
eelled antheM opening by pores, and its carun-.

culate seeds. The species are also sometimes
cultivated for the sake of their beautiful

flowers. They usually inhabit temperate cli-

mates, and are common at the Cape of Good
Hope. Bhatany root, a powerful astringent,

belongs to Krumsria, a genus of this order.

Polygamuuii In Botany, among grasses

this term signifles that when one of the two
flowers of vriuch a spikelet oonsasts is uni-

sexual, the other is hermaphrodite, as in Spo^
diopogon, &c. Among other plants it expresses

the presence in the same ii^vidual of male,
fem^e, and faermaphrodite flowers.

Volygmmy (Gr. vioXsyuyJa, from ydfios,

marriage). The custom of having several

wires; a custom apparently common to all

nations in remote antiquity, and common now
to most of those in which the tie of marriage
is recognised, and to which Christianity W
not extended. It was admitted under the
Mosaic dispensation (Exod. xxL 10 ; Deut. xxi.

15); and Selden {Uxor Hebraiea) has shown
its prevalence among the Jews, without men-
tioning the extraordinary instances of sove-

reigns, such .as David and Solomon. Some
have supposed, from such passages as 1 Tim.
iii. 2, that it was occasionally practised down
to the apostolic age. The severer manners of

Western nations seem to have repudiated it.

The notion that the Athenian laws allowed of

two wives (founded in part on a passage in

Athmaus, xiii. i.) seems a mistake ; but it ap-

pears to have been allowed to a citizen, in

addition to his lawful wife, herself a citizen, to

live in a kind of legitimate concubinage with a
female not belonging to that class. Thus, if

there is any truth in the story of the two wives

of Socrates, his plague, Xanthippe, was the

wife hy right, while the softer Myrto was a
wife only by courtesy. In republican Borne
no such lioense was known ; but under the em-
perors the practice of polygamy seems to have
crept in from the East, thonp^h r^udiated both
by the moral sense and civil usages of the

people. Valentinian I. legalised it by an
edict. But the Christian ecclesiastics ox the
empire strenuously opposed it; and it gri^
dually disappeared from Christendom after the
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fall of the Roman empire. In the East it has
continued to prevail. A few bold writers in

modern times have raised the defence of poly-

gamy, grounded on an alleTOd absence of
express prohibition. B^naraus Ochinus, a
well-known and able but unsteady theologian

of the ' sixteenth century, who belonged by
turns to the Roman Catholic and Protestant

communions, is amoi^ the most remarkable.

Lyierus {JPcilygaima Trium^phatrix) adopted a
still more decided view. The Rev. Mr. Madan,
in his Thdyphthora (a work which excited ex-

traordinary and very unfavourable sensation on
its appearance), asserted that the injunctions

in the Epistles to Timothy and Titus, restrain-

ing bishops and elders from having more than
one wife, meaning one wife at a tune, plainly

demonstrated the lawfulness of the practice

in aU others. But a greater number of philo-

sophical writers have sought for a justifi-

cation of the practice in the East. Voltaire,

Montesquieu, and others,defend iton the ground
of the rapid decay of female beauty in those

regions. Montesquieu also relies on the strange

notion, that the number of females in Eastern

countries is much greater than that of males.

But the supposed fact on which these reasonings

rest seems to be altogether imaginary. At all

events, the practice of polygamy in the East is

confln^ to BO few that it can have little direct

effect on manners, and none on population.

Niebuhr says, that in Arabia the conduct of

tliose who take more than one wife *is blamed
by all other men.’ But it seems scarcely to have
occurred to most reasoners that while poly-

gamy itself is rare, its recognition is almost
always accompanied with the toleration of con-

cubinage by public morality. The man who
is not rich enough to take two wives, or who
does not choose to encounter the household
disturbances which follow such an arrangement,

falls entirely in with the public opinion of his

class, in taking into his family a recognised

concubine to dwell with his lawful spouse.

Some curious remarks on the subject of TOly-

gamy may be found in Lady Duff Gordon’s
Letters from Egypt^ and in the writings of
Captain Burton, Journey to the Great Salt

Lake Cityt &c. [Mobmonism.]
Voljgaatite (Gr. and yoirhlp, a

stomach). The name of the most minute and
simple class of Infusories and of the whole
oiganie kingdom. The Polygastrians have
been characterised as animalc^es devoid of

spinal marrow, and of vascular and respi-

ratory organs, with many stomachs, of an in-

definite form, and androgynous, with spurious

locomotive organs of various nature. They
are all endowed with an organisation charac-

tenstie of the kingdom Jerita; and manifest

such modifications of internal stroctare. and
eoctenial form that they could be divided into

twenty-two families, of which eleven are naked

and ^even clothed in a silidous ease. Ihey
occur in all parts of the world, and differ

according t6 diversity of clim^ region, kind

of water, dte. They are invisible to the naked
15
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eye ; but, by their immense numbers, they can

I

impart a distinct colour to the water in which
they swarm, and are one of the caoses of the
phosphorescence of the sea. They exjoy the
most extensive powers of reproduction ; and
throi^h their faculty of spontaneous fssion^

the individual becomes constant, anfi, as it

were, perpetually renews its youth. By virtue

of the imperishability of their external cases
I the Polyyastria have formed vast masses of

;

rock, as at Bilin in Bohemia, where a single

I
stratum, extending over a wide area, is no lei^

than fourteen feet thick; and this consists ex-

clusively of the cases of BadUariat GailloneUa,

&c., united together without any visible cement.

I

They sometimefe so choke up water by their

vast numbers as to cause the death of fishes

Icontdned therein. They appear never to

sleep : they are vexy tenaciouB of life, and
Ifdl into a kind of torpidity by excess of

dryness, heat, or cold. The more minute
species are probably often snspended in the air.

They act according to extern^ circumstances,

seemingly as the higher organised animals
do. They are ii^juriously a&cted or killed

by strong poisons, but can sometimes sup-

port great degrees of warmth and cold, and
can live with or without light. Their motions
are slow. Ehrenberg cal^ates that the Mo-
nas punciwm^ if it were to continue its ordi-

nary rate of motion in a straight line, would
traverse one mile of space in five years ; while
the Navioula grandia would require forty years

to travel over the same distance. Their move-
ments simulate the phenomena of consciousness

and choice, and muscular power is significantly

indicated by the strong nuudllaiy apparatus
with which many are provided.

Volyglot (Gr. uoMrf\tsrros,>inany-‘t<mgwd).

A woid generally applied to such Bibles as
have been printea with the text in various lan-

guages. The most ancient instance of this per-
allm representation of various texts is the work
of Origei^ known the name of the Hdcapla,
in imitation of which several similar editiona

of the Scriptures have been pnblisl^ since the
invention of printing. Of these the most impor-
tant are: 1. The (hmflutenaiant ofc edition of
Cardinal Ximenes, prhnted at AlcaU in Spain,
1615, in four languages, comprehended in six

Tols. folio. 2. The PianHn, Antwerp 1672.
3. The Polyglot of Be 8a<7, Paris 1646. 4. The
English or Walton’s Polyalot, London 1657*
These contam among them the Hebrew,
Chaldee, Syriac, and Samaritan text^ with
Latin versions of each; the Septuagix^t, the
Greek of the New Testament, the Iti^ and
the Vulgate; with some of the Hebrew and
Chaldee paraphrases, and oo^us indeoEes and
grammatical illustrations. 6. Butter’s Poly-
glot, Nurembm 1580, eontoiiis twelve lan-
guages; the Hebrew, Styriac, Greek, Latin,

German, Bohetnisin, Itafian, Spaniih, Preneh,
EngliiAi, Danish, and Polislu (Kattam, Lite-

rary SUtory, iii. 4efi.)

PotyfM (Gr. wokSympos)^ A flgnre of
many angles or comers. In yotyyommeifyr
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tliat branch of geometry inwhich the properties

of polygons are investigated, the angular points

are conceived to be flituated either anywhere

111 space, when the polygon is termed skew
;
or

on the surface of a sphere, when it is termed

s2)}ierical; or in a given plane, which is the

most frequently occurring case, and the only

one we shall here notice.

The complete %}olygon of n angles has

n (
w~ 1)

"
i72

sides, which are the right lines joining all

possible pairs of points. Thus, although a
complete trigon has only three sides, a complete

tetragon has six, and so on. *[Qua.dbanglk.J

A complete n-gon comprises .3.4 . . (« — 1)

different simple polygons^ each of which is

;

formed by joining the n points in a certain

order. Of such simple polygons, however, only

those are contemplated in elementary geometry

whose unproduced sides do not ent each otln r,

and the latter arc themselves divided into two

classes
;
viz. convexjwlygons, the interior angles

of which are all less than two right angles, and

concave polygons^ of which one (or more) of the

interior angles exceeds two right angles. The
angles of the first class are aU salnnt, whilst

polygons of the second class are distinguished by

the possession of one or more re-entering angles.

Although Euclid considers only convex poly-

gons, the first corollary to his prop. 32, book i.

(according to which all the intcrioc angles,

together with four right angles, are Iqiial to

twice as many right angles as the figure has

sideii), is also true for concave polygons. His
second corollary, however, according to which

the sum of all the exterior angles is equal to

four right angles, is only true in the case of

convex polygons.

Theoretically the simplest way of finding the

area of an ordinary polygon is to take tlie sum
of the areas of the triangles into which it may
always be divided. Other elegant methods
have been given by G-auss, in Schumacher’s

translation of Carnot’s GeomHric de Position

(Altona 1810), and by L’Huilicr, in his Poly-

gonomkrU (Geneva 1789).

A polygon whose angles and skies are all

equal, is termed regular. The corners, as well

as the sides, of such a polygon are equidistant

from one and the same point, the common
centre ofthe inscribed and circumscribed circles.

The problem, to inscribe a regular polygon in

a circle by means of the ruler and compass
alone, is not always solvable, Euclid has

shown how to inscribe a regular trigon, t^etragon,

pentagon, and quindecagon in a circle, and by
|

repeated bisection of sums, his solutions may
easily be extended to polygons having 2™, 3.2*",

6.2" or 16.2" angles, where m is any number
whatever. Gauss has shown, too, in his Vls-

gimiiumes AHthTnetica, that we may consider as

inscriptible all polygons the number of whose
sides IS equal to the product of some power of

2 by a prime of the form 2" + 1. The first two
primes of this form are 3 and 6, corresponding
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to the Vcilues 1 and 2 of m. The value m—S
gives the number 9, which is not a prime

;
to

= 4 corresponds the prime 17 ;
and the next

prime of the series is 257, corresponding to

m=8. The inscription of the 257-gon has been
examined by Richclot in Crelle’s Journal^ vol.

ix.
;

that of the 17-gon has been treated by
Gegenbrct, in. his Elements de Trigononietrxe

;

by Griinert, in Kliigel’s Math, Wdrterhuch
;
by

Staudt in CrLllc’.s Journal, vol. xxiv.
; by JMr.

Lowry in T^ybourn’s Math, lieposiiory, vol. iv.

;

as well as by several others.

Besides the ordinary regular polygons, there

are also regular stellated polygons which are

formed by drawing, without lifting the pen,

diagonals of an ordinary polygon so as always

to cut off the same number of sides, tho number
cut off being prime to the total number. Eor
instance, 12 3 4 5 1 being a regular pentagon,

1 3 5 2 4 1 will bo a stellated one.

Little need be added with respect to splieri-

cal polygons. The area of a convex spherical

«-gon.8

if 2 denot-o the sum of its angles and r tlu;

radius of tho sphere.

Polygon. In Fortification, a polygon is

either cJitcrior or interior. The exterior poly-

gon is tho figure formed by lines connecting

tho angles of the bastions with one another all

round the work
;
the interior polygon by lines

in prolongation of the curtains. [Foktifica-

TION.]

Polygon of 2*orces. In Mech.anies, the

name given to a theorem, the discovery of

which is attributed to Leibnitz. The tbcori'in

is this: If any number of forces act upon a

I

jioint, and a polygon be taken, one of the siflrs

of which IS formed by the line representing one
of the forces, and the following sides in succes-

sion by linos representing the other forces in

magnitude, and parallel to their directions,

then tin; line wliicli completes the polygon will

represent the resultant of all tho forces.

Polygronaceee (Polygonum, one of the

genera). A natural order of herbaceous, rare-

ly shrubby, apctalous hypogynous Exogens,
inhabiting the whole world, and referred by
Lindley to the Silenal allmnoe. They are dis-

tinguished from most other plants by the

cohesion of the scarioiis stipules into a sheath,

technically called anocna or hoot, and by their

triangular fruit. Sorrel on the one hand, and
Rhubarb on the other, represent the general
qualities of this order. While the leaves and
young shoots are acid and agreeable, the roots

are universally nauseous and purgative. Rinnex
acetosa contains pure oxalic acid, and many
species ai Polygonum are used in dyeing. The
Rheum or Rhubarb, and Rumex or Dock, are
well-known plants of this order

; which is also
sometimes remarkably astringent, as in the case
of the Cocooloba uvifera, or Sca^side Grape of
the West Indies, an extract of whose bark forms
a kind of Kmo.
Polygronal STiimbeni. In Arithmetic, the

successive sums of the terms of an arithmetical
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tioricB beginningwithnnity. They are Figubatb
Numbers of the second order.

A very general and remarkable pro^rty of
polygonal numbers was discovered by Fermat,
though it has yet been demonstrated only in

respect of the triangular and square numbers.
It is this Every number whatever is the sum
of-One, two, or three triangular numbers

;
the

t-um of one, two, three, or four squares; the
sum of one, two, three, four, or five pentagonal
numbers ; and so on.

Polygram (Or. voXut, and ypdfina, a line).

A figure consisting of many lines or sides. An
ordinary polygram is the same as an ordinary
Polygon [w-hich see]. It would be well, how-
ever, if the distinction between polygon and
polygram were more strictly adhered too. A

complete w-gram has - angular points

or corners, whilst a complete w-gon has
n («— 1)

sides. As an illustration, see Quadrangle and
QuADttILATPUtAL.

Polyerraph (Gr. ir&Ai5r, and ypdtpta^ I idtHl).

Iji Tlih’iogriii)hv, this term designates a collection

of different works eitherhy one or s('veral authors.

Polytialite (Gr. woAvs, and &KSy salt). A
h>druub sulphate of lime, potash, and magnosi.i,

with muriate of soda, found at Ischl, in Upper
Austria, where it occurs in compact fibrous

masses of a brick-red or flesh colour, and some-
times colourless.

Polybedron (Or woXur; *4Zpa, a base). In

Geometry, a solid bounded by many planes

or faces. Each face is bounded hy three or

more right lines or tdgrs, and three or more
faces by their intersection form a corner. The
theory of ^olylicdrons, although studied by tlu^

ancients, is ’still incomplete and defective m
many points

;
w'o shall merely mention a few of

their most elementary and important properties.

If w’ith respect to any sphere, we take the

polar plane of every corner of a given poly-

he<lion, we shall obtain a second having as

many faces as tlie first has corners, as many
cornels as it has faces, and precisely the same
number of edges. [Poles and Polars.] So
tint the 'principle of d'liality holds for all

polyhedrons
;
that is to si^y, to every polyhedron

corresponds its coiijayate, w'hich has as many
n-angled faces as the first has n-anglcd corners.

If by taking away one face from an incomplete

or unclosed polyhedron which has e edges, c

comers, and / faces, we remove n corners, w^e

shall necessarily diminish the number of edges

by « + 1, so that the number c+f—e will

remain unaltered by the operation, and conse-

quently also by its repetition. Since this

repeated subtraction, however, must ultimately

lead to a single face with as many corners as

edges, we see that for every unclosed polyhedron

c+f-e=^l. If we unclose any polyhedron,

therefore, of E •edges, C comers, and F faces,

by removing a face, we shall obviously have

Cf+(F-1)-E«=l ;
i.e. C + F«E+2. This

fundamental theorem, according to which tlte

VoL. III. 17

number of corners, together with the number of
faces, of every ordinary polyhidrmi, exceeds by
two the numier of its edges, although known
to Descartes, was rediscovered and first pnh-
lisbcd by Euler in the Nov. Comm. Petrop. 1762,
From it numerous consequences may be de-

duced. It can be shown, for iiisfance, that

there is no polyhedron of seven edges, and that

some of the faces of every polyhedron must
necessarily ho either triangular, quadrangular,
or pentiigonal

;
hence also some of its corners

must necessarily be triangular, quadrangular,
or pentagonal. These are eons(‘quently termed
the esstutial elemoiits of every polyliedron. It

can he shown, too, that there are but five dis-

Ui\Qi regular palyk' drons, or such as have 0(iuul

regular polygonal faces and corners. In fact,

if each face is a regular polygon of n sides,

then obviously 2E -wF= ?«C, if m be the

number of plane angles that meet at every

corner. It follows, therefore, from the funda-

mental relation, that

_ 2mn
2m + 2n —mn

This can only be a whole number in five

distinct cases, since neither m nor n can be less

than three or greater than five. The name and
nature of each of the jive ngidar polyhedrons,

or, as they are often called, Platonic bodies, lu

given in the following table.

K»mct til
n•1 E F c— — — — —

Tctrahoclron or Regular Pyra-
niid 3 3 C 4 4

ITexaliedron or Cube 3 4 12 6 8
Ortaliectron .... 3 12 8 6
Dodecnhociron.... 3 5 30 12 20
Icosabodron .... 5 3 30 20 12

The hexahedron and octahedron arc con-
jugate, as are also the dodecahedron and the
icosah(Hlroii. The tetrahedron is manifestly its

own conjugate.

Besides the above, there are the semi-regrdar
polyhedrons of Archimedes, the corners of w hich
are equal and similar to one another, but formed
hy regular polygons of different kinds. Pappus
(in the fifth book of his Collections) and Kepler
eaiumerate thirteen distinct semi-regular poly-

hexlrons. They omit two, however: one is a
right prism, whose bases are equal regular

polygons of any number of sides, and whose
lateral faces are all squares

;
the other may

be formed from the first by conceiving one
of the two equal polygons to be first twisted,

and each of its corners then joined to two of

the other ^lygons, so that the lateral faces

become equilateral triangles.

There are also stellated regular polyhedrons.

These were first described by Kepler, and have
been since studied by Poinsot and others.

{Journal de Vmole Polytechnique 1809, and
Comptes JRendus 1858-9.) We may mention,

lastly, that the theory of polyhedrons has been

greatly extended in recent years by the re-

searches of Kirkman, whose memoirs will be

found in the Phil. Trans, of the Royal Society.
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Folthedbon. In Optics. [Polyscope.]

SPolybydplte (Or. voKis, and 6Sa)p, water).

A hydrated silicate of iron from Frf'itenbruii

in Saxony. It is the same as the Hisinqebite

of Berzelius.

Voljliymiiia (Gr. IloXutl/ti/ia). The muse
who presilled over lyric poetiy. (Hesiod. TJieog.

78 ;
Hor. 0(/: i. 1.)

Polykrase (Gr. iroXls^ and KpactSf comhi-

nalion), A rare mineral occurring iu black

six-sided tables; it contains titanic and tantalic

acids, zirconia, y ttria, alumina, magnesua, lime,

and the oxides of iron, cerium, and uranium.

It is found at Hitterde, in Norway.
Polylite (Gr. iroXur, and \lQo^, stone). A

variety of Pyroxene from Hoboken in New
Jersey, The name has reference to the numer-
ous constituents of which it is composed.

Poljrmlffnite (Gr. iro\iJs, and fxiywfit, to

mix\ from the number of its components).

A titanate of Zirconia, which occurs in long

thin prismatic crystals with a brilliant suh-

metallic lustre, in the zircon-syenite of Fre-

dericksvam in Norway.
Polynomial. [Multinomial.]
Polynomial Theorem. [Multinomial

Theorem.]
Poljonymy (Gr. itoXvuwpla, a multitude of

names). The description of the same ol)j€‘ct

under several names. This practice marks one
of the necessary stages in the growth of lan-

guage, and furnishes the great source of My-
thology. It is obvious that a common root

may be .used to describe different objects which
agree in some special point: thus, a word
denoting brightness might be applied to the

moniing, a fountain, or the spring-time of the

year, which would thus be homonymous^ or
namesakes. But it is also manifest that the

same object may be described by several cha-

racteristics. The sun may be called the child

of the night, the destroyer of darkness [Per-
seus], the slayer of the dawn [Apoli.o], the

husband of the morning [Eos], or of the dew
[pROCEis]

;
and thus the sun would be

onymous or many-named, while each name
would supply the idea of a separate myth.
(Max Muller, Lectures on Language, second
scries, viii.)

Polyoptron. In Optics, a glass through
which objects appear multiplied, but dimin-
ished. It consists of a lens, one side of which
is plane, while in the other are ground several
spherical concavities. Each of these concavities

becomes a plano-concave lens, through which
an object appears diminished

;
and when there

are a number of them together, the object will

be seen through each, and thus multiplied.

Polypes (Gr. wDAiiirow). The name of an
extensive group of radiated animals in the
system of Cuvier, associated together by the
common character of a fleshy body, of a conical
or cylindrical form, commonly flxed by one
extremity, and with the mouth situated at the
opposite end and surrounded by more or less

numerous arms or tentacles. Under this

external form are masked various grades of
18
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organisation, of which three at least have
been well defined by recent and minute ana-
tomical researches.

The lowest grade of organisation is mani-
fested by the fn-sh-watcr Pol;^pe {Hydra), and
the compound mariiio corallineh {Serialante,
Tubularhe, &c.). The body hero consr&tsS of
a granular parenchyma, having a contractile

power in every part, not requiring a distinct

allocation and arrangement of musjmlar fibres.

When it is defended, as in the Corallines, by a
polypar3’', ri'tracted into its cell with-
out being foldt'd upon itself. The oral tentach‘3

are not provided with vibratile cilia ; tho
stomach is not distinct from tlic parietes of the
body. The polypes thus organised have been
termed Dimorpha by Ehrcnberg; Ilydrozoa
by Owen; and Nudtbrachuita, or Hydriform
Polypes, by A. Farrc. In the second group of
Polypes the body is distinctly meinbranons and
fibrous, and the stomach forms a scpiirate pouch
suspended in its centre. The stuniai*h has but
one external orifice, which serves for mouth and
vent; but posteriorly it communicates with ttie

main cavity of the body. This is divided into
several compartments by vertical partitions
passing from the walls of tlic cavity to those of
the stomach

;
and with the chambers thus formed

the tubular arms surrounding the mouth coiu-
municate: these arms are not ciliated exter-
nally. This group of Polypes has been termed
Antkozoa by Ehrenbcrg : it includes tho Sea-
ancinones, Madrepores, Coral-polypes, &c. In
the third and highest group of Polypes tho
parietes of the stomach are not only ilistiuct

from those of the body, but are continued into
an intestinal tube, 'wiiich is reflected forward
and terminates in a distinct anal aperture near
the month : the teiitacula are provided with
vibratile cilia. The Polypes of this division
are aggregated or compound, and provided
with flexible or calcareous cells, they have
been termed liryozoa by Ehrenbcrg, and
hrachiata by Farrc. All the groiqis of Polyjx s
propagate by gemmation, and bkewdso by ova,
which are first dcyelopcil into ciliated and loco-
motive gcmmules. In some Cilivhravhiuta Mie
sexes are distinct. The Araleplur of Cuvier
belong, metageucticully, to the Ilydrozoa, while
the liryozoa liave affinity with the compound
Ascidians.

Polypetalous (Gr. iroXhs, .and tt^toXoi/, a
leaf\ In Botany, a term applied to flow't'rs in
which the ^‘etals arc separate, rather than to
those in which they are numerous, as the name
would seem to imply. It is used as the anti-
thesis to monopetalous.

Polypbemus. In Mythology. [Cyclopes.]
Polypodiaoese (Polypodium, one of the

genera). The most comprehensive of the na-
tural orders under which Ferns are arranged,
including nearly all the species which aro
known. It is distinguished mainly by tho
presence in the spore-cases of an elastic jointed
ring which nearly surrounds them, and by the
contraction of which they seem to burst open
when ripe. [Filices.]
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l^olyponi* (Gt. iro\6jropost with many

wrts), A very extensive genus of Fungi, be-

longing to the pore-bearing diviision of that
vast oAer. The pores vary much in size, being
sometimes almost invisible to the naked eye.

Some of the species are of a brilliant scarlet,

others lilac, yellow, orange, &c., but the pre-

dominant colours are tints of brown. A few
of the species, as P. ovinus, afford a grateful

food, but in general they arc coarse, tough, and
indigestible. P. tuberaster, which springs from
the Fungus Stone [PiethAl Fungaja], is es-

teemed in Italy, ana a species is raised from
pollard hazels by roasting them gently before
the fire and then keeping them properly irri-

gated. P. foTnentariua supplies tbo best Ama-
nou of commerce, though inferior kinds are

OToduceff from other species, as P. igniaritis.

P. officinalis was once a celebrated drug, but it

is now little used, though still to be obtained

in the herb-shops
;
it grows almost exclusively

on Larch. P. destructor and some others are the

pest of wooden structures, while the spawn of

P. hybridits is the dry-rot fungus of oak-built

ships. P. hdvlinus forms excellent razor-strops.

Polyptyohodon (Gr. tcokIs
;
vrvxii, a fold ;

and bbovSf tooth), A genus of Sauropterygian
reptiles (equalling Phosaurusin size), in which
the teeth have a strong conical crown with

a subcircular transverse section, the longi-

tudinal ridges of the enamel being set close

all roun^ the crown, whence the name of the

genus
;
such teeth may be distinguished from

the teeth of Mosamurm or Pliosaurus by the

absence of the smooth,, almost fiattened faces

of the crown, which surface, in those genera, is

divided by two longitudinal ridges from the
rest of the crown. The teeth are implanted in

distinct sockets, as in Plesiosaurus,

Polypus (Gr. roAiJirow, many-footed). In
Surgery, a fleshy tumour, which is occasionally

formed in tbe nostrils ; the same term is also
applied to a fleshy tumour of the uterus.

PolysarUa (Gr. voXvaapKla). Corpulency.
[Obesity.]

Polyscope (Gr. ^toAvctkoitot, from <nt<nriw,

J look). In Optics, a lens plane on one side

and convex on the other
;
the convex side being

formed of several plane surfaces, or facetteSy

so that an object seen through it appears mul-

tiplied. The reason of the multiplication of

the image is this : When the opposite sides of

a tliick piece of glass are not parallel, an object

seen through it appears out of its true place

on account of the refraction
;
consequently, if a

lens is ground so that portions of its convex

surface are^ differently inclined to its plane

side, the object will appear in different places

at the same time. The polyscope may be used

to collect the^ images of several dispersed ob-

jects into a single point, or to collect parts of

the same object represented in different places,

so as to form a single image. The instrument

is a mere toy, and used omy for the purpose of

nmusement.
(Gr. voA^tnreufros, dra/um by

many cords), A term used by some of the old
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writers on Mechanics to denote an assemblage
of pulleys for raising heavy weights.

FolyaplieDrlte (Gr. iroKbSy and cr<^a7pa, a
sphere ; from its occurrence in roundish masses).
A variety of Brown Lead-ore [PyROMonpiiiTE]
containing phosphate of lime, and a certain-

quantity of fluoride of calcium. It is of a
brown or yellow colour, slightly darker tlian

PyromoiTphite, and has a radiated structure in-

ternally. It is found near Freiburg in Saxony.
Polystyle (Gr. itoAuo'tuXos, many-columned).

In Architecture, an edifice in which there are a
great number of columns.

Polyteotanto Sobool (Qr. from
woAui, and <2r/). This establishment

was founded in 1794, at Paris, by a decree

of the National Convention. Its object is to

instruct youth in tho mathematical, i»hysiral,

and chemical sciences. Napoleon, who intro-

duced various modifications into its constitu-

tion, gave a military turn to its discipline. It

preriares pupils for the artillery service, and
civil and military engineering. The number
of students is about 360. Youths selected by
competitive examination are admitted between
the* ago of sixteen and twenty, or, if in the

army, twenty -five, and the course of study lasts

two years. It is now regulated by a series of
laws passed from 1852 to 1866. In the lists

of its professors have been included the illus-

trious names of Lagrange, La Place, Monge,
BerthoUct, &c. ;

and from the ranks of its

pupils have proceeded, almost without excep-
tion, all the mathematicians and philosophers

of France who have attained to eminence
during the last half-century.

Polytellte (Gr. iroAwreA^j, valuable). A
name for the varieties of Grey Copper-ore
which contain silver and quicksilver.

Poljtbalamaoeans (Gr. 7roAi/f, and 6dAa-

fMOSy a chamber), A name applied by De
Blainville to an order of Cephalopods, includ-

ing those which have many-chambered shells.

Like all divisions founded merely on external"

or dermal characters, it contains animals of

different degrees of organisation, which cannot

be grouped together in the same order in a
natural system. Thus Spirtda and BclemniieSy

for example, are joined with Ammonites and
Nautilus. [Tbtrabranouiates.]
Polytheism (Gr. xoAvs, and OeSt). A belief

in many gods, in contradistinction to Mono-
theism, or the belief in one God. In the absence
of historical documents, the evidence of lan-

guage alone can furnish grounds for definite

conclusions on the origin ajad growth of poly-

theism. That evidence shows that human
thought had already passed through several
stages, before the idea of God was embraced

'

by the mind [Lahguaob]
;
but other influences

were simnltaneously at work, which could not
fail to modify that idea. Ignorant of the nature
of his own

^
life, and knowing nothing of the

nature, origin, and properties of other objects,
man could only attribute vaguely to all visible
things same kind of existence as that which
belonged to himself. 'Hiis existence involved

c 2
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Bimply the notion of consciousness, for the die-

j

tinction between consciousness and personality
|

was cf later growth. Thus the sun, moon, and

stars, would all be living beings; and their

influence, in the lack of any idea of a natural

order, would be seen in tlie working of the

material world, and in all the accidents of

liuman life. Tlieir action would appear either

benefleent or malign ;
and hence these beings

would be invested each with their spedal

character. As being beyond human control,

and as affecting the condition of men, they

would be loved or feared ;
and with the growth

of the idea that they iniglit be propitiated or

appeased, the system of polytheism would bo

complete. But as long as the names applied to

the sun or other objects were understood in

their original sense as names for those objects,

the number of the deities would be but small.

When, as a consoquenee of dispersion, the

meaning of these names was either in part or

wholly forgotten, all the words wliicli had de-

scribed some visible object became a name for

an independout being [PoLYONYiMv.] The sun

us the destroyer of night became PLitscrs ;'as

the loi\l of light, rhoibus
;
as the king of day,

Kophalos (Cephaliis); as sinking to sleep, E.v-

DYMioN. The same process went on with all

other names, and the result was an infinite

multiplication of mythical beings
;
or, as objects

of worship, gods. This developement may be

distinctly traced in the fundiuneiitul Brahmaiiic

and Zoroastrian myths. In tlie former, Iiidra

is the sun-god who fights with and conquers his

adversaiy VitiTia, the dark power of night;

but the introduction of an othiciil sentiment

is manifest oven in Vedic hymns which speak

of V ritra as the enemy of man. On the Iranian

soil this moral element altogether excluded the

physical; and Vritra became Ahrimaii, who is

engaged in an everlasting struggle with Oii-

Muzi). Thus the great principle of Zoroastrian

religion [Dualism] is no suggestion of human
experience or philosophical reflection, but an in-

evitable result ofphrases employed to denote the

phenomena ofday and night. But although dual-

ism is essentially polytheistic, the two great con-

tending powers remained rather conceptions of

the mind than beings of a recognised shape and
form. The anthropomorphic tendeuey would
show itself chiefly in less speculuthe races, and
hence would be si)ecially powerful among the

|

(Iroeks, for whom the king of Olympus and
the lord of light became beings of the same
form and of the same passions with himself.

The worship of animals has been traced by
many to a supposed universal worship of na-
ture. Of this worship the episode of the cattle

of Helios, in the Odyssey (xii.), is taken by
many as furnisliing some evidence. (Gladstone,

Homer and the Homeric Age, ii. 412; Dasent,
Popular Tales from the Norse, Introduction,

xix.
;
Max Muller, Comparative Mythology, 63.

81; Cox, Tales from Greek Mythology '

\

Gods and Heroes, 68.) But although in Egypt
some animals may have been regarded with

special veneration, we have no proof of any
on

POLYZONAL LENS
such idolatry among the Greek or other tribes

of the Aryan races. But their mythology sup-

plies abundant illustrations of the way in which
such a worship might be suggested. In the

Vedic Indra has his cattle, which arc

daily driven to their pastures in the fields of

the sky
;
his chariot is drawn by a bull, the same

bull which bears Europa across the sea. Indra,

again, has his horses, the Ilarits, which by the

Jews (2 Kings xxiii. 11), as by other nations,

were worshipped in that form, but which in the

hands of the Greeks were transformed intc> the

beautiful Charites. The animal worship thus

suggested might be indefinitely extended, while

it might also be degraded into the fetichisni

wbieh impub'S: a virtue to inanimate and inor-

ganic matter. The same proc'ess of develope-

ment would bo seen in the idea of sacrifice,

and the presentation of simple gifts would bo
followed by the surrender of the most costly

tjeasures or the most precious life. In tho

early Vedic religion the horse, saen d to tho

sun, is also sacrificed to him
;
and the phrases

which represented the death of the solar brides

as following close on that of their lord, issued

111 the practice of Sl tthb.

But all these developcineiitH, although in tho

mimls of the muUiliule tluy might almost
extiiigui.sli a monotheistic belief, would not

necessarily obscure it for men of deep and
earnest thought. The Zeus to whom Achilleus

prays in time of real trouble is not. the Zeus
who recounts the number of liis earthly loves,

blit the Zeus to whom A'lsiliyliis a})peai.s as

iiieompreliejisible yet perfectly just and riglit-

eous, ami of whom Sophocles speaks a.s tho

father of tho unfailing laws of purity and truth.

Ill other wor.ls, polytheism began not with a

conviction or belief, but from the necessities of

human language, and as such it obtained a

powtr over men proportionate to the degree in

which they submitted themselves to the tyranny
of words, and regarded names as something
more than arbitrary titles attached to ontwara
objects for the common purposes of life.

The theory of polytheism has been discussed

in such works as Stillingfleet's Origims SnertF',

Karnes, Skt U lies of the History of Man
;

Cudworth’s Litvllectuid StfStou ; Vossius, De
On’guie ldJol((fn<F\ but tliest' writers had not

, before them that evidt nee on the earliest phases
of human thought which has been more ri'cently

furuislied by the results of [diilolugical science.

Polyzene (Gr. from ttoAiJs, and
livos, a strangC ' ). A name given by Hausmaim
to tho ore of Platinuni, as indicating the many
new mctnls which are associated with it.

Polyzoa (Gr. rroXhs, and animal). A
class of compound animals resembling the Ser-
tnlarians in their organs of support, but in

their internal organisation approaching nearly
to the compound Ascidiaiis The term is ay-
nonjrTuous with the Bryozoa of Ehrenberg, to
w'liich the most extended currency is pjven.
Polyzonal Xionz (Gr. woAiJj

;
(Sifri, z<me\

The name given by Sir David Brewster to -
burning lens constructed of several zones or
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rings, each of which may be again oompoaed
of separate segments. In the annexed fig^e,

A B 0 1) is a central lens formed of one piece

of glass
;
£ F Q K is a middle

ring, or zone, composed of four

separate pieces; I K L M is

another ring composed of eight

segments, and surrounding the

former. The number of zones,

and of parts in each, may be as great or as

small as we please.

This method of forming lenses is attended
with several important advantages. The diffi-

culty of procuring flint glass of sufficient purity

to render it flt fur the construction of a solid

lens of large dimensions is removed, and the

expense greatly diminished. If impurity exist

in any of the spherical segments, or if an
accident happen to any of them, it can easily

j

be replaced. Another advantage attending the
!

construction is, that it enables us to correct,

very nearly, the spherical aberration, by mak-
ing the fod of each zone coincide. Lenses of

this kind are now made In great numbers by
Messrs. Chance of Birmingham, and are exten-

sively used both in French and English light-

houses.

Pomaoeae (Lat. pomum, an apple). That
division of the natural order Hosocccb to which
the Apple, Pear, Quince, and Medlar belong.

It differs from Rosacea proper in having an

inferior ovary.

Pon&egranate (Lat. malum granatum, so

called from being full of grains). The fruit of

the Punica Granatum^ the pulp of which is

acid and the rind highly asti'ingeut. The
dried flowers, which are also astringent, were

formerly used in medicine, under the *name of

Balaustine flowers.

Pomelloea. The name under which the

smaller sized specimens of Shaddock, also de-

signated Forbidden Fruit, are often sold in this

country.

Pomoeriiim (^Lat.). In Roman Antiquities,

a space of ground both within and without the

waUs of a city, kept free from buildings and
consecrated by a religious ceremony. (See a

memoir of D'Anville on the extent of ancient

Rome, Mkn. de VAcad. dee Inecr. voL xxi. p.

206 ;
and Dyer, History of the City of Rome.)

'V^en it was found necessary to extend the

limits of any city, a new pometrium was formed,

and the former one desecrated.

Pomona. The Italian goddess of -friiit-

trees. At Rome the flamen pomonalis sacri-

ficed to her every year for the preservation of

the fruit. For the story of Pomona and Ver-

tumnus, see Ovid, Met. xiv* 623. The name
is derived from poma, fruits,

Pompholpn (Or. iro/a^3Av(, a hubUe), An
alchemical term ffir oxide of zinc.

PoMPHOLTx. In Medicine, a vesicular erup-

tion upon the skin.

PompolooB. One of the names for the

Shaddock, and in this country especially sp-

plied to the large-sized specimens. It is called

Pampelmouse by the French.

PONTIFEX
Pomam Adami (Lat. Adames apple).

The protuberance in front of the neck formed
by the thyroid cartilage and' gland is so called.

Pond. An artificial excavation in the soil,

or a natural hollow dammed up for the pur-

pose of detaining water, generally made in

fields in order to supply drink to pasturing

animals. The essential difference between a

pond and a lake is, that the former is arti-

ficial, the water being often ponded, or im-

pounded, by a bank of earth thrown across a

natural gutter, hollow^ or bourne cont.aining a

stream. In Gloucestershire, Kent, and other

counties where the soil does not abound in

springs, the formation of ponds in the fields is

as essential to the business of farming as the

building of farm offices. In Berkshire and
generally on the chalk downs impervious basins

termed dewponds are made for the collection

of rain-water for the use of sheep. And in

dry countries where no springs exist, and where
the supply of water is dependent very much on
the collection of surface runnels, the formation

of ponds connected with the land drainage of

the neighbourhood has become a matter of

great importance for the use of villages and
hamlets. A pond in a garden, when of a
round form, is termed a basing and when of

some length, with parallel sides, a canal.

Pone (Lat.). In Xiaw, a writ which lay to

remove actions out of the old common law
courts of inferior jurisdiction, such as the

Hundred Court, &c., into the superior courts!

at Westminster. It has fallen into disuse

together with the jurisdictions which it was
intended to control.

Pongamia (Malabar, pougam). P. glabra

^

an Indian tree, yields from its seeds an oil

called Kurujij or Poonga oil, which is much
used for mixing with lamp oil. It becomes
solid in a temperature below 60° Fahr. The
tree belongs to the great Lfguminous family.

Pongo. This term was used to define the

large adult form of the Orang-outan {Pithecus

satyrus), which was supposed even in the time
of Cuvier to be a distinct species; the- term
pongo^ boiTowed from Africa, being applied to

denote the great anthropoid ape of the Malay
Archipelago.

Pons VaroliL The bridge of Varolius

An arched eminence of the medulla oblongata,

formed by the crura of the cerebellum becoming
flattened, and passing over the crura of the

cerebrum.

Pont Volant (Fr.). [Bbxdobs, Militabt.]

Poatee. In Glass Manufacture, an iron

instrument by which the hot glass is taken out

of the glass-TOt.

Pontla (Gr. of the sea), A g^ua of butter.^

flies, of wmch ^e common white or cabbage

butterfly (PonHa brassica) is a well-known

native species.

Pontlfez (Lat.). The highest Roman
sacerdotal title. Numa is said to have instituted

four pontifices, chosen from the patricians; to

whicn were added, long afterwards, four ple-

beians. Sylla increased their number to fifteen
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The college was divided into two cln><He8, diatiii*

gnished by the epithets ^najores ami minorcs ;

hut it is not certain whether this difference of

title marked out the patridaiKsfrom the plebeians,

or the more ancient members from the seven

added* by Sylla. The poutiticcs judged in all

causes relating to sucred tilings, and inspected

the conduct of the inferior priests. They were a

S(‘lf-el(‘cted body down to tlic latter ages of the

republic, when the power of election was sonie-

tinies held by the people. J t was finally vested

in the emperors, who added as many to their

niinibcTS as they tliought fit. The chief of the

pontifices was called tliepe>i/*/c.r wnxmns, and
was always creati'd by the people, being gene-

rally chosen from those who had borne tlio

first offices in the state. Ilis station was one

of great dignity and power, as ho not only had

supreme authority in religious matters, but, in

consequence of tht' closo conuection between the

civil government and religion of Home, exer-

cised considerable political influence. The title

of pontifex maximus being for life, Augustus

never assumed it till the death of Lepidu«»,

after w'hich it was always held by himstdf and

his successors to the time of Thcodusius. The
insignia consisted of tlio toga prmtexta, and
a conical woolb'n cap vith a tassel {c/alervs).

(Mem, (le I'Acad. dcs Jnscr, vols. xii. xv. xxiv.

xxxvii.) From this word tho title of pontiff

in modern Europe is derived. ISiqncme

is a common style of the pope.

Pontoons (Fr. ponton; Lat. pons, a

bridge). A Military term, denoting portable

floating vessels, forming the supporting part of

the britlge equipment erf an army. The Conti-

nental pontoons are of a flat-bottomed boat

shape, and made of sheet-iron or wood. Our
service j>ontoon is of tin, cylindrical, with

hemispherical ends: tho large one is 22 feet

3 indies long, and 2 feet 8 inches in diameter

;

the small one 14 feet 9 inches long, and 1 foot

7 inches in diameter.

Pony (Mr, Wedgwood connects this word
with the Polish konik, the diminutive of kon,

a horse, as the English poll ausw’ers to the Old
Norse kollr, the head : Bictionarg of English
Etgmofogi/), The small variety of horse which
is found in the northern regions of Europe.
The ponies of Norway occasionally possess

streaks on the hinder legs, like the quagga of
Southern Africa.

Poonalilite. A variety of Scolecito oc-
curring in slender rhombic prisms and ra-

diating fibrous masses, resembling Needlestonc
It is found at Pooiiah in Himhustan, where it

forms large white kidney-form masses, with a
pearly lustre, in amygdaloid.
Poop (Fr. poupe, Lat. puppis, a ship). A

partial d('ck extending from about tho mizeii

mast close aft, above the complete deck of tho
vessel. It is rapidly disappearing from modern
ships, as a useless cause of leeway and a mark
for an enemy's shot. A sea coming over the
stem is said to poop tho vessel.

In the vessels of tho ancient Greeks and
Ivomans, tlio highest part of the [>oop had a
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tan-shaped ornament, called by the former

&(l>\a(rTov, and by the latter aplustre, which rose

over the head of tho steersman and served to

protect him from wind and rain. On the

column of Trajan a lamp is susjieiided from or

before the helmsman. The aplustre was tho

ornament corresponding to the acrostolium

which decorated tho prow.

Poor Xiawflf fiogrlana. The loading sta-

tute on this subject is that of Queen Elizabeth,

43 Eliz. c. 2, ‘ out of which
'
(says Dr. Burn)

‘ have arisen more litigation, and a greater

amount of revenue, witli consequences more
extensive and more serious in their asjieet,

than ever WTre identified with any othiT Act of

Parliament system of legisLition wliatever.’

Under this statute and those whicli followt'd

grew up the system under which every poor
person was entitled to relief from tliat ])arish in

which he possi ssi'd a SKTTLE.>fKNT The great

abuses to which this law ultimately led are now
matter of history. It was in onbr fo reform

them that the PoorLaw Amendment Act of 1 833
was passed (4 & 5 Wm. IV. c. Tfi), which is now
(though amended by many subs'-quent sta-

tutes) the governing law. The administration

of parochial funds w.is ]>laced under tho

snperiiitcndeiico of the ciuitral board of poor

law commissioiiera. The parishes were con-

solidated into unions, each administered by a
board of guardians, partly elective and partly

ex offieio. The, right of relief was maintained
;

but the mode of adminUtering it was left iindtn’

tho control of tho guardians, subject to tho

general rules of tho poor law board. S(‘veral

kinds of Sittlemoit known to the old and com-
plicated law luiving bi'on abolished, it can now
1)0 obtained only: (1) By birth, w'hich is tho

pnma facie settleim nt of every one. (2) By
parentage

; or (3) by marriage
; all logitimalo

ehildren taking the hist settlement of the father,

and, after his dtath, of the inotlier, until

emnncipation (by full age, marriage, &c.), aiid

illegitimate of tho mother until sixteen. A
woman also acquires her husband's settlement

by marriage. (4) By renting a tenement under
certain conditions. (5) By apprtMiticeship. (6)
By holding an estate. '

(7) By payment of
public taxes. A poor person also, though not
acquiring a settlement, becomes irremovable

from his place of abode after a certain period
of residence. By tho Union Chargeability Act
of 1865 the cost of the relief of the poor has
been thrown on the unions instead of the
parishes, as formerly

; and questions arising

on tho law of settlement may bo expected to

be less frequent than heretofore.

Poor &awo, Ireland. Until the present
R*ign, the poor in Ireland had no legal right

to relief; while the system of voluntary assess-

ment, so extensively established in Scotland,
hardly existed. In tho first year of Victoria
the general system of tho Engli.sh piiorlaw wa«
introduced; and by 10 & 11 Viet. c. 90, a
board of commissioners for administering the
l.iw for relief of tho poor in Ireland is csta-
bh.'ihed, distinct from that of England.
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Poor liaw0« Bootlaad. The Poor Law

Amendment Act of Scotland was introduced in

1846 (8 & 9 Viet. c. 83). It establishes a hoard

of mpervimn of ten members (one paid), with
power to make rules and regulations ;

burghal
parishes^ or combinations of parishes with
boards of managers of the poor^ with power
to raise funds by compulsorj assessment ; and
gives the destitute poor a right of relief in the

parish to which they belong^ the settlement

being obtained by reference. Prior to this

statute, the relief of the poor was effected

by voluntary assessment: and in 1864, 194
parishes still retained this system, while 689
had adopted the compulsory.

Poor Rates. [PAVPEiasu.]
Pope (Lat. papa). This word, signifying

father, was in earlier times applied indiscrimi-

nately to aU bishops and presbyters; but in

the Western church the term has long been
confined to the bishop of Home, who is also

designated by Roman Catholics as the Holy
Father. In the Oreek church it is still the

title of all priests. [Papacy.]

Poplar (Fr. peuplier, Lat. populus). The
common name for the trees of the genus

Populus. These trees are of rapid ^owth, and
consequently their timber is soft, light, and of

a loose texture; they are remarkable for a

greater or less amount of tremulous motion in

5ie leaves, occasioned by the length and slender-

ness of the leafstalk, which, instead of being

flattened horizontally, or in the same plane

with the leaf, as is the case with the generality

of trees, are compressed vertically, so that the

plane of the leaf and that of the stalk form a right
angle with each other. The Lombardy Poplar, P.

foAiigiata, is the formal cypress-shaped tree with

perpendicular slender branches common in

suburban gardens, but scarcely ornamental ex-

cept when its taper-head rises above a mass
round-headeA trees and breaks or relieves a
too continuous horizontal line. Its timber is

of little use, except for packing-cases. The
Black Italian Poplar, P. monilifera, is the fastest-

growing of all the species, and sends up a re-

markably straight stem. The timber of P. albaf

the White Poplar or Abele, is of little value ;

but that of the Grey Poplar, P. canescens^ a

tree of slower growth, is used by the carpen-

ter, turner, and millwright for many purposes.

In P. tremula, the Aspen, the leaves are es-

pecially liable to the tremulous motion peculiar

to the family. P. balsamiferat the Tacamahac,

isTemarkable for its fine foliage in early sum-
mer, and for the pleasant busamic odour of

its buds and leaves.

VopUn. A kind of fine woven stnfi^ made
of silk and worsted.

PopUteal (Lat. poples, tU ham). Relating

to the posterior part of the knee-joint or ham.

Poppets. Timbers used as shores to

support the cant-bodies o'f the bow and stem

on the bilgeways preparatozy to the lannching

of a ^ipu

^oppy (A.-Sax. papig, Lat. papaver). The
pft-ipA commonly applied to the species of
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Papavisb. The Opium Poppy, which is the

most important species, is P. somniferum,
RopuSuttlon. In Political Economy and

Statistics, the number of persons occupying the

soil of any given country, and maintained by
its produce. Enquiries into the amount and
distribution of the population in vanous dvi-

^ lised communities have always a great interest,

and are eminently illustrative of important eco-

nomical principles. The theoiy of rent, the cost

of producing utilities, the laws which govern

prices, the circumstances which facilitate or

thwart human industry, the stimulants and
consequences of emigration, and many other

similar subjects, are connected with the facts

of population, and the law of its increase.

The population of every settled or ancient

country, as contrasted with the population found
on such sites as are not yet fully occupied, is

the whole number that subsists on its produce.

The amount, therefore, and the character of the

food habitually required by the people of any
given country, is one factor contributing to the

total, the rate of production is another, and the

power of purchasing and carryingsupplies from
foreign regions is a third. Whatever may bo
collected from these elements will, except under
peculiar and anomalous circumstances, tend to

the aggregate population of the country. Nor
does this apply to countries only, for exactly the
same causes will be found to govern thegrowth
of’ cities. When the operation of the causes

mentioned above is disturbed or Weakened, it

is not i^ssible that cities should be large and
increasing; but when these causes are fully

operative, there is no necessary limit to the ag-
gregation of mankind and the growth of towns.

A little further explanation will serve to show
the significance of these coefficients.

The first-named cause has not been suffi-

ciently recognised by economists If the mass
of a community demands habitually a high
standard of living, and will not, except under
temporary pressure, submit to a lower rate,

population will not increase in the same ratio as
when an inferior or low standard is accepted.

For instance, from the earliest recorded times,

the staple food of the people of England has
been wheaten broad. How wheat is not only
relatively, i.e. by virtue of the demand for

it, but absolutely, i.e. by the cost of culti-

vating it, the dearest of all grain crops. It

takes more labour to grow a bushel of wheat
tlmn it does to ?row a bushel of any other

kind of grain. &nce the population, being
accustomed to this food, and never volun-

tarily using any other, cannot become larger

than the number which can be maintained
on the wheat mwn and pnrehased for the

use of food. On the other hand, the Irish

subsist generally on potatoes, the Scotch on
oatmeal : the one being the cheapest food that

can possibly be procure ;
the omer, bulk for

bulk, the cheapest kind of grain. Hence there

is a tendency among these nations to increase

up to the average amount which can be pro-

cured of these kinds of food, and, equal amounts
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of labour being demoted to enltivatioii, to cessation of imports from such regions may be

lUiply in excess of a nation which subsists ou induced by the fact that their doiiiostic maiui-

wheaten bread, by all the dilforcuco between facturt'S will supply them as well as fon'ign

the produce of the one and the produce of tho countries do now. Meanwhile, the facilities of

other kind of labour. Nor is this the only transit keep pace with the extension of the

consequence. When a dear kind of food is ! area from which supplies are procured. The
consumed, it is possible on the occurrence of a

j

creation of a railway throup;h a tract of tho

temporary scarcity to tike rofiie;c in an inferior Western States of the American Union, may be

kind; but when a cheap kind is accepted, no a moans by which wheat and other kinds of

such opportunity is aiFonh'd. In other words, grain may be exported in quantities sufficient

wlien a nation lives on wheat, it may suftor to supply all that may be needed by this ?ouutry

dearth, but hardly famine; wlicn a nation lives in exctss of its own production, altlioii^h the

on potatoes or oats, it is always within danger rate produced by the acre may be very low.

of famine. |Famim: ]
It appears, then, that the alarms expressed

By the rate of pro(lueti(jn is meant tho ag- by many econon»isl.s as to the narrow margin

gregate quantity »>f food which agricultural fixim uhich future supplies of fooil can be ob-

science can extract from the soil. In a previous ' tained, the natural outlets, namely, of rivers,

article [Land] it was stated that this, taking r/// and the sea coast, arc not warranted by facts,

produce into account, is from tni to tW(d''o ' since wc must add to these means of transit

times more than was procured by the skill ami
\

the equally imiiortant agency of railroads,

toil of the modifcval agriculturists. It doe.s not Furthermore, the cost of freight is dimiiiish-

seem, however, that tho uiunher of persons cm-
|

ing, and seems likely to dimmish. Some
ployed in agriculture has greatly increased, for

,

sanguine persons have anticipated, that in caso

much of this hirger measure of production is ' the supply of coal in this country .should fail,
’

' Scions selection, continuous cultiva- it might still be possible to maintain special

onsidcralde outlay of capital in per- manufactures by the imiiortation of tliis neces-

manent improvements. If, however, greater pro- sary from the Pennsylvanian fields
;
inncli miire,

duce is procuri'd at less cost, a continuously in- therefore, should W'e be able to depend upon

creasing number of persons, engaged in other abundant sujiplies of wheat and other grain,

than agrieultnral pursuits, can he maintained out
1

^Jhcrc may be, therefore (by the extimsion of

of thegross produce; and m case every facdily be
j

foreign trade, by the manufacture of commo-
gi veil to production, by the removal of obstacles

j

dities which command by their cheapnc'is and

to the fullest employment of all the imuer.s ' utility an extended market, hy the cultivation

which exist in the soil or can bt‘ induce<l upon ! of amicable relations In tween (‘ommiinities, ami

it, it seems likely that tlu; rate of product ion the abandonment of I hosejiMlonsirs, suspicions,

would be consideralily increased, Tlu r«* must l;e,
|
and rivalric.s, which liave been m past times so

of course, a limit bi
y
ond which production could mi.schicvons to all the uitere>ts of maiikiiul, by

not be extended
;
but at present the energies I the adoption of systems of mutual law, and by

of labour have not nearly reached this limit,
1
the practical ackmm ledg<-ment that for tho

But tho whole amount of food needid for the
|

purpov s of mutual l eiufit all civilised com-
maintenance of labour in densely populated

|

miiiiities have common duties and a common
countries is not produced from the soil of these ' b( ing), an increase of population in certain

countries, any more than the food of the in-
|

r<gion.s favourably sitiiatf*d for immufacture

habitants of towns is gob by cultivating the |
and eommeree, -winch shall be at once far in

land -within the boinidaries of the tow'u. It *

‘ xcesh of any' density with -u'hieli we have J’et

is procured by exchange from abroad. The
|

b( eii acquainti'd, and far healthy and
industrial population of a town is engaged in

|
satisfactory than even the most favourable,

prothicing articles which may be exchanged instances that have occurred. Much of tho

advantageously to both parties for the pro- anxiidy which has been justly expressed as to

ducts of agricultural labour, or in importing the social consequences of a redundant popii-

fnreign produce for distribution among the hition, has been occasioned by the acts of that
mass of the community. In the same way, if a policy— now, it is to be hoped, exploded—which
country is favourably situated for manufacture s.iw in the growth and prosperity of one com-
and trade, it may stand to otlu r parts of the inunity a menace to another, and strove to
world in the position of a town to the rural insulate, or at least to control, instead of har-
region around it ;

and just in the same way as mouising, the commercial action of different
it would be a grievous hardship to the inluibi- states.

tants and a serious hindrance to the prosperity

of a town, if the municipal magistrates put any
impediment in the -way of the introduction

of food into it, so it is a mischievous policy

W'hich puts any difficulty in the way of the
importation of food from foreign countries.

Many ages, indeed, must elapse before the
population of the world becomes so large that

its agricultural regions will have no surplus be-

yond the supply of their own wants, or the

2i

The Law of the hicrease ofPopulation .—Most
governments have encouraged, either by direct
privilege or by penalties on celibacy, or at
least by social and religions sanctions, the
growth of population. In Rome there was a
tax on celibates, and a privilege accorded to
those who had three children. The dense
population of India and China, despite frequent
wars and famines, is due in great measure to
the religious obligation of marriage. The birth
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of a male child is one step to heayen in the
Brahmanical catalogue of good works, and a
Chinese who has no male offspring is looked
on as the yictim of a serious misfortune, for he
is thus deprived of that posthumous worship
which, under the name of honour due todeparted
ancestors, forms, if would appear, the most
fundamental tenet of .faith among the Buddhist
laity. So, again, the heaviest charge brought
against the monks of the pre-Keformatiou epoch
was the fact that by their celibacy they did

not contribute to the growth of the people.

Marriages were encouraged among the poor
under the old law of relief by the allowance
system, and until lately a relic of the ancient

theory of population was to be found in the
exceptional tax levied on bachelors who kept
male servants.

Mr. Malthus, in an Essay on Population^

written and published in 1798, in answer to a
work of Mr. Goodwin’s entitled Political Justice^

has the merit of having been the first to dis-

cover arid expound the. principles on which the

growth of population is effected, and of having
shown that the policy hitherto pursued of en-

couraging early marriages among the working
classes was unwise and dangerous. It must be
remembered, in connection with the publication

of this theory by Mr. Malthus, that the epoch
ill which he wrote was one of an exceptional

character. The nation was engaged in a war
more vast and exhausting than any in ‘which it

had ever been engaged. Beyond its own un-
precedented military expenditure, it was sub-

sidising its foreign allies. Cash payments were
suspended at the banks, and the taxes levied,

in utter defiance of all economical maxims, in-

flicted the maximum loss on the community,
at the minimum gain to the state. Nor was
there at the time either manufacture or trade

by which the scanty supply of home produce
could be supplemented from foreign sources.

Mr. Malthus stated his theory in the following

formula. Population increases in a geometrical,

food in an arithmetical ratio. The children of

one generation are the parents of the next, and
the number of persons bom of each marriage

being on an average double or treble the

number of the parents, the growth of popula-

tion would, if unchecked, go on according to

the progression of 2, 4, 16, &c. Increased quan-

tities, however, of the necessaries of life can be

attained only by increased labour. Thus, were
there no external checks, population would soon

outrun the means of subsistence, and these

checks Mr. Malthus found to be vice, misery,

and moral restraint. Stated so nakedly, the

theory seems exceedingly repulsive, and it

was in fact so unpopular, that the term
Malthusian was commonly used to denote a

harsh and unfeeling view of human life.

Nor was it diflicult, for those who were

offended at the conclusions gathered, to show

that the premisses were overstoted. It does not

follow ti^t all marriages are fertile ; on the

contrary, it is notorious, as is learnt ^m the

records preserved of ^uticular families, that

many are not prolific ; and if families are by
any circumstances so separated as to be pre-

cluded from additions external to them, it is

found, that, however numerous they are at

first, they rapidly die out. It is very doubtful

whether, supposing a nation were kept free

from foreign immigration, its numbers would
notably increase, and it is probable that the

ordinary conditions and habits of modern
civilisation are not by any means favourable

to fecundity. It is alleged that the circum-

stances under which population increases

most rapidly, at any rate where the births

are in great excess, are those rather of hardship

than of plenty
;
and this so remarkably, that

Mr. Boubleday has made it the foundation of a
theory of population, extravagant perhaps, but
still plausible, in which the leading feature is

that human beings are more fertile when, as in

late marriages, they are least likely to be re-

presented in their offspring, because they are
near the time in which the r^roductive func-

tions cease
;
just as (to use Mr. Doubleday's

language) a fruit-tree which is failing puts out

its largest crop just before it ceases to bear any
more. That marriages are more fertile when
the parents are exceedingly poor and driven
to great straits in order to procure subsistence,

was seen by Adam Smith; that the danger,

therefore, of excessive pop^ation lies in the
pre-existent misery of parents, has been urged
by many opponents of the doctrine of Malthus.
Again, it may be doubted whether invention

and adaptation in agricultural science may not
invert the characteristic which Malthus thought
he discovered in the rule of the production of

food. It is probable that, since the time in which
Malthus wrote, the rate of production has been
doubled, and this at no greater charge for

labour. It is certain that, in the developement
of modem civilisation, in the abandonment of

international 'jealousies, and in the slow but
certain influence now exercised by the best

[

interests of humanity against the selfish fears

of administrations, the state of things in

which any country makes itself voluntarily

like a beleaguered city in its seclusion from
the reciprocities of trade, is getting more and
more remote. The value of the theory which
Mr. Malthus announced lay, first, in its instant

application to the social practice of his day,
and in the truth which it contained ; its error,

a natural error, lay in the fact that at that
time it could hardly be expected that a better
and wiser course of international policy would
lead men to understand that the interests of
humanity were fax more powerful than those of
a miscalled patriotism.

The risks of over-population, to which Mal-
thus caUed attention, are therefore, we believe,

remote in the present time, partly because the
area from which the supply of food can be
procured is so extensive and so extensible,

partly because the customary food of the people
of Bng;land is found in the most costly kind
of grain. That the condition of many who
live by wages in this country, and especially in
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agi’icultural districts, is one of groat poverty,

is doiibtlcss true; but it must bo remem-
bered that this distress is being lightened by
a real rise in wages; the average earnings,

even of agricultural labourers, hanng consider-

ably increased, and the power of purchase,

owing to free tr.ido iu corn and the reduc-

tion of taxation, being far greater than twenty
yt'ars ago. Nor can there be a doubt, that,

if agricultural and other labourers would exer-

cise the same prudence iu postponing their

marriage which is practised in every other

condition of life, by abstaining from marriage

till such time us they were possessed of some
capital, and were, comparatively speaking, in-

dependent of the common casualties of their

calling, their condition, even if they had sub-

sequently as many children as now, would bo
infiuitely bettered. As it is, they clog them-
selves in the very beginning of their industrial

life, lose the power of moving from place to

place, and with this inability abandon all hope
and energy towards improving their prospects.

In Cumberland and Westmoreland, the average

rate of agricultural wages is 16^. a week, and
the labourers will sooner emigrate than take

loss. That they may be able to do so in case

tho necessity arises, they take care to bo
possessed of some savings.

It does not follow, as some persons have
rather hastily argue^ that a slow increase

or stationary position of the population

in any one country is a sign of greater

prudence on the part of its iulmbitants. The
people may be iu such countries close upon the

margin of subsistence. To discover whether
this be the fact, we must take the ordinary

earnings of the poorer classes, whether they be
small proprietors or labourers for wages, and
compare the amount with tho price of the

necessaries of life. Great stress has been laid,

for instance, on the prudential habits of the

French, and some among the Germans. Sot if
i

it be found that the average means of subsist-

ence possessed by these people is scanty, and
much below that, for instance, of the English
labourer, the condition of over-population is

reached already. It must be observed, also,

that where legislative arrangements prevent
marriage, there is, in ordinary cases, sure to

be a great increase of bastardy. In Munich,
for instance, where regulations prohibiting

marriage exist, and a system which has been
incautiously praised is in fall force, the il-

legitimate births are near^ as numerous as

the legitimate, and the industrial energies of

the community are of the lowest order. On
the whole, we may conclude, that if the workii^
classes in this country possessed a little more
prudence in delaying marriage, they might
secure to themselves a larger measure of inde-

pendence, and ultimately a lar^r rate of wages,

than they have ever yet expeiSsnced.

The si^joined table gives the population of

the principal European communities, with that

of the United States, and as far as possible the

decennial percentage of increase :

—
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State.
Date of
Cnuti

Poim-
Intiiiii,

tKX»
oiuictod

Arc*
•q. uuIm

I'opuTa-
tiun |wr
*q luUc

IR.'iS 4,MO 11,313 401
NctUcrlanils
Great isritain and

1861 8,373 10,905 300

Ireland . 1861 29,071 119,024 242
Italy . 1864 21,777

18/)71

08,784 221
Gcrmnii States . 1861 05,347 ISO
France 1861 37,382 2^ 1 ,852

15,2,33

176
Switzerland 1860 2,534 157

Pniwia 1861 18,407 107,300 156
Austria 18r)7 35,010 236,311 148
Denraark . . 1860 1,600 14,403 110
Portugal 18:>8 8,585

16,302

36,510 08
Spain . 1857 182,758 90
Turkey in Europe 1E1 15,500 203,628 76
Gixjece

,

1861 1,329 19,340 68
Tlus«ia ill Europe
Swctlcn .and Nor-

1858 65,845 2,043,309 82

way . ISGl 6,351 291,003 18

Dnisth/ of Populat1071 on the Glohe.

P«*pnl»tlon,
4)0U omitted

Arcs,
000 omitted

Popu-
IntU.n,

•q. mils

Europe 280,000 3,701 76
Asia .... 780,500 17,805 44
Africa.... 80,000 11,475 7

Amorloa 70,000 16,840 6
Australasia

.

1,500 2,582 1

Populln. A crystalUsable substance sepa-

rated from the bark of tho poplar-tree, Popultis

tremvla.

Porcate (I^t. porca, a ridge). In Ento-

mology, when a surface has several parallel

elevated longitudinal ridges.

Porcelain. [Pottery.]
Porcelain Clay. [Kaolin.]

Porcelain Spar. A silicate of alumina,

lime and soda, with chloride of potassium;

found at Obemzell in Bavaria.

Poroollanlte or Porcelain Jasper.
Clay altered by heat, so as frequently to re-

semble jasper.

Porob (Fr. pozche). A small building

erected to shelter the entrance of a church,

or other edifice. Porches had frequently a

chamber over them, used as a chapel or a

muniment room.
Porcupine (Ital. porcospinoso). name

of a genus of Bodents (Hgetrix) distinguished

by the developement of free and voluntarily

movable spines amongst the hair. Th^ are

found throughout Southern Europe, and allied

generic forms exist in North America. [Hys-
TBICIDJE.]

Poronplae Wood. Tho hard outer por-

tion of the trunk of Coooe nuoifera.

Poroo (Gt. ir6poi). In Astronomy. [Sun.1

PoBBS. In Natural Philosophy, the small

int^tices between the particles or molecules

of matter which compose bodies. There are

many considerations which prove that all

bodies, even the densest, are composed of

molecules, not in absolute contact, but sepa-

rated from each other by inter^^als, whicl

though so small as to bo inappreciable to th^.^

senses, have nevertheless a moguitudo con-
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siderable in respect of the molecules them-
selves ; and it has been inferred that gold has
more pores than solid parts

;
whence any sub-

Etance of the specific gravity of w^ter must
have many times more pores than solid parts.

VoHflsra (Lat. ^rus, a pore, and fero, I
carry). A name invented and applied by
Mr. Hom to a Jgroup of Polypes, including the
genera Vellepora, Millepora, and Tuhulipora\

also used by Dr. Grant to designate the class

of organised beings including the marine and
ireshwater sponges.

Poriam (Gr. ndpiofia, from 1 eupply).
In Geometry, this word is defined by Prof.

Playfair to be ‘ a proposition affirming the
j-tossibility of finding such conditions as will

render a certain problem indeterminate, or
capable of innumerable solutions.’

The following may serve as an example of a
porism :

—

A triangle being given in position, a point

in it may be found such that any straight line

whatever being drawn through that ^int, the

perpendiculars drawn to this straight line from
the two angles of the triangle which are on one
side of it, will be together equal to the perpen-

dicular drawn to the same line from the angle

on the other side of it.

According to Pappus, the porisms constituted

one of the eight subjects which formed the

ancient geometrical analysis. Euclid composed
a treatise on porisms in three books, of which

I

no trace now remains, except some obscure
|

hints preserved in the mathematical collections

of Pappus. From the manner in which the

porisms are mentioned by Pappus, it is evident

that the ancients set a high valno on this class

of propositions
;
but the description which he

has given of them is so vague, that geometers
were long unable to divine Ifts meaning, or to

discover the peculiar circumstances in respect

of which a porism differs from an oidini^
problem. The subject, indeed, bafiled the in-

genuity of the most eminent mathematidans,
until it was taken up by Dr. Simson, of Glasgow,

who at length succe^ed in restoring a great

number of Euclid’s porisms, together with their

analysis. The'propositions thus restored form
a part of his posthumous works, published ii^

1776, at the expense of Earl Stanhope. It

still remained, however, to enquire into the
probable origin of the porisms, or the steps

by which the ancient geometers had been led
to their discovc^ ; and also to point out the
relations in which they stand to other classes

of geometrical truths. This was accomplished
by the late Professor Playfair, in an adiwrable
paper ' On the Origin and

^
Investigation of

Porisms,* published in vol. iii. of the Trans-

actions of the Royal Socivty of RHinhuryh, and
afterwaids in the third volume of his collected

works, Edin. 1822.

The most recent and perhaps the most valu-

able work on the subject is by M. Chasles,

and is entitled, Les troie Jdvres de Poriamea

d^Euclide ritallia pour la premihre fifia, d^apria

ia mice et lea Lemmes de Pappus et conformi-
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fnent au sentiment de R. Simaor^ eur la forme
dea Enoncia de cee Propositions, Paris 1860.

I

Voroalty. A property of matter, in

quence of which its- molecules are not in abso-

lute contact, but separated by intervals otporn.
The quantity of matter in a body is inversely

as its porosity
;
whence the ratio of the porosity

of one body to another may be determined
from their weight. [Pores.]

Porpliyry (Gr. irop^vpa, purple), A term
in common use among geologists, to signify

any rock in which crystals are embedd^ in

an earthy or compact base. Thus granite in

which crystals of felspar and mica are em-
bedded in cr3’^stalline quartz, but not with
crystals of quartz, is a porphyritic rock, and a

mass of felspar with crystals of quartz and
mica would be spoken of under the same
general term. It will be evident, therefore,

that the term is extremely inclusive, perhaps
too much so to admit of a good definition.

Many of the varieties of porphyry are named
from their base, as greenstone poi^hyry, honi-
stone porphyry, &c.
The original meaning of porphyry is con-

nected with the colour (red) which character-

ised the syenites of Egypt; but the use of
the term is now altogether technical, and quite

independent of colour.

The ordinary kinds of porphyry used in the
arts are grey, red, and purple, the latter

including a great variety df tints. They are
not worked ou a large scale, except in Russia
and Scandinavia, whore the raw material is

obtained from large boulders lying on the sur-

face of the ground.

The difficulties involved in the manipula-
tion render the work of cutting and polishing
so costly, that the objects manufactured are
rather imperial presents than objects of com-
merce.

It has been supposed that in former times
there were greater facilities for working por-
phyry than now exists but this is not probable.
Like all stodes, the material was no doubt
much softer when recently taken from the
quarry than when obtained f^m boulders
exposed for centuries to the air; but it was
chiefly the small value of labour, and the in-

difference to the time needed for the work, that

enabled the ancient Egyptians to cut and
polish the magnificent vases and columns so

common in the museums thioi^hout Europe.
Forpita (Gr. n6pwn, a buckle). The name

of a genus of sea-nettles (Acalepha), charac-

terised by an internal circular flattened disc of

a calcareous and homy texture.

IPorpotaa (Fr. porc-jioisBon). [Phogxha.]
Porreat (Lat ^rrectus, part, of porrigo,

I extend). In Zoology, when a part extends
forth horizontally, ss if to meet something.
Vonrtgo (Lat. scurf). The ringworm, or

scald-head.

The canals or orificri prr.ridrd for

the passage of fluids in macbinen' an td
porta; thus ateam^porta, water ' '

are commonly mentioned.
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The Latin words porta and portus, the former

meaning a gate, the latter a haven, are probably

akin to the Greek irepdef, and the Englisn

ford. [Feith.]

Port. [Harbour.]
Port. The opening or embrasure in the

ship’s side for a gnn. The ports of the lower

deck are defended, when at sea, by strong covers

hanging from hinges
;
the ropes by which these

:iro held Up or open are called port lanyards,

end consist of a pendant passing through a

leaded hole in the side with a tackle.

Port. In Navigation, the modern term for

larboard.

Port Royaliats. The name popularly

given to the members of the celebrated con-

vent of the Port Royal des Champs. It was
founded about 1204 by Hatthieu de Marli, on
the eve of his departure for the Holy Land ;

and it gradually acquired such importance as
j

to secure for it a prominent place in the history

of Europe. For the details of its varied

fortunes, and the religious controversies which
it carried on in the seventeenth century, the

period of its greatest importance, we refer

the reader to the learned work of Beuchlin

{Geschichie von Port Royal), and to Sainte-

Beuve’s Hisioire du Port Royal. It was abo-

'i^hed by Louis XIV. as a nest of Jausenists

md heretics. Among the distinguished names
‘onnected with the Port Royal are those of

liancelot, Pascal, Arnauld, Nicole de Sacy, and
Tillemont. The school books which were pub-

lished for the use of that institution were trans-

lated into all the languages of Europe, and
maintained their reputation long after its abo-

lition
;
and tliough they are now fallen into

disuse, the following deserve especial mention

:

1 , Nouvelle Methods pour apprendre la Langue
Latins

;
2 . Nouvells Methods pour apprendre la

Langue Grscqiie ; 3. Grammairc Ghih-als,

POft*flre. In Artillery, the common port-

fire consists ofa paper case about sixteen inches

long, driven with a composition which bums at

the rate of rather more than one inch a minute.

The slow port-fire consists merely of paper

impregnated with saltpetre, and roiled into a
solid cylinder about sixteen inches long, which
will bum from two to three hours.

Portal (Lat. porta, a gate). In Anatomy,
this term is applied to a system of veins that

ramify like arteries, and send the blood from
tmnks to branches in the substance of the liver.

The portal system is derived in mammals from
the veins of the abdominal oigans of digestion,

which form a common trank, called vma
portfB. This subordinate kind of circnlation in
the liver is called the portal eirevlation, and
the blood it transmits is called the mrtal
Mood, The blood of the portal veins differs

from other venous blood in being of less speci-

fic gravity, darker, and incapable of being ren-

dei^ br^ht by the contact of salt or ozvgen

;

in containing only about half the ordinary
quantity of fibrin, and in containing less alba*
men, but more red globules, and nearly twice

the usual amount of fatty matter.
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Portal. In Architecture, the lesser of two

gates, when they are of two dimensions, at the
entrance to a building.

Portoullla (Fr. portecoulisse). In Forti-

fication, a sliding of wood or iron, shaped
like a harrow, and formerly hung over the gate-

way of a fortified place, to be let down in a
vertical groove, if the outer gate should bo
forced.

Porte, Tbe Sabllme. The official title of

the government of the Ottoman Empire: said to

be derived from a gate of the palace at Broussa,

tile original metropolis of that empire, ^failed

B&b ilumayoon, the sublime gate.

Porter (originally called porter's beer). A
liquor brewed from malt, part of which has been
more hi/ihly dried tlian that which is used for

ale. It is hopped in the same way as ale
;
and

its deep colour is finally given to it by roasted

or parched malt. Porter was first brewed
in 1722. The malt liquor previously drunk
consisted of three kinds—ale, beer, and two-

penny
;
and a mixture of either of these kinds

was a favourite beverage under the name of

half-and-half ; or a mixture was drunk called

three threads, consisting of equal portions of

each of the above kindk of liquor, for a draught
of which the publican had to go to three dif-

ferent casks. About 1722, Harwood, a London
brewer, commenced brewing a malt liquor,

which was intended to unite the flavours of ale

and beer, or ale, beer, and twopenny', and
having succeeded, he called his liquor entire,

or entire butt', a name intended to intimate

that it was drawn from one cask or butt only.

A mixture of ale or porter, drawn from dif-

ferent casks, is very commonly drunk in London
at the present time. Harwood’s liquor ob-

tained the name of porter from its consump-
tion by porters and labourers. From 1722 to

1761, the retail price of porter was 3rf. per pot^

when it was raised to Z\d., at which it con-

tinued till 1799 ; it has never been higher

than 6(f., nor during the present century lower

than at the present time, when the price is 4^.

Since the alwlition of the beer duties in 1830,

the price has been 3 3s. per barrel. [Taxation.]

Portico (Lat. jporticus). In Architecture,

place for walking in under shelter, occa-

*Bionally raised after the manner of a gallery

with arch^. Sometimes the portico is vaultea,

sometimes it is covered wiu a flat ceiling.

The most usually reo^ised applicatioD of the

word is to the projection support by columns
placed before a building, and in tms case it

may be tetrastyle, hexastyle, octostyle, deca-

style, and so fo^ according to the number of

its columns.
Porttoa (Lat. portio). In Anatomy, a

term applied to two branches of the seventli

pair of nerves ; the porHo dura, or hard por-

tion, and the portio mollis, or soft portion : the

former is the facial nerv^ the latter the
auditory or acoustic nerve.

PortloB, DlcpOMlile fFr. quotiti disp<^
nible). In French Law, l^t portion of nis

property which a person may leave by will to
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whomhe pleases : amountmg to a fourth where
the testator has three or more children; a
thifdr where he has two

;
hal^ where he has

on* dlild, or no child, hut relatives capable

ol’ sneeession on the side both of father and
mother; three-fourths, where he has relatives

only in one ascending line.

Fortlte. A silicate of alununa, magnesia,
and lime, found in the gabbro rosso of Tus-
cany, and named after M. Porte.

Vorttand Fowder. A medicine consist-

ing of o^ual parts of the roots of Arisiolqohia

rUundet and Gentiana lutea.

FaetlaBd Stone. An important building

material obtained from the upper pari of the
oolitic series of rocks, and ^ie^ quarried
in the island of Portland. It is perh^s the
best building stone in Enuland when well

selected, but it is heavy and dear, asA there

are very bod portions that must earefkdljr

avoidedl. The beat bed is near the to{\ is

from three to eight feet thick. Other mferior

but still execBciit beds are mwdi worked. St.

Paul’s Cathedral and Greenwich Hospital are

both ooelliemt specucteiui of Portland that has
resisted the aittaeks of time and weather in

a London atmos^ere.
Foraand Vase. A eelehrated einenry

mm or Tase„ long in the poasescaon of the noble

family of the Earberini at Home (whence it

was cdled the Berberimi vase). From the Bar>

berini it passed into the possession of the Port-

land hunily, who deposited it in 1810 in the

;

British Musenm. This beautifiil specimen of
aneientttrtwas found in the tombof the emperor
Alexander Sereros and his mother Hamnuea.
It is described by Montfaucon {Jntiq, Es~
pliqui, tom. v.), irtto was evidently mistaken in

representing it as formed of a predous stone.

The substance is said to be of glass, or

composition; it is of a deep blue or violet

colour, and the figures in the scene depicted on
it are white. The subjects are mytholo^cal,

but have been very imperfectly explamed.

(See two memoirs upon it, by Pr. King and
W. Marsh, in the 8th volume of thedrcAso-
loaia, and one by Dr. Darwin in the Notes to

hiB Botanic Garden.) The late Mr. Wedg-
wood made a mould of this vase, and took

from it a number of casts wrought with the

greatest skill, and perfectly resembling the

original.

Fortratt (Fr.). In Painting, strictly the pic-

ture ofany object taken fromnat^,or generally

the representation of an individual, or, more
strictly speaking, of the human face, painted

from 1*601 life, Portraits are of full-lengw, half-

length, kit-cat size, and three-quarters, &c.

;

and are executed in oil or water colours, in

crayons and in miniature. Whole lengths and
hdl^lengths varv in size ; the kit-cat, bo called

from the size chosen by the old club of that

name, from Christc^her Cat, the master of the

house in which the club was hel<i, wm a jjrard

in height, by three-quarters of a yard in width.

Portraits are almost coeval wim the earliest

efforts in painting; they were not uncommon
29

posmoN
among the Elgyptians. The Greeks exhibited

iconic figures of their generals, in their, public

bnildmgs, shoi^ after the Persian war, the

Koroana painted their portraits utou their

shieldand these were sometimes defeated in

the poiblie temples after the'death ofthe owners.

Tkev also placed portraits of writers in the

public libraries, over* the cases containing their

works
;
and the upper classes pr^erv^ wax

portraits of their ancestors, which were carried

m the funeral procession, when any distin-

guished member of the family died. These

wvie the intoffmes ttuf/orum, the posse^on of

wbieh constituted a proof of nobility, as none
but those families who had borne some curule

nasgiatracy had the privilege of having their

poetzuts [Jus] ;
fitmUies boated of their smoky

imBgn,/umoBamaffi»eBtto show the antiquity

of tkflsr houses.
^tnnng great portrait painters are most con-

jnpiesooB, Apelles, John van Eyck, Leonardo
. era Batpihaicl, Tkian, Tintoretto, Moroni,

iSebastEui d!el PSosEibcv Jacopo da Pontormo^
BkomxDO, Tdan^uex, Bdbexn, Bubens, Vau-
^ek, Berataramdt, BeywoldB, Gainsborough, &c.
^Wannon,, ofBnmUnff, ^c. 1864.)

F—txoown or Fort Chrewe (A.-Sax. ge-

refia). Thepfrineipol saagistrate in Anglo-Saxon
ports and xuariliiiietowns. According to Cam-
deD, Ibb was the anciezifc title of the c^cer who
was afterwards called mayor of London.
FwatwlAoneean (Pottelaca, one of the ge-

nera). A small aider of bypogynous Exogens
of the Silonal alliance, known by their con-

symmetr’cal fiowers^ their amphitropal ovules,

and alternate leaves without stipules. The
typicalgenus is ibr^uloca, one species of which,

P. oleraceat under the name of Purslane, was
formerly cultivated as a potherb.

Foseidon. In Greek ]([ythology, a son of

Eronos and god of the sea, standing to Nereus
in a relation corresponding to that of Phoebus
to Helios. [Zeub.J
Fosldonla Soblst. Asomewhat important

bituminous shale belonging to the lias, and
very extensively distributed over Europe. The
Poaidonia is a flat bivalve shell. It appears
often in incredible abundance, almost composing
a mass of black shale, but mixed up with so
large a quantity of carbon in the form of
bitumen, that it is valuable for distilling.

There are now several establishments in Ger-
many where the Posidonia schist of the lias is

worked for distillation.

FostttOD (Lat. positio, from pono, 1 place).

A rule m Anthmetic, called alw the rale of
Buppoution, or rule of false. It consists in

assuming a number, and performing upon it

the operation described in the question, and
then comparing the result with that given in

the question, in order to discover the error of
the assumption. Writers on arithmetic divide

the rule uto two parts, single position and
double position

; the former comprehending
those questions in which the results are pro-

portional to the suppositions, and where, con-

sequently, only one assumption is require^*
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a» latter those in which the results are nothtage of thought be agaia HuMmdt'<l into

proportional to the suppositions, and whero FfiTiCHisjtf, PoLTTiTErsM, and JVfoNOTnEisM,

two suppositions aro nccessiirjr in ordrr to ‘ the successive transitions being prepared, and

deduce the true answer. To simple i position indeed caused by, the gradual uprising of the

belong such questions as the following : What two rival modes of thought, the metaphysical

number is that from which, if a third and a and the positive, and in their turn preparing

fourth of itself bo subtracted, the remainder is the way for the ascendency of these
;

first and
60 ? Double position comprehends questions temporarily of the metaphysical, and lastly of

of this sort ; "^at number is that which, the positive/

being multiplied by 6, the product increased This- doctrine, which takes no account of

by 18, and the sum divided by 9, the quotient anything but an ascertained order of pbeno-

shall be 20 ? It will be observed that both mcna, is not unfrequently eharged with athc-

these questions are immediatedy solved by a ism. M. Comte apparently rejected the idea

simple algebraic equation. Position is also of the dependence of nature on an Intelligent

called the rtile of trial and error, and is some- Will
; but the adoption of his principle of cxp(?-

times employed with good effect in approxi- rience, which is the principle of Bacon ancl of

mating to the roots of numerical equations. Newton, by no means necessarily involves his

PosmoM. In Painting, the placing of the conclusion. The positive tlieory merely throws

model in the manner best calculated for the back the question of an Intelligent Will, insti-

end in view by the artist. tilting the cosmos, to the origin of all things.

PoAltion, Angle of. In Astronomy, the * The laws of nature cannot account for their

angle made by one or more components of a own origin. The positive philosopher is free to

double or multiple star with the primary, form his opinion on the subject, according to

referred to the direction of the diurnal motion, the weight he attaches to the analogies which

It may also indicate the direction of a comet’s are called marks of design, and to the general

tail, &c. traditions of the human race.’ It is compatible

Voaltiwe Xlectrieity. [ELBrrninTT.] with M. Comte’s system to beliive ‘that the

IPoaltlve Quantity. In Algebra, this universe was creatcKl, and even that it is con-

term denotes an affirmative or additive quantity, tinuously governed by an int elligcnce, provided

which character is indicated by the sign +, we admit that the intelligent Governor adheres

called, in consequenee, the positive eitpi. The to fixed laws, which are only mcxlified or

term is used in contradistinction to negative', counteracted by other laws of the same dis-

negative quantities being such as are subtrae- pensalion, and are never eitlier c>a,pricioa8ly or

tive, and marked by the sign— .which is called providentially departed from. Whoever re-

thc negative sign. JfSiOH.] gards all events as parts of a constant order,

Positivism. 11113 word is commoTily used each one being the iiivsviable consequent of

to designate the system of philosophy main- some antecedent condition or combination of

tained by Comte, who is vaguely supposed conditions, accepts fully the positive mode
to have originated a method unknown to pbiio- of thought, whether lie acknowledge or not

sopbers before his time. LikS most popular a universal antecedent on which the whole

notions, this is a mistake. M. Comte certainly system of nature was originally consequent, or

strove to systematise the whole field of know- whether that universal antecedent is conceived

ledge
;
but the ground on which lie raised his as an intelligence or not.’

gigantic fabric is that on which all philosophers M. Comte has been also charged with re-

who have really promoted the advance of pudiating metaphysics; but it is a mistake

science, have commonly worked. His funda- to suppose that he interdictffd himself ‘ from

mental doctrine, in his Cours de Philosophie analysing or criticising any of the abstract

Positive, is that we have no knowledge of any- conceptions of tlio mind,’ although with all his

thing but phenomena, and that our know- strength he op|x>sed the ideas which regard

le^e of phenomena is relative, not absolute, mental abstractions as real entities. His cni-

i. e. that we know not the essence or the real sade against these* realistic theories, which the

mode of production of any fact, but only its Baconian philosophy professes utterly to es-

relations to other facts in the way of succession chew, led him into an elaborate and masterly

and similitude. This doctrine is practically survey of the developemcnt of human thought

that of Galileo, Bacon, and Descartes ; and to
|

and knowledge, the result of which showed
this conclusion, that the only knowledge acces- that fetichism preceded polytheism, and that

sible to us is that of the successions and the exhaustion of the latter prepared the

sequences of phenomena, we owe the whole minds of all genuine thinkers for the receptioa

progress of science during the last four cen- of a monotheism such as that of Christianity,

times. But the distinguishing characteristic ‘which has Mr8ist,ed to the present time in

of M. Comte/s philosoj>hy was the hypothesis
|

giving partial satisfaction to the mental dis-

that aU human conceptions pass through three jrtositions that lead to polytheism by admitting

stages, the theological, the metaphysical, and
j

mto its tlioology the thoroughly polytheistic

the nomenclature is his own, conception of a devil.’ This tendency to mono-
and altiimui;h it is open to many objections, his theism was the result of a practical feeling of

eonoM^ems cannot be adequately unfolded ex- the invariability of natural laws ; but for many
OM filiiB own terminolo^, The theological

!
^'cnturieg the monotheistic creed so introduced

30
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%ras belief in a God ‘ flexible by entreaty, in-

eesaantljr ordering the a^Siirs of mankind by
direct yolitions, and continually royersing the

course of nature by miraculous interpositions.’ i

Hero, again, according to M. Comte, the in-

fluences which led to the decay of polytheism
|

had a further field for action. The increased •

assurance of a natural order gradually excluded •

the idea of such interferences
;
and the meta-

physical stage, which followed this exclusion,

has given way or is yielding to the positive

mode of regarding all phenomena in the one
aspect of sequence or succession.

On these i)rinciplcs M. Comte undertook the

Herculean task of arranging all sciences ac-

cording to the degree of the complexity of their

phenomena, so that each science shall depend
on the truths of all those which precede it with

the addition of peculiar truths of its own. But
fur further details of his plan and of the method
in which ho carried it out, and for a more com-
plete examination of his philosophy in its earlier

and later aspects, we must refer the reader to

the elahoratfj articles in which Mr. J. S. Mill

has analysed the merits and defects of M.
Comte as a philosopher and a sociologist. (

fFrsl-

minater lieotew, April and July, 1865; these

articles have since been republished.) On a
subject so vast, and so encumbered with con-

troversy, we have confined ourselves to ^ving,

as nearly as possible, in Mr. Mill’s words, a

brief account of his primary doctrines, wliich

may serve to give a true, although necessarily

inadequate, idea of his system. Wo refer the

reader also to an article entitled ‘ Comte and
Positivism,’ in MacmiUan'a Magazina^ March
1866), in which Dr. Whewell maintains that

tlie history of every science would reveal to us

how baseless is the notion that there is a good
positive stage of science which succeeds a bad
metaphysical stage.

Posology (Gr. how miich
;
and Ajyos,

description). In Medicine, thict which relates

to the doses or quantities in which medicines

should be administered.

Posse Comltatas (Lat. cum potestate

comitatus). In Law, the power of the county,

which the sheriff is empowered to raise in

case of riot, possession kept on forcible entry,

rescue, or other force made in opposition to

the king’s writ or execution of justice. It

is said to include all knights and other men,

!

above the age of fifteen, able to travel within
|

the county. Justices of the peace may alsoj

raise the posse in order to remove a force in

making entry into or detaining lands.

Post (Lat. positus, part, of pono, I flace).

In Public Economy, a messenger, couner, or
conveyance travelling at stat^ periods, and
generally with more than ordinary spe^, to

convey letters or other despatches, whether of

government or individuals. [Post Omen.]
Post Mortem (Lat. ^ter death). In

Anatomy, the technical phrase signifying the

inspection and examination of the dead body
in order to determine the cause of death : it is

also applied to the appearances presented, and

I

more especially to some phenomena whiidi are
I constantly noticed shortly after death. Thus,
the muscles retain their property of contracting

' under the influence of stimuli applied to them,

or to their nerves, for some time after death

;

and when they have lost this irritability, they

spontaneously pass into a state of contractiou,

producing a general stiffening of the body,

which is called post-mortem rigidity

^

or rigor

nuyrtis.

Post Obit (Lat. post obitum, after death).

A bond given for the purpose of securing a
sum of money on the death of some specified

individual.

Post Office. A place for the reception and
distribution of the letters and despatches that

arc to be or that have been carried by the post

;

w'hore the duties on them are paid, and where
the various departments connected with the

business of tho post are conducted or super-

intended.

The conveyance of letters by post is one of

tho few iiidustrial undertakings whidi are

certainly better managed by government than
they could be by individuals. It is indispens-

able to the satisfactory working of the post

office that it should be conducted with the

greatest regularity and predsion ; and tliat all

the departments should be made subservient to

each other, and conducted on the same plan.

It is plain that such results could not be ob-

tained in any extensive coimtry otherwise than

by tho agency of government; and the inter-

ference of the hitter is also required to make
arrangements for tho safe and speedy convey-

ance of letters to, from, and through foreign

countries.

The organisation of the post office supplies

one of the most striking examples of the ad-

vantages resulting from the division and com-
binations of employment. ' Nearly the same
exertions that are necessary to send a single

letter from h'almouth to New York will suffice

to send 50,000. If every man were to effect

the transmission of his own correspondence,

the whole life of an eminent merchant might
bo passed in travelling, without his being able

to acliver all tho letters which tho post office

forwards for him in a single evening. The
hibour of a few individuals, devoted exdusively
to the forwarding of letters, produces results

which all the exertions of all the inhabitants
of Europe could not effect, each person acting

independently.’ (Senior On Political Economy.)
Posts appear to have been established for

the first time in modem Europe in 1479, by
Louis XI. of France. They were originally in-

tended to serve merely for the conveyance of
public de^tches, and of persons travelling by
authority of government. Subsequently, how-
ever, private individuals were allowed to avail

themselves of this institution for forwar^ng
letters and despatches; and governments, by
imposing higher duties or rates of postage on
the letters and parcels conveyed by post than
are sufildent to defray the expense of the es-

tablishment, have rendered it (woductive of a
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consideriible revenue. Nor, while the rates of

postage are confined within reasonaUe limits,

iind^ not materially affect the famhly of cor-

I'espondence, is there, perhaps, a less objection-

able tax.

The post office was not established in Eng-

land till the seventeenth century. Postmasters,

indeed, existed in more ancient times ; but their

business was confined to the famishing of post

horses to persons who were desirous of travelling

expeditiously, and to the despatching of extra-

ominary packets upon special occasions. In

1635, Charles I. erected a letter office for Eng-

land and Scotland
;
but this extended only to a

few of the principal roads ;
the times of carriage

were uncertain ;
and the postmasters on each

road were required to furnish horses fur the

conveyance of the letters at the rate of 2|d. a

mile. This establishment did not succeed

;

and, at the breaking out of the civil war, great

difficulty was experienced in the forwarding of

letters. At length a post office, or establish-

nient for the >vcckly conveyance of letters to all

parts of the kingdom, was instituted in 1649,

by Mr. Edward PriJeaux, attoruey-genoral for

.Jlio Commonwealth ;
the immediate consequence

of which was a saving to the public of 7,060/. a

year on account of postmasters. In 1657, the

l)Ost office was established nearly on its pre-

sent footing, and the rates of postage that wero

Ihen fixed were continued till the reign of

Queen Anne. (Black. Com, by Stephens, voL ii.

pp, 676-8.)

From the establishment of the post office by
Cromwell, down to 1784, mails wore conveytil

either on horseback, or in carts made for the

purpose
;
and instead of being the most ex-

peditious and safest conveyance, the post bad
become, at the latter period, one of the slowest

and most easily robbed of any in the country.

,

In 1784, it was usual for the diligences be-

tween London and Bath to accomplish the

journey in seventeen hours, while the post took

jortj/ hours
;
and on other roads the compara-

tive rate of travelling of the post and stage

coaches was in about the same proportion. The
natural consequence of such a difference in point

of despatch was, that a very great number of

letters were sent by other conveyances than

the mail : the law to the contrary being easily

defeated, by giving them the form of small

parcels.

Under these circumstances, it occurred to

Mr. John Palmer, of Bath, comptroller-general

of the post office, that a very great improve-

ment might be made in the conveyance of

letters, in respect of economy, as well as of

speed and safety, by contracting with the pro-

prietors of stage coaches fbr the carAage ot the

inail
;

the latter being bound to perform the

gurney in a specified tame, and to take a guard

with the mail for its protection. Mr. Palmer’s

E
lan encountered much oppemtion, but was at

ingth carried into effect with the most ad-

Witageons results. The use of mad-coaches

extended to most part« ofthe em{Hre ; |

«nd, while letters and psseela were conveyed

I in less than half the time that had been re-

quired under the old system, the coaches bj
which they were conveyed afforded, by their

regularity and speed, a most desirable mode
of conveyance for travellers. Mr. Palmer was
the author of several other improvements in the
economy of the post office

;
nor is there any in-

dividual to whom the department owes more.
(Maepherson’s Annals of Com. anno 1784 )

Within the last few years, however, the con-
struction of railways between most of the great
towns of the empire has gone far to supersede
the use of mail coaches on the principal lines

of ro^, and has added prodigiously to the
facilities of correspondence and ti*ave]ling.

The journey from London to Liverpool, which
had been accomplished by the mail in about
twenty or twenty-two hours, is now aeeom-
plisbed, by railway, in nine or ten hours ; and
on other roads in the siime proportion. The
great expense of the post office consists, in

fact, not so much in the conve^'ance of letters

from place to place, as in their previous col-

lection and their distribution after they have
been conveyed to their destination. This ne-
cessitates the establishment of a vast number
of subordinate offices in the remoter parts of
the kingdom, many of which do not defray
their expenses. Much of this expense, how-
ever, has been obviated of late years by economy
in the means of collection, especially by the
establishment of pillar letter boxes in substitu-

tion for offices in town and village shops.

Up to 1839, the rates of jiostage levied on
the carnage of letters were exceedingly high,

amounting, it is said, to a fraction above Id. on
each letter. The post office was treated prac-

tically as a tax on private correspondence, for

the monopoly of the post was cautiously guarded
by penal clauses inflicting heavy fines on any

2>crson who made use of any method of trans-

mitting letters besides that provided by'govern-
ment. These penal clauses were probably in-

operative, or, if they had any operation, must
have affected only the inexperienced and un-
wary. It is certain that, notwithstanding the

great growth of foreign and home trade, the

revenue of the post office remained almost sta-

tionary for twenty years
;

in other words, its

provisions were evaded. Under such circum-

stances some remedial measure became abso-

lutely necessary. This was discovered, or at

least elaborated, by the secretary of the post
office, Sir liowland Hill, and the scheme sug-
gested by him was, in its leading features at
least, carried out by the government.
The fundamental principle of the new Post

Office Act, was that the rate paid should be
uniform, on the ground that the charge levied

was not for carnage, this being in so light a
matter as a letter unimportant, but for col-

lection and distribution. The rate at which
the service should be appraised was not^ it

appears, so essential a consideration
; though it

was fdtthat^ on the whole, government, acting
in the carriage of letters as a tiuder, shoida
nnl veek to obtain an exorbitant rate of profit
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for the service rendered. However, after a ' account. Nor is it to the purpose to compare
short period, during which the maximum rate the taxation of the oM system, ^lith a tax upon
was 40?., the uniform sum of Id. was imposed,

[

any convenience of life, us sugar or tea. Once
and the weight suffered to pass at this rate was

;

paid, the taxes levied on such commodities us

fixed at half an ounce. Another feature in the these have ceased to have any effect. But a
new postal system was that of enfofving the heavy tax levied upon an act necessary for

prepayment of letters by levying a fine of one ' the purpos< s of trade produces far more loss

nuitdred per cent, as the postage on unpaid than its first and immediate incidence. It

letters. The advantage of this regulation is ' hampers and liinders other operations, and
obvious : it saves the labour of collection and

|

in effect does what the worst tax does—costs

distribution to a great extent. An attempt, • a community far more than it gets for tne

indeed, was made to insist still more urgently revenue.

on the necessity of prepayment, by issuing The post office has extended its operations

a regulation to the effect that unstamped in certain directions unknown and indeed
letters would not be forwarded. We are not impossible under the old r6giine, but now of
informed as to the amount of loss consequent great ailvantage to the nation, and in som-s

upon the collection of double rates for unpaid cases of great profit to the government. Firsl,

letters
;
but when the above-mentioned regu- it acts as a common carrier in the transmission

lation was issued, the opposition to it, (iue, as of books and papiTs at low rates. The system
far as it can be interpreted, to selfish and of taxing newspapers was to some extent com-
Bentimental motives, was so strong that the pensated by their exemption from the old pos-

rule was withdrawn. Previous also to the new lago rates. This, which was originally a mere
Post Office Act, members of parliament had act of reciprocity, has been since the reduction

the privilege of sending free a certain number and ultimately the abolition of the stamp duty,

of letters daily. The privilege was abused, no continued on payment of the loweststamp rate,

doubt. It was abolished by the Act, and no or, supposing the newspaper to be below a certain

letters are sent free except petitions intended weight, on a prepayment by a penny stamp,

to be presented to the houses of parliament. The advantage accorded to newspapers has
and bearing evidence of their nature. Even the since been on reasonable grounds extended to

public offices, though they send official letters all printed matter and such writing as is not of

which are unstamped, and practically unpaid, the nature of a letter. Next, it has afforded a
are debited with the postage, the aggregate means by which additional security is afforded

amount due from each office forming part of its to letters of value. The post office has never

annual expenses. been liable to the law of bailment, i. e. to

Many persons objected strongly, at the time the conditions attached to the function of a

of passing the new Act, to the rate at which the common carrier of compensating the owner of

postage would be levied for the future. The property intrusted to such a person for loss,

most powerful argument brought forward by damage, or delay. There are, indeed, obvious

the objectors, was that of the loss likely to reasons why a government office should be
accrue to the revenue

;
and it cannot be dc- exempted from such a general liability. By

nied that the prediction was verified, the office means of registration, however, a sex’urity is

hanng only lately returned annual profits equal afforded to valuable letters and enclosures which

to those obtained before the alteration was is pnicticall^ equal to tlie provisions of the law
made. But the moral advantages of a cheap of bailments in the case of a common earner,

postal system are far more important than the Thirdly, by means of post office orders tie

mere question of the revenue derived from the government has taken upon itself some of the

post office ;
and beyond question the coniraer- functions of a bank. The rates at which this

cial benefits which have ensued from providing service is rendered are still probably too high,

the means of cheap and ready communications and amount in the transmission of small sums
have helped the revenue indirectly by returns to a \cry heavy pcreentjige, falling with undue
infinitely in excess of that which could have weight on such of the poorer classes as are

been obtained under the old system. Any tax likely to transmit the^e small amounts.

on correspondence is a great bar to exchange, on the whole, the adoption of the government

a seriouB hindrance to trade, and therefore a orders is of great public utility. And, lastly, it

damage to the gross revenue derivable, as all has been made tne channel by which govern-

revenue must be, firom the profits of production ment has given the advantages of savings-

and commerce. It is true that as long as the banks at a moderate rate of interest, and with

profit is in excess of the charge at which letters absolute security, to t^e public. Tliis last

are collected and deUvered, the rate is of the scheme is only in its infancy ; but it is very

nature of a tax ; but as long, on the other hand, likely that hereafter it may bo a very important

as the government system provides means of means for dealing with a considerable portion

communication at a rate lower than that at of the public debt.

which joint-stock enterprise could do the same The postal system in this country has been,

service, it is a gain to the public, and in so far to a small extent, imitated by foreign govern-

as it represents a profit upon the capital em- inents. They have, for instance, all Copied

ployed ui the labour, it is an advantageous stamps, and this even in the most remote re-

method by whi(^ a nation trades on its own gions. But very few of these communities have

VoL. III. 33 D
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Adopted ft rational postal system, or taken any- I Poftt Poftltloiia In MusiCt a retardation o(

thing more than the superficial features of the
j

the harmony, effected by placing discords upon

English method. The arrangements, too, for; the accented parts of a bar not prepared and

the simplification and economy of international resolved acoortliiig to the rule for discords.

]>ost9,
lire far from complete'; and the dlfficul-

|

Posts. In Military operations in the field

,

tics put in the way of such arrangements ua adtwurc^ posts are placeil at a distance from

would facilitate communications between the the main body. These for their own safotv

inliabitantH of various countries, are part of push forward outposts, which are snpporteil

the barbarism which still attaches to tnodern
j

by strong Pa tro/s keep up the eom-
jidMiinistrations. Some progress, however, has I munication.

bcMii made, and more no doubt Mill be made, as I Post*abdomeii. The name applied bv
eoinmunities learn to apprdicnd more clearly

j

Latreillo to the five posterior segments of t in-

their I’eal and abiding interests. In short, alMlomeii of Hexapod insects; and to the tail

Sir Tiowl.ind Hill is one of tlio few fortunate
,
of Crustaceans, M'hich consists of homologous

persons who, having initiated a great reform, ! but more numerous st'gmeiits.

has not only lived to see it generally adopted,
|

Postaffe. The rate of charge levied on
but has had the rarer satibfucliou of seeing I letters or other articles conveyed by post,

it generally approved by all enlightened and [Post Offick.]

seimi bio persons. Pofttea (L it.). In Law, the return of the

Of late years a deman<l has been made for judge before whom a caiise is tried, after

the reduction of postages between this country veiilict, of what was done in the cause, whieli is

and others, especially between Oreat Jlritam fudor>ed on the back of tlio nisi prius record,

to and from the colonics and the United States. Pofttern (Fr, posteriie, now written pi')terno,

Considering the importance of the trade between Ital. postierla, Ijow Lat. postenila). In Aivhi -

this country and those regions, and taking also ti*cture, a small door, or gate, at the back of a

into account that they are of the same origin building.

with ourselves, and have very similar political. Postern. In Fortification, a vaulted pas-

social, and even domestic interests, it seems to sage underneath a rampart, leading fi’om the

bo a matter of the highest policy that com- interior into tlie diteli. and closed by a gate,

muiiications between Great Britain and the PofttUl (said to he from Lat. post ilia,

Anglo-Saxon races should be facilitated to the th^m). A title stnnetimes given in eccbsiasti-

greatest extent possible. We may repeat, that cal language to a homily or sermon delivered

the gain and loss to the revenue in the esta- after and upon a lesson or text taken fioiii

blishment of ready means for commercial and {Scripture.

social intercourse by no means represent the PostUminlamor JusPostllmlnli(Lat.).
true gain accruing to the administration in the In National and Civil Law, the right by virtue

extension of trade, and to the communities of which persons taken in war return to tlieir

themselves in the growth of mutual knowledge, former state of freedom, with their fonner
intimacy, and kindly feeling. rights and property, on its termination

;
and pixi-

Postage stamps perform, to a very large perty so taken reverts to its former owners,

extent, the office of a minor form of paper In the middle ages the term also denoted the

currency in this country. They arc not a legal process by which a citizen, going to a foreign

tender: it may be doubted whether the transfer country, claimed fur himself the riglits of a

and sale of postage stamps, which is in effect subject and citizen of the land wliich he was
the meaning of their use as currency, be not a leaving, so that on his return he was reinstated

violation of the stamp laws
;
but it is almost at once into his former condition,

ncc^dless to observe, tliat public convenience is Fofttftcentum (Lat.). In Architecture, the

rarely hindered by such an innocent breach back part of the theatrt‘ behind f he scene, fur-

of fiscal regulations. In the United States, nished with conveniences for robing the actoi*3,

during the late civil war, postage stamps were and depositing the machinery,
made a legal tender for sums below a certain Pofttnlate (Lat. postulatus, part, of postii-

ainount, and were, on the same principle and lare, to demand). In Geometry and Logit',

with similar limitations, receivable in payment something to be assumed, or taken for granted,
of taxes. It is, perhaps, impossible at present Euclhl lias constructed his Elemc^its on the
to interpret the political aiid fiscal necessities

|
three fullouing postulates: 1. That a straight

which to the Legal Tender Act of Congress
; line may be drawn from any one point to any

it is well known that a state paper currency other point. 2. That a terminated straight line

has been a favourite expedient with the United may be produced to any length in a straight
States* government, and it is entirely premature line. 3. That a circle may be described from
to predict the period at which the resumption any centre at aAy distance from that centre,
of cash payments will be made, and the injury (Playfair’s Kvdid,)
infliett'd on the recipients of fixed incomes Fot Metal. An alloy of copper and lead,

by the Legal Tender Act redressed. It is The term is also sometimes applied to glass as
quite clear, however, that the mischief of a it comes from the glass-pots,

foreed paper is always proportioned in extent Fotasli. Tlie saline matter obtained by lixi-

to the lomcss of the denomination which is . viating the ashes of wood. When purified by
tlitts put into circulation, I calcination it is termed jpenr/nsA, and is in that
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state an impure earbcnaie of potaaaa. The

|

with the carbonic acid. The latter la a very

production of potash is carried on upon a lai^e I important salt; it forms the greater part of the

scale in Eussia and America; it can be thus / residuum or ash of burnt wood, from winch it

obtained only in countries where there are vast
|

is obtained by lixiyiation. It is brought to this

natural forests, and where the value of timber countiy from Eussia and America, under the

is little more than that of the labour of felling names ofpearlmh and consists of 47

it. [PoTASSitncJ potassa + 22 carbonic acid
;

it is deliquescent,

Potaua. rPoTAssiuM.1 and has an alkaline reaction. When carbonic

PotaMlnm. This metal, represented byj
the symbol K, kalium^ was discovered by Davy i

in the year 1807, and was one of the first fruits

of his electro-chemical researches. Its proper-
j

ties were so remarkable, that it was for a time
'

doubted whether it could with propriety be
laced among the metals

;
but the progress of

'

iscovery removed all difficulty upon that point,

by making us acquainted with other metallic

substances with properties intermediate between
those of potassium on the one hand, and the com-
mon metals on the other. The specific gravity of

potassium is *865 at the temperature of 60^
; it

is solid at the ordinary temperature of the at-

mosphere
;
at 80° it becomes soft, and at 160° .

is liquid
;
at 32° it is brittle, and has a crystalline I

texture. In colour and lustre it much resembles
'

mercury. Its affinity for oxygen is such that it

immediately loses its brilliancy on exposure to
j

air; when heated in the air, it burns with a
purple fiame. The equivalent of potassium is 39,

and that of jprotoHde ofpotassium is 47. When
potassium is heated in oxygen it absorbs a larger

quantityof thatelement and becomes aperoxtVfc,

which, however, is immediately converted into

protoxide by the action of water. Protoxide of

potassium exists in the state of hydrate in what
IS called caustic potash, which is a compound of

*47 potassa + 9water. This substancefuses below

a duU red heat ;
it is very soluble and deliques-

cent, and acts powerfully on almost all animal
textures. It is the lapis eausticits -of old phar-

macy. Dissolved in water, it forms soap ley, or

the Uquor potassa of the Pharmacopcsia, This

solution is obtained by pouring water upon a

mixture of equal parts of quicklime and car-

bonate of potassa ;
the lime abstracts carbonic

|

acid from the carbonate, and becomes converted
j

into an insoluble carbonate of lime, whilst
|

the evolved potassa is taken up by the water.
|

This solution is powerfully alkaline, and soon
j

absorbs carbonic add when exposed to air.

Free potassa is recognised, when in solution, hpr

its alkaline reaction upon test-paper, and it is

distinguished from soda by adchng to it excess

of tartaric add, when it yields a white granular

precipitate of bitartrate of potassa. When
potassa is in combination, as, for instance,

when its salts are dissolved in water, they

are detected, if the solution be not too <hlute,

by a strong solution of chloride of platinum,

which causes a yellow predpitate of potassio-

chloride of platinum.

When potassium and sulphur are heated

together, they combine and form a sulphuret of

potassium. With the adds potassa forms a
variety of useful salts ;

such as nitre, or nitrate

of potassa, with nitric acid ;
sulphate of potaesa

with the sulphuric acid; andcarbonateofpotassa

acid is passed through a solution of this salt,

it becomes converted into bicarbonate of pot-

assd, composed of 47 potassa + 44 carbonic

acid. Potassium bums with great splendour

in chlorine, and forms chloride of potassium ;

it also combines .with iodine, bromine, and
fluorine, and with many of the metals.

Potato. The common name for the tubers

of the Solarium tuberosum.

Potato Blaease. This formidable malady,
which first appeared in Great Britain in 1845,
and is marked by the rapid putrescence of the
leaves and haulm of the Potato plant, is now
referred, and apparently with good reason, to

the attack of a little fungus or mould called

Peronospora infestans, which preys upon the tis-

sues, spreading rapidly in every direction, so tliat

the tubers become affected with brown spots both
on their surface and within their tissue, and
decay with greater or less rapidity. The mould
would appear to be the primary cause

;
but as it

attacks the tissues before it appears externally,

it is almost impossible to apply a remedy. The
two most important plans which have been
adopted, though far from infallible, are the

powdering of the sets with flowers of sulphur,

and early planting The removal of the haulm
as soon as the mould appears has also been
found beneficial. The disease has been equally

bad in the wettest and hottest seasons, and was
in many districts as virulent in 1860 as on its

first appearance, the worst year perhaps being

1846, when its sudden inroad produced a fearful

famine in Ireland, which resulted in the death
of thousands of the population, and led to the

I repeal of the corn laws.

German authors distinguish two forms, the
wet and dry rot. It is, however, to be observed
that these diseases, which are characterised not
only by the peculiar condition of the tubers,

but by the presence of Fusisporium Solani
tuberosi, were prevalent in this country before
1845. The brown mottled appearance of the
tubers, and the presence of Peronospora on the
leaves and the exposed tissues, was previously

unknown. (Berkeley, Treasury of iotany.)
Fotenojr of a Fotnt. The potency of a

point, with respect to a circle, is the rectangle

under the sepnents into which that point
divides any chord of the circle which passes
through it. The potency is clearlv the square
of half the shortest chord througu the point,

when the latter is within the circle, and the

square on the tangent, when the point is with-

out the circle. The term potene^' oi which
potency is Prof. Cayley’s translation, was in-

tiNMluc^ by Steiner. (Grelle’s Journal, vol. i.)

T points of equal potency with respect to

two arcles lie in a right line, called by Steiner

n 2
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the Une of oqualpotoncy, by Magnus the axis of
evUineatiofit by Pliidker the chardale^ and liy

Gaultier the radical axis» The last name is

the one now generally used. [Radical Axis.]

Potential. . In the Calculus of Attraction,

the potential of a body, or system of bodies,

relatively to a given point M, whose rectangular

coordinates are x^ y, is a certain function of

these coordinates whoso three first partial dif-

ferential coefficients give, to a constant factor

pr^s, the three components of attraction or

repulsion on a material particle placed at M.
When the law of attraction is that of the inverse

square of the distance, the potential may be

defined as the sum of each mass-element of

the attracting body divided by the distance of

that element from the attracted point. It is

expressed, therefore, by

where the integration is to be extended to all

the elements of the body. Calling R the re-

sultant attraction on a material particle of the

mass /i, situated at M (x, y, z)^ and X, Y, Z
the components of attraction in the directions

of the coordinate axes, we have

V dV „ dV

and hence

An important property of the potential is

expressed by the following differential equa-

tion : ^ ^ ^
dx’^ dy"*" dz^

-4irp,

where p represents the density of the attracting

body imrtudiately around the attracted point.

When the latter is external to the attracting

mass, therefore, the above sum vanishes, as

was first shown by lAplace. In the above

more general form the equation is due to

Poisson.

The points relatively to which the potential

has the same value, lie on the so-called equi-

pontial or equilibrium surface^ which is every-

where normal to the direction of the resultant,

1. e. to the lines offorce.

Legendre, Lagrange, Ijaplaco, Poisson, and
Gauss, were among the first to introduce the 1

potential into mechanical investigations. The
name, however, was originated by George Green,

whose Eissay on the Application of the Matkc-
matical Analysis to the Theories of Electricity

and Magnetism^ Nottii^ham 1828 (reprinted

in vols. xliv. and xlviL of Crelle s Jourmd\
together with Gauss’ Memoir on General

.
'Theorems rdating to Attractive and Ripvlsive
ff'orees va^ng inversely as the Square of the

Distance (Result aus den Seob. des mag. EcreinSt

Leipzig 1840, translated in Taylor’s Scientific

Mmmre 1842, and in liouville’s Journal
1842\ are classie works on the subject.

Chaslea, too, has written scveml geometrical

38

papers treating of the same matter; one of these

will be found in the ConnaissanGe des Temps
for 1845. The works of Lirichlet, when col-

lected, will probably contain the far-famed

lectures on the calculus of attraction, delivered

by him periodically at the university of Ber-
lin, wherein the properties of the potential are

fully developed.

Potential Bnergy. In Mechanics, a bent
spring, a raised weight, or compressed air, &c.
is said to possess potential energy^ because it is

in a condition to do work if allowed. Potential

energy is measured by the work done in bring-

ing the body to the condition in question. It

is an important theorem in modem science that

in a system of bodies, subjected solely to mu-
tual actioPB, ihe sum of potential and actual

energy (vis viva) is always constant. (Helm-
holtz On the Conservation of Force, Berlin

1847, and Scientific Memoirs, 1853; Raukiiie

in Phil. Mag. 1853 and Edin. Phil. Journ,

1855 ;
Tait and Steele’s Dynamics of a Par^

tide, &c.)

Potential Mood (Lat. potontia, power).

In Grammar, tlmt mood of the verb which
expresses an action conceived as possible-, de-

noted in Englisli by the auxiliary verb may or

might.

Potential Qualities. In Scholastic Phi-

losophy, such qualities as are supposed to exist

in a body in poicntia only.

PotentiUa (Lat. potens, powerful). A
very showy genus of garden flowers, yielding

numerous hardy herbaceous perennials of an
ornamental character. It also contains several

native species, mostly of a weedy aspect. The
genus belongs to the Rosacea, and somewhat
resembles the strawberry, to which it is allied.

Poterium (Lat. ; Gr. irorhpiov, a drinking
cup). A native English plant, the leaves of

which resemble the fruit of the cucumber in

flavour. It is, however, an agrarian weed,

often troublesome in crops of saintfoin, and
probably in such cases attributable to mixed or

foul seed having been sown.

Potitii. Roman priests of Here ales, said

to have been appointed by Evander. Them^ (h

of Hercules and Cacu.s furnish(‘s the institu-

tional legend. The two families of the Potitii

and Pinarii performed theritc'sof Hereule.s about
the ara maxima, the former being admitted
to the feast while the latter were only allowed
to minister at the sacrifice

; or,* according to
another version, the Potitii were regaled on the
entrails of the ox, the Pinarii being confined to

j

the other parts of the animal According to
others, the word potitii had reference to the
priWlege of that family, the name pinarii being
connected with the Greek wtivav, to hunger,
because they came too late for the banquet
Later legends said that Appius Claudius, when
censor, induced the Potitii to transfer their
functions to public slaves, whereupn the fami-
lies of the gens Potitia died within the year,
or, according to another account, within thirty
days. (Sir G. C. L-wis, CredibUity of Early
Roman History i. 293.)



POTSTONE
BivMottft* A oonnel^ variety of

Steatite or Soa|Mtone, which on account of ite

tenacity, infuaibilitv, and the eaae with which it

may be turned in the lathe, is frequently made
into culina^ yessela, especially in Italy, Corsica,

Germany, France, and the island of Sark.
Vottei7 andMrcelatn* The better kind

of pottery, called in this country Staffordshire

toare, is made of an artiilcal mixture of alumina
and silica ; the former obtained in the shape of

a fine clay, chiefly from Devonshire and Dorset-
shire

;
and the latter consisting of chert or flint,

which is heated red-hot^ quenched in water, and
then reduced to lewder. Each material, carefully

powdered and sifted, is diffused through water,

mixed by measure, and brought to a due consis-

tency by evaporation ; it is then highly plastic,

andformed upon the potter's wheel and lathe into

various circular vessels, or moulded into other

forms, which, after having been dried in a warm
room, are enclosed in baked clay cases resem-

bling bandboxes, and called seggars
;
these are I

ranged in the kiln so as nearly to fill it, leaving

only space enough for the fuel ; here the ware
is kept red-hot for a considerable time, and thus

brought to the state of biscuit. This is after-

wards glazed, which is done by. dipping the

biscuit-ware into a tub containing a mixture of

about 60 parts of lithaKe, 1 0 of clay, and 20
of ground flint, difthsea in water to a creamy
consistence ;

and when taken out, enough ad-

heres to the piece to give a uniform glazing

when again heated. The pieces are then again

packed up in the seggars, with small bits of

pottery interposed between each, and fired in a

uln as before. The glazing miiture fuses at a
comparatively moderate heat, and gives a uni-

form flossy coating, which finishes the process

when It is intended for common white ware.

The patterns upon ordinary porcelain, which
are chiefly in blue, from the facility of apply-

iim oxide of cobalt, are generally first printed

on upon paper, which is attached to the plate

or other artide while in the state of bis-

cuit; the colour adheres permanently to the

surface when heat is properly applied : other

mineral colours, such as the oxidesof chromium
and manganese, are also occasionally employed
in the same way.
The manufacture of PoncBLAiNis a more re-

fined branch of art
;
the materials are selected

with the greatest caution, it being necessaiy

that the compound should remain perfectly

white after exposure to heat; it should also

endure a very high temperature without

fusing, and at the same time a^uire a semi-

vitreous texture, and a peculiar degree of

translucency and toughness. These qusdities

are united in some of the Oriental porcelain, or

Ckina^ and in some of the old Dresden ; but

they are rarely found coexistent in that of

modem European manufacture. Some of the
|

French and ^gUah porcelain, especially that

tnade at S&vres and Worcest^, is^ extromely

white, and duly translucent ; but it is more apt

to crack sudden changes of temperature;

more brittle, and consequently requires to be

POTTERY AND PORCELAN
formed into thicker and heavier vessels ; and
more fusible than the finest porcelains of Japan
and China.

The colours employed in painting porcelain

are the same metallic oxides used for colouring

glass, and in all the more delicate patterns they

are laid on with a camel's hair pencil, and gene-

rally previously mixed with a little oil of tur-

pentine. Whore several colours are used, they

often require various temperatures for their

perfection; in this case those that bear {he

highest heat are first applied, and subsequently

those which are brought out at lower tempe-

ratures. This art of painting on porcelain,

or in enamel^ is very delicate: much experi-

ence and skill are required in it, and with

every care there are frequent fiiilures ;
hence it

is attended with considerable expense. The
gilding of porcelain is generally performed by
applying finely divided gold mixed with gum-
water and borax

;
upon tee application of heat?

the gum bums off, and tee borax vitrifying

upon the surface causes the gold firmly to ad-
here : it is afterwards burnished.

In the manufacture of various kinds of pot-

tery employed in the chemical laboratory, and
especially in regard to crucibliSt many diffi-

culties occur
;
and many requisites are necessaiy,

which cannot be united in the same vessel. To
the late Mr. Wedgwood we are indebted for

vast improvements in this as well as in other

branches of the art. Crucibles composed of

one part of pure clay mixed with about three

parte of coarse and pure sand, slowly dried
and annealed, resist a very high temperature
without fusion, and generally retain metallic

substances
;
but where the metals are suffered

to oxidise, there are few which do not act upon
any earthen vessel, and some cause ite rapid
fusion, as the oxides of lead, bismuth, &c.
Where saline fluxes are used, the best crucibles^

will always suffer
; but platinum may often be*

employed in these cases, and the chemist is

thus enabled to combat many difficulties which
were nearly insurmountable before this metal
was thus applied. Whenever silica and alumina
are blended, as in the mixture of clay and sand,

the compound softens, and the vessel loses its

shape when exposed to a long-continued white
heat, and this is the case with tee Hessian
crucibles; consequently, the most refractory

of all vessels are those made entirely of clay,

coarsely powdered burnt clay being used as a
substitute for the sand. Such a compound
resists the action of saline fluxes longer than
any other, and is therefore used for the note
u glass fiimacM. A Hessian crucible lined
^th purer clay is rendered much more reten-
tive ; and a thm china cup, or other dense por-
oel^, resists the action of saline matters in
fusion for a considerable time. Plumbago ia a
very good material for cmcibles, and ap^^hte
to many purposes ; when mixed with clay it

forms a compound not easily ftuible^ and is

protected from the adaon of the air at high
temperatures: it is well calculated for small

i table ftiznacee. [Eabthbitwabb ; Gnasa.]
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Wonoh (Fr. poche). lu MiJiUiry equipment,

a leather case, lined with tin, to carry a soldier’s

ammunition.
Pondrefte (Fr.). A manure composed of

ni^rht soil mixed up with clay, dried and formed

into cakes.

Poulp (Fr. poiilpe). The generic name
of the eight-footed di branchiate Cephalopods

( Octo/Ji)f which have a double alternate row of

suckers oil each foot.

Poultry (Fr. poulc, Jjat. pullus, Qr. irwXor,

ihe foal or young of animals). Different kinds

of birds reared for the production of eggs and

feathers, and for the use of their bodies as

animal food. The domestic poultry in common
ii!se in Britain are the common domestic fowls,

or cock and hen, the turkey, the duck, and the

goose
;
to which may be added, as occasionally

reare<l, the guinea fowl and the peacock. The
. most generally useful kind of poultry is the

common domestic fowl, v’hich, though a native

•of India, accompanies man through all climates,

but which produces an abiindanco of eggs only

when well fed and warmly lodged. All poultry

houses, therefore, when not built adjoining an

apartment in which fire is kept, or over a stable

or cowhouse, where they may benefit by the

heat generated by the larger animals, ought

to be furnished with flues, or some other means

of generating heat artificially during winter

and spring. Without some mode of effecting

this, poultry wnll seldom yield a good supply

of eggs in cold weather, particularly in the

colder parts of Britain. On this account, in

Scotland, the common- hen is allowed to roost

in the same room in which the cottager lives

;

and the poultry-house of the small farmer is a

loft either over his kitchen, or over his cow'-

liouse. In the management of poultry it is

essential that they should have not only the

necessary food and warmth, but also ample

space for exercise. This space should always

contain living plants of various kintls, and

some gravelly, calcareous, or sandv soil ; because

worms, siiaiLs, and insects, as well as grass and

herbage occasionally, form a part of the food of

poultry' ;
and sand or gravel is swallowed by

them for the purpose of promoting digestion.

Hence, no healthy poultry can ever be reared

in towns, however much the natural food may
be imitated by the supply of animal matters,

herbage, and sand : the wart of exercise in

poultry so circumstanced will soon become
evident from the appearance of the fowls, and
from the soft shell of their eggs.

Some breeds seem, however, to require less

liberty than others. We add a list of the breeds

now known and cultivatfni in this country.

—

Silver Orey^ Speckled^ and White Dork-

ings—Excellent farmyard fowls. Good layers

and sitters. Veiygood mothers. Not calculated

for confinement. Unequalled as a table or

market fowl. Very large. Brahma Pooira—
Excellent layer, perfect sitter, and mother ; so

hardy it may be hatched and reared in any
weather. Two varieties: one pencilled; the

other white, with black flight and tail, and
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striped hackle. These birds bear any confine-

ment. As winter layers the Brahma Pootras
excel all other birds. Spanish—Very handsome
black birds. Lay larger eggs than any other
breed, and in great numbers. Thrive in any
locality, however confined. Do not sit. Their
colour suited for any atmosphere. Cochin
CA/hcss—

S

eem to prefer a very limited space

;

capital layers
; very hardy ; seldom or never

out of condition. Good sitters. Chickens very
easily reared. Pullets hatched in spring arc

good winter layers. Crevecceurs—Hardy birds,

and most profitable layers, producingan unusual
number of very large eggs during the autumn
when most birds are deep in moult. They are
excellent table birds, do not sit, and thrive well
in stable yards, small homesteads, and confined

places. La FUche—The finest fowl known in

France, a very handsome upstanding bird ofjet

black plumage
;
the comb is in the form of two

upright horns. A delicious table fowl of great

size
; an excellent layer. Thrives well on a good

run, or farm yard. Game—Himly and capital

birds. Good layers, good mothers, excellent

fqr the table. Will do well in confinement.
Suited to every soil and climate. Varieties

;

Black and Brown-breasted Il<‘ds, Duck-wings,
Black, White and Piles. Hamhurgs---\ery
handsome birds, unusually good layers, bear
moderate confinement wclL Do not sit. Polands
—Remarkably handsome birds, very good lay-

ers, but non-sitters. Fit for the paddock, but
not for confinement. Varieties: Golden and
SilverSpangled, and Black withwhite top-knots.
Houdans—A recent introduction from France,
where they are considered a very good table

fowl. They arc large, of a speckled colour, with
top-knots. Malay—Hardy ;^nd prolific birds,

will do well wherii all others foil
;
good layers,

and W'ell adapted for towns.

Foultry-lionses. Structures in w'hich

poultry are kept in tin night time; they shouhl
be so arranged that each kind of bird shall

be separately lodged, and that all shall have
access to an ample field, containing a pond and
a heap of gravel. [Poultky.]
bounce (Fr. ponce, from Ital. pomice, Lat.

a 'pwnicr, hionc', WedgWood). A pow-
der to prevent ink from spreading upon paper,
after erasures: it is cither sandarach (resin

of the juniper) in powder, or the powdered
bone of the cuttle-fish. The term pounce is

also applied to coloured powders us^-d by
pattern drawers for sprinkling over pricked
papers.

Pound (Ger. pfund; Lat. pondo, in wciqht).

A measure of weight. lu England two differ-

ent pounds are used; the pound avoirdupois^
and the pound ir^. The pound ayoirdujxiis

weighs 7,000 grains troy, and the pound troy

6,760 grains. The former is divided into Ifl

ounces, and the latter into 12. [Weight.]
Found is also a denomination, of money

; the
pound sterling being equal in value to 20
shillings, or 240 pence. Anciently 240 pence
were equivalent to apound of silver; hence the
origin of the term.



POUNDAGE POYNINQ^S LAW
Foimdafe. An ancient ad valorem duty

of five per cent., payable on all foreign goods
imported into th© kingdom, and occasionally on
exports. It has been held that these duties

were paid, time out of mind, on the plea that

the king was by these means compensated for

the cost of keeping up harbours and havens,

and of defending merchants from pirates, and 1

that the payment is part of the common law.

This tax is, however, known to have had its
j

origin in an Act of the first Parliament ofj

Kdward I. Poundage was at first granted for
j

a limited period, then for the life of the king,

generally among the Acts of the monarch’s first

parliament. The parliaments of Charles I. re-

fused to make the grant, but those of his three

legal successors were more complaisant. The
need of providing larger means for the public

|

senrice led the parliaments of Anne to mortgiige
;

this custom for the payment of the public;

debt, and poundage has been lost in the general
j

imposition of customs duties.

Foupart’s Klgminaiit. The tendinous at- i

tachment of the external oblique muscle of the
'

abdomen to the superior and anterior spinous
|

process of the os ilium and os pubis.

Fourpolnt (Fr.). In ancient armour, the
|

quilted coat, worn next the body, otherwise

often known as the gambeson or doublet.

•Sometimes an outer pourpoint was worn be-

tween the surcoat and the body armour.

Foarpreature or Furpresture. In Law,
an ancient term to denote anything done to 1

the injury of the king’s tenants, by way ofj

nuisance or hurt to the king’s highways or:

demesnes, by enclosing, Pourpre.sture may
^

;ilso be by tenant against lord of tbe fee, or by

»

one neighbour against another.

FooraulwaBt. [PuKsnivairT.]

Fowder Bose. A tube of strong linen,

about an inch in diameter, filled with powder,

and used for firing militaiy mines.

Fower. In Algebra, this word denotes the

product arising from the continued multiplica-

tion of equal numbers or quantities. Thus a, aa,

aaa, which for brevity are written n, a* a*, denote

respectively the first, second, and third powers of

a. The small numbers in the above abbreviated

expressions are termed the indices or exponents

of the several powers. Powers of the same

quantity are multiplied by adding, and divided

by subtracting their exponents. Assuming th©

relation = «"**" to hold for all values of

m and we are led to the conception of nega-

tive and fraetimal powers. The first are the

reciprocals of the corresponding positive powers^

thus and the second are roots .of
a*

powers or powers of roots ;
thus a*

,

«

(

^a)}. Since ss a « a®, we learn that

must be regarded as a general symbol for

unity whatever value a may have.

Power. In Law, an authority given to a

person enabling him to do some act with re-

spect to property of which he is not the owner
or not the absolute owner. Thus, for example,
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in an ordinary strict settlement of real property,

it is usual to insert powers for the tenant for

life to grant leases and to give a jointure to

his wife or portions for bis children, and for

trustees to sell the property, or manage it dur-
ing minorities and the like ; and corresponding

powers of investment, of appointing funds to

particular children, of advancement and main-
tenance of minors, dec., are usually inserted in

settlements of personal property. Again, in a
mortgage the mortgagee has usually a power
of sale to enable him to realise his security.

Powers ibr the most part are strictly construed,

and the comrts are very vigilant in preventing
their use for any purpose but that for which
in the particular case they were intended

; as,

for instance, if a man having a power to ap-
point a fund among his children appoints it

to one of them upon an understanding that
he himself is to derive some private advantage,
the appointment will be bad. There are many
technical divisions of powers as they arise at
common law, or under the Statute of Uses or
some other statute, or are mere equitable au-
thorities, affecting property vested in trustees

or mortgagees, and the learning with respect
to them forms one of the principal branches of
Property Law. The introduction of lengthy
powers is one of the principal causes of the
bulk of English legal instruments, but this

again arises from the great unwillingness always
shown by the courts to extend by implication
the authority over property of one not absolute
owner of it to any cases not expressly provided
for, so that it be^mes necessary to provide by
an appr^ipriate clause for every occasion which
is considered at «all likely to arise. Some efforts

h^ve been recently made by the legislature

(stats. 19 & 20 Viet c. 120, 23 & 24 Viet c.

145, &c.)to provide that certain powers should
in specified cases be implied as of course.

Power. In Mechanics, this term, denotes a
force which being applied to a machine tends
to produce motion. A mechanical power de-
notes one of the six simple machines

;
viz. the

lever, the inclined plane, the sermo, the whed
and axle, the wedge, andjthe pulley,

Power of Attomoy. In Law, an instru-
ment by which a party empowers another to
perform certain acts for him, either generally, or
for a particular purpose

; such as to accept and
negotiate letters of exchange, to Receive divi-
dends, &c. An instrument by which a party
authorises his attorney to appear and p^ead for
him is termed a WABSAirr of Attobket.
Foworsv Oroatv of Buropo* In the

language of modem diplomacy, Great Britain,

France, Austria, Bussia, and Prussia, are so
called.

Fowor-looiii. [WaaviHo.]
Fopnlag^a otherwise called the

•tetttte of BroghoiUu An enactment of the
Irish parliament in 1495. It contains a variety

of provisions to restrain the lawlemess of thie

Anglo-Irish within the pale (for to no others

oomd it immediately extend), and to confirm the

royal sovereignty. The article wbidi it i$



POZZUOLANA PR/ENOMEbi
pnndpally known provided that no parliament praetorian praeffrt, praefectna praetorxo^ com-
ahould in future be holdon in Ireland till the manded the Pb^toeian Cohouts. Thia officer,

king’s lieutenant had certified to the king under after the appointment of Sejanus by Tiberius,

the great seal the causes and considerations, stood to the emperors in a relation not unlike

and all such arts ns ought to be passwl thereon, that of the magister equitum to the Pictatob,

and such 1)6 affirmed by the king and his coun- or of a Turiiish vizir to the sultan. This office

cU, and his license' to hold a parliament be ob- was not always held by military men, Ulpian,

tallied. Any parliament hoiden contraiy to Papinian, and other lawyers having b^n num-
this form and provision should be deemed void, bered among the praetorian praefects. (3) Tho
Thus by securing tlie initiative power to the office of pra&fectus annonae, or pnet’ect of the

English council, a bridle was placed in the provinces, was an extraordinary magistracy,

mouth of eveiy Irish parliament, (llallam.) A filled only during times of scarcity. But after

practice, however, grew up afterwards of fram- the fall of the republic, Augustus made tlio

ing bills in either house of tho Irish pirliament office permanent In addition to these there

umler tho denomination of hmd^ for a bill or were (4) the praefoctiis aqiiarum, on officer

by which tho provisions erf Poyning’s charged with the regulation of the water supply

law were in some measure evaded. (Goldwin for tlie city; (5) the priefcctus JErarii

Smith, Irish History and Character.) kium], and (6) the prnefectus vigilum, or com-

Poxxnolana. Fine volcanic ashes mixed inander of the Roman niglitwatch
;
with some

vith Hl»out one fifth part of oxide of iron and others.

a little lime form a natural hydraulic cement, The title of prafect was also given to tlio

•which hardens under w'atcr and answers the governor of Egypt, the governors of the other

purpose of Roman Cement. It is much used in iinpenal provinces being ealle<l legati Caesa-

Italy instead of mortar, and lias received its ris, selected either from persons who had

name owing to the fact of its being shipped been consuls or praetors, or from the senators,

from Pozzuoli. [Cements
;
Moiitah.] while the governor of Egypt was of equestrun

]Praam. A sort of lighter used in Holland rank,

and the Baltic. Praefloratloa (Lat. prieflort o, to hloss(Oii

Practical Geology. [Economic Geo- before the Ume). In Botany, th(> arrangement

logy,
j

of the parts of the flower befon' expansion.

Practice (Pr. pratique, Span, praetica, PraefoUatioii (Lat. prae, U/ore; fuUnm.

fn)m Or. wpaurtw^). A rule in Arithmetic for <i leaf). In Bi>tany, Ike amingemeni of th»'

expeditiously solving questions m pfi^rtion; leaves in a Icaf-lmd.

or, rather, for abridging the operation of mnl- PrawDaoIar prse, before^ and fnolari'«,

tiplying quantifies expressed m different de- grinding tooth). In Anatomy, the name of tho>i

nominations, as pound.H, .shillings, and pence
;

permanent teeth in the Hiphyoilout mamiLals

yards, feet, and inches. &c. that displace and snccee l the d<‘ciduuus teeth

Pfaeeordia from pne, and cor,
|
vertically : they arc .situated hefon^ the molars

;

hart). The fore part of the chest. and, being in many casus of more simple strur-

Prscfect (Lat. pnefeetus). The title of turc, they have been termed /Wsr wio/fi/w, and in

several Roman functionaries. Of these tlie Human Anatomy Ucusjnda. The pneinolars

most important were: (1) praefectus urhi, the never exceed four in number on each side of

prarfc'ct or w'arden of tho city, originally called both jaws.

Cuslos Urbis. This officer possessed the iin- PraemonstratenaianB. [Premonstba-
periiim in tlie city during the absence of the tensians.]

consuls ;
but the, institution of the office of PraBmorse (Lat. prajmorsus, part, of pra>-

prictor urbanus left jio room for his functions, mordeo, to bite). In Botany, a term applied

The con.servatlvc spirit of the Romans, how- to parts which terminate abruptly in a rugged
ever, stdl induced them to appoint a pra&fectus i irregular manner, as if bitten off.

urhi for the time during which tho consuls
|

Praemimire. In Law, a name given to a

were absent from Rome to celebrate the feriee
|

species of offence, in the nature of a contempt,

Latinic
;
but this officer had no right of con- against the king and his government. The

Yoking or of speaking in the senate, and it
j

name is derived from the wonhs 'pretmomri, or

became a nominal distinction conferred on
' which are used in the begin-

young men of illustrious families. Tho office
j

ing of the writ preparatory to the prosecution

to which Augustus appointed Moecenas was
;
of the offence :* Cause A. B. to bo forewarned

very different from this, being a regular and
,

that he appear before us,’ iitc. The first sta-

permanent magistracy invested with all neces-
j

tute of praemunire was passed in the reign of
sary powers for maintaining peace and order

j

Edward I. to restrain the encroachments of the
in the city. Under this pnefect was a force Romish clergy : and several subsequent statutes

of milites stationarii, or city police; and the before the Reformation have extended the nura-
powers of the office were gradually so far ex- ber of penal acts under this title. By still later

tended that atlast there was no appeal from his statutes, acts of a very miscellaneous character
sentence except to the princeps himself, whereas have been rendered liable to the penalties of
the prsefectus urbi was empowered to hear pnemunire, as a refusal to take the oaths of
appe^s against any other city magistrates, and allegiance and supremacy, &c.

4etsn against the governors ofprovinces. (2) The Prsenomea. [Coonomiq«; Name.]
an ^



PRifiRAPHAELITE PRANGOS
VnBimphaeUta. In Pointing, an illogieal

term lately introduced to signify a modem re-

vival, with certain modifications, of the highly

finished but crude and tasteless sentimental

art of the fifteenth century, before the time of

Baphael; an art which is characterised more
by its defects than by its perfections. Its cha-

racter is referred to in the Italian expression

Quattbocbntismo.
PrsDtexta. [Toga.]

SPnetor. The Koman consuls were originally

known by this name (Cic. Be Leg. iii. 3), which
simply signified priority. According to Livy,

the office specially distinguished by this name
was instituted b.c. 366, when, after the Licinian

Rogations, L. Scxtius had been elected the first

lebcian consul. The patres refused to ratify

is election, unless a praetor and two cunile

!

aediles were elected out of their own body.

(Sir Gt, C. Lewis On the Credibility of EaAy
Roman History^ vol. ii. 377, 396.) Part of

the functions of the praetor was to administer

justice between Roman citizens
;
in n. c. 246 an-

other praetor, called yeregrinus^ was appointed

to judge in suits between Roman citizens and
foreigners

;
after which time the former praetor

received the e]>ithel urbanus. The two praetors

determined lh(‘ir offices by lot.

So long as the Roman empire was confined

to Italy, the number of pnetors did not exceed

two
;
but on tho reduction of Sicily and Sar-

dinia to the form of provinces, two more were
added to govern them, and again two more
were created on the subjection of Spain to the

Roman yoke. Under the emperors the powers
of the prdetors were reduced, but the office

Itself existed to a late period of tho empire.

(Niebuhr’s Ro-uan History.)

Prsetofian Coborto. A body of troops

among the Romans, distinguished from the

rest of the army by double pay and superior

privileges, first instituted by Augustus, and
called by that name in imitation of the B(5loct

b.ind which attended a Roman general in bat-

tle. At their first institution the cohorts were

nine in number, three being stationed at

Rome, and the rest in the adjacent towns of

Italy ; they consisted of Italian soldiers only.

Tiberius assembled them all at Rome, and
placed them in a permanent camp ; a mea-
sure which, while it answered the purpose of

keeping the dtizens in awe, proved dangerous
and sometimes destructive to his successors.

The emperor Severus disarmed the old guards,

and established the pnetorian cohorts on a new
footing, increasing their number, and filling

them entirely witn troops draughted from the

armies of the northern frontier. The com-
mand of these troops was vested in an officer

called the prwtonan prefect, who, as the

government gradually degenerated into a mili-

tary despotism, rose from the station of simple

captain of the guards not only to be the head
of the army, but of the provinces, and even of

the law. In every department of administra-

tion he T^resentra the person and exercised

the anthwy of the emperor. The praetorian
|

bands were deprived of all their privileges by
Diocletian, who replaced them by other troops,

and they were finally abolished by Constantine.

Preetorium (Lat.). That part of a Roman
camp in which the general’s tent stood, and
where he took the auspices. It was raised a
few feet above the level of the rest of the

camp. Cf the four gates of the Roman camp,
that which lay next the enemy was called the

2>T(Btorian gate.

Pragmatlo 8aiiottoii» more correctly

Pragmatle Renerlpt. A term of which the

use seems to have originated in the Byzantine
empire, signifying a public and solemn con-

stitution or decree pronounced by a prince

;

distinguished from the simple rescript, which
was a declaration of law in answer to a ques

! tion ‘propounded on behalf of an individual.

In European history several important treaties

are called by the name Pragmatic Sanction \

among which the principal are : 1. The ordi-

nance of Charles VII. of France in 1438, which
constituted the fcuudation of the liberties of
the Gallican church. 2. Charles VI., emperor
of Germany, being without male descendants,
endeavoured by an instrument termed tho
Pragmatic Sanction to secure the succession to
his female heirs; which caused tlie Bavarian
war of succession, 1740. 3. The law of suc-

cession to the kingdom of Naples, when ceded
by Charles II. of Spain, in 1769, to his third
son and his posterity.

Prairie (Fr.). A term in* common use for
t the vast plains or savannahs of the Missis-
I sippi and Missouri. [Savannahs.]
I Prakrit, By this name arc known certain

. dialects in India, which acqnired greater pro-
minence as the older Sanscrit passed gradually

{ out of use. These dialects * first assumed a
j literary position in tho Sanscrit plays, where
r female characters both high and low are in-

l troduced as -speaking Prakrit, instead of the
t Sanscrit employed by kings, noblemen, and

priests.’ I'rom the Prakrit the modem ver-
j naculars of India have branched oflT, just os the
t modern Romance languages have sprung im-
f mediately from the old Italian dialects, which
. preserved the power of growtli denied to the
I Latin as to all other literary languages. (Max

Muller, Lect. on Lanmiage, 2nd series, p. 38.)
I Pramantba. [Pbomktheus.]
I Prangoa (its Tartar name). A Persian
.
genus of Umbelliferous herbs, one of which,

,
the Hay plant of Thibet, was some years ago
greatly lauded as a forage plant, various at-

I
tempts being made to introduce it among the

» agricultural plants of this country, but with-
• out success. Its high reputation appears to
r have been undeserved, for although extremely
) valuable in the cold and arid regions of Thibet,
- where it is indigenous, and where forage of a
i better quality is not obtainable, it is not so
I much esteemed in Kashmir and other more
P fertile countries, where grass-pasture exists.

• It was first discovered by Mr. Mooxcroft dur-

I ing his travels in Thibet, and was spoken of by
i him as being extensively employed as winter
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fodder for sheep, goats, and frequently for neat

cattle, producing fatness in a very short time,

and destroying the liver-fluke, so fatal to 8he*‘p.

Tlie late Pr. Royle was of opinion that this

plant wjis probably the kind of Siipkmm men-
tioned by Arrian in his acoouiit of the wars of

Alexander. ‘In this part of the Caucasus’

(the modern Hindu Koosh) ‘nothing grows

exeopt pines and silphium ;
but the eountry

M.is populous, and fed many sheep and cattle,

fop tlio sheep are, very fond of the silphinm.

If a slieep should perceive the silphium from

a distance, it runs to it and feeds on the flower,

and digs up the root and eats that also.’

Prase or Prasem (Gr. irpcuroe, a Ieck\ A
dark leek-grecn variety of Quartz, the colour

of which is caused by an admixture of Ilom-

Mende. It is found at the iron miiles of

llreitenbrunn in Saxony, in the Harz, and in

fine crystals at the Cedar Mountain iu South

Africa.

Praseollte (Gr. irpacrot^, and \lBot, stone ;

from its colour). An altered form of lolite,

which occurs in rounded rhombic prisms with

four, six, eight, or twelve sides, having a basal

cleavage and a lamellar structure, at Brakke,

near lirevig, in Norway, in quartz-veins tra-

versing gneiss.

Prasoolirome* Carbonate of lime coloured

by oxide of chrome, forming a dull green

incrustation on the island of Scyro, in the

Grecian Archipelago.

Pratique (Fr.). A limited quarantine

which the captain of a vessel is considered to

Imvc ]>erforincd w'hen he has convinced tin*

.aithorifies of a port that his ship is free from

infectious disease.

Prazeans. An Asiatic sect of the second

• entury; so called from their founder, Praxcas.

The distinguishing cliaracteristics of this sect

were their denial of plurality of Persons in

the Godhead, and their belief that it was the

Father himself who suflTcred on the cross. The
Monarchians, Sabellians, and Patripassians

adopted these sentiments.

Pre-Adamite* (Lat, The
legendary traditions of the East speak of nations

and empires subsisting before the creation of

Adam, and of a line of kings who ruled over

them. The subject has been taken up, in

modem times, by Isaac Lapeyr^re, in his work
Praadamita, 16^5, wherein he endeavours to

show, by deduction from Romans v. 12, &c.,

that Adam was the ancestor of the Jews only,

the Gentiles being descended from a long an-

terior creation.

Pre-emptloDy Xlfflit of (Lat. prse, before^

and emptio, a purchasing). It is sometimes

directed by an Act of Parliament or other

legal instrument that property for sale shall be

oflfered in the first instance to some particular

person, in which we lic is said to have an

option or right of pre-emption.

Pre-eJci*tenoo« In Philosophy, the exis-

tence of anything before another; commonly
twed for the existence of the human soul, in

some former condition, befwre it became con-
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nccted with its present body. It was the
<loctrine of the Pythagorean school, and con-
nected with their peculiar tenet of Mimni-
i*sYciiosis. It was also the doctrine of Plato,
who lays much stress on the rapidity of learn-

ing in early childhood, which he explains ss an
effort of reminiscence not acvjui-

sition. Others have enlisted into the scrvie**

those peculiar sensations which are sometnnes
raised by sights or sounds though seen or

heard, as our reason would persuade us, ft»r

the first time, as if we are conscious of some
prior familiarity with them. Thij- pootmal.

rather than philosophical view of the subject,

is beautifully illustrated in a well-known ode
of Wordsworth.
Preamble (Lat. pneambulare, to go before^.

The introduction or prefatory part of an Act of

Parlianumt, explaining the reasons for its being
paused. In railway bills, and other private

bills of a similar nature, the preamble always
contains distinct statements that it would be
expedient that the objects of the bill should
be effected, and that such purposes cannot be
effected without the authority of parliament

;

and when any such bill is referred to a com-
mittee of either house, the first duty cast on
its promoters is to prove the preamble, i.e.

to establish the truth pf these statements.

After the promoters and opponents of the bill

and their witnesses have been heard upon
these points, the question is put to the com-
mittee ‘that the preamble has been proved,’

which is resolved in the affirmative or negative
as the case may be, and the result of this

question decides whether the bill is to ppoee< d
further or not. In Public General Acts the

j'reaniblc is of little importance, and is now
usually much curtailed or altogether omitted.

Prebend (Lat. praebendn). The share of
the estate of a cathedral or collegiate church
received by a prebendary. To all such churches
there are several prebendaries attached, who
resiile and officiate in rotation.

Preeedenojr (Lat. precede, Igofirst). The
relative rank of men and women in the etiquette

of society ; strictly it means the order in which
they follow one another in a state procession,

which it is part'of the Office of Heralds’ duty
to ascertain and preserve. The following are

the degrees of precedencycommonly recognised

in England among men: 1. The sovereign.

2. The prince of Wales. 3. ^e queen’s
consort. 4. The queen dowager. 5. The
princes of the blood according to seniority.

6. The sovereign’s uncles. 7. Cousins of the

sovereign, fl. Husbands of princesses. 9. The
archbishop of Canterbury. 1 0. The lord high
chancellor. 11. The archbishop of York
12. Lord high treasurer. 13. Lord
of the privy council. 14. Lord prtvy seal,

15. Lora high constable. 16. Esrl
17. Lord high admiral. 18. Lord steward

the household. 19. Lord chamberlain of the

household. (The last five, however, take pre-

cedence only of all their degree : i.e. if dukes,

they precede all dukes ; if marquises, all mar-
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anises, &c.) 20. Dukes. 21. Marquises.

22. Dukes’ eldest sons. 23. Earls. 24. Mar-
quises’ eldest sons. 20. Dukes’ younger sons.

26. Viscounts. 27. Earls’ eldest Sons. 28.

Marquises* younger sons. 29, 30, 81. The
bishops of London, Durham, and Winchester.

32. Other bishops, according to priority of

consecration. 33. Barons. 34. Speaker of the

House of Commons. 36. Viscounts’ eldest

sons. 36. Earls’ younger sons. 37. Barons*

eldest sons. 38. Knights of the Garter. 39.

Privy- councillors. 40. Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer, 41. Chancellor of the duchy of

Lancaster. 42. Lord chief justice of Q.B.
43. Master of the Bolls. 44. Lord chief jus-

tice of C.P. 45. Lord chief baron of the

Exchequer. 46. Lords justices of appeal,

according to priority of appointment. 47.

Vice-chancellors, ditto. 48. Puisne judges and
j

barons of superior courts, andjudge of Probate

Court, ditto. 49. Knights bannerets made by
the sovereign in person. 60. Viscounts’ younger

sons. 61. Barons’ younger sons. 62. Baronets.

63. Bannerets not miide by the sovereign in

person. 64. Knights grand cro.<4s of the Bath.

65. Knights grand crosses of St. Michael and
St. George. 66. Knights commanders of the

Bath. 67. Knights commanders of St. Michael

and St. George. 58. Knights bachelors. 59.

Companions of the Bath. 60. Companions of

St. Michad and St. Geprge. 61. Eldest sons

of the younger sons of peers. 62. Baronets’

eldest sons. 63. Knights of the GartePs eldest
|

acHia 64. Bannerets’ eldest sons. 65. Knights

of the Bath’s eldest sons. 66. Knights* cMest

sons. 67. Baronets’ younger sons. 68. Esqnires

of the king’s body. 69. Gentlemen of the

privy chamber. 70. E^uires of the knights

of the Bath. 71. Esquires ^y creation. 72.

Esquires by office or commission. 73. Younger
sons of knights of the Garter. 71. Younger
sons of bannerets. 75. Younger sons of knights

of the Bath. 76. Younger sons of knights

bachelors. 77. Gentlemen entitled to bear

arms. 78. ClergjTncn not dignitaries. 79.

Barristers at law. 80. Officers in the army
and navy not esquires by commission. 81.

Citizens, burgesses, &c.
Freeedenta. In Law, precedents are decided

cases, followed as authorities in courts ofjustice.

Precedents, strictly speaking, are binding on

tribunals only when they are in the shape of

actual judicial decisions of the point in question.

What English lawyers term an extrajudicial

opinion—i. e. the opinion of a judge pro-

nounced where it was not called for to decide

the issue—can have authority only from the

character of tlie individual judge, and not as

a precedent. When the principles of equity

were as yet unsettled, it was held by many
that precedents were inapplicable in thii

branch of law; as its ve:^ name seemed to

imply that ea(A case should be governed by
the Judge’s opinion of its individual merits.

But Lord Keeper Bridgman, among others,

aeriously refuted this supposition
; and prece-

dents have long been of as much authority in

PRECESSION OF EQUINOXES
courts of equity as in those ofcommon law. A
form of an instrumeDt or a pleading, from
which others corresponding in circumstances

may be copied, is also tenn^ a precedent,

Freeantor (Lat. preecentor). The leader of

a choir* In most cathedrals of old foundation

in England the precentor ranked next to the

deaDv In the more modern foundations the

precentor is usually a minor canon.

Preoeptorlea. In the Middle A^s, a kind

of benefices so called as being held by the

more eminent Knights Templars, whom the

grand master created and styled Pr€Bceptor€8

Templi. Of these preceptories, sixteen are

recoixled as belonging to the Templars in

p]ngland (Mon. Ang.); but it is thought by
some writers that these places were merely
colls, subordinate to their head-quarters^ the
Temple in London. [Commandery.]
PreocMiem of tbe Bqulnoxea. A term

used in Astronomy to denote a small annual
variation in the position of the line in which
the planes of the ecliptic and equator intersect

each' other, in consequence of which the sun
returns to the same eqiunoctial point before

completing his apparent revolution with respect

to the fixed stars.

The longitude of a star is counted on the

ecliptic eastward from the first point of Aries,

or the vernal equinox. If the line of the

equinoxes, therefore, maintained always the

same position with resped to the celestial

sphere, the loogitude of the stara would be
invariable. But on comparing the actual state

of the heavens with the oibsermtions recorded

by ancient astronomerB, it is found that the

longitudes of all the stars have considerably

increased, and all to the same degree ; so that

the celestial sphere appears to turn round the
axis of the ediptic with a slow motion from
west to east, or in the same direction as the
sun in his annual revolution. The phenomena,
however, will be in all respects the same, if,

instead of supposing the whole firmament to

advance in the order of the signs, we suppose
the axis of the earth’s equator to have a slow
motion about the axis of the ecliptic in the
opposite direction. This will give to the line

of intersection of the two planes (which is the
line of the equinoxes) a retrograde motion jfrinn

east to west, in cou^uence of which the sun,

whose motion is from west to east, arrives at the
equinoctial points sooner than if they remained
at rest ; and therefore the equinoxes^ and the
seasons which depend on them, come round
before the sun has completed an entire rirenit

of the sphere. On this account the motion has
been caUed the precession of the equinoxes.

Although the existence of the preeessional

motion of the equinoctial points was known at

an early period in the histoiy of astronomy,

the imperfection of instruments prior to the

sixteenth century did not permit of observa-

tions being made with sufficient aeouw to de-

termine its precise rate, which must therefore

be deduced from comparisons of the longitude

of the same star csleulsted firom modem
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observutions ;

but, oa account of the ex-

treme alowness of the motion, the deterininar

tiou must still be liable to some uncertainty,

unless a considerable interval of time has

elapsed between the epochs of observation.

According to Bradley*s observationB the longi-

tude of Hie star 8p*oa VirpinUt at fthe begin-

ning of the year 176fli, was 200*4^i4®, At the

beginning of 1802 JSd^skelyne foimd the longi-

tude of the same star to be The
difference is 0*6837° in forty-two years, which

gives 50*03" in a year. The comparison of a

great number of observations on different stars

gives 60*1" for the annusl preoession. Accord-

ing to this estimate, the equinoctial points

retrograde on the ecliptic at the rate of one

degree in 71*6 years, andthorefoBB will require

a period of about 25,800 years lo make a com-

plete revolutMxa. Ihe constant of preoess on
for the year 1868 is 60 2665".

The physical cause of the precession of the

equinoxes is the combined action of thesun and
moon on the mass of matter Acoumulabed about

the earth’s equator, and fanming tflue exooss 'Of

the terrestrial spheoMind above its inscribed

sphere. The matter^ this spheroidiiILdiii4

reference to the effedt cf the solar nlttractun on
it^ may be regarded ns fwrming a natgabout tbe

earth in the plane 4a£ the equator. Now the

solar force, acting on tiu part of the sdakli

is above the ecliptie, may at every point be re-

solved into two paita, une parallel to the plane

of the equator, and ^ other periieudicular to

it; and the resultant of all toe latter forers

must be a force tendii^ to impress on the ring

a motion round the intentction of its p'aiic

with the ecliptic. The same thing holds true

of the other half of the ring which is under the

ecliptic. If the earth, thcre>forp, had no motion

of rotation, the plane of the equator would

turn round the line of its intersection with the

ocUptic until it coincided with the latter plane.

But while the equator h.i8 this tomleiicy to re-

volve about an axis in its plane, it has also a

rotatory motion aixmt an axis perpendicular to

its plane ; it will, therefore, accon.ling to a well-

known theorem in mechanics, revolve not on

either of these axes, but on one wliieli divides

the angle between tliem, so that the sine of its

angular distance from each axis is in the in-

verse ratio of tho angular vclcKjity round that

axis, [Rotation.]

The motion now described mrj- b< - assimilated

to that of a top put into rapid motion, with its

axis inclined to the horizon. In this position

the axis of the top slowly revolves about the

vertical drawn from tho point on which it rests,

describing the surface of a cone; and any
section of the top perpendicular to tho axis, if

produced to meet the horizon, will at every in-

stant inteisect that plane in a new line ; and
tbe line of intersection will revolve with a

motion corresponding to that of the axis in the

direction opposite to that of tho rotation

.

The attraction of the moon on the spheroidal

diell prodaces^ a similar effect to that of the

•im# and m a still greater degree^ in lire ratio
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of about 5 to 2. It is easy to see that the

effect of both lihose bodies in displacing the

equator of the terre'^trial spheroid must var^
with their ^ition in reference to it; for if

they moved in the plane of the equator, there
would evidently be no displacement, and toeir

power to produce it is greatest when the earth

is in such a position that the inclination of the

equator to tbe ecliptie, or to the plane of the

lunar orbit, is a maximum. This inequality of
action gives rise to another highly important
astronomical phenomenon; namely, an appa-
rent vibratory motion of the equatoi:!, which
Bradley (who first discovered its cause and
period) significantly densomnated the nutation

of the eartKs axie. [Nutation.]
Ilk consequence of the precession of toe

equinoxes the sun’s place among the zodiacal

constellation
,
at any given season of the year,

is now greatly diffensnt from what it was in re-

mote ages. Borne time before tlie age of Hip-
parchus the first points of Aries and Libra
corresponded to the vernal and autumnal equi-

noxes, and those of Cancer and Capricorn to the

summer and winter soktioes. These ^koints

have now receded 30°firom the constellatacms to

which theythen correapotuded. Tbe vernal equi-

nox now happens when the sun is in Pisces,

the summer solsrioe ahen he is in Gemini, the

autumnal equinox when he is in Virgo, and
the winter solstice when he is in Sagittarius.

Astronomers, howeves;, still employ the term
thefrat point of Ariea to denote tlie positaoa of

toe vernal equinox. On this account tlie Mifne

of the todiae^ or ecliptic, which are fixed in

res|iect of the equinoct ial points^ must be care-

fully distinguished from the couateUaUunSt

wliich are movable with respect to those points.

(Airy's Mathematical Tracts \ Encye. Brit,

art. ‘Precession;' Woodliouse's Physi^ Astro*

nomy; La Place, Mecanique Ccleate; Poisson,

*Bur le Mouvement do la Terre autour de son

Centre de Gravity,’ in the Mhn. de CAcad, des

Sciences de Parian tom. vii. 1829.)

Preoioua Garnet. [Garnkt; Pyropb.]
Precious Metals, Tbe. For reasons

given in the article Money, all civilised nations

iiavv accepted gold and silver, or both, as media
of exchange, or a common measure of values.

Co^ ofthe Precious Metals.—When any coun-

try is itself a producer of these commodities, the

charge at which they are procured, and their

constMiuent value, depends as in other articles

on the cost of their production ; and if they
are produ9^ by mining, the land in which
they are mined will pay a rent, in just the
same way as a copper, leAd, or coal imne pays
a rent, if they should be found in such abund-
ance as to be procured at less cost than that
at which they can be imported (the produce
not being su^ient for the wants of the com-
munity). A large portion of the silver brought
into tlie market of this country is of home
province, being found in lead, and easily re-

fined by a simple but iugenions method known
as Pattison*s process. The amount of gold^

however, found in the British Isles is quite
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nnimportaxit hy the side of that which is im-
ported

If, however, the precious metals are im-
ported, the cost at which they are procured is

measured by the cost of the commodities with
which they are exchanged. They may cost

much or little to the producer ; but this will

make no difference to the purchaser in foreign

countries, the sole gauge by which ho will

measure their value being found in the charge

at which he is to procure goods to exchange
against them. Hence, if the gold and silver in

the world were suddenly increased at little cost

to its possessors, or if it were to aceumulaU
without decay or loss, prices would inevitably be
aflected by a general rise, or, in other words, the

price of gold and silver as measured hy other

commodities would fall. The former of these

jihenomena took place in the middle of the

sixteenth century, though much more slowly

than is commonly supposed
;
the latter would

occur in this country, if it were not the case

that gold and silver are as rapidly exportt^d as

they are imported, the cou sc of trade in the

precious laetals using this country only as a

reservoir from which supplies are derived to

other parts of the world. It is plain, also,

as gold and silver arc imiwrtcd into non-

producing countries in exchange for commo-
dities, that tliose countries whicli supply ar-

ticles of the highest value at the least cost of

production, and are nearest to the mines, will

get the precious metals at the cheapest rate,

i. e. prices would naturally be highest in

iuch countries
;

if they are not, it is because
iie same cause which gives a greater pur-

hasing power over gold and silver—the effi-

•iency, namely, of labour—enables the posses-

lor of money to purchase commodities at lower
‘ates, and of course to procure, as he does the
netals themselves, all other imports at cheaper
^tes.

Distribution ofthe Precious Metals.—Mr. Ri-
mrdohas said, * that gold and silver having been
chosen for the genera medium of circulation,

they are by the competition of commerce, dis-

tributed in such proportions among the differ-

ent ooniitries of the world, us to accommodate
themselves to the natural traffic wliich would
take place if no such metals existed and the

trade between countries were purely a trade

of barter/ This position, which is perfectly

Bound, shows, in the first place, how ill judged
are all attempts to control or direct the import
and export of the precious metals, and how, in

order that they 8&>uld be distributed at all, it

was inevitable that the precautions taken in

past times should be defeated; in the next,

that, as far as trade is concern^ no country
ever t^ea more or less of the precious metals
^than is necessary for the wants of its com-
merce, and for its reserve against contingen-
cies

;
and, next, that when the course of trade

with any country necessitates a large and con-

tinuous exportation of the precious metals^

the absorption is not for purposes of currencyv

but for the arts, for personal display, or for
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hoarding. The machinery by which this dis«

tribution takes place is by the course of trade,

and especially by the fluctuations of the foreign

exchangee.

Sources of the Precious Metals .—No register

of the imports of the precious metals was Uken
at the custom-house before November, 1867,

i.e. subsequent to the time in which the

Californian and Australian discoveries were

made. Between 1858 and 1863, the two most
important sources of gold bullion and specie

have been Australia and the United States, the

large exports from the latter country "being

rt‘lative not only to the mines, but consequent

upon the state of the exchange during the war,

and the forced paper circulation. quantity

supplied frorn the mims is steadily deereasmg.

After the supply from the New World, tho

largest contributions are from Russia. On
the other band, the supplies of foreign silver

come chiefly from Mexico and France, from the

former in the shape of bullion, from the latter

in coin, the process by which gold has been
substituted for silver currency in France not

having been yet completed. Again, the largest

amount of gold bullion and specie passes to

France, of silver bullion and specie to Egypl^

for China and India, com being absorbed in

China, bullion in India, this exporUition of
specie to the latter locality having'been enor-

mously increased of late years by the necessity of

purchasing the inferior Indian cottons in large

quantities at greatly enhanced rates. There
cannot be a doubt that this vast importation

of silver into India will, concurrently with a
sounder system of banking and finance, produce
great effects upon prices in that country, and
tend ultimately to produce great social changes.

Subjoined are tables of the imports (1) of

gold, (2) of silver, for the six years 1858-63

;

(3) the exports of gold, (4) of silver, for th®
same period.

1. Gold iroportfl. 8. Silver imports.

£ £
1858 22,793,126 1858 6,700,064
1859 22,297,698 1859 14,772,468
1860 12,584,684 1860 10,303,512
1861 12,163,937 1861 6,583,108
1802 19,903,704 1862 11,752,772
1863 19.142,665 1863 10,888,129

S. Gold exports. 4. Sflver exports.

£ t
1858 12,567,040 1858 7,061,836
18.59 18,081,139 1859 17,607,664
1860 15,641,578 1860 9,893,190
1861 11,238,372 1861 9,673,276
1862 16,011,963 1862 18,314,228
1863 15,303,279 1863 11,240,761

PreoloiiB OpaL A name for those varieties

of Opal which exhibit a rich play of prismatic

colours. It is found in irregular nests and
veins; disseminated in trachyte, at Czerwenitza
in Hungary, in Mexico, Ceylon, Iceland, &c.

Freoipltato(Lat. pra2cipitatus,pait.of pne-
cipito, I cast headlong). A result of chemical

decomposition, in which a substance is thrown
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down in a solid, and generally in a finely di*

vided state, from a liquid. The term red pre-

cipitaie has been especially applied to the red

oxide of mercury. )

Preoognitlon. Jn Scotch Law, the pre-

liminary examiuation of witnesses respecting

the commission of a criminal act, in order to

ascertain whether there is ground for a trial,

and to serve as directions to the prosecutor.

Fradaceana (Lat. praeda, booty). The
English name used by Kirby as synonymous
with the Camassiers of Cuvier. [Fkrinbs.]

Fredaaadte* A variety of Bitter Spar
mixed with Brucite, which forms mountain
masses at Predazzo in the Southern Tyrol. It

has a granular structure, and is white with a
vitreous lustre on the planes of cleavage.

Predeatmatloii (Lat. prsedestinatio, the

corresponding Greek term used by St. Paul
being vpoopuriUs), The belief tli..t Uod has

fipom all eternity decreed whatever comes to

jKiss. In a theological sense, it is thus defined

in the seveuteentli Article of the English

church: ‘Predestination to life is the ever-

lasting purpose of God, whereby, before the

foundations of the world were laid. He hath
constantly decreed by His counsel, secret to

us, to deliver from curse and damnation those

whom He hath chosen in Christ out of mankind,
and to bring them by Chribt to everlasting

Rjlvatiou.’ The Lambeth Articles, agreed to

in 150d by a portion of the cler^, assert that
* God from et^uity hath predestinated certiun

men unto life, certain lie hath reprobated.’

Theological writers have generally forborne to

use the word •predutination with respect to

the rejected: ‘Nefas est dicere Heurn aliquid

nisi bonum prsedestinare.' (August Dt Amo
Por^overantlm,) [Elbotiow ; Calvinism,]

Fradeteriiilmtloa« In Scholastic Philo-

sophy, that concurrence of God which deter-

mines men in the performance of their actions,

good or evil ; call^ physical predetermination,

or promotion.

Fradlml (Lat. pnedium, afarm). Of or be-

longing to a farm. Thus we often read of pre-

dial slates and slavery, in opposition to domestic.

Frwdlcable (Lat. prseJicabilis, that may be

said of anything). In Logic, a term which can

be affirmatively predicate of several others.

The notions expressed by such terms are said to

be fonned by the faculty termed abstraction^

after the particular circumstances characteris-

ing each individual have been withdrawn from
it. The predicables are commonly said to be

five : Gbmub, Spbcxbs, DtrviBBXNca, Paovksty,
and AcGXDBirr (which is either separable or in-

separable). [Ix>aiO.]

FrwdioMiaiits. In Logic, certain general

heiids, or, in logical phraseology, tmmagenera^

under one or other of which every term may be
asranged. Aristotle enomefated ten predica-

me^i others^ by subdividing some of these,

liavo inereoaed their number. Those of Aii-

stoHs sre: substsnee, ^muitity, qmdity, rela-

tHia,*^sce, situstlon, possessioo, action,— [Amuntm; Catkoo&t; l^ic.]
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Frodlonte. In Logic, is, of the two terms

of a proposition, that which is affirmed or

denied of the other. [Term; Proposition;
Logic.]

Premoation. [Logic.]

Predisposing Cause. In Medicine, any
circumstance which renders the body susceptible

of disease.

Preface (Lat. pr®fatio, from prse, and fari,

to speak). The observations prefixed to a work
or treatise, intended to inform the reader of its

plan and peculiarities.

Prefect. An important political functionary

in modern France. Under the old regime, the
officers who were sent round to the provinces to

superintend the details of administration on be-

half of the king were at first styled maitres des

requciis. These were made permanent local

officers in the reign of Henry II., and after-

wards attained many additional powers, with
the title of iutendants. These were abolished

at the Kevolution, when various attempts were
made to establish elective local governments
By a law of the year 1800 prefects were first

appointed for the departments, with poweVs
similar in many respects to those of the old iu-

tendants, with a council of the prefecture, and
a general council of the department; which,

however, fell into disuse. With slight variations,

the prefects retain the same jurisdiction. They
are, in some respects, analogous to our sheriffs

;

but with far greater powers. They j^ssess

not the nominal only, but the actual direction of

the police establishment, within their respective

departments, together with extensive powers of

municipal regulation : the arrondissements or

districts into which the departments are sub-

divided are under sous-prefets appointed by
them. Their power, however, is controlled by
that of the council of the prefecture, which
acts in some measure as a court of appeal

from the prefect, taking cognisance of various

cases within the sphere of his administrative

interference, iClegiu disputes arise upon it.

Prelmlte. A hydrous silicate of alumina,

of a greenish colour, originally discovered at

the Cape of Good Hope, by Colonel Prehn. It

is found in Cornwall, in Scotland, in the trap

rocks of Edinbuigh ; and in the Isles of Mull
and Skye. In Ireland it occurs in the granite

of the Mourne Mountains.
Preteej. [Efiscopacy.]

PvelAto (Lat. prselatua, preferred), A terra

commonly apphed to bishops, archbishops, and
patriarchs, in Christian churches. Anciently,
mitred abbots seem also to have been called

prelates.

Prelude (Lat. prmludo, Iflay before). In
Music, the preface or introduction to amovement,
^ualiy in the same key as the movement which
it precedes ; being, in fact, a preparation to the
ear for what is to follow.

Preater (Fr.). The name generally given
to the prime minister of Eng^d.
PieatleMNi (Lat. pnemissa). la Logic,

the first two propositions, of a syllogism.
[Syllogism.]
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Pramlum (Lat. praemiam, profit). In Fi-

nance, that market vulae of shares and stocks,

in which the price paid for the ownership of the

securities created exceeds tJic sum originally

juid for them. When the market price and
the sum paid are exactly equal, the stock is said

to be atprtr; when the market value is less, the

stock is at a d/scount. In the system under
u Inch loans were negotiated during the latter

half of the eighteenth, and the beginning of I

the nineteenth centuries, the advantage gained
by those who took the risk of sub‘'Ci’ibing the

|

loan which was to be distributed Hiihsoquently
|

among the general public, wais called the pre-
j

and the fact that in effect this premium
|

or excess over the market price of public

securities was always paid in thcd negotiation of
j

any fresh loan, was quoted in order to show

'

the inherent absurdity of the sinking fund of'

Dr. Price, by which loans were created for the

purpose of liquidating debt by the agency of a

coin|Jound interest. [Fund, Sinking.]

Premonstratensians (Fr. Pri^montr/^s).

A religious order of regular canon.s instituted

in 1120 by Si. Norbert (whence they are also

called Norbertines), at Prenionstratuni, in Pi-

c«irdy, which is said to have derived its name
from being jmnied ovt by the Virgin. The
canons of this order followed the rule of St.

Austin, and were sometimes called White
Canons, from the colour of their habits. They

^

were brought into England about 1140, where
tlu^y are said to have CsStablished thirty-five

'

houses.
I

Prenslculantla (Lat. prenso, prohenso, I

freq. of prehomlo, I snze), A name applied by
|

llliger to an order of Mammalia, corresponding !

with the GUrvs of Linnseus and the Rodentia of

Cuvier, and indicative of the prehensile* faculty'!

with which the fore paw is endowed in most of

the species of this order.
j

Preparation (Lat. praeparatio). In Music,
the previous adjustment of two notes by whose
inlroiluction a note which is to become a dis-

cord is heard in the preceding harmony.
[Music.]

*

Prepense (Lat. prse, and pendo, I weigh).

In Law, an epithet, applied to Malice, usually

rendered in English by aforethought.

Preponderance (Lat, praepondero, I out-

weigh). In Artillery, the excess of weight of

the portion of a gun in roar of the trunnions

over the part in front. [Gun.]

P,reposltlon (Lat. pra^ositio, from pne-
pono, I place before). In Grammar, that pail

of speech which denotes the relations between
objects ; ns in, to, upon, [Gkammak,]
Prerogative (Lat. prserogativa, applied in

ancient Itome to that tribe, or century, whch
had the privilege of giving its votes—rogiirc
Huffragia—first at the comitia). A word in

English Law% signifying the special rights of

the sovereign, both as chief of the kingdom in

point of honour, and as -supreme magistrate

intrusted with the execution of the laws.

Prerogatives are said to be of two kinds,

direct and incidental: the first, such asbtdoiig
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I
to the sovereign essentially by virtue of bit

high political character; such as the inviola-

bility of his person, the appointment to oiBces

and places of trust, the command of the army,
the power of making war and peace, the su-

premacy of the national church, his legislative

authority, &c. ; and the latter, such exceptions

as are made in his fiivour from the oramary
rules of law in private matters. Such are, with

respect to debts, the power to levy first execu-

tion before other creditors, and of levying by
the prerogative writ of extent; the power of

taking goods and chattels in succession, which
no other corporation can do; exemption from
all customs, general and special, as to descent of

lands, in a case where any such custom would
have the effect of preventing lands held jure

coronae from passing to tlie successor; the ab-

stract dominion of all lands and hereditaments

I

by the fiction of universal occupancy ; the right

to derohet lands by the sudden retiring of the

I

sea ; the dominion of seas, navigable rivers, &c.
I Prerogative Court. The court in which

I

uiils were formerly proved and administrations

. taken of the effects of intestates when the de-

I

ceai-cd had property in two or more dioceses of

•the same province, in which case the jurisdiction

: belonged to the archbishop of the province, by

I

his prerogative. The jurisdiction in all such
cases now belongs to her majesty’s Court of

Probate.

Presbyopia (Gr. ifpiofius, old, and the

ege). An imperfection of vision commonly
attendant upon the more advanced periods of

life, in which near objects are seen less dis-

tinctly than those at a distance. It is usually

caused by a change in the consistence of the

crystalline lens, effected as age advances;
changes also by flattening of either the lens or
the cornea may produce this state of vision.

The change in consistence by induration of the

lens interferes with the action of those muscles
wliich compress it in health in order to adapt
it to varying distances. Convex glasses must
be ustsd to remedy the defect. It often hap-
pens that one eye is more affected than the
o'her, and in this case glasses of different foci

should be used.

Presbyters (Gr. irp€a$Lr«pos, elder). An
order of ministers in the Christian church,
frequently mentioned in the New Testament
as having the s])irituftl care of distinct con-
pegations, and exercising a general super-
intendence over the ctincems of the church.
[Episcopacy

; Presbyteet.]
Presbyterians. The name given to that

body of Christians who have embraced the

Presbyterian form of government. [Piiesby-

TEllY.]

Presbytery (Gr. Tp€<r$vripiov, a councilor

assemblg of dders). Tliat form of ecclesias-

tical polity according to which there is no
gradation of order in the church, but which
vests church government in a society of clerical

and lay presbyters, or, in common phraseology,

ministers and lay elders, all posscssnl officially

of equal rank and power. The presbyterians
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inaintAin that the words jjrM6y^cr(«pp«<r)Bwrfpos) in different parishes, but is generally abotit

and bishop (^IffKowof) are synonymous and twelve. The minister is moderator ex oflin’o.

interchangeable terms
;

that we nowhere read This kirk session exercises the religious dis-

in the New Testament of bishops and presby- cipline of the parish; but an appeal may bo
ters, or of pastors of different rank, in the same made from its decisions to the presbyteiy, the

church
;
and that deacons are laymen, whoso court next in dignity. The presbyteiy, from

sole duty it is to take charge of the poor. which there is a power of appeal to the synod,

The first presbyterian church, in modern is composed of the ministers of a number of

times, was founded in Geneva by John Calvin, contiguous parishes (varying in number in dif-

about 1641 ; and the system was thence intro- ferent cases), with a lay elder from each. A
duced into Scotland, with some modifications, moderator, who must be a clergyman, is chosen

by John Knox, about 1660, but was not le- every half-year, A presbytery generally meets
gaily established there till 1592. For about a once a month, but it must meet at least twice

century from this date there w.is a continual a year ; and it may hold pro re nat6 meetings,

struggle in Scotland between presbytery and This court takes young men on trial as candi-

episcopaey for superiority. The latter (which dates for license
; ordains presentees to vacant

was patronised by the court) predominated in livings; has the power of sitting in judgment
1606 ;

but was superseded by tlie former (to on the conduct of any of its members, and
which the great body of the people were can depose them ; and has the general super-

attached) in 1638. Presbytery kept its ground intendeiire of religion and education within

from this period till the revolution in 1660, its bounds. The synod, which meets twice

when episcopacy again obtained the ascendency, 3"carly, is formed of the members, both lay

which it maintained till 1688; soon after which and clerical, of two or more presbyteries. At
it was abolished, and the national church of every meeting a moderator, is chosen, who must
Scotland declared presbyterian- -a form which be a clergyman. The general assembly is the

it has since retained. The most numerous highest ecclesiastical court, its decisions being

bodies of dissenters from the Scottish csta- supreme. It meets annually in the month of

blished church, such as the Associate and Maj^ and sits for ten successive days. Unlike

Relief Synods, are also Presbyterians ; their the inferior courts, it consists of ropresenta-

cause of secession being that the church had tives chosen by the various presbytenes, royal

relaxed the strictness of presbyterian principles, burghs, and universities of Scotland. The
Presbytery has never flourished much in number of representatives from presbyteries

England. An attempt was made to render the depends on the number of members of wlilch

established church presbj-torian in the reign of each is composed. No presbytery sends lesa

Charles I.
;
and this object was signally pro- than two ministers and one lay elder ; and

moted by the famous Assembly of Divines at none more than six ministers and three elders.

Westminster. In 1649, presbytery was sane- The total number of members of the general

tioued by the English parliament, but it was assembly is 363, of whom about 200 are

novef generally adopted, or regularly organised ministers. The assembly chooses a new mo-
except in London and in Lancashire. (Murray’s dcrator yearly, who, in recent times, is al-

Life of Samud Rutherford, Edin. 1828, ch. ways a clergyman. The assembly is honoured

viii.) Upwards of 2,000 presbyterian clergy with the presence of a representative of the

were ejected from their cures in England, in sovereign, under the title of lord' high corn-

consequence of the Act of Uniformity, in 1662. missioner
;
but this high functionary takes no

There are still many congregations (about 160) part in the proceedings of the court, except in

in England, particularly in the northern coun- opening^d closing or dissolving its sitti^s,

ties, called presbyterian. In Ireland, chiefly and has no voice in its deliberations. The
in the province of Ulster, there are about 600 assembly before its close appoints a commission,

presbyterian congregations. There are up- which is equivalent to a committee of the whole

wards of 100 such congre^tions in our Nqgtb house, being composed of all the members of

American possessions ;
and presbytery has also assembly, and one minister additional, named

been introduced to a gifeater cr less extent in by the moderator. The commission meets quart-

the other British colonies. erly
;
but may hold pro re natA meetings.

In the United States of America presby- The income of the cler^, which may average

tery embraces 5,660 congregations, witn 4,785 about 260/. yearly, including manse and glebe,

ministers. {Ency, J5rit. 81m edit. vol. xxi. p. is regulated by the state
;
and they are nomi-

422.) 7%e same system, though somewhat nated to livings by patrona^. They have no

modified from that which obtains in Scotland, liturgy, no altar, and wim few exceptions

is established in Holland. (Steven’s Brief no instrumental music. ' The Scottish pres-

View of Dutch Eoeka* EstaUiehment, ed. byterians do not knee^ but stand in time

:A880.) It Still exists, though to a very limited of prater ; and in singing the praises of God
«^nt, in Geneva ; it prevaus also less or more they sit The sacrament of the Lord’s Supper

several of the other Swiss cantons. is not administered in private houses to any

^The constitution of the church of Scotland person under any circumstances whatever.

J) as fidlows: The kirk session is the lowest {The Directoryfor the Duhlic Worship of God^

.#ourt, and is composed of the parochial minister hy the Wa^PminsUr Assembly of ^vines.)

'ud of lay elders, the number of whom Tories Pluralities ha^e been prohibited; and the^ 48



TBESBYTKRY PRESERA ATJON Oh' MEAT
reaideiiee of clergymen within tb«ir respective

|

conguluted or semi-solid condition, permeated
p«ri»hes h«f always been imperative. Their > in all directions by a fluid composed partly of

creed is ri^d Calvinism, and may be found
|

blood and partly of substances secreted from it.

embodied in the WeAtminater Cm/esaion of This fluid, whicli constitutes nearly three quar-
Faith and the Larger and Shorter CaU chistns, ters, by weight, of all fresh meat, is composed
But though the faith of the IScottish l^resby- of albumen in the soluble condition, the soluble

terians, whether chui'chmen or dissenters, is
|

salts of the blood, the crystallisablo animal priu-

Calvinistic, not a few of the Presbyterians in ciples kreatine and kreatinine, lactic and bury-

other countries have adopted an Arminian, and lie acids, the phosphates of potash, magnesia,

not unfrequently a Unitarian creed. (Adams* and lime, and a small quantity of common salt

RtligUma World Displayed^ ii. 289-305
; Lord —the whole being dissolved in a watery fluid.

King's Inquiry into the Constitution of the iW- The albuminous principles fibrin and albumen
mitiue Church

; Forbes’ Presbyterian Letters.) are remarkable for the readiness with which
pRBSBTTERT. In Architecture, the space they undergo decomposition, and break up into

between the altar and the easternmost stalls simpler substances, when under the influence

of the choir, answering to the solea of the of air, moisture, and warmth. The fluid con-

ancient basilicas.. stituents of flesh are, consequently, pre<'iscly in

Presoiiptioii. A title acquired by use and the most favourable condition for undcrgoiiig

time to incorporeal hereditaments, such as a prompt decompoHition, when submittt^ to the

right*of way or of common, and the like. All action of the atinosphcTe at a temporaturo even

prescjwption is either personal, as when it is lu sliglitly elftvat(d above freezing,

a man and his ancestors, or it is in right of a The process of putrelaction has been exa-

particular estate
;
which last being in a man, mined with great care and minuteness by sevc-

and those whose estate he hath, is called ral eminent chemists, but a detailed description

prescription in a qu£ estate. It presupposes of their researches would take up too much
a lost grant, and can therefore give a title to space; it will b(5 sufiicient for our purposo to

those things only which can pass by grant, know that albnmoii is a highly complex body,

After uninterrupted enjoyment for forty, and containing carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen,

in many cases for thirty or twenty years, a sulphur, phosphorus, soda, and potash, and
primA facie title arises by prescription to the that when partly decomposed itself, it has the

thing eiyoyed
; and unless such enjoyment have peculiar property, in common with its congeners

Continued under some consent or agreement, fibrin and casein, of acting as a ferment, and
the title becomes in sixty years absolute and inducing decomposition in the other animal

indefeasible. The time of prescription in most substances with which it comes into contact,

of the ordinary instances to which it applies is Decomposition being once fully set up, the solid

now regulated by 2 & 3 Wm. IV. c. 71. and liquid portions of the flesh become gra-

Presentation (Lat. prseseiito, I present dually converted into gases containing fetid

or show). In Ecclesiastical Law, tbo act of ammoniacal, sulphuretted, and phosphoretted

offering a person to the bishop to bo instituted ‘ compounds. These gases continue to be emitteil

to a vacant benefice. until the whole of the meat is decomposed,

Presentation, Feast of. In Ecclesiasti- nothing being left behind but the mineral con-

onl usage, a feast otherwise called the Purifica- stituents of the flesh and of its fluids,

tion of the Blessed Virgin. [Purification.] Thus we see that four causes are concerned

Presentment. In Law, presentment is in the putrefaction of animal matter; air (or

properly the notice taken by a grand jury of rather the oxygen which it contains), moisture,

any offence from their own knowledge or ob- warmth, and decomposing albumen. Now, as no
servation without any bill of indictment laid putrefaction can take place without a supply of

before them at the suit of the crown, as the oxygen, the whole of the processes at present in

presentment of a nuisance or the like. The use are dependent on the more or less perfect

term is commonly used to include also inqui- protection of the meat from the action of the

sitions of office, and indictments by a grand air. Thus, whether meat is preserved by being

jury. It is also used to express the formal frozen, dried, salted, enclosed in air-tight cases,

notice taken in copyhold courts of the deaths of or covered with various substances, such as oil,

tenants, surrenders and admittances taken out varnish, or gutta percha, we may practically

of court, and other similar circumstances. Bills consider that their efficacy depends on one and
of exdiange and promissory notes are said to the same cause—the exclusion of the air from
be presented for acceptance or payment. contact with the meat.

Fr—rsation of Heat. Before giving Meat-preserving processes may be arbitrarily

an acoount of the different processes at present divided into the following classes ;

—

^ployed for the preservation of meat, it will I 1 . The application of cold,

be advisable to consider briefly the prindples ' 2. Drying,

which determine the putrefaction of flesh under 3. Salting,

the decomposing influences of air, moisture, and 4. Immersion in certain fluids,

warmth. 5. Inclosure in air-tight vessels in vacuo or

Muscular tissue, of which flesh is composed, inert gMes.

consists mainly of the animal albuminous 1 . TheAppUcationofCM.-^Th^niTopleehot

principle known to chemists as Fibbin in a all preservaUve methods is that adopted inNorth

VoL. III. 49 K
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Am(^Hea, Bimsia, and other cold countries in great difficulty. All drying processes depend

the winter time, when frozen meat, fish, and for their value on the coagulation and oon-

egetabies form staple articles of consump* sequent hardening of the albumen contained in

tion. Daring the coldest parts of the vear, the meat, by which it becomes impemous to the

the markets of Montreal, Archangel, ana St. action of the air. The same object is gained by
Petersburg are filled with these frozen com* the process’ of Bitioking^ or exposing the meat,

modities, which when gradually thawed by first partially salted, to the fumes of bumng
being exposed to a gentle beat are found to wood or peat. Peat or wood smoke conikins a

possass all the qualities of fresh provisions, certain quantity of Krbxsote, a bitter principle

although they are generally many weeks old. which eongulates the albumen on the outer

The same means has been adopted for sending parts of the mfvit. Meat and fish may bo pre-

fish and other provisions to this country from served a short time by simple smoking ;
but the

distant parts, and the writer has tosteil game ' so-called smoked beef, ham, andfish, is in reality

shot in the prairies of Western America and salt beef, ham, and fish smoked on the outside

sent to London p:icked in ice, whose only fault
,

to obviate the uocossity of packing it in 'salt,

consisted in its being rather too frc'sh. The
j

3. Salting.—We come now to the various

same metliod has also been employed to insure suiting processes, the first of which is the

the successful exportation of salmon and trout ordinary method of salting beef and pork,

ova to Australia [ Pisciculturk'I ;
and the use

|

The following is the process adopted, with

of ice ‘as a preservative of meat, or at any rate
j

slight modifications, for the beef and pork used

as retarding its putrefaction, is constantly re-
|

by the navy. Twenty-four hours after the

sorted to during hot weather in this country. ' animals are slaughU'rod, the beef is cut up into

In the case of frozen provisions, the air being, 81b. pieces, the pork into pieces of half that

of course, excluded from them by the ice in ' weight
;
they arc then rubbed with salt, and

which, so to speak, they are immersed, no ^plartHl in tanks filled with dry salt, where they

putrefactive action can take place. When a ! remain from eight to twenty days, according to

diminished temperature only is employed, the eiix'umsUnces, after which they are stored in

decomposition is simply retarded, but not alto* casks of dry salt. This prolonged application

gether prevented. of salt has the effect of dissolving out nearly

2. Drying.—^The next simplest process is the whole of the nutritious juices of the meat,

that of drying the meat thoroughly, either by ultimately leaving little behind but hardened

natural or artificial means. In all hot countries, fibrin.

more especially in South America, the na- Several means have been tried to obviate

lives are in the habit of cutting their meat into this destruction of the valuable matter con-

thin strips, and exposing these to the sun until tained in the meat ; the latest of these

they are thoroughly hard and diy. The Ameri* being that devised by Professor Morgan of

can Indians pound their meat in rude mortars Dublin. It is, we believe, a modification of a
until it forms a paste, which 4S mixed with fat. method originally invented by M. Gannal.
This paste is afterwards made into bricks, dried The animal is killed in the usual way by a
and sold to the hunters under the name of^m* blow in the head, care being taken not to

miean. From its mode of preparation, pern- rupture any of the large blocSvessels. The
mican contains a large amount of nutritive chest is then cut open, and the heart laid bare

matter in a comparatively digestible, state, and by an incision in the perican!ium. The right

IS sufficiently palatable to those who have and left ventricles are next opened, and tin

nothing else to eat. Femmican is prepared
|

blood allowed to run out by laying the animal
in large quantities at Gosport for the use of

|

on its side. A pipe furnislicd with a stopcock

the navy. The beef, trimmed and deprived of and coupling at the outer end is now iiitrouucc<l

fat as much as possible, is cut in thin slices, into the aorta through the left ventricle, a piei'u

which are placed in hot plates until they of stout cord being passed round Llie pipe and
become perfectly dry. They arc then reduced the aorta to hold them together. The coupling
to a coarse fibrous powder, and mixed with a is then connected with eighteen or twenty feet

certain amount of fat. To some kinds sugar ‘ of Indian rubber piping, which communicHtes
and currants are added. It makes excellent with a tank or trough containing the salting

broth, containing a largo amount of nutritive liquor elevated to the height of the length of the
matter, and is preferrra by many sailors to Indian rubber tubes. The tap being turned,

canistered preserved meat. South American the salting liquor at once enters tlie aorta, and
beef, or charqui {ehair eidte, Fr.), is made by running through the whole of the animal’s
catting the meat into slices, salting, and vascular system flows out at the right ventri-

drying by artificial heat Large quantities cle. This salting liquor is ordinary brine in

were sent to this country in 1863-4, and sold which a small quantity of saltpetre has been
retail at 4^. per pound ; but owing to many dissolved, and may be used several tiniai, its

samples being half-tainted when they arrived use being to clear out the vessels and prepare
here, the retail buyers became disgusted, and them for the second salting liquor, which is

^e sale has gratly diminished. The salting, composed of one gallon of brine, half a pound of
of course, deprived it of a large portion of its salt^tre, two pounds of sugar, half an ounce
sutiritive prindples, and the drying rendered

j

of monophosphoric acid, and a small quantity
it so hard as to be cooked and digested with

j

of spice to every hundredweight of meat.
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The saltpetre (nitrate of potash) and phos-

phoric acid are added to supply the potash salts

and phosphates which are washed out by the
liquor. The connection with the aobta being
made as before, the right yentricle is this time
tied up securely, and the tap being turned on,

the liquor in a very few minutes percolates

throujgh every Vessel in the body, even those
contained in the skin, hoofs, and horns. In the
course of a few days the animal is skinned and
cut up into the usual 8 lb. pieces, which are
either- cashed with salt or dried in a hot-air

chamber.
Professor Moi^n has established several

factories in different parts of South America
for the preparation of beef by this method.
The Admiralty also have had his plan under
trial for several mouths, and the officers who
have tested it report favourably upon it.

Other preservative agents, such as the
acetates of soda and ammonia, the chloride

of aluminum, and several others, have at

various times been experimented on
;

but
common salt with a certain admixture of
saltpetre and si^r appears to form the best

material for salting.

Solution of salt appears to act in preserving

meat by filling up its pores with a liquor that

will not absorb oxygen, but of all processes it

is the most pernicious and unphilosophical.

.As we have before remarked, the largest

amount of nutritive matter resides in the

fluids contained in the flesh. To say nothing
of the albumen, these fluids are charged with
salts of potash and lime, and several phos-

phates, all of which are absolutely necessary
|

for the formation of blood, muscle, and bone,

in the living being. The two animal princi-

ples, kreatine and kreatinine, are also found<

m the liquid permeating muJcular fibre, and
are considered by seversi chemists to be ana-

logous in their action on the human subject to

theine, so that beef tea is not such a misnomer
as one might suppose. By the process of

salting, all these important substances are

gradumly washed out into the brine, and in

course of time nothing remains but bard-i

ened fibrin, which, by itself, can afford little
|

nourishment to the human body. From this it
|

will be readily seen that the use of salt meat
in any form is unwholesome unless care be
taken to supply some of the constituents that

remain in the brine and water in which it has
been soaked. By Professor Morgan's method
a large amount of valuable nutritive material

must be lost in the process of washing out the

capillaries and other smaller vessels; and
i^’hen the meat is cut up and cashed, the ob-

jections made to ordinazy salt meat still hold
good, although in a more limited degree. Va-
rious plans have been devised from time to

time to recover the nutritious matters dis-

solved in brine, but hitherto without success.

The procees of removing the salt by dialysis

appears to offiar the best hope of effecting this

object

4. Immersion in Fluids,^T)m class of pre-

61

servatives may be $oon dismissed. Treacle,

strong syrup, glycerine, weak vinegar, solution

of siuphurous acid, and several other liquids,

have all been tried; but from one cause or

other they all seem to have failed practically.

Sardines, pilchards, and other smml fish are

preserved in oil in enormous quantities with

the greatest success; but from the expensive

character of the material, the principle, though

sound, is inapplicable to pixivisions in largo

pieces. It need hardly bo stated that alcohol,

benzol, turpentine, solution of arsenic, corrosive

sublimate, &c., although perfectly applicable in

the case of anatomical preparations, are utterly

useless for substances intended for food.

6. Preservation in Vaetto and Inert Oasee,-^

These methods are intended for the preservation

of meat in its unsalted state. It is hardly

possible to over-estimate the importance of a
perfect process for preserving meat in a fresh

condition. The history of fresh preserved

meat is closely connected with Arctic mscovery.
The exertions made by navigators to discover

the North-West passage first created a demand
for this form of food, it being found that the

evils arising from living exclusively on salted

provisions were fearfully aggravati^ by the

rigours of a cold climate. The Admiralty were
therefore incessant in their efforts to induce

manufacturers to devise some process for doing
away with salt meat

;
and towaris the be^nning

of the present century numerous experiments

were made by various persons, with, however,

but little success. As soon as the modification of

Appert’s process by Donkin, Hall, and Gamble
was made practically perfect, it was at once

tested by the Admiralty, who sent out largo

quantities of the preserved fresh meats to the

Arctic regions by ships starting on voyages of

discovery. The provisions were reported on
favourably by the officers in charge of the

expeditions ; and, their value in e^ld climates

being once known, their use was soon extended

to the East and to the West Indies and other

tropical regions. For ship use, they were found

invaluable, and at the present time hardly a
vessel leaves this country without a supply of

fresh preserved provisions. India they are

extensively used as luxuries in the towns, and
as necessities in the remote districts where fresh

meat of any kind is scarce and bad.

The first successful attempt made to pre^

serve meat fresh was by M. Appert, a French

I

gentleman, who in 1810 received a prize of

1
12,000 francs offered by the Board of Arts

and Manufactures in Paris. In the following

year, M. Durant, a colleague ofM. Appert, took

out a patent for the process in thlsoountr)^

The patent was subsequently declared to 1^

invalid, the Society of Arts and Manufactures

of London having previously presented a pre-

mium to a Mr. Luddington for a method of

preserving fruit without sugar, the principle of

which was said to be the same as that adoptnl

by Appert. The patent was nevertheless pur- .

by Messrs. Donkin, Hall, and Ghimble

for 1,000/. They at once effected a great
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PRESERVATION OF MEAT
improrement by abolishing the use of glass

vessels, and substituting tin canisters in their

stead* Although the use of air-tight yessels

was an essential part of Appert’s process, it

seems to depend for its yalue more upon the

cooking, or rather over-cooking, of the meat,

by whmh the albumen was rendered insoluble,

than upon the perfect exclusion ofoxygen, that

gas having been found in*appreciable quantities

m tins containing meat in a perfectly sound

condition.

Appert*s process consisted in partly cooking

the meat, placing it in a glass vessel in a bath

ofchloride of calcium, heating it to about 240®

for a length of time depending on the size of

the piece of meat, and then hermetically seal-

ing the lid. After this, it was again heated for

a shorter or lunger time, ami the process was
considered finished.

Donkin and Gamble’s process, which is now
adopted in all parts of the world, is as follows,

The meat, which has been previously parboiled,

is placed in tin cylinders containing a rich soup

or gravy ; the lids, which are pierced with a

small hole, being soldered down air-tight. They
are then immersed in a bath of brine or chloride

ofcalcium, and heated to boiliiig-pomt, until the

meat contained in them is 3upi.>osed to be com
pletely cooked. While the steam produced by

the boiling soup is issuing from the orifice in

the cover, the jet of vapour is suddenly checked

by the application of a wet rag, a drop of

molten solder being dexterously applied to the

hole at the same moment, and so the case is

hermetically sealed. The sealed tins are once

more, in order to insure the perfect cou{»ulation

of the albumen, submitted to the hot hath, fora

time proportionate to their size and the nature

of their contents. On cooling, the ends of the

canisters, which are purposely made of thin tin-

plate, become slightly convex from the outward

pressure of the atmosphere. They are after-

wards exposed to a temperature of 100° Falir.

in a hot-air chamber for scviumI weeks, at the

end of which time they arc examined. If any of

the ends are found to* have flattened or bulged

outwards, either the case has not been soldered

air-tight, or the contents have putrefied and
liberated the gases, causing the ends to become
convex from inward pressure.

The process has been greatly improved by
Messrs. McCall and Co. of Houndsditch, who
introduce into the tins a small quantity of

sulphite of soda to effect the absorption of any
jtraces of free oxygen which under t]^e most
favourable circumstances may lurk in the cases. I

This salt, which both in the solid and liquid

,

state has a great affinity for oxygen, is used in

the proportion of twelve grains to every pound
of meat. The sulphite of soda is at first con-

tained in a small air-tight tin capsule, which
js soldered to the interior of the lid of the case,

fhe salt being retained in its place by a plug

of soft solder wliidi melts at 218® Fnhr.,

l.e. 6® above boiling-point. The meat being

pri^red as in Donkin and Gamble's process,

It is {daoad in the tin, the lid being soldered
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down and heated in the salt bath until steam
issues at the hole in the lid. A drop of solder
is apiplied as before, and the steam inside the
air-tight ease becoming superheated, the soft

solder on the capsule melts and releases the
sulphate of soda. The effect of this improve*
ment is to lessen the necessity for prolonged
steaming and over-cooking, which is one of the
great objections to the ordinary method of
meat preservation. In the case of soups, the
salt is ^nerally mixed Vnth them before they
are enclosed in the canisters.

An improvement upon all these processes

I

has lately been patent^ by Messrs. Jones and
Trevethick, of Botolph Lane. It is conducted
in the following manner :

—

I

The raw meat, without any further pre-
paration, is wrapped up in a clean piece of

cloth and placed in a tin, the lid of which is

I

soldered down. From the top of the case
projects a small tube, which is placed in com-
munication with an air pump, a very ingenious

contrivance being adopted to prevent the cases

collapsing from the outer pressure of the air.

This is accomplished simply by placing them
in water in an air-tight vessel, when all the

air is exhausted, pure nitrogen gas, which is

absolutely without action on animal matter, is

let into the ease. This has the effect of diluting

almost infinitely any traces of oxygen thatmay
renuun in the meat or tin. The nitrogen is in

its turn exhausted, and a minute portion of

sulphurous acid gas is allow'ed to enter the

cylinder, having the effect of perfectly absorb-

ing any remaining traces of oxygen. Another
charge of nitrogen is then admitted, and the

case is finally soldered, the nitrogen, by fill-

ing the case, of course preventing any collapse

from atmospheric pressure.

The great merit of this process consists in

the fact that the meat is preserved in its

natural and uncooked state. At the jury dinner
which took place at the International Exhi-
bition of 1862, mutton, beef, and poultry, many
months old, were produced, which, for anything
that could be guessed from their perfect fresh-

ness of flesh and flavour, might have been
killed the day previously. When the cases

were opened, the poultry and game had the ap-
pearance of having been but an hour from the

poulterer’s ; and although the butcher’s meat
appeared on close inspection to be slightly red-

der than usual, nothing could be detected, either

by touch, taste, or smell, that would preclude
an ordinary observer from declaring it to be
perfectly fresh. This method is one of the
most valuable yet invented, and if it can l>e

practically worked will be of inestimable benefit

to all classes of the community.
Patents have also been taken out for pre-

serving meat by enclosing it in air-tight cases
along with vessels containing sulphide of cal-

cium and other salts capable of absorbing the
oxygen from the air in the case ; but none of
these have been yet applied to actual practice.
The principle of preserving meat by per-

fectly excluding the air is also applied laigely



PRESIDENT PRESS
in the case, of sausages and potted meats.

Various experiments have been tried, and num*
berless patents have been taken out, for methods
of covering provisions with various varnishes,

gutta percha, Indian rubber, wax, paraffin, plas-

ter of Paris, &c. &c.
;
but as none of them are

practicable, it would be useless to describe them.
|

Praaldent (Lat. prsesideo, 1 sit foremost), <

A title applied to many officers in various

capacities, but generally denoting a pre-emi-
‘

ncncy, either temporary or fixed, among a
number of persons assembled for a definite

purpose. Thus the superior of a board orj

council, &c. is generally entitled president,

as is anyone who is called to preside over an I

occasional meeting, or to fill the chair at a club,

dinner, &c.
;
although the old English title of

|

chairman is frequently used on such occasions.

The supreme executive officer of the United
States of America is styled president. The
qualiiicatioiis required of a person raised to

this dignity ai’e, to be a natural-born citizen

of the age of thirty-five years, and to ha\e

esided fourteen years witliin the states. The
ction is by electoral colleges in every stiite.

'Ibeso colleges contain, in each state, a number
of electors equal to all the senators and
representatives of that state in congress

;

but their appointment varies in difierent

st.ites, and at different times; sometimes it

IS made by their respective legislatures, some-

times by general election throughout the

bt.ite, sometimes part of the electors are

chosen by district and part by general

election. The colleges in each state vote

by ballot for a president (and at the same
time for a vice-president); and the votes of

all the electors, taken in this manner, are

counted by the president of the senate; if in’

this numeration any person is found to have an

absolute majority of votes, he is duly elected

;

if not, the election is made by the house of re-

presentatives between the three persons having

the highest number ;
in which case the votes are

taken by states, and a majority of all the states

is necessary to constitute a choice. On two

occiisions, of which the last was in 1824, no
candidate having had a minority of the whole

number of voters, the house of representatives

has proceeded to make the election
;
and, on

the last of these occasions, a majority of states

chose a candidate (Adams) who had a smaller

number of electoral votes than one of his

opponents (Jackson). On one occasion, in

1800, the states balloted thirty-six times

before any candidate could obtain an absolute

miy‘ority. Should the president die during his

term of office, he is succeeded by the vice-

president. In this manner the present president,

Andrew Johnson, succeeded to the office on the

assassination of Abraham Lincoln.

In his legislative capadtv, the president has
the power of approving bills sent to him after

passing both houses of congress, or of returning

them to the house in which th^ have originated

with his objections annexed. In the latter case,

the bDlmuit be reoonmdered by thsthoude; and

if, on reconsideration, it obtain a majoritv of
two-thirds in both houses, it passes into a law.

In his executive tiapacity, he is commander-in-
chief of the army and navy of the Union, and
of the state militias when called into the

service of the Union; he has the power of

reprieving and pardoning except in cases oi

impeachment
;
he has power to make treaties,

with the consent of the senate (by a majority of

two-lhirds)
;
he nominates ambassadors,consuls,

judges of the supreme court, and all other offi-

cers of the Unit^ States whose appointments

are not vested elsewhere by .the constitution.

Tile supreme magistrate of the Erench Re-
public, 1848, was also president

^

elected

for four years by universal siiifrage.

Presldentv Xionl, of the CoimciL The
fourth great officer of state in England; ap-
pointed by letters patent under the great seal,

durante bene placito.

Vresa (Fr. presse). The machine (whether
worked by hand or by steam) by whi< h books,

&c. are printed. Very little improvement in

the construction of this instrument tix)k place
from the first introduction of the art of jirinting

into Europe till the late Earl Stanhope intro-

duced his press. The old press was made of

wood, with aiinron screw that had a bar fitted

in it; to the lower end of this screw was
attached, horizontally, a flat piece of wood,
called the plaUn^ which, being brought down
by means of the screw, pressed the paper upon
the face of the types ;

and thus the impression

was obtained. This press has, however, entirely

given place to presses made of iron. Lord
Stanhope’s press is constructed of iron, with a
screw

;
but the bar is fixed to an upright spindle

to which a lever is attached connected with a
second lever fixed to the top of the screw by a
connecting bar. Tiiese two levers are placed

at different angles to each other; and when the

platen is brought down to the face of the types,

and power is wanted, the two levers take such
a position with each other as to act with the
greatest advantage, and thus an almost in-

credible accession of power is gained, which
enables the pressman to print larger sheets of
paper in a superior manner, and with greater
ease to himself. This press maintains its supe-
riority in some respects over all others.

The great improvement thus effected in the
printing press excited other ingenious men to

exert their abilities in attempts at further im-
provements ; among whom was a Hr. George
Ulymer, an American, who brought forward an
iron press, called the Columbian^ in which he
discarded the screw, and obtained his power
entirely by levers. This press has great power,

and consequently great capaci^, but for the

common run of printing it does not work so

easily as the Stanhope. These two are looked

upon as the best presses.

There are many other presses which are great

improvements upon the old construction, and
which are held m estimation by printers, but

the limits of this work will not admit of ths

details of their respective merits.



PRESS
The hook press^ in fche warehouse departmeiif,

need for pressing books previous to their de-

livery, is the common screw press, with a perpen-

dicular screw, and screwed down bji means of

an iron bar; it is also used for pressing paper,

when wetted, previous to being printed on, fer

the purpose of. making it in better condition

for the process; and also in cylindrical or ma-
chine printing, to cause it to lie flat, as it is apt

otherwise to wrinkle, particularly when in large

sheets, in being carried round the cylinders.

In large establishments Br^hmah’s hydraulic

press is generally used for these puriwses, as

being much more powerful, and also more
exp^itious, not only in its use, but also in its

effect.

Press. A machine for the purpose of com-
pressing or squeezing bodies. Any of the

mechanical powers may be used for this pur-

pose. When constructed on a large scale, the

hydrostatic pressure of water is the power
generally employed. [Hydrostatics.]

Press. A term metaphorically applied

either to the whole literature of a country, or

to that part of it which is more immediately

connected with newspapers or other periodical

publications.

Press Proof. In Printing, a good im-

pression of a sheet by which it is read over

carefully before being printed off.

Presslrosters (Lat. pressus, flattened;

rostrum, a beak). A tribe of wading birds,

including those which have a flattened or com-
pressed beak.

Pressuro (Lat. pressura). Dr. Young de-

fines pressure to be * a force counteracted by
another force, so that no motion is produced.’

{Lectures on Nat Lhil.) Thus, when a heavy

body is supported on a table, or the ground,

the force of terrestrial gravity, which, if the

support were removed, would cause the body to

descend towards the centre of the earth, being

destroyed at eveiy instant by the resistance of

the support, produces a pressure. A pressure

and a moving force differ from one another only

in this respect, that the infinitely small yeloci-

ties which the pressure tends to produce are

incessantly destroyed by the resistance of the

obstacle ;
whereas those that are actually pro-

duced at every instant by the moving forces

are accumulate in the moving body, and pro-

duce a finite velocity after a finite time. The
pressures of two different bodies are, therefore,

to each other as the masses multiplied by the

infinitely small velocities which they tend to

produce in the same instant of time, and which
they would produce if the bodies were free to

move.
Presanre* Oantre of. [Htdbostatios.]

' PresaworlK. In Printing, the operation of

tiduog impressions from types, &o. by means
of the press

;
distinct from oomposing^ which is

arranging the types to prepare them for press.

PRICE
Praawnptloa of tew. The assaming

the truth of a certain state of facts by the
ordinary custom of the law. It is either furts
et de jure^ which is a presumption which no
evidence to the contrary can be admitted to

traverse, as the presumption of incapacity in a
minor with guaraians to act without their con-

sent ; or it is juris only, which may b« tra-

versed by evidence, as where the property of

goods is presumed to be in the possessor until

the contrary is shown.
Preaosnptiwe Heir. [Heir.]
Pretender. The name by which the Che-

valier Charles Stuart and his father are usually
known, from their having pretended a right to

the British crown, from which they had been
excluded,

PrewaHoatlon (Lat. preevaricatio, a going
in a crooked direction). In Homan criminal

law, several special kinds of fraud have been
so entitled

;
in particular, that of an agent or

advocate, who by collusion with the opjxisite

party damages his employer. The popular
JSnglish sense of the word is altogether dif-

ferent.

Prewenter. On Shipboard, a terra ajv

plied to any rope, chain, bolt, &c., which is

placed either temporarily or perraanently as a
deputy or duplicate for another similar instru-

ment. Its object is to relieve the otlier rope,

&c., or to take its place in the event of carry-

ing away.
Prevention (Lat. prseveiiio, I come before).

In Civil Law, prevention takes place where one
of two parties equally authorised to commence
legal proceedings does so, and thereby forestalls

the other.

Preventive Service. [Coast Guard.]
Previons Queetlon* Tlie. In English

parliamentary usage (whence it lias bein
borrowed in the practice of other legislatiio

bodies) the wevious question is termed by
Mr. May {rarliamentarg Practice) ‘an in-

genious mode of avoiding a vote on any ques-

tion which is proposed.’ When a question is

about to be put by the Speaker (in the House
of Commons—the usage of its committees is

different), a member may interpose by moving
that the same question ‘be now put,’ and if

this be negatived, then the main question can-

not be put at that time. [Paruament.]
Pr^rfitaloVf Conrs (PY. courts of prevhts

or provosts). Certain tribunals of summary
jurisdiction, which e^xisted in France before

the Revolution, and were for a short time re-

established in 1816.

Priam. In Mythology. [Paris.]

PiiapoR (Gr.). In Mythology, a son of

Dionysus (Bacchus) and Aphrodite (Venus);

but there are several accounts of his parentage.

Hewas looked on as the cause of fertility to fruits

and flocks. From the worship specially paid

to him at Lampsacus, he is often spoken of as

By fine pressmrk is meant work printed with '» Hellespontiacus, (Hor. Sat. i. 8 ; Ov. Fast. i.

tm best paper and ink, and with the utmost
,
il5.) [Limoa; Mysteries; Phallus ; Yoei.]

care «t a hand press.
|

Psioe (Ger. preis, Fr. prix, from Lat.

(Itai). In Music. [Time.] i pretium). In Pulitieal Economy, the estimate
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PlilCE
ill money uf the v.ilue of any article in demand, of any other commodity, the efTects would liave

It has been distinguished as twofold : the shown themselves more slowly. It is, we be*
natural price, i. e. the ratio which the money lieve, due to the fact that the discoveries of
value of commodities has to the cost of pro- gold and silver in California, Australia, and
duct ion

; and the market price, i. e. the rate New Zealand have been turned to account by
at which, consequent on supply and demand, the labour of voluntary colonists, that, pro-
a commodity is exchanged for money, at any digious as has been the amount added to the

particular time. The market price continually stock of bullion possessed by the civilised world,
oscillates about the natural price

;
it is occasion- the rise in prices which is suspected lo have

ally below it, and under certain circumstances ensued from this addition is still a matter of
may far exceed it. The two will coincide only doubt, and if decided affirmatively may be even
when the demand rises and falls exactly with then assigned to other and co-ordinate causes,
the supply, a state of prices which cannot, of The price of a commodity is not based upon
course, ever be permanently secured. Further- its rarity, or on its utility, but on the demand
more, price is to bo distinguished from value, for it, i. e. on the difficulty of satisfying the
Value is either relative to the cost of produc- desire of possessing it. ^me of the metals
tion, or to the demand which is made for the which have been recently discovered are of
commodity, but values exchange exactly against excessive rarity, being disseminated in the
values. In price, however, two elements have ore from which they are taken in very minute
to be considered : not only the value of the quantities, as for instance by two or three
article sold, but the cost of producing the ge- grains to the ton. But,' except to those who
neral measure, money, has to be taken into are curious, they have no value, and no price,

account. Hence tliere may be a rise or full in and will have none unless some use in the

S
rices, consequent not upon the cost of pro- arts, which shall create a demand ooramensu-
uction or the demand of purchasers, but upon rate with the cost of producing them, should

the relative value of the precious metals. Thus hereafter arise, aud thus create a need of
the value of wheat in relation to the value of them. This was the case with the metal
wool or any other commodity will remain the platinnm. When it was first discovered, it was
same

;
for if a quarter of wheat costs as much exhibited in the form of dust, or of a very

to produce as forty pounds of wool do, the value slightly coherent powder. As in the existing

of the measure and the weight will be identical, state of chemical science, it was wholly in-

There cannot, therefore, be a general rise in fusible, it could not be made to possess the
values. But prices have risen aud fallen ac- ordinary qualities of the useful metals, mal-
cording to the deuruesscFtsneiipnesi tithe pre- leability and ductility. When, however. Dr.
cious metals. For iiisii^iice, a quarter of\rheat Wollaston discovered a means of welding it,

was worth, say, 6s. 8<a five hundred years ago^ and its remarkable properties in this shape be-

aiid is worth 60s. ntw, i.e. there is a rise in .came known, it became an article of great corn-

price amounting to seven and a half times, merdal value, having been employe to form
partly consequent upnn the diminution of the stills for the concentration of s^phuric acid, a
weigbt of silver in th% same denomination of commodity in its concentrated form of such

currency, partly because silver is procured mercantile importance, that its consumption is

a cheaper rate, i. e. at less labpura At present said to the measure of the eoonomical pro-

than at that time. grass of a nation, i^in, the utility of some
The histozy of the great change of prices objects is of immediate and permanent signi-

which took place in the sixteenth century, has ficance. Human life can be continued but fora
not yet been written. It was due partly to a few minutes in the absence of air, or when its

xadiad change in the cuirency, partly to the supply is scanty, or when its qnali^ is de-

distribution of the predouB met^ over the praveo. But air, since there is no difficulty in

Old World consequent upon their diseoveiy in proenri^ it, has no value and no price. In
the New. Had these metals been produced and deep mines, or in diving bells, it has a price,

distributed according to the general process by because labour is necessm to supply it ; iu

which mines are worked at present, though there other words, because it is difficult of attainment,

can be no doubt that a rise in prices must have In consequence of the fact, that difficulty of

eventually taken place owing to the compara- |noduction, and demand, concur in elevating

tive ease with which silver was found, ^et the the price of commodities, certain general roles

facts would have been difihrent, both in dia- may be laid down which ma^ be said to denote

meter and degree. After the oeenpation of
j

the laws which govem the rise snd &11 in the

Peru by the Spaniards, the mines wnenee the price of commodities, the value of money being

largest quantity of the new silver was procured . supposed to remain unchanged,

were worked by t^e compulsory labour of the
|

1. In commodities of urgent demand, but of

natives
;
and silver imving been proeured su<di a quantity as cannot be suscwtible of im*

at little cost to those ^riio reaped the friiit mediate increase, the price of a deftiaent supply

of this labour, was exchanged cheaply against I will risefar abovethe ordinary rate, the nme*
imparted commodities. If, however, mines ' mte quantity available lor consumption sSUng
had been worked by voluntary labour, the lor a far larmr sum than the orffinary amoui^

additioii would have oeen more gradual, and could be soldfor. This is the case, for instance,

the cost of pioduetion bring fully equal to Uuit with the amountof food in a rity which is eiosely
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besieged, and in that potjscseod by a nation hemp has led to the extensile use of jute,

which imports no supplies from abroad, when- Deficiencies in the raw material of p:iper have
ever a dearth or famine arises. In this county, led to the use, as yet partial, of other tissues

during the existence of the corn laws, the nation than cotton and flax. It has been stated,

put itself voluntarily into a state of siege, and though on somewhat doubtful authority, tluit

suffered the evils of famine when it all the blockade of the Southern ports of tlie

the means of plenty. At the present time, as American Union during the lute civil war has
trade in com is free, communication rapid, and been the means by which economical dis-

th© harvest goes on over the world all the coveries of great importance have been made
year round, the contingency of a dearth in the in some of the states which composed the
necessaries of life, as far as bread is concerned, extinct Southern confederacy,

is as remote as the risk of a general deficiency of 4. In commodities which can bo producetl

harvests over the whole world could be. in indefinite quantities at no increased cost,

2. In commodities the demand for which is or at only such an increase as is due to the
constant, but the supply is absolutely fixed, demand for labour, the price, even- if demand
the price of the commodity will rise with the increases gn*atly, . will be affected only to a
demand, and will stop only with the contin- slight extent. Thus iron and coal can as yet,

pency of the rate of profit or satisfaction not it appears, be supplied from this country in

being realised on the purchase. This is the indefinite quantities, the amount produced
case with land available for building or culti- being dt^termined solely by demand. In this

vation. There is no known limit which can be case, if labour bo abundant and the competi-
put to the rent or purchase (the two terms dif- tion for land from which these articles can be

fering only as annual and permanent posses- obtained is not so great as to create a general
sion) of land which is demanded for buildings rise in rtuiis for mining loealities, prices will

in advantageous sites for commerce, as long as remain stationary. Even when a rise in rents

a rate of profit may be procured on the land is effi'ctcd, and labour is comparatively dear,

thus rented or purchased. A rise in the rent, improvements in the process of production may
or in the value of the fee simple of land, is »c‘rve to neutralise the consequences which
derived wholly from increased production

;
and might otherwise have fallen on consumers,

the ppc^uctiveness of the soil, whether in trade Thus the consumption of coal and iron for the

or agriculture, is as yet, and long will be, an home and foreign trade has increased to an
indeterminate quantity, for in all likelihood enormous extent during the last two years, but
the rate of production fr<jm the soil of this without a corresponding rise in price. Ilere,

countiy, even in the existing state of agrimil- again, the tlieory whltth concludes that a great
tural science, is only lialf what it might be fall has of late years taken place in the price

were it possible to apply larger capital to the of the precious metals, or, in other words, that
soil by the liberation of land from some of the a geneml rise in prices has occurred, may be
real burdens which affect it^ the hindrances, refuted, if it be shown, first, that these metals
namely, to its distribution. have been pnxluced at ei^nal cost to the miner,

3. In commodities the demand for which or, which is far more important, have been
is steady, and the supply capable of extension pzixnued at equal cost by the exporter of
at increased cost to the producer, thqprice will them.
rise steadily according to the demand and the 5. In commodities whose use is wlioUy
increased cost. Thus clothing can be manu- voluntary, a great deficiency of supply may
factured from several materials. A deficiency occur without any great increase of price,

in the supply of one of these will be met by Thus the price of wine in countries where
an increased rise of another. Thus, were cot- the use of this stimulant is confined to a small
ton the only material available for clothing, section of the community, and only the better
the defidency of the American market would growths are consumed, may not rise very
have raised the price of clothing at a rate markedly even when the vintage has failed to
analogous but not equal to a rise in the price a very great extent. Spanish white wines, w©
of food consequent upon a general scarcity, are told, have risen largely in price during the
It would not be an equal rise in price, for a last two or three years. This, however, is
greater economy nmy be maintained in the use not due to deficiency of crops, but to a very
of clothes than in that of food. The full great increase in the demand, consequent on a
rise was, however, met to some extent by greater inclination and a wider power of pur-
the use of <Aher raw materials, as wool, silk, chase among the community. In short, where
fiax, alpaca, and the like. So it has oonstonUy the article is one of voluntary use, a slight
been found that a deficiency in the supply of increase in price, or even a threatened increase
a great conv^ience of life &om one source is of price, may stop demand, and arrest the en-
met by the discovery of the same or a similar hancement of the market value,
utility in some new quarter. The hindrances of Moiioy. This expression is ex-
put on the use of cane sum during the great ceedingly ambiguous. It means occasionally
Pwmoh war,M to the cultivation of beet for the r% at which the precious metals are-pw-
,the supply of ^is commodity. A similar cured to exchange for other commodities. In
cause suggested the discovery of certain sources this sense the laws which govern the price of
of fsltpeiie* A deficiency in the supply of gold and silver are in no way difi^ent from
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(hoso which regulate the cost of other commo-
dities. It is by means of these laws that the

j)reciou8 metals are distributed over the world,

the demand, nanudy, for their use in commerce
and the arts, and the power of exchange which
the possessor of every object in demand holds

in the several markets of the world. It may
al^or'and often does mean, the ease or difficulty

witli whiclj capitiil may be lent or borrowed ; in

otlier wonlfl, the fulness with which credit is

given or taken, and from this point of view it is

lufiueiicod by the state of the foreign exchanges,

i e. by the need which there may he of export-

ing money or increased quantities of goo(ls at

loM'cr prices in order toequalisetrans.ictioiis,and
by the rate of discount in the advances made by
bankers and bill brokers. The origin of this

use of the phrase, the •price of money, to ex-

press wdiat is in effect the price of credit, is to

be found in tbo universal, and indeed neccss.»ry

practice of estim.iting all values by money
jirices. The money is a mere inst rumont, often

laung but the basis of a scries of transactions

representing in tlieir aggregate amount much
more than the gold aiul silver in which they

are estimated. For the phenomena winch
cliaractcrise these facts, see Discount and
Exchange.

/V/cc at the Mint, or Mint Price.—The value

of gold at the Mint is 3/. 11s, the ounce,

British standard, and any person may bring

gold of standard value to the Mint in qaianti-

tii*s of not less Hum 10,000/. in voluie, and
nx’cive in ihXidItange, after tibe time necessarily

.s):ient in manafaeturing the same into

the same amuant, weight for weight, in

coins, the rate of coinage being 1,869 sovcpri^a
to 40 lbs. troj weij^it of gold, the gold being

II fine. The expression, therefore. Mint prke
0/ yold^ only denotes the value of the currency

coiK aim'd in the troy ounce.

The general theory of prices, and the

largest information as to prices of commodities,

and the causes which have induced, during the

history of the last sixty or seventy years, fluc-

tuations in prices, are to be found in the work
of the late Mr. Tooke, continued by Mr.
Newmarch. Of all the questions discussed in

these volumes, those of the prices of corn and
the price of mercantile accommedation are the

most important. Much, indeed, of the reason-

ing on both these heads has been contro-

versial. Dissertations on the causes which
induce fluctuations in the price of food have,

it is true, been rendered comparatively unim-
portant by the changes which have happily

occurred in consequence of the reform of the

UriiT and the repeal of the com laws ; but the

question whether the price of money, in the

technical sense of the rate of discount, has not

been made liable to excessive fluctuation, is still

an open one. On one point all persona are

agreed, that tljere is nothing which is more
desirable for producer, dealer, and consumer,

tlian a generally uniform price, and -that any-

thing which mluces the oscillations of the

market price to the lowest possible amount in
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I

relatiou to the natural price, is of toe highest
' importance and benefit.

I

Prioaa of Vorelgn Froduoe. The price

of an article procuiml from a foreign country

j

depends not upon the cost at which it is

produced, but on the cost at which it is pro-

cured, For instance, tlie cost of a cask of

Spanish wine is determined not by tho

price of labour, the rate of profit, and tlio

rent of Lind in Spain, but by the elemeut.s

which make up the cost of the commodity or

coininodities against which the wine is ex-

changed in the country to which it is exportetl.

Were all transactions between countries carrie<

I

on in money, the rule would still hold good,
though to a less extent; for money is pro<luced

and imported just as any other commodity is, by
exchange for other commodities, and the specie

may be procured by one country at clicaptT

rates than it can be by others. In case, how-
cv<*r, that both countries produced goLl and
silver, and pr^duerd them at the same cost, tlx*

price of a commodity like tliat of wine would
be equal in the two countries, with the addi-
tion 111 the case of the importing country of the

cost of carriage. Such a combination of cir-

cumstanci's cun, however, occur but rarely, if

indeed it be not wholly hypotheticuL Heneo
it niiiy happen, that, value for value, a com-
motlity can be procured at cheaper rates in an
im]>orl ing country', than it k in the country
w’hieh }m>duccs it, and if the cost of carriage

were omitted, continually would be- Hence,
also, price of the preciou* metals may be
lower ia eoiuitrics wliich do not produce them,
than in countries which do.

Frick Fost. In Arcliitoctiiic, a post in

wooden buiidingB framed intermediately be-
tween two principal ones. The term is gene-
rally used to express the iutermediute jiost

between two guide ones that are driven into

the ground in the case of a wooden fencing.

Frlcklng In Architecture, the first

coating of lime and hair in work of three

coats upon lath. It is executed in London
with coarse stuff made with road drift or
Thames sand; and the surface is scratched
over with the trowel to enable the succeeding
coats to obtain a better hold of the pricking-
up coat.

Frieklen. In Botany, the hard, sharp-

pointed conical processes found on the epi-

dermis of plants.

Frtoklj Anb. The name of the Xanthoxy”
Im fraxineum.

Frtokly Faar. One of the names of the

Opuntia or Indian Fig.

Friest (A.-Sax. preost; Gr.

elder). In Christian churches, a minister who
presides over the spiritual affairs of a congrega-

tion. The word is by many remrded as repre-

senting the Greek leptbt, who, like the Jewish
priest, had both a sacrificial and mediatorial

character; and this idea is embodied in the

Catholic or sacerdotal theory of the Christian

priesthood.

FiimSB VlBB (Lat Me ways). In
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Medinne, a term employed to dejiignate tlie

stomach and bowels.

Primage. A certain allowance paid by the

shipper or consigner of goods to the master and
sailors of a vessel for loading the same. It

varies in different places according to their re-

spective customs.

Primary or Primitive. In Geology,

rocks underlying the ordinary and recognisable

fossiliferous rocks of a district have in the

early days of geolc^" been called by these

names. The names assume that such rocks

were formed before those which contain fossils
;

an assumption not at all safe, since many rocks

distinctly igneous and plutonic a re eomparjitively

modern. There is no proof whatever tliat we
have any of the primary or primitive rocks

of the earth brought to the surface for our

examination. Some are certainly very an-

cient, but they may have been modified from
formations yet more ancient. The terms hy~

poffcne, crystaUiney and nietavioiyhic express

simple facts of observation, and are far more
convenient.

Primary Assemblies. A name applied

to those assemblies in which all the citizens

Jiave a right to be present and to speak, as

distinguished from representative parliaments.

Primary assemblies are of necessity prac-

tiaible ouly in small states, such as ancient

Athens, and seem to re^juire the existence of a

dependent class shut out from all political

privileges, and perhaps deprived even of per-

sonal libei'ty. On the other hand, they supply

to the members a higher political education

than that which is available for the generality

of citizens in large states governed by repre-

sentative parliaments. (Freeman’s History of
Fideral Government^ vol. i. ch. ii.)

Primary Colours. The principal colours

into which a ray of white solar light may be
decomposed or separated. Newton supposed
them to be seven ; red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, indigo, and violet. Mayer considered some
of these to be secondary colours, and that there

are only three primaiy colours in the solar

spectrum
;
namely, red, yellow, and blue, cer-

tain proportions of which constitute white light

and all the other colours. (Opera inedita^

1775.) Dr. Youug assumes red, green, and
violet as the fundamental colours. (Leetures

on Nat. PhU. p. 489.)

It is now inowu that every portion of the
spectrum is a primary or pure colour, and can-
not be resolved by further refraction ; conse-
quently it is erroneous to assume that some of
thejprismatic colours are produced by the super-
position of others, as green by blue and yellow,

orange by red and yellow, [Chbomatics ;

Lxobt.]
Prlmatu (Lat. primas, primatis). A prelate

of superior dignity and authority. In England,
the arabishc^ of York is entitled Primate of

BnjB^d ; the archbishop oS Canterbury, Pri-

mate ai all England.
Prlmutu (Lat.). The name given by

Luiaim to the first order of animals in hu
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Systema Naiura, which associated man with
the monkeys and bats, and corresponded to
the Bimana, Quadrumana, and Cheiroptera of
Cuvier.

imme (Lat. primus, first). In Arithmetic,
two numbers are said to heprime to each other,
or one number is said to be prime to the other,

when the two have no common measure except
unity. A prime numbeTf frequently termed a
prime, is one which is not exactly divisible by
any other number except itself and unity. In
the theory of numbers, complex primes are also

considered. [Intsgeb.]
We are not yet in possession of any general

method for finding primes, although there arc

many ways of detecting whether an assigned

nnini>er is or is not prime. [Febmat's ami
Wilson’s Theohems.] Vega’s Tables give all

primes loss than 400,000.

For properties of prime numbers, see Fer-

mat’s edition of Ihophanins \ Euler’s Algebra,

and Analysis Infinitorurn
;
Legendre, Essai sur

la Thhrie des^ Nomlmes; Barlow’s Eiemtntary
Investigation!8, ^c. ; and especially the Disgiti-

sitioncs Anthmvticce of Gauss, of which there

is a French translation by Delislo. Much
nsoful information on the subject will also be
found in Prof. J. S. Smith’s Kejport on the

Theory of Numbers in the Proc. of Brit. Assoc.

for 1859—(> 5.

Prime and intimate Ratio*. A method
of c.ileulatiou invented by Newton, and employ-
ed in the Pr.nctyia, being an ( xtension and sim-

plification of the ancient mctliod of exhiiustioiis.

It may be thus explained : XiCt there be twe
variable quantities constantly approaching each
other in value, so that their ratio or quotient

continually appro;icbe8 to unity, aud at last

difiers from unity by less than any assignable

quantity ; the ulUtnate ratio of these two quan-
tities is said to be a ratio of equality. In
general, when different variable quantities re-

spectively and simultaneously approach other

quantities considered as invariable, so that the

differences between the variable and invariable

quantities become at the same time less than

any assip^able quantity, the ultimate ratios of

the variables are che ratios of the invari-

able quantities or limits, to which they con-
tinually and simultaneously approach. They
are called prime ratios or wiimate ratios,

according as the ratios of the variables are

coDsiderra as receding from, or approaching to^

the ratios of the limits, (^ncipia, book i.)

Prim* VMtIoal. In Astronomy, the ver-

tical circle of the sphere which intersect* the
meridian at rig^ angles, and passes through
the east and west points of the horizon. In
dialling^, prime vertical dials are those which
are projeiW on the plane of the prime vertiml,

or a plane parallel to it.

IManor. This word, si^l^ng originally

a religious woxk: employed in the Roman Ca
tbolic service, is now generally used to denote
the first bocA for chihuen.

Pbimbb. In AitiBeiy, a small supple-
mentary tube, used with the lorty-pounder and
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BRven-incli screw breech-loading guns. It fci

placed in the horizontal part of the vent before
the vent-piece is placed in the gun, its object
being to communicate the flame from the ordi-

nary tube to the cartridge.

Primer Seisin (Nor. Fr.). An ancient
branch of the royal prerogative in England,
by which it had possession for a year of the
lands and tenements of which a tenant in

capite died seised, if the heir was of full age

;

or, if not, until he was of age. [Tbnuiib.]

Prlmlne (Lat. primus, first). In Botany,
the outermost sac or covering of an ovule;
either composed of cellular tissue only, or
traversed by numerous veins or bundles of

tubes.

Priming (Lat. primus). In Architecture,

the first coat of painting.

Priming. When the steam leaves a boiler,

it carries over with it a certain quantity of
water in little globules given off by the bub-
bles that come to the surface, and there burst.

This quantity is sometimes very great when
a large passage is opene^d, on account of the
ebullition which frequently causes the water
to pass over in the state of a substance re-

sembling soap curds. The water so thrown off

is technically said to prime. This is a great

source of annoyJirico and loss of power.
Priming and ^Lagging. The alternate

acceleration and retardation of the times of

high water, causfKl by the combined action of

the sun and moon. [La.ggino.J

Primlpilua (Lat ). In Roman History,

the name of the centurion of the first cohort of

a legion, who had charge of the eagle. (Smith,

Dictiovarif of Greik and Human Antiquitus^

art. ‘Exercitus;' Mem. de VAcad. d(s Inscr.

vol, xxxii.)

Primitiee (Lat.). The first fruits of any
production of the eartli, which were uniformly

consecrated to the Deity by all the nations of

antiquity. [First Fruits.)

Primitive (Lat. primitivus, first of its

kind). In Geology. [Pkimauy.]
pRiMiTrvB. lu Grammar, a word neither

derived from any other language, nor com-
pounded from any other words of the same.
Primitive Colours. In' Painting, these

colours are red, yellow, and blue, from the

mixtures of which other colours may be ob-

tained—the secondary, and the tertiary ; and
by the addition of white or black, every variety

of tint may be acquired.

Prlmltivet Complete. [Differentiai.

Equations.] .

Primitive Methodists. [Ranters.]

Primitive Boots. In Algebra, an imaginary

n*** root of unity is said to be primitive when it

is not at the same time a root of unity of a

lower order than the If pi.jps . . . . y>r

denote the prime factors of «, then there are

«(1 - L) (1-i) . . . (1- i) primitive w**

Pi Pa Pr

roots of unity. The successive powers o, «*,

. . » of any one of these primitive roots con-
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stitute the complete series of n}^ roots of L
The successive powers of a non-primitive root,

on the other hand, only yield a certain number
of the complete setof roots. [Roots of Unity.]

In the iheory of numbers, the roots of a

binomial congruence ar"sl (mod. p\ where p
is a prime number, which are not at the same
time roots of any other congruence of the same
form, and of Iowot degree, are also called primi^

tire roots appertaining to the exponent n. Their

number is the same as before, and equal to the

nmuber of primes less than n. As before, too,

the characteristic property of the primitive roots

of a congruence is that the residues of the suc-

cessive powers of any one of them constitute

the complete set of roots, primitive and non-
primitive, of that congruence. Thus the con-

gruence jc^£=l (mod. 6) has the primitive roots

2 and 3, and the non-primitive roots 1 and 4.

In fact, the successive powers of 2 are 2, 4, 8, 16,

whose residues for the modulus 5 are re-

spectively 2, 4* 3, 1. On the other hand, the

powers of 4, viz. 4, 16, 64, 266, have the residues

4, 1, 4, 1, which do not exhaust the whole set

of roots. '

The above roots 2 and 3 are also called the

primitive roots of 5, and generally the primitive

roots of the congruence a:P-* = l (mixl. /)) are

called the primitive roots of the prime number

p. The following determination of the primitive

ro('t8 of 7 will further illustrate the general

method; for further details, treatises on the

theory of numbers must be consulted. From
the series of numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, reject 1,

2, 4, which are quadratic residues
;
the num-

bers 3, 6, and 6 remain, of which 6, as being the

residue of a cube, must be also rejected, when
3 and 5 will alone remain as primitive roots of
7- Desmarcst, in his Theoriedes Nombres, Paris

1862, has given a tiible containing the primitive

roots of all primes less than 10,000.

Primogeniture. The right of the eldest

son, and those who derive through the eldest

son, to succeed to the property Of the ancestor.

Among ancient nations, the Jews alone appear,

as far as is known, to have recognised this

usage among their institutions. For some notice

of the policy of the system of primogeniture,

see SucxjBssioN, Law of.

Primordial Utricle. In Vegetable Phy-
siology, the first layer of protoplasm thrown
down over the interior of a vegetable cell.

Primroae (from pryme rolles, its name in

old books and MSS. &c. ‘ It is called Pryme
Rolles of pryme tyme, because it beareth the
first fiowre in piyme time.' Chaucer writes it

primirde). This common little plant affords

an extraordinary example of blundering. Pri-

mirole is an abbreviation of Fr. primeverole,

lul. primaverola, dim. of prima vera, from fior

di prima vera, the first spring flower. Primi-
role, as an outlandish unintelligible word, was
soon familiarised into prime rollea, and thus
into primrose. The rightful claimant of the

name, strange to say,' is the daisy. (Prior, Names
of British Plants.) The common Prii^se is

Primvla mlgark of botanists.
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Prtmnladew (Primula, one of the genera).

A natural order of herbaceous perigynous Exo-
geus of the Cortusal alliance, inhabiting the

northeni and colder parts of the globe. It is

nearly allied to all the regular Monopetalous

orders, with a capsular superior fnut, especially

to fioianacetB and Ertcacete, from both of which
it is readily known by the stamens being placed

opposite to the segments of the corolla. In this

respect it agrees with MyrsinacetBy which differ

chiefly in their fleshy fruit and arborescent

habit. The Cowslip, Primula veris, from which
a sedative wine is made ; the Primrose, Primula
vulgtiria

;
Aimiciila, Primula auricula

;
and the

acrid CycMwcn, together with AnagallUy or

the herb Pimpernel, which regularly closes its

flowers at the approach of ram, are species of
j

this order, which in its various genera, and in !

PrvmvJa especially, yields us many beautiful
|

garden flowers.
|

Prlmum Mobile (Lat.). In the Pi olemaic
|

Astronomy, the outermost sphere of the uni- *

verse, whicli gives motion to all the others (i. e.
j

those of the moon, planets, &c.), and carries ‘

them round with it in its diurnal revolution.

Its centre is the centre of the earth.
|

PrlmurleB or Primary Quills (Pnworcs, i

Linn.). The largest feathers of the wings ;
i

they ^*<6 from the pinion-bones, or those cor-
j

responding to the metacarpus and digits.
|

Prince (from the Latin princeps, first

or foremost) the (lerman equivalent, fiirst

has the same etymological signification). In
j

England, this title is applied only to members
of the royal family

;
and in no case, except

that of the eldest son of the reigning king!

(prince of Wales), is it connected with a terri-

torial distinction. On the Continent, the ra.nk

of princes is various
;
in France, under the oM

regime, the title beJonged only to certain fiimilics

of liigh distinction, connected with the royal

blood ; it ranks in Germany below that of duke.

Prlnoc of Walei. The title bestowed

by patent on the heir apparent to the crown of

England. The origin of the title of prince of

Wales is as follows: When Edward I. sub-

dued Wales, he promised the people of that

country, upon condition of their submission, t-o

give them a prince who was born amongst them,
and who could speak no other langua^. Upon
their awuiescence with this deceitful offer, he
conferred the principality of Wales upon his

second son Edward, then an infant^ born with-

in the principality, and unable to speak any
language. Edwara, by the death of his elder

brother Alfonso, became heir to the crown, and

from that time this honour has been appro-

priated to the eldest sons of the kin^ of Eng-

land. The earldom of Chester, which is like-

wise usually conferred upon the heir-apparent,

was once a principality, and erected into that

title by parliament in the 2l8t of Richard 11.

;

it was then appointed to be given to the king’s

eldest son. But the whoKActs of that parlia-

ment were repealed iu the reign of Henry IV.,

although the earldom has usually been since

given with the principality of Wales. The
00 ‘
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prince of Wales, being the sovereign’s eldest

son, is by inheritance duke of Cornwall during

the life of the sovereign, without any new crea-

tion, and the revenue of the present prince of

!
Wales is chiefly derived from the income of the

I
duchy of Cornwall, which at present amounts

' to upwards of 60,000/. a year (net). The ac-

I
cumulations at the prince's mtgority exceedc<l

600,000/. By stat. 26 Viet, c. 1, an annuity

I
of 40,000/. charged on tlie consolidated fund is

,

provided for the prince of Wales during the

I
joint lives of himself and the queen. To
compass the death of the prince cf Wales, or

violate the chastity of his consort, is high trea-

son within the statute of 26Edw. III. Theprince
of Wales has a household of his own, of which
the chief officers are a comptroller and trea-

surer, keeper of priiy seal, groom of the stole,

&c. ; besides another class of officers belonging

to the duchy of Cornwall. By a statute of 1 he
Order of the Garter, issued in 1806, the prince

of Wales was declared a constituent part of

the original institution. Hence every prince

becomes a knight of the Garter the moment
he is created prince of Wales. For the consti-

tutional question raised in 1788, respecting the

right of the prince of W'ales to the regency,

see Rkgbnt.
Frinoe's Metal. Prince Rupert's metal.

-The same as pinchbeck. An alloy of copper
and ssme, a variety therefore of Ifrass. It

consists of seventy-five parts of copper and
twenty-five parts of zinc.

FrlBoeps SenatoB (Lat.). Prince or first

of the senate. In ancient Rome, the citizen

whose name was inscribed first on the list ot

the senate by the censors was so called. This

j

high dignity was not connected with any offi(‘e,

and was conferr(‘d, in later times, only on those

who were recognised as the most considerable

citizens of the state. Before the second Punic
war, it seems to have belonged of riarbt to

the oldest of those who had held the office of

censor; but the first deviation from this prac-

tice was in favour of Fabius Maximus. This
title was the first germ of the imperial authority

of Augustus. [Sbna'^b.] There is a memoir
on the subject in vol. xxiv. of tlie Mhmoires de
IAcadkmit des Inscriptions.

Frlnoipal (Lat. principalis, chief). In

Architecture, this term is applied to the as-

semblage of timbers that form the support of

a roof ; these are commonly known ana spoken
of as a pair of principals. It is also applied
to the main timber in an assemblage of cai^n-
try ; thus, in a roof the strong rafters used for

trussing the beams are called principal rafters.

Principal. In the Fine Arts, the chief

circumstance in a work of art, to which the
rest are to be subordinate.

Principal. The name by which the heads of

the Scottish universities, and of several colleges
at the English nniversities, are distinguished.

Fiinolpial Axernm Through any point a of a
solid body or system ofmaterial particles, three
mutuallyrectangularlines can be so drawn that,

when chosen ascoordinate axes, tho sums %myg.
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'XmzXt 9mjry, extended to all particles m of
the system, severally vanish. These lines are
termed the mncipal axes at the point o, and
they exist, vmatever the forn^ of the body may
be, and wherever the point o may be situated

;

their directions, however, vary with the position

of this point according to a very beautiful law.

To explain this it will be necessary to recall

a few properties of Moment of Ineutia and
Radii of Gybation. Of all the axes passing
through a given point, the principal axes

correspond to the greatest and least moments
of inertia

;
they might, indeed, be defined as

the axes corresponding to the critical values
of such moments. When the point under con- I

sidoration is the centre of gravity, the prin-

cipal axes take the name of antral. The

,

ellipsoid whose centre coincides with the centre
;

of gravity, whose principal semi-axes have the

same directions as the central princijial axes,

and the same magnitudes as the, radii of gyra-

tion relative to these axes, is termed the central

eltip.soul of gj/ratio n.,m\(\ the system of quadric

surfaces eonfocal witli it serves to define the
j

directions of the principal axes at all other

,

points in space. In fact, if through any point
|

0 the three quadrics bo drawn which arc con-

1

focal with the central ‘ellipsoid of ®Tat ion, they '

will intcrst'ct one another orthogonally in

curves which, at the point o, will have precisely i

the directions of the principal axes. The
|

principal axes at a point o, therefore, coincide

with the axes of the quadric cone which has its

vertex at o, and is circumscribed to the central

eJlipBoid of gyration.

A line taken at random will not in general
I

be a principal axis at any one of its points. If
|

it be so at one of its points, the latter is then .

termed its princi}ial pointy and the line is !

necessarily normal to one of tlie eonfocal

quadrics through that point. Every line

parallel to a central principal axis has a prin-

cipal point where it iiitei’sects the plane of the

other two cenU’al principal axes. The central

principal axes are characterised by the property

of being principal at each of their points.

When a body is symmetrical with respect to

three rectangular planes, the latter always

intersect each other in principal axes. Thus
the principal axes at the centre of a homo-
geneous ellipsoia coincide with its geometrical

axes. In the case of a spheroid the axis of

rotation is one principal axis, but the other two
are indeterminate. In the case of the sphere

any three orthogonal lines through the centre

are principal axes. For further properties of

principal axes, see the memoirs of Prof. W.
Thomson and the Rev. R. Townshend in^ the

Cambridge and Dublin Mathem. Jour. vol. i.

FrUkolpalVormal. [Normal, Principal.]

Frtnolpea (Lat.). , The name given to one

of the grand divisions of the Roman infantry.

It was their duty to assume the initiative in

an engagement, and from this circumstance

their name is said to be derived. The other

three bodies were the Hastati, Teiakii, and
VMLm,8.
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Principle (Lat. principium). In Chemistry,

a term sometimes applied to certain proximate
components of organic bodies, such as hitter

principle^ febrifuge princi^r^ narcotic principle^

&c. This term, however, is now almost disused,

it having been found that each bitter, febrifuge,

narcotic, or other substance, generally contains

a principle peculiar to itself upon which its

powers depend, and that there is no such com-
mon or universal principle as waS formerly

supposed. For the same reason the term

principle of inflammability, or phlogiston, is

I

rejected, as applied in common with nervous

principle, &c., to an imaginary existence.

Principles. In the Fine Arts, those

general and fundamental truths from which
the rules and maxims of art are deduced.

To each art particular principles are attached

on which its theory is founded. These princi-

ples, before they can be said to have stability,

must he found to depend on cerUin truths,

w'hieh,recogni8edhy everyone, and indisputable,

oblige the mind to concur in the deductions

that result from them.

Pringlea (after Sir John Pringle, who wrote
on scurvy). The Kerguelen’s-land Cabbage is

the sole representative of this genus of Cruci-

fcrcp, and is called P. antiscorbuiica on account

of its properties. The plant has a thick rhizome,

often three or four feet long, which lies along

the ground and hears at its extremity a large

cabbage, closely resembling the common cabbage
of this country, having a dense white heart and
loose green outer leaves. The whole plant

abounds with an esseutial oil, and when cooked,

the cabbage tastes like tough mustard and
cress. Reing a powerful antiscorbutic, it is in-

valuable to the crews of ships touching at Ker-
guelen's land. Dr. ITooker says :

‘ During the
whole stay of the “ Erebus ” and “ Terror" in

Christmas Harbour, daily use was made of this

vogeUible, either cooked by itself or boiled with
tlic' ship’s beef, pork, or pea-soup. The essential

oil gives a peculiar flavour, w'hich the majority
of ih© officers and the crew did not dislike, and
which rendered the herb even more wholesom’e
than the common cabbage

;
for it never caused

heartburn, nor any of the unpleasant symp-
toms which that plant sometimes produces.'
Printing (Fr. empreinte, imprimerie, typo-

graphie
; Ger. Buchdriickerkunst). Letter-press

printing, to which this article is confined, is

the art of taking impressions from types and
engravings in relief.

History.—The art of printing in Europe is

of comparatively modem origin, only 400 years
haying elapsed since the first book, properly so
called, issued from the press

; hut we cannot
doubt that its nidimonts were known to the
ancients. It was certainly practised in the
East from a very early period, and in a
manner similar to our own first attempts.

That a rude kind of printing was known to the

At-sjTians is evident from undecayed bricks

which have been found stamped with various

symbolical and hieroglyphic cWacters
;
hut, as

the stamp itself was in one piece or block, it
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6eems to hare been inapplicable to the ^vo- lLecturw on the Art of Engraving

^

8vo. 18o7»

pagation of knowledge. observea, ‘ Had the modern art of making pupt r

This primitive mode of printing is continued
;

been known to the ancients, we had probabJy
to the present time by the Chinese. Their

j

never heard the names ofFaust and Finigtierra
;

earliest attempts are stated in the chronicles to
|

for with the same kind of stamps which the

have been made about fifty years before the ' Romans used for their pottery and packages,

Christian era; but it was not till the reign of books might also have been printed
;
and tho

the emperor Ming-tsong (927-934 a. n.) that ! same engraving which adornea the shields and
any great advance was made in printing large *

numbers of comparatively cheap books. The
name of the printer was Tong-tao. He obtained

permission of the emperor in 932 to print and
circulate copies of the ‘Classical Works’ as

they are called, by taking impressions from
stone plates, the letuars being cut into them, so

that the impression on the paper was black, and
the letters themselves were left white. T^ is

still thecas© in all Chinese lithographic printing,

Tong-tao, however, subsequently obtained the

cmperOT’s sanction to cut in wood and print an
edition of the nine * King,’ or classical books,

for the use of the imperial college in PAiin.

This was completed in 952
;
and, alithough in-

tended only Ifior the pupils of the college, it

was allowed to be purchased liy any person in

the empire. The process pursued in the piiiit-

iug of this work is precisely the same as that

which is practised at the present day
;
the fol-

lowing bang the nsodns operandi : The work
intended to be pzinled is handed to a csM.-

graphist, who writes the separate pages on fine

treeing paper; these aj'e giveia to the engrever,

who glues them fisce <lowMwards upon a thin

plate of hard wood, called resembling that

of the pear-tree, and be cuts away with a
sharp instrument all those paits of the wood
on whicli nothing is traced, leaving the tran-

scribed characters in relief and ready for

printing. Tl)e Chinese printer then, having

no notion of the printing press, makc's use

of two fine brushes, both held in the right

hand, one of which contains ink, the other being

dry. With the fonner he blackens the letters

,

the latter he passes gently over the paper which

has been laid on them. By this means an ex-

pert workman can take a large number of im-

pressions in one day. As the Chinese paper is

thin and transparent, it is printed on one side

only, two pages side by side, and the sheet has

a black line down the middle, as a guide to the

binder, who folds it double and fastens the

open leaves together. Various attempts have
been made in the Celestial Empire to substitute

movable types for the wootlen blocks, but they

have always terminated in a return to the old

method.

The ancient Romans made use of metal

stamps, with characters engraved in relief, to

ttark their articles of trtide and commerce
;
and

Cicero, in his De }faturd Dtorum^ has a pas-

sage from which Toland imagines tho moderns
have taken the hint of printing. Cicero orders

the types to be made of metal, and calls them

forma Ut&rQTUmj the veiy words used by the

first printers. In Virgil's time, too, brands,

iwifch letters, were u»^ for marking cattle,

with the owner s name. Landseer, in his

paterae of the more remote a^es, with the

addition of paper mig;ht have spread the ra^ s

of Greek and Etrunan intelligence over the

world of antiquity. Of the truth of this asser-

tion I have the satisfaction to lay before you
the most decided proofs, by exhibiting engraved
Latin inscriptions, both in cameo and intaglio,

from the collection of Mr. Douce, with im-
pressions taken from them at Mr. Savage's

letter-press but yesterday [1805]. One of them
is an intaglio stamp with which a Roman
oculist was used to mark his medicines; the

other, which is of metal, and in cameo, is

simply the proper name of the tradesman
by whom it has probably been used, ^ T[ili]

'Valngini Mauri.” The cut exhibits a fac-simile

of the latter stamp.

TVALAGli
NIMAVPI

Boohs before the Invention of Prmtin^.—Tlie

value of books, and the esteem in which they

were held before the invention of printing, were

such, that notaries were employed to make tho

conveyance with as much care and attention as

if estates were to be transferred. It waa then

thought the worthy occupation of a life either

to copy or collect an amount of reading which

modern improvements now present to us for

a few shillings. Galen tells us that Ptolemy
Philadelphus gave the Athenians fifteen ta-

lents, with exemption from all tribute, and a

great convoy of provisions, for the autographs

and originals of the tragedies of AEschylus,

Sophocles, and Euripides. * Pisistratus is said

to have been the first among the earliest of the

Greeks who projected an irsmense collection of

the works oi the learned, and is supposed to

have been the collector of the scattered works
which passed under the name of Homer.’

(DTsraeli, Cur. of Lit.)

Among the Romans the bulk or goodness

of a man's library was the distinguishing

mark of his excellence and wisdom. Middleton

{Lift of Cicero), speaking of Cicero, says, ‘ Nor
was he less eager in making a eoUection

of Greek books, and forming a library, by the

same opportunity of Attic,us’s help. This was
Atticiis’s own passion

;
who, having free access

to all the Athenian libraries, was employing

his slaves in copying the works of their best

writers, not only for his own use, but for sale

also, and the common profit both of the shivo



and the master
;
for Atticus was remarkable,

above all men, for a family of learned slaves,

having scarce a foot-boy in his house who was
not trained both to read and write for him.

By this advantage he had made a very large

collection of choice and curious books, and
signified to Cicero his design of selling them ;

yet seems to have intimated withal, that he
expected a larger sum for them than Cicero

would easily spare
;
which gave occasion to

Cicero, to beg of him in several letters, to re-

serve the whole number for him, till he could

raise money enough for the purchase. “ Pray
keep your books (says he) for me, and do not

despair of my being able to make them mine

;

which if I. can compass, I shall think myself
richer than Crassus, and despise the fine villas

and gardens of them all.” Again, “ Take care

that you do not part with your library to any
man, how eager soever he may be to buy it;

for 1 am setting apart all my little rents to

purchase that relief for my old age.”
’

In the year 1274 the price of a Bible, in

9 volumes, ‘fairly written,’ with a glossary

or commentary, was 50 marks, or 33/.

;

and
in 1433, the cost of transcribing the works
of Nicholas de Lira, in 2 vols., ‘ to be chained

in the library of the Grey Friars,* London, was
66/. 13^. 4el. This shows the enormous cost of

books before the discovery of printing; for, if

we take the money of those times to be twenty
times its present value, the Bible must have
been worth 660/., and De Lira 1,333/. 6«. 8«/.

The pay of a labouring man in 1272 was l.Jd.

a day. (l)ugdale’s Warw. ;
Stow ;

Rymer’s
Fotd&ra,')

Among other writers on this subject, Mr.
Watson, in his History of Printing, refers us

to an epistle of Antonins Bononia BecateL
lus, surnained Panorine, to Alphonsus king of

Naples and Sicily, lib. v. Epist, Signijicasti

mihi nu})€r ex FhrentiQ, ‘You lately

wrote to me from Florence, that the works of

Titus Livius are there to be sold, in very

handsome books
;
and that the price of e^cn

book is 120 crowns of gold : therefore I intreat

your majesty, that you cause to be bought for

us Livy, whom we use to call the king of books,

and cause it to be sent hither to us. I shall

in mean time procure the money, which 1 am to

give for the price of the book. One thing I

want to know of your prudence, whether I or

Poggius have done best; he, that he might
buy a countiy-house near Florence, sold Livy,

which he had writ in a very fair hand
;
and I,

to purchase Livy, have exposed a piece of land
to sale

:
your goodness and modesty have en-

couraged me to ask these things with fami-

liarity of you. Farewell, and triumph.*

Nor was it in Italy alone that books were
valued at immense prices, but in France also,

as appears by a letter of Gaguin to one of bis

friends who had sent to him from Home to

procure a Concordance for him :
* I have not

to this (^y found out a Concordance, except
one, that is matly esteemed

;
which Paschasius,

the bookseller, has told me is to be sold, but the
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owner of it is abpr*ad
;
and it may bo had for

a hundred crowns of gold.* Mr. Ames had a
folio manuscript in French verse called Pomana

I

de la Eose (whence Chaucer’s translation), on
the last leaf of which is written, Cast lyuir

costa au palas da Parys quarante coro%\ne8

dor, sans rtuntyr', i. e. This book cost at the

palace of Paris 40 crowns of gold, without

lying (about 33/. 6s, 6d. sterling).

Brassicanus says, ‘The emperor Frederick

III. knew no better gratuity for John Capnion,

who had been sent to him on an embassy by
Edward of Wittemberg, tha’ by making him
a present of an old Hebrew Bible.’

Another instance of the high estimation in

which books were held in old times, is to be
seen in the front of the manuscript Gospels
belonging to the public library of the uni-

versity of Cambridge, written in an old hand
in Latin and Anglo-Saxon, given to the uni-

versity by the learned Theodore Beza. ‘ This
book was presented by Leofric, bishop of the

church of St. Peter’s in Exeter, for the use of

his successors.' This Leofric was chancellor

of England in the reign of Edward the Con-
fessor, and died in 1071 or 1072.

About the time of King Henry II. the man-
ner of publishing books was to have them
read over for three days successively before one
of the universities, or before other judges ap-

pointed by the public
;
and, if they met with

approbation, copies of them were then per-

mitted to be taken. These copies were usually

written by monks, scribes, illuminators, and
readers brought or trained up to that purpose for

their maintenance. The orders respecting books
in the ‘Close Rolls’ of the middle ages are

interesting, not only as illustrating the lib rary
taste of the age, but principally because they
generally contain some circumstance which
shows the scarcity and value of the article.

The passion for the enjoyment of books'has
in all ages led their lovers to cover them with

the most costly and ornamental bindings. The
ancients commonly adorned them with pendent
ornaments of variously coloured cloth, and the

covers were stained with scarlet or purple
colour :

* Hirsutus sparsis ut videare coniis
’

{Omd), and ‘ Purpureo fulgens habitu, radian

-

tibus uncis ’ {Martial). The unci were rollers

of wood or ivory, round which the books werv
rolled to prevent injury to their fronts. Ovid
and Tibullus call them cornua, from the simi-

larity of their ends to horns. Epistles differed

from books in this: the leaves were folded to-

gether, tied round with linen tape, and sealed

with creta Asiatica, while books were ‘ bound ’

as above. If, however, there were more epistles

tlian one, * or if one epistle was to be preserved

in the library, it was' enclosed and turned
round, and not folded : hence the word vclumtn *

{Arts of the Greeks and Eonians).

Block Books.—Block books must be regarded

as the immediate precursors of printing. The
art of printing books from engraved blocks of

wood was without douljt invented in Holland.

Apart from the great interest created by the
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olijoct for which the block books were de- torial illustrations of the most rcniarkaMo

signed, namely, tlie propagation of the Scrip- incidents mentioned in the books of JMoses.

tures, they are extremely valuable as exhibit- the Gospels, and the Apocalypse. A copy of

iiig the first attempts at engraving on wood the Biblia Payperum in the British Miisetim

in the form of books, many of them having is supposed by Hcinecken {Idee Ginhah, ^r.

preceded the art of printing'by movable types, p. 292) to be tlie first edition. The cuts arc

(Sotheby’s BlocJc BooU.) coloured by hand.

-^hat prints without text, or letterpress, as Invention of MovaUe Ti/pes.—About the year

it is termed, were in common use at a period 143H, wliile the learned Italians were eagerly

considerably anterior to that of the block dfciphoriiig their recently discovered MSS., and

books, there is abundant cvi<lcncc. It is re- slowly ciivulahng them from hand to han<I,

Uted by Papillon {Traite Iltstoriqve et Pro- it fell to the lot of a few obscure Germans to

tiijUe de la Graimre en Bois) that tlu; heroic perfect the greatest discovery recorded in the

actions of Alexander the Great wtm engraved annals of mankind. Tlie notion of printing

on wood by tlni two Cunio, Alexander Alln rie, by movable types, and thereby saving the end-

lud his sister Isabi'lla, an<l iinprei'-ions printed
i
li-ss labour of cutting new bloeks of letters for

from the bloeks, as early as 128:>; and his i every page, was reserved for .Tulin Gut eniherg

statement has bi'en supported by Ottley {Karh; of Mentz. Born in tliat city about the begiii-

Jhst. of Eihjrarhiff vpon Vop/ur and fJ’ood, niiig of tin* emit iir}", he settled at Strasburg

&c. 2 vols.* 4to. iSl(j) and Sing*'r (///.>./ of about 1424, and eomineiieed printing in tlie

Playing Cards, de TAmdon, 4to. ISlb) But ' house of one DnUdien. But Inning been en-

.Taeksoii {Hist, of Wood Knaraving) takes some paged in a lawsuit connected witli Dntrehen’s

trouble to prove that Papillon was excessively family, and •xliausled his means, he returned

ercduloiis, if not deranged. JMaying cards to Mentz, where he resumed his typograplin*

engraved and printed from bbx-ks to- < mployment in [)artn<*rsliip with a we.iithy

wanls tim end of the fourtt'cnlh century or
'
goldsmith, naimd .Tolni I’ust or Faust. After

probably earlier. Tin- print of St (dirisloplier ' many experiments with his presses and nior-

earryiiig the infant Saviour on his baek aeross able types, Giiteniberg succeeded in printing

the sea, in the collection of Earl SpimeiT, i an edition of the Vulgate, the !Meiit/ or

bears an inscription and the date 1423 at tln'IMazarin Bible, so called from a copy li.iving

bottom of tlie same block; but one in the I been discovired in the library of Cardinal

possession of Mr, J. A. 0. Weigel of Leipsic (a
j

Mazariii in Paris. The work w'as done betA\een

copy of wliieh may be seen in Sotindiy’s Pdock
\
tin* years H.'iO and 1455, and was priiitcsl on

iTooZrs, vol ii. p. Kil), is su])])os''d to be the i vellum; but there arc several paper copic.s in

work of even an carli'-r artist. These eirenin-
1

England, France, and Germany. The part-

stances, together with the fact that the go-
1

neiship between Gutemberg and Fust having

A'crnment pf Veiin.*e publislied a decree, dated i been dissolved, and the former being unable

October 11, 1411, wherein the art and mystery
j

to rej)ay part of the capital advanced by the

of making ‘playing cards and coloured figuri'S
j

wealthy goldsmith, the whole of the printing

printed’ are state! to have fallen into decay in] a jtparatiis fell into the hands of Fust, who, says

(‘onsequence of the great quantity whieli had
|

DTsraeli (6’?/r. ‘ printed off a consider-

been made out of that state, and* which were I aide numher of copies of the Bible, to imitate

now prohibited under pain of forfeiture ami those whudi were commonly sold as MSS.
;
and

fine, all prove that the knowledge and practice lie undertook the sale of them at Faris. It was
of printing, although not appliefl to the spread his interest to conceal this discovery, and to

of knowledge and the multiplication of books, p.t'<s off’ his printed copies for M»S.S, But, eii-

had yet an existence in Europe long before the aided to sell his Bibles at sixty crowns, while

time to which it is usually attributed. Thi.s the other scribes demanded five hundred, this

Venetian decree maybe regarded a.s the ear- raised universal astonishment
;
and still more

Best authentic document respecting printing. when he protluced copies as fast as they were
Great numbers of books were produced in wanted, and even lowered his price. The uni-

the Chinese manner above described : for the tbrmity of the copies increased the wonder,
liversity of the characters found in block book.s Informations were given in to the magistrates

has been a never-ending puzzle to those w'ho against him as a magician ; and in searching
liave endeavoured to a.scci-t<iin tlio printer by his lodging.? a great number of copies were
comparing the forms of the letters used. < found. The red ink—and Fust's red ink is

The workmanship of many of these picture peculiarly brilliant—which embellished his

books was coarse, without shadowing or ‘ cross- copies, was said to be his blood; audit was
hatching,* tastelessly daubed over with broad solemnly adjudged that he was in league with
colours, especially those which were printed the infernals. S’ust at length was obliged, to

for circulation amongst the poorer clas.ses. save himself from a bonfire, to reveal his art

The best known works of this class were to the parliament of Paris, who discharged
called Bihlia Paupenmi, poor men’s books, him from all prosecution in consideration

or rather books for poor preachers, and con- of the wonderful invention.* This Bible was
•isted of a series of rude engravings, each printed with large metal types

;
but in 1457

a page on one side of the leaf only, magnificent edition of the Psalter appeared,

and divided into compartments containing pic- printed by Fust and his assistant and son-iu-
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law, Peter Sclweifer, who had boon taken into

partnership. In this book the new invention

was announced to the world in ‘a boasting
colophon/ though certainly not unreasonably
bold. Another ^ition of the Psalter

^

one of an
ecclesiastical book, Durand's account of litur-

gical offices {Rationale Divin. Officioruni), one
of the Constitutions of Pope Clement V., and
one of a popular treatise on general science,

called the Catholicon {Catholicon Jantunsis^

1460), filled up the interval till 14G2, when the

second Mentz Bible proceeded from the same
printers. This, in the opinion of some, is the
earliest book in which cast metal types were
employed : those of the Mazarin Bible having
been cut with the hand. But this is a contro-

verted point. In 1465 Fust and Schoefior pub-
lished an edition of Cicero’s Offices, the first

tribute of the now art to polite literature.

(Hallam, Europe during the Middle Ages, vol.

iii. p. 470.)

After the l^se of a few years the pupils and
workmen of Fust and Schoeffer were dispersed

into various countries by the sacking of Mentz
under the Archbishop Adolphus, and the inven-

tion was thereby publicly made known, and the

art spread over all p.n-ts of Europe. Before the

year 1500, printing presses had been set up in

220 places, and a multitude of editions of the

classical writers given to the world. From
Mentz the artwas transplanted to Haarlem and
Strasburg

;
from Haarlem to Romo, in 1466, by

Sweynheym and Pannartz, wdio were the first

to make use of Roman types; to Paris in

1469; to England in 1471
;
and to Spain in

1475. So rapid indeiKi was the spread of the

art, that, between tlie years 1460 and 1475,
most towns in Germany, Italy, and the Nether-
lands had made successful attempts in the
production of printed copies of tlio most
valued authors of the time. Santander, in his

interesting and masterly work, IHchonnatre
Bihlioqrnphique choisi du Quimzibnc Siecle,

(Jlrujxclles 1805, 3 vols.), gives at the
end of his first volume, the following chro-
nological table of 200 places where the art
was practised during the fifteenth century, with
the names of llie printers and of the first produc-
tions of their presses. This table is given, not
only because it is curious, but because biblio-

graphers arc enabled to see at a glance the
cditioiies principcs of the fifteenth century.

Chronological Table of the Toxvns, Monasteries, ^c. in which the Art of Printing was practised
tn the Fifteenth Century ; giving the first portion of the Titles of the First Impressions,
with their Date in each Place, together with the Printers* Names.

N.B.—The Figures in Parentheses indicate the Date of the Impressions in which the Printer's

Name appearsfor the First Time,

Oatw NBitict of TowDt, &e. Firtt Impreiilon with Certain Date Nsmoi of the Pint Printera

1457 Mentz . , PsalmoTum oodex, folio ....
Bccucil de fables, genuauied, folio

Joaii. Fust et Petrus Schreffer,
14G1 Bamberg . . Albert Pfistcr.

1405 Subbioco . Lactantii opera, 4to .... Conrodus Bweynhe3rm et Amoldus Pan-
nartz.

1407 Borne

.

Ciceroni*? cpistolm ad familiares, 4to Tile same printers.

1467 •Elfeld

.

Vocabularinm ex quo, 4to . . . Henry et Nic. Bcchtermuntze et Wi-
gnndns Spyes.

1467 Cologne S. August, de Singul. clcricor., 4to Ulricas Zell, or Zell d’Hanau.
1468 Augsburg . Meditationcs vitm Christi, folio (linther Zaihor, de Beutlingen.
1469 Venice , Ciceronis eplstolie ad familiares, folio . Joannes de Spira.

1469 Milan . Miraooli de la glor. V. Maria, 4to . Philippus de Lavagna.
1470 Nuremberg Comestorium vltiomm, folio .

Epistobe Gasparini Pergamensis, 4to .

Joannes Bensenschmidt (1472).
1470 Faria . Ulrlcus Gering, M. Crantz et M. Fri-

burger, de Colmar,
1470 Foligno Leou. Aretiul de Bello Italioo, folio Kmilien de Orflnis.

1470 Trevoa Hist, de Indulgentia B. Francisci, 4to . Josp. Reynardl.
1470 Verona La Botracomyomochia, folio . . . Joan de Verona (1472).
1471 Strasburg . Gratloni decretum, folio

Fostilla super Apotudypslm, 4to . *

Mercurius ^ismegistus, 4to . •

Joan. Mentellus (1478).

1471
1471

Spiros

.

Treviso

PetauB Drach (1477).
Gerardus de Lisa, de Flandrla.

i

1471 Bologna , Ovidii opera, folio Balthasar Azzoguidi.
1

1471 Ferrara Martialis epigram, 4to . . . . Andreas Belfortis.
1

1471 Naples Bartholi do Saxo Ferrate lectura, folio . Sixtus Riessinger, de Strasburg.
^1471 Pavia

.

Joann. Hatthsei de Gradibus op^a me-
dioa, folio ...... Anton, de Oorcano (1470).

1471 Florence . Comment. Servil in Virgil., folio . Bernard Oennini and son.

1473 Cremona . Angeli de Perusio lectura, folio . . Dion, de Paravesino et Steph. de Mcr-
|

linlsde Louoho.
1473 Fivizano . Virglllus, folio ..... Jacobus, Baptlsta Sacerdos et Alexander.
1473 Padua

.

La Fiammotta di Boocaoeio, 4to . Barth, de Valdezocbio et Mart, de Sep-
|

tern Arboribus.

1472 Mantua Traotatus Malefldorum, folio . .
|

Petrus-Adam de Mlchaelibns. ;

1473 Montereale . 6. Antoninl de instruct, confes., 4to Ant. Mathim de .Antuerpia et Balthasar I

Corderius.

1473 JTesl . . . Commedia di Dante, folio . . . Frlderlrus Veronensis.
1473 Munster, in Argau Boderld s^ulnm, folio . . • •

Trionfl di Pelrarca, folio . ,

Hellas Helye, or de Loullen.
j

1478 Parma . .
^

Andreas Portiglia.

1473 Brescia Statute Brixles, folio . . , . Thomas Ferrandus.

1478 Messina Vita di S. Hieronlmo, 4tQ . . , Henricus Aiding.
|

1478 Ulm . , Opus do myaterio missfe, 4to . , Joan. Zainer, de ReutUngen, >1440 uim . , . ' su/sberiu • t * «ruau* Muuer,
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1473
i _ ,
Buda . Cronica Hiinpararnm^ folio .

1473 Langingcn S. Aug. de Goii'-cusu Evangulisiamm, fol.

1473 Mcrsbnrg . S. Aug. do Qiucationibus Oro‘ii, 4tt>

1473 Alo^t . S|>eculnin con versionis peccator.
,
4to

1473 Utrecht liistoria scliolnstica novl Tc.-*tani., folio

1473 Saint Ursio J. Duns Scotus super tertio sententinr
rum, folio ......

1474 Vicenza Dita lunndit folio

1474 Como . Tractatus dc appcllationibus, folio

1474 Turin

.

Breviarium romanum, 8vo
Summa Pisanclla, folio ....1474 Genoa

1474 Sax’una Bodthius dc Consol, pliilosophlic, 4to

1474 Etdingcii . . Th. do Aquino in Job., folio .

1474 Ba'-lc . Dcr Sa'^roii Hplegel, folio

1474 Yal Sainio Maiie Brcvi.'iiium Moguntin., 4to .

Trobes dc la S. V. Maria, 4to .1474 Valencia .

1474 Louvain Coinmoda ntralia, folio .

1474 Westminster Tlic Game and Play'e of tho Chesse, folio i

1475 Lubcck Riidlmentum Novitiorum, folio

1475 Burgdovff . Tractatus de apparitionibus, folio .

1475 Blaubunrcn Ob ein Mau scy zu nemcn Wcib, &c.
1175 Cagli . Mofei Vegii, dc Morte Astyanactis, 4to . '

1175 Ca«!olo Vitro Sanctorum, 4to . . .

1475 Modena Virgilius, folio . . . . , i

1475 Pern;,da Vcrulaini, do Arte grammatica, 4to
1475 Pievo di Sacco . Qiiatuor ordines, hobx*aicd, folio

1475 PiaaMitia . Biblla latina, 4to

1476 Reggio R. Salomon Jarchi in Pentateuchurn, fol.

1475 Barcelona . Valosti de Tarenta, de Epidemia, 4to

1476 Antwerp . Thesaurus paupernm, folio

1476 Bruges Bocacc, du d6cUict dos nobles, &c., folio

1476 Brus^els Onotosblltos, folio

1476 Nova Pilzna Statuta synodalia Prageusia, 4to .

1476 Rostock Lactantii opera, folio ....
1476 Pogliono . Potrarca, degli huomini famosi, 4to

1476 Trent . . Do obitu puori Simouis, 4to .

1476 Lyons Legendo de Jac. de Vorjigcs, folio .

1477 Delft . Biblia, belgiot*, folio . . . . i

1477 Deventer . Rcductorlum Bibliro, folio . . . .
'

1477 Gouda F.pistelen en evangel ion, folio .
.

j

1477 Angers Manipulus curatorura, folio .

1477 Palermo (''oneuetudines Panorml, 4to .

1477 Ascoli Cronica de S. Isuloro Mcnore, 4to .
*

.

1477 Lucca. IjOS triomphos de P^trarque, folio .

1477 Seville Sacramcutule, 4to

1478 Cosenza , Dcir immortality dell’ anima, 4to .

1478 Colle . Dioscorides, latind, folio....
1478 Chablis Des bonnes mreurs, folio

1478 Geneva . Le livre des Saints Angos, folio

1478 Oxford Bxpositio in simliolnm, 4to .

1478 Prague 8 atunm ntiaquisticornm articull, folio .

1478 Monast. Sorten , I.oonardi Aretini comcedia, &c., folio .

1478 Eichstett . Summa hostiensis, folio ....
1479 Wortzburg Breviarium herblpolense, folio

1479 Zwoll . Snmmulro Petri Hispani, folio

1479 Niraeguen . Epistola de privilegiis Ord. Mendicant. 4to
1479 Pignerol • Bolithius, de Consol, philosopbls, folio .

1479 Tnaonlano . .Y.scqpl i'abulffi, 4to . . . . .

1479 Toulouse . Tractatus de Jure emphyteutico, folio .

1479 Poitiers Breviarium historialc, 4to
1479 Segorba . Constltntiones synodales, folio

1480 Oudenarde . Herm. de Petra Sermones, folio

1480 Hasselt Eplstelen en Evangelien, 4to .

1480 Nonontola . Breviarlnm romanum, 4to
1480 ' Reggio Nic. Perottl Rudlm. gram., 4to
1460 Friuli . Platlna de honesta voluptatc, 4to .

1480 Caen . Horatil eplstolro, 4to ....
1480 Saint Albani Laur. Gull, de Saona, Rhetorica nova, 4to

Glosa super apocalipslm, 4to .1481 Leipsio
1481 Caaia . Ovldil B|d8t. heroidoB, folio .

1481 TJrbine Marii Fhilelphi Epistolarium, 4to

.

1481 Vienne, In France Nic. do Clemongis de Lapsu juBliti»,4to
1481 Aorach . Leben der HeiUgen, folio

Yite di Flutaroho, folio ....
Omestlones in libros Arlst de anima, 4to
Faeclonlus temporum, folio .

1489
1481
1489

Annila
amUAV a •

Memmlngen
1489 Pfuwau Bpistola de Morte S. Bieroniini, 4io
xm ReutUagen. Summa Pisaai,^fo1Io ....

f6

Naiiwi of the Flm I'rliiton

Andmas Hpss.
JNo printers name.
Lucas Brandis.
Thoodoricus MarU'Ps.
Kicolos Ketcloor ct (ier. dc Loempt.

JonmiGB do Rhone.
Ijcoiiardiis Achates, de T, Ic.

Ainbrosiusde Orclio ct 1 iunys. do Para>
vieino.

.Toh. Fabri ot Joanninns do Petro.
Matthias Moravus ct Mu b. do Monaco.
Jioniius Johannes.
Conmiiiis Fyner.
Bernardns' llichel.

Fratrea Vitro Commnni';.
Alonso Fernandez do Cordova ct L. PiiL
mart (1478).

Joannes do Westphalia.
William Caxton.
Lucas Brandis, do Schass.
No printer’s name.
Conradus Manes.
llobortns do Fano ct Bcrnanlinus do
Bergamo.

Jean Fabri.
Joan. Vurster, de Campidonl.a.
ifennens Olayn. dc f Ini (U7(!).
R. Mesciillam, dit Kot/i.
Joan. rctriTS de FerraLis.
Abraham Carton.
Nicolaus Spindeler (1 t8'i),

Theodoriens Martens, d'AIost.
CJolard Mansion.
Fratres Vitro Cominuiiia.
No jirinter’s name
Fratres Vitro Comnniils.
Innocentius Zilctns ot 1 1 \\k Antiiinariiis.
Hermanuns Scbindclo^ P*
Bartbol. Buyer.
Jacob Jacobs ct Maurirc Toman ts.

Hichard PaiTroct. !

Cernrd Lceii, or Leew. I

Joan, de Turre ct .loan. Jtorelli. i

Andreas de Wormatiu.
Guliclmns de Liins.
Barthol. de Ci\ itali. j

A. M. de la Talla, B. Sopura et Alonso
del Puerto.

Octavlanus Salomonius do Manrfo<Umia.
Joannes Alemaniis, de Medcmbhck.
Pierre lo Rouge.
Adam Steynschawer, do SohninLirdia

(1480).
Theodore Rood.
No printer's name.
No printer’s name.
Michel Reyscr.
Stephanus Bold, Joorliis Rysor et Joan.
Bekenhuh.

Joannes de VoBohoe.
No printer's name.
Jacobus de Rubois.
Gabriel Petri. '

Joannes Tentonicus.
Jnan.Bouyer et G uillaume Bouchet (149!)>.i

No printer’s name.
'

Arnoldns Cesaris.
No printer’s name.
Georgius ct Anselmus de Mlfchinis.
Boribol. et Laiirentius de Bruschis.
Gerardus de Flandrin.
Jac. Durandus et Egldius Qnijeue.
No printer known.
Marcus Bnmd (1484). >

GnflL de Canepa Nova, do Oampanillbus.
Henrions de Colonia (1498).
Pierre fichenok.
(Conradus F^ner.
Adam Botwil, AJemannns.
Panlus Wider de Hombach.
Albertoa Knnne.
Oonradns Stahel, ei Bened. Mayr.
Johan. Gfctmar.
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DatM

1482
1482
1483

1483
1483
1483
1483
1483
1483
1483
1483

1484
1484
1484
1484
1484
1485
1485
1485
1485
1485
1485
1485
1485
1486
1486

1486
1486
1486
1486
1486
1486
1487
1487
1487
1487
1487
1488
1488
1480
1489
1489

1489
1489
1490
1490
1490
1490
1491
1491
1491
1491
1493
1493
1493
1493
1493
1498
1493
1493
1493
1494
1495

1495
1495
1495
1495
1496
1496
1496
1496
1496

1498
1497
1497
1493

Namct of Tovtin, &e.

Yiefnna,inAu6tria|
Prbmentour
Magdeburg

Stockholm
Ghent
Troyes ,

Schiedam .

Haarlem .

Culemburg

.

Xeyden
Pisa .

Bois-lc-Duo
Winterberg
Ghambfiry .

Breand>Loud5hac
Rennes
Sienna . .

Soncino . .

Now .

Heidelberg .

Ratisbon .

Vercelli .

Pescia •

tJdino

.

Burgos
Zaragoza .

Salamanca

.

Abbeville .

Brunn

Munster .

Schleswig .

Casale Magglore
Ghlvacdo . *

Yoghera .

Toledo . .

Besanfon .

Oaeta .

Yaleria . .

Rouen . •

Ischor (Izar)
Tarragona . *

Viterbo . .

Hagenau .

Eutt^berg .

Lerida

S. Cncufate •

Lisbon
Orleans
Ingolstadt .

Porto
Zamora
Dijon .

AngoulOme
Hamburg .

Nozoni .

Ddle .

Leirla

.

Zjnna .

Alba .

Clngni
Friburg «

Lnneboig .

Nantes
Cktpenhagen
Oppenheim
Fortt . . .

IVelsingen .

Limoges .

Soandlano .

Sohoenhoven
Baroo
Offlenbnigr •

Flovlns
Tours

.

Pompelnna

(Granada
Avignon
Oarmagnola
Tubingen

Pint Impreuloa vUh Certain Date

67

Manipulua Curat)>rum, 4to
Doctrinal de Sapience, folio

,
.

Offleium Missee, 4to .
’

.

Dialogue creaturamm, 4to
Gull, Rhetorica divina, 4to .

Breviariom Trecence, 8vo
Le chevalier Delibcre, 4to
Formuhe Novitionun, 4to
Speculum human, salv., belgict^, 4to
De Gronilce van Holland, Sic., 4to .

Franc, de Accoltis consilia, folio

Tondalue Vysioen, 4to .

Albertus Magnus de Bneharistia
Baudoyu, comte de Flandres, folio

TjC Songe de la Pucelle, 4to .

Coustnxmes de Bretagne, 12mo
Paul, de Castro, lectura, folio

Delectus MargaWtarum, hebraied, 4to
Summa Baptistiniana, 4to
ITugonis SermoncB. folio

Liber Mlasolis Ratisbonnensis, folio

Nic. de Auxmo suppl. sum. Pisan., 8vo
La Confessione de S. Bern, da Sienna, 4to
Nic. Perotti Rudim. grammat., 4to
And. Guterii opus Grammntic., folio

Epistolas y Bvangellos, folio .

Medicinaa de la Feste, 4to . . .

La Cit6 de Diou de S. Aug., folio .

Agenda Gbori Olomupcnsis, 4to

Rudolph! Lan^ Carmina, 4to .

Missalo Slcswicence, folio

Machasor, hebraied, 4to....
Angeli de Clavasio summa, 4to

Alex, de Immola postillae, folio

Peiai Ximenez confutatorium, 4to

Liber de Pestilensia, 4to
Formularlo epistolare, 4to

El Valerio de las hist, de Esimna, folio .

Qronlques do Normandie, folio

11. Ordo Arba Tnrim, hebraied, folio .

El oonde Partenoples, 8vo
Bervli honorati de Metrorum Gcner, 8vo
Oomutus Joan. Garlandia, 4to
Biblia, Bohemied, folio ....
Petxi de Castrovol, in libros nat. Arist.,

folio

El Abad Isach de Religione, 4to .

Rabbi M. Nachmanidis in Pont., folio .

Manipulus curatorum, 4to
Rosarium celostis curiee, folio

Statuta commun. Ripperise, folio .

Los Evangclios desde Adviento, &c., folio

Cisterc. ord. privilegia, 4to . . .

Auctores YIII., Cato, Facetus, Sic., 4to

Laudes B. M. Yirg., folio

P. Tuiretiiii disputatio Juris, folio

Joan. Heberllng de Epidemia, 4to .

Proverbia Salom., hebraic6, folio .

Psalterium B. M. V., 4to . ...
Alex, de Villa dootrinale, folio

Missale Cluniaoensc, folio . . .

S. Bonav. in lY. sentent., folio

Th. 9 Eempis, de Imit. Ghristi, 8vo
Les Lunettes des Princes, 8vo
Regulas de flg. construct, grammat., 4to

Wigandi Wirt Dialogue apolog., &c., 4to

Nic. Ferrettide Elegantia lingum latinas

servanda, 4to
Gompendlosa mat. pro Juven. inform. , 4to

Bzeviarium Lemovioenoe, 8vo
Applanus, folio

Brevlsrinm Trajectense, folio

Selicoth, hebraiod, folio....
Quadragesiinale de Litio, 4to .

La Rdgto des Marohands, 4to

.

La vie de St. Martin, folio .

Petri de Gasbrovole sup. lib. Tconom.
Arist., fbUo......

Franc. Zimsnes de Vita Christ, folio .

Luoianl PalinuTus, &o.,4to .

Fadni Tlhergse in Alex, de villa, &c. .

Pai^ leotnra in primupi Senten., folio .

Mftom of tho Flnt Prlntm

Joh. Winterburg (1492).

Louis Guerin.
Albertus Rauenstcin et Joachimns
WestvaL

Joh. Snell.

Amoldus Ceesaris.

Guil. le Rouge (1492).
No printer known.
Joh. Andrlesson.
Jean Yeldener.
Heynrlcus HeynrJci.
Laurentius et Angelas Florentinl (1484).

Qer. Leempt, de Novimagio.
Joannes Alocraw.
Antonius Neyret.
Robin Foucquet.
Pierre Bellee8cul6c et Josses.

Henri de Colonia.
JoBuas Salomon and associates.

Nicol. Girardengus.
Fridericus Misch (1488).
Joan. SensenBcbmidtet Beckenhaub.
Jacobinus Sulgus do S. Germano.
Franc. Cenni.
Gerardus de Flandrla.
Frldericiis do Basilco.
Paulus Hums.
Antonius de Barreda (1498).
Jean Dupr6 et Pierre G(iraid.

ConraduB Stahel et Mattheua Preinlein
(1491).

Joannes Limburgus.
Stephanus Amdes.
No printer known.
Jacobinus Snigus.
Jacobns de Sancto-Nazario.
Joannes Yasqui (Vazquez).
Jean Comtet.
A. F. (Andreas Fritag).
Jean do Roca.
Guillaume le Tallcnr.

Eliezer, filius Alauta.
Joan. Roserabach (1499).

No printer known.
Henricus Gran.
Martin Van Tischniowa.

No printer known.
No printer known.
Samuel Zorba et Raban Eliezer.

Matthieu Vivian.
Joan. Eachelofen.
BarthoL Zanni.
No printer known.
Petrus Metllnger.
No printer known.
Joh. et Thomas Borchard.
Henri de Colonia et Henri d’Harlem.
No printer known.
Abraham Dortas.
No printer known.
No printer known.
Michael Wenssler.
Eillanns Plscator.

Joan. Luce.
Etienne Larcher.
Gothofridns de Ghemen.
No printer knowu.

nieronymus Modesanus.
Joan. SohaefRcr.
Joan. Berton.
Peregrinns de PasqualUms.
No printer known.
Geraon Mentzlen.
No printer known.
Gulll. Tavernier.
Matthieu Lateron.

Amaldns Guillen.

Menazdns Uiigat.

Nlool. Lepe.
No printer known.
Jean. Ottmar.
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1499 Treguier . Le Catholioon, folio .... No printer known.
14»9 Montserrat

.

Missale Benedictlnum, folio . , Joan. Lnchner Alemannns*
16U0 Cracow Cioeronls rhetor, llbrl IV., 4to • (Joannes Haller).

1500 Munich Aug. Mnndii oratio, 4to.... Joannes Schobser.
1600 Olniutz Ang. de Oloinvos contra Waldcnses, 4to OonraduB Bomgathem.
1600 i Pfortzhelm Joan. Altenstaig vocabularlua . Thomas Anselmus Bodensls.
1600 Perpignan . Breviariom Elnense, 8vo J. Eosembach de Heidelberg.

(1500) .laen,orGion . Potrl Bagui, tractatus de differentiiB . No printer’s name.
1476 Sa-villano . . Manlpulns curatorum, folio » . Christoph. B^giamo et J, Glim.

(1600) Albia . Eneai Sylvii de amoris remedio, 4to No printer’s'name.
(1500) llhenen Bat leeven van H. xn^t S. Eunera No printer's name.

The first book in which Greek types occur is

Cicero’s Offices, printed in tlie year 1465, in

•which the characters aro so imperfect that the

•words are ’witli difficulty deciphered
; but the

first work printed wholly wdth Greek types is

a Greek Grammar written by the Icariud Con-
stantine La6cari|j, printed in Milan by .Dionysius

Paravisinus, in 1476, in 4to. It went through
several editions in Italy, France, and Switzer-

land. One of them, that of Aldus, printed in

Venice in 1495, is the first Aldiue book printed

with a date. One of the most elegant spe-

cimens of ancient Greek typography, valued

not only for its beauty, but also for its rarity

and the accuracy of its text, is the Argmautica^

Flor. ap. Junta, 1500, 4to. editio princeps. It

was not unusual for the early printers of Greek
as well as of other works, to endeavour to

imitate the characters of the MSS. of the age.

In this they were more or less successful.* An
exceedingly beautiful specimen of thi.s kind of

printing is the editio princeps of Isocrates,

Orat. a Demetrio Chalcondyla, Gr. Mccliol. ap.

Henr. Germanus et Sebastianus ex Pontrcmula,

1493, fol. The text of this edition is said to

be remarkably accurate. Fabricius considers it

more exact than that of the Aldine edition of

1613. The first Greek book printed in Rome
was Pindari Opera^ Gr. cum Scholiis Callieggi,

Rome, 1515, 4to. This is also remarkable as

the first edition with the Scholia. The first

Greek work printed at Cambridge was Plato’s

MenexenuSf sive Funebris Oratio, exhortatia ad
Patriam amandam atqus drfmdcndam, Cantab.

Greek types were not introduced into Scotland

till after the middle of the sixteenth centuiy.

In a 4to. volume printed aAEdinbui^gh in 1563,

entitled, 7'he Confutation of the Ahhote of Cro9*

ragv^t Masse, there is an Epistle from the

Printer to the Reader, apo’ugisicg for his -want

of Greek characters, which he -was obliged to

supply by manuscript The first work printed

withRoman types was Cicero’s Epist<d0adFatni-
liares, by Swe^^eym and Pannartz, at Rome,
in 1467. Italic type was invented by Aldus
Hanudus, about 1600. Italy has the honour
also of having prmted the first Hebrew Bible,

at Sonoino, a small city in the duchy of Milan,

in 1468, under the superintendence of two
Jewish rabbins, named Joshua and Moses.
The edition of Brescia, of 1494, was used by

in making his German translation. But
Hebnw types were not introduced into Eng-
land for many years after this period

; for we

find that in 1524, Dr. Robert Wakefield, chap-
lain to Henry VIII., complains, in his Oratio
de Laudibm, &c., that he was obliged to omit
his whole third part, as the printer (Wynkyn
da Worde) had no Hebrew types. Towards
the end of the sixteenth century, various works
were printed in Syriac, Arabic, Persian, Ar-
menian, and Coptic, or modern Eg} ptian types

;

some to gratify the curiosity of the learned,

and others for the liturgic uses of the Christians

in the Levant.
Printing in England.—Until about the period

of the Restoration, William Caxton was uni-

versally acknowledged to have introduced
the art of printing into this country, in or

about the year 1471. But, in 1664, Richard
Atkyns, in a uork called The Original and
Growth of Printwg, ^*c., brought before thy

notice of the curious a little book, printed at

Oxford, beariug the date 1468, throe years

before the period usually as8igne<l to tho

labours of Caxton. ^This work took literary

fiien by surprise, and gave rise to tho most
violent discussions. It is related by Atkyns
that a Dutchman of the name of Frederic

I

Corsellis was induced to desert his employers

!
in the Low Countries, and that one Richard
Tumour, an agent of King Henry VI., assisted

by William Caxton, who was well known in

Holland as a merchant and therefore likely to

throw the jealous possessors of the new ai-t ofl

their guard, brought liim to England, where
at Oxford he was set to work by Archbishop
Bourchier, ten years before the date of Caxton’s

first book. The title of Corsellis* volume is

Exposicio SancH Jeronimi in Simbolum Apos~
tolorum ad Papam LaurenUam. And at the

end Blxplidi Exposicio, ^c. Iippressa Oxonicp,

et finita anno Domini MCCCCLXVIIl. xvii.

die Decenduris. The silence of Ctxxion, how-
ever, on a subject in which he took the utmost
interest, and on a transaction in which he is

said to have been an important actor, is a strong

argument against the authenticity of the stoiy.

Indeed, M. Santander (vol. i. p. 328) does not
for a moment entertain the pretensions of

Corsellis, and agrees with Dr. Middleton in

considering that the date MCCCCLXVIIl.
ought to have been MOCCCLXXVUI., an X
having been by accident omitted by the com-
positor : * VoiH ce que Richard Atkyns imagine,

et les moyens dont il so servit, en 1664, pour
Boutmiir eontre le co^s dea libraires de Ix>n-

dres, quo I’imprimerie 4tait iin demt de la
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couronno en Angleterre. Mais le docteiir!

Middleton, dans sa DmertHion aur t Ongine
da VImprimerie en Angleterre^ imprizn^e k Cam-
bridge en 1736, in 4®, a prouv^ dimonstnitive-
ment que rimpression d'Oxford, de VExpo-
sitio 8. Jeronimi in Simbolum ApoatoUtum^ est

de Tan 1478, le compositeur ayaut omis nn
X dans la date de la souscription (faute typo-
mphiqne dont nous avons plusieUrs exemplcs
dans les impressions du XV® si6cle).’ In a
Bible at Augsburg, the last two figures in the

date 1449 have been transposed, and should’
stand 1494.. either mistakes of alike nature
are mentioned by Chevillier, Orlandi, Koelholf,

!

and Palmer
;
and amongst other similar blunders

Dr. Middleton points out the following : ‘ Wliilst

I am now writing, an unexpected instance has
fallen into my hands, to the support of my
opinion

; an Inauguration Speech of the Wood-
wardian Professor, Mr. Mason, just fresh from
the press, with its date given ten years earlier

than it should have been, by the omission of
an X, viz. MDCCXXIV.

; the very blunder
exemplified in the last piece printed at Cam-
bridge, which I suppose to have happened in

the first from Oxford.*

Whether, however, Caxton was or was not the
first English printer, it is quite certain that ho
was the first who made use of east metal types,

the works of Corsellis having been cx(‘cuted

with merely wooden ones. During a hmg
rcswlenco abroad, he had acquinni a praeticul

knowledge of the art; and on his return to

England in 1471, set up a press in an old

chapel of Westminster Abbey ; and was for

many years engaged in translating and printing

books on a variety of subjects. His first work
is, 1a Recueil des Hiatoires de Troyes of liaoul

le Fivre, chaplain to the duchess of Burgundy

;

but The Dicti's and Sayinges of the Philoaopkera

m the earliest book known to have issued from his

press with the date and place of printing ; and
we have no proof whatever that nis six earlier

works wore printed in this country. Indeed
it is stilted in the life of Caxton, in Ames's
Typ. Antiquities, p. xcv., that the French and
Englisli editions of the Histories of Troy are

justly ‘admitted to have been printed abroad.*

Caxton’s types, ns well us those of most of
the early printers, were the Gothic, or black
letter characters, mixed with a kind of secre-

tary liand, and liaving the characteristics found
in English MSS. of a period anterior to the

Conquest. A facsimile of his types is hero
given from tlie dedication to tho Gaum and
Vlaye of the Cheese, showing the formation of

his letters, and proving to our mind that, as

compared with ^ose of the Oxford printer

(y’or.scUis, tliey have an undoubted claim to

greater antiquity.

O emCf«n^-T zrreuous prnic?

(ScoJ^eW of (tCawTwe (SrB of zuormyR dn6? of
/hfiffiutgi/cftefe cfiowfietfiijju of (BngCi>nk r, Ceukaatit

of Broter offi^n0e 0btuar^0t t^e^mcc
of gob? ^ 0w0Oinb? Awb? of fmuce/

It will be seen that Caxton’s at the end of

a word is very singular, resembling the letters

in the MSS. referred to
;
and that, instead of

commas and periods, he used an oblique stroke

thus /, still used in German books. Like other

printers of his time, he never used any direction

or catchwords, and rarely numbered his leaves,

and never his pages, lie distinguished his

books by a device, consisting of the initial let-

ters of his name and a cypher for 74, the date

of his introduction of tlie art into England.

Caxton is said to have printed 64 bwks ; and

was followed by his pupils or assistants, Theo-

dore John Lettou, William Machilinia,

and Wynkyn de Worde, all foreigners, and

Thomas Hunt, an Englishman, All these pio-

neers of the art worthily maintained the houour

of their master’s name ;
and Wynkyn de Worde

is especially remarkable for his improvements

and typographical excellence, and as having

been the first printer in England who introduced

the Roman letter. He printed 410 works.

The spirit and taste of the patrons of the

first printers are shown in the chavaclcr of th*'ir
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earliest works, religious books and romances
constituting the greater part of the productions

of the father of English printing. But the art,

although at first countenanced by the clergy,

was soon looked upon with extreme jealousy
by the hierarchy. Etforts were made towards
the publication of the Bible; but for the
first sixty or seventy ears all copies of the

Scriptures were printed in the Latin or some
other language not understood by the gene-
rality of the people. A new era had, however,

arrived. The doctrines of the Reformation had
inspired the people with a strong desire to pos-

sess Bibles. Wickliflfo’s translation was never
printed. The part of the Sacred Writings in

the English langua^ first produced by the

printing press, was the New Testament, trans-

lated by William Tiudal, assisted by Miles
Covordale, afterwards bishop of Exeter : it wan
printed at Antwerp, in 1626 ; but as it gave

offence to Wolsey and tlie clergy, the whole
impression was bought up and bunzt. The
first complete English Bible printed by author-

ity, was Tin dal’s version, revised and compared
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with the original by Coveidale, and afterwards

examined by Cranmer, who wrote a preface for

it. Of this edition, hence called * Cranmer’s

Bible/ 500 copies were printed by Grafton and
Whitchurch, to whom Henry VIII., in letters

patent dated November 13, 1539, granted the

sole right of printing the Bible for five years.

It was ordered by royal proclamation to be

set up in aU churches throughout the kingdom,
under a penalty of 40s. a month in every

case of neglect. So great was the demand fior

copies of the Scriptures in the sixteenth cen-

tury, that we have in existence 326 editions

of the English Bible, or parts of the Bible,

printed between 1526 and 1600.

The progress of the art in the first century

of its existence was remarkable ;
but the ear-

liest English printers did not attempt what
the Continental ones were doing for the ancient

classics. ‘ Down to 1540, no Greek book had
ap^ared from an English press ; Oxford
had only printed a part of Cicero’s epistles;

Cambridge, no ancient writer whatever. Only
three or four old Roman writers had been

reprinted, at that period, throughout England.

But a great deal was done for public instruction

by the course which our early printers took

;

for, as one of them says: “Divers famous
clerks and learned men translated and made
many noble works into our English tongue,

whereby there was much more plenty and
abundance of English used than there was
in times past,” The English nobility were,

probably, for more than the first half-century

of English printing, the great encouragers of

our press : they required translations and
abridgements of the classics, versions of French

and Italian romances, old chronicles, and helps

to devout exercises. Caxton and his successors

abundantly supplied these wants, and the im-

pulse to most of their exertions was given by
the growing demand for literaiy amusement
on the part of the great. Caxton, speaking of

his Bokt EneydoSf says :
** This present book is

not for a rude uplandish man to labour therein,

nor read it ;
but only for a clerk and a noble

gentleman, that feeleth and understandeth in

feats of arms, in love, and in noble chivalry.”

But a great change was working in Europe

;

the rude uplandish man,” if he gave promise

of talent, was sent to school. The priests

strove with the laity for the education of the
people; and not only in Protestant but in

Catholic countries schools and univwrities were
everywhere founded. Here, again, was a new
source of employment for the press—A, B, Cs^
or Absies, timers, Catechisms, Grammars,
Diedoharies, were multiplied in every direction.

Books became, also, during this period, the

tools of professional men. There were not
many works of medicine, but a ^eat many of

law* The pSqple, too, required instruction in

ihei ordinances they were called upon to ob^

;

and thus the statutes, mostly written in Fren^
were translated and abridge by Bastell, our

first lav-printer.
* all this rush of the press of England
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towards the difihsion of existing knowledge, it

begw to assist in the production of new works,
but in very different directions. Much of the
poetxy of the sixteenth century, which our
press spread around, will last for ever : its con-
troversial divinity has, in great part, perished.

Each, however, was a natural supply, arisiug

out of the demand of the people ; as much as
the chronicles, and romances, and grammars
were a natuml supnlv ; and as the almanacks,
and mysteries, ana oallads, which the people
then had, were a natural supply. Taken al-

together, the activity of the press of England,
during the first period of our enquiry, was
very remarkable. Ames and Herbert have re-

corded the names of 350 printers in England
and Scotland, oi; of foreign printers engag^ in

producing books for England, that flourished

between 1471 and 1600. The same authors
have recorded the titles of nearly 10,000
distinct works printed amongst us during the
same period, many of these works, however,
were only single sheets; hut, on the other
hand, there are, doubtless, many not here re-

gistered. Dividing the total number of books
printed during these 130 years, we find that

the average number of distinct works produced
each year was 75.’ (Penny Magazine.)

In the sixteenth century the broils conse-

quent on the Reformation, although that event

stimulated religious enquiry, did much to

impede the progress of the art in England.
But the civil wars and the gloomy reBgious
spirit which succeeded to the pedantry and
verbal criticism of the reign of James I., and
which prevailed till the Restoration, interrupted

still more the production of works calculated

to cultivate the understanding. Indeed, we
cannot but regard this period as the least

favourable to the diffhsion of knowledge of any
period in the history of our literature. In tlie

British Museum is a collection t>f controversial

and quibbling tracts amounting to the enor-

mous number of 80,000, while the impressions

of new books printed during these stormy times
were very few. Dr. Johnson has well remarked
that the nation, from 1623 to 1664, was satis-

fied with two editions of Shakspeare's plays,

which, probably, together did not amount to a
thousand copies. But during this period we
most not forget the present authorise version

of the Bible, translated h^ the forty-seven

distinguished scholars appointed by James 1.,

and printed in 1611, whicn is allowed hj com-
petent judges to be one of singular ment, and
indeed the most perfect ever produced. An
unfavourable effect was also produced on our
national literature, and on the progress of the

press, by the licentiousDess introduced by the

literary parasites and courtesans of the Re-
storation. Under such a state of mental
depression, Milton could obtain only 15/. for

the MS. of his immortal Paradiee Lost, and an
Act of Parliament was aetnally in force enacting
that only twenty printers should practise their

art in the whole mn^m ! Burton, who lived

near this time, has drawn a miserable picture
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of the abject eoadition of literary men when
tliey had such patrons to rely upon: * Rhe-
toric only Berves them to curse .their bad for-

tunes
;
and many of them, for want of means,

are driven to ha^ shifts. From grasshoppers
they turn humble-bees aud wasps, plain para-

sites, and make the Muses mules, to satisfy

tlieir hunger-starved paunches and get a meal's

meat.’ i

In addition to these impedimenta, the crown
j

endeavoured, in the reign of Charles II., to
j

destroy the activity of the press
;

‘ and in this

it had the example not only of all former
ivigns (in which nothing had been legally

|

published without a license), but of the ^ng
rarliament itself, which had hi id severe re-

strictions upon the printing of “ scandalous and
unlicensed papers.’* At one time, indeed, it

was ordered that no printing should be carried

on anywhere but in the city of London, and
the two universities ; and all London printers

were to enter into a bond of 300/. not to print

anything against the government, or without

the name of the author ^or at least of the

licenser) on the title-page, in addition to their

own.* (Eccleston's EnglUh Anti<juilu8^ p. 326.)

Speaking of the consequent scarcity of books

in countiy places in the year 1686, Lord
Macaulay (History of England) says :

—

* Literature which could be carried by the

post bag then formed the greater pait of the

intellectual nutrimeat ruminated by the country
dmnes and country justices. The difficulty

and expense of conveying large packets from
place to place was so great, that an extensive

work was longer in making its way from Pa-

ternoster Row to Devonshire or Lancashire

than it now is in reaching Kentucky. How
scantily a mral parsonage was then {hmished,*

even with books Uie most necessary to a
theologian, has already been remarked. The
houses of the gentry were not more plendfollpr

supplied. Few knights of the shirq had li-

braries so good as may now perpetually be
found in a servants’ nail, or in the back^

parlour of a small shopkeeper. An esquire

passed among his neighbours for a great

scholar, if Htidibras and Baker*s Chronicla,

Tarlton*s Jests and the Seven Champions of
Christendom^ lay in his Iiall window among
the fishing rods and fowling pieces. No cii>

culating library, no book society, then existed

even in the capital; but in the capital those

students who cquld not afford to purchase

largely had a resource. The shops of the

great booksellers, hear Sain^ Paul’s Church-

viud, were crowded every day and all day

Jong with readers ;
and a known customer was

often permitted to carry a volume home. In the

countiy there was no such accommodation ; and

every man was under the necessity of biwing

wliatever he wished to read.’ And he adds in

a note that ‘ Cotton seems, from his Angler,

to have found room for his whole library in his

hall window
;
and Cotton was a man of lettere.

Even when Franklin first visited London in

1724, circulating libraries were unknown there.

The crowd at the booksellers’ shops in Little

Britain is mentioned by Roger North in his

life of his brother -John.’

It has been ascertained by counting that the

whole number of books printed during the

fourteen years from 1666 to 1680, was 3,550,

of which 947 were divinity, 420 law, and 163

physic, so that two-fifths of the whole were
professional books; 897 were school-books,

and 253 on subjects of geography and navi-

gation, including maps. -Taking ,the aver-

age of these fourteen years, the total number
of works produced yearly was 263 ;

bu> ae-

ducting the reprints, pamphlets, sin^e ser-

mons, and maps, we may fairly assume that

the yearly average of new books tius much
under 100. Of the number of copies con-

stituting an edition we have no record ; we
apprehend it must have been small, for the

price of a book, so far as we can asoerbain it,

was considerable.

The period from the accession of George III.

to the close of the eighteenth century is marked
by the rapid increase of the demand for popu-
lar literature, rather than by any prominent
features of originality in literary production.

Periodical literature spread on every side;

newspapers, magazines, reviews, were multi-

S
lied ; and the old system of selling books by
awkers was extended to the rural districts

aasd -small provincial towns. Of those thus
prodbieed, the quality, with a few exceptions,

was indififereiit, and ^ir cost was considmble.
Ttie firiiieipie, however, was then first developed,
of extending the market, by coming into it at

I

regular intervals with fractions of a book, so
that the humblest customer might lay \fy each

j

week in a savings-bank of ^owledge. This

j

was an important step, whi^ has produced

I

great effects, but whiim is even now capable

i
of a much more universal application than
it has ever yet received. Smollett’s History

of England was one of the most successful

number-books
;

it sold to the extent of 20,000
copies.

We may exhibit the rapid growth of the

publication of new books, by examining the

catalogues of the latter part of the eighteenth

century, passing over the earlier years of the
reign of George III. lu the Modem Cata-
logue of Books, from 1792 to the end of 1802,
eleven years, we find that 4,096 new works
were published, exelusive of reprints not
tered in price, and also exclusive of pamphlets.
Deducting one-fifth for reprints, we have an
average of 372 new books per year.. This is a
prodigious stride be;i^pd the average of 93
per year of the previous period. But we are
not sure that our literature was in a more
healthy condition. From some cause or other,

the selling price of books had incFeased, in

most cases 50 per cent., in others 100 per cent.

The 2«. 6d. duodmmo had become 4s. ; the 6s.

octavo, 10s. 6d. ; and the 12s. quarto, 1/. Is.

It would appear from this that the exclusive

market was principally sought for new books

;

that the publishers of novelties did not rely
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upQQ the increasing number of readers; and

the periodical works constituted the prin-

cipal supply of the many. The aggregate in-

crease a the commerce in books tmust, how-
eyer, haye become enormous, when compared
with the preyious fifty years; and the effect

was highly beneficial to the literary charac-

ter. The age* of patronage was gone. (Penny
liagaeine,) .

^cording to the last census, upwards of

30.000 persons are employed in printing, and
12.000 in bookbinding.

^Printing in Scotlmd,—Printing was intro-

duced into Scotland, and begun in Edinburgh,
about thirty years after Cazton had brought it

into England. Mr. Watson, in his History of
JPrinfingf says that the art was introduced into

Scotland from the Low Countries by the priests

who fled thither from the persecutions at home.
Be this as it may, we find James IV. granting

a patent in 1007 to Walter Chapman, a mer-
ch^t of Edinburgh, and Andrew MoUar, a

workman, to establish a press in that city.

According to bibliographers, the most ancient

specimen of printing in Scotland extant is a
collection, entitled the Porteus of Koblfness^

Edinbuigh. In 1609, a Bre/oiofry of the Church

of Aberdeen was printed at Edinburgh; and
a second part in the following year. Very
few works, however, appear to have issued

from the ^ttish press for the next thirty

years; but from 1641, the date from which
we find James V. granting licenses to print,

the art has been pursued with success in

the metropolis. At present, and from the

beginning of the present century, it is perhaps

the most distinrashed craft in the city, being

conducted in aU its departments of typefound-

ing, printings publishing, and, we may add,

paMr-making at the milm in the vicinity.

/re2(»ffd.~l^ting was not known in Ireland

till about the year 1661, when a book in black

letter was issued firom a press in Dublin ; but

till the year 1700, very little printing was exe-

cuted in that countiy, and until ver^ recently

Ireland had acquire little celebrity in this

department of the arts, although possessing

some respectable printing establishmentis.

America,—The art of printing has readily

taken root and fiourished among the civilised

inhabitants of North America. The first

printing press established in the American

colonies was one set up at Cambridge, in

Massachusetts, in the year 1638, the era of

the foundation of Harva^ Collet. It was

establii^ed by the cacertions ana joint con-

tributions of difibrent.individuals m Europe

and America; and thm is no doubt that the

saechanisin and types were imported from

JEngland. The first work which issued from

this press was the Freeman** Call, and the

aec^ the Mmanae far Hew England, both in

IfSO; the first book prinM was the New
yerrion of the Psalms, an octavo

wslnmw of 160 pagee^ Jn 1676, hooks began

to bq printed at Bostmri in 1686, the art

hesama JCnown in PhUadelpbia ; and in 1693,
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in New York. In the year 1700 there wore
o^y four printing presses in the ooIoni(>s.

Since that period, and especially since the
revolution, which removed everything like a
censorship of the press, the practice of the art

has undergone enormous expansion. Among
the occupations enumerated in the census of
1860 were 14,740 printers, and 3,414 book-
binders. In their style of typography and
bookmaking, the Americans are still inferior to

the English, sacrificing beauty and durability to

economy and despatch. (Chambers's Inform.)
France.—The activity of the bVenen press

has very greatly increased since the time of
the first Napoleon. Count Daru, in 1827
(NoHone Statistiques sur la XAbrairie), estimated
the number of printed sheets (exclusive of

newspapers) produced by the French press in

1816, at 66,862,883; and it appears that in

1836 the number of printed sheets (exclusive

of newspapers) had increased to 118,867,000;
so that it may now be fairly estimated at from
130,000,000 to 140,000,000 sheets. The qua-
lity of many of the works which have issued

from the French press is also very* superior,

such as the Biographic Universellc, the Art de

verifier les Dates, and Bayle’s Dictionary ; and
it is doubted whether such books could have
been published in any other country.

(Germany.—The German printing press is

always in a state of the greatest activity
;

the

trade in books being very much facilitated by
the book fairs of Leipsic, the Easter fair espe-

cially being frequented by all the booksellers

of Germany, b(‘side8 those of France, Switzer-

land, Denmark, Livonia, &c„ in order to settle

their mutual concerns and form new con-

nections. In 1814 began a literary deluge,

which still continues to increase. For the

6,000 works which then sufficed for the annual

demand, we have now from 6,000 to 8,000.

Private libraries are diminishing, and the

public oivoB are daily increasing.

In Austria the printing press has made rapid

strides of late years. The Imperial printing

office in Vienna, under the able management of

M. Auer, has become an establishment of the

highest interest. At the Exhibition of 1861,

he presented to the notice of the public a

collection of the Lord’s Prayer, printed with

Koman type in 608 languages and dialects, the

second section of which contained 206 lan-

guages and dialects, printed in the characters

proper to the lani^ages of their resjpective

nations. He has odleoted together the follow-

ing founts, many of which are, however, to

be found in the British type foundries :

—

sssssi.
Omnoilo. tjiifw.

ftad Amharle. Cufle.

Ambto. V«MhL

HobfwT fiSSHTi.
KMeht, or UsbhtDlOi
UrrtMUv Hotortv.
Oermtta KaMht.
Hobrotr, Spooldi, l.t«w»lli»o.

\rBtnole.

GoUtle.
Oritlo.

C'olllo (wrir 1111110).

Anflo-soxnn,
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Greek
< '*>1*110.

OlryllJc ((lllhrrcntly »hanod).
itumplAn, fierrloD, Wallulilao.
Clnt^ttlltlc.

Albanian.
*

Albnalan (Alfforently ihapud),
Lycian.
Armenian.
Gt'urfflan.
<lent^an (cvelnta^t. lettm).
ivi^l^toliuui cunviform lettan,

Z^n*^,
’

Cai>ui.

Piffuan.
Otdnt Ind. tlffna
Wmtern (irotto Inicrlpilon.
Aci>ka iniicFi|ition.

IiiKcription of Guacrat.

RandacliA.
llaiiiloolilU'XuIa.

Multan
Slndhee.
Nerl'Udda.
Kiuna.
Tfllnm.
Karnata.
Tamul.
Ha'aya'Im.
Cinfritltne.

Malillvinu.
Javaneac.
Klnuwa.
New I'all (Nik 1.)
New l*uH CNo. 2).
Siameae.
Kainbui;o (with julut and with

out).

IjacM.

lllrmma.
nynaate of Gupta (AUaliabad). Rhjan.
UeiigalL
Ahnm. Hiwya.
libetan. Bntia.
l*a«M>pa. Taaala.
Kuilla (ten yeara after Chriat). Monffolewi
novankgari iSunacr. No. 1). Mandachu.
t^TMagarl (Sanacr. No. 2). Chinmo.
KnahmerUn. Coreanio.
Sikh. Fbrmoaoiu
Aaaam fnaeripL Japaneae (Katakana No. IX
MniirattiL Jatmneae (Kntukona No. 2%

i»»a. Japaneae ( Flrokaua).
(•iiji'rutce. Taehirokialan.
K.i.M|.Nagarf.

Tiussia ,—The art was not introduced into

]tUKsia till the year 1560, when it was made
known by a Russian merchant, who conveyed
iliitlier the materials of a printing office, with
>\hic*li many neat editions were printed. But
as the Russians are a very superstitious nation

and apt to raise scruples without any founda-
tion, some of them, apprehending that printing

might make some confusion or change in their

religion, hired men to destroy the types and
prosvMos. Ko attempt was made to repair this

injury or' to discover the perpetrators of the

fact However, since that time they have
admitted the press into Moscow and St. Peters-

burg, where until recently it made but slow
progress.

Pecu/iarities of Early Printed Sooka.—The
following arc the points peculiar to the earliest

proiluctions of the first printers :

—

Their forms were generally either large or
small folio, or at least quarto : the lesser sizes

were not in use.

The leaves were without running title,

direction- word, number of pages, or mvisions
into paragraphs.

The dmracter itself was a rude old Gothic
mixed with secretary, designed on purpose to

imitate the hand-writing of those times; the

words were printed so close to one another,

that it was difficult and tedious to be read, eireii

by those who were used to manuscripts, and to

this meUiod; and often led the inattentive

reader into mistakes.

Their orthography was various and often

arbitrary, disregarding method.

They had very frequent abbreviations, which
in time grew so numerous and difficult to be
understood, that it became necessary to write

a book to teach the mode of reading them.

Their periods were distingnished by no other

points than the double or siffgle one, that is,

the colon and full-point; but a little after,

they introduced an oblique stroke, thus, /,

which answered the purpose of our comma.
They used no capital letters to begin a sen-

tence, or for proper names of men or places.
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They loft blank spaces for titles, and initial

letters or other ornaments, in order to have
them supplied by the illuminators, whose art.

though in vogue before and at that time, did
not long survive the improvements made by
the printers in this branch oftheir art. [Illv-

MiKi^Tiow, Anr of.I These ornaments were
exquisitely fine, ana curiously variegated with

the most beautiful colours, and even with
gold and silver ; the margins likewise wore fre-

quently charged with every variety of figures

of saints, birds, beasts, monsters, flowers,

&c., which had sometimes a relation to the

contents of the pa^, though often none at

all. These embellishments were costly; but
for those who could not afford a aeat price,

there were inferior ornaments, whiem eonld be
done at a much cheaper rate.

The name of the printer, his place of re-

sidence, &c. &c., were either wholly emitted,
or put at the end of the book, not without
some pious ejaculation or doxology.

Tlie date was likewise omitted or involved in

some cramped circumstantial period, or else

printed either at full length, or by numerical
letters, and sometimes partly one way and
partly the other; thus, One Thousand CCCC
and Ixxiiii. &c., but always at the end of the
book.

There was no variety of characters, no inter-

mixture of Roman and Italic, these being of

later invention ; but their pages were con-

tinued in a Gothic letter of the same size

throughout.

They printed but few copies at once, for 200
or 300 was then esteemed a large impression

;

but upon encouragement from the learned, they

increased their numbers in proportion.

Types,—Although most of the early printers

were type-founders themselves, it does not

appear In any prologue or colophon to the

books printed by Caxton that he lays claim to

the title of typ^iounder. It would appear that

he obtained nis type, whidi is precisely of the

same character as that of John Brito ofBruges,

from ^at city, or from the same founders who
supplied or manufactured it fur John Valdener
of Utrecht. But as the art extended, the work-
manship became inferior; so that while the

productions of the first printers were executed

in a very superior style, and the embellish-

ments showed a mat proficiency both in derign

and engraving, & p^uctions of their com-
petitors had ^ the crudeness and imperfecrion

of a hew invention ; and in the seventeenth

cratury the art sank into a veiy low state.

At the oommenc^ent of the eighteenth cen-

tury, Caslon made great improvements in cast-

ing types; as also Baskerrille of Birmingham,
in 1750, both in types and printing, which were
subsequently carried to great perfection by

Beeley, Bulmer, Clowes, Corrall, Davison,

MeOre^, Spottiswoode, Whittingham, and a

few othe(rs in London ; by the fbulis, in Glas-

gow; by the Bailant^es, in Edinburs^; by
Bodoni at Fama ; by Didot in Paris ; and by
Brockhaus in Leipsio.
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Pa^OTicn OF Printing.—Two classoB of

workmen are generallj employed in printing

:

vis, ctmpositorSf who Bet up the types into lines

and pa^B according to the MS. or copy fur-

nished by the author ;
and pressmen, who apply

ink to the surface of the form of types, and
take off the impressions upon paper. The
pressmen who work st&im presses are called

machine minders.

The following is the mode of proceeding

adopted in roost of the extensive establish-

ments in London ; The first thing done, when
the sizes of p^e, tvpe, and paper, are de-

termined on, is to look over the MS., and

see that it is correctly paged. It is then

handed to a dicker, or foreman of a com-

panionship, or certain number of compositors,

each of whom has a taking of copy, or con-

venient portion of MS., given to him, to be set

up in type.

Printers’ types are of great variety in size,

amounting to forty or &y; the smallest is

^lled hrUliant, but is seldom used
;
diawotul

is a size larger, and pearl la^er still, which
latter typo is used for printing the smallest
Bibles and Prayer Books. *

The larger sizes, used for printing bills posted
in the streets, aro usually called double pica,
two-line pica, two-Une Bhiglish, fve4ine pica,

ten-line pica, and so on. A complete assort-
ment of printing types of one size is called a
fount, and the fonnt may be regulated to any
weight Type-founders have a scale, or HU, as
it is called, of the proportional quantity of each
letter required for a fount, the letter e being
more frequently used than other letters. A foil

account of printers’ types is given under the
heading Type.
Each compositor works at a kind of desk,

called aframe, and generally has a frame to

himself. foames project laterally from
the wall, with a left-hand light Each frame
is constructed to hold two pairs of cases, upper
and lower, at the top. The types are arranged,

Upper.
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sort by itself, in little cells or boxes. The

upper case, having uinetf-eight boxes, all of

equal size, contains the capital and smalLcapital

letters, %ures^ accents, and other types nptj

H

used so frequently as the smaller letters ; and
in the lower case, which has fifty-four boxes of
four different sizes, are disposed the small let-

ters, together with the points, spaces, quadrats,
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&e. The boxes in the cases are arranged in

the best possible manner for facilitating the
work of the compositor, and enabling him to

pick np the tj^s rapidly, the letters most
frequently VLBed being placed nearest to his!

hand ; thus the point to which he brings the
leUers, after picking them out of their cells, is

!

noi^ far removed from the centre of the lower

case ; so that in a range of about six inches on
every»side he can obtain the c, d, e, i, s, m, n,

h, o, p, u, t, a, and r. The spaces required for

the division between every word lie close to his

hand, at the bottom of the central division of

the lower case. The cases, particijlarly the

upper case, arc placed in a sloping position,

that the compositor may the mure readily reach

the upper boxes. The diagrams on p. 74 ex-

hilnt a pair of cases arranged according to the

modern method.
The compositor stands opposite to his cases

;

and, having received directions respecting the

size of the typo, the width of the page, the

author’s wishes as to punctuation, capitiils,

italics, &C., places his copy before him, on
a spare part of the upper case, and holds in

his left hand a small instrument called a com-
posing stick, usually made of iron, with a
movable slide, capable, by means of a screw,

of being adjusted to the difierent widths re-

quired in miscellaneous printing, as seen in the

illustration. Having acyustod his stick to the

proper width or measure, he lays in it a setting

I

ride, or smooth piece of brass, the width of

I
the measure, and the height of the type. With

O O Q Q

the right hand ho now picks up the types, and I

aiTjinges, or sets, them one by one in his com-

posing stick. He does not look at the face of each,

but only glances at the (see cut in art.TYPK),

and takes for granted that if it come from the

right box it must be the right letter. lie secures

each letter with the thumb of the left hand, as

the types are placed side by side in line from

left to right ;
and, when he comes to the end of

his line, and finds that ho has a syllable or word

which will not fill out the measure, he has to

perform a task which requires considenible care

and taste. This is called justification. The
first and last letters must be at the extre-’

mities of the line; and there must not be wide

sjiaces between some words and crowding in

uthers, but the distances between them must
be made as nearly as possible uniform by
changing the spaces (or short 'blank typos, not

so high as the letters, and therefore ^ving no

impression), and thus getting in or driving out

jmrt or the whole of a word. The first line being

thus justified, the compositor proceeds with the

setting up of the next, and so on with a sufift-

cient number of lines to fill his stick, and then,

clasping the stickful by the rule and between

the thumbs and first and second fingers of

both hands, lifts the mass of types out of the

stick, and places it upon a galleg, or oblong

tray of wood or metal, having an edge at the

left side and top half an inch in height. This

operation of filling and emptying the stick is

repeated till the galley is sufficiently ftiU, or

the taking of efipy is finished *, when the matter,

as it is then called, is taken awayby the clicks,

who divides it into the r^uired lengths of

pages placing head-lines, signatures, dec., and

binding them round tightly with cord, The-

cUckerthen lays doum the pages in ^ir prop^
positions on the imposing stene^n flat, ^ooth

Sab of stone, or, better, of iron-and thwm
fastened together in a chase. This operation is

7j

j

calb d imposing. The chase is a rectangular

tVame of ditferent dimensions, according to the

size of the paper to be printed, having two cross-

pieces of the same mebil, called a longand short

cross, formerly mortised at each end, so as to be
taken out occasionally, but now fixed. By the

diflferent, situations of these crosses, the chase is

fitted for different volumes: for quartos and
octavos one traverses the middle lengthwise, the

otlier broadwise, so as to intersect each other

in the centre; for twelves and twenty-fours the

short cross is placed nearer one end of the ch.ase

than the other
; for folios, the short cross only

is required, and for broadsides and small jobs
no cross is wanted.
JFot fixing the pages
in their places, the
form is dressed thus

:

a set of furniture,

consisting of slips

of wood or metal,

about half an inch

in height^ and of
various tUcknesses,
is placed, some at

the head, called head-
sticks, some between
the pages, called gut-
t^s, and others at the
sides and feet, called

si(fa ahd/oo^ The side and foot sticks
are liuger at one end than at the other, so
that small wedges of wood, mr quoins, may be
driven t%htly between them and the sides
of the chase, loching up the types so firmly
that the form, as the mass Is then called, and
which is repremted in the cut (which by the

has no cross to the chase), may be car-
ried from place to place with perfect safety.

'A form of eight pages of tiiis Ihetionaiy con-
tains between A,000 and 50,000 separate
letters and spaces.
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The siiscs of books are reckoned by the num*

her of leaves into which a sheet of mpor is

folded. Thus the lai^gest sise is broadside^ or

the whole size of the sheet ; Mio, or half the

sheet
;
quarto, or a ^eet folded into four leaves

;

octavo, or the sheet folded into ai|;ht leaves

;

duodeemo^ or the ^eet folded into twelve

leaves
; and so on. In im|wsing, the pages are

of course Laid down in ^itious the reverse of
those which they will take when printed. The
following diagrams show the mode of imposing
sheets of 8vo and 12mo, the outer form being
the outside, and the inner form the inside of
the sheet

Iksam am Octavo.

Outer Farm, fimer Form,

• am Twblvbs.
/amt Fam.

It is neoessaiT that the distances between

the pages in eatm form should be placed with

such exactness that the impression of the

pages in one form shall fall exactly on the

back of the pages of the other ; thus making
what is termed register.

As it is next to impossible but that mistakes

should occur in eettinq up the types, the form

is carried to a proof pfress, and an impression

is taken, called the JSrst proof. This proof,

with the HS., is handed to the corrector of the

press, or reader, and a reading hoy reads the

copy to him while he examines the proof and

marks the necessary corrections ana errors of

the compositor. In correcting a proof sheet a
set of irabolf are used for the purpose of

calling the attention of the oompomtor to the

sevml kinds of errens^ and to direct him how
they are to amended. These marks are

best ihown by tiie specimen of a corrected

pnecf [rim under &e heed Cobsxotino.

When o6««ctor, or reader, has read his

prpo^ it if handed to the compositor, who

unlocks the form, and makes the corrections

in the types, by lifting out the wrong letters

by means of a sharp awl, or bodkin, and putting

in right ones in their places. The form is then

lock^ up ^in, taken to the press, and an-

other proof is puUed, This is termed the reviee,

and is sent to the reader, with his first proof,

that he may see tluit all the corrections hare

been properW made, put queries i^inst doubt-

ful matters for the author’s consideration, and
send it, thenceforth called a dean proof, with

the MS., to the author. When the autlior

returns his proof and revise, and is satisfied

that the sheet is correct, the form, after having

been finally read with care fox press, is taken

to the press or machine to have the requisite

number of impressions struck off. Before this

18 done, however, care is taken that the matter
,at the beginning of the sheet connects wiA
that at the end of the preceding, that the page

f

are correct, and that the ed^turee are in

order.

The signaturea are generally small capital
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lettm placed at the foot of the fifst page of

each eheet, oommenciiig with b, and omitting

the ly T, and w. They are said to haye been drat

used by John Koelhof, at Cologne, in 1472

;

but they exist in an edition of Tinence^ printed

by Antonio Zorat. at Milan, in 1470. There
is a Venetian edition of * Baldi Lectnra super

Codic.’ &c., printed by John de Colonia and

Jo. Manthen de Gherretzem. in 1474. in which
it is evident that these printers had only just

become acquainted with the use of signatures,

as Ihese marks were not introduced till one-

half of the work had been printed^ The fol-

lowing tables show the signatures and folios of

any given number of sheets, up to twenty-two

in 8vo and 12mo, and up to eight in ISmo :

—

Shebt or Octavo

j

Shbst of Twblvbs
1

Sheet of £iohtxbns

1

No. of
Sheets

Signature FoUo No. of
Sheets

Signature FoUo
No. of
Sheet!

Signature FoUo

B n 1 B 1 B
0 BSI 2 C 25 0
D 3 D 49 D
£ Kii 4 £ 78 £ 37

5 F 66 6 F 97 F 49
6 G 81 6 G 121 a 61

7 H 97 •7 H 146 H 73
8 I 113 8 I 169 1 86
9 K 129 9 K 103 K 97
10 L 145 L 217 L 109

11 M 161 11 M 241 H 121
12 N 177 12 N 266 N 133
13 0 193 13 0 289 6 0 146

14 P 209 14 P 313 p 167
16 Q 226 16 Q 337 a 169
16 R 241 16 B 361 6 B 181

17 S 267 17 S 386 B 193
T 273 18 T 409 206
V 289 19 U 433 7 217
X 305 20 X 467 229
Y 321 21 Y 481 241

1

22 Z 337 22 Z 606 8 263

The paper used in printing is always damped
before Muig sent to tne press, wet paper taking

the ink considerably TOtter than The
warehouseman delivers the proper quantity of

paper to the wetter, which is generally wetted

thus : ^e ouire of paper is opened, the fold

at Uie back oroken. ana the paper divided into

throe, four, or five portions, or drawn
through a trough of dean water ana laid on a
board, dip alter dip. till a convenient heap is

made. This is put into a screw-press, a little

pressure applied and the next day the whole
IS twmtd and slightly pressed a^un. so that

fresh surfkces of the pap^ coming into contact,

the moisture is equally dififhsed throoghout the

heap. The paper ubm in printing is of three

kinds; imferfict oonsbting of 20 quires

of 24 she^ or 480 sheets to the ream
; peffed

^that most generally used) consisting of
21} quires, or 616 sheets ; and neufi con*

,

sistittg of 20 quires of 26 sheets eacn to the j

ream, or 600 sheets. The stamped sheets of
news paper (generally called stamps, and the
plain piper blanks) are always reoeieed and
deliverea by the net number without allowing

for spoil^e in the press work
; but in book

work it is the practice to allow 16 sheets in

each ream for tpmpan sheet and spoiled sheets.

This number of sheets is. however, not sU
spoilt; the difference between the bad and the
extra 16 sheets being delivered to the publisher
as overplus. The table on the next page shows
the quantity of perfect and imperfect paper
required for one sheet of 16 pages of a work
like this Dictionary, from 12 to 10.000 copies.
When the sheet is printed off by the press-

man (as described below), the compositor lays
up the forms, distributes the type, and pro-
ceeds, sheet after sheet, till fhe b^y of the
work is ffnished; then the title, dedication,
preface, inuoduction, oontents» and any other
matter left to the end is prooeeded with, these
being usudly printed last. The distribution
of the types, or puUing hack the letters into
the several compartments of the ease to whidi
they Mong; is performed with the greatest
rapidity. The compositor wets the whole page
or fbttOt end takes up a number of lines on&
composing rule. Thu wetting causes the types
to adhere rightly together, and renders the
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Quantity nwuired of

pgr/tei Paper
Quantity required of For printinff 1 Sbeet

of 16 Pages

Total Number of
C<9les the Paper

will make

reams
0

quires

0
sbeets

15
reams

0
quires

0
Bheeta

16 12 copies 16

0 1 4 0 1 4 25 }» 28

0 2 6 0 2 6 60 If 64

0 3 7 0 3 7 76 If 79

0 4 8 0 4 8 100 If 104

0 6 9 0 5 9 125 If 129

0 6 12 0 6 12 160 If 166

0 7 13 0 7 13 176 If 181

0 8 14 0 8 14 200 11 206

0 10 18 0 10 18 250 >» 258

0 12 22 0 12 22 800 It 310

0 16 0 0 15 0 350 If 360

0 16 3 0 16 3 376 If 887

0 17 4 0 17 4 400 „ 412

0 19 6 0 19 6 450 „ 462

1 0 0 1 1 12 500 It 616

1 4 6 1 5 18 600 11 618

1 8 14 1 10 2 700 If 722

1 10 18 1 12 6 750 If 774

1 13 0 1 14 800 »> 826

1 17 4 1 18 17 ' 900
»i

928

2 0 0 2 3 ^
1

1,000 It 1,632

2 10 18 2 13 18 1 1,250 ft 1,290

3 0 0 8 4 12 1,600

1,760
If 1,548

3 18 18 3 15 6 If 1.806

4 0 0 4 6 0 2,000 If 2,064

6 0 0 6 9 0 3,000
If

3,096

8 0 0 8 12 0 4,000 If 4,128

10 0 0 10 15 0 6,000 If 6,160

12 0 0 12 18 0 6,000 If 6,192

14 0 0 15 1 0 7,000 » 7,224

16 0 0 17 4 0 8,000 If 8,256

18 0 0 19 7 0 9.000 1* 9,288

20 0 0 21 10 0 10,000 If 10,320

xnauipuUtion eaaj. He then takes up a few

words between his right-hand finger and thumb,

and by a dexterous motion throws off the

several letters into Uieir rarious boxes. Dis-

tribution is performed about four times faster

tlian oomposition.

iVsfittorAr.—The pressman’s business is to

work ojfthe forms thus prepared and corrected

by the compositor ;
in doing which there are

four things required
:
paper (prepared as above

i

described), iiuc or oolouring matter, balls or|

rollers, and a or machine. [PArBB;|

Pnmmie Imt; Pxmss; Pamwra Bixxs oa
Rou.«as j PaiHToro MaoHma.]

In working at a hand press, the pressman

first lays tlm inner form on the press, and
prints one eopy, wldcli is called a press revise ;

this he takes to the person appointed to revise

it, and while that is being done proeeeds to

eecare the form on the tame of the presa by
means of qm^ns; to place his sheet;

to fix the jpeinfi, tdudi make amall hedea Sn

the piper, enahhim him to cause the pages to

fkll psMsefar on toe hack of each other when
thesec^m&tffthepaj^r is printed, and to

pmnoe an Ofen and nntform impeeasion in all

'

I

the pages. He then cuts his frisket, which

I

preserves the ma^n of the paper clean, nnd,

I

when the revise is corrected, proceeds to ink

the surface of the types by means of bulls or

I (most firequently) rollers. 'When the whole

I

impression of one side of the paper is printed,

he lifts the form off the press, washes the ink

off the face of the tvpe with lye, and rinses it

with water. He then process in a similar

manner with the outer form^ which completes

the sheet. This process is continued sheet

after sheet till the work is complete, care being

taken that the work is printed of the proper

colour, and that that colonr should be nnifom
thioiuthottt the book*

Wterekeuee WorAr.-^When the sheets have
been printed on both rides, the warehouseman
takee them away, and han^ them up on polee

to dry, varying the number of sheets hnng up
together from five she to ten or eleven^

accordtng to the heat of’ the room, or the

pressure of businesl When dry the sheeti

are taken down ftom the poles, eareftilly

knooked and put away in the warehouse in

^les. The sheets are then oM-preesed, The
pressure is applied by means of hydraulic
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pnmps, of f^rom two to five htmdred tons pres-

'

sure. They consist simply of donblo-actins

force-pumps* with rams or evlinders of small
bore, but with a g;reat force from an engine to

set upon the pistons. This forces the water
through a very strong pipe beneatii the fioor«to

other large cylinders, fitted also with pistons,
|

under the presses. Of course, whatever force

is applied to the small pistons in the pumps, an
equal amount of pressure is produced on every

square inch of the large pistons in the cylinders

under the presses, and thus a prodigious pres-

sure on the sheets of paper is the result.

Above the upper part of one of those large

cylinders are square iron plates, which form
a base on which to rest the piles of sheets of

paper to be pressed. These plates, like those of

similar function in the printing-press, are very
thick and are stiffened beneath by iron braces.

Each press may be connected with the pump,
or disconnected from it at pleasure, so that one

may be giving up or receiving a supply of

sheets whUe the others are fhll and in action.

Each sheet* before it is put into the press,

is placed between two sheets of thin smooth
|

millboard. The process otfiUtna in the sheets

between the millboards is perrormed at very

wide tables. It requires two boys at each table

to do each work. One takes out from between

two sheets of pasteboard the sheet of paper

that has been pressed, and the other, almost

at the same instant, puts another in, shifting

the several sheets, both of paper and paste-

board, from pile to pile, in the course of the

manipulation, with dexterity and rapidity. As
fast as a sufficient number of the rearranged

sheets are ready, a boy takes them away, and
places them in the press, while another boy con-

tinually brings a fresh supply of tliose that

have wen pressed to take their places. The
pressing which the sheets receive in this ope-

ration makes an astonishing difference in the

smoothness and beauty of the paper when the

book comes to be bound.

When the book is nearly finished, from ten

to fourteen consecutive sheets are laid upon the

^thering board in order, and collected sheet

by sheet by boys, who deposit each gathenng

in a heap at the end of the table, so constructed

thAt when a Imy has deposited his ^thering

he has only to tun himself and begin again.

These gatherings are then carefully colfated, to

ascertain that we different sheets are correct

and in order, and folded up the middle. When
|

the work is finished the gatherings are put to-

1

gether, or in hookB, one of each forming a copy

of the work, and pressed. The work is now
{

completed, a;^ awmts the order of the book- i

seller, &e., for delivering the copies into the
I

hands of the bookinnder.
* Printing in Cb^btifs.—^In many of the euly
printed bwks, the initial letten^ and oocaston*

ally otherparts, wereprintedin red, Thiawaa
done by two workings at press, and was an
imitation of the earlier farinon of illuminating

MSS. This if the oaae with the Menta Bible

by Fust and Gutenbeig. The first printers

soon began to print these l^e ornamented
letters, we letter Itself being in some instances

red and the ornamental part blue, in others

the letter is blue and the ornamental part red.

These letters were afterwards finished by hand,
as is apparent in the Paalter of 1467, printed by
Fust and Schcefier, who also showed great in-

genuity and skill in the lam letter B in the

same book, which is printed with red ink, and
the ornamental part, consisting of a flourished

line, as if it had been drawn with a pen, ex-

tending firom the top to the bottom of the folio

page, with blue ink. Of two copies which we
have examined, one was in the libranr of Geor^^e

III. at Buckingham Palace, and the other Is
in the possession of Earl Spencer.
The first edition of llie Speeultm Humane

Salvationist which was printed at Haarlem,
about the year 1440, by Laurence Coster, has
engravings on wood printed in a different

coloured ink from the body of the work. A
copy of this rare and cuious work, which Mr.
Savage examined some years ago, in the valu-

able collection of Messrs. liongman, impressed
him momentarily with the idea that the engrav-
ings were pen-and-mk drawings, and that the

ink had tuned brown with age, so precisely

was this effect produced by the tone of the ink.

We mention these early specimens of print-

ing with coloured inks, and in the ease of the
Psaltsr having two blocks of wood with two
different colours, as being produced by means
of the press, coeval with the generally received

date of the invention of printing, to show
the impossibility of the ease. For, looking at

the fireedom of the engraving in the letter B,
and the skill of the workman in printing it, it

must be evident to eveiy person conversant
with the ait that this pex%9ction could only be
obtained by long practice; and the contrast

between tliese productions of the first practi-

tioners and their competitors, when the art

became public, puts the question beyond a
doubt, as an examination of the facsimiles given

by Heinocken from B\ihUs printed at Bambexg
about 1461, firom the Legmdss printed at the

same place about 1470, and also the Fables oj

Msop by Caxton, will, we think, satisfy the

most scrupulous and sceptical.

Towards the end of the fifteenth centnzy the

art was extended to the imitation of pen-and-
ink sketches with a coloured ground, by the

peat masters of painting; and in a few years

it was further extended to the imitation of

drawings in chiaroscuro, and that with such
success as to induce some of the first artists to

encourage it by drawing the suljects on the

blocks. The first practisers of thii extension

of the art were, Michael Wohlgemuth of Nu-
remberg, who fhraitiied the designs for the

Nureimbirg CAromols, and also engraved them
<m wood, and Mair, a native u LaOdshot,
the disciple of Martin Behdn ; between whom
the priority rests of printing in chiaxosouro.

After them were Guohuno Mooetto, Lucas
Cranach, Baldassar Pemssi, Hans Buxji^maip,

and Ugo di Carpi (who has been generally
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regarded as the inventor of this style of print-

ing, but dates prove this c^inion to ^ errone-

ous), Romenioo Beceaihmi, John Ulric, Albert

Altdorfer, Hans Baldung, Lucas van Leyden

:

all these ^re born in die fifteenth centur^r.

In the sixteenth centu^, there were Antonio

da Trenta, Giovanni Nicolo Vicentino (called

Bossigliani), Herbert Golts or Ghiltzius, Andrew
Andreaai, Heniy Goltz or GKiltaius, Abraham
Bloemaert, Paul Horeelze, Bartolomeo Corio-

lano, Giovanni Battista Ooriolano, Christopher

Jegher, .George TAllemand, and Frederick

Bloemaert. In the seventeenth centuiy, there

were Louis Businck, Vincent le Sueur, Antmiio

Haria Zmietti, Nicholas le Sueur, Comte de

Caylus, Edwa:^ Kirkhall, and John Baptist

Hichael Papillon. This last^mentioned en-

mver, in his treatise on Engrawng on
Wood, expressly states that Albert Purer en-

graved some BulgectB in chiaroscuro, and
that he had examined them in the collec-

tion of the king of France; Parmigiano also

superintended the printing in this manner of a

number of his own designs ; Titian, Rafiaelle,

and other eminent masters made designs on the

blocks for printing; and the author of An\
JSkquirg into the Mgin of Printing in Ehtrope

states, that * one of the greatest princes and con-
*

noisseurs of our age usm to say, he saw nothing

in prints that could give him the pleasure he
received from looking at the wood prints done
in chiaro-oscuro by Hugo di Carpi,’ This prince

was the duke of Orleans, regent of France.

After these were John Baptist Jackson, who
executed a number of subjects, of a large size,

in chiaroscuro, copied from celebrated paint-

inn in churches in Italy, and from private

collections ; he afterwards established a manu-
fiictoiy at Chelsea for printing paper-hangings

in oil colours, a speculation, however, which
was unsuccessful. Some of his productions

printed in oolours were complete failures, the

oil having spread in the paper ; and the sub-

jects being in the first instance engraved with

strong lines, they have the appearance of coarse

engravings coloured by children. Jackson

fiourished from 1720 to 1704. Mr. John
£bippe, an amateur, executed many subjects in

chiaroscuro very adroitly.

Gubits, an engraver at Berlin, has produced
a great number of sutjects printed in colours,

of a very superior chapter, but none of them
osn be eslled imitations of drawings. Mr.
Savage was ^e first who attempted to imitate

drawings in water colours by means of the

eommon printing press, and aocompUshed the

applying of all the colouss used by artists to

the oompositbn of printing ink, thus serving as

a pioneer to more sivUM persona who might

devote thsinarivee to this branch of art; and
be snooeeded In' pvoduri^ fae-rimiles of the

drawinga of diO^iit arriate so ae to deceive

avaiyona who exnmined them* Messrs. VHut-
Ing and BransUm, of BeaufM House, allied
pending in eoloured inks to the prevention

ol and to embossing on paper ; and
ICesenu l^setel)^ and Bimnston have produeed
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I some very tasteful things in colours
;

but
neither of these establishments, to our know-

I

ledge, turned their attention to tlie imitation of

drawings. Mr. Baxter subsequently executed
beautiful specimenB in a manner that would
have been deemed totally impossible in the
earlv state of the art.

The practice of printing ports of books in

red ink is still followed in some prayer-books
and almanacs, the saints’ days and holidays

being red-Uitrr days* Some vears ago a curious

book was written and published on printing in

colours by Mr. Savage. Still more recently,

printing in gold and other metals has been
practised. This is done by printing with a
sort of size, and afterwards applying the metal
leaf. But the copies of some of the works of

the great painters, conridered as' specimens of
printing in colours, are really beautiful as
works of art. The copy picture is made in

colours, and the blocks for printing each colour

and shade are cut in reli^ on mrfoce^metal,

consisting of perfectly smooth plates of type
metaL These plates are then printed by the

ordinaxT method, great care, however, being

takqn that each c^our falls in its right place.

Several ingenious contrivances have b^n in-

vented for working in various colours, such as
Dolby’s, Loft and Stafford’s, Carpenter’s ma-
chines, &C. It will be su&ient to describe

Hxe last, as given in Wood’s Typographical
Advertiser :

—

* The invention patented some time a^ by
Mr. G. Knight, is a process whereby fac-similes

of designs in four colours are proauced on the

same sheet, before it leaves the press, by means
of a revolving carriage or bed upon which the

blocks are secured. The process, invented a
few years ago, for printing in four colours by
means of turning the tympan with the sheet

secured on it, was somewhat less complicated

than Mr. Knight’s. These methods, however,
necessitate the application of the four coloured

inks at every revolution and impression ; and
also involve considerable outlay tor machin^.
W. Carpenter’s process, on the contrary, gives

I

rise tq no expenditure whatever ; and, in its

manipulation, everything is carried on in as

straightforward a manner as ordinary black

printing. It may be thus briefly described

:

A form, for example, is set-up by the composi-

tor ; he then diodes it into four sections, and
so imposes them, in one chase, that the same
relative corner of each (whichever may be
chosen) shall point towards the middle of the
chase. It is uien ready for the pressman. It

requires making-ready, with points ^aced, ae-

eoraing to the tact of the workman, in sudi
position as mi^ be deemed expedient; four
points being sufficient in aU, and wese so placed
that the sheet may be pointed when turned*
either to the ri^ht or to the left hanA Should
a thousand copies be r^uire^ the two hundred
and fifty sheets are printed in the first colour.

Th^ are then simply turned round, in either

direction, and again printed with the second
colour. They are then again turned round,
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and print43d withthe third colour, and again fur 1 auntalljr, with a ke^-board at one of the aidee,

the ^urth. And now we have a thousand per- furnished with thirty-nine keys. Each key»

feeted impressions, consisting of four Tario- when pressed, strikes' out a type, from one of an
ties—that is, with the four colours differeutlv equal number of brass slides standing at an in-

arranged ; two hundred and fifty of each kind, clino upon tlie machine in a row nearly parallel

Should the whole possible number of combina- to the key-board. The type thus liberated is

tions of four colours—namely, twenty-four— conveyed upon a band, moving in a direction

be ^uired, nothing more is necessary than, at rignt an^es with the key-board, to another
while the sheets are oeing worked in the second band (forming the hypothenuse of the triangle),

colour, to turn a portion of thoir number into which carries it on to its destination. Arrived
the thii^ and fou^ positions—which produces here, it is placed on end and pushed forward, to

throe kinds of shecto, or twelve single varie- make room for the next type, by means of a
ties—and, while working the third colour, take notched or sernited wheel called the sitthg
half of each of the three kinds, and work them wheiL The words are thus put together with
resj^etively in the second, third, and fourth greiit rapidity, in a long line of al>out thirty

positions—^producing six kinds of sheets, or inches, which is afterwards divided by the

twenty-four single varieties. It will be readily compositor into lines of the required length,

seen that, in the production of four vlirieties The principle of the machine consists in tlie

only, a different arrangement of them will be combination of bands of lengths and velocitii'S

produced according to the direction in which of revolution so varied as to enable the types

the sheets are turned, and likewise the order at different distances from the wheel to reech

in which the several colours are employed. It it in the order in wliich the keys are struck,

will also be seen, by practical men, that the The eomfoaitor is capable of setting up types

blocks and the tympan retaining their relative at the rate of six letters per second, or 21,600
positions throughout, the inncr-lays are not per houf; but as the human fingers cannot,

interfered with, as they would be if a revolu- attain to such rapidity, and allowance must bo
tion took place in either case. Moreover, one made for the operations of justifying and
inking apparatus is sufficient ;

and each colour correcting^ the work of an average trained

has time to set before another is worked over operator will probably not exceed 24,000 or

it—^whicb may sometimes be required.’ 25,000 eus per day, which is about equal to tho

The following is the mode of printing cuts work of two men settingup type in the ordinary

with two or more rainbow tints at the same mode. As each machine can employ two opera-

time : Take the cut, which is to be printed in tors, the daily production is about 50,000 cus.

black, ink it well and rather full, and get a The distributor is a small machine of cir-

perfect impression on paper not very damp ;
cular form. The lines of typo to be distri-

then lay the face of the printed paper carefuUy buted are placed successively in a long cbaunel,

on the surface of the block prepare for engia- in which they are pressed forward towards a
ving the whites on the tintra ground, and give yibrating metal^in^cr. By this finger each type
it a good soft pull. This will transfer to the is separated from the line, pushed aside, and
tint block a fac-simile of the wood engraving dropped on to a grooved brass wheel revolving

itself. The tint-block is then handed over to the horizontally. In the grooves of tliis wheel pins

engraver, who cuts out the whites for the high are placed, on which the types are hung by
li^ts, &e., according to lus taste, and with means of nicks, the ends of tlie types projecting

a view to ^ect. The tint-block is printed firsts below the under surface ofthewheelat distances

and the pressman must be careful in distribut- varying according to the position of the nicks,

ing his different inks to make them fade away As each letter arrives over its receptacle, it is

and blend at the given points. This is an easy lifted off its pin, and dropped into its place, being

matter after a litUe practice. The black block pushed a little forward to make way for the

is then worked over the tint in the usual w^. next arrival. When the liqe is filled in tin’s

Composing and IHstr^tmg Machines.—The way, it is removed by the hoy to the compoei/or,

desire to expedite the process of composing The distributor is self-acting, and reqnirr^s

and distributing has led to the invention of only the attenUou of a boy* It distributes

some ingenious machines for those purposes. 8,000 letters per hour.

One, the work of M. Sorensen, of Copenhagen, Printing for Bpeddt Purposes.—The sit-

was exhibited at Paris in 1855, and was dc- printing called Katubs Pbintwo is described

scribed by Mr. Charles Knight in his report, under its own heading. But a newer sit-pro-

Three others, the inventions of Mr. Young, of cess, based upon the same principle, or rather

Fleet Street, London, and of Mr. Alden and Mr. dirt^ nature-enmTW, has been invented by
Mitchell, both of New York, were shown at the Mr. George Wallis. By this method, called by
Great Exhilntion in London in 1862. We can the inventor eutotypograpky, drawing are so

only afford room for a short account of the executed that they can be afterwards impressed

latter, as described by the inventor himself, or engraved in sw metal plates by an analo-

Two ot each of his composing and distributing gous process (aljdn^h difimng in details) to

mariiines have b^ for some years at Work that employed in impresring hatnral ol^ecta.

in the MrtnblisKment where this Dictionary is The drawings are executed on paper, sheet

g
rinted. The compositor (says Mr. Mitclieil) gelatine, and even on the plate^gloss bed of ^e
I in shape a right-angled triangle, placed horr- ipedal machine. When on the former, a tint

VoL. III. 81 G
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ii alto impmeed in the plate, which can be

afterwatdt treated aa a meaaotinto for tho high

lights, Tho majority of the awciment

exhibited by the inventor are from drawingg

executed on gelatine, with a suitable drawing

material, whi^ constitutes an important ele-

ment in the invention. The most delicate

toimhes, both of pen and brush, are transferi^

to^'lhe plate from this medium, which being

transparent affords every facility for the acem-

rata tracing of the design or writing
;
and as

the subject is reversed m the process of im-

pressing or engraving, an almost iiistunUtneous

operation, which takes up only two or three

seconds, no reversal of the drawing or writing

is required as in tho case of ordinary en-

graving. Tlie plates are printed from at an

ordinary copper-plate press in the usual man-
ner, and when the surface is hardened by a

coating of steel or nickel, will yifld a consider-

able number of impressions. The chief aim

and merit of the invention is, that the original

expression, spirit, and touch of the artist who
executes the drawing are preservtHl and trans-

mittiKi to the plate. The drawings afe stated

to bo as easy of production, within certain well-

defined limits, as those of ordinary pan and

washed drawings. The cost of printing is of

course that of ordinary plate printing
;
but as

several plates can bo engravou from the same
drawing, the delay of printing from only one

plate can be avoided without the cost of electro-

the process of dcciro-block printing

^

drawings, engravings, letterpress, or music, can

be reproduce eitherjn%atly extended or re-

duced in sise. To effect this on an enlarged

scale, the surface of a sheet of vulcanised Indian

rubb^, e^ual in size to the subject, is coated

with a thin film of an elastic composition, and
on it is token an impression of the print, block,

or plate. This is aone without difficulty, and
without injury to the print from which it is

taken. By means of an ingeniously contrived

frame with a double-screw action, the Indian

rubber is stretched equally on all sides to the

size required. While retained in this form, it is

laid down on a lithographic stone or zinc plate,

propeii^ prepared
;
and it is then in a condition

to funnsh impifossiOns in the ordinary method.
The reduction of o1:gect8 is obtained by stretch-

ing the Indian rubw sheet of the size required
tilHt can coverthe subject; the impression being
then taken, it is released from t^ strain and
returns to its original size, and the process is

aonrinned as above described. For surface

printing, some farther operations are required
The im^r^ion of the desired • size having
Imen reerived on zinc plate or stone, the sur-
lice of either is exposed to the action of an

whMi iriil eat away the parts of the
wfrea nnpiM^di^ by the ink, leaving the
ImpmsifMi Ik reliet this a matrix is

Iricett, and aa electsotvps or a stereotype castw liejpcdiioed; Atted te any of the ordinaiy
iitodst of tijn^printiBg,

Aapth/er Mbivaaoe fbr printamr is that of
82

•M. Auguste Leoaillet, of Faria. His numiro*
tiurs ^'aniquea ore made for numbering cou-

pons^ ailway certifleatea, and bank-notes, for

paging account books, or for any other pur-

pose tor which a continuous series of numbers
IS required. It may be adapted either tor use

in the hand, or for printing in a press. The
hand instrument consists of a rowel-formed

circle, on the points of which are cut in steel

tlie ten numerals. It turns on an axle which
may hold from two to six or more of these

rowels. The figure or figures that are to move
are left free ; those that are stationary are

fixtNl by a 8cr<‘W at tho side to prevent their

being disturbed by the action of the others.

The figure is changed by tlie action of a stiiall

lever tlmt rises up by tho wocxlen handle, the

pressure of which turns the rowel so as to bring

the next figure in its place, and at the same
time inks itself from a small inking apparatus

fixed above the figures. Thus, with six rowels,

numbers 1 to 990,999 may be impressed, tho

first of the series appearing 000,001. This

instrument may also bo used dry for stamping

anything where colour is not needed, but only

an impression
;
or w'ith common marking-ink

for stamping bales or goods of wooden packing-

cases. For printing, eight rowels with ten

axils each may be used fixed in a form, or

rather on a plate, furnishi^d with spaces to

admit the movable types. If wo suppose that

they number, as at first prepared, from 1 to 80,

a horizontal handle moves all the necessary

figures, and the next impression would give

from 81 to 160. This process may be combined
with the printing of labels requiring dates, such

as those of the month and year. In such cases

the necessary fixed type is prepared in the

usual manner, and space is left for the num^ro-
teurs to be inserted, which are then operated

on in the manner already described.

Messrs. Watorlow and Sous exhibited at the

Great Exhibition of 1862 a railway ticket

printing machine^ worked by steam, but which
can easilv be adapted to hand working. In it

the fixed type is placed in a frame, and the

movable fibres or letters are enjpwved in

steel on a brass roweL By a vibrating action

the frame is brought under a press to convey
the impression to the paper, and the reversed

movement brings the next type in succession to

its place.
^

It is self-inking.

Hsrrild*B newspaper addressing machine con*
sisto of a sliding groove of some length, on
which is i^lsood a galley containing as many
of tho required directions as it will hold set up
in ^e, and locked up. A treddlo moves it along
under a sort of pmhment frisket or ^rmpan,
till a diction arrives just under the space cut
in the frisketi the newspaper envelope is mid over
the frisket, and the tr^ole brings down a pres-
sure <m it The ^ley continues sliding on
all the directions nave been impressed, iriien it

is removed to make room tor toother.
Rank-moils Mm^i^.-^The old method of

printiim htok-notes was from eoi^, and sab-
aeqaently from steel, plates. But in the year
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18^ Mr« AJiM Smee, tuigeon to the Bank mould an indefinite numW of l»latei. the

of E^lai^ auggeated to the directors that the electro-metalluii^ proo^, nearly ten million

time had arrim to the adoption of bank-notes are printed annwlly without any

printing instead of fiaU printing) in the pre- necessary renewal of the original nu^els. The
paratkm of the notmu as admitting of greater giper, supplied by the same establishment in

rapidity and more complete identity of ap- jlumpahire whu^ has tonished bank-note paper

pearanoe. Although objecting to any additional to a long seriM of y^aM, is manufactured

change in the form or device of the note, the in a manner which exhibits almost as many
directors oonaented to the prosecution of a series novelties as the preparation of the plates,

of elaborate experiments. In these experiments Until the year ISSfi, the waUr-mark (one of

Mr. Smee was aaaisted by Mr. Hensman, en- the safeguards i^inst .forgery) was produced
^[ineer to the Bank, And by Mr. Coe, supers by forming a device with fine wire in the mould
intendent of the note-printing machines. or frame employed in making the paper. Now,
gnvers, preaa-makera, ^per-makers, and ink- however, the device for the wstei*-msrk is en-

miiker% all contributed their opiniona or in- graved on 8teel*faced dies, and transferred by
yentions towards the preparation of bank-notea stamping to brass plates ; by a delicate process

by surface printing* At length, in 1864, all these brass plates are adjusted to or within the

the difficulties were surmounM : on January 1, paper-making mould. • There is a gradation of

1856, the first bank-note a^^eared nnder the lignt and shade in the present water-mark,
new system. The bank-note differs very little very difficult to imitate. The sheets of paper,

from its predecessor ; the Britannia ia, perhaps, before they leave the Hampahire mill, undergo
somewhat more artistic; but the letters, figures, a process of diy-glazing by rolling. It has
and flourishes axe scanty altered. * Indeed, it bc^n necessary to make a change in the ink
was a fixed policy on the part of the directon as well aa in the paper, in adapting the ar-

to render any change in the appearance of their rangcments for surface printing. The bank-note
bank-notes as litue pcpseptible aa poMible. ink,in6teadof being prepared from the huaka of
The great

,

novelty was in the preparation of Bhenish grapes, ia now made by a combination
the pkte to surmce-printing. Until the year of a peculiar varnish with the soot resulting

1837, the device was engraved on the j^te from burning coal-tar naphtha in closed cham-
itself from which the impressions were to be bers. The ^nting presses, and the mode of
printed

;
from 1887 to 1864, the engraving was printing, differ matm^y under the present

managed on the siderograpl^ process ; but on surface-printing system, as compared with the
the new system, introduced in 1866, tiie design old plate printing; the medhanism comprises
for the note is made up and engraved on save- many beautiful novelties,

ral small ^eoes of copper, brass, and steel, Excellent as are now the Bank of England
according to the qnahty and minuteneas of notes, there are not wanting experienced men
the engraving; the linea of the device being who ooi^tend that a more elaborate device,

raised mstead of sunken. From the model thus practicable only by the plate-printing method,
made a metallic mould ia obtained, by elActro- would be better. Forgery has diminuhed, but
deposition. Mr. Smee's platinised silver voltaic it baa not quite died out The Bank directors

batteries avs employed as the source of power, oppoeed any marked change in the simplicity

These batteries had alreadybeen advantageously <n the device on these grounds: That forgers
need in multiplying the copper-plates to the can imitate elaborate engraving sufficiently

Ordnance maps. The modd la left in the pre-. well to deorive the public, n not bank-derks

;

dpitating trough containing sulphate of copper that paxti-colomrea notes, Invented by Sir
solution until a layer of copper has been de- William Congreve, were succeesfully imitated
posited upon it thi^ enough to bear handling; that the gmieral publm, not being judges of
the device of course appears on this film in artistic efifect, and having little discnmination
intaglio, not in ^ef, and serves as the mould to the dififemt styles of different artists, are
from which copies of the original model are to apt to be earily deceived by the same oenere/

be made. Being separated from the original appearance in a to^ note with whicm they
model, and again immeraed in the aolutioD, have bm tomliarin a real note, and take im-
this mould leceivea a depoeit^ which, when perfect imitations ofit quite aa readily ; and that
thick enough, is separated from toe mould on the whole, long toniliarity with one fotm
giving toe devioe. It is this, in rehef instead of inscription and ons style ofomammit is the

of intaglio, when backed up and strengthened best preventivs against forgery. These Opi-

by solder or other metal, which forms toe nipns were contested 1^ the hito >Mr« Henry
plate from which Bank of England notes are Bradbury, in a lecture delivered at toe Boyal
printed. There are about aeventy or eighty Institution, on May 9, 1866; the lecture was

kiods of Bank of England notes, differing afterwards printed aa a quarto pamphlet, with

ritoer in their denominatione (61., lOl., to.), engravings of three sp^men benk-aotes from

or in toe town where they are itoned (Ixmdon, designs by Mr. ffohn Xrighton. Mr. Bradbury

Manchester, Birmingham, to.) ; each of these contends that the olneot to be aoned at tooula

has required its own original model ; but any be to impart to eaen bank-note an individb^

one i^el would suffice to an almost endlesa alto, thereby expressingq^ties which are uqt

number of notes—seeing that one mow will within the province d metoanical imitation,

vicld an indefinite number of moulds, and one This is to be done by essaying a design^ it

^ 83 0 a
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high artiitie diaraetor; seeing^ that the work
which haa the genius of an artist imj^riiitod on
it, is not to be imitated by an inferior mind.

The Tignctte is the part of a note on which the

most artistic skill is displayed ;
and Mr. Brad*

bury urges that this skill should be still further

exercised; Early in the pn>sent century the

Plymouth Bock Bank, to lessen the forgery of

its notes, caused a vignette to be en>p*:ived ; the

forgeries at once ceased. When a really skil-

ful artist can engrave a vignette of a high clia-

iHCter, his social position and prospects are

such as to take him out of the influence and
temptation of forgers. The higher the class of

tlio engraving, the less the likelihood of forgery

;

seeing tl^t the work of every real artist has an
individuality about it which others could not

imitate. Admitting that the Bank of England
note exhibits simplicity of design, Mr. Bradlmiy
rf^marks, ‘ The objection I have to submit is

that its simplicity is too simple—not having

upon the face of it those features which cha-

racterise the true art-point The vignette is a
specimen the reverse of what I have been ad-

vocating; it is alike deficient in conception

and excentiou. Surface-printing Imving been

chosen as the medium, the Bank authorities

were restricted in the application of their art.

In coD8e<|uenGe of this, the Bank of England
note in its present form is unworthy of the

bank and the nation.* Assuming that high art

should bo employed to give character to the

simplest parts of the note, Mr. Brudbuiy would
employ machine-engraving—such as medallion

work, and guillodhe or rose^e^ne work—to

S
roduce ornamental details of any desired

egree of complexity; straight lines, wav^
lines, cirdes, ellipses, &c., may be combined in

ways almost illimitable. To produce these re-

sults—^the combinationof highartand simplicity

with mechanical intricacy, as a double cheek to

the forger—Mr. Bradbury believes that plate-

printing would be necessary. ' Mr. Grubb,

en^neer to tbe Bank of Ireland, has expressed

o^nioDs very similar to those of Mr. Biadbniy,
(Sjsight'e

Lam afeoting tko Pr$i8,—^These laws are

89 Geo. IIL c. 79, amended by 51 Geo. III. c.

65, and 2 & 8 Viet e. 12. There is no emisor-

ship over the press, which is, however, amon-
able to remedy of an injured party, or to

the correction of criminal justice. (Wharton’s
Law Lea* 2nd ed. 1860.)

Oioeeary of terms need in printing, most
of them not explained in the body of this

work:—
Aeemding ZeOtrt. Capital letters snA the followfug

email ones : b, a, t,b,]t,L The deMenAOig Mtert are
tlieg.hP>4.y*
AOrenomieal Oharatwn, The idgns for the twelve

lodiaosl cdnsteUsttoiis, for the planets and 4ngon*a
ha^MdWg^to tba aq^ecta, and for the moon in her

The prpof Sheet or Slips of a wmk
emtimw£ antiior!hliiiaeU.

mdt liijmA Thshonmanmenti of the OQmpoaitor*s
S9per oiM not rsgmrea tor the oidlitary types, but
inadtor fasegiilar aorta,

JhNiOW* Badly written or tronhleieme MS.
84

Batter* When the fscet of tH^a beootM tefand hi
a form.

Beard e/ a Letter. The outer angle of the eqaara
Shoulder of the Shank of a type.

Beavenue Jienep. Money paid by a sew hand to his
fellow workmen, Who spend It In beer. The term is
evidently a oormptioa of dim ems^ or welcome.

Biff. A weight of a fount of ty]^, in certain fixed
proi)ortions. [Typx.}

Btfwk Pugu. Pages which do not print, made up of
quadrate and furniture.

BotU iu. A aharp-polutod piece of ated wire, used
for drawing letters out of a form iu corregtlng.
[CoRHXcmro.]

Bofijf of m Work. The anhjeot-matter of a book,
without the title-page, preface, contents, inteodootlon,
and index.

Book. A complete copy of a work, the gatherlnM
being |mt togefchor ready tor the tio^bindor. This
opomt^ iseallod Aool^sg. The prraa neod for pressing
tbe books juat before binding is called the book jwsm.

Book Houee. A printing offloe in which book work
it its chief employment. A iVews IIouh is oonflned to
nevrapaper printing.

Bottom Notes or Foot Notet. The notes at the foot of

a page.

Brace. A. Chaiaeter made to various lengths snd
bodies, thus—
Brace Bulec. Pieces of brass of various fraotlonsi

parts of apica in thickness, typehigh, for printing lines.

Bringing up or Making rtadp a form of type. The
operation overlaying or underlaying, entting out,

Ac. tor equalising the impression, or bringing out the
light and dork parte of woodcuts.

Oueie Paper. The two outer quires of a ream of
paper.

Coding up, A calculation of the nnmbsr at thou-
sands Of ty]MBs contained in a sheet of a work, made
for the purpose of aaoertaining the value of the oom-
posltor's work.

Clean Proof. A dieet composed with very feiweiTon,
or a proof pulled after oorieotion for the autlior.

Clidter. Tbe compositor who has the management
of a oompanionshlp, or number of men engaged in
setUng up one or more works.

doee Spacing. When thin and middling instead of
thick imnoeB are used between words by the compositor.
It is objectionable, as is also open epacing.

Coct^p Letter. A large letter, standing above the
line, formerly used tor the first word of a book.

Collate. To examine the signatures of a book, to see
that it is ooB^dete and ready lor the bookbinder.

CompaniancMp. See Clkker,

Cteredbr. The old name tor the render, or person
employed to detect tbe errors made by the compositor
in setting up tho types.

Dele. In correeUng a proof, the mark thns A, ex-
punging a letter or w^. ^

Bedl, In old times boysemjdoyed to take the printed
sheets oft the tympan of the pres*. They were com-
monly bedaubed with ink. fblriag-q^boys at machines
are now oalled/Mi or^ bof/te.

Bauble. In composing, a word orwords set uptwice.
Brive out To epuoe widely, and slao If copy makee

more matter than wsa reckoned upon. The reverse
Is celled to per to.

Been Linet. When work, sneli es newspaper oompo-
Mtion, is in great haste, paragraphs are Avfded into a
few lines to each man, mid he is lequlrsd to h^dn and
end a line, often with very ctom or wide tpnoing.

Fat, W’lth oomposltorB, short or blank pagm and
widely leaded matter ; and with tbe ptmamen, small
nnmbers paid as much as if M0oo|^ were worked off.

Fatfaee. Thick-face types, giving vmy Uabk Im-
pressions.

Fine Precetcerk. fPnmDfo.l
Fire-eatert. Bapid compositors.

FfvBogc. SmBeeU,
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Edge. The outer edge of % dieet when folded
to the proper die of a book.

For^ifn, All oompoiitloii in foreign langnageir

FrofUmu, Types oast in one pieoe repr£entlng A
ft h it l> I* Jaa{f-/^xuthn9 are oast to one-b2t the
Moy of a 1^pe» and make all kinds of combinations.

FragmeiUtcTOddnimU, The few pages at the end
of a book which; do not make a sheet, and the title,

pnds^,wntentsl Ao., imposed so as to print off eoo-

Eramuk The kind of desk on which a compositor
lestohis

French JRftlee, Dashes mostly of brass, thns

:

Friar. A pale patch in a printed sheet where the
fonn has nottaken the Ink as in the other parte. Black
patches are called fnoids.

Friaket. An iron frame, oorered with paper, and
cut oat to .the eises of the psM when being printed
off, so as to keep the margin <n the paper clean.

FuU~/aee Letter, Types in which the ascending
tetters ocenpy the whole of the body,and the descending
tetters hang orer, and are kerned.

Geomelrioai Characters, Types Qsed for the phM,
Ac.

Get in. See Ikive out.

Good Copy, Well-written MS. or printed copy.

Gutter. The space between the pages fonidng the
back margin of a book.

Bores. A charge made tot work not done, a practice
to be discouraged for obvious reasons. Also an appa-
ratus, of a desk-like form, used by the pressman on
which to lay his white pap«.

Impefftet Faper, A ream containing only 480 sheets

;

perfect paper containing 616 sheets.

Imperfectuns. A sheet required by the bookbinder
to make a vedume complete. Types not oast up to the
proper quantity are also so oalM
/aasr /brm of a sheet. The form which begins with

the aecMid poge, usually worked off first.

Letter. TTpe.
Ltterale, Brron mada by oompositon in single

letters only.

Ifs. A aolntlaa of alkaU, used for eleaning the ink
off the forms of type.

Macule. A faulty impremlon, ^vearing aomewhat
doubted in the printing off.

Make ep. To pnt matter into pegea.

Making readg. Bee Bringing up.

Margin, The whitepaper round the printed portion
of a sheet.

Matter, Typos eet up.

Mekd, Typo metal, ueed abo for stereotype ptetee.

Ifonk, fkn Prior,

Bkk, The mark in a typo taewhioh the oompoiltor
sees which afate to pnt into ols otlok in setting np.
[Tm.]
Oddmente, See Ftugmente,

Oriental, Basbem tengoagea.

Out, Hatter omitted by the oompoaltQir in esttlngnp.

Outer Form. The form beginning with the first pege
of the sheet, and worked off lost.

Outelde Quiru, Bee Oastie Faper,

Ooerlage, Pieces of paper pasted on a sheet put be-

tween the tympana, for the pupoee of obtaining a
regular and flat Impieaeion.

Ossmm. To oarry over parte of lines or pages..

Overseer, The manager of a printing ofllosb

Penmhlet, A work conriefclng of mora fhn oete

Sheet, Mast more than five Sheets.

Jntjmi ivjpm^e BW Jmpmfywa

FerMteaU, WoAapnbllshadatatBtadinterri|a,bnt
nrither newspapeni nor thoaa which aiwproposed to be
finidMd in a oertala numhar of parte.

Fkiker, A man who correcte stereotype plates.

Pkki, Dirt la h form, or metal flawi in stereetype
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Fie, Broken matter.

Ftane down. To flattm the fSoe of the form of type.

Platen, That part of the press which comes down
upon the form, producing the impressionl

PoitU HoUe, Holes made In working off a sheet of
white paper, eo that when the outer fonn is worked
the pe^ ahidl fall in register.

FuU, To take an impression.

Beader, See Corrector,

Beglster, to make. To arrange tiie pages ef both
sidee of a sheet so that they shall fall prodaely upon
one anotlur,

Xelteralion. The enter form, or second form worked
off ; called also, by abbreviation, the ret,

Jtevlee. A proof polled after the eorreetloos have
beeif made by the compositor.

Set off. The ink from one recently printed Sheet
coming off upon and spoiling another.

Slur, An impression smeared at press.

Specimen Page. A page polled neatly on good paper
to show the proposed size and type.

Stet. [CORRBOTIKa.]

Taking. A portion of copy given to a oompoeitor at
onetime.

Token. TSn quires eff paper.

Tuo-Hne Letters, The laxge types sometlines used at
the beginning of a book or chapter, and occupying two
or more Unee in depth.

Tympon. The nerchment frame on which the sheet
to be j^nted is lud at prees.

Underlays. Pleoee of paper pasted under neges or
woodouts to bring them np to the required height.

WhttsUne, A line of quadrats producing a Idank the
depth of a line of print.

Matinc Bttlls or Sollon. The baUs
by which the ink was formerly applied to the
forma in presawork [Fboitino] were made
of a sort of wooden fimnel with handles,

the eatitiefi of which were filled with wool
or hair, and a piece of felt or leather nailed

oyer the cayity, and made extremely soft

by. soaking in urine and being well rubbed.
One of tliese the pressman took in each band,
and, applyingthem to the ink-table, daubed and
huockea them together, to distribute the' ink
equally, and then blaok^ the form, by beating

with balls upon the fhee of the letter. A con-

siderable improyement upon this plan has been
effected b/ means of rollers, inyented by Mr.
B. Foster, and now and for some years past in

Mneral use. These rollers consist of a com-
bination of treade and glue, which runs on the
ball stock, a cylinder of wood corering an iron

rod, alfixed to which are two handles. Instead

of Wting, as in the case of balls, the cylinder

is rolled oyer the face of the form, and the ink
thereby applied in a much more eyen manner,
and with a considerable decrease of labour.

Experience^ howeyw, teaches us that the ball is

the best means of inking fine wood engrayings
and producing the most brilliant impressions.

The best method of keeping a xoUer in good
oonditkm is to smother it m eonunoii ink when
out of use, hanging it up in a cool |daoe in

warm weather, and in a warn plaoe in cod

I
weather, but neverin a draught orcumnt ofair.

VrtBttaff lak. ’ The black ink used in

printing bo^ is prepared fiaom certain quan-
tities of linseed oil, blade resin, losp, and
lampblack. An excellent black ink has been

made by Mr. Sayage, who givea the following
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opinions aq to the requisites of black printing

ink for fine work: ‘Intenseness of colour,

impalpiibility, covering the surface of the type

or engraving perfectly, quitting the surface of

the type or curving wn^ the paper is preseed

upon it a^ adhering to the paper, not smearing

after it is printed, and retaining its appearance

without any change* The linseed oil is boiled,

and after the smoke begins to rise from the

boiling liquid, a bit of burning paper stack in

the cleft end of a long stick should be applied

to the surface, to set it on fire, as soon as the

vapour will bum ; and the fiame should be

allowed to continue (the pot being meanwhile

removed from over the flW, or the fire taken

from under the pot), till a sample of the

varnish, cooled upon a pallet-knife, draws out

into strings of about halt an inch long between
the fingers. To six quarts of linseed oil thus

treated, six pounds of resin should be gradually

added, as soon as the froth of the ebullition

has subsided. Whenever the resin is dissolved,

one pound and three-quarters of d^ brown
soap, of the best qualitv, cut into slices, is to

be introduced cautiously, for its w^jber of

combination causes a violent
.
intumescence.

Both the resin and soap should be well stirred

with a spatula. The pot is to be now set upon
the fire again, in order to complete the com-
bination of all the oonstitnonts. Put next of

well-ground indigo and Prussian blue, each 2^
ounces, into an earthen pan, suf^ciently large

to hold all the ink, along with 4 pounds of

the best mineral lampbli^, and 3^ pounds

of good vep^etable lampblack ; then add the

warm vammh by slow degrees, carefully stir-

ring, to produce a^rfect incorporation of all

the ingrraients. This mixture is next to be
sulnected to a mill, or slab and muUer, till it

be Ipigated into a smooth uniform paste.^

Tne following is Mr. Savage's recipe for

making one pound of superfine printing ink:

Balsam of capivi, 9 ounces; lampbli^ 8

ounces ; indigo and Prussian blue together, p.

leq. 1^ ounce ; Indian red, ] onnoe ; tturpenrine

(yellow) soap, diy, 8 ounces. This mixture is

to be grouna upon a slab, with a muUer, to an
impalpable smoothness. The pigm^ts used
for ccfiouring printing inks are, canning lakes,

vermiUon, red lead, Indian re^ Venetian red,

chrome yellow, chrome red or orange, burnt
term di ffienna, galbstone, Boman ochre,

jrilow ochre, vetd^ris, blues and yellows
nuxed for greens, in^go, Prussian blue,

Antwerp blue, tunbw, sepia, Ac.
In ooasequenee of the Iste immense rise in

the prices of the materiala for making ink,

expenmenb are said to have been mede on
petroleum, gas refhse, Ac., aadthelnkthtujjoo-
duced has bemndned with tlm genuine. These
filthy com|iQiiri<ma spoil the bocks in whi<h
they am WM, exMbmitta cfisag^
hato ipoond the print, atm impaituig a most un-
itoaarit odour to the volume when opened.

Printing Ifnotilno. The earliestprinting

peases weta the common wooden sorow peas,
iue thefirst essmtial rnodifiemion of whi^ the
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world is indebted to the late Bari Stanhop*
[Pmess.] In Br. Bibdin's Biblwgroffhiad
Jkoammvn may be seen cuts of the earliest

printing presses.

Prior to the introductmn of printing machines
presswoik was one of great labour whenever
extraordinary expedition was required. Itwas
particularly the case with newsppers, of which,
with the utmost exertion, scarcely more than
750 copies prhour could be obtained ; the con-
sequence was that in newspper offim where
the circulation was extensive, it was found ne-

cessary, in order to get the pper publ^ed in

time, to composet^ or mote sets of types, and
work them off simultaneously at as many
presses. An enormous increase in the com-
psition and presswork was the result.

In describing the 'various machines, it will

be observed that in the diagrams illustrating

their leading prindples or arrangements

—

The black parts represent the inking apparatus.

The diagonal lines represent the pper cylindeid

which give the impression.

The perpendicular Imes represent the types or
plates.

The arrows represent the track of the sheet of

ppr.
In the year 1790 Mr. W. Nicholson, the

editor of the PhUoaofhieal /otmta/, took out a
patent for certain improvements in printing;

and, on reading his specification, everyone

must be struck with the extent of his ideas on
the subject To him belongs, beyond doubt,

the honour of the first supyssftda of printing

by means of cylinders
;
the following are his

own words, divested of legal redundancies :

—

* In the first place, I not only avail myself
of the usual meth ds of making typ but I

likewise make and arrange them in a new way,
vis. by rendering the tail of the letter gradually

smaller. Such letter may be imposed on a
(^lindrical surface; the aisp<wtion of types,

plates, and blocks, upn a cylinder, are p«nrts

of my invention.
* In the second place, I vpplj the ink upn

the surfiice of the types, plates, Ac. by causmg
the surface of a cylinder smeared with oolourag
matter to roll ovev or successively apply itMbf

to the surface of the types, Ac., or elm I cause

the type to apply themselves to the cylinder..

It is absolutely neceasaiy that the colouring

matter be evenly distributed over this cylinder,

and for this purpose lap^ two^ three, ormore
smaller cylinders, oallM distributing rollers,

longitudixially against the colouring cyBiidsrs,

so that th^ ma^ be turned by the morion of
the Utter; if this colouring matter be veiy
tlutt, I an even Uunt edge of metal oar

wood agunst the ^lindeor.

*ln the third places X perfonn aB my im-
prewHms by the aerion of a ^liader, or
(ylindrioal surfoce, te. I cause the psfcr
to pass between two cylinders, one of wl&h
bis the foUn of typef attached to % add

I

fonnittg i»it of its suxfoce, and the o(m U
faced with diotli, end serves to press the paper
so as to tidm off an impresrion of the colour pre*
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viously applied ; ofotherwiee, I cause the form
of typesi pferionsly colonfed, to pass in dose
and successive contact with the paper wrapped
round a cylinder with woollen doth.* He also
described a method of raising the paper cylinder
to prevent the type from soiling the dotiL

Fig. 1. Fig: 3.

Nicholson’s arrangement Nldholsou's arrangement
tor arched type. for common type.

of mode^^printing machines ; ^d ISad^Mr.
Nicholson paid to any one pi^ of his inven-
tion that attention which he fmtlesslv bestowed
on attempts to fix types on a cylinder, or had
he known how to curve stereotype plates, he
would, in all probability, have been the first

maker of a printi^ mac^e, instead of merely
suggesting &e principles on which they might
be constr^ted.

The first working printing madiine was the
invention of Mr. T. Kcsnig, a native of Saxonv;
he submitted bis plans to Mr. T..Bensley, the
celebrated printer, and to Mr. R. Tavlor, the
scientific editor of the PhUosophieal MofaHne.
These gentlemen liberally encouraged his exer-

tions, and in 1811 he took out a patent for

improvements in the common press, which,

however, produ<^ no fiivourable result. He
then turned his attention to the use of a
cylinder, in order to obtain the impression,

and two machines were erected for printing the

^Timeenewspaper, the readers ofwhidiwere told,

on the 28Ui of November, 1814, that they hdd
in theirhands a newspaper print^by machineiy,
and by the power of steam.

In tiiese machines the type was made to pass

under the cylinder, on wbiw was wrapped the

sheet of paper, the paper being fimlv neld to

the ^Tinder by means™ *• of tapes. The ink was
placed in a cylindrical

W, firomwmch itwas
foro^ by a powaifhl

•crew, depretsiiig a
ti^tly fittra inston*,

tfience it fell between
two iron rollers. Be-

•UeottbsaboeL ^ of *^er
loUers, two of which had, in addition to their

rotatory motion, an end motion, i* e. a
motion in the dimtion of their lens^h. The
whole ^stem of xollera terminated in two,

which applied the ink to the types. In order

to obtain a great number of imp^Ndone from.

the same fonn, a paper cylinder (i.e. a cylinder

in wluch the paper is wrapped) was plaoed on

each side of the inkiim apparatus, the form
passing under both. The machine prodnoed

1,100 impressions per hour; subseouent im-
provements raised them to 1,800 per hour.

The next stepwas the invention of a machine
(also by Mr. Koenig) for printing both sides of

the sheet: it resembled two single machines,

plaoed with th^ cylinders towaros eadi other,

at a distance of two or three feet. OChe Aeet
was conveyed from one paper cylinder to the

other by means of tapes ; . the tra» of the sheet

exactly resembled the letter 8, if laid horison-

tally, thus, qq. In the course of this track

the sheet was turned over. At the first paper

Fig. 4.

Ecenlg’s donUe, for both sides of the sheet.

cylinder it received the impression from the

tot form, and at the second paper cylinder it

received the impression from the second form

;

the machine printed 750 sheets, on both sides,

per hour. This machine was erected for Mr.
T. Bensley, and was the only one made by Mr.
Koenig for printing on both sides of the sheet

:

this was in 1815.

About this time Messrs. Donkin and Bacon
were also contriving a printing machine,

having in 1813 obtained a patent for a
machine in which the types were placed upon
a revolving prism. The ink was applied by a
roller, which rose and fell with the irregu-

larities of the prism; and the sheet was
wrapped on another prism, so formed as to

meet the irregularities of .the type prism.

One of these machines

was erected for the uni- ^
versity of Cambridge,
and was a beautiful WtL
specimen of ingenuity

and workmanship ; it

w^ however, too com-
plicated, and the inking

was defective, which
,

point was attained ; for in this machine we^
first introdneed inking-roUers, covnod with a
eompositioa of treads and glue; k Kesnig's

machiue the rollers were covered with leather,

which never answered the purpose well
In 1816 Mr. Cowper oUained a patent for

curving stereotype FlgStS.

plates forthepur*
pose of fixing them
on a cylinder. 8e-

versl of these T
mschmeB, capable

of printing 1,000 Oowper’s dngls, for carved

sheets nour on stoieotnie.

both siaes, are at work at the present day;
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aad twalve nMchiues on this principle were
unde (br the Bank of England a short time

preTioiu to the issue of gold.

Ftg.7.

Oovper'i aoQbto, for both ildH of the ihoet.

It is worthr of note that the same ob-

ject seems to hare occ^ied the attention of

Nicholson, Donkin and Bacon, and Mr. Cow-

S
!r, Tis. the revolution of the form of tyj^s,

ichobon sought to do this by a new md
of type, shaped like the stones of an arch.

Donkm and Daeon sought to do this by fixing

types on a revolving prism ; and at last it was
completely effected by the curving of a stereo-

type plate by Mr. Cowper.
In these machines two paper cylinders are

placed side by side, and against each of them
M placed a cylinder for holding the plates.

Eaw of these four cylinders is about two feet

diameter; on the surface of the plate cylinder

are placed four or five inking-rollers, about

three indiea dtameter ; they are kept in their

poeitMm by a frame at each end of the^ place

cylinder, the ^indies of the rollers lying in

tne notches on the frame, thus allowing perfect

freedooL of motioii, and requiring no ^ust-
ment. The fimme which supports the inking-

zoUers, cdled the waimg-fram$^ is attached by
hinges to the general frame of Um madune;
and the edge of the plate ^linder is indented,

and rubs against the waving-frame, causing it

to.wive or vibrate toand fio, fihd, ocmsequeiiUy,

to cany the inking-foUers with it^ thus gmng
them a motiofi in the direction of their length,

eallodthesndiRofiofa These rollers distribute

the ink upon three-fourths of the surface of the
plate cylinder, the other quarter being oernpied
by the curved stereotype plates. !l%e ink is

held in a trough ; it stands parallel to the plate
cylinder, and is formed by a metal roller re-

volving against the edge of a plate of iron. In
its revolution this roller becomes covered with a
thin film of ink, which is conveyed to the plate

cylinder by an inking^roller vibrating betimen
Doth. On the plate cylinder the ink be-

comes distributea, as before described, and
as the plates pass under the inking-rollers

they become cnarged with colour. As the

t^linders continue to revolve, the plates

come in contact with a sheet of paper in

the first paper cylinder, whence it is carried,

by means of tapes, to the second paper
cylinder, where it receives an impression on
its opposite side from the plates on the# second

plate cylinder, and thus the sheet is perfected.

These machines are applicable only to stereo-

type plates, but they formed the foundation of

the future success of Applegath and Cowpei^s
printing machinery, by showing the best me-
tkod of furnishing, distributing, and ap|dying

the ink.

In order to apply this method to a madbine
capable of printing from type, it was only

necessary to do the

same thing in an
extended flat sur-

face or table, which
had been done on
an extended cylin-

drical surface. Ac-
cordingly Mr. Cow-
per constructed a
machine for printing

both sides of the sheet foom type, securing by
patent the inking apparatus, and the mode of
conveying the aliMt from one paper cylinder to

the other hj means of drums and tapes.

Apiflegath and Oowper’a

Fig. 9.

ipiplflaafeh and Oowper's double maChins,

Mr. A. Applegath, who was a joint pro-
prietor with Mr. Cowper in these patents,

obtained patents for several improvements.
Mr. ^wper had riven the end motion to

the distributing roUera by moving the frame
to and foo in which they were ^aced. Mr.
Applegi^h suggested the placing of these
rollera in a diagonal position across the table,

thereby produring Ham end nuriou in a rim-
pier manner.

' The dii^EOiiai roBera hate' an admirable
.iend«a«7 l^^eead out the ink in a smooth
fltiatam, h|y the sliding of the table in a difihrent

diieetioii to the lines of revolution ; but there

nniitbeooiu^jMble frieUonat their axes by
rite oonytant tendency of the table to thrust the

irileia ildsinyaor endwHys, uddeh muat be

provided against, or they will soon wear nntme.
He also contriv^ a method of applying two
feeders to the same printing cylinder ; these

latter inventions are more adapted to newspaper
than to book printing. Numerous machines
have been constructed upon the joint inventiona

of Messr^ Applegath and Cowper, which are
modified in a great number of ways for the

various purposes of printing bocfics, bank-noteiL

I
neuupapm, dec. ; they have^ in fsc*t, superseded
iMr.lkcmugfs machines in the officeofMr.Benriw
(who was the principal proprietor of Kcnnig^
patent), and also in the office of the Tester, as
Was nunounced in that jouniA]. No lesa

. forty wheels were removed from Kmnig^a
chines when Mr. Bensley adopted tite improve-
Imenti of Messrs. Covper sad Appl^tk
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Having, on the first trial of their machioes,
discovered the superiority of the inking roller

and table over the common bulls, they imme-
diately applied them to the common press, and
with complete success. The invention , however,
was immediately infringed throughout the
kingdom, and copied in France, Germany, and
America

; and it would have been as fruitless

to attempt to stop the infringement of the

S
atent as it was found in the case of the kalei-

oscope. This invention has raised the quality

of printing generally.

Improrements in printing machines were
effectkl by Mr. Wayte and by Mr. David Na-
pier ; but the immense iind increasing demand
of the Times upon their powers, rendered it

necessary to piovide a nniehine which would
work offfrom 12,000 to 15,000 copies fer hour.

This demand was supplied by the invention of
the late Mr. Applcgath, who gave the author
the following description, first published by
the late Dr. Lardiier ; He dccitlcd on abandon-
ing the reciprocating motion of the type form,

arranging the apparatus so ns to render tiie

motion eontinnous. This necessarily involved

circular motion, and accordingly ho resolved

•viKMi attaching the columns of type to the sides

of a large drum or cylinder, placed with its

axis vertical, instead of the horizontal frame
whidi had been hitherto used. A large central

drum is erected, capable of being turned romid
its axis. Upon sides of this drum are

placed vertu^j the colnmns of type. These
columns, stiicdj speaking, form thCndes of
a polygon, the centre of which coincides with

the axis of the drum, but the breadth of the

oolumns is so small compared with the diameter

of the drum, that their surfaces d(*paxt very

little from the n'gular cylindrical form. Ou
another part of this 'drum is fixed the inking

table, drcumfereuoc of this drum in the

T^mes printing machine meatsures 200 inches,

and it is consequently 64 inches in diameter.

This drum is surrounded by eight cylinders,

also placed with their axes vertical, upon which
the paj^ is carried by tapes in the usual man-
ner. i&ch of these cylinders is connected with

the drum by toothed wheels, in such a manner
that their surfaces respeotivelv must necessarily

move at exactly the same velocity as the sur-

face of the drum. And if we imagine the drum
thus in contact with these eight cylinders to be

put in motion, and to mske a complete revolu-

tion, the type form will be pressed successively

against eaiw of the eight cylinders, and if the

type were previously inked and each of the

eight flinders supplied with paper, eight sheets

of paper would be printed in one revolution of

the drum.
It remains, therefore, to explain, first, how

the type Is eight times inked in each revolntion

;

and sMondly, bow each of the eight 'i^linders

is supplied with paper to reoeiTe their impres-

sion. Beside the eip;nt papercylinden aie pCmed
eight sets of inknig rollers; near these are

placed two ductor rollers. These ductmr rollers

teoelve a coating of ink from reservoirs pUced
89

above them. As the inking table attadied to

the revolving drum passes each of those ductor

rollers, it receives from them a coating of ink.

It next encounters the inking raUers, to which
it delivers this coating. The types next, by
the continued revolution of the dri^ encounter

these inking rollers, and receive fiK>m them a
coating of ink, after which they meet the paper

(flinders, upon which th^ are impressea, and
th^rintiiig is completed.

Tims in a single revolntion of the great

central drum the inking table receives a snpply

eight times successively from the ductor rollers,

and delivers over that snpply eight tinies suc-

cessively to the inking rollers^which, in their

turn, deliver it eight times successively to the

faces of the type, from which it is conveyed
finally to the eight sheets of paper held upon
the eight cylinders by the tapes.

Let us now explain how the eight cylinders

are supplied with paper. Over each of them is

erected a sloping deak, upon which a stock

of unprinted paper is deposited. Bende tins

dt^sk stands the layer on, who pushes forward
the paper, sheet by sheet^ towards the fingers

of the machine.

Tliese fingers, seising upon it, first draw it

down in a vertical direction between tapes in

the mght vnitical ftames until itsvertiesl edges
correspondwith the positioB of llie form of typo

on the printing eymAar. Amved at this posi-

tion, its vntieal aMtiim is e^smped Vf a self-

acti^ appantas provided in the nuraine, and
it bf^ns to move horiaontidly, and is thus

carriM towards the printing ^linder by the

tapesL As it passes round this ^Undrr it is

impressed utou the ^rpe, and printed. It is

then carried nadt horimtally airoilar tapes

on the other side of the frames until it arrives

at another deric, where the taker off awaits

it. The Angers of the machine are there dis-

engaged from it, and "the taker off reoeires

it, and disposes it upon the desk, ^is move-
ment goes on without interruption; the mo-
ment that one sheet descends from the hands
of the layer on, and being carried vertically

downwarns begins to move horizontally, space

is left for another, which he immediately sup-

plies, and in this manner he delivers to the
machine at the average rate of two sheets eveiy
five seconds ; and the same ddiveiy taking place

at each of the eight cylinders, 16 riieets are
delivered and printed evezy five seconds. It

is found that by this machine in ordinary
work bettteen 10,000 and 11,000 per hour can
he printed; but with very expert men to de-

liver the riieets, a still greater speed can be
attained. Inde^ the velocity is limited, not
by any conditions affecting the machine, but
by the power of the men to deliver the sheets

to it

In case of any misdeliveiy a sheet is spoiled,

and, omis^nently, the efiiM^ve performance of
the machine is impai^. If, however, a still

grMter speed of printing were required, a ma-
chine of the same kind, iritbout chaii^ng its

principle, would be sufficient for the exigency

;
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but it would be neeeMniy that the types bhoold

be aummoded with a greater number of print*

ing cylinders.

It may be right to remark, that these sur-

rounding cylinders and rollers, in the case ci

the TV/itss machine, are not uniformly dis-

tributed round the great central drum; th^
are so arranged as to leave on one side of that

drum sin open spa^ equal to the width of the

type form. This is necessary in order to give

access the type form so as to ac^just it.

One of the practical difficulties which Mr.
Applegath had to encounter in the solution of

the problem, which he has so successfully ef-

fected, arose f^m the shock produced to the

machine^ by reversing the motion of the
horisontal frame, which in the old machine
carried the type form and inking table, a mov-
ing mass whi^ weighed one ton ) - This frame
had a motion of 88 inches in each direction,

and it was found that such a weight could not

be driven through such a space with safety at

a greater rate than about 46 strokes per minute,
which limited itsmaximum producing power to

6,000 sheets per hour.

Another difficulty in the construction of this

vast piece of machinery was so to regulate the

self-acting mechanism that the impression of

the type form should always be made in the

centre of the page, and so that the space upon
the paper occupied by the printed matter on
one side may coincide exactly with that occu-

pied by the printed matter on the other side.

The type form fixed on the central drum moves
at the rate of 70 inches per second, and the

paper is moved in contact with it of course at

exactly the same rate. Kow, if by any error in

the delireiT or motion of a sheet of paper it

arrive at the printing cylinder l-70th part of

a second too soon or too late, the relative posi-

tion of the columns will vary by l-70th part

of 70 inches—that is to say, oy one incL In
that case the edge of the printed matter on
one side would be an inch nearer to the edge
of the TOper than on the other side. This is

an incident which rarely happens, but, when it

does, a sheet is, of course, spoiled. The waste,

however, from that cause is considerably less

in the present vertical machine than in the
former less powerful horizontal one.

The vertical position of the inking rollers is

more condurive to the goodness of Uie woA—
for the type and engraving are only touched
on their exbeme sunace^than the horisontal

machine, where the inking rollers act by gra-
vity ; while any dust shaken out of the paper,
whi<^ formerly was deporited upon the inking
luUei^ now faOs upon the fioor. With this

maehiite 60,000 impresrions have been taken
witbout shying to brush the form or table.

the prlnemle of this vertical cylinder uaa-

ehlne Is espaSls of almost unlimited extension.

the greet powers of pro-

dueUon of machine, the still-

indMsiwmqiffiKiiiehtB of the Times, with the
repeal of the ftft* duty said the consequent

dmalHfids of the enaap newspepen, made it ne-
00

oeesary that something mote should be done.

An American machine, the invention of Messrs.
Hoe and Co. of New York, has been recently

introdneed into this oountiy, and several have
been constTu?ted by Mr. vl^itwoiEth of Man-
chester for the TVmes and other newspapers.

By means of these machines, combined with a
recently discovered process stereotyping and
multiplying type-high forms, there is practi-

cally no limit to the number of copies of a
newspaper which can be produced within a
£^ven time.

The printing presses of Messrs. Hoc and Co.

had, like Applegath’s vertical machines, been
invented previous to 1861, and cannot there-

fore be regarded as novelties ; but at that date

only one been introduced into Europe, and
DO sample or even model was exhibit^ in

Hyde Park. There was a small model of the

ten-cylinder press in the Exhibition of 1862,

but nothing else to illustrate the mechanism
by which the principal newspapers of the me-
tropolis and great provincial towns are printed.

The first presses sent by Messrs. Hoe and Co.

to this country were for Weekly Nme-
paper, and were of the six-cylinder size. These
were followed by two ten-cylinder machines
ordered by Mr. Walter for the Times, with the

condition that they were to be made by an
English machinist who should be approv^ by
him. The Star aud the Manchester Estaminer

also ordered Hoe presses of.English make, and
the example thus set was speedily followed by
the Mamhester Gttardian, the Daily Telegraph,

the Scotsman, the Illustrated London N(ws,

and in fact all the leading papers in the United
Kingdom. The experience, however, of the

English-made machines, bad meanwhile (pro-

bably from the novelty of the manufacture)

not been quite so satis&ctory as that of tliose

produced by Messrs. Hoe and Co., and this

gave a deeded Mference to the New York
machines. Mr. W^alter still continues to use
two of Applegath’s eight-cylinder vertical ma-
chines in prinrittg the Times and JEhening Mail,

but only as subsidiaries, the chief buiden of

the work falling on the two ten-(^linder Hoes
made by Mr. nbitworth, and these are now
said to perform admirably. They aredriven at

the rate of thirty-two revolutions per minute,

whidi gives a printing rate of 16,200'per hour,

or abo& 16,0(^ induding stoppaM. Much of

the ingenuil^ exercised bothIn the Applegath
and machines was directsd to the chase,

which hnd to hold securely upmi its enrved

fkce the mass of movable type required to

form a psge. The complicated contrivances

by which this was effiMM have now been

entirely snperseded by the use of stereotyjpe

plates; butbsilEbfU proceeding to describe the

process by whidi diese are obtained, it may be
well to mmw attention to eome of the pomte
which teem to have determined the preference

now given to the Hoe pTesaes over die Apple-
gath. The course of the sheet in laying on
at the Hoe machine is aa direct as it can be
made, short of prinliitg from a oonthincms web,
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and thd taking off is performed with great re-

gularity by means of a wooden frame, which
and falls with each impression of the

printing cylinders. At the Applegath press
the direction of the sheet has to be charged
from a perpendicular to a lateral motion to

corresrond with the Tertieal position of the

mfiilt mm. A taker off is also required for

each ImprMsion cylinder as well as a layer on,

thus considerably increasing^ the number of

hands. The American madiine also possesses

a decided superiority in the arrangements for

securing g[ood register, though the iuMuious
finger motion by which this ^nlt is obtained

be^mes objectionably rapid in the largest size

of presses* For the m^e of producing the

plates for the Time$ and other newspapers, see

mRaoTTvma.
The SjpoiHBWoode iVsss.—The first sncoessfril

application of steam, as a motiye power, to

printing presses with a platen and yertical

pressure, was made in the establishment where
this Dictionaiy is printed. Conyinced of the

superiority of the impression made by fiat aa

compared with that of cylindrical pressure, the

late Mr. Andrew Spottiswoode (a name to Im
remembered amongst the most eminent in his

profession), assisted by his chief engineer. Hr.
]&rown, succeeded, after many ex|mrimenta, in

perfecting a machine which combines the ex-

cellence of work of the hand press with four

times its speed, and with a uniformity of colour

which can never be attained by inkii^ by
hand. The main point of the invention is the

endless screw or drum which takes the carriage

and type from each end under the platen, and
after the impression is taken by means of a
crank returns it to its original position. The
frisket is attached to the tympan at the bottom
near the tympan joints, so that when the

tympan is lifM from the form by the ma«
chiuery, the tympan and frisket open at the

upper end) contrary to the usual way in presses

worked bymanual labour, and the printed sheet

is left on the tympan resting on the frisket

These presses are called doiMe platens ; but
they ought, in honour of their inventor, to be

named Spottiswoode presses.

Mattagf ntara. [Natubb PBDrmfG.]

Mar. [Abbot.]
IhriorwHu The shperior of certain oonrents

of nuns.

^rlssiga (Fr. prise, a takinff). An ancient

right of the crown, by which the king or hie

butler was empowered to take two tuna of

wine from eve^ ship importing twenty tuna

or more into England. It is mentioned in

the earliest pipe tolls as a source of royal

revenue. By a diarter of Edward I. it was
commuted to a tax of two shillings on evezy

tun of wine imported by merchant strangers.

The commutation, on the presumption that

thirty to forty ^nns were the average lading of

a ship canjnng B<ndeaux or Gascony wine, ia

pretty near^ eqnivalent to the ordinary price

of wine at the latter end of the thirteenth cen-

tttiy, i.a, sixty to eighty shillings would have

PRISMATIC COMPASS
purchased, and frequently did purchase, two
tuns of 252 gallons each. This low price of
wine was partly due to the fact that French
wine was freely consumed in England six

hundred years a^, partly to the pofitical con-
nection which subsisted between this country
and Guienne np to the latter part of the
fourteenth oentnxy. After the rupture of the
peace of Bretimy, and the reduction of Guienne,
French wine became much dearer. [Wink.]

VsisotlllxnUtB. In Ecclosiosticul History,
a sect of the fourth century

;
so named from

Priscillian, a Spanish bishop, pnt to death in a.d.
S82 by Maximus, tyrant of Gaul, on the aoettsA-

tion of another bishop, Ithacius
;
the earliest in-

stance of anyone put to death for heresy. Tlie
opinions of Priscillian and his followers are
said to have been Maiiichuan

; but it is re-
markable that Sulp. SeveruB, himself sufficient-

ly zealous against their doctrines, admits that
their persecutor Ithacius was a man of disre-
putable character, and that purity and austerity
of manners were often sufficient with him to
ground an accusation of Priscillianism. This
affords a curious parallel with the history of
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, when ac-
cusations of Manicheism were liberally brought
against sectaries whose avowed tenets extended
only to the reformation of ecclesiastical matters
and denial of the church's authority. (Milman's
Latin Chrietianitf/, bk. ii. ch. iv.)

Piisni (Gr. wptana, from irpfw, I saw). In
Dioptrics, a piece of glass or other diaphanous
substance, more or less long, with triangular
ends, employed to separate a my of liglit

into its constituent parts or colours by rciriie-

tion. The prism is the instrument by means of
which many of the remarkable phenomena of
light and colours are exhibited. [Ciiuomatics

;

O^cs; Rbfbaction.]
Pbisv. In Gkometry, a polj hedron, two of

whose frees are equal, similar, and parallel, while
all the rest are parallelograms. Prisms take par-
ticular names from tlic figures of their ends, or
oi^mito equal and paraUel sides. When the
ends are triangles, they are culled iriangtdat
prisms; when the ends are square, square
prisms ; when the ends are pentagonal, penta*
fonal prisms

; and so on. A riahi prism has
Its sidM perpendicular to its ends

; an oblique
pMni is that of which the sides are oblique
to the ends* The solid content of a prism is
found by multiplying the area of the base into
the perpendicular idtitiide; hence all prisms
are to one another in the ratio compounded of
thy bases and altitiides.

ytafliyto The resolution of
a beam of Hght into its oemstitnent rays of
difoent refr^bility. [CaBOMATiOB: Spbo
tbov AxALwnJ

OotafBm* The eolonrs pro *

toerf dMoiitp«Ngw U,^t hr m pum.
[Pkt]tm<k>nonMmhAOKm>MATic^

»Bie«an,t8o Oompnaa. a mirv^ng in-
stmifient, miudi nsed^ on aocoimt of its owi-
vement sice and fomt, k milkuy sketch^,
and for filHng np the details of a map where
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groat accuracy is not required. The conatrac-

tion is as follows : The compass-card, diyided

into degrees and minutes, is attached to the

needle and turns with it. On one side of

the compass-box stands a perpendicular slip,

called wie si^hUvant^ having a long narrow

pemndicular slit in it, along the middle of

which a fine thread is stretched. On the side

of the box opposite to the sight-vane, there is

a prism, through which and through the sight-

vane an olnect is observed, and bisected by the

thread. The use of the prism is this : the rays

of light passing from the thread to the eye are

refracted in passing through the prism, so that

the thread appears to be prolonged and to

intersect the circle on the card on which the

divisions are ;
consequently, the magnetic azi-

muth of any object which the thread bisects

is indicated immediately by the division with

which the thread coincides. The angle between

two stations is thus obtained, being equal when
the stations are on opposite sides of the meri-

dian to the sum of their azimuths, and to the

difference of the azimuths when they are on
the same side of the meridian. The card is

divided to 16* of a degree, which is, perhaps,

a smaller angle than can be measured by this

instrument. (Simm’s ThMtise on Mathemadcai
Instruments,)

Viiamoid. An imperfect prism ; a figure

resembling a prism, but not answering exactly

to the definition.

WtiMon (Fr. prendre, to take). Imprison-

ment is commonly used in civilis^ states for

cfs: for safe custody of persons

with offences, for the detention of

debtors, and for punishment; under which

latter head the rerormation of prisoners must
be comprehended, as an ac^unct to punishment.

The flwt principles of older seem to require

that these three classes of prisoners should

be kept entirely distinct, and, if possible, in

separate places of confinement ; but even the

former rule has been generally very imperfect-

ly observed, while the latter is in most places

impracticable by reason of expense. The
alleviation of the horrors of imprisonment^ b^
physical improvemeut of the condition of prt«

soners and the imparting of religious iiistruc-

tion, has been from very earlv times an object

with philanthropists; but the adaptation of
imprisonment to serve the end of punishment
has been, comparatively speaking, only veiy
recently attempted. The Society ‘of the Bro-
thers ^ Kercy, in Italy, paid much atten-

tion to the former subject in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries; and the names of

Carlo Borromeo and Vincent de Paul have
derived hom it much of their lustre. But the

earliest instance of a prison managed on any
prineipfea of poMcy and humanity seems to be
that (» the Penitontiaxy at Amstmam, erected

in ; an example which Was soon followed

tgr iome of the Ctoeman towns, especially

Hambuig a&4 Bremen. In J^la^ it is well

known thsit the impulse of prison improvement

wa« fixi^ communicated t>y the celebrated

n
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Howard, whose suffering when token by a
privateer and imprisoned at Brest, during tbe
l^ven Years* War, are said to have first directed
his attention to the subject The fruits of his •

observations, in his repeated visits to most of
the prisons of Europe, were given to the world
pi^tly in his publications, and partly cm exa-
mination before a committee of the House of
Commons in 1774. To his suggestions, and
those of Jonas llanway, are principally owing
the provisions of the 19 Qeo. III. c. 74 (passed
in 1778), truly called the basis of succeeding
legislation on the subject. Solitary imprison-
ment was then first instituted. The works of
Koold flmd others, and the labours of the Prison
Biscipline Society (founded, we believe, chiefiy

by Mt, Fowell Buxton), kejtt the attention of
the public fibced on the subject. In 1813, the
construction of the Millbank Penitentiary was
begun. This establishment was designed to

serve as a species of model prison
; but from

many errorscommitted in its foundation and first

management, it was lung before it answered in

any d^ee the views of its projectors. Mean-
while practical improvementhasproceededmuch
further in the United States of America, where
the experiments of solitary confinement and of

associwon in silence were both first instituted

on an extensive scale, and have formed tbe

basis of two different systems, which now di-

vide the sufifrages of observers. Europe took
in tbk matter lessons fri>m America; and the
reports of French visitors to its prisons,

especially Messrs. Beaumont and Be Toequo-
vifle, 1834, contributed largely to the formation
of public opinion on the subject. In 1834,
inspectors were a2>pointed to report annually
on the state of English and Scottish prisons

—

a measure which had been earlier adopted with
reference to Ireland. Tlie chief hea^ of im-
provement in prison discipline then recom-
mended or introduced were : 1. Inspection and
control; 2. Classification; 8. Separate or soli-

tary punishment ; 4. The silent or non-inter-

course system ; 5. The introduction of labour

;

6. Religious and intellectual instruction.—1.

Tbe first of these is matter rather of practical

than theoretical developement The history of

the plan oridnally suggested by Sir Samuel
Bentnam ana bis brother, Jeremy Bentham the

philosopher, which has fofmed, to a certain ex-

tent, the basis oflater experiments, is mentioned
under tbe head Fbnitbntiabt. 2. Classifi-

cation, under the English Gaol Acts of 1823
and 1824, has been extensively introduced into

prisons. It is, of course, a great improvement
on the indiscriminate mixture of pnsuners of

all classes and characters which formerly pre-

vailed ; but as a means of reformation, or of
punishment, it has not answered Uie views once
entertained of it. And the reason is obvious

:

tbe only object of classification is the exclusion
of the moral influence of more or less corrupted
minds

; but no ^stem of classification (snd
as many as fifteen classes have been introduced
in some prisons) can this be excluded. la
cveiy cluss^ whether arranged according to ago,
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or degree of ofifence/or in Any other practicable oceaaiortal IntenraSi o^ oolitaiy confinement;
mode, there will probablv be some nnueuaUj the tn^wheel bemg the moat common species

deprsTed characters ; ana then the experiment of labonr^ On this snl^ect the reader may
must fail. The only perfect classification is consult the eng^mel sitide 'Prisons* in the

that which constitutes the basis
,

of^ S. The Rrtt ; bnt the views of the author are

tmarate system ; namely, the entire separation sozneiHiat too doputieaPy expressed. The
of prisoners from each other in solitaiy cells, policy and pracbcsbifity of making orison

When this has been carried to excess as a labour pay or contribme largely towards the

means of punishment, namely, seclusion by day maintenance of the prison hu not been much
and by night, without labour, without employ- discussed in England, where, from our less

ment, with only the occasional silent visits of economical habits, the experiment has har^y
the turnkey or the medical attendant, it has been tried. In AmericB sefreral, it is said,

generally proved more than human nature can afifbrd a revmiue to the states fReTocqueville,
bear, at least fur any co.:Biderable time; but J>u Phntemtiain tmx ^tUs^Unis.) In
separate confinement with labour as an allevia- Belrium they have long been rendered very
tion, and with occasional visits for religious in- productiTe

; the works ofthe present very able
Btruction, is a very different mode of treatment, mspector-general, HL Rucp^tiaux, contain ample
The separate system was specially established infbmation on ^e sulgect. It appears aLro,

in the great eastern penitentia^ ofPhiladelphia, from various repcwts of uie Irish prison ins^ec'*

and in that of Glasgow. 4. The difficulty of en- tor% that the cost of worit has been ^m ume
forcing solitary confinement, in some American totime nMure than repaid by the return in every
prisons, seems to have led tothe adoption ofthe prison ; but it does not appear clearly what is

siient qrstem : of which the prison at Aubnm, comprehended under the former head, and the

in Pennsylvania, affords the most celebrated numbers seem not altogether accurate,

instance. The prisoners work together in the By the Act 2 & Z Viet e. 66, wpataU eon-

day, but are prevented from all communication : finement was for the first time distinguished

Hi night they are separate. It was, we believe, from the severer punishment of solitary con-

introduced several years ago in the Maison de finement, and the justices were em^wered to

Force at Ghent. In Engli^, it is in operation make rules for dassificatkai, Ac., subject to the

at Coldbath Fields, Wakefield, and elsewhere, approval of the secretary of state.

With respect to the eomparstive advantages of The discontinuance of transportation, except

the two systems, tiie worx of Messrs. Beaumont to a very limited extent hi 1863, and the sub-

and De Tooqneville may be consulted for an stitution of the punishment of penolf serei^ttifc,

impartial summaiy of evidence, without the made prison disdpline a matter of even more
expreesion of decide o]pinion. (Part i. riiap. ii. importance than it had preriously been. The
B. 3.) Ilie dii^ objections to the separate sys- result of observation of the »ej>arate system

tern are: (1) As a punishment, its inequality, in the modil prison at Pentonville ended in

being felt far more severely by some than its being reduce to nine months for men and
o^ers; bnt to this it may be answered, that a year for women (1864), except in rases of

those who do feel it are precisely those whom short sentences of one or two years, it being

it is most desirable to affect—the more de- held that the whole of a short imprisonment

ptaved. (2) Its effects on the mind and passions; might be beneficially passed in this manner,
a very mfficult and delicate subject, and by The labour of prisoners has been devoted, as fur

far w most serious charge against it. (S) as practicable, to the construction of pubL'e

That even as a system of reform, for which, works. In 1867, after much oscillation of

in subjects presenting any prospect of amend- opinion, the principle of remitting part of the

ment, it is best calcmated, it is utterly useless sentence for good behaviour was adopted by
iu short terms of imprisonment. To the silent government ; a scale of remissions bmng in-

system, its enemies object: (1) The extreme troduced in proportion to the length of the

difficulty of carrying it into successful ope* sentence. The Irish system of convict dis-

ration. (2) Ita supposed effect in irritating, cipline is said to go further in the direction

Regrading, and even brutalising the minds of of relaxation than the English, * bringing the

prmoners, by its vexatious discipline. They convicts nearer to the condition of free eitisens.*

appeal in support of this position to the c^uan- For the latest discussions on this snlgect, see

tity of punishment (corporeal, or by soliUiy the Evidence appended to the Report on Se-

confinement) which is required to carry it into condaiy Punishments of the' Commission of
effect. 6. With respect to the introduction of 1864 ; and for the system deskned to eilhet the
labour into prisons of punishment, the chief amendment of the juvenile criming population

question seems to be, whether it ought to form in separate establishments, see BssourAtOBT.
part of the punishment, and be of a vexatious ^rtaokWt lHaiaertUieji Places of coiffine-

and severe nature; or whether it should bo ment in ancient Rome, riiiefiy intended for

used as an alleviation to the rigour of separate state prisoners. They were constructed of

condnement and preparation of the cnminal large uncemented stones
;
and, finm the aped*

fbr re-eatranoe into society. The former is mens of them which reiran, it is difficult to

the prindple commonly adopted In England ; imagine a more horrible place for the confine-

the Qrdkaiy sentence, for mmiy offences, beinff ment of a human being. There were two
imprisonment ufith hard labour, and with apartments, one above the other, to which

93
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there was no entrance ezc^ by a small apop-

ture in the upper roof; and a similar hole in

the upper floor led to the cell beloWt there

being no stairease to mther. The upper prison

was 27 feet long by 20 wide, and the lower,

wldoh was ellipt^l, was 20 hr 10 ; the height

of the former was 14 feet, of the latter 7.

iWlstts (Or. The sawfish. The
common species of this genus of sharks

(PrisHs Antiquorum, Linn.) bears a process de-

Teloped from the piemazillaiy, which measure
one-third of the length of the body, and has on

each side from twen^ to thirty elongated coni-

cal teeth. The fish itself is <mn firom twelye

to fourteen feet in length.

Mwntanr. A ressel bdongii^ tooneor
more private individuals, laalii^ with a license

from a ^lUgerent government, in time of war,

to seize and plnnder the diips of the enemy.

It is obviously au abuse for the vessels of a

neutral community to be so employed. But
whether the vessel of a neutral state, armed
with a commission from a beUigerent^ can be

treated as a pirate, aemns aayet an undecided i

question in the law of nationa. (Philllmope^s
|

JntematioMi hm^ voL i)
^
The practice of

granting comimssiaoa to privateers first be-

came general in the war between Spain and
the revdted Netherlands, at the end of the

aixteenth century; when it was exteamvely

made uae of by the prince of Orapge aa a
meant of annoying the Spaniah trade.

By the treaty of Baris, in Ifififi, privateeruig

was abolished as between the prindpd Euro-

pean nations. Whether, however, this abolition

would holdgood in ael^ war may reasonably

be doubted, for privateering ia the natural

refiouroe of a weu power agminat a anperior

adversary posaestijig a wealthy commercial
iparine. [1Casoo% Irnma or.] *

Mwot (altered from prymet, fAs primro$e,

through a confusion between this fiowerand

the shrub, to both of which the medimval

wrii^ Isitin name ligustrum;

Prior). The name of a common garden
shrub, referred by botanists to the genus Li*
gusiruM, The Common Privet, P. VMgart, is

very frequently used for making dwarf hedges.

The hemes yield a black dye, used in preparing

kid-skins for gloves,

Privilege (Lat. privil^um: defined by
Cicero, lex private homini irrogata]. In the
ordina^ acceptation of the woid, a law, or an
exception from the common provinons of law,
in frvour of an individual or a body. Privilege

is said to be personal or real ; i. e. attach^
to the imon only, or to the person^in respect
ofa particular pla^ ; as toa member of one of
the universities, an officer of one of the courts

it Wesimimter, The privileges chiefly re-

cogumed by tha English law are privilege of
iMiament IPuualiKNT], and the privilege

from arrest allowed to counsel, attewneys, and
wi^fillfOt a^^ing the cour^ of justice.

J(Aw, a pe^armutual relation

whhm iubsmts boti^n individuals connected
in 9!arious ways; so tliat, besides those who are
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actually partiea to a transaction, others ccin-

nected' with these parties are said to be privy

to the transaction, and are bound by its con-
sequences. Several sorts of privity are enu-
merated by writers on law ; but those of most
ordinary occurrence are thrM

;
privity blood,

of estate, and of contract. The former subststs

between an ancestor and his beir : the second
between lessor and lessee, tenant for life and
reversioner created by the same instrument

;

and jprivity of contract between those who are

parties to a contract, which species of privity is

personal only.

Prtty Oluunbwrc OwnHenawn of tliw.

Officers of the kill's household, instituted by
Hmizy VU. Their duties are to attend the

sovereign ; but the appointment is now merely
honorary. There are also four gentlemen
ufhers of the privy chamber, whose office is to

wait in the presence chamber, attend on the

king’s person, and note afihirs ^der the lord

chamb^lain and viee-diamberlain.

^rlvy Connell* [Codnoil, Privt.]
ffiilwj Senit &ord* The fifth great officer

of state in England, who has the m^ody of the

privy seal of the king, med fior all grants,

charters, pardons, See, before tbej come to the

great seaL For the present pcac&e, see Sbajl.

Yrtao (Fr. prise, o lootg). In Inteznational

Law, anything captured by a belligerent using

the right of war; in common laz^age, only

ships thos captur^ with the property taken

in them, and booty taken by an army, are so

called. Prises taken in war are condemned
by the proper judicature in the courts of the

captors : s^ condemnation is held to direst

the title of the proprietor and to confer a new
ownership. In order to give jurisdiction to a
coart of prise, it is deemed necessary, by tiie law
of nations, that the property captured should

be iu TOssession of the captors in their own
ports, those of an ally, or of a neutral ; but no
belligerent power has a right to capture in the

ports of a ueutxal country, or within a marine
league of her shores. Subject to capture are

hostile property, i. e. the property of persorta

domiciled m a hostile country, and neutral

pr^rtv contraband of war. ' [Coictiubaiid.]

ike Prise Court in England is constitute

by a commission addressed to the Judge of the

dourt of Admiralty [AmanaLTr], the juris-

diction of which as respects naval prise has
been recently defined and remodeUe by the

Naval Prise Act, 1864. Questions relating to

booty of war, i. e. prize t^en by land forces,

are occasionally referred by the crown to tlie

same court.

Vrtse Money* The proceeds of a prise

on its sale. The money is divided among the
captors in specified proportions, according to

rank. In the case of a ship-of-war captured
from a foreign power and adopted into the
navy of the capturing nation, an allowance per
gun is made as prize money to the captors.

fco file 2fat4 (liat. ns oocoMon may rs-

A term commonly used in medical
pFescri];>tions.



PRO-HESSIAN PBOBABILiry, THEORY OP
ThehomageneonieqiiAtioiiof ) tli« denoniofttor th« wIioIa number of cbanoee

aderelopable ofthe ordercontains aqnater-
narjr n4o urhose Hessian is of thft order 4(«»2)

|

in the Tariables. Now eyeiy point of a deve-
lopable being a parabolic pomt xednees the
Hessian to zegp, so that the latter contains the
original n-ic as a &ctor. The remaining factor

of the order is called the nro-HMsmn.
[DsTBLoriLBLi Subvacb; Hnssnn!]
Proa* Plying. A narrow canoe, abont

thirty feet long by three feet wide, need in

:

the Ladrone Islands. The lee side is flat,

being the mere longitudinal section of the
common form, and the head and stern exactly

alike. A slight framework projects several

feet to windward, bearing a small block of

wood like a canoe : this float supports the ves-

sel from oversetdnn to leeward, as she would
otherwise do, and uie framework affords sup^
port for a w^ht acting against the pressure

of the sail Tb« vessel is steered by a paddle
at either end, and moves with ^reat vuocity,

either badcwiuds or forwuds, being adapted to

a side wind in running between two places.

The sail is mat, writh a boom, upon one mast.
Proa is also the name for large boats used by
the Malays, propelled both by oars and sails.

Prognlion (Gr. from wp6, and s4\4, a
hall). In Ancient Architecture, the same as

a ViesTiBtTLn.

ProbaMltsm (Lat probabilis, Ukdy). In
Theology and Ethics, a theory profess^ by
some casuistical diving diiefly of the Jesuit

order, according to which it is lawthl to follow

a vrobahU opinion in doubtflil TOints, although

other opinions may seem to the mind of the

enquirer more probible. Thosewho teach this

doctrine are styled ProhabiJUaU, This and the

other tenets of the once celebrated science of

casuistry are ably touched on by Mr. Hallam,
in his IMataJbwrt of Europo (pt. iii. ch. iv. | 13).

ProbabUlty-v Themry oi; .A very ex-

tensive and important application of an^sis,
having for its olpeot the determination of the

numW of ways in which a future or uncertiun

event may happen or fail, in order that we may
be enabM to ju^ whe^er the ohanoeo of its

happening or failing are the greater, and in

what proportion.

In this theory the word ehanoe is used to

signify the occurrence of an event in a partieu-

Isf way, when there exist two or more ways
by whi<^ it may take place, and no reason can
be assigned for its^happening in one way rather

than another. In codinary language, when an
event is said to happen by chance, it is merely
implied that the cause is unknown, or cannot
be certainly appreciated.

The term probable, in itscommon acceptation,

is applied to any c^tingent or future event, to

denote that in ourjudgment the event is more
likely to happen than not to happen. In ma-
thematical language probabiUlyakM a definite

signification, and, uf lul chances are considered
equal, it is measured by a firaction, the nume-
rator of which expresses the numberof chances
favonable to the oeeurrenoe of the event, and
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fhvourable and unfitvoqzaMe.

Every condnmt event gives rise to two
opposite probabuities : one, that the event will

happen ; the other, that it will not ; and the

snm of these prohahilities, which necessarily

amounts to certainty, is always musI to unity.

Hence if p denote the prohahifity of the oc-

currence of an event, the probability that it will

not occur is 1— p.

The probability of the simultaneous oeeor-

nce of several independent events is obtained

by muh^lying together their separate probabili-

ties. Thus, mt p denote the pr ^ of an
event A, q that of an event B, r that of an etent

0, dec. ; wen the probability of the joint oceur-

reuoe those events is eipressed ny the con-

tinued product pqr, dte.

The probability of the sucoesrive reeurrenro

of tile same event or of difforent events it

determined in a similar manner. Thi^ suppose
m to be the number of white balls in an urn,

and n» the number of bladk balls in the same
urn, and that when a ball has been«dxawn it is

immediately replaced in the urn, so that at each
trial the whole number of diancee is m + n.

Let the probability of drawing a white
ball on any trial, and q m the proWiility of

drawing a black ball; we have then

p m» - A-wfl Q m — .^ m+«' * «i+n

And first let ns conmder the probabilities of
the dilferent possible events that may happen
on two trials.

The only pMsible ways in which ths balls

can be drawn in two snocessive trials are these
four;—

l« Flisb white, neeoiid white ; piobehaityaaj»xp»p*

;

S. First white, eeoond Ideok 2

S. Flret bleok, second white ; pfrobeblU^KVxjpaBji g ;

4. Flret black, second Ueok ; pK0hebUi(y«9Xvas*.

Adding together these probabilities, we get

and the sum is equal to unity, as will be evident
by substituting forp and q tneir values in terms
ofm andn.

It thus appears that ths probabilities of all

the diflbrent combinations thdt esn be formed
in two trials are respectively given Ify the
develcqiement of the binomial {p'rqy, H will
be observed that the term 2pq gives ths pio-
bsMlity of drawing a ball of sadi colour in the
two trials without dfotinetion of order; Le.
the white ball may be drawn either at the first

Of second trial. ^

Now, let the number of trislfl, instead of
being two, be increased to any number a

;
the

proMbiUties of the diflhrent combinations will
be given bv the devdopeineiit of tbs binomial

Thiidfivelopementis

« ^ tt.i. ...
|>+j ' fit " g

w
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The Bret term 0" indleetei the probebilitjr of

drewUiff a white oeU in each of the u triaH or

that aU the halle Btawn win be white. The
second term no**-* n denotes the probability

of drawing u — I white belli end one black baU
in u triam without regard to the order ; i e.

the Ua^ ball may m drawn at the first,

second, third, oar any other triaL The general

term

«(»-!) (u-2) ....

gives the probability that in v trials w white

balls will Iw drawn, and v black balls, without

distinction of order. If the probability of

drawing the ball in a determinate order of

soeoewon were required; fox instance, if it

were required to determizie the probabUity of

drawing u-e white baQs suocesdvely, and
tiisn V black balls ; the eoefflcient of the term

must be suppress^, and the probabilitj be-

comes
The prakical question most frec^uently

arising is, not to determine the probability of

the repetitiona of an event in any precise

order, but the probability that the number of

repetitions will exceed or not exceed a certain

limit. Thus, in the preceding example, sup-

pose it were required to assign the probability

that not fewer than tt-o white b^lswill be

drawn in u trials ; it is evident that as the first

term gives the probabil% of drawing u white

balls, the second term that of drawing 1

white balls, and so on, and as each of these

combinations satisfies the condition, ^ re-

quired probability will be found by taking the

sum of all the terms of the developement of

+ from the first to that in which the

frctor appears, both inclusive.

In what proceaes it has been supposed that

the number cf ways in which an event ‘can

azim are known i priori; but It may happen,

and indeed does happen, in the greater number
of the most important questions to whidi the

calculus of probabilities is applied, that the

number of cnances favourable and unfavour-

able to the occurrence of any particular event

is unknown, and that the ratio of the one to the

other can be inferred only from considering the

ways in which the event has been obeyed
alrMy to happen. For initanee, wo may
suppose an um to contain a oertain nnmher of

balls of different colours, the number of each

colour being unknown^ and that, from having
observed the result of several triala, we have
to dgtenuipe the probability of drawing a ball

of a particular eolonr at the next tiiiX The
genend method of proessding in such eaaes ia

aa follows: Let Ac. he ao many
independant oauaea (or l^ppetheaaaX each of

wham map give rise to aa event E; and let the
nrobabiltuea of the emstencs c£ these censes be
sespeetivoly A K Bto.* snd those of the

events osculated aeeorifiiig to omh hvpothesis

f Ac*: than the probability of the

etoutE ii 4^t Fjf -t* + Ac.

The praeeBing snamples wiU suffice to give

eome idea of the manner il which the probabi-
lity of the occurrence or faildza of events de-

pending on chance is submitted to numerical
estlmauon ; but for the methods of appiring the

calculus in particular cases, and especiafly when
ihe formulae involve high numbq^ and the or-

dinary processes of aritomeric become unavail-

able, reference must be made to works spe^ly
devoted to the subject, a list of which u given

at the end of this article.

The calculus of probabilities had its origin

in the speculations of Pascal, Fermat, Huy-
gens, ana other eminent mathematicians of the

seventeenth century. It was first applied to

the solution of questions connected with games
of chance ; but it has since, by the researches

of James Bernoulli, Montmort, Be Moivre,
£>'Alembert, Simpaon, Oondorcet, Lagrange,
La Place, Poisson, and others, become one of

the most interesting branches of mathematics,
and has been applicri with equal success and ad-

vantage to numerousimportantquestions belong-
ing to natural and political philosophy. One of

its most familiar and usefrd applications is to the

subject of annuities, assurances, reversions, and
other interests depending on the average dura-
tion of human lim, and the expectation of the

continuance or survivorship of lives of given

ages. [Aiinuitt; Expectation OP Life; Mob-
TALiTT, Law op.] Another important applica-

tion is to determine the most probable meant or

average, of a great number of observations
;
and

hence its utility in many cases of practical astro-

nomy and general physics. [Pbobablb Ebbob ]

Condoreet has applied it to determine the

value of testimony, the verdicts of juries, and
the best mode of constituting tribunals, and of

collecting votes in elections. In such applica-

tions, it is true, assumptions more or less

arbitrary mu9t be admitted, and great uncer-
tainty will always attach to results which are

infiueuced by human will or caprice ; neverthe-

less, the knowledge derived from an accurate

and syatematic analysis of the eircumatauces
concerned, and of the uonaeguencea of their

various eombinations, afibrds important aid in

guiding our judgments, and may be of great

uie in the practical affiiirs of life.

The following are the principal works on the
subject : Montmort, Anafyse dee *Uux de Ha§ard
(1st edit 1708; 2nd, ihS); Bernoulli, Are
Cof^eetandit 1713; De Hoivre, DoeUime vf
Chance${\%% edit 1718; drd, greatly enlamd,
1788); Sampson, Laws of Chanoet 1740; Von-
doreet^ Eksat* iur VAj^plmthn de PAnohee k la

ProbahiJiU dee Dkmim rmdieee h la AwdiU
dee Voix, 1788; U Plaee, TfUarie Analytic
dee ProbabHiUst 8rd e^t 1820; Poiaaon,
Stekerekee eur ia Probab&iiie dee <7t(tye«cfie,

1887; the article in the Eney, Hfei^, by
Professor de Hoi]^ and that in the Eaey.
Brit by Mr. Ohifioway (which is publish^
separately). For elementair works, uie reader
may be referred to Simpson^ Lam ef Ckanee^
and Lacroix's DreM MSImmtoib% Ac. ; and for
an explanation of the ol^eets and resulte of the
Science, without mathematical investigatioD, to



PROBABLE ERROR
Professor de Morgan’s * Essiw on Probabilities,

and on their AppficatioD to Life Contingencies
and Insurance Offices,’ in the Oahinet Cyclo-

fmdia,
Probable ffirror. In Astronotaiy and

Physics, when the thIuo of any quantity or
element, as the declination of a star, the lati-

tude of a place, the specific gravity of a body,

&c., has b^n determined by mehns of a num-
ber of independent observations, each liable to

a small amount of error, the determination (in
|

whatever way it may have been deduced from
’

the observations) will also be liable to some i

uncertainty; and the prohahU error is the
quantity which is such that there is the same
probability of the difference between the deter-

mination and the true absolute value of the

thing to be determined exceeding or falling

short of it Thus, if twenty measurements of

an angle have been made with the theodolite,

and the arithmetical mean or average of the

whole gives 50° 27' 13'^; and if it be an equal

wager that the error of this result (either in

excess or defect) is less than 2 seconds, or

greater than 2 seconds, then the probable error

of the determination is 2 seconds. The method
of computing the probable error, which is de-

duced from the uieory of probability, is as

follows : Let /, V\ Ac. be the observed values,

h the number of ol^ervations, m the average

value (i.6. the sum of the observed values

divided by number of observations); then if

we call m the error of the observation f,

and 2 (/— fh)* the sum of the squares of the

errors of all the observations, the probable

error is

•674489 X

i. e. the square root of the sum of the squares
of the errors, divided by the number of obser-

vations, and multiphed by the decimal *674489.

It is frequently convenient to compute the

probable error of a result from another func-

tion, which is called the wight. The weight
is the square of the number of observations

divided by twice the sum of the squares of the

errors; and the probable error is *476986

divided by the square root of the weight.

This definition agrees with the former, for

*674489 *476936 X ^2,

Protbaag. A flexible piece of whalebone
with a ball of sponge attached to its extremity,

used for the purpose of removing obstructions

in the ossophagus.

Probate of a ‘WTll. In Law, the ex-'

hibiting a will before the proper court by the

executor, and obtaining a proved copy here-
of, is termed obtaining probate. The jiresont

Court of Probate was established in 1857
(20 A 21 Viet. c. 77), aith jurisdiction to

^ant letters of administmtion of the effects

of persona dying intestate, and probate of the
wills of testators ; the powers of the eocleslas-

tieal courts in these matters l>eing abolished.

The court is presided over by a singlejudge,
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from whom an appeal lies direct to the House
of Lords; so far as personal prope^ is

concerned, it has exclusive jurisdiction in all

questions relating to the competence of a
testator or the due execution of his will. The
probate copy of a will forms the authorita-

tive instrument on which the executors act,

the original will being retained in the registry

of the court, where an ofi5eial copy of it may
be inspected by any person on payment of a fee

of one shilling.

Probe (Lat. probo, I try), A surgical

instrument, generally made of silver wire,

rounded at one end and pointed at the other,

used for the purpose of examining wounds.
Problem (Gr. irp6$\'n/M), In Geometry,

a proposition requiring some operation to be
performed or construction to be executed ; such
as to bisect a line, to describe a circle passing
through three given points.

Proboseldiaiis. The name of a family

of Pachydermatous Mammals, including those

which have the nose prolonged into a pre-

hensile trunk or Proboscis; as the elephant
and mastodon.
ProboBolB (Gr. wpofiorKis^ from I

feed). In Entomology, the oral instrument

of the Biptera is so called, in which the ordi-

nary trophi are replaced by an exarticulate

sheath, terminated by a pair of tumid lobes

(lubella), and containing one or more lancet-

shaped instruments (scapella), covered by a
valve.

Proboscis. In Malacology, this term is ap-

plied to the tongue of certain Gastropods, when
It is so long as to be capable of being protruded
for some distance from the mouth

;
in which

case it is generally organised at the extremity

for the purpose of boring the shells of other

testaeea, ana of destroying by suction the soft

parts of the inhabitant.

Pboboscu. In Mammalogy, the prehensile

organ formed by a prolongation of the nose, of

which the trunk of the elephant is an example.
Procedendo or Procedendo In XiO*

qnelb* In Law, a writ which lies where an
action has been removed from* an inferior to a
superior jurisdiction on insufficient grounds,

to send the cause back to the inferior court for

further proceeding.

Prooodendo nd Jndlotnmi A writ

which issues out of the Court of Chaneexy, com-
manding inferior courts to proceed to judjment
where it has been unjustly delayed. T&s is

practically superseded hy the writ of manda-
mus foom the Queen’s

Proodllnilee (Lat. procella, a storm), A
liniuean genus of web-footed birds, now the
type of a family of the Longipennate Pokni*
'pedee in the system of Cuvier, doaracterised by
the beak being hooked at the tip, with its ex-

treoni^ appeanng as though a ptoeo had been
artieulaM to the rest ; the nostrils are united

to form a tube, vrhirii lies along the back of
the upper mandible; and their feet, instead of

a haik toe, have merely a claw implantfd in

the heel Those species in which the lower



PR0CE3-VEBBAL
BMUidibU is tnmeated belong to the true Bo-
cdlarim. Some amnlLer ipemes, with a ehortor

rather longer lege, and black plumage,

eummonlj called SUirm-hirdB^ qt Mother Cari'y t

ekieheMt are aasociated under the generic name

Tihtikueidroma, The Jh^tUorim range over

the high geaa at the greatest distance from

land. Thoir name of Ptird, which is a dimi-

nutive of Peter, has been applied to them from

their habit of walking on the waves, which

tliey appear to do with the assistance of their

wings.

»rooda*TeiM. In the language ofFrench

Jurisprudence, an authentic written minute or

report of an offtcial act or proceeding, or state-

ment of acts. The term is also nsed to signify

minutes drawn np by a secretary or other

officer of the proceedings of an assemblv.

Vrooeaa. In the language of English

Common Law, this term is used in two senros,

lo signify (1) the whole proceedings in an action
I

or prosecution; and (2) the means whereby

the defendant in an action m compelled to
|

appear in court. Whra anions were com-j

menced by original writ, original process was
j

that which was founded on that writ, com-

mencing with notice, writ of attachment, drc. i

Mtene, or intermeffiate process, was, properly
I

speaking, such process as issued ^nding
the writ on some collateral or interlocutory

matter; as to summon juries or witness^.

But in popular language it was taken to sig-

nify the whole process, from the commence-
ment of the suit, before the final process

which ended it Thus a default was said to

be ^re8te<l on mrene proces^ i.e. on a writ of

capias issued pending the suit. This was done

or^finally when the ilmendant being summoned,
or attached, neglected to appear or made de-

fault In course of time, by a legal fiction

the summons and neglect were supposed ; and

the writ of capias became the commencement
of the proceedings, to which the term mesne
proeese was still inaoenrately applied. The
term mesne proeese is now commonly applied

to the writ of summons, which is the instru-

1

ment now in use for commencing personal
actions, l^us the popular inaoeur^ of lan-

guage is retained. Final proceM is the writ

of execution nsed to cany the judgment into

effect In ordinary language, tfie regttlar pro-

ceeding of every court of J^catnre in a suit

are catted its proeeee,

WoOUuttttCtoii (Lat proclamatio, a eaUing
eiU), PubHc notice given by the king to his

subjects. [Knro; Pnm CouirciL.] The power
oi issuing proc^mations is ^a braneb of the
king’s prerogative, and vested in him al<me.

They nave a binding foroe on the suHeet,.
in SO te as tie grounded on and enfinee
Iho laws of the realm. They may be said
to be of two sorts: the one, enforcing an
aetoally existing law by giving it a parSmIar
aOpBamn ol nifte, place, and cirenmstance

;

me other, ^eroisiiig an extramnUnary power
fvsted In the king, which unta so exermWis
dorinant; as a proclamatioii to prohibit any

BBOORIS

I

snljeetfkom leaving the realm during a certain

I

time. Froclamatious must be undi!ir the groat

seaL By 81 Hen. VllL c. 8 it was enacted

that the king’s proclamations should have the

fierce of law ; an enactment which, while it

subsisted, did, in effect, make a complete revo-

lution in the government of this conntiy. It

was, however, repealed five years afbeiwards

by 1 Edw. VI. c. 12. Nevertheless, in later

times, it was held by crown lawyers, that the

king might suspeml or dispense with an exist-

ing law m favour of particular circunistances.

But by 1 VTm. & Mary stat 2 c. 2 it is declared

that no such power exists.

WrooooliM (Gr. wp6, hefore ; Ko'iKot;hollow).

In Anatomy, those vertebrae are so called

which have a cavity or cup at the fore part of

I

the body, and a ball at the back part. The

I

term is also applied to a group of animals

—

e.g. a certain family of reptiles which manifest

this vertebral character. It is found in most
existing Saurians, but not in any extinct terres-

trial species of earlier date than the Wealden
period. The oolitic Pterodactyls were pro-

cmlian.

Frooonaiil* ^Originally an officer investt'd

with consnlar command without the office.

Thus, a consul sometimes had bis command
prolonged to him after bis year of magistracy

I

had ceased, with the title of proconsul. The
provinces which at first were governed by
praetors were, for the most part, subsequently

put under proconsuls and pronraiors, who wore

at first especially appointea at the Comitia

Tribute; but afterwarda, by the Semprouian
law, they entered on their provincial jurisdic-

tions forthwith, on the expiration of their year

of consulship or prsetorship. The office was
properly annual ; but it might be prolonged, as

was done in the case of Ciasar. In the time of

the republic the proconsul held the military

command as well as the civil jurisdiction of

his province, and accordingly had about him
a laige staff of officers, as the lieutenants or

legati, pnefects, &e. But Augustus, on as-

suming the chief power in the state, remodelled
the system by a new partition of the provinces,

and by separating the civil jurisdiction, W'hich

was left to the proconsul, from the militaiy com-
mand. Under the emperors, the proconsuls

and propitBtors were distinguish^ by the

former being appointed to the provinces under
the especiar superintendence of the senate;
the latter, with the title of tegati (hesarts, to

Uiose which the emperor held.

Fronvto (Gr.). This beautifbl creation of
mythical speech is described in the Athenian
tale as a daughter of Erechtheus ; but in un-
consrious fideOty to the old phrase her mother
is still Hers8, the dew. In the spring time of
her youth, she wins the love of Kephalc^s
(Cep^lus), a chieftam of Fhokis (Phocis),
who is also loved by Eos. By the persuasion
of the Utter, Eejphalos is gt last tempted to tiy
the constancy of Procris ; be therefore Unres
her, imd after a while comi^ to her again in
disguise, succeeds in gaining her aifbetion.



TROORUSTES PROCURATOR
On diflcoToring her fhame, Procrin flies to ^ tha VDiremtj Ibr particular eoiporations,

Crete, where Artemis gires her the spear that Hence, conjointly with the chancellor, they
never misses its mark, with the hound whi^ kejit the kevs of the academical treasury, and
attended her in the chase. Ihese gifts are th^ formal admission to office was accom-
coveted^ by Kephalos, to whom Procris (dis- panied by the deliveiy of these keys. One of
guised in her turn) refuses to give them except these trwure chests is preserved in the pic-

in exchange for his love. They are ^us re- ture galleiy of the Bodleian Library at Oxford,
united ; but the unerring spear in the hand of and is fastened by a lock which springs twelve
Kephalos soon smites Procris, who was hidden or fourteen bolts, the key of which was in the
by the thick bushes

; and Kephalos, journeying custody of the chancellor, and by two padlocks,
westwards, in his sorrow, riches the Leucs- the two keys of which were kept bpr the two
dian ^pe, whence he sinks into the sea. This proctors. The exercise of ac^emical disci-

beautifhl legend shows beneath a veil almost pline by these officials is of bomparatively
transparent the loves of the sun and the dew. late datfs.

Kephalos is the heed of the sun ; while the As the universities discouraged the study of

name Procris is explained by a reference to the the common law, and adopted the rules of the
Sanscrit nrusA and 21mA, to sprinkle, and thus civil code, in their localjurisdiction, they styled
the myth resolves itself into a few simjde the advocates who were empowered to plead in
phrases. Kephalos loves Procris, as the sun their courts by this name also. Such persons
loves the dew ;

but Eos also loves Kephalos, were called proctors ad liteSf their chief func-
as the dawn loves the sun. Procris is faith- tion bein^ that of suing out process for debts,
less, yet she gives her love to the same Ke- Till withm the last few years, this office was
phalos, as the sun shines reflected from the fllled at Oxford by masters of arts, but by a
various dewdrops. Procris lastly is killed by late change attorneys at law are admissible to
Kephalos, as the dew is absorbed by the sun. practice, on nonunation from the vice-chan-
For a fhkher analysis of the myth, see Max cellor.

Muller, Comparative Mythology, 64 ; and Cox, The representatives of the clergy in Con-
tois and Heroea, 49 Ac. vocation are also called jproctore, because they
Proornotaa fGr. v^irpo^imir, the stretcher), were intrusted with the assessment of taxes

In Greek Mythology, a surname for the lobbtf j^ted by that body. Originally, the proctors
Polypemon or Damastes, who placed his vie- m Convocation received wams, as did the
time on a bed which ivas either too small or knkhts of the shire and. the burgesses of
too large, and to the sise of which he adapted parliamentary towns.

their limbs by force. He was slain by Thbsxus. Vrommtor (Lat pro, for, and cura, care),

Vroetor (Lat. procurator). In Ecclesias- A Roman provincial magistrate, whose office it

tical Law, he who undertakes for his fee to was to man^e the afbirs of the revenue, and
manage a cause in the Ecclesiastical Coubt. exercise a judicial authority in matters per-

In the E^lish Universities, both at Oxford taining to it. Sometimes the procurator dis-

and Cambridj^ two masters of arts are ap^ ehar^ the office of g^emor, especially in a

'

pointed annu^ly to the office of proctor. Eadi small province, as did Pontius Pilate in 3udsea

;

college, in both (and at Oxford the halls col- in which ease, but not otherwise, he had the

leetively), nominates a proctor in rotation power of inflicting capital puniahment. This
according to a cycle of yean drawn up on magbtracy did not eidst under the republic,

mathematical principles, the basis of the calcu- ite duties being comprised under these of the

lation being the average number of masten prmtor or proconsul. Under the emperors

of arts on the books Sf eadi society. The these magis^tes were called procuratores

procton are officen of considerable import- Casarie, to distin^^sh them from the common
once

;
being, in the fint place, the police pzucuntor, who ‘^^as merely an agent employed

magistiutes for the time being of each nni- by jirivate persons to manage their aflain in

versity. With their deputies we pro-procton, their absence when an action was brought

they have not only power to enforce we rules against them.

of academical discipline on the students, but Pbooxtbatob, PnootJBBtm, Ac. In the Civil

also an extensive snmmaiy authority over the Jurisprudence, one who undertakes the care of

townspeople, according to the special privileges any legal proceeding for another, and stands

of the universities. They also have, in b^h in his place by virtue of a power of procuration

universities, peculiar le^slative authority as from him. A nrundo/cry is said to differ from

mistants to the heads of houses, and official a procurator in that the latter acts only hj

rotes in the election of many profrssors and virtue of an express written instrument In

other officers. The procton must be masters irimee, before the Revolution, the proeureurs

of arts, and their standing as such, at Oxford, (procuratores ad lites) were officen legally em-

from four to fifteen yean. Originslly the powered to carry on suits on behalf climits.

frmetions of the proctor in the univeniries This body was abolished in 1791, and that of

consisted in the management of academical otwaAsubstituted in its place. Tbdprocurcurs

funds both those collected by the bedels from du re4 in France are officen of whom One la

all memben of the university, and those which a|^)ointed to every tribunal of anondiase-

were derived from estates either poneMod by ment, .together with a sufficient number of

the university in its own right, or held in trust suhetituies.’'99 11 »



PROCURATOR FISCAL
SProeurator PlMoaU The title of the

public prosecutor in the inferior courts of

Scotland. The procurator fisciil, who uaiully

makes the preliminary enquiries as to crimes

committed in his district, acts under the

lord advocate, who is the principal public

prosecutor.

9roetiraiir<i^Clt^ii£ral. The public advocate

of the crown in France. Every farUment or

cQwr somcraine hud, before the Revolution, a

jtrocureur-gincral attacbcd to it. Under the

present system of jiidlciaturc, one of those

!

ofticers is established in every cour Togulr^ for
|

the criminal part of its proeeodin^rs ; nnd under
^

I’RODUCTION, COST OF
Vroduotlon (X^t productio, fjrom proclom, I

lead forward). In Political Economy, the pro-

cess by which the labour either directly applied

by man, or indirccUy (i. e. in the ^idanee given

by Ui1>our to the muscularpowersofanimals),and
the mechaniciil powers of certain physical ob-

jects, as steam, wind, orrunuing water, are made
available for tlm devolopemeut of utilities from
the materials and forces supplied by nature.

As no labour is possessed of any economical
significance unless it be exercised on articles

possessing a value in exchanges, and destined

to be exchanged, so all production which has

an economical value is of commodities in

him an avocat-genhaly for the civil department, demantl. Similarly, a nation will not be sti-

of the court. Tlie public accusers in the in-
1

innlated to the prixluction of any commodity
forior courts of assize and premiere vieUvnc, ' beyond its own immediate or habitual wants,

arc termeti r<spcctively crimineh and thfretbre will not enter on any operations

and lyrociirexvrs (tetat. These officers arc
,
in exchange, unless it be offered some article

charged with the conduct of all crimiual pro-
[
which it dc&>ires and cannot proiluce, or can-

ccedings on behalf of the prosociitiou ; and I not produce so easily and cheaply as otlier la-

are placed under the immediate control of the
|

hour can. Thus, when after emancipation the

minister of justice.

Vrooyon (Or. irpoK^v). In Astronomy,
the name given to the brightest star in the

constellation of Cunts minor.

PaocYox. In Zoology, a genus of PLin-

tigrado Carnivorous mammalia, of which the

common racoon (Proegon htor) is the most
notable speeit's.

Prodigy (Lat. prodigium). In ortlinary

I

negroes in the British West India islands,

' having only the lowest and mobt rudimcnt.iry

tastes for the coiivonieuces of civilisation,

I

and possessing the means of gratifying them
in abundance, were invited to produce com-
modities by their voluntary labour, the cx-

!
peclation that they would respond to tlic in-

!
vitation was necessarily disappointed. But
the extension of the desire for the higher class

modern language, this woi^d signifies a surpris-
1

of utilities is a great stimulus to production
;

ing though natural ev<‘nt
;

in contnidistinc-
1

an<l the imlicy which discouraged, by means of

tion to mirat'le^ which denotes something out
j

sumptuary laws, any expenditure among the

of the course of nature. Among the Homans, •
poon r classj's of society beyond what was

however, any extraordinary event or apijearance, . required for the bare noci ssiiries of life, wMsnot
to which, from insufficient iicquaintance w'llh I only an unwarrantable intrusion upon prixato

natural history, they could not assign a cause, 1
liberty, but a great biinlrancc to economical

wa« termed a prodigif^ and I’egardod as iudi-
.

]irogivss. The neglect of the distinction between

eating tlie dispositions of their gods. Hence
|

the use of the rt-asonablo comforts and con-

the number of reconled prodigies which occur . veuieitces of life in the fullest nuaisurc that

in Homan history. [Ombnh,]
|

can bo achieved consistently with prudence and
Prodoaxus (Or. jrpiiojuos). In Ancient ' economy, and the depraved taste for vicious

Architoctupe, the portico before the entrance indulgence, forms tlie fallacy of Mandeville's

of Uie cella of a temple ; the same as jpronaof

.

[Na.os.]

Prodmoe* Baw. A formula used in Political

Economy in a somewhat more limited sense

than raw materitil. Thus, sugar, corn, cotton,

are called ravj prodiwe^ while ores, timber, dye,

&e. would be raw material. In the latter oase.

little or no labour lias been expended on the

paradox that private vices are public benefits.

Ill his fable of * the bees or knaves turiUHl

honest.’ On the other hand, mere expenditure

is not production, nor a stimulus to pi^uctioii.

When Louis XIV". answen-d Madame de Main-
tenon, on her requesting him to gix’e alms to

the |>eop]o in a lime of scarcity, that the last

charity he could give was in spending money,
article beyond tliat which is necessary in order

|

the fallacy was equally irrational
;
he could

to appropriate it ; b the former, some, and often
j

only spend on luxury, by tdciiig from pover-
great, laDour has been laid out in the culti-

i
ty. Production in particular articles may

vation of the article. No precise line, however,
j
be in exccfss, and in consequence the market

can bo drawn between the proper use of either
!

pri<*e may fall below the cost of labour ex-
term. [Matbuiax, Haw'.]

I
ponded on the article

; but there cannot be a
Piwduct (Lat. productus,

i general over-production, for this would only
In Arithmetic and Algebra, the result of, or'

’ ....
quantity produced by, the multiplication of oue
number bv another, or a quantity of any kind
by a num^. [MuLTrPLiCATiosr,]

IProdiiiM (Lat). An extinct genus of
bi^vq shatlsy closely allied to we living

ijpmua They only occur in the

bldor eeOOddaiy rocka.m

mean tl)at evmybody had more of everything
with less labour. General over-production is, in
fact, identical with the phrase a gmral gItUt
which is a contradiction in terms. [Glut.]

Coat of. It is a fundamen-
tal position in Polideal Economy, that labour
which has an economical significance is always
undertaken with a view to profit or advantage.



PRODUCTION, COST OF
The exchange of produce manufactured with

j

The cost of lalK>ur as aifecting the cost of
such a purpose is determined by supply and i production is measured not necessarily by the

demand, for both of these, if action be free and i wages of labour, but by its efficiency. Low
uncontrolled, are affected by the compel it on of i wages may be economically dear, high wages
buyersand sellers, orofproduction and exchange, may be economical.y cheap. The wages of
the measure of both products being money, > domestic servants in In^a are very low

;
but if

If, therefore, t^at which holds good between the a^^egate of service obtained by a dosen na«

individuals affects communities also, the dis-
1
tivesdoes not equalthe effectiveness ofone Euro-

covery of any ffieans by which the cost of pro-
!
pean domestic, the cost of servic^ may be much

duction may be lessened, dves an advantage in • higher in that country than it is in England,
trade to the individual or the community which Similarly, if the charp^e to which a contractor

may possess the easier and less costly means is put in hiring one kind of manual labour is

of jpx^ucing the commodity or commodities in one-half the rate at which another kind of

which it trades. And as everyone is busied, eco- < labour may be hired, and the latter kind does
nomically speaking, in getting the largest ad-

;

treble the work of the former, the latter is

vantage for the least lalx)ur, free action will al-
j
cheap, the former dear. So, in a manufacta:7,

ways strive to diminish to the minimum amount the labour of children may be hired for thra
the cost of production in the manufacture of i shillings a week, and that of some artisans

all articles which are demanded and may be sup-
1
employed may be as mudi as three pounds ; but

t
Med, whatever be the form of industry adopted
ly a community, or presented to it by favour-

able conditions of soil, climate, and the like.

The two contributories to the cost of pro-

duction are labour and profit. Rent does not

the result of the former kind of labour may
not, and often does not, represent so large an
advantage as that which is derived from the
labour of the latter. It is even possible that a
shorter time of labour at equal wages may be

diminish or increase the cost ofproduction, but ' more advantageous to the employer, because
variations in the cost of production and in the ! the gross produce of the labour is larger, as its

demand for the produce increase and diminish
'

quality is better
; and that which applies to

rent The interest of the landowner is not,

therefore, except in a very indirect way, con-

trary to the interest of the public, as Ricardo
thought

;
but the advantage of the public, aud

the general prosperity of all classes, is of the

highest significance to the interest of the land-

owner, since it is by the demand for agricultural

produce (not, as the authors and Supporters of

the old corn laws imagined, for grain only, but
for all produce), that hirger claims can be made
for the usemf such natural powers as the soil

possesses. That rent does noVincrease the- cost

of production is manifest; for no one imagines

that it all rents were extinguished, population

audits demands for agricultural produce re-

maining the same,* prices would fall. The
only difference woidd be, that the whole of the

difference between the cost of production and
the price at which the produce was sold would
become the advantage of the agriculturist;

i. e. he would take not only the wages of his

labour, the insurance on the risks of his occu-

pation, and the profit of his capital, bat indi-

rectly the rent of land. Nor does t^is affect

rent which is derived from land employed in

tillage only; exactly the same circumstances

belong; to land let lor building purposes, and
occupied in thoroughfares or other localities

partTci^ly suitable for business. Rent ob-.j

tained for such sites does not increase the ex-

pense of canying on such a business, but the

business is of such a character as to secure

larg^ advanta^ to the occupier th^ could be
obtidned in a less favourable locality ; and m
far as this advantage is not due to tne intelli-

S
noe, capital, and labour of the trader, the

udlord IS enabled by the principle of com-
petition to obtain a share of the commercial
fertility .of the site, just as he does of the

natural fertility of a xudi soil

lUl

human labour, applies equally to its substi-

tutes. The old-fashioned English cart-horse

might fifty years ago have been purchased for

five pounds, and might have been kept at five

shillings a week. A good modern cart-horse

may cost fifty pounds, and require food valued
at twelve shubngs. But if the power ofdraught
in die old cart-horse was equal only to ten tons,

and that of the better bred animal to thirty,

it is more economical to employ the latter

labour than the former. So with machinery,
A threshing machine may cost two hundrM
pounds ; but if the produce of this substitution

for human labour represents a gain of twenty
per cent, on the old manual labcoir, it is bettn^

to buy or hire the machine than to continue ths
use of the fiail. The same observations apply
to reaping and ploughing machines, which cap
commend themselves to public notice and use
pnly in the event of their performing the ser-

vices doneby manual labourwith equal efficiency,

and at less aggregate cost

In those countries where the real cost of
labour is high, owing to the existence of laiga

and easily procurable tracts of fertile land, andtn
the scantiness of population, the stimulus to tha
substitution of mechanicHl for manual labour
is exceedingly strong, and the invention of ma**

chincry in aid of human labour ia remarkab]^
progressive. The United States have in effiml

produced many machines which ingreat degree

supersede human labour, and in aU oases mul*
tipiy its efficiency. Sudi are the eewing ma*
chine in private life, and the vaxiotts agri-

cultural machines which have been adverted

to. So great is the demand for such aids', and
so abun£nt is the sui^ly of these aids in sub-

stitution or mtiltiplication of human labour in

til^UnitedStates,that,af the writer is bfbnned*.

though the contribution of the state of Ohio to



PKODUCTION, COST OF
the late wai* was not less than 90,000 malest

out of a population of little above two millions,

the labour of bousing one of the largest har-

vests ever known in that state, that of 1864,

was acoomplished easily by the abundant use

of agricultural machines. But where labour is

cheap and population dense, the stimulant is

less vi^rous. This comparative indisposition

to emi^oy mechanical forces in aid of human
labour is most manifest where, as in this

late census indicating a notable decline in the
purely agricultural counties. Nor does a di-

minisned cost of production in one branch, or
indeed in all branches of agricultural industzr,

diminish rent, provided the demand be fu%
eommensorate with the increase etiheted. It

must be remembered that an agriculturist is

engag^ in a laiue number of operations. It

is possible, indeed necessaiy for the well-being

of society in densely peopled countries, that the

country, a legal provision is made for the relief > first necessaries of life should be •supplied

of the poor, the tenure of land is precarious,

or at least the tenant is liable to tne caprice

of the landowner.

The rate of profit or interest has its effect on
the cost of pr^uction, partly because the pro-

ducer in so far as he is a capitalist will need to be

satisfied by receiving, in the aggregate of what
is called his profit, the ordinary rate of intemt,
partly b<icause in many productive operations

much capital is borrojred. If, therefore, the

rate of interest is raised by any insecurity felt as

to the repayment of the advance, industry is

seriously hindered, and undertakings cannot be
entered on, or not entered on with ease and
safety. With high rates of interest, where

the investment is secure and the sole cause of

the high rate is the large competition for capital

consequent on high rates of profit or advantage,

the cost of production is indeed enhanced
;
but

j

industrial occupations may be carried on with

!

pvat energy, because wages and profits being
j

high, the ^rrowor receives his benefit in the

lam payment made for his industry and skill.

ft would seem at first sight that a diminished

costof production, consequent on the substitution
of mecnauical for manual labour, would lower

the rate of wages. It is notorious that no such

result has ensued, notwithstanding the gradual

increase of population in this country, and the

considerable employmentofthese aids. Thus, for

instance, one branch of agricultural labour has
been almost entirely superseded ; that, namely,
of hand threshing. Where labour is far short of

the demand for it, the possibility ofa reduction

in wages is remote
;
if, of course, only one kind

of labour could be supplied by an individual,

the total cessation of employment in this di-

rection would induce great distress. But it

rarelv happens that fabour^ especially that

which is dependent on those pursuits in which
such resnlts might be anticipated, is of so spe-

cial and simple a character. The agricultural

labourer peribrma many different functions,

and tlie promss of i^cnltural science has
rather addea to than diminished their nnmber
by the substitution of machinery. Besides,

almost all occupations (those, for instance,

which supply machines ror agricultural pur-

poses) need a considerable amount of un-
akiHod labour. The construction of railways,

an operation as relevant to a^cultnral ae to

manuliietttrhiff pursulte, has Asorbed a large

an^i of may be called the surplus

(dj^iilatioit of country districts, and the demandm hibutfS in thcMKs imgione which are pecoHarlj
nnkUufMhdag has occupied many more, the

abundantly b|j importation from abroad; but

gains of the agricnltnrist will be diminished, or

the rent of the landowner lowered. Neither
have been so affected, as we know by facts

;
the

cause of this result, unexpected or disputed

wheh it was only theoretically certain, is to

be found in the fact that greater prosperity

has given enlaced powers of purchase to

the general public.

Ifa community is maintained, on an average

of years, entirely upon the produce of its soil,

the number of persons other than agriculturists

which the country contains will denote the

rate of production, or the cost of producing

food. Similarly, if information can be procured

as to the general rate ofproduction from given

during which no actual or no important sup-

ply of food has been introduced from a foreign

country, the evidence so obtained will be a fair

basis on which to conclude what was the wpu-
lation of a country, in the absence of any direct

evidence derived from an enumeration or census.

Now, there can be little doubt that the nite of

production in this country, before the intro-

duction of root crops, artificial ^sses, aud
the improvement in the herds of horses, oxen,

sheep, and pigs, was little if any more than one-

twelhh of that which is at present obtained

from the soil ; and conversely it is certain that

the whole population was regularly or occa-

sionally occupied in ugricultural pursuits. As
jneasui^ by quantity, therefore, the cost of

production was far greater in ancient or medi-

eval than in modem times
;
and similarly, the

amount of the population must have been, it

may be safely concluded, no more than an
eighth of that which now inhabits England
and Wales. Nor is this reasoning without

its modern parallels. In th9 most fertile

States of Western America, the rate of pro-

duction ia little more than from twelve to

twenty bushels of wheat to the acre, the power
of abundant exMrt being derived from the

large area of land available for cultivation, the

ease and cheapness of transit* and the aubsti*

tution of meemieal for manual labour. The
increase in the rate of production and the

diminution in the coat of production hate not»

therefore, it may be aafely aiserted, been de-
rived from the necessity unifbrmly alleged in

the ordinary theory of rent* that namely of
increased expense incurred m the eoltivation
of mferior soils, but in the diseoyeiy snd
adaptation of forces in sgrieultiirai eneiais-
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try

; in the study of practical physiology in
the herds of animals, Doth of which means for
cheapeninff the process have been developed to
a remarkable degree ; and in the application of
mechanical force in aid or in substitution of
human or manual labour.

The diminution in the cost of production in
the supply of manufactured goods is still more
notable; and the reader m^ be referred to
Mr. Babbage’s Economy of Machinery and
Manvfaciure for information and illustration

on this topic.

question how for the cost of production
is increased by the operation of trades* unions
and the accompanying machinery of strikes,

will be found below under the head TaADBS*
Unions. The reader may be referred to the
same head for a statement of what appears to
be the real incidence of sudi attempts to raise

wages, as also to the articles Combination,
Labour, and Waobs.
Vroedrl (Gr. Certain Athenian

officers chosen to superintend the proceedings
in the two legislative assemblies ; so call^
because they h^ the privilege of sitting in the
front seats (apctSpia). The proedri of the senate
were ten in number. [Pbttanb&] The proedri
of the eoclesia were more in num^r, one being
appointed from each tribe, which did not con-
tain the prytanes for the time being. Thrir
duties exte^ed only to the one .assembly of
the people, m new set being elected each tame

;

mod one of their number was appointed JEEn-

BTATBa or pcesidrat. Their employment wae to
prmxiae the subject of debate to the people,
and to count the votea.

Vtwem wpoolfuaa, an opening, from
ol^s, a A word sometimea used as
nonymous with Pbbfacb or introduction. By
the ancient Greeks it was uaed espedally to

denote a short hymn introdoctory to a longer
poem.
VrooaBptosIn (a word made up ftom Gr.

htfore, ip, in, and wr«ai$, a falling). The
term applied to the lunar equation or addition

of a day to prevent the new moon happening
too soon ; this must be done every 330 years,

and another day must be added evezy 2,400
years.

^

The opposite term is metemptosio,

which is used to signify the solar equation ne-

cessary to prevent the new moon from faUin^ a
day too late, or the suppression of the bissextile

every 134 years.

VnoteMor (Lat), The recognised title, in
I

all universities, of the public and authorised

teachers in the various faculties. In the origin

of those institutions the degrees conferred on
students were^ in fact, licenses to commence as

public teachers ; and the terms eiasfsr, doffltor

,

and seem to have been used in-

diilbrenw. But as in process of time the
gr^ body of gredustes ceased, in most univer-

sities, to have any concern in public instruction,

a separate bodyof recognised teachers gradually

arose; endowed in some instances with salaries,

in othersj^d by fees. These were the pro-
feaeora. But in thoee unitermtiee in which
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coUegiste foundations prevailed, as in Oxford
and Cambridge, these officers fell into a
secondary situation. The necessazy business
of instruction was transacted, and still con-
tinues to be so, bv the functionaries of the

seve^ colle^. Tne professors therefore, and
’ the instruction which thejr convey by lectures,

have become only auxiliaries, instead of prin-

cipals, and attendance on their lectures is in

few cases compulsozy. On the other hand, in

universities destitute or nearly so of ooUegiate

endowments (as those of Scotland, (^eimany,
and others founded on the German model), the
professors have become at once the goveming
body of the university, and the sole reoognisea
functionaries for the purpose of education.

BrolUe (Fr. profll, ItaL profilo). In Archi-
tecture, the contour of the oifferent parts of an
elevation, whatever mjw be the style adopted.

PBOFirn. In the fine Arts, an outline of
the principal parts of an object, free from all

foreshortening, showing their real projecHons^

indentations, &c.
PAomB. In Fortification, a vertical section

through a work, perpendicular to the face of
the work.

Brollt (Fr.
;

Ital. profitto, from Lat. profec-
tus, advantage). In Political Economy, that
rate of inpease on capital with which the
capitalist is so far satisfied as to oonstanGj
apumulate, either on the presumption that
his capital^ will with moral certainty be re-

paid mm in case he makes an advance to
others, or on the conviction that his capital

will be replaced in case he employs it for his

own advantage. There is, ther^ore, no funda-
mental difference between the rate of interest

and the rateof profit: the distinction lies only in
the employment ei the capital aeeumnlated, for
interest is always used to designate the p^t
on a loan, while profit is m^e to imply at
once the recompense made for advances, and
the addition mrae to capital employed by its

poraesBor. It ther^ore, important to distin-

guish profit from wages, and to understand by
wages not only payments made to labour, but
all that part of a man’s advantage from the
employment of capital which is obtained by
the fact that he devotes labour and skill to the
occupation in which he is engaged, and by whirii
(in case any risk attaches to his business) he
secures himself such an increased remuneration
as forms, so to speak,^a species of insurance on
bis outlay ; in other wow, a eaptialist must
be paid forhis trouble, as well as he rewarded
for abstaining from spending his possessions
on his personal ei^oyment. Wages of labour
in rimilar oecupationa tend to an equality;
And, either eonsdously or uneonsoiously, evOT-.
one attempts to insure himself s^inst riw.
When, theroffir^ the labonr is satisfied, and
the risk is obviated, the remaining portion

of the iherease is profit; and aa this remain-

ing pcMPtion is on hypothesis secured to the

ewitUst as friUv as the cost of the items

wnirii make up what is popularly called profit

in hnsiaees, it will not, and cannot bs^ more
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thftn the rate of interest. Hence, when it is one has recognised more clearly than Smith
said that a small trader in a small town re- has, that there is, all other things being equal,

quires a large rate of profit on his trans- a tendency to equal profit in all callings. It

actions, while a great one is satisfied with remains, Uien, that the competition of capitals

less, no more is meant than that the wages of lowers profits by raising wages. This appears

labour distributed over each sale, and pcrhans to be the case in all avocations but that of

the risks of his occupation, are necessarily agriculture, where a low rate of profit may
larger, pro ratA, than those of the trader whose prevail in consequence of the competition of

business is more extensive, and thus it is fanners for the occupation of the soil, thu

that traders with large business cun always price of labour being uniform, and the ii

-

offer goods to customers at lower rates than creased rent for the license of cultivation

those whose occupations are circumscribed and becoming the advantage of the landlord. Of
whose market is narrow. The rate of interest course this specialty will not remain as a per-

on capital is the same, the remuneration of manent characteristic of the demand for land

other elements is larger. capable of cultivation, since the competition of

The rate of profit is the least sum which capitals will tend ultimately, other things being

persons will accept as an inducement to accu- eqiml, to equal rates of profit in agriculture and
mulation. If the persons who possess property cdmmerce. But if capitals lower rates of profit

are thrifty and averse to speiuling, they will be, by competition, it must needs be by tlie eom-
and constantly arc, satisfied with low rates of petition for employment; and as the employ-

profit. The Butch were tlius satisfied, though nient of capital is the nmintenanco of labour,

the low rate which they accepted was forced the reduction of the rate will imply, as a con-

upon their tratle by themselves, in consequence sequence from large accumulations of capital, a

of their foolishly endeavouring to maiiitam large payment to labour for services. In otln r

high prices by checking or regulating supplies, words, capital is working investment, tuid thu

This fact was overlooked by Adam Smith, who only form which the investment can really

ascribed the low rate of profit prevailing in take, whatever may be the apparent direction,

Holland before the close of the eighteenth is in the maintenance of labour. If the capi-

century, to the heavy taxation to which the tal be very large, the only means in which
country was subject. But taxation may bo it cim be employed is in the enlargement of

heavy, and general profits high, or taxation may wages. It need hardly be said that this com-
be low and general profits low, for the rate of petition may not lower prices

;
it may in effect,

profit is not neccssitrily connected with taxation by the demand for the materials of prodaction,

at all, since taxation need not do more than considerably raise them in certain directions,

curtail the power of enjoyment possessed by The direction which an accumulation of

individuals. On the contrary, if the habits capital considerably in excess of the ordinary

of society in any community are such as to or general requirements of an existing corn-

make them indisposed towws saving when munity may take, will he either that of in-

the rate of profit is materially lowered, accu- creast^ labour on the soil, or increased produc-

m Illations will cease, or, what is more fre- tion for foreign trade. But it does not seem
qiient, capital urill be destroyed by invest- absolutely necessary, in order that larger pro-

ment in undertakings which are ultimately un- ; ducts should be obtained from the soil, that

productive or scantily profitable. In short, it lauds hitherto not susceptible of cultivation,

is hardly necessary to say that there are two or not up to this time cultivated profitably,

sets of economical phenomena which are parti*
|
should be occupied and tilled. Tins will not

cuiarly liable to the stimulus of inconsiderate ’ be necessary till all the capital which can bo
investment; that, namely, in which the rate of. employed is devoted to Lho hcttir cultivation

profit is apparently high, and that in which the
;
of areas already cultivated, but cultivated ini-

rate of interest is temporarily very low. I perfectly. Amt tliis, in fact, is what has hiip-

Adam Smith held that the cause which led pened historicHlly in this country. It is pro-

to a diminution in the rate of profit was the ' table that in the more settled parts of £ng-
competition of capitals. We have seen above land—excluding, for instance, the Scotch and
that he also considered it might be the effect of t Welsh marshes, as much land was under the
increased taxation, and have adverted to what! plough five hundred years ago as at present,

appears to have b^n the real cause of the low We may certainly argue hypothetically, from
rate to which he refers as a fact in the history the case of all possible capital being applied

of Butch trade and finance. But, unfortu- to areas at present cultivated, that the pnic-

nately, when he says that a com^ition of tice of agricultural skill has by no means
capitals ^wers profit, he does not mtorm us of reached the limit of productiveness, since it

the which this result ensues It cannot certainly has not absorbed all the capital with
be % e ipMieral lowering of prices, because which it may be supplied. By far the roost

this wmrifi tasan that everyone got more for powerful means, however, by which the ro-

lest ipoflieyy sn4 so no one would be the worse, auction in the rate of profit may be averted,

esn w that it occurs because a com- lies in the increase of production for foreign

petition ip one branch of business lowers what trade ; and this has been the means by which
are eailed the profits of the business by lower- the vast accumulations of capital in this

Ing the price of the article consumed, since no country, and to some extent in other countries
1 AJ.
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aUo^ hare been made, and are employed with-
out any notable reduction in the rate of pro-
fit or interest, but, on the contrary, are accom-
panied by certain phenomena which indicate

a rise in the rate.

Political economists are apt, in interpreting

the phenomena of wealth, to ignore, in somU
degree at least, the fact that the reciprocal

relations of communities are rapidly modify-
ing the conclusions which have been accepted

from the various restrictions which the policy

or fears of administrations have laid upon
international intercourse. In fact, the inha-

bitants of civilised communities are getting

more and more into the condition of members
of the same economical state, denser popula-

tions representing towns and manufacturing
districts, scantier ones the regions where
agriculture prevails. .From this point of view,

the emigration of settlers is attended, only

on a larger scale, by the same phenomena as

the immigration into towns, and does not so

much represent the relief of a redundant
population, as the creation of facilities for the

cheap production of food, which shall be ex-

changed against the manufacture of the more
densely inhabited regions. In this way, the

customs duties collected on foreign goods

correspond to the octroi which is levied on
consumable articles in towns

;
and the creation

or improvement in the means of transit from
country to country is analogous to the act of

making a railway from a town to a rural

district, between which localities there has
hitherto been either imperfect communication

or no communication at all. Just, too, as the

produce of country districts could not be pur-

chased, unless a town supplied commodities of

its own manufacture or commodities imported

by its labour in a carrying trade, so no inter-

course will take place wi^ distant countries

except on the terms of mutual advantage. Now,
the more widely this intercourse is extended,

the more fully communities understand that

they have mutual and inseparable interests

of the very highest significance, and see that
|

differences tending to war, and the cessation

of intercourse between nations, vaiy only in

degree from the folly and ferocity of civil war,

the more distinctly public opinion is led to the

true interpretation of national jealousies and

narrow patriotism, as being a mask for the

aggrandi^ment of administriitive vanity, or

for the satisfaction of personal spleen, at the

expense of the general community
;
the more

certainly all the speculations of political eco-

nomists, as to the miuinum rate of profit, the

effect of taxation on public resources, the

ossible exhaustion of fertile soils, and the en-

anced cost of cultivating inferior ones, become
practically unimportant, because their contin-

gency is made so exceedingly remote, and will

nave only a theoretical vuue, never to be of

immediate interest except as consequent on the

ultimate overcrowding of the human race on
the whole surface of the earth. Up to this

time, on the hypothesis of a larger and more

complete understanding of what really consti-

tutes the finendly intercourse of nations, the
occurrence of a minimum rate of profit will be
indefinitely postponed by investment in whst
are called indeed foreign undertakings, but
which are in reality, when the undertaking is

of an industrial character, means for cheapen-
ing articles sold in the home market

;
the pro-

cess by which all fertile soils employed for

raising food are exliausted, will in all proba-
bility be extended into a geolomcal period ;

the effect of taxation (unless indeed, as is rarely

the case, it be levied for industrial purposes)
wiU be seen to be the destruction of capital,

and the creation of an order of persons un-
fitted for industrial pursuits ; and the wisdom
of administrations will be directed towards
effecting a closer unity and larger interdepend-
ence of all societies composing the civilised

world, instead of being, as is commonly the
case at present, an alternation of suspicion,

timidity, militaiy aggrandisement, and econo-
mical loss.

It is in consequence of the partial develope-
ment of these wiser and happier views as to

the intercourse of nations, that the predictions

of many economists have been falsified by
events. The land of this country has not
increased a square mile in the Inst five

hundred years, it has probably decreased by
the abrasion of the seu

;
the agricultural pro-

duce hits, as we haveelsewhere stated, increased

twelve times, the manufacturing industry fifty-

fold during tile last two hundrm years. But
the rate of profit, as measured by the rate of
interest, has not varied notably for the last

hundred and fifty years, i.e. since the time
that legal interest was fixed by the statute of

Anne' at five per cent. This uniformity is to

be assigned partly to the enormous develop
ment of the internal resources possessed by
the country, and as much to the foreign trade

developed by it ; but that foreign trade has
been rendered possible only by the growth of

wealth among other nations, by the increase of

their powers of production and purchase, and,

as is attested % facts, by the rate of profit

being sufficient not only to stimulate accumu-
lation, but to develops those faculties of ob-

servation and research which have issued in

such singular and prodigious discoveries in the

materials and the powers of nature.

It will be seen that, in the account given of

profit, the word has been treated as identical

with interest on advances, the sole difference

-

discoverable in the two terms consisting in the

fact that interest is understood to mean the

^j^ent made for loans, profit the advantage
derived from the employment of capital by its

owner. There is, it appears, no reaaofi for

recognising any other ffififerenoe in the two
terms, any more than riiere is for distinguishing

that portion of the produce of the soil which is

paid as rent to a landlord, and that which is

retained i>7 the cultivator in excess of the

receipts of the tenant farmer, when such a

cultivator happens to be also the owner of the
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soil. Commonly, however, just as rent itt con- Vrofiws* (Lat, progressus, a p^Ang /tfr-

founded with interest on capital and wages of wtrd). The state journeys of royal personages
^

labour when the same person is the recipient were called by this name in old E^lisli eti

of all these, so profit is confounded with wages
^

quotte. In the reigns of Elixubeth and James
when the same individual is at once capitalist \ they were frequent, and somewhat costly to

and lal^urer. There would be, indeed, no the wealthier subjects, inasmudi as they were

practical evil in such an error, but only n tisiuilly honoured with the onerous privilege

Foj^ciil indistinctness, wore it not that in this of uifonling hospitality to royalty^ The pro-

confusion of wages and profit a different cri- grmes of Queen EUaibeth form the subjtjct of

ticism were customarily applied to clifFiTiiit a work by Mr. Nicholl. Perhaps the most
individuals or different classes. It will not be celebrated prepress in English history is that

difficult to discover instances of such a con- of James I. from iScotland to London on his

fusion and such a criticism.
^

accession.

A combination to raise profits, if profit bo ProgreMlpn (Lat. progressio). In Arilli-

understood to mean the interest on capital, or, metic and Algebra, this tenu is synonymous
ns Adam Smith calls it, the profits on stuck, with $erics. [Aiutiimrticai. PitoouKssiux

;

will be wholly nugatory, just as all legal rogu-
^

OKoMBTiiiCiLL PnoonnsbiON ; IIauxoxic Pno-
latious affecting to limit rates of interest have onicssiox.]

been invariably inoperative and illusory. But Prohibition (Lat. prohibitio, a hindering),

a combination to raise wages under the name In laiw, a writ to forbid any court from

of profits is not only possible, but general, proceeding in a cause then depending, on

Where the use of the combination is adopted suggestion that the cause does not properly

by the worker, for wages paid by a capitalist, i belong to that court. In mo<lern times, the

the mechanism is open, and wc call the asso-
|
WTit of prohibition is chiefly used where parties

elation of labourers a trades* union; but w'hcrc
j

have been imploudtd before the ecclesiastical

the.body of capitalists unite to maintain prices,
j

courts. It issues properly out of the Court

or to fix a standard below which professional . i..,* u u..,i

etiquette will not permit a fee to be taken, the

mechanism is secret, and the real significance

is obscure. But in effect trade and professional

regulations are of exactly the same nature as

the combinations of workmen, assume the same
line of defence, are opeu to the same regula-

tion, and are virtually unions for the increase of

wages, however much they may affect to be

atteinpts to secure uniform rates of profit. In

short, although competition will be found to

determine interest, rent, and insurance, it will

be found, on a carefiil examination of facta, to

have only a limited operadon in determining

the rate of wages. Eveiyone can understand

what is the moaning of the more violent

attempts to increase wages b}' a monopoly, by
a trades' union, or by legislative enactments

which give one of two contracting parties a

power to fix prices, by reftising the same
discretion to the others; but there arc many
other invasions of the natunil freedom of eco-

nomical action, which would bo justly inter-

preted by a sound and scientific exposition of
the principles on which the mutual services of

mankind should be appraised and exchanged.
Among these none are more frequent than
combinations to raise wages, under the name
of profits, and few have done more to hinder
the mass of consumers from receiving all

the benefits of fiscal reform and free trade.

[Taxation; Waoxs.]
Frofiioaia (Gr. from and yrdent,

knowledge). An cjpinion rejecting the pro-

gress and termination of a disease.

Wroqnmmp (ftr, (kr, wplypap^^ An old
university term, signifying an outline of the
sp^hes or firadons to be delivered on a
p&HleaUr occasion ; bnt now applied in a more
exteni^ ssnis to the ontHne of any enter-

lidameht or public ceremony.
loe

vsL p y
nu\j nipu uini

in some cases out of the Chancery, Coniinon

Picas, or Exchequer, It is the proper remedy
where the court against uhich it is sued has
exceeded its jurisdiction in taking cognisance

of matters not properly belonging to it. It

is granted on motion ; but it* the question of

jurisdiction be doubtful, the court directs the

party suing the writ to divhre in prohUntion^

1. c. to bring an action against the other party,

praying that a writ of prohibition may issue,

and gives judgment that the writ do or do not

issue, as justice may require.

FroJeetUa (Lat. projicio, / throxofom^ard).
In Gunnery, a body designed to be projected

by the force of gunpowder.
It was shown in the article Guxnebt that

the resistance of the air materially retards a
projectile in its flight, and tluit elongated pro-

jectiles are less retarded than spherical ones of

the same weight. The retardation of a projec-

tile is also greatly influenced by the form of

its head, and to some extent by that of its hind

part. Newton, in bis pig,

Brincipia^ gives a form
of body ^ich would,

in passing through a

fiuia, experieuco less

resistance than any
other (fig. 1); and Pi6-'

bert proposes the form
represented in fig. 2, in Imi^h five times its

greatest diameter, and with its largest section

Fig. 3.

pla^ at two-fifths of tbs length of the jw)-
jeetile from its base. This is very nearly
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followed by Mr. Whitworth in iomo of his

projectiles. In the lost century, Dr. Hutton
and Borda respectirely carried on experiments
upon bodies of different forms, moving with low
Telocities

; and from Borda’s experiments it

appeared that the oj^Tal form of head experi-

cnoed the least resistance. A recent experi-

nwHt, made under direction of the Ordnance
Select Committee, to determine the rclatiTo

retardations of elon^ted proj'ectilcs of equal

weight (average 41 Ib.h haying similar bases,

but differently formea heads, and fired at

nearly equal high Telocities, gave the following

results :

—

i

fore part rotating on a rertical axis from left

to right, it causes to rotate with it a portion of

air; tiiis is opposed to the resisting atmosphere

on the left side, but acts with it on the right

side (fig. 4). ^cre will therefore be greater

Form qf prqfeeHlo

Cylindro-oglval •

Cylindro-conoUlal .

Cylindro-parabolic .

Cylinrlro-hcmiRpherioal
CylindrO’Conical
Cylindrical or flat-headed

Lott of vtlocUg inm yordi 4
ft per lecond

. 70

. 98

. Ill

. 119

. 117

. 170

The ogiyal form of head was less retarded

than any other, and the conoidal head, used
in our service, was next in the scale. Hie flat-

headed proj'ectile, as might be expected, ex-

perienced very great resistance.

The form of a projectile also affects its flight

as regards deviation from the line of fire.

When a round shot.is fired from a smooth-

bored gun, its deviatiou is uncertain, and
depends upon the rotation which it has received,

and which varies by reason of certain varying

causes. Windage is the first and great cause of

irregularity in flight
;
other causes of deviation,

such as imperfect form, roughness, and want of

homogeneity in a shot, will not be entered upon
here, as they should be overcome by improving
manufacture.

By reason of winda^, when a shot is pro-

pel]^, it bounds and rounds along the bore,

and finally leaves the muzzle in an accidental

direction, and with a rotatory motion depending
chiefly on the position of its last impact against

the bore. A shot, the last impact of which is

against the right side of the bore, will tend at

first towards 3ie left ;
but will have a rotation

from left to right (fig. 3), which will cause it

^pressure on the left side than on the right, and
' so the ball will deflect to the right. With any
otlior direction of rotation there will be con'e-

sponding deviation
; in one case only will thoi*e

be none, viz. when the ball rotates on an axis

parallel to the axis of the bore, or coincident

with the line of fire.

To give the projectile such a rotation is the

object of rifling a gun, and the various methods
of accomplishing this object are treated of in the

article Kiflkd Guns. Elongated prqiectiles,

the advantages of 'which have been noticed in

the article Gunnery, can be successfully fired

from rifled guns, although they cannot be ad-

vantageously used with smooth-bored pieces,

because they turn over during flight.

I

If to a flat-headed body, suspended horizon-

I

tally from its centre of gravity, a pressure be
applied before and below such centre of myity»
the head will thereby be depressed, ifa force

be similarly applied to a conoidal-headed body,

its head will be raised. This is capable of easy
proof either mathematically or by experiment.

Now*, the resistance of the air always does so

g
ress on the head of an elongated shot during
ight, as shown in figs. 5 and 6. The shot is

acted on by the force of propulsion E, and that
of gravity G. Its motion is in the direction
of their resultant^ and eonseqnently the air’s

Fig. 6.

to bear gradually towards the right, to such an
extent that, at any but short ranges, the defleo- d y
tion will be to the right of the line of fire. The '

-v.

probable reason of this, as shown by Robins,

18
, that as the air in front of the ball is greatly

condensed, its friction oflEbrs great resistance to J
**-

—

the ball, behind which there is almost a vacuum,
I

and therefore bo counterbalaocing force ;
hence

|

resistance B is in the opposite direction,

the ball will tend to deflect in the opposilte
^

Therefore, a flat-headed shot, fired without ro-

direction to ^at at first given to it. Ac-,tMtioii, will be turned head downwards round
cording to Magnus, if a hall leaves a gun, its

^

Its shorter axis, a conoidal-headed shot point

107
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upwards. Bat the imparting a rotatory motion

j

were those from the Horsfall gun
; one weigh-

to the projectile round its longer axis gives
|

ing 279 lb. with an initial velocity of 1,631

stability to that axis, and prevents the pro* feet, completely ^netrated the ’Warrior' target

jectiie from turning over. at 200 yar^ls, aoing great damage ; but at BOO
The elongated projectile fired from a rified yards, similar shot, though having a velocity

gun is, however, in practice found to deviate ’ on striking of 1,300 feet, failed to penetrate,

from the line of fire to an extent more or less
|

A fifteen-inch cored cast-iron shot, weighing
constant, and either to right or left according 430 lb., fired with 35 lb. of powder from the

to the shape of the he^ and the direction United States* monitor * Wef'hawken,’ shat-

rotation of the projectile. A conoidal-headed tered, at about 300 yards’ range, the armour of

shot, fired with a right-handed rotation (i.e. the Confederate iron-clad ’Atlanta/ doing fright-

a rotation from left to right of a spectator
|

ful damage ; but an eleven-inch ball of 169
looking from behind the gun), will always lb., with 20 lb. of powder, did not break the

deviate to the right; a flat-headed shot, with same armour. The 'Atlanta’s* armour, however,
similar rotation, to the left If the rotation is ’ was composed only of laminated plates of the
reversed, opposite results will ensue. An ex- aggregate thickness of 4^ inches, very inferior

planation of this phenomenon would extend
. to a solid platen of the same thickness, and w.is

beyond the limits of this article, but it may backed by yellow pine, a wood very inferior to

be briefly stated thus ; take, for instance, teak. Good results have been obtained from
the service c^Undro-conoidal shot with right- some chilled cust-iron shot proposed by Major
handed rotatiou, as from the Armstrong gun : Palliser; and if by further experiments we
the resistance of the air will mmse its point to can obtain shot of this nature, possessing

be deflected to the tiffit, and this reaistaiiee hardness enough for penetration, without too

then acts obliquely on ^ wliule pttgeetile, iiiiie!i ton^meas, thev will ))e very valuable

and so deflects it to the lU^ This oonstaot tat use against iron-dids ; tot we Miall obtain

deviation is called by aitifieriati derinaikm^ a the advantage of their lirndung into frag-

word adopted from the French, and it must meats after penetratii^ besides saving much
be allowed for in laying the gun. [Smhtur} e^nse.
Obpxaxgb.] Wrought-iron ahot have been oeeasionaUj

The velocity of rotation, wfaich an elongated tried. They never brssk vp^ but are much
projectile restores to keep its rotatuMi stable or altered in fomTafter impact. Eipe*
round iis longer a»is; wfll depend upon the ini- riments have all gone to prove that wron^
tial velocity, form, and density of the sbot^snd iron, thoi^ somewhat superior to oodinsiy

the position of its centre of gravity. As the cast iron, u far inferior to s^l, and la not to

initial velocity inersasesttheresistance ofthe air, be reoonunended as a material for projectiles

tending to upset the projeoti^ becomes greater, to be used against iron plates.

Loug projectiles aremore easilyturned over than Undoubtedly by far the most damamng pio-
sliort ones of equal wright» for the upsetting jectrles vet tried against stmour-platM vessda
force acts with l<^er leverage.* The same are steel shells, and to Mr. Whitworth belongs
applies to a shot with its centre of gravity far the honour of first proving that a shell could

bi^. Flat-headed pr^ectiles are more easily be sent through an iroii^latedship of war His
turned over, for the air acts directly on their shell and that of Sir W; Armstrong differ con-

heads, instead of gliding by as irith a pointed siderably
; the former is solid at the head, and

or rounded head. The less the density of a shot open at the rear to receive the bnrstinff charge,

in proportion to vise, the more rapidly will the Wing afterwards closed by a screwea^n steel

air’s resistance decrease the shot's velocity of cup
; the latter is open in front, and a hollow

rotation. cast-iron head is screwed on, which breaks up
The projectile, therefore, mrpt be made ac- on impact. The latter farm seems the best, as

cording to these laws, or else^ to meet any of allowing the force of the bursting riiaige to

these eases, a teiy hi^ velocity of rotation act forwards instead of backwards. The teiri-

most be given to ft, aim this is objectionable, hie effects of the 612 Ih. steel shell at 1,000

as eauting (1) a very great rtrain on the metal yards on the ’Warrior' target were greater than
of the gun, (2) extreme delecUon upon grasiag, any yet seen. In fact, it is now established

and (8) too gi^t a laterel spread of the pieces that toe ’Warrior' target can be easily pierced at

of shell 2,000 ysrds by a shell containing a bunting
It now remains to notice the best form and charge of 24 lb. of powder,

material of prcjectile foir the various purposes During some experiments lately made in

of war. And, first, as regards the great problem Russia, some steel shells, manufactured by
of the modem science of artillaiT, the penetra- Krupp, of Essen in Prussia, penetmted a tar*

tion of iron armour-plate.. The materials used get covered with i^-inch armour-plates. These
in the manufhdnre of prcjectiles for this pur- projectiles were made of the very best and most
pose have l^n cast iron, wrought iron, mid costly description of steels

steel Service cast-ivcm idiot, cast in sand in As regards form, elongated projectiles have
the usual manner, are found to be very inefid- far greater power of penetmtion than spbsxie&l

eient^ hreshiug U|^ easily on impact, though shpL Their comparative eflbeU may be thus
husb^ obtained by them. The summed up : the elongated projed^ strikiim a

east-iron shot yet fired in this couuf py plate with the same momentum as a aphemd
':;t

:
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PROJECTILE
ont, will penetrate deeper than the latter, for, only by nietitia of the elongated form of the

altliou^h the force of the blow given by each projectile that we can produce a steel shell

projectile will be the same, there will be a capabWof piercing an iron plate, and it is duo

S
renter amount of resistance due to the greater to the principle of rifling that the elongated form

iameter of the spherical projectile ; conse- can be adopted.’

quently its penetration is less thab that of the The expertmt^nts conducted against the

elongated projectile, but the force of the blow ‘Hercules’ target, which has a total thick-

is more ror^, and the shattering eflPect is ness of 4 ft. 10^ in., the^ outside plates heiijg

greater, l^periments also led the Committee respectively 9 in. and 8 in. thick, nave shown

on Iron to report tliat conicul-ended shot are that a ship may be constructed proof against

superior in accuracy and range to flat-ended even a steel shot of 680 lbs. weight, striking

projectiles, and that, except pemaps for oblique with a velocity of 1,310 feet per'sewnd. Tlie

firing, they are also superior for penetration. Americans have turret ships carrying 14 in.

The following is the evidence of Sir W. Arm- of armour ; and such vessels we must in any

strong: ‘1 do not see how you can produce future contest expect to encounter,

with steel round shot an eflPect comparable to The following table, extract^ from Major
tlie eflTect which can be obtained with cylindrical Owen’s I/ectures on ArtiUtTy\ gives the effects

rifletl shot. With respect to employing steel proiluced on the same description of target (the

sjihcrical shell, capable of penetrating iron ‘Warrior’) by various projectiles, fired with

plates, I consider it out of the question. It is different charges, and at several ranges.

ewi, In.

SB. 68 pr. . . . . 95 , 8
•fi fB.l.. llO-pr.CA.). 61 7
« ^ Ditto. . . •» M ,•

glM.L.l30.pr. «
I I

ll
fM.L.7"(A.» . . 154

sIdimo .... *

8.B ad-tv. . . . . 95 8
aa luu iw.(A.) . . 135 e

R M 1. T.ln. (A.) . . 154
I

T

aK.L.lSO-9r.(W.)« 1481 641

BSbeton Toiiol

DopthoflndcnlS^^

Tndmt too dnaU to bt moMnrtd.
D«i>U»orindnitSl".

ntroMirk tnrptit hole In plate

and In tkln ft squaro.
Hole In plnte 2'x r U" | pMottmted to 13*'.

Hole In plate 8*5"x7’5" ( ponotrated to a
di*ptli rf 9".

Thronifk teirfftt: Hole In |date 8"k 7*6",

hole in akin lB"x 14".

Through plate, and 5" Into baektnir.
Tlirnuffb plate, end 41" Into iHuklnp.
Hole 111 pliite 9" 1*9", depth to tbot 0 A",

»kiii crocked.
Tkrmffk tnrgrti hole In plate 8"x7'6",
holclnokln l8"Kt3".

TA»-«nffh tnrffeti lioir In plate 8"A"* 7*5",

ami In Rkiii 15", frufrmontulnftdetiirtrct
TAroHffh target ( bote in plate 6‘'x8 5"
Thraatfk tnrgrt { hole In plate 7'5", and In
rkin 19", fraimi'ntt Inoidr urpet.

Thramgh target’, Im e la plate 34"k31",
and In akin 8(1*" k 34" ; tarnet nhalternd.

Z’AroNpk target ; hole In plate 16"h IS^",
aM la abln 4'x8M"| aaa plMabtevv
aH| flrqpnoate lastite taiflt

t
a ai?i.»L
tt. tentel baaA.

« At Sra aalM IfOupoundar.

H N Am^Mteony^sieib. » 34

For bfwnching masonry, whether protected of shmpiwi shell (Booier'i) is far superior in

by iron {dates or unprotected, heavy solid shot destri'ctive

must be used, billowed by shells with laige Finally, w^rerer it is practicable, the gun
bursting charges. Ricochet fire is now so en- should be made for the projectile, and not
tirely abandoned for shell fire, that the eIbngHted the projectile for the gun, ai^ liuth should bo
shell bolding a large Imrsting charge seems the of as simple construction as possible. It is no-
best projectile for other siege purposes. cessury in the first place to detenniiie the con-

In the field, Sir W. Armstrong's segment ditions of velocity, form of shot, foe., requisite

shell has with ns superseded all other pro- to obtain accuracy^ range, and penetration;
jectilea, being espaUe of use either as shot, also the Shape of the prqjeetile best adapted
shra|>nel sheU, common shell or case, though as to the destructive purpose for wliich it is in-

shot it is no better than the common solid shed; tended ; secondly, to contrive a gun which t^hall

and much more costly, while it is not thoroughly give a certain projectile the necessary initial

efAcient as either common shell or case, and a velo*‘ity andvelocity of rotation, and winch shall

special case riiot invented by Lieut. Beeves, {jBenbine excellence and simplicity of construe-

R.A., is about to Mintroducea on this account ; ;i^ with the requisite weight, stri^ngth, and
and it baa ktsfy bssn decided that another form durability.

IW



PROJECTILE PROJECTION, METHOD OF
For totW information, see Qvs; Gxtn-

.

two points, coincident or distinct; it will be

muiT; IUtlsd GnNs; &c.; and the follow- equal, therefore, to the sum of tlm real and
ing works : Migor Owen's Lectures on ArtiL apwrent double points of the curve, or, in

4th edit. ,* Owen's Motion of Pn^ectUes ; other words, to the number of * lines through

HoU#‘y On Ordnance and Armour ; Reports of tioo points
* which pass through a given point.

the dmmittee on Iron Ftates^ Bluebooks ; Cap- [Cubts.] 6. Double tangents of the prcgec-

tain Harrison in Royal Artillery Institution tion also arise from apparent as well as real

Proceedings, vol. iv.
;
Report of Armstrong and double tangents of the curve, and their number

ff'hitworih Committee; &c. merely indicates how many * plants through

pROJktrni.s. In Mechanics, a body which tteo lines' pass through an arbitrary point

having had a motion in space impressed on itby (the vertex). From tho above analysis it will

the action of an external force, is abandoned by be easily understood how Pliicker's eqimtions,

this force, and left to pursue its course. Thus, connecting the ordinary singularities or plane

a stone ^thrown from the hand or a sling, an curves, may be generalised to suit the case of

arrow shot from a bow, and a bullet discharged ' non-plane curves. Mr. Cayley has, in fact,

from a cannon, are projectiles while they con- done this in a paper publish^ m the Cam^ and
tinue in motion. DuMin Math. Jour, voh v«

Vrojeotlon (Lat. projectio, a throwing for^ We proceed to notice some of the more im-
ward). In Astronomy, this term is employed portant properties of plane projections ofplans
when a star actually occulted by the moon curves. It is obvious, from what has been al-

appears to be projected on its disc. It is an ready stated, that the ordinary sine^arities of

optical illusion which frequently occurs. such curves all reappwr in their plane projec-

Vrojeotloiif Mefliod of. A modem and tions
;
these singulanties are included in the so-

very powerful method of investigating and called properties of figures. It should

generalising the properties of plane as well be here stated, however, that such properties

as of non-plane curves. In general any two are not exclusively grande. Many mrtriced

curves traced on the same cone may be con- properties are also projective, and, what is

sidered as projections one of the other. The most important, anharmonic ratios of points

vertex of the cone is called the point or centre and lines are so. [ANip.RisoNio Ratio.] Thus

of projection, and one, at least, of the curves a pole and its pol^ with respect to any conic

is usually conceived to lie in a plane, the plane become by pidection a pole and polar of

ofjtrojectmi. Eiich generator of thepro;«?^*w^ another conic; for the polar A of any point a

cone is Ciilled a projecting ray. with respect to a conic 2, is simply the locus of

The graphic, us distinguished from the me- the harmonic conjugate of a with respect to the

irical properties of non-plane curves^ may be interse^ioiis with 2 of any transversal through

advantageously studied by means of their a. This simple theorem is extremely rich in

plane projections. To illustrate this, we may consequences ;
we cannot, however, dwell upon

observe that: 1. The plane projection of a non- them, and must refer the reader to Poncelet’s

plane curve must be of the same order as the classic work on the proprUtls Prqjectives ties

latter
;
for the number of intersection.^, With Figures, or to the writings of Chasles, Steiner,

the projection of any right line, must neces- ^Imon, &c. We will merely add that many
sarily be equal to the number of points in important theorems with respect to conics may
whicn the projecting plane of that right line be easily demonstrated by remembering thaf,^

meets the non-plane curve, 2. The class of the k^ith a proper choice of the centre and plane of

projection will be equal to the rank of the projection, any conic may be ppqjected into a

curve
;
in other words, to the order qf its do- circle, and at the same time ^y line in the

vclopable oscnlatrix [Cunvs]
;
for the latter plane of that conic into the line at infinity,

is equal to the number of tangents to the If this be done with the above conic 2 and

curve which meet any projecting ray, and polar A, for instance, the prqjection of the

tlierafore to the number of tangents to the pro- pole a .will manifestly be the centre of the

joction which pass through the point where circle into which 2 is prqjected. Further, two
that ray intersects the plane of projection. 3. non-intersecting coniM may always be proiccted

The nnmbcr of staiimiary tangents (points of into two circles, and if the former have double

infiection) of the projecrion u'ill bo equal to contact, the chord of cont^t being imaginary,

the ttass of the curve; for the latter is equal the latter will be concentric,

to the number of osculating planes which pass We have still to mention the plane projec-

through the centre o^f {^ojeetion, and eacli such tions of figuj^s obtained by assuming the

oscultSing and prelecting phaie contains two centre of projection to be infinitely distant,

consecutive tenants of the curve, and there- In this case the prmecting cone oecomes a
fore two eoinoment consecutive tangruts of the pnjccting cyWider. The pnnection is termed
prelection* 4. stafitmary point ouiho orthographic or when the plane of

curve ^rresponds a sUitionary ^luiiit on the projection is perpendicular to the generators of

prijection; for thrqi^h such a StAtionary point the projecting cylinder; in other cases it is

pass t^roe consecuHve tangents, a projiert^^'aUea oblique. In descriptive geometry, for

which is clearly pr^ective. Jlic numlwr m^xample, orthomphic prqjections of oqjects

doulJe points on the projection will indicate . upon a vertical and a horizontal plane ore

how many projecting rays meet the cune in
' ?aken ; whilst in Cartesian coordiuntes a figure

no



PROJECTION OF THE SPHERE
In is determined by its orthographic

prqjeetionB on three rectangular cibordinate

planes. In orthographic projection, lines

parallel to the plane of prcgection are not

altered in length, others are shortened in ^e
ratio of unity to the cosine of their inclination

to the plane of p^'ection. Hie area of the

orthogonal projection of a figure is eoual to

that of the figure itself multiplied oy the

cosine of the inclination of its plane to that

of projection. The orthogonal projection of a
cirde, inclined to the plane of projection, is

always an ellipse whose centre is the projection

of tne circlets centre, whose major axis is

equal to the diameter of the circle and parallel

to the intersection of its plane with the plane

of projection, and whose minor axis is of course

equal to that diameter multiplied by the cosine

of the inclination of the two planes.

A useful form of orthographic projection,

suitable for the representation as well as for

the investigation of geometrical figures whose
principal lines, like those of a parallelopiped,

are parallel to one of three mutually rectangu-

lar axes, was invented by Farish, and termed
isornttrical

;
since, the plane of projection being

equally inclined to the three axes, all distances

parallel to the latter are shortened in the same

ratio, vis. that of VS : The prcgections

of the principal linos of the figure make an
angle of 120° with each other. The projec-

tions of level lines, i.c. of lines parallel to the

piano of projection, are of the same length as

their originals, and are necessarily perpendicu-

lar to the projections of one set of principal

lines and inclined at an angle of 30° to those

of the other two sets. The lines of greatest

slope on the principal planes are represented

by lines
'

parallel to the projections of one set

of principal lines, and consequently inclined to

those of the other two at an an^le of 60°.

Such lines are shortened by projection in the

ratio of : 1. Every circle on a principal

plane is projected into an ellipse with its m%)or
axis parallel to the projections of the lines of

level and equal to the diameter of the circle,

the ratio of its two axes being that of 1.

Vroieotion of tbe Spbere. On account

of their importance in the construction of maps,

charts, &;c. we have reserved for a short separate

notice the more important methods of prqjecting

figures traced on the surface of a sphere.

1. Orthographic Prcgection,— The general

character of this method having been ^ready
explained, it is only necessary to add that ortho-

graphic projections of the sphere are usnally

made either on the plane of the equator or on the

plane of a meridian. When on the plane of the

equator, the meridians are all represented by
straight lines intersecting in the centre of the

projection, and the parallels of latitude by
cirdes whose radii are respectively equal to

the cosines of the latitude. When the repre-

sentation is on the plane of a meridian the

other meridians ar« represented by ellitMes,

and the parallels of latitude by straight lines
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parallel to the diameter of the projection.

chief defect of orthographic projections of

a hemisphere is, that near the circumference

of the representation the figures are greatly

crowded and distorted.

Stereogmphic Prqjectum,—The plane of

projection may here be that of any great circle

;

the centre of projection is then taken at one of

its pules. Accoz&ngly the spherical figure and
its projection are inverse to one pother [Iw-

VBBsioNj
;
hence all circles are projected either

into straight lines or into other cirdes, and tlie

angle between any two intersecting curves on

the sphere is presei^ed unchanged in the pro-

jection. The first of these important proper-

ties was known to Hipparchus and Ptolemy,

the former of whom invented the prmection and
gave it the name of planisphere. The second

property was first demonstrated by Dr. Halley
in the Phil. Trans, for 1696 ;

an important con-

sequence being that correspondii^ small por-

tions of the spherical figure and its projection

are similar,

3. Gnomonie or Central In this

projection, also described by Ptolemy, the eve

is situated at the centre of the sphere, and the

plane of projection is a plane which touches the

sphere at any point assumed at pleasure. The
point of contact is called the principal point \

and the projections of all other points on the

sphere are at the extremities of the tangents

of the arcs intercepted between them and the

principal point. As the tangents increase very
rapidly when tbe arcs exceed 45°, and at 90°

become infinite, the central projection cannot
be adopted for a whole hemisphere.

A modification of this projection consists in

taking the plane of one of the polar circles

as the plane of projection. It is then called a
polar prqjiction of the sphere,

4. Gloimlar Pngection.—This projection was
proposed by Lahire. The plane of any great

circle being taken as the plane of prqjection,*

a point in its axis, outside the sphere, is as-

sumed as the centre of projection. In order

that the representation of the more distant

hemisphere may be as little distorted as pos-

sible, the shortest distance from the eye to

the sphere must have to the radius the ratio

of the side to the diagonal of a square.

5. Conical Pr<gection,—The centre of pro-

jection being still the centre of the sphere, the

surface of projection is now a right cone which
may either touch the sphere in a parallel of

: latitude or intersect it in two such parallels.

The conical surface is ultimately supped to

be unfolded into a plane, when, manifestly, meri-
dians will be represent^ by right lines oon-

I

voging to a point, and parallels of latitude by
I cirmilar arcs around that point as centre.

6. Cylindrical Pr^eetton,— The centre of

I prqjeetion being the same as before, the surface

,

of projection is here supposed to be a cylinder

,

touchily Uie sphere at the ^uator. When
,

the cylinder is unfolded, meridians and pandlels
: of latitude are each represented by parallel

I

lines, the linos of longitude, oonespondii]^ to
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sucivsaive degrees, being equidistant, and per-

pendicular to the lines of latitude whose dis-

tance apart increases rapidly with the latitude.

Murcatob^s PBOJBcrrioN may be considered as

a modification of the present one, the prqjecHng

taya being curved instead of straight.

7. Hornolographic PrdQection.— This, like

Mercator’s, is* not a proper projection. It may
be described as a representation of the sphere

on the pnnciple of the conservation of relative

areas, in other words, so that the areas of any

two- portions of the map shall have the same

ratio to each other, as the areas of the corre-

sponding portions on the sphere. Flamsteed

solved the problem approximately; Cauchy
investigated it mathematically; and Babinet

has, we hear, published maps constructed on the

basis of Cauchy’s calculations.

Projeetiire (Lat. projectura). In Archi-

tecture, the jutting or leaning outwards of the

mouldings and other members of architecture

beyond the face of a wall, column, pilaster,

cornice, &c.

Prolapsus (Lat. part, of prolabor, I faU
forward). A protrusion or falling down of a

part- of a viscus that is uncovered.

Prolate Bpberold. In Geometry, a sphe-

roid produced by the revolution of an ellipse

about its major axis
; so called in opposition

to the oblate spheroid, which is produced by the

revolution of the ellipse about its minor axis.

[Spheroid.]

Prolegomena (Gr.). In Literature, pre-

liminaiy or introductory observations or dis-

sertations prefixed to any work.

Prologs. In Entomology, the fleshy exarti-

^ulate, pediform, often retractile organs, which

assist various larva in walking and other mo-
tions, but which disappear iiyiie perfect insect.

PrOlepsis (Gr. an antic^tion). In Rhe-

toHc, a figure by which the speaker anticipates

and answers imaginary objections to the senti-

ments which he is uiging.

Proletarian (Lat. proletarius). In the con-

stitution attribute to Servius Tullius, Roman
citizens who did not possess the amount of

property requisite for admission into the lowest

class were so called (as it is said from proles,

offkjmngt because they had only their children

to offer to the state). Hence, in modern politi-

cal language, the name is freqi'eutly applied

to the destitute portion of the population.

[Capite Censi.]

Prologue (Gr. rplKoyos). A piece in verse

recited before the representation of a play, and
serving as an introduction to it. [Epiloove.]

Prolougo (Fr.). In Artillery, a rope used
to drag a gun-camage without the limber, when
it is required to retire firing through a street

of a village, or any narrow defile,

* Prolutlou (Lat. prolusio). A clas«ical word
which has been adop^l in a rather general

aeuEO by authors unwilling to daim for their

own proi^tions a more ambitious designation.

THus iMMsd, the term denotes an essay or pre-

pKTitory oserd^ in which the writer tries his

Strength, or throws out some preUmiuary re-
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marks on a subject which he intends to treat

more profoundly. The early and fugitive pieces

of some poets (as the Ctdi^x and others attri-

buted to Virgil) have been termed, by critics,

their prolusions.

Promotbouas. A term applied to paper
matches enclosing small glass tubes containing

concentrated sulphuric acid, and surrounded
with an inflammable mixture, wliich becomes
ignited on suificiont pressure being applied to

break the glass tube.

Promotbeus (Gr.). In the Hcsiodic
yony, a son of the Titan lapetus

;
but accord-

ing^ to .£schylus, a son of Themis (law). It

is impossible to harmonise the legends of his

life and acts. In the tale of .ffischylus, Pro-
metheus, the fore-thinker (as his brother Epi-
methens is one who takes counsel after the

event), feels compassion for the misery of men,
who know neither how to cook food or to build

houses. Having stolen fire from heaven, ho

imparts the gift to mortals, who are now taught
by him the arts necessary to civilise and to

sweeten life. This myth, it is obvious, conveys

an idea altogether opposed to that of the Hc-
siodic Ages, in which men are represented as

beginning with a golden existence and gradually

degenerating. The favour shown to men by
Prometheus rouses the anger of /nrs, .who
forgets the aid received from him in the war
against Cronos. Zeus bids Hermes to chain

Prometheus on the rocks of Caucasus, where an
eagle perpetually gnaws his liver. While Pro-

melheus is there exposed, lo in her wandering
comes to him, and learns that from her is to

spring his future deliverer Heracles. But the

wrath of Zeus was not yet satiated. Prome-
theus had wanied his brother Epimethens
to receive no gift from the gods; but /(iis

ordered Hkph.^stu8 to mould a virgin who
should receive some grace from each of tho

gods. Thus invested with all the charms that

could attract men, Pandora was prf‘sent<'d by
Athena to*Epimethens, who received her into

his house, in which lay the cask containing

under its closed lid all the evils that may
afflict mankind. Pandora raised the cover,

and all the evils flew out. Frightened at

the result, Pandora replaced the lid and made
Hope a prisoner in the cask, and thus deprived

men of all alleviation of their sufferings.

It has, indeed, been contended that the

shutting-up of Hope, within the cask was an
act of mercy, and that, ns the escape of Hope
would have left men to utter despair, Pandora
was bidden by Zeus to noplace the lid

;
but the

genuineness of the line which contauis this

command is very doubtful
;
while the whole

legend represents Zeus as inexorably hostile

to men, and as unlikely to interfere in their

behalf. In Mr. Grote’s opinion, the point is

one which does not admit of question, ‘Pan-
dora,^ he says, ‘ does not, in Hesiod, hting viih
her the cask. . . The case is analogous to that
of the closed bag of unfavourable winds which
jEolus gives into the hands of Odysseus, and
which the guilty companions of the latter force
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open, to the entire ruin of his hopes. . . , The

|

lower Up, which they embrace ; thus forming a
diseases and evils are inoperative so long us 'Jointed omn, containing four long capillary

they remain shut up in the cask; the same * lancets and a short tongue,

mischief-making influence whidi lets them out ^Pronapa (Gr.)* In Ancient Architecture,

to their calamitous work, takes care tliat Hone the front porch of a temple. This corresponded

shall still continue a powerless prisoner in the with the Nabthbx; of the early Christians,

inside.* {History of GreecCf part i. ch. iii.) [Naos.]

In some versions of the myth Athena is the Pronator Mtnaoloo (Lat. prono, I make
accomplice of Prometheus in the theft of fire, prone). Those which are used in turning the

and hiB tortures on Caucasus are a punishment palm of the hand downwards,
for his unlawful love which is returned by the Pronoun (Lat. pronomen). In Grammar,
viigin child of Zeus. [Minerva.] In other a part of speech used in the stead of nouns, to

legends Prometheus is called the father of avoid needless or inconvenient specification.

Deucalion, whom he warns to build the ark Pronouns are divided into substantive or psr-

which saves from the flood the scanty remnant sonal, and adjective
; the latter indndiug pos-

of mankind. After the flood, Prometheus made sessive, demonstrative, relative, indefinite, and
men from mud, and the winds breathed life interrogative pronouns,

into them. Proof (Fr. ipreuve, from Lat. probo, I try

Another cause for the feud between Zeus or Ust). In Engraving, an impression taken
and Prometheus is given in an institutional from an engraving to prove the state of it dur-

legend which accounts for the poKion of each ing the progress of executing it
;
also one taken

sacrifice assigned to the gods. Prometheus, before the letters are engraved on the plate,

warning men that their substance would be Proof. In Printing, an impression of a
wasted if they consumed the victims with fire, sheet of a work on which the errors and mis-

slew an ox, and, dividing the body, placed the takes are marked for the purpose of being

entrails and flesh under the skin, and the bones corrected. Proofs are
: first proof, which is

under the fat. Zeus, being bidden to lay his the impression taken with all the errors of

hand on the portion which he desired for him- workmanship. After this it is read by the

self, took the fat, and his rage was kindled copy, and the errors having been corrected,

when he found ^at henceforth the bones were another impression is printed^ with more care,

to be his share, while the flesh belonged to to send to the author
;
this is termed a clean

men. This version represents Zeus as taking proif. * On it he makes his corrections and
away in consequence the gift of fire, with alterations: when those are altered in the

which men had already been made familiar. types, another proof is printed (on the paper
In the Hindu traditions, the Pramantha is proposed for printing the work, so as to settle

the wooden churn used for kindling fire with the margin), and read over carefully, previously

dried pieces of wood. to the whole number being printed off
;
this is

l^roiniR»or]r *«ta. A note or writing by called the^rw proof
which one or more persons promise to pny a Proof. [Evidencb; HistoricalCrembiuty.]
certain specified sum of money at a certain Proof of Ordamaeo* All guns are proved

date. Such documents, if drawn on proper at Woolwich before being issued for service,

stamps, are legal negotiable instruments enjoy- The tests are instrumental, water (for muzzle-

ing the same privileges as bills. No negotiable loading guns only), and fire proof. Any gun
or transferable bill or note (not being a draft failing to reach the standard of any of the tests

on a banker) can be lawfully drawn or mode is returned for alteration or rejected,

for any sum under 20s. Proof Spirit. A mixture of equal weights

Prokiiontory (Lat. promontorium, from of absolute alcohol and water; the specific

mens, a mountain). In Geography, a point of gravity of such a mixture is 0-017
;
but that

land, whether high or low, projecting mio the of the proof spirit of commerce is 0'920 at 60**.

sea. [Cape.] The term proof appe&n to be derived from the

Promptnary (Lat. promptusrinm, a etore^ gunpowder test. Spirit was poured over gun-

kouse). In Literature, a title sometimeB given powder and the vapour inflamed : if it fired

to works of the class of summaries, hiuid- the gunpowder, it was over-proof ; if it burnt

books, and the like, in which suljects are so without igniting the j^wder, owina to the re-

arranged as to be prompt, or ready for use. siduazy water rendemg the powder damP, it

PromalgstloB (I^t. promnlgati^. In was said to be under-proof. The weakest
Jorisprudence (though not strictly in l^gUsh spirit callable of firing gunpowder was the

Law), the name commonly given to the acts proof spirit of pharmacy, speemo gravity 6-920.

of publication of laws and other instruments [Alcohol ; Htpboiobtrb.]
from the date of which (unless otherwise bw- Pswpeedwittea (Gr. BpoBmMm, I instrvxd

cially provided therein) th^ become vaud. beforehand). A term used by German writers

Thus, in France, a law becomes executable as to signify the preliminary learning cemneeted

soon as it is inserted in the printed BuMim with any art or science.

deelme. ProppgMM (Lat). The name given to

Premvaala (Lat). The name of the sucto- an association, or, as it is termed, the conmga-
rioos organ of the Hemipterous insects, fbrmed tion JH propaffondiL Fide, established at^me
by the luiion of the two jaws {nuueitUe) to the by Gregory Xv. in 1022, for diflhsing a know-

VciL. III. 113 I



rnOPAGATION OF TIIE GOSPEf-

letlge of Catholic or Fkipal Olmatianitjthrough-

out the world. It is a committee of cardii^s

and special agents of the pope» under wh<rae

presidency it meets eyery week. Its duties

are, the superintondeuce and assistance of

missionaries in all parts of the globe, the

maintenance of recent converts, the publica-

tion of religious works in foreign langui^ea,

&c. Derived from this celebrated society,

the name propaganda is applied in modem
political language as a term of reproach to

secret aasodationa for the spr^d of opinions

and principles which are viewed by most

governments with horror and areraion.

Vropagatloa oftbe CkMpol ia rorolga
|

PsurtSf moeietp Ibr tbe. [Societies.]

Propagatloa of Plaata. The greater

number of plants are propagated natui^y by
means of seeds. Many plants, however, in-

crease by extending over the sui^aco, on which
they take root by the production of runners

or lateral ahoot^ which spread along the

surface, and root at the joints or buds, from

which they send up new plants
;
by the devc-

lopement of suckers or side shoots from the
j

roots ;
and by various other natural means.

|

Artificially, plants are propa^ted by seed,
|

by runners, su(Aers, offsets, dividing the tubers,
j

layers, cuttings, grafting, budding, inarching,

'

&c. Seeds are gathered when mature, and
sown on recently stirred soil, and covered to

different depths, according to the size of the

seed, the nature of the soil and situation,

and other dreumstonces. The plants formed
by runners are separated from the parent plant

by cutting through the runner, and removing

the young plant, in order to place it elsewhere.

Suckers, slips, or side shoots from the roots,

are separate from the parent plant by being

slipped down, or cut ofif, so as to carry with

thorn a portion of fibrous roots ; and are

afterwards planted in suitable soil, &c. Offsets

are small bulbs which are produced round the

base of larger ones, and, being taken off and
planted, become plcmta. TWers are under-

ground stems, containing leaf-buds ; and these

may be separated and planted entir^ or cut

into aa many pieces as there are buds, in either

of which eases new plants will be formed*
Lapers are branches or shoots of either woody
or herbaceous plants, which are bent down, and
a portion of their length buried a few inches
in the soil ; that portion having been previous-
ly wounded by cutting, bruising, or twisting,

which, by checking the descent of the sap, gives

rise, after a certain period, to the production
of roots. After these roots are formed, the

rition of the layer which has produced them
s^^arated from the main stock or parent

plan^ and planted by itself. Cuttings are
sortiona of shosots, ei^r of ligneous or her-
baesous phMits^ entirely separated &om tiic

pareni phufind unaer suitable conditions,

widf^ w£tli diiftirsikt^ spades. They are
of the yopf dbooti with the leaves on,

or df tbs dpened wood either with or without
lenves; and after they have, either in a

U4
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herbaceous state with the leaves on, or with
the wood mature and with or without the
leaves, been properly prepared and planted,

they form roots at their lower extremity, each
cutting becoming a perfect phiut. In general,

cuttings should bo taken from those shoots of

a plant which are nearest tlio soil
;

because,

from the moisture and sliade there, such
shoots are mure predisposed to emit roots than
those on the upper part of the plant ;

neither

excessively vigorous nor very weakly shoots

should be chosen, and the young or last-formed

shoots are in most cases to be taken in pre-

ference to older shoots, though in some in-

stances it is necessary that they should be
nearly matured beibre being removed. The
cutting ia to be prepared by paring away
ynth a very sharp knife its lower extremity
just below a joint, the brnticcls or root-buds
being there most abundant. When the cut-

ting is planted, the principal part of the art

consists in making it quite firm at the lower
extremity, so as completely to exclude the air

from the wounded se<‘tion . Cuttings emit roots

at this section, cither in consequence of the

action of the accumulated sap in the cutting, as

in the case of the ripened wood in deciduous

trees and shrubs
;
or in consequence of thejoint

action of the accumulated sap and of the leaves,

as in the case of cuttings of soft wood with the

leaves on, and in a living state. A few plants

are propagated by cuttings of the leaves, the

petiole of the leaf being slipped off from the

parent plant, and probably containing the
latent embryos of buds

;
and some plants are

increased by fragments of the fle^y leaves

themselves, as in Jiegonia and Gloxinia,

Grafting and budding are processes which
have been already explained. [Buddiko ;

Gxuftxno.] Inarching may be described as a
species of grafting, in which the scion is not
separated from the parent plant till it has
become united with the stock.

Vropeda. The name given by Kirby to the
soft, fleshy, inarticulate, pediform appendages
of certain larvse, placed behind the true feet,

and disappearing m the mature insects.

Fropeller. [Steam Navigation.]
JPropemptlGOB (Or. from wpos^sTw, /Hnd

\forth). In Literature, a poetical address to

one about to depart on a journey. Perhaps the
finest in existence is that of Schiller to tlie duke
of Weimar when about to visit Franco.
Vropar. In Heraldry, any object 'repre-

sented of its natural colour is so temed.
V^par Matlon. In Astronomy, the real

motion of the son and stars throi^ spaoe, us
opposed to apparent motion, proaneed by the
actual movement of the earth. It was first

suspected by Halley in 1718. {PhU Tra^s,
vol. XXX. pp, 73fi-8.)

l^ropMTigr. In Logic, a pred^Ue which
denotes something essentially coqjmned to the
essence of the jp^es* There are enumerated
in books on logic four kinds of property, whichm termed nmiario^, bui n0t pamUnrs psca-
«ar, hut fu^t mivenid; «mtt«rsal and pteu^



PROPHET
Uar; universal and peculiar, btU not at every

time» Tha last kind it mora praperly deti^
nated at accident. [Logic; Pb^icablb.]

3Pro]plMt« The Greek word vpo^irfiit de-
noted strictly one who speaks for another, and
especiaUy one who speaks for a god and inter-

prets his will to men. Thus Teiresias is called

by^Pindar the prophet or inte^reter of Zens,

of Apollo, and poets the prophets or interpreters

of the Muses. In the New Testament the word
is used commonly by St. Paul and in the Acts
of the Apostles to signify an interpreter of
Scripture, a meacher. (Liddell and Scott,

Greek and Engliah Lexicon, s.t. vpo^drrns).

In the Hebrew Scriptures, persons who de-
clared the will of GK>d are called at first

seers, and afterwards nahi, or prophets, who
spoke as moved by the Spirit of God; but
prophecy * in its more extensive meaning com-
prehended the whole course of religious educa-

tion,’ this instruction being given in schools

called the schools of the prophets. The out-

ward gestures of the prophets indicated some-
times an excitement not unlike that of the Py-
thian priestess, as in the instances recorded of

King Saul. (1 Sam. x. 11 ; xix. 24.) The word
prophecy was also used to express the occur-

rence of marvellous events. Thus the body of

Elisha is said to have prophesied, in reference

to the revivification of the dead Moabite on
coming into contact with his bones. A further

meaning of the word was that of prediction or

the foretelling of future events
;
and the Book

of Jonah, which relates the disappointment and
indication of the prophet at the non-fulfilment

of ms prophecy in its literal meaning, seems
pointed at an exaggerated theory then preva-

lent respecting this characteristic. The great

Hebrew prophets were, pre-eminently, fearless

spiritual teachers, who appeared among their

countrymen to declare the Divine Will at all

costs and at every sacrifice, and to assert the

existence of a moral law which godless rulers

and a superstitious people were tempted to

mnore or to defy. ' But, setting aside their
j

Divine commission, the prophets were the great

constitutional patriots of the Jewish state ;
the

champions of virtue, liberty, justice, and the

strict observance of the civil and religious law,

against the iniquities of the kinn and of the

people.’ (Milman, History of the Jews, book

viii!) The Old Testament contains sixteen

prcq[>hetieal books, via. those of the four temiod

the great prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel,

Danml, and ^e twelve lesser prophets, Hosea,

Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Jonah, Micah. Nahmn,

Haki^kuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zecduiriah,

Malachi.

Vvopl&ylMtlo (Or. from

wpopelhkaau, 1 drfer^). In Medicine, this term

is UMd to d^ote the means employed to pre-

vent disease.
,

MetaeeUc add, Mda-
aUmie oM, A crystalline acid closely relatj4

to acetic acid and formed by oxidising oleic ^d.
It is also produced by the reaction <tf<yamde of

PROPORTION
' ethyl and alcoholic solution of potash, and by
the action of sodium ethyl upon carbonic acid.

Vropolis (Gr.). Aname applied to the sub-
' stance employed by bees in dosing up crevices

I

in their hives, and in strengthening the mar-
gins of the cells of the comb. It is a glutin-

ous resin, of a reddish-brown colour and an
aromatic odour, and in time acquires a firm

consistence. It is collected ^m the wild

poplar and other trees. [Ilzviss.]

Froportion (Lat. proportio). In Arith-

metic and Geometry, the equality or similitude

of ratios
;
four numbers or magnitudes being

said to be proportional, or in proportion, when
the ratio of the first to the second is the same
as the ratio of the third to the fourth, or when
the first divided by the second gives the same
quotient as the third divided by the fourth.

The definition of proportion has given rise to
much controven^among writers on the elements
of Geometry. Eudid’s celebrated definition in
the fifth book, whatever may be said in favour
of its ingenuity and exactness, is found by ex-

I
perienee to be much too complicated and refined

to be understood by beginners
;
and accordingly

many attempts have been made to substitute

for it one more intelligible ; but, on account of

the difficulty of defining the term ratio in such
a manner as to include incommensurable quan-
tities,,none of these attempts can be said to

have been perfectly successful. This imper-

fection, however, must be understood as be-

longing merely to the metaphysical accuracy of
the definition, for many of the treatises which
have been composed with the view of super-
seding Euclid’s liave all the simplicity and
elegance which can be desired. On this sub-
ject the reader may consult Barrow’s Mathe-
mattoal Lectures, the notes to Playfair’s Euclid,

Camerer’s Euclid, Berlin 1825; De Morgan
On the Connexion of Numbw and Magnit^e,
1836 ; and-the artide * Proportion’ in the Penny
Cyclopedia,

Proportion consists ofi at least, four terms

;

ofthese thetwowhich constitute the antecedents,

as well as the two which form the consequents

of the equal ratios, are said to be hommyous
terms, Wlien, in a proportion, the antecedent

of one ratio is equal to the consequent of the

other, the three unequal magnitudes are said to

be continual proportionals ; in other cases the

proportion is said to be discrete. Two quan-
tities of the same kind are said to be direcUu

proportional to two other quantities like each
other and rei^ectively relate to thefirst^ when
in equal ratios the two related quantities are

either both antecedents or both consequents.

When the quantity rdated to the antecedent of
one ratio, however, is the consequent of the

other, the proportion ii said to be mveree, and
two of the magnitudes are said to be inversAy

or redprooaUy pro^itional to their, respec-

tively, related magmtudes.
It is a property of proportional numbers;

derived immediately the definition, that

the product of the first imd fourth terms is

equal to the product of the second and tlurd.

i2



PROPORTJON PROPOSITION
If« nc(*, wlioii tlirro terms of a proportion

|

more catcgoriciilg united by a coiyunetion, as

given, Iho fourth can be found. This is the
j

* If Cains is nuin, he is mortal.' There are

object of all <(iu stioii» in the Hulc of Three.
[

several sorts of hypothetical propositions : eon-

The precciUng remarks apply exclusively to ditional, disjunctive, causal, &c. But all dis-

g&mcincal i>roportion ; i.c. when the proportion junctive hypotheticals may be resolved into two
consists in 1 lie (‘quality of ratios. Writers on : or more (conditional propositions, ‘ Either A is B
arithmotie also mention arithmetical proportion, or C is D,’ being ^mvalent to * If A is not B, 0
and harnomical proportion, for which see the is B,’ and * If C is not D, A is B.' Hence their

ri'Speclivu terms. [Aihtiimbtical PnooBES- disjunctive character arises only from their

SION; Haumonic rRonnr.ssioN.l form, their meaning being in nil cases cou-

Puoi»<>imoN. In the Fine Arts, the most

proper relation of the mt asure of parts to each

other and to the whole. Ihe Ore(;^ks used the

woid- <ri/^/x6Tpio (symmetry), to express this

idea. In many instances proportion may be

considered almost synonymous with Jitness,

tliough there is a distinction between tlicin;

since every form susceptible of proportion may
1)0 considered either witli respect to its whole

as connected with the end designed, or with

respect to the relation of the several parts to

the end. In the first case, fitness is the thing

considered
;
in the second, proportion. Fitness,

therefore, expresses the general relation of

means to an end, and proportion the proper

relation of parts to an end. It is hence need-

less to dwell on the intimate connection that

exists between beauty and proportion, in all

complex forms.

VroportlonSf BeAnlta. In Chemistry.

[Affinity.]

Proporttonalb CompasMi* Compasses

with two pairs of opposite legs, by which

distances are enlarged or diminished in any

proportion.

Proportional l«oparitbma or &oplatlo

Iboffiiritlimo. This name was given to tables

(intended to be used with the old Nautical

Almanac) by which tlic fourth proportional to

three gieen numbers, of which the first never

varied, could be conveniently found. They are

now rarely used.

Proportional Parts. A name given in

logarithmic and Other tables, to other small

tables introduced for the purpose of facilitating

interpolation. In each set of tables, the use

of the table of proportional parts is usually

fully explained.

Proj^Uonal Seales. [Scales.]

Preporttenais. The terms of a proportion

;

of these the first and last are the extremes, and
the intemediate the means, or the mean when
the proportion consists of only three terms.

[PbOfobtiok.]

Propoeltten. In the scholastic system of
L(^giCp a proposition is defined a sentence

in&Mve; i.e. a sentence which affirms or
denies. Thus, sentences in the fi>rm of com-
mand <» ^uestioii are excluded from the cha-

racters^ propoaitkms. Logical propositions are

said to be divided, firsts according to substance,

into eesUyoriecd |md k^^pcdkeiieal ; secondly, ac-

ct^nglo quality^ into etfimudAve and neyaUve
;

scoosdiiitgtoqu^ and
1. A iwti^ricaf pro|>osit^^

crir danke absolutely, as < iCm is mortal’ A
hypothetical proposition is defined to be two or

ditional. In such proj^oHitions no assertion is

made of the truth of either proposition, all that

is maintained being the inferribility of the

one from the other. Thus in the proposition,
‘ If the Koran comes from God, Mahomet is the

prophet of God,* the real subject of predication

is the whole proposition, * Mahomet is the pro-

phet of God,* the affirmation being that this

IS a l(‘gilimatc inference from the proposition,
* The Koran comes from God.’ Hence the subject

and predicate of hypothetical propositions are

names of propositions. (Mill, System of Logic.)

2. An affirmative proposition is one whose co-

pula (or conjunction) is affirmative, as ‘ Man is

mortal ;
* a negative proposition has a negative

copula, us ‘-Tyrants arc not happy.’ 3. A uni-

versal proposition is when the predicate is said

of the whole of the subject, as ‘All men are

mortal/ * Caius is mortal ;
' a particular, wluui

it is said of part of the subject only, as ‘ Some
men are rich.’ To these two species may be
added the indefinite proposition, when the sub-

ject has no sign of universality or particularity,

or is a singular noun, which is either universal or

particuLir according to the matter. The matter

of a proposition is said to bo either necessary,

impossime, or contiugnit

;

and if the matter ofan
indefinite proposition be either of thetwo former,

it is equivalent to a universal
;
if the last, to

a particular: e. g. ‘birds fly,' i.c. all birds

—universal. ‘ No birds arc quadrupeds
;

' here

the mutter is impossibh', and the proposition

universal. ‘Birds sing/ i.e. some birds— par-
ticular. The fourfold division of propositions

according to quality and quantity is dcnoti'd by
arbitrary signs

;
e.g. A stands for a universal

affimative, in the logic used at Oxford
;
£ for

a universal negative
;
I for a particular affir-

mative ; 0 for a particular ncgiitivc. A cate-

gorical proposition is composed of two terms
united by a copula. [Term

;
Coput.a.] Tlio

first term, i.e. tlmt of which the other is

affimed or denied, is the subject
;
the other

(that which is affimed or denied respecting

the first) the predicate. In the collocation of

our language, the subject usually, but not
invariably, precedes the predicate. Thus,
‘Diana of the Ephesians (subject) is mat'
(predicate), is tntiisposcd into * Great is Diana
of the Ephesians.' In some languages, as Greek
and Latin, Uie latter form of collocation is not
less natural or usual than the former. When
the sulnect of a moposition is a oommon term
[Tnbm], it is said to be distrdmted^ when the
universal sign (at;, no, etwry, Ac.) is prefixed and
the proposition is consequently tmiversal. The
predicate is said to be distributed in all ne»



PROPOSITION PROSELYTE
gative but not in affirmatire propositions, inas-

^
Vrorogatloii (IaI. piorogatio). The con-

much as a negative proposition denies that any tinuanee of the parliament from one sitting to

part of the predicate agrees with the sulgect, another command of the crown, whereby all

whereas an affirmative can netfer aisert that business is suspraded, and proceedings, with

every part of the predicate agrees with the one or two exceptions, quashed. [PABLiajtKNT.l

subject; i.e. can never do so necessarily, by Vroaeeolnm (Gr. vpo«rir4mv, from and
the logical forca pf the proposition, although it a tent). In Architecture, the frontispiece,

may undoubtedly happen that the predicate or part in a theatre where the drop scene sepa-

agrees with the>subject and with nothing else : rates the stage from the audience ; it is situated

e. g. * Csesar was the first Roman emperor.* beyond the orchestra. In ancient theatres it

Two propositions are said to be opposed, when, comprised the whole of the stage,

having the same subject or pr^icate, they Vroaeriptloii (Lat proscriptio, an out-

tliffer in quantity, in quality, or in both. The ^t^). The most vindictive species of pro-

two univcrsals (A and £) are termed contraries sciiption was that introduced by Sylla when he
to each other ; the two particulars (1 and 0) wrested Rome fiom the hands of the Marian
suhcontranes ; the universals and particulars faction. It consisted in making out a list of

(A and E, 1 and 0) euhaltems
; A and 0, or £ persons supposed to be obnoxious to the state,

and I (those which differ both in quantity and and getting a sentence of condemnation passed,

quality), contradictories, A proposition is said which made it unlawful to harbour them. By
to be converted when its terms are transposed ; these measures thousands of citisens perished
i.e. when the subject is made the predicate, and in the civil wars ofRome. The most celebrated

the predicate the subject. [Convebsxon.]
^

proscription was that of the triumvirs, Octavius,

It must be carefully remembered that proposi- Antony, and Lepidus, in which Cicero was slain,

tionsrelatenotto words or to our ideas of things. Prose (Lat. prorsa oratio; from prorsus,

but to things or facts, in other words to phe- adv., direct or straiglUforward), In Literature,

nomena
;
aU propositions, affirmative or nega- all language not in verse. Prose diction, to be

tive, being assertions that of two phenomena good, or even admissible, in ordinary criticism,

one agrees wUh, or includes, or is connected must be conformable to the rules of composi-
with the other, or that it does not so agree with tion as to style, cadence, dtc.

it. The proposition *Pire burns* cannot be Proseoutioii (Lat. prosecutio, a purm'ny).
resolved into the assertion that our idea of fire In Law, the popular rather than legal name
oituses our idea of heat : it can mean only that for the collective steps taken in order to

the natural phenomenon fire causes or is fol- bring an alleged offender to trial and con-

lowcd by the natural phenomenon heat. If viction. The law of England differs from
we wish to assert anything respecting ideas, that of other countries in having no office

we speak of those ideas by name, as when we analogous to what is termed in France
say, *• The ideas entertainra of the Deity have puUic for the prosecution of offences. At com-
a great effect on the (ffiaracters of mankind.* itidn kw, therefore, and in the great majority
* The notion,’ says Mr. Mill,^* that what is of of cases, the^ so-called prosecutor is merely
primary importance to the logician in a pro- the person i]\furpd by an offence, who in the

l>osition is the relation between the two iaeas first mstance obtains a summons or warrant
corresponding to the subject and predicate against the accused. In case of injury to the

(instead qf the relation between the two phe- public, however, the Attorney-General is the

nomena which they respectively express) seems recognised public prosecutor ; and sometimes
one of the most fatal errors ever introduced government originates proceedings in private

into the philosophy of loric.* cases of great importance or scandal : while
PaoPOSiTiON. In Mathematics, a theorem informations for misdemeanours, in many sta-

proposed to be demonstrated, or a problem in tutuble cases, are prosecuted by the informer,

which something is proposed to be done. FroMlyto (Gr. irpoc^^vrof, one uho arrives

Fropiwetor* A Roman ma^strate, bearing as a stranper), A term in use among the Jews
to the praetor the relation which the procon- after their connection with the Gre^s, and
sul bore to the consul. [Frotoksui..] Under applied to such foreigners as- embraced their

the emperors, proprietors, as distinguishedfrom religion. These they divided, according to
proconsuls, were appointed as governors to the the common opinion, into two classes, disdn-
imperial provinces, tbe latter being the servants guished by the terms proselytes qf the gats
of the senate. and proselytes of righteousness. Of these the

IPropylaea (Gr. wpowi^Xaia). Strictly, the former were such as mereW renounced idolatiy,

entrance to a tdnple or sacred enclosure. But and believed in and worshipped the true Go^
when the term is not specially used of Egyptian receiving their name from being admitted
temples, it denotes generally the entrance to within the first gate of the temple. The latter

the Acropolis ofAthens. These propylaea were class were those who submitted to circumcision,
completed in the time of Pericles, B.c. 432, the and in every other respect oonffirmed entirely

cost being upwards of 2,000 talents. The to the customB of the Jewish people.

building was m the Doric style, and the archi* Burton, however, thinks ^is distinction un-
tect was Mnesides. (Leake, Topogn^phy^ c. founded {Lectures on the Ecot, History of the

viii. ; Beul^ HAcropdle d^Mkhies\ Emmlrgh First Three Centuries^ i. iii.), and it pro&ibly
lteviem\ July 1860.) is so as regards the Jewish national history,
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having b«en introduced by the Rabbinical body

from two to five centuries after the Christian

era. (Smith, Dictionary of the BihU^ s.v.)

:^ros6iiell3niia (0r. irpoe^ryWw, IpourstiU

more upon). In Botany, that form of cellular

tissue the cellules of which taper to each end,

and consequently overlap each other at their ex-

tremities. Itis the firstapproach on the part of

cellular tissue to the condition of woody tissue.

IProaerplne. In Mythology. [Persk-

PHOXfi.]

ProBofiy (0r. rpoo^Ha), The science which

treats of quantity, accent, and the laws of

harmony, both in metrical and prose composi-

tion. In the Greek and Latin languages eveiy

syllable had its determinate value or quantity,

and verses were constructed by systems of

recurring feet, each foot containing a definite

number of syllables possessing a certain quan-

tity and arrangement. [Foot.] The versifica-

tion of modem European languages, in general,

is constructed simply by accent and number of

syllables. They iave, therefore, no prosody

strictly so called. The Germans, however,

have laboured to subject their language to the

ancient metrical s^^stem, but with indifferent

success. (Hallam, Lit. Hist. pt. i. ch. i. p. 29.)

ProBopla (Gr. irp6<TtitiroVf a visage). A
genus of Leguminous plants of the sub-order

Mimosa

f

consisting of trees found in various

tropical countries, and remarkable for having

their pods filled in between the .seeds with a

pulpy or mealy substance. Thus P. dulcis^

which, with several varieties often described as

distinct species, is widely spread over Central

and Southern America, is sometimes planted

for its sweetish succulent pods, used for cattle-

fording, called Algarobo, after the Spanish

41garobo or Ceratonia, which it resembles in

fiuvour. P. spioigerat in the East Indies,

has also a sweet pod, there compared to the

Algarobo. The pods of several species supply
a large quantity of tannin. P. ylandulosa,

the Mez^uit of Texas and the regions to the

West, yields excessively hard and durable

timber, and likewise affords a largo quantity

of gum resembling gum-arabic.

ProBoplte (Gr. vpoe’wirctoi', a masky from its

deceptive or masked condition). A rhombic
variety of Fluor Spar found at Altenberg
in Saxony in brilliant dark blue ciystals or
in every state of alteration into Kaolin. It

may be either a new dimorphous variety of
Fluor, or pseudomorphous after Heayy-spar
ttr Dathulite.

3Pn»Bopograpli7 (Gr. vpfhrwirov, figure or
person^ and ypd^n, / describi ). In Rhetoric, a
word used by some critical writers to signify

the description of animated ol^ects.

Ihrosppepeelm (Gr. npiownovy and notim, I
maJte), A figiUn by which inanimate objects or
ab*tn^et iideas axe personified, and addressed
or represented by the jpoet or orator as if

endowed with httman shape or sentiments.

HilWa fiimons d%ression of Sin and Death,
iw the fiofnttdite Lottt h at oiiee a ptosopopmia
aul on ^^Segoiy. [f^nsoNtriCATiox.]

PROTEACEA
irreepeotiiB (l^t.). In ita most extended

sense, this word is applied to the outline of

any plan or propose submitted for public

approbation; but it is most usually confined

to literary nndertakingB, in which it signifies

an outline or sketdi of the plan or design of a
work, together with such other drcumstancos
connected with the publication, as it may
be thought desirable to enlarge upon or make
known.
Prostate 01aad> In Comparative Anatomy,

the prostate gland retains its single compact
form in most of the Quadrumana, but is' bifid

in the Ruminantia. In the Rodentia and Insec-

tivora it is resolved into numerous slender elon-

gated Gsecal tiibeM ; in the mole it is remarkable
for its periodical increase of size.

ProBtates (Gr. npoordrns). Thename given

to the guardians of the foreign settlers at

Athens, whose business it was to represent

them in courts of law, and protect them from
iiyury. [Mbtceci.]

ProBtXiaptieroalB (a word made up from
Gr. vpSoBeVy in front of and hpaipeatSy subtrac-

tion). A term used by the olderwriters on Astro-

nomy to signify the difference between the true

and mean motion, or the true and mean place of

a planet, or the quantity which must be taken

from or added to the mean anomaly,m order to

get the true anomaly. Let P (or f")

be the place of a planet in its orbit, ^
S the sun, C the centre, and A the 1 5 C /
perihelion of the orbit; the angle

A SP is the true anomaly ; A C P is

the mean anomaly
;
and the difference between

ASP and AGP is S PC, which is the pro-

sthapheresis. If AGP be less than a right

angle, 8PC must be added to AGP in order

to get the true anomaly ; but if it be greater

than a right angle the anple SPG must be
deducted. The angle SP 0 is called by modern
writers the equation of the centre or equation

of the orbit.

ProatbealB (Gr. an addition). A figure of

Gnimmar by which one or more letters are

prefixed to a word ; as in the common English
participles, Moved, Meft, &c. [Metaplash.]
ProBtjXe (Gr. wpdarvKos). In Architecture,

a temple with a row of detached columns ou
its front elevation.

ProBylloglam. In Logic, a word some-
times used to signify a second syllogism, prov-
ing a former one

;
at other times in the same

sense as entliymeme, viz. a i^llogism of which
one premiss is suppressed.

ProtaalB (Gr. literally a stretching forth).

In Grammar and Rhetoric, every prc^rly con-

structed Pbbiod is said to be naturally divisi-

ble into two parts ; of which the first is termed
protasiSy the second apodosis. In the ancient

drama, the protasis was the exposition, usually
contained in the first part of uie piece, either
by way of soliloqiQr or dialogue, serving to
make known the duraoters m the plot to
the audience.

VMvaoMB (Protea, one of the genera). A
large natural order of arborescent, rigid Exo*
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g
ins, of perilous gtructu]^ belonging to the
apUnal aiUance. They inhabit the hotter

parte of the world, and are found growing in
dry, sterile^ atony, exposed places, especially

near the sea-coast. Tnej are distinguished by
their irregular calyces haTing a Talvate sestiTa-

tion,^ their apetaious flow^, bj their anthers

bursting lengthwise, and by their erect ovules.

The genera Bankna, Dtyandra, Protea, and
CrretfSlea are cultivated for the sake of their

beautiful foliage and flowers. The seeds of
Guevinia are sold in Chili for the same use as

hazel nuts with us. One of the larger timber-
trees of New Zealand is the Knightia axcelea,,

a plant of this order.

Vrotoetloti (Lat. protectio, a coveting). In
Political Economy, the indirect advantage which
the lemsluture of any country gives to the
sale of one or some among the productions
of that country, with a view either to compen-
sate the producer for some real or supposed
disadvan^es of a permanent kind under which
he labours in competition with a foreign pro-

ducer, or to aid in the devclopement of some
nascent and imperfect mani^acture. The
moans by which ^is advantage is accorded, is

either by a duty levied on a foreign commodity,
the home produce remaining duty free, or by a
higher duty levied on the foreign than on the

home produce, or by differential duties levied

on the produce of foreign countries and colonial

dependencies, or by the absolute prohibition of

import All these methods of protection have
been adopted in this country at aifierent periods

of its economical history. An example of the

first kind is to be found in the sliding scale of

the old corn laws, and the shilling duty of the

new ; of the second, in the duties levied on
foreign spirits as compared with the excise on
home pr<Muce ;

ofthe third, in the rolonial sugar

and timlier duties ; of the fourth, in the bygone

S
rohibition of the importation of Irish cattle,

lost protective regulations have been elimi-

nated from the English tariff ; but all nations

have conceived, and by far the largest number
still conceive, that there is great wisdom,
patriotism, and security in maintaining a pro-

tective system, despite the almost unanimous
reasonings of economists, and the convincing

experience of the benefits which result from an
opposite policy. In the interval between ig-

norance and enlightenment as to the folly of

protection, the practical refutation of the system

is found in the encouragement and the sympathy
given to tlio trade of ulS smuggler, a fraud on
the revenue which administrations punish s^
verely in their own ease, and encourage studi-

ously in dealing with foreign states. Thus, to

encourage smuggling formed a necessary of
the English pdiey in retaliation for the Berlin
edict ; and so sneeetsflil was this poli^, that,

notwithstanding Kapoleon^a influence over
Europe In the first ten years of the present

century, and the measures taken to enforce the

decree, his own soldiers wore clothed in Eug-
lish produce

; and mmilariy the chief ^aloe of
|

Gibraltar for many years was its convenience
I

as a dip6t for smuggling goods into Spain. It

is obvious that when the interest of a com-
munity is understood to consist in freedom of

trade (and of this there can be no doubt as

regards the export of its own products, what-
ever view may be entertained or enforced about
imports^ offences against the revenue, which

are really wrongs inflicted on the tax-paying

portion of the community, will be looked on
with great leniency; a serious collision must
needs arise between the public conscience and
private interest, and a low tone of public

morality will ensue. [Smuggliko.}
It isobserved thatprotection is accorded either

by way of compensation or encouragement, and
these are the two purely economical aspects of
this kind of legislative action. But there are
others which are social or political, and de-
mand attention. It is sometimes alleged in

defence of protection, that it enables a country
to be more or less independent of foreign pro-

duce and foreign policy, and again that it tends
to create a large social variety in thecommunity.
For instance, it is asserted that, if any country
depends largely for any kind of produce upon
supplies from foreign countries, it is in the

power of such countries to starve or cripple the
importing country by withholding the expor-
tation, and (if needful) by compensating such
members of the community as nave prrauced
in the hope of a foreign market. In the

next place, it has been urged, that by en-
couraging, at least temporarily, the growth of
some manufactiure, the real advantage of variety

of occupation will be secured to the community,
and with it the benefits actual, or imaginary, of
such a social reciprocity of feeling, Question,
and habit, as are supposed to arise from the
due admixture of agricultural and commercial
interests, and from the convenience of being-

provided, in case the cessation of any foreign

supply takes place, with the home growth of
the articles or utilities which might otherwise

have been derived exclt^vely &m external

sources. Both these objections apply to im-

S
orta. iiB civilised nations without exception

esire to secure themselves a forei^ trade,

becaufio unless they export commouties the
accumulation of wealth is rapidly and per-

manently checked. Some of these arguments
have been admitted and endorsed by eminent
economists. A little attention, however, it is to

be hoped, will be suflKcieut to show that both
fears and benefits are equally imaginaiy.

In the first j)lace, it may be observed, that

the only commodities the prohibition of export-

ing whidi might affect an importing com-
munity, are grain and the raw material of

clothing. Everythiitf else could be disused
with, and the prohibition, by destroying the

trade of the producing county, would simply

inflict an injury on the prohibiting community
instead of a loss on the importing one in case

the demand ceased. For instance^ ifthe French

or Spanish government were to. prohibit the

export of wine from their countries to England,

the nation would either do without wine, or
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draw itM supplies from other sources, or, what going on, as to the consequence of dependence

is more likely, the wines of Spain and France on the foreigner. To depend on the foreignc^r

would be sent to some port in some other as much as possible is to make the foreigner

country, and thence imported into. England ; depend on oneself, for aU nations a^ equally

and the result would be, that, first, the wine desirous to export their goods. Kverybody

would be burdened with the cost of a circuitous who produces desires to sell, and the wider

carriage, and, next> the conntiy which acted as the market, the more certain is the purchase, the

a g<^etween
;
would deriye the advantage of la^er the aggregate profit of Uie transaction,

lower prices from the producer, in consequence The argument that there is a social benefit

of the necessity which existed of exporting the in such a protective system as insures a diver-

produce, and the adoption of the only possible sity of occupations is a favourite mode of

means of export. As regards the first neces- reasoning with the American protectionists,

saries of life, i.e. grain and the raw material and is insisted on with great vehemence by

of clothing, it is almost superfluous to say that Mr. Carey, almost the only economist of any
they are very widely dispewed; that no conntiy reputation who has maintained every fallacy

has a monopoly or sole production of them, in favour of protection. But, in the first

except under vexy rare circumstances, and then place, the argument starts with an nnwar-

only in one kind ;
and that therefore the * ranted and unproved hypothesis, that benefit

inconvenience inflicted on the foreign market arises on pnrely social grounds ^m a diver-

would be temporazy, while the loss on the sity of oocuMtions. Every nation must possess

home producer would be lasting, because his some manufactures, and it is certain that tlie

market would be rendered uncertain. But, in manufactures of other countries must compete

effect, the practical refutation of this thec^ unequally (by reason of the charges of trans-

of dependence on foreign markets, and the risk wt and the risks of a market— no trifling

of a prohibitory duty being laid on exports, lies deductions) with those of home growth. A
in the fact that it has rarely been atten^ted, and manufacturing class must therefore exists and
has never been attended with the effect anti- be the object of a natural protection. Be-

cipated. As we have said before, it is in the sides, if one oocuMtion is to be fostered on
first place contra^ to the manifest interests of social grounds, why not all ? If the iron-

the producer, ana is therefore unpopular and master of Pennsylvania, and the cotton-

near^ certain to be evaded, either by smuggling spinner of New England, is to be protected,

or by transshipment, and in the next, other why not the author of Boston or elsewhere ?

means and o^er sources are found to eompen* If an American’s body should be clothed only

sate the loss. Thus, durixw the French war, the in fabrics of native work, why should an
EngiiMh government prohibited the importation American's mind be enlightened by the labour

of saltpetre, and prevented that of si^ar into of any other than an American's thoughts?

Fnmoe. The consequence was that nitre was To say that protection is to be afforded to

pivoimad from home ooiweea, andthe cultivation certain branches of industry onfy, in onler

ofbeet received so powutfol a stimulus in France that the social benefits of eve^ diversity of

as to make it a permanent 4jeet of industry, ooeupatiem should be secured, is an absurdity

Similarly the cessation of the cotton supplies transparent to all except to the selfish instincts

seemed to the leaders of the Oonfodstate patj of pskicttlar producers. Protection on thene

in the Southern States of America so vital a grounds, to be just and consistent, should be
question to English industiy, that this ooustiy accorded to all alike ; and if everyone were
would be forced into a recognition of the Con- thus piotected, everybody would pay more for

federacy, if not into setiTe aid. But though everything he needed, In otlmr words he would
the loeil distnsss was gleat, the contpeusatioa get less lot mors lahour : and even if some
suppUsd ky other and analogous hrmhas of somai^ adfaatsos ensusd Bom the stimulus
manufoctiAiig industry mote than eonBte^ given to phttaSky of oeeupationt, still, as the
balanced theloss of the cotton mannfactnte, proteetion mnst needs be aooordea to the pro*
and nent of the political consequenoes which dnosn of the ehlef necessaries and con-
w««» aaUsipated ensued. But if so little re- venisnees of life (else the atticlei could be
idud hwn the arrest of the cotton supply, dispensed with, and the protection rendered
the gmaliv part of which was euppliod foom nugatoiyX it may be doubted whether this is

oae much less likely is it that not more than compensated by the general
any k^psohiMtimi of the export of grain loss indicted on the community in the en-
should ufict to any oonsideiable extent the hanoed cost of such commodities. That the
w^pfdica derived foom external sonroee. It is enenry of American invention and indnstiy
iaupoMMe^ emmehe such a state of thiw, stauds in no need of any protective aidTim
uBiesi emiy psrdenUr oomtn which nee£d that tbnotoro attempts to intones pre-mm imn it could p^uee were at war maturely any kind of oconpatkm by Imslatirevw allmmmd at onee, and, fo use an analogy enactment are unnseessaay, is ptov^ wcontest-
which peedscly wnr^U sm^ a statue, were ably by the cxtraordinaiy aptitude which the
put fota a itafo of siege by ^e whole world. natJou possesses of apd^ mechanical forces

idle was the shuem which was frequently in aid or substitution of manual labour,
expressed dwring the time when the great It remains to advert to the ammentB by
mmowocal gtruggle of twenty years ago was [which protection has been defended in this
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country, ailments which have been quoted exceptionally burdened, a protective system was

summarily in the defliiition prefixed to this theworstpossibleremedy for the inconvenience,

article. It is said, for instance, that the exist* It raised the price of one commodity, wheat,

ence of a duty in foreign countries levied on and dwarfed the price of all other agricultural

articles produced in this, should be mot by produce. It insured a varying market for that

biiiiilar duties on imports But the practical which it profrssod to sustain, and thus inflicted

refutation of such a reciprocal loss has been the extremes of profit and loss on the producer,

supplied by ninnufacturors themselves, who and it atereotyjpod a low market for eveiy other

have never during the last forty years ceased thing which the farmer had to sell ; for the

to importune the legislature to leave them free
'

greater part of the income of the greater

from such questionable aids. The most per* part of the population being absorbed in the

sistent claim, however, to protection was made purchase of bread, a scantier margin was left

by the landed interests, and the plea invariably for the purchfise of meat, daily pmuce, wool,

alleged was the peculiar burdens laid on land, and the other commodities whi^ the farmer

burdens which made it impossible for the supplies. Thus we may confidently predict,

farmer to compote profitably with the low that if at any rime a great rise should take

prices of foreign produce. The result of this place in the price of bread, a great fall will

plea was the Imposition of the Coax Laws
^

take place in the price of all other farm
and the machinery of the sliding scale. The produce, and the fancied gain on one side will

ussartion that peculiar burdens are laid upon bo inconveniently balanced by a real loss on
land, is a singular example of the facility the other. No one is more interested in cheap

with which a wholly baseless statement may bread tlian the landowner,

gain credence whan it is boldly and dogmari* The remaining argument upon which pro-

cally repeated. Not onlv is it the case tcction is recommended, that it may support

that there arc no peculiar burdens upon land,* during its infancy some manufacture or branch

but iu fact the landowner has several dis* of industry, not, as some American economists

tinct benefits accorded to him by the legis* assert, for the benefit of society by encouraging

lature. He did not rill lately pay any sue* all kinds of occupation, but as a means for

cession duty, and even now retd property pays developii^ in a new eountiy a produce for

at a &r leas rate than petsonaL He tikes which it is peculiarly fitted, and which it could

pieoedenee of other creditori in the ftiU pay* not otherwiae,as is preaumei^have entered upon,

meat of all debta*diie to him. fiia tananfa haa even been approved byHr. Mill, Principles

atock paya no inamiice duty ; aadaainaimnce of PuliHcal Eeonomif^ book v. c. z. a. 1. The
is part the coat of prodnctioii, md rent is pmaage haaoften been quoted by protectionista

all tlMt remaina after uie eoat of neodnetion ia in America and the colonies, as a oompleta

satisfied, he natunlly gets added to hia rent apology for all such theories as liave been put
the tax which oUiafa pay for inmunnee. The forward in those coantriea; and though it ia

duty on com, althou^ small, ncveitheleas not just to Hr. Hill, in spite of hia strong

affecta all com add, aslong as any is imported, protest against protection in the remainder d
and cannot raise on. an average of years the the copter, hia view should be cited as a vin-

price of all sold by leas than a millira and a dicarion of protective extravagances, yet tliere

half. He is able to borrow government money ia a dangerous latitude in hia words, and an
at lower than the market rate of interest, apparent authority ia given po these delusive

Poor rates, which have been shown to be really s^emes.
an inanrance on labonr, and tharefore a ^ Hr. Hill suirounda his case with cautions,

duetion from wages, are paid by ooeupiei^ i.e. The protection should be temporaxy, the in*

by all alike instead of falling on employers duatry ahonld be •uitabl^ and the aid should
of kbour only. Highway SataOi (.e. paj[* be onb tap such rime os shall oceura

manta lor the rapair at roads, are, eoonomx* a fair trial. Hr. Hill does not say that the

oalfy i^eaklng, the maduneiy fhr aupplympt a country must needs be young and rising* bnt
necessary instrument to the agrieukunatk i.e. oonsidm this to be the moat natural field tax

the means of transit These m also aup- the experiment He implies apparently that

ported by all ooenpiers alike, and the loot are the eommunity adimring prote^ion for thia

maintained by t(dla levied on the general limited period, ahonld be equally able or per-
public, the true wear of the rood bemg the hapa better able to compete with another
work of the fhnaei^ who generally eaeapea the conntry in which the manufacture ia aliea^
impoat It ia not poBaible to advert to any aeltled, provided thia lur trial be aoooidad. ft

tax which ihould he paid from land which ta ia plain mdeed that; cocmomicallyapeaking, there
not, either wholly orin part, diverted upwaome iano difibrence between the case of a young
other kind of property or income. There ia country which heaven indnatty lamiuar to
not the amalleet warranty for aaaertxng oHrountrie8,and|luilof anoHwmchdiaoowm
land ia affheted by any peculiar burdena ; while the nyterial fofnnother indnifty not at preaent
it ia parihctly certain that, without any labour praoriaed by ||peH hut occupied by on* two
being expended upon it; land rises in value other oommMnlties. Newness doaa not lie in
with the increaae of population, and with the the conater» but in the ocenpatwn MWid ia
wealth and demands m the nation. But even it But m nay be aeked, who ia In judga
if it had been the case that land had been of the toie neoeaaaiy lor a fair trial of um

IQI ^
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legritimate ligniUcance of a new set ofconditions

and^ the suitableness of the industry ? Every

country, as has been said above, manufactures

BOiuetlung. Every country has a natural pro*

taction for its own produce in the charge of

carnage' and the risk of the market contem-*

plated by the importer. These appear to be

the fairest set of conditions which can be

supplied to any country for the adoption of a

manufacture hitherto unknown, and to have

been, historicallyspeaking, completely sufficient

for the growth of new inaustrial occupations jin

any community. Nor must we forget, that if

protection be effectual, it not only t.ixes the

S
urchaser of the protected commodity, but

iverts the capital which could bo employed

for other products which need no protection.

It not only inflicts a loss on consumers, but

one on producers. And in young and rising

countries, where the rate ofinterest is inevitably

high, any diversion of capital from its natural

channels, i.e. those in which it is, under exist-

ing circumstances, most productive, is a tax

of the heanest and most wasteful kind, and
one which needs the most cogent reasons for

its imposition — reasons little, if indeed at all,

short of the urgent necessities of public safety.

There will probably never be wanting, m
pursuance of Mr. Mill’s hypothesis, plausible

reasons for concluding tnat the conditions

whi(^ he has alleged ns justifying a temporary

protection apply to many forms of industry,

and for urgiiig that public interests and even

public safety are concerned in the aid to be

given to special kinds of manufacture. But all

these reasons, it may be submitted, are founded

on particular instead of general interests. The
devolopement of any branch of industry in

countnes or rather in localities fw which it is

most fitted, is a matter notonly of national, but

of what is far more important^ Iraman interests

;

and the general acknowledgement that a fair

trial is to be sought only in letting things take

their due course would do more tdwards break-

ing down the artificial barriers whirii separate

the great families of the human race than any
other conceivable means. It may unhappily
be the case hereafter, as it has too frequently

been the case hitherto, that motives of policy

may be urged and may be employed in order to

control and coerce industrial action, as well as

to sow international jealousies. But the more
thoroughly nations are taught to understand
that their best interests are consulted when
they depend on each other, and that for all

economical purposes the civilised world is or
should be but one community, the more certain

is it that the harmony of purposeswhi^ would
be fully effected were surii a sentiment general,

is beii^ made complete. Political economy is

not Uie wealth of s nation, but the wealth of
all nhtbns.
Some of the most in^^ious illustrations of

Jbe Mbicies of protection are to be found in

the W^S of ^tiat, and perhaps among thcae

none is niore striking than that contained in a

whimri^ petition purfwrting to come from the
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various traders and manufacturers of artificial

l^t^ who are supposed to pray the Chamber of
Deputies to grant them protection against the
importation of that foreign produce, the light

of the sun.

In this country, indeed, protection has not
been abandoned, nor can it be said to have
been abandoned so long as any privilege is

given to any class of persons. That such
privileges should be accorded is, of course, a
question of public policy into which it is not
possible to enter bore. But the question is

virtually decided as far as it relates to trade,

agriculture, and manufacture, by the principle,

now fully admitted, that any exceptional right,

though not necessarily impolitic, tho^h very
possibly advantageous to the public interests,

18 nevertheless continually on its trial, and
must needs vindicate its public utility before

it can command present respect or secure itself

ultimately from extinction. To* have gained
the acknowledgement of such a principle, is

more important than the application of free

trade to a few insulated cases.

Proteetionlat. In Politics, a name popu-
larly given to those who maintain the principle

of protection to native industry against that

of free trade : in particular, to the party which
opposed the repeal of the com laws. The
*^iety for the Protection of Agriculture’

was dissolved in 1853 on Lord Derby’s refusal

to propose the restoration of those laws.

Vroteotor (Lat. a defender). In English
History, a title which has been three times
borne by daring statesmen : 1. Kichanl, duke
of York, in 1453, was appointed ^ parlia-

ment protector during pleasure. 2. The duke
of Somerset, being constituted one of the
sixteen executors Henry VIII., obtained a
patent from the young king, Edward VJ., in

1548, constituting him protector, with the
assistance of the other fifteen as ooundllors

;

but he enjoyed this dignity only a few months,
and his loss of it was soon followed by his

death. 8. Cromwell took the title of lord

protector of the commonwealth of England,
^tland, and Ireland, on December 12, 1653,
when the Barebonea Parliament resigned its

authority into his hand. His son Riehiird

succeeds him in his title and authority, but
was never formally installed protector.

9raMii '(Gh’. wpdr^r, firei). The azotised

substance which forms the basis of albumen,
fibrin, and casein, in whidi proximate princi-

pies it is combined with small proportions of sul-

phur and phoRphonis* IHflbrent formulae have
been asaigned to protein; that of Mulder is

; but its existence as a distinct

proximate principle is doubtful.

9roM« (liSt. protestor, / bear witness). In
Parliamentary Law, a privilege peculiar to the
members of the upper house of parliament, of
entering (1^ leave of the house always pre*
sumed) their dissent from a motion or resolution
asp^M to by a majnritv of the house, together
with their reasons for dissenting. The pper
embodying these reasons of dissent is callea a
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profit, and is entered on the journals. Pro*
tests, with the reason^, were first set down,
according to Lord Clarendon, in 1641. [Pab*
LIAWBMT.]

Vroteatanta. A general name applied to

the various denominations of Christians which
have sprung from the adoption of the principles

ofHhe Reformation in the sixteenth century.

The term was assumed, in the first instance,

hg the reformers of North Germany, who, in

the year 1629, formally protested against a

decree of the imperial diet held at Spires, which
ordained that the question between the parties I

should remain unsettled, some restrictions being
laid upon the progress of the new opinions,

j

until the calling of a general council, the time
of which was left uncertain. The Protestants
accordingly asserted that the decree was un-
favourable and unjust to their party, and
claimed the immediate summons of a lawful

|

council, which they knew it was the interest of
the papacy, under the circumstances, to delay.

In the early period of the Reformation, the
principal reformed churches were two, those of
the followers of Luther and of Calvin, the
partisans of Zuingli having become nearly
identified with the latter. Since that time the
number of subdivisions upon every point of
doctrine and discipline has been infinite. The
general bond of union, however, among all,

continues to this day to be the assertion of
private judgment, and the rejection of any in-

fallible head of the church, or ultimate authority

in pope or council. In modem Christendom,
there are three principal divisions ofProtestants

:

Anglicans, or of the church of England
;
Luther-

ans (North Germany, Scandinavia)
; Calvinists

(Holland, Switzerland, Franco, Scotland). A
{

rough calculation would make their relative'

numbers in Europe about fourteen, thirty, and
twenty millions, the latter including some
classes of dissenters in England.

ProteiiB (Gr.). In the Odyssey, this my-
thical being is described as an old man wlio

tends the fiocks (seals) of Poseidon, and rises

at midday from the depths, to sleep upon the

shore, surrounded by the monsters of the sea.

His abode is variously placed in Pharos and

Carpathos. Anyone wishing to learn his secrets

might do so by catching himduring his slumbers

and holding him fast until he had exhausted

his powers of transformation. A later version

of toe T^jan war represents him as toking

Helen from Pabis, and leaviiu to him in her

place aphantomwhich he carried to llion. Hero-

dotus, rationalising this version, accepts it as

the account of the matter, [Oanotsb.]

Protbus. In Zoology, this name was ori-

ginally and very aptly applied to a genus of

Ii^nsoria, which, daring life, never for a single

minute the same form; this pecu-

liarity is strikingly manifested in the com-

mon spedes callea Frotcua difflv£9iB, The term

was subsequently used by Laurenti to designate

a singular amphibious reptile, peculiar to cer-

tain subterranean waters in Carniolo, and

which, like the American siren, retains the
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external gills, together with internal lungs or
air-bags, tliroughout life.

FrothsOlus (a word coined from Gr. irpvros,

first, and a sprmi). In Botiiny, tha

term applied to distinguish the firtit results

of the germiuiitiun of the sjiore in the higher

cryptogams, as ferns, adder’s-tongucs, horsci-

hiil^ &c.,jn which the now plant springs from
the impregnation of a cell in peculiar organs

called archeyimiQ.,

Prothelte or Protberite, A variety of

Idocraso from Zillerthal in tlie Tyrol.

Protborax (Gr. vprf, before, and Bdpa^, a

f)reast2)late). In Entomology, this word signifies

the first segment of the tliorax in insects ;
by

Kirby the term is restricted to the upper part

only, or shield of that segment.

Prothyrum (Gr. vp69vpoy). In Archi-

tecture, a porch before the outer door of a
house.

Protocol (from the Latin protoeollum : a
word made up from the Greek trp&ros, first,

and K6\\a, glue). The word protocol, in the
French language, signifies the form ulffi or tech-

nical words of legal instruments
; in Germany

it has been used to denote the minutes or
rough draught of an instrument or trans-

action. In this latter sense the word has been
borrowed by diplomacy, in which it signifies

the original copy of any despatch, treaty, or
other document.
Protogino. A porphyritic rock in which mi-

ca is replaced by talc or steatite. The granite

of Mont Blanc is of this kind, and much of the
Cornish china clay is obtained from the decom-
position of similar varieties of porphyritic rock.

Protomorphlo (Gr. vpuros, and g.opg>-h,

shape)'. The first stage of organised beings
intervening between the fecundation of the

I

germ and the first appearance of the typical or
characteristic organisation of the species.

Protonotary (Low Lat. proto-notarius, or
first notary). A title originally of the Byzan-
tine empire. The apostolical protonotaries of
the pap^ court are officers having precedence of
the other notaries or secretaries of the Roman
chance^ ; the papal notnrieJi participant rank
after bishops, but before abbots. In England,
certain officers in the Courts of King’s Bench
and Common Fleas formerly had this title, but
the offices are now abolished.

. ProtwpUMun (Gr. rp&ros, and
a formed work). In Vegetable Physiology,
the term applied to matter deposited over
inside walls of a plant-cell subsequent to the
formation of the cell itself.

Protopteri (Gr. irp&ros, and a
feather). An okler of fishes in which the
endoskeleton is partly osseous and partly card-
laginous; the exoskeleton as cycloid scales;

pe^rals and rentrals as flexible filaments;
rills filamentary, free; no pancreas; swim-
bladder as a double lung, mth an air-duet;

intestine with a spiral valve. The Ftotopteru*

or I^pidomen fbnns an example of the order.

PvwtOMwraui (Or. repSeros, and vaS^r, a
lisardy. The firiit fiossil Saurian discovered,
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and described by Spener in the year 1710,
from the copper slates of Thuringia. The
original specimen is now in the Royal Col-

lege of Surgeons’ Museum. It indicates the
existence, during the period of the Permian
strata, of a large, probably aquatic reptile,

with a powerful neck and head, and sharpened
teeth which enabled it to seize and overcome
the struggles of the active fishes of the waters
which dex^osited the old Thuringian Kup/er-
schie/er.

Prototype (Or. irpwrSrviros, after the first

form). In the Fine Arts, the original pattern

or model of a thing whereon are founded prin-

ciples of imitation.

Protosoa (Or. and animat),

A name synonymous with Aoriia and Oofoa,

and applied to the simplest living beings, or
those which stand, as it were, on the first

step of organisation.

Protractor (Lat. protraho, I draw forth),

A mathematical instrument for laying down
angles on paper, used in surveying, plotting,

&c.
In its simplest form, the protractor consists

merely of a semicircular limb of metal, divided

into 180®, and subtended by a diameter, in the
middle of which is a notch to mark the position

of the centre. On placing this notch over the
angular point, and laying the diameter along
a given straight line, an angle of any number
of degrees may be made by marking the point

on the paper which coincides with the ^ven
degree on the limb, and joining this point with
the centre, when the instrument is removed.
The protractor is rendered more commodious
by transferring the divisions to the edge of a
parallel ruler.

For plotting surveys on a laige scale a more
accurate form ofprotractor is employed (Simms
On Mathematical Instruments) ; the principle,

however, is the same in all.

Pronstltc or Xdglit Xed Muhy StlTcr-
ore. A sulpharsenide of sulphide of silver;

composed, when pure, of 19*4 per cent, of
sulphur, 15'2 arsenic, and 65*4 silver. It is a
valuable ore of silver, and is found in Saxony,
Bohemia, Spain, Mexico, Peru, &c. Named after
J. L. Proust, the French chemist,

SNoven^al liatigaage. The langu^e of
the Tboubadouas—one of the Romance dialects
which sprang up on the decline of the literary
Latin. For the relation of the Provencal to
olftier cognate dialects, see Laitoija.gs.

H^rowctioal Poetry. [Tboubxdoxjbs
;

TeouvAbbs.]
3Proworb (Lat proverbium). A familiar

saying, which has been variously defined. In
point ofform, there are two species ofproverbs

;

one containing a maxim directly expressed in a
concise and familiar stylo

; the other, in which
a maxha is expressed metaphorically, e.g.
hfmes^ is the hest polie^^ or rather allegorically;

e. ^ strike the iron is hoi. In point of
substance^ proverbs are for the most part rules
of mocil, or, atilt more properly, of pmdentiid,
conduct,

PROVISIONS
In dramatic literature, chiefly French, the

term has been applied to short pieces, in which
some proverb or popular saying is taken as tlio

foundation of the plot. They originated in tho
fondness of the higher classes of France for
private theatricals, which became a sort of
mssion about tho middle of the last century.
Carmantelli was the most successful writer of
proverbs at the time of their highest popularity.
Those of M. Tlj^odorc Lecleroq, at the presewh
time, have met with considerable success
Proverbs of Solomoiiv Tbe. One of the

canonical books of the Old Testament. Accord-
ing to the arrangement in its present shape, tho
first nine chapters form a species of introduction;
those from the tenth to the twenty-fourth con-
tain the proverbs ascribed to Solomon; and tbe
remainder furnishes a kind of appendix ; in-

cluding the thirtieth and thirty-first, which
contain the proverbs ascribed to Agur, the son
of Jakeh, and to King Lemuel. According to
Mr. Aldis Wright (Smith's Dictionaiy of the
Bible s.v.) it is probable that tlic portion im-
mediately following ch. xxii. contains a col-

lection made by the learned men of tho court
of Hezekiah.

Provlncia. Those countries were called

by tho Romans provinces^ which, having been
reduced under their power, wore subj octet! to

government by magistrates sent from Rome.
The laws of a province were generally scttlecl

by ten commissioners, desptitched from Rome
in conjunction with tho victorious general. In
its m^em acceptation, tlio term province sig-

nifies a grand division of a kingdom or state,

comprising several cities, towns, &c., all under
the same government, and iisually distinguishtnl

by the extent cither of the civil or ecclesiastical

jurisdiction; in the latter case, the province,
being a union of several dioceses, is subject to

the archbishop.

Provision (Lat provisio, a foreseeing). In
Ecclesiastical Law (but not in use in England),
the supply of an incumbent to a clerical office

;

consisting of designation and collation.

Provisions. In the Army. I)ailg\ At
home—I lb. meat 1 lb. best seconds bread in
barracks, or 14 lb. in camp. Tho stoppage
paid by the solaier for this home ration is 4^d.

a day. Abroad—1 lb. broad, or } lb. biscuit,

1 lb. of meat fresb or salt
; at some stations

special rations are issued for sanitary reasons
connected with tho climate

; during active

operations the officer commanding may increase

tlie bread ration to Ij lb. bread, or 1 lb. biscuit,

and may issue wine or spirits.

stoppage for a foreign ration is 3^//.

daily. The families of soldiers abroad receive

fractions of rations : wife, J ;
child under 7, i

;

from 7 to 14, ^ ration,

Tho provision of forage consists daily of 10
lbs. oats, 12 lbs. hay, and 8 lbs. straw for
each horse: issued to the soldiers without
stoppage, but to the officers sulject to a
stoppage of Bid. per Vation.
From these arrangements it will be perceived

that the sailor (who has equal pay) is materi*
124
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ally better off than the soldier. The former is

supplied gratuitously irith all his provisions,

the latter receives a portion of them,
having to make a small but oovering payment
for the rest, while he has also to provide other

articles of diet from the remainder of his ^y.
Pbovisions. In the Navy. Daily : ij lb.

of biscuit or lb. of soft bread
;

spirits, | of

a pint
;
sugar, 2 oz. ; chocohite, 1 oz. ; tea, | oz.

;

when procurable, fresh meat, 1 lb., and fresh

vegetables, ^ lb. When fresh provisions cannot

be procured : salt pork, 1 lb. with split peas, ^
of a pint

; or salt beef 1 lb. with dour 9 oz.,

suet } oz., and currants or raisins oz. Weekly :

oatmeal, i pint
;
mustard, ^ oz.

;

pepper, ^ oz.

;

vinegar, | pint. These are all issued to the

sailor free, i. e. without any stoppage from his

^ Pbovisions. In Prisons and Workhouses.
The dietary tables of workhouses are generally

uniform. At .the present time, those of the

metropolis are divided into several classes,

which are provisioned at different rates. Thus
the allowance of able-bodied paupers is gene-

rally 12 oz. of bread, Ij pint of gruel, 1|>

pint of soup or broth every day
;
the females

having the same allowance as the males, except

that two ounces less bread is served to them.
Three times a week they have 6 oz. of cooked
meat and ^ lb. of potatoes at dinner

;
on three

other days, as st-ated before, 1J pint of soup

;

and on one day H and 12 oz. of pudding re-

spectively. When broth is not served at

supper, they have 2 oz. of cheese instead.

Aged persons have the same allowances, except

tlmt an ounce of butter and a jnnt of tea are

supplied daily instead of the gruel, cheese, and
broth of the able-bodied inmates. Children

are supplied according to their age ;
the

youngest, i.e. nnder two years, having bread
and butter at discretion, and a pint of milk,

G oz. of meat, and ^ lb. of potatoes daily.

The amount increases as they grow older, and
when they reach nine years they are generally

rated as able-bodied women. Suckling women
are allowed 3 oz. more meat on days when
meat is served, but are otherwise treated as

able-bodied women. Casual paupers are gene-
rally allowed 6 oz. of bread. When the paupers
are employed in the service of the parish, and
are therefore partially earning their support,

their allowances are increased. The meat
served is, of course, exclusive of bones.

A prison dietary is generally constructed on
a progressive scale, the allowances for eh/ati

times being much scantier than those served

for longer periods of imprisonment. Thus the
diet of a prisoner condned for seven days is a
pint of gruel for breakfast and another for

sapper, and a pound of bread for dinner. A
slignt variation, but no material addition, is

mMe for terms not exceeding twenty-one days,
while those who exceed twenty-one days get
small allowances of soup and meat Umce a
week ; tiiose committed for longer periods still,

get meat four times a week, and cocoa for
breakfhst and supper. The dietary for long
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terms is a little in excess of that served to

paupers, both in quality and quantity. Cri-

minals who commit prison offences are put on

the sparest diet.

FroTlsOa In L<iw, a qualif}ring clause

inserted in an instrument, commencing usually

with the words provided that.

ProwlsorSf Statatea of. Several statutes

passed in the reigns of JBdwardl., Edward 111.

and Richard II. (35 Edw. I., 25 Edw. III.,

27 Edw. ni., 38 Edw. HI., 3 Rich. II., 7 Rich.

II. &;c.) for the purpose of checking the claims

of the p(^es to present to bishoprics and
livings in England.
ProwlBory. In Politics and Jorisprudence,

an agreement, law, or institution, is said to be
provisory, which, established or entered into on
account of immediate wants, requires further

completeness of sanction to render it permanent,

and subsists only provided it is so sanctioned.

Prowoat (contracted from Lat. preepositus,

placed over). The title of the chief municipal

ma^strates of Scotland, equivalent to mayor
in England. The chief ihagistrates of Edin-
burgh and G-lasgow are styled lord provost.

This title also belongs to the heads of some
colleges in the English universities.

Prowost BKarabal. In the Army, an
officer appointed in camp to preserve good
order and discipline, to take charge ofprisoners,

and prevent crime. He is intrusted with au-

thority to inflict summary punishment on any
soldier or individual connected with the army,
whom he may detect in the actual commission
of any offence against order and discipline.

Provost ofa Vnlversity. [Univebsitt.]

Prow (Fr. prone, Lat. prora). The fore

part of a ship, generally
;
and, in particular,

the pointed beak or cutwater.

Proxonuo (Gr. xp6^svos). In the ancient

Greek states, a citizen who was intrusted with
; or took upon himself the charge of guarding

I

the interests of the citizens of a foreign state,

I

was called in the former case a xp6^svoSt in^the

latter iBt\ovp6^tPof. The relation, however,
was at first wholly voluntary, having arisen

from the hospitium privatum or private ties of
friendship between citizens of foreign states

connected with each other. But when in two
states, between which public hospitality had
been established, no citizens came forward
voluntarily to fill the office, then some one was
formally appointed to it by the state. The early
Spartan custom was to send a Spartan to the
foreign state; to see to the interests of his
countr^en, like the modem consuls; but
generally the proxeni were citizens of the state
to which the stranger came. Thus Alcibiades
was the Spartan proxenns at Athens. The duty
of the proxenus was chiefly to entertain am-
bassadors, and to mediate in any disputes which
might arise between his own townsmen and the
strangers for whom he acted as proxenus.
[Pbostates.]

Prviwdmmf Prttt^plwa. Distinot com-
pounds which exist ready formed in animals
and vegetables, such as albumen, gelatin, fat.
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&c. in the former; and angar, gum, starch, and pear, it is gencvallj produced on wood
resins, 6ic. in the latter, which are so c^ed of years’ growth ; and in the vine it

without referenco to their ultimate oo^osition. is produced on shoots of the current year.

Proxy (Lat proximus). In Parliamentaiy The general effect of pruning on plants is to

Jaw, every peer, spiritual or tempoialt can (by increase their longevity ; since the tendency of

license, supposed to be obtained from the lung) all vegetables is to exhaust themselves, and,

constitute another lord of parliamedt, of the consequently, to shorten their duration, by
same order with himself, his proxy, to vote for the production of seeds. In the operation of

him in his absence. Proxies caunot be used pruning, the shoots are cut off close to the

when the house is in commitltee, nor in any buds, or at a distance from them not greater

judicial causes, nor can a proxy sign a protest, than the diameter of the branch to be cut off;

^y an order of 2 Ch. 11. (May, Parliamentary because, without the near proximity of a bud,

Practice, ch. xii. ) no peer can hold more than the wounds will not heal over. In shoots

two proxies. [PAnuAUEvr.] which produce their buds alternately, the cut

Piiidilioniiiie (Lat. homo prudens). In is made at the back of the bud, sloping from
France, during the middle ages, municipal tri> it^ so that it may be readily covered by baric

bunals composed of ritisens exercising a sort in the same Or in the following jjrear. This is

of conciliatoxy or equitable jnrisdiotiosi, as arbi- ^dily done with a pruning knife, by a slant-

ters of disput^ iaspectozs of police, Im., were ing cut, made at an angle of 45° with the

termed eouncils of prtt^h(mtnc$. In 1806, a direction of the branch ; but, in the case of

court of ^is denomination was re-established branches where the buds are produced oppo-

at Lyons hy a law of Napoleon ;'and several site each othes; either one bndmust be sacrificed,

othen have sixee been created. Tbeir prin- or the brazuah must be cut off at right angles

cipal office is the deccsioa of diapotes between to its line of direction. I^t pruning con-

masters and workmen in maao&ctariog towns, sists in shortening the principal roots so as to

VroM. [Pbcscx.] dieek over-exubtfance of gzos^ and induce

ymteg (tills word is connected hy Mr. fruitfulnest. It is practised chiefly with fruit-

Wedgwood the Old Korie pgosi, the trees and ornamental flowering ^ants. The
Scottish preen, or pzin, a fin or kniiting operation of pruning m^ in many cases be

ncedU, ttm the notion of picking or anaoging siqperscded by rubbing off, or pinching out, the

nicely with a pointed implement : Didionary leaf-buds, so as to prevent superfluous shoots

of EngUek Etymology), Li Arboricultuie and from being prodnoed.

Gardening, the art of cutting off parts ol FrunlBg Mnifis* A knife the blade of
plants,andmoiee8pectaUyof tim and shrabs, which has a straight edge, formed of w^-
in order to strengthen those which remain, tempered steel, and of no great breadth, with

or to bring the tree or plmit into some paj> a narrow pointy in order that it may be more
tieular form calculated to incawase particular readily introduced among crowded branches,

products. iVuniug therefore varies according Formerly, pruning knives were hooked at the

to the kind of punt or tree to be pruned, point ; but the cuts made by such knives had a
.and according to the object in view. tendency to crush the shoot, and leave a rough

In the case of forest trees, the genera] object I section, more rea(Uljr iiyured by the air and

of pruning is to increase the quantity of timber water, and less likely to be speedily healed

inM trunk by diminishing the side branches, over. Such knives, when of a large size, were

commencing at the lower part of the tree when called pruning hooka,

it is quite young, and gradually advancing Pranlng Sheara* Shears in which* one

upwards as the tree increases in growth. In of the blades moves on a pivot working in

the case of hedges, the object is to produce a an oblong instead of a circular opening ; by

dense mass from the ground upwards, which is which means a draw cut is produced similar to

effected by shortening the side branches. that effected by a knife, instead of the crush-

In pruning trees wUch are cultivated for ing cut produced by common shears, which

the sake of Sieir fruit or blossoms, the object fractures the section left on the branch, and

is to thin out the branches so as to admit tho renders it liable to become diseased or to decay,

light and air more freely to their leaves and instead of being covered over with fresh bark,

blossoms, and to concentrate and increase the Pruning shears are particularly adapted for

nourishment for the branches which remain, cutting spiny or prickly shrubs, such as tlie

Jn the case of trees, or shrubs cultivated for different apecicB of thorns, gooseberries, or

the beauty of their shapes, whether natural roses.

or artificial, the otject of pruning is to deprive Vrnmieiita. A calcareous Tufa, of a

the trees or shrubs of all those branches greyish-violet colour, found in Faroe,

which deviate from or interfere with the
{

Wranna (^. a plum-tree), A genus of

natural shape, or with the form which is in-
1

Prxipaceee which includes, with the ^mmon
tended to he produced by art In pruning Sloe and Bullace of our hedges, the apricot and

with a view to produce fruit it is neeeisarv to plum trees of our gardens; though the apricot

know on wl^ brandies and buds the mit is sometimes referred to the genus Ammiaca,

is produced. In some treat as in the peach, I [Apbxoot.] The sloe or blackthorn is a shrub

It IS generally paodueed on the wood ^ the
i
whose upright stems are sought after for walk-

piecedung year; in others, as in the apple ing sticks, whose leaves are used to adulterate
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tea, and whose fhiit is emplc^ecl in the manu-
facture of fictitious port wine. The Plum is a
well-known and highly esteemed fruit, of which
many varieties are grown. Some are employed
for preserves, and for nfiaking the prunes of the

shops. The prunes which come from Brignoles,

in the South of France, are prepared from a
variety called the Perdrigon. The neighbour-
hood of Tours is celebrated for the quantity of
prunes which it furnishes. The German prunes
are prenared from an oblong purple variety

called Zwetsche, a Slavonian name which is

spelt variously on the Continent. Damsons
are plums well known and much used in

this country for preserving, and so are the
small round nearly wild 8ori» called bullaees.

P. myToholana^ the Cherry Plum, which is a
Canadian species, bears medium-sized heart-

shaped fruit, in great abundance, and of toler-

ably good quality, but it is not equal to the

European varieties.

Vnuigo (Lat. an itching). An itching of
the skin with or without the eruption of small
pimples. The term is also carelessly applied

to irritation of various parts of the body from
other causes, as from vermin, worms, &C.
Vruailan Blue. This pigment was acci-

dentally discovered by Diesbach, a colour-maker
at Berlin, in the year 1710. It is largely con-

sumed in the decorative arts, and in dyeing, and
calico-printing : it is used in making some of

the varieties of what is called stone-hliie, and
is sometimes added to starch, though for this

purpose, as well as for covering the yellow tint

of paper, smalt or cobalt blue is preferable.

Prussian blue is prepared of different degrees

of purity, by precipitating solutions of peroxide

of iron by ferrocyanide of potassium, various

additions being made according to the purposes

for which it is required.

Pure Prussian blue is obtained by adding a

solution of ferrocyanide of potassium to per-

sulphate of iron, thoroughly washing the pre-

cipitate, first with water slightly acidulated by
sulphuric acid^ and then with pure water, and
ultimately drying it in a warm place. Prussian

blue is of a peculiarly rich and intense' blue,

with a copper tint upon its surface : it is in-

sipid, inodorous, insoluble in water, in alcohol,

and in dilute adds, and is not poisonous. The
alki^es decompose it into soluble ferrocyanides

and oxide of iron; hence, as a dyeing material,

it doea not resist the action of soap. Accord-

ing to Chevreul, Prussian blue becomes white

in the direct rays of the sun, but resins its

blue colour in the dark.
^
It is occasionmly used

in the composition of writing fiuids.

Prassian blue is renrdea as a compound of

cyanogen and iron, but tarious views have
l^en taken of its atomic constitution, as it

has been considered to contain, or not to

contain, the elements of water. When anby-
dfoos, it contains seven atoms of iron and nine

of c^ogen ; or Isur atoms of iron and three

of ferro^anogen; but it is geneia^ admitted

that it oannot metieaUy be obtain in this

state, and that it always contains water, or the
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elements of water, which cannot be expelled

without decomposing the compound; if so, it

is probably a hydro&rroiyanate of the sesqui-

oxide of iron.

Commercial Prussian blue is generally con-

taminated with alumina, and often with chalk,

plaster of Paris, and starch. TurnhulVa Prua^
aian bluCf which is of a singularly brilliant tint,

is the precipitate obtained oy adding a solution

of ferrocyanide of potassium to a solution of

protosulphate of iron. When a solution of

perchloride of iron is poured into one of ferro-

cyanide of potassium tne precipitate which falls

is insoluble in saline solutions, but after having
been washed so as to deprive it of adherent
salts, is soluble in pure water : it is known as
soluble Pruaaian Uue.

Brnsslo Aetd. The compositioh and che-

mical characters of this acid are given under
the head of HYDBOOTxmo Aero. Prussic add
is frequently used medidnally as a powerful
sedative and anti-irritant, espedally to allay

cough in phthisis, and to mitigate the spas-

modic action in hooping-cough; but from its

poisonous nature it requires to be employed
with much caution. The antidotes for prussic

acid, where it has been taken aa a poison, are

solntion of chlorine, by which it is chemically

decomposed; and ammonia, which combines
with it, and acts as a stimulant. [Ctamoobh;
Hydrocyanic Acid.]

Brjrtanaonm (Gr. wpvTwetov), The place

of assembly of the Prytimes. In a Greek dty
the Prytaneeumwas the home of the community,
and answered to the private homes of individuu
citizens. Hence a fire was always kept burning
in the Piytanaeum as on the hearths of private

houses. In this building were entertained those

citizens who by virtue of their office or for merit

received the privilege of having their meals at

the public cost. At Athens this was among
the highest honours which could be conferred

on anyone. Hence Socrates, when asked to

adjudge his own penalty, named this as the

recompense due for his Mst life and teaching.

Prjtanes (Gr. wpvrdvfif). TheAthenian se-

nate consisted of 500 persons, fifty being elected

from each of the ten tribes
;
each of these fifties

took it by tnm to preside with the title of Piy-
tanes, having one-tenth of the year assigned to

it; or, more acemrately speaking, 84 days were
allott^ to each of the first four tribes, and 35
to the last six ; the Attic year consisting of 354
days. Each fifty was again snbdivioM into

five bodies of ten, which, when piytanes, took
it bv turns to perform the dunes of moedri
(e-pdcBpet), seven days being allotted each.

From these proedri, again, was chosen by lot

an epistates (Inerdr^) or president, whose
office lasted one day.

Brsfbmtnlte. Oadmiferous snlphide of
Zinc from Praibimn in Bbhamia. The name
haa also been |||iven to the eapillafy variety of
Gdthite, which Is met irith at the same beauty.
Baalaa (Or. firom / amjf).

A sacred song or hymn, originaily aooompanied
with music. The mk of Imlms is caUed, in
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the modem Hebrew, ThMUm {fraises). It is

popularly ascribed to King David, by whom it

may have been partly collected and to some
extent composed. The Jews divide it into five

books, ending with Psalm xli. Ixxii. Ixxxix. cvi.

and cl. respectively. They, as well as all Chris-

tians, retain the number 160 ;
but the divisions

have varied. An apocryphal 161st is added

in some Greek versions. The 119th and

following Psalms to the 134th, called by

some gradual psalmst ov^alma of the stairBf a

term of which various eimlanations have been

given, arc thought by Calmet and others to

have been composed on the occasion of the de-

liverance from Babylon
;
possibly by Esdras,

who is considered as the west collector of the

Psalms ;
but they were at least partially used

before, as early as the reign of Hezekiah. An
attempt has been made to determine the re-

spective ages of a large number of the Psalms
|

by their employment of the names Elohim and
Jehovah. (Bishop Colenso On the Pentateuch

|

and Book of Joshua
;
Bishop Harold Browne,

The MohUtic Psalms.) The latest Psalms, ac-

cording to views now prevalent, are subsequent

to the Babylonish captivity, and celebrate the

rebuilding of Jerusalem.

Vaalter. A book of devotion containing

the psalms. (Palmer’s Origines LiturgioB,

voL i. p. 207.)

Vasdterliuii (Lat.). The name of the

manyplies or third cavity of the complex
stomach of the ruminant quadrupeds, so called

because it is occupied by numerous broad folds

of membrane resembling the leaves of a book.

VaatMnr (Gr. t^a\T^(ov). A stringed in-

strument in use among the ancient Jews, bv
whom it was called NasLOM. It resembled,

according to Burney, partly the lyre and partly

the harp.

ftaturiNHi (Gr. fra^). A sul-

phantimonite of silver, composed, when pure,

of 70*86 per cent, silver, 14*01 antimony,
and 16*63 sulphur. It is of a dark lead-grey

colour inclining to iron-bladk; and is found at

Schemnitz in Hungary, Ereibeig in Saxony,
and Zacatecas in Mexico. [Stbpiunite.] I

VaelUaiiifui (Gr. a stammering).

An imperfect articulation. Stuttering.

INoplial (Gr.). A general name given to

several things made use of by the Greeks in

giving their sufibages, and in their computa-
tions, as small stpnes, shells, beans, &c.
They were synonymous with the CancuLz of
the Komans.
VsmdaMiilMSi* (Gr. false^ and

af<r6i|irir, pmsption). Imaginary or false

feeling.

9a«iiAepi|rr«pliir (Gr. ifev3§v(ypa^9s, mth
false inscription). The ascription of felse

immes of others to wofks* This practice was
carried to great extent among the Christians I

of the earii^t centuries. (Mackay, The Tu~
\

hingen. fikfkoei and iU Jntecidente, part iii. 26.)

l^us, mangr of the verses known by the name
of jKbylUae are evident Christian forgeries

;

and Jt is etxtremelly difilenlt to duttinguish the
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spurious works of the Fathers from the true.

(See Gieseler, Terthook of Eccl. Hist,, Ist

period, chap. iii. sec. 52, for a good section

on Christian psoudepi^aphy ; Fabricii Codex
Pseudepigraphus

;

Barbier, IHct. des Ouoragis

I

Anongmes et PscudonymeSy contains a notice of

most works falsely ascribed to their alleged

authors in the French language.)

Psonfio-bulb. In Botany, an enlarged
aerial stem, resembling a tuber, from which it

scarcely differs, except in being formed abo^o
ground in the epidermis, being often extremely

hard, and in retaining upon its surface the

scars of leaves that it once boro.

Pnendoblnpsln (Gr. and $\4irw, I
see). There are various forms of false vision,

some apparently dependent upon nervous
irritation, others upon organic derangement.
Specks, network, colours, and imaginary bodies

floating or dancing before the eyes, distorted

vision, double vision, are among the most
common modifications of this complaint. They
occur in plethoric as well as in debilitated

habits, and are tlie consequence occasionally

of intense study, of weakening evacuations,

of debauchery, of hysteria, and of hypochondri-

asis : the treatment, therefore, which is required

is very various. Attention to the stomach and
bowels, local bleeding, camphor, ether, and
other nervine stimulants, change of scene uiid

occupation, varied exercise, are among the

eificieDt remedies. When this condition is

brought about by organic disease of the brain,

the treatment must vary according to the na-

ture of the lesion. In such cases, however,

there is generally little hope of recovery.

PMafiodlpteral (Gr. i||cv8^v, and Slwrepos,

with two wings). In Architecture, a building

in which the distance from each side of the

cell to the columns on their flanks is equal to

two intercolumniations ; the intermediate range

of columns which would stand between the outer

range and the cell being omitted.

Paeudomalaolilte. Native phosphate of

copper. [Phosfhobochxlcitb ; Poasinb.]

Paeadomorpbons Crpatala (Gr.

and /Aop^f form). Substances found in c^s-
talline forms not belonging to them, and being,

as it were, casts of other crystals.

PaenfioByin (Gr. fahdg
named). In literature, a false or imaginary
name assumed by a writer; more strictly,

however, the former. Those who only assume
a fancifol name, e. g. Jtmiue^ being more com-
monly ranked with anonymous writers.

pMttdopoda (Gr. if'cvSiJf
;

foot). A^
name applied to a tribe of Folygastric Infu-
soria (comprising Amoeba and its allies), in-

cludmg those in which the body, by various

contractions and changes of form, produces
pediform processes.

PaaudoMope (Gr. and 1
view). A name given by Professor Wheatstone
to the stereoscope when employed to produce
what he calls conversions ofrelief. These con-
versions may be produced in three different
ways

: (1) by transposing the pictures fkom one
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to the other; (2) by re6ecting each picture

Ki‘parately, without transpositioD
;
and (3) by

ij] verting the pictures to each eye separately.

The converse figure differs from the normal
|

figure in this circumstance, that those points

which appear most distant in the latter are the

nearest in the former, and vice versA. The
pseudoscope consists of two reflecting prisms
placed in a frame, with a(\justments, so that
when applied to the eyes each eye may sepa-
rately see the reflected image of the projection

which usually falls on that eye. The instru-

ment being directed to an object, and so iwl-

justed that the object sliall appear of its proper
size, and at its usual distance, the distances of i

all other objects are inverted
;

all nearer ob-
jects appear more distant, and all more distant

]

objects nearer, and this constitutes the C9«-
j

version of nlief. The inside of a teacup appears
a solid convex body. A china vase ornamented
with coloured flowers in relief, appears to be
a vertical section of the interior of the vase,

with painted hollow impressions of the flowers.

A small terrestrial globe appears a concave
hemisphere ; when the globe is turned on its i

axis, the appearance and disappearance of
different portions of the map on its concave
surface has a very singular effect. A bust
regarded in front becomes a deep hollow mask.
When regarded in profile the appearance is

equally striking. A framed picture hung against

a wall appears as if embedded in a cavity jnadc

in the wall. (AiAenaum for 24 Jan. 1852.)
[Stbbboscope.]

VseudoioorploM. A family of Arach-
nidans, including those with an oblong body
divided into several segments, with two or four
eyes, and six or eight legs, as the book-crabs.

(Chd/fer.)

Pseudotbyron (Gr.if/cv350upo>'). In Ancient
Architecture, a false door.

Psldlum. An extensive genus of South
American trees belonging to the order A/yr-

tacea. The most important species is the Guava-
tree, P. Gtiaiavaf which produces the well-

known Guava fruits of tropical coimtrics, a

small tree, seldom growing more than fifteen

or twenty feet in height. Several varieties are

known, tne two most common, distinguished by
the shape of the fruit—P, pomiferum^ with a

round apple-shaped fruit, and P.pyrifermi^ witli

pear-shaped fruit— being sometimes described

as distinct species. Both are natives of tro-

pical America and the West Indies, whence
they have been introduced into and become
naturalised in India and other Eastern coun^

tries. They also produce very good fruit in our
ho^ouses. Their fruits have a thin bright-

yellow rind, and are filled with a pulpy yellow-

ish or red fiesh, whidi has a pleasantly add-
sweet flavour

;
but the pear-shaped variety is

sweeter and more agreeable in a raw statethan

the apple-shaped, though both make vexy good
jelly or preserve. Guavas are of too perislmble

H nature to 'permit of their being brought to

this country in their natural state; but con-

siderable quantities of guava-jelly and goava-
VoL. III. 129
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cheese are brought by the West-India mail
steamers. The wood of the Guava-tree has a
fine cdose grain. P. Catileyanum^ the Purple
Guava, probably a native of Brazil, yields

abundantly deep claret-coloured fruit having

a pale juicy flesh which is agreeably subacid.

Vsilanfhroplsts (Gr. and
IbfBpwwfjSf man), A name sometimes used to

denote those who believe that Jesus Christ was
an ordinary man, and the son of Mary and
Jost'ph.

Psilomelane (Gr. hare^ hence smooth
;

ficAas, Uack
;
from its smooth or botryoidal form

and black colour). A common ore of manganese,
of very variable composition, probably only a
mixture of the proto-peroxide Mn^ 0.,, with

pyrolusite Mn04 ,
and usually a little potash,

baryta, and water. The principal British loca-

lities are Bf'stormel Hoyal Mine, Cornwall

;

Upton Pyno, Black Bown, Ashton near Chud-
leigh, and near Bicleford, Bovonshire ; Bren-
don Hill Mine, Somersetshire ; Brygill, (Cum-

berland
;

Hartshill, Warwickshire; Leadhill,

Lanarkshire
;
Old Kilpatrick, Bumbartonshire ;

Bracboroiigh {coralluidal)^ and the Orkneys.
Paittaoinea (Parrot tribe). The name of

a tribe of Scansorial birds, of which the genus
PsiUacus is the type.

Patttacua (Lat. ;
Gr. y^irroKos), The

parrots belonging to the restricted genus
PsiUacus commonly have a strong bill, the

head large without crest, the face covered with
feathers, the body thick, the tail short and
square. The prevailing colour is green. The
common grty parrot is the Ps, erythacuSf a
native of Africa, which has been known to

breed in Europe.
Paoaa Muaola (Or. the muscles of

tJte hms). A large muscle upon the fore part

and sides of the lumbar vertebrae. It bends
the thigh forwards, and assists in turning it

outwards.

Paopbia (Gr. I make a noise). A
Bubgenus of storks, having a shorter bill than
the rest, with the head and neck covered only
with a kind of down, and the circumference of

the eye naked. They frequent wooded regions,

and subsist on grains and fruits. The best

known species {Fsophia crepitans) is a native

of South America, and is remarkable for the
ambiguous sound which it emits from time to

time, and from which its specific name is de-
rived. This bird is easily tamed by the Spanish
settlers in South America, and is even taught
by them to defend the common poultry
the rapacious birds, as a shepherd’s dog guards
his sheep from the wolves.

Psorm (Gr.). The itch. [Itch ; Pbusigo.]
Paoralea (Gr. ^|wpctX4or, scurfy), A lar^e

genus of Leguminous plants, very widely distri-

buted, and consisting of small shrubby or per-

ennial herbs, usually having pinnate l^ves, and
emicate or racemose flowers. P, eoryt^oUa^ an
East Indian herb,hearspods which have an aro-

matic taste ; they are employed medicinally by
the native doctors in India, and also yield an oil.

The pods, under the name of Bawchan-seedsi
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have been sometimee eent to this counttr f6r 1

preHaing. P. a native of North-West

America^ produces tuberous roots, known as
j

Indian or Prairie turnips, which form a great

art of the food of the indigenous population,
j

ut when boiled are rather insipid. In Chili the
j

leaves of P. glandulosa, there called Culen^ are i

used as a substitute for tea under the name of

Je suit’s Tea
;
but their infusion appears to be

valued more for its nrieclicinal properties than

as an agreeable beverage, being a powerful

vermifuge and stomachic; an infusion of the

root is emetic and puigative. The plant

has been introduced into Mauritius, where it

has acquired a reputation as a remedy fur

diseases of the respiratory organs.

PsoiiaslB (Gr.). A rough scaly state of

cuticle, sometimes contixiuous and sometimes

in patches, generally accompanied by chaps or

fissures.

Psoropntbalmla (G r. ). An inflammation

and ulceration of the eyelids attended by an
itching sensation.

Psyebe (Or. hreath or sevT). In

the later Greek writers the word j^yche occurs

us a personification of the human soul: and
probably Apnhuus was thinking of tins per-

sonification when he related the following tale.

By her surpassing beauty. Psyche, the

daughter of a king, excited the anger and

jealousy of Venus, who sent Amor (Love) to

inspire her with a passion for the most con-

temptible of mortals. But Psyche so charmed

Amor that he fell in love with her himself, and

taking her to some secret cave, visited her night-

ly, leaving her always before the dawn. Psyche

had boon warned by Amor against all attempts

to find out who he was ; but her jealous sisters

told her that her lover was a hideous monster,
j

and Psychedetermined to learn the truth. Taking
j

n lamp, she gazed at her lover while he slept, I

upd saw before her the most beautiful of the

gods. Amor, waked up by a drop of oil which

fell from the lamp, rebuked her for her mis-

trust, and vanished. Then began the sorrows

and wanderings of Ppyche, who sought Amor
in every temple till she came to that of Venus,

who put her to a series of toilsome and de-

grading tasks, under which she must have died'

but for the love of Amor, who, though invisible,

still consoled and cheered her. By his help

she at last pacified the wrath of \ enus, ana,

becoming immortal, was united with her lover

for eve^.

An examination of this tale reveals the fact

that it was not invented by Apuleius, and that

the several incidents which characterise it re-

appear in many Teutonic legends as well as in

jaindu fairy tales. fVawus.]
Pajrcboloffjr (Gr. the 90id\ and

XJyor). In ita larger acceptation, this word
may be taken as fii^nonymous with mentxil phi-

losophy; but it IS fluently used in refer-

ence to iha )bwer faculties of the mind, and
tJiO ^anfleation the phenomena which they

present All psychology is built on experience,

Mtbor ipmsdtate or revived by the memory
IftO *

PTEROCARPUS
and imagination. But, in reflecting on our
intellectual faculties, we discover in them
certain laws, which, as soon as they are pre-

sented to us, we at once recognise as universal

and necessary ; certain conditions without the

fulfilment of which we are sensible that no act

of intellection could have taken place. This
universality is something very different from
the empirical truth, as a matter of fact, wh’ch
wo attribute to the laws of association, which
are, indeed, universal, but which might, for

aught we can see, have been different from
what they arc. Corresponding to this dis-

tinction, German -writers have discriminated
between a higher, or rational, and a lower, or

empirical psychology
;
the first, that of Kant,

who sought, in all our mental faculties, to

determine that only which is necessary and
immutable; tho second, that of Hartley, who
treats all our intellectual acts as alike objects

of mere history, dependent for their validity

only on the fact that they do really recur in

such and such order. The psychology of Ari-

stotle was of the latter description. He con-

sequently regarded the sci(mce us forming one
of the physical sciences, or those which are

conversant with the contingent and chsingcablo.

Many pregnant psychological truths are dis-

coverable in that philosopher's work on tho

soul
;
in particular, the doctrine of association

owes its first enunciation to him. Among later

writers who have made valuable contributions

to tho science may be enumerated Hobbes,
Locke, Hartley, Sir Thomas Brown, Lord
Mackintosh, and Professor A. Bain. [Asso-

ciation.! For earlier psychological theories,

see Hallam, Literary History, part iii. ch. iii.

[Metafhtsics.]
Payoliomaiicj (Or. a necro-

mancer). A species of divination, in which the

dead were supposed to appear as spirits, to

communicate the -wished-for information.

PsyeliotrlB (a word coined from Gr. vpux^,

life, and larptla, healing). A Cinchonaceous
shrub of tropical countries, one, of which, P.

emetica, a natire of Peru, yields what is called

Striated Ifccacuanha. It is inferior to true

Ipecacuanha, but a useful substitute for it.

Psyolirometerrf [Hyquometkr.]
Ptalu [Phthah.]
PterU (Gr.). The genus of the common

Brake or Bracken, a fern which is chiefly

I

remarkable as being distributed in one form
or oj^her nearly over the whole world. This

I

plant is the Pteris aquilina of botanists, and
; bears several other names in different coun-
tries. The rhizomes are sometimes cooked and
eaten. They have the curious character when
cut through obliquely of showing a figure re-

sembling a ^road eagle, or in some positions an
oak-tree. The Bracken is a very useful plant
for packing purposes, as well as for thatch and
litter.

Pterooftrptts (Gr. wrfpJv, a wing, and
icopvJv, fruit). A family of large-mwing
trees, belonging to the Leguminous order, and
yielding Kino and one sort Rosewood. They
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hav® pinnate leares, and showy yellow blossoms,
succekled by flat nearly round or oval and
somewhat ono-sided pods. Ghim Kino is ob*
tained in India from P. MarsupiuTn^ and in
Africa from P. erinaocua. Both are lai^o trees,

affordingvaluable hard timber, that ofthe former
being extensively used in India in the manu-
facture of cotton-gins, while that of the latter

is known in Western Africa as Eosewood.
Kino is obtained by making incisions in the
l^ark, from which the juice exudes and hardens
into a brittle mass, easily broken into little

angular shining fra^ents of a bright ruby
colour. It is used in India for dyeing and
tanning. Another species, P. sanUdiniLS^ yields

the deep red dyewood known as Bed Saunders,
large quantities of which are annually exported
from India. Kino is also used medicinally as an
astringent.

Pterodaetyle (Gr. irrep^i/, a feather

^

and
SdicrvAos, a digit). The name of a genus of ex-
tinctreptiles, in which the second digit ofthehand
is of extreme length, and is considered to have
supported an aliform expansion of the akin.

It is divided into throe subgenera, Hampho-
rhynchuSj Bimorphodon^ and Bitrodactylua.

Pterodon (Gr. ‘irr€p6v, and dSoiii, a tooth).

A genus of carnassial Mammalia which has
been found in the eocene strata in France.

The analogies of the 'Pterodon daayurdides have
led many paleontologists to ascribe it to the

Sarcophagous family of Marsupials, near 2%-
lannvSt but it exhibits strong traces of affinity

to the typical mioceue carnivore, Hyrenodon,

Pteropods (Gr. irrtp6v^ and a foot).

The name of a class of Molluscs, comprehend-
ing those which have a natatory wing-shaped
expansion on each side of the head and neck.

Pterouknrla (Gr. and aavpos,

lizard). An extinct order of reptiles, charac-

terised by the pectoral limbs being adapted for

flight, through elongation of the antibrachium
and fifth digit; by the pneumaticity of the

skeleton; procoelian vertebrm; and a head
large, with long dentigerous jaws. The prin-

cipal genera of this order are given under
PraBODACTYLK.

Pterjgiaiis (Gr. nr/pul, a vdng). A name
appliedby X/atreille to a group of Molluscs, cor-

responding to the Cephalopoda and Pteropods

of Cuvier, both of which have locomotive or^ns
composed of wing-like expansions of the skin.

Pterpffoda (Gr. irripy^). Latreille has

given this term to two small, hard, movable
bodies, in the form of little elytra, directed

backwards, and terminating at the origin of

the wings. They arise from the two sides of

the anterior extremity of the trunk, near the

exterior base of the two first legs, instead of

from rite second segment of the trunk, like true

elytra. Th^ are present in Lepidopterons and
Strepsipterous insects.

Pta^gold (Or. »r«ptfyi68irr, wing-ahaptd).

Thisname is appliedto processes ofthe sphenoid

bone, which eon^lete the osseous palate be-

hind, and form distinri; boines in the oviparous

vertebrate animahL

Pl'OLEMATC SYSTEM
PtlMB (Gr. sTiirdni, haHey^water). A medi-

cated drink prepared in France from the flowers

of Malm syhestria. It is also called Tisane.

Ptolemalo Sjrstani. The astronomical

systems of the Greek philosophers were based

for* the most part on weories fbr the truth of

which no attempt was made to adduce the evi-

dence of facts. But although th^ had thus a
speculative character, they aided (sometimes

I

not insensibly) the progress of a real science,

as requiring the obser^tion of phenomena in

support of their several hypotheses.

The i^thagorean doctrine (the life and
date of rythagoras himself are shrouded in

doubt and obscurity) asserted that the earth

is not motionless in the centre of the universe,

but that the central place is occupied by a
mass of fire, which was mysteriously called the

Altar of Nature and the Mother of the Gods.
Bound this centre, ten bodies moved in circular

orbits, in the following order : at the highest

extremity the heaven containing the fixed stars,

next the five planets, then the sun, then the

moon, then the earth, and after the earth the

Antichthon. (Sir G. C. Lewis, Astronomy of
the Ancients^ 124.)

I

The first systematic explanation of the

I

periodic motions of the planets came from
Eudoxus of Cnidos (406-850 b.c.), who as-

serted that they were held in solitl revolving

spheres. This hypothesis of revolving spheres,

which had been simple and intelligible enough
while confined to the movement of the fixed

stars, was made still more intricate by Calippus

(a contemporary of Aristotle), who added seven

spheres to the twenty-six of Eudoxus. With
Aristotle as with Plato the earth was fixed at
the centre of the universe, which, like Eudoxus,
he held to be composed of revolving spheres,

the motion of the bodies placed'in these spheres

being measured by their distance from the
centre. But Aristotle saw that the motions of

some of the planets were more intricate than
those of the sun and moon, which be believed

to be more distant from the external sphere.

The solution of this difficulty be found in the

conscious life of the stars, owing to which
* each orb accomplishes its cireuit according to

the best means at its command.’ From the

gravitation of matter to a centre he inferred

sphericity of the earth
;
and the compara-

tive smallness of i^ size be gathered from the
fact, that a slight change of distance to north
or south changes the TOsition of the fixed stars

in those directions. His system was, in faot^

substantially that which, under the name of
Ptolemy, maintained its ground until it was
finally set aside by the system of Copernicus.

It was supported by the logic of Euclid, and
in Galen’s day the demonstration was as

thoroughly believed as that two and two make
lour.

Against this systrai one remarkable protest

was made by Aristarchus of Samos^ who pro-

posed a theory of the world exactly aiznilM to

that of Copernicus. [Hjojocbhtbio Ststbw.]

The date of Aristarchus is fixed ^ the testi-
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PTOLEMAIC SYSTEM
mouy of Ptx>lemy, who states him to have in the time of Pfolemy it served to explain all

ohsiTVed the summer solstice of the year the (leviatioMsfi'oin circular motion then known,

281) B.c. His theory is known tons only particularly the plieuomcna of the stations and
from secondary sources; but among these is retrogradutious of the planets ; and it was even

the testimony of Archimedes, whocoSd not fail
i
of service to astronomy, oiR?ring a means of

to understand the hypothesis and to report it ' reducing the apparent irregularities of the

correctly. Archimedes wjis born 287 n. c. ;
* planetary motions to arithmetical calculation,

and the theory of Aristarchus have been . Ftoleniy's share of the merit belonging to the

published after he had reached his manhood, mvention of tliis ingenious hypothesis consists

(8irG. C. Itomu,Astronomi/ ofthe Ancirnts, 190.) in the clctermiiiatiou of the proportion between

From Archimedes, who rgected tlie theory, wc the radius of the epicycle and that of its deferei.t

learn that Aristarchus believed tlie earth to circle, uud between the velocity of the planet

revolve in a circle, of which the sun was the and the velocity of the centre of its epicycle,

immovable centre, the fixed sUirs being also The Ptolemaic system continued in vogue till

motionless; that he assigned to the earth a the revival of astronomy and the other sciences

rotation on its own axis
;
and that he exphiincd in the fiftocuth conturj', when it gave place to

the apparent anumil motion of the sun in the theories founded on more enlarged views and
ecliptic, by supposing the orbit of the earth to mure accurate obsiTvations.

be inclined to its axis. {Edinburgh lievkWf Fourteen centuries elapsed between Ptolemy

July 1862, p. 94.) and Copernicus ; and during this long interval

The Alexandrian school of astronomy is ^re- astronomy continued nearly in the same state,

eminently distinguished by the names of Era- The elcmonts of the solar and lunar tables had

tosthenes, Apollonius, Hipparchus and Ptolemy, indeed received many corrections
;
and variona

Between Uie two latter there intervened a improvements in the methods of observing and
period of nearly 300 years, during which the calculating had been introduced, principally by
practical astronomy of the Greeks made little the Arabs ; but in respect of theory, no change

progress. Hipparchus observed at llhodes had taken place. But an epoch had now
about 140 years n.o. This illustrious man arrived when men’s minds could no longer be

appears to have paid little regard to the th*‘0- held in thraldom by reverence for ancient

retical speculations of his contemporaries, but authority
;
and a spirit of investigation and

adopted the <vily method by which a cor- enquiry had arisen, which produceil the

rect knowledge of nature can be obtained, happiest rcsulU in all the departments of

namely, assiduous and accurate observations, natural science, ropernicus, guided perhaps

Among his important discoveries are the in some measure by the opinions of Pythagoras,

precession of the equinoxes; the length of but more by his own meditations on we planet-

the solar year
;
the eccentricity of the earth’s ary phenomena, and the comparison of the

orbit
;

the periodic time of the moon’s revo- numerous observations accumulated by Purbach,

lution with respect to the stars, to the sun, Kegiomontanus, and Wulthcr, in the latter half

to her nodes, and her apogee; the eccentricity of the fifteenth century, had the glory of esta-

and inclination of the lunar orbit. He in- blishing the system of the world on its true

vented the planisphere, determined the places basis. In his great work, De Revoftifionihns

of 1,080 stars, and was the first who intnMuced Orbium CceUstium, published in 1543, he
into geography the method of fixing tlie posi- showed that all the apparent motions are easily

tions of pi ices on the surface of the earth by explained by simply attributing a double mo-
means of their latitudes and longitudes. tion to the earth

; a diurnal rotation about its

The name of Ptolemy is still more cele- axis, and an annual motion about the sun. Q’ho

brated than that of Hipparchus, although, as doctrine of the earth's motion was opposed to

an astronomer, he occupies a far inferior rank, the religious dogmas of the age, and accordingly

His principal astronomical discovery is the Uio theory of Copernicus met with great resis-

inequality of the moon’s motion, technically tance ; but as observations now began to be
called Gie tvection

;

but his fame chiefly rests greatly multiplied, and to be performed with
on his great work called Syntax^ or CimpoH^ greater aocpacy, the evidences in favour of it

^lon; in which he explains the apparent motions daily acquired strength, and in a short time

of the sun, moon, and planets, according to a commanded universal assent among astrono-

hypothesis invented by Apollonius of Per^a mers. Tycho Brahe, indeed, an excellent ob-

some centuries before, and which consists in server, and one to whom astronomy is under
aupposing each of these bodies to be carried by the greatest obligations, made an attempt to

a uniform motion round the circumference of a save the ancient prejudices ; while he explmned
circle called the the centre of which is the phenomena by supposing the sun, accom-
carried uniformly forward in the circumference panied by the planets, to perform a diurnal

of another chrme called the defermt This revolution about the earth. This system, how-
second drele may be the epicycle of a third, ever, on account of its physical improbability,

andm on as long as inequiaities remained to never obtained many followers,

be mlained; the earth occupying a position The next important step in sstronomy was
msBiXt Wt it0t alv the centre ox the last drde. made by Kepler. By means of a laborious

This hypothesis is utterly d^oaoliBhed by a few comparison and calculation of observations,

iSeurate observations of the present day; bat Kepler discovered that the orbits of the planets
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are not eirclei but ellipses, having the sun in one October, 1794, it became extinct along with the
of the foci. He also found that the motion of Assembly out of which it had been fornied.

any planet in its elliptic orbit is so regulated PnbUo Scboola. [Schools, Public^]

that the spaces passed over by a straight line Pabllo Weal« War of tbe> In French
drawn from the planet to the sun are equal in History, this name has been given to that

equal times ; and that the periodic times of the struggle between the feudal aristocracy and the

diiforent planets are in a certain given ratio to monarchy, which was ended by the defeat of

their distances from the sun. It is difficult to the confederation entitled the League of the

estimate the iiQportance of these discoveries, Public Weal, by Louis XX. The neat feudal

either with reference to the amount of preju- chiefs, especially of the houses of Foix, Albret,

dice they overthrew, or their influence on as- and Armagnac, saw with dislike and fear the

tronomical theory. The circular and uniform growth of an ajbsolute power in which they
motion of the celestial bodies was an axiom could have no share ;

but although the al-

that had never been disputed. It was even liance into which they entered was nominally
admitted by Copernicus, who was obliged, in bas^d on the interests of the people, and pro-
order to reconcile it with the observations, to fessed to redress their injuries, it bad little or
suppose the sun placed at a little distance from no popular support. It had Income clear to
the centre of each of the planetary circles. The the French that only under a strong govern-
elliptic motion was a proposition as bold as ment could they be secured against the violence
it was original

;
and, combined with the equal of military ruffians and the lawless exactions

description of areas in equal times, led to the of feudal chieftains. This discontent of the
discovery of universal ^avitation, and all the nobles came to a head, when the dukes of
sublime results of physical astronomy. Brittany, Burgundy, Alen9on, Bourbon, and the
Ptolemaitea. A sect among the Gnostics, count of Dunois, leagued themselves under

who maintained that the Mosaic Law came Charles duke of Berry, brother of Louis XI.
partly from God, partly from Moses, and partly and heir presumptive to the throne. But Louis
from the traditions of the Jewish doctors. contrived to prevent the interference of Edward

Ptjttlln (Gr. wriaKovj saliva), A supposed IV. of England
; the duke of Berry died sud-

peculiar animal matter obtained from saliva, denly at Guienne, not without suspicion that he
It is insoluble in alcohol, and is said to be had been poisoned by the king, and the less

analogous to the vegetable substance termed powerful vassals were rigorously punished, and
diastase^ and to convert starch into dextrine the league finally crushed in 1472. (Hallam,
and glucx)se ;

it has therefore been termed Middle Agea^ ch. i. part i.)

salivary diasiaae, [Saliva.] PubUoana (Lat. publicani). The farmers
Ptyaliam (Gr. invdKi<rii6i), An increased of the public revenue of Rome. They formed

flow of saliva. Salivation. two distinct classes : the farmers-general of the
Ptycliotla (a word coined from Gr. rrvxh, revenues, who were regarded as belonging to

a and o5t, an ear). An Umbelliferous one of the most honourable grades of cirizens

;

genus of annual or biennial plants, one species and deputies or under publicans of an inferior

of which, P. J^owan^ is mulh cultiva^ in caste, whose reputation was very questionable.

Bengal, where its fruits, called Ajowaina, are Hence, in the New Testament, the reXwvm,
valued for their aromatic proj^rdes, and are or publicana^ are almost always placed in jux-
used both for culinary and memcinal purposes, taposition with sinners. (Milman’s Hist, of
Pobeseent (Lat. pubescens, hairy). In Christianity.) This term was also applied as

Botany and Zoology, when a part or whole is a nickname to the Albigbmses.

covered with very fine short hairs. PnbUclat* A term sometimes applied to
PublloPalbtTiCommittee of. In the first writers on International Law.

French Revolution, this famous body, formed PubUllan &awe. In the ancient history

out of the Convention, April 6, 1793, was in- of Rome, the name of three laws said to have
vested with very general powers to provide for been enacted by the dictator Q. Fublilius Philo,

the supposed weUare of the state, even the b.o. 339. By the first of these laws the decrees

power of arrest and imprisonment being soon of the plebs were to bind the whole community,
conferred upon it. After the downfall of the By the second the senate was bound to give a
Girondist party [Gibondists], this committee preliminiupr consent to all laws put to the vote

became the virtual government of France, by m the comitia of centuries. The third provided

a decree of Dec. 4, 1793. Its members wei^ that one at least of the censors should be a
at this period, elected every month, but m plebeian. For the historical difficulties in-

general the members were re-elected. From this volved in the various accounts of these enact-

period its history is, in effect^ that of the revo- ments, and of the earlier Publilian agitation

lution. It appointed tribunals, composed of ass^pied to the year 47Q b.o., see Sir G. C;

committees, invested with sovereign power to Lewis, OredibUity of Early Roman Biatoff^

try ofifences against the state, over the whole ch. xii. sect 82 and eh. xiii. sect. 22.

oountiy. It was in the committee ofpublic safety WwHams'pniL An Inffian name for PatchouBit

that the opposition to Bobespierre originated; [PooosnocoK.I

but Ob the overthrow of that personage, its aPvek (Ola Norse puki, ‘Welsh pwoa

:

powers were limited hj the Convention ; and» Wedgwood. Dr. Latham says that the

on the introduction of the new conatitarion of Slavonic word beg; deity^whmxee the English
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PUDDING STONE PULLEY
hogy— * almost certainly the sami^ word as

Puck; perhaps the root of Bacchm.* The

connection oi hogy with bug is attested by

the expression hug‘bearj to denote that which

scares or terrifies). In Medieval Mythology,

the ‘ merry wanderer of the nighty' whose cha-

racter and attributes are depicted in Shak-

speare’s Midsummer Nighfs Bream.
^

This

celebrated faiiy is known by a variety of

names
;
as Bobin Good-fellow and Briar Bush

in England; and iji Gemiiiny, as Knecht

BujtrecM] but it is by his designation of

Puck that he is most generally known both

in England, Germany, and the more northern

nations. He was the chief of the domestic

tril>e of fairies, or brownies, ns they are called

in Scotland
;
and innumerable stories are told

of his nocturnal exploits, among which draw-

ing the wine and cleaning the kitchen while

the family were asleep, are the most pro-

minent.

Pudding Stone. A name sometimes given

to a peculiar variety of Conglomerate consisting

of pebbh’s, rounded by the action of water,

eenumted together with a large quantity of

silicious paste. Masses of such conglomerate

are ^common in Hertfordshire. The pebbles

within them bear a fanciful resemblance to the

raisins in a plum pudding, but the stones are

generally much larger than raisins.

Puddling. The method resorted to in

iron works for the conversion ' of cast into

wrought iron. It consists of tv'o operations,

the first being designed for the purpose of

allowing tlie impurities of the iron to csc.ape

in the course of the refining process, while the

second, which is the more correctly named
process of fuddling, consists in reducing the

cast iron to the state in which it is susceptible

of being drawn, hammered, and rolled into the

shape of bars in the state of wrought iron.

Puerperal Fewer (from Lat. puerpep).

A fever attended by peritoneal inflammation,

which comes on about the third day after

delivery. The usual febrile symptoms are

attended with great tenseness and tenderness

of the abdomen
;
the milk disappears, and the

bowels are usually affijcted by diarrheea. It is

most common in the autumn, and^pcars to bo

contagious. It is an alarming disuse, and re-

quires great promptitude and judgm^t in its

treatment. It must be regarded as the result

of contamination of the blood by animab^ison

generated in the system, and not as a\local

affection. This poison is probably producer by
the decomposition of coagula or other material

retained in the uterus. Bleeding, mollified

according to the circumstances oi the case,

calomel, saline eudorifics, and occasionally

opium, to quiet pain and induce rest, are

among the remedial means ; but it often hap-

pens that great irritability of the stomach and

bowels, 6v even incessant purging and vomit-

ing. are predominant symptoms, and the fever

aimmes a typhoid chamter, in which case the

system requires support from cordials.

Putfhm. [LyooPKupcK.]
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Fig. 1.

Pufilerife. The name given to the globular
Prehnite of the Seisseralp in the Tyrol.

Puggteg. In Building operations, the word
egging is used to denote the coat of lime and
hair, or chopped straw, laid upon the sound
boarding, in order to resist the transmission of
sound between one story and another.

Pugil (Lat. pugillus). A quantity of any-
thing which may be taken up between the
thumb and two fingers.

Pogmlll. A min used by brickmakers for

the purpose ofthoroughly blending the materials.
It is an upright cylinder, in the axis of ‘<vhich a
shaft revolves having several knives projecting
from it, arranged spirally round the arbor,

so as effectually to knead and mix the mass of

clay, which is finally forced through a hole in

the bottom of the cylinder.

Palsne Tudge (Nor. Fr. puisn^, younger').

The judges and barons of the Queei/s Bench,
Common Fleas, and Exchequer, with the ex-

ception of the chief justices and chief baron,
are so called.

Pulley. In Mechanics, one of the six

simple machines, or mechanical powers. It

consists of a wheel, movable alwut

an axis, and having a groove cut in

its circumference, over which a cord
passes. The axle is supported by
a box or sheave, called the block,

which may be either movable or
fixed to a firm support.

A single pulley serves merely to

change the direction of motion
;
but

several of them may be combined in

various ways, by which a mechanical
advantage orpurchase is gai ned, greater
or less, according to their number and
the mode of combination. The purchase gained
by ony combination is readily computed by
comparing the celerity of the weight raised
with that of the moving power, accoixling to

the principle of virtual velocities, which is alike

appficable to all machines of whatever kind.

In fig. 1, which represents a system where tho
several portions of the cord are parallel to each
other, suppose tho weight W to rise 1 inch, tho
two blocks would approach each other by that
quantity, and consequently the length of efird

connecting a single pair of pulleys would- be
shortened by 2 inches, so that the power P
would descend 2 inches. Let the number of
pulleys in each block be n

; then,

while the weight ascends 1 inch,

the power descends 2n inches, and,

consequently, when there is equi-

librium, the power is to the weight
as 1 to 2n.

In tho combination represented in

fig. 2, the purchase is much greater.

If n be the number of pulleys, it is

readily seen that the relative velo-

cities of P and W are as 2" to 1, so that the

power is to the weight as I : 2".

In the combination represented by fig. 3, the

mechanical adyaiitage with n pulleys is still

gr ater, and is easily proved tq be as 1 to

Fig. a.
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Fig. 8.

2®'*’' — 1 . This theoretical advantage, however,
ia in all cases greatly diminishod by friction and
the rigidity of the rope.

The last two combinations are of little, if

any, use in practice, but various modifications

of the first are common. StaeatorCa

yullvy, or &)MatorCa i<ick, as it is

usually called, contains two rows of
wheels, one under the other, in each
block, and a single cord is made to

pass over them in such a manner
that the power and the weight both
act in the same line with the centres

tJ of the two blocks, so that tliere is no
tendency to twist. 15 ut this ingenious

armngement is open to several objections, the
chief being the great amount of lateral friction

ofsomany independent wheels. In White’spulley
(fig. 1) the wheels in each block turn on the same
axis, and consequently revolve in the same time

;

and tliey are of diffident sizes, their dimen-
sions being so proportioned that a point on the

circumference of any wlicol moves with the
velocity of the rope on that wheel. To eftect

this the diameter of the wheels in the upper
block must be as the numbers 1, 3, 5, &c., and
in the lower as 2, 4, 6, &c. Instead of sepa-

rate wheels, the upper and lower blocks are cut

in grooves in the above proportions, whereby
Die frictiou is reduced to that of one wheel in

each block.

In the Great Exhibition at South Kensington,

in the year 18fi2. an ingenious application of

the system of puUeye was exhibited under the

name of Wt&toH'a patent pulley block, which
dealt with weights of from two to three tone,

with the motive power of only one man. The
sheaves of the blocks in this machine revolved

in such a way as to ofibr a resistauco to the

motion of the rope, or cliain, in case the power
were suddenly withdrawn, so that the weight

would remain suspeudt^d; and it required no
hoisting crab, wliicli is a serious drawback to

the ordinary pulley blocks. There was no dif-

ference, however, in the principles regulating

the arrangement or the sizes of the details

of this muchino from the principles generally

observed.

Vulmogrades (Lat. pulmo, a lung
;
gradior,

I advance). The name of a tribe of Acale-

phans, including those gelatinous species which

swim by the contraction of the vascular mar-

gin of the disc-shaped body, where respiration

also probably tiikes place.

Milmoiiaiia (Lat. pulmo). A genus of

perennial herbs, often met with in old gardens,

:

and remarkable for the spotted leaves of some
of the species, from wluch cause, and some

|

reputed but wholly imaginary value in lungj

diseases, it was called Lungwort. It u also

called Jerusalem Cowslip.

Fnlmotiarlea. The name of the order of

Arachnidans including those which breathe by
means of pulmonary sacs or Iudct.

VnlinoBttlas. The name of an order of

Gastropodous Holluscs, including those which
breathe air, to which the blood is exposed
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while circulating through a vascular network
lining the internal surfkce of the bronchial

cavity.

The order is subdivided into the Ptdnumata
terreatria, comprehending the Linnecan genera
lAmax and Helix, with ClausUia, Drap., and
Achatina, Lam. ;

and the PuZmonata aguatica,

comprehending the genera Onchiditm,B\ichsi*

nan; Planorb^, Cuv.*; Limnatia, Lam.; Phyaa,

Drap. ;
AuricvJLa, Lam.

;
Conomdua, Lam.

Pulp (Lat. pulpa). In Botany, the juicy

tissue found in the interior of plants. The term
is applied in an especial sense to such tissue

in fruits.

Pulpit (Lat. pulpitum). In Architecture,

the raised part in a public building from which
an oration is delivered. In the ancient thea-

tres it was the higher part of the stage on
which the musicians stood.

Pulque. The fermented juice of the

Agave.

Pulse (Lat. pulsus, a heating). The pul-

sation of the arteries, depending upon the im-
pulse given to the blood by the action of the

heart. [Hbaut.] The pulse is usually felt by
pressing the radial artery at the wrist, and
the rapidity, regularity, and force of the cir-

culation thus ascertained furnish an important
criterion of the phenomena and progress of

disease. The range of the pulse as to fre-
guenicy, in a healthy adult, is usually between
60 and 80, but there are persons whoso pulses

rarely beat 60 times in a minute, and others,

not out of health, in whom the frequency
exceeds 80 ; the pulse, in short, is extremely

capricious, and before any correct inferences

can be drawn from it, the peculiarities of

each individual require to be carefully con-

sideried. Slight mental afifecDons, indigestion,

irritability, and many other causes producing

modifications of the pulse, do not admit of any
general description. The terms hard, full, aoft,

and wiry pulse, are used to indicate other ob-

vious m^ficatioDS independent of the number
of pulsations. The average rate of the pulse

of a healthy infant is, for the first year, from
about 120 to 108 ;

for the second year, from
108 to 90 ; for the third, from 100 to 80 ;

from
the seventh to the twelfth year, the pulsations

are about 70. When the pulse exceeds 140
beats in a minute, it is not easy to count it

precisely, and to^ tUs it attains in some febrile

diseases.

An intermitting pvZae is by no means un-
common, and often produced by trivial causes :

with luauy persons in perfect health the pulse

wiU be subject to very extraordinary iiregii-

laiitios ; and there are cases on record in

which a person’s pulse which has always in-

termitted in a state of health has acquired

regularity on the accession of disease. The
state of the digestive organs, more e^cially
in gouty persons, has often a marked influence

upon this condition of the pulse.

Fulbi. Leguminous plants culfivated for

their pods or seeds, such as the pea, bean,

kidney-bean, &c.



PULSE GLASS
miM A tube of about a quarter

of au inch diameter and five or six iuches long,

with a bulb at each end, and about half

with spirit of wine, care haring bepn taken to

expel the whole of the air before sealing

the tube. When held in an inclined position,

one of the bulbs being grasped in the hand,

the ebullition of the included liquid causes

the latter to. rise and fall in the tube, or to

pulsate.

PulwIUl (Lat ). In Entomology, the

cushions of short hairs very closely set, or a
membrane capable of being inflated, or very

soft and concave plates, which cover the under-

side, or their apex, of the four first joints of

the manus or tarsus, and sometimes even of

the ends of the movable spines situated at tJie

apex of the tibiae which act so as to produce a

vacuum, and enable the insect to suspend

itself, or walk against gravity.

Pulvlnated (Lat. pulviuar, a pillow). In

Architecture, a term used to express a swelling

in any portion of an order, such, for instance,

as that of the frieze in the modern Tonic order.

Pulwlnns (Lat. a cushion). In Botany, the

cushion-like enlargement seen at the base of

the leaves, or at tlie apex of the petioles in

certain plants.

Pumice (Lat. pumex). A porous rock ob-

tained only in volcanic districts, and produced

by the action of gases on materials melted by
t'olcnnic heat. It is light, sjwngy, and fibrous,

of an ashy grey colour, and extremely rou{^h

to the touch. It is somewhat largely used in

the arts, owing to its uniform roughness and

the absence of irregularities of hardnes.s. It

can only be regarded as a variety of trachytic

Liva.

Pump (Ger. pumpe, Fr. pomipe). A ma-
chine for raising water. Oftiou^h the forms

under which this useful engine is constructed,

and the mode in which the power is applied,

may be modified in an infinite number of ways,

there are only four which can be considered as

differing from each other in principle. These

are the sujching pwnm^ the forcing pump^ the

lifting pump^ and the centrifugal pump: so

called from the manner in which thev act.

The sucking pump^ or common household

pump, is an apparatus of which the principle

and construction will be evident from the an-

nexed figure. AA is a pipe of any convenient

length, the lower end of which
"iff* L reaches below the surface of the

water in the well or reservoir ; B is

a barrel, generally of greater dia-

meter than the pipe; C a valto

opening upwards
;
1> a piston moved

by the rod E : in this piston there is

also a valve opening upwards. When
the piston is raised, the air in the

|

barrel between the valves is ex-

panded, and its tension consequently

^aiminfshed ;
the pressure of the air

in thq,^p1pe, therefore, opens the valve 0, and

the ^liol© air in the pipe and barrel becomes

less dense. In this state the atmospheric pres-
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sure on the surface of the water causes it to

rise in the pipe, until the tension of the con-
fined air becomes equal to the pressure of the
atmosphere. On again depressing the piston,

the valve in it opens, and the air passes through
it from the barrel as it descends

; but the
valve C is closed by the downward pressure,

and the volume of water which has entered
the pipe remains. On again raising the piston

,

the same effect is repeated, and an additional
quantity of water enters the pipe. Thus, by
the alternating motion of the piston, a column
of water is raised in the pipe until it reaches
the piston when at the bottom of the barrel,

and the whole of the air below it has been
excluded. On raising the piston when the
water has reached it, the fluid will be com-
pelled to follow by the pressure of the atmo-
sphere on its surface in the well. When the
piston is again depressed, the water flows

through the valve iu it, and ascends into the

barrel, and by the succeeding strokes of the

piston is lifted up until it reaches and flows

out of the spout F.

Although in theory the limit of the height
to which water may be raised by the sucking
pump, from tlie surface of the fluid in the well

to the highest position of the movable piston,

is about thirty-four feet (the height of a
column of water which balances the pressure

of the atmosphere), it is not found practicable,

with pumps of the ordinary construction, to

raise it more than about twenty- eight feet.

The difference arises from the difficulty ot

making the apparatus absolutely air-tight.

The forcing pumf is represented in tig. 2.

The piston-rod E D is attached

to a solid plunger D, adjusted

to the cavity of the barrel. A
pipe 0 II, furnished with a
valve F, opening outwards,

communicates with the barrel

at G. On elevating the plunger
D, the water will ascend
through the valve C, in the

same manner as in the sucking
pump, till the barrel is filled

to D. Now, when the plunger
is depressed the valve C will

shut, and the water between D
and C be forced through the valve F into the
pipe GH. When the plunger is raised, the
valve at F shuts, the pressure on its under
side being removed, so that the water which
was forced into the pipe by (he previous stroke
cannot return into the barrel. At the next
stroke of the piston more water is a^ain forced
into the pipe, and so on till it is raised to the
height required.

In this pump the A A may be dispensed
with, and the barrel B immersea in the reser-

voir ; in which case the action of the pump is

independent of the atmospheric pressure, anti

could be maintained equally well in a vacuum.
In order to produce a continued stream

through (he pipe G H, an air vessel mn may
be attached to the lateral branch above th

Fig. 2.
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valve F (fig. 3). The pipe 0 H reaches nearly

to the bottom of the air vessel ; and when the

water has been forced into the vessel by the

action of the pump, until it

reaches above the lower end of

the pipe at G, it is evident

that, as all communication is

then cut off with the external

atmosphere, every additional

quantity of water thrown into

the vessel will tend more and
more to compress the air with-

in, which, acting by its pressure

on the surface of the water,

forces it through the pipe G H
in a continued stream.

The lifting pump is represented by fig. 4.

The barrel of the pump is immersed in the

water and fixed to an immovable
frame. The piston with its bucket

A xn and valve C, opening upwards, is

attached at E to another frame,

G II I K L, consisting of two
strong iron rods, H I and L K,
which move through lioles in the

frame-work to which the pump is

fixed. An inclined branch M N,

cither fixed to the top of the barrel,

or movable by means of a ball and
socket, is fitted ex.actly to the

barrel, and furnished with a valve at M. Sup-

pose the barrel ummersed in the water to a

certain depth: if the piston frame be now
thrust down by the handle at G, the piston

will descend, and the water be forced by its

upward pressure through the I'alvc C, so as to

maintain the same level in the pump as in the

well. But when the piston‘frame is elevated,

the valve C will shut (as shown in tlie figure),

and the water above C bo lifted up with the

piston, and forced through the valve M into the

branch M N, from which its return will be
pre vented by the shutting of the valve M when
th& piston descends.

In each of these different kinds of pumps
which have been described, the total efiort re-

quired to work the machine, independently of

iriction, is equal to the weight of a column of

water, the base of which is equal to the area

of a section of the working barrel, and the

altitude equal to the distance between the sur-

face of the water in the reservoir and the point

to which it is raised. In the sucking pipp the

whole of this effort is expended in raising the

piston
;
in the forcing pump, one part is ex-

pended in raising and tne otW in depressing

the jnston, and it is advantageous to diroose

the machinery so that these two parts shall be
nearly equal In small pumps for domestic

purposes, the stren^ of man is usually em-
ployed as the momg power ; but in raising

water from great deptM, as the bottoms cn

mines, the steam engine is applied to this pur-
pose. ^Fxits Enoimb.] For an account of the

mechanism of different kinds of pumps, see

Gresoiy’s Mechanist vol. ii.
;
the Atde^MhmoiTe

of the Military Sciencee may also be consulted,
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both for the bibliography and the description of
the different kinds of pumps.
The cmlrifugal or rota^ pumps are those

in which a rectilineal vertical motion is com-
municated to the water to be raised by means
of a wheel, bearing a series of fix^ arms
rotating at a high velocity in a close drum,
and receiving its supply through apertures in

the. side of tno drum close to the axis. The
shape of the arms has a veiy material in-

fluence upon the usofiil effect of these pumps

;

and, after many experiments, it has been found
that the most advantageous form to be given to

them is to curve them backwards to the direc-

tion of the movement, so as to form a tangent

to the circumference of the wheel at the points

Mhere they intersect it. Amongst the most
valuable forms of these centrifugal pumps for

drainage purposes, are those manufactured by
Mr. Appold, or by Messrs. Gwynne & Co,

;

and perhaps it may be desirable to add that

the latter work with the smallest loss of power
compared to the useful effect, with small lifts

:

Appold’s pumps, however, present more satis-

factory results when higher lifts are required.

All these engines are inferior to the best forms
of forcepumps when large volumes of waterhave
to bo raised to great heights; and their use
would appear, in their present forms at least,

to be most advantiigeously limited to lifts of

about thirty or forty feet vertical as a maxi-
mum. {Bnglieh Cyclopadia^ Arts and Sciences.)

The chain pump sometimes used in ships of

war consists of an endless chain moving over a
wheel on the gun deck, which is turned round
by winches, and over a roller in the pump-well,
having saucers or flat circular pistons at cer-

tain intervals. Near the pump-well, on the
side on which the chain on turning the winches
ascends, are a few feet of pipe

; through this

the .saucers raise the column of water, which,

being lifted over the upper orifice of the pipe,

falls into the cistern, and thence into the waste-
pipe, called the WMnp-dale^ which carries it

overboard. The descending portion of chain
falls through another case called the hack ease.

Chain pumps, in large ships, throw out a ton a
minute.

FumpmUekel* The name of a species of
lye bread peculiar to Westphalia. It forms the
chief food of the Westphalian peasants, but is

regarded as a great delicacy in other parts of
Gcrmai^, whither it is exported in large quan-
tities. ^e loaves sometimes weigh 60 Ids. The
term is said to be of French denvation, and to
have originated in a Flench soldier having
rriected the bread with disgust, exclaiming,
* C’est bon pour Nicolas ;

* i. e. for bis horse.
MmpklBk The Cueurhitet pepo, a large

kind of Gourd, cultivated as an esc^ent.
WuiOm A play upon words, the wit or point

of which depends on a resemblance between
the sound of two or more words, which have
different, and perhaps opposite, meanings.

[PAUOIfOJia8U.ll

Fnaoli (Ital punsecchiare, to punch, ftom
punaone, a goad). The process of producing a
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hole in a piece of metal by direef pressure is

called ptmohing. This process can be applied

only to the mallcablo metals, such as lead, zinc,

copper, iron, &c., cast iron or bronze being

liable to break or to produce a ragged e<lgo, if

so treated- The action of piercing the plates

by means of a drill must not bo confounded

with punching.

Funolieon. In Architecture, a short post

;

also the small quarters of a partition, above the

head of a door.

Puncheon. A measure of capacity for li-

quids, containing 84 gallons or one-third of

a tun.

Punctate (Lat. punctum, a point). In

Zoology, when a part is beset with many
points or minute impressions, which do not

perforate the surface.

Punctuation. In Printing and Writing,

the dividing words, propositions, or sentence s

from each other by means of certain marks or

points, designed to facilitate the apprehension,

or to regulate the enunciation, of written lan-

guage. Points or stops are said to have been

first used by Aristophanes, the Alexandrian

grammarian ;
but the modern system of punc-

tuation is due to Aldo Manucci (Manutius), a

learned printer, who lived at Venice in the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The marks
most commonly in use are : 1. The comma (,),

which is placed between the less important

divisions of a sentence or passage
;
as, for in-

stance, before and after qualifying propositions

or clauses; between single words not con-

nected by ooiyunctions; before conjunctions

which unite sentences, &c. 2. The semicolon

(;), which distinguishes the longer or more
important members of a sentence ;

- as when the

latter part is an inference from, or qualifica-

tion, explanation, or illustration of, the former.

3. The colon (:), which is ehiefiy used to dis-

tinguish such members of a sentence as are

themselves divided semicolons into two or

more principal parts. \4. The period or full

stop (.), which stands at the end of a complete

sentence. Besides these may be enumerated
the note of interrogation (?) or enquiry ; of
exclamation (!), expressing admiration, endear-

ment^ or any considerable emotion ;
the paren-

thesis
( ), used when a clause is inserted

which interrupts the progress of the sentence

;

with other marks, either less commonly used,
or fbr the use of which the rules are less easily

defined.

Fttnetmii Csecnm (Lat.). That part of
the retina of the eye immediately about the
spot at which the optic nerve unites with it

is found experhuentally to be totally insensible

to the stimulus of light, and hence it has been
called by writers on Optics the pfunctuu cacum,
MnOlt* [Pandit.]

Viiitle ahnnywitge. The language of the
ancient Castha^ians. It was a Pheemoian dia-

lect^ substantially the same as the Hebrew.
The name given to the

oslebrated contests in which the Bomans and
t3arfthsgiDiiwis wears ^oged fbr more than
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three centuries, and which finally terminated
in the destruction of Carthage. The first cuiu-

menced a.c. 264, and ended a. c. 241; thu

second lasted from a.c. 218 to a. c. 202; tlx-

third from a.c. 149 to a.c. 147, ending with
the destruction of Carthage.

Funlo Wax. In Painting, the vehicle us(-d

by the Greek painters in their wax and en-

caustic pictures, &c. Punic wax, says Pliny
{ccra Puntca)f was the ordinary yellow wax
purifitHl and bleached, by being boiled thre(»

times in sea water with a little nitre, the water
being changed each time: it was thou taken
out of the water, covered with a thin cloth, and
placed in the sun to dry. So prepared it wns
mixed with various colours and made into

cerw fit for the painter’s use, and it was also

employed in varnishing or polisliing.

Punlca (I^it. punicus, red). The genus of

the Pomegranate, which is calle<l by botiiiiists P.

granatum. The fruit is peculiar, being composed
of two whorls of carpels placed one above the

other. It is the produce of a tree growing
in Northern Africa and Western Asia, and
varying from fifteen to twenty-five fc-ct in

height. The flowers are usually scarlet and
yield a red dye. The fruit is greatly valued in

warm countries on account of its cooling and
refreshing pulp. Many varieties are grown,
some being sweet and vinous, and others acid

or of a bitter astringent taste. It is generally

about the size of the fist, and has a toughleathcry
rind of a beautiful deep golden colour tinged

with red. The rind, especially that of the

bitter kind, contains a large quantity of tannin,

and is used for tanning the celebrated morocco
leather. Some double-flowered varieties are

very beautiful garden shrubs.

Punioln. A peculiar principle having the

appearance of an oleo-resin obtained from the

root of the Pomegranate, PuJkica granatum.
PuDtolimeot ^Lat. poena, punishment). In

Jurisprudence, the infliction of suffering, under
legal sanction, upon those who have violated

the law.

It is undoubtedly tme, that both in

legislation and in public opinion respecting

^ punishment, the vindictive theory which con-

sidered it as a retribution for crime, and to be
governed by our moral feelings of indignation

against the offender, has far too generally

prevailed, and that the primair end, the interests

of societv, has been overlooked. But it may
perhaps be doubted whether the present course

of opinion does not ran too exclusively in the

contrary direction, and whether the^ who
adopt tne common formula, that * the object of

all punishment is the prevention of the offence

in future,* have reflected on all the conse-

quences of that position.

For instance, it is the common practice in
this oomitry, as w^ as in others, to connect the
administration ofjustice with the enforcement
of the tenets of religion and morality. In
passing sentence, wherever there is any pecu-
liarity in the case calculated to call forth such
remarks, the judge rarely fails to coiumenb-du
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tho moral deformity of the act ; not merely in I degree the adnintage of repressing that par-

its tendency to iiyuro society, but sulgectiTclyt ticular offence, or class of offences, might not

as showing moral depravity in the person com- be imperfect notwithstanding,

mitting it. (^rd Russell, The ^gliah Oovem- This question ctm bo solved only by deciding

mmt and OmsHtiUion, di. xxiv. 186d.) Tho the great preliminary difficulty of poUticu

solemnities of public worship which form part of science, in which so many others are involved ;

the ceremonial ; the public harangues of the
|

whether the ruling power which we call the

judges (as, for instance, in the English custom of
j

state, or society, or the legislature, has or has

charaing (he grandjury); the language in which not any moral authority. Tliose who conclude

the jiiry is commonly addressed, both by the that it has nothing to do beyond preserving tho

judge and the advocates ; all these seem based personal security and property of individuals,

on the assumption, that the mond quality of of course deny that it has any. But those

acts is one of the matters to be brought under who believe that it has, also, whut may be

their consideration. But if thejudge has really termed paternal power, and is intrusted by
no concern whatever with that moral quality, Providence with tho maintenance of rolimon

and is simply there to see that society may bo and moral principle, must, consistently, admit
guarded, as far as possible, from exposure to that thero may be a moral object in puuishment
material injury by fraud or violence, it may bo beyond the mere prevention of tho offenc^ un-

tliought that all these ceremonies are out of Ic'ss they maintain that the moral authority of

place, and that they can be defended only as tho state is to be exercised not in punishment
politic devices, employing tho machinery of but in prevention, as by education,

religion to aid in deterring offenders from the And it must be observed in passing, that

commission of crime, or as concessions to popu- those who do hold tho state to possess such a
lar ignorance. And it is certain that in such moral authority, and have such moral duties

a case it would be far better to abolish them imposed upon it. need not, therefore, bold those

altogether, as leading tho mind to dwell on to bo its principal objects. It may very well

that view of the object of punishment which bo that the primary object of the association of

it is the purpose of lientham and his school to men in a political body is security and self-

cztirpato, as irr.itioiial and false. defence
;
yet that association may have other

Again, in popular estimation, the moral ends not inconsistent with this. And although
atrocity of an offence 'is one of the elements those other ends are in themselves incomparamy
in the ooiroct measure of punishment. On tho most important, it does not at all follow

whatever ground philosophers may object to that they are the most important as re^^ards

Sicnguinary laws, this conviction has retained the state. When men enter into a partiralar

its hold on the public mind. In the case of contract with each other, their mutual duties

forgery, for example, the feeling of the ma^ under that contract are primarily those con-
jority triumphed in the end over the severity nected with the oljeet ox (hat contract ; they
of the law, not so much because the penalty may have other and more important mutual
was thought disproportioned to the injury in- duties, which yet, as regards that contract, are
ilictod on society or to the importance of re- secondary, ifo religious man will deny that

prc'ssing the crime, as because it was thought the connection of master and servant involves

not to deserve it in a moral point of view, some duties of a very exalted character ; but
No%/ all such expression of sentiment, on the the principal olject of that connection is,

theory in question, is founded on a wrong neveraeless, the rendering of service in lieu

prinaple; and the writers who adhere to of a remuneration.

It are forced to admit this feeling as a dis- It must, however, be remembered that the
lurbing cause, preventing the right doctrine theory of the moral vocation of the state does
from hsing ffiUy carried out; they are forced not necessarily justify retribution as an o^^ect

to admit, as part of their de&iition of a of punishment. No one can apportion retri-

good punishment, that it shall not be such as butiva justice who cannot judge of the motivea
to sluMk the popular notion of moral justice of actions. The moral authority of the state,

—an admission which th^ can make con- even by those who have earned its divine
sistently only by maintaining that punishments character to the highest point, has only been
which shock popular notions of justice and likened to the paternal; and no fhther has the
equity are likely to multiply offences or ag^ ^ht to ehgstiae a child by way of retribution,
gravate their character, and ao to interfere He has no right to puniiui at all, except with
with the real interesta of society. a viewto reffmnotion.^ Omitting this

That the interest of society is the first end, tho real objects of punishment may be
object of punishment must be Qonceded on all elasaed aa foUowa
hands. That the spedfie olgect of preventing 1. The interest of society ; which must be
the offence from being ooi^tM is a very snbdivkM into—
important part of that general olgact, pzob^ly i. Ita security from the itduij to parsoit or
by far the moft important, may alao be con- properfy occasioned by the crime,
craed. But it is a further question, whether ib Ito minal and renq^oiis improvement,
the general olgeet does not oommehend other 2. The reformalion of the offender. Tliis

particnlar oljects also ; and whether a punish- »• admitted as one of the ends of punislih

meot which should answer in the highest mont by all writers; bot Bentham and his
130
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followers regard it as such only so fur us it

conduces to the security of society by pruveut-

ing the repetition of the offuiico; those wlio

embrace the other view regard it as an end,

when the penalty passes to future generations

;

corruption of blood in the l^glish law. 3.

CoUoctive
;
of which he gives, as an instance,

the punishment of corporations for the acts of
both on this account and also as the fultilmcut

,

individual corporators ; a more ordinary one is,
i. 4.1.. .. j a.of the duty of the state towards the offender

himself. Considered in either view, it is clearly

a secondary oljcct only, thegood of society being

the first.

The security of society is attained by punish-

ment in four ways

:

1. By forcibly preventing the offender from
repeating his offence

;
as by death, mutilation,

or perpetual imprisonment.

2. By reforming the habits of the offender,

and thereby taking away the desire to offend.

3. By deterring the offender from repetition

by the fear of fresh punishment.

4. By deterring others through example.

And this last is clearly the chief practical end
of all legal inflictions. The admission of other

principles, in order to satisfy the idea of the

existence of the state os a moral agent, need
j

not prevent the legislator from keeping this

steadily in view.

If !]^ntham’s theory of punishment be de-

fective in its main principles, it is so at all

events only from being imperfect, not erroneous

;

as far as it goes, it is logical, consistent, and
definite. And as ho was nearly the first

writer who introduced anything like clearness

or arrangement into the popular notions on
penal laws, so we are inclined to think that,

on the whole, he has done more for society in

this particular than in any other of the various

subjects to which he applied his reforming

genius. It must not be foigotten lhat Sir S.

Bomilly and Sir J. Mackintosh were the pupils

who carried his speculation into practice.

Bentham divides punishments into corporeal

and privative. The first of these are : 1. Sim-
ply afflictive, those which consist in the mere
infliction of temporaiy pains, the lash, &c. 2.

Complexly afflictive, in which pain is joined

with permanent loss : as in the ola punishments
of mutilation and disfigurement. 3. Bestric-

tive, under which he classes together imprison-

ment, or the total deprivation of liberty, and
bmiishment, which deprives of a certain portion

of Ubertv. 4. Active or laborious; su^ as the

mileys, hard labour, dec. Trauspiirtation com-
bines this character with the former. 5. Priva-
tive puiushments, or thoac which deprive the
erinunal, 1. Of life. 2. Of reputation only;
such, perhaps, as the amende in ^nch law.
S. Of property: as by fine and confiscations.

4. Foneitnre of condition; which, more or
less* accompanies infamous punishments in

most conntnes; e.g. civil infamy, in France,
is attended with various disabilities. These
punishments comprehend all the simple forms
m ordinary use

;
but he adds a few, which he

terms anomaloitS!, and o^ly mentionB them in

order to hold thmn up to general reprobation.

I. /What he isidls trimrAms punishments ; as

trIlWl of a suicide are panished by
the m chattels. 2, Tranritive

;
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the compelling the iiihubitants of a hundred to
make good the damages occusionod by a riot.

4. Fortuitous
;
where individuals wholly uncou-

nectod with the offender are iinplicuM, as it

were casually, in the consequences of his crime

;

of which he gives as an instance, the avoidance
of mesne conveyances by some kinds of con-
fiscation, and consequent loss of innocent pur-
chasers ; and the imposition of doodands, where
no negligence is imputed. (Bentham, Theory of
Punuthmenis and liewards

; Ed, Rev, vol. xiii.

;

Lucas, Systc7ne Pinal De Tocqueville, I)u
Systinic Phntentiaire mix Etate^Unis; J. S.

Mill, On Liberty, ch. iv.)

On the subject of capital punishment,
opinions have of late years undergone con-
siderable modification. The argument which
based the infliction of such punishment on an
alleged divine command, supposed to be con-
tained in Genesis, has been tacitly, if not
avowedly, abandoned, and the argument from
expediency has been more prominently brouglit

forward in its stead. The Report of the Royal
Commission on Capital Jhinishment, 1866, re-

commends the substitution of private for public

executions, and proposes tointroduce a distinc-

tionbetweentwo varieties of crimes, now classed

toother as murder and capitally punishable.

Of the commissioners, two were in favour 4)f

the immediate abolition of the death penalty.

The gradual change in opinion on this subjict

is illustrated in Lord Husseirs Treatise on the

English Government and Constitution. In the
first edition, published in 1825, Lord Joiin

Bussell, while declaring that * there cannot be
many offlnees to which capital punishment
ought to be attached,’ asserted that ’all wil-

ful acts tending directly to inflict death ought
to be punished with deat^’ and added that,

’murder, stabbing, shooting at, burning of

dwelling-houses or buildings contiguous to

dwelling-houses, and setting fire to the clothes

of a person, are crimes of this description.* In
the introdnction to the second edition, pub-
lished in 1865, Lord Bussell, while still he
doubts not the right of a community to inflict

snch punishment, or the ejqpediency of exer-

cising that ri^t in certain states of aociety,

adds, * When I turn firom that abstract right

and that abstract expefflency to our own state

of aoriety, when I consider how difi&calt it is

for any to separate the case which re-

(^res infimdble justice iton that which admits
the force of mitigatory rircumstaiices, how
invidious the task of ths secretary of state in

dispensixig the mercy of the crown, how critical

the comments made by the public, how soon
the object of general honor becomea the
theme of sympathy mid pity, how narrow
and how limits the example given bj this

condign and awful puniriunent^ how Ibratal

the scene of the execution^ 1 come to the con-
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clnsion that nothing would be lost to juBtiee,

nothing lost in the pzeseryation of innocent

life, if the pnnishment of death were altogether

abolished.’

Vmiiieeiia* An Indian genua of
found in Sdnde and Afghanistan. The berries

of the only species, P. coogvlanSt a shrubbj
plant, growing one to three feet high, are

known to the natives as possessing the proper-

ty of coagulating milk, in the same manner
as rennet, for which they are substituted by
the Beloochees and Afghans, who call them
funneer-bund^ i.e. cheesemaker.

Pont (Dutch pont, Fr. ponton). A small

open pontoon, resembling a boat with a flat

bottomand ordinarily with square ends. Though
occasionally fitted for oars, ^e punt is in gene-

ral propelled by poles acting on the bottom.

It is useful for navigating shallow waters, as

rivers, marshes, &c., or for any operation in

which a steady base is desirable.

Papa (Lat.). A genus of land snails, so

called firom the resemblance of the shell to the

pupe, or chrysalis of an insect. Several species

are British, as Twpa umbiHcata, Drap.; P.

marginatat Drap. ; P. ideniula^ Drap.

Pape (Lat. pupa). The name of the ovi-

form nymphs of lepidopterous insects; also

applied to metabolian insects generally, when
in the second stage of their metamorphosis.

Paptl (Lat. |>upilla). A term appli^ to

the central opening of the eye, because it re-

flects the dimmish^ image of the person who
looks into it. It is the central aperture of the

tm.
PuFiL (Lat. pupillus). In Jurisprudence,

properly, an infant or other under a giLordian ;

popularly, a scholar under a teacher.

Papipoim (Lat. pupa, and pario, I bring

forth). Those insects are said to be pupiparous

which produce their young in the conodtion of

a pupe or nymph ;
as the forest-fly, Hi^fobosca

eguina,

Vaplwora (Lat. pupa, and voro, I devour).

The name of a tribe of Hymenopterous insects,

comprehending those of which the larvae live

parasitieally in the interior of the larvae and
pupae of other insects.

VaroB* (Sansc. a potm). The sac^
books of India which contain the explanation

of the Skastbb. Thera are eighteen bodu of

the Puranas ; chiefly filled with legends of the

inferior gods and the heroes of Hindustan.

{Mim, de FJoeui, des Inoer. vol. xxxviti.) Mach
doubt is entertained as to the great antiquity of

the Puranas. (Professor H. 11. Wilson, teans-

:

lation of the Viaktitt Purana, Asiatic Journal,
\

Dee. 1840 ; Maoc Muller, His, of Sansk, LU,)
\

Forbeok Soda. A compact shelly lime-
j

stone or imp^ect marble, alternating with day
and fossil limestones, resting on tiie Portland

beds, and fonning the uppmiost groiqi of the

great aeries of the oolites in England. Among
the beds are some which are called Diar-nsaDs;

these seem to have been portions of an ancient

vegetaMe soil. Others are marbles, used in

ditudies and other buildings in some parts of
141
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England. Most of them are of fresh-water
origin. The Purbedc beds are thin, but per-

sistent, over a considerable space in the countv

of I>or8etshire; the^ arc, however, very local,

no eimct representative appearing in the middle
or north of England, and none on the Continent.

Above the dirt-beds of the Purbedc series

are compact beds of oyster shells, known
locallv as the CnrDBB-Ban, and others occa-

sionally quarried for building-Btone and slate.

The well-known Purbeck marble, loaded with

remains of Paludina, occurs in the upper parts

of the series.

The lithological characters of the Purbeck
beds, as well as their order of succession and
the nature of their fossils, is shown in con-

siderable detail in the published s^tions of

the Geological Surv^ of Great Britain.

Forctiase. In Law, generally the acquisi-

tion of lands or tenements by any other means
than descent ; as by devise, gift, or contract.

Purgatory (Lat purgatorius. cleansing),

A place appointed for the satisfaction of tem-

poral punishments, which| according to the

Homan. Catholic church, are distinguished from
the eternal, the latter only being remitted
by the death of Christ The doctrine of pur-

gatory, which Augustine of Hippo mentions as

a new opinion, was much discussed between the

Greeks and Latins at the council of Ferrara,

1438. The presentHoman Catholicbelief is thus
expressed in the creed of Pope Pius IV. : * Con-
stanter teneo purgatorinm esse, anhnasque ibi

detentas sufin^o fidellum juvari.’ To which
it may be added, that the sins supposed to

be puuisbed in purgato^ are of two kinds—^mortal, but repentm of
;
and veniaL This

article of the creed is derived from the canon
of the council of Trent on the subject, sees. 2fl.

The *Hom?sh doctrine' of puigatoiy is con-
demned by Art 22 of the English dmreh. The
reader will find the general argument for pur-
gatory well stated (among Protestants) by
Hooker in his 3rd Smrmon ; the latter part, in

which he replied to it, is lost See also Tracts

for the Times, No. 79.

Toiifleatloa ^Lat. pnrifleatio, g cleansing).

An observance eiyoinea on the Jews upon occa-

sion of .certain accidental defilements which
are scrupulously recorded in the Levitieal

code. The purification was generally by water;
and in the case of women, who were oonai-

dered impure alter (^Idbirth for the apace
of forty days if delivered of a male, and ei^^y
if of a female, the offering of- a lamb or some
other sacrifice was reqnirra. The purMcation
of the Virgjn Mary is a festival in the calendar,

and is observed on February 2, being forty

dava after Christmas. This festival was esta-

buriied in the sixth centi^, and is variously

termedin ecclesiastioal antiquities by the names
of Festum Oandriorum, Ctmdlemlui, ^e Pre-
•entatum. The proeesrioiiB of this di^ were
instituted hj Gregory the Great.

For an account ol the ceremonies of puri*

ficatiim among the Greeks and Bomaiis, seo

LvstUATuat,



PURIM
INurlnu The name of the solemn festival

smonff the Jevs in whidi they commemorate
their aoliveranee ftdeta the wiles and stratagems

of Haman, as recorded 4i the book of Esther.

The obsenraDce of this fiastival has been re-

ligiously maintained by all the Hebrew race

down to the present time. It is a movable fea(^

Pweimm ^Lat. purus, IMcre). Asceticism in

taste
; a preference for the emaciated and af-

fected to the beautifiil and natnraL Overbeck
may be cousidered as one of the most pro-

minent of the Purists. {Quattbocbktisho ;

PlLBBAPHABLITE,]

Purtst. A name somedmes applied to

rigorous critics of purity in literary style,

Puritans. The name 1^ *idiich the dis-

senters from the church of England were gene-

rally known in the mgn of l^izabeth and the

first two Stuaits. The term was applied to

them from the fact that they professed to

follow the Word of God alone, purified from all

human inventMios and superstitions, of which
they believed the English church to nstain a
considerable share, notwithsta&diiig Its alleged

reformation. Aooa^ngtoPn]l]er,thewiieaf ll^

name cdbinieneed about (NeakTaH^afor^r

of the PuritoMM.) [Dissianma.]
PnrUa. In Aidiiteetutv^ a peee of tunber

lying on the prinetpal mfibera of a rool^ fior the

purpose of dinding the length of the hearing

of the common raften.-

Pn^le (Gr. wapf^, Lot pirpura^ la
Paitttiog, a oolonr pr^aoed by the iiitstiiee

of red uid blue, and thmaoe pntaking of the
hue of each. Among the aaeienti^

always the distinguiiming badge of power and
distinction ; and, of all the various kinds in

use, the Tyrian dye is the most celebrated.

This colour was pr^uced from an animal juice

found in a shell-fish called murex^ or conckif-

Hum, the quality of which, however, varied

with tlie different coasts on which it was
caught [Hurux.]
Purple of Oaaalua. A compound of the

oxides of tin and gold, obtained by adding a

mixture of protochloride and percUorideof tin

to a solution of chloride of gold. It is used
as a purple colour for porcelain painting, and
also for staining glass, to which it imj^s a
fine ruby red.

Purple Copper-ore. A minera* of the

composition 3 Gu^ S + Fe, Sa containing from
55 to 70 per cent of copper. [EaxmEsciTB.]

Purpusm (Lat An eruption of
small purple specks and patches, caused by
extravasation of blood under the cuticle; it

is attended by constitutional debility, and some-
times by fever. Aperient medicines, and oc-

casional purgativea, carried to a greater or
leas extent^ followed by mild tonics, and in

some cases by wine, bark, and acids, are the

principal rememes ; but^ in the treatment, much
will depend npon the concomitant ^ptoms.

HuttPiTBA. In Zoology, a generic name of

the mntalve GastropcM which secretes the

pu»k Diiid forming tbe boee of the IVrian

dye: tMnawt.]

PURSUIT, CURVE OF
Purpure. Purple, In Heraldry, one of

the colours or tinctures used in blazonry. It

is equivalent toamethyst among precious stones,

Mercury among planets. In engraving, it is

represented by diagonal lines from the rinister

to the dexter side of the escutcheon.

Purpuiio iLeld. A substance resulting

from the action of nitric acid upon uric acid

;

it forms deep red or purple compounds with
most bases. [Murexidb.]

Purpuiifisra (Lat. purpura, purple
;
fero, I

hear). The name of a family of Gastropoduus
Molluscs, including those species which secrete

the purple substance forming the celebrated

dye of the ancients.

Purpurla. One of the colouring matters
of madder; closely allied to alizarin.

Purree or ludlan Yellow. A yellow

eoloiiring matter imported from India and
China. Its origin has not been accurately as-

certained, but it is supposed to be of animal

origin, and to consist of a peculiar acid {pur-

reic or mxemihic add) combined with mag-
nesia. [Euxamthinb.]
Pwne. A Turkish money of account coas-

fcaining 500 {^stres, aud worih cn the wemge
(for Turkish money is very debased) about
4L IZs. 9iL sterlii^.

Pnrsear (from jmrss, Fr. bourse, ItaL horsa,

Or. fivf^a). Formerly an ofiicer in theBritisli

navy, wbw diief doty consisted in keeping

the accounts of the ship to which he belonged;

hut he also actedas purveyor. The titlecif this

ofiBcer has been rinee Ififi PaTKAsnsn.
Ponnltv Claiww mt. The curve described

byajpoint which pursues, with uniform velocity,

another point which dewrribes with a ditfrrent.

but still uniform, velocity a given right line not

passing through the first point The curve
was first discussed >>y Bonguer in the Mimdres
de rAcadSmiCy 1 732. It again came under dis-

cossioD in consequence of a problem, respecting

a dog following its master, which was proposed

in the Corres^ndance de VEcole PdytechniqWy
t. ii., and which was solved by St. Laurent in

Gergonne’s Annales, vol. xiii. The arcs of the

curve are obriously proportional to the inter-

cepts, on a fixed line, between the tangents at

their extremities. Taking the fixed line as

<»dinate axis, tlie intercept upon it made by

the tangent at (ay) will be y—
a
^-y—

|

kp.

The increment of this, which is -a rfp, being

proportional to the increment of the arc, which

is dsmsdx^l +|)*, we have at once, for the

differential equation of the second order,

X dp + X dx »f 1 +^sss0,

where X is the relative velocity of the two
points. By integration we arrive atthe equation
of the curve, which contains two arbitrary con-
stants a and 5, and may be written in the form

The carve, therefore, ia always algebraic ox-
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eept when 1, when a logarithmic term will a aonroe of profit^ it inay fall with nndue sere-

enter into its equation. rity on auen inns as are constructed for the

Vimialwaiatat In Heraldry, a kind of accommodation of the wealthier classes. Of
probationers in the Heralds’ Coll^ of Eng- course it is impossible for the innkeeper to

land, not admitted to the full pnyileges of house his involustaiT guests, wxid he has to pay
the college, but advanced by succession into for their lodging elsewhere. This payment
its higher offices. Th^ are styled PorteuUis^ forms a tax uposims ocenpation, heavy b^use
Rovge Dragon^ Blue Mantle, and Rouge Oroix. it affects some of the traders and not others, and
FnrdtrawnSa rtTsvasl.] because, if shifted at all, it is put upon those

Pniwesranoe (Pr. ]TOurvoir, Lat. providere, who make use of the inn, in enhanced rates for

to provide). Among the privileges possessed food and lodging.

by the English monarchs down to the rime of Von (Lat.). A bland yellowish fluid, some-
the Restoration, and the subsequent abolition what like cream, found in abscesses, and formed
of feudal incidents, was that which, known upon the surfaces of what are termed healthy

under the name of purveyance, entitled the sores; it is heavier than water, and when viewed
officers of the household to take corn and under the microscope appears composed of

cattle for the use of the king, and to employ translucent globules floating in a colourless

beasts of burden for the carriage of the king’s serum. The globules contain fatty matter
effects. As the monarch, like other great land- and cholesteriu.

.
An albuminoid substance has

owners or feudal lords, generally travelled from also been found in pus, called pyin, soluble

one manor or castle to another, accompanied by in water, but precipitated by acetic acid and by
his retinue, and resided on the spot till the store a solution of alum. Roedecker has announced
was consumed, the infliction of purveyance was the presence of lencin and of a peculiar cyystal-

veiy general; and as the privilege, belonging lisable acid in pns, which h 3 calls acid,

originally only to the king and his family, was and Forbes has obtained a blue compound {pyo-

frequently usurped by his household, the bur- cyanin) from certain purulent secretions wnich
den was very severe. Moreover, as the pay- are occasionally met with, and which leave a
ments were made in tallies on the exchequer, blue stain on linen.

the prospect of such remuneration as the crown Piuolikinlte* A green, yellow, or red
^ve was very remote

;
and as the king bought variety of Epidote from Siberia.

in a larger measure than that flxed by Uie stan- Patamwn (Lat.). In Botany, the inner

dard, the loss was large, as well as capricious coat, or shell, or stone of a fruit
;
commonly

in its incidence. Hence the statute i>ook is call^ the endocarpium,

full of enactments, limiting the number of per- One of the Eastern names ap-

sons who should obsess the privilege, defining plied to the roots of the Costus, Jplotaxus
the measure b}r which the com should be pur- Lappa,
chased, prescribing the occasions and tunes Fatlog. In Architecture, short pieces of
for impressing b^ts of burden, and assur- timber need in scaflblds, for supporring the
ing the payment of the debts incurred. As, sc^old boards. They are pla^ at right

however, these statutes are constantly repeated, angles to the wall, one end of them resting on
we may conclude that they were constantly the ledges of the scaffold, and the other on
broken, and we know from me rolls of Farlia- holes left for them in the walk In ma^ of

ment that the grievance was felt to be intoler- the ancient Roman bnildings, as in the Pont
able. In order to evade these exactions bribes du Gard, the holes thus left are treated as
were freely given, and to laige amounts, to the parts of the ornamentation of the building,

king’s officers, either 'vrith a view of ^tting rid under the name of columbaria, according to

of the purveyance altogether, or with that of Vitruvius, from the supposed resemblance of
making the transaction as light as possible, the holes so left to the ^les in a dove cote.

The system, as far as regards purchases and Vutorlns (Lat. putor, a stench), A genus
impressments of cattle, was got rid of by stat. of carnivorous nmnunali^ distinguished from
12 Ch. IL ^ the Martens,towhichthey aremostneoriy allied,

The only reHe of purveyance which remains by their shorter muzzl& the suraression of one
to the present day, is the right possessed by premolar above and below, ana the absence of
the crown, and exercised through theWar Office, an internal tubercle to ^e lower eontuMinf
of biUetmiff soldiers upon innkeepers, the ratio tooth. The polecat {B.JctHdMs), of which the
at which me soldier is to be lodg^ and boarded ferret is an dbine variety, the weasel (P. euf-
beinff fixed b^rthe military authorities. Inpra^ $dris\ and the stoat or ermine (P. Aerstmea),
tice.tiiiBexaction doeAnotfsUuponthemetropolis form the .English representatiTes oft^ genus,
or on such towns as have permanent barracks, >mtalh0tion (Lat. pnfrefacio, / make
and is perhaps not over-onerons in other places rotten). The spontaneous decomposition of
since the fii^ties of transit have been so con- animal and vegetable substances, attended by
sidetablv increased by railway communicationB. the evolution of fetidgases. The pntreflictiott

But in theo^ the system belongs to a l^gmie (or putre^tetive fermentation) of animal snb-
1^, u partial in its incidenee, and nignst in stances is. nsnalfr attended by more frstid and
^netp^ It k possible that, while the billetiiig noxious exhslatmns than thM arhang from
of soldien on small publio^houM maybe no in* vmtable ptodnets. Thu appears prindipally

OQgaveiiieiioe to the otmeis, and even indirectly re&able to the more abnnaant presence it
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nitrogen and of nnlphnr in the fomer; and

hence the vegetaldes which abound in these

princiidea (sii^ as most^ if not all, of the cm-

1

eiferotts plants) exhale similar effluvia : hence,

also, sum animal products as are destitute of

nitrogen are either unsusceptible of what is

commonly called putrefaction, or suffer it slowly

and imperfectly. The formation of ammonia,

or of ammoniacal compounds, is a characteristic

of moat cases of animal putrefaction
;
while

other combinations of hydrc^en arealso formed,

especially carburetted hydrogen, together'with

complicated and often deleterious vapours or

gases, in which sulphuretted hydrogeu is dis-

cerned. Hiese putrefactive effluvia are for

the most part easily decomposed, and resolved

into new and oomparaUvely innocuous com-

pounds, by the agency of chlorine ; hence the

importance of that body as a powerful and
ra^ly acting disinfectant.

The rapidity of putrefaction, and the nature

of its products, are to a great extent influenced

by temperature, moisture, and access of air;

they do not ensue below the freezing point, nor

in dry substances, nor under the entire ex-

clusion of oxygen; and hence various moans
suggest themsdves of retarding or preventing

putrefaction, as well as of moiifying its re-

sults : a temperature between 60° and 80°, a

due degree of humidity, and free access of air,

are the circumstances under which it proceeds

most rapidly. The most effective antiputro-

faetives or antiseptics are substances which
either absorb or remove a portion of the water

or moisture, and enter into new combinations

with the ori^nic matter; hence the great effi-

cacy of certain salts, sugar, alcohol, and several

other applications, among which, ^rhaps, the
|

most remarkable are carbolic acid and some
volatile oils, such especially as kreasote and
other empyreumatic products obtained by the

destructive distillation of wood, pyroligneous

aci^ and pyroligneous spirit: the latter is

eminently useful in the preservation of dead
bodies for the purposes of dissection, and, when
properly and sufficiently irgected into the ves-

sels, and externally appli^, indefimtely sus-

pends the (ffdinaiy steps of the putrefactive

process.

The astringent or tanning principle of vege-

tables is also a powerfhl preserver of most or-

ganic tissues ; it enters into chemical combina-
tion witk the albuminous and ^latinous mem-
branes and fibres ; and the resiuting compound,
of wliich leather ffirnishes a characteristic ex-

ample, is comparatively little prone to change.

Among saline substaneea, we ontiputrefac-

tirepowers of salt ore commonly known. When
a piece of flesh is salted, brine runs from it,

in consequence of the eneigy with which the
salt abstracts the water of the muscular
fibre; the ilMh becomes indurated, and its

susoeneibility to pubtefimtive change greatly

dirifimiied; it Wtiontea at the same time less

easy of digestion ae an artide of food. Corro-

efyesiubltmate is a mors nofwerffit preservative

thifieomniqn salt; aiid it appears to act not
' 111
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I

by the mere absIraGtion of water, but by render-
ing impossible the developeracnt of animalcules,

I

to which, as Pasteur has lately demonstrated,
i all putrefactive processes are essentially duo.

Sulphate of copper and several other metallic

salts are similarly efficacious ; and the most pu-
trescible substances, as for instance the brain,

after having been steeped in such solutiuns and
dried, will remain without further change for

un indefinite period. The poisonous nature of
these and many other metallic salts prevents

their employment in the preservation of articles

of food.

It is probable that the ancient Egyptians
employea several of the above-mentioned anti-

putrefactivc and preservative substances in the
preparation of their mummies, which have re-

mained for so many hundrecl years without
signs of decay or decomposition. Yet in these

and similar eases, when by the careful ai>-

plication of various solvents the preservative

substances are removed, the flesh resumes its

susceptibility of putrefaction.

The inhabitants of northern climates avail

themselves of freezing to prevent the putrefac-

tion of their food, and the supplies of game
and other articles in the Bussian markets are

retained in a frozen state. Our fishmongers
resort to the same expedient for the preserva-

tion of their unsold fish, wliich is daily removed
to the ice-house after having been exhibited in

their shops. Salmon is packed in ice for the

purpose of transport and preservation. [Pre-
8KBVA.TI0K OF MbAT.]

It is curious to remark the wonderful in-

fluence of vitality in opposing those chemical
changes which constitute putrefaction, and in

retaining that arrangement of the organic ele-

ments iwich is requisite for the functions of

life. Wben a part of the body dies, the phe-
nomena of gangrene or mortification, i.e. of
local putrefaction, ensue

;
and the putrefactive

changes are the more cneigetic in consequence
of, the proximity of the deiS part to the living.

All organic tissues may be indefinitely pre-

served by cautious desiccation; and it is in

consequence of the comparative absence of water
that we animal part of bone resists putrefac-

tion. Dried bones may thus be stored up
ages ; and when it is required to extract their

nutritive parts, these are found but slightly

impaired.

WuUy (Ft. petSe). In Architecture, a
very fine cement used by plasterers, made of
lime only. It differs fiW fine stuff in the
manner of preparing it, and in its being used
without hair. Also a composition um by
glaziers for the purpose of fixing sheets of
glass in the wood frames. It consists of
whiting and linseed oil.

^yoaite (Gr. wuxF^f, dense). Schorlous
Topaz. A massive variety of Topaz, having a
parallel columnar structure and oblique trans-
verse divisions, along which it may be easily
broken. It is translucent, and of a dull yel-
lowish tff reddish-white colour. It is a silicate
of alumina, with oUe-seventh of the oxygvn



^YCNODONTES PYBAMIDS OF EGYPT
feplao^ bv fluorise. The chief localitiei whern yj»cj»nln, [Pw*.]
it IS found, are at iltenbeig, in Saxony; and WynMoUtm (Or. eixxot, ctker; and
Schladkenwald and Zinnwald, in Bohemia. ttons). An alteiiai form of Augite in
VjrottoOoBM (Or. wKySs, and whioh magnesia takes the place of lime. It

iootA), A family of fossil lepido^noid fishes, ocenrs, of a greenish^white to a yellowish-grey
in which the Tomer, as in Anarr^MkfS, opposes colour, at Paigas in Finland generally massiTe.
its payment of teeth to that of the two closely The name has r^erenca to the change of colour
approximated premandibular or dentary ele- which takes place before the blowpipe,
ments of the under juw. They were mostly Vjimmld (Gr. rupaftis). In Qeometzy, a
deep-bodied fishes, symmetrically compressed solid contained by a plane polygonal base and
from side to side. They were notochordal

; a other planes meeting m a point. This point Is
few of the^ earlier forms were heterocercal, but called the Tertex of the pyramid ;

and the
tile majority of the family were homocercal. planes which meet in the Tertex are called the
The fanuly is found from the carboniferous to sides or faces. These are necessarily all tri-
the earlier tertiary periods. angular.
Vyonostyto (Gr. wvKp^trrvXos). In Aichi- The principa^roperties of pyramids are the

tccti^, an arrangement of columns in which following: 1. Erezy pyramid is equiyalent to
the interoolumniations are equal to one dia- one-thi^ of a prism having the same base and
meter and a half of the columns. altitude. Hence, 2. All pyramids haying equi-
Vyoaotrop* A kind^of Serpentine. Talent bases and equal altitudes are equivalent.

(Gr. Tvy/Aotat, dwarjiahi from 3. The solid content of a pyramid is measured
o eybU). By ancient authors on natural by the product of the area of the base into one-

history this name was applied to a fabulous third of the altitude. 4. If a pyramid is cut
race of dwarfish human beings ; it is now re- by a plane parallel to its base, the frustum
stricted to a species of ape, the Troglodytes niger (or part comprehended between the base and
of Gcoffroy St. Hilaire, or the chimpanzee, the section) is equal to the sum of three
(Tyson’s Anatomy of a P^jgmie, with an Essay pyramids having for their common altitude
concerni^ the Pygmies of the Ancients, fbl. that of the frustum, and of which the bases
] 699.) Homer (//. bk. iii.) described a nation of are respectively the lower base of finistum,
pygmies dwelling somewhere near the shores of the upper base of tJie frustum, and a mean
the Ocean stream, and maintaining perpetual proportional between them. (T^egendre’s Geo-
wars with the cranes. Ctesias, the Greek his- metry^ and Notes.)
torian, as quoted by Photius, represented a na- Pyramids are denominated from the figures
tion of them as inlmbiting India, and attending ' of their bases, being trumgvlairt quadrangular,
its king on his military expeditious. Oihw pentagonal, &c,, aooor^ng as base is a
believed them to inhabit the Indian islands ; txiangle, a quadi^gle, a pentagon, Aec.
and Aristotle places them in Ethiopia, Pliny PyriUBlds of Sg^t. Mebrated monu-
in Transgangetic India. These numerous ments 6f massive masouzy, which, from a square
fables appear to originate partly, as Strabo base, rise by regular gradations till they ter-
long ago observed, in the stunted growth of minate in a point, but so that the width of the
particular races, under the sufferings of a base always exce^ the Mipendicular height,
severe climate or great privations

; thus the The pyramids commence immediately south of
Esquimaux or Laplanders furnished the ancient Cairo, but on the opposite bank of the Nile, and
Northmen with their legendary Dwer^r, or extend in an nnintermpted range for many
nations of malicious dwom. Some of toe low- miles in a southerly direction, parallel with the
caste races which inhabit the forests of interior banks of the river.

Hindustan are feeble and puny enough to have The three largest are situated in the vicinity
given origin to the account of Ctesias

;
while of Ghizeh, not far from Cairo

; and of these the
Uie pygmies of the Malay Archipelago and the loftiest is called the pyramid of Cheops, from
interior of Africa were probably apes. the prince by whom it is supposed to have been

Vjtii. [Pus.] erected. The sides of its tame, which are in a
yylagCTMi (Or. wvXuyl^, socalled from line with the fbnr cardinal points, measure at

the assembly of the Amphictyons at I^lss or the foundation 763*4 feet ; so it occupies a
Tbermopylfe). The title of one of the two de- spM of more than 13 acres. Its perpendi^lar
puties from each confederate at the Amphi- heis^t is 460 feet, being, consequently, 43 feet

clonic Council. His functions conrorised the higheir thau^ Peter’s at Bome^ and 186 feet
diplomatic and deliberative duties of the mis- lugher than 8fe.F0ul’s. Supposing thispyramid
sion : while the care of the aaered' ritei^ fell <ui to m entirely^i^d, its eontentswould exceed
his colleague, the Hieromnemon thxae ql cubic yards, and the of
VyforldM&a (a word coiM ih>m Gr. stoiicfxmtaii^k it wtmld be rix times aa great

uvKmpSs, a g<Uekse^, and «26of
, The as that eontsamcl' in the Hymouth breakwater I

nameOif a tribe of Lamelhbraochi4te Bivalves, Thui huge fi^hrir ccnudstii qf , ssusosssive tiers
eompreheiiding those which have a shell open of vast bloehi of oalcareous stone, risina
at both extrtmiiiies. abote each .olihev in the fom of steps. The
Vptonw (Gv. srvAeptff). The aperture of thidefiess . of the ;sto&ai, whndi is .t^tiesl

the stomach Into the duodenum; it guards, as with tht; height the st^, decreases ss the
it wersi the cpteance into the intestmaleanaL aUitodis ofm pyrsnid iuciwsieit the greatast

VoL. m. 146 Ii
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height heinff 4*628 ft. and the least 1*686 ft.

The mean breadth of the steps is about 1 ft.

9 in. The best authorities agree in estimating

the number of steps or tiers of stone at 203.

AocozcUng to the information communicated to

Herodotus by the priests, 100,000 men were

employed for twenty years in the construction

of tlda prodigious edifice ; and ten years were

employe in constructing a causeway by which

to convey the stones to the place, and ih their

conveyance. (Lib. ii. § 124.)

The other pyramids, although of iiiferior

dimensions, are mostly all of vast magnitude

:

they are not all of stone, some of them being

of bric&.

Many learned dissertations have been TOtten
to account for the original use and object of

these imperishable structures. But the diffi-

culty of the subject is such, that hitherto no
satisfactory conclusion has been arrived at.

Even in the remotest antiquity their origin was
matter of doubt, and nothing certain was
known with respect to them or their founders.

(Hin. Hist. Hat. lib. xxxvi. § 12; Diodorus,

i. 64.) Some have supposed that they were
intimately connected with the religion of the

ancient Egyptians ; others have thought that

they were at once a species of tombs and
tumplos *, while others again have maintained

that they were designed to serve as gnomons, an
oiiinion countenanced by the fact of their being

placed in the direction of the four cardinal

points. (Shaiw’s Travels^ p. 170 &c. 4to. edit. ;

:

Greaves’s ‘ Pyramidographia,* Works^ vol. i

;

Bunsen, Egypt's IHacs in Universal History \

Piazzi Smyth, Our Inhentance in the Great

pyramid.)
GHhe question ofthe date of the j^cat Egyptian

buildings has been examined by Sir G. 0. l^wis
in his treatise on the Astr&nomy of the Ancients,

p. 440, &c., and his conclusion is that there is

not sufficient historical ground for placing any
of them at a date anterior to that of the

building of the temple of Solomon, J012 b.o.

(Et/in. Rev, Jan. 1857, p. 125; July 1862, p.

100. ) This assertion has been receive by some
with * profound astonishment.’ It is, however,

obvious that Sir G. C. Lewis does not fix their

date, all that he asserts being that we have no
historical warrant for ascribing them to an
earlier a^o« According to Herodotus, the py-
ramid kmgs reigned from about 913 to 813
B. c. * Astronomers, who tell us that 3,970

years ago the star ^Draeonis fulfilled the office

of a pole star, accept that date ibr the pyramids

(b. c, 2123 for the great pyramid)^ because

they have openings on the north side * lead^
to straight passages^ which descend at an

clination vtfying from 26° to 27^, the direction

of Uiese passages bring in all oases parallel to

the meridian : now H we suppose a persem to

be stsrioned at the bottom of any one of these

passages, and ^ look up it as he would through

the tube of a telese<^ nia eye will be directed

Ibo a voint in the mei^lan 26° or 27° above
the imuie c& the horison ; and this is procisriy

the altitude, at which the.star 7 BraeemU must
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have passed the lower meridian at the place in

question 3,970 years before the present time^’

(Chambers, Handbook of Astrommy^ p. 270.)
It might have been thought that the astrono-

mical argument would linve been welcomed bj
Baron Bunsen ; but it did not fit in with his

scheme, and hence apparently he has thrown
the pyramids still further ba<m by moro than a
thousand years.

The etymology of the word pyramid is

involved in as groat obscurity as the object

of the structures thcmsclvea Almost all the

derivations that have been assigned to the

term proceeded on the supposition that it is

of Greek origin, than which nothing can be
moro erroneous. Do Sucy regards the tt in

wvpofits us a Greek termination
;

the first

syllable wv he holds to be the Greek version of

the Egyptian article pi (and so written by the

Greeks from their wish to derive the word from
wOp, fre) ; and he refers the syllable pap to the

root ram, which, in the Egyptian language,

signified separating or setting apart from
common use : consequently, the word pyramid
will denote a sacred place or edifee set apart

for some religious purpose. (De Sac^, Obser-

vations sur V Origins du Nom donn^ par les

Grecs et les Araltes aux Rgramides dJEgypte ;

M‘Culloch's Geog. Diet. art. * Egypt.*)

Vyramida of Mexioo. &me of the

Mexican pyramids have a larger base than
even the pyramids of Egypt. The pyramid of
Olioliiltt Lis tt truncated form, and faces with
its four sides the cardinal points, being divided

into the same number of terraces. It is possible

tliut the interior of this pyramid may be a na-
tural hill, but more probably it is an artificial

composition of stone and earth, deeply encrusted

in every part with alternate strata of bride and
clay. The perpendicular height of this pyramid
is 127 feet, the base being 1,423 feet, or twice as

long as that of the pyramid of Cheops. On the

summit stood the temple of Quetzalcoatl, the

god of the air. The larger of the two great

imamicls of Teotihuacan, dedicated, the one to

Ttmatiuh, the sun, the other to Meztli, the moon,
is 682 feet in length at the base. Around
these are many amaller pyramids, rarely ex-

ceeding 30 feet in height, and said to have
been dedicated to the stara. They served also

as sepulchres for the chiefii of the nataoii.

(Prescott, OongMst of Meanco, book iii. ck i.

and book v. ch. iv.)

VynuntdAl l^uabaiWi In Arithmetic,

the successive sums of polygmial numbers, the
latter being obtained by the successive sum-
mation of numbers In anthmctical progression.

Pyramidal numbers are Pioubaiw NvxBitas of
the third order.

VyraatlmcMBlta* Red Antimony -ore.

[Kkbubsitb.]
FyimrfUUta (Gr. jSra, and fipyikAos,

eda(^. A hydrat^ silicate of alumina, prot-

oxide of iron, ma^psia, soda and potash, round
in granite at Hristngfors in Finland* It oc-

curs masrive and in prismatic forms with an
indistinct deavage, aid in colour ia partly black
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and Bhining or partly bluiRli and lustreleflin

;

also liver-brown or dull red. According to

Bischof, it is an altered form of lolite.

>yrwgyrtf (Gr. and ifi/yupos,

Dark-red ruby Silver-ore. A sulphantimoniate

of sulphide or silver (An S + 8b S3), containing

about 60 per cent, of silver. It crystallises in

con]i>lex modifications of the hexagonal system,

and is also found massive. Colour deep blood

red when seen by transmitted, and dark grey or

black with an adamantine lustre, by reflected

light It is one of the most im^rtant of

silver ores, and occurs in quantity in the Harz,

Saxony, l^hemia, Hungary, and Mexico, also

in Washoe Nevada, and the western states of

South America, The light-red ruby ore is

simihir in form, and differs in composition only

in the substitution of arsenic for antimony in

the second term. [Pboustitb.]

Pyrenees. This mountain-chain, rising like

a wall separating Spain from France, is chiefly

interesting in physical geography as connected

with the table-land of Spain which extends

between the Pyrenees and the Sierra Nevada,

interrupted at intervals by several ranges of

hills nsing only to a moderate elevation.

The Pyrenean cnain is quite separated from

the Alps, and has little resemblance to it either

in its style of mountain scenery or in the forms

of the valleys. The average height is con-

siderable, the chain remarkably uniform, the

general effect being that of a serrated ridge.

The breadth of the range is comparatively

small, nowhere exceeding sixty miles, and
generally much less. The length is a little

loss thw 600 miles from the gulf of Lyons

to the Atlantic.' The culminating point of the

chain is rather more than 11,000 feet above

the sea, and the sides are much steeper towards

France than 8pain. There are few passes,

none of them being either good or mctieable

at all seasons, except two, one near Perpignan

oil the east, and one near Bayonne on ^e west.

PyrenelMa A black or gwyish-black

variety of Iron-lime Garnet, occurring in small

but very perfect rhomSic dodecahedrons, in the

limestone of the Picd’£l^B8lids, in the X^reneas.

9TT^tl»rnm {Or. inip^porj/etwfei^. One
of the genera of CowposiUs which have a^ me-

dicinal reputation. The popular species is P.

Partkenitim, otherwise cuIm Fev^ew, from

its being a domestic remedy in slight fevers.

It possesses bitter tonic properties. Some
forms of the plant in whidi the flower-heads

consist wholly of ligi^te florets, and others in

which the quilled yellow disc florets of the wild

lant are exchanged for large white quilled

orets, Wh being of an ornamental ehancter,

are met with in flower gardens, notwithstanding

their strong and not very agyeeable odour.

Pyretology (Gr. wvperit, /seer, and A^yet).

The doctrine of fevers.

9rrmMim((H,w^i9,/ewrisk»e$8). Febrile

diseases. The flnt class in Cullen’s nosology.

Pyrfom (Gr. Adin^
green variety of 8ah1ite, fbund in the Fassa

vaUey, in^ Tyrol

Pyrldlnat An oily orf^nic base found

amongst the products of the distillation of bone.

Pyrites (Gr. wiplnjf, sc. AlBos), This term

was originally applied to the harder varieties of

bisulphide of iron which strike Are with steel.

The German equivalent Jbies probably expresses

the same idea as flint, for in the earliest

forms of fire-arms the charge was ignited by a

piece of p3rrite8 striking against the steel cover-

ing the pan, the use 01 flints for the same pur-

pose being a later improvement. At the pre-

sent time, when used alone, pyritM is usually

understood as expressing Iron Pyrites.

The various terms compounded of Pyrites,

expressing sulphides and arsenides of different

compositions, are translations of the corre-

sponding compounds of hes. Such are Copper

Pyrites, Arsenical ^rifes, Nickel Pyrites,

Cobalt Pyrites, and Magnetic Pyrites. Taken
as the name of a group in this way, ^e term

Pyrites forms one of the three divisions of

minerals, used by the old German miners,

namely, h'es or Pyrites (hard ores?), glance or

glassy ores, and Hende or brilliant ores. Ac-

cording to Koch, marcoiitea^ another old term

for Pyrites, is of Arabic origin, and also signi-

fies fire-stone. The common term for Pyrites

used in Cornwall is mundic.

Fyro-iUildu. The prefix pyro is usually

applied to the products which are obtained by
subjecting certain organic acids to beat. The

acids are thus altered in composition, and give

rise to distinct classes of salts. Thus we have

the pyrogaUic, pyrocitric, pyrotartaric acids,

&c.
Fyroaoatlo Spirit. A liquid formed du-

ring the destructive distillation of acetate of

lead. [Acetone.]

FjroolUore (Or. nvp.fire, and

green), A compound of columbio and titanic

acid with lanthanum, lime, potash, soda, zir-

conia, yttria,'&c.; found in Norway, and near

Miask in Iberia. The name refers to the

change in colour, before the blowpipe, of the

glass which the mineral forms with micro-

cosmic salt

Fyrodnwllte (Gr. oi4>uT\

and Affior, A name given to Pyrosmalite,

from the odour which it gives off when heated.

FyrolaoMB (I^rola, one of the genera), A
small natural order of the Frical alliance of hy-

pogynous Exogens, distinraished by its semi-

mofnopetalous flowers, its free perfe^ stamens^

its loose-skinned seeds, and its baseless em-

bryo. ChifnemhUaumbellata, a North American

species of the order, is powerfriUy diuretic.

Some J^roiae are found wild in England.

apjfwiifiieims A/M {Otr, v6p, and Lat.

lignum, wood). This term is generallv applied

to the acid Ugwr whidi passes over along with

other products when wood is subjected to de-

Btruotive distillation. TMs add Bquor is an

impure vhittW, from whidi acetic aeid is ob-

taiued as fl^ows : The pyroligneous add, freed

from tar, is satnmted with chalk or powdered

slaked lime, filtered, and evaporated, by which

an impufe acetate of lime ie obtained; this

1 »147
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lit gently heated, so as to destroy part of its * were said to bo presaged. (Soph. AnHg, 1005,

&c.)
Pjrromelita (Gr. vOp, and qtHnee-

f/ellow, from its Woming of that colour when
hrst heated before the blowpipe). A hydrated
sulphate of nickel, occurring in iuterlacing

c^diary crystals, but chiefly as a greenish
efflorescence, at Wallace Aline, Ltike Huron.

IPsnroiiieter (Gr. Jire^ and fitr^tovy wsu-

emp^'reuinatic matter without decomposing tho

acetic add
;

it is then mixed with sulphate of

sola, which yields, by double decomposition,

sulphate of lime and acetate of soda ; the acetate

of soda is Altered off the sulphate of lime,

evaporated, heated cautiously in a reverberatory

furnace, and redissolvcd and crystallised. In I

tliis way a pure crj'stallised acetate of soda I

is by proper management obtained, which is I sure). An instrument for measuring higher
mix^ in a retort or still with an equivalent ! temperatures tlian can be <letermined by an
proportion of sulphuric acid, a gentle heat i ordinary therinoiiM'ter. Various coutnvauces
Vteing ap[ilied. The strong acetic acid then have been employed for this purpose. Mus-
distils over, and sulphate of soda remaiiii^i chenbrock, who gave the name pyrometer to
bidiiml. This acetic acid is in a high state this instrument in 1730, adopter! the following
of concentration ;

it is lowere<l by the addi-
)

method : A prismatic rod, about six inches
tion of water, and if intended for the table

j

long, of the metal under trial, is attached
or for domestic use, as a substitute for other ' at one extremity to an immovable obstacle,
forms of vinegar, it is usinilly coloured with a

|

and heated by lamps, theothereiid being neccs-
littlo burnt sugar The charcoal which is the sarily pushe<i forward; this being fastened to
residue of this distillation of wood is of an

j

a rack playing into a pinion, communicates a
excellent quality. The charcoal employed in I revolving motion to an axle to which a train of
the manufacture ofgunpowder is thus prepared. 1 wheel-work is attached; and thus the minutest
This inaiuifacture of vinegar is now carried on ’ expansion of the heated bar is re.ndered sen-
upori a very large scale, and the greater part of sible, and measured by an index on a dial,

the vinegar used for domestic piu’poses and in This method is liable to several objections, and
tho arts, in many of which it is largely consumed, the absolute temperature communicated to the
is derived from this source. The hard woods,

|

bar by the lamps is entirely unknown. I)es-

aiich as beech, oak, birch, and ash, are most ' aguiliers, and afterwards Bllic'ott, made several
productive of acetic acid, some of them yielding

j
improvements in the construction of Iho iiistru-

as much as four per cent. |Tini50AR.1
j
ment, tending to give it a more equable motion

Pyroligneous Spirit. [Pvroxylic Spirit.1
• to increase its delicacy. Graham substi-

Pyrolusite (Gr. wCp, ./ire, and AtJo-tj, o tuted a micrometer sert'W fop the whetdK and
looeening), A mineralogical term appUetl to

|

l«v< rs that had fornuTly been employed
;
and

the common black ore of manganese, in conse-

quence of the ease wdth which it is resolved by
heat into oxygen and a siilxixide.

It is a binoxide of manganese, composed of

<53-64 per cent, of manganese and 36 36 oxygen.
U sometimes occurs crystallised, but generally

in botryo'ulal and rGiiifunn masses, with a radiat-
ing structure, or in granular masses. The colour

is often bluish, but more frequently steel-grey,

inclining to iron-black, with a metallic lustre.

It is 80 soft as to soil the Angers when handled

;

a test which serves to distingui.sh this mineral
from Psilomelaue, with which it is frequently
associated. It is found in Cornwall and
Warwickshire, in Saxony, Bohemia, France,
Braeil, &c.

PyroluMte is the most valuable of the ores
of manganese, from the large amount of oxygen
which is contained in it, niul renders it of great
value in the preparation of chloride of lime,
and in bleaching. It is also employed in

the manufacture of glass for discharging the
brown and green tints, and other colouring
matters ; in enamel and glass painting, and in

(«otouriiig pottery. (Bristow's Minerai^y,)
Wyrammmey (Gr. wspoMoersw). Among

the classical mtcients, a species of divination
by xneanf of the fire of the sacriAce ; in wind),

if tha immedhttely took hold of aild

cohimmed tliC victims, or if they were bright

and or if the sparks rose upward in a
form, success was said to be indl-

onM* R: Ihc wntrary took place, misft^unss
146

oil this principle Smeaton contrived a far more
accurate iui»trumeut with which the

, fj,th of
an inch of expansion was determinable. With
this pyrometer .Sineatoii ascertained the expan-
sion ot various solids between the freezing and
boiling points of watiT, and his results agi*ee

remarkably well with recent observations.
An ingenious mode of indicating the expan-

sion of a metal bar by heat was invented by
Fe^uson, originally for lecture illustration, for
which purpose it is well suited. By means of
two levers of the second order the powerful
motion of the expanding bar was convert i-tl

into a considerable deviation of a long but
light index, moving over a graduated ar^v
Though thus simple in its construction, this

instrument is said to be delicate enough to
show variations of its index merely from the
heating of its metal bars by slight friction. Sub-
sequently* Ferguson rendered his instrument
so sensitive that it readily showed the expan-
sion of a bar to the of an inch, A more
accurate method of measaring tho dilatation of
a bar by heat was devised by Ramsden, for the
purpose of determinii^ with the greatest pre-
cision the expansibility of the rods employed
hy General Hoy in his trigononietirfcal survey.
The expansion of the tested bar. which was
caused to pass through changes of temperature,
was compared with a standard bar kept at a
constant temperature. This was done by direct
Oi^ervation through two microscopes provided
wntli cross wires ; the amount of this expanrion
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was ascertained by the movement which it was I Guyton de Morveau, in 1804, invented a
necessary to give to a micrometer screw in I platinum pyrometer, wliich, though a great irn-

order to bring the expanded bar back to its > prevement on Wedgwood’s, yet, as sulisoqnently

initial position. >
I pointed out by Daniell, was rendered liable to

The instruments thus far described, though . error by the stoning and consequent flexibility

called pyrometers, have little claim to this 'of the platinum at high temperatures. This

term, for practically they are incapable of instrument is very similar to one constructed by

measuring very" elevated temperatures, and t Brongniart for determining the temperature
even if they could do so their indications are i of the porcelain furnaces at Sevres ;

Brongniart
uuconnected with the ordinary tliermometric using, lioweyer, a bar of silver instead of plati-

scale. Wedgwood, by menus of the pyrometer
|

num. Guyton de Morveau’s pyrometer con-

uhich -bears his name, was the lirst to aocom-
j

sisted of a solid plate of highly baked porcelain,

plish this object with any degree of success. ' in which a groove was cut containing a flat

lie had found by repeated trials that fine por-

1

bar of platinum, an inch and three-quarters in

ctilain clay contracted uniformly with the decree > length, two-tentJis of an inch broad, and one-
of heat applied to it, and on cooling remained . tenth of an inch thick. One end of the bar
thus contracted. Accoi*dingly, by measuring ' abuts against the "bottom of the groove, the
the dimensions of a cylindrical piece of this other presses against the short arm of a bent
substance, which was done with great accuracy

|

lever, of which the long arm, moving on a
by observing thi- depth to which it sank between

j

pivot, becomes the index of the instrument and
two scales of metal inclined to each other imder

|

marks the degrees on a scale fixed to the por-

a small angle, and subjecting it to the heat of
j

celain. Guyton connected these degrees with
a furnace, then applying the scale again to it those of the ordinary mercurial thermometer,
when cold, an indication of the degree of heat and accordingly was able to give in Balirenheit

to which it has been subjected was given by I degrees the fusing points of various metals,

the amount of its contraction. Wedgwood
j
As we have alreaay noticed, he corrected

divided his scale into 240^^
; and, in order to I Wedgwood's scale, which, thus altered, fiur-

compare it with that of Fahrenheit’s thermo- nish^ a table of high temperatures, far nearer
meter, made use of a piece of silver fitted to I the truth than it was originally,

the same mould as the pyrometric pieces of Daniel], unaware of Guyton’s pyrometer, in-

clay. Having determined the expansion of the vented one on somewhat the same principle,

silver between 60*^ and 212® of Fahrenheit’s but certainly more trustworthy in its indica-

scale, he subjected tlie silver and clay to the tions. In this pyrometer a mixture of black

same heat; and, by a comparison of the ex- lead and clay was substituted for the por*

pansion of the one with the contraction of the celain in the former ; the part by which the

other, he estimated that each degree of his heat was to be determined being in Danielfs

scale was equal to 130® of Fahrenheit’s. He original instrument a rod of platinum, ten

also estimat/ed that the zero of his scale cor- inches in length and a seventh of an inch

responded with 1077*5® of F^reuheit’s; and in diameter, placed within a tube of black-

frum these data comparative tables of the two lead ware, and having one end fixed at the

scales were formed. Clay, however, is a hete- bottom of the tube ; to the other end was
rogeneous mixture, varying in its composition, attached a fine wire of platinum, which,

and even difiereut portions of the same clay after passing two or three times round the

might possess dififerent contractile powers ; the axis of a wheel, was fastened to a spring by
cylinders could not therefore be always alike, which it was always preserved at the same
and thus their indications were not always the degree of tension. The teeth of the wheel
same. This uncertainty, and the erroneous played into a pinion, the axis of which carried

conclusions to which Wedgwood was led by his an index, whose revolution showed, on a greatly

pyrometer, caused it to be abandoned soon after magnified scale, the expansion and contaractiun

Its invention in 1782, and it has loug since uf Uie platinum rod.

become obsolete. But Wedgwood’s greatest In 1830 Daniell improved his pyrometer by
error lay in the conversion of the scale of his dividing it into two parts* one of which he*

pyrometer into degrees of Fahrenheit’s thermo- termed the regUter^ the ot^er the 9cide^ The-
meter. It was subsequently shown by Guyton was the part exposed to the tempera-,

de Morveau, and since confined, that Wedg- ture to be determined, and consisted of a rod
wood assigned far too h.gh a temperature for of metal, generally wrought iron* dropped with-

the degrees of his scale. The cAuse of this in a tube of blaok lead. The keat expanded-
error was in the comparison of the contrac- the metal more than the plumbago, atid the-

tion of clay with the expansion of silver, the sca/e, by a rule and vernier* measured this

connecting liuk between the Wedgwood and relative ccepansibiUty of the plalanum. Re*.

Fahrenheit degrees. Guyton, by means of his ducing his scale by experiment to that of

pyrometer, next to be described, estimated Fahrenheit, Daniell determined the fusing

that each degree of Wedgwood, instead of puiiit of several metals; the results of some^

being 130® Fahr., ought not to have been of hia experiments are given in the article,

more than 62*6® Fahr., while the commence- Tbmfkbatuiui.

meat of his scale should have been 517® Fahr. In a paper read before the Faris Academy
instead of 1077®. of Sciences in 183d, Ponillet proposed threa
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methods of measuring high temperatures. The
first method, which was originalljr used bjr

Prinsep in 1827, consisted in employing the di-

latation of a cae by heat, instead of the expan-

sion of a solid. Pouillet’s air pyrometer is a
cylindrical vessel of platinum, containing air

;

connected with the vessel is an exit tube, also

of platinum, which leads into a manomet^, by
the depression of the mercuiy in which the

amount of <he expansion of the air in the

vessel, when exposed to a high temperature,

can be determined. Knowing how much air

enlarges in bulk for every degree of tempera-

ture, in other words, knowing the coefficient

of expansion of air, and having found how
much air has been expelled by the source of

heat, we are enabled by a simple calculation to

find the temperature to which the pmmeter
has been exposed. The second method sug-

gested and used by Pouillet was the production

of a thermo-electric current by the union of

platinum and iron, the junction being exposed

to the source of heat. Equal increments of heat

were found up to a high limit to produce equal

additions to the strenrth of the current. By
means of a tangent galvanometer the strength

of the thermo-electric current could be accu-

rately measured, and in this way Pouillet

succeeded in finding the fusing points of a
number of metals

;
the results obtained by his

two pyrometers agreeing fairly. With the

same instruments as those here described,

Pouillet subsequently determined very low

temperatures, with great accordance in the difp

ferent means of measurement. The tli ' rd means
of measuring high degrees of heat, suggested by
Pouillet, difibrs in its principle from other py-
rometers. The difference between the specific

heat of platinum and water is employed to

determine the temperature to which the former

has been raised. The specific heat of^water
bt'ing 1, that of platinum at high temperatures

is '0373
;
in order, therefore, to raise an ounce

of water one degree, about 28 times more heat

is needed than to raise an equal weight of

platinum to the same temperature. If 200

1

ounces of platinum heated in a furnace raise

1,000 ounces of water 12J®, it can readily be
found that the temperature of the platinum
before immersion was 1756®. Ju this way
Pouillet has determined some high tempera-
tures, and the principle has 1>een suggesred for

use in certain arts, employing a copper ball

instead of platinum
; it requires, however, skill

and repetition to avoid several sources of error.

Owing to the investigations of Regnault,
our knowledge of the rati of expansion of
gases has of late become far more accurate, i

This ciimiTQStance, and the improvements in

the apparatus made by Begnault, greatly!

increas^ the value of measurements made;
b)* the air pyrmneter. But, quite recently,

doubts of the aocuracy of the indications of

this mstmment have arisen from an unex-

pected cause* In the course of his researches,

M. R* Bt. 01 Bevilie discovered that phitinura

and iron«'^ a certain extent, become porous
^

PYROPHORUS
I

when at a white heat. A platinum vessel,

therefore, containing air, or still more hy'dro-

gen, would at a high t^perature permit the

ito s^stance ;
hence, as experimen^ly esU^

lished by Pe^le and Troost, this be^mes a
serious source of error, to which air pyrome-
ters made of these metals have all been ex-

posed. Peville and Troost, in a series of

measurements of high temperatures, have
advantageously replaced ' air by the vapour
of iodine, or of that of some of the ipetals;

using, moreover, instead of platinum 'S vessel

of porcelain.

M. Ed. Becquerel has recently made some
researches on the measurement of high tem-
peratures, which are published in the Comptea
amdua of the Paris Academy for December
1862 and Newember 1863. M. Becquerel’s

pyrometer is a thermo-electric couple formed
by the union of a wire of platinum with another

of palladium ;
the current generated regularly

increasing with the temperature up to the

fusion of palladium at about 1600® C. —2730®
Fahr. Observations with this pyrometer caused
M. Becquerel to suggest an optical pyrometer ;

a means of determining any temperature, how-
ever elevated, by measuring the intensity of

the light emitted from the glowing source.

The point of fusion of platinum he thus esti-

mates at 1600® C. or 2910® Fahr., and the tem-
perature of the positive carbon in the voltaic

arc at 2070® C. or 3760® Fahr. M. Becquerel

has, by means of the thermo-electric and air

pyrometer, determined the boiling points of

some of the metals. The correctness of the
numbers which he obtained has, however, been
disputed.

Under the article Tempbbatttrb the measure-
ments of various high temperatures obtained
by different experiments are given at length.

PyroiDorphite (Gr. wvp, and fiop^, form).
Native chloro-phosphate of lead, found at

Huel Penrose, and other Cornish mines, and
in Devonshire, Derbyshire, Cumberland, and
Leadhills in Lanarkshire. When heated Wore
the blowpipe, it fuses into a globule, and the
name has reference to the polyhedralcrystalline
form which such a globule assumes in cooling.

Fyrope (Gr. wwp, and appearance).

Precious Garnet. A dark red variety of Garnet
seldom found crystallised, but genelrally in

rounded or angular grains. This stone, which
is of a full crimson-red colour, approaching
to that of a ripe mulberry, ia much used in
jewellery. Sometimes it is called J!re

from the resemblance of its hue, when held
between the eye and the light, to that of a
burning coal. It is proeu^ chiefly from
Bohemia, Saxony, and Ceylon.
^Psrropluma (Gr. w&p, and to ap*

pear). A variety of semi-opal which becomes
transparent on being heated.
WyraplaonaB (Gr. wSp, and I hear).

A substance wliicn spontaneously takes fire

when exposed to air* Bomberfa mophorus
is made by mixing equal weights atum and
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brown ii]gw, and stirring tlie mixture o^er the
fire in an iron ladle till quite dty ; it is then
ut into an earthen or coated glass bottle, and
eatcd red-hot so long as a fiame appears

at the mouth
;

it is then remoTed, carefully

stopped, and suffered to cool. The black pow-
der which it contains becomes glowing hot
when exposed for a few minutes to the air.

The experiment succeeds best in a damp state

of the atmosphere, and the i^ition is fre-

quently accelerated by breathing upon the
powder. A mixture of 3 parts of lampblack,
4 of dried alum, and 8 of carbonate of potassa,

may be substituted for the above, and calcined

in the same way; 27 parts of sulphate of
potassa and 15 of calcined lampblacl^ heated
to redness in a crucible, and then carefully

preserved out of contact of air, also yield a
good pyrophorus.

It appe^ from Gay Lussac’s experiments
that the essential ingredient in these pyrophori
is sulphuret of potassium

; the charcoal and
alumina only act by being interposed between
its particles ; but, when the mass once kindles,

the charcoal takes fire and prolongs the com-
bustion. An excellent pyrophorus is afforded

by heatiitt taztrate of lead rod-hot in a glass

tube, in which it may afterwards be hermeti-

cally sealed. When the tube is broken, and
the black powder within it shaken out through
the air, it bans with the endscuon of a dense
smoke of oxide of lead. The spontaneous in-

flawintahnUy of this pyraphonis n probahfy
doe to miaotelj divided leaA
yyiwpItyllHo (from Gr. wif, and

a leaf

;

as exfolistiii^ before the blowpipe).

A hydxwted siticate of alumina of a white or

a pale gren cffioar. It oocun foliated like

talc (which it was formerly supposed to be),

and often in fibrous radiated masses, and small

elongated prisms, in the Ural, at Westaua
in Sweden, and at Gittonstone Mountain,
North Carolina, also in Geoigia and California.

Vjropliyaoltto (Gr. wSp, and a
bublie), A coarse and nearly opaque variety

of To^z, found occasionally in large yellowish-

white crystals atFinbo and Broddbo in Sweden.
(Chr. wSp, and vicaa, pitch),

A mineral resin, resembling earthy brown coal

in appearance, met with at Weissenfels in

Prussia.

Vjrrorfliito (Gr. wDp, and 6pB6s, etraight'^.

Probably a decomposed Orthite, containing bi-

tuminous matter, found in mnite at Eararfoet

near Fahlun in Sweden. When gently heated

on one side it takes fire and bums ; hence the

name,
VTVoalderlte. [Ftrrhosidbritb.]
VyirlioatdwHte (Gr. braim^ and

atSvi^Sf tronl. A brown hydrous peroxide of

iron (Giothite} from Eiserfeld in Nassau.
Vyroois (Gr. viipwtrir, from wvjp^, I set on

fire), A disease of the stomadi, attended by a
burning sensation, and the throwing up of a
quanti^ of saline fiuid

; it is sometimes called

water brash and bUteh water.

VjrMklpiife (Gr. and aoKiipSs, hard;
151
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I

from its refractory behaviour before the blow-

I

pipe). A green or reddish hydrated silicate of

magnesia and alumina, found in foh'ated and
fibrous masses at Elba, and at Aker in Suder-

mannland, Sweden.
Pjronnallte (Gr. wvp

; bapht odour ; and
kffier, eUme). A native silicate of iron, with

chloride of iron, which, when heated, exhales

the odour of chlorine. It occurs massive, and
in six-sided prisms, at Nya Eopparberg in

Sweden, and at one of the iron mines of Nord-
mark near Phillipstad. r
Vjrroaoma (Gr. wwp, and ww/m, a^body).

The generic name of certain pelagic floating

compound Ascidians, remarkable for the bril-

liant phosphoric luminosity which they emit.

Vjrroteclmj (Gr. wvp, and rcxni, art).

This term denotes, in its widest sense, tbe art

or science which teaches the manap^ment and
application of fire to certain operations ; but it

is most usually restricted to those artides and
instruments manufactured for amusement, or

for exhibition on grand public occasions. The
origin of artificial fireworks is lostjn obscurity.

They were in general use in China long before

their introduction to Europe, which is compa-
ratively of recent date. The finest inventions of

this kind are due to the celebrated Buggieri,

father and son, who executed in Borne and
Paria, and the principal capitals of Europe, the

,

most brilliant mroworks ever seen.

Fireworks are divided into three dasses :

—

1. Those to be set off upon the groniid;

2. Those iriiich are shot ap into the air; and
3. Those which act upon or under water.

The three prime materials of their composi-

tion are, nitre, sulphur, and charcoal, along

with filings of iron, steel, copper, zinc, and
remn, camphor, lycopodium, Gunpowder
is ns^ eiuer in gram, half crushed, or finely

gromni for different purposes. The longer the

iron filings, the brighter red and white sparks

they give ; those being preferred which are

made with a very coarse file and quite free from
rust. Steel filings and cast-iron borings contain

carbon, and afford a more brilliant fire with

wavy nkliations. Copper filings give a greenish

tint to flame, those of zinc a fine bine colour

;

the sulphuret of antimony gives a less greenish,

blue than zinc, but with much smoke ; amber
affords a yellow fire, as well as colophony and
common salt

;
bat the last must be very d^.

Lamid)lack produces a very red colour with
gunpowder, and a pink with nitre in excess.

It serves for making golden showers. The
yellow sand or glistening mica communicates
to fireworks golden radiations. Verdigris im-

parts a pale green; sulphate of copper and
sal-ammoniac, a palm-tree green. Camphor
yields a very white fiame and aromatic fiimes,

which mask the bad smell of other substances.

Benzoin and storax are used also on account of

their agreeable odour. Lycopodium burns with

a rose colour and a magnificent flame; it

is principally employed in theatres to repre-

sent lightning, or to charge the torch of

a fuiy. (See, ibr full information as to the
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rarious proceases adopted in the construction

of fireworks, Ure*s IHotionary of Arts, art

* Fireworks.') .

Chinese or Japanese Fire*—This c6mpo8ition,
which may be either rammed into cases ^ ofan

inch in diameter, or folded up in quantities of

about 1 or l^;grain in slips of tissue paper,

consists of—

Nitrate of potash . . . parts

Sulphur IJpart

Lampblack . . . . 1 ,» ^

These ingredients should be well incorporated,
j

after being first passed through a fine sieye.
|

If put into a case, the mixture burns slowly,

throwing out splendid coruscating sparks which,
I

from some fancied resemblance to the rowel of

a spur, caused this mixture to be formerly

called spur fire. These magnificent sparks are

perhaps seen to best advantage when the com-

position is enclosed in tissue paper, as above

described. These charged papers have re-|

cently become known under the name of

Japanese nuitches,

PYROTECHirr. In Military Art, the science

of the manufacture of artificial fireworks, and

all combustible materials, including the com-

positions for rockets, fuses, carcasses, &c. &C.,

together with their use and application.

»7rozaiBtlilii (Or. wwp, and peihw).

A crystalline yellow derivative of the action of

alkalies upon wood-tar.

S^yroxenw (Or. »0p, and l^vcr, a attest).

A mineral isomorphous with Hornblende, but

differing from it in containing a smaller quan-

tity of silica, in being less fttsible, and in

having a higher specific gravity, ^e name
indicates that it is a guest u the domain of fire,

or that it is suppoj^ to hfve pre-existod in

the lava in which it is contains, and is not

therefore a result of crystallisation consequent
|

on the cooling of the mass. [Auoitb.]
|

Pyroxylin Spirit, Wood Spirit, or Me-
Uiyllo Aleoliol. When wood is subjected

to destructive distillation there is formed,

besides tar, acetic acid, and other products,

a variable portion, but not amounting on
|

an average to more than about 1 per cent.,
|

of an inflammable and volatile liquid. This

may be separated, to a certain extent, ftrom

the water and acetic acid, by distilbitiun and
separation of the first products. These, re-

distilled and rectified over quicklime, slfiird

the pyroA'^ic spirit or jnctbyHc alcohcl of

commerce. If it contain ammonia, it should
be neutralised, by sulphuric acid, previous to

its last rectification. To obtain perf(fctly pure
pyroxylic spirit, an excess of emoride of cal-

cium is added, and the mixture is distilled in a
Wiitor-bath so long as any volatile matter goes
over. A compound of wood-spirit with <Silo-

rkle of cakiuBi remains in the retort, to which
a quantity of water, equal to that of the

ortginul s|)irit, is added, and the distillation

thim contuuivd. The product which is now
otKtaiiiCil, and which is pure pyroxylic spirit

diluted by a little water, may be dcliy<lratea by

PYROXYLINE
a final distillation off quiddime. Pypxtxylio

spirit is the alcohol of the methylio series. It

is a limpid liquid, of a penetrating odour,

partakiug of that of alcohol and acetie ether,

with an aromatic taint which has been com-
pared to peppermint. Its taste is hot and
ptti^ent. its specific gravity at fiO^ is 07898.
It is very inflammable, and bums with a pale

flame resembling that of alcohol. It boils at

about 150°
; the density of its vapour is 1*125.

When pure it is not al^ed by exposure to air

or light, but when subjected to the slow action

;

of piatiuum-black, it yields, together with other

products, formic acid ; not acetic add, as is

me case with alcohol. If pure, it is neutral,

and mixes in all proportions with water, al-

cohol, and ether, without becoming turbid. Its

solvent powers, in regard to saltSf closely

resemble those of alcohol; it dissolves the

resins, and may bh used as a substitute fur

alcohol in almost all varnishes, but its odour is

objectionable. It is a powerful antiseptic, and
preservative of animal matter.

Pj’roxylic spirit has the formula of C9H4O,,

or as hyuratea oxide of methyl of CaH,0,H0
or MeO,HO.

Methylated Spirit .—A mixture of 90 per

cent. 01 alcohol and 10 per cent of methylio

alcohol is much used in the arts and manu-
factures, as well as in medidne and chemistry,

as a substitute for rectified spirit

Vjnroxyline. The manufacture of this

substance for military purposes, and its

composition when so prepared, are noticed

under the article Guk Cotton. In the che-

mical laboratory the following process may be
resorted to for its production. l>ry and clean

carded cotton-wool is steeped in a mixture of

three volumes ofnitric acid (sp. gr. 1*5) with five

of sulphuricacid ;
the mixture is allowed to cool,

and small portions of cotton should be used at

a time, so as to avoid elevation of temperature.

In ten or twenty minutes the cotton may be
withdrawn ’(the excess of acid pressed out),

and thoroughly washed in water containing a
little ammonia ; it is then cautiously dried, at

a temperature not exceeding 200° Fahr. 100
parts of cotton thus treated yield about 177 of

dry gun cotton. Clean paper, the purer varieties

of sawdust, and other forms of ligneous matter,

produce similar compounds. P^xylic paper
m remarkable for the intensity of its electricity

when slightly rubbed. WcU-prepared pyroxy-
line resembles the original cotton in appearance,

but is more harsh and brittle, and highly

electric. Its extreme combustibility ii veiy re-

markable. Inflamed in the open air it flashes

off without smoke or residue ; it takes fire at

a much lower temperatu» than that required
for the ignition of gunpowder, and its oombus-

I

tion is more rapid. Tne temperature at which

I

gun cotton is inflamed is about 277° Fahr., but
ithe different varieties of it no doubt require

I
different temperatures for their ignition,

;
substituted for gunpowder in firearms, the ex-

j

treme suddenness of its explosion would be apt

^

to burst the barrel, unless precauduus were
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taken to prevent the eimiiltuncoiie ignition of the Asores. It is probably colnmbate of Zfr<r

the whole eharge. When tliis is done, however, conia coloured by the oxides of iron, nranium,
it has now been shown that pyroxyline can be and manganese.

safely and with great advantages substituted Fsrniion&it** The followers of Pyrrho, a
for fmnpowder in fowling-pieces. It is not philosopher of Elis, and disciple of Anaxarchus,
dotenonited in damp air, or even (when . who flourished about 300 b. o. Their tenets,

subsequently dried) by immersion in water ; which have come to us only through the re-

and, weight for weighty its explosive force
.

ports of unfriendly writers, are said to have
is between three and four times greater than

|
been so absurdly sceptical, that they would not

that of gunpowder. The extreme rapidity
'

put even ns much confidence in the senses as

of its combustion is well shown by placing a
;
was necessary for the preservation of their

flock of it upon a small heap of gunpowder, ’ existence ; but this seems partly refuted by
where it may be exploded by a hot wire with-

1

the ago at which Pmho himself died, which
out kindling the powder. Aqueous vapour, > was ninety years. There is a summary of the
carbonic oxide, carbonic acid, and nitrogen, are doctrines of Pyrrhonism in the 2nd vol. of the
the only products of its combustion in a closed

|

bistoricalpart of the Enovc. Metropolitana

;

space, but in the open air it forms also traces
|

see also Bullam, Literary Hiatoryt part ii. ch.

of nitrous acid.
j

iii. § 17, and ch. iv. § 8
,
and part iii. ch. iii.

Under the name of collodion^ a solution of § 87- [Scepticism.]

pyroxyline in a mixture of alcohol and ether ' Pyrrhotine (Gr. Mag-
is largely used by photographers. For such ' netic Iron Pyrites. A sulphide of iron corn-

purposes Mr. Nicol recommends the follow- posed of 60-6 per cent, of iron and 39*5 sulphur,

ing formula. Ten ounces, by measure, of It genenilly occurs massive and amorphous,
BiUpJiuric acid (1*840), and five ounces, by but sometimes crystallised, in irregular and
measure, of nitric acid (1*370), are to be well

I

variously modified six-sided prisms. The
mixed, and two fluid drachms of water added, i colour, which is bronze-yellow, reddish, or

When the mixture has cooled to about 130°, brownish, is liable to become speedily tar-

place in it, tuft by tuft, well pulled out, five nished on exposure to the air. It is found
drachms of clean cotton. Each tuft should be in Cornwall, Devonshire, and Cumberland, in

penetrated by the acid as it is immersed, and North Wales, and Scotland. In Ireland it is

kept in for ten minutes, then removed, well met with of a bronze colour near Leahtown,
washed, and dried.* This compound is soluble Donegal. [Maonetio Pyrites.]

in a mixture of alcohol and ether, and the Pyrrol. An empyreumatic oil formed dur-

solution leaves, ou evaporation, a smooth trans- ing the destructive distillation of bone,

parent film. Pjrmo (Lat. pirus, a pear-tree). The genus
The composition ofpyroxyline varies with the of Pomacea or Boeacemy to which belong the

mode of preparation. It is geneTally regarded Apple and Pear. In those fruits the ovaries

as a substitution compound in which peroxide become united, and form with the calyx-tube a
of nitrogen (NO4) replaces one or more atoms fleshv- mass enclosing about five leathery or

of the hydrogen of the, cotton-fibre. According cartilagnous cells, within which are one or two
to Httdow, the most explosive variety (insoluble pips. This consistence of the cells is the chief

in a mixture of alcohol and ethei^ may be re- distinction between Pms and Cratmgusy the

presented by the formula C34 Oso Hai, -r 9 NO4,
cells of the latterbeing hard and b<my. Besides

and the less explosive variety used in making the Apple, P. Afo/us,and Pear, P. cammums, the

collodion, and tiierefore soluble in a mixture genus includes the Service-tree, P. 8ar6?is, the

of alcohol and ether, as C34 O30 H32,
•«- 8 NO4,

White Beam-tree, P. Jriay and the Mountain
so that in the former nine, and in the latter Ash or Rowan, P. Awuparia, From the fruit

eighty atoms of the hydrogen of the cotton are of the latter a jelly is made which is highly

replaced by mroxide of nitrogen, assuming cot- esteemed as an ad[]unct to venison. [Apple ;

ton fibre as GasHao O30.

PjrrtMU In Mythology. [Dbucalioe.] 9yrawle AeM« An acid discovered by
Vyrrme 3l«iiea> A species of vrarlike Berzelius amon^t the products of the de-

danoe called by the Romans Pyrrhira SiiUatio, stmetive distillation of racemic and of tartaric

said to have been invented by Pyrrhus to acid.

gmoe the foneral of his father Achilles. This Fythafiireu VlaMrciii. In Geometiy,
dance consisted chiefly in such an adroit and the ^eorem which forms the forty-seventh pro-
nimble tuminj; of the body as represented an position of Euclid’s first book, and according to

attempt to avoid the strokes of an enemy in which the aum of the squares on Hie sides of
battle, and the motions necessary to perfomit a ri^t-angled triangle is equal to the square
were looked upon as a kind of traini^ for the on t^ hy^jthennse.
field of battle. This dance is suppom to be VytlUMir^reMis* The followers of I^tha-
descrihed by Homer as engraved on the shield goras, a native of Samos, said to have been
of Achilles. Lord Byron describes the Suliotes the first Greek who assumed the title of a
as still performing this dance HarcM), philosopher. The date of his birth and the

9yrrmta (Gr. A mineral fiztent of his scientific travels are matters

occurring in minute octahrarons of an orange- of great unoertainty (Sir G. 0. Lewis, On tke

yellow eolour, at Alabaschka in Siberia, and OMibUity ef Early Raman Hietoryy vol. i.
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pythaqoueans
. 461 ; ABtronomy of (he Ancients, 123-269);
ttt he is laid Anally to hare Axfd his abode

at Crotona, one of the Burian colonies in the

Bouth of Italy^ He here attached to himself a
large number of youths of noble descent, whom
ho formed into a secret fraternity fur religions

and political as well as philosophical purposes

;

and by their assistance produced many bene*

Acial changes in the institutions of Croton and
the other Grseco-ltalian cities. Of the strictly

philosophical tenets of the Pythagoreans rery

imperfect records are preserred. Many of the

doctrines ordinarily imputed to them are eri-

dently the fabrication of tbe later Pytha^
reans, a class of visionaries who lived during

the decline of the Homan empire. One point

is sufficiently evident, that the Pythagoreans

were the greatest mathematicians of their

time, and that they sought in the study of

mathematical relations that solution of the

principal philosophical problems for which
their contemporaries, the Ionic and Eleatic

philosophers, soi^ht, the Arst in physical, the

others in ontological hypothesc's. The relations

of space and quantity, as they are the most
obvious, arc also the most definite forms, in

which the laws of the outward world can

present themselves to this faculty. Hence,
us the atomic philosophers have endeavoured
to explain all things by a diversity in the

figure of their ultimate parts, the Pytha*
gureans seem to have found, in the number
and proportions of those parts, tbe true essence

of the tilings themselves. Having pi^eedod
thus fiir, they went a stop farther, ^ey per-

ceived that the universe and its parts are

obedient to certain laws, and that tnese laws
can be expressed by numbers. By a mistake
prevalent during evoiy period of speculation,

they mistook Uie necessaiy conditions of a
thing’s subsistence for the essence of that thing
itself ; and at once piononnced that numerics
relations were not merely all that could be
understood in outward phenomena, but were,

in fact, all that was real in them. Units of
number grew gradually into points in space,

and these into material atoms. To eveiy order
of existence, even to many abstract concep-
tions, a distinct number was assigned. Qod is

represented as the original unity
; tbe human

soul, the earth, the planets, the animal crea-
tion have each their own peculiar arithmetical
essence ; as have also the abstractions jueHoet
opportunity^ opinion, &c.
Tbe outlmes of a duidHstie scheme are dis-

cernible in a singular table of opposites (sw'
oToixla), preserved to us by Aristotle, iu wmoh
the two principles of the universe are suo-
cessively represented under the form of limit

and the unlimited, odd and even, one and many,

PYXIS NAUTICA
right and loft, male and female, still and
moved, straight and curved, light and dark-
ness, good and evil, square and oblong.

For the character and working of the Pytha-
gorean brotherhoods, see Grotes Histofy of
Greece, p^ ii. ch. xxxvii. An account of the

astronomical theories of Pythagoras and his

followers is given by Sir G. C. Lewis, Aetro^

nomy of the Ancients, p. 13, &c. See also

Thirlwairs Hutory of Greece, vol. ii. c. xii.

;

Bitter’s History of VMosophy, b. iv. ; BoedLh's
PkUotaus, &c.
The doctrine of Mbtbupstchosis, or the

transmigration of souls through dificreut orders

ofanimid existence, is the main feature by which
the I^hagorean philosophy is popularly known.
It is. However, by no means certain that the

genuine Pytha^roans held this doctrine in a
literal sense. It may have been only a mythi-

cal way of communicating their belief iu the

individuality of the soul and its existence after

death.

Fjtliift (Gr.). The name of the priestess of

the Delphian oracle of Apollo. [Ouaclb.],

Pyttaian Oaiaea. One of the four great

national festivals of Greece, celebrated eveiy-

fifth year in honour of Apollo, near Delphi.

Their institution is variously referred to Am-
phictyon, son of Deucalion, founder of the

council of Amphictyons, and Diomedes, son of

Tydeus ; but the most common legend is that

they were founded by Apollo himself, after ho
had overcome the aragon Python. The con-

tests were the same as those at Olympia, and
the victors were rewarded with apples and
garlands of laurel. [Dsi.psi.1

P7tlioii(n66wi^). In Greek Mythology, the

name of the dragon slain by Apollo. [Phcebus ;

Pebsbus.] The name was interpreted by the

word wiiBtt, to rot, because its dead body was
left to rot at Delphi ; but this explanation is of

no more value than that which professes to

account for the name Lycaon. [Hishi^ In
Teutonic myths. Python reappears as Fafnir.

[Mtthozxiot, Covparativb; GSdifus; Pbb^
ssphonA; Siousdb.]

pTTHOir. In Zoology, the name of a genus
of lar^ Ophidian reptiles, having anal hooks,
and a double series of sub-caudal soutse.

Pyat (Gr. vuffs, a box of box-euood). The
name given to the box in which the host is

kept 1^ the Homan Catholic priesthood.

Pyz» Vriml of. [Coimaob.]
PyxUUm (Gr. dim. of In

Botany, a firuit which divides circularly into

a lower and upp^ half, of which the latter

acts as a kind of lid, as in the Pimpernel.
Pyxia VMttoai. The Mariners Compass.

A constellation of the oouthern hemisj^ere
formed by Laeaille.



Q QUADRANT OF ALTITUDE

Q
Q* In all the lanmajKea in which it is naed

this letter is inyariamy followed by u, the com-
bination being represented in English pronun-
ciation by the letters Arto, as in qw>U. Q is used
as an abbreviation for question

; Qy. for query
;

Q. £. I), for quod erat demonstrandumt which
was to be demonstrated, &c.
Quader Sandatonat The cretaceous rocks

of the north of Germany chiefly consist of
sandstones, called Quader sandstones. There
are two divisions—the U'p'peT Quader^ corre-

sponding nearly in geological age to the main
body of the chalk in England and Europe, and
the homer Qwarfer, which represents our upper
greensand and firestone. These German beds
are not without calcareous matter, but it is

chiefly present as a cementing medium. They
are fossiliferous towards the base. Parts of
them are much used as building material, and
are well adapted for this purpose.

Quadragesima (Eat. jortkiK), In the
Calendar, a term applied tc the time of Lent,

because it consists of about forty days. Quad-
Tugesvma Sunday is the first Sunday in Lent,

and about the fortieth day before Easter.

Quadrangle (Lat. quadrangulus, four-

C(yrnered). A figure with four angles and four

sides
;

in short, a quad rilatend. This is the

ordinary acceptation of the term. In modem
geometry, however, a quadrangle or tetragon

denotes a system of four points (angles or

corners), whilst a quadrilateral or tetragram is

regarded as a system of four lines. [Quadri-
LATERAL.] A quudraiiglc is regarded as having
six sides or lines through two angles. Thus
the broken lines in the fi^e are sides of

the quadrangle a, h, c, d, and a, 7, are the

three intersections of opposite aides^ which

latter are sometimes called the diagonal points

of the complete quadrangle. One of the most

important properties of the quadrangle is that

the rays joining any one of these three dia-

gonal points with the other two are hannonic

conjugates with respect to the sides which

pass wrough the first point. Thus a(ab fi 7),

fi(abya)ty(ad afi) are harmonic pencils,

QuadraiiR (Lat.). A division of the Roman

aSi consisting, of one-fourth of it, or three

ounces when the as was of its full weight.

[As; Fabthino; Penny; Tebunctos.]

Quudnuit. .A mathematical mstnunent,

formerly much used in astronomy and naviga-
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tio&» The instrument is variously contrived

and fitted np, according to the purpose for

which it is intended ; but it consists essentially

of a limb or arc of a circle eqnal to the fourth

of the circumference, and divided into 90^,

with subdivisions. The mural quadrant is of

considerable size (six or eight feet radius, for

example), the axis of which moves in a wall or

solid piece of masonry. [Mubal Circle.]

Ptolemy, in the Alniagestt describes a quadrant
with which he determined the obliquity of the

ecliptic. Tycho Brahe had a laige mural quad-
rant for observing altitudes, and others which
revolved on a vertical axis for measuring azi-

muths. Picart, in his measurement of the earth,

used a quadrant for his terrestrial angles. In
1725 a mural quadrant, by Graham, was erected

in the Royal Observatory at Greenwich, which,
in 1750, was replaced by Bird’s quadrant, with
which Bradley made his celebrated observa-

tions. The quadrant has, however, of lulo

years been entirely superseded by the mural
circle

;
it having been found that the circle, on

account of the symmetry of its form, and the

advantage which it possesses of allowing the

readings to be made at different parts of the

limb, is an instrument much more to be relied

on. [Mural Circle.] Hadley’s quadrant, in

its principle and application, is the same as the

sextant

^

by which it has been superseded.

[Sextant.] For further information respect-

ing the quadrant, see Lalando, Astronomic, s.

2,311; Vince’s 'PracticalAstronomy \ Pearson’s

PracticalAstronomy; and the Penny Cydopeedia,

Quadrant. In Goometiy, the fourth part

of a circle ; an arc of ninety degrees.

Quadrant. In Gunnery, an instrument
occasionally used for regulating the elevation

of pieces of ordnance. It consists of two ban
of wood or brass, at right angles to each other,

with an arc between them divided into degrees.

A plumb line hangs from the angle at which
the bars meet. One of the bars being placed
in the bore of the piece, the degree on the

arc intersected by the plumb line shows the

elevation.

Quadrant of Altttnde. An appendix to

an artificial globe, consisting of a thin pliable

slip of brass, which is applied to the globe,

and used as a scale for measuring the distances

between points in degrees. It is graduated
into 90°, the degrees being of the same length as
those on one 01 the great circles of the globe.

At the end where the division terminates a nut
is riveted on, and famished with a screw, by
which it is attached to the brass meridian of
the fflobe at any point. This pointbeing placed
in the zenith, ana the quadrant applied to the

globe, its zero coincides with the norizon, and
consequently the altitude of any point along

its gr^uaM edge is indicated by the 00m-
spondmg division.



QUADUAXTAL TRIAXf.LE
HaadraataJ fManple. In Tri^nomAtiy,

a apheHcal triangle which has one side equal to

a qu;irt<*r of a circle, or &0°.

Qaadrtttte a^piimtlMi* In Algebra, an
Aqnrttion which involves the second but no
higher power of the unknown qmuntiljf- The
most general form «f a quadratic equatiaa ia

«jr* + 2&P ^

where a, 6, c, denote an^ positive or negative

numbers. This is sometimes called an adfcctvi,

quadratic, in order to distinguish it from tlie

pwFt quadratic;, whose form is

The solution of a pure quadratic is obvious

;

its two root* are 1 and —^

^

both of whidi are real or imaginaiy accoidii^

H8 a! and d have unlike or like signs. To solve

an adfected quadratic it is first reduced to the

pore form. This may he done bj first dividing

the equation hj the eoeflldent oif and then

adding and sutoactiag the square of half the

coefiUcicnt of jc. The above equaiian thns

becomes

«

whose roots are obviously

,„d
a

— A +

QUA DJIA rS

reputed inventor, a brother of Menechmiis and
disciple of Plato. This curve is generated as

follows ;

—

In the circular quadrant CAB, suppose the

radius C A to revolve uniformly about C, pass-

jing through the different

|H>6ition8 C K, C &c., till

It arrives at the position CB

;

and that during the same
time a line AL, at right

angles to C A, moves pariillcl

to itself with a uniform mo-
titMi from the position AL, through the dif-

ferent positions MN, win, so as to arrive

at O B at the same instant that 0 K coincides

with C B ;
then the continual intersection of

the revolving radius and the parallel line will

trace the quadrutrix A F Q.
From this mode of describing the curve, it

is easy to see how it may be applied to divide

an angle into any number of equal parts.

Let it be required, for example, to trisect tlie

angle AC /t. Haring applied the quadnitrix

to C A, take A M equal to a third of A
and through M draw MN perpendicular to

AC, meeting the curve in P; join CP,
and the angle A C P is equal to oue-third of

AC A; for by the nature of the quadratrix

AMtAmr: AK; AA
The application of this curve to the quad-

rature.of the circle depends on the property

that the hne C Q, is a tiiird proportion^ to the

quadrantal arc A B, and tne radius. Hence
C B*

the arc AB « , and eonsL'qnently the area

of the quadrant C A B ^

The sum of these roots is seen to be —
a

and their product This property is a gene-

ral one [Thxobt of Equations], and from
it is deduced the following simple rule for

!

forming the quadratic whose roots are two
\

given numbers. For the absolute term of the
'

equation, take the product of the given roots,

for the coefiicient of ;r take the negative sum
of these roots, and let have the coefficient

uuity. Thus the equation whose roots are 2
and 8 is

. 6 «i 0.

The expression — dc, under the radical

ete, is called the discriminant of the equation.

When it has a positive value, the roots are

real and unequal; when it vanishes,,the two
roots are real and equal; and when*it has a
negative value, thei^ roots are impossible or

mafftruttv, [Dibob»^ant.]
Vonii. [Quinnic.]

In Ce^etry, a transcenden-
tal tneanaof which tae quadrature of

cnrvBihwapw^s canb^ mechani-

callVr the mt known of these cartes is the

^ Bini^tratm, so called from its
j

1/Sfi I

CB»
2C(i*

If the quadrutrix ho oontiuued beyond A,
without the circle, it will consist of a series of
infinite hyperbolic branches, cutting the axis

C A producfHl, in points which are separated

from each other by a space equal to 2 A C.

Other curves may be formed in a similar

manner, by which the quadrature of the circle

would be obtained. Tims, instead of suppos-

ing the lines M N, n to be intersected by the

radiants C K, C we may suppose straight

lines drawn from K k parallel to A C, inter-

secting M N, 71 in r and s
; these intersec-

tions form a different curve, which is called the

Q!tMdratrix of Tschirnhamen,
Let AM as dr, M P « y, and A C « a ;

then

since x i a : \ AK : A B, or ^ w, we have

ae:> ! Hence the equation of the quad-

ratzix of Dinostratus is

y-(a-»)tan^;

and that of the quadratrix of Tschimhansen is

y ss a Bin^. (Montncla, Jlistoire des MatAS^
2 a

matifues; Peacodt's OoUsetion of Examples;
Leslie’s Geometnf of Curos Linos.)

Q:iiadrats (Lat. qnadratns, sauarod). In
Printi^, pieces of metal of the aepth of the
body 01 the respective sixes ot type#, loirer
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than tho t^'pes themselves, so that they leave a
blank space on the paper when printed. An
en quadrat is in thickness half the depth, an
em equal in Uiickness and dirath, a two-em
quadrat twice the depth, &c. They are uied
to fill out short lines, form white lines, &c.
^tuUlrature (Lat. quadratum, a

ing). In Astronomy, this term denotes the
position of the moon when she is 90® from
the sun, or at one of the two points of her
orbit ^ually distant the conjunction and
opposition.

QnAJ>BA.TnBB. InGeometry, thisword signifies
the determination of the area of a curve, or find-
ing an equal square. The difierential element of
the area of a curve referred to rectangular co-
ordinates is ydx\ and since y is given in
terms of x by the equation of the curve of
which the area is proposed to be found, the
problem of q^draturcs in general reduces
Itself to the intention of the differential
X jr, in which X is an algebraic function of x
and Imown quantities. In the applications of
the higher geometry, a problem is conceived to
be resolved when it is reduced to quadratures

;

i. e. when the variable quantities have been
separated, and its solution been made to depend
on finding the values of one or more integrals

of the formJ*Xdx.

The quadrature of the circle is a problem o"
great celebrity in the history of mathematical
science. The whole circular urea being equal
to the rectangle under the radius, and a straight
line equal to half the circumference, the quad-
rature would be obtained if the length of the
circumference were assigned

;
and hence the

particular object aimed at in attempting to
square the circle is the determination of the
ratio of the circumference to tho diameter.
Th’s ratio can bo expressed only by infinite

series, of which many have been given that
converge with great rapidity. [Circle.]

Pretenders to the discovery of tho quadra-
ture of the circle occasionally present them-
selves even at the present day. They are to
be fonnd only among those who have an imper-
fect knowleage of the principles of geometry

;

and when their reasoning happens to be in-

telligible, their paralogisms are in general
easily detected. With a view to discourage
the futile attempts so frequently made on this
and similar subjects, the Academy of Sciences
of Paris, in 1775, and tho Royal Society
shortly after, publicly announced that they
would not examine in future any paper pre-
tending to the quadrature of the cinde, the tri-

section of an angle, the duplication of the cube,
or the discovery of the pei^tual motion. For
the history of this famous problem, see the
third supplement to the fourth volume of
Montucla.

^;tt*dii*4iydiraoarboii« A liquid hydro-
carbon of the same chemical constittition as
olefiant gas, and containing eig^t atoms of
carbon uniW with eiglit atoms of hytlrogen.
Former^ it was supposed to contain only half
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this number of atoms of each element. Hence
the name.
Qwdrlo* In Algebra, a homogeneous ex-

pression of the second degree in tho variables or
facients. [Quaimc.] Ternary and quaternary
quadrics, equated to sero, represent respectively

curvGSW!^ furfaces which have the property of

cutting every line in the plane or in space in two
points, and to which the name quadric is also ap-
plied. Plane quadrics, theromre, are identical

with the conic sections, and admit of three prin-

cipal forms, the ellipse, hyperbola, and paralfola
;

snbforms of which are the circle, a pair of inters

eecting, and upatr of coincident lines, [Conic
Sections.] The ellipse is characterised as
being a closed curve, the hyperbola as having
two distinct points at infinity, and consequently
two real asymptotes, and the parabola as having
two coincident points at infinity, and thori'foro

an infinitely distant tangent. A piano quadric
may also be regarded as the locus of the in-

tersections of corresponding niys of two lio-

mographic pencils [Pencil], or as tho envelope
of the line joining corresponding points of two
hompgraphic divisions. [IIomooraphic.] Tho
envelope in the last case can easily bo shown
to be of the second class. For if a and bo
two corresponding points on the liomographi-
cally divided lines A and A^, and o any other
point in the plane, o a and o will clearly bo
coiresponding rays of two concentric pcncilH,

which latter will, of course, have two cmimm
ram\ so that of tho tangents aa^ to the en-
velope two will in general pass througli an
arbitrary point o. To prove that such jin t n-
vclope of tho second chiss is also a quadric or
curve of tho second order, it is necessary to

show that two pairs of consecutive tangents
intersect at two points of a given arbitrary lino

L. To do so, conceive any point m on L, and
let the two tangents through m cut A in a and
a; then as m change#, a and will clearly
determine an involution df the sc -oad (»rder on
A [Involution

J,
which will of oourst*

two double points, to whieli will eori’espoml
on L two distinct iutei'seetions of conseculivo
tangents, in other words two points on tho
envelop. Since a plane can always bo drawn
through three points of a non-plane curvi*, it is

manifest that there are no non-plane quadric
curves.

Quadric surfacfs are chissifiod in varions
ways. The cc,ifr(d qwtdrivs, or those nliich
have centn s, are tho dhpsoUl ainl the hyi>tr-
hMds of Oiie and two sheets, respectively, to
which may l>e added the cone, TIu’ uoti-ctHind
quadrics are the elliptic and hqp'rhdic para*
loloitU, to which may bo added the several
cylindersy distinguished as dUptic, hqpcrlndir,
or patahcdic, according to the nature of their
sections. All plane sections of tho ellipsoid
Ure ellipses, ana those of the hvporholoitls arc
either ellips^ or hyperbolas. I'lie paraboloiils,

besides having plane paralmlic sections, Igivo
either elliptic or hyperl>olic ones, and are
named accordingly. Besides the cone and
cylinders there are two quadric ruled surfaces.
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the hyperboloid ofone continuous sheet, and the

hyperbolic paraboloid, each of which may bo

generated by a line which moves so as to rest

on three rectilinear directrices which do not

intersect one another. [Ruined SnaPACB.] If

the three directrices are parallel to one and the

same plane, then the generator will always

remain parallel to another plane, and the

generated quadric will be a hyperbolic para-

boloid ; in other cases it will be a hyperboloid.

If the two planes, to which the directrices and
generator are respectively parallel, be at nght
angles to each other, the paraboloid is said to

be equilateral

;

it is in fact a conoid surface,

since it may be generated by the motion of a

line resting on two directrices to one of which

it is always perpendicnlar. [Conoid.]
^

Every
plane through a generator ox a quadric ruled

surface meets the latter in a second line, and
touches it at the point where the lines intersect

each other ;
so that at every point of a ruled

qmidric a straight edge can be applied to the

surface in two distinct directions, and the

whole surface is filled, as it were, by two
systems of lines or generators such that each

generator meets no generator of its own system,

but cuts every generator of the other system.

The distinctive character of the paraboloid is

that one generator in each system is infinitely

distant. In the hyperboloid the generators

uro all parallel to those of a quadric cone, the

asymptotic cone; in the paraboloid they aro

parullol to a system of two planes, the asym^
ptotic planes. Ruled quadrics mav also be

regarded as the locus of the line which joins

corresponding points of two homographically

divided lines not in the same plane. If the

lines are divided proportionally the quadric

will be a paraboloid; or lastly a ruled qi^ric
may be regarded as general by the inter-

sections of corresponding planes of two homo-
graphic pencils whose axes are not in the same
plane. From these modes of generation it is

at once evident that every plane cuts the

generated surface in a quadric curve, and that

the tangent planes through any point in space

envelope a quadric cone ; in other words, that

the surface is oi the second order and second
class.

Qnadrte Oense* A cone of the second

ordes. [Cone.]

Qiuui^^rns (Isit. quatuor, four; cornu,

d kom\ A family of Apterous insects, com-
prehending those which have four antennae.

A species of Antelope with four horns is called

Antilope ( Tetrooerue) quadricomie.

Q,mdrtltMr«s ^Lat. quatuor, and foro, I
pierce), A name ^ven by Latreille to a family

of sessile Cirrip^s, comprehending those in

which the opercular oovering of the tube is

esmpOBcd of four valves or caleareons pie^.

S iffour In Homan^txqmt^
a car or drawn by four horses, which

harnessed all n^?^st, and not in pairs.

Ilbe quadi^ is often met with on^ reverse

of xasdals, which are thence termed nummi
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quadrigatiot motorialif as exhibiting a represen-
tation of a figure of Victory holding the reins.

Qiiadiilateral (Lat. quadrilaterus, offour
sides). InElement^ Geometry, a plane %ure
contained by four straight lines. Such a figure

has four angles or corners, and is consequently
also a quadrangle. The lines joining its oppo-

site comers constitute its two diagonals. In
modern ^metiy, however, a qtbaMlateral or
tetragon denotes a Bvstem of four lines (sides)

;

whilst by quadrangle is usually meant a sys-

tem of four points (angles). The former has
six angles or points in two sides, and the

latter has six sides or lines through two points.

If the full lines in the figure represent

any complete quadrilateral

^

the broken lines

a Uj, A Aj, c Cl, joining the three pairs ofopposite

angles, constitute its three diagonals. One of

the most important properties of a complete
quadrilateral is tliat each diagonal is cut by
the other two in harmonic conjugates with re-

spect to the two angles which it contains. Thus
Cii y ; K ^1 . 7» ® ; C, Ci, a, iS, are four sets

of harmonical points.

Four lines iu space, two of which, though not
in the same plane, are intersected by each of

the others, form a skew quadrilateral,

Quadrilatbbal. This name has been used,

in the recent struggles between the Italians and
the Austrians, to denote the territo^, which
forms a sort of square, between the fortresses

of Peschiera, Verona, Legnano, and Mantua.
Quadrilaterals. The name of a tribe

of crabs (Brachyurous Crustaceans), compre-
hending those in which the carapace or shell

is more or less square-shaped.

Qaadiille (Fr.). A game at cards for four

persons, having some resemblance to whist It

was very popular and fashionable in England
some two generations back, but is now almost
f rgotten. It ought to be revived, for it has
reat merits. It demands less science, thought,

and memory than whist
;
but still it gives ample

scope for skilful play, and it is much more
varied, araosing, and suitable for younger
players. It is a highly original game, having
some peculiar features, and therefore requires

a liUle attention from l^ginners
; but the pecu-

liarities are soon mastered, and are easily

remembered.
Qu^rille is played with a pack of fortjr cards,

eight, nine, and ten of each suit being re-

ject^. The dealing and order of playing are
mmilar to whist; except (1) that tneygo the
contrary wag rounds the person at the i^ht of
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the dealer being elder hand

; (2) that the cards

must be dealt in parcels of twos, threes, and a
four to each person, and not singly ; and (3)

that no trump is turned up, the trump suit

being determined in another way. It is ad>

visable not to shufBe the cards between the

deals, but merely to cut them.
The order of value of the cards is peculiar,

being different in the two colours, and being

also quite exceptional in regard to the suit of

trumps. For suits not trumps the order is as

fallows

Jled SuUs

King (highest)

Queen
Knave
Ace
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six

Seven (lowest)

Black Suits

King (highest)

Queen
Knave

Seven
Six

Five

Four
Three
Two (lowest)

For the trump suit the order of value is as

follows :

—

First comes the ace of spades, which, whatever

he the trump suit, is always ranked as the best

trump card, and is called spadille.

Second in rank comes what would be the

lowest card if the suit were not trumps, i. e.

the seven if rod, and the two if black ;
this is

called manille.

Third comes the aco of clubs, which, what-

ever be the trump suit, is always ranked as the

bird best trump card, and is called basto.

Fourth, if the trump suit be red, comes the

acc of the trump suit, called ponto ; if black;

there is no ponto.

After these come the other cards of the trump
suit in their usual order, so that the complete

suit of trumps is as follows :

—

XT Red

Ace of spades
{spadille)

Seven {maniUe)

Ace of clubs

{basto)

Ace {ponto)

King
Queen
Knave
Two
Three
Four
Five

Six (lowest)

If Black

Ace of spades
{spadiUe)

Two {manillc)

Ace of clubs

{basto)

King
Queen
Knave
Seven
Six

Five
Four
Three (lowest)

It will be seen that there are twelve trumps

when the suit is red, but only eleven when bhu^.

The three best trump cards, with the special

names, are called matadorest or shortly mats.

They luve the privilege that the holder is not

bound to follow suit with them when trumps

are led, except when the card led is a higher mat,

which forces a lower one, if there is no other

trump in the hand.
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The cards being dealt round, and the

players having examined their hands, a de-

cision is come to about truinps and partners in

the following manner.
The elder hand has the first option of nomi-

nating trumps and playing for the game; and
he bus also the power of deciding whether he
will play alone against the other three, or will

take a partner. His choice will be regulated

by the nature of his hand.

First, let us suppose ho has a very strong

hand in one particular suit, say diamonds, and
has also other good cards, so as to be able^ by
himself to make six tricks, which is the object

of the game; he says, play alone with
diamonds for trumps,’ or, play alone in

diamonds.’ From this there is no appeal, and
the game proceeds on his proposition.

But secondly, suppose he has a moderately
strung hand in one suit, so that he can pro-
bably make four tricks, he decides to take a
partner to help him by getting two, and he
then says, * 1 ask leave ’ (to t^e a partner).

Now, if the second hand, or after him the
third or fourth hand, choose to stand alone in

any suit, they take precedence over the first

hand’s * ask leave
;

’ giving him, however, the

previous option of standing alone if he pleases.

If no one makes this proposition, the elder

hand, having thus obtained the leave he asked,

names his trump suit, and calls, for his partner,

the player who may hold the king of any suit,

not tmmps, which he chooses to name
;
he says,

for example, * 1 make diamonds trumps, and call

the king of spades.’ The player who holds

this cam then knows that he is the partner

chosen, although ho must not reveal this fact

except by his play
;
the other two, of course,

know they ore opwnents, and regulate their

play accusingly. If the caller happens to hold

ail four kings in his hand, he may call a queen.

The thiid alternative for the elder hand is

that in which be may have but poor cards, not

sufficient to warrant him in playing^ for the

game either alone or with a partner
;
in which

case be says, ’ 1 pass,’ and waives bis privilege,

which passes on to the second player, and from
him to the tliird and fourth in turn. The one
who ultimately undertakes the game, and
nominates trumps, is called the ombre. If
the cards are pretty equally divided, all the

players may pass
; and then the one who holds

spadille forced to be ombre, and to nominate
trumps, calling a king in the usual way. This
is c^led farced s^diUe, Some authorities,

however, object to forced spadiUe, and prefer a
foesh deal.

The trumps and partners beingdecided, play
be^ns for tricks in the same manner as in

whist; and subject to the same rules, except as

before stated. The elder hand (to the fiM of

the dealer) leads first, and the winner of each

trick leads for the following one. The object

is to win six tricks, called gems, 'hich ombre,

either alone or with a partner, undertakes to

do ; if he makes less, he is said to be hasted,

and has to pay a forfeit, as hereafter exphuned.
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Wlien SIX tricks hare been won by oitlior I two counters from each of bis tbi^o adversaries,

partjf the play is discoutiiiuedt unless tlie If lie fail to win it, he puya two to each,

winners ifhould choose to undertake to make aU liplayir (do^u, hold all the three matadores,

the ten tricks, which is called A player and mn the game, he receives one counter

alone would, of course, decide this himself; additional iix)m each opponent; but if he fail

but if there are partners, the winner of the to win, he pays one to each,

sixth tri(^ tells his partner how many more If ombre and partner hold between them all

tricks he tliinks he can make, and the latter the three mataaores, and win the game, they

then decides whether they will venture it or each receive one counter from one adversary

;

not. If it is undert^eu and not obtained, the if tliey fail to win, they each pay one counter

parties are punished by forfeits. in like manner.

l^ch deal of cards constitutes a complete The vole is entirely a soparato speculation

game.
The game is played ^th a pool. Each

|

player is furnished with a little tray, and the

large tray, or pool, is managed by any one of

the four who will undertake it
;

this being,

'

however, merely a matter of couvenience, in-

volving no speculation or risk. The players

subscribe equally, on conrmencing, to fonn a

common fund, which is put into the pool ; aud,

as it is not always coiiveiiieut to be handing
|

about small coins, it is customuiy to exchange

a portion of the fund for counters, which have I

a certain definite value, aud are convertible

back again into money at any time throughout

the play. When the pool is thus made up,

a number of coiuiters are distributed to the

players equally, say six to each, to enable them
|

to meet certain payments they may perhaps
j

have to make. \Ve shall take one counter as

the constant unit of value.

The transactions are of three kinds—pay-

ments from the pool, forfeits to the pool, and
payments between the players.

1. The petynu-nisfi^o-m the pool are ordinarily

seven counters each game, viz.

One counter to the holder of each of the red

One counter to the holder of each matadore.

Two counters for winning the game ; divided,

if won by partners.

2. The forfeits to the pool are founded on a

principle universally applicable in quadrille,

that whoever fails to wm what be undertakes

must forfeit the sum which he would have ob-

1

tuined if he had won
;
the undertaking being

I

considered in the light of a wagtr* Thus :

—

If player alone V>e basted, i. e. make less than
six tricks, he forfeits to the pool two counters.

If he make only four, the adversaries win ; and
as each of the tliree is supposed to be equally

instrumental in winning, each is accordingly

paid one counter from the pool.

If ombre and pa^er be bjVJted, i.e. make
together less than six tricks, two counters are

forfeited in like manner to the {.hxjI, N.hich

/uubt be paid by ombre alone, he lading assumed
to be the party at fault. If they make only four

tricks, the opponents, winning the game, receive

fixim the ,p(^l the payment mrfeited by ombre.
The mats end ted aces are always paid for

to ths holdei^, no matter how the game goes.

3. Xbo ptfy^its hetmm the pttHls, which
are distinct and sepamte from the pool

tratuvi'tioos, are as follows :

—

If playtr alone wiu the game, be receives
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from the game, the rewards and fortV-its for it

being arranged as follows : If the vole is played
for, and won, by two partners, each receives two
counters from the pool, and two from one of Ins

adversaries
;

if lost, the undertakers forfeit to

the pool and the adversaries a like siiui. If t lie

vole i«i won by Aplai/fr alone, lu^ is paid four

counters from the pool and two by each adver-

sary ;
if lost, ho pays like sums.

We will now give an example of a game for

practice and illustration.

An ask leave in a red suit.—Eldest hand
has-^Cluhs: queen, knave, six, five; hearts:

ace
;
spades: six, tw'o; diamonds . five, tour,two.

Second hand has— Cluhs : ace ;
In arts :

queen, knave, seven, four; spades : king, three;

diamonds

:

ace, queen, tliree.

Third hand has—Ohiis: king, four, three,

two; harts: six, five, two; spades: queen,

knave; diamonds: knave.

Fourth hand (the dealer) has

—

Cluhs I seven

;

hearts

:

king, throe ; spades : acjo, seven, five,

four
;
diamonds : king, seven, six.

Firet hand passes
;
his longest suit is clubs,

j
but in that he has the three mats and king
against liiin. In spades he has manille; but
that alone, or with one other only, cannot be
calculated upon for a trick.

Second hand asks leave in hearts, having
manille, basto, queen, knave, and four. Re
allows for manille falling to spadille, and will

I make basto, that is one trick. With queen,

knave, and four, he must make one, probably
two more tricks. The king of spades is a thiru,

and the queen of diamonds is a fourth trick.

In order to establish his queen of diamonds, he
will call the king.

Neither til ini nor fouith hand can plaj alone,

as it will easily be seen that in no suit could

either of them make six tricks
;
they therefore

pass.

The second bund now says, ‘I play in hearts,

and call the king of diamonds.’ Consequently,
his partner is the fourth hand.
The lead being witli No. 1, he leads a club,

8.iy the five
; as he has four, he hopes that if

ombre (that is, No 2) has the king, his (No. Ts)
partner (No. 3) may trump it. At all events,

No. 1 will estaUish his queen and knaveofclubs.
Ombre sees at once that No. 1 is an adversaiy ;

he been his partner, he would have showm
liiroself either by leading trump, or the called
king (diamonds). Ombre, tliereforc, tramps
with the four. No. 3 throws the two, No. 4
the seven.



QUADRILLE
Ombi'o now leads the three of diamouda to

discover his partner. No. 3 throws the knave

;

No. 4 the king, discovering himself; No. 1

thi-ows the five, being the worst diamond in his

hand.
No. 4 now leads the three oi tramps. This

play shows ombre tliat ho has a mat, and ombre
Imows it to be spadille as he himself holds

manille and basto. No. 1 is forced to follow

suit with ponto; ombre plays basto; No. 3

throws the six.

Ombre leads manille; No. 3 throws the five

No. 4 the king
; No. 1.small spado.

. Ombre, queen of trumps
;
No. 3, the two

;

No. 4, seven of diamonds (spadille, in common
with other mats, possessing the power of hold>

ing up)
;
No. 1, the four of diamonds.

Ombre, knave of trumps; No. 3, tlireo of

clubs ; No. 4, six of diamonds ; No. 1, six of

clubs.

Tho game is .now won. The question re-

mains whether ombre and his piirtner can play

the vole. Now ombre knows his partner has
spadille, that is, one trick; he himself has

three more certain tncks in his hand; he
therefore declares to play vole, as follows :

—

Ombre, queen of diamonds
;
No. 3, anything

;

No. 4, anything; No. 1 follows suit.

Ombre, ace of diamonds ;
Nos. 3, 4, and 1,

anything; ombre, king of spades; Nos. 3, 4,

find 1, anything; and spadille must make re-

maining trick.

As to the payment :

—

No. 1 receives from the pool one counter for

his aco of hearts ; he has to pay to one of his

adversaries one counter for their possessing nil

the mats, and two counters for their playing

the vole.

No. 2 (ombre) receives from No. 1 or 3 one

counter for mats, and two for vole. From the

pool one counter for red ace, one for manille,

one for basto, one for game, and two for vole.

No. 3 pays as No. 1.

No. 4 receives from 1 or 3 as No. 2 ; from

pool, one counter for spadille, one for game,

two for vole.

What we have above described is the sim-

ple game, hut it is very customary to play it

with a slight modification, called preference.

In this, one suit, namely hearts, has a pre-

ference in the nomination of trumps ;
thus, if

the elder hand has asked leave, the secon^

hand (or after him the third or fourth) may
him ‘ if it is in hearts,* and if he sayt no,

the other may ask leave by prtference in hearts,

which takes precedence accordingly. But it

must be borne in mind that standing edmu
in any common suit always take precedence of

an oik leave in the preferred one.

In playing preference, all payments, rewards,

and forfeits, are doubled when hearts are made
tramps.

I^metimes there is a double preference, clnbs

(then called mogtd) being preferred over hearts,

fmd when these are tramps all payments are

quadrupled.

It is also very common to have the option
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QUASSTOR
of purchasing a king. It may often happen
that a player finds that the possession of a
certain king, which he has not^ would enable

him to plag alone. In this cose be may pur-

chase it from the party holding it, giving one
counter in payment (subject to increase for pre-

ference^, and any card which he can best spare

from his hand. But if he then win the game
he only receives from his adversaries one
counter each, instead of two.

We advise the adoption of single preference,

and the purchased king, as giving additional

interest and variety to the game, without adding
to its difficulty.

The celebrated game described in Pope's
Rape of the Lock was a modification of

Quadrille.

Quadrlnwaiiant. |Inyabiant.]

Quadripennatos (lat. quatuor; penna,
a wl \g). The name of a section of Anelytrous
insects, including those which have four wings.

Q;aadsiplaiiar Coordinates. [CopBui-
NATKS.]

Qiaadriremo (Lat. qnadriremis, from qna-
tuor, and remits, an ear). A ship of war in

use among the ancient Greeks and Romans

;

80 called because it had four banks of oars.

[Galley.]
QuadriMileatos (Lat quatuor, and sulcus,

afurrow). A name appliea to those XJngu^te
quadrap^ in which the hoof is divided into

four parts, corresponding to the four digits of

the Artiodactyle mot.

Qnadiivittin (lat). In the language of

the schools, the four lesser arts—arithmetic,'

music, geometry, and astronomy. (Hallum,
Literary History^ pt i. ch. i. § 3.) [TbiviuilI

Qnadmmana (Lat. quatuor, four^ and
manuB, hand). The name of an order of Mam-
mals, comprehending those in which the four

extremities are terminated by a hand ; as the

ape, baboon, &c. The hinder extremities are

always terminated by more i^ect hands than
the fore extremities, in which the thumb is

sometimes wanting, or, as in the South American
monkeys, incapable of being opposed to the

other digits.

Qnadrapada (Lat. quadrupes, from qua-
tuor and pes, afoot). Allvertebrate ani-
mals with four extremities fitted for teivestrial

pro^Bsion were formerly so called, the scaly

reptiles being distinguished, as oviparous qua-
drupeds, from the hairy warm-blooM vivipa-

rous four-footed mammals. But as there are
both reptiles and mammalia whid^ have only
two le^, and as those of both dames whvm
agree in having four lega differ esaenttally

in the important characters on which dasaifi-

oatory distinctions are now founded, the term
Quadruped is no loura used in a strict soo-

logical sense as indicative of a particular

group of animals.

qwdawpM (Latquadruplus). InArithme-
tie, fourfold; the product of any m%Qituda qr
quantity multiplied ly 4.

QuMtorllat.). InBonmii Antiquities, the
name of two distinct dasses dt puhfie oflleeri.



QUAOGA
According to Varro, they vcre so cMlJcil *a

qaaerendo, qiii cotiquirei'cnt publica*** pocuniaa

et maleftcia.* The former, who collected the

public revenues, were called quisetorcs classici
;

the latter, as public accusers or prosecutors in

criminal cases, wore known as qi^mtores parri-

eidii. At first, like other offices, the qusestor-

shipwas confined to the patricians, and only after

a severe struggle laid op^n to the plebeians ;
but

beyond this broad fact, nothing can be deter-

mined with certainty from the traditions em-

bodied in the writings of non contemporary his-

torians. According to some writers, two quies-

tors were for the first time appointed during the

consulship of Valerius and Lucretius, soon after

the expulsion of the kings, while others speak

of the office as having existed under the kings,

ihit all these writers agi'oe in describing the

office as one open only to patricians, and as

continuing so until L. Papirius, b. c. 420, broiight

about a compromise on the arrangement that

consular tribunes should be elected instead of
|

consuls, and tlmt four qutestors sboiild be

chosen promiscuously from patricians and ple-

beians, the singular result being that all the

officers elected were patricians, and that no ple-

beian was elected quaestor for eleven years after

this time. An altogether diftcrent account is

giv'en by Tacitus, who says thiit they were

chosen first by the kings, then by the con‘*i\ls,

the election being afterwards transferred to

the people, by whom the first military qurestors

were appointed, the civil qua‘storsiiip being

aftcrwaids instituted fur the business at liomc

when the military quaestors were found unable

to deal witli it. * It is impossible to reconcile

any part of this account with the representa-

tion m Livy. Neither tho transfer of tlie ap-

pointment from the consuls to the people, nor

the time when the first qumstors were cdected,

nor the priority of the military to tho urban

praetors, agrees with Jilvy's statements. In

this as in other cases, the accounts of the origin

of an ancient institution, given by different

writers, arc wholly invconcilable.* (Sir G-. C.

Lewis, Credibility ofEarly Boman Hist, il 286.)

The name of a Solipedous quad-
ruped, or species of EqtiuSf allied to tho zebra.

Boggy ground saturated with

water to such a degree as to be more like mud
than firm soil.

QliAtt (Ital. quaglla, Fr. caillc). A genus !

of ^Uinaceous birds {Coiurnix^ Cuv.), allied

to the partridge, but of smaller size, with a
more slender beak and shorter tall, and with-
out red eyebrows or spurs.

^Isialcmi or Trleada. A religious sect,

which BTOSQ in England about the middle of
the seventeenth century, and spread, by the

emigration of its meml^rs, who were exposed
to many restrictions and to persecution in this

cotmtry, over various parts of Europe and
North America. Its founder was George Fox,

^0, b#iig equally dissatisfied with the tenets

Sitwshed church and those ofthePuri-
tiiis« attafi^d to himself various persons who

WlfiJWs view of the inWriial operation
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QlIAiNTU;

of religion u.i mi*ii*s hearts, ooneviving it to

supersede all ritual observances, and to bo in

no degree evidenced by them. The Quakers,

,

therefore, reject all sacraments
;
nor do they ap-

:
point an order of ministers, but consider that the

!
instruction of their congregations may bo from

j

time to time undertaken by any person of either
' sex who feels impelled thereto by a suggestion

of the Spirit. Upon doctrinal points, however,
thf*y profess to maintain the opinions general iy
received by Christian churches and sects.

This society is distmguishod in its intercourse

with tho world by great seriousness of deport-

ment, uniform soberness in dress, and generally

I

by a scrupulous avoidance of everything which

I

can encouKige vanity and frivolity. They arc

averse from all matters of ceremony, which
they conceive to have their origin in flattery

I

and deception. Their refusal to take judicial

oaths used formerly to subject them to severe

penalties. Up to the accession of James II.

their history is a series of persecutions, either

endured in common w’ith other dissenters,

or peculiar to themselves in consequence of

their refu‘^^al to pay tithes and to take oaths.

Under James, the severity of the penal laws

was relaxed ;
William Penn, one of the earliest

Quakers, the founder of Pennsylvania, having
been one of that monarch’s confidential advise rs,

or, as some fay, tools, in that matter. But
William III. was the first prince who enacted

laws for their special relief. Under his reign

their affirmation w^as received in lieu of oath in

judicial proceedings ; a privilege since extended
by various Acts to Moravians, 8ei)aratists, and
persons who liavc left those societies but retain

conscientious scruples to taking .an oath. (Fox's
Jottmal

;
Barclay's Apology

;
and Sewell’s His-

tory of the liii'c, of the Quak<rs, 1722.)

Tho Quakers of tlic present day are tliought to

be a decreasing sect. In 1800 they possessed

413 meeting bouses, while the number return* -I

ill 1 .S.51 was only 371. They are most numerous
ill Yorkshire, Liincaslii re, Durham, Cumberland,
and Essex. Small comimuiitics are found in

parts of France, Gernianv, Norway, the United
States, and Australia. (Jieligiom Census 1851.)
Quaking Boff* Peat bog in a growing

state, and so saturated wdth water that a con-
siderable extent of surface wdll quake or shake,

when pressed on by the foot or any other body.
Such bogs are unfit for any useful purpose till

they are drained.

Quality (Lat. qualitas, from qualis, of
wltat sort). Ill the philosophy of Kant, the
second cati.‘gory (there being lour in all), eum-
prising the notions of existence or reality, noJi-

existeiice or negation, and limitation.

Qualitv. In Logic, a <livision of propo‘<i-
tioDs, founded on their affirniatii'e or negative
character.

Quality. In Physics, some property or af-
fection of bodies. Sensible qualities are those
which immediately affect tho senses

; as figure,
taste, &c,

j

Quaatto (Lat. qiiantus, how great). In its
i wdiiest sense this term denotes u rational and



QUANTITY
integral algebraical function. As, however, all

such functions may be supposed to have re-

sulted from the substitution of unity in place of

one of the variables of a homogeneous function,

a quantic is usually understood to denote any
rational integral homogeneous function. Ilie

term, which is both convenient and expressive,

was introduced Cuyloy, and is now in gene-

riil use amongst English mathematicians. Tlio

especial terms quadric^ cubic^ quarHc^ quintiCy

&c. . . are used to denote qiumtics of the

stiwidy thirds fourth^ &c. . . n*** degrees in the

variables, and as a further distinction, quantics

arc said to be binary
^
temary, quaternary

^

&c. .

.

«-ary according as they contain iwo^ three
^
four

&c. . . or variables. Thus a ternary quadric

denotes a rational integral and homogeneous
function of the fourth degree in three variables

or facients. According to the ordinary notation

of algebra, the most general form of such a
function would be denoted by

ajjs Jir by^ + cz* + dyz + ezx -^/xy^

and according to the notation of quantics by

or more simply by

{*Xx,y,zy
when it is wished to indicate rather than to ex-

press the coefficients. The arrow-head in the

above symbol denotes the absence of expressed

numerical coefficients in the ordinary expres-

sion of the quantic. In operating upon quan-

tics, however, it is usually more convenient to

assume a different general form, and

{a,b,c,d,e,

denotes that the several terms of the quadric

are affected with the same numerical coefficients'

as are the like terms in the developemcnt of

(jT + y + ^r)*. [Multinomial Theorem.] The
trilinear equation of a curve, or the quadri-

planar one of a surface being a quantic,

the terms quadric^ cubio^ &c. . . . are also ap-

plied to curves and surfaces of the second, third

&c. . . orders respectively. Jh'of, Cayley’s

original memoirs on Quantics will be foiuid

in the Philosophical Transactions for 1851 and
subsequent years,

^uaatitsr (Lat quautitas). A property of

anything capable of being increased or di-

minished. Quantity is distinguished into oon-

tinued and discrete. It is continued when the

parts are connected together, and is then called

magnitude, which is the object of geometry.

It 18 discrete when the parts have an un-

connected and independent existence, forming

multitude or number, which is the object of

arithmetic. The quantity of matter in a body
is termed its Mass ; the quantity of motion it

possesses its Momentum,
QuANTirr. In Lo^c, the extent to which

the predicate in a proposition is asserted of the

subject. If it be assert^ of the whole (all, none),

the proposition is universal. If i t bo asserted of

port only (some), the {proposition is partidilar

A singular proposition is regarded os universal.
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QUARE IMPEDIT
Quantity. la Prosody, the amount of

time in a syllabic. Syllables are cither short

or long
;
the former being the unit or smallest

measure of time, tlie latter consisting of two
times. This distinction is clearly marked in

the ancient languages ;
in which some syllsMes

are necessarily long or short by position, otlicrs

by the nature of the vowels which they oonl.iin,

and some common, or sysceptiblo of being

sounded as long or sliort, according to certain

rules of eh'gancc cr convenience. The whole
metrical system of the ancient languages is

founded on quantity. In most modern lan-

guages there is, strictly speaking, no qiuintity,

as distinct from emplnisis, or accent
;
the long

syllables being those which receive the arsis, the

short those which receive the thesis. In the

German language, however, critics have endea-

voured to establish a conventional system of

quantity, and thus to twliipt that language to

regular versification in the ancient Greek and
Latin metres. [Khythm

;
Metre.]

Qaaquaverial Blp (Lat. quaqua, where*

soever

y

and versus, turned). When deposits

have been lifted up by clevatory force acting

at a single point, they assume a dome-like form,

and the bods dip in every direction from this

ccntrid elevated point. »Such dip is called qtui*

quaversal, [Dip and Strike.]

Quarantine. A period of time of variable

length, during which a vessel from certain coasts

or ports, said or supposed to be infected with
certain diseases, is not allowed to communicate
wdLh the shore, except under particular restric-

tions. A ship in quarantine carries a yellow flag

at the main
;
and when released from this con-

dition, she is said to pratique. The term
is derived from the Ital. quaranto,/£»r^y, it being
generally supposed that if no infectious disease

break out within forty days or six weeks, no
further danger is to be apprehended. It is

believed that the Venetians were the first to

adopt regulations for guarding against the

introduction of infected persons into their

ports
;
but there is now no civilised country in

w'hich it is not more or less practised. Of late

years the rapidity of steam communication, the

great improvement in the sanitary condition of

tbe people, the progress of chemical scien^
which has led to the discovery of powerful dis-

infectants, and perhaps the scepticism with
which many received opinions on the subject

of infecrion have been encountered by some
physiologists, have led to the gradual relaxa-

tion of quarantine laws
;
and now, although the

power tq impose it rests with the crown, quaran-

tine is rarely demanded in British ports. (For

full particulars on the histoxy and policy of

quarantine, see the Cbm. Piet)
Quarantine. In Law,the forty days during

which a widow is, by. Magna Charto, entitled

to reside in her husband’s ca{>ital messnage
after his death. During this time her dowcT
shall be assigned. [Dowkr.]
Qumte ImpeAlt (Lat.). In Law, the or^L

nary action to establish the right of a patron

to present to an ecclesiastical benefice when
m2



QUARREL
his title to do so is disputed. The action is

brought in the Court of Common Pleas. 'Hie

procedure relating to it has recently been sim-

plified by stat. 2S & 24 Viet. c. 126.

Quarrel (Mod. Lat. quadrellus, Fr. carreau).

The arrow or bolt for the crossbow in medi»Tal

warfare. The word is derived from the four-

sided pyramidal form of the head.

Quarryliig (Fy. carriiire). The process of

removing valuable mineral produce from the

earth when it can be got at without sinking

pits or driving tunnels into the interior.
^

It

is generally the mode adopted for obtaining

marble, building stone, road metal, slate, chalk,

^c., but is occasionallyadopted for metalliferous

minerals and coal. Large quarries of iron-

stone are worked in the isle of Elba, near

hlalaga in Spain, and in many other places.

Coal has often been quarried in England, and
is generally so obtained from some of the thick

beds in the centre of France. On the other

hand, many valuable stones are obtained by
tunnels. This is the case on a very large

scale with the Bath and Caen stones.

The first operation in quarrying is to remove
the head of rubbish and vegetable soil, and it

is evident that for this, and for the placing of

such waste material as may be produced in

quarrying, either a large space is needed or

these matters must be got rid of in some other

way. Many quarries are opened on hill-sides

and on cliffs near the sea, there being in either

case conveniences for removal of waste.

In working a quarry extensively it is usual

to work in several stages one above another.

In this way many hundred men can be em-
ployed at once. For removing the stone, blast-

ing is generally resorted to. This involves

some danger, and shelter for the men during

a blast is very desirable. Slate affords the

largest and most valuable quarries in the world.

Quart (Lat. quartus,

A

measure
of capacity, being the fourth part of a gallon.

The wortl was also used during the middle ages

to denote the fourth part of the tun, i. e. 63
gallons. [Msasures.]
Quartan (Lat. quartana, sc. febris). A

species of intermittent fever or ague. The
interval between the attacks is only two whole
days, nosologists having chosen to reckon the
day of attack and the day of recurrence, so
counting four days, and giving the name ac-

cordingly. [Aoub.]

Qnartatlou. This term was formerly
applied to the separation of silver from gold by
means of nitric acid. To extract the whole of
the silver from gold by the action of nitric acid,

it is necessa^ that there should be at least

three ^rts of salver to one of gold, otherwise
tlie g(3id protects the silver from the action of

the acid; so that, in thus separating these

metaU, it was ctistomauy where gold g^tly
predminated to add silver till it constituted

at Wat titree-fourtha of the alloy. This
separation of «<dd from silver is now effected

Iby.si^lphoidG acid,

OWitav, (Lat. quartus). The fourth part
I6l

QUARTERS
of anything. As a term of weight, this word
denotes the fourth of a hundredweight, or

twenty-eight pounds.
Quartbb. As a dry measure, qtiarter is a

term aTOarently of foreign origin, and
bably fforman. It is uncertain whether it is

the tourth part of some measure which has been

long disused, or whether the word is connected

with a division of land also known by the

name. (Ducangc.)
Quarter. The after part of the ship's side,

comprising about one-fifth of her total length.

On the qtiarteKf implies the bearing or position

of an object seen between aft and abeam.
Quarter ]>aye. The days usually regarded

in England and most Continental countries

(but not in Scotland) as beginning the four

quarters of the year. They are: 1. Lady Day
(March 26); 2. Midsummer Day (June 24);
3. Michaelmas Day (September 29) ;

and 4.

Christmas Day (December 26).

Quarter Deok. The portion of the upper-

most deck of a ship between the main and
mizen masts when there is a poop, but when
there is no poop extending from the mainmast
to the stem. This is the parade in men-of-war.

Quarter Round. In Architecture. [Echi-

nus; OVOLO.]
Quarter Beeelone of the Reaoe. In

Law, a court held by two justices at least, one

of whom must be of the quorum, quarterly, in

every county. Its jurisdiction, originally con-

fined to matters touting the breach of the peace
only, has been extended by various statutes too

numerous to be cited here. The criminal ju-

risdiction is principally defined by stat. 6 & 6
Viet. c. 38, and may be said to extend gene-

rally to the smaller misdemeanours and fe-

lonies, but with numerous exceptions. There
is also an extensive jurisdiction in matters
relating to the settlement and relief of the poor,

highways, bastardy, &c., in most of which cases

an appeal lies to the Court of Queen's Bench.
[Justices of the Peace.] The administration

of the county rates also belongs to the quarter

sessions. Quarter sessions in boroughs, since

the Municipal Corporation Act, are hdd by the

recorders.

Quarter Blgbts. In Gunnery, sights on
the sides of a smooth-bored gun, consisting of

notches on the base ring, the lowest of which
forms, with a notch on the side of the swell of
the muzzle, a line parallel to the axis, the others

forming lines inclined to the first at angles
from fifteen minutes to three degrees.

Quartern. The stations of a ship’s crew in

time of aefion, to which they are summoned by
beat of drum, or by the boatswain's pipe.

Quarters. In Military language, the room
or rooms in barracks, or house, being pvem*
ment property, allotted to an officer for hit
accommodation.
Quartern and Qaaiteriaf (Fr. quartiers).

In Ar^itecture, the npright posts in partitions
to which the laths are nailed. Quarters are
either single or double, the former being of
sawn stuff four inches broad, and two and a
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half or two inches in thickness; the latter

being usually sawn to a scantling of four inches
square. No quarters should ever be^more than
lonrteen inches apart from out to’ out, even
when the spaces between them are filled in

with what is called drtc/: nogginff. Quarter-
ing is a tern\ properly applied only to an
assemblage of quarters, though it is not un-
froquently used to denote the quarters them-
selves.

Quarter-anaater. In the Army, an officer

whose business it is to look after the quarters

of the soldiers, and attend to their clothing,

rations, ammunition, &c. There is a quarter-

master attached to every regiment of cavalry,

battalion of infantry, or brigade of artillery.

QUABTBB-MA.STBB. lu the Navy, a petty

officer, who, besides other duties of super-

intendence over the stowage of ballast, pro-

visions, &c., attends to the steering of the ship.

Qaarter-master-ftoneral. One of the

chief staff officers of the army. His depart-

ment is charged with all orders relating to

the marching, embarking, disembarking, quar-

tering, billeting, and cantoning of troops

;

encampments, and camp equipage. There are

assistant and deputy-assistant quarter-master-

generals of divisions and districts.

^arter-ataff. A weapon of defence ; so

called from the manner of using it, one hand
being placed in the middle, and the other

equally between the middle and end.

Qaartaiing. In Heraldry, the division of

a shield by two lines, fess-wise and pale-wise,

meeting in the centre of the shield. In mar-
shalling, whenever a husband can place his

wife’s arms on an escutcheon of pretence [Es-

cutcheon], the children mny bear them quar-

terly with their own : whence arises the great

variety of quarteiings in the shields of some
families.

Quartette or Quartet (Ital. quartetto).

A piece of music arranged for four solo voices

or instruments. Of the latter the most cele-

brated are arranged for two violins, a viola or

tenor violin, and a violoncello ;
and manv of

the most distinguished composers, among whom
we may mention Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,

Romberg, Spohr, Ries, Onslow, &c., have

devoted their talents to this species of com-

position.

Quartlo. In Algebra, a homog«mcous func-

tion of the fourth degree in the variables or,

as the latter are sometimes termed, fadeuts.

[Quantic.] Binary, ternary, and quaternarj"

quartics have been most studied,
^

in conse-

quence of their connection, respectively, with

the theories of equations, of curves, and of

surfaces.

A binarg quartio

put equal to zero, gives rise to a biquadratic

equation in - . Its canonical form is

and since the equation corresponding to the
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I latter may be solved as a quadratic, the solu-

I
tion of a biquadratic equation obviously resolves

itself into the reduction of the general quartic

to its canonical form. This requires, as will

be seen, the solution of a cubic. [Biquadratic
Equation.] The two fundamental invariants

of the quartic aro

S « us -M + 3c*,

and
Tsrocc + %hcd— ud* - c6*— c*,

which latter is also the Catalecticant. These
invariants, for the canonical form, reduce

themselves to 1 + 3»i* and respectively.

The coefficient m, therefore, is a root of the
cubic

4m*— »iS-hT«0.

Prof. Sylvester has shown (Phil. Mag. 1853)
that eveiT other invariant of a quartic can be
expressed in terms of S and T ; its discriminant,

for instance, is S*— 27 T*. Having determined m
from the foregoing cubic equation, the facients

X and y of the canonical form are determined
by considering the principal covariant of the
quartic, which is its Hessian,H—another quartic

easily obtained from the original. [Hessian.]
For the canonical form the Hessian Womes

m (or* -h + ( 1 — 3 m*) a:*y*.

Hence the relation between the facients jr, y,
of the canonical form, and those of the original

quartic U, may be deduced from the equations

+ y* + 6 wx*y*= U,

m (** + y*) + (1— 8 m*) ar*y* ** II,

which latter gives readily

a:*y*(l--9m*)«»H— mil,

and- shows that

H— TWiU, H - mjXJ, H— mjU,

are each perfect squares, mj, m,,, being the

roots of the above cubic. But it may be shown
further, that

(m^— m^) a/H— MlU + (m^—m, ) ^ 'H -

+ (m, —m,) a'H—

W

aU

is also a perfect square
;
and since it is mani-

festly reduced to zero by the hypothesisU« 0, ita

square root must be one of the four linear factors

of U. This elegant solution of a biquadratic

was first given by Prof. Cayley. The remaining

important covariant of a quartic is the cubico-

variant J of the first emanant
;

it is a sextic,

which for the canonical form reduces to

(l-9m*)jy(ar<-y<).

Further details on tills subject will be found in

Prof. Cayley’s memoirs on Quantics in the Phil.

Trans. 1855, and in Dr. Salmon’s

Ternary Quartics equated to zero, represent

quaHic curves whose general properties have
been but little investigated. Such curves might
be classified according to the number of their

double points or ensps, which can at most
amount to three. [Dovbub Point.] The gene-

ral curve, which has no such singularities, is of

the 121^ which has the
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mtiximiim number of cusps (tliree) is only of

^

the 3rd dass. Between these extrenu’s may
occur quartic curves of evexy other class. One
interesting case is where the curve has a triple

point, equivalent to three double points [Mui.-

TiPLB Ponrr]; its class is reduced to 6, 5,

or 4, according as none, two, or all three of the

tangents at the triple point coincide. The gene-

ral quartic, of the 12th class, has 24 points of

inflexion
;
the Hessian, which passes through

them, being a curve of the 6th order. The 24

stationary tangents at these points of inflexion

always touch a curve of the 4th class. The

general quartic, too, has 28 double tangents,

as was first shown, indirectly, by Pliicker, and

directlyby Cayley. (Crelle’s Jburnalf voLxxxiv.)

The equation of the curve of the 14th order

which cuts the quartic in the 66 points of con-

tact of its double tangents was given by Hesse
(01*6116*8 Journal, vol. xli.J and Mmon {Higher

Plane Curves). Tlirougn the four points of

contact of any pair of double tangents, five

conics can be drawn, each of which will pass

through the four points of contact of another

pair. In this manner 315 conics can be found,

each of which will pass through the 8 points of

contact of two pairs of double tangents. Sal-

mon, in his Higher Plane Curves, has formed a

scheme of them, and Steiner has also examined

their relative positions and properties. (Crelle’s

Journal, vol. xlix.) The subject is, however,

exceedingly complicated, and for further in-

formation the reader must be referred to the

papers of Cayley, Hesse, Salmon, Jacobi,

Steiner, &c., in the pages of Crelle’s Journal,

Phil. Trans., and Can^iige and Dublin Ma~
ihematical Jovfmal.

Tho best known quartic curves are the Car-

tesian and Cassinian ovals, the Lima^on of

Pascal, the Cardioid, tho Conchoid ofNicomedes,

and tho central pedals of Conics, which latter

include the Lomniscata of Bernoulli. Short

descriptions of these quartics will be found
under their respective names.
With respect to non-plane quartic curves, or

those which are cut by every plane in four, real

or imaginary, points, the researches of Cayley,

Salmon, Chastes, Steiner, and others, have
made us familiar with many interesting pro-

perties. We can here merely notice their

division into two families: quadto-quadro
quartics and ex-cuho quartics, referring the
reader for further information to the pages of
Crelle’s Journal, of the Comptes Hendus, and
of Salmon’s Anidytical Geometry of Three Di-
'mansions.

A quadro-quadro guarUe constitutes the com-
plote intersection of two quadric surfaces.

Throi^h such a curve, therefore, innumerable '

quadric iurfiiees can be drawn, amongst whidi
|

will be four cones, and au infinity of hyper-

,

boloids of one sheet No right lino can meet
such a curve in more than two points, so that

the plane pn^eetion of the quartic can at most .

have double points (it will in general have two), I

and may ^^ibly be a conic (doubled) : in

'

general, my plane cubic may ^ considered
106
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as the projection of a quadro-ptadro quartic

from a point on the curve. Further, such n
quartic may always he regarded as the partial

intersection of a cubic and a quadric surface

which have in common a plane oonio, and con-

versely two such surfaces always intersect in a
quadro-qmdro quartic curve.

There is, however, one interesting family of
quartic curves, through which only one quadric

surface, and that a nued surface, can be wwn.
These are called ex-cubo quartics. A quadno
and a cubic surface which Live in. common two
non-intersecting right lines, always intenect in

such a curve. For every generator of the

quadric which does not intersect the two com-
mon lines must necessarily meet the cubic, and
therefore the quartic curve under consideiation

in three (real or imaginaiy) points. No second
quadric, therefore, could be drawn^ through
such a quartic curve; for not only it, but
every other quartic which its existence implies,

would have to cut all such generators in three

points. An ex-c\fbo quartic meets one set of

generators of the quadric surface on which it

lies in three points, and those of the other set

in one. Its projection on any plane, therefore,

from a point on the curve, is always a cubic

with a double point
;

its plane projection from
any point in space is a quartic with three

double points. Next to the non-plane cubic

the ex-cvbo quartic is the simplest of all curves

of double curvature, and its points may be con-

structed linearly, as has been shown by Cre-

mona {Annali at Matematici, t. iv. 1861).

Quartic surfaces have been but little in-

vestigated.

^uartlle Aspect. In Astrology, this term
denoted the aspect or appearance of two
planets, whose positions are at a distanee of
96^ on the zodiac.

Quartlne. The fourth envelope of tho

vegetable ovule, beginning to count from the
outside.

4|aartlnvmriast. [Intarixmt.]

Opuato* In Printing, a book printed in

four leaves, or eight pages. It is abbreviated

4to.

Quartodeoimaiis (Lut. quartos, and deci-

mus, tenth). In Ecclesiastical History, a name
applied’ to tliose who celebrated Easter on the

fourteenth day of the paschal moon, instead

of on tho Sunday next foUowii^. This prac-

tice was maintained by the Eaatem Coris-

tians, who appealed to the personal authority

of St. John as a sanction for their observing
the anniversary of the Jewish passover in the
evening between the fourteenth and fifteenth

of the mouth Nisan. But the Western with
some of the Eastern Christians, on the .ground
tbit Christ was Himself the passover, broke
their fast for the first time on the great
festival of the resurrection on Easter Sunday.
These appealed to the fourth gospel, which
bears the name of St. John. In his great
quarrel with the Roman Usbop Victor, Poly-
crates, bishop of Ephesus (a. p. 190), grounded
bis retention of the Eastern usage on the nn-
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valuing practice of Polycarp, Melito Philip,

and St. John, while no direct reference is made
to the fourth gonpel, even by Apollinaris
bishop of lliovapolis, a zealous opponent of
tlie Eustorn observance.

Quarts. A German term, now universally

adopted in scieRtiiic lan^age, and commonly
applied to the purer varieties of silica, espe-
cially to Eock Crystal.

Quartsite or Quartz Rook. An aggre-
gated rock consisting of quartz not absolutely
erysttillinc. It sometimes appears in strata,

and differs from sandstone in being more clo.ely

eoinpaeted and having a finer grain. It passes
into sandstone on one hand and crystalliiio

quartz on the other.

Quas. A fermented liquor used in Eussia,
and prepared from a mixture of meal and malt.

Quasi (Lat. as it were). lu the language
of Jurisprudence, this word, as a prefix, implies

that the subject is something nearly related to,

but not quite amounting t(\ that with which
it is compared : thus, in Eomaii law, a quasi-

(Ivhet and ix quasi-con tract are often spoken of;

hut it is I'ssenthil to remember that as a quasi-

(hlict is not a criminal offence, so a qua.^i-con-

travt is no contract, express or implied, but
only resembles one. ‘ The comraouest sample is

tlio relation subsisting botwocii two persons,

one of whom has paid money to t lie other through
mistake.’ ITcre, though morality raises a bond
of duty in the receiver to return the money,
tlu*re is no contraet on his part to do so.

(ALiiue’s Anuiut J.aw. ch. ix.)

Quasimodo. In the Eoman Catholic

Calciklar, the first Sunday after Easter; so

called because the Introit for that day begins

with the Words ‘Quasi modo gciiiti infantes.’

(1 Pet. ii. 1.) It is also called Dominica in

albis, ns being the day on wliich those who had
been baptized on Easter Sunday deposited

their white rubes in the sacristy.

Quassia. The wood of the Quassia amara^
a native of South America, and of Picrana
excrlaa, a tree found in some of the West
Indian islands. It yields an intensely bitter

infusion, which is used medicinally and is a
good vehicle for metallic salts, many of which

are decomposed bj' other bitter vegetable infu-

sions. A strong infusion of quassia, sweetened

with brown sugar, is iiii effective poison for flics.

Quassia. Qmsaife. The bitter colourless

crystalline principle of quassia wood.

Quaternion (Lat. quaternio, the lumber

four). Adopting, for conciseness, an expres-

sive term employed by Sir William Eowan
ITamilton, the inventor of the new science of

Symbolical Geometry known as the CalcuUia

of QiifiUiniions^ a quaternion may bo defined as

tlie mitrographio relation which exists between

any two right lines having definite lengths and
directions m space. In what, follows we pur-

pose, solely, to convey a somewhat more accu-

rate conception of a quaternion, and to explain

briefly in wluit manner it depends, as its mime
implies, upon four imcliicible geomctr’ciil

elements.

QUATERNION
The reader desirous of further information

must bn referred to Sir W. E. Hamilton’s Lec-
tures on Quaternions^ Dublin 1 853 ;

to Dr.
Salmon’s An, Gcom. of Ihree IKwcnsions ; or
to the recently pubUshod Elements of Quater-

niems by Sir W. E, Hamilton.

The operation of passing from any point

0 in space to any other point A is termed a
vector

^

and denoted either by OA or a single

symbol a, which must be regarded as involving

the conceptions of length tfnd direction, hut not

of position in space ; so that two vectors OA
and O'A' will be equal if by simply moving the
line OA parallel to itself, until 0 coincides

with O', its other extremity A falls upon A'.

The addition of vectors is defined by tlie ordi-

nary equations OA AO»OC, which maybe
interpre ted as indicating that the successive

performance of the operations OA, 00 is equi-

valent to the single operation OC. Thus the

diagonal is the giometrical sum of the coinitial

sides of a parallelogram or of a parallelepiped.

The reverse operation to AB is denoted by
— AB, and is clearly equivalent to BA, since by
the above relation

A B + B As*A A«=0.

It is now clear that if t,y, k denote three fixed

and mutually rc'ctangular unit-vectors, any
other vector p will be expressed by i x +yy +
where .r, y, s are positive or negative numbers
{scalars), expressing the ratios to unity of the

ordinary coordinates of the extremity of a
vector, equal to p, drawn from the coordiiialo

origin. This being premised, wc proceed next
to the cousidoration of a quaternion or geo-

metrical quotient where /B and a are any vec-
a

tors. It is clear that OB and 0 A being any
coinitialvectors equal to /3 and a, this quaternion

may be represented by the biradial or unclosed

Iriaiigle BOA; it may be also WTitten thus

9-1^ and regarded as the operation necessary
ijA
for changing OA into OB, so that

Now this operation may bo resolved into, and
perfectly defined by, two other commutative

operations of tension and version
;
viz. first a

stretching of 0 A until it attains the length of

0 11, and secondly a turning of the thus stretched

liue, from left to right, around a certain axis

perpendicular to the plane of AOB, tlirongh

the ung^e A

0 = AOB (<»).

A quaternion is thus seen to be perfectly de-

fim'd by four elements, viz. the ordinary ratio

,

of OB to 0 A, the two angles which define the

direction of the axis, and the angle 9.

To illustrate this still further, however, we
remark that the representative biradial of a

quaternion may have its sides len^hen^ or

shortened as we please provided their ratio re-

mains the same, may be transported into any

parallel p’lm^Miiid turned in any nutuiier in
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that plane. Again, if the multiplication of
two colnitial quaternions be defined by the
equation

qC OB^OO
OB' Oa'CTT’

8 3 3 8
the products

^
. and ... of any two qua-

umious whatever may be thus exhibited.

^ Let the vectors a and fi

parallel to the plane

Q'OEF, and y and 9 to

GOE'F; anA havi^
taken any point F in

the intersection of these

planes, let

OF 00' 0
OB^OF "a'

and

qq OF ^
0f"0E'" 7 .

i9 OO OF 00
7 ‘ a""05

* "6E
then

and
/B 8 0 0' OF 00'
iT* 7*^ * OE'“oE'

These products, it will be seen, are notMual

;

fbr altho^h the ordinary ratios 0O : 0£ and
00' : OS' are equal, as well as the angles
£00 and E'O O', the planes of the respective

biradials have not the same aspect. In the
multiplication of quaternions, tneiefore, the
order of the factors must be regarded. If the
angles EOF*»FOG'and E'OF«FOOwere
all right angles, in other words if the factors

? ! were rectangular guatemume, then al-
•i 7 r
though fhe biradials EOO and E'OGK would
be in the same plane, the rotations would be of
an opposite character; two such quaternions
are termed cat^ugate. If the pl^es of the
quatemionrwere also at right angles to each
mher, we should have

$ ?
« ' 7* 7 ’

a’

An ordinary signless number may dearly be
r^resented by a quaternion, i.e. by the quo-
tient of two like-directed vectors. Wow since,

by definition,

7^y 0
a 0* a

we may, on supposing the perfectly arbitrary
vector 0 to have the same length as a and the
same direction as % or the same length as 7
and the same direction as a, write

where the tensor T Is rmesmited by a pure
numbea, and s^terdy streteSes, wlnlst the nersor
If torhs altara^on of length. This
iHudrstss tie resoluticmof aqimteriiicm into
this )^uet of Its tensor and versor.
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Another method of resolving a quateniiim
residto from the following definition of tlie

addition of quaternions

:

qB^OO_OB + OC _ 0D
OA 0A“"^A “oA*

where OD is the diagonal of the parallelogram
whose sides areOBand 00. Asapsrticularcase
of the dcmble application of this definition it

will readily be seen that any rectangular qua-
ternion whatever may be resolved mto a sum
of three rectangular quaternions in the fixed
planes of the mutuallyrectangular vectors *, j, k.

Again, any quaternion «^ may by prqjecting
VA

OD upon the line of 0A and
upon a line perpendicular
thereto, be express^ in the
form

8-S(2)+V(j),
OB

where the quaternion 8 resolves itself

into a positive or negative nwmher or fraction,

and is called the sccuar of g, whilst the quater-

nion V (g) »^ is rectangular and receives

the name of the vector of g because, as will be
presently apparent, a rectangular quaternion
may always be represented by a vector, con-
sidered as an axis of right-handed rotation,

whose length is equal to as many linear unita

as the tensor of the quaternion contains
numerical ones.

In fact, if I, J, K, represent rectangular ver-

Bore (quaternions with nnit tensors)whoseplanes
are respectively perpendicular to the fixed rect-

angular unit-vectors t,y, k, it will be readily
seen that from the foregoing principles

IJ--JI-K, JK«-KJ-I.KI-- IK-J,
each of which equations expresses the equiva-
lence of certain operations. It is also evident,

by operating upon ihe evJbjects ij, k, that

lj^~3Uk, 3k~ -Kj-i, Kf- -lk~J.
These equations have precisely the same

forms as the foregoing ones, so tW the dis-

tinetimi between the rectangular versors I, J, K,
and the corresponding unit-vectors i,j, k^ need
no longer be retained. When we plmse, there-

fore, the symbols i,j\ k, may be regarded as
operative ones whi& combine acoming to
peculiar laws, all of which are expressed by
the equations

Now, since every rectangular qndtemion may
be resolved into a sum m three rectangular
quaternions in the coordinate planes, the qua-
temicm y(g) above oofiridered may be expressed
in the form

sri+gj + sfk,

where «, y, e, positive or negative numbers

;

so that, denoting by w the positive or negative
number S(g), we nave the following irredncible
expression for a quaternion

g«W + 4Ff + y; + jrA?.
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We cannot here enter into the applicatioua

'

of QnatemionB to Geometry and Mechamcs,
and must close this Tery imperfecit sketch of

the elements of the calculus with the remark

that, in it, V'— 1 is the general symbol of rota-

tion through a right angm, and that the decom-
position of a quaternion into its scalar and
vector parts at once leads to an expression of

the form

q^m (eosff+ 1 sin ff),

where m is a pure number, and 0 the angle of
*1,* . whence it will be readily imder-

Latemion may be also represented

^ I vecior, considered as a rectan-

gular versor. As in ordinary algebra, however,

this symbol 1 sometimes denotes, in

Calculus of Quaternions, an impossible opera-

tion. It then gives rise to what are termed
hiquatemionit for a definition ofwhich, however,

the reader must be referred to the writings of

their eminent inventor.

Quatrain (Ital. quattrino). In Poetry, a
piece consisting of four verses, the rhymes being

usually altenmte, but sometimes, especially

in French pootiy, intermixed, the first and
fourth, second and third, rhyming together.

^Mtrelbfl (Lat. quatuor, four^ and fo-

lium, a leaf). In Heraldry and in Hedise^
Sculpture, a flower of fioor leaves (quatre

feuilles).

^nmttraooiiUsmo (ItaL quattro cento).

A term expreeang the peculiaror characteristic
taste or so-esUal pvriam in art, prevailing in

Italy in the fifteenth century. and rigid

in Its manner, positive in its colouring, but
predominating in sentiment

;
yet aesthetically

very imperfect^ it is the triumph of the Cin-
quecento to have supplied the esthetic qualities
wanting in the art of this period, and to have
reforms its technical deficiencies, the sensuous
being made coordinate with the sentimental
[ClVQUIGCBKTO.I

Qiiawer. In Music, a character, J*, whose
measure is equal to h^ a crotchet, or one-
eighth of a semibreve.

Qiuigr (Fr. quai, Hutch kaai). An ariiflcial

landing place, to enable ships which could not
otherwise approach the shore to take in or dis-

embark them cargoes without the intervention

of small boats.

Quftj Wall. A wall forming the support
of ground left at a higher level than that of

the roadway, or waterway, of the surrounding
surface

;
thus t^e walls of a platform or of a

dock, or pier, axe said to be the quay walUf
irrespective of the nature of the element whose
force they have to resist. The thickness of
quay walls, however, depends greatly upon this
conmtiofi, which will be finind discumd under
Hbtaikiivo Wazx. It may suffice here to men-
tion that in the case of walls mtended to
protect the earthwork left behind a quay
wall erected in diy groun4* a thu^ess equal
to one-third of the height wwld, oin the
average, be sufficient ; bnt that» in the case of
earthwork exposed to alternations of mois-

QUEEN
tors and diyness, as in docks or harbours, the

thickness to be given to the
.
quay walls

should, on the average, be at least one-half

the height
Queen (A-Sax. ewen, Gr. yvp^

; for the

history of the root, see Laitquaob). 1. A
female sovereign ; entitled queen regnant^ or

qwm regent, She has, in weat Britain,

same power, prerogatives, &c., as a king, which
is expressly declared by stat. 1 Mar. I. st. 3. c.

i. In France, where females do not succeed to

the throne, the title mieen regent has been

given to the mothers ofki
authority, or a portion of i

,

of their sons ; as Catherine de Mddicis in the

reign of Francis II. ; Mary de M^dicis, in that

of Louis XIII.

2, Queen Coneort, The wife ofa king. Her
rights and dignities (in England, as well j

most other countries) appear to be similar in

many respects to those of the ^Au^ta,' or

Piissima regina coqjux divi imperatoris, in im-
perial Borne. The English queen, like the

Koman empress, is capable of receiving a gi^t
from her husband, or making one to him;
therein differing from all other wives. She
can also purchase and convey land, &c., without

his concurrence
;
and sue and be sued alone

:

in short, she is looked upon in all legal pro*
ceedlngfl as a feme sole. But^ except where
fihe enjoys sperific exemptions, she is only on
a footing with other aubjects ; and this also is

according to the Boman maxim, *Angasta
legibus sfduta non est* By the Statute of

Treasons, 26 Edw. UI., to compass or imagine
the death of the king’s eomjpanimt and also to

violate and defile her, is treason. The queen,

if accused of treason herself, is tried the

g
iers of pariiament; as Anne Boleyn in 28
en. VIII. The consort of George IV. was

proceeded against by the method of a bill of

pains and penalties. Queen-gM was a duty
amounting to one iiill tenth of the value of
fines, &c. on grants by the crown, anciently

due to the queen
;
which Charles I. purchased

of his consort Henrietta, in 1636, for 10,0001,
but which was not revived after the Bestoration.

The queen consort has a separate household,
consisting of six ladies of the bed-diamber, a
chamberlain, vice-chamberlain, mistress of the
robes, master of the horse, and three equerries,

attorney and solicitor general, &e.
8. Quf’en Ihwayer, The widow of a deceased

kin^. She continues to exnoy most of the
priyileges which belonged to her as queen con-

8^. Nor did she, in ancient timeS) lose her
dignity on remarria^; for Catherine, queen
dowager of Hexiry V., after she had married
Owen Tudor, maintained an action by the name
of Catherine queen of England. But it is held
that no man can marry a q^ueen dowi^r with-

out special license from we king, on pain of
forfeiture of lands and goods, aceming to an
Act of6 Hen. VLi which, nowever, is not printed

among the statutes. The revenue of a queen

dowager is settled by statute. By 1 ft 8 wm.
IV. e. 11, that king was empowered to settle



QUEEN ANNE’S BOUNTY
100,000/. per annum on his queen, to commence
at his decease.

4. ^ucen Mother, A queen dowager who is

also mother of the reigning sovereign.

OtueenAiisie's Bounty. [Bounty, Qvbun
Anne’s.]

Qnoon Bolt. In Architecture, an upright

post in a roof for suspending the beam when
the principal rafters do not meet in the head

of the king post. A queen-post roof is employed

whenever the span of the assemblage is above

forty feet ;
it makes, in fact, an arch of the

timber. [Roof.] '

Q[ueen'o Advocate. [Kino’s Advocate.]

^een'e Benoli. [King’s Bench.]

Queen's Oonneel. It has been custom-

ary for a long period to appoint the leading

.members of the bar to be the standing'

counsel of the crown. This practice appears

to have originated in the reign of Charles II.,

and has been gradually extended until the

position of a queen’s counsel has come to be

regarded as a professional rank which any bar-

rister of a certain eminence may claim almost

as of right. The functions of queen’s counsel

as representing the crown by virtue of their

office are now merely honoraiy, though they

formerly received a small salary by way of

retainer. They receive the usual fees if re-

tained on behalf of the crown on any par-

ticular occasion. They cannot be employed in

any cause against the crown without a special

license, which is never refused, but which in-

volves an expense of alx>ut 9/. on each occasion.

As tlio crown is the nominal prosecutor in

criminal proceedings, no queen’s counsel can

defend a prisoner without a license, a circum-

stance which has incidentally a considerable

effect in preventing the leading members of

the bar practising in the criminal courts.

Queen’s coun^ have a right ( f precedence and
pre-audience over the other members of the bar

•(which constitutes the. chief advantage of the

appointment), and by the etiquette of the pro-

fession they are fSorbiddeu to conduct causes,

or to prepare pleadings or other leg^ in-

struments without the assistance of a junior

counseL Their professional robes are of silk

instead of stuff (whence the term liilh is often

used to denote their rank). They ai'e usually

elected to be benchers of their reepec;ti)re Inns
of Court. [Bxnchbus.]

* Quaan'a Vlatal. An alloy intermediate

between Britannia metal and pewter, used for

'

the manufacture of common spoons and teapots.

It consists of nine parts of tin, one of lead, one
of antimony, and one of bisin^.
Qaaeii'« mofttlatiami The lesplationB

and 0(rder8 iastted by the queen to the armj
(thnmgh Qie oommandar-in-chief; as ^tin-
guishad ton thoseimed throu^the Secretary

^ Suite to War, which are War Office re-

^latmits). Th«y regulate the whole military

QMenif except in mattera aSbetina finance.

iuterpi^ to Mutiny Act ana Articles]

of war as regards military discipline, and'

touisii the rules to to interior economy of
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the service. Every officer is required to pos-

sess a copy, and to make himself perfectly

acquaintea with them.
Quellerz. A Gorman term signifying hrmk

iron-OTB^ a synonym of Limonito or Bog Iron-ore.

Qusroitaanio Aeid. The astrin^nt prin-

ciple of oak bark. It differs from to tannic

acid of oak galls.

t^nerolte (Lat. querens, an oak). A crys-

talline saccharine matter contained in acorns.

Quaroitrln. Quercitrio acid. The colour-

ing matter of quercitron bark. It is a crystal-

line, yellow, bitter substance.

Qaeroitron Bark or Qneroltroo Tine-
tiirla. The bark of the Querew nigra. This
valuable dye stuff is used in the production of

some of to most durable yellows. It contains

a yellow crystallisablC principle. Qinreitrin,

which is sparingly soluble in water, but is rea-

dily solved in weak alkalies. A decoction of

this bark, deprived of its tannic acid by a little

gelatine, produces a good yellow upon fabrics

mordanted with alumina, or various shades of

olive, with iron mordants. It is tnuch used in

calico-printing.

QuorcuA (Lat.). This is the most important
genus of trees found in the cold countries of the

world, on account of its producing the various

kinds of timber called Oak. The species are

not, however, confined to Europe, cr similar

latitudes, but occur iibundantly in the equinoc-

tial parts of Asia and America. It is usually

recognised by the cup in which the acorn is

seatm ; but in some tropical species to acorn

is BO small as to be buri^ in the cup, when the

fruit nearly resembles that of the chestnut

( Caatanea). The valuable Oak of Great Britain

is obtained tom two native trees: the one Q.
pedunevlataf the long-stalked or white oak ; the

other Q. aesaUifloraf the sessile-fruited or red

oak. Oak timber is affectedvery much by soil

and climate; and hence we have oak of bad
quality from both our native species. What is

(^led wainscot oak is probably the timber of

Q. aeaailiflorat grown rapidly in the dense forests

of Hungary; by some persons, however, it is

supposed to be furnished by an Oriental species

called Q. Cerria, crt the mossy-cupped. The
Maculua of Virgil, the acorns of which were
eatable, appeara to have been a sweet-fniited

variety of Q. afaaiUflora. Besides those already

mentioned, the Qiercua or European oul^

the Q. Qvhtfr^ or cork-tree, whose bark is in

such eztensiTe use, andthe Q. Ballota,OT Spanish
Bex. whose acorns are sweet and eatable, are

the more important species. Those tom North
America, although fine trees, are inferior to the
oaks of England as regards their timber, and
esquire hotter summers than we hare in these

islands. Oak galls are produced upon Q. in-

feotofiot'm the Levant, Tby the puncture of a
cynips. The species of Quereua are excesaively
confused by botanists ; but a fall popular ac-'

count of thJwn w31 be tond in Loudon’s Arbo-
i^ii0n Britannknmt and a scientific summary
in the sixteenth vobime of Be Candolle’s
Prodromua. For a few popular details, see Oak.



QUESTION QUINCUNX
QnMtlon (Lat quflestio). The appli(^ation

[
Qnla Smptoreji (Lat.), In English Law,

of Tobtubb to prisoners under criminal accu-
,

the designation (from its first woras) of the

sation, according to the law of France before statute 18 Edward I, (a. d. 1290) which pro-

the JOUvolutipn. The question was of two vented subinfeudation. [Feudal System.]

kinds : one, where strong evidence, but insuf-
1

Quick XMCatob. [Match.]
ficient of itself to justify a condemnation to

j
Quicklime* [Limb.]

death, existed against a prisoner on a capital
|

Qulokslltrer. [Mercury.]

charge
;
he might then be subjected to torture ' Quiettam* A name generally applied to

to produce confession. This was termed the the opinions of enthusiasts, who conceive the

(ptesHfm prij^ratoire. It was abolished by great object of religion to be the absorption of

an ordonnance of Louis XVI. in 1780. The all human sentiments and passions into devout

other, termed guestion pHalable or dkfinitive^ contemplation and love of God. This idea has
was applied to the prisoner when convicted of found its admirers in all ages. A sect called

a capital offence, in order to make him discover by this name [Hesychasts] existed among
supposed accomplices. It was abolished by the the religious of Mount Athos

;
and in the

National Assembly. The preparatory question seventeenth century it was given in France
was also of two sorts : one, avec rkserm de to a class of devout persons with a tendency
prenveSy in which case, if the criminal did not towards a higher spiritual devotion. A Spanish
confess under the torture, the other evidence priest, Molinos, published at Borne a work
was considered as still subsisting against him, entitled The Spiritual Guide (1675), of which
so as to justify his condemnation to some the ardent language attracted a multitude of
lighter punishment

;
the other, sans rkserve de partisans. Its leading feature was the de-

preuves^ in which case, if he persisted in his scription of the happiness of a soul reposing in

denial, he was acquitted altogether. It was at perfect quiet on God, so as to become conscious
the option of the judges, according to their t>f His presence only, and untroubled by exter-

opinioii of the amount of evidence, to decide to nal things. He even advanced so far as to

which of these questions the accused should be
|

maintain that the soul in its highest state is

suljected. The modes of torture applied varied removed even beyond the contemplation of God
in France, being^ fixed by the several parlia- himself, and is solely occupied in the passive

ments within their separate jurisdictions. (See reception of divine influences. The work of

a very curious dissertation on this horrible Molinos was afterwards condemned on the
subject by M. BerriatSaint-Prix, Des application of the Jesuits. Akin to the ideas

it de la Trockdure du Grand Criminel au 18* of Molinos seem to have been those of the
Sikclet 1859.) Those in common use at Paris French Quietists, of whom Madame Guyon
were, the question by water, which consisted

,

and ArchbishopF^nelon are the most celebrated,

in stretching the limbs of the sufferer on a
|

The former was at one time treated as insane ;

board by means of screws, and forcing him to
|
at another, she was admitted to the intimacy of

swallow laige (quantities of water; and the
! Madame de Mamtenon, and rose high in court

booU, in which his legs were enclosed in wcKiden ' favour. F6nelon praised her in his treatise

cases, the whole tightly compressed with ropes,
j

Sur la Vie Intirieure (1691). The writings of

and wedges driven with a mallet between the the latter upon this subject were finally con-

two cases. The question varied in degree, * demned by Innocent XIJ.
;
and the example of

being ordinary or extraordinary, at the dis- the archbishop in submitting to the decieion

cretion of thejudges. Children and adolescents,
,

has been dwelt on by pious writers as a signal

old men, and women with child, were excepted triumph of a religious mind. ^Tho dissolute

from torture by the French law. And, by an
\

conduct of some hypocritical priests, under the

ordonnance of 1670, the second application of
;

pretence of inculcating the tenetewOld^pnictice

the question was forbidden in aU cases. [Rack ; of Quietism, brought it ( ventually into disrepute

Tobtubb.] more than the repented condemnations of the

Qnastloiiff Vrwwiwiu. [Fbbvious Ques- head of the Roman Catholic church,

now.] QoUtad Armour. Armour formed of

Qaeotmen (Lat. (quiestus, a seel-i?f^). Pa- soft material padded, and stitched at regular

rochial ofifleers sometimes ap^iutod in large intervals, so as to keep the padding in its place,

parishes to assist the chureWardens in eii- This armour is also called pourpointed, and
quiring into abnses, making presentments, dec. was much worn in the middle ages.

Qiil pro Quo or Quid pro Quo (Lat.). A Qnineite. A hydrated silicate of magnesia

conventional term borrowed from the French, and protoxide of iron, of a carmine-r^ colour,

who apply it to an error committed by mistak- found disseminated in a fresh-water limestone,

in^ one thing or person for another. In England near Quincey, in the Pdpartement du Cher,

it IS used amo in the sense of an equivalent Quiaenux. The Latin term properly for

Qui tub (Lat. wko as welt). In Law, a that disposition of five objects in which they

penal action, in which half the penalty is given are made to occupy the four corners and point

to the crown and the rest to the informer. The ' of intersection of the diagonals of a square

;

domino rege quampro se ipso'—who sues as each succeeding lino stand ^hind the spaces

woll for the king as himself,
,

between those of the preceding one. Troops
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(iUlNDECACJON
M iTc frequently drawn up in this order, which

was also a favourite arrangement for planta-

1 ions of vines,

^iilnAeeagroiu In Geometry a plane

i'gupe bounded by fifteen sides. Tlio reguLir

quindecagon is inscribable in a circle by ele-

mentary geometry. {Euclidt book iv.)

Qulndeoemvlrl* Boman magistrates,

whose duty it wiis to take care of and to

consult tlie Sibylline books.

^uinia or Quinine. An alkaline base

obtained chiefly from yellow bark, (Hnehona

CdUmyat and other species. This substance,

combined with sulphuric acid, forms the 8^d•

phate of quininet now extensively used as a

medicine, and as a substitute for the various

forms of Peruvian bark. To obtain quinine,

bruised yellow bark is boiled in repeated por-

tions of water, acidulated by sulphuric acid, till

all its soluble matters are extracted; a little ex-

cess of quicklime is then added to the strained

decoction, and the predpitate which is fomed is

collected, washed,and carefully dried ;
it is then

digested in alcohol, whidi takes up the quinine,

and from which the latter may be obtained in

the form of a yellowish substance by careful

evaporation. It is dissolved in dilute sulphuric

acid, and the sulphate of quinine c^stallises

f^m its concentrated solution iu fine silky

risms, which effloresce on exposure to air.

ulphate of quinine is not easily soluble in

water, and is intensely bitter. It is admi-
nistered as a tonic ana febrifuge iu doses of

from one to fire or six grains.

The composition of quinine, in its anhydrous
state, is represented by the formula C4^j404Na,
and the ciystallised sulphate, as sold for

medical use, is a compound of one atom of

sulphuric acid, one of quinine, and fourteen

of water. Its high price renders it liable to

various adulterations. Quinine appears to be

associated in the barks which afford it with

some other analogous alkaloid, and the mixture

is called quinoidimt and is said to contain two
bases isomeric with quinine which have been
termed quinidine and qmnicim,

Qulnleina. An alkaloid much resembbng
quinine and quinidine, from either of which it

may be prepared by applying a temperature
below their fusing pmnt for a few hours.

Quinidine. One of the cinchona alka-
Imds. It is an isomer of quinine, which it

much resembles
;
but it more readily crystal-

lises, a much lar^ quantity of it is required

to be taken into the system before an effect is

produced equal* to that obtained by a given

amount of quinine, and finally its solutions

have an ^posite acUon on a ray of polarised

light. 'CMer the names of quinidin€ and
qu/moidim^ various substances are sometimes
sold for medical use, as comparatiTely cheap
substitutes for sulphate of quiuin^ bat on
aeeouut of their indefinite composition they

caiindt be relied on,

Quluoidluu. [QvnunzNB.]
jQula^aiiffuaiittu Suiidujr. In the Oa^

Ifiadar, the seventh Sunday before faster, and
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consequently ohevt the fiftieth day before that
festival ; whence the ori^n of the term, from
Liit. quinqTuige8imus,y?/‘/fW4.

Qiilnquatrus. In Homan Antiquities, the
feast of Minerva, which began on March 19,
and lasted five days.

Quinquennalla or Xtndl Quliuinou*
Dales. Ill Classical Antiquity, public games
celebrated every five years. Tacitus (Ann.
xiv. 20) says that they were introduced at

Borne by Nero.

Qnlnquereme (Lat quinqueremis, Or.
The name of a class of Boman

war shipis rowed by five banks of o;irs. The
introduction both of quadiiremes and qiiin-

queremes is attributed to the 8}Tacusan tyrant
Xlionysius the Elder

;
while the younger Diony-

sius is said to have possessed hexeres, or ships

with six sets of rowers. Polybius says that
the first Punic war was carried on chiefly with
quinqueremes. At Athens vessels larger than
triremes were not introduced till al^ut the
time of Alexander the Great ; and we first hear
of a quinquereme in a document of b. c. 32d.

It is a matter of dispute bow the banks of oars

were disposed: some maintaining that they
were above each other, others that such an
arrangement must involve an impossible length

of oar for the upper bank. Yet in works of

art the ranks of oars appear one above another,

although not perpendicularly
;
and thus more

room" was furnished for the various classes of

rowers. In the ships ranging from the mon-
ens (or ship with one bank of oars on each
side) up to the quinquereme, each oar is said

to have been manag^ by one man ; but it is

obviously impossible that one man could manacre

the long oars of a TccrcapoKovr^pUtt thirty-eight

cubits in length. For further details see

Smith’s JHcttonary of Greek and Boman Anti-

qtdticSf art * Navis.’ [Tbibumb ; Galixt.]
QninqiitnD. Peruvian bark. The bark of

various species of Oikchoma.
Quinaejr (Ital. aquinanzia, Or. KwdyxnY

Inflammation of the tonsils. This is common
inflammato^ sore-throat: it is not infectious.

It begins with pain on one side of the throat,

and swelling of the tonsil, or of both tonsils at

the same time, attend^ by febrile i^mptoms,
which sometimes run high, espedallj as the

tumefaction advances ; there is great restless-

ness and anxiety, and often the utmost diffi-

cuUy of swallowing even liquids^ and of breath-

ing. The disease has proved fatal by pro-

ducing suffocation, but it generally terminates

in resolution or suppuration: in the latter

case the abscess breaks, a gix>d deal of wb is

discharged, and the patient is at once relieved

of all his urgent symjptoms,

Qaiatala (Fr. quintaine). An ancient pas-

troe, in which a post was ezected, with a cross-

piece, turning upon a |»vot on the top of it» to
one end of which a sand-bag was suspended,
and a board fixed at the other. The play
consiitedin riding or tilting against the b^xa
with a lance, and passing without being t^ruek
behind by the sana-bag.



QUINTAL
An old denomination of weight,

being the same with the hundred weight, or

equal to 112 pounds.

Qolntessenoe (Lat. quinta essentia). A
term applied by the older chemists to alcoholic

tinctures or essences, made by digestion at.

common temperatures or in the sun’s heat. In

Alchemy it denoted the fifth or highest essence

of power in a natural body.

Qalntic* In the Higher Algebra, this term

denotes a homogeneous function of the fifth

order in the variables. [Quantic.] The
theory of binary quintics hds been mMt
studied on account of its connection with

algebraical equations of the fifth degree^ the

most general form of which is

Various attempts have been made by mathe-

maticians to effect a finite algebraic solution of

the quintic equation, i.e. to express a root of

it by means of finite combinations of radicals

and rational functions, as can be done for quad-

ratic, cubic, and biquadratic equations. In

particular cases such solutions have been

discovered. Thus, De Moivre found that when
the quintic takes the form

jr»-5ijr* + 66»x-2s«0,

one of its roots is

+ Vs - ;

and Holer found that when the quintic take#

the fottn
/« d*\

+ 6cji* + 6dx — I3

one of its roots is

yj-yf
These and other cases have been shown by

Harley to be included in a large class of sol-

vable forms. {Mancliester Memoirst vol. iv,

second series, pp. 1 72-219.)

But all the attempts of mathematicians to

discover a finite algebraical solution of the

pneral quintic have hitherto failed. Abel,
indeed ((Euvres cotnplHes^ Christiana 1839),
has demonstrated that it is impossible, ex-

cept in particular cases, to efiect a finite alge-

braic solution of any equation of a higher degree

than the fourth. His aigument hasten repro-

duced and modified by Sir W. K. Hamilton.
{Trans, Boyal Irish Acad, vol. xviii.; Abstract
of Hamilton’s Exposition by Cockle, Quart
Joum, of Math, vol. v.) A shorter and more
simple demonstration of Abel's theorem has
been given by Wantzel, and reproduced in

Serret’s excellent Caurs iCAlg^fe Supkrieurs,

Another im^rtant discovery which has been
recently made in the theory of quintic equations
is that the general quintic equation can be de-
prived of any three of its four mi(l<lk* terms by
the aid of equations of inferior dt groes, and so
reduced to one of the following four trinomial
forms

:
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sfi + e«>0

X* + cx* -I- 0

X* + flX* + € « 0

X* + dx* + s** 0.

In any one of these four forms we may make
either the last coefficient s, or the intermediate

coefficient a or 6 or c or d equal to unity or to

any other assumed number except zero ; so

that the general quintic eqiuition may, by the

aid of lower equations, be reduced to a trinomial

form involving only a single variableparanutt r,

(See Jerrard’s Essay on the llesolution of Egua-

tions, London 18d9; .also an historical paper by
Harley in the Quart Joum, of Math, vol. vi.

1863.)

Availing himself of this reduction of the

general quintic to a trinomial form, involving

only one parameter, M. Hermite, in his Essai

sur la Tneorie des Equations modulaires it In

Resolution de VEqmtUm du Cinquibne Degrk

(Paris 1859), has succeeded in expressing the

roots of the quintic in terms of elliptic functions,

and 111. Kronecker, in Crclle’s Journal, has

shown that the same thing can be done for the

equation in its complete form.

Attacking the problem from a different point,

Harley, in vol. v. of the Quart, Journ. of
JifaM.,has calculated a certain linear differential

equation of the fourth order and remarkably
simple in fonn, whose solution is shown to em-
brace the solution of the general quintic equa-

tion. [Hxffxrbntiai. Rs^lvunt.]
QjBlBtlla* In Astronomy, an aspect of two

planets distant fnam each other the fifth of the

zodiac, or 72^.

IkiilBttne (Lat qnintus). In Botany, aname
given to the fifth or innermost envelope of the
vegetable ovule, the most external being the
first or primine.

Quintuple. In Music, a species of time,

now seldom used, containing five crotchets in a
bar.

Qulusalue. In Chronology, the fourteenth

day after a feast day, or the fifteenth if the day
of the feast be included. But a different rule

seems to have prevailed on the Continent.

(Sir H. Nicolas, Chronology of History, p. 106.)
Quire. In Printing, a bundle of paper

consisting of twenty-four sheets. A quire of
newspapers consists of twenty-five sheets.

Qulnuus. According to Dionysius of
Halicaniassus, this is a^Sabine word, derived,
perhaps, from quiris or curis, a sjyextr^ with
which some have connected the word curia, a
senate^ house. Under this name BoMtrLvs was
worshipped by the Homans after his deification.

Quiiitet. InHoman Antiquities, this name
occurs in the expression Poputus Bomcm.us
Qmrites, By some it has been supposed that
this ;^iTa8e refers to a coalition of two tribes,

the Jlomans and the Quirites, the latter be-
longing, perhaps, to a town called Cures or
Quirium. But in the absence of all historical

evidence, these suppositions can neither be
proved nor refuted. According to Bekkcr, the
name Homan denoted the people in its rcla-



QUIRK
tion to foreign nations, while by Qiiirites were
signified the citiaens as individuals and in their

social relations. Thus a man who claimed

anything as exclusively his own, was said to

claim it cxjttre QuiriHum.
Qtttriu In ^chitccture, a piece of ground

cut off from a square plot.
j

Quirked Moulding. In Architecture, a

moulding in which the convexity is sudden,

being in the form of a conic section.

Quit &ent (Lat. quietus reditus). In Law,
a snniU rent payable by tenants of manors, so

called because thereby the tenant is quit and
j

free of other services, f
Kent.]

Qulwer (perhaps another form of the word
cover). The receptacle for arrows of the long-

bow, worn by the archer.

Quo WarruBto. In Law, a wnt, filed in

tlie Court of Queen's Btiuch by the Attorney-

General, or an indiyidual in his name, calling

upon the person informed against to show by
what title he holds any office, franchise, or

liberty. As the proceedings on a writ of quo
warranto presents many difficulties, the writ

has been superseded in modern times by what

,

is temed an information in the natuze of a
quo warranto. [ConroniVfnnis, Mbwicipai..]

QuodUbet (Lat. takai you pletm). In die

language of the schoolmen, questions on general

snlgects within the range of their ei^uVries were
termed quetMtmn ftutdlibetiom,m misoella&eoiia.

What is termed in Mnaie a pot-pourri was also

called in Germany oquodUirt.

QMlm (F!r. com, Gr. ymrio). In Arekitec-

ture, the comer, or the mteszi^ and extei^
angle of a boilding, orof any part of a buikUng.

It 18 generally apfuiod to the stonesthat fonntbs
angles. These are spoken of as the quoin stones,

to ffistingnish them from the rest of the ashlar.

Quonr. In Artillezy, a wedge of wood put

below the breech of a cannon, for the purpose

of a^usting its elevation.

RABBET OP THE KEEL
Quoin. On Shipboard, a wedge used iu

stowing casks, to prevent motion.

S
uorum. A term derived from the words
. in the Latin form of the commission issued

to justices of the peace ; in which the expression

occurred, * quorum unum A B esse volumus’

—

* of whom we will that A B be one
;

* thus ren-

dering it necessary that certain individuals

(said to be of the quorum) should be present

at the trausactiun of business. Hence, when
in an assembly, committees, &c. it is necessary

that a certain number should be present to

g^ve validity to its acts, that number is gene-

rally said to constitute a quorum.
Quota (Lat. quotus, of uhat number). That

part which each member of a society has to

contribute or receive in making up or dividing

a certain sum.
Quotation Marks. In Printing, two in-

verted commas placed at the beginning, and
two commas in their direct position (or two
apostrophes), at the end of a sentence quoted
or transcribed from au author in his own words.

They are called from their inventor

GuiUemet, and oy the Germans g'dme-augen^
or geese-eyes.

Qnotlfllan (Lat. quoUdianus). That form
of ague which returns daily. [Aoux.]

Qnotieiit (Lat. quotiens, kou often). In
Arithmetic^ the residt of the operation of

division ; it may be either a concrete or an
abstract number. When a mamitudeof any
kind is proposed to be divided into any
number of parts, and the divisor is oonse-

quently an abetnict number, the ouodent is

of the same kind with the dividend or quan-
titj^ proposed to be divided; but when the

dividend and divisor are both things of the
same denomination, or both magnitudes of

any kind, the quotient is au abstract number,
and is the ratio of the one magnitude to the

other.

R
B* One of the letters belonging to the

series called Uquide or aesueoteSs. At the

beginmM of English words derived •from the

Greek throu^^ the medium of the Latin, r is

usually followed by A, to represent the force of

Pi as in rketorhi rtapaodgy os also when it

neeuxs in the middle of an English word de-

riTcdfrom a Gre^ compound, «ui in diarrhea,

fropt M and pirn. This letter is susceptible

of numerous interchimgee, more espectauy in

Latm. As an abbreviation, R.among ourselves

stor^ or regim\ B. P. for reeptibUca,

In modi^ presmptions, B. stands for

rpstoorMe.

vsnaiiig on

«r ffilu llAnl (Er. raboter, to plane).

I&^uudiag^ an mular groove
each aide of the keel from end to
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end, and serving to receive the inner edge of
the garboard st^es or lowest planks of the
ship’s bottom. In merchant vessels the rabbet
is usually formed along the top edge of the
keel. In the British Navy, on the other hand,
its position is nearly half-way down the keel,

the keel itself beutt mortised into the floors

down to the top of the rabbet. Hiiia latter

formation is considered to impart miuffi greater
strength, as it admits of thicker strakes, and
from the less depth of keel left exposed
below the rabbet diminishes the disruptive
force brought to bear on tho veasora bot-
tom in the event of her taking the ground.
Similar rabbets on the stem and stempost
receive the ends of the aeveral planks of the
sides.



RABBI
llab1>t. A Hebrew term for doctor or

teacher
\ the termination being properly the

first pronoun possessive. This word, which is

frequently found in thd New Testament, is in

use at the present day, the rabbis being the

expounders of the law, and more part-iculiirly of

the Talmud or commentaries qf later doctors.

Rabbinisxn. A term under which is eom-
tnoniy designated the body of doctrine of the

rabbis or Jewish teachers subsequent to the

Hosuic law, and which had its commencement
about the lime of the dispersion. It is con-

sidered to have derived its origin from the

teaching of the Pharisees, mingled uith Greek
and other foreign elements. The followers of

Hillel and Schammai, who flourished respective-

ly about the commencement of the Christian

era, formed the two leading schools of Rabbin-
ism. [Talmud ; Tabqum.] The most brilliant

period of Rabbinism was in the twelfth century
under the teaching of Aben Ezra and Mai-
monides, in Spain. The latter is the compiler

of the thirteen articles which may be termed
the modern creed of Judaism

;
establishing the

unity and spiritual nature of God
;
the in-

spiration of Moses and the Prophets
; the im-

nintiibility of the Mosaic law
;

future rewards
and punishments

;
and the expectation of the

Messiah. Since that period, Rahbinism has
cither degenerated into mere formalism and
puerilities, or expanded into a kind of pliilo-

sophictil Deism.
Aabbtt. The Lepus cunieulus of Linnaeus,

a well-known domesticated rodent, which in

its wild state is distributed over the whole of

the northern hemisphere.
|

Rabdomanoy. [Rsabdokanct.]
I

Raoa. An ancient Syriac word, signifying
{

vanity or folly, and pronounced by the Jews
with certain gestures of indignation. (Matt.

V. 2*2.)

Race (Fr.). In Anthropology. [Man;
Teutonic.]

Race. In Language. By phi'ologists, na-

tions ortribcB whi(& are found speakingthesame
language, or closely allied dialects, are said tobe-

long to the same race. The expression conveys
a certain amount of truth, but it must be us^
with great caution and within strictly defined

limits. When it is said that the English sol-

dier struggling with the Hindu sepoy during

the mutiny of 1857 did not' know that his

enemy was his kinsman, this must be taken to

mean that he was ignorant of the affinity of

their several dialects, and of all that is implied

in this affinity. This agreement, whatever be
its measure, certainly proves that the ances-

tors of the Englislman and of the Hindu
either belong to the same stock, or have at

some time or other been thrown together ; it

shows further that fiom the same source they
j

derive to some extent not only their civilisa-

1

tion, but tlirir modes of thought It is almost
certain that they must in some measure share

a common blood ; but to what extent they may I

be anthropologically connected, it may be
either difficult or impossible to ascertain. In

i
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Great Britain, English, Gaelic, and' Welsh are

spoken in difTerent parts of the country. This
fact proves that Teutonic and GelUc tribes

have been brought t^ether ; and if, as in

England, the Teutonic dialects predominate,

this shows that at some time or other some
tribes belonging to the Teutonic race were
dominant in this country; but it does not

hence follow that the mat body of the English

people are Teutonic, ^though a certain propor-

tion of them must be. In other words, the

population of this country is a mixed race;

and although there is no such thing as a
mixed language [Lanouaos], an ethn<dogical

race is rarely, if ever, found altogether un-
mixed, Invasion, conquest, emigration, colo-

nisation have constantly interfere with their

purity. Hence the attempt to classify ethno-
logicd races or tribes by their languages can
lead only to error. The fair Tahitian would
thus be proved to be closely akin to the black
natives of the Fiji islands. In Professor Max
Muller’s words, ‘ The science of langu^ and
the science of ethnology have sufiPer^ most
seriously from being mixed up together. The

I

classification of races and languages should be
quite independent of each other. Races may
change their languages, and histoiy supplies us
with several instances where one race adopted
the language of another. Dificrent languages
may be, therefore, spbken by one race, or the
same language may be spoken by different

races; so that any attempt at squaring the

I
classificatiou of races and tongues must neces-

sarily foil.’ {L(ct. on Language, first series.)

Raceme (Lat. racemus, a bunch of grapes).

In Botany, a form of inflorescence, in which
the flowers are stalked along a common un-

branched axis, as in the Hyacinth and the

Currant.

Racemlo Aold (Lat. racemus). Au acid

found, together with the tartaric acid, in the

tartar obtained from certain vineyards on the

Rhine. It is the paratartaric acid of Berzelius.

It is less soluble in water than tartaric aei^

and differs in the form of its crystals and in

its salts. It is isomerie, and has the same
equivalent with tartaric acid, [Tasta&io

Acm.]
Races. A name denoting particular spots

in the sea where the water'is disturbed by the

meeting of two rapid currents, and not, as is

supposed by sailors, by rocks prmecting from
the bottom of the sea. By the inlmbitantsof the

Orkney islands, these races are called roosU.

RsMblUa (Or. o spine). In Botany,

a branch of inflorescence; the zigzag centi^

upon which the florets are arranged in the

spikelets of grasses.

Ratfilc (Gr. Ii' Botany, a branch

which process in nearly a straight line from

I the base to the apex of the inflorescence of a
plant. T^ term is also applied to the main
axes of the leaves of ferns.

Raciits. a term applied by lUiger and

other zoologists to the vertebral column of

mammals biivls.



RACHITIS
Baobltis (Or* mne,

the part principally affected). The ri<«eta.

A (useaae ^ner^ly ooufin^ to childhood,

known by a large head, protruded breast-bone,

flattened ribs, tumid belly, emaciatwl limbs,

and great general debility ;
the bones in ^ncral,

and especially the spine, are variouslv distorted

and deficient in bony matter. Tne system

occasionaUy rallies from this state as growth

advances, but more or less deformity remains.

Tonics, cold bathing, regular and proiv'r

exercise, ve^ careful nursing, and occasionally

rhubarb and tonic aperients, are the principal

remedies ; and where particular bones fire in-

clined to bend, attempts must be made to throw

the weight offthem. This disease is frequently

symptomatic of a scrofulous state of the glands

and viscera; the stomach and bowels are

always greatly deranged; and as there ap-

pears to be a deficiency of the hardening matter

of the bones, various salts of lime, and even

phosphate of lime, have been prescribed ; the

only apparentuse of these last-nam^ remedies

is to rShder the gastric juice less acrid and acid.

Sack (A.-Sia. racan). An instrument of

torture formerly used in England. According

to Coke (who, however, merely reports the

story on traditional au^ority), the rack was
first inteoduoed into the Tower by the duke

of Exeter, constable of the Tower in 1447 ; and
thence called the duke of Exeter'% daughter,

(3 Inet p. 84.) Stowe, in his Chronicle, sap
that the duke's daughter herself invented it.

The earliest mention of the use of the *rack or

brake’ is ly Holinshed, under the year 1467.

But it first became conunon in the rei^ of

Henry VIII. Under tha^rince, the remaining

Tudors, James L and Charles I., down to

1640, the rack was a common implement of

torture for prisoners confined in the Tower, and
ihflicted by a warrant of the council or under
the sign manual. The rack consisted of an
oblong frame of wood, composed of four beams
a little raised above the gi’ouud ;

the sufferer

was fastened by the hands and feet to the

comers, where two cross beams joined the

longer ones, sometimes by small cords attached

to each finger and toe; and the cords were
twisted by means of rollers, so as to raise him
from the ground, and stretch Ms body with

extreme violence, dislocating the limbs, and,

according to the Jesuit writers, who have left

the most vivid representations of the sufferings

of their companions under the state persecution

of Elizabeth, sometimes extending the sufferer

* more than a palm beyond his usual stature
!

'

Renner, Soeikae Eunmaa, p. 12; Jardiue’s

Eeading on the Uee of Torture in England,

1837.) The Roman equulme is. often trans-

lated rook by English writers ; but whether

the aqaaleus was something similar to the

j^fflish engine, or a wooden koree (as tim

dematkm m the word implies), or, in short,

what was its form and description, antiquaries

Vn not been abU to discover. (See, among
Other anthoritieilk the learned treatise of Magius i

Jk Egu^,) [QuBsnon ; Tobtobb.]
|

RADIANT HEAT
' Rack. In Muebinezy, a rectilinear sliding

piece, having teotii cut on its edge so that they

may work with those of a wheel or pinion wliit^ii

drives or follows tho rack. The rack may be

regarded as a toothed wheel whose radius is

infinite.

Back Sent. [Bkht.]

Saoovlaaa. In Ecclesiastical Histoiy, tho

Unitarians of Poland are sometimes so called ;

from Racow, a small city of that country, wliero

Jacobus k Sienna, its neaA erected a public

seminary for their church in 1600. Here tlio

Bacovian Catechism, originally composed by
Socinus, anti revised by his most eminent
followers, was publish^. (Mosheim, Eocl.

Hist. cent. 16, sec. 8.)

Sndiant Seat. When a hot body is

freely suspended in air, it cools down to the

temperature of surrounding objects
;
when sus-

pended in a space void of air, it still cools down.
The chilling, in part in the former case, entirely

in the latter, is caused by a process termed ra-

diation: t^he investigation of the phenomena
which attend the emission, transference, and
stoppage of these rays forms the science of

raomnt heat. For a long time it was thought
that this cooling took place by the hot body
darting out from its substance particles of

what was termed the matter of heat or caloric,

the presence of which constituted warmth.
These particles impinging on our sensory

nerves caused the sensation of warmth, in the

same way as the matter of light emitted from
a luminous source falling on the retina was
supposed to produce the impression of light.

[Light.]

This theory, so bng held as regards the pro-

pagation both of heat and of light, has now given
way to another which completely satisfies ex-

perimental and mathematic^ enquiry. This is

the undulatory theory, already explained under
the article Light. Precisely the same reasoning
there employed can be applied to the passage of
heat through space.

The warmth of a hot body is supposed to be
due to a state of rapid vibration amongst the

particles of the substance, just as the sound of
a bell is caused by the motion , of its mass.
When a bell suspended by strings is set in

motion within an exhausted receiver, its ringing

cannot be heard until the air is admitted. By
means of the intervening air the vibrations of
the sounding bell are taken up and commu-
nicated in pulses to the ear. By a similar but
hypothetical medium called the ether, the vi-

brations of a hot body are 'transmitted in a
series of waves to the sensory nerves. Radiant
licat thus defined consists of this undulatory
motion of the ether, a motion which travels

through space with the velocity of light
; and,

as it does not in the slightest degree raise the

temperature of the medium by wnich it i.s pro-

pagated, it passes through space without loss.

Since the early editiou of this work appeared,

the science of r^iant heat has grown to aiicli

im extent that the few lines wJiich weie sufficient

to describe its phenomena in 1840 could now



RADIANT HEAT
be replftced by a Toluminons work. Owing to I warmer botly, emits more.rsys tlian it receives

this, It will be necessary, in order to give a clear I from the ieo ; hence its temperature sinks, and
and succinct view of its varied phenomena, to I we feel chilled.

class them under different heads. Phenomena analogous to Ligld.—We have
Ajp/wra/MS.—The apparatus now employed already seen that the intnmiy of radiant heat,

for investigations on radiant heat was first like that of light, diminishes as the square of

introduced by’ an Italian philosopher named the distance from the source. The r^eciton

Melloni, and is of the most perfect character, of radiant heat must have been a matter of
It consists of an instrument called a thermo^ common experience from the earliest times.

electric pile^ by which small changes in tempo- The first systematic experiments which esta-

rature are rendered sensible by tlie production blished this property were made by De
of an electric current, the strength of which is Saussnre and Pictet, by means of corcave
measured by its power of deflecting the needle metallic mirrors. While engaged in these
of a sensitive galvanometer. [Theumo-ei.ec- experiments, they found that radiant heat
TUiciTY.] It has been found Ijy experiment passed through a space of C9 feet in an
tbatrock salt has the property of transmitting inappreciable time. With more delicate aj)-

radiant heat with scarcely any diminution of jmratus Melloni subsequently (‘stablished the

the rays
; hence this substance, as well as the strict analogy between the reflection of light

thermo-pile, are indispensable in researches on and radiant heat, showing that the incident

radiation.
^

and reflected rays fijrm the same angle with a
Funaaniental I/aws of llmliant Heat .— 1. perjiendicular to the reflecting surface, and

Radiation takes place and is transmitted that reflection takes place in the plane of in-

through a vacuum as well as in air. This w'as cidenco. Tjcslio, and more perfectly Melloni
proved by Count Bumford and Sir II. Davy and De laProvostiiycaiulDcsains, madeaiium-
at the beginning of this century. 2. Heat is her of experiments on the reflecting power of

emitted in a right line from every point on bodies. The metals, though the best reflectors,

the surface of a hot body, spreading therefore differ among themselves, silver being the best,

in all directions round such a body. 3. Its and iron the worst reflector. All polished

intensity in a vacuum varies inversely as the metitllic surfaces arc good reflectors of heat,

square of the distance from the radiating point, the reflecting power diminishing as the surface

4. The amount of radiation, or the rate at which becomes tarnished or blackened. This fact

a body parts with its heat, is proportional to has many familiar illustrations. Burning
tlio excess of tlie temperature of the body above mirrors are constructed an the principle of

that of the medium in which it is placed. This the reflection of heat, the heat rays reflected

law, though assumed by Newton, is found by from a concave mirror being brought to a focus

experiment to hold good only within a certain just as is the case with the light. In roasting

range of temperature, not exceeding 60® of meat a polished metal screen is placed around
Pahrenhoit. At higher temperatures Dulong the joint; the radiant heat from the Are, which
and Petit found the rate of cooling to be otherwise would escape the joint, being re-

more rapid than in the ratio stated. 6. All fleeted on to it by this means. The polished

bodies placed in an enclosed space assume fire irons before a fire are never warmed by the

in time the temperature of the enclosure. 6. heat radiated by the fire, because all the heat

Ttie intensity of tho heating ray is as the sine that falls on them is reflected from tlmir sur-

of the angle which it makes with the suifacc. face. Besides being thus regularly reflected, a

This law, however, is not general. 7. The part of tlio heat W'hich falls upon a surfiico is

nature of the source, ns will subsequently be scattered in nil directions, or, us it is termed,

seen, greatly modifies both the intensity and diffused. With rude apparatus Sir William
quality of the radiation, TIerschol examined the ix)wer of scattering

The only satisfactory hypothesis of the ra- heat possessed by various surfaces, and found

diution of heat was that enunciated by Prevost that white paper scattered n»ost heat and light,

of Geneva, about the year 1790, and known and black velvet least. The heat not thus re-

under the name of the theory of exchanges. Its gularty or irregularly reflected from a body is

leading principle is that all bodies are per- either absorbed by the substance being lodged

petually exchanging their heat with one nn- within it, or transmitted through tlie botiy

other. It follows, therefore; that radiation ns light is transmitted through transparent

takes place with greater or less intensity at all substances. I'lic atmrfdng power of a body is

temperatures
;

that it is reciprocal between inversely proportional to its reflecting power,

distant bodies ; and tbit it subsists when the a good absorber being a bad reflector. On
temperatures are equal, though in this case no the other hand, the properties of absorotion

alteration of temperature takes place, for each and radiation are reciprocal : the gooa ab-

body then iveeives as much as it emits : this sorber is a gowl radiator, or vice versA. It

state is calM the mobile equilibrium of tern- follows from this that culinaiy vessels intended

perature. This theory readily explains the to receive beat should not be bright, but black-

apparent radiation of cold, such as is ex- ened ;
at the same time, vessels, such as ums *

perienc^ when a blo<^ of ice is held near the and teapots, intended to retain heat^ should not

face. In Gils ease, although an interchange <ff be of earthenware or painted, but of polished

beat still takes place, the human face, being the meUl. We shall subsequently examine more
VoL. in. 177 ‘ N



EAPIAjrr HEAT
in detiiil the absorption of heat b^s various

'

presented the beating effect by the following

solid, liquid,,and gaseous substances. curve, fig. 1. The luminous part of the

LQce nght, radiant heat can be r^racted by spectrum is included within the space ABC,
means of suitable lenses. In the year 1800,

Sir William Herschel first established the fact

of the refraction of heat by a series of careful

experiments. He converged the solar rays

and the radiation from a heated stove by

means of a glass lens, and found that there

was a focus o? heat a little beyond the focus

of light formed by the lens. The doMt re-

fraction of heat by a prism of Iceland spar was

discovered by M. Berard, who also was the

first to announce the polarisation of heat.

Employing more delicate apparatus, Principal

Eorbes subsequently verified this fact, using

thin plates of mioa for the purpose of polarisa-

tion. These facts were successively examined
and firmly established by the experiments of

Helloiii. This philosopher has, however, gone

further, and opened up an entirely new field

of investigation, in the discovery that the in-

visible rays of heat possess different qualities

like the differently coloured rays of the visible

spectrum. Light which has passed through a
glass of a certain colour, passes through an-

other glass of the same colour far more freely

than through any other coloured glass. The
same phenomenon is exhibited by radiant heat

;

foi*, after passing through one plate, it will

traverse with freedom a number of other plates

of the same material, though it may not be able

to pass through a pkte of another substance.

It follows, therefore, that the invisible rays of

heat must differ in a manner analogous to the

coloured rjiys of the spectrum. This .heat-

colouration Melloni nam^ thermocrosis.

All the foregoing phenomena show the

close relationship existing between radiant heat

and light. No fact in the one is without its

parallel in the other ; and this wonderful co-

incidence has led philosophers to the belief

tliat one is but a modification of the other:

light consisting of undulations in the ether of

a certain length which increases from violet to

red, and radiant heat of similar undulations

of a length greater than the red. This will be
shown more clearly in the next section.

Heat of the Spectrum .—Sir William Herachel
in the year 1800 examined the temperature of
the different colours of the solar spectrum by
means of delicate thermometers. He found
the temperature to increase as he approached
the red end: ping into the obscure region

beyond this point, he still found the tempera-
ture to rise; the thermometer indicating 7®

Fahr. in the full red, whilst in the dark rays
beyond the red it rose to 9® Fahr. By means
of a linear thermo-electric pile, and a rock-salt

lens and prism, Helloni made a series of ac-

curate experiments on the heating powers of
tlw solar spectrum, which corroborated Sir

William Herschers observations, and esta-

blished the fiict the maximum temperature

of tbe> spectnuB Jay m the dark mce beyond
the fid. moe MeUu&i's time, Aot IfiUlerjthe luminous focus and the electric light was
has re*exaikihied the eohir spectrum, and,je- interposed a solution of iodine in t^uJphide of

ITd
''

whilst the non-luminous heat-rays are included

in the dark space BCD. These dark rays are

known as the extra or ultra red rays, or some-
times as the Herschelic rays. Very recently

Prof. Tyndall has investigate with great*care

the spcctvnm of the electric light, using similar

apparatus to that employed by Melloni. As
in the solar spectrum, Tyndall found the heat-

ing effect to rise from the violet, whers it was
nily to the red, and increase to a maximum in

the dark space beyond the red. A graphical

representation of the electric spectrum (fig. 2)
was constructed as in the case of the solar

spectrum. The distribution of heat in the

two spectra are dissimilar, the extra-red rays

BOD being largest in amount in tlie radiation

from the electric light, and towering over the

portion occupied by the visible spectrum ABC.
It has, however, been proved by Tyndall that

when a thin layer of water is interposed in the

path of the rays of the electric light, the shape
of the curve becomes similar to that obtained
from the solar rays at the earth’s surface. It

is therefore probable that the diminution of

the extra-red rays in the solar spectrum is

Fig. 2.

owing to thc<r partial absorption by the aqueous
vapour in our atmosphere, an hypothesis sup*
ported by recent obseiTationa.

The luminous spectrum is only the visible

central part of the rays of the sun or the
electric light decomposed by a prism, for in-

numerable dark rays fall beyond both ends of
the spectrum. The invisible rays beyond the
violet were first rendered visible by Prof.
Stokes. [Fi.tJOiW8CENCB.J Sir Wm. Hei^schel
endeavoured to render visible the invisible rays
beyond the red, by cutting off the luminous
spectruni and ^ndensing the extra-red rays by
means of a lens. His attempt was anauccessful,
and it is only recently that this has been ac-
complished by Prof. Tyndall in the following
manner. A concave mirror about five inches
in diameter was placed bcdiind the electrio
b'ght, and its intense radiation thus conveiged
to a foc^ about six inches distant. Between
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carbon contained in a glasD cell two inchea
deep. This solution has the power of stopping
all the light, i.e. of absorbing the rays ABC,
fig. 2, whilst it transmits tne obscure rays
represented byBCD, fig. 2. An intensely hot
but inyisible focus was thus obtained, at which
black paper could be inflamed, a cigar lighted,

!

and the more fiisible metals melted or burnt, f

When a piece of thin blackened platinum was
'

held in the dark focus, it was immediately
ms^ to a white heat ; and thus the non-

'

luminous rays beyond the red were rendered
luminous, and the identity of the agent which
produf^s light and radiant heatwas established.

To this phenomenon Prof. Tyndall has given
the name calorescence.

Emission of Heat.—In the preceding section

prismatic analysis reveals the fact that the
larger portion of the radiation from luminous
bodies consists of invisible rays of heat. To
determine the actual ratib which exists between
the light and heat radiated from a luminous
sou^, it is only necessary to measure the total

radiation, and then suppress either the luminous
or obscure portion, by interposing suitable ab-
sorbents in the path of the rays. Melloni did
this by cutting off the obscure heat by means
of a layer of water, a liquid which he found
impervious to the radiation from bodies heated
under incandescence. More recently Tyndall
has checked these determinations by with-
drawing the luminous radiation by an opaque
solution of iodine in bisulphide of carbon, and
measuring the amount of obscure rays, which
were wholly transmitted by this ray flier.

Various sources examined in this manner gave
the following proportion of luminous and ob-

scure rays in every 100 emitted ;
the sum of

both is, of course, the total radiation.

Luminous Obscure

Dark spiral . • . .0 100
Red-hot spiral . . .0 100
Hydrogen flame . . .0 ’100
Oil flame .... 3 97
Gas flame 4 96
White-hot spiral . . . 4'6 96’4

Electric light ... 10 90

Every luminous ray is converted into its

equiv^ent of heat when it falls upon and is

a^orbed by the blackened face of the tliermo-

electric pile. Hence it appears that the calo-

rific equivalent, or amount of force, corre-

sponding to the luminous rays emitted from a

hydrogen flame, or even a red-hot spiral, is

absolutely insensible when compared vnth their

obscure radiation; and that m the intensest

artificial light only 10 per cent, of the whole

emission consists of luminous rays. These

remarkable facts must increase our admiration

of the wonderful structure of the eye, as they

show the extraordinary sensitiveness of the

retina to the impression of light.

When various substances are raised to the

same temperature, they do not all emit the

same amount of heat. Leslie examined these

differences in the radiating power of a great
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number of bodies. Coating the sides of a cubical
canister (now known as a Ledie's cude) with
various substances, he found that lampblack,
white lead, and all organic bodies were the
best radiators,’ whilst the metals were the
worst. The radiating like the absorbing power
of a body is exactly the reverse of its reflecting

power ; a good radiator is a bad reflector. With
more delicate therniometric apparatus Tyndall
has recently determined the emissive power of

various powders, which were attached to the

sides of a Leslie’s cube heated to 212® Fahr.
The radiation from the metal surface of the
cube being equal to 16 units, that from other

substances coating this surface is given in

corresponding units in the following table :

—

Substance Hodiation

Rock salt . 35*3

Biniodide of mercury . 39-7

Sulphur . . . ; . 40*6

Vermilion . 46-6

Fluor spar . 68-4

Carbonate of lime . . 70*2

Red oxido of lead . . 74*2

Oxide of cobalt . 76-7

Sulphate of lime . . 77-7

Red oxide of iron . . 784
Hydrated oxide of zinc . . 80-4

Lampblack . . 84*0

As these substances are of different colours,

the experiments are a test qf the influence of

colour on radiation. At this temperatxire colour

is seen to be witliout any effect on the radiative

power
;
for the feeblest radiator, rock salt, and

one of tlie most powerful, oxide of zinc, arc

both white; biniodide of mercury and oxide

of lead arc both red, but their radiating powers
are very different. •

Absorption ofHeat.—Melloni laid thefounda-

tion of this branch of radiant heat by a careful

and elaborate investigation of the transmission

of heat through solids and liquids. The solid

substances examined b^' him were cut into

plates 01 of an inch thick. After noting the

effect produced by the radiation from this source

when nothing intervened, the little plate was in-

terposc/d, the diminution which it effected being

then observed. Melloni successively tried four

different sources of heat, determining in each

caSe the transmission through the same bodies.

N 2



KADIANT HEAT

If the total radiation from cacli source bo rc-

by 100, tlic numbers in tlio forcjroin??

titbio express tlu' proportional quantities of heat

intercepted l»y some of the principal substtlnccs

examined ;
showing that different boaies,

tliongh they may bp of equal trailspa^ncy to

light, possess very different powers of trans-

mitting heat^ and that with one exception the

licat of the different sources is transmitted in

different degrees by the same body.

press the power of transmitting heat, Mclloni

cave the name ;
whilst the jjbwcr

of iiiterecptiiig heat ho called atktrvtojicy*

J.baioni made rock salt perfectly diathermic for

all sources of heat; the 8 per cent, which it

failed to transmit ho attributed to loss by

rctleetion from its surfaces
;
but a stricter

evainination by Tyndall has discovered^ that

even rock salt iihsorbs a small proportion of

obscure rays. Tlie table shows tliat a trans-

parent plate of gla‘JS oiic-tenth of an inch thick

intercepts all tho lieat radiatotl from a cube of

boiling water, tliat a plate of alum of equal

thickness is opaque to all bodies heated under

inciindescenee, and that a similar film of ice

transmits only 6 per cent, of the radiation from

an oil lamp. As ice is perfect ly transparent

to light, the reason for its opacity to tlm heat

of tho red-hot spiral, and its small transmission

of the heat from tho lamp, becomes explained

by reference to tho last section, wlierc it is

shown that in alF luminous .sources the light

rays bear a very low ratio to the obscure.

Melloni also oxiimined the transmission of

heat through limtids. These ho enclosed in a

little cell with glass sides
;
the thickness of tho

liquid layer was 0*36 of an inch, and the source

of heat an oil lamp surroun<led by a glass

chinmcj/s Out of every 100 rays Mclloni found,

Bisulphide of carbon absorbed .

Olive oil . . . , .70
Naphtha 72

Ether . . . . .69
Sulphuric acid . . . .83
Nitric acid . . . * 85

Acetic acid . . . .88
White of egg . . . .89
Water ..... 89

These numbers express tho absorption by
the liquid plus the absorption by the glass

sides of the cell, which latter, from the quality

of the heat employed, must have been large.

, As besides this the experiments of Mclloni

are not entirely free from error, Professor

lyndall has recently determined with more

pmect wparatus me transmission through

liquids. The source of heat here employed was

a spirid of platinum wire, which was raised to

a bright tea heat by the passage of an electric

eurrent. The Uqmds were enclosed in a cell

with moyabl^ rock-salt sides, so that liquid

layers of yaiwing thidmess were obtainable.

In the following table are given the absorp-

tions per cent of dilTerent liquids at the thick-

nesieA loentxoned.

ISO

Thickness of liquid in

parts of an inch

O'W 0*07 0*27

Bmulphido of carbon 5*5 12’5 17'3

Chloroform . 16'6 35-0 44-8

Benzol . . 43*4 62 5 73*0

Ether . . 63-3 76 1 •85*2

Alcohol . . 67*3 83*6 89 1

Water . . 807 888 910

As iu the case of solids, large differences are

seen to exist between the absorbent power of

various liquids. Though all tho substances in

tho foregoing table are transparent to light, yet

between the 6rst and last in the list a difference

of more than 75 per cent, exists in the power
of transmitting heat.

The elegance of Tyndall's arrangement was
further shown in his perfect control over the

temperature of his source. This ho could ele-

vate by merely iiicrcasing tho strength of tho

electric current whieli passed throqgh the spiral.

The tfinpcraturo being thus gradually raised

fmiu below iucandesccnco to vivid whiteness,

the proportion of heat transmitted was found

steadily to increase. This Melloni had pre-

viously discovered, deducing from his ob-

servations a law that tho penetrative power
of radiant heat increases witli an increase of

b'mporaturo of the source. But, whilst tho

experinicnts just mentioned confirm this law,

Knoblauch and more lately Tyndall have shown
that it is not in all cases tnio. Por example,

the latter found that of the radiation from a

hydi’ogeu flame ,99 per cent, was absorbed by
a layer of w’atcr 0 07 incli in thickness, and tho

whole riuliiition was entirely intercepted by a

layer of water 0-27 of an inch thick. With a
red-hot spiral, though the temperature of this

source is far lower, laycnij of water at tho

same thicknesses absorbed 89 and 91 per cent.

re.spcctively.

I

But besides solids and liquids, gases and
vapours are found to absorb very marked and
Idinerent amounts of radiant heat. Tyndall

has entirely created this branch of investigation.

To him w'e owe the discovery and la^rious
examination of the absorption ofheat bymseous
bodies. The limits of this ||prk forbid a de-

scription of the apparatus employed in these

experiments; we shall therefore merely give

a summary of the results obtained. It was
found that oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, ora
mixture of these gases, absorb an inappreciable
amount of heat, whilst many of their gaseous
combinations were poWSerfiil absorbaits. The
following table gives the absorptions by vi-
nous gases relatively to the amount of heai
intercepted by air, whi<^ was taken as unity.

The gases were successively allowed to flU a
glass tube nearly three feet long, the softroa

of heat being a plate of copper heated by a
gas flame.

^
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Air .
’

.

O^gen

.

Niti^en

Carbonic afid

Sulphurous acid

Olewut gas .

Ammonia

Balativa
absorption

1

1

39

00
710
970
1195

Subsequently Professor Tyndall examined
some of these gases contained in a brass tube
fifty inches long, using the same source of
heat as before. The results given in the next
table are absolute absorptioDS» the total radia-

tion through the exhausted tube being taken
as 100.

per cent.

Carbonic oxide absorbed . .13
Carbonic acid . . . .14
Nitrous oxide .

'
. . ,33

Olefiant gas 77

Preserving the experimental tube of the

same length, Professor Tyndall has first exa-

mined the ^ect of diminishing the pressure

of the gas vrithin it; and then, keeping the

pressure of the gas constant, he has investi-

gated the effect of diminisliing the length of

the gaseous column. In the first case, up to a
certain point the absorption was found to be
directly proportional to the density of the gas

;

but in the second case, even with the thinnest

layers, the absorption generally increased less

rapidly than the thickness. Four gases were
submitted to experiment, the length of their

columns being gradually increased from 0*01 of

an inch up to 50 inches. •
A layer of olefiant gas 0*01 of an inch

thick absorbed nearly 2 per c^t. of the radia-

tion firom a heated plate of copper, a column of

the same gas 2 inches thick intercepted about

b3 per cent., and a column 2 feet thick absorbed

nearly 70 per cent.

The absorption by vapours has also been
examined, and as great differences found to

exist among these bodies as among gf^s. The
liquids from which they were derived were
contained in a little flask, and each vapour was
admitted into the tube until a pressure of half

an inch was indicated by au attached baro-

meter gauge. Here are the results with the

same length of tube and the same source of

heat as employed in the measurements givim

in the last table ;

—

per cent.

Bisulphide of carbon vapour absorbed 8

Chloroform 17

Benzol 20

Alcohol 47

Ether 83

Acetic ether 64

Hence the vapour of chloroform, one of the

feeblest^ at a pressure of ^ of the atmosphere

absorbed more heat than a whole atmosphere of

carbwic acid gas. The vapour of water could

not be examilied directly as the other vapours,
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I but numerous experiments conducted in other

ways showed that this of all vapours was pro-

I

bably the most powerhil absorbent of heat.

The importance of this fact as explaining

many perplexing phenomena in meteorological

science will be at once evident

Perfumes have been subjected to examina-

tion by Tyndall, and the absorption by various

kinds have been measured. The odour of

patchouli absorbed the least heat, and of

spikenard and aniseed the most. The almost

Inappreciable quantity of matter contained in

these odours, and yet their strongly mui*ked

action on radiant heat, is a striking and sug-

gestive fact.
•

A sti'ict comparison of the absorption of hent

by certain liquids and by proportional quantities

of the vapours derived from them, showed that

the order of absorption was in both cases the

same. The position of a liquid as an absorbent
is the same as that of its vapour, and hence it

is probable that from these experiments the

general law can be deduced that the relative

power of absorption possessed by any body is

independent of its state of aggregation.

The radiating powers of gases and vapours
have been investigated by Tyndall. The method
chiefly employed was very novel, nnd consisted

in making the gas, whose radiative power was
to be determined, heat itself by rushing into

the vacuous experimental tube. The particles

of the gas were warmed by their impact against

the tube, and radiated tlieir heat to the pile. In
these experiments both sources of heat were
removed, and the end of the tube remote from
the pile was closed by a plate of metal, the

rock-salt plate remaining at the other end. In
this way Tyndall has demonstrated that the

radiative power of every gas or vapour is

directly proportional to its absorptive power

:

an important extension of that law which was
first proved, in the case of solids, by the ex-

'
periments of Leslie.

! Xadlant* Point of BUooting Stars.
[Mbtxobs, Luminous.]
Badtants. In Gcomet^, straight lines

of unlimited length proceeding from a point.

The term ^gencU of rags is more frequently
employed to denote the same thing. [Poncxl.]

Badlaries. [Badiata.]

Badlata (Itat. radius, a ray). The name
given by Cuvier to the lowest organised of the
primary divisions of the animal kingdom;
because certain of the animals therein induded
have a radiated form of a part or tlie whole of

their body. [Acbita; Nsmatoneuba; Pro-
tozoa; ZOOPHYTA.]
Badiatlng Point. Any point from which

rays of light or heat proceed.

Badlatlon (Lat radiatio, from radius, a
ray). The emission of light or heat from s
luminous or heated body. The principal laws
of radiation have already been mven under*

! the article Bauiant Hbat ; but w subjects

included under the preAnt head are more
p^calwl^jT the phenomena of solar and terres-

trial radiation.



RADIATION
The force, of aolar radiation is measured by

the ejEcess of the temperature which a body

assumes when expoaea to the dir<«t action of

the sun's rays above that wliich it has when
turned towards space away from" the sun. This

excess may bo roughly determined by two
common thermometers, one placed in the shade,

and the other exposed to the snn and haWng its

bulb blackened to prevent reflection. A more
accurate means was, however, devised by Sir

John Herschel, who, with an instrument called

by him an actinonutery has measured the heat'

received from the sun at the Cape of Good
Hope. jVI. Pouillct has also executed a series

of measurements on*solar radiation, employing

for this purpose an instrument which he named
a pyrhclimncter. By these experiments the

amount of solar heat falling in a given time on

a surface of known area was ascertained, from
which the value of tlie heat which tlie earth

annually receives from the sun was deduced.

This amount is equal to that which W’ould

melt a stratum of ice 102 feet thick encrusting

the whole earth. Having found the quantity

of solar heat intercepted by’ the earth, the

entire aihount emitted by the sun can be cal-

culated. This is 2,300,000,000 times more
than wo receive, it would boil 700,000,000,000

of cubic miles of ice-cold water per hour, and
in one year it is equal to the heat produced by

the combustion of a layer of coal seventeen

miles thick entirely surrounding the sun.

The amount of heat receiv^ from the sun
diminishes as the thickness of the air traversed

by the sunbeams increases. When the sun i s at

the horizon tlio absorption by our atmosphere

is therefore greatest, when at the zenith it

is least. In this latter position M, Pouillet

estimated our atmosphere absorbed 25 per

cent, of the solar radiation
;
but a far higher

proportion of terrestrial radiation is inter-

cepted. This has been established by Profes-

sor Tyndall, who has discovered that the main
nbsorl)ent in our atmosphere is not the largo

body of oxygen and nitrogen of which it is

composed, but the small amount of aqueous
vapour it always contains. The presence of

aqueous vapour in the air is thus shown to be
of essential importance in climate.

Wliile the earth is receiving heat from the

snn, it is continually radiating its own warmth
into space. This loss is more than compensated
during the day, but at night the terrestrial

radiation causes the condensation, and some-
times the congelation of the moisture in the
air. Dew in summer and hoar frost in winter

are thus produced on the surfaces of those

bodies which are the best ndiators, such, for

example, as are all animal and vegetable

structures. From the theoty of terrestrial

radiation, a curious deduction was made by
Fourier^ with regard to the temperature of the

region of space through which the earth moves
In its orbital revolu^it : this he estimated to

Fabr*, butlhouillet has more recently

mikde the temperature of space to be— 175^

m

RADICAL SIGN
Ka4Ieal» [Osgajnio Radicals.]
Hadloal Axle of Two .Olrcloe. Two

conics intersect one another in general in four
points, and have, consequently, six commi>n
chords. In the special case of two circles four
of these chords are always imaginaiy, and one
at infinity [Ciecxtlar Points at iNTWiTr];
the fifth, and only remaining common chord,
however, is always real, whether

.
the circles

intersect or not, and is called their r<tlkcal

a name proposed by Gaultier of Tours. {Jour^
nal de V£cde ^olytccknique 1813.) One of the
characteristic properties of the radi^'axis,
which leads at once to its construction in the case
of two non-intersecting circles, is that the tan-
gents to the two circles drawn from any point
of it arc equal. Circles having the same
radical axis arc said to be co-axal ; they possess
many remarkable properties. The circles of a
co-axal system will either intersect each other
in the same two points, or not intersect at all.

In the latter case there will be two point circles

in the system; these are called the limiting,

points. Every "circle whose centre is in the
radical axis, and which cuts one of the co-axal
circles perpendicularly, cuts all in the same
manner: all circles thus drawn constitute a
second conjugate system of co-axal circles

whoso common radical axis is the line of
centres of the first system. Of two such con-
jugate systems of co-axal circles one has always
limiting points and the other not. The in-

verse circles to those forming a co-axal system
are also co-axal, and their rpciprocals form a
system of confocal conics. In the works of
Poncelet, Chasles, and Steiner, as well as in the
more recent English text-books and journals,

the properties of co-axal circles are frequently
discussed.

Radical. Bats* In Music, the same. 'as

Fundamental Bass. •

Radical Centre ofThree Clrolee. The
point of intersection of the three radical axes
of the circles, taken in pairs. It is the centre

of the only circle which can be drawn to cut
each of the three circles orthogonally.

Radical Reformers. In Politics, a name
applied to that political party in England
which desires to have the abuses which, from
lapse of time or any other cause, may have
crept into tho government, completely rooted

out (as the term implies), and a larger por-
tion of the democratic spirit infused into the
constitution.

Radley Sign. In Algebra, the symbol
denoting the extraction of a root. It is a

modification of the letter r, the initial letter of
radix or root. To distinguish the particular
root which is to be extracted, a number is pre-
fixed to the symbol

; thus, &c. denote
respectively the square root* cube root> fourth
root^ &c.

; but as the souare root or second root
was the first oonsiderea, the number is usually
omitM, and merely the symbol V written.
Fractional exponents are fi^uently used in-
stead of Hie radical sign. A radical quantUg is

a quantity to which the ndicsl rign is prefixed.



RADICLE RAIL
lladlela (Lat. radicula, dim. of radix, a

root). In Botany, that portion of an embryo
which eventually becomes the descending axis

or root. It is the lowest of the two opposite

cones of which an embryo plant consists.

Xadlollte. ,A variety of Natrolite from
Brevig, in Norway,

Badlolltas. A genus of fossil shells, the
inferior valve of which is in the shape of a re-

versed cone, the superior valve being convex.
Raillua (Lat.). In Fortification, the oblique

radius is a line drawn from#the centre of tho
polygon to the extremity of the exterior side

;

tile right radius is a line drawn from the same
centre perpendicular to the exterior side.

Kadius. In Geometry, the line drawn from
the centre of a circle to any point in its cir-

cumference.

Radius. In Osteology, a bone of the fore-

nrm ; so called from its supposed resemblanco
to the spoke of a ilrheel. Its upper end, which
is the smallest, is formed into a round hollowed
head, and is articulated w'ith the small head at

tho side of the pulley of the humerus, whilst
the rounded border of it next the ulna is arti-

culated w'ith the lesser sigmoid cavity of that

bone
;

its lower extremity is articulated with
the bones of the wrist.

&adlus of Curvature. The radius of

the circle of curvature. [Curvature.] The
length of the radius of curvature at any point

of a plane curve, whose equation to rectangu-
lar coordinates is / (x, » 0, is

{d^x dx)

,

which expression becomes simplified when x
is taken as the independent variable and re-

garded as equicrescent, as then 0. If the
curve be referred to polar coordinates r and
6 , the radius of corvature is given by the

formula

-> rdr + 24f^d6— rd0d*r

Xadlus of Sxplosion. In Military Min-
ing, the line drawn from the charge to the edge

of the crater.

Kudins of Kupture. In Military Mining,

the distance from the chnige to the point at

wliicli the internal commotion caused by the

explosion ceases.

Sudlus of Torsion of u Von«Tlune
Onrwo. [Torsion.]

Kudins Voetor (Lat. radius, and vector,

one who carries). In Geometry, the lino join-

ing a fixed point or jtole to any other point

in space. The length of the ra^iiu vector is

one of the coordinates oi the point. [Co-

ordinates.]

Kudlv, In Mathematics. [Root.]

Kuft (Dan. ; A.-Sax. reafian). A species of

float formed of various logs or planks, fastened

together side by side, so as to be conveyed from

one point to another. This moans of conveying

timber to the sea-coast is practised in many
places. The following is the plan adopted on
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the Rhine. A little below Andemach the vil-

lage of Namedy appears on the left bank under
a wooded mountain. The Rhine here forms a
bay, where the pilots are accustomed to unite

together the small rafts of timber floated down
the tributary streamsinto the Rhine, and to con-

struct enormous floats, which are navigated to

Dordrecht, and sold. These machines have the
appearance of a floating village, com].)08ed of
1‘2 or 16 little wooden nuts, on a platform of
oak and deal timber. They are frequently 800
or 900 feet in length, and 60 or 70 in breadth.

The rowers and workmen sometimes ^ount
to 700 or 800, superintended by pilots' and a
proprietor. Tho raft is compost of several

layers of trees, placed one on the other, and
bound together : a large raft draws not less

than 6 or 7 feet of water. Several smaller rafts

are. attached to it, by way of protection, besides a
string of boats loaded with anchors and cables,

and used for the purpose of sounding the river

and going on shore. The domestic economy of
an English man-of-war is hardly more complete.
I'heir navigation is a matter of considerable

skill, owing to the abrupt windings, the rocks,

and shallows of the rivers.

Rafts improvised of spars, barrels, planks,

&c. often afford valuable aid in saving life

and property in cases of shipwreck. For such
purposes carefully banged casks offer greater

powers of flotation than almost any arbcle on
board ship.

Raft. In Military Engineering, a floating

movable bridge, consisting either of strong
pieces of wood secured tocher, and covered
with planks or boards, in which case it will

not bear much weight; or of the same arrange-
ment .with casks secured underneath, when
artillery can be passed over it.

Kufter (Sax. raefter). In Architecture, an
inclined piece of timber in the side of a roof

;

sometimes called a spar. [Roof.]

Kag* Stonu* A dark grey silicious sand-
stone breaking with a rough or ragged fracture.

Kugmun’a KolL A name of which no
authentic derivation is extant (.Tamieson’s Ely-
moloyical Dictionary), but which belongs to

the collection of instruments by which the

nobility and gentry of Scotland subscribed

allegianpe to Edward’ I. in 1296. They were
preserved in the tower of London

;
and have

been printed by the Bannatyne Club (1834).
Kaguly (apparently from the Fr. ragu6,

used of a rope fretted by rubbing). In
Heraldry, a line jagged or notched in an
irregular manner. Tho old cognisance of the

Nevilles, the rapped staff, is a baton raguiy.
* Kail tOer. negeL). In Architecture, the
horizontal ^rt in any piece of framing or
panelling. Tlius in a door the horizontal pieces

between which the panels lie are called rails,

whilst the vertical pieces between which the
panels are inserted are called styles.

Kail or Water-Kail {S^us amaiietts,

Linn.). A native species of a senns of Hacro-
dactyle or long-toed waders, destitute of alar

spines or a frontal shield.



BAILING
Itelliiiff* A fence or barrier made of

?
>8U and rails, whether of wood or iron.

he most ordinaiy fence of this description

in the country is formed of wcf»den posts

let into the soil, so as to stand upright,

to which are nailed or mortised hoTizoutal

wooden rails, one above another, at such a
distance as t4 prevent domestic animals from
penetrating through them. In some cases one
horizontal rail is fixed to the posts near the

ground, and another near the top of the post,

the. interval between them being rendered
impenetrable to cattle by upright rails nailed

to the top and bottom horizontal rails. Iron
railings are generally formed in this manner,
i.e. the bars are riveted to the bottom hori-

zontal rail, and fixed to the upper rail by lead

or any other contrivance.

Batlroftd or BallwAjr. In Political

Economy. The charge of carriage is one of

the most important items in the cost of pro-

duction and the distribution of commodities to

consumers. So considerable is it in some cases,

that bulky articles, however cheaply made in

some countries or districts, cannot be trans-

ported even to regions where materials are

scanty and labour dear, but must be manu-
factured on the spot. Every country, for

instance, has common pottery works, and
manufactures at least the cheaper kinds of

wooden furniture. Under no circumstances

would it be advantageous to add the cost of

conveyance to the production of these articles,

even though they could be supplied under the

most favourable conditions. Similarly, some
articles possess so much value in smallbulk—as,

for instance, precious metals, precious stones,

and spices—that the cost of carriage becomes a
comparatively small element in the aggregate

price of the utility offered tothe consumer. It

is possible that, with due apjdiances of arti-

ficial heat and horticultural skill, evc^ one of

the spices produced in tropical countries could

be grown under glass in England. But the

increased cost of production would be so con-

siderable, that no one would attempt the cul-

tivation, unless for scientific purposes. Between
these two classes of comm^ities, those which
could not be carried because the cost of transit

forms so large an element in the price, and
those whicli would bo carried under even the

most imperfect means of transit, there is a very
large class of objects, which if the cost of

carriage be considerably reduced might be got
from countries or regions in which they can be
produced tnost cheaply, and thus their manu-
facture in countries where they are produced
at greater cost might be superseded. Again, ra

the case of those commodities which are pro-

duced abundantly in one country, and not pro-

duced At all in another, but are nevertheless in

demand, a reduction of the cost of carriage will

bring their use within the power of those*who
have hilhtrto by reaspu of their dearness bnen
debiixi^ from the ox^joyment or convenience.

Thuif Ihr instance, pepper is produced in certain

trop^l conrlries as profusely as haws ore on
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English hedges, and from tho remotest times
has formed an ingredient almost necessary in

cookery. Before the discovery of the Capo
passage, pepper was carried by a tedious land
passage across the plains of Central Asia to the

coast of Syria, or through the highlands of

Armenia to Trebizoiid, or by a sea passage
(scarcely less expensive) from Ceylon to Aden,
thence across the desert of the Nile, and
down this river to Alexandria; hence it

cost, when sold in England, about U. Gd, the

pound troy, i. e^ully 10s. or 125, in present
values : or, to take a nearer case, there is no
reason to believe that the price of tea is

materially changed in China since tho time, now
about 180 years ago, when it first hocanio an
article of general consumption in this country.

If any eflTect has been produced by tho long-

continued traffic, it naturally should be thiit

of an increased charge. But so considerably

has the comparative cheapifess of carriage re-

duced the price of this article, that the same tea

whicli in the days of the East India Company’s
monopoly and the slow voyaging of her slug-

gish merchantmen, cost 12^. the pound in

England, may now be had for 2s. Lastly,

since duties are and have been levied on the

most important articles of foreign produce,

especially those which are in a state imme-
diately available for consumption, and since, in

order to make Uie tax as light as possible to

the consumer, the duty is paid at a time as

near as possilde to that in sriiich the article is

consumed, the existence of an easy system of
transit and carriage will bring about tiiat tlie

least possible amount of duty-paid goods will

remain in the hands of the retail trader, and
thus that he will be enabled to offer Iiis com-
modities at the lowest possible rate to the

consumer. [Supply
;
Wahkhousb, Bondud.]

Now, overland, the charge of tninsit must,

from the friction to bo overcome, be vastly

greater than that imposed on sea-borne goods.

Even when^ a canal has been made, and great

outlay incurred in making levels, bj'lding

locks, and securing the sides of a canal from
leakage, the reduction of cost is very great, in

consequence of the vast diminution of friction

the use of w'ater carriage. It w'ill be ob-

vious, too, that if a road could be constructed

in which friction could be completely elimi-

nated, and the only remaining difficulty to l>o

overcome would be tho resistance of tne air,

very little mechanical or manual force would
be needed in order to move heavy weights over

the plane surface, while by implication the

reduction of such an amount of friction to

the least amount would progressively approxi-

mate to tho condition of an absolute removal
of friction from tho act of artificial motion,

and the economical end, often adverted to, of
attaining the ^atest possible result with
the least possible expenditure of force, would
thus be reached. The advanta^ of using a
plane surface was, of course, f<pt as soon as
manual or other labour was employtHi in
moving heavy bodies, and the act by which a
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Li]»oiircr dnves a whrclbarrow up or along a ' country places at town pices. Twenty or

]>laiik has fuiKlaniontally the same purpose twenty 'tlye yenra ugo, legs of pork, the

as tiui use of a tram or railway. TJiese trams least ruluablo part of Ihe pig with ligncul-

or m l\va3's have existed in mining and quarry* -turasts in home constimpion, could have
iJig dihtricts fur a long time, and it is said that been frequently purchased in tJio eastern part

th(3 duke of Uridgewuter, of canal reputation, of Hampshire ijit from 3 jrf. to ^d, the j.>ound,

was aware that the only practical competition while fresh butter in summer rarely rose

which could heivat’tcr militate against his fa- above &/. the pound. These and similar luw

vouritc method of canal traffic was the railway, prices of poultry and fruit have been raised by
The course of scientific discovery and adupta- the easy method of transit supplied by rail-

tion, which has developed the stationary into the roads. In all probability (for tlie elements

ioeoiuotive engine, has produced a complete of the calculation are wanting, owing to the

revolution in the means of land transit, both as absence of any compulsory registration of tbo

to cheapness, efficiency, and speed. The con- titles to landed property), land in tbo noigh-
veyauce of goods, which under the old system bourhood of railways, i. e. the greater part of
of heavy waggons, or the improved but im- the land in England, has increased seventy -five

]>erfoct method of canal navigation, was very per cent, in value, by this cause alone, during
long, necessarily very incomplete, and gt'nerally the last thirty 3 ears.

very exiiensivc, has now been rendered easy The effects of railways on foreign trade aro
and rapid, the time of transit having been still more noteworthy. Many conveniences and
diiniiiished by one-fiftli at least, and the service luxuries of life have been rendered accessible

of tlie railway being much more general than ’to the community by tho bencdcciit agency of

(liat of canals. Tiie cost, too, though not these iron roads, lor instance, a great trade

b'csencd in the same proportion, is considerably in foreign eggs and fruit is being cun-iod on
reduced. It is true that in tho conve3'anco of between this coniitjy and France. Such a
lieavy goods, the demand for which is pretty trade would- be impossible without easy and
constant and the supply generally uniform, rapid communication. At tbo present moment
the slowness of canal traffic is no hindrance a traffic is springing up in ripe grapes, brought
to business, and the barge can still compete from the Soutli of France, the purpose of tlio

successfully with tho locomotive. Ihit in the importation being the use of these articles for

fOMVcyauce of all commodities for whieli speed the homo manufacture of wine. No better
is necessary, and occasionally oven for the con- illustration could bo given of some of the
veyance of tho most bulky goods, the railway advantage which may and does ensue upon the
is superior to any other method of transit, distribution of commodities and the division of
For example, under the old canal system, a human laliour, than the introduction of such a
continual frost often produced a sort of coal traffic by the agency of a railroad,

itimiue in large towns, as well as other re- Still more important, however, is the effect

suits now obviated by the services of railroads, of railway commuiTication on the supply of
The first advantage, then, which a railroad gives food. Tt is a continual subject of alturm

to trade, and by implication to the producer and among economists, that population in thickly

consumer, is tliat it diminishes the cost of settk'd countries is fust outgroM’ing the means
transit. This result, which is manifest enough of subsistence. This view is based partly upon
in those objects which ore immediately familiar the economical theory of liEXT, partly on that

to us, is of the highest national importance when of Povulation. Put the coutiugcuc3', on the

w'e take into account its effects on home and hypothesis of sustained intercourse taking

foreign trade. Thefertilit^, for instance, of any place between communities, and the strength-

'

district, will be of very little value to its pos- ening of international interests, is so remote
sessors, unless an easy method be supplied by us hardly to deserve serious attention, still

which its produce can bo brought to market. A less to be a subject of alarm. Improvements
good road is as great an object of interest to the in tlie conveyance of supplies by ships, in

agriculturist, as good cattle and good land. The the shortening of voyages, the cheapening of
real value of any estate, as far as the market matertals, the abolition of duties on timber,

price of its produce goes, is greatly relative to are doing and will do much towards lessening

the ease ana cheapness with which that pro- the cost of food produced in countries uhcre
duce can be offered for sale. In tliis particular, fertile land is boundless, and the cost of agi'i-

railroads have conferred prodigious benefits culture, as proved by the price of com on the-

on landowners. They have at once equalised spot, is very low. But railroads have done even
and raised prices. The market value of costly more than ships towards bringing ulmut this

but perishable commodities has been almost result, and dispelling the alarms of those who
doubled in certain districts by their operation, have hitherto reasoued from imperfect data. If
The stimulant given to production in the crea- the reader will cast his eyes upon any map of
tion of a market for produce is vezy great, the United States, and consider the network of
ideate ponltzy, fish, fruit, vegetables, milk, railroads convexging to Chicago, Detroit and
butter, eggs, and a variety of other products, Bu&lo, and observe that they form a sort of

the consumption of which was once almost trade draina^ for the proauce of the va&t

entirely local, and the price of which was con* prairie lands in the western states; that luil-

sequent]^ low, are now rated even in remote roads are laid as rapidly as their areas an
186
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being brought into cultivation ;

that it pays the and it was very plausibly alleged that as the

western farmor well to produce wheat for the parliamentiiry sanction had been obtained at

English market at prices far bclo\y the avenge the company’s cost and represented a largo

of those at which it was cultivated prior- sum in the company’s liabilities, it should be

to the liberation of food from the trammels defended and protected against the aggression

of the com laws ;
and tlmt the emigration of rival schemes. It luis thus come to pass,

into Uie United States, and the occupation of that the principle of protection has been to

land, are progressing at a rate unparalleled in a large extent recognised in railway under-

tbe history of any community which has ever takings, and every session large sums have
grown before, the alarm of a deficient supply been expended by the companies in defence

and a redundant population will be seen to be of privileges which seem to bejust, because they

as baseless as any panic which has ever occupied have been largely and fully paid for. Had the

men’s minds. And it must be remembered that market value been given for land at the outset,

this area is only a portion of that which is being and compensations been accorded for real injury

cultivated for food. The best districts of Canada only, subject, in case of provable benefit hero-

are being rapidlyoccupied, and wheatofthe best after, to a corrospimding reduction, the whole

quality grown. The supply from these regions system of parliamentary attack and defence

promises to be exceedingly abundant; for it is would have oeen exploded as irrational, unjust,

a factjn the culture of wheat, that its quality is and contrary in the fullest sense to public

always the better the nearer it approaches the policy.

isothermal line beyond which its cultivation is, Nor is this all that railways have been

by climatal reasons, impossible. ' liable to. After the great lines had been con-

The economical history of railway enterprise structed, the system of branches was begun,

in this country is by no means creditable to and a different set of tactics was employed. It

the national character or the public conscience, was found out that a railway was a benefit, but

It could not, perhaps, have been expected that the shareholders of tho old companies knew
these undertakings should have been the act that the construction of these small lines would

of government, not so much because they are be an inevitable loss. They were constrained

not Hike the post office) a branch of business to make them, or imagined that they were con-

which might hare been very fairly carried out strained to make them, or purchased them when
by government, but because administrations arc constructed on very advantageous terms to their

inveterately prodigal, slovenly, and inefficient, temporary and sagacious owners. The writer

The management, too, of railways in the hands was informed some time since, when enquiring

of government would have been fruitful in all of a loading director in one of the matest
kinds of parliamentary and party jobs, and English railways, that in no case had toe corn-

public opinion would probably nave done little pany failed to sufiTer a serious loss by these

towards correcting abuses. Nor was it possi- transactions, and that had they seen a way of

ble, according to the theory of property in Lind, escape, they would never hare entered into

and the permission given to landowners by the these negotiations. The whole of this loss is

legislature to tie up and control its distri- the fruit of tho parliamentary system of rail-

bution by all sorts of complex conveyances, to way enterprise, and of the wSste of capital con-

construct these roads on the basts of mutual sequent on the incidents of that system,

consent, or the consent of tlie minority of those When railwajrs were constructed, parliament

through whoso lands the railroad was to pass, sanctioned a vast number. The old map in

Hence the purchase WHS compulsoiy, and eff^ted Bradshaw's Guide contained for some time
by parliamentary sanction. But as the legis- projected railways as well as those which were
later was generally the landowner, it was constructed or in course of construction. It is

necessary that terms should be made with him hardly necessary to say that such a sanction, on
before his assent was given, and thus the land- the understanding that government was emnpe-
owners on various pleas contrived to exact tent to decide upon the powers possessed by the

enormous sums, under the name of oompensH- company, was the ridiculous misconception of
tion, for permission to' use a part of their the amount of capital available for these works,
land, and, os evente showed, to improve The annual savings of the country are reckoned
materially^ the remainder. It would be a at seventy millions—a sanction was given for

curious enquiry to contrast the real value of an outlay of six times this amount in a single

the land taken for railways, and the price paid year..

during the ^rly years of these enterprises for The Acts under which railways are governed
the permission to take it. Now, as a consider- generally provide that when the profit exceeds

able portion of the capital created by the com- ten pisr cent, the excess should be accumulated,
panics was expended in these compensations or fares should be reduced, or some public use
and bribes, and no actual value was received should be made directly or indireetlv of the

for the concession—in other words, as much of surplus. Government has alsoreserved to itself

the stock^ viitnally fictitious, it became the the right of purohaaiag railways ; and as means
immediate inteteat of the companies to oppose of pi^o transit, assume^ proMily enougl^ a

Sitljr sdnmieerhieh se^edlikeiy to dimini^the ri^t of action with .them inpulw emergencies.

by cdmpetitkm. It was the inte- But the causes noticed abo^ have put out of

dflfindbwnecfi to encomage such rivalry, sight the possibiltty of the govenuneat maxi-^
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mum rate of profit. The interest on the aggre-
gate of railway stock is, and probably always
will be, rather lower than the dividends on
consols, the fares andrates being notwithstand-
ing higher than in any country, though they
should have been under a sounder system much
lower. For information on the early history of
English railways, see Mr. Francis On Hailwaya.
The estimate of the average cost of conveying

a train a mile is as follows :

—

8. d.

Maintenance of way and works . 0
Locomotive power 0 9
Kepairs and renewals of carriages

and waggons 0 2J
General traffic chaiges .... 0 9
Kates and taxes ^ li
Government duty 0 1

Compensation for personal injury,

and damage and loss of goods . 0 Oj
Legal and parliamentary ex-

penses • 0 Oj
Miscellaneous working expendi-

ture not included in the above . 0 2

On the hypothesis that a train conveys 25
carriages, all of which are full, it follows that

each passenger can be conveyed 100 miles at
an average cost of something less than three-

pence farthing. The lowering of fares, re-

duced sometimes under circumsUvnees of rivalry

and competition to one-eighth of the ordinary
charges, has not been found to cause a loss of
more than halfper cent, in the dividends.

These remarks apply with equal force to the

carriage of goods. It has been shown that

coals can be bought at the pit’s mouth in some
districts and conveyed lo London at a total

cost of seven or eight shillings a ton
; but under

the existing system the price paid for each ton

on reaching its destination is quadrupled. A bill

was recently sought for by the Great Eastern
Company, who proved that the easiness of the

gradients on the proposed line would so lessen

the cost of construction and the expenses of

working as to enable them to bring coals to

London in any quantity at a shilling a ton. The
bill was rejected on the very ground of this

anticipated ability of cariying coals in trains

of 400 tons load, profitably, at the rate of one
farthing per ton per mile, the chairman remark-

ing that it was not fair to other companies that

they should be able to work at so low a rate.

On the other hand, the raising of fares is

generally followed by a diminution in the re-

turns. The receipts per train at a penny fai^

from Shrewsbury to Upton Magna were, in

December 1858, 11/. 16^. 8t/. ; but on the re-

turn to a fare of threepence halfpenny in

November 1869, the receipts per train fell to

4/. 4a. lltf.

For further fictails on this subject, and for

the arguments in favour of converting the rail-

ways into government or national property, the

reader is referred to an article on ‘Kailway Re-

form ’ in the WiaiminsUr BeiieWf April 1866.

1S7
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SUUlroadfl or Sailway‘ii« Roads con-
‘stmeted of tracks of iron called rails, on which

j
roll the wheels of carriages drawn either by

i

horses or by steam engines, and to which they
are confined by ledges or flanges raised on the
tires of the wheels.

Theory of Railways.—The object to be at-

tained by the cbns'tVuction of roads of every
kind is to effect the transport of loads by the
least possible expenditure of tractive force;

and one road is better or worse than another,
caeteris paribus, according as the same moving
power is capable of drawing upon it a greater
or less amount of load, or a given load at a
greater or less speed. Since the moving power,
whatever it may be, is expended in overcoming
the resistance which the carriages on which
the load is borne offer, this object can be at-

tainable only by the adoption of such expedients
as will permanently diminish the amount of
that resistance; and common roads, canals, and
railways, which are all expedients for diminish-
ing the resistance of traction, have each their

appropriate sphere. Common roads are suited
for moderate amounts of traffic, and for the
miscellaneous purix>ses of domestic comnnini-
cation. Canals are best for carrying cheap
and heavy articles at a low speed

;
and rail-

ways are proper where there is a large traffic,

and whore a high rate of speed is required.

History of Railways ,—About the middle of
the seventeenth century, the transport of coals
from the pits to the harbour was effected in the
coal distnets of Northumberland and Dui’bam
by laying down parallel tracks of timber with
a horse path between them, the wheels being
confined upon the beams or rails of timber by
ledges or flanges projecting from the inside of
the tire- of the wheels. These timber rails

were constnicted in pieces of about 6 feet long
with a section of about 4 inches square

; they
were supported on pieces of timber called
sletinrs laid at right angles to them trans-
versely on the road. These sleepers were laid

at about two feet apart, so that each pair of

g
irallel rails was supported by three sleepers.

esides giving support to the rails, these
sleepers had also the effect of maintaining the
rails in gauge, or in keeping them at a fixed
distance asunder. The rails were fastened to
the sleepers by pins driven quite through the
rails, and half-way through the sleepers. To
preserve the uniformity of the upper surface of
the rail, these wooden pins were planed off at
the top.

The necessity of ^ving room for the flanges
of the wheels, running as they did below the
surface of the rail, and the small depth between
the surface of the rail and the sleeper, rendered
it impossible to protect the sleepers effectually

from the action of the horses’ feet by any
covering of gravel or other material. The
sleepers were consequently subject to great
wear and tear. The rails also, being worn
by the action of the wheels still more rapidly
than the sleepers, required to be frequently re-
placed ; and as each new rail was pinned down
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to the samo sleeper, the ends of the alcepera i the road and an e^tuai means of dninafce.

were gradually pcifonited by so many boles

that the sleepers were weakened and, required

to bft soon replaced. These defects wore re-

medied by the adoption of the double-timber

railway, which consisted in laying upon the

surface of the tin3bcr rails, above described,

additional rails of timber of equal scantling,

attached to the lower rails by wooden pins,

passing quite tlirough tlie upper and half

tlurougli the lower raik, in the same manner as

tlie lower rails themselves were attached to the

transverse sleepers. This cluinge was attendi?d

with many advantages. Besides the increased

strength given to the rails by the double

timbers, the depth of the sleepers below the

upper surface of the superior rail allowed the

sleepers to be protected from the action of

the horses’ feet by covering them with broken

stones, gravel, or otlier road materials. The
structure of rails and sleepers itlso being

stronger and more weighty, and held down by
the road material with which the sleepers were

covered, allowed a packing or ballasting to bo

driven under the rails, so ns to give greater

stability and firmness to the road. Another
advantage obtained by this arrangement was,

that when the superior rails wore worn by the

action of the wheels, they could be replaced by
new ones without disturbing the inferior rails

;

and as the places of the joints, and those at

which they were attacht'd by pins to the in-

ferior rails, could be varied at pleasure, the

pin-holes made in the inferior rails would nut

come in the same place, or near each other, so

us iryuriously to weaken tlie latter.

The next improvement consisted in the ad-

dition of a plate or bar of iron, about two
inches broad and half an inch tliick, laid along

the upper surface of the superior rail, and at-

tached to it by nails or iron pins countorsnuk

in it. The wheels of tlie carriages ran upon
this iron rail, which formed a more durable

surface than that of the wood In the United
States of America, railways of this construction

are still in occasional use. They are recom-
mended in that country by the abundance and
cheapness of timber and the comparative high
cost of iron. Such a road is tolerably efiScient

where the traffic is light and slow, and can

therefore be resorted to in localities and cir-

cumstanoes in which an adequate return could
not be obtained /or the capital necessary for

the construction of the more perfect modem
railway. 'In the construction of these timber
railways in America many other improvements
have been introduced, more especially in the

substructure of the road. In laying out the
roadwav for the reception of the rails, two
paraMel trenches are cut along the line of way
eorrespondingto the distance between the rails,

and transverse trenches at right angles to these

ate cut to receive the sleepers ; these trendies

arit respeeriTely bottcHued with a ballasting of

biokeu stohs^ on which the rails and cross

skepmitest l^his basis answers the double

tnuetobse of a firm and durable support for
1S8

Tho scantling of the timbers used for the rails

is usually six inches in width by ton inches in

depth : they arc attached to the sleepers, so as
to Im ut onco kept from springing from them
and from altering ^helr gauge, % tho following

means : A notch is cut in the sleeper corre-

sponding to the size and form of tlie rail
,
and

the rail, at tho place where it is let into the
sleeper, is formed with a vertical surface on
the outside, and a levelled surface on the in-

side, incKjasing in width downwards. Wh^n
let into tho notch of tho shseper, the levolletl

part of tho rail is forced into tho corresponding
cavity of tho notch by a wedge driven between
the outside edge of the rail and tho outer sur-

face ot the notcli.

The VUitc Railway or Tramxeay,—In tlir

pi*ogres9 of improvement, the timber railway

above described was succeeded by tlie iron-

plate railway, or tramway, irf which tlio wheels

—which were without llanges-%^dn on cast-

iron plates fonnoil with a ledge on the outer

edge of each track to prevent tho wheels from
running off; and this species of road was for a

long perioil almost exclusively used in tho coal

districts, and in public work's generally, and is

still employotl to a considerable extent, espe-

cially in tho railways which arc carrietl througli

tlie Avorkings of mines, and on wliich the pro-

duce of tlio mine is conducted in waggons,

being* pushed by men or drawn by horses to

tho foot of tho shaft.

Tliese tramWiiys were for a long period con-

structed exclusively of cast iron; but, whin
improved methods of rolling malleable iron

wiTc contrived, they were formed by rolling.

Eilye Railways.—Within twenty years after

the first introduction of tramways of iron, tho

form of rail called the idyc rail was brouglit

into use. This rail is constructed in tho form
of a bar of iron, tho width of which is consitler-

ably less than its depth, placed, as the name im-

plies, with its narroAv edge presented upwanls.

Owing to its depth being much greater tlun

its width, its power, in proportion toils weight,

to resist vertical pressure is very considerable.

The wheels are retained on rails of this de-

scription by flanges projecting from the inside

of their tires. These flanges, ut the point

where tbe wheels rest on Uie rails, descend

below Uic rails ; and the wheel cannot pass off

the rail towards the outer side, unless the flange

rolls jover the rail.

For a long period after their first adoption,

edge railways were confined to tlic mining dis-

tricts, and more particularly to the collieries,

where they were used for tho transport of tlie

products of the mines to the places oi shipment;
out this species of road acquired vastly in-

creased importance when passengers and goods
came to be transported on it bylocomotive en-
gines, which took place first on the Stockton
and Barlington Bailway in 182«>, but more pro-
minently between Liverpool and Hanebaster
in the year 1880. Since that time, the con-
struction of railways adapted for general traffic.
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at a ap^ which would hare been ^formerljr i railwaya opened in May 18SS extended to a
thought impossible, haa been.carried to a great lezigth of 3,186 milea, but it was calculatetl

extent in all parts of the world. that they would extend at the end of that year
StaUetics of RaUwaya.—^It is now almost to 4,917 miles. The following table, extracted

useless to collect the statistics of railroads, fTOm’PeTdonnet^sI^aiti&imentoiradeaCke^Hiiia
because in most countries the figures which are de Fer^ ed. 1866, will enable the reader to form
correct this day may be totally unfit to give some idea of the degree in which the various

the relative number of lines, and their len^fas nations of Rurope have availed themselves of

opened, a few months hence. Thus the Indian
|
the new means of locomotion.

Country
Length !n
Kllomdtres
opened

Length in
Kilometres
granted

Length per
Myriometre

squoro
opened

Length per
Myriametre

square
grunted

Length per
Million of
Inhabitants

opened

Length per
Million of
Inhabitants
granted

France, to 1861 . 9,441 16,025 1-9 2*8 268-0 4190
Germany 13,728 „ 115 180-5

6250Switzerland . 1,051 1,500 3-6 61 467 9

. Spain . 2,090 4,245 0-5 0-9 164-4 300-8

England 11,012 14,250 7*7 10-8 610-0 907-6

Scotland 2,203 3,076 2-9 3-9 1500 1080-7

Ireland 1,947
,

3,319 2-4 4-4 299*5 610-0

Belgium 1,714 6-8

1

ft
375-0

ft

Within the limits of the present article, it tages that could attend any other magnitude
would not be possible to trace, in the order of of gauge.

time, the succession of improvements by which In the colliery railways in the north of

the present methods of laying out and con- England, the rails liad been laid at 4 feet 8^
structingrailwaysfor the swift transport of pas- inches asunder; and on the Liverpool and
sengers by steam power have been established. Manchester Railway, the first line intended for

When the Liverpool and Manchester line was general trafiic was laid down by Mr. Stephenson

first brought into operation, little, compara- with the same gauge. The lines of railviiy

triv^, was understo^ of the capabilities of subsequently projected, extending from Liver-

such means of intercommunication ;
and that pool and Manchester to Birmingham (and

line may be regarded as an experimental rail- thence to London), to Preston, Wigan, Bolton,

way, the results of wliich have supplied the Leeds, and other places, were laid down willi

data on which others have since been con- the same gauge, since thq carriages and engines

Ktructed and worked. The form, strength, and would necessarily have to pass from one to

weight of the rails ;
the mode of fixing them the other. But when railways began to bo

on the road; the weight, power, and proportions constructed in Belgium and other parts of tho

of the engines ; the form, strength, and weight Continent, where the same reason for uniformity

of the carriages and waggons ; the magnitudes of gauge did not prevail, the same gauge nerer-

of the trains, and the speed of transport, have theless was adopted. The first conspicuous

all been subject to change from year to year, depai'ture from this uniformity took place on
and almost from month to month, since the the Great* Western Railway, extending from
opening of that line in 1830 to the present London to Bristol, which was laid down with a
time. We shall not, therefore, attempt to trace gauge of 7 feet ; and the Eastern Counties
these improvements

; but shall briefly explain J^ilwa^ext adopted a gauge of 6 feet. The
the formation and construction of railways, latter line (now known as the Great Eastern)
according to the methods and principles at has since b^n reduced to the 4 feet 8} gauge,

present generally received. and the same gauge has been laid down (in

Gauge of Railuniya. •— The gauge, or the addition to the 7 feet gauge) on a considerable

distance between the rails, on which depends part of the Great Western sy'stem.

the distance between the wheels of the car- The gauge of a railway con be regarded as

rio^es and enmnes, and to a certain extent nothing more than its linear modulus or the
their structure,has frequently been a subject of index to its general scale. There is nothing
much discussion. It is now generally admitted per se to give one gauge a preference over
that all railways constructed in the •same another; but, as tho magnitude of the gauge
country ought to have the same gauge ;

and determines the general magnitude and scale

though it is not cemtended that the gauge now of tho railway, and of everything connected

in use is the best that could possibly have b^n with the railway, including waggons, carriages^

adopted, yet that, extensive lines of road having and engines, brides, viaducts, tunnel^ cut-

been constmoted with tliat gauge, the dis- tings, Ac., and, in imort., all the works, whether
advantages attending a departure from it will of a movable and perishable or fixed and per-

be greater than any counterbalancing advan- manent nature, it is a matter of the greatest
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importance that it should be determined with pexpendicular feet in a mile, would produce a
a ,YUSt regard to the traffic of the line. resistance to the^ moving power, by reason of
The battle the gauffes may be explained on the ascent alone,* equal to a 250th part of the

this ground, for there can be no doubt that the load, and therefore equal to the resistance
4 ft. 81 in. gauge was adopted by accident ; but which the moTine power would sustain on a
when once adopted, it was found to be more level line. It follows, therefore, that, under
convenient to execute the wst of the rail^y such circumstances, in drawing a load \xp such
system of the same dim^sions. The facility* an acclivity, the moving power would have to
afforded for intercommunksatioin upon the um-

1

overcome twice the resistance opposed to it on
form gauge, the economy resulting from the a level ; for the same causes which produce on
small gauge (which is a mat element in the a level a resistance amounting to the 260th
commercial results attending a railway), the part of the load also produce the same resistance

greater ease of working, all give the narrow in ascending the acdivitv, in addition to which
gauge advantages not compensated for by any there would be an equal amount of resistance
perceptible amount of speed or convenience

|
due to the ascent. If, therefore, imder such

in travelling upon the broad gauge. The circumstances, the moving power were required
reader is referrea, for an aoooimt of the atmggle to draw the load up the acclivity at the same
that took place on the sulgect of the gauges, to speed as that at which it drew it on the level, the
the pamphlet by Wyndham Harding on the machine exerting that power must be endowed
question ;

to the Bepwt of the Gauge Commie- with properties in virtue of which it becomes
sionire; to the Life ^f Robert Stepheneon, vol. capable of va^ng its energy, without injury to
ii. ch. i., by Professor Pole, in which the aigu- its structnre, in the proportion of two to one.
nients for and against the broad and sumww The power now employed almost universally
gauges are carefully atatdL The recmlt of the to draw carnages upon railways is ^ loco-
argiweBtliaa siiMsra that it m not wuirth sr^ motive engine, some of wh^ls q£ which
paitieiilatlj in a poor dktiict, or in distncts

|

are rotated by bmng put commiuiicatioii

uiiidi do not contain the elnanta of an atctive with the steam and the firietkm of
circulation, to inear the excuse 4Sf the broad these wheeb on the rails ptopeb the train,

gauge ;
and ac the tzaffie of the Imes of evesy The tires of the loeomotivswhe^ imd of

oountiy b destined, sooii^ or later, to inter- the wheels of all the carnages, have usually a
communicate in eve^ diiectkm, any brash of conical form given to them, becoming gta-
{^uge must always be atteiMM with a eou- dually smaller from the flanm ootwmids;
siderable amount of ioconveniettoe. Ihucd- and, when a carriage rests stnught itpoa the
eally, the broad gauge has been abandoned, or . nib, the dbUnoe betiraen the Auiges of the
at least the mixed gauge 1^ been laid down

|

wheels being less than the dbCaura betfeea
on almost eveiy line on which the broad gauge the rails, a small space is left between the
had been established. flanges and the rails, to allow some pby to

Of the Formation and ConetrueHon of Rail- the flanges without letting them strike the
fCfiys.^Whatever be the moving power to be rails. When the carriage comes to a curve,
us^ for the transport of loads i^n a railway, the flange of the outer wheel comes into con-
its force should bo proportioned to the maxi- tact with the outer rail, and the whole play of
mum resistance of such loads, and it should be the flanges is given to the space between the
capable of varying its energy to the same extent flange of the inner wheel and the inner rail,

as tliat resistance is subject to variation. The In consequence of the conical form of the
great perfection which has been attained in the tires of the wheels, the outer wheels, in thi?

construction of the rails, and in the metliods of case, rest upon a thicker part of the cone than
lixing them in their position upon the road, is the inner, and the actual diameter on which
such, that the resistance offered to the tractive they revolve is consequently greater than that
power by loads moved on a straight and level on which the inner wheels revolve. This effect

railway may be regarded as practicilly uni- has been generally regarded as an expedient
form, so that the moving power by which a sufficient to enable railway carriages to rim
load b transported at a given speed on a round curves of a certain limited radius ; but
straight and level line of railway is subject to in some of the large continental locomotives
a resistance as unvaried and as uniform as any other expedients are sometimes employed,
to which m«)ving powers are usually submitted The pressure of the flange on the rail being
in any of the processes of art. But as the the principal means of turning a railway car-
amount of resistance to the tractive power riage round a curve, and such pressure being
upon a straight and level lailway is diminished attended by friction, and therefora by increaM
by the perfection tlius attained in the construe- resistance to the moving power, curves as well
tion of the road, so. in the same degree, any as acclivities are a cause of resistance, and this
resistance produced by a departure from a resistance will be great in pre^rtion to tbo
perfect level is more sensibly felt. Thus, if the rapidity of the curve or the shortness of its
resistance to the moving power on a straight radius. But independently of this effect of
and lord Hailway, by u load moved at a riven curves, a more senous oyeetion to curves of
epe^f be eqital to the 26ath pert of the load, which the radius is under a certain limit of
on aodiril^ which would rise at the rate of magnitude arises from the liability of the
one foot in 250, or nearly at the rate of 20 carriages to mn off, by the flange enconntering
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anj obstacle or iDcquality which would cause

it to pass ^er the rails. This tendency is

increased if there be a declivity as well as a
curve, and if at the same time the train is

travelling at a high rate of speed.

Curves on Railways.—^Witn a view to insure
the public safety, the legislature has generally

required that no curve shall be allowed upon
a main line with a loss radius than one mile

:

the exceptions to this are where one railway
passes into another, and at the termini, or
the entrance of dep6ts or stations. In such
situations the trains must slacken their speed,

and therefore a sharp curve is attended with
less danger. Tt has appeared, however, that
these restrictions upon the radii of curves have
been more stringent than safety requires. In
a course of experiments made by Dr. Lardner,
it was established that curves of a mile radius
produce no sensible increase of resistance at

the usual speed of railway trains, and therefore

curves of considerably less radius may be
traversed at that speed without danger. Wc
may here state, that on the Newcastle and
Carlisle Railway there are many curves in the

main line w'ith radii under half a mile, which
are traversed at the usual speed with perfect

safety.

The section of a railway is limited by those

circumstances which govern its acclivities,

already explained, and which are equally

related to the amount of resistance on level

rails, and to the practical limits of the varia-

tion of the moving power. The plan^ on
the other hand, is limited by the necessity of

effecting every change of direction of the line

by curves of which the radius shall have such

a magnitude as to exclude all danger of the

carriages running off the line. In the laying

out of a railway, therefore, limitations of its sec-

tion and plan must be kept constantly in view.

Since the natural su^ace of a country is

rarely adapted to the conditions which have
been thus shown to be necessary to the forma-

tion of a railway, an artificial surface must
generally be formed by raising some and
lowering other parts of the countxy through
which the railway is to pass. The expedients

by which this is accomplished are attended

with more or less difficulty and expense, and
the skill of the engineer is eminently required

in the selection of such a course for a proposed
line of railway as will be attended witn the

least expensive construction, due regard being

had to the permanent expense of working and
maintaining it.

When a railway is proposed to be constructed

between two points, winch are called its ter^

mmif the engineer makes himself generally ac-

quainted with the countrybetween these termini,

and selects that course for the line wMch,
with least deviation from a straight line join-

ing the proposed termini, will afi^rd the ^eat-
est fiicilitieB for the formation of the aroficial

surface of the railway, limited as it must be
in respect to its acclivities, and to the curves

by which its various changes of direction are
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efi^cted. This is first accomplished by an eye

survey or general reconnaissance of the country.

An instrumental survey is afterwards made
along the direetkm which has been selected for

the line, and a nearly accurate profile of the

country from terminus to termmus, in the

proposed direction, eis obtained. This being

accomplished and reduced to a drawing, as re-

presented in fig. 1, a line ABCDRFG-HIK
18 drawn, reflated by the degrees of inclination

which have been decided to be the best practi-

cal limits of the acclivities. This line will, as

Flg.t.

represented in the figure, in some places, as

A B, C D, E F, G H, I K, pass above, and in

others, B C, D £, F G, H I, below, the natural

surface of the ground. It is therefore to he
considered that, in the one case, the artificial

surface of the line must be elevated above the

natural surface; and that, in the other case,

some expedient must be provided by which the

artificial surface may pass at the requisite depth
below the natural BU]riac6.

The surface of a railway is raised above the

natural surface of the ground by either of two
expedients : 1st, by forming a mound of earth

with sloping sides, having the railway on its

summit—this is called an embankment {Bg, 2)

;

2ndly, by constructing a bridge by which the

railway can be conducted, at the requisite ele-

vation, above the natural surface of the ground
in the same manner as a road is constructed

over a river—such a bridge is called a viaduct.

[Viaduct.] Such structures are formed either

Fig. 2.

of masoDiy or of iron
;
but in countries such

as the United States and Russia, where timber
is abundant, cheap viaducts of carpentry are
frequently used.

The surface of a railway is conducted hdm
the natural surface of the ground by either of
two expedients: Ist, by forming an excavation.

Fig. 8.

or artifimal valley, with diqpiiig sides, slong
the bottom of whu^ the railway is coDstnictea
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•-•fliidi an exeavation is called a cutting (dg. 3)

;

2adly, undermining the ground and con*

atmcting a aubterranean archwav or vault of

auffioient magnitude, the roof of u^nich is usually

lined with masonry, and along the bottom of

whidi the railway is conducted—such an arch*

way is called a tunnd, [Toknei..]

In laying out a railway, the disposition of its

cuttings and embankments must be kept in

view. In general, the material by which the

embankments are formed is obtained from the

cuttings ;
and, with a view to the saving of

expense, the engineer so arranges his section

that the quantity of stuff required for the for-

mation of embankments shall bo as nearly as

possible equal to that supplied by the cuttings.

If there be an excess of stufffrom the cuttings,

ground must be obtained in some position near

the cuttings whereon it can be thrown. This

is technically called putting it to spoil.

If, on the other hand, there be an excess of

embankment, then the stuff necessary for the

formation of such embankment must be ob-

tained from some excavation made near the

embankment expressly to supply the stuff for

the embankment. This is called side cutting.

The distance along which the stuff obtained

from a cutting is carried before it is laid down
to form the embankment is called the lead

;
and

the quantity of labour necessary to form an

embankment out of an adjacent cutting is de-

termined by the number of cubic yards of stuff

necessary to form the embankment multiplied

by the average Icadt or the mean distance to

which such stuff has to be carried.

Where a very low aud long embankment
occurs, it may happen that the lead is so long

that the expense of forming the embankment
from nearest cutting would be greater than

the expense of putting the cutting to spoils and
of forming the embankment from side cutting.

These are questions which are determined in

each individual case with reference to the price

of land and labour.

When the elevation above the natural surface

of the ^ound at which the railway must be

carried is so great as to render an embank-
ment impracticable, or attended with a dis-

proportionate expense, a viaduct is resorted to

;

and, on the other hand, when the excavation

necessary to give an open cutting would be
productive of objectionable expense, then the

railway is conducted under the ground through

a tunnel.

The slopes A B, A^B', figs. 2, 3, forming the

sides of embankments and cuttings, depend
on tlie nature of the soil or strata through
which the cuttings are made, and of which the

embankments are formed. In general, every

material has a certain angle at which it will

rest, idl morft steep angles causing it to slip or
fall; this imgle is ctulod, in mechanics, the

In the strata through which

xuuwif atttjliigsars made, and ftom which em-
laidaneatl are usually formed, the slopes of

dbs aidet arc rarely less than foot horizontal

to I ibot TSitical, and they vary between that
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and 2 feet horizontal to one foot vertical*

When the material is gravel, sand,* loose chalk,

or gravelW clay, a slope of to 1 is generally

found Buincient
;
but with certain descriptions

of clay, such as that called the London cky, a
more gradual elope must be allowed. With
such material, the slopes are constructed at 1 ^
or 2 horizontal to 1 vertical ;

but in general it

is better, even at increased expense of earth-

work, to allow a sufilcient slope in the com-
mencement, and thereby avoid the continual

expense attending sltpSt as the gnidnul de-

cadence of the sides of cuttings and embank-
ments is called.

The face of slopes, both of cuttings and em-
bankments, should be covered with soil and
sown with grass seeds, so as to produce a turf,

which gives a further security against slips.

They may be also, especially the slopes of em-
bankments, planted with shrubs; care being

taken, however, not to obstruct the ventilation

of the road.

When the stRitum through which a cutting

la required to bo made is rock ov hard stratified

chalk, it will stand with peipendicular sides
;

and, ill such cases, cuttings of great depths
may be made at a trifling sacrifice of land.

The Olive Mount cutting on the Liverpool and
Manchester Railway is, at the deepest parts,

above 100 perpendicular feet from the natural

l^vel of the surface to tlie level of the raihs

;

and cuttings of still greater depth and much
greater extent, through stratified chalk, aiv?

executed on the Brigltton Railway, of which
the sides are perpendicular.

In most cases, however, where cuttings

attain to these extraordinary depths, tunnels

would be less expensive. It sometimes happens
that the material of the cutting is required

for an adjacent embankment ; and, under such

circurostance.s, if the sides of the cutting can ho

perpendicular, and the sacrifice of land small,

it may be preferable to tunnelling. The mate-
rials from the Olive Mount cutting above men-
tioned were required for the formation of tho

Broad Green embankment adjacent to it.

The physical peculiarities of the ground over
which many of our railways have been carric^il.

have caused formidable difficulties in tbeir

construction. Chat Moss, on tho Liverpool and
Manchester line, was miles across when
the railway was carried over it, and from
20 to 40 feet deep. Cattle could not sUind
upon it, and a piece of iron would sink

into it by its mere weight. To form an em-
bankment of 277,000 yards', 670,000 yards
of material had to be thrown into the bog.
In the Haslington cutting, on the Rest Lan-
cashire line, half a million yards of peat, sand,
and gravel, had to be excavated from a bog
hole, aud two trains carrying earth for three
months were unable to obtain a foundation.
Large stones were finally thrown in, which
pressed the peat aside, and enabled the line

to be
^

carrira across. The Ogden viadnet,
which is carried over a quicksand 60 feet dwp,
required 1,600 cubic yards of earthwork to
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ha thrown in daily for many weeks to obtain a
foundation. At Ashton, where a fifty-feet em-
bankment had to be raised, the ground sank
-with the weight of the earth, which disap-

peared as fast as it was deposited, and at

length the surface of the surrounding fields

burst upward with the pressure. On the

Leeds and Bradford, Durham and Sunder-
land, Midland and many other railways, the

line has been carried over bogs and swamps,
by which large quantities of material were
swallowed up before any visible progress

could be made. At the Ambergate cutting

the occurrence of a seam of shale, rising at

an acclivity of 6 .to 1, caused the whole side

of a hill to slip down, and involved the ne-

cessity of removing 600,000 yards of earth.

Then in carrying tunnels through some hills

the quantity of water to be pumped out

presents a serious impediment. In forming

the Boat tunnel on the Great Western line,

32,000 hogsheads of water had to be raised

daily for many months. In the Kilsby tunnel,

on the North-Western line, 2,000 gallons of

water had to be raised per minute for eight

months. In forming the Woodhead tunnel

of the Sheffield and Manchester line, eight

million tons of water were raised in five

years. On the Dundalk and Enniskillen line,

an embankment twenty feet high sank in a con-

cealed bog and stopped a river, the countrybeing

flooded in consequence. Sometimes embank-
ments have been made of fuller’s earth, which
melts down, with the rain. The introduction of

iron pyrites has sometimes caused embankments
to give forth smoke and flame, and to burn

the sleepers
;
and if pyrites come into contact

with chalk, crystals of selenite are formed,

which disintegrate the clay, alter its bulk,

and render it treacherous. These facts illus-

trate the importance of a minute examination

of the ground over which any line of railway

has to be carried, in order that such sources

of expense and failure may as far as possible

be avoided.

The quantity of earthwork per mile of

railway varies, of course, very much upon dif-

ferent lines
;
but taking upwards of 8,000 miles

of English railway, Mr. Bobert Stephenson

estimated that the average earthwork per mile

WHS 68,300 cubic yar^. On the London and

Birmingham, London and South-Western,

London and Brighton, and North Midland,

it is more than twice thi^- amount. The
London and Birmingham line had 12,081,116

yards of excavation, and 10,698,316 yards

of embankment in the orimnal estimate, or

together 202,934 cubic yaiM per mile. The
heaviest cutting on the line is at Tring, which

is 2^ miles long, and averages 40 feet deep.

The New Cross cutting of the South-Eastern

Hue is two miles long, and for some distance

is from 76 to 80 feet deep. The Box cutting

of the Great Western Bailway is inHes

long, and ETjarages 80 feet deep* The Brent-

wood cutting of the Great Eastern Bailway

is upwards of a mile long, and 60 feet deep

;
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and the O’ive Mount cutting on the Liveipool
and Manchester Bailway is two miles Jong,

and 100 feet deep. Nearly all the English
lines are formed with a double track, and
with a gauge of 4 feet 84 inches between
the inner edges of the rails, the Groat Western
alone and its branches being formed with
a gauge of 7 feet, but on a large part of
this line a third rail has now been laid doum
to enable narrow-gauge engines and carriages

to travel ovc^T it.

In English railwnys the standard width
of the formation levels as it is termed, or the
width of the ground between the ditches, is

32 feet, and the ditches are each 3 feet wide
at top, 1 foot wide at bottom, and 1 foot

deep. The width of the ballast at the top
is 23 feet 6 inches, and at the bottom 27
feet 6 inches, and it is 2 feet thick. The
wooden cross sleepers embedded in it are 9
feet long. On the outside of each ditch there

is a breadth or terrace of 18 inches wide

;

and if the railway is in a cutting, the bottom
of the slope springs from the outer edge of

the terrace, rising at a slope of 2 to 1, so that

the total width of the bottom of the cutting

is 41 feet. In the French railways the di-

mensions are nearly but not quite the same.
The width of the formation level is 30 feet

10 inches, and the ditches are each 4 fe» t

11 inches wide at the top, 19^ inches wide
at the bottom, and 19§ inches deep. The
breadth of the shelf or terrace at the outer

side of each ditch is 19f inches or 60 centi-

metres, and the total width of the bottom
of the cutting is 43 feet 114 inches. The
mdth of the track, measuring from the centre

of each rail, is 160 centim&tres or 69 indies,

and the width of the ballast at bottom is

27 feet 6J inches ;
at top, 22 feet 11J inches

;

and the thickness of the ballast 19f inches.

The sleepers are a little shorter than on the

EngHsh lines. The side drains on all lines are
made much broader and deeper than the fore-

going in certain cases, where large volumes
of water have to be carried off.

Drainage .—One of the conditions most power-
fully affecting the security, durability, and
effidency of a railway is the effidency of its

drainage. The history of all failures in earth-

works shows that in ali^ost all cases they arise

from unskilful or inadequate draina^; and
the expense of maintenance on every tine will,

other things bein^ the same, vary very nearly
in the proportion in which its drainage is good
or otherwise. Drain^ may be divided into*

two main parts ; drainage of the roadway and
drainage of the slopes. Water lying or hinning
on the surface soaxs and softens t& roadway,
washes away the earth, and chokes the ditches*

The roadway, when thus saturated with water,

loses its firmnessi and the ballast sinks and dis-

arranges the track, adding seriouslytotiiejoltifig

of the train, to the power neceasaiy to prop^ iC
and to the wear ana tear both of the train and

Clay is converted by water into mud,
and swells in bulk ; and when it is afteiwards

0
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dried by the eun it forms crocks which give

ready entrance to subsequent ruin, and increase

the disintegration caused by frost. The sub-

sidence of the ballast from the ends of the

sleepers so induced leaves the rails without

unitorm and regular support, and the rails are

thus strained, the fastenings and chairs broken,

and'tbe deduction of the rails, causing the loco-

motive to be constantly going uphill, sensibly

iucreases the consumption of fuel. Tlie expense

incident to the constant rectification of these

evils is much greater than tliat which would be

necessary to drain the lino thoroughly at once
;

and it is a primaiy condition in th»{ execution

of all i*ailwa;ys upon which rain ever falls, that

they shall be thoroughly drained. The surface

drainjigo must provide for the immediate re-

moval of water falling upon the earthwork and
hlopi's at a depth of at least three feet from the

surface of the rails, and the drains on slopes

must be formed with such a gradual declivity

as to prevent the velocity of the running water

from tearing up the soil. The side drains in

R(unc places are widened from throe to thirteen

feet and dcepeiwid to six feet, and the ditches

should be cut as straight as possible, and equally

distant from the roadway in all parts. Caw
should also be taken that the uilchcs shall

empty themselves, and not become receptacles

for stagnant water. Culverts arc circular or

barrel drains built of brick or stone across the

railway at a sufficient depth to afford com-
munication biitween the ditches. They are

built witli cement, which is allowed to be well

consolidated before they are covered in. On
the London and North-Western Bailway, cross

underground drains, of circular perforated tiles,

are used. In cuttings the track generally slopes

to each end, both to diminish the quantity of

cutting and to give free outlet for the water,

and if the slope is steep, the side ditches arc

usually lined with brick or stone. In some of

the deep chalk cuttings, the side drains arc

funned of laige bricks, and nin the whole length

of the cutting underground, with cesspools

at convenient distances. These undeiground
drains are often made of semicircular tiles,

perforated and resting on flat tiles twelve inches

square. In wet cuttings and in tunnels, covered
longitudinal drains are made along the middle
of the line. Some of these drains are oval, of
three feet vertical diameter and two feet hori-

zontal, and the bottom of the drain is set from
four to five feet below the surface of the ballast.

,
In theBHsworth cutting the covered drain is an
arch thirty inches deep and twenty-one inches
wide at the springing, and the bottom is thirty-

nine inches below the surface of the ballast.

In railway works as well as in agriculture, ex-
perienceshows that snb-draiuage is both cheaper
and more efficient than the system of open
ditches, as a covered drain sunk three feet below
the surlhee will carry off more water than an
open often times the eap^tv. The im-

tands of thorough drainage i« shown by the

L to ereij engineer, that the wear and
dimilUiifm&eAt of track is found to be irom
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ono-fourth to onc-hnlf less on moderately high
embankments than it is in cuttings; this differ-

ence being wholly caused by the more effectual

drainage realised in one case than in the other.

The drainage of the slopos is as important ns

the drainage of the roatlway, since, unless sufh
drainage is effectual, formidable slips will cer-

tainly occur in many kinds of soil, and the

cutting may be choked up in consequence. Fig.

4 represents a slip which took place some years
ago on the London and Brighton Kailway. The
original slope was two to one, and the depth of

the cutting was from seventy-five to eighty feet.

The upper clay alwunded with soapy earths

and mineral salts, whicli rendered it very
pervious to water; and becoming completely
Kaluiiitod by the rain which fell in a wet season,

Fic. 4 .

Slip on Brighton Railway.

it slipped forward on a more compact clay

below and buried the rails to a depth of twelve

feet. The line was stopped in consequence for

three months, for not only hud the fallen earth

to be removed, but the sides of the cutting had
to be cut back into benches, two on the one side

and three on the other, tliese benches being in

some places sixty-five feet wide, and the inter-

vening slope was made two to one. In all,

2i)0,000 cubic yards of earth had to bo removed.
The method most generally adopted for pre-

venting slips in treacherous grouna consists in

the excavation of vertical trenches at regular

disUinces along the face of the slope and filling

the excavation up with counterforts of gravel,

for which footings are cut in the
pj

solid earth below. These counter-

forts, by their weight, friction, and
porosity, are found to be effectual

in preventing slips from takingplace.

Another mctlicxl consists in sinking
wells in the upper ground, so as to

intercept the water before it reaches

the face of the slope
;
while a third

method, first recommended in the
Artizan in 1843, and since carried

out on some of the French lines,

consists in cutting a vertical trench

or drain from the top of the slope

to the level of the rails beneath, and
filling it with stones to constitute a
drain from which the water may be
led off to any conveuieut outlet. Perforated

This mode is expensive. But an- ®*^**®^P*‘

other mode, also propounded in the Artizan,
would be equally effectual and would cost less.

It consists in cutting horizontal trenches of
moderate depth along the face of the slope,

the bottom of each of which would come at
le^t as low as the top of the trench next
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beneath. These different trenches are to be
filled with stone, and are to communicate at
intenrals with one another, so as in effect to
constitute a drain extending through the whole
depth of the embankment. Large slips are
promoted by frost, which seals up the mce of
the cutting and causes the water to accumulate
behind until its hydrostatic pressure forces out
the face of the cutting. Probably a combination
of the horizontal drains in steps, with vertical

counterforts of gravel at some distance apart to

connect the drains together, is the cheapest and
most eligible expedient for draining the slopes

of heavy cuttings. In cases where the amount
of drainage to be accomplished is not great,

the introduction of perforated tile pipes of the
form shown in fig. 6 will probably suffice.

Bedlaat—The ballast of a railway consists of
porous materials laid on the surface of the
ground in which the sleepers are embedded.
These material are either broken stone, gravel,

burnt clay, cinders, sand, broken bri^s, or

small coal
;
but of these gravel with a natural

mixture of clean sand is the best. The ballast,

besides securing the sleepers and rails in their

5
lace, promotes by its porosity the thorough
rainage of the line, resists the sinking of the

sleepers, and enables them to be readily packed
up, while it gives a proper amount of elas-

ticity to the road, which is more conducive to

durability than the plasticity of earth or the

rigidity of rock. Very hard materials do not

act well as ballast. Broken trap-rock becomes
consolidated, by packing, into so inelastic

a mass that the rails are soon battered out.

When broken stone is employed as ballast,

the pieces should go through a 2i-inch ring.

Limestone binds too much for ballast, but
gneiss rock and even sandstone answer very

well. Slate is rapidly disintegrated in wet
weather. Gravel, if too fine, will not drain well,

p.nd if too coarse, will not pack welL Burnt
clay is used in alluvial districts where gravel is

not to be had, and has been widely employed
in the Indian railways. A ton of small coal

will bum from 20 to *26 cubicyards of clay ; and

where coal or wood is cheaj>, this und of

ballast is as cheap as gravel if the latter has

to be brought 6 or 8 nules. Of the 2 feet of

thickness of ballast used on English lines,

1 foot is below the sleeper and I foot around

and above it Although on the French lines

the standard depth, of the ballast is 60 centi-

metres, the thideness is made 10 centimetres

more, or 28^ inches in situations where the

soil is bad. In America the railways are in

general very immifectly ballasted, and the cost

of maintaining them is consequently vezy great
The expense of maintenance per mile run of
the great English railways is found to be only

about one-fourth of that of the mat Ameri-
can lines ; and if the latter could be made to

work with equal eomiomy, the saving, it is com-
puted, would add 1*8 per cent to the dividend.

It is mainlyin the difference in the earthworks^

drainage,andballasting; thatthe greatdiifiaence

in the cost of maintenance is to oe found.*
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SUepm.—In most of the English and foreign

lines the rails rest in cast-iron chairs, which are

spiked to cross sleepers of wood ; but in the

Great Western and a few other linea the rails

rest upon longitudinal beams ofwood, and in the

American lines the bottom fiange of the rail is

for the most part spiked directly down upon
the cross sleepers without the intervention of

chairs. Stone blocks, which were generally

used in the early railways for supporting the

chairs, have now been discarded. But sleepers

of cast iron have latterly been in many cases

employed. These consist either of plates, or
inverted pots like dish-covers, with holes on the

upper side to permit packing, and connected by
tie rods across the railway. In some cases the

chair is cast on the top of the sleeper, and in

other cases it is bolted on. In some instances

rails have been employed formed with a wide
and deeply immersed base, with ' the view of

dispensing with sleepers altogether. But this

species of railway has not yet attained any
great success.

The sleepers commonly used on the English
lines are larch trees ofabout ten inches diameter
split through the middle

;
the flat side is laid

upon the ballast, and the chair is fixed upon a
^t seat notched out upon the convex side.

Oak makes better sleepers than softer woods,

but is too expensive for general purposes. It

may, however, be put down in Bharo curves and
in other exceptional sitnations. The sleepers

should be straight and of uniform size. They
are usually laid at a distance of 8 feet from

centre to centre, which gives about 2^ square

feet of bearing surface for each runni^ foot

of track. In lines with a heavy trafne the

sleepers are pitched at 2^ feet distance, thus

giving 8 square feet of bearing for each run-

ning foot of trade. In the ^erican lines the

sleepers ar^itched at about the same distance

as on the English lines or a little closer. It

is found, by experiment, impracticable to use

alternate wood sleepers and stone blocks, firom

the unequal nature of the support But wooden
blocks alternating with wooden rieepers have
been tried in France, and have been found to

answer welL The beams used on the longi-

tudinal system for the supTOrt of the rails are

ten inches square, and thesebeams are connected

at every 8 feet by cross pieces of 6 by 4 inches.

The ordinary duration of sleepers laid dowh
in ^eir natural state is seven years. By crea-

soting their cost is increased about one-foiurth,

but their durability is more than doubled.
Creasotinff is aoeompliahed by fixrcing coal

oil into the tiinber by hydrostatic pressure,
the timber being placed in a great cylindrical

vessel of vm>ught or cast iron like a boiler, to
enable it to be soaked and penetrated by the
preservalive liquid. The timber is laid on a
truck, and run into this cylinder, from which
the air is then exhausted after the movable
end of the cylinder has been screwed on. This
exhanstion is accompliriied by an air pupip
worked ^ an engine of ktx or eight horse
power. preservative liquid is then allowed

o8
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to winter* and a wcunm of 27 or 28 inches of do^rn, and tlicso showed more wear in twelve

jnercur/ is maintained within the cylinder for months than the old rails exhibited after en-

half an hour, «t the end of which tiino the during the traffic of twelve years,

liquid is forct d in with a pressure of 130 lbs. i The double-headed form of rail is usually

per S'(uare inch. The prc'ssurc is maintained now employed in England and most other

fur six or seven hours, at the ot»d of which time countries, one object of this form beiii;; to allow

•J!ie process is complete. Coal tar contains the mil, when worn on the top, to be turned

ammonia, wliich rots wood, but is expelled by upside down. But sometimes the bottom is

boiliu^r, and the boiled tar is rallc'd cwrtf o/i. so much indented by the chair as to prevent

This usually contiiins from 10 to lO per cent. this. In this form of rail a chair is re-

of creasotc. The quantity of creasote present quired for every sleeper, and the rail is usually

in such oil may be <ltjU'rminL*d by shaking up fixed in the cast-iron chair by a wooden key

with it in a hot tic about 10 per cent, of a strong driven in at tlie side, the wockI (before being

caustic alkaline solution; the liquid will settle cut into lengths) being compressed by hydro-

into three layers, of which the lowest is cans- static pre.'-sure or otherwise to prevent subse-

tic alkali, the muldle crc'aaote, and the upper quont shrinking. The common depth of mil

(which is by iiuuh the largest) bituminous oil. is five inches. It is found that a 60 lb. rail

The forins of cast-iron sleeper which have inches deep and w'itli a 3 feet bearing deflects

been introduced on different lines are very sufficiently under a fSxetl load of five tons to

riR. 6. various. Fig. G represents be equivalent to a gradient of 25 feet in the

Samuel's cast-iron and tini- mile; and it has further been found that, while

ber-cusliioned si ecp( r, which gravity has to be overcome by ascending the

is 42 inches long, IG inches hills, no return of it is got back in descending

wide, weighs 132 lbs., juid

gives a bearing of 6721 •

Somner* cawt-iron square inches. De Bei’guc’s

bleeper. cast-iron sleeper consisls of

a rectangular plate 20 inches by 14 round(*d at

the corners and strengthened hy feathers. It

Fig. 7.

dL

weighs from 4G to

66 lbs. and gives

nearly two sejuare

feet of bearing.

Greaves’ sphei’oi-

dul or pot sh’cpcr

is shown in fig. 7*

been miudi^used i

dist.ince between the sup-

Btondurd Eaglish llail and Chair.

the hollows. With a moving load the deflection

would bo doubled. The di fioction of the rads
Greaves’ Pot Sleeper.

on the Indian linos and also'' on ol'her linos' '
1*?* *'''® keepers sink, tlis

abroad. The packing ia accotnplishe.1 through
j

“|>J consoquontly the resistance of

boles left near the crow'n for that purpose. In
all these sleepers there are tie rods for connecting
them together across the line so us to keep the
rails in gauge.

— 111 the early railways much attention

was paid to the quality of the iron of which the
rails were composed; but subsequently this

condition was relaxed, and a very inferior

quality of iron was for many years admitted.
More recently, however, the quality of the
iron used in the manufacture of rails has
been improved, and steel rails have also been
ested, and are likely to obtain a wide intro-

duction. In 1866 rails of 86 to 100 lbs, per
yard were considered by English engineers
to be the best. But in the succeeding decen-
nium lighter rails, more thoroughly shingled
and better worked in the rolling were found
to be preferable. On the GreatAstern line,

the 96 lb. rails were found to wear more and
make a worse road than the 76 lb. rails, and
on the ]^ndon and Korth-Western line the
62 lb. rails were found to be worse than the
66 Ih. The Grand Jnnetioa line, laid with 62
lb. ndts jn 1667, remained in good order with-

out tbe neoeefdty of removing any of tbe rails

tSi i$49D wkeii a few 00 lb. rails were putm

the line will increase at a very rapid rate.

Tliis accounts for the great additional tractive

power required on rough lines which have
fallen into disrepair.

The width of the head of modern rails is

about inches. If the elasticity of the metal

Fig. 9. Figr- Ip. Fig. 11.

IfarsGlllei,

66 lbs.

Strosbonrf,
7311*.

be supposed to be such that a sheet of paper
could be got only within half an inch of the
bearing point of a five-foot driving wheel, the
wheel would from this amount of yielding be
constantly ascending a gradient of 46 feet per
mile. Fig. 8 is a section of a i^andard Engljsh
rail and ^ir, and figs. 9 to 18 are cross sec-

tions of the most prement forms of rails, b<0li
Engffsh and foreign.
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Fig. 19 exhibits Barlow’s form of rail, which

has been laid down to some extent^ and which
is empiojed without chairs, the li^ttom part

Fifir. 13. Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

American. Great Western. Great Western,

being* immersed in the ballast. But it has
been found to be unstable, difficult to pock and

Fig. 15. to drain from a pro-

beneath the head, and
the head has been found

liable to split. Lengths
of this rail of five or

six miles have been
riveted together without

any inconvenience hav-

ing been experienced

from expansion.

The length of rails is usually from 18 to 21

feet. Their durability depends chiefly on the

quality of the iron employed ;
and heavy rails

are lees durable than light. Bails are tested

by allowing a weight to fall upon one rail in

(say) every hundred. In the rails of the Royal

Swedish Railway a ram weighing two tons was

Fig. 10. Fig. 17. Fig. 18.

6eaton*F> Rail, Great
WoBtoni.

London and
South Western,

80 lbs.

Lcdcerter and London and
Hitcbln, North*Westeni,
92 lbs. 85 lbs.

allowed to fall from a height of twelve feet on
a rail laid on supports four feet apart, but this

test was unusual^ severe. In some cases the

heads of the rails have been made of a superior

iron, or of steel, by welding on iron of a superior

quality or steel. But there is always the risk

that the weld may not be sound and secure.

Sometimes the tops of the rails are case-

hardened. But the cheapening of steel by the

Bessemer process is extending the production

of rails made of steel throughout

Joints of Fm/s.- The ends of the rails are

cot off square, and (to allow of their expansion)

Fig. 19. a minute distance is

left between them
at common temper-
atures. At a tem-
perature of 100°

the ends are placed

_ in contact; at a
BaripWiBsll. temperature of 0

they are laid at a distance or *163 from one
another. On the English lines the rails of each
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track break joint with one^ another ; but on
the American lines both joints are* usually

on the same sleeper. For many years the

only fastening which united the ends of tiie

rails wiis obtained b^ placing the ends in a
long chair and keying them up together.

But it is now usual nob to place the con-

tiguous ends in a chair at all, but to attach

them together by means of plates bolted

through the sides, the bolt holes being made
slightly oval topermit expansion. It is reckoned
that a variation in the temperature of iron of
10° or 12° produces a force of expansion equal

to one ton per square inch of section ; and in

America, where the alternation of temperature

is great, it has been found in some cases that

unless space for expansion has been allowed,

and the rails have been laid in cold weather
with close joints, the track has in some places

been raised vertically a foot, and has been bent
out sideways two or three feet by the expansion
of the rails. Sometimes on steep gradients the

rails are found to have a tendency to creep to

the lower end.

The joint chair usual on English lines Weighs
from 26 to 40 lbs. and the intermediate chair

weighs from 18 to 26 lbs. Ramsbottom’s chair

is made of wrought iron, and is formed by
rolling out a channel of iron with flanges on
each side, and this is afterwards cast off in short

lengths, each of which forms a chair. The •titles

of the chair are somewhat inclined, and pieces

of iron or Ashes are fitted on each side of the

rail, making 'the total thickness equal to the
width of the head

;
the rail with these fishes is

then set in the chair, the bottom of v hich, how-
ever, it does not touch, and it jams itself tight

by the weight rollii g over it. In some cases

the side wedges used to secure the rails in the

chairs are of iron instead of wood, and some-
times, when of iron, they are made hollow to

give a certain elasticity. Fig 20 represents

Parsons’ wedge chair, which is formed with
recesses, into which are introduced short pieces

of wood with their grain direcUd against the rail,

an iron wedge being driven in between the rail

and the chair. One side of the wedge presses on
the wood under this arrangement, and that side

is barbed up with a few projections like those

of a fil9 ,
to prevent the key from working bade*

Fig. 21 is a side Fig. 20.

view and cross

section of a fish

joint. The weight

of the fishes is 22

lbs., and of the

bolts, nuts, and
washers lbs.

The bolts of fish

joints are usually

I of an inch dia- Parsons' Cbsir.

meter. Many plans l^re been proposed to pre*
vent the bolts and niits from turning round and
becoming loose ; but the best appears to be to

nick slightly the thread of the bolt with a
chisel after it has been Ibrewed up, as this will

prevent it from unscrewing of its own accord
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from ribration, and yet will not prevent it

from being screwed up or unscrewed by a com-

ng. 21 .

Adams' and Richardson's Fish Joint.

mon wrench, which will shear off the alight

burr in the screw. Fig. 22

is a representation of Wild's

grooved iish, ofwhich the sides

are grooved to hold the head

of the bolt, and to catch the

nut when it turns square with

the groove. The weight of

this pair of fishes is 22 lbs.,

Wild’s Grooved and the Weight of the four

bolts and nuts is 4 J lbs.

JSwi^c/tes.—In order to deflect a train from

one line of rails on to another, movable rails

called switches are employed, which at one end

are fixed to a centre, while the other end, which

is tapered to a point, is moved against the

side of the rail by a horizontal rod and handle,

to which a heavy weight is attached to bring

back tlie switch to its normal position as soon

as the handle is released. Switches are either

single or double, the first being made with

one movable rail, and the second with two.

Double switches are usually employed for sid-

ings, on the main line as they throw the rails

less out of gauge and less disturb the cou-

tiiiuity of the line. They are usually made out

of the rails in common use upon the line. The
subordinate features of thoir construction are

very various, one main object sought to be

attained being to gain suificient strength in

tlie point to prevent it from being crushed

before the full breadth of the line is reached.

In Wild’s switch this end is attained by so

tapering the point or tongue that its end is

lioused beneath the top of the fixed rail when
shut against it.

Turntahtea.—These are expedients, chiefly

employed at termini, for transferring the engines
and carriages from one line to another. A
platform or table supported round the edge by
rollers is made to turn upon a central pivot.

I'he carriage or locomotive being pushed on to
this platl'orm, the platform is turned round
until the wheels are brought opposite to the
other set of rails upon which the carriage has
to be delivered. A catch, then allowed to drop,
fixes the table, and the vehicle is then delivered
upon the other set of rails. The indieaUons to
be fulfilled in the construction of turntables are
stretch, steadiness under a passing load, small
friction in turning, and as far as possible in-
dependence of foundations.

Tm«ersef».*^lnstead of turntables traversers
axe sometimes used to txansfer camaees from
one Hhe to another. A platform rails

kid u]^ it is madb to move mdeways on
wheelsnenssl^t and theesiriageb^g run upem

this platform is carried sideways until it comes
opposite the other line. This plan, however,

does not answer for transferring locomotives

which have to be also turned round when set

upon the other line.

Water Cranes,—To supply the locomotives

with water, elevated tanks are erected along the

line at suitable intervals, and a pipe with a
swivelling arm like a crane is swung over the

line, when the engine stops, to conduct thewater
from the tank into the tender. The construc-

tion of these swivelling pipes or water cranes is

very various, and in some cases provision is

made for heating them by a fire in the event of

frost. Sometimes a roller pressed by a weight
is made to act on an inclined plane on the side

of the pipe, so as to swing back the pipe like a

swing gate as soon as it is released, thus ob-

viatiug the risk of leaving the crone standing

across the line.

Svpplyina Water while running.—On the

Chester and Ilolyhead Bailway near Conway a

long trough has been laid down between the

rails, into which a scoop is dipped when the

locomotive comes to that part, the water being
thus lifted into the tender without stopping the

engine. The form of this contrivance is shown
by fig. 23, where A A is the trough, B the

movable port or scoop of the pipe C, F is a

Kg. 23.

handle by which the scoop is depressed, and E
is a counterweight which brings the movable
part of the pijje—and which swivels round
a horizontal pin—back when the handle is

released. The trough contains five inches of
water, and the scoop dips two inches into it and
scoops up that deptb of water at speeds exceed-
ing twenty miles au hour. But at lower speeds
Uie water inll not be delivered over into the
tender. !]^s contrivance effects a sensible
saving of time in express trains, audit is found
that the Um ice which can alone be formed in

frosts dimng the intervals of passing trainf

does not interfere with its efficient action.
Resistance qf Railway Trams.—In the early

history of railways Uie resistance was cousiderea
to be directly as the speed. But it Iras subse-
jUOTtly shown by Dr.Xardner and others that
It increased in a much more rapid ratio, and
was in point of fact more nearly as the square
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of the speed. More recently, however, it bes soldered t^ht by a hot iron carried in the pert
been found that this rapid increase of the ze<^ of the train in the rear of the pston. Mr,
sistance takes place only on rough lines ; and Bobert Stephenson, who report^ upon this

that on vez^ smooth lines, when ttoe is no side system in 1844, showed that it was both
wind blowing, the resistance varies nearly as troublesome and waste^, and was not likely to

the simple speed. come into general use in competition with the

Speed of BaUway Traine,—^The average locomotive, and it has since been removed from
speed of express trains on the London and all the lines dn which it had been introduced.

North-Western Railway is, including stoppages, The atmospheric system, however, or some
about 40 miles an hour; on the Qreat Northern, mo^flcation of it, though not adapted for

39^ miles; on the South-Eastern, 37^ ;
and on indiscriminate use as ah economical system,

the South-Western, 85 miles an hour. Speeds seems likely to find special appUcations of
of 60, 72, 78 and even 93 miles an hour have importance, such as in ascending steep in-

been attained for short distances. The London clines, in working underground railways, and
and North-Western runs a train over 82} miles in conveying mails and merchandise through
iu 1 hour 54 minutes, and the Qreat Western tubes. This last application has been carried
one from Paddington to Bristol, 117 miles, in out in London by the Pneumatic Despatch
two hours. Company with success. But the power con-

Conaumption of Fuel per Mile .—The express sumM relatively with the work done is very
trains on the London and South-Western great In August 1861 the experimental tube.
Railway burn 17 lbs. of coal per mile, but on which was subsequently put down between
occasions have burnt as little as 14 lbs. The Eversbolt Street and Euston StaUon for the
American express trains burn a cord of wood transmission of the mails, was tested at Bat-
in from 20 to 30 miles. A cord of wood weighs tersea, and it was found that, taking into ac-
8,000 lbs., and 1} cord of wood is equal m count the pressure produced by the air and the
heatii^ power to a ton of bituminous ooaL distance traversed by the piston or carriage, and
Mbtmtain Rulways have been comparing the result with the indicated power

carried over the Styrian Alps, and up the of the engine employed to pump the air, only
Ghauts in India, Wem|doynigpowerfiil engines tuwnly per cent of the engine power was
with many eoupled whe(BlB,aQa ^constniding udliaed, while eighty per cent was loet On
the line on m totnafaly easy t^ne. They the line of tube between Euston and Holborn,
have hem carried over paste of the Aadee by similar resulte have been obtained. This tube
flOD^loyiBg etatioiwy enginee to poll up tlm is flat on the bottom and archedon the top, and
tnuns ncrnee

; siid note zeoantly a Hue has is 4 feet broad and 4^ feet high. It is fitted

been eerried over Mont Cenis by fonning the with rails, on winch a tnmk runs. The truck is

track with a deep oentnl rail, on the opposite made tight against the tube by an Indian rubber
aides of which rollers are made to proas by ring, so that it acts like a piston; andwithaload
suitable mechanism, so as to grip the raiL By on the truck of 10 tons, including the weight of
rotating these rollers by vertieu spindles con- the truck itself, a pressure of air of 4 ounces
nected with an enginei, Uietrain is propelled per square inch propelled the truck from Enston
a very steep gradient at a low rate of speed, to Holborn, a distance of 1^ miles, in 7 minutes.
This appears to be the most suitable method The pressure of air is obtained by a fan 22 feet
yetintr^need for surmounting steep inclines, in diameter, making 170 turns per minute, and
Matlvray* Atmospberto or Paonmatlo* the fan can lie made either to suck or blow, or

A species of railway in which the propeliing both; but the leakage is found to be greatest
power is the pressure of the atmosphere on one when the fan is made to blow, or to compress
side of a piston or diaphragm and a partial the air, and thus push the carriage on. The
vacuum on the other side. In one of the forms indicated power require 1 to*work the fan is
in which this principle was applied by Mr. found to be about 200 horses, and the efficacy
Clegg, and which was tested some years ago is only 18 per cent, the loss being 82. Tiii4

on tho West London Railway at Wormwood great loss maj probably be reduced hereafter
Scrubbs, and subsequently introduced on the by the use of more suitable apparatus

; and
Dalkey, Croydon, and South Devon lines, a even with a large amount of loss the extern
large pipe was carried along the centre of each appears to be suitable for especial purpoivMi.
track, this pipe being partially exhausted by where by any other known arrangement still

steam engines stationed at intervals along the greater evils would have to be encountered,
line. A piston attached to the train travelled (Perdonnet, Thri^ Mlhneniaire dee Ckmine
in this pipe, and being propelled forward by the de Fer; Gosdiler, ThuH pratique de V^ire^
air, which was allows to press behind it, while tim et de fExploUarion de Ckemina de Fer* Lee
a partial vacuum was maintained in front, the Jmudee dee Ponte et (^^iuteSee, dee liinee
piaton was carried forward, drawing the train fo, paarim; TVone, of the JneHtuHon of Civi
with it To enable the connection between the Engineere ; JDeeeripHve Cbtaloque of ike Erki~
piston and the train to be maintained, a bent 5tn<mof 1861 andor 1862 ; lee Comptee»Bendt$e
arm passed through a long slit on the top of de la SoeUU dee Biginieure pasrim.)
the pipe. This alii wascov^edby a leather flap BallwnjA 3bMr C^pai&isfbr the
or rave extending the whole leimth of the line, oonstrnction of railwava s

^ ‘

the valve being maide tight by tallow, which was registered under the <
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tlieir Act of incorporation ia obtained. Each
particular railway Act U called the special Act,

and incorpcArates in its provisions those of the

Clauses Consolidation Acts (Companies, Lands,

and Railways, 1845 and 1363), which respec-

tively govern, as to all essentials, the consti-

tution of railway companies and their powers

;

the rights of shareholders and others who in-

vest in the capital needed to enable the direc-

tors to carry on the business of the company

;

and the powers of the company to take and

purchase land for the purpose of constructing

the railway and works connected therewith.

The special Act declares the amount of

capital, the limited liability of each mem-
ber, i*'ho is not chargeable on account of any
debt or demand due from the company be-

y^oud the eztent of his share in the capital of

the company not then paid up ;
the number of

directors, the line of the intended railway, tolls,

and so forth. The company being now con-

stituted, two meetings of shareholders, called

ordinary meetings, must be holden every year,

as provided by th“ Companies Clauses Conso-

lidation Act 1846; extraordinary meetings can

be convened by the directors as they may think

proper. The special Act always names the

first directors ; afterwards they are elected by
the shareholders. The powers of directors are

fixed by the general Acts above referred to

(the most important power, in a legal point of

view, is that of making contracts on behalf of

the company) ; and the directors are personally

indemnified for all losses 8cc. which they may
incur in the execution of such powers. The
company obtains ])ermi8sion and compulsory
power to take, or injuriously affect land for the

purpose of their railway. Compensation under
6(W. maj be assessed by two justices : in higher

cases by arbitration ; by the verdict of a jury,

to be summoned by the sherifiT on a warrant
issued by the company

;
by a surveyor named

by justices in certain cases, where the party
fails to appear before tho jury. The legal

powers which enable the company to construct

the railway and necessary works are defined in

the Bailway C’auses Consolidation Acts, and
are very extensive, Init subject to many legal

restridions as to the mode of construction.

The Ikwrd of Trade has the authority of

sanctioning, within certain limits, deviations

from the works originally undertaken ; and it

has also certain special authorities to superin-

tend the line and works of a railway after it is

opened ; to regulate other matters ; and, finally,

to authorise the abandonment of railways.

Railway companies have always hitherto been
formed under special Acts of !ParIiament (in-

corporating since 1 845 and 1 863 respectively the

general consolidation Acts of those years, above
referred to), as the powers req^uired for such an
undertakinga^ too extensive to be obtained by
agreement or otherwise without parliamentaty

ssneti^ It has, however, racently been pro-

Boil trays Constnmtion Facilities

Act. iM2j that where all landowners over whose
ianMl ft iftiltvav is proposed to be made are con-
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senting parties, the promoters of the line may

;

obtain the necessary powers without a special

Act, by a certificate from the Board of Trade,

the draft of which is to be. previously submitted

for the sanction of parliament
; and in certain

cases existing railway companies may obtain

further powers (under the Railway Companies
Powers Act 1864) by a similar certificate from

the Board of Trade. But any such applieatiun

to the Board of Trade may be rejected by tho

Board; and if it should be opposed by any
railway or canal company which would be

affected by the proposed certificate, further

proceedings must be in parliament.

It appears to have been originally thought

that railways, like highways, wouM be, to some
extent at least, open to the use of the general

!

public ;
and the Railways Clauses Consolidation

I

Act 1846 contains provisions for the use of the

railway, with engines and carriages, by com-
panies and persons other than the company to

whom the railway belongs, on payment of cer-

tain tolls; but it is found in practice that tlie

difficulties of so doing are so great that tho

company owning the railway possesses a virtual

monopoly of it, except whore, as is the case on

many lines, other companies have by special

agreement or Act of Parliament obtained tlm

power of running their trains over it and using

the stations, Ac.

Railway companies are as common carriers

subject ordinarily to the geneiMl law of the

land. The Railway and Canal Traffic Act 1864
contains various important provisions binding

companies to afford all reasonable fucilitit^s fur

the receiving, and forwarding, and delivering of

traffic without unreasonable delay, and without
giving any person, or company, or description of
traffic any preference or advantage, or sub-
jecting the same to any prejudice or disadvan-
tages, and otherwise regulating their rights and
liabilities as carriers.

&ain (Ger. regen, akin to liSt. rigo, Or.

$pix*^i io nudHen). In Meteorology, water
falling from the atmosphere in drops.

The following generally received theory of
rain was proposed by Dr. James Hutton in

the Trans, of Edtnhurgh for 1787. The
capacity of air for moisture, or the quantity
of moisture which a given volume of air will
hold, increases with the temperature, but in a
much faster ratio than the temperature

;
and

hence it follows that if
^
two equal portions of

air at different temperatures completely satu-
rated ^th moisture are mingled together, a pre-
cipitation must tSrke place from the inability
of the mixture (which will have the mean tem-
perature of the two portions) to sustain the
mean quantity of vapour. For example, sup-
pose that while the temperature increases in
an arithmetical ratio, the capacity for retaining
moisture increases in a geometrical ratio, and
that at the temperature of 1 5 centesimal degrees
air can hold 200 parts of moisture

; then at 30
degrees it will hold 400 parts, and at 45 degrees
800 parts. Now, suppose two equal bulks of
damp air, at the respective temperatures of 15
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and 45 degrees, to be mixed together, the com-
pound must contain 1,000 parts of Tapour, or

either half of it 500 pai^ ; and the temperature
of the compound wjU he 80 degrees. But at

this temperature the air is saturated vith 400
parts, and consequently there will be a proci-

itation of 100 parts from each of the given

ulks.

It is obviously not necessary that the com-
mingled portions of air shoidd be fully satu-

rated with moisture, as assumed in the above
example : rain will be precipitated if the two
masses approach the point of saturation, but
the quantity will be proportionally less. It is

also a consequence of the theory that for^ a

given difference of heat the precipitation will

be great^ increased at the higher temperatures;

and this is conformable to experience, for

showers are most copious during hot weather,

and in tropical countries. The circumstances,

therefore, on which, according to this theory,

the quantity of rain precipitated in a given

time depends, are the allowing : The prenous
dampness of the commixed portions of air ; the

diiference of their respective temperatures;

the elevation of their mean temperature
; and

the extent to which the mixture takes place.

The principal objection to this theory is,

that the quantity of rain which actually falls

in a given portion of time is often very much
greater than can be supposed to be produced by
any probable exteht of cooling that can take

place in the free atmosphere in that time,

imless, perhaps, we have recourse to the sup-

position of a cold and a warm current driving

swiftly in opposite directions, and continual^
mixing their conterminous surfaces. Sir J.

Leslie {Ency. Brit. * Mctcorol<^ *) computes
that if two currents of moist air were driving

along in opposite directions, with velocities

whose sum is 30 miles an hour, the one having

a temperature of 70^ of Fahrenheit, and the

other of 50^, the deposition of moisture in the

space of an hour would be equal to the height

of an inch. If the sum of the opposite veloci-

ties amounted to 60 miles an hour, and the in-

termii^ling influence extended to but a quarter

of an indi at the grazing surfaces, there would
still be produced in the same time a fall of rain

reaebing to half an inch in altitude. These
quantities agree sufficiently with observation in

certain eases ;
but the objection still recurs that

rain frequently falls from clouds which appear
to move very slowlv, and when oonBe(^ueutly

thesi^pontion ofsuch velodties is inadmissible.

This difficulty has, however, been recently

solved by Prof. I^dall, who ^ proved that
aqueous vapour possesses a high radiating

power, and toat oonaeqnently a stratum of mmst
atmoapherie air canhave its temperaturerapidly
rqdueed by the escape of its heat into spade
through the saperincumbent dry air. In con-
nection with atmo^heiie condensatiem it must
also be borne in mind that the ascent of warm
air, neoessarily involving expansion, te. a
motion of its particles awa^ from each other,

is always attended by considerable reduction
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of temperature, and hence, if the warm air be
saturatM or nearly saturated with moisture,

condensation must occur from this^eause inde-

pendently of that which may arise from inter-

mixture with colder air or from radiation.

Some extraordinaiy falls of rain have been
recorded, the accounts of which, if not given

on apparently unexceptionable testimony, would
scarcely fail to be regarded as fabulous. On
the 25th of October, 1825, a fall of 30 French
inches (82 English), within 24 hours, occurred

at Genoa ; and on the 9th of October, 1827, there

fell at Joyenae, in the South of France, a quan-
tity equal to 81 English inches within the space

of 22 hours. (Prof. Forbes’s Report on Meteor-
ology, in the Beporta qf the Bntiah Asaociati&n

for 1840.}

Rain drops vary in size from perhaps the

25th to the 3rd part of an inch in diameter
and, like other falling bodies, descend with a
continually accelerating velocity until the re-

sistance ofthe air becomes equal to their weight,

after which the descent is uniform. The ter-

minal velocity is proportional to the square root

of the diameter of the drop; but it is perhaps
not possible to determine with certainty the

actual terminal velocity corresponding to a drop
of any given diameter.

The average quantity of rain which falls in a
year at any given place depends upon a great

variety of circumstances, as latitude, proxi-

mity to the sea, elevation of the legidn, eon-
flguration of the countiy and of the mountain
ranges, exposure to the prevailing wind

;
and

in general on the diflerent local causes which
influence climate. Humboldt estimates that the
average depth of rain which annually falls at

the latitudes of 0^, 19^, 45°, and 60°, may be
taken retpertively at 98, 80,.29, and 17 inches;

but this estimate must be regarded rather as a
rough approximation to the ratio in which tiie

quantity decreases on going from the equator,

than as indicating the actmd averam at any
particular place ; and it is observed toat though
the annual depth be ^;reatest towards the ^ua-
tor, the number of rainy days^in the majority of
places increases with the latitude.

The greatest depth of rain which has been
register^ at any {dace in a year is at Maran-
ham, lat 2J° 8., and is stated by Hum-
boldt to be 277 l^glish inches. But this is

greatly above the average, and indeed more
than double the annual quantity which has been
observed at any other locality. At St. Domingo
the annual fall is estimated at 120 inches ; at
Cayenne, 116 inches; in the island of Granada,
112; at the Havannah, 91; at Calcutta, from
76 to 118; at Bombay, flrom 88 to 06; the
island of Hartiniqne, 87 inches; and at Siam
Leone, 86. Of £kiropsan countries, Portugal
appears to be the most hnmid, 128 inches
having been observed at Coimbro in a year.
The average dM)th at Paris is 10*1 inches
(Aragc^ JmmMlde B^aigue^ 1816); Berlin,
20*9; Brussels, 19; Florence, 41*3; Lyons,
89*5; Maestricht^ 86*1 ;Mirseilles, 18*4 ; Padua,
86*6 ;Petsrsbuzg, 18*2

; Borne, 81*2 ; Bottotdam,
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22*4

;
Stockholm, 187 ;

Vienna, 17. For places

iu Great Britain the following areragos were

(lodticed by Dr. Dalton from observations of a

number of years : Manchester, S6’140 inches

;

Liverpool, 84*118 ;
Lancaster, 89’714;''Kendal,

63*944 ; Dumfries, 36*918; Glasgow. 21*331;

London, 20*686. Mr. Howard gives the annual

average atLondon as equal to 24*9 inches; Pro-

fessor Phillips that of York as 25*7 ; and Mr.

Adio that of Edinburgh as 25 inches. Oji the

theoryof rain, see Kamptz, Lehrbiich dcr

dogie; Muncke, in Gehler’s Phyaicalisches Wor-

terbuch
;
Danielles Mdcorofogical Essays, &c,

Raln-gauffet also called Ombroiiieter«
Vdometert and Plavlameter. An instru-

ment for measuring or gauging the quantity of

rain which falls at a given place,

‘ The rain-gauge may be of very simple con-

struction. A cubical box of strong tin or sine,

exactly ten inches by the side, open above,

receives at an inch below its edge a funnel,

sloping to a small hole in the centre. On one

of the lateral edges of the box, close to the top

of the cavity, is soldered a short pipe, in which

cork is fitted. The whole should bo well

painted. The water which enters this gauge

is poured through the short tube into a cylin-

drical glass vessel, graduated to cubic inches

and fifths of cubic inches. Hence, one inch

depth of rain in the gauge will be measured by
100 inches of the graduated vessel, and 1-lOOOth

inch of rain may be very easily read off.

* It is very much to be desired that, being

of such easy construction, more than one of

these gan^ should be erected; or at least

one placed with its edge nearly level with the

ground, and another upon the top of the highest

building, rock, or tree in the immediate virinity

of the place of observation, the height of which
must be carefully determined, it having been
satisfactorily ascertained that the height of

the gauge a^ve the ground is a very material

element of the quantity of rain which enters it.

The quantity of water should be daily measured
and registered at 9 A.u.' {Beport of the

President and Council of the RogM Society on
the Instructions to be preparedfor the Sdentifie

Expedition to the Antarctic Regions, 1840.)
A convenient form of the instrument is re-

presented in the annexed fi^re, where the
rain which enters the funnel is collected in a
cylindrical vessel of copper, connected with
which at the lower part is a glass tube with
an attached scale. The water stands at the

same height in Ihe cylinder and glass tube,

and being visible in the latter, the height is

read immediately on the scale ; and the cylinder

and tube being constructed so that the sum
of the areas of their sections shall

be a given part^ for instance a tenth,

of the area of the funnel at its orifice,

each inch of water in the tube is

equivalent to the tenth of an inch of

water entering the mouth of the fun-

*nel. A stcp-cock is added, by which
Ihe water m drawn off when the ob-

aervatiemie made.

RAINBOW
Rainbow (Ger. rej^enbogen). The bril-

liant-coloured arch which makes its appear-

ance when rain is falling in the region of the

sky opposite to the sun, and the sun is shining
upon the rain-drops at the same time.

This well-known meteor presents, when per-

fect, the appearance of two concentric arches

;

the inner being called the primary, and the

outer the secondary rainbow. Each is formed
of the colours of the solar spectrum ; but the
colours are arranged in the reversed order, the

red forming the exterior ring of the primary
bow and the interior of the secondary. The
innermost bow is a segment of a circle whose
radius subtends an angle of • about 42°; the
radius of the outer subtends an angle of about
51°

; and the common centre is situated in the

prolongation of the straight line which passes

Uirongh the centre of the sun and the eye of

the spectator. From the conditions invariably

accompanying its appearance, the colours of the

rainbow were known at an early period to be
reduced by the sun’s rays passing through the

rops of falling rain ; but the phenomenon is a

complicated one, and was not fully and satis-

factorily explained until Newton had discovered

the compound nature of solar light, and the

different refrangibility of the component rays.

In order to explain the phenomenon of the

rainbow, let us suppose a beam of light ad-

mitted through a small hole in the shutter of a

darkened room to fall on a spherical globule of

water at I (fig. 1) in the

direction S I, and trace

I

the path of the light

in the interior of the

globule. On entering

the globule at I it is

re&acted, and conse-

quently decomposed,

the nys of each colour beii^ deflected under a
difi&rent angle from its original direction. For
the sake of perspicuity we shall confine our at-

i

tention to the red ray. Let IK be the direction

ofthe ray after the first refraction. On meeting
the surface of the drop at K a portion of the

light will effect its escape, and be again refracted

in the direction K P, while the remaining poi>

tion will be reflected by the surface in the direc-

tionK Ij, the lines I E,K L making ^ual angles

with a tangent at K. But on arriving again at

the surface at L, this portion ofthe raywhich was
reflected from K will be again dividi^ into two
parts ; one part will escape at L, and be re-

fracted in the directionL Q, while the other part
will be reflected by the surface, and proceed in

the direction L M. At M the phenomenon
will be' repeated

;
part of the remaining li^ht

will escape and be re&acted in the direction

M R, and the other be reflected in the direction

M N. This process will be repeated indefinitely

;

but the intensity of the light is diminished at

each successive impact, and aft^ a few reflec-

rions the quantity whi(^ emer^a beeoraes in-

sufficient to make an impression on the eye.

Ail this may be shown experimentally by
causing a beam of light to fall upon a glass

Plg.l.
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^lioder filled with water, and placed in a

|

darkened room ; the red light emerging at the
pointa KLM will be seen when the eye is

!

placed in the straight linesK P, or L Q, orM B.
|

Applying these considerations to the primary
|

or inner bow, where there are only two refrac-
;

tions and one reflection, let AB 0 (fig. 2) be a
|

Pig. 2.
section of a drop of rain

made by the plane pass-

2^
ing through the centre of^ the sun, the centre of the
drop, and the eye of the

spectator; and suppose
the niys from the sun*s

_F centre to fiill on it in
^ the direction S A. LetK
be the position of the eye of the spectator,

whose back is turned towards the sun, and draw
EF parallel to SA. Now suppose the line

E T to be drawn so as to make with E F an
angle of 42® V 40"', and to meet the drop at C

;

then, since the whole of the anterior surface of
the drop is illuminated by the rays S A, some
one of those rays must fall on it under an angle
of incidence, such that after being refracted atA,
reflected at B, and again refracted at C, it will

emerge parallel to C E, and consequently make
with E F tho maximum angle of deviation.

The spectator will therefore see tho red colour

of* the spectrum in the direction E C. But it

is obvious that all these conditions will be ful-

filled in respect of every drop of rain W'hieh tlio

lino E C will meet, on supposing it to revolve

about EF as an axis at the same angle of

inclination. Hence the red rays thus refracted

form the surface of a cone, the axis of wliich is

the prolongation of the stx*aight line drawn
from the centre of the sun to the eye

;
and as

the eye of tho spectator is at the apex of tho

cone, a circular segment of rod light will bo

visible, the other part of the circle being cut off

by the horizon,

M hat has now been said has reference only

to rays coming from the sun’s centre ;
but tho

same thing must happen with respect to rays

coming from every point of the sun’s disc; and

as the sun’s diameter subtends an angle of

about 30', the spectator will consequently see a

band of red light of the breadth of about 30'.

The explanation which has now been given

of tho appearance of tho rtd light applies to all

the other colours of the spectrum, tho only

difference being in the value of the index of

refraction. For the violet ray, in passing from

air to water, tho index isl09-j-81; we have

therefore «« 1-3468; and on computing from

this the values of *, r, and D by means of the

precedingformulae, there results, approximately,

• = 68® 40' 8", r« 39® 24' 20", D « 40® 17'.

In this case, therefore, the angle of maximum
deviation is less than for the red ray, and

hence the violet is within the red. The breadth

of the violet"band will obviously be the same

as that of the red, as both depend on the same

cause
;
namely, the magnitude of the sun’s ap-

parent diameter.

As the red and violet are the rays whose
indices of refraction are the least ana greatest

respectively, all the other prismatic colours will

lie ^tween these two, and occupy bands of the

same breadth, but with considerable blending

into each other; but tho distance between tho

centre of the red and the centre of the vio-

let, being equal to the difference between

their respective angles of maximum deviation,

amounts only to 42® 2' - 40® 17' 1® 46'. The
whole breadth of the interior or primary bow is

this quantity plus the sun's apparent diameter,

or about 2® 15'.

The size of the bow depends upon the height

of the sun above tho horizon. When the sun
is in the horizon, tho bow will bo a semicircle

to a spectator on a plane
; but on the summit of

a mountain, he may sec a segment greater than
a semicircle.

The secondary bow is formed as shown in

fig. 1.

In this case, the light suffers two reflections

in the interior of the globule, and the path of a
ray, as represented in fig. 1, is SIKLMB,
and the deviation becomes least in respect of

tho red ray, and greatest in respect of the

violet; the order of tho colours is therefoi-o

reversed, the red occupying the innermost band
and tho violet the outermost, as represented in

fig, 3, where EB
3^

is tho red and
E V the violet ray,

tho eye of tho

spectator being at s %
E. Tho breadth

from the middle

of the red tb tho Vl
middleofthoviolet

fi il lil
is 3® 10', or nearly ^ ”

double that of tho

interior bow. Tho
interval between tho red of the interior bow
and tho red of the exterior is 60® 69'— 42® 2',

or 8° 67'. All these values, deduced from the'

thtiory of refraction, are found to agree exactly

with those found by actual measurement.
Dr. Bailey, in the IVans. for 1700, has

computed the diameters of the rainbows formed
by three, four, and five reflections

; but these

bows are rarely if ever seen, the light being

too faint to make an impression on the eye.

Supernumerary or spurious rainbows are some-
times seen within the primary and without tlie

secondary bow, and having ue same order of

colours us_tho bows to which they^ respectively

X oung on
the theory of the interference of light {Phil,

Trans. 1804 Lcct, vol. i. p. 470.) An inverted

or distorted iris is sometimes observed lying

on the ground, formed by the drops of dew
suspended from the tops of the blades of

grass, or from spiders’ webs. In fr,vourable

circumstances lunar rainbows are sometimes
seen ;

but their colours are faint and scarcely

perceptible.

The first explanation of the true theory of
tho rainbow is usually ascribed (Nevrton’s
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Optics) to Antonio de Dominis, archbishop of

Spalatro, and afterwards dean of Windsor,

wnose work, De Radiis Visus et iMcis, was
ublished at Venice in 1611, but stated to

ave been written twenty years previourfy.

It would appear, however, from the account

of this work given by Boscovich, llontucla,

Priestley, and Biot, that the merit ofIDe Dominls

was confined to a vague statement i&e surinise,

unsupported by experiment, that the interior

bow is formed by two refractions and an inter-

mediate reflection. He gave no reason for the

precise aoglo which its diameter subtends ;
and

with respect to the extoiior bow, his attempt

to explain its formation is who% erroneous.

The true theory of the exterior bow, and the

detenn|°^^^^ particuhir angles of de-

viation under which alone the rays transmitted

to the eye are sufficiently dense to be visible,

belong to Descartes. The explanation given

by Descartes, in his Dioptrics^ is complete in

every respect, excepting as to the cause of the

colours, the theory of which was supplied by
Newton’s gi«at discoveiy of the unequal re-

fmngibility of the raj^ (Moontucla,

Histdre dvs woh i p. 700

;

Priestley Oa p. 107 ; Biot^ Traiti de

Physique, tom.m pu 46*04 '

itelaed Bcajcli. lat ^ograpl^, a beach is

a shelving tract of ubskI or dbinpfle wa»hiod by
the sea or a fresh-water take, and inteeposed

between the water and the land An which

300,000 cwt. having been received in thii

I
country in 186i, chiefly from Turkey and
Spain. Some are wholly sun-dried, an*i these,

which are the best, are called raisins of the sun*
Others are first dipped in a ley, and then sun-
dried

; others which are dried in ovens, are of
inferior quality. The raisins of Malaga are
the finest, the muscat<*l3 from that district

‘ being the most esteemed of all.

I

ftajali (akin to the Sanscrit root rtlj, to

j

shine : the word reappears iii the Latin rox,

regis, a king). A title given to the hereditary

g
rinces of the Hindus, who belong to the
Ishatriya or warrior caste. [Caste.]

I

Hake (A.-Sax. racian). The Nautical term
for slopc^ a]>plied in several senses on board ship,

I

ThAmkeof iheshmandsUrn is the distance by

.
which the top projects beyond its base where it

I joins the keel. The rake of a mast i.s its slope
‘ towards the stern, causing its angle with tlie

’ keel to be less than a right angle. The object
' of this rake is to diminish the plunging acr.ion

I

of the ship’s bows. It is a common .form of

masting in small sharp-bowoJ vessels. The
' rake of the rudder is its foremost edge, agree-

!ing with the stempost, and of course having

I

the same rake.

7® radoe « ship^ is to fire into her bead or

^

tftern in Ibe direction of her length, or ahmg
her decks, it is smilar to what engineers

term mfdaJing.

{

Saza (a Teutonie word). An instrument of

vegetation grows. Tbe bench of tbe ocean is,

generally speaking, little more than the space

between low and high water niaik ; the b^h
of a lake, that between the water niaxks of the

highest and lowest ordinaiy ler^ of the lake.

An inland sea with little tide, each as the ICedi-
terrancan, has generally not moeb beach, except
in embayed portions, where tlie waters ritse or
fall according to the prevailing winds. Raised
beaches are tracts of shingle and gravel, indu-

rated for the most part into the consistency of

pudding stone or breccia, found on the sides of

shelving ground at a level above tliat of some
neighbouring lake or sea, in such a position os

to leave no doubt that they had in ancient

times been washed by its waters. They are

found extending along ohr own coast, espe-

cially in Cornwall and Wales
;
they have been

observed also very distinctly on the sliores of

the Mediterranean and the Baltic, and tln'V

abound in the vicinity of the great American
lakes. They are valuable geological evidence

of a recent change in the level, over distinct

areas of former sea-bottom, now converted into

dry land high enough to be beyond the tidal

influence.

AaUlnf Mate or Upper Vlate. In
Architecture, the plate or longitudinal timber
on which the roof stands when in its place or
pitched.

ausletsif a Slepe. In Military language,
abandoning a siege.

(Fr. ; Ger. rosine). The dried

barrios of the Grape Vine, of which large

quantities are annually imported, upwards of
264

fttodern warfare, reproducing on a vastly more
poweiful scale tbe beaked vessels ofthe
The ram is a ship of extraordinary sobditjaud
strength, propelled Iw engines o!f great power,
and armed at the prow, j^low tbe water line,

with a sharp heavy beak nearly pointed uni
diminishing to a sloping edge on tiie upper s'de.

This beak is nearly solid, or at least of the

stnmgest possible formation
;
and it is usually

built as an independent adjunct to the ship, so
that in the event of any very serious collision it

may be buried in its victim, or ciirried awiy,
leaving the vessel itself intact. IiTespecti\o

of this beak, the ram is constructed like any
other iron-clad vessel. It may be of iron

altogether, of wood with iron rinnour through-
out, or of wood with its battery only proU-cted

by annour. Some rams have their batteries

in broadside, others in revolving turn^tM,

naval authorities being divided as to tlie re-

lative advantages of the systems. The shape
of the beak, flat beneath, and above inclining

upwards towanls the ship, presents the exact

opposite of the ordinary cutwater in its action

on the water
; but the French naval architects

maintain that the change is an improvement,
the throwing off of water from the ibharp edge
preventing tho formation of that mound of

water which collects against the bow of the
usual build and greatly impedes progres**.

The fir-t practical use of the modern l^^n-cl:'d

ram was in 1862 in the Hampton Hoads, where
the Confederate ram 'Merrimac' destroyed
several Federal wooden vessels with the greatest
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Ram. In Hydraulics. [Hydbauuo Him.] is named aftw Bammelfberg, the German
Ram. In Z^logy, the perfect male of the ehemiet and mineralogist

species of sheep, e. g. Otna Ammon, 0. musi^ Kmmnemaa or Mmmnnm* [Rquitbs;

mon, 0, Vignei, from one or more of which Luobbbs.]

wild species the domesticated breeds have been Ramp (Er. rampe). In Architecture, a
deriTed. The castrate mal eis termed weiher. concave band, or slope, in the cup or upper

Raniv Battering. [Battering Rah.] member of any piece of ascending
,
or de*

Bam*til (Hin. ram>tilla). One of the scending workmanship. Thus, the ramp of a

names of Gmzoiia oUifera, an oil-plant of staircase railing is tlie inclined rail along

India. The oil is commonly used as a lamp which the hand of a person going up or down
oil, and as a condiment. the staircase is led. The word ramp is, how-

or BHamadan. The name ever, understood in this case to apply to

given to the great fast or Lent of the Moham- the straight part exclusively,

medans. It commences with the new moon of Ramp. In Fortification, a road cut obliquely

the ninth month of the Mohammedan year; in the interior slope of the rampart, leading

and while it continues, the day is spent unin- from the interior of the work to the terreplein.

terruptedly in prayers and other devotional Rampant (Fr.). In Heraldry, a term used

exercises. Even the night is passed by the to describe lions, tigers, bears, &c., when ro-

more rigid of the faithful in the mosques, which presented as standing erect on their hind legs,

are splendidly illuminated on this occasion ; Rampart (Fr. rempart). In Fortification,

but, generally speaking, the arrival of sunset is the mass of earth thrown up from the ditch

the signal for a more than usual indulgence ; inwards in order to give the defenders a cora-

and, on the third evening of the fast, the grand manding position over the ground in front,

vizier commences a series of official banquets. The term rampart, though strictly meaning
The Ramadan ends on the day preceding the the mound on which the parapet stands, gone-

only other gre4it festival of the Mohammedans, rally includes the parapet itself. If it be of

the Baiilam, equivalent to our Easter. less height than tmrty feet, it is liable to be
Ramayana (Sanscr. the career or travels of taken by escalade. [Fortification.]

Hama). The oldest of the two ^at Sanscrit Rampliorlijnolms (Gr. pdftipos, a heak,

epic poems, describing the life and actions of the and ^iyxos, a znout), A genus of Pterosaurian

hero Kama and his wife Sita, and especially reptiles, in which we fore part of the jaw is

Rama’s expedition to Ceylon, to rescue Sita without teeth, and may have been encased in

from the tyrant Rawanu. For the age of the a horny beak, but behind the edentulous pro-

poem, see Max Muller, History of Sanscrit duction there are four or five large and long
IJicraiure, p. 41, &c. A translation of it was teeth, followed by several smaller ones. The
commenced by Messrs. Carey and Marshman tail is long, stiff, and slender. The Ham-
(printed at Serampore)

;
and another by A. W. pjwrkgnchas longicaudiis, H. Gemmingi, and

von Schlegel (Bonn 1829). (Historical Sketch i?. belong to this genus. All are from
of Sanscrit Literature, from the German of the lithographic (middle oolitic)slate8 ofBavaria.
Adelung, p. 117, &c.) Rampion (Fr. raiponce, from Lat. rapum,
Ramentum (Lat. a shaving). In Botany, rape). The garden name for Campanula

a thin brown foliaceous scale, such as appear Rapunctdris, the fieshy roots of which were
sometimes in great abundance upon young formerly cultivated and eaten in this country,
shoots, and are especially numerous and highly as they still are in France and Italy,

developed upon the petioles and the backs of Ramus (Lat. a branch). In Botany, a term
the leaves of ferns. applied to a branch or subdivision of a stem,
Ramlsts. In Philosophy, the partisans of ramidus being a little branch or ultimata

Pierre Ram^, better known by his Latin name subdivision. Hence the word ramose, which
of Ramus, royal professor of rhetoric and philo- is applied to plants which produce branches
Bophy at Paris in the reign of Henry II. He (in contradistinction to such as are unbranched),
perished in the massacre of St. Bartholomew, or to those which are very much branched.
His system of logic was opposed to that of the Ran. In Rope-making, a reel of twenty
Aristotelian party ; and daring the latter half yams.

^

of the sixteenth century a vehement contest Rana (Lat a frog). The generic name of
was maintained between their respective ad- the taillesB Batrachian reptiles, which have the
herents in France, Germany, and other parts of hind legs longer than the fose, and webbed toes
Europe. (Hallam, lAterature of Europe, vol. ii. fitted for swimming, and not expanded at the
ch. iii.) * He conferred,’ says the same writer, extremity. Their bead is fli^ mwle rounded,
« material oblintions on science byde^ng the and the openingof theirjaws large ; the tongue
barbarous method of the sdhoolmen. What are in most of them is soft^ and not attadbra to
the merits of his own method, is a different thebottomof the gullet, but to the edges of the
question/ (2b. vol. i. ch. rii.) jaW, with the free end turned baekw^ There
Ruultaa. In Mast-mabug or limng a are but four toes to the anterior feet; the bind

de<^ a long line of cord so fastmed as to ones frequently exhibit the rudiment of a abth.
designate the exact oentral line. Thereare no movable ribatotheir skeleton^ &
Ruaunslsborftto* An anenide of mekel prominent cariilsginous^ate supplies the place

isomorphoui with rhombic Iron l^’tes. It of a tympanum, and readm tlm ear vMble



EANOIKRITE
fxtpmallv. The eye is funiished with two
tleshy lids, and a third, which is transparent

nnd horizontal, concealed under the lower one.

Inspiration is effected by the muscles of the

throat, which, hy dilating, draw in air by the

nostrils, and by contracting while the nostrils

are closed by the tongue compel the air to

enter the lungs
;
expiration, on the contrary,

is produced by the muscles of the lower part of

the abdomen. The young frog, which is called

a tadpole, is at first furnished with a long fleshy

tail, and a small horny beak, having no other

apparent limbs than little fringes on the sides

of the neck. These disappear in a few days,

and the hind feet of the tadpole are very

gradually and visibly developed ; the fore feet

are also developed, but under the skin, through
which they subsequently penetrate. The tail is

gradually absorbed. The beak falls and dis-

closes the tnie jaws, which at first were soft

nnd concealed beneath the skin ; and the’bran-

chiiu are absorbed, leaving to the lungs alone the

function of respiration in which they partici-

pated. The eyes, which at first could only be
discerned through a transparent spot in the

skin of the tadpole, are now visible with their

three lids. Tadpoles reproduce their limbs

almost like salaniaiulers.

The period at which each of these changes

takes place varies with the spwies. In cold

and temperate climates, the perfect animal

]>as.sos the winter under ground, or in the mud
under water, without eating or breathing;

though if it be prevented from respiring during

the summer for a few minutes by keeping its

moulh o})Cii, it dies.

Stanclcrita. A variety of Ilausmaunite,

resembling ) ‘yrolusite.

Ivlandanite. A kind of soluble silica,

chiefly composed of infusorial remains, and
fouml ill France near Randon, in tlie Puy-de-

Pdme.
XlaDg:c. In Gunnor}% the distance from the

muzzle of a gun to the socund intersection of

the tintjccfo7'p with tlic line ofsiphf. The ra7ipe

is not accurately the distance to the point at

wdiich tlio shot impinges on the plane, iiii-

loss that is al»o the point aimed at, but the

dirtercnce is practically of importance only

at short distances. In practice the ranpe is

usually measured from the muzzle of the gun to

the point of impact on the object, or to the first

griue of the projectile. The range depends on
the initud Vi lmitt/, the form and density of tho

projectile, the avpkof deuation of the gun, and
the ditference of level between the planes upon
which the gun and object respectively stand,

li.VNOJ3. On Shipboard, a length of cable

equal to or slightly in exct&a of the supposed!

tleptli of water into wliich the anchor is about
to be cast It is lightly coiled on the deck,

that it may rua fifcdy through the hawse-hole

os the anchor Ms. The term range is also

used to denote a large cleat in a ship*« waist for

belaying the sheets and tacks of the courses.

Formerly, a swon^ officer of tho

king's forests, whose principal duty it "wus to

;
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see and enquire respecting trespassers in his

bailiwicks, and present them at die next court

holden ffir the forest ; but now merely an officer

of state. [Fobbst.]
Xanldoe. The family oifBatrachian reptiles,

having as the t^e the frog (Hana tempos
rand, Linn.). [RauaJ
Sank and t4le. In the Army, all soldiers

and non-commissioned officers bearing arms in

the ranks are so called.

Santers. A sect which originated in a
secession from the Wesleyan connection, on
the ground that the Wesleyans paid t^or^ much
attention to the externals of public Vorship,
and were deficient in zeal in open preaching m
the streets and fields. They admit of female
preaching; a thing unknown to every other
body of Methodists. They are most prevalent

in America.
Raaula (Lat. rana, afiog, to which it has

been supposed to bear some resemblance). A
tumour under the tongue, generally supposed
to arise fi’om some obstruction of the ducts of

the salivary glands
;
some recent observations,

however, render it probable that the disease

often consists in the developement of a cyst in

or about the salivary ducts under the tongue.

Ranunoulaceae (Ranunculus, one of the

genera). An order of Exogenous polypetalous

plants, in almost all cases herbaceous, in-

habiting the colder parts of the world, and un-

known in hot countries, except at considerable

elevations. They are of great importance, from
their usually poisonous qualities, as evinced by
Aconite and Hellebore in poiticular, which arc

the roots of several species. Some of them arc

objects of beauty, as the Larkspurs, Fauunculua,

Anemone, and Peony. [P^onia.] A few are

simply astiingcnt, as the Coptis or Gold-thread

1

of North America. The plants of this order are

readily known by having an indefinite number
ofhypogynous stamens, separate carpels, exsti-

pulate undotted leaves, and a herbaceous stem.

Ranx des Vaclies (Fr. ; Ger. kuhreihen,

the call to the cou^s). The name of tho melody
which the Swiss herdsmen are in the habit of

playing on the Alpine horn, and sometimes of

singing, when they drive out their herds to the

mountains. It consists of a few simple in-

tervals,. and has a beautiful effect in the echoes

of the Swiss mountains. The natives are said

to be seized with irrepressible longings to

return to their native,country when they hear
it played in a foreign land.

Rai>e (Lat. rapum, Gr. ^dn-vs). In Botany,
the Hrassica Mapus, a plant belonging to the

cabbage family, cultivated in fields for its

seeds, w'hich are crushed for oil ; and some-
times for its leaves, which are fed off* by
sheep. In Belgium another variety, called

Coha, is cultivated for these purposes, the
ISrassica Eapm okifera.

Rape (I»at. raptus). In Criminal Juris-

prudence, a well-knowi\ and detestable o^nce
committed against women. Capital punishnient
for ofirace was abolished in 1B4L The
substitute is penal servitude or imprisonment



BABE RASKOLNIKS
H&ps* An Anglo-Saxon territorial diTiaion, are made of strips of the smooth outer portion,

of which the etymolt^ is uncertain. Sussex J?. viniferat the JJamhoo Palm, which grows on
is the only county dinded into rs^s; each the west coast of tropical Africa, is employed
containing three or four hundreds. These sub- for similar purposes by the Africans, who also
sisted as military diyisions at the time when make very pliable cloth and neat baskets of
Domesday Book was compiled. They were the undeveloped loaves. Palm-wine is obtained
formerly under the superintendence of rape- from it, whence its Latin specific name. The
reeveSf subordinate to tne sheriff of the county, fruit spikes sometimes weigh as much as from
Xapbanla (Lat. raphanus, Gr. th$ 200 lbs. to 300 lbs.

rsrfzsA). A disease supposed to be produced by Sapbides (Gr. a needle). In Botany,
^ting the seeds of a species of Sdphanus. It certain needle-like transparent bodies found
is attended by convulsive motions ^ the limbs, lying in the tissue of plants. They were for-
vomiting, and diarrhoea, and is classed hy merly thought to be peculiar oigans, but are
Cullen among the nmrosea, now known to be the crystals of various salts.
anapbaitosinite* A name given to va- BapblUte (Gr. ^aipls, and XtOos, stone).

rieties of Clausthalite having part of the lead A variety of Asbestiform Tremolite, occurring
replaced by coppw. in groups of delicate acicular crystals (whence
Rapbanus (Gr. fdpavor, a radish). A the name) of a white or bluish-green colour,

genus of Crv/iiferm, of which the most import- It is a silicate of magnesia and lime, and is
ant species is the Common Radish, R. satims. found at Perth, in Upper Canada.
The Radish was extensively cultivated in Rapparee. A wild Irish plunderer. The
ancient Egypt, but does not appear to have name is supposed to be derived from the ra-
rciichcd this country until a.d. 1648. The pery, or pike carried by such marauders,
root, which is the part mostly used, is fleshy Rappee. A name used to denote those
and variable in form, in some varieties fusi- snuffs which are prepared by grinding the
form, in others round like a small turnip, or tobacco to powder in a moist state,

semi-globular, and either of a reddish-purple, Raptores (Lat. plunderers). Rapacious
white, yellowish, or deep brown. The seed- birds or raveners. The name of the order of
pods are smooth, ending in a short pointed birds called Aocipitres by Linnaeus and Cuvier,
beak, andwhileyoung, pecn, andplump, areused including those which live by rapine, and are
for pickling, alone orwith other v^etables ; they characterised by a strong, curved, sharp-edged,
arc also considerexl a tolerable substitute for and sharp-pointed beak, and robust short legs
capers. It is, however, as a salad-root that with three toes before and one behind, armed
radishes have from time immemorial been used, with long, strong, crooked talons.

They are in perfection when of a moderate size Rarefaction (lAt. rarefacio, 1 rarefy).

and quite young.
^
The flesh then abounds in a In Physics, an augmentation of the intervals

peculiar nitrous juice, which is much relished between the particles of matter, whereby the

by vegetarians, and is considered to be a same number of particles occupy a larger space,

powerful antiscorbutic. Radishes are usually The term is used chiefly in speaking of tlio

oaten raw with salt, or cut into slices and mixed aeriform fluids, the terms dilatation and ix-

in salads. When too large for a salad, they pansion being applied in speaking of solids and
make an excellent dish if dressed and served liquids. In the free atmosphere rarefaction is

like asparagus. caused by diminishing the pressure, and hence

The Rat-tail Radish, J7. caudatus^ produces the air becomes rarefied when it ascends. The
pods which sometimes are as much as three limits to which rarefaction may be carried are

feet long. These, when properly grown, are not known ; but it has been proved by experi-

quite tender and agreeably flavours, and are ments with the air-pump, that air may be
eaten instead of the roots, which do not ac- rarefied so as to occupy a volume 13,000 times

quire a succulent condition in this species. greater than it occupies under the ordinary

Raplie (Gr. a scam). In Anatomy, pressure,

a term applied to parts which look as if they By first filling the receiver with carbonic

had been sewn or joined together. add gas, then rarefying by the pump as far ns

Raphb. In Botany, the vascular cord com- possible, and finally absorbing the small re-

mtuiicaUng between the nudeus of an ovule siduum of carbonic acid by solid caustic potash,

and the placenta, when the base of the former rarefaction has recently been carried much fur-

ls removed from the base of the ovulum.
,

ther; nevertheless, Gassiot has proved that

(Qr* A genus of Palms, a long vertical tube containing this extremely

the species of which are found in three attenuated atmosphere, still contains as much
widely separated but very limited localities in of it at the top as at tlie bottom.

Bnudf, tromcal Afdca, and Madagascar. The Raskolniks (Buss, raskolo, a division).

AifiArj/Hiw species, R. iadigera, called the The name of the largest and most important

Jupati Palm, has cyhndrioal leafstalks* which body of dissenters from the Greek church in

measure fgam. twelve to fifteen feet in length, the Russian dominions. They designate them-

and are used by the natives of the Amazon sdves Starowenri, or the Orthodox ; but differ

for a variety of purposes ; the walls and from the Greek church only in the outward

partitions their houses being often eon- forms of religion, and in maintaining a more

structed of them, while baskets, boxes, &c., strict ecclesiastical discipline. This body was
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formei*^ iubjected to persecution, but is now
treated with comparatiTe toleration, though its

members are still excluded from the service of

the state. Their number is said tp be about

300,000.

Mmmorem (Lat, rado, I scratch). Gallina-

ceous birds, or scratchers. The name of an

order of birda, including those which have

strong feet, provided with obtuse claws for

scratching up ^ins, Ac., and the upper man-
dible vaulted, with the nostrils pierced in a

membranous space at its base, ana covered by
a cartilaginous scale. [GAixiKACBia.]

lUuipberry (Gr. kntsbeere). The Buhus
IdattSf one of our somewhat local wild plants,

related to the bramble. There are many culti-

vated varieties, in which the fruit is much larger

than in the original wild form. The grateful

sub-acid fruit is highly valued for confectionery.

Xaspberry^Jam Tree« A colonial name
for the Stinking Acacia of Central and Western

Australia, the heavy wood of which has an

odoirp resembling Raspberry jam,

Sat (A. -Sax. wet, Ger. ratte, perhaps akin

to Lat rodo, Ignaw). The name of a large,

destructive, and veiy prolific species of the

enus Mua {Mus dccumanxis^ Linn.), intro-

uced into the British Islands from Asia ;
not,

as is commonly believed, from Norway. It has

spread over all the country, and miutiplied at

the expense of the old British species called

the Uach rat {Mus rattus^ Linn.). [Mus.]

Xatallm. A term applied to certain liquet
or drams ;

it is said to have signified origin-

ally a liquid drunk at the ratijicatwn of an

agreement. (Pereira On Food and But.)

[Liqueurs.]

Satans, Sattana (Malay rotan), or

Canea. llie long slender stems of a species

of Calamus Botang and other allied species of

]?a]m, which are among the most useful plants

of the Malay peninsula and the Eastern islands,

whence they are largely exported. For cane-

work they should be chosen long, of a bright pale

yellow colour, well glazed, and of a small size

;

not bi*ittle or subject to break. They are pur-

chased by the bundle, which ought to contain 100

ratans, haring their ends bent together, and
tied in the middle. In China they are sold by
the picul, which contains from 9 to 12 bundles.

Such as are black or dark-coloured, snap short,

or from which the glazing fiies off on their

being bent, should be rejected. When stowed

as dunnage, they are ^nerally^ allowed to pass

free of freight The imports into this country

are considerable. {Com. Diet)

MMUhetm In Clock ana Watch Work,
tho name given to an arm or piece of me-
chanism, one extremity of which abuts against

the teeth of a ratchet wheels and the other

extremity is either freely jointed to a recipro-

cating driver for the purpose of communicating

a cm^nuotts motion to the wheel, or is attached

to In fixed centre to insure the wheel a^inst
ra«wnke mo^n. In the former case it is also

OalXed a eHck Qtptttd, in the latter a dstentl

WIMI» A wheel having teeth
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formed like those of a saw, against which the
ratchet abuts. [Ratchet.]
Kate of Sailing of a Vessel. Various

plans have been proposed for measuring the
rate of sailing of a vessel, by various forms of
the Loo, by which it is now measured; by
the rise of water in tubes communicating with
the sea; and (according to a suggestion by
Captain Burney) by the pressure upon a body
towed astern and pulling on a spring. But
the violence and irre^arity of the pull, and
the uncertainty in reading the result, have pro-

bably combined to set aside this last plan,

whicn, in theory, seems to promise some ad-
vantages

;
because tho pre^ssure, increasing ns

the square of the velocity, woiild show very
small changes of velocity : for the same reason,

however, the mean result shown in a heavy
sea would be too great A cei'tain and simple
method of ascertaining the velocity at any
instant, with precision, is one of the most im-
portant desiderata towards the perfection of
naval science.

Kate of a Ship. [Navt.I
Kathoffite. A variety of Garnet found in

Sweden, accompanied by calc spar and horn-
blende.

Katmcatloa (Lat. ratus, determined, and
facio, I make). The solemn act by which a

competent authority gives validity to an in-

strument, agreement, &c. The term is ordi-

narily used in international law for the sanction

given by governments to treaties contracted by
their representatives. In French law, ratifi-

cation is defined to be the approbation or con-

firmation of what has been done or promised.

I

Thus, in many instances, a person, on attaining

his majority, ratifies acts done by himself or
his guardian in his minority. This ratification

may be either express or tacit; the latter

resulting, by implication, from his silence for

ten years after attaining bis majority.

Katlo (Lat.). In Geometry, this worrl is

defined by Euclid {Elements, book v, dcf. 3) to

be ‘ a mutu&l relation of two magnitudes of the

same kind to one another in respect of quantity.'

This definition bos been much criticued. lir.

Barrow {Lectiones Math.), who calls it a meta-
physical definition, since nothing in mathema-
tics depends on it, or can be deduced from it,

supposes that Euclid had probably no other

design in making it than to give a general

summary idea of ratio to beginners. It

has been remarked, that as the word quan^
tity in our language, if not quite synony-
mous with magnitude, has a signification

only a little more general, the definition as
above rendered is either tautological or un-
meaning. Dr. Simson supposes it to be the
interpolation of some unslulful editor. Leslie

(Elements of Qemtlry) ingeniously supposes
that the Greek word in(KtK6Tns, whicn is usually
translated quantity^ may have reference to
multitude or number, as well as to magnitude,
and that Eudid’a definidon may be rendered
as follows : * Ratio is a certain mutual habi-

tude of two homogeneous magnitudes urkh
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fotfpcot to qiwtitp^ or numerical composition.*

Dr. Wallis MathcinaticCf tom. ii. p. 665)
translates tne same word by the Latin quan-
tupUcitaSi which refers to the nun^er of times
the one magnitude is contained in the other.

Dr. Peacock {Mgebra^ p. 809) remarks, that
there is no geometrical definition of ratio by
which the equiyalence of different modes of
representation may be ascertained as necessary
consequences; and for this reason ratios in

geometi^ are considered only in connection

with each other, as constituting, or not con-

stituting, a proportion. In arithmetic and
algebra, a ratio may be defined as the fraction

of whi(^ the numerator is the antecedent, and
the denominator the consequent of the ratio

;

hence, in those sciences, the theory of ratios

becomes identified with the theory of fractions.

(For an account of what has been written on
the subject of geometrical ratios, see Camercr’s
Buclid, Excursus ad lib. y. Berlin 1825.)

Ratios, Prime and intimate. [Fbime
AND Ultimate Ratios.]

Ration. In the Aimy, a portion of food

allowed to each soldier for liis daily main-
tenance. [PfioyisioN.]

Rational (Lat. rationalis). An algebraic

or arithmetical quantity is said to be rational

when it can be expressed in finite terms with-

out the aid of symbols denoting the extraction

of roots
;
when it cannot be thus expressed, the

quantity is termed irratimal.

Rational Rortaon. In Geography, the

plane passing through the centre of the earth

parallel to th^e sensible horieon of the place to

which it is referrttd. [Horizon.]

Rationalism. The opinion is not un-

common that the history of thought from the

of the Reformation has exhibited a new
element, and that this element is the spirit of

rationalism. Prom this it is inferred that

some systems, religious or political, may be

based on rationalism, while others may exist

in spite of it or without- it. The inference and
the opinion from which it is drawn seem to be

alike fallacious. Rationalism is, strictly, nothing

but the exercise of reason, and inyolyes the

rejection of* all conclusions for which eyidence

Bufilcient to satisfy the reason cannot be pro-

duced. The truth or the falsehood of the

system depends, not on the spirit by which

they who accept it are animate, but by the

adequacy or inadequacy of the eyidouco alleg^

in support of it. The conclusions must in

eyery case accord or disagree with the facts

for which they account, or are supposed to

account. Hence, the most absurd and super-

stitions systems are as much the growth of

rationalism as any which we regard as whole-

some or enlightened* The assertion that deyils

carried witches to midnight feasts in the Harz

forest, was as rationalistic as the assertaon that

there could be no such feasts because there are

no derils* The transportation by deyils was a

rationid explanation to account for an all^ted

fact The whole question is thus resolyw

into one of eyidence ; and it is precisely in
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the knowledge of tlie uuLure of cvitleiico that
modern thought is pre-eminently distinguished
from that the middle' ages. The coinpleto

ignorance of mediseyal jurists on this subject
is sufficiently shown by the use of Ordeals,
judicial combats, and compurgations, as means
for ascertaining whether an alleged fact did or
did not take place

; and as long as men wore
content with the yaguest notions, or with no
notions at all, on the sources of knowledge,
their practice could not be essentially changed.
But as soop as the dawn of physical science
began to reveal the connection of phenomena,
the idea of likelihood took root, and the con-
clusion was reached that the sole source of
knowledge is experience, and that in judging
of matters of fact no authority or 9yidenco can
be admitted except that of experience. Hence,
in the case of all theories which professed
to explain facts, it was seen that the theory
was inadmissible until eyery single proposition
involyed in it was established by adequate evi-

dence, ITius, on the hypothesis of devils trans-

porting witches through the air to nocturnal
banquets, the explanation cannot be received
until it has been proved not only that there
are devils, but that they act in some particular

ways. That the judges and inquisitors of the
middle ages wore not competent persons in tho
ascertainment of facts, must bo felt by all who
have comparc-d their judicial processes with
those- of the most recent times, defective, and in

part wrong, as these are still admitted to be.

During those ages, deliberate and wholesale
peijuiy was the rule, not the exception ; and
witnesses and magistrates alike were ns in-

capable of sifting the evidence for alleged facts

in their own day, as they were of testing the

histories or traditions of former times.

It foUows that the superstitious beliefs of

the middle ages fell, not teom the growth of a
new spirit, or in spite of an overwhelming
amount of evidence in their favour, or from
any conviction of their absurdity, but because

it be-came continually more manifest that the

assertions dignified by the name of evidence

were no evidence at all, and because any al-

leged facts could be admitted only as apoeing
with the standai-d of likelihood afforded by
general experience. The more recent theories

of astronomy owed their success not to any

supposed absurdities in older theories, but to

the measure in which they accorded with or

explained pbenomesa. The idea of antipodes,

or of the revolution of the earth round the sun,

was scouted as utterly absurd; yet no ideas

could be more true. Socrates was firmly oon-

vinoed that the heat of summer was caused by
the approach of the sun to the earth, and re-

g^ed the supposed fact as striking evideuce

of design in the creation of the world; bat»

although there was nothing absurd or childidi

in his conviction, it-does not square with facts,

and therefcffe must be given up. Hence, it be-

came dear that all assertions could not, as such,

stand on t^ same footing or cany the same

wei^ The statement that a man was seen
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walking at a given hour in a given place must or on sloop-rigged masts, only to the top of the

bo tested like all other stiltements ;
but wo at lower-must.

once exclude on the ground of unlikelihood or
i

Sfttoffkito* A granular cr earthy blue

impossibility the statement that he was seen variety of Fhior, from KatoflTka in Russia,

carrying his head under his arm.
j

jRatoons or Rattoons (Span, retono)^ The
Rut although rationalism is not a new

j

young slioots of the Sugar-cane, 8accharum

element introduced into modem thought

contrasted with that of the muldle agt-s. the
j

Rattany. [Rhatany.]

g^ual discovery of the nature of evidence has
[

Rattlesnake. One of the most deadly of

establish^ conclusions fatiil to the authority i»isonous serpents is so called, from the peeu-

of any system which refuses to submit its liar rattling instrument at tlic extremity of the

claims to full and fair examination. Tluiso tail, formed of several horny fl.attened rings,

conclusions arc the rtisult of researches in loosely attached tog<‘thcr, which move and

the physical world, but they issue in the esta- rattle whenever the animal shakes or alters

blishment of toleration, which, it has been the position of the tail. These rings increase

said, is justified by scjepticism, and by nothing in number with the age of the animal, and it

else
;

for, until men arc convinced that reason is asserted that it ucquirc'S an additional one at

alone can guide us to the truth of facts, to- each casting of the skin. The generic name
leration is an impossibility. As soon as tlioy of the rnttlesnake, Crotalua (Gr. a
are so convinced, they must see that dififerent ' raitle)^ relates to the above-meptioned pecu-

minds will, from the same facts viewc<l in ! liarity. Two specie^ are well distinguished

;

different aspects, form different conclusions, viz. the Crotalus horridus of the United States,

although the truth of the facts remains the and the Crotalus ditrissus of Guiana. The
same, and cannot be divided. For a more full genus is peculiarly American, In common
examination of the subject, sec an able re- with the boa, the rattlesnakes have simple

view of Mr. Lecky’s History of nationalism in transverse plates beneath the body and tail.

J^ser^s Magazine for November 1865. Their muzzle is hollowed by a little round

As the application of the word rationalism depression behind each nostril. The habits

to denote the writings of any particular of the rattlesnake are sluggisli
;
they move

school of theologians is thus shown to be slowly, and bite only when provoked, or for

inappropriate, it becomes unnecessary to com- the purpose of killing their prey. They feed

pare the writings of so-called rationalists in principally upon bi^s, rats, squirrels, &c.,

Germany, or elsewhere, with those of writers which it is believed they have the power of

who differ from them only in the degree of fascinating.

evidence on which they arc prepared to admit Rattlesnake Root. The root of the

the truth of particular stiitcments or theories. Folygala Senega^ a stimulant said to be a
It may be enough to sav that the name Ea- serviceable remedy in cases of the bite of the

tionaliste has been applied especially to the rattlesnake.

school of Paulus and othe^ German writers, Ranobkalk (Ger.). A variety of Bolo-

who seek to convert the miraculous narratives mite, occurring in the Zechsteiu of North
of the New Testament into a relation of ordi- Germany. The signification, smoky limestone,

nary oocurronces. Thus, the feeding of the mul- refers to its dark colour and bituminous odour,

titudes with the loaves and fishes is explained Rawelln (Fr.). In Fortification, a work
by the statement that when at the bidding of composed of an ordinary rampart with a ditch

Christ the disciples had produced their little in front, forming two faces meeting in a sa-

store, others also brought out what they had Kent angle, on the perpendicular produced, and
with them, and thus a meal was provid^ for directed so as to receive flank de&nce from the
the whole crowd. Measured by the modem body of the place. It is bounded at its gorge
standard of likelihood, such explanations may merely by a counterscarp, so that its interior

perhaps be considered as involving diificulties may be exposed to the fire of the works in its

scarcely less than those of the narratives for rear. Within the ravelin, but separated by a
which they profess to account. The influence ditch, is constructed a work called the redotAt
of such a school was not likely to be lasting, of the ravtlin. [Fobttfication.]
and it was succeeded by another, commonly Raven (A<6ax. hrmfh : for <the histc^ of
known as the mythical, which re^rds the the root ru or kriu, from which the name is

Gospel records as assertions of floating myth derived, see Max MiilleFs Lectures on Lm*
round a nucleus of historical fact. For the omge^ first series, 848). A species (the largest
history of these two schools, see Mackay, His- known in Europe) of the restricted liniuean
tory of the IMingefn Schoolmd Us Jntteedents. genus Corvus, found frmn Greenland to the
RatStneSi Small horizcmtal lines or ropes Uape of Good Hope» and from Hudson’s Bay to

extended between the several shrouds on each Mexico. It is aUo met with in the Sandwi^
side of a thus forming the steps of isles. Ross has pointed out that it is one of
laddm for going up and down the rigging and the few birds capable of enduring the sever^
mMo, To ratm ^ ri^gging, is to fix these ties of heat and cold without undeigoing any
ratlines. change of plumage. Pied individu^ are not
On shlp^rmed masts, the shrouds are rat- unfr^uent. It shares with other members of

Rued up to the topmast-head ; in small vessels genus the habit of pilfering shiny oljectf.
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which are of no use to it, either as food, or to
aid in the construction of its nest.

Rawenata* A fine Musaceous plant found
iri Madagascar, and remarkable for its large
leaves and palm-like habit. It forms a noble
tree, which the French call the Traveller’s
Tree, probably on account of the water w'hich

jsnstored up in the large eup-like sheaths of
the leafstalks, and which is souglit for by tra-

vellers to allay their thirst. The very largo
broad oblong leaves an; used as a thatch to

cover huts. The seeds are edible, aii<l tlu*

blue pulpy aril burroundiiig them yields an
essential oil.

Bay (Lat. radius, a ray). A genus of

cartilaginous Plagiostomous fihhes, recognisable

by their horizontally flattened and broad disc-

shaped body, W'hich is cbiell^ composi d of the

inimonse pectoral fins, the jointed and branched
rays of which diverge, like the rays of a fan,

and support a broad diiplicature of the skin,

which is continuous anteriorly with that of tin*

side of the flattened head; wdience the name;
of the genus. The Rata of Lmiueus arc now
divided into many subconeva, of which tin*

sting ray, eagle ray, electric ray, fire flare,

te, See. arc the respective typos.

{a.y. In Jlotany, the spreading ligulate

florets in the flow«*r-heads of the Compositte.

Ray. In Geometry, a straight line, of un-

limited length, drawn through a fixed point.

[Pencil.]

Pay. In Optics, a beam of light propagated

in a straight line from some luminous point.

A ray of white light may bo divided by re-

fraction into a number of distinct rays of

different colours. fPEKitACTiON.]

Kayobi The designation by the Turkish

government of its non-Mohammedan subjects,

who pay the capitation tax. Under Bajazet I.

the taxable rayahs in European Turkey were
numbered at 1,112,000. At present the t;ix

paid by * unbelievers’ consists in a compensa-

tion for freedom from military service. Tliis

amounts to rather more than half a million

sterling annually. The number of the non-

Mohammedan element in tlio Turkish domi-

nions is computed at fourteen millions out of a

population of thirty-five millions, but the pro-

portion of Christians is probably underrated.

Bajromi^t Xayonnwt or Radiant.
In Heraldry, a lino in zigzag supposed to re-

present the rays of the sun, or what is com-

monly called eaniyAred. [Hekalpry.]

Raaftn (Fr. ras6, Lat. rasus, shaved or

seraptd down). The term used for any vessel

cut down to a less number of decks, as a two-

decker to a frigate, &c. By rpeeing, the

draught of water is diminished, while the centre

of gravity is lowered, and the qualities of the.

vessel have generally, though not invariably,

bees improve.
Ra« The French and Italian name for the

note corresponding to our D.
, . . .“ In Engraving, a word which

denotes the passing of the graver into ^ose

incisions of tke plate, so as
,

to deepen them,
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where the aquafortis has rot bitten in suffl*

ciently.

Re-enteiing Angle. In Fortification,

an angle of which the point projects inwards,
d;owarcls the work.

Kr-enteuing Anglb. In Geometry, an angle
, of a polygon is said to be re-enteriagj when
its vertex and the polygon itself fall on the

I

same side of the line joining th^ two corners of
;
llie figure between whieh the angle is situated.
[I’oLYGox

; SAi.n:NT Anule.]
I Re-entering Places of Armi. In
I'ortilicalion, spaces provided at the re-entering

(
angles of the counterscarp for tho assembly

j

of troops either for sorties or defence. They

I

are Ibrnied by earrying tlie crest of the glacis

j

outwards so as to form a salient angle or an arc
I
of a circle.

I ^

Reach (A.-Sax. recan; Get. roichen; Gr.
1
opeyw, to stretch out). That portion of the

I

length of a river in which the stream preserves
the same diroetion.

Reaction. In Mechanics, this term is best
defined by Newton’s third law of motion, ac-

conling to which ‘action and reaction tire equal
and in contrary directions;’ in other words,
the mutual actions of two b'Klies are always
equal and in opposite direcuons. Thus, when
a pistol is fired, the reaction on the holder is

equal to the action on the ball.

Reaction,Reactionary. In Politics, words
W'hieh seem to have been first used to denote
t he tendencies of those who, after the violent

changes effect (ul by tho first French revolution,

were desirous of bringing l)ack the former state

of things; and hence applied in similar cases.

Reaction Wheel.
|
J 1ydraulic Bakaide.

]

Reader. In Ecclesiastical matters, one of

j

the five iJiferior orders in tho Roman Catholic

ehureli. In tho cliurch of England, a reader

1 is a deacon appointed to do divine service in

I clinrchcs and chapels of which no one has the

j

curt*. There arc also readers (priests) attached

;to various eleemosynary and other foundations.

(Hook’s Chursh Dictionary.)

JtKADER. In Printing, tho person whose

duty it is to read proofs in a printing office, and

mark all kinds of errors for correction.

Reagent. In Chemistry, bodies which

serve to detect the presence of others are

termed reagents or tests.

Real. A Spanish coin. [Money.]

Real Actions. In English Law, real

actions were formerly the appropriate legal

remedy for the recovery of lands, tenements,

and hereditaments. It is obvious that land

wrongfully held can always be restored to the

right owner, while goods may have perished or

been consumed, and the term fual action pro-

bably originate in the circumstance that the

plaintiff in such a proceeding demanded the

specific thing (res) abstracted, and not, as in the

case of a person^ action (actio in personam),

satisfaction in damages to be paid personally by

the wrongdoer in respect of some inju^ done to

person or property. The common division of

property into rea/ and personal arose, no doubt,,
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from, ibis distinction between the legal remedies

appropriated to each class respectively. Real
^

actions were of a very complicated nature, and

!

in modem times were almost entirely superserled

'

in practice by the action of nectmentt whielu

by a series of ingenious legal nctions had been
|

moulded so as to afford a more prompt and

'

satisfactory remedy for the same class of in-

juries. [Ejisctment.] They were ultimately

abolished by statute (3 & 4 Win. IV. c. 27),

with two or three exceptions, the most impor-

tant of which is the action of gtiare impeditf

which still forms the common process for trying

the right to an advowson.andhas recently been

remodelled and simplified.

Keal Preaenoe. [Thansubstantiation.]

fteal Property. Real property is com-

monly said to consist in tands, tene/nentSi
:

and hereditaments. The first of these terms

needs no explanation
;
the second refers to the

circumstance that all land in this country is

still considered to be the subject of tenure,

and to be held either of the crown j)r of some
j

inferior lord ; and the third . expresses what -

logicians would term the difference of real|

property, viz. that it descends to the heir
|

wherever held in perfect right * unless dis-

1

posed of by will,* and is thus distinguished from

personal property (goods and chattels), which,

if possessed in equally absolute right, vests in

the executors or administrators of the party,

for the benefit of his legjitees or next of kin.

The original division of property was, no doubt,

into immovables and movables
;

lands, tene-

ments, and hereditaments being included in

the first class, while the second was known as

goods and chattels. The terms real property

and personal property appear to have ori-

ginally arisen from the technical distinctiou

between I'eal actions and personal actions, the

respective legal remedies appropriated to the

two classes of propertv. [Real Action.] In
the course of time, however, so many fresh

kinds of property have arisen and become
common, that ‘the simple division into im-

movable tehements and movable chattels is
{

lost in the many exceptions to which time and
altered circumstances have given rise. Thus
shares in canals and railways, which are suf-

fimently immovable, are generally personal

property, whilst a dignity or title of honour,

which one would think to be as locomotive as

its owner, is not a chattel but a tenement.’

(Williams On Beal Property,) Thus, again, a
lease for any number of years (even a thou-

sand) is personal property, because the most
ancient l^ses were farming leases, and the
farmer was re^rded rather as a bailiffthan as
the owner of ^interest in land. Accordingly,

the classes of property are now more com-
monly distinguish^ by the terms real and
personal, than hy the old division into tene-

ments and her^itamontSi goods and chattels,

although these phrases, and particulmrly the
iereditammte, are of frequent use in

legal documents as convenient end compre-
hensive terms. Real property is again sub-
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divided into corporeal and incorporeal property,

the former term denoting land with its visible

adjuncts recognised by law as appertaining to it,

consisting principally of things growing, erected,

or fixed thereon, and the latter term including

advowsons, rights of way and common, offices,

dignities, franchises, rents, and the like. The
great practical distinction between corporeal

and incorporeal property formerly was that the
latter, being incapable of manual transfer, was
alienable by writing only, while corporeal pro-

perty might -bo transferred by the delivery of

possession accompanied by certain solemnities.

Real property of everjA description, however
(except copyhold), is now commonly transferred

by deed. [Copyholb ; Tenuke.]
Maigar. Mative tersulphide of arsenic;

composed, when pure, of 70 per cent, of arsenic

and 30 of sulphur. It occurs crystallised and
massive, of various tints of aurora-red, chiefly

in Hungary and Transylvania. Artificially

prepared Realgar is used as a pigment; the

ancients, who employed itfor the same purpose,

called it XaySapdKTf or Sabdarac.
mealiain. In Philosophy, this term has

two distinct meanings, as used in contra-

distinction to idealism or to nominalism
;
in

former case it relates to the theoiy of percep-

tion, in the second to the theory of abstraction

and generabsation. For the first, see Ideal-
ism and Perception ; for the second, Nojona-
LiSTs, Scholastic Philosophy, Scotists, and
Thomists.
Ream (A.-Sax.; Dutch riem, Dan. reem).

A quantity of paper, consisting generally of

j

twenty quires of twenty-four sheets each.

The printer’s r^m contains 21^ quires, or

616 sheets. [Papeh.]
Reaping (A.-Sax. ripan, akin to Lat. rapio,

Gr. apirdftf, to seize). Cutting down com or pulse

with a sickle, hook, or scythe, or by a reaping
machine. These operations are more advan-
tageously performed when the com or pulse
is not quite ripe, than when it is thoroughly
ripe

;
because in the latter case the seeds are

apt to drop out in the process of handling,
turning, and diying.

leaping MEaoliiiid. Since the Inter-
national Exhibition of 1851, the American
reaping machine, then first shown in this

country, has gradually won its way in English
agriculture, and there are now many counties
in which much the Iep^ portion of our com
crops are cut by it. The American reapers
by Hussey and MCormick, and others, are,

however, no doubt of English or Scottish ori-

fpn, being essentially the same as the reaper
invented long ago by the Rev. Mr. Bell of
Forfarshire, and used ever since upon the ffinn
of his brother. The cutting apparatus is an
oscillating horizontal knife, having an edge
either serrated, or if smooth presenting deep
almost finger-shaped cutters. It oscillates
through slots in a number of fixed horizontal
fingers, which, as the machine is drawn or
pushed forwwds, hold the straw of the stand-
ing com amidst which they project while tibe
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oscillating knife is continually cutting it. The
corn as it is cut falls upon a platform ex-

'

tending backwards from the cutting appa-

1

ratus, and thence it is either raked in sheaves '

by a man who rides upon the machine, or it is !

there received upon a revolving wob by M'hich it
‘

is carried to ont> side and let fall in a swathe ui>on

the stubble. The use of the reaping machine is

a welcome economy in harvest time, when hand •

labour is costly, and when rapidity as well as

efficiency of work is of the utmost consequence.

(Tr. arriire). Formerly, when a ll(‘ot

'

advanced in onler of battle in three lines, the 1

hindermost was the rear line or squadron, and
|

furnished the title of the rear-mhuimf

,

the third

officer ill command, the first tuo lines being
under tho admiral and vice-admiral. At the

present day this formation of a fleet is obso-

lete
;
but the title survives in the rank of rear-

admiral, who represents tho third, and lowest

permanent, grade of flag officer. The French
style this officer a conirc-amiral.

Rear^book Carriage. In ArtJller}', a
garrison carriage which has a block of wood in

rear, resting on the platform, and no rear axle-

tree or trucks.

Rear Ouard. That part of an army,
regiment, or detachment, which marches after

the main body. The rear guaixl brings up
stragglers, and protects tho rear of tho main
bod^of troops.

Reason (Lat. ratio). Like most of the

terms in tho science of mind, the word reason

has been employed in a great variety of signi-

fications. Bugald Stewart takes it in its widest

sense, and comprises under it all tho opera-

tions of the intellect upon the materials of

knowledge which are furnished in the first

insUnce liy sense and perception. Its office is

to distinguish the true from the false, right

from wrong, and to combine means for the

attainment of particular ends. Mr. Hume,
however, withdraws the disceniment of right

and wrong, and of the beautiful and its con-

trary, from the domain of reason
;
and, on the

other hand, also, denies the certainty of the

truth which it enunciates. Locke in one pas-

sage declares reason to be the faculty which

finds out the means, and rightly applies them,

to discover cither the certain agreement or

disagreement of two ideas, or their probable

connection. But, in another place, it is said to

be conversant with certainty alone ;
while the

discovery of that which, as probable, enforces a

contingent assent or opinion, is ascribed to an

especial faculty, which is called the judgment.

Bird, on the other hand, confines the latter

term to the apprehension of intuitive truth
;
but

agrees so far with LoCke as to make it one part

of season, of which the other part is reasoning,

both demonstrative and moral. On the whole,

however, it is dear that in the mind of Locke

the terms rmsoning and reason were nearly, if

not quite, €H|ui^alent. But reasoning and de-

duction, it is urged by others, are evidently not

the source either of the dimity or the authority

of the human intellect^ for if there were not in
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the human mind something primary, uncondi-
tional, and absolure, to which all reasonings
might be referred, as to their source and foun-
dation, the discursive process would proceed
-into infinitj^ and its conclusions b(\ as Ifumo
asserts that they are, Avilhoiit any power to
enforce assent, irenee it is maintained that
there are uiupiestiouably in the human mind
certain necessary and universal principles, wdiich
are themselves fibove proof, but the authority for
all mediate and oonlingont priiK'iples, and that
that which is thus above reasoning is the ivnson.

In the languafTi- of English philosophy, the
teyms reason and v.ndersfandinfj are nearly
idrAtical, and are so used by Steivart

;
but in

the critical ydiilosophy of Kant a broad dis-
tinetioii has been drawn la'tween them, Eeason
is the principle of prijieiples

;
eith(*r specula-

tively verifies every special principle, or prac-
tically determines the proper ends of human
action. Approximately, it may be called tho
sum of wb.it, in Scot eh philosujiliy, has been
denominated the laws of man’s intellectual eon-
.stitution. The understanding, on the other hapd,
is coextensive w’ith tho vernacular use of reason.

compares one with another, or with particular

representations of them, or with tho objects

themselves. It is, therefore, the faculty of
reflection and generalisation. But the act of
comparison is called ajndgnimt

;
and the under-

standing, when it enunciates its conceptions,

becomes also the ficulty of judging. But tho
truth of a i)ropo.sition w'hich is not idenlioal

cannot bo immediately certain. To prove it,

rt'ccurso must be had to other propositions pre-

viously admitted
;

i.e. the understanding must
deduce one judgment from anotlier, and so it

becomes the discursive faculty, or reasoning.

Further, in discovering these mediate truths,

and in the regular and methodical disposition,

of them for the purpose of conclusion, as well

as in the selection of means for the accom-
plishment of its ends, it exhibits itself as a
power of adaptation.

The faculty of generalisation has its neces-

sary result in articulate speech ; and the ulti-

mate distinction between human nature and
that of brute animals is found in the possession

by man of this power of abstraction, and not

in a contrast of brute instinct with huiqan

reason. [Language.]

Reaumariaoeoe (Reaumuria, one of the

genera). A small natural order of hypogynons

F^lxogcns, referred by Lindley to the Guttiferal

alliance, and related to Hypericacea. They are

distinguished by their oblique glandular petals,

their few shaggy seeds, and their long dis-

tinct styles. lieaumuria vermicidata is used

at Alexandria as a cure for the itch.

Rebata (Fr. rebattre, to beat down). In

Architecture, the groove, recess, or channel

gunk on the edge of any piece of material.

Eebate. In Trade, a discount or allowance

for prompt payment. It is em|)loy«d in a
somewhat different sense in esttmaHog the
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assets of a bank, When a bank discounts a fications, denoting, 1. that part of a flower

bill of exchange, it pays or gives credit to its
|

upon which the carpels are situated, or, in

customer for the bul, minus the market or
|

other words, the apex of the peduncle, or

specitil rate of discount charged for the post- summit of the flord branch, of which the

ponemeut of its claim as the negotiator. When,
|

cai'pels are the termination ; 2. that part of

therefore, the present value of the securities
|

the ovary from which the ovules arise, and
held by a bank is estimated, it is necessary to which is commonly called the placenta ; 3.

value the bills wliich it possesses according to

the time which they have to run before reaching

maturity, and deduct the sum so estimated from
thtrir nominal value.

Rebec. A Moorish word, si^ifying a

that part of the axis of a plant which bears

the flowers when it is depressed in its develope-

ment ; so that, instead of being elongated into

a rachis, it forms a flattened area, over which
the flowers are arninged, as in

stringed instrument somewhat similar to the . There is thus the receptacle of flowers, which
violin, having thrtje strings tuned in fifths, and

I

is the clinant}iium\ the receptacle of fruits,

played with a bow. It was introduced b^lRhe

Mtxii'S into Spain,

RebellioDf Civil. In Scottish Law, by a
peculiar lictioii, a debtor who disobeys a chaige

ou letters of horning to pay or perform in terms

of Ins obligation was accounted a rcbeJ, by reason
of Ins disobedienct* to the king's command con-

tained ui tin' writ. (Sir W. Scott, Antiquary^

ch. xviii.) The penal eons^ qnenees formerly

which is the torus
\
and the receptacle of ovules,

which is the placenta^

The part of the vein to which the spore-

cases of ferns are attached is also callra a
receptacle

;
whether it be exserted, as in ZW-

chomaneSf or dorsal, as in Pvlypodium.
Reeeptaclea of Oil. In Botany, the name

applied to those cysts which occur in the

cellular tissue of plants, and contain an oily

attaching to tins const i iict ion of the law were . secretion, as in the clotted leaves of the Orange,

abolihlied by 20 Geo. 11. e. oO. I Receptacles of Secretion. In Botany,

Rebellion, The Groat. In English His- ' the cavities formed in the interior of plants into

tory, the revolt of the Long l\irlianient against
j

uhicli the natural secretions drain,

the authority of Charles 1. is cuiumouly so; Receee of tbe Umpire. In History, the

denominated.
|

name given in judicial language to the decrees

Rebue. All enigmatical repre sentatiou of
, of the German diet. They arc thought to have

a name or thing by using figures for letters, ' been so termed from being pronounced i^t the

syllables, or parts of words : thus an eye, and
a ton or barrel, represent the family name of

ICybm, an instance of a rebus borne by way of
|

di'viee, as they very commonly were. The
term is said to be derived from an annual prac-

tice of the jn’iests of Picai-dy, which consisted

in salirihiug the people of their vicinity on the

recurrence of the Carnival in ingenious squibs,

entitled ‘ De rehus quse gi runtur.’ [Devicb.]

tn being pronounced at 1

time when the diet was about to ncme or

separate. [Diet.]

Recession of the Siitilnoxes, [Pre-
cession.]

Reebabites. A religious order among the

ancient Jews, instituted by Jonadab, the son

of Ucchab, who charged them to abstain from
wine, from building houses, and from planting

vines. Tliese rules were observed by the Re-
Behi s. In Heraldry, a coat of amis alluding

j

chabites with great strictness. (Jer. xxxv. 6.)

tothenaincof th(‘ hearer (otherwise called arwfs
j

In recent times, a branch of the body called

parlant s) is also called a rebus
;
c, g. three trouts teetotallers has assumed the name of Rechabites.

for Trout beck, three cups for Butler, &c.
Rebutter. In Law,

pleadings in a suit, or tlie

i Recipe (Lit.). The symbol IL at the

irally means
character

the fifth stage of Uie
,

head of a medical prescription general

e plaintiff’s answer to
;
recipe, or ‘ take.’ Dr. Paris says this

the di'fendant's rejoinder. [Pleading.]
|

is a relic of the astrological symbol of Jupiter,

Receiver. In Ghemistry, this wortl gene-
[

a planet under the ascendency of which herbs
rally denotes a globular vessel applied to a were often collected or prepared. {Pharmaco-
retort, and in which the distillate or product of loyia.)

distillation is collected or received. The bell-
' “

glass placed upon the plate of an air [lump is

also called a receiver. [Retort.]
Receiving Stolen Goods. The act of

receiving stolon goo<ls, knowing them to be cal of A.

Reciprocal (Lat. reciprocus). In Arith-

metic, the quotient resulting from the division

of unity by any number. Thus, | is the re-

ciprocal of 2 ; and, conversely, 2 is the recipro-

stoleii, is, in English Law, a felony by statute.

Since the last criminal law euactments (24 &
25 Viet. c» 96) there are three ways of pro-

ceeding against a receiver: (1) as for a sub-

stantive felony, whether the principal felop has,

or has not, been convicted
; (2) as an accessary

after the fact, where the prindpal felon has
been oonvieted, or is amenable to justice

; (3)
jointly with the principal in the same in^t-
men
_ (Let. receptaculnm, a store^

In Botany, thisterm has several signi-
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Reciprocal Rduattoas. A reciprocal

equation is one which remains virtually un-
altered when the unknown quantity is replaced

by its reciprocal. Thus in order that the equa-
tion F(j) » 0 of the degMo may be a recipro-

cal one, the following relation, whereA is soms
constant, must be identically satisfied—

(;)•

From this we oonclnde that in redpfocal
equations the coeflBrients of terms eqnioWant



RECIPROCAL LINES
from the extremities must be numerically
e^al* These coefficients, however, may bo
enected with like or unlike signs, and thus
two classes of reciprocal equations must bo.

distinguished. A reciprocal equation of odd
degree has necessarily a root equal to — 1 or

+ 1, ns it belongs to the first or to the

second class
;
these roots being equal to their

own reciprocals. A reciprocal equation of
the second class can have no middle term,

when its degree is even, since terms equidistant

from the extremities have equal and opposite

values
;

it has, however, — 1 as well as +

1

for roots. This being the case, it will readily

be understood that every reciprocal equation can
be depressed by division by .r+1, ar— 1, or

.T*— 1, to a reciprocal equation of the first class

and of even degree
\

i.e. to one whose terms,

equidistant from the extremities, have coeffi-

cients eipial in magnitude and sign. This
latter equation may be also depressed, by one

half, by the substitution jp + ^ = 5', and any

value of y being found, the corresponding two
values of x will merely require the solution of

the quadratic 1 =0, which is itself

reciprocal. Hence we may say 1 hat the solu-

tion of a reciprocal equation of odd de.gree

+ 1 may always be rwluced to that of an
ordinary equation of the degrf*e, whilst the

solution of one of even degree 2w may be

made to depend upon that of an equation of

the w*" or (w— 1)*** degree, accordingly as the

given equation belongs to the first or to the

second class.

The binomial equations

+ 1 = 0 and x"— 1 = 0

are clearly reciprocal. The depressed equa-

tion in y upon whose solution that of the given

equation depends will hero have all its roots

real. [Roots op ITnitv.]

Reciprocal In Statics, the lines

of action of any two forces mechanically equi-

valent to a given system of forces. [Fobces,

Composition and Resolution of.]

Rcdpro^ial Rolaro* Two curves S and

are said to be reciprocal polars when each

taugenC of the one is the polar with respect to

any a^ixiliary conic 5 of a point on the other.

The reciprocity here assumed results from the

fundamental property of poles and polars, in

virtue of which the polars of all points in a

lino pass through the pole of that line, and

tie poles of alllmes through a point lie in the

polar of tliat point. [Poles and Polars.]

From this it follows that if S' bo the locus of

the poles of the tangents of S, the latter will

necessarily have the same relation to Uie former;

for the tangent of S' joining two consecutive

points will necessarily have for its pole the

point on S which is the intersection of the

oorresponditig consecutive tangents or polars of

these consecutive points. The consideration of

the properties of polar reciprocals enables us

to double all purely graphical (and even many

metrical) properties of curves. The method qf

RECIPROCITY
reciprocal polars, by rnenns qf which this is

done, was first systematically employed by
Poncelet (Crello’s Journal, t. iv.) ;

it is an
application or illustration of the gi*eat yrineiph
of duality which obtains in all geometrical

1 theory ms. Of two reciprocal polars tjie order
and class of the one arc respectively equal to
the class and ordeT of the other. For if m
points of C lie in a line, m tangents of C' pass
through a point. One curve will have as many
multiple tangents iH the other has multiple
points, and the order of multiplicity will be the
same in both. To a stationary point on one
^vill correspond a stationary tangent on the
other, and to the cuspidal Tangent will corre-
spond the point of inflexion. Thus from the
fact that a curve of the /yd** order with 8 double
points and k cusps fs of the class

n = m (/?i - 1 )
_ 25 - 3/t

[Poles ani> Potars], we may conclude that a
curve of the i-lass with r double, and i

stationary tangents, is of the order

- 3j.

Thus two of Pliicker’s well-known equations
are at once deducible from the other two.

[SlNOl-LAUITIFS OF OuumS.]
li(ci2>rocal polar ^wrfaces lire similarly de-

fined, one being the locus of the poles of all

tangent planes of tlic other with respect to an
auxiliary quadric surface. The properties of
such curves and surfaces are discussed in most
modern text-books; most fully, liowever, in

the works of Poncelet, Chasles, Steiner, and
Salmon. When the auxiliary quadric is a
circle or sphere, one of the reciprocal j>olar8 is

usually termed the polar reciprocal, or simply
iho reciprocal of the other.

Reciprocal Proportloii. The relation

which exists between four magnitudes such
that, taken in order, the first has to the

second the same ratio which the fourth has to

the third, or the first has to the second the

same ratio which the reciprocal of the third has
to the reciprocal of the fourth.

Reciprocal Spiral. [Hyperdolic Spiral.]

Reciprocant of a Qaantlc. The tact-

invariant of the system composed of that

quantic and .r f + 7} + &c.' . . It is also a

coutravariantof the quantic. [Contravariant,]
Geometrically, the reciprocant is synonymous
with the polar reciprocal.

[
Polar R^iprocal.]

Reciprocity (Lat. rcciprocus, alternating).

In Political Science, the term usually apphed

to the principle of securing, in commercial

treaties between nations, mutual advantages to

the same extent, e.g. the admission, mutually,

! of certain goods, supposed to be practically

equivalent to each other, duty free, or at

equal duties on importation. This principle is

clearly different from that by which one nation

seeks to impose the receipt of its own produc-

tions by another state on better terms than

those on which it receives the produq^aons of

the latter; which was at one time considered

a great stroke of diplomatic wisdom. But it is
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equally difiRereiii from (though it mny be com- 1 »eeonii>tmanee (Fr.). The term applied
billed with) that of mere free trade. A nation,

|

to the examination of the features of a country
renouncing for itself the practice df imposing or the position of troops, with a Tiev to military

any differential duties whatever, either in favour
,
movements, such as the manh of troops from

of its own produce, or that of one nation as ' one station to another, without reference to an
against another, has in reality no reciprocity^

|

enemy ; the advance upon ground occupied by
strictly so called, to which it may lay claim

; |

an enemy whom it is intended to force
; the

although it will, of course, be its interest to retreat before an enemy
;
or tlie taking up a

induce other nations, by treaty stipulations as position for defence. An officer sent on a
well as other means, to M'aive thnr differential ! recomiaissance should always make a sketch,

duties. A trcatysuchas tHatof Mr. Grladstone^s and for this purpose he should be able to

with France cannot in sti’ictncss be described sketch rapidly, aecuraluly, and clearly, by means
as grounded on reciprocity principles, these of the eye and band, unaided by instruments,

being used only as auxiliary to a greater and
more general purpose. [Tbeaty.]

Iftecitatlwe (Ital. rocitativo, from Lat. reci-

lare, to recite). In Music, a spee'es of singing

having some resembianco lo ordiiuiiy reciting.

It is used in operas, &c. to express some
iction or passion, or to relate a story, or reveal

\ secret or design
;
and though written in true

ime, the performer may alter the parts of the

measure us he thiuks most suitable to pro-

duce certain effects, those that accompany him
being dependent on hte pleasure. The use of

recitative was suggested in 1694 by Ottavio

Riuuccini. (Hallaui, Literary Ihotvry, part ii.

,

ch. vi. § 5 ) , ,
.

Seokonlng (A.-Sax. recan, Ger. rechnen).

In Navigation, the estimated place of a ship,
|

calculate from the rate as determined by the

the chief features of the country or position

reconnoitred.

Record (Lat. recorder, I call to mind).
Literally, an authentic account of any fact or
transaction in writing, contained in rolls of
parchment, wood, or any other durable sub-
stance, and preserved in a court of reo
[Archives.]

Record. In I,aw, the authentic testimony
in writing, contained in rolls of parchment, of
the judgment of a superior court, and of the
other proceedings in a case. Records arc said
to be of three kinds : judicial records

;
minis-

terial records on oath, being offices or inqui-
sitions found

;
records made by conveyance or

consent, as fines, recoveries, or deeds enrolled.

[Court.] Trial by record is used where a
matter of record is pleaded in any action, as

1. o— . _ ^log, and the course as determined by the [a fine, judgment, &c. ;
and the opposite party-

compass, the place from which the vessel

atarted being known. D ad reckoning means
the same as reckoning^ due ullowauoe being
made for drift, lee-way, currents, &c,

Raeltnmte (Lat. reclinatus, turned hack-

tearde). In Botany, bent down on some other

part. The term is applied^to parts which

pleads nnl ticl record, that there is no sucli

ri'cortl existing. On this issue is joined, which
can be tried only by inspection of the record.
The public records of the kingdom are now

under the superintendence of the Master of the
Rolls. A public reconl office has been esta-

blished, and arrangements have been made for
fall gradually from the perpendicular, as the ! the more convenient custody, arrangement, and
bninehea of many trees or shrubs.

ReeUaatloii (Lat reclino, / lend back),
|

inspection of the records.

Recor^Uui Raelas XioqiielaiB (Lat.). In
In DiaUing, the angle which the plane of the

!
Law, a writ.to remove proceedings ovt of an

dial Wth a nlan« vhifh h i inferior court to the Queen’s Bench or Commondial makes with a vertical plane which it inter-

sects in a horizontal line.

^oluse. The common title of a class of
religious persons in Roman Catholic countries.

[Inclusi.]

Pleas. It is now obsolete.

. Rocorder. The chief judicial offiwT of a
bonuigh or city exercising within it the juris-

^

< I iction of a court of record, whence his title
Recognisance. In Tiaw, an acknowledge- hiis been said to bo derive^ though it seems

ment of a debt upon record. By a fiction of
.
likely that the term was anciently applied to

law, the obligation which a party enters into any person present at a judicial proceeding and
before a court of record or magistrate duly to whose remembrance or record of*what had
authorised, with condition to do some particular

'

t»'kon place the law gave credit in respect of his
act—as to appear at Uie assizes, keep the peace, personal or official dignity. The jurisdiction of
&c.—IS in the form of a recognisance; the party ' ’ ^ * . •» -

acknowledging himself to be indebted to the
crown, the plaintiff, &c., with condition that
the obligation shall be void on performance of
the thing stipulated.

Reeotl (Fr. recul). In Artilleiy, the motion
of a piece of ordnance or small-arm in a di-

Mctiott opposite to that in which the«projecti)e

Is thrown. It is caused by the pressure of the

recordeiw was formerty of varying extent, but it

has l)ec*n remodelled and rendered uniform by
the Municipal Corporations Act (5^6 Wm.
IV. c. 76) and subs^uent statutes in all cities
and boroughs to which those Acts extend, and
al^lished in places of minm: importance. In
criminal matters it [s now, in general, equal,
within its area, to that of tlie quarter sesrions
of a county ; in civil matters it has been for the

lipoh the gim^ciuneiage.
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cipal syatcm, the appointment is vosteJ in the

crown, and the selection is confined to barristers

of a certain standing. The city of Iiondon is

not affected by the municipal corjxiratioii Acts,

and the recorder there is still elected by the

court of aldermen, and his jurisdiction and
duties are regulated by custom.

Kbcorder. The name of a musical instru-

ment, somewlmt resembling the flageolet, for-

merly in use in this country. It had a pecu-

liarly pleasing tone ;
hence Milton speaks of

The Dorian mood
Of flutes and soft recorders.

Socoverjr or Oommon RenoTery- In

liaw, a mode of assurance in the form of a fic-

titious action, by means of which conveyancefl

were made by various tenants possessed of li-

mitedrights in real property (more particularly

by tenants in tail). It was formerly the usual

means by which the entail of a landed estate was

barred or cut off; but by stat. 3 & 4 Wm. IV.

c. 74 common recoveries are abolished, and a

new mode of conveyance for the use of tenant

in tail substituted for them, to the great im-

provement of the law. [Fee Tail.]

Reorait (Fr. recruter, Ital. reclutare, to re-

cruit), A soldier is so called from the time of

his enlistment till he has emnpleted his course

of drill. In order to obtain recruits for the

army, the United Kingdom is divided into

districts in olujqge of iteeraitMig ofi&oers, the

actual enlaatnant of recruits being carried

on yxj nonhOoBUBissioued officers under them.

Acoeptanoe of a «liill3ng from a reermting

oergeaiit as an earnest of the Rumen’s bounty

constitutes an act of enlistment, but the re-

cruit be attested befbxna magistnate till

twenty-four hours have elapsed from his en-

listment, nor after a longer time than ninety-

six hours. The present system of obtaining

reernits at the public-house, and too often by

aid of the excitement caused by strong drink,

tends to bring a bad class of men into the

service, many of whom afterwards dwert, or

are constantly committing offences against dis-

cipline ; and it wotfld probably be far grater

economy to add to the inducements to remain in

the army, and so draw to it a better class of men.

Reotaagla. In Geometry, a right-angled

parallelogram. When the uajacent sides are

equal, it becomes a square. The area of a

rectangle is numerically expressed by the pro-

duct of the two numbers which express the

lengths of its a^j^uient sides, and hence the

term rectangle is sometimes, but incorrectly,

used for prSiuot. ,

R60tiuiinalMr« A term synonymous with

right-angled. Thus rectangular co-ordinates

denote co-oi^nates which are referred to axes

at right angles to each other. A rectangular

parmdopiped is one whose plane angles are all

right angles.
. ,

ReetiaeAtioii (I^t. rectus, stra^U, and

fiicere, to make). In Geometry, the deter-

mination of a straight line, whose

equal to that of the arc of a curve. The pro-

blem requires the integral calculus.
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RECTIFYING PLANE
If the curve be entirely in one plane, the

length of the arc isj ;
or if it bo

a curve of double curvature, its length is

/ ^/dl^ -^d

+

In both cases the equa-

tions to the curve usually enable us to ex-

press the differentials in terms of a single

independent variable and its differential, and
thus to prepare the expression for integration.

It will, however, very rarely happen that

the rectification can be obtained in finite terms,

as the substitutions generally introduce radical

expressions under 3ie symbol of integration,

which are hardly ever so connected with the

rational parts as to be susceptible of finite in-

tegration
;
hence it has been an object with ma-

thematicians to transform the expressions into

others, the successive terms of which are so

related as to diminish at a very rapid rate. In

this case, the approximation to the value of the

arc is rendered comparatively easy. The first

curve which was rectified was the semicubical

parabola; and the merit beloiiM to Wm. Neil,

whose rectification was publish^ in 1657. Two
years later the same curve was rectified by
Van Ileiireat, in Holland.

Rectification. A Chemical term, generally

implying a second or more frequently repeated

distillation ;
thus, rectified spirit of wine means

spirit which has been redisbillcd, and by which

it is to a great extent freed from water, or

rendered strongrr. •

Ranitftenaion Hm CRmle. [Ut^Au-

&&TUBIL]
ReetiiyiBr muMfUae, rflaea.

The plane through the tangent of a non-plaae

curve which is perpendicular to the osculating

j

plane is called the rectifging plane \ it is maiii-

I festly at right angles to the normal plane as well

< as to the principal normal, and consequently

• contains tlie binormal. Two consecutive recti-

fying planes intersect in the rectif^ng line,

which is the generator of the rectifying {deve-

lopable) surface enveloped by all such planes.

The rectifying surface plays an important part

ill the theory of non-plane curves. It was first

introduced into the theory of such curves by

jjancret. {Memoires des ^vane Etrangers, t. i.

1805.) The cuspidal edge of the rectifying

developable is sometimes called the re^ifging

edge ; its angle of torsion, being the ai^le be-

tween two consecutive rectifying planes, is e<]|ual

to the angle of total curvature of the original

curve, i.e. to the angle between two consecutive

principal normals, to both of which latter the

rectifying line is j)erpendicular. The primitive

curve is a geodesic line on the rectifying de-

velopable, since the principal normal through

which its osculating plane passes is also a nor-

mal to the surface. By unfolding the rectifying

developable, therefore, the curve will become

transformed to a right line. It is to tUs

property that the rectifying surfisce owes its

name. The rectifying surface is the surface

of centres of greatest curvature of the develop-
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able osculatrix [OcrtatureJ, for the rectifying

plane is clearly a principal normal plane of this

surface, so that any two consecutive normals of

the latter, if they intersect at all, mnfet do so in

the rectifying line of the curve. The latter is

consequently the axis of the osculating right

cone of the developable osciilatriz or of the

curve itself. [Oscuiating IIigiit Coke.] The
rectifying line is pamllel to the shortest dis-

tance between two consecutive principal nor-

mals
;
hence the plane of a rectifying line and

the correspond! tig principal normal cuts the

consecutive principal normal in a point of the

line of striction on the skew surface formed by
these normals. But this plane is obviously

a principal normal plane of the rectifying

developable itself, so that the line of striction
j

of the skew surface of prineijial normals lies

!

on the surface of centres of curvature of the

rectifying developable. For other properties

of the rectifying surface, the reader is referred

to the works cited under the term Curve. 1

aactlllneal or ReetUlnear ngure. In I

Geometry, a figure bounded by straight lines.

aeotor (Lat. rector ecclesice, of the

church). Properly, the person or parson w'ho

has the charge an(l care of a parish church. In

many parishes, however, before the Reforma-

tion, the great tithes [Tithes] had been appro-

priated by religious societies, who appointed a
|

vicar (vicarius)^ usually one of their own body,

'

to perform the services, leaving him the small

tithes as his remuneration; and the greater

and smaller tithas thus came to be distin^ished

as rectorUd and vicarial respectively, and the

term rector to be appropriated to the o^vner of

the great tithes of a parish, whether the par-

son or some other jwrson or Ixxly corporate.

[Impropriation.] The rector, whether lay or

clerical, is l>ound to repair the chancel of the

church, leaving the nave to the care of the

parishioners.

The term rector is also employed in Scotland

to designate the head master, of a public school

or academy,
S«Otriees (Lat. rectrix, one who rules or

(guides). The name of the tail-feathers of a
bird, which, like a rudder, direct its flight.

Heotam (Lat. straight). The last portion

of the large intestines; so named from an
erroneous notion of the old anatomists that it

was straight.

ItemtinlMitt (Lat. recumbo, I lie down).

In Zoology, when a part is leaning or reposing

upon anting.
AaomweBt Two branched of

nerves from the par vagum^ in the cavity of

the thorax, are so called ; they are distributed

to the muscles of the lar3rnx and pharynx,
mBmunrtsag HeottttiUL [Circulating or

Eboubbing XhBcmAL,]

Heocuniiiir €oiitteti«4 Vraotloii. A
eontinued fraction in which one or more quo-

tients oontmuaUy recur. [Continued Frac-
Tioir.] It is sometimes called a periodic con-

tinued/raeiion.

Mwnrtttf iMimu A series, two or more
218
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of whose oonsecutive terms are always con-
nected by a ^ven constant relation. The re-

currence, it Will be observed, is in the law which
govcMiB the formation of the series, and not in

the terms of the latter. The term recurring
seriest however, is usually restricted to a series

of the form

0© + ^ • • •

where the coefficients an,(in~i of
successive terms satisfy a given linear relation

of the form

C-n “t" Aj^ Ojf — ^ ^2 On— 2 • • • • Aa ss- 0*

Such a series is further said to be a recurrinp
series of the order, since each term is mani-
festly a linear function of the h prccetling

terms. The last equation expresses the law

of recurrence of the series, and the expression

1 -f Aj j: + A, or* + . . . A^

formed from it in a sufficiently oljrious man-
ner, is termed the scale of relation of the scries.

Every rational fraction of the form

/w
F(x)’

where F (.r) exceeds /(a?) in degree, can bo
at once developed in a recurring series of which
F {x) will be the scale of relation, and con-

versely the generating fraction of a given re-

curring series will have its scale of relation for

denominator; the nuiiK'nitor may easily be
determined, by the method of indeterminate

coefficients. The general term of recurring

series may always be found when the linear

j

factors of the scale of relation can be deter-

I

mined. In most text-books on algebra, these

methods are fully described.

meeiirwRte (Lat recurvatus, crooked). In
Botany, this term is applied to parts which
are l>ent back, but not rolled back as when
revolute.

meeuRRotR (Lat recuso, I refuse). In
English History, a term applied to those who
refused to acknowledge the king’s supremacy
as head of the church. Of these the greater

number were Roman Catholics.

Xed. [Chromatics.]
ARd BooIk* The name given to a book

containing the names of all persons in the

service o? the state. The Red Book of the

Exchequer is an ancient record, in which are

registered the names of all who held lands per
baroniam in the time of Henry II.

Bdd Oopper^or#. Native dioxide of cop-

per, or CuaO, containing 88*8 per cent, of copper
and 11 '2 per cent, of oxygen. It is of a deep
red colour, which usually can only be seen by
transmitted light. The variety iwtallising
in the octaheilral form is called Ouprito; a
lifter red fibrous variety is called Chalco-
trichite, or Plush Copper-ore

;
while the mas-

sive or earthy kind is known aa Brick or Tile

Ore (Ziegelers). It occurs in almost all coppe/
mine# among the gossans or oxidised ^rtions
of the lodes near the surface, espe^ally in

Cornwall and {:5outh Australia. The finest sin-



RED FIRE
gle cryitiils were fomerlj obtained at Cheasy
ot^r Lyons.
Aad nre. A pyrotechntcal compound

which burns with a beautiful red or pink flame.

It consists of nitrate of strontia, mixed with
charcoal and a little sulphur and chlorate of

potHssa.

Hod Zrod-ore. A name under which are

included those yarieties of Haematite which
have a non-inetallic or submetallic lustre.

Sad &ead* An oxide intermediate between

the protoxide and peroxide of lead. [Liun;
Minium.]
Sad &aftd«ora or Craaalalta. Native

monochromate of lead ;
composed, when pure,

of 31*3 per cent, of chromic acid and 68*7 oxide

of lead. It occurs massive and crystallised of

various tints of hyacinth-red, in Siberia, Brazil,

Hungary, &c. The artificial salt is used as a
pigment, but the colour has the disadvantage

of not being permanent.

Red Marl. The name given to a portion

of the Triassic scries in England. [Geojx>oy.]

Red Precipitate. The peroxide of mer-

cury, obtained by the decomposition of nitrate

of mercury by heat. [Mbrcuht.]
Red Sea. This long, narrow, but deep

channel between Arabia and Africa is sepa-

rated from the Mediterranean only by the

narrow and low isthmus of Suez, and connects

with the Indian Ocean by the still narrower

straits of Bab-el-Mandeb. It is remarkable

for the desolate ^ions adjoining the bare

vulcanic rock on its shores and bottom, and
the high temperature of its waters, which ra-

pidly increases from Suez towards the straits

until it amounts to upwards of 84^. This is

only two or three degrees below the tempera-

ture of the oceanic warmth equator of the

Pacific, and is the more trying to travellers

because the sea is narrowand not exposed to any

cooling winds. The iiavigatioii of the Bed Sea

is dangerous, and there are many coral reefs

as well as much volcanic rock. [Suez Gakxl.]

Rpd [Pboustitb; Ptba&qt-
AITB.]

RM BmMw The coiiiibod name of Proto-

eoectu nioaUst a minute alga, which in an in-

credibly short space of time produces large

patches of a brilliant scaziet on the surface of

•now in Axetie or Alpine legions. .

Rad Waads The dame of an Indian dye-

wood, obtmned from Pteroearput SantaUnus,

The BedWood of the Turks is the wood Comu8
fMsotUa

;
that of the Bahamas comes from

Ceanotkus ootubrinus; (hat of Jamaica, from

Qordonia Aama^osyiem ; and that of the

timber txmde from Siamia iempervirma.

(Fr.). In Field Foi^ficstion, a

work ooaristiM^ frow» fwmiiig a salient

ai^. AdeaWsfudmi is composed of tworedans

joined together, thus Ibnmng a re-entering

angle for mutual defence. [FomPiMoanoif.]

Raddandm (Lah to be reetoni). In

Law, the toehnMi termto a

xeutwhi^iii a toae usaaUv begins with the

woids Yi.Me0emdpeipmff, to.

REDUCTION
Raddla (from red). A soft eigillaceoua

peroxide of iron, occurring in opaque compact
mames of various shades of light brownish-red,
which sometimes passes into nearly brick-r^.
The best specimens, used for crayons, are
brought from Germany; the common kinds,
used for marking sheep and for coarse paints,
are procured in large quantities from the
carboniferous limestone of the Mendip Hills
in Somersetshire, from the. Forest of Dean in
Gloucestershire, and Wastwater in Cumber-
land, as well as at Brixham and other places
in Devonshire from Devonian limestone. The
Reddle found at Rotherham in Yorkshire is the
bestmaterialknown for polishing optical glasses.
Rudemptorlsts. A religious order founded

in Naples by Liguori in 1732, and revived in
Austria in 1820. They are bound by the usual
monastic vows, and devote themselves to the
education of youth. They style themselves
members of the order of the Holy Redeemer,
whence their name

; but they are also often
called Liffuorists, from the name of their
founder.

Redoubt, more correctly Redout (Fr.
redoute, Ital. ridotto). In Fortification, an
enclosed work, without flanking defence from
its own parapets. [Foetifxcation.I
Redrutblte. A name given by Brooke and

Miller to Copper Glance, magnificent crystal-
lised specimens of which have been obtained
from the mines near Redruth in Cornwall.
Reduolng Scale. A scale used by sur-

veyors for turning links into roods and acres
by inspection.

Reduetlo ad Absurdnm. [Absubdum.]
Reduction. Tlic process of separating a

metal out of a metallic oxide, sulphide, &c. In
some cases this is effected simply by heat, but
mnerally by the joint action of heat and soma
deoxidising agent

; upon thcTlaigo scale, char-

coal, coke, or coal is almost always resorted to.

[Smelting.]
Reduction. In Arithmetic, the changing of

quantities from one denomination to another.

ReduetiM of lynxes. In Psn^cal
Geometry, the description of figures similar

to given ones, but of different (geneiaUj

smaller) dimensions. The pentagraph and
the proportional compasses are the readiest

and most accurate methods of performing these

reductions ;
but in the absence of these, many

different methods are taught in works of prac-

tical geometry.

ReduottonvVcvmuissur. In the Integral

Calculus, formulm which serve to reduce given

integrals to others of simpler forms. The
following are useful examples of such formnlm

;

» (a + dM

+ ini
jP+lc'



REDUNDANT IiyPERBOLA REFIKITE
Definite integrale may often be greatly simpli-

1

under it. When the yard is not lowered,
fied by such formulae, which arc obviously ' as in roofing the courses, the sail is partly
deduct from the method of integration by clued up for reefing.

^arU, [Intequat. CAJ.cur.us.] Under Cunningham’s patent, sails may bo
Bedtittdant Hyperbola. A line of the reefed or furled by ropes from the deck

; an
third order, having tliree pairs of asymptotic . improvement of great importance, as reefing

branches. Its prop('rtiea may bo seen in sails during tempestuous weather is attended
Newton’s Enumeratio. with considerable danger to life. The action of
Hedwlilg. [Triij)us.l this apparatus will be described under Sails.

Heed (A.-Sax. hreod, Ger. ried). The com- Heel(A.-Sax. reol). An angler’s implement
mon name for Phragmites commuuu, n water- attached to the butt, of the rod, for the purpose
side native plant widely distributed in other ' of Avinding in the line, when a fish is hooked,
countries, and which was formerly (and is still

^

1’he barrel of tlie retd sliould be of sulRciout

by some) included in the genus Arumh. The diametor to wind in quickly, as a fisli is often

name is applied also to other plants. Thus the lost from the inability of the angler to bring
Small-reed is the Aromatie-rcod him rapidly within reacli of the hindiiig net;

of Scripture is Andropog mCi^anms aronuUiens
;

es) oeiaiiy where, as in fly fishing, a great length

the Egyptian-recd is Papyrus antiquonim, Ac.
;

of line has l^een thrown out.

IIekd. In JMusic, a thin tongue of woixl or
j

IIehl. A lively dance peculiar to Scotland,

metal (formerly made actually from a rei'ill, geiuT-ally w'rittcn in common time of four

which, being set in vibration by the action of
,

crotchets in a bar, but sometimes in gig time

wind, gives the sound to certain musical in- of six quave rs.

Btruments, as the obot', the chu'ionet, and the' Heeming Iron (Lat. rima, n rhinJS). Au
bassoon; as also in cri’tain stops of the organ, iron wedge of very acute angle used by

in the harmonium, and the concertina. Some- caulkers in forcing slightly apart the planks

times the reed bi'ats against its sent, and some- of a ship, in order that oakum may be driven

times it is free, the latter variety being culled between.

the free reed. Heepers. Diths split from the stems of

Heef, A chain of rocks in the ocean lying the Palmyra Palm, and used in the East fur

near the surface. Coral reefs are reefs of coral building purposes.

brought close to the surface of the sea without Heewe (A.-Sax. gerefa, an officer or gover-

rising much above the surface. [Physical nor).. A word of very general application,

Geography.] entering into the composition of some- titles

Bekf. In Navigation, to reef is to diminish yet in use. Hence shirtjf\ i. e. shire-reeve^ the

the surface of the sails on the increasing of the governor of a shire or county; borough-rtiw^

wind. Sails attached to yards are reefed at port-rcevef &c.

the head. Strong horizontal bands of canvas, Reeatj. In Ornithology. [Rrrr.]

from three to six feet apart, extend across Reeve. The Sea term for passing a rope

the sails; these are called reef bands^ there through any block or hole through which it is

are usually four in each topsail, and two in the intended to run.

foresail and mainsail. Tlie reef baud is com- Reeve. In Zoology. [MAniETKs.]

monly pierced with tw'o holes in each cloth (or Heevtag Tackle. Passing the ropes

breadth of canvas) in the sail
;
through each through the blocks in a system of pulleys,

hole are drawn two re^f points—short pieces of Hefisetlon (Lat. refectio, from reficio, I
flat rope, each having an eye in one end, and restore). In the language of Kcclesiastical

hung one before aucl the other abaft the sail, communities, a spare meal, sufiieient only to

each passing through the eye in the end of the maintain life ; whence the hall in convents

other. The sml being lowered and trimmed to where meals are taken is termed refectory.

the wind so as to shake, the extremities of the Hefectorj*. [Refection.]

reef band are drawn up towards the yard arm HcHsrenoec (Lat reforo, I hrin^ hack).

by the ropdi called reef tackles* The men then In Printing, marks carr^'ing the eye from the

going out upon the yard, which they lean over text to the marginal or foot note. The most
while their feet arc supported by the /oo< ropes, 1 common are the t» t» 8» h%t where
gather up the loose canA'as of the sail till they there are more than six notes in a page, the

reach the reef band, which they keep extended neatest mode is to print small letters (*) or
tight along the yard until the eatings are figures (*).

passed or secured, the weather earing being HcfisreiidkrtM (from Lat referendus, to be

passed first; they then tie the two reef points referred). In the early monarchies of Europe
of each pair together over the yard, and the alter the fifth century, public ofilceri charged
sail is reefed, surface having been thus with the dutjjr of procuring, exeeutiag, and
diminished by the depth of one reef. Gaff

j

despatching diplomas and charters. The office

sails are xeefed at the foot. The sail being of great referendary, in the French monarchy,
lowered enough to slack the canvas, the earing became merged in &at of chancellor,

on Uie after .leech is brought or hove down to Helikit^ A mineral hydrocarW forming
the boom end by a strong rope called a reef tubercles and small veius of a wax-white colour,

pfmdant*f tfcS men then standi^ wherever they in ^[agnite, at the Abruzsi near Naples, Named
can reach the foot of the sail, tic the points after Rofik Boy. Analogous to paraffine.

220



HEFINING liKFLEX ZENITH TUBE
SAfiniiiCr* The process of separating gold operation of parting tho more oooncmioal on®

from silver and copper. For this purpose the ! for use on a large scale.

alloy is first melted and granulated by being The term refining is also applied to tho
poured inafused condition intowater. Between

|

purification on a manufacturing scale of other
200 and 300 kilogrammes of the granulated t metals; of salts, as nitre and common salt; and
alloy are boiled in concentrated sulphuric acid of other bodies, as sugaf, &c.
in vessels of cast ii*on or platinum. The silver Reflecting Circle. An nstronomical in-
ancl copper of the alloy are thus converted into strument for the measurement of angles by
sulphates, the gold being una,ttacked. During reflection. (Sextant.] Tho term is also ap-
this ebullition large quantities of sulphurous plied to a surveying instnim^t, invented by
acid are evolved, which are conduct» d iiiU)

|

Sir Howard Douglas, M'hieh combines the
the teaden chambers of the sulphuric acid advantages of Hiulley's quadrant and the pro-
factory, and there recovered in the form of sul-

' tractor. The object of it is to protract, or
phuric acid, which may be used for subsequent

|

lay down on the plan, the angles measured
operations. When the ebullition with siil- 1 with the instrument from tho instrument it-

phuric acid is complete, i. e. after two or three
1
self, without any intermediate step, or even

hours, the mixture is allowed to stand for a I a register of their values. The advantage of
short time, and the liquid poured off from the

|

such an instrument must bo obvious in military
sediment of spongy gold. The mass is then ’ surveys, where (xpedition is important, while
washed with water, the washings being added

j

accuracy is thereby far more efticiciitly insured
to the liquid previously poured otF, and the than by the old and more tedious process. It

gold boiled once more with sulphuric acid, is also advantageously used in forming general
Even after this treatment the metal is not ab- sketches of a country.

solutoly pure, but contains about 0 5 per cent. Reflector. The name generally given to a
of silver, which may be removed by fusion reflecting telescope. [Reflexion; Telescope.]
with acid sulphate of soda. After the second Reflex (Lut. reflexus, part, of reflecto, I bend
ebullition with sulphuric acid, the gold is

^

hack). In Painting, the illumination of one
well washed with water, dried, and fused, body, or a part of it, by light reflected from
The solution containing the sulphates of silver another body. The foundation of the law of

and copper is mixed with water, and gently reflexes depends upon the knowledge that every
heated with metallic copper. By this means body in light reflects that light, to a certain

the silver is precipitated, an equivalent quan- degree, in the same way that flame does. Tho
tity of copper passing into solution in tho stronger, therefore, the light on the body, the

form of sulphate. The spongy silver is then stronger will be the rejcj, distances being
separated from the excess of copper, well 1 equal. Again, the more directly the light

washed, dried, pressed by hydraulic power, and fidls on a body, the more influence it will havo
fused. in imparting a reflex.

The solution of sulphate of copper is now Reflex PnnettoB. In JPhysiology. [Au-

evaporated to nystallisatiou^ and tho mother toiiatic; Motoby; Sensobt.]

liquors, which contain large quantities of sul- Reflex ILenitli Tube. An instrument

phuric acid, are employed in a future operation designed by tho Astronomer Royal, and

for the treatment of the original alloy. in use at the Greenwich Observatory, for

For this process, which is termed the jHirting measuring the zenith distances of stars very

of gold, it is necessaiy that the alloy should not near the zenith. It consists raainlv of an object-

contain more than 20 per cent, of gold; other- glass of 6 inches diameter ana 10 ft. local

wise the excess of gold protects the silver and length
;

of a micrometer firmly attached to

copper from the action of the acid. the cell of the object-glass; and of a trough of

In cases in which the alloy is richer in gold, mercury placed beneath the object-glass at a

it is previously fused with a sufficient quantity distance of nearly half its focal length. The

of auriferous silver* cell of the object-glass is fixed in a tube sliding

Alloys containing small quantities of gold in another tube fastened to the flooring of the

and silver are first roasted, the oxide of small chamber in which the instrument is

copper formed in this manner being removed erected, the mercury being a short distance

by means of dilute sulphuric acid, and the beneath the flooring. By this apparatus the

residue treated in the usual way. parallel rays proceeding from a s^ very near

Alloys containing as little as 0*05 per cent, the zenith are, while in a converging state, ro-

of goS may be economically worked by this fleeted from the mercury, so as actually to eon-

nxoeess of parting. Refined gold contains verge to a focus and form an image at a diort

About VTiljtf of pure gold. distance above the object-glass ; and it is in*

AnothOT process of gold refining, termed geniouslv contrived that the point of convey

worfofwn, consists in fusing the alloy with gence shaU he m the same line Oneasured

three times its weight of silver, and boiling the parallel to thediameterof the object-^lass) with

granulated product with nitric acid, which re- its focal centre. By this means any inawMcy

moves the filver, leaving tlie gold in a porous which would arise from a small error level

eoDditlooi* This process was at one time almost of the plane of the milometer is avoided, A
univewallfadopted for the refitting of gold, but micromet<» is mounted utou the cell whi^

the low |niee of sulphuric acid renders the carries the ol^eet-glas^ which has a vaies of



REFLEXION
wirpfl Btretehed acrosii itB side b&rs» and whose
screw acts against the Btendards carnring the

bars, the wires being placed at intezrals nearly

eqniyalent to doable the distance of y Braconia
(the star which passes nearest to the zenith)

from the zenith of Greenwich. For riowing
the images of the star and the wires together,

a compound 4-gla88 eye-piece is used, consisting

of two distinct parts, the first part consisting of

a first lens for receiving the rays from the

object-glass, and a glass reflecting prism for

turning them into a horizontal direction, the
prism having one side mund to a spherical

surface, so as to produce effect of the second
glass of the eye-piece, and to avoid unnecessary

k>9s of light. This part is fixed in a tube
carried between the bars of the micrometer.
The second part consists of the third and fourth

glasses of the eye-piece mounted in a tube
carried horizontally by a fixed support, so as to

allow the head of the observer to avoid inter-

fcronco with the rays after passing through the
object-glass. The cell of the object-glass is

made to revolve^ carrying with it the micro-
meter, for the pinpose of ssaking obsenririoiis

in remsed positions. Thn microimter is also
doable, csnmg screws and divided hesds on
each side of the olgeet-gisss, and it is so ar-
ranged that by the action of one of the screws
the micrometer wires are carried without dis-

torbanee of the readily of the head attached to
the other screw.

WtMmKkmrn In Hcchaincs, this word de-
notes the leboond or regressiTe modan of n
body hum the snrfaee of another body agsiindi
which it impinges. In Natural Philos^y, the
term is appli^ to the analogons motions of
lights heat, and sound, when toned from their

course by an opposing surface. The laws of
the reflexion of light form the brandi of science

called catoptric*
; those ofthe reflexion of sound

are sometimes called catapktmtc*, [Sound.]
j

IMUxion When we consider only
the direetton of the rays of light after being re-
flected from a polishea surface, and leave its

fuantitp or tntennty out of view, the laws of
reflexion are extremely simple,

n’
*

. Suppose AB ^fig. 1) to be a
y* smooth polishea surface, or mir-

\ / nr, and a ray of light proceeding
omm^

i in the direction £p to impinge
^ on the surface at P, and to be

reflected fromitm the diroctioa PR. Through
the point P draw PQ a nonnal or perpen-
dkaitr Is the suiflme; then, adhering to the
deflnitions adopted by most writers on optics,

the angle IiPQ is ealM tkami^cf incidence,

QPE ike ciHjiie qf rrjferibfi, the plsne in w1^
are the two straight lines LPnnd PQ is called
iJb and the planedetail
hf4Pa»flPBlAsnlbnsqfrq|lcdon. Kowthe
Ijn flMtui laws rriraon we these: let.

Vha plane of leflwion eoineides with the plane
ifhijiflanw;wtltoIImitni^
laedPB* ate in one plane. ML The angle of
eeiaaM la sqpwd to thn anil^ of inridene^
nnttto<|»nri^i rid»nftitonqwnaL Theaelawa

an

hold true, wfaatevt r be the nature of the re-

flecting surface, or the origin of the light which
falls on it. Experience offers no exception to
them whatever; and all the phenomena of re-

flection from mirrors or polished surfaces, whe-
ther plane or having any regular curvature, are
readUy deduced from them as simple geo-
metrical consequences.

Sejlexionfrom Plane Mirrors,—To determine
the path of the reflected rays, and the formation
of images by plane mirrors. Pig. 2.

supposeMN (fig. 2) to be an
objectplacedWore theplane
reflecting surface AB, and
the eye to be situated at K.
The rays of light which pro-
ceed from the point M, and
are reflected to the eye at E, will impinge on
the mirror at P, and appear to come from a
point w, which, in respect of the plane AB, is

symmetrical with M ; i. e. is placed in the
straight lino drawn from M perpendiedar to
the surface, and at the same distance from
AB on the opposite side. For let MK be
the perpendicular, and let it be continued
till It meet the prolongation of £P in m:
then, from the equality of the angles of in-
eidenee and reflexion, the angles MPK and
EPB (which are the complements of those
angles) are equal; hence MPK«KPm

;
and

the two rig^i^angled tmnglesKPM andKPm
havit^also acommem side, are every way equal

;

whence K«»KM. In like manner, the ays
whidi iasiie fiom N, and mie afleeted to E,
will proceed from a point n sym-
metnal with N ; and as the same thing is evi-
dently troe with aspect to every other point
of the object, a perfect image mn of the object
will be formed on the opposite side of the mir-
ror, and at the ume distance. It will be ob-
served that the ima^ is not, properly speaking,
reveaed, like writing looked at through the
opposite side of the papw ; the spectator sees
the same side of the object as if he stood in
f^nt of the mirror, and viewed the olnect
directly ; but, in the aflected image, right
takes the place of left, and left of right
Befiexumfrom Curve 8urfacee,-^hi order to

apply the two general laws of reflexion to the
determination of the direction of a ny reflect^
from a curve surface, it is assnmed that the
afleuon takes place at each point of the sur-
face in the same manner as it would from a
plans tonching the curve raiftoe at that point

;

and ^e problem therefore becomes that ^ de-
termining the directions of the normal at the
given point ; for, when thodireetioiis of the in-
enmnt ray, and of the nonaal at the poiiiit of
incideDee, are both kno^ the plane of the re-
flected ray, and the position of the rmy in that
^ane, are both given. The sairror may be
eoncave or convex

; and the rays may
be parallel or divergent

fb* centre of a ooncate
anim, DC ka axis, C Gie centre of curvature

B; and assume the aemidiimeCGr of the
minor DP to be small in oompaiiaon ofite



REFLEXION REFORM
radius of currature CD. Now suppose a ray not Tanish entirely when that angle becomes 0.

Tig. 3. of light LP, parallel to the ' 2nd. In the case of metals the reflectiye power
axis, to fall on the mirror at does not rary much with the angle of incidence,
P ; then, if we draw PC, and hut it is greatest at small angles of incidence,
make the angle CPR«CPL ’ Srd. Bodies of different natures, placed in theT>nn -D 11 V* j* I

circumstances, reflect very aifferent pro-
portions of the incident light.

On this subject a great number of experi-
ments were made by Bouguer, and more re-
cently by Arago, Fresnel, Potter, and others.
The followii^ numerical relations are given by

r * ^ or PCD, Pfi will be the di-
' rection ofthe reflected ray ; for,

by the nature of curvature, CP is a normal to

the surface, the' arc D P being small. But, on
the hy^thesis of DP being small, we have also

RPmRD; and by reason of the equal angles
|RPC andRCP, RP=>:RC, thereforeRDs=RC; .Bouguer: V^en a beam of light, the intensity

or R is a given point, and, consequently, all the of which is represented by 1000, falls upon
rays which fall on the mirror parallel to CD

|

water so as to make an angle of 0® Sff with
are reflected into the same point R. From ’ the surface, the intensity of the reflected light
this property the point R, which bisects the ' is represented by 721 ;

at an angle of 16° with
radius CD, is called the principal focita of the the surface, by 211 ; at an angle of 30°, by 66

;

mirror, or the focus ofparaUel rays. [Focus.] and at an angle from 60° to 90°, by 18. Of
If the reflecting surface were a portion of a

,

1000 rays falling upon a surface of glass, and
paraboloid, then all rays parallel to the axis

,

making an angle of 5® with the surface, 64 3
would be accurately reflect^ into the focus at arc reflected

; 300 when the angle is 15°
; 112

R, whatever the extent of the surface might be;
|

when 30°; 25 when 60°, or above. Of 1,000
but, on account of the practical difficulty of i rays falling on a polished surface of black
grinding and polishing curve surfaces of any ! marble, 600 are reflected when the angle with
other form than the spherical, the concave and

. the surface is 3° 16'
; 166 when 16°; 61 when

convex mirrors required for optical purpose 30°
; 23 when 60° and upwards. Silver sur-

“ ’ ‘
' .... -11 -Al i...l_are often spherical.

From what has now been shown, it is easy

to see in what manner images are formed by
concave or convex mir-

rors. Lot MN (fig. 4)
be an object placed

before a concave mir-

ror AB, be3mnd its

centre of curvature C.

On tracing the path of the rays M A, MD, MB,
after reflexion, they will all be found to meet
in the point m, and those which proceed from
N will in like manner be found to meet in n

;

whence rays diveiging from every point of the

object between M and N will meet, after re-

flexion, in a point situated between m and n

:

and in this manner an inverted image mnoi
the object will be formed. The magnitude of

the image is to that of the object as D fn to DM,
or as the distance of the image from the mirror

is to the distance of the olgect from the mirror;

and the image will be more brilliant in pro-

portion as the rays of light coming from the

o1](ject are colleetM within a smaller space. If

the object were placed at mn, then an enlarg^
image would be formed at MN. It is on tMs
principle that reflecting microscopes and tele-

scopes are constructed. [MiCBOscoFn ; Tilb-

scora.]

Intmuiiy of refieeted LiaJU,

—

It has now been

shown that the path of ue reflected light can

be determined m all oases with geometrical

preeisioii, when the form of the reflecting

sufflMe is known ; but the oSse is very diflhrent

when the question is to determine the quantity

or ncoportion of the li^t which is thrown into

a diffiairant direetbn oy an opposing surface.

The fblWing laws, however, Mve been esU-
[

iu the reign In 178®, w
blished by eneriment: 1st. The qnantjly of . of Richmond introduced m the m
liftht MffQisriT reflected hy mm-metauicsuriaces a measure of almost democwitm f™

wit£ the ang^e^ incidence, but does
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passes all other metals in reflecting power.
When the incidence is perpendicular, it reflects

more than 900 rays per 1,000. (
Traiti d Optigtte.

See also the Edinburgh Journal of Soimee for

1830 and 1832.)

In order to produce reflexion in a greater or
less degree, the only indispensable condition is,

that light pass from one medium to another

having a different refractive power. In passing

through a perfectly homogeneous medium, no
reflexion takes place

;
but whenever there is a

change of medium (and this change may occur

in the same substance by an inequality of

density in the different parts, or a different

arrangement iif the particlGs), more or less

reflexion takes place at the siuface which se-

parates the two media. Thus, in passing

through the atmosphere, the solar light under-

goes an infliiito number of partial reflexions

before it arrives at the earth, as every suc-

cessive thin stratum of air, by reason of its

increasing density, forms, as it were, a different

medium. [Refbxctiok, Asi^NOMicaL.]
Bodies are visible only in cons^ueuoe of

rays irregularly reflected from their surfaces

meetins 3ie eye ;
for rays which are regularly

reflected show only the luminous points from

which they emanate, and not the surfaces on

which they fall. If the lunar surfhee were as

perfectly polished as aglobule ofpure msreniy,

the moon would present to us only a rsflsctsd

image of the sun. [Liowr ; Orncs.]

Bof^rns, VnittMMttiHT. The ebauges

effected in the House of Commons the

English, Sootcl^ and Irish Befocm Acts ci 1332

are spedM under the head PaxuamuT* Tim
motement in favour of such rsfoim began etufy

in the reign of Qsoigs IIL In 1733, the duke”—lof Lords
eharader.

Tlii« «M f'oliow.d.(178S) Iqr fitt, whoM
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object was cbiofly to emancipate the crown from conquei^rs aooonlinfr to his soyercign pleasure,
the inflnence of the great families. No result. But while the absolutism claimed bv the Romnn
howeyeTrfoilo^stltheseattompts, and the change pontiff was calculated to arouse jealousy and
was ^ect^ially adjourned for many years by the opposition, these feelings were gre&tly increased
French wars (1792 to 181^. In 1831, Lord by other causes; such as the immoral liros

John Russell brought in theEnglishReform Bill, of the clergy; the exorbitant wealth of the
It was negatived, and parliament dissolved church; the great personal immunities of
by William IV. in April that year. The new ecclesiastics, and their encroachniouts on the

parliament, which met in July, gave a decided jurisdiction of the laity. Those and similar

majority to ministers. The measure passed circumstances, which the invention of the art

the House of Commons in September. On of printing and the revival of learning hud
October 7 the Lords threw it out. Early in tended more thorouglily and widely to rlis-

the following year the contest was renewed, close, gradually prepared the public mind for a
and the Lords finally gave way on the second reformation.

reading, but renewed their opposition in com- According to the doctrine of the Roman
mittee. Ultimately they yielded to the threat- church, all the good w'orks of the strints, over
ening aspect of the country, and the pressure and above those necessary for their own just i-

put'on them by the suggestion of a new creation fication, are deposited, together with the infinite

of peers; and the Reform Act passed ou June 7, merits of Jesus Christ, in one inexhaustible
1832. Measures for a still further extension treasury. The keys of this treasury were
of the franchise were introduced by the govern- committed to St. Peter, ana his successors the
nients of Ixiid Johu Russell in 1852, of Lord popes, who might, it was said, open it at plta-
Aberdeen in 1854, of Lord Derby in 1859, and sure, and by transftrring a portion of this

of Lord Palmerston in .1860; but in qach case superabundant merit to any particular person
failed or were withdrawn. For some years for a sum of money, convey to him citlu r the
after 1860 the question appeared to excite pardon of his own sins, or a release for anyone,
little interest in parliament, but public at- in whose happiness he was interested, from the
tentiou was again directed to it auriiig the pains of purgatory. Hence the origin (which
general election of 1865, and in 1866 the go- took place in the eleventh centxiry) of the sale
rernment of Lord Russell introduced a bill of indulgences. Pope Leo X., in Older to raise
for lowering tbe franehise, and later in the

,

contributions towards building the church of
same session a bill for the redistribution of St. Peter at Rome, granted, in 1617, the righ".

seats. The two bills were afterwards con- of promulgating those indulgences in German),
solidated, but were not approved by the House, together with a share in the profits arising

and their failure led to the rcsiguation of the from the sale of them, to the archbishop of
ministiy. (Lord Russell, English GoViTument Magdeburg. The archbishop employed, as his

and Constitution
;
Molesworth, Historg of the chief agent for retailing them in Saxony, one

Beform Bill.) Tetzcl, a Dominican friar, who assisted by
ftefimnatloii (Lat. reformatio). An era the monks of his order executed the commis-

in Political and Ecclesiastical History, when the sion with great zeal, but with little discretion
doctrines and usa^s of the Roman church, then ' or decency

;
and, by disposing of them at a very

dominant througnout the Western states of > low price, carried on for sotne time an exten-
Christendom, were first successfully called in srve and lucrative traffic among the credulous
question. This event is commonly dated from and ignorant The princes and nobles were
the year 1617, when Luther began to oppose irritated at seeing thoir vassals drained of their
the pope, and condemned the sale of indul- wealth to replenish the treasury of a profuse
gences. Mosheim assigns to it the date 1520, pontiff. Men of piety regretted equally the
when Luther was excommunicated. corruptions of the church and the delusions of

Prior to Reformation, the pope daimed the people. Even the most unthinking were
of divine right, and exercised, absolute au- shocked at the Scandalous behaviour of Tetzel
thority over Hie whole Christian church, with

|
and his associates. But it was reserved for

the exception of those states and provinces in Martin Luther, a monk of the Augustine order,
whidi the Eastern or Greek church was esta- and at that time professor of theology at Wit-
bluhed. Not only was his authority re^rded • tenberg, effectually to expose the artifices of‘

as supreme on sulgecto of doctrine and discipbne, those who sold, and the simplicity of those
but bis decidons were considered as infallible

; f who bought, indulgences. Wjiat motives frst
and whoever ventured to question or gainsay * induced him to oppose this traffic cannot now
them was liable to soeb canonical censures and be ascertained. It was not a novelty as it
temporal penalties as the eauon law detemined, I had been practised throughout Christendom for
The pope al^ laid to suprenw<^ even

}
seveml centuries. Some writers have imagmed,

in tempml things throughout the wide range
,

though with what justice is not evident, that
0£ his religious authonty

; thou^ the exercise . his opposition was founded in jealousy, because
of thM supremaqy was not always quietly sub- this gainM trade bad not been coMbmd on
tottted to, and was Mwtimea resisted with the Augustinians. to whom he belongeA but

,

ou the Dominicans, a rival order. Kt wlmt-
iRhaNM by Ctestiahs m uninhabited, and

,

ever were his motives, his oppositiou at first
pafocusd oul Hnw co^tries to their CbrisUau ^was confined simply to the sale of indulgences.
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His mcmorttviv tucscs, uincty-fivo in number, 1

a^^ainst this practice were iittixcd to tlic Uoors
|

ot* the eatlicdral of ^Vittcnb<'^g, October 31,
IT)!? ; while from the pulpit ho invcigbod
bitterly against the irreguhiritios and vicis of
the monks who published indulgences, as \vi>ll

as against the abuse itself. The sentiments
contained in his theses he proposed not ns

'

poiiits fully established, or of undoubted cer-

tainty, but merely as subjects of enquiry and
disputation; and to the whole he subjoined

solemn protestations of his high respect for

the apostolic see, and of his implicit obedience *

to its authority. No opponent appeared at the

time prc'tixed. The theses spread over Germany

!

with astonishing rapidity, and wore every-

1

where I'oad with the greatest avidity. Moan-

1

while Tclzcl, in opposition to Luther, published i

couiitcr-thcsea at I'rankfort-on-the-Odrr
;
and

j

Eckius, a celebrated divine of Augsburg, endca-

1

vourod with others to refute Lullicr’s notions.

Hut this opi^ositioii was of little or no avail.

Luther supported his riews by argumiuts

founded on reason or derived from Scripture*,

and his cause was found daily to gain strength.

Li‘0,
naturally tond of ease and pleasure,

paid little or no attention to the dispute that

was thus raging in Germany, and at first

despised it as a mere monkish squabble. Hut
the tidings of Luther’s rapid success, and the

clamours of the ecclesiastics for aid and ven-

geance, at length roused him from Iiis apathy,
i

On August 21, 1518, he summoned Luther to

Uppear at Rome, within sixty days, before the

auohor of the chamber and the inquisitor-

general, whom ho empowered jointly to examine
his doctittes and to decide concerning them.

!

This was oviclently an unjust tribunal . and '

through the influence of Frederick, the elcetur

of Saxony, who was fiivourable to the new
j

doctrines, and of others, the jx>pe, having re-

'

ceived a submissive letter fi*om Luther himself,
|

agreed to refer the hearing and determining of
|

the cause to his legato in Germany, Caiilinal

Cajetan, a Dominican eminent for scholastic

learning.

The reformer acconlingly appeared before

Cajetan, who, after some di.scussion, commanded
him to retract his opinions ;

but Luther wdth

his characteristic intrepidity declared that he

could not, with a safe conscience, renounce

opinions which he believed to be true, nor

should any consideration induce him to do what

would be BO base in itself, and so oflfensivo to

God. The result was, that he was induced to

withdraw secretly from Augsburg and return to

Wittenberg
;
previously to which, however, he

prepared a solemn appeal from the pope ill

informed at that time concerning his cause,

to the pope when he should be better able to

judge respecting it. But so impatient were

Lttuieris enemies at Rome, that even before

the, sixty days had expired he was there con-

demned as a heretic, Leo, in several of the

briefs and letters, having stigmatised him as a

child of iniquity, and as given up to a reprobate

mind. But Luther was not to be deterred from
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teaching ajid promulgating his opinions bofh
from the pulpit and (hiough the press; and
as every step taken by tTm court of Rome
against him convinced him that Loo would soon
proceed to the most vioh'iit measures, ho had
recourse to the only expedient in his jxiwTr in
order to prevent the effect of the papal cen-
snn's. lie appealed to a general council, which
he affirmed to be the repr(*scntativc of the
C.itholic church, and superior in power to the
pope, who, being a fallible man, might err,
as St, Pfter, the most perfect of all iiis pre-
di'ceiiASors, had erred. As the coutroveu'sy ad-
yancod, Luther’s view's began to expand

;
and

in his disputation with Eckius he went so far
as to question the supremacy of the pope over
the church, as well as the (loetnuos of purga-
tory, auricular confession, and absolution

;
and

about the same time he published several trea-
tises, ill which he more openl}* expivs.scd his
dissent. Jaitlier may now be said to have
embraced the tenet w'hich became hencefortJi
the characteristic of his theology, namely,
that Scripture is the only rule of faith and
manners, and that this rule is to l>e interpreted
by the exercise of privah* judgment. A step

I

w'.is at tins period (June 1620; taken by the
court of Romo fatal to the object w'hieh it had
ill view. The pope issued a bull condemning,
as heretical and offensive to pious ears, forty-

one pro]>osition8 extracted out of Luther's

works; all persons were forbidden to read his

works on pain of excommunication
;
those who

posse.Nsed a copy of them W'ere eoiumanded to

commit it to the flames: and he himself, if

he did not within sixty days publicly recant

his errors and burn his works, was to be pro-

nounced a In-relic, cxcominimicated, and deli-

vered over to Satan; ail secular princes being

required, iimler pain of incurring the same
oensun^ to seize his pei'S(m, that he might bn

punished as his crimes dcserveil.

This sentence e.xcited more indignation than

terror among the folJoW'crs of Luther, and gave

a fresh impulso to the spread of the new
doctrines. In some cities tlie people violently

obstructed the promulgation of the bull; in

others, the persons who attempted to publish it

were insulted, and the bull itself was torn in

pieces and trodden under foot. Luther, after

renewing his appeal to the general council,

published remarks on the papal bull; i^nd

assuming a bolder tone, declared the ^pe to

be that man of sin, or Antichrist, whose ap-

parance is foretold in the New Testament.

He declaimed against his tyranny and usurpa-

tions, and exhorted all Christian princes to

shake off such an ignominious yoke. Nor did

he stop here. As Leo had, in execution of the

bull, appointed Luther s works to be burnt at

Rome, the latter, by way of retaliation, as-

sembled all the members of the university of

Wittenberg, and with great pomp, in presence

of a vast number of spectators, cast the volumes

of the canon law, t^ether with the bull of

excommunication, into the flames ;
and bis

example was imitated in several cities of

Q
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Gkrtnanj. This took place on the lOtb of De-*

eembcr, 1520 ; and on the 6th of the ensuing
nionth the pope launched a second bull against

him, by which Luther was finally expelled from
the communion of die church. Thus separated

from all connection with the see of Borne,

Luther was enabled to attack with the gr<^ter

success most of the peculiar papal doctrines,

both theological and ecclesiastical; and thus laid

the foundation of that reformation of religion

which at first he nerer contemplated.

A spirit of enquiry having, by means of
Luthers preaching and publications, and the

procedure of the court of Borne, been excited

in the public mind, the progress of the reformed
doctrines was rapid and general, and threatened
to embrace the whole of Germany, although the
emperor Charles V. co-operated with the pope
to check and destroy them. Luther, too, was
protected, from various motives, not merely
by the elector of Saxony, but by many other

princes ; and the new views were adopted
and sedulously nropagated by Melanchthon,
Carlostadius, and other eminent men. Erasmus,
too, though he did not long follow in the same
course as the German reformer, and ultimately

wrote against some of his views, yet discovered

and exposed, with great learning and ability,

many errors both in the doctrine and worship
of the Roman church.

Under these circumstances was held the
imperial diet at Worms (January 1521), to

which the different princes were invited, in

order to concert measures for checking the

progress of the new doctrines which threat-

ened to disturb the peace of Germany, and to

overthrow the religion of their ancestors. An
attempt to condemn him in his absence was
fnistrutetl by a majority of the members of the
diet; and Luther, under a safe-conduct, was
summoned to appear before them. He did not
hesitate to attend ; but neither threats nor
entreaties could induce him to retract any of
his opinions, or to consent to their being tried

by any other rule than that of Scripture. He
was allowed to leave the city in safety

; but
an edict was published in the emperor’s name,
after his departure, pitting him under the
ban of the empire. The circumstances* how-
ever, in which Charles was placed, the com-
motions in Spain, and the wars in Italy and
the Low Countries, together with the prudent
precaution of the elector of Saxony in con-
cealing Luther in the castle of Wartburg,
all ooncurred in preventing tlio edict being
carried into effect During his confinement
his opinions continued to gain ground; and
the Augustinians of Wittenberg ventured on
an aUeiation in the established forms of
public worship, by abolishing the celebration
of jmvate masses, and by giving the cup as
well as the bread to the laity in administering
the sacrament of the Lord's Sapper. In a
short time, however, the new views were con*
demned ly the umverei^ of Baris, and a
refutation of them wae attempted by Heniy
TIIL England. Luther published animacf*

versions on both with as much vimleuee as it
he had been dealing with an oidinazy adversary.
Meanwhile an attack no leee violent* occa-

sioned by a similar cause, was made on the
Roman church in Switaerland. The Franda-
(mns being intrusted with Gie sale ofindulgencea
in that country, executed their commission with
the sme indiscretion which had rendered
Dominicans odious in Germany. But they
were met and opposed (1518) by Zuinglius, a
man not inferior to Lather himself in seal and
intrepidity, and who advanced with perhaps
more daring and rapid steps to overthrow toe
whole fabric of the established religion. Not-
withstanding that the universities of Cologne
and Louvain pronounced his doctrines to be
erroneous, the cantons of Zurich, Berne, Basle,
and Schaffhausen embraced his opinions.
Several conferences were at di&rent times
held between the Roman Catholics and the
EvanoflicaU, as the followers of Zuinglius were
called ; and all of them tended to Uie spread
of the reformed faith. After a conference held
at Berne in 1528, the council of that canton
published ten theses, which embodied the sub-
stance of the Reformation in Switaerland.
The Swiss and the German reformers were at

first unacquainted with the proceedings of each
other, though both were animated by the same
spirit But, while they both resisted and
exposed the usurpations and errors of the
Roman church, and generally agreed in their
sentiments, they entertained very different

theological opinions
;
and thus were sown the

se^s of those divisions which have since
agitated the reformed churches. The chief
subject of dispute between the two reformers
was concerning the manner in which the body
and blood of Christ were present in the
Eucharist. Luther and his followers, though
they rejected the papal belief of transubstan-
tiatioD, were nevertheless of opinion that the
|x)dy and lilood of Christ were really present
in the ^rd’s Supper, a doctrine repudiated by
Zuinglius and^ his adherents. Both parties
maintained their opinions with equal obstinacy

;

and as this dispute threatened to retard the
great wor^k of reformation, and to bring dis-
credit on its adherents, the landgrave Hesse
invited Luther and Zuinglius to a conference
at Marbuzg, in order to promote unanimity
and peace. After a disputation of four days,
however, neither of the contending parties
could be persuaded to abandon th^ir views.
But as both agreed in their sentiments not
only as to the ^ish hierarchy, but as to the
fundamental pnndples of Christianity, they
parted in Christiau charity, though not in
brotherhood, agreeing to refrain nom open
controvert.
The struggle between the Roman Catholics

and the reformers still raged in Germany. At
the diet of the empire held at Spiius in 1526,
the emperor's ambassadors nsed their utoiott
endeavours to suppress all disputes about rail*
gion, and insistM on the vigorous execution td
the sentence which had been prooounoed sgainet
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Luther and his followers at Worms. This at-

tempt was successfully resisted by the minority
of the members ; and it was at last unanimously
agreed to present an address to the emperor
entreating him to call a general council without
delay; and that the princes of the empire should
in the meantime be allowed, in their respectiye

dominions, to manage religious matters as they
should think proper. These resolutions proved
favourable to the cause of the Reformation.
The war in which the emperor was at this time
engaged with the pope gave a decided advantage
to the friends of the reformed faith, and greatly

increased their number. At a diet, however,

held in the same place in 1629, the power which
had been ^'^en to princes of managing eccle-

siastical affairs until the meeting of a general

council was revoked by a minority of votes, and
every change declared unlai^ul that should bo

made in the established religion before the de-

termination of the approaching council was
known. After many ineffectual remonstrances

and arguments, six princes of the empire and
thirteen imperial cities protested a^inst this

decision, lienee arose the denomination of

Protestants
; a term at first applicable only to

the Lutherans, but now common to all who
have separated from the church of Rome.
As the reformed doctrines in Germany had

not yet been reduced to a system, the elector

of Saxony ordered Luther and other divines to

commit to writing the leading articles of their

system, along with the principal points on which
they differed from the church of Rome. In
compliance with this order, Luther delivered to

tlic elector at Torgau seventeen articles, hence
called the Articles of Torgnu.

In 1630, Charles convoked a diet of the em-
pire at Augsburg, and directed the reformers

to lay before it an account of their tenets in

German and Latin. The work prepared by
Luther and Melanchthon, and prescnteil to the

diet, was lienee c;}1Uk1 the Confession of Augs-
burg, or Con/essio Auffustana, It wa.s read

aloud by the chancellor to the assembly. It con-

tained twenty-eight chapters, of which twenty-

one were illustrative of the religious opinions of

the Protestants, and the remaining seven of the

errors and superstitions of the papal faith.

After much disputation the diet published a

decree condemning most of the peculiar tenets

held by the Protestants, and forbidding any

person to protect or tolerate such as taught

them. But the Protestants were now too

powerful a body to be easily dismayed. They
assembled at Smalcalde, where they concluded

a treaty of mutual defence, both religious and

poUtioid, against all aggressors, and formed the

i^testant states of the empire into one regular

combination. Thus, in the year 1530, the Re-

formation was viitaally estaldished in Ciermany

;

first, by the publication of the ConfessiOTi of

AuMburg; and, second, by the league of Smal-

ealde, wmi^ made that creed the bond of union

of a pow^ttl political confederacy.

It may here be mentioned that the followers

of Zuinfflius, or Sacramentarians, aa they were
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sometimea called, presented their confession of
faith on the part of four cities, Strasburg,
Memmingen, Lindau and Constance

;
generally

known by the Confession of Strasburg, or Con*
fesMo Tetrapolitana, The reformed cantons of
Switzerland were not allowed to join the league
of Smalcalde, inasmuch as they refused to sign
the Confession of Augsburg; and thus the Swiss
Evangelicals or Sacramentarians continued
distinct from the Lutherans (as they still do),

though they joined in a separate league with
the city of Strasburg and the landgrave of
Hesse, who ad^ted their views. The Helvetic
Confession of Faith, fouilded on the articles of
Berne already referred to, was finally published
in 1632. The reformed doctrines uad early
spread to Geneva

; and John Cauvin, or Calvin,
of that city, after the death of Zuinglius, car-
ried them farther than the Swiss F^testants
had done. He abolished all festirals except
the Sabbath, discarded all church ceremonies,
used leavened bread for the sacrament, and
taught the doctrines of predestination and
election in all their rigour. [Pkesbytebt.]
Calvinism thus became the third great branch
of the Reformation, Luther and Zuinglius
being respectively at the head of the other two.
The systems of Zuinglius and Cal\ in, however,
gradually merged together, and they may now
be considered as one, having the same con-
fession of faith.

Among other results (such as conferences,
meetings of councils, particularly the celebrated

council of Trent in 1649) the treaty of Smal-
calde gave rise to a war between the emperor
and the Protestants. But the peace of Augs-
burg, in 1565, terminated these calamities,

whicli had so long agitated the empire. The
following are the leading articles of the peace :

namely, that the Protestants who followed the

Confession of Augsburg should in future be free

from the jurisdiction of the pope
;
that all the

inhabitants of the German empire should be at

perfect liberty to judge for themselves in all

matters, religious and ecclesiastical; that all

persons, whatever be their religious opinions,

should enjoy equal civil rights and privileges,

and that all those who should persecute any
person under religious pretences should be
declared and treated as public enemies of

the empire. Thus was the Reformation finally

established iA many parts of Germany as it

exists, without any very marked change either

as to its extent or its principles, at the present

day. This state of things was broken many
years after by the Thirty Years* War (1619-48)

;

but the treaty of Westphalia, which terminate

this war, confirmed the articles of the peace

of Augsburg, and extended its benefits to the

Calvinists as well as to the Lutherans.

While these events were taking place in Ger-

many and Switzerland,- the doctrines of the

Reformation found their way partially into

France, and also into Spain and Italy. Prior

to Luther’s death (1646), these doctrines had
made many converts in the Netherlands ; and

in the time of Hiilip II. the *SeTen United
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Provinces,’ which separated from the rest, pro-

rlaimeil liberty of conscience, and adopted the

tenets of Ciilviiiisiu, to which they have ever

Buicf} adhered.

About the year Io*36, the Lutheran creetl

was atlopted as the state religion in Denmark
and Norway. Tliis cret^l w.is propagiited in

Sweden, soon after Luther’s rupture with the

i liurch of Rome, by Olaus Petri, one of his

disciples. Botli Lutheranism and Calvinism

c*arly gained an extensive footing in Poland

Hungary, and Tran.sylvania. The Reformation

in England dal not extend to the hierarchical

constitution of the eliTirch. In Scotland, epis-

copacy was rejected. [pHKsnYTEUY ; Cove-

nantsus.] In Ireland, whih' the Protestant

episcopal chureli is the established religion,

more than time-fourths of the people retain

their henditary attachment to the, papal creed.

Altogether, not more than a fourth of the popu-

lation of Europe arc Prot<‘stant
; of tlic re-

in limlcr, about t\vo-thir<ls still adhere to the

Roman faith. The Pixitestant bodie.s pre-

dominate in the United Stati's, and in al-

most all the British colonies. [Chuistianity.]

(Itanke’s History/ of Gtruiauii i/nrhitf ih“ Ih-

J'ormation ;
D’Auhigne, llistio'if of the Great

Reformation in Germani/ and iiuai^crUind ;
F.

Paul, History of the Council of Trnit, <Jc.

;

Burnet, History of the Reformation] Macaulay's

Essays, J on Ranke.)

Sefoniiatorjr«« An institution for the re-

ception and reformation of juvenile offenders

under sc-ntence for criminal offences. These

appear to have originated in the efforts of phi-

laulhropic persons to establish places of refuge

for* such children after sentence. The statute

17 & 18 Viet c. 86 llrst authorised the sending

of children under sentence to these private

foundations. But criminal courts are now, by

bnt uf a density continually diminishing as the

distince from Uie centre is increased. For the

purpose of illustration, the atmosphere may ho
regarded us composed of a great but iLiitu

number of concentric sphcncal strata, each

having a uniform density greater than tliat of

the stratum by which it is enveloped, but less

tlian that of tlie stratum which it envelopes.

Hence, on entering each successive stratum
the light must undergo a slight deviation from
its rectilinear course,

and the amount of all

these deviations consti-

tutes the phenomenon *

of astronomical refrac- mmUi fW^x
tioii. Let A A, 15 R,

CC, represent the boundaries of the successive

strata, and suppose a ray of light prowediiig

from the star S to enter the highest stratum
AA obliquely at a. If no deviation took ])lace,

the ray wouhl continue to advance in the same
straight line Srf

;
but in consequence of enter-

ing a denser me<li urn it is i-efraeted, according

to the law of Descartes, into a direcliuii ab,

more nearly perpendicular to the surfieo of

the spherical stntuin. At b it again enters a
medium of a greater density, and is refracted

into the direction be, still appinachiiig the per-

]X‘ndieuIar to the surface. On arriving at c

the phenomenon is repeated, and the my is

bent from the direction he into the direction

c() ; so that in passing from S to 0 the ray of

;

light, instead of describing the straight lino

I

SO, describes the polygon SoAcO, and to a

I

spectator at O the star wmU appear to be situ-

ated at S' in the direction Oc. Hence the star

I

appears to bo elevated above its true place
;

'and the angle S' OS, which is the difference

j

between its true and apparent elevations, is the

astronomical refraction. If we suppose tho

20 & 21 Viet. c. 65, enabled to sentence youth- ! number of the strata to become infinittdy great,

ful criminals to detention in reformatories, I tlien the angular deviation at each succes.Mve

which the magistrates of counties and districts
|

stratum will become infinitely small; and the

are empowered to provide for this purpose, the path of the ray, instead of being a polygon, will

parents being compellable, if able, to provide be a continuous curve, which, according to the

for their maintenance and education. Under laws of refraction, will lie wholly in the samo
later Acts, criminal or negV*cted children, not vertical plane.

previously convicted of felony, may be sent for Since the ratio of the sines of incidence and
education and training to an industrial school refraction is constant, it is evident that tho

(stat. 24 & 26 Viet. c. 113, dec.). total effect will be the greatest when the lumi-
SefkmotiMi (Lat refractus, hrohm). In nous rays enter the atmospheric strata with

Mechanics, the change of direction which takes the greatest obliquity, i. e. when the object

place in the motion of a body when it passes is seen in the horizon. At the zenith there

obliquely out of one medium into another of is no refraction. In descending from the
different density. Tho term is chiefly applied zenith to tlie horizon it continually iiicrea8e.««,

to the deviation from their rectilinear course of according to a certain law, which may bo deter-
the. rays of light in passing through transparent mined theoretically, if the refractive power of
substances. atmospheric air at a given density and tompera-

AatronomlnaL Refraction, ture, tho dilatation of air by heat, and also fch«

in Astronomy, is the apparent angular elevation law of the variation of the density and tempera-
of the celestial bodies above their true places, ture in ascending into the higher regions of the
caused by tho refraction of the rays of light in atmosphere, are suppos^ to be known. At a
their passage through the earth’s atmosphere, medium density, and at the tempeiatun of

It is found by experiment that the retractive melting ice, Biot and Aiago found by expeti-
power of a gas, or a^fonn substance, is pro- ment that for any altitude exceeding l(^ abm
poi^lonpl to its density. Now the earth’s at- the horizon the law of atmospheric i^&action
mosphere is not a medium of uniform density, is represented by the fonnula
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60-6" tan (Z-3-26xr),

in which r is the re&action corresponding to a
given senith distance Z. Bradley Imd given the
formxila '

r= 67" tan (Z- 3-25 r).

From either of these it appears that the in-

crease of refraction is neany proportional to
the tangent of the zenith distance, but at low
altitudes the expression becomes much more
complicated.

The following table, given by Mr. Ivory {Phil,

Trails, for 1838, ^rt 2), shows the amount of
refaction at different zenith distances, the
temperature being 60® Fahr. and the height

of the barometer 30 inches. The correction

(omitting some small terms) for the actual

temperature and barometric pressure is ob-

tained by multiplying the tabular refraction

by i— ^ . A, where b is the observed
l + c(^— 60) 30

lieiglit of the barometer reduced to the fixed

temperature of 60® Fahr., t the temperature of

the air on the same scale, and cs= *002183.

Zenith
Dl«Uiice Refractloo

1 Zenith
DltUnee Refraction

100 10-.V)" 820 ssi-ea"
20 21*26 85 445 42
50 55*72 84 609 86
40 46-09 85 503 fl6

45 58*36 85* 046 21
60 69 52 86 707-45
55 83*25 86* 779 92
eo 100*65 87 80(1*70
65 124*65 87| 07 1-95
70 159*16 88 1101-35
75 214-70 R6| 1202 6
60 520*19 89 14G0S
81 853-70 m 1729-5

The existence of astronomical refraction was
known at an early period, though its amount
and laws have been ascertained only in recent

times. Ptolemy, in his bodk on O^tieSj re-

marks that in consequence of refraction a star

is brought nearer the zenith, and that the effect

is greater in the case of a low than a high star;

but as no mention is made of the subject in the

Almagest^ we infer that it was not then regarded

as an element of astronomical calculation. Si-

milar notions appear in the Opto of Alhazen.

Walther was the fi.rst who began to estimate

the effects of refraction near the horizon ; and
Tycho Bruhe constructed, from observations,

the first table. He suppostid the horizontal

refraction to be 34', which is very near the

truth (its mean amount being 33'); but he

supposed it to vanish at the altitude of 45®,

though its mean amount at that altitude appears,

by the preceding table, to be nearly 1 minute.

Dominic Cassini gave an empirical formula for

computing the refraction at any altitude; but

the solution of the problem on true principles

was first undertaken, and, in fiict, fully ac-i

complished, by Newton, though his results did
|

not represent the observations, owing to the

imper&t knowled^ of that day respecting the

physical constitution of the atmosphere.^ Our

knowledge, indeed, as shown bv Mr. Glaisher's

recent Imloon ascents, is at the present time

by no means perfect
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XafHbetlOB of Zdglit. The deviation of a
ray of light from its original path in entering a
medium of a different density. This change of
direction, which takes place at the surface of
separation of two media, is the ultimate fact

from which many of the most interesting phe-
nomena of light receive their explanation. The
laws by which it is regulated, and the investi-

gation of the consequences of those laws, form
the branch of natural philosophy usually termed
dioptrics.

The phenomenon may be observed as fol-

lows : Suppose a beam of light proceeding
from a luminous point S (fig. 1 )

to be admitted
through a small hole A in the side of a vessel
A B : then, the vessel being empty, the light
will fall on the bottom at a point L in the s.iino

straight line with S and A. Now let water be
poured into the vessel, and suppose the beam
of light to fall on the surface of the water at

P ; then it will be seen that the i.

light no longer continues its course ,

in the same straight lino, but is

bent, or refracted at P, and pro-
ceeds through the water in a
straight line P R, more nearly

perpendicular to the surface. A
similar deviation takes place in all cases in

which light passes from one transparent me-
dium into another; but the magnitude of

the angle RPL, or the amount of the re-

fraction, varies according to the nature of tho

two media, and the degree of obliquity with
which tho incident ray falls on the surface of

separation.

Through P draw QP^ a normal to the

surface; then SPQ is the angle of incidence^

RPg is the angle of refraction, and the fol-

lowing laws are found to be observed in all

cases :.

—

1. The refracted ray PR is in the same plane

with SP and PQ; that is, with the incident

ray and the perpendicular to the surface at the

point of incidence.

2. The incident ray SP and the refracted

ray PR are always on opposite sides of the

perpendicular QPj.
3. Whatever be the inclination of tho inci-

dent rav to the surface, the sine of the angle

of incidence has to the sine of the angle of

refraction a constant ratio.

The index of refraction of any transparent

substance is the ratio of the sine of incidence

to the sine of refraction, when light passes

from a vacuum into the subsUnce.

As there is no known substance of such

a nature that light entering it from a vacuum

is refracted so as to make the angle of re-

fraction greater than the angle of incidence,

the index of refraction is always greater than

unity. Of all known substances, that which

possesses the greatest refractive ^ower is

Sirbmate of lead, for which the index of

refraction is 3 ;
hence in the equ ition sin

% wm n sin r, all the values of n which have

yet been experimentally determined lie be-

tween 1 and 3.
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TahU of the "RefrojoUw Towete of Solid and
Uquid Bodies,

lUllftr, trttBeUl
O^edrita. .

l>Umimd
Mltrite of lood .

Blr^e . t .

Bhoniihorua . .

Kulpliur mcltod •

Zircon .

Ulan : boratr of
load . . .

Garnoi .

Hubjr • •

Gian: load oaid
S ft*.) flint

part .

finpitltlro .

a
“ dnrll* .

anaraott ttona
bulphurct of cur
Imn .

Oil of t-aaila

Hi'«am of Tolu
Uuiaoum
Oil of anboioed
Quarts

.

Kook salt .

Suffar molted
Canada baliara

Index of
Rofraotlon

Z-BdA
8-500
2-430
8-528
8-200
2^24
8-148
l-lMll

1 Rdfl

1 815
1-7T0

2-02B
1-704
l-7ol
1-750

1 fl'fl

I’GU
1-628
1-619
1-001
1-518
1-557
1-554
1-519

Amber
Plate frl4*«i IVvra
1514to ,

Crown glass,flrem
1-525

Oil of eloves
Balaam of eapiTl
Gnm arable
Oil of breeh nut.
Castor oil .

Caji-put oil .

oil of tiirpentiiio

Oil of olives

.dium .

Fluor spar .

So>pliurle aold
Nitric acid .

Muriatic oeld
.Alcohol
Crjrollte

>Vai«r . .

Ico
Lioulds la mini

rats. 1-294 to
Tabasheor .

Ether expandod to

thrice its volume

,

Index ol
lUfraotion

1-547

1-548

1-554
1-555
1-598
i-5t»a
1-500
1-490
1-48S
1-475
1-470
1*457
1-454
1-434
1-410
1 410
1-573
1 540
1-556
1-309

1-131
I-IU

Tafdc of the Refractive Powers of Gases.

Index of
Hefraction

Index of
Refraction

Vap«ur oftulphiu
1 001550

Carbonic add 1-000149
rci of carbou .

1

Curburetted hy>
1-000443Fhoxftrite

Cyaii«trrn . .

Cnioriiic . .

I’OOtl -9
1

droiren .

1 -018)834 Ammonia . 1-11110383

1-000779 Carlionle nildo • l-lKHOlO
Olpfliint ffM 1 0U0678 Nlirouiga*. 1-0181305

Sutphurou* acid

.

1000665 Acote 1-000300
Sulidiurctted hjr.

1 000644
Atinovphcric air < J tiOO-Wd

drucuti . Oxygen l-tKK>,*7'2

Nl troll* ox Ilia . 1 -000505 Hydrogen . 1-000158
Hjdroeyanie acid
Muriatic acid

1-000451
1-000419

Vacuum . . 1-000000

Ill tlie ppocodiiig remarks liglit has been

regarded as a homogeneous subst-jnee, all the

parts of which have the same index of re-

fraction. This, hoTV'evor, is not the case ;
re-

fraction never takes place without a separation

of the different coloured rays, so that for

every transparent body the index of refraction

changes with the colour of the light The
numerical values of the indices, given in the

above table, correspond to the yellow or green
rays which occupy the middle of the dispersed

pencil. For the different refrangibilities of the

piimary rays, see Chbomatics; Dispersion;
Spectrum.

Doiitde Refraction.—The phenomena and
laws of refraction, which have yet been con-

sidered, belong to those cases in which a
single refraction takes place on the entrance
of Tight into a different medium, or in which
a pencil of light on entering a refracting

mewum continues to form a single pmicil, and
to affo^ a single image of the object from
which it proceeds. There are, however, a
multitude of substances which, either in their

natural state or under accidental circumstances,

exercise a peculiar influence on light, causing
it, in its passage through thorn, to follow two
distinct paths, forming with each other an
ai^le of ^ater or less amount. Such sub-
stanch are called doMy refracting st^taners,

and ibc phenomenon itself is called doufds
refraction,
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. The substances or media which produce only
single refraction belong to one or other of the

four following classes : 1. Oases and vapours.

2. hluids. 3. Substances which have passed
from the liquid to the solid state so rapidly as

to prevent the molecules from taking a regular

crystalline arrangement; for example^ glass,

glue, &c.
;

gums, resins, &;c. 4*. Crystals

which belong to the regular system. All
other substances, as the salts, precious stones,

crystals not belonging tO the above-named
forms

;
all bodies belonging both to the animal

and vegetable kingdoms, in which there exists

\any disposition to a regular arrangement of the

'molecules, as horn, mother of pearl, Ac.; and
1 in general all bodies unequally compressed,

I or which have not the same structure in all

;

directions, separate the light w’hieh tliey refract

into two distinct pencils, which pursue separate

courses and are governed by totally different

,

laws.

j

In order to give an idea of this remarkable
phenomenon, let ABCDX (fig, 2) be a crys-

tal of Iceland spar (carbonate pig, 2.

of lime), having its fitecs made
smooth either by cb-avage or by

1 grinding, and let it be laid on
one of its faces on a sheet of

white paper over a black sjiot

0 ;
then, on looking through the

cr3
*
8tal, two spots will bo seen, one at 0, and

the other at E. On turning the cr3'stal round
on its axis, but always keeping the same face on

the paper, one of the images, 0, will remain
invariable, while the other, E, will appear to

describe a circle about 0. If instead of a round
spot the object viewed be a straight line, then,

ou looking through the crystal, a double image
of the lino will be seen, one passing througli O,

and the other through E. On turning the crys-

tal as before, it will be seen that the distance

between the two lines varies, but that they

always rcinuin parallel to each other; and also

that in the course of a complete revolution of the

cr^'stal about its axis there are two positions in

which the images will coincide, and two other

positions, midway between the former, in which
they will attain a maximum distance. These
phenomena show that a ray of light, S I, on
entering the face of the crystal at I, is sepa-

rated by refraction into two pencils, 10 and
I £ ;

and it is found that on emerging from the

cijstals the two pencils make the same angle

with the surface, and continue their course in

n direction parallel to each other and to tlic

incident ray S I.

If we cause a beam of solar light to fall on
the crys^, and examine tlie patim of the two
pencils, it will be found that 1 0 follows the

laws of ordinary refraction, the sine of inci-

dence being to the sine of redaction in a con-

stant ratio, and the pencil continuing in the
same plane with the incident ray and the
normal to the surface at the point of incidence

;

heuM I O is called the ordtnarg pencil But
I £ is found to follow an entirely mfferent law,

and is therefore called the eatraordinary pencil
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for example, the incident ray S I is perpen-

dicular to the ftice of the crystal, the ordinary
refraction does not take place, the angle of
incidence being zero

;
but in this case the angle

of refraction of the extraordinary pencil, 1 £,
is 6^ 12^ and it is not in the same plane with
the normal and the incident ray.

From a careful examination of the phe-
nomena it is also found that although a ray of
light falling on the face of the crystal is re-

fitted generally into two pencils, there is one
particular direction in which the incident ray
nnder^s only the ordinary refraction. This
direction is parallel to A X, the shorter axis of

the crystal, and is called the aucia of douUe re-

fraction. It is, therefore, to be obseired that

the axis of double refraction of a crystal is not
a fixed line, but a dcU^rminate direction with
reference to the faces of the cr^-stal, every line

parallel to A X forming an axis of double re-

fraction. In some crystals the extraordinary
I'.iy is refnicted towards the axis A X, in others

it is refracted from it. In the first ease the

axis is culh^ a positive axis of refraction; in

the second it is culled a ntgativc axis.

In the erj’fltiil wliicli we have now been con-

sidering (Iceland spar), there is only one di-

rection in which the double refraction does not

take place, but in many other crystals there are

two directions which have this property. In
(‘xamining the phenomena of double refraction

in a great number of crystallised substances,

Sir David Brewster found that uU those crystals

whose primitive and simplest form has only

one axis of figure, or one pre-eminent line

about which the figure is symmeirieal, have
only one axis of double refraction. The pri-

mitive forms which have only one symmetrical
axis of figure are the following;

—

1. The rhomb with an obtnse summit; as

Iceland spar, tourmaline, quartz, &c.

2. The rhomb with an acute summit; of

which form are corundum, sapphire,

ruby, cinnabar, and arseniate of copper.

3. The regular hexahedral prism ; as emerald,

beiyd, arseniate of lead, &c.

4. Octaiiedron with square base ; as zircon,

oxide of tin, prussiatc of potash, &c.

6. Ri^bt prism with square base ;
as arse-

niate of potash, phosphate of magnesia,

&:c.

In all these forms, and in the primitive forms

to which th^ belong, the line AX is the axis

of figure and of double refraction ; and it is the

only direction in which there is no double

refraction, (Brewster's p. 149.)

The property of possessing two axe.** of double

refraction was discovered in 1816 by Sir David

Brewster, who found that it belonged to all

crvstals, whether chemical bodies or miner^

substances, which are included in the prismatic

system ofMohs, orwhose primitive forms —
1. A right prism, base a reetaii|^e«

2. A rMt prism, base a rhomb.

a. A right prism, bass as oblique parallolo-

4. Oblique prism, base a rectangle.
5. Oblique prism, base a rhomb.
6. Oblique prism, base an oblique parallelo-

gram.
7. Octahedron, base a rectangle.
8. Octahedron, base a rhomb.

In all these forms there is no axis about which
the crystal is symmetrical.

In all cases of crystals with two axes of
double refraction, both the pencils are re-
fracted according to the laws of extraordinary
refraction. In a substance called analciipe, Sir
D. Brewster found that there were^ several
planes along wliich if the incident ray passes
it will not suffer double refraction, whatever be
the angle of incidence. Each of these planes,
therefore, may be considered as containing an
infinite number of axes of double refraction, or
lines in which there is no double refraction.
No other substance has yet been found possess-
ing the same property.

( Optics, p. 165.)
Another very remarkable property is, that in

crystals which have only one axis of double
refraction the axis has always the same posi-
tion, being, in fact, in all cases, the axis of
symmetry; but in ciystals which have two
axes of double refraction, tlic axes change their
jwsitiou according to the colour of the incident
light. Sir John Ilerschel, to whom this dis-

covery is due, found that in crystals of Rochelle
salt the inclination of tlie two axes for violet

light is 66®, while for red light it is about 76®.

In other crystals, as nitre, the inclination of
the two axes is greater for tlie violet than for

the rod rays
;
but in all cases the line which

joins the extremities of the axes for all the rays
is a straight line.

The property of double refraction was dis-

covered by B^holin, in 1669, and was first

explained by Hnygens on the hypothesis of the

propagation of light by means of an elastic

medium. Tlie phenomena have been studied

with great assiduity in modem times, and, in

fiict, the investigation of their laws forms one

of the principal parts of physical optics, and
has mainly contributed towai^s the establish-

ment of the now generally received theory

of undulation. For the complete explanation

of all the phenomena, the undulatory theory

requires- two postulates, or assumptions: 11

That the vibratious of the ether take place

trauaveracliff, or in the direction perpendicular

to the visual ray; and, 2, That the elasticity

of the medium is unequally developed in

the interior of the refmeting ciy'stal. The
first of these assumptions is analogous to

the effect of a blow ^ven to a cord tight^

stretched ;
the motion is communicated rapid-

ly in the direction of its length, while the

vibrattona are at right angles to that diree-

rioD. With respect to the second ammptioB,

the feets which are known respecting the

constitution of crystals render it exceedtiijriy

probable, i priori. All dia^iaiMnts bodies

which refract light only in a singla diieetton,

and according to the Cartesian law, azn fimiid

to have the same tenarity and the mam elan-

281
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ticity in all dixections, and their linear dila-

tations by heat are also the same ;
but it has

been established that with respect to all crys-

tallised substances, which possess th4 property

of double refraction, the elastic force with

which they resist compression is greater in

certain directions than in others, and also that

the linear dilatation corresponding to the same
increase of temperature vaneswith the direction

in which it is measured. These facts prove

that the matter of the crystal possesses an

elasticity varying with the direction
;
and it

seems natural to suppose that the ether within

it must have the same property. On those two
assumptions, namely, transverse vibrations, and
unequally developed elasticity of the medium,
Fresnel has constructed a mathematical theory

of double refraction from which all the phe-

nomena which have yet been observed arc de-

duced as simple corollaries, (Sir J. Herschel's

‘Treatise on Light,’ Mdntpol.; Airy’s

Mathematical Tracts, 2nded.
;
Pouillet, Elemens

de Physique.)

Ref^aetton, Terreatrial. Atmospherical

refraction [Refraction, Astroxomkat.! is

the rifect produced by the whole atmospnere

on a body placed entirely beyond it
;
but as

the density of the atmosphere varies with the

height, it is evident that the apparent place of

any object placed on a different level from that

of the observer must be affected in a greater

or less degree by refraction. Whether the

rays of light como from a more elevated

object and consequently pass from a rarer into

a denser medium, or from an object depressed

below the horizon of the observer and con-

sequently pass from a denser into a rarer me-

dium, they are equally bent downwards, and
thus the apparent place the object is

raised. This refraction between terrestrial

objects is called terrestrial refraction ; and as

the density of the air near the surface of

the earth is liable to great irregularities from

being irregularly heated, its effects give rise

to many very remarkable phenomena. Among
these are Looming or Mirage, the Fata
Morgana, and the occasional appearance

above tlie horizon of distant objects which

in the ordinary state of the atmosphere are

invisible. Sometimes, in consilience of the

rarefaction of the air in the neighbourhood of

H surface of water, or of a building, or of the

earth itself, a distant ob^ject appears to be

depressed instead of being elevated ; and

occasionally it is at once lH)th depressed and

elevated, so as to appear double, in which case

one of the images is generally seen in an

inverted position, as if a reflexion had^ taken

S
laee, In very exact observations, as in geo-

etical surreys, it is found that the infraction

is not always confined to the same vertical

plane, but sometimes produces a deviation

amoanting to a few seconds laterally.

Rafkftettva Mwer* In CMcs, the degree

to wWch a diaphanous body deflects a ray of

flght vhich passes through it. F<« the mea-

nuns of this inlluenee niodm writers generally
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REFUGE, CITIES OF
adopt the square of the index of refraction di-

minished by unity, or 1, where n denotes
the princip^ index ofrefraction. [Refractiox.]
Some modern authors employ the phrase

absolute refraetive power to denote the ratio of
the refractive power of a substance (as above
defined) to its density; that is to say, the
ratio (ra^— 1) : D, where D stands for the
density of the body.

The French autnors use the term puissance
rifractive to denote the refractive power, or the
number w*— 1, while they express the cdiscluie

re/ractiue power, or the ratio (w*— 1);D, by
the term wuvoir refringent. It is convenient
to have different names for the two things,
which are totally different, at least in their

numerical measures. Thus hydrogen gas has
a smaller index of refraction, and consequently
a smaller refractive power, than any other
substance

;
but its ab^iohite refractive power,

or pouvoir rifrwgent, is greater than that of
any other substance. (For a table of the values
of the ratio (n* — 1):D for a considerable
number of different substances, see Rrewstcr’s
* Optics,’ Cabinet Cychpmdia.)
&efWiotor, The name generally given to

the refracting telescope. [Telescope.]
Refractory Minerals. Such minerals as

can bear exposure to great heat without chango
OP injury. The most import^ant of these are
Mica, Graphite or Plumbago, Steatite or
Soapstone, Potstone, Pyrallolite, Fire-clay,

some kinds of sandstone, "&c.

Rcflratn (Fr. refrein). The burden of a
song, dtc. [l^TIRDOK.]

Rofrangtliillty (Lat. rc, and frango, I
break). In Optics, the disposition of the raya
of light to be refracted or bent in passing
obliquely from one transparent medium into

another. The term is chiefly used to denote
the degree of that disposition possessed by
the differently coloured rays. [Kkfractiox ;

Spectrum.]
Refrealie’r. In Law, an additional fee

paid to counsel when a cause is not heard in

the term for which it was originally set down.
Refreahmeat Ronsea. In Law, houses

kept open at night for public refreshment or
entertainment, but not licensed for the sale of

beer, cider, wine or spirits. They are placed
under special regulations by stat. 23 Viet,

c. 27 ana subsequent Acts.

Refrigerator (Lat. refrigero, I make cool).

A term sometimes applied to a system of pipes

contained in tanks of cold water, and used for

the cooling of large quantities of liquids, which
are made to circulate through the pipes. More
usually, however, the word is usea as synony-
mous with Condenser.

Reftire* Cltlee ef. Six cities mentioned
in the Pentateuch as appointed for the recep-

tion of those who had caused the accidental

death of anyone. It is stated that if a de-

liberate muraercr should flee to one of these

cities, the elders of the city are to deliver him
'

^ into the hands of the avenger of blood.*

(Deut. xix,
;
Josh, xx.)



IlEFUGEE
A name which has been giren

iiKliHCiMiriinatcly to persons who flee from
relipioufl or political persecution in their own
country, and take refuge in another. It was
orifrinally appUetl to the French Protestants
(refiigies) who found an asylum in this country
and in others, al>er the revocation of the Edict
of Nantes by Ix>iiis XIV.
&eralla (Lat. roijal things). In English

Ilemlflry, the royal insignia, crowns, sceptres,

globes, crosses, &c. used at the coronation :

also the crown jewels.

JlnoALiA. In Politics, the privileges, pre-

rogative, and right of property, belonging in

virtue of office to the sovereign of a stale.

Tlio latter class of objects are most commonly
termed regaiia minora^ as, in some conntrie.s,

Mails, strays, and newly-formed land, Ac. ;
in

1‘lngland, forfeitures, &c.
;
while the former

are known by the epithet mqjora.

of tlie Chureli. The privileges

which liave been conceded to it by kings

;

sometimes the patrimony of a church.

Regardant (Er.); I” Heraldry, literally

looking hehind\ applied to any animal whose
face is turned towards the tail in an attitude of

vigilance.

Keoardant. In Law, a villein regardant

was probably so called because annexed to a

manor regarding or relating to it.

Sogardor. The obsolete title of an of-

ficer who<<e duty it was to overlook a forest.

[ItANGER.]

Regmttd (Ital.). A word used originally

by the Venetians to signify a grand f^ste, in

which the gondoliers contested for superiority

in rowing their gondolas; but the term has

l>een adopted into all the language of modern
Europe, in which it signifies a brilliant species

of boat race.

Seg«l or &lgel. A star of the first mag-
nitude, in the left heel of the constellation

Orion.

SegeaeratliicVvniaoe. A furnace lately

introduced, which acts by causing the products

of combustion, on their way to the stack or

chimney, to pass over an extended surface of

brick, metal, or other suitable material, capable

of retaining heat, which afterwards serves to

heat the atmospheric air, or other materials of

combustion, in such manner that the cold

air is first brought into contact with the

mdre intensely heated portions, until it finally

passes the surfaces nearest the place of com-
bustion, which are consequently heated to the

highest point. Usually four chambers filled

with firebrick are employed, one pair ro-

ceivingthe waste heat while the <rther pair,

previously heated, are firing up their acqu^d
Wt to the gaseous fuel and to the air required

for burning it. The direction of the currents

is changed by a simple system of reversing

valves. The regenerative fomaoes are largely

ap^ied in the operations of the glass blower

and pkte-^glass maker, in the pottery and por-

celain factories, also in puddhng and welding

iron, and cast-steel melting. Attempts havem
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been made to introduce them in gas-works, and
they appear to be very successful in all cases
where intense heat rotpbiiied with a regularity
of draught is attainable. The best description
of this kind of furnace is to be found in Mr.
Siemens’ patent

;
and the Practical Mechaniefs

Journal for October 1, 1864, contains a good
account of the application of the principle to
the burning of bricks.

Kegeneratioii (Lat. regeneratio). In
Theolog3% fliis term is used to denote the new
birth of man unto righteousness, following on
tlie abolition of the original corruption of his
nature. Similar language was used respecting
the admission of proselytes to tlie privilege
of .Tudaism: so, also, in other religions. The
Sanscrit name for a Bnihman is said to sig-
nify twice bom

;
and TerUillian says that the

heathens used baptism in their mysteries, in
rcgencraiioncm.

Kegent (Lat. rego, I govern). The person
who exercises the powers of a sovereign during
the absence, incapacity, or minority of the
latter. In most hereditary governments the
maxim is, that this office belongs to the nearest
relative of the sovereign cjipable of undertaking
it

;
but this rule is subject to many limitations.

The kings of France exercised at various p('-

riotls the power of fixing, by ordinance or will,

the regency, in case of their decease leaving
issue under age; and also the period pf their

son’s majority. Nevertheless, tliese wills have
been at various times disregarded in favour of

what was esteemed the principle of the mon-
archy. Thus, the testament of Louis XIII., by
which he declared his wife future regent, but
limited her pow'er in the essential prerogative of

the choice of a council, was set aside as to this

limitation, and she was appointed regent with
full prerogatives, fl’he testament of Louis XIV.,
as to a regency during the minority ofLouis XV.,
was set aside by the parliament of Paris imme-
diately after his death. In England, the right

to appoint the regent is now fully recognised

to belong to parliament; although, in 1788, on
the occasion of the first illness of George III.,

much discussion took place as to the absolute

right which some supposed to inhere in the heir

apparent
Serettt Master* or Aevents. In the

English Universities, a term borrowed from
the ancient usages of the university of Paris.

In that institution graduates in the faculties,

within a certain mriod after their degree, had
the privilege, wnich thev were bound to ex-,

ercise, of giving public lectures (docendi, le-

gend!, regendi sch^s). The same custom was
adopt^ at Oxford and Cambridge; although

the regent masters were at an early peri^
succeeded in the performance of this office by
the established professors. [Master of Arts.]

Bsfloiae (Lat. rez, king^ and caedo, 1 hiU).

The offince of slaying a king or other sovereign.

The early Greek republics, unacenstoroed to

the legitimate rule of monarchs, saw, in the

occasional subjugation whirit they underwent

from successfm partisans, a mere usurpation
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or fjyranny; and tyrannicide was with them

only the slaying of a public enemy. The an-

cient Greeks made a wide distinction between

hereditary sorereignsi wiiether institutional

or despoticr and those who had risen to abso-

lute power by subverting an existing free in-
stitution. With them the former was an object

of respect, and was regarded as having a right

to the obedience of his subjects.; the latter

was in their eyes simply as a wild beast who
had. burst into the fold of civil society, and

whom every citizen was bound by whatever

means to destroy. (Arnold, History of RoniCt

i. 476.) The hatred which grew up in the

minds of the Roman people to the royal name
and authority made them regard the acts as-

signed by tradition to the elder and younger

Rrutus, oven to the latest days of the republic,

and long after the establishment of the empire,
j

as virtuous and honourable. Hence arose a

perverted morality on this peculiar subject,

which coutiuncs to prevail, more or less, even
|

to the present day, ns false in logic as con-

trary to the plain rules of conscience; for

it is obvious that, to each individual, any
wealthy or powerful oppressor, who commits

injuries against him and his friends for

which the law can give no redress, is just as

fair a subject for illegal vengeance as a king

to any memlxT of the community. Yet no one

ever sought seriously to set up tlio right of

assassination in such cases ; as liuchanan, Lan-

guet, Mariana, and others have done in that

of kings. English history has three notorious

instances of kings (Edward 11., Richard 11.,

and Edward V.) murdered by powerful and
rebellious subjects. In France, Henry III. and
IV. both fell by tlio bands of Roman Catholic

zealots. Rut the savage execution of Ravaillac

did sot deter Damien, in theweign of Louis XV.,
from attempting the same offence from the same
motives. The murder ofthe due de Berri. and the

repeated attempts on the life of Louis X’hilippe,

from political enthusiasm, togetlicr with well-

known recent instances, show but too plainly
I

that the morbid passions whtcli actuated these

celebrated assassms have but taken in modem
times another direction. The murder of Gus*
taviis, king of Sweden, by Ankarstrom, is,

p^haps, the most deliberate instance of this

crime on record ; for the criminal, though ran-

eexous and determined, was no zealot. It

mast be added, that the application of the term
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Kegtftigkuii (Lat. the king's flight). A

festival celebrated by the Romans to comme-
morate the expulsion of Tarquin the Proud.

It is, however, doubtful whether the institution

of this feast has anything to do with the flight

of Tarquin ; and the symbolical flight of the rex

eacrorum from the Comitium after performing

his sacrifice lias been alleged as accounting for

the origin of the tradition.

Segimant (Lat rego, 1 rule: the Latin

regimentum, like regimen, denoted rule or au-

thority, and the word was used in this sense

by Knox when he denounced the * monstrous

regiment of women^). A body of troops con-

sisting (if infantry) of one or more battalions

or (if cavalry) of several squadrons, under the

command of a colonel. The royal regiment of

artillery consists of thirty-one brigades, six of

which are horse brigades. The British army
consists at present (1866) of throe regiments of

life and horse giiaxils; twenty-eight regiments

of cavalry, of wliich ton are dragoons, thirteen

hussars, and five lancers
;
three regiments of foot

guards, divided into the Grenadier guards, the

i^ots fusiliers, and the Coldstream guards
; and

one hundred and nine regiments of infantry

exclusive of tlie rifle brigade, besides ten colo-

nial regiments and corps, the native troops

I

in India, artillery, engineers, military train,

marines, &c. Many of the regiments in the

British army are distinguished by the name
of the counties or districts where the men were
originally enlisted. Thus the 3rd regiment is

called the East Kent regiment; the 6th the

Royal Warwickshire, &c. &c. No rule is

established with rega^ to the number of men
of which a regiment should consist: both in

England and on the Continent this point is

settled either by the exi^ncies of service in

time of war, or the principleg of economy in

time of peace. [Army
;
Abtuxsev ; Cavalry ;

Infantry.]
’

In Mythology. [Sigurdr.]

AagfRter* XK»rdf or Ivwrd OIrHk Bagto-
tar« A Scottish ofifeser of state, who has the

eastody of the archives: heuce also termed
euetos rotuiorum. He was fonueriy the {N^in-

eipal clerk of the kingdom, from whom other
clerks derived their authority. The office

since 1777 has been held for life. It i.s

now merely honorary, the salai^r having been
abolished m 1861, and the duties being per-

formed by the regtstrai^general and depite

Mt ia judgment on Charles I., and to the (Low Lat registrarius) The

Lome XVL, is a violation of that moral sense
wiucli judges unerringly of actions ; whatever
the ehmeter of their conduct might be, it was
altcmetiier difiermit from assassination

; and to

eoumnnd Vaae or Carnot with Ravaillac and
Bescht, mider a simUar designation, can serve

no endi bat those of temporary party mlioe.

% the law of settle opittinental countries,

ivpioide m pniryied as pARSioina. (Hallam,
part& rit. hr* if ^<40, and

part^ dh* ir. } S.)

title ezerrise different fhnetions in the Courts
of Bankmpftcy, CSmnoery,

BttfittirattMofVliattttt&ttma. [TrrLa]
Biglatijf of MiMmf MttttHsgttSf Mtt

Bttttrtifl. Down to the year 1836, in conse-
quence of the defects of the syrtem of regis-
tration, no complete or eecnnite inflorinauon
could be obtained aato thenomberof births,
mmag^ and deaths tiitoiiglioat Bng^iad;
but at thrt period the need or a better mtem
was adinitt^ and the change was ftrnUy ae-
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complished by the Act 6 Sc 7 Wm. IV. c. 86.

[Mortality, Bills of.]

This Act, passed in pursnance of tlie recom-
mendation of a committee of the House of
Commons on parochial registers (1833), em-
bodies a plan for the effectual r^istrnlion of
births, deaths, and marriages in England and
Wales, To give uniformity to the system, it is

conducted under the superintendence of an
officer resident in London; and there also a
central place of deposit is provided for eortilbd

copies of all parocliial registers, with ready

means of finding any entry in them. It is

provided that in every case of l/ri/i the fol-

lowing circumstances shall be recorded : viz.

the time and place of birth ; the name (if any)
and sex of child ;

name and surname of father

;

name and maiden siimanie of mother; rank
or profession of father

;
the signature, de-

scription, and residence of the informant ; and
alsb the baptismal name of child, if added after

registration of birth. In every case of {feaf/i

the register is to record tfie time and place of

death
;
the name- and surname, sex, age, and

rank or profession of the deceased
;

l/ie cause

of death
;
and the signature, description, and

residence of the informant. In all cases the

<>iitrics must he signed by the informant, and
also by the registrar, who discharges this duty
unthout any immediate expense to tlic parties

requiring registration, his remuneration being

derived from moderate fees paid out of the

poor’s rates. The insertion of the cause of

death, along with the period of death, and
the residence, sex, age, and occupation of the

deceased, will, in time, afford data of the

utmost importance to medical science, and to

the improvement of vitiil statistics.

The central office in Ivondon for the deposit

of certified copies of registers, and the general

supervision and conduct of the business of

registration, is called the General Register

Office. It is presided over by a registrar-

general appointed under the great seal, having
under him an assistant registrar, chief clerk,

and a numerous body of subordinate clerks.

From this oflice communications emanate to all

superintending registrars, registrars of births

and deaths, and registrars of marriages, who
all act within their respective districts under
the directions of the remstrar-general, in whom
is vested the power of dismissal.

There are upwards of 600 superintendent

registrars, who may each appoint a deputy,

with the approval of the registrar-general.

Each superintendent registrar serves within

the district to which he is appointed, which

comprises one or more remstrars districts.

There are upwards of 2,000 registrars of

births and deaths, who may each appoint a

deputy, with the approval of the guardians, or

of the poor law commissioners. Each registm

is appointed to some one of the r^strars* dis-

tricts, into wfiich the whole of England wd
Wales has been divided; and he mwt reside

in ^at district and register oU births and

deaths that occur in it.
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Marriages arc registered, Ist, By clergymen
of the established church, of whom about
12,000 have been furnished with books for this

purpose. 2iidly, By registrars of marriages,
fOf whom there were, on the Ist of Januaiy,
1850, about 1,000: these last are appointed
by the superintendent registrars, and i*egister

marriages solemnised in their presence in re-

gistered phiccs of worship, or in the super-
intendent registrar’s office. 3rdly, By tlie

registering officers of Quakers. And 4thly,

I

By the secretaries of synagogues.

I

The clergymen and the various officers,

amounting in all to about 15,000, to whom tliM

business of registration is committed, are bound
to make quarterly deliveries of certified copies
of all entries in their respective registers during
the piN'vious quarter, to the superintendent re-

gistrars of the district to which they respec-
tively belong; and these certified copies are
transmitted by the superintendent registrars to

the registrar-general. The certified copies are
made on separate leaves of paper of a uni-
form size and peculiar texture, having a distin-

guishing w'ater-mark. On being received at the
general register office in London (whither thty
are sent by post), they are carefully examined;
and any defects, wdiicli may be noted, are made
the subject of communication with the person
from whom the dofectivo copy came, and who
is required either to furnish another copy or

a satisfactory explanation. They are then
orranged, paged, and inserted in books for

reference.

Alphaheiical indexes of births, deaths, and
marriages arc prepared and kept in the general

register office
;
and any person, on payment of

Is., may search these indexes for any entiy, and
on finding it, may, if he wish, obtain, for 2s. 6</.,

a stamped copy of such entry, which will be

‘received as evidence of the birth, death, or

marriage to w’hich the same relates, without

any further or other proof of such entry.’

There are separate alphabetical indexes for the

births, the deaths, and the marriages in each

quarter. The registrar-general is bound to

furnish, once a year, to one of the principal

secretaries of state a general abstract account

of the births, deaths, and marriages registered

during the foregoing year, to be laid before

parliament. The first of these was prepared in

1838. They have since been continued with

various improvements; and in a statistical point

of view, the sound, accurate, and judicious in*

formation which they emb<)dy, cannot be too

highly appreciated. {Stat of the BriL Binpirt,

vol. i. pp. 410-430.)

The Act 6 & 7 Wm. IV. c. 86 does not extend

to Scotland or Ireland, but similar provisions

have been recently enacted for both these por-

tions of the empire (7 & 8 Viet. c. 81, 26 & 27

Viet c. 11, c. 90, for Ireland; 17 6c 18 Viet

c. 80 &c. for Scotland)..

In Law. Xn England
conveyances (including; wills) of land situate in

the three ridings of Vorkshirc, or in ^Dddlesex,

must be registered according to tlie provisions



hegisthy or ships
of certain spedal Acts ofParliament. This docs
not extend to copyhold eshiteSj or to leases not
(exceeding twenty-one years in possession. The
intention of the registry was to give notice, to

purchasers, of incumbrances existing on estates

;

but its value, in this respect, is materially

lessened by the prevalence of the equitable

doctrine of notict
;
namely, that where a party

is, either actually or constructively, aware of
incumbrances not registered, he is bound by
such knowledge. In Ireland and Scotland, and
in most of the colonies, if not in all, there is a
general system of registry, and many unsuc-

cessful attempts have been made to induce

parliament to establish a similar system for

the whole of England.

Iteglstry ofSlilpi. [Skips, Eeoistbt of.]

Xoflstiy of Title. [Title.]

Bogtom Bonttm (Lat. royal gift). An
annual grant of public money for the main-
tenance of the Presbyterian clergy in Ireland.

It was instituted by William III. in 1690, and
remotlelled in 1790. The stipends are paid
to ministers both of the Synod of Ulster and
the Seceding Synod.

Beglas ProfiBMor. The name given to

those professors in the English universities

whose chairs were founded by Henry VIII.

in the iScotch universities, in which the pa-

tmnage of by far the greater number of chairs

iS vested in the civil bodies, those professors

ire called regius professors who have been
appointed by the crown.

(Fr.). In Architecture. [Fillet.]

IlsoLET. In Printing, a sort of furniture of

in equal thickness throughout its length, and
,( quadrat height. The length is three feet,

> ud the thickness that of the various sizes of

tvpes.

a fracture). One of the
" .^nns applied to a tricoccous fruit, like that of

^he Castor-oil plant and the En'phorbias.

Begrattag. [Fobestallino.]
StegreEiton (Lat regressio, a going hack-

wards). In Astronomy, the regression of the

mom's nodes is the motion of the line of inter-

section of the orbit ofthe moon with the ecliptic,

which is retrograde, or contraiy to the order

of the signs. This motion of the nodes of the

lunar o^it takes place with considerable ra-

pidity, the whole revolution being accomplished
in about eighteen and a half years. The nodes
of the planetary orbits also regress on the
ecliptic ; but, in the case of the planets, the re-

gression is extremely slow, that of the nodes
of Mercury, which is the most rapid, amounting
only to alnnit 42 seconds of a degree in a solar

year. [Nona ; Planet.]
BagtwMlont Mgw o£ [Cuspidal Edob ;

Kdob or Bbgbbssxon.]
(Lat regularU* woeofding to rule).

In Botany, a term applied to flowers which
have all the parts of each aeries of a similar

form and size. Thus the Buttercup ia regular,

while the al|^ Larkspur is irregukr.

MNiU^CInrgT. [BaotrLAits.]

MmMwp In Geometry, aplanem

REGULATOR
rectilineal figure with equal angles and sides.

[Polygon.] It is always possible to de-

scribe a circle whose circumference sh<ill pa^ts

through all its comers or touch all its siiles.

t

iNSCBXBED AND ClBCUHSCRlBED FlGUBES.]
f a be the side of a regular polygon of n

sides, then the radii of its circuniscribed and
inscribed circles are, respectively,

and

i ^ 2 tan -
n n

fl* n
and its area is j *

* tan —

Begnlar Totyhedroii. In Geometry, a

polyhedron whose faces are all equal and
similar regular polygons. There are only five

such solids, and these, from their discoverer

Plato, are sometimes called also the PlatoVic
Bodies. [Polyhedron.] If n be tho number
of sides, each equal to a, which form each face,

and m the number of plane angles which meet at

each corner of the regular polyhedron, then the

inclination B of any two adjacent faces is given

by the formula

—

r
. B cos

“

*2
sin _

n

the radius of the inscribed sphere is equal to

tan -
a 2

tan ’

and the radius of the cii'cumscribed sphere is

equal to

- tan tan 5.
2 2m

The area of the surface is, of course, easily

found from that of one face [Rboxilab Poly-
gon], and the volume of the solid iiom that of

the pyramid having one of the faces for its

base, and the radius of the inscribed sphere for

its altitude.

Besides the five regular polyhedrons of

Plato, there are the semi-regtuar ones of Ar-
chimedes, for an account of which see Poly-
KXDEON.
Bogttlan. In the Roman Catholic Church,

those who profess and follow a certain rule of
life, Md observe the three vows of poverty,
chastity, and obedience. Hence monks in holy
orders constituted the body of the regular
cleigy, as distinguished firom the secuto, or
clergy who were not under vows.
BegiUator. In Maehinexy, a general name

for any contrivance of which the olyect is to
p^uee the uniform movement of machines.

regulators most commonly applied are the
Fly and the Govsbnob, for wk^h see the
respective terms.



KEGULUS
The regulatw of a watch is the spiral spring

attached to the balance. This ingenious con-

trivance, the invention of Hooke, has contri-

buted as much to the improvement of watches
as the pendulum to the improvement of clocks.

In a paper publishtfd in the Memoirs of the

Jioyal Astronomical ^lety, vol. xi., the pre-

sent Astronomer Royal has investigated the

mathematical problem of the motion of the

regulator applied to the clock-work by which
motion is given to large equatorial telescopes.

For this purpose absolute uniformity of motion

is of very »eat importance. The construction

usually adopted, m this country at least,

depends on the same principle as that of the

governor of the steam engine. Two balls

suspended from the upper part of a vertical

axis by rods of a certain length, are made to

expand by the rotatory velocity of the axis
;
and

when tbp expansion reaches a certain limit, a
lever is pressed against some revolving part,

a friction being thus produced which immedi-

ately checks the velocity. Now the uniformity

of the rotatory motion of the spindle depends

upon t)ie assumption, that if upon the whole

the retarding forces are equal to the accele-

rating forces, the balls will move in a circle,

and in no other curve. But this assumption

is incorrect ;
for the balls may move in a

curve differing insensibly from a circle; and,

in some instances, Mr. Airy obsen^ed the balls

to revolve in an ellipse of considerable eccen-

tricity. When this takes place, the rotatory

motion of the sj^indle b^mes exceedingly

variable. This injurtxuis effect may be partly

counteracted by constructing the apparatus so

that the revolutions shall he miher very slow

or very quick : the former method has the

effect of giving greater smoothness of motion,

but the second insures more completely rbat

the object observed shall remain steady in tne

field of the telescope.

Segtiltts (Lat.). In Chemistry. The old

chemists designated by this term several of

the brittle or inferior metals when freed from

impurities and obtained in their metallic state.

Thus they speak of regulus of antimong^ of
bismtdhf 4c. The term is now often us^ by

metallurgists to denote the metallic button

which is found at the bottom of an assay

crucible.

There is still, however, considerable confusion

in the use of tUs term ;
thus German assayers

nse it in the sense just given, whereas in

England it usually signifies a mass of sul-

phides, and especially of copper, such as is got

in the concentration of poor copper ores by

fusion.

Mmgnr* The name given to the cotton soil

of India, whi<di extends over at least one third

part of l^uthem In^a, and ranges northwards

to some distance. It (diiefly characterises

the high plat^uv of the B^ccan, covering

the nearly level plains of that district. Ito

colour is bhush-bUdt, greenish, or dark grey.

It Ibnas a paste with water, and has a

clayey odour when breatbd on. It abtobs
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moisture rapidly, and dries into a powder in

hot weather. Its thickness varies from throe

to twenty feet, and it may he cultivated year
after year without manure, almost without
husbandry, and with very rare fallows. It con-
sists of about 50 per cent, silica, 20 per cent,

alumina, and 25 per cent, of the carbonates of
lime and magnesia. The quantity of organic
matter is small.

Rehabilitation (a word coined from Lat.
re, and habilis, active, in the sense of resto-

ration to vigour). In Foreign Criminal Ijiiw,

the reinstatement of a criminal in his personal
rights, which he has lost by a judicial sentence.

Thus, in Scotland, a pardon from the king ia

said to rehabilitate a witness labouring under
infamia juris. In France, persons condemned
to imprisonment or compulsory labour may
demand their rehabilitation live years after the
expiration of their penalty.

Reheanal. The recital in private of any
dramatic work, previously to public exhibition.

Rulclkiimtii (Oer. council of the empire).

Under the old constitutions of the German
empire, the reichsbofrath was a council of state,

charged with important judicial functions.

[AUI.IC Council.] In the Austrian empire, the
reichsrath answered to the senate in Franco,

and aided the sovereign in the administration

of the empire. But by imperial patent cf

March 1860, the emperor reconstituted this

laxly by adding to the original or narrow
reichsrath (conststing of eighty members) other
representative members to lie elected by the
provincial assemblies: totake intoconsideration,

(1) the annual budget
; (2) the more important

bills for enactment into general laws
; (3) the

proposals of the provincial constitutions. The
species of constitution thus established has been
very recently subjected to innovations, intended

to take from the power of the reichsrath and
add to that of the several legislatures of the

provinces comprising the empire.

ReioUatadt (Ger. city of the empire).

The designation given to the several free citii^

which under the old German constitution held

immediately of the empire. Of these Hamburg,
Frankfort, Bremen, and Lul>eck now alone re-

tain their independence. [Hansa.]
Relclidtag. [Diet.]

Ralndedr (Ger. rennthier). Cervus taran-

duSf linn. A lar^ species of Cervus wkli
branched, recurved, sub-compressed antlers,

the summits of which are p^mated. These
antlers are remarkable for the size ofthe branch
which comes off near the base, and is directed

forwards, called the brow-antler, and udiieh is

said to be used by the animal to clear away the
snow from the hidden lichens which constitute

its food during the lo^ and severe winter x>f

Greenland, its native clime. As the female also

possesses antlers of similar form, bnt smaller
upon the whole than those of the male, their
fimetion as instruments to obtain food is ren-
dered more pr..bable, dnee in the deer
do not exist in arctic dimes the Ismales are
dectitiite of antlm. These appendiges of the



REINEOKE THE FOX
reindeer are aanually shed and renewed in

both sexes.

The length of a full-pprown nude is about nine

feet, that of the head is fifteen inches. They
are well dothed with hav, which becomes
thicker, longer, and of a whiter colour in ^e
winter season

;
at which time the male has a

white beard like the goat. The rutting season

is at the beginning of winter, and the bind
brings forth one, rarely two, caLves in May or

June.

The reindeer is swift of foot, shaip-sighted,

and has an acute smell and hearing. It is more
cautious and timid in herds than when solitary.

It can swim well, and often crosses lakes and
fivers.

The flesh of the reindeer, which is held in

great esteem by the Greenlanders, is usually

eaten raw, or dried with the smoke of the

licken nivalis. The blood is boiled with berries

mixed with the fat, which is also preserved

separately and used as lard. The half-digested

contents of the paunch of the reindeer form the

Greenlander’s piime lazuiy; nor is the tail

r^ected. The hide of the reiudeer sullies the
G^nlander with a beautaful material fiir his

tent, hia dothii^, and his bedding. The bones

and antlers areworked into implements for do-

mestic'use, for fishingand hunting. The tendons
aresplit into threads. The Greenlanders like-

wise use the spare hides of the reindeer as an
article of barter.

thm WmEm The name of a cele-

brated popularGermanicpoem, whidi,during

the latter part of the mi^e ages and the early

centuries of modem times^ enjoyed an almost

European reputation, having first becomeknown
through the medium of a Low German version

in the fifteenth century. It contains a humorous
and satirical account of the adventures of

Beinecke (the fox) at the court of King Nodel

(the lion) ; exhibits the cunning of the former,

and the means which he adopted to rebut the

charges preferred against him, and the hypo-

crisy IM^d lies by which he contrived to gain the

favour of bis sovereign, who loaded him with

honours. The king, the officers of his court,

and all his suhjects are representf^l, as in

FafdeSf under the names of the animals

best suited to their respective characters ; and
the poem is an admirable satire on the intrigues

practised at a weak court The most successful

versions of this poem are those of Goethe,

in hexameters ; of Soltau, in the measure of

the original ; and the more recent attempt of

Ortlepp.

Hits poem appears, in some form or other, to

have hem known throughout Europe. For ftili

infiE»ination respecting it, the readermayconsult

Misoiv Eemmt iu Benardt Fans 1826 ; and Gm
by Jacob Grimm, Berlin 1834.

^ Artillery. This word was
nsed $r^aUy to signify an additional thick-

neal wmefo], giTen to or strengthen

tha jpih abmit th^ breech. Though still em-

pliOj^M tihe twie sense in America, it has

Jiflgr ui almost lost this meaning,

RELBUN
and is generallv understood to signify the

part of the gun thus rdnforctd*

A smooth-bored cast-iron or bronze gun is

divided for purposes of nomenclature into

parts. That portion of the gun between the

base ring and the ring nearest to the trunnions

is divided into two parts, called respectively

firH and mond reinforce, [Gun.] Rings round
the gun where these parts end are c^ed re*

inforce ringe,

ISelSf itaU, or Kas (Arab, head, prince

or chi^), A title popularly used for various

persons in authority in different parts of the

wide regions over which the Arabic language
more or loss prevails: e.g. the captain of a
ship. In Bengal, managers or occupants of

religious endowments are sometimes so termed.

Sets Sffoiidl. The name given to one of

the chief Turkish officers of state. He is chan-
cellor of the empire and minister of foreign

affairs, in which capacity he negotiates with the

ambassadors and interpreters of foreign nations.

Seitenk The German cavalry of the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were so
called ; especially in France daring the religious

wan, in which they served on the Protestant

side. At that period they were light-armed,

and carried a long sword and carbine.

Sctloiader. In Law, the fourth stage in

the pleadings in an action, being the de-

fendj^’s answer to the plaintiff's leplication.

[Plbamiio.]

(Lat rdapsos^ part of xelabor,

IfaU hicky A term applied, in Eoclesiaslical

liiw, to a heretic who into an error

whi(^ he has abjured.

BalatUm, ZnliaisBMda or ndoow, la
Music, a term denoting that a sound is intro-

duced which has a dissonant or false relation

with some sound in the preceding chord,
* Betatlvro BCogaltado* [Ratio.]

Xolative SKotloB. [Motion.]
Solatlre VroBomi. In Grammar, a part

of speech which, while it may represent any
noun or prepositive pronoun, possesses also a
connective force which makes the clause intro-

duced by it practically an adjective. Thus the

words, *A man who speaks much is not likely to

be wise,’ may be resolved into the expression
*A man of many words is not likely to be wise.’

Belatlre Tarma. In Logic, words which
imply a relation, as father and son, master and
servant.

Balatar (Lat.). When a suit in chancery

is instituted in' a public matter not directly

touching the rights of the crown, e. g. for the

regulation of a charity, the coarse is for the

aftomey-general to file an information on the

reiiUive of some person. This person is called

the fsfofor, and is responsible for the costs of

the snity in which he is in fact usually the real

plaintiff. A similar name is given to the per-

son at whose instance an information in the
nature of a gtm marttmio is filed.

MIbiuk The roots of (kdoodmia nrscA*
noidaz, which are used in Chili for
woollen cloths crimson.



RELEASE RELIEVING TACKLES
Salmm (Lat. relazare, to loosen). In presentations^ had been established by Act of

Law, this word si^ifies, properly speaking, parliament in 1712, yet a minority ofthe clergy

a discharge of a right; e.g. 1. A release of were opposed to the Intrusion of a minister into

land is a discharge or conveyance of a man*s a porowial charge contrary to the sentiments of
right in lands and tenements to another that the people. The majority of the church, how-
has some former estate in possession, on which ever, rigorously enforced the provisions of the

principle the mode of conveyance by lease and Act of 1712. With this state of things the peo-

release in use formerly (before land could be pie generally, but particularly in rural distncts,

legally conveyed by a simple deed of grant) were dissatisfied; and hence the origin of the

was rounded
;

i. e. releasing all the right of Secession church, and the Belief. [Burghers.]
the releasor to a party already in possession The origin of the Belief may be dated in

under a lease for a year. 2. A release of a 1762. Six of the ministers of the Presbytery
right of action or suit, or of some right, claim, of Dunfermline having refused to assist at the

demand, &c. It is usual to express these ro- admission of Mr. Richardson to the parish of

leases in vc^ general ^rms, but the Court of Inverkeithing (the people bSing unwilling to

Chancery will nevertheless interfere to prevent receive him as their pastor), were summoned
their being used as a defence against any claims before this court for contumacy; and, as an
or demands but those of which the parties were example to the church, one of the si^ recusants

aware, and from which in fact they designed to was peremptorily deposed from the office of the

be released. ministry, while the remaining five were sus>

Jtelloa (Lat. relic[U8e). In the Boraan and pended. Mr. Gillespie, minister of Carnock, the

the Eastern communions, the remains of saints, person deposed, still claimed his pastoral re-

or of their garments, &c., which are enjoined lation to his flock ; and though deprived of the

to be held in veneration and are considered in use of the parish church, preached in the fields,

many instances to be endued with miraculous attended not merely by his former hearers,

powers. They are preserved in the churches, but by many others attracted by the circum-

to which they are often the means of attracting stances of the case. Gillespie for a few years

pilgrims. stood alone
;
but in consequence of the violent

Kellef (Ital. rilievo). In Architecture, the settlement of a clergyman in the town of Jed-

projection of a figure or ornament from the burgh, the great body of the people of that

ground or plane on which it is sculptured. place, forsaking the established church, gave a
Belief. In Feudal Law, this term is derived call (1769) to Thomas Boston, minister of a

from the Latin relevare, to take up

;

because neighbouring parish, who accepted the invita-

the tenant, by payment of the relief, was said to tion, and witlidrew from the church of Scotland,

take up the fief which had fallen to the lord by The people of the parish of Kilconquhar, in

the death, &c. of his predecessor. ‘ The heir,’ Fifeshire, followed Ae example set them in

says Blackstone, * when admitted to the feud Jedburgh, and chose Mr. Collier to be their

which his ancestor possessed, used generally to minister. On the 22nd of November, 1769,

pay a fine or acknowledgement to the lord in Gillespie and Boston, with a lay elder from
horses, arms, money, or the like, for such re- each of their congregations, met in a presby-

newal of the feud
;
which was called a relief, terian capacity at Colinsburgh, in the last-

because it raised up and re-established the mentioned parish, to induct Collier to his

inheritance, or, in the words of the feudal charge. On the evening of the same day these

writers, ** ince^m et caducam hsereditatem three ministers met^ and agreed to form them-
relevabat” ’ Beliefs, together with the other solves into an ecclesiastical body, to be called

incidents of feudal tenure, were abolished in the ' Presbytery of Belief, for the relief ‘ of

Englandby stat. 12 Ch. 11. [Feudal System.] Christians oppressed in their Christian pri-

Belibf. In Fortification, the relief of any vileges.* This sect gjradually formed itself

point in a work is its vertic^ distance from a into a synod, which, in 1861, embraced ele-

horizontal plane coincident with the base of its ven presbyteries, including 116 congregations;

scarp. The relief of a work implies the relief being, in point of numbers and influeDce, the

of the crest of the parapet, i. e. its height third ecclesiastical body in Scotland. (Smith’s

above the base of its scarp. Bistorical Sketches of the Bduf Church; Hut-
Belief. In Military language, the ^rty chison’s Compendious Vim of the Synod of

detached from a guard to reueve the old sen- Belief; Adam’s Bdiffioue World THs^yed, vol.

trie 9 at the expiration of their term on duty. iii. pp. 223-32; M^KerroVs History if Seoes-^

Rblief. In Sculpture, irhen the whole of s»oa, vol. i. pp. 319-24, 326-28.)

the figure stands out, the work is denominated Mllewliig Taoktoa. Tem^rary taddes
alto^riUevo

;

when only half out, meeeo or denU- attached to the end of the tiller in baa weather

r^vo; and when its picjection is very small, to assist the helmsman, and in ^se of acqdeat

it is oidled basaO'^rUievo,
.

happening to the tiller ropes o? wheeL The
•jraoili A body of Presbyterian tenn is a&o appli^ to strong tackles from the

dissenters in Scotland, whose ground of aepara- wharf or other object, to wbi^ the ship is hove
tion from the established churdiwas the violent dqwn or careened, pamed under her bottom and
exerdse of 1^-patzonage wbkh obtained ia. attached to the onpoute side, to asrist in

the latter. Though patronage, or die appoint- !ng her afterwaras, m well as to pire?ent iier

ment of deigymen to church benefices by from oversetting entirely,
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BELIQU.VRY
BellqiMuy. A receptacle for relics. The

difference between a nligmry and a case (Fr.

clULsse) used for the pame purpose is, that the

former is smaller in dimensions, and con-

tains only snmll fragments; the latter in many
instances entire bodies.

In Arithmetic and Algebra,

the difference of two quantities, or that which

is left after subtracting one from the other.

BsMAiMnEB. In £iw, a remainder is de-

fined bj Lord Coke to be * a remnant of an
estate in lands or tenements expectant on a
particular estate created together with the same
at one time.* It is clear that if an owner of

:

land in fee simple conveys it to some person

for an estate less than his own (as for instance

for an estate for life) there will be a remnant
of the original estate in fee simple undisposed

of. If the original owner retains this remnant
himself, it is called his reversion ; but if he con-

veys it to anyone else, it is termed a remainder ;

thus if land is granted toA for his life, and after

his death to B and his heirs, B is said to have

a vested remainder in fee simple expectant on
the death of A. The limitation of the re-

mainder confers on B a present absolute right

to the future enjoyment of the property, when-
ever the life estate of A (callea the partietdar

esfe/e)determines ;
in other words,B has a vested

estate in remainder. A vested remainder is a

remainder which is conveyed or limited uncon-

ditionally, and ifa remainder is not vested it is

contin^L But a remainder may be originally

a contingent remainder, and afterwards become
a rested remainder ; th^s in the case of land

being settled on A (a Whelor) for his life, and
after his death on his eldest son in fee, the

remainder to the son is contingent so long as

A has no son
;
but as soon as A marries and

has a son, the remainder rests in the son, and
will take efieet in farour of him or his repre-

sentative whenever A dies. But if a contingent

remainder is so limited as not to rest during
.the continuance of the preceding (or particular)

estate (which must be in such case an estate of

freehold), or as soon as it determines, it will

fail altogether ; thus if land is settled upon A
for life, with remainder to such of his children

as attain twenty-one, and he dies learing only

infant children, the remainder to the children

will wholly fail, although in the case of personal

property, or even in the case of land rested in

trustees, such of the children as erentually

attained twenty-one would take, although they
might have be<m minors at the death of their

father. The failure of the remainder in the

case above suggested is a consequence of the

rule that the seisin or feudal possession of
land must never be without an owner, a
dioefrine which forms one of the first prin-

ctplds of English real property law, but whidi
is now* a were teehmeslity, fatal to many
tmsldlM dtspon^ns of property, but easily

evaded by the eijpedieat of vesting the land in

tmteas.
^

' $he erbatssn m edntii^nt remaindem is

testaiailied witlua due b^ds another

^0

REMEMBRANCERS
I
rule ; viz. that an estate cannot be given to

j

an unborn person for life, followed by any
estate to the child of such unborn person ; for

in such case the estate given to the child ot‘

the unborn person would be void ; as, for

inBt4iDce, in the case of a limitation to A (a

bachelor) for life, with remainder to his eldest

son for life, with remainder to the eldest son
of such eldest son in fee, the latter limitation

will be simply void. [Pbbpktuity.I (Pemy
Cyclopeediay art. ‘ Remainder ;

* Willianis On
Real Property,)

RenuuBd (Lat. re, and mandare, to eommit).

In Law, the recommittal by a justice of a
person chaiged with a serious offence to prison

for a limited time, when it is neccssury to

postpone the preliminary examination on ac-

count of absence of witnesses or other serious

cause : regulated, in England, by the Act 1

1

& 12 Viet. c. 43.

ItemaiMt (Lat. it remains). In Law, a
cause the trial of which is postponed from one
sitting to another.

S«mbtel (Fr.). A term of Engineering,
used by the French authors to express the

earthwork that is carried to bank, in the case

of a railway, or canal traversing a natural

depression of the surface.

Kemblai. In Fortification, the earth or

materials used to form the whole muss of
rampart and parapet* It may contain more
than the dihlat from the ditch. [Deblai.]

Itemedy (Lat. remeclium). A term used

at the Mint in reference to a certain allowance

in the weight and quality or fineness of the

coin of the realm. It occurs in an indenture

granted by Edward VI. (a.d. 1435) to Kolx'rt

Mansfield {mattre et ouviier dts monvoys dor
et dargmt en la tour de Jjondres et en la ville

de Cahi/s), It occurs ajrain in an indenture
granted in 1465 to William I/ord Hastings,

and is explained as follows :
* And because the

said monies of gold may not continually bo
made according to all tilings to the right

standard, but peradventure in default of iho

I

master and W'orker it shall be found sometimes
too strong or too feeble in weight or in alloy,

or in both, our sovereign lord the king willcth

that when the said money be found at the assay

before the deliverance thereof too strong or

too feeble all only in weight or all only in assay

or in either by the 8th part of a carat in the

penn3rweight of gold, which 8th part shall bo
called remedy, the money shall be delivered for

good when the said default shall happen easu~

ally^ otherwise not If the remedy is exceeded,
then the deliverance of the money is to bo
challenged, and new molten and reforged at the
expense of the master/
At present the working remedy allowed upon

the pmnd troy of standard gold, is 12 grains as
to weight and 1*5 gnuns as to fineness. Twenty
troy pounds of standard gold are coined into

1,869 sovereigns, or each troy, pound into 46Jf
sovereigns.

»waiwin|»fneay« Officers of the Court
of Exchequer, and of some corporations who



REMIGES
perform various functions, are so called. The
office of queen's remembrancer has been re-

gulated by various modem statutes (6 & 6
Viet. c. 86, 22 Sc 23 Viet c. 21, &c.).

(Lat rowers). The quill feathers

of the wings of a bird, which, like oars, propel
it through the air.

KeuUla (afterHemyo, aBrazilian physician,
by whom the bark was first used). A genus
of Cinchonacea^ consisting of Brazilian shrubs,

some species of which are called Quinas, their

bark being used as a substitute for Cinchona.

B. ferru^inea and B. Htlarii are called Quina
de Bemijo ;

and B, ferruginea and B. VdLozii^

Quina de Serra.

ftemlBgtoiitte. A hydrated carbonate of

cobalt, occurring as a thin opaque rose-coloured

coating upon Serpentine, at the copper mine
near Finksburg, in Maryland

;
and named after

the superintendent of the mines.

KemlniaceBoe (Lat reminiscor, 1 remem-
her). In the theory of Plato, knowledge was
only a reminiscence (dnifu^crir) or recovery of

truth which the soul had p^sessed in a former
state of existence, but which it had foigotten

since it began its sojourn on earth.

Remipeda (Lat. remus, an oar^ and pes, a
foot). The name of an order of Coleopterous

insects, including those which have tarsi adapted

for swimming.
RamlMiOB (Lat. remissio, a slackening).

In Patholo^, the abatement of a disorder, or

regular mitigation of symptoms, as opposed to

intermission^ in which the symptoms of disease

for a time entirely disappear. [Remittbnt
Fevbik.]

RemltteBt Vewer. Any fever which suf-

fers a decided remission in its violence during the

twenty-four hours, but without entirely leaving

the patient, is called a remittent
;
it differs from

an intermittent because in the remittent there

is never a total absence of fever. These fevers

are most common in autumn, and they vi^
in degree from extreme mildness to alarming

violence. The remittent fever of children, or, as

it is often called, tn/an<ifo/fiw, isnowgenerally
allowed to be ^hoid fever : the tongue is very

foul, the head aches, the belly is tumid, food

is loathed : the child is drowsy^ all day, but

restless and often delirious at night, and the

bowels are generally very irritable. Good
thorough ventilation, light farinaceous die^

and carefully exhibited support and stimidus

usually effect cure, though the bowel affection

sometimes requires the use of starch injections

,

(sombined witn syrup of poppies or tindmre of

opium. The ymow fever, or bilious remittent
^

u hot dimateSy and especially of the West
Indies, is another form of this fever : it awears

to be produced by marsh miasma* In all those

fevers particular symptoms occasionally pre-

sent themselves, which require special mwes
of treatment; and this must also be modified

aoeording to the inflammatory, malignant, ner-

vous, or intermittent form which they may
assume or pass into.

Rtirnttfur, In Law, a remitter exists where
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he who has the right of entry in land, but is out
of possession, obtains afteiw'ards the possession
of the land by some subsequent or defective

title: in which case he is remitted or sent back,

by operation of law, to his own preferable title

;

as, for instance, if A wron^ully evicts B, and
then lets him the land (without deed) on a
yearly tenancy, B on entering will be remitted

to his prior and better title, though this result

would not follow if he had accepted a formal

lease by deed.

RemollBlte. Atacamite from Los Bemo-
linos iu Chili.

RemoBstraaoe, The. In English Histoiy,

the name given to a document presented by
parliament to Charles I. in November 1641.

It recapitulated all the grievances which had
existed since his accession. (Haliam, Consti-

tutional History of Enghnd, ch. ix.)

ReBioBstraBts* In Ecdesiastical History.
[Ahminians.]
Resionu A genus of fishes {Blchineis) in

which tlie dorsal fin is so modified as to become
a flattened disc covering the top of the heodv
composed of movable cartilaginous plates di-

rected obliquely backwards. The fish attaches

iteelf to a foreign body by this structure
;
and

from this well-ascertained fact many fables

have been invented regarding the genus

:

amongst others, one which asserts that the fish

possesses the power of arresting the course of

any ship to which it may have attached itself

RamotaBeBB (Lat. remotus, moved hack).

In Law, dispositions of property which are in-

valid by reason of tbeir contravening the rule

against perpetuities [PbbpetuittJ, are often

said to be void for remoteness.

Ramphu. This deity is said to have
been worshipped by the Israelites while in the

wilderness. The passage in Acts vii., which
speaks of them taking up the tabernacle of

Moloch and the star of their god Bemphan,
is supposed to refer to the words of Amos,
* Ye have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch
and Chinn, your images.’ Chiun and Bemphan
would on this hypothesis be the same, and both
are thought to denote Sirius, the do^-star.

RaBBlaaaBca (Fr.). In Architecture, a
term applied to the style which sought to re-

pi^uce the forms of Greek ornamentation,

^is style, of which the idea had never died

out in Italy, marks espepally the age of tht

revival of letters, whi^ immediately preceded

the Beformation. It has, however, no necessary

connection with the tone of reli^ous thought

which characterises the various Protestant

bodies in Europe. It had t^en root in Italy

before Martin Luther raised his standard

against the papal power; it has been retained

there, Although the people of Northern Europe
have shown a disposition to abandon it.

The term BeaaMsancs has been veiy vaguely

applied to denote a number of styles whi<m
have but little in common. There is no doubt
that in the general principle of truthfulness

the first phase of Benaissance in Italy amed
closely with the Gothic styles which iNbu^t to
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supplant. In Loth, the oranmonhitioii citlier

grew naturally out of the constmetiou, or was

such aft was host siiitcd to e2cprc.'»s Iho uses or

ohjeetft to which the building w'as to be de-

voted. Wo arc thus supplied with ii test which

Mr. Fer^ssoii, in his llistm i/ of the Modern

Btylei of Architecture, has used to distinguish

the^one true form of Keiiaissancc from the

many spurious styles whieh have succeeded it,

Oruamental forms, though avowedly borrowed,

may be rightly applied. The Greek shaft and

capital, used as a support, is as iniieli in its

right place as a Gothic pi<T : attached to a wall,

where it supports nothing, it is put to n use

for which it is not adapted, and which is there-

fore wrong. Hence, as soon as pieces of en-

tablature were thrust in wIutc they were not

wanted, or columns became mere ornamental

appendages, the style ccaseil to have a legitimate

existeuce. This strict application of the term

cuts down the true Renaissance to a very short

life indec<l
;
for the era opened witli the sojourn

of Brunelleschi at Rome during the early part

of the fifteenth century. He returned to Flo-

rence in 1420, and died in 1444; in the in-

terval he had erected buildings iu which pieces

of entablature were thrust iu between the pier

and arch, and so left to his successors ‘ the most

fatal gift of classic art to modem times/ If

these limits are accepted, the Renaissance, like

the geometrical Gothic style, has little more
than a philosophical existence.

In truth, the Renaissance architects followed

the example of the older Roman builders, who
disguised their genuine arched construction

under forms borrowed from Greek art, or cast

away that construction altogether. [Architec-

TURB, Roman.] The architecture so cast aside

contained the germ of the Teutonic or Gothic

styles; and its abandonment by the Romans
only served to check for centuries all real pro-

gress in art. But in the fifteenth century the

Gothic architecture had worked itself out. and
the most debased forms had been adopted long

before John ofPaduadesigned Longloat, or Inigo

Jones drew out his plans for Whitehall. Hence
there is nothing surprising in the fact that the

countries in which the Reformation took root

most firmly, were the last to take up the actiml

forms of Renaissance architecture. Yet the

Reformation, although it cannot be regarded as

the cause of the introduction of Renaissance
forms into the architecture of Northern Europe,
undoubtedly checked the passion for church
btiilding, which in Italy remained as strong as

ever. But in Italy the Gothic forms had never
been really congenial. The so-calleA Gothic
diurcheft of Assisi, YercelU, and Milan had
been built by northern an^itects. But the
Renaissance architects, while casting o^ Gothic
trammels, bestowed little thought on main-
taining that truthjfhlness of ornamentation
without which no style can have any real life.

Romweswe and Gothic styles had come
into eadstence by easting aside the entablature

tau aQ disengaged^edumna (Okely, Christian

Jraht$^stur$ 4n Italy, p. 3): the Itatiana of the

fifteenth century felt an irresistible temptation
to return to it. The former acquired strength
by reverting to the genuine forms of ancient

Roman constructiou ; the latter once moiu
placed on their nocks the yoke which had
crushed the native powers of the older Italian

architects in the «lays of Cicero and Maecenas.
The result of tins adoption of un unnecessary

member as a prominent form in ornamentation
was a spirit of slavish copying; and in the
absence of a living stylo apjdicable to all

buildings, the history of modern architecture

resolves itself practically into a scries of bio-

graphies of modern architects. We arc con-

ccnioJ not with the developcmeiit of principles,

but with the designs of particular men
;
and

to form a judgment of these wo can make use

only of certain canons of taste, in which it

si'ems impossible to insure anything like a

general agi*eement. We cannot decide conclu-

sively whether the temphj of Theseus is nion'

beautiful than the choir of Cologne
;
but wo can

decide without fear of contradiction whet In r

each of them is or is not inconsistent with
the laws of construction and decoration which
regulate their respective styles.

The strictly imitative character of the Rtt-

naissaucc is still more clearly brought out hy the

fact that many of the greatest buildings in tin's

style arc classical only in their details, tlieir

forms being borrowed from early Christian basi-

licas or Gothic and Byzantine buildings. To
iho.se forms it applied a priuei])le of decoration

wliich could issue only iu a wearisome sameness.
The Greek column was a strictly constructive

feature
; in Roman hands it became an appen-

dage of a wall where it supported nothing. The
Renaissance architects went a step furuier by
employing pilasters instead of columns, and
thus introduced ' one of the most useless as
well as least constructive modes of ornamenta-
tion that could be adopted.’ Having employed
these pilasters on useless porticoes, they went
on to employ them on the walls of nouses,
where they give no support whatever. This,

in Mr. Fergusson’s opinion, was a further step
* in the wrong direction

;
it was employing or-

nament for ornament’s sake, without reference

to construction or the actual purpose of the
building ; and once it was admitt^ that any
class of ornament could be employed other than
ornamental construction, or which had any
other aim than to express, while it beautified,

the prosaic exigencies of the design, there was
an end of all that was truthful or that can
lead to perfection in architectural art/ The
columns thus came at leno^h simply to indicate

internal arrangement, and were separated into
distinct layers by large entablatures wMch
preclude all real unity of design. Hence re-
sulted that exaggeration of the ^ers, wliich, aa
Mr. Fer^sson maintains, marks the worstst^
ofRenaissance architecture. There is no i^eascm

why in many of the Venetian or Florentine
pdaces the stages should not be more in num-
ber or less ; they might be multiplied without
afiMng the general character of the design.



RENAL GLANDS
The tenden^ tbo imitetiTe fiorma ie shown in

the best s^imens of the stvle—in the ehnxch
of Lodi as in the Grimaniaad Guadsgni palaces.

On the other hand* there are some hidings
which with so-called classical forms exhibit
nothing of the spirit of classical art. In tha
church of the Annnnciata at Genoa, no frag-
ment of entablature is thrust between the
Corinthian capital and the arch; while verti-

cal lines, running up from the capital, make
the space between the string-course and the
cornice practically a triforium.

The general conclusion to be drawn from
these facts seems to be that the Renaissance
architecture is not, strictly speaking, a distinc-

tive style, but simply a method of omamentii^
forms which may be Greek, Roman, or Gothic
in their character.

The pn^cal questions involved in the sub-
ject are discussed at length by Mr. Feigusson
in his of Modem ArckUeciurei while
an examination of his pinions may be found
in an article in the Edinburgh Review (for

July 1864, p. 71), in which the principles

of Renaissance art, here briefly sketched, are

illustrated in greater detail.

Banal Olnnda (Lat. renes, Gr. Spires,

the midriff)^ There is a glandular body upon
each kidney, of a somewhat triangular shap,
small in the adult, but of larger relative size

in the foetus; it is called the renal, or
supra-renal, gland or capsule: it has no ex-

cretory dne^ and its use is unknown. These
ductless glands are remarkable for their rich

supply of nerves from the solar plexus: in

comparative anatomy they are known as the

adrenaU,
Bondnmd. In Architecture* [RmroxiiBD

AND SXT.]

Bendamd nnd nonted* In Architec-

ture, plastering of three coats on brickwork.

Beadnmdt Vloated* nnd Sat far Sn-
par* In Architecture, a term used to express

plastering of three coats : the first being lime

and hair upon brickwork ; the second, the same
compound, with the addition of a Uttle more
hair, which is brought to a level surface by

floated with a long rule; the third, fine

stuff mixed with wlute hair, hud on with
a trowel.

Bandarad and Sat* In Architecture, a

term used to denote the plastering executed in

two coats, on naked brickwork or on stonework.

If the work is to be of three coats, the first of

these is called the pricking-up coat, which is

afterwards rendered and set ;
this is sometimes

callingfoughina m. The materials for the prick-

ing-upcoat ana the rendering coat are identical

;

the setting coat is, generally speakings ofa finer

kind of lime.

Basdaswasa (Fr.). The MRitaiY term

for the place aj^inted for the assembly of a

body of troops.
Bansai*a Ofurrask An important though

not very extensive current, oommeneing near

Cape Fhtistene, and nmning along the north-

ern coast of dpdn and the west coast of France,

RENT
and so entering and crossing the English and
Irish Channels to Cape Cle^, whence it enters
the Atlantic and is deflected again towards the
south and south-east. It sets generally at the
rate of about one mile an hour, and connects
itself with a parallel current which flows to the
north-west coast of Africa, and is therefore

in the opposite direction. This latter return

current proceeds along the African coast, and
connects with the Equatobial Cubbikt. Both,
no doubt, have mu^ influence on the climate

of Western Europe, but being inconsiderable

in force they are liable to be much affected by
modifications of the Gulf Stream.
Bonnet or Bonnot (Ger. rinnen, to cut*

dle\ The prepared inner membrane of the
calfs stomach, which, in consequence of the
presence of pepsine, has the property of coagu-
lating the casein oflhilk and separating itfr^m
the whey in the form of curd.

Bonsoolaeiite* A steatitic mineral named
after Van Rensselaer. It occurs over large
areas, in Northern New York and in GrenviUo
in Upper Canada

;
and is, probably, identical

with i^rallolite.

Bent (Ital. rendita). In Political Economy,
that portion of the pn^uce of the soil which the
competition for produce enables the owner of the
soil to appropriate. Strictly speaking, rent is

paid for the natural capacity or fertility of the
soil only, though in popular language it is used
to denote such sums as are paid for the use
of capital permanently fixed in the soil, as,

for instance, the draining of an estate, and
the buildings which have been erected on land.

Patients, however, for these conveniences or
utilities are not rent, but interest or profit on
capital. But whatever it be that constitutes

economical fertility, whether it be the capa-
city of certain soils for particular crops, or
the excellence of certain sites for building

houses to be used either for bminesB or plea-

sure, provided the capacity or excellence is due
to natural causes only, the annual compen-
sation paid for the use of these inherent ad-

vantages or conveniences is rent.

The first condition of rent is that there

should be competition for the object in question.

If natural fertility be unlimitM in quantity,

no rent can be obtained, for no one will give

anything for that which he can procure at

pleasure. But if the soil be appropnated, even

tl^ugh it may not all be tilled, rent will arise

by the fact that the person or persons appro-

priating it have created an artificial scarcity,

and so a market for natural fertility. The
unenclosed and fertile lands of Australia m
practically unlimited, and will be so. even with

the most rapid increase of population con-

ceivable, for centuries to come. But as the

lo^ governments, partly to prevent too great

a Aspersion of population, partly to create an
emigration frmd, have assumed the owneriidiip

or2l land in the various colon^ and grant

it only on payment and certain other con-

£tiono, a rent is possible, even on plots which

have not had a shilling of capital pennanently
B 2



RENT
expended on tlieni* 8o in the middle ages and

under Uie feudal aystem* all land had an

owiier^ and therefore was made liable to rent.

The rent, it is true» was low, and was extorted

from the cultivator ; but its origin is to be found

in the appropriation of the soil, and in the

necesMties of the general population, who were

constrained to siibmit to the terms imposed

upon them.
Next, the produce of the soil must, hy the

effect of competition, be valued at a price higher

than that which suffices to remunerate the culti-

vator for the wages of his labour and the profit

of his capital. If wages be left to competition,

and no attempts be made to depress them

by direct legislation, the possibility of rent

is postponed till such time as the demands

of population raise the price of produce and

lower the rate of wages. "However cheap may
be the cost of production, and however abun-

dant the amount produced, no rent will be

obtained till such time as the price paid for

produce is greater than satisfies wages and

profits. And that which applies to a^culture

applies also to trade. The competition for

favonrable sites to bo employed for trading

purposes creates a rent, partly because the

available area is hy the very terms of a com-

petition limited, partly because the amount

of advantage in business favonrable for the

occupation of such sites is so much greater

than could be obtained in other sites, that the

owner of the soil is enabled to share in the

gross profit of the business carried on in the

favourite locality. The fertility of a business

site is accidental, no doubt, hut it is an accident

which affects the land, not the business
;
and

hence, however originated, it is of the same
nature with the natural fertility of land capable

of cultivation.

The modem theorjr of rent adopted by
political economists is said to. have been

suggested by Anderson in 1737i but the credit

of the discovery is s^nera^ shared by Mr.
Malthas and Sir Edward West, the tneom
having been elaborated by Mr. Ricardo. It

is to me effect that in newly settled countries,

where abundant fertile land can be voluntarily

occupied, no rent is possible
;
but that when,

owing to the pressure of population and the

demand for produce, a price can be obtained for

food in excess of that which remunerates the

imltivator of the best or most fertile soils, L e.

such soils as produce the largest amount of

food with the least expenditure of labour,

inferior soils must needs he occupied, i.e.

soils on which either a less amount is produced
by equal labour, or an equal amount by greater
labour ; and under the drcumstances, since

a manifest advantage belongs to the best soils,

the adwtagewill either, in case the ownership

of the land remains vrith the cultivator, be
covertly rent, or, in ease the land b^ongs to

one man, and the eiqpital by which it is eulti-

vated is epppUed by another, it will appear as

rented to the mmt pereon. In either eaee

ht iriQ bs^ thongh entii^ separate from any

capital expmded on the sdl, available as an

ITo supply an instance in which the mini-

mum amoimt of fixed capital resident in per-

manent improvementsmay be eliminated, let us
suppose that there is natural water meadow on
the oanks of the Thames, the annual fertilisa-

tion of which is fully supplied by the natural

warping of the river at the seasons of its over-

fiow, and that consequently the only labour
employed on the crop of hay consists in mowing,
drying, and stacking the produce; and that

the orffinary rate of produce is throO tons to

the acre, worth on an average the ton on
the spot Let us conceive also that the cost of

labour, the wages of haymakers, the mainte-

nance of horses and carts, and some other

small matters, with the profit on the farmer's

capita], and the remuneration which be obtains

for his own superintendence and risk, amounts
to 61. an acre annually. Let us, on the other

hand, conceive that the produce of hay on an
upland pasture, which needs to be manured,
dk^ssed, and occasionally cropped, is two tons

an acre, and is saleable at the same average
rate, and that the aggre^te charges of the

labour &c. expended on the latter amount to

71. 10/r. the year per acre. The rent of the first

parcel will be 61. an acre, and of the latter 10a.

If the amount of produce procured in the latter

case is worth on an average no more than the

charges expended on cultivating the land, no
rent at all will arise, although perhaps in the

total amount of land rented by a farmer a rent

may seem to be paid, because the total rent is

estimated by the total acreage. And the fact

that all land yields a rent is not inconsistent

with this view, for the rent of some parcels of
land employed, for instance, as sheep-walks, is

paid only Wause other parcels of land which
must needs be let along with such sheep-walk,

in order to provide winter fodder, are let at a
lower rent than they would be if they were let

alone, and the sheep-walk were devoted to

different purposes. If we v^ the instance,

and take the produce of com instead of that of
hay, the result would be the same, though the
conations would be more complex:.

In brief, therefore, the Ricardian theory of
rent, as ordinarily understood, implies that
rent has arisen from the necesmty which exists

for the cultivation of inferior s(^ this neces-

sity having itself been caused by the growth of
population, and its demand tat agriritltwal

produce. Further, it is held that this necessity

hr cultivating inferior soils mereasea with the
increase of pt^ulati^ and that there is no
limit to the necearity put upon agricultural

labour, and oofnsequentlymm rent, until the
Uhour i^uired to extract food from the least

productive soils is to be valued at aa as
the produce obtained from them*

This theory, however, appears no means
to account tor all the etuses whidi increase
and diminish amounts of rent ; nor will the
a|^catkm of the theory to certain so^ con-
ations be found eithmr to sgree with«or at



BENT
leut to explain many unquestionable economi-
cal phenomena. It accounts for difierences in

rent ; and taking the facts of the great Tariely

in the natural powers of the soil, it supplies
from these data some information as to l^e
origin of rent, and the limit at which rent is

no lox^r obtainable. But suppose that the
whole soil jof a country were equally fertile,

i. e. that it produced equal quantities by equal
labour, and that no increase of produce were
possible except by greater labour, or (what
comes to the same thing) greater skill, the
application of new forces, and the substitu-

tion of mechanical instead of manual labour.

Would there be no rent in such a case ? There
certainly would be as soon as erer the demand
for the produce exceeded the cost of pro-

duction, i.e. immediately, for the excess of de-
mand is, and has been, concurrently with other

causes, the motive for diminishing the cost of

production.

Bent appears to be the function of two va-

riables : the cost of production, and the demand
for the produce. When no demand arises in

excess of supply, there is not, as in other occu-

pations, any disposition to diminish the cost

of production. When population is either sta-

tionary, or when, if it be progressive, the supply

of fertile land is unbounded, the progress of

agricultural science is very slow, all economy
tending in the direction of the substitution of

mechanical for manual labour in the latter

case, and no stimulus to economy being pro-

vided in the former. It is a well-known fact

that no more powerful motive to agricultural

improvementh^ been found than in an increase

of rent, and that when rents are, either by the

indulgence or negligence of landlords, much
lower than the possible amount procurable,

land is ill or imperfectly cultivated. And the

reason is obvious. Bates of profit are, equal

conditions being fulfilled, equal in dififerent

occupations. But rent is whatever is produced

in excess of the rate of profit. Now, as the

farmer knows, or acts unconsciously on the fact,

that rent is derived from this excess, he has
no natural impulse to procure, except under
the pressure of demand, more than the general

rate of profit which will' satisfy him for his

capital and superintendence. But the common
theoiy of rent always takes for granted that a
diminished cost of production has a tendency

to lower rents. Such an inference, however, is

contrary to facts, and repugnant to the econo-

mical axiom that the rates of profit tend to

an equality. The rent of arable land in the

fourt^th oentniy was 6d. an acre on an
average. The price of wheat was about 44,

In modem weights of coin the former was
Is. fid. an acre, me latter was Ifis. the quarter.

But the average price of wheat has nten in

weight of silver about times, i.e. to about fifis.

the quarter, while the same land now lets at

8fis. to %!, the acre, La. at from ten to thir-

teen or fruiteen times the previous rate. Yet
it is absurd to say that the demand for food

is greater now than it was in the fourteenUi

century, for agricultural labour was paid at
about fid. a day, in other words at 9d. of our
present mon^, and the .price of wheat as con-
trasted with the price of labour was dispro-
portionately high in those ancient times. The
sole cause of the increase of rent is to be found
in the diminished cost of production, the cor-

rection implied by a sustiuned demand contri-

buting to rent, but being a condition rather

than a cause. Not only, indeed, is it not
the case that diminished cost of production
diminishes rent, but the frets of ecpnomiesl
history prove the increase in rents to be due
to this cause alone

;
and not only,^in, is it not

true historically that the exigencies g£ popula-
tion have led to the cultivation of inferior soils,

but it may be doubted whether the amount
of land cultivated in grain crops at the present
time is much more than that which was under
the plough in the age referred to a\ove, i.e.

600 years ago. The exigencies of population,
concurrently with the desire of larger profits,

present ana operative in those only who are at

once owners and occupiers^ have led to agricul-
tural inventions which have diminish^ cost
and increased production, and thus rendered it

possible that tenants should be forced to adopt
improvements which they would never have
searched for or applied as mere tenants. By
these causes rents have been enhanced, and
are still increasing in just the same proportion
as the cost of pr^uction is diminished. Nor
is rent affected by the^comparative cheapness
of wheat since the abolition of the corn laws.

For, agricultural produce beingvery various, and
the margin left to wages increasing when bread
is cheap, the income of the labourer is larger
and more available for the consumption of other
products, as meat, poultiy, wool, and the like.

It was not remarkable t^t, at the time when
Malthus wrote, the partial view of the truth
as regards rent should have been propounded
and accepted. It must be remembered Uiat it

was a time of severe general distress, in which
eveiv economical principle was steadily ignored
by the government of the day, and the expense
and insulation of a great war had made it

necessary ^at this country riiould depend
almost entirely on its own resources for the
sustenance of the people. To these circum-
stances must be attributed the cultivation

of tracts which had not been broken up for

centuries, and the activity given to the pro-
duction of cereals, the rise in rents consequent
upon the profits of enormous famine prices at

home, and the machinery of the com laws, in*

tended avowedly to stereot^' high prices and
large rents, on the false and fooli& plea of the

peculiar burdens on land. Had the economists

who accepted the popular view of rent, been at

thepains to investigate the facts of one period

cf English economic history, and to contrast

it with that which they knew familiarly, they

woidd have seen cause so frr to modiiy their

theory as to have recognised the fiset thst'rents

do not frB with improvements in the process

of production ; they would have seen that the



interest of this agriooltorist sad landlord wee
not antagonistie to that of the general public,

and womd haTe learnt that the same mle
hol^ good in agriculture as in trade, that the

higher the profit and the less the expense of

the calling, the larger is the margin left for

that payment in consideration of a hdfa standi

for industrial occupation which we call rent.

But while rents rise as the cost of produce

in demand diminishes, they would fall if one

part of the cost of production were increased,

that, namely, of the wa^es of labour. It is

true that the real rise in the wages of the

agricultural labourer, which has succeeded the

new poor law, and the establishment of free

trade in com, has not been attended by a fall

in rents, but by the contrary phenomenon.

But this result is due to the enhanced Talue

of all agricultural produce other than wheat,

and by the greater produce at less cost—cir-

cumstances which have far more than counter-

poised the small rise in the rate of agricnltural

wages, amounting probably to not more than ten

or fifteen per cent. If hereafter the mass ofa^-
cultnral labourers get and use tbe information

which might be supplied them, as to what are

the only means for bettering their condition, if

they could learn that early and imprudent

marriages have the effect of so tying them
hand and foot to their employment as to reduce

their wages to the lowest point compatible with

a bare existence, and that the charity of the

poor rate is a Yery doubtful boon, they imght

hereafter assume a position of gMter inde*

ndenoe and hope. In the counties of Cum-
rland and Westmoreland, where agricultural

wages reach the highest rate, the cause is

to be found in the fact that the labourer is

always prorided with the means of emigra-

tion, and that he uses these means instantly if

there be a threatened reduction of wages in his

neighbourhood. Were agricultural wages in-

creased fifty per cent, it is possible that rents

would be, for a time, diminished, though the

increased demand for produce would in all

likelihood speedily bring about a recorezy.

Bent does not raise or depress prices, as

some persona haTe imagined, for the cause of

rent and the cause of pnce are goTemed by a
totally difi%trent set of facts. The price of a
oommodi^ depends on its cost, and the demand
fbr the atticle ; rent depends upon the amount
produced on a giren am, the equality of ntes
of profit necesfutating that rent should be paid
out of the excess of produce. That rents do
not affect prices is manifest at once if we
illustrate the fact by a supposed case. Tbe
instantaneous inmhuati<m of rents would not
cheapen fbod, but would simpfy transfer tbe
rent hitherto paid to the lanuord into the
podEst of the enltivator. Bo one is richer or

poorer beoauie the landlord obtains a rent, for

tbe price cf produce is due to the demand for

the eopmodity ; and the general piibHo» i.e,

thw eoniuinar, is In no way inters)^ in the

dtstribatbsi of the parts of that wfaidi he must
beads pafy by the oonq^titiott of purchasers.
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But this general statement must be guarded by
an explanation. Prices may indirectly be en-
hanced by the limitations or restrictions put
upon the occupation of land. The general
public is interested in the largest amount pos-

sible being derived from the soil, and any
hindrance laid on production is therefore a
national loss. For instance, if a s^tem of
long leases enabled the fanner to produce one-

thira more meat and com, it is a matter of the

greatest importance to the public that such a
state of things should be brought aboi^ It

would be, of course, equally an adyaatnge to

the landowner, whose interests are inseparably

united with the general good of the community.
So if restrictions or hindrances are put upon
the occupation of land for building purposes,

the general public is affected because the area

avauable for a purpose of great importance to

society is artificially narrowed. Bent does not,

we repeat, increase prices ;
but peculiar tenures

of land, and difficulties put in the way of its

distribution,may and do raise prices, by creating

scarcity. So, again, the excessive preservation

of sa<m game as is destructive to crops is a
public nmsance and a national loss.

Much greater prominence is given by English
economists to the theory of rent, than is as-

signed to it by foreign writers. This arises

from the fact that the British islands are nearly

the only part of the world in v^ich the owner
of the soil and the occupier are differentpersons.

Hence that which with foreign ecohomista

would be tile question of tbe relation of popu-
lation to the means of subsistence, is among
English writers the question of the principle

which governs the amount of the produce
received by the owner of the soil. Of course,

in effect rent is paid in other countries as
well as in this, only it is under a different

shape. That it is so, is manifest from the

fact already adverted to, that the natural

powers of the soil are as freely mortgaged or
pledged in other countries as they are in this.

And when laud is sold, its price follows the
rate of interest, being generally rather more
than the capitalised value of a perpetual an-
nuity, because it confen social xa^, and ia

susceptible of indefinite increase in value. In
forei^ countries, too, tbe fhot that the meyority
of tim people are engaged in agriculture, en-

hances the cost of such parcela aa are brought
into the market. Bents of particular sites of
agricultural land are sometmies vexy high, as
in England of the rich hop lands A the vale
of Famham and Bome pa^ cf Bent, and in

France of those estates which are distinguished
for the produce of such wines as bear high
priose. The best French vineyards are
quently sold at the rate of a thousandjpoimds
an acre; and of course if such vineyards wm
let^ they would bear a eorrespoiidinff rent.

Bents in other countries than ^s are of
many various kinds. For an aeeomit of ea^,
see Corrtu, CoiucaM, Lisoun Bsm) Hs«
TATun, Bans, and Bvot. For the of a
tax on rents, see TaxATtoir.



EEPEAT
Besides the attentum which has been nren

to rent by such writers as hare discussed the
princiides of political economy, special pains
have been taken with this subject by MaMus,
Koardo^ and Jones. No modem economist has
devoted more pains than the last-named writer
to the general theovjr of rent, and to the
various forms in which rent appears. The
views of Mr. Jones are to be fbund in his work
on Bent^ and in his Uteraiy remains, which
have been collected by Dr. T^ewell.
Bopeat (Fr. rMter,* Lat. repeto). In

Music, a character A denoting the repetition

of the part which it TOunds. It is sometimes
expressed by dots against the bar, and some-
times by the words nyno, '

mepeatlBg Cirolo. In order to diminish
the effect of errora of graduation, and to obtain

very accurate measurements by means of com-
paratively small and therefore portable instru-

ments, a method of observing was invented, or
rather brought into use, by Borda, which is now
extensively employed, especially in geodetical

opentions. The method, which consults in

moving the telescope successively over portions

of the graduated limb corresponding to the

angle to be measured, and reading only the
multiple arc, may be advantageously applied to

circular instruments destined for very different

purposes; as,Jbr example, to an instrument for

the measurement of the senith distances of stars

or terrestrial objects, or the distance of two
trigonometrical stations, in which case it is

simply called a repeating cireU ; to a reflecting

circle used for observations at sea, when it

becomes a repeating rrJUcting circle

;

or to a
theodolite,whraitbeoemesa repaUinglkeodeilite.

For the puipoee of giving an idea of the prin-

ci^ of thu method, we borrow the ibllowing

illustration ftom Sir J. Herschel ; * Let PQ be
two oljects, which we may suppose fixed for

purposes of mere explanation
; mid let K L be

a telescope movable on O, the common axis of

two circles, AML and ABC, of which the

former, A MI^ is absolutely fixed in the plane

of the olijects, and carries the graduations freely

movable on the axis. The telescope is attached

permanently to the latter eirdn, and moves with
it. An arm, 0 s A, cazries the

index or vernier, which reads

off the graduated limb of the

fixed circle. This arm is pro-

vided withtwodamps,by which
it can be temporarily connected

with dther cffcle, and detached

at pleasure. Suppose now the

telescope dirested to F. Chimp
theinmOAtothe umeraxde,

find nndomp it from the outer, and read off

;

then carry the tdesoope round to the other

olneetd. In so ddng, the inner circle, and the

inoex aim, which is damped to it, wiU also be

carried round over on oreAB on the graduated

limb of the outer ciide equalto the an{^POQ.

Kow damp the index to the aiUer eirde, and

undamp the inBm*,aiidr8ad off.. Thedifference

ofmad^wiU, <rf course, measure thean^
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POQ; but the result will be liable to two
sources of error, that of graduation and that of
observation, both of whi<m it is our object to get
rid of To this end transfer the telescope back
to P, unthout unclampingthe outer circle

; th^,
having made the bisection of P, clamp the arm
to 6, and unclamp it fromB, and againtransfer
the telescope to Q, by which the arm will now
be carried with it to C over a second are B C
equal to the angle P 0 Q. Now again read off

;

then will the mfferenoe between this reading
and the original one measure twice the angle
P0 Q, affected with both errors of observation,
but only with the same error of graduation as
before. Let this process be repeated as often
as we please (suppose ten times); then will the
final arc A B C 1) read off on the cirde be ten
times the required angle, affected by the joint
errors of all the ten observations, hut only by
the same constant error of graduation, whicli

depends on the initial and final readings off

alone. Now the errors of observation, when
numerous, tend to balance and destroy one
another: so that, if sufficiently multiplied, their

influence will disappear from the result. There
remains, then, only the constant error of gra-

duation, which comes to be divided in the final

result by the number of observations, and is

therefore diminished in its influence to one-tentii

of its possible amount, or to leas if need be.’

(Astronomy,’ Cabinet CgdopafUa, p. 106.)

When the repeating ciide is used for mea-
suring senith distanoes, it is eonstnicted so as to

be capable of being turned ronnd oo a .vertical

pivot, the direction of which passes through
its centre, and to which its pl^e is parallel,

and also of tuming in its own plane about
a horisoiital axis. The instrument being placed
in tbe same vertical plane with the star, the
telescope is directed to the star and the bisection

made ; the telescope, which carries the verniers

with it, is then Army clamped to tiie cirde, and
the circle turned round 180^ in azimuth about
the vertical pivot. If the cirde be now kept

fast, the telescope undamped and carried roui^
till the star is again bisected, it is plain that the

are of the limb passed over by the verniers in

consequence of this motion of the telescope will

be double the zenith distance of tbe star. The
same process is repeated as often as may be
thou^t necessary. For the piupose of geo-

detical measurements the cirde is usually fhr-

nished with two telescopes, one on the face, and
the other on the back ; and so placed that the

odieal axes of both are exactly in the plane of

the circle. The drdes toed by Mechain and
Delambre, in the operations connected with the

measurement of the French arc of meridian,

were about four-tenthsof a m^tre(nearly 16 in.)

in diameter^ and were divided into arcs equiva-

lent toabout32 sexagerimalseconds, iriiichwere

subdivided into tenw by the vemiers.

merit of first applying the ingenioua

nrindple of repetition to angular measarementa

belonga to Tobias Mayer; but it wma Boida, aa

above stated, who first brovg^ the instroment

intogenml use.



REPELLENTS REPOSE
Fur a deacription of the repeatia^ circle, it« ever to have been aprointed under it. The

adjustments, the method of umng it, see place of the vear-books was, however, soon

Biot, Js^ronome Phffsiqt/^ tome i.
;
pelambre, supplied by other reporte. Ihese at first were

merely notes of adjudged eases taken by
GiadUk; Bapers JhraoHoe of Nav^a^ lawyers for their own use, and^bUshed long

tion, dm. The comparative advanta^s and after the cases were deddied. There seems to

^fects of the instrument are very dearly stated have been a doubt, which (as appears from the

in a paper by Troughton in the first volume of preface to Sir James Burrows reports) was

the Memoirs of the B<^alJstr(momical Society, subsisting so recently as 1765, whether the

Sepellents (Lat. repello, I drive bach), unauthorised publication of the daily pro-

Applications to the surface of the body which ceedings of a court of justice might not he a

appear to make disorders retreat inward. contempt of court. ' Contemporaneous reports

Sftepelling Power. [Bbpulsiok.] of the decisions in all the courts have, however,

Bepent (Lat. repens, part of repo, I creep), now been regularly published for a great

In Botany, a term applied to stems which lie number of years. The volumes of reports

fiat upon the ground, and emit roots from their amount at present (1866) to needy 1,200 in

under surface. number, ana the yearly increase lately has been

Bbfbnt. In Zoology, this term is used in from twenty . to thirij^ volumes. Up to the

the same sense as creeping, and is applied to dose of 1865 the decisions in every court were

those animals which move, widi the b^y dose sepanitelv reported in a regular series ; but

to the ground, either without the aid of legs, besides the regular reports of each court thers

or by means of more than four pairs of short were five or six legal publications, coming out

legs. weekly or monthly, and professing to give

Bepetend (Lat. repetendus, part, of repeto, reports of the dedsiona in all the courts.

1 renew or go over aaain). In Arithmetic, a The latter publications are sometimes termed

term somenmes used to denote the part of a unavihonsA repents^ in distinction from the

circulating decimal which is continually re- regular or authorised reports
;
but in fact the

peatod. regular reports possess no spedal privilege or

Bepleader. In Law, repleader is awarded authority except that some judges have viewed

in some cases when, after issue in an action is them with more favour than oth^r reports, and

joined and veidict given thereon, it is found given their authors o^sional assistance in the

that by mistake issue has been joined on a way oflendingwrittenjudgments,revisingproof-

fact totally immaterial and insufficient to de- sheets, and the like. It is, however, understood

termine the right, so that the court upon the that any report of a case published with the

fining cannot know for whom judgment ought name of a barrister annexeato it is aeoedited,

to be given. In such case the court will some- and may be died as an antimrity, althoogh as

times award a repleader (quod partes replad- a matter of practo the regular reports (as

tent), the effect of whi^ is that the pleadings having been published with greater care and
begin again de novo at thatrstage of them m delibention) are usually died in preference to

whi^ the error happened. [PLiaiiiNO.] the other reports when the same cases appear

Boplewln. In Law, an action of in in both. All the reporters have leportea or

whidi the plaintiff seeks the recovery of goods omitted such cases as they respectmjy thoup^t
illegally mstrained. Since 19 & 20 Viet e. fit without control from any superior authority,

108 the proeeeffihgs can be commenced in the and it has frequently happened that the re-

county courts. [AcrioK.] ports have been some years in arrear. The
BepUoatkni (Lat. replicatio). In Law, cost of taking in the reports has formed a

the thM stage in the pleadings in an action, serious item m the professional expenses of

bdng the plamtiff’s answer to the defendant’s ereej barrister, several of the oompeung series

plea. [PisaoiKQ.] having usually been taken lest any case should

Bo^ott (Lat). In Botany, a term applied be overlooked,

to the frame Idt in eertdn fruits by the fall- An attempt has recently been made on the

i^ away of the valves, as in the si&ques and part of the bar to procure the consolidation of
siSdes of the Orwnferw. the reg^r reporte into a mxiform series, to

Bie|^orta(Xatreporto,/5rt7to5acAr). In Law, be published at a reasonable price, under the
statementsofadjudgracases in theseveral courts superrision ofcompetmit editors and tiM general
of law and eqm^ winch fom precedents for superintendefuce of a council selected from the
futurededeions. Inearliertimesthereportswere leMing members of the legal profession ; and
publislied by authority, but this series (which is tins movement seems likdy to be suocessM
known \ff the name of the Year-books) was in removing the ptindpal evils

disoontinued in the rate of Henry Vin., dnee system of law reporting as hitherto conducted,
which period the oom^tion and publication oi Mmjpaam (Fr. repos, from lAt. repono, I Usp
the au&oritidvedeessbim of the courts has been down). In the Fine. Arts, the d>senee of that
oondactad V private persons on their own agitation which is induced by the scatteriog
rei^OiiiliWity. Alt sttem^ to restore offlmal and division of a subject into too many u»-
rmreing was made hp Lord Bacon, and an connected parts, m whi<^ ease a work is sasd

t6 that effiNi was obtained from to want repoee. Where repose is wanting
..Jamesl.; bnt only one reporter, Hetley, seems from this cause, <the eye,’ says Sfr Joshua



REPOSE, ANGLE OF
Rdynolds, ^ is perplexed and fatigued, from nat
knowing where to rest, where to And the prin-
cipal action, or which is the principal Agnre

;

for where all are making equid pretensions to
notice, all are in danger of ne^ect.'

Repose, Angle of. In Eumneering, the
term angU of repose is frequently applied to

express the angle at which the various kinds
of earth will permanentJ^ stand, when aban-
doned to themselves. The knowledge of the
limits of this angle will be found essential to the

engineer who is charged with the execution of

large cuttings, or embankments, or who may
have to execute retaining walls, or other struc-

tures of a like nature. The reader who may
desire to studv this question in detail, is re-

ferred to Eonaelet, VArt de Bdtir; to Mayniel,

Traiti de la Poussii dee Terres; to BarloVs
Essay on the Strength and Stress of Timber

;

Pasley’s Course of Military Instrwtion ; and
to Parnell’s Treatise on Hoads. It appears,

from the authors cited, that the earths men-
tioned below wiU stand at the angles quoted
opposite to them, if only they be of an even
nature and without intermixture of strata that

would give passage to the waters. It is for

this reason, the probability, namely, of the oc-

currence of a mixture of sand with the general

body of the formation, that in practice it is

safer to count upon the various earths standing

at the angles quoted against them.

Nftiiur* of Eartli Anglo
Slope of
Kom to
Height

Fine dry Aotd, of pulverised sand-
stone 841

®

Ordinary earth, dry 46 -50® about
Ordinary earth, llghUy wetted . 64® 11 tol
Shingle, oomporatively ^peaking

dry 49®

London day, very variable, much
Band , . atoi

Chalk, or chalk marl . , , 1 tol
Sandstone, firm, hard, and uni-

form , , Itol
Limestone Itol
Granite, or the primary rocks ‘

.

. .
i ItOl

Generally speaking, it is considered safer to

make the slopes of all new embankments
in base to 1 in height, excepting where they

are executed in clay, which is thrown out with a
slope of 2 to 1 as a minimum. The slope which
the earthworic would assume at the back of a re-

taining wall of a river will be always affected

by the infiltration of the water from the river,

which will mount up in the pores of the material

by cafullaiy action. Hence the actual thickness

given to retaining walls is much greater than

that which the theory demands. Having to

resist, in &ct, the th^t of a substance which

is a semifluid heavier than water, they are

usually made of half their height in their

average thickness. UIuat Wall.!

The terra angle qf repose is also used, in

works upon Mechanics, to express the angle at

which the effect of gravity is capable of over-

oonuag the friction which the relative surfaces

of thebo^iek in contact exercise on one another

;

or, in otW wordSi the angle at which those
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substances would begin to move, as in an arch,
it being supposed that each of them is homo-
geneous, and that Its particles are incapable of
moving one over the other. This may be cal-

culated at about 60^ from the perpendicular
to the horison ; hut very much will depend
upon the adhesion of the cement employed
between the stones or bricks that enter into the
composition of the arch; so much so as in fact
to render all abstract reasoning with respect
to the stability of arches executed in small
materials and cement utterly valueless. The
conditions of the stability of an arch will
be found discussed in Moseley’s Engineering
and Architecture^ or in Claudel’s Formulee a
V Usage des Inginieura.

Repreaentatioii (Lat. reprflssentatio, from
prsesens, present). In Painting and the other
Arts, the transference to a plane ofa solid mass,
or the appearance of an object to the eye.
Repementation. In Politics, that ma-

chinery in the system of government by which
one person or a few persons are made the
vehicle in expressing the opinions of a large
number, with a view to action on those opinions.
It is generally understood that a representative
fulfils different functions from a delegate

; that
while the latter is empowered to carry out only
a defined and distinct purpose, the former is

intrusted with a general power of judgment
within certain limits; that he is entitled to
exercise a discretion on subjects which may
become topics for political debate from time to
time

;
and that, wmle he is hound in good faith

to adhere to the general principles of the party
or aggregate of persons for whom he spea)^, he
is aUowd a considerable latitude of judgment,
subject, of course, to the ultimate approval or
condemnation of the constituents for whom
he acts. Some parallel may be found in the
position occupied by a plenipotentiary in di-

plomacy, as contrasted with that of a charg4
d’affiires, or a minister with limited powers.

It is clear that the institution of a represen-

tative system must bo the result of a long
series of events, in the course of which it has
become possible that a trust may be committed
to the representative, and confidence may be
reposed by the constituents. The represen-

tative system in politics has arisen ^m an
elaborated politick education of the people,

by which checks upon itself and its represen-

tatives have been gradually develop^ which
are not indeed capable of exact defimtion, and
are, underthepressureofoccasionalemergendet,
shifting, hut which are withal real and redpio-

cally comprehended. The interpretation of

these ohli^tions is fac^tated by that aovem^
ment by party which is justly considered to be
intimately connected with representative insti-

tutions. The general traditions of political

parties are in oranazy cases a ro^h guide to

the duty imposed on a representative ; and, as

a rule, a departure from the prindples * of the

party which returns its representative, is held
to be a breach of trust and an act of political

immorality or perfidy. The more marked is
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that depaitore, the more juat ic the oritidam on western nations of Europe had a Tery humble

^6 conduct* and the more necessary is apology oripn. Historically, it & in all likelihood an

or explanation for the action of the offender. imitation of the representatiye assemblies of

The political systems of the ancient world the clergy, among whom, for obvious reasons,

contained no theory of representation. Faint the practice of delegating certain members of

tracM, it is true, of such an expedient, may be the body to speak for the whole, in general and

discove^ in the action of the Ampbictyonie local council^ was early adopt^. But as far

councdl, especially in the later days of its as regards assemblies of the laity, it appears

existence, when it was rapidly being turned that the origin of the modem system is to be

into an engine for the aggrandisement of the found in the fiscal necessities of toe sovereign.

Macedonian kings. Some slight indications At about the commencement of toe thirteenth

of representation, too, may be traced in toe century, an important change was being effected

jfitolian and Achaean leagues ; hut in all these in the social condition of the people by the

coses toe powers of the federation are rather gradual creation of chartered towns. These

those of delegates instituted for a particular towns had purchased freedom from arbitrary

purpose and bound to very narrow and definite taxation or tallage, with the right of holding

ihnctions, than of representatives who conld local courts of law, and of electing municipfu

originate a policy or deal with an emergency, magistrates, from the lords on whom they had

For toe Greeks, Mr. Grote has well remarked previously been dependent. For various reasons
that * in respect to political sovereignty, com- they were fiivoured by the monarchs

;
and these

plete ^sunion was among their most cherished towns grew in wealth and importance in Eng-
principles. The only source of supreme au- land and France, but especially in Spain. They
toority to which a G&eek felt respect and at- formed a counterpoise to toe power of the

tachment, was to be sou^t within the walls feudal barons ; and the protection which the

of his own city Political disunion^ king was able to accord them, was lately and

sovereign authority within toe city walls— gratefully repaid by grants of subsidies and

tons formed a settled maxim in the Greek other pecuniary aids.

mind. The relation between one city and The mechanism by which these aids were

another was an international relation, not a accorded to the sovereign consisted in the

relation subsisting between members of a com- appointment of two burgesses or two knights,

mon political aggregate.* {Hutoiyf of Greece^ whose business it was to make the grants, and

part ii. cIl ii.) Hence all transactions between probably to assess the contribution. As they

one city and another can be characterised only were virtually transacting biisiness for their

as inti^rj^Uical, and toe theory of a state or constituents, toey were allowed wages
;
and as

city impued the competence of all the citizens toey were suppo^ to be acquainted with the

to titoe part in the ^vemment. [Librbtt; circumstances of the town for which they

PsmABT AssbublcbsJ Thus no room was appeared, toey were generally selected from

left for the modern notion of representation, toe residents in the town. When in course of

and hence the attempts to tom Helleniem into time it became an object of some ambition, and

a real political unity and a basis for jomt perhaps (in consideration of the wages paid) of

operations were abardr^ because the requisite advantage to sit for boroi^hs in parliament, an
machineiy for joint action was wanring, and attempt was made to limit toe election to such
could not have been developed without long as resided in the represented boningh ; hut the

training a^i a number of concessions which Act fell speedily into desuetude, if indeed it was
toe several states were not competent to under- ever acted on.

stand, mr, if competent, willing to endure. The settled nrinciple of constitutional law,

StiH less was toe Bomau system representa- that no tax could be levied without toe consent

tive. Thewhole people, it seems, was summoned of the taxpayer, originally affirmed in the Great
to give effect to certain laws, and to elect Gharter,ana perpetually confirmed by renewals

mttistanfte^ Bnt toe execudre and legislative of the charter, and the practice of government,
bo^ ofancient Rome, toongh derived originally made the fri^uentsummons ofthese parliaments
ftom popular election, ceasira, after the election necessary. The demands of the monarchs
was over, to be representative, because it almost necessitated the license of debate, at

ceased to be responsible to the electors. The least on the grounds for which the grant was
Bomau senate, from whom in practice the laws req[aired. On this right of debate followed
emimte^ and to whom the administration oSi the right of petition, of toe concession of toe
pubUo affeirs was intrua^, was in effect a prayers contained in these petitions, of toe
ohamber of life peers, the introduction to which embodiment such petitions as were conceded
chamber was accorded to all who had held in a formal statute, and ultimately of toe
particul^ public oflkes. Only a fisint trace TOwer of originating statutes. IStox can it be
of repcesmiiadosi is, perhaps, discovered in the doubted that as these appeads to the crown
infiuento exercised I7 toe formed, soon after toe regular summon* of
Shci^y after the instltutioa of the empirei parliaments, a large porUon of their busi-
popular tleetlcimbeo^^ a complete fiuce; the ness, the local repzeeentativea were from early
custoyit of SttttUnOBi^ toe adeetors fsU into times intrusted with the duty of theee
disuse, aud was speed% abbfiahed. petitioins, and that there was some preluninary
The i^teili of representation peculiar to the discussion in the municipal bodies as to the

2^0
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terms in which petitions should be presented,

and as to the claims which should be made in

consideration of the grants accorded to the
king. The eyents, then, it may be repeated,

vnder which the representatiye system has
been deyeloped are so numerous, and haye been
so continuous, that the method now elaborated

in this county and in others which have
sprung from it is the result of a political

education extended back into the history of
neaidy six centuries, a slow and steady growth
of national habit.

From a yariet;jr of causes, too numerous to be
noticed in an article like the present, increasing

importance was annexed to the office of a parlia-

mentary representatiye from as early a date as
the middle of the fourteenth century ; and by
implication the relations of thememberofparlia-
ment to his constituents, though neyer formally

defined* haye become more predse and intelli-

gible. Considerable safeguards to an abuse of

the power possessed by representatiyes are

found in the right of public meeting, in the

criticism of the local and metropolitan press,

and in the practice, now become general, in

boroughs at least, that during his tenure the
member should meet his constituents and ex-

plain his action on joints of public policy.

As the origin of the representatiye system is

to be found in the necessity laid on the monarch
of appealing to the people for aid in his fiscal

exigencies, so it was the policy of the kings to

accord the priyilege of parliamentary repre-

sentation to all towns in which any trade or

manufacture was carried on. Hence the repre-

sentation of the boroughs was far more copious
than that of the counties, all of which latter

sent two members, and two only. It is certain

that in early times, at least, &e towns which
were admitted to the boro^h franchise had
some local importance. 1%U8 the Cornish
towns were important for their trade in metals,

especially in tm ; the Dorsetshire and Wiltshire

boroughs were the local centres of the cloth

trade ; those of Surrey and Sussex were marts
for manufactured iron, at that time chiefly pro-

duced in the south of Inland ; and so on. In
course of time the trade migrated, and the

towns dedined. The power mtherto assumed
by the king of creating new boroughs by
charter was checked at the beginning of the

reign of Charles L
Li course of time many of these boroughs

sank into complete decay, while others not

represented in parliament mw into neat
cities. Thns, while BirminAam and Han-
eheeter sent no members, Old Samm and
Gktton, which had actnally ceased to exist,

sent two members apiece. Again, the right

of suffrage was in many cases uared hr a few
persona or enen monopolised an individnaL

wna during a part of the eignteenth eentuxr

one Mrson sent bo^ members for the horonfl^

of Helston. of these anonudies were

remedied by the Reform Act of 1882, which,

although an sfBtir of compromi^ may be held

to hare recognised to a limited extent the
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principle that population, taxation, and repre-
sentation ahould be relatiye, and certainly

made it impossible that there should be any
final settlement of the representatiye system,

as long as there is any discrepancy between the
proporoons in which these political conditions

stand to each other.

The theory that representation should he
based on numbers, when once the tradition of
a permanent right to send members from any
giyen place (whether l^e or small) was in-

yaded, is logical and ultimately ineyitable. As
long as the priyilege of the ancient boroughs
was respected and maintained, it was possible
to yindicate on certain grounds, whateyer they
were worth, the system of nomination, or as
they were called, more ^miliarly (for party
names ore seldom elegant or courteons), rotten
boroughs. But when once the defence was
forced, thoug^h it might still be possible to
delay the capitulation, the maintenance of any
other representatiye theory than that which is

based on numbers became a mere question of
time, and the surrender, if the representation
is a matter of public interest (i. e. of that in-
terest which is essential to national yitality),

was felt to be scientifically necessary. It is

needless to say, that this necessity is quite
distinct from any theory as towhat should con-
stitute the franchise or right of yoting. In other
words, that which is calld the rediatribuiion of
MoU is one thing, the extension of the sufftnge
is another. The latter may* be a matter of
debate, the former can be delayed only by the
force of particular influence. [Suffeaqx.]
Of late years the theory of representation in

parliament has been coupled with some other
questions ; and first as to the best means of
giying effect to the opinion of the minority.
This question presupposes two postulates,

uniyersal suffrage and numerical represen-
tation. As long as there exists an unequal
yalue in the yotes giyen by electors, so long
is the numerical minority represent^ in the
return ; and similarly, as long as any person
of competent age and education, who is not
chazgeAle with crime, and not a claimant
for a public maintenance out of poor rates,

is excluded from the franchise, so leng the
social minority is more than adequately re-

presented. Hence the theory of representing
minorities, in the hands of its ablest adyocate,
Mr. Mill, indndes by logical necessity the
representation of women.
^e means by which it is suggested that

minorities may he represented are generally
two. One of these is that of giying two votes
to each dector when three esnffidates can be
returned, or one Tote when two are to he
elected. Such a system has been adopted in

the election of the sereral members who con-
stitute the council in the university pf Oxfind.
It certainly seoures the minority should
appear in the goyeming body, and that the
views entertained bv such a minority shonld

S
ain a hearing in debate. * Bqjb of course it

oes not secure more than a hearing. The
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action will atill be directed by the majority, exa^fferate that special evil of our own time,

and the hearing might be just as efifectual out- thedisposition on the of the general

side as inside the deliberative body. public to accept, as a relief from the trouble

Another method, su^ested by Mr. Hare of thinking, the irresponsible expression of

and supported by Mr. ll^l, is that which gives anonymous political writers, the special plead-

the elector an option in choosing the constitu- ing of the worst kind of advocates,

ency in which to record his vote. Here it is Mepreaentation of Cloam .—Some modem
manifest that the conditions adverted to above, political writers, among whom we may quote

viz. universal suffrage and numerical represen- Lord G^rey, have advocated the view that

tation, must be conceded in order to give the certain constituencies should be so arranged

plan even the appearance of fairness. If an that the members of parliament from them
elector could choose his own constituency, and should represent certain interests. In this

if constituencies having equal numbers of repre- way it is supposed that the various interests

sentives varied in size, it would be possible by would get a fair hearing, and that ^lia-
transferring votes to the smaller constituency mentary action would be facilitated. Such a

to give the minority the power of a msgority. representation does exist to a limited degree

It may be doubted, however, whether the in the members for the universities. It may
disadvantages supposed to affect a minority are be added that the parliamentary constitution of

not rather apparent than real No one intends, Sweden is entirely in accordance with this

we may suppose, to give a minority more than principle.

a fair hearing and a right of protest. But this It may be feared, however, that such an
appears to be effectually accorded by the ma- expedient would defeat its own ends. Par-

chineiy of an election, and still more by the liament, if it fulfils its duty, exists in order to

abundant means, under the conditions and harmonise, not to stereotype and insulate

conveniences of modem civilisation, which exist classes
;
to deal with common* interests, not

for the promulgation of political opinions to be split up into juntos which shall watch

through the press and by public meeting, over particular interests. At the present time,

There seems to be no disposition on the part and under its existing constitution, the com-

of the msgority to oppress the minority
; on monest reproach against parliament is, that in

the contrary, the course of histoiy indicates addition to the two great divisions inseparable

that the reverse process has been generally from the system of political action, those which

exhibited, and that governments have fre- have been called th^arty of progress and the

quently subsisted on active and well-organised party of order, the Bouse of Commons has an

minorities. infinity of subordinate parties. Thus, we hear

The chief objection to the parliamentary of the Railway party, the Irish party, the

representation of minorities (of course they Catholic party, the landed interest party, &c.

are invariably present in parliament by indirect Now if this division is an evil, why add to it ?

means) is that it takes away from the electors Still more, why turn an acknowledged hin-

the disposition to political debate, and tends to drance, whose existence is indirect, into the

insulate political opinion from the healthy machinery of the constitution, to be invested

atmosphere of competition. If an elector is with a direct and recognised existence ? The
empowered to register his vote in a locality acceptance of such a scheme would probably

which accepts his opinions as foregone conclu- involve inconceivable confusion, and bring

sions, he will be at no pains to interpret these matters rapidly to a dead lock,

opinions by any other standard than that of Bepreaentation by Accumulation,—In trading

his own prejudices. This is in itself an evil, com^nies, the possessor of the larger amount
Besides, it may be urged, that of all kinds of of snares has generally a proportionate amount
education, that which cultivates the reflective of votes. It uas been argued that the same
and logical faculties is the most Valuable, rule should be extended to political interests,

and th^ to the| mass of men no set of facts and that the possessor of large property, having
is more available for this culture than debate a larger interest than he who has little, should
on such large questions of political, social, and be endowed with larger influence in the conduct
economical interest as are and will be the of government. Such a theory, in the first place,

objects of parliamentary jud^ent and action, accepts the position that property or wealth is

Furthermore, it is of no small value and of no comprised in material objects only, a position

li^e economy to government and to parliament which is certainly open to dispute. It further
that such questions should be ventilated out of takes for granted that the sole object of govem*
doors, and perhaps no better means could be ment is the preservation of property, whereas it

devis^ for the complete cessation of such a is just as much, perhaps even more, ooncetned
contest of opinion as is implied in general in the preservation of that order by which life

debate, than the concession of the privilege and its lawful emoyments are secured and
of reooi^ding a vote in Quarters whi<m woiud labour is exercised. It may be doubted, too,

leave the question undebated, because vir- whether under the most democratic fbrm of
settled, lastly, it vro^d throw the government conceivable, property would not

whmemimofakgumeut on parliament and the exercise a huge proportionate Iniluenco on
press^ Would tend to make the decision of the public action and polmy. Wealth remsenti,
limner n»nu difficult and more slow, and would among other otjects, the sum of desirable
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things; and, coiijpled with the disposition to
procure and admire such things, there exists,

m modern society at least, the conTiction that
the only means by which these objects can
be obtained and protected, lie in the fullest

freedom of action and the largest possible
defence to prop^y.

It is impossible in so wide a subject as that
of the present 'article, to do more than sum-
marise the question ; and it is wholly im-
practicable to attempt a selection from the
vast mass ‘of literature which has grown up
around it.

Reprieve (from Fr. reprendre, to take
back). In Law, the suspension of the execution
of sentence on judgment in a criminal case for

a certain time. Keprieve at the will of the
judge is arbitrary

;
and the judge has power

to mye it where he is dissatisfied with the
verttict» in order to give time to apply to the

crown for a pardon. Beprieve is also cx ne-
cessitate legis

;
as, a woman capitally convicted

has a right to a reprieve during pregnancy;
or when a party becomes insane between judg-
ment and awara of execution,

Ropriasil. In National Law, reprisal is

the capture of property belonging to the sub-
jects of a foreim power in satisfaction of

losses sustained by a citizen of the capturing
state. [ManQXTB.] Itetters of reprisal are

grantable by the law of nations, where the
subject of one state has been oppressed or
injured by the subjects of another, and where
justice has been refused on application by
letters of request. The mode of serving out
letters of marque and reprisal in time of truce

was regulated by stat 4 Hen. V. c. 7» but this

has been long disused. The power of granting

letters of marque and reprisiA has been given

by statute, ana sometimes by proclamation, to

the lords of the Admiral^. [PiuvATEaB.]

Raprisea (Fr. renrisejL InlAW, deductions

or payments out of tne value of lands, such as

rent ^larges or annuities.

Raprolmtioa (Lat. reprobatio). In Theo-
logy, a term commonly applied to the supra-

lapsarian tenet of the consignment of all

mankind to eternal punishment, with the ex-

ception of those whom God has arbitrarily

selected fat eternal happiness. [Elbotiom;

PmniBBrnNATioN.]
Raprodaetton (from Lat. re, and produoo,

1 draw forth). In Physiology, tlM word is

sometimes used for generoHon ; but it signifies

properly the power which a fhlly develops or-

ganised being possesses to push forth and form
anew ports m the body which have been cut

oft, vegetables possess this foeulty in an emi-

nent and animals have the power of re-

prcdiio^ in propoitum as they resemble vege-

tables in the simplicity of their oiganisation;

thus the flmohwBter polype ffgdra wridii, whra
divided into many fdeoee, reproduces all its

ohameteristicomns out ofeaim piece. Worms
and other Annefides can reproduce many seg^

mente of the body. Snails can push form new
horns, imd reproduce even a gr^ part of the
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head. Lobsters and spiders thus gain new
claws or legs. Newts and lizards reproduce
their tails.

Roptatloa (Lat. reptatio, a crawling). A
mode of progression by advancing successively

parts of the trunk, which occupy the place of

the anterior parts which are carried forwards,

as in serpents. The term is also applied to

the slow progression of those animals whose
extremities are so short that the body touches

the ground.
Reptiles (Lat. reptilia, from repo, I creep).

The name of a class of cold-blooded Vertebrate

animals, including all those which have lungs,

and a heart composed of two auricles and one
ventricle. Those which retain their gills during
the whole or a part of their existence arc termed
Batrachians or Amphibia', the latter name
Linnaeus applied to the whole group, as well as

to certain true fishes [Amphibians
;
Batra-

CHiANs; Cheloniaks; Ophidians; Satjeians.]

Cuvier, in characterising the class of reptiles

as defined by him, well observes, that as it is

from respiration that the blood derives its heat,

and the muscular fibre its susceptibility of ner-

vous irritation, the blood of reptiles is cold, and
the muscular energy less than that of quadru-
peds, and much less than that of birds. Thus
we find their movements usually confined to

crawling and swimming
;
for though at certain

times several of them jump and run with con-

siderable activity, their habits are generally

lazy, their digestion excessively slow, and their

sensations obtuse. In cold or temperate cli-

mates, almost all of them pass the winter in a
state of torpor. Thmr bram, which is propor-

tionally very small, is not so essentially requi-

site to the exercise of their animal and vital

faculties as to the members of the first two
classes : their sensations seem to be less referred

to a common centre, for they continue to live

and to exhibit voluntary motions long after

losing their brain, and even after the loss of

their head. A. communication with the nervous
system is also much less necess^ to the con-

traction of their fibres, and their muscles pre-

serve their irritability after being severed from
the body much longer than those of the prece-

ding classes : their heart continues to pulsate

for hours after it has been tom away, nor does
its loss prevent the body from moving for a
long time. The blood-mscs are elliptic and
nucleate, and relatively laiger than in fishes*'

Batrachisns show a muked difference from
plwoetomee in this particular.

The smallness of the pulmonazy vessels, snd
the relations of their trunk to the heart, permit
reptiles to suspend the process of resp&ition,

without arresting the course ofthe blood ; tims
they dive with more fiuilitj, and remain longas

under water, than eiUier theMammaliaorbiraA
Few rmfides hatdh their 4gss: atHl feweg

bring fiirth living young. TheBaIndiisiis on
quitting the egg nsTe the tana and brsneliim

offices, and some of tile genera pieSem these

organs eTen after the developement of tbsir

lungs.



EEPUBLIC REQUA BATTERIES
The ^

ftsedf Uie thiat'of the mmiBalii hadU, but

wiee witbthe inipcBlioii ofthe diasnier of the

p^oiivjerteijfmpazed to

Thue tortoieee end lisazde veepife—
froga, &C. ; end henee a much

^

eiice of eennlnfitj imd energy is

this thAP jffe-p *wrtMfc betiroeu 0Be

and anolhmr, cxrlael^seeu boxdi* [HaumiEsiffT.)

Sepnblio (Let. re^uhlka,
That form ofgoremment in which the enpreme

power is Tested in the peo|de. A repuMie maj
to either an aristoetacy or a deasocBScy : the

supreme power, in the fanner, bchif osmupied

to the nobles or a few pnwileged mdiyidsalB, as

was formerly the case in Venioe and Genoa;
while, in the late; it is pgaoed in the hassda of

rulers chosen by asid hnsi She whole body of

the peopLeb orV sepresentatlTes aasom

bled in a amgreas or natioiuil assembly. The

;

free towns of the Coatinent, Hambuzm Fxm^-
|

fort, Lnbeeh, and Bzenea HIajcsaJ, are in*

fAmnM of this locBi Of gofummeat, as

are also tibe Unhsl States, end some of the

South i"ir^^r'^T^*t5inia Fraiiee has

twiee dedared itself a fepab^ and e

timp the muhlie has bessi dufilaeed bj
{Amntai:. Qanaaaaan; Fjuxasr

SXJLTBBX.]

Mttloai of mraia. In Law,

aTowed nnewal of a will; le by oodioL

[Wmu]
BopmdlsrtioB (lot repodiatio, a r^'eeiwm).

It has sometimes happened that an adminis-

tcatum has fmaallydedUnad to be bound by the

debts of the gowemments which baTe preceded

it; it has firaTi^ntly happened that adminis*

tiations haTe negjbcted to par intereston debts

which ^te been oontzmctedL The fonner of

these a^ is called rspwUoHon. It is said by
Edliim fhAfc when the old Pretender landed in

Scotland m 1715, he was ill adyised enough to

throw some doubts in one of hu proclamations,

on the obligation of the national debt, and

that consequently eren those of his own party

among the moneyed classes were discouraged

flram giving him any assistance. There is

hardly a single Enre^pean state which has not

either annihilated a portion of its debt, or

converted it into a lower denomination, or

liquidated over issues of government paper by
eceating a capital stoch on which interest was
to be paid according tp the metallic value of

its issues at the time of their conversion into

stock.

Bepudiation propw, L e^ the distinct 'dis-

avowal of public obligations, has been practised

bv several of the states composing the American
Union, the most shameless examples of these

acts having been exhibited by the states of

IGsaissM and Pennsylvania. By the peculiar

eoiuiidtiiSim of the Ai^ Union great fad-

Btieiwm altoledfSor etoh iribUtiona ofpuhlie

HnMip Ibr there waa no police by which the acta

of tee oommiaiitiei could be ooeiced. For
nuuqr pSEtpte^ ^ borrowing money, the

atilesixoladepettdent; in one particular among
254

in nepriles ie not
|

others, that, namely, of their relation to foreign

governments, they act in union. But no means
could be devised by which the liabilities

of the state could either be shifted upon the

centrel government, or indeed by which the

finance ^ the state could be controlled by the

general public administration. State rights

enabled the oonuauBnities to borrow, and state

rights precluded the foreign creditor teom any
remedy.

Of course no direct means can ordinarily be
employed to compel the. liquidation ef debts

contracted ly foreign governments, if they

resolve to be dishonest But there is a very
powerful indirect means in the igohibition cn

any quotation of their securities on foreign

state exchasi^ea. As every administratiiott is

oecasioBally bshle to the necessity of borrowing,

a default at any pexiod of its financial history

k at once apublie scaudal and a serious soores

of finaneiaX emhansmmesLt when the exigency

pAA Mpabuo; e drmag hade),

\mt» to the name or
which poevmts partides of matter

fiwm fomipg into qmtaiA. That soeh partacks

are not in nbsdlvte contact is proved ^ smi^
expmimentB. Thai, in many eases, givm vo-

InsMB of two diiI«Bai finids harm, cn mixiiig,

n volume less than the sum cf the two volunes
when eimaimte; a fimt taplsined only by asp-

porii^ tost the particles ai the fluids have
appioxiiaated more dosaly to each other; and
toerefafo that before mixture there most have
bepi more ^ace between those particles than
existed after mixture. Agun, nearly all sub-

stances contract in bulk on coding, a pheno-
menon evidently due to the withurawiu of a
certain amount of repulsion. Kewton strongly

pressed a spherical mass of glam on the mt
surface of a mirror, and proved that even then
the two were not in oont^ and that the dis-

tance between them was not less than the

eighty-nine-thousandth of an inch.

maneiiea* An arrangement of

gun-barrels somewhat similar to the ribaude-

guin of the middle age% from which the name
appears to be derived They were much used
in the attack upon Charleston by the Pederul
troops under General GKUmore in 1863. The
following description is extracted from the

report of Ifi^or Brooks, assistant engineer in

th^ operations :

—

’This rifle batteiyis a device for multiplying

and acceleratiug infantiy fire from rifle barrels,

and appears in principle to be a substitute for

a six-pounder fidd-gun whenever grape and
caniatw are needed, and, to the extent of its

range, esse shot, over each of which itpoasemes
pieater precision and much less liability to fail

ui producii^ desirable results.

*lt consists of twenty*five rifle barrels, each
twenty-four indies long, airai^pd upon a
horisotttal plane and hm in pontaon upon a
li^t field caixisge by an ixun frame. Upon
this frame, in the rear of the barrels, is fittid

a sliding bar worked by two levers (one at
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Mch iida)» hy which the cartridges are forced (Fr. arridie-doa, from Lat dorsom,
to tbs rear of the chambers. By a lerer nnder the hook). In Ecdesiastical Arohiteetnre, a
the frame the barrels may be direrp^ed so as screen behind an altar. These screens in
to scatter the balls 120ymra8 in a distance erf ‘Winchester and Bioham cathedralSf and in
1,000. The weight of the battery, complete, St Albans abbey, are of great magnificence,
is 1,382 pounds. and so large as to interfere with the general

* When serred by three men, the battery is yiew of the choir. Xn conventual churdies
readily fired seven volleys, or 175 shots, per the reredos was the universal termination of
minute. It did not foiu. Nine degrees me- the ritual presbytery.
vation gave a ranM of 1,200 yards, at wbi(^ Xoree. An Indian . name for Typha
distance, the barrms being diveraed, the shot angmUfolia^ the leaves of which are ns^ in
scattered into an effective line. Thirteen hun- the noith-westein provinces for mabrng mfita
dred yards is probably its effective range, Sea61i OtuOi*. The Jewish titlefor the
although 2,000 yards is claimed for it. The officer commonly known as the Prmce of the
axis of the barrels is thirty inches above the Captivity. (lOman, Butory of th$ Jeufi,

plane on which the piece stands. . . . Three book xix.)

infontiy men, who were not thoroughly drilled, BeaorlpU (Lat. rescriptns, part of rescribo,
served each piece ; these were fired rapidly, and I write back). In the Civil Law, answers of
apparently with good efiTect popes and emperors to questions in Jiuris-

* Being breech-loading, and easily handled, prudence propounded to them officially. Those
scarcely any exposure above the parapet was of the Roman emperors constitute one of the
le^uir^ on the part of the gunners. ... I feel authoritative sources of the civil law.

quite satisfied that it is adapted to the defence Resone fFr. recousse). In Law, in the
of earthworks, particnlarly in a flat country, more general sense, a species of resistance

where the horizontal line ot dispersion afford^ to la^ul authority ; as, by delivering one
by the fire of this piece is more effective than arrested out of the hands of those who have
the cone of dispersion of the howitzer. It legal custody of him. In a more restricted

should be noted that the angle of dispersion application, the term rescue means the tulring

can be varied to suit the case in this battery, away and setting at liberty, aj^ainst law, any
which is not true of the howitzer. These distress taken for rent, or services, or damage
properties, together with its small rocoil and feasant.

its loading at the breech, and lightness, are Raaerfaeeaa (Reseda, one of the jMnera).
the qualities most desirable in yk gun for boat A small natnral order of Hypogynons Scogens^
service.' (Engineer and AriiUery Operations belonging to the Cistal alUance^ and distin-

against CharUkon^ Gillmore, New Yo», 1865.) guished by not having tetramerous flowers, by
Requestf liottera ot. In Ecclesiastical their definite and not tetradynamons stamens,

Law, an instrument by which the regularjnd^ by their fruits being usually open at the point,

of a cause waives or remits his own juris- and by. their exalhuminous seeos. To this order

diction, under the provisions of the Statute belong the fragrant Mignonette of our gardens^

of Citation^ 28 Hen. VIIL e. 9; in which ifeMua orforoto, and the dye plant call^ Weld,
event the jurisdiction of the appellate court which is Ressda Lutsola.

attaches. Boserwe (Lat. reserve, I http haxik). In
ReqiiMts, Court of. 1. An ancient court Bankingand Nuance, that p<^on of his capital

of equity, inferior to the Court of Chancezy, of which a dealer in money retains in ozdwto meet
whiw the lord privy seal was ^ef judge ; his average liabilities, and which he therefore

taken away by 16 & 17 Ch. I. c. 10. 2. does not employ in discounts or temporaiy loans,

courts, termed courts of conscience or of re- Long eiqienenoe enables bankers to anticipate

quests, for the recovery of small demands, not only the amount of advances whidi they wOl
formerly existed in many parts of the country, he called on to make to thmr customers, but the

having been establishea under special local average ainoimt of claims which will is made
Acts of Parliament (the first of which was upon them by their creditors when no disturb-

stat 1 Jas. I. c. 15), with a jurisdiction limited ing cause, of which indeed they are Sure to get

in each to some particular district. In early notice, has arisen. The amount retained

1847 the gmieral system of county courts was for ttiese recurring emergencies is, we are told,

establishM, and tne local courts of requests generally one-thud of the bank's lialnlities,

have been absorbed for the most part in this when (as is the case with all prudent bankiiw)

new jurisdiction. [Coumtt Courts.] advances are made only at short dataa. Of
Rimnliim i

In the Roman Catholic Ohurrii, oouxae when an axeeptional state of things

a performed for the repose of the souls of ooenra, the banker strengthens his reserve as

deoesaao^araona. It is so called from the for as he poisibly can, by declining aoeoBi:^

prayer 'Requiem mtemam dona dation in some eases and by limitingthe aiMHmt

rii^Bomine.' Thetenn is also applied to grand of hia loans in all others. The natural maahi*

mnaical peefotmM on aolemu nary fo theae preeantions is a rise in the rate

oceasimisiii honourof oeoaaaed dvil oraoria- ofoiseount When sediamarganriao arias, the

riaaticel diffriteries. requienm eomposed custoinera of the bank, In order to fortifyfom-
bj sad Chanibini axe well selvas against any pressore, aoeumulate their

Jbotm. diposita;andoonsequentfyitiafo!md,asanilc^
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that tha aggrmte accounts of the customers

who employ the bank as their ^minercial
agent, and uie reserre of the bank, rise and £sll

mutual* . I'he necessity of a reserre is mani-
fest. y^terer may be the assets of a bank,

and however readily they may be disposed of,

there is always great inconTcnienra and loss

in negotiating the best securities in times of

commercial £fficulty.

Most of the specie in the country which is

not needed for its circulation is, when the

advantages of a sound banking system are

understood by the public, left in the hands of

bankers. The risks attending the habit of
private hoarding are far It^er than those which
may arise from committing accumulations of,

specie and notes to a trustworthy bank ; and in

the case of such traders as need accommodation
from banks, a private board would bo a source

of weakness rather than of strength. Hence
the surplus coin and notes of this country are

found in these institutions, and it is from these

that extraordinarypayments on foreign accounts

have to be made, but while the general use

ofbanking has general and manifest advantages,

it cannot be doubted that, under the existing

law which regulates issues, it renders these

fluctuations in the rate of Recount more con-

siderable and more onerous, since they are

mainly, if not altogether, relative to the amount
of the reserve possessed by the Bank of

England. The best remedy that could be
devised against some of the fluctuations in the

rate of discount would be found, it is believed,

in the adoption of an international note cur-

rency, by which it might be possible that notes

should oe payable all over the civilised world
at flxed rates of exchange. It does not seem
that there are many more difficulties in such

a system than there are in establishing a

uniform currency in any single community. The
ireserve of the Bank of England is generally

called res^, white* the term reaertfe is employed
to denote the amount of gold and notes held by
the Bank, on which the demands for discount

operate, and which by its increase or diminu-

tion affects the rate of discount.

Bbsbbvb. In Military language, a body of

troops kept back in action, to give support when
needed, or to be rallied on, in case of disaster.

Bbsrbvb. In Theology, the system accord-

ing to which only that portion of the truth

is set before the people, which they are re-

garded as able to comprehend or to receive

with benefit. It is also known among Roman
Catholic writers as the Economy. (Hewman’s
J^olojSfia pro VUd end.) [Disoipxjmb of thb
SscBwr.]

^jAINrwoir (Fr.). A tank or pond in which
"water is collected and {ireserved in order to

he eonv^ed through pipes for the supply

a town or canal, or for any other purpose.

It is often necesea^ to establish a means

4)f regulatiiig ths discharge of the superficial

Wateinotirses of a district, either because the

honflgMtto the ground presents too rapid

n 4eSliTity, is not of a nature to store the
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winter's rain, so as to give it forth again in

the summer; -or because the length of the

valleys is not sufficient to allow of the collec-

tion of a sufficient number of rills, or sub-
sidiary watercourses, to constitute a large

river. AU these conditions occur in the north

of England especially, where reservoirs are

indis^naable for the supply of canals and
mill-^ms, and to meet the wants of the great
towns. In tropical countries reservmrs- are
chiefly required for storing water for purposes

of irrigation, and in some cases they are em-
ployed to retain sufficient water to equalise

the flow of rivers, so as to render them more
navigable in dry seasons.

In constructing a reservoir, it is advisable

to select the greatest slope that can be com-
manded in or£>r to collect the largest possible

quantity of rainfall in the reservoir, which
snould be established in the narrowest part of

the gorge that the stream has formed for

itself, and with a valley widening out behind

;

provided always that this gorge be situated

m a position not exposed to the danger of

communicating with toe lines of underground
waters, or springs, and that the bottom is

not of a nature to allow the rapid absorption

of the water. It is scarcely necessaiy to re-

mark that water for distribution in towns must
be far purer than that which is needed for the

supplv of a canal; but generally it may be
considered that the waters collected from the

primitive formations are tolerably free from
the impurities commonly met with in the lower
secondary formations, in the sandstones, clays,

marls, and the gravels and clays of the tertiary

and quaternary formations. As the nature of

the soil of a valley has a great influence upon
the manner in which the water is retained,

great attention must be paid to its permeability

I

and hygroscopic character. The considerations

relating to this branch of the subject are con-

nected with the chemistry of water, and they
are very obscure. In the regions formed of
the primary series, or of the earlier secondary
series, the rocks met with are slightly per-

meable, to a certain depth
; but they are not

hygroscopic, i.e. the^ do not take in, and bold
up the water, to give it out again when, the

surface of the stone is laid bare. It is in

the more recent formations that the hygroscopic

character is most apparent, and in these there-

fore the establishment of storm or flood water
reservoirs is more oljectionable, while there

is the further danger of the rock being fissured,

and thus giving rise to the occurrence of springs

and underground currents of water, which so
seriouidy wect the 8tabilit;f of the enclosure

dams. As a general rule it is found to be
better, and safer, to establish these in valleys

^led in with c]a;^s derived from the decom-
porition of the primarr fbrxnations, which are

very slightly permeable. Underground com-
tttanieations with the strata in the lower, part

may possibly account for the slippitig of the

hank of the Pale Pyke reservoir; and, there-

fore, too much care cannot be taken in ascer*
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tawing beforehand all the charactem of the
strata, before exposing them to the great head
of water whi(di must be brought to bear upon
them. In the north of i^gland and in S^t-
land, such days occur in great abundance;
but where they are wanting, the great increase
of expense renders the formation of a reservoir

almost impracticable. The best strata for

reservoirs are the granite, porph^es, gneiss,

and quartz rock, provided that their surfaces

are not covered with the detritus washed down
from their eminences, or broken up by sub-

sequent movements of the soil. The slate

rocks are generally too much intersected with
veins of greenstone and trap-rock to be adapted
for the purpose. The old red sandstones are

objectionable, as being highly absorbent, and
thus giving rise to the formation ofland springs

;

the suitableness of the carboniferous sandstones
varies much on account of movements of the
soil subsequent to their deposition ; but if the

sandstones should be covered with the clays

common in this set of formations, there are

few better fitted for the purpose under con-

sideration. The new red sandstones may
generally be resorted to without fear of the

rupture of the bank, although its great per-

meability renders the rock unsatisfactory.

The primary limestones are objectionable on
the same grounds, but they are often resorted

to, as are the lias and the oolitic formations

in the parts covered with clays and marls.

The Bubcretaceous and the cretaceous for-

mations are generally so penneable as to be
almost useless, while the tertiary formations

are onlpr partially adapted for the purpose of

reservoirs, the Brent reservoir being, wdeed,
the only one of an;|r size formed in the clays

of the London basin. The quaternary rocks

are of very variable nature, but they are not

generally fitted for reservoir making as being

too penneable and depending upon the sub-

strata to uphold the water collected in them.

In the granite, and the other primary or

secondary non-absorbent rocks, it is generally

better to construct the dams of masonry ; but

whenever it can be done with economy, there

cau be no reason to adopt any other course

than that of forming these dams in earthwork.

In most of the Frendi embankments for the

supply of the canals, the reservoirs ore clos^

by walls, and the irrigation reservoirs of

are mosUy of the same description ; in En^
land, however, we have few reservoirs whiw
are not formed with earthen dams, walls being

seldom used for the purpose. The construction

of such walls give# rise to dangers whidx must

be careMly guapied against ;
but when the

requisite precautions have been taken, there

seem to bo many reasons for preferring 'imlls

to earthwork, as thev can be bmlt more upright

(and therefore with leaa aurfisoe exposed to

the water), while, from not oconpying so large

a qMkce aa tlie earthwork, dama may oe laiaed

at a lass expanse of room, Theee maaooxy

dams admit, ftirthar, of the establiihment of

works required to dear the bottom from the
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accumulation of debris and alluvial matter,
Tbe reservoirs ofAlicante, Lorca, Almansa, &c.,

may be cited as illustrations of the necessity 6f
eonstrueting walls for such purposes.

The preSminaiy soundings of the valleys

are of the greatest importance, and too great

care cannot be paid to the indications thus
afforded. The dam of the Estrecho de Bientes

may be adduced as an example. In this case,

the valley situated a little above the town of

Lorca was barred by a dam destined to hold
up the water to the height of 167 feet, and
this enormous quantity of water was actually

retained in the reservoir at the time of its

bursting. The catastrophe was caused by the

water finding its way through the sand and
gravel at the bottom of the valley, which had
been carelessly and hastily sounded. The con-

sequence was that the wall was broken, and
a large tunnel, about 100 feet high and 70 feet

broad, was formed in the deepest part of the

enclosure, l^hrough which* the contents of the

reservoir were emptied in the space of an hour.

According to the official accounts, as many as

608 persons were drowned, amongst whom was
Bon Antonio Bobles, the director ofthe works,
while 809 houses weredestroyed, and the damage
done to real property, and to beasts and crops,

was estimated at 140,000^., an enormous sum if

we take into account -the period and the value

of money in Spain. This reservoir had been
in nse for eleven yean, and might have resisted

indefinitely if the height of the water had been
confined to about 70 feet On April 80, 1802,

however, the waters rose to the oeight of 166
feet, and the wall was swept away; the bottom
of the gallery by which the water was let off

being tbe first to yield under the enormous
pressure to which it was exposed without a
counterbalancing weight on the inside. The
lesson to be drawn from this accident is that

a piled foundation can never be trusted to resist

the upward pressure of a great head of water.

It is of the highest mportance that the

masonry of the reservoir walls should be
render^ perfectly water-tight, a condition

which can only be secured by the employ-
ment of hydraulic lime. It may, indeed, huip-

pen that the materials used for the masoniy
may be of a nature to act chemioally upon the
lime, as in tbe case of granite^ which hai a
notable proportion of soluble felspaa* in its com-
poaition; but such conditions can be ngaided
only as happy accidents, and should never
be counted upon. In the Spanish irrigation

reservmrs, the walls are made with a Teriaml

face to the water, and are executed of lam
ashlars. At tbe Bientes de Lorca, the tidi-
ness of the crown was made about 36 feet, and
the slope of the eurface away from the water
was made at the inclinatioii of 2 in hei^ to 1

of base, with 4 laxpe sets-off of U feet each in

width. The Spemme generally exeonte these
reservoirs of a mreular «r pd.yRonal fiom in

jdan, with the apex pcintiiig np thesneam, the
resiatiace of the mountain hmag thns horang^t

to aid that of tlm mascmfy against the prasnxs
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of the water. The circles are struck with a
nvdius of about 360 feet in the case of the re-

servoir of Alicante, one of the boldest and most
successful pieces of engineering ever executed.

The thickness of tho wall is made, at the top,

about 67 feet, the misonry batters towards the

upper part of the stream 10 feet
;
the thickness

aththe bottom is 112 feet; and the difTerenco

between the top and bottom of the wall is

gradually distributed throughout the height,

aided by 7 sets-otf that vary between 3 feet

4 inches and 1 foot 8 inches in width. It is

executed m a hard primary limestone rock, and
the overflow is made in two streams, each of

them 6 feet wide and 7 feet below tho crown
of the dam, which has an inclination from
t he surface of the reservoir of 3 feet 4 inches.

This extraordinary depth of overflow does not

appear to have been too much, as the crown
of the dam has been very frequently washed
over in the storms w)iich ravage the mountains
where the reservoir is situated. Indeed, on
September 8, 1792, the waters rose to tho

height of 8 feet 3 inches above the dam, and
poured over it in a magnificent cascade ; and
the perfect manner in which the wall supported

this extraordinary test has induced the inhabi-

tants of the valley to trust entirely to the wall,

and they have actually closed the overflow.

The total quantity of water capable of being
stored in the reservoir of Alicante is calculated

at 131 millions of cubic feet. It is said that

Herrera, tho architect of the Escurial, was the
author of this magnificent project, which was
executed between the years 1679 and 1594.

The height of the water, it may be remarked,
is, in this case, not less than 134 feet 6 inches,

or greatly in excess of the depth of the Dale
Dyke reservoir.

Whatever difficulties the Spanish engineers

may have encountered, from the rarity of

hydraulic lime in that countiy, there is no
instance of the occurrence of a dam in earth-
work upon the irrigation canals, or the
derivations of rivers, executed for the supply
of water to the population of towns. On tho
Trench canals, however, earthen dams are as

common as the masonry walls of Spain. In
England, the preference seems to have been,
in all cases, accorded to the earthen dams,
which are also largely employed in Italy. In
India, the country where irrigation has for ages
been practised on the largest scale, the earthen
dams have long engaged the engineer’s atten-
tion, and the failure of the dams is very rare.
The surface of the country in most districts is

studded with reservoirs, or tanks, as they are
called, to retain the surplus rains of the mon-
soon; for where water is the only condition of
fertility, every pint of water is valuable, as it

in fact represents so much com or other pro-
duce. Some of the Indian and Cingalese tanks
are, in fact, artifldal lakes, a few being as much
as eight miles long ; and many of these works
have descended in unimpaired efficiency from
a remote $fe. These reservoirs are almost
invariably formed with dams of earthworic

built acmss a valley. The practice of every
country in the execution of such works has
been, in fact^ regulated partly by the local con-
ditions with which they had to deal, and parJ ly
by considerations^ of economy. But liesiclca

these motives it is necessary to take into ac-

count the habits of the workmen. In England,
for instai^e, the workmen have acquired, from
long habit, a gmat skill in the preparation of

S
uddle

; in India, the native workmen consoli-
atc tho Ixuiks in a superior manner by tlu ir

mode of carrying on tho earthwork; whilst in

France the execution of the walls can alwa,> h

be intrusted to the care of the men, who ore
accustomed to tho use of hydraulic lime.

Of late years, however, the shortness of the
time now allowed for the execution of largo

banks in England, has somewhat modified
the preference there given to the ancient style

of dam-mnking.
Tho earthwork of the dams ought to be, as

far as possible, executed of such materials as
would exclude the water from traversing the
body of the dam : it ought theoretically to be
formed of a mixture of clay and gravel, which
should both resist the infiltration of the Water,
and at the same time the boring of rats and
moles. Earth so composed is seldom found,
and engineers arc commonly obliged to have
recourse to a puddle trench, carried down to

the foundation of the bank, and continued to
about 3 feet from the top. On the resistance
offered by this puddle lining (which must be
regarded as a wall in the body of the bank), the
success of the reservoir must depend, and there
appears to be little reason for not making the
thickness of the puddle trench on the average at
least one-third of the height of the bank. The
latter is usually made in England with an in-

ternal slope of 1 in height to 3 in base, though
the French engineers have usually adopted a
much steeper slope. The top of the bank is

habitually made about 20 feet wide, the ex-
ternal slope being made at the inclination of 2
in base to 1 in height. But in all cases where
these proportions have been observed, great care
has bc^ taken* that the materials of which the
bank is composed shall be made as homo-
geneous and as water-tight as possible; and
the French engineers, and Mr. Leslie of the
Edinburgh water-works, even prescribe that the
earthworks of which the banks are formed
shall be carried up in layers of not more than
4 or 6 inches in thickness, and that they shall
be carefully rammed to insure their equal
settlement The French engineers take the
additional precaution of watering the sur-
face of the ground with lime water, and pre-
scribe that the thickness of the layers shall
be about 9 inches, reduced by ramming to 6
inches ; but in this case they dispense ^th the
internal puddle' wall In all cases, however,
the French encpneers attach great import-
ance to the execution of the pierr6, or atone
pitching, which they form in aeparate and in-
dependent .walls, so that one part shall not
entail tho ruin of all the rert. T^a system has
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been applied on a lam scale in the reservoirs

of Torcy and Berthand on the Canal du Centre,
and recently in the reservoir Montaubry.
The materials of which the banks are made

must determine the profile to be given to the
dam. In the Haslingden reservoir, recently

com;pleted, but not yet at work, the materials

obtained in the neighbourhood were found to

bo composed of clay, with, layers of shale,

and a great deal of sand interspersed; and
hence it became necessary so to increase the
slope of the banks, in order to enable the

earth of which they were composed to assume
a permanent inclination, that at length it

attained as much as 1 in 6 on the average.

The same thing occurred in the Halifax water-
works, where the materials employed are for

the most part of a peaty nature
; but in such

cases the system of executing the pitching

in walls susceptible of independent move-
ments ceases to apply. In fact, the great use
of the pitching is to keep up the bank when
the water sinks lower in the reservoir, or is

withdrawn for the purpose of examining and
repairing. It would be, perhaps, more advis-

able to execute the pitclung in independent
walls if the earth be of a firm nature

;
but it

is better to trust to the weight of the pitching

to keep down the foot of the bank if the latter

should have any tendency to spew, as the work-
men phrase it ;

and this is effected more eco-

nomically by spreading the thickness of the

pitching over tne whole surface of the slope

thrown out to a great angle.

Ho definite rule seems to determine the

height of the overflow, but it seems by general

consent to be left at 5 feet below the top line

of the bank, although there are many cases in

which this height is insufficient. At the re-

servoir of Torcy, the waves were known to

have broken and been carried to the height

of 90 feet ;
nor can this be considered extra-

ordinary, as the reservoir in question was
at least 60 feet deep, and the wind blew
directly on the greatest length. It may, there-

fore, ^ tftken as a general rule, that the

overflow should be executed at 7 feet below

the finished line of the earthwork of the dam
as at first carried into effect ; because this will,

in the first place, certainly sink about 2 feet

in the heignt of 60 feet, and there is no

harm in executing a little more earthwork than

is strictly necessary, provided that greater

security be thereby attained. The width of

the overflow ought to be such that, with a flow

of two feet over the crown, it should be able

to discharge all the water brought down by

the severesi floods ever known to fall upon

the basin supplying the reservoir; and this,

without reference to the power of diminisluiig

the quantify of water hy the intermediate

sluices, 'when masonry walls are used for

the purpose of closing the valleys, there is

less ocoaeion to pay much attennon to the

sise, or even to the existence, of the overflow,

as the water may in such cases flov over the

top of the wall, without any fear of endanger-

ing it. The Alicante dam. may he cited in
proof of this assertion.

Much was said about the mode of execution
adopted in the case of the Dale Dyke, with
respect to the pipes for drawing off the water
for the supply of the town; and though it

would be undoubtedly better to carry thesa

works upon the natural foundations of the
valleys, yet the event proved that no evil was
inflicted by the system of artificial foundations
adopted. It is,, however, notorious that the

ipos were laid under disadvantageous con-

itions; and this part of the works would
unquestionably have been far better executed,

if there had been a tunnel laid through the
bank, which might have served* to carry off the
flood waters during. the erection of the bank
itself, and to receive the pipes destined to
empty the reservoir. In France and Spain,
this plan is generally adopted ; and in all the
canal reservoirs of the former, and the irri-

gation reservoirs of the latter country, there
are a scries of draw-off tunnels, designed to
relieve the bank from the weight of water, and
to draw off the supply at different levels;

these tunnels being generally three in number,
and placed, one dtemately on each side, and
the third, at the bottom level, in the very axis
of the natural watercourse. If these tunnels
can be executed in the firm strata of the valleys,

it is of coarse desirable to do so ; but there ia

no necessity for so doing,, if the water can be
prevented f^rom passing along the top of the
masonry or under the foundations of the
tunnels, or if precautions are taken to insure

that the masonry of the tunnels shall not suffer

from unequal settlements of the wall or bank
in which it ia executed. At the barrage of

Alicante the water is drawn off by a well,

which occupies the inner thickness of the

masonry from top to bottom, and both the

gallery that leads the water to the distributing

channels, and the scouring sluice, are con-

structed without reference to the natural surface

of the ground. The height of this reservoir,

at the point where the scouring sluice is placed,

is 136 feet at least; so that it would appear
that the position of the tunnels for the outlet

of the waters depends entirely upon the manner
in which they are executed, rather than upon
the precise position which they may occupy.

It may be awed that the system adopted m
the well pits and culverts of the Bradford
reservoirs closely resembles that of the Spanish
engineers. In this case the puddle wall was
formed of less than the thickness which we
have*mentioned as advisable, probably because
the materials of which the emtonkments them-
selves were composed were such as to allow of
their being more closely packed. At any rate^

the inner slope of these banks was made 3 to

1, and the outer alopa 2A to 1 ; the thickness

of the bank at the top oeing 16 feet on the
avemge, and the height of water retained in

these reservoirs being as much as 72 feet above
the bottom pf the ouuet.

The thiclmees of the retaining wall or em«
8 2
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bankniont may bo calculated upon the following

|

In earthen damSf it is seldom necessary

principles, if the communication of the water
|

to ascertain the resistance either to the effort

from the upper to the lower side of the reservoir
I

to turn the embankment over on the outer

by means of springs or subterranean water-
,

edge, or to the effort of crushing the founda-

courscs be totally excluded. This condition is tions ; but the tendency of the weight to pro-

the ‘ be all and the end all * of the establish- dnee the movement of the bank upon the bed,

nient of such collections of water, and too and the danger that may arise from the slip-

great precautions cannot be observed to insure ping of the materials of which it is compose^

the attainment of it. The ground must, of must be seriously considered. It is only with

course, be carefully examined, and the effects of reference to the resistance of walls of mason^
the increased head of wafer must be carefully that the considerations first mentioned begin

allowed for. The bottom must be such as will to be of importance, for the pressure supported

not absorb water, and it must have an in- by a bank of earth is always loss than the

clination which shall not allow the water to resistance which this bank would offer if

< scape or to be lost by evaporation from the proper care be taken in the composition of it.

surface. In fact, everything depends upon the
|

Thus, it has been shown Navier

strict impermeability of the soil employed as ' dc^ Le^oiu donnhs d VFjode des Ponts et

the foundation of the banks of reservoirs
;
and

;

Chavsshs) that the pressure supported by a

if this condition be not obtained, the accidents : vertical section (of infinitely small dimensions)

.'It the Torcy, the Rientes, and the Dale Dyke
reservoirs will inevitably be repeated. Indeed,

the dangers to which the banks or walls are

exposed, can at times be so much increased

by the yielding nature of their foundations,

tfiat the importance of ascertaining the nature

of the latter cannot bo exaggerated. Thus the

foundations of the reservoir of Grosbois are

upon an elastic clay
;
and though the thickness

|

of the wall is calculated to resist a greater
|

weight of water than is contained in the re-
j

servoir, yet the movement of the soil under its i

weight and that of the wall gives rise to corre-

}

spending movements in the masonry, which do !

not take place with the ro.sorvoir of Setons,

founded on the solid granite, or the reservoir

of Alicante, which rests on a liard limestone.

The resistance of the bank or w'all of a

reservoir may be considered under three dif-

ferent conditions
: (1) under the condition of the

resistance which it may present to the forces

tending to overthrow it, by causing it to turn

upon the outer edge
; (2) under the condition of

the weight supported by the soil of the founda-

tions, and the materials of which it is composed,

which would tend to crush them
;
and (3) under

the condition of its offering a sufficient re-

sistance to a force that would tend to produce
an effect of sliding or of friction upon the base

or upon the lower courses of the masonry. In
calculating the dimensions of the reservoir**, it

is usual to leave out of account the weight of

the parapets and of all incidental works and
to consider the water as acting upon the total

height of the resisting siuface of the wall,

without taking into account the resistance

offered by the ^und thrown out for the

foundations. This is, perhaps, counting upon
too great an effort, in many circumstances at

least
;
but the consequences of the overthrow of

a dam are so fearful, that there are no reasons

why the rule should be altered to suit the few
exceptional cases. In the north of England,
however, it would seem that of late years care

has seldom been taken to calculate the resist-

ance of the banks, and this fact may possibly

account, foir the fidlures that have cast such
discredit on our engineering.
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of the height of the bank would be, on the

supposition that tho angle of the bank were

45°, QsaZA ; in which r is made equal to the

specific grarity of the water, while 5 represents

the height of the water above the position

considered, or, in other words, the pressure is

equal to the area of the slope multiplied by the

square of the lieiglit of the water divided by
two. If we construct the rectangle representing

the force, and apply it to the point where it

would *act upon the bank, i.e. at a point

situated at one-third of the height from the

Iwttoin, and at the same time observing that

the resultiiut of this pressure is normal to the
line of the bank, we should see that the pressure

would have a tendency to drive the bank
into the earth. Decomposing this force into

two other forces, of which one, n, is destroyed
by the resistance of the ground to which it is

perpendicular, while m represents the tendency
of the bank to slip upon its base in a parallel

direction to the horizon, we may thus estimate
this force in a function of A. Wo have, in the

first place, Q» — and — for

From this we may derive the formulae

and X so

that the horizontal pressure supported by the
bank is equal to the square of tho height of
the water multiplied by the weight of unity
thereof, multiplied by the square root of
If, now, we suppose that the earth of which the
bank is composed has the same specific gravity
as the water, and at tho same time that this is

the only resistance to he overcome by the
pressure of the water, we shall find that the
resistance R, opposed to the force Q, is greater
than this is

; for, in fact, wo have R x 45 x w,
and replacing/5 by its value 5,

R-i25 X J5ir«5*v;
ftom which it would appear, that even upon
the most nnfavountble supposition tjio power
that tends to press die bank in such S manner
as to cause it to slide upon its base, is only a
little more than one-thiru of the resistance by
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would offer to it. We must, then, seek elsewhere !

the causes of the recent failures of reservoir
|

banks. These causes cannot be traced to a
deficiency in the quantity of materials em-
ployed

; and depending as they do on the
conditions of the soil and the foundations,
they can hardly be the subject of strict ma-
thematical re^isoning. It is all-important,
however, that the passage of the water from
the upper to the lower side be prevented,
not only because by this means the gravity
of the bank is decreased, but also because
there is a danger of the lateral displacement
of the earth by the increased tendency to slip

upon the bed that would be produced by the
water mingling with the materials. Under
these circumstances, it cannot be too often
repeated that the foundations of the bank
must be carried down to such a depth as shall

effectually exclude any kind of communication
between the strata on the two sides of it ; that
the bank be composed of materials capable of
resisting, as far as possible, the transmission
of water, and of maintaining themselves at a
reasonable slope even when filled with moisture,
and that the height of the crown of the dam
should be made sufficiently great above the
waste weir to resist the action of the waves.
The precautions to be observed with regard

to the position of the by-wash^, overfalls, and
pipes for the supply of the water, must be
regulated by the circumstances of the reservoir

or by the purpose for which it is to be used.

It would be dangerous to lay down any
law with respect to tlie size, position, and
details of these accessory works ; and we
need only remark that they must be of such
dimensions and so placed as to eu&ble the

men chaiged with the supenntendence of the
resen'oir always to exercise an efficient control

over the water flowing into it, and never to

allow thb waters to become their masters. In
the case of the Dale Dyke reservoir, for instance,

the dimensions of the pipes laid through the

bank were not large enough to carry off the

whole of the flood waters brought down by the

drainage of the upper lands, and the waters

consequently accumulated to a height dan-

gerous to the security of the reservoir. All

this danger might have been avoided by draw-

off pipes or overflows of larger dimensions, and

by placing the overflows at a height which

should leave the crown of the dam consider-

ably above the flood-line. The laws which

regulate the discharge of water in these cases

are, of course, well known ;
the essential condi-

tions of t^e stability of reservoir ' banks are

connected with the foundatkhis, and the struc-

ture of the dam itself.

Sesef ,of In ^ttish Law, the

crim^^of receiving and retaining stolen goods

knowing them to have been stolen. [Bbckivino.]

maatanal Vrodnots of ®oa Maao-
ftMtara* The chief of these are coke, which

remains in the retort after the gas has escaped,

ammoniacal liquor, and tar, which separate

from the gas during the passage of the latter

2G1
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throi^h the condensers. Ammoniacal liquor

consists chiefly of carbonate and sulphide of
ammonium in aqueous solution

;
it is the prin-

cipal source ofammoniacal salts, such as sulphate

of ammonium, chloride of ammonium, &c. The
tar is found as a separate heavy layer of thick

oily liquid beneath the ammoniacal liquor. Its

composition and uses are described under Coal
Tah.
Rostduary legatee. In Law, one to

whom a Kbsidub is bequeathed.

Residue (Lat. residuus, that which re-

mains). In Law, the remainder of u testator’s

estate after payment of debts and legacies:

if this remainder be bequeathed to anyone, he
is styled the residuary legate. If a legatee

dies before the testator, the legacy is a lost or

lapsed legacy, and sinks into the residue
;
and

this prorision of the law is extended to devises

of real property by 7 Wm. IV. and 1 Viet. c. 26
(the Wills Act) s. 25. [Legacy; W^ill.]

Residue. In the Theory of Numbers, the
term residue, as applied to any given numbers,
and with reference to a certain modulus p,
denotes any positive or negative number con-

gruous with n for the modulus p. Thus either

of the numbers 53 or — 7 may be said to be
a residue of the other for the modulus 6, for

53=» 12x6— 7 that is 63= -7. The num-
bers 0, 1, 2, . . . ~ 1 are called the minimum
positive residues for the modulus p, and any
numbers respectively congruous to these are

said to constitute a ampltie system* When p
is a prime, any

p-1
numbers are said to form

a half system of residues for the modulus p ;

if taken positively as well as negatively, they
constitute a system of residues prime to p.
The residues of powers of numbers, for a

certain modulus, are termed respectively qua-

dratic, cubic, biquadratic, residues. Thus
with respect to the modulus 5 the residues

9,-3, 1 X)f 7*, 3*, 2^ &c. would be termed,
respectively, a quadratic, a cubic, and a biqua-

dratic residue. The residues of powers play

an important part in the theory of numbers

:

their propertieswere first investigated by Euler.
{Comment. Arith, CoU. Petropoli, 1849.)
Realn (Or. Pnriyri). A proximate principle

common in the vegetable kingdom, the ultimate

components of which are carbon, oxygen, and
hydrogen. There are many varieties of resin.

Their general characters are fusibility and in-

flammability ; solubility in alcohol, insolubility

in water. They are generally separable into

two distinct portions by the action of cold and
ofhot alcohol. They arevaluable asingredients

in varnishes, and several of them are used in

medicine. They are often naturally blended
with modifications of gum, in which case they
constitute the series of gum resins. The spe-

cific gravity of the resins varies between 1*0

and 1*4. They become negatively electric by
friction. The commonest resin in use, usually

(^ed rosin, is obtained by disrilling tur-

pentine ; the volatile oil passes over, and the

resin remains in the still.
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Among the reeine are included : Copal, the

product of Rhua oopallina ;
Mastich, that of

Piatacia Lentiactte
;

Coumia, that of Icica

TacamaAaca

;

Carai^ that of Ruraera

nata

;

and Elemi, that of Amyria Plutnieri.

Xoalnlta. [RwrnriTE.]

Rastataiice (^Lat. resiato, I mtkaiand).

In Mechanics, this term denotes generally a

force actinn in opposition to another force,

so as to destroy it or diminish its effect.

Resistance is sometimes consider^ as of two
kinds, active and passive

;
the actire resistance

being that which corresponds to the useful

effect produced by a machine, and the passive

that which belongs to the inertia of the machine.

Thus, in raising water from a well, the active

resistance to the force employed is measured

by the c|uantity of water which is raised
;
and

the passive resistance by the force required to

overcome the weight of the bucket and the rope,

the friction of the pulley on its axle, dec.

3R(Mlstance of Fluids. The force with

which a solid body moving through a fluid

is resisted or retarded. For many years the

resistance experienced by a solid moving
through a fluid, such as a ship sailing in the

j

sea, was thought to be determinable only by
certain recondite principles of hydrodynamics

I

which theory could hardly reach ;
but it has

|

of late been conclusively shown, that nearly
|

nine-tenths of the resistance of well-formed
|

ships is made up of friction. This doctrine,

first propounded by Mr. Bourne in his Treatise

on the Screw Propeller, and subsequently in

Ins Catechism of the Steam Engine, published

in 1656, has been further illustrated by
Mr. Phipps, in a paper read before the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers in 1865, and has
been reduced to definite rules, of easy appli-

cation, by Professor Itankine, in his Treatise on
Shipbuilding, in course of publication in 1866.

The subject was. first pressed on Mr. Bourne's
1

attention fl'oia having constructed ships on i

lines formed by allowing a pendulum, armed I

with a pencil,- to vibrate in front of an endless
j

web of paper, moving with a defined speed
;

since, as no .power is lost by a pencliilnm
|

beyond that \which is lost by friction, Mr.
j

Bourne concluded that a vessel formed on the ’

principle that each particle of water shall be
moved a*«ide like a pendulum, slowly nt, first, and
then fsusU^r, and by a reverse process shall finally

come to rest at the stem, would be exempt from
that large source of loss from the displacement
of the water, which was then imputed to the
progress of vessels of the ordinary character,

it was found, however, on subjecting this

hypothesis to the test of experiment, that
although in the new class of vessels there was
no wave raised at the bow, and no appearance
anywhere of much resistance, tlie speed at-

tained was little if at all superior to that of
ordinaiT well-formed ships ; and as in the new
dans of vejisel the resistance was certainly,

for the most port, produoed by friction, the

CQod^ion was reached that friction is the
main cause of resistance in all vessels of
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I moderately good form. Mr. Bourne accord-

.

propose to estimate the resistance, not
by the immersed midship section, as is the

common method, but by the immersed peri-

meter, which would be an approximate measure
of the resistance of all vessels >of the same fine-

ness and length. Nevertheless, as there was
still a certain residuum of resistance depending
upon the degree of sharpness of the vessel, or

the differenee in level between the bow and
stern, Professor Rankine translated this resist-

ance into surface friction also, by assuming as

the rubbing surface of the vessel not the actual

surface of the bottom hut an augmented surface,

which should be in all ckses larger than the

real surface, but larger in the proportion of

the bluntness of the vessel, a common propor-

tion of the augmented surface being 1*4 times

that of the actual surface. In estimating the

resistance of this augmented surface, the ex-

pression / = *0036, deduced by Professor

Weisbach from experiments on the flow of

water in iron pipes, was adopted as the co-

effieient of friction proper for the painted

bottoms of iron vessels. Tlie experiments,

however, of M. Darcy, recently made in France,

show that the friction of bare iron is one-half

greater than if it is covered with a coat of

smooth bitumen
;
and there can be no doubt

that the condition of the surface of a ship’s

bottom will sensibly affect the speed attained.

These topics are set forth at greater lcnt*th

than would be consistent with the limits of

this article, in Mr. Bourne’s Handrhooh of tha

Steam Engine.

Sir Isaac Newton was the first who gave
a general theory of the motions and actions

of fluids’; and it will bo proper here to re-

capitulate the main doctrines of that theory,

although, so far as regards its applicability

to ships, it has now' been superseded, [Hydro-
dynamics.] The Newtonian theory of the rc-

.Hi’stance of fiiiids, which is given in the second
book of the Principia, is founded on the

assumption of the perfect interraobility of the
particles of the fluid, and the equal propaga-
tion of pressure in all directions. These are,

indeed, the characteristic properties of fluidity
;

nevertheless, the results of the mathematical
theorydiffer so widely in many cases from actual

experiment, that some philosophers have called

into question the accuracy of the principles from
which they are derived. The theory, however,
notwithstanding its defects, furnishes some
propositions of practical use. We shall, there-
fore, here give a general view of its leading
principles.

It is evident that a solid body, in moving
through a fluid, must communicate a motion to
the fluid particles with which it succeastvcly
comes in contact. Now, the quantity of motion
communicated to the fluid is necessarily equal
to that which is lost by the solid, and may
therefore be taken as the measuiB of the mist-
ance. From this it follows that the resHtance
upon a plane surface moved perpendicularly
through a non-elastic fluid atrest,isproporiionu
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to the deniity of the fluid, to the area of the
plane, and to the «<^uare of the velocitj.

On oomparing this resistance with the force
of gravity, we have the following theorem:
The direct redetance of an unela^tic fluid on
any plane surface is equal to the weight of a
column of the fluid having the surface for its

base, andfor its altitude tudcc the height due to

the velocity with which the surface moves through
the fluid.

The above measure of the force of resistance
is deduced on the supposition that the direction

of the motion is perpendicular to the plane.
If the shock is received obliquely, the resist-

ance will be greatly diminished.

Let AB represent the profile of

the plane, and MN the direction

of the motion of the plane in

atagnant water, or of a vein of
fluid DCBE striking against the

plane, supposed to be fixed. Let
F be the intersection ofMN with
AB, and draw BC perpendicular

to MN. On FN take FG, to

vnprescmt the resistance B, which A B would
sustain if it were placed perpendicularly to

M N, sod were moving with the same velocity.

This flsroe FQ may be resolved into two,

FH perpendicular and HG parallel to AB,
of which the latter prodnoes no effect on
the plaae ; hence the resistance is diminlidied^

by reason of the oblique impact^ in the ratio

of F II : F G, or of sin t : 1 (i denoting the

angle of ind^nce AF N). But, again, the

ab^lute resiatance is also proportional to

the number of filaments which strike the

plane
;

and it is obvious that the number
which would strike it in the oblique position

AB is less than the number which would strike

it if directly opposed to the stream, in the ratio

ofBO : BA or of sin t : 1. Componndin^ this

with the former ratio, the total diminution of

resistance is as sin *t : 1 ; i. e. the absolute

resistance or pressure in the direction FH per-

pendicular to the plane is B sin ^i.

It still remains to find the effective impulse

or resistance in the direction of the motion.

Draw HI perpendicular to MM. The force in

the direction FH may be resolved into FI and

IH, of trhich the effective part is FI. Hpce
the effective impulse is to tiie absolute oblique

impose as FI to FH, or as sin t : 1 ;
conse-

quently the effective impulse on the plane in

the direction MN is B sin *t.

For other surfaces than planes, it is neces-

sary to find an expression for the resistance on

the diffbrential element of the surface, which

may be regarded as coinciding with its tangent

plane; a^ the sum of all these reristancM,

found by the usual process of integration, will

give the whole resistance on the suirface.

Numerous experiments have been made for

the purpose of ascertaining how far this theory

of the resistance of fluids agrees with the actual

facts, or for forming an empirical theory for

the guidance of the engineer. Of the detail

of these experiments our limits will not permit
j

I

us to give an account; but the principal ex-
perimenters, and works in which the results
may be found, are the following: Sir Isaac
Newton {Brineipia, lib. iL); Mariotte {Traiti
dee Momeinens dee EauxV Gravesande {Sgatan
ofNatural PhUosophv); D. Bernoulli and l&afft
{Comment, Petropol.y, Borda (MSm. de V Acad,
des Sciences deParis, 1763 and 1767) ; Condorcet,
D'Alembert, and Bossut, by order of the French

f
overnment in 1776 ;

'RobsxA.{Hydrodynamique)

;

)u Boat {Principes dHyaravli^); Bobins

( Gunnery) ; Don George d*Ulloa {Exan^Mari-
timoy, Coulomb de VInstitute tom. iii.);

Vince (PA*7. Trans.)*, Hutton {Tracts)*, Beaufoy
{Nautical and Hydraulic Experiments).
The quantity of fluid dragged along by a

body moving m it has generally bem consi-

dered to be independent of the velocity, and was
estimated by Du Buat, from experiments made
on spheres vibrating in water, to increase the
quantity of displac^ fluid in the ratio of 1 to
1*6. His experiments on prisms also showed
that the quantity of dragged fluid was premor-
tional to the bulk of the moving body. Mr.
Baily {Fkd. Trans. 1832) gives, as the mean
results of his experiments on pendulums

I

swinging in air, the ratio 1 to 1*846 as the iii-

I

crease of the displaced fluid from this cause

;

I

and remarks that the quantity appeared to

I

depend on the form as well as magnitude of the
moving body, but not on its weight or specific

I

gravity. This drcumstance, which consider-

ably modifies the resistance, though made
!

known by Du Buat in 1786, was overlooked
: by other experimenters, until rediscovered by
^ssel in 1826, when engaged on experiments

I

to determine the length ^ the secmids pen

I

dulum.
! From the above considerations^ it may be
inferred that the resistance B imposed to any
body moving throngh a fluid, cemsidered as a
pressure of so many pounds weight, will be ex-

pressed by an equation of this form,

B-(m + «)WAA;.

where W is the weight in pounds of the unit of
volume of the fluid (one cubic foot)

; A* the

area of the greatest transverse section of the
body,. expressed in square feet; h the height in

feet due to the velocity, so that A 64;
and m and n numerical coefficients, constant

for bodies of similar figure, but variable for

bodies of different figures, and to be determined
by experiment for each kind of body; m having
reference to the impulse and pressure on the

anterior surface, ana n to the non-pressure on
the posterior part. The following are a few
of the cases for which values of m and n have
been found.

When a thin plate is directly opposed to the

impulse of a stream, the value ofm 4- n appears

to increase with the area. IfA is equal to a
tenth of a square foot, m4-naBl*4; and*.if

A»1 square foot, m + 1*9. The value of

m + n for surfluies of lar^ dimensions has not

been sufficiently determined. For a prismatic

body terminate by two planes, the pressuxer
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against the anterior force remains consUnt;

but the non •pressure, or value of w, diminishes

as the leng^ increases. For a cube held fast

in a stream, Du Buat found w + « = 1’4*6
;
and

for a prism whose length was -from three to six

times the square root of its face, m + «*sl*34.

But when the bodies moved in still water, he

found, as for the thin plate, m + w* 1*43
; for I

the cube, + 718* 1*17; and for the prism,

By means of these values the actual resist-

ances are readily computed for each body
,
when

the velocity is given. Suppose the velocity to

be 3 feet per second, and the opposing surface

in each case to be 1 square foot. For v=3, we
have A= 9 + 64 « *1 406. With respect to W,
the weight of an imperial gallon of water, at

temperature 62° and under the mean pressure,

is 10 lbs. avoirdupois
;
but an imperial gallon

contains 277*27 cubic inches, whence the weight

of a cubic foot of water is 62*3 lbs. avoirdupois.

Hence, if the bodies are impelled through stag-

nant water with a velocity of 3 feet per second,

the absolute resistances in each case are as
;

under :

—

Tor the thin plate 11= 1-43 x 02-3 x -1406= 1 2-5 lbs.

For the cube 11= 1 -1 7 x 62-3 x -HOfi= 10-2

For the prlam B= 1*10 x 6a'3 x • 1406= 9*6

The effect produced by the addition of a poop

or prow was also determined by Du Buat. The
addition of a poop to a prismatic body whose

length is four or five times its breadth only

diminishes the resistance by a tenth part. But
when a prow consisting of two equal vertical

planes, making with each other an angle of 60°,

was ailded, the resistance was reduced to about

a half. On giving the prow the form of a semi-

cylinder, the resistance was also reduced about

a h.ilf. The section of the prow being a triangle

whose height was double the base or breadth of

the'prism, the resistance was reduced to two-

fifths. In general, a prow having a curved

surface produces a greater diminution of the

resistance than one of equal magnitude termi-

nated by plane surfaces.

For a sphere moving in water or in air with

a moderate velocity, the experiments give

7)1 + = 0*6
;
but this value increases when the

velocity becomes gi’eat, as in the case of a pro-

jectile. The experiments of Bossut on the

model of a ship moved in the direction of its

axis gave 7?i + n *= 0*16. This may be considered

as the value corresponding to the solid of least

resistance For the effect with which solid

bodies resist an effort tending to break or crush

them, see Stkenoth op Materials; and for

the resistance of the atmosphere on a projectile,

see Guknerv and Projectile.

Resistance of Railway Trains. [Rail-
,

ROADS.]

Reslstancet aoltd of Reast. In Mecha-
nics, tho solid whose flgnro is such that in its

motion through a fluid it gustains tho least

resistance of all others having the same length
and base

;
or, on the other hand, being sta-

tionary in a current of fluid, offers the least

interruption to the progress of that fluid. In
261
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the former case, it has been considered the

best form for the stem of a ship
;
in the latter,

the proper form for the pier of a bridge.

The law of resistance being known, the

calculus enables us to determine the form of

the solid of least resistance. Newton; in the

thirty-fourth proposition of the second book of

his Prtneipiat has solved this problem on the

hypothesis that the resistance is proportional

to the square of the velocity.

Realatance of Steam Vessels. [Steam
Naviga.tion.]

Reselutlen (Lat. reaolutio, from resolvo,

I unloose). In Mathematics, this term is usu-
ally synonymous with solution. Thus the reso-

lution of an equation is the procedure which
leads ultimately to the discovery of its roots.

[Equa.tion.] The term is frequently used as

the opposite of composition. Thus we speak
of the resolution of a number into its prime
factors, and of a force into its components.

[Composition and Resolution of FoncBS.]
Resolution. In Medicine and Surgery*, this

term implies tlie cessation or dispersion of

inflamjmatory action without the formation of

an abscess or mortifleation.

Resolution. In Music, the writing out of

a canon or fugue in partition from a single line.

Resolution. In Parliamentary usage, ‘ every
question, when agreed to, as.sumcs the form
either of an order or a resolution of the house.

By its orders, the house directs its committees,
its members, its officers, tho order of its own
proceedings, and the acts of all persons whom
they may concern ; by its resolutions, the hoiuc
declares its own opinions and purposes.’ (May,
Parliamentary Practice.) [ParliamentJ
Resalatlon of a Discord. In Musie,

the descent by a tone or a semitone, according
as the mode may require, of a discord which
has been heard in tho preceding harmony.
Resolvent. In Algebra, an equation upon

whose solution that of a given equation depends.
[Differential Resolvent.]
Resonance (Lat. rcsonantia, a resounding).

Ill Music, a very indefinite term used in regai-d

to the production or reverberation of sound.
Respiration (Lat. respiratio, ffom respiro,

I breathe). The function by which the nu-
trient circulating fluid of an organised body is

submitted to the influence of air, for the pur-
pose of changing its properties. The great end
which appears to be answered by respiration in
animals is the removal of carl onic acid from
venous blood.

^

This gas is accordingly found
in the air expired from the lungs

; and the
blood, having lost its carbonic acid, at the
same time loses its dingy hue, and acquires tho
florid red which characterises arterial blood.
The carbonic acid is attracted, as it were, out
of the venous blood, by the oxygon of the air
in the cellular structure of the lungs

;
while,

at the same time, a portion of oxygen, about

^

equal in bulk to that of the emitted carbonic

j

acid, is absorbed by the blood, and contributes
to Its arterial character. The ch nge from tl,e
arterial to the venous state, appears to take
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place in the capillary junctions of the artery
and Ycin ; but how it is there effected we know
not.

From the quantity of carbonic acid emitted
from the lungs in a given time, it has been at-

tempted to ascertain the quantity of carbonwhich
is thrown off

;
but the usual estimates upon this

subject, which place it at about 12 ounces in the

24 hours, are probably overrated, inasmuch as
that quantity ofcarbon is more than that which
exists in the food daily taken into the stomach.
If wo average it at 6 to 7 ounces, it will probably
be nearer the truth. • Besides carbonic acid,

tliero is also a quantity of aqueous vapour
thrown out "Nvith the expired air; this is pro-

bably produced chiefly by the superficial ex-

halants of the lungs, but it may also be partly

derived from ti’anspiration from the blood. It

has not been satisfactorily ascertained whether
the nitrogen of the air is affected by respiration.

The most recent experiments would, however,
8t‘em to show that during fasting nitrogen is

absorbed.

Respiration of Plants. [Botany.]
Respirator. An instrument fitted to cover

tlio moutli, ov<‘r which it is retained by proper

bandages
;

it is constructed of a series of flat-

tened silver or gilt wires, over and between
which the air passes and repasses in the act of

respiration and of speaking. It is presumed
that the warm air emitted from the lungs im-

parts its excess of temperature to the small

metallic bars, and that these in their turn im-
part heat to the cold air drawn through them
at each inspiration

;
so that in this way the low

temperature of the external air in cold weather

is mitigated before it reaches the lungs, and its

supposed noxious influence is prevented. When
a handkerchief is tied over the mouth, and we
are obliged to breathe through the nose, the

extreme low temperature of uie external air is

similarly mitigated before it reaches the lungs.

Respite. In Law, a susj^nsion, delay, or

forbearance : as of the execution of a criminal

sentence.

Respond (Let. respondeo, I answer), A
half pillar, or pier, introduced in a w^l to

support an aitm; it constitutes, in f^t, a{

continuation of the line of the arch in the
i

horisontal part of the wall, and appears to be

introduced for the purpose of supporting it

Reepondentln (Lat. respondeo, I frwmM
tn return)* In Mercantile Law, a species of

mort^'ige in the nature of bottomi^, but difier-

ing fbom it*iu that the loan is ef^cted on the

security of the flight, and not on that of the

ship itself. [Bottohbt.]
Reeponellile Oowernnent. In Politics,

this term, although rather indefinite in point

of phrasedog^, hM acquired by uMge a special

meaning, executive authorities, except the

sovereign himself in a pure monarchy, are in

tru^ to some power or other for

abuse or their functions ; but under the British

constitution, the ministry, together with its

head^ the prime minister, are in a peculiar

sense reeponeiUe to parliament, Le. it is the

RESTORATION
established usage that on a vote equivalent
to want of confidence they should resign their

offices, and make way for an administration more
in harmony^ with the sentiments of the legis-

lature. This system has been of late carried

into practice in the larger British colonies,

where the governor, appointed by the crown,
is assisted by a ministry, appointed indeed by
himself, but responeiblet in the sense above in-

dicated, to the colonial legislature. This system
is, in common language, contrasted with that

which prevails in other constitutional countries,

and particularly the United States, where the
president, elected for a term of four years,

appoints a ministry dependent on himself, and
not subject to change according to the votes of
the legislature.

Rest (A.-Sax. r»st, Gr. rast). In Music, a
pause or interval of time, during which .there

is an intermission of the voice or sound.
Rest. [Reserve,]
Restiaoeae (Restia, one of the genera). A

natural order of Glurnal Endogens, of little

interest except to botanists. They occur chiefly

in the woods and marshes of South America,
New Ilolland, and Southern Africa, and are
herbs or undershrubs, of a rush-like aspect.

Reutlform (Lat, rcstis, a rope, and forma).
In Anatomy, this term is applied to certain
rope-like columns or tracts, beliind the lateral

tracts of the medulla oblongata. The restiform
tract is continuous below with the posterior

columns of the myelon
; while above, its fibres

may be traced transversely through the pons
into the cerebellum. If the restiform tracts be
irritated, the most acute suffering is produced.
ResUtution of Conjugal Rights. In

Law, the denomination of a suitbetween husband
and wife, brought in the Court of Divorce anil

Matrimonial Causes, for the purpose of compel-
ling cohabitation, if refused by either part^.

Restltutloiip Writ of. In Law, a writ of

restitution lies where judgment has been re-

versed, to restore to the defendant what he has
lost by the efiect of the erroneous judgment.
Restitution of goods to a party robb^ wi's

unknown to the common law until the stat.

21 Hen. VIII. c. 11. By the statute 24 & 25
Viet. c. 96, it is now in the power of the

court to award a writ of restitution of goods
and chattels, or to restore them in a sum-
mary manner, where a thief or fraudulent

taker has been indicted on the part of the

owner and convicted. Such restitution cannot

be granted of a valuable security, where the

property has passed into other hands by a bond
fide transaction. But a writ of restitution will

reach goods stolen, although they have been

sold in market overt. Restitution can be had
only from the person in possession of the goods

at uie time of and after the felon's conviction.

Reatoratloa* Tbe. In English History,

this name is applied by way of eminence to

the restoration of Charles II. to the throne

after an interregnum of eleven years and four

months, from Jan. 30, 1649, when Charles L
was beheaded, till May 29, 1660.
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Utestrlotloa of Cooli FajmosU* Be-

tween FebruaiT27fl797» and February 1, 1820,

the Bank of j^gland was permitted to issue

notes for which the holder could not demand
gold in exchange. This regulation is an im-

portant epoch in the history of banking. For
the facts of the restriction and the resumption,

aeiTTooke's History of PrioeSt especially rol. ir.

Roonltsunt (Lat resulto, I rehout^. In

Mechanics, the term resultant is applied to a

forcet motion t
velocity or rotation which is

mechanically equivalent to seyeral other forces,

motions, yelocities or rotations. f^CoitposmoN

AKD RbSOLUTION OF FoBOES AND itoTATIOKS.]

In the higher algebra, the resultant of a

system of homogeneous equations, involving as

many variables as there are equations, is an

important function of the coeincients which,

^equated to zer6, expresses the condition of

the existence of a common set of roots, and
consequently the result of the elimination of

all the variables. The synonymous term eli-

minant, now rarely used, was suggested by the

latter property. The resultant is frequently

considered apart from the system of equations,

and is then referred to as the resultant of a

system of quantics.

In the case of two binary quantics of the

and degrees, respectively written thus,

+ . 4,jr

- . . 4.U:*.y)*

[Quantics], bo that the coeffiment in every

term has a sufiix equal to tlie exponent of

the power of one of the facients y in that term,

the resultant is a homogeneous function of the

coefficients of each qnantic of a degree equal

to the order of the other qnantic. In the

above case, therefore, the resultant is of the

order in the coefficients a, and of the

in the coefficients b. Moreover, the sum of

the suffixes in each term of the resultant is

always constant, and equal to the product

mn of the orders of the quantics. This
constant sum is called the weight of the re-

sultant. [Wbioht op a Function.] Thus the
resultant of the two binary quadrics

("a, y)*> (*»• *i> sf

i*
^ " ®o ^i)

which is of the 2nd order in each of the co-

!

efficients a and b, and whose weight is 4.

In general the resultant of any number of
?[uantics of different orders is a homogeneous
unction of the coefficients of each, of a degree
equal to the product of the orders of all the
remaining quantics, and if the coefficients iu

the several quantics be affected with suffixes

respectively equal to the exponents of tho

powers of sogie one of the ffacients which those

coefficieDts multiply, the sum of the suffixes

in evexy term of the resultant will be equal

to the product of the orders of the quantics.

Hie well-known and important fact that a
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system of n homogeneous equations of the

orders mi, m, . . . mo, respectively, in n +

1

variables can be satisfied, simultaneously, by
at, . . . iHb systems of values of these va-

riables, is an immediate consequence of tlie

above properties of the resultant

The resultant of a system ofquantics can oft en

be expressed as a determinant [Kuhination.]

I

For instance, the resultant of a system of n

I

linear and homogeneous equations in n variahl/s

I

is the determinant of the n*** order whose

I
constituents, in any column, are tho several

I

coefficients of one of the variables. Agi in,

the resultant of the above two binaiy quadrics

is the determinant

®0 »
® 1 » ®

0 f

^l» ^2» ^

When the given quantics are the several

first derived functions of one and the sumo
qnantic, the resultant is called the discriminant

of that qnantic. [Discbiminant.]
Resulting Trust. In Law, a species of

trust arising by operation of law. If a pur-

chaser of property takes a conveyance in the

name of another person, then if there is no-

thing to indicate an intention of conferring a
ben^cial interest on such person, tho trust or

benefit of tho property conveyed is said to

result to the purchaser who paid for it. Again,

if a settlement of property is made, and no
trusts of it are declared, or if tho trusts de-

clared are not such as to exhaust the beneficial

interest in the property, there is said to be a
resulting trust to the settlor of the beneficial

interest undisposed of.

Resulting Vse. In Law, a species of use
arising by operation of law. Where on a
conveyance of the legal estate or seisin in

lands no uses of it are declared, or if the uses
declared are not sufficient to exhaust the whole
fee simple, the use remaining undisposed of is

said to result to the original owner. [ltESUL.TtNO

Thust; Use.]

Resumption of Oasis Rapments. Du-
ring the great continental war, and for four
years after the battle of Waterloo, the Bank of

England was empowered to issue inconvertible

notes. For some portion of this time those

notes were at a discount, the discount being
gmtest between 1810 and 1816. At the begin-
ning of the year 1817, the directors of the F^nk
prepared to resume cash payments, but the
negotiation of considerable l^ns on the part
of France, Austria, and Russia, again aflfected

the note circulation, and the natural pxy>ces8 of
resumption was checked for a time. It was
resolved, however, that committees of both
Houses of Parliament should report on the
currency, and in consequence the Act of 1819,
the first of Peers CtttTen<^ Acts, was passed.
This Act provided that the Bank shonld ex-
change its notes for gold, such gold to be in

I

ingots, and in quantities of not less than 60

I

ounces, first, from February 1 to October I,
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1820, at the rate of 4tl. Is, the oz.

; next, from
October 1, 1820, to May 1, 1821, at the rate of
S/. 19<. Bd, ; lastly, between May 1, 1821, and
May 1, 1823, at 3/. 17a* lO^d. After that date
notes of all denominations and in all quantities
were to be convertible on demand.
Aeanplnate (Lat. resupinatus, Ij/ing on the

In Botany, a term applied to parts
whicn become inverted, usually by the twisting
of their stalk. It occurs in uie case of many
orchidaceous flowers, and the leaves of Alstro-

meria.

Masiurreetton. In Theology, this term is

especially applied to the rising again of Christ
from the dead, as narrated in the Gospels and
the Acts of the Apostles.

ReauseltatloB (Lat. resuscitatio). This
term is generally used to signify the restoring
to animation of persons apparently dead. The
first and principal object in these cases is to
aerate the blood by the artificial introduction of
fresh air into the lungs, and to restore the
natural function of respiration. The lungs,

therefore, must be inflated, and proper stimu-
lants applied when necessary

; among these, in

cases of drowning and of apparent death from
exposure to cold, friction is eminently important:
after hanging, the vessels of the brain often re-

quire to be unloaded byvenesection in thejugular
vein. Galvanism is sometimes resorted to, but
generally without effect. In all these cases no
time should be lost, as everything depends upon
prompt treatment, as well as upon proper
means ; and many lives have been lost for

want of immediate aid, and skill in applying

it. The attempts to restore suspended anima-
tion should not be given up till unequivocal

proofs of death are manifest. The details of

the management of different cases of apparent
death are too extensive to come within our
limits : upon this subject the reader may ad-

vantageously consult Taylor’s Medical ^uris-

prudetwe, [Drowkino.]
MetalBer (Lat. retineo, I keep back). In

old English Iaw, a servant not dwelling in the

master's house or employed by him in any
distinct occupation, but wearing his livery (i. e.

hat, badge, or suit), and attending on particular

occasions: an inmrtant relic of the times of

private warfare. The giving liveries, or retaining

this class of servants, was forbidden by many
statutes with little effect. The statutes them-
selves were rcTOaled by 3 Ch. I. c, 1 ; but the

usage had neany ceased.

matfilnar or BftntBg I’m. In the

language of the Bar, a fee given to a counsel to

secure his services ; or rather, as it has been
said, to prevent the opposite side from engaging

them. A special retainer is for a particular

case expected to come on. A general retainer

is given by a party desirous of securing a
priority of claim on the counsers services for

any ease which he may have in any coipt which
that counsel attends. The eflect of it is merely
this, that if a counsel having a general retainer

receive a spedal retainer on the other side, he
cannot accept it until twenty-four hours after

RETAINING WALL
notice shall have been given of its arrival to
the party so generally retaining him

; when, if

he does not receive a brief or a special retainer
from the latter, he is bound to accept it. The
same word in its strict legal acceptation signifles

the engagement of an attorney by his client.

Aatwining Wall. A wall built for the
purpose of resisting the thrust of the ground at
the back, or for confining a body of water in a
reservoir. The principles to be observed in

proportioning the thickness of these structures
to their height, involve the most difficult pro-
blems with which the civil engineer has to
deal. The foundations of ^.^tainiiig walls must
be such that they shall not be liable to dis-

placement laterally under the influence of the
pressure behind them, nor vertically under
the perpendicular weight broiiglit upon them.
According to circumstances, then, the founda-
tions of a retaining wall may be carried down
to the solid ground, they may bo executed
on piles, or they may be entirely of concrete.

Local considerations of economy will, generally

speaking, regulate the manner in wliich this

art of a work will be executed ; the only con-

itions which must be obseiwed are that the sum
of the forces tending to displace the wall shall

be exceeded by the force tending to produce
stability. The thickness to be given to the

upper part of a retaining wall will very much
depend on the nature of the material to bo
siipix)rted, and on the weight to be sustained ;

the thickness of such w'alls will have to be
varied also in proportion to the length in

which they may have to resist the weight
brought upon them without any intermediate

support. As a general rule, the thickness of

retaining walls is made one-third of the height

of the bank wdiieh they arc intended to support,

being diminished by sets-off on the inside, so

ns to preserve the perpendicularity of the ex-

ternal face
;
but the thickness of retaining walls

destined to support the banks of rivers, or

quays, is gencnilly made about equal to one-

half their Inught above the footings, on the

average, in order to resist the action of the

water upon the materials of the earthwork be-

hind them. Of course, there are modifications

of form, and dispositions of material in retain-

ing walls, that may allow the thickness above

given to be much reduced ; as, for instance, the

face of the walls may be made curvilinear in

vertical Tsection, or it may be made with counter

forts, and circular parts like inverts, between

:

but the rules above given will generally apply,

and the means adopted for saving mason^ will

j

demand superior execution or extraordinary

I care. For rarther details the reader is referred

to Moseley’s Engineering and Architecture;

Murray, On Retaining Walls; Poncelet* 8urles

Re^temenis; MaymeltSurlaPcusseedes Terres;

Be Prony, Nouvelle Architecture H^drmiUque;

Navier, RisunU dee Legons donnks a TEcole des

Fonts it Chaussies; &c. But the ii^ications

given in all these cases must be received with

a considerable amount of reserve, inasmuch as

the earthwork at the back of the walla erected
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to support them may becomei when exposed to

the tml waters, loaded with a semi-fluid denser

than water, which would greatly modify its

action upon the walls. Hence the great

thickness of the retaining walls of canals,

reservoirs, sea walls, docks, &c. Much of

the necessary thickness will depend upon the

nature of the soil.

Retama (Arab. Bsetem). A genus of 2>-

guminosa closely allied to our Broom {Sato-

thamnu8\ and consisting of elegant shrubs,

distributed over the Mediterranean region and
the Canary Isles. Kaetem is the name given

by the Arabs to a white-flowered species, R.
Ratam, which grows in Arabia and Syria.

According to ForskAl, an infusion of its bitter

roots is drunk by the Arabs for internal pains,

and the shoots macerated in water are applied

to wounds. The Arabic name Kmtem, tutored

slightly into Rtiama^ is the common appellation

of the plants of this genus in Spain. One of

the species is of great utility in staying the
|

sand along the shores of Spain, converting the

most barren spots into (Poriferous gardens.

The young shoots are eagerly eaten by goats,

and the twigs are used for tying bundles.

Retardation (Lat. retaiPatio, from tardus,

sl(m\ The act of hindering the free progress

of a body, and ultimately, therefore, stopping

it. It arises &om the opposition of the me-

iium in which the body moves, or from the

friction of the surface upon which it moves.

!
FnicTioN ;

Resistance.]

KETAnJUTioN. In uunneiy, the loss of

velocity of a projectile, in consequence of the

air s resistance. [Gunneuy.]
Rete Mnoosum (Lat.). The soft matter,

or layer, situated between the cuticle and the

cutis ; it is the seat of the colour of the skin.

It is black in the negro, and the colouring

matter is of such a nature as to admit of

being bleached by the action of chlorine.

Retla Mlrat>tlia (Lat. wonderful nela).

The vaso-ganglionic structures, or network
blood-vessels, at the base and in other parts of

the brain in vertehrata.

RatUirtos (Lat. retiarins, from rete, a nd).

In Entomology, those spiders are so called

which spin a web or net to entrap their prey.

Retliurli (Lat. from rete). The name of a
class of Roman gladiators. The retiarins was
furnished with a trident and net, with no more
covering than a short tunic; and with these
implements he endeavoured to entangle and
despatch his adversazy, who was called eecutor

(firom seqtu, U follow) and was armed with a
helmet, a shield, and sword. [Gxadiatobs.]
RatievlAte (Lat rettenlatns, from rete).

In Botany, farmed like network. The term is

especially emplo^ to describe the condition

of the vnnattoQ m Ezogens, as compared with
that of Eadogens.

BKtsonx*ATB. In Zoology, whm a surface

has a miaaber of minute impressed lines which

;

interseet each othmr in various directions, like

the meshiss of a
RntleitfKMl Wntlu la Architecture, a
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RETORT
^ method of executing masonry in which the

I

stones are square and laid lozenge-wise, re-

sembling the meshes of a net. This species of

I

masonry is scarcely ever practised in the pre-
i sent day ; but it was very common amongst
the ancients.'

Reftfoiilntes. The name of a section of

lithophytes, comprehending those in which the

polype cells have a reticulate disposition on the

surface of expanded plates.

Rationle (Lat. reticulum). In a telescope,

a network of fine spider’s webs or wires cross-

ing each other at right angles, and dividing

the field of view into a series of small equal

squares. It has been long used for observations

on the quantity of the enlightened parts of a

i

luminaiy during eclipses ; and is found well

adapted for that and similar purposes.

R^tloulnm (Lat. dim. of rete). The name
of the honeycomb bag, or second cavity of the

complex stomach of the Ruminant quaarupeds

;

so called from the reticulate or honeycomb-
like disposition of the cells, mostly hexagonal^

which occupy its inner surface.

Reticulum. In Botany, the debris of inter-

lacing fibres found at the base of the petiole in

palm-trees.

Rettaa* The pulpy expansion of the optic

nerve in the interior of the eye
;
it is the seat

of vision.

Retlttaouluni (Lat. a holdfast). In Bo-
tany, the name of a hispid gland found on the

stigmas of orchids and asclepiads, by which the

pollen masses are held fast.

Retlnalite (Gr. resin, and KiBos,

stone), A massive variety of Serpentine with

a resinous appearance, from Canada.
Retinlte (Gr. fiirltrn)» A mineral substance,

interm^iate between resin and asphalt, dis-

covered by Mr. Hatchett in roundish or irregular

opaque lumps of a yellowish or ]Mle brownish-

yellow colour, in tertiary cla^ at Bovey Tracey,

in Devonshire, associate with lignite
;
also at

Halle, and in |»at at Osnabriick in Hanover.
When digested in alcohol, it yields a portion of

resin, and asphalt remains.

Ratlaltia* Inflammation of the retina.

RetlpaiU (Lat. rete, and pes, afoot). The
name given by Scopoli to one of the divisions

of a binary arrangement of birds, including all

those which have the skin of the tarsi divided

into small polygonal soaks.
RetiroA VUunk. In Milita]7 sxt, a flank

bent inwards towards the rear of the work or

army, of which it forms a part.

Ratontoa (Xat. retorqueo, 1 drive baek%
In Internationa Law, a designation for the
use, by a power ii\jured through tjhe withdrawal
by another power of the indnl^nces sanctioned
by comity ofnations in its favour, of the power
of retortina by the wiriidrawal of the like in-

dulgences nom the latter. [Gonmr.]
Ratott (Lat. retortns, part, of retorqueo).

A Chemical vessel employed in a variety of
distillations. It is generally made of gUiss or
earthenware, and aometimea is provided with a
stopper BO placed above the bulb as to enable
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substances to be introduced into it without

soiling the nedk; in this case it is called a
tubulated retort. A
receiver is usually-

annexed to it for the
purpose of collecting

the products of dis-

tillation.’ Fig. 1 re-

presents a plain retort

and receiyer
;
in fig. 2

both are tubulated.

Retorts of large size,

made of iron or of fire-

clay, are used for the distillation of coal in the
manufacture of gas.

Retreat (Fr. retraite). The name given to

the beating of drums or sound of trumpets at

sunset in all garrisons
;

after which sentries

challenge, and no trumpet sounds or drum
beats, except for watch-setting and tattoo, or in

case of an alarm, until the folio fldng Reveille.
Retrencliment (Fr. rotranchement). In

Fortification, a line of works formed so as to

cut offparts of a fortress, and enable the garrison

to continue the defence after the parts outside

of them are tiiken. [Foin iFicvnoN.]
Retrocedent (Lat. retrocedo, 1 go hack).

In Pathology, a term applied to those diseases

which move about from one part of the body to

another; as retrocedent gout^ when it leaves

the toe for the stomach.

Retrogradatlon. A term applied to the

apparent motion of a planet when it is contrary

fo the order of the signs, or when the planet

appears to move westward among the fixed

stars. [Planet.]
Retrograde (Lat. retrogradis. going back-

ward). This term is applied to backward as

opposed to direct motion. In Astronomy, the

apparent motion, from cast to west, of the

heavens is retrograde.

Rettl Weights. The small egg-shaped

scarlet and black seeds of Ahrus jprecatoritis,

which are employed in India as weights.

Retum. In Architecture, a projection,

moulding, or wall continued in a different or an

opposite direction to that of the original direc-

tion of the body returned.

Return. In Law, in its most usual sig-

nific&tion, this word is applied to writs. The
return to a writ is, properly speaking, a recital

by the sheriff or other officer to whom it was
directed of what he has done in execution of it,

as, for example, in coses of civil process, that

the defendant cannot be found (technically

called non eet inventus)^ has no goods within

the sheriff’s bailiwick (nulla bona), and so

forth. This is indorsed on the writ
;
and the

writ is then delivered into the court whence it

issued on the retum day or day when the writ

is returnable. The remedy against the sheriff

for a false return is by action on tbe case.

The retum of members of parliament is thus,

strictly speaking, the retum by the sheriff, or

other returning officer, of the writ addressed

to him, certifying^e election in pursuance of it.

tPABLIAMKNT.]'
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Retose ^Latretusus, blunted). In Botany,
a term apphed to pe^ which terminate in a
round end depressed in the centre.

Retslte. A red variety of Zeolite from
.Sldelfors in Sweden ; named after Retzius, by
whom it -was analysed.

Reoasin or Ranaalte. Anhydrous sul-

phate of soda and magnesia, occurring in ciy-

stals and in mealy efflorescences, near Seidlitz

in Bohemia. Named after Reuss, the Austrian
mineralogist.

Rewalenta Arablea* The commercial
name (formed by transposition from the name
of the plant which yields it) for a much vaunted
kind of meal, which is simply the prepared seeds
of the Lentil, Ervum Lens. It is sometimes
called Ervalenta, which comes nearer its true
name.
Rewellle (Fr. rAveil, an awaking). The

name given to the beating of drums or sound
of trumpets at daybreak in all garrisons, after

which sentries do not challenge till tlie follow-

ing Retreat.
Revelation. [Tubologt.]
Revelation, Book of. [Atocaltpsb.]
Revels, Blaster of the, or Bord of

BSismle. The name of an officer formerly
attached pro tempore to royal and other dis-

tinguished houses, whose duty it was to preside

over the Christmas entertainments. This office

was first permanently instituted in the reign of
Henry VIII.

;
it appears to have gone out of

fashion towards the end of the seventeenth
century.

Revendioatlon (Fr.). A term of the Civil

Law, signifying a claim legally made to recover
property, by one claiming as owner. The right

of property must, generally speaking, be com-
plete, to proceed to the action of revendication ;

thus, no such action cun be brought for corporeal

things until after delivery, by which they pass.

Revenue (Fr. revenu). The name given

to the income of a state derived from the cus-

toms, excise, taxation, and other sources, and
appropriated to the payment of the nationiil

expenses. Useful and comprehensive tables,

showing the revenue and expenditure of Great
Britain, will be found in the parliamentaiy
papers printed every session.

Reverberatory rurnace. A furnace in

which the flame is made to pass over a briilge,

and then beat down again upon a hearth or

surface, on which the materials to be heated are

placed. [Founding.]
Reverend (Lat. reverendus). A title of

respect given to the clergy. In- Roman Catho-

lic countries tbe members of the different reli-

f
ious orders are styled reverend. In England
eans are very reverend, bishops right reverend^

and archbisliops most reverend. In Scotland,

tbe principals of the universities and the

moderator of the General Assembly for the

time being are styled very reverend.

Rewerae (Lat. reversus, jpart. of rererto,

I turn hack). In Numismatics, ihe opposite

to the obverse or face of the coin or medal.

[Numismatics ; OBVEit8B.J
*



REVERSED DIP
ftavoTMd Mp» In mountain districts, as

in the Alps, where the strata frequently show
proof of having been lifted np bv a force acting

intensely, but with limited play, they have some-
times been lifted through an annle greater than

a right angle. The result is that beds origin-

ally uppermost are now apparently underlying,

and this phenomenon is expressed by the term
rtmrud Except in districts where there

have been extensive movements, it is not likely

that this condition of the beds can exist ; but
wherever it does occur, it is extremely puzzling

to the young geologist.

Besides the cases in the Alps and other

mountain tracts, there are not wanting folded

strata, chiefly in the coal measures, where a re-

version of dip is repeated over and over again.

Such cases ore common both in the French and
Belgian coal-fields, and are the result of lateral

pressure. Reversed dip has been noticed in

some parts of England, though rarely. Beds
thus displaced, if followed along their line of

outcrop, ore soon found to have their proper

relative position.

XavantoB. In I4W, a reversion is defined

to be the residue of an estate in lands, tene-

ments, or hereditaments, left in the grantor, to

commence in possession after the determination

of some particular estate mnted by him. Thus,
for example^ when a ]an<Dord gnnts a lease for

years, the estate remaining in mm is called the

nvernon, and carries the right to the rent re-

served, although the tenant eiyoys the actual

posesssion of ue land during his tenani^.

Xavaisliia« Bawavalaiiasy rajmaBta*
In the doctrine of Annuitiex^ a reversion is a
payment which is not to be received, or a bene-

fit which does not begin, until the happening of

some event, as the death of a penmn now living.

Payments which are to be received at the end
of a specified period of time are usually called

deferred paymenU,
The present value of a suxn of money to be

received on the death of an individual of a given

age dej^nds evidently upon the chances which

the individual has of survivii^ each future year

of age, combined with the interest of money.
The method by whidi the value is calculated,

fri>m an observed or assumed law of mortality,

has been explained under the term Assukakce ;

and for the sake of facilitating calculations of

this kind, which are of very frequent occur-

rence in the aflSiirs of life, extensive tables have
been published, computed from various hypo-
theses of mortality, and at different rates of

interest. Such tables are usually exhibited in

the form of Annuity Tables, from which the

solution of all <;^ue8tion8 relating to assurance

and reversions is easily deduced. [Aknpitt ;

Assuboxob.]
Let A denote the value of an annuity of 1/.

on a life of a pren age, V the present value of

to be receded at the end of the year in

whi^ the life fails (the year being supposed

to commence with the day on which the

annuity is payable)* r the rate of interest* and
wi'f (1 + r); then

REVERSION
V«:o(l + A)—A,orV«>o— (1 - 0) A.

Suppose, for example, that on the death of

A., whose present age is fifty-five, the sum of

5,000/. is to revert to B., or his assigns, and that

B. proposes to sell his interest in this rever-

sion
;
and let it be proposed to calculate the

sum which he ought now to receive, allowing

the purchaser interest at the rate of 4 per

cent, per annum. In the table given under the

term Annuity the value of an annuity of 1/. on
a male life aged fifty-five is 11*0392. At 4 per

cent, we have r t= *04, and v 1 -r 1 *04 : there-

fore 110892 --aaro. This is
104

the value of the reversion of 1/. ; consequently
5,000/. X *5370 'ts 2,685/. is the sum which
should receive for his reversionaiy interest.

When the reversionary benefit consists of
an annuity to commence upon the death of an
individual, and to continue for a term of years

certain, its value is found by computing the

value of the annuity for the assigned period,

and proceeding as in the above example
;
but

when it consists of an annmty commencing
upon the death of one individual, and termin-
able upon the death of another, it becomes
necessary to have recourse to tables of annuities

on joint lives. Thus, if A. becomes entitled

upon the death ofB. to an annuity of 1/. for the

remainder of his life, the present value of the

reversion, or ofA.'siuterest, is equal toB —AB

;

where B denotes the present viuue of the an-
nuity on the life of B^ andAB the value of the

annuity on the joint lives of A. and B., that is

to continue only so long as both remain alive.

The four following rmes give the solution of

all the cases of reversionary annuities which
can arise when three lives are concerned, and
it is seldom that a case occurs in practice in-

volving a greater number. It is to be observed

that the two letters AB standing together de-

note, as above, the value of an annuity on the

joint lives of A, and B., B P that of an annuity

on the joint lives of B. and P., APQ that of

an annuityon the joint continuance of the three

lives A., P, Q., and so on. Let R be the value

of the reversionary annuity in each case.

1. On a single life A., after the longest of

two lives P. and Q. ; R«-A—AP—A Q r APQ.
2. On the lonrat of two lives A., B., after a

single life P.; KmA +B—AB—AP—BP +
APB.

3. On a single life A,, after two joint lives

P.,C.; R-A-APQ,
4. On two joint lives A., B*, after a single

lifeP.; R-AB-ABP.
When reversionarjr benefits are eontingemt on

lives failing in an assigned order, as for instance

an annuitv to be received ujmn the death of A»
provided he die while B, is living; the formula
oecomes more intricate, and could scarcely be
e^lained without entering into details incon-
sistent with the nature of Siis work. For ffill

information on the su^eet* see the Treatise
of Baily (1813) and Milne (1B16). We may
remark, however, that the.formnUe for the so-^
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lutions of questions connected with this subject
may be greatly simplified by the use of an ap-
propriate notation : for examples of which, see
the ‘Essay on Probabilities^ in the Cabinet
Cyclopedia; and Hardy's New and General
Notation for Life Contingenciee (1840); in
which last work the solutions of all the cases

of annuities and assurances which can arise,

when not more than three lives are concerned,

are arranged in a convenient table.

Rewerslon of Series. In Algebra, a
method of expressing the value of an unknown
quantity which is involved in an infinite series

of terms, by means of another series of terms,

involving the powers of the quantity to which
the proposed series is equal. Thus if the pro-

posed series be
e^ax-rbx^-¥ <? + ... ad inf. . . (1)

and if we assume

+ + + ^.ad inf. . . (2)

the original series will be reverted on deter-

mining the coefficients A, B, C, D, &c.
The ordinary method consists in substituting

the last series (2) and its powers for x and
its powers in the series (1), and equating the

coefficients of like powers of z in order to ob-
tain the values of A, B, C, &c. Maclaurin's

Theorem may be employed advantageously for

the same purpose. Arbogast, in his Calctd dee

Derivations, gives a general formula whereby
these coefficients can be calculated with com-
paratively little trouble. In the Penny Cyclo-

pedia the values of eleven of these coeffiaents

and the law of their formation are given.

Revetment (Fr. rev^tement). In Fortifi-

cation, a facing to the steep sides of a ditch

or parapet In field works it may be of tim-

ber, turf, hurdles, gabions, &c. ;
in permanent

works it is generally of masonry. In perma-
nent fortification, when a portion only of the

exterior of the rampart is revetted, the wall

is called a demi-rewcfmcnt When the wall is

carried up to the superior slope, it is called

a full revct'tnent
;

the latter is much more
defensible against escalade.

Hevetments have been constructed in four

different forms, named from their profiles,

rectangular, leaning, eloping, and counter-

eloping, The first of these is a wall of equal

thickness throughout ;
the second differs only

in being inclined to the bank supported, so as

more effectually to resist the pressure of the

ear^ ;
the third has a greater toickness at the

base than the top, its back being vertical, and

its face sloping ;
the fourth has its back slop-

ing, and face vertical. HoUow or counterarched

revetmmte are those constructed with counter-

arches, forming vaulted defensive galleries, or

filled in with earth.

Rewlaw (Fr. revue). The name now com-
monly assumed, by literary usa^ for periodical

publications consisting of a eoU^ion of critical

essays. The JoumeS dee Savane, commenced
at Paris in 1665 bjr M. de Sallo, is commonly
cited as the first review properly so called. The
most distinguished moaem journals under the
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name of review in France are, the Bevue 3tcy-
elopidi^e, the oldest of them (now extinct) ; the
Bevue Fran^aiee and Bevue dee Deux Mondee

;

and the Bevue Britannique, which consists of
translations from the English. In England the
Monthly Bevitm (established in 1749) was the

first publication of its kind. The establishment
of the Edinburgh Beview in 1802, followed by
that of the Quarterly in 1809, may be said to

have commenced a new era in criticism : from
that time reviews have been adopted as the
organs for conveying the opinions of sects and
parties in relirion and politics, as well as in

literature. All the leading works of this de-
scription (the Edinburgh, Quarterly, West-
mineter, British Quarterly, North British,

Church of England, Christian Remembrancer,
and DuHin) now appear quarterly, or nearly
TO. The management of reviews in England is

in the hands of an editor, whose name, how<«

ever, does not appear, the publisher being the
party responsible. The articles are generally
anonymous. All these reviews adhere to their

designation, the articles admitted being in the
form of reviews on some work or works specified

at the head, although, in point of fact, the latter

are often not even noticed by the reviewer, his
remarks being more in the form of a general
essay than of a review. In this way they serve

the purpose of affording governments or poli-

tical parties the means of making statements of

facts, or declarations of opinion, which do not
involve them in the difficulties of direct respon-
sibility, and yet are generally understood to

convey their sentiments. The pay of writers in

reviews is various, depending not only on the

means of the review, but on the rules adopted
by particular editors

; for some have thought
proper to equalise their rate of remuneration,

others to retain in their own hands the power
of estimating contributions according to their

supposed value. The French revues are con-
ducted on a different plan. Articles in general

have the name of the contributor attach^ ; and
the form of a review is not preserved, tales,

poetry, essays on the politics of the day, &c. •

being admitted indiscriminately. This plan has
been adopted in some of the reviews recent^
issued in this country, as in the Fortnightly

Review, Macmillan's Maaaxine, the Contem-
porary Beview, &c. Besides France and Engf-

Jand, reviews have been long established m
the other European states, and in America;
but this species of publication has taken the

deepest root in Germany, where reviews may
be said, without exaggeration, to wpear daily,

though none ofthem possess the influence ofthe

leading English reviews. (Hallam, LiUrary
History, pt. iv. ch. vii*)

Review. In Milita^ language, an inspection

of a body of troops assembled for that purpose

by a royal personage or officer of high rank.

Review. In a Naval sense, a fleet or squad-

ron passing through various manoeuvres and
evolutions, with peniaps a pretended battle.

Rowlew, RIU of. In Law, a bill filed in

order to procure an examination and alteration
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of a final decree in Chancery duly signed and

enrolled. If not enrolled, a petition of re-

hearing is proper preceding.

mvrieWf Court A court of Appeal from

the Commissioners in Bankrupts, established

by stat. 1 and 2 Wm. IV, c. 56, and abolished by

10 and 11 Viet. c. 102.

Aooiao (lit. revideo, I tee again). In

Printing, a second proof taken for examination

by the first proof, A ^ett revise is the final

proofpidled beforeprinting off*the formof types.

BoTlTOTf 8iU o£ In Law, a continuance

of an origin^ bill in a court of equity, when by

death some party to it has become incapable of

prosecuting or defending a suit, or a female

plaintiff has incapacitated herself by marriage

from suing alone. A bill of revivor and tuj^--

j^ment continues a suit upon an abatement,

and supplies defects which may have ari^n

from some event subsequent to the institution

of the suit. In many cases an order of revivor

may now be obtained without a fresh bill.

mewoeatton. Power of. In Law, a power
contained in a deed, by which the grantor

retains the liberty to revoke it. Wills are in

their nature revocable, but deeds as a rule can*

not be revoked unless power for that purpose is

reserved.

Kewoluto (Lat. revolutus, part, of revolvo,

1 roU back). In Botany or Zoology, when a part

is rolled outwards or backwards.

XowolutloB (Lat. revolutio). In Astronomy,
this word is used to signify the motion of a

secondary body round a primary one, as con-

tradistinguished from rotation, which signifies

motion round an axis. The time of revdution

is the period in which a planet, satellite, or
|

comet returns to the place in its orbit from
which we estimate its setting out.

Bbvolotiok. In Mechames, this term is

synonymous with rotatian.

XBwolntloiit PkwBoli (Bra of the). In
Chronology, this era was substituted for the

Christian era in all public acts and documents,

by a decree of the National Convention in 1793 ;

and fixed at the 22nd of September, 1792, the

day of the foundation of the French republic.

It was abolished by Napoleon, and the Chris-

tian era restored in 1806.

BowolatiOBt Purflaee o£ In Geometry,
a surface generated by the motion of a line,

right or curved, around a fixed axis. Thus
the surface generated by the motion of one
right line around another is either a cone or
a ky^boioid qf rewMion according as the
two tines do or do not intersect eadi other.

The motion of an ellipse around one of its axes
generates an eUiptoid of revdtuUon, which re-

ceives the name of froUUe or oUate spheroid

according as the mi^or or minor axis remains
fixed.

It is obvious that eveiy sphere whose centre

is m the axis must intersect the surface of
revQhition in dreles whose {fianes are perpen-
dicular to the fixed axis ; so that the gmieral

equation of a sorfhee of revolution is
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where a, h, e are the coordinates of any point

in the axis ; I, m, n are proportional to the

direction-cosines of the latter, and F any
functional symbol. The lines of curvature on
a surface of revolution are plane curves. Those
of one system consist of circles in planes per-

pendicular to the axis, those of the other system
are the meridian lines, all equal to the generat-

ing curve, and situated in planes which intersect

in the axis. The normal at any point of a
surfa^ of revolution also intersects the axis.

The intercept upon it made by the axis and
the surface is one of the principal radii of

curvature, whilst the other coinciaes with the

radius of curvature of the meridian lino.

RjEvoLimoN. In Politics, a word of some-
what indefinite meaning, but usually denoting

an extensive change in the political constitution

of a countiy accomplish^ in a short time,

whether by legal or illegal means. The term
Revolution^ in English History, is applied by
way of eminence to the political change effected

in the year 1688, when William III. and Mary
acceded to the throne on the forced abdication

of James IL
Bowolrer. A term applied to a fire-arm

with several diambers or barrels, which are

brought successively under the action of the

trigger, or percussion arrangement, so that

several shots can be fired without the necessity

of reloading. •

Box Baeronmi or Bex Baciifleuliui. In
ancient Rome, an officer answering to the axchon
basileus at Athens, fAbchok.] On tiiis officer

those powers seem to have been conferred which
the kings had possessed as priests of the nation.

As no political influence was attached to the

office, the plebs did not caro to assert their

claims to it, and the rex sacrorum was always
elected from the body of the patricians, (Liv.

ii. 2.)

BhaburbarlBe. [Chrtsofhanio Acid.]

Bbabdologla (Gr. a rod, and
a description). The name given by Napier to

a method of performing multiplication and
division by means of a set of figured rods or
scales. [Napzsb’s Bods.]
XUiabdomaney (Gr. ^afi8o^iavrcla\ Pro-

perly, divination by a rod or wana. Some
persons have been believed to be endowed by
nature with a peculiar sense or perception,

bj which they are enabled to discover things

hid in the earth, especially metals and water.

But a more prevalent opinion has been that the

discovery of these suhstanoea might be effected

by means of a divining rod. The divining rod
is a branch of a tree, ^enerslly hazel, forked
at the end, and held in a particular way, by
the two ends, in the hands of the adept ; and is

supposed to indicatethe position of thesubstance
so^t by bending towa^ it with a alow rota-

toiy motion, the adept, according to modem
practice, being pUoea in contact with some
met^o or other mapietio substance. The
art is said to be occasionally practised in the
south of France and Italy, under the names
of metaUoscopy, hpdrosoopy, &c. Campetti, an
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Italian, in the beginning of the present oentuiy,
excited much attention by his professed powers
of rhabdomancy.
KliadamantbiiB* In Mythology. [Minos.]
Xliaetislta. A Miiieralogical synonym of

the Kyanite of the Tyrol (the Bhsetian Alps).

RluuBUiaoeeB (Rhamnua, one of the
genera). A natural order of arborescent or
shrubby perigynous Expgens, inhabiting all

?
irts of the world excepting the arctic regions.

he berries of yarious species of Rhamnvjs^ e.g.

2?. catharticus, are yiolent purgatives
;
while the

fruit of some species, as Zieyphus Jujuba, the

Jujube, is harmless and eatable. They are

all small-flowered polypetalous or apetalous

plants, with four or dre stamens alternating

with the lobes of the calyx.

Mkumnum {Qt. pdfivos). The typical genus
of Rkamnacew, consisting of shrubs or small

trees, mostly found in the temperate countries

of the northern hemisphere. They are called

Buckthorns, and furnish some useful dye plants.

The moat important commercial product of the

genus is the dyeing material used by calico-

printers, and known as Yellow-berries, or

Persian berries, considerable quantities of

which are annually imported from Asiatic

Turkey, and from Persia by wayof Trebizonde.

These are usually ascrib^ to R. infcctorius^

but they are probably collected indiscriminately

from several species—the unripe fruits alone

being gathered. From the bark of i?. chJoro-

phorus and R. xUilia the Chinese prepare their

beautiful green dye, Lo-kao, called in this coun-

try Chinese Green Indigo. Large quantities of

this Indigo have been import^ into Lyons,

and used for dyeing silks, the shades of green

imparted by it being exceedingly beautiful,

especially when seen under the influence of

artificial light A similar dye, however, has

since been extracted from R. cathartiem.

The indigenous Purging Buckthorn, R. ca^

thariicus, produces little shining black fruits,

which resemble corns of black pepper when
dry

;
these were formerly in great demand as a

pur^tive medicine, and are still employed by

rustic practitioners, but on account of the vio-

lence of thoir action they have deservedly fallen

into disrepute, although Syrup of Buckthorn is

still included in our pharmacopceias. The bark

likewise possesses active pur^tive properties.

The pigment known as sap or bladder-green is

prepared by mixing the fi^sh juice of buckthorn

berries uith lime, and evaporating to dryness.

The wood of the Alder Buckthorn, R. Fran-

gvla, yields the best charcoal for making gun-

powder; and the Alaternus, R, AlatemuSy an

evergreen shrub, is grown for ornamental pur-

poses in gardens and shrubberies.

BluunpliMtos (Gr. a beak). The

name of a genus of Scansorial birds ( Tiicans)

in the i^stem of Cuvier, distinguished by an

enormous beak, nearly as jbhick and as long as

the body in some species. The compmsation

by whiem this disproportionate beak is rendered

manageable and portable is an ext^mely light

imd cellular structure internally. It is arcuated
j
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near the extremity, and in old tiicans is irre-

gularly indented along the edges. The tficans

are distinguished from the hombills by the
scansorial modification of their feet, in which
two toes behind are opposed to two in front

;

and by their long, narrow, and ciliated tongue.
They are confined to the hot climates of Ame-
rica, wlicre they live in small flocks, feeding on
fruit, insects, and the eggs and callow offspring

of other birds,

Abapoiitlolii. [Chutsopiiamic Aan.]
Rhapaodist (Gr. fia\f^S6s, from fidirrof, i sew

or stiteky and ^5^, a song). A name given to

the minstrels who recited the Homeric po^ms
in Greece, especially before the period at
which those poems were first committed to

writing. (Gi*ote*s History of Grccccy vol. ii. p.

174 &c. ; Gladstone’s Homeric
Agty i. 246 ;

Max Muller’s History of Sanskrit
Literature

y

502 &c.)
Uatany (Peruv.). The astringent root of

Kramerla triandra. What is called Savan ilia

Rhatany is the root of a New Grenada variety
of Krameria Ixina. [Kuameeia.]
Rhea (Gr. *P2a or 'Pcla). In the Hesiodic

Tkeogonyy a daughter of Ouranos and G5
(Heaven and Earth), and unfo of Cronos, by
whom she became mother of Hestia [VestaJ,

Dbmeter, Hbea, Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus.
In the existing Homeric poem she is only
named once {Iliad xv. 187). At Athens, where
the worship of this mother of the gods is said to

have been first introduced among the Greeks,
her temple was called the Metroum (Mijrp^ov),

i. e. the house of the mother. The etymology of
the name Rhea seems doubtful.

Rhea. The name of a genus of Stnithious

birds, of which thethree-to^ ostriches of South
America are the representatives.

Sbein. [Chrtsophanic Acid.]

Rheometer (Gr. I flow ; fiirpov, mea-
sure). A term proposed by Peclet as a syno-

nym for galvanometery and generally adopted
by the French writers on physics. Professor

Wheatstone, in an ingenious paper entitled
*An Account of several new Instruments and
Processes for detennming the Constants of a
Voltaic Circuit,' published in Uie Philosophical

Transactions for 1843, uses the term, in a
general sense, to designate any instrument for

measuring the force of an electric current,

without reference to its particular construction.

Mr. Wheatstone also uses the following simi-

lar terms in describing apparatus employed in

investigations on the same subject :

—

RheoTnotor (Lat. movco, I fnpve). Any appa-

ratus which originates an electric current.

Rkeoscope (Gr. cricoir^w, I view). An instru-

ment for ascertaining merely the existence of a

current.

Rheostat (Gr. tbriiMh I p^aoe). An instru-

ment for acyusting or regulating the circuit,

so tl^t any constant degree of force may bo
obtained.

Rheotome (Gr. r/fuw, I cut). An instru-

ment which periodically interrupta an electric

current
T
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liheotrop$ (Qr. T/)^ir«, I iurn). An instru- ' or to explain the actions of individuals. French

mciit whi5i alternately inverts the current.
,

oratory, from the nature of its subject, is and

Ulieopliore (Gr. and <f>op^u, 1 hear always was confined within narrow limits.

ahnig). A term employed by Ampere to desig-
^

Probably pulpit oratory, in modern European

iiiitu the connecting wire of a voltaic apparatus,
I

society, answers most nearly to the classical

as being the carrierortransinittcrof the current, 'notion of rhetoric; and, had it ever been sub-

Blietortc (Gr. sc. !
jeeted to systematic rules, would have been

rical art
;
from an oratm-). In the widest found most* nearly to conform to those which

sense in which tlic won! is occasionally used by the ancients have loft us. Among the Romans,

Tuodern writers, tlio art of prose composition oratory did not bedn to be cultivated as a sci-

generally. In the most restricted and most ence until just at the period when its political

etymological sense, the art of oratory, or of ad- importance was about to cease. Rhetoric, under

dressing public assemblies. In an intermediate the Roman empire, was taught as a regular

sense, m which, perhaps, it is most commonly science ;
but its practical display was confined

employed, the art ofargumentative composition, to the orators of the forum, among whom the

Tins comes nearest to the signification which art gradually declined, from the tendency of

Aristotle, the earliest extant writer of a formal the civil law, during the lust period of ils

treatise on rhetoric, attached to the title of his
;
dovelopement, to conduct all process by written

subject, when he defined it to be the art of dis- rather than oral method. On the other hand,

covering aiul employing topics of persuasion, the niles of rhetoric were applied to the oon-

He arranged thesi' topics or means of pep.suasion struction of declamations, a species of fictitious

under three heads. First, those which arise argument much in vogue during the decline

from the character of the orator himself; i. e. of Roman literature; and of panegyrical ba-

the character in which, by what must bo termed rangues. The study of rhetoric, in this per-

rhetorical artifice, he places himself before his verted sense of the word, i. e. of declamatory

hearers. It is obvious that a speaker address- speaking or writing, found peculiar favour in

ing an assembly, who is known by them to be the African and Oriental schools of the Roman
actuated by honest motives, and to underhtand empire. Some of the early Christian writers,

t!ie subject on which he speaks, a<ivanees h^ especially Tertullian, afford evident tokens of

the mere possession of these adventitious attri- having acquired the art of composition under

bates a long way towards the end and aim of such discipline. [Eloquence.]

oratory, viz. persuasion. Hence it is that Ari- Rtiemii (Gr. from to flow). A
stotle presents, as one of the chief branches of ^eniis of large-growing herbsofgreat importance

rhetoric, the art by which the speaker or writer, in medicine, as the source of the Rhubarb of the

as it were, invests himself with these attributes, shops, and also of considerable culinary value

and thus insures a more favourable reception as the source of the Rhubarb of the garden,

to his argument. The art of moving the [Ruubakb.] The former consists of the root

passions by the use of such arguments and of the plants, which is dug, washed, ,and sun-

representations as are proper to excite each dried, and then carefully assorted for exportation,

]>elongs also, in Aristotle^s arrangement, to this its value depending veiy much on the nature of

tlivision of his subject. In his second division the climate in which it is produced. It is sup-

he treats of argument itself, considered with posed to bo the produce of R. palmatum. The
respect to its cogency or inconclusiveness in latter consists of the succulent leaf-stalks of

point of form; and hence logic, in this ^oint siM'^Qnynviei\u9oiR.Rhapontici(mnn& R, undu-
of view, becomes ancillair to, or a subdivision latum^ the latter yielding the delicato-llavourecl

of, rhetoric. The third division of the subject rhubarbs with red stalks. Though in Queen
exhibits the modes of persuasion arising from Elizabeth's time the leaves of Rhubarb were
style, arraugemont, delivery, and action; and used as a potherb, it was not until the beginning
to this third branch writers who have treated of the present century that the tender leaf-

of rhetoric in its more limited sense have usu- stalks came to be employed for tarts, and were
ally confined themselves.

^
found so valuable for various other culinary

As the work of Aristotle is the fi^'st, so it is preparations. They are excellent, either stewed
the onljr systematic treatise on rhetoric which alone, or with rice ; and a capital preserve has
the ancients have left us, among whom the been made from them. When too large and
art was much more diligently cultiyatod than old for cooking, they undergo a process by which
amoi^ the moderns. Public speaking was of the juice is expressed from them and made into
infinitely greater importance in the classical a delicious wine similar to that from green
oompionwealths than in any modern state; gooseberries, and closely resembling champagne

;

even in our own, where it is most studied and indeed, it may be suspected that much of tho
valued, it is but a subsidiary accomplishment, so-called champagne commonly drunk is no
The true momentum of decision, that which other than a preparation from the stalks of
convinces or dissuades, lies in the pen of the Rhubarb. The juice is stated to contain a largo
writer rather than in the voice of the orator

; amount of oxalic acid, as well as nitric and
and whilst in the Grecian republics assemblies malic acid; and it is these which give an
were Actually swayed by oratory to determine agreeable taste to the stalks when cooked, but
on a particular course of action, its principal which render them Hi suited to persons of
use now appears to be to arraign, to vindicate, weak digestion.
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In Iho Gardener's Chronicle for 1846 (p. 6)

Mr. A. Forsyth ilrstdirected attention to another
port of Rhubarb as being suited for culinary

purposes, and to which he gave the name of
lihafiower. This is the large globular pouch
of unopened flowers, which is described as being
of a beautiful colour when dressed in the same
manner as Rhubarb, of a milder flavour, and
forming altogether a dish of great delicacy.

lUieumatlmn ^Gr. ptvfMna’jjids). A pain-

ful affection of the joints, attended by swelling

or stiffness, and affecting chiefly the tendi-

nous and fibrous textures. It is occasionally

accompanied by fever, thus becoming acute

rheumatism, or rheumatic fever ;
in which case

the joints are much swollen and excessively

painful
;
the pulse frequent, but seldom hard

;

the pei'spiration usually abundant and acid
; |

the tongue extremely foul, and the bowels
costive

;
headache is seldom complained of, and

delirium very rare. In this form of the dis-

ease a translation or metastasis to the heart is

not uncommon. The treatment consists in

the use of purgatives, diuretics, and alkalies.

Lemon juice has also been used with advantage

in acute cases, and opium in large doses is with

some a favourite mode of treatment. Chronic

rheumatism is not in general attended by any
very remarkable constitutional symptoms. It

occasionally leads to permanent distortion of

the joints
;
affects the periosteum, tendons, and

ligaments ;
and is most common in debilitated

habits, when the health has been broken by
previous disease or over-exertion of body or

mind. These cases come more properly under

the head of rheumatic gout. Opium, especially

ill the form of Dover’s powder, is often use-

ful in this disorder to procure rest. The
bowels should be kept moderately active by

w'arm purges, and tonics and alteratives cau-

tiously administered. A course of sarsaparilla

is often extremely serviceable : colchicum has

been resorted to, but with most uncertain

success.

SUnantliiui (Or. pts, a snout, and
j

Mas, a JJotver). A genus of annual weeds

growing in pastures, the common species, if.

Crista gaUi, being known as the Yellow Rattle.

They belong to the ScropkuJariaeees.

Rlilaef OonUsderation of the. A con-

federation formed in July 1806 between se-

veral princes of the south and west of Germany

and the French emperor Napoleon, who was

constituted the protector of these states when

the latter had separated themselves in per-

petuity from the Germanic empire.

WilnoiMurpiio (Gr. and Kapn6s, fruit),

A large tree of Columbia, New Grenada, and

l^ritish Giuana, belonging to the order Ana-

cardiacem. It is known in Guiana as the Wild

Cashew, and in New Grenada as Caracoli, and

yields an excellent tough durable timber, and

a pleasant edible fruit In Panama, according

to Seemann, Ae tree is called Espave, and its

bark is said to be used in stupefying fish.

mMOoroo (Gr. firJiwpos, literally nose-

horn), The name of a genus of Perissodactyle
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Pachydermal mammals, characterised by one
or two horny productions upon the nose. A
species of horn-biR is also culled rhinoceros,

on account of the remarkable recurved homy
roccss which rises from its upper mandible,
ix or seven species of rhinoceros now exist, con-

fined to Africa and Soutli-Eastern Asia. In the
later tertiaryperiod an equal number of species

existed; and in the middle tertiary we have
evidence of a hornless form, Acerotherium, allied

to Hyrax.
Stalnolophiia (Gr. fits, ^ivSs, nose, and

\6ipos, crest). A genus of Entomophagoi’s
Cheiroptera in which the nose is prolonged
upwards into a cordate or semicircular leaf.

The genus is peculiar to the eastern hemi-
sphere. The Horseshoe bat {Rhinolophus fer~
rum equinum) is found in the South of Europe.
The lihinol<yphu8 hijpjgocrej^is has been observed
in England.

j

fttilplpterana (Gr. pinls, a fan ;
rrtp6v,

a wing). A name proposed by Latreille to
supersede that of Strejpsiptera, by which Kirby
designated a new order of insects which he had
discovered. The new name has nothing to

recommend it, since it signifies a character,

founded on the presence of pterygoda, common
to other orders of insects, as the Lepidopterans.

SblxantlieflB (Gr. a root
;

hvBos, a
flower). A class of plants occupying a station

between sexual and asexual species, and ap-
pearing to be an intermediate form of organ-
isation between Kndogens and the lower orders
of vegetation, They agree with the former in

the presence of sexes, and in their flowers

having sometimes a ternary structure
;
but

they have scarcely any spiral vessels, and
their seeds appear, as far as they have been
examined, to consist of a mass of spores,

without a special embryo. In their succulent
texture, in their colour, often in their putrid
odour when decaying, in the sporuliferous seeds,

and in their parasitical habits, these plants
resemble Fungi

;
while in their flowers and

sexes they accord with Araceee, or similar En-
dogens. They are in all cases parasites, and
destitute of proper leaves, in lieu of which
some of them have scales imbricated over their

stems. Notwithstanding their pariisitical habits,

some are of extraordinary size; the flowers of

Eafflesia Amoldi are as much as nine feet in

circumference.

Xbtxobolaoeex (from Bhizobolus, a syno-
nym of Caryocar, the prind^l genus). A
small order of Hypogjmous FhEogeus the
Gnttiferal alliance, consisting of tropical Ame-
rican trees. They are proposed by some bota-

nists to form a tribe of the Temstromiaceet,

differing from the other sections of that order,

and the allied Clusiaceee, by their digitately

compound leaves. The Saouari nuts of Uie
shops, oue of the most delicious seeds of the
nut kind, are the produce of Caryocar nueiforms
aud C, butyrosum, which latter also yields an
excellent timber. [Oastocab.] The Aief
features of the order are the d^tate iMres,
symmetrical flowers, equilateral petals, sessile
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fttigmas, and solltaiy soeda, the embryo of which

has an enormous radicle.

lUilsoma (Or. from a root). In Botany,

the term applied to a perennial form of stem,

which is prostrate and rooting, throwing up
leaves progressively. The common garden Iris

uifords a good example of a rhizome.

RUlaoplionioeao (Khizophora, one of the

genera). A natural order of the Myrtol alliance

of Epigynous Exogens, found on tropical shores,

where they root in the mud, and form a close

thicket down to the ver^ of the ocean. They
are distinguislied by tlieir polypetalous flowers,

valvate calyx, indefinite stamens, many-cclled

ovary, and flat cotyledons. The principal genus

is the Mangrove, RhizopJiora Mangle^ a tree

wliich performs a most important part iu the

ecoimmy of Nature, wresting annually fresh

portions of the land from the dominion of the

ocean, and adding them to the domain of man.

This is effected in a twofold manner: by the

progressive advance of the roots, and by the

aerial germination of the seeds, which do not

quit their lofty cradle till they have assumed
the form of actual trees, and then drop into the

water with their roots ready prepar^ to take

possession ofthe mud, in advance of their parent

stems. The progression by means of the roots

is effected by the new roots issuing from the

trunk at some distance above, the surface of the

water, and arching downwards so as to pene*

trate the mud, thus establishing themselves as

the pioneers of fresh invasions of the retiring

element. In this manner the young plants,

soon after their descent from the parent trees,

continue during their early years to advance

steadily forward, till they hate attained a height

of about fifteen feet, and gained a position con*

siderably in advance of their parent trunks.

After this, fewer additions are made to the

roots, but the head begins to expand in every

direction, spreading its branches on all sides.

These branches in their turn send down long

slender roots, like those of the hanyan-tree,

which rapidly elongating descend from all va>

rieties of height, and reaching the water pene-

trate the mud, becoming independent trees.

These mangrove-bogs are the certain indica-

tors of a malarious mcality, as they preventthe

escape of unhealthy miasma. The trees contain

tannin, and the bark has been used medicinally

as an astringent. The fruit is said to be
sweet and edible, and the fermented juice to

be made into a kind of light wine.

&litsoitoiii0S (Gr. and er^fio, a
tn4>utA). A genus of Msdusm^ including tdiose

which have the absorbing orifices -of their

nutrient canals of small s^, and situated in

great numbers on the branches of arms, or

peduncles, extending from the centre of the

inferior surfiice of the disc.

WiwtfMlnM or SlindiMaoM (Gr.

a and d^ff 9qU). Bed or cobalt vitriol.

IBnfiiiRmL]
UMmlO A0I4 (Gr. ^). A Chemical

synon^ of anlfdiocyiuuo acid. It produces amo^nr with porsalts of iron.
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Bbodea Wood* One of the names of the

West Indian Candlewood, Amyris balsa^n^fsra,

Bbodinm (Gr. on account of the

rose-red colour of some of its salts, especially

of the chloride, when dissolved in water). A
metal discovert in 1803, by Wollaston, asso-

ciated with palladium in the ore of platinum.

It is of a whitish colour, veiy difficult of

fusion and vozy hard. Its specific gravity is

12*1, and its atomic weight 52*16. It is repre-

sent^ by the symbol R. It has been used for

the points of metallic pens. [Platinum.]
JU&odiaite (Gr. /io3/fciv, to make red), A

species of Lime-Boracite, which, when heated

Wore the blow-pipe, colours the flame, first

green, but afterwards red. It is found, in

minute translucent and shining crystals, which
are white or inclining to yellow or grey, near
Mursinsk in the Ural.

Bbodlxonio Aeld. A substance formed
by passing dry carbonic oxide over highly

heated potassium, and acting on the product

by water. A red powder separates, which is

rhodizouate of potassa, from whicli rhodizonic

acid may be separated by a mixture of sul-

phuric acid and alcohol. Its formula is said

to be CioH 4 0ij.
Bbodoohrome (Gr. fiSSor, and

colour). A massive or scaly variety of Kam-
mcrente of a greenish-black colour, found in

the island of Tino, in Greece
;
in the Ural, and

at Kraul in Styria.

Bbodocbroilte (Gr. ^o96xpoof, rose-

coloured), A carbonate of protoxide of man-
ganese, in which the latter is often partly re-

placed by lime, magnesia, and protoxide of

iron. [Diallogitb.]

I

Bbododendron (Gr. fidSoy, a rose, and
dirSpor, a tree), A genus of evergreen shrubs

I

of the order Ericacca, remarkable no less for

their beauty than for the great variety of aspect

which they present. They have mouopetalous
flowers, varying from bcll-sliaped to almost fiat

on the one hand, and narrowly tubular on the

other, and in almost all cases produce* largo

showy blossoms, frequently in massive heacls.

The most important race, so far as garden de-

coration is concerned, is that consisting of hardy
flowering evergreens, which in early summer
li^ht up our shrubberies and American gardens
with a blaze of brilliant colours. These have
been chiefly bred from R, maximum, cataw-
hiense, and yonticum, intercrossed with some
of ^6 high-coloured tender kinds. Many
Indian species form magnificent conseryatory
plants, onlyjust too tender to thrive unprotected
in our climate. Of these, R, arboreum is the
best known, and has contributed by hybridisa-
tion in no small degree to enrich the colours
of ths hardy sorts. Many of the tender sorts
are deliciously fm^nt. The flowers of R,
Edgeworthii in particular are so fragrant that a
few are aufficient to acent a large room.

Iu the size attained bv the aperies there is a
w^e contrast. Ths small and humble B, lappo*
ntcumis a prostrate shrub, with bnnehes a few
inches long; whUeB.Fa^nsrtissoanotimesfifty
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feet high, with leaves nineteen inches long. Tho
genus is also widely diilused: R, lapponicum
occurs in the arctic zone; R. maximum and
R. catawbiense are plentiful in some parts of
North America ; representatives occur in Eu-
rope and in China

;
but the greatest number are

found in India, and in the islands of the East ern
Archipelago.

The properties of the Rhododendron family
are to looked on with suspicion. It is long
since poisonous qualities were first attributed

to honey collected by bees from flowers of R.
ponticim, and the same is reported of some
Indian species. Notwitlistanding this, an
edible ieliy is prepared in India from the
boiled-down flowers of R. arhoreum. Goats are

said to die after eating the leaves of R. dnna-
barinum

; and tho wood, when used as fuel,

produces swellings of the face, and inflammation
of the eyes. The Siberian R. chryeanihum is

narcotic.

Xbodoiae or Ahodonlte (Gr. A
silicate of manganese or Manganese-Augite,
composed of 64T per cent, of protoxide of

manganese and 45*9 of silica. It occurs,

generally in crystalline and granular masses
of a rose-red or reddish-brown colour, south-

east of Callington in Cornwall, and at Upton
Pyne and Black Down in Devonshire

;
also in

Sweden, Siberia, the Harz, and New Jersey.

Bhodonite is sometime.8 used in a polished state

for inlaying. [Allaoitb.]

SbodorblBa (Gr. ^o5oy, a rose, and ptCa,

a root), A genus of ConvdmlacetB^ consisting

of two small woody plaptSi found only in the

Canary Islands, and by some retained in the

genus Connolvvlus. They are named R. scoparia

and R. floHda, The genus derives its name
from the rose-like smell peculiar to the root-

stock and lower part of the stem, which yield a

kind of Rosewood {lignum rhodii\ from which
is distilled the powerfullv-sccnted oil known
us Oleum ligni Rhodii tethereum^ used in some
countries for ointment, but more frequently for

the adulteration of attar ofroses. This Rosewood
is called by the French Bois des Rhodes des

Parfumeurs, and must not be confounded with

the so-called Rosewood of commerce used for

furniture. [DALBRnoiA; Rosbwood.]
mbomb Spar. A crystalline magnesian

carbonate of lime. [Bitteb Spab.1

Bbambna a&d Sbomboid (Gr.

PofifioetHt), In Geometry, a parallelogram

whose angles are not right angles is call^ a

rhombus when its sides are all equal, and a
rhomboid when this is not the case.

Xhoaefina (Gr. f6yxof). A rattling or

wheezing sound : the term is chiefly appli^ to

sounds occasioned by certain morbid states of

respiration, as indicated by the stethoscope.

miwbdrb (Lat rha bubara, Gr. ha). The

root of the Rkium folmatum^ and perhaps some

otto ipedes, cultivated in Thibet ana China

for the supp^ of the drug market The varie-

ties of rhutob known in comment under the

names of fusion, Turkey, and Indian rhubarb,

are all derived from one source ; but the select
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pieces are sold under the name of Russian and
Turkey rhubarb, and those of somewhat in-

ferior quality as East Indian. The varieties

found in commerce are very numerous
; some

are cultivated even in Europe. To judge ot'

the quality of rhubarb, it should be cut ol*

broken: when good, it is of good specific

weight, of a mottled reddish or brownish red

colour
;
that which is very pale or very dark

coloured, and either so soft as to be spongy,
or hal'd and stony in texture, is bad.

Rhubarb is a valuable article of tho Maiiria
Medica^ being an aperient, and at tho same
time a tonic and astringent. The average dose
of powdered rhubarb, which is twenty grains,

leaves after its purgative operation a certain

astringent eflect upon the bowels; hence its

use in diarrhoea: from five to ten grains operates
as a tonic, and is very useful in some forms of
dyspepsia. A mixture of one part of rhubarb
with two of powdered sulphate of potash is

an excellent aperient for children. It is occa-

sionally given as a tincture or infusion
;
but the

powder is the favourite form, either in a little

plain, or peppermint, water, or in the form of

pill. For a full account of the varieties of

rhubarb and their respective analyses, the
reader is referred to Pereira’s Materia Mcdica.
[Rheum.]
Sbumb Xilne (Gr. the Attic form

of In Naval affairs, the track of a
ship which cuts all the meridians at the same

I

angle
;

called also tho Loxopbomic Curve.
This, being the simplest curve, is the route

universally pursued
;
but a ship sailing on this

curve never looks direct for her port until it

comes in sight.

RbiM (Gr. ^oDs, Lat. rhiis). A large genus
of Anacardiacete, found abundantly in the tem-
perate countries of both liemispheres. They are

for the most part shrubs, and possess poisonous

j

properties of a more or less marked character.

I Indeed some American species, such as R. ve-

nenata and R, Toxicodindron^ produce effects

almost rivalling those once fabulously imputed
to the Upas-tree of Java {Antiaris)^ the hands
and arms of some persons, and sometimes even
the whole body, becoming much swollen from
simply touching or carrying a branch of one of

thorn, the swelling being accompanied with in-

tolerable pain and inflammation, and ending in

ulceration. These effects, however, are not felt

by everyone, some persons being able to handle
the plants with impunity.

A few of the species yield useful products,

such as R, Coriariaf the Tanning Sumach,
which aflTords commercial Sumach. This
plant is a native of the European countries

Ordering the Mediterranean, and when allowed

to grow to its full size attains a height of

fifteen or twenty feet
;
but in a cultivated state

the young shoots are cut off annually for the

sake of their leaves, and it is consequently

seldom seen higherthan four or five feet. The
Sumacdi of commerce consists of the finely

groundyoung leaves : it is extensively employed
for tanning and dyeing purposes, from 12,000
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to 18,000 tons l)eing annually imported, chiefly

from Sicily, i?. Cotimis, another South Eu-
ropean species, called the Venus or Venetian

Sumach, yields the yellow dye-wood called

Young Fustic, which in olden times was sup-

posed to be the young branches of the true

Fustic-tree {Madura).
The Japan Wax recently brought in con-

siderable quantity to this country is the produce

of the fruits of Jx. succedanea. B. vernici/tra,

another small Japanese tree, yields the famous

lacquer so extensively employed by the inhabi-

tants df that country for lacquering various

articles of furniture and small-ware. It exudes

from wounds made in the tree, and is at first

milky-white, but becomes darker and ultimately

black on being exposed to the air. Nothing

certain is known respecting the mode of pre-

paring it for use, and it is said that the Japanese

themselves have lost the secret of its prepara-

tion, for the lacquer-ware at present manu-
factured is greatly inferior to the ancient.

Rhyme (A.-Sax. gerim, Ger. reim). In

Poetry, tlie correspondence of sounds in the

last words or syllables of verses. The latter

is the true rh
3^mc of modern European lan-

guages. There are rhymed A-erses in the l^atin

classical poets, where the jingle seems inten-

tional, and more distinct examples of it in the

fragments of Homan military songs, &c. which

have come down to us. But in the earlier pe-

riod of the decay of the Latin language, when
accentwas substituted formetre in the rhythmical

arrangement of the verse, riiyme made its way
into the composition of church hymns, &c. It

has been attempted, but with little success, to

deduce this innovation from the Goths, and
from the Arabians ;

but the former, like the

old Teutonic races, probably used alliteration

but no rhyinQ in their verses
;
and the latter

could not have influenced European literature

until a period long after that in which rhyme
first appears. It has been proved, b^ond
the possibility of doubt, that rhymed Latin

verse was in use from the end of the fourth

century. (Ilallam, Litirary History, part i.

ch. i. § 35.) A rhyme in which the final

syllables only agree {strain^ coniplain)^ is

called a maU rhyme
;
one in which the two

final syllables oi each verse agree, the last

being short {TMtion^ .ocean\ female \
and the

latter is sometimes extended in Italian poetry
to three syllables {femore^ imme7nore\ when
the verse is called edrueddo. In English such
a license is hardly permissible, except in bur-

lesque poetiy (see nudibras and Don Jitan for

instances). By the strict rules of French
prosody, the male and female species of

rhymes must be alternately used, however
intricate the disposition of the verse may be,

although the last short syllable is generally

mute, or very slightly sounded. Rhymes
which extend not only beyond the last three

S
lkblea, but through the whole structure of

e lines, ate used in Arabian and Persian

poeta^. Bhymes in whidh the consonants of
the ust syllable in each verse are identicalm
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(dresSf address) are vicious in English, but

rather admired in French poetry. One more
sin^lurity of English poetry deserves notice.

While from the irregularity of our spelling many
syllables rhyme with each other although widely

dissimilar in orthography {woo, pursue), there

are, on the other hand, rhymes which speak to

the. eye, and not to the ear; i. e. in which the

orthography of the rhyming syllables is the

same, but Ae pronunciation different; ns wind,

find ;
gone, alone. In the following triplet of

Dryden

—

*Tia nothing yet
;
tlien poor and naked come,

Thy Father will receive His unthrift homo,
.And thy bleet Saviour's blood disyharge the mighty

sum—

it. will be seen that the first and third lines

rhyme in a legitimate manner, although the

last sj’llables are differently spelt
;
while the

first and second rhyme to the eye only, and
not to the ear. This is a license rendered

admissible only by precedent.

Rliyiicliopbores (Gr. ^byxos, a snouf,

and I carry). The name of a family

of Coleopterous insects, comprehending those

which have the head prolonged in the form
of a snout or proboscis.

Rbynohosannui (Gr. pbyxot, and ffavpos,

lizard). A genus of Cryptodont Reptiles from
the new red sandstone (trias) of Shropshire.

The remains indicate a lizard-like animal with

the most remarkable shaped cranium, which
was edentulous, and r»'sembled that of a bird or

turtle. The premaxillary bones were 2̂ rodiicod

downwards in the form of a beak, over the

lower jaw, as in Dicynodon. Unlike that genus,

however, there is no trace of any canine teeth

in the upper jaw. The indications of the loco-

motive extremities denote an auimal adapted
for motion on land as well as in water.

Rbytbm (Gr. ^uBn6s). The consonance of

measure and time in poetiy, prose composition,

and music and by analogy in dancing. Each
verse or each period may bo considered as

a whole, in which the poetical rhythni is

regular and exact, within certain limited va-
riations, the rhetorical less perfect, and the

pleasure derived from it rather matter of taste

and experience than of rule. Those parts

which receive the ictus or stress of the rhythm
are termed arsis (elevation), the remainder
form the thesis (depression); the former is

frequently denoted to the eye by the accent
marked when in ii foreign or unknown word
we wish to direct the voice in pronunciation to
employ the correct emphasis. The smallest
rhythmical division is the foot, by which every
union of arsis and thesis is understood. A
short syllable is an original unit of time; a
long syllable contains two units. The number
of feet enumerated in classical writers on
metre amounts to twenty-eight, including all

the varieties wliich may be formed out of two,
three, or four syllables, long and short, and
varying from two to eight units of time.
[Foot; Mutub; Rsvins.]
Rhythm. In Physiology, the more or less
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regular succession of the contractions of cer-
tain automatic muscles. In the heart the
motion commences in the venee cavse, and pro-
ceeds through the auricles and ventricles, and
then, after an interval, is resumed in the venae
ciivae. In the intestine the ihovement travels
in a vermicular manner from above down-
wards ; and a second movement, beginning at
the upper part of the intestine before the first

has completed its course, aifects the parts in
the same order. These movements are called
rhythmic

;
those of the intestinal tube are also

called peristcUtic.

Rhythm. [Music.]
Rial. A gold coin current in the reigns of

Henry VI. and Elizabeth : under the former its

value was ten shillings, under the latter fifteen

shillings.

Rial or &eal. A Spanish coin. [Monky.]
&ib (Gcr. rippe). The rib of a ship answers

in many respects to the rib in an animal frame.
The base of the rib is in the keel as a backbone,
and it serves to maintain generally the cavity

of the vessel. A rib is of massive timber in

several pieces scarfed or chocked together.

These pieces beginning from the bottom are

the cross piece or floor, futtocks, top-timbers,

and, if the vessel be of great height, the length-

ening pieces. The ribs are otherwise known as

the thnhers.

Rid. In Botany, tlA prindpal vein or nervure
which proceeds from the petiole into the blade
of the leaf.

Xlbs. In Anatomy, the lateral appendages
of a vertebra, especially when developed so as

to ei^mpass the trunk. In the human subject

there are twelve pairs of ribs, which, in general

homology, are the pleurapophyses, the sternal

cartilages being the ha!map<phy8e8t and the

sternum the hcnnal sjnne.

Ribs. In Architecture, curvilinear timbers

to which, in an arched or coved plaster ceiling,

the laths are nailed.

SUbaudequln (Low Lat. ribaudequinus,

perhaps from riband, ribaudaille—Eng. ribald

—

the name used to denote all the humbler classes

of foot soldiers). A mediaeval engine of war,

consisting of a cart armed with iron spikes,

and after the fourteenth century furnished with

small cannon. Such engines are mentioned in

the year 1382, as being placed in front of troops

arrayed in order of battle. (Christine de Pisan,

Livre dcs Faits dHArmcs^ ch. xxvi. fol. 36 ; Mon-
strelet, Ixxxiv. p. 20S ;

Brockenbury, Ancient

Cannon in Europe^ p. 36.)

Blbband Bhores. Strong supports for

tbe frame of a ship during building. Their

heads rest against the ribbands, and their bases

on the slip or dock.

Blbbaads. In Shipbuilding, longitudinal

bauds of comparatively thin timber stretching

from stem to stern at different distances from

the keel. They are bolted on outside the ribs,

in order to preserve the proper curvature and

to impart stability to the vessel while yet in

skeleton.

The ribbands of the slip are square timbers
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fastened lengthways on the bilgeways, to pre-
vent the timbers of the cradle from slipping
outwards during launching.

lUbbon Jasper. A name given to those
varieties of Jasper in which the colours are ar-

ranged in parallel layers or stripes. The prin-

cipal localities are Saxony and the Ural
;
but it

is also found in thiscountiy near Tortworth
in Gloucestershire

;
in the Pontland Hills

;
at

Arthurs Seat, Edinburgh
;
in the isles of Islay

and Rum, &c. Ribbon Jasper is, in general, a

result of the alteration of argillaceous strata by
contact with igneous rocks.

Slbes (the Arab name of an acid plant,

now ascertained to bo Fheum Bibes). The
botanical name of the genus which yields us the

Gooseberry and Currant, whose succulent berries

arc well known. There are, besides, numerous
ornamental flowering shrubs of the same family.

The Gooseberry, 2f. Grossvlaria, is indigenous
to this country, as well as to many other parts
of Europe, and has been found, according to

Royle, ill Nepal. It will ripen in Norway as
far north as C6|°, nearly 16® north of London,
but will not succeed so far to the south, for even
in southern parts of England, under a hot sun,

the fruit of some of the varieties becomes as if

parboiled. The cooler climates of the North of
England and Scotland suit it best It is an
important fruit, furnishing abundantly to mil-

lions of the manufacturing population materials

for tarts, pies, sauces, &c. at an early period of

the season, before any other fruit can be had
for these purposes. By competition for prizes

in Lancashire and the adjoining counties, the

size of the berries has been enormously increased,
although some of tlie old sorts, such as the Red
Champagne, are yet unsurpassed in quality.

The varieties are exceedingly numerous.
The Currant, B. rubrum^ is indigenous to

Central and Northern Europe, including Britain,

Siberia, and Canada. It is to be found wild as

far north as Finmark, but, like the goose-

benw, it is not suited for so warm a climate as

the South of Europe, otherwise it would have
extended into Italy, and would have become
known to the Greeks and Romans, which does

not appear to have been the case. The English
name of Currant may be attributed to the

similitude of the fruit to the Corinth or Zante
Grape, the currant of the shops. Improved
varieties of the Currant appear to have been
introduced from Holland, and the Red Dutch
and the White Dutch are amongst the best in

cultivation at the present day. These fruits

are always in demand for makii^ wine, tarts,

jellies, jams, &c., and the quantities grown for

that purpose have greatly increased since the

price of sugar has become reduced. The refri-

gerant juice is also veir g^tefol to the parched

palates of persons suffering from fever. The
Black Currant, i?. nigrum^ is a fruit much prized

for domestic use, both as a preserve and as

medicine.

milOiiuk In Mythology. [Obphvus.]

Bloofttl'a BqnatlOB. An important or-

dinary differential equation, of the first order
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and degree, first investi^ted by the Itjilian

luathematioiiin Riocuti. It is usually expressed

in the form

and is always solrable by a series of double

transformations of the form

ax zar

when n has the form

2*±1

whei*e * is cither 0 or a positive integer. The

equation becomes linear by assuming

f/« 1 ^^ av dx*

and to it maybe reduced several other differen-

tial equations of greater generality. (Boole’s

Differential Equations.)

&lcolaeeaB« [IIepatio.i:.]

Rice. [Ortza.]

Rice Paper. The proclucc of the Aralia

mpyrifera^ a low shrub, with large leaves, from

Formosa, whore it is wild and abundant. The

trunk and branches resemble those of the

elder. The pith, dried and rolled or hammered,

and pared by sharp knives, forms the paper. It

is dyed of different colours, and large sheets are

.

obtained by pressing the smaller pieces together.

It is usually sold in small squares of about

four inches made up into packets of 100 each,

a bundle of five packets -being sold for 4(f.

(Swinhoe, Pharmaceutical Journal vi. 52.)

Rloinolelo Acid. One of the acids result-

ing from the saponification of castor oil.

RlclniM (Lat. a tick). The best known
species of this genus of Euphorhiacm is i?.

communisy the seeds of which yield Castor-oil,

The plant is a native of India, but is now widely

distributed over the warmer regions of the globe

and throughout the Mediterranean region. It is

cultivated with us as an annual, and is known
^

under the name of Palma Christi. In this

country the stems do not attain a height of

more than from three to five feet ; but in Spain,

Crete, Sicily, and elsewhere, the plant is stated

to become a small tree. There are several

varieties of this plant, differing in sundry
slight particulars, and amongst others in the

size of the seeds. These latter are oval, fiat-

tened, of a greyish colour mottled with brown-
ish blotches. The best oil for medicinal pur-

poses is derived from the small seeds, that

procured from the large seeds being coarser,

and in India employed for lamps and in

veterinary practice. The oil is extracted by
boilii^ the seeds and by pressure in an hy-
draulic press, the latter process yielding the
most estemned mi

(iUdttnas.J

HlelMMtVDra (Ft, ricochet). In Gunnery,
the fire of a battery placed at right angles to

the line of ItooM or works aimed at ;
the guns

iN^tng fired with redneed charge and consider-

2S0

able elevation, so as to ^ve the shot a low
velocity and a hi^h curve, in order that it may
be brought down immediately after clearing the

crest of the parapet, and then by rebounding
along the face of the work', dismount the guns
or rake the line of troops under cover. It was
invented by Vauban, and first employed at the

siege of Haarlem in 1572. It arrived at per-

fection at the siege of Ath in 1697. It gave
superiority to the attack over the defence of

fortresses.

Riddle. [Eniowa.]
Rider. A term used to signify any ndrlition

to manuscripts or ether documents, inserted

after their completion.

Ridba. a term used by miners to denote a
deposit of ore overlying the principal mineral.

Riders. In Shipbuilding, riders were for-

merly internal ribs or timbers worked from
the kelson as high as the lower deck, to impart
greater firmness to the ship’s frame. These
riders restricted the space in the hold, and have
now been geiUTally Superseded by bands of

iron fastened diagonally on the inside of the

ribs.

Ridgd (A.-Sax. hrieg, Ger. ruck). In
Architecture, the upper horizontal timber in a

roof, against which the rafters pitch.

Rldin§r. The three divisions of the county

of York are so termed, by a corruption of the

Saxon word trithing or tfiding (third part).

Riding Blttf. On Shipboard, massive

frames of wood and iron round which the cable

is coiled when the vessel rides at anchor. The
bitts are bolt(‘d through two decks. Largo
vessels have two pairs: smaller vessels, one
pair. In inconsiderable merchant ships the

windlass is made to do duty for riding-bitts.

Riding Master. A commissioned officer

in regiments of cavalry and brigades of royal

artillery. He holds the relative rank of lieu-

tenant.

Rldotto(Ital.). A favourite public Italian

entertainment, consisting of music and dancing;

held generally on fast eves.

Rlemannlte. A Mineralogical sjmonym
for Allophane, after Riomann, by whom it was
first noticed.

Rifitolinento (Ital. re-estaUishment), A
term in common literary use applied to any
work or treatise, the materials of which have
not been derived from original research, or
collected for the first time.

Rllle. [Guk ; RiFxisn Guns ;
Shall Arms.

]

Rifle Fite. Holes or short trenches,

generally about four feet long 'and three feet

deep, forming, with the earth thrown out in

front of them, cover for two men. There is

generally a loophole on the top of the breast-
work, made by placing two sand-bogs with a
third resting on them, so as to cover the head
and shoulders of the rifleman.

lUfle Rdgimcsita. Although the whole of
the infantry of the British army is now armed
with rifles, the rifle brigade and 60th rem-
ment, which were armed with rifles while the
other troops had only smooth-bored muskets.
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are still distiuguished as rifle regiments, as are
also the Ceylon, Cape, and Cana£an regiments.
Allied Ouns. Guns in which two or more

spiral grooves are cut in the surface of the bore.
The groove of a rifled gun is simply a

portion of the thread of a female screw with a

Fig, i. long pitch. If A B C be a
right-angled triangle (fig. 1),

in which BC equals the cir-

cumference of the bore of
the gun, and AB the length

of the bore— suppose the triangle ABC
wrapped round the surface of the ^re, as in

Fig. 2. flg* 2, then AC is the hdix or
>. curve of the groove. But in

most rifled guns the tw/si. or

inclination of the grooves, is much less than

one turn in the length of the bore, and is

measured in terms of the length in which one
turn is completed. When AC is a straight

line, as in fig. 1, the twist is uniform
; but if

Fig. 8.
AC be curved, as in fig. 3, the

groove will have an increasing

or gaining twist, the angle of
twist CAB becoming greater

^ towards the muzzle. In this

case the projectile is easily started, gaining a

greater velocity of rotation as it proceeds to-

wards the muzzle of the gun. •

The object of rifling a gun is to i^ve the

projectile a rotation round an axis coincident

with that of the bore. This insures greater

accuracy of fire. If a spherical projectile be

employed, no other advantages follow
;
but if

an elongated projectile be used, as it can be

when thus given a rotation round its longer

axis, not only is accuracy increased, but we
gain all the other advantages due to this

form, which have been described in the article

PnoJECTiLB. Elongated projectiles have, there-

fore, entirely superseded spherical projectiles

for rifled guns.

Both small arms and cannon are rifled;

but many difficulties occur in the construction

of rifled cannon which are not met with in

small arms ; especially that of obtaining guns

strong enough to resist the enormous strain

caused by firing large chaiges with heavy

projectiles [Gun], and the impossibility of

using very laige shot or shell made of lead

alone. Small Abms will be treated separately

;

we here speak only of rifled cannon.

The conditions which a rifled cannon should

fulfil are
: (1) to insure acouMcy of fire

; (2) to

give as high velocity as possible
; (3) to remain

uninjured by much work; (4) to be simple

in construction. To insure accuracy of fire, a

rotatory motion must be given to the projectile

round an axis coincident with that of the bore;

the axis of the shot must be stable on leaving

the piece; and the shot must have sufScient

velocity of rotation (depending on its form,

length, and w^ht) to counteract ^e tendency

^ich it has to turn over. To give the pro-

jectile a high velocity, the gun must be able

to stand a laige char^ of powder
;
and in

order to do this, remaining unii\jured, a veiy

'
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strong construction is required. This strength
will depend on the quality of the metal used,
on its being distributed so as best to resist

the strains to which the different parts are
subjected, and on the method of rifling not
exerting undue strain on the gun. The con-
struction should bo so simple that the gun may
be easily and rapidly worked, and not liable to

derangement.
Breech-loading and muzzle-loading rifled

ordnance have each their advocates. The
advantages of the former are that a projectile

of larger diameter than the bore can be used,

and so its axis will be perfectly stable
;

that
the gun can be loaded when run up (the
gunners being thus less exposed), and can be
worked in a smaller space

;
that the bore can

be eiisily examined and cleaned
;
and that a

shot is sure to be home. Their disadvantages,
as compared with muzzle-loading guns, are
that the construction is necessarily more com-
plicated

;
with large guns the breech-loading

apparatus is heavy; and they are weaker,
weight for weight.

As soon as it appeared that rifled guns would
be generally substituted for smooth-bored guns,
numerous schemes were brought forward, which
may for all practical purposes be classed under
one of the four following heads :

—

1. Muzzle or breech-loading guns having
projectiles of hard metal fitting the bore
mechanically.

2. Muzzle-loading guns with projectiles

having soft metal studs or ribs to fit the
grooves.

3. Muzzle-loading guns with projectiles

having soft metal envelopes or cups to be
expanded in the bore by the gas.

4. breech-loading guns, with projectiles

coated with soft metal, larger in diameter than
the bore, but compressed by the gas into the
grooves.

We will first consider some of the most
important English systems of rifling. As
examples of the first class, in which the pro-

jectiles are of hard metal, and made to fit the

;

bore mechanically, we may
notice the Whitworth and
Lancaster guns. The Whit-
worth gun^s an hexagonal

spiral &>re, with the corners

rounded off. The form of

bore and projectile are

shown in fig. 4. The Lan-
caster gun has an elliptical

spiral bore (fig. 5). Al-

though it may be scarcely correct to speak of
these forms of bore as grooved, it will be seen

that a circle, by having in the one pjg,
case six, and in the other two
grooves cut, and the comers
chamfered away, can be altered

into either of these shapes. In

boGi cases the projectiles are of

iron or steel.

In these systems it is evident that the pro-

jectile cannot fit the bore perfectly, and that
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there must he some allowance of windH^e. If

this is rccliicod too much, there w'ill bo j^eat

difficulty in loading, and a small quantity of

rust or dirt on either bore or shot will render

the gun temporarily unserviceable ;
if, on the

other hand, there be too much windage, tlie

shot will not be stable on leaving the bore.

Besulea this there must be a great tendency to

wear out the gun, by the action of the hard

metal of the projectile upon it. _
It is evident that the chief difficulty with a

muzzlo-loading riHed gun is to load easily, and

yet insure stability of axis of the projectile on

leaving the bore. This is ingeniously overcome

in tho Armstrong shunt gun, which, with the

Woolwich syetem and Scott’s, belongs to the

second class. A shot in entering a gun with

spiral grooves, pre8st‘s or bears against one side

of the grooves ; in coming out, against the other

side. In the shunt gun the stud for the shot is

only about half the width of the groove. The
half of the groove on which the shot enters is

of uniform depth throughout, and allows some
windage

;
but the half of the groove on which

the shot bears in coming out is gradually

decreased in depth towards the muzzle by an

inclined plane, so that the shot is firmly gripped

before it reaches the muzzle, and leaves tho

bore with a stable axis. A plan of a groove of

the shunt gun, and plans of the muzzle, are

Fig. «.

'<lNeLlklEx^^LLC(,

shown in figs. 6 and 7. The shot is shown

going in and coming out. In going in, the shot

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Shot Itk SlMt coming out

at E is Bhunted info the narrow portion of the

groove. The studs for the projectiles of this

gun are of copper. Scott’s gun
has a bore shaped as in fig. 8;

the driving side of the studs on

the projectile are of zinc, and they

enter at the deep portion of the

grooves, bearing on the shallow

portions as they come out. The
Woolwich system is only a slight modification

of the French, which will be spoken ofpresently,

Fig. 9.
grooves being shallower, and

^
‘

' having their corners rounded off.

/ The Urge muzzle-loading guns in

/ j
our service are rifled on this system,

\ / some having a uniform, and others a— gainingtwist. In the latter case the
studs in the front row are smaller

in diameter than those in the hind
row,the aides ofthestudswhich bear
in loadii^ having no spiral

;
but the

sides which bear coming out having
a 8]^rd odrresponding to the sharp-

est twist of the rifling, which is of

course next the mnzale (fig. 9). By
this arrangement theshot is driven by the hind

952

Fig. 10.

studs only, until near tho muzzle, when both
studs act, and the shot is brought into the

proper position on leaving the piece.

The third class includes the American Par-
rott gun, Blakely’s, Jeffrey’s, Lynall Thomas’,

Bashlcy Britten’s guns. The latter, which may
be taken as a good sample of

this c’ass, has five shallow

grooves; and tho projectile,

yyhjch-i» made of iron, has

a leaden envelope A, and a

wooden sabot B (fig. 10). Tho
shell is easily inserted, being

smaller than the bore; but

when tho gun is fired, the

sabot is driven against the

envelope, and expands the lead
into the grooves. Projectiles

of this nature will not generally stand largo

charges, the envelope giving way.
Mackay’s s^'stcin is also really of this class.

The gun is grooved, and the projectile, which

is of iron, is smaller in diameter than the l)ore.

It has neither envelope nor studs, but a largo

cartridge of sawdust is inserted between tlio

powder and the shot, and is doubtless com-

pressed on the discharge, and jammed between
tho shot and the bore, thus entering the

grooves, and giving rotation to tho shot.

The fourth class includes the Prussian gun,

and the Armstrong breech-loading guns. The
latter have been adopted into our service for

all rifled field guns, and several larger natures.

The projectile is coated with lead, and ^is

inserted into a chamber behind tho boro, of

larger diameter than the bore (fig. 13). Tho
bore has a number of small grooves, sepa-

rated by landa^ narrower than the grooves
(fi^. 11). The explosion pig, n,
drives the projectile in-

to the bore, compressing
its soft coating into tho

grooves, and so giving a rotatory motion to

the shot. There are two nmthods of closing

the breech ; tho first by a v^nt piece, which is

dropped into a slot, and pressed tightly against

the rear of the powder chaiuber by a screw

;

the second by a wedge and i^pper, which work
in gliding grooves, and are forced in sideways
behind the powder chamber.
But the peculiar ayatem of rifling, or

method of giving the rotation, matters but
little, so long as the conditions above named
are fulfilled

; if projectiles of the same form,
size, and weight, be fired with equal charges
from various guns, having the same twiat, the
results will vary but little, no matter what
may be the system of rifling. The great pro-
blem to solve is how to construct a gun of
SttflScient stren^h to withstand heavy pro-
jectiles fired with large charges.
When a charge of powder is ignited in the

bore of a gun, them exerts a pressure equal
in every direction, which forces the shotthrough
the pooves along the bore, and exerts a doable
strain upon the metal of the gun, a tangential

\ attain tending to rend the metal lengthwise
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along a line drawn from breech to muazle, and
a longitudinal strain tending to fracture the
^n across, or to drive out the breech. The
initial strain^ or the strain to which the gun is

subjected before the shot moves, is the most
severe, for the gas, being then confined in the
smallest space, exerts its maximum pressure
per square inch ; and this initial strain gene-
rally fractures a gun. Now, the longer it takes
to more the shot, the more powder will be ig-

nited before the shot’s motion, and the greater
will be the initial strain. In a smooth-bored
gun the shot is rolled along the surface of the
boro, probably when only a very small portion
of powder is converted into gas. In a rified

gun there is considerable friction between the

elongated shot and the bore, additional work
is required to give the shot a rotatory motion,
and the area of projectile present^ to the
force of the gas is much lees for a given weight
of shot, than with a round shot. Besides, in

those systems which have soft coatings or en-
velopes for the projectiles, additional work is

required to compress the soft metal into the
grooves. Thus there is much greater diffi-

culty in moving the shot in a rifled gun, and
consequently also a much greater strain than
on the metnl of a smooth-bored gun.
Bronze and cast iron, the metals chiefly

employed as materials for ordnance until the
introduction of rilled guns, are not 8uite4 to

withstand this great strain. Bronze, though
tough, and, if well made, uniform in (j^uality,

is too soft for the bores of guns, and is also
very costly

;
cast iron, although hard enough, is

uncertain in tenacity, and cannot alone be used
for rifled guns, unless fired with very small
charjyes only. Cast-iron guns strengthened
by rings or tubes shrunk or driven on exter-

nally, will not stand great strain, but mode-
rately good results have been obtained by
lining them with a tube of wrought iron or
steel, as proposed by Major Palliser,

Wrougnt iron and steel are the metals now
almost universally employed for rifled guns.

Wrought iron is exceedingly tough, and not

liable to snap or to fly into destructive pieces,

but it is rather too soft for the bore of a gun, and
it is very difficult to obtain thoroughly sound
forgings of great size. Cast steel, well ham-
mered, is hard and elastic, but is liable to snap
without warning and fly into pieces; it is

rendered harder and tougher by being tem-

pered in oil, but there is great difficulty in

obtaining larg^ castings of thoroughly uniform

quality. Steel is also very expensive.

It has not as yet been found practicable in

this country to make large rifled guns in one
solid casting of great strength; though in

Kmpp’s works, at Essen, in Prussia, large

^ns are so made. Even their endurance,

however, is not such as would satisfy us in

this couutiy. The formation of guns from one
solid forging has been advocated, hut con-

demned by many good authorities. The Hors-
fall smooUi'boim ^n, made at the Mersey
Works at Liverpool, was of this nature. It
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weighed nearly twenty-five tons, and had a
calibre of 18 inches.

The method chiefly employed in this country
is to build up ^ns of several pieces. By
this plan several advantages are gained. 1.

The lyarts may be of such a size that their
soundness may be depended upon. 2. Bif-.
ferent materials may be used, each being
placed at that part of a gun which it best

I

suits. 8. The materials may be applied so
that their fibres may run in a direction most
favourable to the peculiar strain they will
have to withstand. But in this metliod of
construction, great care must he taken to pro-
vide against the separation of the parts

;
and it

is evident that the fewer parts there are, the
less likely will the gun be to shake to pieces.
Whitworth advocates steel for all part^i of a
gun. His method of building up, as ^ven in
his own words, is this :

* The tube of the gun is

made taper, then a series of hoops are made,
which are screwed on together so as to form
another tube, that is put on by hydraulic pres-
sure ; each layer is put on a little tighter than
the succeeding one.' Blakely is also a strong
advocate of steel for all parts of a gun, though
he has employed both cast and wrought iron.

His method of shrinking on the outer tubes
when hot, so that in cooling they contract and
grasp the inner tubes, is employed in the
manufacture of Armstrong guns, and in the
gun factories at Woolwich,
The essential features of the Armstrong

method of construction are : 1. The disposal
of

^

the fibre of the metal round the bore, by
coiling, so as to resist the tangential strain, the
welds running in the direction of the least

strain as regards separation. 2. The em-
ployment of a breech piece to support the
bottom of tile bore, with the fibre running
lengthwise so as to resist longitudinal strain.

3. The ’ shrinking on the different portions,

so that the exterior of the gun takes a due
share of strain. The different parts of the gun
are also now hooked together by means of

12 .

shoulders and corresponding recesses. Both
coiled iron barrels and steel barrels are now
used in the royal gun factories, with forged

breech pieces and trunnion pieces, and coiled

outer tubes. Fig. 13 represents a se^ion of an
Armstrong 12’pr. screw breech-loading gun.

Fig. 18.

A A, barrel, coiled iron or steel.

BOD, coiled outer tubes.

P, breech piece, solid forging.
T, trunnion ring, ditto.

V, vent piece.

B, tapped ring.

L, lever ring.

S, breceb ecrow*
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The flame method of construction, with mo-

difications, has been adopted fur our larger

guns. Hr. Fraser, of the royal gun factories,

has Slighted some important improvements,

which will both strengthen the gun and lessen

its cost.

The principal methods of construction and
systems of rifling of this countiy having now
been explained, it remains briefly to mention

the riflea guns of the principal foreign nations.

The French have adopted the systhtie la

the shape of the groove and stud in

which are shown in the annexed figure. The

Fig. 14. studs are of zinc, and centre

the prmeetile by means of

bevelled driving edges. The
French field gnns are of

bronze; the canon de 4 which is their

general service field gun, has the same calibre

as the old brass 4-pounder; it has six deep

grooves, and the projectile has two rows of

Btnda. Their heavy guns are principally cast

iron hcioped with steel, and mnixle loaders,

with a gaining twist app&ed to the system

above desoib^ They nave a few hmdi
loaders, np to, but not over, six iodhes ealifaee.

The French system has been adopted, with

modifications, by Spain, Boctngal, Bnsaio,

HdUand, Switzerland, Wfirtembnig; and, as
already ahcfwn, by onrselTes for some gnna.

The Italians have chosen the French system
for their field gions, which are made of bronze

up to the Ifi-pounder; they have some 24-

ponnder and 40>poander iron-hooped giins,

muzzle-loaders, and a few heavy breechdiiad-

ing cast-iron C^vaUi guns, which were east in

E^land, and proved at Woolwich.
The Austrian fidd gun* are bronze mnzzle-

Plg, 15,
loaders, and the prcjectiles are

covered with zinc and tin (fig. Id)

of the same shape as the Irare, but
one-twelfth of an inch less In dia-

meter. The grooves in the gun
may be said to be formed by
wrapping a number of triangles

rouna a cylindrical bore. The
exterior of the projectile being of

the same 8ha{W, the latter enters

the bore easily and ia pushed

home, riding on the bases of the

trian^es, with windage above
and at the aides. A aught turn

with the rammer, acting on small

drirers left on the head of the shell, centres it»'

flo that it comes out with its axis coincident

with tet of the bore, and windage equally

diattibutod, viz. a email apace at ue base of

eadi of the triangles. The j^jectile ibr what
is sailed the 4*poiinder field gun weighs about

8 Ibfl^ lEitgliah, axid the gun iteelfabout 582 lbs.

AuftHf”* have lately made a number of

breedh4oadsiig caatdzon ganfl for siege and

gsaEnaoit pupsiefl, on the md Pnumaii syatem,

the Kdhm of Wahtendorff. A ot-

Bikder« introdneed 1hfon|d^ a hole* at the aide

of ih» broelh, ftta into a corresponding orifice

Litter from being driven back; but this c^«

ia ikud boeeech stopper, thus prerenting the 1 six-inch i^ns.
2$4

lindur frequently becomes jammed, and
action of the arrangement. cannot therefore be
considered successful. They have also bought
some of Krupp’s guns, rifled and with his
patent breech-loading arrangement. At one
time tliey. introduce several batteries of

rifled guns for gun cotton, but in the autumn
of 1862 these were abandoned, and the present
system introduced. The systhmc la mite had
been previously tried and condemned.
The Prussians have a few 24-poundor bronze

breech-loaders on their new system (Erainer’s),

throwing shell weighing about 60 English
pounds ; and some 6-pounders and 12-pounder8
throwing prmcctiles of 15 lbs. and 32 lbs. re-

spectively. For field guns they have entirely

adopted the breech-loading system and steel

guns. The latter are cast and hammered by
Krupp, of Essen, and afterwards bored and
rifled at Spandau near Berlin. The 4*poimder
is the field gun of the Prussian service, the

proyeetile wrighing about 0^ lbs. English. The
is ckMed by a double wedge which

wQuIai at the side, as in our own wedge system.

Into the fiMse of the front wedge fits a loose

steel cap to take the first ah^ of the dis-

dtaijge, and to contain a copper ring valve, so

arranged as to be pressed closer to the back
of the bore by the gas. Tliis can be taken out

and deaned, or replaced by another almoet
instantaneously.

Krupp's system, which is both simple and
strong, has been partially adopted by many
powers. The breech is closed by a single

thick steel wedge, which slides in and out
easily, and is driven firmly home, after it has
been pushed ^ by a lever and screw, the latter

workiughalf in the breech and half in the gun.
The recess in the wedge corresponding to the

steel cup in the Prussian system contains a cop-
per ring valve like that in the Prussian system.

In both these systems (Erainer^s and Erupp’s)
tile gun is multigrooved, and the projectile

has a soft metal coating with three raised

rings of the same material.

Russians, in addition to guns on the

modified French system, have bought the

heaviest Enipp's guns yet made, of 11 inches

calibre, about 540-ponnderB, for Cronstadt.

They We also several American guns, a few
shunt gnns, and some Blakely guns. A
committee held in 1865, of which Gieneml

Todleben was prerideut, has decided that steel

8*58 calibre breech-loading guns are to be

adopted fi>r coast defences; that they axe

accurate, good against armour ^ate, and stand

425 ronnds at ;
but that Erupp’s muzale-

loadinffiguns of laige calibre cannot be con-

aidma aafe after 250 ronnds have been fired

feom them. Broadwell*s system of breech*

loading, a ii|odMeati<m of ErW's, will probably
bed^My adopted.

TheTurks are arming their ftiips prinripell;

with Armetrongfa guns.

j
Japanese have pnrohaaed fifty ofKmpp's
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The Swedes have tried Wahrendorff's breech*

loading system, but both they and the Danes
are settling down to the definite ^option of
muzzle-loaders on a modification or the shunt
system. All their ordnance are cast iron, but
some pieces will be strengthened by internal

steel tubes.

The Americans hare a great variety of pieces

;

their navy still favours cast-iron smooth-bored
guns of large calibre. Some twenty-inch guns
have been made, a pair of which are fitted

to fhe * Ihiritan * ironclad, a park of them
being also in readiness for land service

; but

these will only stand comparatively small

charges, although by a method of cooling from
the interior, invented by Hodman, greater

strength is obtained in the cast iron of which
they are made. Their rifled Parrott guns,

which are made of cast iron strengthened with
wrought-iron hoops, were of much service

during the war, though several cases of burst-

ing occurred. A committee on ordnance has

recommended the Ames gun, which is built up
of wrought iron. No breech-loading system is

in favour in America, their plan being gene-

rally, as in' the Parrott gun, a ring of brass at

the base of the projectile, which is expanded by
the gas into the grooves, or, as in the Schenkel

system, a papier-m&ch^ detached wad, which
takes the rotation, and transfers it to the

prmectile.

On comparing the rifled ordnance of foreign

powers with that of our own country, we have
no reason to be dissatisfied. Our guns, being

made of wrought iron, will not, on failure,

break up like cast iron or steel ordnance ;
and

from their accuracy of fire, the capacity of their

shells, and the power which the latter have,

owing to their elonpted fomf, of maintaining a
high velocity, obtained from the large charges

which we are able to use, they are certainly uot

surpassed by those of any other nation.

For further information, the reader is referred

to Major Owen’s Ledum on Artillery^ 4th
edition. For minute details, it is necessary to

consult professional papers, bluebooks, &c.

Xlff (A.-Sax. wrigan, to drees). The p^nliar
manner of fitting the masts and rigging to

the hull of any vessel; thus the terms
schooner riy^ tihip rig^ dec., imply the masts
and sails of these vessels without regard to

the hulL

SIffVote. [VximlI
Blfflnr. On Shiimoard, the system of

cordage by which the masts are suppcnled, and
the Bws extended or taken in. The rigging

is hence divided into etemdimg and
running rigging. The standing ngging con-

sists <» the penaanU^ short strong ropes first

put over tile lower mast heads, and having

thimbles for hooking tackles to ; the ekroude^

daye^ and hadedage. The lower rigging im- 1

pliM that of the lower masts, the topmast
riggiiQg that of the topoiast, and so on. ^^e
running rigging comprises the Hits for raising

and lowering the' upper masts and the yards,

the braces for trimming the yards, the halyards
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for hoisting flags, &c., and the clcw-lines,

sheets, tacks, and guys used in managing the

sails. The size, strength, number of ropes

&C. of the rigging, are all matters determined
by experience.

XiOfta The room or rooms in

which the rigging is prepared and tested.

Right (Ger. recht,«akin to Lat. rectus).

In Geometry, a term applied to certain figures

which are deemed to be the simplest of their

kind. Thus a right line is one whose direction

never varies
; the more common term is straight.

A right angle^ again, is formed by two straight

lines which intersect each other in the most
symmetrical manner; i.e. in such a way as

to divide the whole angular space around
their point of intersection into four equal parts.

Similarly, a right prism is one whose edges
are peipendicuiar to the plane of its base,

whilst in a right cylinder and right cone the

base is a circle whose plane is perpendicular
to the axis of symmetry. In these cases, as
in many others, the term right is opposed to

obligue.

Right Ascension. In Astronomy, the
angle formed at the pole of the equator by
two neat circles, one of which passes through
the first point of Aries, and the other through
a celestial body

;
it ia consequently measured

by the arc of tiie' equator intercepts between
those circles. Right aeoeneion and declinatton

are the two coordinates to which the positions

of celestial objects are for the most part re-

ferred. It is sometimes convenient, however,

to give their latitudes and longitudes.

Rii^t, Biwine. [Divinb Bight of Kings.]

Rlghtv Petition A declaratory enact-

ment passed by the parliament of 1628. This
name was adopted by the framers, who wished
to imply by it that the franchises therein

specifis were not newly acquired, and that

tne law was merely explanatory of the ancient

constitutipn. It was calculated to protect the

subject against forced loans, benevolences,

taxes imposed without consent of parliament,

arbitrary imprisonments, &c. Much delay and
some evasion took place before Charles I.

could be induced to give the royal assent to

tins measure.

Bight, Fbtition or. This term also denotes
the process by wbidi a subject may obtain

possession or restitution from the crown of
either real or personal property. Ths pro-

ceedings uTOn it have recently heen simplified

(23 & 24 ^ct 0. 34), and assimiUted in many
respects to toe course of an ordUnary action

between snlgeet and suUect.

RlgRtSf Rin ntm [fizx or Bights.]

RlgMIl^ (Lat rigiditas). Jn Mediamcs,
a resistanoe to diange of form. In theoretical

investigations respiting tbs application of

fbrees through the intervention iS machines,

the latter are frequently assumed to be per-

fectly rii^d, so far as the forces employed are

able to imect their integrity of form and stme*
tnre. Bigidity is often, in the arts, called

sHffneee, and is opposed to flexibility.



RIGOR MORTIS RINGWORM
BliW teortls (Lat.). In Physiology, the

general stiffening of the body produced by
the simultaneous contraction of all the muscles

of the trunk after death. The muscular coat

of the arteries also contracts after death, on

division and mechanical irritation, on the

application of cold, and under the stimulus

of electricity. ^
ftIUeTo. [Keubf.]
Slinose (Lat. rimosus, from rima, a JUmre).

In 2k>ology, when the surface of an animal or

part resembles the bark of a tree, having nu-

merous minute, narrow, and nearly parallel

excavations which run into each other.

Blnderpast or OatUe Vlstgae. The
Report of the Cattle Plague Commission (May
1866) renders it necessary to make a few re-

marks in addition to those already made in the

article Mvubain. Although no unfailing spe-

cific has been discovered, some facts have been

ascertained which throw considerable light on

the pathology of this disorder. It appears

that within forty-eight hours of the time when
the animal has imbibed the disease, the tem-

perature of the body rises from two to three

and a half degrees of the thermometer. The
period of incubation is thus shown to be

shorter than was generally supposed, and this

rise of temperature is especially valuable as

furnishing a means of separating sick from
healthy cattle, and shortening thp time of qua-

rantine. The whole course of the disease is seven

days; but hitherto it has been erroneously

treated as beginning when it has abeady existed

for fqur days, and obtained a fatal hold on

its victim. It is confined almost entirely to

ruminating animals, although it may exist in

the sheep and goat. The commissioners unani-

mously report that it is propagated only by
contagion, and that it consists in a poison

generated in the blood and capable of being

conveyed by inoculation, the increase of the

poisonous matter when the disease is once esta-

idished being marvellously rapid. For the pur-

pose of disinfection they recommend chlorine

and the acids obtained from tar and sulphur.

Inoculation and vaccination with the matter

of the cow-pox have been tried as a yreventire

without success. All strong medicines, it is

asserted, heighten the mortality ; and the only
remedies suggested are cleanliness, ventilation,

disinfection, and careful feeding. If these con-

clusions accord with the facts, the necessity of

a strict quarantine becomes imperative for all

cattle arnving from fbrein ported

In their third and final report, issued June
1866, the commissioners adhere to their former
conclusions as supported by microseotnc and

'

other experiments. HaTing used the iiighest

magnifying powers, Rr. B^e considers that

eride^s^to been adduced to show it con-

siste uf vety mtauie particles of matter in a
ea<^ capable of powing and mul-

tiplyi]^ iP^diy when placed under fisvourable

conairions t that the rate of growth and multl-

^dicatioQ of these minute paCticlcs fhr exceeds

2S6

that at which the normal germinal matter of

the blood and tissues multiplies, and that they
appropriate the pabulum of the tissues, and
even grow at their expense.'

The most efficient disinfecting agents, sul-

phurous and carbolic acids, are supposed to

act by destroying the vitality of the poisonous

]^rtides emanating from animals in a state of

disease. On the whole, the commissioners are

convinced of the neces.aity of treating the

disease as strictly contagious, and of the im-
portance of marking the rise of the luttural

temperature of the animal as the fi'rst and
surest symptom that the disorder has begun.

MnforBaafio (Ital. stren^thenina). In
Mnsic, a direction to the performer, denoting

that the sound is to be increased. It is marked
thus < ; and is also expressed by the abbrevia-

tion rf,

Bing (A.-Sax. bring). A solid body gene-

rated by a circle whose centre describes a

closed curve to which the plane of the circle is

always normal. The radius of the generating

circle is usually constant, so that the ring is

enclosed by a Tubular Surface. Ordinarily,

too, the locus of the centre of the generating

circle is itself a circle. [Annulus.]
Alng of an Anolior. The ring, bolted

into the top of the shaft, to which the cable is

made fast.

Ring aoBO. In Farrieiy, a callus growing

in the hollow circle of the little pastern of a

horse, just above the coronet.

Ring Sail* A small and light sail set on

a mast on the tafirail. Also a studding sail set

upon the gaffof afore-and-aft sail, and stretched

on the ring-tail-boom. It is very rarely used.

Ring of Batuni. [Saturn.]

Rings, Valry* [Fairy RxnosJ
Rings, Metooiio. [Meteors, Luminous.]
Ring-bolt* On Shipboard, a strong iron

ring passing through a hole at the end of an
iron pin, which is clinched through the beams
of the deck or the side. The principal use is

to give bearing to the tackle for running the

guns in and out.

Rlngwropeo* Auxiliaiy ropes bearing on
ring-bolts in the deck, and temporarily fastened

to the.cable at different parts in very het^vy

weather, to furnish a more powerful hold on it

while diminishing the strain on the riding bitts.

Ringworm* This disease is of two kinds,

viz. the ringworm of the bodjjr and the ringworm
of the scalp. The former is a vesicular erup-

tion oircinatus)t and is not contaqfons

;

while the latter is a pustular form of (Ssease

{P^rrigo scufufuto), and so conti^ous as to

prove a scourge to any public establishmeiltinto

which it may be intiMuced. The ringworm of
the body is by no means a very manageable
disease : it is to be treated by attending to
the general healthi and by appfyrng asteingent
minertd lotions, The ringworm of the i^p
is a most obstinate afltetion.

. It begins witn
clusters of littte pustules, whidi form scabs,
leaving a red pimply surface, and destroying
the roots of tlm hair as the disease proeeedr
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(which it never fails to do if not ^evented) sandy district sometimes occasions a aimjliif

over the ^eater part of the head. It is most appearance.
common in children of a feeble flabby habit; ]|Uaiaa« The Sevan. In Sanscrit Mytho-
but as it is communicable by contagion, it logy, the seven sages who were supposed to
spreads rapidly in scliools and families by the dwell in the seven stars of the constellation
frequent contact of the heads of children, or known by us as the Great Bear. This notion
by the use of the same caps, combs, towels, belongs to that large class of legends which
&C. : so that when it once appears, the diseased spring up flrom the partial or total forget-
children should be strictly removed from the fulness of the ori^nal meaning of a word,
others. The treatment consists in shaving Such misapprehensions,

.
it is obvious, must

tlie head, and using frequent and regular arise when families and tribes diverge from a
ablutions in the first instance, sponging the common centre, carrying with them a plimber
part with weak soap-and-water ; when the of wor^ expressive of sensible or 'material
scabbing begins, other applications must be notions. Such words would assume more and
used, the selection of which must entirely more the character of personal appellatives,
depend upon the degree of irritation and the extent of the change being determined
other circumstances. Solutions of nitrate of by the measure in which the original force
silver, sulphate of copper, iodide of potassium, of the word was remembered. Thus such
or of iron, pitch and tar ointments, petroleum names as Endtmioh and Anadtomenb are
and naphtha, moreurial ointments of different even in later legends little more than epitheta;
kinds, various other stimulants, as also some- but the Greek Argynnis became a maiden
times sedatives, are resorted to, to get rid of the beloved by Agamemnon, whereas the Sanscrit
morbid state of the part ; but so whimsical and avjuni remains a simple epithet denoting
obstinate is the disease, that it is impossible to beauty. But when such words had sunk into
lay down any mode of treatment which can be mere proper names, they were liable, by a
considered as approaching to a specific. Except process common to all languages, to be con-
in particular cases, no internal medicine has founded with other words which they might
appeared to be of use.

^

happen most nearly to resemble in sound.
Rlollto. A pative selenide of silver found The result would be, in grammatical phrase,

at Tasco in' Mexico, and named after Del Bio, false etymology; the practical consequence
by whom it was analysed. would be the growth of a myth. From a
Blot (Ital. riotta). In Law,* a tumultuous root which me^t to shine, the Seven l^ikshas,

disturbance of the peace by three persons or shiners, received their name
; and to the same

or more assembling together of their own root probably belongs the name of the golden

authority in order to assist each other, against bear, the G^ek ipieroSf and Latin ursa, ^s
anyone who shall oppose them, in the exe- the Germans gave to the lion the title of

cution of a private purpose, and afterwards goldfusz; and thus when the epithet had
executing the same in a violent and turbulent by some tribes been confined to the bear,

manner, A rout is said to be a disturbance the seven shiners were transformed into seven

of the peace b}' persons assembled together bears, then info one bear with Arcturus for

to do a thing, which, if executed, would make their bearward. In India also the meaning
them rioters, and makjng some motion towards of piksha was forgotten ; but instead of refer-

that object : an uulawfid assembly is a similar ring the word to bears, the people confounded
disturbance by persons who neither execute it with rishi, wise, and the seven stars or

their purpose, nor make any actual motion shiners became the abode of seven sages or

towards the execution of it. * poets. The same lot befel another name for

Blpidolite (Gr. hurts, a fan^ and \l0os, this constellation. They who spoke of the

stone). The name g^ren by Von Kobell to seven trtones had long forgotten that their

a green Chlorite occurring in j^nped folia, fathers spoke of the stars as tdrds (staras),

at St. Gotthard, at Kauris in Silzburg, and or strowers of lights and converted the bear-

in the Ziller^al. It is a hydrated silicate of ward into Bootes, the ploughman
;
while the

alumina, protoxide of iron and magnesia, and Teutonic nations, unconscious that they had
is found at Fenrhyn in Caernarvonshire, and retained the old root in their word stem or

in Ai^leshire; also in Dauphiny, the Ural, star, likewise embodied a false et
3rniology in

the Hai^ the Alps, and at Gumush-dagh in wagons an^ wains. (Max Muller, Lectures

Asia Minor. on Language, second series, viu. ; Westmifieter

Blpiano (ItaL)., In Music, a term sig- Review, January 1865, p. 48.)

nifying

/

m//, and us^ in compositions of many Btotag Una. On tne she^plan and other

parts, to diatinguiah those which fill up the draughts of a ship, a <mrved line marking the

harmony and play only , occasionally! firom height of the floor timbers throughout the

those that play tnroughout the piece. length, and thereby fixing the sbaipneM and
Btppla MMrka. The peculiar undulated flatness of the veasers bottom,

marks, left by the receding waves on the sea
^
Blalsg Wood. In Shipbuilding, the pew-

beach, wluch are occasionally found in some tion of the keel let into the floors,

of the older stimta of lu^, and are oon- Blmui Sivdeiijleuo^ (Lat. the eardmie

sidered as announcing a stmilar action at a laugh), A convulsive grin, giving a peculiarly

remote period. The wind blowing OTer a horrible exproasion to the countenance, clnefly
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obserred in cases of tetanus and inflammadon

of the diaphnam. It has been generallj sup-

posed to have been so aainedy as being pranced

by eating a species «f ranunculus gtpwmg about

certain springs in Sardinia'; but this derivation

is far ftrom probable^ and the Gre^ phrase

vapBAifiotf 7f\aj* indicates merely a grim, bitter

la^gh, and points to the verb traipVf to grin or

sneer.
v , .

Sttemallo (Ital. a return). In Music,

properly a short repetition, bu(^ as that Of an

echo, or of the last words of a song, especially

if such repetition he made after a voice by one

or more instruments. But by custom this word

is now used to denote all symphonies jdayed

to a song before the voice begins or after it eiras.

Mlttliigeiita. A mineru found at Joaehim-

stohl in Bohemia, and immed af^ Bitdager,

an Austrian officer of mines. It is a sulphide

of silver and andmony. •

Mltiua (Lat. rituaUe, from ritus^ a rite). A
book in wUch the different rites or services

of the church are contained.

Mlwar ayatema. So far as rivers depend

for their water supplies on the rain falling on

the land through which they run, it is dear

that each river, whether entering the ocean, or

terminating in an inland sea or lake, or losing

itself in a sand desert, may be resided as in-

cluding the natural surface drainage of the

whole tract of land through which runs ev^
branch of the river and all its tributaries,

whether large or small. Thus the greater part

of a continent may be muped into a few dis-

tqcts, each designated by the principal riven

running through it, Every such ^strict is

called in physical geography a river basin ; and

the whole group of streams ^ving one outlet

is denominated a river syet^ Those which

connect with the ocean are called oceanic; and

those not reaching the ocean, continsntal. The
line separating two such districts is the line

of tcaierehedf from the Gmian waseerscheide

(water-parting).

The principal river systems of the world are

named in the subjoined table, and the details of

the more important will be found referred to in

separate paragraphs.

Lvoftk or
Co«no

Vralmct
Atm

1
s

AttauHe 43rwp»

BuRoraAS Coast •q. m.
Bhlne . • 87,000 410 700
BIbe • *

' • M,000 400 780

liOtie • 48,800 870 too
Bomo . . t 40,000 800 000

Osrooiie. SMOO 880 170

Bains 80,000 800 400

Tbfiw • 88,000 410 080

Qwaffisaa
Ouad^uivir. ,

«

n/m
80,000
17,000

870
800
880

480
800
880

10,700 ISO 880
8/00 180 880

RIVER SYSTEMS

LMlftb
«f CoarM

DnAost*Am
i

AtUudlc Grce^

BAismSBa.—
Neva . • • . 060 000

Tisfcula .... 70,000 880 600

03,000 830 550

44/00 830 650

Ntanea ....
ICEDmaxAsaAir EbuL

40,800 370

800

580

400Po 40,000
Bhone .... 87/00 860 640

Ebro .... 88,000 810 480

BUS ... .

BTTxnn on Black Bia^
1,000,000? 8800?

1000

8000?

1750Danube . . • 810,000
Dnieper.... 886,000 880 1850

Don .... 884,000 460 1150

Dniester.

Afbioas Coast

BO,000 410 530

Biger . . . )
Senegal . . . V

Orange River, Ao. |

1,000/00?

KOKiH AioEBioAir OoAsr
875 2050Bt. Lawrence and lakes

.

408,000
Connecticat . . 11,000 865 800

Delaware

ICbocas Ouxjr

12,000 800

1600
1400

800

4000
8000

Mierieslppl .

Bio del Norte .

1/00,000
800.000

Booth AimioAN Coast

80/00 640

1780

1000

Amaions • 8,000,000 ?

Plate .... 1,170,000 1180 3800

Tocantins • • . 880,000 1160 1800

Orinoco.... 880,000 485 1550

Bt. Francisco . • . 200/00 1000 1600

Paranahyba . • .
* 108,000 640 860

Bssequibo 88,000 400 480

Paci/le Orot^.

’Rasters Asia.
1400 3750Amour . . . . 7n,000

Tang-tse-kiaog . .
|

787,000 1750 8800

Hoang-bo . . •

Tche-Uang • .

716.000
188.000

1835
575

2650
1300

Aukhiga;—
630Fraser River . • * ? ?

Columbia 880,000 670 1540

Colorado • • 880/00 580 880

Jhdtem Oceim Orw^.

Gangee and Bramsbpootra 078/00 850 8000

XrawmU .... 440,000 1850 8500

Indus 410,000 1080 8800

iCsnam .... 888,000 700 lltM)

Buphrates . • • •

Godavery .... 880,000
184,000

680
880

1780
800

Xlstna . • • . 110/00 000 800

Zambsii (Africa) 800,000 1800? ?

.ircMe Cfrouy,

Asza.:—
.8650OU. . . . ^ 1/88/00 1470

TsnsMi • • . • 1/00/00 1400 1800

Lena • • . • 800,000 1400 8700

Xobma . . .
'

•

Dwhia • •

100/00
140/00

MO
480

800
1000

AxknoA}—
Macteuds . 800/00 1100 1400

(BrnrabUl . ! !

48^10^
710
1080

lOiO
1000

Albany . , « 19jm 410 140

m
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LMigth
9f CoarN

Dnlatf*
Afio

1 id .9

1 H
OseSbuaM SfShm
GssPiAif
Volga . . • .

Ouil ....
M. m.
530.000
110.000

2080
680

2750
?

Sir
Amo • • • .

890.000
260.000

680
920

1850
1600

LobLaxb^-
Blvers (gnndry) . 240,000 685 1260

BiTer Walls. Works executed to defend

the shores of rivers are commonly known as

river walls, whether they are walls in strict-

ness of speech, or only an inclined fore shore

with a paved slope towards the river. Ex-
amples of the latter kinds may he seen on the

banks of the Thames, the Severn, the Seine,

the Ome, the Bhine, the Bhone, &c. But in

the midst of the gi'eat centres of population it

becomes necessary to economise space, and
tfyr/ilf are used, more or less inclined to the

water, of winch a good example is to be found

in the Thames embankment. The principles

on which these are founded kre that a sufficient

space should be left for the water-wa^, so as

not to produce any scour likel;^ to injure the

bank, and to insure the resistance of the

materials employed in the composition of the

walls. [Sxa and Btveb Defences,]

BIwera ^t rivus, the root being foimd in

Sansc. era, Gr. to fiew). In Physical Geo-

graphy, an inland current of water, formed

witnin a certain portion of the earth’s surface

by the confluence of brooks, small streams, or

mountain torrents, and discharging itself into

the ocean, a lake, a marsh, or another river.

There are few subjects in physical geography

whiiffi present so wide a fleld for speculation as

rivers, whether we regard thetn in an historical,

economical, or scientific point of view.

They are associated with the earhest effort of

manmd to emerge from state of barbarism;

but they are no less serviceable to nations

which have advanced in civilisation. In the

earliest ages they were re^rded with venera-

tion, and became the objects of a grateful

adoration, snxpassed only by that paid to the

sun and Ae host of heaven. Nor is this sur-

prising ; for in countries where the labours of

the husbandman and shepherd depended for

a successful issue on the feJling of periodic^

rrins, or the melting of the collected snows in

a Ihr-distant country, such rivers as the Nile,

the GanM, and the Indus were the y^le
agents^uature in bestowingon the inhabitsnts

^ their banks all the bleaainga of a rich and

apontaneons fertility; and hence their waten
were held Sacred, and they received, and to this!

^y retain, the adoration.df the peoffle through

whose they flow. But it » by coontnea

whidh haTe already made progreaa in cirilisa-

VojL. lU. m

RIVERS

j

tion (to which, indeed, th^ largely contribute)
that the advantages of rivers are best appre-
ciated, in their adaptation to the purposes of
navigation, and in their application to the
useful arts. Like the veins and arteries of the
human body, which convey life and strength to
its remotest extremities, nvers vivify, maintain,
and excite the efforts of human industry;
whether we regard them near their source as

the humble instrumentsof turning a mill, or in
their progress as facilitating the transport of
agricultural or manufacturing produce from one
district to another, or as enriching the countries

at their mouths with the varied products of
distant lands. This has been admirably ex-

E
rcssed by Pliny. ‘ The beginnings of a river,*

e says, ‘arc insignificant, and its infancy is

frivolous: it plays among the flowers of a
meadow

; it waters a garden, or turns a little

mill. Gathering strength, in its youth it

becomes wild and impetuous. Impatient of
the restraiuts which it still meets with in the
hollows among the mountains, it is restless and
fretful

;
quick in its turning, and unsteady in its

course. Now it is a roaring cataract, tearing
up and overturning whatever opposes its pro-
gress, and it shoots headlong down from a rock

;

then it becomes a sullen and gloomy pool,

buried in the bottom of a glen. Becovering
breath by repose, it ^ain dashes along, tUf,

tired of uproar and mischief, it quits aU that
it has swept along, and leaves the opening of
the valley strewed with the rej'ect^ waste.

Now quitting ito retirement^ it comes abroad
into the world, journeying with mors prudence
and discretion through estivated fields, yield-

ing to circumstances, and winding round that

which it would be troublesome to overwhelm
or remove. It passes through the populous
cities, and all the busy haunts of man, tender-

ing its services on every side, and becomes the

support and ornament of the country. ' In-

creased by numerous alliances, and advanced
in its course, it becomes grave and stately in

its motions, loves peace and quiet, and in ma-
jestic silence rolls on its mighty waters till it

IS laid to rest in the vast abyss.*

Many large rivers have, their origin in ele-

vated mountains, or on high tablefTands, ^e
height and direction of whioi chiefly determine

their size and course. For information on
some of the points involved in this subject,

we refer the reader to the article on Rtvbb
Ststbms. We shall in this place confine onr
remarks to some of the most striking peour

liarities of rivers, such as periodAoai mm/ia-
Hans, snfftU/msnt, and rcafpearanes.

Tha periodical intmdauans of rivers depend
on great falls of rain in monatamons regions,

or on the meltmg of snows in the neighbourhood

of their aonroe. The period dmnds on tbs

return of these seasons in diwent plaoea,

'^thin the tropics, the rai]^‘ season oecurs

usually about the time when the sun passes the

meridisii towards the tropics; and eontbnes
until his return to the same place, nerise of
the Orinoco comtaiencea in May, its inundation
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begin! in June, and the watan mum to their

ftVnnel in Set^ember; from which time they

deereaae tintif April ii the encceedine year.

In the Lower Misaiasippl whose inundations

begin in March and are at their heieht in June,

are found those enormous rafts of driftwood

(formed during the inundations), which some-

times extend for ten or twelre miles in one mass,

rising and falling with the s^m, yet haring

a luxurious yegetatiott on their summits. The
great rivers of Asia—the Ganges, the Indus,

tiie Tigris, and Euphrates*hare also their

periods of inundation, depending on the circum-

stances which determine the setting in of the

rains on the mountains in which the;^ originate.

In the Ganges the waters begin to increase in

April, and at the end of July the country, for

a nondred miles alpng its banks, presents the

appearance of a vast hke inter^rsed with in-

sukted rillages and woods. But of all inun-

dations, those ofthe Nile are themost celebrated,

nor is it poraible to find anywhere amone
terrestrial ejects a more striking instance of

the stability of the laws of natur^ than the

periodical rise and fall of this mighty rirer.

We know by the testimony of antiquity that

the inundations of the Nile hare been the same,

with respect to their season and duration, for

more than two thousand years. Indeed, their

certainty regulates the public revenue
;
forwhen

by means of nilometers it is ascertained that the

waiters promisean unusually prosperous season,

the taxes are proportionally increased. Shortly

aftef the commencement of June, the rirer

begins to rise, and it attains its greatest height

in August. At Cairo the latest rise is

twenty-eight feet ;
but in the valley of the Nile,

with a mean b* adth of three or fcur leagues,

it is only four feet. It decreases gradually until

the following May ;
and as soon as the waters

are within their usual channel, the soil,

moistened and enriched by the sediment de-

posited from the inundation, is diligently culti-

vated by the natives. (Pliny, ifisf. Jfai, lib.

V. 9.)
‘

The subject of migvUfmmt and
anee of certain rivers has attracted attention in

every age. In some cases the phenomenon is

aeCouhted for by the spongy nature of the soil

through which such rivers fiow; thus the Gua-
(diana,one ofthe largest rivers in Spain, suddenly
disappears in the marshes near the village of

CastiUo de Cerrera, and after pursuing a sub-
terraneous course for twelve or fourteen miles
bursts again into day. Dmestone districts afford

many sfoclmsns of this phenomenon
; one of the

moot strikine of which m the occultation of the
Rhone near£egom called the Jkrfs. There ere
also some curious ustanees in Derbyshire and
Yorkshire. But no countiy surpasses Greece
in the number of its snbtermnean streams, ^e
peenliarilies of which are often dothed in

s^endid mytholqgical fictions her ancient

bards. IShe waters ot many valleys in the
Pehmomfiishavenootheronti^
or chMim, irlii^ engulf them ; such are the

ii Ibfi vnlh^ of Tegea, Maatineia,

aco

Stymphalus, Peneius, &c. A familiarity with

such phenomena, and a poetical temperament,
readily led the ancient Greeks to conceive still

more distant secret communications; and the

imagination which peopled every grove, and
animated every stream with presiding deities,

could easily reconcile itself to the story of the

river god Aapheius, who was said to pursue his

favourite nymph Arethusa beneath the bed of

the ocean from Greece to ^e shorm of Sicily.

The real cause of the apparent mystery may
always be found in the rocks over or among
which the stream passes.

BIvom (Lat rivusl. In Zoology, a term
s'gnifying that the surtace of an animal or part

is marked with farrows which do not run in a
parallel direction, and are rather sinuate.

Mlxdollar (a corruption of Ger. reichsthaler,

dol/ar of the empire), A silver coin of different

values in different countries. [MoxBV.j
Mouolia The curve, or arch, which is gene-

rally cut in the foot of some square sails, from
one clew to the other, to keep the foot clear of
stays and ropes.

Roaok (A.-Sax. hreoc^. A fresh-water
fish, C^prinue rutdus of Linnmus ; Leuciecus
rtUilue of Yarrell. It is characterised by having

I

twelve reddish rays to the anal fin, and the

ventral fins very obtuse. It is found in idl the
fresh waters of Europe, like its congener the
dace {Leuciecus albue),

Moad orMoadatead. • A place of anchorage
distingnished from a harbour by being at some
distance from the shore. A roadstead is

one protected from the prevaiUng winds, and
from ocean swells; an open roadstead, one
without^ such protection. A vessel when at
anchor is termed a roader or roadeUrf in con-
tradistinction to another under sail.

Moad Metal or Moad Matarlal. The
stone used for paving purposes. In places
where the trafBc is only moderately great, and
ibnds are not abundant, it is usual in fhiglaDd
to make what are called macadamised roads
with mal^al collected ftom the adjacent fields

or quarries. In the large cities, however, it is

necessary to resort to the hardest and
material, often obtained at great oost from a
distance.

The properties required by a good road
material are these: (1) hardness with tough-
ness ; (2) inability to ht chemically acted on,

or decomposed, or disintegrated by weather;
and^ (8) the preservation of a rough surfime
during wear. Without toughness the hardest
stones become eehi^ cradted, broken down,
and worn into powder by the hoofii of hmes
and the wheds of carriages; if acted on by
acids or weather, thqy are soon destroyed and
if they wear smooth th^ become slippery and
unfit for use.

Oertm kinds of granite best combine these
properties, and the syenite of Guems^ is the
best at present known. It is a finegrained
uniform mterial, very datable and always
ro^ Many other granites, as titess of

. Qrooby, are need with adraatigi, and mas^
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gTHuites uuftt for road metal arc yet very
valuable for flags and kerbs. There are some
varieties of quartzite sufficiently tough to servo

as valuable road metal
; of these, the Ather-

stone is highly spoken of. After granites,

peenstones and other volcanic rocks come in.

They are often as hard, but rarely so tough or

so certain to present a rough surface, us the

best syenites.

Koada (A.-Sax. rade). Pathways formed
through a country, by which passengers and
commodities may travel, or be transported, with
more or less facility and expedition, from one

place to another. Roads are of various kinds,

according to the state of civilisation and wealtli

of the country through which they arc con-

structed, and according to the nature and extent

of the traffic to be curried on upon them—from

the rude paths of an aboriginal people, carried

in direct lines over the natural surface of the

country, passable only by foot passengers or

pack-horses, to the comparatively perfect mo-
dern road, carried on an artificial causeway,

and reduced to a nearly level surface at enor-

mous expense by means of vast excavations,

extensive embankments, bridges, viaducts,

tunnels, and other expedients supplied by the

skill and ingenuity of the civil engineer.

Advantages of Hoads,—There is no exjiedient

which more |xiwerfully conduces to the advance-

ment of a people ill civilisation, or to the

extension of their prosiX5rity luid national

wealth, than the construction of good roads,

connecting the various centres of commerce and

industry about which they may have collected

ilieinseivcs. The invention of printing, and of

coined nionc}^ the adoption of a uniform system

of weights and measures, would severally be

ineffectual, or would produce but slender re-

sults, if tho intercommunication of the men
whose feelings and ideas are expressed in print,

and among whom money is made to circulate,

and whose commerce is stimulated by the uni-

form module of quantity supplied by weights

and measures, were not facilitated by Uie means
of conveyance supplied by roads. Without

roads, indeed, large towns or cities could not

continue to exist. The supply of population

collected in such places with the various pro-

ducts of agriculture necessary to their physical

existence, could not be maintained, ^or, on

the other hand, would the rural population

affording that supply be benefited by a return,

in exchange, of the refinemeoits of the town,

and the various articles of luxury and necessity

obtained by commerce from every part of the

globe.

But roods are not less necessary for the

advancement of agricnlture itself, thw for the

due maintenance of the nccessaiy relations

between the towns and the country. Without

the aid of roads, it would be impossible to apply

those arts to the soil by which increased powers

of production are given to it. Without roads,

the various kinds of manure, by which the

scientific farmer knows how to raise augmented

crops, could not be transported to his fields
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from the place, often distant and diffic4ilt of

access, where such manures are found. Roads
may then, in fact, be considered as a system of

veins and arteries, by which all the principles

necessary for the maintenance of the prosperity

of a country are kept in circulation.

I

History of Hoads.—The importance of roads

,

to the welfare of nations was not unknown to

I

the ancients. The senate of Athens, the govern-

. inoiit of the Lacedemonians, the Tliebans, and
' other states of Greece, bestowed much care

upon them ; but, as might naturally be expected,

,

tlic first great advances in tbe art of intcrcom-
' munieatioii by roads were duo to a people

essentially commercial. The invention of paved
ro.id.s is traced to the Carthaginians. Kome,
ever awake to the advantages to be gained from
conquered people, followed in the steps of the

Carthaginians, and vastly extended and im-
proved their processes in tho construction of
roads.

The Via Appia, tho Via Aurelia, and the Via
Plaminia wt^rc the first great monuments of tbe
Roman people in tliis department of art. Under
Julius Cxsur, the capital of the empire was
made to communicate with all the chief towns
by paved roads

;
and during the last African

war, a road of this kind was constructed from
Spain through Gaul to the Alps. After this,

these great lines of communication were ex-

tended through Savoy, Dauphin^, and Provence

;

through Germany, aud every part of Spain;
through Gaul, and even to Constantinople;
through Asia, Hungary, Macedonia, and to the
mouths of the Danube. Neither did the inter-

position of seas obstruct the labour or dauut the
enterprise of this great people. Tbe lines of
communication thus constructed to the shores
of tho continent of Europe were continued
at corresponding points of the neighbouring
islands and continents. Sicily, Corsica, Sar-
dinia, England. Africa, aud Asia, were accord-

ingly intersected and penetrated by roads,

forming the continuation of tho great European
lines. These gigantic works were not mere
aths prepared for tbe action of the feet of
orses and tho wheels of carriages, formed

upon the natural surface of the ground, but
were constructed on principles in some respects

as efficient as those which modern engineering
has supplied ; forests were opened, mountains
excavatt^, hills lowered, VMleys filled up,
chasms and rivers bestridden by bridges, and
marshes drained, to an extent which would bear
no mean comparison with the result of great
engineering euterprisjis in recent times.

In India and other countries of the East,
roads were formed at an ear^ period; and
well-formed roads, with a milestone at the
end of every koss, as the native mile ia

called, were constructed by the Moguls. Such
roads connected Agra with Lahore, and Lahore
with Cashmere. But after the death of Aurung-
zebe, these roads fell into decay, and good
roads have since been constructed only by
the British, who have carried an excellent

metalled road, called the Grand Trunk Road,
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from Calcutta to Pesha'inir, on the boitlers of and returning. The road, for a eonoiderable

Affghanistau. The metalling of these Indian ' extent, lay along the bottom of the district called

roa!^ is for the most part of kiinker—a cal- Gala Water; the bed of the sti*eam, when not

careous nodule deposited by the evaporation of Hooded, being the tract chosen, as the most level

the waters of the rivers, and found widely i and easiest to travel in.

throughout the soil. The kunkcr is wetted,
|

Nor were the means of travelling between

and is pounded down by beaters into a crust , large towns mucli better. In 1678, a contract

of from nine to twelve inches thick, and it
,

was made to establish a coach between £din-

forms a smooth and excellent road. In some

localities the kunkcr is impregnated with iron,

and the surface of the road in those places

becomes like an iron plate.

English Roads .—The first roads of artificial

construction in England, if not formed by the

Komans, were at least greatly improved by

their labour while it was a Homan province.

A grand trunk road was carried through the

countiy north and south, and another nearly

at right angles to it cast and west. These

main lines were supplied with branches, ex-

tending in every direction which the conquerors

found it expedient to render accessible to their

arms. The road called Watling Street led

from the southern shore of Kent, by Eutupiae

(Eichborough) and London, through St. Albans

and Stony Stratford to Ciiemairon (Segontium).

Ikenild, or Eikenild Street, extended from

Tynemouth, through York, Derby, and Eir-

mingham, to St. David’s. The Irmin Street

led from the latter place to Southampton ;
the

Foss Way from Cornwall to Caithness, or per-

haps, more correctly, only to Lincoln. (Lap-

^nberg, England under the Anglo-^xon

Kings

t

i. 61;)

.Aiter the withdrawal of the Eoman legions,

the existing roads seem to have been suffered

to fall into decay, while new roads were not

constructed. For many centuries, such inter-

course as was maintained between the various

parts of this country took place almost exclu-

sively by rude paths, capable of being passed

on foot, or at best by horses, carried over the

natural surface of the ground in straight dirt^-

tions from place to place. It was not till

the reim of Charles II. that any attempt was
made By the legislature to improve the roads

of the country. In the sixteenth year of the

reign of that monarch, the first turnpike-road

was established by law. It passed through

Herifordshire, Cambridgeshire, and Himting-

denshire. It was not, however, till about a

century from the present time, that any |reat

or effectual attempts were made to establish a

inrstem of good roads through the country.

Till nearly tne middle of the last century, most

of the goods were conveyed fixan place to place

in ScotUmd on pack-horses. Oatmeal, coals,

tupf, and even straw and hay, were conveyed

in this way; but in carrying goods between
distant plsu^ it was necessary to employ a
cart, as ml that a horse could carry on ms back
was not sufficient to defray the cost of a long

journey. The rime usually required by the

carriers to p^orm their journeys seems now
almost incr^ble ; the common carrier between
S<di^ and Edinburg, adistance ofthirty-ei^ht

ariies, iment a fortnight in his jonroey, going
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burgh and Glasgow, a distance of forty-four

miles. This coach was to be drawn by six

horses, and the journey between the places, to

and from, was engaged to be completed in six

days ; even so recently us the year 1760, the

stage coach from Edinburgh to Glasgow tot)k

a day and a half to make the journey ; and in

the year 1763, there was but one stage coach
between Eilinburgh and London, which started

once a month fi-em each place, and took a fort-

night to perform llm journey.

It happens that the line of road now occupied

by the Liverpool and Manchester Eailway and
its branches, and travelled daily by thousands
of passengers, at a speed of thirty-five miles

an hour, including stoppages, was, in the year

1770, travelled over by Mr. Arthur Young,
who has left us in his 2hwr the follounng

account of the state of tlio roads at that time :

‘ I know not in the whole range of language

terms sufficiently expressive to describe this

infernal road. Let mo most soriously caution

all traycllers, who may accidentally propose to

travel this terrible country, to avoid it as they

would the devil
;
for a thousand to one they

break their necks, or their limbs, by over-

throws or bivakings-down. They will here
meet with ruts, which I actually measured four
feet deep, and floating with mud only from a
wet summer. What, therefore, must it be after

a winter? The only mending it receives is

tumbling in some loose stones, which serve no
other purpose than jolting a can*iage in the

most intolemble manner. These are not merely
opinions, but facts

; for I actually passed three

carts broken down in these eight^n miles of
execrable memory.*
With the exception of a few rare instances

of important roads, constructed under special

Acts of Parliament, the roads of England
have not been constructed on any scientific

principle, and are, in most cases, nearly coin-

cident with the foot and horse paths adopted

^ the early inhabitants of the country.

These rude paths^ having been formed at an
early period, were gradually improved, so as

to ne ca]^able of being travelled over by
wheel carnages. The natural surface of the
ground was in time covered with an artificial

coating of gravel or stones
; hills too steep

to be surmounted by carriages were either

levelled, and the material obUined from their

excavation thrown into the valleys, or the roads
were carried round them; at a later period

fences were added ; and thus, by slow degrees,

the old horse path grew into the modem road.
How far removed from a truly good and scien-

ri& line of communication su^ a road must be,

win be apparent to anyone who considers what
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principlen 01lg]^t to be on Trhich a road

should be laid down and constructed.

Th$ Art <if Boad-makivtff.—^VThen it is pro-

posed to obustruct a line of road extending
between two places, the engineer upon whom
such a duty deyolves first imdces himself well

acquainted with the surface of the country
lying betvreen the two places, so as to obtain

an acquaintance with the face of the country,

somewhat approaching to that which would &3'*ed by a superficial model of it, which
exhibit all its inequalitiesand undulations

of surface. He must then select what he con-

siders, all circumstances being taken into ac-

count^ the best general route for the proposed
road. But, before laying it out with ac-

curacy, it is necessary to make an instrumental

survey of the country along the route thus
select

;
taking the levels f^m point to point

throughout the whole distance, and making
boring in all places where excavations are re-

quired, to determine the strata through which
such cuttings are to be carried, and the requisite

inclinations of the slopes or slanting sides, as

well of the cuttings as of the embankments to

be formed by the material thus obtained. It

is also requisite, in the selection of the route

for the proposed road, to have regard to the

supply of materials, not only for first con-

structing it, but for maintaining it in repair.

Thus, the position of gravel pits and quarries

in the neighbourhood of the proposed line, and
the modes of access to them, should be well

ascertained. The results of such an inve8ti<

gation should be reduced to a plan and section

;

the plan of the road being on a scale not less

than 66 yards to an inch, and the section not

less than 30 feet to an inch.

The loss of tractive power, and the danger to

travellers produced by steep acclivities, render
it es^cially necessary that a proper limitation

should be imposed upon the inclinations or

acclivities on eveiy line of road on which much
traffic is carried on. As, however, this re-

duction of hills in a country where much in-

equality of surface exists is attended with a

considerable outlay of capital, the engineer will

have to balance the cost of constructing a road

having the best possible inclinations against

the advantages to be obtained in the permanent
working of Uie road ; and if the expected traffic

be not such as to yield advantages proportionate

to the capital absorbed, greater rates of incli-

nation must be allowed to the hills, with a view

to diminish the extent of the works, and to

render the expense of constructing the road

proportionate to the traffic expected upon it.

The exact course of the ro^ and the degree

of its acclivities being determined, ne^
thing to be considered is the fbnnation of its

surface. The qualities whidi ou^ht to be im-

parted to it are twofold—first, it should be

smooth ; secondly, it should be hard : and the

goodness of the road will be exactly in the p^
portion of the degree in which these qualities

can be imparted to it, and permanently main-

tained upon it. An error prevailed among
293

road engineers until a very recent period. It
was considered that smoothness of surface
alone was sufficient for the perfection of a road

;

and that, providing it could be made sufficiently

durable, it was nnimmrtant how soft or yield-

ing the coating of the road might be. This
error, into which, among others, Macadam
himself fell, was based upon a neglect of one of

the most important circumstances to be con-

sidered in the construction of a road. The
main object to be attained by all roads is the

diminution of the resistance which a carriage

opposes to the tractive power. Other tilings

being the same, it was sufficiently apparent
that this resistance would be diminishca by in-

creasing the smoothness of the road surface.

But roughness or unevenness of surface is not
the only cause of resistance to the tractive

power. If two roads have their snrfaces equally
smooth and even, but one is soft and elastic, so
as to yield under the pressure of the wheel,
recovering its form as the wheel advances, and
the other is hard and unyielding, the resistance

to the tractive pow(‘r will be greater on the soft

and yielding road than on the hard and un-
yielding road

;
and this augmentation of re-

sistance will be in proportion to the softness

of the surface. That this must be the case,

admits of immediate demonstration on me-
chanical and mathematical principles

;
but,

without resorting to those, it must be suffi-

ciently apparent from the results of the most
common experience. A surface of I'elvet may
be as smootn and even as a surface of ice; but
if an ivory ball be rolled on tbo latter, it will

continue its motion much longer than on the

former. In fact, the wheels of a carriage in

passing along a soft rond sink into its surface,

as the ball would sink into the pile of the

velvet
;
and even if, by virtue of its elasticity,

the surface of the road, like that of the velvet,

recovered its smoothness after the pressure

has been removed from it, still a resistance

would be ofifered to the drawing or impelling

power, which would not be produced by a hard
and unyielding surface equally smooth.

Macadamisation.—This process, which has
received its name from Macadam, to whose
labours the improvement of the roads of Eng-
land within the last half-centuiy owes so mu(£,
consists in forming the road crust of stones,

broken with a hammer into angular pieces of a
small and uniform size. This method, however,

is one which was long practised in various parts

of Europe. When the stones of which the road
crust is to be formed are broken to the proper
magnitude and form, they are spread over the

surface of the road in a layer of 8 or 4 inches

thick. After this has been consolidated by
carriages working upon it or by rollers, another

layer of broken stones of eqtial depth is laid

upon it; it is consolidated in like manner; and
thus one layer is laid over another until an
artificial crust is formed of broken stones of

sufficient thickness to give the requisite strength

to the road.

A coating or road crust thus formed might



be constructed on any substratum whatsoever,

and a smooth and apparentljT good road would
be obtained. Itwas the practice ofMr.Macadam
to disregard the nature of the substratum ; and
he maintained that if it was not such a bog as

would not allow a man to walk over it he would
even prefer it to a hard bottom.

Tdfor^a l^sUm.—The improvement in road-

making which consisted in a due attention to

the substratum or foundation of the road, so as

to give increased facility to tlie tractive power
by rendering its surface hard and unyielding,

is due to the late Mr. Telford. The following

is a description of the method of constructing

such a road practised by that eminent engineer.

Upon the level bed prepared for the road
materials, a bottom course or layer of stones is

to be set by hand, in form of a close firm pave-

ment The stones set in the middle of the road

should be 7 inches in depth; at 9 feet from the

centre the depth should be 6 inches; at 12 feet,

4 inches; and at 15 feet, 3 inches ; the entire

width of the road being 30 feet Thes-e stones

arc to be set on their broadest edges lengthwise

across the road, and tlic breadth of the upper
edge should not exceed 4 inches. All the

irregularities of the upper part of this pavement
are to be broken olF by hammers, and all the

interstices to be filled with stone chips firmly

wedged or packed by hand with a light hammer;
so that when the pavement is finished, its cross

section shall have a convexity of surface of

about 4 inches in the centre above the extreme
edges: 18 feet in the centre of this pavement
are to be coatetl with a layer of hard broken
stones, 6 inches deep; of these 6 inches, 4 must
be first put on and worked down by carriages

and horses in the ordinaiy traffic of the road,

care being taken consttintly to rake in the ruts
until the surface has become firm and the crust
consolidated. After this, the remaining 2 inches
of stone may be put on. The whole of this stone,

forming 6 inches of crust, is to consist of pieces

broken us nearly as is practicable into a cubical
form, and of such a magnitude that they can
pass through a ring of 2J inches internal dia-

mt ter. The spaces on each side of the middle
18 feet are to be coated with broken stone or
well cleansed strong gravel up to the level of
the footpath or other boundary of the road, so
as to make the whole convexity of the road 6
inches in the middle above the level of the
edges; and the whole of the materials thus
formed and consolidated should be covered with
a coating lA inch deep of good gravel free from
cluy or eartn.

Such was the method practised by Mr. Telford
in the construction of great main roads, such
as that between Holyhead and Shrewsbury.
In the streets of towns, and other places where
roads have to bear a still heavier traffic, such
a road as that above described is found to be
subject to a superficial wear, so rapid as to pro-
duce an intolerable quantity of dust in summer
an^ of mud in winter. In such places recourse
has been generally had to pavement. The first

to ho socUM for a durable pavement, as

well as in other roads, is to seeure a good
foundation. The best method is to lay a
foundation of ooncrete, the bed of which should
be formed with a convexity sloping to each side
by a fall of about 1 in 50. On this foundation,
when sufficiently consolidated, a pavement
foraed of blocks of stone is lud, the blocks
being 10 inches in depth, from 10 to 15 inches
in length, and from 6 to 8 inches in width.
Such is the structure which is requisite for the
streets which are the main thoroughfares of a
great city ; a pavement with less strength of
foundation, and formed of smaller blocks of
stone, being used for the streets of less inter-

course.

The many inconyeniences produced in the
great thoroughfares of London, by the rapid
wear of every kind of pavement hitherto
adopted, by the suspension of intercourse
during the frequent repairs, by the dust in
summer and the mud m winter produced by
a surface of broken stones, and the intoler-
able noise caused by every species of stone
pavement, led to much enquiiy as to the
possibility of constructing some road with
sufficient strength and durability, and prft-

senting a surface which, while it would be
free from the noise of a stone pavement,
would not be attended with the inconvenience
of dust and mud produced by a surface of
broken stone. This problem was supposed
to be in a great degree solved by the adoption
of a pavement of wood. A short piece of
Oxfont Street was thus paved in the beginning
of 1839. After a trial of several months, the
same pavement was extended nearly through-
out the whole extent of that street

;
and wis

method was adopted in several other thorough-
fares of London. In the northern parts of
Germany and in Kussia such pavements have
been long in use; and some of the main
streets of Petersbiiig and Vienna have long
been paved in this manner. Various methods
were adopted for laying the wood pavements
of London

; but though every process that
ingenuity could devise was attempted, none of
them have been found to enable it to withstand
the heavy traffic to which it was then subjected,
and for such purposes wood pavement has been
discarded. More recently iron pavement, con-
sisting of perforated plates or plates with
prominent ptojections for the horses* feet, have
been tried with very moderate success, and up
to the present time the best paving material is
undoubtedly granite. Much might be done
for the improvement of our pavements if sub-
way's were carried through all oup streets, in
which the gas and water companies might be
^mpelled to lay their pipes ; if vehicles were
divid^ into low speed and high speed, each
unth lbs mroper track ; and if some uniformity
of breadth in each class of vehicle were
enforced. It would then become prac^cable
to lay down plate tramways of iron, on which
the wheels would travel with a diminished
trartion and a diminished noise, while the
muldle port'on of such way, on which the
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horses’ feet acted, could be laid with granite is also cultivated in the Soutli of France, for
pavement as at present. It will, however, be vine-props. The timber is of a yellowish colour*
impossible much longer to accommodate the more or less tinged with reddish-brown in the
traffic of London without the construction centre. The roots have the taste and smell of
overhead of two tiers of railway streets, cross-

:

ing one another at different levels.
|

For further details on the subject of roads
generally, the reader is referred to Sir Henry
Parnell’s Treatise on Tioade. See also the

article * Chemin Bergier, Hie-
\

toire dee Grande Ckemins de tEmpire Romain
;

Annalea dee Ponte et Chausseee; Anderson’s
Commerce

;
McCulloch’s ‘ Treatise on Commerce,’

Library of Useful Knowledge
\ Mr. Telford’s

Reports.

Xoaatlng’. In Chemical Metallur|^% the
retracted application of heat to metallic ores,

slow their fusing points. It is generally re-

sorted to to expel volatile matters, especially

sulphur, arsenic, carbonic acid, water, &c., and
is generally performed in a current of air, so
as to effect simultaneous oxidation.

Aob. A term of Arabic origin, applied by
|

old pharmaceutical and modern French writers

to thin extracts or inspissated juices.

Robbery (Ger. rauben, Lat. rapio, to rob).

In Law, a felonious taking of money or goods
of any value from the person of another, or in

his presence, against his will, by violence or by^ him in fear : and this, whether the fear

'

ly’ury to the person’s property or cha-
|

racter. But it is necessary that the fear be of

immediate injury, not of some future iiyurious

results ; and then the money must, generally

speaking, be taken immediately upon the threat

made, and not afterwards given from fear of

consequences. But the extortion of money by
threat to accuse of an infamous crime was made

liquorice, but are a dangerous poison, and acci-

dents have occurred from their being mistaken
for liquorice-roots.

Roo or Rttkb. A monstrous bird of Ara-
bian mythology, of the same fabulous species

with the simurg of the Persians. In the notes

to vol. iii. of Mr. Lane’s edition of the Arabian
Nights' Entertainments are some curious extracts

from writers of old voyages, designed to show
that the tale was founded on the wonderful

I accounts of travellers, and that even Sinbad’s

well-known adventure, when his crew broke
the roc’s egg, and were attacked in consequence
by the enraged pair of birds, is borrowed from
the serious narration of Ibn-el-Wardce. The
roc is also described by Marco Polo. (Mars-
den’s transl. p. 707.) In a drawing from an
illuminated Persian MS., which Mr, Lane has
copied, the roc, or rather simnrg, which is

represented as carrying off three elephants
in its beak and claws, is something like a
cock, with eagle’s wings and an extravagant
tail. The simurg is a creature of Persian
mythology : it is the phoenix of Oriental fable,

one only living at a time, and is said to attain

the age of 1,700 years. (See the notes to

Southey's Thalaba.)

Rooeella* [Obchella Weed.]
Roocellto Aold. An acid obtained from

the Roccella tinctoria.

Roebe Alum. Alum deprived of part of

I

its water of crystallisation by heat. The term
is also sometimes applied to the so-called
Romad Alwnt made from the alum ore of

robbery by 7 & 8 Geo. IV. c. 29. The law on
the subject is now collected in the recent

j

statutes 24 & 25 Viet. c. 44, c. 96. Robbciy,

if accompanied by wounding, was a capital
|

felony until the passing of the last-mentioned

!

statute, but is not now in any case punishable

by death.

Roberval’fl Balance. [Baxakcb of Bo-
BEBVAI..]

RobeSf Master of tbe. An officer in the

royal household. [Hovsshold.
j

Roblnla (after Jean Bobin, a French

botanist). A genus ofLeguminosa, restricted to

a few North American trees and shrubs, com-

monly called Acaci&s in this country. Some, as

R. Mapida^ are ornamental flowenng shrubs

;

but the most important is R. Pseud-Acacia, tbe

Locust-tree or False Acacia, which grows from

fifty to eighty feet high* and yields a hard

timber, much employed in the United States

for posts* pales, and similar purposes, and also

by carpenters and cabinet-makers, and to a

more limited extent by slupwrigbts. It is,

however, seldom of sufficient size to afford

planks suitable for shipbuilding, its principal

use being for the manufacture of treenails, for

which it is admirably adapted ;
and consider-

able quantities of these locust treenails are ex-

ported to this and other European countries. It
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the Solfateira, near Naples.

Roobelle Salt. The tartrate of soda and
potassa. It is a double salt, composed of 2

I atoms of tartaric acid, 1 of potassa, and 1 of
soda. Its crystals, which are large and well-

defined prisms, often presenting eight, ten, or
twelve sides, include 8 atoms of water.

Roobet (Fr.
;

Ttal. rochetto). A linen gar-
ment worn by bishops under the chimera.
It was the ordinary dress during tbe middle
ages, but the word itself cannot apparently
be traced back beyond the thirteenth century.
(Hook, Church Dictionary^
Roek Batter. [PETROLSuif.]
Rook Cork. A variety of Asbestos.

[Mountain Cork.]
Rock Crystal. A common Mineralogical

term applied to transparent crystallised silica

:

it is also called Quartz. Fine specimens in

this country are found in Cornwall and Devon-
shire, at Clifton, Gloucestershire {Bristol Dia-
monds); in Cumberland; near Cairngonn;
at the Moume mountains of Ireland (Irish

Diamonds), and at Finglen mountain, dose
to Dungiven. [Cairngorm

;
Dungivsn Crys-

tals.]

Rook Xioatbor. [^Mountain Lbatser.]

I

Roek Marrow. [Lzthoharge.]
Rook Oil. [Petroleum ;

Seneca Oil.]



ROCK SALT ROCKET
8a|t« Conmum salt or chloride of structure thus induced is called foneretionofpt

sodium, composed of 60*4 per cent, of cMorine Many varieties of limestone, nodules of car-

and 39*6 socuam. It occurs in cubical crystals, bonate of iron in the coal measures, and the

and in large beds and masses, in the waters curious concretions in clay called Sbftabia,

of the sea, as well as in those of certain are of this hind.

springs and lakes. The geological position Con^tionary structure tendiim to produce

of Rock Salt is very various, but the gr^t spheroidal masses, when carried to such an

British deposits of this substance in Cheshire extent that the whole rock is subject to it,

and Worcestershire are found in the New hecomes prismatic. It is well exemplified in

Bed Sandstone. The principal salt-works in the columnar basalt of FingaVs Cave and StafiQi.

England are at Northwich, Middlewich, and [Basaxt.1 Prismatic structure extends into

Nantwich in Cheshire ; at Droitwich in Stafford- almost all hard rocks, producing the tendency

shire ;
Stoke Prior, Worcestershire ;

in Durham ; to split in certain directions rather than others,

and in Ireland at Carrickfergus near Belfast. Granite especially shows it ; but limestones,

Rock iBbells. The common name of when c^stalline, are not less affected,

certain Univalves, characterised by the long includes Stratification,

straight canal which terminates the mouth of Clbavaqb, and Foliation, each of which is

their shells. [Murbx.] noticed in a separate article.

Rook Soap. A hydrated silicate of alu- Porphyritio structure is that of ciprstals

mina resembling Bole, and used for crayons embedded in a base, and is also noticed m the

and for washing cloth. It is found in basalt articles on Granite and Porphyry.

in Skye, and in greenish-grey or brown mo- Rocket (Ger. rackete, Ital. raggetto, from

dules in the trap rocks of Antrim. Lat. radius, a ray). In Artillery, a cylindrical

Rook Wood. The common name for case of paper or metal, containing inflammable

ligniform Asbestos. It is chiefly found at composition. To one end of the case is at-

Steraing in the Tyrol. tacb^ a head usually conical or cylindro-

Roeks (Fr. roc, roche, Ital. rocca). All conoidal
;

the other end is closed, but has

mineral mosses underlying the soil and sub- one or more vents for the escape of the gas

soil of ai>y part of the earth are designated from the ignited composition. A conical cavity

by the geologist rocks. The term has long is left in the rocket, its base coinciding with

been in use, and is convenient. that of the rocket ; by this means a large

Bo^s are either fossiliferous or non-fossi- surface of composition is ignited at once, and

liferous, the former being for the most part so great a quantity of gas is generated that

stratified and of aqueous origin, and the latter it cannot escape from the vent as quickly

frequently unstratifled. • Of the latter some as fl>rmed, and therefore it exerts a pressure

appear to hare distinct reference to the action in every direction inside the rocket. The
of heat or have been apparently so far altered pressures on the sides balance each other,

as to be with manifest reason called igneous but that on the head is greater tlian that

or ciystalline. Among the former are lavas and on the base, from the escape of gas through

basaltic rocks, among the latter granites and the vents. This excess of pressure imparts

porphyries. There is a huge intermediate class motion to the rocket in the direction of the

called metamorphic, including slates and schists, head, and continues to do so until the com-
The essential basis of stratified rocks is position is all consumed. A stick or long rod

always either limestone, sandstone, or day. is attached to the rocket, to counteract, by
Unstratified rocks present modifications of the resistance of the air upon it, any tendency
the same materials. Stratified rocks often to rotation round the shorter axis,

contain numerous organic remains, which are The war rockets at present in our service

rarely fomid in unstratified rocks. were invented by Sir William CongKve ; thoir

Bodes present many mechanical modifica- heads contain powder, and can be made to

tions, resulting from the condirions to which act as shells. They are fired from tubes
th^ have been exposed. raised above the ground. Signal rockets con-
The general c^sificatiem of rocks will be tain star composition in their heads, and art

found described in the article on Descriptive fired vertically.

Geoloqv ; the details of the rocks themselves It has been found impossible to obtain any
and their mechanical displacements are noticed accuracy of fire with Congreve rockets, and so
under various heads. [Geology. 1 they can be used only against objects covering
RoekSf Straetnre Bocks exhibit a much ground. Mr. Hale has introduced a

structure not less distinct and peculiar than rocket, mving much greater accuracy of fire,

simple minerals. The details of structure are, to which a rotation round its longer axis
however, different in the two cases. The cs- is communicated by the action of the gas
sential points of structure may bo distinguished issuing from the vents on flanges outside them,
as either concretionary, prismatic, laminated, Boekets have been defined as 'ammunition
vx T^rphyritic. without ordnance, the soul of artilleiy with^t

Similar mineral matter, dispersed irr^« the body.* They were probably used in China
larly through r^ks, has a tendency to separate long before gunpowder was employed to pro-
into bands consisting of spheroidal or flattened pel shot; and we find them in Italy in 1697,
•onerodons with concentric arrangement. The unde r th^ name of rochettes.
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ROCKING STONKS
Sky-rockets are much used in dlypLiys of

fireworks
; a largo number, technically called a

fmvqucty being often dibcharged simultaneously.

For this purpose the heads are gener:iUy filled

with various compositions, producing stars or
balls of different colours. Upon the bursting*

of the head, which occurs when all the rocket

composition is consumed, these are ignited and
deseeiid in a brilliant shower.

Rooking Stones. [Looan Stones.]

Rookwork. In Architecture, masonry
wrought in imitation of rough stone, in various

arrangements, and used cliiefly in the base-

ments of honsp.s, or in such situation.s as

require the effect of solidity and massiveness.

Rockwork. In Ganlening, this term is

applied to a quantity of stones, fra^ents of

rock, or even vitrified bricks, piled together

in such a manner as to form a nidus for the

growth and display of alpine plants. The
materials are bometimea coven^ with a rout-
ing of cement. When the pieces of rock are

of such forms as can be connected together so

as to present the appearance of stratification,

that mode of arranging them may be adopted;
and the soil and plants may be placed in

vertical, oblique, or horiEontal fissures, or on
ledges, according to the lines of stratification.

When, however, as is most frequently the case,

land or water-worn stoaoB are used, they may
be distributed over a mound of earth, not
uniformly, but in groups, with smooth surfaces

of soil betwe^ as where stones of different

sizes are seen cropping out of the surface of

a green hill or hillock. When agglutinated

musses of vitrified bricks are used, either

alone or mixed with land stones of dififerent

sizes, they may be distributed over a mound,
or along a bank of soil, in such a manner
as to produce a varied surface, without at-

tempting to imitate nature, and with inter-

stices between them for inserting the plants.

Imitations of conical hills, caverns, precipices,

and even the Alps, on a small scale, have been

made in tockwork; but these, and all other

imitations of nature, require to be designed and
directed by the eye and mind of an artist. In

general the piles of stone called rockwork, in

gardens, might with more propriety be called

heaps of stones.

Rocky Moaatalas. These mountains

consist of two papiUel ranges, oocasionallv

united, and metending from the plateau north

of Mexico, nearly parallel to the weat coast

of North America, to the Arctic Ocean. Both

ranges are comparatively low at firet, but

rise into groups of very lofty mountains, fre-

quently aTOve the snow line as they advance

northward. The range generally is barren and

desolate, but the vafieys between the moun-
tains are long, narrow, and rich.

The length of range of the Rocky Mountains

is nearly 18,000 mues, but the width is not

very great. The chief elevations (ranging

to nearly 16,000 feet) occur between the

fiffieth and sixtieth parallel, though some lofty

mountains tyre as low down as latitude 40®
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RODOMONTADE
N. Most parts of the chain are as much as
300 miles from the coast.

The principal sources of the great rivers

of North America, with the exception of the
St. Lawrence, are to be found in the valleys

on the eastern side of the Rocky Mountains

;

and the gold deposits of Califoniia and Oregon
occur in the valleys between the mountains of
this chain and the subordinate coast range.

Rococo. The name given by the modem
French architects to anything ancient and out
of fashion

;
but it has been especially applied

by them to those tormented decorations of the
period of Louis XIV. and Louis XV. which have
become as much the objects of horror to
the architects of the present day, as they
wore once the fashion. Interrupted pedi-
ments, columns made stouter at the top than
they arc at the bottom, broken curves and
ornaments, tortured in every shape and style,

constitute the picturesque but illogical style
generally known as the rococo. The English
never adopted this style except in their
furniture.

Rod (Dan. rode, Dutch roede). A mea-
sure of length, otherwise called a pole. It
is 6j yards, or 16J feet; and four of these
make the Gunter's chain

.

Rodents (Lat. rodo, I ffnaw). The name
given by Cuvier to tbe Glircs of Linnaeus, an
order of Lissencephalous Mammals, compre-
hending those which have two long chisel-

shaped incisors in each jaw, and no canines,

but a vacant interspace between the incisors and
the molars. The lower jaw is articulated by a
longitudinal condyle, in such a way as to allow
of no horizontal motion, except from back to
front, and vice vers4, as is requisite for the
action of gnawing. The molars also have flat

crowns, whose enamelled eminences are always
transverse, so as to be in opposition to me
horizontal motion of Ihe jaw, and to increase
the power of trituration. The genera in

which these eminences are simple^lines and the
crown is very flat, are more exclusively frugi-

vorous; those in which tbe eminences of the
teeth are divided into blunt tubercles are omni-
vorous ;

while the small number of such as have
no points more readily attack other animals,
and approximate somewhat to the Camaria.
The form of the body in the Rodentia is gene-
rally such that the hinder parts of it exceed
those of the front, so that they rather leap

than walk. In some of them this dispropor-

tion is even as excessive as it is in the
kangaroos. In the whole of this class the
brain is almost smooth, and without furrows

;

the orbits are not separated from the tempoml
fosses, which haveW little depth; ana the
eyes are altogether lateral. The inferiority of
these animals is visible in most of the details

of their organisation. Those genera, however,
which possess stronger clavicles have a certain

degree of dexterity, and use their fore feet to

convey their food to the mouth.
Rodomontade. A term that has passed

into most European languages ;
from Rodomont,
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a boiateroui character in the Orlando Furioso,

The name is probabljr a corruption of Buada-
siAinms.
Boa (Ger. rogen, meaning originally fruit).

The ora of osseous fishes which are developed

simultaneously and in great numbers are so

called.
~
'Boeaaleiite. The name given by R. Blum

to a newly discovered hydrated arseniato of

Magnesia, from the Kupferachiefer of Bieber.

Rooatone. A granular limestone, or oolite.

Bogattona (Lut. rogatio, from rogo, Task),

In the Ritual, public suppliciitions or littiiiies

were anciently so termed, until the latter desig-

nation began to supersede every ofher. (Pal-

mer, Orig. Lituraic€By voL i. p. 270.) In the

Ecclesiastical Calendar, the three Rogation days

are the Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday next

before Ascension-day.

Bogtie*! Tam. A yarn of a diffen'nt tu'ist

and colour from the rest, and inserted in the

royal cordago, to identify it in case of theft.

Roliltaa (Sansc.). In the Veda, the rays of
j

tho sun are called by this n.a.me, which, like

that of the CuARiTES, was originally a mere
adjective signifying hrown, but came at length

to signify some special animal of that colour.

Thus the white horses of the sun were called

tho Arushia, [Eros
;
Siourdr.]

Boland. In the cycle of the Carolingian

myths, a Paladin of Charlemagne, who fell at

the battle of Roncesvalles. The memory of

this buttle is preserved in tho spirited Basque
song of Attabiscar, wliich M.Francisquo Michel

(Le Pays Basque, p. 235) ascribes to the ago

of which it speaks. (Fdinhurgh lieview, April

1864, p. 383.) Tills fight is also mentioned by
!

Bginhard in his Life of Charles the (i r< at, c. ix ,

'

and from this writer wo receive the name of a

Roland (Ilriiodlaiidus, Britaimici limitis prae-

fectus), wlio was there .slain. This Roland,

whose w'liolc authentic history is contained in

this solitary notice, is supposed by soino to be
the Roland of the epic cycle ; and thus the

fact mentioned by Egiiiham is regarded as the

historical substratum underlying the legend,

and perhaps giving rise to it. This circum-

stance ‘has led Mr. Freeman {Fortnightly lie-

view, No.xxiv. IVIay 1, 1866) to classify myths as

quasi-historical and quasi-theological, the tales

of Zeus, Bem^tir, and lleradcs belonging to

tho latter class, those of tho Trojan war and the
Carolingian epic to tlio other. From the sup-

posed conclusion that the notice of Eginhard
proves Roland to have been a real man, Mr.
Freeman gathers that his famous legendary
death is a very easy perversion of liis historical

death ; and he thus expects to find about the
same amount of truth in tho legend of the
Trojan war which he finds in tho Carolingian
myths. In reply to this it has been asserted
that the truth, if found at all, is obtained, not
from the legend, but from the contemporary
notice of £^iuhard, wiUiout which the myth
would for all historical purposes be absolutely
worthless ; and that wi^out flimtlar contem-
porary notices of persons named ill l{j» Homeric
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poems the tale of Troy is destitute of all his-

torical valii>, and that, therefore, w’hile the
existence of such persons cannot be denied,

so neither can it be affirmed. The danger of
theorising from the mere occurrence of names
is further pointed out in the article Siqobdb,
where it is shown not ouly that tho names of
persons who lived in the fourth and succeed-

ing centuries are introduced into the Fibdun-
gen Lied, but that the fortunes ascribed to the

persons so named sgree singularly with their

actual fortunes as known to us from contem-
pomry historical documents, while these names
and the adventures assigned to them arc merely
modifications of names and incidents found in

the far curlier Volsunga Saga.

Bolle*a Tbeorem. In tho Theory of Equa-
tions, this theorem establishes the following

imiioitunt relation between the roots of an
equation F(x) » 0, and of tlie roots of tl e

derived equation F'(j:)= 0, where F'(a’) is the

first derived function of F(.r). Between each

pair of real roots of an equatfOn occurs at least

one real root of the Jirst derived equation.

From this theorem it follows that: 1. The
primitive equation cannot have more than one
real root between any pair of adjacent roots of

the first derived equation. 2. It cannot have
more than one root greater than the greatest

root of the derived equation, nor more than one

root l(“ss than the least. 3. The primitive having
m real root.s, the first derived equation will

o rtainly have 1, and tho derived equa-

tion will have at least m — r real roots. 4. The
primitive will have at least as many imaginary
roots as any one of its Jenv.ttives,

Kollo WMS a I'rench inuthoinatician of tho

sevt iifrt nf li c ritiiry. His treatise on Algebra
was puldishod in 1690.

Boiler. In Printing, a cylinder of wood
coated witli a composition of treacle and glue,

and revolving upon an iron rod running tlirongh

it, w'ith whieli to ink the form of typo previous

to taking an inipro-ssion. The introduction

of composition rollers in place of pelt balls

has been the cause of a complete change in

printing. But for this invention, machine or

cylindrical printing could never have been
accomplished, as all the (‘arly attempts with

sheep*^m8 failed, from the necessity of join-

ing the edges.

Boilers. In tho service of ordnance, cy-

linders of w'ood, use<l in mounting gmis on their

carriages, shifting them from one carriage to

another, or moving them on the ground.
Rollers. In Ornithology^ a family of birds

{Coraciadis) of the order Volitores, of which
there is one European species, Coradaa gar-
rula, of a vivid sea-green colour with some
purple and red marks, about the size of a jay

;

they have a great and varied power of flight,

and are chiefly insectivorous,

Rolxjsrs. On Shipboard, certain cylindrical

pieces of timber placed so as to revolve horizon-
tally OP vertically. Their object is to lessen
the friction on the hawsers in passing any
angle.



ROLLERS
Rollebs. The name giyen by seamen to

nnnsually heavy waves, which set in upon a
coast or island without wind. They are fre-

quent at the island of Ascension.

Rolling. In Mechanics, this term is used
when all the parts of the surface of one body
come into successive contact with those of
another, under such conditions that at every
instant the portion of the two surfaces which
hai^e bem in contact are exactly equal. When
this condition is not fulfilled, the one surface is

said to slide upon the other. The friction of
bodies in rolling is much less than in that of
sliding; and hence the advantage of wheels to

all kinds of carriages. [Fbiction.]

Rolling. In Naval language, the lateral

oscillation of a vessel. This motion, which is

often very great when the vessel is running
before the sea, endangers the masts, strains the

sides, and loosens the decks at the waterways
; j

it also tends to cause the guns to break
adrift. When the centre of gravity is too low,

the oscillations begin and end violently. The
I

changes in the stowage necessary to modify the

nature or extent of the roll are made by seamen
from experimental knowledge.

|

Rolling is, in fact, an oscillation or partial

revolution round the centre of gravity of the

S Of course if the centre of gravity he too

up, the vessers tendency will be to capsize:

but on the other hand, if it be far below the

load'Waterdine, there remains so little depth of

vessel and keel for the water’s resistance to

operate on, in opposition to the height of hull

and masts above the centre of ^vity, that the

rolling will necessarily bo violent and con-

siderable. The least rolling is experienced

when the centre of gravity coincides nearest

with the load-wAter-line.

Rolling Curves. [Roulette.]
Rolling Mills. In Mechanics, massive

rollers connected by toothed pinions and put
in motion by a steam engine, for the purpose
of rolling ont metal into bars or plates. Such
mills are most used for rolling iron, (hough

used also for rolling copper, silver, and other

metals into thin sheets. The rollers are fixed

in massive framing, which has to support a
prodigious strain ; for rolling bars they

are grooved, bnt for rolling plates they are

plain. In rolling iron the hwomt as the mass
of heated metal is called, is drawn in, and com-
pressed and elongated in passing through.

The bar so formed is passed through a succes-

sion of similar grooves, decreasing in size till

it is reduced to about four inches in width,

from three-quarters of an inch to an inch in

thickness, and from ten to twelve feet in length.

In this state if the bloom has been taken from

the puddling furnace it is termed bar.

The bars are then cut into pieces, piled, heated,

&C., and a second time rolled. The bars pro-

duced by this second process are called

chant bars
; or the bloom may be rolled into

plates. The trains of rollers used in iron-

works arc distinguished by several special

names. Thus the first pair employed in work-
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ROLLS OF COURT
ing the rough or puddled bars, are known as
the forge train t

blooming miU^ or puddle-bar
train, the term train in all cases meaning a
series of two or more pairs of rolls connected
together and workeil as one system. The
trains used in producing finished iron areknown
as merchanUbar, plate, rati, and mre mills, ac-

cording to the section produced. The first pair

of rolls in a train is known as the roughing-

down, and the last as iho finishing roUs.

In rolling heavy masses of iron, such as

boiler or armour plates, where the pile or
bloom cannot bo lifted back over the top of
the mill, the rolls must be reversed after each
passage, and the pile is passed backwards and
forwards alternately

;
on this plan it is, how-

ever, impossible to work with any speed. One
arrangement to obviate the necessity of re-

versal is the three high train, in which three
rollers are placed vertically above each other
in the same housings, so that the middle roll

moves above its centre in the same direction as
the upper one, and below the centre as the
lower one, forming a complete double pair
moving iji opposite directions, so that the iron

may be passed backi^ards and forwards with-
out reversing the motion of the driving power.
The universal rolling mill is a combination of

a vertical pair of rolls with the ordinary hori-

zontal pair, HO that a pile may be welded by
pressure on all sides at the first heat without
burning.

The slitting mill is a kind of rotatory shears
used in cutting up bars of iron into nail rods.

The horizontal, non-condensing steam en-
gine, from its compact form and convenience
of handling, is well adapted for giving motion
to the machinery of iron works. It is cheaper
in its original cost, and all its parts being fixed

upon a large bed plate, it needs a compara-
tively small amount of masonry to render it

solid and secure. But whatever form of engine
may bo employed, it is indispensable to the
efficiency of the mechanism that a very large

and swift fly-wheel shall be introduced, which
will absorb power when there is no iron pass-
ing through the mill, and give power out when
the mill is labouring under a heavy charge.
The fly-wheel attached to the engine set up at
Millwall by Boulton and Watt for rollipg

armour plates weighs 100 tons.

Rolling Vendulnin. A cylinder caused to

oscillate in small spaces on a horizontal plane.

Its mathematical expressions are interesting,

but it 1ms been applied to no important prac-
tical purpose.

^

Rolling Taokle. A tackle or pulley hooked
to the weather quarter of a ysad, and to a
lashing or strap round the mast near the slings

or parral of the yard
;
the object of it is to keep

the j^ard constantly over to leeward, thereby
depriving it of play and friction when the ship
rolls to windward.

Rolls ofCourt. The archives of a manor,
in which are recorded the surrenders and ad-
mittances of tenants and the other Winess
<!one at the manorial courts, &c.
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Rolls* Master of tbe. A high officer of

tho Court of Chancery, stH^ond only to tlic lord

clnmcellor. He is appointed by the crown by

letters patent, and holds his office for life.

The Master of the Rolls administers justice in a

separate court. Ho has the power of hearing

and determining originally the same matters us

the lord chancellor, excepting cases of lunacy

and bankruptcy; but all orders and decrees

pronounced by tho Master of the Rolls must be

signed by the lord chancellor before they are

enrolled. The Master of the Rolls is the keeper

of all tho records of the Court of Chancery

after the decrees and orders have been enrolled

;

and on that account he was anciently s^led
guardien des relies. The Master of the l^lls

ranks immediately after the Chief Justice of tho

Queen’s Bench : his salary is 6,000/. a year.

The Master of the Rolls formerly held his

sittings only in the evening, and until the year

1833 he did not hear motions, pleas, or do^

mnrrers ; and whatever was presented for his

decision, other than the hearing of causes,

was brought before him by petition. In the

year 1833, however, this was altered; and
motions, pleas, and demurrers are now heard

by him in the same manner as by the other

equity judges. By the Act 1 & 2 Viet. c. 94,

entided *An Act for the better Custody of the

Public Recoids,’ the Master of the Rolls for the

time ^ing is intrusted with the custody both

of the public records and those of the common
law courts and the Court of Exchequer.

Rollstsr* [Rostbil]

RhiimIo. ’This name is sometimes applied

to the language of the modem Greeks, who call

themselves Romans, an wpeliation which has
survived the overthrow of the Roman Etnpire
of the East established at Constantinople.

The lan^age differs from the ancient Greek
chiefly by the abbreviation ofwords, indifference

to the old inflexions, and the infusion of foreign

words and expressions. But a distinction

must be drawn between the modern Greek of
newspapers and literaiy writers like Tricoupcs,
whose language is readily intelligible to all

who are acquainted with old Greek, and tbe
more remote popular dialects, which are prac-
tically a different langi^e. (Hallam, IMe-
rarg History, part i. ch. ii. 1 13.)

Rommii Alam* An alum extracted from
the volcanic rocks of the Solfaterra near
Kaplra; it cxystallises in opaque tubes, and
contains more alumina than the common octa-
hedral alum.

»oman RrOblteetuiw. [Auckitbctubs.]
Roman OnRioUo^ RomnnUto* or

Poplate* Names applied to the members of
the church which regards the bishop or pope
of Borne as its spiritual bead, and asserts an
exclusive claim to the title Catholic or univer-
saL [Mass; Pa^act; Pbkaxcx; Puboatoey;
TttAKsuBSTAzmArioir; &c.l
The Roman doctors hold that the Scripture

is not sufl^ent for its own interpretation.

The books 'which compose the canon of
New Testament are, they conceive, desultory
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and incomplete

; being many of them written
for special occasions, at a period considerably
later than the foundation of the religion in

various districts, in some of which whole gene-
mtions of believers may have passed away
without having seen or heard of their con-

tents. It is not to bo supposed, however,
that doctriucB so importiint as those shadowed
forth in the Epistles of St. Paul, or the Gospel
of St. John, could have been left untai^ht to

the churches which flourished before their pub-
lication or be3'ond their reach. It must bo
admitted, therefore, they argue, that the first

preachers of Cliristianity must have been
commissioned and instructed to deliver these

same doctrines orally
;
and it is affirmed that

several important doctrines are imperfectly de-

veloped in Scripture, and would not bo under-

stood, except for some such illustration by the

way, the result of which is conveyed in tho

creeds of the first centuries. It is also affirmed

that the practice of tho primitive church,

the infallibility of which is assumed, authen-

ticates various articles of Roman belief, of

which only very slight hints are to be found
in 8criptur(% and such, perhaps, as would not

have been discovered but for this very evidence

of early usage. Th'S line of argument is ad-

mitted also by many Protestants, the facts

alleged being disputed, and opposite results

being thus obtained. It must be allowed,

however, that Roman Catholics do not advance

any artide of belief without pointing out some
supposed ground for it in Scripture, although

the only proof of this kind is in some cases

to be found in writings which Protestants

esteem apocryphal. But while Protestants may
refer to the practice of the primitive church,

and to tbe traditions which must have circu-

lated in those ages, as genuine historical evi-

dence of the theology of the earliest Ume^
they find too much contradiction in the indi-

vidual witnesses to consider any one system
deduced therefrom as infallibly right. The
Roman theologians, on the contrary, attaching

more importance to this kind of evidence, and
labouring under the same difficulty wi^ Pro-

testants in discriminating between genuine and
corrupt tradition^ take refuge in the position

that the pope, as the vicar of Christ, is the

authorised interpreter of tradition, and main-
tain that the dogmas which have been advanced
from this source have always been those of the

Catholic church, and always authentic. In
later times, however, a question has been much
agitated respecting the relative authority of

popes and councils. The superiority of each has
been maintained by different classes of theolo-

^D8, and it is certain that in some oases the
decisions of popes have been ultimately re-

versed by councils. It is now commonly sup-

posed, by those who judM fhim the general
appearance of things in ^ theological world,
that the theory which ascribes inf^bility to

the pope alone is gaining gronnd over the
theory so strongly niged in the days when
Oisnientane or Gallican opinions preniiled,
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namely, Unit it was to be found only in tho
decrees of the pope in council

;
and the assump*

tion of authority by the present pope, in fixing

the dogma of the Immaculate Conception, is

said to give countenance to those^ who hold
that Ifltramontanism is fgr the time prevalent.

In a broad sense, the term Boman Catholics

comprehends certain communions which have
become subject by their voluntary act to papal
jurisdiction, although retaining some rites and
practices of their own, of which the United
Greek Church is the principal.

noman Order. [Composite Obder.]
Homan Scbool. This school of painting,

which, like the Florentine, addressed itself to

the mind, is formed upon antique models, and
is chiefly distinguished for form and expression.

Its style was poetical ; embellished with all the

grandeur, pathos, and freedom from common
matters, that the happiest imagination could

conceive. In touch its masters wero easy,

correct in drawing, learned and full of grace.

The heads of the figures are always drawn with

great respect to truth and expression, and it

exhibits great intelligence in contrasting atti-

tudes. Thecolouringdisplays the greatest marks
of negligence in this school, which in draperies

ia eminenUy successful. At the head of this

school was Kaphael ; and among its other prin-

cipal masters were Giulio Romano, Perino del

Vaga, Michael Angelo da Caravaggio, Barocci,

Andrea Sacchi (perhaps the best colourist of thi

' school), and Carlo Maratti. [Painting.]

Homan Vitriol. Sulphate of copper, or
blue vitriol.

Homanoe (Fr. roman, Ital. romanzo). In
Literature, a work of fiction in prose or verse,

containing the relation of a series of adventures

either marvellous or probable. A tale confined

to the latter class of events ^as, indeed, been
considered to be more strictly designated by
the term novel, [Novel.] But as our nomen-
clatare for works of fiction is not very precise

or accurate, the name romance is very fre-

quently used to comprehend both.

The term romance is derived from the class

of lanffusges in whi<^ such fictitious narratiTes,

in modem times, were first widely known and
circulated. These were the tonnes derived

from the Latin, viz. Italian, Spai^h, French,

which were all Roman dialects, in contradis-

tinction to the European languages of Teutonic

origin. But the lan^ Bomane more properly

signifies the dialect of Southern France, Catalo-

nia, &c., of which the Proven9al was a variety.

The &mou8 Tales of antiquity are

thought to have bc«»a, in classical timea, the

claaa dT writings nearest approachins to our

modem romances. AR the original Greek
compositions of this kind have prished. But
we ^re, in the Qoldm Am of Appuleius, a
Latin imitation of these, written in the later

timea ctf the Roman empire. [Pstckb ; Vbnus.]
It contains aaerieaofwonderi^ adventures, aor-

eeries, transformations, love, religion, dee. ; and
although it has bem asserted that Uie romance,
in its proper sense, was unknown to the andante,
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it would be difficult to say in what respect, ex-

cept the total absence of chivalrous sentiment,

which ia of modern growth, tliis curious frag-

ment differs from those later inventions which
we have agreed to call by that name.
The same may be said, and with even greater

strictness, of the Greek pastoral romances ; a
class of works appertaining to a later period,

of which the famous Daphnis and Chloe of

Longus is the first known specimen. They
contain narratives of amours, adventures, &c.,

usually intermixed with some supernatural in-

terference
;
and they have the great character-

istic of a moflern novel—a pair of lovers, by
way of hero and heroine, whose attachment is

generally brought to a happy termination.

The earliest modern romances were collec-

tions of chivalrous adventures, founded chiefly

on the lives and achievements of the warlike
adherents of two sovereigns, one of whom,
perhaps, had only a fabulous existence, while
the annals of the other have given rise to

a wonderful series of myths—Arthur and
Charlemagne. These romances were metrical
compositions in that branch of the modern
French language termed the langue cTozV, which
prevailed throughout tho north of France,
and especially in Normandy. Besides these, a
great variety of smaller tales, some chivalrous,

some marvellous, some simply ludicrous,

termed faUiavx, exist in the same language.
The date of these compositions extends from
the twelfth to the fifteenth centuries.

From the hands of these rhymers the tales

of cluvalry passed first into those of prose
compilers, who reduced them into a form more
resembling that of our modem romances. The
French prose romances of chivaliy, still con-
fined to the same classes of subjects, belong to
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. These,
again, gave birth in two different countries to

two widely differing series of wiu'ks of ima-
gination. In Italy, the poets termed ^man-
sieri, taking the adventures of the knights of

Cbarlema^e as their subject, transfer^ the

rude conceptions of their predecessors into one
of the most finished and enchantiii|^ forms of
mtiy to which modem fancy ha| gjven birth.

Boiar^, in the latter half of the fifteenth

century, was the first of these poets ; and the
names of Pulci, Ariosto, and Tasso, three of
the greatest in Italian literature, g;raee their

long catalo^e. In Spain and Portugal a new
class of chivalrous romances was c^ed into

existence. Lobeira, a Portuguese, in the four-

teenth century, composed the first four books
of Amadia de Gaul. This famous work re-

sembles in character the French romances of

chivalry ; but narrates the exploits of a new
and entirelv imagina^ hero. Amadie was
finished, and a long list of similar romances
added to it, by sub^uent Spanish and Portu-

guese writers. In these, while adventures be-

came more and more marvellous, the fancifhl

spirit of chivalry was more and more carried

into wild exaggeration. They became, however,

BO popular as to be transplanted into most
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European lan^agea, and even in France to

supersede tlie heroic tales of Arthur and Char-
lemagne. They declined with the advance of

a better taste in literature after the art of

printing had been for some time introduced

;

and were finally driven out of fashion by the

wit of Cervantes, whose Bon Quixote is aimed
in great measure against them.

Meanwhile, a new species of fiction had ac-

quired vogue in Italy, to which the term novd
was first applied. This was the amorous or

humorous tale
;

of which the Becameron of

Boccaccio contains the earliest and b^ far the

most popular collection. The stones were

derived from many originals ;
but especially

from the fabliaux^ of which mention has been

already made. The Italian Novellieri are ex-

tremely numerous ;
but their Cimipositions are

always short, and would, in our modern lan-

guage, be designated by the term tale, rather

than novd or romance. They fiourishtd. in

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. From
these, again, was derived the comic satirical

tale of Spain ;
a more sustained and longer

class of con^osition, of which LazariUo de

Tormes and Guzman d^Alfarache are the best

known specimens. But in these, which were

also caricatures of the chivalrous romances,

a long course of independent exploits of the

hero formed the substance of the work, and

not a story possessing an individual point and
interest.

Bon QuixoU, of which the first part was
published in 1609, was the joint result of the

romances of chivalry, which it was intended

io ridicule, and of the romances of low life, of
j

whose character it contains a large intermixture.

Although Cervantes had in view rather

the satirical object of his writing than the

direct ddineation of manners and occurrences,

such as we now exp«t in a novel, yet it may
fairly said that nis immortal work is the

^rst of its kind in which human nature is

brought on the stage alike unadorned and un-

degraded ; neither exaggerated by the ridicn-

lons costume of chivalry, nor lowered by tbe

familiar buflTooneiy of x comic tale. While,

therefore, it has b^n tbe source of numerous

imitations in its satirical character, its wide

popularity has produced much more lasting

effects in another manner: it gave the first

example of a work of fiction in which the grave

and gay evenbi of life xnight be mingled to-

gether, and in which, also, the views and

sentiments of the author might be conveyed

through the medium of fictitious personages

and events.

On the other hand, tbe drivalroiu romance

had been seised, at an earlier period, by a very

different genius from that of Cervantes, and

applied to another object. Tbe fictions of

i^belais (the Jiistanea of Gargantua and Pan-

:

iaqriid) cannot be termM romances
;
but their

polarity was so great that France ivaa in-

undated for mors than a century afterwards

with Babelaiaian tales ; and many of the ele-

ments of the modem low romance, such as
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comic hyperbole, eccentric humour, and much
freedom and grossness of delineation, have
been undoubtedly derived to us from Rabelais
and his admirers. Swift and Sterne were both
essentially imitators of this singular genius.

In the seventeenth century Le Sage natural-
ised the Spanish romance in France. His
works present a singular mixture of difiTcrent

styles, although all derived from the same
country. In Gil JBlaSf for example (if that
work be not actually of Spanish origin), we
have something of the humour of Bon Quixote,

the form as well as much of the substaiiee of

Guzman dHAlfarache, &c.; and much inter-

mixture of a class of tales of love and intrigue,

which, coming originally from the Italian

novellieri, had acc^uired a certain chivalrous

colouring in passing through the hands of

Spanish imitators. There is, moreover, a touch
of French taste and philosophy, such as after-

wards, when mixed with satire, gave birth to

tbe modern philosophical tale or romance, of
which Voltaire’s writings contain the best

known specimens.

After Le Sage, a new class of romances
I suddenly grew into fashion in France, the

heroic
;
derived, indeed, in part from an earlier

source, the pastoral romance of the sixteenth

century. Of these, the CUlie and Cazsandre
of Mademoiselle Scud^iy were among the most
popular examples, although they have long
ceased to be read. This species of composition

was, in fact, a revival of the old chivalrous*

romance, without its supernatural marvels, but
with even greater exaggeration of sentiment.

Its temporary success is to be attributed rather

to a caprice of fashion than to the natural

progress of taste. It was not, however, wholly
without its use, as it called back some degree

of sentiment and high feeling into the romance
which was in danger of degenerating wholly
into a comic cast.

During the eighteenth eentniy the romance
and novel ezgoyed a popularity, both in Eng-
land and France, which threw comparatively

into the shade every other species of fictitious

literature. It would be impossible to continue

such a sketch as the present, so as to trace

out the various stylos and species of those

compositions which grew into vogue by
success of distinguished writers in each respec-

tive branch. In England, Richardson trans-

ferred into ordmaiy life somewhat of the

refined sentiments which distinguished the

heroic romance, and thus formed the basis of

the modem English novel, properly so called,

or novel of manners. Has Pamela appeared in

1740 ; his last worki fiVr CharUa Chandiaon,

in 1753. Fielding and Smollett, about the

same time, revived the old comic romance,

adapted to English scenes and characters.

Sterne did the same by tbe humorous or
Rabelaisian stylo of writing; but added an
intermixture of pathos which had certainly

never been joined before with so incongruous

a companion. To these four writers, in con-

junction with Qoldamith’a Vicar of Wahfidd^
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oonfesaedly an independent original, almost all

the English fictitious prose hterature of the
last century which is not imitated from foreign

works he said to owe its existence. In
France, Mariyaux, Pr^yost, and, with a worse
taste than theirs, the younger Cr^billon, formed
the national manner in this class of writing

for some time. Their productions haye much
of the same character with those of Kichardson,
but a far lower tone of morality, and less life*

like description. But the popularity of the

famous NouveUe HUdiae gave a new turn, not
only in France, but over Europe, to the public

taste in this branch of writing. Mariyaux
and Pr^yost may be said to hare been Rous-
seau’s models, as to the externals of his great

romance
;
but its tone and sentiment are pe-

culiarly its own. In France, after many in-

ferior imitators, Madame do Stael, the first of
|

female noyelists, must be classed as the best

and latest disciple of the school of Rousseau.
In Germany, his style had even greater suc-

cess ; and he may be said to haye called into

life at once the taste and the power of that

people for fictitious composition. Wieland,
Kotzebue, Goethe (Sorrows of Werther and
Wilhelm Meister)^ are all, though with much
originality of their own, essentially followers

of Rousseau; Lafontaiue, and many other

inferior writers, more direct imitators.

In our own times, while the novel .of man-
ners continues to maintain its empire in popu-

lar estimation, another species of romance

—

the historical^has likewise acquired a power-

ful hold on the public taste, which, even more
than the first, is chiefly of English origin. The
historical romance, in which fictitious scenes

and personages are made to serve as vehicles

for the historical portraiture of past times, had,

especially in Germany, been cultivated with

success before the writings of Sir Walter Scott;

but It is to his adoption of this branch of com-

osition, and the extraordinary talent which he

evoted to it, that its recent popularity may be

traced.

Iftomaaee ^aaguagea. A name given to

those modem languages which are closely akin
|

to the old language of the Romans, and which

are modifications of the andent Italian dialects

:

of these, six still remain literary dialects, the

languages of Portugal, Spain, France, Italy,

Walla<mia, and the Grisons of Switzerland.

The Provenqal, or langni^e of the Troubadours,

is now a more patois. [LaNoraoB.]

XonuuMero. In Spanish, the general name

for a collection of the national ballads or ro-

fMnc9B\ so called from the word Boman or

Ifpffumtis, which, in the early part of the middle

ages, seems to have been the common appdla-

tion of all the dialects spoken from Alps to

the Western extremity of the Mediterranean.

The Bomanoero Gtna^, the most celebrated

of these collections, was published in 1604-1^*

BomaBoae &attviiAve<i The language of

the Wallacldans, who call themsolres Rom&ni.

It is spoken in Wallachia, Moldavia, and
parts of Hungary, Transylvania andBessarabia,
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and is divided by the Danube into two branches,
the northern being to a certain extent a literary

language ;
the southern has borrowed many

Greek and Albanian words, and has never beeft

fixed grammatically. (Max Muller, Lccturts*on

Language^ first series, 182.)

Bomaneaque (Fr.). In Architecture.

[Abchitbctubb, Gothic.]
Rouxnesqvb. In Painting, appertaining to

fable or romance. In historical painting, it

consists in the choice of a fanciful subject,

rather than one founded on fact. Bomanesque
is different from romantic

; because the fatter
may be founded on truth, which the^ former
never is.

Romantic, Romantlolam. By romantic
is understood that singular intermixture of the

wonderful and mysterious with the sublime and
beautiful which introduces us into an enchanted
existence. fCHivAi.RT.]

Almost all authors agree in acknowledging
the difficulty of giving a precise signification to

the term romantic. The Bictionnaire de XAca-
dknie Frangaise says, * Le romantique est un
genre nouveau. Bomantique se dit encore des
ecrivains qui afiectent de s’ufiTanchir des regies

de composition ct de style ^tablies par fex-
emple des auteurs classiques.’

The term romanticism—an offshoot of ro-

mantic—^is of recent invention, and is applied

chiefly to the fantastic and unnatural produc-
tions of the modem French school of novelists,

at the head of which are.Victor Hugo, Balzac,
* George Sand,' &c., and their imitators in

France and other countries.

Romanslerl. In Italian Literature, a
series of poets who took for the subject of their

compositions the chivalrous romances of France
and Spain; and chiefly those relating to theSits of Charlemagne and his fabulous

ins. [Roland
; Siourdb.] The earliest

of these poets flourished in the latter end of
the fifteenth century. Boiardo, although not
absolutely the first in order of time, is con-
sidered as having laid the groundwork, in his

Orlando Innamorato, of the edifice of fiction

raised by his successors. Paid, in the Afor-

gante MafgiorSf was the first who allied the
romantic incidents and sentiments of chivalry

with light and humorous satire. Berni re-

modelled the work of Boiardo. Ariosto, in the
Orlando Furtoso^ carried this species of poetry
to the highest degree of perfection. These are

the four prindpal Bomanzieri; but many other

poets of the same school flourished until the

end of the sixteenth century. Tasso composed
one of his early poems (// Binaldo) on the
common model. In the beginning of the

eighteenth century, Fortiguerra compiled

hm BtociardrltOy a poem of a semi-burlesqae

character, intended originally as a parody, but
completed as a serioiu composition ; and thus

closes the list of the Bomanzieri. All these

poets adopted the Ottata Biica, inventeil

by Boccaccio, In their poems the thread

of the main narration is fr^uently inter-

rupted by a multiplicity of minor adventuree
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and intrigaes ; and this complication of plot of Bovm ; Sir G. 0. Lewis, Astronomv of tJie

appears to hare constituted one of the charac- Ancients^ p. 60 ; Lappenbeig, HisL of Bnyland^

teristio features of the chiyalrous epic. Inmost i. 77.) [Tabuuitxon of Chronoloot.]

\>f them (from the time of Pulci) eac4 book be>
|

Hondean (Er.). In French Poetry, a little

gins with a sort of prologue, more or less con- poem of thirteen verses, divided into tliree uii-

nocted with the subject which follows : and equal strophes, with two rhymes (eight lines

these prologues form perhaps the greatest charm masculine and five feminine, or vice vers^).

of the poem of Ariosto, effecting the transitions The first two or three words of the first verse

from one subject to another by means of some serve as the burden, and recur in that shape

touch of pathetic or elevated reflection, or of ^fber the eighth and thirteenth verses. There

light humour and pla^ul satire, generally are also double rondeaux and single rondeaux

;

in th^ form of an address to the supposed the latter an obsolete, but easier kind of verse,

audience, the poem being framed on the model / Sondo (Ital.). In Music, a light form of

of a tale recounted by a minstrel to an assembly ! composition in which the subject or theme re-

of knights and ladies. turns frequently. It usually forms the last

Somanzowite. A brown or brownish- ' movement of a symphony or sonata, but is

black variety of Lime-Garnet occurring in com- also very common as a separate composition,

pact or crystalline plates, at Kimito in Finland. Hood (A-Saz. rode, a beam\ u^ for the

It is a triple silicate of lime, alumina, and iron, cross). The crucifix, with the images of St.

and was named after Count Komanzow. I Mary and St. John, sometimes also the image
Xomelne or ftomelte. A native antimo-; of a saint, was so called in English old

niate of lime found in the manganese mines of
,

churches. The place where the rood stood

St. Marcel in Piedmont, and named iu honour
,

was called the rood-loft^ which was commonly
of the celebrated crystallographer Eom4 do

risle.

Aomnlus (Lat.). In M^hology, the sup-

posed founder of the city of Borne, of which he

IB the eponymous hero, as Areas is of Arcadia,

and as Ion, .^lus, and Dorus represent respec-

tively the lonians, .^olians, and Dorians. In

its several incidents the tale of Eomulus pre-

sents a close parallel to the legends of other

mythical heroes. The resemblance to the

n^hs of Cyrus and Chandragupta (Max
Eller’s History of Sanskrit Literature, 283
&c.) is especially striking. In all these, as

in the tales of Paris, (Edipus, Telephus, and
Perseus, there is the^exposure of the children

and their wonderful rescue, generally by some
beast in the first instance, as h wolf [LtcsonI,

a bear [Eishis, thb Seven], or a dog. In all

cases the children grow up pre-eminent in grace

and majesty, and their royal bearing is the

cause whi(m leads to the discovery of their

parentage. Like (Edzfus, Eomulus is taken

from the sight of men in a storm of thunder
and lightning. [Quibinus.]

The incidents of his reign are made up of
local and institutional legends, as of the
Asylum, the Lupercalia, of the Bamnenses,
Titieuses, Luceres, &c., while into these tales

later writers introduced the element of plausible

fiction. But, as in the annals of the Teutonic
conquests in England, the chronology is alto-

gether artificial. The heroic secle was a period

of 77 ^ears, and this secle was made to include

the reigns Eomulus and Numa ; and as the
cyclical year was divided into 38 nundinea,

one of these was assigned to the intenegnum,
and 37 were given to the reign of Bomulus.
Thus, if twice 38 were to be allotted to the

first two kings, 39 fkll to Kuma*s share
; and

Giis period is assi^ed to the latter in one ac-

count In 14^, Bnma'e reign is stated at 43

years ; but if t&s sum be added to the 87 of

Bfunulus with the year of interregnum we
hm 81, the biquadrate of S. (Niebuhr, Hist,
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over or near the passage out of the body of

the church into the chancel. They were all

ordered to be taken down in 1648 (Burnet,

History of tke Beformation, vol. ii. book i.);

but were restored for a short time under Queen
Mary. Among the few that escaped the

seeoud removal, one of the finest is in tlio

church of Charlton-on-Otmoor, Oxon. The
screens dividing the choirs from the naves of

most of our cathedrals arc old rood-lofts from
which the images have been removed.

Boon. A square measure, the fourth part

of a statute acre, and equal to forty perches or

square poles.

Soof (A.-Sax. hrof, Gr. ^po^). In Archi-
tecture, the uppermost p^ of a building,

containing the timber work or the iron work,

with its covering of slate, tiles, lead, or other

materials. Carpenters, however, restrict their

use of theword roofto the timber framing alone.

A roof, as regards its construction, involves

some knowledge of mathematics, especially

since the introduction of ironwork has enabled
architects to attempt much greater spans than
were formerly thought justifiable. Of the

general principles on which the jproper con-

struction of a wooden roof depends, we shall

here subjoin some account, leaving the con-

struction of iron roofs to be .discussed somewhat
briefly under Stations, Bailwat.
The obvious mode of cover-

ing a building where a greater

or lesser inclination of the

sides of the roof is required by
the dimate, is to place two
sloping rafters C CT upon thew^ BB, as i& the sub-
joined diagram, meeting at

the apex A, where we will sup-
pose them so connected with
a lui^e, but capable of de-
seendiug by their own gravity,

as shown in No. 2. The walls are considered as
solid masses, movable on the points PP. If the
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wulU be not of sufficient weight, tJie thrust
exerted upon them by the tendency of the
rafters to spread at tlicir feet, will throw the
walls outwards, us in No. 2, anti the whole
structure will destroyed. By tho law's of
mechanics it is known that tho horizontal
thrust thus acting upon the w'all is propor-
tional to the length of a Jine rfc, drawn at

right angles to the rafter, intersecting a
vertical line drawai from the apex, which, it

must be evident, must increase as the roof
gets flatter. To counteract the thrust above
named, nothing more is nocessai-y than to tie

togetlier the feet of the rafters as in tlie fol-

lowing diagram (fig. 2), in which AB is the

rig 2.
question, and thence

called the tic-tea tu. If tho
extent be not very great, the

“ ^ raftersmaybe kept from spread-
ing by a minor tie, at a called a collar.

Beyond certain lengths, or spans, however, it

will occur to the reader that a tie-beam will

itself have a tendency to bend, or to saff as the
workmen call it, in the middle

; and from this

circumstance a fresh contrivance becomes neces-

sary, which will be seen in the diagram below
marked cd (fig. 3) ;

this is called a khff post,

or more properly a king piece, inasmuch as it

Fig. 8. does not perform the office of a
post, but rather of a tie, for it ties

up the beam to prevent i ts sagging.

If the rafters be so long as to be
liable to bend, two pieces a a, called struts, are

introduced ;
which having their footings against

the sides of the king posts, act as posts to

support or strut up the rafters at their weakest
points. The piece of framing thus contrived is

altogether called a truss, and in the particular

case considered it is called a king truss. It is

obvious that by means of the upper joints of the

struts we obtain more points of support for the

rafters, or rather points of suspension, and
that but for tho compressibility of the timber,

there would be no bmit to the space which a

Fig. 4. roof might be made to span.

This compressibility takes

effect where the fibres of the

D u wood are pressed at right

angles, or nearly so, with their direction, and
many ways are adopted for avoiding this in-

convenience. There is a species of roof, de-

pendent in construction on the principles thus

described, of which the following is a diagram

(fig. 6). Its principles are the same as those

Fig. 5. already mentioned, and do
not here require further

notice; this roof has three

points of support ABA,
the posts AA, A A, are called queen posts, the

collar ABA is here a straining piece, instead

of a tie, as it was in the example at first

noticed, its operation being, in fact, the exact

Werse of a tie. The curb or mansard roof

is one which has the advantage of affording

an additional story in the roof, but it requires

little illustration from us beyond the drawiim

subjoined (fig. 6). In the execution of room
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the expense of trussing every pair of rafters

I would be unnecessary, and the practice would

I

also load the walls >|rith a far Fig. 6.
’ greater weight than would be
expedient; it is, therefore, the

custom to place the principal i

parts of a roof at certain inter- “

vuls, which, however, should as a general rule

never greatly exceed ten feet. The rafters

which are actually trussed are called principal

!
rafters, and by the intervention of the purlin

I

A in the diagram (fig. 7) they are made to

bear the smaller or common rafters, which

I
are notched down on to it. Fig, 7 ,

j

These common rafters are

I

received by, or pitch upon,

I

a plate B, called a pole

plate
\

and the principal

i rafters which fall upon the tie-beam are

I

ultimately received upon tho wall-plate C.

"When beams in either roofs or floors are so

long that they cannot be procured in one piece,

;

two pieces to form the adequate length are

scarfed together, by indenting them at their

joints and by bolting them together ;
of which

practice twO modes are here represented (fig. 8).

It may be of interest to remark pig, 8.

that up to the width of span of 40 |—^*1—

^

feet, the practice of architects is to
^ —

,

adopt the king post description of *—

^

roofing
;
beyond 40, and up to as much as 120

feet, they usually adopt the queen post roofing;

but the recent improvements in carpentry, by
the adoption of Colonel Emy's principle of

forming arches of planks, bent whole, and by
Colonel Ardunt’s system of polygonal framing,

&c., have introduced many new methods of

spanning great dimensions. Figs. 9 and 10

Fig. 9.

n mLi LJ

will show the mode of construction adopted in

the ’ remarkable roof of the imperial riding-

house at Moscow, built in 1790, the span of

which is 235 feet. An arched beam formed in

three thicknesses, notched into one another, as

shown in fig. 10, is first constructed, and the

Fig. 10.

ends of this beam are tied together by a tie-

beam running across the chord of the arc,

while cross trussing connects the arch and the

beam firmly together. Fig. 11 is a represen-

tation of Colonel Emy's plank arch as con-

structed by him, in 1825, for the roof of a
buil^ng near Bayonne ; the principals, wall

posts, and arched rib, form two triangles firmly

X
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braced together the whole weight of the roof

being thrown at the wall at the feet of the

ribs, and not upon the polo-plate. Many, and

indeed most, of the modern roofs of large span

are now formed of wrought iron. That of the

Fig. 11.

pension rods are of flat bar iron, the principal

and common rafters of T iron, while the struts

and purlins are of cast iron, tho whole being

Fig. 12.

J
/\

K\/ /
r ' —

-q

fitted together with cast-iron shoes. Tho prin-

ciple of construction of the roof over the House
of Lords is shown in fig. 12.

Sook (A.-Sax. hroc). The name of a well-

known species of crow (Corvus frvgile^vst
Linn.), resembling in size and colour the
carrion crow, but differing in having the base
of the bill whitish and scurfy, and bare of
feathers. ‘ This,* says Montague, * is acquired
by the bird's habit of thrusting its bill into
the ground after worms and various insects.

The rook derives much of its food from the insect

tribe, particularly the larvae of the cockchafer;
aud Wflile following the plough to remove from
the newly«made farrow this destructive grub,

it mort riian repays the husbandman for the
grain which it may afterwards pick up. The
rook is gregarious at all seasons, resorting

eoastaaily to the same trees evexy spring

fp breed, when the nests may be seen crowded
over another upon the upper branches.
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It lays four or five eggs, much like those

of the crow, of a greenish colour, spotted and
blotched with dusky. After their young have
taken wing^ they all forsake their nest-trees,

r(‘turning to them again in October to roost

;

but ns winter comes on, they generally select

more sheltered places at night in some neigh-

bouring wood, to which they fly off together.*

(Montague, Ornithological Dictionary^ The
wood or grove of tall trees, in which rooks con-

gregate and build their nests, is called a rookery.

Kook. [Chess.]

Itoom and Space. In Shipbuilding, the

technical expression for the length of the

vessel supported by each rib or timber. This
varies from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet 9 inches,

ucconling to the strength required, the weight

of tho whole stnicturo of the ship being pro-

portioned to the closeness of the timbers to-

gether. It is an axiom that tho minimum of

weight consistent with tlie requisite firmness,

gives the maximum for stowage or speed. Tho
rofnn and space staff, called also the siati&n, is

a marked rod for measuring the room and
space on tho keel.

Roosts. [Racks.]

Root (Dan. rod, Swed. rot). In Arith-

metic, ,a number which, multiplied by itself

a stated number of times, is equal to a given

number ; in other words, tte number of which
a given number is a stated power. The
index of the root is the same as that of the

power. Thus tho fourth root of 16 is 2, and

is denoted by the symbol 4^16. In the most
frequently occurring case of square root tho

index 2 is omitted, aud the radical sign, y
alone used. [Extbaction op Roots.]

Tho more general and algebraic deflpition

of a root, is any value of an unknown quantity

which satisfies a given equation. [Equation.]

Thus the ordinary or arithmetical root of

a number a is merely one of the n roots of the

equation

X®— a«0,
i

a general symbol for which is (a)".

The remaining roots are all imaginaiy when
n is odd

;
and when n is even, one of them is

real and negative — Va, and the reat imagi-

naiy; that is to say, of the form u +
where a and b are real, positive, or negative
numbers, all the n roots of a number may
be obtained by multiplying its arithmetical

root into the n roots of unity, which latter

are easily obtained from Demoivrda formula,
i 1

since (!)“«» (cos 6+ -v/— 1 sin 6)" when

[Demoivre*s Theokbm.]
Root. In Ve^table Physiology, that part

of the central axis of a plant which is formed
by the descending fibres, and whose function is

to attract liquid food from the soil in which it
is mingled. It differs from the stem in not
^ving leaves or buds upon its surface, and in
its tendency to burrow underfund, retreating
from light; nevertheless, some kinds of roots
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are exclusively formed in air and light* as in
the ivy, and other such plants, and also in epi-

phytes.

Boot of 0oarolt3r« One of the names of
the Mangold Wurzel.
Boots. In Language, roots are of two kinds,

roots demonstrative and roots predicative. The
former are properly pronouns; the latter

comprise all names, whatever may he the form
assumed by them, and express invariably some
sensible or material idea. Thus the words
mm and meaU milk^ mild^ immortal^ &c. &c.,
are traced back to a root, mar or wa/, which
expressed originally the sound of crushing or
grinding. From this root have sprung words
which have apparently nothing in common
with each other.

To account for these roots, two theories have
been put forward. On the one hand, Prof.

Max Muller, adopting substantially the hypo-
thesis of Plato, traced them, in his first series

of Lectures on Ijanguage^ to phonetic types,

which had a certajin congruence and eonneelion
with the objects signified. According to this

theory, ‘ each substance lias its peculiar ring.

We can tell the more or less perfect structure
|

of metals by the answer which they give.

Gold rings differently from tin
;
wood rings

differently from stone; and different sounds are

produced according to the nature of each
percussion. It was the same w'ith man, the

most highly organised of Nature’s works.

Man in his primitive and perfect state was
endowed not only, like the brute, with the
power of expressing liis sensations by inter-

jections, and his perceptions by onomatopceia

;

he possessed likewise the faculty of giving more
articulate* expression to the natural concep-

tions of his mind. Tlwit faculty was not of

his own making; it was an instinct, an instinct

of tho mind as irresistible ns any other in-

stinct. So far as language is the production

of that instinct, it belongs to the realm of

nature; man loses his instincts as he ceases to

want them. His senses become fainter when,

as in the case of scent, they become useless.

Thus the creative faculty which gave to each

conception, as it thrilled for the first time

through the brain, a phonetic expression, became
extinct when its object was fulfilled.'

This theory is opposwl by those philologists,

who maintain the mimetic or onoinatopoetic ori-

gin of all languages, and who assert that the

hlea of phonetic types involves a realistic hypo-

thesis in the essential relation of sound to the

thing signified by the sound. Professor Max
Mitller’s theory, it is argued, seeks to account

for a physical fact by referring it to a meta-

physical cause, of the existence of which the

alleged effect is the only evidence
;
the instinct

which led man in his primitive state to connect

certain sounds with certain ideas, being indi-

cated only by the fact which it professes to
|

explain. Thtls, this instinct is an ideal cause

set in operation only to satisfy a need of the

intellect
;
and as no one maintains the present

oparation ofthis cause, its operation in an earlier

ROOTS OF UNITY
stage is a mere metaphysical hypothesis. It is

further maintained, that as an imitative origin

of"certain words is conceded on all hands, the
mimetic origin of all language becomes a ques-

tion relating to the limits of operation of a
particular principle, and not to the fact of its

existence. Thus it is admitted that such a

sound as pat may bo fairly claimed as imitative
;

but from this root comes the Greek wdros, and the

Knglish paih^ words not specially suggestive of

sounds connected with a mimetic root. If, then,

this is confessedly the case with some words,

why, it is asked, may it not be so with all

words? This hypothesis, or rather this state-

ment of facts in certain instances ascertained,

is, it is added, the only one that joins the present

to the past, while it does not endow our fore-

fathers with instincts of which their children

know nothing, the whole burden of the argument
being thus thrown on those who impugn this

theory. It is further argued that the idea of

any relation of sound to the thing signified is a

fallacy which has sprung from immemorial
association, and that tho link forged by imagi-

nation has been acce]>tecl as existing in nature
;

that this fallacy is dispelled hy tlic fact of the

diversity of languages, which shows that sounds
varying indefinitely from each other may bo
used to express the same notions, and proves

that there is uo essential connection or con-

gruence between words and things. This
argument calls into question the absolute ne-

cessity of language, not merely as the vehicle,

but as the condition of thought; and while it

allows that thought and language are seldom
separated in fact, denies that this is never the

case, or that the rarity of the fact i^ anything
more than a consequence of human weakness.
Finally, it regards the roots or original con-

stituents of language, as mere unmeaning
sounds, which attained significance only by
being modified to denote objects in which a

resemblance may be traced to another object

suggested by the original sound, the sum of

the whole beiug that the past is uniform with
the present and that the results which the

theory of phonetic types traces to an agency
now unknown, are due to the mere continuance
of causes stilt everywhere at work. (Max
Muller, Lectures on Language^ first and second
scries; Farrar, ‘ Chapters on Language,' West-

minster Rev, Jan. 1865, July 1866, Edin. Rev,
Jan. 1862, Quart. Rev. April 1866.)

BootSf Primitive. [Primitive Boot.]
Boote» Slnfular. [Sma-aiAB Boots.]

Boots* Squared Blfferenoee of. [Equa-
tion OF I^UARED Differences.]

Bimte* Symmetrlo Punotloiie of. [S'tm-

METRIC FuNCnOKS.]
Boots of trnltjr. In Algebra, any real or

imaginary quantity which multiplied by itself

a certain number of times is equal to unity, is

termed a root of unitg. [Boor.]^ Owing to

the importance of the roots of unity in many
algebraical enquiries, we add here a tew of

their more important properties; for demon-
strations, as well as for further details, the

X 2
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reader may consult any good treatise on the

theory of equations. 1. Every positive or

negative integral power cf an root of unity

is itself an root of unity. 2. Unity itself

excepted, no root of unity can be at the

same time an root, when m and n are

prime to each other. 3. If « be a prime

luiniber and a any n*** root of unity (unity

itself excepted), the remaining ?» - 1 roots will

b« o®, a* o*. . . a". Tliis property also holds

when n is not prime, provided a is b. primitive

root of unity, that is to say, provided it is

not at the same lime a root of unity of a lower

order than t he 4. The continued product of

a p"‘\ &c. . . . root of unity is a

{‘p qr . .
.)*•’ root, BO that n being a composite

number all the roots of unity may be

formed by the multiplication of roots of a lower

order. 5. The sum of all tlie «**• roots of

unity vanishes, as does also the sum of their ^

homogeneous products, provided the dimension
!

of each product is less than n. 6. The product
^

of all the M*** roots of unity is equal to
i

(
— 1 7. The sum of the powers of the

several roots of unity has the value n or 0,

according as m is or is nut a multiple of «.
|

ftootstook. [Kuizome.]

Stope (A.-yax. rap, Ital. ropa). A certain

proportion of fibres of hemp twisted together

form a yarn, and a number of yarns form a

strand. Three strands twisted together form
a rope. The size of the rope depends on the

number of yarns contalnea in it. Hope is

eitlier white .or tarred, the latter being the

best if liable to exposure to wet, the former if

not exposed. The strength of tarred rope is,

however, only about three-fourths that of white

rope, and its loss of strength increases with time.

Hope is designated by its circumference, ex-

pressed in inches, and is issued in coils of 113

fathoms each ;
marline and ilambro’ line in

skeins, spun yarn in pounds ; the latter is made
from old rope. Government rope is distin-

guished by a coloured thread, red, blue, or

yellow, which runs through it. Rope used in

the artillery service is coiled with the i.e.

from left to right, in which direction the yarns
are twisted, so as to avoid kinking.

The strength of white hempen rope may be
approximately calculated by the following rule,

VIZ.: square the circumference, and divide by
five for the number of tons dead wi^ght that

the rope will bear. But the strain caused by
a sharp jerk upon a rope is very much greater
than that of a dead weight. The special com-
mittee of the Alpine Club reports :

* The strain

upon a rope loaded with a weight of fourteen
stone, and suddenly checked after a fall of
eight feet, is nearly equal to that which is caused
by a dead weight of two tons.’ [Kvots.]

Other materials besides hemp are used in

the manufacture of rope, but to a smaller ex-

tent. Coir rope, which comes from Ceylon and
the Maldire Islands, is made from the fibrous

husk of the ooooa-nut ; Manilla rope fhmi the

fibres of a species of wild banana. Wire rope,

both iron and steel, is also employed.

ROSE
Xope-danoer* Among the Greeks the

Z-dancer was known by the name
rs, the Latin designation "Siemg^funambylvs,

The agility of the Roman rope-dancers is

illustrated in many paintings discovered in

excavation s. (Smith, Dictionary of AntiquitieSt

s.v. ‘ Funambulus.’)
&oaaoeeB (Rosa, one of the genera). A

largo and important NatunU Order of peri-

gynons Exogeus, the species of which are for

the most part inhabitants of the cooler regions

of the world. They are in some cases trees,

in others shrubs, and in a great number of i i-

stances herbaceou.s perennial plants ; scarcely

any are annuals. No natural orders contain

more species of general interest, in the beauty
of their flowers or their perfume. Among
the more choice are the Rose itself, and
various species of the genera liubiis^ Spirteat

Potintilla, Geum, and Pi/ru^. The Apple, Pe;ir,

Plum, Cherry, Peach, Nectarine, Apricot, and
similar valuable fruits, are the produce of

others. The Whitethorn, with all its numerous
exotic allies, belongs to the genus Cratagits.

As medicinal plants, some are of considerable

importance. The root of Potentdla reptansy

Geum urbanum, and others, is powerfully

astringent
;
the bark of Pi'unus Coccomitia has

some reputation as a febrifuge
;
an Abyssinian

plant called Hrayeraanthelmintka has energetic

vermifugal qualities; and, finally, prussic acid

I

is obtained from the leaves and seeds of the

Almond, Peach, Plum, and other related species.

This important assemblage of plants is distin-

guished by having several petals
;
separate car-

pels ; distinct, perigynous, numerous stamens

;

alternate leaves, and an exogenous mode of

growth.

Rosarium* Rosary. [Rosetox.]
Rosary (Lat. rosarium, a rose-bed). A

Roman Catholic devotional practice
;

which
Consists in reciting fifteen tiroes the Paternoster,

or Lord’s Prayer, and 150 times the Ave Maria,
or angelical salutation

;
but as the computation

is made by means of beads, the string of beads
used for this purpose has acquired the popular
name of a rosary. The rosaiy is thus three

times the ordinary chaplet. It is instituted in

honour of the fifteen principal mysteries in the
life of Christ and of the Virgin Mary. Some
have attributed its institution to St. Rominic

;

others, among whom is Mosheim (cent. x. part
ii. c. iv. ), give it a higher antiquity. The festival

of the R^ary falls on the first Sunday in

October. Its name was changed by Gregory
XIII. from that of St. Mary of the Victory,

given by Pius V. on its original institution m
honour of the battle of Lepanto* which took
place on that day.

Rom (Lat. rose. Or. pHovy In Archi-
tecture, the sculptured representation of this
flower is found in the centre of each face of
the abacus in the Corinthian capital, and is

called the rose of that capital. Roses are also
used to decorate the caissons in the soffitts of
coronas and ceilings.

Rosa. In Botany, the English name for
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a well-known and universally cultivated flower,

’

belonging to the genus Rosa. [Rosa.cele,]
|

XcMie Bnirlnea In Mechanics, aa appen-
dage to the turning lathe, by which a surface !

of wood or metal, as a watch-case, is engraved
with a variety of curved lines. The assem-
blage of these lines presenting some resem-

j

blance to a full-blown rose, is culled by the
French rosette

;
and hence the engine by which

i

the ornament is produced is called a rose en-
gine. The mechanism by which the figures are
produced is composed of one or more plates or
cams sot on the axis of the turning lathe, or suit-

ably rotated and formed witli waving edges or
^ooves, which govern, in a manner correspond-
ing to the pattern of the edges or grooves, the

movement to or from the centre of tho cutting

point. The combination of therotatoiy motion
of the lathe and the radial motion of the tool

cuts figures corresponding to the nature of the
radial motion given.

Bose Quartz. A beautiful variety of

Quartz of a rose-red or pink colour, and nearly

transparent. Large masses of a most delicate

rose colour are to be obtained in the vicinity of

Ratnapoora in Ceylon, and it is also found in

Abervleenshire, the Shetlaiids and Hebrides,

near Bnlfast, Rabenstein in Bavaria, &c.

BozeSf White and Bed. In English
History, the well-known feuds that prevailed

between the houses of York and Lancaster are

so called, from the emblems adopted by their

respective partisans
;

the adherents of the

house of York having the white, those of

Lancaster the red rose, as their distinguishing

symbol. These wars originated with the de-

scendants of Edward III. ; and after extending

over a period of more than eighty years of

bloodshed and devastation, were finally put an
end to by the victory of Heny Tudor, earl of

Richmond, over Richard III. in 1486, the

victor uniting in his own person the title of

Lancaster through his mother, and that of

York by his marriage with the daughter of

Edward IV. Since that period the rose has

been the cmbloni of England, as the Thistle

and Shamhock are respectively the symbols of

Scotland and Ireland.

Bose-noble. A gold coin of tho value of

6s. 8rf., first coined in the reign of Edward III.

Bosellte. A deep rose-red variety of

Cobalt Bloom containing lime. It is met with

at Schneeberg in Saxony, and was named after

Gustave Rose of Berlin.

Bosellane (Eng. rose). An altered

Anorthitc, according to G. Rose, It is a hy-

drated silicate of alumina, lime, ma^iesia and

potash, tinged rfid by manganese, and occurs in

small grains embedded in limestone in Sweden

and Finland. HIosite.]

Bpsollo. The name given to Hibiscus

Sahdariffa, the ripened calyces of which ^ve a

pleasant acid flavour, and are used both in the

East and West Indies for making tarts and

jellies, and also /i cool refreshins; drink.

Bosamary (Lat. ros mannus, sea-dew).

This name is given to a small evergreen shrub
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of the Labiate order, which inhabits rocky hills

in the neighbourhood of the Mediterranean,

and is commonly cultivated in our gardens.

It has very narrow green leaves, turned back
at the edge, and hoary underneath. The
flowers are of a dull greyish blue. It has

been employed in infusion as a remedy for

headache, and is extensively used in tlit

manufacture of pomatum for promoting the

growth of hair. Oil of rosemary gives thn

green colour to these preparations. It is

also said to be one of the ingredients in Eau
de Cologne. Narboniie honey is stated to owe
its peculiar flavour to bees feeding on ihe

blossoms of the rosemary. The grey bushes,

mantled with dewclrops, on the rocky coasts of

France and Italy, justify, it is said, the singu-

lar name given to the plant. It is the /itfiayuTh

aTttpavafjtaTiKii of Dioscorides.

Bosenlte. The name given by Zincken to

riagionite, in compliment to H. Rose, the ana-

lytical mineralogist.

Boseola (Lat. roseus, rosjy). A rash, so

called from its rose colour. It is frequently

symptomatic of different febrile complaints, of

diBorderkl stomach and bowels, of teething, and
of any constitutional irritation. Acidulated

drinks, mild aperients and sudorifics, and strict

attention to the diet, with caution against the

application of or exposure to cold, so as to cause

a retrocession, are tho principal points to bo

attended to.

Boaetta Stone (so called from Rosetta, a

village of Egypt, where it was discovered by
the French). The name given to the celebrated

stone, now in the British Museum, which has

played so distinguished a part in all modern
hieroglyph ical researches. It is a piece of

black basalt, three feet in length, and about

two feet and a half in breadth, and contains

parts of throe different sculptured inscrip-

tions; one in sacred characters, or, as they are

termed, hieroglyphics
;
the second in enchorial

characters (i. e. in those of the country, or

in modified conventional hieroglyphics)
;
and

the third in Greek.. The inscriptions arc a
good deal mutilated, particularly the hierogly-.

phical; but they are still sufficiently distinct

to allow the hieroglyphical and enchorial cha-

racters to be compared with each other and
the Greek. As the discovery of this stone pre-

sented to tho learned the first opportunity of

viewing the Greek in juxtaposition with the

E^ptian language, great hopes were enter-

tained that a key would thereby be obtained

to the deciphering of the numerous monuments
of ancient Egypt. It would appear, however,

from the investigations of Dr. Young and
Champollion, that the Greek does not faithfully

represent the enchorial text, but gives merely
its substance. According to the Greek inscrip-

tion, the stone was erected in the reign of

Ptolemy Epiphanes (a. c. 194), whose bene-
volence it oescribes, enumerating his victuri.cs

and the principal political transactions of bis

reign. (Sir G. C. Lewis, Astronomy of the An-
cients, p. 387.) [Alphabet ; HrsEOGLYPiiics.]
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Softetta Wood. The immo of a hand-

somelj veined Indian wood, of hard texture,

and a lively orange-red colour, the source of

which does not appear to bo ascertained.

Aosotum (Lut. a rosc-hed). A garden or

]>artprre devoted to the cultivation of Roses,

of which flower numberless v.iricties are now
found in cultivation, chiefly of the class caHed

Hybrid Perpetual s, a race which combines

with great variety and beauty in the blossoms

themselves, a habit of flowering siiccessionally

through the autumn, which renders them espc-
,

cially valuable for garden purposes. ARosetum
should be laid out formally, with beds either

!

on grass or gravel fortlie dwarf'habited plants,

while standard rosea, weeping roses, and pillar

cr ehmbing I’oses are introduced at pleasure to

Vary the effect.

KoAewood. There are various kinds of

Rosewood. That of the Canary Islands, valin d
for its fragranee, has been already noticed.

[UHODomiiZA.I Tho more important, however,

are the valuable South American ornamental

timbers so designated, and which appear to bo

produced by several species of Dalbirgia. That
j

most esteemed, obtained from Rio Janeiro, is

' such society existed at all. Valentine Andrea,
’ a Lutheran clergyman, is said to have been

tho original propagator of the reports concern-

I

ing tho Rosicrueian society ; and to him is

ascribed the treatise, published in 1610, en-
' titled, The Discovery of the Brotherhood of the

\

Honourable Order of the Itosy Cross. In this

book he merely calls on all who wish to Ics^ien

the amount of human ignorance, suffering, and
degradation, to come forward and give their

names. Owing to the superstitious character

of the age, the hoax failed, and the title be-

came a term denoting every kind of occult and
magical science. (Hallam, JAtirary History,

part lii. ch. iv. § 39.) Tho Rosicrucians have
been connected in various ways, by public

opinion, with the Cabalists, Illuminati, &c.

;

I

and the division of bpir.tual beings inferior to

the angels into sylj)hs and gnomes, which fur-

nished Pope with the machinery ot the Hope
of the Lock, is of Rosicrueian or Cabalistic

origin. It is found in that singular work by a
professed Rosicrueian, the Comte de Cabalis,

which obtained a sudden popularity in the
beginning of the last century.

RoBln. [Resin.]

said to bo cliiefly produced by ; but,' Rosin Tin. A miner's name for pale-

inferior sorts are probably yielded by Mtfrh{e‘
|

colourt'd translucent Tinstone with a resinous

rium firmurn, incorrnptibtic, and legale—trees’ lustre.

which bear tho name of Jacaranda in Brazil
;

I Roslte. A mineral of a red colour in small

and it is also attributed by Lindlcy to speeit's

of Triptolemoea. Some of the species of }Hcro~

carpus, again, yield timber so called, African

Rosewood being the produce of P. irinaceus,

and Burmese Rosewood that of P. indirtts.

Some of the Indian Rosewoods are attributed

to Dalhergia latifdia and D. sissoides.

Roslcrnclana. A sect of visionary specu-

lators in Germany about the beginning of the

seventeenth century. At this time Germany
was inundated with tracts, purportinji; to come
J'rom supporters or from Micmies of this sect.

Prom one of these, a Treatise on the Laws of the

Bosicrucians, by Ritter von Ala ier (1619), we
learn that the fraternity had six fundamental
laws : 1, That their chief end and object w’asto

cure the sick without fee or reward. 2. That in

travelling they were to change their habits and
dress, so as to accommodate themselves to those

of the countries in which they sojourned. 3.

To meet once a year on a certain d.vy and at

a certain place, kept secret from the rest of the
world. 4. To All up vacancies in their body
by electing fre^li members. 6, To use the
letters R. C. as their common symbol. 6.

That the fraternity should remain undivulged
|

for one hundred years from its foundation. It

appears probable that the device of the rose

issuing out of the cross, wliich was the same
as Martin Luther s seal, was adopted for the

purpose of attracting the notice of the religious

:

the rose was explained to represent the blood
of Christ, It would appear from these laws
that soms species of seci’et Freemasoniy' w'as

intended ; and the Rosicrucians have been by
om^/6dnnected with the Freemasons; but'

th^ is, in point of fhet, no evidence that any
1
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grains, embedd.=*d in limestone, from Sweden;

I

it appears to be silicate of alumina tinged

red by inanganc.se. It has also been called

RoSELLA-NE.

Roastrevorite. A fibrous variety of Epi-
dotc, met with in Ireland at Rosstrevor, county
Down.
Rostellate (Lat. rostelhim, dim. of ros-

trum, a beak). In Botany, n term at>pliod

when any }>art lenninates gcatlually in a hard
long straight point, as tho pod of a radish, tho
capsule of many mosses, &.c.

Rostelliim (Lat. dim. of rostrum, a beak).

The name of the mouth of tlio louse and similar
Apterous in.sects, in which the ordinary trophi
are replaced by an cxarticulate retractile tube,

from which a retractile siphuncle is protruded.
The uiicinated proboscis of the tape-worms
(T<pni(e) is also so called.

Rostellum.. In Botany, an elevated and
rather thickened portion of the stigma of
Orchidaceous plants, from which the peculiar
gland separates by which the pollen masses of
some species of that order are eventually held
together. It was formerly supposed to be the
point through which impregnation is effected

;

but this is now known to have been an error.

Roster or Rollster. A Military term,
implying the seniority list, from which oilicci'S

are detached for duty in regular succession.
Rostmlmn (from Lat. rostrum). In En-

tomology, the name of the oral instrument of
the flea Aphaniptrans

;
in which the

ordinary trophi are replaced by a bivalved
beak, between the valves of which there are
three luncet-sht^ed instruments.
Rostmni (Lat a beak). A name applied
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metaphorically to the pulpit or pleading-place
in the Homan forum, which was decorated
with the prows of Tessels taken from the
enemy.
Rosulate (Lat. rosa, a ro^s). In Botany,

this term is applied to those collections ofpetals

or leaves which are packed over each other in

many rows, as the blossom of a double rose,

the offset of the Houseleek, &c.
Rot (A.-Sax. rotian, to rot). A term

applied to a well-known disease peculiar to

sheep: also termed cothe^ but more generally

known by* the term rot. Many causes have
been assigned for it

;
as the Fasciola hepatica

or fluke worm, or some particular plants taken
as food; but as most of the supposed dele-

terious herbs have been tried by way of

experiment, and have failed to produce the

disease, it must be attributed to some other

cause. It is believed that the germs from
which the fluke is derived, arc taken into the

system with the grasses and other green food

grown in marshy ground. Bakewell, wdien his

sheep were past service, used to rot them pur-

posely by feeding them on wet land, that they

might not pass into other hands. This he

always readily did by overflowing his pastures.

It is said that land on which water flows, but

loes not stagnate, will not rot, however moist

;

:)Ut this is contradicted by the experience of

Bakewell, who used merely to flood his lands a

few times only to rot his sheep. It is also said

that they are safe from rot on Irish bogs, salt

nmrshes, and spring-flooded meadows, a state-

ment apparently verified by experience. When
?iilt marshes are found injurious, it is only in

/cars when the rain has saturated or rather

super-saturated such marshes. The assertion

that putrid exhalations unaccompanied with

moisture can occasion rot, needs confirmation

;

for tlieso commonly go together, and it is dif-

ficult to separate their effects. It is not the

sjuantity of water immediately received by land,

but the capacity of that land to retain the

moisture, which makes it good breeding ground

for the germs of the disease, and thus makes

the land itself of a rotting quality.

The signs of rottenness are sufficiently fami-

liar to persons about sheep. They first lose

flesh, and what remains is flabby and pale;

they also lose their vivacity. The naked parts,

as the lips, tongue, &c., look livid, and are

alternately hot and cold in the advanced stages.

The eyes look sad and glassy, the breath is

fetid, the urine small in quantity and high-

coloured; and the bowels are at one time

costive, and at another affected with a black

purging. The wool will come off on the

slightest pull in almost all cases. The disease

has different degrees of rapidity, but is always

fatal at last This difference in degree occa-

sions some rotted sheep to thrive well under

its progress to a certain stage, when they sud-

denly fall off, and the disease pursues the same

course as with tlie rest Some graziers know this

crisis of declension, as it has bwn called, and

kill their sheep for market in the immediate nick
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of time with no loss. In these cases, no signs of
the disease are to be traced by ordinary inspec-

tors; but the existence of the flukes, and still

more a certain state of liver and of its secretions,

are characteristic marks to the wary and
experienced.

The treatment of rot is seldom successful,

unless when it is early commenced, or when
the disease is of a mild nature. A total change
of food is the flrst indication, and of that to a
dry wholesome kind: all the farinm are good,

as the meals of wheat, barley, oats, peas,

beans, &c. . Oilcake is good also. Carrots have
done good, mixed with these : broom, burnct,

elder, and melilot, as diuretics, have also been
recommended; but it is heccssary to remark,
that there is seldom any ventral effusion but
in the latter stages of the complaint. As long
as the liver is not di'«^orgaiiised, a cure may be
looked for by a simple removal of the cause,

aided by such remedies as assist the action of

the biliary system. Salt acts in this way, and
thus salt mashes are good : salt may also bo
given in the trough, to bo licked at will by tlie

sheep.

Hot. In timber. [Dry Hot.]

1
Rota (Ital.). An ecclesiastical court at

Rome, consisting of twelve prelates. It takes
cognisance of all suits by appeal, and of all

matters, beneficiary and patrimonial.

Rotation (Lat. rotatio, from rota, a wked).
In Mechanics, the motion of a solid body about
an axis. In the article Pendulum, the rotation

of a body under the action of accelerating forces

has already been considered. In that article

reference was made to the purely kinematical
part of the question,and it was shown how rota-

tions can be combined and resolved. It will bo
sufficient here, therefore, to add a few words
with respect to the dynamical part of the sub-
ject, and to consider briefly, 1. The rotation ol

a body about a fixed axis produced by any in-

stantaneous forces
;

2. The effect of such forces

when only on6 point of the body is fixed
;
and

3. Their effect on a body free to move in any
direction whatever. In doing so we shall merely
transcribe the more important results developed
with such marvellous perspicuity by Poinsot
in his Thkorit Fouvelle de la Eolation des

Corps, Paris 1862.

1. The instantaneous forces acling on the
body capable of rotating around a fixed axis

oz may always be resolved into a single force

R, passing through o and inclined at an angle
a to oz, and a single couple G, whose axis,

which we may suppose also to pass through o,

is inclined at an angle ^ to the axis of rotation.

The latter, therefore, will receive two percus-

sions, one K cos a in the direction of its length,

the other K sin a perpendicular thereto. These
will be sustained by the fixed supports, and will

be without effect on the subsequent rotation of
the body, as will also^the componfnt G sin

of the couple, the plane of which contains the
axis. The only ' effective part of the forces,

therefore, will be the component coupleG cos

acting in a plane perpenmcular to the axis
; it
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vill cause the body to rotate with an angular ' preted. If A, B, C, be the principal raomoiita

Telocity $ equal to the quotient of iu own
|

of inertia, and, at the instant under considcra-

moment, Gr cos by the moment of inertia

^frHm with respect to the axis of rotation.

Unless the latter, however, be a central prin-

cinal axis, a momentary percussion will be pro-

duced on it by this couple of iinpulswn G cos ^
itself

;
this percussion will be due to a force

tion, p, o, r, be the resolved parts, along tlio

principal axes, of the angular velocity about the

instantaneous axis, these equations arc

:

4 - (B-C)jnB^* = (C-A)r^.,

d"- (A-B);>y.

I (Eulers Thcoria Motus Corporum Solidorum,

1765.)

applied at o perpendicularly to the axis, and 3. The, effect of instantaneous forces on a

vanishing only when the latter passes through
j

perfectly free body iniiy now be easily con-

tlie centre of gravity, and to a couple whose
; ceived. Such forct s arc equivalent to a single

plane contains the axis and whose moment is '

force, applied at the centre of gravity, which
expressed by imparts to the whole body a purely translalory

motion, and to a single couple whose effect has
been already desenbed.

4. The equations of the motion of a body
and consequently vanishes only when the axis of about a fixed point under the action of accele-

rotntion is a principal axis of the body. These ' rating forces are

—

several percussions being destroyed by the

fixed ax s, the body will commence its rota-
j

- (B - C) 2^= L,

tion around the latter /m/y, os around a spun*
|

tanems axis, and by so doing give rise to
! b''?-(C-aw.

(tt
^ ^

{^jxednif + (jy^dm)*

centrifugal forces which, unless the axis be a i

central principal axis, will produce a perma-
^

nent strain upon it during the whole course of ;

the motion. The components of the strain are
;

a force —P'fl, perpendicular to the axis through where L, M, N arc the moments, relative to the

c, whose line of action turns with the body, and principal axis, of the impressed forces acting

a couple — acting in a plane which turns at the instant under consideration. To these

with the body and pusses through the fixed equations must be added three others, which
define the positions, relative to axes fixed in

2. Tlic effect of instantaneous forces on a space, of the principal axis of the body at the

body capable of moving al^out a fixed point time under consideration. Except in a few

o is somewhat more complicated. Such forces special cases these equations have not been

may always be resolved into a single one integrated. (Poisson’s
;
Price's /a-

actrng at 0, and tlierefore destroj'ed, and to a fimMmal Cafeubt/i, vol. iv. &c.)

single couple of impuhion whose plane, or one
j

lU>tation of Crops. In Agriculture and
parallel to it, is called the invariable plane,

^

Gardening, it is found that the same annual

from the fact that if, at any period of the
J

crop cannot bo advantageously cultivated on

body’s motion, the forces which animate its
j

the same soil for more than one, or tw'o years;

several particles be resolved, the same couple and hence one kind of crop is made to succeed

of impulsion will bo obtained.
j

another. The number of cultivated civips being

To form a conception of the motion of the . limited, when the whole course lias been gone

body, let the Momental Ellipsoid corres^Kind- ' through once, the series is again repeated
; and

ing to the point 0 be constructed. The instan-
|

hence the use of tho word rotation. As the

tancoiis axis of rotation will pierce this ellipaoid
I

same kinds of crops are not, how'ever, always
in a point I, the instantaneous pair, at which

\

grown in regular suceeswon, a change being

the tangent plane is parallel to the invariable ' frequently made according to general princi-

plane. If this tangent plane be fixed and the pies, the term used m that ease is succession of
ellipsoid be made to roll on it without sliding, ' crops. The principle on which the succession

,
80 88 to carry wdth it the whole body, the

|

of crops is founded is, that every kind of plant

'motion of the latter will be precisely imitated, ' extracts nourishment from the,soil, and leaves

at least so far as the successive positions in it deficient of that which should prove nutri-

Bpace are concerned. To render the represen- tious to another species. As a general principle

tation dynamicdly perfect, it is only necessary
|

of guidance in ifetermining the succession of

to make the ellipsoid roll so that the angular ' crops, it is considered advantageous that a crop
velocity almut the instantaneous axis 0 I shall cultivated for its leaves or roots should succeed
be proportionid to the len^h of the latter. The one cultivated for its ripened seeds; that the
locus of the pole I on liie ellipsoid is called ! cereal grasses should bo succeeded by legu-
the PoLHops ; and the jsurre which it traces niinous plants ; taprooted plants, or plants
on tha fixed pkne, the HxapoxHODs.

Ikler^s sqmtions of the motion of a body
bearing tubers, by fibrous-rooted plant 9;
plants which form a compact covering on the

1
”around a fixed point may now be easily inter- surface, such as com and legumes sown

812
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brortdcast, by plants "which only partially
cover the surface, such as crops grown in

rows sufficiently wide to ndmit of cultiva-

tion betw'een
;
and plants which may be said

by their abundant leaf to feed the soil with
W'hat tliey take from the air, b)' plants which
are almost wholly dependent upon the stores

of food for them contained in the soil and
subsoil. It may also be adopVd as a rule,

that where land is to be subjected to a crop
of the same plants for a number of years, as in

permanent pasture, the plants composing the
crop should be of several different kinds,
seeking a difftrent kind of aliment. lienee
the propriety of sowing clover, ribwort, and
other taprootod dicotyledonous herbage plants

among pa‘%ture grasses.

Rotations, Composition and Reooln-
tlon of. In Kinemalios, the transformation
of a given system of rotations to another equi-

valent system. A rotation, like a force, may be
rc'presented perfectly by a right line of definite

direction and length. The direction must
coincide with that of the rotation-axis, and the

length bo made proportional to the angular
velocity. Poinaot has shown {Thlorie de la

notation des Corps) that these line-represen-

tatives of rotations may be combined according

to precisely the same lav's as those of forces.

|T'orchs.]* Thus the resultant of any number
of coaxal rotations has tho same rotation-axis

as tho components, and un angular velocity

equal to the algebraical sum of the angular

velocities of the comj>onents ;
and again, the

diagonal of a parallelogram represents, fully,

the resultant of the rotations similarly repre-

sented by its tw’o conterminous sides. Further,

two equal and opposite rotations around parallel

axes constitute a couple of rotations, and are

equivalent to a translation of the whole body
perpendicular to the plane of the couple, with

a velocity equal to its moment, i.e. to the pro-

duct of either of the equal angular velocities

into the arm of the coiqjle-or distance between

the parallel axes, [Couple of Rotations.]

This being the case, we are led to the following

important results. Every system of rotations

impressed upon a body is equivalent to a single

rotaton around an axis passing through any

point 0, and to a translation of the whole

body in a direction inclined to that axis.

The magnitude R of this resultant rotation

as well as the direction of its axis are in-

variable, but the magnitude and^ direction of

the translation vary in general with the posi-

tion of the assumed origin o. By removing the

point 0 to a certain point A’ in the line ok per-

pendicular to the above axes of translation and

rotation such that oA»*— ,
where ^ is the

angle between the two axes, the whole system

is reduced to a rotation R around a parallel

axis through A, and a translation in the direc-

tion of this axis whose velocity is expressed by

G cos This new axis is called, as before

[Fobces, Composition and Resolution of],

the central axis ;
or when t!:e motion of the body
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at the moment is considered, the instantaneous
sHding axis, since at that moment the motion
ill question may be regarded as composed of a
rotation about the axis along which the body
simultaneously slides

;
in short, as a screw-like

motion. The given system of I'otations may
also be reduced to two rotations around axes

which do not intersect, and that in an infinite

variety of ways. Any two such axes are called

reciprocal or conjugate lines, and possess remark-
able properties, for a full statement of which
the reader must be referred to the investigations

of Poinsot, Chasles, Lamarle, and others.

[Kinematics.] The line ujK)n which tlie

shortest distance bdween two conjugate lines

is measured always meets the central axis

perpendicularly, and there arc innumerable
conjugate axes at right angles to each other.

In order that a body may remain in equili-

brium under any system of impressed rotations,

the resultant rotation and translation R and G
at every point o must each vanish. If R alone

vanish, the whole motion will resolve itself into

one of translation. If the body have a fixed

point 0, its motion will consist of a rotation

around an axis through that point whose posi-

tion in the body as well as in space will vary
every instant. Such an axis is called an instan-

taneous axis, and the clearest image ofthe body’s

motion is obtained by conceiving a cone, attached

to the body, to roll upon another cone fixed in

space
;
both cones having the fixed point o for

vertex. The common generator of the two
cones at any moment is the instantaneous axis

of the body.

Rotatories. Wheel animalcules. [Roti-

fers
]

RotlioAte. A variety of common iron-

Garnef from Ijangsbanshytta in Sweden, con-

taining a large quantity of protoxide of man-
ganese.

Rotifera (Lat. rota, a U'heel, and fero, I
carry). The name of a class of highly organised

Infusorial animals, of the articulate type, out-

wardly distinguished by certain ciliated appen-

dages at the anterior part of the body, which
seem to move in a nipid rotatory manner, and
by their superior size. They are commonly
termed when animalcules.

Rotten Stone or Tripoli. The name
given to certain natural earths, consisting of

silica in an extremely fine state of division, and
in a state adapted to polish without scratching

the surface of glass, metals, &c. These vary
greatly

;
chiefly,however, in the mechanical state

in \ihich the silica exists. Trent sand or

wharpe, a river sand used for bringing German
silver and other alloys to a surface, is a sharp
sand obtained from the river Trent, and con-

sists chiefly of infusorial animalcules. Bath

I

brick is nearly the same in its origin. Thepo/tr
schiefcT of Germany and the powder from

I

Bilin are also of the same kind. There is in

these an admixture of carbon, and occasior*

ally a little remnous oiganic matter. Rotten

stone, either Welsh or from Derbyshire (near

Bakew'ell), is a lighter and more friable
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material of very fine grain, and is now used for sterling. For a valuable account of the Bus
silver and the finer ckss of ^ocls. It is found sian paper monej^, see Tooke’s History oj

among the carboniferous limestone in seams Prices, vol. iv. pp. 209 sqq. [Money.]
between two masses of limestone, and of small ftou^ (Fr. literally one broken on the wheel,

thickness, IVipoH is the name applied to the the punishment of the highest crimes in France
earthy varieties in which the silica is nearly before the Revolution). In the beau monde, u
pure and the particles very minute. Lime is person devoted to a life of pleasure and sen-

sometimes used instead ofthe silica powder, and suallty, but not so completely vitiated in his

powdered haematite or some other form of per- cliaractcr and inahners as to be excluded from
oxideof iron is the chief polishing material used society. The term is said to hare been first

in glass-making, but the true rotten stone is used in this sense by Philip of Orleans, the

always silicious, and consists of silica in an ox- regent of Franco.

fremcly minute state of division, whether do- Souge (Fr.). A species of lake prepand
rived from the animal, vegetable, or mineral from the dried flowers of the Carthamns tine-

kingdom. iorins, or safflower. Tlie term rouge is also

Rottlera (after Hr. Bottler, a Butch applied to fiiuly levigated cotcotluir, or jxr-

mi»sJon. ry and naturalist). A genus of small oxide of iron, used for polishing.

Kuplior! iaceous trees found in tropical Asia ftoagb Cast. In Architecture, the plasfer-

a id Australia. The most interesting is It. ing of walls with mortar and fine gravel, or

tmetona, a common Indian bush, from file wdien the rendering coat is roughened by me ans

.surface of whoso capsules, which are alnjut the of a stiff’ broom, without any subsequent reii-

sizoofpea.s, a red mealy powder is obtained, dering to prod ueo a smooth surface,

well known in India as Kamalii, and mucli used Rough Coal. A name for Splint Coal.

by Hindu silk-dye-’.s, who obtain from it, ae- Rough Stucco. In Areliiteetnr<‘, stucco

coiding to Roxburgh, a deep bright durable floated and trowelled in a small degree with

orange, or flame colour of great beauty. This water.

is obtained by boiling the powder in a Rough*tree Rail. In a ship, the horizon-

solution of carbonate of soda. Tiie rout of tal limber or plank forming the top of the biil-

the tree is also said to be used in d^'eing. warks. It rests on tlic heads of the several

The Ivanmla apjiears also, according to ribs or timber.s, and at the same time cap.s both

Mr. Hanbury, to be used in cutaneous com- the external and internal planking,

plaints. Among the Arab.sof Aden it is given Roughing Zn. fRENOKitED and Sft.]

internally in leprosy, and lis( d in solution to Roulette (I'V.). The curve traced i)y any
I’i-move freekb'S and pustules; in this country point in the jdane of a given curve wlnm the

it has been used succe.ssfully in treating the latter rolls, without sliding, over another fixed

eruption known as wildfire on cliildren, by curve. A similar detiiiitiou applies to surfaces,

rublnng tlie powder over tlio affected part with Roulettes incliule a great number of wt II-

moist lint. It appears, however, to be most known curvc.s, amongst uliich are epitrochoids,

valued as an anthelmintic, and has been ex- hypotrochoids, epicycloids, liypocyeloids, the

teiibively U'^ed with much suecc>s in India by common and curtvite cycloids, involutes, &:e.

various medical men, in eases of tapeworm. IVdal curves may also lie. regarded as rou-

Roturler. In French 11 islory, the jmlitical lettes. In fact, if the fixed and rolling curves

antithesis to the noble. iVot only were the were precisely equal and, without coinciding,

nobles invested with cert.iiii personal im- touched each other at corresponding points,

muiiities and ]>rivileges in France, but they any point in tho plane of the rolling cur\’e

were rt'lieved of tho taiiir, an oppressive pro- would describe a curve similar to the pedal

perty tax, wdnch fell on the Iowit clas.scs of the fixed curve with respect to the corru-

exelusively. The wrongs iutlieted on the spending point in its plane. An interesting

roturi(‘r or peasant were dc.scribcvl by Arthur memoir on roiilettes by Prof. Maxwell will

Young; and it cannot be doubted that the re- be found in the Cambridge Phil. IVans. foe

menibrance of these wrongs inercn-si-d, if indeed 1849. The normal, and consequently also the
it did not originate, the bitterness of parties tangent at any point of a rouletto can bo
during the revolutionary era. The name easily constructed. In fact, at any instant the
roturier is very ancient, and was early used in rolling curve may be considered as rotating

a contemptuous sense. (Hallam, Middle Ages, around its point of contact with the fixed one,

chap. ii. part ii.) so that tho element at a point m of the roulette
Rouble (Buss, riiblyn). A Bussian silver must be perpendicular to the line o in, in other

coin of different values. It was first struck at words o m is the normal at m. Tho radius of
Moscow in I6d4. Catherine II. caused some curvature p of the roulette at m can also be

S
old coins to be struck with this name; but foundby very simple considerations. Ifpi and
iiey are no longer cuwent. The silver standard p' denote the radii of cur^'atiire of the fixed

has been established since 1839 as the lawful and rolling curves at their point of contact o,

money of account and exchange in Bussia, and then,

is valued at pkr at a little over Zs. l^d. There
is, however, a paper rouble called banco, which » 1—?f!LiL

circulates at two-setenths of the silver rouble, P £2? + !^
Hence the banco, rouble is equal to 10^. p^
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'where 0 is the angle between the normals to

the roulette ainl to tlio fixed curve. (Lioiivillo’s

Journal^ t, x.) Mr. Stubbs, in vol. i. 2Vans.
huhlin Phil. Soc., has given a general method
of finding the area of a roulette.

Round (Fr, road, Lat. rotundus). The
property of a circle, sphere, or right cylinder,

and indeed of any solid of revolution, though
most commonly confined to the sphere and cy-
linder. French "writers term all bodies enclosed
by surfaces of revolution corps ronds.

Round Robin (Fr. rond ruban). A phrase
originally derived from a custom of the French
officers, who on signing a remonstrance to their

superiors wrote their names in a circular form,
so that it might be impossible to ascertain who
had headed the list. It is now used to signify

any act by which a number of men bind them-
selves to pursue a certain lino of conduct.

Round Shot. In Artillery, sphere s of cast

iron or steel.

Round Table of Xlngr Arthur, The.
According t^ the legendary accounts, this my-
thical sovereign instituted a company of twenty-
four (or according to others twelve) of his prin-

cipal knights, hound on certain solemn days to

appear at his court, and meet round the table

whence their common title was derived. The
famous table (of unknown date, but com-
paratively v(Ty modern) still to be seen in the

bhire haU at Winchester illustrates this cele-

brated fiction. The rhyming chronicle Brut

p/ England, composed or continued by Master
Wace (a. I). 1166), is considered by antiquaries

as the source whence the popular romances
concerning Arthur and his kniglits were first

derived. The myths of King Arthur are given

gravely as history in the chronicle of Jeffrey of

Slonmouth. {Ine liomance of Sir 'rriatram,

edited by Sir W’alter Scott
;
Milman, History

of Latin Christianity, book xiv. ch. vi.
;
Lap-

peiiberg, England under the Anglo-Saxon Kings

i. 101.) [Roland; Siourdr.]

Roundel. In Heraldry, an ordinary in the

form of a circle. It is improper to say a

roundel or, gules, &c., describing it by its tinc-

ture ;
unless, first, in case of counter-changes ;

secondly, where the roundel is of fur, or of

equal tinctures, as a roundel ermine, a roundel

cliecky ofor and azure, &c. ;
otherwise, roundels

have distinguishing names, according to their

tinctures. A roundel or is called a besant,

from the gold coins of the Greek or Byzantine

empire; a roundel argent, a gules, a ^or-

teau, a kind of cake
;
azure, hurt, a species of

flower; vert, pomne; sable, pdlct \ pu^ure,

golpe, A field or charge, with equidistant

roundels, is said to be hesanty, platy, &c., ac-

cording to the tincture.

Roundelay* In Poetry. [Rondeau.]

Rouadbeado. A nickname ^ven to the

Puritans, at the time of the civil wars, by

the Cavaliers, from the close black skull-cap,

reaching down to the eai*s, which was then

worn by staid and serious persons; or, more

probably, from their custom of wearing the

hair closely cut to the head.
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Roup. A Scotticism for auction.

Rout. [Riot.]

Route (Fr. feuille de route). In Military

language, the document convoying to troops au
order to move from one place to another.

Route* Commercial. It seldom liap-

pens that any one country possesses such an
area, with such a variety of soil, of climate, of

mineral wealth, of geological formations, iis

will enable it to supply itself with all the

conveniences of life within its own boundaries.

However various may be its products, however
copious its resources, it can very rarely make
itself independent of the rest of the world
(if indeed it ever could do so) without inducing

not only great moral and political inconveni-

ences, bub great economical loss. Some coun-
tries approximate to this condition, or have
been isolated for n-asoiis chielly political.

Thus, perhaps, up to the middle of the thir-

teenth century, tlien' was little or no com-
munication hetw'een China and the rest of tlio

world, the resources of that vast country en-

abling it to subsist, and dcvelope a peculiar kind
of civilisation, apart from any intercourse with
the rcbtof mank nd. Thus, also, it appears that

the monarchies of Mexico and Peru, discovered
by the Spanish navigators, lived in absolute
insulation. Till within late years, the inter-

course of the Japanese w'ith any other country
was almost prohibited. In all these cases,

however, though a considerable developeinent
of economical arts has been achieved, the
social condition has been lower and the^ con-

veniences possessed by the people far below
those which might have been procured by in-

tercourse with other nations.

The agencies of foreign trade have been
induced by tw'o causes. Communities, from
the want either of certain utilities or objects

of enjoyment, which could not be produced
in the area of their own country, have been
eager to procure these benefits, by acts of
exchange, from other countries in which they
were plentifully produced, or they have made
themselves the carriers between nations and
distributed the products of one in exchange
for the products of another. Both these ope-
rations were exhibited in the history of ancient
commerce. The Greeks, it seems, produced in

Older to exchange. Athens, for instance, had
mines and manufactories, and exchanged the
articles which she produced, against the grain
*ind other raw material of the regions which
lay near the rivers and on the east of the Black
Sea; while Carthago, like the rest of the
Semitic colonics, was chiefly engaged in the
carrying trade, between the remotest East and
West on the one hand, and the area of the
Mediterranean on the other.

Among these ancient commercial routes, one
of the earliest is tliat by which the produce
of the farthest East was conveyed by coasting
along the southern coast of Asia to the ancient
ports of the Red Sea. By this, and probably
by an overland route as well, the exotic trea-
sures and curiosities which Solomon gathered.
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wore imported into Palestine. Similarly, it

is clear that the ethnological notices contained

in the history of Herodotus were obtained from

and indic.de the march of caravans, by the

northern route of the plativiu of Central Asia,

over the Caucasus to the ports of the Black

Sea, by the Danube to the western extremity

of Oiiul, perhaps of Sp.iin, as well as through

the tribes which occupied the tcTritory lying

below the soutlicm shore of the Mediterranean.

Inteivonrse with the Eastern world was, how-

ever, checked rather than developed by the

growth of the Roman empire, and it is pro-

bable tliat at or about the commencement of^

our era, eumiuercc with the East w.is narrower
i

tlian in tlie days of Herodotus, still less than
j

that in tlie time of Alexander. Rome destroyed
'

Carthage, but did not inherit her spirit of

coinnuTcial enterprise.

After the irruption of the barbarians, and

the downfall of the Western Empire, tlie coin-

iiiercc of Christendom with the' East passenl

chiefly through Constantinople, the communi-

,

eation between the ^lohainmedan kingdoms

'

being occasionally regular, though more fre-

qiumtly interrupted. A new era commenced
with thei injury inflicted on the empire of

the East by the Latin conquest, and the rise

of the commercial republics of Italy. These

commercial republics, such as Venice, Genoa,

and Florence, owed some of their riches to

manufacture, but more to the carrying trade;

and very exact information, considering the

times, may be obtained as to the course of

traffic. Towards the clo«ft of the thirteenth

century, Marco Polo published his travels,

in which he recounts his observations, in the

or rendered unsafe by the political events

which have ultimately reduced the most fertile

and once most prosperous parts of Central Asia
to a desert. The chief course lay by Aden, up
the Red Sea, across the eastern desert ofEgypt,
to Chus on the Nile, and thence to Alexandria.

Sanuto's plan among other details suggests
' that an ancient route through Armenia to Trc-
' hizond might be restored. This route 8unuto
informs us that he had traversed five times

in person. It is singular that there seems to

have been more easy access to mid-Asia in that

time than there is now. This Christian mercha nt

I visited, apparently with no extraordinary risk,

certainly with the means of successful traffic,

regions which cannot bo entered now', exco])t

ill the most cautious manner. How dangerous

I

it is to enter Bokhara, which was passed by
I Saimto, may be seen from the travels of Wolff
and Vambery.

Baklucci refers to another road, lying to the

north of those specified liy Sanuto, which pas^t d

from China to the Caspian, and thence by tlu'

Don to the Black Sea. Some of these cara-

vans were, no doubt, directed to Novgorod and
Moscow.

Distinct, but contemporaneous with this

trade to Eg}'pf, W'as that carried on by the

Hanseatic League, the origin and history of

which have been commented on by the beamed
and laborious Lappenberg. This famous league,

founded for mutual defence, and equally im-

portant for the purpose of establishing a uniform

mercantile system, drew to itself nearly all the

trade of North-eastern Europe, and actually

esUhhshed communications with North Ame-
rica. This intercourse came to a violent end.

course of his journe^’ings from Venice to the

extreme verge of Eastern China. But the best

accounts given of the trade of Venice and
Florence, in the beginning of the fourteenth

j

in the great physical events which accom-
panied the plagne of 1318, the effect of w’hich

i

was to niise a barrier of ice round Greenland,

and to make intercourse with Iceland difficult

centur}’, are found in the works of Sanuto

and Baldiicci, the former a Venetian, the latter

a Florentine.

Marino Sanuto Torcellus was a Venetian

senator, who composed a work in the year 1321

(entitled ^eenta Biddium Crxicis, and printed

in a collection of historical documents, under
the name of Gesta Driver i^rawer/5 ), addr<»ssing

his statements to Pope John XXI The im-
mediate purpose of this work is to insist on
the danger W'hich menaced Europe from the
great power of tlie sultan of Egypt, and to

point out the means, partly commercial, partly

military, by which the danger might be avertei
In explanation of his plan, he gives a state-

ment of the routes by which Eastern produce
was imported into Europe.

This produce was collected at two ports,

Malabar and Cambeth, the latter being probably
Ceylon, and thence shipped to four other ports,

Hormus, Kis, the river below Baldac (i. e.

Bagdad), and Aden. iTie earlier, and, to judge
from the price of commodities, the cheaper route,

was that from Bagdadup the Tigris, and through

Aaerbnan to Seleucia, then called Lieia, and
Antioen. But this road had been interrupted
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and dangerous. It is probable that other com-
mercial routes existed, but these were by far

the most important.

The stimulant of the caravan and Red Sea
tratle was the demand for spices, the craving

' for which among the Western nations was the

I

more urgent, as the imperfect agriculture of the

^

time made the winter diet of our forefathers

: unpalatable and unwholesome. The cost of

I

these articles was very great; pepper, the 00m-
: monest of them, being worth in England, on
the lowest estimate of ancient money, not less

than Ss. the pound troy before the great plague,

j

and double that price afterwards. According

I

to the For?)ie of Cury (a treatise on cookery

j

written in the reign of Richard II. by or for

the king’s cooks), pepper, as in the story of the
Arabian Nights, was used in confectionery.

The exchange was effected by metals, and
particularly by silver. From the remotest ages,

I

India and China have absorbed the metallic
produce of the Western world. Mines in these
regions have either been scanty, or have not
been worked successfully. The necessity of
exporting silver to the East in exchange for
its produce first broke down that ancidit
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commercial superstition, that the wealth of a
country consists in the gold and silver which it

possesses. That India has not be^m flooded
with silver, in spite of this continuous im-
portation, is duo to bad government, which,
compelling the people to resort to hoarding,

has indirectly,.' by a reverse process to that
of mining, consigned again to the earth the

treasure which ‘labour in other regions had col-

lected and transported to the Indian peninsuln.

It js hardly necessary to say, that the poli-

tical greatness of Italy during the middle ages

was duo to the monopoly of the carrying trade.

The almost simultaneous discovery of the
American continent in 1492, and of the Cape
passage in 1497, by Columbus and Vasco
de Gama, com[)letely altered the relations in

which Italy stood to Europe, by drying up the

channels through which Eastern wealth had
previously flowed. For a while the great r<}-

publics of Venice and Genoa lived on the past

—

lived, as economists might say, on their capital
;

and so enduring was tlui recollection of their

former commercial greatness, that it fell utterly

only at the first shock of th(3 revolutionary

army of France.

Meanwhile, there was a short period during
which Portugal took a great place in the com-
mercial World. For a while it seemed possible

that the victories of Albuquerque, and the

preaching of Francis Xavier, might create

a lasting empire. But this strange mixture of

commercial enterprise and rtdigious fanaticism

was radically w('ak wlien it seemed strongest,

and the long sea passage was slowly appro-

priated by the Butch and the English,

The discovery of the New World was fol-

lowed by the Spanish conquests. The vast

piro which the Spanish monarch adminis-

tcrc*d in the sixteenth century, overshadowed
and dismayed the rest of Europe, But the oc-

cupation of Mexico, and much of the southern

continent, was from the beginning not com-
mcive, but rapine. After destroying the ancient

monarchies of the New World, and pillaging

their trea.s lines, the Spaniards exterminated the

ancient inliabitants by compulsory labour in

the mines, and at the instance of Las Casas,

who saw in such an’ expedient the only means

of saving the relics of the ancient races, intro-

duced negro slavery into America. In order,

however, to bind their colonies more closely to

Spain, and secure their dependence, it w'as the

settled policy of the court of Madrid, that no

perton of Indian or mixed blood, and not even

anyone of pure Spanish descent, born in the

New World, should be occupied in any public

office. (Lecky, Hise and Injlucnce of liational-

ism in Airope, eh. vi.)

It was impossible thatfrom such a system any

true commercial energy should bo developed.

It was unlikely, after these colonies were eman-

cipated, that they should emerge from so long

a political nonage into the possession of such

faculties as are needed for the social advance-

ment of communities. The resources of the

New World were wasted by the Spanish occu-
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pation. But if the economy of the Spanish
colonies had been ever so prudent, it may be
doubted whether, in* the face of the political

events which occurred in Spain at and after the
commencement of the sustcenth century, events

whose effect became yearly more destructive to

the national character, the necessary spirit of

commoreial enterprise could have survived the

utter annihilation of religious and civil libert3
\'

Anyone w'ho compares the constitution enjoyed

both by Castile and Aragon in the middle ages

with the tyranny of Cliarlcs and Philip, can see

sufficient reason to account for the decline of

iSpain. Not but that its strength survived its

W'ealth and real prosperity. Impoverished as

it was by the resistance of the Netherlands, the

final blow to the ascendency of Spain was given

ill Van Tromp’s defeat of the Spanish Armada
in the year 1G39. Long before this date,

however, the Butch had crippled Spain in her
Transatlantic and Asiatic settlements

; and
though the English government was unfriendly

to the Butch, it was a general principle that

then* was no peace with Spain beyond the line.

It would be impossible within the limits of

this arlido to give any exact account of the

various eominercial routes in our own day.

The r(*ader may be referred to Maury’s Phf/-

sical iicographi) of ike Sea for much valuable in-

formation as to the effect of those discoveries

which navigators liarc made on the course of

trade. One of these discoveries may be adverted

to. In 1775, Franklin found out the nature and
course of the Gulf Stream, but for political

reasons kept the fact a s<‘cret till after tho

acknowledgement of American independence.

There was great reason for thi? secrecy, since, if

the real oflecl of the discovery had been knoum,
it is probable that the Southern states of the

American Union would not have exhibited so

much sympathy with Lhe national cause. Before

the time in which the knowledge of this cur-

rent w'hs possessed, the northern ports of the

American plantations were, inaccessible in the

w'inter months, and the chief port was Charles-

ton. But after the nature of the Gulf Stream
was known, the greater part of the trade was
diverted to the northern ports, and New York
and Philadelphia became the chief cities of
the Union.

It will be a singular circumstance, if in our
day the dream of the Pharaohs and Ptolemies

should be realised, the Rod Sea and the Suez
canal again become the highway for Eastern
trade, and those parts of the Mediterranean
whose greatness has passed away by the use
of the long sea passage be again revived as

centres of commercial activity.

Sowan-tree (Norse nina, a charm). A
Scottish name for the P^rus Aucuparia. ‘ The
most approved charm against cantraps and
spells,’ mys Jamieson, ‘was a branch of tho

Rowan-tree planted and placed over the byre.

This sacred tree cannot be removed by unholy
fingers.* Johnston also observes,

‘ Hoan-treo and red thread
Haud the witches a' in dread.*
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litm’-stafas. wcro mystorious stares
;
and from Xubaoe or Rubasse* Karnes given b^r'

this last use of the word, the name run came na- French lapidaries and jewellers to a variety of

turaUy to be applied tothe tree from which such Rock Crvstal traversed by rose-coloured cracks,

staves were usually cut, though why this tree For further details, see Bristow's Glossary of
should have been so exclusively used for carving Mineraloay, p. 324.

runes upon as to have thence derived its name, Xabble* A quarryman’s term for the

not only in Britain, but also in Scandinavia, inferior varieties of stone surmounting each

does not appear to be ascertained. (Prior, valuable bed of limestone extracted for building

^*opiUar Names of British Plants,) purposes. It is often the result of weathering

Sowing’* The propulsion of a boat by or natural disintegration by air and water,

oars. Rowing is reckoned the most favourable sun and frost. The fragmentary masses

application of human strength for obtiiining often found between a rock and the over-

motion in the water; but the whole force is lying soil derived from the rock, afo also

not effective on the oar, as the part of the oar's sometimes called by this name. It is an

blade in the water, but inside the actual

fulcrum, which is at its point, is held back by
the resistance of the fluid. In rowing, the

power is applied at the handle of the oar, and

the weight of the boat is encountered at the

rowlock. The rower sits before his oar, with

his back to the boat's bow, and in tiiking his

Stroke supplements the strength of his arm
with the weight of his body thrown backwards

towards the bow. Some nations take short

strokes, which they rise up in making ;
the

English prefer a long stroke sitting.

Rowing. In the service of ordnance, the

same as pinching. [Finghino.]

Aowlook. The apparatus on the side of a
boat for keeping the pressure of the oar con-

stantly at one point. In different parts of

England various devices are practised for this

Clio. At sea, the commonest plan is to have

two short wooden uprights projecting from the

gunwale, between whicli the oar is restrained.

On the Thames these are aided by a button on
the oar, to prevent too great a length pa.ssing

overboard. On the south coast an iron stirrup

sustains the oar and pivots in the gunwale.

On the east coast of England an iron pin is

fixed in the gunwale, and the oar fastened

to it by a leathern thong. In tlie north-west

counties a similar pin passes through the our

itself, which precludes feathering altogether.

The last two systems are dangerous, from the

impossibility of shipping the oars in case of

sudden emergency
;
while, on the other hand,

they lessen the probability of losing them.

RoJibiargblaoeee (Roxburgh ia, the only

genus). A small natural order of Dictyogens,

distinguished .by having bisexual flowers, and
solitary simple many-seeded carpels, with
long-stalked aiiatropal seeds, and a basal

placenta. The few species referred to the

genus Roxhurghia^ which constitute this group,

ure chiefly of botnuicnl interest.

Sojkl. In Naval affairs, the sail and mast
above the top-gallant sail and top-gallant mast
respectively,

Boyal 0»k* Rohur CaroUnum. In As-

tronomy» a constelhition formed by Halley, in

the southern hemisphere. [Consteixation.]
- Smjrt The name given to certain weights

used jb India, consisting of the seeds of Aorus
preeatorius and Adenanthera pavonina, the

fomar being called Small Ruay, and the latter

Large Rnay weights.
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equivalent of the term Bkasji, used in some
parts of England. Thus cornhrash is a brash

or rubble of rotten limestone making a good
corn Lind. Almost all quarries of limestone

abound with this kind of substance.

The term is also applied to any stone broken
from the quarry in rough irregular masses,

and not subjected to any farther dressing;

stone reduced te a rectangular form being

called Ashlab.
Rttbefaolenta (Lat. rubefaclo, Imake red>.

Substances which, when applied to or rubbed
upon the skin, induce a reaness or blush upon
the part, not followed by blister.

Subellsuie* An altered Biotite found in

small, reddish-brown, hexagonal tables in

Saxony, and at Schima in Bohemia.
Snbelllte. Red Tourmaline containing a

considerable proportion of manganese, to which
it owes its colour. It generally occurs in

closely aggregated crystals, varying in colour

from a slight tinge of red to a fine pink. It

is found in Ireland at Ox Mountain near Sligo

,

but the finest spec!mens are brought from Siberia,

Moravia, and Paris in the State of Maine in

North America. There is a magnificent group
of crystallised Rubellite in the British Museum,
from the cabinet of tho late Mr. Greville,

which was presented to Colonel Symes by the

king of Ava, and which has been valued at

1 ,000/.

Rnbeiiirlliiiiiier* The German name for

a variety of Giithite of a hyacinth-red colour.

Subeola (Lat. rubeo, to grow red),

[Measles.]

Snbesalil. The name of a famous spirit

of the Riesengebirgo in Germany, who is cele-

brated in innumerable sagas, ballads, and tslos,

and represented under the various forms of
miner, hunter, monk, dwarf, giant, &c. He
answers to tho English Puck, and is said to

aid the poor and oppressed, showing benighted
wanderers their road, but waging incessant war
with the proud and wicked. The origin of tlio

name is obscure. (Tales of Musaus.)
Xubib (Lat. ruber, red), A genus of the

Galiacca, an order closely allied to Cmchonacea
{Ri>hiaccat)y and by many considered as a sub-
division of that order. This genus furnishes-
the dye called Madder, which is the dried root

. of Rtibia tinctorum. In the living roots tho
colouring matter is yellow, but it becomes red on

I

drying. The best madder is imported from tho
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Levant, but some comes from Holland and
France; the dye is much used in the latter

country under the name of Garance. Some of

the Indian species also yield a red dye. Madder
has been stated to possess medicinal virtues

;

these, however, are so slight as to be now dis-

regarded. The bones of young animals fed on
madder become tinged with a red colour, and
physiologists avail themselves of this fact in

their researches on the mode of growth of bones,

'riio stem and leaves of B. tinctorum are used
in France for polishing metal-work, for which
purpose their stiff hairs adapt them. The
leaves and herbage also are used as fodder for

animals.

Rnblaoeee. [Cinchonace^.]
Sublan. An intensely bitter amorphous

yellow substance, deposited on evaporating the

alcoholic solution of the dried aqueous extract

of madder. [Madder.]
Rublcel or Rubloelle. A term applied

to the Brazilian Eubjyr, and also to the yellowish

or orange-red varieties of Spinel.

Unblnio Aold« Bufocatichuio acid. An
acid formed by exposing a solution of catcchuic

acid in carbonate of potassa to the action of air.

Xubrio (Lat. rubrica, as being originally

written with red earth). In the language of tho

oldcopies ofmanuscripts, and ofmodern printers,

any writing or printing in red ink. The date

and place on a title-page being frequently in red

ink, the word rubric has come to signify the false

name of a place on a title-page. Many books
printed at Paris bear the rubric of Genoa,
London, &c. But the most common use of the

word is in ecclesiastical matters. In MS.
missals, the directions prefixed to the several

prayers and oflBces were written or printed

in red ink ; and hence the rubric familiarly

signifies the order of the liturgy, in Homan
Catholic countries as well as in England.

Rttbaen A kind of oil-cuke made
on the Continent, from the seeds of Brassica

jtracox.

Xnbns (Lat. a hramhlc-btish). A familiar

genus of Bosacres, to which are referred several

of our common fruits, as the Raspberry, Black-

berry, Dewberry, &c. The species are mostly

shrubs, trailing or erect, having prickly stems,

pinnate, quinate, ternatc, or simply lobed leaves,

and edible fruit. They are very well repre-

sented by the Bramble of our hedgerows, and

the Raspberry of our gardens.

Snby (Fr. rubis, Itsl. rubino, from Lat.

ruber, red). A tern\ which, in strictness of

speech, should be restricted to the Oriental

Bi^t or to the red varieties of Sapphire.

Among lapidaries, however, the name Ruby is

applied to several stones, of very different che-

mical composition, which they distinguish by
their colours. Thus the scarlet coloured is

called SpindleBuhy ; thepale or rose-red, Balais

or Balaes Buhy\ the yellowish-red, Bubicdle;

and those of a decided orange-red. Vernal or

VermeiUe, The finest stones are found in the

sand of rivers in Ceylon, in the Capelan

mountains of Pegu, and in Ava. The Buby^
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as a precious stone, ranks next to the diamond
in value ; in fact, a very fine ruby, of a carat

or upwards, is more valuable than a diamond
of tho same weight. [Staestone.]
Ruby. In Printing, a kind of type two and

a half sizes smaller than that used in this work.
[Type.]

Ruby Bllwer. [Pyrarotbitb.]
Ruby Wood. One of the names under

which Red Saunders wood,-the timber of Ptero-

carpus santalinue^ is known.
Rudder (Ger. ruder). A heavy fl^^piece

or frame of wood, hung upon the stem post by
means of pintles and gudgeons, for tbe purpose
of steering the ship. The rudder is turned
round tho stem post as an axis, by the tiller,

which enters the rudder head. In vessels

drawing much water the rudder is deep and
narrow; in flat-bottomed vessels, it is shallow
and broad. When carried to a considerable
breadth, as in the Chinese vessels, it is pierced
with holes, which preserves an increased lever-

age with a diminished direct resistance from
the water.

The action of tKe rudder may be thus ex-
plained. While it remains in line with the
keel, the force of the water gliding past the
deadwood or narrow portion ofthe stem i« equal
on both sides of the rudder, and equilibrium is

maintained; but if the rudder be forced to one
side, the pressure is taken off on the opposite
side, while from acting at a less angle the water
exercises an increased pressure on the side to
wdiich the rudder is turned. The effect is to
force the stem round on the centre of gravity

as a pivot, the sliip’s head, of course, turning to

the same side as that on which the nidder is.

When the head has sufficiently deviated from
its former line, the rudder is permitted to re-

sume its straight position, in sailing on a
wind, the rudder is kept permanently on one
side to counteract the tendency to make lee-

w.'iy.

Rodder Cbalne and Pendants. Short
lengtlis of chain ending in ropes, for preventing
the loss of a rudder in the event of its being
unshipped in a heavy sea. Tho chains are
shackled to the rudder by a bolt, in the back
of it, just above the water-line, and the rope
pendants are made fast to bolts in the stem
quarters.

Rnddle* [Reddle.]
Rndentnro (Fr. from Lat. rudens, a rope).

In Architecture, the rope, or staff, with which
the lower parts of the flutings of columns are
often filled. [Cablings.]

Rndlarlna (l4it.). The term applied to a
discharged jgladiator. The word is derived
from the staff (rudis) which was given him in

token of his dismissibn. (Horace, i. 1, 2.)

Rndlstss. [Hipfuritbs.]

Rndoli^lne Tables. A set of astro-

nomical tables computed by Kepler, and founds
on the observations of Tycho Brahe. They
were called the Budolphine Tables in honour of
Rudolph II., emperor of Bohemia, who, upon
tho death of Tycho in 1601, conferred upon
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Kepler the title of imperial mathematician, and
undertook to defray the expenses of their pre-

paration, Owing to various causesj the work
was not completed until 1627, when the tables

were published at Ulm. They are the first

that were ever calculated on the hypothesis

that the planets-’movc in elli])tic orbits, and they

contributed greatly to the progress of modern
astronomy. For a detailed account of this very,

remarkable production, see Delambre, Aslro-

nomicModente, tom. i. p. 557.
,

Atte (Lat. ruta, Gr. l>vT<fi). The common

'

name of liuia graveolcrut, a native of the South

of Europe, commonly cultivated in this country.

It is a shrubby plant, with pinnately divided

bluish-green leaves, and yellowish flowers, the

whole plant possessing a powerfully fetid odour
and acrid taste, dependent on the presence of a
volatile oil. Kue is used medicinally as a
stimulant and narcotic in flatulent colic, hys-

teria, &c. Locally applied, it acts as a power-

ful irritant. One species, indeed, if. montanaf

is said to be so pow'erful that it is dang<‘rous

to handle the plant, even when the hands are

protected by gloves. Rue was employed medi-

cinally by the ancients : for ages it was con-

sidered potent to ward olf conUigion, and it is

still employed to keep oft’ noxious insects.

Rue enters into the composition of the French
perfume, entitled Vinegar of the four thieves.

[Thieves’ Vinegau.] The Italians are stated

to eat the loaves in salads. Shakspearc speaks

of Rue as herb of grace.

AnlT. The name of the male of the Machetes
pugnax, which is distinguished at the breeding

season by a rulf or tuft of wide-spreading

feathers, projecting behind the eyes and from
the upper part of the neck. The female is

called the reeve. [Machetes^ Tbinoa.]

Aufin (Lat. rufus, red). A red substance

formed by the action of heat on phloridziu.

Auin Marble. [Cothah Mabbi,e.]

Rule (A.-Sax. regol, ftal.regola, Lat.regulu),

In Arithmetic, denotes a certain prescribed

series of numenoal operations, adapted to dis-

cover, fx’om the given conditions to which an
unknown number is subjected, what that number
is. They are generally distinguished by par-

ticular names, according to the purposes for

which the^ are given, or the particular nature

of the business for which they are required; as

the rules of interest, the rules of fellowship, &c.
Rule. Iu Law, an order of one of the three

superior courts of common law. Rules are

either general or particular
;
the former being

such orders relating to matters of practice as

are laid down and promulgated by the court
for the general guidance of the suitors: the
latter are such orders as are confined to the

particular case in reference to which they have
been granted.

The term is often used generally to de-

note a lemd doctrine. [Coubts, Supsbzob;
pLB4Dino.}

Enua. in a monastic sense, a system of

laws or regulations by which monasteries and
Other religious houses are governed, and which
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the monks, nuns, and novices vow, on their

entrance, to observe. [Monachism ; Obders,
Monastic.]
Anle* Carpenter's. A folding ruler,

generally used by carpenters and other artificers,

having a variety of scales adapted to facilitate

by inspection the calculations of most frequent

occurrence. Sometimes it has a sliding piece

in one of its legs, by which its use is greatly

extended. [Sliding Rule.]
Anle, Gauglnsr. A rule adapted to dis-

cover the contents of casks and other vessels.

It is used by the oificers of excise in surveying,

in the process of manufacture, articles that are

liable to duties. [Gauging.]
Aule of Signs. Res'dcs the rule known

in tlie Iheon" of equations as Descartes’ Rule
OF Signs, there is another of frequent use in

the theories of pe^mutants, commutants, deter-

minants, &c. which may be thus enunciated

:

Ang primitive arrangement of symbols being

fixed nipon^ the sign to be prefixed to any other

arrangement of the same symbols is positive or

negative according as the latter arrangement ts

obtainablefrom the first by an even or odd num-
ber of successive interchanges of two symbols.

This rule involves no ambiguity
;
for although

there are many different w^ays of deriving a

given arrangement from the primitive one by
successive interchanges of two symbols, it can
readily be shown that the number of such

interchanges is constantly even or else constant ly

odd. Thus 1, 2, 3, 4, o, being the primitive,

arrangement, 1, 4, 5, 2, 3, will be a positive

and 2, 5, 1, 4, 3, a negative one in whatever
manner the latter may be derived from the first

by successive interchanges of two symbols.

The rule of signs as enunciated by Cramer
{Analyse desLignes CourbeSy 1750) is often more
convenient in practice. An arrangement is

positive or negative according as it contains an
even or odd number of disidacements

;
it being

understood that a displacement consists in the

inversion of the order of sequence of any two
symViols, in the primitive arrangement. Thus,
since in the arrangement 1, 4, 6, 2, 3, the

numbers 4 and 6 each precede two lower
numbers

;
instead of being preceded by them as

in the primitive arrangement, there are four

displacements, and the arrangement is positive;

again, in 2, 5, 1, 4, 3, the circumstance of a
greater numlier preceding a less occurs Jive

times, so that the arrangement is negative.

The equivalence of the above two rules can

be easily proved, [Permutations.] It is

established in Balzers Theorie und Anwen-
dung der Determinanten^ l^icipzig 1857»and was
first demonstrated, by Laplace {Histoire de
VAcad. de Paris 1764).

Avle of Three. In Arithmetic, the rule

by which when three numbers are given a fourth

is to be found, so that the four shall be in

direct or inyerse proportion, as the case may
require. [Golden Rule.]
Aolos. In Building operations, this term is

applied to the screeds, or portions of plastering

executed on the face of a wall for the purpose
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of floating the works in order to retain their

perpendicularity, or their eveiiiK'ss of surface.

Ilui.KS. In the Fine Arts, those laws and
maxims, founded on the general and funda-
mental truths of nature, by which artists are
guided in tlieir compositions.

Rules* Brass. In Printing, pieces of brass
of ditferent thicknesses made letter high, to

print with type. They are made in lengths of

fourteen inches, but of late years lengths half

ns long again have been made. One of the

edges is bevelled so as to print a fine line
;
and

when a thicker line is required, the bottom edge
is placed uppermost, which is tlie full thickness

of the brass
;
by this means lines of different

thicknesses are obtained, and also double lines,

a thick one and a fine one, when required.

They are used for column lines in table work;
to separate matter that requires to be distinct

;

and to be placed round pages. In cases where
diagrams are required, and there is no engraver

within reach, they may be formed by a clever

workman with brass rule.

Ruled Quadric. In Modern Geometry, a

ruled surface of the second order. Besides

the cone and the three cylinders, there are

two ruled quadrics, the hypirboloid of one

sheet and the hyperbolic paraboloid, both of

which arc $kcw quadrics. [Quadric; Ruled
iSURFACK.]

Ruled Surflioe. In Geometry, a surface

generated by the motion of a straight line.

At every point of such surface, therefore, a

straight-edge or ruJer may be applied so as to
|

lie wholly on the surface. The straight line

is called the generator^ if every pair of suc-

cessive generators intersect one another, or are

in the same plane, the ruled surface could

obviously, without crumpling or tearing, be
unfolded into a plane, on which account it is

called a devehpahfe svrface: in other cases

where two consecutive generators do not inter-

sect. it is said to he a skew surface.

The motion of the gcnei'ator may be defined

in many different ways, and the treatment

of the problem of finding the ruled surface

will vary accordingly. Frequently the motion

of the generator is regulated or directed by
three curves or dinctrices^ each of which

the generator must always cut. That this

is possible, is evident on considering that the

cones whose common vertex is a point on

one direction, and whose generators rest on

the other two respectively, will necessarily

intersect each other in a finite number of

lines, cutting all three directrices. In fact, if

Wj, Wg, W
3

denote the orders of the three

directrices, there will be generators

through every point of the first, Wa^i through

every point of the second, and through

every point of the third ;
so that the three

directrices will be multiple curves on the ruled

surface; the orders of multiplicity being, re-

spectively, n^rij, Wjn-. To determine

the order x of the ruled surface itself, or the

number of its generators which meet any ar-

bitrary line, we have, in the first place, to
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remember that a curve of the «’•* order in

general cuts a surface of the in m7i points.

[Curve.] Now, if x, be the order of the ruled

surface whose directrices arc the curves

(Wj), and any right line A,, the curve (?/i) will

meet w, of its generators. But these are

clearly generators of the required surface

meeting an arbitrary line A, ; hence j:= «
,

ar,.

In a similar manner, if x.^ be the order of

the ruled surface whose directrices are (n^), A,,

and another arbitrary line Ag, then a*, -.WgXg ;

but, lastly, the ruled surface whose direc-

trices are three right lines A,, Ag, A
3 , is of

the second order, hence and thus
a*aM 2n,MgW

3
.

To find the equation of the surface, we
might proceed thus

:

a?»ar+a, y = ar +

being the equations of any generator, and
U = 0

,
Vb=0 those of one of the directrices, the

elimination of a* 7/ z from the four equations will

gi\e a relation between o, <7
, A b

;
two similar

relations will be obtained from the other
directrices, so that, counting the two equations

of the generator, we shall have, on the whole,

five equations, from which if a, a. 0, b bo
eliminated, the equation of the ruled surface

will be obtained. For other properties of

ruled surfaces, see Skew Surface and Db-
VEI.OPADLE. Some of the most instructive

works on the subject are tliose of Mongo,
Applicatmi de VAnalyse a la GcomHric

; Dnpin,
Devdoppcmeiits dc Geometric

; Chasles, Qiieielet's

CorrespondancCy t. xi.
;
Cayley, Cambridge and

Dublin Math. Jour. vol. vii. &c.
;
and Salmon,

An. Geom. of Three Dimensions. An important
curve on every ruled surface is its Uiic (f
striction, or the locus of the point on each
generator which is nearest to the consecutive

generator. [Skew Surface.] It may be

added, too, that the polar reciprocal of a

ruled surface is another ruled surface of the

same order.

Rum (a word of unknown origin). A spi-

rituous liquor distilled from the fermented
juice of the sugar cane, or from molasses. Its

flavour is due to the presence of a peculiar

volatile oil : its average proportion of alcohol

fluctuates between 5U ana 66 cent. The
rum consumed in the United Kingdom is

manufactured chiefly in the islands belonging
to Great Britain. It was formerly supposed
that the consumption of rum would be aided
by the imposition of differential duties on the
produce of other countries

;
and hence the old

duty on West India rum was 9s., on that im-
ported from other regions 1 5s. But the duties

on all spirits, whatever be their origin, are now
equalised, and the effect has been that the
consumption has been determined by dearness
and cheapness. It is the practice of govern-
ment to put the duty on spirits at that point
which is just below the temptation to smuggling
and illicit distillation. There is, it is report^
some difBculty in discovering this limit. In
all probability it varies with the material
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prospeifity of the consumers. In the year

ending March 1865, the customs duty on

rum amounted to 1,908,057^ ;
on brandy, to

1,246,158/.; while the excise on spirits was
upwards of ten millions. Tiie cheapest article

is the most productive. West India produce

has still some slight protection in the fact that

rum is still used almost exclusively in the

navy. This practice—originally part of our

colonial policy—is, it is said, judicious, for, of

all spirits, rum, when kept long enough and
properly mixed, is reported to be the most

wholesome.
Rumen (Lat.). The mine of the paunch

or first cavity of the complex stomach of the

Kuminant quadrupeds.

Rumez (Lat. sorrel). A large genus of

weedy herbaceous plants, represented by the

common Dock, one of the greatest pests to

the agriculturist. The most useful species are

the Sorrels, acetosa and i?. scutatits. The
former of these, the Common Sorrel, was culti-

vated in gardens for its leaves, which were used

as spinach or in salads, in tlu5 time of Henry
VIII.

;
but since the introduction of the French

Sorrel, it has gradually lost its position as a

salad and potherb. 7?. acutatus^ or French
Sorrel, is considered preferable to the common,
on account of ifs leaves being larger and more
succulent, with rather less acidity. The Sorrels

are all of great importance in French cookery,

and are both agreeable to eat and very whole-

some, although but little valued in this country,

except at some of the most fashionable tables.

On the Continent sorrel is extensively culti-

vated, and in the vegetable markets of Paris it

is nearly as abundant during the season as

peas are in those of London. It abounds in

oxalic acid, and is regarded as a powerful

antiscorbutic.

Ruminants (Lat. rumino, I chew the

cud). The name given by Cuvier to the Picora

of Linnaeus, an order of Ungulate Mammals,
including those w'hich have a complicated

stomach of four cavities so disposed as to

allow of rumination, and a cloven hoof.

Ruminated (Lat. rumino, I chew). In
Botany, a term applied to those seeds in which
the albumen is penetrated by irregular channels
filled with softer cellular matter, as in the

Nutmeg.
Rumination (Lat. ruminatio). The act

by which food once chewed and swallowed
is a second time subjected to mastication. Di-

!

gestion is always preceded by this action in

the order of Mammals, hence called Rumi-
nants ; but very rarely, and as an exceptional

case, in any other animal. The stomach of

the Kuxninants is specially organised for ru-

mination, consisting of four distinct cavities,

all of which communicate with a muscular

canal at the termination of the oesophagus.

Hard, solid, or coarsely masticated food, passes

from the beginning of the muscular canal into

the first cavity of the stomach, called the

ruanen Qt paunch. Water is received into the

seedfid cavity, called the retievlum, and almost
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exclusively occupies the honeycomb cells of

that cavity
;

it is gradually mixed with the

coarsely divided food whicli is undergoing
mastic.ition in the rumen, When this is suffi-

ciently advanced, a portion of the mass is

received into the muscular canal at the ter-

mination of the oesophagus
;
it is there moulded

into a ball, and propelled by a rapid and
inverted action of the muscles of the gullet

into the mouth, where it is more perfectly mas-
ticated, mixed with fiuid, and again swallowed.

It now passes directly into the third stomach,

called the psalterium, from the broad loaf-like

plates of membrane with which it is occupied.

Here the superfluous fluid, which otherwise

might have too much diluted the gastric juice,

is absorbed, and tlie. subdivided cud passes

gradually into the fourth or true digesting

stomach, called the ahoinasus. In the camel
tribe, water-cells are developed at the sides

of the rumen, in addition to those of the re-

ticulum, and the psalterium is not separated

by any contraction from the abomasus.
Rump Parliament. In English History,

after the dissolution of Richard Cromwell’s

parliament, and his own demission of the pro-

tectorate, a council of officers, at whoso head
were Desborough, Lambert, and orhers, haring

seized the supreme authority, found it advisable

to call together the remnant of the Long Parlia-

ment, which had been forcibly dissolved by
Oliver. It was assembled in Slay 1669

;
and

consisted of little more than seventy members,
those who bad been excluded not being allowed
to resume their seats. This body soon became
odious to the Presbyterian and Royalist parts

of the nation, and by its own assumption of

power displeased the officers who had called it

again into being. It acted, however, with some
vigour and determination, and defeated a
variety of royalist conspiracies; but when it

ventured ’SO far as to cashier Lambert and
others of the leading officers, the troops again
surrounded Westminster Hall, and expelled it

on the 13th October in the same year. As,
however, Fleetwood, who had the command of
the army, was unable to keep together the dis-

tracted government, the officers once more in-

vited the parliament to sit again, and on the
26th of December it once more assumed ab-
solute authority

; but General Monk took part
against it. On his invitation, a good many of
the excluded members went to the house (Feb.

21), and thus placed the Independents, who
had hitherto ruled it, in a minority; and haring
passed some measures reversing its former acts,

the parliament dissolved itself. It received its

nickname from being, as it were, the remnant
and fag-end of the old Long Parliament, and
was treated by the nation with general con-
tumely and derision. But it cannot be denied
that, utterly unable as it was to command the
divided nation, it showed in its conduct a bold-
ness and vigour which with a little more
popularity would probably have insured
success. Vane and Hazlerig were its leading
members.
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Xanolnate (Lat. runcina, a large sau;). In

Botany, having lobes hooked back, or curved
in a direction from the apex to the base ; as the
lobes of the leaf of the dandelion.
Runes (Ger. runen). Properly the signs or

letters of the ancient alphabet peculiar to the
northern nations (Germans and Scandinavians).
There are three theories on this subject, one
maintained by Schlbzer, who holds the sixteen
Kunic letters to be a corruption of the Koman
alphabet, post-Christian in date

;
tlie second,

that of Sehlcgel, who deduces this alphabet
from the Phcenicians. (Lectures on Ancient and
Modern Literature.') The third theory sup-
poses the Kunic to bo the original character of
the Indo-Teutonic tribes, brought from the East
and preserved among the different races of that
stock. The earliest writer who mentions the
Kunic characters is Venantius Fortunatus, in

the s’xth century. The Kunic inscriptions

found in Germany (especially Northern Saxony)
are thought by some to exhibit tokens of an
origin somewhat different from Scandinavian.
(Grimm, On the German liunes^ 1821.) The
antiquity of both has been much disputed. Of
those found in Gothland, it is said that the
oldest are not earlier than a.d, 1200, the latest

1449. 1,300 stones with Kunic inscriptions have,
it is said, been discovered in Sweden; many
in Denmark

;
none in Lapland or Finland.

Kunic staves are massive sticks, generally of

willow, inscribed with Kunic characters, pro-
babljf of magical import. (Gibbon, Roman
Empire, ch. ix. vol. i. 231, Milmun’s edition.)

Runner. In Kotany, any slender prostrate

stem, which throu s out roots at the extremity,

as in the Strawberry.

Runner Tackle. A luff tackle ajiplicd

to the running end of a rope passed through a

movable pulley.

Rupee. A coin circulating in the Indian
peninsula. There are two kinds of rupee,

the sicca rupee, estimated at lif. U’77</. ster-

ling, and that known f*imiliarlv as the tJvm

pang 8 rupee, worth fifteen-sixteenths of the

former, and therefore valued at Is. 10'29(/.

sterling, reckoning silver at 5s. the oz. A lac

is 100,000, a crore 10 millions of rupees.

[Money.]
Rupla (Gr. ^viros, filth). An eruption of

flattish vesicles, succeeded by an ill-conditioned

discharge, which concretes into scabs easily

rubbed off and regenerated; they sometimes

occur as a consequence of poor diet and weak
habit of body; but there is a rupia which

constitutes one of the most painful sequelae of

syphilis. Light nutritious food, tonics, and
alteratives are the remedies.

Rupture. [Hernia.]
Rural Dean. An officer of the church,

originally a kind of deputy of the bishop, for

the purpose of inspecting the conduct ^f the

parochial dergy within the limits of his deanry,

enquiring intound reporting dilapidations, &c.

This office had become nearly obsolete, but it

has been resuscitated in modern times, and is

now in general use. Rural deans receive no

RUSTEM
payment, and exercise no jurisdiction; their
office is one of inspection only.

Rural Scunomj. The general manage-
ment of territorial property, cither by the pro-

prietor or his agent. On ii small scale, tlio

agent is termed a hailiff ovfarm servant
;
and

on a large scale, a land steward orfactor. Tlio

duties of the latter are to colLct the rents, to

maintain the general equipment of the estate,

and to see that the different clauses in the leases

by which the tenants hold their lands arc ful-

filled; of the former, to cultivate the land in

such a manner as to produce the greatest profit,

or to fulfil the intentions of the proprietor as

to the kind of produce which he considers it

desirable to obtain. [AoiticuLTtnm.]

Rusb* PollRhlDff. The rolishing Kush or

Dutch Kush are commercial names of Kquis* turn

hyemale, which in consequence of tlie large

quantity of silcx contained in its tissues is

imported, principally from Holland, as a mate-
rial for polishing wood, ivory, and brass. 'J’lio

greater number of the particles, according to

Brewster, form simple straight lines, hut the

rest arc grouped into oval forms connected
togetlier like the pearls of a necklace by a chain

of particles, these rows of oval combinations
being arranged in pairs. The straw and chaffof

wheat, &c., which when burnt is also good for

polishing, presents analogous phenomena, but
the particles are arranged in a different manner.
Russian Mats. A kind of matting manu-

factured in Russia from the inner bark of the

Jiinden, Td'ia turopaa. Russian mats »irc used
in packing, and also as a protecting material

ill gardens; while the Oast of which they are
tonned is used for lying up plants.

Rust (Dutch roest, Ger. rost, perhaps akin
to ertist). In its ordinary acceptation, Uie
reddish j>eroxidc wliicli is found on the surface

of iron when exposed to moisture.

Bust. In Horticulture. [Mildew.]
Bust. The common name of Trickohasis

Budngo vera, a parasitic fungus, which, with
one or two closely allied species confounded
with it by the farmer, preys upon the leaves,

glumes, stalks, &c., of Cereals. Rust does not
appear to be injurious to corn, so long as it is

confined to the flaggy leaves, as it seldom grows
except when they are over-luxuriant, but it is a
formidable adversary when it attacks the chaff

or seed ; and the more so because it is impossible
to suggest any remedy. Every protospore is

shed long before the grain is reap^; therefore

steeping is useless, and the application of any
dressing to the soil is equally ineffectual.

Rustem. In Persian Mythology, a hero
who slays Isfendiyar, as Sifrit is slain in Teu-
tonic legends, by casting a thorn into the one
spot where, like Achilles and other solar heroes,

he is vulnerable. Rustem in his turn can be
killed only by his brotlier, as Baldr can be
slain only by the mistletoe, and as Hector can
be slain only by Achilles, and the latter only by
Paris, who again can be fatally wounded only

by the poisoned arrows of Heracles. [My-
thology, Comparative.]
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Aostlo (Lat. fUBticus, firom rus^ the country).

In Architecture, a name applied to masonry
employed in bMements with lai^e joints to

mark the diilbrent oouraes of stones. It is

applied to work left with an irregular surface,

or jagged out in an irregular manner.

Rutabaga* The Swedish Turnip, Brasaica

campestrie rutabaga.

Rataceae (Buta, one of the genera). A
natural order of hypogynous Exogens, of the

Butal alliance, compost principally of trees
|

and shrubs inhabiting the warmer parts of the i

world, seldom of herbaceous plants. They are
|

known by their hermaphrodite flowers, few-

1

seeded, prickly apocarpous fruit, and sessile

pendulous ovules. The species are sometimes
|

very ornamental, especially those belonging to 1

the genera Correa^ Boronia^ and Bios^na, Some,
j

as the common Rue, the Buku plant, &c., are
|

remarkable for having a powerful, peculiar, i

unpleasant odour, and antispasmodic quality

;

and a few have a febrifugal bark. The Dtc-

1

tamnue alhus^ or Fraxinella, is extremely fra-
j

grant, and gives off an inflammable vapour.
]

Rtttlietilumi A metal closely resembling
|

iridium, with which it is associated in the

residue from crude platinum insoluble in aqua

regia. [Pr.ATiNUM.]

Ratberfoydlte. A titunatc of lime found in

iron-black crystals and grains, at the Gold-

;

washings of Rutherford county, North Carolina.
|

Rutile (Lat. rutilus, shining red). Native

titanic acid; composed, when pure, of 60*98

per cent, of Titanium and 39*02 oxygen. It i^

found crj'Stallised and massive in Argyleshire,

Perthshire, Fifeshire, and the Shetlands ;
also

in France, the Alps, Brazil, &c.

Rutlllt« (Lat. rutilus, red). Native titanate

and silicate of lime. [Sphkne.]

Rutlnto Aold. An acid contained in the

leaves of rue.

Ruttoik-rooti The name of an Indian dye
root, that of Maharanga Emodi.

Ryaoollte (Gr. a \lava\ stream^ and
A.l6os, stone). A silicate of alumina, soda,

potash and lime, occurring in thick tabular, or

short prismatic crystals, like Glassy Felspar,

of which it is, perhaps, only a variety. It is

white or of a grey colour, with a vitreous lustre,

and is transparent or translucent. It is chiefly

found at Vesuvius in ejected blocks with Ne-
pheline, Augite, and Mica

;
and at Lake Laach.

Rye (Ger. roggen, Dutch rog, rogge). One
of the Cereal grasses, which, according to some,
is a native of Crete, but according to others is

found wild in the Crimea. It has been culti-

vated from time immemorial, and is considered

as coming nearer in its jiropcrties to wheat than

any other grain. It is more common than

wheat in many parts of the Continent, being

a more certain crop, and requiring less culture

and manure. It is the bread*com of Germany
and Busria, In Britain it is now very little

mwn, being no longer a bread-corn, and
Sierefore of less value to the farmer than

barley, oats, or peas. Its chief use in English

agricolture arises from its early spring growth.

RYOT
The St. John’s Day rye, sown soon after mid-
summer, stands the winter, and, cut in April,

furnishes the earliest green food available for

the stable, byre, or sheepfold in spring.

Ryot (Arab, a peasant or serf). The culti-

vators of the soil in Hindustan, who pay the

land tax are designated by this name
;
the pro-

portion, one-sixth in peace, one-fourth in war,

at which the rate should be levied from the

produce haring been determined in the ancient

sacred works of the Hindus. It was seldom,

however, that the native rulers were content

with the quantity fixed by these authorities, buv.

generally taxed their subjects to the fullest

possible extent.

When the English obtained possession ofHin-
dustan, they adopted the system of farming the

revenues. Sueh an expedient was no improve-

ment on the administration of the native princes.

The farmers were an army of tyrants. Holding
their office for a short time only, they were
eager to procure every possible advantage to

themselves
;
and being checked by no efficient

control, they cruelly abused the powers neces-

sarily accorded to their office. The farmers
actually depopulated the country.

The incouveiiience.s which followvd on this

system induced Lord Cornwallis to attempt a

change. He, no doubt, meant honestly and
fairly by the natives

;
but being wholly

ignorant of the peculiar land tenures of India,

and the rights involved in them, he attempted

to set up a modified feudal system. The
farmers were turned into landlords under the

title of ciniindars, were rendvre<l liable to a
fixed and penminont tax, and nocived rents

from the r}’ot.s. Remedies in English courts of

law were supplied to the ryots in case they

were oppressed by their new masters.

These zemindars were a local aristocracy in

name only. They were often despised by the

rajpoots as persons of inferior caste
;
in all cases

they had been elevated to the rank ivhich they

occupied by the force of purely fortuitous

causes. The natives availed themselves of the

assistance of the English law courts. In one
district it is said that no less than thirty

thousand suits were lodged against the zemin-
dars. But these officials, though liable to

summary procedure if they defaulted for a
single month in the payment of their taxes,

could proceed against the ryots only by very
slow processes. Added to this, they were often,

as many other upstarts are, profligate, licentious,

and extravagant* In a very short time the

zemindary system disappeared, and in ite place

a settlement was made for thirty years at a
variable rent. In effect it is found that this

arrangement has not been satisfactory, and
considerable disaffection has from time to time

I

been expressed by the natives of the Bengal
presidency and their advocates.

In Madras, into which the Mohammedan
conquerors had not penetrated, the ancient
village system prevailed, with its headman,
who governed the land, distributed its jMPoducts,
and was responsible for the payment of taxes
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to government. Rer^ the occupation of the
English led to investigations into the system
by which the land tax was levied, and a new
plan, the exact reverse of the zemindair system,
was instituted. Colonel Read arid Sir T. Munro
set up what has been called the lyotwary system

;

the chief feature of which was, that the govern-
ment was henceforth to transact its business
with the individual ryot, no other person inter-

vening. This scheme annihilated the ancient
village system, which had prevailed for so many
ages in India, and induced as a consequence
enormous social difficulties. Besides, as under
this new method it was necessary to map out
and measure an infinity of allotments, the phy-
sicjil difficulties were almost insuperable

;
not

to mention the prodigious expense of such an
admeasurement, and the inevitable discontent

that would arise. To complete the folly, it

was resolved to make the rent permanent, as

if a peasant could pay a fixed rent with equal
ease in all seasons and under all circum-
stances.

After having destroyed the village system,
and having found it necessary to abandon the

zemindary and ryotwary, the government at-

tempted to revive the village system in a mo-
dified form, under the name of Mouzawar. The
)lan failed, for the new headmen of the vil-

ages, not having been appointed in pursuance
of the traditions of the ancient Indian insti-
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tutions, were avaricious and oppressive, and
odious to the ryots.

It became necessary then to establish the
ryotwary system on a new basis

;
and having

gained experience from past errors, the Indian
land tax was put on as fair a basis as was
possible under the circumstances.

The principal members of the Hindu village,

according to Mr. Richard Jones, were the head-

man, the registrar, the police magistrate, the

land measurer, the boundary man, the Brah-
man or priest, the schoolmaster, the astro-

loger, the smith or carpenter, the potter, the

washer-man, the barber, the cow-keeper, the

doctor, the dancing girl, the musician, and the

poet.

Rsrtlna (Gr. ^vrlr, a wrinUe). The name
of a genus of herbivorous Sirenia, of which
a species formerly inhabiting the coasts ‘of

Kamschatka {Ifytina Stdlert), with a wrinkled
and furrowed integument, is the type. Descrip-

tions of this animal were given by Steller in the
Transactions of the Academy, of St. Petersburg^

a few years after its discovery in the eighteenth

century. The whalers who traded to Behring’s
Straits and the northern shores of Siberia killed

large numbers of this animal for the sake
of the blubber and oil; the result being the
complete extinction of the species, of which no
individuals exist at the present time in a living

state.

S

8. A sibilant articulation, found in all the

languages of which we have any knowledge.

S may be regarded as a species of semivowel,

from its forming a kind of imperfect sound

without the aid of any of the vowels; and

from its peculiar quality of being able to be

sounded before all the consonants, it has been

termed by grammarians sua potesfaiis litcra.

It is susceptible of many interchanges, both

in the ancient and modern languages. As an

abbreviation, S is used for sooius, societaSf

souths solot &c. [Digamma.]

SabadlUlne. One of the poisonous alka-

loids of white hellebore.

8abatom (from the Heb. zaba, lord;

whence sabaoth, &c., or army, the host of

heaven). The religion which has for its

objects of worship the sun, moon, and other

heavenly bodies. This belief prevailed in very

remote ages in the Asiatic countries between

the Euphrates and the Mediterranean; and

Chald®a, the native land of astronomy, was

’its most celebrated seat. Sabaism was one of

the various forms of idolatry borrowed by the

Jews from their heathen neighbours. It was

ulan widely prevalent in Arabia ;
and aecoxuiDg

to some recent and singular revelations re-

specting that country, still subsists m parts.

under the cover of an ill-assumed Moham-
medanism. (Sale’s Preliminary Ikiscourse to

the Koran
;
Mhn. de VAcad, des Inscr, voL

XXV. p. 100 ; Palgrave’s Central Arabia,) The
word Sabaoth occurs in the New Testament as
a designation of the Almighty (the Loi*d of
Sabaoth).

Bftbal* A genus of Palms, including one
of the most northern representatives of tltat

order, S. Palmetto, reaching in Carolina as far
north as lat. 34*^ 36'. They have large fan-
shaped leaves, and in some species stems of
twenty to thirty feet high. The soft interior

of the short stem of S. Adansemi is eaten in the
southern states of America, and its leaves, as
well as those of 8, Palmetto, are used for plait-

ing into bats, resembling wbatdn this country
are called chip-hats. In Mexico the leaves of
8, mexioana are applied to a similar use.

Babasius (Gt. Sa/3d(ior). A Phrygian
divinity, identified by the Greeks with Diomt-
sus. Zeus, however, is also sometimes called
Zeus Sabazius. Serpents, which were sacred
to him, were borne in processions made in his
honour.
Babbatartaaa. In Ecclesiastical History

various sects have been so called
; particularly

a subdivision of the Anabaptists in six
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teenth contuiy, who obseryed the Jewish sab-

bath. The Sdbbatians of the fourth century

were followers of Sabbatius, a Novatian

bishop. (Socrates, Hist, EcqL v. 21.)

Sabbath. A Hebrew word signifying rest,

applied by the Jews to the seventh day of their

week (our Saturday), on which they were com-

manded to abstain from all manner of work.

The universal practice of tlie Christian church

from a very early period has set apart the first

day of the week (Sunday) in especial memory
of the Resurrection. TJie obligation upon which

the observance of Sunday rests has been placed

upon different grounds, (ilessey’s Bampton Lec-

tures for 1860; Edinburgh lit view, Oct. 1861;

Robert Cox, Literature of the Sabbath Question,)

Sabbatical Year. Every seventh year

among the Jews was so called, in accordance

with the precepts given in Exod. xxiii. 10,

Lev. XXV. 3, 20.

Sabellians. The followers of Sabellius,

in tlie third century, whose systetn %vas an

attempt to explain the doctrine of the Trinity

by representing the Father as the sole Person,

and the Son and Spirit as attributes, or ema-
nations from Him. Thus they compared the

Divinity to tlic sun; of which the Father
would bo analogous to the substance, the Son
to the light, and the Holy Gho.st to the heat.

This scheme has been known in later times as

that of the Modal Trinity
;
and some divines

of the church of England appear to have
adopted it, when attempting to explain accu-

rately the doctrine to which it refers, while

their opponents, making too ftirmal a distinc-

tion of the Tliree Persons, have been sub-

jected to the charge of Trith(‘istn.

The followoi’s of Praxeas, who Tnaiiitained

the Sabelliaii thesis, asserted that the Father had
united to Himself the human natuiv of Christ,

and were hence called Monahciiia^js, while

they were also styh*<i Pntrqxissians, as liolding

that the Father suffered in the death of Clirist.

SabiacesB (Sabia, one of the genera). A
small oriler of hypogynous Exogens, nearly

allied to Sapindaccte and Anacardiacca in the

structure of the ovary, fruit, and seeds, but
differing essentially in the stamens being equal

in number and opi^osite to the petals, two of the

stamons being usually much larger than the

others and perfect, the two or tliree others

much smaller and often without anthers. The
species are all tropical trees, shrubs, or woody
climbers, with alternate simple or pinnate
leaves without stipulss, and small fiowers

usually paniculate. They occur both in the New
and the Old World.

Bablflins. A Christian sect, also ciUled

Christiana of Saint John ; tliought by some to

1)6 the remnant of the Jewish Hemerobaptists
found in Persia and Arabia, principally at

Basra. {Mhn, de VAcad, des laser, vol. xii.

;

and Mosbeim, vol. iv.)

Babteu Wood. A hard shipbuilding

timber^ obtained from Cuba, and produced by
L^sUoma Qahicu. It is sometimes called Savicu

or Bavico Wood,

Sable (Ger, zobeL, Fr. zibelinc). A small

quadrupenl, allied to the marten-cat, celebrated

for the fine quality and rich colour of its fur,

of which the hairs turn with equal ease in

every direction. A single skin of the darker

colour, though not above four inches broad,

has been valued as high as 15^. The sable

{Mustela ziMUna, Linn.) is principally a native

of the nor! hern regions of Asia: it is hunted
and killed for the Russian market, either by a
single ball, a blunt arrow, or traps, by exiles

or soldiers sent for that purpose into the deserts

of Siberia. The skin is in the highest perfec-

tion from November to February. A nearly

allied animal, called the fsher, inhabits North
America, and is similarly sought after and
destroyed for its fur.

Sable. In Heraldry, hJaclc'. derived, pro-

bably, from the fur of the animal sable. One
of the colours, or tindaires, employed in bla-

zonry. It is equivalent to diamond among
precious stones, Saturn among planets. In

engraving, it is represented by vertical and
horizontal lines crossing each other.

Sabot (Fr ). In Artiller)^ a wooden top

or bottom fixed to a shell, in order to keep
the shell from rolling wliilo entering the bore,

thus insuring that the fuse is not next the

charge, in which ease the sliell would burst in

the gun It also saves the bore of a bronze gun
from injury by the rebounding of the shot.

The name sabot is also given to the heavy
w’ooden shoo w’orn by the poorer classes in

Franco.

Sabre (Fr.). A curved sword used by
cavalry.

Saccbarlo iLcid (Lat saccharum, sugar).

An uncrystiillisable acid product, formed along
with oxalic acid during tlie action of nitric acid

on sugar.

Saoebarimetry. Tlie operation of esti-

mating the. amount of sugar in any substance

that may contain it. The specific gravity is

sufficient for this purpose in the case of pure
syrups. In some other cases advantage is

taken of the extent to whieh a given volume
of a saccharine solution twists a ray of polarised

light. The latter operations may also be applied
ill the case of mixtures of cane and grape sugar.

Both twist the ray to the right, but the former
alone has this power inverted on ebullition with
hydrochloric acid

;
a fact which, when applied,

obviously affords experimental data for the
calculation of the quantities of each present.

Another sacchari metric method consists in con-

verting the cane sugar into grape sugar by
boiling with dilute sulphuric acid for two or
three hours, and then heating with solution of
potash or soda, and comparing the depth of
colour of the resulting dark brown liquid with
similar liquors prepared from known weights,
of sugar. Grape sugar will also reduce an
alkiiline solution of tartrate of copper with pre-
cipitation of orange yellow sub-oxide of copper.
This reaction is perfectly definite, and may be
applied in the estimation of grape or’cane sugar,
or both.
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Baoobaxlta (from its saccharine appear-

ance, like that of loaf-sugar). A hydrated
variety of Andesine, occurring in finely granular
masses of a white or greenish colour, forming
veins in Serpentine at the chrysoprase mines
near Frankenstein in Silesia.

Saoobarold (Lat. saccharum, and Gr. c7Sor,

form). A texture resembling that of loaf sugar

;

as saccharoid carbonate of lime, &c.
Sacobarometer (Lat. saccharum, and Gr.

fx^Tpov, a 7}ieasure). An instrument for deter-

mining the specific gravity of brewers’ and
distillers’ worts.

This name is also given to an instrument for

determining by polarised light tho quantity of

real sugar in saccharine solutions.

Sacebarum (Sansc. sarkara). A genus of
grasses, the most important species of which is

S. officiiiarum, the Sugar-cane, which has been
cultivated from time immemorial, and was
known to many savage tribes of the Eastern
hemisphere, who grew it for the sake of sucking
the stem or .sweetening their food with the raw
juice. Tho native country of the Cane is doubt-
less tho Eustem hemisphere, but the exact

locality whence it spread is unknown. India
hiys claim to it, and our name Sugar is a cor-

ruption of a Sanscrit word. New Caledonia,

in the South Pacific, has also a peculiar claim
to bo regarded its native country, for there

the Sugar-cane grows with rapidity and at-

tains an extraordinary size, and the barbarous
natives of I hut large island possess an endless

number of varieties. The manufueturo of sugar
is supposed to have been derived from China.

The consumption of sugar is largest in Aus-
tralia. where the European population uses

about 100 lbs. per head
;

w'hilst in England
36 lbs. and in Russia only 2 lbs. per head are

consumed. Sugar is made into molasses and
rum, and is also used medicinally. [Sugar.]

Sacer Morbus (Lat. sacred disease). One
of the names applied by the older writers to

epilepsy, though other disorders were also

occasionally similarly designated.

Sack (Fr. vin sec, drj/ wine), A Spanish

wine of the dry kind. The important part

which it plays in Shakspeare is well known.

Falstaff calls it sherris sack, which means
sherry sack; so called, says Blount, in his

Glossograpkta, from Xeres, a sea-town of Cor-

duba, where that kind of sack is made. At a

later period, sack seems to have been used us a

general term for all kinds of sweet wines ; and

it has been conjectured that, instead of being a

corruption of the French sec, as above noticed,

it derives its name more probably from a

common practice of the Spaniards, of putting

their sweet wines into sacks made of goat skins,

and thus transporting them from one place to

another.

8aok«tre«. [Lepurandra.]

Sskokbut (Fr. saquebute, Span, sacabuche).

A wind instrument of the trumpet species, but

different from the common trumpet in form and

size. It is of low or bass pitch, and is dravm

out or shortened by the means of sliders, ac-
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cording to the acuteness or gravity of the tone
to be produced. It is, in fact, the trombone of
the Italians.

Sacrament (Lat. sacramentum, an oath).

The military oath taken by every Roman
soldier, by which he swore to obey his com-
mander and not desert his standard.

Sacrament. In Theology, a word employed
very early by writers in theology to signify

certain distinctive ceremonies of the Christian

faith, and especially the rite of Baptism,
and the Eucharist or Lord's Supper. The
former of these two sacraments is frequently
called the second birth, the other is said to be
the communion of the body and blood of
Christ, while both are represented as having in

themselves a peculiar efficacy, conferring grace
upon the recipient, and imparting to him the
benefits of the Christian covenant. The Roman
ohurch is accused of holding the opinion that
this grace is conferred ex opere operato, by the
mere act, tho recipient remaining passive, and
that they fail of operation only where he is under
the infiuence of positive sin. According to
Article XXV. of the Established Church of
England, * Sacraments ordained of Christ bo
not only stgiis or tokens of Christian men’s pro-
fession

;
but nither they be certain sure wit-

nesses and effectual signs of grace, and God s

will towards us, by the which He doth work
invisibly in us, and doth not only quicken, but
also strengthen and confirm our faith in Him.'
The same article asserts that ‘ there are two

Sacraments ordained of Christ our Lord in the
Gospel, that is to say, Baptism and the Supper
of the Lord,’ and refuses the title of Sacra-
ments of the Gospel to the five ordinances of

Confirmation, Penance, Orders, Matrimony,
and Extreme Unction, which, with those of
Baptism and the Eucharist, make up the
seven sacraments of the church of Rome.
Sacred War. The most remarkable war

known by this name in classical history is that
which commericed with the seizure of Delphi by
the Phocians, b.c. 367, and was ended by the
conquest of the Phocians hy Philip of Macedon,
B. c. 346, accoixiing to the chronology of Clinton.

{Fasti Heltenici.)

Baorlfioe (Lat. sacrificium). Generally,
an offering made to the Deity, whether in token
of gratitude, or as a means for obtaining His
favour, or averting His wrath, or arresting His
vengeance. The sacrifices of all heathen nation

s

fall into two classes, the bloody and the un-
bloody.

It was the opinion of later Greek writers,

such as Plato and Pausanias, that bloody sacri-

ficeswore of comparativelylate introduction, and
that the practice of offering human victims had
been preceded by a system which prescribed
the presentation of frmts, cakes, and libations.

The earlier Greek literature fails to bear out
this assertion

; and a comparison of their tra-

ditions with those of other nations tends to
show that the system of human sacrifice was at

one time universal, and that the practice had
some connection with cannibalism. Achilleus
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makes a row that he will solemnly offer up
twelve Trojan youths (i?. xviii.) in expiation of

tho slaughter of Patrocles, and Zeus tells Hera
(i7. iv. 36) that his wrath would be satiated if

she would eat Priam and his children raw. The
human sacrifices to Zeus Lycneiis in Arcadia

seem to have been offere<l down to the time of

the Roman emperors. At Athens two victims

were sacrificed, ono on behalf of the men, the

other on the behalf of the women, at tho festival

called Tbargelia. According to Strabo, a man
was thrown every year into the sea from a

rock in Leueas in honour of Apollo. The
offering of human figures made of rushes in the

Lemuraiid attests the practice ofgenuine human
sacrifices among the earlier Latins, even if other

evidence were wanting in the traditions or the

history of later times. The idea that tho value

and efficacy of the offering was to he measured
by tho preciousness of tho \ncitini was socni

devoloped, and, like Balak in tho words of

Micah (vi. 7), the parent imagined that ho'

might atone for the sin of his soul by offering

up the fruit of his body. The working of this

idea is seen in the narrative of the ofiering of

Isaac by Abraham (Stanley, Lectures on the

Jewish Church'), and in the frightful sacrifices of

the valley of Hinnorn. The inveteniti' a<ldiction

of the Jews to the custom of making their first-

born pass through the fire,i. c. of burning them
alive m honour of Moloch, is abundantly proved

by the constant protests and remonstrances of

their prophets. Among the Plioenician tribes

the custom prevailed if possible in more horrible

exces.s. During the iiivasitm of Agathocles, the

statue of wMoloch at Cartilage was fed em’taiiily

witli 200, probably with 600, living ehildren.

(Orote, Hisfortf of (ire rr, part ii ch. xcvii.)

lint in times of whicli w(! have, historical

know’ledgo, the bloody sacrifices of the Greeks

and Romans were generally confined to the

slaughter ofbrute aiiinials. In the earlier times

these seem to have been burnt wliole [ITolo-

cacst]
;
but ill the Homeric ages the legs en-

closed in fat, with certain parts of the entrails,

were set apart for the gods, while tho rest

of the carcase furnished a banquet for the

worshijipers. This change is in<licaled in tho

legends of Epinietheus and PnoMUTiiKtis. The
gods were supposed to delight especially in the

smoke of the sacrifice; hence the potency of

the offering was proportioned to tiie number of

the victims, and thus was developed the practice

of offering a hundred oxen [Hecavoaih], or of a

larger number. Whatever may have been their

effect on the gods, these sacrifices were un-

doubtedly acceptable to men as furnishing the

means for lavish feastings Tlic siicrificc.y of

Solomon at the dediciition of the temple arc said

to have furnished the Jews with magnificent

banquets for many days. (2 Chron. vii.)

The most common sacrifice of animals among
the Romans was the suoveUmrilia ILustha-

I'ion], answering to the Greek rpirrita .

The unbloody sacrifices comprised (1) liba-

tions, which especially accompanied the sacri-

fices offerwi on the comjdetion of treaties, hence
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termed <nroySat; (2) incense; (3) fruit and cakes,

the former of these being offered chiefly as first-

fruits or tithes of harvest, the latter being pecu-

liar to the worship of certain gods, as of Apollo.

These cakes were frequently made in the form of

animals, and were then offered as a substitute

for the sacrifice of the real animals.

Sacrilege (Jjat. sacrilegium). In Roman
Law, this crime was defined to be the stchling

of sacred things (sficrnrun? rerum ftirtum), i.e.

from a temple. In English Law, tho offence

of sacrilege is constituted by breaking and
entering any church, cJiapcl, meeting-house, or
other place of divine worship, and committing
any felony therein, or by committing any felony

in any such place and then breaking out of tho

same
;
and is punishable in tho same manner

as burglary tstat. 24 & 26 Viet. c. 96).

Sacristan (Liw Lat. sacnata). The person

to whose charge the vestments used in divlm;

service are committed. The name is now
ciUTiipti'd to sixton. In most of tbe old ea-

theilrals the saerist W'as the treasurer s depniy
and a vicar choral. (Hook, Church Dictionary,

s.v.)

Sacristy (Lat. sucer, sacred). In Arelii-

tecturo, an apartment attaohefl to a chureh, in

whieh the eonsecrated ve^sebs of the chureh,

and the gunnenls in 'which the cler^jy ofiici ite,

&c., are deposited.

Sacrum (Lat.). In Anatomy, the sar-ium

is that vertebra, or series of Ncrtebne, usually

aneliylosed, which gives attaelunent to the

mcxlified hsemal areh called pdvic.

Sacuum. In Aiithropoloniy, the posterior

hone of the pelvis, articulated to the last lumbar
\ertebr.i, and firmly united by syneliondrosis

on each side to the hij) bones; below, tlu'

os coccygis isallaehcd to it. ln _>oiing subjects

it is composed of fi\e vertf'bne united by carti-

lages, but in more advanci'd age it becomes one

bom*.

Sacti. Ill irimbi Mythology, the female
power of the universe, as distinguislied from
Siva. (Muir, San.shnt 7V.rA'., part iv. cli. iii.

§ vi ) 'J'lns power is represented in tlio

mystericb of Kali or Durgii, the spouse of Siva,

by a W'onian, who receives this title, and is

purified for the offuM* in a manner whicli

exhibits tbe cbiscst resemblanee to the rites of

initiation in the Eleusliiiau mysteries. The
word is the same as Suttke.
Sadder. A work in the modern Dersian

tongue, comprising a summary of various parts

of th<‘, Zknuavesta, or sacrod books of the

ancit'iit IVrsians. The authority and character

of the Sa<hlcr arc siipposi'd to bo very small :

some attribute it to the Pursees, and give it an
antiqu'ty of several centuries; others consider

it a more modern forgery. {Mem. de (Acad,
des Inscr, vol. xxxviii.)

Saddle (Ger. sattle, Lat. scdilc, Fr. selle).

In Rea langiiugp, a lump of wood acting as a
seat or re.st to tho heel of a boom, and shaped
acconlingly. It is principally employed in

stearlying the sludaing-sall-booms, and tho

jib-hoom.



SADDUCEES
8addaoe«[i« A sect of religionists among

the Jews. It is remarked that during the time
of the great Hebrew prophets there is no ac-
count of the existence of any sects among
tlicm. The most ancient sect was that of the
Sadducees, whose founder, Sadok, lived about
250 years b. c. He appears to have restricted

the providence of God to the distribution of
the temporal rewards and punishments which
form the main feature of the old dispensation

;

and his later followers entirely rejected the
doctrine of a resurrection. [Soul.] They were
assimilated also to the Epicureans in main-
taining the perfect freedom of human actions;

and like those pagan philosophers were few in

number, and only ot the highest and most
literary classes. They were distinguished also

from the Pharisees by the rcjt'ction of tradi-

tion, and by strict adherence to the written

law alone. (Milman’s History of Christianity.)

Safe-conduct (the name as well as usage

lid to have originated in Italy : salva condotta).

. license, or passport, from the proper au-

lority, insuring to those who hold it personal

ifety while passing and repassing from one

place to another, over ground occupied by
enemies, in time of war. The prerogative of

granting it belongs to the sovereign, or the

officer in command to whom tlie sovereign has

delegated it. Unless the language be expressly

stended, it protects only one person and his

msonahle baggage. If it be limited as to time,

le holder is nevertheless entitled to equitable

rotcction if he has been prevented from
'turning by some cause over which he has no
jiitrol. (Pliillimore’s InternationalLaw

^

part

ix. chap, viii.)

Safety Xiamp. A lamp invented by Sir H.
avy, so constructed as to burn without danger

in the explosive atmosphere of coal mines

infested with fire damp. Flame may be con-

sidered as vapour or aeriform matter in a

state of intense ignition
;

the temperature,

therefore, of flame is always very high. When-
ever flames emit much light, they derive that

property from the presence of finely divided

matter diffused through them. Thus, the in-

tense brilliancy of the flame of phosphorus

appears to depend upon the particles of in-

combustible phosphoric acid diffused through

it : and the bright light emitted by a gas flame

depends upon finely divided charcoal, which

is ignited by the gas and at the same time

burnt. The correctness of this ihiory of flame

is shown by the circumstance of its being ex-

tinguished by cooling ;
and this is best effected

by causing it to pass through a piece of fine

wire gauze, which, when held horizontally in

the midst of the flame, extinguishes its upper

part, provided the flame is not projected under

pressure, in which case if the pressure be

great the flame will pass through. That the

wire gauze acts merely by its cooling power,

is shown by the flame pasaing through it when
it acquires a ^hite heat, or when its meshes

are not fine enough to exert a due cooling

power. It is also found that very hot flames,
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j

such as that of hydrogen, will pass through
tissues impervious to flames of a lower tem-

I
perature, such as that of a common

I candle or a gas flame. [Flame.]

I

The application of these principles

[
to the construction of the safety

I

lamp is as follows : The flame of

I

a small oil lamp C is surrounded
by a cylinder of wire gauze A B

I (doubled at A, where likely to

!

become hottest, and protected by
: the stout wire frame D), and burns
within it, the air having free in-

j

gross and egress through the gauze.

I
When it is immersed in an explo-

I
sive atmosphere, such as that of

! a coal mine infested by fire damp,
! the inflammable gas enters from

,

without and burns in the cage

;

I

but, ill consequence of the cooling power of the
*“

' w’ire gauze, no flame can pass outwards so as to

:
Ignite the surrounding atmosphere : the miner,

' therefore, is warned of his danger by the

!
appearance of the lamp. As long as the

, external atmosphere is safe, the lamp burns as
usual

;
but upon the approach of the fire damp

the flame is more or less enlarged
;
and in tlio

most explosive condition of the surrounding
air the cylinder appears filled w'ith a bint-

lambent flame, which flickers within it, the

wick of the lamp appearing for the time ex-

tinguislied. It is, however, rekindled as tho
air becomes more pure ; or should the fire damp
greatly predominate, it may be entirely ex-
tinguished. Before this happens, however, the

miner is duly apprised of his danger, and
has time to retreat. (Davy On the Safety
Lamp.)

Attempts have been made to light mines by
the electrical light, which not being maintained
by combustion may be kept up in an air-tight

glass globe. The introduction of effectual

means of ventilation into mines has of late

received more attention than formerly, by which
means accumulation of inflammable gas is

prevented
;
and more attenttoa is also paid to

the state of the barometer, the evolution of gas
from the coal being found to be in a great
degree proportionate to the amount of baro-
metric pressure.

Safety Valve. [Steam Engine.]
BaAower. The Carthamug Hnctoritis^ or

Bastard Saffron, the dried flowers of which
are used as a dye stuff, and in the preparation
of the pigment called rouge.

Safllron (Welsh safrwn, Ger. and Dutch
saffhin). The prepared stigmas of the purple-
flowered Crocus sativus. The stigmas of this
species of crocus are of a deep orange colour,

and have a peculiar and very characteristic

odour
;
they are used in medicine, chiefly as a

rich yellow or orange colouring matter. Saffiron

is principally imported from the South of
Europe, especially Spain; formerly it was
largely cultivated in this country in the vicinity

^

of Saffron Walden in Essex. Saffron is often

; adulterated to a considerable extent with the
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petals of other pknts, especially with those

ot the marigold.

Sstgra (a Teutonic and Scandinavian word,

connected with the verb sagen, to say). The
general name of those ancient compositions

which comprise at once the history and my-
thology of the northern European races. Their

hiRguage is different from the modern Danish,

Swedish, and Norwegian, and is more powerful

and expressive than cither of these later dia-

1

lects. Of the mythological sagas the most

frimous are the saga of Eagnar Lodbrog. the

llervarar saga, the Voluspa saga, and the Wil-

kiiia saga. The historical sagas are very

numerous
;

the Jomsrikingia saga and the

Kafiinga saga comprehend much of the early

annals of Norway and Denmark ;
the Eyrbi^gla

saga is the chief historical document of ancient •

Iceland. Many of them are collected in the

.groat work of Snorre Sturloson called Helms-'

krinf̂ la . [Epic; Mytholoov; Nidlllnoen
^

Lied
,
vSiorunii.] I

Sagapeilum* A ft‘tid gum-resin brought
j

from Persia and Alexandria, probably tlio
|

produce of a species of Fenih. It is occa-

sionally u^od in medicine as a nervine and
j

stimulating expectorant. Its odour .‘•omen liat
|

rosomblos tliat of assafoBtiila, but it is much
weaker.

Sage. [SAf.vn]

Sa'^eretla (.iftor M, Sagoret, a Emich
vcgolable physiologist). A genus of Rluan-

nao€fP, of which one species is S. t/mcatts, the

Tia of the Chines('. It i.s a native of IVnang
an<l the Philippine Islands, as well as of

Southern Cliina
;
and the poorer cbi‘<ses of the

Chinese are said to employ its tea-like leaves

as a substitute for true tea.

Sagper. A clay used in making the pots

in which earthenware is baked, and which are

called sagyers or setjyers.

Sageriuff to lbeeward. A Nautical term,

denoting the movement by which a ship makes
considerable lee-way. It is the antithesis to

holding a good wind, i. e. bearing up well to

windwanl.

Sagitta (Lit. arrow or dart). One of

Ptolemy’s forty-eight constellations in the

uorihern hemisphere. [CoNSTELi-ATrox.]

8aottta. A t<‘rm used by the older writer.4

on Trigonometry to deimle the versed sine

of an arc ;
from its rcspinblancc to an arrow

standing on the chord of the double arc.

Baf^lttarltts (Lut. the Archer). One of

the twelve constellations of the Zodiac. It

is represouted .on celestial globes and charts

by the figure of a centaur in the act of shooting

an arrow from his bow.

Sagittate (Lat. sagittatus, from sagitta,

an arrow). In Zoology, a part of an animal

is so called when it is triangular and hollowed

out at the base with posterior angles.

9aso (Malay, sagu, bread). A granulated

forih of starch obtainerl from various species of

Palms and Cycads. I’he Sago of commerce is

prepared from the soft inner portion of the 1

trunks of Sagits ksvis and 8. Humpkii, which
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' are sociable palms, growing together in lar^e

I masses, principally in swamppr places. It is

^ obtained by cutting the trunks into pieces about
two feet long, the pieces being then split in

half, and the soft substance scooped out and
!
pounded in water till the starchy matter sepa-

rates, when it is drained off with the water,

;
allowed to settle, and afterwards purified by
washing. It is then in the form of sago-

' meal, bat before being sent to this country it is

I

made into what is termed pearl-sago. In this

process, the rough meal is first repeatedly
washed and strained, then spread out to dry,

and afterwards broken into small pieces, which,
when sufficiently hard, are pounded and sifted

until they are of regular size. Small quantities

are then placed in a large cloth or bag sus-

pended from the ceiling, and shaken backwards
and forwards for about ten minutes, when the

particles become granuluted or pearled. They
are then tlioroughly dried and packed for ex-

portation.

Other kinds of Sago are obtained from the
stems of Ph(rnix farimfera, Corypha Gebanja,
and Caryota urrns, as well as other Palms ami
Cycads. What is called Portland Sago is ob
taint'd from the corm of Arum 'macidatum,

collected in the island of Portland.

Sagum (Lat.). The cloak worn by the

inferior ofticers and the soldiers of the Roman
legion, in contradistinction to the Pali'dv-

xir.NTUM of the genenils. It was the dress

of war, as tlie toga w’as the dress of peace,

and >vas put on by
‘ ’

was w'.ir in Italy. It was worn open in front,

and gemirally fastened across tho shoulder by
a strap. This name was also given to the

dre-^s of several barbarous nations. Thus
Tacitus says of the Germans, tegumen omnibus
sagnm\ and Varro and Diodorus Siculus

represent it as the costume of the Gauls.

Sagus (jNIalay sagii, bread). The name of

the Sag<i Palm. The, word ^gus is derived
from Sago ijr Saga, which in the language ofthe

Papuan race signifies bread, and is given by
them to tho two palms from which the well-

known Hago of the shops is obtained. [Saoo.]

The former of these, S. lavis (alias Metroxylon
l<evc), from which the greatest part of the sago
exported to Europe is deriv^, grows from
twenty-five to fifty feet high, and has a rather

thick trunk marked with the scars left by
fallen leaves, and usually invested towards the

summit w ith the withered remains of leafstalks
;

above these the large pinnate smooth-stalked

rather erect leaves form a gracefhl crown, from
out of tho centre of which the alternately-

branched pyramidal flower-spikes arise, their

bases being enveloped by smooth sheaths. The
bitter, 8. liumpkii (alias Metroxylon Bumphii),
resembles 8. lavis in general appearance, but
is usnally a much smaller tree, and has its

leafstalks and the sheaths enveloping the lower
part of the flower-spikes armed with sharp

I

spines from half an inch to about an inch long.

These trees produce their flower-spikes when

I

about fifteen years old, and the fruit is nearly
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three years in ripening, after which they die.

In order to procure the greatest quantity

of sago, the trees must be cut down imme*
diately the flower-spike make its i^pearance.

Saliarsu The name given to the great

desert of the north of Africa, extending from
the Nile to the Atlantic coast and from the

Atlas mountains to within 10^ of the equator.

Throughout this vast tract, which is an undu-
lating and for the most part barren district,

there are intervals of cultivated land, called

Oases. The rest is an ancient sea-bottom,

hard, smooth, and level, spmetimes covered

with sand, and often encrusted with salt. A
considerable native traffic is carried on in

various directions through the Sahara, and it is

thinly peopled throughout with African tribes.

With great difficulty and danger, European
travellers have at various times succeeded in

penetrating to the great central African city

of Timbuctu, entering Africa from the north,

north-east, south, and west. There is no
natural drainage, by river, of any part of the

Sahara, and but little rain seems to fall
;
water

is occasionally found in springs and pools, but
not during the whole year. The estimated

area of die Sahara is two and a half millions

of square miles, and the same condition of

the surface extends out into the Atlantic, far

bej'ond the African coast. The eastern extremity

of the great Sahara, abutting upon Egypt, is

covered with a v^t accumuladon of loose sand
drifting eastwams, owing to the prevalence

of winds from the west.

Sabllta. In Mineralogy, a greenish-grey

variety of Pyroxene or Augite, resembling Bi-

opside, found in the silver mine of Sahla, and
in many other parts of Sweden.
8aU (Ger. segel, Dutch zeil). A surface

obtained by canvas, mat, or other material,

by the action ot the wind on which, when
extended, the vessel is moved. A sail ex-

tended by a yard hung (dung) by the middle

and balanced, is called a square sail: a sail set

upon a gaflf dr a stay, is called a fore-and-aft

sail ; which terms refer to the position of the

yard, gaflf, or stay, when the sail is not set.

The upper part of every sail is the head, the

lower part the foot ; the sides in general are

called leecAes; but the weather or side edge

of any but a square sail is called the lujf, and
the other edge the qfter leech. The two upper

coiners are earings^ but that of a jib is the

head\ the two lower comers are in general

clews the weather clew of a fore-and-aft sail,

or of a course while set, is the took. The
edges of a sail are strengthened by a rope

called the bolt rope. The ropes at &e upper

and lower edges are the head and foot ropes

of the sail. The canTas or sail-cloth is made
in belts ; and the qualities are numbered from

No. 1, which is the stron^t and is used for

storm sails, to No. 8, ^ich is used for the

smallest sails, as small* studding sails, dec.,

which the seamen commonly call fiyina kites.

The cloths in a square sail are seamed verti-

cally; in a fore-and-afb sail they are parallel
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to the after leech. In this way the strain

of the she^t difluses itself over the canvas
both along and across the cloths. Discussions

have, however, arisen as to the best mode
of seaming. When a seam opens, the sail

often splits. Captain Cowan took out a patent

for horieontal seaming ;
he remarks (Essay on

the Construction of SailSt that such sails

wh<m they split remain full, and are less liable

to blow away, and that they also were found

to last much longer. The plan, however, has
not been approved. Diagonal seaming, which
has also had its advocates, is defective in

principle
;

for it must bring the strain of a
sheet either on a single cloth, or entirely

across the stitches.

Sails take their names from the mast, yard,

or stay upon which they are stretched. Thus,
the principal sail extended upon the main mast
is called the main-sail

;
the next above, which

stands upon the main top-mast, is the main-
top-sail ; above which is thq main iop-gallani-

satl

;

and above all, the main royal. In like

manner, there are the foresail^ thefore top^sail,

the fore top-gallant-sail^ and the fore royals

although the square foresail is very rarely

used, from the circumstance that it would take

the wind out of all the jibs
;
and similar ap-

I pellations are given to the sails supported by
i the mizsen or after mast. The main staysail,

main-top-mast staysail, &c., are between the

main and fore masts
;
and the mizztn staysail,

mizzen-top-mast staysail, ’&c., are between the

main and mizzen masts. These are, however,

employed only in dead calms and under ex-

ceptional circumstances. Between the foremast

and bowsprit ore the fore staysail (commonly
called the foresail), the jib, and sometimes a

flying jib and middle jib; and the studding
sails are those which are extended upon booms
run out beyond the arms of the different yards
of the main mast and fore mast.

To make sail, is to set sail. To shorten sail,

is to take in some sail by furling or reefing.

To loose sails, is to spread or hang out the sails

that bad been furled, either to air them, oi for

the purpose of setting afterwards. To strike

sail, IS to lower the yard or gaff of a sail when
set, in token of salute. Furling and reefing

sails are performed either by men going along
the yard to which the sail’s head is attached,

and BO drawing the sail up and binding it to

that yard, or by Cunningham’s Patent, described

below, under which these operations can be per-
formed from the deck.

The common theory of sails which assumes
the impact of columns of air is radically

defective; for it is a fact familiar to sailors

that the reef points, or any light stuff by
accident in the same situation, hang vertically

in the hollow of the sail, as in a calm, thereby
proving that the sail is filled with a mass
of air, quiescent or nearly so, and maintained
in a state of statical pressure; whereas if

the common theory were true, the points

would lie flat to the canva^ as weeds arc

pressed against the bank of a stream. Hence
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it follows that there is a certain extent of hol-

low or hdly which increases the effect of the

sail. It of course adds to the effect of sails to

wet them, by swelling the threads and closing

the pores : this practice is often resorted to in

calm weather. In recent years several systems
^

have been attempted for furling and toking in
|

sails without the necessity for sending men
j

aloft—a dangerous duty in foul weather. The
invention of Mr. Cunningham, B.N., has at-

tained most celebrity. In this, the yard to

which the sail is bent is made to revolve in its

slings by means of ropes upon the deck, and to

wind or unwind the sail upon it. The plan

involves a vertical division in the centre of

the sail, and, moreover, makes it necessary to

lessen the number while increasing the length
i

of the sails on each mast. The practical ex-

perience of this system has not yet been suf-

ficient to allow of any decisive opinion on its

merits; but, while it is certain to encounter

much prejudice from naval men, who cling

with singular tenacity to old customs, it

is incontrovertible that it saves hands, and
therefore diminishes the cost of practical na-

vigation.

Bailing. In Navigation, the art of directing

a ship on a given .line laid down in a chart. It

is called p/ane amling when the chart is con-

structed on the supposition that the earth*s

surface (or rather the surface of the ocean) is

an extended plane ;
and globular sailing^ when

the chart is a globular chart, or constructed on
the supposition that the earth is a sphere, the

ship being then supposed to be sailing on the

arc of a great circle. [Gbsat Cibclb Sailiko ;

Navigation.]
Bailing Order or Order of Bailing.

Any determinate order preserved by a squadron

of ships. It usually implied, in the days of

sailing fleets, one, two, or three parallel

columns
;

but it is at the disposition of the

admiral.
i

Bailor. On Shipboard, one who is making
a long sea voyage other than his first ; and who
is qpalifled to go aloft and tend the sails. A
sailor is not necessarily a seaman.
Sainfoin or Saintfoin (Fr.). The On<h

hrychia saliva, a plant of the family Legtmi^
nosa, and cultivated as a very wholesome
fodder. It will not thrive well except when
the soil or subsoil is calcareous, and conse-
quently it is rarely met with, except on the
Cotswold Hills, and on the chalk soils of
Dorset, Hants, Wilts, Sussex, Kent, It

generally remains for eight or ten years, a
much longer period than it does in France.
The first growth is made into hay, the after

crop being eaten by cattle; it is also well]

adapted for soiling,

Bnlat CUMKTgo'a Bnsign or Vhe Wliitd
Vnalga* The distinguismug badge of ships

of the Boyal Navy. U consists of a red cross

on a white field with a union jack in the upper
quarter next the mast. The 8t. George’s ffag

is the admin^^s sign of presence and commit.
An admiral carries it at the main, a vioe-
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[

admiral at the fore, and a rear-admiral at the

znizxen. It resembles the ensign, but is much
smaller, and the union jack is wanting.

,
BBint J«liB of Jerasalomt Xnlgbto of.

A military order of religious persons. They
derived their name froma church and monastery
dedicated to St. John the Baptist, founded at

Jerusalem about 1048 by merchants from
Amalfi, the brotherhood of its members being
devoted to the duty of taking care of poor and
sick pilgrims. The order was instituted as a
military brotherhood by Raymond du Pu^, its

principal, early in the twelfth century. It was
divided into three ranks—knights, chaplains,

and servitors; and in its military capacity it

was bound to defend the church against the

infidels. It held various possessions and
settlements in different parts of the Ktist.

In the thirteenth century, being driven from
Palestine, the knights of this order fixed

their principal seat first in Cyprus, and after-

wards at Rhodes, where they remained from
1309 to 1622, when the island was captiu*ed

by Solyman II. After several changes of

settlement, they were fixed in 1630 by Charles

V. at Malta and its dependent islands
;
whence

they took the name of Knights of Malta. Hero
they maintained themselves until 1798, when
the island was taken by Napoleon. The order,

however, continued to subsist, notwithstanding

the loss of its sovereign possessions both in

Malta and in Tuscanv. Before the French revo-

lution the number oi knights was estimated at

3,000. The temporal powers of the order were
chiefly concentrated in the hands of the grand
master ; but he was, in fact, controlled by the

governors of the eight languages. These were,

of Provence, Auvergne, France, Italy, Aragon,
Germany, Castile, and England. The lands
were divided into priories, commandcries, and
bailliages. The spiritual power was exercised

by the chapter, consisting of eight ballivi con-

ventuales. The knights were under the rules

of the order of St. Augustine ; but Protestants

were not bound to celibai^’. They were re-

quired to be necessarily of good descent ; but
those whose proofs of noble ancestiy were
unquestionable were termed cavalieri ai gins*

tieia^ while others who could not show such
proofs might be admitted on account of their

merits as cavafuri digraxia, [Hospttallxbs.]

BalatBImoBlBam In Political Philosophy,

the name given to the faUowers of Claude
Henri, count de St ffimon. [Soculusm.]

Baliits (Lat. sancti, holy persons). Pious
men, who, according to a custom early prevalent
among Christians, were eommemorated with
honour after their death in the services and
ceremonies of the church. This distinction was
originally applied to the apostles and eminent
martyrs and confessors, whose places of burial
were re^rded with pious affection by the
iaithfiU in the neighbourhood, and memorials
0^ relics oi whom were ear^ully chenshed.
The observance of particular days in hraour of

I

the saints was also a very early custom, and
from this practice the cnltus of the saints was
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developed. Theij intercession was supposed Salamsfaln or Salamatoae. The name
to hare power with God, and individuids put given bj Werner to theblueor Oriental Sapphire
themselves under the especial patronage of one from Ceylon.
or more amougst the number, whicA in later 0alep (Arab. Sahleb). The prepared roots of
times was vastly augmented. The assertion the Orchis mascuia^ latif^olia, and Morio, as wrdl
that miracles were .performed at their tombs as of other tuber-bearing species of the Orchid
and by their relics, led not unfrequently to the family. These roots consist principally of
greatest rivalry and contention between the bassorin, with a small quantity of starch, and
votaries of the 'shrines of different saints, and are dried and preserved for use as an article of
sometimes those of the same. For the hierarchy food.

of the saints, see Milman, Latin Christianity^ Salto ]Law« The law of that community
book xiv. ch. ii. [CANONisaTioK.I of the nation of Franks which inhabited the
Baker (for the derivation of this word, see country between the Meuse and the Rhine

—

Murkkt). a cannon of the sixteenth century, the law of the Ripuarian Franks governing
Tartaglia, who dedicated a work on gunnery to those who dwelt between the Rhine and the
Heniy VIII., gives a table of onmance in- Loire. The origin of the name Salian, given
eluding 6^-pounder and 8-pounder sakers. to this portion of the Franks and their law, is

Fosbroke {Bncyclofadia of Antiquities) gives a uncertain
; some derive it from the river Saale,

table of Ordnance of Queen Elizabeth’s time, in Saxony, on the banks of which the Salii are
including the saker, throwing a 6} lb. ball, and supposed to have been settled before the period
of 3} inches calibre. On a gun 7 feet 9 inches of their migration westward. The body of law
long, of 376 inches calibre, in the Museum of in question was republished and reformed by
Artillery at Woolwich, occurs this inscription, Charlemagne in 798, and is still preserved,
‘IRON and Robert Owyn, bretheiyn, made both in the earlier and in the remodelled shape,
thys sacar, weying IZIZ. Anno Dni, 1638.’ The most celebrated portion of it is contained

Alembrotli. The hydrargo-chloride in the title 62. Le Aiodty where it is declared
of ammonium. A compound of sal ammoniac ‘that ‘ no portion of the inheritance in Salic
and corrosive sublimate. land (terra salica) can fall to females

;
but

Sal Ammoniac. Muriate of ammonia
;

that the whole must pass to the males.* What
hydro-chlorate of ammonia

;
chloride of ammo- those lands were which are intended by the

Ilium. A compound of ammonia and hydro- term Salic, has afforded room for infinite dis-
chloric acid. Its name is derived from the cussion among French antiquaries. It is sup-
temple of Jupiter Ammon, in Egypt, where it posed by Bucange that they were those lands
WM originally made by burning camels' dung : which were acquired by Franks at the period
it is now lar^ly manirfactured in this country, of the conquest, and held by military service
[Ammoioa.] only. But it is argued bysome that the exdnrion
Sal de Baolnui (Lat.). An ancient chemi- of females was o^y to take place where malea

cal name applied to sulphate of potash. were to be found in the san^e degree of kindivd
Sal Oem. Common salt % to the ancestor. However this may be, the
Sal Mlrablle (Lat.). Glauber's salt, fundamental law which excluded females from

SulphaU of soda. succession to the crown of France received, in
Sal Sertatam (Lat.). A term applied by very early times, the appellation of the Salic

old chemical writers to the rhombic phosphate law, and was supposed by her lawyers to be
of soda. derived ftfom the provisions of this ancient
••J Svunella. Nitrate of potash fused code. This custom prevailed from the earliest

into cakes or balls. The latter were sometimes times, as we learn from Tacitus, among the
coloured blue. Germanic tribes. The first occasion on which
Sal Belgnette. Tartrate of potash and it was publicly canvassed in France was in

soda. [Rochbixb Salt.] 1316, when Jeanne, the daughter of Louis
Volatile (Lat.). Carbonate of am- Hutin, was excluded from the crown in favour

monia. The term is often applied to a spiritu- of Philip V. her uncle. In 1328 it was contested
ous solution of carbonate of ammonia flavoured by Edward III., who claimed by a title.prior to
with aromatics, as in the compound spirit of that of Philip of Valois, if females were admis-
ammonia in the Pharmacopeia. sible ; Edward beii^ the son of Isabella, sister

Balade(Fr.)or BaUet. A piece of armour of Louis Hutin. From this pretension arose
for the head, in use in the fifteenth century. the wars between England and France, widch
Salamander (Gr. o’aAdjaovSpa). The name occupied the whole ofthe following century. In

of a genus of Batrachian reptiles, now limited 1693 the famous arr6t of the parliament of
to the terrestrial species of long-tailed Caduci- Paris was pronounced, by whiA all treaties
branchiates, or those which lose their gills be- made to transfer the crown to a foreign dynasty
fore arriving at maturity, but retain their tails, were declared null, as contrary to the l£uie and
This appendage is changed in the progress of other fundamental laws. The same law has
growth m the true salamander from a com- been recognised in all countries of which the
pressed to a rounded form. The female brings crown has devolved upon the royal house of
forth the young alive, which are hatched in the France, and formed the foundation of those
oviduct; and the sexes frequent the water at the pretensions of the Infant Bon Carlos (Bour-
season of reproduction. [Batbachia ; Tmton.] Ion) to the throne of Spain which caiuM the
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great Spanish civil wan of this century. It from the work. It is the reverse of a Bs-
was also considered as established in those ex^tebino 4.nglb.

great fiefs^of the crown of France which had fiMUeat Angle of a Volygoo. An angle

been granted to princes of the blood by way of whicdi prqjects outwards* If an ai^le of a

apanage
;
and by this means, on the deatn of poly^n be defined as the quantity of turning

Charles duke of Burgun^, leaving a daughter required in order to cause .one side to coincide

only, the dukedcan of Bmgondy proper re- with the next after sweeping across the polygon

vert^ to Louis XI. as a fi^. [mem, de itself

^

then any angle of a polygon will be

tAead, dcs Inset, vol. xz. ; Heyer's Origism salient which is less than two rigid; angles
;
an

Judieiaires ; Hallam’s Middle Ages.) angle greater than two right angles would then

Salloaoose (Salixt the principal genus), be termed a RB-xMmiuMO'

A

molb.

A natural order of AehlsanydeoBS Usogeaoa, Aaltoat yiaeoa of Axms. In Fortiflea-

distinguished by a two-ralved cap^e, and tion, enlarged spaces left by the rounding i>t the

numerous seeds tufted vrilh long hairs. The counterscarp opposite the salieina. Th^ are

genus 8alix compn^ienids tiie plasts called intended for the assemhily of troops for sorties

Osiers, Sallows* and Widlsoo, and is of great or defence.

economical val^ net ariiy for the fnepoaes of AoHtitIn (Lat. part of saBo, Ikap\ The
the basket-viaJccr, bst heeme seve^ species third uinier in the Maamaalugical system of

have a bark wfai^ has been found% 0ai^ ts Uligez, including the Marsnpiid genera Hypsi-

contain as UBOch ns the oak. A eiystsl- prymus and Hedmatwnts^ or the potoroos and
lisable prindple calledeaf^ has beenohhuaed

j

fcangaioos, srhose pnagressaon as by saceeBsive

from 8edi» Hdix srad frihenu, srineh, sfiDBrdaog leaps.

to Mageinhe, acfoObs the
j

pragresi of fiever W iolMIsrowi WooAo Bodes of the Triassic

as efiicieiitly as the sttlphoBiie of quuuiiSL The series eantaudiig deposits of coobsmo salt iai

Poplars, Aspens, and Abele trees also Ihmi a Eng^i^ were fonaMiilj thus derignaied. The
part of this oidec. wamm is now not gonmUy nsed* as maa^ of

(Lat aslix,anaBs»). (C««HuOt4.) the srit-bearisg xodBi aie Testiaiy.

A cxystalline substance extracted fiora the hsik BOUAOMo Tins term, whidi is of

of the willow. Its srinlhms have a bittertsste: ft^nont oeennenee in chemiitiy, is applied

they are laevogyeste with reference to polaiised chkdj to those metaffie osades wbicli eomfaiuo

light Salicin is ehaiaeterised by the deep red in definite proportions with^ scids, so as to

colour which is produced when the ratals are fonn distinct seids. Amnwoia sad the regeto*

moistened with strong sulphuric scid. When aik^ are also^ upon the same principle,

salicin is boiled wite dil^ sulphuric arid, salifiable bases.

glucose and saligenxn are prodoeed. When Aallt. The Boman flamens^ or peenlisr

distilled with bichromate oi potadi and dilute priests of Man. They were twelve in number,

sulphuric acid, salicylous acid or hydride of and gnaided the Amceui; or sacred ahield of

salicyl (C14 Hs O4, H ) is obtained in the distil* Mars.

late. This is identical with the essential oil of Ballaomster. An instrument for measure

Meadow-sweet Ulmaria). Whenfnsed mg the quantity of salt that may be in sola*

below redness with three parts of hydrate of tion in the water of a steam boiler, which is

potash, a salicylate of the alkali is obtained, indicated by the specific gravity of the water,

from a solution of which salicylic acid is pre- Common sea water contains ^ of salt, and the

cipitated by the addition of hydrochloric acid, water in the boiler should never be suffered to

A solution of a salicylate is cfiarocterised by its attain a degree of saturation above that repre-

stnkiuga t;/o/«^-bluecolourwithapersaltof iron, sented by ^ of salt, or two salt watera as it is

Certain insects which feed upon willow bark, called.

oxidise salicin in their bodies; and if placed 8allwA(Lat). The fluid secreted into the

on paper impregnated with a persalt of iron, mouth by the salivary glands ; its principal

amfirritated, they eject a liquid which produces use is -to lubricate the parts, aud to assist -in

a blue spot on the paper. The oil or essence rendering the food of a proper consistency to be

of winter-green (Gamtheria procimhcns) is a swallowed,

sali^late of the oxide of methyl (CgHaO Ballwatlpii* The excessive flow of saliva

C14HBO4). It has a strong agreeable odour, produced by the continuous^ use of mercury
and acquires,a violet colour on the addition of and of some other remedies. "Cases of spouta-

a persait of iron. neous salivation have occasionally been noticed,

SaUooqnea. The French term for the in which tlie discharge and foetor have led to

family of Macrourans or long-tailed Crustacea the mistaken conclusion that mercury had been
of which the shrimp {Crangon vulgaris) is the used freely,

type. Salix (Lat. a willow). A genus of plants

Salteylto Aeld. An acid obtained by the consisting of numerous species, all either trues

action of fused potassa on salicin. [Saucix.] or bushes, occurring abundantly in the cooler

MUUmt (Lat. salio, I leap). In Heraldry, parts of the northern hemisphere. Some, like

a term used to describe a beast when repre- S. alba, acquire the dimensions of the lairgelt

seated as leaping or springing. forest trees ; others are lost among the grass
fitetiMit Angle. In Fortification, an angle with which they grow, as 8. herhacea. They

of which the angular point projects outwaros are the last kind of ligneous plants that dis-
834 i



SALLOW
appear before the rigours of an arctic climate,

the only tree found on Melville Island, niue

inches high, having been a willow’ (Stdix arc-

tica)* S'ew extend into warm regions, the

Salix hahylonicay or Weeping Willow, being the

beat known instance. Their timber, when they

form any, is light, tough, soft, and unfit for

purposes of construction ; it is chiefiy used

for turnery, and for coarse in-door purposes.

Many species have long flexible shoots, and
are called OsierSy under which name they are

extensively employed by the workers in wicker

;

others are not flexible, but form small trees or

rough bushes, named Sallows. The latter,

called Saules marceaux by the French, yield

the best kind of charcoal for military purposes

;

they ore all, however, burnt for the preparation

of this substance. The hark of S. Helix
y
fragiliSy

pentandray and others, has been found useful

in intermittent fevers, which are most common
ill the low marshy places where salices abound.

The species intermix very freely, forming mules

and hybrids, which have led botanists to create

a prodigious number of false species.

Sallow. [Saijx.]

Sally Port. In Fortification, an opening

cut in the glacis, through which a passage

leads by a ramp from Ae terreplein of the

covered way to the exterior.

Sally Pobt. In Naval language, a land-

ing place in a harbour at which the boats of

men-of-war, but no other boats, are allowed to

land. It is also the name for the opening in

the quarter of a fire-ship by which the crew
escape after setting her on fire.

Salmon (Lat. salmo). The excellent and
highly valuable fish so called in England is the

Salmo salar of Linnaeus, the Sal7HO nobilis of

Pallas. Specimens of this species have been
examined, compared, and determined, from
French, Banish, Butch, as well as British

rvers, by Br. Gunther, of the British Museum,
The normal locality of the salmon is at the

mouth or estuary of the larger rivers, which, in

the season of sexual excitement, they ascend,

sooner or later in the year, according as

circumstances may influence their coming into

breeding condition. At first they ascend only

so far as the tide wave reaches, and retire with

the ebb
;
but as the quantity of roe and milt

increases, the instinct which teaches the fit

locality for oviposition becomes more impera-

tive, and there are few natural obstacles

which the salmon fails to overcome iii its

endeavour to reach it.

The great value of the fish renders an
accurate knowledge of it, under the dis^iise of

its immature form and markings, of the highest

importance; but the difficulties which attend

the observation of the migratory inhabitants of

the water have only very lately been overcome

in the present instance. The proof that the

small salmonoid fish, called the parvy is, as

many naturalists had suspected, the young of

the salmon, has been elicited by the careful

and repeated observations and experiments of

Mr. Shaw of Brumlanrig, of which the following
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condensed account is taken from the Trans-

actions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,

In the river Nith, Bumfries, the salmon

oviposits in the month of January. On January

10, Mr. Shaw observed a female salmon of about

16 lbs. weight, and two males of at least

25 lbs., engag^ in depositing their spawn.

The spot which they had selected for that

purpose was a little apart from some other

salmon which were engaged in the same process,

and rather nearer the side of ' the stream,

although still in pretty deep water. TJiie two
males kept up an incessant conflict during the

whole of the day for possession of_the female,

and in their struggle frequently drove each

other almost ashore, and were repeatedly on
the surface, displaying tlieir dorsal fins and
lashing the water with their tails.—I'he female

throws herself at intervals of a few minutes
upon her side ; and while in that position, by
the rapid action of her tail she digs a receptacle

in the gravel for her ova, a portion of which she

deposits, and again turning upon her side she
covers it up by the renewed action of the tail

;

thus alternately digging, depositing, and cover-

ing the ova, until the process is completed by
the laying of the whole mass, an operation

which generally occupies three or four days.

The embryo fish, conspicuous by the two dark
eye-specks and the vascular vitelline sac,

presented some appearance of animation in

the ovum on February 26, i.c. forty-eight days
after having been deposited

;
and on April 8, or

ninety days after impregnation of the ova, the

young were excluded . The head is largo in pro-

portion to the body, which measures five-eighths

of an inch in length ; the viteUicle is two-eighths

of an inch in length, and resembles a light red
currant

;
the tail is margined like that of the

tadpole, with a continuous fin running from the

dorsal above to the anal beneath. The vitelline

sac and its contents are absorbed by May 30,

or in about fifty days, until which time the
young fish docs not leave the gravel. The
terminal fringe-like fin now begins to divide
itself into the dorsal, adipose, caudal, and anal
fins ; and the transverse bars on the sides of
the body make their appearance. At this

priod the young salmon measures an inch in

lenrth, and is very active, and continues in the
shallows of its native stream till the following
spring, when it has attained the leii^h of from
three to four inches, and is called the May
parr : they now descend into deeper parts of
the river, where the weaker fish remain over
the second winter. In April, the caudal, pec-
toral, and dorsal fins assume a dusky margin

;

the lateral bars begin to be concealed by a
silvery pigment; and the migratory dress,

characteristic of the salmon fry or smolt, is

assumed. The fish now begin to congregate in
shoals, and to migrate seaward. They return
in autumn of a size proportionate to the length
of their stay in the estuary. A smolt may not
exceed two ounces weight when it goes to sea

;

alter a few months it may have grown to a
grilse of eight or ten pounds weight. At two
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years and eight months old, it becomes a salmon

of from twe&e to fifteen pounds weight.

The full-grown salmon averages a weight of

between 26 lbs. and 36 lbs.
;
but instances are

recorded of their attaining. to 66 lbs., 60 lbs.,

70 lbs., 74 lbs., and 83 lbs. The last-cited

weight was th8|i of a female salmon, which

came into the possession of Mr. Groves, fish-

monger, in Bond Street, about the season of

1821 ;
it was a short fish for the weight, but of

very unusual thickness and depth. When cut

up, the flesh was fine in colour, and proved of

excellent quality. [FisHsaps.]

Salmonoida. A family of soft-finned

Abdominal fishes, of which the salmon is the

type, having their upper jaw formed in the

middle by the intermaxillary, and at the sides

by the maxillary bones, both of which support

teeth ;
they are also characterised by a posterior

small adipose dorsal fin, and the body is covered

with regular cycloid scales. They pass, by
almost imperceptible gradations, into the Olu-

peoid or herring family, with which they have
been united by M. Agassiz, to form a common
group termed Halecoids. Those species of

Salmonoids which, like the Clupeoids, inhabit

the sea, not only approach the land, but ascend

the rivers nearly to their source, in order to

deposit their ova.

aalooa (Ital. salone). In Architecture, a
large state apartment; or a great hall, usually

running up through two stories of a houst^.

The term salon is also applied to the reunions

of the French capital.

Salodpt [Sassafbas.]

flalop. [Salkp.]

•alp (Lat. sa'ipa, a stock^fish). A name
applied to a genus of soft-shelled or tunicated

Acephalous Molluscs, which fit>at in the sea,

protected by a transparent gelatinous coat,

perforated for the passage of water at both

extremities.

Salptnz (Gr. <rd\ircy|, a trumpet). The
Eustachian tube, or channel of communication
between the mouth and ear.

Satoaiy. The Trojgopogon wrrifdius of

botanists, the fleshy roots of which form a
wholesome and nutritious esculent. The plant

is a biennial, indigenous to Bntain and the con-

tinent of Europe, and has a long fusiform root^

full of milky juice, on which its salutary quali-

ties depend. In colour it resembles the pars-

nip, of which it has also nearly the flavour, but

]B more agreeable. It ranks as one of the

most Salubrious of culinary v^etables, being

antibilious, cooling, deobstruent, and slightly

aperient; but although it is deservedly esteemed

as excellent, it is nevertheless inferior to

Sooreonera in these properties.

•nIsoSn (Lat. salsus, sail). A genus of

CkenapoBliacea, the species of which are distin-

cuitjiM by the name of Saltworts. They are

fom^^mlyonthesea-coastorinsaltmarshes, and
are ofwmy character ; but the ashes of some
of them, e^jg. 3. Kali and 3. Soda, yield an
impure ca^&nate of soda known under the

Sp^ish name Barilla, which was formerly an
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article of considerable commercial importance.
Large quantities of it were atone time annually
import^ into the United Kingdom from the
Canary Islands, Spain, and other parts of the
South of Europe, and employed in soap and
glass-making

; but since the introduction of
soda manufiictured fh>m common salt as a com-
mercial article, the imports have greatly de-
creased, though about a thousand tons ofbarilla
and other alkalies are still annually imported,
mostly from the Canary Islands and the Two
Sicilies. For the preparation of barilla these

plants are dried in heaps like hay, and after-

wards burnt upon a rude grating constructed
over a large liole, into which Gie semifluid

alkaline matter flows, and is there left to cool

and solidify. Kali is the Arabic name for the

ashes of these soda-plants, and the term alkali,

applied by chemists to soda, potassa, and similar

substances, appears to be derived either from
Kali, with the Arabic article oZ prefixed or from
a corruption of sal (salt) and Kali.

Salt (Lat. sal, Ger. salz, Gr. fiAf). This
term, though in ordinary language limited to

common salt, or sea-salt, is applied in chemistry

to all combinations of acids with alkaline or

salifiable bases. The term has also been ex-

tended to certain binary combinations of

chlorine, iodine, bromine, and fluorine with the

metals; and these have been called haloid salts,

inasmuch as modern chemistry has taught us

that sea-salt belongs to this class. Certain

definite combinations of the erulphides with

each other have been called sulphur salts

;

but
the appellation of doMe sulphides is more
commonly applied to such compounds.

Sea-salt is a compound of one equivalent of

sodium* 23, and 1 of chlorine«35-6
;

its equi-

valent, therefore, is (23 + 36*6) * 68*6 : and it

is a chloride of sodium. The circumstances

which gave rise to the notion of its containing

muriatic acid and soda, and being therefore a
muriate (hydrochlorate) of soda, will be appa-
rent by reference to the article Mtjbiatic Acid.

Salt is a necessary of life, and one of the

most important British minerals. It is pro-

cured in immense quantities, both from fossil

beds and brine springs, in Cheshire and Wor-
cestershire. Before the discovery of the fossil

beds during the sixteenth century, and sub-

sequently, a good deal of salt continued to bo
made by the evaporation of sea-water in salt-

pans, at I/ymington and many other places;

out the works at these places are now all but
abandoned; while nbt only has the quality of
salt become greatly improved, but, instead of
being imported as formerly, it is now largely

exported. The consumption of Great Britain

alone, exclusive of Ireland, amounts to about
180,000 tons; the foreign exports amount to
about 300,000 tons per year, of which the
United States, 'Canada, tne jLow Countries,
Eussia, Prussia, and Benmark are the chief
consumers. Down to the year 1828, a tax of
16s.^ per bushel, or about thirty times the
original cost price of the article, was imposed
on salt ; but m that year it was reduced to
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2j., and two years subs^uently was totally

repealed. During the existence of the duty,

the retail price of salt was it is now jd.

per lb.

In ancient Home, salt was subjecteA to a
duty, vtctigal salinarium\ and it has been
heavily taxed in modem states. The Gabelle,
or code of salt laws formerly established in

France, was most oppressive. From 4,000
to 5,000 persons were calculated to have been
sent annuiilly to prison and the galleys, for

offences connected with these laws, the severity

of whichhad no inconsiderable share in bringing

about the revolution.

Salt Beposlta, Salt Sprlsga. '^ery

large accumulations of salt occur in certain

rocks without reference to geological age. They
are, for the most part, distributed in very limited

areas. The principal salt deposits in England
are in Cheshire ana ac^oining counties, in beds

of the new red sandstone series. In the Tyrol

there are largo deposits, of similar geolo^cal

age. At Cardona, in Spain, in the lower tertiary

rocks, is a magnificent devclopement of rock-

salt, and in Poland and Hungary there are

enormous masses, of middle tertiary age. Salt

springs are common in carboniferous rocks,

both in England and America. In other places,

as in the l5ead Sea, there is salt now in course

of deposit.

Salt is usually associated with marls, sand-

stones, and gypsum, and appears to have been

generally accumulated by the evaporation of

sea-water, which contains a quantity of mate-
rials left behind under such circumstances.

The salts collect, and in course of time many
of them enter into new combinations

;
that

which is most valuable to man, the chloride of

sodium, forming into beds and rocky masses.

Afterwards, if water obtain access to such

beds, they are partially diasolved, and the water

ma^ come to the surface as brine springs,

which are not unfrequent where rock-salt is

not known.
Salt Oardens (Fr. salins). A name

applied to the evaporating surfaces employed

6n the south and west coasts of France for

the preparation of common salt from sea-

water. They are also called salterns. The
salt gardens are usually erected close to salt

marshes, which are kept filled by the sea.

The marshes act as a reservoir for the salt

gardens, and also possess the advantage of con-

centrating the smiue water by spontaneous

evaporation. During the summer months the

water from the marshes is allowed to flow ve^
slowly, and in layers not more than five or six

centimetres deep, over a number of square

basins. The current of water is so regulated

that when it arrives at the last of these basins

it is on the point of dystallising ; it is then run

into smaller basins, where the chlorideof sodium
is deposited. Aft^ the chloride of sodium has

been separated, the mother liquors are empl^ed
for the preparation of chloride of potassium,

chloride of magnesium, sulphate of magnesia,

and sulphate of soda. Salterns were formerly
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I

common along the south coast of England,

I

where a few may still be seen in operation.

Salt lAkea*
^

In the article on the Dead
' Sea an account is given of the very remark-
able depressed salt lake system of Palestine.

It is not, hdwever, necessary that a lake should

be depressed below the sea level to be thus

loaded with salt The lake of Oroomiah, in

the north-west of Persia, eighty miles long

and thirty miles broad in some places, is

neariy 4,000 feet above the level of the Block
Sea. This is also a salt lake, but nearly

the whole saline contents are common salt

and there remain in the water both sulphate

of lime and sulphate of magnesia. In this

case, however, the salt is derived from the soil,

and not deposited upon it; the whole surround-

ing neigh^urhood, which is flat, abounding
everywhere with rock-salt. These deposits of
rock-salt, perhaps originally produced like those

of the Dead Sea, are now being redissolved

by fresh water poured over them periodically

and draining into this lake, from whose sur-

face a large and constant evaporation takes

place.

The Elton lake, connected with a group
ef very important brine pools in tbe lowest

part of the great depression of the Aralo-

Caspian plains, is another example of the

formation of rock-salt, closely resembling
the Dead Sea. This lake measures thirteen

miles by eleven, or thereabouts, and is nine-

teen feet below the sea level; but it is part

of a very wide tract of country, nearly flat,

in which are a vast multitude of smaller lakes,

also loaded with salt. Its waters vary much
in contents in different parts of the year,

especially in the proportion of common salt,

but ; there is always from 10 to nearly 20
per cent, of chloride of magnesium. This is

therefore a concentrating mother liquor de-

positing salt regularly every summer, and
receiving other additions in other parts of
the year. Here, as in the Dead Sea, a regular

deposit is going on, which is not, however, so
calculated to produce continuous and thick

beds of rock-salt, although in course of time,

when the proportion of the chloride of mag-
nesium is larger (and it is constantly in-

creasing), the result will be a much more rapid

deposit of common salt, and the accumulation

in the mother liquor of similar mineral ingre-

dients.

There is no need to rive the history of
other depressed or elevated salt lakes, in order
to show that the production of salt beds in the

one case, or their consumption in the other,

is the consequence of laws which, acting from
time immemorial, have added cohtinually to

tbe mineral wealth of man^ parts of the world.

Salt of iKiiiioiia. Binoxalate of potassa
is usually sold under this name, and is used
for the removal of iron-moulds and other
stains from linen.

Salt SUaaa* The deposits of rock-salt

in the county of Cheshire in England, and
in varions parts of the continent of Europe

Z
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and elaewhere, am often capable of extraction

by simple modifications ofthe ordinary processes

of mining. Salt is also largely obtained from

brine springs whose source is in deposits of

similar kind. The methods of mining rary

naturally according to the circumstances of

the deposit.

The salt mines of Cheshire are intended to

remove the salt from two irregular masses,

whose thickness is in some places as much
as a hundred feet. These masses are parts of

a large group of saliferous marls and sand-

stones, whose area is not less than 150 square

miles, but the thiek deposits arc very much
smaller. Tliese deposits arc in the Triassic

series. Others of the same nature occur at

Cardona, near Barcelona in Spain, others in

the Tyrol, others in Poland, and all these are

in similar marls and sandstones. The method
of working closely resembles that adopted

in removing thick coal. [Mining.] In the

Tyrol, large cavities in the salt-bearing rocks

are filled with water, which is allowed to

;

become saturated, and is then pumped off and
evaporated.

Salt of Sorrel. A name frequently ap-

plied to the binoxalate of potiish. [Oxalic

Acid.]

Salt, Spirit of. [Muriatic Acid.]
,

Salts. The term salt, as a noun, origi-

nally belonged to common sea-salt only.

Domestically it does so still. In Chemistry, it

is now conventionally applied to any well-

defined solid substance containing two or more
radicals. The radicals may be simple or com-
pound, inorganic or oiganic. Haloid salts

contain two simple inorganic radicals, as in

chloride of sodium and iodide of potassium.

Oxifsalts consist of two compound organic or

inorganic radicals which contain oxygen, as in

sulphate of quinine or nitrate of potash. 8id~

•phwr salts are oxysalts in which oxygen is

replaced by sulphur, as the sulpharseiiite or

sulphide of sodium. Supersalts are those con-

taining excess of negative constituent, as super-

phospliate of lime.

Saltatory (Lat. saltatorius, from salto, /
leap). In Zoology, the extremities of an ani-

mal which by their form and proportions are

adapted for leaping, are called pedes saUatorii ;

as the hind legs of the kangaroo, cricket, &c.

Salterns. [Sai.t Gardens.]
Saltigrades (Lat. saltus, a leap, and

dior, / walk). The name of a tribe of spiders

which seize their prey by leaping upon it from
a distance.

Saltire (Fr. sautoir). In Heraldry, an
ordinary in the form of a cross of Saint An-
drew: formed by two bends, dexter and
sinister, crossing each other. Charges having

length (swords, bAtons, &c.) placed in the!

direction of the saltire, are saia to be borne
mUire-whB,
Ssl^patm* [Nitbs.]

Sslnta ^t. salnto, I greet). In the Mili-

tate and Naval settees, a mark of respect

performed in diilhrent ways, according to cir-

ass

cumstances. Salutes are fired from cannon
according to instructions laid down in the
Queen’s regulations. The number of guns
marks the rank of the personage saluted. A
royal salute consists of twenty-one guns. Am-
bassadors are saluted with nineteen guns ; and
so the number decreases, to the salute for

consuls, captains of the naty, &c., which is

of seven guns. A foreigner’s salute is returned
gun for gun.

Troops under arms salute with their rifles or
swords

;
staff officers not drawing their swords

salute with the hand, as do soldiers when
unarmed. The theory of the salute is founded
probably on the temporarj' disarmament of the
ponson saluting Thus, in the naval salute,

the discharge of the guns renders the ship for

the time helpless
; and in the military salute

each of the various movements disqualifies the
performer both for attack and defence.

Salvadoraoeae (Salvadora, one of the ge-
nera). A small natural order of Perigynous
Exogens, of the Echial alliance in Lindley’s
arrangement. The few known species are found
in India, Syria, and North Africa; and the
group is specially known by its regular sym-
metrical flowers, its naked stigma, and its

solitary fruit. The most interesting plant of
the order is Salvadora persica, which according
to the researches of Dr. Royle is the Mustard-
tree of the New Testament. This view, how-
ever, is not universally adopted, some dis-

tinguished botanists of the present day re-

gaKling it as more probable that our common
black mustard, which attains considerable size

in Palestine, is the plant referred to in the
Gospels.

Salw^e (Fr. from Lat. salrus, safe). In
Mercantile Law, salvage is defined to bo a com-
pensation to be made by the shipowner or
merchant to other persons by whose assistance

the ship or lading may be saved from im-
pending peril, or recovered after actual loss.

Salvage may become due: 1. On rescue from
the perils of the sea. In this case, the salvor,

or rescuer, has a lien on the goods preserved
until a recompense is made him. The amount
of this recompense may be fixed by a juiy;
but if the salvage happen at sea, or between
high and low water mark, the court of admi-
ralty has also jurisdiction to fix the amount
on suit brought; and by statute, summary
powers ibr the same purpose are given to

inferior officers in certain cases. 2. (% rescue

from the hands of enemies. In this case, the

old law was, that if a ship was retaken from
enemies before it was taken home or con-
demned by the captor, the original owner
could recover her on payment of salvage to the
recaptor ; bnt if retaken at a later period, she
became lawful prize to the recaptors. But
by 13 Geo. II. c. 4, . 18, and other statutes,

the right of the original owner has been ex-^

tended to all cases of recapture. See now
17 & 18 Viet, c, 104, and 18 & 19 Viet. c. 9L
SalvAtella (Lat. mIvus, wfe), A vein of

the arm termioMting in the fingers. It was
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formerly regarded as having peculiar influence

on the health when opened.

Salvia. A genus of useful as well as orna-
inontal plants, belonging to the Lvbiatc ord<‘r.

Many ot the species, ns S. cardmalia^

fjvmtrifolm^ 2><^tcns, inicl others, are extremely
show-y greenhouse plants

;
and some, as S. hfa)h%

(WHkld/rwHf prat(nstfit «Sce., are gay, h.ardy

perennials. JS. ojjicinahs is tin' u'ell-kiiOM'n

gawlen herb, called *Sage, eultivaf(‘<l everywhere
for its bitter and aromatic projirrlies.

Sama Veda.
|
Vhda.]

Samaneeans. A si-et of Indian idiiloso-

phors. The name is probably Oriental ;
t hrwurd

sehannnan, in India, signifying a philosopher.

The Samaineans arc particularly ili^linguislud,

by those who mention them, from the IJrahmans.

8aijit Jerome and Olement of Alexainlri.i re-

present them as priests of lluddha
;
and tlie

same name npjiears in the Chn'-M(n of tlic

Chinese, and Savinwi^o-Codom of Siam.
|
Jhin-

nniSTs.] Theiv is a memoir on the snlyect by
M. de Giiignes. {Man. de VAcad. d,',s In.'nr.

vol. xwi.
;
yy/AY. dc VAcad. des Inscr. vol. xxxi.

;

and Man. vol. xl
)

Samara (Lat. an ehn-sced). In Hotany, nii

indcliisccnt superior fruit, being a few-seeded,

dry nut, elongated into wing-likc expansions;
as in the fruit or /try of the ash-1 ree, ^e. From
Ibis root is fomod the woid mmarotd^ express-

ing a resemblance to a samara.

Samaritans. The inhabitiints of the city

and district of Samaria to the north of Judea.

Tliis city, built by King Omri, was the capital of

tlie kings of the ten tribes of Israel. After

these had been carried into captivity, it is

believed by some that a now populat'on became
gradually si'ttlod in Samaria, composed partly

of a remnant of the old, partly of strangers;

I»y others, that the country was entirely deso-

lated, and that Esarhaddon settled it anew
with strangers, especially Culhites, thought to

be of Scythian origin, who afterwards learncil

the Jewish religion. The Samaritans thus

formed a kind of mixed nation, adopting to a

great extent Jewish belief and practices. They
professed belief in the Pentateuch, but they

maintained that Abraham and Jacob had erected

an alUr on Mount Gcrizim in their country,

and commanded sacrifice to bo made there.

Nevertheless, no idolatrous practices arc im-

puted to them
;
and it was probably their

spurious origin which excited against them the

jealousy and affected contempt of the Jews,

to which many passages of the New Testament

so pointedly refer.

Samaraklte. A rare mineral composed of

a mixture of niobic acid, and small quantities

of tungstic acid and various bases, chiefly per-

oxide of uranium, yttria, zirconia, and protoxide
of iron. To these last Thorina has lately been
added by the analyses of Finkcner and Stephens.

It is found in flattened and somewhat polygonal

grains which are externally dull iron-black and
opaque, in the Ilmen mountains near Miask, in

the Ural embedded in reddish-brown Felspar.

Named after M. von Samnrski,
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Saxnbuca (Lat.

;
Gr. aafi^vKri). An ancient

instrument, resembling a harp, the invent ion

of ndiicli was attributed to the Syrians and
Phoenicians.

From the likeness to tliis instrument, tlie

name was also applied to a military engine used

in scaling the W'alls of hesuged cities.

Sambiicus (Gr. ira/uiSuKT), an ancient tnasica^

instranicnt). A genus of Caprifoliau'cp, well

representi d by the (lommon Elder, A' niffra., a

tr<‘e of rapid griiWlh A\heu young and remark-

able for the sloi'tni'ss of its shoots, \vhieh con-

tain an unusual projiorl ion of pit Ii. This being

easily nmioved, llu* hranehes may n adily bo
fonmd into lubes, mid on this aeeoiiut tlio

elder was formerly c.ilh'd the Pore-tree. Tho
wood is uhite and of a closi* gram, tough, fissile,

and easily cut— hi'iUM* it‘isuseil for miikiiig

skeuers and shoi’iiiakers’ pegs. 'J'hc leaves

ha\c an unpleasant oiltmr ulicn bruised, uhieh
is supposed to he olletisivc to most insects, and
a decoction of them is sometimes ('iiqiloyed liy

ganleiiers to keep off Ciiter]>ilI.ii’S from delicate

]»lants Py villag*' herbalists they arc employe<l

in making a kind of ointment, and tho llowi rs

seiwo for Ibmentalions, or arc made into a me-
dicinal tea; wliilo tho bi'rrics arc tlio pnnc’ipal

ingredient in cJdirhvrrp vine. N. Klndfa^ or

iMiiewoii:, is a herb with a nauseous smell ami
drastic properties.

Samiaa Sarth and Stone. A ‘species

of Pole or marl from tho island of Panios.

Samp. A preparation of Indian Corn,

largely used in the United States.

Saxnpbire (said to be a corruption of Fr.

Saint Piorre). ^J'hc CrUhmuni maufiminn of

our coasts, tho aromatic fleshy saline leaie.s

of wfiieh arc collected and made into pickle.

Samson's Post. A strong pillar resting

on the kcciFon, and supporting a beam of tho

(leek over the hold, tlius helping to keep the

cai’go in its place. Also a temporary or

movable pillar carrying a leading block for

various purposes.

Samuel, Books of. Two canonical books

of tho Old Testament. Tho first twenty-four

chapters of the first book contain all that

relates to the prophet Samuel himself, beginning

wilh the government of Eli. The second book,

together with the ri'mainder of the first, carnes

on tho history of the Jews to the death of

Uavid. It is traditionally said that the pro-

phet Samuel composed the first part, and the

prophets Gad and Nathan the remainder, in

early times, these two, and the two following

books of the Old Testament, were comprehended

under the general name of tho Four Hooks of

Kings.

Bamydacece (Samyda, one of tho genera).

A Bmall order of Hypogynous Exogens, placed

by Lindley in the V iolal alliance. It possesses

slightly astringent properties, and the species

of Casearia are used medicinally in South

America. The plants have dotted leaves, and
apetalous hermaphrodite flowers.

Sancliunlatlion (Or. :Sai'xoviiu£9a)v). A
writer stated by Philon Hyblius to have been

z 2
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bom in Berytus and to have lived in the time

of Sbmtramis; but as Semiramis herself is

mythical, this statement does not furnish much
evidence for the existence of Sanchuniathon,

in which few now will be found to believe.

For the motives which probably moved Philon

to forge the fragments which go by the name of

Sanchuniathon, see Smith’s Dictionary of Greek

and Roman Biography^ s.v.

Sanotmoation (Lat. sanctificatio). In

Tlieology, this word is employed to denote the

state of those Christians who, having lost the

inclination to vice, have become pure and holy.

This state is produced by the special operation

of the Holy Ghost, and ensues upon Justi-

fication.

Sanctuary (Lat. sanctuarium, from sanc-

tus, holy). The innermost chamber of the

tabernacle, or temple, among the Jews, in which
was kept the ark of the covenant, and which

was regarded as the especial residence of the

Most High. It is also called the holy of
Iwlies^ and was never entered except once a

year, and then only by the high priest on the

day of the great expiation of the sins of the

people. For the mystical signification of this

act, see Heb. ix. 24.

In Christian churches, the part irnmcdiatelv

round the altar is called tlu^ sanctuary^ which

is supposed in many respects to bear an analogy

to that of the Jews.

From the time of Constantine downwards,
certain churches have been set apart in many
countries to be an asylum for fugitives from
the hands of justice. This seems to have been

orimnally intended only to prevent sudden
violence, and to give time for the regular

administration of the law, and perhaps, in the

case of certain delinquencies, for the intercession

of the church. But in England, particularly

down to the Kefmmiation, any person who had
taken refuge in a sanctuary was secured against

unishment, if within the space of forty days
e gave signs of repentance and subjected

himself to banishment. [Asylum.]
|

Sand (A.-Sax. and Ger.; Hutch zand). Finely

divided siheious matter constitutes common
river and sea-sand. Particles of other substances

are often blended with it, and sometimes it

becomes calcareous from the prevalence of
carbonate of lime. Silidous sand, selected

for the manufacture of mortar and other

cements, should be freed from all saline mat-
ters, not too fine-grained, and somewhat sharp
or angular. In 3ie manufacture of glass and
of porcelain it should be free from oxide of
iron, and other tinging oxides. The fine white
sand resulting from the disintegration of soft

and pure sandstone is much used, under the

name of silver-axoiA,

8Ma 8lpes. Heop hollows of cylindrical

form andvery narroware frequently found pene-
trating the snrfkce of chalk, and filled with
sand and gravel. Th^ are called in Norfolk,

|

where they are most common, sand pipes or
|

sand galls. Ifi France th^ are known as

!

pmik mtwtda* They have been found near
I
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Norwich penetrating upwards of sixty feet into

the chalk, the larger ones being twelve feet in

diameter. They ^1 taper downward and end
in a point, and even when close together, and
in soft chalk, the walls are not broken through.

Generally the sides and bottom are lined with
clay, and the central part of each pipe is full of

sand and gravel.

It is not easy always to see how such
pipes or funnels can have been found. Some
may have commenced by the rotatory motion
of stones drilling holes in the chalk, but they
have probably been continued by the slow
action of water containing carbonic acid pene-
trating into holes made in this or some other

accidental way, and perhaps deepened in

modern times by the action of humic acid

derived from the roots of trees penetrating

down and afterwards decaying.

It is not unfrequently the case that the

course of a sand pipe can he traced through
the gravel and sand overlying it by its effect

on the vegetable soil.

Bud Sbot. In Artillery, small cast-iron

balls ; so called because they have always been

cast in sand, while the larger shot used to be

cast in iron moulds. They are used for grape
and case, or are fired loose from a mortar.

Sandal Wood. The name of various odo-

riferous w'oods obtained from the genus San-
talum. These woods fomerly bore the name
of Sunders Wood. White or Indian Sandal
Wood comes from 8. allmni; Yellow or Sand-
wich Island, from 8. Freycinetianum and 8.

\

paniculatim; while Western Australia furnishes

another kind in the wood of 8. laiifolium.

What is called Red Sandal Wood is another

thing, and is produced by Pterocarpus santa-

linvs,

BandaU (Gr. ffdvlhXoy). A species of

slippers worn by the ancient Jews, Greeks,

;
and Romans. They consisted of a sole with a

hollow part at one end, to embrace the ankle

and leave the upper part of the foot bare.

Originally sandals were made of leather
;
but

they afterwards became articles of great luxury,

bei^ made of gold, silver, or o^er precious

stuf^ and beautifully ornamented.
Bandaraoli (Gr. traviapdiefit realgar). A

white brittle resin obtained from CaUitris

quadrivalvis. The powder of this resin is some-
times used, under the name of pounce^ to pre-

vent ink from sinking into paper. [Calutsis ;

JUNIPEH.]

Bwdbdcs* In Milit^ operations, bags
of coarse canvas filled with sand, much us^
in cases where cover for troops is required to
be speedily obtained, as a temporary revetment
for parapets, &c.

Bandboac-tree. The West Indian name
for Kara erepitam.

Baademaiitana. In Ecclesiastical History,
a name given in England to a small body of
Christians, who are termed Glasites in Scotland.
In 1727, John Glas, a minister of the church
of Scotland, published The TeeHmony of the
King of Martyre concerning His Kingdom



sandehling
(John xviii. 86), in which he opposed national
establishments, and described the Christian
church with its doctrines, practices, officers,

and discipline, as set forth in the New Testa-

ment. Haying been deposed in 1728, he formed
his followers into churches after the primitive

models. In 1765, the publication of a series

of letters by his son-in-law, Robert Sandeman,
led to the formation of similar churches in

London, and other places in England, and also

in America, several of which still exist. The
Sandemanians do not recognise the name given
to them, and profess to hold no doctrines or

observe any precepts but what are clearly en-

forced in the New Testament.
Sanderliiig. The name of a small wading

bird, a species of Tringa (TV. arenaria^ 111-),

which fretjucnts many of our shores, but not in

great numbers.
Sanders Wood. [Sandal Wood.]
Bandiver. The impurities which collect

upon glass during its fusion in the furnace are

so culled.

Sandpiper. A name applied to different

species of the genus Tringa, but properly

restricted to the Tringa hgpmeuciis of Linna;us,

which is the type of the subgenus Totanus.

Sandstone. One of the three great divi-

sions of the sedimentary rock masses, limestone

and clay being the others. In Geology, sand-

stones belong to all geological periods, and ex-

hibit almost infinite variety of detail, although

w ith a degree of general resemblance not easily

mistaken. They are mixed in all proportions

with calcareous and argillaceous matter, thus

passing into marls and loams, and forming vege-

table soils. They sometimes contain so much
oxide of iron as to puss into ironstones. Existing

I

sometimes, quite uncemented, as loose santl,

they also exhibit all degrees of cementation till

in quartz rock or quartzite they arc perfectly

compact and have lost all granular U>xture.

Sandstones are presented in no regular order.

Large tracts of country consist almost exclu-

sively of such rock, and arc very barren, but
more usually other rocks alternate with them,

and the mixture makes vegetable soil.

Sandstones are rarely fossiliferous. They
are, however, remarkable as a group contain-

ing a peculiar kind of fossil, namely the imprint

of animals that have walked over certain beds

while the mass was being accumulated and
before the sea-sand had 'passed into the state

of stone. Such footmarks have been detected

chiefly in the older secondary sandstones, espe-

cially the new red sandstone
;

as in the neigh-

bourhood of Liverpool and in Warwickshire

in England, in some parts of Scotland, in

Connecticut and other northern states of

America. They have been found much more
sparingly in the Faleeozoio sandstones. In all

these cases the conditions under which the foot-

mark has been left were probably similar.

[FoofpiuNTs, Fossil.
J

In this kind of rock not

only the deep footprints of large animals, but

very small scratchings of crabs and worms,

aud probably other creatures, the mai’ks of
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rain recently fallen, aud the forms of seaweed
have also been found accurately recorded.

Sandstones are valuable for building pur-

poses. Some, especially those of which the

cementing medium is silica, are extremely
durable

;
others, cemented only by carbonate of

lime or oxide of iron, are so rotten as not to be

worth tlie expense of moving from the quarry.

There are many intermediate qualities.

Many of the fine grits from the coal measures,

with a little mica distributed through them
and coloured with carbon of a faint grey, are

both durable and easily worked. [Buildino
Materials.]

Sandstones of which the particles are coar‘»o,

are called Grit, and when made up of pebbles

cemented together they are termed Conqlo-
WERATE or Pudding .Stone.

Sandwort. The common name for the
weedy native genus of plants called Armaria.
Sandyx (Gr. aduSu^). An old Alchemical

term applied to red lead prepared by calcining

carbonate of lead.

Sangiao. ‘ A Turkish officer, governor of a
sangiagate, or district forming part of a pasha-

lic. There were 290 such districts in the Turk-
ish empire before the losses of territory on
the side of Greece and the Caucasus. [Pasha.]

Sangreal or Saint Oraal (the Holy Cup
or vessel, said to be from Mod. Irfit. gradale,

a cup

;

but supposed by some to be a corrup-

tion of the Old French, le Sang Real, i.e. the

true Ijitood of Christ). This sacred relic, pre-

served in an emerald cup, is said in legendary

history to have been brought to England by
Joseph of Arimathaea. According to the ro-

mantic story of King Arthur, it could only be

discovered by one possessed of perfect virtue
;

aud the * quest of the St. Graal ’ by the

I

Knights of the Round Table, of whom the per-

fect champion, Sir Galahad (in other legends

Perceval), was favoured by its discovery, is

narrated therein at great length. [Round
Table.]

Baagulnaria (Lat. Sanguinarius, from

sanguis, blood). A genus of Papaveracea of

some medicinal repute, common in the United
States, and consisting of one species, 8. cana^

densis, which bears the popular names of Puc-

coon and Blood-root, from the coloured juice

present in the roots.

Sangnisorbeee (Sanguisorba, one of the

genera). An order or sub order of herbaceous

or undershrubby Exogens, usually combined
with Rosacea, but sometimes regarded as dis-

tinct, on account of the constantly apetnlous

flowers, indurated calyx, and solitary or almost

solitary cai'pels. Their general character is

that of astwngoncy. The Sanguisorba officii

nalis, or Burnet, is sometimes grown as a
pasture plant.

Bangnlaiiget (Lat. sanguis, Uood
\
sugo,

1 suck). The name of a family of Hemi-
pterous insects, including those which suck

the blood of animals : also applied to a family

of Abranchiate Annelides, of which the leech

(Sanguisuga medicinalis, Sav.) is the type.
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Sanhedrim. The highest judicial tribunal

among the Jews, consisting of seventy-one

members, including the high priest. Its ori^n

is referred by some writers to the institution

by Moses of a council of seventy persons on

tlie occasion of a rebellion of the Israelites

in the wilderness. (Milman’s Hist, of Chris-

tianity, i. 339, &c.)

Sanidlne (Gr. travlsy a hoard). A name
given to Glassy Felspar, on account of the

tabular form of its crystals. It is a trans-

parent or translucent variety of Potash Fel-

spar, white or of a greyish colour, with a

veiy bright vitreous lustre, and occurs only

in volcanic rocks.

Sanies (Lat.). A thin unhealthy discharge

from wounds or sores.

Sans-oulottes (Fr. hrecchcsless). A name
first given in ridicule to the Jacobins and

other extravagant patriots in the French Revo-

lution, and afterwards assumed by them as

a title of honour; like the old nickname of

gimix {beggars\ in which the revolters of the

Netherlands prided themselves. Camille Des-

moulins appears to have been one of the first

who rendered it popular, his blasphemous

appUc.ition of it at his trial is well known.

It acquired great celebrity after the journee

of the 20lh June, 1792, when one of the

principal standards borne by the insurgents

was a pair of black breeches, with the in-

scription, ‘Tremblez, tyrans! voici les Sans-

Culottes.’ Subsequently the French nation

a<lopted it with the utmost gravity in the

original Republican calendar. The five super-

numerary days (the twelve months containing

thirty a piece) wore named Sansculottiilcs;

and were festivals dedicated to ‘ Genius,’ ‘ La-

bour,* ‘ Actions,’ * Rewards,’ ‘ Opinion.’ In

Leap years there was to be a sixth Sansculot-

tide, the festival of the Revolution.

Sanscrit. The learned language of Hin-
dustan, which had ceased to be a spoken

language at least 300 b.c. The literal

meaning of the word Sanscrita is jpoUshvdy and
it is used by grammarians in the sense of

‘regularly inflected or formed.’ (Colebrooke’s

Remains, vol. ii. p. 2.) It constitutes the

most ancient literature of the Hindus, and
is radically connected with the various dialects

of Hindustan, so that they may lie regarded

as more or less deflected from it. In the Hin-
du drama, the gods and saints are made to

speak in Siinscrit; while women, benevolent

genii, &c., speak another dialect, and the lower
jiersonages a third. (H. H. Wilson, Hindoo
Theatre, Introduction.) The attention of Eu-
ropean enquirers was directed to the Sanscrit

and its cognate language by Sir William
Jones. Since his time the study has made
gi'cat progress in England, where it has been
espect^ly furthered by the labours of Hougli-

ton, Wrildns, and Wilson
;
and more in Ger-

many, irhere Frederic Schlegel (Sprache, ^c.

der Indier, 1808) was the first to excite the

spirit of investigation. He was followed by
ms brother, A. W. Schlegel (who edited the
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Bhagavat Gita, translated into English by
Mr. Wilkins) and many others. Among more
recent German philologists, Bopp deserves the

highest name for his researches in this di-

rection. For the history of the language,

and its relation to the other languages of the

Aryan family, see Max Muller’s Lectures on
the Science of Language, p. 139, &c. [Lan-
ouAos; Prakrit.]
Sansewlera (after Sansevicr, n Swedish

botanist). A tropical genus of Liliaceous

plants, remarkable for the toughness of the

fibre embedded in their fleshy leaves, whence
the plants obtain the name of Bow’String

Hemps, the fibres of their leaves being used
for bowstrings by the natives of the countries

whore they are indigenous. The genus is very
closely allied to Dracana. S. guineensis is

the African Bow’string Hemp
;

S, Roxbtirgh-

iana is the Moorva or Marool of the Indian
peninsula. The fibre of the Moon'a is very

strong and of fine quality, and is suitable

for the manufacture of fine string and cordage.

Santalaoeee (Santalum, one of the genera).

A natural order of Epigynous Exogens, of

the Asaral alliance, distinguished by the one-

cellcd ovary, and the definite ovules having

a coated nucleus. The species are sometimes
herbs, sometimes shrubs and trees, and often

I

grow parasitically on the roots of other jflants.

The t}^ical genus is Santalum, which yields

Sandal Wood.
Santalln. The colouring principle of red

Sandal or Saunders wood, from which it is

separated by digesting the rasped wood in al-

cohol, and then, on adding water to the tincture,

it falls in the form of a bright red precipitate,

soluble in alcohol and in alkaline solutions.

I
A colourless crystalline substance has been

' separated from red sandal wood, and is described

by Preisser under the name of Suntoline, which
by oxidisement and by the action of several

chemical reagents acquires a red colour and is

converted into wliat he terms Santolehie. But
the existence of these colourless bases or

sources of the above and other colouring

matters requires further confirmation.

Santonin. A proximate vegetable principle,

obtained from tho flower-heads of Artemisia

santonica and other species, known in phar-

macy as wormsced. It is wliite, crystallisable,

bitterish, and very little soluble in water, but
more so in alcohol. It is occasionally used as
a vermifuge in doses of from 10 to 30 grains,

followed by a brisk purge. The so-called

u'ormseed of the druggists, kept in the shops
under the name of semen cinm, and semen contra
appears to be derived from several species of
Artemisia and to he a mixture of broken pedun-
cles, calyces, and flower-buds. The formula
CijjHgOg has been assigned to Santonin.
Saonart or Bouarl Wood. A valuable

ship-building timber obtained from Caryocar
nuciferum and toinentosiim, trees which also
yield the delicious souari nuts.

®ap (Fr. saper, Ital. zappare). In the attack
ofa fortress, the excavation of a trench under the
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xnnsketiy fire of the besieged. When a sapper
carries two gabions, and excavates the earth
behind them, it is called a flying sap. When
a squad of sappers works befcnd a sap roUtr^

it is called a Hngle sap. When the approach
cannot be made by zigz^s, and two single saps
are carried on side by side directly towards the
front, with a parapet on the outer side of each,
it is called a double sap.

Sap (Lat. sapa, Gr. bith). The fluid absorbed
from tM earth by the roots of plants, then sent
upwards into the stem, and afterwards con-
veyed from the leaves, where it is assimilated
and altered, to the barL In its crude state

it consists of little except water holding earthy
and gaseous matter in h\ tion, especially car-
bonic acid

;
but as it liscfff trough the tissue

of the stiCm it dissolves the secretions which it

nseeits with in its course, and thus acquires new
properties, so that by the time it reaches
the leaves it is entirely different from its state

wlien it first, onters the root. The course

taken by the sap in its passage through jthe

stem is by the whole of the tissue included
within the buk, provided it is all permeable;
hut as, in many i^ants, the cential ^rt of the
stem beeomes choked op with solid matter
dU^posited in the tissue, it usually happens,
espedallj in trees, that the course of the sap
is confined to the outer part of the wood, henca
called SxFwooo. It is not certainly known

!

ihrougii wliat kind oftissue the upvaid motion '

of the sap tak<s place, but it is probable that

it is earned onwards through all the tubes and
vessels of the wood and their intercellular

passages. The dotted vessels of the wood
8t*em more especially destined to fulfil tiiis

office when tlie sap is in rapid motion; but
as they afterwards become empty, while the

ascent of the sap continues, there can be no

coriariCf &c. It has long been used in India,
and resembles Brazil-w'ood in its colour and
properties.

Sapbena (Gr. <rtupi\s^ distinct). The large
vein of the leg which ascends over the external

ankle.

Saplndaceae (Sapindus, one of the genera).

A natural order of Thalamifloral iStogena,

consisting of exotic trees and shrubs, the

larger part of which occur in South America.
They usually have compound leaves and incon-

spicuous flowers, resembling those of European
maples

;
and many of them 9re climbing plants.

The order is poisonous in ^iirious degrees;
nevertheless, the arillus of BUgkia sapida is an
esteemed fruit in Africa and the West Indies,

t
where it is called the Akee. The most singular

property observed in the order is that of having
an astringent quality, and forming a lather

when a^tated in water, whence the name of
the typical genus—from sapo, soap.

SapodUbu The name of the

I

Its timber, called Sapodilla Wood, is a fancy
West Indian furniture wood.
Saponification (Lat. sapo, saponis, soapy

and facio, / make). Tim formation of soap. It

consists in the decomposition of fats, which
consist of acids and glycerin, by alkalies which
ate dusmlcally stronger than glycerin, and
therofore displace it. Mere ebidlition of the
alkaline solution with the fat is usually suffi-

cient to effect saponification. On adding salt

to the resulting liquid, the soap is precipitated.

Sa|Minln (Lat. sapo). A peculiar substance
contained in the root of the Saponaria officinalis,

,

and the fruit of Sapindtis Saponaria and other

species. It is the cause of the lather which
the root and seeds of these plants form with
water. A similar principle is found in Senega,

' Pimpernel, the Horse-chestnut, and in several

doubt that the woody tubes or pleurenchyma
offer the most constant means by which the

sap is conveyed.

8fip Ball. A local name for those Poly-

pori which grow on trees, but applied more
especially to P. sqitamostts, tlie stem of which
when large, after the juice has been squeezed

out, is sometimes used by boys as the foun-

dation for tennis-balls. The same species is

sometimes used, when properly dried and
shaped, to form razor-strops.

Sap Fork. An instrument like a boat hook,

used to push on a sap roller in sapping. [Sap.]

Bap Green. The inspissated juice of the

berries of the buckthorn (Phamttus catharticiis).

It is used by water-colour painters as a green

pigment. It is the vert de vessie of the French.

A colouring matter extracted from the excre-

ment of the silkworm is also termed sap green.

Sap Boiler. A large’gabion, six feet long,

and four in diameter, rendered bullet-proof by

fixing another gabion six feet long by two and

s half in diameter inside it, and filling up the

space between with stout wooden pickets.

[Sap.]

Sapaa Wood. A dye wood produced by

oe.’tttin spc-cies of Ccesalpina—C. Sappan,
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varieties of Lychnis. An infusion of soap-

wort is sometimes used instead of soap for

cleansing the finer varieties of wooL
Baponite. [Soapstone.]

Bapotaceee (Sapota, one of the genera).

A small natural order of Thalamifloral Exo-
genous trees inhabiting the West Indies and
other tropical countries. In some cases they

produce eatable fniits, known by the colonial

names of S.-lpoduxa, Marmalade Apple, Stab
Apple, Surinam Medlar, &c. The juice is

white like milk ; and, unlike the secretions of

most lactescent families of plants, may be used

for alimentary purposes. The fruit of some
yields a greasy substance; whence one of

them, Bassia, has gained the name of Shea,

or Butter-tree, in Africa.

Sappare. A name which was given to

Kyanite, by De Saussure, owing to a mistake

in reading a label on whicli it bad been in-

correctly called Sapphire. Transparent blue

Kyanite is sometimes polished and substituted

for Sapphire, but is easily distinguished by its

very inferior hardness.

sappers and lICinerE. The name given

to the non-commissioned officers and privates

of the corps of Royal Engineers, Their duties
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consist in bulling fortifications, in executing

field works, &c., under the direction of their

superior officers. [EMoiNSBits, KoYiiL.]

Sftpplilo. The name given to a species of

verse ; from Sappho, the famous Greek poetess,

by whom it was said to be invented. It consists

of eleven syllables of five feet, of which the

following is a plan

“W I
*““•

I —wk/ I I “W !•

This measure was afterwards introduced into

Latin, and received great improvements in the

hands of Horace and Catullus. The rules for

the composition of Greek are much less strict

than those for the composition of Latin sapphics.

The Sapphic strophe consists of three sapphic

verses, followed by a versits Adonietts, or

Adonian verse. [Adonic.]

Sapptiire (Gr. adnfxipos). The name given

to brightly coloured varieties of Corundum.
The blue are generally called Sapphire ; the

redj Oriental Buby. Sapphire consists essen-

tially of crystallised alumina and is inferior in

hardness only to the diamond. It occurs in

variously terminated six-sided prisms and in

rolled masses; and is found in the beds of

rivers and associated with crystalline rocks,

chiefly in Ceylon and Pegu
;
but it is also met

with in Bohemia; near Expailly, in Auvergne;
and in New South Wales. Sapphires have
been used not only as ornamental stones but

for the lenses of microscopes, for jewelling

watches, and, when bored, for drawing very

fine gold and silver wire. [Cobundoae
;
Stab-

stone.]

Saprophagaaa (Gr. ccarph, •putrid^ and
^a^cu', to eat). The name of a tribe of Co-
leopterous insects, comprising those which feed

on animal and vegetable substances in a state

of decomposition.

Bapuoala Wats. The seeds of LecytUs
Zabucajo^ imported from Para, and commonly
sold in the fruit shops. They somewhat resem-

ble Brazil nuts, but are superior in flavour and
more digestible.

Bapwood. The external part of the wood
of Kxogens, which, from being the latest formed,

is not filled up with solid matter, or with the

colouring principles which are deposited in

wood after a certain time. For these reasons,

sapwood is that through which the ascending
fluids of plants move most freely; and not
being sohdified by the earthy and other
substances eventually incorporated with wood,
is quickly decomposed when exposed to the
action of air and moisture. Hence for all

building purposes the sapwood is, or ought to
be, removed from timber. The sapw<^ or
unsolidified wood of all trees is much the same
in its power of resisting decomposition, that of
the oak and limum vitse perishing as quickly
as poidar and other valueless timber; and
chemists have ascertained that if the hardest
heartwood is reduced to its original condition
of Mpwood by the abstraction of the matter of
ablidification, all those properties which give
heartwood its value are destroyed,

j

SAROOPHAOUS
Ba^baites. Oriental monks or ccenobites,

described by Cassian in his Institutime
; and

supposed to be the same with those called
Bemoboth by St.. Jerome {Epiet. xviii.).

Saraband (Span, zarabandi^ Ital. sara-
banda). In Music, a composition in tnple
time very similar to a minuet. When denoting
music for the dance, it is to the same measure
which usually terminates when the beating
hand rises

; being thus distinguished from the
oourantt which ends when the hand falls.

Baraoenle Art. A style allied to the
Byzantine, being developed by Byzantine Greeks
for the Arabs. The details are composed of
conventional flowers and tracery, with ingenious
variations of the early Christian aymbolism
disguised.^ Ite great feature is the exclusion
of all imitation of nature. (Owen Jones’s
Alhambra; Wornum’s Analysis of Ornament^
#c.) [Decobation

; Ornament.]
Baranyd. [Erinys.]
Baroocarp (Or. adp^, flesh, and Kofnrds,

fruit). In Botany, the fleshy part of a peri-
carp, lying between the epicarp and endocarp.
Saroooele (Gr. aapKoteh^rit from adp^, and

ti twnour). A tumefaction of the testicle.

Barcoool (Gr. trapKOKdWa, a Persian aum).
A gum rosin, said to be the produce of Petnea
Sarcocolla, a plant growing in the northern
parts of Africa. This Sarcocol somewhat
resembles gum arabic

;
but is soluble in

alcohol, and its aqueous solution is precipi-
tated by tannin.

Sar^colUn. A pimmy matter containe<l
in commercial sarcocmeL, the dried juice of the
Paenea mucronata.
Barcode (Gr. o-opm^f, fleshdike). The

organised substance of which the soft parts of
Protozoa (Sponges, Infusories, Foruminifers)
are composed.

Bareoderm (Gr. odp^, and fi/pjua, skin).
In Botany, an intermediate fleshy layer found
in the testa of some seeds.

Barcollto (Gr. adp^, and KlOos, stone). A
pale, flesh-coloured Zeolite, found in small
semi-transparent ciystals at Monte Somma;
with Wollastonite, Hornblende, &c. It is a
silicate of alumina, lime, and soda.

Bareology (Gr. adp^, and kii'yos, a dis^
course). The history or doctrine of the fleshy
parts of the body.

SarcopbaguE (Gr. aapKoipdyos, from vdp^,
and ipaytiv, to eat). In Antiquities, a stone
receptacle for a dead body. The name origi-
nates in the use of the lapis Assius, stone of
Assos (in Asia Minor), said to have been pre-
pared for this purpose, on accountof its supposed
property of corroding dead bodies, so as to
consume them entirely in forty days

; which,
together with other incredible qualities, is
ascribed to it by Theophrastus and Fliny. One
of the most celebrated specimens of this object
of art is the great sarcophagus taken by the
British in Egypt in 1801, commonly calleatW
of Alexander; it is deposited in the British
Museum. Dr. Clarke, the traveller, wrote an
essay to prove that the Macedonian conqueror
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had really been entombed in it; but this opinion
seems unfounded. I

Sarooaine (Gr. <rdp^). A basic substance
obtained by boiling kreatin with hydrate of
baryta. Its formula is Ce O4 N. I

SttrdineSa Small fishes of the Herring
family ( Clttpea sardina, Cut.), taken in vast

numbers off the coast of Sardinia, and in other
'

parts of the Mediterranean, where the herring

IS unknown. They form an important article

of commerce, their flavour being highly

esteemed.
Sardonic Jbaugli. [Eisus Saudonicus.]

Sardonyx (Gr. (rapziwO. Onyx consisting

of alternate layers of Sard and nearly opaque-

white Chalce^lony. It is the most beautiful

and the rarest variety of Onyx, and that which
was held in the greatest esteem by the ancients

for engraving into cameos. The Sardonyx is

found in Perthshire.

Sargaaonm (Span, sargazo, sea-weed). The
scientific name of the Gulf-weed, which fom>s
a genus of dark-spored Ahee belonging to the

natural order Fucacea, and is characterised by
the fruit-bearing receptacles being collected in

little bundles in the axils of the leaves ; the air-

vessels, which are merely transformed leaves,

with or without a terminal point, being stalked

and separate. The species are extremely

numerous, and chiefly tropical or subtropical.

We have no species inhabiting our shores, but

S. vufpare and 8. bacciferum are occasionally

transported to us by the waves. Its abundance
over a large portion of the Atlantic has led to

the Portuguese expression mar de Sar^assOf or

weedy sea. '

Saros. An ancient Assyrian astronomical

period, the origin and exact length of which are

unknown, though they have been the subject of

much disputation. Gemrgius Syncellus, who
wrote in the eighth century, cites a passage

from Berosus, reported by Julias Africanus, in

'ihich mention is made of three periods—the

Sossos^ the Neros, and Saras ; and the »Saros is

stated to be 3,600 years. According to Lalande
{Astronomie, § 1,572), Syncellus also cites

Anianus and Panodoms, who assigned the

lengths of these periods as follows: The Sossos,

60 days ; the Neros, 600 days ; and the Saros,

3,600 days, or 9 common years 10 months and
1 1 days. Legentil, after Fugeres, suppwes the

Saros to be 10 years
;
Freret supposed it to be

19A years
; Giraud, 3,600 Julian months, which

make 3,711 lunations, or 31 years. Suidas

states that the Saros was a period of lunar

months equal to 18^ years ;
and Halley (i^f/.

Trans, No. 194), adopting the same notion,

and supporting himself by a passage in Pliny,

supposes it to M idendcal with the lunar period

of 1 8 years, or rather of 223 lunations, which

corresponds almost exactly to 242 nodical

revolutions of the moon [Moon], and conse-

quently brings back the eclipses in the same
order. But Goguet {Origins des Loix, fc.)

remarks, that the statement of Suidas is not

support^ by that of any ancient author ; and
that there is no reason to suppose that Pliny, in
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the passage in question, had the Saros in view.

some authors the Saros has been confounded
with the Metonic cycle. (Sir G. C. Lewis,
Astronomy of the Ancients, p. 401.)

Barothamiiiui (Gr. tripos, a broom, and
Bdfufos, a shrub). A genus of Leguminosa,
comprising the common Broom, which bears the

name of Sarothamnus scoparius, though per-

liaps better known under those of Spartium or

Genista. The Broom grows naturally in the

Canary Isles, Western Europe, and Scandi-

navia, as well as in Britain, and is applied

to various economic purposes. Neat little

baskets are made from the twigs divested of

their bark in Madeira; and in some parts of

;

Europe the green tops are used as winter food

I

for sheep.

j

Broom*tops in large doses are emetic and
purgative, in small doses diuretic and laxative.

I

Tlie Ordre de la Geneste, or Order of the
Broom, was the denomination of an ordej of
knighthood instituted by Louis of France in

1234, and continued till the death of Charles
V. The Broom was not less distinguished
than the Bose herself during the civil wars of
the fourteenth century; for a sprig of the
Planta Genista was the adoptea badge of
Geoffrey duke of Anjou, father of Henry II.

[Plantagenet.]
Barpedon (Gr. 2otptrrfit&y), There were

three persons of this name in Greek mytholog}^

the first being a sou of Zeus and Europa, and
brother of Minos and Rhadamanthus. He
became king of the Lycians [Lycaon

;
Rishis],

and received from Zeus the gift of a life equal
in length to three generations. The hero in

the Homeric tale of the Trojan war is a grand-
son of this Sarpedon. With his friend Glaucus
(another form of AfvN^r, brilliant) he goes
from his bright, or Lycian, land, to aid Hector
at Ilion, where he is slain by Patroclos, Zeus
bedng unable to avert his early doom, although
his tears fell in rain-drops from the sky. At
the bidding of Zeus, Apollo bathed his body
and wrapped it in an ambrosian garment, and
Sleep and Death (Thanatos and Hypnos) bore
it in the still hours of the night to his home in

Lycia, where a great cairn marked his burial-

place.

The root of the name (ear, to go, Lat. serpo)

reappears in the names Hermes and Helen.
The incident which is said to have won for

Sarpedon the chieftainship over the Lycians is

repeated in the legend of William Tell.

Sarrmeeniaoess (Sarracenia, one of the
genera). A small g^up of curious herba-
ceous Exogens, inhabiting the bogs of North
America, and having their leaves hollowed
out into tubes or pitchers open at the upper
end. Their flowers have some likeness to
those of PMpaveracess, to which order they are
allied.

SaraapasUla* The rhizome of various
species of Smilax. Several varieties of this

(Iri^ are imported from South America. That
which is generally preferred is the reddish
fibrous root, known in the market under the
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nliiTie of Jamaica or red sarsaparilla, and ro>

|

extolled as an aatisyphilitic remody, and in

ferrod to S. officinalis. What is termed Xwion rheumatic and cutaneous affections: but it is

sarsaparilla, referred to 8.
papt/ratra, is less

|

now scarcely ever employed except as an inffre-

fibrous, and more mealy and white in the dient in the compound decoction of sarsaparilla,

interior. In medicine various preparations of Sassafras

This root, though long employed in medicine, arc used in rheumatic and skin affections, gem*-

seems only lately to have been piopcrly esti-
j

rally, however, in combination with other more
matod. It was formerly regarded as a spi'Cific potent drugs. Siissafras-tea mixed witli milk

in syphilis; but this opinion is now givi n up,
j

and sugar forms tho drink known as Salooj),

and it is used as a powerful and valuable ' which is st ill sold to the working-elasses in the

alterative nu‘dicinc in many disorders of
,

early morning at the corners of the Lr>ndoii

debility, but more especially in those ca-

1

streets. In Virginia the young shouts are made
chectic habits which present symptoms fur- ' into a kind of beer

;
in Ix)uisian:i the leaves aro

merly mistaken for venereal— such as pains used as a condiment in sauces, while their

of the bones, nodes of tlio periosteum, loss
!

iT.ucilaginous ]>i*oix‘rties render them useful

of strength and flesh, and other characters
|

for thickening soups,

of what is sometimes called a broken con- What is known as Orinoco Sassafras is

st'tution. In these cases a course of s.irsapa-
|

the produce of J\"cctatidra epwhornm, while

rilla has often effected a cui'c, espociitll^ if Cayenne Sassafras is derived from Licaria

resort,

<

h1 to in time, when all other remedies, ^ gnmnensis.

and more especially mercurials, had fadetl. Sassolin. Native lioracic acid, from the

It must be taken in pwtty largo doses, i. o. vicinity of Sasso in I’lormice.

in quantities not less than an ouneo to an Satan* A Ilel^rcw wiml signifying cnemg
ounce and a half a day, and p< rs<‘vvretl in or advcr$ai'y\ and used as sueh, without any
for ai.T, eight, or ten weeks; or a quantity of

extract or syrup, or other prepaj*ui ion equiva-

lent to that wiiight of tho dried root. A con-

centrated liquid extract, and a syrup, are now
prepanxl, wdiich are the best forms. TIn'y are

apt to disagree with weak stomachs; but
generally, by proper management and perse-

verance, this difficulty may be got over.

Where it agrees, tho strength is gradually

regaincMl, tho pains and other symptoms abati^
|

and vanish ; and the only other efil ct obs<Tve<l

is, eitlii'f that the iiowcls arc rallu r 11101*0 o[ien

tlian usual, or the flow of urine or the persi>i-

ration is incrrasoil.

Sartarlna A muscle of the thiirh

attached at the upp^•^ extremity to the e<!ge

of the anterior superior spinoas process of the

ilium, and at the lower to the inner side of the

head of the tibia. It is concerned in bending
the leg obliquely inwanK, and in crossing the

thighs
; thence called sarturius, or the iailoi’s

vm.sch.

Saab (Fr. chassis). In Arcliilecture, a
piece of framing for holding the squares ofj

glass in a window. It is of tw'o sorts— viz.
|

that called the French sash, which is hung like

a door to the sash frame; and that in which it

moves vertically^ from being balanced by a
weight on each side, to which it is attached by
lines running over pulleys at the top of the
sash-frame. When in a window both the upper
and lower sashes are movable, the sashes are
said to be double hung, and single hung'when
only one of them moves.
SaMallras. The Laurus Sassafras, now

Sassafras officinale, a native of North Ame-
rica, and growing abundantly upon the banks
of the river Sassafras

; whence its name. It
has a wahn aromatic flavour, and the decoction
is diuretic and diaphoretic. It was formerly
used in eases of stone in the bladder (hence its

name has by some been derived from saxum, a
Slone, and frangere, fo break). It bas also been
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reference to tho Evil Power itself, in one. or

two jxissnges of the Old ami New Testament.

The equivali'iit t(Tm in Greek for this w'ord

is literally one vho accm^cs or cahtni’

nintes. [Di.vit.
;
VniTii.v.]

Satellite (Liit. satelles, an a'lnulant)- In

Astronomy, tho name given to the si-romhuT

bodies revolA Ing round planets, though to s]«ejik

more genonilly the plam ts themselves live, mi-

telliti'sof the sun ami each member of a double

[

or multiple stur-systern comes under the sanu'

category.

I

The planets which nre aceompnnied by s.i-

1 l 4‘Uit<*sarc the lurtli, .Tupiter, Saturn, Vranus,

and Ncptuiio. The Earth has one satellite,

namely, the Moon ;
Jupiter lias four; Salnrii

right; Uranus four; ami Neptune probably

j

two. For the Earth's satellite, see Koox.
The iSatcllites fii*st discovered (leaving the

j

3I00U out of the question) were those of Jupiter,

- first observed by Galileo, and tlieir discovery

fullow’ed immediately that of the telescope.

I

With a telescoiKs of ordinary power they may
be seen (unless when eclipsed by the shadow
of the planet, or concealed behind its disc),

on any clear niglit, at different distances from

the planet, and arranged nearly in a straight

line, ill which they appear to oscillate back-

wards and forwards with different velocities,

and performing unequal excursions; so that

their arrangemnnt witli respect to the planet,

or configurations, are constantly changing.

Sometimes they are observed to pass before

Jupiter, in which case they cast a shadow
on his disc like a small round black spot,

whence they are inferred to be opaq^ue bodies

illuminaM by the sun ; at other times they

pass behind the planet, and are concealed from
our view; and all these phenomena occur in

regular order, and, with respect to each sa-

tellite, after the same intervals of time.

From the table it will be seen that tho

periodic time of the first satellite of Jupiter
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IB nearly half that of the Bceond, and that

of the second nearly half that of the third.

The mean angular motions of these three

satellites, therefore, form very nearly the

progression 1, | ;
so that the mean motion

of the first satellite, added to twice that of

the third, is very nearly equal to three times

the mean motion of the second. Another
equally singular analogy is, that the mean
longitude of the first, minus three times that

of the second, jplus twice that of the thirtl,

is always very nearly equal to two right angles.

These two results subsist equally in respect

both of the sidereal and synodical motions and
longitudes; and it follows as a consequence
of the last, that for a great number of years

at least, the three first satellites cannot be

eclipsed at the same time, for in the simul-

taneous eclipses of the second and third the

first will always be belwTcn the Sun and
Jupiter, and vice vorsA.

On account of the sliortness of the periods

of revolution, the eclipses of the satellites

(^‘apccialiy of the first) take place very fre-

quently; and they are phenomena of con-

siderable importance in astronomy, from their

affording signals by means of whiclLtbe differ-

ences of terrestrial longitudes arc <Ietermincd,

in the same manner as in an eclipse of the
moon. The method, however, is not capable
of the same precision as is afforded by lunar
observations. [Longitude.]
The eclipses of Jupiter’s satellites have also

an historical interest, from having led Kcemer

to the important discovery of the successive

propagation and velocity of light. "When Ju-

piter is in opposition with the sun, and his dis-

tance from the earth consequently less than his

distance from the sun by the whole radius

of the earth’s orbit, the edipses are observed

to happen about 16 m. 26 sec. earlier than

whelk the planet is in conjunction, and its

distance from the earth greater than its

distance from the sun by the same quantity.

This phenomenon can only bo explained by
supposing that light occupies 16 m. 26 sec.

in traversing the earth’s orbit, and conse-

quently 8 m. 13 sec. in coining from the

sun to the earth, which gives a velocity of

about 192,000 miles in a second. The theoiy,

with its consequences, has been amply con-

firmed by Bradley’s discovery of aberration.

[AniaiRATioN
]

The satellite m which weare chieflyinterested

is the moon, which will be found described in

its proper place. Below we give, however, the

element/S of all the satellites of our system.

It w'ill be seen that the number of satellites ap-

portioned to each planet is very unequal, Sa-

turn having the largest number, and Venus,

Mars, and Mercury being entirely deprived of

them. There is reason for believing that some
of the satellites both of Jupiter and Saturn

possess the same peculiarity as our moon,
namely, that their times of revolution and rota-

tion are equal. The elements of the satellites

;

arc as follow (the article Puanet should also be
1 consulted) :

—

Elements of the Satellites,

Prlnuu7 6
'A

Namo

DlfUnre n-oin Ccntrei
of rrlioiurloi

Exc<-n-
tricity

Loniritudo
orPeri-

planetuin

Inclination
of Orbila
to Plane

of Ecliptic

Sulcrral
Ki'vuiuiion Dianictor

g

si

w

Man
In na.lU

of Primary Mllci

d. h. m. t. Hlln Earths

)

Earth 1 Moon C0-27343ii 237613 0*054908 266 10 75 5 8 40*0 0 29 84 66 2160
* " 0*0n364

U=1
Jupiter 1 lo . . . 6*04658 278542 , , 3 4 0 1 18 27 24 2440 2 150*000017

2 Europa . 9*62347 442904 , , 3 5 5 3 13 13 42 2T92 3 86,0-000023
3 Ganymede 15*35024 706714 , , , , 3 9 2 7 3 42 33 3579 5 46 0-000088

4 Callieto . 26*99635 1*24261!) 3 28 0 16 16 32 n 3062 9 46,0*000043

Saturn . 1 Mimas . 3*3607 119725 0‘0G6$9 104 42 \ r U 2-i 37 28 71000 0 33
2 Enccladus 4*3125 153630 ? 7 1 8 53 7 ? 0 43
3 Tethys . 5-3396 190225 0*0051 184 36 1 21 18 26 ? 0 53
4 Dione . , 6*8398 243670 0*02 42 30 no B A Akt 2 17 41 9 ? 1 8
5 Rhea . . 9*5528 340320 0*02209 95 00

~ fo iU IZ
4 12 25 11 1200 1 35

6 Titan . . 22*1450 788915 16 214 35*5 15 22 41 25 8300 8 41
7 Hyperion 26*7834 954160 0*116 296 00 21 7 7 41 7 4 40
8 Japetus . 64*3590 2*292790 0*025 130 00 J

; ^ ^
W9 7 54 40 1800 10 43

Uranus* 1 Ariel . . 7*44 128340 , , * • 100 0-31
f

2 12 28 0 0 12
2 Urabriel 10*37 178882 , . Ascending 4 8 27 0 0 15
3 TitanU . ,17-01 298422 • • J

Node 8 16 55 C 0 33
4 Oberon . ‘22-75 392607 , , . . J 165 30 .13 11 6 0 0 44

Neptunet^ 1 .
. |12 00 22600O 0*1059748 177 30 2!)± 5 21 8 0 0 18 • •

* The motion of the Satellites of Uranus is rctrograiie, t Motion possibly retrograde.

7

7

6
7

17
15

13
12

10
8

17

9

H

Additional Elements of tltt Moon,

Mean Horizontal Parallax

.

Mean Angular Telescopic Soml-
diameter ....

Ascending ^Tode of Orbit .

Mean Synodic Period
Time of Rotation
laclinatioB of Axis to the Ecliptic

Longitude of Polo
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. nr 2'^*70

. 15' sr’86

. 13® 53' 17"

29-53O6e07!5 days
27*321681418 „

. 1® 30' l0"-8

. ?

Dally GeiX'f'ntric Motion , . ,

Mean lievolution of iNodes .

„ ,, Apogee or Aphides
Density, Earth ns 1 . . .

Volume, „ ....
Force of Gravity at Surface, Eiirth as I

Studies fall in One Second . •

13® K/ 35'

CTHa-SSlOS®
3232*57343

0'56654

= 0*02013

= i
2*G feet

A|iniirnit

Star Msanltude



SATIN
Battn (Fr. ; Welsh sidan). A closely woven

silk, ^nerally dressed with gum, especially

when mtendea for ribbons, dresses, &c.

Batta Bpar. A fibrous variety of caif>ouate

of lime, which when polished has a lustre

resembling that of satin. It is found of snowv
whiteness in Buckinghamshire, Oumberlaiia,

Devonshire, at Lcadhills in Scotland, and else-

where.

The mineral which is more commonly known
by the name of Satin Spar is a much softer stone

than the above, being a fibrous kind of Gypsum
(a sulphate of lime) found in Nottinghamshire,

Derbyshire, Gloucestershire and near Carrick-

fergus in Ireland. This variety is frequently

made into beads and other ornaments, whicn
have a certain kind of resemblance to Cat’s-eye

;

but it is of a mudi softer nature.

Battn 'Wood. A handsome Indian wood
obtained from CJd&roxylon Swieteniat and valu-

able for vene<*ring purposes.

Satlro (Lat. satira). In Literature, a
representation of vice, or of the lidicaious,

either in the form ni dueoKioe put ia dra-

matic action. The woxd wiire must not be
confounded as to its etjnolc^ with the satyri

of the Greeks, wfaidi were tsaiesqae dramatic
pieces, in whidi the persons represented a band
of satjnrs. [Dnaiia.] The Latin satin is

said t'> be derived the Mtura^ a

dish full of various fruits sod heibs which
was carried in procession at the feasts of Ceres.

Hence the word came to signify a poem full

of miscellaneous matterwitiK^otderijrmetliod,

and in this sense only it was probably employed
by Lucilius, the first writer of satires, although

the title so usurped by him was afterwai^
app}:H only to poems of a similar character

with bis own, viz. containing moral reflection,

interspersed with critical touches directed

against real or imaginaiy personages.

Satire, in the literary sense of the word, as

designating a species of composition, is usually

confined to a species of poetiy; but prose

works, of which the contents are of a satirical

character, are often comprehended under the

same appellation. Dramatic writings, also, are

not satires in the stricter sense of the word,
although their contents may be of a satirical

character. Accordinp; to their subjects, satires

are divided into political and moral
;
and these

again severally subdivided into personal and
general. Pohtical satires, in almost every

language, have been nearly confined to prose

;

the moral satire alone has found its appropriate

vehicle in verse. The only Greek satirist, of

whom any fragments have reached ns, was
Archilochus

;
and his attacks were eridently

directed against individuals. Aristophanes pos-

sessed a vein of satirical power^ ^th in the

indignantand ludicrous strain, which has never

been surpassed; atid his dramas contain not

only sarcasms on individuals, but also political

and ethieal lessons of the highest value. But
the moral satire, properly so called, was in-

vented by the Bonutns, not only in form, but

in substance, and by them carried to per-
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fection; and it is remarkable that the only
species of Roman poetry which has any
degree of originality, is that which would
seem to have accoided the least with the

grave and austere turn of the genuine Roman
diameter.
Of the three Roman satirists whose works

have reached us, Horace, the earliest, excels in

conveying moral and prudential lessons, in

light allusions to the follies or excesses of his

time
;
sometimes, though rarely, assuming the

comic character, but generally evincing more of

the indefinable quality termed by us humour,
than is showu by any other classical writer, with
the exception of Ainstophanes. Whether the

various personages introduced by Horace, for

the most part rather as examples to be shunned
than ns individuals to be held up to laughter

or contempt, were intended to represent to his

readers, by allusions now uudiscernible, actual

characters known to them, is a matter not
easily ascertainable. The same may be said

with respect to Juvenal, whose selectM victims

are for me most part exalted or notorious per-

sonages of the generations immediately pre-

ceding bis own
;
and it is not ascertained,

although has often been conjectured, that

tlieir names were intended to conceal those of

bis contemporaries. Juvenal, without either

wit or humour, excels in the deep tones of

moral indignation l>efittiug the aeandidous

excesses of the times in which lie lived.

Persius, although he oeeasionallj into

very elevated fl^ts of poetry, dcM not iBord
many examples of the peculiar excellences

of the satirist.

In the literature of modern nations, the fiito

of satire has been similar to that which has
bcfiillen many other species of composition.

The name and form of the ancient satire luive

been pn^served by many writers, who have pro-

duced, for the most part, little besides cold or

exaggerated imitations of antiquity. But the

true spirit of satire, in its moral beauty, its

humour, and its delicate irony, has beeu in-

herited by authors in other classes of literature,

who had too much originality of thought to tie

down their genius to an anticjuated form of
writing. Thus in France, Boileau is or was
generally cited as the prince of satirists ; his

satires are closely formed on the model of
Horace, and are elegant and correct in style.

Besides him, lUgnier and many other writers

have adopted the same line. But the true

satirists of France are Rabelais, in his in-

imitable romances; Montaigne the essayist,

•endowed with mueb of the delicate sarcasm
of Horace ; and, in later times, Voltaire. So
in England, although we possess satirists of
considerable merits who nave adopted the
form of the ancient satire, our true national
satirists are to be found among our essayists

and novel-writers. Bishop Hall, in the reign
of Elizabeth, and Donne, in that of James,
published collections of satires, directed
partly against the actual follies or vices of
their times, but too closely paraphrased, for
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the most part, from the Latin, to admit of

much original observation. Withers, among
our early satirists, is the only other writer who
is at all remembered'. Among our uiodern

poets, Pope founded his satires chiefly on the

model of those of Horace
; but his style and

train of thought yrere rather French than

Boman. His works of this class are, in point

of form, mere imitations; but they are ad-

mirable for their point and the beauty of the

verse, and not tmfrequently contain pungent
personal -allusions, without which, unfortu-

nately, a professed satirist can attract little

notice and produce little eflfect. Johnson (in

his two well-known imitations of Juvenal),

Churchill, and Young, are the latest writers

of any note who have compo«*ed in the form

of the ancient^atire. But of all these writers,

not one possesses a genuine or national cha-

racter, except perh^s Churchill
;
while Swift,

Fielding, Dickens, Thackeray, &c., are, in our

literature, what Horace and Juvenal were in

those of the Romans —although not technically

satirists, yet the painters of existing manners,

and the representatives of public opinion re-

specting them. The literary satire, may, per-

haps, b^e mentioned as a separate species of

composition, containing either rules of writing,

or critical observations on the defects of indi-

vidual writers. Some of Horace’s satires and
epistles (as well as his Ars Poetica) belong ex-

clusively, others partially, to this class; and
have given birth a seriea of similar pro-

ductions, down to the English Bards and Scotch

Reviewers of Lord Byron.
Satisfaction (Lat. satisfactio). In Law,

satisfaction of legacies, portions, and debts,

means the donation of a thing with the inten-

tion, either expressed or impli^, tlpit it is to be
taken in whole or part extinguishment of some
prior demand. Thus the advancement of a por-

tion by a parent to a child is in certain cases

tho satisfaction (either wholly or partially)

of a legacy, and vice versA, the presumption
being that the child was not intended to have a
double provision. And this doctrine has in many
cases been extended to gifts of sums of moderate
amount which the donors very probably did
not really intend should be received as part of
the child’s ultimate fortune. Again, if a debtor
bequeath to his creditor a sum of money equal

to or greater than the amount of the debt, this

will be considered to have been intended as a
satisfaction of the debt.

Satlsflcd Terms. In Law. In the prac-

tice of Conveyancing it is common to limit long

terns of years to trustees upon trusts for

raising money out of an estate, &c. When
these trusts are fnlfilled the term is said to bo
satisfied^ and it was formerly usual upon sub-
sequent dealings with the property to convey
the nnexpired residue of suw terms upon trust

(as it was said) to attend the inheritance, as

there were cases in which terms so assigned

might be used as a protection by pfb^asers,
mortgagees, &c., against incumbrances o1

theyhad no notice. The statute8& 9 Viet c. I f
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put an end to satisfied terms, and consequently
to the practice of assigning them.

'Satrap (Or. (rarpd^s, Lat. satrapa, iden-

tified by hucbaelis with the Persian Schah-

derb&n, the kin^s door-keeper). The title

given by the Greek writers to the governors of

provinces under the Persian kings before the

conquests of Alexander. The satrapies of the

Persian empire are enumerated by Herodotus,

iii. 89. {Mkn, de rAcad, des Inscr. vol. xxxi.)

Saturation (Lat. satur, fvU), In Che-

mistry, a fluid is said to be saturated with a

substance when it holds as much of it in

solution as it can take up and retain : we thus

speak of saturated solutions of saline, and
other bodies. The term saturatimi is also

especially applied to the combination of

acids and alkaline or other basic bodies, in

such definite proportions as neutralise each

other
;
thus we say that sulphuric acid is satu-

rated by potassa, when neither acid nor alkaline

properties are predominant: hence, also, the

resulting sulphate of potassa is called a neutral

salt. An excess of acidwould be termed super-

saturation,

Saturatfon, Traction of. The term
fraction of saturation is used to denote the

ratio of the elastic force of the vapour actually

existing in the atmosphere, to the elastic force

of as much vapour as atmospheric air is capable

of containing in an equal volume and at the

same temperature, or as would saturate the air,

Baturdaif• seventh day of the week,

held by the Jews as their sabbath. It re-

ceives its name from the god Sseter, or Saturn.

[Sunday.]

SaturaJa (Arab. Statter, a name for labiate

plants). A genus of LtAiatee yield^g the herb
known, as Sa^iy, of which two sorts, the

summer and tfib winter, are ^tivated, both
highly esteemed in cookery for their, powerful

aromatic flavour. Both spedes were noticed by
Virgil as being among the most fragrant herbs,

and on this account were recommended to be
grown near beehives.. Vinegar flavoured with
savory and other aromatic herbs whs as much
used by the ancient Romans ns mint-sauce

is at the present day with us. To preserve a
supply, it should be cut just before the flowers
expand, and dried by exposure to air.

Batimi ^Lat. Satumus). In Astronomy,
one of the principal planets in the solar system,
and the sixth fu the order of distance from the
sun. Though less brilliant than Venus and
Jupiter, Saturn is nevertheless a conspicuous
object in the heavens, and has accordingly
attracted the attention of sfstronomers since
the first dawn of the science.

The system of rings with which this planet
is surrounded renders it a unique member
of the planetary family ; and moaern investi-

piations tend somewhat to- show that we have
m it an evidence of the truth of Laplace’s
hypothesis of the original fonnatioii of our
system.

This singularity of Saturn’s appearance waa
“ ficed by Galileo, to whom the planet
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nppcarfed triple

^

or like a lurgpo body placed !
that the two arms of the ring sometimcj! appear

between tM'o small ones. The explanation of to be of unequal length,

the phenomenon was first given by Huygens. Since the time of Laplace this interesting

In addition to the apparently double ring
.

problem has engaged the attention of some of

revealed by the first telescopes, in 1850 a third
|

the most powerful analysts. Pierce and Max-
ring, interior to the two others, was sinmlta- ! well have by turns shown .that the rii.gs cannot

jieously diseover«.'d in America and this coimtiy. / be solid and cannot be liquid, and okservat/on

The new ring is very fiiint and dusky; and
;
cert,iiinly endorses these theoretical results, the

hence is Ciilled the crape ring-, through it (he
j

variations in the divisions of the rings, the, so to

body of the planet is easily visible. Modern
,

speak, birth of the crape ring, and the alleged

observations have showm not only that this
|

increase in the breadth of the ring system, arc

ring is double, but that the two rings first irreconcilable with tlio assumption of solidity,

noticed are themselves subdivided into other It has therefore been suggested that the rings

rings, and that the number and position of the may be composed of an innumerable multitude

divisions are constantly changing. satellites. Mr. Proctor, in a remarkable book

When seen through a good telescope, the recently published (Saturn and his Sgstem)

disc of Siituni appears striped with dark belts, remarks as follows :
—

somewhat similar to, but broader, less mime- * The temporary divisions and mottled stripes

rous, and less strongly marked than, those of are easily explained. It is conceivable, for in-

Jr.piter. From their parallelism to the planet’s stance, that the streams of satellites forming

equator, it is inferred that they are probably the rings might bo temporarily separated along

determined by currents similar to our trade arcs of greater or less length by narrow strips

winds. nltogctluT clear of satellites, or in which satel-

Saturn is attended by eight satellites; the

two nearest the planet and Hyperion can be

seen only under the most favourable circum-

htanccs, and with telescopes of very high power.

[SaTELI-ITE.]

From the circumstances of its casting a

dark shadow on Saturn on the side nearest

the sun, and receiving the shadow of the

planet on the opposite side, it was at first

inferred that Saturn’s rinf^ is composed of

solid ponderous materials. But it also followed

that tho ring must therefore be under the

iufiuence of the planet’s atti'action, and so

was liable to be derangotl by the disturbing

action of the jsatelhtos, the largest of which
doe.s not move in the same plane. Hence
it became an interesting problem in physical

astronomy to determine the conditions under

which its ecpiilibrium could be maintained. La-

place showed from the theory ofgravitation, that

in order to maintain the stability of the ring,

it was necessary that tho planet’s attraction

should be counteracted by a centrifugal force

arising from a very rapid rotation of the ring

in its own plane. Observation has confirmed
the result of theory ; for from the motions of

I

certain dusky spts on its surface it has been
|

found that the ring revolves in 10 h. 29 m. 17 s , i

which is very nearly the period assigned by
Laplace, and that in which a satellite would
revolve .at a distance equal to that of the middle
of the ring. Laplace also showed that in order
to resist the tendency to subversion of the

'

equilibrium, it was necessary to suppose the

ring to be of unequal density or tliickness in its

different parts, so that the centre of gravity

might not coincide with the centi*e of figure
;
for

if it were perfectly similar throughout, its equili-

brium would be disturbed by tho slightest force,

litos might be but sparsely distributed. Divi-

sions of the former kind would appear as dark
lines, while those, of the latter kind would pre-

sent precisely that motthnl appearance seen in

tho dusky or ash-coloured strip<>s. The trans-

parency of the dark inner ring is easily under-

stood it wc consider the satellites to be ^arsely
scattered throughout that formation. The fact

that this ring has only become visible of lat(i

years no longer presents an insuperable difti-

culty, for it is readily conceivable that tlio

satellites forming the dark ring have origin-

ally belonged to the inner bright ring, whence
collisions or disturbing attractions have but

lately propelled or drawn them. Th(‘ gradual

spreading out of the rings is explicable wlien

the system is supposed to consist of satellites

connected only by their mutual attractions

;

while the thinness of the system is obviously a

necessary consequence of such a formation, for

the attraction of Saturn’s bulging equatorial

regions would compel each satellite to travel

!

near the plane of Saturn’s equator.’

I

The elliptical shading noticed at tho ends of

the apparent longer axis of the dark ring, is

also explained :— •

'*\Ve liave only to imagine that the satellites

are strewn more densely near the outer edges of

tho bright rings, and especially of the inner

bright ring, and that this uensity of distribution

gradually diminishes inw^ards. For instance,

we may conclude that along the inner edge of

the inner bright ring the satellites arc so

sparsely strewn that, at the extremities of the

apparent longer axis of that edge, the dark
hackgrannd of the skg Incomes visifde through
the ^aps bt tu'CCH (he satellites'

further particulars of this intcTesting system
will be found noticed under Planet and

as the attraction of a satellite; and as it would
hate no tendency to recover itself, it would
ultimately be precipitatcil on the planet. This
inequality of form also ^vould seem to be
indicated by obsenMtion, for it has been notierd

ura)

f^ATEU ITF8. We apjM’nd in this place the latest

values of tl)c dimensions of the ring system,
calculated according to both the old and new
solar parallax. They are taken from Mr.
Proctor’s book already referred to.
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Lonfritttde of ajsoending node of ring on

the ooliptio 1C7° 43' 28"-03
1 1iclmation of lings’ plane to the ecliptic 28 10 21*05
Annual precession of the vernal equinox

of Saturn’s northern hemisphere 8 ‘146
Complete revolution of either equinox in 412,080 years

Milw.
Old V»luc. New Value.

Kxt-orior diameter of outer ring 173,60«ji 100,920
Interior „ „ . , 153,600 147,670
Exterior diameter of inner ring . 150,000 144,310
Interior „ „ , . 113,400 109,100
Interior diameter of the dark ring 95,400 91,780
Breadth of outt'r bright ring . 10,000 9,626

„ of the division between the
*

rings .... 1,750 1,680

„ of inner bright ring . 18,300 17,605

. „ of the dark ring . . 9,000 8,660

„ of the system of bright rings 30,060 28,910

„ of the entire system of rings 39,050 37,570
Space Iwtween the planet and dark

ring 10,150 9,760

As the plane of the rings is inclined to

the ecliptic, and maintains its parallelism

(luring lh(' revolution of the planet, the angle
under which it is presented to the sun is con-

tinually clianging; the appearances which it

pres(‘nts to the earth are therefore also con-
tinually changing. The points in which it

intersects the ecliptic arc in 170'* and 350® of
longitude; consequently, whenever the pladet

comes into cither of those longitudes (and it

must pass through both in cacli revoMion), the
jdane of the,ring passes through the sun, and
only the thin edge is illuminated. In this case,

the whole quantity of light which is reflected

fi-om it is insufficient to rend('r it visible, and it

entirely disappears, even in the most powerful
telescopes. On the 29th April, 1833, Sir John
II ersclud records, *The disappearance of the
rings is complete, when observed with a reflector

18 inches in aperture and 20 feet in focal length.’

A little before or after the planet is in this

position, the ring is seen as a fine straight line

of light drawn across the disc of the planet, and
jirojecting on each side. As the planet con-
tinues to recede from these points the sun’s
rays fall upon the ring, and tlic luminous
line gradually opens out into an ellipse, which
Woraes wider and wider, until it attains
iis maximum when the longitude of Saturn is
80° or 260°. Now it is evident tliat the ring
will be visible only when the sun and earth
are both on the same side of it ; and that it

will become invisible when its plane passes
througli the centre of the earth as well as when
it passes through the centre of the sun, though
for a different reason. On this account two or
three disappearances of the ring may happen in
a short period of time. The disappearances
take place about every 15 years, or half the.

time of Satiims revolution in his orbit, and the
two sides of the ring have alternately fifteen

of our yeaiw of sunshine, and fifteen years of
darkness.

Satuhn. In Latin Mythology, a king of
Italy, to whom was aseribed the introduction
of agricjulture. Saturn thus answers to Tuipto-
LEMus in the Greek legend of DeinSter

; and
there can be little doubt that the name is

connected with the Latin verb scro, satum, to
sotr, while nothing in his attributes corresponds

SAUNDERS WOOD
to the Greek Cronos [Zbus], with whom he has
been generally identified. The wife of Ssturu,

the corngrower, was Ops (wealth or plenty).

Like Romulus, Saturn disappeared from the

earth when his work was done
;
and the fan-

cies of mythographers derived the name of the
Latin country, Latiam, from this disappearance
(iateo, Hie hid).

Saturnalia. In Roman Antiquities, the

festival of Saturn, celebrated about the middle
df December, and lasting at different times fur

•one, thfee, and five days. It was a s(‘a8on of

complije liberty and rejoicing. No business

was done : friends visited and made presents lo

each other
;
and slaves were permitted to jest

with their masters, and were waited on by them
at table.

Batyr. In Zoology, the orang-utan (Simla
satyrusy Linn.) is sometimes so called.

Satyr* (Gr. adrvpoty another form of rlrupo*,

a ram). In Mythology, beings represented with
the heails, arms, and b(Klies of men, and the

low;er parts of goats. They were under the

peculiar government of Dionysus or Ihiechus.

Satyric Drama. In the Greek theatre,

a theatrical piece, in which the chorus
consisted of satyrs of a semi-burlesque cha-

racter, as in the Cyclops of Euripides. It was
customary for the tragedian to present at

the samti time three tragic pieces and one
satirical drama, forming a tetralogy. (Smith’s
Dictionary of Greek and Koman Antiquities^

art. ‘ Tragoedia.')

Saucer of a Capstan. An iron bed or
socket bolted to the deck below that on which
the capstan is, for the purpose of securing the

pivot or spindle on which the apparatus works,
Sauolsson (Fr.). [Powdbu Hose,]
Sauer or Sour JCraut. A saltM prepa-

ration of cabbage much esteemed in Germany,
and of which large quantities are prepared for
winter use. It is made by shredding the
cabbages and packing them in layers in barrels
with salt, ungronnd pepper, and a few cloves,
the whole mass being firmly pressed down
with weights. Partial fermentation sets in,

and the watery juice rises to the surface . This
expressed juice is aftcT a time poured ofi^ and
water containing a solution of salt poured in,

and changed from time to time till it ceases to
rise with a scum and fetid smell. The cabbage
is then fit for keeping, and is stored in the
barrels, still under pressure, in cellars, and
continues in excellent condition for use till late
in spring. When used, it is washed with sofr,

water, and stewed with bacon or salted meat,
and is said to be very wholesome.

Sauffli. One of the names of the S.iliou*

8ali,T caprea.

or SAl. The Indian name of a valu-
able timber, much used in the Last lor building
and engineering purposes. The tree which
yields it is the Skorea robusta of botanists.
Suunder* or Sandal Wood. The white

•or scented sandal wood produced by Santatum
album and broughtfrom tlu; East Indies. Wlieii
distilled Avith water, it yields n thick essential
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oil smelling sometliing like roses. Bed saunders

or sandal 18 the wool of the P/eroc<irpMs san-

taHnuSj also a native of India. Its colouring

matter is insoluble in water, but soluble in

alcobol, and is used to’ impart a red tinge to

certain tinctures. The resmous exudation of

this tree constitutes one of the varieties of

dragon's blood.

Saariaiui (Gr. aavpos, a lizard). The
name of an order of reptiles, including all those

which are covered with scales and have four

legs, as the crocodile and lizard. The mouth
of the saurians is always armed with teeth, and
their toes are generally furnished with claws

;

they have all a tail more or less long, and
generally very thick at the base. A few
species, exceptions to the general character,

have only two legs. The most gigantic and
singular species of the Saurian o^er are now
extinct.

Bauroptarygla (Gr. o-aSpos, lizard^ and

fin). An order of Fossil Keptilia in

which are no postorbital and supni-temporal

bones : there are large temporal and other vacui-

ties between certain cranial bones ; a foramen
farietale

;
two antorbital nostnls

;
teeth simple,

in distinct sockets of the premaxillary, max-
illary, and premandibnlar bonesi, rarely on the

palatine or pterygoid bones
;
maxillaries larger

than premaxillaries
;
limbs natatory ;

not more
than five digits. An epistemum and clavicles.

A sacrum of one or two vertebrae for the

attachment of the pelvic arch in some, numerous
cervical vertebrae in most. Pleurapophyses

with simple heads
;
those of the trunk long and

bent. The genera Nothosaurus, Pistosaurits,

Conchiosaurus, Simosaurm^ Flacodus^ Tanystro-

pheus^ SphenosauruSf PlesiosauriMf Plioaaurus^

and Myptychodony Mong lo this order, which
is found in aU the strata from the trias to the

chalk inclusive.

Saumracaae (Sanrarus,,one of the genera).

A sm&ll order of Hypogynous Exogens, be-

longing to the Piperal alliance. They diflTer

from Piperacem in the compound nature of their

ovaiy, and in their constantly stipulate leaves.

The species, which hare no important proper-

ties, are natives of North America, China, and
Northern India.

Sanasiiilte. A compact variety of Epidote
of a green or ash-gr^ colour, forming the Jade
or Nephrite of the Swiss Alps. Named after

De Saussure, by whom it was originally dis-

covered in rounded masses on the borders of

the Lake of Geneva. It is also found in Corn-

wall at Kynance Cove, Coverack Cove, and the

Lizard ; and in Scotland at Glen Tilt in Perth-

shire and Poit8<^ in Banfihhire.

Sauwagealaeeae (Sauva^sia, one of the

genera). A small order of Hypogynous Exo-
^ns of the Violal alliance, foimd in South
America and the West Indies.

tewmiuiaJui (Span, sabana) or Praliiea.

Vast tracts of plain land of small elevation, and
generally covered with vegetation throughout

most of the year. The prairie land of North
Amcricilt occupies at least two and a half millions
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of square miles. Part of it is heathy or bushv*
part alluvial and wet, but the neater part diy
and grassy. The savannahs of the Mississippi

are grassy, and occasionally salt effloresces on
the surface. The pine barrens of many of the

Southern states are similar tracts, barren except

for a growth of pine. The interior of Africa

I

contains very extensive tracts of low plain

covered with much vegetation, and the resort of
i large wild animals in enormous herds. These
also are savannahs.

Bawlii (Lat. sabina). One of the species of
juniper {Juniperua Sa^na). Itisaloweveigrecn
shrub, of an acrid irritant nature, and possess-

ing purgative, stimulant^ and emmenagogue
properties.

Bawlnga Banka. The Savings Bunk Acts
were consolidated and amended by stat. 26 and
27 Viet. c. 87. At the end of 1864 the number
of savings banks amounted to 678, and the

B^g^gate amount of their deposits to thirty-

nine millions and a half. In addition to these

there were about five millions of deposits in the

Post Office savings banks. [Bank, Savings.]
(D^gerando, Le la Bienfaisance Publique^ voL
iii. 1. 2. ch. iv.)

Bawltar. In Hindu Mythology, a name
for the sun, as having a golden hand. Like
the names Lykios, Lycaon, &c., the word de-

noted originally only the mlden rays which
shoot from the sun

;
but ^en the name was

taken literally, the story grew up that the sun,

offering up a sacrifice, cut off his hand* which
was replaced by an artificial hand of gold.

(Max MiiUer, Lectures on Language^ second
series, viii.)

Baworj. [Satvreja.]
Bawoy. One of the hardier of the varieties

of Cabbage, remaricable for its bullate or

blistered leaves. It is the type of a race of

subvarieties, included nnderthe name Brasnea
oleracea hvllata

Bawf-wort. The common name for Berra-

tida, a genus of Composites represented in this

country by 8. tmetoriOf the herbage of which
yields a yellow dye.

Baxlflravaoeea (Saxifin^ one of the gene-

ra). A natural order of Perigynous Exogens, of

herbaceous habit, chiefly inhabiting the moun
tainons regiona of Europe and the northern
parts of the* world. They are nearly allied to

Rosacea, from which they differ in having poly-

spermous, didyroous, partially concrete esrpefs,

and albuminous seeds, and in wanting stipules.

The root of Heuekera amerioana is a powerful
astringent, whence it is called in North America
Alum-root

; other species are pretty herbaceous
plants.

Bazoii ArohttaotBTB, [Abchttbcturb.]
Baxoa Blaa. A solution of indigo in

concentrated sulphuric acid ; it is much used as
a dye stuff.

Buobj Be^. A name under which
Apatite is sometimes sold by lapidaries.

Beabbard Vlala. [Lupidofus.]
Boablnaa. The Latinised form of the old

German word schoppe, in French ^chevin.



SCABROUS SCALE
Jiiflicial officers of various descriptions in the I operation the colours, bj which the imitation

middle af^es bore this title, especially in the is obtained, are put on. When this is set,

communes, or municipalities. Hoc as to its the work is smoothed with pumice-stone with
histoiy, Meyer’s Instit, Ju(]iciaire8\ Mkm, de one hand of the workman, while the oth**?

VAcad. des Inscr. vol. xxxvii. is employed in washing it with a sponge and
Scabrous (Lat. scabor, rough). In Botany water. It is' then polished with tripoli, char-

and Zoology, when a surface is rough to the coal, and a piece of fine linen, and afterwards

touch, from granules scarcely visible. with a piece of felt dipped in oil and tripob,

Soeewolu (Lat. from screvus
;
Gr. ckouSs, on and finished off with pure oil laid on with

the lift hand). An extensive genus of Gooden- cotton wool.

incae, almost peculiar to Australia and the Scalar (Lat. seals). In the language of

Sandwich Islands. They are herbaceous plants Quaternions, a positive or negative number,

or small slirubs
;
and one species, S. Lobelia, [Quaternion.]

tile Tacciida of India and Ceylon, commonly Scald (Norse skalld). In the old Norse

found on the seashores of tropical Asia and language, a poet. In the northern literature,

th(‘ islands of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, those mythological poems of w'hich the writers

has a thick succulent stem, full of pith, which is arc known are properly called songs of the

beautifully fine and white, and resembles that Scalds, while those of unknown authors are

of the Ilicc-papcr plant, with w'hich it has termed Eddas. It appears from Tacitus that

been confounded. It is much used by the the ancient Germans had those three classes

Malays and Siamese for making artificial of poi'ms which were found at a later era in

fiow'ers, small figures, and other articles used Scandinavia, namely, relating to the gods, to

as decorations at feasts and on festivals. heaven, and to historical subjects. The Scalds

Scaffolding. In Architecture, the tern- whose remains have come down to us are very

jwrary combination of timber-work, by the numerous. Their poems are partly alliterative,

ineiin.s of upright poles and horizontal pieces, and partly rhymed ; and this latter circum-

on which latter are laid the boards for carrying stance seems to indicate W’orks of compara-
np the different stages or floors of a builaing, tively recent date. The historical value of

and which arc struck or removed as soon as their poems is considcmble
;

but they arc

they have answ'cred their purpose. The scaf- written in a peculiar vein of exaggeration, and
folding used for carrying up buildings on in a metaphysical and almost enigmatical

the Continent was formerly more scientificjilly fashion, which appears to have been charac-

and solidly constructed than that used in this teristic of Uie poetical art of the north,

country. But great improvements have latterly [Edda ; Saoa.] A list of the Scalds, with
taken place in our pnictice ;

and instead of remarks on Scaldic poetry, is given in the

the polos lashed together with ropes W'liich Fundgruhen dts Orientes, vol. i.

were formerly list'd, squared timber properly Scale (Ital. scala, a ladder or scries of
bolted is now employed, so as to constitute a stairs). In Mensuration, a line or rule of

framework that will carry a travelling crane a definite length, diiided into a given number
on the top. This cr^ne or winch is often now of equal parts, and used for the purpose of

worked by steam. measuring other linear magnitudes. The term
Scasllola (Ital.). In Architecture, a com- scale is also applied to a mathematical instru-

position ; sometimes called also Mischia, from ment, consisting of an assemblage of lines

the mixture of colours employed in it to imitate and figures engraved on a plane rule, by
marble. The Florentines claim the invention means of which certain proportional quantities

of this art, but it had been practised in Lorn- or arithmetical results are obtained by in-

bardy previous to its introduction at Florence, spection. Of these the principal are the plane
Lanza says that it was invented by Guido scale, the diagonal scale, Gimter*s scale, &c.
Sassi, who died in 1649, at Carpi, in the state For the construction and uses of these various
of Modena, and that he commenced by exe- scales, sec Robertson’s Description and Use of
cuting cornices and other members of archi- Math matical Instruments.
tccture which had all the appearance of the Scale. In Music, a progressive series of
finest marbles ; whereas its introduction at sounds rising or falling through such inter-

Florence was not till the middle of the mediate degrees as create an agreeable and
eighteenth centiiiv. Scagliola is composed of perfect succession, wherein all the harmonical

g3rT)sum or sulphate of lime, calcined and intervals are conveniently divided. The dia-

redue^ to a fine powder, with the addition tonic scale has seven notes in each octave,

of which to water a fine paste is made. When the intervals being wliole tones and semitones,

columns are made with the composition, a arranged in the proper order according as
frame or cradle is first formed, which is lathed the mode is miyor or minor

;
the chromatic

round and coated with lime and hair, raised scale has twelve notes, the intervals being all

up in some parts with small projections. On semitones.
this, when dry, is laid a composition con- Scale. In Zoology, this name is. piopcrlv

sisting of pure gypsum, calcined and passed applied to the plates, generally thin, small,

through a sieve, and, as wanted, mixed with and imbricated, which defend the skin of fishes,

glue or isinglass ; it is floated with wooden They are substances of different texture which
moulds of the proper form, during which are developed beneath the true epiderm, and

Vox. III. 353 A A
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0 ]>i)crt:jiin to the sybteni- -tif the rote mucosum.
The so-callod acales of serpents and other

reptiles are modifications of the epidermis^ and
are sometimes termed scutes, I'ishcs have
been clai^ifii'd according to the structure of

their scales. [Otknoid; Cycloid; Ganoid;
PlJiCOID.]

Scale. The hard crust of salt, lime, &c.,

wliich collects upon the inner surface of the

plates of a boiler, wlien proper attention has
not been paid to the hlowhtg off. The ham-
mers that are used for detaching this scale are

specifically known us scaling hammers.

Scale of dotation. In Arithmetic, num-
bers are represented by numerals placed side

by side, which numerals have an intrinsic as

well as a local value. By the scale of notation

is meant the order of progression of these

local values. Thus, in the ordinary or denarg
scale, the value of the unit as we proceed from
right to left increases in the ratio of one to

ten. The ratio is called the base or radix

of the scale.
[
Aeitiimetic.]

Scale of Xtelatlon. [Ueccurinq Heuies.]

Scales for IXTelfftiing. [AVeiguts and
MI:1ASURKS.]

Scalene Triangle (Or. ffuaXyivh, unequal).

In Geometry, a triangle whose sides are

unequal.

Scalenus (Gr. nKaXrjuSs). A muscle of

the neck, situated between the transverse pro-

cesses of the cervical vortcbi'ae and the upper
part of the neck.

Scaling Ziaddera. lAiddcrs made in parts

of about twelve feet in length, which can be
joined together by inserting the end of one
portion in staples at the end of another, and
securing them bv hishings.

Scallop. A bivalve mollusc, the Pccten

uuzximus of raalaculogists. An allied species,

the Ptctcn Jacobaas^ was much employed by
pilgrims during the middle ages, as the

emblem of St. lago de Compostclla. Many
species of scallops are known, some of great

size and beauty, which are found in the Pacific

seas.

Scallop. In Heraldry. [Escalop.]

Scalpel (Lat. scalparc, to carve), A dis-

secting knife.

Scalpriforto (Lat. scalprum, a knife or

chisd). Certain teeth are so called, which
have a cutting edge, preserved by a partial

deposition of the enamel on one side; such
scalpriform teeth are largo, long, and curved,
and are well eaLemplified in the incisors of
the Rodent order.

Scalprum (Lat.). In Mammalogy, the
cutting edge of the indsor teeth.

Seammony. In Pharmacy, the gum-rcsin
of the Convolvulus Scamnionia, chi<*fiy imj>orted

from Aleppo and Smyrna in packages, called

drums, weighing about 100 pounds each. It is

of a dark olive colour, and when wetted and
rubbed should easily form a milky solution : it

is vejT apt to be adulterated,, and an article

entirely fictitious is often sold under the name
of scammony. Scammony is an excellent
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drastic purge, end is generally administered in

combination with other purgatives in doses of

three or four grains, or more.

Soandalum MCagnatumi In Law, an
action which still lies, although for a long
period it has never been resorted to, on the

stilt. 2 Rich. II. slat. 1, c. 5, and statute of

Westminster the First, 3 Edw. I. c. 84, for words
s]X)ken in derogation of a peer, a judge, or

other great officer of the realm
;
which need

not be such as would be actionable ut common
law in the case of a private person. ‘The
duke of Richmond v, Castcllow,’ in the eighth

year of Queen Anne, seems to have been
the last instance of this species of action.

Scanning. In Prosody, the measuring
of a verse by feet, according to the quantity of

the syllables. [PiiosoDT.]

Scansorlala (Lat. scando, I climh). Climb-
ing birds. The name of an order of birds,

including those which have the toes arranged

in pairs, two before and two behind
;
a con-

formation of the foot which is -well adapted

for the act of climbing.

Scant. In Naval language, the term ap-

pHc<l to the wind when it is barely fair.

Scantling (Fr. ^chantillon). In Archi-

tecture, the measures of breadth and thickness

of a piece of timber or other material. It

is also the name of a piece of timber when
under five inches square.

Scantling. In Naval Architecture, the

scale or dimensions of the breadth and thick-

ness of the timbers. Thus two ships of dif-

ferent sizes may have the same scantling.

Scape (lat. scapus, a stem). In Botany, a
pcKluncle, which, in plants destitute of a stem,

rise.s above the ground and supports the flowers

upon its apex, as in the Cowslip.

Scape Goat. In the Levitical le^slation,

a live goat on which the high pnest was
enjoined to lay the iniquities of the Israelites,

which the goat, being set free, was to bear into

a land uninhabited. (Lev. xvi. 21.)

Soapellus (dim. of Lat. scapus). In Bo-
tany, the neck or caulicle of the germinating
embryo.
Scapement or BBcapemcnt. [Hono-

LOOY.]

Scaplilte (Or. erndipri, a boat or skiff). A
genus of elliptical-chambered shells, belonging
to the family of the Ammonitidm, having the

inner extremity coiled up in whorls embracing
one another, and the outer extremity continued
nearly in a horizontal plane, and then folded
back, so as sometimes to touch the spire of the
opposite end of the shell. The transverse
plates are numerous, and are pierced by a
marginal siphuncle at the back of the shell,

and their ed^s are deeply cut and foliat-ed.

These beautiful shells, which thus resemble the
ancient form of a boat, are almost peculiar to
the chalk formation.

ScapoUtc^ (Gr. UKairos, a rod, and XtBoSf
Hone), A silicate of alumina and lime, origin-
ally from A^ndal in Nom^ay, the crystiils of
which arc often collected iu groups of parallel!
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diverging, or intermingled prisms (whence its

name). It is generally of a pale colour
;
cither

wliite or grey, yellowish, blue, green, or red,

and transparent or translucent.

Scapula (Lat. the, shoulder-blade). In Com-
parative Anatomy, the bone which passes from
the shoulder joint in a direction towards the

vertebral column. It is broad and flat, gene-

rally triangular, sometimes subquadrilateral,

in the mammalia
;
narrow, and commonly sabre-

shaped, in birds ; narrow and straight in Saurian

reptiles
;
a round, strong, and straight column,

in Chelonian reptiles; variously shaped, and
articulated to the back of the skull in most
fishes.

Scapulars or Scapular l*eatlieri« In
Ornithology, the feathers which take their

origin from the shoulders and cover the sides

of the back.

Soapulary (Lat scapulae, Ihe shoulders).

A portion of the dress of the monastic orders,

consisting of two hands of woollen stuff, of

which the one crosses the back or shonlders,

uud the other the stomach. According to the

Abbe Fleury {Mmurs des ChrHiens)^ the scapu-

liiry originated with St. Benedict, and was a
large and heavy covering of the shoulders,

worn by the early monks in their rural labours

for the convenience of carrying loads, and to

protect the tunic. Simon Stock, an Englishman,
general of the Carmelites in the thirteenth

century, first introduced, under the authority of

a vision, the notion that the scapulary is an
especial sign of devotion to the Virgin Mary.
The scapulary of lay persons consists of two
littdc pieces of stuff on which the name of the
Virgin is embroidered.

Soapus (I^t.
;
Gr. <r#rairoj, Doric form of

crK^rrpoyf a shaft or stalk). In Architecture,

the Shaft of a column.
ScAPUS. In Ornithology, the stem or trqnk

of a feather, including the hollow base or quill,

calamus, which is inserted into the skin, and
the solid ezscrted stem supporting the barbs,

or rachis.

Scarabeeldans (Lat, scarabaciis). The
name of a family of ColeopUious insects, of

whicli the genxis Scarab€Pii8 is the type ; it cor-

rf'sjioiids with the great tribe of Lamem-icoens.
Sourabaeus (Lat.; Gr. audpafijs, and

Hdpa&os, a beetle. The word is akin to Sansc.

garabha, a locust
;

Ger. krebs
;
Eng. crab).

The use and meaning of the scarabmus, as a

symbol, arc, as yet, among the mysteries of

archaeological science. The Egj^ptians, it is

said, found in it an emblem of the world

instinct with the seeds of life; because the

kind of beetle represented by it forms a

ball of earth in which to deposit its eggs.

It is also called a type of the sun. How-
ever this may be, it was habitually worn
by the ancient Egyptians and Etrurians as

an amulet. The ancient Egy^ptian scarabseus

was plain, or inscribed with characters; and
was made of oj>aquc stone, basalt, or porphyry.

The Etrurian scnnibaeus (found in quantities in

the sepulchres) was of semitransparent stone,
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cornelian, onyx, sardonyx, agate, or jasper.

Lastly, the modern E^ptian scarabscus of

Roman times was generally of precious or
semi-precious stones, and rudely engraved,

and seems to belong to an age when, the

religious use of the scarabseus being forgotten,

it was retained only us an ornament
Scaramouob (Er. escarmouche, Span,

escaramuza, Ital. scaramuccio, skirmish). A
personage in the old Italian Commedia dell*

Arte, dressed in the Spanish or Ilispano-

Neapolitan costume, and representing a military

personage, a poltroon and braggadocio, wlio

always ended by receiving a beating from
the hands of Harlequin. The most celcbrat<Hi

Scaramouch of the Italian theatre at Paris

was Tiberio Fiurelli, a Ne.apolitan, whose
a^lity was such that he was able, according to

his biographers, to give a box on the ear with
his foot at the age of eighty.

Soarbrolte. A clay-like mineral found
in a calcareous rock near Scarborough (whence
the name) in Yorkshire, between septa of iron-

stone. It is a hydrated silicate of alumina, and
occurs in amorphous, pure white masses which
are devoid of lustre and give off a strong

argillaceous odour when breathed on.

Boarflng. In Architecture, the formation
of a beam out of two pieces of timber ; usually

employed W'hcn it cannot be conveniently pro-

cured in one hngth. It is usually performed
by cutting the ends obliquely, indenting the

faces where they arc joined to each other, and
bolting them through the tapering ends when
brought togetlier. •

Bcarfskln. The cuticle or epidermis.

[Skin.]

Bcarificator (Lat. scnrifico, Gr. a-KapKfxio-

(Ml, /scrape or scratch). An instrument used
in cupping ; it consists of ten or tw'elvc lancets,

wdiich are discharged throucl} apertures in its

plane surface by pulling a kind of trigger, so

that in passing they make u number of incisions

in the part to which the. instrument is applied.

Boarlatina or Bcarlet Fever. This highly

contagious disease - assumes several different

forms. These are ushered in with fever varj'ing

in intensity, sometimes very slight, occasionally

violent, but in some forms of the disease ady-
namic from the commencement, and apparently
indicative of the action of an animal poison.

* In most cases a scarlet efflorescence appears on
the second day^ upon the skin, and in three or

four days the cuticle peels off in branny scales.

Old writers speak of the fourtli day for the
appearance of eruption, but it is not so. The
throat, though generally severely involved, may
escape altogether in mild cases, but in the

virulent forms of the disease it may become
inflamed, livid, and even gangrenous.

Scarlatina, even in its mildest forms, is occa-

sionally followed by general dropsy, but this

condition admits of rehef.

Scarlet fever is distinguished from measles

by the greater extent and want of elevation of
the eruption, and by its not conmgating into

semilunar patches
;
nor is there we cough, and
A A 2
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mnning from the eyes and nose, which usher

in the measles. It seizes persons of all ages,

but children and the young are .most subject

to it It appears at all seasons of the year,

and in autumn is often epidemic. It may
attack the same person more than once. The
malignant sore throat of the older writers

nantme ma/iffna) is nothing else than scarlatina

in its worst form, and in which the virulence of

the disease is extended to the throat.

Soaiiet Oak* Quercus coccinea^ the leaves

!

of whtch turn red in dying.
j

Boarlet Runner* The PhaseoluA multi-

JloruSj which is extensively cultivated in this

country as an esculent. [Phaseolus.]

Scarp* [Escaep.]

Beams (Lat.
;

Gr. trKdpos), The Parrot^

fish, so called, in which the dental apparatus

is developed in a bony beak. The species

BO called by the ancients exists in the Medi-

terranean.

Boelldes (Grr. (Tk^Aos, a hg\ In Mamma-
logy, the lower, posterior, or pelvic extremities.

Soelot3rr1»e (Gr. <rK«KoTvp0ri, lameness in

the leg). A disease described by Galen, in

which a man is incapable of walking straight

forward, and drags the foot: it is generally

regarded as a species of Chorea, or St. Vitus’s

dance.

Scene (Gr. <TKi\vh, a covered place). In

Dramatic Literature, the imaginary place in

which the action of the play is supposed

to pass
;

also a division of a drama
:

pro-

perly speaking, whenever the action changes

to a new scene or place. But in the French

theatre, and those framed on its model

(in which unity of place is observed), every

entrv of an actor constitutes a new scene. On
the English stage, the subdivision called a scene

is extremely arbitrary; the scenes in most
plays being far more numerous than the actual

changes of scene, while at the same time the

French rule is not observed, and actors enter

in the middle of a scene. The scenes in a play

are numbered as subdivisions of the act. [Act.]
'

Boene Paintinp. A department of the

art of painting, governed by the laws of per-

spective, applied to the peculiar exigencies of a

theatre. It is conducted chiefly in distemper or

water colours, and admits of the most striking

effects, which indeed, in scene painting, is

almost all that is required.

Boen^iT (Gr. ataivhy « covered place, hence

a stage ; in modern Greek the word has acquired

the meaning attached by us to the term scene).

The appearance of a place or of objects, or the

representation of a spot wherein an action is

performed. [Landscape.]

Boeneryt Celeatial* [Sidereal System
;

Solar System.]
BenpBoeED (Scepa, a name of one of the

^nera). A group of Diclinous Exogens, re-

ferred by Lindley as a separate order to the

Ettphor^ial alliance, and by others . united

ivitR the BupkorhiaceeB. The characters relief

on for their separation are, the amentaceous

male flowers, the deflnite suspended anatropal
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ovules, and the superior radicle. Scepa, the

typical genus, is now fnerged in Aporosa.

Boeptlolam (Gr. aKsirriKds, thoughtful). In
the History of Philosophy, a name sometimes
given to tlmt tendency of thought or system of

doctrines the object of which ’is, by denying the

existence of all grounds of knowledge, to intro-

duce universal doubt and suspension of assent.

Schools of scepticism have existed at several

different periods in the progress of philosophical

enquiry. The first who received or adopted
the name was Pyrrho, who taught in Athens
about the year 300 b. a Our chief notices

of his opinions are derived from the writings,

in verse, of his disciple Timon, preserved to

us by Sextus Empiricus. He was led to his

sceptical views partly by the contradic-

tions observable in the impressions on our

senses, and partly W the incompatibility of

the principles of different schools with each
other. To a complete suspension of judgment
in speculation (iiroxh) he united a corresponding

state of indifference in feeling (hrapa^la), and
made virtue and happiness to consist in the

absence of mental perturbation. Either he or

his scholars endeavoured to present a synopsis

of their sceptical views in ten general forms, or

commonplaces, all of which, however, may be
included in one or other of the two sources of

doubt mentioned above.

The school of Pyrrho seems to have expired

with his disciple Timon
;
though many of his

views were espoused and maintained by the

later academy. [Academics.] About the mid-
dle of the third century of the Christian era,

we meet with a school known as that of

the later sceptics. This sect seems to have
originated with one .^nesidemus, a physician

.

It was, in fact, a school of physicians, who,

in opposition to the Met 'todic sect, adopted a
strictly empirical mode of treatment, and
sought in sceptical considerations a justifica-

tion of thiRir practice. The grounds of this

scepticism have been recorded by Sextus

Empiricus. It regarded not so much the

validity of the notices given by the senses

(to which their empirical method imposed on
them a necessity of yielding th^ir assent), as

the general form and method of science.

Syllogism they regarded as utterly void, inas-

much as the conclusion must have been
contained in the induction on which the major
proposition was founded. Perfect induction

was impossible; imperfect induction was un-

satisfactory, They also attacked, with con-

siderable acuteness, the received doctrines

of cause and effect, and of the nature of

God; chiefly in op^ition to the Stoics,

the most dogmatical of the ancient sects.

Their morality, like their speculative creed,

was a system of mere, sensualism. This
school may be considered as the last purely

Grecian sect. After them an Oriental element
was introduced into philosophy, which mate-
rially altered its character and bearing. Tlie

most celebrated sceptics of modem times a-'o

Montaigne (a.d. 1580) ; Glanville,an English-
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man, who flourished about the period of the
Restoration

;
Bayle, and Hume. According to

Hume, all the objects of consciousness may
be reduced to two classes : 1. the impressions
on the senses ; and, 2. ideas or copies of those
impressions, which differ from their original

only in being less vivid. All knowledge, save
that of mathematical relations, consists in the
arrangement of these impressions accordiffg to

the order of their succession. Of the connec-
tion betw’een any two links of this succession,

we know nothing; that to which we give the
name causation being, in fact, nothing more
than habitual sequence relatively to the pheno-
mena, and custom, or often-repeated association,

in relation to ourselves. All enquiry into

things in themselves, or their grounds— in other

words, all metaphysical speculation, is conse-

quently founded on delusion. The writings of

David Hume, which contain his sceptical specu-

lations, are his Treatise on Human Nature, and
the early part ofthe second volume of his Essays.*

(Ritter, book x. ch. i.
;
Hallam, Literary His-

tory, part ii. ch. iii.)

Sceptre (Or. aKjjirrpoy, a sta^ to lean on).

A well-known emblem of sovereignty. Achilles

swears by his staff or sceptre in the first book
of the Jhad. Tarquin the elder is said to be
the first who assumed the sceptre among the

Ruinnns. According to Justin, it was origin-

uily a spear. The sceptre of the Merovingian

kings, as represented on monuments, is a rod,

probably of metal, of the height of the bearer,

and slightly curved like a crosier.

Soliaalsteiii. A Mineralogical synonym
of Table Spar (Tafelspath of the Germans).

[
WOLLASTONITB.

]

Scliapzlger. A kind of cheese made in

Switzerland, to which the couniarin flavour of

M> It/oius caerufeus is communicated.

Scbediile (Lat. dim. of scheda, Gr. <rx^bTi, a

piece cut off, hence a leaf of pap(r). In the

language of English Jurisprudence, this term

is commonly used to signify some smaller docu-

ment attached to a larger one and forming for

legal purposes part of it; as the schedule to an

Act of Parliament, in which various particu-

lars to which the general provisions of that Act
relate are enumerated

;
the schedule or inven-

tory of goods attached to documents dealing

with them ;
and so forth.

Bolieele'z Green. A green pigment ob-

tained by mixing arsenite of potassa with

sulphate of copper. It is an arsenite of

copper, and much used as an oil and water

colour, and more especially for p^aper-hangings

:

but the frequent occurrence of its mischievous

eftbets when thus employed has lately thrown

it into disrepute. ‘Prom a shop the walls

of which were covered with arsenical paper,

I procured some dust which yielded a lai’ge

proportion of arsenic. In another case arsenic

was found in the dust on the cornices and
picture frames. It is therefore obvious that

the atmosphere of rooms may thus be contami-

nated, and the poisonous particles received

into the lungs, and though the quantity thus
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imbibed at any one time may be small, it

is certainly not advisable that, merely for

the sake of a green colour, persons should
be exposed to breathe arsenic day by day.’

(Taylor On Poisons.)

Bolieeletine. Native tungstate of lead,

composed (when pure) of 61-7 per cent, of

tun^tic acid, ana 48 3 lead. It occurs in

faintly translucent four-sided prisms, which
are colourless or of a yellowish-grey, brownish,

or green colour, in the tin-niinos of Zinnwald
in Bohemia, at Bleiberg in Carinthia, and near
Coquimbo in Chili. Named after the Swedish
chemist Scheele.

Bcbeelium. A name sometimes applied
to tungsten, in honour of Scheele, who dis-

covered it.

Sobeererlte. A mineral resin found in

loosely aggregated, feebly shining, crystalline

grains and folia, or in minute acicular crystals

with a yellowish or greenish tinge, in sirmll

cavities in Brown Coal at Utznach in Switzer-

land, and in Denmark in peat-mosses. Nanu d
after the discoverer. Colonel von Scheercr.

Bobelks. The hereditary chieftains of the

Arab tribes. The descendants of Mohammed
hold’ the highest rank among the scheiks,

and are distinguished from the other chiefs

by the title of Sherif.

Bcbelling, Tbe Pbilozopby of. Tins
philosophy teaches the identity or indifftrenve

of the ideal and real. Its author, Frederick
Wilhelm Joseph von Schelling, was born Jan.

27, 1776, and studied successively at Tubin-
gen, Leipzig, and Jena. In the latter place,

he was a pupil of Fichte. In 1841 Sehelhng
went to Berlin, where his lectures excited the

most lively interest. Ho died in 1864.

It is extremely difficult to understand the

true signiticancy of any particular system
of philosophy, if it is eonsiden'd in itself,

and apart from its connection with the general

history of philosophy. This general truth is

particularly applicable to the philosophical de-

velopenicnt of Germany, the unity of uhose
literary pursuits seems to supply the want
of a true political unity. The concatenation

of views and opinions, from Leibnitz and
Spinosa to the philosophers of the present

day, is easily traceable; but it will be suffi-

cient for the elucidation of Schelling’s philo-

sophy to begin with the critical theory uf

Kant. The transcendental idealism of this

philosopher formed the transition from the

empiricism of the eighteenth century, and
eflfected, as it were, a compromise between

the scepticism of Hume-and the realism to which

it succeeded. Without, denying or asserting

the existence of a material world, Kant was
content with confessing an ignorance, at all

events, of its nature. In his view, all that

man can know of outward objects is, that

they funiish the material ground of his con-

ceptions. Of things themselves, or, as Kant
calls them, of phenomena, man absolutely

knows nothing ; all that he can do is to note

the modes under which they appear to him.
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But while the criticism of tho pure reason

soemed to lead to a speculative idealism, that

of tho practical reason appeared to possess a

mystical tendency. This tendency of the Kan-
tian philosophy was worked out by Human
and Honler, but found its culminating point

in Jacobi’s Philosophy of Faith, which had
many adherents in Germany, and extensively

influenced the prevailing ideas of philosophy.

According to Jacobi, the end and aim of

true philosophy is a knowledge of God. Now,
tho pursuit of this object must set out from

feeling and intuition, for there is no specu-

lative method which can give a demonstmtion
of God ;

for God is infinite, but tho under-

standing finite; and all mediate knowledge
by rt^asoning, which Is a procedure of the

intellect, cannot attain to the infinite. Reii-

soning, moreover, Cioiiiot do more than esta-

blish the coiTcspondence of cerUin identical

propositions from wiiich it passes, step bv
ste[), ajul on the presumption of whoso truth

it proceeds. The clement, tlierofore, of all

human knowledge is faith; an original instinct

of man’s nature, which inimcdiatcly reveals to

him the divine; and, in spile of any sus-

picions of tlie validity of sensuous testimony,

enforces a belief in the existence of an ex-

ternal M'orld. The philosophical merits of

Jacobi consist in this, that he did not, with

Kant, regard God as a mere abstraction, but

as a living spirit, whoso presence is manifest

within man himself
;
and further, in the way

that ho insisted on the validity of the imme-
diate perceptions of consciousness, in opposition

to the absolute authority of the finite under-

standing. However, true philosophical science

cannot admit of any such contrariety of in-

tellect and ft'cling; and to establish their

identity, or at least to combine them in unison,

was tho problem which Fichte attempted to

solve. Fichte’s philosophy is marked chiefly

by the way in which ho carried, to its

extreme result, tlie idealistic Umdcucy of

Kant. In tho Wissensckajtslehre we have a

system of pure and absolute idealism. The
existence of a material world is here de-

nied unconditionally
;

the real exists only so

fur as it is necessarily couciived by us; so

that the external world is purely a creation

of our conceptions, and tlie real is a product
of the ideal. To use the language of Fichte,

the ego is absolute, and posits itself; it is

a pure activity. As its activity, however, has
certain indefinable limits, when it experiences

this limitation of its activity it also posits a

non-ego, and so originates the objective world.

The ego, therefore, cannot posit itself without
at the same time projecting a nou-ogo ; ^hich,
consequently, is in so far tho mere creation

of the ego. With the mediate knowledge of
reflection, by which Fichte attained to this

speculatiAe result, he combined for practical

ends the authority of immediate consciousness.

As, he Argued, it is from the impulse of the

ego to activity that tho non-ego arises,

tlie absolute ego stands to the iutelligcnt ego
3Jfi

in the relation of a cause to its effect.

But although the absolute practical ego

is absolutely free, and the solo principle

of all reality, so as to posit tho world in

opposition to itself, and to be its cause, it

has, nevertheless, a subjective limit to its

operation. This is the idea of duty which
the consciousness immediately announces to

mans as an unconditional authoriiy and obli-

gation; which, however, is not subversive of

the freedom of the ego, but is simply an
impulsive motive to its activity. Now, so far

as the ego attempts to realise this duty, it

tends to a moral order. He who dots his

utmost to establish this moral order, comes
near to the Deity, and enters upon his true

and proper life.

Such WMS the point to which speculation

had attained when Schelllng appeared as a
philosophical writer. The subjective thought

had been made the supreme and only princii)le,

heforo whicli all objective entity was driven

into the background; and the subjectivity of

tho idea was the only real existence acknow-
ledged. For this subjective idealism Schel-

ling, how'evcT, did but substitute an objective

idealism, by giving objectivity to the idea

itself, and declaring every entity to be also

rational thought. Kant had spoken of the

objective as unknowable
;

Fichte had denied

its existence
;
and Schelling identified the ideal

and tho real, Fichte had confined himself

to giving a derivation of nature and its laws

out of an absolute and spontaneous activity

of the ego. Schelling maintained that not

only must the laws of consciousness bo im-

mediately cognisable in the objective world,

a.s laws of natui^; but conversely, also, the

laws of nature must be immediately demon-
strable in the consciousness as lav/s of tho

subjective. Man finds himself in nature, and
nature in hinisolf. Besides Fichte's method,

therefore, of descending from the ego, Schelling

lield it to be necessary to ascend from nature

up to ego. Tho former method is given in

Ins transcendental philosophy, the latter in

the nature-'phiJo'O’phy^ which make up his

B^'stem of identity. The general principles

of this system are as follows: That true and
perfect science, which it has always been the

object of philosophy to realise, must be one
which has its authority in itself, embraces
all things, and is perfectly correspondent to

its object; for truth is impossible without
a perfect agreement of the knowing and the

known. Now, as all philosophy must proceed
on tho assumption that tho cognisant mind
is capable of true cognition, it follows that
the knowing subject cannot, in its essence,

be opposed to the object known; and that,

consequently, it must bo possible to know
the real essence of thin^. The essence, there-
fore, of that which thinks and that which
exists, of thought and entity, soul and body,
is one and the same. By means of this
essential oneness, or, in the terminology of
Schelling, of this absolute identity and in-
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difference of thought and being, the ideal and
real, and in consequence of the mind being,
in substance at least, homogeneous with things
without it, tlie former is capable of repre-
senting- in cognition the latter, such as they
arc in truth and in their essence. The know-
ledge thus gained is a pure intellectual in-

tuition
;

it is not mere reflection, which, by
|

its nature, cannot go beyond its data. Pising .

above phenomena to the ideas of the absolute, i

which is their identical origin, it is able to
apprehend the essence of things. It is, how-

,

ever, by reflection that man becomes conscious
of these ideas through the aid of the senses;
and this art of unfolding ideas by reflection

|

constitutes Dialectics. One of the duties of
’

this art is to trace the identiciil principle in its
'

regular developemcnt, and to del ermine every
!

branch of knowledge, in relation not only
j

to the fundamental idea of the truth, but
|

also to the cognate sciences. The true method
|

of philosophy is the method of construction,
|

and without it no safe step can be taken
j

in speculative science. This method is to

become fully conscious of the laws of mind, I

which nro inherent in it
;

and, agreeably to
|

them, to shape every special science con-
formably to the existence of things. By such
a method philosophical science is possible;'

and tliis is a science of the existent agreeably I

to the ideas {Wissenschaft von Itht‘n\ i. c. I

a science of God, and of His relat’on to the
i

world, and of man and nature. According to

the naturC’phihsophy^ the Absolute, or God,
IS both thought and entity, w’ithout either

unity or difference, out of which all contrariety

has proceeded, and into ^\hich it will again *

return. As the Absolute is the sole and
|

etern.al essence of all things, every true entity,

and therefore nature also, is divine, w-ithout

a participation in which there can be no
existence. In the eternal generation of things,

the Absolute has revealed itself in infinite

ways in space and time. This revelation is

a living developement of the infinite according

to certain contraries of the subjective and the

objective, tho ideal and the real. These con-

traries strive to combine together in different

proportions, and so acquire different names,

according to tho varying preponderance or

pohirity of the ideal and reaL Things, con-

sequently, are not different in their essence,

but merely quantitatively, or in degree. The
preponderance of .the objective constitutes un-

conscious nature : that of the subjective is

spirit The more complete tho combination

of these contraries, the more perfect are the

objects. Tho most perfect union of them, or

their absolute indifcrence, is found in the

universe ;
and this complete identitication and

reunion of them is the full revelation of God.

Man, lastly, is a copy of the universe {micro-

coswi), in so far as, in a manner of bis own,

he unites together the iileal and tho real.

The philosophy of Sehelliiig appears, then,

to be directly opposed to that ot Kant, from

which, however, it ia directly .descended not

only in the nature of the knowledge which
it assumes to be possible, but also with respect
to the objects of that knowledge. In its

essence it pretends to give a true image of
the object known, and embraces, therefore,

both nature and the world of man and spirits.

In its method of exposition, also, it pretends

to imitate the true course of the developement
of nature, in which everything passes by
coherent and successive steps (or pomrs, A,
A^, A®, &c.) from the undeveloped to the
developed and tho perfect; and, beginning
from the lowest grades of entity, passes to

its higher dcvelopements.
Such is an outline of tho system of Identity

as propounded by Schellmg upwards of fortj

years ago, and which has exercised so im-
portant an influence on the mind of Germany.
There is, however, good reason to believe

that the opinions of its author were in bis

later years materially modified.

A brief statement of tho manner in which
the theory of Schclliiig was further modified
by Ilegel may be appended hero, and will

complete it ns a general view of the modern
philosophy in Germany. In tho Encychptpdia

of Philosophical Svitners, which Hegel pub-
lished in 1817 at Berlin, and designed as
a manual for the use of his class, he gives

a general view of his system, and clearly

exhibits its ultimate tendency. * Logic,’ he
says, ‘ is tho basis of ontology.’ The idea

in itself and potentially is the primary sub-
stance, but in (Will it passes into the real.

The ideal is to be examined, 1st, subjectively,

as it exists in tho mind; 2nd, objectively',

or in othiTy i.e. in its outward manifestation;

and 3rd, absolutely, as it is realised in art,

religion, and philosophy. Schelling had made
triplieity in unity to bo the law which tho

principlo of identity follows in its outward
developement, and this trinary law forms also

a conspicuous element of the Hegelian system.

Thus he makes thought to bo threefold: 1.

Formal thought^ which is independent of all

subject matter, or, in the language of Hegel,

of all contmts) 2. Tlie notion, or thought

more fully determined; 3. The idia, or thought

in its totality and fully determined. The last

is the concrete, w-hich is a self-developing

and organical system, containing in itself all

momenta or germs of further developement.

Philosophy is the right evolution of this con-

crete, and its true method is the dialectical

momentum. Tho history of philosophy, apart

from its accidental media of schools and pro-

fessors, is nothing less than the actual de-

velopement of philosophy itself. The several

systems successively recorded arc but so many
gradations of progress, and the latest system

is the sum and perfection of all anterior ones.

Thus the theories of Schelling and Hegel

are essentially based on the same principle,

the absolute identity of thought and being.

Aciwling to the former, the mind is in full

possession l)oth of truth and reality, the

I

knoM'ledge of which it attains by self-conscious-
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iioss, in the intellectual intuition. For the ' Seblrras (Gr. a-Kipp^s^ or cKtp6s, dry^ h4inT).

latter, Hegel substituted his dialectical momen- An induration of a gland, forming an indolont

Uim^ or the logical developernent of the idea, tumour, not readily suppurating, end at first

(Michelet, Geachichte der letsten S^temie d&r unattended by discoloration of the skin.

Phihsophie in Deutschland ;
Jacobi, Briefe uher

i
Bohism (Gr. «rxl(r/ia, from exfC*", /* cleaved,

die Lehrs dee Bpinosa
\

Fichte, Die fFissen- Separation from an organised society. Tlie

schaftalehre ; Die Bestimniung der Menschen
;

term is generally applied by the members of

Schelling, System des transcendcntal&n Idealis- ecclesiastical or theological bodies to per-sons

mtis; Hruno, Oder Uher die yotilkhe und natur- separating from their own communion. Thius,

liclt4̂ Princip.derDingc\ l{.e%e\,Pkenomenologie f\ir chief schisms enumerated by Roman
dee Geistes

;
Encyclopeedie der Philosopkischen

,

Catholic authorities are those of the Nova-

T^sschschaflen. For some of the mon? recent tians, the Donatists, the Luciferians, the Greek

views attributed to Schelling, see Stahl’s Phi-

losopkie des Bechts nachgesmichilichcr Amicht,

&c. ^c.)

The Hegelian philosophy, as a whole, has

been recently brought before English readers

in Mr. Stirling’s Secret of Hegd.
Soliame (Gr. A plan or repre-

sentation of any geometrical or astronomical

figure
;
a diagram.

Sobererite. [ScnKEREUiTE.]

Boherlf (Arab, lord or master), A title

given in the East, by prescriptive usage, to

those who descend from Mohammed through

his son-in-law and daughter, Ali and Fatima.

They are also called Emir and Seid, and have
the privilege of wearing the green turban.

[Emfr.] The chiefs of Mecca and of Medina,
who are always supposed to belong to this

sacred family, are styled the scherifs of those

cities.

Bctaaroma (Gr. a-Krip^t, another form of

^np6s, dry). A dryness of the eye, arising from
a deficiency in the secretion of the lachrymal

glands.

Bcbtab. [SuNNiAH.]

Befailler Spar. A hydrated silicate of

magnesia, in which a large proportion of the

magnesia is replaced by the protoxides of iron

and manganese, and by lime. It occurs

granular and massive, of an olive-green or

pinchbeck-brown colour and with a shining

semi-metallic lustre, at Haste in the Harz, in

compact Schillerstein, and in Euphotide.

Boblnua (Gr. <rx7eof, the mastic-tree). A
genus of Anacardiacees, consisting of trees and
shrubs, natives of tropical America, &c., hav-
ing unequally pinnate leaves, which in some of

the species are so filled with a resinous fluid,

tliat the least degree of unusual repletion of

the tissue causes it to be discharged. Some of
them fill the air with fragrance after rain

;
and

S. Molls and some others expel their resin with

such violence when immersed in water as to

have the appearance of spontaneous motion, in

consequence of the recoil. S. Ardra is said

to cause swellings in those who sVep under its

shade. The fresh juicy bark of this shrub is

used in Brazil for rubbing newly-made ropes,

w'hich it covers with a bright dark-brown varnish.

The juice of this plant is used in disen.scs of

the eyes. The root of S. MoHe is used medi-
cinally in Peru, while the rc.sin that exudes

from the tree is employed to astringe the ^ms.
The specific name MdlU or Midli is an adapta-

tion of the Peruvian name for the shrub.
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churcli, and the Protestants, The great schism

of the West in the fourteenth centiiiy holds also

an inij)ortant place in the history of the Papacy.
[Anti POPE,]
Beblnma (Gr. irxltT^a). In Music, an

interval equal to half a comma
;
hence eighteen

of them arc required to make a complete tone.

Boblnt (Gr. clovem). J^diists are

fissile rocks greatly metamorphosed and gene-

rally having imperfect cleavage. Their basis is

niorcsilicious than argillaceous, and if the salts

of alumina are present, they exist, not as clay,

but as new combinations. Thus we have
micaceous schists, chloritic schists, garnet

schists, ^!rc. Schists occur geologically with

metamorphic rocks, overl}ing or interstrati-

fied with gneiss and even granite. They differ

from slates in being imperfectly fissile, and from

shales in being perfectly metamorphosed. They
are very abundant in mountainous countries,

sometimes forming the entire mountain mass,

but more frequently flanking a granite nucleus.

They often contain metalliferous veins; but

rarely have any other economic value, not

being readily dressed to a smooth surface, and
not answering the purpose of either stone or

slate for building. As rough stones, they are

not uncommonly made use of for walling.

[Chloritb Schist
;

Gneiss
;

Mica Slate
;

Slate.]

ScsbisandraoeBe (Schizandra, one of the

genera). A small order of Diclinous Exogens,
referred by Lindley to the Menispermal alliance,

in which it is known by its hypogynous stamens,

pendulous seeds, and minute embryo enclosed

in copious solid albumen. The order is by
some botanists regarded as a tribe of Magno-
liacisp, distinguished from true Magnotiee

chiefly by their climbing habit, want of

stipules, and unisexual flowers. They extend

over tropical and Eastern Asia and North
America.

Bolilftopods (Gr. (fxiC^^vouf, from ^
divide^ and irowr, a foot). The tribe of long-

tailed Decapod Crustaceans, including those

which have the legs slender and filamentous,

accompanied by an external articulated branch
as long as the limbs, which thus appear doubled
in number; fitted for swimming, and not cheli-

ferous, the eggs beingcarried beneath them, and
notunder the tail. The opossum shrimps {Mym)
are examples of this tribe.

B^bmldella (after C. G. Schmidel, a pro-
fessor of lx)tany at J>langen). A genus of
Sapindacea distributed through the tropics of
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both hemispheres, consisting of trees or shrubs.
The fruits of S. a/ricana form one of the many
remedies employed in Abyssinia against the
tapeworm. The dried fruits are pounded and
mixed with flour, and then made into cakes.

The sweet pulpy part of the fruit of S. cdulis

is eaten in Brazil, where the fruits are called

Pnita de Para6 ; but the seeds of most of the
genus possess unwholesome properties, and
those of S, Cohhe, a Cingalese species, arc re-

puted to be poisonous.

Scliolarablp. The common appellation, in

the two English univers’ ties, of foundations in

colleges, inferior to fellowships, but superior to
‘ exhibitions,' for the maintenance of scholars

under certain ’regulations. Also in the uni-

versities themselves, as rewards of proficiency.

Since the issue of the royal commission for

enquiring into the state of the universities,

the scholarships in the colleges of Oxford
have been rendered entirely free from pre-

ferences in respect of kindred to the founders;

there arc also very few subject to preferences in

respect of place of birth. The great majority,

therefore, are open to all candidates below a
fixed age, which in some colleges is nineteen, in

others twcnly. It should be mentioned, that
in some colleges, some of the scholarsliips are

set apart for candidates from certain schools.

The elections to scholarships are decided by
nu examination of the candidates

; and the sub-

jects of examination are, in the iwyority of

cases, the Latin and Greek languages. I^me
scholarships are given for attainments in mathe-
inat^s, and in pliys^eal science. [BuBsass.]
SdMlMtie PbilosopliV’. That method of

philosophising which arose in the schools and
universities of what are commonly called the.

dark ages. The father of the schoolmen was
John Scotus Frigena, a native of Ireland, who
lived in the ninth century. He first introduced

among his contemporaries (it is not known from
what source) the philosophy of Aristotle, which
he combined with the doctnne of the new Platf*-

nists, and out of the combination constructed a
complete system of Pantheism. These specu-

lations were at first regarded by the church
with an evil eye ; nor was it before the expira-

tion of the following century that they were
applied to the purpose of explaining and sup-

porting the leaiding facts of Christianity. It

was probably the necessity which was felt of

combating heretics with their own weapons,

that caused the universal adoption of the

Aristotelian philosophy by the great religions

authorities of the day. It is at any rate cer-

tain, that the subtlety and ingenuity of the

early schoolmen were confined to the task of

constructing a scientific basis for the doctrines

of the church out of the materials afforded by
that system. The scholastic philosophy may
bo saief to have expired with the conclusion of

the fourteenth century, at least as to its influ-

ence on the leajiing minds of the age. Four
distinct periods have been observed in the

course of its develops ment ;
the first beginning

with its earliest commencement, and including
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the names of Berengarius, Lanfranc, Ansolm,
and Jlildcbert. The second era commences
with the rise*, of the sect of Nominalists, the

founder of whom was Johannes Rosccllinus,

and their most distinguished member the

celebrated Peter Abelai^. The third perio<l

is marked by the introduction into Europe

of the writings of the Arabian philosophers,

and the translation into Latin of their version

of Aristotle's writings, with the complete as-

cendency of Realism, and the now undisputed

supremacy of Aristotle. The greatest names
in this period, which embraces near'y all tlie

thirteenth century, are those of Albertus

Magnus, Thomas Aquinas, and Duns Scotus,

with the respective followers of the two
latter, the Thomists and Seotists. The glaring

realism of Scotus roused the independent
spirit of an Englishman, William of Ockham,
to a closer investigation of the internal

conditions of thought, and in him led to what
may bo considered a transition state between
the formation of the old schoolmen and the

tendency towards nature and experience which
distinguishes modern speculations. The acute-

ness of this man restored the victory to the

Nominalists. His nominalism, however, dif-

fered from that of Roscellinus and Abelard in

the admission that ‘universals’ have a founda-

tion of reality in the subjective conditions of

the iutellect, though not an outward nature

;

whereas, according to the former, a general

term was a name only—a flatus vocis.

The scholastic theology, to adopt the di^fini-

tion of Haliani (Introdtfction to the Litera^

lure of Europe in the Fifttenthf Sixteinth^ and
Seventeenth Centuries), was, ‘in its general

principle, an alliance between fiiith and rea-

son; an endeavour to arrange the orthodox
system of the church, such as authority had
made it, according to the rules sud inethms of

the Aristotelian dialectics, and sometimes upon
premisses supplied by metaphysical reasoning.’

The scholastic philosophy, according to the

same author, seems chiefly to be distinguished

from this theology by a larger infusion of

metaphysical reasoning, or by its occasional

enquiries into subjects not immediately related

to revealed articles of faith. There can be no
doubt that the sudden rise and expansion of
the scholastic method was favourable to the

growth of mental vigour and illumination;
since it substituted rigid reasoning, although
on premisses for the most part fanciful, for

that mere acquiescence in autnority which had
distinguished the theology and the scanty

remnant of philosophy which subsisted in

the ages immediately preceding. France,
Germany, England, and at one i eriod Spain,

were the principal seats of the scholastic

controversies: in Italy they had less influence.

Our own island has indeed the honour of

having produced an unusual proportion of the

chief names in this department of literature.

The best known among these are Duns Scotus,

before mentioned; and William of Ockham,
one of the last of the distinguished schoolmen
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who fiourislKMl in tho foiirtoonth cpiitury. In

the fourteenth century, the ilijilectie method of

the schools was applied by some learne<l legists

to the science of jurisprudence. Bartolus and
Biildus have the liighest reputation among clio

scholastic j'urists. (Milmaii, Latin Christi-

anity, book xiv. ch.iii. ;
Teiinemann, Geschichte

dtr l^hflvsophie

;

Hampden, Batupion Ltetures^

1833.)

SolioUastA (Or. The name
given fo the old grammarians, or critics, who
used to write annotations, called scholia (the

fruits of irxoAti, or leisure), on tlio margin of the

manuscripts of the classical authors of antiquity.

Scboliiim (6r. In Geometry, an
explanatory observation, or excursive remark,

on the nature and application of a train of
reasoning.

Schools of Seslffn. Ouveriiment art

schools, first establish»*d in 1837 at Somerset

House, in consequence of the recommendation
of a Committee of the House of Commons on
*Arts and thiir conneetijii with Manufactures/
made in 1836. Tho object was to give a .suit-

able education in art to designers employed or

wishing to be employed in our factories in those

departments of manufacture in which beauty of

design constituted an e-ssentiiil clement By
degrees branch schools were established in the

various provincial lowns dependent on manu-
factures, in connection with the head school

at iSomersf't House. The principal branches

were at Manchester, Sheffield, Nottingham,
Birmingham, Newcastle, Glasgow, and Bel-

fast. Eventually the branches became very

numerous. I)iff«Tence.s of opinion arose as

to whether the education should be special

or general. The common-sense principle h.is

finally prevailed : the art education given is

theoretical and general, so that the students,

instead of being confiiie<l to any narrow
specialties of education, are so taught as to be

able to adapt themselves generally to such
specialties as may be required from them in

the various towns in which they settle and
find employment. The principles of art are

tho same in all manufactures; it is only
tho application that is special, and this can
be best learnt in tho factory. The thoroughly
(Alucated art student cun apply himself to any
art manufacture, though sonu; may limit their

lalfoitrs more especia'ly to modeiling in the

round, while others will devote tliemselves to

designing in the flat.

In 1852, the head school was remove<l from
Somerset House to Marll>oroiigh House, where
it chiinge<l its name into a Department, that of
•Practical Art.’ This very vague title, how-
ever, was soon drof»ped, in favour of that of
* The Department of .Science and Art

;
’ and,

from being under the control of the ‘ Boorcl of

Trade/ it was tran.sfi rred to the direction

of the * Committee of Council on Education/
under which it now is, iu its own extensive

premises at South Kensington, whither it was
removetl from Marllxjrough House in 1 857.

The Central School of Art at South Kea-
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sington has gnidutilly become subordinate, as

regards the public, to the Art Mus«'um es-

tablished tliPiN*, which is gradually ns^'nining

gigantic proportions. At this central selnM)l,

however, a very good art education is to In* hsul,

not only for designers for manufactures, but

for artists and architects also. I'he entire

fees amount to 10/. per annum. A gofwl art

library is attached to the school and muse um.
See the various BarHameutary Beports, and
other official papers, from the year 1836 to

the present time.

BchoolSf Free and Sndowed. Schools

in which elemeiitnry education in tho ebi*'.sical

languages is affoisbal, according to the inten-

tions of the founder. A few ainongthesc have

acquired, in popular phraseology, the desiL^ia-

tion of public schotds. Nearly 500 arc «h‘scnl)ed

by Mr, Carlisle in his w'ork on those iinstitiitions.

The common notion, that a free sclmol means
a place of grjvtuitous education, cannot be

maintained. Dr. Kennedy has shown {MoJa
IMera, 18G2) that schools thus entitled are

such as are free from the authority or suprT-

vKsion of colleges and chapters. At tin*

Reformation, Edward VI. founded many siu'li

free schools, in ordcT to counteract the in-

fluences of the religious bodies under wh.cli

the cflucation of the country, and particularly

of those who were destined for service in the

church, almost wholly lay. Thus Eton, AVin-

chester, and Westminster, are still collegiate

schools. At Canterbury, Ely, and elsewliero

there are cathedral schools; and in these

schools the education is partly or wholly

gratuitous: hut whether .such be stututably (ho

case with the free schools or not, tho tt'nn

lihtra certainly has no such meaning either in

classic.'il or mediieval Latin. The free schoo’s,

establishoil by Edwanl VI. and by pri\ato

founders after him, as by Lyon at Harrow,
Slierrifffc' at Rugby, ^c., are generally grammar
schools, some of which have risen in general

estimation into the niuk of what are called

Public Schoot.s.

Scliooliv Znfant. These schools for the

education of children up to the age of five or six

years, are said to ow'e their origin, as a public

institution, to Mr. Owen of New Lanark. In

the report of tlie Rlucation Commission of

1863 they are divided into private or dame
schools, and public infant schools, * winch
frwpiently form a de[»artmcnt of an ordinary

day .school/ In fact, it will be found that iu

the stage which popular education has now
reached, infant cla.sse8, in Sunday and day
schools, have, to a certiiin extent, superseded

special schools for infants. In the best infant

schools (say the commissioners) ' much is done,

and even much is t aught.’ ‘ The real education

of tho children is carried on for the most part

in the direct intei’Coui’se with the teacher ; tho

children seated in the gallery, and tho teath< r

standing before them, and C(»nstantly “ per-

forming/’ a.s it were, with such varietu^s (»f

pubitiun, attitude, tone, gesture, )nftlh)d, ,ind

bearing, as shall beat warm their min.ls to the
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reception of the new truths that are to bo
conveyed to them/ In 1854, Mr. Horace Maun
{CensMB of Education) estimated the total

number of scholars *in Great Britain under the

^e of six at 400,000: which, at the rate of

increase observed in scholars generally, would
now reach 600,000 or 700,000.

Soliools, Wattonal. After public attention

had been drawn to the advantages of Dr. Bell's

system of mutual instruction in schools, chiefly

through the activity of Mr. Lancaster, two
societies were formed in England for carrying

it into general operation. The British and
Foreign School Society was founded by Dis-
senters in 1805

;
the National Society, by

members of the Establishment, a few years

later. The instruction of the former, in re-

ligion, is confined to those points in which all

are agreed
;
that of the latter is founded on the

liturgy and catechism of the established church.

The schools of these two societies arc now
extensively spread over the face of the kingdom.
The education given by them is nearly gra-

tuitous, but certain small payments are in some
cases exacted. Mr. Hill, in his work on the

stsito of education in England, estimated the

children attending schools of the former union
at 60,000 or 80,000, and those of the National
schools at about 170,000. Reading, writing,

and arithmetic, ^ith religious knowledge ac-

cording to the principles of the respective

institutions, form the amount of education ge-

nerally given
;
but in some schools geography,

and even the elements of geometry, are taught;
and attempts have been made to add instruction

in various branches of manual industry. Each
society has a model school and establishment

for training teachers. That of the British and
Foreign is in the Borough Road : the principal

one of the National in the Sanctuary, West-
minster

;
but it has others in dififerent places.

Solioolsi XTorsnal. Schools for the edu-
cation of persons intended to become school-

masters, teiichers, or professors in any line.

Normal schools form a regular part of the

establishments for education in many Conti-
nental states, especially in Germany, The
normal school of Paris was suppressed in 1821,
but revived a few years afterwards. In Eng-
land there are many establishments, known
as Training Colleges, for the purpose of
educating masters for ^maiy Schools.

Bohooltf Prtmary. A phrase popularly

applied to all schools devoted to the elementary
education of the poorer classes: of which
Sunday schools and day schools (National,

British and Foreipi, &c.) are classes. Mr.
Mann {EducaiimM Census of 1854) excludes

mere infant schools from this category. In

Great Britain, the number of primaT]r schools,

inspected by government officers, had increased

from 4,237 in 1856 to 8,438 in 1865; the

average number of children in attendance, from
571,000 to 1,300,000. The public expenditure

for education grants from 1839 to 1862
amounted in round numbers to 6,700,000/.:

of which about 4,000,000/. had been expended
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on schools in connection with tho Church of

England; 600,000/. in schools of the British

and Foreign Society
;
400,000/. of the Church of

Scotland; 300,000/. of the Free Church of

Scotland ; 300,000/. Wesleyan
;

200,000/. Ro-

man Catholic. The expenditure in 1865 was

636,810/.

ScboolVf Pnblle. This is a name of not

quite definite application, by which a certain

number of schools are designated, conferring a

classical education, having on the average a

large number of boys, and frequented by the

children of persons of rank alid wealth. Tho
principal are: 1. The three colleges, two of

royal and one of private foundation—Eton,

Winchester, and Westminster. 2. Some or all

of the great metropolitan endowed schools,

such as Charter House, St. Paul’s, Merchant
Tailors’. Accordingly, these six foundations,

together W'ith those of Harrow, Rugby, and
Shrewsbury, were specified as public schools

in the commission directed in 1861 to ‘ enquire

into their administration and management, and
the system and course of studies respectively

pursued therein,’ &c.
;

the report of which

body, with its evidence, furnishes now by far

the most valuable guide to a knowledge of
I the several subjects.

Of these schools, tho majority have a

considerable foundation^ i.e. a certain number
of boys are educated there on what may
be termed tho collegiate principle, living

together, and with their expenses to a great

extent defrayed by tho foundation. But at

those of private establishment tho foun-

dationers are mere day scholars. At Eton,

there were, in 1861, 61 foundationers (or col-

legians) and 722 non-foundationers {oppidans)]

at Winchester, 69 and 128 respectively; at

Westminster, 40 and 96.

The great purpose of these schools at the

present day is, therefore, the education of the

sons of members of the higher classes of society,

not on the foundations. And this is notoriously

expensive. Generally speaking, it maybe said

that boys remain at these schools from the age
of twelve or thirteen to eighteen or nineteen.

The ordinary expense of a boy at Eton is stated

by tho commissioners at 144/. per annum,
besides extras amounting in most cases to

20/. or 30/. more, * exclusive of clothes, pocket
money, and other pocket expense.**.’ The ex-

pense of Harrow is probably equal, that of the
others somewhat less.

The governing body (in the royal foundations)
is ‘ the college,’ consisting of a head and fellows

or canons
;
in most of the others, in a body

of * governors,' usually self-elected and incor-

porated. These appoint, and can dismiss, the
bead master, who usually appoints the as-

sistant or under masters.

The course of study pursued in these great
schools is still mainly ciassica]. Mathematics,
modern lan^iages, and other branches of
knowledge, have been partially introduced,
and imder circumstances so vaiying as to

render a summary impossible. The extension
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of the courfie is very strongly rc*conimcndcd by
tlio commissioners.

The discipline of these sehtx>ls varies greatly,

under the admiiiistrutioii of .successive masters.

With regartl to one point in it which has

attracted mncli attention, the com-

missioners report that some menial offices, too

commonly assigned to ought in their

opinion to be allotted to servants; but, on the

whole, and witli allowance for the exception

produced by occasional tyranny and mis-

maiingement, they think that it ‘is not de-

grading to the juniors, and has no injurious

effect upon the character of the seniors.’

The piiblic schools liad in former times a

closer connection with the universities than

they now have, or are likely to retain. Kton

(i. e. the college) monopolised the foundation

of King’s College, Cambridge; Winchester,

that of New College, Oxford; other schools

had numerous sehobirships and fellowships

appropriated lo their pupils. Ihit tlie changes

of Into years in the universities tlieniselves
j

have materially affected these privileges.
j

The royal commission, 186*2, for enquiring
j

into the conduct of the public schools extends
j

to those above inimtioned, with the exception of

Christ's Hospital.

Schools, Scottlflti Parochial. In the

reign of James IV. (1494), the Scottish legis-

lature enaetid, that all barons and subvtun-

tial freeholders should send their eluldreii

to school from tin' ago of six to nine years,

and afterwards to the ueadomical instil uli- ms.

But it was not until 1615 that the foundations

of the present system were laid by an Act

fmptnvering t!io bishops, together with a ma-

jority of tile landloixls, or hen fora, to establish

schools in every parish. In 1696, by another

statute, the establishment of sucli schools w;vs

(iire( fed. The appointment of ihe schoolmaster

was vestenl in the heritors and minister; the

burden of the expense of erecting the school

and a dwelling-house for the master, and

paying to the latter a salary of not less than

C>1, IH. \d. nor more than 11/. 2s. 2d. per an-

num, being supported by the former. The gene-

ral supervision of the schools was intrusted to

the presbyteries in which they were siluatcil.

Besides the salary (which has been raised to a

maximum of 34/. 4.9. 4^d.. and a minimum of

25/. 13^. BJf/.), the master is supporud by
trifling fees from the scholars. Reading, wri-

ting, and arithmetic, some of the branches of

practical mathematics in ordinary use, and
even a slight amount of classical leaniing, have

been usually taught in ihe^o parish scliools.

Such is a short outline of the system, of the

results of which, in the general education and

morality of the poorer classes, {Scotland has

been so justly proud.

0cli0ol«f Satiday* These schools were

first set on foot by Mr. Rol>ert Raikes of

Oloucester. According to Mr. Hill, in his work

on nsfrtianal education, the number of children

frequenting Sunday schools varie*!, when he

wrote, from 800,000 U> 90(t000. The average
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length ofa Sunday-school education he estimates
at four years

; the education given is almost
uniformly confined to reading alone ; but many
Sunday schools appear to have evening schools
connected with them, open two or thri'o times
a week, in which writing and arithmetic are
tiilight.

Scliooner. A small sharp-built vessel,

with two masts of considerable length an<l

rake, with small top-masts, and fore and aft

sails. A square-rigged schooner carries square
topsail and top-gallant sails; but a fore and

-

aftscbooncp has fore-and-aft sails on both masts,
with occasionally a square topsail on the fore-

mast. Schooners have sometimes, thougli rarely,

three masts. It is one of the swiftest rigs.

Scborl (Swed. .skorl, brittle). The name
given to black opaquii varieties of Tournmline.
It 18 a silicate of various bases, chiefly alumina,
soda, lime, magnesia, and iron. It occurs i

vitreous prismatic crystals; it is brittle and has
much lustre, and becomes electric by lieat and
friction. It is found in (kirnwall, at Boscaweii
CHtfs, Butallack Mine, St. .Micliael's Monnf,
and generally on the bonlers of the graiiiti* of

that county
;
also in the granite of Chndleigh

in Devonshire and off J^ortsoy in Banffshire
,

Stillorgeij, co. Dublin, &e.
Bcbrelbersite. A mineral of a steel-gny

colour often found in nu teoric stones. It is

ell iefl}' composed of phosphorus, nickel, and iron
;

and was namt'd after V. Schreibers, of Vienna
Scbrtftterlte. A hydrated silicate vt

alumina found at Dollinger Mountain, m'.ir

Rreienstein in Styria, in amorphous green is! i

or yellowish masses; also in Alabama at

the falls of Little River, Cherokee counr^.

in brownish traiisluoimt incrustations, whii h

re.somble gum arabic when broken. Nanu ^l

after J. S. Sehrotter.

Scbulaeite. An antimonial sulphide nf

lead found in Spain, at Meredo in Gallieia,

in nodules in Galena.

Scbwelnfbrtb Green. A compound of

arsenious acid, acetic acid, and oxide of cup-

per, in appearance much resembling Scheele’s

Green.

Sciadopltye (Gr. <rKids, axid^os, a canopy,

and irirvSf a pmc-tne). The Umbrella Pine, a
genus of Coniferous trees peculiar to Japan,
and ivccntly introduced into our ^aniens. It

has been cultivated from time immemorial by
the Japanese around their teinplos. The trunk
is erect, from 100 to 150 ft‘et high, the habit

pyramidal, the brandies verticlllute; the leaves

arc linear and sessile, from tliirty t/O forty

growing together at the end of the branches.
It is a singular and valuable evergreen tree,

of a highly ornamental character.

SoiaenoicU (Gr. cKlcnva). The name of
a family of Aeanthoptoiy^gian fishes, of uhieh
the genus Sciama is the type. This family
is nearly allied lo tho Percoids; but both
the vomer and palatine bones are without
teeth; the bones of the head are generally
cavernous, and the muzzle more or less en-
larged and obtuse.
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Bolatio Artery, One of tJie large bran-

ches of the anterior trunk of the internal

iliac artery is so called. It snppliesithe deep-

seated muscles at the back of the hip.

Boiatle ITenre. The largest nervous cord

in the body. It supplies nearly the whole of the

integuments of the leg, the muscles of the back
of the thigh, ai)d those of the leg and foot.

Sciatic Stay (possibly a corruption of

A rope passing between the main and
fore tops and sustaining a pulley used in load-

ing or unloading the hold of a ship. The pulley

can move upon the sciatic stay.

Sciatica (Q-r. the soeJeet of the

thigh joint), A rheumatic affection of the hip

joint. [Rheumatism.]
Science (Lut. scientia). In its most com-

prehensive sense, this term is applied to the

knowledge of many, methodically digested and
arranged so as to become attainable by one.

The knowledge of reasons and their conclusions

constitutes (S}stract^ that of causes and effects

and of the laws of nature natural science.

The term science is, however, more particularly

used in contradistinction to art and literature.

As distinguished from the former, a science

is * a body of truths, the common principles

of wliich are supposed to be known and sepa-

rated, so that the individual truths, even

though some or all may be clear in themselves,

have a guarantee that they could have been

discovered and known, either with certAinty

or with such probability as the subject admits

of, by other means than their own evidence.*

[Aut.] As diKtinguish(‘d from literature, sci-

ence is applied to any branch of knowledge
which is made the subject of investigation

witli a view to discover and apply first prin-

riph*s. [laTERATUiiis.] The**various sciences

Will be found under their particular heads.

For the distinefion of deductive and in-

ductive science, see Ahistotelian PnaosopHY,
Baconian Ihiii.osopnY, Socuatic Philosophy

;

and for the canons of inductive science, see

Logic.

Sollla (lait.
;
Gr. criciAXa). A genus of orna-

mental bulbous plants of the order Uliaccat

and related to hyacinths. They are chiefly in-

teresting as flower-garden plants, some of them
being amongst the most lovely of early spring

flowers, and one or two being natives of our

own country. The common name for the i enus

is S<piill, but the medicinal sc^uill, the most
important plant of this affinity, is now referr<'d

to a distinct genus. [Urginea
]

Sctllltfn. The bitter principle of the .Squill

(the bulb of the Urginea Sema, formerly ma-
ritima\ to which its medical properties of an

expectorant and diuretic are referable. It is a

white substance, of a resinous appearance.

, Sclmetar. A curved sword, much used

by Oriental nations, and frequently found in

Europe in the latter half of the fifteenth

century.

Sclncolds. A family of Saurian reptiles,

of which flic genus Scincus is the type. They
have short feet, a non-extensible tongue

;
the
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body and tail are covered with equal scales,

like tiles ; they have no impressed lateral line,

and the toes are margined.

Bolnk. [Skink.]

BolntUta Juris (Lat. a spark of law), A
possibility of legal seisin which has been

supposed by some learned real property

lawyers to exist in some eases in the grantee

under a conveyance of hand, for the purpose

of enabling springing or contingent uses to

arise. [Use.] This highly technical doctrine

was never generally admitted in theory, or

muck regarded in practice; it has, however,

been recently thought proper to abolish it

formally by stat. 23 & 24 Viet. c. 38, sec. 7.

Scintillation (Lat. scintillatio, from scin-

tilla, a spark). In Astronomy, the term ap-

plied to the twinkling or tremulous motion
of the light of the larger fixed stars; by
which they appear as if the rays of light

coming from them were not continuous, but
produced by particles succeeding each other

at intervals with a sort of vibratory movement.
The planets, excepting when very near the
horizon, have not this twinkling appearance

;

and they are thus readily distinguished from
stars of the first magnitude. It arises ffom
the extreme smallness of the apparent dia-

meters of the fixed stars, and the unequal
refracting power of our atmosphere at the

different temperatures and pressures of the

layers of air through which a star is seen.

This unequal refraction causes the apparent
displacement of the sUr to a small extent.

The twinlding of the stars is therefore greatest

when they are near the horizon, and when
the air is disturbed by currents of unequal
tem}>erature. The stars near the zenith rarely

twinkle, and when seen from the summit of

a lofty mountain the phenomenon is also,

for obvious reasons, greatly diminished.

ScloirrapliT’ (Or. aKiaypaupla, from <rKla, a
shadow, and ypd<p(a). In Painting, &c., the art

of casting and delineating shadows with truth,

and upon mathematical principles.

Sclolto (Ital.). In Music, a term which,
applied to counterpoint, signifies that it is

free and not constrained by general rules.

When applied to notes, it signifies that they

are not tied together

Bclott (Fr.). In Horticulture, the first young
shoot produced during the year by a tree ; or,

more commonly, a part of a branch prepared for

the purpose of being grafted upon some other
tree.

Bcloptio Ball or Boloptrto Ball (Gr.
ffKia, shadow^ and fiirroAta*, I see). A name
sometimes given to a mechanical contrivance,

used in the camera oh^cura^ for the purpose of

giving motion to a lens in every direction.

Sotra l*aetas (LaU). In Law', a judicial

writ, which lies in various cases, as for instance

to call on a party to show cause to the court

whence it issues why letters patent should
not be repealed.
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BolMel (Lat Bcissilis, that may he rent or

cloven). The clippings of various metals pro-

duced in several mechanical operations con-

cerned in their manufacture. The slips or

lates of metal out of -which circular blanks

ave been cut for the purpose of coinage arc

called scissel at the Mint.

Bcltamlneee (a name extracted from Lat.

scitamonta, dainties). A group -of monocoty-
ledonous plants, formerly recognised, and in-

cluding the Musas, the Gingers, and the Ma-
rantas of modern times. It is almost entirely

tropical and includes many plants of consi-

derable size, and all remarkable among mono-
cotyledons for their leaves, -which are often

large and have pinnate or diverging veins, and
for their unsymmetrical flowers, their perfect

stamens being always reduced to five or fewer,

whilst the perianth divisions ore of the normal
number, six. The whole group comprises three

tribes or orders

—

Musacets, with more perfect-

anthers than one ; ZinpiheraoceB, with only one
perfect two-oelled anther; and MaraniacotPf

with only one perfect laifHceilled anther—ithe

other l^taJBeuB (if prest^) being alwH3*e oon-

veitcd into barnen juad moatlj petal-likc sta-

mitiodia.

Seturlnei (Gr. ei eymirrel). The
Squirrel tribe. The name of a family of Eo-
dents, of which the genus Sciurus is the t^yte.

They are distinguished by their very narrow
lower incisors, and by their hang and bushy tail.

They have four toes before, and five behind.

The thumb of the fore foot is aometimes
marked by a tubercle. The molars arc tuLer-

culatcd.

Bol^rantha^eae (Scleranthus, one of the

genera). A small nninteresting order of peri-

gynous Exogens belonging to the Eicuidal al-

liance of Lindley’s arrangement. TJiey are

known by their apctalous flowers, and by tbeir

single solitary carpel, over which the tubular

calyx becomes hardened. They are few in

number, and occur on barren ground in Europe,

Asia, and North America.

Bolerodermu (Gr. cnKrip^Bepfios, hard-

shinned). A name given by Cuvier to a family

of riectognathic fishes, comprehending those

which have the skin covered with hard scales.

Bclerogen (Gr. cK\r}p65f hard, ai".d ytwdx,

I produce). In Eotany, the ligneous or bony

matter deposited in the cells of plants.

Bcleroskeleton (Gr. okXv^s, and (ric«Ac-

r6vf a drifd hodt/). Tliose bones -which are

developed in tendons, ligaments, and aponeu-

roses, e.g. the tcniurnim in the cat, the tem-

poral fascia ill the turtle, the hadtrs of the

Icg-viusdes in the turkey, the nuchal ligament

in the mole, and certain tendons of the

abdominal muscles of the Kangaroo which,

so ossified, are culled tlio marsiqnal hones.

Bolerotioa or Bclerotlc Membrane
(Gr. oxKripdSt hard). The outer tunic of the

eye is so called. In man it is opaque, and

forms the posterior five-sixths of the globe

of the eye. It is white externally, brow'ii

iuterually, and is much thicker behind than

SCOIUiE
in front. In many birds, and some fossil

reptiles, it developos a circular series of bony
plates around the eyeball. [Eyb.]
Boolex (Gr. ok^Kyi^, a mrm). The first or

primitive segment of a tapeworm (T<ienia) is

so called, which originates itself from a Cystt-

cercus, and developcs proglottides, who in their

turn become free, and independent from the
parent organism.

Boolezlte or Bkolezite (Gr. csdAvO’
A hydrated silicate of alumina and lime, which
occurs in prismatic and acicukr crystals, and
also massive with a fibrous and radiating

structure. It is colourless, snow-white, grey-

ish, yellowish, and reddisli, and transparent
to translucent at the edges. It is found in

Stiiffe, Tc^q^nd, Greenland, the Faroe Islands,

the Tyrol, &c.
When heated before the blowpipe, it shrinks

up with wormliko contortions before fusing;

whence the name.
Bcolopaoidee (Gr. aH(f\oira^, a woodcocJc).

The Snipe tribe. The name of a family of

wading birds, of which the genus Scolopax
is the type. The snipes i>ropcr have a straight

beak, the nasal furrow's extending to near
its point, which is a little furrow'ed externally,

80 as to extend beyond the lower mandible.
The point is soft and very sensible.

Beolopendrm (Gr.). The generic name of

the Centipedes.

BoolopeadriiiBi (Gr. oKo^hrtylpay. The
generic name of the Ilart's-tongue, one of our
oommon Biitish species of ferns.

Bcoiiiberold«(Gr. <rK^fiffpo%). The Mackerel
tribe. The name of the family of fislies of

which the genus Scomber is the type. They are

characterised by liaving a smooth body covered
with small scales^ and a very powerful tail

and caudal fin.

Sconce (Dan. skiiude; Ger. sibanze, a
bastion). An obsolete word, formerly applied

to a small fort for the defence of a pass,

river, or other place. (Scott, Legend of Mont-
rose, ch. xi. &c.)

Scopa (Lat. perhaps a thin branch
;
but

it is seldom found in the eingular number:
the plural, scot^, is a broom or besom). In
Mammalogy, a fasciculus of lung flaccid hairs,

which may grow from any limited part of the

body or extremities.

Scoparin. The crystalline, neutral, diu-

retic j>rim iplc of the Suroihamnus scoparins or

Common Broom.
Bcopipeds (Lat. scopte, a broom, and pes,

a foot). The name of a tribe of Melliferous

insects, including those which have the tarsi

of thf* posterior feet furnished with a brush of

hairs.

Scopa (Gr. The horned owl, of

which more than one species is found in Gri‘at

Britain.

Booiiae (Kat.; Gr. refuse). Volcanic

ashes of a reddish brown and black colour,

the cinders and slags of a particular kind
of lava. In appearance volcanic scoriae greatly

rcbcmUe the slags of an iron furnace, and
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arc in fact stony or imperfectly glassy products
obtained under circumstances not veiy different

in the great laboratory of nature.

Soorodlte (Gr. traopoSor, garlic, in allusion

to its smell when heated). A hydrated arseni-

ate of iron, formerly found in Cornwall on
ferruginous quartz, and in pale bluish-green

radiating groups, lining the interior of cavities.

Scorpio (Lat.). In Astronomy, the eighth

sign of the zodiac, and one of the ancient zodiacal

constellations. When this constellation rises,

Orion sets; hence the mythological fable of

the death of Okion, who perished by the sting

of a scorpion. [Constelijition.]

Bcorplold (Gr. tricopirioeiS^s, scorpion like).

In Botany, that form of inflorescence in which

the main axis is curved in a circinate manner
like the tail of a scorpion, as in the Forget-me-

iiot.

Scorpion (Lat. scorpio; Gr. trKopvidiv). A
well-known Arachnidan Articulate, in which

no spinuorcts exist at the extremity of the

body, their place being supplied by a venomous
apparatus. They are common in the tropics,

where they frequently attain a gigantic size. As
in the case of most similar forms, the sting

oiin be cured by the outward application of

ammonia.
Scorza or Skorza. The common name in

Tninsylvania for the granular Epidote, which

occurs in the form of sand near Muska, on the

banks of the river Aranyoa.

Scorzonera (Span, escorza, a serpent). A
gf'nus of CompostUe, whicli includes a valuable

»‘sculent specicb. This plant, the S. hispanica of

botanists, and the Scorzonera or Vipers’ grass of

gardeners, is a native of Spain, but is cultivated

ill this country for its roots, vvhich are sold in

the markets. They ai-e of very easy cultivation,

growing vigorously in good ground, and hearing

< ur hardest winters without injury. The root

is nearly the shape of a carrot, but smaller and
dark-coloured, while internally it is pure white.

The taste is sweet and agreeable, something

like that of the roots of certain umbelliferous

plants or the common hazel-nut. Its effects on
the digestive organs are to increase the flow of

gastric juice and bile, and os it acts as a deob-

struent on the alimentary organs generally, it

is slightly aperient. Its antibilious power is

scarcely, if at all, inferior to that of dandelion.

These good effects, however, cannot be in-

sured unless the vegetable is properly cooked,

as its medicinal quality may be quickly de-

stroyed. It should be cut as little as possible,

and washed instead of scraped, for the abun-

dant milky juice, which its salutary proper-

ties depend, escapes when it is bruisea. Alter

boiling for about twenty or twenty-five minutes

or till it is quite soft (rather more salt being

added to the water than usual in cooking vege-

tables), it is to be taken out and peeled, as the

dark skin then comes off as readily as that ofa

boiled potato. When fivsh from the garden, a

quarter of an hour may be sufficient. It is of

some importance to the invalid to know this,

because after it has become quite soft all further
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boiling is injurious to its medicinal quality

and soon destroys it; but when it has lain

out of the ground for a long time and become
hardened, it may require twice the time boiling,

the rule then being to boil it till it is soft. It

is usually eaten in the same way as asparagus,

which is the preferable mode for the invalid. As
it is one of tne most agreeable of vegetables as

regards flavour, it undoubtedly deserves to be
much more cultivated.

Scot (Sax, sceat, part or portion, in the

sense of contribution). This old wor^ has
passed into various ordinary expressiohs, such

as ‘scot-free,’ &c., and at one time found
its way into the Italian language (Dante,

Vurgatorio). In English Law, it is still re-

tained in the phrase ‘ inhabitants paying scot

and lot,’ which has long been held to mean
paying parochial rates, and constituted one
of the old rights of voting in various borouglis

existing before the Reform Act.

ScotchBonnets. The Champignon, Maras-
mius (or Agaricus) (hcadcs, one of the Fungi
which give rise to fairy rings.

Scotch Pehhle. A name given to the

Agates found in Scotland, where they occur

abundantly, as irregularly shaped nodules, in

the amygdaloid of Dunbar and the hill of
Kinnoul near Perth.

Scotches (perhaps connected with A.-Sax.

sceadan
; Gr. crxiSij, a cleft piece of wood).

Wedges of wood placed under a wheel to

stop its rolling.

Scoter. A name of the. black duck, or
Black Diver {Anas nigra, Linn.), now the typo
of the subgenus Oidemia, Fleming.

Scotia (Gr.). In Architecture, the name of
a hollow moulding, chiefly used between the
tori in the ba.ses of columns. It takes its

name from the shadow formed by it, which
seems to envelop it in darkness.

Scotlsts. An old scholastic sect, followers

of Duns Scotus, ‘the subtle doctor,’ one of
the leading champions of Realism in the thir-

teenth century, lie held that the universal

existed not in posse only, but in aciu\ not
depending in anywise on the conditions of
the understanding, but presented to it as an
outw'ard reality. In this respect his realism
differs from that of his predecessor, Thomas

I

Aquinas. [Schot.xstic PhiloSophy.1

Scotodlnla (Gr. from aaiiTos, darkness, and
hivn, a whirling). Giddiness with imperfect

vision. A symptom occasionally observed in

dyspepsia, especially in that of gouty persons.

Scouting Brops. The essential oils of

lemon and of bergamotte are sold under this

name, for the purpose of removing grease stains

from silk dresses. They are generally adulte-

rated with oil of turpentine.

Screeds (ctym. uncertain). In Architec-

ture, wooden rules for running mouldings.
Also the extreme guides on the margins of
walls and ceilings for floating to, by the aid

of the rules. They are always necessary for
running a cornice when the ceiling is not
floated.
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Bereen (Fr. ^cran). In Architecture, a

partition usually wrought with rich tracery.

Such partitions were commonly erected in

churches as supports of the rood-loft [Rood],
and to rail off altars, chapels, and tomhs from
the rest of the building.

Screw (Dutch schroef, Gor. schraube). In

Mechanics, one of the six mechanical powers,

consisting of a spiral ridge or groove, winding

round a cylinder, so as to cut every line

oil the surface puralUl to the axis at the

same angle. The screw may be formed either

on the outside or inside of the cylinder; in

the former case, it is called the exterior or

wale screw; in the latter, the interior or

female screw. The action of the screw re-

sembles that of the wedge, or inclined plane:

but as the cylinder has always a handle at-

tached to it, the screw is in reality a com-
pound of the inclined plane and lever; and
if the direction of the power be parallel to

the base of the cylinder, and perpendicular

to its radius, equilibrium is produced when
the power is to the resistance or pressure

as the interval between the adjacent tlmiads

is to llie circumference described by the point

to which the power is applied. Hence the

mechanical advantage afforded by the screw

is proportional jointly to the fineness of the

threads and the length of the lever or handle. It

is to be obsen^ed, however, tliat by diminishing

the distance between the threads, w'o diminish

also the strength of the screw*; and hence

there is obriously a limit to the increase of

power. But the action is greatly increased by
means of tlie contrivance called a differential

ecrew^ or, from the name of its inventor,

Hunter's screw, which consists in the combina-

part parallel to the horizon. If any body,

then, be placed within the spiral at this part,

it will remain at rest; and if the screw be
turned the body will ascend, because the part

of the screw behind it hecomes more inclined

than the part before it, and it is consequently

urgal forw'ard. This simple 1 ut ingenious

contrivance is usually employed for the purpose

of raising water to a small height, bet it

may be employed to raise any substance that

can pass within the tube.

The microvii ter screw is a contrivance adapted

to astronomical or optical inrirunieuts, for

the purpose of measuring angles with gri'at

exactness. The very great space through
which the lerti- of the screw passes in com-

parison of that wdiich is described by the

cylinder in the direction of its length, renders

the screw of immoiise use in subdividing space

into minute parts.

As a mechanical power, the screw has in-

numerable applications; but it is employed
with most eoiiv<^uience in cases in which a very

great pressure is required to be exerted within

a sn^all space, and w'ithout inferniission. A
common purpose to which the screw* is applied

is that of conneetiag pieces of wood or metsil

together either in the form of screw nails or

in that of bolts and nuts. In both case's tl-o

friction of the thread of the screw is suf-

ficient to prevent the screw from unwinding
when forcibly tightened up, and the screw

is of invaluable use in the arts for attaching

objects firmly together. If there be much
jar or vibration in the objects thus connect < *1,

the screw's will be liable to wHirk loose,

and in the screws used to attach the flouts of

paddle-wheels to the arms, and in the various

tion of two screws of unequal fineness of thread,

one of which unwinds while the other winds,

and the effective progression at each revolution

is only equal to the difference of the pitches of

the two screws, which may be made as small

as wc please, and consequently the screw may
be made as powerful as we pleuse, since the

power is always co’Tresponding to the slowness.

In Hunter s screw wc obtain the pow tr due to

a very fine pitch without its weakness.
Th«^ endless screw consists of a screw com-

bined with a wheel and axle in such a manner
that the threads of the screw w'ork into the I

ti‘eth fixed on the periphery of the wheel.
I

Suppose the power applied to the handle of I

the screw, and the weight attached to the

axle of the wheel, then there will be equilibrium 1

when the power is to the weight as the distance

between tlie threads multiplied by the radius

of the axle is to the circumference described by
|

the Tiower multiplied by the radius of the wdieel. i

The water screw, or screw of Archimedes, \

is formed b^ winding a tube or channel round
a cylinder in the form of a screw. If the

|

machine, thus constructed, be placed obliquely,

SO BS to make with the vertical an angle (‘qua!

to Unit which the spiral makes with the lines

parnllid to the axis of the cylinder, tln-re

wnil be in each convolution of the .spiral a
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attachments of loeomoUv('B, the nul.s arc liable

to shake loose. In some cases a second nut,

calletl a jam nut, is introduced above the

common nut to pr<*vt;nt unwinding, and tliis is

!

usually done in Uic bolts of padtlle wliecls ;

blit besides ihi.s, the thread should be sliglitly

nicked with a chisel to pn vuil the nut from

working back. In loeomotivefi sphf

as they are termed, are introduced runiriig

through holes in the point of the bolts; and
these pins, after being pushrd through the

holes provided for their n'cepfion, expand side-

ways, and cannot fall out, w*hile their presence

prevents the nuts from unscrewing without
clipping them off.

Screw Jack* An instrunumt employed
for lifting heavy weights and consisting essen-

tially of a screw so disposed as to enable the

I

pressure it ixerts to be conveniently applied.

A similar instrument, oalh d a dumh craft, is

sometimes u.sed instead of a screw jack into

which wheels and pinions ari' introduced which
protrude a ram by means either of a rack or

;

screw*
; and by the point of this ram the pressure

is communicated.

I

Screw Pine* Tim common fiame for the
species of

|
pANn.iNACEJK.]

I Screw Sropeller. instrument for the

I

propulsion of vf )b.svls, consisting of two or more
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twihted Mh(1 os, like flu; vuncs of a wiiulmill, Bct
on Hii axis running parallel with Uio keel, and
revolving benentli the water at the stern. The
sprew propeller i'i driven by a steam engine
.situated witliia the vessel, and by its revolution
in the water it earrit^s the vessed forward,
as a cork-screw is drawn forward when pene-
trating a cork, or a bolt wlien turned round
111 a stationary nut. The water in which the !

Vessel float s forms tlie nut of the screw pro-

*

peller; and thus when the propeller is turned
round, the vessel is terewed on. To enable
the water to act as the nut of the screw, the
ihre.ul tiMocil m tin' water requires to be very
rnurb deeper lliaii if it were traced in metal or
wood, and the ijreshing surface of the screw
millet be larg<>, to prcvtMit the thread from
bi»ing sti’ipjKid or broken by the reacting force.

Accordingly, screw' propellers are made with a
small central body and d<‘ep tlircad

;
they .are

also made as largo in diameter as possible,

rcAclnng, usually, from the keel to near the

surf,ice of till'. wat(M’. In the length of the

screw only a very short piece, usually about
one siNtli of a convolution, i.s employed.

Ih.^torif (if thf‘ Sc rrw Propeller .—The screw
propejlcr i.s prob.ibly as old as the W'lndmill;

ami a windmill of the construction now usually

employed is ri'pvesenlod in the 77th proposi-

tion of Hero’s Spirifalui, a work w’lntten

1110 years before tln! Christian era. In China
screw' projiellcrs arc said to have been em-
ployed from a very early date as an arrange-

ment for sculling vessels; and in fact a screw

is a continuous sculling machine, in which the

ncci’ssity of r<‘ciproouting motion is superseded

by giving a complete revolution to the pro-

jK-Uing blade. Captain llasil Hall, in Ins ac-

count of his voyage to Loo Clioo, states that

the Coreans scull their ships instead of

rowing them; and, from what he saw of the

operation, lie is inclined to give the preference

a) that mode of propulsion. The galleys of the

Greeks and Romans were also propelled by an
action of the oars more nearly resembling
sculling than rowing, as was first pointed out

by Robert Hooke in 1684; and Hooke also

showed that this mode of action would be ex-

ceedingly efficient. In a work entitled Philo-

sophical ColleciionSt printed for Richard Chis-

well, printer t;0 the Royal Society, 1681, there is

a paper by Hooke on Horizontal Windmills,

containing various suggestions of great origina-

lity and importance. Hooke says that he does

not consider horizontal windmills to be as

efficient as vertical windmills : but if they are

in any case employed, it will be advisable, he

says, to make them on a certain construction,

of which he gives a representation, and which

is almost identical in its main features with

the most improved species of feathering paddle

wheel now employed in steam ships. Hooke
adds, that wheels of this kind may be set to

work advantageously as water wheels in a river

where no dam can be made, as may also the

common vertical windmill with twisted arms.

In this cursory suggestion we have the germ
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both of the screw propeller and the feathering
addle wheel. Robertson Buchanian admits
aving taken the idea of his feathering wheel

from the mechanism of orjreries which was in-

vented by Hooke
;
and the same considerations

which make the screw and feathering wheel
eligible instruments when driven by the water
equally hold when the water is driven by them.
On October 14, 1683, Hooke showed to

the Royal Society an instrument which he had
invented for measuring the velocity of the
wind. It consisted of four vanes, like the vanes
of a windmill, set upon an axis, the vanes
being so constructed tliat they could be set at

any angle tliat was desired. On November 28,

in the same year, Hooke showed to the Royal
Society an instrument which he had shown
to some of the members twenty years before,

for measuring tlie way of a ship through the

water. The prime mover of this instrument
was a screw turned by the water, and the

instrument not merely took cognisance of

the progre ss of the vessel through the water,

but also of the h'c way. The plan of making
gearing in steps, as is now usually done in such
screw vessels as make use of gearing, is also an
invention of Hooke’s. Wheels made upon
this principle are divided in the direction of

their breadth into a number of parallel wheels
which are set a little in advance of one another,

so that the teeth of each do not come in the

same line. The benefit of this practice is that

the teeth, though necessarily very thick to give

adequate strength, work as smoothly as if they

were thin and small, or us if the space between
the teeth W'cro only a fractional part of its

actual amount.
In the Rtcueil de Machines ajyprouvics par

rAcademic, depnis ll’ll jnscm'au 1731, tliere is

a machine d(‘scrihed, which was invented by
M. du Quet, for dragging up barges against a
current in a river by the aia of a screw driven

by the water ; and by the screw thus driven a
rope, dragging the barges, is to bo wound up.
This screw', which is a helical blade wound
upon an axis, is only partially immeiged in the

water, and it would be a much less effectual

instrument than the screw of a windmill form
previously recommended by Hooke. In Bou-
guor’s Traiti du Navire, published in Paris in

1746, an arrangement of revolving oars, re-

sembling the vanes of a windmill, is mentioned
as having been proposed for the propulsion

of vessels; but this expedient, it is stated,

had not been found to possess sufficient force.

In 1752, Daniel Bernoulli obtained the prize

offered by the Ercnch Academy of Sciences

for the best project for impelling vessels with-

out the aid of the wind. Bernoulli's apparatus

consisted of an iron axle 14 feet long and
two inches thick, set upon each side of the

vessel beneath the w'ater. Each axle was to

carry eight wheels, six feet diameter, set at

equal distances from one another, and each

wheel was to have eight arms or spokes, to the

extremity of each of which a sheet-iron plane

1 16 inches square, and inclined so as to form an
' BB
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migle of 60® with the axlo or keel of the vessel,

WHS to bo affixed. Bernoulli’s plan appears to

have been contrived to meet !^uguer’s objec-

^iou, and it would probably answer for towing,
>>ut the revolution of such a large number of
wheels in the water would in all cases of con*

siderable speed occasion a serious loss of power
from friction and other analoffous causes.

In Emerson’s Principles of Mechanics^ pub-
lished in 1764, wc have an explanation of the
mode of constructing screws with an expanding
or increasing pitch. Emerson describes an
arrangement of screw set vertically in a well or
stationary cylinder, as an instrument for render-
ing available a fall of water in giving motion
to mills. The water is admitted at the top of
the cylinder and escapes at its base, and in its

s lesoent it turns round the screw by which the
cylinder is filled up. Emerson explains, that
tt the top of the cylinder the blade of the screw
must have veiy little inclination with the axis,

but at the bottom of the cylinder the blade of
the screw must have a considerable inclination

with the axis. Blades set in a conical pit or
vessel, and driven round by the gravity of water,

have long been in use in France, under the name
of Danaides, or roues a poircs

\
and in some

cases the blades were merely plane surfaces

suitably inclined, while in other cases they were
spiral or screw-formed. Instruments of this

kimi ar(i described by Belidor in his Architecture

llydraulique.

In 1768, a work on the Archimedean screw
was published at Paris by M. Paucton

; and
lb is suggested that a pt^rophore, composed of
the circumvolution of the thread of a screw
round a cylinder, should be placed on each side

of a vessel to propel her through the water, or
one only may be used at the fore part. These
screws, it is stated, may be either wholly or
partially immersed. In 1776, a submarine
vessel was invented by I). Bushnell, an
American, which was to be raised upwaid or
sunk downward in the water by means of an
inclined blade or oar affixed to the top and

|

operating in the manner of a screw, and forced
forward or backward in the water by another
similar blade affixed to the bow. This vessel
was to carry a powder magazine, which was
to be screwed to the bottom of an enemy’s
ship to blow her up. It was the original of
Fulton’s toroedo.

In 1784, Joseph Bramah, of London, engineer,

obtained a patent for propelling vessels by
means of a wheel with inclined fans or wings,
similar to the fly of a smoke-jack or the vertical

sails of a windmill. This wheel was to be fixed

to an axis passing out at the stern oLtJie vessel,

and was to revolve beneath the water with a
stuffing box or proper packmg surrounding the
shaft, where it pierces the vessel, to prevent
the water from entering. In 1794, William
Lyttleton, a merchant of London, obtained a
patent for an instrument which he called an
^aquattc propeller,’ and which consisted of a
single convolution of a three threaded screw.
Tlio thread of a screw is the projecting part of
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it, and a screw may have one, two, three, or
any other number of threads, A string wound
round a cylinder represents the thread ofa screw

;

and if one string only be wound round it, the
screw will be a screw of one thread; if two
strings be wound round it, so as equally to

divide the space, the screw will be a screw of
two threads

; and so ofany number. If, instead
of a string, a thin ribbon of iron be wound
edgeways round the cylinder, and be soldered
thereto, then a slice^ cut off the end of this screw
will have two projecting arms or portions of
this ribbon, if the screw be one of two threads

;

three projecting arms, if of three threads
;
and

so of any other number. In any screw pro-
peller, therefore, the number of threads is the
same as the number of arms. The pitch of the
screw is the distance from one thread of the
screw to the next thread measured on the axis,

supposing the screw to be continued through a
whole convolution. A spiral stair is virtually

a screw
;
and the pitch is the vertical distance

from any one step of the stair to the step im-
mediately overhead.

In 179 9, EdwaidShorter, ofLondon, mechanic,
obtained a patent for propelling vessels, and
among the expedients which he employ^ is

one termed a ‘perpetual sculling machine,’ con-
sisting of a screw immerged in the water at the
stern of the vessel. The shaft, winch gives

motion to the screw, passes through the stern
of the vessel above the level of the water, and
IS armed at its extremity with one of Hooke’s
universal joints, from whence a pole extends
obliquely into the water with the screw attached
to its extremity. The end of the pole is pre-
vented from sinking too deeply in the water by
a buoy which supports it at the proper elevation,

and guy ropes are applied, by means of which
the pole and screw may be moved to the one
side or the other, so that the vessel may be
steered, or assisted in her steerage, thereby.
Between 1800 and 1836 various arrangements
of screw propellers were proposed by Dallery,
Stevens, O’Reilly, James, Trevithick, Boswell,
Millington, Scott, Whytock, Delisle, Bourdon,
DoUman, Perkins, Brown, Tredgold, Maceroni,
Cummerow, Smith, Church, Copley, Ovinel,
Peltier, Salichon, Poole, Woodcroft, Sauvage,
Emerson, Burke, Theal, Smith, and Fitzpatrick.

The forms of these screws are very various, but
in most cases they consist of belief blades, like

the ^anes of a windmill, revolving beneath the
water at the stem, or of a helical feather coiled

round an axis, in the manner of an Archimedean
screw. In some cases the pitch of the screw is

intended to be uniform, and in other cases in-

creasing, the uniform pitch bein|; a straight line

wound upon a cylinder, and the increasing pitch
being a curved line wound upon a cylinder, or
a straight line wound upon a Cone or spire.

Bourdon, in 1824, formed his screw with an
increasing pitch, and placed it in the dead wood
of the vessel. Trodgold, in his work upon the
Steam Engine, published in 1827, recommended
that screws should be made with an increasing
pitch. Peltier, in 1830, proposed to make his
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screw with an increasing pitch, and Woodcroft
proposed the same thing in 1832. Marestier,
in 1824, in a work published by direction of
the French government, ^ving an account of
steam navigation in America, described various
arrangements of screw propellers which had
been tried in that country, but none of those
expedients had come into practical operation.
L3ttleton in 1794, Shorter in 1802, Stevens in

1804, Bourdon in 1824, and several others at
different times, had practically tried the effect

of propelling vessels by means of a screw. But
these experiments led to no useful result, and
in 1836 there was no vessel propelled by a screw
in existence. In that ycAr patents for pro-
pelling vessels by a screw were taken out by
F. P. Smith and Captain John Ericsson

;
and

to these two persons the successful introduction
of the screw as a propeller must be attributed.
Ericsson, not meeting in this country with
the encouragement that he expected, went to

America, where he soon after constructed the
war steamer Princeton, and in 1862 he designed
the Monitor class of screw turret vessels. Smith,
as soon as his early trials had demonstrated the
efficacy of the screw as a propeller, built the
Archimedes, and soon afterwards his propeller
was applied to the war steamer Rattler. It
has subsequently been applied to most of the
sea going steamers, whether constructed for

purposes of war or of <iommercG in this and
other countries, and is now the species of pro-
peller in general use, although paddles are still

used for river vessels and also for the convey-
ance of certain mails which require to be
carried iu all weathers at a high rate of speed.

It would swell these remarks beyond the
limits to which they must be restricted, to

attempt any eniuneration of the various modi-
fications in the form of the screw, and in themode
of its application, which have been made or
proposed since its practical introduction as an
available propeller. In this country vessels are,

for the most part, fitted with screws of a uniform
pitch formed with either two or three arms, hut
sometimes with four arms, Griffith’s screw
with shovel-formed blades and a central ball

is much used in the navy, where a form of
screw with four blades, of which the leading
half of each blade has a less pitch than the
following half, has also been in some cases em-
ployed; hut has been discarded. Mangin’s screw,

which consists substantially of two double-!
hladed screws with very narrow blades set

immediately behind one another on the screw
shafts has also been employed in some cases

with good results, the space between the
screws allowing the water to pass ; and as the
column of water in which the screw revolves is

less put into rotation, there is less shake at the
stem.

In Smith's earlier experiments upon the screw
propeller he employed a single-threaded screw
of two convolutions, such as that represented

in fig. 1. During one of his trials, however,
the screw having come in contact with some
object in the water, about half of it was broken
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away, and the vessel was found in consequence
to realise a higher speed tlian before. The
Archimedes was originally fitted with a single-

threaded screw of one convolution, such as that

represented in fig. 2. ; and it was witli a screw

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

of this kind that the efficiency of tlie screw as

a propeller was originally demonstrated. She
was subsequently fitted with
a double-threaded screw of
half a convolution, which
gave the same amount of
propelling surface, and di-

minished the uneasy motion
at the stern. This screw is

represented in fig. 3. The
Rattler was fitted with a screw of this kind,
but its length was subsequently reduced to one-
sixth of a convolution, which made pjg. 4.

itslength just one-third of its original

length, and the best results were ob-
tained with this proportion. This
amended screw of the Rattler is

shown in perspective in fig. 4.

Ericsson, in his original form of
propeller, employed two wheels
armed with helical blades and re-

volving in opposite directions. The
object of this arrangement was to neutralise
any tendency which one wheel might have to

Fig. B.

Fig. 3.

turn the vessel from her appointed course. The
second wheel however was soon discarded, as

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

it was found ^at it was not mqnired. Fig. 5
represents Ericsson’s original arrangement of

B A »
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the screw propeller, and fig. 6 is the propeller

ofthe Princeton, which was subsequently super-

seded by a four-bladed screw of the form shown
in 7.

Xk^cHption of the mode of applying the Screw

BropeUer,—lu the most approved method of,

introducin|; the screw propeller into a vessel,

the screw is sot in a hole or opening in the dead

wood behind the stern post, and before the
|

rudder post. It is sometimes hung upon a.

short shaft, which is carried by a metal frame
,

with a rack on each si<h', and in these racks

endless screws M’ork, which, being prit into

revolution, raise the frame, lifting the propeller
j

out of the water, so as to enable tlie screw to

bo repaired if required, or a new one to be intro-

duced without putting tho vesstd into dock.

Before, however, the frame can be raised, tho

shaft, which, passing through the ship, commu-
nicates with the engine, has to be pulled on end,

!

so as to disengage it from the boss of the short
I

shaft, which supports the screw. A vacant
j

space is left between the end of the shaft whieh

communicates w’ith the engine, and tlic end of
|

the shaft which coiTimunicatos with the screw,

,

so as to enable tho shaft communicating with i

the screw to be drawn on end witlmut dis-

tlirough tho stern of the vessel, is kept tight by
moans of a stuffing box, consisting of a long
pipe fitted rightly into the hull of the vessel.

Through this pipe the screw shaft passes, and
the space between thi) shaft and the pipe is kept

tight by means of a plaited rope of soft hemp
forced tightly into a recess provided fur tho

purpose by means of screws. It is very de-

sirable that the shaft should fit so accurately

into this jiipe as to bo exempt from all side

play, which, if it exists, will have tho effict of

communi«ating a disagreeable motion to the

stern of the. vess(']. In wooden vessels the pipe

should be made of brass
;
and it has been found

advantageous to cover with brass that part of

the shaft that revolves within the pipe, so ns to

obviate corroftiou from the sea-watt‘r and als

to enable strips of lignum vita' to be introdueed

to constitulii a bearing for the shaft. Wotuleii

bearings or bu‘<hes are found to be better than
metal ones in the case of all shafts or btairings

working in water. But the metallic surface in

cont.ict with tho wood should be brass and not

iron when salt water is the lubricant, else tho

iron will be roughened by corrosion ,
and will

then rasp the w'ood rapidly away. In all cases

the extremity of tlic vessel in advance of tlic

turbing the other shaft ; and a short pipe fixed

to the one shaft, but sliding on the other, is

so applied that, notwithstanding the end play,

the force of torsion will be communicated from

the one shaft to the other. Figs, 8 and 9 re-

Fig. 8.
present the screw propeller

and the apparatus for raising

it out of the w'ater, as applied

in H.M. .steam frigate Ajax.

By a reference to these figures,

the configuration of the screw
usually employed for the service

.of the navy, and the mode of

raising it out of the water, will

be readily understood. A catch

represented as engaging the

centre of the screw is put down
only when the screw requires to

be raised out of the water, and
its use is to retain the blades in

a vertical position during that

operation.

This method, however, of con-

structing the screw connections

so thatwe screw mightbe raised
out of the water when the vessel was under
ssdl alone, though at oue time widely adopted

in the navy, never found much
. . favour in idle merchant service,

and latterly in the navy also it

Guy Fas been discarded. The method de-
scribed of raising the screw was avail-

able only when the screw was formed
wirii two blades, and in most cases it is found
^visable to keep the screw in water at all

times, but to let little steam into the engines
when the Wind is fair, thus economising the

nearly as mucii as if tho screw were to be
disused altogether during those periods.

The screw shaft, at the point where it passes
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• scivw bliould bo brought to as fine a line as

!
possibh', and the hoh» in the dead wood in

which the screw revolves should be considerably

larger tlian the screw’ itsdf. The screw in its

revolution carries with it a coating of water,

and if this coating be partially stripped off at

every revolution from tho too near proximity

of the stern part of the vessel, a shock will be

communiciited at every revolution, from the

impact of the water against tlio side of the

dead wood, and a part of the engine power will

be also dissipated without effect.

Modes of receiving the Thrust of the' Screw.

—

As the screw by its revolution is forced forw ard

in the water, carrying the vessel with it, the

screw shaft, it is clear, must have to sustain a
forward thrust, and it is this thrust, in fact,

which propels the vessel. The severity of this

forward thrust, combined with the velocity of

rotation which the screw shaft must main-

tain, was the occasion, in tho earlier screw

vessels, of considerable inconvenience, in con-

sequence of the friction produced
;
and several

cases have occurred where the end of the shaft

became white hot, and actually welded itself to

the steel plate against which it pressed, although
astream of water was all the while running upon
the surfaces in contact. Various exp^ents
have since that rime been proposed for receiving

the thrust, of which one was to let the end of

the shaft enter, in the manner of a piston, a
tight cylinder of oil, so that it would be against

a liquid only that the end of the shaft would
press. Another expedient was to place a large

collar upon the shaft, which would press against
a number of balls or small rollers resembling
the rollers of a swivelling bridge. Neither of
these plans, however, has come into practical

use; but one of two other inodes is now gene-'

rally followed. Either the thnut is received
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ilpon a number of collars, which are recessed

into a suitable bearing, or it is received upon a

scries of discs applied to the end of the shaft,

Fig, 10. resting in a cistern of oil,

M represented in fig. 10.

The cistern is usuall}'- cast
|

.
upon the base plate or some

|

‘ other solid part of the
j

en^ne, and its end is suf-j
^ — ficiently strong to bear the

thrust of the screw. Interposed, however,

'

between the end of the cistern and the end of
j

the shaft are two, three, or more discs of!

made with a uniform pitch, and with the bladea
standing at right angles with the axis. A
slightly progressive increase in the pitch,

however, say to the extent of 6 per cent..,

appears to be advisable— i. e. the pitch of

the screw at its leading end should be 6 pet

cent, less than at its following end. The pitch

at the centre should also bo 10 per cent, less

than the pitch at the circumference, for the

centre should merely screw through the water
without seeking to produce any reacting force,

which, from the great obliquity of the blades

at the centre, could not be done with advan>
metal, usually about two inches thick, and of
the same diameter as the shaft itself. A bolt

passes through their centres to keep them in

a line, but they are each free to revolve upon
this bolt; and where the shaft passes out of the

cistern a collar of leather is applied, to prevent
the oil from escaping. It will be obvious from
such an arrangement that if the end of the

shaft, where it presses upon the discs, begins to

heat from undue friction, it will revolve with
somewhat more difficulty, and will consequently
carry the first disc round with it The rubbing
surfaces, therefore, are no longer the end of the

shaft and the first disc, but the first disc and
the second disc. In fact, the rubbing surfiice,

instead of being confined to one disc, is dis-

tributed over several. Those surfaces, which
begin to hear, and consequently to stick, will

cease to rub, and thus they will speedily be-

come cool a^in, and tl^eii efficiency will bo

soon restored. The more usual mode of re-

ceiving the thrust of the screw, however, is by a

collar bearing, the collars being turned out of

the solid shaft and the encircling bearing being

generally of brass, but sometimes of wood.
Bearing surfaces of wood fpr receiving the

thrust were first introduced by Mr. Alexander
Oray, engineer of the steamer Himalaya. The
brass bearing of the collars being very much
worn, Mr. Gray introduced rings of lignum
vitae between the collars on*the shaft and the

collars of the brass, these rings having been

each introduced in four pieces and while the

vessel was at sea.

Best Proportims of Screw,—For mercantile

purposes screws with three blades arc, on the

whole, to be preferred. The diameter of the

screw should be as large as it can be conve-

niently got, and when the area of the screw’s

disc—that is, the area of the circle described

by the extremity of the arms of the screw

—

has one square foot of area for every 2| ^uare
feet in the area of the immerged midship

section of the vessel, a very efficient per-

formance is obtained. The pitch of the screw

should be equ^ to the diameter of the screw,

or a little more, and the length of the screw

fore and aft should be that answering to one-

sixth of a convolution. Thus, in the case of

a licrew twelve feet in diameter, the pitch

would be twelve or fourteen feet, and the

length of the screw measured along the axis

would 1^ about two feet

Best Form of Screw .—Screws are commonly

tage. Finally, the blades of the screw should

be bent a littlo astern, so as to produce in the

particles of water which they force backwards
a tendency to converge to a point. This ten-

dency will balance the divergent tendency
produced by tlie centrifugal action of the

screw in its revolution, and the two forces,

by balancing one another, will cause the water
to be projected backwards from the screw in a
cylinflrical column. With the ordinary screw
the water projected backw'ards assumes the

figure of the frustum of a cone, and some
portion of the power is thus lost.

Griffith’s form of screw, as already explained,

is formed with a large central ball and with
blades narrower at the point than near the

boss, so that each blade has a shovel form, and
this species of screw is now much used. Per-

forated screws, corrugated screws, and many
other kinds of screws have been tested since

the earlier editions of this work appeared,

wiUiout, however, the manifestation of any

2
ualities which encouraged their adoption,

n Rigg’s screw the screw may be of the usual

kind
;

but a scries of radial blades, like

another screw having twice the number of

blades possessed by the screw itself, is fixed

stationary behind the screw on tlie rudder
post. These blades, set at the opposite angle

from that of the blades of the screw itself, are

pressed upon by the revolving column of water
which the screw puts into rotation

;
and thia

revolving column, by pressing obliquely on the

backs of the fixed blades, assists in forcing

the ship forward. The rudder post may be
made to constitute two of these fixed blades by
twisting the portions of it beneath and above
the shaft in opposite directions.

Positive and negative Slip of the Screw.

—

When a vessel is propelled by oara, paddles, or
any other instrument which acts upon the

water, it is obvious, that since the water is

not a solid body which can resist without
disturbance the application of force, there will

be a certain amount of recession in the water,

or, in other words, the water will be moved to

a certain extent backwards, while the vessel

is forced to a certain extent forwards. This
backward movement-of the water is what is

termed ^ip, and in its results it is analogous

to the loss of power and speed^hich a locomo-

'tivc experiences when the wheels slip upon the

rails. This slip exists in the case of the screw

as well as in the case of the paddle or other
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species of propeller; and wheii llio engines

of a steam vessel are set in motion while the

vessel is at anchor or moored in a river, the

whole power of the engines is wasted in slip,

or in moving the water without moving the

vessel. The ordinary amount of shp hi paddle

vcssi'ls is about one-third of the whole distance

travelled, or, in other words, the vessel would
go one-thinl faster with the same number of

revolutions if the w'heols geared into an iron

rack instead of gearing into water. In well-

constructed screw vessels the slip is only ten

per cent., or, in other words, the vessel would
only go oue-tenth faster with the same number
of revolutions if the screw worked in an iron

nut instead of working in water. Since,

therefore, all the power expended in pro-

ducing slip is lost, and since there is less slip

with the screw than the paddle, there is an
i

apparent superiority in the screw from this i

cause. In some screw vessels, however, the

apparent slip is nothing at all, and in others
|

it IS le.ss than nothing, or, in other words, the

vessel is propelled through the water by the

screw alone at a greater velocity than if the

screw worked in a solid nut with the same
number of revolutions. In the early history

of the screw propeller, this apparent paradox

provoked much incredulity, but the phenome-
non is now understood, and is not difficult of

explanation.

When a vessel passes through the water, the

friction of the bottom and the sides puts a

column of water in motion which proceeds in

the <Iiroclion of the vessel. Sea-weeds and
|

other light objects adhering to a vessel have
been observed to stand out straight from her

side when the vessel was moving through the

water with a considerable velocity, thus making
it clear that a film of water must be moving
with the vessel. The vacuity also which the

motion of the vessel through the water tends

to produce at the stern causes a flow of water
towards the stern in ortler to fill it up. It

follows, therefore, that a vessel, in passing

through the water, puts in motion a stream

or current which follows in her track ; and
that this is no hypothetical supposition is

proved by the fact that a boat will often

follow a vessel without being towed by a rope,

and that when a slow steamer gets into a
swift one’s wake the slow steamer will not fall

into the distance, but will be towed by the

current which the leading steamer creates,

Now, in a screw vessel the screw works in this

current
; and if from the form of the stem or

other causes the cnirent runs at a considerable

velocity, and if from the large dimensions of

the screw or otherwise the actual slip of the

screw be small, then it will often follow that

the slip of the screw will app^r to be less

than nothing, or n<^trre, if the comparison

be made not with the current, but with the

stationary wat^r at the ship’s side.. The screw

must at all times have slip rdaiwdy with the

water in which its works ; but if that water is

itself in motion, it is not surprising that the
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vessel should travel through a greater disfanoo

than what answers to the pitch and revolutions

of the screw, any more than that a paddle vessel

in descending a river with a strong current
should pass through a greater distance than
what answers to the diameter and revolutions

of the wheel, if the distance travelled be
measured on the river bank. A log placed

wffiere the screw revolves will always show
that the screw advances with a greater velocity

than the vessel as measured at that pOint,

or, in other words, that the screw pij^sses

through the current with a greater velocity

than the vessel pa.sses tlirough the current,

though of course the speed of the vessel and of
the eummt together may he greater than the

speed of the screw alone.

Further, the screw act.s ujx)n water moving
inwards towards tlie stem, while the hydro-
static and hydraulic heads of water are not
the same. The moving water will be higher

than the stationary, that fht‘ two may be in

equilibrium-: and the arrested momentum of

the two converging streams where they meet
will raise the level of the W’ater at the stern

and force the vessel on by hydrostatic pressure.

The same action will ensue if the screw be made
with a very fine pitch, for the centrifugal force

of the adhering water will in such case raise a
wave against the stern ; the velocity of rotation

of the screw being greater, the smaller the

pitch. Fine pitches, blunt stems, the action

of sails, and many arms in the screw, luiless

the pitch be at the same time made very
coarse, all conduce to fho creation of negjitive

slip, which is caused mainly or wholly by the

interference of the vessel and not by the action

of the screw itself. Mr. Kankine, Mr. Fronde,
Mr. Reed, and others, have endeavoured to ex-

plain the phenomena of negative slip, which,
however, is mainly imputable to the causes

enumerated above.

Measure of the Thrust upon the Screw Shafts
and Arnouni of Power lost by Slip ,—In some
vessels a dynamometer has been applied to the

end of the screw shaft, and it has thus become
possible to measure ac*curatoly the amount of
forward pre.ssure exerted by the screw. In the
Rattler, a vessel of 888 tons buitien, this pres-

sure amounted, on an average, to about four
tons. This pressure, multiplied by the space
passed through by the vessel per minute, and
divided by 33,000, will manifestly give the
force in actual horse power that is instrumental
in the propulsion of the vessel, and the power
thus computed amounts, on an average, to

about hah' or two-thirds the power developed
in the cylinders. It hence appears that, in
screw vessels such as the Rattler, fhxm one-
third to one-half of the engine |>ower is wasted
in slip and in the friction or other resistances
caused W the revolution of the screw in the
water. With the paddle wheel the loss from
these causes is nearly the same, and the screiT

and paddle consequently produce about the
same speed by the application of the same
amount of power.
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Bddtive 'Elgj/Hmcy of tfie Screw and Paddles, rate of 2 knots an hour, The Battler’s engines—^To determine the relative efficiency of the were then set on. In five minutes the two

screw and paddle as a propeller, two vessels, vessels became completely stationary. The
the Battler and the Alecto, were constructed of Battler than be^n to move ahea>d, and towed
about the same power, 200 horses, and of the Alecto against the whole force of her
nearly the same size and form; but the
Battler was a screw vessel, and the Alecto
a paddle vessel. The Battler, it was found,

had, in nearly all cases, somewhat the advan-
tage in point of speed, but the engines of the

Battler also exerted somewhat more power.

Subsequently two other vessels, the Niger and
Basilisk, were constructed of 1,072 tons, and
4r00 horse power, the Niger being a screw
vessel, and the Basilisk a paddle vessel, and
the following were the results obtained:—In
deep immersions the screw vessel had an ad-

vantage of li per*cent. over the paddle vessel,

but with medium immersions the paddle vessel

had an advantage of 1} perjcent. over the screw
vessel, and in light immersions the paddle vessel

had an advantage of 4} per cent over the screw
vessel. Tl^e slip of the screw was 24 per cent.

Upon the whole, therefore, the screw seems to

have somewhat the advantage when the vessel

is deep, and the paddle seems to have some-
what the advantage when the vessel is at a
light or medium immersion.

Screw Vessels not adapted togo Head to Wind.
—The experizaents with the BAtder and Alecto

establish^ one important fact in connection

with 8a«w vessels, viz. that they are ill adapted

to advanee against a head winL For, althoi^h

both vessels attained the same speed of 4 knots

against a strong head wind, yet, in the case of

the Alecto, this performance was attained with

a velocity of the engine of .12 strokes per

minute ; whereas, in the Battler, it was only

attained with a velocity of the engine of 22

strokes per minute. It follows, therefore, that

a screw vessel in proceeding head to wind will

require 1 *8 times, or nearly twice the quantity

of fuel to do the same amount of work. The
screw, in fact^ revolves at nearly the same
velocity whether the wind is adverse or favour-

able, or whether the vessel is lying at anchor

;

and this is a serious defect in the case of vessels

intended to encounter adverse winds. In the

case of vessels, however, which use the screw

only as a resource in calms, or as an auxiliary

to the sails, this disadvantage will not be

experienced^ since such vessels have no pre-

tensions to the capability of proceeding in

direct opposition to a strong head wind, and
the evil wiU be diminished if the screw be

immersed deeply in the water, as may best be

done when twin screws set in the quarters are

emplOTed.
Paddle and Screw Vessels tied Stem to

Stem .—In all cases where screw and paddle

vessels of equal power and size have been tied

stem to stem, the screw vessel has prepon-

derated, and towed the paddle vessel so soon

as the engines were set on. When the Bat^

tier and Alecto were tied together in this

manner, the Alecto’s engines were set on first,

and she was allowed to tow the Battler at the
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enginefi^ at the rate of 2*8 knots per hour. In
like manner the Niger towed the Basilisk

astern, in opposition to the force of her engines,

at the rate of 1‘1 knots per hour. The natural

inference from this experiment would be that

the screw is more suitable* for towing than the

paddle
;
yet this inference is not confirmt^ by

experiment. For, when the Niger and Basilisk

were each set to tow the other alternately, in

the usual manner in which a steamer tows a
ship, it was found that the Niger towed the
Basilisk at a speed of d‘63 knots, with 693'9
horse power, and that the Basilisk towed the
Niger at the rate of 6 knots, with 572*3 horse
power. The paddle vessel, therefore, accom-
plished in towing the largest speed with the
least power. It has also been found that when
a paddle and screw vessel set stern to stem
push one another instead of pulling one
another, the paddle vessel preponderates,
whereas, if they pull, the screw vessel prepon-
derates. These circumstances seem to wow
that the power of a screw vessel to tow a
paddle vessel astern, when the two are tied

together, does not arise from anv superior
tractive efficacy of the screw itself, but is duo
to the centrifugal action of the screw, whidi
raises the level of the water at the stem, so

that the vessel gravitates down an inclined

plane.

Cause of the serrated Outline of the Dynamo-
meter Diagram,—Jn those screw vessels which
have had a dynamometer applied to the end of
the riiaft the thrust of the screw was made
to act upon a & pencil in connexion
with the shaft marked a line' upon a revolving

cylinder, which line was either high up on the
cylinder, or low down, as the mrust of the

screw increased or diminished. The line thus
traced, instead of being tolerably uniform and
straight, was found to be serrated, like the
teeth of a saw ; and, on further investigation,

it was discovered that every time the screw, in

its revolution, brought the blades into the
vertical-position, and therefore into a line with
the stem post, at that moment the thmst was
increased. This phenomenon appears to be
due to the circumstance of the water imme-
diately behind the stem post being carried

forwi^ with nearly the same velocity as the

vessel itself ; and when the screw coines into

that dead water, as it is termed, it is no longer

a reaction answering to the difference of speed
of the screw and vessel that it has to en-

counter, but a reaction answering to nearly

the whole speed of the vessel. If such a
reaction had to be encountered through the

whole revolution of the screw, the velocity of its

rotation would be necessarily diminish^ until

the reacting pressure produced was balance
by the pressure on the pistons of the enrae.
But the momentum of the machinery of
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the screw itself momentarily (sarries up the Minx and Teazer were sister yessels of about

thrust to a higher point than that due to the 300 tons and 100 horse power, but the Teazer

pressure on the pistons. If a screw vessel bo was made with a full run, and the Minx with

reversed until she- attains ftill speed astern, and a fine run. The speed of the Teazer was

be then suddenly changed to full speed ahead, found to be 6’3 knots, and of the Minx 7'8

it will be found that a dynamometer diagram, knots. The sterns of both the Rifleman and

taken at that point at which the vessel is Teazer were sharpened subsequently to these

stationary in the water, from the effort to over- trials, and the 100 horse engines of the Teazer

come h«r own momentum, will have a straight, were at the same time put into the Rifleman,

and not a serrated line. while new engines of 40 horse power were put

Imptyrtanoe of making the Stem of Screw into the Teazer. Both vessels went faster

Vessels verg sharp and fine.—The preceding than liefore. The Rifleman, when sharpened

remarks will have very clearly indicated the at the stern, attained a speed of 8 knots with

importance of making screw vessels as sharp engines of 100 horse power, whereas she had

as possible at the stem; but the following before only attained a speed of 7*8 knots with

facts may be stated in corrobation of the engines of 200 horse power. The Teazer when

propriety of such a configuration : In 1846 sharpened at the stem, attained a speed of

the Dwarf, a screw steam vessel, with a fine 7'685 knots with engines of 40 horse power,

run, was filled out in the stem by tlie applica- whereas she liatl before only attuine<l a speed

tion of three successive layers of planking, so of 6*3 knots with engines of 100 horse power,

as to alter the shape to that of a vessel with a The engines of the Teazer, when transferred

full run. Prior to the alteration the speed of to the Rifleman drove that vessel newly 2

the vessel was 9‘1 knots per hour, the engines knots an hour faster than they had previously

making 32 revolutions per minute. The effect driven the smaller vessel, an amelioration con-

of the filling was to reduce the speed to 3*25 sequent altogether upon the sharpened form of

knots per hour, with a speed of the engine of the stern.

24 revolutions per minute. One layer of filling Engines for driving the Screw.—It will bo

was then taken off, and the speed rose to 6*75 obvious, on looking to the pitch of an ordinary

knotsper hour, the engines making 26*5 revolu- screw, and the speed with which the vessel

tions per minute. When the whole of the filling passes through the water, that the screw must

was removed the speed rose to 9 knots, as revolve with a considerable velocity. For

before. Care was of course taken in this example, if a vessel be driven 10 miles an

experiment to bring the filling into conformity hour, or 880 feet per minute, by a screw of 12

with the lines of the vessel, so that there feet pitch, then the screw must make some-

should he no roughness or abruptness to where more than the twelfth 880, or

aggravate the evils of a full run. Again, the 73 revolutions in the minute. This is a much
Sharpshooter and Rifleman were sister vessels higher speed than marine engines have been

of 486 tons, and 200 horse power, but the heretofore accustomed to travel at, and two

Rifleman was made with a ^lul run, and the methods of obtaining the necessaiy velocity

Sharpshooter with a fine run. The speed of of rotation have been adopted. In the^ one,

the Rifleman was found on trial to be 7*9 the construction and speed of the ordinary

knots, and of the Sharpshooter 9*9 knots. Ilie engine have been retained without material

Mg. 11.

altantioii, and the required velocity of revo- case* a new arran^ment of engine has been

Intion has been given to the screw shaft by mtr^uced which is capable of moving with a

means of intervening gearing. Jn the other much greater velocity than ordinary engines,

876
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and the engine and Bcrew shaft are directly diameter of scrow 16J feet, pitch of screw 19

connected with one another. Fig. 11 repre- feet, length of screw 3 feet 2 inches. The

eents a pair of geared screw engines, being the screw has three arms or blades. The multiple

engines constructed by Messrs. John Penn and of the gearing is 3 to 1, and there are 17^

Son for the Great Britain. These engines are square feet of heating surface in the boiler for

on the oscillating principle, which Messrs, each nominal horse power of the engine. The

Penn have rendered so celebrated, and th^ crank shaft, being put in motion by the engine,

are almost identical in construction with the carries round the great cog wheel or aggrega-

paddle engines made by Messrs. Penn for the tion of cog wheels affixed to its extremity, and

Sphinx and other vessels. The Great Britain these wheels acting on suitable pinions on the

is of 3,500 tons burthen, and her displacement, screw shaft cause the screw to make three

at 16 feet draught of water, is 2,970 tons, revolutions for every revolution performed by

The diameter of cylinder is 82^ inches, length the engine.

of stroke 6 feet, nominal power 500 horses. Fig. 12 is a representation of a pair of

Fig. 12.

direct^action screw engines, being the engines

constructed by Messrs. John Penn and Son
for H.M.’s screw frigates Arrogant and
Encounter. Here the cylinders lie in a hori-

zontal position, and are traversed throi^h the
I

centre by a pipe or trunk, upon which the

Ijiston is cast. The central trunk is circular,

and it projects through both the top and Iwt-

tom of the cylinder, the points of penetration

being made tight by . suitable packing. One
end of the connecting rod is attached to the

centre of the trunk, while the other end

engages the crank, which turns round the

screw shaft The air-pump, which also lies in

a horizontal position, is double-acting, and is

situated within the condenser. A large pipe,

called the eduction pipe, leads the steam from

the cylinder to the condenser, where it is

condensed by a jet of cold water, and the

hot water thence resulting is qject^ by the

air-pump through the waste water pij^i aod

passes overboard. In the figure only one

cylinder and one air-pump are represented, but

it will be understooa that there are two cy-

linders and two air-pumps. The valves by

which the water is admits to the tiir-pump

from the condenser and passes a^in from the

air-pump into the hot well ana waste pipe,

consist of several discs of Indian-rubber, kept

down by a central bolt so as to cover radial

Bhts or (Nrifloes in a perforated plater These

valves are found to operate without noise or

shock, notwithstanding^ tiie high spe^ at which

the engine must work in order to give motion

to the screw without inteivening gearing. The

diameter of the cylinder in the Arrogant and

Elnoountm! is 60 inchesi and the diameter of
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the trunk 24 inches, which, being deducted,

leaves an available area of piston equal to

that of a piston 55 inches in diameter. In

[the Arrogant the length of stroke is 3 feet,

and the ^counter is 2 feet 3 inches. The
nommal power of both engines is 360 horse.

The diameter of the screw of the Arrogant is

15 feet 6 inches, and the diameter of the screw

of the.Encounter is 12 feet. The pitch of both

is 15 feet, and the length 2 feet 6 inches.

The Arro^nt is a vessel of 1,872 tons burden,

and the Encounter of 953 tons. Both the

engines and boilers are kept below the water-

line, BO as to be out of the reach of shot.

Engines similar to this, but of greater power,

have been constructed by Messrs. Penn for the

Warrior, Black Prince, Minotaur, Achilles,

Bellerophon, NorthumbOTland, &c. But the

use of a trunk which passes into the steam

and then into the atmosphere at every stroke,

is not conducive to economy of fuel.

The forms of engines both geared and direct-

acting, for giving motion to the screw, are too

numerous to be here described. But in roost

war vessels the cylinders are placed upon their

sides, so as to keep the engines below the

water-line. In merchant vesse^ a form of

engine like the land beam engine, with the

cyunder at the one end of a beam and the

connecting rod at the other—‘the connecting

rod extending downwards from the end of the

beam to give motion to the Crank—is fre-

quently employed. In other cases the cylinder

» inverted, and a connecting rod proceeds

from the end of the piston m to turn the

crank, the end of the niston rod beingi of

course, steadied by suitable guides.
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In the edition of this work published in which costs much, and also to the maintenance

1852, it was minted out that m horizontal of lower rates of speed than are> thought neces-

engines, like uiose of Messrs. Penn and Son, sary in paddle vessels. The screw, indeed, is

it would be better to place the trunk in the a less cumbrous propeller than the paddle,

air-pump instead of in cylinder ;
and a form and, in consequence of the high speed of engine

of engine of this kind was subsequently pa- which it permits, a very considerable engine

tented by Messrs. Robert Napier and Sons, of power will go into a small compass.

Glasgow, and was introduced by them into Screw VesBds with AuxilicLTyPower^^^'Th.ev^B^

several vesscfls. The overhead, or' forge ham- of the screw as an auxiliary propeller to Sailing

mer engines, as they are sometimes called, ships was at one time regarded as among its

constructed by Messrs. Caird & Co. for the most promising applications, and vessels were

Bremen, Hansa, and other transaUantic vessels, accordingly made with hoisting screws or with

and by Messrs. Napier and Son for the Pereire feathering screws, to enable the screw tt» be

and Ville do Paris, have been highly efficient raised out ofthe water, or the blades to be set in

and economical. But that species of engine a line with the keel when the vessel was under
is not adapted for ships of war, as it rises sail alone. Practically, however, vessels fitted

above the water-line ;
the form of horizon- with screws and engines have maintained them

tal engine originally designed by Mr. Holm in in constant action, and have contented them-

1844 for the Amphion, and introduced into the selves with working the steam very expansively

merchant service by Mr. Bourne in 1853, is in the cylinders in fair winds, so as under those

now the form of en^ne most generally adopted circumstances to save the coal. The liability

for all purposes whether of war or commerce of derangement of all kinds of hoisting and
by marine engineers. Mr. Bourne, in 1853, first featheting apparatus has been a serious dis-

introduced the plan of balancing the momentum couragement to the perpetuation of such plans,

of marine engines by counterweights attached and although screw vessels are still made of

to the crank ;
and soon afterwa^s Mr. Penn small power as well as of largo power it cannot

introduced similar counterweights into the be said that any auxiliary screw vessels are now
engines of the Himalaya, and they have since employed in the senTO of the screw being put

become general. The Amphion form of engine wholly out of action in fair winds. The want of

is virtually a steeple engine, as it is called, laid some propelling apMratus of small power which

on its side. The cylinder is horizontal and would be able to drive forward a sailing ship

two piston rods, one above the shaft on one in calms is still much felt, especially in the case

side of the crank, and the other below the of vessels which require to cross the line. But
shaft on the other side of the crank, proceed to a screw placed beneath the water at the stern is

engage a cross head which moves horizontally not the most eligible expedient for that purpose,

in guides on the opposite side of the crank, as it would require to he large and cumbrous to

From this cross head a return connecting rod obviate a wasteful amount of slip ; and there

proceeds to the crank, and heavy weights are is a settled objection in the case of sailing

attached to the side of the crank which is vessels to the introduction of machinery into

opposite to the crank fnn, to balance the momen- the hold, and to the perforation of the vessel by
turn of the piston and its connections. This shafts and pipes for the sake of a benefit which
form of engine is now adopted by Messrs, may only be realised for a few days during the

Maudslay, Sivenhill, Napier, Day, and other whole voyaga Mechanism for this kind of

leading marine engineers. anxiliaiy propulsion should be situated upon
Screw VmeU with Auxiliary Power.—^We the deck, and the boiler should be combined

have already stated that screw vessels, intended with the^cooking and distilling apparatus, so as

to go head to wind and to contend against head to be as generally usefhl as possible. The most
seas, are not so efficient as paddle vessels, in- convenient apparatus would probably be a large

asmuch as they require more coal to do the and broad vertical oar set on each side of the

same work. Under the coxyoint influence of vessel and moved riowly outward and inward
sails and steam, however, they are under most with a sculling action luce the action employed
circumstances as effictei^, and, if deeply laden, in propelling the ancient galleys. The oar

are more efficient. A screw vessel being di- would require to be featherm at every stroke,

vested of paddle boxes, partakes more of the which would be done by bending the arm or

diaracter of a sailing ship ; nevertheless, from by placing more of the blade on one side of

experiments with the Niger and Basilisk, the verti^ axis than upon the other. For
it does not appear that a screw vessel is more coasting purposes, screw vessels of moderate
efficient under sails than a paddle vessel, power£ive not only superseded paddle steamers
although such a result n^ht naturally be but also sailing ships to a considerable extent,

expected The advantages incident^ therefore, as they are found on the whole to cany lUore

to the use of screw vessels with auxiliary cheaply.

power do not result from any si^riority of
.

Tirin Screw FeMrie.—Many screw vessels

the screw as a propeller, nor from the increased are now constructed wilh a screw prmeeting
fiidlities which it presents for the application through the vessel at each, quarter, mstead
of sails, hut are to be ascribed to the large of employing a single smw at the stem,
cant^yment in screw vessels of wind power, and this plan has tiie advantage that the
whidi costs , nothing, instead of steam power, neoessaiypropelling area may be at a lower
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depth, whi]o by turning one screw ahead and
the other astern the vessel may be tamed as

|

on a pivot without any aid from the rudder.

In some cases, the body of the vessel is split

near the centre, and each division terminates

in a stem of its own, with its own screw and
rudder. In other cases, the screw shaft pro-

trudes through the oblique run of the ship

on each side, and its outer end is supported

by a suitable wrought iron frame, while
the rudder is set in the usual place. For
war purposes, double screws present many
advantages. They afford more power of rapid

evolution
;
by being more sunk in the water,

they art* more out of the reach of shot, and the

vessel will not be disabled if the rudder or one

of the screws should be damaged or destroyed.

The Kalamazoo class of American Monitors is

built with double screws 15 feet diametr..

Each vessel carries two turrets 26 feet dia-

meter, and 15 inches thick of iron, and tho
side armour is of iron 14 inches thick.

Conditions to be observed in the Construction

of Screw Vessels.—The whole of tho superior

eligibility of screw vessels for the conveyance
of merchandise, whether comparc^l with paddle
vessels or sailing ships, is not due to the action

of the screw itself or to the use of steam power.

Much, probably most, of it arises from the
superior form of a vessel which has been simul-

taneously introduced, and by which the sails

have been rendered much more efficient than
heretofore in urging the vessel through the

water. The main conditions necessary to tho

satisfactory performance of screw vessels lie

in making the form of the vessel sharp and fine,

in applying a largo amount of sail power, and in

keeping the screw well immersed m the water.

Screw vessels should be broad at tho waterline,

so as to enable them to bear the pressure of a

largo amount of sail ,* and the sails should be
as flat as possible, and be laced to the spars,

so as to enable the vessel to go as near as

possible to the wind. The rigging of all

vessels ia still in a most defective state. It is

without any provision whatever for using up
the power of the wind in an effectual manner,

and a large proportion of tliat power is conse-

quently Tost, tinder suitable arrangements,

vessels would be able to sail directly against

the wind, instead of having to tack, as is at

present the practice; and there is every reason

to believe that, before many jrears, expedients
i

for'4his purpose, and for obtaining f^m a given

force of wind and area of sail a much l^er
propelling effect, will be applied.

For fuller information respecting the screw

ropoller see a Treatise on the Screw TropdUr,

y John Bourne, C.E., tb*rd edition, 1866, ft?om

which the engravings and most of the informa-

tion given in this article have been extracted.

See also A^iral Paris’s report on the naval
|

architecture in the Exhibition of

9ur FArt Namd m 1862).
I

8or«w [Hbi.xcoid.J
{

Scribe (Lat, scriba). The copyists, and
j

at the same time the interpreters of the low,
j
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SCROBIOULARIA
in the later periods of the Jewish history,

were called Scribes, In tho New Testament^
we find them generally mentioned in con-
nection with the Pharisees, with the leaders of
which sect, together with the High Priests, they

app^ to have constituted the Sanhedrim. In
addition to their other functions, they were con-

I

cerned in education, and in reading and ex-

poundin:; the law to classes of pupils in the outer

courts of the temple. Some ancient writers

conceive the scribes to have formed peculiar

sects by themselves ; but there is no authority

for this opinion.

Scribing (Lat. scribo, I write or scratch).

In Architecture, fitting tho edge of a board to

another board in the same plane as the edge.

In joiner’s work, it is the fitting one piece of

wood to another so that their fibres may bo
respectively at right angles.

Script (Lat. scriptus, written). In Printing,

a kind of type cast in imitation of writing.

The French cull it Anglaise. There is no
character of type on which so much labour

has been bestowed as on this. The old scripts

were cast on square shanks, the ascending
and descending letters being kemed^ and there-

fore liable to be broken off. In 1815, Messrs.
Firmin Didot & Sons introduced a new script

cut with great freedom and cast on a rliom-

boidal shank, with triangular blocks having
a corresponding angle on one side, and the

other two sides forming a right angle, with
which to justify the beginnings and ends of

lines. Messrs. Laurent and Deberney, French
artists, about thirty years since introduced a
new square-bodied script called Americain^

80 beautifully cut and managed, that the effect

produced when worked is excellent. Tho kern^

instead of being unsupported, is protected by
the shank of the letter, having two angles

thrown out at the head of the two opposite

corners of tho body, so as to give support

to both ascenders and descenders
;
the opposite

angles of the letters are cast with a corre-

sponding slope to receive the kerned letters

without their incurring any danger of riding

upon each other.

Boripturea, Boly. The name commonly
used to designate the writings of the Old and
New Testaments, which are comprised in the

Canon.
[
Bible,]

Boritrener (Span, escribano, from Lat.

scribo, 1 write). Money scriveners, in old

English usage, were persons who receive-dmoney
to place it out at interest, and supplied others,

who wished to borrow, with money on security,

a class of business now undertaken, in different

departments, by bankers, money-brokers, and
solicitors. The last regular scrivener is said to

have been a person of tlie name of Jack Ellis, a
contemporary of Dr. Johnson, mentioned in

Boswell’s Life. The city company of scriveners

remains to attest the ancient importance of
the business.

BeroblonlariB (Lat, scrobiculus, dim.

of Borobs, a ditch). A genus of Dimyarian
Acephalous mollusca, alli^ to Psammolna.
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Soroftifau This disease was termed by

the Greeks oi x**^P^*h or indurated

glands of the nsckt to which it was said that

the pig (xo^poO is especially subject. Hence
the Xatin term scro/vla has been traced to

scrofh, a soio
; but the origin is in either case

very dubious, the Greek word being akin,

perhaps, to hard^ and the lAtin to

Scrupus and rupee, fl or jt)cW/e.

It is now regarded as the result of a general

disorder to which the name tuberciuosia is
I

giren. The blood is diseased, and according to
I

the age of the patient different organs are i

liable to become attacked by tubercular deposit.

In early infancy this deposit gives rise to

water on the brain. In early manhood pul-

monary consumption is the result, while in the

intermediate period of life wo dnd mesenteric

disease appearing. The popular use of the

word scrofula consists more especially in its

application to tuberculosis in children. It is

most common among deliciito children with

fair complexions, and those disposed to rickets.

It is rare in warm climates, and seems to be

favoured by cold and variable countries. It is

promoted by everything that debilitiitcs
;
and

when its exciting causes anre by any accident

not brought into action, it may even remain

dormant through life, and not show itself till

the next generation. In mild cases the glands,

after having suppurated, slowly heal ;
in others

the eyes and eyefids are iudamra, and the joints

become affect^, the disease gradually extending

to the ligaments and bones, and producing a

hectic and debilitated state, under which the

patient sinks ; or it ends in tuberculated lungs

and pulmonary consumption. In the treatment

of the mild and simpler forms of scrofula, the

diet should be nourishing and invigorating, and

a dry situation and sea air are to be sought

for; great attention should be paid to the

Nothing, so as to avoid colds and coughs ;
and

tonics and gentle stimulants, with mild nar-

cotics, and occasionally the alkalis, should be

prescribed. Iodine has sometimes appeared of

much service, but it reqnins the greatest cir-

cumspection in its internal use; it may be

applied externally, as may also sea-water and
other saUne lotions. Chalybeates and mercu-

rials are frequently prescribed; and much
benefit has, in some mstances, been derived

from a course of sarsaparilla.

SeroU (Fr. toou). In Heraldry, that part

of the outward ornaments of a shield or

achievement on which the motto is inscribed.

Scroll. In Shipbuilding, curved pieces of

timber bolted to the knee of the bead by waj
of ornament. In old naval works the word is

written serpw,

(Serophukria, one of

the genew^ A natanl order of herbaceous or

shr&l^ ^mdnons Honopetalous Exogons,

of the ftgnoiuiu alliance, iimabiting all parts

of the world, except the oddest The stamens

aio dldynamous or mtsymmetrieal

;

aererihdess, the affinity of the is un-

doubtedly with through the medium
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of the tribe Salpiglossidsa ; bo that it becomes
necessa^ to separate them by a mere artificial

distinction, considering as Panacea all such
genera as havea plaited corolla ,

and five stamens,
and as Bcro^kiUariacecB all those in which the
fifth stamen 18 wanting, or the aestivation of the
corolla imbricated. They are generally acrid

bitterish plants. The leaves of some are pur-
gative, and even emetic,'while some, as IHgitalis,

are highly poisonous. Nearly all the tri^ tom
black in drying. Many of the genera, such as
DwiialiSt Cakeotaria, Psnistenim^ Feronioa,

AftmtduSt &c., are valued by gardeners for their

beautiful flowers.

Berotism (Lat.). The membranous bag in

which the testes or chief male organs of genera-
tion are suspended in the hi^er vertebrate

animals.

Scruple (Lat. sorupulus, dim. of scrupus,

a rough stoie), A denomination of weight;
the third part of a dram, and equal to twenty
grains. [Weights.]
Bomtliiy (Lat. scrutinium, from scrutor, I

examine). In Parliamentary language, an exa-
mination of the votes given at an election by an
election committee, at which the bad given on
both sides are rejected, and the poll corrected

accordingly.

ScKUTiNT. In the Primitive Church, an exa-

mination in the last week of Lent of the cate-

chumens who were to be baptised on Easter-

day
; used chiefly in the ancient church of

Borne.

Bond (Ban. skud, Swed. skudda). The
name given by seamen to loose vapoury clouds

driven swiftly along by the winds. Tb scud^
' signifies to nin directly before the wind in a

I

gale. As the object is to keep before the sea,

I the fore sail or fi>retop sail is set
; the latter

or the maintop sail is often necessary, as the

fore sail is often becalmed from the height of

the waves. To scud with hare poles is to run
before a storm without any sail set.

Beudo. [Monet.]
BenlL In a firesh-water sense, an oar, so

short that one man can work a pair. In ita

sea meaning, it generally implies an oar placed

over the stern of a b^t, and worked from
side to side ; the blade, which is turned dia-

gonally, being always in the water. The action

on the water resembles that of the Archime-
dean screw. In China, where this method is

well understood, large boats are impelled by
a single scull with considerable velocity. •

Bonlpture (Lah seulptura, from sculpo, I
carve). The art of carving in wood, stone, or

other materials. The oripn of this art is a
subject not less obscure than the early history

of Music and Painting : and it is useless to

attemptto arrive at historicalconclusions, where
the materials from which they might be dxswn
do not exist But without venturing to de-
termine the age at which the distmetion was
first establish^, we may classify sculptured
wor^ from' the first into the two forms of
carvings whether in intagliO' or cameo, and of

independent statues or figures. The fioxmer
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bnncli of tli6 ftit Vftci mtich moro practised in
ancient than in modem times, owing to the
uniyersal use of seal rinp;s, which haring at

first been rude signs, without meaning, and
sometimes merely a square or round hole, were
at length brought to perfection in the age of
Phidias and Pmxiteles*

The earring of independent figures seems to

hare been long confined to representations of
deities

;
but we hare no means of determining

how long sudb earrings remained symbolical, or
of ascertaining the age in which strictly imi*

tatire figures were introduced. It has been
supposed that phrases in the Homeric poems,
as in Uiady vi. 803, denote the existence of imi-

tatire statuary ; but this is at the least doubt*
ful. * The point of such passages lies in the
placing of the peplus or robe on the figure,

whaterer it may hare been ; and as we know
the use to which the Peplus was put in the
Panathenaic festival, we are scarcely justified

in assuming the existence of a more adranced
art in the Homeric age, on the mere strength

of a conrentional epithet.

The symbolical images of gods were blocks,

stones, stares, or beams. * It was thus,' says

Dr. Thirlwall, History of Greece^ ch. ri., ‘that

the god of lore was* worshipped at Thespiss, the

of beauty at Papihos, the Graces at

^rchomenus, Zeus and Artemis at Sicyim, the

Twins at Sparta.’ These blocks or masses of

stone were all conical in shape, Hke the images
of Baal worshipped hj the Phcsnician and
Canaanitish ana Asfqrrian tribes. This cone
was reproduced in the wooden Ashera set up
in the Jewuh temple at Jerusalem, on the stone

altars of Baal, like the LofOA of the Hindus
on the conrentional representation of the

Yoki. These masses of wood or stone were
farther modified into poles or stares, i^ch
are known to hare been objects of almost

universal reneration. ‘Eren in the time of

Pausanias the inhabitants of Cheronea paid
higher honours to a staff, which they beliered

to be the sceptre of Agamemnon, described

in the Siadf ti^n to any of the ^ods.’ (Thirl-

wall, History of Gresce^ ib.) It is unnecessary

to dwell on the connection between these

conical blocks, whether of wood or stone, with

the phalli or poles borne in the DionysiM
processions, or to say more than that the tmi-

rersality of the emblem seems to point to

the conclusion that the first set^turea images
or symbols were all phallic. These symbols
spring up everywhere, and may in eadi oountiy

hare led to the production of other symbols,

and finally to inutations of the whole human
figure. But except on distant historical evi-

dence we hare no warrant for tradng the

art of one country to that of another; and
the habit of tracing Greek art to Ej^t seems
to be in an especial degree delnsire. Then
is not the slightest evidence that Giasek civili-

sation, whether in music, painting, astronomy,
or sculpture, was derived fh>m the banks of
the Nile, or from the cities of the great Meso-
potamian plain

This stage of the art, then, as ooDfined

to mere symbolic representation, mar be dis-

missed as not properly belonging to the history

of sculpture. Of the earlier carved works of the

Jews, whether teraphim, cherubim, orany others,

we do not know enough to be able to speak

with certainty; but on the sculpture of the

Assyrians the results of recent explorations

hare thrown a valuable light. From the works
thus recovered from the ruins of Khorsabad,
Ehileh Shagat, Birs Nimrud, and other mounds,
we learn that the conrentional fetters which
were never removed from any branch of

Egyptian art were among the Assyrians con-
fined chiefly to the representation of deities

and kings. Hence in the delineation of the
forms ofmen and beasts the Assyrian painters

and sculptors attained an eminence second only
to that of the Greeks. But the discoveries

of Sir Henry Bawlinson, M. Botta; Mr.
Layard, and others, although they cany back
the history of Assyrian art to a period long
preceding a contemporary history, leave the

legendary annals of sculpture in the days of
Nmus aim SsMtaams just where they were,

mere ‘fables from which no historical resi-

duum can be extracted, even if it be contained

in them.
The Nmereh marbles in the British Mu-

seum ilhistiate the kind of art referred to;

these and those of Persepolis much resemble
the Egjr^an. As the Nineveh reliefs record

the actions of Sennacherib in Judsea, they
may be as early as the seventh century before

our eia, but not earlier. In Persepolis there

are some extraordinary sculptures, bearing
considerable resemblance to the style of the

Egyptian bassi-riliew in the palace of Thebes,
allowing for the difference of dress; but
they contain nothing in science or imitation

particularly worthy of our notice. They ap-

pear, according to Diodorus, to hare been
executed by an Egyptian colony carried from
Egypt by Cambyses. The earliest sculpture

to wnich we can refer, and on which we can
reason, is that of the Egyptians. The abun-
dance and variety of the specimens still in

existence of their sculpture, minute and co-

lossal, domestic and religious, prove them to

hare been a nation with great resources. The
greater portion of their seSpture seems to hare
been sacred, i. e. representations of the divini-

ties and their attributes and qualities. Among
their colossal statues, Herodotus mentions one
before the temple of Vulcan at Memphis, and
another at Sais, placed there by King Amasis,

each of the height of seventy-fire feet. The part

of the sphinx, near the great pyramid, still out

of the sand (i.e. from the throat upwards) rises

to the height of twenty-fire feet At Theirs the

sitting statues of Memoon, the mother and the

sons of Osymandyas, are each fifty-eight feet

high. A long cataloguemight be added to these

;

we will, however, only add, that in the British

Museum is a closed hand which must have

been part of a statue sixty-fire feet high.

Grace of form, elegance, and symmetry, are
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not to be found in Egyptian sculpture. Tbo in very bard stone, sucb as granite or basalt,

faces of their statues have a Tescmblance to and from the distance at which theywereusually
the Chinese, and their bodies arc formed with placed above the eye. In the first case, cutting

laige bellies. They generally stand equally , the ^und away from the figure would have
poised on both legs, having one foot advanced

;
occupied quite as much time as carving the

the arms either hanging down straight on . figure itsefr; and, in the second case, the rangeof
each side, or if one be raised, it is at a right ! the outline created a greater breadth of shaSow
angle across the body. Some of their statues

|

and distinctness to the spectator. These bassi-

are seated, and some are kneeling ;
the posi>

j

rilievi, or hieroglyphics, when found on the
tion, however, of the hands is ramy different ; walls of tombs, relate the profession, actions,

from what we have described. The faces are and funeral of the deceased
;
on those of palaces

generally flat
;
the brows, eyelids, and mouths they describe the wars, negotiations, triumphs,

formed of simple curves slightly marked, and processions, trophies, with tlie civil, military,

with little expression. The tunics and draperies and domestic employments of kings
;
on those of

are frequently without folds. temples they were the records of theology
;
and

The arts of E^ypt seem to have been in a on obelisks they are hymns to the gods, or

stationary state tor many centuries previous to eulogies of their kings. The reliefs are invari-

the invasion and sulgugation of the country by ably coloured. (Sir J. G. Wilkinson, Ancient

Gambyses. Winckelmann thinks that there Egyptians^ ; Eosellini’s Monunventi deiV

were two distinct styles ; the first ending with Eyitto e della Euhia,
;
and Layard's Monu-

the conquest just mentioned, and the second ments of Nineveh.)

commencing at that period, and ending after The only correct notion that can be obtained

Uie time of Alexander the Great. In the first on the subject of Phoenician sculpture is from
of these styles he describesthe forms as straight, a contemplation of the medals of the Cartlia-

fltifiT, and ungracefuL The sitting figures Imve ginians, who were a colony from Phoenicia ;

the legs always parallel
;
the feet are squeezed though perhaps these may mislead us. The

together, and the arms fixed to the sides; In Phoenicians, known by tbo name of Cvxnaan-

the females the left arm is generally folded ites in Scripture, were at a very e arly period

across the breast, and the draperies exhibit advanced in civilisation. Beautiful in their own
very little skill or knowl«ige. In the second persons, they were, unlike the Egyptian races,

style the hands become more elegant
;
the feet themselves models for their artists, and their

are placed at a greater distance from each other, situation and character were favourable to the

the arms hang moro freely, and the figure is progress of the art. Their extraordinary and
^nerally eloped with a tunic robeand mantle, successful spirit of commerce led to its cultiva*

The material usually employed is granite or tion, and some of the statues that decorated their

basalt ; the statues are not only formed with temples were celebrated in history. Wiuck«^l-

the chisel, but polished carefully: and the maun is of opinion thatthe Etrurians, or ancient

eyes are sometimes formed of different ma< Tuscans, carried sculpture to a certain degree

terials from the statues themselves. Small of perfection much earlier tlian the Greeks,

figures are frequently found, to which the Etrurian art proves that the first attempts to*

name of penates has been given ; they are wards sculpture were in clay, of which innumer-

sometimes composed
,
of wood, sometimes of able specimens have been found in Rome and its

baked earth, and soipe are covered with a environs: and as the Homans in the early period

green enamel. of their existence as a people were entirely

‘Winckelmann,’ says Flaxmau in his Second ignorant of the arts, no doubt is left of these

Lecture on Sculpture, * has remarked that the specimens being the work of the Etrurians or

Egyptians executed quadrupeds better than the Volscians. Clay was for a long time the only

human figure ; for which he gives the two fol- material used— ‘ nulla signa statuseve sine

lowing reasons : first, that as professions in argilld
;

’ and Pliny and Varro tell us that the

that county were her^itary, genius must have Hercules, the Jupiter Capitolinus, the quadriga

been wanti^ to represent the human form in on the top of his temple, and all the other

perfection ; secondly, that the superstitious re* statues of the gods before the temple of Ceres

verence for the works of their ancestors pre* was erected, were ‘ Tuscanica omnia.’ Many of

vented improvement.’ * There are,’ he continues, the IDtruscan statues bear so striking a resem-
* statues in the Capitoline Museum with as great blance to those of Greece, that antiquarianshave
a breadth, and choice of grand parts, proper thoughtitprobable they must have been brought
to the human form, as ever they represented from that country, or from Magna Grseoia into

in their hons or other inferior animals. In Etruria, about the period of the conquest of

addition to these observations on Egyptian Greece by the Homans, when Italy became
statues, we may remark, the forms of their almost saturated with the magnificent spoils

hands and feet are gross ; they have no ana^ of art which that, country yielded. The
tomical detail of peuta, and are totally defi* Etruscan sculpture is in two distinct styles of

eient in the grace of motion.* The E^tian art. In the firat or earliest style, the general

baasi^riliervi are commonly what are odled lines, or contours, are exceedingly stiff and
sunk reliefs ; they are usually sunk from the straight, and the attitudes exhimt anything

surfsee ofthe mater^ employed, which prsctiGe but a feeling of ease in the figure : the form of

most probably obtained from their being cut the head is entirely devoid of beauty, the out-
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lines not well rounded ; their figures are almost
invariably too slender ; the form of the head is

oval, the chin piked, the eyes flat, with some
degree oftendency towards squinting. All these
defects indicate an infant state of &e art, and
the very same defects are often seen in the
works of the Gothic sculptors. The second
style of Etruscan art is coiyectured by Win-
ckelmann to be contemporai^ with the age of

Phidias
;
but this coi\jecture is in no way l^me

out or supported by proof. In this style the

joints are strongly marked, the muscles raised,

the bones perfectly distinguishable, and con-

siderable knowled^ of the science of anatomy
is displaced. The statues of the gods are exe-

cuted with delicacy, and there is a show of

great power without violent distension of the

muscles. The attitudes, however, are far from

natural, and the action constantly overstrained.

To this Millin adds a third period in the his-

tory of Etruscan art, commencing at theconquest

of Greece by the Komans, at which time the

Etruscan artists became acquainted with the

works of the Grecians, and, adopting their

style, became at first their imitators, and after-

wards their rivals. To the Italian artists of

this period Horace is supposed to allude in one
of his satires. (Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of
Etruriat ^c. ; Winckelmann, Storia delle Arti
del Disegno presso gli Antichit Home 17B3.)

Before turning to the sculpture of the

Greeks we may notice, as bearing some re-

semblance to the Eg^tian sculpture, that

of the Hindus. The stupendous excavations

at EUora, which have been mentioned in the

article Aschitectubis, and those at Elephants
and other parts of India, are well known by
representations which have been published in

this country.

As we have seen, the first dawn of tiie

art was on the soil of Fhcenicia and Egypt:
we have now to trace it in its meridian splen-

drtur on the shores of Greece.

Greek sculpture has usually been arrwged
under three e]^h8. Ofthe rudeand unfashioned
representations of the primitive or mytlucal

ages, some mention has already been made, nor

is it necessary here to touch upon the works of

the so-called Dtsdalids, about which we can now
form nojust conception, except that thematerial

employed by them was wood, theirimages being

called {daya. About 680 n.o. it is said that

Dipcenufl and ScyUis, Cretans, becamecelebrated
at Sicyon for their marble statues, which re-

tained much of the ancient style in the ad-

vancing position .of the lem, the general form
of the figure, and particularly in the vertical

folds of the drapery, the edges of which were
sigsag. About a generation later Bupalus and
Anthermus of Chios were distingaished for

their work in metal throughout Greece. Soon

after this period, sculpture received the most
elaborate finishing, though the character of the

face and limbs was not much changed ftom
the tasteless and barbarous style of former

times, Flaxman conjectures that the colossal

busts of Hercules and Apollo in the British

Museum may have been the works of Dipcennii

and Scyllis. It is not difficult to conceive the
progressive improvement in an art so much
cultivated, between the time of which we are

now speaking and the first epoch in which
Ageladas, the master of Polycletus, appeared.

This early or second period is well illustrated

^ the casta in the British Museum from the

i^netan marbles, discovered in 1812, and now
at Munich. To this period belongs Ageladas, a
native of Argos, and contemporary with Pisis-

tratus. It was at this period that art approached
the personification of ideal beauty by the choice

of forms from many models, so that the excel-

lence found in each might be combined in one.

Its cultivation had become an object of necessity

in most of the Grecian states, induced greatly

by a practice, introduced about this era, of

honourii^ with a statue every individual who
had received three crowns in the public games.
These figures of men were called AyBpidyretf

the statues of the gods being &yd\fjLaxa. Such
a custom afforded the artist the opportunity

of contemplating' some of the most perfect

examples of living beauty, from which were
afterwards deduced those canons of proportion

on which all future art has been unable to

improve. Within the interval of which we
have just spoken appeared the sculptor Calli-

machus, to whom Vitruvius assigns the merit
of having invented the Corinthian capital. [An-
CHiTEOTUBB.] * Tho better drawing of the

figure, with a more careful attention to its

parts, more precision and variety of attitude,

a less elaborate curling and dressing tho hair,

the form of the figure better shown through
the drapery, are all certain signs of a near
approach to the age of Phidias.’

The third epoch of scu^ture among the

Greeks was in tho age of Phidias, who died

432 B.O.—aperiod peculiarly splendid in histoiy,

as abounding with statesmen, warriors, artists,

philosophers, and poets. Athens, destroyed by
the army of Xerxes, rose under the auspices of
Pencles in renewed and far greater grandeur.
Phidias was employed by Pericles in the'

superintendence of the public works
;
and the

admiration of his powers was so universal with
the ancients, that Quintilian says, speaking of
his statue of Athena and the Olympian Zeus at

Elis^ * Cqjus pulchritudo adjecisse aliquid etiam
receptss reli^oni videtur, ^eo majestas opens
deum sequavit’ The sculptures of the Parthe-

non, now known as the El^n marbles and in the
British Museum, are generally considered the

highest triumphs of tne art of sculpture, and
are assumed to be the work of Phidias and
his scholars. Callicrates and Ictinus were the

architects of the Pabthskok. [Acbopous.!
The great reputation of Phidias was founded
upon his representatlous of the gods, excel-,

ling more in them than in human forms. In

his CHBT8E3:.BFHtimNB works in ivory and in

gold he was unrivalled. Polycletus, a contempo-
rary of Phidias, assisted in perfecting the style

of the third epoch. He was of Si<7on, and espe-

cially celebrated for his Doiyph^ros, or
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beanVf And Ms Diadumenus, or ^outh binding

a fillet round his head (now in the British

Museum). The first was so esteemed by artists,

that it was called the * canon/ from which
they studied their proportions. There is, how-
ever, some doubt whether it be this or another

stutue to wMch this honour was paid. Among
the contemporaries of these great men were

Phradmon, Gorgias, Myron, and Scopas of

Elis. In a pai^age of Pliny^, Alcamenes is

classed with Critias and Hegias, as a rival of

Phidias.

A fourth epoch, from about 860 B. c., is that

in which we become acquainted with the names
of Prpitel<<^ Scopas the Parian, and Lysippus,

and in which the style termed hy Winckel-

mann tho^^^e style was introduced. The graces

of youth and beauty were the delight of Praxi-

teles
;
and in his marble statues at the Cera-

micus of Athens he is said to have excelled

himself. His Venus of Cnidos was so en-

dowed with charms, that her suitors came from

all quarters to pay homage at her shrine.

This statue, which had been rejected by the

Coans on account of its being naked, was
refused to Nicomedes by the citizens of Cnidos

|

in payment of a debt of immense amount.

It remained at Cnidos in the time of the

emperor Arcadius, about 400 A..n. Plaxman,
in bis lioctures, says of it, that it * seems

to offer the first idea of the Venus de* Medici,

which is likely to be the repetition of another

Venus, the work of this artist.’ A satyr,

Cupid, Apollo sauroctonos (the lizard-slayer),

ana il^ccniis leaning on a fawn, are known
works of this master. The group of Niobe

and her children, now at Florence, is ascribed

both to Scopas and Praxiteles. Contemporary
with Praxiteles was Lysippus, so celebrated for

the group of horses still to lie seen in the

front of St. Mark’s church at Venice. This

epoch is not comparable in grandeur with its

predecessor. The refinement of art was carried

almost to its utmost limit
:

greater delicacy

and Toluptuousness may indeed have been,

and was, introduced into the female forms,

but in dignity and simplicity of fwling it is

inferior to the wonderful productions of the

age of Phidias. Statues were still painted at

this time. [Polyckboht.] After this period

several of the finest groups and statues were
nevertheless executed : one of them, the Lao-
ooon, now in the Vatican, is in a very high class

of art, and perhaps not inferior to any group
known. The principal schools of sculpture were
those of Athens and Bhodes : from the latter

school came the Laocoon, the Torso of Apol-
lonius and the Colossus of Bhodes, by Chares,

the scholar of Lysippus. Agesander, Poly-

dorus, and Athenodorus, sculptors of the Lao-

cooa, are great names of tius school. The
Toro Famese, also at Kaples, is the work
of Apollonius and Tanriscus, sculptors of!

Rhodes. The XAOcooa is supposed to hare
been made in the reira of the emperor Titus.

To what extent the Modians were sculptors

may he conjectured from the fket that the

Romans carried off from their little island

3,000 statues. After the death of Alexander
the Great, 324 years B.C., the arts of design
seem to have aeclined from their meridian
excellence.

Fifth Epoch,—The year 146 n.c. was signal-

ised by the entire reduction of Greece under the

dominion of the Romans. Sixty-six years previ-

I

ously a dawn of luxury and taste had opened at

Borne by the introduction, through Marcollus,
of statues from Syracuse; but though the
increasing luxury of the Homans created a
constant demand for fresh objects of the art,

its history in the city is but a melancholy
continuance of its decline. The only ocenpatiun
then left for Gree k artists w'as to be found in

Home, whither they were invited, and where
very many of them were to be scon. Among
them Pliny (1. xxxv. c. 12, and xxxvi. c. 6),

mentions the name of Pasiteles, a sculptor,

who wrote four volumes, containing a cata-

logue of the finest works of art known in

his time. Pasiteles excelled as a statuary in

metal. His silver statue of Hosoius, and
his vases, were highly celebrated. Arcesi-

laus,' Zopyrus, and Aulanius Evandcr, all

Athenians, were among his contemporaries in

the Augustan age. The first of these, who
excelled in mnrlile, is extolled by Pliny for

his care in modelling before he began upon
the block. He was the friend of Luculhis,

for whom he executed a group, described by
Vurro, representing a lioness with cupids

sporting round her, and endeavouring to force

her to drink.

Under Augustus, the art had not been
entirely divested of grand and noble feeling;

but after his time it partook very much of

the character of his successors as they appeared.

Licentious and obscene under the sway of

tlie vicious, debauched, and cruel Tiberius,

under Caligula it became so grossly flattering,

that ancient Greek statues of the gods were
decapitated to make room for the head of

this emperor. Under Nero (to whom, however,
we are perhaps indebted for the preservation

of the Apollo of the Vatican and the

Bor^hese gladiator, found in his villa at

Antium) it became so extravagant, that ho
had himself cast by Zenodonis, as the Sun,

a bronze image 110 feet high [Colossus],

to be placed before his ’golden house.’ Ves-
^ian cultivated the arts as well as literature.

The Temple of F'eace, which was really a
temple of the arts, was by him decorated

with the choicest specimens Of Greek painting

and sculpture. The reigns of his son Titus

and of Tnyan were also favourable to sculp-

ture. The latter was the patron of Apollo*
dorus, the architect. Tr^'an, moreover, had
the liberality and good sense to erect statues

in honour of the eminent men of his time.

The works of this period were, however, rather

architectural than scnlptural, such as temples,

palaces, triumphal arches, &c., and the sculpture

chiefly in re<^ue8t was for their decoration;

a want certainly calcolated not so much to



retrieve the art from its sinking 3t.ato us to
fucourago bold and off-hand execution at the
expense of simplicity and expression. Hadrian
not only restored the principal buildings at
Athens but completed the temple of Jupiter
Olympius and riclily adometl the interior with
Btatu('H, some of which were chryselephantine.
The statue of Antinous, so generally known^
was the work of this reign. Antoninus and
jyiarcus Aurelius were appointed by Iladriun
as his successors ; under them tlie art revived
for a time, and has acknowledged her gratitude

to the last by his bronze statue at the Capitol.

How sculpture was encouraged at this time
may be gathered from the innumerable busts

of these emperors *tha.t have reached us.

Commodiis had likewise been honoured with*

a multitude of statues, but these upon his i

death were ordered by the senate to be all

destroyed. Under Septimius Severus the de-
j

cay of the art became very manifest: its.,

decline continued during the reign ofAlexander

:

Severus, though two busts of him, which w'ero

discovered -a few years since, ore not without
merit During the next half-century, the

rapid succession of twenty emperors, scarcely

one of whom died a natural death, left but
little chance of a revival of sculpture. By the

end of the fourth centu./ it was nearly extinct,

a fact of which no other proof is necessary

than the arch of Constantine and the statues

of that prince, through whose removal of

the capital of the eiupii'c to Constantinople,

Borne no longer swayed the sceptre of the

fine arts. If the Bomans do not deserve

the admiration in which the Greeks are held

for their knowledge of the fine arts, they

deserve our gratitude for their instrumentality

in preserving some of the noblest productions

of tne art of sculpture. There are two epochs

under which the taste of the Bomana for

the fine arts may bo classed : the first begin-

ning with the capture of Syracuse by IkUr-

cellus, and ending at the time of Julius Caesar;

the second, that of the Au^tan age, in

which all the polite arts flouriwed.

During the early Christian period when
ConstantiDople became the eapitm of the arts,

and to it were gathered the chief monuments
of andent sculpture, little progress was made
in the creation of new worl^ and during

the seventh and eighth centuries nearly all

that was preserved of the old was destroy^

by the fimaticism of the Iconoclasts. The
conquest of Constantinople by the Vene-

tians, in 1204, the consequent dispersion of

Byzantine artists, and the detelopement of

an eastern trade, gave quite a new life to

the arts, and the &wn of the dassic renais-

sance extended over the whole West as early

as the thirteenth eentu^. This was more

deddedly the case in printing and sculpture

than in architecture, la mi^e Europe the

Byzantine and Sarooenie tastes prevailed; in

the north, the Gothic was then being developed.

The Boman^ower had been entirely de-

stroyed in the West of Europe, Italy was di-
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vided into republics tiiid principalities, of which
tho chief were Venice, Genoa, and Pisa, these
being tho earliest in fully establishing their

liberty.

First 3poch,~-lLhe Pisans, who possessed
considerable extant of coast, had in the eleventh

centuiy beaten the Saracens in Africa, Sardinia,

Majorca, Minorca, and Sicily; and had thus

acquired the treasures with which they com-
menced the erection of their cathedral in 1063.
It was finished in 1092, about seven years
after that of St Mark at Venice had been con-
secrate. Schools of painting, sculpture, and
arcliitccture soon arose after this period, and
the needs of the church found employment for
the talent wliich they produced. It has been
coi\jccturod that Buschotto, who seems to have
been a Greek, was Uie founder of the Italian,

Gothic, or Byzantine scliool of architecture and
sculpture at I*isa. Tho reputation of this

school was raised to the greatest height by the
appearance of Kicolo da Pisa, where he was
bom about 1206, tho pride and glory of the
thirteenth centuiy, and the first who on its

restoration gave dignity and importance to

scul^ure. That tho Grecian fragments which
:

the Pisans had acquired soon enabled Nicolo
to discriminate between them and tho style of
Busehetto, is evident from some remains of his

work in Uie Campo Santo. In 1225 he was
employed' at Bologna in decorating the sarco-

phagus of St Domini^ in which his admiration
and successful imitation of the antique shine

forth. He built the basilica of St Antonio at

Padua, and the church of the Prari at Vepice,

rcmarlbkble for its classical ornament : he was
afterwards engaged on the bas-reliefs of the

pulpits at Pisa and Siena. He died at Pisa
about 1278. Giovanni, the eon of Nicolo,- suc-

ceeded his fikthor, to whom in some respects he
was more than equal. He executed the

sculptures of the Last Judgment on the fa9ad9
of the catliedral of Ondeto, commonly attri-

buted to his father Nicolo
;
he died in 1320,

and was buried in the same tomb with his

father in the Cam]^ Santo, his own work.

Their figures, especially those of their draped

females, are elegant, and exhibit, says Flax-

man, ' an originality of idea and a force of

thought seldom met with when schools of art

are in the habit of copying from each other.*

The school of Pisa is not limited to the two

just named. Arnolfo da Lapo (1232-1800)

the brothers Agostino and Agnolo of Siena,

and Andrea Pisano (1270*-1346), all deserve

to be recorded. Anwa execute in bronze

the oldest gates of the baptistery at Florence,

on which is represented the life of St. John

the Baptist, lids work is executed (from a

general desip bv Giotto) with much grandeur

I aud simplicity ;
Wt in his marble statnes he

is inferior to his master, Giovanni Pisano.

Giovanni di Balducdo, sdiolar ofAndrea, was of

this epoch : his first works were at Milan, where

in 1347 he executed the mausoletim of S. Pietro

Martire. In the fourteenth century Giotto

oatablished a school distinguished by good
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dniwin^, which prepared Florence for ft perfect

re-cstubiishment of the art To it belonged

OrcM^na (1316-76), ft name ever to be romem-
borcil for his celebrated loggia at Horence : he

was also eminent for his works in sculpture.

A school at Siena, towards tho ^nd of this

century, produced Jacopo della Quercia, whose

principal works were at Bologna, Lucca, Flo-

r<uice, and especially Siena, where a fountain

which he executed, at the cost of 2,200 scudi

d’oro, was so admired that ho acquired the

iKimo of Jacopo della Fonto. From his hand
are the bas-relie& in the fa9ade of San Fetro-

nio at Bologna. The fifteenth century was a

splendid era for the production of eyerytbing

groat and intelligeDt, and most especially for

tlic art of sculpture. The love of liberty and
knowledge scotned to animate the whole of the

Italian republics
;
and as if the republic of the

arts were not excluded from thecommon senti-

ment, no individual master seems so to have
outstripped his ^i^*a]s as to have impressed the

art with his own particular style. (Perkins,

Tuscan Sculpture.)

This peri(^ brings us to the second epoch of

the Renaissance, the QuattrocentOt at the begin-

ning of which we find six great artists engaged

in a competition for executing the bronze gates

of the baptistery at Florence, in which, after a

year’s trial, Lorenzo Ghiberti bore away the

palm from his rivals. Among those was Dona-

tello (1383-1466), a Florentine, one of the most

distinguished restorers of the art.
* Some of his

works,’ says Flaxman, *both in bronze and
marble, might be placed beside the best pro-

ductions of ancient Greece without discredit’

Ilis alto-rili(3VO of two singing boys in the

Duomo at Florence is, in point of character,

sentiment, drawing, and drapery, of extra-

ordinary beauty. His marble statue of St
George standing uprip^ht, equally poised on

both his legs, with his han^ resting on the

shield before him, so excited the amniration

of Michael Angelo, that, after contemplating it

in deep silence for a considerable length of

time, he is said to have exclaimed suddenly,

Lorenzo Ghiberti (1381-1466) has

immortalised himself in the work for which he
bore away the prize from Donatello : from the

eulogy bestows on them by Michael Angelo,

they bear the appellation of the ‘Gates of

Paradise.’ Ghiberti made two sets of gates

for the baptistery. This undertaking occu-

pied forty-nine yeaia of his life, from 1403

to 1452, and still, notwithstanding the criti-

cism of Reynolds, remains one of the noblest

monuments of modem art The subjects

are fSrom the Old and Kew Testaments;

and the complaint of B^oids is, that ‘ the

landscape and bnildinga occupy so large a
portion of the comnarfrnent that the figures

remained but secondary objects, entirely con-

trary to the principle of the ancients.’ A
oaatof the’JOld Testament’ gates is at the

Sooth Kensingtoii Hnaenm. Brunelleschi

(1377«1444)^ tS^tiinate finend of Donatello,

better known by bis high acquirements as an

architect, was not less a sculptor of consider-

ablo eminence ; at Florence, in the church of
Maria Novella, is qp admirable crucifix by

him in wood. In 1470, Andrea Verrocchio was
found amongst the first rank of sculptors in

Florence ; he was the master ofPietro Perugino
and Leonardo da Vinci, and executed at Venice
the fiimous figure of Bartolomeo Coleoni of
Boigamo, on horseback. Antonio B^relli was
distinguished at Modena. We now come to

Michael Angolo Buonarroti, whom we have once'

more [Aucuitkcturb
; Painting] to introduce

to the reader's notice as the most eminent of
modern sculptors, as well as of architects and
pmnters. The oneigetic works of this extraor-

^nary man seem rather the result of inspiration

than of genius, and with him is introduced

The third epochs that of the Cinquecento^

in which the perfect restoration of the art

was accompBshed. His own works, however,

are, in spite of their great power, not free

from manner; he waa too ostentatious of

anatmny, and his heads are usually too small

for the limbs
;
though, in the case of.his David,

of which there is a cast at South Kensington,
it is thn body which is too small for the

head and limbs. Many of Michael Angelo’s

works in sculpture may be seen in casts at

the Crystal Palace. Vasari, the historian of

the painters, sculptors, and architects, wrote
the life of Michael Angelo while he was yet

living, and thus justifies himself for so doing

:

‘Let none be surprised that I have here

written the life of Michael Angelo, who is yet
living. Indeed, it cannot be expected that

he will ever die, and therefore it has appeared
to me proper to do him this little honour;
for when in common with other men his

life shall pass away, he will be immortal
in his immortal works, the fame of which,
as long as the world lasts, will live with
gloiy in the' mouths of men and in their

records, in contempt of envy and despite of

death.’ Michael Angelo was nobly descended,
and at the early age of fifteen was patronised
by Lorenzo de’ Medici, who took him iuto

his house, and continued his friend until his

death in 1492. His career in sculpture was
commenced by a sleeping Cupid, a Bacchus
and young fawn, and a group of a Madonna
sitting with ^e dead Christ on her knees,

executed in 1499 at Rome^ and his colossal

David, made out of a tingle block, for the
Piazza Granduca at Florence in 1502; works
which zais^ him immediately above his con-Srariet. It it not our purpose here to

upon the productions of Michael Angelo
in the other two arts which occupied a great
portion of his time, and which it appears
he afterwards regretted; for Condivi, his bio-
grapher, observes, *Che mi rammenta udirlo

here to

dire che ^ndo la (the basso-rilievo of the
battle of Hereulet with the Centeurs; vide,
cognosce quanto torto egili abbia fistto alia
natura a non ssguitai; pnmtamente I’arte deUa
scultura.' Julius IL, on being raised to the
papal chair, employed Michael on a
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mausoleum for himself, which it was intended
to place under the centre of the dome of
St. Peter’s. It was projected on a most magni-
ficent scale; but being subjected to many
delays, and the pope dying, only one of its

sides was completed, and thus was afterwards
erected in the church of San Pietio in Vinculis
by order of his nephew. In this monument
is found the celebrated Moses and some other
statues, partly executed b}' Michael Angelo, and
partly by his pupil Raffaello da Monte Lupo

:

the monument was completed in 1550, it

haying been through various interruptions no
less than forty yea^s in progress. It is morti>

fying to know that a large portion of this

artist’s time was wasted at the quarries of

Pietra Santa, owing to the misconduct of

the underlings of 1^ X. Cardinal Giuliano

de* Medici, in 1523, engaged him on the sacristy

and library of San Lorenzo. In the Capclla
del Pepositi, or sacristy, are the statues of
Lorenzo and Giuliano de’ Medici seated, and
in Roman military habits: the former is

conceived with a simplicity worthy of the
highest era of Grecian art. The recumbent
statues of Daybreak and Night, under the

statue of Giuliano in the same chapel, *are

grand and mysterious: the characters and
forms bespeak the same mighty hand and
mind evident throughout the ceiling of the Sis-

tine chapel and Last Judment.* They are

in casts at the Crystal Palace. He died on
February 17, 1564, having nearly completed
his ninetieth year. Flaxman, in his Tenth
Lecture on Sculpture, closes his account of

him thus: ^The character and works of Michael
Angelo have been dwelt on at greater length,

because, as bis mental and bodily powers
oontinui^ far beyond the usual date of numan
life, his diligence attained to so much greater

perfection in the principles of art. Aimtomy,
the motion and perspective of the figure, the

complication, grandeur, and hannony of his

grouping, with the advantages and facility

of execution in painting and sculpture, besides

his mathematical and mechanical attainments

in architecture and building, together with the

many and prodigious worl^ he accomplished,

demonstrate how greatly he contributed to the

restoration of art.’ * Michel,’ says Ariosto, * piiii

che mortal, Angel’ divino.’

After this epoch, or perhaps almost be-

longing to appeared Giovanni da Bologna,

or John of Bologna ^1524-1608), a Fleming so

called finr his fountaon surmounted by Neptune,

in that dty. He was a sculptor of exUraordinary

merit, and eminent for &b works in bronze

and marble. His Venus coming from the

Bath is delicate and ^paceftil; and the group

of the Rape of the Babine women, in the grana

pism at tloi^si|C% is extremdy well ^mposed,
and possesses4^ ;&ie undulation of line.^ The
Merouxy als4V Springing from the Wihd> is

energetic and oririnol. There are many sm^
works extant by uiis artist. Benvenuto Cellini

(1500-71), another follower of Michael Angelo,

was one of the strangest and most eccentric

887

characters that ever t-xisted. He was chiefly

employed as a goldsmith and sculptor in

metals ;
but was trequontly engaged on largo

figures and groups, of which the Perseus holding
the head of Medusa in his left hand, in the

Piazza Granduca at Florence, is a splendid

example. Other real disciples of the great Tus-
can master were Raffaello da Monte Lu|)o, his

favourite pupil and assistant ;
Nieolo Tribolo,

who executed some works for the fa(;ade of

the cathedral at Bologna; and Vincenzo Danti.

Of this time also are Baccio Bandinelli (1487-

1562), a man of considorable talent, but greatly

inferior to Michael Angelo, though he set himself
up as a rival and competitor; Giovanni dell’

Opera, a distinguished scholar of Bandinelli

;

Baccio da Monte Lupo, the father of Raffaello,

who executed the wooden crucifix in the refect-

ory of San Marco
;
Andrea Contucci, a clover

and occasionally successful competitor of Mi-
chael Angelo, and founder of the school of
Loretto; Francesco Rustici, a pupil of Leo-
nardo da Vinci, but whose works evince a
devotion to the style of Michael Angelo, and
who introduced it into Franco; and Jacopo
Tatti (1479-1570), commonly called Sansovino,
who was the head of the Venetian school
of sculpture. As an architect he was an artist

of surprising talents, as is manifest from his

works at Verona
;

his sculpture, however,
is deficient in purity, though not in richness

of composition. His principal pupils were
Banese Cattaneo and Alessandro Vittoria.

The principles of the school were diffused

through It^y, and were equally to be seen

in Lombardy and Naples: in the latter city

the principal masters were Marliano da Nola
and Girolamo Santa Croce. At Milan wero
Agostiuo Busti, and Guglielmo della Porta,

whose reputation was raised by the statues

executed by him on the tomb of Paul 111.

in St. Peter’s. These have been esteemed

as among the best examples of modern sculp-

ture. Torreriano, who also belongs to tins

period, was, like Benvenuto Cellini, of a vaga-

bond disposition, but a man of genius; he

was invited over to England, where he wrought
upon the tomb of Henry VII. at Westminster,

for which he received the sum of 1,000/. He
died, a prisoner of the Inquisition, at Seville,

in 1522. In England, also, we h^ Giovanni

da Padua in the following reign. Of native

sculptors, William Austen, the artist of the

Beauchamp tomb at Warwick, 1452, and a

London founder, was not unworthy to rank

with his Italian competitors in the fifteenth

century.

Spain produced some celebrated sculptors

in the sixteenUi century, their first native ar-

tist being Betrruguette, a pupil of Vasari and

MichaelAngelo. Berrugnette’s disciple, Paolo de

Cespedes, the painter, of Cordova (1538-1608),

is reputed the greatest sculptor that Spain ever

produced.

It does not appear that Germany produced

any sculptors of eminence before the seven-

teenth century. But in France, Jacques d’An-

co 2
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coulfime, who luiJ been at Rome, whore he
hatl a competition even with Michnel Angelo

;

Joan Qotigeon (1510-72), who finiflhod the

Fountain of the Innocents at Paris in 15*50,

and is said to have been one of the victims

in the massacre on St. Bartholomew’s Day;
Jean Cousin, whoso works, though deficient

in force and tnith, yet exhibit much CTaoo

and delicacy
;
and Oermain Pilon, whoso detail

is remarkable for its beauty—are names that

entitle tliat country to n Iiigh rank among
the nations of Europe, in which all tho works
of sculpture that were produced are so many
testimonies of the influence which the genius

of Michael An^lo exerted over the arts : though
the French school is in its taste more directly

allied to Parmigiano and Primaticcio.

At the commencement of the seventeenth

century, Bernini, a native of Naples, bom in

1508, raised himself to employment before

unknown. Endowed with all tho qualities

necessary for becoming a groat artist, and
desirous of distinguishing himself by the foun-

dation of a new school, he plunged into caprice

and complexity, and, preferring effect to sim-

plicity, effaced all traces of the stylo which
from the time of Michael Angelo had prevailed

in Europe. His draperies, foimded on the

paintings of tho Bolognese school, his affected

style, the violent expression in which he do-

liglitcd, are the marks of an ambitious arti«*t,

whoso only aim was to be striking. He
deluged Italy with his works, and corrupted

it with his taste till his death in 1680. The
most celebrated contemporaries of Bernini were
Algardi (1593-1654) and Duquosnoy (1594-

1643), commonly called II Fiammingo. Tho
bitter is much esteemed for his roprosenta-

tions of youth, and particularly of infants. At
Naples he executed a concert of cherubs, and
two infants on a monument at Home, which

are his most admii^ works: the latter was
particularly admired by Hubena, who says of

it, * Nature rather than art appears to have
sculptured them, and the marole is softened

into life.’ Camillo Husconi in Italy succeeded to

Bernini, and was the sculptor most in request

at tho beginning of the eighteenth c^tury.
His greatest works were those of San Giovanni
in Laterano, where he was assisted by Monnot,
Le Gros, Moratti, and Ottoni: be died in

1728. I^e furtherprocess ofsculpture seemed
now impossible; in short, the art seemed to

have departed, though men wbos'e names are

not worth recording, with all the pretensions

of artists, still hovered about the scenes of
its former ^loiy. In England, Grinling Gib-
bons, a native ^ Hotterdam, was distinguished

both as a statuai^ in bronze and a carver

in wood ; he died in 1721.

in France, Btefano della Bella, and Pietro

Tacco, pupil of Giovanni da Bologna, occupy
the intom up to the beginning of the reign of

Louis JUT*—one extremely ci^table to the

iVenoh odgwl, Fmi90U and Michel Angoior
being among the most distinguished. In the

remaining period of that monarch’s reign, the

TUIIE
principal si*iilptnr«i wore Francois Oirai’don,

Ifornnt Troye s in 1030, and Pierre Faullhiget,

born at Marseilles in 1622, the latter of whom,
from his fiery and energetic style, received tho

appellation of tho Michael Angelo of France.

These two were the head of tho school of the

succeeding sculptors ofFrance, wliich comprised
l)r.««jardins, Antoine Coysevox, Pierre Francville,
Pierre le G ros, Nicolas Coustou. To this school

also belonged ^Itienne Falconet, celebrated for

his writings, and for tho equestrian stjitue ho
cx<‘Outed at St. Petersburg of the 'Czar Peter.

The unfortunate Louis XVI., previous to the

Hevolution, was a great patron of sculpture, and
had projected a collection of statues of the
ino‘*t eminent cliaracters of the country. J. B.

Pigalle, the sculptor of the day, had executed

some of them before the dreadful period which
stopped in France for a time all cultivation of

the arts. The school of Pigalle was of consider-

able extent and influence, Mouchy, Boequet,

Moette, Chi\ndet, and Lebrun, being members
of it, and continuing the art to within a gene-

ration of Jlhe present centuiy\ Of the recent

sculptors of France, James Pradier, a Swiss

(1792-1852); has acquired perhaps the greatest

name. Contcniporsiry, or nearly so, with these

in Germanyt were Hauchmullor of Vienna, A.

von Schluter at Berlin, N. Millich at Stockholm,

an^ others ;
subsequent to whom are Ohnmacht,

Sonnonschein, and Nalil of Strasburg, all sculp-

tors of much reputation.

Our knowledgo of Spanish sculptors is so

limited, from their reputation not travelling

away from their own country, and indeed being
little known in Spain itself (except in Madrid
and the chief cities, where the principal employ-
ment for them is the decoration of churcoes),

that probably little interest would bo created

by an enumeration of them.

In England, up to a late period, the most cele-

brated sculptors were foreigners. C. G. Cibber,

L. F.. Houbiliac, and Peter Scheemackers had
the sway

;
and monuments of their genius, es-

pecially of tlio second, are tho pride of some of
our churches.

The art, however, seemed to be near its

dissolution, when Antonio Canova, in 1787,
revived in Romo the purity writhout which
it is worthless. This justly admired sculp-

tor was l>om in 1757, at Possagno, a villa^
amidst the Asolani hills, at the foot of the
Venetian Alps. Pietro his father, and Pasino
his grandfather, were sculptors, whose labours
were chiefly <mnfined to the churches of tho
district. Deprived of his father when only iliree

years of age, he was indebted to his grandfather
for the early instruction and employment of the
chisel, by which he acquired great ittechani<^
dexterity. Attracting tho notice of the patri-

cian Giovanni Faliero, ho was by him ]^acod
with Torretto, one of the best Venetian seulp-.

tors of that day. Torretto soon aitofnudo
died, and yo^ng Antonio then studiod undee
Torretto’s nephew, Ferrari. But he soon broho
through the trammels of the ait as it was then,
practised; and the rapidity of his progress.
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having induced his patron to find a more ap- may be selected from the b'st of deceased bciiI|>

propriate theatre for the exercise of his powers, tors: Sir Francis Chantroy (1782*1841) ;
Sir

the young artist was sent to Rome in'Recember, Richard Westmacott (1776-1866) ;
J. C. F. Rossi

1780, soon after which time the Venetian (1762*1839); Samuel Joseph (1791-1860);
government granted him a pension of 300 ducats Richard Wyatt (1795-1850); John Hogan
for throe years, At this period the fsishioiiable (1802-58) ;

Benjamin Wyon (1802-58) ; M. L.
sculptors of IWino were A^stino Ponua, Pacili, Watson (1804-47) ;

John Gibson (1780-1866),
Brucci, Sibilla,. and others, whose productions and Matthew Cotes Wyatt (1778-1862), the
are already forgotten : so that in the way of sculptor of the equestrian bronzes of George
emulation Canova had little to excite his talents. III. in Cockspiir Street and of the Duke of
Before the period had expired for which his Wellington at Hyde Park Corner, the last the

E
ension was granted, the zeal of Volpato had most absurdly plsiced monument in Europe. For
een successful in procuring for him the com* a general history ofmodem sculpture the reader

mission to execute the monument of Clement is referred to the illustrated work of Count
XIV. (Ganganelli). Thus was afforded to the Cico^ara,—‘ The History ofSculpture from its

young sculptor an opportunity of exhibiting risS in Italy to the century of Canova, to serve
his powers to a public who were fortunately as a continuation of tho works of Winckelmann
capable of appreciating his merit. Before the and of D’Agincourt.’

expiration of the eighteenth century he had Sonlpture* Practloo of. Tho work of
produced an amazing quantity of works, at the sculptor is generally limited to modelling
which time it was not tho practice (one after- in clay; from this model a plaster cast is taken,
wards introduced by him) to employ inferior and from the cast the marble figure is copied
workmen to reduce the block to the last shape by carvers aided by the pointing machine,
of the superficies. The enumeration of his works A model as large as the intended figure

would occupy much more space than can be or group is first made in clay. It is place!
here assigned to them : they were often deficient on a stand or banker with revolving top called
in energy, but generally^ abounding in grace the sculptor’s easel

;
and the general form

and elegance; and in his monumental sculpture is got out with tho hand and fingers, small
there is a vast originality of invention, whilst box-wood or wire tools being m^e use of
it is free from extravagance. His females are to shape tho parts that the fingers cannot
voluptuous, but not offensively so

;
his execu- reach. The cla^ is kept moist, to prevent

tion of them is exquisite. In tho monument its shrinking, tul the model is completed,
executed in memory of the archduchess Chris- The model is then moulded in plaster of Paris,

tina of Austria, there is a pathos in the com- before it begins to dry, whence a matrix is

position, the figures ofwhich fue linked together formed, into which plaster is introduced; and
with the chain of nature in a manner worthy the the matrix being broken away from it, the
divine Raphael liim«>elf. Canova died at Venice model in clay is thus transferred into one
oil October 13, 1822 ;

and ^s remains wmre of plaster. Tiiis becomes the standard from
removed to lus native place, in which ho had which the artist takes all the measurements
f‘r<'etod, at his own expense, a splendid church, for the figure ho is about to execute. The
Albert Thorwaldson (1776-1844), a contem- block of marble and the model being now
porary of Canova, but much his junior, a native placed on stands, with a graduated rod, which
of Denmark, has by his great, though irregular moves on- a frame perpendicular to it, and
and erratic, genius, raised himself to eminence has a point attached to it which can be made
throughout Europe as well as Rome and in his to advance and recede at pleasure, certain

own country. Ilia powers in ba.s80-riliovo are prominent points are selected and marked
great; but in his female figures ho wants in tho model, and their distance measured on
grace. Some distinguished names have also of tho frame longitudinally and verticiallY, and also

late adorned the annals of the art in Germany: the distance that tho point on the rod is

as Heinrich Dannesker of Stuftgurdt (1758- advanced or receded in order to touch a given

1836) ;
Lu IwigSchwanthaler ofMunich(1802* point. This being found on the outside of the

48); Christian Rauch of Berlin (1777-‘1857); rough block, the particular point is drilled

and J. M. Wagner of Wurzburg (1773-1858). down to as great a distance as was measured
In England, the able sculptors John Bacon, in the model. This operation beiim repeated for

Thomas Banlu, and Josepn Nollekeiis, were a great number of points, the surj^e is worked
Tollowed by John Flaxuian—a name honour- away to all the several points found as above,

able to the arts of this country. Intense feel- till at last it assumes the general form of

iug and simplicity cliaracterisc all his works ; the model. As the sculptor approaches the

and in epic sculpturo ho perhaps surpassed surface which is to be left when finished^

Canova. He was bom at York in 1765, and more caution and finer tools become necessary,

died in 1826. The lectures which he delivered till at length it is brought into a state for

as professor of sculpture at the Royal Academy his finishiiw touches. This purely meehanical

have been pnlllish^^. {Lectures on Qculpture^ process of bringing the shapeless block into

^0., with fifty-two phites, 2nd edition, 1838.) something like the form which it is ultimately

Scidpture has made great progress in England to bear is performed by vrorkmen, thus effecting

since the days of [taxman. Not to mention s great saving of the artist's labour and time

living a very respectable i^ray of names [Moiibujko ;
Wax Modblliko.]



SCUPPER
Scupper (Span, esoupir). A hole in a

ship’s d^k or side to cany off the rain or
water shipped. Means shomd be at hand to

plug scuppers when the ship rolls them below
the surface.

Beurvp (Low Lat. scorbutus]. This disease,

once so common in our navy, is now of very
rare occurrence. It ^nerafly appears to be
connected with debil^ting causes, and espe-

cially with unwholesome food, want of exercise,

cold and'' moisture. It begins with indolence,

sallow looks, and loss of strength and spirits

;

the gums become spon^, the teeth loose, the
breath fetid; livid eruptions appear on different

parte of the body, known as petechia and
viUcest and at length the patient sinks nnder
general emaciation, diarrhoea, andhsemorrhages.
Ill the prevention and euro of this disease,

much is effected by attention to diet and
cloanliness. Fresh vegetables, farinaceons sub-
stances, and brisk fermented liquors, good
air, aud due exercise, are among the principal

remedial means. Acids, and especially lemon
juice, have been much extolled.

Soiitaffe (Lat. scutum, a shield). In Feudal
Law, scutage was a commutation for personal

service in foreign wars, paid by militaiy

tenants: made general in England, under
Henry II. in 1159. [Escuaqb.]
Scutate (Lat. scutatus, from scutum, a

shUld). In Zoology, when a surface is pro-

tected by large scales.

Soutellnia (Lat. scutum). In Botany, a
term used by Gaertner to denote the small

cotyledon on the outside of the embryo of

wheat, inserted a little lower down than the

other more perfect cotyledon, which is pressed

close to the albumen. Also the shields of

some kinds of Lichens, as Parmelia.

Soutlbranclilaiui (Lat. scutum
;
branchiae,

gills). A name given by Cuner to an order

of hermaphrodite Gastropodous Molluscs, in-

cluding those which have the gills covered

with a shell in the form of u shield.

Seutlgeiu (Lat. scutum; gero, I carry).

The name of a genus of unequal-legged ChUo-
podous Myriapods, which fi:equent houses and
out-buildings in the South of Europe, and prey
upon insects, wood-lice,andothersm^l creatures.

Senttpadn (Lat. scutiun, and pes, a
f<iot). The name given by Scopoli to one
of the divisions in his binsiy system of orni-

thology, including those birds which have the
anterior part of the leg covered with seg-

ments of unequal homy rings terminating on
each side in a groove.

Scuttle (A.-Sax, scrjrttel, Span, escotilla,

Fr. ^outilleV An easily clos^ opening in

the ship's side or deck to admit light or air, or
for communication,

7h sGuiUe ike deokst implies to cut holes

to let the water down from them into the
hold, as in the case of fire.

7b a vessel, is to cut a hole in her
for the purpose of sinking her.

Seunte Bmtit A cask of water with a
latge hole in it placed for use in a ship.
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SEA
Soutom (Lat.). The shield of the Homan

heavy-armed legionaries : made of wood, de-
fended with plates of iron, and covered with
leather. It was either oval or of semi-cylin-
drical shape. In the centre was a boss of brass
or iron, projecting from the shield. From this
word is Aonved the modem term Esquxiui.

Sepllft (Gr. 3M<iAka). In Greek Mythology,
a daughter of Nisns, king of Megara. When
Minos came firom Crete to take vengeance
for the death of hie son Androgeos, his efforts

to take the city were fruitless as long as
the purple lock on the head of Nisus remained
unshora. , Urged by her love for Minos, Scylla
cut off the fatal lock, and with it destroyed
the life of her father and the safety of the
city. According to one version, Imnos tied

Scylla to the stem of his ship and drowned
her; but another tale says that she was
changed into a fish which Nisus, transformed
into an et^le, (^nstantly pursued. The myth
was localised in the names of the port of
Nissea and the promontory Scyllseum.

The Odysseg (xii. 78, &c.) speaks of another
Bcylla, a daughter of Cratmis, as a monster
with twelve feet, six necks, and six mouths,
each containing three rows of teeth. This
being haunted a rock on the Italian coast;
a neighbouring rock being tenanted by Cha-
lybdis, who thrice every day swallowed the
waters of the sea, and thrice threw them
up again. Like Medusa, Scylla is represented
in some legends as having been beautiful, and
as having been changed into a monster thmugh
the jealousy of Circe or AxpHimim
Beyphum (Lat.; Gr. a cup). In

Botany, a cup or coronet, such as occurs in the
Narcissus and allied plants. Also, in Lichens,
a cup-like dilatation of the podetinm, bearing
shields upon its margin.
Bcytals (Gr. inrurcUij). An instrument

used by the Lacedaemonians for the conv^ance
of secret instmetions to theirtmmmanders. The
construction of itwas as follows: When ageneral
was sent out, a block rod was given him, while
another of exactly similar dimensions was pre-

served at home, "When instructions were to bo
sent out, a strip of parchment was wrapped
round the rod and on the folds the orders were
written ; these he read by unrolling the paich-
men with the rod in his possession.

ScytUlM l^amb. One of the names of the
fern called by botanists CihoUum Baromste.
8ea (for the origin of the wor^ see Soul).

The exoression employed by sailors to

scribe the condition of the waters they are*

traversing. A long sea is one in which the
crests of successive waves are distant from each
other, and in which the effect upon the ship is

a heavy rolling motion. A short sea, on the o&er
hand, ts when the waves are frequent, irregular,
and crowned by foam. They pr^uce a pitching
motion. A cross sea, the most irregular, is

when a change of wind or a current Mves one
succession of waves in adirection diffhr«at from
that of another series resulting from the swell
caused by a former storm.



SEA
Sbjl. In Geography. [OcasAN.]

Sea aaH Biver Befenoee. The walls,

embankments, or other constructions intended
to protect coasts and river banks from the de-
structive action of the waves, or from the
erosive action of flowing water. In some coun-
tries, such as Holland, where a large part of the

land is below the level of the sea, disastrous

inundations are only to be prevented by a
svstem of dykes or sea embankments which
shall be sufficiently heavy and sufficiently tight

to prevent the entrance of the water, and which
shall be faced with materials sufficiently strong

to resist the fores of the sea. Kivers flowing

through alluvial districts, such as the Ganges or

Indus, are apt to wander about, and require to

have their channels fixed, which is best done by
brushwood, the friction of which upon the water

arrests the velocity of the flow in that part,

and which soon cons^ucntly becomes silted up.

There is much difference of opinion among
engineers as to whether sea-walls intended to

encounter the shock of the waves should be

vertical, from the face of which the waves Will

be reflected, or inclined like a beach, so that the

waves will expend their force upon it in friction

and be broken up. Much manifestly depends

upon the depth and nature of the bottom. If

a vertical wall deflects a wave, it will deflect

it downwards as well as upwards, and if the

bottom is weak and not distant, it may bo
undermined by the deflected water, and the

wall may tumble down. In cases, however,

where these objections do not exist, the vertical

wall ap^ars to be the best, since, instead of

exhausting upon itself the force of the waves,

it enables the waves to take a new direction

without having been robbed of much of their

momentum which will be finally expended on
the ecii-shoro. In Holland many of the dykes

have a long fore shore to break up the waves

and dissipate their ener^ before they reach

the main structure, and this provision is

generally adopted on the Essex coast and else-

where. The best material for the heart or

body of a sea-wall is stiflf clay, but even this

material requires to be carefully packed lo-pre-
j

vent percolation. In Essex the clay is dug
from the fore shore in spits, and packed into a

sea-wall by an operation termed flood flanking.

The spits are delivered by the barrow men to

the packers, who, taking each spit on a pitchfork,

strike it forcibly into its place. ' The crevices

produced by the shrinkage of the spits in drying

are flUed with mud, which is called sludging.

Peat or bog is sometimes used for sea-walls, and

it is fibrous and tough, but light, and requires

to be weighted with stone. Gravel is valuable

for the formation of an artificial beach at the

foot of the wall, and which also serves as a road.

Usually sea-walls are faced with stone, and W
spreading gravel over this faeix^ the small

stones insinuate themselves ana wedge the

lai^ stones together. If the embankment is

mide with a slope seaward, it will some*

times be suffident to cover the slope with

gravel so as to form an artificial beach.
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SEA-ANEMONE
The Boman embankments formed on the

co^ts of Essex and Lincolnshire, and also on
the lower parts of the Thames, consist of steep

mounds of earth defended by rows of piles, the

spaces between the rows, or rooms^ as they
are called, being fiU^ up with chalk. Modern
embankments consist of three parts: First,

the main bank, about 20 feet wide at top, with

a rise of tide of 10 feet^ and formed with a
slope in the lower portloii of 6 to 1, and in the

upper portion of 4 to 1 ;
secondly, the outburst

bank, 6 feet high and 8 feet wide -at top,

placed on top of the foregoing, formed with a
slope of 1 J to 1 ;

and thirdly, the sxvash bank,

2J feet hi^i and feet wide at top and 8 feet

wide at bottom, placed on top of the outburst,

and which is supposed to arrest only the tops
of the waves. The embankments should be
faced with stone laid on a solid facing of clay
in all cases where the exposure to the waves is

great
; but in other cases it will be sufficient

to coat that portion above ordinary spring
tides with gravel and clay, and to cultivate

upon it couch-grass, ray-grass, and lucerne.
If tho materials are too weak to stand without
injury until these grasses grow, tho surface
should be turfed over. In Holland some of
the dykes are thatched on the sea side, and
some are made with a timber framework,
within which the stone facing is fitted. At
some distance from the embankment on the
inner side a ditch is dug to cany off any infil-

tration.

On some coasts ^(^es, or walls of timber or
stone carried down into tho sea, are employc'd to

arrest the movement of tho shingle coastwise,

and thus to create a natural embankment.
Important sea-M^alls and piers are sometimes
formed of baton or concrete, formed into square
blocks and then used as stones. Sometimes
also the b6ton is lowered while still soft in a
bucket with tilting l>ottom into the water, and
is then let out on the surface of the ground,
whereby an artificial rock is built up.

The foundation for river walls or other con-

structions on the banks of rivers in alluvial

countries, such as Bengal and the Funjanb, re-

quire to be formed with wells according to the

native* practice
; or screw piles or iron cylinders

may ' be substituted. For further information

respecting se^ and river defences, the reader

may consult Lamblardie, Bur les Cotes de la

Normandie
; Syanzius, Cours de Construction ;

Miuard, Cours des Tr^vaua Hydrauliques a la

Ider; the Annales des Fonts et (flucusskSf passim

;

Romano, BuUe Lagune di Feneeia; Galileo,

Frisi, G^lielmini, &c., Tracts upon ffydraulics;

Page’s Report on the Drainage of the Fenland

;

Ckiode On the Portland Breakwater \ the He-

ports on the Formation of Harbours of Refuge^

presented to the House of Commons ; and the

Dutch and German works umn the defence of

the sea-shores, and upon toe preservation bf

the b^k of toe Rhine and other rivers, in those

countries.

SnMuiemoiie. The name of a highly

organised Polype of the genus Actinicu



SEA-BEAB
Sea-bear. A vulgar epithet applicnl inac-

curately to several large species of seals. The
use of such words is much to be dopi^ecated.

Sei^boat. A term applied by seamen to a

vesselj as respects her qualities in bad weather.

Sea«dawll. The seaman’s name of a laige

cartilaginous fish of the Ray tribe, the type of

the genus Cephaloptera^ Cuvier
;
also applied

to the angler {^Lophiua pisoatorius, Linn.).

Smt-gtrdlea. The common name for the

alga Laminaria digitata,

8tfa*luure. [Aplysia.]

8ea«bolly> The Eryngium maritimum of

botanists, a harsh spiny-leaved sea-side plant.

8ea-borae« The term is most correctly

given to a small Lophobranchian fish found

in the Mediterranean, the Hippocampus, It

is also sometimes applied to the Walrus

( TVicJiechus roamarus) a large phocine mammal,
found in the Arctic Ocean.

Sea-jellies. A vulgar name for the ani-

mals allied to the Medusa.
Sea-kale. [Cbaube.]

j

Sea-mew. A name for the gull, derived from
the French mouette, [Labus.]

Sea*otter. The mhydris inunguis^ a genus
of Lutrine Carnivora, the fur of which is much
sought after, andwhose cot^s are webbed together

to a greater extent than in the true otters.

[Lutba.]
Sea-pink. One of the names of the Thrifty

Arineria vulgaris,

Sea-eerpent. This word, with the com-
mon prefix Grcaty represents the idea of a sur-

1

face-swimming, air-breathing, marine animal,:

of a snake-like shape and undulato^ motion,

variously reported by alleged eye-witnesses as

being from 100 to 600 feet in length; and, by
most, as having a mane, Vie best attested

instance is that which was said by several in-

dependent witnesses to have been seen off the

island of Stronsa, in the Qrkn^s, in 1808.

Their reportson affidavit before the local autho-

rities are embodied in the pa^ by Dr. Barclay

in the first volume of the WemerUm Transae-

turns of Edinburgh, In this paper that anato-

mist gave an account of the vertebrse of the

supposed animal whidi had been •cast upon the

rocky shore of the island*during a great storm,

shortly after its appearance off the coast had
alarmed the fishermen. Two of the vertebrse

had been fortunately sent to the museum of the

London College of Surgeons ; their true nature

was recognise by Owen, and described in his

catalogue of the Osteology in the Museum (4to

vol. i. p. 98, 1 883) as vertohre of the^eat bak-
ing shark (SbiscAsmum The appear-

ance, intotpreted as the sea-ser^t, had been
caus^ bv tne alternate rise and fall, on the sur-

face of toe sea, of the dorsal fins of two indi-

viduals, probably male and female, of the bask-

ing shatiL eloeely following each other. Both
hmbeen^veoaifikmbytEestcMrm; and, being

afosnvards discovered in a decomposed state,

their badk-bones were put together lengthwise,

<is .of one animal, hy tne fishermen, nMtng a
total of upwards of sixty feet in length.
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SEA-SERPENT
Many and divers are the phenomena at sea

which recall the preconceived notion ofthe great

sea-serpent; and, viewed in that fitime of

mind, a distance too great for accurate ob-

servation, leave a conviction of the marvel which
is testifi^ to in good faith. Whenever the

monster has been closely approached or cap-

tui'ed, it has turned out to be other than was
supposed. Captain Sir James C. Boss, in his

antarctic voyage, ordered out a boat to ap-

proach and if possible kill and capture what
seemed to him, his officers, and crew, to be
a veritable sea-serpent. It proved to be the

great sea-elephant, Fhoca (
Ct/8tophora)probo8ci-

deuSt nearly thirty feet in length, but leaving

a strong wake of more than twice that length

through the powerful action of the tail-pro-

peller. In other instances, the supposed sea-

serpent has proved to be a Buecession of gram-
puses or porroises tuml^ling in line, one after

another, and aeceiving the eye as a continuous

undulatory body, when first seen at a distance

;

or it has^ been found to be a log or spar covered
with barnacles and sea-weed, which, lifted by
the waves and falling, represented the mane
of the preconceived monster. Professor Owen's
letter in the Times of May 10, 1849, ‘ On the

sea-serpent alleged to have been seen by Capt.
McQuhae, of H.M.S. Daedalus,' gave a blow
to the animal foom which it has never recovered.

Since the publication of his recommendation
in the Admiralty Manual of Scientific Enquiry
(Zoology), the accounts of the true causes of

the appearance have multiplied, and the news-
paper paragraphs of the fobnlous cause have
grown scarce.

‘When an object is seen afloat, attracting

noticeby Ha magnitude or other peculiarity, and
is not captured, its nearest approach to the ship,

itsmode, course, and rate ofprogression, and the

parts actually recognisable, should be noted at

the time with the utmost accuracy. If practi-

cable, a boat should be rat off for dose ob-

servation. Ifthe observer has not the zoological

knowledge, or the opportunity for exact in-

spection, requisite for determining the species

from' the phenomena, he should abstain from
giving the object any special name. Supposing
it to be an animal, a shot Aired, if it do not hit,

mav BO alarm the creature as to cause some
sudden movement which may reveal more of its

true nature* (p. 50). This recommendation
should be foHowed in all cases of phenomena
simulating the great kxnkens and sea-serpents.

Nevertheless, sea-seipents do exist: theyeven
abound in some localities in the tropics ; they
belong to the genus Hydrus or HydrophU, and
are distinguished from land serpents by their

compresBM tail, which thus becomes a swimt
ming org^n. The spedes are commonly foom
two feet to four fed in length; rarefy, ap-
proaching to ten feet There is no 5 j^rion reason
why such sea-seipents should not nval or sur-

pass the whale in length ; bnt, owing to the
long and large lun^^like air-Ua^er whidi, as
serpents, they would possess, they would usually
float wme time after death : and it is hardly



SEA-SICKNESS
ronccivablo that some of the ycrtehwe should

not have been met with on the coasts of Ame-
rica or Norway, where (according to Pontop-
pidian and Hans £^ede) the monster has been
most commonly witnessed, if it had ever existed

ns a species, represented by the numerous in-

dividuals of countless successive generations

since creation. The fishes wliich, after selache^

have been found to raise the notion of the sea-

serpent, are those of the toenioid family or

rfband-jishes

;

of which the species called

Gymneirm Jianksii has furnished specimens of

nearly 20 feet in length, cast ashore on the

coast of Durham and Northumberland. The
idea that some lingering representatives of

Mesozoic sca-reptilcs {Ichmyosaurm^ Plcslosau-

riifs) may have originated the notion of the

great sea-serpent, has been entertained by some
who were ignorant of the laws of palaeontology.

Sea-Bickneaa. Nausea and retching,

which attack most persons on first going to

sea
;
sometimes continuing only a day or two,

but often lasting the whole oi a long voyage.

In some persons its violence is prevented
by small doses of opium or by soda water,

or saline draughts in the ctfervescont stite.

Liniments and plaisters containing opium ap-

lied to the pit of the stomach Lave also

cen recommended, as mitigating, or even

preventing, this most annoying malady. The
violence of the attacks not only varies in

different individuals at different times, but
the same person who escapes in one voyage
may suffer severely in another. Dr. John
Chapman, who has recently proposed the ap-

plication of ice to the back as a remedy for

this malady, holds that the proximate cause

of sea-sickness consists in an undue amount
of blood iu the nervous centres along the

back, and especially in the segments of

the spinal cora related to the stomach, and
the muscles concerned in vomiting. {Func-
tional lyiseasea of Ute Stomach, part i.; Sea-

sickness, its Nature and Treatmentt London,
Triibner, 1864.) This excess of blo^ can, he
maintains, be reduced by the application of

ice, which is a direct sedative to the spinal

coi^ if placed immediately over it, by lessening

its functional and specially its automatic

or excito-motor power. This remedy, which
Dr. Chapman statos shas been applied with

sin|^lar success in cases of sea-sickness, he
believes to be likewise applicable in other

diseases which have hitherto more or less

baffled medical treatment.

One of the names for the

British alga Himanthalia hrea.

•a-4nunp«t. The common name for the

alga EokUmia buociMlis.

Sea-niiloonu The colloquial name for

the naredial (M<moc€Tos\ a large species of

true Cetacean, in which one of the camne teeth

in the upperjaw is extraordinarily develraed,

and f(»fms a spear-like bone of a spiral form
used by the narwhal as a poweifol weapon.

8M»vrelila« The name generally applied

to the different species of Echinus,
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SEAL, GREAT
8«a-weedB. [Alo.«.]

8ea-wolf. The Anarrhickas lupus, a fish,

is often so called in reference to its powerful
tc(‘th and its destructive camassial habits.

Sea-wraok. The sea-weed thrown up by
the tide, and collected by farmers and others

for the purpose of manuring cultivated land.

The name is also applied to Zostera marina, .

Seal (Fr. sceau, or seel; Lat. sigillum,

dim. of signum). In Gem Sculpture, a stamp
cut or sunk on stone, capable of yielding

an impression to any soft substance. When
a gem is selected for cutting, it is put into

f lio hands of the lapidary to reduce it to shape
and smoothness. It is then fixed with mastic to

a piece of wood to serve as a handle, and
the subject is sketched upon it with a copper
point or a diamond. The tool is a lathe

somowhnt resembling a tuming lathe, and
into the end of the spindle points, knobs,
or circles can bo inserlcd. The gem is then
sippliod to the end of one of these tools,

according to the nature of the cutting required,

wetted with diamond-dust and olive oil, and
by frequent working the subject is wrought.
Frcqucift impressions are of course taken during
the progress, to show the excesses or defects.

These, however, are not necessary in working
cameos, because the prominences are obvious

to the eye. The tools arc soft iron or copper

;

and the powder of the ruby, or other hi\rd

stones, is often substituted for diamond powder.
Seal (A.-Sax. seol). In Zoology, tne Eng-

lish name for a genus of Marine Carnivorous
Mammiferous Quadrupeds, otherwise culled

Pkocidm, The variety of seals is very great,

and they are found in great numbers in the

seas round Spitzbergen, nnd on the coasts

of llabrador and Newfoundland. The species

{Phoca vitulina) which fw^qnents the British

shores is well known, and has been repeatedly

described. Seals are principally hunted tor their

oil and skins. Wlion taken in the spring ofthe
year, at which time they are fattest, a full-grown

seal will yield from eight to twelve gallons of oil,

and a small one from four to five gallons. The
oil, when extracted before putrefaction has com-
menced, is beautifully transparent, free from
smell, and not unpleasant in its taste. The
skin, when tanned, is extensively employed
in the making of shoes; and when (uessed

with the hair on, serves for the covering of

trunks, &c. The seals of the southern hemi-
sphere have the fins better developed and more
serviceable for motion ox\ land than those of

the northern hemisphere. [Ffshiebies.]

Beal* Oreati All charters, commissions,

grants of hind, foanchise, liberties, &c., letters

patent and letters close, of the king, pass

the great seaL The course formerly was,

that a grants or letters patent, passed by bUl;

which was prepared by the attomsj or solicitor

general under warrant from the king. It was
Sien subscribed at foot with tlm sign mairaal,

and sealed with the privy signet. In this

stage* it was next^ in some csumb, taken directly

to pass the great seal; in other cases, an
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fxtract of the bill was taken to the keeper

of the privy seal, who made out a writ or

warrant thereupon -to the chancery, where it

passed the great seal. Thus the sign manual
was a warrant to the privy seaJ, and that

to the great seal. There were, however, some
grants which only passed through certain

olBlces, as the Admiral^ or Treasury, under
the sign manual, requinng neither privy nor
great seal. By a recent act, however (stat.

14 & 16 Viet. c. 82), the practice of passing

instruments under the great seal was sim-

plified, and power g^von to the Lord Chancellor

to make regulations with respect thereto. The
custody of the great seal is now always en-

trusted to the Lord High Chancellor of Great
Britain, that great o&er being constituted

by the mere delivery of the great seal into

his hands, without patent or other formality.

In earlier times the offices of Lord Chan-
cellor and of Lord Keeper of the great seal

were occasionally distinct, but by 5 Eliz, c. 18

the keeper of the great seal has the same
place and jurisdiction as the Lonl Chancellor;

since that statute, therefore, these offices cannot

exist at the same time in different persons. The
office of Lord Keeper has occasionally been re-

vived in more recent times
;
the last Lord Keeper

was Sir Robert (afterwards LokI) Henley, in

1767. When, as sometimes happens, the office

of Lord Chancellor is put into commission,

the great seal is oAtmsted to the chief com-
missioner. The seals of Scotland and Ireland

are still in use for some purposes.

SealfFHwy. [Seal, Great.] Some instru-

ments of minor consequence pass the privy

seal only. Tlie keeper of the seal is now
an officer of state, with the title of Lord Privy
Seal. By 14 & 16 Viet. c. 82, the offices

of clerks of the signet and privy seal were
abolished.

Bealing-wax. The wax used for dealing

letters, legal instruments, &c. The best red

sealing-wax is made by melting in a veiy
gentle heat 48 parts of shell-lac with 19 of

Venice turpentine and 1 of Peruvian balsam;

32 parts of the finest cinnabar, thoroughly

levigated, are then stirred in, and the whole
well mixed. When it has cooled down, it

is cither rolled into sticks, or shaped in brass

moulds. The best black sealing-wax is a mix-
ture of 60 parts of shell-lac and 30 of ivory

bladr : it may be perfumed with a little Peru
balsam or styrax. The earliest application

of sealing-wax to its present use seems to have
been made about the year 1663. The first

pinted account of it is said by Berzelius to

nave appeared in 1663. The great seals

applied m Un boxes to certain legal documents
are made of a mixture of 16 parts Venice

turpentine^ 6 of olive oil, and 8 of wax melted

together, end coloured with red lead.

Semnuu A man brought up to the sea,

and chrable of discharging the duties of that

life. A complete seaman is called an able

ccetmanf and is rated A.B. ;
one less competent,

an ordinary seaman; and a man fresh from
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the shore, a landsfnan or ordinary seaman
of the second class. The conditions upon
which seamen are to be hired for merchant
vessels, with their privileges and obligations,

are regulated by the Merchant Shipping Act of
1864, &C. Wages are contingent on the success

of the voyage; loss of a ^ip or capture by
;
an enemy consequently exonerates the owners

' from liability for the wagea of their seamen.
For the Royal Navy the engagement of sea-

men takes place under the provisions of the
Mutiny Act for the time being. The reader
will find in the Com. Diet, ftill particulars
respecting the enrolment, wages, and in short
all the statistics of seamen.
Seams (Ger. saum). In a ship, the spaces

betw<‘eri the edges of planks : these are caulked
with oakum, and then covered with pitch.

Seams. In Geology, thin layers which sepa-
rate thicker strata. Beds of coal are sometimes
called scams.

Soaroh, Riglit of| or more accurate^ of
Visit and Bearoli* In International Law,
in time of war, right of search is dehned to

be the right of a belligerent to * visit, to

search, and to detain for search ’ every vessel,

not being a ship of war, which he meets
with on the ocean. It can be exercised only
by a vessel commissioned by the authority

of the state to which it belongs, whether
man-of-war or privateer. The right of search

in time of peace, to ascertain the nationality

of a vessel, with a view to detecting piracy

and slave trading, has l>eon the subject of

much controversy. (Fliillimore, International

LaWf part x. ch. iii.)

Bearcli Warrant. In Law, a warrant
granted by a justice of the peace, to search for

goods stolen, or respecting which other offences

have been committed. The warrant is granted
on the oath of a credible witness, that he has
* reasonable cause to suspect’ the goods to

be in the possession and on the premises of

a certain individual (24 & 26 Viet. c. 96).

Beaaona (Fr. saisons). The four quarters

of the year—spring, summer, autumn, winter.

The seasons are considered as be^nning ro-

«)ectivcly when the sun enters the signs Aries,

Cancer, Libra, and Capricorn; so that the spring

season commences alH>ut the 2l8t of March,
summer about the 22nd of June, autumn about

the 23rd of September, and annter about tho

23rd of December.
Bebaoeoos Glands ^Lat. sebaceus, from

sebum, suet). Small cuticular glands which

secrete a greasy matter, serving to protect and
soften the skin and cuticle.

Bebaolc Aold (Lat. sebum). One of the

acids produced during the destructive distilla-

tion of fot.

Bebattens. The dried fruits of Cordia

Myxa and C. latifdlia^ which have long been
ui^ as a medicine in India.

Baaale (lat.). A genus of cereal grasses^

to which belongs the Rye, 8. esreak, a com-
plant commonly cultivated for its nutritious

groin, the fiour of which forms an inferior kind
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of bread. According to Karl Koch, Rye is

fuund wild on the mountains of the Crimea, at
an eleTation of from 5,000 to 6,000 feet, its ears
in snch places being not more than from one
to two and a half inches long. In this conuti^
it is the most limited of our corn crops.
The name of S. comutum is sometimes

giyen to Ergot of Rye, which is a black horn-
like spur, into which the seeds or grains are
chwg^ as the result of disease. The same
thing occurs in other grasses. In rye some of
these spurs are as much as an inch in length,
whilst in Lolium or Raygrass they seldom attain

to half this size, and in smaller grasses the
ergot is in proportion to the size of the seed.

The Ergot of Rye has long been known as pre-
vailing to a considerable extent in countries

where rye isgrown for bread, and some dreadful
maladies are reported to have arisen where it

has been ground with flour. Where it occurs
amongst pasture grasses, its more immediate
effect upon gravid animals appears to be the
procuring of abortion

;
and as one of the com-

nionor grasses, in which it occurs probably to

a greater extent than in any other of our native

species, is the Lolium perenne^ whidi is always
found to bo largely mixed with all good pus-

tures, it becomes a matter of importance to look
well to a meadow in autumn before turning in

cows, as there is too much reason to believe that

abortion is somewhat frequent from a want of

care in this respect. The quantity of ergot in

almost any native species of grass growing in
j

low damp meadows is quite astonishing ; and
even uplands are not without a considerable i

pnjportion if they have sufficient altitude to!

attnict atmospheric vapours. Where and when
it prevails there is much evidence to show that
it IS not advisable to depasture

; but in cases of
necessity the skimming over the bents with the

scythe before the admission of cattle is a
plan which might obviously bo adopted with
advantage. [Ergot, Ergotism.]
Secant (Lat. seco, / cut). In Geometry,

any right line which cuts a figure. A tangent is

the limiting position of a secant when twopoints
of intersection coincide. In Trigonometry, the

Bcccmt of an arc is the line drawn from the

centre of the circle through one of the extremi-

ties of the arc to meet the tangent at the other

extremity. The secant ofan angle is the reci-

procal of the cosine.

Seoedera. [Bubohebs.]
SeocMlon (Lat secessio, a going aside).

In Politics, the act of a portion of a community
(or, in common parlance, of a party in deli-

berative assemblies) who separate from con-

nection with the remainder, and endeavour to

form a body apart The term had its first ap-

plication in the instance of the allied secession

of the Roman plebeians to the Mons Sacer,

as a protest against the nsuipation of the

patricians.

In modem jimes, it has come into popular

use from a neat recent example-^the act of

the so-called Confederate States in seceding!

from the American Union. The main argument
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used in favour of this proceeding was, that the
constitution of 1787, while declaring that * Each
state retains its sovereignty, freedom, and inde-

pendence,’ containsnopronsion directlyqualify-

ing this doctrinebymaintaining the inviolability

of the Union; and tha^ consequently, the right

of secession is implied in the term eovereignty ;

while the previous articles of confederation,

superscdiMl by the constitution, had contained

the words * the union shall be perpetual,’ which
it was reasouable to infer had been purposely

abandoned. The answer ordinarily made was
that the Union was in the nature of a leasee,

implying mutual abandonment ofrights in their

I very nature inconsistent with the existence of

such union : and that there was no more occa-

sion to prohibit, expressly, the repudiation by a
state of the compact thus made, than to prohibit

the secfsaion of a county, a township, or an
individual. See the argument on the Confede-
rate side os stated by Mr. Spence, in his work
on the American Union, 1862.

Seebium (a word coined from Gr. to

fatten in afold). Agenus of Cucttrlntaceof, repre-

sented by S, edule, the Chocho, commonly culti-

vated in the West Indian islands for the sake of
its fruit, which is reckoned extremely wholesome,
and is commonly used as an article of food by all

classes. It has also the reputation of being a
ve^ fattening food for bogs and other animals.

It is a climbing plant, with smooth stems rising

from a very hirge fleshy root, which sometimes
weighs as much as twenty pounds, and resem-
bles a yam both in appeamnee and in its eatable

qualities when cook^. The fruit is about four

inches in length, oblong, between fleshy and
succulent, sometimes furnished with small in-

nocuous prickles, and either green or cream-
coloured. The plant has been introduced into

Madeira and other Atlantic islands, and from
this source its fruits, called Chayotes, are some-
times sent to this countiy in a fresh state, and
sold in Covent Garden Market.

Beele (Lot. sseculum, an age). In Chrono-
logy, a division of time. There were various
secies ; as the heroic secle, which consisted of

77 years [Romui.us], the national secle, &c.
[SoTHiAO Eerxod; TaBuukTioM OF Chroeo-
LOOY.]

Second (Lat. secundus, that which followe,

denoting the dosest sequence). In Music, a
musical interval ; being the difference between
any note and the next nearest, whether above
or below it. It may be either xnigor or minor.
[Music.]

Second. In the sexagesimal Arithmetic,
the 60th pa^ of a minute,.or Thus a de-
me of a cird^ and an hour of time, are each
divided into 60 minutes, and each minute into

60 seconds. In the old treatises on astronomy,
the seconds are sometimes denominated second
minutes (minntss secundse) ; w^e the minutes
being the first divisions of the unit, are the
primes (minutm prime). Following out the
analog, the si^^eth partof a second was cajled

a thifi\ but this term is not found in modem
works. It was formerly usual to denote minutes
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and second, botli of time and arc, by the

characters ' and ^
; but these are now generally,

used only to indicate minutes and seconds of

arc, those of time being indicated respectively

by the abbreviations m. and s.

Second Coat. In Arcliitecturo, either the

finishing coat, as in laid and set, or in rendered

and set ; or it is the fioating when the plaster

is roughed in, floated, and set for paper.

Second Bigtkt (culled in Gaelic taischita-

raugh ;
from taisch, an unreal or shadowy ap~

pearanoe), A well-known Highland supersti-

tion. In all ages the idea has prevailed that

persons endowed with the power of divination

not only foretold by instinct, but had some-

times an actual and mysterious vision of dis-

tant or future events
;
os in the lines of Lucan,

which describe the presages before the battle of

Pharsalia :

—

Eugnneo, rI vera fides ineinoractitms, augur
Colie sedens
Yenlt eumma dies, goritur res maxima, dixit

:

Impia concurnmt Pompeii et Gsceoris anna.

But the peculiarity of the Highland supersti-

tion seems to consist in this, that persons were

supposed to be endowed with the faculty who
were in no other respect feared or reverenced

for their supernatural powers
;

it was regarded

as a mere natural power, like superior sharpness

of sight or hearing. The inhabitants of the

Western Islands were thought to be peculiarly

gifted with it. It could not bo exerted at plea-

sure; the power came on the seer invduntarily,

and often to. his extreme terror and sulferiog.

Nevertheless, certain rules were in fashion for

the interpretation of the visions
;
such, for in-

stance, as that mentioned by Sir W. Scott, that

if a seer saw a figure with its back to him, and
jf on altering the position of his own plaid the

figure appeared with its plaid similarly ar-

ranged, the vision regarded tlie seer himself.

(See the superstition of the Bodach Gljis,

Scott’s Waverley.) Martin, in his Description

of the Western Islands, seems to have brought
this superstition into notice in England. It is

well known how Johnson undertook the de-

fence of it, in his Journey to the Westtm
Islands', but, in despite of evidence whicli

neither Bacon, Boyle, nor Johnson were able

to resist, the taisch, with all its visionary pro-

perties, seems to be now universally aliandoned

to the use of poetry. Campbell’s beautiful

poem of Lochid will at once occur to the re-

collection of every reader. It is described by
Collins in his ode on the Superstitions of the

ESMands, Bat the classical bard of the second

si^t is Sir Walter Scott (See especially his

noble ballad Lord Donald, the Lady of the

Lake, tbe cbaiacter of Allan Macnulay in the

Legend ef Mmlroeei &c.) Of belief in second

sight at che present day, Mr. Logan, in his

Squish 01^ says, *Xt is not so prevalent

as formerly/ (Vol. u. 840.)

a0eosi4AHs««i In Astronomy, this term de-

notes the satellites with regard to planets and
the {Janets with regard to the sun, to distinguish

them frwa their respective primaries. Thus, the
aOi
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moon is a secondary body with regard to the
earth

; tho earth with regard to the sun, &c.
[Planet; Satelutb.]
Secondary Cirolee. In Astronomy, se-

condary circles are great circles of the sphere
perpendicular to another great circle, which is

regiirded as the primary, and they consequently

pass through tho poles of tlie sphere. The se-

condaries of the ecliptic are the circles bn which
tlie latitudes of celestial objects are measured.
Secondary Q^ntlla. {Secemdarta, Liiin.)

The large feathers of the wing which arise from
the bones of the antibnichium or fore-arm, and
principally from tho ulna, are so called.

Secondary or Mecoaolo Rooks. Tho
great series of rocks occupying geologically the

position iulermediate between the Palaeozoic

and the Tertiary series. Eor an account of

the rocks forming the group, see DEscRtpnvK
Geology.
Tho secondary series of rocks are admirably

developed in England. Except the limestone

near tne base of the whole series [Mvschrl-
jcalk], there is hardly a European secondary

rock of tho smallest.importance that is not well

and thoroughly represented in the British series,

I while many are with us exhibited in such in-

teresting groups as to enable us to deduce a
history of the period much more complete than
can be learnt elsewhere. Tho oolites are espe-

cially rich in English geology, and pass u{>-

wards* into the lower greensand [Neocomian]
by the intervention of the Wealden, a deposit

nearly wanting elsewhere, and not rcplac^^ by
any important rock.

In consequence of this admirable develope-

ment, the English geologists have elevated the

subdivisions of the wTios into an importance
not warranted by what is known in European
countries. In Asia and America, secondaiy

rocks are still less important than on themain-
land of Europe.
Tho secondary rocks include in England

the best limestones for building purposes, but
no morblo proj^rly so called. In the Alps,

the rocks of this kind are much more meta-
morphosed, and exist on a far grander scale.

The key to the complications of the Alpine
system has, however, often been found by a close

study of English rocks and their fossil contents.

The secondary rocks are extremely rich in

fossils, and are remarkable for tho number and
variety of bones of reptiles found in them. The
period has for this reason been called the Age
of Reptiles. It is not less remarkable for the

abundance and variety of cophalopodoiis mol-
luscs, of which a vast number of groups exist,

and which also seem to have been charac-
teristic of the period. There can be little

doubt that the unusual richness of the seoob-
dary period in organic remains is due to the
fact that land was at no great distance from the
localities where the roclra are best shown.

SeorataiT’. An officer employed in writing
letters, d^patches, &c., under we orders of
his superior. The title of secretary was first

used to denote a public minister in Fiance,
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where the three clerks of the privy council

wore also termed secretaries, as early as the
fourteenth century.

Tliero are two secretaries of the navy, who
are really the secretaries to the Board of
Admiralty : of those one holds a permanent ap-
ix)iiitmeut, and the other is the parliamentary
inoutJii)icco of tho boartl, changing with the
i))inistry. Each flag-officer also has a secretary

to conduct his correspondence, the latter ap-
pointment being generally given to a paymaster
or an assistant paymasrer.
Becretary Bird. [Gypogebanus.]
Secretary, Xiord. A high officer in the

kingdom of Scotland, resembling the groat

protlionotary in foreign courts. This office

was kept up after tho Union, but Has been
disused since 1746.

Becretary of Btate. Ono of tho highest

officers of t.lio British crown. This office,

however, is comparatively modern in point

of importance
;
tho secretary of state having

been originally what liis name implies, a mere
servant of the privy council. There was only

one until tlio reign of Henry VIII., who added
another; but their functions wore limited to

preparing business for the council board, which
they attendi d afterwards with their propojsals.

Under Elizabeth, they became members of the

council. Queen Anno raised tho number to

three, by tho appointment of a secretary for

Scotch aflfairs, an office which did not long

continue; and one fur tiio Amcruian depart-

ment was appointed in the reign of George
111., but abolished in 1782. At present

there are five secretaries of state: for the

Homo Department; tiio Colonies; for J'oreign

Affiiirs
;
AVar; and India. In each of those

deiuvrtments there are two under-secretaries,

one of whom remains in office on a change
of ministry. The Alien Office is annexed to

tlie Homo Department. The State Paper Office

K'longed alike to th<’ tlirec' tiist departments,

until tho recent changt s of this department
placed it under the control of tho Master of

the Rolls. [ItECoiir.] The secretary for homo
affairs has tho custody of the privy signet

;
and

tho Privy Signet Office, in which giants, letters,

&c,, sealed with tho privy signet, are made out,

is in his department. The principal secretaries

are always ox offieio cabinet ministers. Their

position in the English government is, in fact,

identical with that of the ministers of homo and
foreign affairs, &c., in France and other Conti-

nental countries. Each of them may be said,

in a general way, to have the management of

all tho executive business of his deiairtment,

subject only to tho duty of consulting his col-

leagues of the cabinet on matters which hedeems

of sufficient importance. But in any mat^r
requiring advances from Gie funds at the dis-

posal of the crown, whether British or Colonial,

the secretaiy of state cannot act without the

Goncurrence of the lords of the Treasuiy, ex-

cept in the case of India, which has its sef«r

rute financial administration. No rule prevails

as to the selection of secretaries of state from
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tho House of Lords or that of Commons. The
socretaiy for Ireland is also keeper of the privy

seal of that part of the kingdom, and chief

secretary of tne lord lieutenant His office is

divided into two departments, military and
civil, in each of which an under-socrotary is

placed; ho is sometimes a member .of the

cabinet
Beeretton (Lat secretio). The process by

which substances are separated from the blood

in animals, or from the sap of vegetables.

In some cases a secretion appears to bo

a mere separation of water, and of otlier sub-

stances held in solution by it, from the blood

;

but in others the process is much more elabo-

nite and intricate. A highly complicated glan-

dular structure is requisite
;
and the proximate

or ultimate elements of the blood are arranged
into new combinations, so as to constitute a new
and distinct product, of which no traces are to

he found in the healthy blood. The animal
secretions are arranged by Bostock under tho

heads aqueous, albuminous, mucous, gelatinous,

fibrinous, oleaginous, resinous, and s^inc. Ma-
gendie’s classification of the secretions com-
prises, 1. Exhalations, as from the skin, the

surfaces of the closed cavities of iho body, and
the lungs; 2. Follicular secn^tions, which are

either cutaneous or mucous, and, 3. Glandular
socrctious, such as milk, bile, urine, saliva, &c.
[Botany; Physiology; &.e.]

Secrbtiok. In Botany, this term is applied

to any organic but unorganised substance pro-

duced in the interior of plants.

Beet (Lat. secta). A term usea in ordi-

nary language to signify any body which sepa-

rates from the establishiHi religion of a country

;

originally the term was applied to thefollowers

of some distiiigiiisheil person, and seems to

be derived from Lat. sc^iuor, / follow. Tho
chief sects, both of philosophers and religions,

will be found noticed under their respective

heads.

Bectlle (Lut. sect]] is, lhat may ht cUfi).

In Botany, a term applied to bodies which are

cut into small pieces, as the pollen musses of

some orchids.

Beotlon (Lat. soctio, from seco, lent'). The
rojection or geometrical representation of a
uildiug or other object, su^iposcd to bo- cut

thi-ongh, so as to exhibit its interior con-

figuration.

Section. In applied Geometry, tho surface

formed when a solid is cut by a plane. In tho

theory of surfaces, the term section is applied

to the curve in which one surface is cut by
another. Thus, tho ylane section of a plane is

a right line, while that of a sphere is a circle.

The plane sections of a cone are termed Conic
Sections. In general the section of a surface

of Uie by another of the order is a'

em'e of double curvature of the order,

i.e. a curve which is cut by a plane in mn
points. [CuBVB.]
The name mgttlar sections was p^ven *bv

Vietn to that* branch of analysis in which
the trigonometrical functions of multiples
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and sttbmnltiplea of an angle are investigated, religious property to non-religious uses is

Euler, Lagra^, Poinsot^ and many others, tenned Hcidarisatvm. This took place, in
have written on this subject; their results England, by the gradual absorption of tithes
are now incoiporated in every good treatise belonging to the church by lay incumbents

;

piMie trigmiometry. and on a large scale by the measures of Henry
ekction of a Ratio and Section of a Space VIII. at the Reformation. In most Conti-

are terms employ^ by ATOUonius of Pezga, nental states, secularisation of church property
who wrote two books with those titles

;
the has taken place on a larger scale than among

former of these terms was restored by Dr. ourselves. [Monacbism.I
Halley, and the latter by Willebrord Snell. Secular Bqnatioii, Seeiilsir Zacquality.
Secttcse* In Shipbuilding, vertical planes In Astronomy, any deviation from the mean

at right angles to the keel, taken at any Mrt motion or mean orbit of a celestial body is

of a vessel’s length to assist the builder. The called an inequality, and the numerical expres-
body-plan represents a collection of these sion of the magnitude and period of the in-
sections develop^ on the largest of them all, equality is called an eq^tian. The equations
the midship section. representing the motions of the b(^ies of
Sector (Lat.). In Astronomy, an instm- the solar system are of two kinds, periodic

ment constructed for the purpofw of determining and eeculari the first being those which
with great accuracy the zenith distances of pass through all their changes and return
stars passing within a few degfroes of the to the same state in a comparatively short
zenith, where the effect of refraction is small, period of time; and the second such as change
JZsmTH Sbctob.] their value so slowly that the variation be-

Sbctob. In Geometry, the eeetw of a circle comes sensible only after the lapse of ceu-
is the figure bounded by two radii and the in- turies, and require fpr the accomplishment of
tercepted arc. Sectors of different circles are the series of their changes a length of time
said to be similat when the sides or radii in- which in some cases astronomers have not yet
elude equal angles. The area of a sector is ventured to calculate. Thus the lunar evecticn,

equal to that of a triangle whose base is equal which depends on the position of the transverse
to the length of the contained arc, and whose axis of tne moon’s orbit in respect of the line

altitude is equal to the r^us of the circle. of the syiygies, is a periodic inequality, passing
Sector. A mathematical instrument, of through all its different values in about 31 days

considerable use in maMug dianams, laying 19J hours ; but the acceleration of the moon’s
down plans, &c.

^

Its principal ^vantage con- mean motion, depending on a slow variation of
sists m the focility with which it rives a the eccentricity of the earth’s orbit, is a eecvlar
graphical determination of proportional quan- inequality, amounting only to about 10 seconds
titles; and hence it is called by the French in a century. The secular inequalities are, in

the compose ofproportion, fact, periomc as well as the others
;
but they

The sector may bo us^ in trigonometry proceed so slowly that the observations of
for obtaining a rough solution of all the cases many hundreds, or even thousands of years,
of right-angled plane triangles; and it is also would be insufficient to make known their

conveniently applied to the construction of periodicity. The discoveiy of their true nature
various geometrical problems. For a descrip- is one of the results of the theory of gravita-
tion of the instrument and of its different tion.

uses, see Robertson’s Treatise of such Maths- Seeolar CHunea. In Roman Antiquities,
matkal Jnetrumenta as pre umaUy put into games celebrated once in each saeculum. They
a Portable Case, ksted three days and three nights, during
•aetoral Baromet^. An instrument, which time sacrifices were offe^ up, and

invented by Magellan, in which the height theatrical shows exhibited, and combats in
of the nmreurial column is found by the angle the circus, &c., took place. Valerius Publieola,
at which it m necessary to incline the tube the first aU^|^ consul created after the ex-
in order to bring the mercury to a certain mark pulsion of the kings, u said to have been the
on the instrument. first who celebrated them at Rome. Some
•eimte (lat. ssecularis, from seculum). authors maintain that the eceulumt or age,
Latm word ssculiun, besides the meaning consisted of 100, and others of 110 years;

of a century or generation ofmankind, had that but several Roman emperors did not allow
of anumbtff or race---earia/enirim (Lucret.), so long an interval as either period to
ena was also um to signify the fashion of elapse. Thus, Augustus celebrated secular
the time, or the's^r, as we would now say— wmes A.tJ. 736, Caugula 64 years later, and
oorrumpm ^ corrmpi, assculum vocatur Homitian 26 years utenrards. According to

^

(Xu^ua).
^
Hence, Chrman writers came to iSosimus, the emperor Septimius Severus was

^ploy Itw the sense of world, in opposi- the last who celebrated them ; but other writers
tion to toee^k And thus, agrin, in still have stated that under ‘toe emperor Philip,
jatoumm, toe «eott2ar toeparochial 1000^ these games were held with more
pserthood, engsgsd aho^ the aftirs of the magiiiflosnee than had ever been before wit-w^wmopp^ to t^r^^i^,i.e.cleny'neased. (Gibbon’a Soman Empire, ch. vii.)

b^onm to orders who Kv^ under They were eelebzated, in all, eight times.
me, Meam, tn ™ appropriation of

|

The original sieeiiliim of the Srusean augurs



SECULAR POEMS SEDUM
IS SHid by some to have been measured by the
longest life of those who were born at its com-
mencement; and they had a tradition, that
the duration allotted to nations was measured
by a certain number of these ssBcula. (Plutarch,

j

Sulfa
; Censorinus, De Die Natali,)

Secular Poems. Poems recited at the
celebration of the Skcuxjus Games. Of this

j

species of poem, the secular SappMc Ode of|

Horace is a noble specimen. i

Secular Reftigeratioa. The periodical

cooling and consequent consolidation of the
crust of the globe : a term formerly used by
geologists in reference to the supposed central
heat, and even fluidity of tlie glo^, and to the
phenomena of its gradual refrigeration.

Secular Tear. [Jubilue.]

Secularleatlon. [8ecui.ar.]

Secund (Lat. secundus, next in the same
rank). In Botany, this term is applied when
all tlio flowers or leaVf'S or other organs of a
plant are turned towards the same side.

Secundlne. In Botany, the outermost but
one of the enclosing sacs of the ovidum, im-
mediately reposing upon the priminc. Mirbel
considers it the second integument formed
by the ovule ; Schleider says it is the flrst,

and that the primiue or first integument of
Mirbel is formed afterwards.

Seoundlnea. In Zoology, the foetal mem-
branes collectively are sometimes so termed.

Secures. [Fasces.]

Secuiidsuia (Lat. sccuris, a hatchet), A
genus of Potugalacea^ chiefly inhabiting tropical

America. Tlio Buaze fibre plant, spokeu of

by Dr. Livingstone, is 8. •palltda. It is a bush
of from four to eighteen feet high, with pale

green loaves, and small dingy purple flowers,

and grows in rocky places at the foot of

hills near the 2^mbesi and Shire Rivers, as

w»‘ll as in Mozambique. The twigs are cut by
the natives in January and February for the

sake of the fibre, of which they make cord,

fisliing-nets, &c. The fibre resembles flax.

Many of the South American species ramble to

a great height over other trees, and are beauti-

ful objects when in flower.

Bccurllbrs (Lat. securifer, from secuiis, a
hatchet^ and fero, Ibear). The name of a tribe of

Ter^antia^ or boring Hymenopterous insects,

comprising those in which the females have a

saw-shapra or hatchet-shaped terebra or ap-

pendage to the posterior part of the abdomen
for the purpose of preparing a place to receive

the eggs, and of depositing them therein.

couripulpa (Lat seeuris, a hatchet
;
palpo,

I touch sofU^). The name of a flimily of

Coleopterous insects, comprehending those in

which the maxillaiy palps terminate in a joint

which is elongated and hatchet-shaped.

Saoutorea (Lat. /o^wsrs). A name sup-

posed by some to have been ^ven to Gnama-
ffOBs, who followed the retiarius, when he had
failed to secure his antagonist with the net
By others, th^ are supposed to be the sup-

posititii, i.e. those who followed or were put

in the place of gladiators already slaughters.
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Bedatlwea (Lat. sedo, I calm). Medicines
which assume pain ;

generally by inducing sleep

and diminishing irritability.

Sedenturlea. The name of a section of
spiders {Arantid<B\ comprehending those which
remain motionless in the hiding-place of their

web until called forth by an entangled prey.

Sederunt (Lat.). A term used in Scotland

in the minutes of courts and other bodies,

meaning that * they (naming the members) sale

on such a day ’
: hence applied to mean a sitting

of such court or body.

Sedge (A.'Sax. seeg). The common name
for Carex. What is called Sweet Sedge is

the Acortes Calamus,
Sedge Bird. The name of the Sylvia

phragmitis, Bech. This species of warbler
vieits this country about the middle of April,

and emigrates in September. It frequents the

sedgy banks of rivers, and constructs a nest

composed of a little moss intermixed with dry
stalks, lined with dry grass, and occasionally a
few hairs. It lays five or six eggs of a light

brown colour, mottled with darker shades of
the same. It is sometimes called reed bunting.

Sediment Oolleotore or Soule Pune.
Vessels suspended in a boiler, for collecting

the portions of the sediment w hich are brought
to the surface by the bubbles of steam. These
portions would otherwise settle to the bottom
of the boiler or on the flues, and form scale.

Sediment collectors are not now much used,

but the sediment which is ballooned to the sur-

face is blown out at once.

Sedition (Lat. seditio). In Law, a general
and not strictly technical word, comprising, in

common language, offences against the state

which do not amount to high treason. The
distinction betwceen the two offences was not

very accurately adhered to or defined until

later times. Sedition is of the like tendency
with treason, but without the overt acts which
are essential to the latter. Thus, there are

seditious assemblies, seditious libels, &;c., as

well as direct or indirect threats and acts

amounting to sedition ; all punishable as

misdemeanours.
Seduetlea (Lat. seductio, a leading aside).

In English Jurisprudence, seduction is regarded
as ground for civil action only, brought by the

father of the iiyured person on the technical

ground that he has lost, by reason of the wrong
thus done, the benefit of the service ofthe iijnred

party, ^ng grounded on this fiction, the

action is maintainable by a master on behalf of

his female servant.

Sgdum (Lat. g haussAeeh), This geni|ui of
Crassulaceous plants is remarkable for its

succulent leaves, and terminal cymes of yellow,

white, or purple flowers. The structure of

Sedums is suem as to enable them to vegetate

for a long time without absorbing^moisturefrom

the eazth. There are several British species,

themost common ofwhich, AacfV,tiheStoneerop,

is a low nlant with tangled stems, Aort fleshy

leaves (which are produced into a kind of spar
at the base), and ^den yellow flowers.
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liee (Lat. g«dea, a»eai). The name usually

gtTen to the diocese of a bishop. It was ori-

ginally applied exclusively to the papal chair

at Home; but it has long been used in its

present wide signification.

Seed (A*-SaK. sasd^ Ger. saat). In Botany,
the Teproductive part of a j^lant resulting from
impregnation, and containing the embryo or
rudiment of a future plant. In other words,

it is the ovule in its most perfect and finally

organised state. It is a form of reproductive

matter peculiar to fiowering plants, its equi-

valent in floWerless plants being the spore. It

is commonly said that as the seed is the part

intended by nature to multiply the races of

plants, special contrivahees are provided for

insuring its dispersion and migration from
place to place

;
such, for instance, as being dis-

charged with force by the sudden explosion of

the case or seed-vessel in which it is generated,

having membranous wings that render it

buoyant, and so on. But this idea, olthoi^h

to a certain extent true, is frequentlv misapplied

to seed-vessels, as in the instance of the Dande-
lion, the Ash-tree, the Sycamore, &c. : in these

latter oases the part to which the name of seed

is given is a true pericarp or seed-vessel. On
the other hand, many kinds of seed-vessels,

such, for instance, as those of com, of labiate

and borag^naceouB plants &c., are miscalled

seeds, or naked seeds.

Seed l«ae. [Lac.]

Seed 9e«rl« [Peabi.]

Seg. An East Anglian form of the word
Bedge^ applied to rushes, reeds, and sedges.

The name 3egg is applied in some ports of

the country to the common Elag, IrU
acorus,

Seggare. [Pobcblaxn.]

Segment (Lat segmentum, a part cut off).

In Geometry, any part cut off from a figure.

Thus, the Bcgmmt of a line is the part which
lies between two .of its points. The segn^t of
a circle is the part cut offby a chord. Thesegment

of a sphere is the part cut off by any plane, &c.

The angle of a segment, in the case of a circle,

is the inclination of the arc to the chord ; in

the case of a sphere, it is the inclination of the

spherical surface to the ])Iane. Begments whose
angles are equal are said to be similar. The
area of a circular segment is found by deducting

from the area of the corresponding sector that

of the triangle whose base is the chord. With
respect to the superficial area and the volume
of a spherical segment, see Sphsbb.
Segment SlielU In Artillery, an elongated

shell, invented by Sir W. Armstrong. It

consists of a body of iron ^ated with lead

;

inside the body a number of segments of iron

are built up in successive rin», leavinga hollow

cylinder in the eenire for the bursting charge.

On the explosion of this bursting charge the

s^monUans scattered; bnt,<m the principle

of the arch, thi^ itnmgthen the shell and

.

prsveiil itih^brolcen by any external blow:

anil so the ffft^esliie can be used as solid shot
It may also he used as case, by regulating the

Ann *
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fuze so as to burst the shell on leaving the

muzzle.

Segno (Ital. a mark, Lat. signum). In
Music. [Al Sbono.]
SegvegatloB (Lat. segregatio, a separating).

That process in nature by which, when a mixed
mineral mass has been deposited or accumulated
and left to the influence of the chemical forces

always operating, certain minerals tend to

separate themselves from the mass and collect

into natural cracks or blisters either previously

existing or formed during the operation. It

sometimes happens that instead of occupying

I

cracks or blebs the separating part forms belts

or bands. Calcareous rock separates in this

way from clay, and many volcanic minerals from
lava.

Segue (Ital. itfoUovDs), In Music, a word
which, prefixed to a part, denotes that it is im-
medi-iteV to follow the last note of the preced-

ing movement. When minims, crotchets, &c.,

are subdivided by a stroke drawn through their

tails, so as to make them into abbreviated

groups, the term indicates that the following

notes are divided similarly to those first

marked.
Segnlera (after J. F, Sequier). A genus

of Petiveriaoea, comprising a few South Ame-
rican shrubs, smelling more or less strongly of

garlic or assafmtida; the whole plant, rout,

wood, and herbaceous parts, havinj^ this power-

ful odour. On this account, baths impregnated

with 8, aUiacea are in repute in Brazil in cases

of rheumatism, dropsy, and hemorrhoidal af-

fections. The wood abounds in potash, and
the ashes are employed in clarifying sugar, and
in soapmaking in Brazil.

SeleentUtI (Ital.). In Literary History, the

Italian writers of the seventeenth century. As
these stood lower than the writers of the latter

part of the preceding sentury, who had them-
selves declined from the earlier standard, the

name became associated with the idea of false

taste and expression. (Hallam, Literary His-

tory, part iii. ch. v. § 1.)

Selfilits Wuter. The mineral water of

Seidlitz, a village of Bohemia: sulphate of mag-
nesia, sulphate of soda, and carbonic acid, are its

active ingredients. It is often taken as an
agreeable and effective aperient. The article

Buld under the name of Seidlitg powder^ is in-

tended to produce the same effect^ though very
different in composition. These powders are

generally sold in different coloured papers ; one
blue, containing 2 drachms of the potassa-

tartrate of soda mixed with 2 scruples of bicar-

bonate of soda ; the other red, containing 35
grains of finely powdered tartaric acid. The
former powder is dissolved in half a pint of

water, and the latter in a separate winerglass-

full ; the solutions are then mixed, and taken in
the act of effervescence.

Setgttlgry (Fr. seigneurie). In Feudal
Law, a manor or other lordihip.

•etgttOTBgg. In Finance, the charge levied

by government to cover the expense of coinage,
or to serve as a fondfhnn which public income



SEIRENS
may be derived. The seignorage, if levied at all,

must not be too high, else it affords an almost
irresistible temptation to private coining, and
as it must be high in order to form any impor-
tant branch of revenue, it is generally no more
than is thought sufficient to cover the cost of
minting. The effect of a seignorage is to make
coin more valuable than bullion.

In this country no fixed seignorage is levied
on gold, which is the standard of value. Any
person may have standard gold coined in quan-
tities of not less than 10,000/., at the public cost.

The short delay, indeed, during which the manu-
facture takes place would amount by the interest

on the specie to a slight seignorage; but as the
coinage is carried on through the agency of the

Bank of England, and no private person can
employ the agency of the mint for obtaining

sovereigns, the lo.ss is not really incurred, aud
sucii a seignorage as might affect the private

individual does not take effect on the Bank
issues of com. In France, how'cver, coin is worth
more than bullion, by reason of the seignorage,

and when monetary transactions take place be-

tween this country and I'nince, coin must be
treated as bullion. The absence of nniforinity in

the monel ary systems of Europe is, irrespective

of the wciglits of the several dcnoimnatious,

a serious hindraiiee aud loss in inU*rnational

tnide, and an inconvenience which calls urgently

for a reform based on a mutual uiidersbinding.

No greater advantage could be given to nations,

and none could more fully serve the purpose of

uniting them by common interests, than an in-

telligible system of’mutual aud easily adjusted

currencies.

A considerable seignorage is levied on the

silver and copper currencies in this country.

But this does not in the least degree affect

values. Neither are legal tenders in anything

hut small amounts, and both are an exclusively

local currency, since the exjiortation of silver

coin at its nominal value would entail a loss of

upwards of 8, tlie exportation of copper coin

fully, on an average, a loss of 100 per cent.

[Cuhbency; Money.]
Seirans (Gr. Seip^vcs). In Greek Mytho-

logy, beings who so charmed mariners by the

sweetness of their song, that they steered their

ships to the spot from which the sweet sounds

came, and were lost among tlie breakers.

When Odyssbtjs was returning home from

Troy, the wise Kirk6 (Ciroe) told him that he

could avoid the danger only by stuffing the

ears of all his sailors as well as his own with

wax, as long as they remained within hearing

of their voices. Odysseus followed this adrice

strictly in the case of his sailors ;
but, wishing

to hear the song, he left his own ears unstopped,

and had himself lashed to the mast. His en-

treaties to be loosed were thus disregarded by

the sailors, who could not hear the songs whidi

charmed Odysseus.

This legend has been applied by many to

show that the poet designed to convey a moral

lesson on the enticements of evil pleasures, and

to exhibit in Odysseus an example of firm re-
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SEISACHTIIEIA
sistance to temptation

;
but the incidents jnst

relate completely overthrow such a suppose
tion.

According to the the island oif the
Seirens lay between Ailiea and the rock of
SoYLLX ; but that poem does not mention
their numbers. Later myths not only define

their number, but specify their names, while

they also vary in the accounts given of their

abodes.

Selsaclitliela (Gr. trttj’dxBttctf literally a
shaking-off of bfardms). The disburdening

ordinance which formed the firat step in the

legislature of Solon. The Solpnian poems
prove the extreme misery and degradation of

the poorer Attic freemen under the existing

laws of debt. These evils had risen to such a
height that the lau's could no longer be enforced,

and Solon, it is said, resolved on a measure
which should completely extirpate tlicm. His
seisaehtheia, in Mr. Grote’s words, ‘cancelled

at once all those contracts, in which the debtor
had borrowed on the security either of his

person or of his land; it forbad all future

losses or contracts in which tho person of the

debtor W'as pledged as security; it deprived the

creditor in future of all pow’er to imprison, or

enslave, or extort work from his debtor, and
confined him to an effective judgment at law
authorising the seizure of the property of the

latter.’ {History of Greece^ part ii. ch. xi.)

On the purport and extent of this ordinance

maiiy opinions have been entertained. While
some ancient writers regarded it as having
cancelled all money contracts, others held

that it simply lowered the rate of interest

and depreciated the cuiTency, leaving the letter

of the contracts untouched. The latter notion

seems to be refuted by the Solonian fragments,

while the debasement of the coinage disproves

the former supposition, for with the rescinding

of all contracts the need of any debasement

i

is at once removed. It cannot, however, be
maintained that the relief so given involved

injustice to none, for the creditors were un-
questionably deprived of money or gains to

which they wore legally entitled
;

but the

measure, as Mr, Groto urges, is to be vindicated

‘by showing that in no other way could the
bonds of government have been held together,

or the misery of the multitude alleviated We
are to consider, first, the great personal cruelty

of the pre-existing contracts which condemned
the body of the free debtor and his family to

slavery ; next, the profound detestation created

by 8u^ a system in the large mass of the poor
against both the judges and the creditors by
whom it had been enforced. . , . Moreover, the
law which vests a creditor with power over the

person of his debtor, so as to convert him into

a slave, is likely to give rise to a class of loans

which inspire nothing but abhorrence—money
lent with the foreknowledge that the* borrower
will be unable to repay it, but also in the con-

viction that the value of his person as a slave

will make good the loss^ Urns redudng him to

a condition of extreme misery, for the purpose
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sometimes of aggrandising, sometimes of en-

richitig the lender. NoWf the foundation' on
which the respect for contracts rests, undtfr a

good law of debtor and creditor, is the very

reverse of this. It rests on the finn conviction

that each contracts are advantageous to both

parties as a class, and that to break up the

confidence essential to their existence would
produce extensive mischief throughout all so-

ciety/ And, finally, it must be remembered

that this measure settled the question to which

it referred. In striking contrast to the agita-

tion of Roman society arising from the same
evils, the law of debtor and creditor never again

disturbed the peace of Athenian citizens.

Setaiii. In the Law of England, seisin

signifies the feudal possession of land.

aolalii* Uwery of. The formal delivery

of the possession of land, formerly essential to

its transfer, but now disused.

Beloinologj. [Eabthquakss.]
Seismometer (Gr. (renr/i^r, an tarih^dke^

nxx^fiirpov). An instrument for measuring the

shock of earthquakes and other concussions.

Sejent. In Heraldry, a term employed to

describe beasts when represented in a sitting

posture. Sejant^rampaiU, sitting with the two
fore feet lifbtkL up, &c.

Belaotane (G^. a^Kaxos). The name given
by Cuvier to the tribe of Chondropteiygiaiis

which includes the rays and sharks.

Selaglnaoese (Selago, one of the genera).

A small order of Perigjmous Exogens, agreeing

with Verbenacea in their irregular flowers, two
or four stamens, and free two-celled ovary not

lobed, with one ovule in each cell; but difiering

from that order, as well as from the closely I

allied M^/oporaeeaj in the anthers being always
one-cell^ only. They are all herbs or small

shrubs, and chiefly from Southern Africa. Se-

hm itself, the typical genus, contains upwards
of seventy species, herbs or undershrubs, with
small entire somewhat alternate leaves, and
sessile spiked two-lipped flowers.

SelmcInelUu lliis genus of Lycoj^iacem^
the largest in the order, is distinguished from
Lffcapodium by its flat two-rank^ stem, and
its two forms of two to three valved fruit, one
of which contains large pallid spores, the other

spore-like oranM or scarlet antheridia,

which at length produce spiral spermatozoids.
The species vvy greatly in size, some being
minute, resemblini; the leag^Juiwermanniaceaf
while others attain a counderable size, llie

leaves, irhich sometimes assume a bluish tint,

are ^enerallf of different siases. The nnmezons
species are inhabitants of warm regions, and
fr^uently,being extremely elegant, are favourite
objectsofeultivE^on. 8.c&nvo&ta has the fronds

eiuioasly curled in and contracted when drv, so

as to form a ball like the Bose of Jeruho,
which expands when moistened. 8. muteMia
has tbe remarkable property of changing its

colour every day, being in the morning of a
j

bsigbt-men, but as the day advances beaming
gmdnaSlfpale^ end It night reonming its de<^
Untw

SELENOGRAPHY
Selblto. A massive mineral ofan ash-grey

to a black colour, and very soft, found ut

Altwolfach in Baden, and in Mexico. It is

composed of carbonate of silver with about

15 per cent, of carbonate of antimony with
oxide of copper; but, probably, it is only a
mechanical mixture. Named after Selb, by
whom it was analysed.

Beleao (Gr. t)ie moon). In the Hesiodic
Theogony (371), a daughter of Hyperion and
Theia, and a sister of Helios and Eos. Selene

is the lover of Endymion, the sinking sun; and
she was also known as Asterodia, the wanderer
among the stars. These words displayed their

meaning to the Greek in his own language,

and hence the original idea, was more clearly

retained than in legends which grew up about
names that bad lost their significance, as in

the myth of Argynnis (the beloved of Aga-
memnon), which in Sans^irit is Arjuni, a mere
epithet denoting tlie brilliancy of the morning.

Belenlte (Gr. Xe^tylrris). The name gene-

rally applied to transparent crystallised Gyp-
sum. It is a hydrated sulphate of lime, and
generally occurs in flattish, white, transparent

crystals, which are easily suscept hie ofcleavage

into thin luminm that are flexible but not

clastic. Selenite is found in many places

;

generally in clay, as in the London clay of

London and Surrey, and of Walton-on-thc-Nazo

in Essex; in the Eocene clays of the Isle of

Wight, in Alum Bay, &c.
;
in the Oxford clay

of Shotover Hill, Oxfordshire; in the Lias

of Gloucestershire, the Gault of Folkestone, &c.
Beleiiliim (Gr. (be moon). A sub-

stance discovered in 1818 by Berzelius. In
its general chemical habitudes it bears a re-

semblance to sulphur. It has hitherto been

I

obtained in very small quantity, and genenilly

occurs in some of the varieties of iron pyrites.

It is a brittle opaque substance, tasteless, and
inodorous ; having something of the appearance

of lead, but of a deep red colour when reduced

to powder. Its specific gravity is about 4*3. At
212^ it becomes soft and tenacious, and at

220° is perfectly liquid
;
at 650° it Irails and

sublimes. It is insoluble in water, and un-

altered by air
;
and when heated by the blow-

pipe, so as to become oxidised, it exhales a
strong odour of horse-radish. Its equivalent

is a^ut 40. It forms an oxide and two
acids ; the admioui acid being a compound of

1 equivalent of seleninm and 2 of oxygen, and
the selenio acid of 1 and 8. It also combines
with hydrogen, forming the hydroadenie acid,

a gaseous compound of 40 selenium 4- I hy-

drogen. Its c^onr at first resembles sulphu-

retted hydrogen, but afterwards it powerfully

irritates the nose, exdtes catarrhal ^mptoms,
and destroys the sense of smell. Hr. Front
has suggested the possibility^ of the evolution

of this compound by volcanoes, and its diflfusion

throi^h the atmosphere as prodnetive of
certain forms of the epidemic disorder called

influenza.

BalanofTBpliy (Gr. 2tX'hyn, and
I deaeribe). The description of the surface of
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SELEUOIDiE, ERA OF THE
the moon, as geography is a description of the
surface of the earth.

BelenoiaflDp Bra of fbe. In Chronology,
the era of the Seleucid^, otherwise called the
Macedonian era, dates from the epoch of the

j

first conquests of Seleucus Kicator in ^ria,

!

about 311 years b.o. . It was followed gene-
rally by the Greek colonies bordering on the
Levant; and by the Jews till the fifteenth

century, by whom it was called the eta of
contracts. There is considerable difference of
opinion among authors respecting the month and
day on which the year of this era commenced,

I

so that it is frequently not possible to fix the
correspondence of dates; but, according to the

{

computation most generally followed, the year
312 of the era of the Soleucidm began on Sep-

tember 1 in the Julian year preceding the first

year of our era. Hence, to reduce a Mace-
i

donian date to the common era, subtract 311
{

years and 4 months.
Belf-oonjugate TMangle. [Conjugate'

Triangle.]
Bella Turcloa. A cavity in the ijphcnoid

bone; it is surrounded by the four clenoid

processes, and contains the pituitary gland.

Belli. The priests of Zeus, who delivered i

his oracles at the sacred grove of Dodona in

Thessaly. (Gladstone’ s Hom&r and the Homeric
Age, i. 108.)

Belters or Beltxer Water. A mineral

water from Seltzer, about ten miles from
Frankfort-on-the-Maine. It is an agreeable

beverage, from the quantity of free carbonic

acid which it contains, and which covers its

slightly saline taste. Common salt, with the

carbonates of magnesia, lime, and soda, are

the saline ingredients. [Mineral Waters.]
Belvags or Bslwagse. A piece of very

flexible rope, composed of yams not twisted

together, but laid parallel, and confined ex-

ternally by marline.

Bamapbore (Gr. a eign^ and
I bear), A term mostly used synonymously
with tdegraph, but which, as its derivation

imports, may be applied to any means employed

to communicate intelligence by signals. [Tele-

graph.]
Bemfi (Fr. socon). In Heraldry, a- term

employed to describe a field or charge pow-

dered or strewed over with figures, such as

stars, billets, crosses, &c.

BemeoarpiiE. A genus of Indian treeEt

belonging to the Anacardiaceaf one species, S,

Anacardium^ being the Mariiing-nut tree of

India. The thick fleshy receptacle bearing this

fruit is of a yellow colour when ripe, and is

roasted and eaten by the natives. The unripe

fruit is employed for making a kind of ink, and j

when pounded serves to form a kind of bird-

lime. The hard shell is permesited by an acrid

corrosive juice, which is employed externally

in rheumatic affiwtions, as well as for destroy-

ing warts, but its acridity sometimes causes

much inflammatory swelling. This juice, when
mixed with quicklime, is employed to mark

cotton or linen with an indelible mark. When
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dry, it forms a black varnish, much used in

India ; and amongst other purposes it is em-
ployed, mixed with pitch and tar, in the caulking

of ships. The seeds, called Mal^ca-beans or

Marsh-nuts, are eaten, and are said to stimulate

the mental ix)wers. From them an oil is pro-

cured, which is used in painting.

Bemeiotio (Gr. onifieiorriH^St from tru/ACtov,

a sign). That which relates to the signs or

symptoms of diseases.

Semeld (Gr.). In Greek Mythology, a
daughter of Cadmus and Harmonia, and sister

ofAgavA [Pentheub.] In the Theban legend,

she was beloved by Zeus ; and Hera, moved by
jealousy, appeared before her in the form of her
nui*se Beroe, and incited her to demand from
Zeus a manifestation of his splendour when
next he came to visit her. Zeus, being already

under promise to give whatever she might ask,

granted her prayer ; and Semel^ was accord-

ingly scorched by the lightnings, while Dionysus,
her child, was born amidst the flames. The La-
conian version relates that, after giving birth

to Dionysus, she was (like Dana^, the mother
of Perseus) cast forth in a boat, and that her
body was thrown up lifeless on the coast near
Brasise, where Dionysus was brought up.

Semen Contra (Lat.). The Pharmaceu-
tical name for a drug composed of the dried

leaves and flower-heads of Artemisia Sicheri,

and some allied species. It is a celebrated

vermifuge. Semen dntp^ or Semencine^ is a
drug of similar character, obtained from several

species of the same genus.

Bemi^fiLiianE. A branch of the Arians,

who denied the bfioobaiop, or consubsiantialitg

of the Son with the Father
;
but admitted the

6fAOioiS<rtoPj or similarity ofsubstance, [Arxans ;

Homoousians.]
Bemi-enbioal Parabola. [Parabola,

Semi-cubical.]

Bomt-PelaglanE. The Semi-Pelagians
differ from the Pelagians in maintaining the
necessity of the divine grace towards the prac-

tice of virtue ; but at the same time conceive

that this grace may be obtained by an effort of
the human wilL (Milman’s Latin Christianity

^

book ii. chap, ii.)

Beml-rognlar Polybodrona. [Poly-
hedron.]
Bemibrowe. In Music, a note whoso

length is half that of a breve. It is the longest

note generally used in modem music, and is

the integer whose fractions are usually adopted
to express the length of other notes.

Bemioirole. In Geometry, the half of a
circle ; or the figure bounded ^ the diameter
and half the circumference.

Bemloolon. [Punctuation.]
Bemidiametar. In Geometry, half of the

diameter
;
or the part of the diameter of any

figure comprehended between the centre and
the extremity of the diameter.

Bemtnietal. A term applied by the old
chemists to the brittle ineti|)8.

BanUnary (Fr. s^minaire). In the lan-

guage of the Roman Catholic Church, an esta-
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SEMINVARIANT SE^HRAMIS AND NINUS
blishment for the maintenance of missionaries

intended to be employed in the conversion of

infidels and heretics. The chief of all semi-

naries is that at Borne, entitled also the Apo-
stolical College, but best known under the title

of the Seminary or College ‘ for the Propagation

of the Faith.’ It was founded by Pope Urban
VIII,,through the exertions, chiefly, ofa Spanish

ecclesiastic, Juan-Baptista Vir^s, of Valencia, in

the first half of the seventeenth century. The
‘ Seminarists ’ maintained in this establishment

are afterwards employed under the direction of

the Congregation of Cardinals for the propaga-

tion of the faith ; as are those of various minor
colleges established in Rome for the benefit of

particular nations and races. The word sem-
'

nary has since ]>asscd into ordinary use for a

variety of educational establishments for the

clerical order. In France the greater or dio-

cesan seminaries are collt^iate institutions;

the little seminaries are secondary schools
;
and

all are under the special superintendence of

the episcopal aulborities.

Semlnvarlttiit. The coefficient of tlie

highest power 'of one of the facients in the co-

variant of u quantic. Thus the quadri-covuriant

quartic or Hessian of the binary qiuirtic

K. !/y
being

(aoa2-<^l^ 2«o«3-2fli«a,
2«i«4-2fi2a3, PYf

® of that quartic, as

also is «2a4— Oa‘* To understand the appro-

priateness of the term, it must be remembered

that, according tx) Prof. Cayley’s definition, an

invariant is any function of the coefficients of a

quantic which is reduced to zero by rack of the

operators which, for the original quantic, are

equivalent to and [Invarjant.J Now,

a seminvariant is reduced to zero by one, but

not by the other, of these operators. (Sal-

mon’s Higher Algebra, p. 75.) In the above

case, these operators are

+ Soo + ia
d

and

-h 3a.
da

' +4a
d

^dan

respectively. These functions were originally

termed peninvariants by Brioschi
;
the more

appropriate term seminvariant appears to have

been proposed by Cayley.

Semiaympb. Lyonnet so calls the nymphs
of those insects which undergo but slight

changes in passing to the perfect or imago

stage.

8emlop«l« A silicious mineral, nearly re-

sembling the Common Opal, but differing from

it in being harder and more opaque, in exhi-

Hting a less perfect conchoidal fracture, and in

the xnuddinesB of its colours. It is found at

Okahampton in Devonshire, and in Cornwall at

Huel Btuier and near St. Ives and St. Just.
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Bemlpalmate (Lat. semi, half, palma
a palm). In Zoology, when the toes are con-

nected together by a web extending along only
their proximal half. The term semi being
frequently used, in the composition of zoo-

logical terms with the same meaning, it is only
requisite to refer to the term to which it is

prefixed.

Semiqnadrate or SemlquartUe. In
the language of Astrology, an aspect of the
planets when distant from each other half a

right angle, or 46®. The terms semiquinHle

and semisextUe have a similar meaning; the

first denoting the half of a ffth of the com-
plete circle, that is, 36®; and the second the

half of a sixth, or 30°.

Semiquaver. In Music, a note whose
duTJttion is half that of a quaver.

Bemiramie and irinue. In Mythology,
the founders of the Assyrian Empire of Nine-
veh. Aceorfling to Herodotus (i. 184), Semi-
ramis reigned five generations before NitocrivW,

whom he re presents as the wife of Labynetus,
the father of the king of the same name who

[

was reigning at Babylon when it was taken
by (.’yrus. According to Ctesias, she was the

[

wife of Ninus, from whom Nineveh received

its name. In the chronology of Berosus,

she follows a series of dynasties eonsisting of

Median, Chalda?an, and other kings. But, in

tnith* the attempt to assign a historical date or

character either to Seminimis or to Ninus is as

mueh labour lost as the effort to fix the date
of the birth of tlic nine Muses, or the death of

Meilusa. ‘Ninus and his queen Semirainis,’

says Sir G. Coniewall Lewis, ‘ appear to be
purely fabulous beings. The name of Ninus is

derived from the city , he is the eponymous
king and founder of Nineveh, and stands to it

in the same relation us Tros to Troy, Medus to

Media, Perseus to Persia, ASgyptus to Egj’pt,

Lydus to Lydia, Mseon to Maconia, Romulus to

Rome. His coiupiests and those of Semiramis
are as unreal as those of Si'sostris. It is

the characteristic of these fabulous eonquerovs,

that, although they are rt‘ported to have over-

run and subdued many countries, the history

of those countrie.s is silent on the subject.

Sesostris is related to have conquered Assyria

;

and the king of Assyria was doubtless one of

those whom he harnessed to his chariot. But
the histoiy of Assyria makes no mention of

Sesostris. Seminimis is related to have con-

quered Egypt ; but the history of Egypt makes
no mention of Semiramis.’ (Astr&nmny of the

Ancients, 408.) It is scarcely worth while to

notice the version of Dinon and other writers,

that Semiramis was a courtesan, who, becoming
the wife of Ninus, persuaded him to entrust

her for five days with supreme power, of which
she availed herself to put him to death and to

establish her own dominion. It is more perti-

nent to remark that her mythical history pre-
sents features closely resembling the tales of
Pabis, CEdipus, Pbrseus, Tblephus, Cyrus,
RosnJLus, Cbandragupta, and other heroes and
founders of dynasties. She is said to have
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been a daughter of the fish-goddess Berceto of
Ascalon, by whom she was exposed iu her
infancy. She was saved by doves, as lamos
was preserved by serpents, Paris by a slie-bear,

Boinulus and Cyrus by a wolf or a dog. Like
these, again, she is brought up by a shepherd,
until her beauty attracts Onnes, one of the
king’s generals, who marries her. Ninus on
seeing her is ^also captivated by her charms,
and Onnes thereupon slays himself. In later

traditions, her fame altogether eclipsed that of
Ninus ;

she became the founder of Babylon,
the builder of tombs more than a mile in

height. To her were ascribed all those works
of a prehistoric age, which may bo classed with
the cloacae and other great works of ancient
Rome

;
and, having performed wonders during

lier life, she vanishes from earth, like Romulus
un<l Heracles, and wings her way to heaven
in the form of a dove.

In other legends, she comes forth in a cha-

racter very different from that of an Amazonian
queen. In theses talcs she is the counterpart
of Aphrodite, the lover of Adonis (or Tham-
muz), and is said to have initiated the use of
eunuchs, and introduced the marriage of
mothers and sons. She is, in short, Astarte,
the coarse Oriental ideal of the being whom

Living Languages

Dialects of Arabic.

Amharic.
+

„ the Jews.

+
+

SEMUNCIA
the Greek described as AnadyomenA, the child

of the bright sea-foam.

aemltio Aanguagea. The name of that

family of languages which is composed of the

Aramaic, Hebraic, and Arabic dialects. The
first of these branches is known to us chiefiy

through the Syriac and Chaldee. The Hebraic

is represented chiefly by the ancient language

of Palestine, the speech of the Jews being
^

most closely allied to that of the Phoenicians*

and Carthaginians. The oldest documents of

the third or Arabic branch are the Himyaritic

inscriptions ; this branch includes the Ethiopic

or Gees, and the Arabic dialects. The gram-
matical framework of these languages is quite

distinct from that of the Aryan languages

;

but the most salient point of contrast is per-

haps furnished by the fact that the roots of the

Semitic dialects, ‘ as far back as we know
them, must consist of three consonants,’ many
words being ‘ derived from these roots by a
simple change of vowels, leaving the conso-

nantal skeleton as much as possible intact.’

(Max Muller, Lectures on Language^ first

series, lecture viii.^

The following is given by Professor Max
Muller as the genealogical table of the Semitic
family of languages :

—

Dead Languages

Ethiopic

Himyaritic Inscriptions .....
Biblical Hebrew
Samaritan Pentateuch (third century a.d.)

Carthaginian, Phoenician Inscriptions

Chaldee (Masora, Talmud, Targum, Biblical

Chaldee) . . .
'

.

Syr^c (Peshito, second century a. d.)

Cuneiform Inscriptions of Babylon and Nineveh )

ClasECB

Arabic or

Southern. 8“

i.
e.Hebraic or

Middle.
O

B
Aramaic or •

Northern.

+

Neo-Syriac.

+

Semitone (Gr. riftiT6yioy). In Music, the

half of a tone. Strictly speaking, this is not a

proper definition ofit, inasmuch as semitones are

of different lengths, according to their nature.

A diatonic semitone is when the name of the note

changes, as, for example, from C to Db ,
or from

B to C ;
a chromatic semitone is when the note

IS merely altered by a sharp or a flat, as from

C to C5
,
or from 1) to Djj

.

Semivowel. This term is applied to those

consonants which, like vowels, can be pro-

nounced independently, or without the aid of

any other letter. To this class belong A, c,

g,k,p,i,t,%x,aD6e
Semnopitbeoue (Gr. vefivor, venerable^ and

irtBfueot, an ape). A ^enus of long-tailed

Catarrbine monkeys, distinguished by the

complex stomach, long canines, and the more

obtuse focial angle from the other Guenous.

The spedes of this genus are all found in

India, where Semnopiihecus Entdlus (Hoonu-

mau, or sacred monkey) has been deifi^. The

slaughter of this animal, even by accident, is

punished with severity under the JUndu laws.

Semo Ssnmui* In Mythology, the name

of a Roman god, said to have been originally
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Sabine. The name Sancus, as connected with
Sancire, points to his relation to law or an
oath

;
and hence he was looked on as presiding

over the laws of nations, hospitality, &c. The
name Semo is thought by some to he a con-

traction for semihomo; but this, although
possible, cannot be proved.

Semolina (Ital.
;
Fr. semoule). A granular

preparation of wheat, used in cookery.

Sempervlvnm (Lat. living always). A
genus of succulent shrubby or herbaceous
plants belonging to the CrasstdaceeSt and allied

to Sedwn^ from which they are distinguished

by having about twelve petals, and the glands

at the base of the ovaries laciniated if present.

8. teolorum, the Common Houseleek, is a well-

known plant, with thick fleshy leaves arranged

in the form of a double rose. It is commonly
to be met with on the top of outhouses and
cottages, and is considered to possess cooling

properties. 8. ewspitoaym has been known to re-

mam alive in an herbarium for eighteen mouths,

and, when subsequently planted, to grow.

Semunoia (Lat.). A small Roman coin,

equivalent to half an ounce, being l-24thL of

the Roman pound.



SENATE
Benate (Lat« senatus; i.e. assemMy of

fMers), The deliberative assembly of the

Homan people. The members of this council

were originally chosen from the patricians, and
were probably single representatives of each of

the houses of that order: a plebeian senator is

first mentioned a. u. o. 355. Komulus is said

to have fixed the number at 100, which (the

legend says) was doubled on the admission of

the Sabines, and increased to 300 by Tarquinius

Priscus
; the more ancient members and those

admitted by this last king being distinguished

by the titles of patres moQorum and paired

minorum gentium, or senators of the gieater

and of the lesser houses respectively. In the

last ages of the republic, the members of the

senate amoimted to about 400, and were still

further raised by the emperors to 1,000, The
members of the senate are said to have been

oiiginally chosen by the kings, and afterwards

the election fell into the hands of the consuls,

military tribunes, and finally of the censors

;

but the fact of having held certain magis-

tracies, as the qumstorship, and all superior

posts, gave a right to this privilege. Under
the regal government, the senate, it is said,

deliberated on such affairs as the king proposed

to them. On the establishment of the republic,

the whole power of the state was thrown into

its hands, the different magistrates exercising

their authority merely as its delegates. The
first constitutional check imposed on it was
the power of intercession, or negativing their

proceedings, granted to the tribunes of the

commonalty. Still, while Rome was free, the

authority of the senate, though subordinate

to the assembly of the people, remained very

gre'at. It assumed the guaAlianship of public

religion
;
the management of the revenue

;
the

appointment of governors to the provinces,

whose constitution it settled
;
the direction of

diplomatic affairs ; and many other functions of

importance. Under the emperors, its power
became, in general, little more than nominal

;

yet the assembly still existed till the occupation

of Italy by the Goths in the thirteenth century

after the foundation of Rome ; and in the last

ages of its existence, after the seat of empire

had been transferred to Byzantium, it seems
to have been the centre of what remained of

the old national spirit. After that time, its

existence as a council ceased, though the name
of senator i^s still retained by some noble

families of Rome as an empty but high-sound-

ing title. The senatorial badges were the

laticlave, or tunic with a purple band, black
buskins reaching up to the nuddle of the leg,

and a silver crescent on the foot.

The affairs of the Italian and provincial

towns of the Roman empire, in imitation of

the capital, were administered by senates. See

as to these provincial senates, or cunts,

Savigny’s EUt of th$ Boman Law, vol. i.

StttATi. In many republican constitutions

of modem times, the upper house of the

nat^nal assembly has bc^n so called. The
senate of the United States [Comgbbss] is
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composed of two members for each state of tho
Union. The senators are chosen by the stat4)

for six years. Tho American senate, besides
its legislative functions, is also a species of
executive council, assisting the presiaent; ita

consent being necessary for the ratification of
treaties, appointment of ambassadors, judges
of tho supreme court, hsads of departments in

the administration, &c. It is also the high
court of impeachment for public functionaries.

Senate was also the title of the upper legis-

lative chamber in France under the first em-
pire; and it has been renewed under the
second. The senators are named for life, by
the emperor ; the number not to exceed 150.

The constitutional powers of this body are very
extensive, as it can interpret the constitution,

decide on the legality of enactments, by
Senatus-consulta without the concurrence of
the Corps Legislatif.

Seneca Oil. The name given in some
parts of North America to a Petroleum which
exudes from the rocks, or floats on the surface

of certain springs, after the Seneca Indians,

who discovered the oil in Pennsylvania, and
used it as a medicine both internally and
externally. [Naphtha; Pbtholeom.]
Senecio (Lat.). A genus of Coniposita,

remarkable as being probably the most exten-

sive in point of species in the whole vegetable

kingdom. They are spread over all parts of

the globe, nearly 900 different kinds being

known to botanists. The Groundsel, S. vul^

garis, and the Ragwort, or Ragweed, S. Jacohcea,

afford a good idea of the appearance of the

European species, the most noteworthy of which
is perhaps the well-known S. Cineraria, better

known in gardens as Cineraria maritima,

extensively used for planting in flower-beds

for the sake of contrast with scarlet and other

colours, its beautiful foliage being clothed

with short white down. The generic name
Cineraria is, however, restricted to a few Cape
plants, which differ from Senccio in the achenes

of the ray-florets being winged. The beauti-

ful early spring-flowering plants cultivated in

greenhouses as Cineraria belong to Senecio,

and have been obtained by horticulturists by
intercrossing with each other a number of the

Canary Island species, such as 8, populifoliue,

S, tuesaliginis, ioc. The deep blue colour of

some of t)ie garden forms of these plants is

singular in the genus, and not at all common
in the family.

Senega Boot. The root of the Polygala

Senega, called Rattlesnake root. It is brought
from North America, and has a peculiar pungent
flavour, promoting the flow of saliva. In
large doses, it nauseates and purges. It is

occasionally used in stimulating gargles; and
in America, as an antidote—probabfy a very
inefficient one—^to the effects of the bite of
the rattlesnake. Its active resinous principle

has been termed Senegin, and also polygalio

acid,

Senegel Boot* The diuretic imd very
bitter root of Cocetdus pakie.
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Seneffln. The bitter acrid principle of the the mumdar sense (our whole muscular frame

Polygala Smega^ or Rattlesnake root. being supposed to be a distinct organ of sense)
Senesobal. A French title of office and —a doctrine to which Dr. Whewell declared

dignity (said to be derived from the old Ger- his adherence in his Philosojphy of the Induc-
man word senne^ house, and schalk, servant), tive Sciences^ &c. For an able examination of
answering to that of steward, or high steward, the phenomena of the senses, see Bain’s The
in England. They were originally the lieute> Senses and the Intellect,

nants of the dukes and other great feudatories Benaibillty* [Sensation; Sbnsoet.]
of the kingdom

;
sometimes termed baillis or Sensitive Plant. This name is generally

bailiffs. When the kings recovered the rights applied to a small annual, called Mimosa
of suzerainty, and especially the judicial au- pudica^ inhabiting the tropics of America. It
thority, in those provinces which had been has a stem about a foot and a half^gh,
previously governed by these great nobles, covered with stiff hairs

;
the leaves are^ bipin-

the bailiffs and seneschals continued as royal nate in a somewhat digitate manner; and the
judges and superintendents, both military and flowers are collected in small pink balls. It
financial; but their powers, like those of the derives its name from the irritability of its

dukes and counts whom they succeeded, were leaves, which collapse and fold up when
gradually encroached on by the crown. touched, or even when irritated by casting on
Senna. The leaves of various species of them the focus of a burning glass

;
or by

Cassuiy as C. ohovata^ elongate^ acutifolia^ &c. exposing them to the vapour of hydrocyanic
Large quantities are imported from Alex- acid. The cause of this irritability has been
andriii, whither they are brought from Upper investigated by Dutrochet (Memoircs pour
Egypt. They are largely mixed with the servir a tllist, Anat. ct Phys. des Vkgetaux^
leaves of Solenostemma Argel, which, however, &c. vol. i. 634), who refers the phenomenon
are thick, and not ribbed like the genuine tothe action of endosmose, and to the operation
senna leaves. They have a nauseous, mucila- of a ‘fibrous tissue capable of moving inward
ginous, bitter taste, and yield a pale brownish- under the influence of oxygenation.’ The nature
green infusion. The true senna leaves are dis- of the phenomena may be thus e;cplained :

tinctly ribbed, thin, generally pointed, and when When the leaf of a sensitive plant is at rest,

chew'ed have a peculiar nauseous flavour, and it consists of many leaflets spreading flat, and
yield a dark brown infusion. It is a griping, connected in pairs along the sides of cert,ain

nauseating, and somewhat drastic purge, but a common leaf-stalks. When one ofthese leaflets

valuable addition to, or vehicle for, other pur- is irritated, the pair to which it belongs rise

gutives. Other kinds are imported from India, upward, and apply their faces to each other

;

[Cassia.] this is rapidly followed by the same action

Senna. Various preparations of senna are in the succeeding leaflets, and in the course

used medicinally, and several different species of a few seconds the whole of the leaflets

of the plant are to be found in the markets are in a state of collapse
;
then the leaf itself

supplying the drug. The Alexandrian and suddenly bends downwards ; and if the plant

the Indian senna are chiefly used in this is in very good health, the shock thus corn-

country. Tlie former is collected in Nubia municated to one leaf will extend to those im-
nnd Upper Egypt from the Cassia acutifolia mediately above and below it. After a time the

and obovata. The latter ^ing by the name of leaf resumes its original position. Upon the

Tinnevelly senna grows in India, but in all approach of night, that is to say, upon the

probability is only naturalised there. It is the withdrawal of light, the leaf falls of itself into

product of Cassia donqata. Senna contains the same state, without any special irritation,

a purgative principle called cathariin, and also This kind of irritability is by no means
an odorous volatile oil. It is an active purga- confined to the Mimosa pudica

;

on the con-

tive, possessing irritant qualities, and is apt to trary, some oUicr species of the same genus,

cause tenesmus and pain unless it be combined as tho> M. dormienst sensitiva^ casta^ somnians,

with aromatics. ^alpitans, &c., possess the same property, as is

Sensation (Lat. sensus, feeling). The act indicated by their names. And among the

by which the mind receives, through parts of Leg^uminous order, it is also found beyond the

the neiTOus system, impressions of qualities genus Mimosa^ as in the Hedysarum gyrans^

or conditions of nervous bodies. Sensation is whose three leaflets are in a continual state of

common or special. In its ^atest perfection dancing or balancing during the day.^ In fact,

common sensation, or sensibility, constitutes the folding their leaves at night, which is uni-

touoh. The special kinds are called the Senses, versal in all the compound-leaved species of

Senaea (Lat. sensus). The faculties are so this order, is the. same thing feebly exercised,

called by which we become acquainted with Nor is such irritability confined to this order

;

the properties and states of external things, the temate and pinnate leaved species of

They are five in number—sight, hearing, taste, Oxalis, the Lionm m^ipvla, and numerous

touch, and smell : for the physiology of which other plants, exhibit similar phenomena,

the reader is referred to the articles ;
such as Sanaortmii (Lat. sentio, Ifed), A tenh

Eye, Eab, Smell, &c. [Nervous System.] employed by physiologists for the central seat

Dr. Thomas Brown and Sir C. BeU have pro- of sensation or of conscionsnew. It has been

pounded the doctrine of a sixth sense, ci^ed placed by Bontekoe and Lancisi in the corpus
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caUosu/m\ by Willis in the corpora ctriata\

by Descartes in the pineal gland ; by Vieussens
in the centrum ovate; by Boerhaave in the

boundary line of the grey and white substance

;

by Mayer in the oblongata; and by
Camper in the pineal gland and corpora quad^

rigemina. The doctrines of Prochaska, on the

contrary, affirm that wherever ganglionic struc-

ture exists sensation is alt^o j>rosent. The
smsorium is consequently cocxtcusive with the

nervous centres.

Sensory. This tonn appears to have been
first applied by Hartley to uose nerves which
convey a stimulus to the neural axis or nervous

centres with which they are connected, in

contradistinction to the nerves which convey a

stimulus from the neural axis to the muscles.
* The actions of sneezing, swallowing, coughing,

hiccoughing, vomiting, and expelling the fteces

and urine" are to be deduced ‘ from those

vibrations which first ascend up the sensory

nerves and then are detached down the motory

nerves, which communicate with these by some
common trunk, plexus, or ganglion.’ (

On Man^
vol. i. p. 97.) This class of motions or vibra-

tions, now called rejlex^ Hartley distinguishes

from those produced by the transmission of the

sensory vibrations to the brain, where they

produce sensation^ and excite volition
;
and the

nerves producing the ‘ first and fourth classes

of motory vibrations of Hartley’s system ’ have

been asserted to be anatomically distinct from
those that produce sensational and volitional

vibrations. The distinction has not been

recognised, and anatomists apply the term

eensorif to those parts of the neural axis with

which the sensory nerves are connected, as c.g.

the* posterior columns of the myelon, the optic

lobes, the thalami and the corpora striata, which
are termed seneory ganglions.

Sensualism. In Mental Philosophy, that

theory which resolves all our mental acts and
intellectual powers into various modifications

of mere sensation. The best known, and the

most elaborate attempt of this kind which has

been made in modem times, is that of Condillac,

who conceived that he was following out the

principles of Locke into their legitimate con-

sequences. For this belief it cannot be denied

that there exists at least plausible ground.

Locke does indeed draw a distinctu n between
sensation and reflection, as separate sources of

ideas
;
but his account of reflection is too vague

to justify the attempt to reduce it to mere
revived sensation. The theory opposed to

sensualism is called intellectualism.

8ent«nee (lAt, sententia, an opinion). In
English Law, the decree or judi^nent of the

eoclesiastical or admiralty courts is so termed;

also, in popular language, the judgment of a

criminal court allottuig the punishment of a
convicted person.

Aaatrjr or Mnttawl (Fr. sentinelle). The
naipe given to a soldier when mst^ on guard.

^ItaL without). In Music, this term

signifies without
;
as senea BtromenU, without

instrumenta ; Benea wolini, without violins.
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Sepals. In Botany, the divisions of that

portion of a flower called the calyx.

Separate Betate. In Law, this term de-

notes property given or settled to the Bepanvte

use and benefit of a woman, in respect of which
equity (as administered in the Courtof Chancery)
treats her as an unmarried person, and she will

consequently (notwithstanding her being nuir-

ried, or marrying afterwards! be entitled to it

independently of her husbaucl and of his debts,

ccaitrol, and engagements, and he will be,

bound, where necessary, to confirm and give

eflTcct to any disposition of it which she may
make. It may be acquired either by prenuptial

contractor settlement, or by gift or legacy from
a husband or any other person.

Separatists or Motasalltes. The name
of one of the chief sects of the Mohamme-
dans. They were the followers of Wasel Kbn
Orta, who dissented from the main body of

the Mohammedans about the fortieth year of

the Hegira. Their leading tenets consisted

ill rejecting the eternal attributes of God;
in denying the great doctrine of predestina-

tion,. so zealously cherished by all the ortho-

dox Mussulmans
;

and in asserting the free

agency of man. This sect is said to have been
the first inventors of scholastic divinity, and is

subdivided into several inferior sects, which
mutually brand oue another as infidels. (Sale’s

Koran, Preliminary Discourse, vol. i. p. 212.)

The great opponents of the Separatists were the

Sefatians, who maintained the eternal attributes

of God (hence they were called Sefaii, or

Attributistb)
;
but vho afterwards adopted a

belief in the outward resemblance of God to

created beings. This sect was afterwards sub-

divided into various sects, tlie chief of which
were the Asharians, Moshabbehites, Kerumians,
Jabarians, aud Morgians.

Separatists. Tliis name was given to a sect

of Christians which originated in Dublin about
the year 1803. Their principle, like that of

most sects at their commencement, was to return

more nearly to what they conceived to be the

primitive form of Christianity. In the year 1833
an Act of Parliament was passed for their relief

in the matter of oaths.

Sepawn or Sepon* Maize-meal boiled in

water, used as food in the North American States.

Sepia (Or. tke cuttle-fish). In the Fine
Arts, a species of pigment prepared from a black
juice secreted by certain glands of the sepiq

or cuttle-fish, which the animal ejects both to

darken the water when it is pursued, and as a

direct means of annoyance. That this juice

was used as ink by the ancients is well known.

Tone queritur, crassns calamo quod pendeat humor.
Nigra quod infuaa vaneacat sepia lympha

;

Bilutas queritur geminet quod fistula guttas.
Pers. Sat. in.

Pliny {Jflat. Hist. 1. ii. c, 29) says that it was
the property of this fish, when it was enclosed
by a net, to shed a black juice which so
darkened the water that the fisherman could
not see it. All the varieties of the sepia yield
this juice

; but the Sepia officinaliBt which is so
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common in the Mediterranean, is chiefly sought
after for the colour which it affords. [Mubex.]
It is insolubio in water, but is extremely dif-

fusible through it, and is very slowly deposited.
AVhon prepared with caustic lye, it forms a
beautiful brown colour with a tine grain, and
has given name to a species of drawing now
extensively cultivated for landscapes and other
branches of the fine arts. The honour of the
invention of the sepia drawing is due to Pro-
fessor Seidolmaiin of Dresden, who discovered
it at Home in 1777.

SepladflD (Gr. crijirfo). Cuttle- fi.sh tribe.

The name of the family of Decapodous Dibran-
cliiate Cephalopoda, of which the cuttle-fish

{iSepia officinalis) is the type. They arc cha-

racterised by the rudiment of a shell, in the

form of a friable calcareous plate, embedded
in the back part of the mantle, and of which
the material called pounce is made.
Sepiola (dim. of sepia, a cuttleffish). The

name of a genus of Decapodous Dibranchiate

Ccphalopods, of which the species are of small

size, and are characterised by short, rounded,
advanced subdorsal fins, and a short internal

horny style.

Sepiolite. A hydrated silicate of mag-
nesia, with nearly the same composition as

Talc. It is the Meerschaum of some authors,

and the Magnesite of others.

Sepium. The bone or internal shell of the

cuttle-fish.

Sepoy (a corruption of the Indian word
sipahi, soldier). The designation of the native

troops in her majesty’s Indian army, formerly

in the service of the East India Company.
They were so called as early as 1708 (Mill’s

British India^ book iv. ch. 1-), although at

that period they do not seem to have been
disciplined in the European fashion, nor, indeed,

until long after other European powers had
set the example. The first sepoys who were
raised and regularly disciplined by the English

seem to have been carefully chosen either from

among the Mohammedan portion of the popu-

lation, or from among the higher castes of

Hindus, a considerable proportion of the latter

being Rajpoots, the most warlike of Indian

races ; but the necessities of the service sub-

sequently introduced a greater mixture in

their ranks. The character of the sepoys as

soldiers was always the subject of much dis-

cussion; they have justly been celebrated for

excellent qualities; as, for instance, patience

and fortitude under difficulties and privations.

But, on the other hand, if we analyse the ac-

count of the wars in which they have been
j

employed, we shall find that they seem to have

possessed passive rather than active courage;

for instance, that in line they remained steady

under fire : in a broken or close country, how-

ever, where skirmishers and small detachments

are necessarily most employed, they were found

wanting. The mutinies of Vellore in 1806

and Barrackpore in 1826 should perhaps have

shown that the sepoys were not to be trusted

in the same manner as European troops ;
and
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the Indian mutiny of 1867-8 ultimately led

to the disbandment of a great portion of the

native army. The Bengal sepoys, it is well

known, had been in a state of ill-discipline

for a long time before the outbreak
;
and the

absence on various employments, civil as well

as military, of a large number of the officers,

prevented their being properly controlled.

The Madras sepoys, with few exceptions, re-

mained firm to their trust
;
and their fidelity

did much towards saving the Indian empire.

Under a new regime it is to be hoped that

many sepoys will never again be collected

together without a sufficient force of European
troops to hold them in check. It is probable
that a certain number of native troops must
always bo employed in India to perform duties

which the climate forbids to Europeans with-

out great risk. (Kaye’s History of the Sepoy
War.)
Beps (Lat

;
Gr. from cr^irw, to putrefy,

in reference to the effects of its bite). The name
of a genus of Saurian reptiles, which have a
long round serpentiform body, and four very
short legs, each terminated in the common seps

(Seps chalcides) by only three toes.

Beptarla. Flattened calcareous nodules
found in clay, chiefly in the London clay and
Kimeridge. clay, but also in the Lias and else-

where. They are segregations of the more cal-

careous portions of a deposit of marly clay, and
are not unfrequcntly (perhaps always) col-

lected round some organic body. Once formed,

probably while the mass was wet, they have
cracked in drying, and the cracks are filled up
with cr3'stalline carbonate of lime or calc spar.

They are sometimes cut across and polished

for ornamental purposes. Their chief use is to

grind down, after burning, into hydraulic lime,

ibr which their mixture of aigillaceous matter
with limestone makes them very valuable.

September (Lat. from septem, seven).

This month, so called from its being the seventh

month in the Roman year, estalnished, as is

supposed, by Romulus, is the ninth month in

the so-called calendar of Numa. Several of the

Roman emperors gave names to this month in

honour of themselves
;
but, unlike the months

of July and August, the name of September has
outlived eveiy other appellation.

Beptembrlats. The name given to the

agents in the dreadful massacre which took
place in Paris on September 2, 1792, during
the French revolution. The numbers that

perished in this massacre have been variously

given; but the term has become proverbial

throughout Europe for all that is bloodthirsty

and malignant in human nature.

Beptemwirl Bpoloniim (Lat.). Certain

priests in ancient Rome were so called, whoso
duty consisted in preparing the sacred feasts

at ^ames, processions, and on other aolemn oc-

casions. They were assistants to the pontifices,

certain of whose privileges, such as theri^tof
wearing the toga prmtexta, they eiyoyed. Their
number was raised from three to seven, it is

supposed, by Sylla.
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Septoimlal Act. The stat. 1 Geo. I. scss.

2 c. 38, providing that the parliament which

passed it, and all parliaments that should

thereafter be called, might respectively huvo
continuance for seven years, unless sooner dis-

solved.

Septentrional (Lat. septentrionalis). A
word sometimes used to denote the northern

portions of the globe. By the name septen-

triones, the Latins designated tho seven stars

which form the constellation of the Great Bear.

Por the real meaning and history of the term,

sec Kisiiis.

Septio (Gr. ffriirrn(6s, making roitm). A
t<erin applied by the old chemists and physio-

logists to certain substances supposed to pro-

mote putrel'aclioii.

Soptloidal (Lat. septum, a hedge

^

and

csedu, io cut). In Botany, Ibat. mode ol dehis-

cence in which the fruit is resolved into its

component carpels, which split asunder tlmough

the diasepiinonts.

Septitiragal (Lat. septum, and frango, io

break). In Botany, that mode of dehiscenoo

in fruits in which the backs of the carpels

separate from the dissepiments, whether formed

by their sides, or by expansions of the placenta.

SeptuAffOitna (Lat. sc. dies, Ooi i^ercnticth

dag). In the Loclesiastical Calendar, the third

Sunday before Lent; the first Sunday m Lent

being termed Uiiadragesuiia (fortieth), the

three preceding ones Scptuagcsima, Sexa-

gesima, and Qmnquagcsiuia.

Septufigtat (Lat. septuaginta, seventg).

The Greek translation of the Old Testament

made at Alexandria for tho advantage of the

Jews of Egypt, who had lost tho use of the

Hebrew language. According to the old tradi-

tion, this version was the work of seventy-two

interpreters, who W'ere shut up in separate cells

by the command of Ptolemy Philadelphus,

and there completed the whole traushitiou

alone, in which, upon examination, they were

all found to agree to a letter—a prodigy which

established the inspiration of the work. It

is supposed, however, by modern critics, that

this version of the several books is the work
not only of different hands, but of separate

times. The authority of the Septuagint, as

compared with the Hebrew text, from which it

differs in many points, has been the subject of

much controversy. It is from this version

that the authenticity of the Apocrypha, which

are not found in the Hebrew, is asserted by
Homan Catholic writers. Tho quotations of

the Old Testament which are found in the New
are for the most part given in the words of

the Septuagint.

Septum (Lat. septus, part, of sepio, Ifence
in). In Anatomy, the plate or wall which
separatee frbm each other two adjoining cavi-

ties ; as the septum transversum, or diaphragm,

between thexhest and theabdomen ; the septum
narium, between the two nasal passages

;
the

septum ventffieulorum tn the brain ; and in the

heart, &o. The partitions of chambered shells

are also.called et^ia,
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Septum, In Botany, any partition sepa-

rating a body into two or more cells in a
direction parallel with the longer axis. Parti-

tions parallel with the shorter axis are called

pAragmata.
Bopnlehre. [Tomb.]
Bepulobrep Oliurcta of ttio Boly. By

this name is commonly known the church at

Jerusalem, of which the Greek and Latin com-
munions each hnvopiii*tial possession, and which,
according to tho present local tradition, stands

on the site of the church erected by Constantine,

near the tomb in which the body of Christ was
laid in the interval between the Crucifixion and
tho Kesurrection. This jiopular tradition in-

volves tho maintenance of three propositions

:

(1) that the present building stands on tlio

site of a previous church which ha«l been de-

stroyed
; (2) that tho church so destroyed was

the huililiiig erected by Constantine; (3) that

the tomb over or near which it was built was
the actual sepulchre in which tho body of Josu.s

was lahl.

On this proposition has arisen a complicated
controversy, of sufficient importance to justify

our giving a smumary of the arguments em-
ployed on l)oth siiles.

Denying the three propositions involved in

the current tradition, Mr. Pergiissoii nia.ntaiiis

that the church built by CoiistaiiLino was not

on tile site of the present sepulchre, but is the

building cujiimonly known us tlie mo.squo of

Omar. The grounds on which he bases this

conclusion arc chiefly architectural and topogra-

phical, while he also holds that the documentary
evidoiico is substantially on his side.

A 1 borough familiarity with Mohammedan
buildings in India and other eastern countries

had convinced Mr. Fergussoii that the circular

shape of the mosque of Omar was proof con-

clusive that it was built not us a mosque, but
as a tomb, the essential definition of a mosque
being that it is a wall at right angles to the

direction of Mecca, whereas tho round fonn is

common to Mohammedan and other tombs. But
the mosque of Omar has four entrances facing

tho cardinal points of the compass, tho principal

entrance facing south, so that a worshipper
would enter by turning his back on the kaaba.

In the absence, however, of any tradition that

Omar or any Mohammedan saint had been buried
under the cfomo,the conclusion was forced upon
him that this wasa Christian sepulchral building,
and that it could only be the edifice raised by
Constantine over what he believed to be the

tomb of Christ. Laying down the general

position, that in every instance of conflicting

evidence an appeal to style is at once allowed
to override the most minute and circumstantial

written testimony, Mr. Fergusson institutes a
comparison between the mosque of Omar and
buildings ranging from the third to the seventh
or eighth centuries, and concludes that the
KhuU>et-es-8akrah (or Dome of the Bock, or
mosque of Omar) is later in date than the
palace of Diocletian at Spalatro, but earlier

than Justinian's church of St. Sophia at Con-
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stantinopk, and that the building known as
the Golden Gateway is a work of the same age.

It is true, the Moslem tradition since the
Crusades assumes that the Romo of the Rock
covers the site of the altar or holy of holies of
Solomon’s temple

;
but as neither the Bible, nor

the Talmud, nor Josephus mentions a rock as

connected with either the altar or the holy of
holies, the tradition is worthless, while it may
also be shown that the rock Sakrah was al-

together outside the temple area, and could not

have sustained the altar under any circum-

stances. If, on the other hand, it be said that

the presence of classical or late Roman details

in the Dome of the Rock may be accounted for

by the employment of columns and capitals

taken from ruined buildings, Mr. Fergusson
jinswers that, if it were a portico of four or six

pillars, with twenty or thirty feet of entablature,
anything might be assumed, but. confining the
argument to the aisle screen alone, eight piers,

sixteen pill.j’s, and 400 feet of entablature

nutreing at all sorts of angles, and fitting

everywhere without any appciiraiice of contri-

vance or adjustment, present a phenomenon not
to be explained away, while the building is just

such an one as we should find emanating from
Constantine’s order that * the church may
surpiss all others in beauty.’

These conclusions Mr. Fergusson holds to be
generally borne out by historical documents.
Thus Eusebius, he affirms, speaks of a round
church as built over the sepulchre, and distinct

from the groat basilica which adjoined it.

Those buildings, were, it is said, destroyed by
fire during the sack of the city by the Persians

in 614 ;
but this fire, ho thinks, has been as

useful to those who adhere to the current

tradition as the conflagration at Wolf’s Crag
was to Caleb Balderstone, the damage done in

both cases being much the same. The great

pr^of of this is the fact that a simple monk,
named Modest us, restored the whole to their

pristine magnificence without means or money.
And again, the history of the Mohammedan
conquest proves that the Saknih is not the rock

of Omar, the position of which is clearly marked
out by that of the gate of Mohammed as being

within the substructure of the temple; and,

finally, Arculfus,' a pilgrim of the seventh

century, mentions (1) the Auastasis or round
church, containing the sepulchre; (2) the square

church of St. Mary
; (3) the large church of

Golgotha; (4) the Basilica or Martyrium, built

by Constantine with great magnificence.

If, then, this is a true account of the facts, a

transference of the site took place at some time

or other subsequent to the conquest by the

Saracens. Of this transference there is no
record, but the fact is as easily explained as

the transference of the Santa Casa to Loretto,

and may have been caused by the envy of the

Moslems, who, after the capitulation of Omar
had fallen into desuetude, cast longing eyes

on the Rome of the Rock, either because they

were offended that the Christians should possess

a more splendid building than themselves close
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to their own mosque £1 Aksah, or because
they coveted the custody of the tomb of Christ,

whom they looked upon as the greatest of

prophets next after Mohammed. When, in the

eleventh century, the Christians crept timidly

back to Jerusalem, they built themselves a

church in their own quarter of the town, and
to this church were gradually transferred tho

traditions of the sites from which they had been
dislodged.

If any objection bo made to tliis theory on
the score of the character in which the inscrip-

tions round the dome of the Sakrah are written,

Mr. Fergusson meets it by remarking that,

although a writing in Coptic characters nins
round tho dome, one short paragraph in it is

said to contain the name and date of the builder

;

and as it is allowed that either the name Al
Mamoun, or tho date, 72 Heg., a.d. G91, is a
forgery, no argument can bo bas('d upon it,

while his own opinion remains that, notwith-

standing the evidence of the Coptic character of

the writing, the whole is of the time of Sahidin.

{Fjssayon the Ancient Topography of Jenisaleyn,

1847 ;
Notes on the ^itc of the IMy Sepulchre at

Jerusalem, 1861 ;
The Holy Sepulchre at Jeru-

salem , Two Lectures delivered at the Royal
Institution, 1805.)

In opposition to these arguments and con-

clusions of Mr Fergusson, it is maintained that

the tradition which claims for the present

Church of the Sepulchre the site of the building

riiised by Constantine has no necessary con-

nection w'ith the genuineness of tho tomb said

to have been discovered by Constantine, and
that this |)art of the question may accordingly

be dismissed. And, further, it is argued that

tlie architectural evidence cannot in all cases

be received with the unhesitating reliance which
Mr. Fergusson places in it; that there are

or may be special reasons for distrusting it

when we are dealing with the work of a people

who, having no style of their oWn, are in the

habit of employing the architects and builders

of conquered nations ; that in the case of

Waltham Abbey the documentary evidence is

neither undisputed nor conclusive, as Mr.
Fergusson takes it to bo ;

that the architectural

evidence is not in this case received, in the

truth of the documentary evidence, as proving
that the whole of the present building was
erected after the Conquest

; and that we have
no right, as Mr. Freeman argues ( Gentleman's

Magazine, February 1861), to admit without
evidence such an hypothesis as that of Mr.
Fergusson, who suggests that the ecclesia in

which Harold was first buried was a round
church which has utterly perished.

In support of his theory, Mr. Fergusson has
adduced the basilica of Clemente at Rome,
oripnally erected in the fourth century, and of

which he feels convinced that we have now the

original apse with its ornaments, except tho

cross in the centre, which is an interpolation

of the thirteenth century, the nave belonging

perhaps to the eighth, and the choir to tho ninth

century. To this it is replied that the^ recent
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dispovory of the lower church of San Clemente, ' bazaars

;
and as the Golden Gateway looks

the frescoes of which, belonging in some in- down immediately on the Talley of Jehoshaphat,
fitanees to the tenth and eleventh centuries, • the theory of Mr. Fergiisson is rendered, in the
show that this church was in use long after it judgment of Professor Willis, * ludicrously im-
was supposed to have been superseded by tlie possible.’

existing church, compels us to assign to the Further, it is urged that the form of the

latter a date which sweeps away Mr. Fcrgu.sson’s Kliubbet-es-Sakrah proves only that the building
theory about the apse of the existing church was designed to preserve the rock which forms
with its decorations, inasmuch as the lower it-s area, and that this rock is reverenced by the
level of the previous building precludes the Mohammedans for reasons not connected with
idea that that apse is a remnant of the original the sepulchre of Christ

; that the round church
building. of Modeshis, completed half a centuiy before

On the subject generally, it is maintained by Abdul Malek commenced the mosque, if it bo
Professor Willis, tlie Rev. G. Williams, Count his work, may have suggested the form, while

de Vogu6 and others, that the reputed Se- tlie Greek character of the details is evidence

pulclire contains indubitably a rock-hewn tomb, that it was not wliolly or in great part built

whether the Sakrali be likewise d tomb or by Saracenic workmen ; and that the dome is

not
;
that the building in which it stands was confessedly of pure Mohammedan architecture,

demolished first by the Persians, and more It is also maintained that, while the Dome of

systematically by the order of llnkem, when the Rock exhibits no signs of the violence from
every effort was made to destroy the sepulchre which the cliurch of the sepulchre is said to

by iron hammers and fire, while the Khubbet-cs- have suffered repeatedly, the words of Eusebius

Sakrah has escaped uninjured, and the rock seem to state positively that the church of

exhibits no sign of having undergone such Constantine was built on a hill opposite to that

treatment. It is further argued that the on which the Jewish temple had stood, the new)

language of Eusebius does not warrant the Jeru8aU7ii being a name employed by liim and
existence of any round church over the holy by Socrates to designate the Martyrium of the

sepulchre, as he merely says that Constantine Anastasis itself
;
and that the language of

adorned the cave, as such, with choice columns Arctilfus, who speaks of a round cabin cut out

and abundant decorations, and that the cave of a single piece of rock in the middle of the

thus adorned opened into a large liypaethral round church, containing a space large enough
court, surrounded by cloisters on all sides ex- for nine men to stand and pray, seems to be

ceptiiig the one facing the entrance to the cave, not less unsuitable as the description of a rock

the basilica being on this side, precisely facing projecting to a height varying from six to ten

the care and looking cast ; tliot the words of feet, and having a diameter of nearly fifty

Eusebius leave no room for thinking that the feet.

sepulchre was contained in a separate building. It is further maintained that the whole in-

and that the title, rh fiofr^ptoy rvt scription running round the Dome of the Rock,

applied to the basilica set aside the distinction witk the exception of the one name of Al-

drawn between the dome of Omar as the Anas- Mamoun, is written in characters which were

tasis and the Basilica as the Martyriutn. Mr. in use at the time of Abdal Malek, the real

Fergnsson, it is urged, finds two buildings, the founder, but which had become obsolete long

mosque of Omar, and the Golden Gateway, of before the age of Saladin, to which thf inscrip-

he takes one to be the actual sepul- tion is assigned by Mr. Fergusson ; that the

chral church, and the other to be the entrance Mohammedans did not appropriate the building

to the atrium of the basilica ;
and his restored because it was built in honour of Christ ; that

plan, formed from these data, exhibits a the inscription which denies His divinity is no

basilica, whose western end, so far from being evidence of any supposition on their part that

precisely opposite to the sepulchre, does not this building contained His sepulcmre, and
even face any side of the Khubbet-es^Sakrah that, in fact, the Moslems, adopting the Gnostic

whatever. Again, the mosque of Omar is a notion that a phantasm was substituted at the

rotunda
;
but the present church ^the sepul- Crucifixion, have no belief in the death of

chre furnishes evidence that the foraRr building Christ, and hold the tomb of Christ in ab-

on the same site was not a rotunda, more than horrcnce as being the tomb of His betrayer,

half the aisle of the present rotunda being Finally, it is maintained that all the arehi-

bounded by a concentric wall, in which are tectural ^fficulties raised bv Mr. Fergusson
placed three small apses, one at the west end, have been practically solved by tocent dis-

the others on the north and south. If the design coveries of Count de Vogii^ in Central Syria,

of the original church had been round, the north which prove that the trabeate and arcuate con-

and south apses must have had their axes on struction characberisticof the Dome of the Rodk,
the dUmetr^ line of the rotunda ; hut Professor was the prevailing feature of the large churches
Willis remarks that the line falls to the east- in the province of Antioch, so late as the seventh
ward of both these apses, and thus corroborates century, and that these chuxches furnish the

Ihedescriptioncyf Eusebius, who likewise speaks very type with which the builders of the

the propylsea as opening upon the middle of Ehubbet-es-Sakrah would be most fhmiliar, and
the great market place. The east end of the pre- which theywould naturally oopvin the buildings

sent d^otoh still opens on a street of deserted which they were employed to erect whether
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for their Christian or Moslem employers. (De

^ ^lises de la Terre Sainte
;
Williams,

Hmy City, including an Architectural History

of the Church of the Hdy Sepulchre^ by Pro-
fessor Willis

;
&>binson, Biblical Besearches in

Palestine
;
Hktinburah Review, October 1860, art.

* Churches of the Moly Land ;* QuarterlyReview

^

October 1864, p. 404, &c.

Bepnlolure, Bospltallera of the Boly.
An order of knighthood, originally instituted

in Palestine, afterwards established in France

by Louis VII., and united by Pope Innocent

VIII. to that of Malta; but the order still

continued to exist in France, and was taken

under protection by Louis XVIIL in 1814.

Sepnlobrov Regular Canons of tbe
Bolyi A religious order, instituted at Jerusa-

lem. These canons were introduced also into

3'>ance, Poland, Flanders, and England. The
order was suppreased by Innocent VIII., and its

revenues passed ultimately into the hands of

the knights of St. John of Jerusalem.

SepultnrOf Rites of. This term denotes

literally the ceremonies performed in deposit-

ing the bodies of the dead in the earth
;
but

the expression is applied in a more extended

signification to all funeral ceremonies. The
three chief modes of treating the dead that

have prevailed from the earliest ages down to
|

the present times are burning, interment, and
embalming. Among the Greeks and Romans,
both incremation and interment prevailed,

though the former was by far the most fre-

quent, The practice, peculiar to the Egyp-
tians, of embalming their dead, has been

noticed under Mvumy ,* and the Indian custom
of immolating women on the funeral pile of

their husbands will be found under Suttee.

The practice of interment has been adopted by
aU the nations that have embraced Chris-

tianity. [Cemeteby.]
Sequence (Lat. sequentia, a following). In

Music, a similar succession of chords ascending

or descending diatouically.

Sequeetratlon (Lat. seqnestratio, from
sequester, a go^httween or mediator). In Eng-
lish Law, B species of execution for debt m
the case of a bencficed clergyman, issued by the

bishop of the diocese on the receipt of a writ to

that effect. The profits of the benefice are paid

over to tbe creditor until bis claim is satisfied.

Seg^tration is also, in Chancery, a process for

entorcing tbe decrees or orders of the court by
seizure of the property of a person guilty oi

disobeying them.
SEQUBSTsanoN. In Scottish Law— 1. A

species of diligence (i.e. a process), used where
two or more (^editors are in competition for the

SEQUOIA
cation to the court of session by the bankrupt*

with the concurrence of one or more creditors,

or on their ap]^lication. and on citation of the

bankrupt. It is analogous to a bankruptcy
in English law.

Sequin (ItaL zeochino ; from zecca, a
mini). The gold pieces of Venice were ori-

ginallv so called; afterwards the name was
extended to other gold coins in use in the

Mediterranean, as those of the pope, the sultan,

Florence, and G-enoa. [Money.]
Sequoia. A genus of Coniferce from North-

Western America, consisting of two species only,

and closely allied to Sciadopitys, being distin-

guished from it principally by its peltate scales

without bracts, and five to seven seeds. 8.

sempervirens, the Redwood of the timber trade,

extends from Upper California toNutka Sound.

It attains gigantic dimensions, being frequently

more than 300 feet high, imparting to the woods
of its native country a peculiar character

—

‘something,’ Douglas tolls us, ‘which plainly

shows that we aro not in Europe.’ The Red-
wood has long been an inmate of our gardens,

and principally differs from the Wdlingtonia

in having linear rather obtuse leaves wbitish

beneath.

8. Wdlingtonia (the Wdlingtonia of our
gardens, and the Big or Mammoth-tree of the

Americans) was at first thought to be confined

to a single spot, the so-called Mammoth Grove
of Calaveras in Upper California; but it has

since been found in the Mariposa and Frezno
Groves, and in various other parts of the Sierra

Nevada, though nowhere attaining such a
height as in the spot where it was first dis-

Sequoia Wellingtonia;

covered, in June 1850, by an American hunting-

party. The tallest tree of the Mammoth Gsove,
property of a land estate, the owner of which stripped of its bark for the purpose of being
18 in insolvent circumstances ; or where the exhibited, was 327 feet high, and at the base
right to a land estate is the subject of liti^tion.

“ “*

In these cases the court may, on application, se<

questrate the rents, and employa factor tocoUect

&em. 2. Sequestration is also tbe procesi

whereby the whole estate^ both heritage and
movable, of a bankrupt, is distributed equitably

amongst his creditors. It is granted on appli-
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90 feet in circumference. The greatest

dimensions seem to have been attained by a
tree which was found broken at a height of

300 feet, and which measured at that place

18 feet in diameter. Considering that it was
112 feet in circumference at the base, and
tapered regularly to the point where broken,
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it is Ciilculated to have been when in the fulness

of its growth 4«50 feet high. It was at first

tliought that these trees might be 3,000 years

old, but that estimate has since been reduced,

by actual counting of the concentric rings, to

about 1,100 years. This fine hardy evergreen

tree was introduced into Europe in 1853, and
stands our climate remarkably well. The wood
when first cut is white, but ultimately turns

mahogany colour.

Seraglio. An Italian corruption of the

oriental word serai. The palace of the Turkish

sultan in Constantinople is thus designated by
European writers. The principal gate of the

seraglio is the Babi Humayun, or Sublime Gate,

whence the ordinary title of the Turkish govern-

ment is derived.

Serapblmi or Jesiuit Order of the. An
oudent Swedish order of knighthood, instituted

in 1334 ;
but dormant from the period of the

Ileformatioii until 1748. The number of knights,

besides the king and members of the royal

family, is limited to tw'enty-four,

Serapttlne. A name formerly used for the

instrument now called the IIaumonium.

Serapba or Berapblm (Heb.). In the

Angelic Hierarchy of the Jews, the angels of

the highest rank. They are represented as sur-

rounding the throne of God, whose messengers

they are, and as being more immediately inspired

withthe Divine love, which they communicate to

the inferior inhabitants of heaven. They are

almost invariably spoken of in connection with

the cherubim, whom they resemble both in rank
and attributes.

Serapis. An Egyptian deity. The image

and worship of this god were brought from

Sinope iu Pontiis to Alexandria, in the last year

of Ptolemy Sotor, in consequence, it is said, of a

vision of Ptolemy I,

The magnificent Serapeum, or temple of this

god, at Alexandria, one of the most splendid of

pagan temples, was destroyed by order of the

emperor Theodosius during the struggle between

the Pagan and Christian population of the city,

A. D. 390. (Milman’s History of Christiayiity,

book iii. chap, viii.)

Serasqnler. The name given by the Turks

to the commanders-in-chief of their armies. It

is compounded of two Persian words, signifying

head of an army.
Seremde ^pan. serenata, from ^t. se-

renus, dear). This word signified originally

music performed in the open air on a serene

evening; but is now universally applied to a

musical performance by gentlemen under the

windows of ladies whom they admire. This

practice, which was formerly very general in

Spain and Italy, has latterly fallen greatly

into disuse in tWe countries; but it is stiU

very common in the German university towns,

where the students are in the habit of assem-

bling in the evening under the windows of a

favourito professor^ and ofiTering him a musical

tribute.

Serene* Serene Blfbneie, SerenitF
(Got. durchlaucht). IMtles of courtesy in
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European etiquette, of considerable antiquity.

Before the dissolution of the German empire,
Serene and Most Serene Highness were the ap-
propriate addresses of princely houses hold-
ing immediately of the empire. Since that
eriod the rules of princely etiquette have
ecome more uncertain

;
but it appears to be

the general principle that these titles belong of
right to members of the families of sovereign
houses in the confederacy, and also to members
of ci-devant sovereign hou-ses now mediatisid'.

and that sovereign princes can moreover con?ede
these appellations to princes not sovereign

within their own dominions, yet not so as to

give them a title to it out of them. But the
distinctions as to the mode iu which these
titles are to be employed in addressing supe-

riors, equals, and inferiors, are extremely com-
plicated.

Serf (Lat. servus, a slave). When the mass
of a community, being engaged in agricultural

pursuits, hold land at fixed labour rents, and
are tied to the soil, or only released from it by an
agreement, capitation tax, or formal manumis-
sion, such persons are called serfs

;
and by a

natural analogy, when legal enactments tend to

bind labourers to a particular locality or calling,

persons are accustomed to speak of such a
population as serf. A serf differs from a slave

by the fact that his amount of labour is fixed, and
is ordinarily given in compensation for land

—

the remainder of the produce, after his service is

given, or a money commutation for it paid, being

his own property, whereas the slave has no
property and can be taken away from the soil

and disposed of at the pleasure of his owner.

Serfdom, under the name of villcnage, was
slowly extinguished in England before the

Reformation; it lingered in Scotland till the

close of the last century, w hen the last relics of

it were finally abolished. In the Russian
social system, one of comparatively late origin,

the mass of the community w'cre serfs
;

but
within the last few years serfage has been put
an end to in that country, [Obbok.

; Ryot ;

Slavbby
;
Villein.]

Sergre (Fr.
;

Span, xerga). A cloth of

quilted woollen, extensively manufactured iu

Devonshire and other English counties.

Series (Lat. from sero, I join together).

An Algebraical expression whose successive

terms are formed according to some general

law. According as the number of its terms is

limited or unlimited the series is said to be
finite or infinite. With respect to series, the

principal questions which arise are how to

develope a given finite expression in a series,

how to find the expression or generating

function, from which a series has originated,

how to express any general term as a function

of the number n ^ that term, and how to find

the sum of any given number of terms or

the limit to which, in the case of a convergent

series, that sum approaches the greater the

number of terms added. [Convebqent and
Diveboent Seaiss.] The most effective way of

developing an expression in a series is fumiiwed
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by the differential calculus (Taylor's Theorem)t
whilst the calculus of finite differences enables

us frequently to ascend from the general term
to the sum of any number of terms.

Series derive their namns from the laws which
govern the formation of their successive terms.

Thus, an arithmetical series is one whose conse-

cutive terms have a common difference
; a har-

monic series one of which eveiy three successive

terms are in a harmonic proportion. A geo-

1

metric series is one every term of which has a

constant ratio to the preceding one
;

it belongs

to the family of recurring series in which each
term is a constant function of one or more
preceding terms.

The theory of series constitutes an extensive

and very important branch of mathematics.
Amongst the numerous works on the subject

may be mentioned Euler’s Introductio in Ana-
lifsin Injinitorum and Calculus JHffereniialis,

(Cauchy’s Cour dtAnalyse and Exercices de

Mathimatiques, Catalan’s Traite Mhnentaire
des Shies, and Penny Cyclo. art. ‘ Scries.’

Serjeant (Fr. sergent, from Lat. serviens).

A non-commissioned officer in the army, of

higher rank than a corporal. There are Ser-

jeants and staff-serjeants
;
among the latter

arc spijeant-majors, quartermaster-serjcants,

&c. The regimental serjcant-major acts as

assistant to the adjutant. There are colour-

serjeants in infantry regiments, troop seijeant-

majors in cavaliy, and battery serjcant-majors

in artillery. There are a certain number of

Serjeants to each company, troop, or battery,

and they have general duties of supervision.

Serjeant. Serjeant-at-law is the highest

degree in the common law, and all must pro-

ceed through this degree before attaining the

dignity of judge. In practice, however, the

two dignities are usually conferred simulta-

neously. The Court of Common Pleas was
formerly open to serjeants only for the purpose

of pleading, while the court was sitting in banc,

they having been anciently the only advocates

recognised in the common law. This exclu-

sive privilege was attempted to be taken away
in 1834, and for live years the court was
thrown open. But, after solemn argument, it

was decided by the privy council that this

enlargement was unwarranted, and the former

practice again prevailed until the monopoly of

the serjeants was finally abolished and the

court tlirown open to the bar at large by
stafc, 9 & 10 Viet. c. 62, Seijeants-at-law

are now made by the royal writ, commanding
them to take their degree. No precise time

seems necessary to permit a barrister to be-

come a seijeant This office is seldom now
assumed by practising barristers except by
those who practise mostly in the cnminal
courts, and who wish to be able to hold leading

briefs for the defence of prisoners without the

necessity, in every case, of obtaining a license

to appear against the crown, which as queen’s

counsel they would be oblig^ to do. [Queen’s
Counsel.] (Serieant Manning’s Serviens ad
Legm.)
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I

Seijeantf The Common. An officer of
[the corporation of‘the city of London, dis-

charging some judicial functions.

8oi:Jeantp l^g'o or Qaoen*o. One or
more of the seijeants-at-law, whose presumed
duty is to plead for the crown in causes of a
public nature, as indictments for treason, &c.,

but the title is now merely honorary.

SorJeanto-at-Jkrmo# Officers whose duty
is to attend the person of the sovereign, or of

the lord high steward when sitting in judgment
on a traitor, &c. They formerly formed a sort

! of body-guard, whose number was restricted

by an ancient law (13 Rich. II.) to thirty, but
their functions in this capacity have long be-

come obsolete. Two serjeants-at-arms are al-

lowed by the sovereign to attend at the houses
of parliament during their sittings, and each

has a deputy. In the House of Lords, the

practical maintenance of decorum below the
bar, near the throne, and in the gallery, de-

volves upon tho gentleman and yeoman usher,

with their assistants, so that, ‘the serjeant-at-

arms attending the House of Lonls’ has less

conspicuous duties to perform than those which
devolve upon ‘the sergeant attending the House
of Commons;* both, however, execute the com-
mands of the house to which they belong, as
regards the apprehension or custody of all

persons committed by order of parliament. In
the House of Commons, the seijeant-at-amis

is an officer of considerable importance, enjoy-

ing large emoluments, assisted by a deputy and
several subordinate officers. During the sittings

of the house he occupies a chair below the bar,

and directs a large proportion of the arrange-

ments connected with the maintenance of

order in the approaches to the house and the

offices adjacent. He is at once the executive

and the ceremonial officer of the lower house
;

but his discretionary powers are not extensive,

for almost all his more important duties ave

performed under the immediate direction of

the house itself, communicated through tho

speaker. TIio office is usually held by a-

gentleman of the military profession, seldom
under the rank of a field officer.

Serjeanty, Orand and Petty. In the

English ^w of feudal tenures. Tenure by
grand scijeanty was where the tenant held land

of the king by service, to be performed in his

own person, in his wars, &c.
;
such as to bear

a banner or spear, or to assist at his corona-

tion. Tenure by petit seijeanty was where
the owner was bound to contribute some small

thing towards military service, &c. ; such as a
sword, dagger, bow, or spear. Tenure by
grand serjeanty was preserved by stat. 12

Ch. II., which abolished the other feudal

tenures, and still subsists in some cases.

Tenure by petit scijeanty is not referred to

in stat. 12 Ch. II.; and the Blenheim and
Strathfieldsaye estates, bestowed by the nation

as the rewa^ of public services, are held of

the crown by this tenure, the dukes of Marl-

borough and Wellington being each bound to

render a small flag annually.
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Sennoit (Lat. sermo, a discourse). In

Ecclesiastical usage, the sermon or homily as

a portion of the communion service is said to

be of remote antiquity. This ancieht custom

fell into partial disuse during a great part of

the middle ages. The Homilies of -®lfric,

archbishop of Canterbury in the tenth cen-

tury, were long used in the English church

;

but these became antiquated; and in the

year 1281 (Palmer, Ong, Liturg, vol. ii. ch.

iv.) preaching seems to have been generally

omitted. In that year, Archbishop Peckham
ordered, in his Constitutions^ that four sermons

should be delivered during the year. But for

some time prior to the Reformation preaching

was again coining more into use ; and the pub-

lication of homilies by authority went far to-

wards restoring the ancient practice. [Homii.y.
j

Seron ^pQ.n.). A buffalo’s hide, used for

packing drugs and other articles.

Beroslty (Lat. serum). The liquid which

exudes from the serum of the blood when it

is coagulated by heat It ip water holding

some of the salts of the blood and a trace of

albumen in solution.

Serpens or Serpens Opbluobl. In

Astronomy, one of the ancient constellations

in the northern hemisphere.

Serpent (Lat. serpens, part, of serpo
;
Gr.

I creep
;
Sarpeuon). A musi< iil brass

wind instrument, serving as bass to the horns

or cornets. It is most generally covered with

leather, and has three parts : a mouthpiece,

neck, and tail. The compass is two octaves,

produced with six holes stopped with the

fingers. The serpent is chiefly used for ac-

companying Gregorian music in Roman Catho-

lic churches. It is rarely employed in the

modem orchestra.

Sebpent. In Mythology, the serpent played

an important part. By some nations it was
regarded as the emblem of cunning, deceit, and
wickedness (compare the narration of the fall

of man in Genesis with the Persian myth of

Ahriman and Ormuzd)
;
by others, such as

the E^ptians and Phoenicians, it was looked

upon as a good genius ; while by the Greeks

and Romans, it appeared under a variety of

symbolic representations. With the latter,

the serpent was the well-known emblem of

the healing art
;
and in the present time a

serpent with its tail in its mouth is regarded

as an emblem of etemity. The serpent ap-

pears also in the Scandinavian mythology.

[Braoon; Vritea.] In the early ages of the

Christian church, a sect of the Gnostics also

worshipped the serpent, whence they were

called Ophites. Dr. Donaldson identifies the

serpent mentioned in GenesiS' iii. with the

Phallus. (Jashar, in partem primam Com-
mentariuSf p. 47.)

SfiSPEHT. In 2k>ology, a general name for

the species of the ozdet Ophuiia,

Serpents are divided into spurious, or Veeud-

onWians, and true, or Ophidians proper. The
PasudopUdians, although presenting the well-

marked external chara^rs of the order, retain
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an imperfect pelvis, a small sternum, scapulae,

ani coracoids or clavicles, hidden beneath the
skin

; whereby, as well as in the structure of the
skull, they approach the Saurian order. The
common blind-worm {Angitis fraailis) is a na-
tive representative of the Pseiidophidian family.

The true serpents have neither sternum nor
vestige of the scapular arch : they have no
third eyelid, nor tympanum

; but the auditory
ossicle exists beneath the skin, and its handle
passes behind the tympanic bone. Several
species retain a vestige of hind-limbs, which
in some even shows itself externally in the

form of a small hook. Th(i chief subdivisions

of the true Ophidians are : the AmphtsbeentB
;

the lyphlopes

;

the Poke ( Tortrix) ;
the Boas

;

the Pyihouti ; the Colubers
;
the Acrochords—

all which tribes are non-venomous. The
Psendoboas, liattlesnaJces^ Ttigonoccphali^ and
Vipers are the venomous tribes

;
and are dis-

tinguished by having the superior maxillary

bones short and movable, supporting fewer
teeth than in the non-venomous sei'pents, and
having the first of the short series larger than
the rest, sometimes the only conspicuous fang,

and traversed by the duct of a poison-gland,

around which duct the tooth is, as it were,

longitudinally folded, so as to appear per-

forated by a canal. The last tribe of true ser-

pents includes the Hydrophdes, or sea-snakes,

which have likewise a poison-gland and duct,

the latter being enclosed by the last insteacl

of the first of the maxillary series of teeth.

The tail of the sea-snakes is flattened vertically,

and forms their chief organ of swimming. No
species of this family has yet been discovered

which exceeds ten feet in length.

The remains of an extinct genus of serpents

(Palceophis), indicating species of from ten to

twenty feet in length, have been discovered in

the Eocene tertiary formations in Suffolk, Kent,

and Sussex. (Prof. Owen’s paper in the GeoL
Trans.f second series, vol. vi. p. 209.)

Serpentarlus. One of the ancient northern

constellations, represented on the globes by
the figure of a man grasping a serpent {serpens)

in his hand. [Constellation.]

Serpentary Root. The root of Aristo-

lochia Serpentaria.

Serpentine. A hydrated silicate of mag-
nesia found disseminated in rocks, or forming
large rock-masses, as in the Lizard district

in Cornwall. The stone from this locality

as well as that from Portsoy in Banffshire

is much used for ornamental purposes instead

of marble, being soft and easily worked, and
susceptible of a fine polish. The name, has
reference to its spotted and veined appearance,
like that of a serpent’s skin.

SsBPENTiNB. A cannon of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries, somewhat larger than the
culverin. The name- first appears in France
about 1450, and in England a few years later.

[Culverin.]

Serpigo. [Ringwobu.]
Serpuleeaie (Lat. sei^, I ers^). The

name of a family of Cephalobraneliiate Ann^^-
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dans, inhabiting cylindrical ’and tortuous cal-

careous tubes
;
generally parasitic on shells.

SerradUla (Port.). A fodder plant not
much cultivated in this country. It is a small
Leguminous annual, the Ormthopus sativus of
botanists.

Serrate (Lat. serratus, from serra, a saw).
\

In Zoology, when a part is cut into teeth like

a saw, or is armed with teeth whose sides are
unequal.

Serrloorne (Lat. serra, a saw\ cornu, a
horn). The name of a family of Coleopterous
insects, comprehending those which have ser-

rated or saw-shaped antennae.

Sertularla (Lat. sertum, a wreath). The
name of a genus of compound tubular Polypes;
restricted, in modern zoology, to those species

in which the cells are arranged on two sides

of the stem either opposite or alternate.

Serum (Lat. whey). In Anatomy, the con-
stituent of the plasma, or liquor sanguinis,

which remains after the separation and coagu-
lation of the fibrin. Serum contains a large

,

quantity of albumen, and coagulates at a tem-
perature of from 150° to 170°.

Serval. A species of spotted cat {F. serval,

Cuvier) found at the Cape of Good Hope. The
species there represents the lynx of Europe and
the ocelots of South America.

Servetistfl. In Ecclesiastical History, a
name which has sometimes been given to Uni-
tarians, who hold the simple humanity of

Christ; from Michael Servetus, a celebracted

professor of those opinions, who was burnt to

death at Geneva, by the orders of the magis-
tracy of the republic, under the influence of

Calvin, in 1663.

Servile. A Spanish political nickname;
applied, in the first instance, to those who op-

posed the changes advocated by the liberal

party in the cortes of 1808 and the following

years.

Servltes (servants of the Blessed Virgin).

A religious order, instituted in Tuscany in a.d.

1233, under the rule of St. Augustin. The
monks wore a black habit, in commemoration
of the widowhood of the Virgin. (Mosheim,
cent. xiii. part ii.)

Servitor (Lat. from servio, / serve). An
undergraduate, who is partly supported by
the college funds, is so called at Oxford. The
servitors at Oxford correspond to the sizars at

Cambridge.
Servltade (Lat. servitude). In the Civil

Law, servitude is divided into real or predial,

mixed, and personal ; the first being the sub-

jection of an inheritable thing to certain duties

or services towards another inheritable thing

;

the second that of an inheritable thing towams
a person ; the third, that of a person towards &
person or thing, i.e. slavery, whether by de-

pendence on a person or on the soil. The
word servittids is equally applicable to the

duty or burdeq, and to the right of exacting

it : e.g. the right of way whioh A enjoys on the

land of B, and B’s liability to permit that right

to be exercised, are both designated by the term
VoL. III. 417
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servitude) the first active, the latter passive.

Eeal servitudes are numerous, and fall into
several classes or divisions. They are, for

example, cither visible, such as the right to

light and air, sowers, &e., or latent, such as
the right of way, riglit of drawing water, &c.,

which appear only when they are exercised.

They were also divided by the Romans into

urban, which affected dwellings in the city

;

and rustic, appertaining to land and farm
building. Of mixed servitudes only three

species were recognised by their writers on

jurisprudence—usufnict, use, and habitation.

Servitude, Domestio. [Slavery.]
Bervlus Tullius. As the name of Romulus,

the first of the traditional kings of Rome, has
been included in the list of mythical personages
noticed in this work, the interests of historical

truth seem to require the admission that the

last of the Roman kings is scarcely less

mythical than his predecessors. The history

of Servius is made up either of prodigies and
marvels, or of plausible fictions of the kind
which l)e Foe turned to such good account in

his life of Robinson Crusoe. In one version,

Servius is the son of a god, born of a slave

named Ocrcsia
;
soon after his birth his mother

saw his head enveloped in flames
;
when she

awoke him the fire was extinguished. Niebuhr
rejects this story as a mere contrivance to ac-

count for his name, which, he affirms, has

nothing to do with slavery, but denotes a

child born (scro, late) in the evening, as

Manius means one born (mane) in the morn-
ing. Another account makes him the post-

humous son of a chieftain slain in defending

Corniculum against Tarquin. The emperor

Claudius, on the other hand, in a speech

preserved on a brazen tablet at Lyons, as-

seried that Servius was not a Latin at all, but

an Etruscan, his real name being Mastarna

;

that he came to Rome with Coelius Vibennn,

and. settling with him on the Cmlian hill,

changed his name to Servius Tifllius. But
Coelius is the mere eponym of the hill which
bears the name, as Orchobienos and Phigaleus

are mere eponyms of Arcadian towns
;
and we

have no means of knowing whence the emperor

Claudius derived his information, nor is there

any ground for believing that the Etruscans

possessed an authentic historical literature.

The legend in Livy represents him as suc-

ceeding to the throne while quite a young
man

;
almost immediately he has children

old enough to be married to the children of

Tarquin. So, again, Servius is said to have

been murdered by the second Tarquin when
the latter was a young man; but if this

Tarquin was, as he is represented, the son

of Tanaquil, ho must have been 70 years old

when he became king on the death of Servius,

95 when he was expelled, and 110 at his

death. The stoiy of his murder is a topo-

graphical legend to account for the name of

the Vicus Scelcratus or the Accursed Street.

This tale, in the belief of Niebuhr, form^ part

of a great epic poem lost before the time of
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contemporaiy historians. Of such a loss we
have no evidence whatever.

The element of plausible fiction comes in with

the description of the Servian cousti tution. The
contradictions which run through the whole ac-

countof the motives and character of the change

are pointed out by Sir Oorncwall Lewis, who
admits the possUnlity that ‘there may have

been some historical ground, resting on a

faithful official tradition, for connecting the

name of Servius with an arrangement of the

census
;
but there is no sufficient reason for

believing him to have been the author of the

matured and complex system which is pre-

sented to us as his work, or for supposing that

the authorship of it is ascribed to him in any
other sense than that in which Komulus is

Kiid to have founded the senate, Numa the

ceromonial law, and Tullus lloslilius the law

of the Eetiales.’ {Credibility of t^rly Homan
Uistory, ch. xi. § 30.)

Sesamoid Bones (Or. ffriaaixotiHs, like

eesame-aeeds). Small bones developed at or

near the articulations of joints are so called

by reason of their somewhat bean-liko form.

The term is also often given to the ossi-

fications which are found in various tendons

attached to the long bones. The patella or

kLi6-cap is the largest of the sesamoid bones

in man.
Sesamum (Lat. ; Or. aiitrafLov). A genus of

plants of the natural family Pedahacece. They
are supposed originally to have been natives of

India ; but are now cultivated in many coun-

tries. Their seeds, which are employed as

an article of diet, yield an oil of a very fine

quality, which, under the name of Gingelly

oil, forms an extensive article of commerce
in the East. When of good quality this oil

is used for adulterating oil of almonds. All

the species are annuals.

Sesbiutla (Arab, sesban). A genus of

Leguminous^ plants consisting of shrubs or

shrubby annuals dispersed over the tropics

of both hemispheres^ having pinnate leaves,

the leafiets of which often possess the irritable

nature of the well-known sensitive plant.

The Danchi of India, an erect slightly

branched annual, is cultivated for its fibre,

which, though coarse, is of great strength and
very durable in water or when repeatedly

wetted, and is consequently valuable for the

K^pes of fishing-nfets, &c. ;
but it is not suit-

able for ship’s cordage, as it contracts very
much when wet.

Baala (Gr. a moth). The name of a
genus of Lepidopterous insects.

Sesoatria. A legendary or mythical king
of £^pt. According to Herodotus, he was
a son of Mmris, the eponym of the lake

which bears the name, and jeigned in the

eleventh century b.c. According to Manetho,
he is the third king of the twelfth dynasty,

reigning in the fourth millennium n.c. In
DiMoruSf seven generations intervene between

Uteris and Sesoosis, or Sesostris, of whom he
professes to give an accoont more authentic
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than that of Herodotus. The dynastic schemes
set forth by these and other writers are contra-

dictory throughout
;
and Sir G. Cornewall Lewis

(Aetronomy of the Ancients, 347) especially

notes ‘ that these discordant schemes all pro-
fess to be derived from the same authentic

source. They cannot be reconciled by any
legitimate method of criticism, and yet there is

no satisfactory ground for preferring one to

another. We arc not entitled to assume that

any one of our authorities was intentionally

d'^ceived by the priests, or that he reported or

transcribed his information incorrectly. Having,
therefore, no sufficienit reason for selecting any
one of these systems, we are compelled, by
the laws of historical evidence, to reject them
all.’

The stories told by Herodotus of Sesostris

are assigned by other writers to kings who are

named Sesoosis, Sesonchosis, Gosormie^s, &c.
The process by which Egyptologists profi.ss

to reconstruct his true history is confessedly

analogous to the method applied by Niebuhr to

the early history of Home. The Sesostris of

Manetho is clearly the same as the Sesostrii*

of Herodotus; but the dates differ by* about

2,000 years. ‘ Bunsen,* remarks Sir G. L\

Lewis, * first takes a portion of him, and identi-

fies it with Tosorthnis (written Sesorthus by
Eusebius), the second king of the third dynasty,

whose date is 5119 B.c., being a difference in

the dates of 1,799 years, about the same inter-

val as between Augustus Caesar and Napoleon.
He then takes another portion and identifies it

with Sesonchosis, a king of the twelfth dynasty

;

a third portion of Sesostris is finally assigned

to himself. It seems that these three frag-

ments make up the entire Sesostris who in this

plural unity belongs to the ancient empire;
but it is added that the Greeks confounded
him with Harnesses, or Ramses, of the new
empire, a king of the nineteenth dynasty, whoso
date is 1255 B.c., who again was confounded
with his father Sethos, which name again was
transmuted into Sethosis and Sesosis. Lepsius
agrees with Bunsen that Sesostris on tlio

Manethonian list, who stands in the twelfth

dynasty at 3320 b.c,, is not Sesostris,. but in-

stead of elevating him to the third dynasty,

brings him down to the nineteenth dynasty,
and identifies him with Sethos, 1326 b.c., chiefly

on account of a statement of Manetho, preserved
by Josephus, that Sethos first subjugated
Cyprus and riimnicia, and afterwards Assyria
and Media, with other countries farther to the

East We therefore see that the two
leading Egyptologists, Bunsen and Lepsius,
differing in other respects, agree in thinking
that Sesostris is not St^sostris. . . . But here
tKcir agreement stops. One assigns Sesostris

to what is called the old, the other to what is

called the new empire, separating his respective

dates by an interval of 3,793 years. What
should we think if a new school of writers
on the history of France, entitling themselves
Francologists, were to arise, in which one of the
leading critics were to deny that Iiouis XIV,
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and more fantastie. In actual service it fell

gradually into disuse, as sword and buckler fight,

the favourite pastime as well as warlike practice

of former days, became obsolete after the rapier

and dagger bad been introduced in the reign of

Elizabeth. The Highlanders carried the target

with, the broad sword to a much later period.

(Hewitt’s Ancient Armour and Weapons in

Europe,)

Shields. In Botany, little coloured cups or

lines with a hard disc surrounded by a rim, and
containing the fructification of lichens.

Slillllnff (A. -Sax. scilling, Dan. skilling).

An English silver coin equal to twelve pence,

or the twentieth part of a pound sterling.

Among the Anglo-Saxons, tlie value of the

shilling was only five pence; it afterwards

underwent many alterations, containing some-

times sixteen pence, and often twenty pence.

I’he period when it obtained its present value

is assigned to the reign of Edward I. Many
other countries besides England have a coin

of this name ;
of these, perhaps, the Hamburg

schillmg is the best known. Its value is \d.

English.

Shlloli (Hob.). A name mentioned in the

prophecy of Jacob, Genesis xlix. 10, and by
some interpreters supposed to designate the

Messiah ;
but the real meaning of the passage

seems to be still a subject of controversy.

Shingle (Gcr. schindel, from schindeu; Lat.

scindo, to cleave). The coarse gravel, or ac-

cumulation of small stones, found on the shores

of rivers or the sea
;
in the latter case the term

sea-beach is applied.

Shingles (a corruption of the French
word ceingh, from the Lat. cingulum, a belt).

This eruptive disorder (known to nosologists

by the title of Hrrpes sostcr) is generally

ushered in with febrile symptoms, followed

by an itching or tingling sensation of some
part of the body, occasioned by patches of

little red pimples, forming in the course of

twenty-four hours small transparent vesicles

;

these succeed each other till tliey at length

form a kind of belt round some part of the

trunk or abdomen : they often form small

ulcerations and scabs, continuing their progress

for three or four weeks. This disorder is not

contagious, and generally very slight ; but in

irritable habits the itching occjisions want of

;

rest and fever, and it is sometimes attended by
|

a deep-seated pain of the affected part. The
cause of shingles is generally obscure, though it

may sometimes be referred to indigestion and
suppressed perspiration: young persons are

most subject to it. Gentle aperients and dia-

phoretics, strict attention to the diet, and ooca-

1

sional anodynes, are the only internal remedies

!

generally required ; and externally a little cold
j

cream or fresh spermaceti ointment, or the

occasional application of a very weak Goulard’s ’

lotion, is all that is necessary. [Herpes.]
j

Shingles. -In Architecture, small slabs of

wood, or quartered oaken boards, used instead i

of slates or tiles for covering churches or spires.

They are sawn to a certain scantling, or rather
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cleft to about an inch thick at one end, and
shaped like wedges, four or five inches broad
and eight or nine inches long.

Sbip (Ger. schifif, Gr. otk^os, a skiff, from
CRdnrv

;
Ger. schafifen

; hence Eng. skip-

per). A general term for all large vessels,

formerly restricted to such as had three

complete masts; i.e. lower, top, top-gallant,

and royal masts
;
but in modern days, when

the application of steam and innumerable

experiments in rigging have upset any uni-

versal principle of rig, the only limitation of

the term ship is practically by the size of the

vessel. The ship, as a whole, may be treated

conveniently under four great heads ;
the hull,

the masts and rigging, the crew, the cargo. As
regards the hull, the principles for designing its

shape are shown under Naval ARCHiTEcruRE ;

the execution of the details are described in

Shipbuilding
;
the sailing gear will be found

under Masts and Hiugino. The general

functions of the personnel are stated under
their respective titles, while under various

minor headings the minutiae of a ship’s

equipment are fully particularised. It re-

mains in the present article to afiford some
insight into the internal arrangements of the

vessel.

After the hull has been completed, the ballast,

which is necessary in most ships to keep them
upright when under sail, is spread over the

bottom of the hold, chiefly amidships, on each
aide of the ship’s centre of gravity. In ships

of war and yachts, pigs of iron compose the

ballast ; in merchant vessels any insufficiency

in the cargo for the same purpose is met by
filling with gravel or some local substitute,

which can be discharged as more cargo is

shipped. On the ballast are laid loose pieces

of wood, called dunnage, on which rest the iron

tanks, or casks, containing the water to drink.

The hold in large ships is divided by partitions

into the fore, main, and after holds. At tho

fore extremity, in men-of-war, are tho gunner’s,

boatswain’s, and carpenter’s store rooms, con-

taining arms, supplies of rope, bolts, pump gear,

and other materials of the fittings, or for re-

pairs. In this part also is the fore powder
magazine, when there are two. In the foro

hold are stowed water, wood for firing, and,

separated by a strong partition, coals. In
the main hold are stowed water, stores, chain

cables, &c. In the after hold are the provi-

sions ; and in the sggirit room, the spirits : here
also is tho powder magazine. In the narrow
and shallow after extremity is stowed the bread

or biscuit. The spare sails are kept in a space
called the sail room, over the fore hold. The
hemp cables are kept in the cable tiers, on a
deck over the main hold. These decks imme-
diately over the holds constitute the fore and
after cock mis. In large ships, the whole deck
is called tne orlop deck. On the lower deck,

which is next above the former, th4 men mess
and sleep. In frigates and smaUer vessels, this

deck is the next below the upper deck; in

two-deckers the main deck intervenes: in
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three-deckers the main and middle decks. All

these decks from the lower deck upwards
are gun-decks. The above description applies

to s^ing vessels only
;

in steamers the pre-

sence of the engine room, the screw-alley, the

large bunkers for coal, and other requirements,

involve great and varying alterations in the

internal arrangements.

In merchant ships the arrangements depend,

of course, on the size of the vessel and the

nature of the cargo. In all these vessels,

however, the place allotted to the crow is in

the fore part, and is called tho/or«

Sblp, Armed. In the English usages of

war, a private vessel occasionally taken into

the service of government in time of war,

armed and equipped like a regular ship of

war, and commanded by an officer of the

navy.

Slilp of tbe Zilne. Formerly one of the

line of battle; i.e. a ship of two or more
gun-decks. It is difficult to say what class of

vessels in modern warfare would repre>scnt

ships of the line
;

it is highly improbable that

a battle will ever again be fought in the line

order
;
and the French iron-sided vessels, the

Magenta and Solferino, are the only speci-

mens in existence of armoured ships of two
gun-decks. The line-of-battle ship may be

considered to exist only until the few re-

maining old ships shall be worn out.

Ship Money. The celebrated tax imposed

by Charles I. without authority of parlia-

ment, which proved one of the proximate

causes of the .discontents that ended in the

great rebellion. This device was first put in

practice in 1634, It was by a writ, directed

to the sheriff of every county, to provide a

ship for the king’s service; accompanied by
written instructions, appointing a sum of money
to be levied instead. This writ was framed

by Attorney-General Noy. The tax was paid

for about four years without opposition ;
when

the question of its legality was raised by the

refusal of Hampden to pay his share. It was

argued before the judges in the Exchequer
Cliamber, of whom a great majority gave judg-

ment for the crown. The Act ‘whereby all

the proceedings in the business of ship money
were adjudged void, and disannulled, and the

judgments, enrollments, and entries thereupon

vacated and cancelled,’ was one of the drst

proceedings of the Long Parliament.

It appears that, in the early ages of English

history, the maritime, and perhaps some of

the inland, counties were taxed specially for

the supply of the king's navy, or as it was
technically called warda maria. This regula-

tion was only part of the general obligation

laid on all tenants, however quit they were

of other services, to defend the realm in case

of inv^ion ;
and it might perhaps have been

contested that the demand of an aid for such

an emei^geney was exceptional, and not com-

pnsed VBthin the rule of the great charter.

But tbe revival of tbe tax at Noy’s instance

was a very different affair. It was levied on
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' all counties alike, it was neither intended for,

I

nor devoted to, the maintenance of a navy, and

I

it was thoroughly understood to be a device

for taxing the nation without its consent, in

the interest of the court, and with a view to

coercing the national liberties.

Sblp Fenaulam. A pendulum used in

the navy to ascertain the hed of a vessel, so
that allowance may be made, in laying a gun,
for the inclination of the deck,
Sblpa, Registry of. In Commercial Navi-

gation, the registration or enrollment of ships

at the custom-house, so as to entitle them to

be classed among, and to enjoy the privileges

of, British-built sliips.

The registry of ships appears to have been
first introdiiPt*d into this country by the Navi-
gation Act (12 Ch. II. c. 18, A.D. 1660), and
was provided for by a series of subsequent
statutory regulations, now embodied in the

Merchant Shipping Act 1854 and amending
Acts.

The great and perhaps the only original

object of the registration of ships, was to

facilitate the exclusion of foreign ships from
those departments in which they were pro-

hibited from engaging by the navigation laws,

by affording a ready means of distinguishing

such as were really British. It has also been
considered advantageous to individuals, by
preventing the fraudulent assignment of pro-

perty in ships; but Lord Tenterden has ob-

served, ill reference to this supposed advantage,

that ' the instances in which fair and honest

transactions are rendered unavailable, through

a negligent want of compliance with the forms
directed by these and other statutes requiring

a public register of conveyances, made the ex-

p^iency of all such regulations, considered

with reference to private benefit only, a matter

ofquestion and controversy.’ (Law oj Shipping
^

part i. c. ii.)

Sblpbulldlng. The application, in practice,

of the theoretical design developed by the naval

architect. The principles which should reg^i-

late the choice of a ship’s form and dimensions
are laid down in the article Naval Auchitec-
TUUK, The shipwright has three detailed plans

delivered to him—the sheer plan, the half-

breadth plan, and the body plan. From these

plans ho has to work, and to produce a struc-

ture corresponding exactly in shape, size, and
strength, to that delineated by the naval

architect. Whatever the material of which
the ship is to be constructed, the exteniul

form will be the same, though the internal

strengthening differs in each case. Building
in wood is conducted in quite a different

manner from building in iron, and tlierefore

it will be necessary to consider them separately.

Wooden vessels are built for all purposes;
ships of thin ixon-plate for the oidinazy car-

riage of passengers and freight
;
while armour-

plated vessels are almost invulnerable ships

intended for warfare with heavy modem
artillexy. These three constructions need se-

parate description. As the oldest, as yet the
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commonest and the most complicated, the

wooden ship shall first be dealt with.

A ship may be described as a hollow box,

in shape approaching an elongated rectangle

;

though for reasons of speed the solid angles
are reduced to curved surfaces. It is made
to bear heavjr burdens, so heavy that if water
were to come in in any large quantity the struc-

ture would sink. Itei it is at the mercy of an
element of gigantic power and fearful violence.

Immense strength and solidarity are therefore

requisite to keep the water out. Could the form
be circular, or even square, this might be com-
paratively easy, but speed is an essential concur-

rently with carrying power. Every effort to-

wards locomotion tends to produce disruption in

the structure. The length must many times

exceed the breadth ; fracture sideways becomes
imminent. The length involves frequent suspen-

sion on two waves, or balancing on one ;
sepa-

ration lengthwise is to be dreaded. Is motion
sought from the wind ? A vast spread of canvas,

acted on by the storm, tends to submerge the

prow, which the hull’s buoyancy counteracts

by pressure in another, but not an opposite,

direction. Under this conflict of force every

timber strains. Is steam the motive pbwer ?

Motion is obtained by rapid and strong blows
upon the water.. Every blow makes the whole
ship vibrate, and loosens that caulking by which
alone the timbers can be watertight. These
difficulties will show that the shipbuilder has

by skill to render vastly strong a form in

which weakness is a necessary constituent. A
long narrow box is obviously a weak form.

It is only by much intetnal bracing that it can

be rendered strong
;
and this internal bracing

must be so contrived that it shall interfere as

little as possible with the stowage room and
the facility of communication inboard.

Figs. 1 and 2 are intended to show in an
elementary manner the combination by which

strength is secured. The keel a is a massive
beam, forming as it were the backbone of the

ship. Across it are laid the fiat and lower

ends of the ribs or timbers which support

the sides. On the floor formed by these cross-

pieces is laid the keelson s, an inner beam
Fig. 2. similar to the keel. The

h\ keelson is firmly bolted

through the cross-pieces

to the keel, thus holding

the ribs at their bases the

relative distances apart.

Within the ship, on the

inside of the ribs, a strong timber {d) called

the shdf is bolted from stem to stem.

This retains the ribs in a parallel position,

and at the same time supTOrts the deck e.

The deck, being slightly arched to prevent it
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from sinking in the m^dle under heavy bur-
dens, has a tendency to force the vessel’s sides

outwards. This is prevented by the employ-
ment of knees,/, which are brackf^ts-now most
commonly of iron, but formerly of wood grown
for the purpose. These knees hold ihe ribs to

the cross-beam on which the deck rests. The
beam thus has double functions. Through Uic

knees it holds the sides together
;
and by its

rigidity it prevents the ship being cnishcd

inwards by the violence of the Agaves. From
the respective ends of the keel rise the

^ and stern-'jaost k. At these points the ship’s

beam or width is the thickness of the post

only. The pairs of ribs gradually become
wider in their compass, till the wiliest part of

the ship is reached. The ribs or timbers near
the stem and stern are set at angles less

than right angles to the keel, as Fig. 3 .

shown in fig. 3, in which the

spectator is supposid to look

down from above. The parts of

the vessel in which these ribs

are thus obliquely set constitute

the cant bodies. The ribs being
bolted at the proper distance or room and space

apart, the intervening space is occupied by
Julings ?w, i.e. by timbers, somewhat less thick,

jammed tightly between to a point above the

watermark. This gives solidity to the structure.

After the filling in, the planking is bolted on to

the ribs within and without, being rabbeted

the keel below and into the stem and stern-

post at the ends. It may now be useful to

survey the elements of strength which have
been arrived at. The keel, keelson, shelves,

and planking, bind stem to stern, and givo

strength in the direction of the length. At
bottom, the bolts through keel and keelson,

and, higher up, the knees acting on the beams,
maintain the width. There remains weakness
in the direction of the depth, for each rib of

necessity consists of several pieces* joined one
above the other. The planking does not offer

much resistance to a longitudinal separation.

Strength in this particuhir is obtained by
diagonal trussing within, either in wood or, pre-

ferably, iron-plate. It consists of bands bolted

each to several ribs at an angle of about 45°.

Having thus described in general terms the

system on which a wooden vessel is constructed,

it is unnecessary in the present article to enter

into aminute description of thecomponent parts,

as each will be found described under its name.
It is proper, however, to observe that in all par-

allel work, as the floors, the planking, &c., care

istaken so to distribute the joints that they shall

be a minimum cause of weakness. The greater

timbers, as the keel, keelson, and ribs, cannot

be obtained in one length. Their parts are

then joined by scarfs, coaks, dowels, or chocks.

Iron ShiphuUding.—Although the relative

durability of wood and iron as materials for

shipbuilding is still a disputed point, and must
so remain mr many future years, it has been
settled definitely that, while in actual use, iron

possesses many advantages over wood
;
size for

F F
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size, the iron ship is far lighter; weight for

weight, she has greater strength. From the

ease with which wrought iron can be rolled into

any shape, the curyes of the vessers form
are obtained without the cumbrous complica-

tions of timber necessary in wooden building.

Following the former simile of the oblong

box, the iron vessel may be looked upon as

a tubular girder closed at both ends. The
nomenclature of the parts is the same as in the

wooden ship ;
"but there, except in outward form,

tlie resemblance ends. The structure is, or

should be, mutually supporting throughout ; the

keel therefore ceases to be of the same vital con-

sequence as in wood, and is retained rather in

aid of sailing qualities than to give strength.

It is usually composed of boiler-plates strongly

riveted together. Rising from it, and riveted

to it on either side, are the ribs, which are

usually nmde girders. These are covered (to

represent the planking) with large sheets of

boiler-plate, riveted together at the edges, of

a thickness varying from ^ to of an inch.

In large and fine ships, an inner skin of iron

is laid within the girder-ribs. Where this

arrangement is adopted, there is a series of

air-compartments (separated from each other

by the ribs) all round the vessel, which aid

flotation in the ordinary way, and in i-he event

of accident offer the obstacle of a second skin

to the entrance of water. The ribs are held

together and apart by beams of I iron. Over
these, thin iron plates are fastened, and above
these plates wooden planks, which form the

several decks. It is becoming a recognised

datura that in nn iron ship the strength of the

deck is as important as that of the bottom ;
the

deck being the upper, as the bottom is the

lower, transverse strength of the girder formed

^y the whole ship. An additional security is

jifforded by watertight hulkheadst which are

diaphragms of iron stretched across the ship

at intervals from deck to keel, and provided

with watertight doors of communication. The
bulkheads divide the vessel into complete-

ly separate compartments, a few of which
suffice to float it, when from any mishap
the others become filled with water. Many
vessels liave owed their safety during ocean

voyages to tlK*ir watertight compartments.

The greatest draw'back in the case of iron

vessels is the i*api(lity with: which the bottom
fouls from the adhesion of marine animals
and plants. The fouling speedily destroys

speed. Many compositions for coating the

bottom to prevent fouling have been tried, hut
without permanent success. Vitreous plates

have answered well. In the best modem
vessels the following plan has been adopted

:

thin wooden planking is bolted by iron screws

to the ship's bottom ; on this another coat of

lanking is fastened by copper screws, care

eing t&en that the iron and copper do not

communicate. Outside the second line of

plar^ing the ordinary copper sheathing is

made fast. By this process galvanic action

between the copper and iron is precluded.
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There are numerous details in iron snip-

building, as the arrangement of the girders,

the beams, ties, &c., which vary continually,

according to the principles or fancy of the
naval architect, the purpose of the vessel, and
the strength requisite for the seas which she is

to navigate.

Skips of Iron and Wood.—Among modern
shipbuilders iron has been frequently introduced

in the internal arrangements of wooden hulls,

as in the tie-beams, the inner planking, &;c.

Its use is advantageous, from the saving of

space and weight effected without diminution of

strength. Several builders have also affected

a great saving in these respects by using iron

girders for the ribs and cohering them without

with wooden planking.

Armour-plated Vessels.—Under the article

IttON Armour Plate, a brief sketch has been
given of the gradual introduction of iron ar-

mour as a defence in ships of war against the

ponderous artillery of the present day. The
conditions of strength as regards the armour
have been detailed in that article : it is only

necessary now to advert to the several builds

W'hich have been adopted or, perhaps more
correctly, tried. It must, however, be pre-

mised that the ship and her armour are

quite distinct: the armour being merely a

defensive wrapper hung on, and contributing

not in the least to the strength of the vessel as

a sea-boat. The earliest specimens, of which
the French *Grloire’ and British ‘Warrior'
are types, were simply large frigates of tlio

most massive construction, clad in armour at

the sides, the armour consisting of 4^ inches

of iron on 18 inches of oak or teak. Many such

vessels have been built
;
the hulls of some being

of wood, those of others of iron. On a balance

of advantages the preference is given to iron.

The armour usually covers only the part of the

broadside w'here the guns are, the bow and stern

being without armour, except for a depth of

f

)erhap8 four feet above and below the water-

ine. Watertight bulkheads are provided to

secure safety if the bow or stern be ])ierced.

When the ship is to act as a ram, an additional

spur is often riveted over the edge and point

of the ordinary stem to form a more powerful

beak. After a charge this beak may be car-

ried away, but the ship's stem ought to remain

intact.

But the best armour, if struck very often

by heavy steel projectiles, will be destroyed.

The larger the surface which a ship presents to

the enemy, the greater is her chance of destruc-

tion ; it therefore occurred caaly to competitive

inventors—among the foremost of whom were
Timby and Ericsson, of the United States, and
Captain Cowper Coles, of the British, navy—
to reduce the bull of the vessel to a mere plat-

form, scarcely above the level of the water,

and to carry the guns in a tower or towers.

The Confederate Americans produced the

Merrimacand Tennessee, two rams of this class,

containing their armament in a raised fort,

with sloping sides, which stood in the midst of
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the deck ; this fort was a fixture. The Federal
Americans opposed it by a class of vessels,

called * Monitors,’ from the name of the first

so built, which mounted one or two enormous
guns in a revolving turret, wholly above the
deck. These ofiTered a small mark to- the
hostile artillery

;
the turret was turned with

ease by the steam engine, which also provided

ventilation. The guns could be turned out of
fire while loading, and could range in any
direction when loaded. On the whole, they

were considered a great improvement, and
admirably adapted for river or harbour de-

fence ;
but they were bad sea-boats, and the

original Monitor went down head-first in a
gale. It is fair, however, to say that in

June 1866, the Miantonomoh, an American
Monitor of improved build and heavy arma-
ment, crossed the Atlantic without difficulty,

the Monadnock having previously successfully

weatliered the Horn.
Concurrently with the rise of the Monitors,

Captain Coles has urged upon the British go-

vernment the adoption of turret ships, which,
like the Monitors, have revolving turrets, sunk,

however, below the deck, with the exception

of just sufficient height for the discharge of the

guns. They differ from the American model in

being sea-going masted vessels. The Royal
Sovereign was altered from a wooden line-of-

battle ship to a turret ship
;
but her former

build prevented the full adoption of Captain
Coles’ principles. Her sides are plated with
five-and-a-half inch iron, her deck with a
less thickness. The turrets, of which she has
four, are of five-inch iron, increased to ten

inches near the embrasures ; at all points

there is a thick wood backing to the iron.

Notwithstanding her defects, the Royal Sove-

reign bos been pronounced admirably sea-

worthy, and her commanding officer has de-

clared that^ taken all for all, she is the most
formidable vessel afioat. In June 1866, one of

her turrets was experimented on with heavy
shot at short range. At the olose of the trial

it was found to revolve with the same ease as

at the beginning. A fundamental difference

between the American and the British turrets,

besides their respective heights above the deck,

is that the former revolves, by the aid of the

enpne, on a central pivot based on the keel,

while the latter is easily moved by a hand-
winch on rollers under its periphery. It is

impossible to doubt the superiority of the

British plan, as r^ards both handiness and
distribution of weight. The question of the

comparative advant^a of broadside and turret

armoured vessels has been debated with vigour/

and acrimony for five years, and numerous scien-

tific committees have reported on the subject

The general conclusion appears to be, that the

turret vessel has the advantage for all purpwa
except fast cruisers, which require for various

reasons sides and decks of the ordinary height.

The advant^es claimed for the turret are :

—

1. That it is the best mode of carrying very

heavy guns
:

{a) because their weight
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acts at less leverage and less 'destruc-
tively to the ship

; (5) because there is

a steadier platform from which to fire.

2. That it gives the best range
:
(a) because

it is higher above the water than in a
broadside

;
(d) because the direction in

which it can be trained is only limited

by the obstructions on the deck.

3. That the gunners and gun are safer:

because during loading the port can in

most cases be turned out of fire.

4. That it allows of greater rapidity of fire

;

because the gun can be kept always
directed to the mark aimed at.;

6. That it throws greater weight of metal on
one side than is otherwise possible.

6. That it gives advantage of position, inas-

much as the turret vessel can keep her
hejid in any direction moat convenient.

7. That it allows of correct aiming con-
currently with narrow portholes.

As the best specimens in the British navy
of these rival classes, may bo mentioned, for

broadside ironclads-, the Bcllerophon, which
has a powerful broadside

;

the Pallas, which has guns
capable of being trained foro

and aft, as well as to the

broadside, her side being con-
structed, as in the annexed
diagram, on the level of

the portholes; and the Mi-
notaur, a stupendous five-

masted frigate, ironclad

throughout. For turret ves-

sels, the Royal Sovereign is

a fine ship, but of wood

;

the Wyvem and Scorpion

arersmaller vessels, of iron,

and very efficient ; the Wa-
terwitch, of 800 tons, is in-

tended as a sort of turret

gunboat, propelled by the

ejection of water.

In foreign navies, the

same models as in the British

navy have been more or Approximate holf-

less followed, the American breadth p^ of

cbieflj-trustiDg to Monitora,
the French to broadside

ships, and among them having two two-

deckers, the only specimens (and thoss not

encouraging) of such ships among ironoJads.

Bliire (^m A.-Sax. scyran, to divide;

whence the verb to sheer). A territorial div>

sion. In modem language^^si^tr^ is syponymous
with county ; but some smaller districts in the

north of ^g[land retain the provincial appel-

lation of shires: as Richmondshire, in the

North Biding of Yorkshire; Hallamshire, or

the manor of Hallam, in the West Riding,

which is nearly coextensive with the parish St

Sheffield. [County.]

Bliire Clerks An officer appointed hy the

sheriff to assist in keeping the coun y cojot.

Btiire Mote» In Ancient English Law,
the s?tire meeting, i.e. sberififs court
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SHIRT OF .
NEED

Shirt of Weed. In the ages of chivalry,

a garment, called by the Germans nothhemd^

wliieh was supposed to render the wearer proof

against all wounds.
Shiva. [Siva.]

Shoddy. A kind of woollen cloth, made
from an inferior species of material, such as

old stockings, flannel, and other soft goods.

Its origin dates back as far as 1813, but it

was long regarded as a dishonest production.

The old goods are tom up into their original i

fibres by cylindrical machines armed with

teeth, and reworked up. The price of ordinary

shoddy varies from |f?. to 6rf. per lb., and
the white from 2</. to 10<i. Some goods,

such as pea-jackets and low-coloured blankets,

arc made with only one part of pure wool

to six parts of sbt)ddv. [Mungo.] i

Shoe (Ger. schuh). A covering for the

foot, usually made of leather. Among the
|

Jews these coverings were mad© not only ofl

leather, but of linen, wood, and, for soldiers,
j

sometimes of brass and iron. The Homan
shoe, or calceus, covered the whole foot, and
was tied above with strings, being thus dis-

tinguished from the sandal or solea. The
fashion of long points is the most singular;

feature in the history of mediapyal shoes. These
long-pointed shoes were called crackowes, and
were tied by chains to the knee. An Act of

Parliament in 1463 forbad© the use and manu-
facture of such shoes

;
but the prohibition was

ineffectual, and recourse was had to the excom-
munication of those who wore sho(‘S with points

exceeding two inches in length.

Shoemakers* Black. Atramcniinn suto^

rinm. A name given by Pliny to sulphawj of

iron, or green vitriol, from the circumstance of

its bemg used to rub over tauned leather, to

which it commuuicates a black dye.

Shootlngr Stars. The article Mbtrors,
Luminous, contains a general r^sumA of our

present knowledge of the phenomena among
which shooting stars are included. In this

place, therefore, we need only deal some-

what with the early history, and some of the

more interesting details.

The apparent magnitudes of shooting stars

are widely different. The greater part of them
may be classed of the 3rd, 4th, 6th, and 6th

magnitudes; but some occur which surpass

stars of the Ist magnitude, and even exceed
Jupiter and Venus in brilliancy. In some of

them the globular form can be easily recognised

;

and, in fact, it is impossible, from their appear-

ances, to make any distinction between the

larger shooting stars and the smaller indivi-

duals of the class of meteors to which the

name of Fihe-balls or boHdes is usually ap-

propriated.

Some of the shooting stars leave a luminous
train behind them, which marks their path
through the sky with a milk-white light. These
trains for the moat part disappear in a few

seconds
;
but sometimes they continue longer,

and even for several minutes. In the case of

actual fire-balls, Dr. Olbers observed trains
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I

which continued from six to seven minutes

;

I

and Brandes, in one instance, estimated that

I fifteen minutes elapsed between the extinction

of the fire-ball and the disappearance of the

luminous train. The trains in general assume
the form of a cylinder, the interior of which is

void of luminous matter
;
and not unfrequently,

before their disappearance, they take a curved
form. The most probable explanation was

' held to be, that they were caused by finely

divided solid and phosphorescent matter 1< ft

behind by the meteor, and bent by currents

of air. This explanation of the latter phenome-
non has been placed almost beyond all doubt by
the observations of M. Ooulvier Gravier.

The older philosophers had formed various

theories to explain theseremarkable phenomena.
By some they were supposed to be the products

of an oily sulphurous vaj'our existing in the

atmosphere, which being disposed in thin

laj’^ers, and becoming inflamed by some means,

would exhibit the appearance of a clear brilliant

spark passing rapidly from one point to another.

About the middle of the last century, when
the effects and phenomena of electricity began
to be better understood, Beccaria and Vassali,

among others, regarded the shooting stars as

merely electrical sparks ; an hypothesis which
was soon shown to be untenable. At a later

period, when the inflammable nature of the

gases became known, Lavoisier, Volta, Herbert,

Toaldo, Gren, and others, referred these meteors
to hydrogen gas, which, by reason of its in-

ferior density, they supposed must be accumu-
lated in th(5 higher regions of the atmosphere.

Dalton, however, showed that auch accumula-

tion cannot take place, inasmuch as all the

gases which constitute the atmosphere must
be equally diffused through its whole extent,

aecortling to the law of Marivate. Deiuc main-
tained that certain phosphoric exhalations ge-

nerated in the earth, and becoming inflamed in

the sky, formed the true essence of the shooting

stars.

In this state the subject remained when
Chladni published his celebrated work on the

causes of tlie masses of iron and other similar

substances found in Siberia by Pallas, in which
lie clearly established, by comparing the cir-

cumstances of a great multitude of observa-

tions, that fire-balls are meteors having their

origin beyond our atmosphere; that, in fact,

they are masses of nebulous matter moving in

space with planetary velocities, which, when
they come in the way of the earth in its revo-

lution about the sun, and enter the atmosphere,
are inflamed by its resistance and friction, and
become luminous, sometimes scattering masses
of stone and iron on the ground. Halley,

Wallis, Pringle, Maskelyne, and otheivi, had
previously assigned a cosmu-al origin to these

meteors, but without suspecting that masses of
stone and iron fell from them. The close

resemblance which the giwater part of the
shooting stars present to fire-bajls, at once
induced Chladni to consider these phenomena
also as cosmical ; that is to say, as smaU masses
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of mattfp not having their origin in our atmo- Of the 36 computed orbits, in 26 instance's

sphere, but entering vt from without, and which the motion was downwards, in one case hori-

aro either entirely consumed in it, or become zontal, and in the remaining 9 more or less

extinguished when tliey have passed beyond it. upwards. The velocities were between 18 and
These conclusions, however, required to be 36 miles in a second. The trajectories were

confirmed by a more accurate investigation of the frequently not straight lines, but curved

phenomena ;
for as yet no exact determination sometimes in the horizontal and sometimes

had been made of the actual average heights of in the vertical direction, and sometimes they

the shooting stars above the earth, or of their were of a serpentine form. The predominating

orbits, velocities, or magnitudes. In the year direction of the motion of the meteors from

1798 this important but difficult enquiry was north-east to south-west, contrary to that ol

undertaken by Professors Brandes of Leipsig, the earth in its orbit, was very remarkable,

and Benzenberg of Biisseldorf (both at that and is important in reference to the theory ot

time students in Gottingen). Having selected their physical origin.

a base line (about nine miles in length), they A similar set ot observations was made in

placed themselves at its extremities on ap- Belgium in 1824, under the direction of M.
pointed nights, and observed all the shooting Uuetelet, the results of which are published in

stars which appeared, tracing their courses i\vbAnmiairedc Bruxelles for M. Quetelet

through the heirvens on a celestial map, and was chiefly solicitous to determine the velocity

noting the instants of their appearances and of the meteors. He obtained six corresponding

extimftions by clironometers previously com- observations from which this element could bo

pared. The differences of the paths traced on deduced, and the results varied from ten to

the maps afforded data for the determination twenty-five English miles in a second. The
of the parallaxes, and consequently the heights mean of the six results gave a velocity of nearly

and the lengths of the orbits. On six even- seventeen miles per second, a little less than

ings, between September and November, tlie that of the earth in its orbit,

wh^ole number of shooting stars seen by both Another set of corresponding observations

observers was 402 ;
of these 22 were idc-n- wjis made in Switzerland on August 10, 1838

;

tifiod as having been observi^d by each in a circumstantial account of which is given by
such a manner that tlie altitude of the meteor M. Wartmanii in Quetelet’s Correspondance

above the ground at the instant of extinction MatHrnatiqu^ for July 1839. M. Wartmann
could be computed. The least of the altitudes and five other observers, provided with celestial

was about 6 English miles. Of the whole there charts, stationed themselves at the observatory

were 7 under 45 miles; 9 between 45 and 90; of Geneva; and the corresponding observations

6 above 90; and the highest was alxivo 140 were made at Blanchettes, a village about sixty

miles. There were only two observed so com- miles to the north-east of that city. In the

plctely as to afford data for determining the space of seven and a half hours, the number
velocity. The first gave 25 miles, and tho

second from 17 to 21 miles in a second. The
most remarkable result was, that one of them
certainly was observed not to fall^ but to move
in a direction away from the eartl^

By these observations a precise idea was first

obtained of the altitudes, distances, and ve-

locities of these singular meteors. A similar

but more extended plan of observation w'as

organised by Brandes, in 1823, and carried

into effect at Breslau and the neighbouring

towns, by a considerable number of persons

observing at the same time on concerted nights.

Between April and October about 1,800 shooting

stars were noted at the different places
;
out

of which number 62 were found which had

been observed simultaneously at more than one

station in such a manner that their respective

altitudes could be determined, and 36 others of

which the observations furnished data for es-

timating the entire orbits. Of these 98, the

heights (at the time of extinction
J
of 4 were

computed to be under 16 Englisn miles; of

16 between 16 and 30 miles ;
of22 between 30

and 46 ;
of33 between 45 and 70 ;

of iSbetween

70 and 90 ; and of-11 above 90 miles. Of these

last two had an altitude of about 140 mileSf

one of 220 ifaileB, one of 280, and there was

one of which the height was estimated to exceed

460 miles.

of meteors noted by the six observers at

Geneva was 381 ;
and during five and a half

hours, the number observed at Blanchettes by
two observers was 104. All the circumstances

of the phenomena—the place of the apparition

and disappeaxance of each meteor, the time
during which it continued visible, its brightness

relatively to the fixed stars, whetheraccompanied
with a train, &c.—were carefully noted, and the

trajectories projected on a large planisphere.

The extent of the trajectories described by the

meteors was very different^ varying from 8^^

to 70® of angular space. The velocities ap-
peared also to differ considerably; but the
average velocity was supposed byM. Wartmann
to be 26® per second. It was found, from the
comparison of the simultaneous observations,

that the average height above the ground was
about 660 miles ; and hence the relative velocity

Was computed to be about 240 miles in a second.

But as the greater number moved in a direction

opposite to that of the earth in its orbit, the
relative velocity must' be diminiiffied by the

earth*B velocity (about 1$ miles in a second).

This still leaves upwards of 220 miles per
second for the absolute velocity of the meteor,
which is more than eleven times the orbital

velocity of the earth, seven anda halftimes that

of the planet Mercury, and prolmbly greater

than that of the comets at their perihelia.
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Sucb are the principal facts which were early

esbvblished respecting tlio heights, velocities,

and orbits of the shooting stars ; and it is from

these, and others lately made which confirm

them, that we have been enabled to form any
probable conjectures respecting their origin.

The early theories, as already stated, ascribed

air'Atmospheric origin both to shooting stars

and fire-balls; but, although there is little

doubt that shooting stars do not become visible

until they are immersed in our atmosphere, yet

the supposition of the atmospheric origin of

these meteors is on other grounds altogether

untenable.

Another hypothesis respecting their origin

was, that they arc bodies projected to our earth

from volcanoes in the moon. Dr. Olbers was
the first, perhaps, who showed the possibility

of this hypothesis. On computing the forces

necessaiy to overcome the moon’s attraction,

ho found that body projected from the moon
with a velocity of about 8,500 feet in a second

would not fall back on the lunar aurffico, but

recede from it indefinitely
;
and that in order

to reach the earth it is on^y necessary that the

projectile should have the velocity of 8,300

feet, which is quite conceivable, being only

about four or five times that of a oannon-ball.

The hypothesis of the lunar origin of meteoric

stones was adopted by Laplace, Berzelius,

Benzenberg, and others; but the observed

velocities of the shooting stars have rendered

this origin extremely improbable with respect

to them. In order to enter our atmosphere

with a velocity of 20 miles in a second, it may
be shown that if they come from the moon they

must liave been projected from the lunar sur-

face with a velocity of about 120,000 feet in

fl second, which may be regarded as altogether

impossible.

it thus appears that those shooting stars

and fire-balls which have the planetary velocity

of from 20 to 40 miles in a second, cannot with

any probability be regarded as having their

origin in the moon. Whether any individual

bodies moving with a smaller velocity may
have a lunar origin, is a question which cannot

be decisively answered. ‘To me,’ says Dr.

Olbers, ‘it does not appear at all probable;

and I regard the moon, in its present circum-

stances, as an extremely peaceable neighbour,

which, from its want of water and atmosphere,

is no longer capable of any strong explosions.’

Another hypothesis, suggested by Chladni,

has now for some time met with gradually

increasing favour. It consists in supposing

that, independently of the great planets, there

exist in the planetary regions myriads of small

bo^'es whidh eireulate about the sun, generally

in groups of zones; and that some of these

zones intersect the ecliptic, and are consequently

encountered by the earth in its annual revo-

lution.

Speaking of this hypothesis, which is now
aoosjpted on all hands, 1^. Joule says: ‘Its

likelihood will be rendered evident if we sup-

pose a meteorio ttone^ of the size of a six-inch
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cube, to enter our atmosphere at the rate of
i eighteen miles per second of time, the atmo-
‘ spliiTo being of its density at the earth’s
’ surface. The resistance offered to the motion

I

of the stone will, in this case, be at least

51,600 lbs.
; and if the stone traverse twenty

[

miles with this amount of resistance, sufficient

: heat will thereby be developed to give 1^

j

Fahrenheit to 6,967,980 lbs. of water. Of
i course by far the largest portion of ihis heat
1 will b*o given to the displaced air, every par-

I
tide of which will sustain the shock, whilst

j

only the surface of the stone will be in violent

collision with the atmosphere. Hence the
‘ stone may hr* considered as placed in a blast

[

of intensely heated air, the heat being com-
municated from the surface to the centre by
conduction. Only a small portion of the heat

evolved will therefore be received by the

stone; but if wo estimate it at only it will

still be equal tf> P iNihri-nbeit per 69,679 Ihs.

of water, a quantity quite equal to the melting

and dissipation of any materials of which it

may be composed.
The dbsolution of tlie stone will also bo

accelerated in most ca.ses b^ its breaking into

pieces, in consequence of the unequal resistance

experienc(d by <!ifferent parts of its surface,

especially after its cohesion has been partially

overcome by heat.

It appears that the varied phenomena of

meteoric stones and shooting stars may all

bo explained in the above manner
;
and that

the diflercnt velocities of the meteorolites,

varying from four to forty miles per second,

according to the direction of their motions with

I

respect to the earth, along with their various

I

sizes, will suffice to show why some of these

I

bodies are destroyed the instant they arrive

I

in our atmosphere, and why others, with di-

I

minished velocity, arrive at the earth’s surface.
' The presumptions in favour of the cosmieal

I

origin of the shooting stars are founded chiefly

on their periodical recurrence at certain epochs

of the year, and the extraordinary displays of

the phenomena in various years on the nights

of the 12th or 13th of November. We shall

hero merely state the principal circumstances

accompau^iog those of 1799, which put the

notion of a lunar origin entirely out of the

question.

On the morning of the 12th of November,
1799, before sunrise, Humboldt and Bonpland,
then on the coast of Mexico, were witnesses to

a remarkable exhibition of shooting stars and
fire-balls. They filled the part of the heavens
extending irom due east to about 30^ towards
the north and south. They rose from the

horizon between the east and east-north-east

points, described arcs of unequal magnitude,
and fell towards the south

;
some of them rose

to the height of 40°, all above 26° or 30°,

Many of them appeared to explode, but the

larger number disappeared without emitting

sparks: some had a nucleus apparently equ^
to Jupiter. This most remarkable spectacle

was seen at tbe same time in Cumona, on the
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borders of Brazil, in French Guiana, in the

channel of Bahama, on the continent of North
America, in Labrador, and in Greenland

;
and

even at Carlsruhe, Halle, and other places in

Germany, many shooting stars were seen on
the same day. At Nain and Hoffenthal in

Labrador, and at Neuhernhut and Lichtenau

in Greenland, the meteors seem to have ap-

proached the nearest to the earth. At Nain
they fell towards all points of the horizon

; and
some of them had a diameter which the spec-

tators estimated at half an ell. (Humboldt's

HecueU dcs Voyages, ^‘c. vol, ii.)

The second great meteoric epoch is the 10th

of August, first pointed out by M. Quetelet

;

and although no displays similar to those of

the November period have been witnessed on

this night, there are more instances of the re-

currence of the phenomena. In the three

years 1838, 1839, 1840, shooting stars were
observed in great numbers both on the 9th

and 10th
;
but they appear in general to be

unusually abundant during the two first weeks
of August. The other periods which have been
remarked are the 18th of October, the 23rd or

24th of April, the 6th and 7th of December,
the nights from the 15th to the 20th of June,

and the 2nd of January.
Halley first suggested the idea that the

shooting stars may be observed as signals for

determining differences of longitude by simul-

taneous observations
;
and Maskelyne in 1783

published a paper on the subject, in which he
calls the attention of astronomers to the phe-
nomena, and distinctly points out this applica-

|

tion. The idea was revived by Benzenberg in

1802 ;
but so long as they were regarded merely

as casual phenomena, it could scarcely be hoped
that the^ would be of much use in this respect

to practical astronomy. As soon, however, as

their periodicity became probable, the pheno-
mena acquired a new interest ;

and some recent

attempts to determine longitudes in this man-
ner have proved that the method is not to be
disregarded. In fact, most of our most recent

knowledge of the star-showers has been ac-

quired by systematic observation of them at

places some distance apart, telegraphically

connected. See an interesting paper on this

subject by Dr. Gibers, in Schumacher’s Jakr^

buck for 1837 ;
also the Annuaire du Bureau

dea Longitudes for 1836; Mkm.de VAcad, de

Bruxelles for 1838; Scbumacher^s Astrono-

mische Nackrichten, xvi. and xvii. ;
and’

general papers communicated during 1863,
1864, and 1866, by Mr. Newton to StUiman's
Journal, and by Mr. Herschel to the Monthty
Notices ofthe Astronomical Society,

Sliore. In Architecti^ a piece of timber
or other material placed in such a direction as
to prop up a wall or other heavy body.

SlioroA (after Sir J. Shore, governoiv
general of Bengal). This tropical Asiatic
genus belongs to the order IH^eracea, and
consists of large restnous trees, with entire or
wavy-edged leaves, and amllary and terminal
panicles of sweet-smelUng yellow fiowers, 8.
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robusta, the Saul or S51, is a native of India,

extending from the provinces of Bengal and
Behar to the foot of the Himalayas within the

limits of the tropics. It is a magnificent and
most important timber-tree, frequently attaining

a height of upwards of a hundred feet. The
wood is of a light-brown colour, close-grained,

strong and durable, and is extensively employed
in India, both by the natives and by Europeans,

for shipbuilding, engineering, and other pur-

poses where great strength and toughness are

requisite. It is stronger, and at the same time

much heavier than Indian teak. An oil is

obtained from the seeds. Part of the resin

known as Dammar is likewise obtained from
this and other species of Shorea,

Stkorem (Dutch sehoor). Strong props,

used in shipbuilding, to keep the vessel steady

on the slip. They are placed under the wales
of the ship’s bottom. Breast-shores are similar

props us^ when a completed vessel is docked.

Short Page. In Printing, a page short of

its full quantity of matter, such as those at the

ends of chapters, or at the end of a book.

Shorthand Writing. [Stenoguapht.]
ShortBtnff. In Shipbuil^ng* thin planks

fastened over the ribs on the inside between
the portholes.

Shot (A.-Sax. scyt). Any solid Paojectilb.
Shot &ooker«. Long ineces of wood

pierced with holes like cups, in which the

shot are placed, along the sides and round
the hatchways.
Shonlder (A.-Sax. sculdre, Ger. schulter).

In Fortification, the angle of a bastion in-

cluded between the face and flank.

Shonlder Blade. The scapula, or pleura-

pophysial element of the pectoral arch.

Shoulder-of-SKutton Sail. A triangular

sail used in small vessels as an auxiliaiy to

prevent leeway. It is mounted on a temporary
mast at the stem, its base being extended on a
beam, and its apex against the mast. No gatif

is employed.

Shoveller. The name of a species of duck,
remarkable for the length and terminal ex-

pansion of the shovel-Uke bill; whence the
name of Spaihulea, proposed for the subgenus
of which it is the type. It is the Anasdypeata
of Linnseus.

Shrapnel Shelle. In Artillery, a shell

invented by General Shrapnel of the Royal
Artillery. The projectile ori^ally consisted

of a thin iron shell filled with balls, sufficient

powder being inserted with the balls to cause,

when i^ited by the fuse, the bursting of

shell
;

it was designed to act as case or grape
at longer rai^ than was attainable by those

prqjeciilea. Hence it was also called sphesieal

case, shot. The essence of the shell's construc-

tion is that the bursting charge should he so

small as merely to open the shell, allowing tha

bullets to continue in flight with uiiim]^ed
velocity. Improved. Shramd shells had the

bursting charge separated from the balls by
being jSaoed in a cylinder in the middle of the

shell, la the diaphragm Shrapnel shell the
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powclpr is spptiriited by an iron diaphragm from
the bullets, all space between which is filled up
wilh coal-diiHt. Shrapnel shells should burst

about fifty yainls sliortof the object, and should

not be liretl at very long ranges, or the bullets

will not liavo sufficient velocity.

Sbrew. A small insectivorous mammal,
some species of wliich are aquatic. [Sorex.]

Bhrlke. A name for the Butcher birds, or

species of Lanins.

Slirine (Ger. sehrein
;
Lat scriniiim, n desk

or cabinet
\
whence also Acrccw). Properly, the

receptacle of the remains or relics of a saint.

Shrines are of two sorts
:

portable, used in

processions, called in Latin jerctra
; and fixed

in churches. The appropriate place for shrines,

in the churches of tlie middle ages, was gene-
rally in the eastern part, in the space behind
the high altar. Snch is the situation of the
celebrated shrine of the tlircc kings of Cologne

;

and such was that of the slirines at St. Albans,
Canterbury, Durham, and Westminster, before

the Ileforniation. {An Jeeeologiay vol. i.)

StaroudB (A. -Sax. scnid'l. The large ropes

supporting a mast laterally; they taktJ the

names of their respective masts, as niain^

shrouds, fore-topmast-shronds, miccn-topgallant

shrouds, &c.

Shrove Tuesday. The Tuesday after

Quinquagesiina Sunday, and immediately pre-

ceding Ash Wednesday
; so calle<l from the

Anglo-Sax. shnven, to confess, because on that

day confession was made preparatory to the fast

of Lent.

Bhroh (A--Sax. scrob, Gci*. schroff, rough).

In Botany, a small low dwarfish tree, which,

instead of oue single stem, frequently puts

forth from th«i same root several sots or stems.

Shrub. The name given to a species of

sweet wine or liqueur, of which rum forms the

chief ingredient.

Shuttle (Icelandic skutul). An instru-

ment used by weavers, which guides the thread

it contains, so as to make it form the woofs

of stufifs, clothe, linen, and other fabrics, by
throwing the shuttle alternately from left to

right and from right to left across between the

threads of the warp, which are stretched out

lengthwise on the loom. In the middle of the

shuttle is a kind of cavity, called its eye or

chamber, in which is enclosed the apoul, which
is part of the thread destined for the woof.

Sltwau Tmn. The calculating instrument

of the Chinese. It is similar in shape and
construction to the Boman abacus, and is used

in the same manner. [ABaous.]

SI. In Music, the French and Italian name
for the seventh sound, added by Le Maire, a
Frenchman, at the latter end of the seven-

teenth centuiy, to the six ancient notes, ut,

re, mi, fa» In, of Guido. It corresponds

to our B.
Sislasogos (Gr« eloXw, saliva; kyvy69,

a leader). Medimnes which increase the flow

of saliva.

SIbSms* A disease endemic in some of

the western parts of Scotland, somewhat re-
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scmbling the yaws, and propagated by direct

application of the contagious matter,

Siberlte. A synonym of Bubellite or Bod
Tourmaline, the finest specimens of which have
been found in Siberia.

Sibyl (Gr. 2/3t;\Aa). The name given to

certain prophetic women said to have liied in

Greece and Italy. Some authors recount as
many as ten of them. The most celebrated

were the Sibyl of Cumse, fabled to have been
consulted by Ailneas, and the prophetess who is

said to have offered her books to Tarquin the

Proud. (Mem. dc VAcad, das Inset, vol. xziii.)

Sibylline Books. Documents supposed to

contain the late of the Boman empire. Nine
of thcjn arc said to have been offered by an
old woman, called Amaltlnea, to Tarquin the

Proiul
;
but Tarquin refusing to give the price

which she atikod, she wont away, and burnt three
of tlioni. Kcturiiing with the remainder, she

offi red them to the king on the same terms as

before; and on his second refusal departed
again, an<l returned with three, which she still

offered at the same price as the original nine.

The king,, struck with her conduct, at last

acceded to her offer, and intrusted the care of

the books to certain priests (the quindeceinviri).

The story runs that they were preserved in

a stone chest beneath tho temple of Jupiter

Capitulimis, being consulted in times of public

danger or calamity, and that they were destroyed
by tho fire that consumed tho Capitol in the

M.irsic wnr. After this calamity, ambassadors
were sent to collect such fragments of Sibylline

prophecies as they could pick up in various

countries
;
and from the verses thus collected

Augustus formed two new books, which were
deposited in two gilt cases in the temple of

the Palatine Apollo. Sibylliuc verses are often

quoted by Christian writers, as containing

prophecies of Christianity; but these were
composed during the second century of the

Christian era.

Siollian Barth. A name sometimes given

to fossil bezoar, which appears to be of a

similar character to Armenian Bole.

Sicilian Vespers. In Modern History,

tho name commonly given to tho great massacre

of the French in Sicily, iiiA.D. 1282. They
were the soldiers and subjects of Charles of

Aivjou, who had made himself master of the

island after tho defeat* aud death of Conxadin.

Tho insurrection broke out on the evening of

Easter Tuesday. Its consequence was the ex-

pulsion of Charles
;
and tho islanders placed

themselves under the protection of the king of

Arragon.
Slek-bsy. On Shipboard, a portion of the

main-deck partitioned off for invalids. It is

usually iu tne bow. The partitions are easily

removed, and in time of action, in a man-of-

war, the sick-bay is transferred to the cockpit.

iSda (Gr. ^817). An extensive ^us of

Malvacem, many of the species of which are

used medicinally. The root of B. acuta is

esteemed by tho Hindus as a valuable stoma-

chic, and is administered in ague, dysentery.



SIDE KEELSONS SIEGE
and as a remedy for snake-bites, while the and are one of the kinds known to the English
leaves are used as a poultice, as likewise are residents in Western tropical Africa (where the

those of 8. retusa, 8. stipiUata, and mauri- plant is indigenous) by the name of Miraculous-
tiana. Others are used in cases of rheumatism, berry, being eaten in order to counteract the

and as an application in cases of the stings of acidity of any article of food or drink, their

wasps and other insects. The wood of these sweet flavour being retained by the palate for a

trees is extremely light
;
that of 8. micrantha considerable lengtti of time. They are rather

is used to make rocket-sticks in Brazil, where more than half the size of olives, and somewhat
large quantities 'are employed on fSte-days at of the same shape. Among the natives thv^y

the doors of the churches. The Chinese culti- form an article of trade,

vate 8. tiluBfolia for the sake of the fibre of its Siege (Fr. si^e; Ital. seggia,>Lat. sedes,

bark, which they prefer to hemp. a seatt from the setting down of an army
Side Xeelsons* In large ships, keel- before the beleaguered fortress). A Military

sons parallel to, and somewhat smaller than term, denoting the eariying on of oflensire

the principal keelson, and distant about six works and operations in the attack of fortresses,

feet from it. They extend from fifteen to The nature of sieges has, at all times, de-

twenty-five feet fore and aft of the main-mast, pended upon the character of the defensive

and are bolted through to the outside planking, works, and the arms and projectiles in use.

The object is to give additional support to the In the days of slings, bows, and simple walls,

ship’s ^me in the part adjoining the principal the attack was conducted under great disad-

mast, and consequently the point of greatest vantages. The more concentrated the garrison,

strain. the more strength it possessed. The attack

Bide &ewer. The part of a certain species could be made only within a short distance of

of marine engine which communicates the the walls, and always in a direction parallel to

motion from the side rods to the cross tail, and the front attacked. Escalade was the first

which answers to the working beam in land means of attack attempted, and when it fkiled,

engines. [Steam Engine.] wooden towers, higher than the walls, were

Blde-aaddle Flower. One of the names brought against the latter
;
the battering ram

of the curious pitcher-bearing genus of plants, and the mine were employed to effect a breach,

called Sarmcenia by botanists. The adoption of gunpowder and cannon
Bldereal SjEtem. [Stab.] matly simplified the attack, for the walls, which
Bldeiite (Or. triSTipos, iron). Sparry Iron- had hitherto sufficed for defence, were easily

ore, or native carbonate of iron. The term breached by tlie heavy projectiles hurled against

Siderite has also been applied to a vitreous them. It became necessary, therefore, to pro-

variety of Quartz of an indigo or Berlin blue tect the walls, and devise new modes of defence,

colour, ^m Oolling near Salzburg. [Fobtification.] These, again, demanded a
Bldorooalcdte (a word coined from the Or. new mode of attack, the besieger bringing an

ffl8ffpos, and Lat. calx, lime). The name given overpowering fire on such of the works of the

by Kirwan to the Brown Sparfot Werner.
^

fortress as could be seen, and under its cover

BlderoEOblatollte (Or. alirtpos
;

advancing close to the fortress, where he raised

cUavaUe
; and stone). A hydrated high mounds of earth, on the top of which he

silicate of iron, found in small six-sided black placed batteries to sweep the interior of the

prisms at Conghonas do Campo in Brazil. ' defences. IJnder cpver of this fire, he either

Blderosoope (Or. alhipof; ffKonrw^ I vievf^. assaulted the place or advanced to a nearer

An instrument for detecting minute degrees position from which the walls could be breached,

of magnetism in substances usually supposed The attack thus conducted was veiy tedious,

to be non-magnetic—the name having reference owing to the enormous labour of raising the

to the hypothesis that the traces of magnetism mounds of earth for the cavalier batteries.

so detected are due to the presence of atoms of The genius of Vauban, however, by the in-

iion. The apparatus proposed by Lebaillif, vention of ricochet fire^ and by modifying the

in which the object is accomplished by means ordinary siege works of the period, and com-
of a very delicate combination of magnetic bining them into a regular system of attack,

needles, is described by Fouillet, &Lhmms de shortened the duration of sieges, and gave

Bhysique, and by Sir D. Brewster, ‘ Treatise on them a certainty which they did not possess

Mfl^etism ’ in the Encyclopedia Britannica, before.

Blderojorlon (Gr. alSnpos, and (uXov, wood). The following sketch of a siege is based

A genus of Sapotaceous trees, often of large upon the practice of Vauban and other generals,

size, distributed over both hemispheres, but and is supposed to be conducted against two

rarely oytAuding beyond the tropics. Its ravelins and a bastion between them, of the

name is given in allusion to the very hard wood modem French system, and ^th smooth-bore

afibided by the various species, llie woods of arms only, as no rc^lar siege has been carried

many widely difi^ent trees, however, are like- on since the introduction of rifled arms. The
wise called Ironwood, almost every country attacks on the small and feebly armed forts in

producing a hard wood to which that name is America have been on too small a scale, and

ap^ed. too irregular, to afford much information on

^e fruits of 8. dulcificum have, as the spe- regular sieges, and neither the Prussian nor

cific name denotes, an exceedingly sweet taste, It^ian armies have undertaken the siege of
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any AuBtrian fortress in the campaign of actual siege, and the other called the army o^t

1866. observation or covering army^ for operating in

The army adyancing into the theatre of the 6eld to prevent the interruption of the siege,

war for the reduction of a fortress, may be The besieging army may be subdivided into

divided into two grand divisionsi one for the the investing corps and the attacking corps,

A* A' and A A. ITIrst perallelB. A*M extend to rijirht and to left about SOO yardsbeyond margin. B and
B B. Second parallels. C C. Third parallcL D D. Fourth parallel. E B. Fifth parallel.

FF> Bomi-parnllels. G. Bangs 1,400 yards from batteries similar . BH. Bange 1,400 yards.

i
l, Bango 2,000 yards. K. Communications to Depots, Camps, &o, LL. Zigzags or approaches.
:H. Itange 600 yards. N. Attacked bnstiou with breaches. O. BimHar works all round to complete

Fortress* « a. Trench cavaliers. t. Bedoubt. c. Enfilade battery, 12 guns, Counter battery,

12 guna, e* Counter battery, 14 guns. /. Enfilade battery, 7 guns. a. Itofllade battervi 7 guns.
h hunter battery, 16 guns. t. Counter battery, 14 guns, k. Enfilade battery, 12 guns. I. Enfilade
MUtfiea. m. Small detached counter battery,

)7*B.«"Tho oontinnod lines represent an attack with smooth-bored gvms ; the dotted lines an attack with rifled

' guns.
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ii8 latter furnishing the working parties and

the ^ards of the trenches, to protect them from
sorties. The investment [Investment of a
Eortxubss] is established suddenly and secretly,

and is maintained rigorously throughout the

whole siege, otherwise the fortress might be
relieved, and the siege either prolonged or

rendered hopeless. While the investment is

being established, officers of the staff and en-

gineers are employed in making and verifying

plans of the fortress and a(^acent ground, and
in collecting every information bearing upon
the proposed attack. This is called making the

rcconnaieeance^ and in doing so great care must
be taken not to let the enemy know where it is

proposed to attack the fortress, but^ on the

contrary, to endeavour to convey a false im-
pression, this mistaken idea being often further

carried out by the prosecution of a false attack

for a considerable period.

The front most susceptible of attack having

been selected, a project of attack is designed,

which, however, can rarely be carried out in its

integrity. The artillery park and the engineer

d6p6t are then placed conveniently, and out of

sight and range of the fortress.

On the night in which ground is broken or

the trenches opened, the^rs^ parallel or trench,

to serve as a covered road and to protect the

guards, is traced and constructed parallel to

the works of the fortress, at a distance from
them of from 400 to 800 yards, and extending

on ilank far enough to cover the most exposed
batteries. During the same night trenches of

communication are carried from the d4p6ts to the

parallel, traced in zigzags^ so that the enemy
cannot see along their interior. All the paral-

lels, communications, and approaches, are about
three to four feet deep, and ten feet wide.

During the next few nights the batteries

are constructed and armed, and in all possible

cases enfilade batteries are employed to fire en

ricochet. Three or four guns so placed, and
sending their shot bounding along the face of

the enemy’s works, will dismount or disable all

the guns on the face enfiladed. When it is

impossible to have enfilade batteries, direct or

counter batteries are constructed, replying with

one or two guns to eveiy gun mounM on the

face to be silenced. When these batteries have

in a great measure silenced the artillery fire of

the fortress, a second, faralld is constructed

about half-way between the first parallel and

the fortress, and communications made between

the parallels by zigzags.'

When the artillery fire of the place has been

completely silenced, the approaches are pushed

on by sapping, a very slow process, the advance

depending on the rate at which the sapper, at

the head of the sap, can work, rolling on before

him the covering sap roller, an^lacing the ga-

bions to be filled with earth. When the heads

of these approaches are too far advanced from

the parallel for proper support, short trenches

called demuparallda are pushed out right and

left, and guards of the trenches placed in them.

The approaches are again pushed on to within

about 120 yards of the covered way, where the
third paraUd is constructed, connecting the

heads of the attacks. The. next object to be
attained is the crowning of the covered way of

the ravelins ;
i.e. the formation of a trench or

lodgment along the edge of the glacis, that

position being reached either by systematic ap-

proach, or by the hazardous operation of assault,

in which a storming party drives the defenders

out of the covered way, a working party follow-

ing with the necessary tools and materials to

form the lodgment outside the covered way:
In the advance by systematic approach, saps

are driven direct upon the salients of the

covered way to about forty yards from the

salients, where raised musketry parapets or

trench cavaliers are constructed to enfilade the

covered way. A fourth paralld connects the

two inner cavaliers. The saps are again pushed
on to within twenty feet of the salients, where
they branch out right and left, forming the

lodgment on the glacis or crowning of the

covered way. A fifth parallel connects the

inner ends of these lodgments. Batteries are

then formed in these lodgments to breach the

ravelins and silence the flanking fire of their

ditches. A great gallery of descent^ for the

passage of the storming parties, is driven

underground from the lo^^ent into the ditch

(opposite the breach) across which a sap is

driven
;
the breach is captured and crowned

with a lodgment ; and saps made across the

salient of the ravelin, from which guns and
muskets keep down the fire of the place.

The redoubt of the ravelin is breached by
mines, and when this work falls the covered

way in front of the bastion may be crowned,

without fear of these lodgments being seen into

from the redoubt. Batteries are formed in

these lodgments to oppose the flanking fire of

the main ditch to be crossed. Saps are pushed
on in the redoubts of the ravelins until the

coupures of the ravelins are taken in reverse,

when, the enemy abandoning them, they are

taken possession of, and from them the redoubts

in the covered way are taken in reverse, and
these being abandoned are occupied and fur-

nish sites for the principal breaching batteries,

others being likewise constructed outside the
redoubts. While these batteries are breaching
the main escarp, saps are driven to the edge (n

the main ditch, the walls of which are mined,
access being thus given to the main ditch, across

which saps are driven to the breaches, which
on being captured are crowned, and thus the

salient of the bastion is taken possession of.

The place may then be said to have fallen
; for

if the besieged have constructed any retrench-

ments inside, they will soon be reduced by
similar operations or by assault.

These works, if carried on without inter-

ruption, would occupy about forty nights.

As to the future of siep^es, the balance of pro-,

fessional opinion is decidedly in favour of the

defence, under the assumptions that iron in the

form of cupolas, shields, and plates is available,

as well as large rifled guns carrying elongated
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shells mth large bursting charges. There can
be no doubt but that great delay will bo
caused, for the siege works must bo ):^mmenced
much farther off, and th^ besiegers* first bat-

teries will be repeatedl;^ blown to pieces with
large shells during their attempted construc-

tion.

If the fortress can preserve a few guns in

cupolas or behind shields, it will be impossible

to sap, at least by day, unless the sap be made
nearly twice as deep as heretofore, adding
thereby immensely to the labour and causing

deltas.
I

Mining may be resorted to, but even with
|

the aid of machinery it must always be a slow
and precarious mdthod.
The circumstances under which a strong

fortress, amply provided for defence, could be
successfully besieged, would appear to be :

—

1. Extensive and uninterrupted railway or

maritime communication.
2. A lavish supply of large rifled ordnance.

3. An army large enough to supply the ex-

tensive working parties which in future will be
necessary.

As to the attack of fortresses of the polygonal

or German system, it would appear that their

reduction will present greater difficulties and
delays than in the other systems, for they will

offer none of their principal faces for enffiade

;

they will bring a more powerful fire on the field

of attack, which fire must be met with counter

batteries, and the well-preserved powerful
flanking fire for the main ditch will be very
difficult to subdue at the critical part of the

attack.

One grand feature of future sieges will un-
doubtedly he the placing ^ guns in a la^e
number of small batteries, instead of crowding
the guns into a few large batteries. The ad-

vantage also which the cover of night afforded

to the attacker will in a great measure be
neutralised by means of the powerful light

which modern science will throw on the field of
attack, to disclose the besiegers’ operations.

Finally, if it be conceded that sieges, in

future, must he of considerably longer duration

than formerly, it would follow that many for-

tresses, although not absolutely impregnabhi,
will virtually be«>me so, from the impossibility

of devoting the necessary time to their reduc-

tion in ordinary campaigns.

Sieve Train. The combination ofartillery,
both men and material, formed for the conduct of
a siege.

fiifiveiilte. A name for Cobalt Pyrites,

after Siegen, one of its localities. fLiNN;EiTB.]

Eienna and Raw Sienna Sartli.
[TerIia di Sienna.]
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Sierra (Lat. serra, a saw), A Spanish

term, signifying a chain of hills, and prefixed

to the names of several places in Spain, and
other parts discovered or colonised by the
Spaniards.

Siesta (Span.^. The name given to the

practice indulged in by the Spaniards, and the

inhabitants of hot climates generally, ofresting

two or three hours in the middle of the day,

when the heat is too oppressive to admit of

their going from home.
Slfrtlt. In Mythology. [Sigtjbdr.]

Slganltlan Operation. The division of

the si/mphysis pubis^ for the purpose of in-

creasing the capacity of the pelvis in cases of

impracticable labour. It was first performed
by a French surgeon of the name of Sigault,

but is now discarded.

Sight. [Vision.]

Slglita for Ordnance. Pieces of wood or
metal attached to a ^in, in order to lay the gun
accurately, by bringing them in line with the

object aimed at. The hind sight is always
capable of being raised so as to vary the angle

of elevation of the gun to the exact extent

required. [Gunnery.] Smooth-bored land-

service cast-iron guns are provided with Millards

sights^ consisting of a graduated tangent scale

at the breech, and a dispart sight in front

of the second reinforce. A w'ooden tangent

scale is also supplied, and used for elevations

over the clearance angle.

The rifled guns in our service are provided

with a barrd-headed tangent sight and a trun-

nion sight on each side of the ^in. The
barrel-headed sights instead of rising in a verti-

cal plane, as with a smooth-bored gun, rises

at an angle to the left from the vertical, in

order to allow for the derivation of the shot.

[Projectile.] The larger rifled guns have also

centre-sights.

The radii to which the metal tangent scales

are graduated are the distances from their

heads to the (fispart or trunnion sight, but the

wooden tangent scales are graduated to the

long radius, or the notch on the muzzle.

ElgUlaria (Lat). Fossil plants found in

the coal formation. They are represented

mainly by the stems, which have leaf-scars,

like seal-impressions: whence the name of the

genus.

Stgla. In Printing and in ancient MSS.,
notes, breviatures, letters used for words,

characters or shorthand. Some specimens

of the sigla of the sixth, seventli, and eightli

centuries are here given. Some of them
were invented by the writers themselves, or

afU^rwards by others in illustration of the

text.

4 5 6

7 0
10 11, It

'a th Ld
4tl



SION
]. H.S. i.e. Hie suppleas, or hscc supplonda.

2. H.D. i. o. Hoc deficit, or haec deficiunt.

3. Faragiaphiis, a uote of division.

4. Diplc, to murk out a quotation from the
Old Testament.

6.

Crisimon, being composed of X and P,
'which stands for Christ. [Labarum.]

6. Hederacci folii figura, an ivy leaf, the
ancient mark of division.

7. Ancora superior. To denote a very re-

markable passage.

8. Denotes the beginning of a lesson.

9. Signifies good.

10. Stands for something vciy kind, or bene-
volent.

11. Points out a fine or admirable passage.

12. L.D. kpide dictum. Finely said.

(^See Octavius dcStrada, Negitius, Frontiniis>

and Johannes Nicholaus.)

SliTii (Dat. signum). In Algebra, a sj-mbol

indicating an operation to be performed, or

a relation subsisting between two quantities.

Of the former kind, those most commonly used
arc, + for addition, — for subtraction, x for

multiplication, for division, V for the

square root, for the cube root, 'i/ for the

?ith root, &c. The signs denoting relations

art*, « equal to, > greater than, < less than,

&c.
Sion. In Astronomy, a portion of the eclip-

tic or zodiac, containing thirty degrees, or a
twelfth port of the complete circle. The first

comniences at the point of the equator through

which the sun passes at the time of the venml
|

equinox ; and they are counted on'wards, pro-

;

ceeding from west to east, according to the

annual wursc of the sun, all round the circle.

The names of the twelve signs, in the order

in which they follow each other, with the

characters by which they are indicated on
globes, and in the almanacks and books of

astronomy, are as follows : Aries r, Taurus

a, Gemini U, Cancer 2b, Leo Virgo t®,

Uibra is, Scorpio tn, Sagittarius f, Capri-

\

•comus vf, Aguaiius sc, Pisces k.
It is to bo remarked, that the above are also

:

the names of the twelve constellations of the
|

zodiac ;
and in ancient times (above 200 years

before our era), the places of the signs and the
j

constellations were coincident ; but owing to I

the motion of the earth's equator, by which
I

the equinoctial points are carried back'wards

on the ecliptic a^ut 60'6" annually, the inter-

sections of the ecliptic and equator, and conse-

quently the commencement of the signs, now
correspond to different stars, the first point

of the sign Aries being at present near the

beginning of the constellation Pisces. On
this account care must be taken not to con-

found the signs of the zodiac, which are fixed

in respect of the equinoxes, with the constel-

lations, which are movable in respect of those

points. [CONSTBIXATION.]
The ascending eigns are the six b^tnning

with Gapricomus, through which the sun
passes umile advancing from the winter to

the summer solstice, and is, consequently, ac-
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quiring altitude with respect to inhabitants

of the northern hemi.spherc. The oUier six, be-

ginning with Cancer, are called the descending

signs.

Sion. A picture hung in front of inns ; a
remnant of a custom which formerly prevailed

with regard to shops in mueral.

Slgiif Botanical* [Symbols, Botanical.]

Sign Kanual. The royal signature, super-

scribed at the top of bills of grants or letters

patent ; which are then sealed with the privy

signet or great seal, as the case may be, to

complete their validity. But there are some
grants which pass through certain offices, us

the Admiralty or Treasury, under the sign

manual only.

Signal xaglit. [Blvb Light.]
Signals. [Telegraph.]
Signals, Vawal. A system of symbols

addressed to the eye—as flags, boards, lights,

&c.—for establishing communications at dis-

tances too great for the voice. Guns are also

used for the same purposes. The first signals

seem to have been merely distinguishing flags

for certain .ships. In the system institute!

by James II. for orders to the fleet, the pur-

port depended on the part of the ship at

which they were exhibited
;

a condition very

detrimental to the use dT signals at sea. A
code composed of numeral flags and pendants,

j

i. e. in which each combination of numbers had
a verbal expressiem assigned to it, seems to

have been the first step towards a general

lystcm, as before this plan each admiral in-

stituted his own code. In 1815, Sir Home
Popham^s code was adopted. This added
several Uteral or alphabetical flags and pen-

dants, which greatly extended the means of

communication, but necessarily rendered the

signals indistinct, and their purports deceitful,

in many cases, from the increased difficulty of

distinguishing each flog from the rest. In 1 826,

in consequence of some plans having been sub-

mitted by admirals for a more efficient system,

tho code still partly in use, which was consi-

dered as an improvement on its predecessor,

was adopted. In 1828, Admiral Knper pub-
lished his code, which was one of those under
consideration. The principle of this system was
that the manner of combination of the flags and
pendants of which the signal is compost, i.e.

their order or arrangenient, should point out

the subject of the signal, or, as the author terms

it, the point ofservice to which the signal relates

;

while the numbers of the individual symbols
indicate the number of the signal in its class.

The numbers are denoted, as usual, by the

colours
; but when these fail, from haze or

distance, the number is supplied by numeral
distant sianals.. From the distinctness at-

tending the small number of symbols (the

smallest possible for complete numeral sig-

nals), the precision obtainea from classiflcation

by which die simplicity of each signal is pro-

portioned to its importance, and the saving

of the time oflljen wasted in vain attempts to

dis
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of each flag, this aystem has been considered

J

Ti'sible at a point in front or^ nearly in front,

by some competentjudges as the sole thoroughly The great improvement was Redl’s cones, con-

sisting of four black cones on a mast Each
cono is constructed like an umbrella,

efficient method.
In the merchant service, signals arc of less

|

extensive utility than in the royal navy, their I and, by means of a spring, its nor-

chief employment being to express the names of
j

mal position is closM tight upon
vessels, latitude and longitude, and a few other

j

the mast.

such particulars. Attempts have been made
by the principal maritime governments to esta-

blish a universal code of signals for the mer-
cantile marine of all nations.

The colours of flags are rather a drawback
to their usefulness, as at a distance signalmen
flud it hard to distinguish between blue, red,

and black, or between yellow and white. Some
modem systems have therefore been tried with
only black and white in the flags. This, of
course, diminishes the number of syrnMs.
But flags, generally, are subject to the objec-

tion of indistinctness. On a still day they

will not extend at all; on a windy day they

may happen to extend in a direction end on
to the observer, when of necessity they will

be unintelligible. S<flid flgurea^ of eanvan on
iron finunfes, have been tried; but the cone,

sphere, ^^lindec, and cube, are the only

figures which presented the same appearance

in every direction. The reduction in the num-
ber of symbols renders a eode deshaHe. With
many flags hung one above another it is easy

to 8|^ a wor^ and this is known as word tig-

nalUmg, but wi^ few symbols—the nine nume-

,

rals, 0, and two repeaters lor instance—it saves

By a cord from each
cone, the operator can open it at

will, and keep it in an open posi-

tion as he pleases. The cones re- ^

present four positions—open, posi-

tive
; shut, negative. By combina-

tions of these, all the symbols for

telegraphing are obtained. The
signs can be changed with the utmost rapidity;

the mt^ist is light, and easily removed from
one point to another; it forms a ready com-
munication from ship to shore, between por-
tions of armies, or indeed in any situation,

as the signals appear the same in every
direction. I'or day telegraphing these cones
have now been universally adopted in the
British service. Several ingenious officers

—

and uotably Captains Bolton and Colomb

—

have developed the system of the cones to any
signs whatever which admit of four positions

wad a positive or aspect. Thus, two
men's arms extended or by tbeir sides; one
man raising an arm, with or without a hand-
kerchief, four times in quick succession

;
four

notes on a horn or steam-whistle—long notes

for positive, short notes fornegative—constitute

a telem|di ready for use. Jtfaay experiments

much time if a combination of four symliohs
j
hareo^ made to try the most efficient sym-
bols for distant tdegraphy. The results have
given the preference for day signalling to jets

of steam, long or shorty and for night piuposes
to the flashes ofa strong light For this Utter
purpose the light is covered by a shade and
exposed 1^ seconds for a positive signal and
Iialf a second for negatives. Four pufis of
steam or flashes of light constitute a symbol,
and four symbols one phrase or word, as shown
by the cocle. It is needless to point out that

these time-signals are precisely on the principle*

of Morse’s electric telegraph.

be taken arlntrarily to represent a word or
common sentence. This is a code. The sym-
bols named above are suffident to communicate

14,000 words and phrases ; and they constitute

the basis of the code adopted by the Admiralty
and the Board of Trade. In addition to other

advant^s over word-signalling, the code has

the gain of being applicable to any signals

—

flag, telegraph, flashes, &c.—and the numbers,

representing not spelling of words but the idea

embodied in those words, are equally appli-

cable in all languages. The next competition is

between signalling and tclegrapbing; in the

former the whole word or combination of nume-
rals is exposed at once, while, in the second, one

letter or numeral is shown at one motion. At
first sight the former seems the quicker mode;
but the preparatory arrang^ements take longer,

more apparatus is requisite (at least twelve

different signs being indispensable) than with

the telegraph, where four signs, ea^ of which

can be shown affirmativelv or negatively, an-

swer all the purposes. The simplicity of the

telegvai^ system will certainly make it general

before long.

Having shown that word-signals must yield

to codSes, and that codes can be better commu-
nioatad by telegraphing than signalling, it is

only necessary to show the various apparatus

i«i^ for the latter. The oldest of the modem
telegraphs, is the arm telegraph, still used on

raHways; here a post with two revolving arms
can make any signal. It is, however, only
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* Steam-jet,’ * FIAshing,' ‘Sound,* or 'Electric Tole-
graphTinie-fligDAla,' repre-
senting the symbol 8,591

to which an arbitrar:
meaning is attached.

Sifttatnre (Lat
the ^ts and sharps

In Music,

after the clef,

at the beginning of the staff*, which affect,

throughout the movement, all notes of the

same letter.

SiONATuas. In Printing, a letter of the

alphabet placed at the bottom of the first page
of each sheet ofa work, to denote^ alphabetically,

the order of the sheets.

It is customary to commence with B on the

first sheet of the body of the work, and to

go regularly through the alphabet, with the

exception of the letters J, V, and W; which
are never used as signatures, and which had.
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in fact, no existence in the alphabet at llie

time of the invention of printing
; ^ expressing

both I and J
; ©f, botli U and V

; and 223, the
double letter W, If the work extond to more
sheets in number than there arc letters in the
alphabet, the succeeding sheets go on with ii

second alphabet, which commences with A, and
both the letters are usually given

;
in this

manner, A A, or A a, and sometimes, to avoid
the repetition, thus, 2 A. If a third alphabet
be necessary, it is always, at the ja-esent day,
plaecd with the number be fore it, as 3 A. The

}

)rinter’8 first alphabet consists of twenty-two
etters, and the second and succeeding ones of
twenty-three.

^

As a guide to the bookbinder, there areotlnT
signatures used in a slicot besides the first.

Ill a sheet of octavo it was till recently usual
for the first page to have B, the third B 2, the
fifth B3, iiiul the seventh B4: in a slurt of
twelves they were carried to B 6, B 3 being tin’

first page of the offeut
; and howover numerous

the page.s may be in a sheet with one signal inv,
when tiiey were all inserted, they were eonlinned
to tho last odd page before tin- middle of tbo
sheet, but ni>ver Carried beyond the middle.
In geneiMl they w'cre all omitted exee]»t llie

first two, to sliow thi; first fold of the paper,
and th(' first on the offciit. Small capitals are
more frequently used for sigiiatnn's than large
capitals, as disHgnring the foot of the page in

a slighter manner. Sometinn’s figures are used
instead of letters, but not often

;
the Gentle-

man's Marjnzine is an instance.

Ko. of

Bhects
Signature Foliu 1

No. of

j.

Hseei's

1

1
Signature

1
1

i'oi.O

i

1 No. of

1

Miccta
Signature

]

1

roiio

i

2.3 2A 353
1

3A 721
1 B 1

j

21 15 3(51) 47 35
i

737
2 C 17 25 E 385

1
48 C ' 753

3 D 3.3 26 J) 101
;

49 I) 7(59

4 E 49 27 i: 417
I 50 K 785

5 F 66 28 F 433 61 V 801
6 G 81 29 G 419

I

62 G 817
7 H 97 30 H 405 53 H 833
8 I 113 31 I 481 1 54 I 840
9 K 129 32 K 497 65 IC 865

10 L 145 3.5 Ti 513 56 L 881
11 M 161 31 IVT 529 57 807
12 N 177 35

;

N 5!5 58 N 913
13 0 193 36 0 501 59 0 921)

14 P 209 37 P 577 60 P 94.5

15 Q 225 38 Q 593 (51 Q 961
16 11 211 39 H . GOO 62 K 977
17 S 257 40 s (525 63 s 093
18 T 273 41 T 611 64 T 10i)l)

19 U 289 42 ir 657 65 U 1025
20 X 305 43 X

!

673 66 X 1011
21 Y 321 44 689 67 y 1057
22 Z 337 45 z 705 68 z 1073

Sisnaatures, Boctrine of. A belief held

by some ancient physicians and phannaeeutists

that every natural substance which possesses

medicinal virtue, indicates, by an obvious ex-

ternal character, the disease for w'hich it is a

remedy, or the object for which it shoukl be
employed. Hence, it was assumed that poppies

must relieve diseases of the lit ad, from the form

of their seed-vessels; turineric, being yellow,

must cure jaundice; cassia Jistidn, intestinal

disonlcrs; groomwell (op litliospernuim), gra-

velly disorders, from the polish and hardness

of its seeds
;
and so on. Uj)on this principle it

is probable that rtftl cloth was held in estimation

as an application to cutaneous eruptions, and
that John of Gaddesden in the fourteenth cen-

tury orderedthe eon of Edward I., who was
attacked with smallpox, to be wrapped in

scarlet cloth and lie in a room with scarlet

hangings.

Signet, The FHvy. One of the royal
seals in England, used in sealing private letters'

and grants under the sign manual. It is in the
custody of the Secretary of State for the Homo
pepartment.

|
Seal

;
Skcrktakt.] The signet

in Scotland is the seal by which the royal
letters and writs for the purpose of justice are

j
now authenticated. Hence, the title of clerks

j

to the signet, or writers to the signet; whose

j

businosa is nearly the same with that of

j

attorneys in England. They were ancieiilly

j

clerks in the office of the Secretary of State,

j

by whom writs were prepared
; and when the

signet became employed in judicial proceedings,

they obtained a monopoly of the privileges of
acting as agents or attorneys before the Court
of Session.

Significant Bl^ts of a Viimber* Those
digits which remain after striking off all tho

ciphers on the right or left. Thus the signifi-
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digits of 12300 are 1, 2, 3, and those of

the docimal number '00301 are 301. It is in

logarithms that this distinction is usefully

made. The logarithms of all numbers whose
significant digits are the same have the same
^nantissa .or decimal part, and differ only in

their ckaracteri&tics. The number of places, to

the left or right of the unit’s place, of the first

(extreme left) significant di^t gives, respec-

tively, the positive or negative characteristic

of the logarithm. [Logarithms.]
Signor (Span, sefior

;
Lat. senior, elihr\

The Italian term equivalent to the English

Lord^ iSir, or il/r., tlie French Monsieur^ and
the German Hen'. Signoria was anciently the

appellation of the chief council of Venice,

Genoa, and Lucca.

Slgurdr. In Northern Mythology, the

great hero of the VoLSUNGA Saga, which was
afterwards expanded in the Edda and finally

remodelled in the lay of the Nibkluhgisn.

Sigurdr, in the tale of the Volsungs, is the

son of Sigmund, Lorn after his father’s death.

Sigmund, the son of Volsung, a descendant of

Odin, had gained possession of the sM'ord Gram,
which Odin in disguise had driven to the hilt in

an oak trunk, and left for the man who was
strong enough to draw it out. With this sword
Sigmund overcomes every enemy, until, in a

battle between him and the sons of King
Hunding, Odin reappears in his old disguise

. and presents a spear on which the sword Gram
is broken in twain. Sigmund then dies on the

battle-field, and his wife Hjordis gives birth to

Sigurdr, in the house of Hialprek, king of

Denmark. This child, the favourite hero of

Teutonic song, grows up into a manhood as

majestic as that of Ph<ebus and Achillcus.

[Iliad.] His golden locks flow down over his

shoulders, and gleam like the rays of the sun;

his eye is bright and piercing, and his coun-

tenance full of splendour. He is the foster

child of Begin (the smith of King Hialprek),

who urges him on to slay the dragon Fafnir

[Python], who lay on Uie glistening heath,

coiled round a heap of gold. But Sigurdr,

bent first on avenging his father’s death, asks

Begin to forge him a new sword. The weapon
snaps in his hand ;

and Sigurdr then obtains

from his mother the broken bits of Gram, out

of which Begin forges a new blade, the force

of which nothing could withstand. Having slain

the sons of King Bunding, Sigurdr attacks and

slays Fafnir, thus becoming; master of the golden

treasure, and with it of a ring on which Andvari

the dwarf had kid a curse, by which it should

become the bane of every mao who owned it.

By eating Fafnir’s heart, Sigurdr is also endowed
with a marvellous wisdom, which enables him
to undsinitand the song of birds. Biding away
inth bk Bpml, he came to a lonely heath, in the

midst of whudi a fierce flame surrounded a

house, in which lay a fair maiden Brenhyldr,

the diaughtop of Atli, in a sleep never to

be bfoto unt^ there came some one brave

enough to tide through the flame. At the

touch of Sigurdr, she wakes up, and Sigurdr,

SIGURDR
having plighted to her his troth, rides on to

the house of Giuki the Nifliing [Nephel£],
who determines that Sigurdr shall marr^ his

daughter Gudrun. So Grimhildr, Giuki's

wife, gave him a potion which caused him to

forget Brenhyldr, and Gudrun becomes the

wife of Sigurdr.

Meanwhile, Brenhyldr still waited the return

of Sigurflr to rescue lier from her ca pti vity. Guu-
nar, the brother of Gudrun, having resolved to

marry Brenhyldr, tries in vain to ridi*through the
fire, and therefore Grimhildr by her magic arts

made Sigurdr change shapes and arms with
Gunnar, and so deliver Brenhyldr. On the bridal

bed Sigunlr places his sword Gram between
himself and Brenhyldr, to whom in the morning
he gives the ring of Andvari, reotiving from her

another in retuni. Sigurdr then resuming his

shape, hands Brenhyldr over to Gunnar
;
but no

sooner has he done this tlian the power of the

magic potion passes away, and he sees too late

that he has betrayed his first love. At length,

from Gudrun, Brenhyldr learns that she was
rescued from tlio flame not by Gunnar, as

she thought, but by Sigurdr
;
and, her love for

the hero giving place to indignation at his

treachery, she urges on Gunnar and his brothers

to slay him. But they had sworn, as the gods
had sworn in the case of Baldr, pot to hurt

Sigurdr. Hence, that which they would not

do themselves, tliey incite their half-brother

Guttorm'to do for them. Tims was Sigurdr

slain as he lay sleeping
;
but his death revives

all the love of Brenhyldr, and lying down by
the side of Sigurdr, with his good sword Gram
hr.twecn them, she dies heart-broken on his

funeral pile. Then Gudrun, wandering away,
becomes the wife of Atli (the brother of Bren-
hyldr), who claims the treasures won by
Sigurdr from the dragon, but which the

Niflungs had taken when Sigurdr was slain.

Unable to gain thorn by force, Atli invites

Gunnar and his brethren to a feast, and then
ensnares them. Gunnar is thrown into a pit of

serpents, one of which flies at his heart and
stings him to death. Gudrun then, in revenge
for the death of her brothers, first slays her
children by Atli, and then kills her husband
Atli himself. Weary of her life, she casts hSrself

into the sea
;
but the sea will ndt kt her die,

and bears her to the land 0f king fonakr, by
whom she becomes the mother of three sons,

who are all dark haired like the NifltiPgs, and
a daughter, Swanhild, whom Hermanric seeks

for his wife, sending his son Bandver to woo
her. Bandver, instead of doing his father’s

bidding, seeks her for himself, and for this

misdera is put to death. Afterwards, seeing

Swanhild washing her golden hair, Hermanric
rides his horse over her, as> the cause of all his

troubles, and tramples her t6 death. Gudrun
then bids her sons avenge their sister, and they
slay Hermanric in his slera, as Sigurdr had
been slain by Guttorm. For this crime they
are put to death

; andrSoon after, the weary life

of Gudrun comes to an end.
ThisTeutonic myth has a double vidue, (1) as
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throwing light on the mythology of other races,

and (2) as enabling us to form a judgment on
the quasi-historical character which somemyths
have assumed.

(1) It will probably be disputed by none,
that if in two tales full of startling events two
or three incidents should be found common to

both, a certain connection may be inferred be-

tween the stories
;
and it may be assumed either

that they are the work ofthe same writer, or if of
two writers, that one borrowed from the other,

or that both obtained their materials from one
common source. If the number of these com-
mon incidents be multiplied, the presumption of
a connection between the stories is indefinitely

strengthened
;
and in proportion to the impro-

bability that one writer borrowed from the other,

the conclusion that they worked on a common
^tock of materials gathers force. But, if it be
found that these common incidents have the

same sequence, that the motives assigned to the

actors in these talcs, as well as their character-

istic features, are in each case the same, it seems
impossible to doubt il)at the tales have a com-
mon substratum

;
and as the idea that the

authors of the Volsuiig tale borrowed their

materials from the Hiad or the Odys&ey^ or that

the Greek epic poets borrowed from those of

Persia and India, is too wild to be entertained

by any who have studied the conditions under
w'hich traditions are difiiised, it follows that

legends exhibiting the same features in common
point to one and the same source, from which
the talcs have been carried in dififerent directions,

to receive in their distant homes a new local

colouring, with modifications which must be
the residt of new geographical features and
new conditions of soil and climate.

Some points of resemblance between the myth
of Sigurdr with the myths of non-Teutonic
peoples have been already pointed out. But
;be correspondence may be traced in almost
every detail. If Odin leaves a sword which is

to b^ome the property of him who is able to

dr^w it from the oak trunk, so .^geus hides his

weapons beneath a stone, which must be lifted

by Xhbsbus before he can become possessed of

hk father’s arms. The portrait of Sigtirdr is

also th^ pprtrait of Fheebus Apollo, of Achilleus

and ODYSSEUS,, of Fhaethon, Patroclus, and
Telumachus. 'From H^ordis, his mother,

Si^^urdr,obtains the sword Gram, reforg^ by
Begin the blacksmith, brother of the Danisn
king ;

from Thetis, Achilleus receives the ar-

mour which the smith Hxphjbstps had made,
in place of that which Hector had strippedfrom
the body of Patroclus. The yengeanoe taken
by Siguidr on the sons of king Bunding is the
revenge taken by Achilleus on the Trojans for

the death ofhis friend. His slaijghter of Fafnir

is the slaughter of Python by Phoebus, of the

Minotaur by Theseus, of the libyan dr^on by
PER.^Br8, ofthe Spbinz by (Edipus, ofthe snakes

which HsfiacLBS strangles at the outset of his

career. The power granted to Siguidr ofunder-
standing the voices of birds is granted also to

lamos, and Melampus is taught the same
VoL. nr. 449

wisdom by serpents. If Brenhyldr sinks into

a death-like sleep, after being wounded with a
thorn by Odin, so is Isfendiyar, in the Persian

epic, slain with a thorn by Rustem. Brenhyldr
the maiden is Pkbsephoiib, the KorS or Girl

;

like Persephon4, she is taken away from the

world of the bright gods, and guarded in a

dismal land, from which one hero alope can

deliver her, as Andromeda can be rescued from
the dragon only by the invincible Perseus.

Brenhyldr, ^ain, is the first love of Sig^dr

;

to her he plights his faith iu tlie spring time of

his life, and scarcely have they met before they

must part. So was it with Iol6 and Heracles,

with CBn6nS and Paris, with Odysseus and
Penelop6, with Briseis and Achilleus. In these

legends the relation of Gudrun to Brenhyldr
is that of Heianeira to Heracles, of Helen to

Paris once called Alexandres
;
and in each case

the desertion is followed by vengeance. The
‘ wrongs and woes ’ of Helen roused the wrath
of the Achaean chieftains

;
and the death of Paris

answers to that of Siguixlr. In each case the de-

serted maiden reappears, forgiving and tender

at the close. (En6ne cannot heal Paris, but like

Brentiyldr she lies down on the fiery couch by
his side ; and Iol6 stands by the funeral pile of

Heracles on the rugged heights of OSta.

The remainder of the tale only repeats the

story of Sigurdr in a modified form
;
and llie

same substantial repetition is seen in the tale

of Bagnar Lodbrog, Aslauga, and Thora. In
the tn^itional history, this Lodbrog, or Lothe-

brok, is said to have been murdered by Biorn,

the huntsman of Edmund, king of the East
Angles. With the historical character of this

statement we are not here concerned
;
but it is

significant that Bagnar wins his first wife Thora
by delivering her from a dragon as Sigurdr

rescued Brenhyldr. Bagnar Lc^brog is, again,

a son of Sigurdr. After Thora's death, he woos
Eraka, whom he is on the point of deserting

for the daughter of Oston, when Kraka reveals

herself as the child of Sigurdr and Brenhyldr
(Thorpe’s Northern Mythology

^

i. 108, 113);
and thus the tale of Sigurdr and Brenhyldr is

reproduced in that of Bandver and Swanhild,
as well as in that of Bagnar and Aslauga.

If a comparison of Teutonic with Greek and
Aryan mythology supplies the key which un-
locks the secret of this astonishing parallelism,

the discovery may be welcomed as setting at

rest many very perplexing questions and some
disagreeable doubts. But the parallelism

would nevertheless remain a fact, even if we
were altogether unable to explain it For the

light thrown on the subject by comparative
mythologists, the reader is referred to the arti-

cles Mttholoot; Language ; Polyonymt ; Sr-
NONYinr. It may suffice here to remark that

Sigurdr, in his brilliant life and early death, in

his desertion of his firstborn, in his physical

features, in his matchless bravery and his

invincibleweapons, in the struggle which follows

his marriage with Ghidrun, a^ in the fomve-
nesB of B^hyldr when his offence has ^en
atoned by his death, reproduces with singular

G G
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exactness the chief featiures in the mTths
of Apollo, Heracles, Meleogros, Belleropnon,

Achilleus, Odysseus, Paris, Perseus, Theseus,

Kustem, Kephalos, and other heroes. And,
lluully, it may be noted that the myth of the

marriage of Gudrun with Atli exhibits in her

jealousy and the slaughter of her children the

closest parallelism to the myth of Medeia and
Jason.

2. But the myth of 8igiirdr, in its later de-

velopements, is (if possible) even more ini-

poitant, as showing the slender value which
can be assigned to a legend, on the ground
that it mentions names which we may know
to be historical. Charlema^e is as much an
historical personage as William III. or Sir

Isaac Newton
;
and it maybe asserted, that the

myths which have gathered round his name
preserve, amid many perversions, a certain

groundwork of real history. But without the

testimony of witnesses known to be contem-

j>orary, we could not distinguish between that

which is and that which is not historical.

Speaking of a battle fought against the Basques,

Eginhaid mentions among the slain, ‘Hruod-
hindus Britannici limitis prsefectus.’ This is,

probablv, the Roland of chivalrous mythology,

who fell at Roncesvalles. Knowing, thus,

Irom other sources, that Charlemagne had an
oiheer named Hruodland or Roland, we are,

perhaps, able to say that the tales relating to

^land have gathered round a person of whom
we know the name, but nothing more. But as

soon as we leave the sure ground of historical

testimony, the test is found to be delusive.

The story of the Nibelungen Isiy is essentially

the same as that of the volsung tale
;
but the

names, still preserving a resemblance to those

in the earlier saga, are in the later poem the

names of persons whom we know to be his-

torical. Thus, Gunnar becomes Gunther, •
Burgundian king of the fifth centu^, who was
conquered by the Huns of Attila. Hence,

Atli, the brother of Brenhyldr, and the second

husband of Gudrun, is changed into Attila;

while Sigurdr has been identified with Sieg-

bert, king of Austrasia, 'who was actually

married to the famous Brunehault, who actually
;

defeated the Huns, and was actually murdered
by Predegond, the mistress of his brother

Chilperic.’ ' This coincidence between myth and
histoxy,’ remarks Professor Max Muller, * is so

great, that it has induc<id some euhemeristic

critics to derive the whole legend of the Nibe-

lung from Austrasian histoiy, and to make
the murder of Siegbert by Brunehault the basis

of the murder of Sifrit or Sigurdr by Bren-
byldr. Fortunately, it is easier to answer
these German than the (fid Greek euhemerists,

for we find, in contemporary histoiy, that Jor-

nandef, who wrote his histoiy at least twenty

years Wore the death of the Austrasian Sie^-

knew already the daughter of the mythic

Sigt^, Stwhila, who was bom, aocoraing

to the afW the nrarder of her father,

and sfUnrards killed Jfirmnnrekr [Her-

xnanrie], whom the poem has again histondsed

' in Hermauicus, a Gothic king of the fourth
centuiy.' ( Comparative 68.)

I
Now, here we have to note that we know the

names of'Gundicar, Siegbert, Dietrich of Bern,

( = Theodoric who lived at Verona), Brunehault,
Hermanicus, and others mentioned in the lay,

to be the names of historical persons, only
because we find them in authentic contemporary

I

narratives
; but from the Nibelungen Li^.d we

j

do not learn even their names. If we had
not obtained the knowledge from other sources,

‘ we could not have known from the poem that

Siegbert ever lived, and could no more have
been justified in saying that he was murdered,
than we are now justified in saying that the
coast of Kent witnessed the landing of Brute,
the Trojan, on the shores of England. Ileuce,

I

so far as the lay is concerned, Attila, Brune-
: hault^ and all the rest are mere names

;
while

I

of 'the men themselves we know absolutely
nothing.

If we apply this canon to the epics of the
Homeric age, we find ourselves confronted with
names of places, some of which tell their own
tale as belonging to the regions of cloud and
mist, while others are indubitably names
of places known to us in history. But
beyond this they make certain statements
about places, which manifestly hold good at
the present day. Tiiyns and Myken® still

exist, and their huge walls attest tJie past
greatness of their rulers. When, therefore,

the poems speak of these places as powerful
cities, they state what is historically true

;

but w'e learn the fact not from the poems,
but from the actual remains of these towns,
whose greatness precedes the dawn of con-
temporary histoiy. Hence, when the poet tells

us that the name of the prince who ruled at
Myk^nm was Agamemnon, he hiay be stating

what is not less historically true than his

statement that Tiryns had great walls
; but so

far as the Iliad is concern^, Agamemnon re-

mains to us a mere name, while of the events
of his life, or of the fortunes of his companions, ‘

we know absolutely nothing. They may have
fought at Troy

; but as we cannot deny tho
possibility of this fact, so neither can we affirm
its reality. That some powerful chiefs must
have ruled in Mykfen®, we know; that the
name of one of these chiefs was A^memnon,
we can neither maintain nor deny; that he
may have done some of the things attributed

to him is at <mce within the limits of possibility

and beyond the limits of human knowledge, in

the absence of contemporary historical testi-

mony. But it is quite certain that much of
what is told of him and his allies could never
have taken place ; and a comparison of Greek
and Hindu myths seems to force on us the
conclusion that many, if not most, of the
names of the Adisean cUeftains are derived
from a souroe common to the Homeric poems
and the Vedic hymns. The coincidence of
Armnis and Aijunt, of Bris^is and Vrisaya,
of Ihuds and Bmi, of Helen and Saramk, of

I

Ixion and Akshivan, of Aohilleus and Ahalya,
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of Daphne and DahanA, of Phoroneus and
Rhnranyu, with many others, cannot possibly bo
the result of accident, or of conscious borrow-
ing on the part of the Homeric poets from
poets who dwelt between the Ganges and the

Indus.

The conclusion is, that we are not justified

in denying that men and women, bearing the

names which occur in the Homeric or other

poems, may haye lived in the places to which
|

the}' are assigned, and may have done some of

the acts ascribed to them, and at the same time
|

that we have no warrant (in the absence of

historical testimony) for maintaining that they
did so act, or that they ever lived at all.

Sllenaceee. One of the names proposed
for the Caryophyllacete.

Sllentlary (Lat. silentiarius, from silen-

tium, silence). Among the Homans, the title

of office of a class of slaves attached to wealthy
houses. In the court of the emperors, there

was a body of officers attached to the house-

1

hold styled silenttaries. Thence the title came
to functionaries of higher authority, and was
borne by cabinet secretaries in the so-called

Lower Empire, and in the courts of Charlemagne
and other western potentates who derived their

code of ceremonial from Byzantium. Mem-
bers of the privy council seem to have been
sometimes called by this name under the Plan-

tagenets in England.
Sileniia (Gr. SfMqvos). In Greek Mythology,

the foster-father arid attendant of Bacchus,

and likewise leader of the satyrs. He was re-

presented as a robust old man in a state of

intoxication, and riding on an ass, with a can

in his hand. He was invested with prophetic

X>ower8, and hence became the symbol of wis-

dom hidden beneath a rough exterior.

8Uex (Lat.) or Silica. This important

substance constitutes the characteristic in-

gredient of a great variety of silicious mine-
rals ; among which rock-crystal, quartz, chal-

cedony, and flint may be considered as silica

nearly pure. It also predominates in many
of the rocky masses which constitute the crust

of our globe, such as granite, the varieties of

sandstone, and quartz rock. Although silira

has none of the ordinaiy or more obvious acid

properties, yet, as it combines in definite pro-

portion with many salifiable bases, and expels

carbonic add when fused with the carbonated

alkalies, it is termed sUidc acidf and its various

compounds have been denominated silicates.

When pure and colourless rock-oystal is

heated red hot, and quenched in water, it be-

comes opaque and'friable ; and if in this state

it be reauced to powder, it presents one form
of pure silica. If in this stote (in which it is

perfectly insoluble in water) it be fused with
three parts of carbonate of potash, it forms a
glass which is soluble in water, and from this

solution (foimerlv called liquor of Jlints) the

concentrated acias throw down the silica in

the form of a gelatinous hydrate \ but if the
solution be dilated, and &e acid mdually
added, the alkali may be neutmlised without

If)!
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deposition of the silica; when, however, the

solution is evaporated to dryness, the silica

remains as insoluble, as before. This solu-

bility of hydrated or gelatinous silica, which,

when diy, is perfectly insoluble, may sor^'e to

explain the occurence of silica in water, and its

deposition in chalcedonic incrustations. But

silica presents another remarkable character;

i.e. that if wo reverse the above proportions,

and fuse together a mixture of one part of

carbonate of potash and three of powdered
rock-crystal or calcined flint, we then obtain a

transparent and fusible compound, nearly in-

soluble in water, namely glass.

Plate glass and mndow glass^ or, as it i.s

commonly called, crown glass^ are silicates of

soda and lime
;
and flint glass^ of which our

common glass utensils are made, is a silicate

of potash and lead. [Qiass.]
Silica, in its ordinary or anhydrous state, is

insoluble in all acids except the hydrofluoric^

which immediately acts upon it, and forms a

§
a8eou8 compound, the terfluoride of silicon.

ilica was long considered as an elementary
form of matter

;
but Sir H. Davy found tliat

when the vaMur of potassium was brought into

contact with pure silica heated to whiteness,

silicate of potassa was formed, and a dark-

colouredmatter separated, which was afterwards
found to be the base of silica, and to which the

terms silicium and silicon have been applied.

[Silicon.]

SUliouette (Fr.). In the Fine Arts, a name
given to the representation of an object filled

in of a black colour, and in which the inner

parts are sometimes indicated by lines of a
lighter colour, and shadows or extreme depths

by the aid of a heightening of gum or other

shining medium. This sort of Rawing derives

its name from its inventor, Etienne de Sil-

houette, the French minister of finance in 1759.

Bepresentations of this sort may be well

enough taken from the shadow of a person

thrown on a piece of paper placed against a
fiat surface or wall. The likeness may be still

better taken, if on a reduced scale, by means of

the instrument called a Pantaobaph.
The invention of what is called a silhouette

is, however, ascribed to a remote period, being

said to have been the method by which the

daughter of Dibutades, a Greek potter at

Connth, drew the outline of the shadow of her

lover’s profile cast by her lamp on a wall
;
and

has been placed at the time of the renewal of

the Olympic games, shortly before the expul-

sion of tne Bacchiads from Corinth, a^ut
776 B.C. The father, it is said, cutout the

plaster within the outline, took an impression

from the space in clay and baked the squeeze

with the rest of his pottery. The legend states

that this original specimen of the plastic art was
still preserved at Corinth when the city was
sacked by Mummius 146 b.c. The Etruscan

vases fuzpish to an amazing extent, and in

boundless variety, some of the most b^utifully

I
drawn and elegant silhouettes that have ever

been executed. [Painting.]
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Sllleates |[Lat. silAZ, a flint). Compounds

of silica (silicic add) with certain bases ; thus

we have silicates of lime, magnesia, oxide of

iron, &c., amongst minerals ; and silicate of

lead is an important ingredient in flint glass.

BlUolllese. Substances petrifled or mine-

ralised by silica.

SUloloiis Sinter. A name giyen to the

light cellular Quartz or opaline silica, which is

deposited by the waters of hot springs, such

as those of the Geysers in Iceland.

SiUnlte (Lat. silex, flint). The name myen
by Thomson to a yellowish-white Labradoiite

from Antrim in Ireland.

BiUoon* Bllioiiim. The peculiar non-

metallic element which in combination^ with

oxygen constitutes silica. Assuming silica to

be a compound of 2 atoms of silicon and 4 of

oxygen (SigO^), silicon will be represented by
the equiyalent 14, and silica, consisting of 28
silicon and 32 oxygen, by 60. Silicon is ob-

tained hf the action of potassium or sodium

on chloride of silicon or on silico-fluoride of
j

potassium, at high temperatures, and exists

in two conditions, amorphous and crystalline.

Amorphous silicon is a brown powder, insoluble

in and heavier than water, not acted on by
sulphuric or nitric acids, but soluble in hydro-

fluoric acid and in caustic potash
;
when heated

in oxygen itbums into silica. The preparation

and properties of silicon have been described by
Caron and Deville. (Ann. de Chim. et Phys.

Ixvii. 3me s^r.) like carbon, silicon occurs in

the amorphous, graphitoidal, and crystalline

forms. It alsoforms compounds withhydrogen

,

bromine, fluorine, and sulphur.

Bllloula (Lat. dim. of siliqua, a pod). In

Botany, a fruit exactly similar to that called

a siliqua, except that it is shorter, and contains

fewer seeAs. It is never more than four times

as long as broad, and usually much shorter.

SUlqua (Lat). In Botany, a one or two-

colled, many-seeded, linear fruit, dehiscent by
two valves separating from a replum. The seeds

are attached to two placentse adhering to the

repliim, and opposite to the lobes of the stigma.

Silk (A.-Sax. seolc). A fine glossy thread

or filament spun by various species of cater-

pillars or larvae of the Phalana ^nus. Of
these, the Phalana atlas produces the greatest

quantity ;
but the Phalana bomhyx is that which

is commonly employed for this purpose in

Europe. The silkworm in its caterpillar state,

which may be considered as the first stage of its

existence, after acquiring its full mwth (about

three inches in length), proceeds to enclose

itself in an oval-shaped ball, or cocoon, which

is formed by an exceedii^ly slender and long

filament of fine yellow silk, emitted from the

stomachof the insect preparatory to its arauming

the shape ofthe ch^salis ormoth. In this Utter

stage, after emancipating itself from its silken

prison, it seeks its mate, which has undergone a

similar transformation ; and in two or three

days afreremrds, tho female having deposited

^er eggs (from 300 to 600 in number), both

insects terminate their existence.
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Many insects, however, besides the genus

Phalojia, supply silk. Of these, one of tlie

most important is the Ailanthus silkworm, the

introdnetion of which into England has been
strongly recommended. Some kinds of spiders

also prixluce silk, but not in such quantities or
in such a shape as to have any economical
significance.

Itaw silk is produced by the operation of
winding off, at the same time, several of th.;

balls or cocoons (which are immersed in hiA
water, to soften the natiunl gum on the fila-

ment) on a common reel, thereby forming one
smooth even thread. When the skein is dry,

it is taken from the reel and made up into

hanks ; but before it is fit for weaving, and in

order to enable it to undergo the process of

dyeing, without furring up or suppurating tho

fibres, it is converted into one of three forms —
viz. sinffleSf tram, or organ sine.

Singles (a col'ective noun) is formed of one

of the reeled threads, being twisted, in order

to give it strength and firmnes.s.

7'rain is formed of two or more tl^reads

twisted together. In tliis state it is commonly
used in weaving, as the shoot or weft.

Thrown silk is formed of two, three, or more
singles, according to the substance required,

being twisted together in a contrary direction to

that in which the singles of which it is com-
posed are twisted. This process is termed
organsining ; and the silk so twisted,

Tne art of throwing was originally confined to

Italy, where it was kept a secret for a long
period. Stowe says it was known in this coun-

try since the 5th of Queen Elizabeth, *when it

was gained from the strangers;* and in that

year (1562), the silk thr(*w8ters of the metro-
polis were united into a fellowship. They
were incorporated in the year 1629 ;

but tho

art continued to be very imperfect in England
until 1719. [Post.]

1. Historical Sketch of the Manufacture .

—

The art of rearing silkworms, of unravelling
the threads spun by them, and manufacturing
the latter into articles of dress and ornament,
seems to have been first practised by the
Chinese. Virgil is the earliest of the Roman
writers who has been supposed to allude to the
production of silk in China, and the terms em-
ployed by him show how little was then known
at Home as to the real nature of the article:

Yelleraque at foliis depectont tennla Seres.
Oeorg. book 11. Un. 121.

But it may be doubted whether Virgil, in this

line, refers to cotton rather than silk. Pliny,
however, has distinctly described the for-
mation of silk by the bomhyx. (Hut. Nat.
lib, xi. c. 17.) It is uncertain when it first

began to be introduced at Rome : but it was
most probably in tho age of Pompey and
Jnlius Caesar, the latter of whom displayed a
profusion of silks in some of the magnificent
theatrical spectacles with which he sought at
once to conciliate and amuse the people. Owing
principally, no doubt, to the gmt distance of
China from Rome, and to the difficulties in the
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way of the intorcourso with that country which their manufacturrs of silk. (Gibbon, toI. x.

was carried ou by land in cararans whose route p. 110 ;
Siographie Vnmrhelh^ art. ‘ Roger II.*)

lay through the Persian empire, and partly, The manufacture of silk appears to have been
]>erhap8, to the high price of silk in China, its introduced into Spain at 'a very early period by
cost, when it arrived at Rome, was very great; the Moors, particularly in Murcia, Cordova,
so much so, that a given weight of silk was and Granada. The last town, indeed, pos-

pometimes sold fur an equal weight of gold! sessed a flourishing silk trade when it was taken

At first it was used only by a few ladies emi- ^ Ferdinand in the fifteenth century. The
nont for their rank and opulence. In the be- French having been supplied with workmen
ginning of the reign of Tiberius, a law was from Milan, commenced, in 1521, the silk

passed

—

ne vestis serica viros fadaret^ihoX, no manufacture
;
but it was not till 1564 that they

man should disgrace himself by wearing a began successfully to produce the silk itself,

silken garment. (Tacit. Anncd. lib. ii. c. 33.) when Traucat, a working gardener at Nismes,
But the profligate Heliogabalus despised this formed the first nursery of white mulberry-
law, and was the first of the Roman emperors trees, and with such success that in a few
who wore a dress composed wholly of silk(Aofo- years he was enabled to propagate them ovi*r

serwum). The example once set, the custom many of the southern provinces of France,

of wearing silk soon became general among Prior to this time, some French noblemen,
the wealthy citizens of Rome, and throughout on their return from the conquest of Naples,

the provinces. According as the demand for had introduced a few silkworms with the

the article increased, efforts were made to im- mulberry into Daupbiny
;
but the business had

port larger quantities
;
and the price seems to not prospered in their hands. The mulberry

have progressively declined from the reign of plantations were greatly encouraged by Henry
Aurelian. That this must have been the case, IV.

;
and since then they have been the source

is obvious from the statement of Ammianus of most beneficial employment to the French.
Marcellinus, that silk was, in his time (anno James I. was most solicitous to introduce

370), very generally worn, even by the lowest the breeding of silkworms into England, and in

classes. (Lib. xviii. c. 6.) a speech from the throne he earnestly rectmi-

China continued to draw considerable sums mended his subjects to plant mulberry-trees

;

from the Roman empire in return for silk, now but he totally failed in the project. This
become indispensable to the Western world, I country does not seem to be well adapted to

till the sixth century. About the year 550, two this sp'ecics of husbandry, on account of the

IVrsian monks, who had long resided in China, great prevalence of blighting east winds during

and made themselves acquainted with the the months of April and May, when the worms
mode of rearing the silkworm, encouraged by require a plentiful supply of mulberry-leav(‘8.

the gifts and promises of Justinian, succeeded The manufacture of silk goods, however, made
in carrying the eggs of the insect to Constant!- gnntt progress during that king’s peaceful

uople. Under their direction they were hatched reign. In 1629 it had become so con si

-

and fed
; they lived and laboured in a foreign derable in London, that the silk throwstt rs

climate
; a sidficient number of butterflies were of the city and suburbs were formed into a

saved to propagate the race, and mulberry-trees public corporation. So early as 1661 they em-
w'ere planted to afford nourishment to the rising ployed 40,000 persons. The revocation of tho

generations. A new and important branch of edict of Nantes, in 1685, contributed in a
industry was thus established in Europe. Ex- remarkable manner to the increase of the

perienco and reflection gradually corrected the English silk trade, by the influx of a largo

errors of a new attempt
;
and the Sogdoite am- colony of skilful French weavers who settled

bassadors acknowledged, in the succeeding in Spitalfields. The great silk-throwing mill

reign, that the Romans were not inferior to the mounted at Perby, in 1719, also served to

natives of China in the education of the in- promote the extension of this branch of manu-
sects, and the manufacture of silk. (Gibbon, facture ;

for soon afterwards, in the year 1730,

Ledine and FaU;\o\. vii. p. 99.) the English silk goods bore a higher price in

Greece, particularly the Peloponnesus, was Italy than those made by the Italians, according

early distiuguished by the rearing of silkworms, to the testimony of Keysler. It would he im-
aiid by the skill and success with which the in- possible, within our limits, to give an account
habitants of Thebes, Corinth, and Aigos carried of the gradual progress of the siUc manufacture
ou the manufacture. Until the twelfth century, fri>m that period down to the present time.

Greece continued to be the only European Upon this subject, the reader will find ample
country in which these arts were practised ;

but details in the OommtrcialDictionary ; meantime
the forces of Roger, king of Sicily, having, in we mav remark, that a great revolution was
1147, sacked Corinth, Athens, and Thebes, effected in the manufacture in 1825. Before

carri^ off large numbers of the inhabitants to that epoch the lemslative enactments with

Palermo, who introduced the culture of the respect to it were me most contradictoiy and
worm and the manufacture of silk into Sicily, impolitic that can well be imagined.^ The im-

From this island the artspread into Italy ; and portation of foreign silks was prohibited under
Venice, Milan,. Florence, Lucca, &;c., were soon the severest p^lties ;

but the advanta^ which

after distinguished for their success in raising this prohibition was believed, thou^ most
silkworms, and for the extent and beauty erroneously, to confer on the manufacturer,
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would, under any circumstances, have been
more than neutr^ised by the imposition of

oppressive duties on the raw material. This

vicious system was productive of a twofold

mischief ; for, by teaching the manufacturers to

depend on custom-house regulations for pro-

tection a^inst foreign competition, it made
th'^ indinerent about new discoveries and in-

ventions, while, owing to the exorbitant duties

on the raw material, and the want of improve-
ment, the price of silks was maintained so hi^h

as to restrict the demand for them within

comparatively narrow limits. In 1825, however,

a new and more reasonable order of things

WHS introduced. Ths duties on the raw ma-
terial were greatly lowered ;

and at the same
time foreign silk goods were allowed to be

imported on payment of a duty of 30 per cent,

ad valorem. This new system was vehemently

opposed at its outset, and it was confidently

predicted that it would occasion the ruin of

the manufacture
;
but the result has shown the

soundness of the principles on which it was
bottomed. The manufacturers were now, for

tliu first time, compelled to call all the resources

of science and ingenuity to their aid
;
and the

result has been that the manufacture has been

more improved during the last thirty-five years

than it had been in the whole previous ccntuiy,

and that it has continued progressivel^r to

increase. These duties were again modified

hy the Act 9 & 10 Viet. c. 23, by which foreign

manufactured silks were charges at 15 percent,

ad valorem, or at an equivalent sum charged

by weight. At the same time the duties on
raw and thrown silk were repealed. In 1859,

all duties on silk manufactures were abolished.

Tlie total quantity of raw silk imported for

home consumption in 1865 was nearly 8,000,000

lbs. But the annual importations vary ex-

ceedingly. Thus the quantity was more than

12.000.

000 lbs. in 1857, more than 10,000,000

lbs. in 1862; but only 5,655,401 lbs. in 1864.

Tile import of foreign manufactured silk has

increased from 300,000lbs, the maximum,
before the duty was repealed, to nearly

2.000.

0001bs. in the year 1865. The price of

the raw material has, however, undergone a
considerable increase, the silk, raw and manu-
factured, imported into this country having
been entered in 1865 at more than 17,600,000^
The number of persons engaged in the silk

manufacture does not probably exceed 250,000.

According to Mr. Fortune, the supply of silk

derivable from China is all but inexhaustible,

the increased demand for Chinese produce

having hardly bad any effect on the price of

the raw material in the silk districts. The
same, too, may be said of Japan ; and if the

attempts to naturalise various silk-producing

insects, and esfiecially the Ailanthus, in Eng-
land, succeed, silken fabrics of various fineness

and brilliancxwill become plentiful and cheap.

BUlE-i^onoii Tree* [BoMmx.]
ailkworfri* Th« larm of many aperies of

lispidopterouB insects enclose themselves in a

filamentary secretion called 9ilkt but the name
454
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silkworm is given par excellence to that of

the mulberry moth {Bombyx mori, Linn.), on
account of the quality and abundance of tlio

material of the case or cocoon in which th4t

final metamorphosis takes place. The silk-

worm is a mod^ified or domesticated variety uf

a species aboriginal, it would seem, to China.
Silk is a secretion of a pair of tubes called

sericUriat which terminate in a prominent }H)ro

or spinnaret on the under lip of the caterj)i liar.

Before their termination they receive the secre-

tion of a smaller gland, which serves to glue

together the two fine filaments from the seric-

teria: tho appai*ently single thread being in

reality double, and its quality being alfecU-d by
the equality, or otherwise, of the secreting powt r

of the two sericteria. When full-grown, the silk-

worm begins to spin, in some convenient s}K)t

affording points of attachment for tho

formed thread, which indrawn from one part to

the other until the body of the larva Icc onios

loosely enclosed by the thread. The work
is then continued from one thread to another,

the silkworm moving its head, and spinning, in

a zigzag way, in all directions within roac'li,

and shifting the body only to cover the part

which was beneath it. The silken case so

formed is called the cocoon. During the period

of spinning the cocoon, which usually Uikes

five days for its completion, tho silkworm de-

creases in size and length; then casts its

skin, becomes torpid, and assumes the form of

the chrysalis. The main object of tho silk-

worm breeder is to obtain cocoons of a large

size, composed of a long, strong, very fine,

even and lustrous thread. Different varieties

of silkworm have thus been established, such

as the SinOf Syric, and Bovi races in France.

Besides the silk from the Bombyx mori,

stronger and coarser kinds are obtained, as in

India, from the tussur moth (Saturnia myhita),

which feeds on the leaves of the Ttrminalia

catappa and Zixyphus jujuha. The cloth

woven from this silk is called tussur cloth, and
is made chiefly at Midnapore. The moonga silk

is from the Bombyx satumia, which feeds

upon the same trees as the tussur moth. The
Pfudesna (Atta(nis) cynthia produces the art silk,

! woven into cloth at Assam : the larvse feed on
various leaves, but prefer those of the castor-

oil plant {Bicinm communis). They have lately

received attention under the name Ailanthus
\ silkworm.

As in other instances of domesticated varie-

ities, the silkworm is subject to diseases, of

I

which that named the muscardinc is the most
! disastrous to the sericiculturist. It has re-

ceived mat attention in Italy, from Dr.

Bassi of Lodi, and in France from Andoiii,

Guerin-M4neville, Quatrefages, and others.

8tU (Sax. syl). In Architecture, the hori-

zontal piece at the bottom of a framed case, such
as that of a dour or window. This word is

also used to denote the bottom piece ofa quarter
partition. Ground sills are those timbers on
the ground on which are placed the posts and
superstructure of a timber building.



SILL OF AN EMBRASURE
Bill of an Bmbraaure. In Fortification,

'

the inner edge of the bottom or sole of an em*
|

brasure,
|

BUllmantte. An anhydrous silicate of
alumina, found in a vein of gneiss at Chester

|

near Saybrook, in Connecticut. It is of a dark
grey colour passing into clove-brown, and either

occurs in slender prisms, which are fiattened

and striated, or fibrous, columnar, or compact
massive. Named after Professor Silliman.

SlUon (Fr.). In Fortification, a work raised

in a ditch to defend it if too wide. It may be
of any form, but must be lower than the works
of the place, and higher than the covered way.
Silpliiam (Gr. A genus of large-

growing Co7npostta, ofwhich themostinteresting
species is the Compass-plant, S. laciniatum, the

loaves of which cure said to present their faces

uniformly north and south, a statement which
needs confirmation. The plant is also known
us Pilot-weed. Polar-plant, Rosin-wced, and
Turpentine-weed—the latter named from the

!

abundant resin exuded by its stems, which grow
*

to a height of three to six feet, as well as by
the leaves, which are deeply pinnatifid. The

!

tuberous roots of S. Ueve, a plant with smooth
'

dock-like leaves, are eaten by the natives of the

Columbia River valley. 8. perfoliatum gets

the name of CujHplant, because the winm^
stiilks of its opposite leaves are united together

so as to form a cup with the stem in its centre.

Silphium is also the name given to a gum-
resin supj^cd by some to be obtained from
2%apsia Silp/uont and by others from Pran^
pahu/aria.

But. The name given to the sand, elaj, and
earth which accumulate in running waters.

BUhHaiu The name given by Sir Roderidt
Murchison to a series of rocks forming the upper
subdivision of the sedimentary strata found
below the old red sandstone, and formerly

designated the gnpwacke series. These strata

aro well developed in that part of England
and Wales formerly included in the ancient

British kingdom of the SUures, [Geology.]

Bllnrldana (Lat silurus; Gr. clKovpos, a

skealh-fish). The name of the family of fishes of

which the genus Silurtis is the type, and which
includes me electric silurus (MaUipierurus

e^ectricus). They are chiefly distinguished by
the want of true scales, having merely a naked
skin, or large osseous plates. A strong osseous

spine forms the first ray of the dorsal and
pectoral fins, except in the genus Malapterurits,

Btiwanlte. [Syltamte.]
Bllvamia. A rural Italian deity

; so called

from Lat. silva, a wood. He also presided over
boundaries,

Bllwaa (Span. ; Lat. silva, a wood), A tract

covered with forest vegetation, occupying at

least a million of square miles in the tropical

part of South America. A fifth part of this

vast area is annually sulject to inundation, and
the exuberance of animal and vegetable life

resulting from such coilditions renders the

whole district almost hopelessly unapproachable
by civilised man. This tract is chiefiy on the

4do
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course of the Ainazou, and the group of rivers

connected with it.

Silver (Ger. silber). .This metal, the Luva
or Diana of the alchemists ( }) ), represented by
the symbol Ag (argentum), and by the equi-

valent 108, is found native

^

and in a variety

of combinations, the most common of which is

the sulphide. Native Silver occurs niushive;

arborescent, capillaiy, and, sometimes, crys-

tallised. It is seldom pure, but contains otlier

metals, which affect its colour and ductility.

Silver is not uiifrequently obtained in con-

siderable quantities from argentiferous sulphide

of lead^ which is reduced in the usual way, the
argentiferous lead being then fused in a shallow
dish, placed in a reverberatory furnace, with
a current of air constantly passing over its sur-

face; in this way the lead is converted into

oxide or litharge^ and the silver is left in the

metallic state.

The sulphides of silver are reduced by avwl-
gamation. The ore, when washed and ground,
is mixed with a portion of common salt, and
roasted. During this operation arsenic and
antimony are expelled, the copper and the iron

are converted into oxides, chlorides, and sul-

phates, and sulphate of soda and chloride of

silver are formed. The pulverised product is

agitated with mercury, water, and filings or

fragments of iron
;
in this operation the Miloride

of silver is decomposed, chloride of iron is

formed which is washed away, and the silver

and mercury combine into an amalgam, from
which the excess of meremy is first squeezed
out through leather bags, and the remainder
driven off by distillation.

Pure Silver may be procured by dissolving

standard silver in nitnc add, diluted with an
equal 'measure of water. Immerse a plate of
clean copper in the filtered solution, which oc-

casions a precipitate of metallic silver
; collect

it upon a filter ;
wash it with a weak solution

of ammonia, and then with water, and fuse it

into a button.

Silver is of a more pure white than any other
metal : it has considerable brilliancy, and takes

a high polish. Its specific gravity varies be-
tween 10*4 and 10'6. It is so malleable and
ductile, that it may be extended into leaves not
exceeding a ten-thousandth of an incli in thick-

ness, and drawn into wire infinitely finer than
a human hair. Silver melts at a bright red
heat, estimated at 1873° of Fahrenheit's scale,

and when in fusion appears extremely brilliant

It resists the action of air at high temperature's
for a long time, and does not oxidise

; the
tarnish of silver is occasioned by sulphuretted
hydrogen. Pure water has no effect upon the
metal; but if the water contains oxganic mat-
ter, it is sometimes slightly blackened. In
the Voltaic arc it bums with a fine green light,

and^ throws off abundant fumes. Exposed to

an intense white-heat in the air, it evaporates,

but in close vessels it is not sensibly volatile.

If suddenly cooled, it crystallises during con-

gelatioD, often shooting out like a cauliflower,

and spirting particles ^ the metal out of the
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crucible. This arises from the escape of oxygen,

urliich the mettil absorbs and retains wliilst

fluid, but suddenly gii’cs off when it solidifirs

:

this curious property of absorbing oxygen with-

out combining with it, is prevent^ by the

presence of a small quantity of copper.

There are three oxides of silver—a suboxide,

AgjO; a protoxide, AgO; and a binoxide,

AgOa . But the protoxide only forms permanent

and definite saline combinations. It is obtained

by adding a dilute solution of potash to a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver. It is of a dark olive

colonr, and when heated to dull redness is re-

duced to the metallic state. It imparts a yellow

colour to glass, and is employed in enamel and
porcelain painting. Berthollet’s fulminating

silver is formed by the action of ammonia on

this oxide. The best process for preparing it

is to pour a small quantity of strong aqueous

ammonia upon the oxide; a portion is dis-

solved, and a black powder remains, which is

the detonating compound. It explodes with

tremendous violence when rubbed or heated;

nitrogen and water are evolved, and the silver

is reduced. It is probably a nitride of silver,

sAgsN, Fulminate of silver, which is the

compound usually known as Fulminating

Silver, has been already noticed.

When silver leaf is acted upon by gaseous

chlorine in a humid state, it is gradually con-

verted into a white chloride of silver; but this

jcompound is usually procured by adding a

solution of common salt to a solution of nitrate

of silver. It falls in the form of a white curdy

precipitate, which, by ei^iosure to light, h^
comes violet-coloure^ brown, and ulrimately

Mack, a property w^h has led to its em-
ployment in photogm|diy. Chloride of sOver

IS so insoloble in water, that the minutest por^

lion of any chloride in aqneous solution may
be detected by it. It is insoluble in nitric

and in cold suphnrie acid, but is abundantly

soluble in solutions of ammonia, cyanide of

potassium, and the alkaline hyposulphites.

Iodide and Bromide of silver are yellowish

insoluble compounds, both of which have been

found native in Mexico. They are principally

important in reference to photography.

Nitric acid diluted with three parts of water,

is the readiest solvent of silver : if the silver

contains copper, the solution is bluish ; or if

gold, that metal remains undissolved iii the

form of a black powder. The solution of nitrate

of silver is caustic, and tinges animal sub-

stances at first of a yellow « A, becoming, by
exposure to light, purple or black. On evapo-

ration, the solution yields anhydrous tabular

crystals of a bitter metallic taste, which fuse

when heated, and if cast into small cylinders,

form the lunar eawtie of pharmacy.

When some of the eolations of silver are re-

duced by oert^ essential oils, or by grape*

sugar, a brilliant film of the metal may be so

thrawn down tqxm glass as to famish a sub-

stitute for the amalgam of tin nstiallyemployed

for mUtors. This coating is not to be depended

upon for duraMlky, but it has the advantage
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of being applicable to curved surfaces and the

interior of spherical vessels.

Nitrate of silver is employed for writing

upon linen, under the name of indelible or

marking ink' and it is an ingredient in some
of the liquids sold for changing the colour of
hair. When taken internally, a discoloration

of the skin often ensues, so that the surface of

the body, and especially the parts exposed to

light, acquire a leaden-grey colour.

Solution of nitrate of silver is a valuable
test of the presence of chlorine, hydroch)oric

acid, and the soluble chlorides, with which it

forms a wliite cloud when very dilute, but a
flaky precipitate when more concentrated

;
the

precipitate is soluble in ammonia, but insoluble

in nitric acid.

Silver is dissolved by boiling sulphuric acid,

and the resulting sulphate of silver is a difh-

cultly soluble white salt. Upon the large

scale, small portions of gold are separated

large quantities of silver, by heating the finely

granulated alloy in sulphuric acid : the gold

remains in the form of a black powder, and
the sulphate of silver may be decomposed by
the action of metallic copper, which precipitates

metallic silver, and forms sulphate of copper.

Some of the cyanides of silver are used in

the process of electro-plating.

Of the alloys of silver, the most important is

that with copper
; it constitutes plate and coin.

By the addition of a small proportion of copper
to silver, the metal m rendered harder and
more sonoroiia, while its eolour ia scarcely im-
paired. When the two metals are in equal
weights the compound is white : the maximum
ofhardness is obtained when the copperamounts
to one-fifth of the silver. The standard silver

of this country is composed of 92*5 silver -h 7*5

copper
; that of France of 90 silver + 10 copper

;

and in that of Prussia the alloy amounts to 25
per cent The specific gravity ofBritish standard
silver is 10%?. The silver coins of the ancients,

and many Oriental silver coins, are nearly pure

;

they only contain traces of copper and of gold.

When silver alloyed by copper, such as standard
silver, is exposed to a red heat in the. air, it

becomes black from the formation of a super-

ficial film of oxide of copper
;

this may be re-

moved by immersion in hot diluted sulphuric

acid, and a film of pure silver then remains,

of a beautiful whiteness ; this is called hlanchedf

dcad^ or frosted silver. The blanks for coin

are treat^ in this way before they are struck,

whence the whiteness of new coin, and thS

darker appearance of the projecting portions

occasioned by wear, in consequence of the alloy

showing itself beneath the pure surface ;
ar-

ticles of plate are often de^ened, matiedt or

frosted by boiling in bisulphate of potash (sal

enixtm), which acts in the same way as dilute

sulphuric add. Lead and silver form a very
brittle duU-ooloured alloy, from which the lead
is easily separated by cupellation. When fused
lead containing silver is suifisred to cool slowly,

the lead, which first concretes, forms granular
crystals, and is nearly pure, while almost the
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whole of the silver is contained in the liquid

portion ;
in this way the separation of the two

metals may to a certain extent be effected,

es]^cially u{Mn the large scale. Silver amal-
gamates easily with mercurt/: when red-hot
silver is thrown into heated'mercury it dissolves,

and when 8 parts of mercury and 1 of silver

are thus combihed, a granular crystalline soft

amalgam is obtained. This amalgam is some-
times employed for platings it is applied to

the surface of copper, and the mercury being

evaporated by heat, the remaining silver is

burnished. The better kind of plating, how-
ever, is performed by the application of a plate

of silver to the surface of the copper, which is

afterwards extended by rolling. A mixture of
chloride of silver, chalk, and pearlash, is em-
ployed for silvering brass ; the metal is rendered
very clean, and the above mixture, moistened
With water, rubbed upon its surface. Plating
by metallic precipitation from ammonlo-chloride
of silver is also frequently resorted to, but
electro-platingwi^h cyanide of silver now super-

sedes the other methods.
Assay of SUver.—The analysis of alloyed

silver is in continual practice by refiners and
assayers. It may be performed in the humid
way by dissolving the alloy in nitric acid, pre-

cipitating with hydrochloric acid or chloride of

sodium, and either reducing the chloride, or
estimating the quantity of silver which it con-

tains
; every 100 parts of the carefully dried

chloride indicating 76-33 of silver.

I5ut a modification of this method is now
generally resorted to, especially applicable in

cases where the quality of the alloy is approxi-

mately known : it depends upon tne precipita-

tion of the silver by a standard solution of
common saltf each 1,000 grams of which con-

tain a sufi&cient quantity of sSlt to precipitate

10 grains of silver; so that, supposing the

silver and the salt to be pure, 10 grains of

silver dissolved in nitric acid, would be entirely

predpitated by 1,000 grains of the standard

solution. This process of humid assaying was
introduced into the French Mint by Gay-Lussac,

who has described it in detail. A descrip-

tion of this method by Mulder will also be

found in the Chcmual A’tfcs, 1861, vol. ii. pp,
137-204.

Assayers generally determine the value of

silver bars by the process of cuj^eUation, Of
the useful metals, three resist the action of air

at high temperatures—namely, silver, gold, and
platinum ; the others, under the same circum-

stances, b^me oxidised
; it might, therefore,

be supposed, that alloys of the first three metals

would sufiler decomposition by mere exposure
to heat and air, and that the oxidisable metal
would bum into oxide. This, however, is not
the case ; for if the proportion of the latter be
small, it is protect^ by the former ; or, in

other cases, a film of inf^ible oxide coats the
fused globule, and prevents the further action

of the air. These difficulties are overrame by
adding to the alloy some easily oxidisable

metal, the oxide of which is fusible. Lead
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is- usually selected for this purpose. Sup-
posing, therefore, that an alloy o/ silver and
copper is to be assayed or analysed by cupdla-

tion^ the following is the mode of proceeding:

A clean piece of the metal (about 20 grains) is

laminated, and accurately weighed. It is then

wrapped in the requisite quantity ofpure sheet

lead, apportioned by weight to the quality of

the alloy, and placed upon a small cup^, or

porous shallow crucible, made of bone-earth.

The whole is then plat*t‘d within a muffle,

heated to bright redness
;
the metals melt, and,

by the action of the air which plays over tlio

hot surface, the lead and copper are oxidised,

and their fused oxides are absorbed by tlie

cupel, and, if the operation has been skilfully

conducted, a button of pure silver ultimately

remains, the completion of the process being

judged of by the cessation of the oxidation and
motion upon the surface of the globule, and
by the brilliant appearance assumed by the

silver when the oxidation of its alloy ceases.

The button of pure silver is then suffered to

cool gradually, and its loss of weight will be

equivalent to the weight of the alloy which has
been separated by oxidation, a certain allowance

being made for a small loss of silver, which
always occurs, partly by evaporation, and partly

by absorption in the cupel.

Silver Black. An earthy form of Silver

Glance, of a dark bluish-hlack colour, found in

several Saxon and Hungarian mines.

Silver CIlaBce. A valuable ore of silver

;

composed of 87'1 per cent, of silver, and 12'9

sulphur. It is of a blackish-grey colour, but
acquires a superficial iridescent tarnish on ex-

posure ; opaque, with a metallic lustre
;
flexible

but difficultly frangible; malleable and sectile,

yielding easily to the knife and cutting like

lead. It is found in various cubical forms ; also

dendritic, stabictitic, and amorphous, in seve-

ral Cornish mines.

Silver or Class Speonliim. A speculum
of glass silvered in the manner described in art.

Silvering, and used in reflecting telescopes in-

stead of a metallic reflector. [Telescope.]
Silver Crain. The glittering plates ob-

served in the wood of many Exogens, and
caused by the division of the medullary plates.

Silvering. The art of fixing thin films of
silver on various surfaces. Copper may be
coated with silver by first amalgamating the
latter with mercury, rubbing the compound
over the cleaned copper, and then volatilising

the mercury by heat. Glass surfaces may be
silvered by covering with an alkaline solution

of oxide of silver, and then adding a reducing
agent such as milk-sugar

;
this process gives a

very brilliant surface. Ordinary mirrors, or
lookng^yUisses as they are generally termed,
owe their reflecting powers to a surface of tin

and mercury, and not, to pure silver; hence the

process may, in this case, be called quick-

silvering rather than Bilvering, though the

latter name is generally adopted. Quicksilver-

ing consists in placing on a flat table a sheet

of tin-foil, adding some mercur^^ and rubbing
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it gently over the tin till amalgamation is

effected, then sliding on the sheet of glass, and
applying considerable pressure for two or three

days ;
excess of quicksilver is thereby removed,

and the residual amalgam adheres firmly to the

glass,

Silvio Acid. A name applied to that

portion of common resin or colophony which
is most readily soluble in cold alcohol. Its

combinations with salifiable bases have been

termed silvatea. It is crvstallisable, and its

alcoholic solution reddens litmus.

Silybum (Ghr. (rlKvfioSy or alWvfios). A
genus of thistle-like Compositay the most
familiar of which is 8, Marianurtij the Milk
Thistle, which grows to the height of three

or four feet or more, with large spreading wavy
spinous leaves, of which those next the root

are pinnatifid, and varic^ted with green and
milk-white. The specific name Marianum was
given to this plant to preserve the legend that

the white stain on the leaves was caused by the

falling of a drop of the Virgin Mary’s milk. It

was formerly cultivated, the young leaves being

used as a spring salad, the root boiled as a pot-

herb, and the heads treated like the heads of

the artichoke. It grows wild in waste places

in many parts of England, and still retains its

place in old-fashioned gardens.

Simaba. The native Guiana name of a
plant representing a genus of 8imaruhace<By

consisting of trees and shrubs, having the leaves

alternate, and either simple or ternate or pin-

nate, and the flowers axillary.

8, Cedron, a small tree of Kew Granada,

which bears a fruit about the size of a swan’s

egg, containing only one seed, possesses valu-

'

able remedial properties. The kernel of this

seed, the Oedzon commerce, which looks like

a bUnehed almond but is Isiger, appears to

have been known to the inhabitants ^m time

immemorial as a remedy for the bites of ser-

pents. Its reputation is probably owing partly

to its febrifugal powers in intermittent fever,

it being successfully prescribed in that disease

by the physicians of New Grenada, a country

aWnding in forests of quina-trees. The na-

tives universally believe that it will neutralise

the poison even of the most dangerous reptiles.

On the latter account it is so much valued,

that there are scarcely any persons in New
Grenada or the adjacent states who have not

a piece of this seed, which they always carry

with them; and a single seed will sell for

four shillings. The active principle on which
the medicinal qualities of the Cedron depend
has been separated by M. Lecoy, who has!

named it CMrine, Every part aS the plant,

but especially the seed, is, owing to its presence,

intensely bitter*

SliMraba (its name in Guiana). A genus

of 8m(mtbao$9y conslstingof tropical American
trees, one of which, 8. amaray a native of the

West Indies and * Guiana, yields the drug

I^own as Simaruba-bark, which is, strictly

speaking, the rind of the root It is employed

as a bitter tonic in diarrhesa and dysentery, as
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well as in various forms of indigestion. In
large doses it is said to act as an emetic purga-
tive and diaphoretic. 8. versicolor

y

a Brazilian
species, has similar properties. The fruits and
bark are used as anwelxmntics, and an in-

fusion of the latter is employed in cases of
snake-bite. The plant is intensely bitter, and
its powdered bark has been employed to kill

vermin.
Blmarubacoen (Simaruba, one of the

genera). A natural order of arborescent or

shrubby Hypogvnous Exogens, inhabiting the
tropics, and bdonging to the Butal alidanco.

The species are exceedingly bitter. The wood of
QuiLSsiA is well known. The 8marvha versi-

color of St. Hilaire, called Paraiba in Brazil,

possesses such excessive bitterness that no
insects will attack it; and Piertena excdscy

another species of the order, is employed in

medicine for the same property. The order is

known by the alternate stipulate leaves, the

few-seeded apocarpous fruit, the dry incon-
’ spicuous torus, and the exalbuminous seeds.

The species are nearly all natives of tropical

America, India, or Africa.

Simla (Lat. an ape, from simus, Gr. o-tfilf,

flat-nosed). The generic name applied by Lin-

DseuB to all the Quadrumanous Mammals,
except the Lemurs. The Linnsean 8imiiB are

divined into numerous subgenera, to none of

which the name Simia is now applied, except

by some modern naturalists to the orang-utan
(Simia satyrus) and the mias Kaasar (8.

morio\
Similar (Lat. similis, like). In Geometry,

similar figures are those which have the same
shape. More accurately defined, similar rec-

tilineal figures or polygons are such as have
their angles respectively equal, and the sides

about the eijual angles proportional. Of these

two conditions, triangles alone necessarily

satisfy the one when thev satisfy the other.

Similar polyhedrons are those which are con-

tained by the samenumber of similarfaces, simi-

larly situated witli respect to each other, and
having the same mutual inclinations. Generally,

two figures are said to be similar when one
can be moved so that like directed and co-initial

radii vectores of the two are proportional In
this position the common origin of the radii

vectores is termed a centre of einUlUude, Two
similar figures can be brought into this posi-

tion in innumerable ways, each way corre-

spondiug to a different centre of similitude, and
when this can be effected by the mere transla*

tion of one figure without rotation, the figures

are said to he similar and similarly siiuatsd.

All cirdes are similar, as are also all spheres.

The latter, too, are similarly situated, as are

also the former, provided th^^ are in the same
plane. All ellipses are similar whose principal

axes have the same ratio, and they are simi^

larly situated when these axes are parallel.

All parabolas are similar. The equations^ of

two carves or two surfaces being given, it is

easy, from the above definition, to &oover the

relations which must exist between their co-
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efficients in order that the fisures may be
similar.

Simile. (Lat. like). In Bhetoric, the same
as CoKPA.Risoy.

Similiter (Lat in like manner). In Law,
the technical designation of the form by which
cither party, in pleading, accepted the issue

tendered by his opponent The one haring con-
cluded his plea, replication, dtc. by putting him*
self upon the country^ i.e. praying that the truth
of the facts may be enquired of by a jury, the

other added the similiter, which was in the
form, ‘ And the said A. B. as to the plea &c.
of the defendant (or plaintiff) above pleaded,
and whereof he hath put himself upon the
country, doth the like.’ But this technicality

was superseded by the Common Law Proce-
dure Act, 1862. [Pleading.]

Simllltuila (Lat. similitudo, from similis).

In Geometry, the relation which similar figures

bear to each other. The centre of eimUitude
of two similar figures is a point such that bke
or oppositely directed radii vectores from it to

the two figures are proportional. [Similab.]
In the case of two circles, there are two centres

of similitude
;
one dirides the line joining the

centres of the circles externally, the other in-

ternally, into segments which are proportional

tx) the conterminous radii
;
the former is called

the cxttmal, and the latter the internal centre

if similitude. If the circles lie wholly without

each other, the centres of similitude are ob-
viously the intersections of common tangents.

If A and B be the centres of two circles, and
S a centre of similitude, a line drawn through
S so as to cut the circles in a,

spectively, will determine two pairs of parallel

radii, say Aa, B6 and A^i, B6i. In such a
case a and h as well as and 6^ are said to

correspond directly

^

whilst a and 6, as well as

Ai and b correspond inversdy. Similarly a
secant through any two points of one circle

cori'esponds directly to the secant through the
directly corresponmng points of the other, and
inversely to the secant through the inversely

corresponding points. This l^ing understood!,

it can be easily shown that two directly cor-

responding seeanits are always parallel, whilst

two secants which correspond inversely inter-

sect one another on the nadieal axis of the two
circles. It is easy to see how this property

becomes modified when the secants berame
tangents. The line joining the points of con-

tact of a circle which touches two other drcles

always passes through a centre of similitude

of the Litter. The mrele whose diameter is

the segment between the two centres of simi- '

litude is sometimes called the eircU of simUi*

tude. Viewed from any point on this circle, the

two original circles appear equally large.

The six centres of similitude of three circles,

taken in pairs, lie three ly three on four lines, I

which are called axes of simUitude, The line

upon which the tlwree external^ centres of simi-

litude are situated, is distingmshed as the^ ex*

ternal axis tf eimiUtude, In general, eight

circles can bo drawn to touch three given
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circles. Taken in pairs, those eight circles

have the four axes of similitude for radical

axes. The centres of any two circles which
form a pair lie on the peipendicular let fall

from the radical centre of the three given

circles upon one of their axes of similitude.

(Salmon’s ConicSf and Mulcahy’s Principlce of
Modem GeomHry, Dublin 1862.)

fllmonlaBSa The name given to the fol-

lowers of Simon Magpis, who is described as

pretending to be the great virtue and power of

God sent from heaven to earth. Their system
was a medley of the philosophy of Plato, the

mythological fables of the heathens, and of

j

Christianity. The sum of their doctrines, as en-

joined by their founder, was, that from tho

Divine Being flow various orders of eternal

natures, subsisting in the plenitude of the Divino

essence
; that beyond these are different classes

of intelligences, to the lowest of which belongs

the human soul ; that matter is the most remote
production of the emanative power, which,

on account of its distance from the fountain of

light, possesses sluggish and malignant quali-

ties, which are the cause of evil
;
that it is the

great design of philosophy to deliver the soul

from its imprisonment in matter, and that for

this purpose God had sent us one of the first mons
into the world. They believed also in the trans-

migration of souls, and denied the resorrection

of the body.

Slmonlans, Saint. [Saint Sihonians.]

Simony. In Law, an unlawful contract

for the presenting a clergyman to a benefice.

When such presentation is made corruptly, for

money, gift, or reward, by stat. 31 Eliz. c. C,

such presentations are void, and the crown

shall present for that turn ; and by 12 Anne
st. 2. e. 12, if anyone, for money or profit,

procures in his own name the next presenta-

tion to any living ecclesiastical, and is pre-

sented thereupon, the contract is simoniacal.

But the sale of an advowson is not simoniacal,

whether the benefice be full or not, unless

made with a corrupt view to the next presenta-

tion, though if the benefice be not full, the

next presentation does not pass by a convey-

ance of the advowson. The term is derived

from Simon Magus, but it is generally remarked
that the practices a^inst which our laws are

directed bear no precise similarity to the offence

ascribed to him in the Acts of the Apostles, and
the purchase, on behalf of a particular clergy-

man, of the next presentation to a benefice, is

a matter frequently arranged.

Simoom. A hot arid wind which blows in

Arabia, Syria, and the a^'aeent countries, and
chiefly about the time of the equinoxes. The
simoom, which » identical with the khamsin of

Syria,andthe samiel of the Turks, and resembles

in many respe^ the sirocco and sorana of other

countries, derives its qualities from blowing
over sandy deserts heaM intensely by the sun.

Sometimes it blows in squalls, bearing along

with it quantities of burning sand and dust.

In the desert it is greatly dreaded ; and the

only chance of safety which the traveller has
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19 to fall dovn with his fkce close to the i

ground, and to continue as long as possible!

without drawing breath. It is described by
Bruce, Vfdney, Charind, Malcoln^, and other

travellers.

Simple Ooatreet Xlebt, In Law, where
the contract .on which the debt arises is nei-

ther ascertained by matter of record (as by

the judgment of a court of law) nor by deed
or Bpemal instrument (as mortgages, bonds,

&c.), but by oral evidence, bill of exchanM,
promissory note or other writing not under

seal.

Simpllelmaaee (Lat. simplex, simple \

manuB, a hand), A name given by Latreilie

to a tribe of Caraboid beetles, comprehending
those in which, in the male, the two anterior

tarsi are dilated

Slmplluirontren (Lat. simplex; rostrum,

leak). The name of the first group of Nata-

torea^ or swimming birds, in the system of

Lil\jeborg, including those in which the beak
is without lamine, and in which both parents

sit on the eggs, take care of the young and
carry food to them : the Penguins, Gulls, and
Pelicans are examples of this group.

BImpllelty (Lat. simplicitas, from simplex).

In the Fine Arts, that quality in works of art

through which the elements are arranged in the
|

most natural order, and in which the ideas and
images are so presented to ns that the principal

objects are not eclipsed by the accessories, and
the details are in due subordination to the whole.

Simplicity is the reverse of excess and exagge-

ration, and may be properly called a negative

quality in art
BimnltBwaiwa Bgoationa. A name given

to such equations as are satisfied by a common
system of values ascribed |o the Tariables or

unknown terms which they involve. When the

equations are independent, and equal in num-
ber to the number of variables they involve,

such a common system of values or roots is

always possible. All works on algebra explain

methods of finding iliese roots. [EmuKaTioN

;

IIksultakt.]

Simultaneous Differential Equations are such
as can be satisfied, simultaneously, bya system
of relations between the variables. The latter

constitutes the oomplete sduAion when it involves

the requisite number of arbitrary constants.

The most important class of such differential

equations is Uiat in which as in the problems of
physical astronomy, there is but one ind^>en-

dent variable (e. g. the time) and the number
of equations is equid to the number of de-

pendent variables (e.g. co-ordinates of oeleatial

bodies).

A system of n differential equations of the

first cs4er and degree conneetinga 1 variables

jr,X|, . « . may always be made to assume
the symmetripal tma

d* dtti d»^

X
where X. X,, dscv we fhnefeioiis ofthe w 1 vari-

ables. The important ^tddew^ its complete
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solution has been shown by liOgrange and
Jacobi (0relle*s Journal^ t. ii.) to depend upon
that of an ordinary differential equation of

the n*"* order between two of the variables

;

whence it follows that the complete solution in

question consists of n equations connecting

the « + 1 Variables with n arbitrary constants.

WhenX, X], X^, &c., are linear functions of

the variables, the above system is susceptible

of integration by an elegant and symmeirii'al

method, indeed more generally the complete

solution of the system,

dx^ rfxg _ dx dt

3^T,“x,+T," • • ‘

(where T, Tj &c. ... are any functions of the

independent variable f,andXi,X2,4cc. are linear

and homogeneous functions of the dependent

variables x^, Xg&c. . . . Xq) may always be made
to depend upon that of a linear differential rqiui-

tiou of the first order in two variables, and upon
the solution of an algebraic equation of the n"*

degree.

A system of simultancons differential equa-

tions of an order higher than the first, may
always be reduced to a system of the first order,

by introducing new variables for each of the

differential coefficients in the original system

I

except those whose orders are the highest of

their kind. The number ofdependent variables,

and therefore of equations, in the transformed

system will be equal to the sum s of the indices

of the several differential coefficients of highest

order in the original system. The complete
solution, therefore, will consist of s equations in

volvingan equal number ofdependentvariables
and each provided with an arbitrary constant. If

from this system the s— n introduced variables

be eliminated, there will remain n equations

connecting the original + 1 variables with s

arbitrary constants, which system will con-

stitute the complete solution required.

Blrnorg* [Roc.]

Bln Offering. In the Old Testament, the

sacrifice of propitiation for the sin of the people,

ei\ioined in IjCV. iv. and considered different

from the trespass offering (ibid, xiv.), thought
to be appropriate to special cases of negligence

only.

Binaplne. A peculiar organic base extractcil

from mustard seed {Sinapis alba). It is a
wh'te erystallisable inodorous substance, of a
bittmr taste, accompanied by the flavour of
mustard, Its fbrmma is C3.jH^.NO,o.

BtBBi^a (Gr. muetam). A genus of

Cruciferous herbs, containing several species of

inteirest. the most important of which ai'e those
called Black and White Mustard.
The Black Mustard, 8. ni^ra, yields the

greater pc^on of the condiment so generally
used in this oountiy under the name of mustard.
The plant is iudimnous, and islargely cultivated
in Yorkshire and Bur^m. The seeds are of
veddish-lm>wn colour, and mixed with those
of S. alba they are crushed between rollers,

and subsequently pounded and sifted twice or
ofteiier. From the residue left on the sieve a
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f5xe(l oil is obtained by pressuiv. The pcjmleml
mustard is usually mixod with a coubidcnible

quantity of whoaton flour and a small quantity :

ot turnuTic powder—admixtures readily do-
tootod by the microscope. The chemical ingredi-

ents of mustard-seeds arc somewhat complex. I

Among them is a peculiar acid called myronic I

acid, noticeable us containing a proj ortion o£|

biilpliur, and vvliich, when mixed wilh water
and a peculiar substance called myrosine (ana-

logous to albumen), also found in mustnrd-
seeds, yields Volatile Oil of Mustard, which
1ms no Separate existence in the seeds, but is

formed artificially in the manner just stated.

This oil is very acrid, and has been employed
as a rubefacient. The fixed oil before mentioned
as existing in the seed itself has little or no
acridity, and has been used as a purgative and
vermifuge.

In modern medicine mustard is most fre-

quently employed in the well-known form of

poultice, a safe and most valuable application

M liere a speedy result is desired, but one which
if allowed to remain on too long, especially in

persons who are not sensitive to pain, may
pi*oduce ulceration an<l gangrene. Internally,

It IS employed as an emetic in narcotic poisoning.

As a condiment it is valuable for its sti-

miilant effects, which render it useful in ea>es

<»f weak digestion, or as an adjunct to fatty and/

other indigestible articles of food.

Tlic White Mustard, S. alba^ also indigenous

in this country, has seeds larger than those of

the J^hick Mustard, and of a yellow colour

e xternally. CJiemieally they differ in contain*

ing a crystalline substance known as sulpha-

srnapiiftH, Moreover, their myrosine yields

w itii water a pungent oil of a different character

from tlic volatile oil of mustard previously

mentioned. The seeds have similar properties

to those of 8, nigra. They have been recom-

mended to be swallowed whole as stomachics

.ind laxatives, a process by no means free from

danger. The se^-leaves or cotyledons of this

plant, together with those of Lepidium sativum

^

form the well-known agreeable salad known as

mustard and cress. The facility and speed

with which this salad may be grown at all

seasons and in all places, together with its

wholesome properties, are great advantages.

Various other species arc cultivated for their

leaves or for the oil derived from the seeds.

Among them are, 8. chinensis, 8. dvehoUma^

S, pfkinensis, 8. raniosa, and 8. glauca. The
i

seeds of 8, arvensis, the Common Charlock,

yield a good burning oil, and in France its leaves

are usd as forage for cattle. The leaves of

8. cemua are eaten in Japan, while the seeds

furnish an oil. 8.Juneea\B cultivated for its

oil, called in India Soorsa; it is used for

burning, and also for rubbing the body in

illness, 8, nigra, which pows some ten or

twelve feet high in Palestme, is regarded by
some as the Mustard of Scripture, in preference

to Salvadora*

8liiaplaiii« A mustard poultice.

Sinciput (Lat). The anterior region of
461

the upper part of the head, from the vertex to

the lyes in Mammals, and from the vertex to

the base of the beak in birds.

Slue (Lai. sinus). In Trigonometry, the

ratio of the perpendicular to the hypotlieiiuso

of any right-angled triangle is termed the .sine

of the angle at 5ie base. [TniooNOAtuTRY. J

The sine of an arc, by means of which the

sine of an angle used to be defined, is the ludf

of the chord of the doubled arc ; in other words

the perpendicular let fall from one extremity

of the arc upon the radius to the other

extremity. Ptolemy, in the graphical con-

structions in the Analciwma, makes use of the

semichords instead of the chords; but the

introduction of the sines into trigonometrical

calculation was an important improvement, c.f

which the credit appears to be due to the

Arabian astionomer Albategnius. (Delambre,
Astronomic du Moyen Age, p. 12.) The term
sine has been variously derived

;
the Ai’abic

name is giKoT dgth, signifying a fold, of which
sinus is the Latin translation. (Hutton's

MMhcmatical TaUes.)

Sine ]>le (Lat. without day'^. In Legal
and Parliairentary usage, an adjournment or

prorogation sme die means without any spe-

eifli'd day for resuming the subject or rc-

as.*!embliiig.

Slue 4u4 non (Lat. without which not).

A phrase' used to signify any indispensable

condition.

Blnecnro (Itat. sine curA, without cars).

In Politics, an office without any duties at-

tached to it. The term is properly ecclesi-

astical, and applied to a benefice without cure

of souls
;
in which sense it is also still employed.

Singers of Germany. A general title,

which may be regarded as including the Min-
NusiKOERS as well as the Meister-singers of

Germany. The latter became known in the

fourteenth century, and are traced to the insti-

tutions of the twelfth century, called singing

schools, for the promotion of popular music.

They differed from the Minnesingers by con-
fining themselves to didactic and moral sub-

jects, and regulated their verse by minute and
pedantic laws, without any other idea of excel-

lence than that of conformity to rule. They
are said to have originated at Mentz, and were

j

incorporated by Charles IV. in 1378 under

I

the name of Meistergenossenschaft. (Halkm,
I

Literary History, part, i. ch. i.)

Siagtoa. [Sujc.]

!

SiBgiUftr Xooto of a Qaantlo. This .

term is applied to any system of values^ of
the variables which reduce to zero each of
the first derived functions of the quantic.

{SeXmon^sHiglurAlgebra, p. 46.) The vanishing
of the discriminant always indicates the exis-

tence of singular roots, which in the case of
ternary and quaternaiy quantics are simply
the co-ordin;^teB of a double point on the cor-

responding curve or surface. [D:80rii£inant.]
Gta^liur Sotattona. A singular solution

of a differential equation of the first order,

In-two variables s and y, is a function of x and
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y which satisflcfl that equation, but which is

not deducible from the awicwrf-iso/irfMW ^or oom-
1 .j • ^1 - —

^

which the latter invoIv»« a walue uibaulutcly

independent of the variables. When lihe com-

plete primitive is known, alveary

may be deduced :&om it ;givingto the con-

stant 0 therein a value wAiidh will satisfy one

or both of the conditions

do do

and conversely any solution thus obtained, and

not obtainable from the primitive by giving

c a constant value, is a singular solutiou. Geo-
metrically a Bingote solution ordinarily repre-

sents the en>Be^Re of all the eurwes represented

by the eomplete pii^itive^ when the value of

its arbitrary constant is changed. There are,

however, <&er kinds of singular Bolnrions

whose leiatiou lio the primitive is of a more
complicated chsiiaGtec. An elshorste investi-

gation of these will be found in Boole's

mti4d EqwUamts, London 1S59.

The singnlar solurions of a differenrisl eij^na-

tion may also be deteoted without a previous

knowledge of the complete primittve. To do

BO in the ease above referred to, it is necessary

to examine what relations will satisfy the

differential equation, and at the ssaae time
dy

render the partial differential coefficient of^
(taken according to y) or that of ^ (tiiken

ay

according to xl infinite.

Singumr solntions were examined, to some
extent, as early as 1694 by Leibnitz, as also

by Brook Taylor in 1716, by Clairaut in 1734,

and by Euler in 1766. Laplace, however, in

1772 {Mhtmreo do FAcademie des Sciences)

appears to hate been the first to consider the

general problem of the deduction of the sin-

gular solution from the differential equations;

Lagrange {Calctd dA Fonctions), Cauchy (Moi-
gnds Calcm Inthrod, Paris 1844), De Morgan
(Cairibridge Pkif. Trans. voL ix.), Boole, and
others, have since written on the same subject.

Differential equations of higher order also

often |K>sses8 singular solutions, i.e. are satis-

fied by relations between the variables which
are not dedncible from the complete primitive

except supposing one or more of the arbi-

trary constants to be Variable. The discovery

of such solutions depends upon that of

lar irUegral-s of the differential equatioh under
consideration, Le; of different^! equations of|

lower otder whidi satisfy the given equation,

and possess the above explained property of

sins^rity.
A singular solution, as defined by

grange in liis Caloul des Fonctions, of a partial

differential riiuatiqn of the first order, say

where « and f «r« independmit variables, and

p and q denoitw rho pagM difihrential eo-
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cfficicuts
,

is found by eliminating the

arbitrnry constants a and h from its complete
primitive, say s =/ (j:, y, « , 6), by means of the

relations ^=0, and 0, or by eliminating
da db

P and q directly from the given differential

equation by means of the relations

djs

dp

- = 0. Geometrically, the singular solution
dq
represents the envelope of the surface, whose
equation is the complete primitive, when the

parameters a and 6, which the latter in-

volves, are supposed to be independent of each
otlber.

ffifaftgwlsr eras. In Logic, a term which
stands for one individual. A singular propo-
sition is •one which has for its subject either

a singular term, or a common term limited

to one individual by a singular sign. [Pno-
posmow; Tbbjic.]

ffitagWIaritles ofCurves an6 Bnrfinoes.
Certain diiAinguishing properties by means of

which eurves and snifoces may be classified.

Multijde and stationary points, tangents, or

tii^pent planes, &e., are examples of such
singularities. Each of these is described in

its appropriate place ; here it may suffice to

record certain important equations^ connect-

ing the ordinary singularities of plane curves,

and known bm Plueker's equations, they having
been first established by that mathematician in

his Tkeorie der Algebraischen Curven, Bonn
1839. If m denote the order, n the class, and
8, r, K, and i respectively the number of double
points, double tangents, stationary points, and
stationary tangents of a curve, the equations

in question are :

—

n =?7i*-?n— 25— 3if, -6m— 65 — 8x

?7i=n* — n -2t— 3i, a-Sn’ — 6n — 6r— 8i;

which are equivalent, merely, to three in-

I

dependent equations, by means of which any
th^e of the six numbers which they involve

may be found, when the remaining three are

known. The singularities here considered are

called ordinary, because, without limiting the

generalify of a curve of given order or class by
any special hypothesis, they may all present

themselves.

In the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical
Journal, voL v. Prof. Cayley has given the

extension of Plueker's equations to non-plane
curves.

Blntster (Lat. left). This word is com-
monly used in the sense of unlucky or unpto-'
pitious. Both in Greek and Roman divination

the good omens were held to come from the

east : and as the Greek angnrs looked to the
north, the west, or quarter of bad omens, was
to their left. The Roman augur freed the
south, and had the quarter^of good omens on
his left hand. Hence Vii^l (in Georg, iv.

7<), when he calls the propitious deities lam,
follows the Roman system of auguiy

;
but he
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uses the word Hnistert as the Greeks used SIpliOD or Syplion (Gr. a reed or

kpitrrep6s iOdyee, 2D, 242) lor things of evil tube). In H7drau-
omen. (j^l. i. 18. ise.) tAuonss ;

Oiceks.] ‘ lies, a simple and
Sinkanlte. A name for the mineral John- w*oll-kuown instru-

stonite, after one of its localities, Neu Sinka in ment, chiefly used for

Transylvania. the purpose of draw-
sinking IPnnd. [Fund, SiNxnto.] ing off licmds from
Slnoplte, The Bole of Sinope. It is the casks. siphon

Sinopian Earth of the ancients. '

^

is simply a bent
Blnople. A ferruginous Jasper, of a bright tube, a 6 Cf having

brick-red colour, found at Schemnitz in Hun- one end longer than the other. To use the

gary. siphon, the tube is in the first place fllled with

SiNOPLB. In Heraldry, the Continental the liquid, and the open end a stopped by the

designation for the colour green ; by English hand, or by a cock, in which state the liouid

heralds called vert. The name is said to be will not flow from the other extremity. The
derived, through the Crusaders, from the town end e is then immersed in the liquor, and the

of Sinope, in ^ia Minor.
^ ^

stop removed from 'a; upon which, if a
Sinter. A German word implying a scale, be at a lower level than c, the liquid will

Calcareous sinter is a variety of carbonate immediately begin to flow out at a, and will

of Ume composed of successive concentric continue to flow until the vessel is drained
layers. SUicious sinter is a variety of Com- down to the level of c.

mon Opal. The principle of the siphon may be ex-

Slntooa. In Japan, the adherents of the plained as follows : The lowest section of tbe

Sinsyn (i.e. worship of the gods), the ancient liquid within the tube at the extremity c is

religion of the country, in which the chief subjected to two unequal pressures in oppo-
deity is the sun-goddess Ten-sio-dai-yin. TUs site directions : first the pressure due to the

divinity is invoked through inferior deities liquid in the branch b c, which pressure is

called Kami. equal to the weight of a column whose length

Binaonn (Lat. sinuosus, from sinus, a c d\s equal to the height of b above c, and tends

ctirvi). In the Fine Arts, of a serpentine or to force the liquid out of the tube; secondly, the
undulating form. pressure of the external liquid at c, which is

Biniaa (Lat.). In Zoology, depressions equal to the atmospheric pressure, or the weight

which exist in various bones or other hard of a column of Oauor of about 84 feet in

parts are so called. The veins of the dura height, together wiw the weight of the column
mater ofthe brain are also called sinuses. reaching m>m c to the surface of the liquid in

BUmaesv Vrontal. Large cavities, divided the vessel, which, however, we xnay leave out
into two portions by a pe^endicular osse- of consideration. Hence, if the line od he less

ous partition, and lined with a continuation than. 34 feet (if the liquid be water), tbe last

of the pituitary membrane, secreting the lu- pressure will preponderate, and the liquid will

bricaling mucus discharged into the nose. The be forced into the tube by a pressure equal

extent of this frontal sinus is by ho means to the weight of the atmosphere diminished by
dependent on or coincident with ue degree of tbe weight of a column of the fluid equal to

elevation of the supradliary or superorbital cd. In like manner, tbe pressure upon a
ridges. In many recent crania of savage and section of the liquid at a is e(^ual to the weight
barbarous men a connderable frontal elevation of the atmospheric column diminished by the

exists, in which no extraordinair expansion of weight of a column of the liquid equal in height

the sinuses occurs ; and Sir William Hamilton teas. If, therefore, as be greater than cd, the
has demonstrated that it is erroneous to suppose pressure at c will be neater than the pressure
that the extent of the sinus is indicated by a at a, and the liquid be forced through the
ridge, or crests or blister, in the external bony

,
tube.

plate. Such a protuberance has no certain or From this explanation it is obvions that the
even probable relation to the extent, depth, limits within which the siphon can act are
or even existence of any vacuity beneath. In determined by the specific gravity of the liquid,

the Papuans and Australians, who approach Water cannot be raised by the siphon to a
nearest to the ape in their cranial conformation, greater height than 34 feet, nor mercury to
no frontal sinus whatever exists, whilst a a greater Might than 30 inches. ^ It is alim
rather considerable frontal elevation is ex- obvious that the comparative diameters of
hibited

;
in the chimpanzee in which a re- the two branches, and their oblique lengths,

markable superorbital developement exists, no are of no imjportanoe, the action depending
frontal sinuses have been discovered. only on the differenee of their perpendicular
BlanaokU The transcendental curve whose heights.

equation is^ sin The curve undulates

incessantly and symmetrically between two
lines parallel to the abscissa axis and at the

distance unity from the same. At intervals

equal to w the curve crosses the abscissa aids

at an angle of 45^.

Sometimes the siphon is made with both
branches e<pial, and turned np at the extremi-
ties; in wmch case, so long as the extremities

are kept on the same level, it wiU eontinue
alwaw fall and ready Ibr use. Hue fonn
of the instroment is called ^he Wurtembsrg

4G3



SIPHON
siphon t from its having been first used in'Uiat

eountiy.

Siphon. In Zoology, the name of the mem-
branous and calcareous tubes which traverse the
septa and the interior of Polythalamous shells.

The term is also applied to the tabular pro-
longation of the mantle in certain Univalve
and Bivalve Molluscs ; and by Latreille to the
mouth of certain Suctorious, Crustaceous, and
Apterous insects.

Slpbonandnoeon (Siphonandfa, one of
the genera). A name piopol^ by Dr. Klotzsch
for an order of Monopetalous Ezogens, in-

cluding VoGunumyAndromedat^^ The group
is not generally adopted.

Sipbonapterann (Gr. and Anrtpost

mthout wings), A name riven by Latreille to

an order of insects, including those Apterous
species which have a mouth in the form of a
siphon.

Slpboiiia (Gr. A genus ofEuphor-
hiactat and the souice of the neater part of

our supply of Caoutchouc. There are about
half a dozen species. They are trees con-
taining a milky juice in more or less abund-
ance, though they do not all yield caoutchouc

of good quality. One of them, S. e^asttcOf is a

EUphonia elastica.

native of French Guiana, and the remainder
of the Amazon and Bio Negro districts of

Brazil. They are called Seri^a-trees by the

Brazilians, fi^m the Portuguese word seringa^

signifying a syringe or clyster-pipe, the caout-

chouc having first been used for making those

articles. The bulk of the caoutchouc at present

exported from Paia^ whence our chief supply
is derived, is obtained foom 3, hrasilimsis^

which is common in the forests of that pro-

vince; but that brought down to Par& from
the Upper Amazon and Rio Negro is derived

firom 8, lytea and 8, brsv^dUa, These three

species are all slender smooth-stemmed trees,

avenging one hundred feet in height: the Pari
Speciei, however, ridds the greatest abundance
of caootchone. Jhatrupeans first became ac-

quainted pith eaontdione in the early part of

hst century, and its botanical histoiy was
mpde known H* de la Condamine in 1736,

bnl It ii oi%Pwin the lent forty or fifty years

that it IfiU Become an important article in

out tmadhclmp and eommeree. It exists in

the tres^ hi thO form of a thin white milk» and
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is obtained by making incisions in the trunk,

from which it exudes and is collected in little

earthen vessels, and afterwards converted into

the black homogeneous elastic mass, familiar

to ns as Indian-Tubber, by pouring the milk upon
moulds, and immediately holding them over

the dense smoke caused by burning the nuts

of the Urucuri palms (Attaka sxaisa and
Cocos coronata) until it is suffidently hard
to bear another coating, when the process is

repeated until the requisite thickness is ob-

tained, and the mould is then removed. For-

merly, these moulds were always in the form
of shoes or bottles, and hence one of the

kinds* of caoutchouc is known commercially
as bottle-mbber ; hut they are now frequently

shaped something like battledores for folding

linen, only thinner. In 1863, 65,649 cwt. of

Caoutchouc were imported into the United
Kingdom.
The raw seeds of these trees are poison-

ous to man and to quadnipeds, hut macaws
eat them greedily, aud they are an excellent

bait for fish
;
long boiling, however, deprives

them of their poison, and renders them palat-

able.

Slphoniflsrz (a word coined from Gr.

olipWy and Lat. fero, I htar). A name given

by D'Orbigny and Ferussac to an order of

Cephalopoda, including all those species which
have a siphon contained within a polythala-

mous shell.

SIpUpBolunuiclilAtoz (Gn and
gHis), The name of an order of

Gastrop^, including those in which the

branchial cavity terminates in a tube or

siphon more or less prolonged, by which the

respiratoxy current of water is received and
expelled.

Blpboaopliorea (Gr. and 1
tear), A name given bv Escholtz to an order

of Acalephes, to which he refers those species

that have no central digestive cavity, but
simply isolated tubes.

Siptionostomaz (Gr. and or6f»a, a

mouth). The name of a family of Crustaceans,

cmnprehending those which have a ^hon-
shaped mouth for suction. By M. de Blain-

ville the term is applied to those Ghistropods

which have the opening of the shell prolonged

into a siphon.

tpliortitniw (Gr. aud fis, ^^»6s,

a noss). A name applied to a tribe of swimming
birds, including riiose which have the nostrils

prominent and tubular.

Mpimela* The name of a genus of worms
which burrow in the sands of the sea-shore,

and are ^ased with the BbiUnedsmu by
Cuvier, and with the JEntosoa by M. de

Blainville. They differ from the soft-bodied

^hinodoms cbJiray in the abcened of ampu-
lacral pores.

Sir. The term used in £n|^d, either

out of respect or formality, in aiwes^ng any
one. More particalarlv, it is tha disUnguish-

ing Hppellarion of kn^hts sad baronets, to

whose Christian names it is preflxsd. Sinca



SIRABALLI
the mxteenth cenhixy, the word has been
used in prose only in addressing soTereign

princes.

In the opinion of Professor Max Hhller,

the title tmior (Let elder) was (dianged into

mgnear into steur, and newr soon
dwindled down into etn {Leoturea on the

Science of Lanm/tagCf first series, Ti.) If, how-
ever, the word be the same as the German
Herr, it is akin to the Latin hems, a maater,

the Greek ISfwf,
a hero, a word which reappears

in such names as Hbba. and Hbsaoles.
Slralialll. A valuable and fragrant timber

of Bemerara, supposed to be the produce of a
species of Oreodaphne.

Biren. The generic name ofcertain Perenni-

branchiate reptiles which have only one pair

of feet, and retain the external g^lls
;
they are

peculiar to the southern provinces of the

United States.

Blrana. [^SEinnirs.]

Birena. In Acoustics, an instrument for

determining the velocity of aSiial vibration,

corresponding to the different pitches of mu-
sical sounds. * In this elegant instrument the

wind of a bellows is emit^ through a small

aperture, before which revolves a circular disc

pierced with a certain number of holes, arranged

in a circle concentric with the axis of rotation,

exactly equidistant from each other, and of the

same size, Ac. The orifice through which the

air passes is so situated thatMch of these holes,

during the rotation of the disc, shall pass over

it, and let through the air; but the ^se is

made to revolve so near the orifice that in the

intervals between the holes it shall act as a

cover, and intercept the air. If the holes be

placed obliquely, the action of the current of

air alone will set the disc A motion: if per-

pendicular to the surface, the disc m^t be

moved by wheel-work, by means of which its

velocity of rotation is easily regulated, and the

number of impulses may be exactly counted.

The sound produced is dear and sweet, like

the human voice. If, inst^ of a single aper-

ture for transmitting the air, there be several,

so disposed in a cucle of equal dlmemuons

with that in which the holes of the disc are

situated that each shall be opposite one corre-

sponding hole when at rest, these will all form

sounds ^ one pitch, and being heard together

will reinforce each other. The sirene sounds

equally when plunged in water and fed a
enrrent of that fiuid as in air; thus mving
that it is the number of impdaes omy, ana

nothing depending on the nature of the me-

dium in whi^ the sound is excited, that in*

fiuences onr appreciation of its pitch.* (Sir X
Heist's *Treatise on Sound,* Enepdipadia

MetropoUtana,)

The niene, at dins described, was invented

by Baron Oagniard de la Tour. An instru-

ment on the same principle, and for the same

purpose, had fbrmer^ been devised by Ph)*

lessor Bohison ; but the ranstmctioii was much
less elegant and commodious. A euxrent^of

air paMng through a pipe was alternatelyIn*
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teroepted and permitted to pass by the shutting
and opening of a stop-cock.

BlrenlB (Or. An order of Ham-
malia in which the teeth are of different kinds,

the incisors preceded by milk-teeth, and molars
with fiattenM or ridgM crowns, adapted for

vegetable food. The nostrihi are two, situated

at the upper part of the snout; the lips are

beset with stiff bristles ; the mammm are pec-

tc»ml. The Sirenia exist near coasts or ascend
large rivers; browsing on fhei, water-plants,

or the grass of the shore. The order which
includes the dugongs (HdUoore) and the mana-
tees (Manatue) has existed since the mioceue
period.

Birlua (Gr. 2*(pios, called also Canicula, or
Cants Candma, the Dog-atar), A star of the

first magnitude in the constellation of Cania
Major, or the Great Bog, and the brightest in

the heavens. The Eg^tians, observing that
the Nile begins to swell at a particular rising

of this star, paid it divine honours. [PnuMm.
]

Sirooeo (Ital.). A soft relamng wind,

chiefiy experienced in the south of Italy, Malta,
and Sicily. It blows from the south-east or
south ;

and haring been heated over the sandy
deserts of Libya, it becomes occasionally moist
in its passage across the Mediterranean, and
oppresses the inhabitants of the above-named
countries with excessive languor and a sinking
of the mental energies. The setting in of the
sirocco is followed by a considerable rise of
the thermometer, and is attended with a haze
which obscures the atmosphere. [Sacoov.]
Blvwonto. In the literature of the Mi^e

Ages, a species of poem in common use among
the Tboubadoubs, usually satirical, and divided

into strophes of a peculiar eonstniction.

Btemondto#. A foliated variety of Chlori-

toid of adark-meu colour, found at St. Marcel,

in Piedmont. Named after Professor Sismonda.
Blssarsklta. A variety of Iridosmine, from

Sissersk, in the UroL
Bister Se^Isoa. The ssme ss Sms Ebbl-

sox.

Blstnim ecloTpor, from eaUw, to

ahake), A kind of timbrel, whiidi the Egyptian
priests of Iris used to shake with their hands
at the festivals of that goddess.

BisjpliiiB (Gr. eUn^t)^ Bi Mythology, a
descen^t of iBolus. By some he is saM to
have lived at Ephyra, in the Fdmnnesus;
while others all<^ that he was s robbeiv slain

by Theseos. His punishment in Taitsrus for
his crimes committed on earth consisted in
rolhng a huge stone to the too of a high hill,

which constantly recoiled, ana thus tendered
liis labour incessant. The term Sisyphus is

supposed to be a reduplicated form if eafda,
wiaa or cunning.

BIMogx (Or. nWot, hraaSp and. xSyos),.

IHe^iica, or the doctrine of aliments.

Bttca (lAt; Gr. rimf). The name of a
bird in . Aristotle, whi<di G^Mar determiBed to
be the nuthatch, liinnwis retains the tom
for ths genus of which ths nuthatch (iSitto

cBffijtog, Unn*) is the type.



SlUM
Slum ^Gr. vUy, perhaps akin to Celt, siu,

toa^sr). A genus it UmMifera, consisting

of strong-smelling ureedy-looking plants, one
of which 18 grown for culinary purposes, namely
3. Sitartm, better known by its common name
of Skirret. This plant, although usually treated

as an annual, is a hardy perennial, a natiye of

China, and has been cultiyated in this counti^

since id48. The roots, for which this plant is

cultiyated, are composed of small fleshy tubers

about the size of the little finger, joined to-

gether at the crown. When boiled and seryed

with butter, they form a nice dish, declared

by Worlidge, when writing in 1682, to be
* the sweetest, whitest, and most pleasant of

roots.’

Slwa* In Hindu Mythology, a title giyen

to the Supreme Being, considered in the

character of the ayenger or destroyer. Sir

William Jones has compared Sira to Jupiter;

but he appears to share many of the attributes

of Pluto. Under the name of Mahadeya, he

is exhibited also as a type of reproduction : to

destroy, according to the Vedantas of India,

the Su6s of Persia, and even to many European
schools of philosophy, being only to generate

or reproduce under another form. [Brahma.
;

MAHADKya ; VishnuJ
Blwatberlnm. The name of an extinct

genus of Rnminantia found in fossil remains in

the tertiary strata of the Siralik Snb-Himalayan
range. It surpassed all known ruminants in

size, and had four horns.

Six Olarkfl Ib Cbaaenrj. Officers who
formerly received and filed proceedings, &c.

The office was abolished by stat 5 & 6 Viet,

e. 103.

Slz-polats OIrole. [Cibclr, Six-points.]

BIxteenmo or Baxtodedmo* In Print-

ing, a sheet folded into sixteen leaves, or thirty-

two pages, is thus termed. It is abbreviate

16mo.
BIsaru* The lowest class of students at

Cambridge. They have certain allowances

made in their battels (college bills), through

the benefactions of founders or other charitable

persons. In college phraseology, a stzu is a

portion of bread, meat, 6tc., allotted to a stu-

dent; and hence the name sirar. [Sbbvitob.]

BiM (Span. sisa). A sort of varnish, paint,

or glue, used by peunters, and in many other

trades. It is made of the shreds and parings

of leather, parchment^ or vellum, l^led in

water and strained.

Bfceat- On Shipboard, a scoop used for

throwing water on the decks and lower sails.

BftBleMi (Gr. rh sc. swfto, the

diried Mjf)* The desiccated support or frame-

work of an animal body* whiim, usually eon-

sisring ofdiffisrent parts, maybejedned together

by the dried xailsmX ligamenta, is termed a

naturai shMon; or may be articulated aiti-

firially, when it is termed mi artifickd ekMen,
In tba loweet okgantsed animals, aa the My-

radMjKfii the idmleton, wken it existi,

cemmon]^ eon&te ii a ain^ piece, la the

^Myyatiria it ia axtenud, in the form of a
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case, and consists of pure silex. In the Mypi
it is sometimes external, sometimea internal

;

and is composed of either pure carbonate of
lime, or with a small additional proportion of
phosphate of lime, these earths being com-
bined with a greater or less proportion of
gelatinous ami^ matter. In the leie the
skeleton consists of numerous separate calca-
reous joints, connected together by portions of
uncalmfled gelatine. In many of the Litho-
phytous Pelypee innumerable minute spiculse,

of various but definite forms, are scattered
through the fleshy investment of the main
internal skeleton. In the Eohinoderme the
skeleton is external, as regards the viscera;
but it is coveKd by an organised skin. It is

r^arkable chiefly for the great number of

pieces of which it is composed, and the regular
and beantiM forms in which they are com-
bined. It likewise supports numerous tubercles
or spines, and is composed of carbonate and
phosphate of lime, with a gelatinous basis. In
/nseefr the skeleton is partly internal, but
chiefly external

; and its hardening material is

a peculiar animal principle, called ckiiine. In
cabinets of dried insects it is the natural
skeleton that is preserved. In Crustacea the
skeleton, which bears the same relative position

to the animal as in insects, is rendered denser
and more brittle by being consolidated with
the carbonate and phosphate of lime. In the
Mollueca the skeleton is generally extenial,

but sometimes internal
; it is hardened by the

carbonate of lime, with a very slight trace of
the phosphate of lime, and constitutes the
shell. The beauty, durability, and variety of

form of this modification of the skeleton, have
rendered the shells of the MoUueea at all times
a favourite object of collectors, and the subject

of a distinct branch of natur^ history, under
the name of Concholoot. The skeleton of

molluscs is either in one piece, as in the uni-

valve molluscs, or in two pieces, as in most
bivalves ; or in many pieces, as in the mnlti-
valye chitons, and others. In the Cephalopode,

besidiB the shell, which offers remarkable'
varieties of form and substance, there is like-

wise a rudiment of true internal skeleton in

a cartilaginous condition. In the Vertebrate
animals, there is always an internal skeleton
destined to protect the central part of the
nervous system, and to form the nilcrum and
support of the locomotive members. In a few
fishes it is cartilaginous; in the rest of the
Vertebrates it is osseous, or consolidated by a
large proportion of phosphate and a small
proportion of oarbonate of lime, and some
other hardening salts. [Bokb.] This ia termed
the mdo-ekdaten. In most ashes, in several
reptiles, as the erooodilians, and in the arma^
diuos amongst tke Mammalia, osseous plates
are devdoped in the substance of the skin

;

these are anslpgmis to the skeleton of most of
tbs Invertebrate animals, and form a more or
lese eomj^ete protecting eaee, called the uo-
sM&tcm,
MBtsli (Qer. eldise, Fr. eequisse). In



SKETOHINtt, MILITARY
Faintinp; the tint ddineated idea of the artiat’a

conception of a subject

•kotdlUafv KtUtarj. [Fvld Skitck-
IKO.]

Skew ariave. A species of bridge in
which a road or railway instead of being carried

OTer an opening at right angles wiSi it, is

carried ov^ at some other angle, so as better
to maintain the continuitj^ of the appointed
general track. In skew bridges built of stone,

the joints should be spiral. There is an old
skew arch at Oxford, built by William of Wyke-
ham. Those who desire practical information
about skew bridges may consult the works of
Idr. Buck and Mr. Hart.
Skew Betermlnuit. A determinant in

which the coi\jugate constituents are equil in

magnitude, but opposite in sign. Conjugate
constituents, it will be remembered, are those
which are symmetrically placed with respect

to the principal diagonal, so that if, generally,

Cl k denote the constituent on the line

of a skew determinant of the order, we
shall hare, for all unequal values of i and A;,

Ui,k + flk.i= 0.

Skew Bellooldf commonly called Screw
Bnrfkoe. [Hsucoin.]
Skew Quadric. A skew surface of the

second order. There are two such surfaces:

the Hj^rboloid of one sheet, and the Hyper-
bolic Paraboloid. [Quadric.]

.
j

Skew Surflace. A ruled surface of which

two successive generators do not in general

intersect. The most familiar examples are

the hyperboloid of one sheet and the hyper-

bolic paraboloid ;
the first generated by the

motion of a line which rests on three straight

lines [Rvlbd Subfacb], and the other gene-

rated by a line which rests on two straight

lines and remains parallel to a plane.

[Coroid; Hblicoid.] The tangent plane at

any point of a skew surface contains ue gene-

rator through that- point, which generator is

one of the inflexional tangents ; conversely,

every plane through a generator touches

the surface at the point where this Mueiator

is intersected by the line ioining the inter-

sections of the plane with the next two gene-

rators ;
this latter line is the second inflexional

tangent. The hyperbdoid generated by a line

rearing on three consecutive generators of a|

skew surfoce [Bulbd Subfacb], touches the

latter along the whole length of one of these

generators. The tangent ]^anes through a ge-

nerator obviously correspond anharmonically

with their rMpective pointo of contact. [Hoko*

OBAFHio.] ihe points of contact u and o' of

pairs of reotangolar planes A and A', through

the same generatorform a system in involurion,

the centiu of whi^ is the point o nsaresf to the

next snftAftndittg generator; fbr the two in*

flexiomil tangents at that point are perpen-

dicular to one another, and the nonnal plane

at 0 through the gwerator is parallel to the

next generator, aim eonseqnentiy tonches tlm

sur&ce 1^ infinity. The point o, therefore, is

on the lifis eMetitm, and the points a and
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a* on any generator at which a given plane,
throi^h the latter, is tuigential and normal, re-

spectively, are so distributed that oa,ocfm const.

Imnce the normal planes whichpass through the
generator correspond anharmonically to the
points a at which they are normal, the normals
themselves will generate a hyperbolic para-
boloid, hav^ the generator itself for a line of

striction. The order of a skew surface being
equal to the number of gdheratorS'which meets
any line, is also equal to its class, since every
plane through the line and a generatbr is a
tangent plane. The polar reciproc^ of a skew
surmce, therefore, is another skew surface of the
same o:^er. Every plane through a generator
of a skew surface of the n*** oraer meets the
surface, of course, in a curve consisting of that
generator, and a curve of the (n— order;
the latter meets the generator in n—

1
points,

one of which will obviously be the point of
contact of the plane of the section, and will

vary as that plane rotates around the gene-
rator; the other n— 2 will remmn fixed during
this rotation, and, being points where the
generator is met by other generators, will be
points of a dotdtle or nodal curve on the skew
surface. In general, therefore, we may say
that a skew surface of the order has, on its

surface, a double curve, which is met by each
generator in n -- 2 points. Every skew surface

satisfies a partial differential equation of the
third order, which mav be obtained by ex-
pressing the condition that the tangent planes
at three consecutive points of a generator all

pass throi^h the latter. The method of ob-
taining this equation is explained in all good
text-books.

Skew Bjminatrlowl l>wtwniilauit. A
skew determinant whose principal constitnents

vimish. If 04 k denote, generally, the Ar*^ con-
stituent of the line of such a detenninant S
of the order, then for all values of i and Ar

we have the relation 0|,k + ak,i**O, which of
course implies the vanismng of' every principal

constituent such as Oi, i. Since the multiplica-
tion of every constituent of S by the factor — 1
is equivalent, on the one hand, to the mnlripli-
carion of the whole determinant by (

- 1)*, an^
on the other hand, in virtue of the above
relation to the mere substitntion of rows for

columns we have the relation lj*S
[DxTBBiciirAMTs]; from this it follows that
every skew symmetrical detenninant of odd
order vanishes identioallv. By eaually simple
reasoning it can also ho pxovea that every
^ew symmetrical determinant of even order

I

is an exact square. Its root consisting

of (n ^ 1) (n - 8) . . . 8.1 terms, with 2

factors in each term, is called a BrAFriAX.
Thus

0, a,^h,o
I

•{ad^he'¥eff
/,

«

o,d

Further, if k represent the ooeffldent of
’
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SKEWBACK SKY SAIL

«{. k in S ; i.0. if n't, ^ be n flnt minor of S, and It fonns a cmtalline gwnlar mixture with

therefore a oonetstnent of the determinant S' of a dark-green jh^xene, in the dolerite of the

the reciprocal eyetem, then n't k ** (— I)*"* V i : Kaieeretuhl in freiagau*

ao that S' la aymmetrical when », the order Skorodlta. [Sooboditb.J
of S, is odd« and akew symmetrical when n ia saBoralte. A Mineralogical synonym of a
even. miety of Epidote, from ^cm»a.

aitawliaolt. In Architecture, the sloping BkiUl (Dan. skal, Dutch acheel). The
abutment, in brickwork and masonry, for the term applied by osteolo^ta to the hony case

ends of t^ arched head of an aperture^ formed of the coalesced arches of the four

Skid (akin to Ger. scheiden, to cleave). A ^ripheral reitebrse of the spinal axis. It is

square piece of timber of some len^h. Also formed of four segments
; the occipital, being

an iron shoe for checking the xeyolution of a the epencephalie and the scapular arches ; the

wheel. parietal, beinn the mesencephalic and the hyoid

SxiD. In a ship, anjbeamor timber used arches; the frontal, being the prosencephalic

as a support for some heavy body to prevent and the mandibular ; and the nasal, being the

its weight falling on a weak part of the vessers rhinenoepbalio and maxillary arches. This

structure. assemblage of vertebrse is connected with the

Skid-beams. Timbers laid across th# spinal series by two condyles (the neural ele-

waist of a ship to support the larger boats, ments of the occipital bone) or exoccipitals,

especially the lannob. articulating with the atlas, or first cervical

Skiff (another form of the word San*). A vertebra, which rotates upon the axis,

small light boat, propelled by one man inth a Skunk. A plantigrade carnivorous mam-
pair of sculls, but not of any special build. mal (Mephitie) found m theNew World, where
Sklmmls (Japanese skimmi). A genus of eighteen species are known, eight of which are

remarkably ornamental eveigreen shrubs, with found .in North America, and ten in South

oblong entire leathery dotted leaves, and flowers America.' The genus is specially distinguished

iu terminal panicles, succeeded by bright red by its exceedingly large anal gland, which

drupe-like bmes. 8. japonica is a pretty exhales a putrid and o&nsive odour, shed by
dwarf-growing holly-like shrub, with dark the animal when annoyed or irritated. The
shining entire leaves mid clusters of bright rod scent is so powerful, that it endures for many
berries, which give the plant a veiy handsome years.

aopearance. It is now commonly cultivated, Skuskwaad. The name of the curious

The genus is roforred by the latest authorities stinking North American Bymp^arpuefatidua.
to Butacea, but it has considerable affinity Skuttarudlta. The native arsenide of

with the Orange family. * cobalt found at Skutterud, near Modum, in

Skill. The external covering ot the body. Norway. It occurs both mystallised and
It is divisible into three parts or membranes, massive, of a colour between tin-white and
The exterior is called the eearfskin or cuHde : lead-grey, with a metallic lustre and oocasion-

it is an albuminous memlwane. Immedititely ally an iridescent tarnish,

underneath it is a thin layer of soft or pu^ Oelonr oC Various hypotheses have

matter, called rete mueosum (mucous netwoK), at different times been suggested to account

which is the seat of colour : it lies upon the for the bine colour of the sky. {Some, with

euiis, or true skin, which is a gelatinoiis Newton at their head, attribute it to very fine

texture. aqueous particles of such thidmess as to cause

Sk|ak (A.-^3ax. scene). A genus of Lizards w intenerenoe of the yelbw waves of white

in which the legs are dwarfed and in some light, thus leaving unnentralised the oomple-

speeies almost afiogether suppressed, and the mentaryblue waves. [IimBraRaNGS.] Clausius

tail attains great length. believea, that to procure such an- effict the

Skip (Er. esqniver). In Music, a passage little piwticles of water must not be little

from one sound to another by moM than a globes, but hedlow spheres or vesicles. Others

degree at one time. attribute the phenomenon to the groenish blue

Skipper (Dan. from skiff and ship). A cdonr which aqneous vapour, likeliquidwat^,
name applied to the masters of merchant probaUy poascumes ; but the blue of water is

vessels. ve^ di&iront in tint from that of the sky on a
Sklwnlak (IBV. escsrmonche, ItaL scare- bright dear day; moreover, even when the air

mueoia), A aesttltoiy engagement between is very moist it would require the Imht to pass

Uoopi not in compact bodies. throng a stratum of about 200 mibs thick to

Sk|vtlS|r. I^ Axdiitectiiro, the narrow produce by absorption the green-blue tint ob-

vertScal bom on (he floor round the sidei served on looking at a white object through a

an sMrtment. stratum of water Id foet thick. The peculiar

A name proposed for the f^reenish hue which the sky sometimes assumes
Tant^to from fiEkdgbole^ and BSriuUtaari in in wet weather near the horizon may, however,

Ihdaiid. be due to this cause. Hitherto the blue colour

SibolastlSw [Sdousim] of the sky cannot be said to have received a
SiMiPfSISk A mhoate of altunina, lime, saUa&ctoiy expbmataon.

ioda»tiidnthmhaiei,eoDSidfired SkrAseftst. [BooxaT.]

tag to 1^ anakgmis to Sodalito* Noseaa^ he. Sfcr Ssll. A small sail le^ on rare ooca-

Ida



SKYLARK SLATE
Bions and in Tery light ^nds, a1x>Te the mjal, Slate ia alwaya, and properly, regarded aa a
on a pole temponrily hoisted for the purpose, metamorphie rock. It has certainly undergone

kjrtttrk.* The name of a species of the much change, though it ia not quite certain
genua AnaUDa; the Jlauda arvensis of Lin- what the change may hare been. Inmany^ita
nsraa. of it crystidB of iron pyrites, and sometimes

Slaib
^
Welsh yslab). The name given to strmga and veins of copper pyrites, occur

;
gold

large solid and massive slates obtained from is not unknown in it, and numetic and other
the quarry for special purposes. A slab mea- oaddea of iron have been found in it. Crystal-

suring twenty feet by ten and several of some- Hne garnets are also found occasionally, and
what smaller eize were exhibited at the Inter- curious nodular masses of minerals are segre-

nstional Exhibition in 1862, by the Llangollen gated into irregular spaces formed in its sub-
Slate Company. They were among the finest stance.

and largest ever quarried. [Sxatr.J The most reasonahk explanation of the con-
Shtb Uan. A small rope leading through dition of slate is, that it has undergone enor-

a block under the lower vards, and thence to mous squeezing, and that as this squeezing has
either foot of the sail for the purpose of tricing acted on a ro<£ of which the partidea r^dily
it up. adapt themselves without fracture to any re-

Blaok* Small coal under the size of an egg. quired shape, they have been brought into this

ttwg (Dan. slagg). The imperfect glassy or curious parallel arrangement. The condition of
vitrifiable^mpoundawhich are productduring the fossils fully supports this view, as they
the reduction of metallic ores by various fluxes, are almost^ always squeezed and distorted. A
lu the neighbourhood of large smelting works, careful examination of the microscopic structure
especially of iron and copper, the sl^, which also yields evidence of the same kind,

are abundantly prcriuced, are sometimes used Slates are not very common. The British
as building materials, and for making and Islands are, however, so r^ch iu different va-

mending roads. They often contain a con- rieties, that all in this country are familiar

siderable relative proportion of metaL with them. Cornwall, Wales, Scotland, and
Slander (IV. escfandre). In Law, a ma- Ireland all afford quarries of great magnitude,

Ucious defamation of a man by words spoken, the profits of working which are among the
It is not actionable unless it impute some crime largest obtained in mineral works, in corn-

punishable by law
;
or some contagious disease, panson with the amount of capital invested,

which may have the effect of excluding from The quantity of slates used is very large : at

society the person slandered; or be uttered least fifty thousand tons are consumed annually

concerning him in his trade or business in in London alone, although in that city, for

such a way as to impair his means of liveli- local reasons, the houses are generally roofed

hood'; or, lastly, unless it be attended with with tiles. Slates art lamly consumed by al-

special damage. A defendant cannot, be pro- most every town and viluige in the kingdom,
ceeded against criminally for words spoken, More than two-thirds the quantity of slates

unless they have a direct tendencT* to a breach raised are used for roofing For this purpose

of the peace, as by containing a challenge to the alates are cut into sizes varying from a
fight ; or are of a seditious or grossly immoral few square inches to two ^uare feet, though
character ; or are spoken of a magistrate in some are muck laiger. This is done with very

the execution of his duty. simple tools and extreme rapidity. The rest

SlAta or Clujr blute (Swed. slita). In is in slabs or thick slates, often veiy large.

Geolo^, the name given to a very remarkable [Slab.]

fohn of clay rock, frequently foseiliferous The use of slate and slabs baa increased

and not confined to one geological period, enormously of late years, and ia still increasing.

Consisting essentially of clay, the particles of Slabs are now used larsely in bouse fittings

;

slate are so mechanically arrang^ that the as in strong rooms, powder magazines, larders,

rock splits with perfect fadlity into almost mulitions, baths, stables, floors, dnuns, dec.

indefinitely thin layers in <006 direction only, For all these, and many like purposes, its

and in all others either breaks with a jaggM perfect resistanos to the atmosphere, to all

edge, or in well-defined joints at some distance chemical influences, and to the passage of

from each other. ' heat, render it invaluable. It has been very

Hineralogically, slate is nothing more than largriy used also for enamelling ; the surfkce

a pure day ; nor does there seem anjr reason of enamelled slate being made to represent

to suppose l^t any approach ia made in it to- marble of all kineb with wonderful accurate,

wards emtalline structure. As, however, no and resistinj^ almost all wear. Thus, for man-
other shows this tendency to ^lit inde- telpieoes^ mlliard tables, ornamental slals*

finitely, the case ia one of great interest. and furniture, it has no equal* its cheapness

Fractically, slate is veiy valuable, owing to being Mdi as to drive other material out of the

its peculiar facility of splitting, and the per- market
fectiy smooth natural face wmch it presents. The dimensloDS of the quarries, and

Its hardness and compactness preserve it from the number of hands employed in them, render

all weathering by mere exposure, though, when slate one of the most interesting and Impcxrtanb

rnuud down, it easily passes bade into fine of all mineral manufactures,

eky. AEsuy excellent slates are obtai^ied abroad.
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SLATE COAL
Those from the Ardennes, from Angers on the

Loire, and from Kassau, are largely exported.

Blate CosU. Coal with a slaty structure,

and an uneven and smalLgrained fracture.

The rich caking coal of Newcastle is referred to

this variety
;
as is also the greater part of the

coal of the Ooalbrook Dale coalfield in Shrop-

shirew

Slate Spar. A massive variety of car-

bonate of lime, of a shining, white, pearly

lustre, and often with a greasy feel ; found at

Wicklow, in Ireland ;
Strontian and Glen Tilt,

in Scotland; BotuUack, and other Cornish
mines

; at Folgooth mine in Devonshire, and
atConistonin i^ncashire ; also in Norway and
Saxony.
Slave Trade. This term generally denotes

the trade in slaves carried on by European
nations between the western coasts of Africa

and the American settlements.

The European slave trade is generally sup-

posed to have been commencedbythe Portuguese
about the end of the fifteenth contuiy. About
1608, the Spaniards began to import ne^oes
into America, to supply the place of the Indians,

whose numbers were rapidly diminishing under
the severity of the toil to which they were ex-

posed 1^ their conquerors. Sir John Hawkins,
one of Queen Elizabeth’s most famous captains,

seems to have been the first Englishman of

note who embarked in this trafi^c, having been

concerned in the sale of negroes to the Spa-
niards in the West Indies. In the same reign

tho African Company was first chartered, for

the purpose of trade with Guinea. This com-
pany carried on a trade in negroes with the

English settlements in America from the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century to the year

1732. Prom this period that trafim was carried

on chiefly by private traders. It was not until

the latter end of the eighteenth century that the

atrocities of this trade began to engage the

attention of parliament. In 1788, an Act was
passed to rebate it ;

and after twenty years’

animated discussion it was at last totally

abolished in 1807. The United States of

America and Denmark bad preceded us in
|

this righteous act. (Clarkson’s History of the

Aholtiion of ths Slave Trade.)

The slave trade is now prohibited by the

laws ofmost European nations exceptPortugal

;

and by the law of that country it can be car-

ried on only within certain geomraphical limits.

Nevertheless, it is still followed to some extent

byconttaband dealers. According to some esti-

mates, about 75,000 slaves are supposed to be
annually carried from their homes in Africa to

supply the American markets, including those

who perish by the way. There can, however,

be no doubt that this estimate is very neatly

exaggerated; and it may be doubted whether,

bii^^e., intoaeconnt, the average number of

thim Africa during the ten years

endisigirith 1860caA have been as high as 40,000

ayear ; since thattime even this exportation has

prdbably be^ materially reduced. The prin-

SLAVERY
cipal importing countries are Cuba, Porto Rico,

and Brazil, ^blications on the slave trade

are so numerous, that it is difficult to make a
selection for purposes of reference. Perhaps
(after Clarkson’s Histiry) the student could

not find the account of its progress better given

than in successive numbers of the Edinburgh
Review^ especially vols. xxi. xxiii. xxiv. xxxvi*

cix. cxv.

Slave Trading or Slave Beallng. In
Law, slave trading, on the high seas, accom-

I

panied by a forcible carrying away of the slave,

was maae piracy, felony, and robbery, by 5
Geo. IV. c. 113, B. 9. And by s. 16 of the same
statute a number of other acts relating to and
in furtherance of dealing in slaves are made
felonious. This is one of those offences of

which British law takes cognisance if committed
by British subjects in regions out of British

dominion.

Slavery. In Moral Philosophy. This term,

denoting a state of absolute bondage or total

loss of liberty, owes its origin to the vast num-
bers of Slavonic captives with which Spain

became filled during the wars of the Frank
kings

;
and thus a national designation, mean-

ing in its own tongue glorious^ became the

common title of servitude. (Freeman,' History

and Congests of the Saracens^ 195 ; Gibbon,
Roman Empire^ ch. Iv.) But the condition of

slavery has been found originally in .all coun-

tries, and subsists to this day over tbe Lirger

portion of the earth. The liberty of the an-

cient world, whether at Athens or elsewhere,

was only the freedom of a class, and in the

states which were most free implied, perhaps,

most of all the existence of a class of men who
werenot free. [Pbimaby Assemblies ; Libert y.]

‘We lose a good deal of our sympathy with the

spirit of freedom in Greece and Rome, when
the importunate recollection occurs to us of the

tasks which might be enjoined, and the punish-

ments which might be inflicted, without control

either of law or opinion, by the keenest patriot

ofthe Comitia, or the Council of Five Thousand.*

(Hallam, Middle Ages^ ch. ii. part ii.)

According to Aristotle {Polit. i. 1 ), the dis-

tinction between despot and slave was as strictly

a distinction of nature as that between male
and female. Nothing can be clearer than the
language in which he asserts that slaves and
women are destitute of the natural capacity for

govemmeut, this capacity being dependent alto-

gether on intellectual foresight, in which they
haveno share. Hence thegreatbodyofslaves, and
the great body ofmasters or despots, form each a
distinct whole, set by nature one against the
other, wphs iy. Hence the slave was merelyan
animated machine, icriifid n f/Aifrvxov, and such
he must continue, as much as a woman must re-

main a woman. This distinction was, however,
rather the theoretical than the practical founda-
tion of Greek or other ancient slavery, and Ari-

stotle is obliged to allow (fdlit. i. 6, 1) that the
word SovXf(a, slavery, is susceptible ofmorethan
one meaning, and that war and other causes
were constantly reducingintothe ranksofslavery



SLAVERY
those whohad been bom free, and who may hare fused his liberty, had slain his master, is but one
risen to the highest distinction as statesmen t example of a method of treatment which took
and philosophers. On this subject, which in* for granted that the slaves did not and could

Tolves the most horrible aspect of all ancient not acquiesce in their position as an ordinance

civilisation^ Aristotle can only multiply sophist- of nature.

ical quibbles. It is a legal principle, he tells There were other circumstances under which
us, that things taken in war shall be in the the theory of Aristotle became not only con-

power of the taker, and all men taken in war temptible but ridiculous. The essence of his

are^hings; and at all events, whatever be the definition of slavexy is that the foresight

justice of the principle, he finds some comfort of the slave is simply that of the mole or

in thinking that superiority of force, which is the beaver. His musters have intellectual

implied in the idea of victonr, implies also a power (Bdi/oia) ;
he has only a bodily instinct

greater excellence or virtue {apfHi) in the con- (vpoopw
; but as he has only this, it is

queror than in the conquer^. This theory as impossible for him to rise to anything higher,

acted necessarily with great force on the Greek as it is for an elephant or a monkey to take
and Boman feeling of patriotism. Underneath part in the debates in the House of Commons,
its Apparently exalted character lurked an in- Yet, under pressure in time of war, Athenian
tense selfis^ess

;
the struggle was for some- masters were ready enou^ to enfranchise all

thin^ of which at any moment the citusen might slaves fit for bearing arms
;
and thus to let

be himself deprived, and of which he was quite loose upon society bnngs who, according to the

ready to deprive others; and thus, in thewords Aristotelian theory, were simply able-bo(ht4
oi Kaeaulay {Essayt, Machiavelli), patriotism bears or wolves. (Grote, Hutwry of Grises,

becsflio with them a governing prinriple, or part ii. ch. xc. rol. x. p. 694.)
rather an ungovernable passion. lii^ again, the idea of a class of natural slaves

The Aristotelian argument, grounded on is aet aride by the appearance, anioi^ slaves,

natural distinctions, is as an argument beneath of individuals endowM with high intellectual

contehipt, and could have been maintained only powers, the idea of a class of natural rulm is

by those who were ofastiiiately bent on holding also upset by the appeanmee, in oUgnduc car

their position, whether logieaUy tenable or not. ariatocratie bodies, of persons ofdebased minds
The neoeas^ result of a natural distinction and shmsh wills ; and, whatever may be said

is, that It is accepted as unalterable, and ao- of tha latter, it becomes sheer iqjuatioe if the

quiesced in. Individual women may be found former be condemned to a life of daveiy.

to express disoontent at certain cireumstanoes Hence, Aristotle strove hard to pniv* that

in their condition; but no course of actioii has nature made the bodies of slaves differenttern
ever been taken by bodies of women for the the bodies of natural rulers, and doubtless shut

express purposo of abolishing the natursl dis- his eyes to slavish bodies which he saw from
tinction whum marks their sex. Natursl dis- time to time whether in the Macedonian court

tinctions, again, admit of no exception ; all or in the houses of Athenian citizens,

women know themselves to be women, and the Ait Athens, therefore, or in Rome, the treat-

occurrence of individuals who could not be ment of the ^ve depended almost entirely on
classed in the natural order of men or women the will and disposition of the master ; and the

would upset the natural distinction. In both rules ^ven in toe so-called Aristotelian (Econo-

these points, the theory of Aristotle breaks mic9 (i. 6) are addressed simply to the self-

down. The slaves have not universally ae- interest of the owner, and not grounded on any
quiesced in their condition ;

and among slaves legal, far less on any moral, rights of the slave,

many have not exhibited the marks which For a slavery more merciful in theory, and
Aristotle asserts to be essential to a slave. The probably farless hatefhl in practice, wemustlook
whole history of the ancient world attests a neither to Greeks nor Homans, but to the Jews,

general fear of the slaves on the part of their whose eystem, as depicted in the Pentateuch,

masters, and a constant readiness on the part contrasts most favourably with the slavery not

of the slave to rebel against his masters, only of the Turks, but with that more horrible

Whatever may have been the nature of the form of bondage which prevailed in our West
SpartanCxTmu, we have undoubted historical Indian colonies, and was maintained to a later

evidence which proves that the Spartans could time by the Southern States of the American
by a pretended gift of freedom entrap hundreds Union. In his JVeatise on Ammrican Slavery,

of men, whose bravery they dreaded, into a de- Professor Goldwin Smith has shown that the

struetion, accomplished no one ever knew how. Mosaic legislation recognised acommon bond of

In Italy the discontent of the slaves broke out interest between masterand bondman,andthrew
from time to time into formidable rebellions and over the latter the protection of the law

;
that it

wan ; and the whole l^man law of slavery im- made no distinction between his testimony and
plied an utter distrust ofthe fiincied natural dis- that of the freeman; that it sanctioned his

tinction on whidi Aristotle grounded thejustice mimsge, and recomised his family, whfle it

of the lystem, for with him slavery was not an united the slave and his master in every aet of

institution, hut a necessary phase of human religious worship, and upheld the honourable

nature. The execution of toe whole fiimilia of chazaeter of manual labour. He has ft^er
Pedanius, 400 in number, by order of the senate shown that toe American tiave lystem eannot

in toe time of Nero, because oneslave, being re- exist without a fhgitive slate law, whUe the
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SLAVERY
Mosaic Icirialation bids the Jews rather to mti* into no ocoount those who we» reduced to

the risk <» war than to mre u{> the runaway slayery by debt or the fortune of war) were of
slaye. In the Mosaic, and even in the Turkish no such alien race, although they may have
system, the child follows the condition of the represented those earlier possessors of the soil

&ther; itwas reserved for slave-owners calling who were conquered by the Dorians, loniahs,

themselves Christians to look on the faces of or Latins. The Jewish slavejy was confined

their children and receive in dollars the recom- to that of bought slaves: no Hebrew could

pense for the sale of their own blood. The- be ^rmanently retained in bondage, and his

serfdom introduced by the German tribes servitude, as Mr. Goldwin Smith remarks, ‘ was,

differed from the slaveiy of the ancient world in fact, not slavery at all, in the proper eense

only, perhaps^in the obligation which tied the of the term.* But it is obvious that the theory

villein to the estate of his, lord. (Hallajn, of a natui^ distinction like that of Aristotle

Middle Agee^ ch. ii. part ii.) [Serf; ViLLsnr.] cannot be 'maintained, if the supposed servile

In the civilisation of modem Europe, slavery, class has a capacity for amalgamation, and
having passed through the phase of serfdom, does in fact amalgamate with the ruling class.

hlM wen gradually weakened and abolished. Among the Greek and Roman bondmen there

But * the great change in the condition of the were many bom slaves, whose forefathers had
servile order arose chiedy from other causes, been free citisens, deprived of their freedom for

besides the influence of Christianity.' (Milman, debt. In the English West India islands and in

Latin ChHatianUg^ book iii ch. v.) Asserting the Southern States of the American Union, a
that the influence of Christianity must have considerable proportion of the children of ue^
tended from the first to mitigate the horrors of slave women were or are the children of white

elaveiy. Dean Milman chinks that in the later slave-ownera. The idea ofa natural distinction

Roman empire it was rather the multiplication is thus summarily rejMted even bjr those who
of slaves which slowly wrought its own remedy, may be most interested in maintaining it.

It is quite. certain that the Christian Church To slavery in Europe the deathblow was
did not from the first cuter the lists against the given by the refutation of notions based on
principle of slavery. * The Churches themselves an antipathy to labour as contemptible and
were slave-holders ; there were special pro- degrading. The real idea of slavery is thi^ of

visions to di^end their slaves,’ ana, by some a large class condemned to servile toil, in order

Teutonic codes, whoever concealed the slave of that a narrow class may be altogether idle,

an ecclesiastic was condemned to a triple fine. Such an idea is antagonistic with Ihe whole

The laws of Justinian not only recognise slavery spirit of modem European - dviliution : and
as a permanent institution,W 'ascribe to the wherever this spirit finds its w^, slavery

heathen sovereign Antoninus, the great change must decline and eventually jperisb.

which had pla^ the life of the slave under For the theories of Brain and. others on
the protection of the law. , . . But the abroga- slavery, see Hallam, Literary HikUrry, part ii.

tion of slavery was not contemplated even as a ch. iv. ; Lecky, History of Rationaliemt ch. vi.

remote possibility. A general enfranchisement SLavsBT. In Political Economy. The
seems never to have dawned on the wisest and practices of exacting compulsory la&>ar, and
best of the Christian writers, n^withstanding of recognising the right on the part of some
the greater facilities for manumission and the members of society to hold others to involun-

sanctity, as it were, assigned’ to the act by tary bondage, are found universally in.the cus-

Constantine, by placing it under the special toms and laws of both ancient and modem
superintendence of the clergy.' Even im so communities. Labour is a condition of exist-

amended, the Christian slavery of Justinian ence, but it is on the whole disliked, shottened,

was far inferior to the Jewish slavery of the and as far as possible avoided, either by laying

Pentateuch. The testimony of the slave could it on others than those who reap its advantages,

be received against his master only in cases of' or by employing natural forces in lieu of muscu-
high treason, and his union with bis wife was 'lar exertion. Such natural forces can be used

still only concubinage, not marriage. ' Basil very scantily in the early stages of social de-

the llfoMonian,' in the ninth century, 'first velopement; and slavery, the easier and more
enacted that the priestly benediction should obvious means for avoiding labour, is thus

hallow the marriage of the slave ; but the au« generally practised in primitive, uncivilised,

thosity of the emperor was counteracted by or imperfectly civilised communities. But we
the deep-rooted prejudices of centuries. It was shall see that the adoption of this alternative

’

the waa^ess of Rome, not her humanity or u a means for economimng or avoiding labour,

Cluistianitjy, which, by ceasing to supply the is the most permanent among the hindrances

marketa with hordes of conquered barbarians, to any real progress in those medhanical arts

the trade-in slaves, and thus which tend to shorten human labour, and thus

hastened the downfrdl of the insUtution. put the largest amount of conveniences at

It frirther be remark^ that the the least possible cost within the reach of

stotehiB theory of natural dis^ctions might the greatest number of persons* Thoi^h the

deri^ B pUttsih^e colour froin the notions origin of slavery is found in economical in-

entertslliea Mr some as to the characteristics fluences or motives, the retention of slarery is

and destiny el,the negro race. But the slaTes a pennanent impediment to the developement
of the Gf^ks .and Remans (even if we take

j
of the best economical state.
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SiaTezy.eadsted in all andent eommunities,

and in aeTaral forms, aide bj side with great

inteUectual actiyitj, ahdwith nnezam^led skill

in the fine arts. It is compatible with grent
progress in the sciences of law and government,
^ut the mechanical arts are very scantily de-
veloped wherever slavery exists, even in its

modi tied forms ;
and even when these arts have

been partially discovered, their growth has been
arrested, or their application dwarfed, by its

pressure. The ancient world was almost en-

tirely ignorant of the inductive science, though
the passion for physical study^and research was
very keen,, and the i^ranta^ jof 'possessing

these sciences as the means of economy within

the state, and of protection from external

aggression, was obvious. The cause of this

imperfect growth is to be found in the pre-

valence of slavery.^

Slavery arose historically, as far as can be
traced, from war, from piracy—if indeed the two
can be distinguished in oarly times—and from
the penalties levied on offenders against penmns
and property. As, acoonling to the original

theory, the life as well as the fortunes of the

vanquished are at the discretion of the con-

queror, slavery was at its beginning a humane
or merciful substitute for the exercise of these

extregie rights, like the ransom which the captor

exacted from his prisoners in the middle ages.

So, again, the slave' market of the ancient world

was. supplied (in default of captives taken

in war), by descents on the coasts of foreign

races, and j^hably also by the purchase of

foreigu captives, whom their captors disposed

of "p) the Greek, Carthaginian, or Asiatic mer-

chant SometimeB, especially in the eastern

world, the tribute of a conquered region was

expressly defined by the supply of a certain

number of male and female slaves. Again, in

early systems of jurisprudence, laws are in-

tended rather to protect individuals, and to

recompense individual wrongs, than to vindicate

or secure the well-being of society. The latter

object of judicial procedure was too refined and

abstract to be 6omprehended in these ewly

ages. It would not have suited the notions

of justice which prevailed in communities,

among whom public ties were slight, and in-

tense only under particular emergencies. And
even when the doctrine of obligation to a cen-

tral authority, and the vindication of injuries

against the constitution or the vitality of

society were recognised, the means adopted

were rather a control over the acts, lives, and

customs of men, than a system of punish-

ments which, remedied private wrongs only

indirectly. Hence, when the judge took cog-

nisance of injuries committed on private per-

sons, his decision generally assume the form

of a fine, or, if the criminal was unable

to pay the fine, an adjudication of his per-

son to the injured parties as the fairest

and fullest satisfaction which could he made.

Such a means of compensation, known in an-

cient Borne, was exceedingly common among
nations of Germanic origin, and in times or
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violence must have been a fkeqnent cause of
slavery.

Again, as debt was^treated as a species of

civil crimei and as penpna in these states of

society were pemtted to pledm
. themselves

and, their families as. security for loans con-

trasted, defanltlng debtors were, either by the

.terms of their contract, or by judicial demsions,
(^signed or at^tidged as slaves to their creditors.

'[Ski8Achtbbia«] The two forms by which
.such a result occurx^ in ancient Borne are dis-

cussed by Niebuhr and Savigny. A slight trace

of this custom in England may perhaps be dis-

covered in those ancient forms of obligation

known as Stxtutb Mxbcbulnt and Statutb
Staflb, as the custom of imprisonment for debt
wasji substitute for personal slavery consequent
on an adjudication upon a civil plea and the
issue of execution.

Slavery- is either absolute or partial, -.the

latter being generally called serfage. ['Ssuf.]

In the former case, there is a denial of all per-

sonal rights, and of all property to the slave.

But humanity and policy have rarely permitted
this total extinction of all rights in the slave,

whenever, at least, the community has stood

above the levelof the merestbarbarism. Thus, in

Athens, an ill-used slave could take reTuge in

the temple ofTheseus, and demand that his mas-
ter should sell him. Assaults on slaves were
punishable by indictment, and no slave could he
put to death without trial. In Borne, he was
permitted the possession of property, under the
name of jgecyUum; and though the treatment to
which he was subject was harsher, it appears,

than in Greece, we must take into account, in

explanation of this fact, that authority was
laigety and unsparingly exercised by the ^man
husband and father over his wife and children.

It cannot he doubted that the comparative lenity

with which the slave was treated in the ancient

world, must, all circumstances considered, he
ascribed to the fact, that many of those unfor-
tunates were of the same or nearly the same
origin with their lords, and that the social dif-

ference between them was not aggravated by
fundamental distinctions of race or colour.

Slavery was virtually extitict .throughout
Christendom at the time in which the

Netr World was discovered. It is true that

penal servitude of a very severe character still

eodsted in the condemnations to the galleys.

But penal servitude stands on a totsBy dif-

ferent footing from slavery
; though, under the

form of transportation, its effects on the ob-

ject of the sentence were to reduce him either

permanently or temporarily to the condition of
a slave.

The first ocenpation of the New World
was accompanied by the enslaving of its in-*

habitants, in those regions at least where the

Spaniards and Portuguese found an abundant
population and a settled government. The na-
tives were constrained to labour in the mines
and other kinds of toil, adverted to above,

under the title Pjbonaob. By these means the

population was nearly exti^ted. To save
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the remainder! the beneYolent missionanr I«a8 least of independent action, must be accorded

Casas recommended the importation of ne- to the slare-owtier ; the latter by the ease and
gxoes ; the slaye trade vas commenced on the impunity with which passion is gratified. The
western cOas|! of Africa, and a huge negro popu- evidence on the latter head is overwhelming,

lation was introduced into the New World, especially from those who have witnessed the

The other European nations followed the effects of slavery in Brazil,

example of Spain in all their American colonies, Its economical effects are numerous. By
and a slavery of race and colour became gene- the degra^tion necessarily connected with the

ral. The traffic in slaves, though atrociously social position of the slave, labour is disparaged

cruel, was exceedingly profitable, and the in- and discredited. The backward state of all

terest of a large and influential bo^ of mer- slaveholding communities,'and (even where they
^ants was enlisted ih the trade, ifne slaves have reach^ a certain state in wealth) their

were collected on the low coast of South- rapid declension,' are notorious facts. Ri^des,
Western Africa at very cheap rates, were stored as the capital of the slave-owner is to a great

in stifling vessels, and transported across the extent invested in his slaves, so the whole
Atlantic. The rate of mortality during the weight of bad harvests and adverse markets

passage was enormous, but tbe price of the falls on the owner. Where labour is free,

slave on tbe coast amply compensated the national losses affect, as a rule, all classes

loss, eyen when the per-centage of deaths was equally ; where it is compulsory, these losse'

exceedingly high, gradually philanthropists fall entirely upon capital or profits. Agaii

called attention to the traffic, and, in spite qf there is always, when labour is free, an impulse

many obstacles, the slave trade was si^ressed affecting capitalist and labourer alike, towards

and" treated as piracy, almost all European shortening or economising labour as fully as

nations having concur^ in the schemes for possible. The labourer is impelled to get the

stopping or at least for checking it. But as highest remuneration at the least labour ;
the

these measures were not generally coupled with capitalist, still more effectually, to achieve the

tbe emandpation negroes in the several highest price at the least cost. Hence the im-

governments and colonies, the e£^t provements in machinery, which hare charac-

of legally abolishing the slave trade was only terised the condition of free labour. But in a

timt. of making the sea passage more difilcult^ state of slavei^ such a disposition to economy
and of raising the price of we slave in the would not afi^t the master, partly because

New World. labour by the very existence of slavery is re-

Slavery was abolished in the Bcitiah colonies latively cheap
;

partly, because compulsory

in the year 1834, the owners beii^ eompen- labour cannot be depended on, except for the

sated by a grant of twenty millions. Several simplest operations. Still less, ho'wever, is the

of the northern states in the American slave disposed to economise his labour by tbe

Union had, however, decreed the extinction of use of any snbstitntive instrument, as he has
slaveiy long before this time. Its final ex- no interest in his own effectiveness. It was
tinction in& Union was the fmit of the late &om the prevalence of slavery that no progress,

war, as the attempts to extend it on the one side or no important progress, was made in the in-

and to limit it on the other were the caose of dustrial arts among ancient nations. Lastly,

that gigantic struggle. It still exists in the as labour is exercised under the most disad-

Spanish dependencies of Cuba and Porto Bico, vanti^eous conditions when it is compulsory,

and in Brazil ; but a Considerable and increasing so it is most exhausting to the soil. With such

party in Spain ia pledged to the abolition of a social state, a community needs perpetual

slaveiy in we Spanish colonies. additions to its ares ; and it will be found,

In genei^ it may be stated that slaveiy was whatever be the pursuits of such a community,
exhilmM in its hanhest and most repulsive that it needs a far laiger territoiy to suj^rt
features on the American continent. Notlung an equal population th^ countries of wnich
interfered practically between the will of the the soil is fr^.

master and the sufferings of the slave ; for al- SI»vonlo XMgiuiges. A name applied to

though some laws were enacted for the protac- the dialects of Lithuania, Russia, and Poland,

Uon of the slave, evidence that these laws were the speech of the Slavonic tribes who began
brokenwasinanyeasedifficnlt^ andwaseeneraHy their advance into Messia and Thrace in the

unattidnable, since the slave was precluded from fifth century, and were settled in Hacedonia in

being heard in a oonrt of justice. There were the following century. The most ancient docu*

no limits to the hours of labour, except the ment of the Bulgwrian and Illyrian, or eastern

interest of the slave-owner in the slaveys life, branch of the Slavonic, is the translation of

and this interest was a veiy weak guarantee the Bible made by Psrril and Methodius in the

against the prospect of immMiate gam, or the ninth century. [Laifovxon.1

impulse of unoiMitrolled passion. (A-Sax. sleqge, SweA slagga). A
Tlmel&cto^dav^fandMpecially ofnegw vdiiele without wheels, used as a means of

tliveiy, on thoue oommunities in which it is locomotion on snow. Sledges are used during
encounm, protected or permitted, is twofold the winter in Canada and Rnasia, Ac. ; but tbe

—moeaTaiid eooiiouiieaL It induces habits of country with which the name is most associated

lawlessness snd Ueenturnsness; the former by is Lapland, where two kinds sre nsed ; the one

the fret that great powm of repression, or at being the pulk or close eledge fnr the nse of
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traTellers and merchants, the head beingpointed
like a canoe, and the body being covered by an
oval half-deck, covered ‘with seal skins. This
sledge is generally about seven feet in length,
sixteen inches in breadth, and eight inches in
depth. For the conveyance of goods a longer
sledffe is used, which ha's no deck. A single
reindeer will draw a sledge at the rate of ten
miles an hour at a trot, and at the rate of
twenty miles at a gallop.

Sleep (Ger. schlaf). That state of the body i

in which the functions of sensation and volition
are^ suspended, while the vital functions retain
their usual activity: the operations of the mind,
if not at perfect rest, being disconnected with
external objects.

Healthy or natural sleep usually comes on
with a peculiar sense of muscular lassitude,
gaping, and desire of repose

; the eyelids fall,

and there is general muscular relaxation. The
sense of hearing is that which is longest re-
tained

;
and we generally hoar what is going

on about us, and even feel inclined to take
occasional part' in conversation, long after the
eyes are closed.

The quantity of sleep required by different

individuals is various, from six to nine hours
being the average proportion. Indolent listless

persons, and especially those who indulge in the
luxuries of the table, and are in good health,

will often slumber away from eight to ten

hours daily
; while others of active dispositions,

and who live abstemiously, will be satisfied

with four or five hours of sleep : and such persons
are generally more disturbed by dreams than
thQ former. Very young children sleep away
much of their time, and so also do many old
pei^sons. Sleep is often prevented by intense
thought, bv anxiety, and other mental affections

;

and also by hunger, and by the application of
cold to a part of the body. When a person has
been over-fatigued by bodily exertion, sleep is

also often courted in vain ; and there arc many
stimuli by which its accession at the usu^l times

is prevented or retarded, such as strong tea,

coffee, small doses of opium, aud several other

articles of medicine and diet. Bodily exercise

and mental tranquillity, a full meal, the ab-

sence of light, noise, and other disturbing

causes, are circumstances generally favourable

to sleep ;
but in all these respects various habits

often greatly interfere, and persons accustomed

to very active lives when suddenly deprived of

their usnal occupations often sleep 'worse than

before, indolence becoming an apparent stimu-

lant
The definition of sleep is still a subject of

controversy, some maintaining that we are

conscious, others that we are
^
unconscious,

while we sleep ; while by some it is held that

dreams occur during sleep, by others that they

occur only between sleeping and waking, i.e.

during imperfect sleep. In his treatise On
Sleep^ Sir Heniy Holland asserts that ‘ sleep,

in tne most general and correct sense of the

term, must be regarded not as one single state,

but a succession of states in constant variation,
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this variation consisting not only in the different
degrees in which the same sense or faculty is

submitted to it, hut also in the different pro-
portions in which these several powers are
under its influence at the same time.* In his
Physiology of Slee^, Mr. Arthur Durham says
that * sleep, considered psychologically, may
best be defined to be a state in which volition,

sensation, and consciousness, are suspended, but
!

can be readily restored on the application of
!
some stimulus.' Considered physiologically,
sleep, he thinks, * may be most correctly re-
garaed as that particular state of cerebral
activity, which is essentially associated with
the nutrition and repair the brain substance.*
These definitions may appear at first sight
opposed to each other, but they may' probably
be reconciled by the hypothesis that Sir Heniy
Holland is speaking of actual sleep, while Mr.
Durham gives a definition of typical or perfect
sleep. Indeed, the conclusions of the latter

writer are supported by a series of experiments
on the brain of living animals, which seem to
establish conclusively the position ox Sir H.
Holland, that sleep, as it actually occurs in

men and other animals, is a succession of ever-
varying states.

If sleep be, as undoubtedly it is, a state

necessary for the repair of the waste caused by
activity of the brain during the hours of wake-
fulness, the essential conditions of the latter

state, when pei-fect, may be defined to be
‘ functional activitv of the brain, as manifested
by sense and intellect, together with destruction
of brain substance,' while the corresponding
conditions of ^fect sleep will be ‘ rest of the
brain (suspension to a greater or less extent of
those faculties which are the manifestations of
its activity), together with repair and nutrition

I

of brain substance.* Hence, from an anatomical
point of view, sleep may be described as * a state

m which the blood-vessels of the brain are oc-

cupied by a comparatively small quantity of
blood moving at a comparatively slow rate.*

That this is actually the case during sleep, all

experiments seem condnsively to prove, white
they tend further to establish the fact that
‘when we are soundly asleep, we do not in-

stantoeously awake to fuU possession of our
faculties

; still less do we pass at once from
perfect wakefulness into a state of healthy
sleep.’

A purely psychological treatment of the sub-
ject may be found in M. Alfred Maury's work,
Le Sommeil et les ( WeatniAnstet Beview,
No. xlix. ‘ The Physiology of Sleep,’)

Sleep-walking. [Somxambulism.]
Sleeper. In Architecture, a piece of tim-

ber whereon are laid the ground joists of' a
floor. are also pieces of umber, now-
rarely used, in foundations, crossed by planks,
&e., and at z^ht angles to them, where the
soil is bad. Irarmerly the term was used to
denote the valley rafters of a roof.

Slrbpbb. [Bailwats.]
Sleet (^Icelandic sletta, Dan. slud). Snow

or hail which is in a partially melted condition
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before it reaches the surface of the earth. In
seme cases sleet roay also be pnodnced by the

simnltaneous precipitatioii oa anov w b^l
from a s^rior and of rsan from an iisierior

stratum of the atmosphere'. [Han. ; Ssnirir.]

Blelffb. [Bnanon.]

Bleiffbt-uMbwB. [€oK7xnnato; loon-
DBMAIN.]

Slewlnir* In the sernce of Aitilleiiy, tmm-
ing a gun or mortar on its axisirathout moving
it from the spot on which It rests. The term
is also appliM to tumiing agum nr mogcear hori-

zontally upon a pivot; this is called Bhma^
endfor mi,
SUoea. Wedges ofaBuH driven im-

mediately before tonriaiiy smder the ahores

by which the dup is anataasied an tha dhflpwny.

:

wng driven in slonnStaaeously all round the

vessel by blows of hinifiri, the mass is nised
sufficiemtly to enable ttke blocks on whidi tba

keel has rested to he nsmored.

BltelrnttBftBn. fofintial Um appfied

by thoDerbyshige nunew to Galenaor aatimida) S

of lead, wbi^ has aegniwd a aamoth and tun-
ing striated snzfsce in eonseqnenee of the great

pessore and friction to vriucb it baa been anb-

jected tbe disloeidian and abifting of the

vein. In Geoloj^, theten baaaBMxe extended
meaning, and is applied to tbe smooth and
polished autoees which have been prodneed in

any kind of coriL by the giindlngmotion result-

ing from toulta, or fractniea aim eontortiona of

the beds.

Slide. In Music, a gira nsed in the

German school, and consisting of two small

notes moving by degrees.

Slide Sent. A guide employed to cany
forward the cutting tool of a turning lathe

to the axis of the revolving omect. Slide rests

of great variety are now used in the arts» and
some of them are so contrived as mdually
to withdraw the tool as it approaches the middle
of the length of the object, so as to turn by self-

acting mechanism a rod bulging in the middle.

Slldp Valve. A form of valve in which
the opening and closing of the orifice is regu-

lated by a sliding plate or plug in the manner
of a sluice. One of the earliest examples of

the slide valve was the valve of Lavoisier’s

air-pump, and the slide valve has been applied

to feed-pumps, and to pumps of various kinds.

Its most common application, however, is to

tbe Steaic Evoinb, to govern the flow of steam
to and from the cylinder, its movements being

controlled by a moving part of the engine called

the eccenirie,

SUdisg [IxsTAMTAinBOrs Sudibg
Axu.]
Slldiss A narrow obhmg board let

down at{deasure vertically through the bottom of
asmaUvessel, to serve as a deepening of the keel

thzougbont a portion of her length. Its use is,

like that of the leeboard, to sustain the vessel

against the lateral force of the wind, and to

enable it to bear more salL At present, the

mmm uaual name ,l6r this instrument is the

eenirt'hoard, and tbe boats eo fitted are known
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as centre-board boats. The employment of the

centre-hoard is much resorted to in America
for small river craft, and in this country for

yachts of small burden. It is a groat element
of safety; and, with its help, boats of draught
suited to river navigation may venture into a

moderate sea.

Sliding Mule. A mathematical instrument

or scale, consisting of two parts, one of which
slides along the other. As each has certain

sets of numbers engraved on it, so arranged

that when a ^iven number on the one scale is

brought to coincide with a given number on the

other, the product or some other function of the

two numbers is obtained by inspection. Tlie

nnmbers may be adapted to answer various

psDposes ; bnt the instrument is chiefly used in

gauging, and for the mensuration of timber.

Sliding Sonle. In Finance, an attempt to

regulate prices by varying the rate of taxation

on impwts in proportioa to tbe price at which
a bomc Taoduce iS the same or a rimilar kind
boSered tor sale. Ibna, if the soil of a ^ven
eoontzy grows on mnliiiaiy oecasioais a certain

amount of earn, safScMnt or neariy sufilrieiit

tor the subsisbesioe of the people, but which
needs for the maintenance of sonm of its in-

habitants, at all times, and in increased quan-

I

titles in tunes of seaxichj, siipplim from foreign

eonotries, the demand tor torriign com will

fluctuate acoarding to the exigencies of the

marl^ mcrea8iii|; when the bime supply is

defideid, decreasing when it is abundant.

Now, as the causes which indnee a scarcity in

one country, even on one kind of soil, are

tovoforable to abundant growth in another

oonntiy, or even in another kind of soil, the
national remedy for occarional dearth in one
locality is tbe compensating plenty of other
localities. Such wo^d be, hM l^Ulation never
interfered withsupply anddemandin the interest

of particular persons, the ordinaxy course of

international trade in aCTicultural products:

and, primd facie, it would be just as irrational

to regulate the com trade between, say, this

country and Russia, as it would be to- pass a
law, by which a tax should be imposed in wet
years on light lands, in the interest of those
who grew wheat on heavy soils, or, vice versk,

on heavy lands in dry years, with a view to

eompensato scanty crops on light soils.

With the purpose, however, of securing a
permanent high price for com, the government
of this country proposed, in the year 1814, a
sliding scale of cnaiges on which com could be
imported : when the home price was at or under
64s. the duty levied was 24s., when at or under
66s., 23s., and so on up till the home price

reached 86s. at which point tbe duty was to be
Is. This bill failed, but another was brought
forward in the following year fixing the maxi-
mum at 80s., and, notwithstanding strenuous
oppeeition, the bill passed. Similtf Acts, the
details of which may oe foundinMr.MCulloch's
account of the com laws andcom trade, printed
with the appendix to his edition of Adam Smith,
were passed up to the date of their abolition.
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The eliding scale totally failed in effecting

its purpose. Its adoption was due, it may be
asserted, to gross ignorance of the doctrine of
rices. The canon now thoroughly understood,
ut then only imperfectly apprehended, is that

the prices of the necessaries of life rise in ageome-
ricHi ratio with scarcity, to an unlimited amount^
and fall in the same ratio as the occurrence of
plenty to a limited amount. There is no check
to the exaltation of prices in times of famine,
until of course population perishes

;
but, in times

of excessive plenty, the limit, though low, is

seldom transgressed, because the agriculturist

or corn merchant is impelled to retain his stock
in hopes ofabetter market, and because (to some
extent, at least) a period of low prices in the

necessaries of life is generally accompanied by
an inward demand for what may be called the

secondary or subordinateproducts of agriculture,

such as meat, butter, cheese, and the like. Now,
as under the operations of the sliding scale,

the foreign supply was uncertain, because the

demand was excessively fluctuating (though
considerable quantities of corn were stored

in bond), the price of home produce varied

extremely, falling sometimes so low that the

farmer, who was forced by this artificial sys-

tern to depend mainly on wheat prices, was
unable to fulfil his obligations to his landlord,

and rising sometimes so high as to put the

greatest distress on the mass of the people.

I'urther, as soon as the price reached the point

at which com could be imported duty free,

the country was flooded witb foreign com, and
the reaction was excessive. The sliding scale

appeared to confer a boon on the agriculturist;

in effect it inflicted a lasting iipury, because it

increased the range over which prices varied,

the worst condition in which producer and con*

Burner could be placed. Nothing was more
common, and nothing indeed was more natural,

than the complaints of agricultural distress

which were uttered during the maintenance of

the com laws and sliding scale—complaints

which have been silenced by those measures of

reform which landlords and farmers predicted

would be their ruin, but which have, on the con-

traiy, been their preservation.

A regulation analogous to a sliding scale is

at the present time operative on banking credit.

By a series of causes, some ofwhich have arisen

naturally, some from legislative arrangement,

the issue of paper credit, in the form of Bank
notes, is practically confined to one establish-

ment—the bank of England. Under certain

circumstances, the demand for banking credit,

for the purposes of absolutely legitimate trade,

rises and fluls considerably; and as this banking
credit, in mercantile tranaaotions, ia as essential

to commercial existence as food is to popula-

tion, BO in times when the demand is excmive
j

any hindrance of supply precipitates and inten-

sifies a period of commercial panic, i.eL a state
|

when paper credit is undoubtedly high, but

commercial credit ia temporarily low. In this

criria, the Bank Act restricts the issue of paper

and ^ua checks accommodation, operating ex-
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acUy as the sliding scale did on com, with this

important difference, that as the corn law was
relaxed, when famine was imminent, the Bank
Act is stringent only when the necessities of the

position demand an enlargement of credit.

Sliding Ways. In Shipbuilding, two
narrow inclined planes built strongly on the

shipway, and intended to form the tracks by
which the cradle sustaining the vessel glides

into the water.

Sling (Ger. schlinge). A weapon made of

a strap and two strings, by means of which a
stone or other missile is projected with much
greater velocity than could be given to it by
the hand without such assistance. The velocity

with which the projectile is discharged is the

same as that witli which it is whirled round in

a circle having the string for its radius, and
may therefore be computed when the time of

revolution and the length of the string are

given. The sling was known as a weapon of

offence in the earliest ages.

Sling Cart. In the service of Artillery, a
two-wheeled carriage for transporting ordnance
through short distances. A ding waggon has
four wheels, and is used for longer distances.

Slings. On Shipboard, combinations of

rope for hoisting horses, casks, or goods, in or

out of the vessel. Also ropes or chains by
which yards are suspended in their places to

the relief of the lifts.

Sllpi In a dockyard, an inclined plane
having an inclination to the horizon of about 1

in 19, laid upon a most solid foundation, and
serving as the base on which a ship is built,

and from which, by its slope, the vessel is

run into the water when finished. Bepairing
slips are now furnished with carriages on
many wheels and rails, which are run under
ships as they float at high tide, so that when the

ebbing water has grounded the vessels on the

trucks, they can be hauled up by steam power
high and dry for examination or repairs.

sup Stoppers. On Shipboard, apparatus
for suddenly letting the anchor go out of its

lashings and fishings, when it is required to
drop it.

sups. In Printing, where from the nature
of the work, great alterations and corrections
are made in the proofs, they are occasionally

printed on slips of paper. This gives facility

to an author or editor to add or take away
matter without overrunning or remaking up.
Sloam (probably akin to foam, aa to

the Latin limus, mud). Layers of day between
thoae of coal.

Sloaasn (after l%r Hans Sloane). A tro-

pical American genua of Tiliacem, consisting of
trees often upwuds of a hundred feet the
wood of many of them being extremely hard
and difficult to work ; that of S.jamaictntU is

known in Jamaica as Breakaxe and Ironwood.
Slosntta. A hydrated silicate of alnmina*

lime» and magnesia, found in white, radiating
masses, in the gabbro rosso of Tuscany. Itia
named after Kr. Hemy Sloane.

Sloe (A.-Sax. sla, Ger. achlehe). The
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name of one of our wild Plums, Prunus
spinosa, remarkable for the austere flavour of

its fruit.

81oke« Another name for Laver, which is

prepared ftom the common Porphyra vulgaris

and P. laciniala. Green Sloke is a name given

in Scotland to several species of f/Zoa, which
are also called Oystergreen.

81oop (Dutch sloep, Pr. chaloupe). A
vessel with one mast like a cutter ; but having

a jib stay, which a cutter has not. Also the

general name for ships of war below the size of

corvettes, and above that of brigs.

Slope. In Geometry, angular departure
from a horizontal direction. The lines of
greatest slope on any surface cut at right angles

the lines of level. If u >: 0 be the equation to

any surface, referred to rectangular co-ordinates,

then the plane of
(f,y)

being horizontal the

equations of the projections upon it of the lines

of level will be formed b^ putting zr« c, a con-

stant, and the difTerential equation of these

lines will bo

du j di( jdx^ - dy :

dx dy
0 ;

consequently the differential equation of the

projections of the lines of greatest slope will be

dx dy
Slops. Clothes and bedding supplied from

the ship’s stores to the seamen, but at their

expense.

Slotting Kaohlne. A machine in which
a tool moves vertically, in the manner of a

mortising chisel, so as to cut out slots or

mortises, or to pare round the edge of any
ol^'ect requiring to be made fair and smooth on

the edge. Slotting machines were originally

constructed for cutting key-seats in toothed

wheels; but they are now used for a great

variety of purposes.

Sloogli (A.-Sax. slog). A Suigical term

applied to the separation which ensues between

dead and living parts.

Slow nxatcli. [Match.]
|

Sine. In Naval language, to slue is to turn a
|

eylitidrical piece of timber, as a mast or boom,

:

awut its axis, without moving it out of its

place.

Slaloe (Dutch sluis, Oer. schlcuse, from
schliessen, to close). In Hydraulics, a frame
of timber, stone, or other solid substance, serv-

ing to retain and raise the water of a river or

canal, and, when necessary, to give it vent.

Slur. In Music, an arch '—^ connecting two
or more notes not on the same decree, indicat-

ing to the performer that in playing they are

to be uttiM as much as possible.

SmsplK(Dutch smak^scbip). A small decked

or balf^decked vessel, of various rig, used prin-

cipally in the Ashing trade and by pilots.

BmMMt Msgs# of. [Hbfobuatiok.]
iipisH 4msi tinder tms name are in-

cluded all those hand fire-arms which do not

come under the head of ordnance

;

as muskets,
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carbines, and pistols. There are now (1666}
in the British service 32 different small arms,

all of which, with one exception (navalsmooth-
bored pistol), are rifled. The table on the next
paM describes the most important of these arms.

In addition to the seventeen arms described

in the table, there are four others still in

the service, which are being superseded; and
eleven for Indian service only, completing the

total number of thirty-two.

As regards the systems of rifling in the ser-

vice arms, the Whitworth rifle has an hexagonal,

the Westley Richards’ carbine an octagonal,

the Lancaster carbine an elliptical bore. The
rifling of the Enfield rifle is simple, and much
like the Woolwich system employed for ord-

nance. The Sharp carbine is rifled on this

system with three grooves.

It has been decided to supersede the present

muzzle-loading arms by bree^-loaders
; and for

this purpose various inventors and gun-makers
were invited to send in patterns for converting

the present service Enfield rifles into breech-

loaders. It is impossible, in the limits of this

article, to enter into the various systems for

closing the breech. The chief competitors

were Messrs. Westley Richards, Green, Mont
Storm, Joslyn, Shepard, Wilson, Snider, Henry,

and Lindner. The system of Mr. Snider, in

which the cartridge contains within itself its

principle of ignition, has been selected. The
great advantage which a cartridge of this na-

ture possesses is that it does away with the

necessity for fixing a cap when loading, which
always occupies some time, and in cold weather

is a difficult operation.

The Snider converted Enfield (figs. 1 and 2),

Fig. 1.

Closed.

Snider's Ck>nverted EnMd.

which has been improved bj the patentee in

coi\junction with the supenntendent of the

gotemment small-arms faetoxy at Enfield, ap-

pears to be a simple and sam weapon, litue

Uable to get out tn order. It is also a cheap

weapon, the cost of conversion being only about
16«* for each rifle. The method <



Cavalry rifle car-
bine, pattern *61 .

Westlev Richards'
brooch-loading
carbine . . . .

Cavalry rifle pistol

Royal Artillery rifle

carbine, pattern
’<.1

Royal Engineers’
rifle carbine, Lan-

Loug Enfield rifle,

pattern ’611 . . .

Short do. do. ’60

do. do. do. '00

Whitworth rifle,

pattern '02 . . .

Do. short rifle,

pattern ’6U . . .

I
Naval rifle, pattern

I

’68

Deane and AdnmH'
revolvei pistol, 64

gauge
Colt’s do. 84 gauge
Deane and Adams'
do. 36 gauge . .

Naval smooth-bore
pistol

HukM nH
TOtd

'

vvcight Lmicth
Lmirth
iMJOIld .

inuult

lb
1

OS. ft. in. lb. oc. ft.' in.

6 11 8 02 .. ..

0 8 2 Hi.. .. .. ..
•

7 7 2 1H.. .. .. ..
•

6 3i 3 13 .. ..

2 lOi 1 2 .. ..

7 8 3 4i 1 12 1 102 •

7 6J 3 Hi 1 lOJ 2 0 •.

8 I4i 4 6 0 13i 1 54 -i

8 2i 4 Oi I |l2 1 102 •(

8 8i 4 0| 1 Hi 1 102 •.

9 13i 4 ^ 0 13i
' 4 '

9 14 4 Oi 1 112 1 102 •

8 8 4 Oi 2 C 2 2i *,

2 64 1 8 .. ..

2 94 1 12 .. ..

4 7J 1 113.. ••

2 340 113 .. ..

677 6P lin48i 600

>461 8U 1 in 20 800 25,000 ordered to be adopt-
ed in place of above ’Cl

pattern.
551 3n 1 in48 600 Issued to cavalry in India

and depots at home.
539 6 U 1 in 36 500 Issued to 10th Hussars.

577 6P lln48 100 For Lancers, end troop
Serjeant • majors and

, trumpetera of all regi-

ments.

1000 For infantry generally.

lino f
serjeanta, and

JAVa 1
rank and file of Rifle

I

i Brigade and 60th Rifles.

1250 1,000 issued for caepori-

I

ment.

1350 8,000 issued to Rifle Brigade
apd 60th Rifles for expe-
riment.

1250 For all sailors, with a
cutlass sword-bayonet

;

and for marine artillery

with artillery sword-
bayonet.

'

I

}
^ ships,

I do.
I

For Coast Guard only.

is as follows ; about two inches 6f the Itnfield

barrel are cut away at the. breech, and a solid

breech-stopper, A, working sideways on a

hinge, is placed in the opening thus made.

Through this stopper passes a piston, one end

of which, B, when the breech is closed, receives
)

the blow from the hammer, while the other

communicates it to the centre of the cartridge,

t hus firing the latter. There is an arrangement

for withdrawing the old cartridge case after

each discharge, by means of sliding back the

stopper on the bar on which it hinges, when a

mere tilting action of the hand throws out the

old case, and the new one can be inserted.

With the cartridge described in Small-arm

Ammunition there is no escape of gas, and the

accuracy of the arm is about 33 per ^Bt.

greater than that of the muzzle-loading Enfield

with its ordinary service cartridge. As many

as 16 rounds ha've been fired from it in a

minute, showing a rapidity of fire more than

fiye fjwKia 1^ great as that of the unconverted
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arm. It is remarkably free from fouling, and
little liable to deterioration by bad weather.
On comparing it with the Prussian needle-

gun, its advantages are at once apparent. It

is much simpler in construction, and lighter,

weighing only 9 lbs. 6^ oz., while the needle-

giui weighs 10 lbs. lloz.
; the latter arm also

cannot be fired so rapidly.

The success of the neodle-gun in the cam-
paign of Bohemia is not to be attributed to

any peculiar advantages of that form of breech-
loader, but to the vast superiority of any safe

breech-loading small arm with cartridges con-
taining their own principle of ignition over any
muzzle-loading arm requiring to be capped.

The construction is complicated, but may be
thus roughly stated. At the breech end of the

barrel is an open channel A, in which slides

an iron tube B, with a handle C. This tube
is pierced in front with a small hole, through
which the needle passes to ignite the cartridge.

The needle is a thin steel wire about ^ inch
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in diameter, bluntly pointed, and ia carried

ill a small tube D in the rear part of the

iron tube B. The tube B is capable of being

moved backwards and forwards by moans of

its handle C, whicli passes thi’ough a perfora-

tion in the barrel like a bayonet notch. When
the tube is drawn back as far as it can go,

an open oliamber is l<‘ft between it and the

barrel (as in fig. 3). The needle is drawn back

Fiff- 3.

Fiir. 4.

Prussian Needle-gun,

with and by the tube D, forces back a spring,

and becomes fixed by tlie trigger catch. The
cartridge is now introduced into the chamber,
and the tube B is pressed forward till its end
is in contact with the rear of the barrel

;
the

handle is turned round in the notch, and the

breech is closed (as in fig, 4), the needle

remaining fixed behind. When the trigger is

pulled, the needle is released, and the spring

drives it forward into the cartridge, igniting

the detonating composition.

The barrel is rifled with four grooves,

having a uniform twist of one turn in forty-

two inches. The cartridge is described in

Small-abm Ammunition.
Swords, lances, cutlasses, boarding pikes, and

boarding axes, are sometimes called mudl arms.
Small Warei. A commercial term applied

to tape, bindings, braid, and other textile arti-

cles of that kind.

Small-arm Ammunltloii. The most im-
portant bullets used in our service are : 1. The
general service Enfield rifle bullet. [Bullet.]
2. The Whitworth bullet, used with the Whit-
worth rifle ; its length is 1*292 Inches, diameter
*442 inches, weight 480 grains

;
it has a hollow

in the base without cap or plug. 3. The Westley
Richards bullet, made of lead with five per
cent, of tin ; it has no hollow in tlie base, but a
belt round the hinder port. 4. Hetford’s per-

Cttsskm bullet; this is merely an ordinary
Enfi^d bullet, having a chamber down its

longer axis, to within one-fifth of an inch of

the hollow
;
this chamber contains lour and a

half grains of detonat^eompositiou ; and the

bottom is closed with wax. It is intended to

explode ammunition waggons.

The cartridges for the Enfield rifle are made
in two ways, and called cither rolhd or bag

cartridges; the former is made of fourpiPces of

paper, the fiivst twoforming tlie powder cylinder ;

in the bag-cartridge the jiowdor cylinder is

made from the pulp; the third paper contains

the bullet, and laps over the powder eybnder ;

the fourth paper joins bullet and powder

cylinders together. These cartridges are whif e.

Blank cartridges are made of purple paper and

contain powder only.

Percussion caps have already been described.

[Pkrcussion Cap.]

In most brcech-loading arms, the detonating

comi^osition which ignites tlie cartridges is

contained in the cartridge itself. Sidc-ftre car-

tridges are those in w'hich this is ignited by
a blow on the side of the cartridge. Central-

fire cartridges are ignited by a blow on the

centre, and to this class belong the Prussian

needle-gun and Snider’s converted Enfield,

which latter is now adopted in the British army.

Fig. 1.

Cartridge for Needle-

gun,

A. Compreseed paper
cylinder.

B. Bullet.

C. Cavity containing
detonating com-
position.

D. Charge of powder.

Fig. 2.

Cartridgefor Snider's

CoHvet'ted Enfield,

A. Cartridge-case (thin

rolled brass sliceting).

B. Bullet. C, Cap.
B. Wooden plug.
B. Clay plug. P. Papier

m&cn4. G. Anvil.
K. Cotton wool.

In the cartridge of the Prussian needle-gun,

the bullet B is separated from the powder D
by a rolled and compressed paper cylinder A,

which is hollowed at the end next the bullet.

It has a cavity at C, in which is lodged in front

of the powder the fulminating composition to

be exploded by the thrust of the ne^le, which
pierces through the powder. The bullet is

ogival in form, weighs 487 grains, and is fired

with a charge of 75 grains of powder ; it has
no hollow at the base, and does not expand
into the grooves of the piece when fired, but
the paper cylinder enters the grooves and im-
parts the requisite rotation to the bullet.

The cartridge for Snider^s converted Enfield,

as designed by Colonel Boxer, appears to be
the best yet produced. The case A is made of

thin sheet brass, rolled Into a hollow cylinder,

one end of which receives the bullet B, the
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other end fitting into the metallic cap C, which
contains the percussion or ignition arrangement
of the ordinary central>fire nature. The brass
case, which is covered with thin pa^er, uncoils
on discharge, and contracts to a slight extent
when relieved from the internal pressure of the
gas, thus guarding against splitting and escape
of gas in the first instance, and facilitating

withdrawal in the second. The bullet is ex*
tcrnally similar to the Enfield bullet, but has
a chamber, as in Metford’s bullet, down the
axis: This is filled by a wooden plug D ; the
bullet being thus made lighter than the ordi-

nary Enfield bullet, and the centre of gravity

b^ing thrown further back, which improves the
shooting. The bullet has also some grooves or
cannelures round its base end, which contain

the lubricating bees-wax. There is the usual

clay plug E, and some cotton wool K, between
the powder and the bullet.

These cartridges have been most severely

tested
;
they resist damp to an extraordinary

extent, far beyond any probable requirements

of a campaign
;
they are remarkably safe

against premature or accidental explosion, while

there were only three misfires out of several

tliousand trial rounds, and those from causes

which e^n be guarded against, while the ex-

pense is not much greater than that of the old
Enfield cartridge. [Small Arms.]
Bmallploa. In Printing, the name of a

kind of type three sizes larger than that

used ill this work. There are at the present

day a greater number of books printed in

this type than in any other. [Type.]

Smallpox. Called also Variola

^

because it

changes and disfigures the skin. There are two
forms of this disease, generally called by medi-

cal men the distinct and th# confluent ;
in the

former the pustules are separate, in the latter

they coalesce. Distinct smallpox begins with the

usual symptoms of inflammatory fever; i.e.

pains in the back and loins, sickness, drow-
siness, headache, pain upon pressure about the

region of the stomach, and in infants one or

more epileptic fits. About the end of the third

day little red spots, much resembling flea-bites,

make their appearance upon the face and head,

which spread during the fourth day over tlie

breast, body, and limbs
;
about the fifth day a

circular vesicle forms upon each little point,

depressed in the centre, surrounded by an in-

flamed margin, and containing a colourless

fluid, and at this time the eruptive fever dis-

appears
;
about the sixth day the throat becomes

sore, and the saliva viscid; and about the

eighth day the face is swollen, and the pustules

round, prominent, and prevalent; about the

eleventh day the pustules attain their full size

(about that of a pea), and the matter which they

contain becomes opaque and yellow, and a dark

central spot appears on eacm; the swelling of

the face subsides, and is transferred to the

hands and feet, and more or less secondary

fever now ensues. After this, the pustules

become rough, break, and scab over, and a

dszk brown spot remains for somo days ; and if
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the pustules have been large an indentation i^

left; the remaining symptoms gradually sub-
side, and about the seventeenth or eighteenth
day the secoudair fever disappears.

Confluent amaUpox is ushei^ in by a fever of
a far more violent and threatening character

;

all the incipient symptoms are aggravated

;

I
delirium or coma may attend them : and in

I

infants there is diarrhoea, and in adults sali-

vation. The eruption is veiy irro^lar in its

progress and appearance, and usually preceded
by red patches upon the face, from which the

pustules emerge on the second day in the form
ofclusters somewhat resembling measles. Their
progress is rapid

;
but instead of being circular

and well defined, they are flat and irregular

in shape, and contain a brownish fluid quite

unlike pus : the intermediate species between
the clusters are generally pale and flaccid. The
tumefaction of the face and running of saliva

are greater than in the distinct spaces ; and the
fever does not cease upon the appearance of

the eruption, but about the ninth day it gene-
rally becomes aggravated, the eruption livid

and accompanied by the petechise or purple
spots ; and about the eleventh day from the

commencement of the disease it often termi-

nates fatally.

This disease is the effect of a specific con-

tagion, and is produced either by inoculation,

or by exposure to the effluvia from persons
suffering under it : in the latter case it is usually

called the cultural smallpox. When the distinct

smallpox goes regularly through the stages

above described it is rarely dangerous, except
from mismanagement

;
but it often leaves a

tendency to inflammatory disortlers, and in a
scrofulous habit it excites that disiorder into

acti'vnty. Any of the symptoms which have
just been described as characterising confluent

STnalljwx are alarming
;
so is a sudden dis-

appearance of the eruption, or change in its

appearance, followed by depression or delirium.

In treating the distinct smallpox, the febrile

symptoms are to be moderate by cool air,

I

saline and mild acid diluting drinks, and very
gentle aperients. Bleeding and purring are in

almost all cases to be decidedly avoided. Great
irritability may occasionally be allayed by small
doses of opium and camphor, or, what is pre-

ferable, by muriate of morphia : this will also

chock diarrhoea, should it supervene. The con-

fluent form generally requires more or less of

the treatment which is adopted in low or putrid

fever. Obstinate vomiting, which is sometimes
not only a troublesome but alarming symptom,
is best encountered by the saline draught in

the act of effervescence, with a few mins of

aromatic confection, and a few drops oftincture
of opium.
Smalt (Butch smelten). A fine blue colour

used in painting and printing upon earthenware,

and applied to several other purposes in the

arts. The finest smalt is made by fusing glass

with oxide of cobalt, by which a very deep

blue compound is obtained, which when finely

powdered acquires a beautiful asure colour.
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Common smalts arc prepared by fusing mixtures lobe of the brain, and proceeding towards the

of ziifTrc, sand, and pearlash. perforated plate of the ethmoid bone, divides

Smaltlne. One of tlie most important ores into the small threads just mentioned,

of c(>balt, being (with Cobaltine) that from The physiology of odours is U curious and
which most of the smalts of commerce isnrianu- intricate subject, requiring much more experi-

factured ;
whence the name. It is an arsenide of mental investi^tion than it has hitherto re-

Cobalt, composed of 72 per cent, of arsenic, 95 ceived. The air is the great vehicle by which
cobalt, 9 iron, and 9‘5 nickel. It is found in their various influences are transmitted in the

Cornwall and Cumberland ;
in Scotland, &c. act of inspiring to the olfactory surfaces, and

The arsenides of cobalt only are, strictly for the dinusion of most o^purs a certain degree

speaking, included under the i&tm Smaltine \ of humidity in the air appears absolutely esseii-

ihose varieties which contain Nickel being tial. There is scarcely any sense the degree of

called Odoanthitc. [Cuathamite.] perfection of which varies so much in different

Smsuraffd (Gr. afidpaydos). In modern individuals as that of smell, some being pain-

times this word is used as a synonym of e?ne~ fully alive to those odorous influences which
raid

;

but it was applied by the ancients to va- are not even perceived by others. An obtuse-

rious other precious stones, such as fluor spar, ness of this sense is also very frequent, and its

green vitrified lava, green jasper, and green almost entire absence by no means uncoiiimon

;

glass. The passage of Pliny (Nal. Hist, this is especially the case in certain catarrhal

xxxvii. 5), in which Nero is said to have been complaints, and in some other affections of the

in the habit of viewing the gladiatorial com- lining membrane of the nose,

bats in a smaragd, is generally understood to Smelt (A.-Sax.). A delicate small fish, of the

signify a smooth polished mirror made of some Salmonoid family (Salmo eperlanus^ Linn.), se-

of the above substances
;
but it has been main-

tained that the emperor was short-sighted, and
used a concave eyeglass formed of the smaragd.

The smaragd is found in various parts of

Europe, Asia, and America
;
but particularly

in the Ural mountains, and in the mines of Scales of moderate size
;

pseudo-branchiie ru-

Chili and Mexico. [Emerald.] dimental
;
pyloric appendages few and short.

Smaragdlte (Gr. (TgdpaySos). A peculiar The Omiriw eperfantw frequents the coasts and
biminuted form of Augite or Hornblende, of a numerous fresh waters of Northern and Central

bright emerald-green colour. It is found in Europe.
Switzerland, at Monte Nova and near Geneva

; Smew. The name of the diver called Mtr^
also in Corsica, in Felspar. gus albellus by Linneeus. [Merovs.]
Smart Money. The Military term for the Smllaceae (Smilax, one of the genera),

fine to be paid, in order to escape prosecution, A small natural order of Endogenous plants

by a recruit who has accepted enlisting money, with weak or twining stems and reticulated

but refuses to be attested. leaves, not distinguishable from those of Exo-
Smart Ticket. A certificate of a sea- gens. Lindley refers them to a class which

man’s having received a wound or hurt. he calls Dictyogens, and distinguishes them by
Smectite (Gr. (ifiriKr6sy 87H€ared), A green- their bisexual or polygamous hexapetaloideous

ish kind of Halloysite from Cond5 in France, flowers, their several consolidated carpels, and
Smectymnuus. A work against episco- their axile placentse. The drug called Sarsapa-

pacy, in reply to Bishop Hall, was published rilla, or Sarza, is the root of various species

shortly after the assembling of the Long Par- inhabiting South America, and is held in high
liament under this title, which was obtained by esteem for its diuretic, demulcent, alterative

clubbing together the initials of the names of qualities. They are found especially in the
the five authors, Stephen Marshall, Edward temperate and tropical parts of Asia ^d
Calamy, Thomas Young, Matthew Newcomen, America.
and William Spurstow. This book was fol- Smllacliie(Gr. A crystalline prin-
low^d by a long and vehement controversy, in ciple obtained from Sarsaparilla root,

which Milton took part in reply to the re- Smilax (Gr.). An extensive genus of Dic-
joinders of Archbishtm Usher. tyc^ens, its name to the order Smilaesa,

Smellta (Gr. soap). A kind of and consisting of climbing shrubs, natives of
^olin (China Clay), found near Telkebanya the warmer, temperate, and tropical regions of
in Hungary. both hemispheres. Some of tne species fur-
Small. This sense resides in the mucous nish the drug known as Sarsaparilla, so called

or pituitary membrane which lines the nostrils, from the Spanish saiza, bramble^ and parilla,

and the surface of which is more or less con- a vine, in reference to the thorny stems of the
volated or extended in various orders ofanimals, plants.

In the human subject this membrane is highly The Sarsaparilla of the shops consists of the
vascular, and laigely supplied, especially in iu roots, to which are attached portions of the
up^r parts, with nervous filaments, or ramifi- rootstocks, of various species of this genus. It
cations of the olfactory trunk, which has its is by no means dearly ascertained what are
origin, by three distinct roots, fr<m the posts- the exact apedes yidmng the varieties of this
rioorj^ inferior, and internal parte of the anterior drug met with in commerce, but it ia sup-

pamted as a genus (
Osmerus, Cuv.) by having a

transverse row of vomerine teeth, and a row of

conical teeth along tlie palatine and pterygoid

bones. The tongue has strong teeth anteriorly

and longitudinal rows of small teeth behind.
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Posed to bo the produce of S. offimnalU^ 8.

mcdica^ and <5. ‘papyracta^ while other species

are mentioned as occasionally used. The spe-

cies named 8. Sarsaparilla, which is common
in the United States, does not appear to be
used medicinally, notwithstanding its name.
In commerce, the various kinds of Sarsaparilla

are divided into two principal groups, accord-

ing to the quantity of starchy material which
they contain. The mealy Sarsuparilliis contain

an abuiHlance of farinuccous matter in the

inner part of the rind. To this group belong
t’araccas Sarsaparilla, the produce probably of

8. officinalis or 8. syphilitica
;
Brazilian Sarsa-

parilla, which is imported in cylindrical bundles,

and is considered to consist of the roots of

8. papyracea and 8. offiicinalis\ and Honduras
Sarsaparilla, the botanical origin of wliicli is

quite unknown. The noii-mealy Sarsaparilhis

are known as Jamaica or Ked-hearded Sarsa-

l^arillj, which is imported into Jamaica from
Columbia, and is probably the produce of 8.

officinahs\ Lima Sarsaparilla, which consists

of roots, imported not only from Lima but

from C'osta Kica, and of which 8. officinalis is

siqiposed lik( wise to be the source
;
and Vera

Cruz Sarsaparilla, the produce of 8. midtca.

Smltbsonite. Hydrated silicate of zinc,

composed of 67 '4 per cent, of oxide of zinc,

‘i,!’! silica, and 7’5 water. It occurs in colour-

less rhombic prisms
;
also stalactitic, botryoidal,

granular, and compact ;
sometimes it is of grey,

blue, yellow, green or brown shades, and vaines

from transparent to opaque. It has a vitreous

lustre, is brittle, and becomes phosphorescent

wdien rubbed, and electric by heat. It is found

in Cumberland, Derbyshire, and in the Men-
dip Hills in Somersetshire. Named after the

chemist Smithson, by whom it was analysed.

The name Smithsonitc has also been applied by
some niiiieralogists to Calamine or Carbonate

of Zinc.

Smoke (A.-Sax. smoca, Ger. schmauch, akin

to Or. <ryivx<u, (TjUiUxw). Smoke has been defined

as the visible eftluvium or sensible exhalation of

anything burning. The term is commonly ap-

plied to those results of the combustion or ig-

nition of pit-coal which escape from chimneys,

and which constitute a serious and well-known

evil and nuisance in large towns, manufacturing

districts, and almost everywhere where large

quantities of coal are consumed. Coal is often

a very complex substance ;
but putting aside

its occasional and adventij;ious ingr^ients,

carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen,' and oxygen may
be regarded as its ordinary and essential con-

stituents
;
and the results of its perf^t com-

bustion would therefore be carbonic acid steam

and nitrogen. These substances would consti-

tute invisible and incombustible gases and

vapour, and would therefore escape from the

chimney top, and blend with the atmosphere,

without l^ing perceived. But it unfortunately

happens that from the way in which coal is

burnt its combustion is far from being perfect,

and that besides the abbve-mentioned products

inflammable gases and vapours, together with
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large quantities of very finely divided carbon,
constituting soot, and black and brown smoke,
are vomited forth from the chimney shaft, not
only contaminating the air, but also occasioning

loss of fuel.

There are many practical difficulties in the

way of burning smoke, but experience has

shown that none of these are of such a nature

or magnitude that they may not be overcome

by perseverance and skilL They all mei^e
into one common principle, that of mixing air

with the combustible vapours and gases'gene-

rated by the action of heat on pit-coal, so that

by virtue of a due supply of oxygen they may
be made to burn with flame, and become en-

tirely converted into incombustible and trans-

parent invisible vapours and gases, instead of

being, as they now are, only partially burned,

their carbon being precipitated, and escaping,

together with the other imperfectly consumed
mattera, into the air.

But to carry out that object a high tempera-
ture must be maintained within the furnace ; and
it is consequently easier to burn the smoke in

inetalUirgicfurn.ices where it comes into contact

with red hot surfaces, tliau in the furnaces of

steam boilers where it is rapidly cooled by the

suiTouuding water. And not only is air and
heat ncces-^tiry to burn smoke, but an adequate
time for the operation must be afforded. To
this end, combustion chambers are now gene-

rally constructed behind the furnace, and fire

tiles are interposed either at the bridge of the

furnace or atsome other suitable part, where they

w'ill be intensely heated so as to compel the mix-
ture of smoke and air to encounter hot surfaces

before it is cooled very much by entering the

fines. The nuisance of smoke has been mate-

rially aggravated of late years by the use of

coal instead of coke in locomotives, and most of

the expedients employed in them to bmm the

smoke are quite ineffeel ual. In common land

boilers, w'here slow combustion can be main-
tained, the smoke will be effectually burnt if

the coal is first placed on a dead plate at the

mouth of the furnace, where it will be coked,

and the gases will be burned by passing over

the fire. This, however, involves two opera-

tions in stoking, viz. that of pushing back the

coked coal upon the fire and of refilling the

dead plate -with a fresh supply of raw coal.

By the use of the revolving grate, however, this

labour may be saved, as in that arrangement
the coal is constantly precipitated by suitable

apparatus on the part of the grate near the

door, and the smoke passing from it over the

incandescent fuel on the bars is burnt, while

by the time the gases have been all expelled,

the revolution of the grate will have carried it

to the part of the furnace farthest removed from
the door, where it will in its turn promote the

combustion of the gases proce* ding from the coal

last introduced. These plans, however, arehardly

applicable to marine, and not at all applicable

to locomotive boilers. But in all fhrnaces in

which there is a good draught (and in locomo-

tive furnaces the draught is very great) the
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SMOKE BALL
amoka may be effectually burnt by making it

pass through the fire. This may be accom-
plislied by placing the fire between vertical

bars through which the air enters, and vertical

tubes through which water circulates, and past

and among which the smoke has to proceed in

its way to the* chimney. By keeping the outr

side solid bara sufficiently long, and the inside

tubular bars sufficiently short, the smoke will

have to descend for a certain distance through

the •fire before it can escape ;
and it will

thereby be completely consumed. The smoke
from houses may be entirely avoided by the

use of coke or Welsh coal instead of bitumi-

nous coal; such fuels occasion a little more
trouble in the lighting of fires, but they are

otherwise much better adapted for domestic

purposes than bituminous coal. The laws
against smoking furnaces should be rigidly

enforced, and efiectual means for obviating the

nuisance will then be quickly adopted.

Smoke Ball. In ArtiUery, a paper shell

filled with a composition which, when ignited,

emits volumes of smoke. It is thrown into

mines or other confined situations to suffocate

an enemy’s working parties ; and has been used

as a signal in the arctic regions.

Smoke Quarts or Smoky Quarts. A
variety of Kock Crystal with a smoke-brown
coloured tint, found in Scotland, Bohemia,

Nova Scotia, &c. The transparent wine-yellow

and clove-brown crystals which are the true

Cairngorm, are included under this variety, as

are also the False Topaz, Morion, Topazine

Quartz, &c.

Smoke Sail. A small sail hoisted before

the funnel of the galley, when the ship is at

anchor head to wind, to screen^the quarter deck

from the smoke.
Smoke Stack. In a steam-vessel, the

funnels and steam-pipes rising from the flues

and boilers above the deck. In ships of war,

they are commonly telescopic, to be drawn down
out of shot in time of action.

Smoraato (ItaL extinguished). In Music,

a term denoting that the violin bow is to be

drawn to its full extent, but gradually lighter

till the sound is nearly lost.

Smuggling (Dutch smokkelen). The of-

fence of privately importing or exporting goods,

the importation or exportation of which is

either prohibited or loaded with heavy duties.

Thus, before the Bank Act of 1819, the ex-

portation of British gold coin was an offence

against numerous statutes and the received

canons of monetary policy
;
and at all times

when the legislature has imposed a tax on
articles of foreign produce, the attempt to

introduce privately such articles either for con-

sumption or sale, is an offence against the

revenue, bjr which the honest consumer, who
has half paid the tax, is defmuded. Such acts

are callea smuggling. Analogous to them are

fi^uds on the excise, i.e. on internal taxes,

AS contrasted with those which are levied at

the ports, or in the act of taking goods out of

bonded warehouses. For obvious reasons, f^udsm

SMUGGLING
on the excise are farless common than frauds on
the customs ; except in the ease of illicit distil-

lation, and perhaps in the manufacture of malt.

The tendency to smuggle foreign goods on
which duties are ordinarily and legally payable
is generally to be traced to the folly of govern-
ments, to the demand for articles on which ex-

cessive customs duties are levied, and to the
sympathy and co-operation of such as are
debarred from the use of these articlesi with
the persons by whom their needs are unlawfully

supplied. It is not the case, it may be con-

fidently asserted, that high duties levied for

the intelligible needs of government are neces-

sarily provocative of smuggling, for very heavy
taxes may be and are payable from many
articles without this consequence

;
thus, the tax

on tobacco is far in excess of its value, and
if the community were bent on enjoyiug this

luxury by unlawhil means, it does not seem
likely that any preventive service could ef-

fectually check its illegal importation
;
but

the community acquiesces in the tax, and
public opinion is, on the whole, hostile to those

who attempt to evade the legal obligation of

paying a customs debt. The decline of the

practice, once common enough, of smuggling

tobacco, is, we may be convinced, due quite as

much to the force of a judgment on the part

of the people, endorsing the equity of the law,

as it is to any regulations and precautions on
the part of the custom house ana of its officers.

The case is very different when a tax is levied

either to sustain a particular interest in the

community, or when government attempts to en-

force certain sumptuary laws on the public, or

when there is a general impression that the tax

is levied in defiance of equity or expediency.

Thus, in the old days of the E^t India

Company’s trading monopoly, the smuggling of
tea was a regular and acknowledged branch of

business
;
during the existence of the Gin Act,

when an attempt was made to force abstinence

on the people by means of a prohibitory excise

and customs duty, private stills were universal,

and smuggling excessively common ; and when
the law forbad the exportation of coin, the

most respectable houses were engaged in an
illicit trade in melted sovereigns or guineas.

An abolition of restrictions on tr^e in the

first case, an abandonment of the affectation

on the part of government of inculcating per-

sonal moralitv by the machinery of a p<wce
force, and such a course of fiscal arrangements
as induces the public to recc^ise in the im-
positions of customs and excise duties a mere
intention of procuring a necessary revenue in

the easiest and least oppressive way, are fatal

to the practice of smuggling, not so much,
probably, because the temptation to smuggle is

taken away, but because sympathy with and
encouragement of the smuggler cease. The
smuggler is no longer the agent by whom op-
pressive laws may be evaded^ and impertinent
interference avoided, but a mere rogue who
commits at once a fraud on the pubSc purse
and a wrong on the honest dealer.



SMUGGLING SNAKE WEED
The tendency towards siniigj^ling has Ix'en . felonies. But it is corUin that such an Act

indirectly stimulated in no slight degree by would be iuopt'iMtive, if the growth of public
the policy of government. While all adminis-

1
morality had not prepared the nation to treat

trations attempt to coerce by very energetic ' smuggling as a social and not merely as a
measures any frauds on their own revenue political crime.

by means of illicit trade or illicit productions,
j

Smut (A.-«Sax. smitta). A disease inci-

they have been by no means equally sensitive
|

dental to corn crops, by which the farina of

to the duty of checking frauds on the revenue I the grain in the whole body of the seed is

of neighbouring nations, and in many eases ' converted into a black soot-like powiU‘i'. It

have treated such frauds as a matter of the '

is to be regarded as a fungus growth uud
highest public policy. Thus, the Spanish govern-

,

receives its name from the sooty, dusty mass
meiit, either from falling into the common into which the substance of the seed and seed-

delusion of the protectionist theory, or in vessel is converted under its influence. ]\lr.

retaliation for the action of our government,
[

Berkeley tells us that moans used in preparing
having put prohibitive duties on English goods, * seed-corn against bunt may be effechial against

the British governiinait reeognised that the! smut; but tliis ran sciircely be the case, ns the

chief value of Gibraltar lay in the convenience
j

spores of the latter are so much more freely

which it afforded for a sningglnig trade, and ! disi)orsed.

diligently furthered this trade. So, again, Smyrnliim (Or. afivpva, myrrh). Tlio

during the time in which the first Napoleon name of a genus of Uinhelliferte, one species

attempted, by liis insane and suieidal Berlin of which, 8. Olusatnim^ not uneominon in some
and Milan decrees, to check or even destroy parts of Britain, was formerly used as a put-

t ho exportation of British produce to all parts herb. This plant, commonly called Alihander or

of the Continent over which his authority or Alexanders, is a biennial, iisnally met with
influence extended, and enforced his decrees near the sen, as well as in the vicinity of old

by inflicting the most sanguinary punishments houses, where it might have been formerly

on offenders against these regulations, the cultivated. Before the introdnctitin of ci lery,

British government encouraged smuggling by the leafstalks, which are the edible paid.'-, uerc
eiery means in its power, and occupied several blanched, and used either as n salad or pot-

islaiids in which to store its produce, and from herb. The flavour somewhat resembles that

which to evade the decrees in question. It is of celery, but it is stronger and not so

very hard, however, for a government to in- agreeable, on which account it has been

duee a belief in the immorality of an action neglected, and has almost entirely gone out

which it treats as a high crime and mis- of cultivation.

demeanour under one set of circumstances, and Snail (A.-Sax. snac^el). The name given to

recognises as a true course of policy under the common shell-bearing molluscous animal of

another. this country, applicable to all the various kinds

We do not doubt that the most obvious way of terrestrial and arboreal species of piilmonated

in which smuggling could be put down is tx> or .air-breathing testaceous gastropods. It is

render it unprofitable, but wc cannot also properly restricted to those of the genus //r //.r,

doubt that an equally effective and a more in which the aperture of the shell is lunate,

enduring check is to render it unpopular ; and wider than it is deep, with the margin com-

that no better means can be found for this monly thickened and reverted. The common
result than those which lead the public to snail of this counti^ is the Hehx 7i€Worafi8.

understand that the policy of the government In the localities where the Roman colonists

in the imposition of taxes is purely fiscal, and dwelt, a larger Italian species. Helix pomarta^

that therefore any fraud on the revenue is has become acclimated; it is susceptible of

a robbery of honest tax-payers. It is by great increase of size by artificial feeding, and

these means that the practice of smuggling was esteemed a dainty by the Romans,

has been, as all admit, checked. For although Snail Plant. The popular garden name
the tariff of duty-paying exjmmodities has been for the Medicago aciiteUatat the fruit of which

much simplifiea, there is stiU a number of resembles snails.

articles the duty on which is many times more Snake (A.-Sax. snaca). The common term

than the prime cost, and which, therefore, on applied to all ophidian reptiles. The British

the ordinary hypothesis that smuggling is the harmless snake is the Ccluber natrix, Linn,

inevitable consequent of high customs duties, Snake Hoot. This term is applied to the

should be smuggled largely. Public morality root of the Ariatolochia Berpentaria, a native

is not much furthered by the regulations of of Virginia : it is a fibrous, aromatic, and

government, but it may be, and often is, very bitterish root. The infusion is o^sionally

seriously injured by an impression that the used as a tonic and diaphoretic: in typhoid

action of government is unfair, capricious, or fevers it is a good adjunct to Peruvian bark,

interested, or that the proceeds of the public and to quinia.

revenue are squandered. Snnk® HTond. The great Bistort,

It is possible that smuggling has been to gonum bistorta. The root is twice bent on

some extent discouraged by the provisions itself, hence the name. This root contains

of 16 dc 17 Viet, cap. 107, by- which armed starch, which renders it nutritive; hence, in

combinations for smuggling purposes are made { Siberia, it is roasted and eaten.

il5



SNAKE WOOD
Somka Wood. The wood of the Sirychnos

colubrina. Supposed to be au antidote to the

poison of certain snakes.

finapdragon. The well-known garden
flower, Antirrhinum majus,

Snaped Timber. In Shipbuilding, a

timber so cut away, that one face is narrower
than that opposite to it

Snatch Block. On Shipboard, a block

with a single sheave, and a notch through one
side above the pulley, to enable the rope to be
lifted in or out, without the necessity of an
end being passed through. It is of use where
pressure from the side is required to be applied

to a rope already in a state of tension, without
diminishing that tension.

Sncexlog (A.-Sax. niesan, Ger. niesen).

A convulsive action of the respiratory organs,

brought on by irritation of tlie nostrils. Violent

fits of sneezing are even said, in some instances,

to have proved fatal; recourse must in such

cases be had to soothing the nasal membrane
by the application of warm milk and water, or

decoction of poppies.

SnlfUng Valwe. The valve through which

the air and water are expelled from a conden-

sing steam engine when the engine is blown

through. In starting a condensing engine, the

first operation is to produce a vacuum within

the condenser, which is accomplished by opening

a valve called the blow-through valve, which

permits the steam from the boiler to pass

through the engine, filling all its vacant spaces,

and finally escaping through the snifting valve,

which is of the spindle construction, like a

safety valve, and which is lifted by the steam.

'

The steam expels all the air and water within
j

the engine ;
and when this has been done, the I

blow-through valve is shut„the snifting valve

shuts of its own accord, and the steam within

the engine speedily condenses from the escape

of heat from the surfaces of the engine, and a

vacuum is consequently formed, which enables

the engine to be readily started.

Snipe (Dutch snip). The common namt> of

the Scolopoj! gallinago, Linn. This bird is a

plentiful species in most parts of Great Britain.

In wet seasons it resorts to the hills and
higher grounds

;
in ordinary seasons it frequents

marshes. Its principal food is worms, in quest

of which it penetrates the soft earth with its

long and slender bill, which is especially or-

ganised for that purpose.

Snow (Ger. schnee, Fr. neige, Lat. nix,

nivis, Gr. Congealed water, which falls

from the atmosphere. Very little is yet known
respecting the formation of this meteor. The
only observations which may be considered as

in any degree complete have reference to the

different forms which the flakes assume. This

sul^ect was considered by Kepler, Hooke, Cas-

sini, Muschenbroek, and many others; but

the most interesting series of observations

^therto obtained are those of Scoresby, and
moze recently of Glaisher, who have i^uced
the difi^nt forms into classes, and given a
number of excellent rcjpresentations of the flakes
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in different states. The crystals belong to the

rhombohedral system, and when examined with

a lens are generally seen to consist of stars

of six rays formed of prisms united at angles
of 60®, from whicli other prisms shoot at simi-

lar angles, giving the whole an appearance qf

exquisite beauty and great regularity. The
variety of modifications is probably owing to

the state of the atmosphere when the snow
is formed. If the crystallisation takes place

when the air is calm, the crystals will be
regularly formed

;
but they will be irregular

and imperfect when the air is much agitated.

Sometimes the flakes are granular, and present

no traces of ciystallisation.

An experiment of Professor Tyndall's has

shown in a very beautiful manner that ice is

but an agglomeration of snow crysLils
;

the

transparency of the former being due to the

expulsion of the air entrapped in, and causing

the whiteness and opacity of the latter. By
exposing a piece of clear ice to the radiation

from the sun, a flame, or a bright fire, number-
less minute specks are suddenly developed
within the ice. After a few seconds’ exposure

these attain a diameter of about 0-1 of an
inch, and when examined through a lens are

seen to be little six-rayed stars
;
the less de-

veloped ones resembling tiny flowers with six

petals each. These ice^owers are composed of

water resulting from the disint<‘gration of the

ice by radiant heat, and indicate the way in

which the ice originally crystallised
;
hence, as

we should expect, their planes are parallel to

the plane in which the ice froze. When the

ice-flowers are compared with snow crystals,

the two are essentially the same, the rays and
serrations in both following the common angle

of 60®.

Snow is much less dense than ordinary ice.

The bulk of a given weight of ice is only about
one-twelfth greater than that of the water
from which it is formeui, while the bulk of
new-fallen snow is ten or twelve times greater

than that of the water obtained by melting it.

At moderate elevations above the sea, and in

the mean latitudes, snow most frequently falls

after some days of pretty hard frost, anti when
the temperature of the air, though still a few
degrees above the freezing point, is sensibly

mitigated. On this circumstance is founded
the remade (which, however, does not always
hold good), that it cannot snow in very severe

cold.

Betl Snow .—It had been remarked by the
ancients that snow sometimes assumes a red
tint, and Pliny ascribes the cause to age:
* Ipsa nix vetustate rubescit.* Many modern
observers have described and examined this

curious phenomenon, which appears to be met
with in all parts of the world. Saussure
observed red snow on the Brevan in 1760, and
on St. Bernard in 1778; and he supposed the
colouring matter to consist of a vegetable dust.

Bamond met with it in the Pyrenees, Captain
Ross in Baffin’s Bay

; Parry, Franklin, and
Scoresby collected it in still higher noxtherji
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latitudes ;

and it has been found abundantly in I

New Shetland in latitude 70° soiilli. Among
|

the Alps it is generally found in low sheltered

spots, penetrating to the depth of two or three
inehes ; or rather the strata in which it is found
(for it occurs overlaid at considerable depths)
are about two or three inches in thickness.

The colouring matter of this singular substance

ha^ been examined by Wollaston, Agassiz,

11. llrown, l)e Candolle Thenard, llauer, &c.
Dr. Wollaston first remarked that it is com-
posed of minute spherical globules, which have

j

a transparent envelope, and are divided into i

seven or eight small cells filled with a species

of red oil insoluble in water, Mr. It. Brown
and De Candolle supposed the globules to be

a kind of alga. Mr. Bauer (/V/// 7irn«5. 1820)

found the globules to bo exactly identical in

snow collected in Baffin’s Bay and New Shot-
|

land
;
and he supposed tliein to be, a small

fungus of the genus UredOy forming a peculiar

species, to which he gave the namr of Uredo

nivalis. Red Snow is really an alga, now
known under the name of Prnfococcus nivalis.

Syiow Line, or Limit of Perpetual Snow.^
Since the temperature of the atmosphere con-

tinually diminishes in ascending from the

surface into the higher altitudes, there must
be in every latitude a certain limit of elevation

at which the air attains the temperature of

freezing water. This limit is called the snow
line, or line of perpetual congelation

;
and the

mountains which ri.se above it are covered with

perpetual snow. Within tlie tropics the tem-
per.iture varies little throughout the year, and
In nce tlie snow line is distinctly marked

;
but

in countries remote from the equator the limit

of congj'lation rises in summer and descends

in winter through a band or zone of consider-

a ble breadth . The li ne of perj)etual congelation

is of course the summer limit. The altitude

of the snow line, however, is dependent not

upon latitude alone, but also on the configura-

tion and aspects of the mountain chains, the

extent and temperature of the surrounding

plains, the quantity of snow that falls annually,

and the multitude of causes which influence

the climate of a country. [Climate.] On the

Himalaya chain, for example, the limit of i

perpetual congelation on the northern side is !

at an elevation exceeding by upwards of 4,400 1

feet that on the southern side, though the

latter is directly exposed to the sun ; a circum-

stance which Humboldt ascribes to the radiation

from the great plain of Thibet, the general

serenity of the climate, and the rarity of snow

in an exceedingly cold and diy atmosphere.

No dependence, therefore, can bo placed on

any general rule for estimating the height of

the snow line, and it alFords an exceedingly

fallacious indication of the altitude of moun-

tains. The following table is given by Hum-
boldt in his Frogmens AnatiqxiMS^ p. 649. The

elevations stated are the heights of the line

of perpetual congelation above the level of the

sea, and the measures are reduced to English

feet.

SOA?

Mountain Chaim Latituda F.lrvatlnn
of Snow Lino

f'onlillernh of Quito . 0®— li® s.
roft

Cordilleras of Bolivia 16 — 17J 1 7,060
CordillerAs of Mexico . 1 10 N, i.^.oao

i Northern side )

Ilimalaja
j s^,i,tbern sule f i

ni f 16,010

t 12,470
Pyrenees .... 43 8,!):*0

CancasiiR .... 43 10,870
Alps , 46 8,760

('arpithians 49 8,f.O0

Altai range liO C,395

!c": :

70

7li

3,518

2,302

(See, in addition to the works already cited,

iScoresby, Account of the Arctic Bepions, 1820 ;

Humboldt, ‘ M6moire snr la Limite de Neige
pcrpetuelle dans b s Montngnes de T Himalaya,
et les Regions Erjuatorcales,’ in the Annates de
Chimie, tome xiv.)

Snowball-tree. The sterile-flowered va-
riety of Vihurmun Opnliis, commonly known
as llu* Gnoldcr or Gneldres Ruse.
Snowdrop. The name of one of our earliest

flowens, belonging to the genus Galanthus,
which poets d(*.signate the * first pale blossom
of the unripened year.’

Snowdrop-tree. Chionanthue virginica,

a handsome hardy tree, bearing a profusion

of white flowers.

Snowflake. The name given to the

cqjum
;
a spring or early summer flower, much

resembling a snowdrop.
Snuff (Dutch snuif). Tobacco prepared

for use by being dried and ground into powder.
It is made from the stalks only of the tobacco
plants, from the leaves only, or from a mixture
of h.oth stalks and leaves. In this way, and
by mixing these qualities in varying proportions,

the many different kinds of snuff are produced.
High-dried snuffs owe their peculiarities to

being dried so as to produce a kind of scorched
flavour. Scotch snuff is manufactured wholly,

or almost wholly, of tobacco stalks.

Sny. An expression for the position of a
curved plank worked edgeways into the bow
of a ship.

Soap (Ger. seife, Gr. crefirMV, Lat. sapo).

This useful compound is obtained by the action

of alkaline upon oily substances. There are»

accordingly, a great variety of soaps ; but
those commonly employed may be considered
under the heads of: 1. Fine white soaps,

scented soap, &c.

;

2. Coarse household soaps

;

3. Soft soaps. The materials used fn the ma-
nufacture of white soaps are generally olive,

palm and other oils, and carbonate oi soda

:

the latter is render^ caustic by the operation
of quicklime, and the solution thus obtained is

called soap ley. The oil and a weak ley are
first boiled together, and portions of stronger
ley are gradually added till the soap, produced
by the mutual action of the oil and alkali,

b^ns to become tenacious and to separate
from the water; some common salt is added
to promote the granulation and serration of
the soap ; the fire is then drawn, and the oon-
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tents of the boiler allowed to remain for some
hours at rest, so that the soap may more com-
plett‘Iy collect. When it is perfect, it is put

into wooden frames or moulds ;
and when stiff

|

enough to be handled, it is cut into oblong
j

slices and dried in an airy room. Perfumes
are occasionally added, or rarious colouring

matters stirred in whilst the soap is semifluid,

to give it a mottled appearance. The Spanish

soap is marbled by stirring into it a solution

of sulphate of iron, which is decomposed by
the suap, and black oxide of iron separated in

streaks and patches through the mass. The
action of the air converts the exterior into red '

oxide, whilst tli^ interior long retains its black

colour ; hence a slice of this soap presents a

black mottled centre, surrounded by a reddened
external layer.

Common household soaps are made chiefly

of soda and tallow and otlier common fats.

Yellow soap has a portion of resin added to it.

Soft soaps are generally made with potash

instead of soda, and fish oil The common
soft soap iised in Loudon is a compound of

this kiim; it has a tenacious consistence, and
appears granulated. Soap is soluble in pure

water and in alcohol; the latter solution Jc/Zirs

when coneeiitrated, and is medicinally known
imder the name of opodddoe. When carefullj

evaporated, the soap remains in a gelatinous

state, which forma, when diy, the article sold

under the name of tmuBparent ioap.

The earths and oonimon metallic oxides

form inaolMe acMpa; and accordingly these

are predjHtat^ when earthy and metallic

salts are ^ded to solution of soap. It is the

sulphate of lime and carbonate of lime in

common spring water which thus render it

unfit for washing, and giro it what is termed

hardness
;
and, upon this principle, a spirituous

solution of soap is a simple and valuable test

of the fitness of any river or spring water for

the purposes of the laundry. If it merely

renders the water slightly opalescent, as is the

,

case with rain and other soft waters, it may
be used for washing ;

but if it become milky,

it is usually too bard to be conveniently em-
ployed ; and when we wash with hard water,

the separation of the insoluble calcareous soap

is extremely disagreeable : it i^eres to the

skin, and soils instead of cleansing it.

The chemical nature of soap has been la-

boriously examined by Chevreul, who has

shown that the alkali in the process of sapo-

nification converts the oil into ^culiar acids,

the slain of the oil forming oUic acid, the

stearine stearic add, and the margarine mar~
garioacid; bo that soluble soaps are oleates,

stearates, and mazgarates of soda and potash.

He haa enumerate several other &tty acids

similarly produced.

All new soaps contain a considerable portion

of a^ering water, a p^at part of which they

lose when kept in a dry place ; hence the eco-

nomy and eamellence of M soap; and hence

the dealers in 'soap generally keep it in a
damp cellar, that it may not lose weight by
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evaporation, or sometimes immerse it in brine,

which does not dissolve it, but keeps it in its

utmost state of humidity.

Soap may be considered as a necessaiy of life

;

in all civilised countries its consumption is

immense. According to Pliny, the invention

of soap must be ascribed to the Gauls, by
whom, he says, it was composed of tallow and
ashes, though the German soap was considered

the best. The great seats of the soap manu-
facture in Great Britain in 1852 were London,
Liverpool, Bristol, Kuncorn, Glasgow, Green-
wich, Gateshead, and Warrington. Thus of

184,725,265 lbs. of hard soap made in 1851,
Loudon supplied 44,034,102 lbs.

;
Liverpool,

j

39,384,695 lbs.; Bristol, 12,898,630 lbs.
;
Run-

J

corn, 11,787,360 lbs.; Glasgow, 10,642,219
lbs.; Greenwich, 8,712,130 lbs.; Gateshead,

7,131,590 lbs.; Warrington, 5,147,090 lbs.

These figures are supplied from the returns of

the Inst year on which soap was liable to an
excise duty, for the tax on soap was repealed in

1853. Up to 1833, the tax had been 2d. per lb.

on hard soap
;

it was then lowered to l^rf. In
1852, the net revenue derived from soap was
1,126,046/. At present it is not possible

to determine with any certainty what is the

annual manufacture of soap, but it is certain

that the amount has increased enormously.
The amount exported from Great Britain and
Ireland is not large, and appears to diminish,

ranging between 15,000,000 and 25,000,000 lbs.

[Fats; Oiijs.]

Bmp Babble*. The addition of a small
amount of the soluble salts of the fatty acids

to water modifies the cohesion of the parti-

cles of that liquid in a remarkable degree, and
permits of bubbles being formed of consider-

able size and permanence. The soda soaps
possess this property in the highest degree,

! and the method of blowing soap bubbles with
a tobacco pipe is too familiar an experiment
to require description. The extraordinoiy dis-

tensibility of the bubble is dependent on the
equality of the strain in all parts of the film;

hence it follows that all circumstances which
derange this equilibrium cause the destruction

of the bubble, as is seen in the case of contiict

with greasy or porous objects. The evaporation
of the liquid necessarily producesthesame result,

so that tlio ordinary bubble is as evanescent as

beautiful. When the liquid film becomes suf-

ficiently thin, it begins to exhibit the colours

product by the interference of light. [Inteb-
FBBBKCB.] These tints are frequently of great

splendour, and when closely examiuea are seen

to. consist of sinuous streaks which mark the lines

of equal thickness of film. The bubble solution

of M. Plateau, by increasing the permanence of

the films, allows these effects to be more readily

observed, and renders soap bubbles available

for many physical experiments. The recipe for

this solution is as follows : Dissolve one part
of pure oleate of soda in 50 parts of distiUod

water, and mix this solution with two-thirds
of its volume of glycerine. Bubbles blown
with this solution can be preserved upon rings
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of iron wire for many hours, or attached to

small cl Bcs of paper held by a thread. The
colour-effects in these bubbles can best be exa-
mined in the following manner. The stage of
a compound microscope is covered with black
paper or velvet and a loop of wire is placed on
it to form a support for a small bubble. The
latter is illuminated on its upper surface by a
prood condenser, and the light thus reflected is

received on an ohjeet glass of low power. By
this means optical effects of groat splendour
and variety become evident, depending on the
degree of attenuation of the film. The thick-

ness of the latter is estimated to be usually
soinewhat thicker than that of ordinary gold
leaf.

On waging in hard water no
lather can be obtained until the lime and other
hardening salts have been decomposed by, and
have decomposed, the soap. The product of the
decomposition is the well-known €wrd w''hich

floats on the surface of the water. This action

l>eiiig definite, the hardtieBS of waters may be
determined by adding to equal quantities of
them a solution of soap of known strength un-
til a permanent lather is produced on shaking.
Such a soap solution is called a
Soapstoae or Stoattfee. A hjdxated sili-

cate of magnesia, with a smooth greasy feel

like that of soap, and so soft as to >ieid to the

naiL It is a massive variety of Talc, which,

when pure and compact, is much used as a re-

fractory material for lining furnaces, imng
infusible in any ordinary furnace heat It is

easily turned in the lathe or cut with knives

and saws, and is made into culinary vessels.

When very strongly heated, iSuapstone loses

the small portion of combined water which it

contains, and becomes harder and susceptible of

polish. In this state it is made into jets for

gas-bumers, which liave the advantage of not

&ing liable to rust or corrosion. When reduced

to powder, it is used like Plumbago as a lubri-

cator and to diminish friction, as well as to

give a surface to some kinds of paper-hangings.

The soapstone of Mylos is an important

article of commerce in Turkey and Bussia,

where it is used instead of soap*.

It is found in Cornwall near the Lizard Point

in Serpentine ; at Portsoy, Banffshire, and in

Canada. [Steatite; Talc; Venetian Chalk.]
Soapwort. The common name for 8apo-

nariay and espedally 8. officinalis,

Boawef Boawementa (Ital. sweet, sweetly).

In Music, a term denoting to the player that

the music to which it is prefix^ is to be

executed with sweetness.

Bobriqaat. In French, a burlesque appel-

lation or nickname. The word has been

variously derived from the Lat. subridiculum^

subriuiticum, and the Gr. v3|m^iic<(v, &c.

There is a cudoufi dissertatioii in vol. ziv.

of the Hist, de TAcad, des Inscr, on the

authority of these appellations in histoiy.

Booage (Mod. Lat. socagium, from A.-fi^x.

Boe, privileye). This term denotes, according

to Blackstone, in its original and most exten-
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Sive signification, a tenure by any certain and
determinate service. The sokemen at and
immediately before the Norman conquest ap-

pear to have been in the lowest ranks of free

cultivators of the land, being classed along

with the villein in a law of Edward the

Confessor. But by the time when the works

of Bracton and the author of F/ita were

compiled, socage had come to signify any
tenure not military or quasi -military

;
i.e.

either where military services were due
(tenure in chivahy or by knight service),

or other services of an honoraty kind, such

as by the French feudal law wene due on what
were called imperfect fiefs (tenure by grand
serjeanty). Socage, therefore, comprehended
various descriptions of tenure, and has been

generally divided into free and viUein socage.

In free socage, the services were certain,

in the feudal sense, not base or dishonourable,

as the payment of an annual rent ; and none
of the feudal incidents of wardship, &c., wore
demandable in respect of lands so held,

although certain aids and reliefs were pecu-

liar to socage as well as to knight service. By
I
the stat. 12 Ch. 11. e. 24, when military tenures

were abolished, all sorts of tenure's held of the

king and others (except frauk-almoign, copy-

hold, and the bonorazy part of grand-serjoauty

)

' were tamed into tenure by free or common
socage. ViUein socage was a species of tenure

jin lands held of the king by^itain villein

services, but certain and determinate
;
from

which mixed species of tenure arose that in

ancient demesne. Lands so held are deemed
to be in certain respects copyhold; and these

were within the exceptions 'of the statute 1

2

Oh. II., and still subsist. [Tenues.]
Boelal Boience. The examination of the

various facts and principles under which society

is constituted, and by which it is regulated, has
in the course of time, and in consequence of the

^at collection of observations upon the sub-
ject, been taken from several different points

of view, some of which are precise and deter-

minate, others vague and somewhat shifting.

Thus, the purely economical aspect of social

life is of the former character. The lines of
political economy are positive and unyielding,

and the inferences which the economist arrives

at are exact., scientific, demonstrative, invari-

able. On the other hand, the philosophy of

politics not only tolerates exceptions, hut con-
templates the contest or opposition of interests

and sentiments as a normal and almost neces-

sary state. The constitution . of the several

European states differs largely, and, on the
whole, all these differ from the political system
which has been accepted in the New World,
because undoubtedly ^vernment is a means
to an end, the end being possibly arrived at

by various means. This end may indeed be
achieved best by particular forms of govern-
ment, but it seems ^eralljfr admitted thst»

unless the form is radically vicious, it is better

that the true purposes of sodety should be
worked out gradually by the fair and free
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contest of forces, than to impose a special fom

j

of government on a people for which it is not

willing, or even, if willing, not prepared.
|

Social science occupies a position interme- i

diate to Political Economy and Political Phi-
|

losophy. It does not discuss or expound the
j

exact theories of the former, nor does it exa-

mine the problems of the latter
;
bvt it deals !

with the effect of existing social 1 rces, and
|

their result on the general well being of the i

community. Some of those forces are universal I

and natural, others are municipal or artificial.
[

Thus, the theory of money and its substitutes is

a purely economical consideration, the discus-
|

sion of which has no place in social science. So '

the various views current on the most effectual 1

and safe representation of the people form part of
i

political philosophy, and as such lie out of the
|

domain of social science. On the other hand,
[

the extension or shortening of human life under
sanitary or insalubrious condition.s, is a question

of eminently social interest, and is, it appears.

Tinder ordinary atmospheric or other conditions,

susceptible of scientific demonstration. So in

another manner, the enquiry into the conse-

quence of certain laws and systems affecting the

distribution or accumulation of land is a social

question indeed, but one which arises directly

from a municipal or factitious ordinance. Fur-

thermore, social science is much more indebted

to statistic^s than politieal economy is. For
example, the ease or difficulty with which the

greater part of the eomnuinity can be siTpplied

with certain necessaries or conveniences of life,

such, for instance, as meat, is almost exactly

determined by such agricultural statistics as

have been lately obtained with extreme diffi-

culty and under the pressure of an exceptional

agricultural calamity.

Associations for the purpose of expoundiug

and discussing the principles and details of

social science liave been long in existence in

France, under the name of ^ci^tes de Bien-

faisance. A similar association was established

in England, originally m order to give scope

for the discussion of many questions which
pressed upon the economic science section of

the British Association. The first meeting of

the Social Science Association was held at

Birmingham, under the presidency of Lord
Brougham, who has also been, except in the

two years 1868, 1869, its president ever since.

The business of the association, after hearing
an address from its president, is to divide itself I

into several sections, which have hitherto been
four : 1. Jurisprudence and the Amendment of

the Law
;

2. Education
;

3. Health ; 4. Eco-
nomy and Trade, and to hear and comment on

'

papers composed on the various subjects com-
prised under these general heads. The value

of these associations cannot be disputed. They
not only form a means by which observations

are x^rded and truths elicited both by induc-

tion and by debate, but they familiarise the

public to a greater or less degree with a

variety of important questions and a number
of unquestionable inferences.
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The progress of social science has resulted

in the adoption of many important soeial

reforms. Among these may be enumerated
the general developement of a sound theorj^ of

sanitary science, and the extensive use of pre-

cautions against ordinary, epidemic, and en-

demic disease; the reconstitution of hospital

charities
; the regulation of prisons and work-

houses on sounder and truer principles than
those which had hitherto been accepted; the

establishment of reformatories and peniten-

tiaries for youthful offenders and reclaimed
prostitutes; the extension of education, p.ir-

ticularly of middle class and industrial edu-
cation ; and many otlier important results.

Great, however, as have la'en the effects of

these investigations, it cannot be doubted that

much remains to be done, and that many
problems await their solution at the hands of

such persons as have already effected miicli,

and at those, of their successors in these

branches of practical philanthropy. But social

science, the reforms which it institutes, and
the charities which it regulates and instructs,

occupy of necessity a far inferior position to

the developement of the leading subject which

is discussed by its advocates, i.e. the amend-
ment of the law. The widest benevolence

but a poor substitute for righteous legislation
;

or, to state the proposition in another form,

one just law is worth a million acts of chanty,

since its operation is wider and its effects are

more lasting.

Social Wart In Homan History, this

name is given to the struggle (b. c. 90 in

which the Italian tribes, who were specially

termed the allies of the Homan state, fouglit

for admission into Homan citizenship. This
admission would give to them, as to other

plebeian citizens, the riglit to share in the

distribution of public lands, and would thus

enable them to recover the property of which
they had been dispossessed by conquest or en-

croachment. The war was soon brought to an
end by timely concessions of the franchise.

Socialism. (Lat. socialis, from sociiis

;

Sansc. sakhi, afrimd). In Political Philosophy.

No very accurate distinction in point of mean-
ing between the words socialism and com-
iHunism has been shown. There is, however,

a slight difference in common usage, which the

following remarks may elucidate.

1. It is held by some theorists that the

notion of •profctitf has no foundation either

in right or expediency
;
that as, in point of

fact, the possession of property was originally

merely the usurpation of superior strength,

so, in a really equitable state of society, this

usurpation would altogether disappear; that,

in Proudhon’s epigramm.atic phrase, pro^rty
is robbery. This doctrine of the absolute com-
munity of goods is ordinarily designated as

ctmimunism,

2. But between this extreme and that

which regards the right of individual property
and the use of it as not to be interfered with
at all^ except in certain extreme cases recog-
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uiiBed by ordinary legislation, there is a ^de they undoubtedly assumed community of pro*
intervaL There are many intermediate theo* party as the real basis of social regeneration,
ries, according to which the use of property Saint Simon (Claude Henri, County bom
ought to be restricted or interfered with, or 1760, died 1825), though an older man thau
property itself, when beyond a certain amount^ Owen, came forward much later as a leader
divided, for the common good, or rather that haTing influence on mankind. His theory
of the majority. These theories commonly partook of the religious as well as the political

pass under the general name of Socialism, aspect of Socialism. Property was to be in

and in this sense not only the theories of common. But the enjoyment of it by indivi-

philosophers, but many existing or proposed duals was to be reg^ted by a superior

Lws and usages, may be regarded as Socialist authority
; a theocratic government, estab-

in their tendencies. Such are : agrarian laws, lished among mankind by force of superior

limiting the quantity of land to be held by wisdom and mtelligence, was to have the duty
an individual; laws fixing the maximum of of assigning to everyone his allotted task

rent, or the minimum of wages; laws inter- in society and his allotted retribution. His
fering in other ways between the capitalist and views are chiefly embodied in his Houveau
the labourer (for shortening the duration of Ckriatianismef published after his death by
labour, and the like) ; the usages of trades* Kodriguez. It is strange that theories so

unions; nay, poor laws, and income taxes absolutely unpractical, and with so strong
limited to the higher classes

;
all these, some a tendency to the ludicrous as well as the

of them innocently, others intentionally, bear in absurd, should have found favour as they did
the same direction. in France, at the period of the Kevolution of

Socialism in this sense had a large part in 1830. For a time, the 'Saint Simonian’ sect

the institution, and still larger in the theories, played a very conspicuous, if not a really im-
of classical antiquity

; see the R^puhlic3 of portant, part in society
; and though after

Plato and Aristotle, and the recorded usages of many scandals it was ultimately dissefived by
Lacedaemon and of ancient Rome. But in the government (1832), many of its leading sec-

middle ages it may be said to have entirely dis- taries have since taken substantial part in

appeared, except in so far as it was kept alive public affairs.

by religious tr^ition, from the (historical or Charles Fourier, of BeBan9on (bom 1772,

imaginary) community of goods said to have died 1837), was a leader of more original

prevailed among the early Christians. Hence, stamp and more powerful mind. Going some-
with the revival of ^litical speculation, so- what deeper into human nature, he developed
cialism may be said to nave made its way to the the theoi^ that all the tendencies of man are

light through two different avenues: 1. That naturally good, and that the real function of

of religious theory (Anabaptists, Hermhubers, government is simply to favour and direct

Moravians, &c. &c.), and that of political their developement. For this purpose not only

theory derived from the ancients (More’s is community of property necessary, but a
Utopia^ Harington’s Oceana, the ideal reforms thoro^h disciplinary training of the human
of F^nelon, Rousseau, Morelly, and so forth), race in all the functions of life; to be car-

But the leaders of the first French revolution, ried out in distinct communities of a certain

amidst all the wild excesses of political fanati- number of families, which he designated by
cism in which they indulged, were generally the name of ' PhalansUres.’ The notions of

either entirely opposed to communistic theories Fourier, like those of Saint Simon, are chiefly

or ignorant of them. Robespierre, for exam- to be collected from posthumous works, espe-

ple, who could foresee the probable extension cially his New Industrial World, 1839.

of the republicanism which he advocated into Etienne Cabet (bom 1788) is the last

wider changes, wished to declare the ' sacred- Socialist authority of whom it is necessary

ness of property,’ among the fundamental to make detailed mention. According to his

positions of the tights of man ;
but was over- ideas, an imaginary state is to regmate the

ruled by others, not because they disapproved life of every member of society. This ne

of his views, but because they did not see the developed in an imaginary Vo'jage en Ijarie

necessity for proclaiming them. (1842), adapted chiefly, it is saiti, from frag-

The first aisciples of progress who openly ments of old romances. He had success

denounced the right of property as the fun- enough (like Owen) to be able to establish a
damental error of society were Babeuf and real * Icaria * by subscription, in the United

his followers, who attempted an insurrection States (Texas), in 1848. The scheme failed,

against the Directory in 1797. In his paper, and its founder was prosecuted in Paris as a

the Thi^n du Teuple, Babeuf advocate the swindler (1851) but acquitted,

division of property, without endeavouring to Boeietg (Lat societas). The term usually

estaWsh any very definite substitute. applied to an ass^ation formed for the promo-

Eobert Owen of Lanark (bom 1771, died tion of some object, rither literary, religious,

1858), stands in point of date next to Babeuf benevolent, political, or convivial. Associations

among the leading advocates of Socialism, formed for commercial purposes are usually

(New Visw .qf Society, 1812; New Model styled Cohpakibs. The chief literary societies

WarU.) Osron’s views cannot be said to have of Europe have l)een noticed under Acadkmt.

assumed any very definite or logical shape, but The purposes fot which hcnecolent and relfgiotts
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societies are formed will be beet inferred from I iophioal TranBOctioni, It has 830 British and
the epithets witih which they are connected ; foreign members : its apartments, granted by
^iis, temperance societies are established with

|

the crown, are in Burlington House.

a view to promote sobriety, mendmty societies

for the relief of the indigent, &;c.

It is proposed in the present article to give

a brief accoimt of the principal societies which

now exists particularly in England, both of

the learned and beneficent closes; but the

number of those of which special notice can

be given is necessarily very limited.

1. * The Learned Someties ofthe United King-

dom ' are classified by the Bev. Hr. Hume in

his account of them (1853) as, * Metropolitan

and Provincial,' in each of the three kingdoms,

besides one which he styles * National, not

Metropolitan,* namely, the * British Association

for the Advancement of Science,’ instituted

in 1881, which holds its meetings annually! ^ .

at places in the United Kingdom designated Its transactions are published under the title

beforehand. Archmlogla. There are about 600 members.

Several

works on its history have been published ; of

which the latest and most complete is that by
Mr. Weld, its assistant secretary and librarian

(1848). [Academy.]
The Bocieix! of AniiquarieB was founded

about 1572 b^ Archbishop Parker ; it assem-
bled, as a private body, for several years in

the house of Sir Bobert Cotton. It is said

to have acijnired so much influence as to have
excited (it is not easy to see why) the jealousy

of James L, and to have been dissolved by him.

It was revived in the eighteenth century, and
incorporated in 1750 by George II. Its prin-

cipal object has always been the prosecution

of ent^uiries lelating to British history and
antiquities, though others are not excludc'd.

The Metropolitan Learned Societies are as

follow :

—

9eitnt{fUi
Boyat
Royal Astronomical
Geological
Linuean
Ohomical
Zoological
Royal Asiatic
Royal Geographical
Ethnological
Anthrc^logical
British Meteorological
Acclimatisation
Hlorosoopical
Royal Botanic
Royal HorUcultoral
Bntomologloal
Fhotoffxanhio
Institute of Aetnaries
Association for the Pro-
motion of Social

Sdenoe
Statistical

Institution of ClvU En-
gineers

Arehmotogieat;
Antianazies
Arohmokigleal Inatltate
Britidi Ardusologloal

Surrey Archnologlcal
Syro-Egyptlan

Literary and PiMtehing
Societite:

Camden
Eoclcsiotogical
Hakluyt
Paheontographioal
Ray
Royal Society of Litera-

ture

Uedieali
Epidemiological
H^ical
Royal Medical and Chi-

rurgioal
Obstetrical

Pathological

Art and ArehUeeture:
Architectural Association
Arundel
Graphic
Royal Institute of British
Architects

Husfcal
Society of Arts and Ha-
nnfMturea

Vartauer
Law Amendment

Besides these societies so called, there are

other bodies, such as the Boyal Institution

of Great Britain, Boyal CoUem of Sux^geons,

Boyal College of Physicians, United Smice
InstiCutioii, and London Institution, where, in

action to the holding of stated meetinn,

other otjeets are sou^t to be obtained. Of
all these societies, ue Boyal Society is the

most important. It originated in an assembly

of persons interested in natnral histoiy ana
experimental philosophy, who began to hold

mestiitgi about the year 1645
;
at first

in l^don, altorwaids in two divisions, partly

at (hdbrd, pwtiy in London. In 1668, they

were ineorporated by King Charles II., as a
president, consoil (twenty-one in number), and

Mowi, *for piottotiiig natural knowledge.^

Thi^ eEpcdmeiili and diseiiasions are published

fyom time to time under the title of PAUo-
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Place of meeting, Somerset House, in the rooms
vacated by the Boyal Society on its removal to

Burlington House. [Academy.]
London Society for ike Enconragement

of Arts, Mwnufacturea^ and Cominerctf more
briefly styled Society of Arts, was instituted in

1754; the principal agent in its establishment

having been Mr. William Shipley, who was
originally a mechanic. The chief objects of

its encouragement have been defined ’ in-

genuity in the arts, useful discoveries and
improvements in manufactures, agriculture,

mechanics, and chemistry, or the laying open
of any such to the public; and, in general,

all such useful inventions, 'discoveries, and
improvements, as may tend to the advantage
of trade and commerce.’ These are promote,
in the first place, by premiums of medals,

granted out of the veiy considerable funds of

the society, to inventors, Ac., but with the

express exclusion of patentees, or those who
propose to become suen. The society has also

become the originator of many similar bodies

constituted on the same principles. But its

chief, or at least most celebrated, result has
been the establishment of the Itoyal Academif

of ArtBy now an independent body. It has 800
ordinary members.
In almost all these societies, except the Boyal

Society, the payment of the entrance fee and
annual subscription constitutes the most im-
portant qualification for member^ip. In the

Boyal S^ety the case is veiv different
;
of all

the candidates a certain fixed number only is

annually chosen and recommended for election

by tbe council.

Most of the important societies have venr
valuable libraries of reference, and nearly all

publish accounts of their proceedings and
memoirs, some of which are or the highest im-

portance. The Archieologioid Institute, British

Archmologioal Institute, and Association for

the Promotion of Social Science, like the British

Association, hold annual eongreises in different

parts of the kingdom.
The number of provindal someties, field
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clubs, fte., is rapidly inoraasing, and their pre-
sent number is rexy larger

Among the Scottish, Irish, and British pro-
Tincial societies of eminence may be noticed
the Boyal Society of Dublin, founded in 1734
‘ for the encouragement of husbandly and the
arts ;

’ the Boyal Society qf Edinburgh, founded
in 1739; and the LUerary and rhdoeoyhical
Society of Maneheeter, the oldest provincial
body, founded in 1781.

In France, the number of scientific and
literary societies is very ^at, and their afifairs

are to a certain extent subject to the inspection
j

of government. In 1845, it was declared by
an ordonnance royale that a volume sliould

be published under the Department of Public
Instruction, to be styled the Annuaire dee

SociHee Scientifiquee et Litieraires du Boyaume.
The volume for 1846, which appeared accord-
ingly, contained a short history, and a copy
of the rules of nearly 400 such bodies, metro-
politan and provincial

; the Iiistitut [Aca-
demy

; InstitdtbJ being regarded as the cliioi

of all. No more volumes of the Annuaire were
published; but the Bivue dee SocMe Savantes
continues to afiford similar information.

2. Among English societies for tho promo-
tion of charitable or humane, as distinguished

from religious and educational, purposes, may
be mentioned: the Society for the Eetahlieh-

mrnt of a lAtcrary Fund, instituted in 1790, of

which the purpose is to administer relief, by
gratuities and pensions, to necessitous literary

persons
;
and the Boyal Humane Society, * for

the recovery of persons drowned or otherwise
sufifocated,’ instituted in 1774.

3. Lastly, to turn to the societies establidied

among us for educational, as well as for mis-
sionary and other religious purposes; it has
been said with truth that, with respect to these,

England has a right to diaim a place in the
foremost ranks of civilisation, wheUier we re-

gard the number or the jprinciplea of its reli-

gious and benevolent institutiona. The notice

of a very few leading ones muat auffice.

Society for the Diffaeion cf Veqful Know-
led^€.^Thi8 aociety was originally founded
under the management of a committee of ^ntle-
meu, assembled under the presidency of Lord
{then Hr.) Brougham, in 1822, established and
inooi|XMnitedinl832. It was at drsfe maintained
by subscription, but unco its earlier years
entirely by the sale of its publications. The
revenue derived by it ifirom its works is usually

a rent paid by the publisher for the use of the
copyright In this wajr it has produced (besides

many works of inferior art) its libraries of

Useful and Entertaining Knowledge
; Almajute

and Companion

;

maps ; Penny Magaeiane, and
Cycdcpwiia, fitc. &c.

Se^iyfor tkePromoHoncf CkriettmKnouh
founded in 1698, has continued ftom that

time to be the prindpal agent of the church of
Eimland for the diffbrion of the Scriptures,

and her own Tormulariea both at home and
in foreign parts.

Drituk and Foreign Bible Society, established
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in 1804, ' with the sole oljeot of encouraging
the circulation of the Holy Scriptures without
note or comment,* In the recent reports of this

body, it claims to have been the means of cir-

culating nearly 50,000,000 copies of the Bible,

of which nearly half have b^n circulated in

this countiy, the huger proportion of the re-

mainder in Europe and Christian America, the

rest among Monammedana and heathens in

other parts of the world.

Society, Rationed, *for promoting the educa-
tion of the poor in the principles of the esta-

blished church throughoutEngland and Wale^*
founded in 1811, incorporated in 1817. This
society was established in older to cany out in

a church of England sense that great movement
in favour of popular education, which com-
menced at the end of the last centuiy. Its

assistance is furnished towards church schools,

when established by private efforts in any
parish, by grants of money, books, legal advice,

&c. It has also training colleges for masters
and mistresses of schools (St. Mark’s, Bat-
tersea, Wliitolands). It has united to itself

12,200 schools, vith 1,157,000 scholars.

Sociityfor the Propagation of the Goepel in
Foreign Parte rrce incorporated, in 1701, ‘for

the receiving, managing, and disposing of funds,

contributed for the relimous instruction of the
Queen’s subjects beyond the seas, for tho main-
tenanca of clergymen in the colonies, and for
the propagation of the Gospel id those parts.

Tho general income of this great society was
about 125,000/. in 1864, devoted to the main-
tenance of missionaries and schoolmasters of
the church of England in the colonies ; and as
to certain portions of it, called * appropriated
funds,’ to certain special purposes for which
these Ainds were created. The establishment
of the (hurch of England in the colonies, now
numbering more than forty bishoprics, has been
in a great roeasm creaM, and is still to a
certain extent maintained b;jr its expenditure

;

and, of late years, certain * missionary dioceses’
(Niger, Orange River, Heianeaia, Honolulu,

have been founded, through its agency,
in foreign parts beyond the dominions of the
crown.

The Church Miuionaru Society, ‘for Africa
and the East,’ was founded at the end of tlie

last centn^. Its ol^t is to send out, and
support, missionaries of the established church,
to preach to the heathen in the foreign pos-
semoni^ of the Britiah empire; the mission-
aries being placed in subordinarion to colonial
bishops, i^ere theae axe eatablished. The in-
come was estimated, in 1864-d, at 144,000/.
The diief scenes of its labours have hitherto
been the west coast of Africa, the Peciffc, NorUi
West America, and more espedaUy Britiah
Indian

Jjmim MMonary Society, for mlnkmaxy
ezitrioii in heathen oountriea; of whidi the
partieular diaracteristic is, that it is not de-
nominational, and comprehends Christians of
tarious persuasions; founded in 1795; its

income at present (both ordinary and extra-
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ordinary) exceeds 140,000/, per auiium. Its

principal fields of exertion hare been the West
Indies and South Africa, and the Pacific, in

irhich the Society and Navigators’ Islands

(Samoa) have been especially superintended
by it.

Among dissenting societies of the same class,

two^perhaps deserve especial notice. 2%e
WisUyan Methodist Missionary Sookty. Its in-

come ill 1864 was about 140,000/. The principal

seats of missionary enterprise in which this

great body has established itself, besides foreign

European countries, are British North America,
the West Indies, and in the Pacific, more es-

pecially the Friendly and Fcqjee Islands, where
u considerable native population is under the

{

teaching of its missionariei. The Baptist
|

Misshnary Society^ with similar purposes, has
j

ita most remarkable fields of activity in the

West Indict, particularly Jamaica.
In the United States the example has been

followed by the establiehineat of various

energetic societies for missionaiy pnrposes,

particularly that of Boston, New EnglaiKi, to

which the eonversioa of the natives of the

Sandwich Islands to Christianity, at on eariy

period of this centnty, was doe.

The >’ast eflbrCs of the dmpch of Borne to-

wards the extension of the Christian religion

among tlie heathen have been for the most

!

part effected under a very different system of

'

organisation, vis. that of papal superviakiii.

'

[PaopaoxHDa.] Of late years, however, that

chnrch has called in aid to some extent the

principle of voluntary association. The
or Association^for the. Propagation of the Faith,

!

Wiis founded at Lyons in 1822. It Las two!

councils or governing bodies, one at Paris, the

other at Lyons. Its transactions are periodically

published under the title of Annals, Associates

of this body are admitted on payment only of

a contribution of a sou per week. These con-

tributions (together with such additions as

individual liberality makes) are collected by
an organisation of dicurks and centuries and
diocesan councils, T)>c great seat of activity

of its missionaries of late years has been in

the South Seas, particularly those groups of

islands called, in modem geography, Melanesia.

Societies formed for convivial or political

purposes are most usually denominatm clubs

—a term which roav be truly said to be exclu-

sively Eogliah, and which embraces so many
complex ideas that it is all but impossible to

reduce it within the limits of a precise defini-

tion. The origin of clubs may be said to date

ftom the end of the seventeenth century. It

would be superfluous to call to the reader's

remembrance the beau ideal of a club which
Addison has drawn in the Spectator—the Kit-

Kat club, which numbered among its members
all the most distincuished persons of the day

;

Scriblem dub, of which Swift, Harley,

Pope, Chiy, and Jkr^thnot were members ; or

Vt itill neater our own times originally held

ih the Etset fiend* which was ennobled by the

fenitti of Johnson, Burke, Ecynolds, Oold.<«mith,
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Wyndham, and Fux. They were origiiially

instituted solely for convivial purposes ; but in

the course of time the term dub was successively

I

adopted by various political ussociatiuns, both in

this country and un the Continent. Since the

commencement of the present century, the chief

clubs have been either of an avowed political

character, as the Carlton, Boodle, and the

lleform Clubs
;
or devoid exclusively to cer-

tain cliifisfcs, us the United Service, the Oxford
and Cumbridgo

; or open to all gentlemen on
election, without r<'gam to political party or

profession, as the Athenaeum, Wyndliam, &c.

There are about forty clubs in the metropolis.

They consist each of a limited number of mem-
bers, varying from 1,000 to 1,600, who are

admitted by ballot, and pay from ten to thirty

guinoHS on their admission, and an annual

subscription varying from five to ten guineas.

The club-houses are, generally speaking, splen-

did cdlfict^, which add much to tlic magnifi-

cence of the streets and squares iu which they

arc situated.

The latest impropriation of the term dul)

has bci'U mode by several associati^ons— such

as the Roxburgh dub of London, the Bauna-
tyne of Eilinburgh, and the MmtlaiMl of Glas-

gow— which were formed for the purpose of

printing original M«SS., which would not other-

wise have seen the light; or of rescuing rare

productions from oblivion by reprinting them
from scarce and valuable editions.

For the political clubs at Athens, see Grote’s

History of Greece, part ii. ch. hn. The Roman
societies answered to our commercial or pro-

fessionial partuerships. (Smith’s Dictionary tf
Greek ana Uoimn Antiquities, art. * Societas.’)

[HBT.KRIX.]

Sodniaan. Tlie followers of Socinus, the

uncle and the nephew, both of the sumo name,
and celebrated for similar opinions concerning

the nature of Christ. The nephew, Faustus
Socinus, was the principal founder of the sect.

He was an Italian (born at Sienna in 1639),

who desired to be admitted into a society

of Unit.arians already existing in Poland.

Their opinions do not appear to have precisely

corresponded with his, and admission was
refused him

;
nor did he effect during his

lifetime the institution of any distinct con-

gre^tion ; but the views which he disseminated

in nis writings were gradually adopted by
many ministers and religious communities,

especially in Poland, where Crellius, Wolgo-
senius, and others, published a Socinian sys-

tem of theology, comprised in the BiUiothsca

Fratrum Polonorum,

Since the death of Socinns, the theologians

who have assarted the mere humanity of Qirist

have been generally denominated Sooinians.

The doctrines, however, to which that appel-

lation can with strictness be applied are not

precisely equivalent to those of the modern
Unitarians. The Socinian denies the existence

of Christ previous to His birth of the Virgin

Mary ; he allows, however, that that birth was
miraculons, and considers the Saviour as an
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object of peculiar reverence and an inferior ' show that it is essential to the completeness

degree of worship. By the term Mediator, as ! and perfection of science that it should embrace
applied to Christ, he understands that in esta- both nature and reason at once. It is this

blibhing the new covenant He was the medium perception of the unit^ of science which con-

between God and man ;
and of His sacrifice he stitutes the characteristic of Socrates as a

says that as the Jewish sacrifices were not philosopher. In all the accounts of him which
made for the payment of sins, but for the either Xenophon or Plato furnish, we invariably

remission of them, so also the death of Christ discern the attempt, at leasts to embrace every

was designed for the remission of sins through question within the light of universal science

;

God’s favour, and not for the satisfaction of and to prove that every species of knowledge,

them as an equivalent, (Mosheim, art. * Uni- if legitimate, can be pointed out and shown to

tiirians.')
^

be a necessary member of the general idea of

Boolology (Lat. socius, Gr, X<i705). A science,

word somewhat barbarously coined by the It was not the object of Socrates to establish

school of M. Comte [Positivism] to express the any perfectly evolved system of doctrine, so

science which has to do with man in his social much as to awaken by his discourses a new and
capacity ;

including politics, political economy, more comprehensive pursuit of science, which,

and similar subjects. no longer one-sided and confined to special

Sock (Lut. soccus, Ger. socke, allied to branches of enquiry, but convinced of its uni-

sac 4'). The name given to the peculiar kind vorsality, should direct itself to all that is

of shoe worn by the ancient Homan comedians; knowiiblo. But beneath this conviction of the
lirnco used metaphorically for comedy itself, universality of science, and the oneness of its

[Buskin.] object-matter, we distinctly trace that division

Socle (Ital. zoccoli, a shoe). In Archi- of the latter into dialectics, physics, and ethics,

tecture, a square member, whose breadth is which his successors more distinctly established,

greater than its height
;
used instead of a To these heads, therefore, without expressly

pedestal for the reception of a column. It ascribing them to Socrates, it will be convenient,

differs from a pedestal in being without base for the purpose of classification, to refer h's

or cornice. several doctrines.

Sooratlo Pkllosophy. This term, in its Under the head of dialectics^ we have, on the

most extensive fciisc, is used to comprehend testimony of Aristotle {Met. xiii. 4), to ascribe

the whole developement of Greek philosophy to Socrates two of the very first principles of

from Socrates to the Noo-Platonists. The science—the inductive method of proof, and
title is so far just, as all the schools of this the definition of ideas. [Ethics.] The object

period, with the single exception of the Epicu- which Soemtes had in view by the latter was
roan, called themselves by the name of Socrates, by the definition of ideas, to determine what
and arrogated to themselves the merit of ex- the thing is in itself, or its essence. As to the

clusively propagating his doctrines. But more former, wo are told by Xenophon that when
strictly it signifies the direction and method Socrates wished to come to a decision on any
which Socrute.s gave to philosophical enquiry, point, his investigations proceeded from pro-

The earliest philosophers of Greece directed positions generally received as true,

tliemsplvcs to the study of external nature, Another feature of the Socratic method was
rounded always on some deductive theory to place' the particular idea to be examined in

[Ptolbma-ic System], which, as the outward a great variety of combinations; a procedure

condition of man’s existence, attracts and which implied that every particular thought
constrains his attention, and so becomes the must, if it contain any degree of certainty,

root and source of his intellectual life also, maintain its validity under eve^ possible com-
Ilence, they were led to form a single and ex- bination. Such was the true Socratic method
elusive science—that of universal nature. But of dialectics, which derived its name from the

on a wider range of observation, the belief in form of dialogue in which it was
the affinity of man to the powers of the sur- accidently worked out ; while, on the other hand,

rounding world was gradually weakened. Phi- the terra Socratic method has, in modern times,

loBophy, then, had now arrived at the point been confined to signify nothing more than this

where either the distinction of the ethical and outward form of arming by question and
the physical must be set forth in clear evidence; answer, to the exclusion of its essential cha-

or else, by adhering to the previous direction racteristics. Socrates, indeed, did not evolve

of thought, the light which had been, however any systematic doctrine of the form and
unconsciously, kindled must he obscured and suoject-niatter of science. Ha was satisfied

extinguished. To admit the claims of both as with enforcing on his disciples the pregnant

two conflicting sciences, with equal preten- truth, that the legitimacy of every branch of

sions to universality, was inconsistent with knowledge must he tested by its agreement

the unifying tendency of philosophy; and a with all others; and that every thought of

more scientific range of thoujjht was requir^, man must give an account of itself, and have
adapted to reconcile and combine their opposite ite root in a knowledge of his own and the

conclusions. Such a viewwuld only be pre- divine nature.

sented by logical or dialectical investigations. This knowledge was the end of his physical

which, from the nature of science itself, might enquiries, which were based on the general
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principla tliat all the objects of nature are only

BO fkr vorthy of en^a^ as they exhibit traces

ofintelligence and design. The self-knowledge

which the Delphian oracle had eiyoined upon
him, Socrates held to be impossible, while man
is ignorant of the universal principle whence
are the issues of all thinM. In order to oppose
the atheism which prevailed in his day, Socrates

examined the causes of the existing unl^lief, and
referred to the proo£i of divinity which the wise
order of natural things exhibits. As the pre-

vailing scepticism had its origin in the denial

of whatever is unseen and imperceptible to tlie

outward senses, he argued that the soul, which
is the ruling principle within man, is yet not
discernible ; but still its existence is admitted,

and it participates in the divine nature. Who-
ever, therefore, can get rid of the weak desire

of seeing the Deity under some palpable form,

may easily recognise his operations within his

own mind, where God has implanted a con-

sciousness of His presence. But he farther

hold, that not only man, but the whole universe,

is under the rule of an intelligent governor;
that all is formed for some wise end, and
affords evidence of that supremo reason from
which man’s rational soul derives and has its

being. In the consideration of individual

things, not less than of the universe, the sole

question with Socrates was to establish intel-

ligence as the ruling principle of all. This
affords no explanation of bis low estimate of

the existing physiology. His contempt for it

was grounded on the same reason as Bacon’s
aversion for the schoolmen

;
and he laboured to

show that reason is above nature, and that the

natural is merely subservient to intellectual

ends. Wliatever is without reason is con-

temptible; and the corporeal is of no value

except so far as it minij^ters to the rational soul.

Into the nature of the divine essence he did not

enquire, but w^is content with asserting the prin-

ciple, that the Deity is the supreme reason, and
must be honoured by man as the source of all

things, and of all phenomena, and of the end of

all human endeavours. Lastly, from the divinity

within man, the intelligence visible in the

universe, and the worthlessness of body, except

as an instrument of reason, Socrates deduced
the immortality of the soul as a necessary con-

sequence. (Grote’s Historif of pari ii.

ch. Ixvtii. ;
Sir G. 0. Lewis On zhe Astronomy

of the Ancients^ 112, 175, &c.)

Of the actual teaching of Socrates we can

form an idea only by a critical comparison of

the various accounts left to us by his admirers

or disciples. Socrates himself, spnding his life

in public, and engaged in endless dialectical

disputations, wrote nothing, and although the

pictures given in the MomSrctMlia of Xenophon
and in the Platonic dialogues are in some main
features accordant, they exhibit also many
pdntadfuulikisiess. On thewhole, the portrait,

as drawn by Xenophon, a man of no profound

iclenee or 8tri>ng imiagination, may be regarded

•a OJtore neai^htftoncal than the pictures pre-

iented to us £7 Plito, ihe bidMer up of a vast
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framework ofphilos^hy, whether systematised

or unsystematised. ^us, our nearest informa-

tion about Socrates comes to us at second hand,

and, as generally in such cases, we have stronger

grounds for drawing certain negative conclu-

sions than for maintaining a positive position

as to the extent of his teaching. Even if it be
granted that all the Platonic dialogues in which
Socrates is introduced are rejiorts of actual

conversations, it is very doubtful whether a
deep philosophical meaning is to be sought or

was designed to be set foi*th in all alike. Many
of them are professedly designed for the in-

struction ofyouths and children, and apparently
ratherplay on the meaning ofwords than attempt
a genuine search for truth whether of facts or

ideas. This popular and unscientific character

Dr. Whewcll has pointed o\it{Fra8cr'sMnganne,

April 1866) in the dialogue entitled, Lysist or

Friendship^ in which Socrates, by playing on
various senses in which theword phi 1 os,/new
is used, seeks to rouse the boy’s attention, and
by the exaggerated moral that, if we arc wise,

everybody will trust us with everything, to

lead him to the genuine desire of knowledge,

the foundation of all virtue. The conversation

with Menexenus is of precisely the same kind

;

and if it is to be called a dialogue of search at

all, it is a search simply for the meaning of a

word, and not for a real acquaintance with facts,

a method by which, in Dr. Whowell’s words,

‘moral truth never has been obtiiincd.’

There seems to be some historical evidence

for the -conclusion that some of these un-

scientific dialogues were published during tlic

lifetime of Socrates. The Platonic dialogue

entitled Meno seems to be derived from ma-
terials furnished by Simon, a hanuss maker,

in whose shop Socrates held frequent dispu-

tations. In this conversation, Anytus, the

chief accuser of Socrates, is represented as

blaming Socnitcs not for corrupting the

iV-tbeiiiun youth (an accusation here confined

to the other Sophists), but for charging the

most distinguished Athenians with neglecting

tho education of their sons, ‘ precisely the topic

dwelt upon in Simon’s record of Socrates’ con-

versation.* Anytus is also made with a certain

good will to advise Socrates to be on his guard,

as it was easy to injure a man at Atlnuis—

a

statement not likely to be published ' after the

result of Aiiytus’s accusation had filled all the

friends of Socrates with horror.’ So, again, in

ihoLaches, theAthenian general Nicias, who was
put to death in Sicily in b. c. 413, is introduced

as taking part in the debate
;
and in the Theufjes

the result of the expedition of Thrasyllus into

Ionia, which ended m his defeat in b. c. 406, is

spoken of as still nnceritiiu. The conclusion

which Dr. Whewell reaches is that several of

the shorier dialogues, as the Laches, Charmides,

Lysis, First Alcibiades, SiraU, Theaqes, and
Aeno, were written before his trial, while one,

the Euthyphro, was written and published

during the trial of Socrates.

On the other hand, the belief that the

Apology the actual defence made by Socrates
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before the dicastSi stands apparently ou very
slender foundations, Mr. Grote and I)’*. Thirf-
vall hold that it represents the speech really

made at his trial, while Dr. Whewell adopts
the opinion anciently avowed by Dionysius of
Halicarnassus, ‘ thatit is a composition of Plato,
intended, indeed, to defend and exalt Socrates,

but also to C9ndcmn the Athenian people for
putting him to death. Dionysius speaks of it

as an encomium iu the form of an apology, and
in proof of his assertion that it

‘ certainly never
saw the door of a court of justice or an as-

sembly of the agora, being written with an-
other purpose/ Dr. Whew^ urges that * the

S
icture of a philosophical life, such as Socrates
escribes his to have been, seems more likely

to have been written’ by a philosophical disciple

like Plato than to have been delivered before

a court of justice,’ while the detailed reference
to the Clouds of Aristophanes, a play then
twenty-four years old, ‘seems to be fitted

rather for a literary and philosophical than
for a judicial tribunal.’ The argument used
by Socrates, ‘ that it is better for everyone to
lire among good men than bad, and that there-

fore he could not have willingly tried to

make his neighbours bad men, as Meletus
accuses him of doing, would not be likely to

avail much in the case of a criminal accusa-

tion. Finally, in Dr. Whewell’s opinion, the
prediction with which the apology ends, rather

exhibits Plato prophesying what Plato would,

than Socrates describing what Socrates had
done. The Onto both Dr. Whewell and Mr.
Grote agree in regarding as a rhetorical com-
position, and not as the record of a conversation

actually held by Socrates between the passing

of his sentence and its execution.

Hence, we cannot without great imprudence
ascribe to Socrates himselfm^ny of the doctrines

or opinions put into his mouth by Plato. In
the second book of his Politics, Aristotle enters

into an elaborate refutation of the alleged

Socratic position that society should be based
on a community of goods, women, and children

;

but we cannot get further, historically, than

the fact that Plato ascribes this theory to

Socrates. The same kind of uncei'tainty,

though in a less degree, hangs over the

account of the Vaimonion or heavenly voice,

which, it is stated, Socrates had heard even

from his childhood, interfering, when he was
about to act, in the way of restraint but never

of instigation. There is seemingly no evidence

that Socrates spoke of this Daimonion as an
attendant peculiar to himself, and even accord-

ing to the representations of his disciples he

never spoke of it as anything grand or awful,

or entitlinff him to peculiar deference ^Grote,

History of Grrecf, part ii. ch. Ixviii.), and
there ia at least room for the conclusion that

by the word he signified simply the conscience,

in the sense of the divine voice which spoke in

the hearts of other men as in his own. But
the fiict is be}ond dispute that Socrates stands

alone amongst the citizens of Athens and other

Greek Fta^es, as having in his mature yeara
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abandoned his profession as a statuary, and
devoted himself, as one chaz^d with a divine

mission, to the task Of teaching men, by con-

vincing them of their ignonince, never with-

holding his conversation firom any, and taking

reward from none. If his theory that virtue

is knowledge stales a part for the whole, and
contains defects which may naturally give rise

to such charges as were actually brought

against him, he yet remains, m Mr. Grote*s

words, ' the first of ethical philosophers, a man
who opened to science both new matter, alike

copious and valuable, and a new metliod,

memorable not less for its originality and
efficacy than for the profound philoscnjhical

basis on which it rests.’ {History of Greece,

part ii. ch. Ixviii.)

Sod (Dutch z(>ode). The ^assy surface of

the soil pared off with a portion of the eaith

;

in other words, turf.

Sod-burnlttg. Burning of turf taken from
the surface of worn-out pasture lands for the

sake of the ashes as manure, &c.
Soda (Ger. sode, Span, soda, natron),

Mineral alkali ; sodic omde. This substanc'e

is the chief oxide of the metal sodium. It may
be prepared by heating sodium in contact m itli

dry air, or by placing sodium in contact with

fused hydrate of soda. Soda in the hydrated

condition is formed when the metal is placed in

contact with water : hydrogen ia evolved, an<l

the metal fuses by the heat produced. In this

operation 23 parts of sodium evolve 1 part of

hydrogen, and the solution contains 40 parts of

hydrate of soda, which may be obtained in the

pure state by evaporating the solution to dry-

ness and fusing the residue. This hydrate con-

tains 1 atom of sodium, 1 of hydrogen, and
2 of oxygen, and cannot be deconmosed by
heat alone into water and soda. The prin-

cipal source of sodium compounds is common
salt, or chloride of sodium. This compound ia

found in very large quantities in nature, both

in solution iu sea-water and in the compact
condition- as rock salt. To make it available

for the manufketure of sodium compounds, it is

converted into carbonate of soda by a process

invented by Leblanc. The chloride ia treated

with sulphuric acid by which it is converted

into sulphate of soda, hydrochloric acid being

evolved, which is condensed in water. [Mu-
xiiATic Acid] The ’sulphate of soda or salt

cake is next mixed with a quantity of small

coal and chalk or limestone, and the mixture

heated in a reverberatory furnace. The coal

reduces the sulphate of soda to the state of

sulphide; double decomposition then takes

place between the sulphide of sodium and car-

bonate of lime, carbonate of soda being pi^
duced to|;ether with sulphide of calcium, which
unites with some of the lime firom the carbo-

nate, producing insoluble oxysulphide of cal-

cium. The carbonate of soda is next sepa-

rated from the residue by extraction with

water, and from the solution so fbnnsd it is

obtained crystallised.^ Carbonate of ao^ forms

large rhombo-prismatic cmtals, containing 81
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parts of soda, 22 of carbonic acid, and 90 of . having intense affinity for oxygen, and con-

water. The cxystals effloresce when exposed to taining the radicals sodium and ethyl. Its

air, and at about 160^ Fahr. they fuse in their
|

combination with carbonic acid results in the

water of crystallisation, which may be entirely formation of propionate of soda,

expelled by the further action of heat. This Soffit. [Arch ; LacuHan.]
salt was formerly obtained exclusively from the Soil. A Persian word employed to desig-

ashes of marine vegetables, but this source is nate religious persons, otherwise termed d r-

now entirely superseded by the process of vitihes. It is probably a corruption of the

lo'blanc. The carbonate is converted into the Greek sophos, wise. Soft was the surname
hydrate of soda by boiling its solution with borne by the ancestors of the kings of Perwia

bfaked lime : it is much used in the arts and of the race preceding that which now occupies

maniifactim's. The sodium salts are prepared the throne
;
and Shah Ismael Sofi, the nrst

by the acti on of the respective acids on the monarch of that race, also bore it ;
hence by

carbonate or hydrate of soda. When chlorine European writers of the sixteenth and seven-

is passed into a dilute solution of soda, a valu- teenth centuries it was used erroneously as a
ab e disinfectant and bleaching agent, called title of the king of Persia.

vtnt (le Laharraegutf is obtained. Sulphate of The tenets peculiarly denoted from these

boda, or Glauber's salt, forms crystals contain- persons by the name of Sufism or Sufism are

ing 71 piirts of dry sulphate to 90 of water, those of a sect which is said to be gaining

The crystals effloresce in the air, and the ground extensively in Oriental countries, es-

Bolution exhibits the phenomenon of super- pecially among the educated classes of Moham-
saturation. medans. These tenets, like those of the Quietists

The name soda is also often incon'cctly and other Christian sects of mystics, are founded
applied to commercial crystallised carbonate on a notion of the union of the human soul with

of soda. the divinity by contemplation and the subjuga-

8oda Alum. A hydrated sulphate of soda tion of the appetites
;
but, as has been too fre-

and alumina. It occurs native in fibrous crusts quently the case among Christians also, they

with a glossy internal aspect, about the Sol- nave afforded a cover for refined debauchery,

fatara, near Naples [Solfatarite] ; in the The principles of Sufism appear also to have
island of Milo

;
and ut St. Juau, near Mendoza, a remarkable affinity, in some respects, with

in South America. those pantheistic notions which are prominent

Soda TableHipar. A variety of Pecto- in the system of the Brahmans, and seem to

lite found at Kilsyth, in Stirlingshire. form the very foundation of the still more
Soda Water. This common beverage is, w'idely extended religion of Buddha,

us usually prepared, a superauturated solution Soflam. [Sofi.]

of carbonic acid gas in water. Soda water Soft Coal. A name for the softer kinds of

properly called, consists of one, two, or three common or pit coal which break with a woody
drachms of carbonate of soda, dissolved in a fracture, and of which most of the coals of

pint of water highly impregnated with oar- Derbyshire and Staffordshire are composed.
Itonic acid. This is often a valuable remedy* ;

The term soft coal is also synonymous with
but it would sometimes be attended by mis- Chbrrt Coal.

chievous results, if indulged in to the extent Softening. In Painting, the blending of

w'hich some persons pursue the use of soda colours into each other. [Sfumato.]

water. The mere aqueous solution of carbonic Soil (Fr. sol, Lat. solum). Earthy and
acid, which is made by forcing the gas into other substances in a state of mixture with
water by a condensing pump, and under a organised matter fit for the growth of plants,

pressure of six or eight atmospheres, is an The surface of the earth in every countr}’' oq
Hirreeable and generally speaking harmless which plants have grown and decayed is pro-

diluent. perly denominated soil
;
while the earth at a

Sodallte. A silicate of alumina and soda, foot or more beneath the surface, commonly
with chloride of sodium. It geiierally occurs called subsoil^ is comparatively without or-

ciystallised in rhombic dodeenhodrons, also ganised matter, and is tnerefore properly deno-
massive. In Greenland it is found of a green minated earth, clay, sand, gravel, lime, or mixed
colour: in the Breisgau, massire, of a grey earth, rocks, or stones, as the case may be.

colour in trap rock; at Vesuvius iu laige white Soiree (Fr. evening). This term, originally

dodecahedral cn'stals. given by the French to certain evening parties

Sodium. The metal contained in soda, held for the sake of conversation only, has
It is now manufactured on a large Bc»ile by been since introduced into all the languages of

submitting an intimate mixture of carbonate of modem Europe, and is now employed as a

soda and charcoal to a very intense heat in common designation of evening parties in

retorts. The sodium distils over, and is run which ladies and gentlemen are intermixed,

into ingot moulds. fik)dium is a silver-white whatever be the amueemeots introduced. It is

metah which is soft at ordinary temperatures frequently applied in England to the public

and melts at 95*6^ Fahr. It rapidly decom- meetings of certain societies held for the ad-

poses water, and is used for the extraction of vancement of their respective ohjecte, at which
aluminium and magnesium. refreshments are dispensed during the intervals

So4liim«#tli^. A Chemical compound, of business.
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•oke (A.>Sax. soc). A territorial diyition,

now subsisting in Lincolnshire. This term,
according to the etymology given by Bracton,
designated a precinct in which a particular
lord exercised justice. [Socaon.]

Sol* In Heraldry, anciently used to denote
or in emblazoning arms.

Sol. In Music, the French and Italian

name for the note of the gamut corresponding
to our G.

Sol In tto Splondonr. In Heraldry,
when the sun is figured, i. e. de}ineated with a
human face, and surrounded with rays.

BolaBooeoB (Solanum, one of the genera).
A natural order of herbaceous or shrubby
perigvnous Kxogens, inhabiting all parts of the
worhl excepting the Arctic regions. They are
chiefly known from 8crophdariace€B by their

curved or spiral embryo, the plaited estivation

of their flowers, and by the flowers being usually
regular, with the same number of stamens as
lobes. The first of these characters, however,
is not of universal importance ; the plaited

corolla and symmetrical flowers are better
murks of distinction. Tliia order contains

Ni;ihl shade, Henbane, Mandrake, Tobacco,
SIr.imonium, the Potato, and the Tomato, the
leaves of all wliivh are narcotic and exciting,

but in different degrees, from Atropa Bdla-
dimna^ which causes ver.igo, convulsions, and
Tomiring, tobacco, which will frequently pro-

duce the first and last of these symptoms,
henbane and slramonium—down to some of
the Solanum tribes, the leaves of which are so
inert as to be used as kitchen herbs. Even in

the potato plant, the narcotic acrid principle

IS found in the stem and leaves, and in the
rind of the tuber; but the principal part
of the latter consists of starch, and the small
quantity of deleterious matter being volatile

and near the surface, is readily driven off by
the heat used in cooking. They are distin-

guished in the Solanal luliance by their five

free stamens, axile placentae, and terete embryo.
Bolanla. The active principle of the <8b-

lanuM Dulcamara, or Wo^y Nightshade, and
oth^r species of Solanum ; it is the ingredient

which renders greened potatoes deleterious,

Iteing formed in the tubers by the action of

light. It is a white alkaloid substance, in-

soluble in water, but soluble in alcohol, and is

hiehly poisonous, one grain dissolved in dilute

sulphuric acid having been found sufficient to

kill a rabbit in six hours. Its combinations

wiUi the acids are bitter. It is also called

Solanine or Solanina.

Bolanlna. [SoLAinA.]

Bolaoo. A hot oppressive wind which oc-

casionally blows in the Mediterranean, and
particularly on the eastern coast of Spain. The
Bulano is a modification of the sirocco.

BolABum (Lat. nighUhade). A veiy ex-

tensive genus of plants typical of the l^ana^
cea. They comprise plants of most varied as-

pect, some weedy, others ornamental, and some
few useful. Some are herbs, some shrubs, and
some small trees with lateral or terminal in-
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florescence. The inflorescence, indeed, in the
first instance is always terminal, hut in course
of growth it becomes bent downwards to give

place to a shoot, which is given ofif from the
side of the stem lower down, so that there is

a reciprocal change in the direction of the shoot

and of the inflorescence. In this way the

seeming anomaly of an inflorescence placed on
the side of the main stem, and not axillaiy to

a leaf (frequently not even opposite to one),

he explained.

The most important Species is 8. tuAerosum,

the well-known Potato, of which the under-
ground stems or tubers are iu general use
as an esculent. They are to be met with every-

where in Europe, and form a principal part of
the food of a large proportion of its inhabitants.

The plant is re^rdea as indigenous to Chili

and Peru. Its introduction into Europe is as-

cribed to certain colonists sent from this country
to Virginia in 1686, under the auspices of Pir

Walter Ealeigh. Some authors, indeed, affirm

that it was first introduced into Europe by ^ir

John Hawkins, in 1645; others, that it was
introduced by Sir Francis Drake, in 1673 ;

while others, again, maintain that it was for

the first time bought to England from Vir-

ginia by Sir Walter Ealeigh, in 1686. But
this discrepancy seems to have arisen from
confounding the common Potato {Solanum
tuberosum) with the Sweet Potato {Batatas

edulis). The latter was introduced into Europe
long l^fore the former, and it seems most pro-

bable that it was the species brought from New
Granada by Hawkins. Sweet potatoes require

a warm climate, and donot succeed in this coun-

try; they were, however, imported in consider-

able 'quantities, during the sixteenth century,

from Spain and the Canaries, and were suppose
to have some rather peculiar properties. The
kissing comfits of Falstaff, and such like con-

fections, were principally made of batatas and
eringo roots. There is reason to think that we
are really indebted for the Potato (as well as

for tobacco) to Sir Walter Raleigh, or the colo-

nists whom he had settled in Virginia. Gerarde,

an old English botanist, mentions in his HI rtml,

P
ublished in 1697, that he had planted the

btato in his garden at London about 1690 ; and
that it succeracd there as well as in its native

soil, Virginia, whence he had received it. Po-
tatoes were at first cultivated by a very few, and
were looked upon as a great delicacy. In a
manuscript account of the household expenses

of Queen Anne, wife of James I., who oied in

1618, and which is supposed to have been

written in 1613, the purchase of a very small

quantity of potatoes is mentioned at the price

of 2a. a pound. The Boyal Society, in 1663,

recommended the extension of their cultivation,

as a means of preventing famine ; but down to

the year 1684 thejr were raised only in the

gardens of the nobility and ^ntty. In that

year they were planM, for uie flint time, in

the open fields in Lancashire—a county in

whi^ they have long been very extensively

cultivated.

K K 2
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Potatoes, it is commonly Jbliought, were not

j

The prindpal effects of the disease consist in

introduced into Ireland til) 1610, when a small
|

the increaM quantity of water, the diminished

quantity was sent by Sir Walter Baleigh, to be quantity of starch, and the conversion of the

plants in a garden in his estate in the vicinity albumen into casein. Owing to the almost

of Youghal. Their cultivation extended far entire dependence of the Irish peasantry on

more rapidly than in England ;
and they have this vegetable for food, the most disastrous

long furnished from three-fifths to four-fifths consequences ensued from the failure of this

of the entire food of the people of Ireland I crop
;
and it is still heartily to he wished that

Potatoes were not raised in Scotland, except
|

one of a less ^recarions nature should be grown,

in gardens, till 1728, when they were planted
,
and one which would furnish a larger per-

iii open fields by a person of the name of ' centage of nutritious matter than the Potato.

Prentice, a day labourer at Kilsyth, who died Numerous substitutes have been pi'oposed and

at Edinburgh in 1792. tried, hut time is required to combat the pre-

The extension of the Potato cultivation has judice in favour of the Potato, and to develono

been very rapid during the last half-rentuiy.
|

sufficiently the capabilities of the proposed sub-

The quantity now raised in Scotland is sup- stitutes.

posed to be from ten to twelve times as great
|

Potatoes furnish a large quantity of starch,

as the quantity raised in it at the end of the
^

which is employed for various purposes in tlie

American war ; and though the increase in
^

arts. It forms the basis of certain farinaceous

Kiiglaiid has not been nearly so great as in
j

foods, as Bright’s Nutritious Farina, &c., and is

Scotland, it has been greater than during any
j

mixed with wheaten flour in the manufacture

previous period of equal duration. The in-
^

of bread. This adulteration can readily bo

crease on the Continent has been similar. Po- detected by the microscope, especially on tlie

tatoes are vei7 largely cultivated in France,
]

addiiiou of a solution of potash, which causes

Italy, and Germany ; and, with the exception the starch granules of the potato to swell up,

of iho Irish, the Swiss have become their
^

while no effect is produced on the starch-grains

greatest consumers. They were introduced of wheat. From potato-starch is also jir<;-

iuto India some sixty or seventy years ago, I cured a substance analogous to gum, called

and are now successfully cultivated in Bengal
; |

dextrine, and which is employed as a siibstitulo

they hare also been introduced into the Madras for gum, size, and paste. The pulp of tbo

provinces, Java, the Philippines, and China,
j

Potato, after the extraction of the starcli,

But the common potato does not thrive within
|

becomes hard and horny when dried, and is

the tropics, unless it be raised at an elevation used in the manufacture of snuffboxes, &c.

of 3,000 or 4,000 feet above the level of the Kaw potatoes scraped are used as a popular

sea, so that it can never come into very general
;

cooling application to burns and scalds. From
use in these regions. This, however, is not

|

Potatoes a coarse-tasted brandy is prepared in

the case with the sweet potato, which has also , large quantities on the Continent. The stem

been introduced into tropical Asia
;
and with

|

and leaves have slightly narcotic properties, on

such success, that it already forms a consider- , which account the extract from them has been

able portion of the food of the people of Java, ! employed as a narcotic to allay pain in cough

and some other countries. So rapid an exten-
|

and rheumatism, &c. Potatoes when decaying

sion of the taste for, and the cultivation of, an
;

have been stated to emit a phosphorescent

exotic, has no parallel in the history of imlus- ' light, but this requires confirmation. As a

try : it has haa, and will continue to have, the
j

vegetable, the Potato is excellent in whatever

most powerful influence on the condition of
j

way it may be dre.ssed—whether plain boilcil,

mankind. steamed, fried, or roasted. With the flour of

The Potato consists of a mass of cells, en-
j

potatoes puddings and cakes have been made ;

closing starch-gmnules and an albuminous starch has also been obtained, which for purity

juice. The idiemical composition of the Potato
.
and nutritive properties is very little inferior

18 subject to great variations, Ss the analyses ‘ to arrowroot. The usefulness of the potato

of different chemists' vary considerably. In
|
was remarkably shown by M. Parmentier, who

general terms, it may be stated that Potatoes
|
did so much in Franco to promote its cultiva-

contain water in quantity amounting to throe- . tion towards the end of tlie last century, and
fourths of their weight, the remaining fourth who gave a grand entertainment, at uliich

part being made up of starch, gum, sugar, Benjamin Franklin, Lavoisier, and many other

albumen, vegetable fibre, and a vexy small celebrated men of that day were present. Every
proportion of fatty material. Potatoes in cul- dish consisted of potatoes dressed in an endless

tivation are subject to various disuses, the variety of form and fashion; and even the
moat important and disastrous of which is one liquors were the produce of this precious root,

which first made its appearance (at least as a 8, esculentmi and its varieties furnish the
widely^ spread malady) m 1845. This potato- fruits known as Aubergines, which arc highly
marmui appears, from the researches of the esteemed in France, and may occasionally bo
Bev. M. J. forkaler and others, to be due- to met with in Coveut Garden Market

;
they are

the presence of a fungus, BotrytU (or Perono- of the size and form of a goose’s egg, and usu-
rpuru) which first attacks the leaves, ally of a rich purple colour. The Egg-plant,
eausi^ a decoloration of them, and thence wluch has white berries, is only a variety of
rapidly spreads down the stems to the tubers, this. The Peruvians eat the fruits of iS'. muri-
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caUtm and (5?. gtiitense

; those of S. ramosum are
<*ulpn as a vepetahle in the West Indies. The
Tasmanian Kangaroo Apple is the fruit of
S. laciniatHm; unless fully ripe, this is said
1o he acrid. In Oipps’ Uand, Australia, the
natives cat the fruits of S, vrttcitm, which, like

the preceding, is not agrcenlde till fully ripe,

when it is said to resonilde in furm and flavour

the fruits of Phi/BaUs prrnvirom. The fruits

of S, albmti and S. tsihiopictun arc used in

China and Japan. Those of 8, Anguivi arc
eaten in Madagascar. Of other species the
leaves are e^iteii : ns those of 8. oJeraevum. in

the AVest Indies and the Feejee Islands, of 8.

stmhjhruui in Brazil, of 8. nigrum in the
Islands of Bourbon and Mauritius, &c.
Some species are employed as dyes. Such is

8. indiqofera^ cultivated in Brazil for the sake
of its indigo. The juice of the fruit of 8.

gnaphaUoidcs is said to be used to tint the
cheeks of the ronivian ladies, while their

sisters of the Canary Isles employ for a simi-

lar purpose the fruits of 8. Vcspertilio. The
fruits of 8, saponaccum are used in Peru to

whiten linen in place of soap. 8. margina-
tmti is employed in Abyssinia for tanning
leather. [Lycopehsicum.]

Solar. In Modiieval Domestic Architec-

ture, a chamber built over the cellar at the

back of the dais of the great hall, or, in

later buildings, over the hall itself. (Doumtic
ArchUecture in Kngland from Pickard IL to

Ihnry VIII. part i. ch. iii.)

Solar Cycle. A period of twenty-eight

yeara. [Cycle.]

Solar Vhoeplioii. Substances which are

seen to be luminous in a dark place after

having been exposed to light. Calcined oyster

shells are a good example.

Solar System. Tlie Solar System, in

Astronomy, consists of the suii, and all the

celestial bodies whose motions are controlled

by its gravitation, viz. the planets, satellites,

and comets. Under the words Astronomy ;

Comet
;
Coprrnican System ;

Heliocentric
System

;
Meteors, Luminous ; Planet ;

Pto-
lemaic System; Satellite; and Sun; we
have referred to the different explanations of

celestial phenomena, which have been given

from time to time, and have entered into details

regarding; the different bodies of which our

system is composed. W© may regard that

system ftom the most general point of view,

as a lyM of those which probably are feebly

indicated to us in the light of every star; and

now tiiat the complete similarity of our sun to

the other bodies of the sidereal universe in

the broader physical features has been esta-

blished by the spectroscope, the mind without

difficulty seizes the idea. The dimensions of

our sun are enormous merely in conseq^uence

of its proximity to us, and if it be not a
eolonred star it is probably a variable one.

We may &irly assume, ther^ore, that other

systems are not vastly dissimilar from our

own, except perhaps in the life conditions

which obtun at the present epoch. The num-
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ber of bodies which compose the system as at

present known is as follows :

—

1. The central Sun—the primary.

2. Kinety-three planets, including eighty as-

teroids.

3. Eighteen satellites or tertiary bodies.

The sun and planets will be found elsewhere

described. The minor planets which circu-

late between Mars and Jupiter are as follows

(arranged in the order of discovery) :

—

0 Ceres

0 Pallas

Q Juno

0 Vesta

0 Astnra

0 Hebe

0 Iris

Q Flora

Metis

@ Hygieia

0 Parthonope

0 Victoria

@ Egcria

0 Irene

0 ISunomia

0 Psycho

0 Thetis

0 Melpomene

0 Fortuna

0 Massilia

0 Lutetia

0 Calliope

0 Thalia

0 Themis

0 Phocea

0 Proserpine

0 Euterpe

0 Bellona

0 Amphitrito

0 Urania

0 Euphrosyne

0 Pomona

0 Polyhymnia

Circe

Leucothea

0 Atalanta

@ Fides

0 Leds

^ Lmtitia

Harmonia

Daphne

Isis

Ariadne

@ Hjni.

0 Engenia

0 Hestia

0 Aglaia

0 Doris

© Pales

0 Virginia

© Nemansa
Ewropa

Calypso

© Alexandra

© Pandora

© Melcte

© Mnemosyne

0 Concordia

© Olympia

0 Echo

© Danae

0 Erato

0 Ausonia

© Angelina

© Maximiliana

0 Maia

@ Asia

0 Leto

@ Hesperia

0 Panopea

© Niobo

© Feronia

0 Clytio

© Galatea

© Euiydice

@ Freia

@ Friga

© Diana

© Eurynomo

© Sappho

Terpsichore

Alcmene

Beatrix

Clio

lo

© Semele

@ Sylvia

Thisbe

Other integral portions of the system are the

meteoric rings lying near the earth's orbit
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[HanoBS, LtJimroirftl and possibly others,

the existence of is suspected in other

portions of the system. [Cohbt; Zodiacal

Both physicists and geolc^sts are now agreed

that the earth was once in an incandescent

state, acpndition of thinp;s probably represented

to us at the present time, in kind if not in

degree, our sun. We are therefore justified

in assuming that the rest of the planetary

family were once in the same condition ; hence
it is extremely unlikely that^ taking their

massea and positions into consideration, they

present at the present time the same life con*

iitions as the earth. The verdict of the tele-

scope is precisely in the same direction. Hence
r jch that has been advanced without taking

these facts into consideration will require to

be modified in the light of modem enquiry.
;

It is difficult to accept the present terrestrial

conditions as merely eiddintal^ but if it can no
longer be doubted that our globe was once an
incandescent body and a sun pro tanto, so also

a time will come when, as a remote conse-

quence of the farther dissipation of its energy,

it will again become unfit for the abode of

beings similar to those which now inhabit it.

If we accept the evidence furnished by the

other planets, we are almost driven to this

conclusion. Jupiter and Saturn may be worlds

—as far as life conditions are concerned

—

younger than our own. Life conditions on
Mars we know to be not very unlike our own,

if we except gravity ; while, according to Frank-
land, the mcxin h»i lost all its internal heat,

and probably has exhausted the cycles of life

on its surface.

The celestial scenerypresented by the different

planets is vastly different. The inhabitants of

the earth with its one moon, which lights up
but a small per-centage of our nights, ^n
scarcely form an ides of the astounding

grandeur of the scene that is unfolded in

some of the sister planets, from moonless!

Mercury, with a sun occunring a large por-
j

tion of the celestial arc, to Neptuue, where the
|

same body appears only as a star. Among
these various systems, however, that of Satubm
stands pre-eminent in its gorgeousness and

S
aenesa. Not only have we here eight moons
»rming their circuits in interval varying
twenty-two hours to seventy-nine days,

but a ring ayatem which may pdSsibly consist

of roiUioDS of satellitos in the closest juxta-

position—asteroidal rings capable of reflect-

ing the sun’s light, spanning the heai^ens, now
in a complete wk through the senith, now in

a broken one near the horizon, the varying

appearances depending upon the latitude of

the observer and the position of the planet’s

shadow on the ring. These same rings mve
rise to most curioua eclipse phenomena. Not
only <b they at nia^t eclipse the stars, but in

eertain latitudes they cause eclipses of the sun.

* Li latitude 40^ its have morning and eren-

ing etilipoee fbr more than a year, gradually

extending until the sun is eclipsed during the
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whole day, and then total eclipeea continue for

nearly 7 years, eclipses of one kind or another
taking place for 8 years 292'8 daya.'

The celestial scenery in the solar system is,

however, in spite of ^ ul its variety, vastly in-

ferior to that afforded by the lystems which
in all probability circulate round the various

multiple systems, some of which consist, of
stars of colours sufficiently distinct to give rise

to days of different colours.

•olar Tear. The interval between the

sun’s leaving the first point of Aries and
returning to it again.

floldan. [Sultan.]
Bolder (I^. Bonder, from Lat. solidus,

soiidy 'Plumbers' solder is an alloy of three

parts of lead and one of tin ; it is more iusible

than lead, and readily adheres to clean surfaces

of that metal when it ia fused. Fine solder

is a mixture of two parts of tin and one of

lead; it fuses at 360°. Hard soldering, or

brazing, by which two surfaces of copper are

made to adhere, is done by fusing together

brass and zinc. 'When this solder is us^, the

copper requires to be highly heated.

Soldier (Low Lat. soldarius; literally, on$

who servesfor pay). [Sou.] In general language,

a person equipp^ and maintained by the state

for the purple of defending it from foreign

aggression, of putting down intestine commo-
tion, or, in short, of protecting its interests

either at home or abroad, according to in-

structions issued by the existing government.
[Abmt; Enlistment, &c.]

Bole of an Bmbrasuro* In Fortification,

the bottom of an embrasure.
Solo Tlece. In the cradle on which a

ship is launched, the sole piece ia a plank
resting on the bilgeways, and sustaining the

lower ends of the poppets on which the weight

of the vessel hangs. These poppets have
tenons in their lower ends which fit into a
groove in the sole piece.

Bole Flate. A strong plate of iron which
constitutes the base or fouiidatiou of a marine
engine, and which is securely bolted to the

keelsons of the ship, while the various parts

of the engine are bolted to it. In side-lever

marine engines the condenser is usually cast

upon the sole plate, so as to obviate the ne-

cessity of joints in a part of the engine very
liable to air leaks.

Bolaa (Lat.). In Architecture, that part of

the Homan basilica which answers to the pres-

bytery in more modern churches.

SoLXA. In Mammalogy, the inferior surface

of the foot or hoof.

SoLEA. Ther name of a genus of fiat

fishes (Pteuro77ectideB'), characterised as follows

:

* Both eyes on the right side
; the mouth dis-

torted on the side opposite the eyes; small
teeth in both jawa, but confined to the under
side only; form of the body oblong; dorsal
and anal fins extending to the tail’ The
common sole (8^ vuigatii, Cuv.) is taken
by trolling, and in enormous quantities, along
our coasts, principally from Sussex to Devon-
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shire; and excepting towards the latter end
of February, and the beginning of March, when
the soles are spawning and are rather soft and
watery, they are in g(^ condition for the table

throughout the year.

Boleolam (Gr. iroXoiatir/uif, said to be de-
rived from Soil, an Athenian colony in Cilicia,

whose inhabitants spoke a barbarous Greek),
l^n Grammar and Rhetoric, a violation of the
idiomatic rules of grammar or construction

in writing or speaking a language. Quintilian

distinguishes ^ecism from the lat*

tor word being applied to the erroneous use
of single words.

aolenaeeana (Gr a tufw). The
|

name of a family of Dimvary Bivalve Molluscs, 1

of which the razor shell {JSolen) Is the type;|

they are distinguished by the great length of

the respiratory tubes, whence their name.
Solenoid (6r. auXtivoti^s, like a tulfc). In

Electro'Dynamics, a name given by Ampere
to a system of small electrical currents, equal
and equidistant, and returning into themselves,

the pUnes of which are normals to any given

lini^ whether a straight line or curve, upon
which their centres are situated, and which
forms the axis of the soUnoid. (Despretz, Traiti

de Ph^sique^ 1 836.)

Solliotanu A volcanic vent from which
sulphur and sulphurous and other acid vapours
and gases are erupted with much steam.

Solfiiitarito. A name given to the Soda-
alum found at Solfatara near Naples.

Solfogglo. In Music, the system of
arranging the scale hv the names uf, rr, mi,

fa, 8‘d, la, si, by which musical students are

taught to sing, these notes being representcil

to the eye by lines and spaces, to which the

syllables in question are applied. [Music.]

Solloitor. The professional designation of
persons admitted to practise in the Couit of

Chancery in the conduct of suits, &c., who are

styled attorneys in the courts of common law.

TAttornby.] In Scotland, the term solicitor

IS synonymous with aftomry in England.

They are inferior to the writers to the siynet,

and practise in the inferior courts.

SolioitofwOeDeral. Tlie solicitor-general

is an officer of the crown, who holds by patent,

and ranks next to the attorney-general, with

whom he is, in fact, associated in the manage-

ment of the legal business of the crown and

public offices. He receives some particular

fees on pleadings, and on the enrollment of

patents, &c.
;

but the division of business

between him and the attorney-general is

chiefly regulated by usage founded on conve-

nience. The earliest date at which the name
of this officer occurs, so far as is known, is

the year 1461. [Attobwby-Genbbai:..]

moUAiJAU solidus). In Geometry, a ma|-
nitude which has three dimensions—length,

breadth, and thickness.
^

The boundaries of

solids are surfaces, which have only two

dlmensiont—‘length and breadth; the boun-

daries of surfaces, again, are lines which have

but one dimension, length. Lastly, the ex-
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tremities of lines are noints which are destitute

of all dimensions, ana possess position merely.

Solid. In Physics, the term solid is applied

to that condition of matter in which the at-

tractive forces of the molecules are greater

than the repulsive, and the molecules con-

sequently cohere with greater or less force.

The other states of matter are the V>imd, in

which the attractive and repulsive forces are

nearly balanced
;
and the gaseous, in which the

repulsive prevail.

Solid Angle* In Geometry, an angle

formed by the meeting in one point of three or

more plane angles, which are not in the same
plane. This is Euclid's definition. [Angle.]
A solid angle may be measured by the area of

spherical polygon whicli it determines on a

sphere of unit radius, whose centre is at its

vertex. By allowing the plane angles to in-

crease ill number and diminish in magnitiulc.

we may extend the conception of a solid angle

to that wliich is formed at the vertex of evtry

cone.

Solid Bodies* Flow of* The thin tubes

of block tin, used by painters for holding their

colours, are formed bv placing a disc of block

tin in a die or hollow cylinder, into which
cylinder a punch that almost exactly fits it is

forced down by appropriate mechanism, and
the tin rises into the intervening annulus in

the same way as if it were a liquid, its con-

stituent particles being made to move upon
one another by the great pressure applied, in

much the same way as tlioy would do if the

tin were melted bjr heat. Recently the subject

of the flow of solid bodies by the application

of ^reat force has been cxjX'rimentally iii-

vestijmted by M. Tresca ; first, by puncliing a
cylindrical hole in a plate ; secondly, by the

compression of a cylinder in a direction paralh L

to its axis; and, thirdly, by compelling the
efflux of solid materials from a cylindrical

chamber through an orifice in the side or
bottom. In the ordinary flow of liquids, the
compelling force is gravity, which, however, is

not sufficient to move the particles of all bodies

upon one another. But there is no reason to

doubt that solids equally with fluids will be
made to conform to hydrostatic laws, if instead
of gravity we use some other force which shall

be proportionate in amount to the resistance

which has to be overcome.

The first experiment of M. Tresca was made
in punching a block of lead, compoi^ed of
sixteen plates superimposed on one another.
The plates were four millimetres, al>out

one-sixth of an inch, in thickness,* their total

height being sixty-four millimetres, or about
two and a half inches. They were firmly held
together by iron plates at the top and Attorn,
in Mch of whicii plates a hole of twenty
miUimitres was made, through whidi a punch
of that diameter could pass. The punch wh*<

propelled through the lead by hydraulic pow^r,
and a punching was extrud^ of twenty milli-

metres diameter and thirty-one millimetres
high. Now, as it was found that the specific
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gtsJiiiy of the lead punched out had not been of the accepted foundations of some depart-

duunged, the question arose, lehat became of ments of physical science,

the other thirty-three millimetres in the height Solid SroMoiB* A solid problem for-

of the oolumn r To determine this, the punched merly denoted one which could not be con-
block was cut through, and the cut surface structed by the intersections of circles and
carefhllv planed

;
and it was found, that while straight lines, but whose geometrical constmc-

the top la^er and the three bottom ones retained tion required the description of one or more
their original thi^ess, the thickness of the conic sections The si^braic solution of a
i itermediats layers was considerably reduced, solid ^zoblem leads to a cubic or biquadratic

and it appearea that much of the metal in the equation. Problems which admitted of being
early part of the punching escaped sideways, constructed by the intersection of two circles,

in a way similar to* that in wmch a liquid or of a straight line and mrcle, were called

would escape, that being the line of re* plane prdbleme ; they giye rise to equations

sistance during the early part of the operation, of the second degree.

It was further foum^ on examining a section SolWtT (Lat. soliditaa). Like many other

of the punchingby a microscope, that the punch- mechanical terms, this term is not easily defined

ing of each succeeding plate was dished oyer with exactness. Fortunately, its popular de-

the preceding one, so that the dished edges of finition is unnecessary, inasmuch as eyeiyone

the whole sixteen layers could be traced from must be familiar with the particular condition

top to bottom of the punching only yastly re- of matter to which it is applied. It occurs

dttced in thickness. In punching layers of when the cohesion of paxticles of matter is so

wfought-iron plates, similar results haye been great that mere grayity is insufficient to cause

observed. uiem to move freely over one another, as is

M. Tresca’s second experiment consisted in the case in liquids and gases,

the compression of a cylindrical blodc of lead, BolltanriUataa (Lat. solidus, and ungula,

60 centimitrea diameter, formed by placing a hoof). The name of a tribe of Mammals, in-

twenty discs upon one another, the collectiye eluding those with only a single hoof on each

height being 63 millimitrea. The block waa foot : as the horse, ass, Ac.

compressed until its height became 18 centi- BolUldian (Lat. solus, alonCf and fides,

metres
; and its diameter was then found to be faith). A name sometimes applied to those who

increased to 110 millimMrea in the middle of maintain that men are lustmed by faith only

the block, and 103 and 106 millimetres at the without reference to woru.
ends. It was found on examination that the Boltloqujr. [Moholoottb.]

upper and lower plates had hardty changed Bollpeds. [Soudunquiatbs.]

their diipensions, whereas the mid^e plates Bolitariaa. TAnchobitbs; Hebiots.]

hsd not only become thinner but had dished Bolleelto (Ital. anaioue). In Music, a term

ihemselyes outwards so ai to enclose the denoting that the movement to which it is

others and to form the exterior surface of the affixed is to be performed in a mournful manner,

block. It also means that the music is to be performed

M. Tresea nexbsubjectod two drcular plates carefully,

of lead 8 millimetres thick and 4 inches dia- Balo (Ital. alone). In Music, a movement,

meter to compression between two iron discs, or part of a movement, in which only one voice

one of whi^ mid a hole *8 inch diameter in its or instrument is employed or is especially

centre. In aU those parte of the plates pressed prominent.

by the iron disc, thty were reduced by com- Bolomoii'a BanL The common name of

S
iossion to *08 in thickness, and the lines of the the Convallarta potyffcnatunit sometimes made
yen wm parallel in this part llie lead the type of a distinct ^nus, Polpyonatum.

fiowed out both the circumfeMce and Bolatloa (^t. solstitium). The time at

throng the central hole in ajet of metal which which the sun is at its greatest distance from
assumed the figure of the contracted vein, but the equator, and when its diurnal motion in

the jet instead of being solid was hollow, a re- declination ceases. This happens at mid-
suit imputed to the circumstance that the par^ summer and midwinter ; or when the sun
tides are acted on by two forces, the one bmng arrives at the tropic of Cancer and the tropic

hydrostatic pressure and the other cohesion, of Caprioom.

ht Tresea nas sulgccted to matbematioal in- Bolstltlal Botats. Tliose points of the

VBStk^on the laws proved by his experiments ecliptic at which the sun arrives at the time of

to hsln operation in regulating the flow of solids the solstices. They arc the first points of

under compression, and has deduced formula Cancer and Ciipricom.

whksli represent the facts with accuracy, and BolutsloB (Lat. solutio, from solve, I leoee).

whveh coBStitute the elements of a new theory The Coroe which binds similar masses of matter
cl the stieagth or rMistance of materials. The tether is called cohesion, that which binds dis-

proccsses of planing and turning, cutting, ham- similar masses being termed etihetion. ‘When
meriug, and rolling, and, in fact, nearly all the a solid is {daoed in a liquid, tolutioa residts

medbadical prooesM for moulding materials if the adhesion of the swd for the liquid it

pnscliaed in the arts, are illoatrations of the greater than the cohesion existing among the

which M* Tresea has brought to light, particles of the solid
; but if the cohesion is

and which apreurs dtwtined to overturn some superior to the adliesion, then the solid is said
604
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to be iiiBolublc. Heat is autagonistic to co>

hesion, to a far greater extent than it is to ad-
hesion ;

hence heat generally facilitates solution.

When heat is witharawn from a body, the op-
posite effect of course takes place; and this

cxplaina how crystals and other solid bodies
separate out from a hot solution on cooling. A
saturated solution results when cohesion and
adhesion exactly balance each other.

Solution. In Mathematics, the construc-

tion of a proposed problem, or the expression
of its conditions by an equation which gives the
value of the unknown quantity.

Solvent. In Chemistry, the liquid in which
a solid is dissolved. The substance dissolved

is sometimes distinguished as the solvend,

Sombrerlte. A new mineral (a phosphate
of alumina and lime) remarkable for the large

amount of phosphoric acid which it contains.

It forms a large portion of smne small islands

in the West Indies, especially of Sombrero
Island, about sixty miles from St. Thomas.

Sombrerite has been used for the preparation

of phosphorus and phosphoric acid, and also

fur the manufacture of artificial manure (super-

phosphate of lime) for agricultural puxposes.

SomervUllte. A variety of Melihte, of a
dull yellow colour, found in tlie older ejected

lavas on Vesuvius, associated with black mica,

Ac. It was named by Brooke after Dr.

Somerville.

Sommlte. A name for Nepheliue, given

from its occnirence at Monte Somma.
Somnsu&ballani (Lat. somnus, sleeps and

ambulare, to vialk). This is a species of

dreaming, in which the bodily as well as the

mental functions are affected. There are many
remarkable cases of this kind on record, some
of which would appear perfectly incredible,

were they not attested by creditable as well

as by competent and scientific witnesses. Som-
nambulism has been clefinM as * a state in

which the mind retains its power over the

limbs, but possesses no infiueuce over its own
thoughts, and scarcely any over the body,

excepting those particular members of it

which are empl(wcd in walking.* Dr. Aber-

cromby, in his InquirieB concerning the Intel-

lectual Powers ana the hivestigaiUm pf TVtrfA,

observes, in regard to this singular affection,

that although the mind is fixed upon its own
impressions as in ordinary dreaming, the bo-

dily organs are more under the control of the

will; so that the individual acts under the

influence of his erroneous Conceptions, and
holds conversation in regard to them. He is

also, to a certain degree, susceptible of im-

pressions from without tl^ugh his organs of

sense
;

not, however, so as to con^^ his

erroneous impressions, but rather to be mixed
up with theih. Dr. jLbcrcromby observes, that

the first degree of somnambulism generally

shows itself by a propensity to talk during

sleep; the person giving a full and connected

account of what passes before him in dreams,

and often revealing his own secrets or those of

Ills friends Walking during sloop is the next
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de^ee, and that from which the affection

derives its name. He gets out of bed, oftpu

dresses himself, and goes out of doors, walks
frequently over very dangerous places in safety

;

sometimes he gets out of a window, walks along
a parapet, gets to the roof of a house,^ and
returns through similar risks to his apart-

ment. On awaking in the morning he is either

utterly unconscious of having stirred during
the night, or remembers it as a mere dream.

These cases are comparatively common ; but
sometimes the transactions of the somnambulist
are cairicd much further : he will mount his

horse and ride, or go to his usual occupations,

I

such as threshing, saddle-making, playing on
I musical instruments, composing verses, and so

forth.

Although somnambulists are generally in-

sensible to anything that is said to them, they
are sometimes capable of holding conversation,
especially in those cases where the affection

occurs, as it sometimes does, in the daytime.
In these attacks the individuals are generally

unconscious of external impressions, or at all

events extremely confused in their notions of
external things. They frequently speak in-

telligibly, holding conversations with imagin-
ary beings, or relating circumstances which
were suppo.sed to have been entirely un-
noticed or forgotten. Some have been known
to sing in a style superior to anything which
they could attain when awake

; and Dr. Al>er-

cromby states that there are some well authen-
ticated instances of persons in this condition

expressing themselves correctly in languages
with which they were imperfectly acquainted.

Somnus (Gr. 'Twosj. In Mythology, the
god of sleep, the son of Erebus and Nox, or of
Kox alone, and brother of Thanatos, death.

[SAiiriinox.]

Son Assault demesne (Old Fr.). In
Law, a plea in an action for an assault, viz.

that it was the plaintiff's own original assault

that occasioned the violence complained of.

Sonata (Ital. sonare, to sound). In Music,
an instrumental composition, usually contain-

ing three movements, an allegro, a slow move-
ment, and a rondo. Modem sonatas are
generally for one or two instrumt uts only, as
for the pianoforte, or for.the piano and violin.

Sonnet (Ital. sonetto). In Foetry, a short
composition of fourteen or fifteen lines, of
ten or eleven syllables, rhymed according to
an intricate but not always precisely similar
arrangement. It is the oldest form in which
the Italian langu^e was used; but it was, at
a still earlier period, employed, although not
commonly, by the Provenqal poets. In Italy,

Dante and the Tuscui poets his contemporaries
brought the sonnet into public estmation,
about the beginning of the fourteenth century

;

but by^ them it was invariably’ employed as
the venicle of thoughts wrapped in very obscure
language, and j^bably of a symbolical nature,
though gener^ly, in their outward signifi-

cition, breathing the spirit of romantic and
chivalrous love. By Petrarch, in the course
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of the same century, the sonnet was carried subject on which a more than ordinary attention

to perfection in point of form and polish;
.
to both sides of the controrersy is absolutc;l.y

although applied by him, as it had been by necessary. Hr. Grote, in his History of Greece,

his predecessors, almost eadusively to the sub- part ii. ch. Izvii., has impugned altogether ti e

ject of his flguratire and mystical passion, assertion, that the Sophists were selAsh teachers

Since the time of Petrarch the sonnet has been who systematically corrupted the Athenian

a favourite form of composition in Italy, espe- youth, and maintains that Solon and Pytha-

ciallv for the purposes of occasional poetry, goras, Socrates, and even Plato himself wrre

In b'^rance it has had little success ;
or rather

,

ranked in this class by their contemporaries,

the Flinch sonnet is a different poem, less He denies that any charge of comipfion is

regular in its construction than the Italian.
|

brought against Protagoras by Plato, yrhose

In England, Hilton has given to it a dimity
;

opposition to the paid teachers arose ‘from the

j.oculiarIy his own, together with much of raaical difference bet
3geen his point of view and

the melody and tenderness which charac-
,

theirs. He was a great reformer : they under-

terises his Italian models. The proper sonnet
^

took to qualify young men to doing themselves

is divided into two quatrains, with four lines credit and rendering Ber\’ice to others in active

and two rhymes each, and two torzines, each
|

Athenian life. Plato was also unrivalled as a

with three lines and a single rhyme. Pieces speculative gf^nius and as a dialectician : and
of a similar metrical structure in octo-syllabic his reforming as well as theorising tendencies

lines are termed by the Italians Anacreontic , brought him into polemical controversy with

sonnets. It is sometimes said that, there is all the leading agents by whom the business
‘ hardly an educated lUlian u ho has not com- of practical life was carried on at Athens.'

pos^ a sonnet.’ (/A vol. viii. p. 488.) [Piati^wsm
;
Socratic

Somiltes. [Shiah.] ! Philosophy.]

Boot (A.-Sax. sot). This well-known chim- Bopbora (Arab, sophera). A genus of Le-

n(7 deposit consists chiefly of fine particles
;

consisting of trees or shrubs found

of carbon mechanically curried up from a coal on the seashores of tropical Asia, Africa,

or wood fire. It also contains much mineral America, and Australasia, all having pinnate

matter, the lighter portion of the ash of the leaves, and terminal simple racemes or branch-

fuel ; and in addition always yields liquid ing panicles of papilionaceous flowers,

hydroeatbona, condensed doubtless from un- 8. japonica is a very handsome tree, long

burnt hydrocarbon vapours, together with ago introduced into the gardens of this country

notable quantities of ammoniacal salts. The from China
;
but it is not so frequently grown

latter ivnder soot, espedally coal-soot, valuable as, from its ornamental chariicter and hardiness,

as a manure. it deserves to be. It is of quick growth, and
Boot Coal. A variety of bituminous coal forms a large round-headed tree forty ftvt

with an uneven earthy fracture. It is found in
j
high or more, in autumn producing at the

Scotland. !
points of the branches large loosely-branching

BootIuMijen. [^Vstbolcwt; Divin.itiox panicles of small whitish or cream-coloured

Oracle.] i flowers, which give it a beautiful and coii-

Boplilsiii. [Fallacy.] ! spicnons appearance, though the flowers theni-

Boplilst (Gr. o'o^UniT, from wtW).
j

selves are smalL In China, the flowers are

A Greek word, originally signifying a person of used for dyeing a yellow colour. They are

talent and accomplishments. It was applied to
|

called Wai-fa or Wai-hwa by the Chinese, and
a class of men who arose in Greece in the fifth ' are employed to give the fine yellow colour to

century b. c., and taught the youth in the prin- the silk u^ for the garments of the mandarins,

eipal cities various arts and acquirements for
;

and also for dyeing blue cloth green. Large
hire. It has hence come to be the general

|

quantities of them are thus consumed, the tree

designation of all such as cultivate any branch
;
being cultivated on this account in the pro-

of science or philosophy with a view to outward vinces of Fukien, Honan, and Shantung, from
advantages, careless of the truth of what they whence sacks full of these little flowers are

advance, except in so far as it may contribute despatched to other parts of the empire. All

to those purposes. The first Greek who parts of the tree possess purgative properties,

assumed the name of Sophist was Protagoras, and it is said that even those who merely prune

a native of Abdera, who flourished about the I it are affected, as also nre turners when em-
year 440 b.c., and obtained numerous pupils

,

ployed upon its fine-grained hardwood. The
and auditors, especially in Athens. Of those tree is known only in a cuhivati*d state, and its

who followed the same occupa.tion, the most i native couiitiy is therefore uncertain, though it

celebrated were Hippius of Elis, ^rgias of is most probably indigenous to either China or

I^ntium, Prodicus of Ceos, and Euthydemus Japan.

of Chios, with his brother Dionysiodonis. None Boportfloa (Lat sopor, diep). Medicines

of the writings of these men have surnved ; which induce sleep.

but we have abundant notices in the writi^ Bopra (Itul. above). In Music, a term

of their contemporaries, especially Plato, Xe- frequently used for description ; as n^la parte

nopl^ti, and Aristophanes, of the character of di sopra, in the higher or upper part
;

di

thSr teaching. On that teaching veiy different sopra, a^ve; amfrapmto^ aopra U soyyeUo,

opinions have been entertained; but it is a counterpoint above the subject, &c.
dOfi
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Soprano (Ital.)* The upper or treble part

in vocal eompositions.

Sorb (Lat. sorbus). The Service-tree, Pyrus
domesticus,

Borblo Acid, The acid of the berries

of the Pyrtis {Sorfnis) Aucuparia, or Mountain
Ash. It is identical urith the malic ajdd,

Borbonne. A college at Paris for the

study of theolo^; so called from the village

of Sorbonne, in Champagne, where its founder,

a priest named Robert, was born about the

beginning of the thirteenth century. He made
a provision for the instruction of sixteen poor

clerks in theology, and his college is said to

he the first example of what was afterwards

the common character of all the English

colleges, the institution of a ccenobium for

regular clergy. The college of the Sorbonne

was adorned with various new edifices and

enriched with a library by Cardinal Richelieu,

in 1629. (Mosheim, Eccl. Hist.) This great

college of theology exercised a high influence in

ecclesiastical aflkirs and on the public mind,

especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries
;
insomuch that the sceptical wits of

the eighteenth usually employ the name as

synonymous with the spirit of bigotiy itself.

Its proverbial celebrity for acuteness m theo-

logical disquisition is attested by the lines of

our own Butler :

—

For he a roiM? of sand could twist
As hnn as learned Sorbonist.

(Hallam, Likrary part iv. ch. ii. § 20,

&c.)

Sorcerer (I»at. sortitor, from sors, a lot
;

whence sorcery). Properly one who practises

soitilege, or divination; but, in the oixlinary

language of the middle ages, one exercising

magical powers, especially by the aid of

evil spirits. The sorcerer of the middle ages

was, generally speaking, a personage of dis-

tinction, while the witch was degraded and
loathsome. Of the species of sorcery which
is still practised in the East, especially in

Egypt, by means of the magic mirror, the

most complete account of it will be found

in Lane's Modern Egypt. [Ratio^ai.ism ;

Witchcraft.]
BordawaUte. A variety of Wichtvne,

resembling Pit-coal in appearance, found in

greyish or bluish-black opaque masses, near

Sordawala in Finland, forming thin veins in

trap-rock. It is a silicate of alumina, iron,

and magnesia, with about three per cent, of

phosphoric acid.

Bordlnl. In Music. [Con Sobdihi.
]

Boredla (Or. avp6s, a heap). In Botany,

heaps of powdeiy bodies found in lichens

lying upon any part of the surface of the

thallus.

Bores (Lat.; Or. vpd(, a JieId-mouse). A
Iiinnsean g^us of the order BestieSj now form-

ing an extensive tribe of Insectivorous Ferines

(Camatsiers) in the system of Cuvier, and

subdivided into different genera. The original

generic term is confined to the shrews, or

SORTED IIOMEUIC.K
shrew-mice, which are the type of tlie family
(8oricida)f and are characterised by having
the two superior middle incisors curved and
indented at the base, the two inferior incisors

prolonged and procumbent. Behind the upper
pair of incisors there are five little conical teeth

on each side, and two similar teeth behind
the lower pair of incisors : the molars, which
are beset with sharp cusps, are four on each

side above, and three below. The true shrews
are further characterised by lateral, and some-
times anal and femoral, scent glands. The
principal genera, nowdistinct, whi(m would have
ranked with the Linnseen Sorex are Myogal a,

Condylura^ Tupaia^ Gymnura^ Macrosedis^ Cla-
dohates. Solenodon^ Orossopus, Crocidura. Of
these, Gymnura belongs rather to the family
of hedgehogs, and Condylura to that of the
moles.

Borghum (Indian sorghi). A genus of
grasses, the species of which are extensively
cultivated for food, particularly S. vulgare. In
Spain, Italy, and other parts of the South of
Europe, as well as in Arabia and Asia Minor,
this Millet or Guinea Corn occupies a place
similar to that which oats and barley hold in

the field-culture of the northern parts of
Europe. The flour which the round hard
seeds yield is very white, and makes good
bread when properly manufactured. It is

called durra in India, and is said to be used
chiefly by the lower classes of the population.

It is also employed for feeding horses, swine,

poultry, &c., where it is extensively grown.
It is frequently cultivated in Botanical Gar-
dens in England, where it has been tried also

as a general crop, but the climate has been
found too cold and damp for ripening its seeds

properly. S. saciharatum has lately been
recommended as a fodder grass.

Sort (Gr. (rvp6s^ a heap). The small heaps
of reproductive granules found growing upon
the fronds of Polypodiaceous ferns.

Borites (Gr. avpelrris, from (rupor, a heap).

In Logic, an abridged form of stating a senes
of syllogisms, in which the conclusion of each
is a premiss of the succeeding one : e. g. A=:B,
B«u, Cc*l); therefore A»D. This is a
sorites, consisting of two distinct syllogisms,

uliifh, drawn out at length, would stand thus;

A B, B — C
;

therefore A « C ; and A *» C,
C aD ; therefore A=D.
Borosla (Gr. adtp^wris, a heaping up). In

Botany, the term applied to those fruits which
consist of a fleshy mass formed by a consolida-
tion of many flowers, seed-vessels, and their

receptacles, as in the Pineapple, the Bread-
fruit, &c.

Borrel. Balt oC Binoxalate of potash!

Bortes XomerleflRt Virgmaaoe, Bano-
tonmif Aca A species of sortilege or divina-

tion was practised in antiquity by opening at

random a favourite author, and applying the
first passage which met the eye to the citcum-
stances of the enquirer as an oracular answer

:

termed by the Greeks arratxstopMtrrda. They
chiefly used Homer for this purpose. Thus
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Socr.iks wlioii iii prison, hearing tho line of winch Bc>rti]rge h,is been practised will be
Homer repeated, *

1 found detailed under that word, in a learned

Hnarl Kty rpnir^ *9'm lpl0«Koy
j

'

interpreted it to foretell his own death within I Sospiro (Ital. a siffh). In Music, the same
three days, by a play on the word Phthia.

j

as Rest.

Among the Kpmans, Virgil was chiefly con-
1

Soatenuto (Ital. stisiained). In Music, a
suited, and many celebrated instances are

,

term which, affixed to a note, indicates that it

preserved. Hadrian, when desirous to know ' is to be held out in an equal and steady
on xvbat terms ho stood with his patron, the manner.
emperor Trtyan, consulting the JEnad^ opened

j

Sotl&lfto Period. In the artificial Chrono-
at the verses respecting Numa, ‘ Nosco crines

,

logy of the Egyptians, a period of 1,461 years,

incanaque menta Regis Romani,’ &c.
;

and based on the observation that the movj.ble

thence drew the augury of his future elevation • year of 365 days, and the fixed year of 365j
to the empire. Alexander Severus, according ! days could not, after starting from the same
to Lampridius, obtained a similar presage from

|

point, again coincide, until a cycle of 4 x 365,

the lines ‘ Excudant alii spirantia mollius sera,’ 1 i.e. of 1,460, years had been completed. This
&C. The anecdote of tlif ominous passages

|

period is nlso termed Canicular, Sothis being

discovered by Charles I. and Lord Faulkland, , the Egyptian name for the dog star. A
when opening Virgil in the public library at

!
passage of an ancient chronicle, cited by

Oxford, is well known. (Weiwood’s Memoirs.) ' Syncellus, speaks of a great cosmical period of

In Christian times, the Sortos Sanctorum came 36,525 years, made up of tw'enty-five Sothiac

in fashion. They were obtained by consulting periods. The later chronology was constructed

the Biblical writings in the manner before on the same principle. Thcon of Alexandria
described

;
sometimes, also, the enquirer went reckons an era of Menophres as beginning in the

into a church while service was performing, year 1322 b. c., which corresponds with the first

and drew a prognostic from the first words he year of the Canicular period, whose termination

beard. In this way, St. Anthony was directed ismentionedby Cen8onniis(1322 + 139 = 1461);

to adopt a life of solittiry devotion. TJusc and therefore it may be inferred that the era

}>racticea became the occasion of much super- of Menophres was a period of 1,461 years,

stition. They are condemned by St. Augustine calculated backwards from a. d. 139, in which
in his Epistle to Januarius ;

but are, neverthe- the first of Thoth (the first month) in tho

less, continually mentioned, W’ith evident ere- Egyptian movable year, occupied its proper

dulity and approbation, by early ecclesiastical place at the rising of tlie dogatar. This period

•writers. Gregory of Tours, among other is not mentioned by Herodotus, or by any
similar stories, has one of the French prince other 'W'riter before the Christian era. (Sir O.

Merovous. which shows the ceremonious man- C. Lewis, Astronomy of the Ancients, ch. v.

nerinvhich they were sometimes performed. § 9; Groto’s JJisiory of Greece, part ii.

That prince having fled to the basilica of St. appendix to ch. xx.)

Martin, placed separatedy on the saint’s tomb Sotlilo Tear. The E^'ptian year of 365

the Psalms, the Book of Kings, and the Gospels, days was so called from Sothis, the dog star,

and, spending three days and nights at the at whose heliacal rising it was supposed to

tomb in fasting and devotions, on the fourth commence. [Sotuiac Peiuod.]

day he opened these sacred books ; from eacli Sotto (Ital. below). In Music, a term
of which he drew a discouraging prediction, frequently used for description; us soito tl

Elections to the episcopal offices, and other soggetto,
\
nclla parte di sotto,

solemn proceedings, seem to have been some- in a lower part.

times decided in the same manner in the dark Bon (Lat. solidus, sc. nummus, a solid coin).

ages. And after this abuse had ceased, it was A French coin, the twentieth part of a franc,

long a common practice, on the consecration Bouarl Wood. A valuable Hemcrara
of a bishop, after the book of the Gospids had timber, the wood of Cargocar tomeniosum.

been laid on his head, to consider the first BooJeo. A species of Semolina; it is a
•1 erse which offered itself as a prognostic of his granular pi^aration of wlicat deprived of bran,

behaviour and the fortunes of h:s episcopacy. Bonl. I^is word, which is still usihI in

The Sortes Sanctorum had been, however, for- many senses, is more distinctively employed to

bidden by the council of Vannes in the fifth denotetheBpiritual,or immaterial, or immortal,
century, and that anathema was repeated on portion of human nature ; but even in this sense

many later occasions, in which this method of it has not utt^uned, and is perhaps incapable of

consulting the Scriptures is classed \vith other receiving, a precise philosophical meaning. Like
profane and magical modes of divination, all other words which have been used to convey
There is an essay on Sortes in the Mem. de purely intellectnal ideas, the term soul has a
TAcdd, dcs Inset, vol xix. [Stichomancy.] atrictly sensuous origin. As the words which
Boftte (Fr.). In Military language, a we now use to signify the spirit of God meant

sudden attadt made by the garrison of a be- originally only the bieath of the air or sky, so

sieged place ^on the besiegers. the word soul, as applied to the thinking faculty

Bl»ftilttgB ^Lat, aprei \
l^gOi I collect), in man, is a metaphor derived from the hearing

Pivination bv lots. The difiereiit modes in and restless sea. ‘Soul,’ says Professor Max
50S
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Hiiller, ‘is tlie Gothic saivala^ anti this is clearly ;

related to another Gothic word, mi os, which
means the sea. The sea was calleti saivs from
a root si or siv, the Greek trelo;, to shake

;
it I

meant the tossed-about water in coiitradistinc-
|

tion to stagnant or running water. The soul
:

being called saivala, wo see that it was on-

'

ginally conceived by the Teutonic nations as a *

sea within, heaving iip and down with every '

breath, and reflecting heaven and earth on the

mirror of the deep,’ {Lecturis on Langua(fe,\

first series, ix.) To the objection made to this

derivation, on the ground that poetry is thus

'

made to do duty for logic, it is sniheient to
j

reply in the words of Locke, that in all lan-

guages the names which stand for things not

falling under our senses have had their first

rise from sensible ideas. This proposition, as

put forth by Locko, was in part a conjecture,

grounded on an examination of certain words

;

but the progress of ])hilology has fully es-

tablished tho fact. [Lanoua(}e; Metavuou.'I

The metaphorical character of this name for the

thinking faculty of man, is further sliown by
the unconscious instinct with whicii poets resort

to the idea embodied in it. {QuurttrJ^ lieoiew,

April 1866, p. 412.)

In this its original meaning, tlie word denoted

simply a present fact, or the impression con-

veyed to tho speaker by certain phenomena
which bo was contemplating. It had now no
reference cither to the source of this faculty or

life, or to its ultimate duration, whether hero

or in any other state of existence. The soul

was the heaving sea within man, during the

whole of that period in which the words D^aits,

Zei/s, 0c(lf, Delta, signified simply the heaven to

which men looked up from the earth. The
history of language carrias us back to a time

daring which men existed without any conscious-

ness of kinship, marriage, or law, or of their

relation to a Being who was their maker. The
5rst fonnation of the ideas of father, mother,

wife, and brethren, the growth of the numerals,

of words like duty, right, love, of tho idea of a
Creator, Ruler, and Father of men, mark seve-

rally, in Professor Max Muller’s judgment,

a stage in the revelations made to mankind.

How soon these words began to convoy ideas

similar to those which we now attach to them,

it is impossible to say. But it is quite certain

that the word soul assumed gradually the

meaning of a living, thinking, or conscious

power, and equally certain also that while some
held this power to be indestructible, others

either denied this conclusion, or rested content

without any conclusions on the subject. In
other words, the belief in the inherent immor-
tality of the human soul, although affirmed by
some to be an innate conviction in the human
mind, has not been accepted at all times or in

all countries. From the Buddhist theories of

Nirvana it may perhaps be rash to draw any
inference [Upapaxa] ;

but in the western world

the denial of this doctrine has been formalised

in philosophical systems, more especially in the

later phases of that of Epicurus. A treatise of
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Philodemus, On Death, found among the Hcr-
ciilancau papyri, attests (if any evidemoe were
needed) n condition of thought in whicli tlio

mind calmly accepted the gnive as tho limit of

its destiny, and ‘acquiesced without an elFoii

in the coutenteil consciousness of annihilation.’

It has been further remarked that this is no

passing allusion to the sleep of death. ‘ Pliilo-

demus coolly discusses all the ciministances of

death, and calmly puts aside all the terrors

which they involve, by tho single considcKition

that since man, by tho enjoyment of life, h;is

attained the chief good, lie is not to concern

himself with w^hat may afterwards befal. Tlie

children, therefore, whom we may leave beliiiid

us, are no more to us than they are to ibojjo

w'ho were born to King Phoroncus.’

In the Aristotelian philosophy, tlic ith*a of a

future or continneil existence after death can

scarcely be said to have a place. His systi'ni

I

of etluLS is simply a part of his groat theory of

politics, and his morality is confiiicd, therefore,

essculidlly to present conditions. The passing

' reference made to the subject in the first book

j

of the Ethics, shows a singular iiidiffcTence to

a question on which tho pliilosopher was con-

I

tout to balance one conjecture against another.

He will not take upon himself to assert, like

Pliilodonins, that tho fortunes of the cliildren

can in noway affect their ancestors ;
bat he tbiiiks

that the‘ impressions convoyed arc like those

with which we may regard those incidtuits in a

play which are supposed to be enacted behind

the scemes, and wliich do not therefore pass

before our eyes. Thus the continued existence

of men after death was with Aristotle an open

question, for which he did not greatly care to

have an answer.

The Platonic philosophy, or the Pocratic (if

we may suppose that on this subject the disciple

faithfully represented the master), introduces

us to a wholly different phase of thought. Tho
idea of duty, as based on responsibility, to an
unseen but absolutely impartial judge, runs

through the great dialogue entitled the Gorgias.

The behef, if grounded in part on metaphy-
sical arguments, rests chiefly on a profound
internal conviction. After death comes the

judgment, and as tho tree falls so it lies. As
the corpse retains the features seen in life, with
any marks or scars which may have been made
in the body, so the soul retaiiM its spiritual

features, with the wounds or scars which may
have been caused by unjust actions. The souls,

dismissed from the body, are brought before
Hhadamanthus the judge, who knows not to

whom they belong, and whose impartiality can-
not therefore be called into question

; and the
souls of kings, rulers, and statesmen, are thus
submitted to a trial, at the end of which sentence

is passed according to the condition in which
they are found. Those which are found un-
scanned go to the islands of the blesseij ; while
all who are wounded and distorted from the
effects of tyranny, internj^rance, sloth, or lying,

are dismissed to the prison-house where they
are to receive due punishment.
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The loiils 80 dismissiMl are divided into two

elaases, the curable and the incurable, for

punishment must be either for 9he reformation

of the offender or as a warning to others. For
all, therefore, who have not sinned incurably,

the punishments of Hades become a purgatorial

process, and in this class are plac^ the souls

of private citizens who have never been in-

vested with great power or responsibility. Ac-
cording to the Platonic Socrates, it is impos-
sible for such insignificant persons to commit
incurable sins, this terrible privilege being re-

served for despots, unjust kings, and iniquitous

rulers of whatever kind. Thus, for the vast

mass of men, the punishments of the unseen
M'orld issue in reformation and final happiness.

The Platonic belief was adopted by Cicero,

who sums up in his treatise, De Senectute^ the

metaphysical arguments on which belief in the

immortality of the soul has been based. Not
only will the soul exist hereafter, but it has
existed before the birth of the body. [Rsui-

niscenceJ It is a portion of the aniversal

llivine ATind, and its power <Kf rcBiembeni^
rite past, its foresight, and its achievements in

science and art funrisb couelusive evidence

that the nature which can do all this is im-

mortaL The mind, again, is never at rest, and
its motion, as not being caused from without,

originates with itself, and can, therefore, have
no end, as the soul cannot abandon itself. It

ia, again, simple and iadivlstble,aad riiat which
ia indivisible ia also indestructible. His belief

in a conscious ftersonal existence after death
Cioero expresses rather incidentally than in

positive propositions ; but his own convictions

may be seen in the words in which Cato is

represented as expressing his longing to be
again with his own son, and with great and
good men whom he had never seen on the

earth.

But neither in the time of Cicero, nor at any
other period of Roman history, can it be said

that there was a general belief in the inherent

immortality of the soul. So far as Tacitus can

be adduced as having a settled belief, he had
come to the conclusion that man, ss such, was
not immortal, but that immortality might be
conferred as a special reward on great souls

{Agricola^ 46), and Tacitus represents probably

the better aspect of Roman thought
The arguments urged by Bishop Butler

{Analogif^ part i. ch. i.) agree generally with
those which Cicero derived from the Platonic

philosophy, wliile in some points they extend

the field of enquiry, and introduce new con-

siderations which may materially affect the

questioU at issue. Of death in itself we know
nothing, but only some of its effects, as the

dissolution of flesh, skin, and bones ; hence the

reason of the riieory fails to connect death with

the destroetioii of living agents, and thus there

is no presumption that any * animals ever lose

their living powers.’ The body is, therefore,

defined Butler to be a living power, which

makes use of the limbs as instruments ; and as

only these instruments are subject to the change
MO

called death, it follows that the body (as being

a living power) never dies. This conclusion

only presents in another form the Platonic

argument of the indiscerptibility of the human
soul

;
and thus from Butler’s position it follows,

apparently, that man is one indivisible living

power, and therefore that the distinction be-

tween body and soul has no foundation in fact.

Butler likewise saw that his argument was
capable of application to the life or soul of

brute animals, and he did not shrink Irom so

applying it. The raising of a difficulty on this

account he regards as both invidious and weak,

for we know not with what latent powers and
capacities they may be endowed, and, secondly,
* the natural immortiility of brutes does not in

the least imply that they are endued with any
latent capacities of a rational or moral nature;

and the economy of the universe might require

that there should be living creatures without
any capacity of this kind.’

But while it has become n habit with many
to appeal to the universtil consent of mankind
as evidence for the inherent immortality of

man, both this appeal and the metaphysical

arguments on which this belief is maintained
are confronted by a system of philosopljy,

sometimos called materialistic, which sees in

human life the expression of forces dependent
on certain material combinations, and which,

asserting that consciousness is the result of

that eombination^ affirms that, with the dis-

solution of that combination, the conscious life

will also be at an end. Into the vast field of

discuaskm thus opened it is unnecessary' to

enter in an article which is designed simply to

sketch the chief theories or convictions which
have been propounded on the subject. It may,
however, be remarked that, in the system of

Bishop Butler, the soul seems to be identified

with the principle of reflection or conscience,

which he holds to be supreme in authority, as

it ought to be supreme in power, and that here,

a^in, the subject branches off into many com-
pUcated enquiries. According to Butler, the

conscience is a substantive innate faculty or

power, the voice of God speaking within us

;

according to the * Association * psychology,

that which we call conscience is toe result of

experience, varying indefinitely with the civili-

sation in which man may find himself, and
with the particular circumstances of his life.

(Bain, The Senses mid the Intdlcct : The Emo^
tions and the WilL)
And, finally, it may be noted that, while tlie

idea of inherent immortality is generally main-
tained by Christian theologians, the consent is

by no means universal. There are many who
snare the belief of Archbishop Whately {Scrip-

ture Revelations of a Future State) that im-
mortality is a gift reserved only for those

who shall be found worthy of it ; the eternal

death spoken of in the New Testament being
the final extinction of the sinner, and not his

continued existence in a state of endless tor-

ment.

Professor Bain gives the following classifi-
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cation of riews ^eld by different schools of
philosophy on the subject of the Soul.

I. Two Substances.

1. Both material: most of the ancients;

the early fathers.

2. An immaterial and a material : com-
mencement in Pluto and Aristotle

;

the later fathers ; the schoolmen
;

Bescartes
;
prevalent opinion.

II. One Substance.

1 . Mind and matter the same : the cruder

forms of materialism
;
the pantheistic

idealism of Fichte.

2. Contrast of mind and matter saved:

uarded or qualified materialism,

old by many physiologists and me-
taphysicians

;
the growing opinion.

For a sketch of the Hindu philosophy on
the subject, the reader is referred to the Intro-

duction to Professor Max Muller’s History of
Sanskrit Literature, See also Alger’s Critical

History of the Doctrine of a Future Life, vath

a complete Bihlioyraphy of the Sulyeci, Phila-

delphia 1864 ;
liain, ‘ Historical View of the

Theories of the Soul,’ Fortnightly licvtcw^

No. XXV., May 15, 1866.

Soulamea. A genus of the SitnaruhaaeB,

peculiar to the Moluccas and the Feejce Islands.

S. amara, the only species, is a tree with sim-

ple alternate obovate loaves, and small green

flowers in short axillary spikes. Like the

Quassia and most others of the family, this

plant is excessively bitter in all its parts. The
root and bark, bruised and macerated in water,

are used in India, Java, the Moluccas, &c.,

as emetics and tonics, in pleurisy, asthma,

cholera, snake-bites, epilepsy, d:c.

SoaDd (Fr. son, Lat. sonitus). The sensa-

tion produced by the vibrations of the air or

other medium with which the organ of hearing

is in contact. The doctrine of sound is usually

treated under the head acoustics
;
a branch of

physics which has for its object the deter-

mination of the laws by which the peculiar

motions which give rise to the sensation of

sound are produced in bodies and conveyed to

our ears, and th^ manner in which they act on

those organs ; in other words, to explain the

origin, propagation, and perception of sound.

Although, atrictly speaking, sound is only a

sensation excited in the auditoiy organ, yet in

treating of the subject it is usual to transfer

the name from the sensation to the motion

which gives rise to it. We shall therefore

speak of sound as if it proceeded from the

sounding body
;

and speak of a body as

bounding when its particles are in tliat state of

vibration which is requisite for making an
impression on the ear, either immediately or

through the medium of some other elastic

substance.

TrafismissUm ofSound.—In order thatabody
may produce -sound, it is necessary that its

particles be in a state of rapid vibration ; and
in order that these vibrations nmy be commu-
nicated to the auditory oigan, it is necessary
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that air or some elai^tic medium be interposed

between the vibrating body and the ear.

Huwksbee having suspended a bell unde.r

the receiver of an air-pump, found the souud
become feebler in proportion as the air was
removed, and again become stronger as the air

was readmitted ; and also that when the bell

WHS suspended in a vessel full of air, and

placed under the receiver, no sound was
transmitted wl»en the air between the vessed

and the n'ceiver was exhausted. This ex-

periment has been repeated by Biot, w'ith a

more perfect apparatus, and with every at-

tention to the circumstances by which it is

influenced; and it was found that when the

exhaustion was complete no sound was per-

ceptible, even when the ear was brought close

to the receiver. Hence it appears that sound
cannot he communicated through a perfectly

void space. But although air is the medium
through which sound is usually communicated,
this happens only because it is the medium
with which tlie ear is usually in contact

;
and

many other media are found by experiment to

perform the office even more perfectly. Frank-
lin having plunged his head under water,

caused a person to strike two stones together

beneath the surface, and at mure than half

a mile distance heard the blows distinctly.

Colladon, in 1827, by plunging into the water

a spoon-shaped trumpet closed at the lower end,

but having the upper—to which the car was
ap])lied—open to the air, was by this means
en«ibled to hear the sound of a bell struck under
water at the distance of 12,000 metres, or

about nine miles. The experiment was made
across the whole breadth of the lake of Geneva,

from Eolle to Thonon. The conducting power
of iVood along the fibres is very remarkable.

Let a person bring his ear close lo the end of a

fir deal, however long, and he will distinctly

hear the slightest scratch made with tlie point

of a pin at the other end, although the sound
may be so feeble us to be inaudible to the

person who makes it. Miners at work in one
shaft often hear the sound of the pickaxe in

another through the solid rock
;
and in general

all solids tolerably compact are good conductors

of sound.
Sounds are propagated to great distances

and with remarkable distinctness over a surface

of water, or ice, or frozen snow. In the account
of Parry’s third polar expedition, it is stated

that two persons could hold a conversation
across the harbour of Port Bowen, a distance
of 6,696 feet, or about a mile and a quarter.

Instances are also recorded of sounds pro-
pagated to almost incredible distances over
land. Berham relates the following: Guns
fired at Carlscrona were heard across the
southern extremity of Sweden, as far as
Denmark, a distance of 120 miles, Br. Hearn,
a Swedish physician, relates that be heard
guns fired at Stockholm at the distance of SO
Swedish or 180 English miles. The cannonade
of a sea-fight between the English and Dutch,
in 1672, was heard across England as far as
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Bhrewabuxy, and even in Wales, a distance i.e. by firing cannon at both ends of the line,
of upwards of 200 miles from the scene of

,
cither simultaneously or at short inteiwals.

action. The firing at Waterloo, it is said,
j

They also appear to have been ther first who
was heard at Dover; and the ivporfe of a * observed and recoi'ded the temperature of the
volcano is said to have been heard 300 miles ’ air at the time of the experiment—a very es-
oft. ! sential element, as viill presently be seen. The
The diminution of the intensity of sound in • result at which they arrived gave the velocity

rarefied air is rendered manifest not only by
|

equal to 1,106 English feet per second, at a
experiments with the air-pump, but also by I temperature between 4® and 6° of Kf.aumur,
the phenomena observed at great altitudes in

,
or between 41® and 44^® of Fahrenheit. When

the atmosphere. Sausaure relates, that at the
j

the proper reduction is made for temperature,
summit of Mont Blanc the report of a pistol 1 this agrees very nearly with the best modern
was not louder than that of a small cracker I observations.
in the plain below

;
and Gay-Lussac, having Since the beginning of the present century,

ascended in a balloon to an altitude of nearly the velocity of sound has been measured by
23,000 feet, observed the intensity of the sound numerous observers with great, care. The
of h’S voice to be greatly enfeebled. lobowiiig table contains a sumipary of these

Vdociiy of Sound in Air.^lt is a familiar and other results:

—

observation that Bounds are not propagated
thro^h the air instanUneously, but occupy a
sensible portion of time in passing from one
station to another, greater in proportion as the
stations are more remote. The blow of a hammer
on an anvil is not heard b^ an observer at some
distance, until a sensible time has elapsed after

the hami^er has been seen to descend
; and the

flash of a gun fired a mile off is seen several

seconds before the report is heard. But all

sounds, whatever be ueir loudness or pitch,

are propagated with the same velocity through These results agree remarkably well with
the same medium. In listening to the music each other, the greatest deviation from the
of a concert, the sounds follow each other in mean being less than four feet^ and the meap
the same order and at the same intervals

;
and of the whole being almost identical with the

the same me^wure and harmony are perceived, determination of Moll and Vanbeck. ‘ We
at whatever distance the hearer may be from may, therefore,* says Sir John Herschel, * adopt
the orchestra. Biot caused several airs to be 1,090 feet without hesitation (as a whole
played on a flute at the end of a pipe 3,120 feet number), as no doubt within a yard of the
long, which were distinctly heara at the other truth, and probably witUn a foot.* This is

end without the slightest derangement in the the velocity with which sound travels in dry
order or intervals of sequence of the notes, air, at the temperature of freezing water. But
This could not have been the case if there had the velocity increases with the temperature (as
been the smallest difference in the velocity of will be shown presently) at the rate of 1'14
their propagation. foot, very nearly, for each degree of Fahren-

Numerous experiments have been made for heit’s scale. Hence at the average temperature,
the purrose of determining the actual velocity say 60®, the velocity of sound is about 1,120
of sound through the atmo^here. The usual feetj^ second,

mode of making the experiment is to observe Tneoretical Iktermination of the Velocity of
the interval between the flash and the report of Sound.—The investigation oif the velocity of
a cannon fired at a known distance. In this sound through the atmosphere (or any gaseous
manner the Florentine academicians, in 1660, medium) is based upon this fundamental pro-
found the velocity to be 1,148 English feet per position of dynamics, viz. that the velocity of
second. These experiments were repeated in the pulses in an elastic medium is as the
France in 1698, bv Cassini, Huygens, Ficard, square root of the elasticity divid^ by the
and Boemer, who found 1,172 feet ; and Flam- density of the medium. Let v » the velocity,
steed and Halley at the Royal Observatory of e»the elasticity, dsthe density; and the
Greenwich, from experiments made at the proposition gives i/(a -rtf). Make ^avtho
distance of three miles, found the velocity to measure of gravity (386*29 inches per second),
be 1,142 feet per second.- This result was con- fc* weight of the unit of volume of air Aa
firmed by Perhain {Phil. Trane. 1708), who height of the homogeneous atmosphere (i.e.

fouad the sama velocity by a mean of ob- of a column of air of the same density through-
serrations made at more remote distances. out> and whose weight exercises on Uie ba^ a
In 1737,' the Academy of Sciences of Paris pressure »s); we have then
direeteo: farther e^riments to be made by and the above equation becomes •/{§h\
Cassinida !rht^, Maraldi, and Lacaille ; and But this is the velocity which a heavy bedy
on thi$ occasion the experiments were for acquires by falling in vacuo from a heigUb
the first time made so as to eliminate the -JA; therefore, the velocity with which sound
efihet of the wind by reciprocal observations, ispropagated through the air is the same 1
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that "whicli a heavy body would acquire by
falling through half tho height of the homo-
geneous fitmosphere. This proposition was
given by Newton in the Principia (lib. ii. prop.

47), but from a theory wholly inapplicable.

The correct demonstration was given by
Lagrange.

in order to convert tliis formula into

numbers, it is necessaiy to determine h. Let
6 = the standard height of mercury in the

barometer, and m=tbe ratio of the density of

mercury to the density of atmospheric air under

the same pressure ;
then h = and the velo-

city becomes V (pmb). At the tempera-

ture of freezing water (32° Fahr.), and under

u barometric pressure of 29*927 inches, the

value of m is found by experiment to be

10,466. But we have also 386*29 inches

whence at that temperature 10,998 inclwis,

or 916 feet.

Since the velocity, as above stated, is pro-

portional to the square root of tho olasticitj

divided by the density, an alteration in tin

height of the barometer, while the temperature

remains the same, will produce no change i’

tho velocity
;
for an increase of pressure, and

consequently of elasticity, is accompanied by a

proportional increase of density. An increase

of temperature, however, by increasing tho

elasticity without changing the density, is ac-

companied by an augmentation of velocity.
|

The correction for a diiference of temperature

IS found as follows : Let t denote the number
of degrees of temperature on Fahrenheit’s scale

above 32°, and a a constant coefficient ; then

tlie elasticity at the freezing temperature being

c, the elasticity at the temperature t will be

e (I + at). But tho value of a is found by ex-

periment =» *00208; therefore the elasticity is

^ (1 + *00208 /) ;
and the formula for the velo-

city becomes i/ gmb (I + 00208 t)
;
or iu-

troducing the above value of g m b, vs 916

(1 + *00104 0.

The velocity of 916 feet at the freezing tem-

perature, thus deduced from theoiy, falls short

of the experimental velocity (which has been

shown above to be 1,089 feet) by 173 feet, or

about a sixth part of the whole quantity. This
|

discrepancy was remarked by Newton, who
i

attempted to account for it by supposing the

spherical molecules of air to be perfectly

elastic solids, through which sound is propa-

gated instantaneously; but the true solution of

the difficulty was reserved for Laplace. The
explanation riven by Laplace is, that the com-
pression of uie air which takes place in the

vibration disengages a ^ztion of latent heat,

which thus beemes sensible, and modifies the

law of the elasticity, thus accelerating the ve-

locity. On submitting this to calculation, he
found that the formula for the velocity of sound
must be multiplied by a certain factor, viz.

the square root of the quotient which is found

by dividing the number which expresses the

spocidc heat of the air (or other gas) under a
constant pressure by that which expresses its

specific heat under a constant volume. Let
VoL. III. 613

«this factor ; then Laplace's formula for the

docity of sound is

vbb ^gmb (1 -h *00208 f) k,

'he value of h for atmospheric air, as deter-

lined by Dulong, is 1*421 ; hence V A;« 1*192,

nd the formula in numbers is

916 X 1*192 (1 + -00104 0-1092 + 1*14 t,

which is almost identical with the experimental

determination.

Velocity of Sounds through Liquids and
Solids .—The following general formula for tho

elocity with which sound is propagated through

,ny elastic compressible body, whetlier liquid

or solid, was found by Laplace : Let b denote

(as before) tho standard height of tho baro-

meter, 1) the density of mercury at ihe freezing

temperature, d the density of the medium, and
c tho ccmprcssihility of the medium, i. e. tlio

diminution of bulk caused by an additional

pressure equal to one atmosphere; tlion the

formula is

or (sibce <7 386*29 inches, 6*20*927 inches,

D= 13*668), t;=396*04 (1 +cd) inches, or

33 V (l-i-C£i) feet per second. Applying this

to the case of water, we have ©**000049589
(Hersehol, Ency. Metrop.), and d* 1 ;

whence

V* 4,687 feet per second. This result agrees

very nearly with tho velocity determined by
Colladou and Sturm by direct experiment on

the propagation of sound through tho lake of

Geneva, the velocity actually observed by thorn

being 1,435 mitres, or 4,708 English feet, a
second, wliich differs from tho tlieorotical velo-

city only by 21 feet—a space described by tho

aqueous pulse in the 200th part of a second.

By tho above formula the velocity of sound

through any medium ofwhich thecompressibility

is known is readily computed. According to

Chladni, the velocities of sounds in different

solids, that of air being taken as unity, are

as follow: Tin « 7^, silver * 9, copper * 12,

iron * 17, glass =17, baked day* 10-12, woods
of different kinds * 1 1-1 7. But the velocity of

propagation through cast-iron tubes was deter-
mined experimentally by Biot, and found to

be only about lOjf times its velocity in air.

(Herschers Treatise on Sound ;
Chladni, 7Vati6

iPAooustique; Biot, 7¥aitS do Physique.)

It has already been stated tliat sound is

produced by the vibrations of molecules of
any substance communicated to the atmosphere
or other elastic medium, and conveyed by it

to the ear. The physical theory of soun^
therefore, is resolved mto two parts: 1st, the
state or condition of the v^rating body

;
and

2nd, the mode in which this mechwical action

is propagated through the medium to the organ
of sense.

State of Senorom Body,—In order that a
body may emit a musical sound, its particles

must ^ put into a state of rapid and regular
vibration. If the fretjuency of the vibrations

I

is under a certain limit, no sound will be pro-
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duced ; abore that limiting velocity of vibration,

sound is produced ; and experience shows that

the pitch of the sound becomes more and more
acute as the vibrations are more rapid, until a

second limit of velocity is attained, beyond
which the human ear is affected with no sensa-

tion of sound. To prove this experimentally,

let a strip of tempered steel have one of its

ends firmly fixed m a vice, and let the other

end be drawn aside from the position of rest.

As soon as the force by which the strip is

bent is removed, the steel commences a series

of Vibrations, which become smaller and smaller

until the position of rest is again attained. But
the vibrations are all performed in equal times,

and if sufficient length is given to the strip,

they take place so slowly as to admit of being
accurately counted. On shortening the strip,

they become more rapid; and at a certain

length a low sound is emitted. If the strip be
still fui'ther shortened, a fiddle-bow drawn over
its upper edge will be necessary to throw it

into vibration, and a higher note will now be
heard. By continuing to reduce the length of
the strip, the pitch of the note will correspond-

ingly nse; for the excursion of the steel to

and fro is augmented in rapidity, and the fitch

of a note depends on the rate of vibration. It

might perhaps be possible so far to shorten the

strip, and still to throw it into vibration, that

its last shrill note shall be followed by no
audible sound.

Long before the vibrations of the strip

attain that degree of rapidity which is neces-

sary for the production of sound, it becomes
impossible to count them directly. But it is

demonstrable that when a strip of metal of

equal thickness throughout is made to vibrato

in the manner now supposed, the time of a

vibration is directly proportional to the square

of the length of the strip, and consei^uontly the

number of vibrations in a given time is inversely

as this square; so that if the number in a

second corresponding to any length of the strip

has been counted, the number corresponding

to any other ^ven length can be readily com-
puted. In this manner it has been found that

a metallic strip or plate b^ns to sound when
the number of complete vi&ations in a second

is 16; and at this velocity of vibration, the

sound which it gives is of the same pitch as

that of an organ pipe 32 feet in length, open at

both ends.

This appears to be the minimum velocity of

vibration capable of producing sound. The
other limit, or msiximum velocity at which
sound ceases to be appreciable, has also been
determined. Until recently it has been usual

to fix it at 8,200 vibrations in a second; but

Sawt has Recovered that by increasing the

amplitude of the vibrations* acute sounds may
be distinguislied at a velocity of 24,000 whole
vibisatiions in a second; and more recently

I>esprets hiA fttced the umr limit of audible

soow ^ 86^800 whole vibrations per second.

ThatmmWdt vibrations producing a sound oi

any g^vea pitch can be dfitemin^ with great
b\\

ease and exactness in various ways. Savart
employed for this purpose a cog wheel which
was made to revolve, and in doing so the teeth
were caused to strike a piece of card. A

[

musical sound of any pitch could thus be pro-
duced by regulating the velocity of the wheel.
The number of revolutions being indicated by
machinery, the number of vibrations made by
the card could be at once found by multiplying
the revolutions of the wheel by the number of
teeth it contained. Still more perfectly may
the rate of vibration bo determined by means of
an ingenious instrument, invented by Cagniard
Latour, called the syren. [Syren.]
Some of the most acute sounds, or highest

tones which the ear can dfstinguish, arc given
by the wings of insects

;
and they correspond

to the astonishing rapidity of 12,000 or 16,000
vibrations in a second. When we reflect how
extremely probable it is that the tympanum
of the ear vibrates in unison with the sounds
that affect it, we cannot fail to be struck witli

the wonderfully delicate organisation of a sub-
stance which possesses the power of adapt-
ing itself to all velocities of vibration, from
16 times in a second up to 30,000, or even
higher. The limits, however, at which very
acute sounds cease to be audible appear to

vary considerably in different individuals, some
being altogether insensible to sounds which
painfully affect others. For example, the
piercing chirp of the grasshopper is quite un-
heard by some persons. (See a very interesting

paper on sounds inaudible to certain ears by
Dr. Wollaston in the Phil, Trans, for 1820.)

Propagation of Sound.—In order to convey
an idea of the manner in which the vibratory
motions of a sonorous body are communicated
to the atmosphere or other elastic medium, let

us conceive a tube, T T', of an indefinite length,

Fig. 1.
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and open at both ends, to be filled with air of

a uniform temperature and densitythroughout.

Let us also suppose a piston, F Q, which dosely
fits the tube, and is movable within it along

the direction of the axis, to bo propelled

suddenly from the position P Q to B S ;
and to

simplify the consideration, let the distance P R
be supposed one foot, and the time in which
the piston moves from P Q to B S to be one

second. Now, assuming the air within the tube

to have been in a state of rest before the piston

began to move, let us consider what will be its

state at the instant when the piston arrives at

B S. If the air in the tube were acted upon as

a perfectly hard body, any motion communi-
cated to the paitides at one extremity would
be instantaneously conveyed to the other ;

and
when the piston arrived at B S a quantity of

air, equal to that which was contained between

P Q and B 8, would be expelled at T, and all

ttlie pail\dea tuba would coma to

at the aama lima with tba pleitou. But lu
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consequence of the compressibility of the air iug out this mode of reasoning it will readily

the motion is not communicated to the distant appear that the particles in the state of great-

particles instantaneously I but only after a est compression are those towards the middle of

sensible iuteryal of time
;
and wo may conceive . the wave; and that if upou 8 B, as an axis

the tube to be so long that when the piston has (fig, 2), we raise a great number of perpeu-
arrived at R S no air has yet been propelled

j
diculars, a a, b c c, &c., each proportional to

from the tube at T'. In fact, the disturbance
j

the compression at the corresponding point

or compression of the particles, which takes of the column, the curve drawn tlirough the

place at the instant the piston begins to move,
|

summits of these perpendiculars will represent

is propagated along the tube with a certain the law of compression, and hence is of the

determinate volocity, depending on theelasticity
I

form represented in the annexed dia^am, the

of the air, and when the piston reaches R S parts on each side of the middle ordinate b h
will only have reached to a certain determinate i being perfectly symmetrical,

distance. Let A B bo the section of the tube
|

If we now attend to the motions developed
which the first compression has reached at the

j
on the other side of the piston, it will be easily

instant the piston comes to R S
;
then, at the

,

seen that similar phenomena must take place

;

instant of time on which we have to fix our
,
but in a reverse order, inasmuch as the air

attention, the column of air between R S and
;

within the tube on that side must be rarefied

A B will be in a state of compression, and
|

instead of being compressed by the nif)tiou of
betwen A B and the, end of the tube at T' it the piston from B Q to R S. Let C D (tig. 1)

will still remain in its natural state. The be a section of the tube, so that the column 0 R
column of air between R R and A B, which is is equal to R A

;
then, as the velocity of pro-

thiis modified by tlie stroke of the piston, is pagation depends only on the nature of the

called a condensed wave. medium, it is obvious that at the instant in

On attending to the state of the molecules which the piston arrives at RS thedistiirbanco

in the column R A, it will readily be seen that of the molecules will have extended only to 0 D.
they are not subjected to the same degree of The whole column letween CD and RS will be
compression throughits whole length. Conceive rarefied by the withdrawal of the piston of air

the wave to be divided into a very great number between P Q, and R 8 ;
but the rarefaction will

of thin layers by sections parallel to R S or AB, be greatest at tlio middle of the column, for the

and that the piston, in passing from the position

P Q to R S, has produced the effect, not

instantaneously, but by a great number of

successive small impulses. At the instant the

piston comes to R S the disturbance has by
hypothesis been propagated only to A B, and & g •

consequently the particles in the infinitely very same reasons which render the condensa-
thin layer next to A B have suffered only the tion greatest at the middle of the column be-
slightest degree of compression, or that caused tween R S and A B. Hence the column of
by the first impulse of the piston. In the ^ir between RS and CD is called a rarefied
second layer next to A B the molecules of air tcaw.
are in a state ofgreater compression; inasmuch if^ now, as in fig. 3, we represent the rare-
as they have sustained not only the compression faction by negative ordinates, a' a\ b' b\ d d, and
due to the first impulse of the piston, but also the condensation, as before, by the positive or-
that which is due to the second, the effect of dinates ao, hh,cc, the state of the column of
which is propagated to them at the same instant ajj between A B and C D (fig. 1)- and this is

at which the effect of the first is propagated to all which is modified by the passage of the pis-
A B. In like manner, the compression in the ton from P Q to R S—will be represented by the
third layer preceding A B is greater than in double curve D ^ S d B (fig. 3), the small part
the second

;
and so on to the middle of the })etween P Q and R S being neglected as insen-

wave. If we now attend to tbe state of the gjble. The first part of this curve, from D to S,
molecules at the other extremity R S of the constitutes a rarefied wave; and the second
wave, a similar effect will be manifest. The part, from S to B, a condensed wave. Now, as
instant after the piston stops, the layer next to j^th the rarefied and condensed waves have

Fig. 3. been produced simultaneously by one motion

of the piston, the whole curve from D to B
constitutes a single wave or undvlation^ The
length of a wave is, therefore, the distance

between the points D and B, or the distance

between the centre of one condensation or

R S has communicated all its velocity to the rarefaction to the centre of the next,

one preceding it, and remains at rest ; or, at the As every thin stratum of air in the tube, by
moment of the arrival of the piston at R S, reason of its elasticity, communicates to Uie

sustains only the compression due to'the last stratum before it the im|>ulse which it hafff

impulse. The next layer in succession sustains received from the one behind it, jail the par-

the compression due to two impulsea of the tides will successively be affected in the aanve

piston—the last, and last but one. By follow- manner ; and at the end of a second \nVctva\,

616 LL 2
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equal to that in which the piston has {passed

from F to Q, the motion ^i^be communicated
over another space equal to B A, or the wave
wiU^ have moved forward its whole length, re-

taining always the same form ; and, supposing
the piston to have in this second intcrvu
remained at rest at K S, all the particles in the

space B A will have returned to their original

stiite of quiescence.

If, instead of supposing the piston to remain
at rest at R S, we suppose it to be drawn back,

in the second interval of time, to its original

position at P Q, then all the phenomena now
described will be repeated in the reverse

order; i.e. the compressed wave will be to

the left of the piston, and the rarefied wave to

the right
;
and the state of the particles within

the tube, with respect to their compression, as
modified by the'advance and subsequent retreat

of the piston (a complete vibration^ will be
represented as under (fig. 4).

Fig. 4.

We have now only to suppose this forward
and backward motion of the piston to bo per-

formed with the same rapidity as the vibrations

of an elastic plate or stretched cord, and the

phenomena now described will give an idea of

the mode in which sound is transmitted through
the atmosphere.

|

From this illustration (imperfect as it is) of

the nature of the motions* communicated to the

air by the vibrating body, it is easy to see that

the particles of air in the tube do not change
their places inter se, but acquire a vibratory

motion, backwards and forwards, along the

length of the tube. It is also obvious that

the vibrations of the air through which sound
is transmitted must be precisely equal in

number to those of the sounding body ; and as

soon as the vibrations cease, &ose of the air

cease likewise. But so )ong as the body vi-

brates, or the reciprocal ' motion of the piston

is continued with the same velocity, a continued

musical sound will be^ieard.; and this will be
precisely the same At whatever part of the

tube the ear is situated, all the waves being

perfectlv similar.

If the production and propagation of a
sonorous puke through a tube nas been made
clear, it will not be difiScolt to understand
the transmission of sound through an un-
bounded space of air. Air being equally elastic

in all directions, the origin of a sound is a
centre firom which sonorons waves are pro-

pagated in every direction. A sounding body
thus produces a spherical wave, which rapidly

recedes feom its source, and, expanding as ft

does so, its intensity must diminish as the

sqnavs of itsdistance from the source increases.

As the motion of the sonndiiig body oontinnes,

ti&e idtenmte eoodoMations and rarefactions

of the air give rise to a series of concentric

spherical waresi a notion of which in section

SOUTH
can be derived &om rapidly dropping water on
one spot on the surface of a quiet lake : the

vibrations arc here, however, transversal.

Sounds differ from one another in three re-

spects—-pitch, intensity, and quality. The
or height of the note, depends on the length of

tho wave, or (which comes to the same thing)

on the number of vibrations in a given time.

The length of a sonorous wave can therefore

bo found by dividing the space passed over by
sound in one second, in other words the velocity

of sound, by tho number of vibrations executed

in that time ;
tho quotient is the length of the

wave produced by that particular note. The
gravest tone which the ear can distinguish

corresponds to a wave of about seventy feet in

length, and the most acute to one of about

half an inch. The inimsiiy or loudness does

not depend on tho length of the wave, but on
the degree of compression which the air re-

ceives; i.e. on the violence of the impulses, or

the length of the stroke of the piston in the

abo\e illustration. This more forcible stroke

causes the particles of air to vibrato through

wider spaces ;
increasing, that is, the height of

the ordinates in fig. 3. Hence the intensity of

a sound depends on the amplitude of the vibra-

tion, and is proportional to the square of that

amplitude. Tho quality of sound (the timbre

of tho French authors) is less readily explained.

It depends in part on the greater or less abrupt-

ness of the impulses, and gives riso to the

variety in the H>unds cmitM from different

musical instrumeuts. A fuller explanation will

be found under the word Tiicbbs.

Like light, sonorous waves can be reflectod

and brought to a focus by a concave mirror

;

striking on a smooth plane surface, they are

reflected to the source, and when this is suffi-

ciently distant the reflected sound gives rise to

an echo. Sound can also be refracted, and the

waves converged to a focus by a suitable lens.

Sound. In Geography, a strait or inlet of

the sea. The name is specially applied to

the strait which connects the German Sea with

the Baltic.

Bounding. Tlie process of discovering tho

depth of water beneath a given point, ordina-

rily on a ship or boat. It may bo resorted to

merely for a permanent survey, or more com-
monly for the guidance of the navigator in

passing through dangerous seas. The instru-

ment used is a long lead at the end of a
light line. In comparatively shallow water the
hand-lead line is used; its. length not ex-

ceeding thirty fathoms. In greater depths,

resort is had to the deep-sea line, which is of

unlimited len^. The depth is marked by
knots on the lines. It is of course important
that the plunge of the lead should be as vertical

as possible.

Bonadlng X«ad» [Lbax> fob Sothiding.]
BouUk (A.-Sax. sutb, Ger. sud). One of

the four ci^nal points of the compass
; ,tha

direction in which the sun always appears at
noon to the inhabitants of the northern heinl*
sphere without the tropic.



SOUTH SEA COMPANY
BontiL Bern Company. In 171 1| the

proprietors of certain government debts were
formed into a joint-stock company, which, in

consideration of certain exclusive privileges of
trading to the South Seas, offered the govern-
ment easier terms for the advance or negotia-

tion of loans than could be obtained from the

general public. The charter dated from the

first of August, The financial expedient of a
system by which public debts should be f irmed
by a company was frequent and to some extent

advantageous, and the doctrine that parliament

could or ehould give monopolies of foreign trade

was generally accepted. In the present case,

it seems that the scheme was intended to rival

that of the bank of England. It was favoured

by Harley and the Tories, and it was stipulated

in the charter that no person should be at

once a director of this company and that of the

Bank or the East India Company. It was
provided that even if the public debt were re-

deemed, the monopoly of trade should be per-

petual. At the time when the company was
formed, its stock stood at 77^ per cent.. East
India being 124j, Bank 11 ij; and for some
time the price of the stock did not rise

materially; nor did the company regularly

enter on its trading schemes till 1717, when
its first annual ship was sent to Vera Cruz.

The origin of the famous bubble of 1720 was
the proposal on the part of the directors of the

South Sea Company to negotiate all the public

debts, at certain rates, and the rivalry which

this excited on the part of the bank of England.

So keen was this rivalry, that the general pub-

lic anticipated enormous advantages from the

plan, and the stock rose rapidly. It was 126

in Dec. 1719, and reached 319 in the spring

of 1720. By the 1st of May it was 400 ; by

June 2, 890. On June 3, it ranged between 640

and 770. On the 6th it was 820, on the 14th

710. By Midsummer it reached l,000,^nd

other stocks, as that of the East India Com-
pany and the bank of England, were similarly

exalted. It was said that the advanced prices

of all three stocks were computed at 500

millions sterling, and that this sum repre-

sented five times all the cash in Europe, and

double the value of the lands and houses in

England. In order to keep up the price of

the security, the South Sea Company, now
high in favour with the government, procured

a scire facias against the numerous schemes

then afloat.

The infatuation, however, was univer^.
The newspapers were crowded with advertise-

ments of new companies, subscriptions were
eagerly paid, and the projectors decamped with

the spoils. * So great was the wild confusion

in 'Change Alley, that the same pitiject or

bubble was known to be sold at the same
instant of time ten per cent, higher at one end
of the alley than It was at the other.* One
projector actually advertised for a subscription

of two millions bn a certain promising and pro-

fitable design, which would hereafter be pro-

mulgated. Pieces of playing-card, called ^lobe

SOUTIICOTTIANS
permit, because they had the impression of a
globe in wax, which purported to be a security

that the possessor would hereafter be entitlt'd

to subscribe into a new sail-cloth manufactory,

were sold for sixty and seventy guineas. A
list of bubbles is given in Maepherson’s liitiory

of Commerce, some of them being hardly less

absurd than the satirical suggestion of a com-

pany, with a subscription of two millions, for

the invention of melting down sawdust and
chips, and casting them into clean deal boards

without cracks or knots.

The South Sea Company discovered its error

in suing out a suit of sciro facias again.st some
of these bubbles, and foresaw that, unless they
adopted some expedient, their own ruin was
involved in that of their competitors. To defer

it, they issued a notice on August 30 tliat

the half-year s dividend should be at tlio rate

of 60 per cent, and that for the next twelve

years it should be 50. But these magnificent

promises were discredited. The stock sank
from 810 on the 1st of September to 410 on
the 20th, and to 130 by the lust day of the

month.
The fraudulent directors of the company,

among whom was Mr. Aislabio, the chancellor

of the exchequer, were prosecuted and fined,

and some small assistance was given out of

their estates to a few persons who had bci-n

swindled by these officials. But of course a

vast mass of miseiy and ruiu remained pitied

but unassisted, and long afterwards the most
prominent among the great speculations of the

year 1720 was known as the Jiabhie,

For thirty years afterwards the South Sea
Company continued their trade, though with

very imperfect success, and up to almost the

present time the capital subscribed to govern-

ment, which was the plea of their exclusive

privileges, was treated as a separate debt,

under the name of South Sea Stock.

Southoottians. In Religious History, the

followers of Joanna Southcott, who was born
at Gittisham, in Devonshire, in 1750, and
seems to have first persuaded herself of her
miraculous calling in 1792. From that time
she traversed the west of England, preach-
ing and prophesying, with a select body of
followers, and gradually collected about her
a considerable number of disciples. She came
to London about 1803, when she announced
a meeting for the purpose of satisfying the
world of the reality of her mission. Several
such meetings took place, the last in 1804;
and many persons, including several clergy-

men, attested their belief in her pretensions.

At last, in 1814, she announced her super-
natural pregnancy

; and this strange announce-
ment took great hold on the public imagina-
tion, Dr. Reeve and other medical men having
declared tlieir belief that she was actually

pregnant in her sixty-fifth year. Her death, in

December of that year, did not undeceive her
disciples: even when her body was opened,

and no trace discovered to verify her assertions,

many of them continued to proclaim thuir
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beli«*f in her future reappearance. Her sect

continued to exist for many years, nor is it yet

altogether extinct.

Souttiernwood (said to be corrupted from
Suddeiiwood, which name arose from the ra-

pidity with which slips of this plant become
suflruticoae). A fragrant cottage-garden shrub,

iho^riemiaia Ahroianum of botanists.

Bowerelffn (Fr. souverain
;

Ital. sovrano

;

Lat. supernus, on high). In Politics, a person,

or body of persons, in whom the legislative

authority rests in evciy state. A sovereign

state is one in which the jurisdiction of that

person or body, within the limits of the state,

IS absolute and uncontrolled by any foreign

Hiitbority. The states which composed the

German* empire were termed, in the langiuige

of politics, mi-son vtr(lines

f

because their sove-

reignty was qualified by their subordination,

in some respects, to tbc imperial authority.

The same term should seem applicable to the

several states in the American Union, which
are commonly, but improperly, termed sove-

reign
;
as, on some definite subjects, the power

of their legislative bodies is subordinate to

that of congress, or the sovereign body in the

federal government. [State Rights.]

Sovereign. An English coin of the value

of twenty shillings, the standard weight of

which is 6 pennyweights and 3 27 gra.ns, or

123 374 troy grains. [Numismatics.]

Sow. A movable shed, intended to protect

the miners or party using the battering ram
in a siege of the middle ages. It corresponds

to the ancient vinea.

Sow- [Sus.]

Sowans or Sowlns. The husk and some
adhering starch separated from oats in the

manufacture of oatmeal are sold, says Dr.

Christison, under the inconsistent name of

mds ; these, if infused in hot water and al-

lowed to become sourish, yield, on expres-

sion, a mucilaginous liquid, which, on being

sufficiently concentrated, forms a firm jelly,

known by the name of Sowins. A similar

preparation from groats or oatmeal is called

flummery.
Sowbread. The common name for Cycla-

men euTOfmum.
Sowins. In Agriculture and Horticulture,

the process of depositing seed in the soil for

the purpose of piwucing plants. The opera-

tion of sowing is general^ performed in spring,

in order that the plants may have the advan-

tage of the coming summer. The seed is either

scattered abroad, or deposited in rows or drills;

on a small scale by the hand^ and on a large

scale by a sowinj^ machine. Some seeds w'hich

are of large size are planted singly. The
cOTering of seeds is greater or less, according

to their size and the texture of the soil. Where
the soir is somewhat firm, and the seed is

pressed into it by a roller, or other moans,

and where dimate is moist, very little

ooverinlg is neccs^ry ;
but where the soil is

loose, and the dimate dry and warm, the co^

vering should he twice or thrice the thicknessm
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of the seeds. As the seeds of plants are the
natural food of birds, insects, and vermin, in a
state of culture artificial protection is required

from their natural enemies.
Sowring Maoblne. A machine for de-

positing seeds in the soil, either by scattering

broadcast, or by dibbling individually, or by
placing them in row's, at a greater or less dis-

tance asunder. Machines fur sowing scod& in

rows are termed drills

,

[Drills.]

Soj (Japanese sooja). A sauce originally

prepared in the East, and said to be produced
from the beans of S^ga hispida.

Soymlda (its name among the Telingas).

The Rohuna of Hindustan, S./ebrifuga, is tlie

sole repres^'ntttti ve of a genus of Cvdrclnate,

peculiar to the East Indies. On the Coro-

mandel coast it is know n as the Redw'ood- tree.

It is, in fact, a kind of mahogany, and its dull

red hard heavy wood is very durable. The
bark is a useful tonic in intermittent fevers

;

but in too large doses it is apt to derange the

nervous system, occasioning vertigo and sub-

sequent stupor. It has also been employed
successfully in India in bad cases of gangrene,

and in Great Britain in typhus fever, and as

an astringent. It is a tall tree, with a very
bitter astringent bark.

Spa. A place celebrated for its mineral

waters, about seven leagues from Aix-la-

Chupedle, The term is now generally applied

to places at which there are mineral springs.

Space (Lat. spatiiim). This word signifies

generally extension in all directions. Some-
times it has a less gener.il signification

;
for

we speak of disUnees and areas as spaces of

one and two dimensions.

Space. In Geometry. Space is not the

mere notion of room in which a material obji'ct

does or may exist, but it is the room in which
an object, actual or imaginary, determinate

necc’.sarily as to its form and possibly as

to its 'magnitude and its position, does cxi.st.

Form is the position of all the points of an
object as determined by the angular distances

between each of them and all the others, and
necessitates that a point in or without the ob-

ject ho given. Magnitude is determined by the

linear distances between any one point in an
object, and all other points in it, and requires

as given a certain fixed length—a unit of mea-
surement. The form of an object being deter-

mined, if the distance between any tuo points

in it he given, the magnitude is determined.

Position is determined by the linear and angu-
lar distances of all the points in an object from
at least two points in another object whose posi-

tion is given. If the form and magnitude of
the first object be already determined, the linear

distances between any two points in it and any
two points in the second object will determine
the position of the former, provided that these
four points he not all in the same plane. The
most generally convenient and common method
of determining the form and j^sition ofan object

is to assume three infinite ^anes, supposed to
be fixed in physical space, at right angles to
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each other. These planes will intersect in three

lines perpendicular to each othor^ called the

axu of co-ordinates. These have a point of

common intersection, called the origin of co-

ordinates^ or more commonly the origin. Three
planes parallel to these planes passing through
any point in the object, whose form, &c., are to

be determined, will cut the axes in three points,

and thus by the portions of the axes cut off

between these points and the origin determine

the position of that point of the object. These
portions of the axes are called the ordinates of

that point. If the complete set of the ordinates

of all the points of the object be given, its

form and position are determined. In certain

cases, these can be all given in one or two
algebraical formulas which are called the

ei^uations to the object. Whenever a unit of

distance is given, explicitly or implicitly, in

connection with Iho ordinates of the various

points of an object, then not only its form
and position, but also its magnitude, is de-

termined, The angular measurement between
any two points of an object whoso form and
position are required is implicitly involvtHl in

the system of rectangular co-ordinates, and may
be found explicitly from the relations of the

sets of ordinates by which these points are

determined. It is the assumed perpendicularity

of the co-ordinate planes which gives the neces-

sary data for this. These planes need not be
assumed to be perpendicular to each other, but
then the angles which they make witii one

another must be known. All material objects

possess length, breadth,and thickness, or exten-

sion in three dimensions; and if purely geome-
trical objects, all solids, curved sarfaces, and
curves of double curvature, must be determined

similarly according to their extension in three

directions, or they are, as it is commonly ex-

pressed, of threedimensions ; but certain geome-
trical figures—^viz. plane suHaces, plane curves,

and straight lines—have the first only two
dimensions, and the two latter properly speak-

ing only one, though the form of plane curves

cannot be determined without two dimensions,

which are similarly requisite to determine the

position of straight lines. We therefore as-

sume, as we have said, three co-ordinate planes

for the determination of material objects, &c.

;

but one plane and two lines in it^ at right angles

to each other, representing the intersi^ctions of

the two other planes, are all that is necessary

for plane surfaces, curves, and straight lines.

For purely geometrical objects whoso position

in physical space we do not require to deter-

mine, the co-ordinate pianos arc not assumed
as having any fixed position in that space.

[COOPDINATRS.I
Space. In Music, tho void between the lines

in a musical staff. Tho spaces are four in

number, and the lines five.

Bpacof ITumbert and Timet In Meta-
physics. Matter as known to us, i. e. as it exists

m so far as we are concerned, has always
pa^. We pnly know it either as a number of

objects, forming parts of a great existing whole
610

—tho material universe— or as an object, one
of these parts, itself the aggregate of a number
of parts. As a whole, also, it is always known
to us in a continual variation of s^ate, in a

constant change of condition and relation

among its constituent parts. Our knowledge

of it thus involves three distinct notions—
jpace, numhety and time. In their most ele-

mentary forms; space is the room in which

more than one material object, or more than

one part of a material object, exist, or, in

other words, the room in which matter neces-

sarily (i. e. only known to us as) extended does

exist; number is the plurality or more-than-

oneness of two or more material objects or t\vo

or more parts of a material object
;
time is the

consecution or non-simultaneity of two states

—conditions or relations of a material object.

These are not definitions of space, number,

and time
;
they add no clearness to our ideas

of them
;
they are only verbal limitations of

them to their elementary and primary forms as

notions in the human mind. As such notions

they are intuitive and cannot be defined, for

that what is intuitive cannot be defined is a

maxim in logic. Si milarly in spiritual existence,

as known to us, an intelligence can exist only

as an aggregate of consecutive states, and
this knowledge, apart from any knowledge of

matter, involves the notions of number and
time. Space, number, and time, then, are

not existences per se ;
apart from material

and spiritual existence w.e can form no notion

of them. To us extension is a necessary qua-

lity of matter, and it underlies every notion of

space, even in its primary form, while tho.«o

secondaiy notions of it which we have, as a
boundless void, as tlie distance between two

material objecti^ &c., are, properly speaking,

not notions of space, but of real or possible

extension. Similar remarks apply to our

secondary notions of number and time, which
are respectively endless modifications of degrees

of plurality, and of the number of changes of

state or consecutions in any existence, the sum
of which constitutes the duration of that ex-

istence. But whilst we cannot conceive the

existence of space, number, or time, apart

from the existence of matter or spirit, it is

equally impossible for us to conceive the latter

without the former; the two are indissolubly

yoked together—though distinguishable, th(;y

are inseparable—^we shall, therefore, call space

a conjugate of material existence, and number
and time conjugates of all existence both mate-
rial and spiritual.

The question now naturally arises, Are tho
notions of space; number, and time, derived
from our knowledge of existence, the re-

sults of our experience, orj far from being
derived from that knowledge, are they not
a priori necessary to its existence—elements of

that knowledge simplied by the mind in which
they are innate ? The former is the doctrine of

the em^ical, the latter of the transp^dental
school, in behal/ ofwhich it has been maintained

that, although wo cannot prove directly that
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these notions are innate, it is, on tho other invisible, seen under certain conditions. But
hand, absolutely impossible to prove that they the laws of the pressure of an elastic fluid,

are derived from experience without assuming which it is, and of the action of the earth’s

in the proof the fact of their existence, the attraction on it, have led many philosophers to

very proposition that we pro^se to prove—or the conclusion that at a certain distance from
without, as it is commonly called, beg^ng the the earth’s surface, about a hundredth part of
question. The errorof the empiricists, it is urged, its diameter, or nearly eighty miles, the at-

has arisen fri>m their nut attending to the mosphore entirely ceases, and the question

difference between the elementary and primary remains, Are the intervals between those
notions of space, number, and time, which, apparently detached points of material exist-

and which alone, can be assumed to be innate, ence, whi^ wo can perceive only by the sense

and tlie matured, complicated, and secondary of sight, absolutely void, or filled by a form of

notions -the elaborations of the primary by matter which we cannot so perceive? There
innumerable inductions and deductions—which are some reasons why we should suppose tliat

we all hare long before we are able to reason they are so filled. The first is solely applicable

philosophically on the subject. One form of to that portion of ^ace which is occupied by
this error is the employment of the word space the solar system The bodies revolving round
in its popular meaning of possible extension, the sun are of two kinds: planets, whose
Space not being an existence per se, but only a density (i. e. whose mass in prOTOrtion to their

conjugate of material existence, cannot be said magnitude) is considerable
; and comets, whose

to be either finite or infinite, to have length or density is often very small, i. e. whose magni-
breadth, or depth, and for such a phrase as tude is great, but whose mass is inconsiderable.

infinite space to be strictly and metaphysically Hence comets afford a more delicate test, as

correct, we should say * the possibility of in- it were, of any possible resistance, than planets

finite extension,’ or * the possibility of infinite do ; and Encke, from an elaborate discussion

material existence.’ But while this distinction of the movements of a particular comet, an-

should always be borne in mind in reasoning nounced that the acceleration of its motion

as to the notion of space being innate or cm- was due to a resistance in space, the resist-

pirical, it would be inconvenient and unneces- anco of course increasing the sun’s power over

sary to introduce such nicety into our arguments its mass. Such a medium must necessarily be

on what is generally called the infinity of space, of extreme’ tenuity.

and other similar subjects *, while, in the cases Another reason for supposing space to be full

of number and time, from the want of other of matter is not limited in actual deduction to

terms to express their various meanings, we the solar system only, and left to be applied ana-

must simply be content with laying, and care- logically to the remainder—the immeasurably

ful to lay, down their limitations when am- greater remainder—of the universe, but applies

biguity would be likely to lead to error. to all the universe that is known to us. It is

Sir W. Hamilton and his school, founding this: All philosophers are now agreed that

on Locke and Kant, have denied the possibility light is not a material substance, but an af-

of our forming positive notions of the in- fection of matter; i. e. that without material

finitudes of iq>aoe, number, and time ; but the existence light could not exist—^without con-

inoorrectness of this doctrine has been dc- tinuous material existence light could not be

monstra^ by several recent authors, and transmitted; a vacuum, a break in the conti-

the reader is referred to Hr. J. S. Hill’s Exa- nuity, would be an impermeable screen of dark-

minatim of Sir W, Hamilton*s PkUosophy ness between a luminous olgect and an observer,

for a refutation of it. A necessary inference from this is, that all

Space* Fhpalcal* Physical space is the space between tho earth and the most, remote

room in which material universe(the cosmos) star that has ever been observed from it, must
exists,OT themeasure of its extension. Theques- be filled by a material medium by which the

tion,therefoie,oftheexi8tence ofinfinite physical light of that star has been transmitted—that

space, is in reality that of the infinite extension aU the universe known to us is filled by such

of material existence, and cannot be solved a medium. What is the nature, then, this

directly, but only by analogy. The question material packing of the universe? Is it one

whether, if the cosmos have only finite exten- already known to us, or one that we must

sion, space be atiU infinite, is not a ph^cal imagine only ? One opinion is, that it is

but a metsf^icalqueation; space meaning in a peculiar substance called ether

^

specially

this case not the measure of actual material adapted for the transmission of light, whtcli

extenrion, but the possibility of that extemdoo. not tmly pervades aU the regions of sluice

That portion of material extension with whidi not occupied W any other material ol^ect,

we are immediately connected ia, we have but also, in different degrees, other material

UamoSL to kaoir^ continuoiis ; i.e. there is no objects, such ss the atmoiqhere, i^ass,

part^ its containing qsaoe devoid of matter; pr^ucing the phenomena of transparencjr,

the atmoiq)liete wlii£ envelof>ea the earth and tiranslucenc^, ana the like
;
and that it, and it

all the iatnrvak between the objects on it alone, haa the power of transmitt^ luminoua

Jmving vkilbls oxtenabn, bring material, and undulations. Another optnion ia, that tbe

beingfehy analysed,weighed, atmosphere which surrounds our ^be is

and eren, H is generally spoken of as merely tho condensation, due to the earth’s

620
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attriution, of a universal atmosphoro which
fills space and transmits the undulations of
light without the ^ assistance of any supple*
montary ether, as many other forms' of matter
transmit and otherwise deal with them. Of
course, if this latter opinion he held, the
opinion that the atmosphere entirely ceases at
ciglity miles from the earth’s surface must
be erroneous

; -and though the most delicate
means that we possess would fail to detect any
air at all above that height, it may still exist,

just as well as an ether the existence of which
wo are as little able to ascertain experiment*
ally. It has been objected to the theory of
a universal atmosphere,* that if it were true
there would be a sensible atmosphere sur-
rounding the moon, which, if it amounted only
to the thousandth part of the density of the
atmosphere of the earth, would bo detected
by certain astronomical obson^ations. How*
over, the atmosphere which would, on this
hypothesis, be duo to the moon’s attraction,

would be only of the density of the earth’s
atmosphere some six thousand odd miles above
its surface, or nearly six thousand miles above
the point at which it becomes utterly impos-
sible for us to detect the existence of air
by any means in our power.
-The question of sensible atmospheres, i.e.

atmospheres whose existence we can observe
from the earth, surrounding the moon and
the planets, on the supposition of a universal
atmosphere, is so dependent on conditions, such
as the temperature of the body, the nature of
the matter of which it is composed, &c., of
which we are and must always be ignorant,
that no satisfactory answer to it can now be
arrived at.

As to the infinity of physieal space, or the
infinity of actual material existence, all that
we can say is, that however fiir we advance
(and we 'have advanced a great deal) in the
power of discerning distant objects, we have
uniformly found new objects to discern, and
we have, therefore, good analogical reason for

supposing that no limit can be assigned to

their still furt-her existence. This view of
what is commonly called the infinity of space
is further supported by the fact that meta-
physical space, as a conjugate of material exist-

ence, in no way precludes the possibility of its

iofinite extension.

Space &lBca. In Printing, thin pieces of
typo metal, cast to various thicknesses and
different lengths, and not so high as type, to

put between and increase the width between
the lines. They are generally called leads.

Space Xttlcc. In Printing, fine lines, cast
type high, generally cast to a 4-to-pica lead
in thickness, and to any length required.
They are used in setting up tabular matter.

SpMliiiP. In Printing, the a^'ustment of
the distance between the words in a line, so
tlittt there shall not be any glaring dispro-
portion.

Spadalie. A hydrated silicate of majme*
sia» ibund in red translucent masses at (Sipo
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di Bove, near Rome. Named after Signor
Spada.
Spadix. In Botany, a form of inflo-

rescence in which the flowers are arranged
around a fle&hy rachis, and enclosed within
a kind of bract called a spaihe^ as in Palms
and Araceous plants.

Spahls or Sipabla. A part of the Turk-
ish cavaliy were so called. The word has the

same derivation with Sepot.
SpalacothcHum (Gr. ewdUa^, a mole, and

deploy, a beast). In the Purbeck beds at Swan-
age have been found remains of a small in-

sectivorous mammalian, which exhibits the
character of having each of the teeth divided
into three pointed cusps adapted for crushing
the elytra (wing-covers) of the Coleoptera or
beetles which abounded in the upper oolitic

bec^. The dentition offers most affinity to the
extinct Amphitkerium and Dromatheriumy and
the existing Chrysockloris.

Span (Ger. spanne). In ordinary language,
this word signifies a measure taken from the
space between the thumb and the middle
finger, both being extended. In Architecture
and Engineering, it is applied to the extent
or spread of an arch between its piers or abut-
ments.

Spancemics (Gr. pcoTy and uTmo,

blood). Medicines which are supposed by long-
continued use to impoverish the blood.

Spandril (Ital. spanderc, to spread). In
Architecture, the space above the flanks, or
the haunches of an arch, or vault, above the
intrados, and not higher than the crown of the
arch.

Spanlolite. A name given to the Grey
Copper-ore containing quicksilver.

Spanlsb Cbalk. A variety of Steatite or
silicate of magnesia. It is also called French
Chalk.

Spantab Jaloe. The extract pf the root
of the Liquorice, Glycyrrhigaglabro.
Spanker or Brtwer. The name of the

gaff sail set on the mizen mast of a ship of
three roasts, or on the mainmast of a sm^er
vessel.

Spanner. An iron instrument used in the
manner of a lever to tighten the nuts upon
screws. There is usually a notch at either end
of the spanner, to suit nuts and smw-heads of
different sizes.

Spar (Ger. spath). A Mineralogical term ap-
pli^ to certain crystallised substances which
easily break into cubic, or prismatic, or other
fragments with polished sm^aces

; hence, also,

the term spathoscy applied generally to minerals
of a sparry fracture. The term spar is com-
monly uaed by miners to denote crystalline
quartz; by quarrymen it is applied indif-

ferently to quartz and calcareous spar.

Spnr. nnor, or-Berbjablre. Fluoride
of calcium. [Fluok Spas.]
Spnr, Beawy, "Sulphate of Baryta. [Ba-

XTOB.]
SpsTf Xcdlniid. Transparent rliombohe-

dml carbouatc of lime. [Icblakp Spab.]



SPARS
8]iaiik' In Architecture^ a term, now al-

most obsolete, denoting the common rafters

of a roof, as distinguished from the principal

rafters or other timbers*.

Sparable Tin. A name given in Corn-
wall to small crystals of Tin-stone, from their

imaginary resemblance to the particular kind
of nail called a sparable. They are found at

Huel Harris, Hue! Owles, and elsewhere, near

Camborne.
Sparolde. The name of a tribe of Acan-

thopterygian fishes, of which the genus Sparus
is the type. The palate is edentulous, but
the jaws are generally well armed with teeth :

aometiines these are all of a conical form,
adapted for killing and lacerating : sometimes
they are all rounded and obtuse, fitted for;

bruising. In some species, the anterior teeth

are shaped according to the laniary type, and
the posterior ones are grinders

; in others, the
anterior teeth resemble the human incisors.

The genera of Sparoid fishes are founded chiefly

on these dental modificationi.

Sparrow (A.-Sax. speara). The name
commonly applied to the species of Passer,
Linn. (Pyr^i^R, Cuv.), which nestles upon
buildings, and is termed house-sparrow {Ppr-

gita domestica).

Sparrow Hawk (A.-Sax. spearhafoc). The
name of the Falco nisus of Linnaeus, AccipiUr

fringiUari%L8 of Ray; which latter name is

retained in modem ornithology’ for the suh-

genoric denomination of this small Raptorial

bird.

Spsurry Xroa«ore or Sparrp Iron-stone.
Native carbonate of iron, composed (when pure)

of 37 93 per cent of carbonic acid and 62 07
protoxide of iron; but often containing ad-

mixtures of oxide of manganese, lime, mag-
nesia, &C. This variety of iron-ore occurs m
this oountiy chiefly in Cornwall, and in the

north-western parts of Devonshire and So-

mersetshire, where it is frequently associated

with Copper Pyrites. A vanety of crystalline

fonns may be noted at Fowey Consols, and
at Buckler’s Mine near St. Austell. In Styria,

Carinthia, and the adjoining countries, Spany
Iron-ore forms extensive tracts, extending along

the chain of the Alps into Austria on one side

and into Salzburg on the other. Most of the

Styrian steel is manufactured from the immense
bed of ore* which occurs at Erzbeig between
Eisenez and Vordernberg. At Samorostro in

Spain, a hill, altogether composed of this ore^

has been worked for ages.

Sparttom (Gr. <nrapTW, a small corcT).

The generic name of the well-known Spanish
Broom, which differs from our native broom,
SarotharmuSf in the calyx being split above,

and thus having two lips instead of one. The
plant is widely spread over the Mediterranean

region, and has Mn cultivated in British

dens for upwards of three hundred years, ^e
nowth is like that of the common broom, but

^e gpen polished twigs are terete and rush-

like, matead of angniar. The handsome yellow

pca-^owers, arranged in racemes at the endsm
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of the twigs, are highly perfumed, and rory
attractive to bees.

B;^ macerating the twigs a good fibre is

obtained, which is made into thread in Lan-
guedoc, and into cord and a coarse sort of cloth

in Dalmatia. The flowers are said to aflbrJ a

yellow dye, and the seeds in large doses are

emetic and purgative, and sometimes used in

dropsy like those of the common broom.
Spasm (Gr. crwafffi6s, a cramp). An in-

voluntary contraction of the muscles, generally
attended by pain.

Spatangus (Gr. (nfdrcByyoi). The name of
a genus of Echinidee, or sea-urchins, having
the mouth situated laferally, and but four rows
of pores.

Spatbe (Gr. In Botany, a large

and coloured bract situated at the base of a
spadix, enclosing the latter, and supposed to

perform the office of corolla.

Bpathoae Iron-ore. [Sparry Iron-ore.]
Spatulato (Lat. ^atula, a broad knife to

spread salve with). In Zoology, when a sub-

stance or part of an animal is flattened, and
broader and rounder at the apex, narrow at the

base.

Spawn. In Natural History, this term is

commonly applied to the eggs or ova of those

oviparous animals which exclude them in a

mass, either separate, us in most osseous fishes,

or enveloped in an albuminous covering, as in

frogs, toads, and many molluscs.

Speaker. The presiding officer in each

house of parliament is so termed.

In the House of Lords, the lord chancellor

or lord keeper of the great seal acts as

Speaker
; but, if there be no such person, the

crown may appoint a Speaker by commission.
At all times there are de^ty Speakers ap-

pointed by commission to officiate during the

absence of the Speaker, and if there be no
Speaker or deputy Speaker, or none present,

the House may elect. The Speaker of the

House of Lords is not necessarily a peer, and
in several modern instances (as in' the case of

Sir Frederick Thesiger, March 1, 1868^ a lord

chancellor has sat as Speaker before his crea-

tion as a peer. The Speaker of the House of

Lords puts the question and transacts other

formal business, but he has no more authority

in keeping order or controlling the debates

than any member of the House, the appeals

on points of order being always made to the

horde present, generally. He may (if a peer)

speak and vote, but he has no casting vote ; in

case of equality of division, the non-contents

prevail.

In the House of Commons, the office of

Speaker is of much more importance than in

the Lords. The Speaker is chosen by the

Commons at the desire of and subject to the

approbation of the crown, and in rank takes

precedence of all commoners. He presides ov^r

the deliberatjons of the House and .enforces

Order. As mouth of the House^ he communicates
its resolutions to others, conveys its thanks,

and expresses its censure. He issues warrants
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to exocutri the orders of the Ilouee for the ' which is considered as expressing the vhole
commitment of offenders, for the issue of writs, • essence of the individuals of which it is affirmed*

for t he attendance of witnesses, and for other The essence of an individual is said to consist of
purposes, and transacts a great variety of two parts: 1. The material part, or genus

;
2.

ot her formal business. The Speaker cannot
j

The formal or distinctive part, or diffrri'nce.

speak or vote except in committee (when he is The genus and difference together make up, in

out of the chair) or in case of an equality of logicallanguage, the species* It is obvious that

votes, when he exercises the privilege of • the names and ^£7? are merely redalive;

giving a casting vote. lie has been enabled
j

and that the same common' terms may, in one
by statute to issue warrants to make out writs ' case, be the species which is predicated of an
for new elections during a recess. Formerly ' individual, and in another case the individual

there was no regular pnivision for the absence of which a species is predicated: e.g. the>indi-

of the Speaker, and various expedients had vidunl, Caesar, belongs to the species metii
;
but

been adopted on occasions of his indisposition, ‘ man, again, may be said to belong to the species

but a deputy Speaker may now be appointed. I animal, &c., as we contemplate higher and
(Stilt. 18 & 19 Viet. c. 84.) (May’s Par//a- 1 more comprehensive terms. A species, in short,

mrntarj/ Practice.') [Pahliament.] when predicated of individuals, stands in the

Speaking: Trumpet. [TuumEkt.] same relation to them as the genus to the species,

Spear (Ger. speer, Lat. sparus). A weapon and when predicated ofother lower species, it is

consisting of a pointed blade at the end of a ' then, in re8p(‘ct of these, a genus, while it is a
long shaft. It is one of the earliest known

|

species in respect of*a higher genus. Such a
weapons.

|

term is called a subaltern species or genus
;

Special Case. In I>aw, the statement, in I
while the highest term of all, of wliieh nothing

ii compendions form, of the tacts upon which ' can be prcdicatt'd, is the sumtnum genus
\
the

any question of law or equity arises for the I lowest of all, which can be predicated of no-

juirpose of obtaining a jiidieuil decision there,- I thing, i)\QinJima species. The difference winch,

on. This may bo done in many eases both at together with the genus, makes up the.specics,

lonimon law and in chancery, when there is \s termwi iho S2)ccijic difference. [Logic; Phb-
no dispute as tx) the facts, and the only conten- wcable.]
tion between the parties relates to a matter of Species (Lat,). In Natural History, certain

law or equity. groups of iurlividuals, continued or repro-

Special Constables. Constables ap- ducible, with characters, as fur as human
pointed for particular occasions, as to execute knowledge of them extends, so fixed as to be

a warrant or to assist in preserving the peace. specitieA, are called, in Mineralogy, Botany,

(41 Geo. III. c. 78; 1 & 2 Wra. IV. c. 41 ; 6 & and Zoology, species.

6 Wm. IV, c. 43.) The definition of such species varies in those

Spooial Jnry. A jury consisting of per- three kingdoms of nature; nor has any been

sons of a certain station in society, as esquires proposed which is equally applicable to the

or persons of higher degree, or bankers or different grades of organisation manifested in

merchants. (3 Steph. Comm. 617.) [Jury.J the series of animals and of plants.

Special Tleader. In Law, one who The *^distincta propagatio ex semine* of Eay
draws common law pleadings. [Pleading. ]

reaches a long way down, but not to the bottom

The term is particularly applied to persons of the vegetable kingdom,

who devote themselves to that line of practice ‘The sum of organisms bom the one of

without being either attorneys or barristers, another, or of common parents, and of all such

They are compelled by statute to take out an as resemble their parents as much as they

annual certificate similar to that taken out by resemble one another,* is applicable to the

attorneys. vast proportion of the Rfegne Animal known to

Special Verdict. A finding by the jury Cuvier; but many exceptions to his definition

of the naked facts of the case, leaving to the of a species Mayo since been brought to light,

court the application of the law, on which the Lamarck’s more concise definition, as ‘ a

ultimate entering of the verdict for one side or collection of like individuals, produced, by
the other may depend.

^
other individuals equally like them,’ is equally

Specialty. In Law, any instrument in aifi*eted by the phenomena of parthenogeiu;-

writing under seal. Specialty creditors are ' sis. Cuvier, indeed, qualifies his definition by
tho.so who have their debts secured to them by

[

stating : * Although organisms produce, only

deed, in opposition to creditors on simple con- bodies similar to themselves, there are cireum-

triict. Tlie advantages of the former security • stances which, in the succession of generations,

jir<*, that it has priority in the distribution of alter, to a certain point, their primitive form.'

assets in some cases, and that specialty debts (Tableau Etiimentaire de CHistoire Natunlle des

in general are not extinguished by the Statute : Animaux^ 8vo. 1798, p. 9.)

of Limitations, until the lapse of twenty years, I One main aim of his successors is, and long

whereas simple contract debts are extinguished will be, to determine that point
;
or wnethcr

in six years.
|

there be, indeed, any such at wJiich the luuta-

Specte. A tenn used for gold and silver tion of a wpecies necessarily stops. The ob-

coin, in contnidistinction to paper mxmty.
j

sensed graoes of departure from specific ty|je

Spedea (Lat). In Logic, a predicablo nw termed tianetw, and the degree of variation
523
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in the ofiGspring ttom the parent ^peors to be

'

greatest in the lowest oiganisms. Consequently
the definition or recognition of a upecies of

Foramiuifer, or Braoluopod, e.g,t is much less

easy than of a bird or a mammal.
|

&anty obsenrations on highly organised

'

animals had shown that, when a male and
female of difieitent kinds interbred, the hybrid

offspring were less fertile in some instances

than in others. Thns the offspring engen-

dered between the two kinds of equine animal,

called Aarse and ass, being barren as a rule,

was called a muU
;
and the parents were de-

termined to be species xmder the names Eguus
cahallus and Eqyi,us asinus. The hybrids pro-

duced from dog and jackal were found to be
fertile (at least in a greater degree) inter se, and
accordingly were pronounced to be varieties.

There is evidence, indeed, that the dog, or

some dogs, have been derived from jackals.

In proportion to the degree of man’s sove-

reignty over lower species, is the number and
kind of varieties which he obtains from them.

Food diversified in kind and abundance;
medium of existence moire or less cold, or more
or less moist; degrees of exposipe to l^ht;
vestures added to natimd clotbiug; mmtfi-
cations of enercMs; and limitaticuM of loco-

motion, are among the causes <aF varieties

defined by Cuvier, and of whi(^ be points

out thrir respective effects. To these in-

fluences, man adds the more efficient one

of selecting varieties^ however pnoduoed, to

breed from. The range of such depaitures

from the prinutive or wild type seeam mack
greater than in the aerica of the wild apecieB of

a genus. But the breeds of dog, horse, ox,

sheep, pigeon, fowl, so produced, are fertile

inter se.

Many observations make ft probable, but

more are needed to prove, that, when freed

from man’s thraldom and care, such breeds or

varieties die out or revert to the primitive

^^e inherent capacity of an animal for modi-

fication varies in different species.

To whatever degree, under the above-named

influences, it attains, such changes of form and
strncture induce corresponding changes in ac-

tion ; the more frequent employment of certain

parts or organs usually leads to a proportional

increase of size in such parts
,
and, as the in-

creased exercise of one part is usually accom-
panied by a corresponding disuse of another

part, such disuse, by inducing a degree of

atrophy, concurs with the opposite in forming

another element in the mutation of orranic

forms. Next follows the hereditary tendency

to transmit to offspring characters of variation

acquired by the operation of external and in-

ternal influences on tlie p^ents. Finally, is to

be added the occttxranoe, in ofilipring, of parts,

proportions, orpowers not traceable to any of

the above influences upon parents, and called

mceidenied varietUs, proceeding, in some in-

•tonees, to sneh degrees of departure from

specific type ns to have received tiie name of

malformations and monstrosities. The inlliicnco

of the above various conditions in the origin of

species, with the postulate of illimitable time

for their continued operation, forms a clia-

racteristic part of the worlj by Ijamarck en-

titled Philosophic Zoolog’ique, 8vo. 1809.

The principles, based on rigorous and ex-

tensive observations, which have been esta-

blished since that date, and which have im-
pressed upon the minds of the most exact
reasoners in biology the conviction of a con-

! stantly operating secondary law originating

I

species, are the following : the principle of ir-

I

relative or vegetative repetition, as manifested
in lower organisations

;
unity of type, as ex-

emplified by the power of determining homolo-
gous parts ; the analogies of transitory embryo-
nal stages in a higher animal to the matured
forms of lower animals

;
the phenomena of pur-

thenogenesis
;
the progressive departure from

type, or from a more generalised to a more
specialised structure, exemplified in existing

species forming ascending steps in the scale

of life, and also in the scries of extinct species

as they successively approach in time lo tlio

neozoic foBsiliferous beds.

Owen, admitting, in 1849, that the succession

of such species was duo to the operation t)f

natural laws or secondary causes, owns his

I

ignorance of their nature or mode of openiting

j

in the production of species. {On the Nature of
Limbs, SvQ. p. '86.) The author of the Vestiges

of Creation, impressed by the results of ein-

biyological investigatioDB sinee the time of
Xwmarck, speculates on the influence of pre-

mature biitl^ or of unduly prolonged foetation,

I

in establisMng the bejpnning of a new specific

! form ; and, in the main, inclines to inherent

I

premenesB to deviate from rule or pattern as a
more potentesuse ofspecific eban^ than the in-

fluence of volitions or ofoutward dfeumstanci^s.

The different degrees in whidi these circum-

stances operate on the different species or indi-

viduals subject thereto, attracted the considera-

tion of naturalists in reference to the instances

of extinction of species, progressively, and of

late rapidly, brought within their cognisance.

The study of this difference engendered the

idea or perception of a * contest for existence
’

being ever waged by species. Thus, in his

account of the gigantic wingless birds of New
Zealand, Prof. Owen, in 1850, expressed him-
self ns follows ;

* In proportion to its bulk is

the difficulty of the contest which, as a living

organised whole, the individual of such species

has tomaintain againstthe surrounding agencies
that are ever tending to dissolve the vital bond
and subjugate the living matter to the ordinary

chemical and physical forces. Any change,

therefore, in such external agencies as a species

may have been originally adapted to exist in,

will militate against that existence in a degree
proportionate, perhaps in a ^ometrical ratio,

to the bulk of the species. If a dry season bo
gradually prolonged, the large mammal will

Bufibr from the drought sooner than the small
one; if such alteration of climate affect the
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quantity of vegetable food, the bulky herbivore
will first feel the cfiTccts of stinted nourishment

;

if new onomies arc introdacod, the large and
conspicuous quadruped or bird will fall a prey,

whilst tile smaller species conceal tliemscdves

and escape. Smaller animulsare usually, also,

more prolific than larger ones.

The actual presence, therefore, of small
species of animals in countries where larger

spt eies of the same natural families formerly
existed, is not the consequence of any gradual
diminution of the size of such species, but is

the result of circurnsUnces which inuv be illus-

trated by the fable of tlic “ oak and the reed ;

”

the smaller and feebler animals have bent and
aeeommochited thc'msolves to changes wliich

have destroyed the larger species.’
*

The field of observation thus opened, by
such instances of 'natural rojiction of species,

was one rich in the relations of outw'ard cir-

einnstances and influences, not only in the

preferential conservation of spocu's, but in the

fostering and favouring of varieties.

IJaden Powidl, admitting the influence of ex-

ternal conditions acting unfavourably', so us to

cause the declensiou or extinction ohi species,

remarks: ‘ It is therefore a fair inforonce that,

if favourable conditions were continued, and the

vanoty wore locally isolated from the rest of the

spocios, it Would hocome a permanent type or

species.’ ( Unity of Worhh, 12ino. 185d, p. 376.)

Mr. Wallace, in lvS58, assuming that varii‘tios

do arise in a \%ild species, speculates similarly

on the infiucnecs which may either tend to the

destruction of such variations from a spi'cific

type or to their luUptation to changes in sur-

rounding conditions, under which they might
ho better calculated to exist, than the type

form from which they had deviated. Arguing
against the partial and inadequate views of

Lamarek's hypothesis of the transmutation of

species commonly given in popular English

works or compilations, as Lyoirs Principles

of Geology

f

o.g., Mr. Wallace remarks :
‘ The

powerful retractile talons of the falcon and the

cat tribes have not been produced or increased

by the volition of those animals; but among
the different varieties which occurred in the ear-

lier and less organised forms of these groups,

those always survived longest which had the

greatest facilities for seizing their prey.'

* Neither did the giraffe acquire its long

neck by desiring to reach the foliage of the

more lofty shrubs, and constantly stretching its

neck for the purpose, but because any varieties

which occurred among its antetypes with a
longer neck than usual at once secured a fresh

range of pasture over the same ground as their

shorter-necked companions, and on the first

scarcity of food were thereby enabled to out-

live them.’ (‘On the Tendency of Varieties

to depart indefinitely from the Original Type,’

Proceedings of the Linnean Society, Aug. 1858,

p. 61.)

Mr. Darwin expresses this view by the term
natural selection, not as contrasted with the

natural rMectum instanced in a previous illustra-
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tion, of which ho seems not to have been aware,

but with the artificial s, lection of breeds and
varieties of domesticatid species by man. The
following is one of the illustrations of his idea.

* To give an imaginary example from changes in

progress on an ishinJ : let the organisation of a

canine animal which preyed chii-fly on rabbits,

but sometimes on hares, become slightly plastic;

let these same changes eauso the number of

rabbits very slowly to decrease, and the niimlxT

of hares toiiierease. The effect of this wouhl he

that the fox or dog would be driven to try to

catch more hares
;
his organisation, however,

I

being slightly plastic, those individuals witli

the lightest forms, longest limbs, and best eye-

sight, let the difference be ever so small, would
be slightly favoun-d, and would tend to live

longer, and to survive during that time of the

year when food was scarcest; they would also

rear more ^oung, wliicli would tend to inherit

those slight peculiarities. Tho less fieot ones
Would be rigidly destroyed. I can see no more
reason to doubt that these causes in a thousand
generations W'ould produce a marked effect, and
adapt tlic form of the fox or dog to the catch-

ing of hares instead of rabbits, than that grey-

liounds can bo improved by selection and care-

ful breeding.* Many other ingenious conjectures

arc advanced in the work entitled, On the

Origin of Species by means of Natural Selection,

or the Preservation of Favoured Paces in the

Struggle for Life, 8vo. 1859, in which the au-

thor states : * Tho varieties or incipient species

thus produced ultimately become converted,

as I believe, into now and distinct species.’

As to the mode of operation of the converting

cause, there is, at the bottom, much affinity of

thought between Darwin and Lamarck, ‘ In

North America the black bear was seen by
Hearne swimming for hours with widely open
mouth, thus catching, like a whale, insects in

the water. Even in so extreme a case as this,

if tho sunply of insects were constant, and if

better aaapted competitors did not already

exist in tho country, I can see no difficulty in

a race of bears being rendered, by natural
selection, more and moro aquatic in their

structure and habits, with larger and larger

mouths, till a creature was produced as mon-
strous as a whale.’ ( On the Origin of Species,

1st edit. 1859, p. 184.)

! Here, therefore, internal impulse is associated

with external circumstance, abundance, viz.,

I

of attractive food, to illustrate the powers in

I

nature which tend to select a form or variety

for a transmutation of spedes. But actual
I observation leads to a recognition of a cause

I

distinct from both impulse, kahitual action,

I

change of (he amhient medium, or external in-

fluence of any kind. ‘ L'esp^ce e'st fix4e sous la

raison du maintien de I’^tat conditionnel do son

milieu ambiant. Elle se modifle, elle change, si

le milieu ambiant varie.’ (Geoffroy St. Hilaire,
‘ Etudes Progressives,* Memoires de VAcad, des

Sciences, t. xii. 1833.)

Taking the whale-kind as now known to

zoologists, c. g.| they seem to grada-
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tional Btepa by which extreme modifications of

cetaceah stractare, especially in the skull and
dentition, are reached.

But such instances of freedom from the

trammels of family likeness seem to be inde-

pendent of external influences. The ocean has

none of those diversities of condition which the

dry land ‘shows, and is exempt from the few
which, in fresh waters, may be invoked to ac-

count for varieties in the species of fish. It is

true that the trout {Salmo fario) of the moun-
tain streamlet is small, while that of the wide
river or wider lake is iar^^o; but no such dif-

,

fercnces in the theatre of life can be invoked to
I

explain the oingiii of the dwarf porpoise or the

giant whale—both have alike the unlimited sous
|

for their range. The external conditions that
j

could select the maxillary wall of fhe dreum-
j

narial basin in Hyperoodon, Physeter, or Vla-

tamata, are equally inconceivable. But the

occasional departure from parental type, imi-

nifosted by wliat at first might be called a
7nonstrous proportion of the nasal or facial plate

of the maxillary, may accord with the idea

suggested by the observed steps in a gradation

of such deviating developements.

If we were able to trace the successive steps

backward in the formation, or creation by pre-

ordained law, of the species of Cetacea which
now respectively propagate their kind, we might

arrive at the primitive generalised form whence
those species had diverged, and be able to de-

termine whether such cetacean type had as-

cended from a marine reptile, or retrograded,

us in Mr. Darwin’s view, from a terrestrial

luammal.
The tendency to such speculation is inevitable

;

the question of the first origin of living things

will suggest itself in speculating on the origin

of species.

Bufibn supposed that certain type-forms

were, at firs^ miraculously created, and that

most of the so-called specUa exemplified de-

generations from such originally perfect types

:

applying this view to the two hundred Mam-
malian species so well and eloquently described

in his great work, Histaire Naturdle ginirale

€t particulihre^ &c. 4to, 1749*1789, tom. xiv.

p. 828) he reduced them to about fifteen primi-

tive stocks
;
but admitted also certain isolated

created forms, which represented both species

and genus.

Mr. Darwin, equally invoking a cause dis-

tinct and above any natural law, reduces its

operation to narrower limits. * I believe,' he

writes, *that animals have descended from,

at most, only four or five progenitors, and
lants from an equal or lesser number.' But
e adds that * analog would lead us one step

further, namely, to we belief that all animals

and phwts hare descended from some one

prototype,’ and thus, *that probably all the

orgasm which have ever Hvm on this

eardi, have descended from senne one primor-

dial Ibrm into which life was first breathed.’

p. 4860 The idea of the direct crea-

tive so retf^eted, would appear to be that
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I

'certain elemental atoms have been commamieel

suddenly to flash into living tissues.’ (3.)

I

At this stage of speculation as to the origin

of species, Lamarck is more logical, and his

hypothesis more in accordance with the obser\ cd
actual or existing grades of organised beings.

I

Lamarck reduces the prototypes of animals

I

to two forms—the vi7>rio and the monad iyers

et inJusoircs)T The influences which operated
though lime unlimited led from one pro?otype

I

though the molluscous, from the other through
the articulate series, to the several forms of

fishes
;

and thence, through the well-d('fiiied

vertebrate pattern, up to man. With philo'-ophic

eonsistciicy, Lamarck sums up; sen<‘

d’animaux commen^ant par deux branches, ou
sc tronvent hs plus imparfaits, Ics premiers

dc chacune de ces branches nc re^*oivent Texist-

cncc que par generation dirccte ou spontaiiee.’

{PhU. Zuol. vol. ii. p. 463.)

Every chemical constituent of cell-organisms

{Protozoa) is found in the mineral kingdom.
Decomposition of mineral specits, with

water, supplied the first protoplastic malt(r,

which, under the influence of light and heat,

and by the conversion of electric, magnetic, or

chemical, force into the vital mode, became
aggregated into the form of the cell.

Organisms having thus originated, decom-
position is but the transition from one life to

another.

Nothing larger than the microscopic monad,
or more complex than sarcode, is produced by
heterogeny. All higher organisms are deri-

vatives of these.

If it be admitted that the sum of present

evidence sways in favour of the becoming of

species through the operation of actual iiowcrs,

we may suppose that provision has also been

;

made for the origination of those germs or

germ-like organisms from which the higher

species ' are derived. The nature of that

provision, or the mode and conditions of

operation whereby protoplasmic organic mucus
becomes monadic, may worthily occupy the

attention of microscopic observers and chemists.

The question now is a moot one between the

heterogenists and the panspermists or those

who hold that the germs of every kind of

microscopic organism float in the atmosphere
and develops in the infusions into which tlic'y

may falL

SpeoUle* In Medicine, this term is applied

to remedies the efiects of which upon particular

diseases are little liable to fallacy and uncer-

tainty ; hence cinchona is called a specific in

certain kinds of intermittent fever, and mercury
in syphilis, &c. A specific character is that

which peculiarly and certainly distinguishes

one thing from another.

Speeillc fita-awlftyr. [OnaYirr.]
•pectflo MmmX* [Tbxbxotxcs.]
SpaoUlo Ferlbmuuioa. One of the main

drcumstances which led to the growth of the

Jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery was the

power assumed by the chancellors to direct

agreements to be performed, spcfdfically, while
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the common law courts would only give

damages for tlie breach or nou-pcrforiaance of

them, and this distinction still continues to

exist in most cases. The Court of Chancery,
Ijowever, will not decree specific performance
of agreements, which it cannot conveniently

superintend, such as contracts to construct

buildings or works. A limited jurisdiction to

order specific performance of agreements has
recently been cunfeiTed on the county courts.

Specification. In Law, this term is espe-

cially used to signify the detailed description

of an invention which it is sought to secure

by a patent: this must be filed in Chancery
and is open to public inspection. [Pate^jt,

Law of
]

Spectacles (Lat. spcctaculum, a show or

not tha^ which aids the sight). An optical

instrument, consisting of two lenses set in a
fRimc, for assisting or correcting the defects of

imperfect vision. The lenses are convex or

coneave, according to tlio nature of the defect

to bo remedied. In old age the form of the

0} 0 becomes flat, and the rays of light are con-

sequently not refracted suificiently in passing

tlirough it to meet on the retina and produce

distinct vision. This defect is remedied by a

convex lens, which produces a slight conver-

gency of the rays before they enter the eye.

Sliort sighted people, on the contrary, require

concave lenses
;
because, in their case, the in-

dislinctness of vision proceeds from too great

a curvature of the anterior portion of the eye,

which causes the rays to meet in a point before

liny reach the retiiiii—a defect which is reme-
di(‘fl by giving the rays a slight divergency

lidbre tlicy entt-r the eye.
i

S[)ictaclcs a^ipcar to have been first used
jib<jut the latter (uid of the thirteenth century

;
^

but the date and author of the invention are

not certainly known, and have been much dis-

])Uted. It seems most probable that the first

liint of their construction and use was taken

cither from the writings of Alhazen, who lived

ill the twelfth century, or of Roger Bacon, who
died about 1 292. A passage in the Opus Majus
of the latter renders it certain, at least, that he

was acquainted with the use of crystalline

lenses in magnifying minute or distant objects.

(Smith’s Optics, ‘ Remarks,’ art. viii. 5—90.)
Speotre* In Zoology, a species of four-

handed mammal {Lemur spectrum, Linn.), so

calleil on account of its nocturnal habits, at-

tenuated frame, long and skeleton-like limbs,

and the gliding, stealthy, noiseless motion,

by which it surprises a sleeping prey.

Speotroaoope. One of the most powerful
and important instruments of modem research,

in which the analysis of light coming from
various light sources is conducted by means of

prisms.

If we allow a beam of light to fall on a
prism at a proper angle, and if we examine the

emergent ray with the nuked eye, or let it fall

on a plain white surface, wc shall find that the

ray has been refracted and analysed by ila

passage. Ifwe wish to observe this pbenomenoo
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under the best possible conditions, we shall

take care that the incident ray is small and
parallel, and wo shall examine the emergent
rays by means of a telescope. The paraUelism
and reduction of the ray to a fine line is managed
by an object-glass (a) near the prism (5), with a
very fine slit (c) at its focus, the whole of this

arrangement resembling a telescope. The telo-

Fiff. 1.

scope (f?). by moans of which the emergent r.iy

is obscrvid, may have its eye-piece (r) armeil

with a mierometer, if necessary, for observing

the bright lines or dark bands in the spectrum.

[Spectuum Analysis.]

It will be seen from the figure that if one

prism be used in this manner, the two ttflo-

scopes will form an angle between them. This

is the ordinary construction, but for some pur-

poses it is convenient that they should have
a common axis. Steinheil has constructed a
spectroscope of this kind, in which three prisms

are used, the direction of the ray being kept by
means of external reflections. IIofifTnann has

constructed a differential prism with the same
end in view. The best form of this kind is the

HesrscheUBrowning, the principle of which will

be easily seen from fig. 2. It is, in fact, a com-
bination of two direct vision prisms, the smallest

angle being determined by the formula

—

ft being tlie refractive index of the glass em-
ployed.

Fig. 2.

In fig. 1, we have supposed one prism only

to be employed, but it is now usual to employ
several, the rays being more opened out by
each passage, so that a gradually increasing

dispersion is obtained. In the instrument

manufactured by Mr. Browning for the Kew
Observato^, which is now employed in mapping
the lines in the solar spectrum with a degree

of perfection surpassing anything hitherto at-

tempted, no less than nine prisms are used.

The dispersion xna^ bo also increased by

using substances having a higher refractive
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index than glass. Bisulphide of carbon is the

substance usually employed ;
and as it is a

highly volatile liquid, it is enclosed in hollow

glass prisms.

In order to obtain the bright lines on the

spectrum of the light emanating from any
substance, the dame of a common spirit lamp,

or a gas jet known as a Bunsen^s burner^ is

placed before the narrow slit or knife edges.

A small bcari of the substance to be experi-

mented on may be fused into a small loop of

platinum wire. The wire being attached to a
convenient support, the head should be brought
to the front edge of the dame.
Some of the most important astronomical

discoveries of the last few ye^rs have resulted

from the ai)plicatioa of the spectroscope to the

telescope, the aid of the latter being called in

to collect the light emanating from the distant

stiirs and nebulae. The light incident on the

prism is rendered parallel, as in the ordinary

arrangement, and the emergent rays are ob-

served in the same manner, but a further

rednement is required in this case. The imago
of a star formed at the focus of a good telescope

is almost a point ; its spectrum, therefore, would
be a line, and in such a spectrum it would be

impossible to distinguish any of the character-

istic features. The point, therefore, is elongated

somewhat at right angles to the plane of ro-

firaction by means of a cylindrical lens.

Messrs. Sorby and Browning have also ar-

ranged a modidcation of the spectroscope for

use with the microscope. It is applied to the

eye-piece of that instrument by means of direct

vision prisms. It is applicable to opaque ob-

jects, and may also be applied beneath the

stage. By its means the spectrum of the

smallest object, or a particular portion of any

object, may be viewed with the greatest precision

and ease.

Spaotram (Lat. an image). In Optics, the

name given to the luminous band proauced on

a screen or in the eye by subjecting a beam of

light received through a small slit or hole, to

decomposition by a prism. For the didTerent

colours and fixed lines visible in different

spectra, see Chromatics; Comet; Nehuub;
Spectrum Analysis

;
Star ; and Sun ; and

for the refnmgibility of the different rays,

Refraotion.
Spectrum Analyele. Evety known sub-

stance gives out light if it be sufficiently heated.

Daylight is supplied from the intensely heated

matter of the sun ; the artidcial light of ^S|
oil-lamps, caudles, &c., is emitted by wlute-

hot particles of carbon
;
the luminosity even of

lightning arises from the highly ignited nitrogen

and oxygen of our atmosphere.

Light from various sources differs consider-

ably in composition. The unaided eye is

unable to detect differences of colour in the

associated mass rays that impinge upon the

retina ; it is only when that mass or pencil of

rays is first pas^ through a prism that the

eye can ascertain what particular rays are

present and what absent The prism has the

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
power of decomposing a compound ray into its

coimtituont rays; it bends each constituent ray

out of its course to an unequal extent, so as to

arrange themconsecutively in u baud. This band
is called a spectrum. Thus a beam of sunlight

is found to consist of rays of almost every

conceivable shade of colour, the spectrum
beginning with red, which is least bent out of

its course, or least refrangible^ passing through
every tint of orange, yellow, green and blue,

and terminating in violet rays which arc the most
refrangible. This spectrum of sunlight has
long been familiar to us under other namc38.

Thus, the pretty coloured appear;inccs some-
times seen on the wall, ceiling, door, and
furniture of a room when the sun shines on the

prisms of an ornamented glass chandelier are

the spectra of beams of sunlight; the white
rays are decomposed by the prisms and the
thereby disassociated rays redected from the

objects in the room. lieceivcd directly into

the eye, the effect is still more gorgeous. But
the most magnificent spectrum that wc are ac-

quainted with, a combination, so to speak, of

innumerable spectral bands placed side by side,

is that which occurs when rain-drops are the

reflecting and refracting media—the familiar

but ever-glorious rainbow.

Thus, then, a prism has the power of analysing
light, showing what are its constituent rays

;

the latter being termed a spectrum. The ope-

ration is that of spectrum analysis. But it is

analysis in a more extended sense, for every

element of our earth gives, when its vapour is

ignited, rays which probably are peculiar to

itself
;

if, therefore, a substance of unknown
composition is intensely heated, and the light

which it emits is examined by a prism, tlio

colour and position of the rays which may bo
present indicate at once the composition of

the substance.

This statement must, however, bo somewhat
qualified. Every element that has been examined
certainlyhas a cnaracteriStic spectrum, but many
have yet to be examined. Again, temperature

seems to influence cousideraUy the chnractiT

of a spectrum. The spectrum of a compound
containing two or more elements has been
proved to be different from the spectra of its

constituents if the compound be not decomposed
by the heat applied. And, lastly, a metbe^ has

yet to be devised by which a substance sliall be

so i^ibed that every element which it contains

shaU be vaporised with certainty, and the emis-

sion of light from it be sufficiently continuous

to admit of practical recognition of its spectrum.

Pour new metals have been discovered by
spectrum analysis. Bunsen and Kirchhoff, in

examining the spectra of certain residues of

the evaporation of water from a spring (Durck-
heim), detected rays of a colour and position

in the spectrum hitherto unobserved. Follow-
ing up the research, they succeeded in iso-

lating the two metallic elements caesium and
rubimum. Soon afterwards Mr. Crookes dis-

covered thallium; indium being the last added
to the list in this way.
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Spectram analysis has also thrown con-

siderable light on the question of the constitu-

tion of the universe, new facts having been
acquired concerning the sun, stalls, nebulss,

and comets. Thus, to begin with the sun, the
spectrum of sunlight, otherwise bright and
brilliant throughout its whole extent, is sepa-

rated into distinct parts by a large number of
exceedingly narrow spaces apparently devoid of
light. The appearance of this spectrum when
thrown directly on the retina or reflected from
a surface is that of light of all colours, from red

to violet, traversed by numerous flue lines in a

direction transverse to its length. Now, it is

remarkable that the spectra of several of the
elements are composed of bright rays identical

in position with these dark spaces in the

solar spectrum. The key to the interpretation

of this fact has been obtained experimentally

and is as follows: The light emitted by an
incandescent body is sifted by passage through
any ignited vapour, the ray or rays sifted out

being precisely those which the ignited vapour
itself emits. So, then, the light emitted by the

photosphere of the sun is absorbed by the vaponr
of various substances in the sun’s atmosphere,

the only perceptible light which reaches our

earth being that not so absorbed. The dark

spaces in the solar spectrum being identical

with the light emitted by certain ignited ter-

restrial metals, the inference is that the va-

pours of those metals exist in the sun’s atmo-

sphere. So fur as examination has at present

extended, these metals are ten in number,
viz. sodium, potassium, magnesium, iron, chro-

mium, nickel, calcium, barium, copper, and
zinc. Hydrogen is also present in the solar

atmosphere. This magnificent discovery is due
to Kirchlioff. The analysis^ of starlight has

shown that the stars are built on the same
model as the sun, though the details vary in

each star yet examined. The light of nebulas

and comets shows us, on the other hand, that

those bodies are masses of glowing gas.

Spe€nlatioii(Lat. speculatio, from speculor,

I watch). In Commerce, a term employed, with

some slight meaning of disapprobation, to de-

signate such purchases as are made in hope

tliat there will speedily be a rise in the price of

the article bought, and thereupon a gain to the

buyer. Speculation, then, is an anticipation

on the part of a trader that demand will he

excessive or that supply will be deficient. The
former is the commonest cause of speculation

and is generally the most liable to fallacy, since

it is founded on the interpretation of the inclina*

tions which affect others, or the powers which

they possess ofgratifying these inclinations,while

the latter is more frequently founded on facts.

Thus, for instance, in the early days of the gold

discoveries in Australia, speculation took the

form of exports to that region, and so excessive

was the tendency and so mat the glut that

articles were frequently smd at less than the

cost of freight; on the other hand, the specula-

tive purchases of cotton during the contmuance
of the great American war were based on the

VoL. iir. CSO
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anticipation of deficient supply, and were on
the whole successful.

The function of the speculator, on the pre-

sumption that his action is governed on common
prudence, and by as much foresight as possible,

is, on the whole, beneficial to society. In
appearance, he is at war with the general

interests of mankind ;
in effect he serves them.

He renders prices generally steady by bis

eagerness to buy when prices are low, and he
enforces economy by withholding a portion of

consumable commodities when scarcity occurs.

In past times, the tendency to speculate in

such commodities was checked by severe sta-

tutes, and it was only when these indirect ad-

vantages were detected that these repressive

laws were repealed. Thus, Sir John Barnard’s

Act, passed about the middle of the last cen-

tury, strove to prevent time bargains on the

Stock Exchange, by disabling those in whoso
favour the bargain had turned out from re-

covering against the loser by legal process. The
brokers met this disabili^ by establishing a

strict code of honour. But the public has
gradually learned that these negotiations are

of considerable utility by obviating the risk of

great fluctuations in the price of securities.

Of course this action of speculators is quite

distinct from the occasional attempts made to

force a panic in some stock or shares by the

oifer of fictitious sales. The most notable of

these operations for a rise or fall, were the

South Sea Bubble, the Mississippi scheme, and
the tulip mania in Holland.

When the speculator purchases consumable
articles on credit, bis demand raises prices

early, and, if his conjecture be correct, only an-

ticipates a certain rise. Should his judgment
be in error, he bears the loss

;
and if many spe-

culatorsjoin in the same or similar ventures, the

reaction involves an increased demand for bank
credit. Speculative purchasers do not there-

fore, as some economists have supposed, in-

crease the amount of convertible bank-notes,

but sales consequent on the reaction do. This
fact is of great importance in the theory of
banking.

Speonlnm (Lat. a mirror). In Optics,

the term s^^ecvlum is usually appropriate to

reflectors formed of polished metal
;
while the

term mirror is used to signify a reflector of
glass. For the focal distances and laws of
reflexion of spherical specula, see Keflexion;
and for a description of the method of casting
and polishing large specula for reflecting tele-

scopes, see Sir W. HerscheVs description of
his telescope in the Phil, Tran», for 1795;
Brewsteris edition of Ferguson’s

; and
the artide ‘Telescope* in the Encydop^ia
Britannica. [Tblescopb.]

Speoiilitm Metal. Speculum metal, with
which mirrors for reflecting telescopes are

made, is an aUoy of two parts of copper and
one of tin; its whiteness is improved by the

addition of a little arsenic.

Bpeeeli* [Lanoxjaob; Mbtafkob ; Polt*
oNTirr; SvNOjnrMT.l

MM



SPEED OF RAILWAY TRAINS
speed of Hallway Trains. [Rail-

nOADS.]

Speed of Steam Vessels. [Steam
Navigation.]
Speeton Clay. A dark blue laminated

clay with calcareous nodules, found neitr Scar-

boi'ough in Yorkshire, belonging, it is believed,

to the lower part of the cretaceous series. It

contains fossils.

Spelss. An impure arsenide of nickel,

obtained from the ores of cobalt and nickel in

smalt-works.

SpeldingTS. A Scotch term for dried and
salted whitings.

Spell (A.-Sax. spel, stfity or tale\ Any
form of words, written or spoken, supposed to

be endowed with magical virtues.

Spelt (A.-Sax. spelte, Ger. spelz). The
Triticum 8pdta^ an inferior kind of wheat
grown in some parts of the European con-

tinent.

Spelter (Dutch spiauter). The commercial

term for zinc. [Pewtbb.]
Sperm-cell. In Anatomy, the cells con-

tained in the liquor seminis, in which are

formed the spermatoa, or cells of developement

of the spermatozoa.

Spermaceti (a word coined from the Gr.

seedf and KijTOf, a large Jish). This

substance concretes or crystallises sponta-

neously out of the oil of the spermaceti whale.

It is purified first by pressure, then by fusion

and boiling with a weak alkaline ley. When
melted in masses, it concretes in crystalline

|

plates of a silvery lustre and unctuous feel. It

fuses at about 100°. It dissolves in boiling

alcohol
;
and as the solution cools it separates in

brilliant scales, to which Chevreul has given the

name of a tine. Spermaceti differs from common
fats in not yielding glycerine when saponified,

but a peculiar base termed
Spermaoetl Wbale. [Cacbalot.J

|

Spermatle Cliord. That part which,

in Mammals having a Scrotum, seems to

suspend the testicles, and, in fact, contains

their vessels, nerves, and ducts, with the

surrounding muscular and connective tissue.

Spermatlo Fluid. [Spermatozoa.]

Spermatoa (Gr. and an egg).

The cells which stand in the relation of nuclei

to the sperm- cells, and of developemental cells

to the spermatozoa. Sometimes the sperm-cell

contains a single spermatoon, sometimes se-

vexal spermatoa, in wluch case the resulting

spermatozoa often unite together and form a

fasdcoltts, as, e.g., in the sparrow.

Spennatopliora (Gr. tntipiia, and
I earrg), Xn Anatomy, cases of albuminous

matter, in which the bundles of spermatozoa

are packed ; they are largest and most complex

in the Cephalopoda.

SpdmstasoS V (Gr. and
animat). The filai^nt^ bodies develop^ in

the semen, and eoniwhg of an enlars^ ex-

tremity ceiled body, and a vibratild filamentary

appendage called taS, l^rmatozcm consist of

an aBdmHsokmredt higlify refracting, homo-

SPHERE
geneous substance, like the hyaline nucleus of

cells, and are formal medifleatioDS of the nu-
cleus of the spermatoon. They are essential

to impregnation.

flpermldlnm (Gr. <nr4pfia). A kind of
small seed-vessel, resembling a seed, and more
commonly called an achene.

Bpliaoelua (Gr. a^dKtXos). [Gangrene.]
SplieBriaterluin. [Ball.]
SplieDrosldento or Bptaeroalderite (Gr.

a globe ; and ci^r,p6s, iron). A name
given by Hausmann to a spheroidal and radiated

variety of Sparry Iron-orefound in Greenstone,

at Hanau in Western Germany
; and in the

circle of Jaslo in Austrian Galicia.

The name is also applied generally to the

globular conerptions of spathose carbonate of
iron found in some amygdaloida or lavas.

[Sparry Iron-orb.]
Bpbeerulite or Bpberullte. A term

applied by some mineralo^sts to a variety of

Obsidian or Pearlstone, wWh occurs in small

rounded grains. [Pbablstone.]
Bpliene (Gr. a wedge, from the shape

of the cry^ls). A titanate and silicate of

lime (or a silicate of titanium, in which part of

the latter is replaced by lime). It is found
crystallised and sometimes in granular or

foliated masses of a brown, grey, and yellow

colour, near Tavistock and Tremadoc; in the

Shetlands
;
at Cariglinneen, co. Down

;
and at

Crow Hill near Newry.
Bpbenoid Bone (Gr. er^vo€i^s, from

fftp-hv). One of the bones of the head ; so

called from its being wedged in, as it were,

amongst the other bones. It is of a most
irregular shape, and very complicated in its

processes and connections with the other bones.

When removed, it is something of the figure of

a bat with its wings extended. It is connected

with all the bones of the skull, and with those

of the palate, cheeks, and upper jaw. Homo-
logically, the sphenoid ofanthropotomy answers
to seven bones, the basisphenoid, alisphenoids,

orbitosphenoids, and pterygoids.

Bpbere (Gr. (r^eupa, a laU). In Astronomy,
the concave expanse of the heavens, which,

having no definite limit, appears to the eye as

the interior surface of a sphere enclosing the

earth, which is placed at the centre. The
ancients gave the name of aphere to the orbits

of the several heavenly bodies; thus, the

sphere of Jupiter, the sphere of Saturn, the

sphere of the fixed stars. In the Ptolemaio
astronomy, the dififerent spheres were supposed
to be solid and transparent, moving about
their common centre independently of each
other, and each carrying its appropriate body
along with it. [Ptolemaio System.]

Sfhbbb. In Geometry, a solid body de-
scribed the revolution of a semidrcle about
its diameter ; or it maybe de^ed to be a body
bounded by a surface of which every point is

equally distant from a single point within th6
s^ace, called the centre of a ephert. If r
denote the radius of the sphere, and x, y, a
rectangular co-ordinates, the origin being at
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the centre, the equation of the surface is

+ + I

The following are some of the principal

metrical properties of the sphere (for other
descriptive properties, see Sphehics): 1. The
surface of the sphere is equal to four times
the area of one of its^rca^ circles] i.e. of a
section made by a plane passing through its

centre. 2. The curve surface of any zone, or
portion contained between two parallel planes,
IS equal to the curve surface of a cylinder of
the same height with the height of the zone, or
the distance between the planes, and of the
same diameter with the sphere. Hence it

follows that the whole surface of the sphere is

equal to the curve surface of the circumscribing
cylinder. 3. The volume of a sphere is equal

;

to that of a pyramid whoso altitude is the
radius, and whose base is equal to the surface

;

of the sphere
;
and hence the volume of the

sphere is one-third of the product of its radius
into its surface. 4. The sphere is equal to two-
thirds of its circumscribing cylinder.

Let r denote the radius of the sphere, s its

superficies, v its volume, and w the ratio of
the feomicircumference to the radius — 3-14169

;

then since the area of a circle of which r is
|

the radius is tc r*, the properties above stated i

give the relations which follow
;

viz.
|

a = 4 IT 12-56637 x r*,

= i 7-5 = 4-18859 xr*.

Spbeiioal Curvature. [Cukvatube,
Spherical.]

Spherical Bzoees. The excess, above
two right angles, of the sum of the angles
of a spherical triangle. [Excess, Spuriucal.]
If A denote the superficial area of the triangle

whose excess estimated in circular measure
is E, wo have the simple relation A = E r*,

where r is the radius of the sphere. [Sphebics.]

According to Legendre’s Theorem, if the radius

of the sphere be very large when compared
with the arcs of the spherical triangle, then
each angle of the latter exceeds by one-third

of the spherical excess the corresponding angle
of the Wane triangle whose sides are equal
in length to the arcs of the spherical triangle.

The area of this plane triangle being approxi-

mately the same as that of the spherical one,

an approximate value of the spherical excess

is readily obtained in geodetical measurements.
With respect to the latter subject, however,
we cannot here enter into details, and must
refer the reader to published accounts of the

British Ordnance Survey. In connection with
the spherical excess there are two formulae

which, for the sake of reference, may here find

a place. The first is known as CagnoU’s, the
second as Lehnillier’s Theorem.

Sin*5 - . sin (s- g) sin (j- b) sin {s- c)

^
co«*|

tan' ~ - tan * tan tan tan 1^.
4 2 .2 3 a

As usual, a, b, and c here denote the sides
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! of the spherical triangle, i.e. the angles which
the arcs subtend at the centre of the sphere,

I and s denotes half their sum.

I

Spherical Zndicatriz. [Iia)icATBix,

Spuebxcal.]
Bpherloa. In Geometry, the doctrine of

the properties of a sphere considered as a
geometrical sm*face. The section of a sphere

by any plane is a circle which receives the

name of great circle or. .smaU circle, as its

plane passes or does not pass through the

centre of the sphere. The diameter oS" the

sphere which is perpendicular to a great

circle is called the axis of the latter, as

well as of all the parallel small circles
;
the

extremities of this axis are the poles of the

scries of circles, and any great circle through
these poles is called a secondary circle) the

latter cuts the original or primary great circle

and all its parallels at right angles. The
angle between any two secondaries (some-

times culled a spherical angle, though there ap-

pears to bo no necessity for the distinction)

IS meusurecl by the arc which they intercept

upon the primary. The poles of these second-

aries lie on the primary, and the inclination

of the former circles may also bo measured by
tlie arc of the latter circle between two of

their poles.

The shortest lino on the sphere by which
two given points can be joined is the arc of

the great circle which passes through those

points, and is less than a semicircle. Three
points on the spherb form a spherical triangle

whose sides are the shortest lines (great circles)

which join the points
;
these sides are propor-

tional to the angles which they subtona at

the sphere’s centre. The three poles of the
sidob of a spherical triangle which lie in the

same hemisphere as the triangle itself, form
the polar triangle. The latter and the original

are also called supplemental triangles, since a
side of the one is the supplement of the cor-

responding angle of the other. Spherical tri-

angles have many properties in common with
plane triangles ; for instance, the greater angle

always subtends the greater side, and if two
angles are equal, so are the opposite sides,

and the triangle is isosceles. The angles of a
spherical triangle, however, are together greater

than two right angles
; the excess is a measure

of the supe^cial area of the triangle. A right-

angled spherical triangle is one which has a
ri^t angle

;
the supplemental triangle in this

case has one of its sides equal to a quadrant,

and is termed quadrantal. There are also bi-

rectangular and bi-quadrantal triangles, as also

tri-quadrantal ones, the sides of which are all

quadrants and the angles all right angles. The
spherical surface enclosed between two great

semidrcles is called a lune
;
its area clearly bears

the same ratio to that ofthe whole sphere which

the angle of the lune bears to four right angles.

From this is deduced the important theorem

that the surface of a spherical triangle has to

that of the hemisphere the same ratio which the

spherical excess has to four right angles. For
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farther properties of the sphere, see Sphbub
and Trigonombiry.
Spbero-oonlc. The section of^ a sphere

by a quadric cone haying its vertex at the

centre. Such a section obviously consists of

two closed nnd perfectly symmetrical curves in

the opposite Iwmispheres determined by one

of the principal planes of the cone. Either

of these closed curves may be regarded as

a spherical ellipse. The same sphero-conic,

however, may be regarded as a spherical

hyperbola in either of the hemispheres into

which the sphere is divided by one of the

principal planes which cut the cone. The
cyclic planes of the, cone cut the sphere in

the cyclic arcs of the sphero-conic^ which latter

are the analogues of the asymptotes of a plane

conic. The focal lines of the cone determine

on the sphere thefoci of the sphtro-conie. The
great circles of which the several points of

a sphero-conic are the poles, envelope the

reciprocal sphero-conic
\

of which latter the

foci and cyclic arcs are respectively the poles

and polars of the cyclic arcs and foci of the

original sphero-conic.

The properties of sphero-conics are in many
respects precisely similar to those of plane

conics. Eor instance, the sum (or difference)

of the arcs (of great circles) joining the foci to

any point of a sphero-conic is constant, and the

two tangents from any point to a sphero-conic

are equally inclined to the arcs which join that

point to the two foci. The reciprocals of these

theorems show that every tangent to a sphero-

conic forms with the cyclic arcs a triangle

of constant area, and that the segments are

equal which a sphero-conu; and its cyclic arcs

intercept upon any secant. An elaborate me-
moir on sphero-conics, by Chatlos, will be found

in the Trans, of the Royal Acad, of Brussels, vol.

vi. ;
it was translated (with additions) by Dr.

Graves of Dublin, and published in 1837. A
r^sum^ of this memoir, but with original de-

monstrations, is given by Dr. Salmon in his

An. Geom. of Three Dimensions,

Spbero-polar Baolprocal. [Polar Re-
ciprocal.]

Bplierograpli* An instrument invented for

the practical application of spherics to navi-

gation. By its aid any possible spherical tri-

angle can be- constructed without dividers or

Spheroid (Gr. a^aipoei^s). In Geometry,

a solid generated by the revolution of an ellipse

about one of its axes. If the generating ellipse

revolves about its major axis, the spheroid

is prolate, or oblong ;
if about its minor axis,

the spheroid is oblate.

Let 2 a be the axis of revolution, and 2 h the

diameter of tlie ^^enerating ellipse perpen-

dicular to the aw; then the origin of the

co-ordinates being at the centre, and x being

taken m the semi-axis the equation of the

surface of the spheroid is

m

SPHEROIDAL CONDITION
Let denote the ratio of the difference of the

I

squares of a and b to the square of a ; i. e.

I

make o* — 6®, and put w 3*14159 :

I

then the whole surface S of the spheroid is

expressed by the following series, in which the

upper signs are to be used if the spheroid

is oblong (i. e. if a is ^eater than b), and
the under signs if the spheroid is oblate : viz.

2 . 4 . 6.

7

)

The volume of the spheroid, expressed by

t JT o 5*, is two-thirds of that of the circum-

scribing cylinder.

An oblate spheroid being approximately the

figure of the earth, its properties are of great
importance. Referring the reader desirous of
full information on the subject to Airy’s article

in the Ency. Metrop. or to the published account
of the Ordnance Survey, we will here merely
add three formula, relative to the curvature

of the earth, which are sometimes useful.

Let a be half the polar axis, b the radius

of the equator, e the ellipticity, or a number
such that b = a (1 + c) [Ellipticity], and
I the given latitude. Also, let r be the radius

of curvature in the direction of the meridian, r

the radius of curvature in the direction per-

pendicular to the meridian, and B the radius

of curvature of a normal section, making with

the meridian an angle B
;
then

r«=fl(l — + sin®/) ... (1)

?•' = a (1 + e + c sin*/) .... (2)

T Bin*6 + / cos®5
* ’ * ^ '

Bpberoldal Condition of JUqaldo.
When a few drops of a liquid are allowed to fall

on a highly heated smooth surface, they are not
at once converted into vapour, but, rebounding,

roll over the hob surface without moistening

it, in the shape of flattened spheroids. This,

at first sight, extraordinary and anomalous
phenomenon has been call^ the spheroidal

condition of a liquid. After the temperature

of the heated body has sunk below 300^ Fahr.,

in the case of water the liquid will no longer

remain in the spheroidal state, but boils and
disappears in the ordinary way. This phe-
nomenon was first described by Eller at the

Academy of Berlin in 1746; ten years later

it was studied by Leidenflrost^ by whose name
it is frequently called

; since then many other
experiments have been made upon it, but most
of our knowle^e of this curious property of
liquids was derived about twenty years ago from
the investigations ofM. Boutigny, who first gave
to it the name by which it is now Imown. When
in the spheroidal condition, the liquid is not in

contact with the hot surface, but is lifted up and
sustained by the vapour which is rapidly gene-
rated from that portion of the drop nearest
the heated body. From this cause, if a disb
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perforated with fine holes be used, the liquid

|

will not run through so long as it remains
in the spheroidal state. M. lloutigny and
others believe that the space, whicli can easily

be seen to exist, between the liquid and the

hot plate, is due to the repulsive force of heat

;

but it is probable that this repulsion would
not be exercised at sensible distances. More-
over, in order to assume the spheroidal state

it is necessary that the substance be volatile,

and if this be the case solids as well as liquids

can become spheroidal. The cause of the phe-

nomenon is, therefore, to bo found mainly in

the developement of vapour from the under
surface of the spheroid: cushioned on this

vapour, it is moulded by the resultant action

of gravity and cohesion.

The best way to obtain the spheroidal state

is to hciit a little metal dish or spoon to

redness, and then to pour in a little water

;

no ebullition occurs, but the water skips about

in little globules or gathers into a mass with

a beautifully crimped border; it is evidently

out of contact with the vessel, and from the

bud conducting power of the vapour only

slowly evaporates, unless, however, the heat be

withdrawn, and then it instantly flashes into

steam. The temperature of the spheroid is

a little below the boiling point of the liquid

;

with water it is about 206° Fahr.

The passage of a large body of water from

the spheroidal into the ordinary condition, and
the consequent sudden copious generation of

steam, has been assigned as a probable cause

of the explosion of over- heated steam boilers.

A red-hot dish thrown on water is lifted out of

contact with tho latter, until it has cooled

down so far that the tension of tho vapour
generated is insufficient to sustain the dish.

By roughening the -surface, or, better, coating

it with certain oxides, the conversion of a

liquid into the spheroidal state may partially

or wholly be prev<*nted. Owing to tho separa-

tion from the hot surface, due to tho spheroidal

condition, water or even mercury may be frozen

in a red-hot crucible by a bath of solid car-

bonic acid and ether. From the same cause

laundresses know when their irons are hot

enough, by the saliva rolling off them, or their

wetted finger being unbumt when the iron is

touched.

It is owing to the protective influence of the

vajpour shell surrounaing a liquid in the sphe-

roiaal state, that a moistened hand can be

plunged into molten lead or iron with perfect

impunity. Some of the escapes from the fiery

ordeal may thus be explained. To repeat the

experiment, the molten lead should be as hot

as possible, and tho finger or hand should be

dipped in liquid ammonia before it is plunged

in red-hot mass.

Bplierometer (Gr. <r^Va, and
TJieasure). In Physics, an instrument for mea-
suring with great precision the thickness of

small bodies, thecurvature of optical glasses, &c.

Splieroaldeilte. A variety of spathose

iron-ore. [SPEiEBOSinEBiTE.]
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Spberullte* A variety of Pearlstone.

[SPH-fliRULITE.]

Spliez (Gr. a wasp). A generic name
restricted to those burrowing wasps which live

in single pairs, and have the wings always out-

stretched. The female usually places by the

side of the eggs she has laid the bodies of

insects, killed or paralysed, to serve as food for

the grub when hatched.

Sphlgmometer (Gr. triptypSs, a binding
tight). An instrument for counting tho ifi terial

pulsations.

Sphincter (Gr. a’if>tyitr4ip, from <r<f>iyyw,

I hind tight). A term applied by anatomists
to several muscles which close or contract ilie

orifices which they surround.

Sphinx. In Entomology, the generic

name of the Hawk-moths, so called from their

size and power of flight. The death’s-head
moth (Achcrontia atropas), the privet moth
{Sphinx ligustri), the humming-bird moth
{Macroglossa stellatarum\ are indigenous ex-

amples of the genus, now raised, as the mnnos

j

quoted imply, to the rank of a family {Sphin-
gidte) including many other modern genenc
sections. The attitude of the caterpillar of the

hawk-moths, resembling that of the fabulous

sphinx of Egyptian sculpture, suggested to

Linnaeus the generic name.
Sphinx. The name and figure of tliis

mythical being have been commonly regarded
as originating in Egypt

;
and there is no doubt

that the impression made by the art and the

theology of that ancient kin^om on tlic minds
of the Greeks, led them in course of time to

trace to Egyptian soil the growth of Hellenic
art and science. Thus, the sight of the colossal

figures at Sais, which Herodotus (ii. 175)
terms *AySp6<r0tyyts, or male sphinxes, led

him probably to the conclusion that the Greek
Sphinx was simply borrowed from that of

^ypt. He was not less mistaken in this

supposition than on the other points of ethno-

logy and mythology in which ho was led astray
by the impudent assumptions and falsehoods

of Egyptian priests. The word sphinx is ge-

nuinely Greek, being connected with atpiyyta^

to bind fast ;
and thus the Sphinx is pre-

eminently the throttler, and answers precisely

to the &nscrit nhi, the snake^ from the root

anh, to press together or choke, which reappears
in the Greek J&hidna., and the Latin anguis.

This snake or serpent is the Hindu monster
VjUTRA, who is engaged in deadly strife with
Indra, and who, like ^e Sphinx, brings drought
upon the earth, until he is smitten by the

spear of the sun-god, as the Theban Sphinx
is smitten by (Edipus. This battle, which in

India and Greece is wholly or almost wholly

physical, assumed on Iranian ground a moral
aspect, and became the internecine struggle

between Ahbiv^n and Ormuzd [Duausm],
the strife between spiritual good and evil. In

Western mythology, the same conflict is set

forth in the battle of Apollo with Ptthok,
of SiouBDR with Eafnir, of Perseus with the

Libyan dragon, of Bellerophon with the Chi«
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MARA. These legends show, further, that the

idea of the ^hinx is not more ^E^gyptian than

the word. Ine Sphinx, like Echidna, has the

head of a woman with the body of a beast, and
shares with Typhon the claws of the lion, the

wrings of a bird, and the serpent’s tail. In

short, the resemblance of the Hellenic Sphinx

to the so-called Sphinx of E^pt is at best

very distant ; and the name is mund in Greek
mythology at a period long preceding that in

which*Ej^pt was opened to Greek merchants

or travellers. In the Hesiodic Theogony^ the

Sphinx is a daughter of Orthros and Chimsera,

and a granddaughter of Typhon and Echidna

;

and the form Phix, which the name assumes in

this poem, serves only to indicate the connection

of the Greek iriplyyu with the Latin figo^ and
thus to bring before us the same idea which is

presented in the Sanscrit Ahi and Vritra. The
derivation of the name Phix from the Boeotian

Mount Phikion must be classed with the de-

rivations of Apollo Lykios from the county
Lycia, or of Oiittoia, as an epithet of Artemis,

from an islet off the eastern coast of Sicily.

Thus, then, like Vritra, the Sphinx is a

monster who chokes up the rain-clouds and
prevents them from refreshing the earth in the

time of drought, and, like Vritra, she can be

overcome only by the power of the sun, signi-

fied in the Theban legend by CEdipus. A few
mythical phrases serve to explain the tale.

The first, CEdipus ia the slayer of the Sphinx^

reproduces the struggle of Zeus against Typhon,
of Apollo with the Delphian dragon; the

secona, (Edipua has smitten the Sphinx, as it

sits like the storm-cloud on the brow of the hill

overhanging the city, brings before us the spear

of Indra when it falls on Vritra, the demon
who lurks behind the masses of thunderclouds

piled above the plain. In the riddle of the

Sphinx we have the old saying that man cannot

comprehend the language of the thunder
;
while

in the solution of the enigma by CEdipus, we
see the wisdom of Apollo which even Hermes
longs in vain to acquire, and which knows the

secret things of the highest heavens and the

unfathomable sea. The discovery of the secret

is followed by the death of the Sphinx, who
recipitates herself from the clifT on which she

as been seated, precisely as the smiting of
Vritra is followed by torrents of rain from
the clouds which he had made his hiding-place.

The form of the so-called Egyptian Sphinx
is that of a winded lion with a human head
and bust, always m a lying attitude, whereas
the Greek Sphinx is represented in any attitude

which might suit the fancy of the poet. The
Egyptian figures seem to have been set up
in avenues, forming approaches to the great

temples. The statue disinterred by Belzoni

near the Pyramids of Ghizeh has again been
nearly covered with sand. It is stated by
Pliny thai the Sphinx represented the Nile in

a state of flood, as this event occurred regularly
|

under the sip^ns of the Virgin and the Lion.

Figures of liotis have also been found with

the heads of rams and hawks. The Egyptian
|

SPINACH
Sphinx had no wings, and thus presents another
point of diflVrence to the monster of Aiyan
mythology.

Spliragistlos (Gr. tr^payi<mK6s, from <r^pa-

yis, a seal). The science of seals, their history,

peculiarities, and distinctions, especially with
a view to the means which they afford of

ascertaining the age and genuineness of docu-

ments to which they are affixed. Ancient seals

were chiefly impressed on common wax of dif-

ferent colours
;
sealing-wax came into use in

the sixteenth century. This branch of diplo-

matics owes its origin to Heineccius, who
published a work on the subject in 1709.

Oercken’s treatise, styled Anmerkungen uber
die Siegd zum Nutzen der JHplomatik (Augs-
burg 1781), will be found a useful guide.

Splautertte. [Wurtzite.]

Splocato (Ital. divided). In Music, a term
indicating that every note is to have its distinct

sound. When used in relation to instruments

played with a bow, it is to be understood that

every note is to have a bow distinct from the

preceding or succeeding one.

Spices. The generic term for those aromatic

or fragrant vegetable productions, pungent to

the taste, which are used as flavouring in-

gredients in sauces and cookery. They also

serve as condiments. The principal of these

in common use are nutmegs, mace, allspice or

pimento, ginger, cinnamon, and doves.

Spider. [ArachnedjGv]

Spike (Lat. Bpica, an ear of com). In
Botany, a form of inflorescence in which all

the flowers are sessile along a common axis, as

in Plantago.

Spikenard. The spikenard of the ancients

has been, with tolerable certainty, pronounced
by Dr. Boyle to be the plant called Eardo-
stachys Jatamansi, the root of which is highly

esteemed, at the present da^ throughout the

East as a perfume and as a stimulant medicine.

The plant is a nativo of the mountainous paris

of the north of India. Some, however, refer

the Spikenard to one of the fragrant Indian

grasses belonging to the genus Andropogon, the

A. Iwaranensa of Boxburgh.
SpikiniT OuBS. Benderiug guns unser-

viceable either (1) temporarily, by pushing
into the vent a spring spike which can he
removed when the spring is compressed by
a rammer pushed down the bore from the

muzzle; or (2) more permanently, by driving

an iron nail hard into the vent, which must
be drilled out before the gun can be used.

Spilanthes (Gr. airi\os, a spot, and irBos,

a flower). A large genus of composite tropical

weeds, the leaves of many of which have a
sin^larly pungent taste, which is especially

noticeable in the Paia Cress, 8. oleracea. This
plant is cultivated as a salad and potherb in

tropical countries, and, like many cultivated

plants, its native coun^ is uncertain, llie
Japanese call the plant Hoko So.

Splnaoli (Ital. spinacce, from Lat. spina,

a thorn). A well-known potherb, the Spmacia
oleracea of botanists. The common Spinach is a
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hardy annual, whose native country is unknown,

'

though generally supMcd to be Western Asia.

It has been cultivate in this country for more
than 300 years, and is noticed in Turner’s

Herbal of 1568 as Min herb lately found and I

not much in use.’ The plant has large thick I

succulent deep-green leaves, for the sake of
j

which alone it is cultivated, and which are

considered wholesome
;
when properly dressed,

and thoroughly deprived of all moisture before

being mashed with butter or rich gravy, they

make an excellent dish, which may be eaten

with any kind of meat. The soeds of one of

the species are spiny, whence it is commonly
called, tautologically, Prickly Spinach. It is

a singular fact that the water drained from
Spinach after being boiled is capable of

j

making as good match-paper as that made by
a solution of nitre.

Spinal Chord or Spinal Marrow. The
name given in Anthropotomy to the portion

of the great axis of the nervous system lodged i

in the vertebral column. It was originally

.

suggested by the analogy of the part in tex-

1

ture, colour, and position in the neural canal,

to the marrow in the long bone of the limbs.

[Myelon.]
Spindle (A.-Sax. spindel). In Geometry,

a sobd generated by the revolution of the arc

of a curve line about its chord. The solid

generated by the revolution of a curve about

its axis is called a conoid.

In Mechanics, the term spindle sometimes
denotes the axis of a wheel or roller.

Spindle. [Weavino.]
Splndle-tree. The common name for Eu,^

(mymus eurapmus.

Spine. [Vebtebils.]
Spines (Lat. spin®). Branches which,

being imperfectly formed, lose their power of

extension, become unusually hard, and ac-

quire a shaip point. They are very different

from aculci, or prickles, which are a kind of

liarflened hairs. In leaves, they are processes

formed either by an elongation of the woody
tissue of the veins, or by a contraction of the

parenchyma
;
in the former case, they proje.ct

beyond the surface or margin of the leaf, as in

the holly
;
in the latter case, they arc the veins

themselves become indurated, as in the pal-

mated spines of Berheris vulyaris.

Spinel (Fr. spinellc). An anhydrous alu-

minate of magnesia, consisting (when pure) of

71*99 per cent, of alumina and 28 01 magnesia;

but part of the magnesia is often replaced by
lime and the protoxides of zinc, man^nese,
and iron, and the alumina sometimes by per*

oxide of iron.

It is of various tints of red, violet, and yellow,

sometimes black; as at the copper mine. Migi-

andone, in the valley of Toce in Piedmont

;

occasiouallv nearly white. It occurs in octa-

he^ns, the edges of which are occasionally

replaced, and sometimes in rhombic dodecahe-

drons; also in maclea. It is found in Wicklow in

small rounded mins, in the sands of mountain
streams

; but the finest specimens are brought
635

from Ceylon, Siam, PegiT, and other eastern

countries. Spinel constitutes a beautiful gem,
which is often sold for Oriental Ruby. The
Scarlet Spinel is called Spinel Buhy by lapi-

daries; the rose-red, Balass Ituhy\ the yellow

or orange-red, Bubicclle\ the violet-coloured,

Almandine Ruby.
Splnellane or Splaelllne. A name

given to the variety of Sphene (Simelhic)

found at Lake Laach, near Andernach, on the

Rhine.

Splnelle. [Spinel.]

Splnelle Suby. The name given by
lapidaries to the scarlet varieties of Spinel.

Spinet (Ital, spinetta). A musical stringed

instrument with a key-board, &c., similar in

construction to a harpsichord, from which,

indeed, it little differs, except in being much
smaller; but like that, it is now superseded by
the pianoforte.

Spinners or Spinnerets. In Entomo-
logy, organs with which insects form their

silk or webs. In spiders they consist of two
retractile pieces issuing from anal protubor-

aiices, and giving out the threads.

Spinning. [Cotton Manufactuiie.]
SpinningJTenny. [Cotton Manufactuee.]
Splnozlsm. This name is sometimes

u.sed to denote the ethical system of Benedict

Spinoza, a Jew of Amsterdam, born in 1634.

luis system was called ethical, because, although

founded on a speculative view of nature, it liad

freedom and duty for its object. From a few
axioms he doducexl mathematically the prin-

ciple that ‘ there can be no substance but God

:

whatever is, is in God, and nothing can be con-

ceived without God.’ His system has been

pronounced immoral, in so far as it ‘ prostrates

the energies of the soul before a cold and sterile

synthesis of the All, considered as a mere
mechanism of causation .’ This system is closely

connected witli the critical method by which, in

the Tractatus Tkeologico-PoHtkxts, he examined
the several books of the Old Testament for the

purpose of showing that any theory of biblical

infallibility was untenable, and of protesting

against the position which * submitted the di-

vine light of reason, heaven’s best and noblest

gift, to the dead letter of a book exposed during
so many ages to all the hazards of malice,

mutilation, and neglect.’ With this purpose
ho entered into a detailed examination of the

several books, the circumstances of the writers,

and the occasion of their composition, and thus
sought to show that all the documents illus-

traM the psychological conditions of their

literary origin, like tiny other human records.

He thus separated religion from theology, mak-
ing the former to consist in a spirit which
harmonised with this scientific method, and
was prepared to accept all conclusions estah-

lishea as facts, without regard to consequences.
This distinction led him to claim the right
of free enquiry only for the religion of

losophy as distinguished from tiie religion

based on Iraditionaiy theology. (Hallam’s
Literary History

; Brucker, History of Pk/Ho*
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%0'j^hy \ Kackay, The Tubingen School and its

Antecedents.)

Bplniter. Literally, a woman who spins

;

but in Law the word is the common title of un-

married women.
Splntli^re (Gr. airtp&hPt ^ spark). A

greenish variety of Sphene, occurring ciystal-

lised in very irregular four-sided pyramids,

which are oblique^^ truncated, in Dauphiny,

adhering to crystals of Calc Spar.

Spiracles (Lat. spiraculum, a breathing

hole). In Entomology, the breathing pores of
insects are so called.

Spiraea (Lat.; Gr. tnrupaia). A genus of

Rosaceous plants, consisting of shrubs or

perennial herbs. Among the latter is the

fragrant-blossomed Meadow Sweet, S. VU
maria. The essential oil of this plant has

been produced artificially by the ozidisement

of salicine, and has been termed spiroylous

add. Its chemical formula is + HO.
Spiral. In Geometry, the name given to a

large class of curves which, in general, have
the property of circulating round a point or

pole. They receive different names according

to their properties or their discoverers. Some
of the principal spirals are noticed under the

titles, Sfibal of Auchimedes, Hyperbolic
Spiral, Logarithhic Spiral, Parabolic Spi-

ral, &c. For the investigation of the properties

of spirals, see Leslie’s Geometrical Analysis;

Peacock’s Examples of the. JHfferential and In-

tegral Calculus; Maclaurin’s Fluxions^ &c.

Spiral of ArelilsiioOoE. The curve traced

by a point moving with uniform velocity along
a line (radius

vector) which
rotates with
uniform velocity
around a point.

Its equation is

obviously
,

it starts at the:

pole o, and eveiy

two consecutive

convolutions in-

tercept a constant len^ 2rasm| m, upon

^ radii vectores. It ie sometimes called the

equable smralt and was propos^ by Conon to

Archimedes, who in his treatise On S^drals

investigates many of its properties. It is the

pedal of the involute of the circle, and has for

ite inverse the hyperbolic spiral rwf, or red-
V

procal of the involute. [Pepaz..] These spirals

belong to the family whose general equation is

r«(z 6", a characteristic property of which is

that the radius vector as it rotates is cut less and
less obliquely by the curve

;
it is only after an

infinite number of rotations, however, that the

radius vector cuts the curve perpendicularly.

Spiral Tassels. In Vegetable Anatoiny,

spir^ vessels are membranous tubes with

conical extremities, lined in the inside by a

Ebre twisted spirally, and capable of unrolling

Tith dastidiy. Their function is that of the

conveyance of air. They are found in almost

SPIRITS
any pnrt of the plant except the bark

;
but are

most abundant in leaves and flowers, and least

common in the stem and root, except in tlie

medullary sheath of the former.

Spiro (Lat. spira). In Architecture, amongst
the ancients, the base of a column, also the
astragal or torus of the base. In modern
architecture, however, the term is applied to

the erection above the tower of a church, which
diminishes gradually as it rises, sometimes as-

suming the form of a plain slender pyramid,
polygonal on plan, rising from the square base
formed by the tower from which it springs.

Splrlfer. The name of a genus of extinct

Palliobranchiate molluscs, characterised by the
shell having two internal calcareous spiral ap-

pendages.

Spirit. fSoUL.]

Spirit Aewel. A glass tube nearly filled

with spirit of wine, and hermetically sealed at

both ends. The exact horizontal position of its

axis is ascertained by the air bubble being at

equal distances from the middle point in the

length of the tube. The level is used for de-

termining the relative heights of ground at two
or more stations, and also for determining the

horizontal position of any surface.

Spirit Sooin. A department in the hold

of a ship, which serves as the vessel’s wine-

cellar. Its precise locality depends on the cir-

cumstances of stowage.

Spirit of Wine. [Alcohol ;
Fermenta-

tion.]

Spirits. Fluids containing more than half

their bulk of absolute alcohol are known by this

name—that in which equal parts of water and
alcohol are combined being known as proof
spirits

;
and the increased proportion of the

latter ingredient being designated as so many
degrees over proof. The word is also em-
ployed for W(^ alcohol, the common naph-
tha; and in the language of certain trades,

as, for instance, the dyers, certain chemical

compounds, as chloride of tin, are also called

spirits.

I

Generally, however, spirits are understood to

si^ify such alcoholic drinks as are intended for

drinking. Of these there are three principal

kinds: brandy, which is distilled from wine;
rum, from fermented molasses

;
whisky and gin

or geneva, from malted grain. Large quantities

of spirits are distilled from potatoes, the st^h
of which is fermented. The flavours of spirits

are derived from certain essential oils or ethers

developed in the process of distillation, or

gradually evolved as the snirit is kept, or, in

the case of min spirits, added as flavouring to

the distilled fluid.

As the intrinsic price of spirits, owin^ to the

heavy customs and excise duties which are

levied on them, is far less than the selling price,

spirits are stored in bond, even when manu-
factured at home, the duty bein^ payable only
when the fluids are taken out in parcels for

consumption.

The following are the prices of proof spirits

(in bond) by the gallon, for four years :

—
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Rum, 'West Indian ... 4 ... .

Brandy ....

1861 1869 1865 1864

a. d.

2 6|
9 1

f. d.

2 2

9 1

f. d.

1 llj

7 el

$. d.

2 31
6 2|

The excise duty paid on British spirits for the five years ending

an average, to 9,500,000Z. per annum.

Imports of Foreign Spiritsfor the Five Years endin

with 186S, amounts, on

1865.

1861 ,
1869 1863 1804 1805

Bum
Brandy ......
Other foreign and colonial spirits .

gfttloni

8,114,823
2,097,934
600,245

f(slIoni

7,705,099
2,375,835
417,481

{raltona

7,194,738
3,132,293
858,999

nllona
5,499,872

4,907,771
1,328,802

fralloni

6,898,599
3,122,576

1,700,407

Total . 10,879,002 ' 10,558,415 11,186,030 11,736,445 11,729,682

The importations show little apffp'egiite va-

riation, the increase of foreign spirits being

due to the equalisation of duties.

Spliit-rappingr. [Glairvotakce.]

SplrltOf Splrltoso (Ital. spirit^ with spirit).

In Music, denotes, when aliix^ to a movement,
that is to be performed in a spirited manner.

Spiritnalism. That system according to

which all that is real is spirit, soul, or self

;

that which is called the external world being

regarded as either a succession of notions im-

pressed on the mind by the Deity, or else the

mere eduet of the mind itself. The first is

the spirituAHsin of Berkeley ; the second, which

may oe called pure egoism, is that of Piehto.

[Materialism.]
Splrttua Asper (Lat). In Gramnmr, the

rough breathing, marked thus \ placed before

Greek words beginning with a vowel, which
should be pronounced like words begianiiig

with h in English.
^

It is also placed before aU
words beginning with the letter p.

Splsitiis (Lat). In Grammar, the

soft breathing, mark^ thus *, placed before all

Greek words beginning with a vowel, which

have not the rough breathing. It thus denotes

merely the absence of the spiritus aspor.

Spirketting. That part of the inner

planking of a ship which lies between the ports

and the next lower water-way. It Mrves to

keep the water-'n^ay fixed, wbi^, in its turn,

holding down the beam ends, gives solidity to

the entire structure.

Spirona Acid. [Salictloos Acio.]

Bplrulldee. The name of a family of Di-

branehiate Cephalopoda, of which the genus
Spirula is the type. They are characterised

cUefly by having a spiral discoid chambered
shell developed in the substance of the mantle,

instead of a calcareous or homy plate.

Spittle. [Saliva.]

Splsa (Or.). The Spiza of Aristotle is

supposed to be the same as the Chaffinch, or
Fringilla cahhsy of Linnseus, The chaffinch is

permanent in the South of Europe, and a re^-
lar bird of passage in the northern countries.

Its notes are susceptible of a greater range of

modulation than in the other members of the
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genus. The colours of the male are far more
brilliant than those of the female.

Splancknology (Gr. an entrails

and K6yos\ The doctrine of the viscera.

Splancbnoskeleton (Gr. <rK\6.yxvov, and
<nc€AcT<iv, Bc. (Tw^a, a dried body or skeleton').

Those' bones which are connected with the

sense organs and viscera, e. g. the heart-bone

in the bullock and some other large quadrupeds.

Splayed (a corruption of displayed). In
Architecture, a term used to express an angle

cut off, or oblique on plan.

Spleen (Gr. ovx^v), A spon^ viscus, of

an oval £3fr^ the use of which is unknown.
In the liuman subject it is placed in the left

hypochtaadrium, between the eleventh and
twelfth false ribs. The term spleen is also

used for a species of hypochondriasis to which
the English are said to be particularly open.

Splenitle (Gr.). Inflammation of the

spleen.

Splenlne. A flat muscle, situated between

the back of the ear and the lower and posterior

part of the neck.

Splent or Splint Coal. A hard laminated
kind of coal, less bituminous than caking coal,

and intermediate between Cannol and com-
mon pit-coal. It burns free and open, with-

out caking, and furnishes a good housc-coal.

Splint coal is produced by the Glasgow coal-

field, as well as by those of Shropshire, War-
wickshire, Derbyshire, and Nottinghamshire,

and constitutes the bulk of the coal from North
and South Staffordshire.

Splicing (Ger. splessen, to Joining
the two ends of a rope, or uniting one end to

any intermediate part by interweaving the

strands. An eye s^ice forms an eye or circle

at the end of a rope. A short splice is the
joining of two endsnot intended to pass through
a block. A long splice is used to unite two
ends which have to ^s through a block. It

is formed by untwisting the two ends, and in-

terweaving the strands of one in the alternate

strands ox the other. The strands must be
hauled well through, and beaten with a marline

spike to render them firm.

In Naval language, the phrase, to splice



SPLINT
the main brace, denotes an eitra allowance of

spirits in cases of cold or wet.

Splint (connected, like splinter, with split).

A piece of wood or pasteboard, so shaped as to

support a broken or debilitated limb.

8pliBtoi7. That fracture of minerals

which is nearly even, but exhibits small

splinters or scales thicker at one extremity

than the other, and adhering by their thicker

ends to the broken surface.

Spodumeno (Gr. <ntob6<o, to burn to a^hes).

A silicate of alumina and litbia, with part of

the lithia replaced by soda. It is found in

crystallised and laminated masses, hard, brittle,

translucent, and of various shades of green or

grey. It was first discovered at Uto, in Sweden.

Before the blowpipe, it exfoliates into little

scales of an ash colour; hence its name.

It is also found in granite, at Killiney, co.

Dublin, in long bent prisms of a greenish-grey

colour. It is ^80 callefl 'Friphane.

Bpollatlonf Writ of. In English Law,

this writ is obtained in the ecclesiastical courts

for the fruits of a benefice. The suit founded

on this writ lies for one incumbent against

another, where they both claim by one patron,

and the right of patronage is not in question.

Spondee (Gr. a libation). In Greek

and Latin Poetry, the name of a foot consisting

of two long syllables. It was so called because,

from its slow movement, it was ordinarily

employed in the hymns sung in honour of the

gods during the offering up of a sacrifice.

Spondaic verse is an hexameter line, in which

the two last feet are spondees, instead of the

usual termination, a dactyl and a spondee;

hut in these the fourth foot is always dactylic.

Spondtaa (Gr. a kind of wild plum). A
genus of AnacardiacetB, the species of which

are natives of the tropics of both hemispheres.

The fruits of some of them are edible. Thus,

in Brazil and the West Indies, 8. lutca, 8.

MomHn, 8. tuberosa, &c., yield fruits eaten

under the name of Hop the taste of

which is said to be peculiar, and not agreeable

to persons nnnsed to them. These fruits are

chiefly used to fatten swine. 8. dulcis, a native

of the Society Isles, yields a fruit compared in

flavour to that of the Pine-apple. 8. mangifera

yields a yellowish-green fruit, which is eaten in

India, and is used as a pickle in the unripe state.

Some of the species are employed medi-

cinally. Thus, the bark, leaves, and wood of

8. mangifera are used in various complaints in

India. An insipid gum also exudes from the

bark of this tree. 8. Mombin has astringent

leaves, while its fmits are laxative, and its

aee^ are said to be i^isonous. The bark of

8. WMdMa has aromatic astringent properties.

B. ittberota ii also employed in feveia*, tbe

fruit is the part used. 0. Birrea affords to the

natives of A^ssinia an edible kenid, while

its frnits are employed in Senegal in tbe pre-

paration of an aloobolic drink.

(Lat from Gr. ewMu^os,

or name of a lAnnasan

genus of the vermes Testaoea, comprehendingm

SPONGE
the spring oysters; characterised by having
a strong tooth on each side of the depres-
sion lodging the elastic ligament of the hinge
of the sheU. The genus is included in the

OstraCean family of the Acephalous Testa-
cca by Cuvier, and has been subdivided by
Lamarck into the genera Spondglus proper and
Plicattcla. Some of the species of Spondglus,

as the water-clam {8p. varius), form a scries

of chambers by secreting successive layers of

nacreous shell at a distance from each otlier,

Uie last chamber containing a quantity of fluid,

which escapes by very slow evaporation through
the pores of the calcareous shell.

Sponge (Gr. enSyyos, akin to Lat. fungus,

Fr. Sponge). In Artillery, a wooden staff, the

head of which is covered with sheepskin, and
adapted to the form of the chamber or end of

the bore of the piece of ordnance for which it

is intended. It is used to free the bore from
any impurities left by the discharge, or any
lighted fragments of the cartridge.

Sponge. In Commerce, sponge is a cellular

elastic albuminous tissue, covered in tho living

state with a kind of semifluid sarcodc. After
death, this substance drips or drains away,

and leaves merely the sustaining tissue, called

sponge; formed by the combination of a multi-

tude of small canals, capable of receiving water

in their interior, and of becoming thereby dis-

tended. The sponges of this kind, called

kfTatose or horny, occur attached to stones at

the bottom of the sea, and abound particularly

upon the shores of the islands in the Grecian
Archipelago. Sponges afford on distillation jf

considerable quantity of ammonia
;
and contain

a substance called filrroine, which is closely

analogous in constitution to silk.

The sponges of commerce are usually pre-

pared before they come to the market, by being
beaten and soaked in dilate hydrochloric acid

(86 water + 1 acid) with a view to cleanse tlicm,

and to dissolve adherent portions of carbonate

of lime
;
but the use of any mineral acid as a

solvent is said to deteriorate the quality of the

article. The varieties of sponge are very nume-
rous, not less than 260 having been reckoned,

but of these only three kinds are met with in

commerce, two being derived from Turkey, tbe

third from the West Indies. Turkey sponge
is distinguished as toilette, the form of which
is cup-shaped, the edges of the tubes being
fringra with long filaments

;
or as honeycomb, a

coarser and more solid variety. The chief

mart for Turkey sponge is Smyrna, and
quantities varying from 600,000 lbs. to little

more than 100.000 lbs. are annually imported
from this city. West India sponge is almost

valueless, and is imported, it seems, merely
to hawk about in the streets and deceive unwary
buyers by its apparent cheapness.

Sponge is sold bv weisht, and many fraudu-
lent devices are adopted among tbe dealers of
the Levant to increase its weight, such, for
instance, as laying the fresh sponge on the
shore, so that the ripple of the water may fill

the pores with fine sand. {Com, Diet.)



SPONGE
Spokoe. Id Natural Histoiy, the name

of a class of onganisms {Pwifera) which
have not acquired the distinctive characters of

plants or aninals, but consist of saicode or
gdatin(m flesh, composed of an aggregate of
amoebiform bodies, connected and supported,
in most of the species, by a spicular frame-
work, which may be silicious, calcareous, or

albuminous. The mass, which is commonly
amorphous, is traversed by canals, of which
those that terminate in the superficial jH>res are

incurrsnt, and those that terminate m larger

orifices or osctUa are excurrmt. The main sign

of vitality is the course of currents of water en-

tering by the and escaping by the oscula.

The incurrent streams are nutrient, the ezcur-

rent carry out the waste particles and the spores.

The latter are ciliate and locomotive, as in

some algee. The movement of the currents

is due to ciliaxy action. The most definitely

shaped and beautiful sponges are those of the

genus Eujitectdla\ the most useful are the

horny or keratose kinds, represented by the

Spongia officinalis of commerce. Sp<mges be-

long to the sub-kingdom JProtozoa. [Aoriti. ;

Amobphozoa..]
Sponge TenU This material is formed by

dipping s^nge into hot melted wax plaster,

and pressing it till cold between two iron

plates : it is then cut into pieces, and used for

dilating wounds.
Sponglolo* In Botany, the lax cellular

tissue and mucus situated at the extremities of

roots, having the property of absorbing fiuid

like a sponge ; whence the name.
Bponsiona (Lat. sponsio, a bond). In Inter-

national Law, acts and engagements made on
behalf of states by agents not specially au-

thorised, or exceeding the limits of the au-

thority under which uiey purport to be made,
are so called by writers on this branch of

jurisprudence. Such conventions must be con-

firmed by express or tacit ratification. The
latter is implied from the fact of acting

under it as if bound by its stipulations ; but
mere silence is not, in ^neral, held equivalent

to ratification. Such are the official setd of

admirals and generals susp^diifg ot limiting

hostilities, capitulations or surrender, cartels

of exchange, &c. (Grotius, DeJure Bd. et Pac.

lib. hi. ; vattel, liv. h. ; Wheaton On Inter-

nationcU Law, vol. i. p. 291.)

Bpomsoi* (Lat. sponsor, a surety). In the

Boman Catholic, G:mek, Lutheran, and Oal-

vinistic Churches on the Continent, and in the

Ghuxeh of l^gland, the name pven to the

ponous who at the baptism of infants make
a profession of the Christian faith in t^ir

and guarantee their relimous education.

(Neander'a Church Kidory, vol. i. part ii.) In

the Presbyterian Church, baptism is adi]^is-«

tered without sponsors.
. ^

BpraiMUiooiui AEia* Under certain tur-

eumstances the motion of a p^ectly fri^ebOdjTf

underthe action of instantaneous forces, t^Iyes
itself, at the first instant, to a simple toUtion

about an axis unaccompanied by any motion of
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translation. When this ii the case, the axis is

termed a irpoTt^oneons one. Thus the effect upon
a body of a bbwwhoseline of action is^piiriai^l

to a central principal ^axis is to catise rotation,

for an instant, around a spontaiiedilir ^

(Poinaot * On Percussion/ In Liouville's Jour-
not, 1857.) Euler, in his Theoria Mfoitue, 1790

;

La^nge, in his Mlamipw PaMs
1858; and Udaiinay, in LioOville’e

vol. V., have also written on this sul^<^.
Spo&taiiaoiis Oenoimtfpw. fte notion

that corruption is the source of life was, among
the ancients, almOSt Universal, axid it is a
common popular opinion even in the prsSent

day. In the scientific world, indeed, the opimon
that organised beings cah arisO without pre-

existent germs, bas been all but Exploded. ' It

has, however, of late been revived; and if the

facts brought forward could be implicitly de-

pended upon, the doctrine would certainly

be less doubtful than it has of late been con-

sidered.

Wherever due attention has been paid, ob-
serves Mr. Berkeley, to prevent the possibility

of access of atmospheric air, no vegetation has
ever appeared, provided proper precautions

have been taken to place all possibly nre«

existent germs in such a condition that^tnelr

rep^urtive powers must be destroyed. If the

residue of rain or snow-fiakes, or ihe dust of

trade winds, is carefully examined, numerous
animal and vegetable prodnedons may always
be detected; and the lower fbnbS of either

kingdom are propagated with such extreme
rapidity, that the Bwarming of animals or
vegetables in infusions seems almost magical.

Some of these will bear a beat equal or even
much superior to that of boiling water for some
time without losing their vitality ;

therefore the

simple boiling of water is not sufficient, even
if, while it passes through a furnace, care be
taken to exclude the outward air or to prevent

its containing reproductive germs. Concentrated
sulphuric acid has sometimes been used for

the same purpose, but this plan ii subject to

error, as, whatever may be the case "With germO
which may be msent nti the outside of a
bubble passing through the acid, it do^ not
follow that those in the middle of the bubble
should be killed. EjroeViirients, however, bava
been carried on by M. POuchet,‘which app^
to exclude all chance of ' the accidehtal'mttS-

mission of gerinS through the tulphtiric aCid;

but these experiments have hden niet ’wirii-

counter results of experiments' by Ml PiLSteur.

In the present state of the' cohtfbVersjr, which
is as yet undecided, no gSheral Coneluriou can
be drawn, and inore tacts ate reunited. Never-
theless, it is apparent that a mnch Isntget num-^
her of scientific men are* novrdi^sed'to look
fovourably on the doctrine ^;0f naterogCn^s
tbrnd ri#enfV''years a^. TbO sjrntbesiS, of m-
orgardc and SwdW mattSi^'SWems wfthin Ihe

Ifinfts Of pos^Ktyi (Lihdlcv an^ Moori?,

Trtdsfinty^BoUd̂ .)
'
(BnBbiBS.7 ' - ^ '

^tKOOl ('Ger. sptde). ,A niece 'of 'cahe or

re^ or a noUow eylindet 6f wo6d a ridgC



SPOONDBUn’ SPRING
at each end, used bj wearers for winding their soriot which, apparently without any cellular

yam. division, produces the semi-gelatinous myce-
Spoosidrlll* The light spray blown off lium peculiar to those Fungu

the wares in a violent wind. 0portAlw (a word coined from Gr. mropd,

9porMla (Gr, o-iropoSiK^, scattered), A and eTSor, /orm), A term used in describing

term applied to sudi diseases as attack a few the spores oiFungi and Lichens when they are

persons only at any time or season. contained in asci. Sporidia, like spores, may
•ponuigla (Gr. nropd, a teed, and kyyeiot, consist of one or more cells, and these may

a vettel). This word is used in cryptogamie be covered with a distinctly organised cuticle.

Botany, to denote the oases in which the spores They have frequently a thick gelatinous coat,

are formed. In ferns it is applied to the which is usually absorbed as the contents of the

little cysts with their elastic ring; in pseudo- cells become fully organised. They germinate
ferns, to the organs immediately containing by the protrusion of the inner membrane, the

the spores, whether naked or contained in a outer being ruptured or perforated, or in some
common receptacle ; in mosses, to the um- eases by the elongation of both. In compound
shaped bodies which are often called capsules sporidia a distinct germinating tliread is often

and theees. Amongst algae, lichens, and funri, produced by each cell. Sporidia are by no
it is seldom need in a general sense. In me means constant in size and form. Great differ-

latter it is Mmetimes applied to asci when euces of dimensions and outline may exist in the

large and pear-shaped as in truffles, to the same aseus. They have sometimes a very differ-

epore-bearing vesicles of moulds, or to the ent outline when seen from the back or side

;

lens-shaped bodies contained in the reeeptsdes and in some casea, b'ke the spores of so many
of plants like Hidsdarm, tlioi^ they sie eer- Agarics, they ore Allowed out on one side like

tainlynotof thesameiiatanas theffgansjost a fingment of a bombshelL In many cases the

mentioned. 'Wlm the con is so samll as to aseos in wiuehtliej were generated is absorbed,

become nucroseopnc^ it is soniftiiHeB called so that they appear naked; sad it is probable
sporangiolum. timt oecaaMnally they nmteego further deie-

Spore (Gr. raeiif). The repcodnetive bodies loj^ement when free, as is oertainlj the case

of cryptonnuL ThM bodiesdo not contain an with that of some aporea of These re-

embryo, but oQoaiat marely of one or more prodnetiTe bodies are somethnes called tptri-

cells variously eorabmed tog!kher ; henes^ they dioia.

are called spores to distingoiah them firam true fflpnttens, Spertoln (Lat.). In
seeds. Amongst Fungi, me name is restricted Antiquities, a dole. It was an aarient usage in

to those reprodrave bodies which are prodneed Borne for rich men to disCrilmte victnals on
either singly or in little chains at the tm of certain occasnona amongtheir poor clientB, each
the fruit-bearii^ threads. Inmany cases, now- of whom attended for the purpose with a wicker

ever, these bodies are generated within cells or baricct (spoxtom). AfterwaHs this dole was
asm, and they are then for distinction’s sake generally commuted for money ; and the sum
tennad ^pori/ia. It is, however, desirable that ttius distributed, about 100 qnadrantes, or

thewordsporc should be used in themore^neral eighteen pence h^lishf was called sportula.

sense, as opposed to seed, the grand distinction Bpomlea (Gr. owopd). The reproductive

between cryptogams and phasnogams consistmg bodies of Asexual or Ciypto^mic plants;

in the difhrent nature of their mode of repro- differing from seeds in not being generated

ducrioB. by imprecation, and in having no definite

The spores of aeroguns are produced for the and pre£termmed points of growth, but

most port in mother-cells four together, after the springing forth into young plants fh>m any
manner of poUen-grains—often retaining their part of weir surface. [Spobbs.]

original fbrm, so that whm& mature they have Bpota on ttsm Biuu J
one spherical and three |dain sides. In a few Bponiswoodo Wrotuh [Pbxbtino Ma-
genexa, however, there is only a single spore in ckibb.]

each sporangium. In Afgm the spores are Bering (a Teutonic word). In Astronomy,

sometimes nothing more then the transformed one of the four seasons of the year. For the

joints of certain Uireads ; sometimes th^ ap- northern hemisphere, the spring season begins

pear to be formed from the contents of a ceU, when the sun enters Aries, the first of the

as they are in the ascigerqns Fungi; some- northern signs, or about Mar^ 21, and ends at

times they are endowed with actite motion the time of the summer solstice.' [Sjbasobs.]

like animals, and are then called Zoospores. Sfbino, In Hechonics, a piece ofmechanism,
In Xuchens they are of the same natim as formed of tempped steel or some other elastic

the sporidia of litngi, substance^ apmied mostlly for the purposes of

Sj^ree or ^rulee germinate either by don- producing remetance, or of preventing a shock
gstion of some particular and subsequent pom the collision of hard Mies, or of giving

ceU-divisum, or by eeU<^vuiioa without any nmtion to mechanism by its effort to unbend
l^otriUDOii of a tbmd or aMDahranoiis empeii- Itself. For the law of the force exerted hj a
sion. In JSfysBogatiret^bieyjBtmi^^ spring, see Eiasno Oubvb.
after the fSisbm ofothm biB somef^^ Swxo. In Naval language, a rope or

the outer case is mptused, and a body Wears hawser passed &oiu the stem of a ship and
with the attributin of soma of the lower nmde fiist to the mbla or anchor horn the bow
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SPRING BEAM SPRINGS
hy which she is riding. The object is to taiy at a gnater elevation than the wring, and
at Mfill the direction in which she rides, an comparing it with the quantity of rain that

olject of importance when the brc«dside has to falls annually in the same climate, it has been

bo brought to bear on any given point. found, in eveiy instance, that the aqueous de-

Spriv Beam. In the pac^e>box of a position from the atmos^ere greatly exceeds

steam vessel the spring beam is a strong tim- the supply from the spring. It is comput^
ber parallel to the ship's side, and forming that not more than a third part of the rain

at once the base of the paddle-box and the which falls in the valley of the ^ine is ronveyed

seat of the plummcr-block in which the end to the sea by the river ; the remaining two-

of the paddle shaft revolves. It is held in thirds support vegetation, supply fountains and
position by the paddle beams prqjecting be- springs, or are returned to the atmosphere by
yond the vessel’s side. In many mcmern forms evaporation. The immense bodies of water

of paddle-box the spring beam is dispensed which some continental rivers roll towards the

with, the paddle shaft working in a chock in ocean are but a small part of the rain which

the side. falls in the surrounding countries.

Spring Tides. The tides at the times of Assuming, then, that the subterraneous water

the new and full moon. At these times the is supplied from atmospherical deposition, it

sun and moon are in a straight line with the remains to bo explainea how it amves at the

earth, and their joint effect in raising the waters situation it occupies in the interior of the earth,

of the ocean is a maximum, and the tides are and by what forces it is raised from great depths

consequently the highest. [Tides.] to the surface.

Springs. Outflows of water or other liquid All persons who have paid the slightest

from the earth. They occur in all parts of the attention to ^logy are aware that in stratified

world, in valleys and on hill tops, on land and countries dilereoit bods of rocks are super-

under water, within caverns, at hill sides, at all posed on one another, and ranged in a certain

levels, and both naturally and after artificial order. The strata sometimes follow a horizontal

boring through the superficial strata. All direction for a considerable extent of country

;

water springs are connected ultimately with the at other places they are inclined to the hori-

rainfall from the clouds, a complete circulation zon, appearing to have been thrust up by the

being thus kept up. On. Speinos are connected action of a powerful force acting from be-

generally with large deposits of organic matter, neath the suifiice. In such cases the edges of

either animal or vegetable. Mineral Springs the strata are often exposed, especially on the

and Thermal Springs consist of water that summits and flanks of hills, to the action of

has passed through the deeper and heated the atmosphere. Between the strata are fro-

portions of the earth's crust. Springs occur quently found beds of permeable sand, through

naturally in grovel; at hill sides, where they whichwater, coming in contact with them, must
issue from the edges of strata ; or at faults in necessarily pass, flrst through the inclined part

strata. They are especially common in strati- by virtue of its specific gravity, and then in

fied and limestone districts, but some are found the horizontal branches by virtue ofthe pressure
even in granite. [Fountain.] of the water remaining in the elevated portions

Springs* Artealw. VeracalpeKforations of the strata. In such manner the water
of the exterior crust of the earth, of aniall insinuates Uself between the diifletrent strata;

diameter, and froquentlj ofgreatdepth, thiou^ aqd hence we may expect that as many distinct

which subterraneous water riaea to the amfitoc, aonroea of subterraneous water viU^ mat wiUt
oiton forming abuzidantand elevated jets. \Jkm~ in penetrating perpendicularly through the
TBsiAN Wm-L.] The oMert ArteamnwiemoBown suri^ af there a^e diati^ llagers qf a per-
to exist in France is in the anieieiit eonveut ef meable nature reposing

the ChartreuN, at XiiUanu m Artona. It issaid This antieipatUHi m by cn^perje^
to have been made in The inhabitants of M. Arago mentions, tlint> in djggmg fdf coid
%ypt and of the great desert of 8shara appear near Si Nicholiui ^Aliermpatr a distance

to have been long leqnaintad with this mode from Dieppe^ seven distinetandcc^pa sources
of obtaining water, and the Chinssaare said to of water were found, the respeeuve dfpthi of

have practised it foe thonsands of yean. which were: lat, l^tween and 100 fo^;
Various oQiyeetamahave heenniade as to the 2nd, 328 foot ; 3id, foom 370 to 690 foet; 4th,

source of the water wlneli cones from the from 890 to 710 feet ; . 8th, 020 foot; 0^ 940
Arteaianwellt. The simplantand most natanl ieet; 7th, 1,090 fost;, ai4 the oeeanfoi^
explanation is, that theantemmwlisdhjr the of enrii source was mat Similaroocuj^
ram which fi^ on tho aarfime at a higher xenon are freqpent in 3^ nuighhoiixhood (d
elevation, and whidi penctntn throus^ the London, and are fonii|iaT to all miaeiSy But it

pores and fissures of the ground till it meeta ia not enough^thnt the struetim qf tlm countij
with some impenneabfootxntnii or ueoUectod hq Bffeh that water can psroolate hetween tlto

insubtemneanreservoiii. Xthaslieanohiectod diifotent strata; the phenomeDa of jMtnmn
that spring are sometimeo situated on or nnr foantahto could not be auptoined without supx>

the summits pf mountains^ whidh coold not be popb^ Jt,to be odloetedmkigsqimntities,a^
supplied in this way; but oa an attsotm wnaing autoKransQua xeservoiri of
examination of all tiie dreamstaneea, Le. oa extent. That, sndbi^ reservoirs omg^ no dojoht

neasuring accurately tho extent of snifoee cna be entertained.
.

The mlebnvtsd fountoin
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SPRINGS
of VuuduBe sendB forth at all times a stream
of water sufficient to form a considerable river.

Even in the driest seasons, when the water is

leMt plentiful, it yields 4,780 cubic feet per

minute. After great rains, its product is thrice

as great. The mean quantity emitted is 9,360
|

cu^c feet per minute, or about 5,030 millions of

cubic feet in a year. Many other examples of

the same kind might be cited, showing that

water must not only be collected m subterra-

neous cavities in immense quantities, but that

it also passes freely from one place to another.

In fact, the disposition of the rocks in strata

permits the water to be collected under the

surface and to be conveyed without waste, as if

in close pipes.

According to the view which has now been
taken of the manner in which subterraneous

water is collected, its elevation to the surface

through a natural fissure or artificial perfora-

tion 18 a simple result of hydrostatic pressure.

Generally speaking, the edges of the strata

are exposed only on tlie acclivities of hills,

or in elevated places, where, consequently, the

rain water can bo roceiv^ under beds of

imperineable materials. Conceive two strata

of i^ks, as a and 5, having a bed of

slindordther matter permeable to water inter-

pOs^di add Suppose that d is the place where
the edges* nf tko strata crop out, or where a

fii^6Mi ttUewk'a^free entrance of the water to

tho istrutum. The water at first

detiecAada ((hftmgh the effect of gravity ; it then

Bfodg ba^aftis h in cons^uence of the

prri^dthfe eiMKused by the superior part of the

coldftin near d, suppose a perforation to

be'^rnddb^a^^r/aud^'b^tiiiued till it reaches

tlffii^hHl]^lilwtdMl>4fllhe water will naturally

the same altitude

Iti^s^ ttn^^C^aches the surface if

in fact^ between
h in the same cir-

^ipe ; and if the

ik^dMbiderably lower
My be sufficient

(fc^ Mmple, that atl

middle of

cases, it

those

the

iW df Ibtel of

we
littM of

^ iMf HfilM,
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extent cannot appar a serious objection, when
it is considered tmit the same geological struc-

ture has been found to prevail sometimes over
even a much greater extent of county. An
interesting paper on this subject is given by
Arago, in the Annuaire du Bureau dee Lonfft-
tudes for 1835.

Numerous works of this kind have been
executed of late years. One of the most
remarkable of them is that of Grenelle, a
suburb at the south-west of Paris, where there

was formerly a great scarcity of water. The
strata which were penetrated were: 1. The
tcrtidiy strata above the chalk

;
2. Chalk

; 3.

Grc#‘n8and and clay
;

4. Oolite or Jura lime-

stone. The sheet of water fiows in a stratum
of gravel under the limestone. On account of

the gr#»at depth of the boring, the work was
attended with much difficulty, and retarded by
various accidents, ^t length, in February,

1841, after eight years of exertion, the engineer

(M. Mulot) had the satisfaction of seeing the

water he was in search of burst forth from a

depth of about 600 English yards, and the jet

no less than 4,000,000 litres, or in round
numbers 880,000 imperial gallons, in the 24
hours. The temperature is 81° of Fahrenheit,

corresponding to an increase of 1° for each 20 4

yards of descent. The bore is protected by a
metal tube, divided into four unequal lengths,

and successively decreasing in diameter. The
dimensions are as follow: From the surface

of the ground to the commencement of the first

tube, 2’ 6 yards; length of the first tube, 166
yards ; of second tube, 227 yards ; of third, 72

yards; of fourth, 124 yards; from extremity

of last tube to bottom of bore, 7*5 yards
;

total,

598 yards. The diameter of the first or highest

tube is about a foot, and of the lowest about
six inches, English. The expense was about

12,000/. sterling. For a description of the

boring apparatus, and methods of conducting

such works usually followed in this country,

see Ure^B DietionaTy of Arte^ ManufaciuTee^
and Minee; and for details respecting some
Artesian wells in England, the Beporte of the

Britieh Association,

•prlnrnt IttMnDttteat. In many parts

of the World there are sidings which some-
times issue freely and gre sometimes dry.

YThen this oOeurs periodically, the springs are

said to be interfnitient

In limestone districts, springs are due to

very different causes from those that act in

volcanic districts ; and as there are remarkable
ibtermittent brings in both, the explanattons

must succeed each other.

When large bodies of water exist in hollow
spaces and clefts of rock in limestone districts,

the means of escape to the surface are often

tedious, obscure, and winding, and liable to be
partly or entirely choked. It may thus hap-
pen that water, having reached a certain point
below the surface of high ground (the chan-
nels being full), may find the readiest way of

eseaM by means of a kind of natural pipe,

'whiw first rises a little and then descends
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to a free oiftlet In this ease, if the delivery

pipe is at a lower level than the receiving pipe,

and the total rise less than thirty feet^ the

combination will act as a siphon, and the

contents of the reservoir be rapidly drawn
off when the siphon acts, and slowly or not

at all while the water is rising to such a
level as to cause the siphon to begin its

action.

Intermittent springs in volcanic districts are

very different, and involve the action of steam,

probably under high pressure. The geysers of

Iceland are fine specimens of such springs.

[Geysers.] They rise in a tract covered by
lava. The Great Geyser springs from a spa-

cious basin at the summit of a mound formed
of silicious incrustations deposited by the spray

of its waters. In the centre of this basin is a
pipe 78 feet deep, through which the water
rises, flows over, and is thrown up in jets,

attended by loud explosions and subterranean

rumblings, and slight tremors of the ground.

When these jets are most violent, they shoot to

a height of 200 feet ; and after playing for some
time, a snorting noise is heard, which gradually

becomes as loud as thunder, and steam rushes

forth with prodigious violence. This deafening

roar lasts for a variable time, and the eruption

terminates, coming on again after a variable

interval of rest.

A satisfactory explanation of these remark-
able springs has been offered by Professor II.

Bunsen, in his important memoir on pseudo-

volcanic phenomena. He refers to the funnel

of the geyser, as the main seat of the mechanical

force, by which the mass of water is thrown up
and converted into boiling foam. The correct-

ness of this he proved by sinking marked stones

to different depths ; only those suspended near

the surface were thrown to a great height. In
the lower part of the funnel and in the reservoir

below the water, the heat is far above the

boiling point. At and near the surface cooling

goes on very rapidly. After an eruption, the

water falls back in the basin, and, as it rises

again, the temperature goes on increasing up
to a certain height in the funnel, which is

half the height between the surface and
the reservoir. When a fresh eruption is

about to commence, the temperature approaches

to that of the boiling point of tne water

under the pressure of the column above.

At this time a veiy slight impulse suffices

to bring a laige portion of the column intc^

a state of ebulbtion; and the mechanical

force thus developed is more than sufficient to

raise the huge mass of the water to the great

elevation already described. By actual cal-

culation, Professor Bunsen proves that the

column of water is fully capable of perform-
ing the eruprion by the force thus generated.

Other intermittent thermal springs are known
in Iceland, and of these the LitUe Geyser is

an example. They are due probably to the

existence of a subterranean caldron or focus

of vapour, and the eruption is caused by the

pressure of steam on the roof of this cavern or
643

caldron. This pressure is small immediately

after an eruption, but as water pours in and the

heat continues, t^re is no escape, and at length

the force becomes sufficient to throw the whole
column into the air. The intervals between
these eruptions are not very regular.

Springs* Mlnnral. In many parts of the

world, water issues from the earth loaded with

mineral matter in solution. The carbonates of

lime, magnesia, and soda ;
sulpliates of lime,

magnesia, potash, and soda; muriates and
chlorides of soda, magnesia, and lime

;
iron

and silica, are the minerals chiefly contained.

Carbonic acid gas, oxygen, nitrogen, and sul-

phuretted hydrogen gases, are a^ contained

sometimes in very large quantities.

Mineral springs often pour forth from the

ground, in parts of the earth where there are

no volcanic rocks, or any appearance of recent

volcanic action. They are, however, usually

associated in some way with mechanical dis-

ruption of rocks. Thns, the springs at Buxton
are near great faults in the carboniferous

limestone, and those at Leuk in Switzerland

are amongst the High Alps. Many other ex-

amples might easily be given. Central France
(Auvergne) and the French side of the Pyre-

nees are especially remarkable for the number
of their mineral springs, the volume of the

water, and its mineral-contents.

Occasionally largo quantities of naphtha, or

other bituminous fluid, pour out of the earth as

springs. These have lately become so import-

ant as to require notice in s separate article.

Springs* ITaphtlin* Oil* and Petro-
leum. Jets of water containing a large ad-

mixture of petroleum and the vanous minerals

allied, such as bitumen, naphtha, and pitch, have
long been known, and localities in which fluid

bitumen oozes out in large quantities from under
water are also known. In one locality on the

river IraWadi, there are said to be upwards of

600 such wells, yielding annually halfa million

of hogsheads of mineral oil ; but oil wells such
as those that have recently attracted attention

in North America are new and remarkable phe-
nomena. The first notices of the existence of
oil springs, in North America, in large quantity,

appeared about the end of 1858, and two years

sutoequently 60,000 ^Uons of valuable pr^uce
of this kind were raised daily on the western
Imrders of New York State only. This quan-
tity was obtained from wells sunk from 70 to

500 feet, and the oil was pnmped. At the end
of 1869 in the state of Pennsylvania, and in
the middle of 1860 in Ohio, other oil-yielding

districts were discovered, and subsequently
both Upper and Lower, Kentucky,

Virginia, Tennessee, Aricansas, Texas, New
Mexico, and California, have all been found
prolific. Cuba has recently been added to
the list of localities. The oil-yielding district

readies from the 66th to the 128th degree of
west longitude from Greenwich, and from near
the equator to the 60th deopree ofnmih latitude.

The oil is derived from Silurian, Devonian, and
carboniferous rocks.
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Thttgeolcgical position ofthese oils seems not Spiiiifltir. In Architecture, the iovei

to be retf striedy defined, but it is obsezred part of an arch, or that rart from which it rises,

that the main deposit of oil is generally under- Sprttt SiMtaatl (Dutch spriet, Old Eng.
laid by tough clay. A Tiolent outburst of sprit, to sprout). A spar or pole. The wo:^
earburetted hydrogen gas usually occurs when was once so used generically. It survives in

the oil is reached by boring and this is several terms, notably in bowsprit^ which is

followed by a mixture of oil and gas, and a spar sprouting from the bow. When the

afterwards of oil alone, which is sometimes word is employe singly, it means a diagonal

thrown to a height of 100 feet in the air. At spar for supporting a quadrilateral fore-and-

tbe outset, some wells have yielded 4,000 ait sail, the sprit's heel being against the mast,

gallons of oil in 24 hours, firam a four-inch pipe, and its head maintaining the upper comer of

The oils are sometimes clear aud transparent, the sail farthest from the mast. The sprit-

but more usually ofa dark brown colour. They sail, in particulw, was a square sail borne
are very inflammable, and many accidents have under the bowsprit on the dolphin-striker. It

occurred in their use, both at their first issue is now obsolete. In very ancient ships there

from the earth and subsequently. These oils was a sprit topsail on a mast rising from the

are of the nature of naphtl^ They generally outer end of the bowsprit,

require distillii^, and ly slow distillation yield Sprocket Wlieela On Shipboard, the

a good lubricating oil, sis well ae a burning oil sprocket wheel in a capstan is a wheel, armed
and a valuable residuum of paraffine for candles, with pointed studs, round which the chain-cable

Benzole is also obtained from them. passes. The studs afford a firmer bite on the

At the beginning of the present year (1866), cable,

upwards of 50,000 gallons per day were being Spraoe Bear. A liquor, made of treacle

raised, a great part of wmch was exported, or molasses, and tinctured with the essence of

chiefly to England. spruce, well boiled in water and fermented.

aprliiga« TbcnnkL Many springs of hot Bprnoe Tir» The common name for the

water rise out of the earth in afferent parts of trees of the Airies family, and specially applied

the world, besides the remarkable intermittent to A. excelsa.
,

springs of Iceland. [Gsysebs ; Spbinos, Ik- Bpraoc Odure or Oerc de Buc. A dark-

TBUMrrnBMT.] The name thermal spring is coloured yellow ochre, similar to Roman ochre,

applied only to those cases in which the It is much employed, and affords useful and
temperature of the water, as it reaches the permanent tints.

eartVs surface, is uniform throughout the year, Bpim Tarn. [Rofb.]

aud higher than the mean anni^ temperature Spank (akin tofungus and sponge). Poly-

of the air at that point. The following are porus (formerly Boletus) imiarius^ a species

some of the most remarkable hot springs. At of fun^s, called also ToucWood. The plant,

Buxton in Derbyshire, the springs throw out when cut into thin slices and beaten till soft,

18,500 cubic feet per day of 24 hours, at a has been used as a styptic to check hsmor-
temperature of 82*^. At Bath, more than rhage ; it is also used, when soaked in a solu-

double the quantity, at 115^. At Flombi^res, tion of nitre, for kindling matches and to-

in France, the quantity is smaller, but the baoco, under the name of Amadou or Qerman
temperature 147®. At Yemet, in the Pyrenees, tinder,

the enormous quantity of two and a half Spurge (Fr. dpnige, ItaL rourgo). The corn-

millions of cubic feet issue at a temperature of mon name for the plants of the Euphorbia
1 82® At Wiesbaden the temperature is 158^

;
genus. The Spuige Olive is Daphne Mezerewm^

at Carlsbad 167®; at Oantal, in FVancp, as much a deciduous shrub, all parts of which, but
as 174®; and in tiie north-west of Spain 192®. especially the fruit and the ^bark, are veiy

Hot springs are known in various parts of acrid and poisonous ; it is usea as a sudorific

Italv, m Portugal, in Greece^ Turkey, and the and alterative in medicine, aud is sometimes
Balkan, in yanons parts of Asia and Africa, applied externally as an irritant. [Daphkb.]
and in both Northa^ South America. Spurs (A.-Sax. spur). Frojectious carried

The water of hot springs always contains a out from the banks of rivers to deflect the

certain proportion of solid ingredients held in current and protect the banks
; tbey may be

solution, and generally some m. The former formed either of masonry, carpentry, or brnsh-

usnally consist of muriates, borides, carbon- wood, according to circumstances. Tbey are

ates, and salfdiates of lime, soda, and magnesia, much employed in defending the banks of the
but include also iron and silica. Man^ese, Rhine, the Fo, the Danube, the Elbe, &c.

;
but

cobalt, nickel, tin, titanium, copper, lead, silver, the French engineers appear to prefer the con-

and gold have all been detected in springs, tinnoua system of defence affiizded by walls, or

Ae much as 170 grains of solid ingredients are j^trris,

sometimes h^d in each pint of water. The S^uud (Fr. escouade). A Military term for

gases in thermal springs are chiefiy carhonie a small subdivision of men either for purposes
sci^ su^iiretted hydr^^en, nitn^n, and oity- of drill or interior economy,

gen. laxgeir qnantiuea of carbonio acid are Squadron (Fr. escadron, Ital. sqnadra, from
of comae present in cold, not in hot water. Lat. quadratns, squared). In the Army, s body
Thermal springs are almoet univexsaJly yaked of cavalry coneistii^ of two troops. It is thf
for their healing powere. unit of cavalry tactics.
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SQUADRON STABLE EQUHilBRIUM
SaviLOBOM. In Kaval matters, a section of a in^ at right an^es, or at a neater aimle, from

fleet, forming the command of a flag-officer. surface wmch bears £em, or being so

Squall (Swed. equal). The Sea ^term for a arranged, as the leaves of some mosses,
gust of wind, or for a short temporary increase Squash (another form of ouosA the
in the force of the wind. root of Lat. qwso, Fr. caaser). A variety of

Squalns (Lat.). In Ichthyology, the Lin- Ouewrbita
nsean generic designation of the shark tribe, Sqaattna Awaliis. [Eiwoston.]
Squama (Lat. a scale). In Botany, the SqnllL The root of XJrginta maritima,

bracteae of an amentum ; also used occasionally formerly called Sctlla maritima. Squills are
for any kind of bracted or rudimentary le^ import^ from the Levant. The roots have
which has a scaly appearance. a nauseously bitter and very acrid flavour,

Sqnanimipennea (Lat. squama, a scale ; and are generally cut into slices and dried for

penna, a fin). The name of a family of Acan- pharmaceutical uses. There are two varieties,

thopteiygious fishes, comprising those which the red and the white
;
which, however, do not

have tne dorsal and anal fins covered with appear to differ materially in composition. In
scales. large doses squill is purgative and emetic ; but
Bqnamoiu (Lat. squamosus, scaly). In it is chiefly employed in smaller doses as a

Zoology, when a sur&ce is covered with small powerful expectorant, and as a diuretic in corn-

scales. binatioD with other remedies. Half an ounce
Square (Welsh cwAr, Fr. carr4, Lat. quad- of oxymel of squills is sometimes prescribed as

ratus). In Geometry, a four-sided rectilineal an emetic in cases where the bronchie are much
figure, of which all the angles are right angles, loaded with viscid mucus, and in the chronic

and all the sides equal. coughs of old people. [UitaiNBA.]

Squxbb. a Military formation of troops. Squirrel. [Sciurps.]

A s^id squ<are is formed to resist cavalry, and Sqnlrttnq Cueumber. The Momordica
the men all face outwards. A hollow square is Materium or Echalium agreste. When the fruit

formed to hear orders read, &c., and the troops or pepo is ripe, it separates from the stalk, and

face inwards. expels its seeda and a thin mucous juice with

SauxBB. In Naval language, this term is considerable violence through the remaining

applied to the yards, and implies that they aperture. The acrid purgative, known in phar-

are at right angles to the masts. Square- macv under the name of Hattrium, is deposited

rigged means that the rig includes yards which by this juice.

can be set square. Square sail is a quadri- SS* CoSsr ofi So called from the shape of

lateral sail never borne us a fore-and-aft sail, the links ; in Heraldry, in silver the badge of

Square BSeasures. The relative mag- an esquire, in gold that of a knight, and, with

nitudes of squares of given dimensions, sever^ varieties in the design, that of various

[Mbasurb.] high officials. Its origin, accoi^ng to Edmon-
Square Wuaber. In Arithmetic, the ton, * was, no doubt, religious,’ and it is said,

product of a number multiplied by itself. Thus in England, to have been originally the eogni-

the squares of the natural numbers, I, 2, 3, 4, 5, sauce of the house of Lancaster, and introduced

&c., are respectively, 1, 4, 9, 16, 26, &c. in 1407. There seem, however, to be earlier

Among the properties of square numbers, instances.

the foTloiring may be mentioned: Every odd Stabat Mater Ooloraaa. The first words

square number is of the form 8n + 1, or when of a celebrated Latin hymn, in rhymed lines

divided by 8 leaves 1 for the remainder, of eight syllables without metre ;
said to have

Eveiy even square number is of the form 497, been composed by .a Franciscan monk named
or is divisible by 4. Every square number Jacopone da Todi, in the fourteenth century,

ends with one or other of the following digits, It has been set to music by nearly all the

0, 1, 4, 5, 6, 9. greatest composers. The Stabat Mater is per-

Sqnara Itaot. In Arithmetic, the square formed in tine ecdesiastical services of the

root of any number is the number which being Roman church during Holy Week,
roultipliedintoitselfproducesthegiven number. Stable uA Vsitsble BqslUbstani*
Thus, 12 is the square root of 144, ^ is the When a body, in equilibrium under the aetion

quare root of and *05 the ^uare root of of given forces, receives a very small di^lace-

‘0026. When the given number is not an exact ment, the points of iqiplication and the direo*

square, the root may be found to any degree of tions of the forces remain!^ unaltered. equUi-

approximation by the process for extracting brium may still exist, and if so, it is said to be
the square root, which is taught in every book neutral. It may, however, be destroyed, and
ofcommon arithmetic. [QuASRanoEauxTioN.] in this ease the original state is called one

SqnftToa,Minimum. [Mumcuii Squarbs.] of stahla or vnaUAle sguffilrittm, accordingly

Squared Stffereiioos of [Equa- as, after the displacement, the body, ten^
TioN OF Squabbd DiFERBBiroB8.1 to retum to, or depart still farthisr from.

Squaring oftlmCIrele. [Qua3>ratubr.1 its former position. Under the inflnenee of

Bquurrese (Lat sqnarrosus, rough ana gravity, for example, a body is in eqplihrium

scurfy, perhaps akin to Gr. [Escear]). when the vertical thro^ its centre it gravity

In Botany, a term applied to those parts of passes through the point of support, the

plants which are covered with bodies spread- equilibrium is stable or unstable aocordinglj

*^VoL.III. 646 ‘ NN
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as a causes the ascent

or deacciiit, of con,tr^ of gravity ;
it will

bo neutrail, if /il?je ,
altitude of the centre of

graVjity remaiiis imultwed by the displacement.

An .figg on an horizontal plane may serve to

illUslFiite all thtee states.

0taoe»tp. (Jial. s^paraied). In Music, a

term denoting that the notes to which it is

affixed 'are to be detached in a marked way
from each other, much like Swccato.

,
(Welsh yi>tac, Dan. stak). Corn in

tV-; sheaf piled up in a circular or rectangular

fi^ire, brought to a point or ridge at top, and
altorwiirds thatched to protect it from the

iuAuencu of the weather,,and more especially

from rai n s. The term is ajsq sometimes applied

to liny piled up in the same manner; which,

however, iu most places, is called a ric^. The
found.itioh of a corn stock is commonly made
on a plutfurm of wood or iron, raised on props

fro^n the moisture of the soil, and

to and mice; differing in this re-

spect from rielto of hay, which are built always

on the ground.

Stadium (Qr. In Ancient Archi-

tecture, tin open space used for ^^thletic exercises.

Amongst tito liomaiis, the form of the stadium

w'aji very similar tp that pf the cirais; but

most of the Grecian stadia trero surrounded by
an earthen mouq4, Vitruvius informs us that

the length of, a stadium was much greater than

its breadth
;
and that the lists were formed by

a, terrace, pr a, bank of earth. Though the

stadium lUQstly formed part of a gymnasium,

it sometimesf yraa a part of a separate structure,

uud 'fras built at great cost and with consider-

able elegance, as the stadium on the Corinthian

isthmus, B^ntiqiied^ by l^ausanias, and that

of Herodes Atticus, at Athens, wliich was con-

structed of PeiitGl.ican marble.

Stadium. A measure of length in use

among the ancient Greeks and other nations.

It was equal (to 600 Gree^or Jloman feet,

or to 125 KoinJiVpaees. ‘ Hence the stadium

contained fi06 feet t) ipchos, English, (Smith’s

JOictidiiarp of ^eeJe ' aiid Jtd)mn Antiquiiies,

arts. * Stadium ’ and ^ Jicasure.*)

StadtbOlder (Dutch Stndhouder, cittf-

hokhr). The; name, formerly given to the com-
mander-ih;'cbidf of tlie' military forces in tlic

republic oftlie Di^itoa K^therlqnds. William I.,

pritvif of.Orapgb^Jiad:be«op ^ade governor or

stiviTtliOlder 'df the three
'

provinces o'f Holland,

Zealand, ,aiid Dtrecht; and during the w’ar of

indfmouddi^^^ b* continued in that office

by the goddwfll of those provinces. Afier

fiis death', the earl pf Leicester was declared

slad^oldef by the' States-Ocneral ;
while some

of thq Beparatlb provinces appointed Prince

Itfaurlcfe', oftheir fonuer to'enidr. For a

cehtuiy a^d A lialf aflervards the office was
cohfprred withdmVtt bytlio several pro*

virtobs at^nnuny diiShrent; times, ahliough always

to mbhib^ of the house of Orange.

WifUam^’ priricfe of Oi3^ in 1747, was
getieiisl iiei^itary' stodtholder; in

179^1 ^he offtoi CesBed'oit'the Eifeneh conquest

;

' '
•• JK9'

'
'

STAFF COLLEGE
ill 1814, the head of the house of Orange was
raised to the throne by the title of King Wil-
liam I.—a title retained by his successors.

The power of the stadtholder Taritd in dif-

ferent provinces, and at different periods.

I

8tfltff(A.-Sax. stsef). The staff of an army
consists of the officers charged with the ad-

ministration of the various departments of the

service. The following is the staff of the British

army .

—

1. General officers or colonels commanding
divisions, districts, brigades, &c.

2. Adjutant-genenirs department. (Adju-
tant-General.]

3. Quartermaster -generars department.

[Quartermaster-General.]
4. Personal staff, consisting of military

secretaries, assistant military secretaries, and
aides-de-camp.

Officers for the staff other than personal

staff must either pass through the staff college,

or undergo the final examination laid down for

the particular appointment, except those who
attained the rank of lieutenant-colonel before

January 1, 1860, or have proved their abilities

in the field. Officers of the Royal Engineers

are exempted from tliese rules.

The duties of brigade major, town or fort

major, fort and garrison adjutant, correspond

to those of officers of the adjutant-general’s

department at their respective commands.
There is also a staff, viz. adjutant, quarter-

master, &c., to each regiment.

Staff. In Music, the five lines with the

spaces between them, on which music is

written.

Staff Angle. In Architecture, a square

rod of wood, or, in modern practice, of Keene's
or Parian cement, standing flush with the

finished plastering of the wall on either side,

at the external angh^s of the plastering of the

rooms, in order to oppose the tendency of the

usual rendering to chip. Sometimes the staff

beads are executed of copper or zinc.

Staff College. In the British Army, the

school of instruction for officers who wish to

be placed upon the staff of the army. It was
fimiided in 1858, and a general order of August
25, 1803, details the qualifications necessary

for admission. These are, briefly : a previous

service of not less than three years ;
a certificate

as to character and efficiency from the com-
manding officer; a certificate ofgood health and
.fitness for active duties from a military surgeon

;

a certificate of having passed the examination
for the rank of captain. The candidates

undergo a competitive examination in mathe-
matics, modern langmiges, surveying, and mili-

tary history, and the successful ones undergo
a course of two years' study in the same and
«ther subjects at the staff college. There is

then a final examination, after which each
officer is attached for a short time to each of
those brunches of the service to which he does
Wf belong. He is then qualified to hold a
.jStaff appointment. There are always thirty

officer students at the Staff College.
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Star* [Bbbb.]

Star Beetle. The largest ofBritish beetles

( Coleopt€ra)t so called on account of the length,

thickness, and shape of tho mandibles of the
male, which resemble the antlers of a young
stag, and are peculiar to the male sex. This
insect (Zucanus cervusy Linn.) abounds in some
wooded localities of the southern counties, fly-

ing about in the summer evenings, especially

round the oak, on the wood of which the larva

feeds, burrowing therein and passing several

years in that stage of existence before its final

transformation.

Stained Glass. [Glass Painting.]
Stairs (A.-Sax. stager). In Architecture,

steps leading from the lower to the upper part

of a house. When these are surrounded with
i

walls or balustrades, with landing-places for

the resting of the person ascending, or for

communication between the several stories of

a building, the whole is called a staircase.

Vitruvius makes no mention of staircases in

his treatise upon architecture ; and indeed with
the ancients they formed no part of the interior

decoration, being generally upon the outside of

the buildings. Those of which traces survive

are narrow, and in some cases the steps are at

least a foot in height In modern architecture,

those stairs which proceed in a right line of

ascent are called fliers. When the steps wind
round a solid or open newel, they are called

winders, Mixed stairs are partly composed
of flying and winding steps. Bondelet, after

an examination of the most celebrated staircases,

stated that the best proportions of the width of

the tread to the rise of the steps was ascertained

by the formula
2 A + ft. 2 in.

in which A would represent the height of the

rise, and w the width of the tread
;
the length

2 ft. 2 in. being the length of the avezago pace
of a man walking on even ground.

BtalaotiteB (Gr. CTciKaKrts, that which
drops). Conical or cylindrical concretions of

carbonate of lime attached to the roofs of

calcareous caverns, and formed by a gradual

dropping of water holding the carbonate in

solution.

StBlagmtte (Gr. aroKaytids^ a dropping).

Stalactical formations of carbonate of lime

found upon the floors of calcareous caverns,

and due to the deposit of carbonate of lime

from the evaporation of water fallen from the

surface.

Gtalk (Swed. stielk, Gr. ariKtxff)* Ar-
chitecture, an ornament resembling a stalk in

the Corinthian capital from which the volutes
and helices spring, It is sometimes fluted.

The word stalk has lately been applied to the
chimney stidka^ carried up to a great height
above the roofs of the buildings wit£ which they
are connected.

•tsOl (A,-Sw.). In Architecture, a seat
raised on the sides of the choir or chancel of
a church. Stalls are sometimes placed near the
high altar for the jpriMt and deacon or sub-
deacon

; they are then called scdUia. At St.
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George’s Chapel, Windsor, a stall is appro-
priated to every Knight of the Garter after his

election and installation.

,

Stall-feeding. Cattle kept in stables and
tied up separately, their food being brought
to them, are said to be stall-fed. The advan-
tages of this mode of fattening cattle are very
great, both to the farmer or feeder and to the

public; because much less food is wasted, and
a much greater quantity Of manure is produced.
The disadvantages are, that more mani^l la-

bour is required for cutting and carrying the

food from the field to the stable; and that

the flesh of the animals, for want of exercise,

is not considered so high-flavoured as that

of cattle which have pastured at large. To re-

; medy this defect of stall-feeding, it is well, in-

stead of rendering the animals fixtures by tying

them up to stakes, to put them individually in

so-called boxes about ten to twelve feet square,

or to put two or three together in small yards,

with a shed at one end, in which they may
take exercise, shelter, or repose, according to

their inclination. By this mode an equal
quantity ofmanure is produced with less labour,

and the flesh of the caftle is reckoned whole-

some. When herbage plants, or grasses, are cut

over only two or three times in the course of a

season, instead of being continually cropped by
the bite of cattle during the whole summer, the

amount of vegetable produce is found to be
much greater, because the plant while growing
perfects a sufficient number of leaves to nourish

the root; and when this produce is given to

cattle in racks, in stables, sheds, or small courts,

much less of it is wasted than if it were eaten

on the spot where it grew. Hence, any given
i surface of cultivated land will produce a much

f
reator quantity of butcher meat under crops to

e mown than under herbage to be pastured

;

and stall-feeding, therefore, is one ofthegreatest

modem improvements in husbandly. There can
be little doubt that, with the progress of rural

improvement, it will ultimately become uni-

versal; and then, and not till then, will the

butcher meat of warm climates be equal to that

of such climates as that of Britain. In warn
climates, at present, cattle cannot be fattened

by pasturing.

Stall-plate* In Heraldiy, a square or

oblong plate of gilt copper, upon which the
anns of Knights of the Garter and of the Bath
are emblazoned, and fixed in their stalls in the

chapels of St. George at Windsor and of Heniy
VII. at Westminster. The plates now in exist-

ence date from the beginning of the reign of

Henry VI., and are of great historical value.

Stallage. In Law, a duty ^d for the
liberty of setting up movable stalls or tables,

or the like, in a fair or market; due to tho

owner of the soil as such, to set np stalls

without whose license is trespass. When the

stalls are fixed into the gnmd, the duty* is

termed pickage.

StasMiis (Lat. stamen). In Botany, the

male apparatus of a flower.^ The stamens are

situatea immediately within the petals, and
nn2
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couBiNt each of the filament, the anther, and
the pollen, of which the two latter parts are

essential, and the fonnor not. They are a mo-
dified form of the petal, and are placed next it

on the inside towards the centre of the flower.

Independently of their physiological import-

ance, they are much used as good marks of

discrimination .in systematical botany.

Stasninidia (Lat stamen). Those bodies

whicli are supposed to be, in Hepatica and
other- Cryptogamic plants, the equivalent of

anthers in more perfect plants.

Stamlnodlum. In j^otany, a term applied

to an abortive or rudimentary stamen, or to

an organ which from its position and form
appears to be such. It is readily seen in the

form of a scale on the corolla of ^rophularia.

stammerliiff (A.-Sax. stamor, Ger. stam-

meln). A tenn vaguely used to denote all

kinds of defective utterance
;
but more strictly

it maybe described as an organic or symptomatic
affection, as distinguished from stuttervig^ which
is chiefly idiopathic or functional. The former

is a difficulty in uttering certain elemental
sounds; the latter is chiefly a difficulty in

the fluent enunciatioir of words and sentences.

Owing to the many anomalous forms which
stuttering may assume, the number of remedies

suggested has been very great. See an article

on * The Irrationnle of Speech,’ in Fraser's

Magazine for July 1859.

Stamps. In Finance, an expedient by which
a revenue can bo derived from legal and other

instruments, either by impressing paper, or by
inserting or attaching some fabric to parch-

ments, and providing either that the insti'ument

shall have no legal authority except it bear this

impression, or that penalties ghould bo levied

on those who construct instruments from which
these government impressions arc absent.

The invention of stamps as a means of

revenue is ascribed to the Dutch war of inde-

pendence in the sixteenth century, a crisis which

was fruitful in financial expedients. They were

first introduced into England by 5 & 6 Wm.
& Mary c. 21, and wore rapidly extended to

every possible object. Tliey wore imposed

on bills and notes in 1782, on foixiign bills

and receipts in the following year, and with

some exceptions (as those on newspapers and
pamphlets) have been retained in n modified

form in our own time. In the case of news-

papers, the stamp releases the paper from the

charge of postage, to w'hich if the stamp be not

annexed the newspaper is still liable.

The word stamp^ as is well known, is also

applied to the adhesive labels affixed to letters,

and fii’Bt introduced after the post-office reform

of 1840, though here it merely signifies a pay-

ment for a specific service.

Properly speaking, a stamp is a tax on con-

tracts, ana with rare exceptions is of doubtful

expediency, because unfair and unequal in its

incidence. There can be no reason, for instance,

in burdening the conveyance of land, still less

a pledge of land by mortgage, with a heavy tax,

and exempting the transfer of other kinds of

STAMPER PRESS
pro^rty, as merchandise, from such a liability.

And the unfairness of the tax on conveying
land is the more marked, because no tax was
levied till lately on the succession to land,

and even now the tax is lighter than tliat

on succession to personal property. But of

all taxes, none is prim& facie more just than
a tax on inheritances.

The manner in wliich the stamp duties are
chiefly secured is by prohibiting the reception

of instruments in evidence umess they bear
the stamp required by the law. It has conse-

quently not uufrequently been the case, that

an innocent mistake in interpreting a fiscal

regulation has pioved fatal to a just claim

—

the instrument on which the claimant relied

being found to have been improperly stamped.
This has been partially remedied by the

Common I^aw Procedure Act 1854, which
renders such instruments admissible in some
cases on payment of the stamp duty, and a
penalty, to the proper officer of the court. An
unstamped iustiuincnt, though inadmissible in

evidence of its contents, may yet be received in

evidence for some collateral purposes, as to

show illegality or fraud, and unstamped in-

struments are now admissible in evidence in

criminal proceedings.

The all but universal evasion of the stamp
duties leviable on instruments of simple contract,

as bankers’ drafts and receipts, led the govern-
ment a few years since to substitute a uniform
penny stamp in lieu of the gi’aduated duties

previously payable. No doubt this tax is not
strictly defensible, as no uniform duty con
bo; but it is acquiesced in, partly because
the amount is trifling, and, in part, because it

is a relief from another system which would
have been extravagantly oppressive hud it not
been notoriously ovod^. The alteration in

the stamp duties on drafts and receipts was
strenuously urged on the government, by an
eminent member of the Society of Friends, the
late Mr. Christie. [Taxes.]
Stamper Preee. A machine, of Dutch

origin, used for the purq>ose of expressing
oil by pressure through the insterstices of
bags. The stamper consists of a long rect-

angular box open at the top; at each end
there are tw'o plates, between which one bag
of seed is placed, yielding a cake of 9 lbs.

Next to one of the inner juates is a filling-up

piece, then an inverted wedge, then another
filling-up piece, after which is introduced a
vertical driving-wedge, and, lastly, another
filling-up piece is inserted between the driving-
wedge and the other inner plate. As soon
as the bags have been placed vertically in
the press-box, a stamper made of hard wood,
about 16 feet long and 8 inches square, with
a descent of about 22 inches in the final stroke,

is allowed to fall at the rate of 16 strokes
per minute for a period of about 6 minutes
upon the head of the driving-wedgei This
is sufficient to drive it down level with the
top of the press-box, the stamper being worked
by two cams, or wipers, on a revolving shaft.
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Side by side with the first stamper is a second
one, immediately above the inverted wed^e,
wliich is held suspended at a fixed point

by means of a lever, while the first stamper
is in action; but hs soon as it is time to

remove the bags, the first stamper is raised

by means of a lever above the point at which
the cams come in contact with it, and by
the same means thO other stamper, which
was previously suspended, is allowed to &11
upon the inverted wedn, driving it down*
wards, and thereby rdeasing the working
wedge, so that the attendant may remove
the bags and repeat the operation. A press

like this will do 12 cwt. of cake per day.

(Fairbairii's Mills and MUlwork.)
Staiioliioiui. The Sea term for upright

supports in general.

Btaiidt A Sea term, used variously ; as,

for example, a sail is said to stand well or ill.

A ship is said to stand towards or from the

shore or any object (for to sail). To stand on,

to continue the course. To stand hy^ to be

ready.

Standsird (Ital stendardo, Fr. 4tendard).

In Botany, the upper and erect petal of that

form of corolla which is called papilionaceous,

from its fancied resemblance to a butterfly.

Standaud. In Heraldry, a large square

flag bearing the whole of the achievements of

the monar^i or nobleman, as seen in the royal

standard of England. In ancient times, the

royal standard, when placed before the pavilion

of the monarch, either at a tournay or at an
encampment, was eleven yards long and three

yards broad. The length of the standard when
borne in the field denot^ the rank uf the leader;

that of a duke was seven yards long ; that of a
peer of lower deme, five yards ; that of a
knight-banneret, four. In modern times stan-

daids of peers or knights-bannerets are seldom

displayed but in funeral processions. They are

then long and narrow, and pointed at the ends

;

that of a duke is about fifteen feet in length,

that of peers of lower degree, about twelve,

Standaed. In Shipbuilding, a bracket or

knee situated above the object to which its

horizontal arm is bound.

Si'ANDARO. A flag intended to be borne

in battle. At present, in the British service,

the term is applied only to the flags of cavalry

regiments, oUier than dragoons or dragoon

guirds. Cavalry standards are of silk, and

!

each regiment has two—the first or royal ^

standaid crimson, with a device upon it ; the

second or regimental standard of the colour

of the facing of the regiment^ with a difihrent

device.

mtmndmrd UCawiiires af Jtnsgttu

[Wbiobts avd Mbasqabs.]
standard of Jldoaa^. [Monbt.]

BtaaaUiyl. An otgano-meUlUc body con-

taining tin and the organic radical ethyL

Btanlalaiiav Bt^ Brdar of; A Polish

order of knighthood, founded by Stanislaus,

king of Poland, in 1765, and renewed by the

emperor Alexander in 1815.
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Btaiuiarias (Lat stannum, tin). The stan-

nary courts of Devon and Cornwall are courts

of record for the administration of justice

among the tinners. They are of very ancient

date, and were confirmed in 33 Edw. I. They
are held before the vice-warden. The appeal

from the vice-warden lies to the lord wurden,

assisted by legal assessors, and thence to the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.

Btumio Aold. Peroxide uf tin.

Btuitioii« called also Btemaon. In a

wooden vessel, a timber rising within the stem,

or within the apron. It forms an inner stem,

and adds greatly to the strength of tlie foi'e-

part of the ship. It is united by a scarf joint

to the keelson.

Btanaa (Ital. station). In Poetry, a series

or number of verses connected with each other

in a poem, of which the metre is constructed uf

successive series similar in arrangement. The
stanza, however, must l>e understood to form a
shorter division than the classical strophe, to

which this definition would be equallya)>piicable.

It is so called from terminating with a full point

or pause. The ottava rinta, which consists of six

lines in alternate rhyme ended by a couplet, the

lines being decasyllabic or rather beudecasylla-

bic, is the principal Italian stanza. [Ottava
Hima.] The Spenserian stanza (which was piT-

haps invented by tbe poet from whom it derives

its name, but certainly first applied by him to

tbe construction of a regular poem) consists of

eight decasyllabic versos and an Alexandrine
at the end ; the first and third verses forming
the first rhyme; the second, fourth, fifth, and
seventh, another; and the sixtli, eighth, and
ninth, a third rhyme.
Btapella (aftor Dr. J. B. i Stapel, Dutch

editor of Theophrastus). A genus of South
African succulent-stemmed leafless Asc^epiada'

ce<B, chiefly remarkable for the curious wrin-
kled toad-like appearance of their handsomely
marbled or mottled star-shaped flowers, and
the disgusting carrion-like scent emitted by
most of them.
Btapoz. A stirrup. One of the bones of

the internal ear is so called, fiom its shape.

BtaphjlPaoese (Staphylea, one of the

genera). A small group of polypetaloiis Tha-
lamiflora, formerly united with Ctlastracea,

but now recognisi^ as having the essential

characters of ^pindaeem, and added by many
botanists to that order as a tribe distin-

p;uished by the stamens being insetted outside
instead of inside the disc, and by albuminous
seeds. They consist of troes or shrubs, which
are natives of Europe, Asia, and northern and
tropical America.

BUipliyloinB (Or. A disease

of the eyeball, in which the comea becomes
opaque and tumid* forming a white projection,

sometimes resembling a grapo in shape; it

occasionally increases to a great extent^ and
requires to be removed by an operation.

Btapla (Low Lat. stapulum, said to be de-

rived from an old French word estape, signify-

ing a mart for wine, wine being the principal
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product of France). In medieeval times, certain

products in the supply of which this country

possessed peculiar advantages, were called sta-

pfesy and the market for such kinds of pro-

duce was carefully regulated. Thus, wool and
hides were staple agricultural produce, the

sale and exportation of which were put under
various limitations and conditions, the prices

being fixed by statute or proclamation. So,

again, tin was a staple in Cornwall, lead in

Derbyshire ; and on many occasions an exact

control was exercised over these goods, sales

being restricted to particular localities, and oc-

casionally prohibited. Such prohibitions were,

up to a comparatively late period, laid on the

export of wool, and extreme penalties inflicted

on those who evaded or broke the law,

III order to give importance to Calais, 1

Edward III. fixed the staple of wool at this

'

town
;

i. e. the price at which the article
j

could b(3 purchased by foreign buyers, espe-

cially by the weavers of the Low Countries,

was determined by the rates prevailing in the I

Calais market. Of course there were many!
qualities of wool, and therefore very various

|

prices ; but the rate at which sales were effected I

at Calais regulated, either directly or indirectly,

the market value of all wool at other marts.

The mayor of the staple was an important

officer, intrusted with the maintoiianco of the

regulations laid on staple trades. Ho was also

empowered to take the recognisance known
under the name of Statute Stapi.e, by which
a merchant, when ordinary conveyance of land

was illegal, was enabled to pledge his estate for

the payment of debts, and so to raise funds

for carrying on his trade.

Star (Gr. &(rriip, &<rTpov, Lat. astrum, Ger.

stern : for some remarks on the history of the

word, see Bishis). In a popular sense, the

word star is used to designate any celestial

body whatever, including the planets ; but in

Astronomy it is applied to those self-shining

bodies, constituted like the sun, situated at al-

most infinite distances from us, and doubtless,

like our sun, the centres of systems similar to

our own.
One of thefirstresults of the observation of the

heavens was thediscovery that the stars maintain

always the samepositions relatively to each other.

Hence, they were called fixed stars^ in distinc-

tion to th^planets or wandering stars^ which are

constantly changing their places in the firma-

ment. The fixity of the stars is, indeed, not

absolute, for modem observations have, detected

changes of relative position among them
;
but

those changes are so minute, that in general

they become sensible only after the lapse of a

number of years, by a comparison of position

determined with the most perfect instruments

at the beginning and end of the interval.

They are consequently altogether inappreciable

to unassisted vision, and the discovery of their

existence has not rendered a change of language

necessary : astronomers still speak of the /.red

sian.

Appareni MagnUfmds of th Stars.-^-Tho first

circumstance which arrests the attention of the
observer of the stars, is the great difference in

their apparent magnitudes or their relative

brightness. In order to establish a gradation in

this respect, and for the convenience of descrip-

tion and reference, astronomers divide them into

classes or orders, which are called magnitudes,
A few of the most brilliant arcdenominated stars

of the first magnitude
; those of an inferior de-

gree of brightness are of the second magnitude
;

and so on down to the 6th or 7th, which, accord-

ing to the established convention, comprehend
' the stars visible to the naked eye. The gra-

dation is, however, still continued among those
which arc visible in the telescope, and magni-
tudes from the 8th to the 16th are familiar to

those who are in the practice of using powerful

instruments. It is, however, to be remarked,
that this classification is not based on any pho-
tometrical determination, but is entirely arbi-

trary. ‘ Of a multitude of bright objects,* says

Sir John Herschel, * differing, probably, intriu-

sically, both in size and splendour, and ar-

ranged at unequal distances from us, one must
of necessity appear the brightest, one next
below it, and so on. An oraer of succession

must exist ;
and it is a matter of absolute in-

difference where, in that infinite progression

downwards from the brightest to the invisible,

we choose to draw a line of demarcation. All

this is matter of pure convention. Usage has,

however, established such' a convention; and
although it is impossible to determine exactly,

or a priori, where one magnitude ends and
another begins, and although different obsen^ers

have differed in their magnitudes, yet, on the

whole, astronomers have restricted their first

magnitudes to about 15 or 20 principal stars,

their second to 60 or 60 next inferior, their

third to about 200 yet smaller, and so on ; the

numbers increasing very rapidly as we descend
in the scale of brightness, the whole number of

stars already registered, down to the 7th mag-
nitude inclusive, amountingto 15,000 or 20,000,*

(‘Astronomy,* Cabinet Cgclopcsdia^ p. 374.)

The method of estimating the apparent
magnitudes, therefore, usually adopted is by a
scale of brightnesses decreasing in geometrical

profession, each term being half of the pro-

ceeding, or at least having a fixed ratio to it.

Sir J. Herschel proposes and recommends the
arloption of a scale decreasing as the squares
of terms of an harmonic progression, viz.

the series 1, 1, i, &c. This scale is not
a purely photometric one, like the former, but
involves the physical idea of supposing the
scale of magnitudes to correspond to the ap-

pearance of a first-magnitude star removed
successively to twice, three times, four times,

&c. its original or standard distance; so that
upon the supposition of an equality among
the real lights of the Stars, the nominal mag-
nitude would be a sort of index to the pre-
sumable distance.

Arrangement and Nomenclature of the Stars,

—In order to indicate the quarterof the heavens
in which any star is situated, astronomers, in
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the earliest ages of the science, had recourse to

'

the methodof formingthem into groups, towhich

.

they gave the name of constellations or asterismo

[Constellation], and distinguished the dif-

;

ferent groups one from another by appellations
'

borrowed in general ftrom mythology, and sug*
j

gested by va^ue resemblances or mnciful ana-

'

logics, the origin of which it is now difficult or

impossible to trace. A. few of the brightest

stars received particular names
;
some of which,

^

conferred by the Greeks and Arabs, have been ’

preserved, as Sirius, Ri^l, Aldebaran, Arctunis,
Capella, &c.

;
but it is obvious that this no-

|

menclature could not be carried to any great

extent. The system which has prevail^ in
^

modem times, and been generally adopted by
|

astronomers in their charts and catalogues, was
|

invented by Baver, whose Vranometria^ con-

taining charts of all the constellations, was first

published at Augsburg in 1603. It consists in

distinguishing the stars belonging to each con-

stellation by the letters of the alphabet, be-

ginning with the brightest, which is called a.

The next brightest is called /3, the next in order

ofbrightness 7,
and so on ; and when the letters

of the Greek alphabet were exhausted, Bayer
had recourse to the Roman, and then to the

Italian. It is to be observed, that the order of

the letters indicates only the relative brightness

of stars in the same constellation, without re-

ference to other parts of the heavens. Admit-
ting the principle, it might have been simpler

to nave employed the oidinal numbers 1, 2,3,4,

&c. for distinguishing individual stars. But
great perplexity is caused by the irregular forms

of the constellations, whose numerous contort

tions and interlacings with each other baffle the

efforts of memory, and which seem, as Sir J.

Herschel remarks, *to have been purposely

named and delineated to cause as much con-

fusion as possible.’

Distribution of the Stars.—^Tbe stars are

very irregularly diiitiibuted over the celestial

sphere. In some regions spaces of consi-

derable magnitude occur in which scarcely

a single star is to be seen, while in others

they are crowded together, to as to present

to the unassisted eye the appearance of a

confused mass of light. A great and ranid in-

crease of number is in general perceptible as

we approach the borders of the Milky Way,
where they appear, when viewed through a
powerful tmescope, to be crowded almost be-

yond imagination. Besides the general increase

which 1^68 place towards this region, there are

in several parts of the heavens patches or

clusters of stars, where great numbers are con-

densed into a very narrow space. A telescope

turned upon the Pleiades shows fifty or sixtv

large stars crowded together within a small
area, and comparatively insnlated from the rest

the heavens. Anotheroccurs in the constel-

lation Cancer, and is called Frmsepe, or the

Beehive, firom the great number of stars which
it presents in the telescope. In the sword-
handle of Perseus and in Hercules there are

also groups of the same kind, perhaps the most
661

glonotts of such objects, in which the individual
stars can be distinguished in a telescope of mo-
derate power; audio various parts ofthe heavens
there are found luminous spots in which no star

can be distinguished with ordinary telescopes,

but which, when viewed through very power-
ful instruments, are found to consist of stars

crowded together so as to occupy almost a

definite outline. Many of them, says Sir J.

Herschel, ‘ are of an exactly round figure, and
convey the complete idea of a globii'ar space

filled full of stars, insulated in the heavens,

and constituting in itself a family or society

apart from the rest, and subject to its own
internal laws. It would be a vain task to

count the stars in one of these ghhitlar clusters.

They are not to be reckoned by hundreds
;
and

on arough calculation, grounded on the apparent
intervals between them at the borders (where
they are not seen projected on each other) and
the angular diameter of the whole group, it

would appear that many clusters of this de-

scription must contain at least ten or twenty
thousand stars compressed and wedged together

in a round space, whose angular diameter does

not exceed 8 or 10 minutes; i.e. in an area

not exceeding the tenth part of that covered by
the moon.* {Astronomy, p. 400.)

Number of Visible Stars .—As no limit can

be set to the distance to which the stars may
extend in space, the number of visible stars is

limited only by the powers of the telescope.

But the direct enumeration is beyond human
power ; and in order to obtain an approximation,

It is necessary to have recourse to hypothetical

considerations. By a very ingenious investi-

g
atioD, founded on the numbers ascertained by
ir W. Herschel to exist within certain limited

spaces, Struve has attempted to compute the

whole number in the heavens within the range

of the twenty-foot reflector. He first establishes

a law of diminution depending on the angular
distance from the plane of the galactic circle

[Galaxt], and having ascertained the mean
number visible in the field of the telescope in

that plane, he finds, by a process of integration,

the whole number in the celestial vault to be
upwards of twenty millions. Whether this

number be near or far from the truth, it must
be taken as the most probable estimate yet
made. M. Chacornac, however, estimates at

77 |000,000 the stars comprised in the first

thirteen magnitudes.

If we confine our attention to stars visible to
the naked eye, the number may be estimated
with greater precision. The number of stars

of the several magnitudes, in the northern
hemisphere, contained in Axgehmder's cata-

logue, is as under :

—

Magnitudes .1 2 8 4 6 6
Stan in each , 9 34 96 214 660 1,439

Sums . . 9 43 139 863 903 2,342

Assuming the density to be the same in the

southein hemisphere as in the northern, the

catalogue should oontain 4,684 stars. It is

estime^ by Struve, that the number entered
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In the catalogue is to the vhole number existing

(and visible to the naked eye) within a given

space, in the ratio of 8,136 to 10,000. Hence
the whole number of stars which can be seen

with the naked eye is 5,757, i. e. less than 6,000.

1'ho number of stars down to tlie ninth mtig*

nitudo already registered and mapped amounts
to nearly 300,000.

Z>;s/«wre.— Although it is a very improbable
supposition that all the stars are of the same
si 2:e, it is equally improbable that their real

magnitudes are in any way dependent on their

distiince; but unless this latter supposition bo
ma^lc, wo must conclude that, on the average

(putting individual crises out of view), the most
distant will be those which have the smallest

apparent magnitude.
Argelander, of llonii. has given a catalogue

of the st.irs visible to the naked eye, in which
they Jire divided into six orders of magnitude

;

the faintest stars, or those just perceptible by
the naked eye, being considered as the smallest,

or the sixth m^ignitudc. If we suppose six

concentric spheres to be described about the

sun, with radii such that the hi'st contains all

the stars of the first magnitude, the second all

those of the first and second magnitude, the third

all those of the first throe magnitudes, and so

on
;
and if we also suppose tlio onean distance of

the stars of the first magnitude to be unity,

then, according to tlie computation of Struve

(founded necessarily on certain hypothetical

assumptions respecting the distribution of Uie

stars m imace), the mean distance of the stars

of tlie different orders of magnitude, and the

radii of the spheres circumscribing thorn, as

above supposeo, arc as follow :

—

Ksgnitudos Mean Distance Radius of Sphere

1 1*0000 1*2638

2 18031 2*1408

3 2*7639 3*1961

4 3*9057 4*4374

5 5-4545 6-2093

6 7*7258 8-8726

For stars of the next three ma^itudes, the

data for compttting the relative distances hare

been furnished by Bessers zone obsen-ations.

Struve finds the radii of the circumscribing

spheres to be as follow: For those of tlte

seventh magnitude, 14*4365 units; for those of

the ekhth 24*8445 ; of the ninth 37*7364
;
and,

lastl^ ho cpnclndes that the smallest stara

obaeifve^ hy Sir William Herschel with his

tventi^-fbot reflector ore at an avera^ distance

of 22t*8 units, or 25*67 times moredistant than

the saimUBst stars visible to the naked eye.

(JSludei^MrofumU SUellaire, p. 81.) So much
for estimation. The element from which the

distance can be actually deduced is the annual

poralhuc, or the angle subtended by the dia-

meter of ^e earth’s orbit at the distance of

the star [Faiuxxix]; this distance is so great

that, except in a few installs, all the at^mpts

of astronomers to determine it have hitherto

been firaitlm ; in other words, at the distance

of the star, the diameter of the earth’s orbits a

line some 180,000,000 miles long, is not of sen-

;
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sible dimensions. We know, for instance, that
from a CenUuri the radius of the earth’s orbit
would be hidden by a thread A of an inch in
diameter, held at a distance of 650 feet from
tlic eye.

We give below a table of the principal dis-

tances already determined, expressed in radii of
the earth’s orbit ; they can be converted into
miles by multiplying them by the length of
that radius.

The number of years required by light to

travel the different distances is also shown :

—

a Centauri . .

Radii of
Earth’s Orbit

211,330
Years
3*6

61 Cygni . . . 550,920 9*4

Vega. . . , . 1,330,700 210
Sinus . . . . 1,376,000 22*0

1 Ursse Mi^joris . 1,550,800 250
Arcturus . . . 1,622,800 26-0

Polaris . . . . 3,078,600 60-0

Capella . . . . 4,484,000 72*0

The distances of other stars are also known,
but with less precision. None, however, are less

than the distance of a Centauri. It is no extra-

vagant supposition that there may be others

still visible which are a thousand times more
remote. If, therefore, one of these were anni-

hilated, some ten thousand years would elapse

before its extinction could bo perceived at the

distance of the earth.

Beal Magnitudea.^The only means formerly
possessed of obtaining any indication respect-

ing the real magnitudes of the stars was by
means of the quantity of light received from
them. Sir J. Ilcrschcl compared the light of
a Centauri directly with the moon, and from
several experiments, made with attention to all

the circumstances required to be taken account
of, found that the mean quantity of light

radiate to the earth by a full moon exceeds
that sent by a Centauri in the proportion of

37,408 to 1. Hr. Wollaston (P/u'l. Trans. 1829)
found the propoition of the sun’s light to that

of the full moon to be that of 801,072 to 1.

Combining these results, it appears that the

light sent to us by the sim is to that sent by
a Centauri as 21,955,000,000, or about twenty-

two thousand millions to one.

A knowledge of the distances of the stars

docs not help us to determine their real di-

mensions, us has been done in the case of

the planets and the sun, for the apparent dia-

meter of the most briUiaiit stars is so small that

it defies all measurement
If, however, we suppose that the intrinsio

intensity of the light be the same for Sirius

(for example) as for the sun of our system, we
shall arrive at pretty clear, if only conjectural,

views on the dimensions of this magnificent

I
star. On this hypothesis, the diameter of

Sirius would be fifteen times that of our sun

;

so that., even in granting to its light an intrinsic

brightness triple that of the sun, the dimensions

of Sirius would still be five times greater, and
its volume would be 125 times that of the sun.

Projf^rr yfpftonf of the Stars.—On Comparing
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the places of the stars determined by recent which the proper motion is measured must be
observations witJi the positions assigned to known. We give a table of some velocities

them in the older catalogues, it is found that which have been thus determined :

—

many of them have undergone a veiy sensible per woond
displacement. Within the last fifty years the Aictums 54
double star 61 Cygni, above mentioned, has 61 Cygni 40
moved t^ugh 4' 23" of right ascension ; and as Capella SO
the motion appears to be uniform, its rate is Sinus 14
thereforo about 5*3" annually. Another star a Centauri IS
(/a CassiopeisB) has sn annual proper motion of Vega , 13
3*74'^ The number of stars in which such Polaris .

motion has been detected, though of smaller

amount than in the above instances, is very Vdriahle and Periodie Stars.—Proper motion

considerable. Out of 2,959 stars in the cata- is not the only indication of the existence of

logues of Bradley and Piarzi, Bessel found active forces in the stellar regions. Many stars

425 having a proper motion of not less than have been observed whose light appears to

0 2". The discovery of the existence of such undergo a re^lar periodie increase and dimi-

changes in the places of the stars gives rise to nation of brightness, amounting in some in-

some interesting speculations relative to the stances to a complete extinction and revival,

constitution of the universe, lliat the stars Of this kind one of the most remarkable is the

gravitate to ea(^ other like the bodies of the star Otnicron in the constellation Cetus, or the

solar system is rendered certain from the Whale, which has a period of about 334 days,

phenomena of binary stars ; and when we ad- At its greatest brightness it is a star of the

mit the prevalence of this force among them, second or third magnitude, and continues in

we are led to suppose a centrifugal force to this state about a fortoig^t, when its light

be necessary to counteract the tenden<^ to a begins to wane, and at the end of three months
general collapse produced by their mutual it becomes for some time invisible to the

gravitation. Hence, we conclude that the proper naked eye. Algol, in the constellation Per-

motions must be performed in circular or elliptic sens, appears for about 62 honrs as a star of

orbits roond some very remote oentne ; and as the second mamitude
;

its light then suddenly

every appeamace leads us to sappose the stars diminisliea, and in abc^ 8| noun it is reduced

to be bodiasof thesaaieiiatiiteas oar own sun, to the filthmagnitude: it then begins to revive,

itbecomes extremelj probable that the sun with
!

and in the space of Sj^houn more it is restored

its •**«»*<•**•- qnstem is tnosparted throii^ to its origuial stst^ thus secomplishing its

spacewith a similar motion. Kow,the tiaoiiur period in about 69 houn. The star 6 Cejdiei

lion of the stdsr system would necessarily give w a period of about 5 daya 84 bonr^ and
rise to an apparmt change of the poritions of 0 lijne one of 6 days 9 houn. A star in the

the Stan ; for in omiaequeneeof the ^minution breast of the Swan has a period of about

of distanoe, they must appear to recede from 15 yean, daring five of which it is invisible,

that point of the heavens towards which the Various other similar instances have been

sun*s motion is directed, and to convey and remarked ; and the variable stan already

become more condensed in the region diametri- catalogued amount to a large number,

cally opposite. Sir William Herschel was of Temporary 8tar$.~-On examining anrient

opinion that this is what actually takes place, catalogues, it is found that some stan formerly

and that a general recess of the principal stan distanguisbed by their splendour have entirely

tromthe point occupied by CHerculis isalready disappeared, no stan being now found in the

indicated by the catalogues, and consequently placM which they are set down as having

that the solar ^stem is carried ibrwaxd in the occupied. Othen have suddenly shone forth

direction of that star. It seems, however, to be with extraordinary bnUianc^, and after a
the ofttnion of astronomen at present, that the longer or shorter period have gradually died

obeexWtions are not yet sufihnent ia establish away, and become extinct. A ^enomenon of

the certain^ ^ this motion ; but whether the this kind, about 126 yean b.o., induced Hip-
supposition alu^ be conflimed or not, it would pardras to uadeitake the frimation of hia

appear that aU the proper motions whidi have catalogue. In the year 889 of our era a star

hera remarked cannot m accounted for in this suddemy biased forth near a Aouilis, and re-

way. It is a curious eueumstaiice, and was mained lor three weeks as bright as Venus,
first ttotieed by Bessel, that a large proportion and then disappeaxed. But one of the most re-

of the stars which have a proper motion are markable instances is that of the star which
double stars. The most decided case of proper appeared in 1572, and was observed by the
motion Utelj recorded is that of l^rius, which astronomer Tycho Brahe. It suddenly shone
is now known to have one or more companions, fbrth in the constellation Cassiopeia, attained
Aictums in a century traverses the eighth a splendonr equal to that of Jupiter and Venus

part of the dimeter of the moon* « Centauri, when nearest the earth, and oonld be seen by
m the same interval of time, is displsced a the naked m at mid-day. Its brightness
quantity meamred by the fifth of this wuneter. gradually diminished, and at the end of sixteen
To determine the real velocity of a star from months it disappeared, and has never been spen

the proper motion, the distances of the stars of rince. Zhunug the time of its visibility, its

558
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appareBt place reraained tmchanged. All the

pneBomena attending it are fully described by
Tycho in his work entitled A? Nova Stella

Anni 1572. A similar phenomenon occurred in

the year 1604, in the constellation Serpentarius,

of which an account is given by Kepler (De
Stella Nova in Pede Sn'pentarii^ Pra^ 1606).

For various other instances of a similar kind,

and also of stars set down in the catalogues,

but which cannot now be found, the reader is

refen'cd to Lalande’s Astronomies tome i. p. 259.

There is reason to believe that the so-called

new and temporary stars are nothing but vari-

able stars newed at the period of their greatest

brilliancy. Tycho Brahe’s star, discovered in

1572, has been recently paralleled by a new star

which made its appearence in Corona Borealis.

In a few days its light was reduced from the

3rd to the 9th magnitude
;
and the application

of the spectroscope, that most powerful instru-

ment of research of modern times, show’oil it

with a spectrum resembling that of our sun and
the other stellar bodies, but with the difference

that in addition to this, a gaseous spectrum,

overlying the other, ns it were, seemed to in-

dicate the existence of nn atmosphere of hy-

drogen in a state of incandescence enveloping

the star.

Double and Multiple Stars .—Many of the

stars which appear to the naked eye, or

telescopes of feeble power, merely as bright

points, are found, wnen observed with high

magnifying powers, to be composed of two,

and some of them of three or more stars,

in close juxtaposition. This appearance may
arise from the circumstance of two stars being

situated in nearly the same line of view
;
for it

is evident that two stars thus placed would
appear as a double stiir, however great the real

distance between them may be. It was sug-

ge-sted by Galileo that the variations (if sen-

sible) of the apparent distance between two
cont'guous stars would furnish a good method
of determining the annual parallax; and a
series of observations on double stars was
undertaken by Sir Williiim Herschel with a
view to this question. The result, however,

was a discovery of a very different kind ; for

instead of finding an alternate increase and
decrease of the apparent disbince between the

two stars, which would be the consequence of

an annual parallax, he observed in some in-

stances a regular progressive change from year

to year in one direction. By reason of the

slowness of the apparent motion, a considerable

interval elapsed Wore he was able to deter-

mine its laws
;
but it was explicitly announced

by him in 1803 that there exist sidereal systems

composed oftwo stars, one revolving round the

other, or both about a common centre. Subse-

uent observations have fully confinned this

iscoveiy; and in some instances even the

ellipticity of the orbits and the periods of

reTolutioa have been determined. Some of

these tottty systems, as they are called, have
,

peitods of great l^gth ; but in such eases the
|

periods, bsSg computed &om observations ex-
j
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tending over only a small part of the orbit, and
liable besides to considerable tmeertainty, can-

not be held to be determined with much pre-

cision. Thus, the period of Castor has been
computed by Sir J. Herschel to be 262 years,

and by Mr. Hind to be 632 years. A period

of 629 years was assigned to y Virginia, but
Sir J. Herschel has found that the observa-
tions are better represented by an orbit in

which the time of revolution is 182 years.

The period of 61 Cygni is supposed to be about
600 years. There are others, however, having
much shorter periods, and which have aliTady
been observed through their entire orbits. The
star u Coronse, for example, has a period of

little more than 43 years, and has conae<|uently

completed nearly two revolutions since its dis-

covery as n double star by Sir William Herschel
in 1761. f Ursa Majoris has a period of about

68:^ years, and 70 Ophiuchi one of about 80
years. Since the time of Sir William ITerscliol

the observations of double stars has been a

subject of much interest in astronomy, and
catalogues containing some thousands of thorn

have been published, giving the apparent dis-

tances of the two bodies, and their angles of
position, or the direction of the straight line

which joins them, by comparing which wnth
future observations their orbits and periods

will become known. (Herschel and South,

Phil. Trans. 1826; Herschel, Memoirs of the

Eoifal Astronomical Sociefys vol. iii.
;

Struve,

Catalogue Sidlarum Dtiplicinm ei Multi^di-

ciums Petropoli 1837 ; Hersdiel, Outlines of
Astronomps 1864.)

Some of the binary systems afford curious

Instances of contrastra colours, the colour of

the smaller star being frequentlycomplementary
to that of the larger. In such instances the
larger star is usually of n ruddy or orange
hue, and the smaller one blue or green. Sir J.

Herschel thinks it probable that the colour of

the small star is the effect of the brighter light

of the large one
;
for it is a general law of optics

that when the retina is under the excitement of

any bright-coloured light, feebler lights for the

time appear coloured with the complemehtary
tints. This opinion seems strengthened by th©

fact that though insulated stars of a red colour,

almost as deep as that of blood, appear in many
parts of the heavens, no green or blue star (of

any decided hue) has been noticed unassociated

with a companion brighter than itself
;
but, on

the other hand, several instances are known in

which a blue or green star retains its colour in

an undiminished degree when its more brilliant

neighbour is concealed from the field of view
of the telescope. The application of the spec-

troupe has further tanght us that absorption
varies very largely in these bodies.

On this account the celestial scenery in the

various multiple systems composed of coloured
stars must be of the most gorgeous description.

In an extremely remarkable group, situated

in the Southern* Cross, near the star Kappa,
among the principal stars two are red and
ruddv, one is of a greenish blue, two are
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green, and three othem are of a pale green.
* The atars which compose it, seen in a tele-

scope of diameter large enough to enable the
colours to be distin^shedH^ve the effect,'

says Herschel, 'of ac^et of yariously coloured
predous stones.'

Sir John Herschel remarks on this sulject:
' It ma^ be easier suggested in words con-
ceived m imagination what variety of illumina-
tion i\Do ntns—tk red and a green, or a yellow
and a blue one—most afibid a planet circulating
round either

;
andwhat charming contrasts and

"grateful Yicissitndes"»a red and a green day,
for instance, alternating with a white one and
with darkness—might arise from the presence
or absence of one or other, or both, aTOve the
horizon.'

For the structure of the sidereal universe of
which our sun forms a part, the reader is re-

ferred to the article Gaulxy.
StarAalae. The fruit of///toitemnmsafum,

an evergreen growing in Japan and Cochin
China. The s^s have the ^our of common
anise, and yield, when distilled with water, an

{

oil sometimes called Oleum badianif which is
i

used by liqueur makers.

of Bothlobem. The popular name
for Omithoffolum umhdlatum,
Star cmonborf Court of (Curia Camere

Stellate; from the ornaments of the ceiling

of the room in which at one period it sate^.

This court was originally the privy council

itself, ' sitting in the Star Chamber,’ and there

exercising important criminal jurisdiction, and
administerinff equitable relief. It is mentioned
as early as me reign of Edward 111. In the

third year of Henry YII. an Act was passed

giving to the Court of Star Chamber deter-

minate criminal powers, extending chiefly to

state offences and misdemeanours of a public

kind. The judges were four high oflkeis of

state, with power to add to their number a
bishop and a temporal lord of the council, and
two justices of the courts of 'Westminster.

They proceeded by bUl and information without

the assistance of a jniy. The sittings of the

privy council itself, as a criminal court, were

after this gradually abandoned, and its powers

transferred to the Star Chambef. Tins eo^
ooatinued to azercise very cxtenave joiisdic-

tion, both in political matters and in private

ooneerns, during the reigns of HenryVUl. and
his snoeessors, until it was Anally dissolTed

by 16 Gh. L c. 10, together with whst remained

m its oognata jurisdictions, fOouiraiL, Fnivr.]

•tar wm* A fort with several stlient

aB^es, in shape something like a sUr. [Fob-

__'criBdlsu An ordar of knii^blihood

institntrd by QnesB Vietoria in 1861, for the

wuzpom of tondsclBg honour to conspieiioiia

loifm and rnont in tbo pram, dde^
pM^flfbsrladiaaempm Itoonmitoof tho

i0vw4ga» B gnad master (who is always to

be Ihiiirmr-feaeial of India), a^ twen^
nA honorara hakfato m

On flioirB appoint, tha kaigMa to made
858

militarjr, naval, and civil officers, and natives

of India. The insignia of the order are, a
collar, investment badge, and star, with the

motto, ' Heaven’s Light our Guide.' (Boutell’

s

Meraldry.)

Starboard. The right-hand side of a ship,

looking forwards.

Starob (akin to stark, stif or etrong).

Starch is one of the commonest proximate

principles of vegetables. It is characterised

by its insipidity, and by insolubility in cold

water, in aloobol, and in ether. It dissolves

in, or at least forms a gelatinous compound
with, water heated to 176^

;
and this solution,

even when much diluted, is rendered blue by
iodine. This admirable teat of the presence of
starch is not effective in hot solutions

;
and by

boiling the blue colour disappears, but returns in

strong solutions as they cool, term starch

I

is commerciallv applied to that obtained from

I

wheat, which for this manufacture is ground
and diffused through vats of water, where it

undeig^s a slight fermentation, and acquires

a pecmiar sour smell. A part of the gluten

and albumen of the grain ia thus separated in

the form of a viscid scum. The starch, being in

the form of a finely divided white powder,
is gradually further separated by wasning in

large quantities of water, from which it is ulti-

mately allowed to settle, and put into wicker

baskets lined with linen to drain. It is then

cut into squares, which are dried first in

airy chambers upon porous bricks, and after-

wards rolled up in papers and ttove dried.

In this latter operation the starch acquires

that peculiar columnar texture and fracture

which is well exhibited in opening a paper
parcel as it comes from the stove. A little

smalt is generally added to the starch, by which
it acquires a very pale blue tint» and is better

adapted to conceal or cover the yellow tint

acquired by worn linen. Starch may be ob-

tained from many other grains, and frota

potatoes and several other esculent vegetables.

Arromroot is the starch of the Maranta arun*
Amaeea ; sago, of the Sagusfarintfsra, an East
Indian palm-tree ; and tapioca and cassava of

AoMamhotatUissi^ Viewedunderthe micro-
scope^ the varieties of stareh exhibit a more or
less distinct globular appears^, and are said

to be made up of little spherical particles of

solnbls starch, enTslopad m an inaoluble mem-
brane, whidi protects the interior from the

aetion of oold water, but whkh is broken or

burst by hot water. In the primress of germi-
nation, and by various chenaSoaragents, starch

I

may be eonvertod into BumBiy flBd saoebartne

iaratters. [ltena|ni; fiuwraaa; Gximosa.]
! fftBifiraya ffBkP* A eompemnd of turpen-
tine, or oil of twpetttine^ and alkali.

tmrttt. A small social qpsdes of the

I

ooniiQitnl tribe of ^perdung birds (iastmorss),

allied to the crows. -Our common starlii^

|(i81fafniii» eofpwrfs, linn.) is araSnly insects-

voroas, coUeda in large fiocka in autumn,

ili raa^ tamed, and taught to' waride and
iailtato hnaa irpeeclir
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fltftrost. A titlA under Uie Bblish rejpublic

enjoyed by noblemen who were in possession of

certain castles and domains call^ starostiea.

These were grants of the crown, and conferred

only for life, but generally renewed after the

demise of a possessor to his heirs.

Ataratpnet A yariety of sapphire, which,

when cut and yiewed in a direction perpendicu-

lar to the axis, presents a peculiar reflecti(m of

light in the form of a star. It is found in Cey-

lon, and is usually cut en cabochon, or in a
hemispherical form. It is the Asteria of Pliny

and the ancients.

Starting Gear of an flnglne. The
mechanism by which the motion of an en-

f
ine is begun, and which is of a yeiy different

ind in different classes of engines. Many
large engines are proyided with a smaU steam
en^ne to start them, and some are proyided

with starting yalyes. In eyeiy species of

starting gear, the indication to be fhlflUed

is to enable the steam to press upon one

side of the piston, while the other side is

open to the atmosphere or condenser. [Stbam

Engins.]
Stato Sights* The yarious plantatUm$

or settlements which were ultimately conso-

lidated into the American Union, in 1782,

or which were afterwards added to it by
conquest, purchase, or occupation, had at the

outbreak of the War of Independence, or as

from time to time they were made to form

part of the Union, a great yariety of laws

and constitutions, not a few discrepant political

and commercial interests, and yery well marked
social differences. The harmonising of these

laws, interests, and differences, was part of

the work of those who first established the

Union; a work which required infinite tact,

sagacity, patience, and perseverance. For in-

stance, so slight (in the opinion of those who
formed the federal constitution) was the bond
which was to form the basis of the political and
diplomatic unity between the different states,

that Franklin concealed his discorery of the

Gulf Stream till some years after the acknow-
ledgment of American independence, lest the

^sible diversion of European trade from
Chfurlcstown to New York might render the

inhabitants of Carolina disaffected towards the

national caus^. Thus, arain, although before

the commencement of the War of Independence

the Quakers of Fennsylyania had determined

on excommunicating aU members of the Society

of Friends who kept slares in their possession,

and although Wesley had denounced slayery in

the American planwons as * the sum of hu-

yillanies,’ and had called into existence

among his followers a strong abolition party,

slayery was permitted as a state institution,

to ^ maintained or annulled according to

the pleasure of the local legislature. On the

other hand, the slayeholding states, in order

to eiSsot a comfgomiee, were obligi^ in turn

fo accede to Ilie' proUctionist themnes of the

North, and to co^ the repobiican priiiciplea

of equality whitdi were for from the practice

STATE RIGHfrs
and hiibits of the early planters of Virginia
and the Carolinas.

The Act of Independence declared the Union
to be one and indivisible, while it recognised
the internal legislation and self-government
of the several states. Thus, for instance,

all tariffs from which customs duties were to

be collected, the right of declaring peace and
war, the election of the chief officers of state,

the management of the public debt, thf occu-
pation of forts and arsenals, the adminis-
tration of the army and navy, the supervision
of harbours and lighthouses, remained in tlio

hands of the federal government, and of the
congress and senate assembled in Washington
(i.e. the legislative and political capital of
the Union), a city which, with the district of
Cedumbia surrounding it, formed, as it were,
a sort of administrative metropolis.

On the other hand, the internal organisation
of the several states was left to the conduct of

the local legislatures. These states had each
its parliament or congress and its governor.
These parliaments could impose taxes, to bo
applied solely to state purposes

;
could legislate

on a variety of subjects, aiich as the tenure
of land, the right of succession, marriage, and
divorce, religious and educational endowments,
the social status of the various persons who
formed the electoral body

; could borrow
money for roads and canals; and, whether
small or great, contributed an equal number of
representatives to the senate.

In time of peace, and when the Union was not
burdened by debt, the functions of the congress
and senate were comparatively unimportant.
The executive was almost entirely in the hands
of the president and his cabinet. The minis-
ters do not, as in England, depend on the good
will of parliament, but are nominated and re-

tained in office solely at the will of the pppsi-

dent. Hence the congress and senate (though
they had together important powers) were,
in effect, more a debating club than a legis-

lature, and exercised but little influence on
the foreign policy or the public law of tlio

states
;
and convcrstly, the local legislature

in the several states occupied a yeiy important
position, and was becoming increasingly inde-
pendent of the central authority.

The divergence of interests, economical and
social, which characterised the northern and
southern portions of .the Union, and the jea-
lousies constantly developed from such a di-
vergence, continually threatened a rupture
between political parties, and with it a dis-
location of the Union. The aeveral states were
constantlv disposed to treat the authority of
tl» Washington TOVemment and parliament
with contempt, and, under the name of nuVi-
ficaiion, to render themselves all but inde-
pendent of the eentral authority. There cannot,
indeed, be a doubt that the Union was at first

Voluntaiw, and that there was, from the ex-
cessive devotion of the people to what were’
Called in xerj early time state ri^ts, no
slight colour m the assertion, that the sepa-
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ration between the two Metione of the Union,
which was often threatened, was the inherent

right of all the etatea whi^ had formed the
original pact. It might, of course, be objected,

that each a theory would justify a etol fur-

^er subdivision ; that all social contracts are

in their beginning voluntary, or at least are

admitted so to be in a republic ; but that the

developement ofthis principle would be the dis-

solution of souiety altogether. It might further

be urged, that the fraeral constitution pro-

claims the Union to be indissoluble, and that

it by no means follows that nations who are

dissatisfied with the results of a voluntary act,

can quit themselves of the obligation, any more
than a private person can disclaim a formal and
legally executed deed.

' The administration of the states wss by no
means faultless. This was shown strikingly

in the various acts of repudiation committed
by many of the wealthiest states. Ten of

these repudiated obligations incurred to state

creditors, most of these debts having been
contracted for manifest, and on the whole
enduring, public benefits. The forcible appeal

of Sydney Smith to the congress of Washington
is well known. But the temptation to repu-

diation was very stroi^. States, like individuals,

need that their conscience should be stimulated

by the risk of discovery and punishment ; and
in general, communities having diplomatic re-

lations with other countries £id it necessary

to be honest, in order that they may have any
place in the world’s msj^ets. The several

states of the Union, however, were under no
such control ; they stood in no diplomatic rela-

;tioii to any but the Washiujgtou government.
V The doctrine of state rights culmioated in

secession. It is well known that opinions

were strongly divided in Europe, and even in

the United States, as to the justification of this

set. It should be noted, however, that imme-
diately on the commencement of the civil war,

the question was distiuctly settl^and the main-

tenance of the Union, at any risk, loss, or cost,

became, for very obvious reasons, a passion

among the great mass of the American people.

'The success of secession, to the mind of most
American statesmen, implied the maintenance

of vast standing armies, and ultimately of po-

litical retrogression. Any Bscrifice, it was felt^

was trivial compa^ with the enormous evils

of maintaining an in^naiy frontier extending

for thousands of miles, and separating by no
natural barriers two states, or two sggi^tes
of states, whose disunited interests were and
would be intensely irreooneilable. At preswt

(1866), the contest, hawily only political, which
is raging in the United States, bears testimoay

to the tenacity with which the several oommn*
nities composing the Union ding to the right

of domestic legislation, even when the exercise

of this right would imperil all the results of

the, war, by stereotyping dtstinctions of race.

It can scarcely be doubted that state

rights, in BO &r as they are aggressive, or

Autagraistic to the general interests of the
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American people, will be modified. The
memorv of past sacrifices, losses, expenses,

and debts, will effect much ; the increasing im-
portance of congress will effect far more. At
present, congress has on its hands the manage-
ment of an enormous debt. The charges of

this debt, in part met by direct taxation, are 'in

great measure liquids^ by customs and ex-

cise duties; the former being, in accordance with

the protectionist theory, to which receut events

have given temporary strength, by far the most
onerous and inconvenient to the mass of the

community. But no one can doubt that before

long protection will be assailed in congress, and
that this body, whose functions have up to

tile war been comparatively unimportant, will

have to devote muen attention to these national

questions, and will become a field for the exer-

cise of great financial and political skill. In
such a case the local legislatures will occupy a
very inferior position.

Stater (Gr. aroThp), An ancient Greek
measure of value. .It was undoubtedly a coined

piece of money at an early period. The com-
mon gold currency in the republican times of

Greece consisted of staters. The Attic golden
stater weighed two drachms, and is estimated

at twenty silver drachms; but the value of

the coin struck by different states with this

denomination vari^ greatly.

StAtes or states (Fr. 6tats, Ger.stande).

In moiiern European History, those divisions

of society, professions, or classes of men, which
have partaken, either directly or by representa-

tion, in the government of their country. Their
number has varied in different countries. In
France, and most other feudal kingdoms, thero

have been three estates (nobles, clergy, com-
monalty), members of the ancient national

assemblies. Hence the well-known appidlation

tiers Hat (third estate) for the last In Sweden
there are at this day four: nobilitv, cle^,
dtizens, peasants. In most countriesthe ancient

system of assemblies convoked from eeparate

estates disappeared b^the progress of absolute

government m the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries ; and in modem monarchical consti-

tutions the English system of government, by
king, lords, and commons, or analogous powers,
has for the most part prevailed.

M«taa«Oeiiena. In French History, as-

semblies which were first called .&. 1302, and
were held ocoasumally from tiiat period to the
year 1614, when they were discontinued, till

they were summoned again in the year 1769.
These Btates-genei^ however, were very dif-

iermt from the ancient assemblies the French
nation under the kings of the first and second
race. (Hallam’s Middle Agee^ ch. ii. part ii.)

There is no point with respect to which the
French antifnariM are more generally agreed
thsA in maintaining that the atatea-general

had no suffrage in the pa^ng of laws, and
posaetied no proper jurisdiction. The whole
tenor of French histocy oonfinaa this opnion.
[Assembly; DinncroBT.]

•tntlon (Gr. ararutii, ac.
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toUnee 0/ iwight). The branch of Hechamce
vhieh hu for ita object the inyeetigation of the

oonditione of equilibrating foroest or the con-

ditions under which several forces applied to a
rigid bodj mutually destroy each other.

There are three jraneral principles on which

the theory of equilibrium may oe grounded;

these are : 1. The principle of the lever ; 2. The
principle of the composition of forces; and 3.

The principle of virtual velocities.

Prineiwe of the Lever.—The equilibrium of a

straight horizontal lever, loaded at its extre-

mities wiUi weights which are reciprocally pro-

portioned to their distances from the fulcrum,

was demonstrated by ArcUmedes riiBVBB];

and it is easy to extend this principle to the

bent lever, when the fulcrum is at the angular

point, and to show that if the two arms be

urged in opposite directions by two forces per-

pendicular to the arms and reciprocally pro-

portioned to their lengths, there will be equi-

jubiium. Now, it is an axiom in statics that a

force may be regarded as actixig at any point

whi^ver in the fine of its dibeetioii ; and hence

it follows that any two foroea, applied at any

points whatever in a plane which is only mov-
able round a fixed point, and haying tny direc-

tiona whatever in that plane, will & in equili-

brium when theyare to each other reeiproGaUy

as penendieuliaB dnwn from the flxM point

to &ieir lines of action ; for the pexpendienlars

may be zcgcrded as the arms of a bent lever

having the fixed pomt far its fulcrum. This

general priaeiide^ which is also called theprm-
sM qf Momenfi, saffiesa for the reeolutum of

^ the problems of statics, and is indeed the

only one which wis rimioiisly demonstmtad
before the diaooveiy of the oomposition of'

for^ i e. before the publication of the Mn-
dfia in 1687.

ChmpomUim qf /brcst.—Hie second general

principle consists in this, that any two forces

acting together upon the same point of a body

are equiwent to a single force r^resentod in

intensity and direction by the diagonal of a
pazallelogimm, the rides of which represent

the two given foress. This equivalent of the

two forces is eallsd their remUSnt ; and as the

seenltaiit may be combined with a third force

^ittg on the same point, and ^e refolfcaat of

this oomposidon wim a fiovrth, and so on, it

floUoars that aav number of foroes i^^died to

the aam point have a ringle teeultant, or may
bezeplnesdhyasingiofiwce. [Fonca.] This

ptincay^ was not known to the aarients. 0a-
nleo tanoastrated that % body moved by two

tinifbann veloeides, the ono veitiool and the

other horiaontri, most aoquixe the velocity re-

presented by the bypotoennse of the itghb^

amM trlal^, wliQoa |ldM ispcestet zespeo-

lifAlhn twowribrilles. This is a psrth^
dasiW tito nrittripli. Newton prated it to be

traagiiMri%» aaAsnbilitnted the oompositicn

ril dnrasilhrtliMtolattoricM and in the second

osrallsiy to the thM law of nsrion, he ritows

how the laws of eqwBihlittUi may ssrily be

Mnoed Iram it The Neworils 2tkm$qm of
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Vsrimon, published in 1726, contains the first

oom]^ete theory of the equilibrium of forces in
diAient machines, deduced sole^ from the
principle of the composition of foroes. The
rimphcity of the principle, and the forility of
its application to all questions connected with
equinbrium, caused it to be almost immediately
adopted ; and it is the basis of aU the modern
treatises on statics.

Virtual VelocUiee.—If we conceive the body
to which a system of forces is applied to be
slightly displaced, and multiply ea<m force by
the velocity of its point of application, esti-

mated in the direction of that force, the aUge-

hraical ewa of the producte thue formed will

vanish if ihe foroee be in equilihrium
; and con-

versely, if the sum vanish the forces will be in

equilimum. This is the third general princi-

ple on which the conditions of ^uilibrium may
be made to depend. It applies almost self-

evidently to tbe conditions <n equilibrium of the
lever, pulley, and other simple machines. Its

generality was first remarked by John Bernoulli.

It has been adc^ted by Lagrange, as the basis of
his ifiloofiMwe Analytsqw ; and it has the advan-
tageom the others of being capable ofrepresen-
tation in a singlegeneral fomula, whidi includes

the solution of every question that can be
proposed felathre to the equilibrium of foroes.

Lwrange, however, remarks that it is not
sufficiently Mlf-evideat to be erected into a
primitive principle; but it may be rsjpuEded

as n gene^ ezprearion of the laws of eqni-

librinm deduced from the twoformer priociplaa.

[VmruAL ynLocmr.l
The geoezal problem of itatica consists, ns

above remarked, in the determination of the
eonditions of eqnilibrinm of n body nndsr the
action of a given system of foroee or pteoearra.

These co^itioDS are expressed by the fol-

lowing sir equations of eq^ibriMs^ which may
be at onoe mnoed nom the principle of the
CoMPosinoir uio Bbsolfhoit or Fonoia avd
Oovrum.
:iPiCosok«0, 2PicosA-0, aiP| cos 01-0,

5 ft (yi ooi Ti-Vi cos A)-0,

Xft (si cos ei-ri cos-h) -0,

aPi (Jti cos ft-pi COiS|)-0*

Herrin P^, P,, Ac.> denote the given forces,

the direedon cosines of say ons of
them, say P|, with respect to any reetangnlar

oo-ordmate axes, and s| the oo-ordinatee

of any point in the line of action of P| ;
the

aummation ia, of oowrae, to be extended to all

valusf of t cozxesponding to the gpvon foraea.

The appUeatum of these eonatieba to special

prablemi ia cxplaitted In all treatisca on me-
obaatoi. The daaaical wosk on the snljeeit is

Poinsot*a SSMtms do Btediqus ; Mdbina’t StoHk
is also a most instraetive work; the principal

oontents of both, howevssv are comstod In

eveiy good BngliiA text-book, of whidi a
few have been a]rea4j 6itid in the article

MnoBAMion
(Let statie}. In Astronomy, n
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planet ii nid to be at ita $tatumt tobe
staiionary, when ita motion in right aMenaion
oeaae^ or ita apparent place in the ediptio

remaina for a few days nnaltered. The real

motiona of the planeta are alwaya in the came
direction fron^ west to east; but owing to the

moti(m of the earth from which they are seen,

their apparent motiona, though generally from
west to east, or direct, are sometimes from east

to west, or retrogi^e, and in changing from
one of these directions to the other ue planet

^pears for some short time to stand still.

The distance of the earth and of a planet

from the sun beinn giren, and also their

periodic times, the determination of the arc of

retrogradation, or the times atwhich the nlanet,

will appear stationaiy. is an easy problem
; j

but to the ancient astronomers, who were
unacquainted with the relative distances of

|

the planets, and who, moreover, supposed the

earth to be the centre of motion, the pheno-

mena of the stations and retrogradations occa-

sioned great embairassment, and the principal

object of the various systems which were pro-

pounded previous to that of Copernicus was
to give a satisfactory explanation of them.

[Eitotclb; PLaKBT.l
Statioit. In Shipbuilding, the same asBoom

AND Spacb.

Station. In Surveying, the place selected

for planting the instrumentwith which an angle

is to be measured.

Stfttlfiii An instrument used in

maritime surveying, for expeditiously laying

down on a chart the position of a place from

which the angles subtended by three distant

objects, whose positions are known, have been

observ^. It consists of three soedes, which

move about a common centre. Two of these

carry divided circular arcs, and the third is

rovided with two verniers adapted to the arcs,

y means of which the scales can be opened

so as to form any two ansles. If we suppose

the angles of the scales to be made equal to the

two measured angles, and the instrument to

be laid on the chf^, so that the e^s of the

three scales coincide with the positions of the

observed objects, the centre will mark the

position of the spot from which the o^'ects

were observed. (Simms’ 2Vsafiss on Mathe*

matioal Jnetrumente, p. 98.)

Stattone (Lat. statio, an outwet). In

Ecdesiastical Antiquities, the weeUy fasts of

Wednesdm and Fridm. These were omitted

between faster and Whitsuntide. They ter-

minated at three in the afternoon ; hence some-

times called Htm^ffvnia, Saturday wu made
a station dav by the council of ^vira; and

this, it is said, led to the gradual neglect of the

Wednesday stotion in the Western ^ureh.
The term etatim is also applied to certain

points in the narrative of the passage of Christ

from the judgment-seat to the cross, which are

selected by £e Boman Chuzdi as suljeets for

meditation, and are well known tlurmwh the

pid^id representations common in Boman
Ntholic chunbeSi

STATIONS, RAILWAY
MkUosw* Bnildings erected for

the reception of the passengers and goods in-

tendsd to be transported by railways. These
stations are either terminal stations or side

stations. The terminal or main sutione fro-

qnently divide their business into two parte,

and one portion of the station is devoted to the

reception of passengers, and the other portion

to the accommodation of goods ; or sometimes

there are two ditfeient terminal stations, one

for goods and the other for passengers.

Terminal or main stations are often of great

extent, and of a complex character, as, in

addition to the structures required for the

reception of goods and passengers, carriage

depots and locomotive workshops are compre-
hended in the general design. In such stations

there must be provide baking offices, where
the several clMses of passengers take their

tickets ; waiting-rooms for the vst, second, and
third class ; refreshment-rooms, luggage office,

and various other requisite accommodations.
Generally, too, the chief offices of the rail-

way company, with proper apartments for the

secretary and clerks, and a board room for the

directors, are situat^ at the principal terminal

station of a railway. There are also plat-

forms both for the arriving and departing

trains, and platforms for loading and un-

loading luggage, with proper hoisting gear

driven by steam. There are also lamp rooms
and rooms for the accommodation of the

attendant porters; and ’there is always a
system of turn-tables, or other analogous

arrangements, for tran^erring the engines

and carriages from one line to the other.

The most remarkable feature of railway
stations is the roof, which covers the platforms

where the trains are received and despatched,

the area covered being often vezy great, and
the roofr being eometimies of very huge span.

These roofs are generally formed with wrought
iron ribs or rafters properlv trussed, but
sometimes they are ma^ of umbqr. In the

new station at St. Pancras, designed by Hr.
Barlow for the Midland Bailwav the area
covered is 600 feet by 240 feet.‘ The main
ribs are 29 feet 4 inches from cen’ re to centre,

with three intermediate ribs at eqial distances

between them, carried at every 18 feet 8 inches
by trussed purlins between the main ribs,

tiie ribs spring directly from the noimd, and
are firmly connected to massive brick piers
below the floor level. The curve of the riM is

formed with two radii of 160 foet and 57 feet
meeting in an angle at the centre 100 feet

above the level of the rails. The ribs are 6 feet

deep, and are formed with open box flanges

10) inches deep, the flaoM bong braced
toother by diagonal channd iron, and radial
stmts forming the purlins. The purlins are
brsced beams, so constructed as to stiffen the
main riba laterally. The whole of the roof is

braced horisputaily, to rhsist any strain that
may be caused bv the pressure of the wind
either on the gable or on the tide. The apeac

of the roof is covered with glass ridge and
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liinow 162 feet widc^ exfendixig

neerly the entire l«ng;th of the roof, and each
gutter .of the skylight has a snow ^ting
along its whole length, with cross strips to

enaUe the workmen to repair and paint the
skylight, when required. The part of the
roof below the skylmht is oorered with|
boarding and slates. To take off the thrust

of the ribs^ they are connected across below
the rails by wronght>iron beams resting on
pillars. The weight of iron in this roof is

about 1,100 tons. The roof of the Great Nor-
thern Railway station is formed with a circular

plank arch on Colonel Emy’s plan. [Roof.]

That of the Charing Cross station is also cir-

cular, but iron of 180 feet span. The roof of
the Lime Street station at Liverpool is of iron

of 162 feet span and that of the station at

Birmingham is 804 feet long, and at one end
212 feet span, the width at the other end being
slightly less. The Broad Street station of the

North London Railway is one of the most
successful examples of stations in this country.

In roofs constructed with trussed principals,

provision is usually made to allow of the ex-

pansion of the metaL But in arched roofs this

IS not so necessary, although rollers, or other
expedients for permitting expansion, are usually

introduced.

In the Cannon Street station of the Metropo-
litan District Railway, designed by Mr. HaWk-
shaw, the total length is 676 feet, and the

breadth 201 feet 8 inches, covered by an arched
roof of a single span. There are 20 truss^
principals, placed 33 feet 6 inches apart, except

where the station crosses Thames Street, where
they are 36 feet apart. The dear span between
the bed plates on the opposite walls is 190 feet

inches. The height from the rails to the

springing is 46 feet ; from springing to upper
side of nb 60 feet

; and from upper side of rib

to ridse of central skylight 9 feet ; making a
total height of 115 feet Each prindpal is

1 foot 9 inches deep, and 1 foot 2 inches across

the bottom flanges. The web is
^
thidc, and

the connecting angle irons are 3 inches by 3

inches by ^ inch. The rib is curved with a
radius of 108 feet } inch, which gives a
versed sine of 60 feet. It is trussed at eight

points, with vertical struts tied t^ether at the

Ixittom, and braced dia^nally. The struts are

made of two wrought-iron plates, 10 inches by
4 indi each, stiffened on the outside byT irons

8 inches by 3 indies by ( inch, and kept asunder
by cast-iron distance pieces. The diagonal bra-

|

oing consists of flat bars 6 inches by } inch at i

the centre, and 6 inches by 1 inch at the spring-

ing* The ends of the main ribs rest on cast-iron
|

bM plates, one bearing being fixed and the other
|

moviug on rollers, so as to permit expansion

and contraction, and thus take all strain off the

walls. For a width of 10 inches from each

end, the rib ia made double, and the inters

mediate apace is filled With a easting, which

atiifims the rib and giyea greater area of bearing

aurfaca; ’Wrongh^raHa purlina 1 foot 8 inchea

deepiUdth i^par and of|
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'angle iron 6 inches by 3 inches ly | ihcli,

j

extend along the whole length of the roof, at

intervals of 11 feet. Louvres on each side of

the skylight provide for ventilation. The roof

! for 22 feet on each side of the louvre frames
is formed of corrugated rino sheets, laid on
plank 14 inches thick, below which for about
50 feet we roof is of glass, and below that it is

covered with slates. The length of the longest

vertical strut in the roof is about 27 feet, and
of the shortest about 16 feet.

It would exceed the limits of this article to

enter into any description of the railway work-

shops commonly intrrauced at important termi-

nal stations. But it may be stated generally

that the circular form of workshops at one time

employed has now Been abandoned, and the

workshops for the repair and construction of

locomotives are now very much like common
engine factories. In the Crewe workshops great

improvements have been introduced by Mr.
Ramsbottom, togetherwithmanynew machines,

among which may be enumerated the rolling

mill for rolling the tires of railway wheels out

of a perforated disc without a seam, and the

duplex steam hammer, in which two hammers
are made to more simultaneously in a hori-

zontal plane, so that the mass of iron on the

anvil is struck by a hammer on each side at

the same time. Most of the woodwork of rail-

way carriages is now made by proper shaping

maidlines to the form requir^. No good
arrangement of shed^ has yet been introduced

for keeping engines under
and the smoke emitted from the engines rapidly

corrodes the iron work of the roof in which such

engines are usually placed, while the smoke vo-

mited forth from doors and other apertures

near the ground constitutes a nuisance to the

neighbourhood. For getting the steam up in

locomotives and for keeping it up, swivelling

pipes of sheet iron, like water cranes, should be
set at convenient distances apart on each line

of rails, which pipes should communicate with
a great flue running beneath the floor of the

shed from end to end, and communicating with
a chimney, in which the velocity of the current

of smoke might he maintained by the introduc-

tion of a steam jet. Each engine when the

fire WAS kindled would have the swivelling

pipe brought over the funnel, so as to take

the smoke and transmit it to the great chim-

ney, by which it would be conducted high' into

the atmosphere, and there dispersed. In some
cases the locomotive running sheds, instead of

beingrectangular, are flui-shaped and sometimes
semtoircular, with a turn-table for directing

the engine upon any one of the radiating

lines, but the turn-table is not nsoally covered.

With this arrangement any injury to the turn-

table locks all the engines up.

arrangement of the booking offices in

a railway station is an ol:ject of considerable

importance where a large passenger traffic has
to be conducted. Two plans are in common
uoe. In one the offices are set upon die de-

parture platforms, and in the other they are



STATIONARY CONTACT STATIONARY TANGENT PLANE
placed acrofls tbe enda of the platfonns at right been carried, are Burmonnted by poweribl loco-

anglfe to the lines ofrail. Atthe Victoria station motives; and a locomotive has been enabled
in limlico both plans are in use^ tijie former to pass over Mont Cenis, by constructing the
being adopted for the London, Chatham, and line with a high central rail, the opposite sides
Dover, and the latter for the Brighton traffic, of which are bitten by friction wheels driven
Goods stations should be so placed as to be by the engine. But the railway recently carried
easily accessible fri>m the neighbouring high over a part of the Andes to Santiago makes
roads, and should bem arranged that the goods use of stationary engines, which draw up the
trains may be run into them direct without' train fb>m staM to stage by ropes. Such ropes
uncoupling. The mineral and general goods should be mad^e of steel wire, and should have
traffic, should be kept distinct^ and goods yards numerous swivels in their length to obviate
should be placed upon a level, and arrange- the risk of kinks. There is nothing peculiar in

ments for shunting without the use of engines the stationary engme employed for Uiis purpose,
should be provide. At the Camden station Btatfonarsr Foiiit. If a plane curve be
small capstans drivenr by shafting are erected conceived to be generated by the motion of a
at suitable points, and by passing a rope round point in a line (the tangent) which itself turns

one of these revolving capstans a train may around that point, then a stationaiy point on
be moved in any require direction. Hy- the curve will be produced whenever the de-

draulic machinery, for hoists and otherwise, scribing point comes to rest momentarily, pre-

is employed at some stations with aatisfac- vious to changing the direction of its motion
tory results.

,

The Great Northern goods shed, in the tangent. A stationary point is some-
which is neatly in the centre of the yard, covers times called a cusp. It may also be regarded
fourteen lines of rails. as a double point at which the two tangents

Suspension roofs for large spans were advo- to the curve coincide. The tangent at a station-

Gated oy Mr. Hansom al^ut 1840, and more ary point, therefore, meets the curve in three

recently by MM. Lebaitre and de Mould^sir coincident points
;

it is termed a cuspidal

in a paper read before the Society of Civil tangent.

Engineers of France in 1866. They estimate Stationary BtatOt A phrase employed
that a roof of this charac^^r for a circus by some economists to denote that condition of

100 mitres or 828 feet in diameter with a society which neither progresses norretrogrades,

central column of cast iron, and the covering and in which the accum^tion of capita only

of zinc No. 14 wire gauge, would not exceed keeps pace with its destruction or consumption.

81. 6s. 8d. per square yai^, or without the Su(m a condition is of course hypothetical
;
but

central column 32. 2s. 6d. For rectangular the expression is intended to indicate thatwhen
buildings it is proposed to cany the chains by the rate of profit is low, the disposirion to

columns placed upon the side bearing walls, accumulate is weakened ; when the rate is high,

those parts of the’ rafters which are nearest saving is encouraged. These facts will, bowser,
the sides being iffimg from ^e chains, while be exhibited concurrently with the disposition

the central portions are su^iorted by stmts, of a community, provided the advance of

The suspension may be effected by steel wire capital is secured to the lender ; for it may be

ropes. the case that rates of profit are high, while the

Stattonarj Contacts The curve of inter- disposition to accumulate may be neutralised

section of two surfaces which touch each other by indifference or by insecurity, or the rate of

has in general a double point at the point of profit may be veiy low, while the instincts of

contact, the tangents at which are distinct, tbe people lead them to economy. The last

When these tangents coincide, there is a cusp or case may be illustrated by the low rate of

stationaiy point on the 'curve of intersection, profit and the saving habits of the Dutch in the

and the contact ot tbe surfaces is then said to last century.

be statwMory. (Salmon’s Jnalytical Gsofnstrg Btattoaury Tangent of a Cnrwo. A
of ihres Dimensions^ Dublin 1862.) double tangent at whidi the points of contact

Stationary Bngino. A form of steam coincide. It meets the curve, therefore, in three

engine for drawing carriages on railways by cposecutive points. The curve being regarded

means of a rope, so called to diatinguish it fmm as the envelope of a movable line, tbe latter

the locomotive engine, which runs along tbe will be a stationaiy tangent whenever, previous

railway, drawing the carriages after it. Bril- to its rotation being reversed^ its motion is mo-
way propulsion by means of stationary engines mentaxily arrested. Tbe point of contact of a
placed along the line for the purpose of drawing stationary tangent ia called a point of inflexion,

the carriages from stage to atageb was at one since the curve there passes from one to the

time contemplated as an alternative qrstem to other side of tbe tangent. The points cf In-

locomotive propulsion. Bnt the improvments flexion of a curve (tether with its dimble
carried out about 1830 in tbe locomotive re- pointe) all lie on its Hessian,

moved the chief indueemente to the adoption of Stattomiy Tsagwat Mmo of m
stationary enginea, which are notnow employed SnrtSow. A tanrot plane whidi haa ata-

exoept aa an expedient for enabling a train to tionaxy contact with the suxfitce. Such a plane

ascend very at^ indinea. Tbe Ghauts in may be regarded as a double tangrat nlue
India, the Scemmeriiig Alpi^ and many other whoee points of oontaet coindda fiie pomtof
niountainous ascents np iniich railways bate oontset of a stationary tangent plane is called

Vot. m. 661 0 0



STATIONERY
a parahdio ^int, [Indioatbix; Fababolxc
POIKT.]
Through any point in apace there can in

general be drawn 4a (w - 1 )
(a -2) stationary

tangent planes. (Salmon's Analytical Geometry

of Three Dimeneions.)

StaHonarj. The name given to all the

materials employed in the art of writing, but

more especially to pens, ink, and paper. The
term stationery is derived from the business of

bouksellers having been anciently carried on

entirely in stalls, or stations. The Stationery

Office m London is the medium through which

all government offices, both at home and abroad,

are supplied with writing materials ;
and at the

same time it contracts tor the printing of all

reports and other matters laid before the House
of Commons, dec. It consists of a comptroller,

a storekeeper, and about thirty clerks and other

subordinate officers, and has a branch esta-

blishment at Dublin.

8tatlstlos. This modem term, which has

finally superseiied its ancient equivalent

arithmetic, is held to include all collections of

foots which bear upon social life, and such

inferences from these facts as rest on numerical

calculutions, in special contrast to those wMch
are derived from a real or supposed analysis of

the moral nature, or the sympathies, the anti-

pathies, the reason, and the feelings of mankind.

The fundamental law in such inferences is, that

in particular domains of enquiry comprising

these social phenomena, the uncertainty which

attaches itself to all induction on the indi\ndual

action of mankind, and their individual tenden-

cies and liabilities, is eliminated when an aggre-

gate is taken. Thus, for instance, we cannot

state certiiiuly that any particular individual

will apply himself to the satisfaction of any eco-

nomical demand, but we may be quite certain

that, in a general estimate of society, parties

will bo found who will engage themselves in

such occupations; we cannot assert that any
particular individual will die of disease in a
given number of years, but we may be certain,

if a sufficiently wide basis for inference be

taken, and all the facts which might disturb

the avenvge be accounted for, that a given

number of lives will fall annually out of a
thousand inhabitants of all a^s, and so on.

The essential feature, then, of all statistical in-

ductions is that tliey are derived from averages,

and the necessary caution in all such averages

is that they are at the best approximations to

physical certainty, for every statistical product

IS always guarded by a roaxgm of variation.

If it were possible to analyse completely the

physical, mental, and moral constitution of

man, we might bo able to deal with individual

men as accurately as we can determine the

constitution and predict the phenomena of

inorganic bodies. But at present organic

existence, and in particular those forma of

organic existence which are endowed with

spontaneity, are not so susceptible of such a

scientific analysis as would result in a scientific

induction. Statistical methods of inference,m

STATISTICS
therefore, are strictly relative to such pheno-
mena as defy exact analysis, and aze provisional,

or at least imperfect.

Similarly, statistical enquiry is directed to

such physical phenomena as, being relative to

man’s several instincts and interests, are not
yet collected'Within the verge of exact analysis.

For instance, the course of the seasons, and in

particular their effects on the supply of food,

are matters of most interesting statistical

enquii^. The utmost powers which mete^lo-
gical^observations have conferred on mankind in

variable climates seem to be the capacity for a
somewhat vague prediction as to what the wea-

ther will be for the next twenty-four hours, and
this in particular when considerable atmospheric
changes are imminent. There has yet been no
approximation even of the rudest kind to the dis-

covery of a cycle of the seasons. We have not

the least means of guessing, with even a shadow
of precision, in the mouth of January what will

be the weather in August. But as the gross

amount of com grown on the soil is relative to

the amount and distribution of direct solar heat

and moisture in the three summer months, and
the amount of com grown has an immediate
effect on prices, and an indirect effect on the re-

lations in which this country stands to foreign

corn-producing regions, evidence as to the annual
crop, and averages over a series of years, are

of considerable importance to the trade and
resources of a community, and are said to be
statistical. A similar obscurity attends any
attempt to determine precisely the constitution

of the atmosphere, and its freedom from or im-
pregnation by those mysterious molecules by
which endemic, epidemic, and sporadic diseases

are generated and perpetuated. But statistical

enquiry during the local and general prevalence

of such phenomena is exceedingly important,

generally highly suggestive, and occasionally

susceptible of being put into the shape of a rule.

Logically, then, the inference of the statistician

is the calculus of probability, in which the

probability is heightened by the width of the

area, and the plurality of the instances or ex-

anroles from whicli the inference is attempted.

The earliest statistical calculations—apart

from some vogue and uncertain guesses as to

the currency and population—were made for

certain practical purposes, for the granting

annuities and effecting insurances, i. e. the first

statistics were what is called vital staiistics.

Such calculations illustrate better than anything
else the nature of a statistical induction. No
one would ever venture to insure only one life

at a vast sum, or grant one annuity only, the

payment of which would occupy the whole
income of the individual or company making
the grant. A number—the largest number
possible—of small or comparatively small in-

surances or annuities are negotiated and ef-

fected, in order that the element of risk ma^
be eliminated as much as possible. The or*

dinary duration of human life, as calculated

from enquiries, is not, however, adopted in

either case; a margin is always left wherewith
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to coyer rifllai and ayoid such exceptional eir-

cumstanoes as might disturb the probability.

But eyen inth this margin, no smi^ nicety la

required in making the calculatien. In the

early days of the actuary’s craft, the duration
of human life was considerably underrated.

As a consequence, a loss was generally incurred
on annuities, a gain on insurances.

Physical laws are yezy seldom deyeloped
ftom statistics, but they are occasionally sug-
gested by them. An •excellent illustration of
this distinction is to be found in the laws
which ^yem prices. In the yei^ early days
of statistical enquiry, d^egory King came to

the conclusion that a scarcity in any commo-
dity for which there is a great and permanent
demand, raised the price of what was at hand
to satisfy demand to a far greater height than

the whole quantity would have reached had
the demand and supply been in equilibrio.

Thus, for instance, if 20 million quarters of

wheat are needed as food for a nation, and the

price when in equilibrio is 50s. the quarter, a
scarcity of ten per cent, will not raise the

remaining 18 milUona to the price of the 20,

i.e. to 50 million pounds, but to 60 or more.

Here we haye a law, depending upon ^e
urgency of a demand for the necessaries of life,

suggested no doubt in the first instance by
statistical data, but depending on certain facts

in the moral and physical nature of man.
Statistical influences are exceedingly liable:

to fallacy. This contingency is embo(u^ in tdie

cynical maxim that * Uiere is only one thing

falser than facts, that is figures.* Fallacies

in statistics, re^ and apparent, arise from
seyeral causes. In the first place, there is, as

Bacon obseryea, an eager tendency of the

human mind towards generalities (gestit mens
humans exsilire ad magis generaUa), and no-

where BO constantly as on social and political

phenomena. Concurrent with this tendency, if

not identical with it, is that of referring phe-

nomena to simple causes when, in fa^, they

are the products of a complex causation. A
dominant cause, or eyen a dominant point of

yiew, is taken to explain and account for aU
the facts. But the chief risk which statistic^

inferences run, is that of admission as to their

scientific, or quasi-scientific sufficiency, but of

resistance on the ground that qualifying cir^

cumstances, or inyeterate and repngnant habits,

or compensating fraees render it necessaiy that

they should be postponed, modified, or dis-

claimed. No fuller statistical proof could have

been giyen of any rule, than that in yindioation

of free trade in com ; it was resisted, not from

hesitation as to its abstract truth, but because it

wasayerred thatthe state of society artificial,

one in whidi existing interests, originally per-

haps indefensible, but now yee^, had to be
maintaided, and m which political and eocial

ex^ien<fy should oyerride economical laws.

.

Much disersdit has fallen on statistics in

oonseqnenos of the extrayagant and undue
exaltation which, in the hands of some penons,
has been soeord^ to eertsin ayecages. Thus,

568

the attempt to discoyer a physical law in the
annual proportion of suicides is,' it can scarcely

be doubted, an absurd and illogiml dream, an
induction as unreal as those ancient acts of

simple enumeration which Bacon exposed The
world, so far as has yet been discovered, is

not governed or constituted by these numerical
quantities, which are at the best fractions more
or less precise and determinate, indicating ten-

dencies which, if they were jtraced or traceable,

would forthwith drop the gnise of i numerical

quantity, because in all natural laws mpslber

goes for nothing, one instance being equal in

value to a thousand. In general, too, we may
apply the canon of utility to all statistical

enquiries/ Those calculations which tend neither
to direct nor to remedial action are merely
carious speculations.

Some statistical inferences are of the highest

practical value, as, for instance, those which are

called sanitary. It has been found, for example,
! that, under Quinary conditions of health, the
I annual rate of mortality is about seventeen

in the thousand. Any considerable excess over

this number suggests that there is sometbing
wrong, while any slight deficiency indicates

the materials for a contrast. So absolute and
yet so practical is the rule derived from thia

simple numerical statement, that it is not too

mu^ to ascribe to it all those improvements in

lighting airing, and drainizur dweUin^-houses,
which nave so characterisea the cmlisation,

and improved the condition of the people in

our times. Similar, and not much less im-
portant, is the connection which has been
traced between high prices of food and pau-
perism, crime, and bastardy. The co-ordinate

rise and fall of averages such as these, though
not absolutefy conclusive, are very important
aids to that inductive method which Bacon
called the rule of travelling instances^ and
Mr. Mill has represented under the term of
concomitant variations, [Logic.]

Statistics in foreign countries are generally

supplied from the various administrative bu-
reaux, and are, as a rule, exact and exhaustive.

In England the collection of statistics is partly
the function ofpovemment hoards (and as far as

these can enquire are as good as can be), and, in

part, the action of individual observation or re-

search. Thus the customsreturns of exportsand
imports, of shippium of trade, of railways, are
supplied from the Board of Trade

;
that of the

banks and circulation, from the Treasury ; that
of pauperism, from the Poor Law Board, Ike,

But some statistics ofgiratimportance are asyet
withheld, or only grrudgingly accorded. Among
those which are desideratM are agriculturS
statistics, the value of which, thon^ overrated

perhaps by some economist^ has been, on the
other hand, underrated by others. It hasbeen
said, for instance, that a knowledge of the
breadth of com sown would be of little inta-

rest in determining prices or the esigeneies of
supply, since no one from year to year can
decide from such and such an average what is

the yield, and still less what is tiM average
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quality of the grain. Thia, indeed, may be gods, or of kings and emperors represented

admitted, but the ralae of the infoznudion if under the ibrm of gods. Equestrian statnes

procured would yet be great.
|

are those in whidi ths figure is seated on a

As we have stated the value of statistics horse. The Herma, or terminal figures, were

consists not so much in their announcing pillars surmounted by a head or a bust, ao-

facts, as in their supplying the premisses for cording to the deity represented, tho^h the

calculating ad average. But information as to name is derived &om that of the god liermes.

the amount of com sown, or breadth of arable Various examples of these figures may be seen

land in given*years, has this value, that it de- in the British Museum. [CHBiSBUEPHAnTiNn

;

termiaes the proportion of home growth to the Hbbilb
\
Sculftoiue.]

need of foreign importation, and, within certain Btatiin ^uo (Lat!). In Politics, a treaty

limits, suggests the extent of the demand for between two or more belligerents, which leaves

foreign supply. Much more striking, however, each party in pMsession of the territories, for-

is the signm^ce of the evidence which has tresses, &c., which it occupied before hostilities

recently roen given as to the amount of cattle, broke out, is said to leave wem in statu quo ante

sheep, and pigs kept in England and Wales, bdlun̂—in the same state as before the war.

and the immediate explanation which this Btatate (Lat statutus, part, of statuo, I

evidence supplies as to the high price of establish). An Act of Parliament made bv the

meat. Of almost all countries, England has sovereign, by and with the advice of the lordi

the lowest amount of animals used for food and commons. But some ancient statutes are

iu proportion to population. in the form of charters or ordinances, proceed-

mthin the last thirty years, the collection ing from the crown, and in these the consent

and arrangement of statistics has formed the of the lords and commons is not expressed,

business of a very important society in London, Statutes are divided into mtUic and private

;

and of similar societies elsewhere. The Sta* public Acts being usually defined to be those

tistical Society of London has made a most universal rules wmch regard the whole commu-
important collection of facts bearing upon nity, while private Acts only operate upon par-

eveiy branch of social science, and ^s re- ticular persons and private concerns. Of pri-

gnlarly tabulated the most important objects vate Acta, some are /oca/, as affecting particidar

of trade and finance. Much of the political ji^aces only; others persona/, as confined to par-

economy of foreign conntries is in effect sta- ticularpersons. Formerly the courts of law were

tistical in character, and has been supported not bound to takejudicial notice of a private Act
and farthered by government An exceedingly unless it were specially pleaded

;
and to evade

imTOztant international congress is held trien- this rule, it became the practice to insert in

nii&y in some one of the European capitals, private Acts a clause declaring them to bo

the origin of which was suggested by M. public, and binding the courts to take notice

Quetelet of Brussels, in which city the first of them. It has, however, been provided by stat.

congress was held. The meeting in London 13 & 14 Viet. c. 21, that every new Act is to be

(1860) divided statistical fesea^ into six taken to be a public Act, and judicially noticed

sections: judicial, sanitary, industrial, com- as such, unlesstnecontr^ be expressly declared,
meicial, censTia, with militi^ and naval statis- There is, accordingly, A iaige dass of railway

tics; and, lastly, statistical methods and signs, and other local Acts, which, though classed with

See the report for the fourth session of the In- private di/ls, become, when passra, public jicts.

ternatioual Statistical CongreM, and in p^i- In private Acts exp^essl^ dedaiAd not to ^be

cular excellent introduction by Dr. Farr, public Acts, a clause ^nding the courts to take

and the speedi of the late Ptince Consort; jndicial notice of theifi is still usually inserted,

also Lettres sur la Thhrie dee Probabilitis It will have been seeh, however, that the di-

appliquie aux Sciences Mcrales et Pblitiques^ vision of statutes int<^ public and private is

par A. Quetelet. uow chiefiy of a formal nature, although in

tatuarj. [ScuLFruBE.] parliamentary practice ^ere are important dif-

•tatiia (lidt. statua). In Sculpture, a re- ferences in the* manner of passing public and
presentation in relief in some solid substance— private bills^ the latter being usuaUy sent as of

as marble or bronze—or in some apparently course for enq^iy before a select committee,

solid substance, of a man or other animaL aud being subjected to heavy fees and other

There are various species of statues: 1. Those expenses, from which the former are exempt.,

smaller than nature, or statuettes, 2. Those Statutes are also said to be dectaratory of the

of the same size as nature. 8. Those larger law as it stood at their passing ; remedial, to

thiM> nature, called heroic figures, 4. Those correct defects in the common law, subdivided

that are several times larger than nature, into en/ar^n^ and res/rainina ; andjpeno/, im-
aad are <^ed colossal. The first were by posing prohibitions and pmlties. But these,

the ancients made to represent men and go& i^in, are rather disiincttoxia of an arbitrary

menally. Tim second r^vesented men cele- character than of any legal effect^ although

orated for their learning and talents, who some legal maxims have been founded on
bad rendered SBwiee to the state, and were them: e.g. that pml statutes, or clauses in

eamci^ at the pubBo expense. The third statutes, are to be construed ftrictly, remedial
were coofined to kings, mnperors, and heroes, statutes liberally, Ac.

T^ fburth cpecies consiated of atatues of the courts, however, are not, at. the preaent
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day, much influenced by general maxims of this

nature, e^pt as affording some slight aid to
oonstracticm in Tory doubtful cases. Statutes
are diTided in the statute book, for conYenienee
of refereneei, into Public Gaierul AcU^ Local
and Pertonel Acts dedarcd Public, l^vaU Acts
Printed, and PrivaU Acte not Printed. All
the Acts of one session of parliament taken
together are said to form properly but one
statute, and for this reason an Act of Parlia-

ment is always cited as the chapter of a par-
ticular statute, e.g. stat. 29 & 80 Viet. c. 1.

Statutes now operate (by stat 33 Geo. III. c.

13) from the time when they receive the royal

assent, unless some other time be fixed for that

purpose ; the ancient rule was that, in default

of any special provision to the contrary, they
operated retrospectively from the first day of

the session in which they were passed. Every
public general Act passed at the present time
extends (inthe absence of any special provision

to the contrary) to the whole of Great Britain

and Ireland, ei^usive of the Channel Islands

and the Isle of Man. With respect to the

colonies, the rule is that, in a colony acquired

by occupancy, Acts passed before its acquisition

come into force immodiatelv upon that event

as pi^ of the general law of E^land, as to all

provisions at least not unsuitable to its social

circumstances
;
though it is otherwise in the case

of a colony won by conquest or cession, which
remains subject to its own pre-existing laws.

(1 Steph. Comm. 107.) No colony of either class

is, in the absence of express provision or neces-

sary implication, afifoct^ by Acts of Parliament
passed after its acquisition. The sovereign is

notbound by any statute, unless named therein.

The growing inconvenience caused by the

confusion and multiplicity of the statutes has

excited considerable' attention of late years.

Lord Chancellor Cranworth issued commis-
sions in 1868 and 1864 successively, for the

purpose of consolidating the statute law, but

these commissions produced litUe practical re-

sult ; and the commission of 1864, after sitting

for several years, was discontinued abruptly

in 1869, owing to the refusal of the House of

Commons to vote any further fbnds for its

maintenance. A considerable part of the

criminal law was, however, consolidated by a
series of statutes passed in 1861. (24&26
Viet.) Several statutes, moreover, have been

passM of late years for the purpose of expur-

gating the statute book by the repeal of obsmete
Acts, with a view to facilitating the work of

a general consolidation. (Stats, 19 A 20 Viet. c.

64; 24 A 26 Viet. c. 101; 26 A 27 Viet, o. 126.)

•tatnta ofHiwglMdn. [PoT]fxwo*s Law.]
StKtoto Koroboat and Stoftoto Staple.

These statutes-were special forms of bonds or

securities for debts, now obsolete. They gave
the creditors taking them extraordinary reme-
dies against the body, gopds, and lands of the

debtor, and were origumlly permitted only

among traders for the benefit of commerce.
(Stata 18 Edw. L; 27 Edw. HL a 9; 28 Hen.
VlDLae.)

STEAM

I

StaaroUte (Gr. araepde, a cross, and
stone). The mineral called Croee^tone, [Sau-
BOTiUB.] It is a silicate of alumina with
about one-third of the alumina replaced by
peroxide of iron, and forms small riiombio

prisms (the acute edges ofwhidi are firequently

replaced), often intersecting and crossing each

otner at right angles. The most characteristic

specimens are from Andreasberg in the Harz,

and St Gotthaid in Switzerland ; but it is also

found in Comw^l and Devon ; in Aberdeen-

shire ; and in Widdow.
Staurolite ffenerally occurs embedded in

mica-slate, talo-slate, and day-sla^; some-

times in gneiss.

Stborotlde (Gr. trravpds). A name given

by Haiiy, and other mineralo^sts, to the

prismatic Gburuet, or ChrenatUe. [Staueolitb.]

It occurs in embedded crystals in primaiy rocks,

and is distin^shed from Garnetby its crystal-

line form and infusibility.

Btaweaadre. The Delphinium Staphieag^.
The seeds of this plant are emetic and pnxgative,

owing to the presence of Ddphinia, a very

acrid bitter principle, which, in the dose of a
few grains, excites a sense of heat and tinglii^

in various parts of the body. The disease in

which it has been chiefly successfiil is neural-

gia, in which it has been applied externally.

Stavesacre seeds in the form of ointment

or acetous infusion have been used to destroy

pediculL

Stay. A strong rope ftom the masthead,

leading forward and downwards to prevent the

spar from falling aft. It takes the name of the

mast, as the fore-stay, main-topmast stay, Ac.

To etay means to tack. To be in etaye is

to be in the act of tacking. To mee etaye

signifies to fail in attempting to tack.

Stealer. In Shipbuilding, a short len^h
of plank worked in among the other atrakea

to facilitate rounding off in parts of great

curvature.

Steam fA.-Sax. stem, Dutch stoom). The
elastic fluki into which water is converted by
the application of heat.

All liouids whatever, when exposed to a
sufficiently high temperature, are converted

into vapour. The mechanic^ properties of

vapour are similar to those of ^es in generaL
The proper^ which ia moat important to be
considered, in the ease of steam, is the dastio

pressure. When a vapour or gas is contain^
in a dose vessd, the inner surface of the vessel

will sustain a pressure arising from tjbe Aa»*

Uoity of the fluid. This pressure is produced
by the mutual repulsion of the particles, which
gives them a tendency to fly asunder, 'and
causes the mass of tbe fluid to exert a force

upcm the interior surfiace of any vessd within

which it is confined. This pressure is nni-

fotmly difihsed over eveiw pak of the surface

the vessd in which such a flnid is contained

;

it is to this anaUty that the nechanied power
of steam is due.

To render the chief pioperties of steam

iutdligible, it wiU only be neoeassxy to explain
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the phenomena which attend the eonyereion of i tube, though it has assumed an inyisible form,

water into vapour bj the continued application
j
To demonstrate its presence, lot the lamp be

of heat, under the various circumstances of
j

removed; immediately the piston will begin to

external pressure which present themselves in : descend, and the inner surface of the tube will

the processes of nature and art. be covered with a dew, which, speedily in-

LetA B be a tube or cylinder, the magnitude
|

creasing, will fall to the bottom in drops of
of whose base is a square inch, and let a piston

j

water. Tlie piston meanwhile will continue to

P move steam-tight in it; let it be move downwards, swooping before it the water
imagined that under this piston, in { from the sides of the tube ; and at leu^ will

the bottom of the cylinder, there is
|

recover its first position, having under it, as at

an inch depth of water, which will
|

the beginning, a cubic inch of water.

In the above process, the elevation of thetherefore bo in quantity a cubic

inch; let the piston be counter-

balanced by a weightW acting over

a pulley, which shall be sufficient

to counterpoise the weight of the

piston and its friction in the cy-

linder; and let the weight W be

so arranged that from time to time

its amount may be diminished to any required

extent. Under the circumstances here supposed,

the piston being in contact with the water, and

all air being excluded from beneath it, it will

be pressed down by the weight of the atmo-

sphere, which we shall assume to be 14j lbs.

Let it be also supposed that a thermometer is

placed in the water under the piston, and tliat

the tube A B is transparent, so that the indi-

cations of the thermometer may be observed.

The temperature of the water under the piston

being reduced to that of melting ice, which is

32° Fahr., let the flame of a lamp be applied

under tlie tube, and let the time of its ap-

plication be noted. If the thermometer be

now observed, it will bo seen slowly and
gradually to indicate an increasing tempera-

ture of the water, the piston maintaining its

iiosition in contact with the water unchanged.*

This augmentation of temperattu'c will con-

tinue until the thermometer indicates the

temperature of 212®. Let the time bo then

noted. It will be found that after that epoch,

the water will cease to increase in temperature,

iiotwithstMnding the continued application of

the lamp, the thermometer not rising above

212®. But another effect will begin to be

miinijesterl ;
the piston P will be observed

gradually to rise, leaving a space apparent!

v

vacant between it and the "water. The depth

of the water will, however, be at the same time

gradually diminished, and the diminution of

its depth will be found to bear constantly the

same proportion to the ascent of the piston.

This proportion will, under the circumstances

here supposed, be that of about 1,700 to 1. If

the application of the lamp be continued, and

the tube have sufficient length, the water will,

after the lapse of a certain time, altogether dis-

appear iiom the bottom of the tube
;
and when

that occurs, the piston will have risen to the

height of 1,700 inches, being 1,700 times the

orignal dep^ of the water.

The tube will now, tp all appearance, he

empty ; but if the apparatus were weighed, it

would he found to have the same weight as at

the commenoement of the experiment
^

The

water, therefore, must still be contained in the
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piston is produced by the elastic force of the

steam into which the water was gradually ctm-

verted by the lamp. The space between the

piston arid the water- during its ascent, though
apparently empty, was filled with steam, which,
like air and most other gases, is a colourless

and invieiblo fluid. The proportion of the
elevation of the piston to the diminution of

the depth of the water Iwing 1,700 to 1, proves
that the water in passing into steam increases

its volume in that proportion. When the water
altogether disappeared, the height of the piston

from the bottom of the tube was 1,700 inches;

and as the tube under the piston Was then
filled with the steam into which the water had
been converted, it is apparent that the cubic

inch of water, in this case, was converted into

1,700 cubic inches of steam.

The pressure of the atmosphere above the
piston was, in this instance, overcome by the
elastic force of the steam, and the piston, bearing
that pressure upon it, w’as raised to a height of

1,700 inches. In the evaporation, therefore, of

this cubic inch of water, a mechanical force

has been evolved equivalent to 14J lbs. raised

to the height of 1,700 inches, or, more exactly,

1,669 inches, according to M. Begnault’s de-
termination of the relative volume of steam
and water at the atmospheric pressure of 16
lbs. per square inch.

From the moment at which the water began
to be converted into steam, the thermometer,
having tlien attained 212®, ceased to rise. Never-
theless, the application of the lamp was con-
tinued, and therefore the same quantity of heat
per minute was still supplied to the water.

Since the water did not increase in temperature,
it may bo asked what became of this continual

supply of heat received from the lamp? It

may be said that it was imparted to the steam
into which the water was converted

; but if the
thermometer were raised out of the water, and
held in the steam between the water and the
piston, it would still indiciite the same tempera-
ture of 212®. *We thus arrive at the fact, that,

notwithstanding a large supply of heat im-
parted to water during its evaporation, heat is

sensible neither in the water itself nor in the
vapour into which the water is converted.

The quantity of beat which is thus absorbed
in converting water into steam is easily deter-

mined, the interval of time being noted w^di
elapsed between the first application of the
lamp and the moment at which the thermo-
meter ceased to rise. Let us suppose that
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interval to be an hour ; the interval between
the moment when the thermometer ceases

to rise and the process of evaporation be-

gins, and the moment at which the last par*

tide of water disappears from the bottom
of the tube and the evaporation is com-
pleted, will be found to be 5A hours; and
m.^neral, whatever may be ue length of

time necessary to raise the temperature of the

water from 32*^ to 212^ 5^ times that in-

terval will be necessary for the same source of

heat to evaporate the same quantity of water.

It follows, therefore, that to emj)orate water

under a preemre of U} wunds per square inch

requires 6^ times as much heat as is necessary

and sUfficwfit to raise the same water from 32^

to 2li®
Since the difference between 212° and 82° is

180°,-and since 6j times 180° is 990°, it follows

that to convert the water into steam after it

has attained the temperature of 212°, as much
heatf must be supphed to it as would BufUce,

if it were not evaporated, to raise it 990°

higher. The heat thus absorbed in evapo-

ration, and not sensible to the thermometer,

is Said to be latent in the s^m; and the

phenomena which have been just described

form the foundation of the whole theory of

latent heat. That this large quantity of heat is

actually contained in the atoam, though not

sensible to the thermometer, admits of easy

demonstration, by showing that it may be re-

produced by converting the steam into water.

If a cubic inch of water, in the’ form of steam

at the temperature of 212°, be introduced into

the same vessel with 5j cubic inches of water

at the temperature of 32°, the steam will be

immediatdy converted into water ;
the tempe-

rature of the 6) inches of ice-cold water will

be raised to 212°, and there will be found in

^ vessel 64 cubic inches of water at 212°.

^ns, while the steam, in reassuming the liquid

form, has lost none of its temperature, it has

nevertheless mven up as much heat as has

ralised dh cumc inches of water iiom 82° to

212°. It is therefore demonstrated that this

quantity of heat was actually in the steam,

and that its presence there in the latent state

contevd upon the water in the vaporous form

the property of elasticity.

We We here suppWd that the pressure

Underwhich thewaterinthetubewas evaTOiatod

was the mean presnire of the atmosphere, or

14} lbs. per square inch. Let us now suppose

that the piston resting on the water is loaded

withaforee of 14} lbs., besides the pressure of

the atmosphere, which may be done by taking

14} lbs. from the counttfpoissW. If the same
pfoeem be followed as befcue, it will now bs

fou^ that the thsimomster will not cssse to

rise when it has attained 212°; norwill the

piston then begin to ascend. The thermometer

will, on the other hand, contmue to rise untd it

has sttained 250°. It will than, as in the

former case, cease to rise; fhs piston wUl

ascend, and the water will begin to be converted

intostW- The proportion, however, between

the ascent of the piston and the diminished
depth of the water, or, in other words, between
the volume of steam produced and the volume
of water producing it, instead of bein^ 1,700 to

1, will now be about 900 to 1, being little more
than half the former proportion. The force

against which the elasticity of the steam, in the

present case, acts, is 29J lbs.
;
and this force is

raised 900 inches by the evaporation of a cubic

inch of water. In the former case a force of

14} lbs., being half the present force, was
raised to 1,700 inches by the evaporation of the

same quantity of water, so that in each case

the mechanical effect produced is veiy nearly

the same.

If the pressure under which the evaporation

is carried on were varied, it would be found that

with every increase of pressure the tempera-
ture at which the evaporation would commence
would be augmented, and that with every dimi-

nution of pressure that temperature would be
diminished. It would be also found that the
volume of steam produced by a cubic inch of

water would be less with every increase of

pressure under which the evaporation is made

;

and that the diminution of volume would be
nearly, but not in quite so great a propokion,

as the increase of pressure. In like manner,
if the pressure be diminished, the volume of

steam produced by a cubic inch of water will

be augmented in nearly, but not (jnite so great

a proportion, as that of the diminution of

pressure. From all this, it obviously follows

that the mechanical effect evolved by the eva-

poration of a given volume of water under
different pressures is very nearly the same;
greater pressures, however, having a slight

ad,vantiige over lesser ones.

It has been seen that 14} lbs. are raised to a
height of 1,700 inches by the evaporation of a
cubic inch ofwater under the pressure of14} lbs.

per square inch. Now, 1,700 inches are nearly
^ualto 142 feet; and lbs. raised 142 feet

is equivalent to 142 times 14} lbs. raised one
foot, which is equal to very nearly 2,100 lbs.

rais^ one foot. To use round noiabezi, it

may then be stated, that by the evaporation of
a cable inch of water a meAanical force is pro-
duced equivalent to a ton weight raiaed a foot

; aad that this fores is very neariy the
aame whatever be the temperatnre or preeenre
under which the evaporation takes places

From what hai hem above explauied/ it is

apparent that the quantity of sensible heat
in ateain is augmented wito every inereaae of
praesure under vdiicli the evaporation ia carried

on
^
but if the interval of time be observed

whidi elqpses between the first appHeation of
the lamp to the ice^odd water in the emri-
ment ibovo deeeribed, aad the moment it wakh
the laet paitiele of water disappears by eti^
mtioB ttom the bottom of the tube, it will be
found that this int»val is. nstriy ths same,
whatever be the temperature or preseore under
which tite evaporatm ItfojQows
that ths actnsl quantUy of neat neoasaary to

oonvert ioa-cold water into steam is nearly the
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name, whatever ba the pressure of tho steam

;

but as the temperature of steam increases and
diminishes as the pressure is increased or dimi-

nished, it follows that this given quantity of

host is differently distributed between sensible

and latent heat in steam of diffi-rent pressures.

As tho pressure is increased tho sensible heat

is augmented, and the latent heat undeigoes a

corresponding diminution, and vice vorsA. The :

sum of the sensible and latent heats is, in fact,
|

a constant quantity, or nearly so, tho one being I

always increased at the expense of the other.
|

It has been shown that in converting water at
|

32® ot temperature, and under a pressure of

:

Hj lbs. per square inch, into steam, it was I

necessary first to give it 180® additional sen-

sible heat, and afterwards 990® of latent heat,

the total boat imparted to it being 1,170®.

The actual temperature to which water would
be raised by the heat necessary to evaporate it,

if its evapomtion could be prevented by con-

fining it in a close vessel, will bo found by
adding 32® to 1,170®. It may, therefore, bo
stated tliat the heat necessary for tho evapora-

tion of ice-cold water is as much as would
raise it to , the temperature of 1,202®, if its

evaporation were prevented. If the tempera-

ture of red-hot iron be, as is supposed, about

1,200®, and if all bodies become incandescent

f\t the same temperature, it follows that to

evaporate water it is necessary to impart to it

as much heat as would be sufficient to render

it rod hot if its evaporation were prevented.

Since water, in passing into steam, undergoes

a great enlaij^ement of volume, steam, on the

other hand, m being converted into water,

undergoes a corresponding diminution of vo-

lume. It has been seen that a cubic inch of

water, evaporated at the temperature of 212®,

swells into 1,700 cubic inches of steam. It

follows, therefore, that if a close vessel, con-

taining 1,700 cubic inches of Such steam, be
exposed to cold sufficient to take from the

steam all its latent heat, the steam will be
reconverted into water, will shrink into ics

original dimensions, and will leave tho re-

mainder of the vessel a vacuum. This pro-

perty of steam has supplied the means, in

practical mechanics, of obtaining that amount
of mechanical power which the properties of

the atmosphere confer upon a vacuum. If by
any means whatever the space in a cylinder

under the piston be rendered a vacuum, the

atmospheric pressure will take effect above the

piston, and will urge the piston downwards with

a force amounting to about 15 lbs. on each

square inch on the surface of the piston. To
render steam available for this purpose, it is

only necessary to imect it into the cylinder

unul it expels from the cylinder all tho atmo-

spheric air or other uncondmisable gases which

the ^lindsr contains; and when that is effected,

th^ pure steam which remains in the cylinder

bdng sttddtttHy condensed bytheaj^lieation of

eMr leaves tho cylinder a vacuum, and gives

effiect to the atmospheric pressure above the

piston, as befbre explained. This is, in fact,

the principle of the atmospheric engine, which
is the specios of engine which remained in

up to the time of Watt.
In the mechanical operation of steam, which

has been already explained, tho pressure,

density, and teinperaturo of the steam are
suppos^ to remain tho same during its action,

and tho mechanical effect is produced by the

j

continual increase of the quantity of steam pro-

,

duced by evapomtion. Thus, the piston in tho

apparatus ropresentod in the figure is movtd
upwards, not by any change in tlie temperature,

density, or pressure, but by the increased volume
acquired by tho continual production of steam.

It has been proved tlint by this process alone

the evaporation of a cubic inch of water, what-
ever be tho pressure under which it takes place,

evolves a mechanical force equivalent to a ton
weight raised a foot high. But if, after this

evaixiration has been completed, the steam be
separated from the water which produced it, and
the load on tho piston be gradually diminished,

the steam will expand by moving the piston

upwards in virtue of its excess of pressure, and
this expansion will continue until the pressure

of the steam shall be reduced to equality with
the load on the pistou. All mechanical effect

developed in this process is due to the steam
itself, independently of any further evaporation.

To make this important quality of the ex-

pansive action of steam understood, let us

suppose the pistou loaded with a pressure

amounting to four times that of the atmo-
sphere, including that of tlie atmosphere itself.

If tho water under the pistou be emporated
under this pressure, it will have a tempomturo
of about 292®, and by its evaporation tho pis-

ton will raised 40 feet. This will, therefore,

be tho whole mechanical effect arising from tho

immediate evaporation of the water. But when
the evaporation has been completed, and tho

piston, with its load of four atmospheres, stands

suspeuded at 40 feet above the bottom of the

tub^, let a pressure equal to that of one at-

mosphere be removed from the piston. Tho
remaining pressure of thr^e atmospheres being

less than that of tho steam lielow the piston,

the piston will be raised, and will continue to

rise until it has attained a height of about 50
feet, and the temperature of the steam thus ex-

panded will fall to about 275®
;
and its pressure

being reduced to that of three atmospheres, it

will cease to rise. By this process, therefore,

a mechanical force has been obtained from the

steam equal to the weight of three atmospheres

raised 10 feet in addition to the effect obtained

by immediate evaporation ;
but the expansive

action does not stop here. Let it be supposed
that the piston is again relieved from the

pressure of another atmosphere, the superior

pressure of three atmospheres below will cause

it to rise, and it will ascend to tho height of

about 75 feet, the temperature of the steam
falling to about 250®, and its pressure being
reduced to two atmospherps. A further me-
chanical effect equivalent to the weight of

two atmospheres raised to about 25 feet has
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raised into steaih of 147 lbs. pressure and that

of a pound of water raised into steam of 90 lbs.

pressure ; so that the high steam if expanded
into low will have an excess of temperature

beyond that necessary for the maintenance

of the vaporous form, or, in other words,

will be in the state of surcharged steam. Sur-

changed steam, or steam to which more heat

is imparted than is necessary for the mainte-

nance of the vaporous form, comes under the

same physical laws as air and other permanent
gases And with all gases, when the tempera-

ture is constant, the pressure varies simply

ns the density, or inversely as the volume.

When tlie pressure is constant, the dilatation

is uniform with uniform additions of heat, and
is at the rate of 2J5 of the volume at 32® for

every additional oegroe of temperature. \Mien
the volume is constant, the inci*easoof pressure

is of the pressure, at 32® for each additional

degree of temperature. In the Edinburgh
Ni'W Philosophical Journal for July 1849,

a formula is given by Mr. Raukino, which
educes results very nearly corresponding with
tliose which M. Regnault obtained by experi-

ment; and fi-om this formula, therefore, the

most material of M. Regnault’s results may
be obtained. Mr. Rankine assumea a point

of temperature which is 462 28® of Fahren-
heit’s scale below the ordinary zero of that

scfile, as a new ahaolute zero, and Im supposes

the boiling point of the water to have been ad-

justed under a pressure of 29'922 inches of

mercury; so that 180® of Fahrenheit may
be exactly equal to 100® of the centigrade

thermometer. The formula is applicable for

finding the elasticity of other vapours besides

that of water; but tuee constants, a, 0, % have
to be determined for each fluid by experiment.

If P be the pressure of the steam and t the

point of absolute zero, as explained above,

then the formula for calculating the pressure

from the temperature is

—

and tlie inverse formula for calculating the

temperature from the pressure is—

i-/\/
t V y

$

Hia values of the constants have. been dcTivod

tarn 1C. Begnault’s experiments, and they are

Mfoilow:^
fl-4403816 ; log > - 5*5926244

;

A- O-OOSSISS; /I • 0-000012364.
47*

The value of «, other tliinM hein^ the same,

depends upon the measure ofelasticity adopted.
If it he inches of mereuiy, the value of a

will he 5^29431 ; if it he pounds avoirdupois

on the eqnaiu iochi the value of a will be

9imi7*
The foDowing table is derived from M.

Bsgnisdt’s eapenments, unth the addition of a
eolunui iCuenng the vdnme of the ateam rela-

with the volume of the water fi'om which
j

5?0

it is jjencrated, computed hy Mr. J), K. aark,
and given in his work on &iilway Mocliinery.
In this table we have the total pressure of the
steam in lbs. per square inch, its relative
volume M compared with that of’ the water
from which it is produced, its temperature,
its total heat, or, in other words, the sum
of its latent and sensible heats, and finally
the weight of a cubic foot of the steam at the
several pressures or densities enumerated. The
steam is supposed in every case to be saturated
with water.

Total
Prcuun

por Squar
Inch

Rplailre

• Volumo
Tempera.

ture TMalRcM
Welirht of
One CuUe

Foot

Ibik

16 1 C69
Vahr.
218-1

Fahr.
1178-9

Iba
•0373

1C 1672 218-3 1179-9 *0397

17 1487 219-6 1180-9 •0419
IS UlO 222-6 1181-8 •0442
10 1842 226-4 1182-7 *0466

20 1280 228-0 1183-6 •0487

21 1224 230-6 1184-3 •0510

22 1172 233-1 1185-0 •0532

23 1126 m-B 1186-7 *0554

24 1082 237-9 1186-6 •0576

25 1042 240-2 1187-2 *0598

2C 1006 242-3 1187-9 *0620

27 971 244-4 1188-6 *0642

28 989 246-4 1189-1 *0604

29 909 248-4 1189-7 -0086

80 881 250-4 1190*3 *0707

31 8.'’>5 252-2 1190-8 *0729
82 880 254-1 1191-4 *0751

83 807 255-0 1102-0 •0772

84 786 257-0 1102-6 •0794

36 7C6 259-3 1193-0 •0815

M 746 200-9 1193-6 •0837

87 727 202-0 1194-0 •0868

88 700 264-2 1194-6 •0670

89 698 265*8 1195-0 •0900

40 677 267-3 1196-4 •09-21

41 661 2C8-7 1195-9 •0042
1

42 647 270-2 1196-8 •0968

43 684 271-0 1196-8 •0988

44 621 2730 1197-2 •1004

46 608 274-4 1197-6 •1026

46 696 2768
1 1198-0 •1046

47 684 277-1 1198-4 •1067

48
1 673 278*4 1194*8 •1087

49 1 662 279-7 1199*2 •1108

50 562 281^ 1199-6 •1129

61 642 282-8 1200*0 •1160

62 632 283-6 1200*4 •1171

63 623 284-T 1200-8 •1102

64 614 285-9 1201*1 •1212

66 606 287-1 12Cn *6 •1282

66 498 288-2 1201*8 •1262

67 490 289-8 1202-2 •1272

68 482 290-4 1202*6 •1202

69 474 291-6 1202*9 •1814

60 407 292-7 1203*2 •1886

61 460 298-8 1203*6 •1856

62 468 294*8 1203*9 •1876

68 447 296-0 1804*2 *1806

04 440 29G*9 1204-6 •1416

66 434 298*0 1204-8 •1480

66 428 200*0 1206-1 *1466

67 422 800*0 1206*4 •1477

68 417 800*9 1206-7 *1407

09 411 801*0 1206*0 *1616
70 406 802*9 1206*8 •1686

71 401 808-9 1
*206*6 *1666

72 806 804*8 1206-9 •1674
73 891 806-7 1207-2 •1696
74 886 806-6 1207*6 •1616
75 881 807-6 1207-9 *1636

;

76 877 808-4 1208-0 •1660
j

77 872 800*8 1208-8 *1675
,

78 m 810-2 1208 -6
.

•1006
1

79 804 811*1 1208 0 •ITIO 1

60 869 812-0 1200-1 •
1T3U '





STEAM BOILER
broket), the issue of the steam or water may
be prevented.

The draught through the liimace of land

boilers is reflated by a plate of metal or

dampcTt as it is called, which closes, to a

^eater or less extent, the opening of the flue,

m the manner of a sluice. A damper of this

kind is seen at 0, and it is counterpoised by a

weight in the stand-pipe P, by means of a
chain passing over pulleys. When the pressure

of the steam in the boiler rises beyond the

desired point, the water is forced up by it into

the pipe P to a more than usual height. The
weight in P being thus floated up, the damper

!

at 0 preponderates, and partly closes the flue,
|

whereby the intensity of the draught through
the furnace is diminished, and less steam is

raised. To provide an escape for the super-

fluous steam, which if suiFered to accuniiilato

would burst the boiler, one or more valves,

'

I

boiler bottom, before they escape to the chim-

I

ney. A brick wall is built at the back end

j

of the fire bars, to form the termination of

I

the furnace. This wall is called the furnace
Ijridge. Behind the bridge in some Cornish
boilers a pipe containing water extends liori-

I

zontally within the flue, communicating at the

one end with the bottom part of the boiler,

and at the other end with the top part of tho

boiler. The hot air impinging upon this pipe

causes the water within it to boil, and a constant

circulation of the water is maintained within it.

In modern boilers, however, this pipe is oiniltecl.

This boiler, like the waggon boiler, is set in

brickwork, and it is also covered over with a

brick arch, fur tho purpose of rctainingtheh<‘Mt.

lint a vacant space is left between this bnek
* arch and the top of the boiler for the purpose of

enabling the boiler to expand without disturbing

the brickwork.

opening upwards and loaded by a weight or
j

One of the most remarkable peculiaritie s of

spring to a sufficient degree to balance tlie
|
the Cornish boilers is the slowness of the coiu-

pressuro of the steam, must be applied. This
j

bustion in the furnaces, and tho large amount
species of i^alvo is called the saje^valvc, and

^

of heating siirlaee allowed for the evaporation

a valve of this kind is seen in the figure affixed
j

of the wat< r. ^’hus, in certain expcriineiils

to the top of tho boiler near N: a pijie proceeds upon Cornish, waggon, and locomotive boilers,

from tho safety-valve, which conducts the waste recorded in Mr. Bourne’s work luion the ste.im

steam into the atmosphere.

Cylindrical Boilers .—The usual pre.ssurc of

steam employed in waggon boilers is from 3

to 6 lbs. per square inch. In many engino.s,

however, and especially iu those vvliich work
expansively, it is fouiici expedient to use steam

of a higher pressure. To siustaiii this pressure

waggon boilers are not well adapted, and hence

a new class of boilers ha.s been introduced of

a cylindrical form, and which are therefore

termed cylindrical boilers. Those boilers can

withstand a considerable pressure without dan-

ger. Their construction in the subordinate fea-

tures is very various, but a form much approved

is that known as the Cornish boiler,

Cornish Boiler .—The boilers used at the

mines in Cornwall, have long been celebrated

for great economy of fuel and other distinguish-

ing circumstances*.
Fig. 2.

A very good example of a Comish boiler is

Fig. 8.
represented in figs, 2 and 3 ;

fig. 2 being a longitudinal

a
section of a Comi^ boiler,

and fig. 8 a transverse sec-

tion. The furnace is placed,
", not beneath tlie boiler, but

I within it, and the flame and
hot air pass through a cen-

tral flue to the end of the^ boiler. Tliey next pass

along tho boiler sides, and finally beneath tho

1
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engine, it was found that the number of pounds
of fuel burned upon each sqiian* foot of lirt'-gnito

in the hour was, in the Cornish boiler, 3’10 lbs
;

in the waggon boiler, 10 75 lb.s.
;
and in tin

locomotive boiler, 79*33 lbs. The nuinbiT of

square feet of heating surface of the boiler (un-

ployed to evaporate a cubic foot of wator in

the hour was, in tho Cornish boiler, Ct)'58

square foot; in the waggon boiler, 9'9G s(inarc

feet; and in the locomotive boiler, G'OG squ.ii'c

feet. The number of cubic feet of water eva-

porated by 112 lb.s. of fuel was, in the Comisli

boiler, 18 87 lbs.
;
in the waggon boih'r, 13-91

lbs.; and in the locomotive boiler, 11*14 lbs.

Marine Boilers.— "BoWcys set in brickwork

being incligiblo in steam vessels, a distinct class

rig. 4.

of boilers has been called into existence to meet
the exigencies of steam navigation. In these

boilers the fire and smoke come into contact

only with metallic surfaces surrounded by
water. Marine boilers consist of a series of

large iron vessels, in which are set a number
of metallic furnace chambers, connected with
metallic flues winding within the boiler, or

with a number of short metallic tubes of

small diameter which deliver into the chimney.



STEAM BOILER

Been in Sg. 6, and %. 7 a horizontal section Figs. 6 and 9 are representations of a
through the line C D, seen in fig. 6. Fig. 6 is tubular bwler; fig. 8 being a longitudinal
a perpendicular section through the line Q H, section made perpendicularly through the
seen in fig. 7- It will be obvious from these boiler, and fig. 9 an end view, with one half
figures, that the boiler consists of two portions cut transversely through the furnace and boiler.

Pig. e. There are two furnaces

in the boiler, and the Fig 9.

smoke and flame, after

pa^Dg over the furnace
bridge, ascend into a
bundle of small brass

tubes, and pass through
them on their way
to the chimney. Upon
the top of the boiler a
chest IS placed to serve

as a receptacle for the

steam, which there de-

posits any particles of

water that may happen
to he mixed with it.

placed side by side, and each containing three Iron rods pass perpen-

furnaces. The smoke from each group of three dicularly and horizon-

furnaces passes into one flue, which winds until ta-Uy within the boiler

it reaches the corner of the boiler, as shown in strengthen it, and to

enable it to withstand a
considerable pressure.

Nearly all marine tubular boilers are formed
on this general type. Sometimes the boiler
shell is square instead of waggon-formed, and
has more furnaces set within it; but these
differences are not very matetial. Tubular
boilers are now very largely employed in steam
vessels. They were patented by Mr. Bourne
in 1838, but' first came into general use about
1844. They are lighter than flue boilers, and
^occupy less space; and if they are properly
constructed they are not difficult to keep in

repair.

fig. 7. The flue then ascends perpendicularly The consumption of fuel per horse-power
upwards, and winds in a siinilar mannerthrough in marine boilers is very extravagant, and
an upper tier of flues until it finally reaches too attempts have recently been made to economise

573

Fig. 7.



STEAM BOILER
it by the construction of tubular boilera, in

j

to be deposited upon tne tlues, forming upon
which the water and steam occupy the interior them a stony crust which retards the trans-

of the tubes, whilst the fire and heated pro- mission of the heat. It is hence very impor-
ducts of combustion are applied to the ex- tant that the water in marine boilers should
terior. By this construction, together with

|

never contain more than ^ of salt, and it

superheating and expansion, the hourly con-
j

is easy to keep the water below this point of

sumption of fuel per actual horse-power has concentration by blowing out a sufficiency of
been reduced from 6 lbs. or 7 lbs. to 2 lbs. ; |

the over-salted water, and filling up the boiler

but practical difficulties arise in the use of
,

with the fresher water of the hot well or

these boilers which have not hitherto been
^

the sea. Hydrometers are now very gene-

entirely overcome. 1
rally provided in steam vessels, to enable the

Proportions of Marine Boilers.— Marine ' engineer to determine the density of the water

;

boilprs are commonly proportioned according < and in every case it is right to practise blow-
to the nominal power of the engines which they

i

ing out to such an extent as will prevent the

are employed to drive. But this is not a proper i formation of saline or stony incrustations upon
practice. Their dimensions should be deter-

1

the flues. In the case of pressures above 40
mined by the number of cubic feet of water ! lbs., however, sulphate of lime is precipitated

whichthey are required to evaporate in the hour,^froin sea water, without any concentration at

and not by the nominal power. To evaporate

a cubic foot of water per hour in fim boilers,

the following are the proper proportions*,

heating surface, 8 square feet; fire gra^e, 70
square inches

;
sectional area of fine, 13 square

inches; sectional area of chimney, 6 square

inches ; area over furnace bridges, 14 square

inches
;
area of flue to area of fire grate, as 1

to 5*4
;

total heating-surface in feet, divided

by the area of flue in feet, iV To evaporate

a cubic foot of water per hour in iulalar

boilers, the following are the proper propor-

tions : heating surface, 9 square foet ; fire

^rate, 70 square inches; soctional area of

tubes, 10 square inches; sectional area ol|

back Uptake, 12 square inches ; sectional area

of front uptake, 10 square inches
; sectional

area of chimney, 7 square inches; ratio of

length of tube to diameter, 5^^ to ,* ratio of

length of tube to area of tube, ^5 to
;
cubical

content of boiler, exclusive of si earn chest,

6 '5 cubic feet
;
cubical content of steam chest,

rs cubic foot.

The amount of mechanical power producible

by a cubic foot of water evaporated per hour
by the boiler, depends very much upon the

manner -in -which the steam is used in the

engine. In the original engines of Watt, a

cubic foot of water evaporated in the hour
produced only steam sufficient for one horse-

power; but in modern marine engines, which
work to some extent on the expansive prin-

ciple, from 1^ to 2 horse-power are produced

by tlie evaporation of a cubic foot of water
per hour—a horse-power being reckoned as

equivalent to 33,000-lbs. raised one foot high

in tlie minute.

Incrustation of Marine Boilers .—One of the

greatest inconveniences attending the original

application of the steam engine to the naviga-

tion of the ocean, arose from the gradual accu-

mulation of salt within the boiler in conse-

quence of the necessity of feeding the boiler

with salt water from the sea. Sea-water

contains about 1^ of its weight of saliuo

mgredients ; and it is found that when the
^

all, by the mere effect of the high temperature;
and surface condensers, which supply frt^sh

water for feeding the boiler, are now very
generally employed.

Boiler Explosions .—The explosion of a boiler

generally arises from one of two causes : either

from the strength of the boiler being inade-

quate to bear the pressure accidentally or

perhaps habitnaliy put upon it, so that it at

last gives way; or from the flues having
been suffered by an improper subsidence of

the water to bocomo red hot, when they cease

to be able to sustain the pressure to which
they are exposed. A marine boiler may also

burst if the water within it be suffered to attain

such a point of saturation that salt is deposited

to a great thickness upon the flues; for the

metal composing the flues, being in such a
ca.se unable to transmit the heat to the water
with sufficient rapidity, may become red hot,

and may thereby lose the strength nocessaiy

to withstand the pressure of the steam. Nearly
all explosions, however, are traceable either to

an undue pressure in the boiler or to a defi-

ciency of w^atcr. Sometimes the safety valve

becomes deranged when the steam is unable
to escape from the boiler. This occurrence

will always become discoverable by a reference

to the steam gauge, winch shows by the

position of the mercury the pressure of the

steam. And all the gauge cocks should then

be opened, and the blow -through valve of the

engine should also bo opened, so as to let

the ste.-im escape in that direction. If the

flues have become red hot from a deficiency

of water, on no account must more water be

added; hut the pressure of the steam must
be gradualh/ reduced, and the fires should

be immediately raked out. To reduce the

pressure of the steam suddenly, would cause

a sudden ebullition, which might carry the

water over tlie red-hot flues, and perhaps

cause tlie boiler to explode.

Proper Method of Feeding Furnaces.—The
coals should be broken up into small pieces,

and sprinkled thinly and evenly over the fire,
_ _ !. ‘mi- . -.1

dmsity of water is increased by evaporation ! a little at a time. The fire should be without

until .It contains ^ of its weight of saline
|

any holes or uncovered places in it, as the

ingredients, some of those ingredients begin efficacy <rf the fuel would be greatly diminished

674
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STEAM CARRIAGE
hy the cooling effect of the cold air which
would thus enter. The absolute thickness

of the stratum of incandescent fuel should

be regulated to a considerable extent bj the

quality of the draught through the furnace. If

the stratum of coal be thick while the draught
is sluggish, the carbonic acid resulting from
combustion combines with an additional atom
of carbon in passing through the fire, and is

converted into carbonic oxide, which carries

off a portion of the fuel to waste ;
whereas

if the stratum of coal is thin, while the

draught is very rapid, an injurious refrigera-
|

tion is occasioned by the largo excess of air, i

beyond that necessary for combustion, which
passes through the fire. For further informa-

tion about steam boilers, see A Treatise on the '

iSttam Engine
t
by the Artizan Club ; A Treatise

\

on Steam Boilers, by R. Armstrong, O.E. ;
A '

Catechism of the Steam Eyimne, by J. Bourne,

C.E.
;
and A Handbook of the Steam Engine,

by J. Bourne, C.E.

Steam Carriage. A carriage, propelled

by steam, intended to run on common roads at

a considerable rate of speed. Before the great

expansion of the railway^ system had taken

place in the ten years succeeding the opening

of the Liverpool and Manchester Railway in

1830, many projects were propounded for

running steam carriages on common roads, to

supersede coaches drawn by horses
;
and various

steam coaches having this object in view wore

constructed by difterent persons, of which the

coaches of Gurney, Hancock, Ogle and Summers,

and Scott Russell, obtained the greatest no-

toriety. But as it could not be hoped that a

steam coach on a common road cotild run as

fast, or draw such heavy loads, as a loco-

motive on a railway, and as railways were now
extending throughout the country, the induce-

ment for the adoption of steam coaches was

taken away, and they were consequently aban-

doned. This result, however, is merely accidental

to the simultaneous extension of ^e railway

system, and constitutes no reason whj steam

coaches on the common road should not be

adopted in countries where railways do not

exist, or have received but little developement.

The mechanical features of the steam carriages

of different constructors were very different,

especially in the construction of the boiler.

STEAM COAL
Gurney’s boiler was composed of circuits of

tubes, placed side by side and filled with water,

and the tubes opened into a vessel called the

separator, where the steam was disengaged from
the water. Thisboilerwas very bad. Hancock's

boiler consisted of an arrangement of narrow

vertical water spaces, alternated by narrow

vertical flues through which the heat ascended

;

and Ogle and Summers’ boilers consisted of a

number of vertical tubes, which were heated by
the fire, and within each of which there was an

internal tube to permit the water to descend

while the w'atcr and steam ascended through

the intervening annulus, as in the boiler known
as Field’s boiler. [Steam Fire Engine.] In

most cases, the cylinders of the steam carriages

were horizontal, and the connecting rod turned

round the wheel as in locomotives. The only

species of steam vehicle now used on common
roads, is a kind of steam waggon called a
Tbaction Engine.
Steam Cbeat. A chest or box placed on

the top of marine boilers to serve as a receptacle

or reservoir for the steam.

Steam Coal. A variety of coal inter-

mediatebetween bituminous coal and anthracite,

burning with a good flame and lasting for a

long time without being consumed. Excellent

steam coals are obtained both from the New-
castle coal field, chiefly the northern beds, and
from South Wales, and enormous quantities

are consumed and exported from both localities.

It is essential for ocean-bound steamers that

they should have a coal of this kind which
is free from pyrites. Such coals are found
generally in certain ports of a coal-field, and
are not characteristic of an entire district. Tho
powder and dust of some kinds of coal are

capable of being worked up into an admirable

artificial fuel of this kind, which possesses the

advantage of packing more closely. Hitherto,

however, it has not been found possible to make
a good artificial fuel that shall stand exposure

to the tropics without risk of spontaneous com-
bustion. [Coal.]

Average Value of Coals for the Generation

of Steam.—The following table, taken from
Beports on Coals suited to the Steam Navy,
by Sir H. de la B^che and Dr. Lyon Pl^fair,

shows the average value of coals from different

localities:

—

Locality

Evaporatluff
Power, or
Number of

Lba. of Water
evaporated
from 212® by
1 Lb. of Coal

Nate of
Evaporation,
or Number

of Lba.
evaporated
per Hour

Weight in
Lba. of one

Cubic Foot of
Coal aa oaed

for Fuel

Space occu-
pied by one
Ton in Cubic

Feet

Coheaiva
Power*

of Coals, or
Per-oentage

of large Goala
after loading

Per-centage
Amount d
Sulphur in

Cools

Wales .... 905 448-2 63-1 42-71 60-9 1-42

Newcastle . . . 8*37 4111 49-8 45-3 67-i 0-94

Lancashire . . . 7*94 447-6 49*7 45*15 73-5 1-42

Scotland . , . 7*70 431-4 60-0 49-99 73-4 1-45

Derbyshire . . 7-68 432-7 47-2 47-46 80-9 1*01
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STEAM CULTIVATION
steam Cultivation. After years of cx-

]>ensiyu labour and experiment, steam power
Jiiis been successfully npjplied to the cultivation

of land. The two principal methods in vogue

are tliose of William Smith of Woolstone,

Buckinghamshire, who has for many years

cultivated his own farm by steam power, and

the late John Fowler of Leeds, whose untime-

ly death occurred just as he had perfected his

machinery and seen it in successful operation

all over the country. Mr. Smith’s plan, which

has been adopted by Messrs. Howard of Bed-

ford, and several other manufacturers of agri-

ciiUiiral machinciy, requires the use of one

of the ordinary locomotive agricultural steam

engines. This is planted in a corner of the

field to bo cultivated, and there works a double

wdndlass, off one cylinder of which a wire rope

is delivered while its farther end is being

coiled upon the other. This rope is taken

rouml the field guided by match-hloch pulleys

at the angles, and lies along the furrow in

which the cultivating tool, placed as it were

a link in it, is working. The tool, whether

a grubber or a plough, is thus drawn to and fro

across the field from one side of it to the other,

and the pulleys anchored at each end of the

furrow are shifted backwards step by step as

the work proceeds. As the tool gets over the

untilled land lying between it and the engine,

the shortening rope is coiled upon the windlass,

only so much being at any time let out and
used as is required.

The cost of labour is rather greater on this

plan than on the other; two men being con-

stantly required at the ends of the working

furrow in shifting the anchored pulley blocks

around which the rope works. In Mr. Fowler’s

plan, these men are not needed. The engine

travels along the headland, and a self-travelling

anchor works along the other headland, while

the wire rope employed to draw the tool to and

fro between them works around the large hori-

zontal pulleys carried by each. The tool is either

a framework of ploughs turning throe or four

furrow slices together, or a large cultivator, and

instead of turning at the land’s end as Smith’s

cultivator needs to do, a double tool is balanced

over a pair of wheels, and the two ends come
into operation aljbemately. Messrs. Howard em-

ploy both ploughs and cultivators, in which

a similar result is obtained in a somewhat
different manner. Fowler’s method is modified

in gome cases by the employment of double

engines, one at each end of the furrow along

which the tool is drawn; and a single rope

being wound up alternately on the windlasses

beneath these engines draws the plough or

cultivator to and fto as each engine in its turn

is set agoing.

The advantage of steam cultivation over

that by horses lies mainly in the avoidance

of that trampling by draught animals which

to a great extent destroys the tillage. A
cultivator is drawn to and fro on laii^ wheels,

and the tilth effected by it is obtained with

hardly any drawback. There is, further, the

STEAM ENGINE
power of accomplishing large quantities of work
while the soil is in the fittest condition, lii

ordina^ horse-power cultivation of clay lands,

expensive teams have to be kept throughout the

year for the sake of their services during the two
or three months when alone clay land is in the

right state for cultivation. On such land, there-

fore, a steam engine, which is inexpensive ex-

cept when actually at work, is on every ground
preferable tohorse-power for theaccomplishment
of all tillage operations.

Steam Sngine. A machine in which the

mechanical power developed in the evaporation

of water is rendered available as a moving
power. Steam engines vary much in magnitude,
form, and proportions, as well as in the details

of the machinery by which the power of the

steam is adapted as a prime mover. The forms
of steam engine, and the mode of its application

to transport by land and water, have been
consigned to separate articles. (Locomotivb
Engine; Hailuoads; Steam Navigation;
Traction Engine.]

History of the Steam Engine.—Various at-

tempts at the mechanical application of steam
on a small scale were made at very early periods

in the history of mechanical science. Hero of*

Alexandria has left a description of a small

machine, in which a motion of continued rotation

was imparted to an axis by tlie reaction of

steam issuing from lateral oiificcs in arms
placed at right angles to the revolving axis.

The date of this invention is about a century

before the birth of Christ. Branca, an Italian en-

gineer, about the beginning of the seventeenth

century, proposed to give motion to a wheel by
a blast of steam blown tangentially against it

;

and about’ the same period, De Cans, a French
engineer, described a machine by which a
column of water might be raised by the pres-

sure of steam confined in a vessel above the

water to be elevated. But in the descriptions

developements which these projectors have
left, there is nothing to demonstrate that they
were acquainted with those physical proper-

ties of elasticity and condensation [Steam] on
which all the power of steam, as a mechanical
agent, depends. In the middle of the seven-

teenth century, or somewhat later, the celebrated

marquis of Worcester published, in his work
called A Century of Inventions^ a description of

a steam en^ne to be worked by steam of high

pressure, which, though not minute and explicit

in its details, is stiU such as it is difficult to

conceive bein|^ written by anyone unacquainted

with the elastic force of steam. Towards the

close of that centuiy, Papin, a French engineer

who was professor of mathematics at Marbourg,
directed his attention to the properties of steam,

and conceived the idea of obtaining a moving
power by introducing a piston into a cylinder

and producing a vacuum under itW the gradual

condensation of steam by cold. But the steam
was also to be generated in the cylinder by
the application of a fire ; and it was not to be
condensed by the application of cold substances

to the cylinder, but was to cool gradually of
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its owa accord. The details of the project

j

of steam from the boiler was then stopped, und
were altogether so imperfect as to render it the steam within the cylinder being genially
useless in practice. There is no^ evidence of

,

condensed, the piston descended and made a
Papin having carried his idea even so far as ! stroke. This machine was invented by New-
the construction of a model until after machines comen, a blacksmith, and Cawley, a glazier, at

worked by steam had been constructed else- Dartmouth, in Devonshire. In the first engine

where, and h^ then relinquished his own project constjnicted by them, the condensation was
in favour of that of Savery. effected by the affusion of cold water upon
The first hctual working steam engine of the external surface of the cylinder, which was

which there is any detailed account was con- introduced into a hollow casing by which it

structed by Thomas Savery, an Englishman, to was surrounded. The discovery of condensa-

whom a patent was granted for it in the year tion by jot within the cylinder, one of the most
1698. Savery reproduced the method of form- important steps in the improvement of the

ing a vacuum by the condensation of steam, steam engine, was accidental. It happened
apparently without being, aware of the paper that a small hole occuri’ed in the bottom of the

written by Papin. He combined this with the cylinder of an engine, by which the water let

elastic pressure of steam as proposed by Lord in to cool its external surface oozed in, forming
Worcester, and constructed an engine, which, a little jet. The effect was a much more rapid

for a time, was used to a considerable extent and pei^ect condensation than ever was or could

for raising water. Savery’s steam engine con- be effected by external cold. Thenceforward,
sisted of a strong copper vessel formed in the the method of condensation by jet was adopted,

shape of an egg, having a tube or pipe at the and has ever since been used,

bottom, which descended to the place from In the early atmospheric engines, the cocks

which the water was to be drawn, and another by which the steam was admitted and con-

at the top which jiscended to the place to which densed, and by which the injected water and
it was to be elevated, and which descended condensed steam were drawn off, wore worked
witliin the oval vessel nearly to the bottom, by hand

;
and as the labour was light and mo-

This oval vessel was filled with steam supplied notonous, and required no skill, boys were
from a boiler, by which the atmospheric air by employed for the purpose, called cock hoys.

which it was previously filled was first blown It happened that a cock boy, named Potter,

out of it. When the atmospheric air was thus having an itch for play, and endowed with more
expelled, and nothing but pure steam was left ingenuity than industry, imagined that by tying

in the vessel, the communication with the boiler strings to the cocks, and connecting them with
was cut off, and cold water was poured on the the working beam above the cylinder, regulating

external surface of the vessel. The steam the action by carrying them under or over

within it was thus condensed and a vacuum certain pipes, he could make the beam, as it

produced, and the water was drawn up from ascended and descended, open and close the

below in the usual way by suction. The oval cocks more regularly and effectually than he

steam vessel was thus filled with water; a found himself able to do. This he accordingly

cock at the top of the lower pipe was then accomplished, and was habitually absent from
closed, and steam was introduced from the the engine-house, enjoying himself with his

boiler into the oval vessel above the surface of playfellows, when his employers were giving

the water. This steam, being of high pressure, uim credit for extraordinary .industry und re-

forcod the water up the ascending tube, from gularity in the discharge of his duties. Thu
the top of which it was discharged

;
and the engine, in fact, by this expedient, nearly tripled

oval vessel being thus again filled with steam, its work. Thus, by the ingenuity of a child,

the vacuum was again pn^uced by condensation, the steam engine was first endowed with those

and the same process was repeated. By using qualities of an automaton which have ever

two oval steam vessels which would act alter- since rendered it an object of admiration and
nately, one drawing water from below, while interest. The engine, uius endowed with nev

the other was forcing it upwards, an unin- powers, was subsequently greatly improved in

terrupted discharge of water was produced. its details by Brighton and by Sgioaton. As
Owing to the danger of explosion, from the thus improved, it held its place as the great

high pressure of the steam which was used, and instrument for the drainage of mines until the

from the enormous waste of heat by unneces- epoch which was renders memorable by the

sary condensation, these engines soon fell into inventions and discoveries of Watt
;
and it may

disuse, and an engine was introduced consisting even still be seen in use at coal mines, and
of a cylinder and piston—the piston being con- in other situations where coal is cheap. In
nected to one of the ends of a great beam, hung these early engines the cylinder was open at

like the beam of a pair of sc^es, while to the the top, and the piston was pressed down by
other endof the beam the pump rods of the mine the weight of the atmosphere. They were

were attached. The cyhnder was close at the therefore called atmospheric engines.

bottom and open at the top, and when the Watt was a mathematical instrument maker
steam from the boiler was introduced beneath in Glasgow. About the year 1763, it happened
the piston, the pump rods, being heavier than that the model of an atmospheric engine used

the piston, preponderated, and the piston as- at the lectun>s of Dr. Black, professor of natural

cendod to the top of the cylinder. The ingress philosophy in the university, required some
V0L.III. 677
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repairs, and it was accordingly placed in the
hands of Watt. In the experiments which it

became his duty to make wi^ this model, he
was struck with the fact that the quantity of
steam consumed for each stroke of the piston

was many times more than the contents of the
cylinder. The large quantity ofwater necessary
to be iqiected in order to complete the conden*
sation also excited his surprise. This led him
to make experiments, by which he soon arrived

at the discovery of some of the most important
phenomena connected with the evaporation of
water. He made a near approximation to the
proportion of the volume of steam to that of
water. He ascertained with great precision
the latent heat of steam, and consequently de>
tcrmined the quantity of water necessary to

condense any given quantity of steam. Filled

with astonishment at these results, and more
particularly at the nature of latent heat, and at

the great amount of the latent heat of steam,

he repaired to Dr. Black, and communicated
to him the results of his discoveries. He then,

for the first time, learned Black’s celebrated

theory of latent heat, and found that he had
himself thus accidentally discovered one of the
most striking facts on which that theory rested.

Considering the atmospheric engine in an
economical point of view, Watt was forcibly

impressed with the waste and expense which
appeared to arise in the unnecessary consump-
tion of steam involved in its operation. In the
thcoiy of that engine, one cylinderful of steam
ought to bo sufficient for each stroke of the
piston. Watt, on the other hand, found that

the actual consumption was at the rate of four

or five cylinderfuls per stroke. On examination,

he discovered the source of this waste to arise

from the fact that, in order to make the piston

ascend, it was necessary not only to condense
tbe steam, but to cool the whole mass of the
cylinder down to 100®, while to make the piston

descend, it was necessary not only to ml the
cylinder with steam, but to raise thetemperature
of the cylinder and piston from 100® to 212®.

He soon perceived that this enormous waste of
fuel was the inevitable consequence of con«
densing tbe steam in the cylinder.

^

Beflection on these circumstances happily led
him to the idea of condensing the steam in a
separate vessel, which should be kept immersed
in a cistern of cold water, and in which a jet of
cold water might be kept constantly playing,

with the addition of a pump to draw off the in«

jected water and condens^ steam from such
vessel. In fact, all the details of the steam
engine, as alrea^ described, were soon carried

into practical effect, and engines constructed

according to these principles. Instead of
causing the piston to descend by the pressure

of the atmosphere, as in the old atmospheric

engine, it was for^ down in Watt’s engines

ly means of steam, and a lid was appli^ to

me top of the cylinder through a steam-tight

hole in which the piston rod passed to connect
I

itself with the working beam.
Conieneing Steam Engine.-*
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When the steam engine is applied to the pur-
pose of pumping water, which in the first

perii^s of its invention was its only practioal
application, the force which it exerts is re-
quired only in raising the pump rods with their
load of water, their own weight being more than
sufficient for their descent. As the pump rods
are attached to the end of a working beam hung
upon an axis, the force of the steam is required
to draw up that end by drawing down the end
at which the steam piston is attached. The
steam, therefore, being ^uired only to press
the piston downwards, is admitted above the
piston, while the space in the cylinder below
the piston is kept in free communication with
t)ie condenser. The operation of the valves by
which the steam is admitted and withdrawn
is precisely the same as in the double-acting
engine, which will presently be described, and
to which reference may be made for a fuller

explanation of the action of the machine.
When the piston has reached the bottom of the
cylinder, the valves for admitting and with-
drawing the steam being closed, a valve called

the equilibrium valve is open, by which a free

communication is made between the top and
bottom of the cylinder: by this means the
steam which fills the upper part of the cylinder,

being allowed to flow equally to the lower part,

will press with the same force on both sides of
the piston, and will therefore have no tendency
whatever to move it. Under these circum-
stances the preponderating weight of the pump
rods suspended from the other end of thebeam
will draw the piston to the top of the cylinder.

While it is ascending, the steam which was above
will pass through the equilibrium valve below
it; anci when tlie piston has reached the top of

the cylinder, the cylinder under the piston will

be filled with the same steam which previously
had driven the piston down. In order to ac-

complish the next down stroke, the equilibrium
valve is closed, and the upper inlet valve and
lower outlet valve are open^ ; the steam pres-
sure acts above the piston, while a vacuum is

reduced below it, and the piston consequently
escends.

Double-acting Condensing Steam Engine.

—

This species of engine, under some form or
other, is that which is almost invariably used
as a moving power in all manufactures m this

country. One form* of it, called a beam engine^

represented in fig. 1, consists of a cylinder
shown in section at C, in which a movable
piston p is driven upwards and downwards by
tbe force of steam supplied by a boiler placed
near the engine. [STsaic Boilbb.]
This piston gives motion to a teorking beam

H/, which by means of a heavy bar 0, called
a connecting rod^ moves a crank and fig-
wheel, from which the machinery to be worked
directly receives its motion. Steam is sup-
plied from the boiler to the cylinder by the-
steam pipe 8. The throttle valve T in that
pipe, near the cylinder, is regulated by a
mtem of levers connected with the governor
Q. This governor is an apparatus consisting
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of two heavy balls, attached to the ends of
rods, whic'h are kept revolving on a vertical

shaft by a cord or band, or by a train of cogged

Fig. 3.

wheels connected with the fly-wheel. The ve-

locity with which the balls of the governor re-

volve is therefore always proportional to that

of the fly-wheel, and of the machinery driven

by it If, by reason of too rapid a supply of

steam, an undue speed be imparted to the fly-

wheel, the balls are whirled round with a cor-

responding velocity; and by reason of their

centrifugal force they recede from the vertical

spindle round which they turn, and acting

thereby on the svstem of levers which connect
them with the throttle valve T, they partially

close the latter, check or diminish the supply
of steam to the cylinder, and moderate the
velocity of the machine. If, on the other hand,
the lOotion of the engine be slower than is re-

quisite, owing to a deficient supply of steam
through S, then the balls, not being suflicieutly

affected by centrifugal force, fall towards the

vertical spindle, and acting on the system of

levers in the contrary way, turn the throttle

valve T more fully open, admitting a more
ample supply of steam to the cylinder, so as to

increase the speed of the engine to the requisite

extent.

The piston P is accurately fitted to the cy-

linder, and made to move in it steam tight bj
packing, with which it is surrounded. This

piston divides the cylinder into two compart-

ments, between whi^ there is no communica-

tion by which steam or any other elastic fluid

can pass. A case BB^ placed beside the cylin-

der contains the valves by means of which the

steam which impels the piston is admitted and
withdrawn as the piston commences its motion

in each direction. The upper oleam hox B is

divided into three compartmente by two valves

;

above the upper steam valve Y is a compartment

communicating with the steam pipe S. Below
the exhausting valve E is another compartment
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communicating with a pipe called the eductim
pipe, which leads downwards from the cylinder

to a vessel called the condenser, whidh we shall

presently describe. By this eduction pipe tho

steam is withdrawn from the cylinder after it

has driven the piston. By the valve V a com-
munication may be opened or closed between
thejboiler and the top of the cylinder, so as to

admit or intercept the supply of steam from
the one to the' other. By the valve E a com-
munication may be opened or closed between
the top of the cylinder and the condenser, so

that the steam in the top of the cylinder may
either bo permitted to escape into the>conden8er

or confined in the cylinder. The continuation

S' of the steam pipe leads to the lotuer steam
box B', which like the upper is divided into

three compartments by two valves V' and E

,

The upper compartment communicates with
the steam pipe S', and the lower with tho

eduction pipe. By means of the valve V'
steam may be admitted from the steam pipe S'

to the bottom of the cylinder, and by means of

the valve E' this steam may be permitted to

escape to the condenser.

The four valves V, E, V', and E' are in tho

engine represented in the figure connected by
a system of levers with a single handle or
spanner, m, which being pressed upwards or

downwards opens and closes the valves in pairs.

Thus, whon it is pressed down, the levers con-

nected with it raise the upper exhausting valve

£ and the lower steam valve V', and close the

upper steam valve V and the lower exhaust-

ing valve E'. On the other hand, when tho

spanner m is pressed up, it opens the upper
sloam valve V and the lower exhausting valve

£', at the same time closing the upper exhaust-

ing valve E and the lower steam valve V'.

The cylinder is closed at the top, and the

piatou rod P, being accurately turned, runs in

a steam-tight collar furnish^ with a stuffing

box, by means of which it is surrounded by a
packing of hemp, and constantly lubricated

with melted tallow. A funnel is screwed on
the top of the cylinder, through which, by
opening a stop-cock, melted tallow is per-

mitted to fall from time to time on the piston,

so as to lubricate it.

The condenser D is submerged in a cistern

of cold water : at its side there enters a tube

I', governed by a cock 1, which being opened

or dosed to any required extent, a jet of cold

water may be allows to play in the condenser.

This jet throws the water upwards towards tho

lower orifice of the eduction pipe 1/, From
the bottom of the condenser D proceeds a tube

having a valve M in it opening outwards
; tliis

tube leads to the airpump K', which is a pump
submerged in the same dstem with the con-

denser, worked bv a ^ton having a valve in

it opening npwaias. piston rod B of the

air pump is carried upwards, and attached at d
to a system of jointed rods called iheparalUl

motion, to which is also attached at g the great

steam piston-rod. On the rod of the air pump
are placed projeciing pins, which, as it alter-

p p 2
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nately ascends and descends, strike the spanner
w, and thereby open and close the valves V, V',

E, in pairs, as already described.

The upper part of the air-puihp cylinder

communicates by a valve opening outwards
with a small cistern K, called the hot well,

for a reason yrhich will presently appear. A
pump *L, called the hot-water pump, descends

into the hot well, and is worked by the great

working beam to which its rod is attached.

If the machine thus arranged were worked
for any great length of time, the cistern of

water in which the condenser and air pump
are immersed would become warm, and the
condenser would be rendered incapable of

doing that for which it is alone useful, viz.

of reducing the steam to water cold. To
prevent this, a pump N is provided, called the

cold-water pump, by which a supply of cold

water is constantly kept flowing into the
cistern, the heated water being at the same
time allowed to escape by a waste pipe. The
temperature of the water in the cold cistern is

thus kept so low as to be capable of eflfectually

condensing the steam.

The piston being supposed to be at the top
of the cylinder, the spanner m will be raised

by the lower pin on the air-pump rod, and the

valves V and E' will be opened, and at the

same time the other pair of valves V' and E
will be closed. Steam vrill therefore be ad-

mitted above the piston, and the steam which
had previously filled the cylinder below the

.piston will be drawn off to. the condenser. It

will there encounter the jet of cold water,

which is kept constantly playing there by
keeping the cock I sufficiently open. It will

thus be immediately reduced to water, or con-

densed [Stbajc], and the cylinder below the

piston mil remain a vacuum. The steam,

therefore, admitted from the steam pipe through
the open valve V to the top of the cylinder will

press the piston to the bottom of the cylinder.

As it approaches that position, the spanner m
will be struck downwards by the upper pin on
the air-pump rod, and'the valves V and E', pre-

viously open, will be closed, while the valves V'
and E, previously closed, will be opened. The
steam which has just pressed down the piston,

and which now fills the cylinder above the pis-

ton, will then flow off through the open valve

E by the eduction pipe to the condenser, where
it will be immediately condensed by the jet of

cold water which constantly plays there ; and
steam from the boiler, admitted through the

open valve V', will fill the cylinder below the

piston, and press the piston upwards. When
the piston has reached the top of the cprliuder,

the lower pin on the air-pump rod will have

struck the spanner m upwards, and will there-

by have closed the valves V' and E, and opened

the vfldves V and 'E* The piston will then be

in the same situation as at the commencement,

and will again descend^ and so will continue

to be driven upwards and downwards by the

Steam.
While this process is going on in the cylinder,
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a quantity of warm water is formed in the con-

denser, by the mixture of condensed steam with
the cold water admitted through the condensing
jet r. It has been shown [StexhJ that any
quantity of water in the state of steam, being

condensed by cold water, will raise nearly six

times its own weight of cold water from the

freezing to the boiling point by the latent heat

which is rendered sensible in the process of

condensation. But since the jet of cold water,

instead of being at the temperature of melting

I

ice, is at the common temperature of the atmo-
sphere, say 50^, and it is necessary to reduce the

temperature of the condenser to at least 100*^

(otherwise steam would be produced by it,

which would seriously resist the motion of

the piston), and to reduce water from 212® to

100® by mixture with water at 50® would re-

quire of the latter a quantity equal to about

twice the former, it follows that the quantity

admitted through the jet must be more than
twenty times greater than that which passes

through the cylinder in the form of steam.

The warm water thus formed in the con-

denser, if allowed to accumulate there, would
soon choke it up and stop the action of

the machine. To prevent this, the air pump
is provided; when the air-pump piston as-

cends, it leaves below it a vacuum, and the

foot valve M being relieved from all pressure,

the weight of the water in the condenser forces

it open, and the warm water flows from the

condenser into the lower part of the air pump,
from which its return to the condenser is

prevented by the closed valve. When the air-

pump piston descends, its pressure on tho

liquid under it will force open tho valve,

through which the warm water will pass

;

and when the piston descends to the bottom
of the pump barrel, the warm water which
was below it will pass above it, and cannv t

return, as the valves which open upwards
will be kept closed by its weight. When tho

piston next ascends, it will raise the water
thus collected above it, and will throw it

through the valve into the hot well K.
The hot-water pump L is usually a suction

and forcing pump, and draws up the warm
water from ^e hot well, driving it through
a pipe called the./W pipe to a cistern placed

over the boiler, from which the boiler derives

its feed of water. [Bteam Boileb.]

The system of jointed rods c defcf, called

the parallel motion, has for its object the

maintenance of the rods of the steam piston

and air pump in a truly vertical position.

The steam piston-rod imparts motion to the

beam, and the air-pump rod receives motion
from it. But as the beam moves alternately

upwards and downwards on an axis, eveiy
point on it must move alternately in the arc

of a circle whose centre is in the axis of the
beam. If, then, the ends of the rods of the

steam piston and air pump were attached im-
mediately to the beam, they would move not in

traly vertical straight lines, but in the arcs of

circles, and by reason of the curvature of such
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arcs they would be alternately reflected to the
right and to the left. Such an effect would be
quite incompatible with that smoothness and
precision which are essential to the effective

action of the steam engine. By the parallel

motion the ends of these piston rods are not
immediately attached to the working beam;
a rod c d called the radius rod moves on
a fixed centre c attached to the framing of
the engine

; a bar d b connects the other
end of this radius rod with a pivot b on the
beam, so that as the beam ascends and de-

scends the pivots b and d each move in an arc

of a circle, and these pivots are thereby drawn
aside, but always in contrary directions. These
deflections of the ends of the bar d b arc

neutralised at its middle point c, which deviates

neither to the right nor to the left, but moves
in a vertical straight line. To this point e

the end of the air-pump piston is attached.

At the end of the beam to another joint/
is attached a bar f equal to i rf, connected

by pivots w'ith another bar d g equal in length

to 6/, BO as to form the jointed parallelogram
b d gf. By this arrangement, us the beam
ascends and descends, the point g is moved
ill a manner altogether similar to the point c,

only that it moves through a greater space

in the proportion of tlic distance of ^ from the

axis of the beam to that of € from the same
point. The point therefore, to which the

steam piston is attached, is moved upwards
and downwards in a truly vertical straight

lino, while the end /of the beam with which
it is connected is moved upwards and down-
wards in the are of a circle.

When the piston is at the top of the cylinder

the crank G placed on the axis of the fly-

wheel F is at its lowest position, and when
the piston is at the bottom of the cylinder

it is in its highest position. In each of these

positions the action of the steam on the piston

could not impart any motion to the crank;

for the connecting rii 0 being then in line

with the crank, any force given to ity being

necessarily exerted in the direction of its

length, would only produce a pressure or

strain on the crank pin without the least

tendency to turn the crank round the axis

of the fly-wheel. In these positions the ma-
chine is therefore placed in a dilemma, in

which the moving power ceases to have any
influence on the inject which it is intended to

move.
The machine is extricated from this dilemma

by the inertia of the fly-wheel. That wheel

is a large mass of matter, which, having once

received a certain velocity of rotation on its

axis, has a tendency to retain such motion,

and will, in fact, retain it until it has been

deprived of it by the continued resistance

of friction and the air. When, therefore, the

crank arrives at either of the positions above

mentioned, and the moving power ceases to

be effective, the inertia of the fly-wheel causes

it to continue its motion, and the crank is

immediately turned out of the extreme posi-
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tion which it had assumed, and throivn into a
position in which the power of the piston on it

becomes effective.

The functions of the fly-wheel arc, liowcver,

not confined to carrying the machine thus

through the dead points by the energy of

the force received from the piston when tlio

crank was in a more favourable position
; it

likewise equalises by the same property the

unequal effect of the crank. It is only when
the crank forms a right angle with the connect-

ing rod that it is fully effective, and as that angle

changes, its leverage changes, until at lonjph it

is reduced to nothing at those extreme positions

just mentioned. When the crank is in and near

the position in which it is rectangular to the

connecting rod, its action is shared between
the fly-whoed and the machinery driven by
the engine, a part being engaged in accele-

rating and therefore giving momentum to the

fly-wheel. As it passes towards the dead
point, this momentum taken up by the fly-

wheel is given back to the crank in aid of

the moving power, at those positions of the

crank where the effect of the moving power
upon it becomes enfeebled. In this manner
the fly-wheel in the steam engine becomes
a perfect equaliser of the mechanical action of

the machine.

To the working end H of the beam is at-

tached the connecting rod 0, formed of cast

iron, the lower end of which is attached to

the crank G by a pin. On the axis of the

crank is placed the fly-wheel, and connected

with its axle is the governor Q already

described. The manner in which the crank

affects the connecting rod at the dead points

produces an effect of great importance in the

operation of .the engine. When the crank
approaches the lowest point of its play, and
at the same time the piston is approaching

the top of the cylinder, tlie motion of the

crank pin becomes nearly horizontal, and
consequently its effect in drawing the con-

necting rod and tho end of the beam down-
wards, and the piston upwards, is extremely

small. The consequence of this is, tli.it as

the piston reaches the top of the cylinder

its motion becomes very rapidly retarded

;

and us the motion of tho crank pin at its

lowest point is actually horizontal, the piston

is brought to a state of rest by this gradiuilly

retailed motion. A similar effect is produced

at the other dead point. The motion of the

engine is consequently very smootli, and free

from shocks and jerks, the occurrence of which
would materially impair its durability and its

eligibility as a prime mover.

Such, then, is the engine of Watt. Not-

withstanding the manifest advantages at-

tending these iniprovements, the mining and
manufacturing interests were slow and re-

luctant in adopting them; and, at the end

of twenty years from the date of liis first

improvement. Watt and his partners found

that the manufacture of the steam engine,

far from being a source of commercial profit,
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liad entailed upon them a loss of capital to ' force with which the piston was impelled while
the amount of about 50,000^. An applies-

j

the steam valve was open,

tion was made to parliament, on this ground,
|

Since the force of the steam from the moment
for an extension of tho patent, which,^ after the steam valve is closed is thus continually

much ojmosition, was granted till the year diminished, its moving power might be so much
1800. Various improvements in the more mi-

1

attenuated that it would be incapable of ovor-

nute details of the machinery of tho engine
^

coming the resistance so as to complete tlio

succeeded this; and Watt lived to reap an stroke; this would happen if the steam were
ample reward for his ingenuity and perse- cut off when only a small fraction of the stroke

verance, and to be acknowledged as one of has been made, unless the pressure of the

the greatest benefactors of tho human race.
j

steam while tho valve is open exceeds the

The engine, as applied to drainage and ' resistance in a proportionate degree. It is for

to manufactures, has received no important this reason that the expansive principle cannot

improvement in its principle since it was be brought into operation to any considerab'e

dismissed from* the hands of Watt. Those ’ extent, unless steam be used of a greate r

principles which he suggested and applied pressure than is commonly adopted in low-

have been carried out to their fullest extent, pressure engines. It is also apparent that

and the efficiency of the engine has been to produce the same power either a greater

thus proportionally increased. Modern en- volume of cylinder, or greater velocity of

gines, it is true, as applied to manufacturing motion, must be given when the expansive
purposes, are very different in some of their principle is used.

aetaiis from the form of engine just described. Tho mechanism by which the expansive

For example, tho valves, instead of being
!

principle is brought into practical operation

moved by means of pins or tappets upon
|

consists merely in the adaptation of valves or

the air-pump rod, are now moved by an ec- slides which shall atop the admission of steam
centric; and sliding or sluice valves are now when the required fraction of the stroke has
very generally used. Sometimes the beam is been made by tho piston, but which shall leave

discarded altogether, and in the construction the communication with tho condenser open till

of the parts malleable iron is now much more the stroke is completed. If separate valves be

largely employed. But all these modifications used, this is accomplished by adapting the pins

merely aflftet the detail
;
and anyone who per- or other mechanism by which they are worked

fectly understands the operation of Watt’s to open and close them independently of each
engine will have no difficulty in understand- other at the proper times. . If slides be used, it

ing the mode of action of any other variety of is effected by regulating the form and movement
engine that has been introduced since his of the slide, so as to cover and uncover the

time. passages to the cylinder at the proper times.

Exj^nsive Engine.—As the operation of the Each species of valve, and each form of slide

steam engine has been explained, we need or cock, has its own peculiar provisions for

only remark that the power which moves the accomplishing this.

piston is the immediate force with which vapour
^

At the time of this invention the steam en-

is produced in the boiler. Each quantity of gine had never been used, except for the pur-

water which is successively evaporated obtains pose of raising water. It became a substitute

the space requisite for it in the form of steam, for horse-power in working pumps. Although
by pressing towards the cylinder an equal Watt perceived, in the first instance, the ease

quantity of steam previously contained in the with which it might be adapted as a general
boiler; and it is the force with which the steam moving power, his first efforts were to get it

is thus pressed forward that impels the piston, adopted in the mining districts for drainage.

But it has been shown [Steam] that great ad- His first engines were, accordingly, single-acting

ditional mechanical power will be obtained from or pumping enmnes; and it was not until

the steam, if, besides this moving force, which the year 1782 that he took a patent for the
results from immediate evaporation, the expan- double-acting engine, the structure and mode
sive power of tho steam separatedfrom the water of action of which have now been described,

be used. This is accomplished by closing the Cornish Engines.—The Cornish pumping
valve through which steam flows from the engines are for the most part single-action

boiler to the cylinder before the piston has engines. They are constructed of enormous
complete its stroke. Thus,' let us suppose power, and carry out the expansive principle

that when the piston has advanced through to a jpeat extent. In Cornwall, engines are
half its stroke the steam valve be clos^. used mr the drainage of mines with cylinders

The steam which is then acting upon the from 7 to 8 feet in diameter, and from 10 to 12
piston will still urge it forward ; but as the feet stroke. Steam having a pressure of from
piston advances, this steam, assuming- a pro- 20 to 60 IIds. per square inch, and upwards, is

portionally augmented volume, will acquire a used for impelling them, and is cut off at a

M
ually diminished pressure, so that through third, a fourth, and sometimes even at a
remaining half of the stroke the piston twelfth, of the stroke. A system of caiefni

he urgM by a pressure progressively inspection has been for some years established

laring, and at the termination of the by the mining companies, with a view to

^stroke it will be a little less than half the improving the efficiency of the engines, and
582
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monthly reports of tho performance of tho
engines have been regularly printed. The
effect gf this has been to stimuhito the activity

and skill of all concerned in the manufacture
and working of these machines, and a marked
improvement in them has taken place. The
efficiency of these engines is estimated by
ttm number of pounds weight of water which
they are capable of elevating one foot high
by the combustion of a bushel of coals. This
has been termed tho duty of tho engine. In

1769, when Watt first dircctcjd his attention

to tho steam engine, Smeaton computed that

the average duty of the engines then in use

was about millions
;
from that time to

the year 1800, a period of thirty years, the

duty, owing to the improvements made by
Watt, was gradually increased to 20 mil-

lions, or very nearly quadrupled. In 1813,

the system of inspection just mcntionctl was
commenced, and the average duty was the

same as in 1800. From this time to 1826,

the engines underwent a progression of slow

but steady improvement, and the duty was
increased to 30 millions. In 1828, the average

duty had risen to nearly 37 millions. The
increase since that time has been slower:

the average duty for tho last few years has

been from 60 to 70 millions
;
but in one well-

conducted experiment it was found that by the

combustion of a bushel of coals an amount of

mechanical power was produced which raised

die inconceivable load of 125 million pounds
ivcight one foot high. Thus, by tho improve-

nenta of Watt and their immediate conse-

quences, tlie power of the steam engine was,

.vithin the space of seventy years, increased

ibout 25 fold. 'Even this large performance,

lowever, does not exhaust the power resident

n the heat produced by the combustion of the

;oal burnt, and it is now known [Thermo-
>YN'AMics] that even in tho best Cornish
ngines about nine-tenths of tho heat is lost

vithout producing any useful effect.

Niffi-condensing Steam Engines .—The form

ind structure of non-condensing engines differ

from those of double-acting condensing engines

only in the absence of the condensing apparatus;

i.c. the condenser, the air pump, and the cold-

water pump. The steam, after it has impelled

the piston, instead of being conducted to a cold

vessel to be condensed, is simply allowed to

escape into the atmosphere, and is commonly
ejected into the chimney of the furnace.

The operation of such a machine is extremely

simple. The valves by which the steam is

admitted to, and allowed to escape from, the

cylinder, are exactly similar to those of the

double-acting engine. In the down stroke of

the piston, the upper steam valve being open

admits steam from the boiler above the piston,

and the lower exhausting valve allows the

steam below it to escape through a tube into

the atmosphere. It is evident that, in such a

machine, the piston is always resisted by the

pressure of the escaping steam. As such escape

cannot be effected except by steam of greater
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pressure than that of the Atmosphere, it follows

that the piston is always resisted by a force

somewhat greater than, the atmospheric x)rc.s-

sure. Tho steam which urges the piston is

therefore effective only by the excess of its

pressure above that of tho escaping steam

;

and hence the more economical course in non-

condensing engines is to employ steam of as

high a piTSsurc as may be convenient—the

counteracting pressure of tho atmosphere be ing

relatively smaller in such a case. All loco-

motive engines are non -condensing, and tlie

waste steam is invariably projected up tho

chimney, thus greatly increasing the intensity

of tho draught.

As tho steam used in non-condensing engines

must, of necessity, have a pressure considerably

exceeding that of the atmosphere, such machines
have been generally called high-iyrensure en-

gines', while those which condense the steam
have, on tho other hand, bcim called lon-

jmssure engines. These terms fail, however,

to express correctly the n.-itiire of these en-

gines respectively. Many engines in w’hich

condensation is used, especially those in whieh
the expansive principle is applied with miicli

effect, are worked with steam of a high pn ssniv,

not unfrequently with a pressure amounting to

from two to three atmospliores. It is therefurt*

not correct to call such machines low^-pn'ssnre

engines. It is, however, true that engine's

worked withoiit condensation must, of neces-

sity, be worked by steam of a pressure whicli

is generally callea high pressure.

liotatory Steam Engine .—This term is ap-

plied to an engine in which a motion of rotation

IS produced immediately by the action of tlie

steam, without the intervention of such me-
chanism as the working beam, erank, and fiy-

wheel. This is usually effectod by a piston

which, instead of moving longitudinally in the

cylinder, revolves within the cylinder on an axis

which coincides with the geometrical axis of

tho cylinder itself. The mechanism is so con-

trived that this piston shall revolve in steam-

tight contact with the sides and ends of tho

cylinder; and that while steam from tlie

boiler constantly presses it on one side, the

steam on tlie other side shall continually

escape to tho condenser if it be a condensing
engine, or to the chimney if it be a non-

I co^ensing engine—a movable division of some
kind or other being necessarily interposed be-

tween the steam and vacuum to enable this

to be done. Most of the contrivances for

rotatory engines which have been suggested

differ one from the other only in the mechanical
expedients by which these ends are attained.

Such machines are very numerous and various

;

but as none of them have yet been found
sufficiently advantageous to force them into

any use beyond the experimental trials of their

inventors, it is sufficient here to have indicated

the general principle of their structure.

I

Marine Engines.—The manner in which tho

steam enmne is rendered an instrument for

tho propulsion of vessels must, in its general
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features^ be so familiar to cTeryoao as to re>

quire but short explanatiou. In the case of

paddle vessels, a shaft is carried across the

vessel, being continued on either side beyond
the sides

;
to the extremities of this shaft, on

the outside of the vessel, are attached a pair

of wheels, constructed like under-shot water

wheels, having a number of flat boards called

paddle beards flxed upon their rims. As the

wheels revolve, these paddle boards strike the

water, driving it in a direction contrary to that

in which it is intended that the vessel shall be
propelled. The moving force imparted to the

water thus driven backwards, by reaction on
the vessel propels it. On the paddle shaft are

flxed two cranks, placed at right angles one to

the other, so that whenever one of them is

thrown into the highest or lowest position the

other is horizontal. These cranks are worked
by strong iron rods called connecting rods,

wiiieh are themselves cither driven directly by
the x)i8ton8 of two steam engines, or arc worked
by beams moved by those pistons. Thus the

medium of working becomes similar to that used

in the ordinary land engines. The two cranks

being placed at right angles, it follows that when
one piston is at top or bottom of its stroke, and
the crank is driven by it into the highest or

lowest position, the other will be at' the middle

of its stroke, and the crank driven by it will be

in the horizontal position. One of the pistons

is therefore always in a position to produce the

most advantageous effect on the crank at the

moinont that the other piston loses all power
over the crank driven by it

;
and in the same

manner it may be seen that while the power of

one piston is augmented from zero to its great-

est effect, the power of the other is decreasing

from its greatest effect to zero. Thus the com-
bined action of the two pistons is nearly uniform

in its efficiency. If one engine only were used

the motion of the wheels would be unequal,

being most rapid when the piston is at the

middle of the stroke, and slowest at the ex-

tremities. Nevertheless, single engines are

sometimes used in pad^e vessels with good
effect. Iq the, case of screw vessels, the action

of the engines is similar, but the propelling

sliaft runs fore and aft above the keel, and
protrudes at the stern, where a groat screw pro-

peller is hung upon it. [Screw PitovKLLEn.]

The steam engines used for navigation may
be either condensing engines or non-condensing
engines. If the latter are employed, steam

must be used having a pressure above the

atmosphere of from 60 to 80 lbs. per square

inch. Boilers in which steam is produced under
this pressure are considered in Europe so im-

safe, that non^condensing engines with low-

pressure boilers are almost universally used

for navigation. In America, however, high-

pressure boilers with non-condensing engines

are extensively used on some of the rivers.

The arran^ment of the parts of marine

engines is ffisexent in severd respejts from

land engines. Steam vessels being generally

eraploy»"d to navigate the open seas, and being,
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therefore, subject to the vicissitudes of tempes-
tuous weather, the machineiy must be protected

by being placed below the deck. The space al-

lotted to it being thus limited, great compact-
ness is necessary. In paddle vessels, the paddle
shaft being very little below the deck, the
working beam and connecting rod could not
be placed so conveniently above it. If a beam
engine, therefore, be employed, two beams arc

so placed that one comes on c;ich side of the
cylinder, and is driven bj the piston by means
of a cross head attached to the piston rod, from
the ends of which rods, called side rods, are
curried downwards to the ends of the beams.
From the other ends of the beams the connecting
rod is presented upwards towards the crank.

In screw vessels the engines are mostly made
with the cylinders horizontal, or if vertical they

are usually inverted, and work down to cranks
on the screw shaft. [Scbew Pbopulleb,]

Side-Lever Engines ,—One form of marine
engine formerly in the most extensive use, and
still employed in many paddle vessels, is the

side-lever engine. But the oscillating engine

has nearly superseded it The general ar-

rangement of the parts of a side-lever engino

will be easily understood by reference to fig. 2,

in which is represented in section a side-lever

marine engine with a flue boiler, as placed in

a steam vessel. The sleepers supporting the
engine are n*.prc8entcd at X, and the base of the
engine is. secured to these by bolts passing
through them. S is the steam pipe leading
from the steam chest in the boiler to the slides

c, by which it is admitted to the top and bottom
of the cylinder. The condenser is represented
at B, and the air pump at E. The hot well
is seen at F, from which the feed is taken from
the boiler. L i.s the piston rod connected with
the beam H, working on a centre K, near the
base of the engine. The other end of the beam
H drives the connecting rod M, which extends
upwards to the crank, which it works upon the
paddle shaft 0 ;

a a are the rods of the parallel

motion. The framing by which the engine is

supported is represented at Q R.
The beam exhibited in the figure is shown

in dotted lines, as being on the mrther side of
the engine. A similar beam, similarly placed,

and moving on the same centre, must bo
understood to be at this side, connected with
the cross bead of the piston in like manner by
a parallel mot ion, and with a cross tail attached
to the lower end of the connecting rod and to

the op^site beam. The eccentric which works
the sliaes is placed upon the paddle shaft 0

;

and the connecting arm which drives the slides

may be easilydetached when the engine requires

to be stopped. The section of the boiler grato
and flues is represented at W U. The safety

valve y is enclosed beneath a pipe carried up
beside the chimney, and is inaccessible to the

engine-man. The cocks for blowing out the
salt water from the boiler (a process explained
under the head Steam Boilbb) are represented
At A, and the feed pipe at 1.

The nature and operation of the several parts
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just mentioned will be understood bj reference

to the explanation of the structure and operation
of the double-acting land engine, for, in fact,

the marine engine, as here represented, is no-
thing more than a double-acting condensing
steam engine, adapted in its form to the cir-

cumstances in which it is used in navigation.

Since, however, the double-acting land engine,

which has been described, is not provided with
a slide valre worked by an eccentric, it will be

proper to explain the form and mode of action
of those important parts of the machine.
An eccentric is a disc of metal perforated

with a hole for the reception of the crank shaft

;

but this hole is not in the middle of the disc.

The edge of the disc is encircled by a ring of
brass, from which a rod proceeds to the con-

nections of the slide valve, and it will be
obvious that by the revolution of the shaft this

rod win be drawn backwards and forwards, in

Fig. 3.

the same manner as if it were connected with
a crank in the shaft. An eccentric, indeed, is

virtually a short crank with a very large crank
pin

;
and a crank of the

same length as the dis-

tance from the centre of
the shaft to the centre of

the disc which constitutes

the eccentric would give

precisely the motion im-
parted by the eccentric

Itself. One form of ec-

centric employed in steam
vessels is represented in

fig. 3. A balance-weight
is applied opposite to the

heaiy part of the eccentric, in order that the

eccentric may stand in any position on the

shaft
;
and a projecting piece of metal is fixed

upon the shaft, which, when it comes in contwt

with a similar piece of metal upon the Centric,

carries the eccentric round with the shaft.

If it should be necessary to reverse the engine,

there is another piece of metal upon the op-

posite side of the shaft, which also comes into

contact with the stop upon the eccentric, and
the projecting side of the eccentric then stands

upon the opposite side of the shaft, as it

must in oi:der to communijato a reverse

motion to the valve. In modem engines two
eccentrics with a link connecting the ends of

the two eccentric rods are commonly used for

giving motion to each valve. One of these

eccentrics is set for moving ahead and the other
|

for moving astern, and by moving the link

endways the valve is made to partake of the

motion of that eccentric which is contiguous

to it. By this apparatus the engine may be
started, stopped, or reversed merely by shift-

ing the position of the link with reference to

the valve rod.

The species of valve usually employed in

side-lever marine engines is the D valve, so

called because it is half a cylinder, and its

cross section therefore resembles the letter 1).

Of this species of valve there are two varieties,

the long D and the short D. In the long D the

waste steam escapes from one of

the port^ of the cylinder througl

the centre of the valve. In thi

shortD there is no central passage
in the valve, but the valve con-

sists of two short and closed por-

tions connected together by one
or more rods. The long I) valve
has been most generally adopted.

A valve of this kind is represented

in fig. 4. The fiat projecting

part of the valve moves upon
similar flat parts on the front of

the cylinder, and when the valve

is in the middle of its stroke

the fiat projecting portions accu-

rately close the ports or passages

by which the steam enters and
leaves the cylinder. The round part of the valve

opposite to each cylinder port is made tight by

I

the application of a hemp packing, placed in tho

Fig. 3.
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casing by which the valve is sarroundod > and vessels, and also exhibit a needless complica-
between the upper and lower packing steam tion of parts. The strain has to be transmitted

is admitted to circulate round the valve— the not merely through the piston rod and crank
steam pipe fhim the boiler having its de- shaft, but also though the cross head and cross

bouche in the valve casing. If now the valve tail, side rods and connecting rod, and the side

bo in its middle position, so as to cover ac- levers or beams. This multiplication of the

curately both of the cylinder ports, it will be moving parts obviously increases the risk of
clear that if it bo drawn upwards steam will be fracture, and the side levers themselves are

allowed to enter from the valve casing above peculiarly susceptible of accident from this

Uie piston
;
and at the same time any steam or cause, since by the properties of a le rer of

vapour will be allowed to escape from beneath this class, the stress or strain upon the beam
the piston into the central part of the valve, at the main centre or pivot is twice as great as

which commimicates with the condenser by the strain upon the piston. These defects of the
means of a pipe penetrating the valve casing, side lever engine have caused a now species

cither above the upper packing or beneath the of engine to be introduced, called the oscillating

lower packing. If the valve be forced below engine^ because the cylinder vibrates or oscil-

its middle position, the contrary operation will lates somewhat in the manner of a pendulum,
be produced. By moving the valve up and In this engine the top of the piston rod is

down, therefore, which utdone by the eccentric, coupled immediately with the crank pin, and
the piston is pressed up and down in the as the piston rod moves up and down in a line

cylinder in the' manner required. coincident with the axis of the cylinder, while
Osoillating En^ine.-^ Side-lever en^pnes oc- the crank pin revolves in a circle, it is noces-

ciipy an inconvenient amount of space in steam sary that the cylinder should be able to vibrate

Fig. 6.

laterallv, to enable the motions of the piston little more in the length of the vessel than the
rod and crank pin to be reconciled with one diameterof the cylinder. In the shaft which con-
another. The ^linder is consequently pro- nects the en^nes together, and which is called

vided on each side with a short hollow pivot^ or the intermediate eha/t^ a crank is foiged, and
trunnion, on which it swings : and through one this crank in its revolution gives motion to the
of these trunnions the steam enters the cylinder pistons of one or more air pumps. The gene-
from the boiler, while through the other the ml nature of the armngements at present em-
steam esewes from the cylinder to the con- ployed in vessels of the most improved class,

denser, l^e alternate introduction of the will be readily understood by a reference to
steam above aud below the piston is governed fig. 5, which is a transverse section of the steam
by a slide valve attached to the cgrlmder, and yacht Peterhofi^ constructed for the emperor
swinging with it; or, in large fmgines, two of Bussia by Hesam. Bennie; and to fig. 6,

Ytlvea may be empbyed for this purpose, and whidi is a side view of the engines of the same
by their suitable attachmMit to the cylinder vmel. A A are the cylinders

; B B are the
th^ will balance one another. piston rods which are connected immediately
m steam vessels in wbi<dioseillatang engines with the clanks 0 C ; 1) is a crank in the in-

are employed, the cylinders ace set immediately termediate shaft, for working tiie piston bucket
beneath the cmiAe, and theengines occupy but of the air pump £ ; F F are the slide valves
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by which the admission of the steam to the J is opposite. If the link be raised only enough
cylinders is regulated

;
Q- G are double eccen- .o bring the block C to the middle of the link,

tries on the intermediate shaft, whereby the there will be no motion imparted to the valve,

valves F P are moved. The purpose of the and the* engine will therefore atop; whereas if G
double eccentrics is to enable we link motion be brought to one end of the link the engine
to be employed. H is a liandle by which the will move ahead, and if brought to the oUier end
engines may be stopped, started, or reversed, the engine will move astern. By working the
II arc the steam pipes leading, to the steam engine with the block 0 at a short distance
trunnions K K, on which, and on other trun- from the end of the link, the engine, ifconstructed
nions connected with the pipe M, the cylinders with a little overlap on the valve, will be worked
oscillate. N N are pumps, the pistons of which more expansively ; for as the extent to wliich

are attached to the trunnions, and are worked a given amount of lap on the valve influences

by the oscillation of the cylinders. 0 is the the cutting off of tlie steam varies with the

Pig. 6, throw of the valve, to reduce the throw with
a given lap is tantamount to an increase of the
lap witli the same throw.

Gridiron and Equilibrium Valves .—The in-

creasing size of steam engines, especially as

applied to steam navigation, and the increased

difficulty of moving valves of great size by hand
to start the engines, together with the need of

rapid motion, have pointed to the necessity of

some modification of the older forms of slido

valve by which these qualities would be realised.

The D valve has consequently been so modified
in its construction as to take the pressure of

the steam off the back of it. This is accom-
plished by introducing a packing opposite to

the upper part of the cylinder port, and another
opposite to the lower part. The pressure on tho

back of tho valve is thus made the same as tho

pressure on the front, and the resistance due to

the friction of the packing is the ‘only force that

has to be overcome. The form of valve em-
ployed in locomotives, and hitherto much used
in oscillating and other engines, is the three-

ported valve, in which the upper and lower ports

or passages leading to the cylinder, and a central

port—communicating with the condenser in con-

densing engines, and with the atmosphere in

high-pressure engines—are covered by a box
with its open side against the cylinder, on which
it is capable of moving steam-tight. But tho

length of tho box is not sufiicieut to cover tho

whole three ports, but only one of tho end ports

and thecentral one. The box is set in a casing, and
is surrounded by steam leading from the l^iler;

and the effect of moving up and down the box
within the casing is to place each end of the

cylinder alternately in connection with the

boiler and with the atmosphere or condenser.

This valve answers admirably for small eu^es,
but the travel of the valve, which should be
equal to the depth of the port, is too great

to be convenient in the case of large engines

moving at a high speed; and, further, the

pressure of the steam against the bottom of tho

box is BO great when acting over a large surface

as to create an amount of resistance from fric-

tion that is not easily overcome. To remedy
Link Motion. these defects, the gridiron and equilibrium forms

the valve rod of the engine, and by raising or of valve have been introduced. In the grid-

depressing the link, which is done by means of iron valve each port is divided into a number

a suitable rod attached at the point B, the end of narrow ports, by which the travel of the

cither of the upper or lower eccentric rod is valve may be correspondingly abridged. In the

brought opposite to C, and imparts to the valve equilibrium valve a ring is applied to the back

the motion of tho eccentric to which the block of the valve, which rubs steam-tight against the
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waste-water pipe, through which the water
wliich has accomplished the function of con-

densing the steam is ejected overboard. The
same letters refer to the same parts in the

two figures, and the second figure shows the

arrangement necessary for feathering the floats

of the paddle-whec's.

Link Motion .—The apparatus known as the

link motion is represent^ in fig. 7, where A
is the en^ne shaft on which two eccentrics are

fixed
;
B IS a central pin by which the link B,

wliich connects the ends of the two eccentric

rods, is suspended ; and C is a brass or steel

block wliich may be moved freely from end to

end of the slot in tho link D. The centre of

this block carries a pin which connects with

Fig. 7.
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back of the valye casing. The interior of this

ring communicates with the atmosphere or the

condenser accordingly as the engine is a high-
pressure Or a condensing one, and by this ex-

pedient an equilibrium of pressure is established

between the back and front of the valve, which
discharges the friction and enables the valve to

be moved with facility. In engines of large

size, botli of these expedients are generally

introduced, as will be seen by a reference to

fig. 8, which is a longitudinal section of part of

Fig. 8.

Gridiron
Etjuilibrlom Valve.

one of the cylinders and of

one of the valves ofthe screw

engines of the steamer Great
Eastern. Here A A are the

cylinder ports, each of which
is split into two narrowports
before reaching the valve

fiice
;
B is the central port

or passage leading to the

condenser; C C C C are

portions of the valve casing,

which is filled with steam,

and I) is the valve which,

as represented, is opening

the upper ports to the steam,

while the lower ports are

open to the condenser; E
IS a ring fixed on the back
of the valve, and moving
with it, which rubs on the

door which constitutes the

back of the valve-casing. A
^

small hole is bored through i

the hack of the valve, so • as to enable the

!

space within the ring to communicate with

the exhaust passage B, by which expedient

the pressure of the steam is taken off’ the back,

and the valve is rendered easily movable.

Starting Cylinders and Valves .—In somelarge

marine engines, small cylinders have been intro-

duced to move the linx motion by which the

movements of the valves of the main engines

are controlled. In other cases, starting valves

have been introduced. Both expedients were

first applied by Mr. Bourne, the first in 1836,

and the second in 1862.

Feathering Faddlc-wheds.—In one variety

of paddle-wheel, the float-boards which act

upon the water arc fixed in a radial positiou,

like the buckets of an under-shot water-wheel,

as has already been explained
;
and this species

of wheel is largely employeff both in the case

of river and sea going vessels. Latterly, how-
ever, paddle-wheels with movable floats, of the

kind represented in the preceding engravings,

have obtained a marked preference, and vessels

fitted with such wheels are found to realise

a considerably increased speed.' It will be

remarked, that each float is hung upon an

axis, whereby the inclination at which it enters

or leaves the water may 1)0 altered; while by

means of levers which are attached to the floats,
]

and acted upon by rods converging to a centre
j

eccentric to the shaft, a feathering motion is

;

imparted to the floats by the revolution ot the
;

1 • 1 - .....
wheel. In river vessels the use of feat hering
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wheels enables a small diameter of wheel to bo
employed without loss from angular impact;
and with wheels of a small diameter, the engines
may be worked with a greater speed, and will

thus exert more ^wer. In the case of sea-

going vessels the diameter of the paddle-wheels
cannot be materially reduced, whatever species

of wheel is employed
;
for if the wheels were

made very small, they would bo immerged to

the centre, or bo out of the water altogether,

if the sea should become boisterous: never-
theless, feathering wheels are advanttigeous

in the case of ocean vessels also, as thoy act

more beneficially than common radial wheels
when deeply immersed, and with variable im-
mersions, therefore, they maintain a greater

averago efficiency. There are objections, how-
ever, incident to the use of feathering wheels,

which go far to balance these advantages. They
are expensive both to make and to maintain.
The wear and friction in such a multitude of

joints is very considerable
;
and if any of the

arms get adrift, or break, they will be whirled
round like a flail, and may perhaps ciit through
the paddle box or even through the vessel. If the

injury be of such a nature that the wheels can-

not be turned round (and this has sometim^'8

happened), it will follow that the engines will

be virtually disabled until the obstruction cun
be cleared away

;
and if the weather be very

stormy, or the vessel be in a critical situation,

she may be lost in consequence of her tem-
porary derangement. Nevertheless, feathering

puddle-wheels have been on the increase in

paddle vessels, and to diminish the risk of acci-

dent they are made very strong and sometimes
of steel. The bearings and pins are usually

made of iron covered with brass, and the eyes

of the joints are lined with brass or, better still,

with lignum VIt® or African oak.

Proportions of Marine Engines .—In oscil-

lating engines the piston rod is usually made
one-ninth of the diameter of the cylinder, and
the crank pin is made about one-seventh of the

diameter of the cylinder. The diameter of the

paddle shaft must have reference not merely
to the diameter of the cylinder, but also to the

length of the stroke of the piston, or, what is

the same thing, to the length of the crank. If

the square of the diameter of the cylinder in

inches be multiplied by the length of the crank

in inches, and the cube root of the product bo
extracted, then that root multiplied by *242

will give the diameter proper for the shaft in

inches at the smallest part. The diameter of

the trunnions is regulated by the diameter of

the steam and eduction pipes, and theso are

each usually about one-fifth of the diameter of

the cylinder
;
but it is better to make the steam

trunnion a little less, and the eduction trun-

nion a little more, than this proportion. The
steam and eduction pipes, where they enter

their respective trunnions, arc kept tight by a

packing of hemp, which is compressed by a

suitable ring or gland, tightened by screws.

In land engines, the air pump and condenser
are **ach made about one-.eighth of the capacity
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of tho cylinder, but in marine engines they are
made somewhat larger.

Vro'portions of Paddle-wheels.—The diameter
for tho paddlo-whoel of a steam vessel depends
mainly upon the variation of immersion which ,

tho ship is requirc'd to undergo. In river

'

steamers, where there is little variation of
immersion, tho wheels should bo small in dia-

'

mot(‘r. If a line be taken in tho length of
|

each float, so that the mean prt ssnro of the ,

water against the float is th(i same above the
line as bolow it, then this line, will constitute

a centre of pressure

^

and in deform iniiig the
velocity of the wlnvl it is tho velocity of the
centre of pressure which should bo regarded.

In all cases the centre of pre^ssure must move
more rapidly through the water than the vessel,

and the difference between the velocity of the

wheel and the velocity of the vessid is termed
the slip of the wheel. The slip which u.sually

|

occurs in steam vessels is oiio-third or one-

'

fourth of the velocity of the wlieel
;
and an

|

imaginary circle described upon tlie arms of the .

wheel at that point at wliieh tlie velocity is the

same as that of tJio ship, is termed the rolling
1

circle. Tlie rolbng circle should fall above the
j

level of tho water. As a general rule, the;

largi'r tho paddle floats, the more efficient will
j

blowing off be sufficiently practised if the boiler

is worked with salt water, and that the furnaces
are fed with coal in a regular manner—the coal

being distributed evenly over the grate without
allowing any holes to exist in tlie fire. The
boilers should be covered with felt to prevent

the radiation of the heat, and over the felt

sheet lead should be spread, soldered at tho

corners, so as to prevent any drip of water from
the deck having an injurious operation on the

boiler. Tho steam pipes should be covered

with felt, and tlion wrapped round with canvas.

The cylinilers should also be covered with folt,

round which may bo placed staves of wood,
winch should bo hooped like a cask. The felt

proper for this purpose is thick and soft, and
is made expressly for tho retention of heat.

The steam should be used with a considerable

pressure, and bo worked expailsively
; but very

little advantage will be derived from working
expansively in steam vessels, unless the cybn-
ders be clothed very effectually, so as to prevent
the dispersion of the heat. Condensers, which
cr>nd<*nse the, steam without mixing the result-

ing water with wat.er from the sea, have now
eonie into extended operation

;
for the only

impediment to the use of steam of a consider-

ably higher pressure in steam vessels, is the

b(' the performance of tho wheel, a.s is more
fully i'xplained in the article on the Screw
Ih{oPEi.i.Kii 111 radial wheels, the usual prac-

tice is to introduce one float for every foot

of the wheel’s diameter, so that the floats arc

about thret' feet apart. In feathering wheels

tho floats are usually set twice this distance

asunder.

1-telotions of Power and Speed,—With any
given type of vessel, and dny given power of

engine, it i.s possible to predict, with very con-

sulenible accuracy, the speed which a steam
vcbsoi will attain. First, a coefficient must
be found, which, when introduced into the com-
putation, will give a result answering to that

derived from experiiiieiit, and this coefficient

will vary with tho shape of the vessel, lii the

ease of sea-going vessels of good average form,

the coofticiciit is 800; and in the case of very

sharp river vessels it is 1,000. Multiply this

coe.fficient by tlie number of actual horse-

power exerted by tlu> engine [IlousR-powi-.ii|,

and divide the product by the number of square

feet in the transverse section of that part of

tho vessel lying lieneath the water. Extract

the cube root of the quotient, and this will be

the speed whiirh the ve.ss(d will attain in statute

miles per hour. It is possible to make steam

vessels t,oo sharp to attain a minimum rcsi.st-

ance, since the increase of length consequent

upon increased sharpness involves a larger

amount of rubbing surface in the bottom of

the vessel, and the loss due to the increased

friction may more than counterbalance the

benefit accruing from tho finer lines.

Circumstayiccs conducii^e to the hlfficimcg of

Marine Engines.—Supposing tho boiler to bo

properly proportioned, it is necessary to see

that the fluos or tubes are kept clean, Unit

5S0

liability of tho boiler to become incrust cd with

salt, when it might become red hot in some
part, and perhaps burst; and this risk tho use

of fresh water in the boilers would prevent.

A species of condenser, called Ball's condenser

t

which operated on the principle of a still, was
at ono time in pretty extensive use in steam
vessels ;

but it was unskilfully applied in most
cases, and the main benefit—the ability to use

steam of a higher pressure—was not simulta-

neously sought to be attained. In Hall’s con-

denser, tho steam on escaping from the cylinder

passed into a multitude of copper pipes, im-

incrgcd in a cistern of cold water, and tho

steam being thus reconverted into water was
returned by a pump to tho boiler. In another

sjiecies of condenser, suggested by Symington,

a jet of cold water was to be employed, as is

the present practice
;
but the fresh wat(jr with

which the vessel started, instead of being dis-

charged into the sea, was transmitted through
a number of pipes which were kept cool by the

Roa water, and was returned to the condenser

after having suffered sufficient refrigeration.

The urgent demand for speed in steam vessels

necessitates the employment of a large amount
of power, which in its turn involves a large

consumption of fuel. To reduce tho consump-
tion of fuel, without reducing the power, en-

gines operating more expansively must be em-
ployed ; but steam of a higher pressure is

necessary for the satisfactory operation of such

engines, and fresh water in the boilers is con-

ducive to safety where a considerable pressure

is employed.
Mecent Imjyrovements in the Steam Engine.

—

Up to the end of 1866 the chief improvements

introduced into the steam engine, besides

surface condensation in tho case of marino
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engineSt are the use of superheated steam
and the substitution of steel for iron in many
of the parts. At a temperature answering to

a pressure of forty pounds per square inch,

salt water deposits sulphate of lime, not from
concentration such as that which causes salt to

be deposited by a saline solution, but from the

mern^application of a high degree of heat

;

and boilers working at a pressure of over

forty pounds with sea water cannot bo pre-

served from incrustation by any amount of

blowing off. The insides of boilers using

surface condensers, however, have been found

to be much corroded by the galvanic action of
|

the copper pipes in the condensers unless the ;

pipes are tinned on the side exposed to the sea
{

water
;
and all marine boilers, when new, should

|

be worked with sea water at first, so as to de-

,

posit a thin enamel of scale within them. The
steam is usually suporhoated by carrying it

through or among pipes exposed to the heat of

'

the smoke escaping to the chimney, and in

;

practice it is found that if it is heated to a '

higher temperature than 315° Fahr. it will

bum the hemp packings of the stuffing boxes,

corrode the valve faces, and hinder tlie proper

lubrication of the piston. Tallow subjected to

a high temperature within the cylinder, will

sometimes carbonise the piston, and convert it

into a substance resembling plumb^igo. The
crank shafts of screw engines are now very

frequently formed of steel which is of about

twice the strength of common wrought iron.

Many screw engincss, moreover, have the

momentum of the moving piirts balanced by
counterweights upon the cranks, an improve-

ment introduced by Mr. llouruc in 1853. The
counterweights enable engines to work at a
high degree of speed without jolting.

For further information on the steam engine,

see the TVeatise on the Steam Fmgine, by the

Artizan Club ; A Catechism of the Steam Engine^

by J. Bourne, C.E. ; or Handbook of the Steam
Engine^ by J. Bourne, C.E.

Steam an§:lne» A^n^oultaral. There are

two forms of a^cultural steam engine. The
first is a vertical or horizontal engine of simple

construction, resembling the smaller classes of

engines used to drive factories. The second

—

called a portable engine^movQ nearly resembles

a locomotive, and consists of a tubular boiler

set upon wheels, to enable it to be drawn from

place to place, with a cylinder and its connections

usually laid on the top of the boiler and giving

motion to the fly-wheel shaft, which is carried

across the top of the boiler by suitable brackets.

These engines have now been very widely intro-

duced for agricultural and miscellaneous pur-

poses, some of the principal makers turning out

nearly 1,000 engines per annum, or something

under twenty per week. They are used for

driving thrashing machines, forpumping water,

for sawing timber, &c. and in some cases also

the waste steam is used for steaming food for

settle. They average from eight to ten horses

power each. For the most part» agricultural

portable engines have a boiler resembling that

500

of a locomotive, but smaller; there being

fire-box and u barrel containing small hori/<jn-

tal tubes for the transmission of the 8mt)k(' to

the chimney. But in a few cases tho barrel of

the boiler is placed in a vertical position witJi

a cylindrical firc-gi’atc and firo-box
;
and the

firo'box, which is made of great height, Jias

a number of tubes, closed at tho lower ends,

hanging from its top. These tubes being tilK'd

[

with water, and being acted upon by the tlanic

'
generate the steam. To enable a circulation of

[

water to be maintained witliin thc'so tubes, a

thill tube of smaller diameter, and not re.iel iiig

quite to the bottom, is introduced within each,

and tho water descends through the internal

tube, and asci'nds through the surrounding
aiiiiulns. In this case the cylinder is u.sn.illy

iittaeln d to the side of the boiler, and is In-

vcrtetl so as to work down to a shaft placed

beneath. The wheels of portable engines are

generally of iron, and the fore wheels are con-

nected to the boiler by a ball-aiid-sockct joint

at the middle of the axle, so as to prevent tho

engine from at any time resting on three wheels.

Usually the engine isdrawnfrom place to place

by horses
;
but in some eases the engine is

made to move itself, by imparting motion to

the wheels. Further information respect mg
agricultural engines of modern constmet loii

may be obtained in Bourne s Catechism of the

Steam Engine, 11th edition.

Steam Boffine* Substitutes for the.
It would be impossible here to recapitulate

the expedients which have at different tunics

been propounded for suxierscdiiig the steam
engine. The most promising arc electricity

or galvanism and hot air, Tho l>cst forms
of the galvanic battery are construetetl with
zinc surfaces, which arc gradually consumed
by oxidation. But a pound of coal consumed
in a steam engine will produce twice tho

power generated iu an elcctro-motive engine
;

and as the cost per pound of the coal is

very much less than that of tho zinc, it is most
unlikely that galvanism will supersede stcain,

unless a carbon battery can be constructed

in which coal w'ill be consumed instead of

zinc. The hot-air engine is a contrivance

of greater promise
;
and Ericsson, in America,

has constructed many hot-air engines, or,

as he Oiills them, caloric engines^ which an^

working successfully in different parts of

the world. But as in these engines a cy-

linder and piston are employed, the tempera-
ture of the air cannot be. made very high,

and unless high temperatures are employed
the air engine will not be more economical
in fuel than the steam engine, although for

some purposes it will be more convenient, inas-

much as the boiler is dispensed with. Tho
most promising expedient of all at the present

time is an air ennne employing very high
temperatures. Such an engine cannot directly

employ a cylinder and piston, though it may
act on some fluid, through the medium of

which the power may be transmitted, or it may
consist of a reaction engine, like a Barker’s
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mill, moving in water. In the case of
steam vessels, propulsion may be effected

by spouting out steam and smoke below the
water at the stem. Various plans have been
ropounded for propelling in this manner,
ut none of them have yet been practically

successful. That tbe steam engine will bo
superseded by a form of air engine using
high temperatures, is highly probable; but
an electro-motive engine would be preferable,

provided that the power could be obtained from
coal instead of from zinc.

Steam Vlre Bngtne. An arrangement of

pumps worked by steam for extinguishing fires,

by projecting upon them a continuous stream
of water from a suitable nozzle or spout-pipe.

The first steam fire engine wc owe, in com-
mon with many other things, to the ingenuity

of Ericsson, the eminent Swedish engineer, who
subsequently to the completion of his loco-

motive, the Novelty, in 1830, constructed the

first steam fire engine which was used with
good effect in the fire which destroyed the

Argyll Rooms about that time. In 1832, he

constructed, for the king of Frussi^ the steam
fire engine called the Comet, which had two
horizontal cylinders of 12 inches diameter, and
14 inches stroke, and two pumps 10} inches

diameter, and of the same stroke^ This engine

was set on wheels like those of an ordinary

fire engine, and the flow of water was equalisea

by the aid of a great globular air vessel set

behind the driver’s seat. This engine weighed
4 tons. It raised its steam in from 13 to 20
minutes, and it threw 336 gallons of water per

minute, or about 90 tons per hour.

Notwithstanding the success of Ericsson’s

early engines, steam fire engines did not come
into extended use in this country for more than
thirty years afterwards, and then various spe-

cimens of such engines came to us from Ame-
rica, which were inferior in constructive excel-

lence to those which Ericsson had long before

produced. Latterly, numerous steam tire en-
gines have been constructed by Messrs. Meny-
weather and Son, Messrs. Shand, Mason, and
Co., and by various other makers; and nume-

I

rous competitive trials have been made to esta-

Stoam Fire Eugine.

blish the relative efficiency of the engines of

the different makers. In the engines of both
Messrs. Shand, Mason, and Co., and in those

of Messrs. Merryweather and Son, the boilers

are vertical
;
but in the former, the smoke is

conducted through a number of vertical tubes

to the chimney, whereas, in the latter, the form
of boiler known as the Fidi, boiler, is adopted,

in which a number of tubes filled with water
hang from the top of the fire-box, but terminate
in close ends above the level of the fire-grate.

In these tubes smaller internal tubes are in-

troduced, to enable the water to circulate by
descending the internal tube and ascending
through the annulus left between the two. In
some engines one cylinder is employed, and

691

in others two, but Messrs. Shand, Mason, and
Co.’s engines are formed with a crank, whereas
Messrs. Merryweather and Son’s engines are

made without one, and are, therefore, not rota-

tive engines.* On the whole, the rotative form
of engine appears to be best for pumping as

well as for other purposes, as it can be driven

faster, and enables the piston to be brought
closer to the ends of the cylinder at the ter-

mination of the stroke, thereby saving steam.

The form of pump commonljjr used is the bucket

and plunger pump, first introduced by Mr.
David Thomson, in the Richmond water-works

in 1846, and which resembles a common suc-

tion pump, with a very thick rod, which acts as

a plunger, and the pump consequently forces
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l>oth in tho ascoiil and descent of the bucket,

but draws only during I ho ascent of the bucket.

In some cases the cylkidera and pumps are

vort-ical, and in others horizontal. TJio fij^uro

on p. 591 rcjiresents one of Messrs. 8hand,

Mason, and Co.’s horizontal onlines. In an

experiment made in 1804 witli an onj^inc of this

kind with a sinj^le cylinder and small tly-wheol,

the cylinder being 7 inches diam<'t(T and 8

inches stroke, and the pressure of stoain 145 lbs.

per sijiiare inch in the boih'r, and 128*10 lbs. in

the cylind(‘r, a j<'t of water 1^ inch diam(‘t<*r

was projected under a water pressure of 125 lbs.

per square inch, the engine making 105 revo-

lutions per minute, with 54 lbs. per squareinch

of back pressure resisting the piston. In this

case the engine exerted 32^ indicated horse-

power
;
and as the total weight of the engiiKJ

was only 32 cwl., the weight was only one cwL.

per indicated horse-power. In these engines a
small piston, wliich is pw’ssed against a spring

by the water which is being forced out of the

jet pipe, governs the epec'd of tlie eiigiin' by
moving suitably the throttle valve in the steam
pipe. In April 1866, Messrs. Shand, Ma.son,

and Co delivered to the Metropolitan Firo bri-

gade seven of their vertical steam fire (mgines,

those previously in use in that force having been

found to act in a most satisfactory manner.
They also about the same time sent out thrc'o

engines to Bombay, one of which was tested in

liondon before being shipped. Steam of 00 lbs.

pressure was raised from cold water in 8}
minutes, which threw a jet of water an inch in

diameter 150 feet high, and 228 foot horizontal.

In the fire brigade stations, it is usual to keep

the water in the boilers of the. fire engines warm
by keeping a small jet of gas alight in the fur-

nace, and by this simple expodient tlie steam is

almost sure to bo up before the engine can

roach oven the nearest fire.

Staam Oaiige. An instrument intended

to measure the pressure of the steam in tho

boiler. Steam gauges are of diflferont kinds.

One that has been much employed is the

Tnercurial steam gaugs^ which consists of a

small U tube of iron which is filled with

mercury about half-wa^ up, and the top of

one leg communicates with tho boiler, while a

small wooden float projects above the top of

the other leg and points to the graduations on

scale divided into inches, tho float pointing

to 0 when the steam is not up. If, now, steam

be raised in the boUer, the mercury 'will be de-

pressed in one le^ and raised in the other, and
every rise of an inch on the scale indicates a

pressure equal to that due to two inches of

mercury, or very nearly a pound pressure per

square inch. Another form of steam gauge

is a conical glass tube containing air, against

which mercury or some other liquid is forced

by. the steam; another form, now much used,-

is that known as BcfwtdoTCs aangst which con-

sists substantially of a coiled flat elastic tube,

into whidi steam enters, and the steam (Auses

the tube to assume more nearly the cylindri-

^aI form, and simultaneously to uncoiL The
|
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amount of uncoiling, as shown by a suitable

hand, indicates the uiuount of pressure.

Steam Oon. A contrivance by which
proji'Ctilos used in warlike operations may be

,

discharged by tho expansive force of steam.

Thi.s invention is due to Mr. Jacob IVrkins.

If a strong close iron Vi'ssd, having two
valves, one opening inwards and tlic other

j

outwards—the lattor being loaded wi I h some
(h'flnite pressure—be co7iq)h’tefy filled with

I

water, such a vessel may bo li r ated to tlio

,

temporiitnre corresponding to tlir^ pressiiro

with which the valve is loaded without ciiusiiig

' any portion of the water in it to bo convertr d
into steam. To render the elKet more easily

understood, let us suppose that the valve is

loaded witli a pressure of fifty atmo.sphcres.

The temperature of water evaporated under
that pressure being 610° [Steam], the vessel

may bo raised to any temperature not ex-

cer'ding 500°, without having any of tlie water
contained in it converted into steam. If the

temperature to which the water is raised be
dOO*-^, and a cubic inch of water at common
temperatures bo forced into the vessel through

,

the valve which opens inwards, water being
' sensibly incompressible, a cubic inch of watcT
at 500° will be forced out at the valve which
opens outwards. This water, being no longer

J

subjected to tho pressure which kept it in tho
liquid state, will suddenly expand and flash

into steam, which at first will have a pressure

of fifty atmospheres, but as it expands will

have its pressure diminished in nearly the

same proportion as the volume into which it

swells shall be increjised. Since, however,
500° is not sufficient heat to enable the whole
of tho water thus ejected to pass into steam
[Steam], that part of it which will asemme tho

vaporous form will take the requisite amount
of latent heat from the sensible heat of that

portion which remains in the liquid state. As
this latter portion will still retain a consider-

able temperature, it may be conducted to a
vessel containing the feed for tho heated vessel

just mentioned, whence it will bo again forced

into that vessel.

Such was the principle of Mr. Perkins’ gene-

rators
;
by which term he denominated those

close vessels in which water was raised to a
high temperature without being converted into

steam.

Now, if the valve through which tho heated
water is ejected be supposed to bo in commu-
nication with the barrel of a gun or piece of

ordnance, in the same manner as the barrel of

an air gun is in communication with the hollow
metallic ball in which the air is compressed, a
projectile may he discharged by the expansive
force of the water gected from the valve, pre-

cisely as the ball of an air gun is projectea by
the expansive force of the compressed aiif.

As the water may be ejected from tho valve

either in a constant stream or by a rapid succes-

sion of jets, the projectiles may be discharged
frmn the barrel as rapidly as it is possible for

them to be brought imaer the action of the
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steam ; and since the heating ofthe barrel tends begun the construction of such a hammer im-
only to increase the elastic force of the steam, mediately on his return, it so happened that the
there appears to be no other practical limit to French hammer was at work before the English
the action of such an engine of offence except one. In Watt’s proposed steam hammer .the

that which may be imposed on the heating cylinder was at one end ofa wooden beam, while
power applied to the generator. the hammer was at the other, and the hammer,
Of the abstract practicability of appl^g instead of moving vertically as modem steam

steam in this Jmanner as an offensive engine, hammers do, moved in the arc of a circle, being
there can be

^
no doubt. Both theory and fitted with a wooden shank like the old forge

experiment conspire to establish it
; but of and tilt hammers when moved by cams upon

the comparative efficacy, convenience, and a revolving shaft. But in Nasmyth’s arrange-
econgmy of it, compared with ^npowder, ment the cylinder is erected over the anvil,

many doubts will present themselves to all and the piston rod which passes through the
who duly reflect on the circumstances by bottom of the cylinder has the hammer fixed to
which the innovations are surrounded. The its lower extremity, the hammer being directed
necessity of usii^ a steam generator of any vertically by suitable guides. In Condie’s
kind obviously limits the application of such arrangement, the piston is stationary and the
an instrument to particular cases, and even cylinder moves, the hammer being attached
in those special cases the necessity of employ- to the bottom of the cylinder

;
and the piston

ing a generator or boiler which shall reconcile

a ready conduction of the heat to the water,
vith great strength and solidity in the heat-
ing vessel, must continue to be regarded as a
weighty difficulty. Without a very high pres-

sure of steam the projectile cannot acquire an
adequate velocity with any ordinary length

of bore
;
and the use of steam of a very high

pressure is dangerous and inconvenient. By
greatly increasing the length of the gun, the

same effect may be obtained with a smaller

pressure; but this expedient is also inad-

missible. Hence the steam gun could never

come into effect for any but veiy small cali-

bres ;
and the places where small guns come

into use are precisely those in which it would
be most difficult to employ a steam boiler, viz.

in the field, in boat service, &c.
Steam Hammer. A heavy hammer,

moved by a steam engine, employed chiefly for

forging masses of iron and ^el, but also for

crushing quartz in gold mining, and for other

purposes in the arts. Hammers lifted by
cams upon a revolving shaft, deriving its motion

either from a water wheel or a steam engine,

have long been used in certain processes of the

iron manufacture. But in the steam hammer
there is no intermediate mechanism intervening,

between the engine and the hammer, and the

force and number of the blows are regulated by
suitably governing, by a proper valve, the flow

of steam to the engine.

The first proposal to apply a steam engine to

work a hammer direct was made by Mr. Watt
in 1784, but it was not until upwards of l^lf a
centu^ later that the problem was practictdly

gone into and solved by Mr. James Nasmyth,
then of Patricroft near Manchester. The first

steamhammer actually set to work was erected

by M. Bourdon in France. But M. Bourdon
confessedly obtained his ideas on the subj^t at

Mr. Nasmyth’s works, which had been visited

by M. Boumon when he was in England, and to

whom the plans of the steam hammerwereshown
along with the plans of other tools and machines
then in progress. But the completion of the

steam hammer having been delayed by
progress of other work, and M. Boi^on having
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rod, which is a stationary cylindrical pipe,

serves to convey the steam to and from the

Fig. 1. Pig. 2.

Light Steam Hammer.

cylinder, figs. 1 and 2 are a front and side view

of Condie’s 34 cwt. hammer, and figs. 3 and 4
a front and side view of Condie’s 6 cwt. hammer.

It will be observed that in the lighter

hammers the standard is single and the hammer
is overhung, while in the heavier hammers the

standard is double and the moving cylinder is

guided between the two parts. In the early

hammers the weight was raised by the pressure

of the steam, and the hammer descended by
gravity alone

;
but in all modern hammers the

I

steam presses the hammer down as well as

raises it up. Many of the modem hammers
are of great size, and of these the standards are

generally formed of wrought iron. It is found

that hammers of great weight are quite indis-

pensable for consolidating and giving soundness

to the Bessemer steel, and it is for ^is purpose

that the very heavy hammers are chiefly em-

ployed, In Neilson’s radialhammer the cylinder
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and hammer are carried on the end of a radial

arm, which may be swivelled round a stationary

pillar, and the anvil block, which is fitted with

various kinds of anvils and dies, is formed like

a quadrant struck from the centre of the pillar,

to the end that the hammer may by swivel-

ling it be brought down on any particular die.

Hammers working horizontally, so as to strike

the mass of incandescent metal upon the anvil

simultaneously on opposite sides, have also been
introduced, and in some cases, too, such a duplex
liorizoutal hammer has been used in conjunction

with a hammer working vertically, so that the

metal is compressed on four sides at once, the
dross and clinker being forced out at the ends.

Steam Hammer for ISile-driving .—An in-

Flg. 3.

^enious machine invented by Mr. Nasmyth, now
in general use in government and other large

works. * It consists of a steam cylinder, closed at

the bottom, but with openings in the top to allow

the passage of air
; a piston works in it, having

its rod passing through a steam-tight aperture

in the bottom. To the piston the monkey or

driver, which weighs tons, is attached, and
is thus suspended. The machine is worked by
high-pressure steam, which being admitted at

the bottom of the cylinder by the induction

pipe, raises the piston, and, with it, the monkey
attached to it. The instant it arriv^ at the

height required, it closes the induction pipe,

and, opening the eduction pipe (also at the

bottom of the (^lindcr), the steam escapes, and

Tig. 4.

Heavy Steam Hammer.

the piston, with the monkey attached to its rod,

falls freely on the head of the pile. A large

heavy cap of iron, with a hole to allow the head

of the pile to pass through, slides between the

upright standards, and guides the direction of

the pile. The monkey and cylinder also follow

the course of the pile, guided by the same

uprights, between which they slide.' The

entire weight of the steam hammer part of the

apparatus, resting all the while on the shoulders

ofthe pile andfoUowinij down with it, materially

assists its ponetratiou into the soiL

The saving of labour effected by this con-

trivance is very great. A stage, which carries

the machine, bouer, workmen, and everything

necessary, moves along a railway. Having

driven one pile, the machine moves onward

the regulated distance ;
it then peks the next

pile out of the water, hoists it high in the air,

&)ps it into its exact place, then covers it with

the great cap ; the monkey immediately acts,

giving blows at the rate of seventy-five in a

minute. The whole operation of raising a pile
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from the raft, putting it in its place, and driving
it to the required depth, occupies generally from
two to four minutes. By Uie old method of
pile driving, a comparatively light weight
(about 12 cwt.) is made to fall from a great
height^.and the blows succeed at intervtds of
about five minutes. By the new machine, a
very heavy weight (about 60 cwt.) falls through
a height of only three feet, and the blows fall
376 times more frequently.

In a paper communicated to the British
Association for 1841, Hr. Greene gave the
following instance of the state of the heads of
two piles, as driven by the two methods :

—

‘ One was fifty-six feet long, driven by a
monkey of 12 cwt. falling from a great height,
and making only one blow in five minutes, and
requiring twenty hours to drive it

; this, though
protected by a hoop of iron, was so split and
shattered on the head, that it would requiA
to be reheaded to drive it any farther. The
other, though sixty feet long, was not even
supported by an iron hoop, and the head is as
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smooth as if it were dressed off with a plane.

It was driyen with a hammer of 60 cwt. and
only three feet fall, making seyenty-five blows
in a minute, and was put into its place and
finished in four and a h^ minutes.’

Steam Tet. A jet of steam suffered to

escape from a pipe, and employed either to

accelerate the flow of smoke up a chimney
by being projected upwards in the manner
in which the waste steam is projected through
the blast pipe into the chimnev of a loco*

motive
; or it may be employed to cause a

current of air for purposes of ventilation, as

was done in the Houses of Parliament, where
the ventilation was promoted by steam jets.

The arrangement is suitable for ventilating

steam vessels, by sucking the vitiated air

from the cabins. A species of steam jet, called

Ddaharr^a steam jet^ is sometimes used, of

which the peculiarity is, that the jet
.
opens

into a short piece of larger pipe, open at both

ends, and that into another piece still larger

in diameter, and so on
;
and the air or smoke

is sucked in between the successive pieces.

Liquids as well as gases may be moved by
a jet of steam

;
and one form of the steam

jet, used for forcing water into boilers to feed

them, is known as GijfarcPs injector. The action

of this instrument appears at first sight para-

doxical, as a jet of steam from any given boiler

will not only force water into that boiler,

but also into a boiler of a still higher pressure.

It is essential to the action of the instrument

that the feed water shall not be too hot to

condense the steam ;
and the water in the

steam must be viewed as water moving with

the high velocity with which the steam moves,

and which consequently contains sufficient vis

viva to force the water in against the pressure

within the boiler. Latterly the steam jet has
been tried for propelling vessels.

Steam XTawIgatlon. The art of pro-

pelling vessels by the instrumentality of the

steam engine. Vessels so propelled are called

steam vessels; and the navigation of seas or

rivers by steam vessels is termed steam navi-

gation. The propelling instrument, by means
of which the steam engine acts upon the water,

may be the paddle-wheel [Steam Engine] or

the screw [&ebw Peopellkk], or any other

medium for communicating power; and the

vessel is forced forward by the backward

pressure of the paddle boards or screw upon

the water, just as a boat is forced forward by

the reaction of the oars, or as the body of an

aquatic bird is propelled by the action of the

feet. The pressure with which the vessel is

forced forwards is in all cases the same as that

with which the water is forced backwards

;

and this pressure will remain unchanged

whether the surface pressing the water be

large or small, being dependent altogether

upon the power of the engine, other things

being equal. But if the propelling surface be

la^e, ibe water will be moved backwards

through only a small distance, while the

vessel is moved forward through a great dis-
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tance, whereas if the propelling surface be
small, then with only the same forward motion
of the vessel there will be a larger backward
motion of the water, and more steam will be
expended in producing the same result.

History of Steam Navigation.—Vessels pro-

pelled by paddle-wheels driven by oxen were
employed by the Carthaginians, and were intro-

duced by them into Sicily, from which country

the Homans obtained a knowledge of that

method of navigation. In 1543, Bksco Garay,

a sea captain in Spain, is reported to have
exhibited to Charles V. a vessel propell'ed by
wheels of this kind which were driven by
steam; but recent investigations show this

stoi^ to have been apocryphal. In 1618, and
again in 1630, patents were granted in England
to David Hamseye for propelling vessels by
fire or steam. Various projects for propidling

vessels were proposed after this time by Grent,

Lin, Ford, Toogood, Cbamberlaine, Bushuell,

Papin, Duvivian, Savery, Duquet, Dickens,

Allan, and Hulls
;
but so long as the steam

engine remained in the cumbrous and in-

effective state in which it then existed, no
jwwer profitably commensurate with the addi-

tional weight could be imparted to a vessel. In

1737, Hulls published a pamphlet describing

his mode of propulsion, of which the main
features were a paddle-wheel placed at the
stern and driven by an atmospheric vacuum
engine within the vessel. In 1787, Mr. Patrick

Miller, of Dalswinton in Scotland, published a
pamphlet describing a now species of vessel

which was to be driven by paddle-wheels
; but

these wheels were to be worked by manual
labour by moans of caj^taus. With a vessel

constructed by Mr. Miller upon this plan,

it WHS found that a considerable speed was
attainable; but the operation of turning the

capstan was found to bo very laborious, and
it occurred to Mr. Taylor, a tutor in Mr.
Miller’s family, that a steam engine might be
applied to perform this work. Mr. Taylor,

having shown that such an engine might be
introduced without setting the vessel on fire,

was commissioned by Mr. Miller to order aj»'

engine of an acquaintance of Taylor’s, called

WHliam Symington, a young engineer of much
ingenuity. This engine was made and intro-

duced into a pleasure boat, which wa^ many
times tried successfully on the lake of Dal-
swinton. Mr. Miller then built a vessel on a
larger scale, the engine of which was made at

Carron. This vessel was tried on the Forth
and Clyde canal in 1789, and realised a speed

of nearly seven miles an hour. Nothing
further was done in the matter, however, till

1801, when Symington received' an order from
Lord Dundas to construct a steam vessel for

the Forth and Clyde Canal Company. Watt’s

patent having by this time expired, the engine

was made upon his plan, and, with Watt’s

'double-action cylinder, the performance of the.

vessel was satisfactory in every respect. From
an impression, however, that the waves which
were created would injure the banks of the

Q Q 2
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canal, this new method of propulsion was not

further pursued.

In 1801, shortly after this vessel was com-
pleted, she WR8 visited by Eobert Fulton, a
native of America, at whose desire Symington
caused the vessel to be put in operation in

order that he might witness her performance.

Symington’s belief was that the speed of the

vessel was impaired by the narrowness of the

canal, and Fulton remarked that such an
objection could not have existence in the

great rivers of North America, where vessels

of such a character would confer important

advantages. Shortly after this time, Fulton

commissioned Boulton and Watt to construct

for him an engine which was to be put on
board a vessel in America. This vessel was
to be propelled by paddle-wheels in the

manner previously practised in Scotland. The
name of the vessel was the Clermont ; she

was launched and tried in 1807, and performed
hep assigned duties in a satisfactory manner.
Numerous vessels resembling the Clermont
were soon after this time built in America, In

1812, Mr. Henry Bell, of Helensburgh on the

Clyde, constructed the Comet, the first steam
vessel employed for commercial purposes in

Europe. Numerous other vessels resembling

the Comet were soon after this built in the

Clyde, and steam navigation before long came
into general use in all parts of the kingdom.
Mr. JDavid Napier, of Glasgow, who had con-

struct-<'d the boiler of the Comet, and who soon

signalised himself in this department of engi-

neering, was the first i>erson who sent steam
vessels to sea. He established lines of commu-

!

nication between Greenock and Belfast, and,

subsequently, between Dublin and Holyhead,
and between Dover and Calais. The method
of combining two engines wRh their cranks set

at right angles with one another, so as to

obviate all danger of the engine stopping at

the dead point, and to make the power uniform

through the revolution, was a suggestion of

Mr. Watt’s. When the City of Edinburgh, con-

structed by Boulton and Watt, was set to run

between l^ndon and Leith, it was found that

the sea water in a voyage of this length

acquired, from the continual evaporation of the

water without removing the salts, such a degree

of concentration that it was no longer fit for

the production of steam. The vessel had,

therefore, to be stopped in the middle of the

voyage, the water let out of the boiler into the

hold, and a fresh supply of water to be
intrc^uced from the sea. To remedy this in-

convenience, Boulton and Watt applied change

pumps to the vessel, which by continually

removing a portion of the super-salted water

during the voyage, prevented an iiyurious con-

centration from being attained. They aftei>

wards superseded the change pumps by blow-

off cocks, which on being turned at intervals

allowed a portion of the super-salted water to

jBseape overboard, ^is expedient fo^ pre-

venting an accumulation of salt in the boiler

fa atill generally employed in vessels not em-

ploying external condensation, which, however,

has now become very general, to enable the

boiler to be fed with fresh water, and thus to

render the nse of steam of a higher pressure

practicable with safety, and to obviate the risk

of bursting from the accidental accumulation
of salt upon the furnaces, when they might
become r^ hot and collapse from the pressure

of the steam.

The side lever form of engine, still to seme
extent employed in steam vessels, was settled

by Boulton and Watt at an early period in the

history of steam navigation; but the oscil-

lating engine invented by their foreman, Mi*.

Murdoch, towards the close of the last century,

is now generally preferred in the ease of vessels

propell^ by paddle-wheels. It is, however,

mainly from the admirable manner in which
the details of this species of engine have been
carried out by Messrs. Penn and Son, that it

has obtained such favourable acceptance and
such wide notoriety. Tubular boilers for marine
purposes were patented by Mr. Bourne in 1838,

but were first practically introduced by Messrs.

Penn and Son, and Messrs. Miller and Haven-
hill, about 1844.

Ocean Steam Navigation ,—Lines of steam
navigation now connect together nearly all the

countries of the world. Most of the companies
carrying on the.se lines of communication receive

largo yearly pajrments from the government for

the conveyance of the mails, without which the

existing measure of efliciency in the vessels

could not be maintained
; and it may be taken

as an axiom in steam navigation, that no line

of distant communication in which a high rate

of speed is necessary can be profitable unless

supported by a government subvention, or un-
less some other equitable payment is made
for carrying the mails. Some of the vessels

carrying on ocean navigation are of 800, 1,000,

and even 1,200 nominal horse-power. The
actual power of such vessels should be at least

six times. the nominal. In sea-going steam
vessels from 20 to 21 miles an hour is the utmost
speed that has yet been attained

;
but in some

cases, the actual power is as great as nine times
the nominal. For screw vessels, direct acting

engines, or engines without gearing, are now
nearly universal. The type most generally and
most justly preferred is the double piston rod
or steeple engine, laid on its side. [Screw
Propeller

; Turret Ship.]

River Steam havigation ,—The extent of
steam navigation upon the rivers of this

country is not considerable, the rivers being
only in a few cases, or through an inconsider-

able part of their length, of sufficient volume
to enable navigation to be carried on upon
them. Upon the Thames and also upon the
Clyde there are many river steamers, well
adapted to the functions which they have
to perform

; but in ' no case are these vessels
of large dimensions or great power. In
America, however, where the rivers are of
a far larger volume than in this countiy^, and
perform a for more important part in the
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means of intornal comnumication, tliere are

river steamers of nearly 400 feet in length, and
with p:id< lie-wheels 50 feet in diameter, and
some of these vessels are said to have attained

a speed of 24 miles an hour. The engines are

usually sot upon the deck, and are formed in

the same manner as a common land engine—
the beam being poised high in the air and
the connecting rod extending from the beam
down to the crank. The river steamers of

America more nearly resemble arks than ships,

as they are built with several decks or stories

resting on the hull, which is always made
very sharp, so as to enable a high rate of speed
to be attained. A pressure of 50 lbs. per
sejuare inch is commonly maintained in these

engines, if condensing. The stroke of the

piston is always very long relatively with its

diameter
;
the steam is of considerable pressure,

and 18 used expansively. The engines are of

rude* construction compared with English en-

gines, but they are cheap and answer their

intended purpose. Upon the Mississippi and
its tributaries most of the engines are high-

pressure, with the cylinders lying horizontal as

in locomotive engines, and accidents by ex-

plosion and fire are of frequent occurrence.

Some of these engines are worked with steam
of 250 lbs. pressure upon the square inch.

The muddiness of the water of the Mississippi

causes it to froth very much and the boilers to

prime, unless steam of a high pressure be em-
ployed, which, as it occupies a less volume, oc-

casions less agitation in the water as it rises to

the surface. The cabins of American steamers

are in nearly all cases very handsome and
spacious

;
the boilers are usually disposed at

the sides of the vessel behind the paddle-boxes,

BO that the ashes fall into the river ;
and the

steering wheel is placed on the upper deck near

the bow, and communicates with the rudder

at the stern by means of iron rods or chains.

Steam Navigation upon ahaUow Rivers .

—

The shallowness of many of the rivers of the

continent, on which it became important to

establish steam navigation, has led to the

introduction of very light vessels upon them.

Upon the upper part of the Rhine, and upon

the Moselle, there are vessels plying which

draw only 11 inches of water. Upon the

Loire there are vessels plying which draw only

from 8 to 10 inches of water, and upon the

Red River, a tributary of the Mississippi in

America, there are vessels plying which are

said to draw only 7 inches of water. These

vessels of course do not carry cargo, but only

passengers. Mr. Bourne introduced a species

of steam train for navigating the rivers of

India, and especially the Indus, consisting of a
steamer of light draught towing a train of

shallow barges laden with cargo ;
and it is

reckoned that by this simple expedient ten

thousand miles of river, now inaccessible,

would be laid open to commercial intercourse

by steam.

Steam Navigation upon rapid Rivers.—

A

method of towing barges by steam has for
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some years past been in successful operation
upon the Rhone, which appears likely to be of
Service in all cases where rapid rivers have to

be ascended witii heavy loads. Upon the pad-
dle shaft a toothed drum is fixed which engages
an endless chain. This chain passes round a
great wheel like the fly-wheel of an engine, but
armed with projecting spikes, which is placed at
the lower extremity of a wooden frame hinged
at its upper end, so that it can rise, and fall

with the irregularities of the river bed, and this

wheel, being put into revolution with about
one-third of the speed of the paddles, hauls
the vessel up against the stream by means of
the chain. The paddles are thrown out of ac-
tion when this Wheel is in operation, but are
used in descending the river, when the great
wheel, which rises through a well in the centre

of the vessel, is hoisted out of the water.

Steam Plougliliig. The art of cultivating

land by the steam engine has now been prac-
tically matured

;
but as the requisite machineiy

woula be too expensive for most farmers to pur-
chase, and too powerful for them to require

constantly, companies have been formed in

different localities to let out steam machinery
for ploughing and thrashing on hire. Various
expedients for ploughing by steam have been
tried, one of which was a species of digging

machine in which a wheel armed with spades

or diggers was rotated by an engine, and which
simultaneously turned up the ground and drew
forward the machine. By another method, a
traction engine, made either with an endless

railway like Boydell's, or very broad wheels
and projecting grippers like Bray’s, advanced
over the ground, orawing a number of plough-

shares behind it. But the method of ploughing

now generally adopted consists in drawing a

fnufle on wheels, and armed with a sufficient

number of ploughs, backward and forward

over the field by means of a rope of steel wire

wound up by a portable agricultural steam
engine. There are two systems of rope tillage,

in one of which a single engine is used, and
in the other two engines. In the first system,

the engine is placed at one end of the field, a
pulley, armed with a suitable anchor for fixing

it to the ground, being placed at the other end.

A wire rope, proceeding from the engine along

the length of the field, passes through the pulley

and returns again to the engine. This rope is

then drawn backward and forward across the

field, carrying the frame of ploughs with it,

which frame is so poised on central wheels that

when the set of cutters in front of the wheels

is in the earth the other is out^ and vice versd,

to the end that the ploughs may act equally in

whatever direction the rope is pulled. In the

other system—which appears to be prefer-

able—two engines are used, one being placed

at each end of the field with a rope extend-

ing between them, and the same spedes of

plough is attached to the rope and is drawn
alternately backward and forward by the en-

gines alternatelywinding and unwinding—^the

engines being of coarse advanced through a
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suitable distance along the ends of the field at

each cut that is taken. This arrangement is

shown in the annexed figure, which represents

Savory’s apparatus for steam ploughing. But
there are various other forms of apparatus,

such as Fowler’s, Howard’s, Smith’s, &c. Steam

ploughing companies generally charge farmers

\2s. per acre for ploughing their land 12 inches

deep, 105. for 9 inches, and 85. for 7 inches.

The farmers, by the aid of such companies, get

their stubbles and seeds broken up and crushed

at two operations for I85. per acre, and their

ploughing and digging performed at from IO5.

t-o 185. For ploughing with short breasts for

turnips or barley before sowing they are changed

125. 6d. per acre. Fowler’s tackle gets through

1;^ acre per hour, and works without trouble

or breakage- Howard’s machinery is also

well spoken of, and works through stony and
uneven ground without injury. The engines

STEAM-MADE ICE
come to the ground with the steam up, and
when two engines are employed there is no

time lost in fixing tackle, which on the single-

engine system occasions much delay.

Steam Press. [Pkintino Machine.]
Steam Siwetiiigr BKaoliltie. A machine

for riveting, by the pressure or percussion

generated by a steam engine, the plates of

metal which enter into the composition of

boilers and other similar structures. For-

merly, the plates of metal having been punched
by a punching press, red-hot rivets were inserted,

which were clinched over by hand hammers,

and this mode of procedure is yet practised in

situations where the riveting machine cannot

be applied. But work riveted by machine is

not only cheaper than that riveted by hand,

but is sounder and better, while the machine

forces the plates so closely together that very

little caulking suffices to make the joints tight.

Steam Ploughing.

There are two kinds of riveting machines.

In the one the die for forming the rivet is

pressed against the plate in the same manner
as the punch is pressed in a common punch-
ing machine

;
in the other, it is pressed forward

by a piston urged by steam in the same way as

a steam hammer. The first of these varieties

is the form of riveting machine first contrived

by Mr. Bourne in 1834, and subsequently
adopted by Mr. Fairbairn. The second variety,

which is the offspring of the steam hammer, was
not contrived until the Menai tube came to

be constructed. The steam hammer form of

riveting machine is the most convenient, as it

does not require any adjustment for the thick-

ness of the plate, and it is the form now gene-
rally preferred.

Steam &oom. The space in a boiler

appropriated to the storage of the steam, and
which includes the whole content of the boiler

except that occupied by the water and fiues.

Steam»maae lee. One of the most re-

markable applications of the steam engine is

to the manufacture of ice, which is accomplished
by forcing the heat out of air by mechanical

compression,' and then by allowing the com-
pressed air to expand, whereby such a demand
ts made for the restoration of the heat before
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forced out as to produce a mat reduction in

the temperature of surrounding objects. Mr.
Bourne states that in his first visit to India, in

1847, the inconveniences caused by the heat led

him to contrive a machine in which cold would
be produced by the expansion of air previously

compressed by a steam engine, the expanding
air being at the same time used to work the

punkahs or great fans which are suspended
from the ceilings of the rooms to produce
an agitation of the air. In the first ice-

making machine constructed on this principle

in America, the vapour of ether was employed
instead of air, a pump being introduced to

create a vacuum, when the ether evaporated
rapidly, producing great cold, and this vapour
being then pumped into a vessel under pres-

sure it assumed the liquid form, when it was
again available to be evaporated as before. Brine
was made to circulatet^ugh pipes traversing
the refriprated ether, and these pipes being
continued through cisterns of water, the water
was so much cooled by the contcu:t of the cold
pipes that it froze and was taken out in blocks.
This machine was introduced into India and
some other tropical countries. But it was
found that the ice made by it was opaque
instead of being transparent like ordinary
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ioa, a peculiarity imputed to the circumetance
of the freezing having been begun from beneath
the water instead of from the surface. It was
also found that the use of ether was objection-

able and dangerous, and in the Bathgate par-
alBno oil works, where one of these machines
was employed to separate the paraffine by re-

frigeration, it was judged expedient to discard

the other and to revert to the use of air as the
refrigerating agent, which accordingly was done
under the direction of Mr. Kirk, the engineer

of the works. The first experiments were not
successful owing to conduction, the presence of

moisture in the air, and the absence of a
regenerator

;
but by using dry air and intro-

ducing a regenerator of wire gauze, like that of

Stirling’s air engine, a very efficient refrigerating

apparatus was obtained. A still larger machine
was erected by Mr. Kirk at the same works in

1864, and an account of it will be found in

Engineering for January 26, 1866. This machine
has two cooling cylinders of 36 inches diameter
and 2} inches stroke, and one compressing
cylinder of 15 inches diameter and 30 inches

stroke. Pressure of air in one cylinder, 100 lbs.

per square inch maximum and 52 minimum;
revolutions per minute, 66; indicated horse-

power spent in driving, 23; quantity of cooling

water per minute, 4-3 gallons
;
temperature of

inflow, 62°—of outflow, 94°
;
quantity of brine

cooled per minute, 6’7 gallons
;
temperature of

inflow, 32°—of outflow, 23°. Professor Rankine
calculates that there are 767 units of heat

generated per minute in this machine, which
are equivalent to 592,124 foot pounds per

minute or 18 horse-power. But the power
really consumed, as shown by the indicator, is

23 horses, leaving 5 horses not accounted for,

and lost by leakage of heat or otherwise.

In many of the arts the power of cooling

to any desired temperature is most important,

and in tropical climates refrigeration by steam,

or other cheap available power, may be easily

effected and will be pn^uctive of the most
momentous benefits, especially in hospitals,

barracks, offices, churches, and in all laige

places of assembly.

Steamer. A term vaguely used for any
vessel in which the propulsion is by steam,

otherwise than as an auxiliary motive power.

Btearatee (Gr. areop, jaC). Stearic acid

forms both neutral and acid salts. The stear-

ates ofthe alkalies are soluble in water, alcohol,

and ether; but when the aqueous solutions of

the neutral compounds are largely diluted, they

deposit flakes of the acid stearate. The stear-

ates of the alkaline earths may be obtained by
double decomposition, from bistearate of potash:

they are insoluble. Stearate of potash is the

basis of Boft Botxpy and stearate of soda of the

principal hard soaps : these stearates are sepa-

rated from their solutions in water by excess

of alkali, and also by chloride of sodium and
some other saltk. Stearate of lead is the basis

of lead-plaster.

Stearlo AolA (HO, C,* H53 Oa). When
stearin is saponifled, it is resolved into stearic
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acid and glycerine, a change which has been

represented by the following equation :

—

C„4H..oO..+ 6HO = + 8CHO,C«^0
Stearin Cl^cerinr. Stearie acid.

The acid may be obtained by decomposing a
soluble stearin soap by tartaric acid, and puri-

fying the product by solution in boiling alcohol,

from which it separates in crystalline flakes

;

it may be further purified by solution in ether.

It is white, inodorous, and tasteless, but it

reddens litmus : it fuses at about 160°, and
may bo distilled in vacuo, but when highly

heated in the air it undergoes more, or less

change. Stearic acid may be distinguished

from stearin by its ready solubility in a boiling

solution of potash.

Stearin (Gr. ertap). That part of oils and
fats which is solid at common temperatures. It

is a compound of stearic acid and glycerine, and
is resolved into those proximate components in

the process of saponification. It fuses at about
140°. The formula assigned to stearin is

Its resolution into glycerine and
stearic acid in the process of saponification has
been represented by the following equation ;

—

C^H„oO„ + GHO = C,H.O, + 3CHO,C,,H..O,]

Stearin. V ator. OIjeeriDe. Stearic acid.

Steatite (Gr. irriap, er^aroSy fat). A ma.s-

sive variety of Talc, witli a smooth greasy feel,

like that of suet, and so soft as to yield to the

nail. It is a hydrated silicate of magnesia, and
is found near the Lizard Point in Cornwall,

at Glyder Rock and Moel Siabotl in Carnar-

vonshire, Portsoy in Banffshire, Canada, &c.
Steatite is a material much used in China for

carving into grotesque figures [Agalmatolite]
;

and slabs of the same stone are, from their re-

fractory nature, employed for lining ovens and
furnaces. It is also made into gas-burners,

1

which possess the advantage of not corroding

or becoming stopped up. [Soapstone
J

Bteatoma (Gr. a-r^ap). A tumour, the

contents of which are of the appearance and
consistency of hard tat.

Bteel (Ger. stahl, Hutch staal). This most
useful and curious substance is a compound of

iron and carbon. The relative proportions vary
in steel of different qualities

; but in that used
for ordinary purposes the carbon rarely exceeds

2 per cent., and is generally about 1*5 percent.

Certain kinds of iron are preferred to others in

this manufacture ; but this relates entirely to

its purity, which is the essential requisite. Steel

is sometimes made by a process called cemen-

tafiont which consists in filling a proper furnace

with alternate strata of bars of the purest

malleable iron and powdered charcoal, atmo-

spheric air being carefully excluded from the

boxes containing the bars, and the whole kept

for several days at a red heat. By this process

carbon penetrates, and combines in the above

small relative proportion with the iron, the

texture of which, originally fibrous, becomes

granular

f

and its su^sce acquires tki/listti'ed

character. Much of the steel now used is.
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however, made directly from cast iron, by
removing a portion of the carbon which the

latter contains. This is effected by exposing

the molten iron to a current of air, either on
the sole of a Kevbrbbratory Fubnace or in

large egg-shaped iron vessels lined with fire-|

clay. The latter process is known as Bes-

semer’s, and yields an excellent product. Steel

made in the reverberatory furnace is commonly
termed puddled steel. The malleability of steel

falls far short of that of iron ; but it is harder,

more sonorous and elastic, and susceptible of

a higher polish, while it has less tendency to

rust. At a red heat it may be hammered into

various forms, or welded by the blows of the

hammer to another piece of steel or iron. Blis-

tered steel, rolled or beaten down into bars,

forms SHiiAtt Steel
; and if melted, cast in^^o

ingots, and again rolled out into bars, it forms
cast steely wliich w'hen well prepared has the

great recommendation of perfect uniformity of

texture, and a finer and closer grain. The pecu-

liarity of steel, upon which its high value in the

arts in great measure depends, is its property of

becoming, if suddenly quenched in water, when
at a bright red heat, extremely hard, and of

being again softened down to any requisite de-

gree by the application of a certain temperature,

which may bo indicated by a thermometer,
commencing at about 300°, and terminating at

a dull red heat. This process is often calleil

tempering
;
and the workm.in is sometimes

guiaed m the extent to which it is carried by
the colour of the polished surface of the heated

steel, which is at first rendered of a pale straw

tint, then yellow, brownish purple, and blue,

as t lie temperature rinea from one extreme to

the other. The latter colour indicates extreme
softness and elasticity, such as belongs to watch
springs, some sword blades, &c.

;
pale straw

indicates great hanlnesa, as for razor blades

;

yellow is somewhat softer, and shows a lit

temper for penknives
,
and the incipient blues

announce the temper that belongs to coarser

cutting instruments, and to table knives, any
of which, made of hard steel, would soon get

spoiled and notched, but the edges of which,
when duly tempered, resist breaking on the

one hand, and bending on the other. When a

large mass of steel is hardened by qiionchmg
in water, it nndergoes a certain degree of ex-

pansion, so that the specific gravity ofhard steel

is somewhat less than that of soft. Attempts
have been made to improve tho quality of

steel for certain purposes by adding to it small

portions of other metals: hence the term sdver

steely &c. ; but none of these alloys have, on the

whole, proved superior to well-made common
steel. There is a kind of steel imported from

India, known under the name of wootz, tho

cutting instruments of which arc celebrated for

the toughness and durability of their edge. It

appears probable that its peculiarities depend

upon the presence of a little aluminum. When
the surface ofsome kinds of steel is washed over

with a weak keid, it acquires a peculiar mottled

or dmmsked appearance, as if its texture coa-
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fiisted of an intimate mixture of two different

kinds of steel, or of fine fibres of steel and iron.

Steel, alloyed with a little nickel, often puts on
this appearance; but these and some other

imitations of the celebrated Damascus sword
blades have not led to any important im-

provements in the manufacture of our cutting

instruments.

Steel BngrAtikig. The art of engraving
on steel. [Engraving.]

Steel Guns. Since tho introduction of

rifled ordnance into the armaments of Europe
and America, great endeavours have been made
to obtain a material capable of withstanding

tho great strain to which rifled guns are

subjected, aud especial attention has been
directed t(/ sLoel.

In this country, guns entirely made of steel

have not been adopted, but many of the service

built-up guns have their inner barrels of steel.

"I'hcso barrels are not cast in the government
w’orks, but are obtained from private manu-
facturing firms in the form of cylindrical

blocks, which are afterwards tempered, bored,

and tiurned in the Royal Arsenal at Woolwich.
The process of manufacture of these blocks

is as follows : Bars of blistered steel, made
by the ordinary cementation process from
wrought iron, which has been obtained by
puddling witliout refining, arc broken up into

leaigths of about five inches, and arranged

according to quality. From them a mild steiO

is selectod, containing but little carbon, and
with small crystals. The jiieoes selected are

placed with a little flux (oxule of manganeso’l

in crucibles hating tightly fitting covers, and
arc melted in air furnaces, heated with coke,

below the floor of the foundry. Each erueilile

contains about 45 lbs., ami is heated before

being charged. A little glass, thrown in before

tho steel melts, forms an air-tight crust on tho

top of tho metal, which latter takes about three

hours to melt.

As soon as the metal Is molted, the ])ots are

lifted out, and run upon wheels to the mould,
which is composed of cast iron coated with oil

and black lead. Tlie covers being removed
and the crust broken, tho metal is poured into

the centre of tlie mould, a casting of six tons

taking about 280 pots, and occupying about
ten minutes in casting. The ingot is then
allowed to cool gradually, and, when cold, tho

lower end, which is most dense, is marked
for the breech, and about onc-tbird of the

ingot is cut off from the upper end. The ingot

is now drawn out under a heavy steam hammer
to the proper length, as much as possible by
pressure, and not by sharp blows, which injure

the metal, on which account hydraulic presses

are coming into use for this purpose instead

of hammers, ^'his drawing out is performed
at n m^Hlorate hcvit. which is acquired generally
in a Siemeii’s regenerating furnace. When
complete, the block is lacquered, and the ends
arc faced.

The block in this condition is sent to the
Royal Arsenal, and there tested, when, if
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accepted, it is tempered in the following man-
ner: It is placed in an iron cjlinder, and
surrounded by a wood fire till brought to a
dull red heat, when it is lifted out and dropped
into another cylinder containing cold oil,

where it remains till cold, the oil being kept

cool by the constant flowing of a stream of

water round the cylinder in which the oil

is contained. By this process of tempering,

the laardness and tenacity of the metkl are

increased, and its ductility and specific gravity

decreased, probably by the free carbon be-

coming chemically combined, and the crystals

of steel being thus fixed in their expanded
state. The block is then bored and turned.

Although in our service these steel blocks

form only the inner barrel of the gun, and are

strengthened by shrinking on over them a

series of wrought-iron coils in a state of initial

tension, as explained in the article Rifled
Guns, in many other countries solid steel

guns are employed. The chief maker of these

is Herr Krupp, of Essen, in Prussia, whose
cast steel has attained such eminence, and has

of late excited so much curiosity, that a sketch

of the chief peculiarities of its nmniifacture,

abridged from the Report of a I*rofessional

Tour of Officers of the Royal Artillery in 1865,

may not be out of place here. Krupp’s
cast-steel guns have been adopted not only

by Prussia, but to a considerable extent by
Russia, Belgium, some of the minor German
states, Austria, Holland, Italy, Egypt, Turkey,

and even Japan. At the close of 1865, he
had made upwards of 2,500 guns, 400 of

which were of 8-inch calibre and upwards.

The ore employed in these works is partly

obtained from Kjupp’s own mines at Nassau
and Cobleutz, and partly bought, the former

being spathic, furnishing the well-known
spiegel-e^sen, the latter being red iron-ore,

both smelted with coke. The greater pro-

portion of the cast iron is brought into the

form of puddled steel, but some is carried

through to wrought iron, and a small <j[uantity

of cemented steel is bought. A modification

of Bessemer’s process is employed to convert

some of the metfil into wrought iron.

The metal of which guns are composed

is a mixture of steel and wrought iron, melted

in plumbago crucibles holding about 30 lbs.

each, so small a quantity only being used, as

this soft metal is difficult to melt and manage.

The pots rest on loose bars in furnaces, and

can only be used once, as the heat attained

brings them to a state of incipient fusion. In

the centre of the foundry is a pit containing

the mould, and the reservoir, whose office is

to secure a steai^ vertical flow of the metal

into the mould. Troughs lead to the reservoir.

When the crucibles are taken out, the

covers are not removed, but the metal is

poured out through a hole in the upper edge

into the nearest trough. Great care is taken,

and wonderful perfection has been attained, in

timing the movements, so as to keep the molten

metal flowinir in a continuous stream into
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the reservoir. As many as 400 men are em-
ployed in a cast of 16 tons. The cast is

allowed to cool till it has shrunk sufficiently

from the mould to be turned out, when it is

surrounded by hot cinders, and kept hot (cherry

red) till wanted for forging, sometimes for as

long a period as three months.

For the sake of homogeneity, all castings

are made cylindrical or square, and hammered
to the rough shape required, which increases

the density, strength, and elasticity. This

hammering is continuous, the ingot being kept

at the same temperature by frequent heats.

When fully worked, the breaking strain of the

metal used for guns is about 44 tons per square

inch.

The smaller kinds of guns arc fashioned

from one solid piece; those above S-iiitii

calibre are compound, being weighted and
strengthened by external rings. Th ll-in|;li

gun, for instance, is cast as a solid cylinder

weighing 36 tons, and of seven feet diameter, and
is afterwards hammered out, and shaped, being

turned down to a thickness over the charge of

one calibre. The trunnion ring, which is also a

cast-steel cylinder forged into shape, is shrunk
on, and the breech strengthened by the addi-

tion of hoops of cast steel forged os above to a
breadth of ten and a thickness of six inches.

These guns are 16 calibres in length, and
weigh 28 tons. A 15-inch gun is being made
for the Russian government.

The largest hammer used in forging is one of

60 tons, with a fall of 10 feet. It is intended

to erect one of 120 tons, with a drop of 13 feet,

the estimated cost of which is 200,0001.

The only experiments made with Knipp's
guns of large calibre have been carried on
in- Russia, and the results are embodied
in a report presented to the emperor by a
commission, including among its members
General Todleben and other distinguished

men. A 9’65-inch rifled muzzle-loading gun,
weighing 148 cwt., with projectiles of 269 lbs.

and a charge of 45 lbs. of prismatic powder
(weaker than English common powder), burst

at the 66th round. This was attributed to

the wedging of the shot in the bore. An
8’68-inch gun, with charges of 33 lbs. and shot

of 220 lbs., burst at the 109th round. It was
rather heavier than the 9*65-inch gun. Four
guns, all muzzle loaders, three of inches, and
one of 1 1 inches, wore then tested for endurance.

Two of them, which were rifled, withstood, the
one 215 rounds, the other 2S6 rounds, 46 rounds
with each being flred with 83 lbs., the remainder
with 27i lbs. of powder. The other two were
emootb bored, and withstood 1,026 and 790
rounds respectively with round shot and charges

of prismatic powder about 4 and ^ the weight of

the shot. None of these lour guns were frac-

tured, but were all worn or eaten into at the

seat of the shot by the gas, to such an extent

that the committee considei^ that the service

of these guns cannot with safety be assigned

a higher duration than 250 rounds. The two
guns which were fractured are reported to
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have been of exceptionally good metal, uni-

form, homogeneous, and of great tenacity ; but
they evidently burst fifom overwork, the charges

being excessive.

Such are some of the principal results as yet

attained in the manufacture of steel ordnance.

In comparing this metal with others, as a

material for guns, there are several points to

bo considered Putting aside cast iron as

uncertain in tenacity and wanting in elasticity,

and bronze os wanting in hardness and elas-

ticity, and therefore unfitted for rifled guns to

bo fired with large charges, it may be desirable

to glance at the comparative merits and defects

of steel and wrought iron. The same draw-
back that exists to the employment of large

forgings of wrought iron, viz. the impossibility

of obtaining perfectly sound masses of metal,

must evidently apply to any steel but cast steel

;

steel, however, can be melted at a practicable

heat, and rtln into large masses, and so, if the
casting be carefully carried out, homogeneity
and soundness may be obtained. It also

possesses the important advantages of greater

elasticity, tenatuty, and hardness.

Steel, however, though possessing a greater

tenacity or ultimate coliesion than wrought
iron, and a greater elastic limit wothin which
no change of form will take place, does not
possess between its elastic limit and its ultimate

cohesion the same ductility or extensibility as

wrought iron
;

so that, while the latter will

Btret/^ aftor its elastic limit is passed or

overcome by sudden strain, steel wdll break
and fly into destructive pieces—a fatal fault

in a gun.

If it were possible to obtain a steel which
with its great elasticity and tenacity would
combine great ductility, tlie best cannon metal
would be found. Some of the low steels or

homogeneous iron, which by Kirkaldy’s experi-

ments were shown to have a considerable ex-

tensibility before fracture, seem to approach
near to these qualifications. Rut, uiifortu- i

nately, as the one valuable property increases,

the other diminishes. Low steely or, as it is

called, mild steel, soft steel, or hoTrwgeneons

m^etal, containing but little carbon, possesses

greater elasticity and tenacity than wrought
iron, with some extensibility; but high steel,

containing more carbon, though more tena-

cious, hard, and elastic, is wanting in ductility

.to such an extent as to make it altogether too

brittle for guns.

Unless, then, the manufacture of steel be
improved, it seems that, if steel guns be used,

such an excess of metal must be given to them
as will add greatly to their power of resistance,

and will render them capable of resisting high

charges. But there is a limit, at which no
addition of thickness to the exterior of a gun
adds anything to its resisting power, and this is

reached when the maximum pressure per square

inch exerted on the interior equals the resistance

of the metal at the point of rupture ; for at this

point the internal laminae will tear asunder,

and BO outwards in succession, on further
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strain. New, the thickness at which internal

rupture will commence is inversely as the

flnal extensibility
; and the coefficient of exten-

sion of steel is so small that the thickness at

which any further addition will be useless is

soon reached. It remains only, then, to fire

with small charges, such as will .avoid all risk

of overcoming the elastic limit of the metal.

Here we meet with this obstacle, that we have
not yet succeeded in measuring in any way at

all satisfactory the initial strains of various

charges of powder fired under various con-

ditions. Could this be done, we might accu-

rately apportion the charge to the strength of

the metal, which is capable of being ascertained.

Till then we work in the dark, using empirical

rules.

The other chief point to be taken into

consideration is the great cost of steel, caused

in the first instance by the expense of melting

and casting, the careful selection of the mate-

rial, &c. If the Bessemer process, which is

based upon true principles, can be carried to

greater perfection, this may be overcome in

time; but the cost of turning and boring such

a hard metal will always be very great.

How far steel tubes strengthened by external

rings in a state of tension will stand, is still a

question open to argument. Steel tubes are

at present employed by the government au-

thorities at Woolwich for the large muzzle-

loading guns
;
but some guns will be con-

strucU^d with barrels of Marshall’s wrought
iron, which is of most excellent quality. The
steel tubes have shown a tendency to split;

but if the charges have been excessive, this is

only what must follow from the principles

above explained.

Bteel TarO. A balance by which the

weights of bodies are determined by means of

a single standard

weight. The in-

strument, which is

representt'd iu the

annexed ficiire, is

a lever having un-
equal arms. The load, the weight of which is to

be determined, is suspended from the extremity
B of the short arm

; and in weighing, the con-
stant weiglit or counterpoise P is slid along the

longer arm until the equilibrium is established.

Divisions traced on this arm indicate the weight
at B corresponding to each position of P.

In the Homan steel yard, or statera, the
lever was so constructed that the centre of

gravity was brought immediately over the point

of support ; and the system being accordingly

balanced upon its fulcrum P, the effect of the
weight of tlie lever was neutralised. The longer
arm was then divided into parta, each equal to

the shorter arm, and those again equally sub-

divided. Suppose now the length of the shorter

arm, or the distance F B, to be one inch, and
the constant weight P to be one pound

;
then

if P l)e placed at the distance of five inches

from F, it will make equilibrium with a load of
five pounds suspended from B ; for, from the
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property of tbe lever, when the equilibrium is on first polsrs is the Hessiau, since by the law
established, the weight P is to the load at B as of reciprocity the polar conic of every such
the distance of B ftom F is to the distance of double point breaks up into two right linesw

P from F. 'Whatever proportion, therefore, The Hessian and the Steinerian, therefore, are
FP has to FB, the same proportion has the closely related; the polar conic of a point on
weight suspended from B to the constant the Hessian has a double point on the Steinerian,
weight P. and the first polar of a point on the Steinerian

The steel yard in common use is constructed has a double j^int on the Hessian. They
somewhat differently, the beam being seldom were called conjugate ketmeurven by Steiner

made so as to balance itself on the fulcrum F
;

(Crelle*s vol. zlvii. 1854) ;
the name

but the error arising^ on this account is com> Hessian was proposed by Sylvester {PhU. Trant.

pensated by beginning the divisions at that 1853), and that of Steinerian by Cremona
point where the equ^brium is established, ( Hfemorie ddF Istituto di Bdogna^ t zii. 1862).

when the weight P is placed upon it. If, there- The Hessian is of the order 3(n— 2), the

fore, when P is removed, the longer arm pre- Steinerian of the order 3 (n— 2)*. The Hessian
ponderates, the divisionscommence from a point passes through all the points of inflexion on the
between F and B. For the purpose of increasing primitive curve, whilst the Steinerian touches

the range, there are also in general two fulcra, all its stationary tangents. For cubics both
from either of which the beam may be sus- curves coincide

;
a point on the Steinerian, and

pended, and two corresponding scales of divi- the double point on its first polar, then become
sion are marked on opposite sides of the longer rorrespondtng points on the Hessian. [Cubics.1

arm^ Steinlaeillte. A variety of lolite, founa
For weighing heavy loads the steel yard is a with Copper Pyrites, at Oryerfvi in Finland,

convenient instrument
;
but for smaller weights It is of a blue colour, and is considered by

it is susceptible of less accuracy than the jewellers an inferior variety of Sapphire. Kamed
common balance. It should be constructed so after Count Steinheil.

that the point of support F, and the point of Stctnmanntte. An impure variety of Ga-
suspension at B, may be in the same straight lena. It is a double sulphide of lead and anti-

line with the divisions of the beam. mony, occurring in octahedrons, also massive,

Steel Terdf Merebeate of tbe« A and in botryoidal and reniform aggregations of

company of London merchants to whom the a lead-grey colour, at Przibram in Bohemia.
Sticxl Yard was assigned by Henry UI. Named after the chemist Steinmann.

A.D. 1232. They were all foreimers, chiefly Stela (Gr. srr4iK% a post). In Architecture,

Flemish and German, and were long the only a small column without base or capital, usually

exporters of the staple commodities of Eng- with an inscription to record an event, or to

land. perpetuate the memorv ofsome deceased person.

Steealng or Stetnlng. In Architecture, Stelae were also used for marking distances,

the brick or stone wall or lining of a well. and several specimens may be seen in the
Steeple. In Architecture, a tower of British Museum,

various forms, usually attached to churcdies Stellataa (lat. set with store). In Botany,
and other public builmngs, in which bells are a natural order of Exogens, also known under
frequently, but not always, suspended. the name of Galtaobjb.

Steer (Ger. steuem). To keep a ship on a Stellerla. A generic name given to an
given direction. This is done by moving the extinct northern Manatee^ from its discoverer

rudder by the tiller, which last is moved to the the Russian traveller and naturalist Steller

:

opposite side to that towards which the ship’s it is now more commonly called BhyHm
head is required to proceed. borsalis,

Steemge. The steering of the ship. Also Stelierldnaa (Lat. Stella, a star). Star

a place below in the fore part of ships, as dis- fishes. The name of the family of Echinoderms
tinguished from the chief cabin

;

but the term of which the genus AsUriua is the type,

is of uncertain acceptation. Stelllo (Lat). The generic name nven by
btagnBOgimplij (Gr. orsym 6s, eoveredt and Cuvier to those Iguanian lizards that rave the

ypdfss, I write). The art of writing in Ctphbb. tail girt by rings composed of huge and some-
Mafwopbds (Ghr. wreToi^voScf, web- times spiny scides.

footed). The name of a family of swimming Stellloamra (Lat. steUionatus). In the
birds {Ifatatores) in the system of Hliger, Roman Law, a general term compr^ending all

including those species in which all the four sorts of fraud committed in matters of agree-

toes are connected by the same web. It cor- ment which were not designated by any more
responds with the genus Pdeeanus of Linnmus. special appellation. The name is said to be
mtrtnarlan of m FUuso Corwo. The derived from stellio, a Heard, because the frao-

locns of the intersections of the pairs of dulent man may be compared with that animal

lines which constitute the polar conics of the for versatility iad address. The six cmnmon
curve; in other words, the locus of double species of stellionate enumerated by Roman
points on all polar conics, or, what is the writers were: 1. When one sells the same thing

same thing, the locus of the poles of all first to two purchaaers ; 2. .'When a debtor pledges

polars which possess double points. [Polbs to his creditors something which does not belong

ANuPoLAHS.] The locus of these double points to him; 8. When one abstracts or daranifies
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8omethui|; which he hae pledged to creditors

;

4 . Collusion two parties to the prejudice of
|

a third; 6. YHien a vendor substitutes an
object of less value for that which he has
engsged to sell ; 6. A wilful false declaration

in an instrument.

(Lat. Stella, a 9tar\ A white trans-

lucent variety of Soolezite, crystallised in con-

centric stellar groups of delicate rhombic
prisms, at Kilsyth, Scotland, embedded in

greenstone.

•tom (Ger. stamm). The ascending axis

of a plant ; that part of a plant which bears
or has borne leaves or their rudiments; the

upward axis of growth. It is sometimes sub-

terranean, but more commonly exposed to the
air and light.

Stem. In Music, the upright or downright
Hue added to the head of a musical note

;

the head being that part filled in black or left

open, as the case may be.

Stem. A strong timber, forming in a ship

the wedge-like front. It is united by a scarf

to the keel and rises nearly perpendicularly

from it. The fore-ends of the planks of the
side are firmly embedded in the stem. It is

backed by the apron and stemaon.

•temlaM. In Botany, this term denotes

the absence of a visible or obvious stem.

•temples. In Mining, cross bars of wood
in the shafts of a mine.

•temsoa. [Stamtiok.]

Stencil. A piece of thin leather or oil-

cloth, used in painting on walls. The pattern,

cut out of such pieces, is laid flat on the wall,

and the colour is brushed over it.

•tenelytrans (Gr. (rr<v<ir, narrow
;
%K\npov^

a aheath). The name given by Latreille to a

family of Coleopterous insects, comprehending
tho^e in which the elytra become narrow at the

posterior part of the body.

•tenograpliy (Or. and ypd<l>v, I

write). The art of short-hand, otherwise

termed tachygraphy. This art has been prac-

tised from remote antiquity, and it is said to

have originated in the hieroglyphics of the

Egyptians.

Steator. In the Iliads a herald of the

Achaeans, whose voice was as loud as that of

fifty men : hence the adjective Stentorian.

Step. A block of wood, or in large ships a
strong solid platform, upon the keelson, sup-

porting the heel of the mast, and spreading the

pressure. It was found that the weight of the

mast, yards, &c. added to the enormous force

upon the rigging, especiallyduring strong winds,

forced the keel down.
•teplumite orBlack •Uwcr^re. Native

sulphide of silver and antimony, composed
(when pure) of 70 per cent of silver, 14 anti-

mony, and 16 sulphur. It is a valuable ore of

silver, of a dark lead-grey or iron-black colour,

with shining metallic lustre, and is found

associated with other silver^res principally

tn Smcony, Hungary, Bohemia, and the Hans.

Named after the Austrian archduke Stephen,

•tappetf (Ettw.). The name given to part
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of the low tracts of flat land in the northern
parta of the Old World, traceable from, the
shores of the German Ocean through Holland
and North Prussia into Bussia, thence into

Siberia, and so at intervals to the coast of
the Pacific in Behring’s Straits. The area is

estimated at 4,600,000 square miles, a part of
which is below the level of the oceau.

The parts of the plain strictly denominated
steppes begin at the river Dnieper and extend
along the shores of the Black Sea, including all

the country north and east of the Caspian and
the low lands of Siberia. Hundreds of leagues

may be traversed eastwards of the Dnieper
without variation of scene, and there is a dead
level of thin but luxuriant pasture, bounded
only by the horizon. While vegetation lasts,

there are horses and cattle without number; but
winter begins in October and the whole area is

then covered with snow. Fearful storms .of

wind often rage when the sky is clear and
bright. In June, the steppes are parched and
tho air is filled with dust; but at other times,

and in many parts, wheat is cultivated, and
the crops obtained are very large. On tho

whole, however, the steppes must be regal'dud
as barren, and part of the tract is even a
desert. Between the Caspian Sea and the sca

of Aral there is for the most part a wide ocean
of shifting sand, often driven by whirlwinds.

[Aualo-Caspian Begion.]
SteroorianUm (Lat. stercus, stercoris,

refuse). In Ecclesiastical History, a nickname
which seems to have been applied in tho
Western church, in the fifth and sixth centurie,-^,

to th(>se who hold the opinion that a change took
place in the substance of the consecrated ele-

ments, so as to render tho divine body subject

to the act of digestion.

Btercoxite (Lat. stercus). An ammonio-
phosphate of soda, occurring in crystalline

masses and nodules in tho guauo of Ichabm,
on the west coast of Africa.

Sterot&llaoeaB (Sterculia, one of the

genera). A large order of hypogynous Exo-
gens belonging to the Malval alliance. They
have the valvate calyx, contorted petals (sonie,-

times wanting), and monadolphous stamens of

MalvacetSf but differ from them in their an-

thers being always two-celled. They consist of

tropical South African or Australian herbs,

shrubs, or trees, with alternate entire lobed or

digitately compound leaves, furnished with sti-

pules, and produce axillary or rarely terminal

flowers, which are often large and handsome.
The order has been variously extended or

broken up into smaller ones by different bo-

tanists. Some include the Bomhacem; but

others refer these latter to the Malvaceat^ as

having always one-celled anthers, and combine
fheByttmriacea'mih Stercidiaceay dividing the

order thus constituted into seven tribes : Stercu-

Hem proper—trees or shrubs, with unisexual

flowers, no petals, five to fifteen anthers, adnate

to the top of the column, and carpels distinct

when in fruit; Helictsrem—trees or shrubs with

hermaphrodite flowers, five petals, five to fifteen
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anthers, singly or by twos or threes alter-

nating with the teeth or lobes of the staminal
column; JCriolanea^ Dcmbiyea, LtuiopetaUa,
HmmnmecB, and Byttneriemt the latter group
beinff frequently separated as the order Bytt*
nermcem,

Sterelminthaiia (Or. (rrcpeilT, solid, and
an intestinal Vform). The name of a

class of internal parasitic animals or Kntozoa,
comprising those which are composed of a
solid parenchymatous substance, in which the

nutrient and generatiye canals are simply

excayated, and not fireely suspended in an
abdominal cayity.

Btereo-eleotrlo Cnrraait. A term now
rarely applied to the thermo-electric current

which ensues when certain metals are brought
into contact at different temperatures

;
it implies

the production of a current of electricity in solid

bodies, as opposed to the yoltaic or hydro-

electric current, in which fluids are essential.

Btereoolirome Bainting or Bterao*
ohromy. [Water-Glass.]
Btereogaathiia (Qr. and 7vdL9of,

a jav})* A genus of fossil mammalia, which
has been discoyered in the Middle Oolite, at

Stonesfleld. From the appearance of teeth,

it has been inferred that it belonged to the

Perissodactyle series, allied to Hyracotherium
|

and Pltolophiis, but it is of small size, and
its exact position in the scale is not yet de-

finitively ascertained.

Btereographlo Brojeotloii. [Projeotxok
OF THE SpHBI^E.]

Btwrwograpby. In Descriptive Geometry,
the representation of solids on a plane.

Bterwometer (Gr. ercpc^s, and iiirpov, mea-
sure). In Hyd^ynamics, an instrument
inyented by M. Say, a French officer of engi-

neers, for determining the specific grarity of
liquid bodies, porous bodies, and powders, as

well as of souds. The instrument may be
described as follows : Let AE be a glass

^I tube, about three feet long, and open at

both ends, the upper partAB being about
BV A and the lower^ oi an inch in diameter.

The upper edge is ground smooth, so that
^ it canbe shut air-tightbya piece ofground

b plate glass; and the upper part AB
communicates with the lower oy a yery

narrow slit at B, which allows air to pass,

but preyonts the passage of sand or water.

In using the instrument, a powder (for
* instance) ii^laced in the tube A B, and

the lower partB E isplun^ into a vessel con-

taining mercury till the fluid rises exactly to B.

The groimd glass cover is then placed upon the

mouuL A, and there is now no air in the tube

except that which is mixed with the powder.

Supposing the barometric pressure to be thirty

incnes; let the tube be elevated until the

mercury stands within it at a point G, fifteen

inches above its suriace in the open vessel, and
it is manifest that the air within the tube is

pressed with exactly halfan atmosphere. It con-

sequently expands to twice its original bulk, and
hence the tube A B now contains only half the
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quantity of air which it contained at first. The
part B 0 must therefore contain the other half,

or the air in B 0 is equal to the air mixed with
the powder in AB ; and beii^ half the original

quantity under half the original pressure, it

fills the same space which the whole occupied
previous to the expansion. Let the powder be
now removed from A B, and the process repeated

when the tube is filled with air. The quantity

of air, being now greater, will, when expanded
to twice its bulk, fill a larger space than B C,

and the meicuiy will rise only to some pointD

;

but as the expanded air occupies exactly the

same space in BD or B C as the whole occupied

in A B under twice the pressure, it follows that

the cavity CD»BD-BC is equal to the
bulk of the solid matter in the powder. If,

therefore, we now find the number of nuins
of water which would fill the part C D, we
determine the weight of water equal in bulk to

the solid matter in the powder
; and by com-

paring this with the weight of the powder, we
obtain its specific gravity. [Htdroovmahics.]

Say’s stereometer was first described in the
Annates de Chimie for 1797. An instrument
on exactly the same principle was afterwards

brought forward by Sir John Leslie under the
name of a conumeter. Although this instru-

ment is simple and exact in principle, it could
not in practice yield accurate results, without
extraordinary precautions, on account of the

great alterations in the bulk of the included
air, caused by variation of temperature and
even of barometric pressure daring each ex-

periment.

BtereoMop« (Gr. arepUt, and mevaht, I
view). The name given by Prof. Wheatstone to

an instrument or apparatus proposed by him,
and described in a paper on the Physiology of
Vision, published in Philosophical Ikans^
actions for 1838, for the purpose of exhibiting

the effect of simultaneously presenting to each
eye the projection of a solid body on a plane
surface as it appears to that eye. To render
this clear, it may be necessary to remark, that

when a body of three dimensions is placed so
near the eyes that, on looking at it, the optic

axes must convey, a different perspective

representation of it is seen by each eye; the
body being, in fact, thus seen from two points

of sight, at a distance from each other equal to

the distance between the centres of the pupils,

and the pictures of it projected on the two
retinsB being consequently dissimilar. Snx>-

posing, then, two perspective drawings, on a
plane surface, to have been made of an olgect

as it is seen by each eye respectively ; in oraer
to try the experiment, it is necessary that the
pictures be placed so that eadx can be seen by
one eye only, and that the rays of light from
the corresponding points of the two picturesW
on similar points of both retinse, or enter the

eyes in the same directions with the rays from
the corresponding points of the original object.

By reason of the small distance between the

^two eyes, this, manifestly, cannot be done
'without altering the direction of the rays.
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For this purpose, Professor 'Wheatstone em- was not till the end of the last, and the eom-
ployed two small plane mirrors, about four mencement of the present century, that the

inches square, acbusted at rmht angles to eadi process was perfected and generally introduced,

other so as to rorm two s^acent sides of a ‘ In this useful inyention, the most prominent
cube, the faces being outwards. The edge names are Ged of Edinburgh, Tulloc and Foulis

where the two planes meet being brought close of Glasgow, Bidot in Paris, and Wilson and
to the hice of the obserrer, and the mirrors Earl Stanhope in London,
being placed symmetrically with respedt to the . Master of Paris Process.—The process of

direction of the yisual rays, it is eyident that stereotyping by this process is- very simple,

if the two pictures be respectiyely placed he- A page of any work proposed to be steireo-

fore the mirrors symmetrically, and at equal typed is set up with movable types, in the

distances, rays of light proceeding from them ominary way. A plaster cast is then taken
in opposite directions, and famng on the from it, which, being first dried, is immersed
mirrors, will be reflected at right angles to in fiuid metal. The plaster nsed for forming
their former directions, and he^me parallel, the mould is pulyerised gypsum, mixed with
The right eye will see onlj the refteiuaB of the water to the consistence of cream. Loid
picture on the xi|^it-lMiiid aide, amd 'dbe left eye Stanhope says, ‘ The best burnt gypsum mixes
that on the ieft^haskd side; but on regaM- the most conveniently in the proportion of

ing both simnltaneoiialy, the mind readily seven parts of water to nine of gypsum.*

unites the two hnsges, sund ansbead of the two After the form of typos has been surrounded
plane pictures, mn obtest of three dimensions with a brass feame, and slightly oiled on the

makes its appeiramw, dm esaat agnategfapt surface, the fiuid plaster is poured upon it^

of that fiom which inctenes iw«pe tewii and, Iby the application of a brush, made to

standing out, as it wm, m idhef beltweeii the fill every cavity of the letters, the super-

pUnea of the two minonL ' fluous poiiicm being scraped oC When the

In the Report if ilk Mriiiek AMBecMtian for plaster lias set sufficioatlj hard, it is by
the jid-wmci^ment of SeimM, fiar 1S49, Eir means of the frame lifted off the &ce of the

David Brewster states tlist^ havaing had oeea- type and detached from it. It is then baked
Sion to make numerous experiments on this to dryness in an oven ; and when quite hot it is

subject, he was led to construct the stereoscope
'

placed in an tnm box or easting pot, which has
in several new forms. Of these forms, tlie also been healed in an oven. The box k now
most generally useful k the ItMJtkulur etaneo- pl\u3g«l into a Luigepc^ of melted type metal,

scope. This instrument consists of two semi- and kept al^ont ten minutes under the surkee,

lenses placed at such a distance that each eye in order that the weight of the metal may force

sees the picture of a drawing opposite to it, it into all the finer parts of the letters. The
through the margin of the semilens, or through whole is then cooled ; the mould is broken and
points of it equiihstant from the margin. The washed off

;
and the back of the plate turned

distance of the two portions of the lens through smooth on a lathe, or planed by a machine,

which we look must be equal to the distance of The cast or plate, after being sufficiently cooled,

the centres of the pupils, which, at an average, is carefully examined with a view to removing
is two and a half inches. By this method the any imperfections previous to its being primed
images are not only united, but magnified at from.

the same time, which is in many cases advan- Papier-mdekS Process.—In stereotyping, a

tageous. The stereoscopes now so commonly new method has of late years been intro-

used for viewing photographs taken from two duced from Paris. On the face of the type

different points of view are constructed on this is laid a mould consisting of six or seven

principle. sheets of fine tissue paper, gummed together

Stereotype (Gr. areptSs, and T<hro5, an and moistened
; the outside sheet being of a

impression). The surface of a page of types stouter paper. The whole is then struck

cast in one piece of type metal, about an regularly and carefully with a large fiat brush
eighth of an inch in thickness. The best kind of bard bristles, till the moisten^ paper has

are cast from a plaster mould, in which an received an impression of the type, &c. beneath,

exact representation of the types has been The mould is then dried on a hot iron table, a
made, thus forming the permanent plates blanket being laid over it to absorb the mois-
from which books are afterwards printed, ture, and screwed down moderately tight to

As the art of PaiiniMO began with the prevent it from warping. When sufficiently

impression of whole blocks, it may be said dry, which it becomes in a very few minutes,

that in its progress towards perfection it has it is ready for the stereotype cast This is

again reached the same point by the intro- taken in an ingeniously contrived mould, by
duction of stereoty^ plates. The origin of which the size and thickness of the plate,

the more modern invention is involved in whatever they may be, are regulated. The
greater obscurity than might at first sight mould has not then to be destroyed, as in

appear mbable fn>m its comparatively recent plaster casting, but is removed, either to repro-

date. By some writers the merit of the in- duce other casts immediately, or to be reserved

vention » ascribed to the Butch, who had for future use. This is of great advantage

adored the plan of printing with solid or in tlie esse of cheap publications or rough
fixed types in the seventeenth century ; but it works of which reprints are often required, as
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the moulds are light, and involve no expense be melted down the nextintoanewimpression,
in keeping. and (most important of all) the original type

Newsjpaper Siereotypivg .—The stereotyping page, safe itself from all chance of iigury, could
process by which the rapid printing of news- be made to yield any number of copies that
^tajpen is effected is an improvement hardly might bo required by the exigencies of the circu-

infcrior to that by which the late Mr. Walter lotion, and which there were spare machines to
applied steam power to the printing press, and work. Thus has it com© about that the inner
cert^nly equal to tliat by which the rotary or news sheet of the I'mcs is now pniited every
press superseded the rt'ciprocating action of morning—stoppages included, at the rate of
the flat machine. It was commenced, and has 52,000 impressions perhour—tlictwo American
been elaborated to the point now reached, by the machines yielding 16,000 each, and the two Ap-
present Walter, at the Timett office. He plegath 10,000 each. Between three and live

began his experiments, aided by an Italian o’clock every morning there are cast and finished

founder named Pellagana, in 1856, when, by in the founds of the Times office, four com-
papier-miche matrices, rapidly dried and placed plele sets of each page of the news sheet— i. e.

in a mould, columns were cast in stereotype a quadruple of the eight pages—or thirty-two
metal, type high, planed flat, and finished with pages in all. Mr. Walter has applied steam
sufficient speed to get up the duplicate of a form power to the operations of the foundry, which,
of four p^cs, which was worked off on a spare though still capable of cousiderable iinprove-
flat machine—^tho speed at which the Times hud ment, are now accomplished with great ease and
previously been published being thus accelerated certainty of result. It is obvious that by the
by nearly 5,000 impressions per hour. The next multiplication of stereotype plates and machines
step taken was to adapt these type-high culunins there is practically no limit to the number of
totheApplegathpresseSjthen worked with poly- copies of a newspaper which might be printed
gonal chases. That step raised the previous within the time the process now usually occupies.

5,000 to 10,000 per hour; but though the publi- Sterlet. A small kind of sturgeon, the
cation of the Times was thus finished in much Acipenser EiitJicnus of Linnaeus. Ine larger

less time than before, it soon became clear that kind occasionally taken in Britain is the stur-

the process could be greatly simplified in its geon proper, Acipenser Sturw^ &c.
details, and extended and improved in its Sterling. The legal description of the

application. Accordingly, shortly after the in- English current coin, of which the most pro-

troduction of Hoe’s machines, instead of dealing bable derivation is from EasUrling, the popular
with separate columns, the papier-mAch6 matrix name of the Baltic and German traders who
was taken from the whole page at one operation visited London in the middle ages

;
but in what

by beating in the matrix with brushes. The manner it came to be so applied is unknown,
matrix, rapidly dried on lusting surfaces, was Camden attributes it to the employment of Ger-
then accurately adjusted in a casting machine man artists in coining. The silver penny was
curved to the exact circumference of the main first called Easterling.

drum of the machine.s, and fitted so as to secure Stern (A.-Sax. steor-cm). In Naval affairs,

a casting, as nearly as possible, of uniform the after extremity of a vessel,

tliickncbs. On pouring stereotype metal into Stern-post. An upright timber rising

this mould, a curved plate was obtained, which almost at a right angle from tho after end of

after undergoing a certain amount of trimming the keel, into wffiich it is tenoned. It forms the

at two machines, specially made for the purpose, after end of the ship, receiving the huts of the

one for squaring the plate while being picked, planking and being that part to which the

the other for planing the back, could be taken rudder is usually hung.

to press and set to work within twenty-five Stoma. A genus of web-footed birds,

minutes from the time at which the process having a bill as long as or longer than the head,

began. A still further improvement has been almost straight, compressed, and pointed; the

made at tlie T'iws office, by which less iiyury mandibles of equal length, the upper one

is occasioned to tho type than by the process of slightly inclined towards the point
;

nostrils

beating in the matrix with brushos, saving the pierced towards the middle of the bill ; legs

serifs of the letter from being broken, and small, naked to above the knee
;
three anterior

giving a more uniform face to the plate ; viz. toes, united by an indented web
;
the hind toe

by the use of roller presses, somewhat similar free ; wings very long and pointed
;

tail more
to an iron copperplate press. The printing or less forked. From the two latter characters,

obtained from these plates was as good as the species of Siema are sometimes called sea

that from pages of movable type. All the swalUyws : their proper English name is tem,

risk, and inconvenience, and wear and tear Btemberflte. Flexible sulphide of silver

attending the imposition of these pages in and iron, composed of 30*38 per cent, of sulphur,

curved chases—^the placing them on the presses 34*18 silver, and 36*44 iron. It generally

—and subjecting them to the destructive friction occurs in implanted rhombic ciwstals, which are

ofthe machining process—were at once obviated, attached to the matrix laterally, so as to form

The fount, inst^ of wearing out eveiy two rose-like or fan-like a^regations; also massive,

years, might last for several, ttio present fount It is of a pinchbeck brown colour, with a

having been in use nearly seven years. The violet-blue tarnish ; is very seetile, and flexible

plates after doing tbeir work for one day could in thin laminee, which after being bent may be
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STEJRNOZI STEWARD, LORD HIGH
smoothed down a^in with the nail, like tin-foil. Shipping, the officer whose business it is to

It is found in Bohemia, Hungary; and Saxony, rapenntendthe stowage of ships. Madachlan,
Named after Count Caspar Sternberg. in his Laws of Merchant (UUpping^ says that

Stttnaoxl (Or. the breaetf and the Ocmeolato dd Mare, an ancient collection

poinied). The name of a tribe of Coleopterous of maritime laws, mentions an officer called

insects, oomprehendi^ those in which the etibador (Lat. stipator, an attendant), from
sternum in prolonged into a point at both ex- which the English t^m is probably taken,

tremities. Young’s Nautical IHciionary,)

St«nMiOB. A timber bearing the same Steward* In Feudal Law, the lord’s deputy
relation to the stem-post which the stemson or seneschal in the Jli^Non Cottbt, who pre-

hears to the stem. sided over the business transacted in the court.

Stentam (Gr. oripvoy). In Comparatire Stewaud. On Shipboard, a petty officer

Anatomy, the simple or compound bone which charged with the details of the preparation and
completes the thoracic cage anteriorly, and arrangements of the officers’ mess,

serves as a medium of union to a greater or Steward* &ord Blgh* The Lord High
less number of the ribs. The sternum is not Steward was anciently ^e first officer of the

present in the skeleton of Fishes, Amphibians, crown in England, with the Latin title of

or Ophidians. In Saurians, the imterior por- Magnus Senesdiallus. The office was at one
Uon 18 generally expanded, to be joined to the period annexed to the lordship of Hbckl^,
broad coracoids and clavicles. In Chelonians, in Leicestershire, held by the family of De
this part of the skeleton is remarkably de- Montfort; but on the fall of that noble

veloped, and vexy complex, and constitutes house, it was in effect abolished as a per-

greater part of the plastron or floor of manent dignity, and is now only revived

their defensive osseous case. In Birds, also, pro h&c vice on the occasion of a coronation,

it is more or less complex at the beginning or the trial of a peer. In the former case, the

of its developement ; but the different ossifi- lord high steward’s commission is to settle

cktions are soon blended together, and form matters of precedence, &c.; in the latter, to

n single broad bone, principally remarkable preside in the House of Lords,

for the keel-like process developed from the In accordance with the feudal theory, the

middle line of its under surface. This keel is whole of England, as respected the crown, was
subservient to the attachment of the muscles treated as one great manor, the lord of which

of the wing, and bears a direct proportion was the king; the great peers constituted the

to the powers of flight
;

except where the court baron
;
the lord high steward was the

wings, as in the penguin, are used as fins, seneschal. Just as in the manor court, the ini-

In the Struthious birds, the keel of the sternum tiative in a criminal or civil action could not be

is wanting. taken except on the presentment of the homage,

In Mammalia, the sternum is generally or in the view of frankpledge, so no judgment
simple, and consists of a single chain of against a peer could 1^ instituted except by
ossicles ;

except in the orang-utan, and occa- the action of the peerage. And, similarly, as

sionally in man, where a double series of in a manor court the proceeds or profits of

ossifications are originally developed in the fines and forfeitures became the right of the

body of the bone, but which afterwards become lord, so the offence of a peer resulted in a

confluent. The upper portion, or manubrium forfeiture to the crown. And again, as in the

eterni, remains long distinct from the main case of private manors, the loss of the high

body of the sternum
;
in man, the cartilaginous jurisdiction ensued from the necessity of

appendage of the lower edge of the sternum is pleading the privilege of the manor, and the

called aiphoid or ens^orm. ordinary police of the manbr has fallen into

8tetlsoao€»p0 (Gr. arnBos, the chest, and desuetude trom the same reason, so the house

anowiM, I explore). A cylinder of cedar wood of peers has retained its special jurisdiction

or other material, about twelve inches long, and over its members, by virtue of the fact that

one inch in diameter; perforated throughout its parliament is itself a court of record of the

length. It is occasioi^ly divided into two parts highest kind, and therefore its jurisdiction

for the convenience of using the whole or half could neitherbe forgotten, ignored, nor disputed,

its length. The end of one part terminates in a Judgment, in short, by peers did not originally

funnel-shaped cavity ;
the other end, whidi is mean the impanelling of a petty jnry before

applied to the ear during auscultation of the a justice in tyre, but the right which every

chest, varies in shape according to the fancyof fr^older had, and, before long, every villein,

the physician* It is nimally in the form of a of a leml trial before the jury of the manor
disc, more or less hollowed out and rounded at in which he lived or his land was situate, or

the edges to receive the ear conveniently. One the offence with which he was (barged was

great, usa of this instrument consists in its committed.

allowing the anscnltator to examine over small As might be expected, the steward’s judicial

portione of lung at a time, and so detect more functions have lasted longer in corporations

enrv^y than >y the n^ed ear the exact than in any other localities. The sneoeseor of

psgt or parts alibcted by disease. [Axtsculta- the steward in ordinary or municipal corpora-

« tions appears to be tjiie recorder ; Imt the two
or Mwadofo* In Merchant universities have stUl each their high steward,
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STEWARD, -LORD
who is empowered to try felonies committed
by privileged persons, and probably on privi-

leged persons, within the verge of the acade*
mical liberties

;
and tfs the chancellor of the

university answers to the lord of the ordinary
manor, so the seneschal or high steward is his

deputy, and appointed by him.
Steward, Kord, of tbe Boueeliold. An

officer of the 8overeign*s household in England

;

in Norman French, seneschal. The principal

officers of the lord steward’s department are
|

the treasurer of the household, the comptroller
of the household, the master of ths household,
and the secretary of the hoard of green clothe

a body poraposed of the above-mentioned offi-

cials, who formerly exercised jurisdiction of
offences committed within tho verge of the
court, but whose duties are now confined to

tlio supervision of the household accounts, the

govorniuont of the household servants, Ac.
The lord steward was the nominal head of the

Court of the Marshalsca and the Palace Court
until their abolition.

Steward of a Manor. In Law, the lord’s

deputy, who transacts all legal business in con-

nection with the estate, and has custody of the

court rolls. [Copyhold
;
Manor.]

Stbenlc XUseasefl (Gr. ad4vos, strength).

Those diseases which are the result of in-

flammatory or increased action; as opposed
to asthenic, or diseases of debility.

Stlbetliyl. A combination of one atom
of antimony and three of ethyl. It may be
regarded as ammonia in which the nitrogen

is replaced by antimony and the hydrogen
by ethyl.

Stlbiconlsa (Gr. or and
powd( r). A hydrated antimonious acid, which
occurs ill amorphous earthy masses of a yellow,

grey, or brownish colour at Trowinnick, near

Fndellion, in Cornwall, and in '\»arious foreign

localities.

Stibiam (Lat). Antimony. [Stidnite.]

Btlbllte. [Stibtconise.]

Btlbnlte (Lat. stibium). Native tersul-

phide of antimony; composed, when pure, of

72-88 per cent, of antimony, and 27'12 sulphur.

It usually occurs in long prismatic or acicular

crystals, or in a fibrous form, of a lead-grey

colour inclining to steel-grey, and sometimes

with an iridescent tarnish. It is found in

ComwaU, Cumberland, Scotland, and in several

foreign localities, and is the ore from which

most of the antimony of commerce is obtained.

For the uses to which it was applied by the

ancients, see Bristow’s Glossary of Mineralogg,

p. 362-3.

Btlcbomanoy (Gr. arixos^aline; gamela,

prophf'cy). [SoHTES.l

Sttek, Gold. The colonels of the two
regiments of Life Guards are so called, whose
duty it is to be in immediate attendance on
the sovereign on all state occasions. These
colonels do duty for a month alternately ; tbe

one on duty being called the g(dd stick in

v aiting. The field officer of tbe Life Guards
who is on duty is called silver stick. The term
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originated in the custom of the sovereign pre-

senting the colonel of the Life Guards with a
gold stick on his receiving the regiment.

Btlgma (Gr. a mark). An impression such
as that made by branding with a hot iron.

Stigmatising was a common practice among
the ancients to mark their slaves as property

;

and it is pursued at the present day among
slave-drivers. It was customary also to stig-

matise the votaries of some of the gods with

j

some recognised emblem of their divinity, such
as the ivy of Bacchus, the trident of Poseidon,

&c. ; or with the initial of their names, or

some mystical number. It is supposed that

reference is made to this practice in Rev. xiii.

[Tattooing.]
Stigma. In Botany, the upper extremity of

the style without a cuticle, in consequence of
which it has almost uniformly a humid and
papillose surface. It is the part upon whicli

the pollen, when it falls thereon, is stimulated
into the production of the pollen tubes, whicli

are indispensable to the act of impregnation. •

Btlgmata (Gr.). In Theological language,

the marks of the wounds of Jesus on the cross.

The text at the end of the Epistle to the GaU-
tians, ‘ From henceforth let no man trouble me

:

for I bear in ray body the marks of the Lord
Jesus,’ seems to have given rise to the notions

promulgated in the Roman Catholic church re-

specting the impression of the stigmata on
favoured saints; of which the legend of St.

Francis of Assisi affords the most remarkable
instance.

Btlgmlte. [St. Stephen’s Stone.]

Stilaginaceae (Stilago, ono of the genera).

A name originally proposed by Agardh for a
small group of genera, including Antidesma,

whose affinities had been little understood.

Lindlcy places them as an order of Diclinous

Exogons, in the Urtical alliance. By others

they have been included in the large order

Eu>phorhiace<p.y an arrangement which appears

to be generally adopted.

Btllbaceee (Stilbe, one of the genera).

A small order of monopctalous perigynous

Exogens, whose immediate affinities are very
uncertain. The order is usually placed near

Verbenacem and Selaginacea^ but Lindlcy re-

gards it as more nearly allied to DiapensiacefS.

It consists of South African shrubs, with small

crowded heath-like leaves, sessile unsymmetri-

cal flowers in dense terminal spikes, a simple

stigma, axile placentee, and definite erect seeds.

Btilbene (Gr. I shine), A peculiar

hydrocarbon, which crystallises in scales of a
pearly lustre.

Btllblte* An anhydrous lime-oligoclase, com-
posed of 68*2 per cent, of silica, 16*1 alumina,
8*8 lime, and 16‘9 water. It generally occurs

in broad prismatic crystals, clustered into sheaf-

like aggregations and diverging groups; also

massive and in fibrous aggregates. It is white,

but sometimes yellow, ^y, red, or brown, with

a vitreous lustre, and is translucent to trans-

parent at the edges. The principal localities

in the United Kingdom are Cornwall, between
RR
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Botallack and Huel Godk; Isle of Arran, in

ffranite; Oampsie and Fintiy, Stirlingshire,

in porpl^tic amj^aloid ; in Ireland, at the

Giant’s Causeway, in geodes ; Moume Moun-
tains in granite.

Stilbite is called by the German minera-
logists Pesifiine

;

the mineral termed by them
Stilbite being the Setdandite of English minera-

logists.

Btlll (Lat. stillare, to dr^). An apparatus

for the distillation of liquids upon the large

scale. It includes the hodj/t or &4ler, which is

usually set in brickwork over a furnace, and to

which is annexed the headt forming the com-
munication between the boiler and condenser

or worm pipe; from the extremity of which
the distilled liquid passes in successive drops,

or a small continuous stream, into the recipient.

There are an infinite variety of stills adapted
to*' particular purposes, of which the most
important are the distillation of spirituous

liquors. (Ure’s Dictionary of Arts, ^c.)

Btlll In Painting, dead game, ar-

ranged fruit, or flowers, silver, glass, china, and,

in fact, any inanimate or still object.

Btllliagia fafter Benjamin Stillingfleet). A
genus of EuphorhiacetB, of which the Tallow-

tree, S.sebijera, is the best known representative.

This - tree is a native of China and the ad-

jacent islands, but has been introduced into and
partly naturalised in India and the warm parts

of America. It has rhomboid leaves with two
rominent glands at the point of attachment

etween the stalk and leaf; and its flower-

catkins are from two to four inches long. Its

fruits contain three seeds thickly coated with a

fatty substance which yields the tallow. This

is obtained by steaming the seeds in large

caldrons, and then bruising them sufficiently

to loosen the fat without breaking the seeds,

which are removed by sifting. The fat is

afterwards made into fiat circular cakes, and
pressed in a wedge-press, when the pure tallow

exudes in a liquid state, and soon hardens into

a white brittle mass. This tallow is very

extensively used for candle-making in China

;

but as the candles made of it become soft in

hot weather, they generally receive a coating of

insect-wax. A liquid oil is obtained fi^om the

seeds by pressing. The tree yields a hard wood
used by the Chinese for pnnting blocks, and
its leaves are employed for dyeing black.

Btllpaomataae (Gr. ffrt\nv6s, shining, and
piXas, black). A hydrated silicate of alumina

and protoxide of iron, which occurs in blackish-

groen masses, with a granular or radiating and
foliated structure in the clay-slate of Zuck-

mantel in Austrian Silesia.

BtUpnoflldeiita (Gr. and

pos, iron), A hydrated peroxide of iron, re-

ferred by TTllman to Limonite, and by Yon
Kobell to Gdthite. It occurs massive, or

in stalaCtitiCi botryoidal, and dendritic forms,

varying tcom blaid^isb-brown to pitch-black,

at merofo in Cornwall, and in Saxony, tbe

Qanfi, Bavaria and Siegen in Prussia.

Stilt Hird* ^e name of the Jffimaniopus
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n elanopterus, significative of its very long and
s'ender legs.

Btlmml (Gr.). An ancient name of the
sulphide of antimony. [SrimuH.]
Btink Wood. The useful timber of Oreo-

daphne buUata, which possesses a durable and
most unpleasant odour.

Btlnkatone. A bituminous carbonate of
lime, which exhales a fetid smell, like that of
sulphuretted hydrogen gas, when rubbed or

crushed. The limestones of the Furbedk and
Portland formations of Dorsetshire, and the
Mountain Limestone of Matlock, the Bristol

Coalfield, and Sunderland, are examples of this

kind of stone. It is stated by riot T. B.

Jukes {Manual of Geology, ^nd edition, p. 145),

that *some of the limestone quarries in the

Carboniferous Limestone of Ireland may bo
smelt at a distance of a hundred yards, when
the men are at work.'

Btint. In Coal Mines, a measure of work
used under ground, 2 yards long and 1 broad,

which each miner clears before he removes to

another place, and which is proved by a boy
appointed for the purpose, who is colloquially

caUed thejudge.

Stipend (Lat. stipendium). This word
signified originally the pay of soldiers. In a
legal sense, it is applied to the salary or allow-

ance given to some person' for transacting the

business of another
; but in Scotland the tenn

is almost exclusively confined to the provision

made by law for the established clergy. [Pbbs-
BYTERY.]

Btlpea (Lat. the trunk of a tree). In Botany,

the stalk of a fern leaf ; also the stem which
supports the pileus in such fungi as Agarics.

Btlppling. In Engraving, the method of

producing shadows by means of dots of

greater or less size, according to the in-

tensity of shadow required. By this method
the resemblance to chalk drawings is produced.

Stipule (Lat. stipula, a stem of com,
stvhhle). In Botany, a small appendage
situated upon each side of the base of a
petiole, most commonly of a less firm texture

than the latter, and having a subulate ter-

mination. The word is also used in describing

Hepatica, to denote the appendages which are

occasionally present at the bases of the leaves,

but of which they seem rather to be lobes than
distinct organs.

Stirrups (A.-Sax. stige-rapa). On Ship-

board, short ropes, pendent from the yards,

and having eyes through which the horse

passes, on which the sailors stand, when furling

or unfurling the sail.

StlTUdore. [Stevbbobb.]
Btiwer. A Dutch coin, of the value of an

English hal^enny.
Stoat. In common use, a svnonvm ofweasel

{Putoriiw vtdaaria), but by British zoologists

restricted to tne larger variety, wiUi a tendency
to turn white in winter, at which season, in

colder climates, it afiTords the valuable fur
call^ ermine. By some this is held to be a
distinct species {Aitorius erminea).



STOCK
Stook. In ihe phrafteologj of Agncul- pigfl are one to seyen; in Austria, one to

turists, the animals maintain^ On the farm four and a half. Taking the whole of Europe,
are called live stocky the implements and the proportion is one to six. In the United
carriages dcc^ stock. This distinction is very States there are more pi^ than population,

ancient, being familiar to those who study Had the returns supplied us with information

mediaeval records under the names of etaurum as to poultry, the deficiency of Great Britain

vivum and staurum mortuum. would have been still more striking. In the

The amount of live stock which can be year 1865 this country imported more than
maintained on a farm is a question of great 400,000,000 eggs, if the hundred of eggs be

interest to the farmer, and must be determined taken, as it has been from the earliest time,

by the peculiar character of the land which at 120.

he cultivates, though of course it is possible This deficiency is not greatly supplementod
by high farming, and especially by farming by importation. Small as the stock of cattle

on lease, to increase the number of animals is, the annual importations do not amount
kept. But it is also of great importance to to more than one-twentieth of the ordinary

the public to know what is the ordinary amount stock, while that of sheep is, as a rule, but
of stock kept in the country, for its plenty one-fiftieth. During the present year even
or scarcity determines the supply of meat, these quantities must have undergone a serious

Up to tho present year (1866) no information diminution. Nor is the import of meat large,

on this subject has been supplied from Great The most important item is that of bacon.

Britain, though statistics have been given from But even here the largest estimate will not
Ireland for some years past. The returns give more than the equivalent of 300,000
which have been given this year were almost pigs. The beef seems to be about equal to the

necessitated by the compensation clauses of supply of 50,000 oxen.

the Cattle Plague Act. These compensation It is a matter of regret that no facts have
clauses were not defensible on grounds of been collected by which we might compare
common justice, for the losses of those whose the past and present supply of live stock

cattle perished were more than countervailed in Great Britain. It is, of course, always
by the rise in the price of those which survived, dangerous to trust to impressions, or to

in accordance with a law noticed in tho article memory
;
but we cannot but be convinced that

PwiCR, but they would have been utterly in- there has been a general and considerable

tolerable had there not been a statement of diminution in tho amount of live stock in

the proportion which the deaths by plague Great Britain for some years past. It is

bore to the existing states. The numbers of now comparatively seldom tliat agricultural

the cattle kept in each European community labourers are able to keep pigs
;

it is still more
of importance and in the United States are rare that they breed poultry. The enormous
given below. The population and the re- iqiportation of eggs suggests that the fowls

turns of live stock are taken from the latest kept in Great Britain are comparatively scanty,

returns. But it is probable that the maintenance of

The table of statistics giving information insect-eating birds is an important provision

of the amount of cattle, sheep, and pigs on in agricultural economy, and that when we find

March 5, 1866 (on the presumption that the fault with the destruction of small birds, we
returns are accurate), is singularly instructive, forget that our practice is dispensing with a
In drawing any inference on this subject, we still more important means for checking tho

should treat Great Britain separately fixim Ire- ravages of insects, as well as for supplying that

land, as the importation of cattle from this part great deficiency in live stock which seems to

of the United Kingdom is more difficult than characterise our domestic economy. It is pos-

it would be from Belgium or France, and sible, too, that the abandonment of much pas-

nearly as difficult as from Denmark and the ture in the northern part of the island to deer

Elbe. In round numbers, the population of forests and grouse moors has considerably

Great Britain is about 24,000,000. lessened stocks of lean cattle and mountain
In one particular ouly, that of sheep, is slieep.

Great Britain on a general level with other

countries. There is nearly a sheep to every

head of population. But of horned cattle

there is only one to about eveiy five ; of pigs,

only one to every nine. Were the amount
of horticd cattle in France proportionate only

to that of Great Britain, France would have

a little more than 6,000,000 ;
in fact, it has

rather more than 14,000,000. The same may
be said of Austria. In many of the German
states the proportion is higher still. In Den-

mark tho cattle are not very much less numer-

ous than the population. In the United States

there is rather more than one head f every

two of population. In France and Prussia,

PopuIaUoD Cattl*
j

Sheep Plgi

Gt Britain 23,202,281 4,780.846 22,048,261 2,477,619
BuBBia. . 74,139,394 20,444,000 45,130,80010,097,000
Denmark. 1,662,784 1,118,774 3,751,900 .iiM»,928

Prussia . 18,491,221 5,634,50017,428,017 2,709,709

Saxony . 2,225,240 638,460 871,989 270,463

1

1,720,708 957,172 688,842 216,965

Holland . 8,618,459 1,333,887 930,136 294,636
Belgium . 4,529,461 1,257,649 588.465 458,418
France . 37,886,313 14,197,860 38,281,593 5,246,403
Spain . . 15,658,531 2,904,598 22,054,967 4,264,817
Austria . 36.267,64814,257,116 16,964,286 8,151,608
Bavaria . 4,807,440 3,185.882 2,058,638 92«i,f,23

U. States . 81,445,080 16,911,475 23,317,756 )2,;V 5,267

H B 2



STOCK
Stock. In Finence and Political Economy,

a term employed to denote capital which has

been expended by the owner, in the coarse of

his business, or subscribed to a joint fund,

to be managed by directors, or lent to the!

goremment on behalf of the nation, with the
I

yiew either of carrying out public works, or

of serving as a fund for carrying on warlike

operations.

The first of these sources will be familiar to

the readers of Adam Smith, with whom ^tock

is frequently employed as a synonym for cupf-

tal. This usage is, however, nearly obsolete

at present. The second and third are more
familiar, and are related. In the be^nning
of those commercial adventures which were
created by charters and secured by a monopoly,
the parties subscribing were held to possesa

stock in proportion to the amount to which they

pledged their names or credit, and the earliest

stocks were those of the East India Company,
the African and Bussia Companies, and the

Bank of England. In most of these cases, the

<*omrany was said to be regulated.

\Vhen public debts were created, or (to be

•:nore con^) when such debts were secured

by parliamentary pledges, and were therefore

guaranteed, the sum subscribed was, in imi-

tation of those older arrangements, called a

stocky particular sources of public income being

pledged for the payment of the interest, and in

many cases for the repayment of the principal.

In course of time [Na-Tional Debt], these

separate funds were formed info one, called

consolidated stocky a term- which has been

gradually abbreviated into consols.

In later times, the word stock has been used

specifically to designate any subscribed capi-

tal which is divisible into optional parcels,

and which is therefore contrasted with shares.

When a tradingcompany, as, for instance, a bank,

railway, or any similar public undertaking, is

constructed, it is, or has been, customary to

raise the necessaiy capital by the issue of

shares of greater or less amounts. These

shares, as long as they are called by this name,
fire, as a rule, indivisible. When, however, as

ill many cases, it is more convenient to allow

purchasers to choose their own quantity, the

shares are converted into stock. As a rule,

capital held as stock passes more freely from
hand to hand, and is therefore more market-

able ;
but it is, on the other hand, more liable

to fluctuations in value.

Stock l>ow6 (stock, in the sense of a tree-

stem). The name of the wild ^ocies called

Columha (Enas by Linnteus. it frequently

breeds in leafy pouards, called stocks.

Stock azotaiiga* The mart in which
public and private securities are negotiated and

rargained for. The word gen^lly used in

fore^ countries as an equivalent is bourse.

Since the Bevobitioii, and the p^liamentary

guarantee ofpi^Hc debts, dealings in the stocks,

whidi ooflIfMse the corpus of such debts, either

on the dealer's bdialf, as speculator, .or for

IKHne other person as broker, are obvious and
612

STOCK EXCHANGE
inevitable

; and as the disposition to speculate

or risk, or, as some may be pleased to say,

gamble, is almost innate in men, it is not re-

markable that from the earliest days in which
stocks were re^larly saleable, there should
have arisen a class of men who made it thoir

business to watch the tiums of the market and
the feelings of the public, with a view to making
a profit out of transactions which do not repre-

sent real sales or purchases, but only the risks

of the market, or, as they are technically called,

time bargains. This traffic in course of time
was extended to other stocks than the public

funds; and jobbers, as they were called with
some tinge of disapprobation, made every con-

ceivable article of value, and very often every
conceivable contingency, a subject for such
transactions. Thus, for instance, we are told

that the life of the first Napoleon was per-

petually speculated on, and that the insurance
on bis life for the single year 1804 was ofen
more than fifty per cent.

At first these stock exchange speculations
were held in the Royal Exchange; but in 1698
the job.bers removed to Change Alley, at that
time a large open space, and carried on their

speculations without discrimination of persons,

on the principle, in short, of a public betting

ring, or of such gatherings of gamblers as used
till lately to congregate in St. Bride’s Passage,
and afterwartls on the vacant space near
Farringdon Street. In a short time, the su-

perior members of the fraternity took up their

quarters in Jonathan’s coffee-house. After-

wards there was a new Jonathan’s as well as

an old
;
and these places were the home of the

stock jobber for a century.

After the brokers had quitted the Royal
Exchange, the corporation of the city strove to

recall them, and in order to secure their return
inscribed aclause in the broker’s bond—brokers,
in pursuance of an Act of William III., being
licensed and regulatedby the corporation—to the
effect that they should carry on their business
in the Royal Exchange. This clause, though
long continued, was never operative.

The occupation of a jobber was always looked
on with disfavour by the general public and
the stricter men of business, and discounte-

nanced, in appearance at least, by the houses
of parliament. We say in appearance, for

some of the worst cases of dishonesty on the
Stock Exchange, as, for instance, that of the

South Sea Scheme in 1720, were clearly trace-

able to members of the legislature. These
gentlemen passed Acts perpetually against
transactions in which they were deeply con-
cerned, and by winch they were in many cases

seriously compromised. The Acts of 7 & 10
George II., commonly called Sir John Barnard’s
Acts, had adifierent origin. Sir John Barnard
hoped to check the practice of time bargains by
m^ing such Stock Exchange debts irrecover-

able, and for a time the author of the enact-,

ment was reputed to have gained his end, and
certainly he earned the unmized hatred of the
stock jcjbbcrs. But they devised a means of
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escape through the machinoiy of an internal and
voluntai^r police

; and within a very short time
after their passing, these Acts became wholly
inoperative, and in all probability Stock Ex>
chwge bargains were met more punctually and
regularly than any other liabilities. Sir John
Barnard’s Act, long obsolete, was repealed a
few years ago.

Stock Exchange transactions were treated

rigorously as debts of honour ;
and defaulters,

called in thegrotesque language of the Exchange
lamt ducka^ were peremptorily excluded from
the alley. In 1787, in consequence, it seems,

of some extraordinary irregularities, it became
the custom to exhibit the names of defaulters

on a black board. The members of the frater-

nity were too cautious to expose themselves

to the risks of libel, in case some expelled

member, on whom this curious sentence was
inflicted, thought proper to seek a remedy in a

court of law. Nothing, we are informed, could

be more innocuous than the outer shape of u fiat

of expulsion from the privileges of a broker or

jobber. It was simply couched in these words

:

‘ Any member with whom A B (the defaulter)

does business is requested to communicate with

C D.’ The police of the Stock Exchange is

vested in a committee of twenty-eight, whose

power is absolute, and whose sentence is final,

and no person can be deprived of his privilege

by a less number than twelve members of the

committee. In the new Stock Exchange, the

first stone of which was laid in 1801, the mem-
bers are elected by ballot, and pfiy an annual

subscription of ten guineas. They are also

required to find security to a certain amount
for some years, and the most energetic mea-

sures are taken against any stranger who even

inadvertently enters the precinct.

All important stocks are quoted on the Ex-
eliange, and the rates at which they are bought

and sold are given in the daily papers. It is

understood that the quotation of a stock on the

Exchange is a considerable advantage to it, and
the brokers have exercised a wholesome dis-

cipline not only over defaulting jobbers, but
]

over dishonest governments, by excluding their

securities from the public market. The most
|

absolute monarch is, in these days of public

debts, kept in awe by the committee of the Stock

Exchange, for a sentence of exclusion from its

bargains is almost fatal to any future financial

prmects. In ordinary commercial stocks, espe-

cially in joint-stock companies for trading

purposes, the privilege of quotation on the

Exchange is frequently bargained for at a

considerable sum with leading brokers, partly

that the stock may secure the advantage of an

open market, partly that it may be placed, or

taken up by buyers of shares.

As the committee of the Stock Exchange
attempt to regulate by an internal police the

commercial good faith of the brokers, so they

are bound, as the society virtually possesses a

monopoly of the ttade in securities, to check un-

fair practices against the public. On this point,

however, they are less sensitive
;
and it may be
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doubted whether the real influence of the Stock
Exchange, and the importance attached by tho
promoters of joint-stock companies to Stock
Exchange quotations, have not suffered a severe
shock by the intri^es of a few memberH of

that body against joint-stock banks. During
the present 3'ear (1866) it is plain that attempts
have been made on the part of some persons

connected with the Exchange to dcpreciatu

existing shares, and this has been carried to

such an extent as to destroy property in some
cases, and considerably depress its value in

others. Of course such attempts spring from
the practice of making time bargains, a practice

coeval with a stock exchange, and inseparably
connected with it; but if the custom nt a
particular crisis becomes a conspiracy, and
a serious public evil, the remedy should bo
provided at tho hands of those who arc iji

terested in tho roput^ition. and so in the pubbe
usefulness, of tho Exchange.
On the whole, negotiations on the Stock

Exchange, even when of a purely speculative

character, subserve (like the traac of a corn

dealer) a considerable public benefit. Tho
eagerness with which a corn dealer watclicf

the market for n rise or fall tends to equalis'

prices, and, more important still, to ecoiiomis*.

resourcesin times of dearth and plenty. Siini

larly, the speculations of the stock and share

broker obviate excessive fluctuations in the, price

of securities. Were it not for these agencies, a
slight distrust felt about any stock might induce

a panic among the general public, or imitiona^

confidence an undue exaltation in its market
value. The stock broker, buying wlicn tho

former case is likelj’ to occur on insufficieiiT

grounds, arrests the fall, and by selling when the
latter motive is operative, checks the rise. Thei-**

can bo no doubt, that with so vast an amount
of subscribed capital in tho market, amouiiiiiig

certainly to not less than 2,000 millions, tho
variations in tho value of these stocks would be
infinitely greater, and tho effects of confidcuct*

and panic incomparably more disastrous, if it

were not for the jobbers and speculators on t\w

Stock Exchange.
The language of the Stock Exchange is

eminently metaphorical. The explanation of

some of these terms has been given by Mr.
Francis, whose Chromdes and Anecdotes of
the Stock Exchange is a very amusing und in-

structive work. The writer of this aiticle Inis

been indebted to it for some of the historical

facts quoted above,

BuU\ a person who buys stock on account,

not intending to hold it, but simply, at a ilato

agreed on between the dealers, to pay or receive

the difference between the price at whicii ho
values it, and that at whicii it actually stands

on the day specified.

Bear : a person who sells stock on account

on the same terms, and with the same purpose.

LaTfie Duck : a defaulter at the settlement of

such bargain S| whose name is exposed on the

pilloiy of the Stock Exchange, the dreaded
black board.
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' Backardation : a consideration given to keep

back the delivery of stock, when the price is

lower for time than for money.
Coniinmtion or contango is the premium

given when the price of funds in which a person

has a jobbing account open, is higlier for time

than for money, and the settling day is arrived,

so^hat the stock must be taken at a disadvan-

tage. In this case a per-centage is paid to

put off the settlement and continue the account
open.

Jobber ; a term applied to those who accom-
modate buyers and sellers of stock with any
desired quantity.

For information as to the commercial histoiy

of many eminent members of the Stock Ex-
change, see the work above referred to,

Stocks. A well-known kind ofpunishment.
The practice of confining men by the legs was
so common as to have given the ordinary name
to a chain of any kind in several languages

:

e.g. Gr. Win, Lat. compes, Eng. fetter; all

from vobsf pes, foot. The stocks in England
have been, generally speaking, used rather for

restraint than punishment, constables being

empowered to put disorderly persons into them

;

but this penalty was likewise ordered by some
statutes as a punishment on conviction. It is

now disused.

Stocka and IDlec. The iron handle which
receives the die that cuts the path or the

thread of a screw, is xnown by the name of

a stock. It 18 generally made so as to accom-

modate a great variety of the dies employed
in such cases.

Stockade (Fr. estocade, Ital. stoccato).

In Civil Engineering, stockades are some-

times used in defences of the seashore against

the sea, or for the bank.s of rivers exposed

to the ert)sion of the current
;
but the best

protection against the current is brushwood

:

with the branches pointing upwards against

the stream.

Stockade. In Fortification, a strong timber

wall, eight or nine feet high, loopholed for

musketry fire, and sometimes having a ditch

in front, and banquette in rear.

Stookinr. A garment for the foot aud
leg. Stockings were at first made of cloth

or of milled strips sewn together. Silk-knit

stockings seem to have been introduced from

Spain in the sixteenth century. Knit stockings

are wrought with needles made of polished

iron or brass wire, which interweave the threads

and form the meshes of which the stocking

consists. Woven stockings are manufactured

on a frame of polished iron, which was in-

vented towards the close of the sixteenth

century.

Stoiec. A celebrated sect of antiquity;

so called from the stoa ot porch in Athen^
which was the scene of the aiscourses of their

founder Zeno (b.c. 300). The Stoics are pro-

vei^bially known for the stemness and aus-

terity of their ethical doctrines, and for the

influence which their tenets exercised over

«ome of the noblest spirits of antiquity. To
6U
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give a connected and systematic account of

the philosophical principles on which they
grounded their moral precepts is a less easy
task than, from the notoriety of the latter

in some of their main features, might have
been anticipated. Their speculations were not
confined to ethical subjects, but aimed at em-
bracing the whole circle of human knowledge

;

physics, theology, and logic, no less than
murals and politics. Their system, as far as

we can gather from the notices preserved

by Cicero, Biogenes, and others, appears to

bo an attempt to reconcile a theological pan-
theism and a materialist psychology with a
logic which seeks the foundations of knowledge
in sensible expt^rience, and a morality which
eluims as its first principle the absolute freedom
of the human will. Of the mode in which
they combined dogmas apparently so incon-

sistent into a philosophical whole, we have
accounts sufficient to inspire us with respect

for the earnp8tne.‘‘S and strength of character

possessed by the loaders of their sect, and
with admiration of their subtlety, ingenuity,

and depth. We discorn, at the same time,

in all their speculations, equally a narrow and
controversial spirit, very unlike the critical

but comprehensive impartiality which marks
the philosopliical writings of their great prede-

cessora—of Plato, and, in a still more eminent
degree, of Aristotle. The philosophy of tlie

Stoics was essentially polemical. On every
side it presented an armed front to an oj)-

ponont. It sought to confute the acaderruc

scepticism by the strenuous assertion of the

truth of sensible perceptions, ami the validity

of the judgments to wliich they lead by a

vigorous protest in favour of the common
sense of mankind as opposed to the theories of

the schools. Sensation, they affirmed, is not
merely a passive affection of the mind; it

becomes, under certain conditions, perception

or comprehension (KardAijif^tv), a faculty where-
by the mind roaches beyond itself, and /ai/s

!

holdy as it were, on outward being. From
the acquisitions of sensible experience are

formed conceptions andjudgments of successive

stages of generality, which it is the province

of the reason to construct into philosophical

system. Such is the stoical logic, which is

consequently a matcrialt and not, as with
Aristotle, ^formal science. An equally con-

troversial bearing is perceptible in the re-

mainder of their philosophy. Their greatest

enemies, the Epicureans, had adopted the

mcchanico-corpuscular theory of Bemocritus,
which accounted for all physical phenomena
by the varieties in size and figure of the
ultimate atoms of which all substances are

the aggregate. The fortuitous concretions

which thus became the first cause of all

things, had attracted the partialities and won
the assent of a sect averse in all things equally

to limitation or constraint. The Stoics espoused
the opposite doctrine of a one all-pervading

substance, a permeating ether, a creative fire,

the source of life and law to the matorial
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nniTerse. On this they built their doctrine

of a universal providence, excluding chance
in the least things as in the greatest, and

I

directing all events by irresistible necessity:

to the promotion of perfect ^ood. The same I

hypothesis furnished them with a ground for I

the first principle of their ethical doctrines.
* Live according to nature ’ is, with the Stoics,

|

the expression of the coincidence which ought:
to exist between the human will and the!

universal reason, which, as we have seen,

'

they identified with the life and power of

nature. This coincidence is virtue, the only

good; as vice, its opposite, is the only evil.

All things else are in themselves indifferent;

being approved or disapproved only by com-
parison. Virtue is the perfect harmony of

the soul with itself; vice is, in its essence,

inconsistent and self-contradictory. The wise

man, the ideal of human perfection, is ab-

solutely, and without qualification, free. His
actions arc determined by his free will with
A power as irresistible as that by which uni-

versal nature is ^ided and animated. In
the one no less ^an in the other, freedom
and neoesutv are one.

In these aoctrines the controversial character

to which we have adverted is sufficiently

4)bvHMis. Much, however, that h exaggerated

and paradoxical, both tn the tenets of the

Stoics and in those of thrir opponent Epicurus,

is to be aecoonted tor by a refenmee to the

political euminstanioes of the age in whkh both

lived.

In thededining period of theRoman republic,

as well as in the darkest periods of the empire,

we find the noblest Romans seeking for conso-

lation in the doctrines of one or the other of

these rival sects. Brutus, Seneca, Epictetus,

and the philosophic emperor Aurelius, are

among the names of the most celebrated

Roman Stoics. Little, however, was done by
the Romans to advance the speculative part

of the stoical philosophy, which was indebted

for its systematic form to Cleanthes and Chiy-

sippus.

The chief sources of information concerning

the doctrine of the earlier Stoics are the

philosophical works of Cicero
;
for their logic,

the Academic Questions; for their ethics, the

treatise DeFinibus^ and the Tusculan Questions;

and for their theology and physics, the books

De Natura Deorum and De Fato. See also

Diog, Laert. 1. vii. Plutarch, Adv, Stoioos^

&c.
;
Bitter, Hist of Ancient Fhilos. xi. part v.

Stoker. The labourer employed to re-

plenish a furnace with coals.

Stoking. The operation of replenishing a

furnace with coal, and of keeping it in proper

order, by clearing away the ashes and clinkers,

so as to maintain a vigorous combustion,

^uch skill is needed to stoke the furnace of a
steam boiler successfuUv ;

and one stoker will

often be able to keep the steam well up when
another of equal strength and diligence will

fail alto^ther. One main indication to be
fulfilled is to spread the coal evenly over the
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bait of the grate, and to* leave no holes or open
places in the fire, through which the cold air

will rush, and diminish the temperature of the
furnace. In long furnaces, it is necessary tobo
careful to throw the coals well back against the
bridge, so as to keep that part of the grate

covered
;
and it will often be found that more

steam will be generated if the furnace bars are

shortened should their length exceed six feet.

The laige lumps of coal should be broken up
with a hammer into pieces of the size of a hen’s
egg. In locomotives the coal should be fed a
little at a time, and it will often be advisable

to shut ofif the feed water temporarily in as-

cending inclines.

Stola (Lat. ;
Gr. <rTo\^). A dress of which

the name was borrowed by the Romans from
Greece, but acquired in their language a pe-
culiar signification; being the habit appro-
riated to women. It was a long vest, coming
own to the ankles; was worn within doors,

and covered by the palla or cloak when they
went out; as described by Horace, Sat. I.

ii. 99:—

Ad t&lofl stola demissa et ciroamdata palld.

Common prostitutes, at least in the age of
Horace, were not permitted to wear this distin-

guishing gaih of the Roman lady.

The stole, as an eedesiastacai ornament, is a
long narrow band, or scar^ with fringed ends,
worn in the Roman and other ehnrches by
desoooa over the left shoulder, and by priests

crossed over the breast to (he girdle, and thence
descending in front on both rides down to the
knees. [VnsnnsnTs.]

Stotoy Oroom of tke. An officer of the
royal household in the lord chamberlain’s
department. He is first lord of the bed-
chamber; bis title is derived from the long

I

robe (stola) worn by the sovereign on solemn

I

occasions.

Stolon (Lat. stolo, a shoot). In Botany
and Horticulture, a sucker or young shoot
produced from the root or crown, which takes
h'esh root at intervals, and thus forms in-

dependent plants.

Stolstto. A name given to Tungstate of
lead, after Br. Stolz. [S^xeletinb.]
Stomaoace (Gr. ffTofioKdKti). A fetor of

breath, arising from ulcerated gums. Mouth-
washes, with tincture of myrrh and borax, and
the internal use of tonics, are the remedies
which relieve it.

Btomaoli (Gr. strictly a mouth,
hence the throat ; in lato Greek medical
writers, the word is used in the modem sense
of the term). The human stomach is a some-
what oblong and rounded membranous bag,
situated in tae epigastric region. It is largest

on the left ride (or cwrdicui end), and gradually
diminishes towaros the right or lower orifice^

which is called the p^rus. Like the intestines,

the stomach has ttoree coats or membranes,
connected together by cellular membrane. The
exterior or peritonasal coat is a dense firm

membrane; the internal or villous coat is
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Boft^ mucoas, and va'scular; the eentral coat

ih mu80ular» and the glanda of the stomach

are aitiiated between it and the Tilloufl coat

The stomach is laimly supplied with nerres,

which come from me eightii ^ir and sym-
pathetic, They are derieed chiefly from the

cseliae or solar plexus, and are a^mpanied by
veins which empty themselves into the vena

porUe, The lymp^tics of the stomach proceed

directly to &e thoracie duct [Axatomt;
Digestion,]
Stomnob 9umpm A small pump or syringe

with two apertures, the valves of which are so

arranged as to admit of liquids being drawn
out of or injected into the stomach, by means of

a flexible tube,

Stomapoda (Or. erd/ia, o mouth, and
vudf, a foot). The name of an order of the

Crustacea, comprehending those in which the

maxillary feet are formed like the first four

thoracic feet.

Stomata (Or.). In Botany, the term applied

to certain passages through the epidermis of

plants, having the appearance of areolae, in

the centre of each of which is a slit that opens

or closes, according to circumstances, and

lies over a cavity in the subjacent tissue.

They are universally regarded as spiracles or

breathing pores,

8tona» Artlllolal* Many kinds of material

have been employed in the manufacture of

artificial stone. The kinds most in use are

some modification of Roman cement, hardening

rapidly and in damp air ; Portland cement is

still better, but of the same nature; terra

cotta, a kind of brick that requires burning

;

and oUicioue stone, a composition consisting

of sand and other material made into a paste

by an aqueous solution of silicate of soda,

the water being driven ofiT in a kiln and
the material cemented by a kind of glass.

A new material, called concrete stone, has

recently been intr^uced, which seems likely

to supersede all these for many purposes. Any
stony materials, however incongruous, are

made into a paste with fluid silicate of soda, and
then by mere exposure to a solution of chloride

of calcium, double decomposition is induced,

the silicic acid combining with the calcium to

form silicate of lime, a cementing medium
firmly attaching all the particles, and the

chlorine combining with the soda to make
common salt, which is readily washed away.

The great objection to most of the older

varieties of artificial stone having a clay basis

IS that they will not long endure the action

of weariier, aril apt to crack, and also to

become covered with green vegetation. Stones

also that pass through thekiln almost invariably

kfle their proportions and become distorted;

this, however, is more especially the case with

the days, and the concrete stone is free from it.

Ui tub Bladder. [CaLcuxos;

tlBina.]

Etetta Blae* A compound, the basis of

which is usually an impure starch, or mixture

of starch and gluten, being the starchmakers’

.
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reftise, colonred either by indigo or Prussian
blue. It is used in the laundry to cover *the

yellow tint of linen.

Etoae Borera, called also UtBopliagl.
MoUnscous Bivalves, which, by means of a
fleshy foot, on which they turn as on a pivot,

perforate or bore into rocks.

Etone Coal. A common name for An-
THBAOm.
Eteae Oarlew. The name of. a large

species of plover, the (Edicftemue crepitans of

Temminck. It appears in England at the latter

end of April ; fi^uents open hilly situations

;

makes no nest, but lays two eggs on the bare

ground
; and emigrates in small flocks about

rile end of September.
Etona Ctalls. A technical term applied

to nodules of day occurring in sandstone

;

they often fall out on exposure to weather,

and render the stone unfit for architectural

purposes.

Stone,irataral. Stones are ofmany kinds

and used for many purposes. They are chiefly

referable to the following varieties : Ldcbstonn,
Sandstokb, Mabble, and Gbantte. Fissile

stones are called Slates, Slabs, or Flags.
Building stones, capable of being worked
readily by the tool, are called free stones.

Stones used for road-making are called Boad
Metal.
The selection of a stone* for any required

purpose is a matter involving much knowledge
and experience. Beference should be had to

the nature of the exposure, the part of a
building, whether foun^tion or superstructure,

and the style of the building, as stones that

will stand one kind of exposure fail in another

place, and those that are sound when placed

square, so as to expose only a vertical section,

not always last if much sculptured. It

is well known that many stones, perfectly

durable in the neighbourhood where they are

found, may not last if removed to buildings

in large towns at a distance.

Stones are subject to injury when placed

in buildings, in various ways. 1. Being re-

moved from the quarry, where they contain

much water, they are exposed to irregular

drying, and consequent cracking and peeling.

Hence the importance of attending to the

planes of stratification. 2. When absorbent,

as they are very unequally exposed to the rain

in the different parts of a building, they must
be selected with this end in view. 3. They
are exposed to the acid vapours present in

the air. Should the stone not be placed in

the building in its natural position, it will l>e

more subject to peeling than if so placed.

Should it be absorbent and not previously

weathered,« it will be veiy apt to rot; and
under any circumstances, if a limestone or

with a cmcareous cement, it will be chemi-
cally acted on. [Bvilpino Matebials.]
Eto&e Oolire. A yellow pigment re-

sembling Boman and Oxford ochre. Stone
ochres are found in balls and globular masses

. of various sizes in solid stone, or lying near the
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surface of rocks, in the Carboniferous Lime-
stone quarries of Gloucestershire and elsewhere.

[Liuomitb.]

Stone, Preservation of. Th'e subject of

the preservation of stone has long attracted at-

tention, but as yet with no thoroughly satis-

factory results. The most usual application

consists of some variety of paint, but this re-

quires repeating from time to time. The method
most likely to be effectual is some modification

of a process introduced some years ago, first in

Gerlnany, and then in England. This method
involves the deposit on the surface, and within

the substance of porous stones, of a thin glaze,

indestructible, and penetrating more or less

according to the degree of porosity.

It is a remarkable but well-ascertained fact,

that the same preparation which appears satis-

factory, even on a large scale, on some kinds of

stone in certain localities, cannot be depended
on either for the same stone in other localities,

or for other stones in the same exposure. Thus,

no one treatment has been found to succeed

generally. It is also very difficult, if not

impossible, to decide beforehand with any
certainty which of a number of stones will be
likely to resist exposure, and which will decay,

under given circumstances. This, however, is

easier than to restore stones, or to stop the

decay when they have become seriously injured

by exposure.

Almost all stones will resist exposure better

if hardened and weathered for some time before

being used. If, also, they can be preserved till

lichens grow upon them, they are still more
likely to resist the action of acid vapours.

Stones that have once thoroughly decayed from
the surface hardly admit of any treatment.

Stone Salt. [Book SAjn*.]

Stoneobat. A species of warbler, form-
ing the type of the genus Saxicola of Bechstein,

so called because its chatter was supposed to

resemble the knocking of stones together. It

is the Sylvia rubicola of Latham; Motacilla

rdbicola of Linnaeus. Also called the chick stone,

Stonocrop. The common name for Sedum
acre^ and also used as a popular name for the

genus Sedum,
Stonesfleld Slate. Two beds ofcalcareous

flagstone or tile, sufficiently fissile to bo avail-

able for roofing purposes, are worked under
this name near the village of Stonesfiold in Ox-
fordshire. They are represented by somewhat
similar beds at Colley Weston, near Stamford in

Northamptonshire, and they occupy a definite

geological position at the l^ttom of the upper
(livision of the lower oolites, between tbe Great
Oolite and Fullers earth. They are chiefly

interesting as containing the most distinct re-

mains of mammalian quadrupeds that have
yet been found in beds older than the Ter-

tiaries. These animals are small. The lower

jaws of several individuals have been found,

and they are referable to different genera,

some marsupial. Many other remarkable fos-

sils have been found, proving the near ricinity

of land ut this period in England.
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I

StooklAg. The Scotch term for setting up
sheaves of com in stooks, i.e. shocks. The
operation is performed soon after the com is

cut; it being previously tied into bunches or
sheaves.

Stool (A.-Sax. stol, Ger. stuhl). In Horti-
culture aud Arboriculture, a stemless moUier-
plant used for propagation by annually bend-
ing its branches into the soil; the branches
so bent down forming layers, and the process

being designated laying or layering. Also the

root or stump of a timber tree, which throws
up shoots. Coppice wood consists chiefly of the

shoots sent up % the roots or stools of trees or

shrubs which have been cut over by the sur-

face. In general, all Dicotyledonous trees are

endowed by nature with the property of send-
ing up^shoots from the stumps or stools

;
but

this is not in general the case with the Gymno-
sperms or Coniferous trees, and hence a wood
of pines or firs, wh\n once cut down, can never
be renewed, exceptW seeds.

Stools. Small channels outside a ship to

receive the dead-eyes of the backstays.

Stop Order. In Law, an order which may
be obtained by any person interested in a fund
in the Court of Chancery, for the purpose of
preventing the fund from being transferred or
paid out without his knowledge.
Stop Valves. Valves introduced between

boilers where several are employed to drive an

[

engine, to the end that any boiler may, when
desired, be thrown out of use without impairing
the efficiency of the rest, which is done by
shutting the stop valve in the steam pipe which
connects it with the other boilers of the system.
Stoppage in Transitu. In Mercantile

Law, the right which an unpaid vendor of goods
has, in the event of the insolvency of the pur-
chaser, to stop the ^oods while they are on
their way to the consignee, and before the ter-

mination of theirjourney.

Stopper. On Shipboard, an apparatus
for applying the brake to the capstan when
the cable is running out. Stoppers are also
obstacles placed firmly at a given point in the
cable to prevent it from running beyond that
point through the hawse-hole.

Stoppering a Fall. Making fast the fall

of a tackle to some fixed object, at a point
intermediate between the mnning and standing
ends. [Tackle.]

8topping*up Pieces. Timbers used to

I

afford lateral support in launching a vessel.

Storax (Lat. ; Gr. trr(fp<^). A fragrant

I

balsamic exudation from the Liquidambar sty-

raciflun It is generally much adulterated.

Stork (A.-Snx. store). An English name,
equivalent to the Cwonia of modern ornitho-

logists. The white stork {Ciconia alba) visits

England, though rarely.

Storm (Ger. sturm; connected with the
verb stir). The causes of those violent com-
motions of the atmosphero to which we give

the names of storms^ tempests^ hurricanes^
tornadoes^ &c, are involved in gitat obscurity,

chiefly from the difficulty of obtaining a pro-
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else knowledge of Uie Tarious drciunatancee supposed that, besides the gyratosy morement
with which they are accompanied. In order wMch forms the charactexwic of die whirl-
to ascertain the general laws of these phe- wind, a storm has probably also progressiTe

nomena, it would be necessa^ to determine, in motiom Colonel Capper's sp^lauons, how-
a great number of particular instances, the ever, appear to have met wi& little attention

plM and time at which the storm begins and until the subject was taken up by Hr. Red-
ends, the path described by it^ the extent of field, of New York, who, in a series of papers
atmosphere disturbed, the direction and force published in the American journals, dill^ntly

of the wind, and the barometric pressure at collected and examined a great number of ob-

eyezy part of the disturbed column during the serrations relative to the. storms of the West
whole time of its continuance. But several of Indies and North American coasts, and arrived

these points could be determined only from at similar conclusions. The following gebersl
the comparison of a great number of simul- phenomena appear to be established:

*

1 . The
taneoua observations on that tract of the severest hurricanes originate in tropical lati-

earth’s surface over which the storm passes
;

tudes to the north or east of the West Indian
while, from the nature of the thing to be Islands. 2. They cover simultaneously an
observed, it is evident that a few insulated extent of surface from 100 to 160 miles in

observations can at best be expected in al- diameter, acting with diminished violence

most any case. Besides, a storm for the towards the exterior, and increased energy
most part passes over some part of the sea, towards the interior of that space. 3. Ihe
where, unless a ship unfortunately happens to tract over which the hurricane passes is not a
be caught in it, no observation can be made, straight line. South of the parallel of 3Q^

and no evidence can be obtained of its existence, north latitude, it proceeds in a westerly course

It is in the torrid aone that storms display inclined to the north
;
but when it comes to

the greatest violence, and rage with most about this parallel, it changes rather ab-

destructive fury. In more northern latitudes ruptly to the north and east, and continues

they axe comparatively rare, and in the polar to incline gradually more to the east. The
regions they seldom amount to more than a average progressive velocity appears to be
strong wind These facts seem to show that from fifteen to twenty-five miles per hour,

there is some connecticm between violent atmo- 4. The duration of a storm at any particular

spherio nofvesQmita and the velocity of the place depends, of course, on the extent of the

earth's svr&ee» doe to axial rotation in dif- mass of agitated air, and the progressive

fSerant latitudes. velocity; and storms of smaller extent move
Until reoently, it was genmlly believed that with even gmter rapidity than large ones,

during a haxrieene the wind at every part of 6. The direction of the wind in a hurricane is

the agitated maee blowB in a rectilinear and not in the direction of its progress. When the

paralkl direction, and a stonn was conridered progressive motion of the storm is westwud,
to be snffieiettUy explained when it was de- the wind at the commencement is from a
scribed as a wind Mowing with a velocity of northern quarter, and during the latter pari of
100 or 120 miles in an hour. A comparison the gale from a southern quarter of the horizon,

of the recorded accounts of the circumstances When the progressive motion is eastward, the

attending several storms has of late years phenomena are reversed; the wind blows at

shown this idea was erroneous, and that first from a southern quarter, and towards the

the phenomena are considerably more com- end of the gale from a northem quarter of the

plicated. horizon.

Franklin appears to have been the first who From these phenomena, and pariienlarly from
remariced that storms travel in a direction the last, Mr. Redfield concludes that the great

opposite to the actual movement of the wind at body of the riorm whirls in a horizontal circuit

the time when the storm is raging; and he as- round .a vertical or soinewhat inclined axis -of

cribed the phenomenon to a great but partial rotation, which is carried forward with the

rarefaction of the air, arising&m the sudden storm
;
and thi^ to a spectator placed at the

precipitation of vapours, or other causes, the centre the daemon of the rotation is invariably

consequence of which would necessarily be a from right to
jUfU It is to be understood,

simultaneous rush from all quarters to fill up however, that /the phenomena now described,

the vacuity; and the mass of air bring thus and the conclusioaB drawn from them, apply

set in motM by a sort of aspiration, the gale only to the northem hemisphere,

will be first felt at those places towards which Another fact deserving of attention is, that

it blows. and Papers on I*h^o$ophioal the barometer, in all latitudes, sinks during

SulgocUn) In a work on winds and monsoons, the first half of the storm in every part of

published in 1801, Colonel Capper was le^ its track, and rises during the seco^ This

from a comparison of the details respecting the phenomenon is ascribed to the eflhcts of the

hunicines at Pondicherry and Madras in 1760 ceutrifhgal force of rotation ; and such is tha

and 1773, to remark these hurricanes regularity of its occurrence, that it has been

must have hem whirlwinds, whose diameter consider^ as afifoiding of itself a strong proof

could not exceed 120 miles, and that the of the rotatory character of the motion,

velocity of the wind at any point was due to Colonel Reid, of the engineers, having been

the rotatory velocity of the vortex. He also officially employed to restore the government

618
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buildings' at Barbadoes, blown down by the
great hurricane of 1831, was led to investigate
the subject generally

;
and in his work, entitled

An AUenipt to JJeveloph the Laws of Stonns, tfc.,

he has collected and given the results of an
immense number of details, obtained from an
examination of ships’ logs furnished to him
by the Admiralty, and from other sources.

G'hese results ho considers as confirming in all

respects the conclusions of Mr. Bedfield re-

specting the gyratory motion of the gale from
right to left

;
its progressive motion in a curve

line, first westward, and then towards the

north and east; the position of the vertex of
the curve al or near the 30th degree of latitude

;

and the fall of the barometer during the first

lialf of the storm, and its rise during the
second. Colonel lleid has also given an
account of several great hurricanes in the

southern ln'inisphere, from which it appears
that the southern storms follow exactly the

s.ime law's as the northern, but in a reversed

oriler. Tlie direction of the rotation is from
I ft to rit/ht

;

the centre of the g3rraiing mass
adviiiici'S first eastwards, then turns towards
tli(' south, and falls off towards the south-west
and west, the vertex of the eiirvo being at the

oOtU degree of south latitude, lii the northern

hemisphere, tlic West Indies and Atlantic

eoiihl of North Annirica appear to be the

places where storms most fre«piently rage
,
in

I lie southern, the focus of storms appears to

b(' ]iliiced near the Mauritius.

The uniformity of the direction of the

rotatory motion of the hurricane, and its

o])])0.site direction in the opposite hemispheres,

was explained by Mr. Iledtield from theoretical

considerations respecting the origin of storms,

winch he supposes to be produced by the

mingling and collision of two atmospherical

currents near the outer border of the trade

winds; namely, the superior or equatorial

stream, and the polar stream, which constitutes

the iiades. On looking at the curves repre-

senting the paths of the hurricanes on the

charts projected by J\Ir. Redfield and Colonel

Reid, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion tliat

the direction of their progressive motion is

mainly determined by the configuration of

the continent. Whilst hurricanes are gyrating

masses of air with a vertical axis, squalls

appear to be caused by similar g^u’atory

movements, in which, however, the axis is

horizontal.

Although the subject of storms has received

much elucidation from the labours of Dove
and others, aided by the resources of the

electric telegraph, still much further investi-

gation will be required before the phenomenon
is fully understood. Independently of the

interest which attaches to the subject in a
meteorological point of view, a knowledge
of the general laws which regulate the

phenomena of storms would be of immense
importance, inasmuch as it would enable the

navigator to avoid those tracts of the ocean

in which they prevail at particular seasons,
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or at least, if surprised by a storm, to steer

on the course hy which he may soonest es-

cape from it or fall into its wake. Even the

knowledge at present possessed, imperfect as

it is, has been employed by the late Admiral
Fitzroy with a certain amount of success in the

prediction of most of the storms which have
recently visited these islands

;
and^he exhibit

tion of his storm signals at our principal ports

has been the means of preserving many lives and
much property. (See, in addition to the works
already cited, Silliman’s Journal from 1831

;

Prof. Forbes’ ‘ Reports on Meteorology,’ in the

Reports of the British Association fur 1832 and
1840; and the Edinburgh liemcw^ vol, Ixviii.)

[Winds.]
Storms, Xaaw of. [Stokm; Winds.]
Storthing. The parliament of Norway.

^

It is elected once in three years, and sits every
year for the de.^ijiatch of business. The election

is double. Every qualified person (an ow'iieror

life-renter of land paying taxes in the countr}’^,

and everyone possessing land or liouses of 160
rix dollars value in tow-ns) has a vote for tlio

election of eouncillors, who elect out of their

own body the representatives of the country.

These must be from 76 to 100 in number.
The storthing, when elected, divides itself into

two liouses
;

one-fourth, chosen by the re.st,

joining the Uujthiug^ or upper house, W'hicli

also forms a court before which the ministers

may be impeached
;
the remainder the odels^

thing^ or low’cr house. The storthing has tho

usual powers of a legislative assembly in a
constitutional country, and the king has only a
suspensive veto

;
which, if the storthing passes

a law three times in six successive years, be-

comes of no effect. This was exemplified by
the law for the abolition of hereditary nobility,

passed in 1821.

Stove (Ger. stube, a room or chamber : in

old Saxon stov, stowa, is any dwelling or

enclosed place
;

the Frisian stev, the Icelan-

dic sto, and tho Swedish std, have the same
meaning). A receptacle for the combustion of

fuel for the purpose of heating houses, &c.
The common fire-grate for the combustion of

coal, with its various appendages, is generally

called a stove
;
hence register stoves, Bath stoves,

&c. These are often, and indeed generally,

very unscientifically constructed, and calculated

to consume a large quantity of fuel, with a
proportionate waste of heat. They are gene-

rally intended to diffuse warmth principally or

entirely by radiation, and should be placed as

near the ground as possible
;
while tho different

parts into the contact of W'liich the burning fuel

is brought should be of fire-brick, or some

similar composition, which is a bad conductor

hut a good radiator of heat. It is manifest

that in otir common fire-places the enormous

volume of hot air which passes up the chimney

is not available as a source of heat
;

hence, in

colder climates, and where greater economy of

fuel is studied, the fireplace is frequently closed

in, and contained in an iron box which projects

into the room, wliile the heated air before it
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finally enters the chimney is made to circulate quantity of ycry hot air ; the latter does not
through tubes or pipes, to which it communi- readily mix with the surrounding cold air, but
cates much of its excess of heat, and these again forms a distinct and rapidly ascending column,
impart it to the surrounding air. What are which does not difihse itself whore most wanted;
termed German etoves ara usually raa^ upon and it is apt to haye a disa^eeable and burnt
such principles

; and in them the fuel is often odour, arising from the charring of the particles

introduced, and the air paired for the support of organic dust which are carried with the air

of its combustion admitted, on the outside of oyer the too highly heated surfaces of the stove

the room in which the stove with its fines and or flues. A little aqueous vapour, sent in along

heating surfaces is placed.
^

with the warm air by placing a saucer of water
In* Amotfs stoves the heat is similarly but in some convenient situation, is often effectual

more scientifically economised. Only enough in preventing the disagreeable sensations occa-

air is admitted to keep up the slow combus- siuned by respiring too dry an atmosphere,

tion of the fuel, and the heat is communicated Stove. In Horticulture, a structure in which
ip the radiating surfaces of the stove

; so that

before the air which has passed through the

fuel finally enters the chimney it has been
deprived of the greater part of its available

heat. These stoves are also so constroeted as,

by means of tbermomctric or self-acting regis-

ters, to adjust with much nicety the supply of

air, BO that neither more nor less may enter

than is required to maintain the combustion of

a mven quantity of &eL
Li Feetham*eair-stove$ the common open fire

is retained; but the heat is to a certain extent

eoonmnised by causing the hot air before it

enters the chii^ey to oommunicate a portionof

its hea*- to an iron box, over which a current of,

air passes and is sent warm into the room.

It is manifest that our common open fires

must act as powerful vmrilators, and that the

laige quantity of air which is driven up the

chimney must be supplied in some way or other

through the apartment in which the fire is

burning. This supply of air is generally left

to chance, and finds its way into the room by
j

crevices in the doorways and yindow sashes, or
|

between the boards of the floor, or any similar
|

accidental passage through which it can make
its way

;
and as, in London at least, the air

always abounds in fuliginous particles, these

are carried in along with it, and show its track

by the blacks which it deposits. If this supply

of air is inadequate, and it generally is so in

new and well-built houses, in consequence of

the tightness of the doors, windows, and floors,

the emmney of necessity smokes, and the door

or window requires to be left open to prevent

such an effect. This evil may usually be effec-

tually prevented by admitting fresh air from

without through some proper and adequate

channel, and various ornamental or concealed

apertures maybe contrived for the purpose
;
in

the best arrangement of which, however, much
practical as well as theoretical skill is often

essential.

'

When rooms are wanned by German or

Arnott’s stoves, the ventilating powers of which

are very inferior to the open grate, ventilation

requires to be strictly attended to. Where

biuldings are warmed by currents of hot air

sent up from stoves on the basement story,

great attentionshouldalsobe paid to ventilation;

and in such cases the leading; object should be

to send in a laige volume of air vevy moderately

heated (to al^ut 100^), rather than a small

tropical plants, requiring a considerably higher
temperature than that of the open air in Britain

and similar climatf^s, are cultivated. Stoves
are adapted for various purposes; but the

principal are the dry stove and the damp
stove. The stove is a structure the atmo-
sphere of which is heated to the tempera-
ture of from 65® to 60® during winter, and
in which the plants chiefly cultivated aro
succulents, such as species of Ccreus, Sia~

pelia, Bia^^rbia^ and others having a similar

habit. During winter these plants require

very little water, and daring summer they
require intense heat, with abundance of air and
water during fine weather. Dry-stove plants

are less cultivated than formerly. The damp
stove, sometimes also called the bark stovc^ re-

nires a temperature of between 60® and 70®
uring winter, with a proportionate increase

during summer; aooompanied, in both seasons,

with a high degree of atmospherical moisture.

This moisture is produced partly by evaporation
from the bark bed in which tlie plants are
plunged, but chiefly by watering the floor of

I

the house, and by syringing the walls and
plants. During summer the plantsmwn in the
bark stove require all the light vmicb the at-

mosphere in this country is capable ofproducing,

though in’ many cases they require screening

from very bright sunshine; they also need a
free daily admission of fresh air, as in the

dry stove. Both are heated by means of
smoke flues, or of hot water or steam, circu-

lated in cast-iron pipes, or in brick or wooden
tanks or troughs.

The plants cultivated in the moist stove are

exclusively those of the tropics; and tliose

wliich require the highest degree of heat aro

chiefly Monocotylcdonous plants, such as the

ginger, the plantain, the banana, the sugar
cane, palms, Orchidacca^ dec. ;

and such Dico-
tyledonous plants as the bread fruit, the yam,
the mangosteen, and other East Indian plants.

The bark bed, or its substitute, the hot-water

tank, is employed chiefly for insuring a uni-

form degree of moisture and heat to the roots,

and also as a reservoir of heat to supply the

atmosphere of the house in case of anyaiminu-
tion from the flues, water or steam pipes, or

the sun. Stoves of every description require a
constant degree of attention from the gardener
throughout the year, more especially such as

are devoted to the palms, the banana, the pine
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apple, the vino, and the Orch\dace<B^ as well as Strata. [Stratum.]
tlioso employed gomrally for the forcing of Strateffioal &ine. Ti. the Art of War,
early vogotjibles and fruits. that line which affords bettor means of com-
Strabismus (Gr. o-TpojBto’/arfy, a squinting, munication than all other intermediary lines

from ffrpafios, distorted). An unnatural obli- between two strategical joints.

(piity in the axis of the eye, arising from various Stratefi^leal Point. In War, every point

causes. It may often be, to a great extent, on the theatre of war, whatever bo its nature,

overcome, ospecijlly in children, by blindfold- which conduces in any manner to strengthen

ing the sound eye, presuming one only to be the lino of operation or of communication,
jitibcted. In very bud cases, especially those of Decisive strategical points are those only whicli

S(piintinginward (and such are by far the most are decisive in insuring the success of any opc-

coinmon), an operation which has lately been rations of strategy either for offence or defence,

introduced is oftiui elfcctual in greatly relieving Thus any point may, hy the relative situations

the deformity; it consists in dividing the in- of the hostile armies, become a decisive strato-

tornal rectus muscle of the eyeball, which is gical point; but the points most likely to do so

dor.e by a propi r scissors without externally arc strong positions commanding the principal

wounding the l yelid, great roads or a permanent bridge over a groat

Strai6:bt Arcb. In Architecture, the arch river, or blocking up the approach to passes

ov('r an aperture, whose intrados is straight, over a range of mountains,
blit with its joints drawn concentrically, as in Strategry (Gr. arparriyta, from (rrpar6s, an
a common arch. armg, and &yuf, I lead). The science by whicli

Straig^bt Joint Floor. In Architecture, a general is enabled to trace the plan of a

[
I’l noil

] campaign, determining the positions of which
Straining^ Piece. In Architecture, a piece it is necessary to bo master, and fixing the direc-

of timber, designed to prevent the nearer ap- tionin whichthe communicationsshould bo csta-

proach of two pieces of timber in a piece of blished. Strategy has also been defined as the

framing. The collar of a queen-post roof may art of placing in a certain position at a certain

1)11 citi'd as an illustration of the meaning of a time a body of troops in fighting order superior

fet mining piece. to that body whichyour enemy can then oppose

Strains on Guns. [Rifled Guns.] to you. Strategy relates to the movements of

Strait (Fr. Atroit, Ital. stretto, Lat. strictus, an army on the theatre of war, where not in

draivii together, tight). In Geography, this actual contact with an enemy, and merges
ti'i’in signifies n narrow pass or frith separating into tactics on the field of battle. [Tactics

;

one oountiy from another. War.]
Strake. In wooden Sliiphuilding, the term Stratb (Gael.

;
Welsh ystrad). In Scotland,

for a lino of planking extending from the stem this word is generally understood to signify a

to tlio stern. The garboard strakes are on the valley of considerable size, whose appellation is

outside, next the keel; tho limber strakes are determined by some river running through it,

within, adjoining the limbers; the thick strokes or some particular characteristic,

are within also, at different heights between Strdtlfloatlon. Tho arrangement of the

decks
;
tho sheer strakes and black strakes are various materials of which the earth’s crust is

on tho straiglit part of the outer sides. composed in strata, beds, or layers, reposing ono
Strakonltzlte. A yellowush-grcon mineral on another with more or less appearance of rc-

rfsjmbling Steatite, found in pseudomorphous gularity, is called, in geological language, stra-

crystals at Mutenitz, near Strakonifz, in Bo- tification, and rocks are said to be stratified or

hernia. unstratified, to have conformable or unconform-
Stiramoiiy or Thorn Apple. The Datura able stratification, accordingly as they present

Stramonium, an indigenous narcotic plant, the evidences of mechanical or chemical origin, and
seeds and leaves of which are used in medicine, as they seem to have succeeded each other

The dried leaves are occasionally smoked, like without or after disturbances altering the

tobacco, for the relief of spasmodic asthma ; horizoutality of strata previously placed,

and an extract of the seeds is used as a sedative We say, then, that the crust of the earth is

in some painful chronic afifections. [Datura.] stratified, when it consists chiefly of distinct

StPangrer(Fr. Stranger, from Lat. extraneus, strata or layers of different materials. These
foreign). In the Old Testament, the denomi- differ in deptli and extent ; but (what is most
nation of persons of foreign, i.e. not Israelitish, essential to our present purpose) they follow

extraction, resident within the limits of the each other, on the large scale and as masses, in

promised land, and entitled, through, con- an apparently regular and uniform succession

formity to the law, to keep the passover and in all places, districts, and countries where
enjoy the rest of the Sabbath. They were they admit of examination and have been
treated with great liberality ;

but whether attentively studied. They appear, in most in-

allowed to hold land or not, is doubted. stances, to rest upon, and are blended with, in-

Strangury (Gr. (TTpayyovpfa). A difficulty vaded, and in some few instances overflowed as

in voiding urine. it were, by substances which are not distinctly

Strap. In a capstan on board ship, an iron stratified,andwhich most geologists have agreed
bar of great strength forming part of the brake in calling unstratified rocks. The former, or

apparatus. the stratified rookc^ from their texture and con-
«21
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tents have apparently been formed under water;

and many of them abound in fossil remains.

Tlio unatratijied rooks, on the other hand, are in

some few instances of volcanic origin
;
but most

of them, from their position, texture, and ef-

fects upon their neiglibours, are Metajuokphic.
Watn\ on the one hand, and chemical action

on the other, seem to have been the great

agents to which the present aspects of the

earth’s surface are referable. [Confojeimahle
;

XJnconformable.]
Stratop^lto. A mineral found at Pajs-

berg’s iron mine in Sweden. It is, probably,

an altered form of Manganese Spar.

Stratum (Lat.). A stratum in Geology
is a single bed or layer of rock as it lies

ill the earth. Several such layers together

form a group of strata^ and if compacted and
in any way distinguishable from other similar

groups, a group of strata forms a stratified

rock. [Stratification.]

Stratus. [Cloud.
|

Strawberry. The well-known grateful

fruit of the plants of tlie genus Fragaria.

Strawberries contain a very small quantity of

nutritive matter. The grains or seed-like peri-

carps are not digestible, and sometimes excite

intestinal irritation
;

so that some physicians
|

have directed their patients to suck strawberries

through muslin. [Fragaria.]

StrealK (A.-Sax, stric). The appearance

whicli arises from scratching a mineral with

the point 'Of a knife. The streak is similar

when the colour of the scratch is the same as

that of the mineral, but dissimilar when the

colour varies.

Stream Tin. Native oxide of tin or

Tin-stone, found in rounded particles and
masses, mixed with other alluvial mutters, in

the beds of streams, whence it is obtained

by wa.shing. Very little of this ore is now
procured from Cornwall, but large quantities

of poor quality are exported from the islands

of Banca and Bilk ton in the Malay Archipelago.

Stream Works. Operations intermediate

in their nature between mining and quarrying,

carried on where there are natural streams of

water and gravel in the neighbourhood con-

taining native metal or hea^T^ ore. Gold and
tin ore are the substances usually obtained in

this way, although lead ore is sometimes also

got, and copper ore in one or two cases, The
openition of separating the ore from the sands

and gravel is simply mechanical, and consists

in allowing a current of water to pass over the

mixed heap and accumulate the various contents

into heaps according to their specific gravity.

Some of the more elaborate contrivances for

streaming are ingenious and well adapted for

the purpose, but generally the simplest are. the

most emcacious. Catch pits to receive the mud
and slime, and contrivances to regulate the rate

of motion of tiie water, are the chief objects in

view.

Strelltk (Euss., plur. strelitzy, said to be

derived from strelai; Ital. strale, an arrow).

A soldier of the ancient Muscovite militia was
622
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so called. The strelitzy were the only stand-
ing army of the empire

;
and, like the Turk-

ish janissaries, constantly interfered with its

overnment. Their last revolt was in 1698,

,

nring the absence of the Czar Peter I., who,
! on his return, cashiered the corps altogether,

j

Strelitzla (after Charlotte of Mecklenburg

^

Strelitz, queen of George III.). A gorgeous

-

flowered genus of Musacecs^ consisting of

j

large herbaceous plants, natives of the Gape

j

of Good Hope. Their foliage consists of long

I
stalked leaves sheathing at the bascj arising

I from a contracted stem, the flower-stalk en-

I circled below by the sheath of the leaf-stalk

;

I while its upper portion gives origin to a
,
large bract or spathe placed obliquely, within

!
which are the flowers. The perianth consists

of six segments, in two rows
;
tho three outer

ovate lance-shaped, nearly equal, usually of a
bright orange colour

;
the three inner unequal

in size; the two front one.s bright purple,

united together, each one lobed on the outer

side, so that the two united petals are distinctly

halbert-shaped. The see<ls of 8. regince are

eaten by the Kallir.s. The fine leaves and
large orange and purple flowers render tliis

one of the most splendid of plants. S jwi(\ a

is remarkable for the usual absence of a bhuhi

to the leaf, so tluit the leafstalks resemble
monster rushes.

Strens^th of MateriiUs. The force with

which a solid body resists an effort to separate

its particles or destroy their aggregation.

(Solid Bodies, Flow of.] There are four

different ways in which the strength of a

solid body may bo overcome : by tension,

by compression, by bending, and by twisting.

But all these strains may be resolved into

strains of extension and compression, which
therefore it will be sufficient here to consiiUr.

An accurate appreciation of the nature of strains

and a sound knowledge of the strength of

materials constitute the main part of engineer-

ing science
;
and it is most important, therefore,

to every engineering student tliat these topics

should be clearly and accurately apprehended.
In investigating the strength of materials

there are three fixed points, varying in each
material, of which it is necessary to take note :

the ultimate or breaking strength, the ela.stic

or proof strength, and the safe or working
strength. Almost every kind of material will

be broken in time by an amount of strain that

would not suffice to break it at once
;
and it is

necessary, therefore, to give a large margin of

strength to all en^neering structures, to insure

safety. The tensile and crushing strengths of

most materials are very different. Thus tho

ultimate tensile strength of good ordinary
wi’ought iron is about 60,000 lbs. per square

inch of section, or over tw’enty-two tons, while

its crushing strength is usually taken in this

country at about 16 tons. Of cast iron the

average tensile strength is a little over 7 tons

per square inch of section, and the crushing
strength is over 40 tons per square inch of

section. Mr. Hodgkinson found by his ex-
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periments that the ultimate resistance of cast

iron to crushing varies from 38 to 68 tons per
square inch of section, and that 49 tons might
bo taken as the fair average resistance of good
iron. Experiments on tlie crushing strength

of short pieces of wrought iron give a result as

h’gh as 29 tons per square inch of section, and
liondclet gives the crushing strength as 35 tons,

Wcisbaeli as 25 tons, Claudel as 25 tons, Vose
as 21 tons, and Ritter as 19 tons per square
inch of section. Rut the result of experi-

ments on the crushing strengths of cells and
tubes does not warrant the adoi)tion of a
larger crushing strength than 16 to 18 tons

per square inch of section in tlie case of
thick tubes, whereas in the case of thin tubes

th<' crushing strength per sipure inch is very

much less. [Tujjulau Riudok.] Sleid and
lioniogcneons iron arc of about twice the
htrength of common wrought iron. It was
found on testing bars of lloweH’s liomogonoous
iron in Mr. Kirkcaldy’s testing machine, in

1866, that a bar of this iron required -ll'O tons

to tear it asunder, and that it bore a strain of

26 tons without its elastic liiniL licing exceeded
;

the bur, though stretched like a V(‘ry .stiff lira 1

sjirmg by tins strain, ndurning to its original

1( ugth when the. strain was removed. The
advantage of employing such a material in

bridges an<l other structures of great span is

very great, since tlio groate.st part of the load

of such structures is to bear their own weight,

and if the weight bo made one-half less, the

strength will necessarily be greatly increased.

A. bar of homogeneous iron 3
J-
miles long may be

hung up at one end without its w'orking strain

being exceeded, ora bar 5^ miles long maybe
similarly hung up without its breaking strain

In ing exceeded. A telegraphic wire formed of

this metal may bo carried over a span of 3

nHle.s wnth a <leflection of only one-eighth of

the span w'itliout its elastic strength of 26 tons

per square inch of section being exceeded.

Ordinary wrought iron is stretched from

Trioii
length for every ton of direct

tensile strain per square inch to w'hicli it is

exposed. Homogeneous metal and steel are

stretched only about one-half of this, or about

of their length per square inch of section

for every ton of tensile strain. The crushing

strength of tubes of homogeneous iron and of!

cruciform pillars of steel was also tested at
|

Mr. Kirkcaldy’s experimenting works in 1866.

A tube of homogeneous metal Ij inch external

diameter, f of an inch thick, and 4 feet long,

bore a strain of 17 tons 3 cwt. per square inch I

of section, when a slight lateral deflection

was observed; and on increasing the strain

to 21 tons per square inch of section, the tube

yielded laterally and flew out of the machine,

though it still remained sound and free from
flaw. Four angle irons of steel, 3^ x 3^ x ^
thick, were then riveted together into a cruci-

form pillar 4 feet long and presenting a cross

section of 8 square inches. A compressing

force of 370,000 lbs. was applied, or a little

over 20 tons per square inch of section, when
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the pillar was shortened in length *31 inch, and
on the strain being relieved, it remained
permanently shorter by *15 inch. It appears

from these and other experiments that the

elastic strength of homogeneous iron and steel

under compression is not equal to the elastic

strength under extension, and this law applies

more especially to thin tubes, which crumple

np under a moderate strain. Mr. Hodgkinson
found that a sheet-iron tube 4 inches square,

10 feet long, and *03 inch thick, was crumpled

up by a load of less than 6 tons per square inch

of section.

The theory of the resistance of pillars, w’hich

is of great importance on account of its ap-

plication to arcliitcetural purposes, was first

inv(\stigated by Eiih-r, according to whose hy-

pothesis the strength varies directly as the
fourth power of the diameter or side, and
inversely as the square of the length. This
Liw is confirmed by the experiments of Mr.
Hodgkinson {Phd. Trans. 1840) in respect
of pillars of wrought iron or timber

; but in

the case of pillar.s of cast iron, the powers
of the diameter and length were somewhat
different. Still Euler’s doctrine was confirmed,

that if the length of a column exceeds the
diameter in a certain ratio, the column will

bend and fail by breaking across in precisely

the same manner as if it w'ere subjected to a
transverse strain. M r. Hodgkinson found

,
from

a mean of experiments, that a solid uniform
pillar of cast iron, whose transverse section is

one stpuire inch, is destroyed by a Wi‘ight of
98,022 lbs., or 44‘16 tons. Assuming, this as a
unit of mcaiiiire, he gives the following formula
(as representing liis exjienments), in which 5 is

the .strength or w^cight in lbs. that would crush
the solid pillar, d the diameter, and I the
length

,
viz, &'== 980922 x ds . This for-

mula applies to .solid pillars of w'hicli the

lengths are thirty-five times the diameter and
upward.s, and whieli are perfectly ilut at the
ends When the ends of a pillar are rounded,
so that the load bears only on the middle
fibres, the strength is greatly reduced. In
pillars whose length is thirty times the dia-

meter or upwards, Mr. Hodgkinson found the

strengtli of those with flat ends to be about
three times greater than the strength of others

of the same dimensions with round ends, the
mean ratio being 3T67. In shorter pillars the
ratio w'lis not constant. The strength of a
pillar is slightly increased by placing discs on
the ends to increase the bearing-s.

In the case of hollow pillars of cast iron, it

has been found that the 3*55 power of the

internal diameter subtracted from the 3 55
power of the external diameter, and divided by
the 1-7 power of the length, will represent the

strength very nearly. In tlie case of hollow

illai’s or cylindrical tubes of wrought iron, it

as been found that the 3-69 power of the

internal diameter subtracted from the 3’69

power of the external diameter, and divided by
the square of the length, gived a proper ex-

pression for the strength. But this rule holds
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only when the strain docs not exceed 8 or 9

tons on the square inch of section. Beyond 12

or 1 3 tons per square inch of section, the metal
cannot bo depended upon to withstand the

strain, though 16 or 18 tons per square inch

of section will sometimes be siistained. The
power of plates to resist compression varies

nearly as the cube, or, more accurately, as the

2-878 power of their thickness, the thinnest

plates having the least strength. But this law
holds only so long as the pressure applied does

not exceed from 9 to 12 tons per square inch of

section.

The power of iron to resist shocks will not be
in all cases proportionate to its power to resist

strains. Some cast iron is very hard and brittle,

and although it will in this case resist com-
pression, it w’ill be easily broken by an oblique

blow. Cast iron, ofwhich the crushing strength

is 42 tons per square inch of section, will, if

remelted twelve times, bear a cnishing weight

of 70 tons, and if remelted eighteen times, will

bear a crushing weight of 83 tons. But,

taking its power to resist impact in its first i

state at 706, this power will be raised at the

'

twelfth remelting to 1,153, and will be sunk at

the eighteenth remelting to 149. Palliscr’s

chilled shot derive most of their remarkable

hardness and penetrating power from successive

rcmclting and chilling.

Mr. Hodgkiuson gives the following results

of his experiments on the resist.anco to a

cruBhing force of short pillars of some of the

most common kinds of wood, the force being

applied in the direction of the fibres.

DMcrlptloa of Wood
Strooglh per Square Inch,

In Lb*.

Alder . 6,finite C,9G0

Ash . 8,683— 9,363

Bay 7,fll8— 7,618
Beech . 7,733 — 9,363
English Birch 3,297 — 0,402

Cedar ,

Red Deal , 6,748— 6,686
White Deal

.

6,781 — 7,293
Elder . 7,451 — 9,073
Elm 10,331
li-ir (Spruce) 6,199— 6,819
Mahogany . 8,198— 8,198
Oak (Quebec) 4,231 — 5,982
Oak (EngllBh) 6,484— 10,058
Pine (?ltch) 6,790— 6,790

Pine (Red) . 5,806— 7,618

Poplar 3,107— 6,124
Plum (Dry) 8,241 — 10,493

Teak . 12,101

Walnut . 6,063— 7,227
Willow 2,888 — 6,128

The results in the first column were deduced

in eacli case from experiments upon cylinders

of wood turned to one inch diameter and two
inches long, fiat at the ends. The wood was
moderately dnr. The second column gives the

mean stren^fa from similar specimens after

being turned and kept dry in a warm place two

months longer. The great difference in the

strength frequently seen in the two columns
shows stron^y the effect of drying upon wood,

and the great weakness of wet timber.

The tensile and emshing strengths of various
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materials, as determined by the best modem
autliorities, are recorded in the following table :

Tensile and Crushing Strengths of Various
Materials per Square Inch of Action.

Tenflla Strength Cruihlnfc

Material
In Lt^

per Square Ineh
of Section

fitrenvth in Lh*.
per Square Inch

of Section

Metals.

Wrought-iron Bars . 60,000 f 27,000 to
1 87,000

Wrought-iron Plates

.

62,000
'

Wrought-iron Hoops \ 64,000
varios as cube

(best) 1 of thickness

Wrought-iron Wire .
/ 70,000 to

( 100,000 ,

nearly

Cast Iron (avorogo) . 16,500 100,000
Cast Iron (toughened) 26,764 130,000

Steel . .
f 100,000 to 1

1 130,000 / }
260,000

Oast Brass , 18,000 10,000
Qun Metal . . 36,000
Brass Wire . . 50,000
Cost Copper 19,000
Copper Sheets . 80,000
CoppcT Bolts 88,000
Copper Wire 60,000
Silver (Cast) . 40,997
Gold . 20,400
Tin (Cast) . ,

Bismuth (Cast) .

4,730
3,137

Zinc . . . 7,000
Antimony . 1,062

I<cad (Sheet) • 3,000

Woods.
Ash , » • 17,000 9,000
Beech . * 12,000 9,300
Birch . 15,000

1

6,400
Box , . 20,000 10,300
Elm . . . 13,000 10,300

Fir (Red Pine) .
f 10,000 to

\ 14,000
6,.375 to

)

6,200 ]

Hornbeam . , 20,000 7,300
Lnncc-wood • 23,000
Lignum Vitos . 12,000 9,900
Locust . • 16,000

Mahogany .

{ 8,000 to 1

1 16,000 /
8,200

Oak . . .
( 10,000 to

)

t 19,000 ;

9,800

10,000

Pear .

Teak . 15,000 12,000

Slones.

Oronlto • •
1 =

5,500 to

)

11,000 1

Limestone • •
1 = 4.000 to

)

5.000 ;

Slate • . .
j 10,000 to

1 12,000

Sandstone .

{ = 4.000 to )

5.000 )

Brick (Weok) .

{
= 550 to 1

fiOO f

Brick (Strong) . 1,100

1,700Brick (Fire) —
Glass . 9,600
Mortar . . 50

Mr. Pole found the German steel wire used
for pianofortes to bear as much as 268,800 lbs.

per square inch.

The above Values are for dry wood. In
wet wood the crushing strength ia only half

as great.

The transverse strength of a beam or girder

is determinable by a reference to the tensile

and crushing strength of the material of which
it is composed. Thus, if a cast-iron girder be
supported at the ends and loaded in the middle,

the bottom fiange will bo strained by extension
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and the top flange by compression, and the

flanges may be regarded as piUars, one of which

must be crushed and the other tom before the

beam can be broken. Now, ad the crushing

strength of cast iron is six times greater than
its tearing strength, the lower flange of a cust-

iroP girder is made with six times the quantity

of metal contained in the top flange, in order

that the breaking forces may be in equilibrium,

and so that one flange may not begin to tear

before the other begins to crush. By this

configuration the utmost strength will be ob-

tained with the least material in the case of

cast-iron beams. But as the crusliing and
tearing strengths of wrought-iron do not follow

the same law, wrought-iron beams must not be

similarly proportioned
;

and, in wrought-iron

beams or girders, the top and bottom flanges

are usually made of about the same cross

section.

The clipping or shearing strain to which

the cutters of steam engines and the pins of

various structures are subjected is a form of

tensile strain, as also is the twisting strain

lo which shafts are exposed. If we suppose

a thin tube to possess a transverse section in

which the particles cohere more weakly than

in the other parts, and if we twist it as we i

twist the joints of a flute, it is plain that the I

tube will separate in the weak section, and
all the particles in that section will be simi-

larly strained
;
but if the tube be thick, the

outside particles will be strained the most.

The strength of solid shafts varies as the cube
of thp diameter, and the 'strength of hollow

shafts as the cube of the external diameter

diminished by the cube of the internal diameter.

Pillars,^ If W be the breaking weight of a

column or post in tons, I its length in feet, D
its external diameter, and d its internal dia-

meter if hoUow, then for

columns the thickness of the metal should

not be less than A the diameter.

Crird^ra,—If depth of a cast-iron girder

at centre in inches, A » area of bottom flange in

square inches, S sspan in feet, andW - breaking

weight in tons ;
then if the girder be supported

at both ends and the load be placed in the

middle,Wss: — or the breaking weight will
o

be just half of this if the load be equally dis-

tributed along the length. A safe deflection

is ^ of an inch for each foot in length un<ler

a test load of } the breaking weight. The
working load is never less than I tlie breaking

weight in the case of moving loads.

In the case of wrought-iron girders fonned of

riveted plates,W= ?? ^-?and area of top flange

1*18 A. Wrought-iron girders are now often

rolled, and the breaking weights of such gir-

ders at 10 feet span are as follow: Depth of

?
‘rder, or D, 5 inches ;

size of flange, or F, 2 by
inch; breaking weight, or W, 6*6 tons; D 6

inches, F byi inch,W 10 tons; D 7 inches,

F 3 by J inch, W 14 tons
; D 8 inches, F 3 by

I inch, W 20 tons
;
D 9 inches, F 4 by f inch,

W 36 tons
;
D 10 inches, F 4| by 1 inch, W 60

tons. With double the span the breaking
weights will be just half the foregoing, and so

in idl other proportions.

Shafts .—The following results, showing the
comparative strength of various metals, as as-

certained by resistance to torsion, is given by
Mr. Bennie. For the law according ta which
the elasticity is evolved in the case of slender

metallic wires or threads of fibrous substances,

when the twisting force is less than is necessary

to produce a permanent change of structure, see
• Toksion.

Solid pillars

of oast iron

Hollow pillars

of cast Iron

both ends rounded, Wa14*9
Jl-7

both ends flat, Ws

both ends rounded,Wa18

both ends flat^ Wa44*84

I)S’6.(2S’6

JIT"

]}5’6-<f5d

/IT

flodgkinson gives the powew as 85*5, but 3*6

is si&ciently near. For solid square pillars of

Dantzic oak W » 10*95^, and for similar pil-

lars of red pineW ^ where D is the

side of the square. The safe load is about ^ of

the crushing load ; the crushing strength of a

long cast-iron column being taken at 1,000,

that of wrought iron is usually reckoned as

1,745, cast steel 2,518, oak 109, and red

pine 78. But short columns of wrought iron,

especi^ly if hollow and thin, are much weaker
than this proportion assumes. In hollow
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Lead .... . 1,000
Tin ... . . 1,438
Copper.... . 4,312
Brass .... . 4,688
Gun metal . . 5,000
Swedish iron

.

. 9,500
English iron

.

. 10,125
Cast iron . 10.600
Blister steel . . 16.688
Shear steel . . 17,063
Cast steel . 19,562

(Phil. Trans.

Ckimie, August

Mr. Banks (On the Power of Machines) states,

as the mean result of several experiments, that
a bar of cast iron, one inch square, is wrenched
asunder by a weight of 631 lbs. avoirdupois,

applied at the extremity of a lever two feet

in length. Other experiments on the force of
torsion are given by G. Bevan (i

~

1829) and fi^vart (Annaies de Cm
1829).

If the power of a solid cylinder to resist

torsion be taken as 1, then the power of a solid

square to resist it formed with an equal cross

section will be *87
; of a hollow cylinder whose

external is to its internal diameter as 4 to 10 is

1*26; as 5 to 10 it is 1*44; as 6 to 10 it is 1*7

;

as 7 to 10 it is 2*08
; and as 8 to 10 it is 2*7^
SS
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Hence, hollow ehafts are much stronger than

solid ones with the same weight of motal.

If length of lover in inches to which the

force employed to twist a shaft is applied;

P OK the force applied in lbs. ;
and I) » diameter

of shaft if round : then D « a/ for cast

_ V 1600

iron • D * / fhr wrought iron ;
and

' V 1700

D . =
^ ^ for cast steel.V 3200

The rule employed by Mr. Watt for deter-

mining the proper diameter of the cast-iron fly-

1

wheel shafts of his steam engines is indicated
|

by the following formula: If a be the area of
|

tlie piston in square inches, p the pressure on
|

eacli square incli of the piston
,
and I the length

j

of the crank in feet : then =tho properV 31-4

diameter to be given to the shaft in inches.

Btrepslptersuia (a word coined from Gr.

ffrpeilfis, a turning^ and irrtp6i^, a wing). The
name given by Kirby to the order of insects

which 110 found to possess rudimental elytra

in the form of linear and spirally twisted

scales.

Strepslrhlna (Or. crrp^vl^is, and fiis,

the none), A family of Quadrumana, in which
j

the nostrils, situated at the extremity of the 1

nose, arc twisted, whence the name. It com-

1

prises two subfamilies, the Lemuridee and

the Gahopithecidat which aro again divided

into various genera, of which Lichanotus^ l*ro^

pi/hccus, Perodiciicm^ Ngcticebus, Loris, Lemur,

Chirogedeus, Otdlicnus, Microcthus, I'eirsius,

Cheironiys, and Galeopithecus, are variously

distributed, the metropolis of the family being

Madagascar.
Btretelier. In Architecture, a block of

stone, or a brick, laid horizontally with its

length in the direction of the face of a wall.

A stretching course has the bricks or stones

in its composition laid horizontally with their

length in the direction of the wall. [Headers ;

Hbadino Course.]

Btretohers. Movable bars across the

bottom of a boat for the rowers to place their

feet against. The power of the stroke is

dependent on the proper adjustment of the

stretcher.

Btreteblpff Course. In Architecture, a

course in which the bricks or stones are laid

horizontally with their lengths in the direction
j

of the face of the wall [Headers ;
Hbadiko

Course.]
Btrotebiug' bCueblne. Calicoes, and other

similar textile fabrics, are prepared for the

market by being stretched in a proper machine,

which lays all their warp and woof vards in

parallel positions, and extends iKeir width after

the shrinkage caused by bleaching, dyeing, &c.

Btrotfo (XtaL f^m Lat. strictus, strait,

narrow). In Music, a term indicating that the

measure to whidi it is affixed is to be performed

short and concise, hence quick. It is the oppo*
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STRING
site of largo. The stretto of a fugue is a part

coming towards .the end, where the answers to

the subject are brought more closely together.

Btrlate (Lat. stria, a channel or furrow).
In Zoology, when a surface is painted or im-
pressed with several narrow transverse streaks.

StrlctloOf 3blne of. The line of striction

on a skew ruled surface is the carve which
cuts each generator in the point of the latter

which is nearest to the consecutive generator.

The line cutting, perpendicularly, two consecu-

tive generators, and upon which their shortest

distance is measured, is not itself, in general, a

tangent to the line of striction
;
for the point

on a generator nearest to the succeeding one
is not necessarily nearest to the preceding one.

Such lines, in fact, are generators of a second
coujugule ruled surface circumscribed to the

original one along a curve which is a line of

striction on both surfaces. The point in which
the line of striction cuts any generator is called

the central point of the latter
;
the rectangle is

constant whose sides are equal to the distances

from this central point to the two points at

which any plane through the generator is

respectively tangential and normal to the

surface
;

and the normal plane through a
generator at its central point touches the

surface at infinity. [Skew Surface.] The
ruled surfaces of the second order have two
systems of rectilinear generators and, of course,

a lino of striction corresponding to each system.

In the hyperbolic paraboloid, for instance,

the two lines of striction are parabolas whoso
planes intersect in the principal axis. In conoid
surfaces the rectilinear directrix to which all

generators are perpendicular is the line of

stnetion. A familiar instance is the under
surface of a spiral staircase ;

the central axis

cf the staircase is here the line of striction.

Btrlgee (Lat. furrows). In Architecture,

the flutings of a column.
Strio.*:. In Botany, close-pressed rigid

hairs distributed over the surface. Hence
plants furnished with such hairs are said to

be strigose.

Btrlgldas. The name of the family of

Nocturnal Raptores of which the owl i^Sitrix)

is the type.

Btribe. Part of the machinery of Trades’
Unions. When the executive or committee of

an organisation for securing certain advantages
to labourers decides that the workmeh shall

discontinue labour till their claims are satisfied,

the act of tie labourers is called a strike
; when,

on the other h.and, tlie masters resolve to resist

the action of labourers and to enforce certain

conclusions which they have come to, and there-

fore suspend their works, the prdoeeding is

called a lock-out.

Strike. [Dip and Strike.]

Btrlklng a Teat. Taking down a tent
which has been erected or pitched.

Btiiag (A.-Sax.
; Ger. strang). In Music,

a cord of some elastic material, which being
rightly stretched over two bridges (giving a
definite length) and set in vibration, gives a
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musical sound. Tlie 6trin*gS’«f the violin tribe,

and of the harp and guitar,^ arc of catgut;

those of the pianoforte a;*e of steel wire. The
note sounded by a stretched string depends
on three elements

; viz. the length and the

weight of the vibrating portion, and the tension

with which it is stretched. If /=* length in

inches, and «;= weight in lbs. of the vibrating

part of the wire
;
T = the tension, or stretching

weight in lbs. ; and V = the number of single

vibrations per second
;
then

V»-386 . 156
Iw

string Board. In Architecture, a board

with its face next to the well-hole of a wooden
staircase, which receives the ends of the steps

;

it differs from the v^all sfrrng in its position,

the one being near tlie eml wall bearing of the

steps, and the other being the outside, or the

framing towards their outer end.

String Course. In Arehitecturc, this term
is applied to a course running round the face

of a building, the projection of 'which is smafl

in proportion to its height.

Strlsores (a worcl coined from Lat. strideo,

to hum or buzz). An order of birds in the

systems of Cabanis and Lilljeborg, including

the humming-birds, swifts, night-jars, and
kingfishers.

Strobllua (Lat.
;

Gr. ffTpSfiiXos, anything

twisted up). In Botany, this term is used in

describing a fir-cone, which may be defined as

a spike of very imperfect flowers, subtended

by bracts which are woody and pressed closely

to each other. It thus indicates an imbricated

scaly inflorescence, or any collection of hard
scales, representing distinct flo-^'ers arranged
ajiirally, but closely imbricated. The term
is applied to any fruit which resembles a

fir-cone.

Stroganovivlte. An altered fonn of'Sea-

polite, found in loose blocks near the river

S\judanka in Dauria, of a greyish-white or

greenish colour. It is a silicate of alumina,

lime, and soda, with about 15 per cent, of

chloride of lime. Named after Count Stroganow.

Strombus (Lat.
;
Gr. arpSfifios, literally a

rounded hody^ from erpo^tot and crp4<f>ti>y to

turn). The name of a shell-fish in Pliny. This

term applied by Linnseus to a genus of the

Vermes Testacea, characterised by the form of

the shell, of which the aperture is much dilated,

the lips expanding, and produced into a groove

leaning to the left. The Mollusca to which
this character is applicable form a group of

Pectini branchiate Gasteropoda in the system of

Cuvier, which has been subdivided into the

gei^era Strombus proper, Pterocera, Lam., &c.

Stromeyeiite. A double sulphide of silver

and copper, composed of 15*7 per cent, of

sulphur, 62*9 silver, and 31*4 copper. It is

isomorphous with Copper Glance, but also

occurs compact, of a dark steel-grey colour,

with a strong metallic lustre, and is sectile and
very brittle. • It is found in Siberia, Silesia,

Chili, and Peru. Named after Stromeyer, who
analysed it.
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Stromite. A variety of Biallogite, cal1t;d

after a director of minee of the name of Strom,

Stromnlte. A siilplute of baryta and
carbonate of strontia : probably a mixture

merely of the sulphate and carbonate, found at

Stromness in Orkney. It occurs in yellowish-

white translucent masses, with a slight pearly

lustre, and crystalline cleavage.

Strongylus (Gr. arpoyy^Kos^ round). A
genus of intestinal wonns in Rudolphi’s elasbi-

flcation, characterised by having a cylindrical

body, the anal extremity of which, in the male,

IB surrounded by a kind of pouch of a varied

shape, from which is protruded a small filament

or spiculum, probably subservient to generation.

The month is orbicular, sometimes armed wilh

spines, as in the Strongylus armatus, wdiich in-

fests the mesenterie arteries of the horse and ass,

producing aneurisms
;
sometimes the mouth is

surroundoii by tubercles or papillae, as in the

Strongylus g^gas^ which is sometimes found in

the kidney of the human subject.

Strontia. An earth contained in a mineral,

generally of a pale green tint and radiated

crystalline texture, found at Strontian in .^V^gyle-

shire. It is a carbonate of strontia. »Strontia

is the oxide of a metallic base, the properties of

which are very imperfectly known, called sirun-

t\um\ the equivalent of strontia, or oxide of

btrontium (composed of 44 strontium and 8

oxygon), i.s 52. It has a caustic taste, an alka-

line reaction, and a degree of solubility in

water intermediate biitween lime and baryta.

The salts of strontia are generally obtained by
dissolving the natural or artificial carbonate in

the acids; those which are soluble give the

flame of burning bodies a fine rose-red colour

:

the nitrate of strontia is used for this purpose,

and with beautiful effect, in theatrical exhibi-

tions and fireworks. The sulphate of strontia

is found native : it is an insoluble white powder
when artificially prepared. Some of its native

varieties have a pale blue tint, whence the term
coelfstine. Very beautiful crystals of this va-

riety have been found in the New Red Marl of

Clifton and in the neighbourhood of Bristol.

A colourless prismatic crystalline variety, of

great beauty, is found associated with the
native sulphur of Sicily.

Btrontlanite. Native carbonate of strontia.
[Strontia.] It occurs in hexahedral prisms
which are modified at the edges or terminated
bvpyramids

;
also in fibrous, stellated, columnar,

globular and ^anular masses of a green colour

;

also white, y^low, grey, or brown. It is found
at Strontian in Argyleshire, generally in acicular

diverging groups of crystals, and in snow-white
crystals at Pately Bridge and Nidderdale in

Yorkshire. The principal foreign localities are

Saxony, Westphalia, the Harz, and the Northern
States of America.

JBtrontlanoealoita. A variety ofcarbonate
of lime containing an admixture of strontia.

Btrontltes. [Stbontianitb.]

^
Btropb« (Gr. ffrpogrfi, a turning), A divi-

sion of a GreeJc choral ode answering to a stanza.

The name is derived from aTp4fny, to fam,
8 s 2
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because tbe singers turned in one direction filtered boiling hot; on cooling, the strrchnia

while they reeit^ that portion of the poem ; crystallises*. The same process is applicable

they then turned round and sang the next to the Ignatius’ beans.

portion, which was of exactly the same length Strychnia is a powerful poison, destroying

and metre as the preceding, and was termed life with the dose of half a grain. It is a white

the antistrophe. These were sometimes fol- crystalline solid. It requires 7,000 parts of

lowed by another strophe and antistrophe, cold and 2,500 of boiling water for solution

:

sometimes by a single stanza called the Epode. the intensity of its bitterness is such, that an
Stropmolaa. [Cabukculs..] aqueous solution containing not more than
Stroptiulua (a word coined from the Greek weight of strychnia is sensibly bitter,

(rrpe^, to turn^ and o2^a, the gums). The red It is soluble in common i^lcohol, especially at its

gum\ an eruption peculiar to infants. boiling temperature, and crystallises in prisms

Btruma (Lat.). In Botany, a swelling and octahodra from this solution. It is dissolved

present in some leaves at the extremity of the by the acids, forming colourless and crystal-

petiole, where it is connected with the lamina, lisablc salts. It is not soluble in the alkalies,

as in Mimosa sensitiva. The term is also used Nitric acid docs not colour strychnia or its salts,

in describing mosses to denote a dilatation if free from brucia; but it frequently reddens

or swelling sometimes seen upon one side of them, owing to traces of brucia.

the base of the theca. When a minute quantity of strychnia is

Stbuma. In Pathology, an enlarged gland, moistened with a drop of concentrated sulphuric

Strut. In Architecture, a piece of timber acid, the strychnia is dissolved without any
placed obliquely to the foot of a king post or peculiar colour ; but if a minute quantity of per-

a queen post to support a rafter
;

it is some- 6xide of lead or manganese, or of bichromate

times called a brace. The term is also applied of potash, is added, a blue tint is developed,

to the raking shores inserted to support a which passes into red and yellow. This reaction

building. is characteristic of strychnia.

Btruttaein (Gr. tnpovBlov^ soap-wort), A This alkaloid neutralises the acids, and forms

principle obtained from the root of Gypsophila very bitter and poisonous salts : they are most-

Struthium. It appears to be identical with ly crystallisable. The caustic alkalies throw
Saponin, obtained from the Saponaria offici- down from their solutions a white precipitate of

nmis, or Soap-wort strychnia, which may be dissolved and removed
BtratblonldaB (Lat struthio, Gr. an-poi;- by agitating the liquid with twice its bulk of

0(uu, an ostrich). The name of a family of ether or chloroform. This is the process usually

terrestrial birds, incapable of flight, with very pursued for th ^ extraction of strychnia in cases

short or rudimental wings, -and long and strong of poisoning. The liquid is acidulated, conccn-

legs
;
including the ostrich and other congeneric trated in a water-bath, rendered alkaline by

species which constitute the order Cursores of potash, and then shaken with two volumes of

Kirby, and the family Brevipennes in the system ether. The ethereal liquid poured off, and
of Cuvier. spontaneously evaporated, leaves strychnia.

Btruvlte. A name given (in honour of The symptoms of poisoning by strychnia are

Struve) to the crystallised ammonio-ma^nesian difficulty of breathing and sense of suffocation,

phosphate found in peat-earth in digging the twitching of the limbs, and violent tetanic con-

foundations of the cliorch of St. Nicholas at vulsions, the bo<ly becoming stiff, arched in the

Hamburg, and which is also met with in guano back, and resting on the head and heels
;
the

at Saldanha Bay, on the coast of Africa. It features are convulsed, and attempts to drink

occurs in regular six-sided prisms of a pale are often attended by spasm of the jaws and
yel'ow colour, which are transparent, but gene- choking. During the intervals of the paroxysms

rally rendered opaque and blackened by organic the intellect is usually clear, but after a succession

matter. of fits and shortly before death, there may bo

Btryclmia. or Stryotaniiie (Gr. arpCxvos, loss of consciousness. The only chanca of re-

nightshade). A poisonous vegetable alkaloid, covery appears to be the very early use of tho

discovered in 1818 by Pelletier and Caventou stomach pump. Medicinally, the extract or

in tho seed of the Strychnos multijlora [Iona- tincture of dux vomica is us^ in certain forms

TiTJs’s Bean] and 8. nux vomica, and also in the of paralysis and indigestion
;
and in small doses

Upas poison. Its composition is represented it acts os a tonic and diuretic. (Taylor On
by C^a&2a^4^a- To obtain it, the nux vomica BotsorjLS,)

seeds are boiled for some hours with water Btryclinoa (Gr. arpltxvos), A genus of

acidulated by one-eighth of its weight of sul- Loganiacets, consisting of trees or climbing

phuric acid; they are then bruised, and the shrubs, natives of the tropics of Asia and

liquor expressed. EbEcess of lime is then added America. They have entire strongly-nerved

to it, and the precipitate boiled in alcohol of opposite leaves, one of them fi^uentlv abor-

sp. gr. *850, and filtered hot; strychnia and tive, and developing frotn its axil a tenaril-like

brucia are deposited together in a coloured branch; and they bear terminal or axillary

and impure state, and may be sepamted By coi^bs or panicles of neenish-wbite, gene-

cold alcohol, which dissolves the bruda. The rally firagrant flowers. The seeds are flattened,

remaining strychnia is then boiled in alcohol disc-like, and silky, surrounded pulp,

with a little animal charcoal, and the solution 8, nux vomica is the species which yields the
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seeds known under the name of Nux vomica.

Tt is a modezute-sized tree, with fruit rery like

an orange in appearance, and containing nume-
rous se^ of a flattened circular outline, about

Btrjclmos mix vomica.

the size of a halfpenny, rather thicker near the

circumference than elsewhere, the exterior of an
ash-grey colour, covered with fine silky hairs,

and the interior consisting of very hard grey

albumen, in which, near the circumference, the

embryo is embedded. The seeds have an in>

tensely bitter taste, owing to the presence of

two most energetic poisons, Sthychnia and
Srucia, conjoined with certain peculiar acids;

but the pulp is innocuous, and is said to be
greedily eaten by birds. The bark of the tree

possesses similar properties to the seeds, but

in less degree. Serious consequences ensued

in the early part of the present century from
this bark having been imported and used as

Angostura bark
;
and m Calcutta it is said

to be sold for the harmless bark of Soymida
fdyrijuga^ or Rohun bark.

Tieutk, a climbing shrub, growing in Java,

yields a juice which is used by the natives for

poisoning their arrows. Its effects are precisely

similar to those of nux vomica. This poison is

called Upas Tieut^. B. toxifera also yields a

frightful poison called Ourari or Wourali, em-
ployed by the natives of Guiana. It has been

tri^ in cases of hydrophobia, but with no
good result. 8. Coluorina, a native of Malabar,

furnishes one kind of Snakewood : it is consi-^

dered by the nativ^ as an infallible remedy hi

cases of snake-bite
;

it is also given in fevers

and other complaints. 8. ligmtrina and other

species are said to yield in Java various kinds

of Snakewood, used for similar purposes. 8.

Tsevdo^Quina^ a native of Brazil, yields Col-

pache bark, wUch is largely used in that country

in fever cases, and is considered to equal quinine

in value ; its fruit is edible. It is stated that

this species does not contain strychnia, in spite

of its bitter taste, and hence it is not considered

to be poisonous.

8. potatorum, a tree found in tlie mountains
and forests of India, yields the seeds known in

that country as Clearing Nuts. The firuit is

black, of the size of a cherry, and contains only

a single seed. These seeds are employed to

clear muddy water ; they are simply tubbed
round the inside of the vessel for a minute or

two, and then the water is allowed to settle.
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Their efficacy for this purpose depends, ac-

eor^Ag to Dr. Pereira, on their albumen and

casein, which act as fining agents.

Stubble (Ger.'Stoppel, Lat. stipula). The
root ends of stalks of corn, left in the field

alter the corn has been reaped. In suine

parts of the country only a small portion of

the straw is cut off with the ears of corn,

and the stubble in that case is a foot or

eighteen inches in length; but in others the

com is cut as close to the surface as possible,

and in this case the stubble is quite short. lu

general, long stubble is a symptom of bad

farming, because a quantity of straw is thus

left waste in the field, which might have been

carried home and rotted into manure.

Stucco (Ital.). In Architecture, a term

applied to many sorts of calcareous cements.

In this country it denotes generally any third

coat of threo-coat plaster, consisting of fine

lime and sand
;
the better sort is hand-fioated

twice, and well trowelled. There is a speciii^

called bastard stucco, in which a small portion

of hair is used. [Finishing.] Bough stucco

is merely fioaUd and brushed with water.

Studding Sails. Supplementary sails ex-

tended in light winds beyond the leeches of the

principal square sails. They are narrow, and
of the same height with the sail supplemented.
Although not of great power from their size,

they exert considerable force on the ship's

movements from the leverage which their dis-

tance from the mast as centre gives them. They
are bent on the studding-sail boom% which
are spars run out as required along the uppex
surfaces of the yards,

Stufb (Ital.). A jet of steam issuing from
a fissure in the earth : these jets are not un-

common in volcanic districts. The name is

also applied to natural vapour baths, in which
steam issues from the earth, generally accom-
panied by gas, and used for curative purposes.

Stuff (Dutch stof, Ger. stoff, Fr. itoffe).

A Commercial term, applied to various woven
fabrics ; it signifies- especially a light woollen
cloth formerly much used for curtains and bed
furniture.

Stuffing 8ojk A recess for the reception

of packing or stuffing, usually of hemp, and pro-

vided with a lid and suitable bolts, by which the
packing may be screwed’ down. The purposo
of the contrivance is to enable a rod w shaft
to pass through an orifice without any undue
friction, and yet to keep the perforation tight.

To this endj a stuffing box is provided where
the piston rod of an engine passes through tile

cylinder cover, and also at the point where the
screw shaft of a steamer passes through the
stem beneath the water.

Sturgeon (Ger. stdr, %an, esturion, Fr.

esturgeem)^ The type of a genus of Cartila-

ginous fishes, with free gilliK having the bodpr

more or less covered with bony plates in longi-

tudinal rows. The siouth is placed beneath
the snout, is small imd edentulowr but wrolrac-

tile. Soft feelers or cirri are attached oe&oath
the snouL The bodies of the vertebrse tetaiu
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the primitive condition of itn undivided gela-

tinoufl cord. The sturgeons ascend tlic larger

rivers of Europe in great abundance. The
flesh of most of the species is wholesome and
agreeable food; their ova ar(^ converted into

caviare, and their air-bladder affords tho llnest

ishiglass.

sturgeon which is occasionally captured

on our cast coast is the Acipenscr stuno of

Linna^iis.

ily statute 16 Edw. IT. c. 1, all sturgeon,

wherever caught, are declared to vest in the

crown by virtue of their dignity, and are to be

delivered without purchase. J'\>r the importance

of the sturgeon fishery in tlic Caspian, see the

Commeremi Dictmiary. Nf) fish, with perhaps

the exception of the cod and the lierring, has so

great an economical importance. [Acipenseu.]

Sturlonians. Tlie name of the family of

Cartilaginous fishes of which the sturgeon is

the type.

Sturm's Theorem. This theorem, in tho

tluory of equations, enables us to ascertain

how many real roots of an equ.'ition lie be-

tween any given limits. It was cominiinicatcjl

to the Academy of Paris, and puldished in the

Memoires prhentecs par des Samnts Etrangers

in IS35. In the enunciation of the theorem, to

which we shall here limit ourselves (its demon-
stration being given in evi'ry good text-book),

it will be necessary to refer to the series of

Sturmian Fvnctwns F(o), I'i(a'), . . . FniC^r).

The first P(a:) is the function which, put

equal to 0, con.stitutes the given equation,

doju’ived of its equal roots [Equations,

Tiieoky of]
;
and tlie second F2 ('*)

derived function of PtA’)- obtain tho

other functions, tho operation of finding the

greatest common measure of P(*r) and Ei(a)
must bo performed with these modifications •

1. The multipliers usually employed in order to

avoid fractional coefficients mu.st all be positive

nWilbers
; 2. The signs of all the coefficient.s in

each remainder must be changed before making
it a divisor

;
3. Tho procc .ss may be arrested at

any such modified remainder Pni(^) which has I

the projierty of retaining the same sign for all

values of x. This being premised, Sturm’s

theorem may thus be enunciated : The number
of real roots of the equation F(.r)==0 between

given limits a and h is equal to the difference

between the numbers of variations of sign pre-

sented by the series of Sturmian functions

F(a), Fi(a), F^{a) . . and F(A), h\{b) .

.

Thus, if

F(ar) « a**- 3a;«- ic- 3,

we shall have

Fi(x) - 4i: + 1, F,(.t) 43a*« + 45^,

which is necessarily positive. Putting, for x,

— 00 0, and go, successively, tho variations in

signs presented by the series of three Stur-

mmn function^ amount respectively to 2, 1, and

0 ; hence tho equation has two imaginary and

two real roots, one of the latter being positive

and the other negative. Valuable memoirs on

questions relating to Sturm's theorem have been
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published by Prof. Sylvester

;
one of tlu'so, m

.the Philosophical Transiuttons for ISoIJ, will

well repay tho attentive perusal of all students

of the higher algelira.

Stuttering. [Stammeuino.]
Stye or Stytlie. A little boil or tumour

projecting from the edge of the eyidid.

StygiDltc. A name for a varieg.i ted vari ety

of Carnclian of a reddish-yellow colou", and
traver.sed by numerous W'hite lines.

Style (Ital. stile, Ger. stil, Lat. stilus). In

Botany, that elongation of the ovarium wiiieli

supports till* stigma. It is an extension of tlu'

midrib of the carpellary leaf, or is funned by
the rolling up of the attenuated extremity' of

tho latter.

Style. In the Calendar, a manner of

reckoning lime Fur the new style intro-

duced by Gregory XITI. in ir)S2, and adopted
by England in 17*')2, see Calendau.

SiYLE. In Dialling, the gnomon which
projects the shadow on the plane of the dial.

[Dial.]

Styi.e. In the Fine Arts, the mode in w’hicli

an artist forms and expresses his ideas on an<l

of a given subject. It is the form and eharactei*

that he gives to the expression of Ins ideuN,

according to his particular faculties and powi rs.

or his handwriting. Style may be almost con-

sidered as the refinement of Manner: it is

a characteri.stic essence liy w'hich we (lj.stiii-

guish the w'orks of one mastin’ from another.

From literature this word h.is pjis.sod into the

theoretic language of the fine arts
,
and as in

the former we hear of the soUi/ne^ brilliant,

agreeable, regular, natural, confused, and otlicr

styles, so we have almost the same epithets ap-

plied to .styles of art. Nor is this remarkable,

since the principles of taste, in both the

one and the otlier, are founded in nature

,

and it is a well-known saying, that poetry is

a speaking picture. This word is inipro))!Tly

used as applied to colouring and harmony of

tints: we speak of tho style of a design, of

a composition, of draperies, ^c.
;
but not of

the style of colouring, but rather the method or

manner of colouring. The definition of this

word by Sir Joshua Reyilblds is as follows:
‘ Style in painting is the same as in writing

—a power over materials, wdicther words or

colours, by which conceptions or sentiments are

convoyed.’ But we can scarcely corisiiler this

definition sufficiently general
;

it is rather tho

individuality of the mode of applying this

power. There is in art what is called subjective

objective stylo.

,

[Dkcokation
;
Ornament;

Subjective.)

Styios. a kind of pencil made use of by
tho Homans for writing on waxed tablets. It

was made of brass or iron, with one end sharp
for writing, and the other blunt and smooth for

making erasures
; hence the phrase to turn the

style, ustjd by ancient writers, signifies to make
corrections.

Styles. [Rail. In Architecture.]

Stylldlaceae (Stylidium, one of the genera),

A small order of monopetalous epig}'nouB Exo-
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gens, nearly allied to the irregular-flowered

CamjpanulaceeB or IjobvliacetB^ of which it has
the inferior two-celled ovary and capsular fruit,

with numerous albumiuous seeds; but it is

remarkable for the stamens, two in number,
being united with the style in a highly irritable

column of curious structure, the stigma lying
in a cavity at the apex, surrounded and con-
cealed by the anthers. It consists of small
herbs or undershrubs, chiefly Australian. The
^euus Siylidium itself contains the great ma-
jority of the species.

Stylite (Gr. o-ruXlrijs, from irrOXof, a
column). The title given to a peculiar class of

anchorites from the places on which they took
up their solitary abodes, being the tops of

various columns in Syria and Egypt. This
strange method of devotion took its rise in the

second century, and continued to be practised

for a great length of time. The most famous
among them was one Simeon, in the fifth

century, who is said to have lived thirty-seven

years upon various columns of considerable

height in the neighbourhood of Antioch.

(Montalembert, Les Moinrs (£ Occident ; Edin-
burgh BevieWf October 1861, p. 329.)

Stylo. In Physiology, names compounded
of this word apply to the muscles attached

to the styloid process of the temporal bone.

Stylobate (Gr. (rTvXofidrris, the foot of a
column). In Architecture, the uninterrupted

base below a range of columns.

Stylobate. A Hineralogical synonym for

Gehlbnitb.
Stypbnio Aold (Gr. crrwpv6i or trrpvipvSs,

astringent). An astringent acid compound
obtained by the action of nitric acid upon
certain gum resins. It is also called Nitro-

styphnic acid.

Stypticlte. A Mineralogical name for the

fibrous form of yellow copperas or Copiapite.

Styptics (Gr. armrriHSs, from <rri^^w, to

draw together). In Medicine and Surgery,

remedies used for checking the flow of blood.

Alum and tannic acid are powerful styptics.

StyracaccsB (Styrax, one of the genera).

An order of perigynous Exogens, consisting of

trees or shrubs, chiefly tropical, with alternate

undivided leaves without stipules, and soli-

tary clustered or paniculate floweiB. They are

known by their monopetalous flowers, their

cpipetalous stamens, their long radicle and
leafy cotyledons, and by a part at least of

the ovules being suspended. The two princi*

pal genera, Symplocos and Styrax, are con-

sidered by some botanists as types of two
distinct orders.

Styrax offidndle, a native of the Levant, 6cc.,

yields a balsamic resinous substance known
as Storax, which is obtained by stripping off

pieces of the bark of the shrub, and submitting

them to pressure. In this way liquid storax is

obtained. Solid storax appears to be the same
substance mixed with fine sawdust and dried.

Storax is used by perfumers on account of its

agreeable odour, and it is eni^loyed in medicine

as a stimulating expectorant.
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S. Benzoin, a native of Sumatra, Borneo, &c.,

yields the resin called Benzoin. The juice

exudes from incisions made in the ti'ees, and
when dried is removed by a knife or chisel.

Each tree yields annually about three pounds
of benzoin, that which is formed during the

first three years being of better quality than

that which exudes subsequently. Benzoin is

used medicinally in chronic pulmonary dis-

orders. and by perfumers for various purposes.

It is also used in the composition of incense.

Styrax. [Storax.]

Styrole. An oily hydro-carbon obtained

by distilling liquid storax. It is perfectly

liquid, but has the curious property of l)e-

coming a soft viscid transparent solid when
heated. In this state it has been called meta-

atyrole. The formula of styrole is

Styx (Gr. 'Xrbl, the hateful). In tlio

Hesiodic Tlicogony, a daughter of Oceanus and
Thetis. This river, Styx, was one of the ten

arms or branches of Oceanns. I'lie gods of

Olympus swore by the water of Styx, as lur
reward for aiding Zeus against the Titans.

[Acheron ; Cocttus
;
Lethe

; Phleorthon.J
Sub-Apennlne Formation. An impor-

tant group of fossiliferous rocks of the newer
Tertiary period, developed on the flanks of

the Apennines'. They consist of marls con-

taining calcareous matter, and alternating with
sand. Near Parma they have a thickness of

2,000 feet. They are veij rich in fossil shells

of species identical in many cases with those of

our crag.

Bub-oontrary. In tlie Scholastic Logic,

this term expresses the opposition between two
propositions, one of which is a particular

affirmative (I), and the other a particular

negative (0). [Logic.]

,
8ub«oontrary Section. In Geometry, if

an oblique cone on a circular base be cut by
a plane' not parallel to the base, but inclined

to the axis, so that the section is a circle,

then the section is said to be suh-covirary.

The part of the cone thus cut off is similar

to the whole cone; the plane of the section

and the base of the cone being equally inclined

to the axis.

8iab'-&tbatenant. In the Boyal Navy,
the rank among combatant officers next below
lieutenant, and the first—having A commission
—which the, youngster Attains after cntcTing

the service. The former title was Mate.
Subsbdar. The Hindu name for the

governor of a subah or province. It is also

applied to native officers of the Indian army,
ranking as captain in European companies.

Bnbattsm (Lat. sub, under, and ulternus,

aUemate). Literally an inferior officer, but

the name is generally applied to all com-
missioned officers under the rank of captain.

[Ensign; LiNuikNANT; &c.]

StBALTEBN. In Logic. [PnoposmoN.]
SttbbraoblBiu (Lat. sub, and brachium,

the arm). The name of the order of Malaco-
pterygious fishes comprising those which have
the ventral fins situated either immediately
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^^»ncalh and between, or a little in front or
bi’liind, the pectoral fins.

Subclavian. An Anatomical term applied

to vesseJfl, nerves, &c. under the shoulder or

arm pit.

Subdominaat (Lat. sub, undrr, and domi>
Tiaus, governing). In Music, that note which
is a fifth below the key-note. It is a species

of governing note, inasmuch as it requires

the tonic to be heard after it in the plagal

ciidence. In the regular ascending scale of

seven notes it is the fourtli; the term, however,

has its origin from its relation to the tonic as

the fifth below.

Subduplioate Hatlo. In Arithmetic and
Algebra, the subduplicate ratio of two numbers
is the ratio of their square rtiots. Thus, the

subcluplicate ratio of the numbers 9 and 16

is the ratio of 3 to 4; and of the numbers
a and 6, it is the ratio of ^/a to ^/b.

Saber (Lat. the cork-tree). The substance

known as Cork, it is the epiphlmum of bark,

when it acquires an elastic soft texture, and is

preternaturally enlarged.

Suberic Acid (Lac. suber, cork). An acid

substance into which cork is converted by the

long-continued action of nitric acid.

Suberin. A name given by Chevreul to

the cellular tissue of cork after the various

soluble matters have been removed by the action

of water and alcohol.

SttbiT^W** When the species of a genus
are so numerous and diversified as to offer

cliaracters by which they may be ranged into

groups these are termed subgenera,

Bubinlbttdatioii. In Feudal Law, sub-

infeudation denotes the creation by a ifeudal

tenant of a subordinate tenancy, to be held

of him and not of his superior lord. [Feudal
SYsrrJUf ; Tenure.]
Snblto (Ital. and Lat. suddmly). In Music,

a term of direction ; as vgki subito, turn [the

leaf] quickly.

Subject (Lat. subjectus, part, of subjieio,

I throw under). In the Fine Arts, that which
it is the desire and aim of the artist to ex-

press.

Subject of a Vropositipn. In Lop[ic,

the term of which the other is affirmed or denied.

[Logic; PnoposmoN; Term.]
Subjective. In Painting, the term sub-

jective is now sometimes us^ in triticism^ to

indicate that the representation of an obj^t

or event is modified by, or sulyected to, the idio-

syncrasy of the artist ;
and this is in contra-

distinction to (d^ectioe, when the ob^t is repre-

sented with strict individuality. Kubens and

Kembrandt were subjediite painters; the Dutch

and Flemish painters of sUll life, on the other

hand, have been ol^tioe in their works.

Subjective and Objeettve. Terms ex-

pressing the distinction which in analysing

every intellectual act we necessarily make

between ourselves, the conscious and

that of which we are conscious, the ei^ect,

*1 know,' and ‘some^ng is known by me,'

are convertible propositions; every mental act

SUBMAXILLARY GLANDS
which is not thus resolvable belongs to the emo-
tional part of our nature, as distinguished from
the intelligent and percipient. For the distinc-

tion between subject ana object, tlie neglect of

which has been the cause of infinite confusion

and perplexity, we are indebted to the school-

men, from whom it was derived (through
Wolf and Leibnitz) by Kant and the moJtirn

German philosophers.

SublApsariauE or ZnfralapEarians. In
Ecclesiastical History. The greater number
of the divines of the reformed or Calvinist

churches have held that God p(rmittcd the fall

of Adam, without positively predetermining it

;

a doctrine which has been termed suhlapsariarif

in opposition to the high Calviuistic or supra-
lapsarian view. [Supralapsarians.]
Sublimation (Lat. sublimis, on high). A

process by which solids are by the aid of heat
converted into vapour, which is again oondensed,

and often in the crystelline form. This opera-
tion is frequently resorted to for the purpose
of purifying various chemical products, and
separating them from substances which are
less volatile.

.

Sublime (Lat. sublimis). In the Fine Arts,

high or exalted in style. Sublimity is incom-
patible with our ideas of elegance, grace, or any
of the other sources of beauty, though these may
all enter into an object in which these and many
other qualities may be combined with sublimity.

They have been, however, not unfrequently

considered as some of the sources of the

sublime. The nod of Jupiter, in the hands of

such a master as the Homeric poet, is an indica-

tion of sublimity ;
bat when Longinus tells us,

that, as applied to literature, the constituent

ingr^ients of sublimity are boldness in thought,

the pathetic, proper application of figures, use of
tropes and beautiful expressions, and, lastly,

musical structure and sounds, we are inclined

to think he hod very indistinct notions of it

himself. We cannot better exemplify the mean-
ing of this term than by referring the reader

to the works of Michael Angelo in the Sis-

tine Chapel, wherein, according to Fuseli, * his

lino is uniformly grand ; diaracter and beauty
were admitted only as far as they could be
made subservient to grandeur. The child, the

female, meanness, deformity, were by him in-

discriminately stamped with grandeur. A
beggar rose fri>m his hand the patriarch of

poverty; his in&nts teem with the man, his

men are giants.* The terribiU via^ hinted at

by Agostino Carscci, is the sublime.

SuMiagUAl Otaiids (Lat. sub, under
\

lingua, tongue). A pair of small salivary

glands beneath the tongue, the secretion of

which is more viscid than that of the parotid

glands, and serves to facilitate the passage of

the food through the fauces and gullet.

Ssbinsrlne Telegrapli. [Telsorafh,
Subxarinx.]

SnSniaidUAxy Otenda (Lat. sub, under^

and maxilla, 9'ate). A pair of salivary glands

L^ger than the submaxillary situated beneath

or rather behind the lower jaw, but emitting
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tlioir secretion, which resembles that of the

sublingual glands, below the tongue.

Submedlant (Lat. sub, under^ apd mediuSi
midtUe). In Music, the middle note between
the tonic and subdominant descending. It is

the greater sixth in the miyor scale, and the
lessor sixth in the minor scale.

Submultlple. In Arithmetic and Geo-
metry, the sarnie with aliqmt part or mttuurc ;

or it is such a part of a quantity as can be
expressed by a whole number, as a third, a
fourth, &c.
Subnormal (Lat. sub, and norma, a rale).

In Geometry, that part of the axis of a curve

line which is intercepted between the ordinate

and the normal. If y be the ordinate, and x
the absciss of any curye, the expression for

the subnormal is y^. The subnormal is
dx

always a third proportional to the subtangent
and the ordinate. The terra polar suhxomuil
has reference to polar co-ordinates, and is

applied to the line drawn from the pole

perpendicular to the radius vector to meet

the normal ; its expression is
do

Subordinury* In Heraldzy, according to

some writers on this imaginary science, an
ordinary, when it comprises less than one-

fifth of the whole shield, is termed a ivtb-

ordinary.

Snbordlaatfon* [Taacebt.]
Subamatlon (Lat sub, and orno, I pro-

vidtt procure
; a meaning not classical).

Subornation of penury, in Law, is the pro-

curing a man to take a false oath amounting
to peijuiy. The offence of subornation is not

oomjplete unless the oath beHaken; but it is

a misdemeanour to attempt to procure false

testimony.

Subpoena. In Law, a writ of which there

are several sorts. Subpoena ad testificandum is

the common process, both in equity and in the

courts of common law, to compel the attendance

of a witness. Subpoena duces tecum is a writ

of the same nature with the former, with a
clause requiring the witness to bring with him
and produce hooks and papers. Aii action of

damages lies against parties disobeying this

writ
Bnbrogation (Lat. subrogo). In Civil Law,

the substitution of oUe person for another in

Ihe exercise of rights (whence Subbogatb),

but, in particular, the substitution by a cre-

ditor of another party to exercise his rights

against the debtor.

Babscapnlmr (Lat. sub, under \ scapula,

Hade-bone), Musdes, vessels, nerves, &c.,

that lie or pass beneath the scapula.

Bubaldeaea (Lat. subsido, I sink down).

In many parts of England and elsewhere there

is evidence of a depression of the land havii^

taken place, not perhaps within the Mstoric

period, but still so recently as to be little, if

at all, beyond human ei^rience. As raised

beaches are evidences of elevation, so peat
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and submerged beds of vegetable matter near
a sea-coast are proofs of this depression or
stdmdence. Where there is a peat bed still

remaining near the sea or only recently washed
away, and where peat.is continually dug up or

drifted in-shore after storms, the peat existing

in beds below the level of high water, there is

probability of subsidence having taken place.

Sometimes the evidence is even more distinct

A general subsidence seems to be going on in

those parts of warm seas where the great

works of the coral animal are in process of

construction. [Coral Island.]

Subsidy (Lat. subsidium, an aid). This

term was anciently used to express extraordi-

nary grants to the king, made by authority of

parliament. They were very various in cha-

racter and amount, and were originally levied

on the personal estates of those liable to them.
Sometimes they were in quantity on all goods, as

a tenth, a fifteenth, a thirtieth, the assessment
being made by commissioners sworn to execute

their office fairly. An ancient example of two
such subsidies is to be found in the taxation

of the town of Colchester, in the years 1296
and 1301, printed in the Rolls of Farliameiit.

Sometimes they were levied on certain kinds
of goods only, as the ninth sheaf, the ninth

lamb, the ninth fleece. Sometimes the tax

was expressed in kind. Thus, in 1340, par-

liament granted the king 80,000 sacks of wool
as a subsidy for his war against the king of

France, and for his recovexy of the French
crown.

Ultimately, a subsidy came to be considered

as a land-tax; tenths and fifteenths being

regarded as taxes on personal property, the

former on ecclesiastical, the latter on secular,

revenues. In the time of Coke a subsidy was
reckoned at 70,000/. ; tenths and fifteenths at

20,000/., the former being at the rate of 4s. in

the pound on land, the latter at 2s. on per-

sonal estates. During the first thirty years of

Elizabeth's reign, however, a subsi^, as may
be learnt from the accounts of the l&chequer,
amounted to 100,000/. The survey on wh'ch
the rate was levied was made in 82 Hen. VIZI.

After the Revolution, the term subsidy was
gradually disused. It was necessary to pro-

vide larger funds than had beenmnM during
the retos of the Stuarts, and these were
supplied by a land-tax, by customs duties,

by a hearth and poll tax, and by the excise.

(See, for information on the ancient subsidies,

Rastall’s Abridgment; Davenant's Essay on
Ways and Means ; and the chapter on * Taxes
ana Constitutions * in Prof. B^rs’ work on
AgricvUure and Prices in ihe MQAJLs Ages.)

Biibstaaoe. In Logic and Metaphysics,
substance is said to be only the cmlection

or synthesis of attributes. * Attributes,' says
Fichte, * synthetically united, mve substance;

substance analysed nves attrilmtes.* But in

the view of other pmlosophers, althou^ we
can only know subbUmce throimh attributes,

it has nevertheless a real ana independent

existence; it is 'that unknown, unknowable
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substance bn which rests all that we expe-

rience of the external world.'

Bubrntamtive or SToun Substajitlve. In
Grammar, that part of speech which denotes a
suds^crnce or as distinguished from an
attrihaU or predicate, [Grammak.]
Substantive Colours. Those colours

which, in the process of dyeing, remain fixed

or permanent without the intervention of other

substances; they are opposed to adjective

colours^ which require to be fixed by certain

intermedes, or substances which have a joint

affinity for the colouring matter and the

material to be dyed. [Dyeing
;
Mordant.]

Substitution (Lat. substitiitio, from sub-
stituo, I put under anything). In Algebra,
tlie replacing of a quantity by another or by
a function of several others. The substitution

is said to be linear when the variables of a
given function are replaced by linear functions

of a now sot of variables. [Linear Trans-
formations.]

Substitution. In Chemistry, this term is

applied to such results of affinity as are de-

pendent upon the substitution of one or more
atoms of a simple or compound body, for the

same or a different number of atoms of

another body. Thus, in the decomposition of

water, which ensues when sodium is thrown
into it, an atom of sodium is substituted for
(or replaces) an atom of hydrogen, the latter

being expelled. These changes are clearly

shown by the aid of formula. Thus, in the

above case,

Ha Oa becomes H Na Oj.

Another illustrative case of substitution

occurs in the conversion of acetic into tri-

chloracetic acid, in which 3 atoms of hydrogen
belonging to the acetic acid are substituted by
3 atoms of chlorine :

C4 O4
i^ecoming ^4 UU4

Aceiie adld. Chloraoctlc acid.

Substitution. This term is defined by
writers on the Civil Law to be the designation

of a second, third, or other heir, to enjoy, in

default of a former heir, or after him. Taken
in this general sense, it includes all those modes
of disposition which are expressed in our law

by the terms entail, remainder, &c. This was
also the method of creating what in English

law is called a trmt, in civil law a fidei com-

missum, by substitiUmg the person intended

really to ergoy the property disposed of, or

cestui qu^ trust, for the nominal owner or

trustee. [Fidei Commissum
;
Trust,]

Subattfittfoni Cbord of. In Music, a
name given to the chords of the ninth major

and minor.

ffabotratmn (Lat. laid under). A stra-

tum lying under another. The term subsoil

is generally applied to the matters which in-

tervene between tlie surface soils and the rocks

on which they rest ;
thus, day is the common

snbstratiim or subsoil of gravel.

Subatyle. In Dialling, the straight line
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formed by the intersection of the face of the

dial with the perpendicular piano which passes

through the gnomon. [Dial.]

Subtangent (Lat. sub, and tango, I touch).

In Geometry, the part of the axis of a curve

intercepted between the tangent and the or-

dinate. The general expression for the sub-

tangent of any curve is y dy
The polar subtangent has reference to polar

co-ordinates, and denotes the part intercepted

between the tangent and the radius vector upon
a line through the pole perpendicular to the

radius vector. It is given by the exiiression

r'^dB

dr

Subtense (Lat. subtensus, part, of subtendo,

I stretch under). A term sometimes used in

Trigonometry to denote the cliord of an arc.

[Chord.]
Subtraction (Lat. subtraho, I draw away).

In Arithmetic, the taking of one number or

quantity from another in order to find their

(liflfeiviice. The operation is precisely the re-

verse of addition.

Subtraction. In Law, subtraction is the

withdrawal or refusal of a due, as of tithes, or

the like.

Subtrahend and XMCinuend. In Aritli-

metic, two terms wdiich are still occasionally

used to denote, respectively, the number to

be subtracted and the number to be diminished

by the operation of subtraction.

SubulicoruB (Lat. subula, an awl
;
cornu,

a horn). The name of a family of Neuro-
pteroiis insects, including those which have
awl-shapcd antennae.

Subullpalps (Lat. subula, and palpus, a

feeler). The name of a section of Caraboid
beetles, including those which have the exterior

palps or feelers awl-shaped.

SubursuB (Lat sub, under-, nrsus, bear).

The term applied by De Blainville to ffimote

the plantigrade mammalian genera Males, Taxo-
therium, Paltsocyon, Ailurus, Vrocyon, Hasua,
Arctictis {Iclidcs), Cercoleytcs, and Am'phicyon,

which offer many points of affinity to the

true bears {Ursus), Many of these minor
plantigrades, as Cercoleptes, depart from the

ursine type, and approach in some manner
to the prehensile-tailed Vtverridte, o.g. Para-
doxurus, whilst others, as Amphicyon, are more
allied to the old Eocene types.

Sucoedaneum (Lat.). A medicine or

remedy substituted for another.

SucoeBBloiif ApoBtollcal. In Theology,

the alleged uninterrupted succession of priests

in the church by regular ordination from ilio

Apostles down to the present day. From this

position it has been inferred that the clergy so

regularly ordained have a commission from God
to preach the gospel, administer the sacraments,

and guide the church; that through their

ministration only the faithful can derive the

grace which is communicated by the sacra-

ments. Hence, according to this view, those
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BectB of CHristiaiis which have no regular auo- capital, but in respect oalj of the value of the

cession (having seceded from the Boznan Church interest of the su«seeeaor, eonsidered as an
without retaining ministers regularly ordiuned, annuity for his life.

or having subsequently interrupted the succes- gneie—atoii, oC All civilised societies,

sion, i.e. almost all Protestant bodies, except the since they recognise therigbl of private property

church of England) have, properly speaking, as opposed to the commvnism which charac-

neither church nor sacraments, since they pos* terises a ruder polity [VcLUkos System], have
sesB no apostolical authority. also, inevitably, recugniaed the claim of a

This doctrine is admitted to be of great deceased person’s descendants, and ultimately

antiquity in the church
;
but whether it was failing these, of his coUateral kindred to the

known in the first century, is still matter of property which he has acquired, and of which
discussion. As to the historical part of the he was possessed at his death. Late^ than

question, the Epistles of Ignatius are much the right of succession comes the power of

referred to in support of the doctrine. But devise, a power which appears to be, accord-

these epistles do not declare it in express ing to the opinion of most jurists, a creation

terms ; and the genuineness of these writings of positive law. [Wux.] Both the right of

is still a disputed point. succession and the right of devise are sus-

At the Reformation, th‘.s doctrine was almost tained partly on natural equity, partly on
entirely lost sight of. The church of England economical grounds ; the former since the

does not affirm it in her articles
;
but some proximity of the relations of a deceased per*

expressions in her ofilces have been thought son is a fair ground for a preference being

to point more or less distinctly towards it. shown to them in distributing the deceased
The first school of Anglican (Bvines did not person's estate; the latter since the recogni-

rely on it in their controvorsy with Puritanism, tion of such a right or rights by the state

They rather rested their argument on the is a powerful stimulant to saving, it being
fact, that the church had in early times ap- thoroughly underatood that the general corn-

pointed the episcopal government and regular mnnity is benefited by the accumulation of

ordination, and that it could not, therefore, be capital made by private persons,

wise or prudent to swerve from it. It was at The right being conceded, considerable dis-

this point that Hooker took up the subject; crepancies occur in the municipal czistoms of

but whether he actually held the tenet, has dinerent communities, and even in different

been much controverted, Mr. Keble (Pref^ regions comprised within, the bounds of the

to Hooker, p. Ixxvii) contends that he did; same community, these discrepancies arising

but, at the same time, admits that there is a generally from the rule which distinguishes

marked difference between his language and landed estate from personal property,

that of the succeeding school of Laud, Ham- The common law of this country ^ives the

mond, and Leslie. Under that school, it became whole of a freehold estate of inheritance to

the rallying-point of high churchmen, and was the eldest son, ignoring altogether the other

zealously maintained by the divines of that sons and daughters of the deceased person,

section of the church down to, and long after, This appears to be the only community in

the Revolution. But since that time it ceased which the rule of primogeniture is carriw so

to be brought prominently forward in eccle* far, and the system or principle affects not

siastical controversy, until the rise of the only the descendants of the person, who is

theological school commonly known as the always technically called the ancestor of those

Tractarian.
^

who inherit from him, but his collateral rela-

SnoeoEEioii Duty* A tax imposed by the tions, in whose succession males are always

Succession Duty Act, 1853, on every succession preferred to female stocks, and the eldest male
to property, whether real or personal (except of the eldest male stock to all others. Thus,

those chargeable under the Legacy Duty Acts), all the relations on the father’s side, however
according to the value and the relation of the remote they may be, are preferred to all the re-

successor to the predecessor (the person from lations on the mother’s side, however near they

whom the interest of the successor is derived), are, whore the estate succeeded to is freehold

The duty varies according to relationship, as descendible according to the common law.

follows: 1 per cent, due from lineal issue, or The rules of succession to such estates were,

lineal ancestor ; 3 per cent, due from brother or pnor to certain changes introduced by a sta-

sister, or the descendants of such; 6 per cent, tute of the year 1834, characterised by two
due from father or mother’s brother or sister, other singular and harsh customs. One was
or the descendauts of such ; 6 per cent, due ^t an inheritance never ascended lineally

;

from grandfather or grandmothers brother or in other words, a fether could not succei^

sister, or the descendants of such ; 10 per cent, to his son, though a brother, whose link to

due from stranger. This Act has in effect the deoeas^ person was contained in the com-

oharg^ real property devised bv will, and mon ancestor (Uie father^ could. This rule

property, whotW reaPor personal, comprised was derived from a maxim, Aareditas nunquam
in settlements^ with a tax corresponding with ascendit ; and though the law was relaxM so

the duties on legaciea As regards real far as to treat the father as a channel for

property, however, the tax is payable not in the brother’s inheritance, it was not conceived

respoct of the value of the fee simple or possible to abrogate the feudal rule so entirely
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as to acknowledge a right in the father. The
origin of the role was purely feudal. All

estates were conferred by grant or liyery,

i.e. by actual or symbolical delivery of the

estate. If the estate canle from anyone but

the father, it is clear that there could be

no claim of any reversion on the part of the

father; if it c^ime from him, the grant was
an absolute surrender of all reversionary rights,

by virtue of a special statute, known as Quia

empiares, and the son had ^ually a new fee.

The other rule, for which no satisfactory

explanation has been given, was that half

blood could not succeed mutually. Thus, if A
dies leaving only a half brother on his father's

or mother’s side, the rule was that the estate

would rather escheat to the crown or the lord,

than pass to the half brother. Both these

rules were revoked by the Act of 1834.

The common law of succession is not, how-
ever, universal. The custom of Kent, known
by the name of gavelkind, divides landed

estates equally, and in a case of succession

the eldest son must show that land in this

county has been disgavelled, in case he claims

BAprimogenitus, Sometimes the same custom
prevails in certain manors, in wliich case the

younger brothers must prove the custom, in

case they claim to hold as coparceners. Again,

in some manors there is a custom that the

lands should descend to the youngest son.

This remarkable rule, most frequently found

iu towns, or among burgage tenants, is known
by the name of borough English, and is, with-

out doubt, a Saxou custom which has survived

the l^orman law.

Agmn, the succession of the husband to lands

held by the wife, or of the wife to lands held

by the husband, varies. Somenmes the husband
holds all his wife’s lands during his life,

provided there be living issue born of the

marriage. This is called the ciirtesg of Eng-
land. In gavelkind lands he holds half only,

and on condition that he remains a widower.

Again, by common law, the wife’s dower is

a ihii^ of her husband’s lands and tene-

ments
;
by gavelkind custom, the half ; in

copyholds, it varies in amount, and is called

free bench.

At a period of English legal history which

is not very well defined, the common law

was declar^ to accept the doctrine of repre-

sentation as opposed to that of proximity. If

A dies, and leaves two brothers, it was always

admitt^ that the elder had a prior claim

to the younger. But it was not clear, in case

the elder of his brothers had also died, leaving

issue, that this issue, who were said to repre-

sent him, had a preferable claim to the younger

brother, who was notoriously nearer to him.

Thus, for instance, modern historians have some-

times spoken carelessly of the right of Arthur of
Brittany, son of Qeoffbey, the nearest brother

of Bichard I., whose father was dead, as

compared with the right of John, youngest

brother of the same monarch. Bu»^ it is clear

that at that time John's whs conj'id-Tf' ’ tb'
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better right, and that Arthur’s claim would
never have been put forward, except to further

the intrigues of Philip Augustus. In course

of time, however, the other opinion gained

ground
;
and perhaps the leading case, which

may be considered to have settled the right of

representation over proximity, is the decision •

on the Scottish crown arcued and given at

Berwick-on-Tweed, in 12(r2. The question,

however, was considered doubtful .^or long

afterwards, and in fact gave rise to tlie wars

between the houses of York and Lancaster.

(Dairymple On Feuds, ch. v.)

The custom of primogeniture has been gene-

rally condemned by economists, from Adam
Smith downwards. The late Mr. M’Culloch,

however, was an advocate of the practice,

and an ingenious scries of arguments in its

favour will be found in the notes which this

eminent writer has annexed to bis edition of

Smith’s Wealth of Nations. The reasonings

for and against the custom are very different

when it is interpreted on economical or on
political grounds. It may be defensible on
the latter, yet wholly incapable of defence on
the former.

The rules of succession to personal estate

are borrowed almost entirely from the ciril

code. In the early ages of English history, per-

sonal estate was administered generally by the

clergy who were attached to the Roman law.

In personal estate the rule of equal partition

among persons related in equal degrees to

the deceased person, with an absolute pre-

ference to relations in the ascending or de-

scending line, and without regard to sex or

half blood, has always prevailed. In foreign

countries, most of which have accepted the

I

civil code, the rule of succession to real is

I

tho same as that to personal estate ; and,

with scarcely any exception, this rule has
been accept^ in the United States and the

British colonies.

It must always be remembered that in the

Britisli Isles, as a matter of fact at the present

day, the succession to property is usually regu-

lated by the express provisions of Settlements
and Wnxs rather than by the laws of descent

or of distribution in case of intestacy.

The question us to the extent of relationship

to which the right of succession should attach,

has been debated. Bentham long ago urged
that when a man died without a will, and
without relations nearer than cousins german
in the first degree, the estate should revert

to the crown. This view of the great jurist

was founded not on purely speculative grounds,

but on matters of fact of very considerable

public interest The litigation iu favour of

remote heirs at law, the attempts made on

the most frivolous grounds to upset wills,

tho general custom of paying costs out of

estatts, whenever there is the slightest pretext

for litigation, and the frequent liardship which
the impunity given to vexatious opposition in-

volves are powerful arguments in favour of
! ajfniliilating these evils by cutting away all
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tlieae contingent rights. There seem to be
solid grounds for the belief that infinite good
would result from the acceptance of Bentham's
suggestion, and that it might be applied to
titles as well as to estates.

In the Civil Law, and in those modern
pyst^s which are derived from it, there is no
distinction between movable and immovable
property^ considered as a subject of succession.
Succession, whether of real or personal property,
is either ab intestate or by testament. The
order of succession ab intestato, according to

the civil Jaw [Descent], is to be found in the
laws of Justinian {Novell. 118, 127, &c.). It
admits three classes of successors—descen-
dants, ascendants, and collaterals, who are
preferred in that order in the succession

; so
that if a man leave any descendants, all

ascendants and collaterals are excluded ; and
ascendants exclude collaterals, except brothers
of the whole blood and their children. The
children of the deceased partake equally.

Stepchildren are strangers to the succession
of their step-parents. Children, the issue of
several marnages, succeed equally to the
property of their father ; but severally to
the property of their respective mothers.
Grandchildren take per stirpes^ or by right
of representation

; i. e. if a child die in the
parent’s lifetime, his children divide his share
equally. Among descendants, he or she of the
nearest degree is preferred, and there is no
right of representation. Brothers and brothers*

children per stirpes divide with parents
; but

it is doubtful whether more distant ascen-
dants divide with them, or not. Succession
among collaterals is said not to extend beyond
the tenth degree. The wife (by Novell. 63, c. 6)
succeeds, under certain circumstances, to a
fourth.

SuooMstOB, War of the. In Modem
European Historjr, two wars, in which great
part of the Contmeut was involved, are com-
monly known by this name : 1. That of the
Spanish succession, occasioned by the dispute
whether the succession of Spain should devolve
on an Austrian ora French prince (1702-1713)

;

terminated by the peace of Utrecht, which
placed the house of Bourbon on the Spanish
throne. 2. That of the Austrian succession,

in which the right of Charles VI., emperor
of Germany, to settle his Austrian dominions
on his daughter Maria Theresa, was contested

by France, Prussia, Bavaria, and other states

;

terminated by the peace of Aix-la-ChapcUe,

1748.

Buooinea (Lat. suednum, amber). A genus
of fresh-water Gasteropods, so call^ from the

transparent texture and amber colour of the

shell. Of this genus, two species (Sticcinea

amphibia, Drap., and 8. oblonga) are British,

and are found occasionally in the river Wandle,
and in Greenwich marshes.

BueelBlo Acid (Lat. succinum). An acid

obtained among the products of the destructive

distillation of amber
;
when pure, it is a white

crystalline substance. Its salts are termed
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succinates \ of these the s^tccinate of ammonia
is occasionally used as a test for iron. It

precipitates the peroxide of that metal in the

form of a brown insoluble succinate.

Bnoolnite (Lat. succinum). An amber-
coloured variety of Lime Garnet [Topazolite]
found in small, rounded, translucent masses,

in a serpentine rock in the Viss Valley,

Piedmont.
Bucoonr. The Cichorium Intybus or Wild

Endive, called also Chicory. The root of this

plant, which resembles a carrot, when cut into

slices, dried, roasted, and ground into powder,
is used for the adulteration of ground coffee.

It has a somewhat burnt flavour, slightly

resembling that of coffee, but it yields a
large quantity of a rich brown infusion, or de-
coction, with water. To detect the adultera-
tion, sprinkle the suspected article upon the
surface of some water in a jar or tumbler : if

envine coffee, it remains for a long time
oating, scarcely tinging the water, and ap-

pearing greasy or not easily wetted
; whereas,

if succory powder bo present, it communi-
cates a deep reddish-brown tint to the water,
and portions of it soon sink to the bottom.
[CiCHOMUM.]

In order to check the adulteration of coffee

by chicory, a Treasury minute of 1852 pro-
hibited the sale of coffee mixed with this

material, unless parcels were labelled to the
effect that such a mixture had been made. But
as chicory was liable to no duty, while coffee was
liable, the regulation was ineffectual, and the
adulteration was general

; and as far as regards
coffee supplied in the form of infusion, it was
chiefly made of chicory. The legitimate remedy
would have been an excise duty levied on
chicory, which should be equal in amount to
that levied on coffee. This remedy was applied
in part in 1860. The duty was raised in 1861,
again in 1862 and 1863, and finally settled in

1864 at 24s. 3d. the cwt.

The flavouring and colouring matter of chi-
cory is who^ destitute of the peculiar pro-
perties of coffee

; it is, in fact, little else £an
caramel suspended in woody fibre.

Baooubt (Lat.). During the middle ages,

I

this term was used to denote the female devils
with which wizards were supposed to have in-

tercourse, in contradistinction to the incubi,
or male devils, to whom it was stated that the
witches submitted themselves. By the Scotch
Highlanders, the succubi are known as the
Iieannain Lith. (Kirk, Secret Commonwealth,
1691.) Lilith, the first wife of Adam, according
to the Rabbinical tradition, was regarded ae
their queen. From her name the word lullaby
(lili Abi^ is by some supposed to be derived

,

but this IS very doubtful. (Lecky, History of
EationOlisni, ch. i.) ^

ftaooaraal. In Ecclesiaatical usa^. in
various Continental countries, a chur^ es-

tablished by way of succour to a parochial
church, regarded as insuificieiit for the. wante
of its community : answering to the Englirii

chapel’ofease.
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Suoker. In Botany, a branch or shoot

thrown up by a plant from beneath the surface

of the ground, as is common with roses, &c.

[Propagation op Plants.]
Saoklngr Fisk. The fish so called is ra-

ther a sticking fish^ since it attaches itself to

other fishes, or to the bottoms of vessels, for pro-

tection or conveyance, not for drawing anything

therefrom by the act of suction. The fish is

recognised by the flat oval adhesive disc on
the top of the head. It is a comparatively

small species, of the mihbrackial division of the

MalacoptcrygianSy in the Cuvicrian system
;

it

was called Kemora by the ancients, in reference

to its influence—exaggerated in their narra-

tions—in retarding the course of the vessel to

which it had attached itself : it is the Echeneis

Remora of Linnaeus.

Sucking Pump. A pump which raises

water by exhausting the air from the barrel,

and into which vacuous space the water is

forced by the pressure of the atmosphere upon

the exposed surface of the water. Theoreti-

cally, the suction or sucking pump would raise

water through a height of 30 feet or a little

more, but it is customary (in order to allow

for defects of workmanship, Sec.) to reckon

that the effective height to which water can be

raised in this manner is at the most 24 to 26

feet.

Suoroce* A generic name for those sugars

which, though identical in composition and pro-

perties, are obtained from sources different

from that of cane sugar. It includes the sugars

of the cane, beet, turnip, carrot, maple, birch,

aim, Indian corn, and others less generally

Down.
Suctorlans (Lat. sugo, I sitck). The

name of a tribe of Cartilaginous fishes, com-
prehending those which, like the lamprey, have

a circular mouth adapted for suction.

Sadder (Hin. sadr, eminencft chiefs &c.).

A term applied in British India in various

significations, but, principally, to the courts of

Sudder Adawlut, which wore those of highest

civil and criminal jurisdiction in all the presi-

dencies, until amalgamated by recent law with

the high courts in some of those divisions. A
Sudder Ameen is a superior native civil judge
or arbitrator, having a jurisdiction previously

limited in different l^alities.

kadorlparoua Glands (Lat. sudor, sweat
;

pario, I produce). In Anatomy, the secreting

organs of the sweat, which copsist of a slender

elongated blind glandular tube, coiled into a

lobular form and embedded in the subcutaneous

&t, and continued thence in a spiral course to

the cuticle, where it opens by an oblique pore.

Gddra. [Caste.]

Bnet. Tne fat situated about the loins and

kidneys, which is harder and less fusible than

t^t other parts of the same animal. That

of the ox and sheep is chiefly used ; and when
melted out of its containing mombnines it forms

tallow^ and is largely used in the manufacture

of candles and the oidinaiy soaps. Beef and

mutton suet, trhen fhsed, concrete at a tem-
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pcniture of about 100°. Like other kinds of

I fitt, it is a compound of carbon, oxygen, and
hydrogen.
Suez Canal. The construction of a canal

across the isthmus of Suez, which should con-

nect the Mediterranean with the lied Sea, is a
scheme which in one form or other has attracted

the attention of governments and private specu-

lators from time immemorial. Nature, seems to

lend itself to the practical execution such a
canal, for the isthmus is a depression, and a
considerable part of the soil is below the level

of the two seas. In the time of the ancient

Egyptian kings, a canal was constructed, ex-
tending from the Nile, near Belbris, to the gulf
of Suez

;
but this was only for bouts, and did

not last long. The only serviceable plan seems
to be a ship canal from Port Said to the gulf
of Suez, a distance of 90 miles. Early in

1856, a concession was granted to M. de
Lesseps to construct : 1. A ship canal from sea

to sea, 330 feet wide, and sunk 20 feet below
the Mediterranean

;
2. A canal to the Nile,

available for irrigation as well as tralfic
;

3.

Branches for irrigation. The company was
constituted in 1859 ;

and consider.ible progress

has now (1866) been made in the execution of

the work.

There are three depressions in the line of

the proposed canal, one near the Mediterranean,
another (Lake Temseh) half-way across, and
the third (the Bitteu Lakes) a long depression

near Suez, which appears in former times to

have been the site of a canal. Except tv^o

small ridges, one 30, the other 46 feet above
the sea, the rest of the lino of the projected

canal is only 6 to 8 feet above the waters of

the Mediterranean. The difference of level

between the Red Sea and the Mediterranean is

only about 18 feet.

Up to 'the close of 1865, about four millions

and a half sterling had been expended on the

works; less than half that sum, however, re-

presenting the cost of labour for excavation.

The canal had at that time been cut so as to

admit the passage of water for most part of

the way
;
but the whole had to be deepened,

except where the deep lakes intervene. This
work involves the removal of about 60,000,000
eubic metres of sand and rock, and presents

great difficulties. The work of the central

part of the canal, near the ridges of Serapiuin,

was about half done. The ports and harbours

at the extremities of the canal had hardly been
commenced. The original dimensions proposed
seem to be no lunger adhered to, the width of the

part in progress being 68 mkres and the depth
8 mkres. There are very large and costly en-

gineering works still to be executed, and, in

fact, the real difficulties seem only now be-

ginning. There does not appear, however, to be
any insuperable difficulty in the way of final

success, if money can be obtained, and up-
wards of seven millions sterling of the nominal
capital of the company is still available.

Safferanoe, Tenancy at or by. In La w,

the least or lowest estate which can subsist in
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peal property ; in strictness, a possession only;

which arises wlien a person whose lawful

right to occupy has ceased, continues to do
so without the agreement or disagreement of

the person in whom the right of possession

resides.

8ulfet«s (said to be from the Fhocnic.

sehopetim). Carthaginian magistratc.s, whose
office much resembled that of the Spartan

kings and Roman consuls. Their number was
two, and they were elected annually from the

noblest families of the state. The functions

of the sutfetes seem to have been confined

chiefly to the management of civil affairs.

Thus, it was their province to assemble the

senate and preside in it, and also to propose

the subjects of debate, and collect the votes

.

but there arc instances recorded of suffetes

leading the armies of their country. All the

cities of note in the Carthaginian dominions

had likewise their suffetes
;
but these, of course, i

were invested merely with municipal authority.

{Mem. de VAcad, des Inset

.

vols. xxxiv. xxxviii.

;

Arnold, History of Romc^ ch. xxxix.)

Suffraf^an (Lat. suffVagium, a vote). In

Ecclesiastical usage, every bishop is said to be

suffragan, relatively to the archbishop of his

province
;
thus the bishop of Carlisle is suffra-

gan to the archbishop of York, &c. either on

account of the suffrages given by them in the

provincial synods, or because they cannot be

consecrated without the suffrage or consent of

the archbishop. Titular bishops, ordained to

assist a bishop in his spiritual functions, are

also commonly, but rather improperly, styled

suffragans
;
a title adopted by tlie stat. 26

Hen. VIII. c. 14, which named twenty-five

places for which such suffragans might be

appointed. This Act was repealed by 1 & 2

Pliilip & Mary c. 8, but was revived by I Eliz,,

in whose reign we find notices of suffragans at

Dover, Hull, and elsewhere. This law, which

has not been acted on for upwards of two cen-

turies, is still unrepealed. [CHOREPiacori.]

Suffrage (Lat. suffragiiim). In all com-
miinit-ies w'hich are not governed despotically,

and which possess an administration, the assent

of the people either in whole or part is invited,

either to tlie election of magistrates, senators,

legislators, and the like, or to the passing of

laws, or both. This was the case with the

ancient states of Greece and Rome, and the

Tyrian cclonies in so far as we are acquainted

with their constitution. At Athens, the freest

state of antiquity, the whole free native popu-

lation was invited to elect magistrates, to pass

laws, and even to decide party contests by the

singular machinery of Ostracism. At Sparta,

the institutions of which were rigid and un-

yielding, the assembly of the Spartans, who
alone wore possessed of political rights, elected

the annual officers, called Ephori, who gra-

dually appropriated the chief part of the ad-

ministration. Even when the constitution was
aristocratic, the electoral power remained with

the people, though the franchise was limited

and the opportunity for exercising it still more
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so. In Rome, the suffrage wiis more complicatrcl,

and as its machinery is not exactly described

by those who lived while it operated, its dis-

tribution is more obscure. But the people

elected magistrutes and passed laws. Those
who had been elected w'cre, as a matter of

course, drafted into the senate, this body
having, in certain directions ^id on certain

occasions, a legislative power. Similar or ana-

logous arrangements are made in the Italian

republics.

I'lio electoral franchise in the larger states

of the modern world is reputed to have been

deprived from the councils of the church and
the election of ecclesiastical officers. There
seems little doubt that, in the early history of

Christian communities, the election of officers

WMS ill the hands of the mass of believers. Per-
secuted and poor, forced to perform their rites

ill fe^'cret, and liable perpetually to charges of

treason, the early Christians were driven to

establish equality in the community
;
and when

the church was acknowledged by the empire,

the form at least of an election remained. In
the councils the process was even more en-

during; and as the clergy met in order to

enforce discipline, and occasionally to aid the

exigencies of the sovereign, the developement
of a parliamentary system was effected long
before a similar method was adopted for the

laity. Forms of election, suffrages given on
important matters of domestic economy, were
familiar in the manor courts, and when the

suffrage was given, it was no novelty in fact,

though its immediate purpose was a novelty

by no means agreeable to the recipients. (See

a somewhat imaginative scene in Palgrave’s

Merchant and Friar

^

in which a mediaeval

election is described.)

. It is not easy to determine on what persons
the suffrage was conferred in the earliest times.

In all likelihood, as the election of knights

and burgesses was simply that they might
make grants to the crown, and be in conse-

quence permitted to petition for redress of

grievances, all who were liable to taxation

would be electors. For instance, the number
of persons assessed to the tax in the borough
of Colchester, in the year 1301, is 391. There
is, probably, no reason to doubt that each and
all of these persons (in pursuance of the terms
of the great charter, that no freeman should
be taxed without his consent) were empowered
to register votes for any candidate whom
they might think proper to elect, and to whom
they might pay the modest wages of parlia-

mentary attendance.

Towards the close of the fourteenth century,

the representative in parliament, and especially

the knight of the shire, became a far more
important personage than he was at the first

institution of parliament. Hence a seat in the

House of Commons became an object of am-
bition, and no small value was attached to

the franchise. In order, it seems, to put a stop

to undue returns by the sheriff, a declaratory

statute was passed (8 Hen. IV.) Dec. 1406,
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l>y which, notice buying been given fifteen days
])revious to the day of election, the ‘suitors

at the county court’ were invested with the

suffrage. Who these suitor^ were, has been

much debated, but on the whole it seems like-

ly that all possessors of estates of inheritance

were included in the term. In the year 1430,

however, the Commons petition, that whereas
‘ knights of the shire hud of late been chosen by
outrageous and excessive numbers of people

and of small substance, who crowded tumul-

tuously to county elections,’ it would bo de-

Hirublo to limit the suffrage to holders in free

tenements of the annual value of forty shillings.

There is no doubt that this limitation of the

rounty franchise was reactionary, but it does

not iippear that any similar limitation was put

on the boroughs. 1

A variety of customs crept up in these

boroughs, and the suffrage was very differently

awarded. In some it was confined to the cor-

poration, in most to the freemen; or it was
extended to all residents paying scot and lot,

i. c. local taxes. In some, as at Preston, it was
iniversal.

'I'hcse anomalies were remedied by the Act of

!»S32, commonly called the Reform Bill. As a

rub', the potw.dlcrs or potwallopers, i.e. those

'vho had any habitation in the borough, or, in

the homely moaning of the word, boiled a pot

in it, were extinguished. The freemeu were

retained, but could exercise their franchise

vmly if they resided within a few miles of th*e

borough, while the rental qualification of 10/.

per annum, witli certain conditions intended

to ob?itite the sudden creation of voters, and

securing the payment of local taxes, was
created. In the counties, the freeholders w'cre

yiipplemented by copyholders possessing a cer-

Min amount of cleaC annual value, and hy oc-

cupiers to file auKHint of 60/. and upwards,

the last being inserted on the electoral roll by

;h<* so-called Chantlos Clause.

Of late years, many projects have been put

forward for an extension of the suffrage, some
leing the demands of parties outsiile parliament,

‘jonie i;ejng government bills. All have hithcr-

:o /ailed. The ‘Chartists’ represented twenty

years ago the principle of universal suffrage,

but their organisation broke down, and is only

now reviving imder another form. The latest

nggestion made by an admini.stration w as that

uf the Russell-Gladstone cabinet, which pro-

posed 14/. for the counties and a 7/. rental for the

boroughs. The House of Commons, however,

substituted a rating for a rental clause, on the

motion of Lord DunkelHn, and the government

resigned. It appears, howeAvr, to be agrfvd on

all hands, tliat the settlement of the question is

only temporarily postponed, and that some de-

cision must be speedily arrived at which shall, if

possible, be final. [Reform ;
Representation.]

Ba0)n4FO (Lat, suffrago, /Ac pastern). In

Mammalogy and Ornithology, the joint of the

tibia with^o tarsus.

3ixfllrutl«f>Ra (Lat. sub ;
frutex, a shrxtb).

In Botany, this term is applied to any plant
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which is not exactly cither, a shrub or an
herbaceous plant; i.e. which has not hard
woody twigs and complete buds like the one,
nor perishable succulent twigs like the other.

Lavender is an instance of a suffruticosc plant,

Sttfl. [SOFI.]

^
Sugar (Fr. sucre, Ger. zuckcr). A crystal-

lised substance, obtained in greatest plenty
from certain varieties of tropical grasses, but
present to some extent in all grivsses, and
found in an infinite variety of other plants.

The specific characteristic oi all sugais is that

they contain carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen only,

and in definite proportions. One kind of sugar
only is fermentable, this being callni glia one

or grape sugar. Some other kinds, as cane
sugar and sugar of milk, may by particular

processes be turned into glucose, and be made
bv means of one fermenting pioci'ss to 3 i 6ld

alcohol, and by another and subsequent px’ocess

vinegar. [^Acer; Bkbt; Saccharum.]
In his Historg of Sugar and Sugar-yiddiug

PhmiSy Mr. Reed states that the sugar cane
was first made knowm in the West by the
Conquests of Alexander the. Great; Nearchns,
the admiral sent down the Indus, describing it

us a kind of honey groAving in canes or reeds.

From India the sugar cane w'as introiliicod into

Arabia, Egypt, and the Avestem parts of Am.i.

Dioscorkles, in the first century of the Christian

era, is said to be the first writer who uses the

word saccharum^ or sugar, a word Avhich may
be identified with the Sanscrit ^‘arkara, and
perhaps the IlebreAV shakar and the Malay
jagara. The Greek ti'rin is (rdxxap. Pliny
remarks that sugar in his time was used for

medicine only. In the seventh century, the

physician Paulas JEgineta describi'S sugar as

the Indian salt, and recommends that a piece

bo kept in the month during fevers. The
sugarcane was know’ii in the Morea, Rhodc"^,

Malta, and Syria, before the time of the Cru-
sades

;
and there is evidence that it Avas in-

troduced info Sicily between lOGO and 1090.

It Avas brought info Spain by the Moors, on
iheir conque.‘<t of the country early in the

eighth century; and a large amount of sugar

is still manufactured in the tract which lies

between tho S erra Nevada and the sea; the

chief scat of the inanufaeture being at Alinu-

uecar. In the beginning of the foiirtoenlh

century, sugar, according tA> Sauuto, was sup-

plied from Sicily, Cyprus, Crete, Malta, and
Alexandria. That of Cyprus and Alexandria
was the eheapest, but it was always exceedingly

dear. The price of sugar bought at this period

in England was on an average 1*'. Ij^/. the pound
troy. (Prof. Rogers, On Agriculture and P/ ires

in England,) Sugar continued long to be the

ehoice luxury of the rich.

In 1506, sugar w'us introduced into the

Canary Islands, and thence was taken to the

islands of the Mexican Gulf. It has become in

an eminent degree tho produce of the inter-

tropical regions of the New World, though the

production of this necessary of life is increasing

m some parts of India and the islands of the
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Indian seas. It has been prepared from time
immemorial in China

;
but, cheap as labour is

in that fertile and populous region, the Chinese
do not seem able to compete with the more
favourable climate and the greater mechanical
appliances and skill possessed by the sugar
planters of the Leeward Islands and Brazil.

According . to some, the sugar cane is

indigenous in America and the West Indies
;

while others maintain that it was not known
until transplanted thither by Europeans. In
Hispaniola, according to Peter Martyr, the
sugar cane was known in 1493 : it was intro-

duced into Madeira from Sicily in 1420. In
1G41, .sugar canes were transplanted from Bra-
zil to Jiarbadocs, but the sugar there made was
at first so bad as to be scarcely worth exporting.
By 1676, however, the manufacture had been
so far improved and the trade had so increased
as to employ 400 vessels, averaging 150 tons
burden.

The first account of a shipment of sugar to
England, is apparently one from Venice, of

100,000 lbs., in 1319. and during the two
suceeoding centuries it was imported in small
quantities, but chiefly for medicinal purposes.
In 1633, Hawkins, the navigator, brought
sugar to England from St. Domingo; but it

came into general demand only on the intro-

duction of tea and cotfee.

The process, as carried on in our West
India islands, consists in pressing out the juice
by rolling mills, and carefully evaporating it

till it has acquired the proper consistency for

crystallising; lime water is added during this

operatiori, to neutralise any free acid, and to
facilitate the separation of certain vegetable
matters, whicli, in consequence of the action of
the lime, rise more readily to the surface, and

admit of being skimmed off. When duly
concentrated, the syrup is run off into shallow
wooden coolers, where it concretes

; it is then
put into barrels with holes in the bottom,
through which a quantity of treacle or molasses
gradually drips, and the remaining sugar
acquires the granular crystalline state

;
it is

packed into hogsheads, and comes to us under
the name of raw or muscovado sugar. [Sugar
Kefinino.]
The chemical characters of sugar are well

defined, especially those of the crystallisable or
cane sugar. Its specific gravity is about 1’6.

It dissolves in all proportions in water, is less

soluble in alcohol, and U recognised by its

purely sweet taste. It is blackened by sul-

phuric acid; and when about one part of this

acid is added to two of thick syrup, the mixture
presently boils up into a black frothy mass,
which is little else than carbon, acid, and
water. In respect to ultimate composition,
sugar belongs to that important class of
proximate vegeUible principles which are theo-
retically regarded as compounds of carbon
and water

;
i. e. of carbon and oxygen and

hydrogen, in the same relative proportions as
they exist in water. The following shows the
results of numerous analyses of the finest loaf

sugar in a dry and pure state, with its atomio
constitution :

—

Atoma Theorj Expt.

Carbon . . . . 24 42-11 42-8fi

Hydrogen . . . . 22 6-43 6-85

Oxygen . . . . 22 51-46 60*80

68 100-00 ioo-00

Several other varieties of sugar have been
chemically examined; such as grape sugar,
honey sugar, mushroom sugar, manna, liquorice

sugar, &c.

Tc^al Im^orU of Hefined Sugar and Sugar Candy.

I860 1861 186*2 1863 1864

Unrefined and refined sngar
cwt.

344,089
cwt.

241,795
cwt
321,409

cwt.

296,676
cwt
92.5,691

and Rugar candy from all

parts 9,140498 10,620,859 10,181,257 10,999,361 11,606,882

Total 9,484,287 10,862,654 10,.502,666 11,296,037 12,631,676

Imports of Unrefined Sugar from all Farts not mentioned in the following Tabte^ and chiefly

f’om the foreign IVest India Islands^ Brazil
^
and the Philippine Islands^

1680 1861 1869
1

1863 1864

From Britiih West Indies,

&c., as shown in preceding
table

cwt
8,495,892

5,300,217

cwt.

4,434,570

5,944,494

cwt.

4,901,241

4,958,607

cwt
5,161,867

6,560,881

cwt
5,557,783

5,122,455

Total from all parts . . 8,796,109 10,379,064 9,859,848 10,702,682 10,680,188

The principal European crops raised in
j

tons, in 1861-2 to 364,000 tons, in 1862-3
Germany (Zollvorcin), France, Austria, Russia,

j
to 405,000 tons, in 1863-4 to 349,000 tons,

and Belgium, amounted in 1860-1 to 329,000 jaqd in 1864-5 to 442,000 tons.

VoL. III. 641 TT
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Imports of i7aw lAe UnUsd Kingdomfrom British Possessions,from 1860 to

1864, inclusive.

I860 1861 1862

ewt. ewt. CfWt.

Antigua . 185,586 163,648 258,405

Barbadoes 647,061 794,117 701,266

Dominica . . . • 61,125 66,013 57,442

Grenada .... 91,974 83,498 68,200

Jamaica .... 520,808 623,676 553,013

Montserrat 328 2,917 6,117

Mevis .... «,736 30,019 35,733

St. Christopher 156,225 154,598 186,913

St, Lucia .... 72,940 96,747 97,867

St. Vincent 138,332 136,181 145,288

Tobago .... 61,482 55,336

ToitoU . ... 1.748

Trinidad .... 590,633 530,009

Bahamas .... 4,514 670
Bermudas «•« 2,922 ...

Demerara.... 777,368 923,796 873,588

Berbice .... 107,122 124,306 130,429
Total from British V7est \XVMliX alwiil xfiiiLJOU Tw cot/

1

Indies and British V 3^76,610 3,690,297 3,864,771
Guiana . . j

Mauritius . 1,163,732 1,603,691 686,433

Bengal .... 364,976 419,637 101,006

Madras .... 289,034 260,228 207,710

Bombay .... 1,038 1,163 45
included

'

Penang .... 76,044 with
Singapore

Ceylon .... 4 ^ 6 1

79,203

Singapore.... 29,779 including - 98,641
Penang

Total .... 6,300,217 5,944,494 4,958,607

1868

ewt.

202,483
649,969

60,568
90,181

514,665

6.647
39,424

200,691
96,711

136,253

47,533

600.482

”*860

889,087

97,939

3,621,883

1,636,671

14,316

218,666
343

2

60,061

5,560,831

1664

cwt.

52,866

539,706

40,631
85,384

471,621

7,967

16,149

96,890

85,822
123,346

44,857

670,793
1

3

926,993

99,334

3,260,262

1,064,429

481,350
228,223

1,553

1

96,637

6,122,456

Statement showing the Net Revenue, and the

Average Price, inclusive and exclusive of Duty,

from 1860 to 1864 inclusive.

Ynrt Net RevcDu«
Avenn R«tc

ofDutj
Arersfe Price

uer Cwt.
In Bond

Avrnige Price
per Cwt.

Inclurire of
Dutnf

1860
1861
1862
1863
1864

£
5,835,484
6,101.325
6,215,346
6,249,8 16

5,157.083

1 $. d.
0 13 4
0 15 4
0 15 4
0 IS 4
0 11 1

£ $. d17 2
1 8 8ISO
I 5 2
1 6 5

£ t. d.

2 0 6
1 17 0
1 18 6
2 0 9
1 10 4

The diminution of tlie revenue in 1864, as
compared with thejears immediately preceding,
IB owing to the ri^ced rates of duty whiim
took effect in that year.

Sugar Oaaidir* Sugar clarified, and ren-

dered transparentW dystallisation.

Sagsr Osne. ffibwouLBUM.]

Sugar Mill. A mill for expiessing the
iuice from sugar canes, consisting usually of
three horixontal iron rollers, two of which
are set on tlie fame hcMrizontal plane, while

j
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the third is set over and between the other two,
so as to touch both. The canes are fed in
'between the top roller and one of the lower
ones, and there receive the first squeeze. The
juice runs down into a trough formed in the
base of the mill

;
and the canes travel on and

receive ' their second squeeze between the top
roller and the second horizontal one, aftc^r

which, the juice being all squeezed out, the
residual woolly fibre, known as hegass, is used
as fuel beneath the boiler of the engine tha^
drives the mill. An approved form of sugar
mill, with beam engine for driving it, is shown
in the annexed figure. Such mills are now
made of veir lar|re size, and the most material
condition of their efficiency is great stzength
in the working parts, so as to obviate as far
ss possible the nsk of injury or stoppage even
when su^ected to the rough usage to which
thcM mills are exposed. A friction coupfing,
set in some convenient part of the mill, between
the fly-wheel and the rollers, would he a
useful expedient, as it could be screwed up
80 as to transmit the motion of the oigine
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when the mill was in the ordinaiy course

of working, but yet to slip when accidentally

subjected to very severe stniins.

An engine of 20 horse-power will work
a sugar mill having rollers 5 feet long and
28 inches diameter, the rollers making 2J-

turns per minute. An engine of 18 horse-

power will work a mill with rollers 4^ feet

long and 26 inches diameter, and an engine

of 16 horse-power a mill with rollers 3 feet

8 inches long. Twelve horse-power will work
a mill of which the rollers are 4 feet 2 inches

long and 24 inches diameter, and 10 horse-power

SUGAR REFINING
a mill with rollers 3 feet 10 inches long
and 23 inches diameter. It will require an
engine of 25 to 30 horse-power to drive

a mill with rollers 5} feet long, 30 inches

diameter, and making turns per minute.

Such a mill will express the juice out of 130

tons of canes ib from 12 to 15 hours. An acre

of land produces from 10 to 20 tons of canes,

according to the locality and the age of the

canes. The juice expressed from the canes

will stand at from TS® to 12® of the saccha-

rometer, according to the locality and other

circumstances. The weight of sugar produced

varies from 6 to 10 per cent, of the weight

of the canes. Well-constructed mills ^ve in

juice from 60 to 70 per cent, of the weight of

;

the canes
;
and in no case should the surface

of the rollers move at a greater speed than 16

feet per second, else the necessary time for

the expression of the juice will not be afforded,

and a much less per-centage in proportion

to the weight of the canes passea throi^h

will be obtained. At one time, sugar mills

with vertical rollers were much employed,

and motion was given to them by a pole, the

end of which was moved round by a horse in

a circular path. But the difficulty of feeding

such rollers evenly with canes was so great

as to cause the general abandonment of that

species of mill. The framing of sugar mills

is generally made of cast iron, and the rollers

are of cast iron, but the spindles on which

they turn are of wrought iron.

•iigttr Xaflnlng. The series of operations

by which white or refined sugar is^ produced

from brown or raw sugar. The cane juice, after

having been expressed by the si^ar mill, is

conducted into a caldron or clarifier holding

from 300 to 400 gallons, where it is heated, ana
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a scum is thrown up and removed, after which
the liquor is evaporated to the consistency

of syrup in a senes of evaporating pans, of

which the last is called the teacke. When
the syrup is sufficiently concentrated, it is

poured into square wooden boxes, where it

sets, and is then placed in hogsheads perforated

at the bottom to enable the molasses to drain

out. The sugar thus obtained is raw sugar,

and on its arrival in this country it is dissolved

in water heated by steam, filtered through
bag filters to remove all refuse, and then

passed through a deep stratum of animal

I

charcoal, not reduced to dust, but granulated

like coarse gunpowder. The charcoal takes

away a large part of the colour of the syrup,

and leaves it almost colourless. The syrup

is then evaporated in a pan called a vacuum
pan^ which consists of a pan or vessel, gene-

rally of copper, heated by a convolution of

steam pipes placed within it, and fitted with

an air-tight cover: a vacuum being main-

tained within the pan by condensing the

steam as it is raised from the syrup by the

action of the heated coil This condensation

is effected by means of a jet of water in
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a contiguous vessel, into which a pipe from
the pun opens. The water so introduced is

pumped away by an air pump, or, \ as it is

called, a vacuum pump (resembling in all

respects the air pump used in steam engines),

the existence of the vacuum being thus con-

stantly maintained. Boiling in vacuo has the

effect of enabling the >'aporisation to be car-

ried on at a lower temperature, and there-

fore with less carbonisation of the sugar than

would-Otherwise take place- Wlien the syrup

has been boiled sufficiently for granulation to

take place, a plug is pulled out in the top of

the jpaii to enable air to enter, and by
opening a cock in the bottom of the pan the

syrup is drawn off into a vessel beneath,

whence it is ladled into conical moulds, open

at the base and with a small hole at the

apex which so long as the sugar is liquid

is kept stopped up. When the sugar is set,

the small orifice at the apex of the mould
is opened, and a mixture of sugar and water

is poured over the base of the cone, which
is kept uppermost, while the apex is suffered

to drip into a vessel placed beneath. The
water in the syrup penetrates through the

mass, and washes away any treacle or colouring

matter which may remain in the mass ; for

it is the property of this colouring matter to

spread itself over the surface of the crystals,

but not to enter into their composition, and
it may consequently be, for the most part,

washed away by water suitably applied, I)ark

brown sugar spread upon a frame of wire

gauze, beneath which a vacuum is maintained,

is rapidly whitened if sprinkled with water

out of the rose of a watering pot, the treacle

being carried away with the water. Molasses,

as it a?rrives in this countrjr from abroad,

fjencrally contains a good deal of sugar, which

is extracted by boiling the molasses and
emptying it into moulds, when the treacle

drip.s away, leaving within the mould a coarse

brown sugar, which is again dissolved, passed

through charcoal, and crystallised in the man-
ner already described.

In refining sugar, the sugar should be turned

out with a large grain. This end is pro-

moted by bringing the liquor first introduced

into the pan to the crystallising point. Instead

of emptying it and taking in a new supply,

this liquor is retained in the pan, new supplies

being from time to time added as the water

is evaj^orated, so as to keep the pan constantly

full. By this method, the crystals first formed

in the pan become nuclei about which the par-

ticles of sugar subscquenlty added may arrange

themselves, and os there arc thus fewer crystals

each of them is larger. It is usual to allow

the temperature of the pan to rise just before

the liquid sugar is run ont, by partially turning

off the injection. Any very small crystals arc

thus dissolved, and instead of forming them-

selves anew the particles go to increase the

size of the larger crystals. In former times,

blood was used in sugar refining, but its em-
ployment has now been long discontinued.
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The action of animal charcoal in bleaching

syrups and other liquids is not well under-
stood; but it appears to be owing to the

presence of the charcoal in the bones de-

oxidising the phosphates and other substances

which enter into their composition ; these

substances again slowly oxidise by contact

with the liquid, from which they take oxygen,
leaving the equivalent of hydre^en in the

nascent state, which combines with the free

charcoal or colouring matter of the liquid,

forming with it a colourless compound. The
charcoal filters employed in sugar houses are

often 20 feet deep or more. After a certain

period of use, the charcoal loses its bleaching

power. It must then be removed from the

filters, and rebumt, when the bleaching power
is restored; but after several repetitions of

this process this power is lost altogether. Lat-

terly, centrifugal machines for drying the sugar
have been introduced in sugar refining. These
consist of cylinders of wire gauze, which are

put into rapid rotation, and the wet sugar

being placed in these cylinders the liquid is

ejected at the circumference by the centrifugal

force. In some places abroad the sugar is

refined at the same time that it is made.
To defecate 330 gallons of juice, 6 boiling

pans or clarifiers, 4 scum presses, and 10 fil-

ters are needed
; and to granulate the sugar,

two vacuum pans are required, feet in dia-

meter, with two condensers, and it is better to

have also two air-pumps. Three cylindrical

boilers of 6 feet diameter will generate the

steam required to boil the liquor in the vacuum
pans; and 10 centrifugal machines, driven

by a 12-horso engine, which will also drive

a pair of crushing rollers, will be requisite

to whiten the sugar by wetting it and
again drying it by centrifugal force. The
three modern improvements in sugar refining

are : the vacuum pan, which diminishes car-

bonisation ; the use of animal charcoal for

bleaching
;
and the centrifugal machine.

Sutoldo or Belf-murder (a word coined

from Lat. sui, self, and cmdo, io kUl), Few
chapters in tlie history of the human mind are

more singular than that of suicide, as showing
the kind of honour and estimation which a

practice so unnatural has attaim^d in the feel-

ings of many nations. The rank which relK

gious suicide has held from immemorial anti-

quity, and still holds, in the opinion of the

Hindus, has been too oftem described, and is

too familiar in its most notorious and painful

instances, to need more than adverting to on

the present occasion. It is said that the

practice is condemned by their older books
;

if

so, the traditionary sentiments of the people

have been formed on some different model.

The suicides of the Hindus have proceeded

partly from fanaticism, partly from an apa-

thetic philosophy
,
those of the ancient Scan-

dinavians, esteemed equally honourable, from

the temper of warriors, who could endure any

evil except the approach of helpless and un-

warlikc old age,
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Amonff the Greeks, the first enquirers who

reasoned out the principles of human life and
action hy a train of philusophi'’al investigation,

singularly vague and discrepant opinions on
this subject seem to have prevailed. Socrates,

the iprcat master of ethics, was emphatic in his

conclemnatiun of suicide. Plato speaks in a more
dubious strain. Writing as n lawgiver, he re-

probates it
;
and in his arguments on the sub-

ject is to be found the well-known illustration

w'hich has figured ever since in all such discus-

sions, in which he compares it to the desertion

by a soldier of his post
;
yet he expressly excepts

from his censure those cases in which it is com-
mitted under the pressure of immitigable cala-

mity. Pythagoras, at an earlier period, denied

its lawfulness. {Athmeeus, 1. iv.) In the later

days of Greek philosophy, both Stoics and
Epicureans found arguments for its defence in

their respective principles. The former seet was
j

notorious for its tenets on this subject
;
Zeno

and Cleanthcs, its great masters, having both

jHit an end to their own lives, as Democritus
had done before them, from the mere tedium
of old ugc.

Cum jam matura vetustas
Admomiit memorem motiis lanvruc'-ecrc mentis,
fcspontc bud. letbo caput obvius obtuht ipse.

The argument of an Epicurean philosopher

on the topic may be collected from Cic. Tmc.
J)isp, V. 41 ;

and, indeed, may be compressed

in the pithy Greek motto for a drinking party,

irtSi, ^ &Tri9t—drinkt or hvgove. The in-

fiuence of Greek philosopliy had, as is well

known, a great share in producing that ten-

dency to suicide which distinguished the higher

-society of Home in the later days of the com-
monwealth. The ‘ Roman death,’ as it is em-
>hatically called, was not really a national

idbit
;
the older manners of the commonwealth

repudiated it; its prevalence was owing to

foreign doctrines, acting on minds affected by
the violent passions, engrossing luxuries, and
rapid vicissitudes of fortune which distin-

guished that era. Virgil returns to the Pytha-
gorean view ; and, without inveighing against

suicide, represents it as a sad and mournful

(leath, the perpetrators of which are doomed
to a long and shadowy existence—without tor-

ment. but without enjoyment ; one w hich they

would willingly exchange for the bitterest

poverty and labour in the cheerful light of day.

At a later period, suicide committed by criminals

under accusation was made criminal hy the

Roman law. This was with a view to preseiwe

the forfeiture of the criminars property to the

government. Suicide, as such, does not seem
to have been the subject of legislation.

Although Christianity was not slow in effect-

rg a refoi-m in the feelings of mankind on this

subject, yet some relics of the ancient senti-

ments lingered awhile, even in the minds of

enlightened believers. The fanatical Dona-
tists were greatly addicted to suicide, and are

iusriy condemned on this account among others

by the early writers of the church, who con-

sidered suiade lawful only when committed by
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virgins to present their chastity. The cherished
.sentiments of the fatl.ers of the church on this

subject rendered them lenient to such victims

of honour, and some of them have even gone so

far as to commend them. Augustine only
pities them, and expressly classes all suicide

as homicide. (Dc Civ. l)ci, 1. i. c. 19.)

Among the w'ritings of later thinkers, the

reasonings urged by Rousseau against suicide

in the JSoimlh HHdue arc well known. Though
there is little convincing in his logic, yet the side

he takes is made to appear the generous and
noble one; and in this case Rousseau must
be owned to have done service to the cause

of morality. Madame de Stael, in her Essay
on the Lijluencc of the Passions, advanced a
sort of defence of suicide; in her later w'ork

{lUjlexions snr le Siiwidc, published in 1810)
she has enforced the more customary doctrine

with much eloquence and feeling.

In discussions on the subject of prommess
to suicide in particular classes or nations, it is

impossible to disconnect it from tliat of in-

sanity
; because the miserable delusions of that

disease constantly impel their victim to its

commission. In societies, therefore, where in-

sanity is most common, the number of suicides

will be greatest. The tendency to deliberate

suicide has been almost epidemic in many com-
munities. Nor does it arise from similar

causes, or in similar states of society. It

prevails sometimes in effeminate communities,

where there is little zest or excitement in life,

with mean habits, little self-respect, and
much apathy: thus, it is extremely common
in China, even, it is said, among the lower
classes, notwithstanding the proclamations, full

of ethical saws, which the magistrates issue

against its commission. Among people of minds
Uius disposed, the act is generally deliberate,

and unconnected with insanity; so, again, where
it results from a cold temperament, and a
sarcastic and cuntenip>tuous view of life, whieii

w’as the notion formerly entertained hy fo-

rrigners of the English mania for suicide
;
a

notion which probably bad not much founda-

tion in truth at any time. Sixty years ago,

Mercier {Tableau deParis, vol. iv.) thought that

it prevailed less in England than France. At
present the proportion is certainly reversed.

With respect to the causes of suicide, some
curious results have been obtained by sta-

tisticians. [Statistics.] It appears from a

classification of 134 suicides committed m ten

years at Geneva (by M. Prevost, in vol. xv.

of Annales de I/ygtene), that the following

causes produced them ;

—

Disease . 34
Mental alienation ^4

Pecuniary misfortunes . . . .19
Domestic c/iOfjrnnjt

Melancholy, cause unknown , . .13
Misconduct, drunkenness . . . .10
Fear of punishment, remorse ... 6

Chagrins of loro T
Gambling and lotteries .... 4
Mysticism . ^

Comparing these with other accountSi it
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would seem that love produces at Paris

of the suicides committed, at Geneva at

Petersburg if Mr. Schon is to be believed

;

a singular contrast to the commonly supposed
effects of climate. Domestic griefs at Paris

(from 1794 to 1823), J ;
at Geneva the same.

Misconduct at Paris at Geneva
Petersburg }. Gambling at Paris 5^, at Geneva

Some of these results, in Paris and Ge-
neva, are certainly remarkable for their corre-

spondence. (See an essay of M. Brouc, in vol.

xvi. of the Annales de Hygikne^ already cited.

The reader may consult also M. de Villeneuvo

Bargemontj Keen. PolUigue ChrStienne,)

If such official returns as we possess can be
trusted, it would appear that suicide for about

20 years after 1817 was increasing but slowly

in Paris, stationary in London
;
in the former

city between 1 in 2,000 and 1 in 3,000, in the

latter between 1 in 6,000 and 1 in 7,000.

The tables given below (from the Pegistrar-

Gencrdl’s annual report) suggest that suicide

is on the increase. The first gives an account

of the five years ending with 1866; the second
of seven years ending with 1864. By an over-

sight, it would seem, no statistics of suicide in

England and Wales were given for the year

1867 ; for self-sought was not distinguished

from accidental death in the returns of that

year.

It appears that the number of suicides is

understated, and we are informed that it should
be raised by about a nintl^art, if the coroner's

returns to the Home Office be taken as the

basis of an estimate. It is believed that a
certain number of persons found drowned may
be considered as unrecognised suicides. One
of the most exhaustive and valuable works on
this subject is the treatise, Du Suicidet of M. E.

I
Lise (Paris, J. B. Bailli6re, 1866).

Deaths at different Ages returned as having occurred in England from Suicide in the Five
Years 1852 to 1856.

1852 to 1856

.

Males.

All tgoi 5 10 15 35 S5 45 55 65 75 86
95 and
upvardt

Not
tatud

3,886 •• 18 348 547 726 910 778 410 127 9 .. 13

1852 to 1856

.

Females.

1,539 •• 14 278 344 373 836 319
1

135 38 5 8

1852 to 1856 . 65*1 H 8*8 40*1 80*0 188*4 D mm
Average Annual Deathe 0/Females to 1,000,000 living at each age.

1853 to 1856 . 83*3 •• 8*8 80*3 83*8 49*3 83*6 80*3 84*0 43’8 50*9 • • ..

Deaths at different Ages returned as having occurred in England from Suidde in the Seven
Years 1858 to 1864.

1858 to 1864 .

Males.

AllafN

1
55 45 55 65 75 gn

6,749 1131g BBBB|B
1858 to 1864

Females.

3,463 Ll 19 485 878 428 532 874 333 66 13 ..

Averags Annammrnmmmmimimimimmm
1858 to 1864 98*4 B BBBD 863*3 874*5 266*1 238*4

Average Annual Deaths of Females to 1,000,000 living at each Age.

1858 to 1864 . • . 84*1 nBIBBBBBB B
Number of Suloidcs in London In the seven years 1868 to 1864 .
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Fcmilti
1,356 534
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Suicide is ranked by the English law us a

peculiar species of felony
; and, like other fc-

](niies, cannot be committed by persons under
tho age of discretion, or insane. From very
ancient times (see Bracton) the law imposed
tho forfeiture of personal property as a conso'
quent of it; and a felo de se (as a wilful sui>

ciik is termed) forfeits all chattels, real and
personal. But the offence was never attended
with corruption of blood, or the forfeiture of

lauds of inheritance (for this was consequent

on attainder^ the result of sentence^ and a dead
man cannot be tried or sentenced), so that tho

will of a felo de se stands good as to realty.

In order to vest these chattels in the crown, the

fact of self-murder must be proved by an in-

quisition, which the coroner is the proper officer

to hold. In addition, the law formerly required

that a self-murdejrer should be buried in a
highway, with a stake driven through his

body. Now, by 4 Geo. IV, c. 62, his remains

are to be privately buried at night in the

churchyard. But the canon law (confirmed

by tlio rubric in the Common Prayer Book)
forbids the performance of Christian rites over

them.

Suit. In Law, proceedings in the Court of

Chancery, corresponding to an action at law,

are so called.

Sulcata (Lat. sulcatus, furrowed). In
Zoology, when a surface is deeply impressed

with longitudinal parallel lines.

Sulpbamide. A crystallised compound ob-

tained by the action of anhydrous sulphuric

jiciJ on ammonia. A compound resulting from

(he action of ammonia upon chlorsulphuryl

has also received the same name.
Sulpbate of Baryta. [Biroselenite.]

Sulpbates. Salts derived from sulphuric

acid
;
green vitriol is a sulphate of the prot-

oxide of iron. Glauber's salt is a sulphate

of soda.

SulpbldeSf Sulpburets. Compounds of

sulphur with electro-positive or infiammable

boaies. The most common ores of copper

and of lead are sulphides or sulphurets of

those metals.

Snlpbltofl. Salts of the sulphurous acid.

Sulpboo^aalo Acid. This acid was dis-

covered in 1808 by Mr. Porrett, who ascertained

it to be a compound of sulphur, carbon, hydro-

gen, and nitrogen; he called it sulphuretted

chyaHc acid^ the term chyazic being composed
of the initial letters of carbon, hydrogen, and
azote. It is formed by distilling astrong solution

of sulphocyanide of potassium with phosphoric

acid, when sulphocyanic (or more properly

hydro-stdphocyanic) acid passes over into the

recipient, and phosphate of potassa remains in

the retort. So obtained, it is a liquid of a
slight pink hue, and smells somewhat like

vinegar. The strongest solution has a specific

gravity of 1*022 : boils at 217®, and costal*

lises at b6^ in six-sided prisms. It gives a

characteristic deep red solution with persalts

of iron ;
with a s^t of copper it ^ves a white

precipitate. It is compost of CgKS,H.

SULPHUR
Sulphocyanide of potassium is obtained by

mixing equal weights of powdered sulphur and
fcrrocyanide of potaasium, and keeping them in

fusion for half an hour in a fiask
;
when eold,

reduce the mass to powder, and digest it in

water; filter the solution, and add a sufficUney

of caustic potash solution to throw down the

iron.

Sulpbonapbtballo Aold. A compound
derived from sulphuric acid and naphthaliii.

SiUpbovInio Acid. Sulphi thyhe acid.

An acid formed by the action of sulphuric acid

upon alcohol. It consists of a molecule of

sulphuric acid in which an atom of hydrogen
has been substituted by ethyl. Its formula
i8S,0«(C,ll3)H.
Bulpbur (Dutch solfer, Fr. soufre).

Brinistone. A yellow brittle mineral found in

various parts of the world, but most abund-
antly in volcanic rc'gions. Europe is supplied
with it chiefiy from the south of Italy and
Sicily, usually associated with sulphate of

strontia or gypsum. It most commonly
occurs massive

;
but it is sometimes met with

crystallised in the form of an acute rhombic
octahedron. Sulphur is principally employed
in the arts for the manufacture of sul-

phuric acid
;
very little of the native mine-

ral, however, is made use of for this purpose,
the chief source of supply being ii*on pyrites

or bisulphide of iron, which when calcined
evolves its sulphur as sulphurous arid. Native
sulphur is chiefly used for gunpowder-making
and for sulphuring vines.

Small quantities of sulphur also occur in

several animal and vegetable products, and
are frequently recognised by tho odour of sul-

phuretted hydrogen which they evolve during
putrefaction. Sulphur is a non-conductor of

electricity, insipid, and inodorous, unless rubbed
or heated, when it evolves a sulphurous smell.

Its specific gravity is 1*99. It melts at about
216®; and when heated to about 260® it be-
comes a limpid, amber-coloured liquid

;
if the

heat be raised to about 460^, it again becomes
viscid and deeper coloured

; at 480® up to its

boiling point it acquires rather more fluidity
;

at about 600® it rises rapidly in vapour, and
in close vessels condenses in the form of a fine

yellow powder, composed of crystalline grains

:

in this state it is called flowers of sulphur. It

boils at 836®. The earthy and metallic im-
purities which, with a portion of sulphur,
remain in the subliming vessel, were formerly
called sulphur vivum. When sulphur in its

viscid state of fusion is poured into water it be-

comes a ductile mass, which slowly hardens, and
which is often used for taking impressions of

seals and medals. When sulphur is in the form
of vapour it is of a dense orange colour

;
its

specific ifravity in that state is about 6'6, and
100 cubic inches of it should therefore weigh
about 206 grains.

Another form of sulphur, sometimes called

milh: of sulphur (lac sulphuris), is obtained

by precipitating smphur by muriatic acid from

certnin of its alkaline solutions. When sulphur
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which has been melted is suffered to eool

ttlowly, its interior often exhibits prismatic

crystals, and very bejiutil’ul specimens of this

artificial crystallisation of sulphur may be

obtained by melting a few pounds of it in

a crucible or ladle, and, when it is partially

cooled, piercing the outer crust and inverting

the vessel, so that the interior liquid part may
run out; on breaking the mass when cold,

the cavity will bo found lined with prismatic

ci^stals.

The results of the combustion of sulphur, its

atomic weight (16), and several otlu'r details

resjiecting its combinations and uses, are given
under tlic heads of Sci-PiujnuTTnn IlYnnoaEN,
SuLPiiuuic Acid, and SuLPiirnoi's Arm.

iSulphnr is insoluble in water; if dissolves

in bisulphide of earbon, an<l is d<‘posited in

small crystals as the solution evaporates. It

is also soluble in alcohol, if both substances be

brought together in the state of v-ipoiir. It

combines with chlorine, hroniine, and iodine.

Its native combinations w'ith the metals form
some of the most important ores. It is from
the sulphides of lead and of copper that the

commercial demands for these metals are

almost exclusively supplied.

Sulphur is of great importance in the arts,

it is used extensively in the manufacture of

gunpowder, and in the formation of sulphuric

acid, or oil of vitriol. It is also used in medi-

cine.

Sulphur Suits. (Chemists have applied

tliih term to certain doidiJe sulphides. The sul-

{

ihides of the most electro-positive metals have

)een termed sulphur bases, such as the proto-

sulphidcs of potassium, sodium, barium, &c.

,

whilst the sulphides of arsenic, antimoii}', &:c.,

the bisulphide of carlion, and sulpliuretted hy-

drogen, have been called sulphur acids

;

and the

oomfwunds resulting from the union of a sul-

phide of the former with one of the latter class

are sulphur salts.

Sulphurutlon. The process by which cer-

tain silk, cotton, and woollen goods are sub-

jected to the fumes of burning sulphur, or sul-

hurous acid, for the purpose of decolouring or

leaching. Q’he rooms or chambers in wtiich

the operation isoondueted arc often of consider-
i

able dimensions, and fitted with poles and
frames on which the blankets, shawls, and
similar articles may be suspended. The .straw

used in the manufacture of hats is similarly

bleaehpd or sulphured. [SuLpMcmn s Acid.]

SulpHtireous Springrs. [Springs.]

Sulptittretted Bydrogren. Hydro-sul-

phuric acid. A gaseous compound of one atom
of sulphur «a» 1 6 + 1 atom of hydrogen = 1 . The
equivalent, therefore, of sulphuretted hydrogen

is 17. This ghs was first examined by Rchecle

in 1777. It may be obtained by acting upon
suiphuret of antimony by muriatic acid, or upon
protosulphuret of iron by diluted sulphuric acid,

»Ttd is {mmediately recognised by its peculiar

fetid odour, which Is so difhisible that a single

enbi^ iueh of it-cscapiug into the atmosphere

1 1
'' birge room i.^ soon everywhere percep-

OV'.
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tible. It is very injurious to respiration

;
100

cubic inches weigh about 38 gmins, its spe-

cific gravity compared with air being as 1,174 to

1,000, or, compared with hydrogen, as 17 to 1.

It is liquefied by a pressurt' of 17 atmospheres
at 60°. Water agitated with this gas takes up
three times its own volume, and acquires a bit-

terish nauseous flavour with theodourwhich cha-

racterises the Harrogate and Aix-la-Chapelle

waters, which derive their chiefpeculiarities from
tho presence of this gas. Sulphuretted hydrogen
extinguishes flame; but is itself inflammable in

contact with air, burning with a blue flame.

When mixed with excess of oxygen and in-

flamed, it explodes, and the mixture is con-
verted into sulphurous acid and wat(‘r. One
volume of the gas requires one volume and a
half of oxygen for its entire combustion, and
the results are water, and one volume of gaseous
sulphurous acid This gas is immediately de-

composed by chlorine and by iodine, which, if

not added in excess, throw down its sul])lnir

and combine w'lth its hydrogen. It is unequi-

vocally recognised by its peculiar odour, and by
its blackening the salts of lead. Sulphuretted

hydrogen, diluted with 20,000 measures of pure
hydrogen, sensibly blackens a piece of paper

which has been dipjied into a solution of acetate

of lead: white h'lid is also iinmediat<‘l^ dis-

coloured by it
;
luaice the mischief M'hich it does

to white paint, and to jiictures. The aqueous
solution of sulphuretted hydrogen reddens lit-

mus; and inasmuch as it combines with cer-

tain bases, it is properly considered as a weak
acid.

Sulpliurlc Acid. Oil of vitrioL This
most important acid was discoven'd by Basil

Valentine, towanls the end of the fifteenth

century. It was formerly obtained by the dis-

tillation of green viiriol (sulphate of iron), and
from its oily appearance it acquired tlic name,
which it .»!t ill bears, of oil of vitriol. In this

country it is procured by burning seven or

eight parts of sulphur, and at the same time

decomposing in the same furnace one part of

nitrate of soda or of potash u ith sulphuric acid.

The sulphur is burnt in a furnace so contrived

that a current of air carries tho products of

the combustion into a large leaden chamber,

the bottom of which is covered to the ileptli

of a few inches with water. Tho principal

products of tho combu'^ti-on of the puliihur and

of the decomposition of tin* nitre, arc sulphurous

acid and peroxide of nitrogen
;
and these, tog( -

ther with atmospheric air and steam, which i^'

admitted from several jets, form the contents ci

the chamber.
The sulphurous acid and peroxide of nitrogen

with a portion of water, combine to form i.

white crystalline suhstaneiq which, upon falhiq’

into the w'ater of the chamber, is instantly (h-

composed. The peroxide of nitrogen imparl*

oxygen to the hunnd sulphurous acid, and y<

converts it into sulphuric acid; w'hiht tin

peroxide of nitrogen, having lost oxygen, re-

verts to tho state of uitn.’ oxid^\ whidi is givi i

out into the air of tlu chaiuht , , from wdneh
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immediately ^ain abstracts oxygen, and be-

coming peroxide of nitrogen, is again ready to

acidify a new portion of sulphurous acid. The
oxygen, therefore, is thus indirectly transferred

to the sulphur, or to the sulphurous acid, from
tho atmosphere, through the medium of the

attractive power of tho nitric oxide for that

element; and the circumstance that this pro-

cess is repeated over and over again by tlie

same portion of peroxide of nitrogen, accounts
for the small quantity of nitre required in this

j

curious process.
|

When the water in the chambers is rendered

Buffieiontly acid, which is judged of its

specific gravity, it is drawn olf into leaden

boilers, where it is evaporated down to the den-

sity 1*76
;
after which, as it would then act upon

the lead, it is transfcrrc'd to platinum boilers

supplied with still-hoada, and is tiiere brought
to its proper degree of conct'iitratiou by further

distilling off a portion of the residuary w'ater.

This last process was formerly coiiducicd, at

great risk and inconveiiienee, in glass retorts:

its present improvement shows a most im-

portant application of platinum, which is not

acted upon by tho boiling acid. Of late, sul-

phuric acid has been largcdy manufactured from
the sulphur obtained by roasting common
pyrites t^sulphuret of iron); one of tho objec-

tions to which is, that it almost always contains

more or less arsenic, by W'hioh the resulting

acid is therefore contaminated. The acid made
from Sicilian sulphur is indeed not always free

from this mischievous impurity.

Sulpluirie aeid is a limpid colourless fluid, of

a specific gravity of r8l2. It boils at 640°;

it freezes at — 30°
; but the temperature at

which the diluted acid congeals is singularly

modified by the quantity of W'ater which it

contains. ‘When of the specific gravity of 1'78

(which may be regarded as a compound of one

atom of drv acid and tw > of water), it freezes

at 40°, and remains solid for a long time at

several degrees above that point : if the density

be either diminished or increased, a greater

cold is required to congeal it.

It is acrid and caustic, and intensely acid in

all its characters, even wdien largely diluted.

Its attraction for ba«<es is such that it separates

or expels all othf acids more or less perfectly

from their combinations. Its affinity for water

is such that it rapidly absorbs it from the

atmosphere, and when mixed with wafer much
heat is evolved : thus by suddenly mixing four

parts of the acid and one of water at 60°, the

temperature rises to 300°. Itsi attraction for

water also causes the sudden liquefaction of

snow
;
and if mixed with it in due proportion,

an intense cold is the consequence. It acts

energetically noon animal and vegetable sub-

stances, generally charring them, and often, as

in the case of sitpar, with singular rapidity.

This acid, as it usually occurs in commerce,
under the name of concentrated sidphunc acid^

is a compound of 1 atom of anhydrous amd
and 1 of water. The anhydrous sulphuric acid

{mlphnric anhydndc f»f ‘Joinr writers) is cou-
#v|0
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stituted of 16 sulphur (1 atom) and 24 oxygen
(3 atoms) ; its equivalent, therefore, is 16% 24
= 40: i. e. the conqx)sition of the acid tis

it exists in the anhydrous sulphates. Tho
strongest liquid acid consists of 40 of the an-
hydrous acid (1 atom) and 9 water (one atom),
and is therefore represented by tho equivalent

40 + 9 = 49. Sulphuric acid is, how'ovcr, now
generally considered to be a dibasic acid, and
to have double the combining weight just

given.

Sulphuric acid is an article much used in

commerce
;

its purity and value are jndg(‘d of

by its specific gravity. Upon this subji'ct Dr.
Ure\s tables may be consulted, as showing the
quantity of real or dry, and of commercial
acid, in diluted acid of all densities.

By the term real, dry, or anhydrous sul-

phuric acid, we /mean that which exists in the.

sulphates, and which may be obtained in a
separate stale by distilling protosulphate of
iron, or green vitriol, at a high temperature:
there supervenes a dense brownish liquid,

wdiieh emits vapour when exposed to air, and
has hence been termed fuming sulphuric acid.

(Xn putting this into a retort to which a re-

ceiver surrounded l>y ice or snow is carefully

adapted, and heating it gently, a vapour passe s

over, w'hich condenses into a white crystalline

solid; this, which is anhydrous or glatiul sul-

phuric acid, liquefies at about 70°, and evapo-
rates at about 112°. Yet, when combined with
such portion of water as constitutes the above
described liquid acid, it is one of the most fixed

of fluids. It hisses w’hen dropped info water
in consequence of the great heat evolved.

The ready test of siilphurtc acid is a soluble
salt of baryta

;
the solution of chloride of

barium is generally used, which, when dropped
into any solution of free or combined sulphuric
acid, announces its presence by a white cloud

or precipitate of sulphate of baryta, which is

insoluble in nitric acid. In the same way sul-

phuric acid, and the sulphates, are tests of

baryta.

Sulpburio Bmer. [Ether.]
Bulpburous Acid. This acid consists of

32 sulphur + 32 oxygen; its equivalent being 64.

It is obtained by heating sulphuric acid in con-
tact with certain metals, which abstract an atom
of its oxygen

;
such, for instance, as silver or

mercury. It is also formed by burning sulphur
in oxygen gas. One volume of water takes up
about 40 volumes of sulphurous acid gas

;
so

that it requires to be collected and preserved
over mercury, or in dry stoppered phials. It

has the well-known suffocating odour of burning
sulphur, and is i>osgessed of considerable bleach-

ing powers
; so that the fumes of burning sul-

phur are often used to whiten straw, and certain

silk and cotton goods; and when certain flowers,

such as violets, dahlias, &c., are exposed to

such fumes, or to sulphurous acid, their colours

are mostly destroyed. Upon other colouring

matters it has little effect. 100 cubic inches

of sulphurous acid gas weigh between 67 and
68 grains; its specific gravity compared with
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Atmospheric air being 2*22. It extinguishes

flame, and kills animals. When subjected to

the pressure of about two atmospheres, or when
cooled down to 6®, it assumes a liquid form

;

and in this state it evaporates with such rapidity

at common temperatures as to produce a most
intense degree of cold, so that by its aid chlorine

may be liquefied and mercury frozen. It com-
bines with bases, and produces a class of salts

called sulphites \ they are characterised by
emitting sulphurous acid when acted upon by
sulphuric acid, and by becoming converted into

sulphates by oxidising agents.

Sultan (an Arabic word). The title of vari-

ous Mohammedan princes besides tbe Ottoman
emperor or grand sultan, to whom it is com-
monly given by Europeans, but whose peculiar

title is Padishah. The princes of the deposed

family of the khan of the Grim Tartars are

also styled sultan', as is also the pasha of Egypt
in that country, although not by tbe court of

Constantinople.

Sumacb (Ger. and Fr.). The popular name
of the woody plants which form the botanical

genus Kkus. The same term is also applied

to the powder of the leaves, peduncles, and
young branches of the Ehus Coriana and
Rhus CotinuSj shrubs which grow in Hungary,

the Banat, and the Illj’rian provinces. That
derived from both kinds contains tannin, with a

little yellow colouring matter, and is a good deal

employed for tanning light-coloured leathers;

but the first is of the best quality. With mor-

dants, it dyes nearly the same colours as galls.

In calico-printing, sumach affords, with a mor-

dant of tin, a yellow colour; with acetate of

iron, weak or strong, a grey or black ;
and with

sulphate of zinc, a brownish yellow. A decoction

of sumach reddens litmus paper strongly
;
gives

white flocks with the proto-muriate of tin
;
pale

yellow flocks with alum
;
dark blue flocks with

red sulphate of iron, with an abundant pre-

cipitate. In the south of France, the twigs and
leaves of the Coriaria myrtifolia are used for

dyeing under the name of rldoul or rodou. The
imports for home consumption amount to about

200.000 cwt. a year.

Snmmatton (Lat. summus, highest). In
Mathematics, the operation of adding or find-

ing the sum of several quantities. When the

quantities to be added form a series, the sum
of any number of terms is indicated by pre-

fixing the sign of summation :S to the general

term; the fimils of the sum are also some-
ls:a

times indicated
;
thus S Ui denotes the sum

a^ + ag^i' . . , . -i-Uq. Instances of summa-
tion will be found under Intboeation

;
Bip-

FBBSNCBS, CalCITLUS OP
;
Snd PfiOOEESSZON.

Buminer (A.-Sax sumer, Ger. sommer).

One of the four seasons of the year. The
summer season, for the northern hemisphere,

begius when the sun reaches the tropic of

Cancer, and ends at the following equinox.

SniuaiBB (Fr. sommier; quasi trabs sum-

maria, an upper beam). In Architecture, any
laige piece of timber supported on two strong
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SUMPTUARY LAWS
piers or posts, and serving as a lintel to a door,

window, &c. [Bbessvmueb.]

I

BummonifWlrit of. In Law. All actions

t
in the superior courts of comiaon law are now

I

commenced by a writ of summons in a pre-

scribed form, viz. by a writ issued in the

queen's name out of the court in which the

action is brought, directed to the intended
defendant, describing him as of the county and
place where he is supposed to reside or be,

and commanding him to cause an appearance
to be entered for him in that court, in an action

at the suit of the plaintiff, within eight days
after the writ shall be served upon him (the
defendant). The amount of the debt claimed,

if the action be to recover a debt, with other

requisite particulars, must be endorsed on the
writ. The writ remains in force for six ca-

lendar months, but may be renewed as often

as there may be occasion. (3 Steph. Comm.)
Bnmptuary Xiawa (Lat. sumptus, ex-

pense). Laws intended to restruin the expen-
diture of citizens. Sumptuary laws abounded in

ancient legislation. Thus, among the Komaus,
the Lex Orchia limited the number of guests at

a feast
; the Lex Fannia restricted the cost of

an ordinary entertainment to ten asses^ and so

forth. They were also common in the earlier

legislation of this country.

All sumptuary laws intended to 'check
excess in apparel and prohibit costly clothes

’

(passed chiefly in the reigns of Edward III.,

Edward IV., and Henry VIII.) were repealed

by 1 Jus. I. c. 26. But one statute pro-

hibiting excess in diet, 10 Edw. III. c. 3,

which enacted that no one should be served at

dinner or supper with more than two courses,

except on certain specified holidays, and which
had long fallen into desuetude, was expreB.sly

I repealed by 19 & 20 Viet. c. 64.

I

The most successful of such attempts to re-

gulate prices have been those which fixed the

wages of labour. It was quite in accordance

with this disposition to interfere with supply

and demand, that enactments were made with

a view to control expenditure
;
and, therefore,

towards the conclusion of the fourteenth cen-

tury, and subsequently, a variety of statutes

were passed prohibiting certain kinds of dress,

or at least limiting them to certain ranks in

society, and defining, often with very great

minuteness, what should be the customary
habits and food of other ranks.

There will alwavs be a question as to the

propriety of an administration attempting to

pronibit acts which are said not to be mala per

se, or indeed any acts which have no directly

evil effect on the rights of others. But of these

prohibitions, none is more certain to be evaded

than sumptuary laws. Individuals will be slow

to recognise the right of government in such

action, and when a license is given to some
persons which is not accorded to others, every

person is impelled to challenge and traverse

the law. In a community like the Spartan,

where abstinence was enforced on aU alike, it

was impossible to maintain the law. In our own
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country, during the existence of the Gin Act,

intemperance was never so common
; and it is

averrra that even where a popular legislature,

as in the state of Maine, has prohibited the

sale of intoxicating liquors, as much or nearly
as much is sold secretly as before was sold

openly. But the case is still stronger when the

law IS intended to affect some persons and to

give license to others.

It may be further remarked, that the pro-

mulgation of sumptuary laws depends neces-

sarily on the ideas entertained of the pro-

vince of government. The modern theory,

which tends to confine the action of govern-

ment more and more to the protection of per-

son and property, leaves no room for any such
legislation [Liberty]

;
and this tendency ac-

quires naturally a mater force in large king-

doms than in small states. In the latter, the

idea of the state or society is sure to override

indefinitely the idea of the individual; and thus

a sumptuary legislation is as natural to the

aucient Homan republic as to that of Sparta. In
the former, the citizen, although he retained his

own home and to a certain extent the privacy

of his house, was regarded as wholly sub-

ordinate to the state, which could interfere

with him at its will ; in the latter, the citizen

can scarcely be considered as a private person

at all. [Sysbitia.] According to the Aristote-

lian theory of politics, sumptuary laws formed
an indispensable part of every civil code. If

the state was bound, as Aristotle maintained,

to see to and insure the mental and moral wel-

fare of all its citizens, it was bound to prescribe

not merely the books which they were to read,

but the dishes which tlfey should eat, and the

clothes which they must wear.

In their practical working, sumptuary laws
in more modern times have been used as in-

struments for keeping up the distinctions of

classes, and thus as a means for upholding the

power and influence of an aristocracy. The
theories of religion disseminated by the me-
diseval clergy united with these political preju-

dices, as Hallam has remarked {Middle Ages^

ch. ix. part ii.), * to render all increase of general

comforts odious under the name of luxury ; but
while the kings of France and England multi-

plied laws about the food and dress of their

subjects, they were themselves more egremous
spendthrifts than any others in their domi-
nions, and contributed far more by their love

of pagmntiy to excite a taste for dissipation

in their people than by their ordinances to

repress iv
Sua (the Sanscrit root is sur, to glitter

^

Gr* Lat. sol, Ger. sonne). In Astro-

j

nomy, the central My of our system, about i

whi(& all the planets and comets revolve, and
j

by which th^ motions axe regulated and
controlled. The son is Gie source of light and
beat, and therefore the primary cause of aU
the motions and changes efRseted on the surface

of the earth by those great agents of nature.

Apparent Magniitmt of t& San,—^The eun
presents to the naked eye the appearonoe of a
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luminous circular disc, subtending an angle of
rather more than half a degree. But on mea-
suring accurately the diameter of the disc, it is

found to be not always the same, but subject

to an annual variation. In fact, as the earth

describes an ellipse, of which the sun occupies

one of the foci, its distance from the sun is

constantly chan^ng, and the variation of the

sun's apparent diameter is a necessary conse-

quence of the change of distance. When the
earth is in its perihelion, or point of its orbit

nearest to the sun, the sun's apparent diameter
is 32' 36*41'^ and when the earth is at its aphe-
lion, or the most distant point, the apparent
diameter is 32' 3‘64".

The accompanying table of dements gives

the latest values obtained.

Equatorial horizontal
parallax . . . .

Moon distance from
the Earth . . . .

Time of rotation .

Diameter in miles . ,

Inclination of axis to
plane of ecliptic .

Longitude of node .

Mass .

Density . I

Volume . I

Force of > Earth’s t

gravity
atEqua* |

tor . .J
Apparent diameter

as seen from the
Earth, maximum

Apparent diameter
as seen from the
Earth, minimuin

Old ValiM Mew Vftlue

. . . S'677&* . 8'915"

. . 95,274,000 , 01,078,000

Variable with the latitude.
The rotation in 24 hours of
mean solar time is expressed
by the formula, SOS' ±165^ sm
il-

888,646 . 858,38^

} forl850
73 40j

Ii®

354,936 . 316,047
0*250

1,416,225 . 1.260,160
28-7 . 27-0

82' 36*41"

Z2f -Vbi

'

'instance of the Sun ,—The sun’s true distance

is found from his horizontal parallax. This
is BO small a quantity that practically it is not

possible to determine it in the usual way by
observations made on opposite sides of the
earth; but the astronomical phenomena of the
transits of the planet Venus over the sun's disc

afford the meps of determining it with the
utmost precision. From the transits whidi
occurred in the last century, a parallax was
obtained of 8*5776 (shown as the old value
in the above table); i.e. if an observer could

be i>laced at the centre of the sun, the earth’s

semidiameter would be seen by him under an
angle of 8*6". From this it followed that the

mean distance of the sun fh>m the earth must be
at least equal to 24,047 times the earth’s radius

;

and as the radius of the earth is nearly 4,000

miles, it follows that the sun’s true mstance,

calculated from that parallax, must be about
95,000,000 mUes.
As mentioned, however, in the article Flakbt,

recent investigations have resulted in a smaller

value ofthis distance. Observations of the planet

Mars at opposition, investigations into the mo-
tions of the moon and masses of the planets, and
the velocity of light, all agree in a remarkable

maimer in showing that some 3,000,000 miles

must be deducted from the old value.
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In order to obtain a more distinct idea of

this enormous distance, we may compute the

time in which it would be passed by some of

the swiftest motions with which wo are ac-

quainted. A cannon ball, fired wjth a charge of

8 lbs. of gunpowder, is projected with a velocity

of about 1,600 feet in a second. Supposing it

were to move towards the sun with a nni-

form velocity, it would require nearly, ten years

to reach its surface. Light itself, which tra-

vels with the astonishing velocity of 192,600

miles in a second, only reaches the earth eight

minutes and eighteen seconds after leaving the

sun’s surface.

The distance and apparent diameter of the

sun being known, it is easy to compute its real

dimensions. The new value of the diameter
is 853,380 miles. The mean distance of the

moon being rather loss than 60 times the earth’s

radius, if the sun’s centre were placed at the

centre of the earth, its surface would be at twice

the distance of the moon's orbit
;
and the vo-

lume of a sphere whose radius is equal to that

of the moon’s orbit would be only an eighth

part of the volume of the sun. The sun's

volume is 600 times greater than the volumes of

all the planets taken together.

Maas and Density of the Sun .—The magni-
tude and distance of the sun are determined by
direct observation ;

his mass as compared with

that of the earth is deduced from the law of

universal gravitation.

We can determine on the earth at what rate

a body falls to the earth. The earth’s orbit

tells us at what rate the earth itself falls to the

sun. Experiment tells us that, on the sur-

face of our globe, a heavy lx)dy traverses

sixteen feet during the first second of its full

;

and as, according to Newton’s theory, the at-

traction of a spnere acts on external bodies,

as if the entire mass of the sphere were con-

centrated at its centre, we must consider

the heavy body falling on the surface of the

terrestTial globe, as situated at a distance from
the <£entre of attraction equal to the radius of

the earth. The mass of the earth, then, acting

on a body situated at a distance of 4,000 miles,

causes it to fall 16 feet in one second. On the

other band, the earth itself gravitates towards

the sun ;
the orbit which it uius describes in a

year shows how much it falls towards the sun

during the first second of fall. The distance is

found to be ’0099 feet. We must now reduce

this measure of the attractive energy of the

sun to what it would be at a distance from its

centre equal to 4,000 miles, or to the terrestrial

radius, a distance 23,084 times smaller than
tho sun’s distance according to the old value.

Ibe law of gravitation indicates that the

preceding number must be multijplied by the

square c? 23,984 feet Doing this, we find

that the mass of the sun, acting on a body
situated at a dlstaore of 4,000 miles from its

centre, causes it to travel, in the first second,

feej, or l,07i5 miles. We can now
eqifipare the mass of the sun with that of the

earth since know the notions of these two
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masses, on a body situated at the same distance

from their centres; and it is clear, that the
mass of the sun is bv so much greater than
that of the earth, as the number 6,708,763 is

greater than 16. Dividing, we find in round
numbers 356,000. We must have, then,

366,000 globes of the same weight as ours to

balance tho sun.

The density of a body is directly os itf? mass,
and inversely as its volume. If, therefore, wo
call the density of the earth 1, the ratio of the

density of the sun to that of the earth will be,
qi CA

to take the new value, as to 1, or as
1260160

0*26 nearly to 1, or as 0*264, whence the sun’s

density is about ono-fourth of that of the earlh.

In order to compare the force of solar gravity

at the sun’s surface with that of terrestrial

gravity at the earth’s surface, we must again

recollect that the attraction of a body on an
exterior point is directly as the mass of tho

attracting body, and inversely as tlie square of

the distance of the point from its centre.

Hence, a body, which at the earth’s surface

weighs one pound, would weigh 27*6 pounds if

carried to the surface of the sun. An ordinary

man would not only be unable to sustain Iiis

own weight on the sun, but would be literally

crushed under the load.

Dotation of the S%in .—The sun, when riewed
through the telescope, is generally observed to

have on its surface a number of dark patches

or spotSy which being observed from day to day
are found not to remain in the same place, but
to move across the surface, without changing
their relative positions to any great extent.

These phenomena are accounted for by sup-
posing the sun to have a rotatory motion about
an axis from west to east. The early observa-

tions of Delambre, Bianchi, and Liiugier, were
by no means concordant, but an average

rotation of 26 days was obtained. The recent

discovery that the time of rotation of the

photosphere, or the external bright cloudy
envelope whicL we see, varies with the latitude

of the part observed, is due to Mr. Carrington.

Spots on the Sun.—Numerous hypotheses

have been formed respecting the solar spots.

They began to attract attention soon after the

discovery of the telescope. Scheincr suppos(*d

them to be planets revolving at no great distance

from the sun's surface. Galileo and Hevclius

j

conceived them to bo a sort of scorim or scum

I

formed at the surface the sun, and floating

in an ocean of liquid mutter. Lahirc supposed
them to be protuberant parts of solid, opaque,

I

and irregular masses, floatingin the liquid matter
of the sun. Dr. Wilson, of Glasgow, accounted

' for the spots by supposing the sun to consist of

a dark nucleus, covered to a certain depth by
luminous matter, through which cavities or gulm
are made by volcanic or other actions, thus pen-

raitliog the dark nucleus to bo seen. Lalande
suggested that the spots or opaque bodies may
be merely the summits of mountains, usually

covered by the igneous fluid, but whid^ by the

flux and reflux of the fluid, sometimesprotrude
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beyond its surface^ and thns become visible,

yir William Herechel, following Br. Wilson,
considered the luminons strata of the atmo*
sphere to bo sustained far abofe the level of
the solid body by a transparent clastic medium,
carrying on its upper surface (or rather at some
considerably lower level within its depth) a

cloudy stratum, which, being strongly illumi>

nated from above, reflects a considerable portion

of the light to our eyes, and forms a penumbra,
while the solid body shaded by the clouds reflects

none. The temporary removal of both the

strata, but more of the upper than the lower,

is, in his opinion, effected by powerful upward
currents of the atmosphere, arising, perhaps,

from spiracles in the body, or from local

agitations. (Sir J. Herschefs Outlines of As^
tronomy, p. 229.) The moat recent ideas on
the subject, derived from observation and eon*

sidorutions of the sun’s physictil constitution,

are opposed to all these hypotheses, as it is now
accepted on all hands that the sun’s light and
heat are really due to a state of incandescence

of a body surrounded by an absorbing atmo*
sphci'e. Almost all the phenomena presented

both by sun*spots, faculss, and the general

surface, are satisfied by supposing the photo*

sphere to be built up of clouds. If the margin
of a sun-spot bo oljserved, the bright granules

which, as pointed out by Sir William Hcrschel,

cover the whole surface of the sun, are observed

to change their generally circular or nearly cir-

cular shape for a more elongated one as they

descend down the slope of the penumbra, and
on rarer occstsions still they are seen to float

over the region occupied by the umbra and
melt in tbeir passage. Hence the spots are

supposed to be openings in the cloudy stratum,

and the question arises, What is the dark
portion then rendered visible? M. Faye ex-

plains it by looking upon the photosphere as a
shell enveloping a nebula. Mr. Balfour Stewart

and others ascribe it to a reduction of tempe-

rature caused by a downward current of cold

air.

The solar spots are exceedingly irregular in

shape ;
and, when watched attentively for

some time, they are observed to enlarge and
contract, and to change perpetually their

form and outline. Frequently thej^r disap-

pear before they approach the of the disc,

and others break out suddenly in places where
none were seen before. Sometimes a spot has

been seen to break up into several parts, and
the fragments to separate from each other, as if

acted upon by an explosive force. The nucleus

of a spot is perfectly black, and sharply defined

;

and is surrounded by an umbrUt or border of

a fainter shade
;

this, again, is surrounded bjr

a penumbra. In the neighbourhood of large

spots, or in places where they are numerous,

bright streaks, or portions more luminous than

the general surface of the sun, called facuUs^

are ^quently seen. Among these faculse spots

are often observed to break out ;
and when this

(toes not happen, they are generally succeeded

by spots, larger in proportion to the brightness

of the antecedent fliculae. The region of the
spots is g:onerally confined to the parts of the
sun within about 30® of the equator, beyond
which they are rarely seen.

The magnitude of the spots, and the scale on
which their movements are performed, are not
the least remarkable circumstances connected
with the phenomena. At the distance of the
sun, a line which subtends an angle of one
second is equal to about 460 miles, and a circle

of that diameter has an area of about 166,000
miles ; and this is the smallest space which can
be distinctly discerned on the sun’s disc. But
a spot was observed by Mayer having a
diameter equal to 5̂ of the diameter of the
sun, or upwards of 96", and consequently (sup-

posing it to be circular) covering an area of
1,620 millions of square miles—upwards of
30 times the whole surface of the earth.

Physical Constitution of the Sun ,—Our most
recent conception of the physical constitu-

tion of the sun is derived from a discovery
of Kirchhoflf’s, which shows that it is the
solid or liquid nucleus of the sun, and not
the atmosphere, which is the principal source
of light, and that the light so emitted has
certain colours filtered out during its passage
through the sun’s atmosphere. The same
philosopher has also shown the existence of
the metals sodium, potassium,magnesiumj iron,

chromium, and nickel in the atmosphere of the
sun. For further information respecting these
discoveries, see Spbctruiii Analysis.

Considering the enormous and incessant
emanation of light and heat from the sun,
the question has often arisen whether the
volume of the sun undergoes any diminntion.
If 'the high temperature is kept up by friction

or by the precipitation of meteoric matter into
the sun, us first suggested by Mayer, no loss of
volume would bo sustained; but if the heat
and light are produced merely by the cooling
of the body of the sun, a diminution of volume
would af>pear to be a necessary consequence.
Observation, however, can afibrd ns no infor-

mation on this head
;
for, supposing an actual

diminution to be going on at such a rate as to
lessen the diameter by two feet in 24 hours
(which, having regard to the sun’s magnitude^
may be considered as enormous), 3,000 years
would elapse before the diminution 01 the
apparent diameter would amount to a single
second. Bufibn supposed the sun to be an
immense furnace, alimented by comets precipi-

tating themselves into it ftom time to time.
Atrms/phe/re of the Sun.*—The existence of

a solar atmosphere was inferred by ^ugner
from a comparison of the intensity of radiation
at diflferent points of the disc. By reason of
the globular figure of the sun, a much linger
p<Hrtion of the surface towards the border is com-
prehended under a given Visual angle than at
the centre

; and, as every point of the surfkce
must be supposed to radiate equally in alldirao-

tions, it follows that the intensity of light near
the border should be greater than at the centre,

in proportion to the greater extent of surface
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cotti{«i»ed under the seme angle. Bougaer^s

obserratiom^ however, led him to infer that

the light firom the centre of the disc had a
mater intensitj than that which proceeded

from the borders, a circumstance which would
be explained on the supposition of its being

absorMd in a greater proportion by having to

traverse a greater extent of atmosphere. Those
observations have been recently confirmed by
Roscoe, who has found that the photographic

power of the buu's disc diminishes towards the

edge. The existence of a solar atmosphere is

al^ indicated by the ring of light and the sin-

gular red protuberances seen in solar eclipses,

and especially in those of 1851 and 1861.

Suwt Position and Proper Motion in the

Heavens,—The discoveries in sidereal astro-

nomy which have been made in modem times,

all tend to establish the hypothesis of a simi-

larity of condition and a community of nature

between the sun and the fixed stars. The
prevalence of gravitation amolig these re-

mote bodies, following the law obsirved in

the solar system, is no longer a matter of

speculation; the proof being afforded by tho

elliptic orbits described by so many of the

double stars about their common centre of

gravity. With respect to tho place which
the sun occupies in the heavens, wo have,

says Sir J. Herschel {Mem, IhyaJt Ahbon,
Sociitj/t vol. xi.), almost ocular evidence thut

our system is eccentrically situated within the

region bounded by the milky way, and nearer

to its southern tbin to its northern portion. It

was also an opinion of Sir William Herschel,

now confirmed beyond contradiction, that the

sun, like many of the fixed stars, has a proper

motion in apace, in consequence of which it is

at present advancing towards a point of the

heavens within the constellation Hercules.

Yet, though the fact that the sun has a
proper motion in space may be reg^ed as

certain, many centuries of observation may
be required to enable astronomers to detect

its laws, or even to arrive at any definite

conclusions respecting the remote centre about

which it is performed. An extension of

KirchhofiTs discovery before mentioned has

taught us that the physical constitution of the

sun and stars are identical in the main, though

the oomponents of the nuclei and atmo-

^eres may vary within certain limits. (Sir

X Hersekers A^wiomy ; Lalande, tom. iii.

;

Biot, Astrononw Physique; Itaplace, Systhne

Monde; Astronomie; Aigelander,

Btmve, and CbUoway, On the Proper Motion

Off the Bdkir System

;

Mmn, ' On the Proper

of 1^ Stars,* in GrmuAeh Catalogue,

dee, ; ffmpene.) [Stabs.]

AMU myddrn A name for Pire OpU, or fbr

thal lol Opal which displays bright

yellnripaAAyiua^ it is found

atjw^pan m Mexico : also in Cornwall, near

aad at Muel Spinster and Botewarne

The evidenee of language^

ea weQ as thgt ef mytholpgy, tends to show
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the genera], if not the universal, existence

of sun worship among the various tribes of

men in the earliest ages. On the mental
process which may have led to such a wor-
ship, something has been said in the articles

Lanouaob, Mokotubism, Mythology, and
PoLYTHBisif. The worship naturally assumed
different forms according to the peculiar tastes

and tempers of tlie several nations; but tho

loading idea, which impressed itself especially

on tho Oriental mind, was that of the gene-

rative force of nature, as proceeding from tho

sun, and thus their worship of tho sun was in-

timately connected with that of the Limoa, or

Phallus, and Yoni, answering to the Ashora
and altar of Baal among the Jews, Phoenicians,

and otlicr Semitic peoples. This element was re-

presented in the West chiefiy in tho Mystbbies,
and in the Phallic processions of Dionysus, &e.
But the tendency of the Greek mind to invest

with a human form the being who was suppo8(^d

to direct each force in nature as distinguished

from the force itself, brought the personal

Apollo, or Dionysus, or Athena into a promi-
nence which placed the worship of genorutivo

emblems more and more in the background,
and invested it with an obscure and repulsive

character; and thus to the Greek, Helios, the

sun, became a secondary to Phcebiis, the. light*

giver, standing to him in tho relation of Ne-
reus to Poseidon, or of Nepholc to Hera. In

the Odyssey, Helios still has his sacred cattle

in the Thrinakian land ; but the legend is in-

teresting chiefly as throwing light on the my-
thical phrases which seemed to have furnislied

a basis for many, if not most, of the mcidciits

both of the Odyssey and the Piad.
SuadBy* The first day of the week, conse-

crated to the sun in heathen times. (Sir G. C.

Lewis, Astronomy of the Ancients, p. 304 fitc.)

Tho solemnisation of this da^ oates from
the earliest age of the Christian church, in

memory of the death of Christ, and of tlie

descent of the Holy Ghost. The Jewish
Christians retained at the same time their

Sabbath, the lust day of the week
;
but this

practice became obsolete early, at least in

the Western church. The Sunday does not
appear to have been strictly observed as a
day of cessation from labour before the reign

of Constantine. By the decree of that emperor
(a.p. 321) public Winess and military exer-

cises were suspended. The council of Laodieea
(a.p. 360) forbade labour in general terms;
and the laws of Theodosius (circ. a. d. 420)
sanctioned this interiBction by civil penalties.

[Sabbath.]
Siiiiday XidtiBT. [Dominical Lbttbb.]
•tusdwwGW* [Hbliantbus.]

BwmimU, The name assumed by the

Mohammedans, as followers of the tradition

or orthodox, in opposition to the Shiah sect,

or the followers of Ali, who maintained that

although Moawyiah, the first of the Ommiad
dpuuty of caliphs, had, by the forced abdica-

tion and murder Hassan, possessed himself

of the temporsi power, yet the spiritual supre-
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ma^ was inalienable from tlie direct desoen- Hie reunion of tbeee two right* in the eame
danta of the prophet. The followers of Ali person is termed oontdidatim*
have always been numerous

; and the Persians, Saparlor Mope. In Portifteatios, the
probabW as much from national antipathies as slope of the paisTOt outwards from the crest
^m reugious oonrietion, continue to assert the teporiors. In- Printing, small letters or
rights of the house of Ali. (Ockley*s EUtory 'figures east at the tops of the shanh of types,

of the Saracena,) thus (**). They are generally used for re-

•watotto. A resplendent Tariet;f of Felspar ferences to marginal or foot notes, and in

TAdulaxia) of a rery pale yellowish colour; mathematical works.
found m Siberia, Norway, and elsewhere. Poparlatlwa (Lat superlatarus). In Gram*
The play of colour which it 'exhibits arises mar, ^e name Tulgarlr giren to the so-called

from minute lamellar czystals of oxide of tlurd degree in companaon, formed in the Teu-
iron (Gothite) which are embedded in it. tonic la^^usges by me, additional syllable uL
Bnowetamilla (Lat. from sus, a mvM\ Bupematiiral (Lat. super, oeer, and na-

oris, a ahtey ; and taurus, a buU). In Roman tura, nature). In the conflict of definitions

History, a quinquennial sacrifice, which con- propounded on this sulject all that can be
sisted of the immolation of a sow, a sheep, and attempted in the present article is to give
a bull ; hence the name. [Lustbation.] a brief sketch of the positions maintainea by
Superoargo. The person in a merchant antagonistic thinkers,

ship appointed to superintend aU the commercial These may be divided in the main into

transactions of the voyage. two riasses: (1) those who hold that events
Supordominaiit (Lett, su^er, above, and have taken place in the world** history which

dominans, governing). In Music. In the de- cannot be referred to any law, and which,
scending scale, the sixth of the key. being displays of arbitrary power, and in this

Snparerogatloiiv Worka of (Lat. super- sense beyond nature, i. e. removed out of

ero^o, topay over and above). In Theology, the the ordinary chain of cause and effect, must
belief tliat men may acquire merit in the eyes be termed abaolute miraries ;

and (2) those

ofGod by good worksb^ond what are necessary who maintain that aU such events Imve been
for salvation. This notion is said by Protestants brought about in accordance with some further

to have been first known about the twelfth and higher laws whidi we have not yet been
or thirteenth centuiy, and to have been founded able to discover, and wbirii, as having thus
upon what Roman Catholic theolo^ns term an exceptional and incomprehenaible chiu^ter,
counada of perfection', i.e. rules which do not mi^ be termed rdaUva miracles,

bind under the penalty of sin, but are useful The former position b maintained by Mr.
only in canyin^ men to a higher degree of Mozley (Hampton Xec^wrss, ISfifi), more clearly,

perfection than is requbite for ordinary Ghrb- perhi^, than by any other writer of the pre-

tians. sent day. According to his definition, a nura-
Buperflotal Mwasnre. The measure of cle b a visible suspension of the order of na-

Burfaces or areas ; also called aquara fMOoure, ture for a providential purpose, serving as an
[MxAsxmiB.] ^denoe of revelation. Hence the cmncidence
Bnpemolen (Lat.). Asurffice. Thoauper^ of the miracle with the alleged Divine oom-

fcial area of a Imdy is the quantity of suriace munication becomes an indispensable condition,

which it possesses. No ordinary event could have this ooinridence,

Snpeiiiesited Steui. Steam to winch inasmuch as it would be explained by its own
an additional quantity of heat has been im- place in nature. Hence it follows, that if a
parted subsequently to its generation, its complete physical solution could be given of

volume being thus increased a^rding to the a whob miracle, ' it would eeake from Uiat

bw which governs the expansion of dry air moment to perform its fanetions of evidence

;

by beat The benefit of working steam at a apparent evidence to those who had made the
hig;h temperature is made apparent by the- mistake, it could be none to ns who had
pnnciples of thermo-dynamic, and in modem corrected it.' The evidential theory, Ihus
marine boilers the steam is very generally adopted by Mr. Hozley, is regarded by others,

superheated by the waste heat of the smok^ who agree with him in many of hb ccmcln-

Much superheating, however, occasions internal aions, as placing * the supematoral in a light

corrosion of the steam chest and of the eimine, winch mues it utterly incredibb.* {CkriaSan
and also driesw the lubricating tallow of the Bamambranoort October 18fi8.) 8udi writers

piston and stuffing boxes, and bums out the maintain them position by asserting that the

hemp packing. In practice it is found that the imparting of a revebtbn b not the sob or
steam should not be neated to a higher tempera- perhaps the chief end of God’s dealings with
ture than 316^ Fahr. man as set forth in the Old and New Testa-

Bnparior (Lat.\ In Soottbh Law, a su- ments, and hat miracles belong to an order of
perior b one who has made an ori^nal grant events not mors lying beyond the range of

of heritable property with reservi&m ofrent human experience than the facts of inductive

and service. The grantee b termed oossof: scienee. Aeoordiim to this themy, mbades
the interest of the grantor b dominium dp- form * that class of facts or phenomena which
reeium, that of the grantee dominium utita; arise out of the rebtion in which mw stands

or, the fonner m^ari^diy, the Uttar preparty,
|
to God ;

' hence it tollows that * mirades at
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least as great as those of Christ are day by
day biung transacted/ and that *oTory time
we kneel at the altar, we ore bound to beltcTe

ill a miracle second only to the Incarnation/

The miracles of Christ were ‘ the result of the

hypostatic union/ their end being * the accom-
plishment of the work of redem^ion.* These
theological arguments, which will be put aside

by those who think otherwise on tlie subject

of the sacraments, or who put a different

meaning on the term htcanmlion^ lead to the

conclusion that the personal rehiHon of man
to God, * if it is real, must be mimculouR,’ and
that they who deny miracles must first ‘ deny
a personal existence to man.' Hence, although
* great miracles like those of Christ no lonj^r

take place, because the gift residing in Christ

is no longer in the world,’ there still n main
gifts of the Spirit, the same in kind. Par,

then, from being past and exceptional acts on
the part of God, miracles * are part of a vast

system now going on.’

This argument must be indefinitely affected

by the definitions given of natural and men-
tal action, and must indeed depend on the

establishment of a distinction between the

two
;
while it is further obvious that, although

miracles as a class may come within the range

of human experience, the several narratives of

miracle must still, or rather on that very

account, be subjected to a criticism based on
the canons of historical credibility.

But more generally, the hypothesis accepted

by recent writers is that of relative miracle.

ThusBr. M’Cosh (7%e Supcmatimd in Relation

to the RaiuraX) confines the word miracle * to

those events which were wrought in our world

as a sign or proof of God'smaking a supernatural

interposition or a revelation to man.’ This de-

finition, which, however, leaves the word super-

natural undefined, seems to involve as the

two conditions essential to a miracle, that

they should be wrought by a Divine Power
for a Divine purpose, and be of a nature such

as could not be wrought by merely human
contrivance. To this it has been replied,

that the definition excludes from the class of

miracles all those which are mentioned in

the Bible as having been wrought for an evil

purpose, and more especially those against

which Moses is represented as warning the

Isia^tes, if wrought by persons who invite

them to the worship of false gods. It has

been further argued, that, according to Dr.

M’Coah’s definition, a miracle is <mly a super-

human work, and that this is not the sense

m which anyone can have any difficulty

in beheving it, inasmuch as ’ the powers ana
works of natui^ ore all superhuman, more

maa can account for m their origin,

mora than ha can resist in their energy, more

th^ ha can nnderstand in their effects.’ But

to this aoeeptition of the word Hr. Hansel

(JSi^ m Mliistclei) seems to confine himself

irhmi ho attosts that ‘ a superhuman authority

nasdo to W liuhstanriated superhuman

as^i0i|iCO| m4 mkgt 4$ au^tthtsman is rnsrocu-

lousJ On this it has been remarked by the
writer ofan essay on ' The Supernatural ’ (Edin^
hurgh Review^ Oct. 1882), that Hr. Hansel’s
definition does not necessarily involve the idea

of a violation of the laws of nature. *It does
not involve the idea of the exercise of will

apart from the use of means; it does not
involve, therefore, that i<lea which appears
to many so difficult of conception. It simply

supposes, without any attempt to fathom the
relation in which Gtod stands to His own laws,

that out of His infinite knowledge of tliese

laws, or of His infinite power of making them
the instruments of His will, He may and
He dors use them for extraordinary indications

of His presence.’

On the other hand, it has been urged that,

whether this theoiy, which seems to make
all miracle relative, be true in fact or not,

it is one which was unknown to the writers

of the Old Testament and the New, and is

in opposition to all that they have said or
related on the subject; that until there was
some conception of an order of nature there

could be no idea of miracle as a violation

of that order; that for the Jewish and the

early Christian writers a miracle was an event

following no law, violating no order, but
simply attesting the arbitrary action of a Being
who could act in vjirious ^'ays at various

times or in different places ; that if they could

have been brought to regard miracles simply

as works beyond the reach of merely kinnan

powers, wrought by higher forces in accordance

with existing but unknown laws, they would
have ceased to see in miracles any value or

to derive from them any consolation
;

that

for them they were 'I'aluable and impressive,

tts being arbitrary and capricious combinations,
which might break in upon a course of events

of an ominnry character, but which might
be so multiplied (as in the Arabian Rights
fiction) as to become the rule rather than
the exception. A confirmation of this view
is found, it is said, in the tone of thought
which characterised the Homeric age. In the

words of Mr. Grote, if the old Greek ' could

have been supplied with as perfect and philo-

sophical a history of his own real past time,

as we are now enabled to furnish with regawl
to the last century of England or France,

faithfully recording all the successive events,

and accounting for them by known positive

laws, but introducing no special interventions

of ^us and Apollo, such a history would
have appeared to him not merely unholy and
unimpressive, but destitute of all plausibility

or title to credence. It would have provoked
in him the same feeling of incredulons aversion,

as a description of the sun in a modem book
on scientific astronomy.’ {History of Qrcecs^

piurt i. ch. xvi.)

Apart from this idea of ariiitrary action

interfering in a world at no time and in

no place governed by fixed and unvarying
laws, miracles, it is said, must assume a
merely relative ehavaoter. Thus, the writer on*
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* The Supernatural,' already referred to, states

that 'the reign of law in nature is, so far
as we can observe it, universal ;

' and hence he
rejects that idea of miracle which regards such
alleged events as 'at variance with natural
laws, above it, or in violation of it/ Hence,
he adds, 'it wbuld appear that to a man
thoroughly possessed of the idea of natural
law as universal, nothing ever could be ad-
mitted as supernatural, because on seeing
any fact, however new, marvellous, or incom-
prehensible, he might escape into the con-

clusion that it was the result of some natural

law of which he had before been ignorant.'

This is the conclusion not 'of pride, but of
humility of mind;’ but in this case nature
must be taken in its largest sense ' as including

every agency which we see entering, or can

conceive from analogy as capable of entering,

into the causation of the world,'—^in other
words, nature must not be regarded 'in the

narrow sense of. physical (inorganic or un-
conscious ?) nature,^ for in this sense the human
mind and will would bo excluded from the

range of things natural, although ' the agency
of man is of all others the most natural, the

one with which we are most familiar, the

only one, in fact, which we can be said even in

any measure to understand.* But the agency
of man is bounded by his knowledge of natural

laws, and of these laws he can only 'guide

in a limited degree the mutual action and
reaction. His ability to use them further

is limited both by his want of knowledge,
and his want of power.* Yet even so fhr as

it already extends, scientific knowledge, which
can present 'an endless series of wonderful

phenomena (such as ice frozen^in contact with

red-hot crucibles) not belonginj^ to the oidin^
course of nature,’may be conceived as receiving

hereafter an increase which may enable it to do
many things which now would appear super-

natural.' Still, to whatever extent this deve-

lopement may be carried, we do not reach * that

idea of the supernatural which so many reject

as inconceivable.’ 'What, then,’ the wnter
asks, ' is that idea ? Have we not traced it to

its den at last? By supernatural power do

we not mean mwer independent of the use

of means, as distinguish^ from power de-

pending on knowledge, even infinite knowledge,

of the means proper to be employed? This

is the sense, probably the only sense, in which

the sujMrnatural is, to many minds, so difflmilt

of belief. No man can have any diffici^tv

in. believing there are natural laws of wbi<m

he is ignorant, nor in conceiving that there may
be beings who do know them and can use

them, even as he himself now uses the few

laws with which he is acquainted. The real

difBculty lies in the idea of will exercised

without the use of means, not in the exercise

of will throng means which are beyond our

knowledge. But have we any right to say

that belief in this is essential to all relipon ?

If we have not, then it is only puttln|^, as

so'tnany other huty sayings do put, additional
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difficulties in the wav of . ligion.' If, as
the writer argues, we have no certain reason
for believing that 6od ever acts without
means, then 'extraordinary manifestations of
His will, signs and wonders, may be wrought,
for aught we know, by similar instrumentauty,

only by the selection and use of laws of which
man knows and can know nothing, and which,

if he did know, he could not employ.’ If,

then, we * once admit that there is a ]l^ing, who
(irrespective of any theory as to the relation in

which the laws of nature stand to His own
will) has at least an infinite knowledge of

those laws and an infinite power of putting

them to use, then miracles lose every element
of inconceivability.*

On this it has been remarked that, inasmuch
as no miracle whatsoever can on this hypo-
thesis be regarded as breaking in upon the

constitution and course of nature, ell those
alleged miraculous events which seem to ex-

hibit the working not of higher but of lower
laws than those which govern the ordinary
sequence of events must be excluded from
the class of miracles, while at the same time
the credibility of all narratives of miracle
becomes a question of historical evidence, and
of historical evidence only

;
that if, after being

subjected to all the tests of historical credi-

bility, these narratives emerge from the ordeal

as unscathed as the history of the Peloponnesian
war by Thucydides, then the miracles which
they may relate may be referred to a class

of events belonging; to a higher range of cau-

sation; but that, if they fail under the tests

applied to them, if it appear that the witnesses

are prejudiced, or enthusiastic or untrust-

wort%, or that the evidence is not that of

contemporary witnesses, or that from any
cause they may not thoroughly be relied on,

then the alleged miraculous events must be
put aside as not calling even for discussion.

But, further, it hiM been maintained that

this ailment which ascribes to all miracles

a merety relative nature, reduces the matter
to a question of words, inasmuch as a miracle

which is not an absolute miracle is, in strict-

ness of speech, no miracle or object of astonish-

ment at all ; that, although we cannot pretend
to understand the laws of gravitation, no one
pretends that that law is a miracle, and that

the osserdott that an event exhibiting the
action of a law higher than that of gravitation

is a miracle, does nothing more than extend
the re^on of merely verbd controversy. For,

on this principle, it seems to fellow that

no miracle can br^ in upon the strict con-

tinuity of causation, while, if it does break
|in upon *it becomes unmeaning and self-

I contradictory, as implying imperfection in a
perfect government, disoxder in inevitable

order, something overlooked and nnexp<K*ted

in the plans of supreme wisdom, requiring

interpolation and revision.*

But, agem, the idea of miracle, even in

the relative sense, was, it is argued (Mackay,

T^bCng^n Solwol, 34), * from the first compU-
UU
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cated and impeded by the general belief in

demoniacal agoucy and sorcery, so that an
ulterior criterion was wanted to distinguish

true mintdeB from false or diabolical ones.

This could . only be found in the moral
character of the work, or the beneficent ten-

dencies of the accompanying doctrine, and
the fathers were thus for several reasons

induced to disparage mere signs or external

displays of power, and to appeal to the

doctrine to prove the miracles on which it was
ostensibly Imsed. This, however, was to refer

the entire question of revelation to the para-

mount adjudication of conscience, and Pro-
tostiint theology was obliged to lay the more
stress on the primitive miracles as it repudiated

biter ones.’

At this point we are brought to the question

of biblical miracles as distinct from those which

have been termed ecclesiastical. Between these

no positive line of demarcation has been laid

down; but Dean Milman {History of Latin

Christianity) discerns in the Scriptural mira-

cles characteristics which he is unable to find

in those of post-apostolic ages. Dr. Newman,
on the other hand, in bis well-known Essay on

Ecvlmastical Miracles^ prefixed to the Oxford
translation of Fleury’s Ecclesiastical History

^

argues that the Biblical and ecclesiasticail

miracles must stand or fall together, that!

the characteristics of both classes of events

are essentially the same, that if some of the

ecclesiasticiil miracles are extravagant and
grotesque, the same features are found in some
of the miracles related in the Bible, and that

miracles such as the distillation of healing oil

from St. Walburga’s bones, may be paralleled

by the miracle wrought by the dead bones of

ICIisIia. On the hypothesis that the biblical

miracles are all true, it was argued that *the

multitnrlo of false miracles ranged alongside

of the inspired narratives left the true miracles

contained in the latter just where they are

now ;
their truth was not affected by the fabri-

cation of the others, and they challenged to

themselves the belief of all men as imperatively

as they do now. The question, then, is no
longer one of authority but of evidence, and
according to the quality of that which is offered

a miracle must cither be accepted unhesitatingly

or be held in abeyance, or regarded as doubtful,

or rejected altogether.' (Cox's Z«/e of St.

Bonijaee^ appendix i. p. 143.)

From this historical argument, founded on
the hypothesis of absolute miracle, we have

to return to the ar^ment relating to the pos-

sibility of even reSitive or notional miracles.

On this subject it was maintained by Spinoza

that * in the view of reason there cannot to two
cromihg and cohtending wills and principles in

Ood,- that nattuN»> law is itself the eondnuous
manifestation and aoooihplishment of necessaij

and immanent perfeetion, and that to su^ipose

an3rtl3dng redfy contradictiiig this perfisetion, or

paribimed Igt the Deity in opposition to were

make Him omitfcadiet jmniself.’’ If, agab,

mid nature irere regarded as two scutate

agencies, operating exclusively of each other,

yet 'if both powers be reco^ised as acting

necessarily and unitedly, miracle ceases to

have any objective meaning, and is really only

a showy costume invented to disguise the in-

anity ofhuman ignorance.' (Mackay, Tiibingen

School, 37.)

On the way in which these two questions of

absolute and relative miracle are solved, must
depend the character of revelation and the

meaning assigned to the word. If the idea of

absolute miracle is maintained, revel^on will

be regarded a^ knowledge imparted in an ex-

traordinary manner implying a violation of

natural laws
;
although after such promulgation

it may be left to work in accordance with the

ordinary course of things. On the hypothesis

of relative or notional miracle, it will appear an
unbroken and continuous process, coextensive

with the existence ofmankind from its beginning

to its close, a work of which some part was
accomplished when language became capable of

expressing the several relationships of family

life, and of which a higher stage was reached,

when, possibly in a much later age, ' the con-

ception of a Creator, a Ruler, a Father of man,
when the name of God was for the first time

uttered in this world.* (Max Miiller, Lectures

on Language.) [Moi^otuvism
;
Polytheism;

SUPEBSTITIOH*]

The well-known argument of Hume, on the

inherent incredibility of all miracles grounded
on the continuity of nature, has been turned

by Mr. Mozley, in the work already cited,

against those who use it. In his opinion, no
ground of reason can be assigned for the

expectation ' that any part of uie course of

nature will the next moment be like what it

has been up to this moment,' the belief that it

will so continue having ' no more producible
reason for it than a speculatioD of fancy.' The
inductive principle, he asserts, stands on no
surer basis; and hence he argues that the

ground is gone upon which it could be main-
tained that miracles, as opposed to the order of

nature, were opposed to reason . His conclusion

is that ' when there is nothing on tlie side of

reason opposed to the expectation of likeness,

as is the. case commonly, we follow it absolutely.

But supposing there should arise a call of

reason to us to believe what is opposite to it

;

supposing there is the evidence of testimony,

which is an appeal to our proper reason, that

an event has taken place which is opposed to

this impression
; it is evident then that our rea-

son must prevail in the encounter, i.e. that if

there is on one side positive evidence, the ante-

cedent counter-expectsrion must give way.'

To this aigument it has been objected, by
those who consider it 'unanswerable as an
ax^mentum ad hominem,' that it leaves to

miracles, as such, no value whatever. * If we
dissever the connection between cause and
feet, we denude the miracle of all meaning. A
miracle has only meaning on the supposition d
noumenal agency or real causation ; it it on thif

supposition atone that we can draw the infereacn
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of a supernatural cause.* Hence it is affirmed

by such objectors that * Mr. Moziey has only
developed in one direction the inherent scep-

ticism of the empirical philosophy.* ( Christian

October 1866, p, 609,) From
another point of vien^, Mr. Mosley’s argument
takes us from the ground of philosophy to

that of histoiy; and by those who take this

ground it has been asserted that, where an
alleged event breaks a continuity universal,

in all scientific experience, the evidence for

that event mue^ be adequate both in amount
and Quality, and that no valid argument can be

raised on testimony found in books of which
the historical character is not thoroughly esta-

blished. The argument for alleged miraculous

events is thus brought back to the general

credibility of the narratives which relate those

events. i

Superaedeaa (Lat.). In Law, a writ that

lies to stay various ordinary proceedings.

Superatttioii (Lat. superstitio; according

to some, the standing still over a thing in ad-

miration or awe, while others take the word to

mean a clinging to old ground), Superstition

may perhaps be ultimately defined as belief not

in accordance with facts. This is, obviously,

an essential definition which leaves out of sight

certain characteristic features which mark the

superstitious man in all times and countries.

It is, of course, possible that the seeds of super-

stition involved in erroneous belief may, from

want of a congenial son, fail to produce any
fruit, nor can all erroneous opinions be regarded

as furaisliing a basis for superstitious practice.

A man w*bo should believe that some birds have
four legs would entertain an opinion not in

accordance with known facts, but he would not

be considered superstitious, unless he added to

this the notion that birds with four logs appeared

from time to time to plague men, and that

under certain circumstances or in certain places

he might himself suffer from their attacks.

Hence superstition has sometimes been said to

consist in a physical dread of tlie unknown; and
undoubtedly the passion of terror is largely fed

by superstitious beliefs in general. But such an

explanation fails apparently to account for all tlic

phenomena, and the affection of terror is at best

a consequence and not the cause of the super-

stition. The beings which a superstitious man
dreads may be, in the vast majority of instances,

repulsive or terrific
;
and hence he may be more

taken up with efforts to avert their wrath than
to secure a kindness which he thinks them in-

capable of feeling. But the man who holds, as

the (Ireek held, that every tree, stream, or glen
liad its nymph, and that these nymphs were
beautiful and benignant beings, whose kindly
offices men might secure by paying them certain

honours, is not less a superstitious man because
his superstition may not exhibit the character-

istic of terror. Nor can the dread which some
superstitious men feel be always considered in

BtriotnesB of speech a dread of the unknown.
The most degrading superstitions spring out of
tlie belief of men who Imve no douot whatover
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as to the absolute accuracy of the map which
they draw of the unseen world, and who con-
sider themselves not less possessed of a real

knowledge of the nature and habits of angels,

demons, fairies, drains, and other beings, than
that which we suppose to be famished by the

of the Ordnance Survey,

It would seem, then, that, although belief not
in accordance with fact furnishes the basis of

superstition, such belief cannot issue in super-
stitious practice, until or uhless the thing which
is the oQect of belief is regarded as capabje of

injuring or helping the thinker : and inastnuch

as superstitious action may spring from notions

which in themselves seem most unlikely to lend
to such a result, every question connected
with superstitious practice becomes ultimately
a question of fact. A train of the closest and
most consistent reasoning may be deduced from
the assumed existence of cbimseras, but unless
it has been proved that chimmras do in fact

exist, the whole argument is fallacious, and all

who receive it involve themselves in a belie^

which may at any time issue in superstitious

practice. From this it seems to follow t^t the
deductive method of science is not free from
the element of superstition. As long as the

cosmos was interpreted, and the motions of the

E
lanets explainea according to some arbitrary

ypothesis, an outgrowth of superstition, based
on the science, was kept in abeyance only by
the nature of the hypothesis. If the lat ter pro-

fessed to account for a long series of complicated
phenomena on the ground of observed sequences,
It approached more nearly the character of a
true science, and in the same degree was removed
from superstition. We may safely assert the
impossibility of basing any superstitious belief

on the Heliocektbic System of Aristarchus of
Samos. But the hypotheses of many of his

predecessors, and of some among his contempo-
raries and successors, furnished a fruitful source
of false ideas, from which might issue at any time
the most absurd or revolting superstitions.

The idea of Hei'acleitus that the stars were fed

by exhalations from the earth, that the sun was
a bowl not wider than a man*s foot

; the notion
of Xenophanes that the stars were fiery clouds,

lit at night like coals and put out in the
morning, and that the sun, resembling these in

snbstence, was likewise renewed every(my ;
could

by no possibility lead to any wholesome result,

and might be followed by the worst extrava-

gances. It would be necessary only to embody
in human shape the being whose office it was
to light the stars at night and put them out
in the morning, in order at once to introduce a
system of magical rites which should appease
his anger or win his favour.

The superstitious element, whether in belief

or practice, lies, therefore, not in the chain of

arguments which may be adduced in their

favour, but in some priroaxy hypothesis which
is not in accordance with facta. If it he
granted or proved that there are dmls, and
Uiey act in a particular way, there is nothing

at all superstitious in the conclusion that they

V V 2
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oaTriAd witches thic^iigh the air to diabolical

festivals in the Harz mountains, or in the

reasoning which feom these preifiisses esta>

blished 3ie prevalence of WjTCitca.iFr as well

as the enormity of the sin. [RATioxALisaf.]

The hypothesis being accepted, the reasoning

might be indpfinitely forcible, and the gravest

and wisest of judges admitted that they found
themselves altogether unable to resist it. The
assertion that there is a Great First Cause for

all things, and th.it this Cause is Mind, is alto-

gotKer m accordance with every fact or pheno-

menon known to us, and hence this conviction

is not only free from the slightest character of

superstition, but is the strongest and ultimately

the only safeguard against it. In proportion

as we recede from this conviction, and from all

that is by direct reasoning involved in it, we
open the doors to all conceivable superstition ,*

nor can we affect to treat wnth mere contempt
the reasoning which underlies the horrible in-

stances of medieval superstition which Hallam
has collected, Middle A^es, ch. ix. part i. The
anecdotes there told of effects produced by the

prayers and operation of the Virgin Mary are

at the worst extravagant results from an un-

proved and therefore unwaritinted hypothesis.

It follows, finally, that every belief and every

practice not based on, or not in accordance

with, actual fact, must have an injurious effect

on the mental and moral state of the thinker

or actor. How great may be the amount of

mischief so produced, and how far it may
clieck the growth of all literature, art, and
science, the reader may gather from the chapter

of Hallam already cited.

‘ Of the other aspects of the subject, some have
been noticed in the articles on Monotheisu,
Mttuoloot, PoLYTHBisic, aiM Rationalism.

Bupertonlo (Lat. super, above \ tonus, a

tone), lu Music, the second above the key-

note.

Supination (Lat. supinatio, a bending

back). The art of turning the palm of the

hand upwards by rotating the radius upon
the ulna.

Supines (Lat. supinus, on the hack). In
Grammar, a name given to two cases of verbal

substantives in Latin, the active supine being

the accusative, and the passive (the introduc-

tion of which is unnecessary) being the abla-

tive. The former has the same power of

government with the verb to which it belongs,

and it expresses a purpose, as ire epectatum

monumenta r^9 (Hor. bd. i. 2).

Supplomast (Lat. supplementum). In

Geoihftiyr fbe supplement of an arc is its

defect from a semi-circumference ; the supple-

ment of an angle is its defect from two right

angles. Two wpftemental angles are together

eqtnal to right angles.

SoMiOicaMT. In literature, an addition

made to any work or treatise, in the view of

rendering it more complete.

Snppljwssstsl msBflea. [Smuios.]

rnmniiir (Let. etmpleo^ / Jul ttp). In

Pinanee, the aj^pnathm of all toe earns
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voted annually by parliament in a committee
of the whole house is known by this name.
The practice dates, in effect, from the Revolu-
tion, and is looked on as one of those safe-

guards by which the administration is kept in

check by the votes of parliament.

The known or probable amount of the

different branches of the year's expenses is

stated to the House of Commons in a com-
mittee of supply by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, and after the several items have
been voted bv the committed they are for-

mally grautea by an Act of Parliamont,

called the Appropriation Bill. The granting

of the annual supplies is a peculiar privilege of

the House of Commons, which never permits

any alteration or amendment (except merely

verbal') to be made by the House of Lords in

the biUs passed for this purpose.

Supply. In Political Economy, the response

to demand for commodities, the second term in

the equation of exchange. Demand precedes

supply, and may exist in a very urgent degree

without it. It is often the case that the per-

sons requiring supply are unable to perform
their part in the exchange, either because they

do not produce, or because that which they

produce is not itself in demand. Such cases

are not indeed objects of economical enquiry,

since the demand is not effectual. Or, on the

other hand, the demand may be urgent, and
the elements contributing to an exchange may
be abundantly present, but the supply may be

wanting, because some of the conditions, under
which alone supply is accorded, are deficient.

But as in industrial communities the fulfilment

of supply, by importation from foreign sources

of such articles as are not produced by the

community, or are not product so cheaply and
abundantly, is of paramount importance, it may
be to the purpose to state and explain the con-

ditions under which supply is forthcoming in

sufficient amounts to meet the demand created

for it.

First, then, capital must exist in sufficient

abundance for the purpose of answering de-

mand. Commodities are exchanged against

commodities, and objects of value are appro-

priated by labour. But any natural condition

of supply may be present, and even labour itself

may be abundant; but in the absence of the

capital necessary to set labour in motion, no
response may be made to the demand. Now,
in countries where but little industrial activity

exists, and but seauty accumulations of capital

are made, or where foreign capital, either by
reason of ignorance or distrust cannot be im-

ported, it may be very difficult to divert any
portion of existing capital towards the supply
of a new deman^ however uijgent the demand*
may be. For instance, during the last four

years the demand for raw cotton has been ex-

ceedingly great. The prices of this material

rose in uie ease of the better qualides to four
or five times their common rate. There is,

perimps, no ar^le the geographical range of

is wider thaii that of oo&m. It cin be
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grown from the equator, upwards and down-
wards, to a considerable portion of the tempe- ,

rate zone, It is, niorooTer (at leas! some of ita

beat species are), an annual plant. The profit

'

on the cultivation of the crop would have
been enormous. Hut though it is clear that to

some extent the cultivation of cotton was
checked by the general error into which
European governments fell as to the resources

of the Southern Coufe<lcracy and as to the

perseverance of the North, miieh, it cannot be
doubted, of this incapacity to meet the demand
created was due to the difficulty of finding

capital for the office.

Next, the area of supply must be sufficiently

wide, not only possibly but actually. By far

tlic larger portion of the cotton supply was
derived, ns is well known, from the fck>uthorn

States of the American Union. A very small

quantity came from the rest of the American
continent; and an amount, tolerably large, but

j

of an infi rior staple, was imported from Kgypt
and India. Now, when the supply of any great

necessary of life or of industry is accidentally

produced from a narrow area, the importation

is liable to two interruptions
;
those, namely,

of deficient crops, and of the enforced cessation

of commercial intercourse. Cotton, like any

other kind of agricultural produce, is liable to

injury from weather, and to the ravages of

insects, and from time to time both these

Ciiuses have opernU'd to iliminish and even

almost to .'inuilnlate the supply from America.

Again, as we have lat<ly understood, it is

popsiblo to ereati* and maintain so strict a

blockade over a gn-at line of const, ns to

reduce the exports of bulky goods to a

minimum. A\^e do not, of course, know what
amount was exported by bba-kade runners, but

we are certain that ituas wJiolly in'^uffieii-nt

to affect prices or to alleviate the scanity and
distress consequent upon tlio ib'fieioiicy. If,

however, the area of supply had been wide, no

such inconvenience could have hapj)t ned. The
price of the raw material might have risen

considerably, if a largo contributory bad sud-

denly ccas(xl to export, but the void would have
been rapidly filled up. As far ns regards poli-

tical contingencies, we may perhaps anticipate

that we are so far advanced in civilisation as

never for the future to go to war with the whole

world, as we almost did during the later years

of the great continental war, when, in addition

to our European enemies, wo were at variance

with the United States. The most immediate

and obvious illustration of the advantage of

having a wide area for supply is cotton, but that I

of com is still more important, and, happily, is

less liable to interruption on a largo scale,

than any other commodity. While com is

produced in many regions, and is freely im-
ported, the deficiency of the season in one
locality may be compensated by increased pro-

duction in another, dearths being almost always
of limited extent. For instance, to take an
example from remote times, the years 1315-16

were times of absolute famine in England, but
661

if Cibrurios figures are to be trusted, of plenty

in Northern Italy. Similarly, the supply of

wheat in the haivest of 1863 was exceedingly

scanty in England, but singularly abundant in

the western states of America. In connection

with these foi'ts, it may be mentioned, that

there is scarcely any commodity of import-

ance which is produced in single localities,

and which, therefore, may appear open to an
export duty, while it is quite certain that there

is no necessary of life which is produced in one
country only, or under one political regime.

Next, the producer must be secure, ordinarily

speaking, of such a market ns will compensate

[

him for tho cost of production, according to

the ordinary rate of profit ruling in tlio pro-

ducing country. An uncertain or a fluctuating

market is the banc of supply. Thus, for

instance, during the existence of the corn laws,

it was impossible for the foreign proilucfr to

! determine Mh<‘ther the produce of any year
would be admifti’d to the English market. A
maximum price was fixed at which corn could

be imported, and when the price fell below that

amount a varying duty was levied. Under such

a 8} stem no one could anticipate whether, iu

case ho cultivated or exported grain, he might
be sure of any sale iu England. Heneo in years

of large foreign production, grain was accumu-
laUxl in bonded warehouses, the most expensive

and the most unfit granary conceivable, to bo
often destpo}od and wasted. Under such cir-

cumstances it was not likely that a trade

in foreign corn could flourish, or that the
English market should be at all supplied.

Lastly, the means of transit or carriage

must be provided. Wo have already [Kail-
roads] adverted to the economical effects of

cheap and efficient laud carriage, and shown
liOw greatly these means reduce the cost of
articles to the consumer, and thereupon create

an extended market to the producer. The
same reasoning applies to cheap and efficient

carriage hy sea. Scientific observation may
result in conclusions involving the largest

benefit.^ to mankind. To take un rxamjplo : In
1770, Franklin, by means of information ob-
tained from one Folger, a Nantucket whaler,
as to the course of the GuU Stream, obtained
a rude chart of its geographical position.

Folger had noted the stream because no whales
arc ever found in its warmer waters, but always
on its margin. Before this discovery the voyage
to the northern part of the American colonies

was always long, hazardous, and expensive, and
in winter-time almost impracticable. For poli-

tical reasons Franklin concealed his ditcovery
till 1790. The effect, of the publication which
he made at that date was to change completely
the character of the trade, and to transfer

European traffic from Charleston to the nor-

thern ports. Captain Mauiy, whose work on
the Physical Geography of the ika is, apart
from its scientific ments, of profound econo-

mical interest, tells us that tho result of
meteorological researches is to shorten long

sea voyages by 30 per cent. Ten years ago, it
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wa$ estimated that the ccouomy of these dis-

coveries and diroctious might, from a calciila-

lion of the tonnage-despatched from the United

States to California, Australia, and Rio Janeiro

alone, he estimated at 2^ millions of dollars.

It is almost impossible to do more than guess

at the geiienil saving to the mercantile world,

but it will be quite clear that any economy in

carriage and transit which opens a wider field

of supply is a permanent benefit to mankind,
and removes to a more and more distant

point the cessation of those advantages which
the human race procures from the peaceful and
civilising operation of reciprocal trade.

To advert, in conclusion, to the supply of

cotton. The manufacturers, in an association

formed for the purpose of extending the area

of growth and facilitating its carriage, have
complained greatly of the land system of India,

and the hindrance which the traditions of the

Indian fiscal system put in the way of employ-
ing capital for the production of cotton. \Ve

Cannot now enter into these questions, which

may be found indirectly answered under the

heads Ryot; Taxation; Tithe; but the as-

sociation was certainly justified in severely

criticising the supiucness of the administration

in leaving India without railroads, without an
efficient banking system, and even without

navigable rivers and canals. From a military

and fiscal point of view, the neglect of such ad-

ministrative duties was sufficiently reprehen-

sible, but in an economical one far more so.

There is no justification of the Indian empire,

except that of necessity and duty ; and it is

surely a matter of the highest obligation that

a European administration should not fall short

of the ancient rule in promoting groat in-

dustrial undertakings : it should rather be

fur superior to that wliich it has supplanted.

8ap|K»rtf Points of* In Architecture.

[Points of Sufpoet.J
Supporter* In Shipbuilding, a knee-piece

of oak firmly bolted under the cat-head, to

reinforce it wnen sustaining the weight of the

anchor.

Bupportere. In Heraldry, figures placed

on each side of the scroll, as if to support

it. In English heraldry, supporters are

granted only to noblemen, or to knights ban-

nerets, by favour of the sovereign. The origin

of supporters is said to have haea this : some
days prior to a tournament, to prevent the

appearance of unqualified persons, every knight

desirous of entering the lists was required to

hanff up his shield upon which his arms were
emluazoned, in the place assigned by the

ai^inter of the tournament for examination

by the heralds. The shields thus exhibited

^re guarded by the servants of their

respeet^e knights, their livery disguised by

dresses repfesenting savages, Moors, griffins,

lionus, &0. *In Ei^land supporters are not

gtBsled without the ^wess command of the

butin Scotland ** Lord Idon'* eqjoys

this pnvim^. They are not borne by spiritual

pem.' ppUteU’s m

SUIUIARENAL BODIES
Bnppoaed Bass* In Music, the bass of

a chord when it is not the root of the common
chord 'or harmonic triad. It is also sometimes
called the inversion of the accompanying chord.

Supposition. In Music, the use of two
successive notes of equal value as to time, one
of which being a discord supposes the other to

be a concord. The harmony, though- by rule

fulling on the accented part of the bar, and
free from discords, requires their proper pre-

paration and resolution ; and they ar^ called

passinff notes. Discords on the unaccented
part of the measure are allowable by coi\joint

degrees, and it is then not required that the

harmony should be so complete on the ac-

cented part. This transient use of discords

followed by concords is what we, after the

French, call supposition, of which there are

several kinds.

Suppository (Lat. subpono, 1place under).

A pill or bolus introduced into the rectum,
where it gradually dissolves. Opium is some-
times usefully applied in this way to allay

irritation of the bladder and the neighbouring
parts.

Suppression (Lat. suppressio, a Tceeping

down). A figure in Grammar is sometimes so

called by which words are omitted in a sentence

which are nevertheless to be understood as

necessary to a perfect construction : as, for in-

stance, in most languages, the repetition of a

noun is avoided where it is coupled with a pro-

noun in one branch of the proposition
;

e. g.
‘ This (horse) is my horse,’ or ‘ This hors© is

mine* (horse). [Ellipsis.]

Suppuration (Lat. subpuratio, an abscess').

The process by which pus or matter is formea.

Buprolapsariano (Lat. supra, above, and
bipsus, a fall). In Theology, those who as-

sert that the fall of Adam, with all its con-

sequences, was predestinated from all eternity.

[Calvinists.]

Supranaturalisto (I^at. supra; natura,

nature). A name given of lute years to the

middle party among the divines of Germany,
to distinguish them from the Bationalists, who
exclude all supernatural manifestations from
religion; and from the Evangelical party,

whose tenets are of a more strict description.

Thus many of the suprauaturalists appear to

have adopted the system of accomm^ation
(as it is termed) in religious matters, so far as

to explain away the doctrine of original sin,

and other tenets commonly consider^ funda-
mental : others approximate to v^hat are

generally regarded as orthodox Protestant

opinions.

Supnuwnal BodiMi(Lai supra, and renes,

the kidneys). In Anatomy, the fiatteiied bodies

situated on the upper pari of the kidneys in

man, and at the fore part in br^os : they kre

well supplied with blood-vkssels and nerves, and
are composed |^neipally of simple or closed
vesicles, resembling the secre^vg glands, except
that they have no duc^. They* are of dispro-

portionately large ska-iofhe fc^athteln man
and quadrumana.^



SUPHEMAOY, OATH OF
Suprammcyf OAtb of. An oath denying

the supremacy of the pope in ecclesiastical or ,

temporal affiiirs in England, which by many
statutes was required to be taken, along with
the oath of allegiance, by persons who wished
to qualify themselves for office, dec. In 18fl8,

however, a new form of oath was substituted for

the three oaths of allegiance, supremacy, and
abjuration & 22 Viet. c. 48), and a still

simpler form was provided for the use of

members of both houses of parliament on
taking their seats, by the Parliamentary Oaths
Act 1866.

Supremacy, Papal. [Papacy.]

Supremacy, Royal. This term, as ap*

plied to the sovereign power in a monarchy,
would appear to denote civil no less than
ecclesiastical authority. In practice, however,

while the civil authority of the sovereign

power has never been questioned, its eccle-

siastical authority has been often impugned,
and the phrase in question has consequently

been applied almost exclusively to the supre-

macy or the crown o^er ecclesiastical causes

and persons.

There appears to be no doubt that the

supremacy of the crown in ecclcsuistical alFairs

was both theoretically held and pructically

asserted in tho early ugcb of laigliali history.

In the reign of William tin CoiKjueror the

court of the bishop was s» juratod from the

hundred court by a I’oyal cliartcr granted

under the advice of the great ccclobiaatical

and civil personages of the reahn. In 1167 a
dispute between thf- bishop of Chichcator and
the monks of Buttle Abbey was decided by the

king in council. The practice of appealing to

Kome was first introduced into this countiy' in

tho reign of Stephen, by the legate Henry of

Blois, bishop of Winchester, but the ancient

course of justice seems to have been restored

under Heniy II. by the Constitutions of

Clarendon. Tho pope, however, still asserted

and exercised a real though ill-defined au-

thority over tho church of England as an
integral part of the Western church [Papacy],

and appeals fo Romo ouce more became com-
mon, although they were never expressly sane-

j

tioned by the laws of England, and althoxigh

the Statutes of Provisors and Prsemunire [Pn^-
j

MTTKiBB ;
PttOTisoBs] Giijoin heavy penalties i

against those who ‘ do sue in the court of any
other in derogation of the regality of our lor<l

thekmg*(16Bich, II. c. 6).

At the Reformation, the independence of the

crown was again asserted. Appeals to Rome
were prohibited by the Act of Appeals (24
Hen. vlll. c. 19) and the Act of Submission

(25 Hen. VIII. c. 19), and by tho latter statute

the appellate jurisdiction in ocelesiastical causes

was expressly vested in the crown, where, except

during the reign of Mary Tudor, it has ever

since I'emained.

The royal siiprcmacy was declared by 26

Hen, VIII. c. 1 ; and flio present Act or Su-

premacy (1 Ebz.c. 1, *An Act for restoring to

the crown the ancient jiiriscliction over the
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!
state ecclesiastical and spiritual, and abolish-

I

ing all foreign power repugnant to the same’)
provides that no fbreign prince, prelate, or
potentate, spiritual or temporal, shall exercise

any manner of wwer, jurisdiction, or privilege,
' spiritual or ecclesia^^tical, within the realm or

I

the queen's dominions
;
and, next, that such

jurisdictions and privileges spiritual and eccle-

siastical, os by any spiritual or ecclesiastical

' power had been or might then be lawfully

exercised or used for visitation end correction
' of the ecclesiastical state and persons, shall

for ever be united and annexed to the imperial

crown of the realm.

It was not, however, till after the Restoration

that the regular course of appeals in eccle-

siiistical suits became established in its modern
form; the jurisdiction of the crown was before

! that period exercised for the most part by extra-
’ oi-diiiiiry royal commissions, culminaLiiig in

j

the famous Court of High Commission, wdii^h

was established in 1683 and lasted till 1640.

I

Subsequently to the Restoration, the practice

was for the appellant from the ecclesiastical

j

court to petition the Ix)rd Chancellor, prajing

i
that a commission of appeal might issue

I

under tho great seal, and be directed to judges
delegates to be narntd at his discretion. A

I

fresh commission issued in each ease
;
but as

I

tho delegates were selected from a permanent

I

list, the tribunal acquired the name of the High

j

Court of Delegates. Tho delegates selected

usuiilly consisted of doctors of civil law and

I

common law judges : it was formerly usiia' to

I

add some of the bishops, but this practice was

,

gradually disused. The High Court of Dele-

j

gates was abolished in 1832, and its jurisdiction

j

transferred to the king in council. In tho

I

following year it was enacted (stat. 3 & 4

;
Wm. IV. c. 41) that all appeals to the privy
council should be refeired to a judicial com-
mittee of tho council, who should report

thereon to the sovereign. This committseo,

therefore, now constitutes the supreme co4rt

of api>eal in matters ecclesiastical. It couvif^ts

of the present and past holders of certain high
judicial offices, together with tw^o privy coun-
cillors nominated by the crown, and, in cases
under the Church Discipline Act (3 & 4 Vict.

c. 86) the prelates who are privy councillors.

The lord president summons the memberr of
the committee who sit on each efcasion.

(Brodrick and Freemantle, Ecclmagticrd JxiOg-

mnits of^ the Privy Council.)

The right of nomination to archbishoprics

and bishoprics forms a branch of the royal

supremacy, both as an^^ently understood and
as now exercised. Election,* says Black-
stone (1 Comm-. 377 )f 'was in very early times

the usual mode of elevation to the episcopal

cliair throughout all Cliristeudom, and this was
promiscuously performed by the laity as w'ell

as the clergy, till at length, it becoming tu-

multuous, the emperors and other sovereigns

of the respective kingdoms of Europe* took the
appointment in some degree into tiieir own
hands, by reserving to themselves the right
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of conflrming these electionst and of granting

investiture of the temporalities (which now
began almost uniyersally to be annexed to this

spintual dignity), without which couiirmation

and investiture the elected bishop could neither

be consecrated nor receive any secular profits.

This right was acknowledged in the emporor

Charlemagne, a. d. 773, by Pope Hadrian I.,

and the council of Lateran, and universally

exercised by other Christian princes
; but the

policy of tlie court of Rome at the same time

^gan by degrees to exclude the laity from any
share in these elections, and to confine them
wholly to the cleiipT, which at length was com-
pletely effected, the mere form of election

appearing to the people to be a thing of little

consequence, while the crown was in possession

of an absolute negative, which was almost equi-

valent to a direct right of nomination. Hence,

the right of appointing to bishoprics is said to

have been in the crown of England (as well as

other kingdoms in Europe) even in the Saxon
times, because the rights of confirmation and

investiture were in effect (though not in form)

a right of complete donation. But when, by
length of time, the custom of making elections

by the clergy only was fully established, the

popes began to except to the usual method of

granting these investitures, which was per an-

nulum ei baculum^ by the prince’s delivering to

the prelate a ring and pastoral staff or crosier,

pretending that this was an encroachment on

the church’s auUiority, and an attempt by
these symbols to confei* a spiritual juris-

diction.’

It is quite be3^ond the limits of these pages

to trace the history of the contest which long

prevailed between the popes and the temporal

powers of Europe with respect to ecclesiastical

investitures. Eventually, the question ended

in a compromise, by which the sovereign re-

ceived only homage from the bishops for their

temporalities, instead of investing them with

the ring and crosier, retaining nevertheless

the substantial power of nomination.

In England, however, King John surrendered

b^ charter to the cathedral chapters the free

nght of electing their bishops, reserving to the

crown only the custody of the temporalities

during the vacancy, the form of muting a li-

cense to elect (on refusal whereof the electors

might proceed without it), and the right of

appre^tion afterwards, whidi was not to be

denied without a reasonable and lawful cause.

These privileges were (^nfinned by Magna
C^arta, and continued till the Reformation.

The bishops elect were confirmed ^ the arch-

bii^op fkom the charter of King John to the

xv'ign of ^ward 111.^ after which period the

pope supeinBeded the archbishop.

At Befonnatioht the right of nomination

wii again vested in the crown, and a curious

•ystem,^ fowr^ established, which remains

to the ' prseehi* „t^e, it being enacted (26

Hen. irfit e, fiO) tbaii on the avoidance of

a bisbopric; the may send the dean and

chapter his license to psrocefd to election (conge
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d'dlire), which is to be accompanied by a ktier
missive from the king containing the name of
the person he would have them elect. If the
election be delayed above twelve days, the
nomination lapses directly to the crown. The
person elected is confirmed, invested, and con-

secrated by the archbishop
;
but it was decided

in 1818, in the celebrated case of Dr. Hampden,
that the function of the archbishop is ministe-

rial only, and that he has no power to take
cognisance of any objections to the person
presented to him.

Previously to the year 1860, the Roman
Catholics in England had for many years
been under the authority of vicars apostolic

appointed by the pope. These were, in fact,

bishops; but in order to avoid the jealousy

of the civil power their titles were taken from
places abroad, and the word district was used
im^tead of diocese^ to express their local jurisdic-

tion, submission to which was, of course, volun-

tary only. In Ireland and the colonics, how-
ever, the Roman prelates bad long assumed the
episcopal title. In the year 1850 the pope
issued letters apostolic dividing England into

formal dioceses, and appointing a bishop or
archbishop to each. This measure (commonly
known as the papal aggression) caused great

excitement at the time, and an Act was passed

(14 & 15 Viet. c. 60) imposing penalties on
persons assuming the title of archbishop or
bishop of any place unless authorised by law.

The Act, however, can only be enforced with the
consent of the Attorney- General, and it has
been quietly allowed to become a dead letter,

no prosecution having been instituted under it,

although the English Roman Catholic bishops
habitually use teiritorial titles.

The royal supremacy has been considered to

extend to the colonics, and numerous bishoprics

(endowed for the most part from private sources)

have been established there by the crown under
letters patent, and the crown has in the same
manner appointed bishops to the different

dioceses, some of whom have been invested with
a metropolitan or superior jurisdiction. It has,

however, been recently decided by the Pri^y
council in Mr. Long’s case (1863) and the
Natal case (1866) tnat letters patent issued

by the crown after the establishment of a
constitutional government in any colony are

ineffectual to create therein any legal diocese,

subject to coercive ecclesiastical jurisdiction,

or any ecclesiastical corporation whose status,

rights, and authorities the colony can be required

to recognise. 'The church of England,’ Lord
Kingsdown said, in giving judgment in Long's
case, * in places where there is no church es*

tablished by law, is in the same situation with
any other religious body, in no better but in no
worse position, and the members may adopt, as
the members of any other communion may
adopt, rules for enforcing discipline within their

body, which will be binding on those who ex-
pressly or by implication have assented to them.'
(See further tlie case of Ooleuso e, Gladstone,
decided in Chancery, Kov. 1866 )



SURA SURFACE CONDENSATION
0wa. The Arabic name for the chapters bj prefixing the radical eigtis indicating the

of the Koran. These chapters were, it is operation, viz. 4K3. Such quantities are
asserted, given forth sometimes as a whole, otherwise called irraUonal or incwnmenmrahlt,
sometimes in driblets, and often in single

|

Surf. [Wave.]
verses. Such driblets Mohammed, it is smd, Snrlkoa (Fr. ; Lat. superficies). In Geo-
directed his amanuensis to enter * in the sura metiy, the boundai^ of a solid, or that which
which treated of such and such a subject.' has length and breadth, but no thickness.

If this tradition be authentic, it would indicate ' A surface maj be conceived to be generated
that Mohammed wished the Koran to be ar- by the motion of a straight or curved line,

ranged according to its matter, and not chrono- just as the latter may be generated by the
logically

;
and hence the difficulty of assigning motion of a point. A surface is said to be

dates to each sura or portion of a sura is p/ane when a right line can be applied to it

indefinitely increased. The arrangement is . everywhere and in every direction : in other

made, therefore, in the absence of other proof,

'

cases it is called a curved eur/aee. Surfaces

to rest mainly on internal evidence, the
'

generated by the motion of a right line are

various phases in his life, so far as we can ! called Huled Surfaces, in which family are

be said to have any knowledge of it, being
|

included Developabi.b Surfaces and Skew
illustrated by the various chapters of the

,

Surfaces. A curve by rotating around an axis

Koran. This perilous task has been attempted
|

generates &surfac{ ofrevolution. [Revolution.]
by many writers ; with more than average sue-

|

Several other distinctive names are given to siir-

cess by Mr. Muir, in his Life of .Mahomet^ to
j

faces accortling to their peculiar properties or

which the reader is referred for a review of all : modes of generation
; these being noticed in

the literature relating to the Prophet of Islam.
|

their proper places, we have only to add here

According to Mr. Muir's canon, the earliest that the most general classification is that

suras are vehement and impetuous fragments, into orders and dasses. The order of a surface

while in those of a later date the style becomes is the number of points, real or imaginary,

calmer and more uniform ;
with the decay of in which it is cut by any right line

;
in other

really sincere and earnest feeling, the suras words, the degree of the equation which is

become more lengthy and elaborate
;
and the satisfied by the co-ordinates of its several

theory of inspiration is more fully developed, points. By the class of a surface is meant
Thus, the passages in which reverence is the number of its tangent planes which pass

claimed for the Koran, by ascribing to it through any given line. Surfaces of the se-

not Divine inspiration only, but a heavenly cond order are also of the second class
; but

original, belong to a later time than those in general order and class are different. Bur-

in which the prophet speaks of himself simply faces whose equations involve transcendental

as declaring the will of the Most High. It is functions of the co-ordinates are termed trans-

obvious that with such uncertain materials cendental^ to distinguish them from algdyraio

the conclusions of independent writers must suifaeeSf to which alone the term order can be

be more or less antagonistic; and the mani- applied. One of the most complete English

pulators of the Koran have not escaped the treatises on surfaces is contained in Salmon’s

criticism which commonly falls to the lot of Analytical Geometry of Three Dimensions^ Dub-
those who attempt to determine the chrono- Hn, 1865.

lomcal order of facts, for which we have not Surfiaee CondenaatloB. A method of

at&quate evidence in contemporary documents, condensing the steam discharged from an
•urliMie (Fr.). In Architecture, the upper eugine by means of cold metallic surfaces like

base of a room, or rather the cornice of the those of a stiU» to the end that the water thus

dado. recovered may be used a^aiu to feed the boiler.

•nroluirirad or Oweroluirgod Mine. The benefit of this practice in the case of steam

In Military Mining, a mine lo^ed with a vessels is, that the boiler being fed with pure

very neat charn of powder. It is sometimes distilled water, instead of with salt water from

called a globe ^compression, the sea, the risks of salting the boiler are pre-

Soreoat (Fr. sur, over, and Enp;. coat), vented, and higher pressures of steam may be

A garment, generally of silk, forming part with safety. Common sea water deposits

of the knicht^^ eouipment of the middle ages, sulphate of lime without undeigoing concen-

from the thirteenui centuiy. [Cyclas
;
Jupon.] tration when the temperature is increased to

It was worn over the body armour, and was on- a point answering to a pressure of iOlbs. per

ginally desired to defend the armour from wet square inch; and if scale be suffered to accu-

QVVmnn of gtm. ‘I*® furnaces of a boiler

To hold thtyie ormnr dene maintaining a high pressure, the fiucs may
And weiw^ltte fro the wette. become red hot and collapse, or, in other

mAtc^getdKinoAtiher.sisxiz^Z^, the boiler may bunt Now, as a

Surd (^t. ourdus, dulU edent). In Aritb- high pressure of steam is necessary to the

metic and Algebra, a magnitude which is 'efficient application of the principle of ex-

inexpressible by rational numbers. Thus, the pausion, and as fresh water in the boilers is

square root of 2, the cube root of 3, 5^., the necessary antecedent of high pressures; the

are numbers which cannot be expressed exactly principle of surface condensation acquires great

ill the onliuary notation, and are represented importance in steam navigation, although the
665 *
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benefits of the system have not yet been fully

developed. The condensation is usually effected

by discharging the steam against a laggot of

pipes through which cold water is made to

circulate by a pump. The pipes at their ends

pass through a metal plate in wliich they are

made tight either by a small stuffing box and
screw at each, by the application of a perforated

sheet of Indian-rubber pressed down by another

perforated plate above, or by the interposition

of a ferrule of compressed pine between each

pipe and the plate ; the w-ater swells the

wood and makes the joint tight. The pipes are

usually made of copper or brass, and should be
tinned externally to prevent galvanic action on
the boiler. [Stkam Navigation.]

Sargeon. In the Army, the officers of the

medical department are classed as follows

:

Director-general, who ranks as a major gene-

ral
;
inspector-general, as brigatlier-general, or,

after three ycars^ seiwice, or in the field, as

major-general
;

deputy inspector-general, as

lieutenant-colonel—after five years’ service, as

colonel; surgeon-migor, as lieutenant-colonel,

but junior of the rank; surgeon, as major;

assistunt-surgtH)!!, as lieutenant—after six years*

service, as captain. Each regiment of cavalry

iiud battalion of infantry has a surgeon and an

{iS«istant*surp,eon. Stall-surgeons and assistaiit-

curgcMins are usually employed at the general

i\nd garrison hospitals at home and abroad.

Surgcoiii iraval. Art important officer

in the economy of a ship. In the Koyal Navy
t Itere art* the following grades * inspector-general

d liospitals and fleet.s, deputy-inspector, staff-

{ urgefin, surgeon, assistant-surgeon. The whole
, ervice i.s organised under a dirr^ctor-geiieral,

who sits at the Admiralty. In the merchant

bcrvice no well-appointed ship of any size above

a more coaster or schooner sails without a

surgeon.

Surgery (Gr. « workhg
hemd^ th€ practice of an rtrrf). This worn, in

its modern acceptation, may be defined as the

practical application of meclical science, in the

use of all mechanical or instrumental means,

for the removal of diseases and the relief of

human sufifliring.

If it be true that man is impelled by an

instinctive impulse to seek fbr some natural

remedy for his bodily disorders, the practice of

medicins must for some time' have existed

the dawn even of the rudest deductive

theories. The wish to cause vomiting in order

to reUave nausea would impel the sufferer to

seek, for something which would act as an

emetic, and the discovery of such a thing might

be either imparted to his fellow-men or kept

secret as a means both of profit and power.

In matter of fact^ the knowledge of herbs and

simfdes so acquired seems in all countries

to have been confined to a small class, which

in the sequel assumed tdl the powers of a

caste, and itoas mnesaHy identical with the

priesthood. In tins, which may he termed the

sacerdotal shi|^ of medicine* the hierarchy,

possessed of a cexiak knowledge not shared by

SURGERY
the great body of the people, and having no
interests which might be hurt by the extension

of that knowledge, affords a valuable aid to the

growth of medical science. But the observation

that remedies act in a given way, being effective

in some cases and useless in others, leads to the

idea of an orderly and regular causation, and
the theories of the miraculous or supernatural

characters of diseases begin to lose their ori-

ginal power and charm ;
and although the

student of medicine may try to avert opposition

by declaring that all causes with all their con-

s(H]uenceB are equally divine, an in.stin€tive

finding warns the priestly caste that the

advance of such notions must insure their

downfall, and leads them to an uncompromising
antaguiiisrn.

This speculative or sceptical stage of the

science, if summarily arrested, will be followed
by an effete stagnation, like that whicli followed

the extinction of Saracenic science in Spain
;

but if the efforts for repression fail, the growth
of a genuine scientific school has for its result

a laige accumulation of observations, and of
knowledge derived from experiment, which may
again bring it into collision with theologians

and deductive reusoners.

These several stages may be traced witii

more or less exactness in the history of niedical

science amongst the Greeks and Komans, in

Egypt and Spain, in mediaeval Europe, in t/n*

Eastern world, and in the modern states of

Europe and America. The Ayiir Veda of

Hindus embodied the medical knowledge ot

the priestly caste in a form analogous to tlnn

of the Egyptian priesthood, and as this systeni

has retained its hold to the present day their

mcilical science exhibits still the features which
marked it two or three thousand yetirs ago.

In the Greek legends, the tales of Cheirrin

and A8klepios(Ai!sculapius), of Heracles, Poda-
leirion, and Melampus, illustrate that mythical
era of medicine to which Sanchuniathon and
his alleged writings may be assigned. The
remedies applied by the school whicli assumed
the name of Asklepios were, as we might ex-

pect, altogether empirical, and their unscientific

character called forth the Aristophanic satire,

which represented the Asklepiadse as stealing

during the night the offerings of their dupes.

The Pythagorsean schools (whether Pythagoras
be mythied or historical) worked to better

purpose, and came accorffingly into conflict

with the traditional dogmas of ruling dasses.

The men who on recovery from sickness put
up a votive tablet to some deified hero, whom
they regarded as Uieir healer, could not well

tolerate a system which applied a specific

remedy to a sp^^cific evil in tbe anticipatlou of
K merely natural result

That Greek medicine had reached its spt'cu-

lative or sce^itical stage is abundantly attested

by the doctnnes of Hippocrates, who ^ treated
all phenomena as at otice both divine and
scientifically determinable. (Grote, Htstorg of
{^rrceeCf part i. ch. xvi.) Of all diseases he
affirmed th*it * none is more divine or more
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human than another, bnt all are on the aame
footing;, and all divine

;
neverthelese, each of

them hfui its own physical conditions, and not
one occurs without such .physical conditions/

It is obvious that one who so spoke might
profess to start with or uphold some deductive

theory, but his science pointed wholly to

observation and experiment, and took no cog-

nisance ofany causes beyond those which might
be ascertain^ by human industry and research.

Hence Hippocrates neoessarilv made light of all

hypotheses which connected ihe study of medi-

line with astronomical phenomena, and insisted

that medicine should be determined by and
bear reference to its own end, i. e. to the nature

of man, as ascertainable by practical exa-

mination. This method marks especially the

Jlippocyatic treatise on Climate as affecting the

deve.lopement of the human race, and the basis

of his Humoral Pathology, which retained its

hold on the medical scho^ of Europe for more
than 2,000 years.

Medical science, checked in Greece by the

disorders which followed the fall of Athens,
received a fresh impulse in the schools of

Alexandria. These schools were especially

distinguished for their anatomical researches.

I$y dissection and expeHment they laid the

foundation of scientific anatomy and physio-

logy; and the advance made was so great

that, while Aristotle hardly knew that there

wore nerves, Hero^hilus was enabled to de-

monstrate the functions of both the motor and
sensitive nerves.

While medical science was thus advancing

in Egypt, at Rome it had scarcely taken root,

nor can the schools which sprang up in the

later . days of the republic and after the esta-

blishment of the empire be strictly considered

Roman. They were founded by Greek phy-
sicians

;
and the Romans who, like Oelsus,

|

became most eminent in them, whether be-

longing to the Eclectic or to other sects, adopted
Greek theories, or reasoned from Greek axioms.
To Cclsus medical science is indebted for a
great advance, not only in pharmacy, bnt
also in surgical knowled^. Roman mediciue

reached its culminating point when, under
Marcus Aurelius, Galen B(gourDod in Rome.
The degree to which deductive methods still

influenced scientific research may be inferred

from the fact that this illustrious physician

belong to the sect of the Dogmatics. Al-
though he professed to believe that the axioms
from which he reasoned were founded ou
facts, he vet disregarded individual &cta and
the detail of experience m of little value in

comparison with ms preconceived theories of the

nature of diseases. On the wh<^, he adhered
to the mingled dogmatism and aoei^mam ^
Hippomates. Hia two fundamental maxiiiis

were: (1) that disease is aomsthing contxaxr

to nature, and must be overcome by thstvrlnda

is contnuy to the disease itself ; and (21 that

iiatnre is to be preserved b^ that which has
relation with nature. Tn Jik treatment, he
made little of the symptotns of diseases,
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aigoing that these would disappear with the
disease as soon as the latter was conquered.

In the West, medical science, after the days
of Galen, underwent a sudden and complete
eclipse. In the Byzantine empire, the medical
schools, after the opposition made by Christians

to anatomy, consisted chiefly of copyists and
commentators on Hippocrates and Qalen. But
the names of Oribasius, Aetius, and Procopius,

are obscured by the greater fame of Paulus
.S^neta, in the earlier half of the seventh

century.

The independent research, which had been
abandoned or stigmatised in Christian coun-
tries,wastakenup by the Saracenic schools. Un-
der Ebn Sina (Avicenna) and Avenzoar they
reached their highest glory in the East and
West respectively. But the victories of the
Turks in the former, and in the latter the
downfall of Moorish dominion in Spain, at once
and finally arrested its progress.

In mediseval Europe, the genuine cultiva-

tion of medical science soon provoked the oppo-
sition of the hierarchy

;
and the imprisonment

of RogOT Bacon, with the posthamoas conviction

of Peter of Apono, answered to the penalties

inflicted on Galileo. But when, iu the person
of Leo X., the powers of the papacy were
wielded by one wnose attachment to the tra-

ditional belief has not been considered very
strong, medical science again revived, and the
Greek culture then introduced insured tlie

overthrow of the old coercive system.
This so-called revival of learning hud an im-

mediate effect on England. In 1484, Thomas
Linacre, founder of the College of Physicians of
London, attended at Florence the lectures of the
Athenian Chalcondylas. A century later, Foes
had translated the Hippocratic writings, and
Femel had questioned the dogmas of Galen.

Into the later history of the science we are
precluded by our limits from entering. Some
account of the most distinguished physicians
and of their several discoveries may be found
in the article Anatomy. For the details of
medical and surgical science, the reader is

referred to the accounts given of the several
diseases, and to the articles Chemistuy

;
Di-

obstzok; Food; MoBpao]:.OQY; Nuthition;
Tnlsojlooy.

A compendious account of ancient surgery is

mven in the article ' Chirurgia* in Dr. Smiths
Dkthftary of Orerk and Homan Antimniics.

(See also the articlee on Celsus, Gafen, Hippo-
crates, in &nith*B DietUmar^ of Greek and
Soman Bicfiraj^; Ent^ofedia Britannira,

art. * Medicine;’ Henri Martin, La Fondrr,
ai U Ha^tiame chee Ics Andette.)

•wriMittliM. A crystaRisable alkaloid

obtained from the bark of the Geoffroya

nammdo (now called Andira inermis) or Bvrt-

mm hark.

•vraaxlE. In Shinbqilding, an abntmciit

temporarily ^placed on tbe outside of a rib, <»r

timber, to give a hold to the riband by whicli,

through the shores, it is supported on tl.e

slipway.



SURMOUNTED
In Architecture, a term

sometimes used to denote an arch or dome
which rises higher thsn a semicircle*

SuBMOOMrso). In Heraldry, a bearing is said

to be surmounted by another bearing which
extends not only across it, but across Uie field

also; therein differing from cAor^ed, e*g* spile

mtrmounUd by a cbetron
;
which in this case

extends across the field.

•lurauuae (Fr. surnom ; Span, sobrenombre,

from Lat super, eetr, and nomen, a tiasts). In

modern European usages the family name of an
individual; but often used for anydistinguishing
name. [Nawb.] According to Ducange, the use

of surnames in France began about the year

987» when the barons adopted the practice of

designatiim themselves by the names of their

estates. This has been the general, though

by no means the uniform origin, of family

names in the nobility of Europe ; some having

been derived from ^ges, cognisances, the

nicknames applied to individuals, &c. Among
tlm commonalty of this country, surnames are

said not to have been general before the reign

of Edward 11. It will be found on examina-

tion that a great number of them originate in

the stiU older custom of adding to the son's

Christiain name that of the father by way of

distinction: many more from the names of*

trades; and many more from accidental distinc-

tions, as of size or colour, probably applied in

the first instance to the founder of the family.

flnrpUcu (Low Lat superpellicium, appa-

rently from ^llis, sHn). This ecclesiastical

vestment is thought by Mr. Palmer {Orig.

Idiurff, ii. 820) to have been at one time not

differentfrom the alb. It now has wider sleeves,

a difference which is thought to have originated

in some distinction between the dress of a supe-

rior and inferior order of cleray. It dates from

the twelfth centuiy. The vehement objections

entertained by the Puritans of the sixteenth

century to its use are well known. [Vsst-

MXMTS.]
Snrretatter* [Pzaadino.]

fpmjotttgur. [Plbadiko.]

frarr«ad«r (perhaps a corruption of Fr. se

rendte, io ytrid onaefj). In Law. 1. A deed

by which the tenant of a particular estate or

interest conveys his interest to the remainderx

man or reversioner, immediately expectant

on the determination of that estate, as, for

batanesi when a tenant for years gives up his

toass to the freeholder. 2. A surrender o£

oofiyhold or eustmnaiy estates is the yielding

up of surii estHtesby the tenant into the hands

of the lord fbr tmrttoses expressed in the

surrender. This is the eommon method of

convi^'ng copyhold Unds^ the lord being k

g
«oral bowid to udmit the party in whose

vour the suiw«Ar is «sde. [CoFTHOtn.]

(Lat wbrogatna).^ U Uw,
one substituted for or appointed in the room

another. . The term is oommmdy used in

the eeclesMIeal courts as the deyarif^ of

Sets at ^^pnty for the bishops I
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Smrtont. In Hcraldiy, a figure borne over

another, and obscuring part of it.

Swmirbnaiida A kind of fibrous Brown
Coal or Bituminous Wood found in Iceland. It

resembles Bovey Coal
Barweytiiw (Fr. survoir, to overtook). In

Practical Mathematics, the art of determining
the boundaries and superficial extent ofa portion

of the earth’s surface. The object of a survey

may be either to ascertain the eontenta of a field

or portion of land, or to determine the relative

distances and bearings of the most prominent
objects of a country for the purpose ofconstruct-

a map, or to determine the form and dimen-
sions of a portion* of the earth’s surface with a
view to deauce the magnitude and figure of the

earth by comparing the geodetical distances bo-,

tween giveujoints with tneir astronomical posi-

;

tions. In all cases the operation is conducted
on the same principles; but while the first

requires only the application of the merest
elements of arithmetic and trigonometry, the

last can be accomplished only with the aid of
instruments of the most refined description, and
processes of calculation deduced from mathe-
matics of the highest order.

In measuring land, all the lines and the sur-

faces whose contents are to be found are, reduced

to the same horizontal plane, on the principle

that as plants shoot. up vertically, no greater

number can be produced on the slant side of a
hill than would grow on the area covered by
its horizontal base. When the lines actually

measured are not horizontal, th^ are therefore

multiplied by the cosines of Uieir respective

inclinations to the horizon.

For the linear measurements, a riiain is

emploj'ed consisting of 100 links, its whole
length, 22 yards, being such that one eqmre
chain is equal to the tenth part of an acre. In
order to avoid decimal fractions, surveyors

usually set down all the measures in links
;
and

when the contents of a field are cast up in square

links, it is only necessary to mark off the five

last figures as decimals k order to have the
contents in acres, the number of square links

k an acre being 100x100 x 10 ->100,000.

As the measurement of angles is in general

an operation much less liable to error than the
measurement of linear distances, the skilful

i surveyor, k cases where the surface to be mea-
sured is of considerable extent^ will avoid

making frirtber use of the chain than is ue-

cessaiy for ol^aking the data requisite for a
trigonometrical computation. Xhe most con-

venient instrument, and that which is almost

onirersally employed in liMid 8urve)kg for

the measurement of angles, is the THKcmouTs,
whi<di, from the nature of its oonstroction,

myes the angles reduced to the plane of the

horizon, andconsequently rendcraa oomputolion
for that Purpoee Unneoeeaaxy. As auxiliaries

to the tbeodolitoi and for the purposes of
sketdiing and fiUiiqt k the details of a map,,
the l^uim fAiitn aA the PxisiCAtic Compass
are used; and m order to determine the bear-

ings of the seveiil objects observed from any

,
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Btation with referenee to the cardinal pointi our own connizy was that of General Roy,
of the horiaon, a compdss and needle aceoin* begun in 178S> n>r the purpose of connecting
pany the theodolite. the Greenwich Obsetratoiy with the

It firequently happens in snireying, that tri- triangulation which had bi^n carried on
angles are to be measured whose ndtA contain Paris to the coast opposite Dover, and con-
very acute or obtuse angles. As in such cases a sequentl^ for determining the difforence of
•mall error in the angular measurement would the mendians of the two observatories by
lead to yety erroneous ^ults, the practice actual measurement. This gaye rise to a more
usually adopted for finding the area is to important oMration; namely, a general survey
measure the longest side of the triangle and of the kingrom, be^n in 1791 under the di-

the perpendicular let fall upon it from the op- rection of the Boara of Ordnance. A brief

posite angle, the area being half the product description of the methods employed in con-

of the side into the perpendicular. For the ducting the different jparts of tl^ splendid

purpose oftracing the ^rpendicular, the simple national undertaking probably be tne beet

cross-staff may be employed ; but the instru- means we could adopt to explain the nature and
ment called the ofttcM $ptare (which is merely objects of an accurate trigonometrical survey,

a small shallow circularbox containing the two Measurtmmt of J^.—This is the fnnda-

prindpal glasses of the sextant fixM at an mental, and probably the most difficult part
angle of 45^ will effect the puipose with ^ater of the whole operation, and must be executed

accuracy. The method of using it is obvious, with the most minute accunu^, as any error

If the observer moves forward or backward in committed in its determination will afect all

the straight line A B until the object B seen the distances deduced from it, and be multi-

direct vision coincides with another object plied in the ratio of these distances to the
Cfseen by reflexion, then a straight bne drawn length of the base. First of all, a soitable

to C fh>m the point at which he stands when piece of ground, on whidi a strattht bne of not
^he coinddenoe takes place will be perp^dicu- less than five or six miles can be laid down,
lar to A B. The box sextant might evidently must be selected and c.irefally levelled ; and a
be employed for the same purpose. measuring apparatus employed, of which the

Since every plane fi^e may be regarded len^ is exactly known in units of a standard
as composed of a certain number of triangles, scale. General Roy's base on Hounslow Heath
the whole theory of land surveying resolves it- was fipst measured with deal rods; but as these

self into the measurement of the areas of plane were found to be affected by the hygrometrical
triangles. For computingthe area of a triangle eban«s of the atmosphere, it was win mea-
it is necessary to know the length of atleast one sured with glass tuM twenty feet in length,

•idei nnd when this is known, togsther with {hrniahedwithapeeolisr appsrstiisfo msUog
sny two of its other parts, the remaining nsrU the contacts. In the suhaequent messnrement
and the area are computed by the roles of tci- of the same hne for the Ordnance Surrey,
gonometry. two steel chains of 100 feet in length, maoe

In surveying an estate, the usual practice is by Bsmsden, were emplcyed. One of these

to measure round it with a diain, and observe was used as a measuring chain ; the other
the several angles with the theodolite; and if was kept for the purpose of comparing the
the boundaries are very irre^lar, a straight measuring chain with it before and after

line is to run between two TOints so as to cut the operation. In the act of measuring,

off one or more of the benwgs, and the per- the chain was laid in a trough supported on
pendicttlars or offuto from the straight line to trestles, and was stretched with a weight of

each bending are measured with a rra or offset fifty-six pounds. The same apparatus was em-
stafi^the most convenient length of which is ployed in measuring five other bases indifferent

ten links. By this means the spaces included parts of thecountzy, for the purpose of verify-

between the actual boundaries and the assumed uxg the accuracy of the work. For the mea-
stiaight lines are computed; and the sides and surement of the Lough F^le base in the

angles of the interior polygon bring known^ its survey of Ireland, Ckitoel Colby emrfoyed a
area may be formed without zesolving it into compensating apparatus formed of oars of

triangles. [Foltoon.] diifrrent metals, so arranged that the distance

WgonomUriotd When a survejr is between two points viewed by compensation
to be effected on a large eeale, as for making microscopes remains constant under aUriumges
a Mometrioal map of a country, or for mea- of temperature. The length of the Bounriow
Bonng an arc of tne terrestrial meridian, not Heath base was nearW miles; that of the

only IS minute accuracy r^uired in all the Irish base about 8 miles. {Joeountofik4Uo9»
practical parts of the operatioiL but it becomes ettimmf of the Lough Foe^ Base, 1847«)

necessaiy to have tepued to the curvature of SekoHon qf /Stofibn#.-—The next step in the

the earth's sur^, £e effects of temperature, operation is to divide the country to he survey^
refraction, altitude above the sea, and a host into a series of cmmected triangles. Ihe
of circumstanees of which the influence ie choice of the statioDB which form the angular

wholly unappreeiable in the prsetioe of ordi- prints must depend in some measure on the

nsiy surveying; Geodetieal messorements of nature of the country; but where ciievm*

this kind have been executed in varioue conn- stances admit of a selection being made, it is

tries. [Dmrsbs.] The first undertaken in very important to form the triangles so that
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the small unaroidabli) errors si obsorvation

shall ^rgduco the loiist )crroi*s possible in tlic

resulting sides. Tho esaiiditious required fur

this purpose are most nearly fuliHllod mahiug
the triangles as nearly as possible eQuiSaSimL
(Oalioway *On the l>('tcruiination ofllbe ouest.

probable Errors of Observutiuu iu a graitbtuii of

thS'^Orclnmnce Survey/ 3icm. Zlttjid AtA. :iSoe.

voL ay.)

Sfffnals .— iirious plans lunee %etm cadwjpt'ed

in tho course of the sorvt^r for onui^inp; atnl

rendering visible tho sbitiuns at wliich the

instrument is succossMly scftup. At first

stuffs were chie6y used, cafrn^ungiLssiiiwimd cun'
cave reflectors for night obsftrvatiuns. Surh
signals could be soon in the telciicopo of tiu*

groat theodolite at daStusicK^^ lor even 24
miles. Bengal ligjhbs, ifixed in smaB senki^ts,

wereusedfur iaorodiHftiiaA«rt^ Inthemunn-
tainous oouatrios of tlcQltiliatid and In>1and, and
where the sides of iho tciauglos gen($rally

exceeded 50 and soagMstsmies •evem liPO .miles in

length, conical piles (of istone userc iMPtvctfd on
the sumiuits of hilbs;; moA the
were attended witk thk dit6a<ilfiiinrtat^‘^ tikaut^

they could oah he aran urheB the ateutfihne i

was dear (and the smuajiiig psurtic^ fjce-

quentiy compelled to nmaibi J&r frodcs oat the
mountains Wore a siagle olMcrvatinB ccwild

bo made), yet from the atcadmoes of the otj^uct

observed tbejr were fioiaitcl on the whole to be
preferable to any night signals pterionsiy

tned. When the theoddite was to bo set

up at a station whidi had been already ob*
served from another, the pile was thrown down,
and the instrument placed exactly over its

centre. The heliotrope, and small plane

mirrors, havo likewise been occasionally cm-K with success. (On this subject, see

rummond’s papsor in tho IM. IVaus, for

1826.1

Biduction to Centre ofStation .—^In observing

the angles at aujr station, it is supposed that

the centre of the instrument is placed exactly

at the centre of the station. This condition

was rigidly adhered to in the Ordnance Survey

of Britain by erecting signals on purpose ; but

where the saving of expense is an object, it is

often convenient to take advantage of spires,

toufers, 6cc., in which case the instrument cannot

always be placed in the required position. In

such cireutndtances, the observation is made
at a point hear the statiou, and the angle at

that point subtended by two remote objects is

reduced tothat which would have been observed

if jtlbM instrument had been placed exactly at the

centre of the station.

Bedvtction to the Another iudit-

pensalde condition iSf the angles observed

at each station be reduced to the plane of the

horison. the di^iodoUte is eiuployod for

meaaunng the angles* this reduction w effected

by the lustmtnept ltsc|f i but vrhen the angles

are f rej^ttug circleor sextant,

a ledttctich Is^itre^sSsiy, unless.the iwo distiuJt

elneets observed be in tlie snme horizontal plane

with the internment, which will rarely happen.
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Snhcrii'at Kxem.—Tho sum of the three

anglvs of any uplu'rical triangle excce«is ImO®

by a quantity which is ciillcd ttic tpherietd

eoMt, and winch we shjUl denote bv E. If tho

observations could bo mnelo with absolute accu-
racy, the sum of tho throe obsei’vcil angles of

any triangle on tho ground would be 1 80® 4- K

;

the difference of their huiu fi'omtliis quantity is

ihe aggregate error of the tliiH'cobsenvd angles,

and must be distributed among tLioso angles so

us to rondor the sum precisely 1 80^ + K before

the sides are computed. It is tlH‘refore mtees-

saay to determine E. Let S denote the area of

the triangle in square fei^t., r the number of fri t

ill the radius of tlie eaitli, and w* 3*141.'lU
;

(Inm E is given in seconds by this forsuula

[iipuEiilCAI. Exl'kss] :

4 648000^

irr-*

(648000 being tho number of seconds in

in ordfT, tlicpc'fofro, to compute E, we must
lonow the valtncs <i£ S nuid r. Now

with respect to S, it is to be ohserved that lu

case which cau iurioem pEBaoriec the area

«of tlve tiiaiiigllc musit be a ivsy fsmall quantity

rc4atiTC to so tihat am ordtr to S
it is not necossa^ to compute S witJi groat

Incision. A summcntly near value will 1k)

obfaiuod by caleuhitang csic of tho wnkimwji
skies as If ihc triangle wcite a piaae one, jmhI

computing the ansa from the formula ^ 6

sin V, (J/Mumuent of Lov^k Foyf€ ihmr;

P-
With respect r,w hidi is here taken to repm-

sent the r^ius of eurvature of the surface of
the triangle iu question, it is to be remarked,
that by reason of the cUipticity of the earth, the

radius of curvature of any arc on the eorth^s

surface varies not only with the latitude of tho

place of observation, but also with tho direction

of the arc iu respect of the meridian. For the

present purpose it would be sufficiently accurate

to assume r as the radius of the meridian
;
but

as tho radius of the perjiondicuhir and oblique

arcs is required in other parts of the computa-

tion, wc sliall here give the formulte from which
they are computed. Let It be the radius of

curvature of Uio meridian at latitude /, R' tho

rallies of tho circle perpendicular to the

meridian, and r the radius of a peat circle

making an angle 0 with the meridian ; i^lso

let p denote half tlie polar axis of the earth,

or 20,853,810 feet (Airy’s value), and c tho

cllipticity, or the difference betw'een the equa-

torial and polar axes divided by the polar axis

(»!-*• 301*026 »’003322); then

(1— e**- 8 e sin*/)

mp (1 + c + s sin*/)

r-E

Since the indinatiett'WTs di^ent fbr each of

the sides of the triangle, a mean valueof rinay be
foundbymaking 0» 45®, in whichcase sin *0»

;

and as the curvature %’arics very little through
a considerable extent of country, the same value
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of f may bo usoil for all tho trian^los within ft

zone of two or throe degfre(*a of latitude. Sup-
pose, then, the value to bo computed for the
mean latitude of a chain of triangles, theibnnulft

for the spherical excess will be

6 sin C X 648000
2»ra

It is proper to remark that in general E is a
yery small quantity. Wlion the sides of tho

triangles are about 20 or 30 miles, it will

seldom exceed 4 or 5 seconds of a degree ; but
in some of the great triangles connecting Ire-

land with the west coast of Scotland its value

was found to exceed 30 seconds.

Having computed the spherical excess E,
makecaiA + B + C— (l80°-fE)—A, B, C being

the observed horizontal angles
;
then e is the

error of the sum of the observed angles ; and if

there be any reason for supposing that any one
of tho angles has boen less accurately deter-

mined than tho others, the error must be
equally divided among them, or a third

.
of e

must be added to or subtracted from each

angle, as the error is in excess or defect, and
the results will give the angles from which
the sides are to be computed.

Calculation of the Sides.—The angles being

thus corrected for errors of observation, it now
remains to compute the two unknown sides of

Uie triangles. The computation may be made
by the ordinary rules of spherical trigonometry

;

but a better method, practised by Belambre,
and adopted in the Ordnance Surveys of Great

Britsin and Ireland, consists in first computing
from the observed horizontal angles the corre-

sponding angles formed by the chords of the

terrestrial arcs, and then calculating the triangle

as a plane one. In this manner toe chords of

the spherical arcs are found, whence the arcs

themselves are easily obUiined.

Legendrde Theorem. —Another method of

computing the sides, which has been gene-

rally adopted. in surveys on the Continent, is

derived from a theorem which was discovered

,

by Legendre, and is demonstrated in his

mem ae GionUtrie. * If from each of the angles

of anv^mall triangle on the surface of a sphere

OT spheroid one-third of the spherical excess be
deducted, the sines ofthe angles thus diminished

will be proportional to the lengths of the

opposite sides, and cons^uontly the sides may
be computed as if the triangle were rectilineal.*

This is the easiest method q{ any ; and, in fact,

if the three angles are assumed to have been

equally well determined, the previous computa-
tion of the spherical excess is not neeessa^ for

the calculaaon of the sides, though it will be
required for estimating the relative accuracy of

the observations.

Latiiudee, LongUudUt and When
the sides ofall the triangles havebeen computed,
the distances between the stations Income
known ; but in order to compile the urv^, it

is still necessary to determine the astronomical

positions of the principal stations, together with
the hearings of the sides of the triuigles with
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respect to the terrestrial meridians. For this

purpose tho latitude and longitude of one of the

staraoniH and the asimuth of another as seen

fipom mast be found by astronomical methods
[Ajsiktjub ; LaTEiunn ; LoxfoiTuna] ; but when
this has been done tiiese elements may be
computed for each of the other stations in the

chain of triangles, provided the dimensions and
ellipticiby of the spheriod are assumed to be
known,

Calctdaiion of MHtudee.—The only element

which remains to* be determined, in order to

complete the survey, is the relative altitudes of

the different stations or principal points. At
every station the elevation or depression of

each of the others observed from it is measured
with the theodolite

;
but owing to the curvature

of the earth and the refraction of light, a
calculation is necessary in order to determine

their troo difTerences of level or of distance

from the centre of the earth.

In surveying a line of railway or canal, the

first thing to ^ done is to traverse the country

intmening between the proposed termini, so as

to jud^e by a reconnaissance, or eye survey,

I

what IS the most ele^ble route. A more

I

detailed examination is subsequently made^

I

whrn the levels are taken, so as to baliuice the

I
earthworks as nearly as possible, and the lino

is then staked out. [Rxilboaim.] In marine
surveying, the main points are fixed by as-

tronomical observation.

{IHgofumeiricaf- Survey of Enyland jtnd

Wales ; Delambre, Base du Systhne MStrique

;

Puissant^ TVaitS ds Giodssie; Id. NouveUe
Description Gtomitrique ds la Francs \ Eney^
Brit. art.

* Trigonometrical Survey.’)

Bnrwftyl^, Vawal. The science of deter-

mining the lines on which seas may be safely

navigated. The duty consists in ascertaining

the depth of water by sounding, in carefully

delineating on charts the points at whi<m
the depth changes, and by observing the
bearings of naturu or artificial objects, which
may enable navigators to determine their exact
position and conrse.

BniwiYonliipi In the doctrine of Life

Annuities, a reversionary Imnefit contingent
upon the circumstance ox some life or fiten

sur^viinnff some other life or lives, jorofthe hves
felling according to some assigned order. For
the sdution of the different ^viestions which
can be put relative to the.values of snnuities

and assurances in every order of mirviyonihip,

where there are only duee lives,w the trea-

tisos of Baily and fifilne; or the *£^Bsy on
bftbilities’ in the Cabinst Oyde^dia. '^{Asstrn-

iLXOB ; ExnQTXTlON OF j

9nm (Lftt. ; Gr. St). Tbe generic name given

bylinnssns to those hoofedmammalswhich have
on each foot a pair of large digitswith a unall
one OB eaefe si&^sl^er, and more backwardly
placed. Lower incisore proeumb^t, d^oeed
to upper ones. Canines exposed, ai^ in the
males usually xeearved, upward. The mimrie
terminated by a truncated snout fitted lor

turning up the ground. Non-rominant. Tins



SUSANXITE
generic naine is retained for the secies of

uriM boir and their domesticated descoiidants

of Europe and Asia. But certain African

kinds hsTe been separated under the names
Potamockarus attd Pk^wochcerus, and the South

American kinds under the name Dicotylesi the

whole now forming the familjr of non-ruminant

Artiodactyles, culled Suida.

StMumite. A mineral with the same com*
position as Leadliillite, which it also closely

resembles iu appearance, found in ciystals on

the Susanna lode at Leadhilla in Lanarkshire.

•iiapoiaaioB« In Ecclesiastical Law, sus*

pension from the right of exercising an office^

and fiom receding the emolument thereof (ab

officio ct bcueficio), is a punishment indicted

on the clergy by sentence of the ecclesiastical

court. Laymen may also be suspended ab
ingressu ecclesim for brawling in a church, or

the like, and condemned to pay the costs of

the proceedings,

•vapeaaloB Bridge. In Architecture, a

bridge in which the roadway, instead of being

can^ over the supporting points, is suspended

from them, the supporting points being chains

or other flexible materials. The principle has

recently been carried to a great extent in this

eonntry, as in the ease of the Henai bridge ; but

its application is old, andhas long been practised

among people who have attaint Tery^ little if

any in the arts. [Bbidos.]
{

Biuuinn Bburhlo. A variety of limestone

which constitutesone of the fresh-water depotiu

of the WesJklett group ;
it abounds in shells of

Mudinm, a genus of fresh-water Univalves.

It occurs in lavers varying from a few inches to

upwmda of a foot in thickness, the layers being

separated by seams of day or of friable lime-

tone. .

Btmaa* This word, more oorrwtly written

sati or satee, is akin to the Sansdrit Sacn, the

term applied to the female power in nature.

This power could be approcudied only after

purification, and various ritea of this nature

were in process of time denoted by this word,

which was espedally used by the Brahmins to

signil^ the self-immolation of widows on the

fkneral pile of Udcir husbands. The jnstiflea-

rion for this practice, and the obligatory precept

on wlueh it rested, was fbnnd by them in a

passage of the Big Veda, which, as translated

by Odehrookcb runs thus: *Oml let these

women, not to be widowed, good wives adorned

with eoUyrium, holding ebmfled butter, msign
themselves to the fire. Immortal, not diUdless,

not hudnukdless, well adorned with gems, let

them pass into flee whose originaTelement

k ifwtsr.* Tt^ passage, Brofeosor Man MflUer

aassrts flflX ^
aawintnd a^ iiilsifled by the Biuhmans to

SBlMMtfe CWr amd tenri. * The real meaning

«JiM Onw vtm»» wS« •» no* wMonn, b»t

kara m4 lii«*indi,4«wr aw vith od ud
MUm. fliw wbo *M nn<ib«M aM7gD up

« rfw aWwwit teMi.wltlwcta>w>y.

but dedeed with fine jewds.* The verse is thus

SUTTEE
addressed, not to the wido^ but to the other
women, who have to pour oil and butter on the
pile ; while in a subs^uent verse the widow is

ordered to leave her husband and return to the
world of living men. * Bise up, woman, cometo
the world of life ; thou sleepest nigh unto him
whose life is gone. Come to us* Thou bast thus
fulfilled thy duties of a wife to the husband
who once took thy hand and made thee mother.’
The ii^'unction to self-immolation, thus ob-

tained by changing the words yonim agrt into

yonim agneh (the womb of fire), Prof. Max
Muller stigmatises as 'perhaps the most fla-

grant instance of what can be done by an
unscrupubus priesthood. Here have thousands
and thnuftinds of lives been aicrificed, and a
fanatical rebellion been threatened, on the
authority of a passage which was mangled,
mistranslated, and misapplied.’ He uiges, fur-

ther, that the existence of the word vtdhavd
(widow) suffices of itself to prove that this

practice of self-immolation is comparatively
modern. ' If this custom had existed, the want
of having a name for widow would hardly hare
been felt, or if it had been, the word would most
likely have had some reference to this awful
rite.’ But iu Sanscrit dkava is a man, and
from this word by the prefix of the preposition

oi, without, is formed vidhavd, husbandless;
and * if the custom of widow-burning bad existed

at that early period, there would have been no
vidhav&s, no husbandless women, because they
would all have followed their husbands into

death.’

If^ however, this evidence proves beyond all

question that the idea of self-immolutioii, as
incumbent on all widows, was at first unknown,
it can scarcely prove the negative, that there

were no widows who sacrificed themselves. It

is conclusive against the universality or fre-

queni^ of the custom, but not against the theory
of self-immolation. It may further be urged
that Professor Max Muller’s argument fails

altogether to account ffir the origin of the
practice, except by attributing it to the dis-

interest^ cruelty of a san^umary priesthood.

But even if we grant a posiSon fir^ which we
may have a natural shnnking, it may fairly be
doubted whether the corruption of uyro into

agneh would have sufiAced to introduce the
pactioe,.however pow^ul might be the priest-

nood which eqjoined it. Such a fraud might
convert into a precept of mneral obligation a
pnmtice which nad been tm privilege or the

pride ofa few, but it could ioareely have insured

the acceptance of a duty, which could on this

hypothesis have bad for ^em no meaning and
mnst have appeared the mere arbitrary com-
mand of a sacerdotal caste. Hence ww munt
go farther, if we wish to account fer the origm

the enstom ; and it has been thou^ that
the later Btahmanie teadiing ie connected with
mythical phrosee and legende femiliartosome, at
least, among the Aryan nations. If the enstom
was notgeneral,snd ifat the sametime itexisted
before the corruptionof the Vedie text,it would
follow that self-immolation was practised on



SUTURAL SWEATLNG SICKNESS
the death only of king% diieftaine, or great 8w%b (A.-Sax. swebban, to mowp), A
warriom ; and if the death of each men wa« bundle of ^ams tied together to form a sort of

compared, aa ve know that at certain atagea mop used in drying the decks of a shi^
of thonght it commonly is, to the putUng out of Ssrallow

^
A.-&X swalewe, Ger. scSwalbe).

the light of dav, to the sinking of the sun into A name equivalent to the subgeneric term
the dark sea, then the analogj^ of the earthlv Htrundo^ appropriated in Modem Ornithology

wife to the bride of the sun i%ht, it is uzgra, to the British species called hank% cAmney,
very naturally surest itself, ^e forms which and mndow rnoMm^ and to foreign allied forms
this idea aasumM in Hellenic and Teutonic dismembered from the swifts,

mythology have been noticed in the articles 8wamp (A.-Sax. swam, Han. svamp).

Mttroloot, Panm, and Sioctudb ; and it can Ground habitually so moist and soft as not to

scarcely be questioned that (Enbuh and Bren- admit of being trod on cattle, but, at the

hyldr are genuine instances of suttee, whether same time, producing particular kinds of trees,

the practice took its rise from mythical phrases bushes, and plante. A swamp differs from a
and ideas or whether it did not. Butt apart bog and a marsh in producing trees and shrubs,

from such striking examples, the tone and spirit while the latter pr^uces only herbage plants

of innumerable legends point^to the conclusion and mosses.

that life could have no attraction for the wife Swamp-ora or Swampy I^ii«oro« An
of the hero, whose career and death had re- old name for Boo Ihon-obb.
sembled that of the glorious sun-god. Such Swan (Ger. schwan, Han. svane). Of the

a conclusion might long remain a mere idea, noble web-footed birds so called tJiere are three

while here and there it might be carried out British species—the Hooper, or Bewick’s, the

by some whose very heart was broken by their wild, and the tame swan. These form the type

grief; and if during an indefinite period this of tlie subgenus Oygnm, The wild swan and
self-devotion was occasionally permitted in the Hooper ought perhaps to be regarded as the

wives of kings and heroes, there is nothing only true native species. The tame swan
surprising in the fact that a powerM priesthood {Cygnm olor)iB superior in bidk to either of

succeeded in the sequel in representing the rite the wild species, and is at once distinguished

of immolation as a duty incumbent on all by a laige bla^ caUous knob on the base

women who desired to win a pure and unspotted of the bilL Both the wild species are pecu-

name. lisrly chaxj^cterised by convolutions of the

But, whatever may be its origin, it is certain windpipe, extending in the mature bird through
that the custom had under Brahmanic influ- the whole length of the keel of the sternum,

ence become frightfully common. The English These convolutions are horizontal in the Cygnut
government in the territories under its sway Bewicktj, and vertical in the Cygnuoferns.
interfered at first onl^ to insure, as far as Sw»iililUU lu Teutomc Mythology,
possible, that the sacrifioe should be strictly [Sioubdb.]

voluntary on the part of the widow. The pre- Sward* Green tnrf ; i.e. the surface of

senoe of a government officey for this purpose land under pasture grasses. A fine sward mav
imparted to the custom an air of legality which be called the characteristic feature of British

was fSu* from promoting the object of such landscape, not being found in the same degree

interference. At length, in Hecember 1829, of perfection in any other countiy, not even in

rite was abolished in the British dominions Ireland,

by Lord William Bentinck. (Forbes, Oriental Swaals tetters In Printing, letters which
Aemoire ii. 26 ; Heber, Journal i. 70 ; Craw- hsd their terminations projecting oansiderably

ford, Indiam Aax^ydago vi. 2.) beyond the shank thus : They
Satttiml (Lat. sutura, a seam). In Botany, have been revived of late yearn with the re-

tbis term is applied to parts which bear some introduced old-fashioned typea
ddSnite relation to a suture or line of junc- Sweating Stokneee. An epidemic of

tion between the diflferent parts. Thus, the g^t severity which appeared in ^gland at

term sultiral dekisesnes means that a seed- difibrent periods towaros tlie end of the fif-

vessel splits along the line of junction of two teenth and beginning of the sixteenth century,

valvea It is generally believed to have broken out in

Sntnra (Lat. sutura, a seam). In Ana- the army of the duke of Richmond, afterwards

tomy, the junction of b<mes by their serrated Henry vH., on his landing at Milford Haven,
OF to^ed margins : the bones of the skull are It spread over various neighbouring countries,

uo united. andwascolledsudor Curiouslvenough,

SirrvBB. In Entomology, the lane at which it mostly attacked persons of rank, and those in

the elytn meet, and are sometimes confluent good health. The disease may be described

Burtnaa. ’ In Manunalo^, the line formed aa a fever commencing with heat in some one

by the inaimbent ends of eonveigiiig smies limb or in some part of the body, spreading

of hairs of the integument. over the whole surface^ and followed by pro-

SvMSavgtt#. A pale-red mineral found fuse and exhausting sweating, with insatiablo

at Wariuland in Sweden; and chieflT composed thirst Restlessness, nausea delirium, and
of sulphiuie acftd, phoeriboric add, alumina^ headache, with imgolar action of the heart,

lima,8^ and water. The name Svanbeigite were always present Patients often died in

has also hoen applied to Platiiiiridium. * from two lo four hours after the sweat set in.

Vot. HI. 073 X X



SWEDE SWIMMING
The last Tieitation of the scourge in England pressed at the pleasure of l^e player, and thus
UHS in 1651. to produce a swelling efihct, whence the name.
SwMfti A kind of Turnip with yellow nf tha IKnssla* [Ouk.]

flesh, inti^uoed from Sweden, much cultiTated Swlateola (after Baron- von Swieten, a
as a root erop by agncnituriste. Its botanical Dutch botanist). BwiiUma Mohagoni, the
name is Bnmka rutahaga, tree which yields the Mahonnnjr of commerce,
Bw0desilNMrglMia« Those persons who on is the sole repreaentatiTe of tms genus of Cr-

religtons suljectB receive the testimony of dr^wem, ana is peculiar to the warmer parts

Swedenborg, a Swedmh nobleman who died in of America and the West Indies. It forms a
1772. In his work entitled Arcana CaUctta, stately tree of some stxt^ or eighty feet high,

and in his Apocafgpsia Betdata^ Swedenborg The first discovery of the beauty of mahogany
professes to make known what he calls the wood is attributed to the carp<mter on ^Jnoard

Science of Correspondences, or that anal<^ Sir Walter Raleigh’s ship, while lying off

between spiritual and natural things, according Trinidad in 1695. At Honduras the wo^ is

to which, he says, the Word of Om is written, not considered to be in perfection when under
Thus, Jerusalem si^ifies not only the chief city 200 years old. The &rk is considered a
of Palestine, but w Lord’s chturch, and more febrii^, and the seeds prepared with oil were
bpociflcally the religious doctrines by which used by the ancient Azt^s, as they are by the

jxTsons are united into a church. Hence modem Mexicans, as a cosmetic,

the new Jerusalem, seen by John descending Swlmmara (a Teutonic word). The web-
fVom God out of heaven, signifies a new church, footed or aquatic birds {BatcAorcc^ 111. ; Bal-

ov a new developement of pure doctrines from mipedeSt Cuv.) are so called ; also a tribe of

theHoly Word, which will eventually regenerate spiders {Atanvida no^anfea)which live in water,

the world. In these doctrines may be consi- and there spin and spre^ abroad filaments

doled as most prominent the acknowledgment to entrap their prey.

uf the Ivord Ji^sus Christ as the. one God ijt SwlmmlBg. Amongstland-mammals, man
whom is centrM the Divine Trinity, and the seems to bo the only one without the natural

necessity for uniting charity with faith, br, in faculty of swimming. It is acquired by prac-

other woi'ds, for the keeping of rthe divine tice, imitation, or ^ing taught. Tlie learner,

commandments, in whic\ is included the immersed to the necl^ is directed to begin

performance of every duty. The admirers of by placing the palms of the hands together

Swedenborg, who form a separate religious and pnshing them forward about an inch

body, which they denominate the New Church, under water, the knees at the same time

have places of worship in Loudon and other beii^ drawn up under the body, as if pre-

towns of England, and are greatly increasing paring for a . spring. The next movement is

in Americi^. In the religious census of 1851 that of divarication of the hands, in the form

.the number of their congregations in England of a scoop, the fingers being kept close and

is stated at flf^. the thumb downwai^, so as to thrust back the

Sweeps. Vety long oars used occasionally water with a wide sweep of the entire arm
in the bows of ships to assist the action of the from the shoulder. At the same moment the

rudder during a calm. legs are thrown back, the feet pushing away
Sweet'Bay. Another name for the Noble the water beneath, the effort being Uiat of

Bay, Laurus ndnlU. [Laurus.] In America, making a spring forward. When the arms have

the name is applied to Magnolia glauea, made their utmost horizontal extension, they

Sweet Hag. The Aeorus Calamus, an aro- are to be bent with the elbows drawn back

matic native plant found in moist situations nnlil the ball of the thumb ofeach band gently

in this country. [Aconus.'l tou(dies the ribs ; the palms, being then ^in
Sweet Sep. ^e fruits of Ancna sqmmusa brought together, are pushed forward in a

and A. sericca. direct line ^e tips of the two* thumbs pusing
Sweetliread. The thymus gland of the under ’the chin) to repeat the stroke, in b'ke

Ciilf is employed as food, under uiis name ; it manner, the motion ox the legs and feet having

contains about seventy parts of water, and been m^e, the action is relaxed, and the legs

thirty of nutritious matter, chiefly of an albu- stretched out with the toes inclined downward

minous character. * A fresh sweetbread when rill the knees are a^n drawn np to r^>eat tl •

plabdy cooked (by boiling) and moderateW stroke. The principal propelling poww k in

shatoned, forms a vsy agreeable and suitable the legs, the arms and hands acting chiefly in

dish fot the eonvalesoexit ; hut, when highly bearing up the head above the •umce, it is

dressed, is improper boUi for dyspeptics and essent^ that the action of arms and legs be

inval^. (Berrira On Diet,) simultaaeoas. Han thus most dooefy imitates

(a Tentonie wofed). In Music, a part the awimmiiig of thefrog.

of an onm. It eondsti of p small s^mrate To one in daam of drowning, it is more im-

cagan e^0S«4 in d bon, the whde beii^; con- portant to knowhow tojfoaf than howto ttrim.

taSad wfih^ dm ease of the Isxge inatzument. Ihe exercise of the muscles in a good swim-

Theboxliia ahnttars or louvre boards which mer necessitates mors frequent resmiation,

M be Opened or shut ly mesas of a p^al, and edtausts the strenglln If a more be

SO an lo allow the tmuM of the pipes within within reach and no help nigh, the awixnmec

to bo heaxd disrinotly or partly sup- may, indeed, save himself wW the floater
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SWIMMING STONK
would, at ebb-tide, be carried out. But in

the nugority of instances, where the life of the

immersed depends on human help, the longer

the bod^ can be kept afloat the greater the

chance of rescue. The speciflc grayitv of the

bod^ with the lui^ moderately distended with

air Is less than that of water, especially of sea

water. The brain will help to float the skull if it

beimmersed. The main point is to keep as much
of the body under water as may be ; only occa-

sional emersion of nose and mouth is essential

to breathing. Iff on immersion, the chest be

well filled with air, and no struggling or^ of

expiration takes place, the body will rise to

the surface, and if the head be then kept well

back or down in the water, the nose and mouth
will emerge. Then let the floater breathe, ex-

piration by the nostrils beinginstantlyfollowed

by drawing in at the mouth^as much air as can

be taken. All the part of the head containing

the brain should be kept well under water ; not

a Anger or any part of the limbs should be
lifted out of water: it would add so much to

the sinking weight. A slight extension of the

arms under water, with the palms horizontal

and gently beating down the water like flus, will

help to maintain the prone position of the body.

Swimming Stone. A name sometimSs
given to the spongy kind of Quartz called

Float-stone.
Swine. [Sus.l

Swine Fez. [Chicken Pox.]
Swine Stone. [Stink Stone.]

Swing (a Teutonic word). A ship at
anchor is said to swing when she changes her
position at the turn of the tide.

Switoliea. [BiiLBOAPS.]
Swivel Onn. In Artillery, a gun fixed on

a 9wivd, by means of which it may be directed

to any object. Swivel guns are used chiefly at

sea.

Swerd (a Teutonic word). A weapon
of ofTeuce used from the earliest historical

times, now employed chiefly for cavalry. The
knightly sword the middle ages was broad,

straight, two-edged, and acutely pointed with a i

simple cross piece for its gum. In the six-

'

tecuth century, various forms of guards and
hilts appeared. The sword for all cavalry

in our service, except the household troops, has
a blade slightly curved, and 3 ft 4 in. long,

with a han(Qe in. long. It weighs 2 lbs. 1 oz.

Swmrd* Order of tHo. A Swedish military

order of knighthood, instituted by Gustavos
Vasa.

Sword of Stoto. Four swords are used at

the coronation of a British sovereign : 1. The
sword of state properly so eallsd. 2. The
curtana (curtos, sAortmetf), the sword of mercy,

which is pointless : it is mentioned Matthew
Faria. 3. The sword of spiritual justice. 4.

The sword of temporal justice. These three

are carried before the sovereign: he is girt

with the first

SjrbsHim* A term used metaphorieallv to

desigaMte an efihuunate .voluptoaxy ; so emled
flcom the inhaMtaiits of Sywis, tamnfy am

SYCEE
town of Italy on the gulf of Tarentnm, who
were said to have been so enfeebled by sensual
iudul^nce that they became an eay prey to

the CrotouianS, a people comparatively jnsig-.

nificant in point of numbers, by whom their

city was levelled to the ground, n.o. 310.

djoaoMm. A hardy ornamental deciduons

tree belonging to the Maple family, known by its

five-lobed leaves, and its profusion of flatwinged
twin fruits, popularly called and distin-

guished by the scientifiii^ame Acer Pseudo-

Platantu, This tree is to be distinguished

from the Sycomore of the Bible (Luke xix.),

which is a species of fig, though probably the

name originated in some confusion of ideas as

to the identity of both. Indeed, in old books
what is now nniversally called sycamore was
sometimes written sycomcre^t while the sycomore
fig is in some modern versions of the Bible
printed sycamore, [Stcomorb.]
Syoea (Chinese sai-Bz’,^n0 A term,

used to denote the fine silver of China, also

called tcanytn, or pure silver. The only cur-

rencyr, in the proper sense of the word, issued

by the Chinese government is that of a mixed
metal, the coins of which, called cash^ are strung
by means of a ^uare hole passed through the

centre of the coin. Ten of these make a can-

dareen^ ten oandareens a mace, ten niaoe a'tad.

Only the Sksh, however, is coined, with the ex-
ception of a depreciated piece, nominally often
cash, which has a forced circulation within the

wralls of Pekin. These terms are foreign, the

Chinese names being, ft,/an, ifricn, and Hang,
The cash, by an edict of 1644, was made of

seven parts copper and three zinc. But at pre-

sent a considerable alloy of tin is substitnt^
for the copper, and even lead, iron, and sand
are added ^udulently in the provincial mints.

The coins are cast.

But the taxes are paid in silver, generally of

the purest kind, and known among bankers by
the name of sycee. This silver is cast into

ingots, sometimes small, and weighing littlo

more than 175 grains troy, sometimes so large

as to weigh upwards of 6 lbs. troy. The most
common we^ht is rather more than a pound
tr^. The ingots bear a rough resemblance to

a Chinese shoe, and are therefore called shoes
by foreigners. The fineness of the silver is

known by the number of touches which it is

said to contain ; thus sycee cf 99 touch means
that the ingot has only one part in a hun<fred

of alloy. The ingots are stamped with the
seals of the assayer or banker in evidence of
their parity.

The silver current of the mercantile public,

and to some extent of the natives, is de-

rived from foreign dollars. These coins are

not, excepj^ on rare oeeasions, and 1^ special

prodkmation {Accounts and Papers
vol. xliii.), recognised by the Chinese mm-
ment Fomierly the Spanish pillar doUMr was
in great request ; atioesent^ the Mexican dollar

is current and in the highest favour. The
singular efreumstonee that the Ohinota govern-
ment does not coin silver, and receives iSi taxes
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SYOOMA
by of fine bollion, is to be explained by

tho fact that its authority is wholly inadequate

to secure the weight and dnenesa of an

intevnal eunency by any mint regM,ationB or

police.' The pooUc eervapte are corrupt; and,
|

to judge dram some acta of the goTemment, it is

not likely that.it would preserve the standard

which it might at first issue. But the Chinese

people, and especially the mercantile classes,

are far too astute to be defrauded, and the

latter part of the community derive a con-

siderable profit dram bullion operations.

It was suggested by Sir John Bowling, that

the English govemmmit should establish a

mint, and coin their own d<filars, at Hong-Kong;
but the Foreign Office, knowing the great dislike

of the Chinese to innovation, did not at first

venture on the expense of setting up a mint.

Latterly, however, coins, a silver dollar and
a half-dollar of nine-tenths fineness, with

another coinage in silver of eight-tenths fine-

ness, containing ^0, 10, and 5 cent pieces, and
also a bronze cent and a bronze mil, have been

struck. Some of these* eoiilS) though issued

at Hong Kong, were stauek at Birmingham.

These coins, however, are considenbly below

the standard of sycee.*

Sjooo^a (Or. from rvicoi^, a Jiff).

A fig-shaped excrescence or yrtaty tumour..

Byoomore (Or. IT&e sycomors

of the Bible is the Ficua Sydomonu of tno older

botanists, but according to more modem views

is now sometimes called Sycomonta (mtiquorum.

It is a large tree with a thick trunk, out of

which, as well as from the laigeb branches, the

fruits issue. These are shaped like the common
fig, and have a sweet and delicate taste. The
tree is also called Pharaoh's Fig-tree. It is

quite distinct from the tree aall^ Sycamoub.
S^oonlimi (Or. uvaov, a Jiff"). In Botany,

the name applied to such fruits as that of

the fig, consisting of a fleshy receptacle loaded

wtthllowers, ei^ producing its own proper

seed-veiuel.

Bftonuum [SToomuic.']

ftyoophant (Or. trvKo^KkmrriSy from <re<ror,

and / dtsdoac). It was forbidden by
the laws of Athens at one period to export

figs. The public informers who gave notice

of delinquencies against this fiscal law were

extremely unpopular, and hence the word
came into use to signify an informer or false

accuser generally; in which sense it is con-

stantly used by i^stophanes and the orators.

In modem usage it has acquired the sense of a
moan flatterer^

iijrilosip (Or. (r^awris). A tubercular erup-

tion upou me scalp, or bearded part of the

face : it sometimea fprms a very troublesome

impediment ta|diaving.

ilywiaiiiNi A mnitic aggregate of q^rtz,
and hombknde* firam Syene in Egypt,

whme UiaSnMns obtained it finr architectural
1

A imlphida of oobalt, a
iiOilfitiiing to yellov, whkb occurs

In grainiorv^sin j^naoary schist^ mechanically
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mixed with Magnetic IMtes, at Saipoor, near
Bmootana in Nmrth-Westem India. It is

said to be used by the Indian jewellers to give

a rose-colour to ^d.
•yllnliln (Or. avkXoyH)* A syllable^ as

defined by Oiraid, is a nmple or compound
sound, pronounced with all its articulations by
a single impulsion of the voice. The principal

difficulty iu arranging the syllabic oonstmcoon
of language is to asewtain m what cases two or
more consonants foliowix^ each other may be
joined in a syllable ; which can only be done
by an investigation of the mechanism of speech.

(Max Mullers Leoturea <m Language^ second
series, iii.)

Byl^bnn (Or. <n^XAafior). A compendium
or abridgment^ or a table of contents; as a
syUabus of lectures, Ac.
Syllepein (Or. a taking Umther).

A name given by some writers to that idiom of

the Greek and Latin languages wherelnr an
adjective predicated of a masculine and lemi-

nine subsUntive is made to accord in gender
with the former : e. g. rex et regina beati.

Syllogiam (Or. tn^eytXfUSf a gathering

together). According to the scholastic system
of Logic, adopted by Archbishop Whately, the

syllogism is au argument stated in the form of

three propositions, having the property that the

conclusion follows necessarily from the two
premisses, so that, if the premisses be true, the

conclusion must ^ true also. In sUch argu-

ments the conclusion is contained in the pre-

misses, so that nothing more can be inferred in

the third or conclnding proposition than is in-

volved in the two which precede it. To this

theory of syllogism many objections have been
made, some of which are noticed in the article

Logic ; but we think it right to give, without

any running comment, a sketch ofHr. Whately's

system, reserving for the close of the article a
few remarks on some of the difficulties involved

in it.

According to th's system, as often as the

mind observes any two notions to agree with

a third, it immediately condndes that they
agree with each other : as, A is equal to B

;
B

is equal to 0 ; therefore A is equal to C. Or,
if it finds that one of them agrees and the other

disagrees with the. third, it pronounces that

they disagtee with each other. In the first of

these processes it produces a syllogiam with an
afilrmative conclmaon; in the latter, a syllogism

with a m^ative coudusion.

Syllogisms are variously divided: by some
into emgie, complex^ and m^fmetive, See. j by

into. oJLgork^ hgjKfthetic^ wnditionat,^^^^
But theeatagorieal consisthig of three

categorical propomons, is the simplest form*
and that to wdi all other fbnas can be
reduced.

The following are the two canons by which
the validrty of a eategorical igrllogism is ea**

plained: 1. If two terms, i.e.notianim9Yenied

. m language [Tssh*), agree with one aM tlie

samp Uiird, they sgM with each other. 2. If
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one tern agrees and another disagrees with a
third, the first two ciisiigree with one another.

} fence tire dednciKl the six following rules

*

1.

Krciy syllogibin has three terms only:
vis. the middle term, and the two extremes.

The subject of the conclusion is celled the

minor term; its predicate, the major fenn:
the middle tirm is that with which they are

respectively compared. 2. Every syllogism

has three propositions only : the major
in which the major term is compart with the

middle
;
the minor premiee, in which the minor

term is compared with the middle ; the con-

cltmon^ in which the mt^or and minor terms
are compared together. 3. The middle term
must be, in logi<^ language, distributed once

at least in the premisses,* i.e. it must be the

subject of a universal, or the predicate of a
negative

;
otherwise it may happen that one of

the extremes is compared with one part of it,

and the other with another part. 4. No term
must be distnbuted in the copclusion which is

not distributed in one of the premisses
;
other-

wise the whole term would bo employed in the

conclusion, whore part only is employed in the

premiss : this error is called an illicit proeesa

of the migor or minor premiss. 5. Erom nega-

tive premisses we can infer nothing ; i. e. if two
terms disagree with a third, we cannot infer

either their mutual agreement or disagreement.

6. If one premiss be negative, the conclusion'

must be negative
; for if one term disagree with

the middle, Tt must of necessity also disagree

with the other. The other rules are corollaries

deducible from these six.

The mcod of a syllo^sm is the designation of

its three propositions in their order, according

to their respective quantity and quality. By
reference to the he^ PnoFOsrriON, it will be
seen that arbitraiy symbols are adopted in logic

tomark theq^ityand quantity ofpropositions

;

thus, A stands for a universal affirmative ; E re-

presents a universal negative; 1 a parfic^ar af-

firmative
; 0 a particular negative. These four

letters will afford sixty-four different combina-
tions of three letters

; but of these the greater

part will afibrd syUogisms erring amnst some
one or more of the rcues previously laid down

;

thus EEE would be at once inadmisuble, as

exhibitiDgtwo negative premisses—against rule

6. By an accurate examination, it is found that

eleven moods only will afford correct syllo-

gisms: AAA, AAI, ABE, AEO, All, AGO,
EAE, EAO, EIO, lAI, GAO.
^e figure of a ^Uogism consists in the

situation of the middle term with reference to

the mi^or and minor terns. 1. The first figure

is where the middle term is the subject of

the mi^r piwiss, and predicate of the minor.

2.

Whm the middle term is the predicate of

both premisses. 8. Where it is the sulgect of
both. 4. Where it is the predicate of themigor

and ittlfjeot of the minor. Multiplying the

ndoods by the figures, we should have forty-four

dififerent syllogisms. But it will be found, on
examination, that five moods in each figure

(twenty in all) would err against some one or

other of the rules before laid down : e.g. All
IS an allowable mood in the third figure; nut, in

the first, it would have an undistributed middle.

Of the twenty-four remaining, five are unneces
sary ; i. e. they are moods in which a particu-

lar conclusion only is infer^ from premisses

which would warrant a universal. The nine-

teen remaining are expressed in the following

mnemonic lines :

—

Fig. 1. 4 moods: BAr^ArA, cE/ArEnf, dArll,
/ErlOjttC, priori 8.

Fig. 2. 4 moods : OEsArE, cAmEsfrEs, fEat-
InO, bArOkOt secundte.

Fig. 3. 6 moods : Tertia ifArApfl, dUAmUt
dA^lsI, fElAptOn^ BOMrrfG, /EvIsOn,
habet

:
quarta insnper addit *

Fig. 4. 6 moods: BrAmAnfJp, cAmEnEs,
dlmArls, /EsApG, frEalaOn,

One mood in each figure may be given by
way of example. The letter M designates the
middle term

; the letter preceding the proposi-

tion, its quantity3nd qu^ty.

1 . A. All excess (MJ^is sinful.

A. All gluttony is excess (M) : therefore,

A. All gluttony is sinfuL (A syllogism in
•• Barbara.)

2. A. Everj^ng exp^ent is lawful (M).
* E. Nothing uijqst is lawful (M) : therefore,

£. Nothing uqjust is expedient. (A syl-

logism in Camostres.)

3. A. All conquerors (M) are cruel.

I. Some conquerors (M) are just : therefore,

1. Some men are crueL (A syllogism
in Datisi.)

4. .A. Whatever is expedient is conformable to

nature (M).

E. Whatever is conformable to nature (M)
is not hurtful: therefore,

E. What is hurtful is not expedient (A
syllogism in Camenes.)

It will be observed that in all these instances

the mi\}or premiss is presumed to precede the
minor ; but although this is the most conve-
nient form of reasoning, the minor premiss is,

with equal validity,ma^ the first in the series:

BmtDi la an hononrable man

:

Honourable men afllrm the truth ; thetofore,
Brutua alBrma the truth.

This is a ^rllogism in Barbara, with the
minor premiss pla^ before the major.
The fourth figure is considered to be inverted^

and unnatural; and the first three figures with
their fourteen moods furnish almost every
argument whidh is employed, however fiur it

may be removed in appearance, through the
intrioacy of language^ from the qrUogisUc form.
But all arguments may be brou^^t, by an in-

genious piocsess termed redtmfioft, into one or
other of the four moods of the first figure.

In reduciiiga ayllomsm, the premisses maybe
iUatively converted [iLLaTzVB CozmmstONj or
transposed; since the force of the argument
can be altered by neither of these processes.
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By ibis piocjMS, we deduce either the eame
oonclauoii with the original, or another &m-
clttsioii hrom which the (^inal coucluaion

foUowa byillatiTe conTersion. We hare not

apace to e»Iain, by ezamplea, thece rarioua

proceaaes* The lettere which oompoee the namea
of the ayllogiatio moods are framed to express

the manner in which those of the three last

fignrea are reduo^ into those of the flrst.. The
first letter iniHcates the mood into which those

beginning with the same letter are to be re-

duced: e.g. Bramanttp is reducible into Bar-

bara; m indicates that the premisses are to be

transposed; s and^ that the proposition de-

note by the vowel immediately preceding is to

be convertedT-e simply, p per accidens ; k,

which occurs only in Uirolro and Bokardo, in-

dicates t^t the proposition denoted the

vowel immediatdy before it must be len out,

'

and the CoxcTBAnicronT of the conclusion sub-
j

tituted, which is termed the reduetio ad

po«sibUe»
I

A hypo^etical syllogism is one in which the
|

conclusion is deduced from an hypothetical

nemiss (called the nu^or) and a ^tegorical

premiss (called the It ia^ of two

Unds^conditional and di^pmctive
; ^ first

subdivided info constructive afid destiuctiVe.

1. Conditional
oonstruotlve.

2« Conditional
deBtroctive.

If the demand inoraaaea, the rapply
will Incrnaan i * %

But the demand inoraesm

;

Therefore the sopD&t will incnaae.

If the ooontiry islurarishlng, agrioul-

tnre ia flourLrilin||:

But agHoultnre ia-noaflonxiehing

;

Iheiwoie the oountrjr ii not flouriah*

8. Dlsjoaotlve.

L
lug*

Sither A Is B, or 0 is B

:

But A is not B:
XhenfoMOisI).

It is eyident that a diijunctive syllogism may
easily be reduced to a conditional. (See the

Compendium of Loffio, by Dean Aldrich, com-

monly used at Oxford; and the Treatise ofj

Archbislum Whately.)

To the foregoing theory of the sylfogism, the

chief objection made is that the reasoning;

process is made to rest irhoUy on the An-
atotelian dictum ii omni it nittfo, an imom
which posseiaea value and ia really intelligible

only with a idalistic phifos^hy. It wiu be

zeadily admitt^ that nothing is gained or

learnt by referring any object to a mere name
which has been obtained by a comMrison

of other objects of the same nature. So long

aa it was supposed that humanitu was an en-

tity ewinting apart from all the individual

men who have ever lived or may live, the pe-
dieation, in the case of a given individual, of

anyquality behmging to this substantia secunda

was the assertion of a which mightbe new,

and Iritieh certainly was imporiant But when

it is maintained tmb kumam^ is a mere arbi-

tmf naM or label under whidi are grouped

pheoMena which bear a certain resem-

blance to mik otiien the dictum of Arietotle Is

r^ueed to the identieia affirmation that #bat-

vnrt$m»«t»are^ umhwof Mteta u
of

(

mB of«b«w ol9«eti» k

cannot be disputed, but which ma^ be dismissed
as fruitless and dead. Hence it folbwa that

the ^Uogism, so long as it is confined strictly

within tl^ limits of the scholastic logic, cannot
possibly be made a means for the discovery of
new truth, and remains at best an instrument
for the exercise of mental ingenuity. When
we say that all men are mortal, and that

Caesar is mortal because he is a man, we do not
really infer the mortality of Oasar before he is

really dead, from the generalisation that all

men are mortal. This generalisation was in the

first instance obtained onlv by an observation

of individual instances ; and when it was found
tliat certain individuals with special points of

resemblance or difference resembled each other

in undergoing a change called deatk, this re-

sult of strict induction was registered in a use-

ful general proposition asserting the mortality

of all men or of all animals or of all living

ozganisms.

Thus the province of the scholastic syllogism
is reduced to a very narrow compass. It will

enable^ us to test the correctness of our gene-
ralisations, but it cannot enable us to arnve
at new generalisations; in other words, it

cannot add to our ato^ of the knowledge
of phenomena. It ia a touchstone for ascer-

taining the value or the genuineness of trea-

sures &eady gained, but notan instrument for

the discovery of further treasures of which we
are in search.

^

It ia further objected that, as au knowledge
is gained by induction, and as propositions are

coneemed not with names but with things or

facts, the method which deals with propositions

by substituting arbitrary signs as the subject

and predicate, and thus makes the validity of
the syllogism to depend upon its form is, to

say the least, deceptive ana dangerous. The
system, which makes all reasoning to consist in

observation of phenomena, in the accurate

colligation of facts, and the exact ascertainment

of their several points of agreement and differ-

ence leaves no room for the notion that the

validitv of an argument is manifest from the

mere lorm of expression without reference to

the meaning of the words employed, i. e. without
regi^ to we things or facts which the words
or signs are used to denote. That this notion,

although frequently stated withoutqualification,
is really set forth with eonsiderable reserve, is

apparent as soon as we proceed to cany it out
to its fall limita. The assertion, that every
argument thrown into the form,

Every A ia B ; eve^ 0 is A:
therefore every 0 is B,

is valid, resolves Itself into an absurdity, if for

A we substitute pJUioiopkeri, forB guaarupeds,
and forC jpssoodb. Hence the whole doctrine

of moods and figures really requires that in
every single case the general proposition shall

be in accordance with facts; in other words,
that it shall be an cecurate induction from the
observation of phenomena, while the minor
prepiiss shall state some point of agreement or
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diffiBMnee whudi has been asoeztainedby actual

searehi and is ndb merelj a dment of ourima-
^ination. Thoa^ the fonn ofthe syllc^m, of
Itself^ proves nothing : and an axgiunent for-

mally oorreot mav be absolutely worthless.
Apart from the inonctive or experimental exa-
mination of phenomena there can» it would
follow, be no reasoning and no logic.

The doctrine thatno conclusion can be drawn
from two particular propositions, is, it is urned,
not strictly correct. If the two propositions

are severally in accordance with fa^, they may
form pa^ of an inductive process and carry us
over an important ata^e of our journey, but in

any case they must involve some direct con-
clusion. If we are told that butterflies are not
Hem^iera, nnd that bees are not Hmi^era,
from these two particnlar propositions (far

from drawing no conclusion} we learn mat
there are two classes of insects which do not
belong to the class Hemiptera\ and at once
we see that conclusions drawn from such par-

ticular propositions are among the most im-
portant in the processes of logic.

Exception has, likewise, been taken to the

claasifittstiesi of ^logisms aooordiag to the

affiiasksrt^e i^aegstive^racterof propositions,
and to the Cowvbbsxon of f^Ucgisms from one
figure to another. Againid tM former U is

urged that all negative pnopouitioBS maj be
thrown into an affinnative fom byalteriag the
expresusons without ^aztg^ the meaaiiig,a]id ’

agauMt the" latter that the aeveral mooda of
j

the fwoood, third, and fouth figures are oafy i

niodifieatknui of atgumenta whidi may be cast

!

into the fioni of the first. These ol:jectioiia|

resolve tbeinas^es into the aasesCion tLit pto-

positiona are boncemed not with names or
notions, but with things or ftots: and it ia

unnecessary to discuss dicm at length, so long
as it is remembered that all ^neralisations

are mere tideets or labels, serving to preserve

amngements of recorded and observea pheno-
mena, and that in the processes of inanction

fresh knowledge is gained by reasoning not

from universals, but from paraculan to par-

ticulars.

•srlph (Gr. orfA^i}, a kind of insect). The
name given to the spirits of air in the fan-

tastic nomenclature of the BosicntrciANB and
Cabalists. [Cxbax.x.] The use which Pope has

made of tms in his Baps of the Lock
is well known. He seems to have borrowfd

it from the enigmatical romance called the

Count de Qabalis.

Sylwnalte* A name given originally to

native Tellurium^ from its being discovered

first in Transylvania.

Bylwiae. Native chloride of potassium,

found withCommon Salt at the mines of Halletn

in Salxbuig, and Berebte^gaden in Bavaria;

also sublime about the fbmaroles of Vesuvius.

The name Mvine has roferonee to the digesdios

stdt of Sylvnas de la Bo^, with which it is iden-

tical.

Bymiliol (Or. o^f/^$oKov; from e^, together,

andfidWu, I thtmo). Aword ofmany meanings,
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although now commonly used ia one only. 1.

I

The primary meaning of tiie verb vvpfUwtiP
expresses the act of several in constituting or

[ throwing together portions to form a whole.
Hence ^ftfioKor signified a treaty or agreement
(Arist Mit,) It seems' to be in uiis sense

that the creeds are termed by early ecclesiasti-

cal writers sgmbols: either because (as Au-
^stine says) all the fundamental doctrines of
Christianity are collected in them ; or from the

old traditionary story, related by Bufinus, that

the creed called the Apostles’ Crm wasiormed
by each of them contributiiig a sentence.

I

[Cbbbd.] 2. The mind may be said to put

i

together outward appearances, and collect ftom
them the notion of a thing signified by them

;

and hence the outward appearaneiBS themselves
may be called symbols, signs, or emblems

;
while

the act of the mind is termed conjsctusre (Lat.
coi\jicioV Thus, the standards ofmuitaiyb^es
were called by the Greeks symbols

\
as likewise

omens and portents ; and expressions or figures

denoting a received meaning, asthe ^^agorean
symbols. In this sense, Sbie early Chnstiaiis
gave the general name of synd>ols to all rites,

ceremonies, and outward forms bearing a iQe-

ligiouf hieaningf to the sacraments and the
sagramfiptal elBulhts, to the eross, and, in
later times, to images and pictures. SymMs,
properly wo caljfsd, mnst be distinguishiro from
Ttfxs, andlkw.mero miboh^ attributes,

such as the §gmm «sua% htt^need ia re-

nresentarii^ M fho Ibnr BvangelittaL Sym-
boUesd kooko^&o sock books as eontain the
greedsand confessioiMof difiSMeatdmidwi: m
the time creeds, receivedby all; theConfessioii
of Augsbuzg, received by the Luthenuis; the
articlro of the chueh of England, ioc. The
Germans call the stndly oi tiie symbols and
mysterions rites of annuity, and also the
Bt^y of the history and contents of Christian
creeds and confessions of faith, by the name of
symbolics (mythological or theological). Mar-
Iminrice’s InsHhUimes ^mbolica, of which the
first edition appeared in 1812, is one of their

most distinguisned works in the latter class.

Sjinliols* In Mathematics, certain marks
by which numbers, quantities, or operations are
represented. [Notation, Mathxvatioal.] Bv
a caloulus of symbols is meant a systematic
method of combining symbols according to pre-
scribed laws. [OmBBATioKs,' Caloolub OF.l
BymboUo dgehra is that branch of the general
cabins of Bvmbolswherealgebraiesymlmla and
operative rules are oonsiderM. (De Morgan’s
Doubts Algbbra,) Bymbolio geometry, again, is

a srience wherein the symbols have geometric
meanings, and . the', operations a geometrical

character. [Qoatbbnxohs.] Great progrm
has recently been made, and especialfy in

England, in the developement of symbolical
meuiods. Becent volumes of the trautoctions

of our learned societies and of our mathemati-
cal journals contain valuable papers on the sub-
ject by several writers, amongst whom may be
mentioned Gr^iy, Warren, Peacock, Sir W.
E. Hamilton, De Morgan, Cayley, Sylvester,
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Boole, HMgwww*. Oankiii, Sp®^

wiiili Bewnltirt* In thw deicnp*

l^tm botaniiUw eertoto wg"* ”
obbiwia&MtoooiiT^jrinforMbo® ®
iMtdjr wtj on OMtein gw»«»l

tTS »««d*d. « to ««pwM pMttoBlttjjt:

tribatM in tho wilgoot

nnw Of fyinboln in moot ftoqnont om «w tii«

folklwing:—

^ m male.

g «lMpnii4AKradltaiOrblMx^

^.g .9 ^poljfgattoiii.

^ 9 a dksoioQii

* Q m totmaadtm*

^.g.9 » trioBdoiM,

J)orO mwteuiL

Q)oTi - W«mW*
e parennlal.

ii A a tiae or dumb* .

AO a Ml InartnlU Mti oooiUteiMa mimtor ol Mir

*’**”*:
, Mnont BMM IndloAtM thM m

.• at • dtMton dMiotM thM s JlMit ti

fully described In the place i«f«eiod to.

«.v. a aeen allTe.

= seen Inn dried itite.

«,c. ss eeen cnltivnted.

A very full neoount of all Buch Bigna is

given in^he fonith edition of lindley-s Intro-

duetion to Boton^t it ^8^*
, «

sssffi^STt’ftrarSTu^

^i„7Sn.U« eh«ot«.

of dtatingniohing bot^ tbonu Hw^. Ct

SVfflTW- S'
table enmneMtM, in •l^^***'*^

rinple or elementaw nbrtMC^Jfitb tlwir

— nnbdle ano atovte i»ei{bto ; i.e. the

fgmelivao^to of eafh of the elnnanta^

SXTrtiAtoeb yytpl "g”
hffdnfftn ecnle, of in jefetenoe to hjrdiogen as

•"pyT
T. T. fa.mm Be.

MW m Bl.

• « li 5-
, M W Dr.

M M« OL
. in m Ok.

. JO w oe.
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SYMBOLS, CHEMICAL
AtMnUwrifht

Ontbon .

Oeriom .

Ohlcrlne
Chrominin
Cobalt •

Copper (Cnpmm)
Did^mlain
Flnoxine •

Olncinnm •

Gold .

Hydrogen
Iodine .

Irldimn .

Iron (Femun) .

Lanthennm
Xjead (Plnmbum)
lithlnm *

Xagneeiom
Manganese

Viom .

Kiobiam
Nitrogen •

Osminin
Oxygen .

Palladium
Phospbome
Platinnm
Potassinm (Kalium)
Bhodlnm
Rnbidium
Bnthenlnm
Belentum
Bilioon . . ^

surer (Argentum)
Sodium (Katrlum)
Stxontiam
Sulphur . e

Tantftlum .

TeUnrium *

Tballinm
Thorium •

Tin (Stannum)

.

Titanium *

Tungsten
Uranium e

Vanadium •

yttrium
Zlno .

Ziroontum

fM
MtatiM.

.***8
19

. 48 93

.
86*6 86*8

38 63*5

,
3i»*4 68*8

. *1*T 88*6

. 48 98

. 19 19

. 7 14

. 198*7 198*7

. 1 1

. 187 137

. 99 198

. 38 68

. 48 93

. 108*6 207

. 7 7

. 18 84

. 27*6 66

im) 100

. 48
300
33

.
89*4 68*8

. 48*8 97*8

. 14 14

. 99*6 199

. 8 18

M-3 ]06'd

81 81

90*7 197«4

80 89

A8 104
8A‘fi 8A‘S

69 104
89‘6 79
36*6 38*6

108 108
88 38
48*7 87*6

18 83
88*7 187*6

84 138

304 394
118*7 381*6

69 118
36 60

93 184

80 ISO
88*6 187

14 68

, 83*6 86

. 46 30

0.

Oe.
a.
Or.
Co.
Cn.
Ut.
F.
0 .

Au.
H.
I.

Ir.

To,

Ln.
Pb.
Li.

Ug.
Mn.
Hg.
Mo.
Ni.
Nb.
N.
Os.
O.
Pd.
P.
Pt.
r.
Bo.
Bb.
Till.

50.

51.

Ag.
Ka.
Sr.

B.

Tn.
To.
TL
Th.
Bn.
TI.

W.
U.
V.
T.
Zn.
Zr.

It will be nndewtood that the above eymboli

represent a single atom of each of the simple

bodies, in reference to bydrog^ m w*<y*

Xhos, on the old system of nototion H

100 ofmawiuy, Md ao on. ItM oridont, bow-

em. that, ai fbr m Umm combining pni^
tionc ate eonowne^ other nnmb« Of

bearing the laine xelatioM to each oth«, might

be adoptei: thn»iiponfliea«5wnienl5,o*roen

ierc^^ted ae -10« ; in

ta 18 80. eMphiwmmeiwuy law, ««•

ve rimll eondne ouieelrei endnriT^ir to the

hvdiogrn Male, wWth » wW in moot Mcral

uie!^ io in «M Mfipeeto »wfe»
com^iented nvmboco irindi dm «o**®
nectaoorily inrolree. ...
When two or mioe ntoma of «m cMmentuT

SttcrlimaUnnaoiM bring i»n«»® thiftti.

It io eutomaiy to pUoo tui nMU iwnmal



SYMBOLS, ZOOLOGICAL
somewhat above or below the symbol, as Fe^,
or Fe,. For further * iuformation on this

sul^ect) see Notatiok, CHBincA.L.

Ssrmboliy Xoolocieal. The symbols re-

ferring toscz and size are the same as in botany,
ilie former being most commonly used in the

|

description of insects. Those indicative of par-
ticular teeth and their arrangement are re-

stricted in use to diplyrodont mammals : they
consist of the initial fetters of the following
kinds of teeth : i. incisors, c. canines, pre-

molars, m, molars. When teeth of these kinds
belong to the first or deciduous series, the letter

d is prefixed : the individual tooth of each kind is

indicated by an added numeral. The iiumliers

and relative position of each kind of teeth in

any given genus of diphyodont, are indicated

by formulae of the following kind:

—

3-3 ,^1-1 4-4
d.m « 32.

,3-3
1-1 -^

4 - 4
’

44.

4-4

'3-8' 1-1" 4-4’ " 3-3
These show the numbers and kinds of teeth,

in both first and second dentitions, of the hog
(fius). The kinds of teeth follow each other

in the jaw, from before backward, as their

symbols are written from left to right
;
the

numerals above the line indicate those of the

upper jaw, the numerals below the line those

of the lower jaw : the numbers of each kind

of teeth, on the right and left sides of both

upper and lower jaws, ore indicated by the

connecting dash. Tliis symbolism or notation

shows that the deciduous -dentition of the

genus 8u$ includes the following teeth on each

side of both jaws, viz. three incisors, one
canine, and three molars, the total number
being thirty-two: the permanent dentition

simiUrly includes three incisors, one canine,

four premolars, and three molars, the totid

number being forty-four. The individual

teeth, in each seriea of aeveral, are symbolised

as they follow one another from before back-

'ward, the incisors as f.l, t.2, t.3, the premolsrs

as p.l, n.2, jp.3, pAt the molars as fn.l, m,%
m.3. ]^h of these teeth in the hog may be
distinguished from the rest ; and if, among the

fossil remains of an extinct species, is said

to be found, the symbol implies it to be the

third or last molar of the upper jaw ;
m.8 in

like manner symbolises the third molar of the

lower jaw, ai^ so of the other symbols of

individnal teeth according to their relative

position, yartically, to the added line. As the

mwt of the four premolara in the hog appears

to be the first of the deciduous aeries unshed,

or retained, it ew be nnnboliaed as i.m.I.

The permanesFdentu formula of the dog
(Cants) is

^ 4-4

The tooth in the dog's dentition here wanting
is m
$he fallowing are the formulas of tibe human

decidnona and permanent dentitions :

—
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SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS

. 2-2
^
1-4 ^ 2-2 ^ 3-8

*2-2’ 1 -l’^*2-2’^’3-3
32.

The teeth of the porcine formula h ‘re wanting
are, d.i.S, d.m.lf and d.m.2

; and, in the second
set, t.3,p.l, and p.2. Respecting the missing
incisor there may be a doubt, but none as to

I

the premolars : the teeth called dicu^pids in

antbropotomy are the homologues of p.3 and
p.4 in the typical diphyodont dentition.

In Ichthyology, the characters afforded by
the fin-rays, whether of texture or number, are
symbolist by letters and numerals with the
sign pius. In the Perch (Perea fluviaiUis) e.g.

they are thus noted :

—

D.15, 1 + 13: P.14 : V.l + 6 : A. 2 + 8 : 0.17

sij^ifying that there are two dorsal fins, D,
of which the first has fifteen rays, all hard
or spinous, the second has one spinous j>lus

thirteen that are soft : P, the pectoral fin, has
fourteen rays, all soft : V, the ventral fin, has
one spinous plits five soft rays : A, the anal
fin, has two spinous pftts eight soft rays: 0,
the caudal fin, has seventeen rays.

fiymbollssii. The name applied to the
system which invested the forms of Christian
architecture and ritual with a symbolical
meaning. The extent to which this symbolism
was curried has been a subject of much contro-
versy. S|>ecimcnB of such interpretation may
bo found m the writings ofHugh of St. Victor

;

but the system was carried out to its utmost
extent in the Paiionalt Dtvinorum OJUjdomm
by Durandus, bishop of Mende, in the thirteenth

century. (Bidron, Icmwgrapkie Chrkwine,)
Bjnunetiio B^motloiis. In Algebra, a

function of two or more quantities is said
to be symmetric with respect to those quanti-
ties if, independently of wir particular values
or any relation subsisting among them, the
function is unaltered when any two of the
quantities whatsoever are interdhianged. Thus,
the function

ab -r ed ^ cs ’T d$

is symmetric with respect to o, <2 and s; for
it is unaltered (except in the order of the
terms) when we interchange c and d, or c and
e, or <2 and s; it is also symmetric with respect
to a and 8, but not with respea to a and c,

or a and d, or a and s, or with reraiAct to
h and o, or 6 and d, ot b and a, 2^ ex-
pression

tf5 + ac + oi + oe + 8c + &d + 8e+sd+cs+ ds

is symmetric with mpe(A to all the letters

a, b, c, d and s

;

for there is no interchange of
any two letters that will alter the ftinction. So
alM the expression

abed + abes + abds + ads + beds

is a symmetric fhnetion of the Siimo fire

letters.



SYMMETRICAL DETERMINANT
The gams, ^ifihl^noes, products, quotients,

powers, snd roots of symmetric functions are

themselves symmetric functions, provided all

the functions combined by addition, subtraction,

&C., contain the same indeterminate magnitudes,

and in the same.number. Thus, the expression

jo^T t ^
aftc

a — A — tf) _L + JL + i-
6* c*

is a symmetric function of a. b and c, because

ab + M A" be, ahe, a Arb a- e, and i + i + -a

a* c

are severally symmetric with respect to these

three letters.

It is often found convenient to represent]

symmetric functions by prefixing the symbol
|

2 to one of the terms of the symmetric func*
|

tion ;
this term is taken as a type of all the

others, and the prefixed 2 denotes the sum
of the terms. Thus, let there be n quantities

^11 *** Jf* • • • Jp*! th® fluui of their

powers, which is a symmetric function, vis.

X? + a?? + Xa + • . • +
is represented by 2*^, or, more simply, by

2x*. In like manner, the symmetric function

JfS V ^ + • • • +

formed by the pennutatiou of the n quanti-

ties taken two at a time, and by writing the

exponent fli over the first quantity, and f
over tlie second in each term, is denoted by

2xf Jf, being the snm of all the terms whi<^

can be formed like af.

The ooefikaents of an eqnation are symmetric
fundiona of the roots of the equation.

Let Xi, Xa, Xs . . . x. be the roots of the

equation
X* + + 4af-< + . . , -0,

then
— a • 2rx, A « 2Xx x*, —c -Xr, x, Xa,&c.

In ^neral, any rational symmetric function

of &e roots may be expressed rationally in

terms of the co^cieuts of the equation. In
the JJffebra of Meyer Hirsch are given some
very useful tables of the symmetric functions

up to the tenth degree of the roots of an
e(pition of any order. means of these

tablet shy symmetric function of the roots,

not mteeemng ten dimensions, being given, its

value in terms of the eoeffictents ofwe equation

becomes immedistelj known, Frol Cayl^, in

a meSBOir entitled *On the Sywetrie Funo-
tidns of the Boots of an Equation,* published

in the Pk&eaefkieal TtmiaOkm lor 1857,

has reoaleolatea and corrected Hirseh's tables,

andjoitted to them another set, giving reeij^
eally the uipwrioni of the powers and pro-

ducts 0^ the eoeAeisttts in terms of the ira-
metric fUnetione of the roots. In the Court

d^M^bn B»»^rifure (1866) of L A, Serret,

the Bubjiset wf ^mmetrie wetions is treated

with great e^tanre.
SsnmmmtriiMl BntonaimtBt. A deter-

ininant in which those eonstitnenti are equal

6S2

SYMMETRY
which are qrmmetrically situated with respe^
to the principal diagonal. An example is

presented by the im]^rtant function known
as the discriminant of the temaiy quadric
(a, 5, c, d, t,7 y» ^7 which, expressed as

a determinant, is.

I t d c
I

If S denote an^ such determinant, and
Oi. k the constituent of its row, then

Oi k * Ok, i. The determinant S* « of

the reciprocal system is also symmetrica]

;

and if a'l, k represent the element of S', which
corresponds to Oi, k in S, we have a\ k *”0'k,i

JQ

. [Dbt&buinants.]
dai,k

Bjmmatrieal Vignrea. In Geometi^,

I

two points are said to bo symmetrical with

respect to a third point, the centre of eym-
metry, when the former are equidistant from,

and in the same straight line with, the latter.

Two points are also said to be svmmetrical
with respect to a given line, oxta of symmetry

^

when they are equidistant from the latter

and situated, on the same perpendicular to

it. Lastly, two points are said to be sym-
metrical with respect to a given ^ane of
symmetry, when they lie on the same per<

]Mndicular to this plane and are also equi-

distant from the latter. Similarly, Xytofguree

are said to be symmetrical with respect to

a centre, an axis, or a plane when their points

taken in pairs are so. A figure and its re-

flected image are symmetrical with respect

to the plane of the mirror. Two figures wnich
ore symmetrical with respect to an axis can
always be superposed % causing one to

make half a complete rotation about that

axis. When the figures are symmetrical with
respect to a centre or a pluie they cannot
in general be gaperposed, though their recti-

linm edges, as wall as their plane and di-

hedral angl^ are equal two and two. The
volumes <n two such symmetrical aoUds are

likewise equal. Two spherical triangles whose
comers are diametric^y opposed to each
other are symmetrical with respect to the

centre of the sphere. When each is isosceles,

they can be supetposed, but not otherwise;

neveztbaless, their angles and sides are always
equal, as are also their areas. Two figures

wmrib are synunetrical to the same figure, with
respeet to two difiFerent centres or planes of

spnvMt^f are e^ual and supurposabls. An
btereeting memoir on symindbncal figures by

.

Rravais ^ be found in iMviUe's Journal,
1849. Legendre, in the sixtb book of his

WlhrmU 04 Shinkm, defines symmetrical
polyhedxa and examines their pfopekies,

•jmsoantrlnnl Slmr UntnraiteMiit*
[DnmxiiiiirTs; Sxxw Btincnnuoii. D«in-
wxxAirrs.]

BirnuaMT (Gr. enoifurpto, proportion^
literally a measurkty together)^ In BoUny,
that kind of arrangement in which the number



SYMMETRY
of parU of one series corresponds with that of
the other series ; as, for example, when a flower

with five sepals has five petals, and five or ten
or fifteen stamens.
Stmmbtby. In the Fine Arts. [Fbopobiion.]
Sjrmmorla. [Tbieba.bcuia.]

SjrmpAfbeftlo Inks. Liquids which are
colourless or so slightly coloured that characters

written with them are invisible till acted upon I

by some reagent. The best is a dilute solution
I

of chloride of cobalt.' Markings made with it

become blue when the paper on which they are
written is held in front of a fire, the slightly

tinted pink hydrated salt then becoming an-
hydrous and deeply blue.

Sympatbetlo Verve* This term is

applied, in Anthropotomy, to a system of;

nerves, which in the Vertebrate scries consists

of one or more ganglia, usually a series of

such, arranged on each side of the bodies of

the vertebtjfi from the occiput to the anterior

caudal vertebras. Where the ganglia are nu-
merous, each lateral series is connected by a
band of nervous fibres, and they resemble a
pair of gaugliatod cords. They communicate
with the contiguous spinal nerves, and with
cranial nerves tlirough small ganglia in different

parts of the head. At the caudal end the two
sympathetic nerves or cords unite with a single

ganglion.

A sympathetic ganglion is a body connected

with bundles of nerve-fibres, the chief proceed-

ing to or from it in the direction of its axis,

the smaller nerves diverging more or les.s

transversely. It consists of corpuscles Cctlh^d

ganglion-vcsiclcSf and of nerve-fibres embedded
111 a nucleated fibrous tissue.

The nerves from the sympathetic system are

principally disposed in plexuses, the chief of

which, in man, are the cardiac^ the solar^ and
the hypogastric-, there are many minor plexuses,

of which those, like the carotid, surrounding

the arteries by the nervi molles, are very

characteristic of the s^pathetic system. The
nerves from the abdominal plexuses are so

distributed that the intestinal canal is under

its direct infiuence, and indirectly to thatof the

myelencephalic system. Some experiments seem
to show that the sympathetic nerves have more
infiuence upon the nutritive processes than the

sensory ones. The normal contraction of arteries

appears to be excited by the sympthetic nerves

distributed to their walls. The old name
relates to a fanciful phase of physiology.

Bpmpatliy (Gr. trufivdOcia, fcUow^ftdin^),

In the Fine Arts, this term signifies conformity

of the parts to each other; but in Fating it

is more usually applied to the effective union

of colours.

Stmpatht. In Moral Philosophy, the qua-

lity of being affected by feelings common to i

our fellow-men. In his Theory of Moral Senti-
\

ments, Adam Smith maintains that sympathy is

the real foundation of morals. [Ethics.] For

a succinct statement of this theory, see * The
Life of Adam Smith,' prefixed to MCulloch's

edition of the Wtalth of Nations, p. iv.
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SYMPIEZOMETER
Bymplioiiy (Gr. cvp^yla, from

sowid)» In Music, a composition which, from
the etymology of the term, evidently implies

that the voice anciently formed an essential

part of its construction. In the present

day, however, the term is otherwise applied,

and is exclusively used for a piece in

which instruments only are engaged. It is,

in fact, a composition for a perfect instrumental

orchestra, which until the beginning of the

eighteenth century was unknown. The con-

certi grossi of Corelli were the first of the

species. The idea w'as curried out to a greater

extent in the w-orks of Geminiani and Vivaldi

;

but before the time of Haydn it can scarcely

be said to have assumed the form which the

name now^ imports. There is, perhaps, no
musical composition in which the power of
the author is so completely developed as in a
symphony. The musician in it becomes a
poet, or perhaps rather a painter. Scenes

and the passions are represented by a com-
bination of musical sounds

;
as an illustration,

we need only cite that splendid work of

Beethoven known to all unaer the name of

11 Pastorale. The general form of the symphony
may be thus described: It opens with a short,

serious, slow movement; this is followed by
and forms a contrast to one of spirit and of

a lively nature ; then comes an andante varied,

or an adagio or slow movement ; a minuet with
its trio follows; and the symphony usually

closes with a lively rondo, or a finale of rapid

motion.

SymphyBU (Gr. a growing to-

gctlwr). A term applied to the junction of

certain bones, or to joints not admitting of

motion
; as the symphysis of the pulns.

'Sympliyturn (Gr. oifi^vrov,]^nted together

with). A genus of Boraginacea, inhabiting

Europe and Central Asia, and consisting of

coarse-growing perennials, with scorpioid ra-

cemes of rather large pale-yellow, purole, or
blue fiowers. Our native species, 8. officinale,

the Comfrey, is a well-known plant of water-

courses, having much the taste and properties

of borage, for which it was not unfrequently

substituted in the old English cool tankard,
and amongst herbalists it was highly extolled

as a ‘ cooler of the blood.* 8. asperrimum, a
species from the Caucasus, has been much
recommended as a green soiling plant for

cattle, and is capable of producing large

crops, two in the season, amounting, perhaps,
to from forty to fifty tons of green food per
acre. Its cultivation is easy. Divisions of

its suckers may be planted in rows two feet

apart, with fully a foot between each of the
plants in the rows. It mav be cut twice, and
will yield largely, especially if some rotten

dung be dug in between the rows when the

plantation is dressed up for winter.

Symplenometer (Gr. ovpiri4(it$, Icompress ;

pirpov, measure). An instrument contrived

by Mr. Adie of Edinburgh for measuring the

W'eight of the atmosphere by the compression

of a,column of gas. It consists of u glass lube



sympleshe
ABC of about 18 inches in length, bent as re-

presented in the annexed figuro, and having

an enlarged portion or bulb of about 2 inches

in length and i^lf an inch in diameter at each

end. The top at A is hermetically sealed, and
the other extremity C can be stopped bv a

cork. The upper part of the tube Am is tilled

with some permanently elastic gas dif-

ferent from common air (hydrogen gas
is found to answer best), and the lower

7n Bn vith a fixed oil, or with some
fluid which does not act upon the gas

and is not acted upon by air.

The tube being open at G, the oil is

exposed to the pressure of the atmo-
sphere, and stands at a height cor-

responding to the dif&'rence of the

pressures of the atmosphere and of the

column of enclosed gas. Consequently,

as the atmospheric p'tessupe becomes
greater the gas will be compressed, and the

column of od will rise. The change in the

bulk of the gas occasioned by a change of

pressure is measured by a scale, which is formed
experimentally, and of which the divisions are

entirely arbitrary.

But the as bulk of the enclosed gas is altered

by any change of temperature as well as of

pressime, it is necessary to apply a correction

on this account. For this purpose a common
thermometer is attached to the instrument to

indicate the temperature ;
and the principal or

barometric scale, which measures the compres-

sion of the gas, is made to slide upon another

scale so dirided as to represent the change of

bulk in the gas produced by a change of tem-

perature under the same pressure, and corre-

sponding to the graduation of the thermometer.

In making an observation, the temperature is

first observed by the thermometer; an index

dr pointer, which is fixed to the top of the

sliding scale, is then set opposite to the de-

gree of temperature on the fixed scale, and the

number on the sliding scale opposite the top

of the column of oil gives the pressure of the

air in inches of the mercurial barometer.

The principle of the sympiezometer is the

same as that of the IVfaNojtifiTER, or air baro-

meter, which was long ago proposed by Hooke.

Symplaaite (Gr. to draw
chse to^tther), A hydrated arseniate of prot-

oxide of iron, which is found at Klein-Friesa

in Keuss.
ttjrupostaroli (Gr. trviinofrlapxot, from avfi-

a and Hpx** ItM), The ruler or

master of a feast, selected by the consent of

the party to be their president for the occasion

;

he waei sometimes c^ed The word

rendered th$ /sas^, in John ii. S,

ttynseel* (Gr, from <nJy, withf

and okitPf to dweU). In Classical Antiqui-

ties, an Athenian festival in cOmjmemoration

^ the 'Utiidii of the little townships of Attica

into one commonwealth. This consolidation of

independent demi [Bbmos] into a single state

was attributed to the mythical hero TnnsiLirs-
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SYNCARPOUS
Bjmanswnln (Gr. ffwaipwts, a taking tog€ther\

Otherwise called croMo (Gr, Kpoins, a mixture).

In Grammar, the contraction of two syllables

into one by the formation of a diphthong, or

by rendering one of them mute; as, Atreides

for Atrei’dcs. [Mbtaplasx.]
Byangogne (Gr. (ruvoywy^, a gathering).

The religious assemblies of the Jews are

so called by Hellenic writers. The Jews
had no synagogues, it is thought, before tlio

Babylonish captivity. They were first formetl

after the return of the Jews to the Ho.y Land.
The rule was, that a synagogue was to be
erectod in any place where there were ten per-

sons of full ago and free condition ready to

attend the service of it. Others, however,
consider the ten batelnim, to use the Hebrew
word, to have been ten ciders, or stationary

men of the synagogue. (Lightfoot.) The
service performed in the synagogues consisted,

and still consists, of prayers, reading tlio

Scriptures, Biblical exposition, and preaching.

The prayers are contained in liturgies. The
reading of the Scripture consists of three por-

tions : the * Shema,^ certain selected passages

from Deuteronomy and Numbers
;
the law ; and

the prophets. The third part of the service is

mentioned in several places in the Gospel
narratives and in the Acts. (Luke iv. 16,

Acts xiii. 6.) The times of the synagogue
service were three days a week (Monday,
Thxiraday, and Saturday), besides the holy-

days. The ministration of the synagogue was
not confined to the order of priests; the
elders, or rulers of the synagogue

^

were persons
qualified, and duly admitted, from all tribes.

(Prideaux, Connection, vol. i.)

Synaleeplia (Gr. ovyaXot^hf from
I anoint, from the melting together of two
sounds). In Classical Prosody, the usage by
which, when a word ends with a vowel,

and the next begins with a vowel, the final

syllabic of the one runs into the first of the

other. This, in Latin verse, also takes place

when the last letter is m\ but the usage
in this instance is calltid ecthlipsis, or elision.

The synaltepha is commonly, though not with
equal regularity, adopted in Italian and Spanish
poetry, and is not unfrequontly attempted, es-

pecially by Milton, in our own ;
in French it

extends only to the e mute at the end of

words.

Bynaptaae. Emulsin. A ferment exist-

ing in almonds. It has the power of breaking

up amygdalin into oil of bitter almonds, formic

acid, hydrocyanic acid, and sugar
;
and salicin

into sugar and saligenin,

BjraartbroaU (Gr.<rvi'<ip9p«Mrtr,^m Apepor,

a yoint). The immovable connection of one
hone with another.

ByaearpIttiB (Gr. and irapirdf, fruit).

In Botany, a fruit consisting of many carpels

consolidate and adhering to a central recep-

tacle or growiixg point, as in Magnolia.

Byitoaa^Piui (Gr. ovv, and uapir^t). In

Botany^ a term applied to the carpels of a
compound vvstil wlien they are completely



SYNCATEGOREMATIC
united into un undivided body; as in the
Orange.

Syneategorematin (Gr. ffvyKaTtiyoprifjLa-

riK6sj from and KCtrny6prifxa\ a word ein«

ployed together with categorematica or terms).
In Ix)gic, a word which cannot be employed bv
itself as a term, but must bo conjoined with
another or others for that purpose. Such
are adverbs, prepositions, nouns in other cases
beside the nominative, dec. [Teum.]

SynolionAroals (Gr. from
xdf'Spus, a cartilage). The junction of one bone
with another by an intervening cartilage.

SynelironUm (Gr. irvyxfioviyp.6^. The
tabular arrangement of history according to

dates, by which contemporary persons and
tilings ill different countries are brought to-

gether. LTa.ijul4Tion of Chronology.]
SynohronouB Curve. In Mechanics, a

curve which would be reached in the same
time by a body or material particle falling

from a given point dowm any ouo of a b<;t of

given curves belonging to the same family.

Thus, if from a fixed point on an inclined

plane right lines be drawn, and down the seve-

ral lines particles, starting together, bo con-

ceived to tall, they will al^ at any subsequent
instant, be situated on the circumference of a
circle which touches the levd lint ut the com-
mon starting-point. This circle is the .synchro--

nous curve of the system of right lines. The
property in virtue of which coinitial chords of a

circle arc described in equal times is fixjquently

referred to as the synchronism of the circle.

OyncUnal. [Anticlinal and Synclinal
Axis.]

Syncopation. In Music. [Duiving Notes.]
Syncope (Gr. crvyKov^, from K(iirT», /

cut). A figure of Grammar, by which one

or more letters are omitted in the middle
of a word; as in the Latin Ulus fur littus.

[Mktaplasm.]
Syncope. In Music. [Legato,]
SvNCOPK. In Pathology, fainting. A disease

in w hich the circulation and respiration tempo-

rarily cease or become extremely feeble.

SyacretlEm (Gr. (rir/Kpijrio/xci). In I^hilo-

HOphy, tlic blending of the tenets of different

schools into a system- A party among the

Platonists at the revival of letters, ^ which

belonged Ammoiiius, Pico della Mirundola,

Bessarion, and other distinguished men, have

received the name of Syncretists.

Syncretists. In Ecclesiastical History,

the partisans of Guurge Calixtus, a Lutheran

divine of the sixteenth century, who endea-

voured to form a comprehensive scheme which

should unite the different professors of ChritiR^^

tianity. The opinions of Calixtus raised a

strong controversy in the Lutheran church.

A new confession of faith was drawm up in

Saxony for the purpose of excluding his par-

tisans. His doctrines, liowever, did not long

survive his death, altliough they were not with-

out effect on the spirit of the age.

Syndaetylen (Gr. aiV, and SdarvAor, a

fnycr). The mime of a tribe of Pcrthcrs, in-

Ctii

SYNIZESIS
eluding those which have the external and
middle toe united as fur us the second joint.

Synde«inoEl» (Gr. (rui/Scvgor, a liyament).

The union of one bone with another by means
of ligament.

Syndic (Gr. from Siktj, justice).

A title given at different times to various

municipal and other officers. The syndics

of cities in Provence and Languedoc, under
the old Ercneh government, w'ere officers

delegated by the municipality as agents or

mandatories. Such wwo also the syndics of

trading companies. The creditors of a bank-
rupt, under the law of Eraiico, appoint syndics
or directors from among their number.
Syneodoolie (Gr. (ruve/cSox^i from wi/h^

iKf out, and ^ receive). In Khetoric, a
figure by which the whole is put for a part,

or j*ai*t for tlie whole. It is a species of
Tuopb. There are six ordinary instances of
synecdoche: 1. When genus is put for species

(as hchfy in the sense of man). 2. When
species is put for geims. 3. When the essen-

tial whole is put for one of its parts. 4. When
the matter, or form, is put for the whole being.

5. The whole fur a part. C. The part for the

whole.

Synechia (Gr. vui/exeia, continuity). A
disease of^ the oyo in which the iris adUeri's to

tho cornea, or to the capsule of the crystalline

lens.

Synedroas (Gr. aitv^lpos^ sitting with). In
Botany, a term applied in those cases when the

leaves or otlu'i* poi'ts giw Oil the angle of a
stem.

Synergists (Gr. ovytpyus, workingtogvthcr).

A name given to a party in the Lutheran
^Imreh in the latter end of the sixteenth cen-

tury. I'huse u’Jio %vere thus culled appear to

have held the doctrine that the divine grace

requires a correspondent action of the human
jwill in order to become effectual; which, or

something rosombliug it, is termed semi-Vda-
gian in early eceb'siastical history. Some senti-

I

uieuts expressed by Melunchthon, towards the

close of his life, seem to hare introduced it

' into that church. [I^elacianisai.]

I

8yngen«sious (Gr. ctcf, and ycpcoif, lirth).

j

In Botany, a term applied to flowers having the

I anthers united at their edges, so as to form a
tube.

Syngnatbians (Gr. (tuf, and yvABos, a
jaw). The name of a family of Lopliobrau-

chiate fishes, including those in whieh the

lengthened jaws are united by a surrounding

iutegumeut. so as to form a tubular mouth:
the genus iSyngnathus, or pipe fii>h, is the type.

Syngnathcc is a name ^iveii by Dr. Leach to an
order of Myi*iapo<lous insects.

ttyngraplia (Gr. alryypaipos, from

I write). In Diplomatics, contractu signed by
the creditor and debtor, and of which a dupli-

cate original M as kept bv eaeh.

Bynli&etis (Gr. <rvyl{ri<tis). An obliteiation

of the pupil of the eye
;
a closed pupil.

Synizesis. Ill Grammar, this term is used

to denote the melting of two V^'els into one.



SYNNEUROSIS
SJrimearotis (Gr. trvifyt^pwint^ from wtupav,

a nerve op membrane). The union of oini

bone with another by menus of an intenreming

membmne.
Bynoolia (Gr. abyoxotj joined ‘ together).

The old name for continual inflammatory

fever. The term synochus was applied to

conllnued fevers, which wero in their symp-
toms intermciliatc between synocha and typhus.

They wore called mixed fevers.
Synod (Qr. an assemidy). In Ecclc-

siasticiil language, this term denotes the con-

vention of the inferior clergy of a diocese l>y

its bishop or archdpacon. j^CouNCiL.]

Synod. In the Scottish Kirk, an assembly

composed of two more presbyteries. It consists

of erery parish minister within its limits, and
of the edders who have last represented the i

different sessions in tlic presbytery. There are

sixteen synods in Scotland. [PnnsnYTDUY.]

Synod of Bort. [Dort, Synod or.]

SynodiCa In Astronomy, the syinwlic ro-

voln'!on of a planet (or the moon), with re-

spect to the sun, is the Lime in-tween two eon-

seciitivc conjunctions oropposilion«<. Tlie dura-

tion of this period is easily found when the

difference bctwcim the mean motion rff the

planet and the sun in a given interval of time

IS known; for this difference is to 300° as the

given interval to the synodic revolution. The
synodked month is the period of (he moon’s

syiujdic revolution, and is the same with ftnutr

month or Innafion. [Moon.]

Aynodlo Month. [Lu.nau ^Movtii.]

Synonyms (Gr. avytiuvfjtos^ from I'nofjLT.^ a

name). Wortls of the same language wlueli

have a similar signification. *Strictly speakintt,

words having exactly the same signilic.i-

tion are not to e found in any Lingiiige,

unles.'i one of them has been borrowed from

another language; but in this case the .shades

of difference arc often so slight that words

may bo frequently used for one another, and

this interchange prodnci-s a pleasing variety in

composition, iieccs.sary in poetry. The chi<f

works on this subject arc the 0nomasticon on

Greek, Dumesnil on Latin, Blair, Crablk*, and

Taylor on English, Stosch and Eberhard on

German, and Giraud, Beauzee, Roubaud, and

Guizot on French synonjmis.

The multiplication of synonyms was a main

cause of the growth of myths. In the mytho-

poeitt ages there was a constant tendency to

devise names denoting each of the attributes of

any given object, and thus the names of promi-

nent phenomena in tho outward world would be

as numerous as the aspects which from time to

time they might assume. Gradually tho greatef

portion of these names would become useless,

until at last the literary dialect would choose

out some one of them to denote tho object to

the exelnsidn of the rest. The more ancient

languages are therefore the richest in syno-

nyms.
TJiese sybonyms, if used constantly, ‘ must

natiirally rise to n number of bomonymes.

If we rhe son by fifty names expressive ofm

SYJITNOA
different qunlitics, some of those names will

l>C‘ applicable to other objects also, which
happen to possess the same quality. These
different objects would then bo callal by the
siimo name—they woiiM become homonymos.'
(Max MUIIcr, Comparative Mythology^ 45.)

[Bolyonymy.]
Sj’nopais (Gr. <rvvo\^ts, a seeing tygeiher).

A collective view of any subject; us a synopsis
of a.stronomy, tln-ology, &c.

Synoptlo (Or. cvvovrinSs, .seeing at a
glance). In Biblical criticism, tiiis term is

sometimes used to distinguish the first three

Gospels, as containing generally the same sne-

ee.ssion of cvent.s, from tlio fonrlh, in which
the narrative and tho discourses arc not tho
.•<111110 as those given in the other Gospels.

Synovia (Gr. abv, and i)6v^ an egg). Tho

I

(Uiid which lubricates the cartilagii' 'ms sur-

face.s of tho joints : it is glairy, and r scrnlilps

the win to of egg.

Syntax (Or. tnlvTofiy, from crvuTi.Trru^ I
arrange together). In Grammar and Blu torit’,

the dispo.sition of the words and membei-s of .i

sentence in tlic grammatical arrangements pro-

per to the language. [Grammar.]
Synteleia. [Tuikrarciiia.]

Bynttiesls ((rvvdeffjj, from awTlBrunt^ I plat n

togethr). In (’heniistry, those chemical opera-

tions by uhich compomuls arc obtaineil by th«

unifui of the separate component parts nro

c.illed i^ynikftic. I'lic t(Tin is especially used
as opposed to analysis. Tims, wo demonstrate
tho composition of water analytically by rc-

.solving it into oxj’gen and hydrogen gases;

.ind si/nthctically, by recombining those gases
so ns .ag.iin to pi'oiluce the water which had
previously been decomposed; the terms «yn-

th .VOS' and analysts being, in fact, synonymous
uith composittoti and decomposition.

Syntiiims. In Geometry and Logic, tho

method of dmionstration which sets out from
some principle established or assumed, or from a
proposition already demonstrated, and ascoiuls

thro’jgh a .series of propositions to that whicli

is enunciated. Synthesis is also calletl tho

direct method or composition^ and is tho re-

verse of analysis or rcsoluion. It is tho

method followed in Euclid’s Edonmts. For
the senso in which analysis and synthesis were
understood by tho ancient geometricians, seo

Analysts.
ByphlUa (perhaps coinciFfrom Gr.

crippled^ defective). The venereal disease.

Byptioa. [Siphon.]

ByringB (Gr, cCpiyf, a pipe or tube), __

favourite genus of Oteacem^ of which familiar

examples occur in the various Lilacs of our
gardens. The native country of some of these

18 not well ascertained, although the genus ap-

pears to be confined to South-eastern Europe
and Central and Eastern Asia. They are de-

ciduous shrubs with entire leaves, and terminal

more or less pyramidal panicles ofusually sweet-

smelling flowers. The Common Liiae, 8. md-
garis, is the largest species and also one of the

most familiar and most beautiful of our spring-



SYRINGE
flowering ornamental shrubs. The Persian
Lilac, S. per$icat is smaller, seldom growing
more than six or eight feet high. There are
several garden varieties of the difSircut kinds
of Lilac.

Syrlnira (Gr. trvptyi). In Hydraulics, a
machine consisting of a small cylinder with
an air-tight piston or sucker, which is moved
up and down in it by means of a handle. The
lower end of the cylinder terminates in a
small tube, through which a fluid is forced

into the body of the cylinder by the atmo-
spheric pressure when the handle is drawn up,

and then expelled in a small jet by pushing
the handle in the opposite direction. The sy-

ringe acts on the principle of tlie sucking
pump. The syringe is also used as a pneumatic
machine for condensing or exhausting the air

in a close vessel, but for this purpose it must
be furnished with two valves. In the condensing
syringe, the valves open downwards and close

upwards
;

in the exhausting syringe they are

closed downwards and opened upwards. [Am
Gun

;
Air Pump.]

Sjiingine. A crystallisable bitter prin-

ciple obtained from the leaves of the lilac-tree

{Sgringa viUgaris). It has also been called

hlacinr.

8jrma (Gr. trupfia, from 7 draw). A
long garment

;
so called from its train reaching

the ground. It was the proper dress of actors

in the classical tragedy.

SjrxaarooRla (Gr. trwradpKtacritf from

flesh). The junction of bones by intervening

muscles.

Sjxtltla (Gr. o’vc’o'fria, common messes).

An institution of some ancient states, parti-

cularly Lacediemon and Crete, which or-

dained that the male freemen should have
their meals together in common messes, in-

stead of eating with their families in private.

[Liberty.]

System fOr. ava^pa). In Astronomy, an
hypothesis of a certain o^er and arrangement
of the celestial bodies by which their apparent

motions are explained. For an account the

systems of Ptolemy, Copernicus, and Tycho
Hrahe, see Astbokoicy.

TABASIIEER
System. In the I'ine Arts, a collection of

the rules and principles upon which an artist

works. [Decoration.]
System. In Music, an interval eomwsod,

or supposed to be composed, of several lesser

ones ; as an octavo, which is a system. [Dia-

stem.]

Syatemio. In Pbysiolo^, this word is

applied to designate the circulation of tho

general system, beginning at tho left ventricle

and aorta, and ending at the venss cavoe and
right auricle, as contradistinguished from the

circulation through the lungs, which is called

pulmonic. They have also been termed tho

greater and les8(T circulations. The parta

concerned in these circulations have also re-

ceived tho same names : thus, the left veutriclu

is called the mfstemioon^.
Byatole (Gr. avnro\'fit from avarlWw^ I

contract). In Greek and Latin prosody, a
license by which a long syllable is used as
short: e.g.

Matri longa deoom tulfiruut fastidia Menses.

Systole. In Medicine, the contraction of
the heart.

Systyle (Gr. <riJ<rTu\os). In Architecture,

the arrangement of columns in such a manner
that they are two diameters apart.

Byzygetlo Function (Gr. altCuyos, yolzed

together). According to Prof. Sylvester, with
whom the term originated, a syzygetic function

of a set of given, rational integral functions is

the sum of the products obtained by multi-

plying each of the latter by another arbitrary

function, Tho multipliers are termed tho
8ys:ygc'tic midtipliers, and the original func-

tions are said to be syzygetically related when
a syzygetic function of them can be made to

vanish, {^hil. Trans, vol. cxliii. pt. ii. 1853.)

Byxj^ea (Gr. av(vyla^ conjunction). In

Astronomy, the places of the moon or planets

when in conjunction or opposition with the sun.

BsajbAylte. A native hydrated bomte of
magnesia lately discovered by K. Peters, in

limestone, at Worksthal, near Hezbanya.
Named after the royal mining officer Sz^j-

b51yi» of Rezbanya, in Hungary.

T

T« A letter belonging to the class called

muJUs. It is susceptible of numerous inter-

changes, both in the ancient and modem
languages. (MaxMtiller, Leefursson Xiay^ua^e,

second series iii.) As an abbreriationi T* was
used for Titus, Ti. for Tiberius.

X A bandage so named from
its shape ; it .is used to support the dressings

after certain surgical operarions.

Ta^« The Bengal or Sunn Hemp, Cro-

tafariajunceik

Xnbnrd. In Heraldr}', a garment worn
by the knights of the Tudor era. It consisted

of a short frock with wide sleeves reaching

to the elbows, with the arms of the wearer
displayed on the back and front. It is still

worn as the official dress of heralds.

Tnbfuibeer or Xabmeblr (Pers.). A
substance secreted in the joints of bamhoos, in

bluish-white masses with a pearly lustre, and
mainly composed of silicious matter which the

plant is unable to incorporate in its tissues.

687



TABBY
It 1$ reputed to possess tonic propcrtii‘9, and
J'uui pcuuliiir optical properties, which have
been investigated and described by Sir David
Brewster.

T0.bl>y (Fr. tabis, Ital. tabi). A term
formerly applied to certain Ugarod silks and
other gooas upon which an irregular pattern

ha<l been stamped, either by the pressure of

engraved rollers, or by fobling the stuffs in

sucli a way as to produce, by the mutual pres-

sure of their fibres, an inequality of surface

which, by roflected light, gives rise to tin’

appearance called waterino.

TabeUlona tl^at. tabenio, from tabolla, dim.

of tabula, from tno tablets on which they wrote).

In the Roman empire, officers who had charge

of public documents were so called ; they were
also secretaries, or registrars, and in some cases

judges. (Savigny, Hist, of the Roman Law^
vol. i.) The notaries were their assistants.

In France, the titles of ttibellion and grrfitr

were confounded, and Henry IV. united the

functions of tubellion with those of notary;

but the old title seems still to be retained (or

was until t)ie Rcvolul.on) in some few places.

Taberglte, The name given to tlio Pyro-

Bclerite of Taberg, in Wormland.
Tabernaole (Lat. tabcrnaculum, a tent or

cohin). This name is applied especially to the

tabernacle which the Jews are said to have

carried from station to sUition during their

wanderings in the desert ; it is described ns a

tent of sails and skins stretched npon a frame-

work of wood, and divided into two compart-

ments
; the outer, named the Holyt being that

in which incense was burnt, and the shew-

bread exhibited; and the inner, or Holy of
HolieSy in which was deposited the ark of the

covenant (Exod, xxvi. xxvii.)

The Foust of Tabernacles was one of the

three principal festivals among the Jews. It

commenced on the Idtli of the month Tisri,

corresponding with September' 30, and lasted

seven days, during which the people dwelt in

booths formed of the boughs of trees. It was

instituted in commemoralion of the habitation

of their ancestors in similar dwellings dming
the forty years of their pilgrimage in the

wilderness. (Lev. xxiii,)

Taberneemoncaiia (after J. T. Tabemse-

montunus, n celebrated botanist). An exten-

sive tropical genus of Apocwaceay the numer-

ous speoies of which are either shrubs or trees,

with opposite entire leaves, false stipules, and
cymes of fhigrant yellow or white flowers,

geuerally in pairs at the points of the branches.

Like most other dogbanes, the Tcibememon^

tanas possess a mulgr juice; but the milk,

instm of being exceedingly acrid and drastic

like that of many allied genera, is, in some

spedes at least, perfectly bland and whole-

eome. This is partictikrly the case with the

or Cctw-tree df British Oniana, T.

mu. nHjilclb when tapj^, yields a copions

resembling that of

appearance, Imt rather sticky from

the presence of caotitchouc. The tree yields
* aoO

TABLE-LANDS
a soft white wood

;
and its bark is used medi-

cinally by the Indians.

Tal»ea (Lat). In Animal and Vegetable
Patholo^, 41 wasting, or disease which consists

in a gradual decay of the power of growth.
TaMftture (Lat tabula, a table)* In Music,

the use of the letters of the alphabet, or any
other character, for expressing the notes or

sounds of a coii^xisUion. It is not now a usual

mode of writing. In its stricter and more
original sense it is a mode of writing muuo for

a particular instrument on parallel lines (of

which each represents a string of the instrument)
by means of certain letters of the alphabet.

Thus, A denotes that the string is to be struck
opi'i), 21 that one of the fingers is to be put on
the first stop, C on the second, D on the third,

and so on through the octave.

Table (Lat. tabula). In Astronomy, Phy-
.sics, &c. This term has two different signifi-

eations. In the first place, it is used to denote
merely a collection of numbers, exhibiting the
measures or values of some property common
to a number of different bodies in reference to

some common standard. Thus we have tables

of specific gravity, of refractive powers, of the

expansion of substances by heat, &c. In its

second signification, it denotes a series of num-
bers which proceed according to some given

law expressed by a mathematical formula.

Of this kind are the logarithmic tables
;
tables

of the powers or roots of the different num-
bers; of the sines, cosines, and other an^ar
functions ; of astronomical refractions ; of the

equations of the planetary orbits, &c. Tables
of this sort, by exhibiting at once to the eye all

the different values which a given formula can
have, save endless labour in calculation, and
are of the utmost importance in every branch
of natural philosophy. The logarithmic tables,

for example, form the universal instrument of

astronomical calculation ; and it may be safely

afllrmed that without them the computations
necessary for determining the places of the
different bodies of the solar systen^ and ren-

dering astronomy a science of practical utility,

would be altogciber impossible.

2able is also used in a popular sense to denote
a collection of particulars brought under one
view. Thus, in history, we have chronological

tables ; in statistics^ tables of mortality at

different ages, Sic. The mere titles of the
useful tables which have been formed in the

various departments of knowledge would fill a
large volume.

Table 8par« [Tabular Spar ; Wollas-
TONITB.]

Table«iaatfe or Ttaleaas* The plains

of the great continents ore some ^ them near
the level of the ocean, while othem are hardly
less horisontal, but are elevated to a hekht m
several hundred or even some thousand fket
Both may be broken or even .undulating; and
each may be connected with mountain mins;
The latter are called UtbMandt mr fktmua.

In Europe, the Iberian peninsula is a good
example ox table-land. Elevated fsm two to



TABLEAUX VIVANTS TABULATION OF CHRONOLOGY
three thousand feet, and having several chains foUovers of Hues, in Bohemia, separated after

of mountains rising out of it, this table-land the death of their leader. They were so culhd
produces the greatest possible mo^oation of from Tabor, a hill of Bohemia, upon which
the climato, not only of the peninsula itself, but the^ encam{^ during the struggle which they
of all adjacent countries. It includes nearly maintained aAinst the civil and ecclesias-

100,000 square miles of country. There are tical power. At their head stood John Ziska,

smaller plateapx in Central France. who was distinguished at once for his courage

Great plateaux exist in the Old World in and cruelty. After a long struggle, the mure
connection with the great chain of mountains quietly disposed portion of the Taborites formed
crossing Asia. One of these forms the table- themselves into a religious society under the

land of Persia. There are others farther east, denomination of the Bohemian Brethren. They
some of them far more extensive. They range, established several Christian communities,

at various altitudes, from 5,000 to 15,000 feet, elected their own bishops, priests, and elders

;

and are crossed by the. spurs of the great drew up a rigorous plan of ecclesiastical disci-

mountain chains of the Altai and Him^aya. pUne; and sent forth missionaries to various

The table-lands of Central Asia are much parts. Though harassed by persecutions, they

less extensive than they were supposed to continued to increase in numbers, and at the

be by Humboldt, but they are still little end of the fifteenth century they counted about

known. There is an extensive plateau in 200 communities of adherents. At the end of this

Southern India. period the distinctive name and opinions of the

In Africa there is table-land in tbe south, Taborites were lost among the various assail

-

but the extent is not very great. In America ants of the Roman church, who formed the

a considerable plateau extends from Mexico to vanguard of the Reformation in Germany.
California, and there are some small plateaux [Calixtinbs

; Hussitks.] (Milman’s Latin

of enormous elevation amongst the Andes. The Ch-istianity^ book xiii. ch. xi.)

table-land of Quito occupies about 6,000 square Tabular Spar. A silicate of lime, which
miles at an elevation of 10,000 feet. That sometimes occurs in distinct tabular prisms,

of DesaguarderO stretches 500 miles along the but mostly in broad prismatic or laminar masses

top of the Andes at an average height of 13,000 of a white tint inclining to yellow, green, red,

feet, and a breadth varying from 30 to 60 miles, or brown.

Of table-lands some arc nearly level for It is found in Scotland in the basalt of the

great distances, but others undulate, and occa- Castle Rock, Edinburgh, and at Glengaim,

sionally they form the basis of lofty mountain Aberdeenshire
;

in Ireland at Dunmore Head,

chains. In Europe the table-land is peninsular, county Down; at Capo di Bove, near Rome,
In Asia it chiefly extends north of the mountain and in blocks ejected from Vesuvius, &c. Ac.

chain. In Africa there are tracts of high land [Woluubtonite.]

of the nature of plateaux ranging round the Tabulmtlon of Chronology’. The ar-

coast from Abyssinia to the Cape, and again rangementof historical or professedly historical

from the Cape to near the equbtor. In America eyents according to their real or supposed dates

tho chieftable-lands are amongst the mountains. ^ is sometimes spoken of under this name. The
Australia has very little table-land. ' value of such arraugements must be tested

Tablomux Tiwanto (Fr. living ffictures), by contemporary historical documents; if for

The name given to an amusement in which the period in question these are defective

groups of persons dressed are made to repre- or wanting, the value of the arrangement is

sent some scene in the works of distinguished either lessened or destroyed
;
but in no case

painters or authors. It is thus managed : The can a tabulation be of the slightest worth

room in which the spectators are placed being so long as it rests on mere conjecture or in-

darkened, the group assume their respective genious hypothesis apart from all contempo-

attitudes behind a frame (or some other contri- ra^ evidence. Nor can a starting-point be

vance intended to represent it) covered with gained from some event in a genuine historical

gauae ;
and candles being so placed as to reflect period for a series of events in narratives

light upon the group from above, the illusion is which are contradictory, or of which the date

complete. These representations are notunfre- of composition cannot be ascertained, or which

quently resorted to in England ; but in France contain narratives which are manifestly mythi-

and Germany they form an important feature cal or fabulous. Thus, because Herodotus,

on all festive occasions. Tableaux are often who is undoubtedly an bistorical person, ex-

employed to represent some scene in which a presses his belief that Homer lived about four

riddle is concealed. hundred years before bis own time, we are not

Tttbifrtg. In Roman Antiquities, pieces of warranted in inferring that there ever was any

ivory, metal, stone, or other substance, used in one gwt so called, or that that poet composed

judiciarV proceedings, or in the passing of laws, the Hied and the Odyway, because Herodotus

Taboo. A word used by tbe l^uth Sea was not in possession of a continuous contem-

islanders to denote something sacred, or set porary history from the time of the supposed

aside for particular uses or persons. Homer to his own. Far less are we warranted
Tabor^ld FV. tabour). A small drum. in assigning a date to the Trqjan war, and to

Toborfteo or Tbaborltoo. The denomi- events whidi in the mythical cycle long pre-

nation of one of the parties into which the cede the rape of Helen by Paris. Thus, .when

Vox- III. 689 Y y



TABULATION OF CHRONOLOGY
Clinton in hi« FatH Hdtmici esmspiB the date It has, howeyer, been maintained, that if a

B.G. 17d8 to Phoroneus, he is realfy building a chropolo^cal scheme is found to consist of two

house on a foundation of sand, for he can only |^rtions,the former ofwhich,firomtheinordinate

calculate ba<^from the date o&the Trojan war, duration of the reigns or for other rearons, is

which is obtiined only by another retrospective manifestly undeserving of credit, while the

calculation ^m some such point as the life- product of both corresponds with the sum of

time of Herodotus, and because, thus reasoning years in a (^clical era, the chronolo^ of the

back from a narrative which is full of manifest later portion may be regarded as historical,

fable, he reaches the story of a being like This is maintain^ on behalf of the Assyrian

Phoroueus, whom he renders credible omy by chronology of Berosus by Mr. Rawlinson, in his

stripping him of all the raiment in whidb History of the Five Great Momrehies of the

mythology has enwrapped him. Our whole Ancient Eastern World (i. 192). * The* later

acquaintance with Phoronens is derived from Babylonians,’ it is asserted, * clearly Contrived

legends which speak of him as the father of their mythical number so that, when added to

mortal men, who, like Prometheus, imparted those which they viewed as historical, the sum
to them the first notion of society and even the toUl should bo a prfect cyclical period.’ To
^rst knowledge of fire

;
among his children this it may be replied that the views of ancient

are Apis and Niobe, whose names at once Babylonians cannot impart aa historical charac-

carry us into the myths of Phoebns and ter to periods of which they had no written

Heracles. In short, for us, Phoronens, who contemporary history, that we have not the

is none other than the Vedic god of fire, slightest ground for thinking that they pos-

Bhuranyn, is neither more nor less real than sessed an^ such documents, and, further, that

the elephant which supports the world in the the mythical character in the earlier portion of

Hindu mythology ; and to take his name and a chronological scheme furnishes no guarantee

assign to it a data imparts no knowledge for the historical character of the later portions,

whatever, while it implies the conceit of know- while the attempt to reach historical conclusions

ledge without the reality. by ingenious conjectures applied to materials

It may be further assorted, that, if the mere which are admitt^ to be imperfect and unsound

name of Phoronens with a date fails to make resembles, in the words of Sir G. C. Lewis,

us acquainted with the time in which he lived/ '

' an enquiry into the internal structure of the

or even to assure us of his existence, any ot^r earth, or into the question whether the stars are

lists which contain mere names and dates' can inhabited,’ and is an effort * to solve a problem

possess no real histori^l value, unlesv they for the solution of which no sufficient data

can be checked by contemporary historical exist.' It may farther be asserted that in a

narratives. Sir G. Comewall Lewis maintains scheme parts of which are confessedly artificial

{Astronomy of the Ancients) that * there is no we have no right to set aside all the factors in

example of history founded on contemporary the sum except the last, and then to say thatthis

registration being reduced to mere chronology,’ last must represent an historical period. It was
and denies that we learn anything more from remarked by Niebuhr, in his History of Rome,
being told that 8aites, Bnon, Fachnan, Staan, that, ’ aceoiding to the chronology of Fabius,

Archies, and Aphobis were the six kings of the history from the founding to the taking of

E^pt in the fifteenth century B.c. than we the city divides itself into two portions, 240

should learu from an authentic account of years under the kings, and 120 after them, or,

the succession of a breed of crocodiles or hippo- to express it differently, into three periods,

potami in the Nile, or of a series of sacred apes each containing ten times twelve years, twelve

in a temple for the same period.’ being the number of the birds in the an^ry
The case is not substantially altered when, of Komulns. This scheme was the bed of

as by recent explorers in Mesopotamia, the Procrustes, to which whatever was known or

names of a number of Assyrian and Baby- believ^ about the early time was fitted.’ The
lonish kings are recovered from inscribe first part of the task was to tabulate the kings

;

bridts and cylinders. K it be admitted that and as these were seven in number, this was
thm inscriptions have beem rightly read, we done by making the middle of the reign of the

arejnstifisdin believing that kings with these fourth king cmneide with the middle of the

names lived ; but until we know not merely whole periM of twenty-four years assigned to

their names, but tha order in which they all seven. To this king a reign of twenty-three

reigned, and have some account of their actions, years was given, because twenty-three, t^ether

we can derive very little profit from our labour, with seventy-seven assigned (as being what

and at present ^e seeonstmeted Assyrian his- was called the heraio sede) to Bomulns and

toiy is mfeeeedly full of gaps, long intervals Numa, makes exactljr 100, and because 182, the

eeparating the kings of one series nom those year in whirii his reign was thus made to close,

tjTmdihayf and no groonds being furnished was the number of the astronomical years in a

in many lnf**f»***** fhr arranging them in one seele. This chronology Niebuhr pronounces to

0der mtW than in another, in such a task be throughout forgery and a fiction.* A
hmmxi^ fir dmyeoture cannot be permitted; fabrication of a eimilu kind, thoQgh ftr leae

i3l the immeit wmriauoe will not render complicated and ingenious, is found mtiiechro-

the liltoriim better quaJIfled for oonstruding nolcgy of the ASactnge, or foundere of the

4 htiUjey without the materials fbr his task. kine^mn of Kent^ in which the events take



TAOAMAHAO TACHOMETER
place in an eight times repeated cycle of eight
years, the of the Orl^kB, (lisp-

penb^, HiBUyry England under the Angkh
Sason Kinge,) Thus, twice eight years after

his arrival Cerdic gains possession of the Isle

of Wijght ; having spent thrice eight years in
Britain, he takes the title of king; having
reined twice eight years, he dies, five times
eight years having passed since his landing in
this country.

The conclusion seems to be, that, * if it is

impossible to write histoiv without names, it is

equally impossible to reduce history to mere
names,' and that from known historical events
belonging to a period for which we have the

acknowledged testimony of contemporary wit-

nesses we cannot argue back to a peri^ for

which such testimony is either wanting or has
been lost. It is no part of the historian's office to

point outprecisely where the true statements end
and the mlse statements begin. The historian

Hecatseus was as real a person as William the

Conqueror; but he maintained that his six-

teenth ancestor was a god. In his genealogical

list therefore some names were as certainly

false as others were true ; but while it is

impossible to draw a line of demarcation at any
precise point, we know that the first link in the

chain is a fiction. The history of the Pelopon-
nesian war is true because Thucydides wrote it

from his personal knowledge and after a diligent

examination of those who took part in the

struggle; his history of the Trojan war is a
narrative ofevents every one of which may have
taken place, but for the occurrence of which we
have not the slightest evidence ;

but the account
of this struggle, as given in the Iliad, we know
to bo unhistorical, because it abounds with
impossibilities from be^nning to end. Hence
the persons who are said to nave lived before

the Trojan war become, if possible, even less

historic^ than Agamemnon, or Phoenix, or

Sarpedon ; and a tabulation of the chronology

of these mythical ages, or of any period for

whichwe have not direct contemporaryevidence,

becomes a mere waste of labour, from which it

is useless to expect any results beyond the

multiplication of fallacies and fictions.

Taoamaliae (an Indian word). A bal-

samic bitterresin, different varieties ofwhich are

attributed to Idea Tacamahaca, to JSIaphrium

tomentoeum, and to CalofhgUutn InophgUum.

East Indian Tacamahac is the resin of Cede-

phgllum Calaba. The name Tacamahac is also

given in America to the resin obtained from

the buds of the Tacamahac Poplar, Populus

baUamifera,

Tttoea (its Malay name). The tropical

genus Tdcea, belonging to the noup of re-

gular-flowered monocotyledons with an inferior

ovaiy, has been considered sufficiently distinct

in oiganisation to form the order Taaca^ea,

though some botanists would include it in Bur-

fnanniacea. It consists of perennial herbs, with

a tuberous rootk radical, entire or dividedleaves,

and greenish or brown flowers in an umbd on

the top of a sim^de leafless scape, surrounded by

an involucre of simple bracts. The leaf-stalks

of T. pinnailfida are plaited into bonnets by the
Society Islanders, but the principal use of all

the species is that of their tubers, whidi re-

semble new potatoes, and contain a great deal
of starch known as South-sea Arrowroot, which
is said to be farpreferabletoany other arrowroot
in cases of dysentery. The tubers are dug up
after the leaves have died away, and are rasped

and macerated four or fiye days in water, when
the feeula separates after the maUner of sago.

It is largely employed as an article of diet

throughout the tropics.

Taoet (Lat. it is silent). In Music, a term
denoting ui&t through the movement to which
it is afSced in any part, that part is to Ue still

or be silent during its performance.

Taolkometer (Gr. rdxos, speed, and filrpcv,

measure). A contrivance for the purpose of
measuring the velocity of a moving body.
When a vessel containing a fluid is whirled

rapidly round a vertical axis, the centrifugal

force produced by the whirling motion causes
the fluid to recede from the axis, and to rise

on the sides of the vessel, so that the surface

of the fluid assumes a concave parabolic form

;

and the distance to which the centre of the

surface falls below its original level is propor-

tionate to the velocity of rotation, and is sub-

ject to corresponding variations. Any method,
therefore, of measuring or rendering visible

the depression of the central surface, will

indicate variations in the velocity of rotation,

and an instrument constructed on this principle

is sometimes employed to measure the velocity

of machines. The velocity of flowing water
is veiy frequently measured by an instrument

called Wollmann*s tachometer, represented in

the annexed figure. It consists substantially

of a small windmill set in the stream. AB
is a horizontal axis on which the five inclined

;

vanes F F are fixed, and by the number of re-

volutions made by the axis in a given time

the velocity of the stream is determined.

axis has a few turns of a screw 0 formed on it,

which work into the wheel B, which in its turn

works the wheel E or any other train of wheel-

work, and by this wheel-work the number of

tt2
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rerolutions is recorded, and is read off bv the shifting the tacks of the sails from the one
aid of snitable Agures on the sides of the side to the other.

wheels. The entire instrument is sokwed to a Taokliig. In Law, a right which mort-

staff haring a tin rane attached to it to enable gagees possess in some cases of consolidating

it to be kept opposed to the current, and in order their securities. Thus, if there be three suc-

that the wheebwork may revolve only during cessive mortgages on the same estate, and the

the time of observation the wheels are carried third mortgagee advanced his money without

in a hinged frame G 0, by tightening a cord at notice of the existence of the second mortgage,

the end of which the wheel D is brought into he may take a transfer of the first mirtgage,

gear with the screw C on the axis, whereas by and hold the legal estate which he there-

relaxing the cord the axis runs loose without by acquires until both his charges are paid

acting on the wheels. The principle of this on, thus equeezmg out the second mortgagee,

machine is similar to that or the patent log This doctrine prevents any chi^e on land

by which the speed of vessels is measured. except legal first mortgage being a really
' Taobyaplialtlte (Or. raxtlr, ^ick, and satis&ctory security.

ftpringim off). A mineral of a dark Tackle (Dutch takel). A simple tackle

reddish brown colour which is found in short consists of one or more pulleys rove with a
thick prisms in the granite reins of Erageroe, single rope. The rope is termed a fall. The
in Norway. It is probably an altered Zircon, pulleys are called blocks ; the shell, or frame,

The name has reference to the tendency of contains the sheaves of the pulley which turn

the mineral to fly off from the gangue when on a pin. When a tackle is in use, one end of

struck. the fall is made fast, and called the standing

Tacbydrlte (Gbr. raxtfs, and tvater). end
; the other is hauled upon, and called the

A very deliquescent salt, resembling Car- running end. Overhauling a tackle is sepa-

nalHte, which occurs in roundish masses of rating the blocks
;
fleeting blocks is bringing

a yellow colour in the compact Anhydrite of them close together by hauling on the fall.

Stassfurt. It is a hydrated chloride of calcium Wooden blocks are generally bound on the out-

and magnesium. side, in the direction of their length, with a
Taohydromlaiu (Gr. raxvSpJ/aor, f^t grummet, which is called the strap of the

running). The name of a family of wading block. If this strap be continued so as to form

birds, of which the genus Tachudromus is the a tail, the block is called a tail or jigger block ,

type. The term is also applied to a family of and a tackle with its movable block so furnished

Saurian reptiles by Fitzinger, and to a family is called a jigger tackle, Bothway’s patent

of Dipterous insects by Mirgen. blocks are now much used
;

they are iron

Tkckydrosniui (Gr. raxvbp6fxos). A sub- strapped, the pin is better supported, and of

genus of LaaerUdes, differing from the true smaller diameter
;
they have iron swivel-hooks,

lizards in having a veiy long body and tail, The following are the principal points to be

with their fore legs veiy distaiit &om the hind attended to in the use of tackles: 1. The
legs, and the back covered with scales similar condition and strength of the straps, hooks,

to those on the belly. They are found in the and cordage. 2. That the faU is free from
Indian islands and China, and run with great kinks and turns, and enters freely into the

velocity ; whence their name of swift lizards. grooves of the sheaves. 3. The nature of the

Taotiygrapby (Gr. raxbs, and ypdtpesf / fastenings of every kind, which must be such

write). One of the many names of Greek de- as to insure security. 4. The proper stopper-

rivation which have been given to the art of ing the fall when necessary. [Stoppbmno a.

short-band writing. [Stexogbafht.] Pall.] 6. The prevention of accidents by men
Taebyllte (Gr. rax^f, and Alfier, stofte). treading on or striking the fall when taut 6.

A kind of Isopyre of a velvet-brown. or black The position of the men, which should be such

, colour, found on the Sftsebuhl, near Dransfeld, as to insure their safety in case of accident to

and at HdUengrund, near Munden, forming the tackle.

small masses in Bawlt and Wacke. It is a The chief simpletaddes used are awhip; whip
silicate of alumina and protoxide of iron. The upon whip

;
gun tackle ; luff tackle

;
gun tackle

;

name has reference to its rapid fusibility. but many other combinations of pulleys are

TsMb (Gr. rdaerut Ital. attaccare, Fr. used. Tne increase of effect produced by any
attacher, to arrange or fasten). In Naval simple tackle is represented by the sum of the

language, the wea&er clue or comer of a returns of the fall, which act immediately upon
course, as also of any sail set with a boom or every movable block in it.

gaff, and of a flag. Also, the rope which In a combination of tackles, where one acts

such clue is extended: thus, the main puh is on the running end of another, the result of

the rope by which the tack or weather due of their combined actions is found by multiplyuig

the mainsail is drawn down to the ship’s side, together the values ofths several simple tackles.

A ship fo said to be on the starboard tack It must be borne In imnd, that me use of

when die Is dose-hauled, having the wind on tadrlee afibrds an increase of power only at the

the derboatd side; and an the port tack expense of time.

when the 'innd |s on the port dde. 2b taek Tboaoiila (Tacso, ite Perttvisn name). A
4s tb ehaage fem one ti^ to the other by of ornamental shrubby dimbing Pdssi-

bringing the veseel’s heed to the wind, and faraaemt having the general appearsnse of
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Passiflora^ nncl tho same structure of stiimens,

pistil, and fniit, but differing in the great length
of the cylindrical tube of tho calyx, vhi(^ is

furnished with two crowns, one at tho throat
and the other near its base. In T, ruanicata^

a very handsome species, the tube scarcely ex-
ceeds in length that of a pission-flowcr. The
species are natives of Central America and
the West Indies. The. fruit of several of them,
as of other Paasifloracca^ viz. T.

trijmrtita, and apiciosa, are eaten.

Tactical Point. In War, any point on a
field of battle which may impede the advance
of an enemy to your attack, or may facilitate

the advance of your army to attack tho enemy.
Factical dicisive points for ojfcnce are all those

which, when occupied by your army, will enable

it to make an attack on the enem^ tho success of

which would be decisive on tho issue of the en-

gagement ; or those in possession of an enemy
which will enable him to frustrate your attack

on any other point of his position, or to inter-

sept your line of retreat if repulsed. Boversiug

these conditions, we have iactieal decisive points

for defence. The fiauks and most advanced
salients of tho position arc in general the most
decisive points.

Tactics (Gr. ToifT4«tis, from to

arrange). The science of moving troops in the

actual presence of and contact with an enemy.
The chief object is to place in action at the most
important points of attack a force stranger,

either numerically or by advantage of position,

than that of the enemy. rBATrus ;
Stiiateoy ;

War.]
TactlcSf Kavftl* The expression na val tac-

tics is commonly understood to relate to the at-

tack or defence of fleets or single ships ;
but as

tactical manoeuvres are necessarily practised

also in keeping any number of ships together,

whether for hostile or other purposes, the

subject, in fact, includes all considerations re-

lative to the closing or separating of vessels at

bca. In the days of sailing fleets, very ela-

borate rules were laid down for the manage^

ment of ships, so that each should avail itself

of the wind, without taking it from a neigh-

bour, and so on. The introduction of steam has

now made ships in great measure indepen-

dent of the wind. Proscribed tactics would
therefore be an anachronism, and tho motions

of each fleet in action must be regulated by tlie

plan of the commander-in-chief based upon the

actual circumstances of the time. [Rau.]

In action, it appears to have been the custom

to endeavour to engage the enemy’s whole fleet,

ship to ship. This, however, was, in most
cases, easily avoided, and actions were con-

sequently often indecisive. The drcumatance

of Lord Rodney’s through the French

fleet on th^ 12th of April, 1782, seems to have
drawn attention to the principle of separatmg

the enemy’s fleet into ^rtions which might be
attacked in detail. The merit of su^esting

the breaking of the enemy’s line on thui occa-

sion has been attributed to Mr. Clerk of Eldin,

author of a work on Tactics which appeared at
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the time, but the manoeuvre had been already
treated in French and Spanish worlts on
Tactics. One of the most striking applica-

tions of tho principle was exhibited in Lord
Nelson’s attamc at the battle of the Nile.

At the present day, when fleets consist of

ironclads and rams, all aimed with monster
artillery, tho prevailing tactic is nutumlly to

try to keep out of tho way of being hit or run
down, a proper precaution, since to be run down
by a ram is to be almost certainly sunk, llcucc,

fleets in action require far more space than
formerly.

Among tho works on Tactics may bo noticed,

Tuctiqne Navale^ by the Count Morogucs, whicli

was considered an improvement on Le Pero
Iloste’s work

;
Tactiva Anva/, by Salazar

;
and

Mr. Clerk of Eldin’s Naval Tactics^ above
quoted. Much information is contained in

Admiral Ekin’s Naval hatths
;
and remarks

on tho t;ictic8 of single actions are found in

Sir Howaid Douglas’s Naval Gunnery. Some
other works on the subject will be found in

any good catalogue of naval books.

Tactinvartant. The invaiiant which,

equated to zero, c.vpresses the condition lhat

two quantic cur\’e8 or surfaces touch each other.

A purely algebraical definition extending to

qualities in general could easily be given. The
recijprocant of any quantic, i. e. the function

which, equated to zero, expresses the condition

that the line ^ touches any curve, is

a tactinvariant, as well as a Contbavaiiiant.

Taotlon (Lat. tuctio, a touching). In Geo-
metry, the same as tangmicy or touching,

[Tangent.]
Taouarl. The South American name of

ceitiiin species of the Euphorbiuceous genus

.MaheUt whosehollow shoots are used as tobacco-

pipes.

Teenta (Lat.
;
Gr. raiyia, afillet)* A genus

of intestinal worms, commonly called the tape-

worm, The principal tape-worms infesting the

human body are : the Tccnia lata, Linn., now the

type of the genus Bothriocephalus—this rarely

occurs in Great Britain ; the Teenia sagiuata

or mediocanellata, endemic in Abyssinia and
Caffraria, occasionally occurring in England

;

the Taiiia solium. When this worm infests the

bowels, it often produces a variety ofanomalous
symptoms, and is very difficult to get rid of,

A great number of specifics have been

recommended for the cur© of tape-worm,

some of which seem to possess tho power of

destroying the creature, such as oil of male
fern, Kousso (Brayera a^Uhelmintica), &c.

The embryo of I'auia is excluded from the egg

as a bladder-worm or hydatid, and is usually

introduced, as such, withthemeatof theanimal

so infested, into tlie human bowels. Thorough

cooking of meat is the proper preventive.

[Entozoa.]
TjftMix- In Architecture, the lintel above

the architrave which separates it from the

fiiexe, in the Doric order.

TfitaloiAa (Qr. ramosthtSf Uks a riband)*

The name given by Cuvier to a family of
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Aeanthoptotygions fiahes, oomprelMnding those

which hiive » flattened ribbon-shaped bodjr;

also the name of a flunil^ of Stermminthoid

intestinal worms, of which the tape-worm
{Tania) is the type.

Tafbt^alili, [Tabuiah Spab; Wollas-
TOKITB.]

Tftffetj* A thm glossy silken fabric, for-

merly much used in England. It is ext^sWely
used on the Continent fbr window curtains.

Vaflto. [Tafia.]
i

Vaffo. A manure made in China, composed
of night soil mixed up with clay and formed

into cakes which are dried in the sun.

TaArall (Dutch tafiereel). The uppennost

rail of a ship’s stern.

Taf|^ The fragrant North African NAa-
ponticum aeaule, whi^ has the yiolet-Uke odour

of Acacia Famesiana, the Cassie flowers of the

perfumers.

Tafla or Taflia (Fr.). A yariety of rum
prepared in the West Indies by the fermentation

of the molasses of cane sugar.

’Tages. An old Etruscan diyinity, who is

represented to haye sprung as a beautiful boy
from the earth which a ploughman had fur-

rowed too deep. Tages at once taught the

Etruscans to foretell from the flight of birds

what was tohappen, and immediately alterwards

he died. Hence he was Worshipped as the

inyentor of augury. [Augurs.] A collection

of his prophecies was preserved in the books of

Tages.

Tagetes* The showy annuals cultivated

under the names of African and French Mari-

golds arc the most familiar representatives of

this genus of Com-positaf the species of which

are natives of Mexico, Peru, and Chili, but are

also grown in China and India, and in some
parts of the latter countiy are considered sacred

flowers. The scent of the common species is

stro^ and of^nsive, but the continuous flower-

ing T. tent^oUat with very finely cut leaves,

has a more agreeable balsamic smelL
Tagtllte* A hydrous phosphate of copper

of an emerald-green colour, found in fungoid

or botiyoidal masses, at Nym-Taguilsk, in the

Ural, on Brown Iron-Ore.

T^^rlla (Ital.). In Mechanics, the name
given to a particular combination of pulleys.
* The tadia consists of a system of fixed pulleys

coUectea in one common block, and also of a
system of movable pull^s in a separate block,

to which the weight is attached, with one string

going round all the pulleys, and having one of
its ends fixed to a point in the system, and the
other end going from one of the fixed pulleys

drawn by the power.' (Ventoroli’s Mechmict^
by CresswelL) Sometimes several taglias are

combined, so that one acts upon the other ; the
system is then a coTopomd tagUa, [Puzjgfr.]

MgUmootfraOpegMon, .Theoperathm
for the restoration of the nose, the SkmapkatU
of the 3E>ench« The merit ci inventiim this

operation k n^ially given to Tagliaeouus, a
Venetian fuigeon, who wirote imn the euhject

in 1598, and proposed the xe^kcement of the
599
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deficient organ bv an arddcial nose cut out of

the skin of the shoulder or arm. A supposed
modern improvementconsists in havingrecourse
for the new materials to the skin of the fore-

head, out of which a triangular piece is so

that it may retain connection at its apex, which
is downwards, and so admit of being twisted or

turned down to form the artifici^ nose by
adhesion to the recently cut surfaces of the

truncated organ. It appears that this operation

was practis^ in India from time immemorial,
and that it was also not uncommonly resorted

to by the Italians, and especially the Bomans,
amongwhom the loss of the nose was a punish-

ment of not unfrequent infliction. (An Account
! 0/ Two Suoceorfid OpetaHoM for restoring a
lost Nose, by J. 0. Carpue, London 1816;

I

Liston’s J^aoHeat Surgery, London 1837 ; and
Cooper’s Surgical Dictionary )

Tagiin (Gr. rey6t). In Ancient Greek
History, the title of the president of the Thes-
salian confederacy.

Tsdl (A.-Sax. tsegl). In ArcfiiitectUTe, tha
bottom of any member, or of a slab, or tile.

A tail trimmer is the trimmer next the wall,

into which the ends of joists are inserted in

order to avoid the fines. To tail mi anything
is to fix one end in the wall, so that the leverage

exercised by the projecting part should be
counteracted by the weight above it.

Tall. [Fbb Tail.]

TallXstata. In Law.* [Fbb Tail.]

Vail, Seproflnotton of. When the tail

of lizards, newts, and salamanders is severed,

a new tail is commonly developed ; but instead

of its being segmented into a series of vertebrae,

the notochord merely developes an undivided
and styliform osseous covering.

Tall-pieoeo. In Printing, ornaments, in

wood or metal, placed in short pages, partly to
fill up the vacancpr. [Fac

;
H^d-fxboes.]

TatUe (Fr. tailler, to out or slice
; a portion

taken out of an estate, as in English an estate

tail : the modem Latin form is tallia or talla-

p;ium).
^

In Ancient French Jurisprudence, any
impcMition levied by the king or any other lord
on his subjects. The royal tailler in old France,
which was the impost commo^y understood
under the general name, was a personal or
rather mixM contribution, from persons not
noble or ecclesiastical, oreiyo^ing certain other

Stions, imposed according to their sup-
ibilitv, and measured by their goods. As
‘ on tne ^cultural dass, it is described

by Adam Smim as 'a tax on the supposed
proAXa of the farmer, which they estimate by
^e stock whidi he has upon the farm.' (Book
iii, ch. ii.) In Languedoc, and one or two
other districts, the taule was real, i.e. imposed
on land and goods. This tax was render^
anni^ and permanent in 1445. The ex-
ceedingly nn&hr and oppressive nature of the
taaHe was one of the causes which led to the
French revolution. fBoruRntB.] The rml
taille is now replaced by the eontribu^ fan-
eihe, and the personal hy the oantr^uHon
personnels st moUlkiro.
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Talllotr (Fr.). In Architecture* [Abacus.]
Tallsle or Batail. In Scottish Xaw, this

term siffnifies, in general, any deed whereby
the legal course of succession is cut off and an
arbitrary one substituted. But, more strictly,

a deed of tailzie is one framed in terms of the
statute 1686, c. 22, and designed to secure the
decent of an heritable estate to the series of
heirs and substitutes called to the succession
by the maker of the tailzie. The principal
difference between Scottish and English en-
tails lies in the absence of any prorision, in

the law of the former country, similar to the
fictions of fines or recoveries in the latter,

whereby parties in possession were cnablorl

to cut off the entail. Several statutes hare
been passed since that of 1686 to give heirs

of entail in possession certain liberties which
they could not otherwise possess

; of which the
‘Rutherford Act’ (1848), 11 & 12 Viet. c. 36
(amended by 16 & 17 Viet. c. 14), is now the
ruling statute, giving power to heirs born since

its date to disentail on majority, and other-

wise relaxing the law us to those already born.

Tal or Tala. An Indian name for the
Palmyra Palm, liorassm ftahelliformia.

Talapolns, The title, in Siam, of the
priests of Fo, who are called in China, Seng

;

in Tartary, Lamas
;
and by Europeans, Bonzes.

Talbot. A hunting dog, between the hound
and beagle. The term is now almost obsolete.

Talbotypa. A photographic process so

called in honour of its inventor, Mr. W. A. Fox
Talbot. [Photography.]
Talc ((Ser, talk, probably akin to talg, tallow),

A very wdely diffused mineral which enters

into the composition of many crystalline rocks,

in which it also sometimes forms extensive

bods. It is a hydrated silicate of magnesia,

rarely met with crystallised, but generally in

granular, or foliated, masses of various colours,

frequently apple-CTeen or silver-white.

It is met witJ at Greiner, in the Tyrol;
Sabi a, Fahlun, and other places in Sw^en;
the Pyrenees, &c.

Talc forms the basis of the rouge used by
ladies

;
it is also employed by tailors for

marking lines on cloth, and in a powdered state

for making gloves and boots slip on easily, and
to diminish the friction of machinery.

Tale Apatite. A variety of Apatite con-

taining magnesia, found in the chlorite-slate of

the Scnischiinskian Mountains, in the UraL
Tale 0par« [Maonbsitb.]

Talelte. [Kacritb.]

Talent (Or. riiXaerov). A Grecian weight,

which was much used in the computation of;

money. It contained si^ty mime; but ite value

varied in different states. The Attic talent was
equivalent to about 198/. of English money;
the .^Bginetan to 331/.

Talee (Lat). In Law. If by reason of

challenges or other causes a sufficient number
of jurors do not appear at a trial, either party

may pray a tales ; i. e. may pray the judge

at the trial to allow a sufficient nnmoer of

qualified men who happen to be present (tales

TALLAGE
circumstantibus) to be joined with the othoi

jurors to make up^he twelve. In practice this

seldom arises, except in the case ef special jury
trials, when the talosmeu are taken from the

common jury panel in the same court. [Jury.
J

Taleafbr. An Indian name for the higldy

fmmnt leaves of Hhododendron Anthopoyon,

usra as a medicinal snnff in India.

TalloDla Xiex (Lat.). A punishment in

which a parson convicted of a crime suffen d
exactly in the same manner as he had ofiended :

thus an eye was required for an eye, and a tooth

for a tooth. This mode of punisliment was
recognised by the Mosaic law, and was in some
cases imitated by the Romans. If, from a
more advanced point of view, it appear bar-

barous^ we should not forget that the idea of

retaliation is a restriction on the license of
unlimited vengeance. The fallacy of the theory
is exposed in an apophthegm attributed to Lord
Bacon, which states that in Flanders a Flemish
tiler fell accidentally on a Spaniard, whom he
killed without being hurt himself, and
the next of blood insisted on the lex talionis,

the judge remarked tliat, if he urged that

sentence, he should go to the top of the house
and thon full down upon the tiler.

Tallpat or Talipot. The Indian names
of certain kinds of Palms, called by botanists

Corypha urrhraetdifera and C, Taliera.

Tallaman (from the Arabic, dual of the

noun tolesm). Among the Eastern nations, a
figure cut in metal, stone, &c., supposed to

have been mado with particular ceremonies,

and under particular astrological circumstani^es,

and to possess various virtues, but chiefly that

of averting disease or violent death from the

wearer. In a more general sense, any portable

object endowed with imaginary influence in

controlling evil spirits, &c., has been so de-

signated. The term is frequently used as

synonymous with Akulbt; but the latter is

not believed to possess such extensive powers
as the talisman. (See a carious article In the

Encgclopadia Metropolitana.)

Tallcoid. Sparry crystalline Talc from
Fresnitz.

TaUa^e (from Fr. taille). In the language
of the old English Law, this word is said

by Sir £. Coke to be a general name for

all taxes. According to the practice of earlj

feudal history in England, the tallage or toll

levied by the lord on his dependants, and de-

rivable from the produce of the lands which
^ey held of him, was arbitrary and discre-

tionary in the case of villeins, paid as a rent

in that of socagers, and in compensation

for military duties in that of tenants by
knight service. The power, however, of levy-

ing discrrtionaiy tallage was cheeked by the

Great Charter; and it appears to have been

early held, that the mesne lord could not claim

a tallage from his tenants except with the

king’s consent. By the latter end of the thir-

teenth century, it is clear that even villeins

were exempt from arbitraiy tallages. Hence
the right oS levying a talUge was never so
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opproBtiye as the taille in France. [Taillb;

Toll.] «
TflJlali. An Arabic name for the Abje-

siniaa Myrrh, produced by Acacia Sassa and
A* guTnmifcra,

IfalUoooiuili. A medicinal oil, called also

Kandah oiU made in Sierra Leone irom the

needy of Carapa guinemsis^ somctimen called

C. ToiUoucmna,
Tallow (Ger. talg). Animal fat separated

froni membranous matters by fusion. It con-

sists chiefly of stearin with a small quantity of

olein.

Tallow is an article of g^eat importance. It

is manufactured into candies and soap, and is

extensively used in the dressing of leather, and
in various processes of the arts. Besides our
extensive supplies of native tallow, we annually

import a very large quantity, ppincipaU^'

from Russia, whence more than half our

imports reach us
;
the imports of tallow from

that country exceeding 30,000 tons a year,

while those from Austrmia and South America
may be stated as averaging 4,000 and 2,000

tons respectively : the whole imports into this

country from all quarters havingbeen 1,160,219,

1,()14,S66, and 1,361,248 cwts. in 1803, 1864,

und 1865 respectively.

Tallow-tree* StiUwaia aehifirat the seeds

of which are covered with a waxy substance,

used in China for making candles.

Tally (Fr. tailler, to cut). The practice of

keeping a pledge, conveying orders, or guaran-

teeing accounts by laying two sticks of the

same size together, and making similar notches

ill each, is exceedingly ancient. It was the sym-
ho/u^u of the Athenians, probably the Scvtxle
of the Spartans, and it was the tallg of this

country ;
a mode of reckoning only lately anti-

quated, if indeed it be quite extinct The same
conveuience is the basis of the logal indenture.

Up to within the last forty years, the public

income was checked by tallies made of hazel or

ash rods, indented and aplit into two parts, one

part being retained by the payer, the other by
the teller of the exchequer. Paily sales of

milk to private families were registered in the

same way, as were also the scores kept by
brewers against publicans. It is said that the

more modem system of account-books is not

ibund to be possessed of checks equal in point

of safety to these ancient modes of reckoning.

TAlnaisd* The traditionary or unwritten

laws of the Jews. It is call^ unwritten^ to

distinguish it from the textual or written law

;

and is, in fact, the interpretation which the

rabbins affix to the law of Hoses. This inter-

pretation embodies their doctrine, polity, And
cermonies, and to it many of them adhere

more than to the law itself. [Kabbinisic.1

The word is derived from Heb. lamad, he

taught. The Talmud, therefore, is a book, or

volume, viduoh contains sudi doctrines and
dutias as era to the Jews by their own
authorised temkraf the ancient rabbins.

There are two /ralmuds, that of Jerusalem

and of Bfd>tlon : not to mention those ofm

TALMUD
Onkolos and Jonathan, which are rather para-

phrases than volumes of traditionary doctrines.

The Talmud of Jerusalem consists of twu
parts—the Oemara and the Miechna, The
Miechna signifies a doubling or reiteration ; tlie

Gemara, a work brought to perfection or com-
pleted—from the Chaldee gamar, to finish or

complete. The Gemara and the Mischiia to-

gether, strictly speaking, form the Talmud

;

but the rabbins sometimes designate the Pen-
tateuch of Moses the first part of the Talmud.
The Mischna is the work of Rabbi Judah

Hakkadosh, 120 years after the destruction of

the temple of Jerusalem. It is written in a
tolerably pure style, and its reasonings are

much more solid than those of the Gemara,
which was written about 100 years afte rwards
bv Rabbi Jochanon, the rector of the school at

Tiberias. These two works form the Jrrusalcni
Talmud.
But the Talmud of Jerusalem is less esteemed

than the Talmud of Babylon formed by Rabbi
Asa or Aser, who had an academy for forty

years at a place called Sara, near Babylon,
whence it was denominated the Babylonish
Talmud. It is this Talmud which the Jews
more frequently consult; and it is especially

esteemed by those Jews who live beyond tiie

Euphrates from the circumstance that it was
compiled at Babylon. Rabbi Asa died before

this celebrated commentary on the Mischna
was completed; but it was finished by his

disciples ^some say his children) about 500
years after Christ. With the exception of

the sacred authors, these Tulmuds, after the

Chaldee paraphrases, are the most ancient

books of doctrine possessed by the Jews.
A converted Jew in the year 1238 detected

several errors in the Talmud, which he laid before

Pope Gregory IX., who required the archbishop

of France and the kings of Spain and Portugal
to seize and burn all such books of the Jews,
and twenty cartloads of Hebrew books \v(tc

according^ burnt in France alone. Pope Paul
IV, and Clement VIII. also signalised tliom-

seives in destroying all the Talmudic books that

could be found, and many thousand voluiiu .s

of the Talmud were by their orders juridically

condemned to the flames.

The Talmud of Jerusalem was printed iu

one vol. folio, and that of Babylon in twelve

and fourteen vols. folio, which we find in a

bookseller’s catalogue thus described :
‘ Taluiiul

Babylonicum Hebraicum integrum ex Sapieu-

tum Scriptis et Respousis compositum u Rab.
Aser, additiB Conunent. Rub. 8al. larch i et

Bab. Mosis Maimonidis, Hebraice, 14 tom. folio,

Amstelodami 1644.*

Two curious works on the traditions ami
doctrines of the Jews, and selections from tie

Talmud, were written by Peter Stehelin and W
Wottott ; the former entitled Traditions of tht

Jem wUh the Ex^itiona and Doctrines of th
Bobbins contained in the Talmud and other Rah
binioal Writings, 2 vols. 8vo. 1742 ; the latter,

Misodlaneous Discourses relating to the Thntdi-

Hone and Usages of the Scribes and JPhartsees
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f» our 8aviour*s Time, 2 voU. 8vo. 1718.
(Encydopmdia Metropditana

; WoW; BiU, ii.

658 ; Bisenmenger, Zam mtdeokte Judenthum \

Milman's History of Christianity
; Les

ApdtTss^ Introduction
; Eemarks on the Study

of it in Quart. Beo. vol. zliii.) [Oabaxa.]
Talon (Fr.). In Architecture, the same as

OoKia.

Talookdar (Hin.). In India, the holder
of a talook, or district, generally smaller than
that held by a zemindeir, with proprietary
rights, concerning the validity and extent of
which, in some portions of the old Mogul em-
•pire, there has been much dispute: some re-

garding them as originally mere collectors of
revenue, others as possessed of a property in

the soil, to whom the actual cultivators are mere
subordinate holders. In Oude, in particular,

the case of the talookdars, a wealthy and
numerous body, has afforded of late much sub-
ject of discussion.

Talpa. A genus of burrowing insectivoi?Q^

mammals called moles
;
of which some species

( 71 ctBca, Savi) appear to be blind ; others, as

our indigenous Talpa europtsa^ have minute
eyes and a limited range of vision. The
mole is remarkable for the complicated re-

gularity of its subterraneous dwelling and
galleries.

Talpa. In Surgery, a tumour under the

skin or cuticle, commonly called a mole.

Taltallte. A mineral found in large quan-
tities near Taltal, in the desert of Atacama, in

Peru, where it forms the hulk of the copper ore

derived from tJie niijies. It occurs in masses
consisting of an agglomeration of long crystal-

line fibres of a black or brownish-black colour,

and consists chiefly of silicate of copper, to-

gether with the silicate of alumina and per-

oxide of iron.

Tala* (I^t. the ankle). The sloping heap
of fnqjments accumulated at the foot of a steep

rock.

The term talus has also been applied to the

astragalus, one of the bones of the ankle.

Tamanu. A green heavy resin from the

Society Islands, obtained from Calophyl/um ino-

pkglliim.

Tamarac. A North American name for

the Hackmatack, or American Larch, Larix
americana ,

Tamaricaceae (Tamarix, one of the ge-

nera). An ord(’r of hypog}’nous Exogens, con-

sisting chiefly of shrubs or uudershrubs, found

growing in maritime sands, or in sandy or

gravelly places along torrents in mountain
districts. Allied in many respects to Portu-

Ltcacea, ElafinacitF, and Hifpmcaceee, they are

at once known by the structure of the ovary,

which is not completely di\ndcd into cells,

but contains three placentas erect from the

Iwse of the cavity, these being either quite

free, or cohering variously with each other or

with the walls of the cavity, so as to form three

imperfect cells
;
and by the erect seeds bearing

long hairs.

Tatnarindus. This name is supposed to
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TAMARIX
be derived flrom the Arabic Tamar^ signifying

dateSt and Indus^ in allusion to the country

whence the tree was originally derived. The
Tamarind-tree, 7! indica, is the only species of

the genus, but the East Indian variety has long

pods, with six to twelve seeds, whereas the va-

riety cultivated in the West Indies has much
shorter pods containing one to four seeds. The

TamarlnduB Indies (fruit).

tree has an elegant appearance, from its

graceful pinnated foliage and its racemes of

sweet-smelling flowers. Tamarind-pods, as

imported from the East Indies, vary in

length from three to six inches, and are

slightly curved. They consist of a brittle

brown shell, within which is a soft acid brown
pulp, traversed by strong woody fibres ; the

seeds are again immediately invested by a thin

membranous covering. West Indian tamarinds

are usually imported preserved in syrup, the

outer shell having been removed. Tamarinds
owe their grateful acidity to the presence of

citric, tartaric, and other vegetable acids. In

addition to their cooling quaiities, they set us

gentle laxatives, aud are useful in some, forms

of sore-throat. The pulp mixed with salt is

used as a liniment in rheumatism by tho

Creoles of the Mauritius. The timber is valu-

able for building purposes, and furnishes ex-

cellent charcoal for the manufacture of gun-
powder.

Tamarisk. [Tamabix]
Tamarite. A Miiieralogical synonym for

Copper-Mica, from its occurrence atHuel Tamar.
Tamarix (Tamarisia, the people among

whom it grows). A name given by botanists

to some shrubs of slender growth, known as

Tamarisks. They are clotlied with very small
green leaves and long spikes of pink flowers,

the natural country of which seems to extend

from Spain to Delhi, occupying a band of ten

or twelve degrees of latitude. They represent

the order Taniaricacea.

The Tamarisk will bear exposure to any
degree of wind. The steriis and leaves

abound in sulphate of soda, and a species

either closely allied to or identical with the

common Tamarisk produces in Arabia a sub-

stance considered by the Bedouins a great

dainty, and called by them mann pr Manna.
Ill the month of June it drops from the

branches upon the fallen twigs and leaves,

which always cover the ground beneath tlie

tree, and being collected and cleaned is eaten

with bread. Some travellers suppose this sub-

stance to be not an exudation from the tree,

but the produce of an insect which infests the



TAMBAC TANGENT PLANE
Tamaxidc. It is aaid to be most abundant in Point, the tangent at it will be unique ; and,

lainy aeasons. unless the curve be of the second order, it will

VamtoM. [Tokbac.] cut the curve again in points which are termed

ItenkHookle Wood* A hard handsome TANosNTiaLS* If two of these tangentials

wood, which, when powdered, is used by the coincide with each other, the tangent is termed

South African S&ilus as an emetic.
^

a Doublb Tangent. A tangent is termed

Tambonsine (Fr. tambourin). A mnsi- stiUionary when one of the tangentials coin>

cal instrument of percussion of the drom cides with the point of contact. [Tangent,
species, being a cylinder of about six inches Stattonabt.]

long in which bells are suspended. It is To find the equation to the tangent is a
covered at one end with parchment, after the simple problem in the differential calculus which

fashion of a drum. is explained in all text-books. If the equation

Tammela Taatallta. A variety of Tanta- to the curve, rendered homogeneous by the in-

lite from Tammela, in Finland, contmning only troduction of a third co-or(&nate, r, be ueO,
a small quantity of tin. the homogeneous equation of the tangent at

Taxnplng. A term used by miners to ex- a point rj) will he
press the filling up of a hole bored in a rock

for tlie purpose of blasting. j -» 0
Tamping. In Military Mining, packing dx^ ^ dx\

*

with rammed earth, sand-bags, &c. that pmrt of

themine nearest to the charge. This isintended where Ui denotes what tt becomes when
to increase the effect of the charge. x, y, b are replaced by x„ y,, -v,. This
Tamus* Of this, the only European repre- equation, it will be seen, is that of the polar

sentative of the order Hioscoreaceaj one well- line of jTj, y,, [Poles and Polars.]
known species, T.comznttww, is the Black Bryony Euclid has shown that no straight line can
of our hedges. It has thick tuberous roots, be drawn between a circle and its tangent
sending up annual twining stems, which grow to which does not cut the circle. This property

a greatlength, and climb over bushes and hedges, is true of all other curves, and the contact of

The large fleshy roots of the Bryony contain a curve with its tangent is called a contact

an abundance of acrid clammy juice, and were of the first order. [Contact.]
formerly used in the preparation of stimulating When rectangular co-ordinates are employed,
plaisters. Rustic practitioners employ them for the term ifaiiyeuf is frec^uently applied to that

removing the discoloration of the skin from portion thereof which is intercepted between
bruises. The fruits steeped in gin are a popular the point of contact and the abscissa axis,

remedy for chilblains. The intercept, on this axis, between the ordinate

Tang or Tangle. The common name of and the tangent is termed the Svbtangrnt.
Laminaria digitata. The Orkney kelpmen give When polar co-ordinates are used, the portion
til is name exclusively to the narrow-frouded of the tangent which is intercepted hetwoen
variety, while the ordinary form is called the radius vector to its point of contact and
Cuvy. What is called Black Tangle is Fueue a perpendicular to this radius vector through
veaiculoem. the pole, is termed the polar tangent; it is

Tangenetoi (Lat. tango, 7 towsK^, In the

ancient Geometry, the prohleTn of tangencies expressed by > where ds dmiotes the arc-

or tactiwie was one of the six branches of the

geometrical analysis created by Apollonius of ^ at. i.* i* i.

Perga. Its general object was to describe a T^onometry, the ratio of the peipendicu-

circle passing through given points, and touch- any nght-angled trmngle is

itig stniight lines or circles given in position, tangent of the anfie at the base ;

the number of data in each case being, of of an arc, m earlier works

course, limited to three. Of the treatise of trigonometry, is meant the portion of the

Apollonius some lemmas only were preserved in tangent at one extremity of the arc intercepted

the mathematical collections of Pappus. From between the radii to the two extremities,

those collections the treatise was restored by Tangent, ZaflecUouaL [Inflectional

Vieta, of whose restoration there is an Englisn Tangents.]

translation by Lawson, with the addition of a Tangent Flane. In Geometry, it is shown

supplementby Fermat, on Spherical Tangencies. ‘hat the tangents at any ordinary point on a sur-

The principal cases of the problem of plane to the several plane sections through that

tangencies are given, and neatly demonstrated, all lie in one plane. This is called the <an-

in Leslie^s d^metrioal Analym, gent plane to the surface at the point in ques-

TaiMTC*!*^ (lat. tango, i towh). In Geo- If the Cartesian equation IT»0 oi the

jnetiy, a r^ht line passing through twoconsecu- surface be rendered homogeneous by the intro-

tlve points of a curve. If we conceive a ri^ht duction of a fourth co-ordinate, u, the homo-

line to rotate around one of its intersection geneous equation of the tangent plane at the

points witb^ the Onrve until another intersec- point x^, Sj, u, will be

tion poini cornea to coincide with the first, it .

will in the last position become a tangent.

Unless the pc^t on the curve be a Multiple dxi dyi dz^ du^
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^jj problem, to determine the equation of the

where &c. denote what &c. cuzre when its eubtangent at any point is

given, r^oires an intention, and is conse-
become when x, y, ir, u axe replaced by qnenUv, in gjmeral, attended with much greater

In general the tangent plane intersects the difficulty. Ihe first problem was called the
surface in a curve which has the point of contact direct, and the second the inverse method of
for a double |>oint. [iNOicaTBix.! The two tangents. The terms are synonymous with
tangents to this curve at the double point are differential and intewal calcvlus,

termed Inflexional Tangents. Should the TangentUila. The tangentials of a point

latter coincide, the curve will have a cusp, and on a curve are the intersections with the curve
at an ai^acent point thereto will coincide with of the tangent at that point. Every point on a
the original tangent plane, which is then said curve of the order has n—2 tangentials.

to be stationary. In the case of a cubic, each point has but one
Tangent Scale. [Sights for Ordnance.] tangential, and the tangentials of three points

Tangent Screw. An endless screw, ap- in the same right line are themselves in a right

plied as a tangent at the edge of a toothed line. [Transversals.]
wheel, with which the screw gears, and by TangSlcin or Tsuagnln. Acrystallisable
each revolution of the screw the wheel is neutral principle said to possess narcotic pro-
turned on its axis the distance of one tooth perties, extracted from the kernel or seed of

of the wheel from the next one. Screws of the Tanghinia venenifera, a native of Mada-
this kind are useful for minute adjustments, as gascar. The extract ofthe seed has been called

a considerable amount of rotation in the screw Tanginme.
gives but a small amount of rotation to the Tangblnla (Tanghin, its Malagassy name),
wheel. The Tanghin, or Tanquen, is the only plant be-

Tangent, Statloaary-- In Geometry,^ a longing to a genus of the Apocynacecs^ named
tangent which meets a curve ii\ three consecutive Tanghinia, confined to Madagascar. T. veneni-

points. The point of contact is called a point fera is a tree with smooth alternate thickish

of inflexion, [Ixplbxion, Point op.] A curve leaves, clustered towards the points of the

being regarded as the envelope of a line which branches, and bears large terminal cymes of

turns continually around one of its own ^nts ftowers, having a salver-shaped corolla with
(itself in motion), this line becomes a rose-coloured lobes. The ovary is double,

tangent when, previous to turning iii an oppo- with a long style and thick stigma, but in gene-

site direction, its motion is for an instant ral only one comes to perfection, forming an
arrested. ellipsoid fruit, somewhat pointed at the ends,

TangentSf Metlkod of. A method, based and having a smooth purplish skin tinged with

on kinematical principles, and devised by Ko- green, containing a hard stone surrounded by
berval in the seventeenth century, for con- a thick fibrous fiesh. In Madagascar tho na-

stnicting the tangent at any point of a curve, fives formerly placed unbounded confidence in

It consists simply in the composition of the the poisonous seed of the Tanghin as an in-

several velocities which the generating point fallible detector of guilt. The portion used as

is known to possess
;
for tho direction of the an ordeal is the seed, which is pounded, and

resultant velocity will obviously coincide with a small piece is swallowed by each person to

the required direction of the tangent. Thus be tried : those in whom; it causes vomiting

the generating point of a parabola may be re- escape, but to those whofi|6 stomachs retain it

garded as ha\Mng two equal velocities, one along it is quickly fatal, and their guilt is then held

the focal radius vector, and the other parallel to be proven. [Ordeal Bean.]

to the diameter. Hence we may conclude that Tanlstry (Gael, tanais-teaend). An ancient

the direction of the resultant velocity, in other Irish custom of descent, defined as ‘descent from

words, the tangent, will bisect the angle between the oldest and worthiest of the blood.’ (Sir

the radius vector and a parallel to the axis—a J. Davies’s Cases before the Irish Judges,

well-known theorem. Robervarsmethod,though 1762.)

still occasionally used, is interesting chiefly as The name, however, is alone local. The
being the forerunner of Newton's more elabo- custom of tanistry is universal in rude societies,

rate method of fluxions. An account of it, where the security of the administration will

written by one of Roberval’s pupils and con- not permit a minor or incompetent person to

taining numerous applications, will be found assume the reins of government. The elec-

in the Mhnoires de UAgad, Boy, des Bcknccs, tions of the Merovingian kings in France, of the

tome vi. Paris 1730. Gothic kiiiM in Spain, of the Anglo-Saxon kin^s

One of the earliest uses which was made of in England, and, for some time, even of their

the differential calculus was to find the posi- Norman successors, was determined by the

tions of tangents to curve lines ;
and hence the worthiness of any member of the royal house,

calculus itself, in its earW period, was often de- The principle of an indefeasible hereditary right,

nominated the method of tangents. When the resting in one individual, is of later origin. But

equation of the curve is given, it is easy to find the worst feature in the Irish custom was its

the tangent at any point, as only a simple concomitant custom of gavelkind, by which a

differentiation is required in addition to the redistribution of the property possessed by the

ordinary operations of algebra; but tho inverse sept or clan was made on the decease of the
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chief ; a custom wholly incompatible with the

growth of civilisation and wealth.

Taftk (Sansc. tanghi, Tort, tanque). In
Gardening, a cistern, or reservoir, made of

stone, slate, timber, or some other material,

used in collecting and preserving water during

a scarcity or drought. Tanks are sometimes

built in the ground, and lined with lead or

cement* (Loudon’s Wncyc, of Gardening^ p. 608.)

TanK. In the Navy, a case of sheet iron

about four feet square, and containing about

two tons* Bilge tanks are of various forms, in

order to employ the vacant spaces near the sides

in small vessels. Wooden casks were formerly

employed ;
but iron tanks have for many years

been used in the navy, from their incomparable

superiority over casks in keeping the water

sweet.

Taanonlte* A double sulphide of bis-

muth and copper found at Tannenbaum in

Saxony.

. Tanner** Bark. The bark of oak,chestnut,

willow, larch, and other trees, which abounds
in tannin, and is used by tanners for preparing

leather. After being exhausted of the tanning

principle by being chopped into small pieces, or

bruised, and steep^ in water, it is laid up iu

heaps to dry, and in this state is sold to g^-
deners for the purpose of producing artificial

heat by fermentation in pits or beds, in bark-

stoves or pits. [Stove.]

Tannio AAlfi. Tannin. The pure astringent

principle of vegetables, upon which their power
of converting skin into leather depends. Its

leading character is its property of producing a

dense whitish precipitate in a solution of ani-

maljelly, such, for instance, as isinglass. The
action of astringents upon persalts of iron has

given rise to its distinction into two varieties

tJte first changing them to deep blue or black,

the second to green. The tan of galls, oak-

bark, grape-seeds, &c. possesses the former

property ; that of catechu and tea the latter.

I^verai varieties of tannic acid are distin-

guished, as to the sources whence they are

obtained, as gaUotannic arid from gall-nuts,

gnercUannic from oak-bark, minwtannic from

catechu, &c., each having certain peculiarities,

but all agreeing iu forming insoluble compounds
with gelatine, and producing a black colour

with persalts of iron. Tannin occurs iu an
infinity of plants, and may be detected iu their

infusions by the tests just mentioned, and by
their astringeut taste. GaUotannic add, ob-

tained by &e action of washed ether upon
powdered galls, may be taken as a specimen

of tannin in its purest form; it is yellowish,

amotions, very soluble in water, reddens

litmus, and tastes intensely astringent; its

aqueous solution absorbs oxygen from the air,

and passes into gt^ia add ; when boiled with

dilute sulpburic add, it is resolved into gallic

add and glucose, as shown in the following

equation

8KO *! 80|aBc0m *1* Ou^iatOia

seM*
^
wvww. 0«me mM* OIumm.
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By digesting powdered chareoal in nitric acid,

and carefully evaporating the solution, Mr.
Hatchett obtained a brown astringent substance

which precipitated gelatine, and which he called

artificial tannin, {Phil. Trans, 1805, 1800.)
The uses of tannin are numerous and important

:

among them may bo mentioned especially the

manufacture of leather, the formation of black

dyes, of writing ink, and its medicinal and
dietetic applications.

Tannlii. The astringent principle or tannic
acid of the bark or galls of the oak and other
trees [Bauk], of the leaves of sumach [Kuus],
and of other vegetable productions, used for

tanning leather. The name has reference to its

property of combining with the skins of ani-

mals, by which they are prevented frombecoming
putrid, and rendered impervious to water. Tiie

process by which this is effected is called

tanning.

Tansy (Fr. tanaisie). The common name
for Tanaoetum vulgare^ a perennial herb of tlie

Composite family. The herb and fiower-heads

of this plant, used sometimes as a kind of

medicinal pot-herb, have a disagreeable though
somewhat- aromatic odour, and a strong nau-

seous bitter taste. A small portion is sometimes
added to omelets, and Tansy wine enjoys some
reputation among rustic practitioners as a sto-

machic. The curled-leaved variety is a very

beautiful plant for garnishing dishes.

Tantalite. Native tantalic acid. It occurs

crystallised in iron-black quadrangular prisms,

wliich are mostly incomplete and variously

modified. The chief localities where it is found
are Finland; Clianteloube, near Limoges, in

France
;
Bodeumais, iu Bavaria; and Haddam,

in Connecticut Certain varieties from Fiiibu,

Broddbo, and Kimito, contain a large quantity

of oxide of tin. [Oassitebotantalite.]

The metal Tantalum was discovered by £cke-
berg in specimens from the last-mentioned

locality.

Tantalnm. A rare metal, formerly sup-

posed to be identical with culumbium. It is

found in Tamtalite and yTTBO-TAJJTAi.iTE.

Tuitain* (Gr. TcIvtoAos). The myths uf

Tantalus and Uon may be considered together,

as exhibiting, throughout, the working of the

same ideas. These myths exist in many versions,

the chief points in each being the following.

Tantalus is represented by some as a son of

2^u8, his wife being Buryanassa. His children

are Pelops, Broteas, and Niobe, and he is said

to have been king of Lydia, of the Phrygian
Sipylus, or of Argos. Admitted to the banquet-

table of Zeus* he was made acquainted with the

secret counsels of the Hither of gods and men.
These, contrary to his promise, he made known,
and for this offence he was punished by being

placed in the midst of a lake, the waters <»

which turned to slime when he stooped to
drink of them, and under branches laden with
fruit, which vanished when he sought to grasp
them, while over his head a huge rock susi>endea
in the air threatened eonstanUy to destroy him.
Another version relates that, "like the sons of
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Lycaon, Tantalus served up to S^ns at a banquet to the laden branches, his breath withers the

the body of liis son Pelops, while another eays fruits and dries the streams as in a time of

that he stole nectar and ambrosia, and gave drought, and thus, in the words of the Homeric
them to his people. (Pindar. i. 98.) It is poet {OtJyas, xi. 187), only black mud and
also w’latM that lie was intrusted by Paiidareos gaping clay remain in place of flowing water,

with the care of the dog which had guarded the and the leaves shrivel up beneath the fierce

infant /eiiS in Crete, but tW when Pandareos glare of noonday. The rock which hangs over

deinandfd back the dog, Tantalus declared Tantalus and wreatens to crush him is the

that he bad never received it.
^

Cyclops Polyphemus [Cvclopbs], and the

According to one tradition, Ixion was a son Ttieban Sphikx, which broods ominously over

of Phlcg}'as, and the husband of Dia, the the city of OSnirus, both being images of the

daughter of Hesioneus, to whom he refused to thunder>cloud, which gathers into the shape of

give the rich presents which he had promised mountains, and remains motionless in the sky

for the gift of his child in marriage. When until its wrath breaks forth in the storm.

H(isioneu8 insisted on the performance of the [Vkitra.]

contract, Ixion invited him to a banquet and The punishment of Tantalus, which has given

then let him fall into a pit full of fire. (Dio- rise to the verb tantalise, answers to the dis-

dorus iv. 69.) Zeus alone of all the ^ds could appointment of Orpheus when he turns too

be induced to purify Ixion from this murder, soon to embrace Eurydikfi, who is following

and Ixion rewarded his kindness by attempting him from Hades. In the restoration of Pelops

to win the love of Hera. Put Zeus placed in to life we see the operation of that power which
his way a phantom resembling Hera, and by is exercised at will by the Colchian Medeia.
this phantom Ixion became the father of the Like that of Eurydik^, the name of Euryanassa,
Centaurs. As a punishment for his treachery the wife of Tantalus, belongs to that vast class

to Zeus, he was bound on a blazing cross of of names which denote the broad flush of light

four limbs, which rolls round in the air for ever which overspreads the sky at dawn,
and ever. (Find. Pytk. ii. 73.

J
Phrases of the same import with those which

Thus these two myths closely resemble each gave shape to tlie legend of Tantalus account

other, while the chief incidents of each recur in for the myth of Ixion. Like the name Orpubvs,
other legends, in which the names and details the name Ixion is explained by a comparison
pohit to mythical phrases indicating the action with the Sanscrit Akshivan, the being who turns

of the sun. Tantalus lives in a golden palace on a wheel (Gr. Lat. axis, axle). Of this

like that of Helios, fi’om which Phaethdn w'ent identification, M. Breal (‘ Le Mytlic d*(Edipe,’

forth on his ill-starred journey. His wisdom Eemie ArcUolorfiquc for Sept. 18G3) says that

is the wisdom of Phoebus Apollo {Hymn to no doubt can remain when in Vcdic hymns wo
Hermes, 634), received immediately from Zeus, read of the wheel of the sun, and the battle

and which he may not impart even to Hermes, waged by Dyaus (Zeus, the heaven) to snatch

His frequent communings with Zeus are paml- it from the grasp of night. Thus Ixion loves

leled by the daily visits of Helios to the dizzy Hera, the queen of the pure air, os Indra loves

heights of heaven. His theft of nectar and the Dawn and Phoebus loves Daphne. In his

ambrosia for the benefit of his friends answers children the Kentaurs [Centaurs] are seen

to the stealing of the fire by Prometheus
;
and the Sanscrit Gandharvas, the bright clouds in

in the gifts thus bestowed by Tantalus on his whose arms the sun reposes as he journeys

people we see the wealth which the sun brings through the sky. The treasure-house of Ixion

from the sky and lavishes on the children ofmen. answers to the golden palaces of Tantalus and
The hound given to him in pledge by Pandareos Helios. These are represented ns flaming with

is the hound of Artemis, which reappears in the gold : the treasure-chamber of Ixion is a gulf

talc of Pboorib ; it is the migh^ bound of the of fire which scorches the body of Hesioneus,

gods (the wind), who chases the clouds over when he insists on the fulfilment of Ixioifs

seas and mountains, always felt but never seen, promise. The darkness and gloom which follows

and which the sun cannot, therefore, restore, this deed is a time of pla^e and drought.

The slaughter of Pelops, although as repulsive answering to that which is brought about by
as the legend of Erichthonios (ApoUodorus iii. the efforts of Tantalus to appease bis thirst.

14, 6), may, like that tale, be traced to similar When pardoned for this offence, Ixion incurs

m^khical phrases. The warmth of the sun deeper guilt» and each day his love for Hera
brings to light the fruits of the earth, which is becomes warmer, as the summer sun gains a

his bride
;
ms raging heat kills his offspring, greater power ; but when he seeks to embrace

which is offered up as a scoreW and wiwer^ her, she vanishes like Daphne from Pheehus or

victim in the eyes of Zeus (the sky). His Euiydik^ from Orpheus, and Ixion himself is

punishment accords not less closely with the bound to that fbuivspok^ wheel which figures

meaning of the old mythical expressions, to the eye the disc the sun at noontide.

Herme^ who a fire and roasts the Like Feleus, Ixion has horses which cannot

sacrifice, cannot appease his hunger, for the die, and which under the names of Xaathos

wind cannot eat of tnat which the fire devours, and Balios are yoked to thechariot of Achilleus.

like Tantaltts, the snn may look on the The name of his father Phlegyas (^A^l is

fruits of the earth orm the clear rivers
;
but significant of burning heat, and the withholding

if he stoops to drink and brings his lips near of the bridal gifts after the marriage of Dia
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corresponds wUh an incident in the story of

Hesionfe, whcro Laomedon, playing the part of

Ixion, refuses to give to Heracles the horses

which he had promised to him for the rescue of

his daughter.

Vaiitalaa*s Cap. A philosophical toy

whioh amusingly exhibits the principle of the

siphon. Into a hole in the bottom of a cup A
the longer leg of a siphon 15 C I)

f

is cemented, so that the end D of

tlio shorter leg nearly touches the

bottom of the cup wi&iin. When
water is poured into the cup, it

rises in the shorter leg of the

siphon until it reaches the level

of tile top of the bend ut C, when
it flows over into the larger leg,

and is carried off at G-
;
so that

if water is not supplied to the

cup faster than it is drawn off by
the siphon, the cup will be emptied.

To form the toy, the legs of the siphon are

concealed by the hollow figure of a man whose
chin is on a level with the bend of the siphon

;

so that the figure stands like Tantalus m the

fable—up to the chin in watc'r, but unable to

quench his thirst.

Tsuatlpartlte ranotlon. This term de-

notes a function which is linear with respect

to several distinct sets of quantities. Thus,

a determinant is a tantipiirtite function, the

elements in each lino or column constituting

a set. When there are only two sets of

facients, th^ function is said to bo lineo-linear ;

an example of such a function, y, and
jr', y being the two sets of facients, is

ojx' + bxt/ + ca!y + dytj,

Tanystomes (Gr. I stretch, and
(rrfjua, a mouth). The name of a family of

Uipt4*rous insects, comprehending those which

have a projecting proboscis, with the last joint

of the antennee undivided.

Tanyatropheus (Gr. raadw, and <rrp4<po9,

to iufut). A genus of Sauropterygian Heptilia,

in wliich the longitudinal diameter of the

vertebrae was greater than in any other ver-

tebrate animal, recent or fossil.

Tap Hoot. The main root of a plant,

which strikes perpendicularly into the soil.

It is sometimes succulent with few fibres,

as in the carrot and radish ; sometimes woody
with many horizontal ramifications, as in the

oak-tree. This tap root grows in advance of

the other roots, and acts as a sort of anchor to

keep the tree firm in the ground; hence, in

transplanting trees or shrubs, it should never

be divided.

Ts^-rootefi. Having a large simple conical

root, which forms a centre round which the

divisions are arranged.

T*pp«worsn. [Tjb^u.]ar (A.-Sax.). In 3&tany, this term is

ioj^rts the oppraite of angular ; nm-
atly employ^ in Ooiitrwlistinction to that torm,

when speaking of long bodies. [Tsbetb.]

iapisserie, from tapis, Lat.
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tapeto). An omamcnt'il figured textile fabric

of worsted or silk for lining the walls of

apartments. Of the earlier manufactories of

this kind were those of Arras, Brussels,

Antwerp, and Valenciennes. Those of Arras
w<;ro executed chiefly in wool with a little

hemp and cotton, but without silk or gold

or silver thread. The best known tapestry

is now produced at the Gobelins royal manu-
factory near Paris.

In Painting, the word tapestry is applied to

a representation of a subject in wool or silk, or

both, worked on a woven ground of hemp or

flax.

Tapioca. The prepared starch of the
root of the Manihot utdissima^ employed as
a diet for invalids. The root abounds with
a milky juice, which is poisonous, but which
deposits an inert starch when diffused through
water. It is called Cassava, and is rendered
harmless by boiling.

Tapir. The name of a genua of Perisso-

dactyle Mammals, of which three existing

and several extinct species have been deter-

mined. Of the existing species one is a native

of Sumatra, the other two of South America.
They have a short proboscis; four toes on
the fore foot, and three toes on the hind foot.

Tar (A.-kix. tare, Ger. theer). A dark
brown or black viscid liquid obtained in

the destructive distillation of organic mat-
ters. There are three principal kinds of tar

:

wood tar, obtained in the manufacture of

wood vinegar and wood spirit by tlie de-

structive distillation of wood ;
Stockholm tar,

largely used in the arts, as in shipbuilding,

&c., which is obtained by a rude distillatio

per descensum of the roots and other useless

parts of the resinous pine
;
and coal tar, ob-

tained during the destructive distillation of

coal in the manufacture of coal gas. The
tars are extremely complex mixtures. Wood
tar yields on repeated fractional distillations

paraSfin, eupion, picamar, kapnomor, cedriret,

and creosote. The residue left in the retort

constitutes pitch, and from it the two hy-
drocarbons chiysen and pyren have been ob-

tained. Coal tar by distillation furnishes

carbolic acid or phenol ; cresylic alcohol

;

xylylic alcohol ; the liquid hydrocarbons
benzol, toluol, xylol, cumw, and cyrool; the

solid bydrocarbo&B naphthalin, paranaphtha-
lin, and paraffin ; rosollc and brunolie acids ;

and the basio compounds aniline, cespitine,

pyridine, picoline, Intidine, coUidine>parvoline,

coridine, rubidine, viridine, leucoline, cxyptidine

and pyrtoL
In former days, tar water, under the au-

thority of Bishop Berkeley, was considered

as a universal remedy, more especially in

rheumatic, syphilitic, and cutaneous affections.

The bishop’s practice was ridiculed with much
point and eff&t in a pamphlet by Mr. Keeve,
entitled A Cure for the Smdmie Madness of
Drinking Tar Weisr, in which he says ;

* In your
younger days, nqy lord, youmade the surprising

discoveiy of the unreality of matter, and
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now in yonv rip«r age you have undertaken

to prove the re^ty of an universal remedy:
an attempt to talk men out of their reason

did of rignt belong to that philosopher who at

first tried to reason tiiem out of their senses.’

Tar, Mlnesml. A viscid variety of Bitu-

men, much resembling Petroleum.

Vnnu An Indian name for Cory^ha Taliera,

the Tahpat Palm.
Tnraiils. In Mythology, a Celtic divinity,

confounded by Latin writers with their Jupiter.

(Lucan, PAora. i. 446.)

Tunuatella. [TajtAimnJL.]

Tamntaln (so called from Taranto in

Sicily). The name of a Fabrician ^enus of

pedipalpous pulmonary Araohnidans, infesting

the torrid regions of Asia and America. The
group is now divided into the genera PhrynuB
and Tkdyyhtmw, The term is also applied to

a genus of spiders found in some parts of Sicily,

whose bite produces a train of symptoms long

believed to be curable only by music. From
this word is derived the term tarantella^ the

national dance of the Sicilians.

Taraxa^in. A crystallisable bitter prin-

ciple contained in the juice of the root of

dandelion ( Tarctxojotim dena leonia).

Taraxaoimi. The Dandelion, one of our
most familiar weeds, is the type of this genus

of Composites. This plant, the T. dena leonia^

is universally found in Europe, Central Asia,

North America, and the Arctic regions, and
varies much in stature and appearance, according

to the locality in which it grows. The rootstock

is extensively used in medicine as an aperient

and tonic, especially in liver-complaints. It

has also diuretic properties, and may be used
in the same manner as chicory. The leaves are

eaten by cattle with advantage, and are greedily

devour^ by rabbits.

The bright yellow flowers of this plant open
in the morning between five and six o’clock,

and close in the evening between eight and
nine—hence this was one of the plants selected

by Linneeus to form his floral clock.

Tardigsmdea (Lat. tardus, alow; gradior,

I march). A family of edentate Mammals,
comprising those which are remarkable for the

slowness of their motions when upon the ground,

as the sloths.

Tardo (Ital. ahw). In Music, a term de-

noting that the movement to which it is afiSxed

is to be performed slowly. It is nearly the

same in signification as largo,

Vare. In Agriculture, the name of the

common Vetch ( Vida aaHva),

Tabbl In Commei?ce, tare is a deduction

made from the weight of goods by taking into

account the weight of the packing. It is said

to be rsa^, when the true weight of such a

padangisesrimated; when af^similar

cases are takun, and the average estimated an

equal on aU the cases; cuatomary^ when a uni-

form weight is taken as the rule of the place.

Some of the weights found in England, as the

hundred of 112 lbs. and probably the pound of

16 ounces, mate originally inclusive of the tare.
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The hundred passed through another stage

when it was reckoned at 108 lbs.

Targiun* A Chaldee word, denoting,

generally, the Chaldee, or more properly

Aramaic, versions of the Old Testament ;
the

two best known being those of Jonathan Ben
Usziel (or rather the Pseudo-Jonathan), an
author who wrote a paraphrase or commen-
tary upon the Greater and Lesser Prophets,

about B.o. 80 ; and of Onkelos, upon the Pen-
tateuch, winch is considered the most valuable

of all, and is referred to the first century of our

era. {Bkcy. Met,
;
see also the treatise on this

subject, under the head 'Versions,' by Mr.
Emanuel Deutz, in Smith’s Dictionary of the

Bible.)

Tart. The sap of Phamix ayheatria^ which
is drunk in India either fresh or fermented.

Tariff. A table arranged alphabetically,

and containing a schedule of all duties, &c.
levied upon imports and exports. This name is

taken from the Spanish town Tarifa, at the

entrance of the straits of Gibraltar, where
duties were formerly collected. The English
tariff, till the reforms of Sir Robert Feel, was
exceedingly lengthy, but it is now confined to

very few articles. Changes in tariffs have been
the prominent purposes of those acts of com-
mercial diplomacy* which have been entered
upon between this and other countries of late

years.

TaniowltBlte. A variety of carbonate of
lime, or species of Aragonite, containing a small
proportion of lead; found at Tamowitz in

Upper Silesia.

Taro. The tuberous roots of Cdadium
eacnlentum, Cdocaaia macrorhiza^ d^c.

TarpawUng or Tarpanllao. A painted
or tarred canvas cover.

Tarpola. In Roman Mythology, the

maiden who gave her name to the Tarpeian
rock. According to one story, she agreed to

^en the gates of the city to the followers of
Titus Tatius, bargaining with them that they
should give her what they wore on their left

arms ; but they threw upon her their shields

instead of the bracelets which she had desired.

In another version, she wishes to deceive the
Sabines, and not to favour them; while in a
third legend she is described as l^aying the
Capitol to a king of the Gauls of whom she
was enamoured, and not to a king of the Sabines.

(Sir G. C. Lewis, CredibiUty ^ Early Boman
Hiatory, ch. xi. sect. 4.)

Tamm, Temuh or Trasa. a, volcanic

product of the nature of poszuolano. Mixed
with ordinary mortar, it gives the resulting

material the property of setting or harden-
ing under water. Several ^U!gil]o-feiTnginous

minerals possess the saifie property, and
are in^smminately used unto this term.
[PozsuoxJlko.]

Tarse or Tamm (Or. rojpirtft, aole cffoot).
In Mammalia, this word signifies the collection

of small bones between theribiaand metatarsus,
or those which constitute the first part of
the foot in birds, it is sometimes applied
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to the third segment of the leg, which ie of wlarisation to the right

—

destro-tariarifft

rarely fletihy or feathered, and ^rresponds or we common- tartaric acid. The crystals of

with the tarsus and metatarsus conjoined. In the other variety, when dissolved in water,

insects, it signifies the aggregate of minute turn the plane to the left

—

iavo-tartarie acid.

joints which constitute the fifth principal seg- It is remi^able that when equal parts of the

ment of the leg or the foot. two acids «ro mixed, ciystaJs are deposited

Tartar (Gr. rifnaposi the nether tuorld, from the mixture, which appear to be identical

because it is the sediment or dregs of wine), in properties with racemic or paratartario acid

;

The substance which concretes upon the inside th^ have no action on a ray of polarised light,

of wine casks. It is called red and white The Tartratee are mostly ciystaUisable, and

arffolf according to the wine from which it are either neutral or acid. In tlie neutral

is obtained. When purified, it is often called tartrates 2 atoms of base are combined with

cream of tartar : it is a bitartrate of potash. 1 atom of acid, as in neutral tartrate of

[Tartaric Acid.] potash, which is 2(K0), CsH^Ok,, or in tar?

Tartar Smetlo. [Emetic Tartar.] trate of potash and soda, » KO,NaO,CsH40jo*
Tartar of the Teeth. This substance. In the acid tartrates (or bitartrates) 1 atom

which occasionally concretes upon the teeth, of water replaces 1 of the bases, as in bi-

consists, according to Berxelius, of— tartrate of potash, which is KO,HO,C8H40io'

SalivoiT mticns . . . . .13*5 There is also an important class of tHrt.rates

Animal matter soluble In muriatic acid .7*5 in which one of the bases is a protoxide
Phosphate of lime (earthy phosphates) • and the other sesquioxide, the salt being neu-

100*0 Iq tartrate of potash and antimony
Tartaric Acid. The acid of tartar. This (emetic tartar), which is KO,Sb03,CgIl40io*

acid, which in its ordinary state may be Tartrate ofpotash^ used as an aperient under
represented as « (2HO, 0aH40^Q), is found the name of eoluhte tartar^ forms prismatic

free, and in combination, in many vegetables ; cr}'stals of a saline and bitter taste, soluble

its principal source is in the juice of the in 2 parts of water. Jiitartrate ofpoiaah or

grape, in which it exists in the form of iartar^ 'Tartar exists in the juice of the grape, and
or bitartrate of potash. The acid is obtaine d is deposited iu wine casks in the form of a

from this salt as follows; 4 parts of it, in shite or rod crystalline incrustittion, called

fine powder, are well mixed with 1 port of argol or cri*dc tartar. It is purified by dis-

jx)wderod chalk, and the mixture thrown, by solving it in boiling water, with one-twentieth

small portions at a time, into 10 parts of its weight of pipeclay, which absorbs the

of boiling water. When the efFervesecnce is eolouring-maWer, and falls as a sediment,

over, the whole is stirred and left to subside, the crystals of tartar separating afterwards

The liquid, which is a solution of neutral upon tlie surface of tlie liquor, and upon
tartrate of potash, is then poured off the the sides and bottom of the boiler; the term
sediment, which is tartrate of lime, and a cream of tartar was originally applied to the

solution of chloride of calcium is added to superficial crust.

it This throws down an additional portion The acid tartrate of potash is also formed

of tartrate of lime, which is mixed with the by adding excess of tartaric acid to a solution

first, and having been well washed, is decom- of ^tash : the mixture presently deposits cry-

posed by dilute sulphuric add. This forms stalliiie grains, and furnishes an example of

sulphate of lime, while the tartaric acid re- diminution of solubility by increase of acid

mains in solution, and is obtained by slow in the salt. Upon this the use of tartaric

evaporation. The first crystals require to be acid as a test for potash depends; for soda
redissolved, and digested with a little purified forms an eosil^r soluble supertartrate, and
animal charcoal until the liquid is colourless ;

affords no precipitate.

it is then again evaporated and crystallised. The crystals of this salt, which ore rhombic
Tartaric acid is very sour; its crystals prisms, are soluble in 184 parts of water at

exhibit complicated forms, derived from an 68^; and in 18 parts at 212^.

oblique rhombic prism. Water dissolves about Tartrate of Potash and Soda is prepared

1 *5 its weight at 6(1^, and more than twice by saturating the excess of acid in tartar, with
its weight at 212^. It is also soluble in carbonate of soda. It is the Soda tartarisata

alcohol
^

of pharmacy, and forms fine transparent

Tartaric acid is di8ting|iushed by the white prismatic crystals. This salt has long been
crystalline precipitate wmch it princes when used as a mild aperient, under the name
added in excess to solutions containing potash, of Moehs&e Salt and Bel is Ssianstts^ having

If these solutions are very dilate, the pre- been first pr^iared at Bodielle by an apothe-

dpitati^n is accelerate by the addiUon of ea^ of the name of Seimette.

alc^dioL It is used in calico printing, and TartraU qfidme is <^n found as a crystal-

is iHhndi employed as a cheap substitute for line deposit in light wWe wines. It falls

eitirio add m leinunade in effervescent on dropping tartarm acid into lime-water, and
sd^oast is soluble m excess of the add.

Tiiiteiil*^hns dw>im that there are two modi- Tartrats qfBdask and Jnimony, [Ekxtio
fioatloiis of tttrinrie add. The mystala of one TAWTAn,]
variety, when dissolved i&vsterf turn the plane When common tartaric add is heated to
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about 350°, it fuses and congeals on cooling
into a vitreous mass, which has the same
saturating power as the original acid, but
which Deuces salts differing in (prystalline

form, if the heat exceed 360°, the add be-
comes monobasic, but still without loss of

I

weight, and is represented by HOjCgHjOn.
These isomeric; modifications have been de-
si^ated metatariario and isotartaria adds:
when solutions* of their salts are boiled, they
gradually revert to common tartrates. When
the common acid is kept in fusion at about
372°, it loses half an equivalent of water,
and is changed into tartralic acid. .When
the temperature of the fused acid is raised

to 392°, it loses an equivalent of water, and
becomes tartrdic acid. The tartralates and
tartrelates are converted into tartrates, when
boiled with water. By carefidly continuing

'^he action of heat on tartaric add, it may
be obtained anhydrous

\ it is then white,

amorphous, and insoluble in cold water; but
by the protracted action of water, or by boiling,

it reverts to its ordinaiy condition, by the re-

sumption of two atoms of water.

The relations of the anhydrous tartanc add
to its several hydrated modiflcatioDB, are as

follow :

—

Anhydroni tartixio add . . 0,H«0„
Crystallised tartaric acid . . 2HO
Metatartarlo add O^H^Oio 2HO
Isotaitario add CLH.O,, HO
Tartralloadd ...... 2(C«ll40,«) 8HO
Taitrello add O^H^Oto HO
Kaoemlc add OAO^ 2HO

Taitania (0r. rdprapos). In Greek My-
thology, a son of .Either (air) and G5 (earth),

and the father of ^phoeus and Echidna.
In the Iliad the name Tartarus denotes a place,

closed in by iron gates, as far below Hadhs as

heaven is above the earth. ^In the Platonic

dialogue entitled Gorgias, Tartarus is the place

where the souls of men pay the penalty, for

the evil deeds done during their lifetime on

earth. [Soul.]

Tttrtrates. Salts in which the tartaric acid

is combined with bases. [Tabtaaic Acid.]

TartrpvlBlo Acid. An acid composea of

tartaric acid, in which an atom of water has

been replaced by oxide of ethyl (C^HeO).
VurtaASa A common r^nch nh^name

for hypocritical pretenders to devotion. It is

derived from the celebrated oomedv of Moliire,

of which the hero is so called. Whether
Holi5re invented i^ or took it from the popular

language of the time, does not appear : some

say that he intended to attack the confessor of

Louis XIV., F5re la Chaise, whom he had once

seen eating truffles with peculiar gofit; and
thence the name. The play was written in

1664, but not acted till 1669
;
great difficulties

be^ thrown in the wsy of author by the

dezgy and the papal legate. On one oocasion

it was prohibited when the curtain was on the

pobt of risi^i snd Moli4re announced to the

public its dissppointnisnt in the well-known

equhoeslwDi^ * Monsieur le president ne vent

pas qu’on le joue.' When at last licensed
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j

(throu^ the influence, it is said, of the king

I

nimsem, it had a run of three mouths with
I unparalleled success, lu England, this play

I

has been made more than once to serve the

popular passions of the day. Cibber translated

it, and made the hero a nox\juriiig churchman ;

and the play is still acted under the name of

I%e HyyocriUt in which the Tartuffe is a
methodisdcal divine.

Tasmanlte. A mineral of oiganic origin.

It is a hydrocarbon containing a little more
than five per cent, of sulphur, and occurs in

the form of minute discs, which constitute from
30 to 40 per cent, of the resiniferous shale

from the nver Mersey on the north side of
Tasmania.
Taamannla (after Tasmann, the Botch

navigator, the discoverer of the island now
called Tasmania). A genus of Afagnoliaoea,

consistinff of one Tasmanian and two Australian

species, mosely allied to Drimys. T. arcmaticay

the Tasmanian species, possesses, as its specific

name implies, aromatic qualities, particularly

in its bark, which so closely resembles the

Winter’s Bark of Magalhaen’s Straits {firirnya

Winteri), that it is substituted for it by colonial

doctors. The colonists call it the Pepper-plant,

and use its little black pungent frmts as a
substitute for pepper, under the microscope
the wood exhibits a structure resembling that

of many coniferons plants, the fibres being
marked with similar circular discs.

Tmmta (Fr. tkter ; Ger. tasten
; akin to Lat.

tango, tactum, lo touch). That power of the

mind which is concerned with the beautiful,

both in nature and of art. In the Latin

language, the same metaphor obtained a very

wide application, and the term sajnentia was
empWed to signify quickness and correctness

of jud^ent generally. Shaftesbury’s use of

the term is nearly as extensive, being applied

by him to manners, morals, and government,

and to wit, ingenuity, and beauty. In its

modem use it is restricted to those objects

which fall within the province of imagination.

As applied to the Fine Arts, taste must be
supposed to mean an intellectual perception of
any object, blended ^th a distinct reference to

our sensibility of eqjoyment or dislike.

Coleridge oefines the term taste aa a metaphor
taken iri>m one of the mixed sense^ and ap-
plied to objects when we would imply the
coexistence of an immediate personal dislike

or complacency. Kow, by the constitution of
man’s nature, every exertion of human activity

in the pursuit of the good, the beautiful, and
the true, combines a sense of pleasure or the

oontrsiy with the perception of their respective

objects ; and this fact would justt^ the widest

application of the metaphor. While, however,

in the case of the true, this coexistent pleasure

has not received any distinctive spoliation,
and while conscience, as oomprehenaing the

sense of appn^tlon and disappiobath«i» is

chBraeterisuridly applied to the moral energy,

taste has been confined to the poreeption of

beauty and the acoom^^^ graUfleation.
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But by directing attention excluairely to

tbis element of p&aeore, the term has led

to a very inadequate conception of the true

nature of the faculty which it designates. Thus
Hutcheson {Inquiry into the Idea qT Beauty md
Virtue) maintains that the faculty is peculiar,

thatbeauty strikes at first sights and that know-

ledge the most perfect will not increase the plea-

sure to which it gives rise ; and, lasUy, that all

the diversity of sentiments excited in different

minds by the beautiful arises solely from the

modifications of the sense by assoaation, cus-

tom, example, and education. Among the ad-

vocates of the theory of a moral taste we may
reckon Hume, .^enside, Blair, Lord Karnes,

and Beattie.

Blair defines taste to be tlie power of

receiving pleasure from the beauties of nature

and art ;
while Akeuslde describes it as ‘ cer-

tain internal powers feelingly alive to each
'

finer impulse.^ Beattie {Essay on Poetrtf and
Music) supposes taste to have its origin in

a mutual harmony and sympathy between

the soul in its first formation and the reat

of nature. In the Essay on the Bdwacy of

Taste^ Hume talks of it as a natural sensi-

bility
;
while in the Essay on the Standard of

Taste, he seems to admit of no other criterion

than Uie decisions of a due and sufficiently ex-

tensive experience. Lastly, Lord Karnes de-

clares a taste in the fine aria to be nearly

allied to the moral sense; but yet, like morals,

capable of being raised to a rational science by
an examination of the sensitive branch of tlie

human constitution, and an enumeration of

tlie objects which are either agreeable or

disagreeable by nature.

But taste is not only a sensitive, it is also a

rognitire faculty. When a beautiful object is

presented to the mind, not only does it make
on it an impression of pleasure, but the mind
in the first place passes judgment upon it, and
declares it to be beautiful, i.e. conformable

to a standard called tlie beautiful. In this

complex openition of taste, the judgment is the

antecedent, and the pleasure the consequent.

When the impassible judgment has passed

sentence upon the object, then the sensibility

i.s awakened to cfertain sentiments, which are,

as it wejv^ the echo of the reason. (Cousin,

Bur U Vraif le Bien, et h Beau.)

The same conclusion will follow from an
examination of some of the principal defini-

tions of beauty. According to St. Augustine

{Ep. IS), * unity is the universal form of

beauty;* and to Malespina {Ddle Leygi dd
BiUo), * beauty consists m unij^, multiplidty,

and propriety.* Be Crousaz {TraiU du Beau)
stakes tout/ to oonstst in unity, re-

gularity, ordeal and proportion. Winckelmann
aird Stthecff agree also in toald^ unity and
multIpUdty to be egsential eofistitneats of the

heautilhL And, lastly^ the demitiem of beauty
is the Italian adhools of ptdstlng, was, ^ il pin

neO* uS0 *^---vari«tjr ^ umty; miieh is nearly

kMiOil with Huackesoii^ eaidasato of it—
unifeeari^ln vari^,/ VAST

TAURIN
A few definitions of beauty remain , to be

noticed, which apparently favour the theory

of Hutcheson. According to Burke {On the

Sublime and Beauttful) and Price {Essay on
Beauty^, beauty consists in such qualities as

induce in us a sense of tenderness and affection.

Alison declares that the qualities of matter arc

neither beautiful nor sublime in themselves,

hut only such so far as they are signs or

expressions of qualities capable of pr^ucing
emotion. Wieland makes beauty to consist in

the unity of an agreeahte' variety; and Kant
teaches that the beautiful pleases irrespe^vely
of any idea of utility, or of any conception of

design, simply by the correspondence of the

obWt and the sensitive 0"gan.

The emotions of taste are usually dis-

tinguished into those of the sublime and
beautiful; but Bngald Stewart seems with
justice to have denied the existence of any
intrinsic difference between them. According
to Burke, indeed, the terrible is a fruitful

source of the sublime ; and this idea does not

seem capable of being made an ingredient of

the beautiful. In the same way, on the other

hand, there are ideas eminently beautiful wliich

c<in never give rise to an emotion of sublimity.

Kevertheless this does not constitute an essen-

tial difference between the two. It is with

reference to their several effects upon the

imagination that they may perhaps he most
correctly distinguished. Considers in itself,

a beautiful object ought to present the greatest

possible unity comHned with the greatest

possible variety ;
and considered in its effect

upon tbe mind, its beauty consists in the
free, facile, and harmonious play of the ima-
gination. On the other hand, the imagination
is lost and overpowered in the contemplation

of the sublime, which in its infinity presents

at once unity and variety.

Taato. In Music, a term used in con-
junction with solo, to signify that the instru-

ments which can accompany by chords are to
play only single sounds till the direction is

contradicted by the word aocordo or aocom^
panimento.

Tatte (Indian). A bamboo frame or trellis,

over which water is suffered to trickle with a
view of cooling the air as it enters the windows
or doors.

Tattle. An Indian name for window or
door screens made from split bamboo.
Tattooing. 'The art ofpuncturing the skin

and inserting in the slight wounds thus made
a coloured fluid or powier so as to fwoduce
a permanent stain. It is an ancient custom
adopted hy savage and by civilised nations.
The device to be imprinted is first drawn or
stamped upon tbe part ; the lines are then
pricked out by a pointed wire, and mi&P<yvder,
Indian ink, or some other oolonnng matter,
immediately rubbed over the punetnres so as to
insinuate itself into the cutis, where it becomes
indelible. ( JJnUad Bervioe Mag. 1S44, p. 4fi6n

TAwrltt* A eiystalline subetanoe oWtneA
by the transformation, 'under infiuence Of
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acida or alkalies, of Tauroeholalic acid, one of
the constituents of bile. It may also be pre-
pared by the action of heat upon isethionate of
ammonia. Its composition is O^HtNOoSb.
Taurlaolte. A mineral isomorphous with

Epsomite, from Windgalle in the Canton of
Uri (the fogm TauriBcorum^ whence the

|

name).
j

Taurooliolallo Aeld (formerly called
choUie amd and bUin). A constituent of bile.

It has not been obtained in the pure state, but
from its decompositions the formida has been
inferred to be
Tauraa (Lat. ^ BuU), In Astronomy,

the second in order of the twelve zodiacal con-
stellations. There are several remarkable stars

in this constellation: Aldebaran, of the first

magnitude, in the eye ;
the well-known cluster

called Pleiades in the neck
;
and the Hyades

in the face. [Constbixation
;
Zodiac.]

Tant. In Sea language, tight, neat, properly

ordered, prepared a^inst emergency.

Tanfoolirone (Gr. ra^r^, the aame^ and
XpbyoSf time). In Mechanics, a curve line,

having this property that a heavy body de-

scending along it by the action of gravity will

always arrive at the lowest point in the same
time, wherever the point from which the body
begins to fall be taken in the curve. Huygens
first showed that this property of tauiochronism

j

belonged to the common (peloid when the

motion takes place in a vacuum, and gravity

is supposed to act in parallel straight lines.

[CvcLoiD.] Newton and Hermann also de-

termined the tautochrone in a vacuum, when
gravity is supposed to be directed towards a

given centre. Newton likewise showed that

the <7cloid is also the tautochrone in a resist-

ing medium, when the resistance is proportional

to the velocity (Prtncjpitf, b. ii. prop. 26) ; and
Euler first determined the nature oi the tauto-

chronouB curve when the resistance is prO|>or-

tional to the s^are of the velocity. (Meohaniea,

vol. ii. ; Joh. Bernoulli, rol. iii.)

Tanfolite. A mineral resembling Hyalo-

siderite, found in volcanic rocks, near Lake
The name is an abbreviarion of

TantometroUte (Gr. rabrS, the same; /lirpoy,

a measure, and At6or, stone) whidi has re-

ference to the resemblance of the measure-

ments of the angles of the crystals to those of

Chiyaolite and other analogous minerals.

Tniitolof^ (Gr. ToirToAo*yla). In Khetoric,

a vicious diction, by which the same idea is

expressed in two or more different words or

phrases, apparently intended to convey different

meanings.
9awnnilo«na The third great omcer of

state in the Hunffaxian monarchy (after the

Palatine and the Ban of Croatia), analogous to

the treasurer, and in some respects to the high

chamberlain, of other European monarchies

(Tavemioorum Begalium Magister). The ori-

gin of this pwHj Hungarian title has been

the sutjeet of mudi diijmte. (Virosril, 8taaU^

reeht dee KMarekhs tJnaam,)

Tawtvg (A.dSaac, tawinn). The art of pre-
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paring certain kinds of leather by imbuing the
ridns with saline, oily, and other matters.
[Lbathbb.]
Taxaoeeo (Taxus, one of the genera). A

natural order of Gymnosperms, by some, how-
ev^, regarded w a sub^oraer of Qmiferm, from
whi(^ it is chiefly distinguished by the fruits

not being collects in cones, and by each
ovule growing singly, unprotected by har-
dened scales. The Yew-tree is the type of
the group. [Taxus.]
Tanatlo Scolesiaatloft. A name given

to several public records. The oldest is t^t of

Norwich, made in 1253, for the puriiose of
assessing the fint-fmits and tenths of eccle-

siastical benefices
;
sometimes called Pope Inno-

cent’s valor, that pontiff having made a present
of these profits for three years to Henry III.

All taxation was regulated by this assessment
until the reign of Henry VIII., when the Valor
Ecclesiasticus, sometimes called the King's
Books, was compiled by his commissioners.
Tazatloa. In Political Economy, a tax is

a contribution paid by the individual members
of a community, with a view to supplying a
fund out of which the general expenses of

government, especially those which relate to

the protection of person and property, may
be duly liquidated. To the economist, the
defence of taxation is to be found in the
principle of the division of labour, and the

advantages induced by such a division. Every-
one woiidd be prepared to admit that indi-

viduals, in the general interest of society, are

not competent to interpret their own claims, to

determine the extent of their own rights and
wrongs, or, in justice or equity, to administer
the law for their own sakes. But even were

I

they able and willing to achieve such results,

the economist argues that they could not do so

I

as cheaply, as efficiently, and as continuously as

a government, even when very imperfect, can
do for them. It is tme that sometimes an
administration becomes so utterly depraved, or

I

so rapacious, that society is disorganised, and
men are obliged to take me protection of them-
selves into their own hanas; or becomes so
powerless, that its force has to be sustained or
Its negligence remedied by assodations among
private citizens. The first condition was ex-

emplified towards the close of the Boman en\-

pire in the west ; the latter in the organisation

known under the name of the Vigilance Com-
mittee in the earlv histoiy of the gold mining
in California. Of conrse sneh expedients are

desperate remedies, involving great waste of
time and labour, a waste whi^ those who feel

constrained to adopt the measures thoroughly
understand, and would gladly avoid by the pay-
ment of taxes, if it were only possible to secure

the advantage of a jnst and vigorons admi-
nistration. On the other hand, j^emaaenta,
however wise and wdl-intenUoned, can seldom*

succeed in apportioning the burden of taxation

on perfectly just and eqtdtable monds. 1^ is

the constant endeavour of gim govenuneOts
to efifeet such resnlts, and in oid« to do so it

ss2
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is ncc^sary tiO Ujdown and generally follow even at the risk of Bome loss. We must re-

certaih definite nues. metnbep, too, that the nation did not in William^fl

HUtory of Taxation .—In the early days of reign enter into his lai^e schemes of preserving

political civilisation, i. e. at the commence- the balance of power in Europe (a balance, by

ment of a system of responsible giivernment, the way, of which ho was the inventor) ; that

the madiinery of the administration is simple, it looked coldly on the policy which strove to

centring in one ruler, whose person is theoreti- check Louis XIV. ;
that it was by no means

cally sacred, hpt who is liable to resistance, encouraged by the result of William’s military

and in extreme’ cases to punishment for mal- measures, and did not heartily appreciate the

administration^ Such a state of things cha- prospect of acting as arbiter on wntinental

racterised the feudal system, under which op- questions, till after the splendid victories of

position to authority, insurrection, with the Marlborough. But by this time the practice

natural consequences to the losing side, the of appropriating the supplies had become a

forfeiture of fiefs on the part of the vassal, and custom, and the parliament was the exponent

deposition or at least successful defiance when of public policy.

the monarch was defeated, were implied in The earliest Knglish taes were compositions

the rights of defiance and private war. The for military service and levies on personal pro-

occasions and process of these acts may be perty. By the feudal rule, the military tenant

seen in Beaumanoir’s Castoma of Beauvais^ was constrained to follow the bidding of his

ch. lix. Ixvi. (Ducange, art. ‘Diffidare.’) To lord, and to take up arms at his discretion,

such theories we may trace the frequent revolts whatever might be the distance of the ex-

ancl insurrections which are to be found in pedition to be undertaken, and however un-

onr early feudal history. The doctrine that reasonable its object. In the rtigii of Henry
the king was irresponsible would never have II., whose dominions comprised nearly the

been admitted down to the Restoration ; whole seaboard of France, ml arrangement was

and when the Revolution of 1688 formally eflfected, by which the nobles were relieved

established a constitutional monarchy, the from the obligation of taking their contin-

theoiy that the king can do no wrong, ori- gents to Toulouse, the price of the exemption,

ginnlly an expression denoting his judicial under the name of eacuagef being fixed at

equity, was transferred to his political status, twenty-five per cent, on the estimated rental

and thereupon decorously evaded, by the rule of the knight’s fee. The privilege of deciding

that the king must be advised, but that his the occasions on which this exceptional tax

advisers ore responsible for their counsel. In should be levied was accorded, by the terms

those days, then, all the proceeds of taxation of the Great Charter, to the parties who were

were paid to the crown (cases in which a dis- to be made liable to the impost
tinct appropriation of supply was made being After the action of parliament, in the grant

treated rather as exceptions than precedents, of taxes, was thoroughly understood, the chief

such as some certain taxes paid in tne reign of source of extraordinary revenue was a pro-

Ridiard II. and Keniy IV.) and entered in the perty tax on chattels. This was ^nted by
great Pipe Roll, along with <^er private and the House of Commons for the laity, by the

public sources of royal income. The efforts of Convocation for the clergy. The proportion

parliament were therefore directed to the avoid- variee greatly, from a sixth to a thirteenth,

ance, not to the regulation oftaxation, to stopping the larger nominal amount being granted by
the supplies, not to their appropriation, and the clergy ; but it was only nominally larger,

from the time of the Great Charter down to the It is clear that if the laity were taxed on all

Revolution, the limitation of the royal power their movables, furniture, stock in trade, and
was not unnaturally supposed to be connected even readj money in their possession, and the

with the scantiness of the royal revenue. clergy on their tithes, that the tax was far

It appears (Halhim’s ConBtiiational His^ more onerous in the former case, being on the

iory) that the coldness which subsisted be- capital of the former, ou the income of the
^reen VftUiam III. and his parliaments arose latter. This real inequality of taxation was
troim the resolute determination on the part of a serious grievance, and provocative of great
the latter to make the crown dependent on the disaffection towards ecclesiastical privileges,

representatives of the nation. Thus they per- The right of the clergy to tax themselves, an
emptorily resisted a favourite opinion of the act which by some obMure process was neces-
kitig, that the large income which James had sarily confirmed by the House of Commons,
forfeited by his flight and by the action of the was tacitly surrendered after the Restoration,
Isgialaturewaa^ eo Ipso, vested in his successor, in consequence, it is said, of a compromise
WtHiam knew very well that the resources of entered into between Charles XL and Sheldon,
a monarch who exercised absolute authority archbishop of Canterbury,
oter the means of wxr mi^t be husbanded Customs duties, as their name implies, am
with fkr greater exactness, and employed an ancient source of revenue. In the early
irith fiur ^ct, ttum those ^ which history of England they were unimportant in
jpiffamant iwpmnntmided the expenditure, amount, though sometimes ex^xt duties were
But tlMi parlhijuehl had too bitter an onerous. It was believed that artides for

go^meut ever to let which there might be a considerable tore^
the privilege of mtxbi dip from their hands, demand could be taxed without loss to the ex-
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porter, and that the foreign eonsnmer would house two and two do not alwa3's make four,

really pay the charge. Ifor were there any The practice of pretending to create a fresh

excise or internal duties. The origin of this income by an additional tax, and of affecting

latter class of taxes is to be found in the neces- astonishment at the failure of such fiscal

sities of the two parties engaged in the contest predictions, was carried to its height by
between Charles 1. and the Long Parliament. Mr. Vausittart, whose absurd plans during

Excise duties were borrowed from -the Dutch, his long tenure of office as chancellor of the

who had been constrained during their long exchequer had at least the merit of enabling

contest with the king of Spain to ransack every more capable statesmen to realise the true

expedient with a view to aiscovering means for theory of finance,

carding on the war, and had consequently laid The duty of revising the customs and excise

excise taxes on almost every article of internal duties was urged, shortly after the peace, on the

consumption. administration which held the reins of govem-
It was after the Bestoration that the excise ment for so long a period, and of which Lord

was formally and permanently established in Liverpool was the head. Timid at first, but still

England, liie occasion of this great iimovation anxious to clevelope the resources of the country

was the necessity ofdevising some coinpousation by removing the pressure of ill-advised taxation,

to the crown for the loss of the feudal incidents successive cabinets have continued the work,
affecting lauds held by military tenure. Thus, until at present the revenue is derived fi*om a
for instance, the possessor of such an estate vciy few articles

;
and the real questions left,

was liable to charges on descent and on aliena- on the understanding that the necessary charges

tion. In case he was succeeded hy an infant of the state are to be procured in the least

heir, the rents and profits of lands during the wasteful and onerous and most equitable

heir's miuorit}' became the property of the manner, are chiefly those which bear on the

crown, and were in the aggregate so consider* respective mi'rits of direct and indirect taxation,

able as to form the object for the investigations and those Wliich attempt to settle the former
and procedure of a particular court called the on a fair basis.

Court of Wards and Liveries. These and Tits PrhicipJes of Taxation.—'The sting of

similar imposts, though not productive of a taxation,’ says Niebuhr, ‘consists in wasteful-

very laige income to the king, were vexatious ness.* To this we may add inequality, imfair-

and destructive to the lords, and, if they ness, favouritism, and whatever dse is included

could not be totally abolish^ needed rccon- under the reproach of ola^s legidatmi. The
struction on a fair and intelligible basis. The rules laid down by Adam Smith ( Wealth of
most obvious compromise would have been a Nations, book v. ch. ii. part ii.) have become
permanent tax in the shape of a fee-farm classical. 1. The subjects of every state ought
rent payable to the crown ;

and such a compro- to contribute towards the support of the go-

mise was suggested in the reign of James L vernment, as nearly as possible, in proportion

But the first parliament of the Bestoration to their respective abilities. 2. The tax wliieh

achieved, by a majority of two (Nov. 16, 1660), each individual is bound to pay ought to bo

and in spite of the energetic resistance of the certain, and not arbitrary. 8. Every tax ought

members from the principal towns, the emanci- to be levied at the time or in the manner in

pation of tiieir estates by the grant of the which it is most likely to be convenient for the

nereditaiT excise, i. e. th^ charged the whole contributor to pay it. 4. Every tax ought to be

nation of consumers with the liabilities to so contrived as both to take out and keep out

which they, the possessors of a certain portion of the pockets of the people as little as possible

of property, were subject. It is worthy of re- over and above what it brings into the public

mark, that, while they freed their own estates treasury of the state. In accordance with

at the expense of other people, they continued these rules, a financier should study equity^

to retain, and still retain, their own rights as certainty, convenienoe, and in the im*

mesne lords over the estates ofcopyholders, who, position of taxes.

being at that time unrepresent^ had to sub* Some difficulty has attached to the word
mitm silence. abUitm used W Adam Smith in his first canon

At the Bevolution the proceeds of new of taxation. But it seems manifest that the

customs and new excises were devoted to li^ui^ authorof the Wealth ofNaHonshzAexigXwxoA his

dating the interest, and, when the obli^tioh use by the illustration which he app^ds. *The^

was terminable, the principal, of new loans, members of a community,’ he says, *are like the

If; as was often the case, the income friim the joint tenants of a great estate, whose contribu >

tax was in excess of the annual sum demanded, tions are relative to their respective interests

the surplus was collected into a consolidated in the estate. Hvm this point of view, as the

fund, and when fresh expenditure was needed interests must be estimated according to the

the surplus inemne fomea a bssis for financial value of each share^ equity in 'taxation a(s

operatic. Of course, in time, additions made cording to abilities must be proportioned to

to ceased to be productive, partly because the capital value of each man’s property in

were met by smuggling und nuuds on the stote, whether thet eamtal be repre*

the revenue, pamy because consumption was sented in ol^ects extemal to mm, or inveirted,

chedtedbyovw^^taxation. In short, as has been so to speak, in himself; whether, in short,

wisely observed, ii^ the arithmetic of the custom- it be piopaty or skilled labour/ It will
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be obaerved that Smith docs aut roeoguiso excise roguliitious, bciiig Of the character of a

the principle which has been occasionally detective police, invariably cr^to. The priu-

advocated, that, namely, which holds tli© h- cipal part of the direct loss involved in the

ability to taxation to be relative to the pro- excise lay in the fact that the duty paid on the

tection accorded by the state--a rule which, conclusion of the manufacture was anectiug the

if admitted, would consistently levy the hea- price up to the time in which the goods were

nest taxes on women, children, and others who sold, and, in case the goods were long in sale,

are least capable of protecting themselves. formed a notable pai-t in the lisk of the under-

G-ranted, however, that taxation is fairly taking. Nothing, in effect, could have been

apportioned, or at least as fairly as can bo more striking than the consequence of rept al-

offwted by the ingenuity of financiers, the main ing the excise duty. In a short time, not-

xule is that which provides that as little loss as withstanding the enormous profits of the

possible shall be involved in the collection of manufacturers and the printers of cloth, the

the tax. To effect this result, the least possible price of printed calicoes, by the mere force of

time should be interposed between tno levy competition and improvement in the process of

of the tax on the article consumed (if the manufacture, actually fell below the amount

tax is a duty on goods) or used (if it be au which had previously been paid for the excise,

article representing fixed capital). Again, if It is hardly necessaiy.to say that this cheap-

the collection of the tax involves a number of acss operated indirectly in a multitude of ways

minute details, the cost of collection may be- to the benefit of the revenue, by increasing

come disproportionally large j or if the producer the powers of consuming, duty-paying, and

of the article upon which the tax is levied is excisable commodities on the part of both

subjected to vexatious supervision, the manu- manufacturers and factory bands,

facture may be abandoned altoge^er, or the Another instance of the effects of an excise

price of the article may be unduly enhanced, on a raw material (not, however, suffered except

It is easy to illustrate irregular and wasteful indirectly, and in the form of insurance against

taxation from the records of financial history, risk, by the consumer, but chiefly by the pro-

Nothing could have been more unwise than the ducer) was found in the excise on hops. The
policy of the governmentofthis countjy till with- cultivation of hops was essentially a gambling

in the last twenty years. For instance, up to transaction. The demand for bops is, on the

within a comparatively short period, a customs whole, even, year after year. The quality of

duty was levied on raw cotton, au excise on ^e article is best when it is just prepared, and

printed calicoes. No tax can be worse than it rapidly deteriorates by keeping. Hence the

that which is levied on a raw material, because, effect of the excise duty ' was mischievous in

as a portion of the capital of the manufacturer the last degree. If the crop were abundant, the

is absorbed in paying the tax, and as this portion cultivator was ruined, or at least seriously

most secure a profit, and be insured against risk, mulcted, by the magnitude of the tax, and the

not less than that which is employed in the fall in the value of the produce. If, on the

purchase of the raw material ana the advance other hand, the crop was scanty, the value of

made for the wages of labour, and as this tax it fell below the cost of production. The hope

is levied at or before the commencement of the of the hop fanner lay in an average crop. It

process, it will ramify t^ugh all the stages was an indirect feature in the Incmence of the

of the manufacture, aiia appear as an accumu- excise that it stimulated the habit ofgambling,

lated impost to the consumer, the amount thus Nothing was more common than the practice of

paid being far in excess of that received by the staking great sums in bets on the amount of the

exchequer. Furthermore, it is grossly unfair, hop duty.

being much more heavy on cheaper than on At present all taa;c8 on raw materials are

dearer stuffs. Nor can iteasily bo compensated abolished: the last, and one of the most ob-
when the same article may be imported from jectionable—that on timber—having been re-

foreign countries, in which no suen tax exists, pealed in the budget of the present year (1866).
except by a duty which is almost prohibitive. The Incidence of Taxatim,^li does not
And as raw materials are generally imported follow that a tax is really paid by the
^m countries which take manufactured goods person from whom it is actually received. He
in exchange, such.a tax, as it diminishes con- may be the mere channel through whom
sumption by an import unduly enhanced, the payment is made. Many a person tUnks
seriously impairs or contracts foreign trade, he pays taxes, and acts on the supposition,
The same objection applies to taxes on food, when be is a mere agent for others. This
whidh are in effect taxes on the raw material &ct may be readily iBustrated. A tax, for
of human life. These taxes have this evil example, on rents is paid by the landowner,
in addition, that they contribute to the ex- There is no means by which he can sluft
dieqner only (rimi that widch is imtKxrt^ the tax friim himself to others. Similarly,
thw mulct tlm pabUc & sU which is consumed, if any tax is paid, no matter by what person,

Theexmseimpriutedcottouswasmisdiie^ which reduces the power or the inclination
mi otto pouHimj, Of oonrse it checked con- of such a person to pay rent, the tax is really
sttoiptiou. itoit ^^inwu^Uen^ not Ottly paid by the landowner, ^oe, as we have
ofMs mihatteud cost whmh the tax involved, seen above [ItaiNTl, is what xemains
liat cf ttoe hindisiieea to impfovement which alter the capitalist and labourer are recom-
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pODsed the prodoiSe. Thus, a tithe-rent

charge is paid not by the farmer, but by the
land-owner. It is manifest that, were the tithe

abolished, rents would rise, and the rent
charee would be transferred from the parson
to the landowner, as is virtually the case
when lands are tithe-free. ]3ut, on the other
^nd, a poor-rate, in so far as the landowner
is directly or indirectly an employer of labour,
does not fall on the landowner at all. It
is in such a case, even were ho to pay
all the poor-rate, merely a displacement of
a part of wages—an insurance fund paid from
wages, for if the aid of the poor-rate were
not granted to the labourer, wages would
inevitably rise by at least the whole amount
of the rate, and probably to a greater extent

;

and in so far us the poor-rate is paid by
those who are not employers of labour, the
tax is ar direct relief to the landowner or
the employer of labour, who gets labour
at lower rates, because a portion of the poor-

rate, which is, economically speaking, the fund
devoted to the insurance oj labour^ is paid
by other persons.

A^in, an income-tax paid from fixed sources,

as the rent of land, the profits of stock, and,

generally speaking, from the revenues of those

who cannot raise or depress the amount
of their income, is paid by those who con-

tribute it. But it does not follow that an
income-tax derived from the profits of business

is paid by the trader. He may, and probably
does, compensate himself for the increased

cost at which he is compelled to carry on
his business by increased rates on the goods
in which he deals, and this even when his

business is exposed to competition. In such

a case, the payment made by the recipient

of a fixed income may contain not only his

tax, but the tax of others, indirectly laid

on him. Kor is it possible to evade this

displacement by the machinery of any income-

tax, though it may be by a property-tax,

for the utmost which such an impost could

effect would be a discouragement to accumu-
lation. But this discouragement is a very

remote hypothesis.

So a license on trade or practice, though

seemingly paid by the licensed person, is

really paid by the public. The tendency of

profits and wages, emteris paribus, is towards

an eouality. No man, however, will voluntarily

put himself under a disadvanta^, and if he

can shift it where it is imposed, he will do
BO. A license, then, is similar in character

to a tax on raw material : it multiplies itself,

and causes far more loss than it reaps of profit.

Sometimeti indeed, it may affect more j^ies
than one. Thus, the tax on male servants

is confessedly a check on the empl<^ent of

sudh persons. It probably affects employers,

and it certidnly is a hindrance to some lands

of labour. , Thb tax, on principle, is wholly

indefensiUe. Again, an excise duty on malt,

if indeed it affects a^pnculture unfavourably

and prevents the enltivation of barley, is a
711

tax on rents as well as on consumers. If
it does not, it is a tax on the consumers of
beer only. Nothing but the most inveterate
stupidity could interpret the malt-tax as a
tax on farmers. It may be a mischievous
form of taxation, but it cannot be any special

grievance to tenant farmers. It is perfectly

certain that many worse taxes exist, the repeal

of which is fur more urgent.

One of the most notable among unfair taxes,

some time ago repealed, was the tax on goods
sold by auction. If all sales were visited

with a pro rat& tax, the measure, though
a gigantic act of folly and waste, would be
fair. Bub a tux on auctions is in tlie last

degree unjust. In the first place, it was ex-

ceptional, and in the next, it was levied on
sales which, in nine cases out of ten, represent

poverty and distress. When the tax was repealed,

the opposition to its erasure from the statute

book was very strong, on the common but
very foolish plea that a repeal of taxation

cannot be attempted in the face of a deficit

or an apprehended deficit. Similar in pnn-
ciple, and almost as indefensible, are the
enormous taxes levied on mortgages. They
would be less unfair if equal or analogous
imposts were laid on all loans, or contracts

for capital.

Much needless labour has been expended oii

deciding whether particular taxes are levied on
profits or capital. Thus, on the hypothesis that

taxes on capital are inexpedient, Bicardo argued
that legacy duties were mischievous. In the
opinion, however, that a legacy duty is a bad
tax, this author stands almost alone. If there

be any case in which an impost can be fairly

laid, it seems to be in the instance of trans-

mitting property on which the recipient has
devoted neither labour nor capital of his own

;

and the graduated tax on the devise of per-

sonal property, though not quite just, is, per-

haps, sound in principle and fairly equitable in

practice.

In point of fact, the question whether property
is capital or income is settled by the individual.

As a rule, it is no doubt the former, but it lies

with the discretion of the recipient whether it

should not be the latter. If a man spends a
legacy, he makes it part of his income

;
if he

invest it, it is part of his capital, and if he be
resolved to invest it, it is not easy to see, after

the first charge which a government may put
upon it, how such capital may, if financial expe-

dients be even ordinarily equitable, be subject to

taxation at all. It is possible that capital may
be taxed; it is taxed by the practice of the

income-tax, but this tax cannot be defended

on any rational plea, since the charge on the

profits of fixed or destructible capital is levied

at the same rate as that on floating or per-

manent capital.

All taxation is, no doubt, an evil. But it is to

the person who pays the tax, not necessarily

to the community. It curtails the power of

einoyment possessed by individuals, and as

in^viduals may fairly be acknowledged to have
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the right of eiyoying the fruit of their labours,

any diminution of their enjoyments can be

jnstiiied only on the ground of their ultimate

advantage, or the common good of society.

If any man pays a tax, ho has so much less to

spend for his own purposes
;
but ho should, and

in all well-administered governments he does,

understand that the diminution of resources to

which he must submit gives him larger and
more convenient powers over the remainder.

But it does not follow that the loss to the

individual 'may be a loss to the community.

For instance, suppose a government levies a

tax the effect of which on A is to deprivo him
of t he power of buying a picture, ana on B of

obliging him to buy one picture a year less,

and, with the proceeds of the tax, hires soldiers.

The demand for pictures may be diminished,

and, pro tanto, the labour of the painter may
be discouraged. But general labour is bene-

fited, partly in the diminution of labourers con-

sequent on the demand for soldi(a*s, partly by
the competition for the supply of maintenance

to such soldiers. And if the proceeds of the

tax are devoted to really productive abjects,

as building a bridge, digging a canal, forming

a road, laying out a railway, and the like, the

genera] community may be greatly benefited by
such a tax, and, after all, the person who pays

it may not be absolutely mulcted.

Capacity for Taxation ,—Taxation does not

necessarily form a hindrance to the energies

of a nation. Nothing could have been more
onerous than the taxes laid on the Butch during

their war of independence. But Holland, even

under this pressure, became in spite of great dis-

advantages the wealthiest community in Europe,

contesting, andfor a longtimewith great success,

the emmro of the seas ; and it lost its mercantile

and politick supremacy, not firom the pressure

of its financial difficulties, but through its ob-

stinate adherence to a mistaken commercial

policy. After the peace of 1815, when the tariff

of this countiy was constmeted on principles

which uttmrly defied all common sense, the elas-

ticity of trade, and the energies iff the people,

favoured to some extent by the fact that other

governments were even more unwise than our

own, enabled the nation to mahe astonishing

progms. What that progress might have been,

had it never been hindered by the policy of

Mr. VansHtart and Lord Castlereagh, may be
comeetated from Uie progress made since that

piffuy has been abandon^.
Tha eapaoity for paying taxes is, on the

whole» measured the margin over and above

theur necessaiy exp^diture which remains to

Hie tnasaof the community. Unless all taxes are

raised diractljr from income and profit, a state

of things which 1ms never been realised in

pra^lcc, and only ^intly suggested in theory,

indirect taxes, in order to be collected at a

moderate char^ must be levied on articles of

general coraruUij^Qn, i^e. on such secondary

necessaries of or ordinary luxuries, as are

eidnyed by^ mass of Hie people. This, it is

notoprioua, is dm ease with the flnauciaX system

of tins country, the revenue of which, as derived

from customs and excise, amounted to nearly

tbrty-ono millions in the last financial year.

Of this sum, by far the largest amount was
derived from the contributions of those who
are inaccurately called the working clascea^ but
who would be more exactly described as persons

possessing less than 100/. a year of annual
income.

In the United States, the margin available

for tiixiilion is far larger, as the rate of profit

and the rate of wages are higher, and tlie rent

of land is low. Hence financial difficulties

which might stagger other communities would
bo easily borne by that republic. We know,
in our own countiy, that, owing to reforms in

our commerci.'il policy, taxation which used to

be intolenible has become comparatively easy,

while in the United States the all but unlimit oil

resources of the soil and the energy of the

inhabitants arc sufficient to countervail that

mischievous a<lhcrence to a protective system,

which cripples the energies and discredits the

intelligence of the American people. Countries,

in short, in which tho mass of the people is

impoverished, however gorgeous and imposing
may be the wealth possessed by a few, are poor,

weak, and unable to meet the exigencies of a
large public expenditure ;

while, on the other

band, those communities in which wealth is abun-
dantly distributed, and in which comfort and
companitiVo affluence are shared by most mem-
bers of the society, are capable (not only for

political, but for economical reasons) of sup-

plying, with but little privation, abundant
means for the iiecessitios of government,

Protective Taxation .—We have already fPEO-
tection] commented on the arguments uUeged
in favour of protection, and the refutation

which has been conclusively directed against

these arguments. At the present time, tho

policy of our government has professedly been
to treat all taxation as a question of r('.venue,

and to i^pore any eflects wnicli it may have on
stimulating or supporting domestic industiy.

It is intended that every article of home or

foraign production ot manufactore should be
put on the same level, and that no fiivour of

an^ kind should be shown. As a rule, the
pnnciple is sustained, though there is still one
notaWe weption. If the object fkvoured by
a protective arrangement is a manufacture, the

consumer inrariably pays more for a worse
article ; if it be a necessary of life, be pays the

dut^ on all that is eouaumed of it, the state ob-
taininga revenue onlyon thatwhich is imported.
Thua, although et tlm repeal of the corn laws
only a shilling duty was retained on grain, yet
as, even when the murvest is most abundant, con-
siderable quantities of foreign corn are sdwajs
imported, the whole amount of grain sold is

raised by the shilling tax, this tax being on an
average about 24 per cent on the value. This

2^ per cent as a o^us to the landowner, and is

appropriated by him naturally in the shape of
rent The amount of indirect aid thus ac-
corded to landowneis has been reckoned on an
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ayerace at 4,000,000/. per annum, the amount regulations intended to prohibit exports or to

raised as revenue being under 400,000/. render them a source of revenue.

Import and Export DtUiea,—It has been Local Taxation.—Accounts given ofthe annual
already stated that a considerable part of the revenue of foreign countries generally include a
revenue of this country is raised by customs on portion of income which is omitted in the state-

six prinftipal articles, tea, coffee, tobacco, sugar, ment of our own expenditure, and omit an item
com, and alcoholic fluids. Of these, the largest which is formally contained in that of Grout

amount is derived from sugar and tobacco, Britain. Both the omission and the inclusion

which together contribute more than half the are due to the fact that in this country there

customs duties. These taxes may he said to isaperrotual tenden<^ * to decentralise,' a term
be paid for the most part by the poorer .classes, bywhim continental nations express the attempt

who are the great consumers, by virtue of to leave as wide a range as possible to the free

their numbers, of the commonest luxuries and action of individuals, to municipal or local

the most familiar among the secondary ne- acthnty, to what, in short, we call self-govem-

coHsaries of life. The tiix on tobacco, though ment. Thus the various local taxes, such as

enormous, does not seem to provoke much the poor-rate, the highway, county, and police

smuggling
;
and on the hypothesis that all rates, the charges for municipal maiiagerneiit,

members of the community ought to contri- lighting and paving, &c., are not included in

bute to the exigencies of the state, no two the general budget, because they are locally

taxes, it seems, could have a fairer incidence imposed and locally administere<(, whereas in

on consumption tlian these. most foreign countries they are under the con-

No community whose system of finance is trol and distribution of a central bureau. On
managed with the commonest reflection im- the other hand, part of the chaiges which
poses an export duty on its productions. It belong to the department of the army in this

sometimes appears, however, to the adminis- country, the cost, namely, of recruiting, is met
tration of particular communities, tliat there in other countries by the system of conscrip-

are commodities in which it possesses pecu- tion, or militia.

liar advantages. Such, for instance, was wool It is by no means easy to give any exact

to our forefathers, such is sulphur to Sicily, account of local taxation. The aggregate of

such was cotton to the Southern States of poor and county rates in England is nearly

the American Union. Now, under such cir- ten millions annually, the former of these t^o
cumstances, it is common for governments to items varying but little, the latter rapidly and
imagine that on export duty will be paid by steadily increasing. In Ireland and Scotland,

the consumer. But the impression is a delusion, the sums expends on the relief of the poor
and the action consequent upon this impression are nearly the same, about three-quarters of

is sure, at no remote period, to destroy the pecu- a million in each kingdom. But there are

liar advantage possessed by the community in many other local charges evidence of which
question. If, ind^, the article were an absolute is deficient Perhaps the amount would not

neeessaiy of life, if it were obtained in one be over-estimated at fifteen millions,

region only, and the administration of such a By far the greater part of this taxation is

region could completely control the supply, it immediately returned to those who pay it, or at

would be possible to levy a general tribute on least to some of those who contribute to the

the whole world by Uie imposition of an export fund. We have sho^ above [Pauvbbism] that

duty. But there is not, and, as a little reflec- a poor-rate is an indirect way of paying wages,

tion will show, there cannot be, any such com- and that, in the absence of such a rate, wages

modity ; wUle, if there should be an accidental would inevitably rise. So, again, a road-rate

advantage, the attempt to control the market is is only a means hv which every person who
sure to be met, and successfully obviated, either makes use of a road is called on to contribute

by obtaining a supply from other regions or by towards its maintenance
; a contribution which

the substitution of some other article. The is unfairly and wastefully levied when it takes

English government pn^ibited the importation the shape of a toll, collected at agate: unfairly,

of colonial sugar into Fnmce during the con* because many persons use the road, and use it

tinental war. At that time this country had a very roughly, who do not pay the toll; waste-

complete control over the supply of tUs tropical fully, because the receipt of the toll is bur-

pxomioe. The result was the establishment of dened with a ^eat charge in collection. It

a manufacture of sugar from beet. It adopted would be both just and expedient if idl tolls

the same policy viith saltpetre, then derived taken for public services were commuted into

entirely from India. A successful home mauu* general rates, and apportioned according to

factore was rapidly developed. The Sicilian assessment or propertv possessed or occupied

government attempted to control the export of within the region which gets the benefit of the

sulphur, an absolute necessary for the manu** service.

facture sulphuric acid. The material was Direct and Indirect Taxation .—By far the

obtained from pyrites. Instances might be lugest portion of the public revenue in this

multiplied to prove how futile is eveiy attempt country is obtained from indirect taxes, i.e. from

(whether it be for fiscal or formilitaiypurposes) taxes levied on commodities to be consumed,

to control the consumption of foreign countries, and not oniucome or the power of consumption,

or to levy an indirect ta-y on th^, by any By the machinery of bonded warehouses, the
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inci<l€nce of indirect taxation is made as light

as possible, and, by a judicious tariff, the

temptations to smuf^ling and similar illicit

practices ar^ greatly diminished. Public opinion,

in short, has powmully supported government
in checking nauds on the revenue^ because it

has been felt that, in the assessment of customs

duties, the ends of the ^vernment have been
intelligible, and its administration honest.

High duties, no doubt, stimulate smuggling:

but oppressivo, capricious, or interested taxa-

tion does so in aW greater degree. Nor can

it be said that the system of indirect taxa-

tion cheeks commercial enterprise, or hinders

England, in the language of those who favour

direct taxation, from becoming the free port of

the world.

Of late )’ears attention has been constantly

called to the merits of these rival methods. It

is urged that direct taxation could be levied

with greater economy, and that, its incidence

being felt more keenly than that of indirect

taxation can be, there would be a more watch-
ful supervision over public expenditure. It

is also said that direct taxation is fairer than
indirect. But it is hardly conceivable that

an absolutely direct system of taxation (em-
bracing, in order to be equitable, all incomes,

however small) could be carried out at all,

or, if carried out^ could be effected at small

expense, unless every man who paid wages,

or bought commodities, were constrained to

be a tax-gatherer. Nor, to judge from pre-

sent experience, does it seem likely that this

keen insight into public expenditure would
ensue from direct taxation. Almost all local

taxation, amounting on the estimate given above
to little less than a fourth of the imperial taxa-

tion, or, sotting aside the interest of the debt

and the immediate cbuiges of government, to

nearly half the imperial taxation, is obtained

directly; and yet perhaps no portion of the

moneys which individuals pay for public pur-

poses is under less control, supervision, and
criticism, than is this local taxation.

Nor, if we are to argue from the principle on
which the income-tax is assessed, and assume
that this principle should form the basis of all

taxation, would much be done by way of equity.

There are very few persons who are not con-

vinced that the income-tax is other than unfair

and unequal, although as yet the true principle

of such a has not been allowed, nor, were it

proved, is it likely that it would be accepted.

In short, the arguments alleged by those

who are called financial reformers, and who
declare that all indirect taxation should be
abandoned in favour of a direct mtem, are,

we may admit, theoretically sound, but demand
a higher moral tone, and perhaps a larger

amount of economical reasoning, than 3ie
present state of socie^ possesses, or is capable

of comprehending. It )B certain that, among
existing dimt taxes (tM> omit the inoome-

tax» the Wrongest e^tample of unfairness),

t^e iriM 1 levied en stmeessions, with the

irrational distmrtion b^ween real and personal

TAXUS
property, on conveyances, and on insoranee,

where an equally irratioual distinction is made
between farming stock and other property, are

the worst and most flagrant examples of one-

sided legislation.

Tastooma (Lat. taxus, a i^ew-iree

;

cornu,

a hom). The name of a family of Coleopterous

insects, including those in which the antennie

gradually increase in size as they extend from
the head, or terminate in an enlargement.

Taxldarmy (Or. rdftf, arrangementt and
BdpfiOf skin). The art of arranging and pre-

serving the skins ofanimala The most popular
treatise on taxidermy is Mr. Swainson’s volume
in Lardner's Oyclopidia.

Taxla (6r.). In Surgery, the replacement of

parts, which have quitt^ their natural situation,

by the hand,and withoutinstmment oroperation

;

as in reducing hernia or rupture.

Taxodlnm. A genus of Contferm, of the

tribe Cupressineaf consisting of lofty trees,

inhabiting for the most part the rich swampy
soil of Florida and other Southern States of

North America. The Deciduous or Bald
Cypress, T, distichumt is an ornamental tree

commonly seen on lawns and in similar situa-

tions, where its feathery foliage renders it an
attractive object. In its native country its bark
and wood are much used for covering houses,

for thin planks, ribs of ships, water-conduits,

and other purposes. The roots sometimes
bear large hoxlow excrescences, which are

made use of by the negroes as beehives.

Vaxiis (Lat. the leto-tree). The Common
Yew, T, haccata, is a well-known evergreen

tree, characterised by a trunk peculiarly sug-

gestive of massiveness and solidity, not being

covered, like the trunks of most other trees,

with a splitting bark, but seemingly composed
of a number of smooth stems fusra together,

j

and sending out numerous horizontal branches,

which spreM in ^ directions, and are densely

clothed withtough twigs, ou wMch the numerous
leaves are thicUy set on opposite sides. The
flowers are of two kinds, and grow on sepa-

rata trees. The fertile flower resembles a
minute acorn, the cup of which swells, and,

when ripe, has the appearance of red cornelian,

enclosing a small oval brown nut, the sum-
mit of which is uncovered. These fruits drop

when ripe, and contain a sweet glutinous juice

of a mawkish disagreeable taste, but are eaten

with impunity by children, and are greedily

devoured by wasps, moths, and several kinds

of birds. The leaves are'^ poisonous, though to

what extent is a disputed question ; but there

can be no doubt that their effects on the human
frame are deadly, and that to allow cattle to

eat them is a pemous exjperiment. The poison

appears to be more virulent in the young
snoots than in any other part of the free, but

exists, in greater or less quantities, both in the

fully-expanded leaves and in the green hark.

The leaves are more dangerous in a half-dry

state than when fresh. ‘Yew-tree tea,* an in-

fusion of Uie leaves, is, aeeording to Dr. Taylor,

I

sometimes used by the poor and ignorant for
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the same purposes as B&nn, but with equal

danger, ^Ihe wood is hard, compact, of a fine

and close grain, elastic, and incorruptible, of
a dne orange-red or deep-brown

; the gapwood
being white and also very hard. The fibenesa

of its grain is owing to the thinness of its an-
nual layers, the Yew-tree being of exceedingly

slow mwth ; 280 of these layers are some-
times found in a piece not more than twenty
inches in diameter.

The Yew is a native of most of the temperate
parts of Europe and Asia, and is generally

foundmwing m a clavey, loamy, or cdcareous
soil, i^ch is naturally moist. Yew-trees of

great antiquity and large size are often to be
met with in old churcnyards, but from what
motive thev were planted in such situations

is not clearly ascertained. Some of the various

reasons assigned are, that the poisonous foliage

of the yew typified death ; tlmt its durability

and slowly-altering features symbolised the

Resurrection ; that it might afford a supply of

twigs to be worn on Palm Sunday;—from a
still more utilitarian point of view, that there

might be always at hand a supply of wood for

middng bows. Yews are in existence which are

supposed to be above a thousand years old. The
dimensions of the largest range from thirty to

upwards of fifty feet in circumference.

Taylor'a Tbeorem. This impoitant

theorem was first given by Brpok Taylor in

Ills Methodus Jncremenioritm, Lohdini 1715 ; it

furnishes, whenever possible, the developement

of a function F(jr + a) in ascending powers of

A. Lagrange, as is well known, propos^ tofound

the whole differential calculus upon TayloPs
series; its want of generality, however, has

been justly urged as an objection to such a

proposition. &sides Taylor's own proof of his

theorem, others have been given by Maclaurin

and Stirling, D’Alembert and Cauchy,Lagrange,
Amp^, and others. In all treatises on the

calculus, one or more of these proofs will be

found; we shall, therefore, simply give the

theorem, and refer the reader to such sources

for further details. Denoting by W\a) the

derived function of F(*),^we have

—

F(« + A)-F(ar)+ ?F(ar) r{x) + . .

.

.
F(i>(jr) + Ri,

TCHORNOZEM
ploying a definite integral, this residue may be
thus exhibited—

1.2
(* + A - e)dt.

1.2 ...»

which is true when neither F(x) nor any of its

derived functions become infinite for values of

X between which the theorem is employed.

The Hmii, residue, or remainder Rj, whidi it

is always necessary to add m order to render

the formula exact, may be expreeaed thur

B- ****

l.2...(»+l)
^

Cauchy’s equivalent form is—

Bt. + »i*).

and in both $ and 8, are fractions. Ein-
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When F(jf) is a rational and integral function
of the degree, R^ will be 0, and the series

will end with the («+ 1)“» term. If it can be
proved that Ri vanishes when i is increased
without limit, then F(;r + A) may be expressed
by the corresponding infinite series, provided
the same be conveigent. It is necessary to
boar in mind, however, that the converse is not
necessarily true ; the infinite series may be con-
vergent, and still not represent the value of
F(jr + A), since ^ may not vanish

; hence the
necessity of taking the residue R* into consi-

deration. In such cases Taylor’s theorem is

said to fail.

Taylor’s theorem may easily be extended to
functions of two or more variables ; the result,

however, is most conveniently expressed in the
symbolical form. To illnstrate this, let the
symbols of operation and quantity in TayWs
theorem be separated. We may then wnte it

thus—

nsS*** F(JP).

h*
The expression e dx is purely symbolical, and
acquires a meaning only when qeveloped as if

A^ were a symbol of quantity. Similarly, in

the case of two independent variables, the

operative symbols
^

being commutative,

and combining with each other, and with con-

stants, in precisely the same manner as if they
were symbols of quantity, the sjrmboHcal equa-

tion ««^dk * may be easily verified.

And thence we may deduce the expansion—

'

F (x + A,y + A)« «*’dl e% F (x, y)

«s**A.e»‘4F(x.y)

1.2.3

The extension to fUnetioiui of. any number of

variables is now manifest.

Tehiiiftoliaitf. The Chinese name for

dark-blue Lapis Laxuli containing spangles of

Iron Pyrites. >

tfoborttomeni. The name locally given
^

to a singular but very important made

'

earth covering at least a hondm million of

acres of country extending liKim the eastern

foot of the Carpathians to uie Ural Mountains,
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twenty feit It is At TAricms elevations,

its composition is ths ssme everywhere. It

contains 7$ per cent of silica, 9 per cent of

alumina, about ? per cent of decaying organie

matter, with an unusual proportion of nstrogan

gas and very littleBme. More than 3 per cent

of oxide of iron is often present Among
the many rich soils in vaiious parts of the

world, none are more renuuhsMe than this

for the number of similar crops that can be

obtained in succession ^thout the snudlest

preparation or precaution. The nitimgen and
organic matter contained in it are, no doubt,

the great causes of this fezdllty, but the

mechanical state of the soil is an important

adjunct.

Te Beam (from the first words of the on«
ginal Latin, * Te Beum laudamus,’ We waiee
Tkee, 0 (rod). The authorship of this hymn

'^has been asLwibed by some to Ambrose and
Augustine; by others to Ambrose alone, to

llikiy, and to other less distinguished persons.

It is, however, generally thought to have been

composed in Gatiicaa church: the hkm^
ancient mention of it being in the rule of

Ciesarius, bishop of Arles in the fifth century.

The Te Beum, in the office of matins, is al-

ways sung after the reading of Scripture
;
in

the English morning service, between the two

lessons. (Palmer, Orijinea Liturguke^ ch. i
part i. sec. ii.)

Tea (Chinese tcha or tha). The popular

name of the plants belongixig to the genus

Thba, which yield the tea of commerce.

Various plants, possessing, in some part of

their structure, peculiar stimulating and seda-

tive properties, and acting, in medical lan-

guage, also as emulgents, have long been

employed, when infusechas abeteH^e. Chemi-

cal analysis detects the same or a similar prin-

ciple in the leaves of the tea-plant, in the

berries of the coffee, in the bark of the Bex
paragmyenaiSf and in the Peruvian coca. Of
tliese, the best known to us are tea and coffee,

the former having been used time out of mind
by the Chinese.

The Chinese names given to the different

teas are usually derived from their appearance

or place of culture. Thus Souchong, or Sian

Chung, means little plant ; Hyson, from Yu
Tsien, before the rains, or Kichunt j/ioarishing

springt from the fact of the leaves being ga-

tWed early; Pekoe is from Pecco, white Mirs,

because the T^ry young leaves from which this

tea is made have a white down upon them

;

Bohea is derived from the Bw-i Hills, where
this tea is produced. ^Q^arterlg Review 1864,

part ii. p. 22.)

Tiiie name Tea is also applied to the dried

leaves of various plants, and to the infusions

preimred from and used either as 1^-

!

Yersges or medicinaUyt Of these the chief!

are; AlmduAn or Arabian tea, prepared

Anstralian or New Zealand

tea, obtoii^ from sevesal apecies of Lepto-

epermum and litdaltiica
;
Faham ot Boui^on
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tea, obtained from dngraeum fragram^ an in-

fusion of which is drunk to promote digestion,

and the odour of which is owing to the

presence of coumarin : Labrador tea, obtained
from Ledum laHfolium\ New Jersey tea, the

produce of Ceanothus americanus; Paraguay
tea, obtained from Bex paragttagensis; South

-

Sea tea, obtained from Bex vomitoria; and
Tbeezan tea, obtained from Sagaretta theeeans.

Tea was not known in England till the close

of the seventeenth century. But its usewas fully

established by the middle of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Tea is enumerated amcmg excisable

articles in the year 1660, the form of the duty
being 6d. a gallon on the infusion supplied in

coffee-houses, commuted to an excise of da. ths

lb. in 1689. In 1667, the East India Company
directed their agent at Bantam to purchase
100 lbs. of the best tea that he could find. In
1711, the quantity consumed in England was
nearly 150,000 lbs., the retail price being very
high : domestic account-books, still preserved,

often recording purchases at from 17a* 6d, to

20a. the pound. In the Ume of Arthur Young,
about 1770, the consumption had increased

to 7,000,000 lbs., and this writer laments,

thronghout the records of his agricultural

tours, that the peasantry had abandoned
the use of the national beverages and taken

up with tea.

The chief consumers of tea are the English,

the Butch, the Americans of the United Statos,

and the Russians, the importation in the first

three eases being efi^ted by a sea passage, in

the last by caravans. It is said ^t tea carried

on sea always loses a portion of its flavour, and
that the finest qualities are found in Russia.

Tea reaches us in chests, and in the well-

known form of dried and rolled leaves. Much,
however, of that which is imported to Russia
is pressed into cubical masses, and is known
as brick tea. This is the form in which it is

most fremiently found in Central Asia. (Sea

the travols of Hue and Gabet, Atkinson, and
Vamb4ry.)
The ^lef source of tea is China, where it

is cultivated over a vast district between the
twenty-fifth and twenty-third degrees of lati-

tude. It is also grown in great quantities in

Japan, in latitudes at least ten degre<{8 north

of the China districts; and teas of excellent

quality are coming into the market from these

islands. It is an increasing object of agricul-

ture in the Eastern Himalapras, particul^ly in

Assam, the produce of which bears a higher

average price than that of any other locality.

There is nothing, except the cost of labour, to

interfere with We production of tea over the
whole coast of the Mediterranean, for the tea-

plant is a hardy evergreen, which can withstand
the cold up to at least the fortieth degree of
latitude.

Teas of the finest quality are, like wines, the
^owth of particular districts, and even of par-
ticular estates, the best kinds being prepared
with extraordinary care, and selected with
great exactness. The gardens and small
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plantations in which the tea is grown and pre*

;

pared axp yisited by regular purchasers, who
collect the produce in order to forward that

which is intended for the foreign market to the

varions ports Areqnented bv- Europeans. The
finest packages are marked with a particular

stamp, calM a chops, a Chinese wora said to

signify a seal. The agents, through whose
hands alone foreigners could make Qieir pur-

chases, were formerly known as the merchants

of the Hong, and it is stated that the commer-
cial credit of these merchants was held in the

highest estimation.

Up to the year 1834 the trade in tea was the

monopoly of the East India Company. This

monopoly was, as our readers are aoubtless

aware, the proximate cause of that outbre^ at

Boston in the year 1770 which led to the inde-

pendence of the United States. The priyil^e

was exceedingly oppressive to the English

?
ublic, and of little or no yalue to the company,

t was stated in 1830, only four years before

the abolition of the company’s monopoly, that

the cost of protecting the tea trade had been

so great as to leave absolutely no profit. It

was estimated, however, that the annual loss

of the public in consequence of the company’s

monopoly was not less than 600,000/. or

700,000/. per annum. The abolition of the

privilege was therefore passed in 1833 almost

by acclamation.

The duties on tea were originally ad yalorem,

and calculated on the company’s sales. After

the abolition of the company^^s monopoly, the

duties were paid at ratea varying from

Is. 6d, to 3s. But the discriminating duties

worked HI, as, indeed, such duties always do,

and in 1836, an equal duty of 2s. Id., in-

creased in 1840 to 2s. 2\d., was substituted.

In 1864, a set of new duties was fixed, on a

gradually reducing scale, to commence, in 1864,

at Is. \6d., to go on from April 1854 to April

1865 at Is. 6(f., from April 1865 to April I066

at Is. Sd., and to become Is. at tne latter

date. The Crimean war disturbed this ar-

rangement ; the duty was raised to Is. 9d., and

was reduced in April 1857 to Is. 5d. In 1863

the duty was reduced to Is., in 1866 to 6ef.

The two kinds of tea, black and g^en, do not

difibr generically, being merefy varieties of the

same plant. The plants are picked four tiroes

in the year, the finest kinds being the leaf-

buds collected in the spring, called pekoe; the

poorest that gathered in the autumn, and

known as bohea. Green teas are occasionally

faced with indigo^ Prussian blue, and other

drags; but it does not appear that ad^tera-

tion is carried on largely in China. It is said

that frauds are practi^ in this country, by
mixing sloe and ash leaves with tea, or by
unrolling and dyeing tea-leaves which have

alr^y been infrsed. An Act of 4 George II,

(so early were these dishonest practices com-
menced) prescribes a series of penalties for

these oinmoes.

The following tables g^re : (1) the imports of

tea for the last ten years; (2) its value
; (3) the
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»rieo per pound of the principal kinds of tea in

tond at London, for nine years:

—

Jmt Dm. a

1856
1857
1858
1859 ,

1860
1861
1862
1868
1864
1865

86,100,404
64,498,987

75,482,585
75,077,451
88,946,582
96,577,888
114,787,861
186306,821
124359,248
121371,219

5348,884
4,677,470

5306,616
5312,545
6,911,943
6,850,662
9,175,940

10,666,017

9,488,760
10,044,462

Tnn chiiift Amm Je|«D

Per Lb. Per Lb. Per Lb*
$. d. i. d. •: d.

1856 1 2, 2 4|
1857 1 5| 2 G —
1858 1 4 2 0
1859 1 6 2 0 1 6
1860 1 9 1 9 1 6
1861 1 5 1 9k 1 5
1862 1 8A 1 9 1 7

1868 1 er 1 lU
!

1 5|
1864 1 6 2 8 1 sj

For further particulars, see Commercial IHc-

tionary, art. * Tea.’

Teak or XndiM Oak. The produce of

the Tectona grandis, a large forest tree, which
grows in dry and elevated districts in the south

of India, the Burman Empire, Pegu, Ava, Siam,

.lava, &c. Teak timber is one of the best in

the East; it works easily, and, though porous,

is strong and durable; it is easily seasoned,

and shrinks very little ; it is of an oily nature,

and therefore docs not injure iron. Mr. Craw-
ford says that, in comparing teak and ouk
together, the useful qualities of the former will

be found to preponderate. ' It is equally strong,

and somewhat more buoyant. Its durability is

more imiform and decided ; and to insure that

durability, it demands less care and preparation

;

for it may be put in use almost green from the

forest, without danger of diy or wet rot. It is

fit to endure all climates and alternations of

climate.’ (Tredgold’s Principles of Carpentry,

p. 206 ;
Crawfura’s Eaxt. Archip. vol. i. 451.)

The teak of Malabar, produced on the high

table-land of the south of India, is deemed the

best of any. It is the closest in its fibi^ and
contains the largest quantity of oil, being at

once the heaviest and the most durable. This

species of teak is used for the keel, timbers,

and such parts of a ship as are under water i

owing to its great weight, it is less suitable for

the upper works, and Is not at all fit for spars.

The teak of Java ranks next to that of Malabar,

and is especially suitable^for planking. Tbo
Eangoon or Borman teak, and uiat of Siam, is

not so close-grained or durable as the others;

it is, however, the most buoyant, and is there-

fore best fitted for masts and spars. Malabar

teak is extensively used in the building yards

of Bombay. Shros built wholly of it are

almost indestructible by ordinaiy wear and

tear ;
and instances are not rare of their havii^

lasted from 80 to 100 years. Such ships are said
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to sail iodifferontlv

;
bufcthis is pi'obably oaring Bniailian s^oios, might hti pni<ticu1nrly pointed

as much to some defect in their construction as out as yielding drst-rate timber for house and
to the weight of the Umber* In Calcutta slops ship building, or wood for making bows for

the timbers and framework arc alwoys of native savages. Several sj^cics are of importance in

wood, and the planking and deck only of teak- modicinc. T. impet/^inosa sbounds in tannin

;

The tcfdc of Jlurmah, being conveyed with its bark is bitter and mucilamnous, and it is

conmaratively little difficulty to the ports of lujcd in tlie form of lotions, bath^ &c. in in-

Ean^n and Martaban, is the cheapest and dammatjon of the joints and debility. T. Ipo

most abundant of any. It is largely exported has similar qualities, and is prescribed by the

to Calcutta and Madras. Brazilians as a gargle in ulcers of the mouth.
A species of Umber called African teak, the The leaves of T. snbvemicosa, known also tut

produce of the Olifiddla africana^ is pretty S^mrattotperma lUhotriptica^ are bitter, acrid,

largely imported into England from the west and diurcUc, and have a Brazilian reputation

coast of Africa. Thoiigh destitute of several in calculus. When young, the Tecoinas often

of the most valuable properties of teak, it is, for have simple or unifoliolate leaves; but as

some purposes, a useful timber, [OLPFiErniA.] they grow up, the leaflets increase in number,
Taanji Tawny, or Sraak* In Heraldry, and become digitate. The large flowers are

a colour compounded of red and yellow, em- arranged in terminal bunches, and in many
^oyed in bbizonry, but rarely met with in species appear after the leaves have fallen off.

English coats of arms, and rcckone<l one of Teotlbrancl&iates (Lat. tego, 1 cover, and
lhe dishonourable colours. In engraving, it is brancliia, gilh), A name given by Cuvier to

represented by diagonal and horizontal lines an order of hermaphrodite Qasteropods, corn-

crossing each other.
^

prehending those species in which the gills are

Tears (the English word tear is identical covered by a process of the mantle, containing u
with the French u’ord lanne: tracing tear shell, or enveloped in a reflected maigin of the

through the earlier forms taer, tehr, tehar, foot. For this name that of MonopUwrohran-

taker, we reach the Gothic for wliich we ehiata has been substituted by M. do Blainville.

have the corresponding Greek words tiKpv, Teotixlte. A mineral of uncertain com-

bdKpvfia, answering to the Latin lacryma, which position, but supposed to be a hydrous sulphate

is softened into the French larme ; the San- of peroxide of iron,

Bcrit form of the word is [d]asru, from the root Tectortum Opus (Lat.). In Ancient Archi-

da)fc,tobite— lecture, the plfisteroFs work used upon ceilings

second series vi.). The fluid which lubricates and interior walls ; it was a composition of lime

the cornea of the eye, when secreted in excess, and sand, and differed from stucco, which was
forms tears; they are limpid, saline, perfectly called alharium opns. Groat pains were taken

inisciblft with water, and have a slight alkaline to prevent work of this kind from cracking, by
roagency, owing to tlie presence of free soda, crossing layers of reeds, coated with argillaceous

Their principal saline contents are common salt matter, upon it before it was coated with paint,

and a trace of phosphate of soda, and they con- Teotrlcea (a word formed from Lat.

tain traces of albumen; but the whole solid I cover). The name of the feathers which

matter scarcely amounts to one percent. When cover the quill-fcnthf'rs and other parts of the

the lacrymal duct by which tears are conveyed wing. [Coverts.]

into the nostrils is obliterated, and they flow Tee. [Umbrell.\.]

over the an^e of the eye, they become mn- (Sansc. dat.
;
Lat. dens, dentis;

rentrated by eva|>oration, and leave an Irri- Gothic tunthus; Gcr.zahn, a tooM; the Greek,

tating muoo-ssline crust. The exact nature, kbobs, Wrros, being in all probability the

however, of the animal matter contained in the same word). Tooth, properly so called, are

tears has not been determined. parts peculiar to the vertebrate animals, com-
TbftMl(A.-Sax. tflssl). The Fullers* Teazel, psed of organic matter, hardened principally

used in the dressing of (doth, is the flower-head by the phosphate of lime. They are fixM to

of JHpsaem FuUonum, a biennial plant of the the bones of the mouth, and serve to catch,

otiet Mpsaeaem,
^

kill, hold» pierce, cut, or crush the objects

The tenth month of the Jewish of food, being variously diaped a<sooidingly.

eodeiriasticsl year, and fourtli of the civil year. Substances composed of softer material, gene-

It eenvesponds to December. rally horn, perform the analogous offices in the

(Gr. t$xyaKayU). A term invertebrate animals, and are usually called

Invmited to mress a treatise on grammar. teeth ; homy material is substituted for teeth

Mf0ne»(Te(mmsxochitl, its Mexican name), in a few fishes, in ^elonians, birds, whales,

A oonsidjMble genus of B^noniacea, composed and the Ornitkork^t^m paradoxus.
of tall iuhaWtiui the trppical parts of In fishes the teeth may be sftoated ou the

Amed^^ and ve)^ chieAy on Hiccount of their premaxillary, maxillaiy, maudibular, palatine,

hard a)iiioit InmteueHble timber, which has votn^ine,pterygoid,hyoid,orpharyngeal bones.

pmtmA forsefu^jmem the, name of Boble- In a few instances they are implanted in sockets

Oak.. of the W^est Indies or akeoH, or they may be fixed to an osseous

(T« ^ Gnayacan of Panama (T. base which is atta<di^ by ligamsnteus sub-
la,Martinique of the stance to the oral bones ; but most commonly

OarflSrbeiitt pen(c^pil0% am several they are immediately anchylosed, or joined ty
< n

' 7IA
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direct eontinuntion of bony substance, to tlie

bones tbemselres which encompass the mouth.
In reptiles the teeth may be found on the

palatine, pterygoid, or vomcrinei as well as on
the maximiry and premaxillary bones. They
are generally anchyiosed, or confluent with the

substance of the jaws; but in the plesiosauri

ami crocodiles they are implanted in sockets.

In mammals the teeth are confined to the

maxillary and premaxillary bones, are always
implanM in sockets, and in this class only

mfl^ be so fixed by more than one fang or root.

Teeth generally consist of three distinct

substances ; riz. dentine, enamel, and bone or

cecmentum, also called erusta petrosa.

The texture of the dentine is minutely tubu-

lar
;
that of the csementum, of combined tubules

and cells ; the earthy material is arranged prin-

cipally in the interspaces of these cavities, which

have definite arrangement and proportions in

different vertebrate genera. The enamel, in

mammals, consists of hexagonal filamentary

columns.

In the human subject the teeth are called,

according to their figure, incisors, canines, bi-

cuspids and molars. The same terms have

been transferred to the teeth of the mammalia
generally, except that those which are homo-
logous with the bicuspids in mau are called

premolars or spurious molars. A tooth is

divided into a crown, a neck, and a fang

or fangs. Other shapes are signified by the

terms tusk^ sectorial, tubercular, scalprarial or

chisel-tooth, &c.
The vascular bodies concerned in their de-

velopement are called pulp and capsule', the

dentine or body of the tooth is formed by the

former, the enamel and cement are due to the

latter oigan.

In most cases when the pulp has developed

as much dentine as forms the full-sized

crown of the tooth, it diminishes in size ;
and

as it continues to exercise its function during

the progress of ite diminution, a gradually de-

creasing fang is the result. When the diminu-

tion of the pulp, instead of being general, pro-

ceeds from two or three parte, a corresponaing

number of fimgs are extended from the crown.

But sometimes the pulp retains its full size and
activity during the lifetime of the animal, in

which case the part of the tooth lodged in the

socket presents the same site and form as the

protruded crown, of which it is a direct con-

tinuation. The fore teeth of the rat, beaver,

and other rodents are familiar examples of

these constantly growing teeth. But this is

not the only mods in which excessive wetf
and tear of the teeth is provided for. In the

elephant, when one sninder is worn down, it is

pushed out and reduced by a second of sub-

sequent formation. These successional teeth

are formed in the elephant, eadi in a cavitv

at the back part of the jaw, behind the tooth

which they are destined to succeed. In other

animals, again, the teeth which suit the size

of the jaws when young are pushed out by
others which are proportioned to the size of
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the full-grown jaws. Tliesc, which arc termed
permanent teeth, succeed the decidmus Ucth in

the vertical dir^tion, being developed in the

substance of the jaws above the deciduous teeth

in the upper and below the deciduous teeth

in the lower jaw. Other molars arc usually

added behind. As the deciduous series of teeth

are generally developed in mammals at the

period when the young animal is suckling,

they are commonly cali^ milk teeth', btit as

in some rodents deciduous teeth are formed
and shed before birth, they might be termed
uterine teeth. Thus teeth may succeed each

other in the horizontal or vertical direction.

In the human subject all the deciduous teeth

arc succeeded vertically; but the additional

teeth follow each other from beliind forwards.

In mammals, a tooth has not more than one
successor in the vertical direction, but in rep-

tiles and fishes there may be many such.

It is a singular but constant fact, that in

mammals the permanent molar always pro-,

sents a more simple crown than the deciduous

one which it has replaced; thus, in man, the
quadricuspid milk grinders arc succeeded by
the permanent bicuspides. For dental nota-

tion, sec Symbols, Zoological.
Teetb of Wbeela« Teeth of wheels are

generally the means by which the power of the

first mover is conveyea to the wrorking point of

a machine; and it is obviously of weat im-

portance tliat they should be of such a fonn
that as little as possible of the original power
may be lost in transmission, and that the im-
pulse should be conveyed through the train of

wheels with a uniform force.

Ill the formation of the teeth of wheels, the

object aimed at is to give them such a curva-

ture that the anghlar velocities of the two
pieces working together shall maintain the

same constant ratio in all positions of contact.

In order to preserve the constancy of the angu-
lar velocity ratio, it is only necessary that the
acting faces of the teeth shall have such a form
that the normal common to the two surfaces in

contact shall always divide the line of ecn-

irte ri.e. the lino joining the centres of the
wheel and pinion) in a fixed point. Now, the
teeth of one wheel being assumed to have any
form whatever, it is always peometricedl^ pos-
sible to assign the jfbrm of those of another so

that they shall fulfil this condition, and, con-
sequently, work together correctly; but the
forms which are found to answer in practice are
limited to a comnaratively small number. In
a straight rack the curve both of the root and
point of the teeth should be mloidal, in a
wheel the root should he hypoj^doidal the
point epicycloidal, and in an internal segment
the root should be epit^eloidal and the point

hypo<^cloidal. In the workshop, the curves of

the tei^ are struck out 1^ roUing the t«B|date

of the generattug circle ou a template ox the
pitch Ime, when a scribsr or peneu marks the
curve. More usually, however, the teeth are

struck out by compasses, the roots being radii

of the wheel, and the points segments of circles
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struck from t}ie centre of the a(\jacent tooth on

the pitch line. The best diameter of tbo rolling

circle for any ^itch is 2*22 times the pitch,

and no wheel intended to work smoothly

should have less than fourteen tr<‘th. The
pitch should bo as fine as is consistent with

the required strength. When the velocity of

the motion exceeds feet nor second, tho

larger of the two wheels should be iltt(?d with

wooden teeth, the thickness of which sliould be

a little greater than that of the iron teeth. The
bmdth of tho teeth in the direction of tho

axis varies very much in practice
;
but where

tho velocity docs not exceed 6 ftKit per second,

a breadth equal to four times the thickness

of the tooth will suffice, or five times the

thickness if the velocity is greater, tho surfaces

being kept well greased. But if tho teeth be

constantly wet, the breadth should bo six times

the thickness. The best length of (ho teeth is
|

^ of tho pitch, and it should not excewl J of the

pitch. In the iSoho practice the length of the

tocth is made A of the pitch outside and

of the pitch inside of tho pitch circle : in the,

London practice ^ of the pitch arc outside and
X inside of the pitch circle. About | of the

pitch should be left unoccupied at the bottom

of the pitch for clearance.

If the thickness of tooth in inches, w the

weight upon it in pounds, and c a constant

multiplier, which for cast iron is *025, for brass

0*36, and for hard wood *038, then

This formula put into words is as follows:

—

2b the proper thickneseof toot-h of acasU

iron wheel to tranemit with safety any given

pressure.

Multiply the square root of the pres-

sure in pounds acting at the pitch line by the

constant number *025. The product is the

ptaper thickness of tho tooth in inches.

Example.—^What is the proper thickness of

the teeth of a cast-iron wheel moved by a pres-

sure of 238*33 lbs, at the pitch circle ?

Here 4/238*33— 15*27,and this multiplied by
*026 *381, which is the proper thickness of the

teeth in inches.

Togmesita (Lat from tego, 7 cover). In

Botany, the scales covering the leaf-buds of

the deciduous trees of cold mimates.

Tdfftameat or Teginea (Lat). In Ana*

tomy, the general covering of the body. In

Entomology, the term is i^lied to the coverings

of ^e wings the order Orthopiera^ or straight-

winged insects.

VotlHtrae (Lat. tilia). The Lime-tree,

Wia oun^pm.
Voliidn (from tm)» In Scottish Law,

titiiea. By course of various usurpations,

the i^ole trinds of Scotland had become

vested the Beibnaatian in the crown ; or

in ^vate indlridoals, temed mdars, to whom
they hnd been granted by the crown, or to the

/snare or roster frm the chniich. By a suc-

of deerw and enactmente these tithes

woroienm^ redeemable at. a fixed

TmlnaSon; the clergy are il^vided for by

pm by the commisetoners of tithes

TELAMONES
(when these nro vested in tho crown) or by tho

titular. Tho minister can wek tho increase of
these stipends by process of augmentation and
modification; and, if augmented, every heritor

becomes liabje in proportion to the amount of
his tcinds.

Telnoecope (Gr. vcli/a>, I stretch ;
oKoriiat

Hook). The name given by Sir David Brewster
to an instrument otherwise called tho prisw,

telescope, formed by so combining prisms that

tho chromatic aberration of tho light is cor-

rected, and the linear dimensions of objects

seen Ihrough them increased o? diminished.

‘If wc take a prism, and bold its refracting

e<lgo downwards and horizontal, so ns to seo

through it one of the panes of glass in n window,
there will be found a position, viz. that in which
the rays enter the prism and emerge from it at

equal angles, when tho square pane of glass is

of the natural size. If we turn the refracting

edge towards tho window, the pane will be
extended oV mn^ified in its length or vertical

I

direction, while its breadth remains the same.

If we now take tho prism, and hold its refract-

ing edge vertically, wc shall find, by the same
proi*es.s that tho pane of glass is extended or

magnified in breadth. If two such prisms,

th(‘reforo, arc combined in these positions, so as

to magnify tho same both in length and breadth,

wo have a telescope composed of two prisms
;

but unfortunately tho objects are all highly

fringed by the prismatic colours. *We may
correct those colours in three ways : let. Wo
may mako the prisms of a kind of glass which
obstructs all tho rays but those of one homo-
geneous colour

;
or wc may use a piece of the

same glass to absorb tho other rays when two
common glass prisms are used. 2nd, We may
use achromatic prisms in placo of common
prisms. Or, 3rd, what is best of all for common
purposes, we may place other two ^msms ex-

actly similar in reverse positions.* (Brewster’s

‘Optics,* Cabinet Cyc.ja. 363.)

Brofessor Amici, of Modena, has recently

constructed a combination of prisms of the

same glass, in which the chromatic aberration

is corrected, and a power of about three times

obtained. The plan is well suited for opera-

glasses. Amici’s teinoscope consists of four rect-

angular prisms, having their refractive angles

different, and connected by pairs; the two
pairs being similar, those next the eye or tho

first pair are vertical, and the second pair

horizontal, so that oq^l refraction is produced
in every direction. The distance between each

pair is about an inch and a half. (LUfrary of
Useful Knowledge, ‘ Optical Instruments,* p« 66.

)

Sir D. Brewster (Op^^s, p. 304) states that

this instrument had oeen made by Dr. Blair as

well as by himself, before it was proposed or
executed by Amici.

TeJoBaL A Kcoth Indian name for tho

warm spicy capsules and seeds of Xanthoxylon
kaetUe.

Vokorettsia* A crystallised mmeral resin

found in Xi^sil wood in Denmark.
Tolmams (Gr. T«\a^m). In Archi-
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tecture, colossal figures of fiien used for the pur-
pose of supporting entablatures. [Cabtatidbs.]
Vdlegram* A message transmitted bj tele-

graph.

Telegrftpli (Gr. afar off, and
I lorite). ‘The name giren to' a mechwical
contrivance for the rapid communication of
intelligence bj signals. The term imafhore
(Qr. a ai^ ; I bear) has been mtro-
duced by the French, and frequently adopted
by English vriters; but since the universal
employment of the ekoirio telegrajoh it has
fallen into disuse. [Sxokals, Navat.]
Telegrapb, Bleotrlo. The electric tele-

gra^, or, as it oughtmore properly to be called,

the hh^acTBO-uAOnBTio Tblbgbaiui, has now su-

pers^ed all other means of telegraphic com-
munication. We purpose, therefore, briefly to

describe the princ^e upon which these instru-

ments 'are constructed, referring for minute
details to the various works which have been
published, and to the specifications of the many
patents which have been issued upon the subject.

The mutual relation of electric and magnetic
currents will be evident from what has been
stated elsewhere under the heads Elbctbo-
HAOKiffTiSM and Galvanomxtbb, bo that it will

only be necessary to recapitulate such clrcum-
j

stances as have especial rdation to telegraphic I

purposes.

Wlien a current of voltaic electricity is tra-

versing a metallic wire, a magnetic current is

at the same time established, at right angles to,

and as it were revolving about, the electric

current as its axis ; and if the pole of a magnet
be supposed capable of freely moving in any
direction, the tendency of su^ polo would be
to revolve about the wire in question, or, rather,

about the electric current which that wire

carries. If a common magnetic needle, turning

horizontally upon a point or pivot, be brought
near the voltaic current, or to the wire convey-

ing that current, the mi^et will acco^ingly
be deflected from its meridian. Sup^sing, for

instance, the magnetic needle in its natural

position, and pointing therefore northwd south,

to be approached by a wire transmitting the

volta-eleotric current, held above, and parallel

to the needle, the deflection of the needle will

take place either to the right or left, or to the

north or soutli, the direction of the deflection

depending upon that of the electric current;

and accordingly the tendenqr ot the magnetic

needle will be to place itseli at right angles to

the wire conveying the electric current It is

obvious, therefore, that the electricand magnetic

forces may so far be said to deflect each other

,

and iqmn this principle the various forms of

the galvanometer are constructed. Now, in

reference to the application of such principle

to tele^phio purposes, another form of app^
rattts must be adopted, in which the magn^
needle and deflecting current instead of being

placed horizonts^y, as in thegalvanometw, aro

placed verHcaUg, or perpendicularly, as in toe

annexed diagram, where AB represents a wire

haviim a nugnetised steel needle placed imme-
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diately behind it, and so adjusted as to hang
vertically when at rest. If an eledtric current
be now xnade to descend from A to B through

Fig. 1.

such wire, the needle will be deflected into the

position N S ; i.e. its north pole will turn to the
right as toe spectator stands before it

; and on
increasing the force of the electric current, the
deflection of the needle might be so far increased

as to cause it to place itself at right angles to

the electric current, as shown by the dotted
figure

; but this may be prevented by the small
studs cCf by which such extreme deflection is

limited. If we now suppose the wire 2.

to be continued on, and bent up on
^

the other side of the needle into the 11 [u

shape of the letter U, the current
J U

still passing onwards, i.e. down the

limb A B and up B C (as indicated by
the darts), then the portion of the

current B 0 would also act upon the

needle, and proportionately increase

the deflection. If we now change the

direction of the electric current,

so as to send it down 0 and up A,
then also will tlie direction of the deviation

of the magnetic needle be changed, and its

north pole, instead of pointing to the right,

will point to the left. And if, by repeated

convolutions of the wire, toe electric current

be made to pass many Fig. 8.

times aroimd the mag-
netic needle, the deflec-

tion would be still fhr-

toer increased, so that,

by the adoption of this

latter expedient or by
toe use of a ooU instead

of a single wire, the
effect of toe electric

current may be so mul-

tiplied as to produce a
considerable deflection

by a comparatively

I

feeble current. This

I

is, in fact, the principle

of toe galvanometrio

mtdiipHer, and is toe
^

form of apparotue used in toe deetrio tele-

mph, li now nost eommo^ constructed.

coBstruericai of toii ooil is toown in toe

annexed wood-cut lb eousists of a poUtoed
8 A
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wooden orjvon frime^ roimd wbich are bound Haring thus stated the ^neifh upon

Nome hundred feet of ftne eopper wire, corered whieh the uenal form of the electro^magnetic

with eilh, irhid), being a non-oonduotor, pre- tdegnph is oonatrueted, wo may now mther
venta the lateral paesage or transfer of mao- explain the details of its slm^est form, in

tricitr from wire to wire, so that the current^ i^oh ms indieatin|f needle onlr is employed,

enteitng at A, passes threat the whole length and which therefore is usually called the stuyff-

uf the coil, and goes out at B. Two magnetic A front and back riew of

needles are fixed upon an axis which passes this telegraph is given in the preceding cuts,

through the frame, one within, the other with- the battm oeing represented annexed to the

3Ut the coil. The poles of these needles are in lower, and the ciicuit through the nlrano-

opposition to each other, and they are thus metric coil A being completed by the wire

rende^ Qitatic, i.e. they are not affected by WW. The following description ofthemorArtW

the magnetism of the earth. This coil is so of the instrument is abii^ed from v.

placed at the back of the dial plate of the tele- Walker’s EUetrio Tdkgra^ Mani^niion^ to

graph, shown in the next diagrams, as to allow which we may here refer the reader for a

the outer needle to traverse nght and left upon variety of details ree^ctinff its construction

Yig 4.
and uses, whith would have been irrelcrant in

tbs dtel plidis; A nmre dsHcats instrummit
th|ui tlm one now deseribed is known as
Txnpmifs GnLV4iiR)iaix»a. [Tawmspa,
SmMKUUiaL] m

this artide.

The instrument has a twofold character : it

is either posMtw, or ready for receiving dgnals
/rotn another iustrument; or it is actm, or

ready for iransmtHn^ signals io another in-

strument. By describing first how it is fitted

for receiving signals, and tiiien how it is arranged

for tranernUting them, we shall be better able

to analyse it, and comprehend its structure.

The frame of the coil A (fig. 6) is screwed
upon the face of the instrument, whidi free is a
brass plate varnished on the inner side. Look-
ing at the coil, a short wire from its righU
hand, end comes to a screw terminal, which,

by a slip of brass, is connected with another

terminal XJ. The IrfUhmd end of the coil

comes also to a temunal, from which a slip of

brass descends to a brass plate, here paikly

hidden; but its form may be seen from a
similar plate, visible on the left side. These
twin plates are in metallic connection by means
of the two upright epringe, shown in the cut.

The epfinge are of steel, and press strongly on
two poiuts in a short insulated brass r<m n,

which is screwed into the framework of the
instrument. The left-hand plate is connected
with the terminal R, also by a slip of brass.

If, now, the two terminals u and 1) are con-

nected by a wireW W, the circuit will be com-
plete^ as follows: from the terminal XT into

the coil at the right-hand side; out of the coil,

at the left side, downwards to the right-hmid
plate; up the rin^t-hand steel spring, across

the brass rod », to the left-hand steel spring

;

downward, by this spring; to the left*hand
pfrte, thence by the slip of brass to the terminal
B, and thence by the wireWW to the terminal
X7, whence we storied. If, now, the wire from
O' went rm the line of railway, and the wire
frran 1) down the linei, and the dreuit were in

some way kept complete on the large scale, as
it has bron nere described on the small sotde,

any electiio current passing slong the wire
from a distant station would traverse this coil

in its course, and would diflect the needle^ and
so nufre a signai

SofrrfoTreceifingadgnal; m>w for sending
on^ Were we to go out mi the <^n railway,
talking with ns a b&my, and to cot any one of
the wires» and place its two ends, thus obtained,
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upon the two teminal ends of the batteiy, a
current wonH pass along the line, and the

needles on that line would be deflect^ ; and if

we changed hands, so as to reverse the conneo*

tions, and conseqnenUy to reverse also the di-

rection of the electiio current, the deflections

of the needles would be reversed. The same
would happen were we to cut a wire inside the

office, or inside the telegraph, and to treat it

in a similar way. Kow, m every apparatus
contrived for transmitting signals, we have a
p/hos ^irrtmndmg to auch a cut wre; and
near this place are the poles of the battery,

mounted and movable, so that they may be
readily applied in the breach, one way or the

other aa required. The place here (flg. 6) is

the tep of tha springs* They are notJoined to

the brass rod n, but press hard upon it, and
^n readily be raised

; and when either of them
is raised, &e circuit is broken. Now, near this

place is a contrivance by which the poles of

the battery may make a breach in the circuit,

and be applied in the breach in either direction.

The drum B is of box-wood, the ends o and e
being capped with brass, and insulated from
each other by the wood left between them.

The drum is movable by a handle in front of

the instrument, visible in fig. 4. A stout steel

wire, </, is screwed beneatu into the o end of

the drum
;
and a similar wire s' is screwed above

into the s end. These two wires are the poles

of the battery, s' being connected with the zinc

end, and d with the copper, thus: from the

copper end of the battery a wire is led to the

terminal C ; thence a slip of brass leads to a

curved brass spring which presses on the drum
at c

;

from the z^ end of the battery a wire

goes to the terminal Z, and thence a slip of

brass leads to a similar curved spring, presmng
on the continuation of the s end of the drum,
as shown in the figure. Whenever, therefore,

the drum is moved, the steel wire s' will lift

up one or other of the upright steel springs

;

it is now lifting up the ri&t-hand one, and
so breaks the emnut ; but, by a little further

motion of the drum, the wire o' will joress upon
the boss below, as shown in the figure, and
thus there will be a battery-pole on each side

of the breach, and a signal will be made on
this, and on all instruments connected with it.

From the peculiar arrangement of the drum,
the motion can be changed as rapidljir as the

hand can move. The lottery connections are

shown exactly as they occur in practice;

and the connections are such that if the right-

hand spring is moved off, the needle moves to

the right, and if the left, to the left. The
needle on the face of the instrument alwm
has its north end upward, and the needle

within the coil its north end downward, so

that, ly the law elsewhere stated, if we look

at the &ce of an instrument, and see the top

end of the needle move to the ri^t, we may
be sure that in the half of the cou nearest to

us the current is ascending.

Now, as regards the/ronf of the instrument,

upon which the alphabet is engraved right and
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left of the n^le, it will be obvious, from what
has been said above, that the manipulator has
it in his power to cause the dial-needle to vi-

brate or deflect to the right or left as he directs

the electric current one way or the other
through the coil, and this direction of the
electnc current is commanded in the way above
described, by turning the handle at the lower
mrt of the instrument to the right or left.

When this handle is veriicalt the current is

altogether cut off.

The letters of the alphabet, and a few other

signals, are indicated by the number of heats

made by the needle, some of these beats being
to the left and some to the right, the general
rule being, that in the letters placed to the left

of the needle the last beat to make any given
letter is a Irft-hand beat, whatever other beats

may enter into the production of the letter;

thus, L requires four beats, and they are right,

left, right, 2^^, finishing with the left

;

so, again,

the letters placed on the r^ht of the needle

finish with a right-hand beat, as, for instance,

W, which is composed of four beats, three to

the left^ and ihofourth to the right* The sys-

tem uponwhich this single-instrument alphabet

18 formed is sufficiently simple. The smbol of

each letter is placed underneath it, and consists

of one or more diagonal lines sloping either to

right or left, some of which are full length, and
others half length ; the direction of the magonal
is the direction of the deflection or beat, a deflec-

tion being made for each diagonal, the deflection

corresponding to the half length being made

first. D, for instance, is thus representedV

.

and is made by a beat to the right, followed

by a beat to the left ;
R is represented by /

,

and is made by a beat to the left, followed by

a beat to the right ; H is two to the right

and two to the left; W is three beats to the

left and one to the right, and so on. The
scheme of the code is : one, two, three, and four

left-hand beats for the first four signals; then
one right-hand, and one, two, and three left-

hand beats for the next in order; then two
right-hand and one and two left for the nextr
then three right-hand and one left

;
then a left,

a rig^t, and a left ; and lastly, right and left,

right and left, VV, which reai^es L, and com-
pnses the first half of the series. The other

half are the oounterparts, with the beats re-

versed. To render this description more in-

tdligible, we g^ve a sepmte representation

of the dial alphabet, in wmdh the direction and
number of beats for each letter are shown

In the following diagrams, the symbol like

the Maltese cross 9^, indicated by one beat to

the lift, and which is termed step, is used by
thessnderofu message, at the mdofevery eoori,

and by the reader or receiver of the message,

when he does not underetand the previous

word. On the olher hand, a single beat to the

Hght (indicating the letter M upon this form of

theinstroment^mplies that he ioes underetand*

'^en, in this or other form of the needle tele-

3 a2
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graph, nv/mhers are to he transmitted, which,

however, is very r^ly necessaiy in the form of

numerais, conventional letters and signals are

settled upon for the purpose.

Fig, 6.
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Our object here is, merely to render the

principle of this form of the electric telegraph

intelligible, and therefore we have selected the

simplest instrument ;
but at all the principal

stations a Bouble-kbbdlb Imstbuiibnt is em-
ployed, which may, in fact, be regarded as

two single instruments capable of being worked
separately or together. With this double tele-

graph the reading of the signals is much more
rapid, but it has the inconvenience of requiring

a separate line-wire for each needle ; the signals

also are different from those of the single instru-

ment, but the principle is in both the same.

It is obvious, from the laws which govern the

transmission of what we call the electric ourrentf

that when, by its means, a message is to be

sent to any distant station, as, for instance, from
London to Dover, there must be a means by
which the current may return from Dover to
London, and this was formerly effected by a

separate wire*, so that each single telegraph

required two wires, one down the fine to Dover,
andoneup thelinetoLondon, and adouble-needle
tustrument could only be worked by four wires,

e^ienee, was il^ned. But, about t^e year
1S37 it was discovered that ^e drouit might
be oompl«ted, or at least that the retam-i^re
might supersede, by what has been called

the ectrth cireuttf so that, instead of using im
lei^hs of DUO Qhlv is employed for each
.nemle, and thsp tenoinal or return wire of the

Dover insHfument it oonpected with the earth at

Dover, white the other terminal of the London
724

instrument is similarly connected with the earth

at London, and, stranjge to say, it is found that

this transit by the earth is more perfect, i.e.

presents less resistance to the passage of the

electridty than if a return-wire had l^n used.

This statement will, perhaps, be rendered more
intelligible by the annexed cut, in which the

Pig. 7.

insulated line-wires proceeding from London at

L to Dover at D are shown mUowing the line

of railway, whilst the dotted liue between the

buried copper plates BR (or gas or watOT pipes

at each extreme) shows the supposed direction

of the electric current in completing the circuit.

Every telegraph station is thus provided with an
etirth^plate. Although the conducting power
of the earth between K and B is many thousand
times less than that of .copper for ^ual sec-

tional areas of conductor, yet the sectional area

of the earth exceeds so enormously that of the

copper or iron wires employed in telegraphy,

that the return current is thus conveyed witli

tar less resistance than would bo the case if a
separate wire were provided for its transit

;

indeed, some have discarded altogether the

notion of conduction in these cases, and have
regarded the earth as a reservoir in which
positive and negative electricity are equally

and indifferently lost, absorbed, or neutralised

;

the positive end of the battery freely giving off

positive electricity to the earth at London, and
the negative end giving off negative electricity

to the earth at Dover, or vice versA, as the case

m^be.
We have now endeavoured to render intel-

ligible the principle upon which signals are

communicable between distant stations by
electro-magnetic means, aild have only to

notice a few of the appendages, as they may
be termed, to the talking part of the apparatus.

One of them, and an important one, is the
edarum, or bell eigneU, by wnich audible notice

is given from station to station of their desire

to talk to each other through the telegraph.

These bell signals m^ be either altogether

independent of the telegraph, and rung by a
separate wire, or they may be rung % the

same wire whirii actuates the telemph, and
which in that case is so arranged that the
electric current may be diverted through the

bell magnet, or mrough the telegraph, as

occasion may retire ; and in this ease, if we
suppose the beU to be in the circuity its

ringing announces the wish of the distant

station, say of Dover, to communicate with
London ; then London, on hearing the bell,

turns on the current to the ball at Dover, to

announce thatthesignal hasbeen successful ;
the

current is then turned off the bsBs on to the
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noedle-coils, and ihe message transmitted in the

I

connectious and action being quite similar,

usual way. When separate and independent When the voltaic current is made to pass alonu
wires and bells are employed, they are always

in the circuity and may be rung whenever re-

quired. Por particular purposes the bells may
serve as special signals ; and when rung once,

twice, thnbe, and so on, may thus serve to

announce something that has happened at the

distant station.

These alarums are rung by means of an
dectro-magnst^ i.e. a short rod or core of

soft iron, wound round with a sufficient len^h
of silk-covered copper wire

;
this core becoming

a powerful magnet whilst an electric current is

traversinff its copper coil, and returning again

to its indifferent or normal state the moment
that the electricity ceases to circulate. A side

view of an alarum is given in the annexed

diagram. A is the electro-magnet ; in front of

it S a soft iron keeper B. This keeper is

attracted by the poles of the electro-magnet

oocry time a current is made to circulate around

it, and as long as it is in circulation; and

attraction ceases the moment the current ceases.

To prevent the keeper remaining attracted,

which sometimes happens, even after the force

ceases to circulate, it is prevented from actually

touching the pole of the magnet by two ivory

studs, or sometimes merely by the intervention

of a piece of paper ;
but it is so adjusted that,

when in its state of rest, it shall be as near as

convenient to the poles of the magnet. The

Fig. 8.

rest of the fi^re ^presents the mechanism
by which the bell is rung. The keeper B is

mounted on the shorter arm of a lever C
;
the

other end of the lever terminates in a cat^ s,

which catches a pin in the circumference oi

the wheel d, and jirevents it moving
; / is f

slender spring pressing amnst the long am o1

the lever 0, by means ox vdiich the keeper is

restored to its ncMnnal position when attraction

ceases, and the catch e is made to act ;
a is a

box containing the mains^ng; b, a toothed
whed connected with a by a pinion ; a, a
toothed wheel having a pinion working in h

dy the whtel that carries the stop, and oonneetoc

hy its pinion with c; ^ is an escapement,
working in pallets on the wheel f, which is oi

ths same axis with the wheel c ; h is the bell

hammer : it is dually a short pendulum, its

the wire of the coils A, the soft iron core is

magnetised, and the keeper B is attracted ; this

raises the catch s, and so allows the wheel d to

move. The machinery beiuc thus liberated, the
mainspring in the box a, which is kept wound
up, sets it in motion, and the pendulnm ham-
mer A vibrates rapidly and strikes the bell D,
which is shown also in section. When the
magnetisation ceases, with the cessation of the
current, the catch e is pressed into its placo

again by the reacting spring /, and the ring-

ing terminates.

I

It will be seen, from this description, that
the alarum is sounded by ordinary mechanism,
and that the office of the voltaic force is

merely to move a lever and liberate the
machino]^; whence it is obrious that there

is little limit to the amount of noise which may
be produced.

In some other forms of telegraph, the bell,

instead of being sounded by the detachment of

a common ringing scapoment, is rung by the*

direct blows of a hammer attached to the

keeper of the magnet itself
;
and there are

several modifications of this contrivance, by
which a single blow or a continuous ringing

may be effected. For ringing bells at short

distances, and in cases where a voltaic battery

would be inconvenient, a current of magneto-

electricity is substituted,which ismostsimply oh-

are coil/(similar to tSe coils above described);

the two bars of iron which pass through the

coils are connected hy their upper ends to a
strip of iron F, the lower ends resting on tlie

magnet B ; thus th^ form what is commonly
termed a keeper, by connecting the two poles

of the magnet ; F is joined to a lever G, which

Pig. 9.

is attached to a shaft that works in bearings

£ £ ; the spring seen under lever C is for

forming a short circuit ;
n, a small ivoiy pin

for insulating the wire ^ ;
R B, two terminals,

where the wires coming from the coils ter-

minate ; H, a block for stopping the entire

descent of lever; K is the stand, to which the

whole apparatus is firmly fixed. As long as

the iron bar remains on the magnet, no effect

is produced ; but shaxply depressing the lever

whereby the iron bars are detached from the

magnet, a enrrent of electricity is produced,

passizffi through the coils and along tne line to

the b^L
Such is an outline of the prinriple and

coQStrui^on of the electric teleg^ph oranarily

employed in this eountiy ; but we instruments.
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find evou tho mocU of prulucing the electric metallio surface of the paper, there is no

current, arc suscoptibU; of endless modifies- emission of current along the lino; vhilo,

bton ; thusi in tho so-cullcd ^mgnetio^ tdegra^h^ on the other hand, when ^e point touches

^lormanent magnets arc niudo to evoke the ^o insulating ink, an omission of current

necessary current. Conspicuous alike in the takes place, and the iron point passing at

early history and in tho latest devolopements the other end of the line over the prepared

of this magnificent invention, Professor Wheat-
1
paper leaves upon it a blue mark. This move-

.stono has recently constructed instruments of ment of the two pendulums being precisely

the most ingenious construction, which are not equal, the reproduction of the drawing or dc-

only capable of working with electric currents, spatcli is absolutely exact,

produced by a mere pocket roaguot through The third is the type-printing telegraph of

sixty miles of wire, but which also print off the Chevalier Gaetano Bonelli, tho former di-

the messages upon a strip of tinfoil in plain rector of telegraphs in Italy, and the inventor,

Komau characters. These instruments are among other beautiful applications of electri-

especiully adapted and now extensively used city, of the electric loom. It is to M, Bonelli

for private telegraphy. The printing telemph that we are indebted for the bold idea of

deposits its messages unseen in a l^ked box, uniting tho science of electricity with the art

where they await tho arrival of the owner of Gutenberg, and of practically demonstrating

should he not bo present to receive them, thus that an ordinary typographic composition, fit

dispensing with the employment and constant for local use, may be unerringly reproduced at

utteudaucc of a receiving clerk. In another almost any distance. From this idea naturally

telegraph, patented by l?ofessor Wheatstone, arose the conception of converting the tcle-

a hand points to the letter itself on a dial, the graph stations upon the main lines into so

message being read off by pressing a stud near many type-Botting workshops, of suppressing

the letter. A company has been established altogether every kind of delicate mechanism,

to erect and maintain wires in London and of putting aside conventional alphabets, those

the principal provincial towns for private use. pregnant sources of error—in a word, of re-

Thus, a merchant at his suburban residence ducing telegraphic science to a simple craft,

can have constant communication with his within the rea^ of the most ordinary intelli-

ofiloes in town by instruments which are al- gence. Independence of synchronic movement
ways iraady for use, and which require no or elaborate clockwork, freedom from all do-

batteries or chemicals, the only power used licacy in the mechanical detail, and the sub-

being that necessary to rotate a small magnet, stitution of the most absolute simplicity in the

an amount of mechanical force easily applied place of that which, until now, demanded a

even by a child. special knowledge to keep the machines in

In the bell tel^aph of Sir Ohas.. Bright, working order, are among the practical advan-

the signals of the Miwnetio Company's ne^le tages obtained by Bonelti’s system
;
while, on

instrument axe given by strokes upon two bells Uio other hand, a rapidity and certainty, never

of different pit^, one of which represents the even hoped for, are insured. The principal feu-

movements of the needle to the left, the other tares of this machine are two tables in cast

the movements to the right. We have also iron, placed inversely to each other at the cor-

the printing telegraphs of Morse and Bain, responding stations, and each provided with a
which re(K>rd the signals received in an alpha- miniature railway, over which run two wag-
bet composed of dots and strokes. Morse’s ays- gons, one carrying the type-set message, the

tern is generally employed throughotit Europe, other the paper, <memically prepared with ni-

There are also <^er kinds, all of which trate of manganese, and two combs, formed of

exhibit the most surjwising ingenuity. The the extremities of ^e wires of the line, one of

first is the printing tmegrapb of Mr. ]Siyi;hes, which touches the type at one station, while

a marvel of mecnanicid skill. The' second the other passes over the prepared paper at

is the pantelegraph of the Abbd Casellt, the other--a spring-catch to each of the.wug-
who, not content with the transmission of gons setting ^em free to move by the closing

autographic communications, will send, with of an electrical current. Nrither on short
admiral^ precision, a portrait This is ac- circuit nor at a distance has the slightest diffi-

complished by the aid of two pendulums, cultr been experienced in working the J^nelli

having a movement absolutely synchronous, machine—a well-considered system of eounter-

One the pendnlums carries a pen or pencil currents having completely annihilated the in-

of fine platinum wire (in connection with the conveniences whidii, firom the time of ^in to
line aid the line battery) over the surface of the present moment, it had been impossible
the despatch or drawing, previously written or to avoid in riectro-chemical telegraphy. jOaselli

executea jin insulating ink upon a metallie was the first to conquer the difficulties whidi
pap^. The ofiher, atAecomspo^ng station, rend^ed the chemical process useless at a
carries an ir<m pwril» likewise in connection distance. Ten type-setters under BoneUi’s
with the line, over a paper ra^red with a syetem can compose at least 800 despatches
solutimi of tite.jmUow c^ani& of potassium, per hour, and these may he transmitted in
The eleeti*kriL mreuita are so dlc^oscd, that less than that time. As regards rapidity,
when j^ .plaU^m point in its passage over BonelU’s teleg^ph has the advantage of throe
the original writing or drawing touches the to one over tho system universally adopted,

Vos
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and has Airther this immense superiority, that earth or water surrounding the cable to the
all errors are avoided, and the necessity of re- outer coating. Thus, a coil of submei^ cable
mating figures and proper names is entirely may be dbar^ and discharged precisely like a
done away with. It has been asserted that an Leyden jar. Owing, then, to the act of indue-
unattainable identity in the deetrical condi- tion, a signal takes a certain time Wore it is

tion of the five wires is absolutely indismn- apparent at the remote end of a cable ; and
sable to the well-working of the system, ^e before a second signal can be sent, a further
wide differences of insiuation in the line be- tinie must elapse in order to discharge the line,

tween Manchester and Liverpool has proved It is mainly on this account that the speed of
the contrary, actual practice having shown that transmitting distinct signals through long lines

a variation of from to 60 *’ in the amount is so limits. In a long aSrial line, the air

of loss to earth does not make the slightest between the wire and the ground plays the
appreciable difference in the legibility of the part of the insulator, and the lateral induction

pnnting. is far less than in cables.

When telegraphic lines are of great length, No way has yet been found of preventing
a serious obstacle to the transmission of sig- this latend induction ; but its retarding influ-

nals arises. It is found that in long aSnal or ence has been diminished by the use of a
submarine lines, the speed at which distant or make-and-break, of peculiar construction,

signals can be sent is much diminished, the This key has a double action. By pressing if,

retardation increasing as the agaars q/* the telegraphic line is first put m connection
Ungth of the hue. On a land line 2,000 miles ^th one of the poles of the battery, and then

long, consisting of iron wire one-fourth of an immediately with the ground. The first con-

inch in diameter, the maximum rate at which tact ^arges the cable, the second allows it to

a message can be sent is about 20 words be discharged. On the rapidity with which
a minute

; hence on a line 1,000 miles long, the cable can be charged and discharged, and
a speed of 60 words per minute might be successive pulses of electricity caused to follow

obtained
;
and on a line 600 miles, 320 words each other without comminglius; depends the

a minute would be distinctly transmitted. But epeaking jfoufer of the cable. By tne use of
as the maximum speed in telegraphing is about this double-acting key, the operating power
50 words a minute, the retaking influence is of the Atlantic telegraph was said to to in-

only tdt on extremely long unbroken lines, creased one-half; so taaX at present six to

and more especially on those laid in the earth seven words can be transmitted through each of

or sea, such, for example, as the AUwtic cable, the Atlantic cables in one minute. [Tbleoexph,
The cause of this retardation is what is SuBicattnni.]

termed lateral induction. When an electrio
^
V0l«gimpli« ICasine. An instrument used

discharge is sent into a Leyden jar, the in ships and steam vessels to convey the orders

electricity on the inner surface acts through tho of the captain, when standing in a mgh position

glass upon the neutral outer coating, chwging near the middle of the ship, to the steersman

it with the opposite electricity by influence or and to the engineer. The forms of apparatus

induction. If, now, an open glara cylinder of nsed for these purposes are very various. In
indefinite length be imagined coated within and some cases an electrical mechanism is used,

without by tinfoil, and an dectric discharge be which causes a hand at one end of a wire to

sent at one end into the inner coating, the dis- follow the motions of Mother hand situated at

chaige will be propagated and expended in the other end, and which is moved by the cap-

two directions—ontoa^ in the interior by tain into the proition necessary to point out

conduction, and lateraUg through the glass on a circular dial the particulM order which
to the exterior by induction. Now, in this he wishes to have obeyed. Usually, however,

arrangement, the prrofress of the former in- the eogineeris tdmaph consists of a verticai

volves the latter, ana as time is required for spindle with a handle and dial on its upper end,

iudukion to take place, the disdiaige will be and a corresponding dial with hand at its lower

greatly retarded in its progress by the influence end, in the engine room. Thus when the captain

of the outer conducting sur&ee. Moreover, if moves the hMdle into the position answering

a single disi^arge be sent into the coated to the particular order which he wishes to give,

cylinder, no free mectoioity will be apparent at by the same operation he rings a bell so as to

the far end, until tiie en&e outer coating baa £aw the engineer's attention to the altered posi-

been inductively charged with the opposite tion of the hand. To direct the steersman, tiiree

electricity. When thus charged, if the two label*, one indicating another eiarhoardt

coatings TO joined by a conducSer, the opposite and another sfsody, are exhibited near where

eleet^ties combine, and the discharge takes the captain stands, and at night these are

place. exchanged for difihmt coloured lighto, and by

A similar effect takro place when an electric tim nstixie of the lip[bt or label exhibited the

current fibom a voltaic battery is sent into such stesrsman is guided in moving the helim

a L<y4en arrangement, and just such a extern Vetogimylif 0nbnwHiia« A cable com*

is % tdegraph cable. The oonduetixm wire posed of a core of copper wires msulatedN.

carresponos to the inner coating of the Leyden by Indian^-mbber, «tta percha, ^
jar, tTOinsnlatingmaterial with which the wire c^ucting materim, and protects by taped

IS covered corresponds to the glass, and the hemp, and generally by external iron wires.

727
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This cable is kid along the bottom of the sea, hare already estimated the former at about
and through the insulated vires telegraphic 7,d00 B.A. units ; a statement by Mr. Latimer

messages are transmitted. Submarine tele- Clark, in the Mechanics* Magazine for the 10th

graphs have been in successful operation in of Au^st, enables us to estimate the latter

narrov tracts of vater for many years. But According to this statement, the resistance to

the successful establishment of two different the escape of electricity from each knot of

lines across the Atlantic constitutes a new the conductor through the gutta-percha cover-

epoch in the art, and us these telegraphs may ing into the ocean may be represented by
be expected to constitute the type of such linos 2,200,000,000 B.A. units; consequently tlie

of communication in the future, it will be suifi- resistance to the escape of electricity from the

dent here to describe the principles and mate- whole 1,858 knots of the cable will be equal to

rial features of those undertokings.
* The problem,’ to quote from an admirable

article contributed to the Popular Science

Review for October 1866, * may be stated thus

:

Given the two poles of a galvanic battery at

Valentia, it was required to provide a path

from one to the other, which, though reach-

ing to the other side of the Atlantic and back
again, a distance of some 3,500 miles, should

offer less resistance to the passage of an electric

current than any other possible route by which
it could traverse tlie few feet or inches by which
the two poles were separated. For this purpose

it was necessary, in the first place, to diminish

as much as possible the resistance which would
be encountered by a current passing from one
pole of the battery to Newfoundland, and re-

turning thence to the other pole ; and, in the

second place, to make as great as possible the

resistance offered to the passage of the current

from one polo to the other by any sliortci path.

*The first of these objects was effected by
extending between Valentia and Newfoundland
a copper wire, pure copper having the smallest

electrical resistance of any substance known,
with the exception of silver. When the Irish

end of this wire is connected with the positive

imle of the battery, and the other end of the

wire and the negative pole of the battery are

at the same time each of them connected with

a large metallic plate (called an earth-j^te\

either buried in the ground or sunk into the

sea, the current starting from the positive pole

pusses along the wire to Newfoundland, then
|

through the Newfoundland earth-plate into the
I

ground or into the ocean, and so back through i

earth or water, or both, to the Valentia earth-

plate and the negative pole of the battery.

This conductor is formed of a strand of seven

wires, each of them 0*048 inch in diameter, and
therefore together equivalent to a single wire

of nearly 0*144 inch diameter. Its k^th, as

laid, ia about 1,858 knots, and each knot has

an electrical resistance at 24*^ 0. or 75^ Fahr.

equal to i,2>7% times the unit or standard of

resistance adopted by the Committee of the
Association on Electrieid Standards,

andknown as HhitBrUizh ABsoeiaHon wdt

;

con-

seqitently, resistance of the whole length of

the conduit may be taken in round numbers
as equal to 7«50i SA- units* allowing Ibr a

dimimtion ^ rarist|»ce epused by lie low

temperalriire of bottom Cff the Atlantie. . .

.

*1^ ns to pvt this comparison betwemi

the resistance of the conductor and that of its

insulating coating into a more exact form. We
728

of 2,200,000,000, or 1,180,000 B.A. units ;

or, in other words, it is about 157 times more
difficult for au electric current to find its way
back to tho battery by taking a short cut

across the giitta uercha into the water, than by
traversing the whole distance from one end of

the cable to the other and buck by the way
prepared for it.'

We now come to the engineering part of the

underUiking,

The first attempt to lay a submarine cable

across tho Atlantic was made in 1857 by the

Niagara and Agamemnon. That cable had a

central core formed of seven copper wires of

No. 22 wire gauge, laid six round one, and in-

sulated by three layers of gutta percha. The
insulated wires were protected by a serving of

tarred hemp surrounded by eighteen strands of

charcoal-iron wire, each strand being composed
of seven wires of 22^ wire gauge. The w*eight

of this cable per knot was in air 20 cwt. and
in water 13*4 cwt., and its contract breaking
strain was 4 85 times its weight per knot in

water. The total length of cable shipped was
2,174 knots. After various failures in 1857
and 1858, the cable was at length kid and
messages were transmitted through it. But
the transmittiug power soon ceased, from some
unexplained cause. It was found, however,

by subsequent experiment that the insulating

power of gutta percha w'as much impaired by
being subjected to a groat pressure of water.

In 1864, a new cable was manufactured with
seven copper wires of No. 18 wire gauge em-
bedded in Chatterton’s compound, and insu-

lated by the application of four layers of gutta

I

percha alternated with four layers of Chat-
terton’s compound. Great care was taken in

the selection of the copper, as it was found
that different specimens varied in conducting

I

power as much as 85 per cent., the presence of

arsenic being especially prejudicial. It was
stipulated the conducting power of the

copper employed in the construction of the At-

lantic cable should not be less than 15 per cent,

inferior to that of pure copper, and all the

cc^iper used was oarefhUy test^ to determine
its conducting power. The diameter of the

core or assemblage of insulated wires was *464

inch, and its weight per knot was 400 lbs.

The core was surrounded by a padding of soft

jute yam saturatedwith a preservative mixture

;

and around the covering of jute ten wires of
Webster and Horsfallk homopneous metal,
*005 inch diameter, each wound roui^ by five

strands of Manilla hemp saturated with the
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presezratlyemixture, were spirally wound, form-
ing the protective covering of the cable, whidi
had a breaking strength* of 7 totis 15 cwt.

Its weight per knot in air was 35 cwt. 3 <^rs«

and in water 14 cwt. Of this cable 2,400 miles
were shipped in the Oreat Eastern to connect
Valentia and ^Tewfoundland, 1,640 miles apart;
and on June ^4, 1865, the G-reat Eastern left

her moorings in the Medway, and began to lay
the cable on July 23. But after a considerable
length of Cable had been paid out it broke, and
the attempts made to recover the broken end
failed. Owing to the advanced period of the

year, and the defects of the grappling appa-
ratus, the vessel had to return.

Kothing daunted, however, by this want of

success, tne telegraph company proceeded to

manufacture a new cable, of which the core is

exactly the same as that of the cable of 1 865.

The protective covering consists of ten wires of

’095-inch diameter, drawn from Webster and
HorsfalVs homogeneous iron and galvanised,

and each wire is wound round by five strands

of white Manilla yarn. These wires are wound
spirally round the core, which is padded with
ordinary hemp soaked in a preservative mix-
ture. The weight of this cable, known as the

1866 cable, is 14j cwt per nautical mile in

water and 31 cwt in air, and its contract

breaking strain is 12 times its weight per knot
in water. The paying-out machinery consisted

of six grooved or V wheels, the sha^ of which
were fitted with brakes, and Uia cable was
pressed into the grooves by six riding wheels,

the shafts of which were also fitted with brakes

and were kept down by levers loaded with

weights. These wheels served to keep the

cable tight on the paying-out |4nim, which was
6 feet 1 inch diameter and 1 mot broad. The
cable made four turns round this drum, and
was prevented from over-riding by suitable

directors. From the paying-qut dram
cable passed over a dynamometer wheel, which

deflected it by a lever loaded with weights,

and thence it passed over a V wheel over-

hanging the stem, being sustained in that

position by strong projecting girders. The
cable issu^ through a bell-mouthed casting

intended to prevent chafing against the flanges

of the V wheel.

The Great Eastern, thus fitted, started on
June 30, 1866, on her mission to lay the cable.

Having succe^ed peifectly in this task, she

proceeded to pick up the exid of the 1865 cable,

in which also she succeeded, and, a splice being

made, the residue of that cable was also laid,

two lines of submarine communication being

thus opened between Europe and America.

The paying-out machinery for laying the 1866

cable was fitted with a pair of trunk engines,

made by Messrs. John Penn and Son, eapable

of worung up to eighty horse-imwer, for the

purpose of haulingin the cable, i#that operation

should be found necessary to diBcoveT a flaw,

or otherwise. Picking-up gea^, connected with

two similar engines, was flit^ to the bow of
the vessel, and this gear was made very much
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stronger than that employed in 1865. There
can be no doubt that submarine telegraphs will
now be carried through every sea

; and the
experience which has been acquired iu the
construction and laying of those telegraphs will

divest such enterprises of the speculative and
pmcarious dharacter hitherto attaching to them.
The instrument employed for receiving electric

signals through the Atlantic telegraph lines is

a reflecting galvanometer, of the exact form
drawn and described tmder the article Tuom-
sok's Gaxvanomxter.
Submarine telegraphs are examined and re-

paired, when necessaiy.by the aid of a steamer
with proper gear for raising the cable to the
surface, and paying it out again after the repair
has been effected. A largo sheave, from 2 to 3
feet diameter, and 8 to 12 inches broad, formed
with deep flanges, is supported by cantilevers

over the bow of the vessel, and cast-iron cheeks
are fixed to the cantilevers to prevent any rope
which passes over the pulley from slipping out
if drawn sidewaprs. A picking-up pulley or
drum, 6 or 7 feetm diameter,and 12 to 15 inches
broad, is set in the fore part of the ship, and
this pulley is driven by an engine usually of

about twenty horse-power, but more in the

case of cables laid in deep seas. Three or four

turns of the grapnel rope or cable are taken
round thisdrum, which, beingput into revolution

by the engine, hauls the rope in, and a stationary

piece of iron or steel is so placed as to press

the turns of the cable endways on the drum
during its revolution, so as to shift it over, or

fleet it, as the technical phrase is. In some
cases this drum overhangs ; in other cases it is

supported by a bearing at each end, but the
former arrangeipent is more convenient A
similar drum with a proper break is usually
fitted at the stem for paying the cable out as
it is repaired. Sometimes a cable is uuder-run
by pusing a pulley under it, set in a stirrup

hanging over the bows ; but this can be done
only in shallow seas. For grappling a cable,

short grapnels with four prongs, weigmngfrom
30 to 60 lbs., are commonly us^—^two of tho
prongs necessarily engage the ground—and a
piece of )-iach chain, 20 or 30 fathoms long, is

attached to the grapnel, to which in turn is

fixed a 6 or 8 inch drag rope. In shallow
water, the length of drag rope is made three or
four times the depth, but the Atlantic cable
was hooked with a len^h of only one-fifth more
than the depth.

It would be impossible within the limits of
this article to notice the various methods of
constructing submarine telegraphs which have
been propounded by dif^nt inventors. It

may be stated, however, that Mr. Siemens
has made some good telegraphs by insula-

ting the wires hf ribands of Indian-rubber.

One of these is hud above and the other
below the wire; and the edges being cut

off by droular shears, the out edges wW
pressed together by rollers cohere. Similar

ribands m then applied over the first, but
breaking joint with them. A tape saturated
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with a hubstance in^rvioas to water is then the early morning, who tend the cattle of

laid on spirally, l^ree insulated wires and Helios in Thrinakia; Antolycus, the gnuid-

three strands of hemp are then made into a father of Odyssens; and Pasipha^, the wife of

cable, over whldi is laid a sheathing of henm, Mucos. In many cases a confusion has arisen

and dually a serving of ^vanised wires. Mr. between words denoting light and the names of

Hooper also insulates his wires with Indian- beasts, which, however, belong not improbably
rub^r, which he vulcanises exposing it for to the same root. Thus, the myths ^ Areas

’

some hours to a heat of 280^ Fahr. after it has and Arcturus [RiseisJ, which denoted origin-

been applied to the wires. It is alleged that ally the bri^t and glistering stars, have been
greater durability is thus obtained, and it has modified, like those of LvcAdir, by tales of

been proved that the insulating power of such transformation into bears and wolves— point

a coating is at least forty times as great as which should perhaps be taken into account in

that of gutta pert^a. attempts to trace to its source the superstitions

Telemaobna. [Phabtkon.] concerning Ltcamtubovt. The name Lykios,

Teleology (G^r. r^Aor, an end^ and XAyos). as applied to Phoebus, the light-giving god,

The doctrine of final causes is so called. The retained its signification of brightness; but

for the existence of a Deity the way in whi3i .ffiechylus plays on the two
is derived from those marks of design apparent meanings of \fvK(ir, briUiani^ and aiJkoj, a woff

in the universe, which not only imply an intelli- {Sept. c. Tkeb. 14 p), illustrates the method in

gent Creator, but demonstrate at the same time which these tales of metamorphosis grew up.

His moral attributes. When these are derived Names expressing only brightness became, in

from material nature, the argument is styl^ the same way, geographical designations of

phyaiechikcological. The reader will find in countries ; but Lykia, or Lycin, like Phoenicia,

WheweU’s Bridgevjater Treatise an explanation Delos, and Obtyoia, were all names of the

of Bacon’s meaning in banishing the doctrine of Eastern or Morningland, which lay to the east

final causes from the domain of physical science, of those who appli^ these names, as the Hes-

Teleoaaiir (Or. perfect*, aavpos, a perian lands lay always to the west. The list

Hsard). The name of a genus of fossil Saurian of self-interpreting names may be extended

reptiles, resembling the Gaviah, but having indefinitely; and when these names occur in

the vertebwe united by flat surfaces, instead of legends which are manifestly solar, as in that

ball-and-socket joints. Fossil Orocodilia ex- of Endymion and ScUnfi, or in the stories of

hibiting this character ranged fh)m the lias to beings who belong to the largo class of solar

the chalk inclusive. heroes, as Perseus, Theseus, (Edipus, 82:0., they

Teldpliaaaa (Or. In Greek tend at each step to strengthen the position

Mythology, the wife of Agenor, and mother of that mythology had its origin in phrases de-

Cadmus,Enropa,andPh(]eDix. Insome versions scriptive of sensible phenomena. Thus, Tele-

of the myth she is the wife of Phoenix, while phos is the sou of Aug6 or Iwht ; Theseus, of

the wife of Agenor is Antiope. In the common ACthra, the air ; (Edipus, of locast^, who, like

legend, when Europa was carried away by the loU, lobates, lamos, &g., embodies the violet

white buB, Telephassa with Cadmus sought hue of the morning sky ; Plirixus and Hell6,

her lost child over land and sea, until at length of NsPHBLfi, the mist, in the tale of the Gblden

she sank down in the weariness of death on Fleece. Other names, again, denote the light

the Thessalian plain. She is thus a being who which springs up in the east as the sun sinks

moves from east to west, seeking for something down in the west, whether by the reflected

which has gone before her, but never attaining flush of solar light, or bv the rising of the

to it. This simple tale is chiefly valuable as moon ; thus, Antigone, the being who rises'

containing names which explain themselves, opwsite cheers (Edipus in his last hour

;

Her home is in Phcenicia, the purple land, in and the same idea is expressed not less clearly

which dwells Phmnix, the same mythical being in the name Antiope. The names here mcn-
who in the Biad is the teacher of AchiUeus, tioned explain themselves : others, as Erinys,

and who for the benefit of the hero recites to FrocriB,Sarp6don,Kephalo&HEBMB8, Achillei\s,

him the story of Melbagbos and AtalantS. |xion[TAKTAi.V8], becomeclearon a comparison
Her name, signif^g literally that which shines with l&nscrit names, and with passages in the

from cfdr, desenbes the shooting rays of light Veda which thiw light on the origin of legends
which dart across the heaven in early morning; as complicated as th^e of the Tnyan war.

Tims TxtjEPSos answers to Telephassa, the TelapbiHi (Gr.). In themythi^ genealogy
same idea being eacinressed in the name Tele- of the Arcadians, a son of HsmuxuiS and Ang4
machus. {DnYsmnm] The word Ea^, like (thelighi). His name, like that of his mother,
many other mythical names, describes the belongs to that clase of names in mythology
broad fin^ of whith overspreads the sky which explain themselves [TmEPHAm] ; and
befinm the rising of the mtn ; to this class the inridents of the tale, in their many eonfliict-

belniig soeh ncm>es as Inryjhaina,Eumi^ ing versions, likewise illustrate the solar dia-

Bnt:rgni»da» Ei»3rm«diisa, Euxytos, racter of the legend. lake Paun and CEnirus,
IknynmA 4 kilt linger 4ass of names ex- he is euMn^id on a hiU side, and, Bke them, he
presses the ripple imtion of Ikhtor wlendour, is fraarded or snrided by a wild beast Like
Hs PffurmoK, AngjI, the mother of Telephos

; CEdipns, he consults the Delphic orririeto know
PhaSthnsaand Lsn^petiA, thechOdren ofNeanra, where he may find his parent and, In harwny
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with the old mythical ipeeeh, he is bidden to

seek ^ eastern land of Mysia.

There, aooormngly, he finds her, and becomes
the husband ot A^ope, another name denoting

siijwlv brightness.

Other Tersionsrelated that Teuthras, king of

Hysia, souj^ht the aid of Tele^hos, promising to

give him ms daughter AugA in marriage ;
and

thus the story of CEdipus and loeasti is im-

ported into the myth, with this difiEbrenee, that

Aug6 refuses to agree to the marriage and
threatens to murder her future husband, who,

by the intervention of Heracles, learns that

Augd is his own mother. This is manifestly

only a device to reconcile the story with the

ethW sentiment of a later age.

During the rei^ of Telephos,Agamemnon led

the Achi^s against Troy. When they entered

Mysia, they were repelled by Telephos, whom
Dionysus caused to stumUe over a vine;

Achiueus was thus enabled to inflict on Tele-

phos a wound which, like those inffieted by
the arrows of Heracles, could not be healed

;

incurable wounds being hence called

rpwSftarm, But again consultingan oracle, Tele-

hut only by him wlm had mfliote/it Having
stoicfi Orestea tarn his cradle, by the advice

of Glytnowstnw he secured the aid of Agi-
meauMm ; and thua AchiUena was persuaded

to held Telepims by nbb^ the wmmd with

rust firam tM spear which had inflicted it

This leviviffing poarar is sscribed to other

mythicsl bongs : tfans, when Paxu iswounded
by NeoptolenniB, one legend says that CEmme
whom ne had deaerted would not heal him;
while another says only that she eonld not,

although she lon^ to do so. This last tale

IS onlya modification of the phrase, that £ndy-
mion must sink to sleep, even though SelAnfi is

gazing on him.

Teteseope (Gr. rfiAc, qfar of, and ewoir^w,

Ilook at). An optical instrument for viewing

distant objects.

For several reasons a distant object is seen

less distinctly than a similar near one.' The
angle which an object subtends diminishes as

the distance increases; the density of light

which renders it visible also diminishes with
the distance, but in a mnch faster ratio ;

and a
considerable portion of light is always lost in

its passaM thiWngh the atmosphere.

It is foimd by experience that to be dis-

cernible at all in ordinary daylight, a detached

object must subtend at the eye an angle of not

less than 30", and that the least an^e under
which contiguous objects can be satinaetorily

distittguishM is about one minute. By the aid

of a tmescope, a magnified image of the object

is obtained; and within certain limits the

oljeet is not only appmntly enlarged, but

rendered brigliter thim it appears to the un-

assisted eye.

The invention of the telescope, to which

practical astronomy is indebted for its most
important discovenes, has been ascribed to

various persons. Sir David Brewster (Ene^.
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Brit. art. * Optics says : * We hare no doubt
that this invaluable instrument was invented
by Boger B^n or Baptista Porta, in tiie form
01 an experiment ; though it had not, periiaps,

in their hands assumed the maturity of an
instrument made for sale, and applied to useful
purposes, both terrestrial and celestial. If a
telescope is an instminent by means of which
tilings at a distance can be seen better than by
the naked eye, then Baptista Porta’s concave
lens was a telescope ; but if we give the
name to a tube having a convex object-g^ss at

one end, and a convex or concave lens at the
other, placed at the distance of the sum or
difference of their focal lengths, then we
have no distinct evidence that such an instru-

ment was used beflafe the beginning of the
seventeenth centuiy.*' Descartes ascribes the
invention to James Metius, a citisen of Alkmaer
in HoUand; Huygens to John Uppersey, or
Zadmrimi Jansen; Borellus also to Jansen.
IVofessor MoU, who has discussed these rival

ekftma
,
after examnang the official papers pre-

served in the archives at the Hague, comes
to the conchisiQB that MeAns (whose proper
name was Jacob Adriansy) was, on the 17th of

October, poasessioii ofthe art of making
teksenm; hat that horn eome unexplained

I

reascttheenaceaM hiis invantioii, and thus gave

I

up every claim to the honour which he would
have derived finm it; that on the fllst of

October in the same year, Ifi08, John or Kins
Iipparaey,a spectack^Wker iffMiddlcbnrg;was
actually in possessioD of the inventioD ; and
thatthm is little reason to beheive that either

Hans or Zachaziaa Zanz (or Jansen, father and
son) were inventors of the telescope, though
one of them invented a compound microscope
about 1590. (Jbama/ of the Boyal Inttitution,

I

vol. i.)

The telescope soon made its way into other

countries. In Api^ or May, 1609, the illus-

trious Galileo, having heard a rumour of the

invention, set about considering the means
whereby distant objects could be seen distinctly,

and was soon in ^session of a telescope which
magnified three times. In subsequent trials be
succeeded in increasing the magnifying power

;

and before the beginni^ of 1610, he had ob-
served the satellites of Jupiter. Our country-

man Harriot also^ in 1609, began to use the

telescope for examining the disc of the moon,
and before he had heard of the discoveries

of Galileo. (Priestley’s Hietory of BieGovmee
rdating to Ftsion, L^At, and Cohure.)

Telescopes are of two kinds, rrfraeting and
refiectingi the former d^ending on the use

of properly fi^pored lenses, through which the

rays of light pass ; and the latter on the use

of specula, or polished metallic mirrorB, which

reflect the rays ; an inverted im^ of the ob-

ject being fiormed in both cases in the focus of
' the lens or mirror.

Befiraoting ttieseopM were those which were
first oonstimeted. tliey were of the most
simple character, consisting merdiyof an olnect-

glass of one lens, and an eye-glass of one len%
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l)Ut of a shorter Ibcusu The action of a prism

on a xay of light is familiar to alL It re-

fi^acts it and sends it ont of its oonrse. A lens

may be loolted upon as vi infinite series of

prisms arraxiged symmetrieaUy round an axis,

and hence parallel ravs falling on a lens are bent

to a point cidled its ficwi. Such a Ions we have

in our eye, and at its focus lies the retina, on
which a picture is painted. Kow, a telescope

is an extension ox the principles on which

our eye is constructed. In the eye a lens forms

un imago and wo see; in the telescope* one

lens, called tho obfeot-glan^ forms an image,

iind another lens, called the gathers

up the rays from each pnit of the image, and
t ransmits a parallel beam from each point to

tho eye. If only single leases be used, tho

prismatic colours produced by tho difference

of refrangibility of tlio luminous rays tinge

the images of all objects seen through the

telescope, and the imago is likewise distorted

by the aberration of the extreme rays. It

was soon found that the latter defects could

bo sufficiently corrected by employing more
lenses tlmn one in the ej«-piece ; but it was
long before a remedy was fenm for tl^ chro-

matic dtspeision; and artists, despairing of

success, generally turned their attention to the

improvement of instnunents of the raflecting

dass. The difficulty, however, was at length

overcome through the persevering efiEbrts of

John BoUond [AxKBOUATisif ;
OniEcrrHiLAss]

;

and the ackronmUe refractingUlewope maynow
be regarded as an instmnient ail but perfect.

The principles on whicll the action of tele-

scopes depends having beenexplained under the

t(‘rms Barxmoir aw Bifbaction, and the

properties and construction of their principal

parts under AsxuouAxmH, En-PZBCB, Lbns,

Mmnon, and OsJECT-aiASS, we shall here de-

scribe some of the principal forms which the

instrument has assumed It will be home in

niind that the general aim in the construction

of a telescope is to form, by means of lenses or

mirrors, as lar^e, bright, and distinct an image
of a distant object as pcMsible, and then to view

the image with a magnifying glass in any con-

venient manner. Now, the brightness of the

image de^nds upon the quantitv of light.

Thus, in the case of ordinaiy eyesight we use a
beam of Hgbt about oue-fifth of an inch (the

aperture of the pupil) in diameter. As many
times as the surface of an object-glass or

speculum exceeds the suriaee of the pupil, by
so many times is the light increas^. The

depends upon tho purity of the

material (in the ease of the ohject-glass) and
the correctness with which the ravs are made
to opovetee to a point. AVe wiu begin our

notiea ofm yarious kinds of telescopes by de-

sc^bvW those of the refracting class.

d^Stutn -This is the most ancient

fomk of thn telescope, and is that which was

used by OalxleOr comets of a convex; con-

the id ®sys of

IBi

throi^h

t coming

from the different points of a distant ohjVet in

sensiblyparallelpencils arerendered convergent,
and proceed towards the principal focus, where
they would form an inverted image ; but before

Fig. 1.

B

they arrive at this point they fall upon the con-

cave lens C D, by which they are again rendered
parallel, or at least their convergence is cor-

rected so as to frivo distinct vision of the obje(>t

to the eye at K. The lens C D is therefore

placed between the object-glass and the image,
and at a distance from the image equal to its

principal focal distance. The magnifying power
IS equal to tho focal length of tho objecl-gloss

divided by the focal length of the cye-gUss.

[Lens.]

In this telescope the object is seen erect, and
the length of the tube is only the difference

between tho focal lengths of the two lenses.

Ibese properties rend^ it prcfenible to any
other telescope for many orainary purposes;

as, for example, an opera-glass, when used
for tliis purpose, the magnifying power is hardly

ever greater than 4; and it is often as low
as 2.

Astronomical Teieseope,—^This is oomposed
(fig. 2) of a converging object^lam Al), and
of a oonveiging eye^lM CD. Rays of light

proceeding from any pointM of a distant

H N, and foiling on tlie whole surfooe of the

object-glass, are refracted into a point m in the

Fig. 2.

principal focus. In like manner, those pro-

ceeding from the point N are refracted into tin*

point n : and thus an inverted image m n is

formed at the focus of the o^ect-glass. Tho
eye-glass is placed so that its wus shall coin-

cide with the place of the imi^ ; consequently
rays diverging from any point of the image,
and falling on the lens C ]D, are rendered par-

allel and enter the eye at and are thereby
rendered fit to produce distinct vision. Tho
length of the telescope is equal to the sum of

the focal distances of the two lenses ; and tho
magnifyii^ power is etjnal to the focal length
of the olgect-glass divided by the focal lenMh
of the eye-glass. This telescope was first de-
scribed* by Kepler in his JOiiptriee (1011);
but it does not appear to have been execute
until about twentyor thirty years later.

Great strides have reoantfy been made in the
eonstruciion of the refimoting astronomical
telescope. At the preimnt time (Jan. 1867)>
the lax^t of its class is being finished by tiio
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(eminent English opticiani, Messrs. Cooke and tested, and found to be of sensibly equal value
Sons, of York. Its object-glass is of the enor- Uiroughoiit its length.

nious size oftwenty-five inches in diameter. Mr. The whole aperture can be used udthout
Alvan Clark, of America, has also recently con- injury to the definition, and the discs of stars

structed one of eighteen and a half inches. Till are remarkably small. In measuring double
u'hhin the last few years almost all the most stars, poWerS^ from 700 to 1,200 have been
rolebrated telescopes were constructed in Ger- habitually employed. On rare occasions, a
many; and to give some idea of one of the finest power of 2,000 has shown well the discs of

existing instruments, we may describe the one in Neptune and of the siitcllites of J upiter.

use at the Observatory of Fulkowa. Its object- With powers of 700 and 800, stars have
glass has a clear aperture of very nearly 16 been separated whose measured distance has

dies, and its focal length is 22 -5 feet. The
;

proved to be 0*3". The satellites of Neptune
h iigth of the port of the tube between the

,

and the inner and eighth satellite of Saturn are

oljcct-class and the declination axis is 13*7
I seen steadily, as well as the edge of the ring

feet, aiiu that of the part between the eyc-picco at what is called its disappearance. {Deseri}}-

id the declination axis is 9*2 feet. The tube twn of the Observatory at Cambridge^

is of wood; it is of a conical shape, and the chiisctta^ by William Crouch Bond.)
exterior diameters at the extremities arc 17*0 The next telescope which we propose to de-

iiidies and 11*8 inches. The telescope is fur- scribe is tliat called the Horthuinherland Uie»

ulslied with six eye-pieces, whoso powers vary scope, at the observatory connected with our own
from 152 to 1,218, and with other cyc-picces, university at Cambridge.' It may be taken as a
twenty-one in number, belonging to the micro- specimen of whnt is termed the English

metrical apparatus with powers as high as ing. The object-glass, by Cauchoix of Paris,

2,000. is of 11 J inches effective aperture, and the

The mounting is that known by the name of focal length is 19^ feet. The telescope is

the FraunJiofer mountingt having the telescope in the plane of the polar axis, which is here

on one side of the polar axis. The polar axis represented by a scries of supports parallel to

is nearly 4 feet in length, and the diameter of it and supported at top and bottom. The hour
tlie horary circle is 18 indies, and is divided to circle is foot in diameter, and is not perma-
40" of time. Sidereal motion is given to the nently attached to the polar axis, but can bn

1 elcscopc by clockwork. clamped to or released from the lower iron

The instTument was constructed by Messrs, frame at pleasure. There is no declination

Mei'z and Mahler, of Munich, and is in most cirde, but its place is supplied by a declination

respects similar to that erect^ at Cambridge, sector, i. e. a graduated arc carried by a flat

.Massachusetts, near Boston, U.S., of which we brass biir nearly 6 feet in length, turning about
also append a description. a pin fixed in the telescope tube at the distance

The Cambridge telescope belongs to tlie ob-' of rather more than 2^ feet from the axis of

Hcrvatory in connection with the Harvard uni- revolution of the ^telescope. This serves to

vorsity. It has not been erected many years, measure small differences of declination. The
but it has already earned considerable fame by instrument is provided with clockwork. Tlio

the discovery of some comets, of the crape ring whole of the mounting' was constructed under
and eighth satellite of Saturn, and by micro- the direction of the Astronomer Royal, Mr.
metrical observations (of great excellence and Airy. (CoTnbridge Observations

\

Airy’s De*
imj^rtance) of nebulae. soription

;
Weale’s London ExhiHud in 1861.)

The telescope and its equatorial mounting We give an illustration of the

are the work of Messrs. Men and Mahler, ffig. 4), which is German in principle, though the

The extreme diameter of the ol^'ect-glass aoteilsvaiy extremely from that construction of
is 16^ English inches, the eflTecUve aper- instrumenL Telescopes of this kind, being genc-
ture barely 16 inches, and the focal length rally used with a high magnifying power, and
22 ft. 6 in. The mounting, like that of the pro- consequently having a small field of view, are

ceding telescope, is that known as Fraunhofez^s, always accompaniea with a small telescope, or
i. e. the telescope is not in the plane of the polar finder, fixed to the tube, so that the axes of the
axis, but on one side of it, supported near its two instruments arb exact^ parallel,

centre at one extremity of the aquation axis, Jlgrrmiriat Sefraeting Telescope,—This dif-

and counte^ioised a weight bey<md the fers firom the astronomical tel&Beope only in
other extremity of the declination axis. Thw iutving^o additional lenses £F, GH (fig. 3),

declination ebde is 26 iiiehao in diameter, and placed in the tube of the eye-glass for the
is read by four venlm to 4^ df mo ;

the hour purpose of restoring the inveitM image to its

circle is 18 inches in diameter, and is read by erect position, and thereby accommodating the

Temiera to sin^ seoemds of rime. telescope to tezrestriiri objects. The focal

Sidereal mo^on is eommunicated to the tele- lengths of these additional lenses are usually

by dockwork, regulated by the fnoiion the same as that of the eye-glass. The two
of centxlfiigBlMK pendls of rays proceeding firom the points H

It is fiandfhed with zdne sye-pieees, whose snd K mss each other in the anterior focus of
powers vary from 108 to 1,118, and with a the second lens £F, ^ fairing parcel on
wire-micrometer eye-pieoe mid posirion circle. fiF form in its prindpsl focus an inverted

The screw of the mimmeter has been severely image of is », and consequently an erect image
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of the olject M N. This image m* v! is seen

by the eye at E through the lens GH, as Uie

ra^ dirergiug from m* and n' in tlie focus of:

GH enter the eye in paraliel pencils. When
the first three lenses arc equal, the magnifying
power is the same as that of the astronomictu

h'leseope, whose object and eye glasses are the

sjiige us A B and C D.
The performance of refracting telescopes

depends most essentially on the perfection of

the object-glass ; for if the first image is bright

and distinct, and perfectly achromatic, there is

little difficulty in constructing eye-pieccs to

Fig. 3.

magnify it, without causing it to undergo any

sensible alteration.

Fijf. 4.

2Wsaco|>fa'-*In reflecting tele*
j

scopes, the speculum, or mirror, perfimns

the ot^ the object^laes in those of the

ioltesliing khod, sad it therefore esUed tiie

The instrument is oonctnicted

in wfons forM; hnt these differ from one

another eh&efly in refovence to the eratHTanoee

whki}i bare been adopted fiar bringing the
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focal image into a eonTenient situation for

being tiewed by the egre-pieee. The pmncipal

forms are the Kewtonian, the Gregcmn, the

Cassegrainian, and the Hersehelian.

Nwtontm 2WssflOM.--Let ABCB (fig. 5)
rem^nta section of the tube of the telescope

:

AB a section of the oljeet-nurror, which would
form at its focus the image a of any distant
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object Now, if a poMon attempted to Tiew the piece E. This construction has the adTantage
image in its place at a by placing himself of requiring a sliorter tube than the Gregorian

;

directly before the mirror, he would necessarily but the inversion of the imago is not corrected,
intercept the rays of light from the object and for this reason probably it has not been

much used.

In the two last oonatructions the small

Fig. 7.

A P

passing down the tube to the mirror, and
ronsequently there would be no image to view, mirror d is a^'usted by means of a rod tuniing
Sir Imac Newton overcame this difficulty by on a aboulder near the eye end of the tube,
introducing a small diagonal jplane speculum d and connected by a screw with the apparatus
between AB and a, which, itself intercepting which carries the arm c to which the mirror is

but a small portion of the light, reflects towards attached.

the side of the tube the rays converging from Hersekdim or FronUview This
AB, and causes the image whidi would have construction differs from the others in having no
been formed at a to be formed at A where it second mirror, and thus preventing loss of light
can be conveniently viewed by the eye-piece E by a second r^ezion. The large speculum A B
attached to the side of the tube. The small (% 8) is placed at the bottom of the tube in
mirror is of an oval form, and is fixed on a

^
slender am c connected with a slide, by means
of which it may be made to approach or recede
from the large specolum AB, as the image
approaches to or recedes from it. In tms
telescope the magnifying power is equal to the
focal length of the object-mirror A B divided
by that of the eye-glass,

Gregorian —In this construction

the object-mirror AB (fig. 6) is perforated in
the middle, and the rays of light from a dis-

Fig. a. inclined position, so as to bring the focal

image a near the edge of the tube, where it is

viewed directly by the eye-piece E without
interfering much 'With the light entering the
telesco]^ from the olject observed, but the
image is a little injured by the oblique re*
flexion. .The magnifying power is the same

tant object being reflected from the surface «of as in the Newtonian.
A B cross each other in the focus, where they The reflecting telescope was invented by
form an inverted image a, and are then inter- James Gregory, and is de^ibed by him in his
cepted by a small concave mirror d, which OpUoa Promota (1663) ; but the first telescope
causes them again to convert to a focus at b, of the kind was executed ^ Newton. The
near the perforation of the object-minor, where celebrated instramentof Sir William Herschel,
they fom a reinverted or direct image, which erected at Slough in 1789, was 40 feet in
is viewed by an eye-pi ice E screwed into the length. Its great speculnm had a diameter of
tube behind AB. The cniratore of the small 494 inches; its thickness was about 34 inches,
speculum should be elliptical, having the fboi and its weight when cast was 2,118 lbs. Its
at a and b

;

but it is generally made spherical focal length was 40 feet, and it admitted of a
In this case the gr^ specolum should be power of 6,460 being applied to ih Iheessen-
slightlv hyperbolic, to counteract the aberra- tial advantage cd luge t^esoopes of this kind
tion of the small minor. consists in the immense quantity of light

OiMtgraxidoffi Ts2ssM^.-»Tlie great speca- which they collect, thus enabling tiM observer
lum of this instiument is perforated like the to perceive fiunt nebulas and stars whidi are
Oregorian

; but ^e nm oonvetmng from the altogether invisible in ordinary instruments,
surface of the mirror AB (fig. 7) towards the For the more accurate kinds of vmrk they are
fo(ms a are intercepted before ^ey reach that inferior to refractors, as it is almost impossible
I^int by a small convex mirror dp not soffi* to obtain a perfect figure.
cionUy cemvez to make the rays divergent^ but Beflecting telescopes are used only for ob*
ofsm a onrvature as to prevent them from serving phmomma. In order to derive full

coming to a foens till they are thrown back to benefit from them, they must be used in the
bf near the aperture in A B, where they form open air, and must either be mounted equato*
au inverted image which is viewed by the eye- nally [^uatobui.] or else in such a manner
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Fig. a.
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a9 to be eapable of a smootli motion both in

u vt'rtioal and huri^utal direction.

Ijord Ihm^s 60’ft Ikfiecting Telescope,

—

This enormous telescope, which has two mirrors

of 6 ft. duimctcT, and is d3 feet in focal length,

Wits begun in 1842, The metal used for the

specula is an alloy of tin and copper in atomic

proportions, the weight of tlie copper being

something more than doublo that of the tin.

Tlie weight of metal in one of the specula is

tons, and that of the other 4 tons. For
fusing these immense masses of metal it was
placed in three iron crucibles cast expressly for

the purpose, uieli crucildo weighing of itsolf

about 1 J ton. The crucibles were placed in as

manyfurnaces, whose mouths were level with the

ground, and with flues opening into one common
stack or chimney. The metal for its complete

fusion required to bo kept in the furnace about
twelve horn's, and when it was in the state

jtroper for casting, the crucibles were with-

drawn from the furnaces by means ofa powerful

erane to the iron cradles or pouring frames ar-

rsingod round the mould at intervals of ninety

degrees.

Tlio mould had for its base a framework of

hoop iron six inches in depth, placed edgewise,

packed in a strong frame, and supported by

strong transverse bars beneath. The upper

edges of these were ground into a slightly con-

vex surface of about 108 feet radius, and thus

formed the base of the mould ;
allowing the air

to escape through the interstices, though, from
it4f viscosity, no particle of the alloy could

4^Rcnpe through them. The metal also by being

pouredupon the ironbecame chilled immediately

into a dense sheet of about half an inch thick,

and thus secured one of tlio conditions which
have been found to be most important^ if not

indispensable, in the ca^fting of speculum metii!.

After becoming tolerably solid, the speculum

was withdrawn to tbe annealing furnaces, where

it remained for about sixteen- weeks, when it

was considered to he ready for the process of

grinding and polishing. •

A fttu account, given by Lord Rosse, of the

polishing machinery will be found in the Phil,

for 1840 and for 1861. It is sufficient to

state that the beam carrying the polisher is

moved by a small steam engine, by wnich a rota-

tory motion round a vertical spindle is given to

a crank, which by a connecting rod acts u^n a

sliding rod which moves the grinder or poasher

backwards and forwards. By such means the

polisher makes strokes badewards and forwards

very nearly in the manner in which the hand
would make them, if the polishinp; were ^r-
fonned by hand, and at the same time anodier

part of the machinery causes the frame carry-

mg ^e speculum, and theref<^ the specu-

lum its^, to revolve with a alow motion. We
must remark further, in connection with thia

part of tbe atttioect, that it waa neceaaaiy to

cast and ^liah the i^alum upon the aame

fiited (dial^net mm the rotatory frame

mhatloiijad) that would aupport it when
in the iileacopa. for tbit inirpoae the fixed

frames are provided with small wheels, by
wliich, after being conveyed in a carriage to

I

a railroad running into the lower part the

tube of the telescope, the speculum is de-
posited in its proper position for use.

j

For the support of the mirror in such a way
as to avoid strain and flexure, a very ingenious
system of lovers is employed. This consists of
a combination of three similar systems, resting

on three points under the centres of gravity of
the three equal sectors into which the speculum
may bo supposed to be divided. Each system
consists of one triangle with its point of support
directly under its centre of pavity, upon wffich

it freely oscillates. This triangle carries at its

angles three similar points of support for three

other triangles, under their centres of gra^nty,

and they again at their angles carry in a similar

way cast-iron platforms formed of tliree ribs, so
as to moke a kind ofirregular open-work grating,

supported under their centres of gravity. There
are thus twenty-s<;ven platforms, which uro

coated with greased cloth, and upon these the

speculum is supported, each bearing of the

weight.

The above is the construction first adopted

by Lord Rosse. But, as the surface of tho

speculum by tlio pressure on its edge at dif-

ferent elevations was found 'to b<* distorted,

instead of the platforms in contact with the

back before mentioned there wcto adoj'ted

eighty-one brass balls capable of revolving

freely, ic. three at tho coraers of each tri-

angle, occupying tho place of the platform in

the former construction.

Wc now come to tlio mounting of tliis immense
speculum. The tube of the telescope is madcs

of wood, and is at the middle about 7 ft. in

diiimeU^r
;
tho interior exceeding 6 ft. in eveiy

part. This is fixed to a cube of 10 feCt, whicli

lias folding doors in one of its sides for adinis*

sion of the speculum, and which carries the

fixed fi'ome supporting the mirror on tho side

opposite to the mouth of the telescope. To
this side of the cube is attached a universal

I

joint by which the lower end of the telescope is

> coiinecLed with a fixed support, the joint b(>ing

a fow feet below tho general surface of tlie

ground.

On the east and west sides of the telescope

are immense piers about 70 f(>et long and
nearly 60 feet high, of which tlieeastcni carriesa
large iron arc of a circle, in which moves a slider

att^ed to a rodeed biur working by means of

a pinion carried by the telescope tube, while tho

other curries tho stairs and galleries necessaiy

for the observers. Near the tojps of the piers

in the east and west plane passing through tlio

universal joint are two cranes with pulleys,

over whidi pass cliainsattached to the telescope.

To the cuds of these chains, after tliey hate
passed through fixed pulleys in the walls,

are atta^ed counterpoi^s, weighing about
four tons oadu There is also a contrivance

connected with the chains for equalish^ the
action of tho countexpoise-weights in dwrent
positions of the telescope.
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By means of a rack and pinion, the ob-

serrer, standing near the eye-end of the tube,

is enabled to nve a motion in hour angle of

about half an hour on eadi side of Ihe meri-

dian position.

At the south end of the piers there are strong

ladders, and upon these (assisted by counter-

poises) there slmes a stage upon whi^ a small

obseiring gallery travels backwards and for-

wards. For great elevations, curved galleries

are motinted upon the curved slope of the upper
part Of the western pier, carried bv beams run-

ning above and below pulleys fixed to the top of

the pier ;
they are run out by lack-and-pinion

work to approach the side of the telescope.

A quick motion in declination is given by the

windlass below, and a slow motion is mven by
|

hand above for measurements : the quick motion
in right ascension is given also below by a wheel
turned by a workm^, and the slow motion by
hand above.

The tube is slung by chains, and is perfectly

steady in a gale of wind. It carries at the up-
per extremity the appmtus for the Newtonian
small mirror, which is itself of considerable

size and weight, the minor axis of its ellipse

being about 6 inches; but Lord Bosse has
made provision in the construction of his ob-

serving galleries for using it as a Herschelian

telescope, if it is found necessary or desirable

to obtain an increase of light.

In the use of this wonderful instrument,

Lord Bosse has hitherto confined himself chiefly

to the observations of nebulae.

BeflecHng Tdeaoopea with sUwrid Gl<i89

Speouia,—Becentlv, Steinheil of Munich and
J^ucault of Paris nave successfully constructed

spem^ of glass which, after polishing and
figuring, receive a film of pure^ilver, deposited

by chemical means upon weir figured surfaces.

This film does not exceed yg^viojooo of an inch

in thickness, but according to Steinheil it re-

fiects, when polished with rouge, 90 per cent,

of the light tailing upon it, whilst speculum
metal reflects only about 63 per cent Another
advantage connected with gJass specula is that

a good figure when once pranced is permanent
since it is not altered either by the deposition

or subsequent polishing of the silver film,

whereas the figure of a metallic speculum is

liable to serious alteration at every polishing.

Thus there is every encouragement to bestow
great labour upon the figuring of a glass spe-

culum. Several small telescopes upon this

principle have been constructed in this country.

One of them, of 7 inches aperture, and with a
power of 270, divides with ease and certainty

the veiy dose double star % Coronae*

Eif9-pi9m Tdetoovn,
—^When the image

formed the ob^jeet-giass or minor is viewed

with a single l<ms or eye-glass, whether concave

or convex, it is only m the centre of the field

that distinct virion is obtained, all towards the

margin bring^ha^ and distorted. To remedy
this defeetv Bosoovidi and Huygens indepen-

dently proposed the constructionof an eye-piece

tomid of two lenses, placed at a distance from
Von. Ill 737
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each other equal to half thrir focal length.
Bosoovich recommended two similar lenses:
Huyras, that the focal length of the one
should be twice that of the other: and as
this construction is found to answer best in

practice, it is that which is most commonly
used.

Thetwo lensesare usually plano-convex, with
the convex faces towards the object-glass

; the
larger lens, called the jidd-glasi^ is innermost,
or nearest the object-glass : and a diaphragm
cutting off the marginal rays is usually placed
between them near the focus of the eye-lens,

where the image is formed. This eye-piece is

iLBually called the negative eye-piece, firom its

having the imaee seen by the eye behind the
field-mss; and is that which is commonly
snppEed with telescopes intended only for the

purpose of eeeing objects, without reference to
measurement.

Another modification of the two-lens eye-

piece was proposed by Bamsden, and is called

the paMve eye-piece, because the image ob-
serve is before both lenses. The lenses are
plano-convex, and nearly of the same focal

length
; but their distance firom each other is

less than the focal distance of the lens nearest

the eye, two lenses thus placed acting as a
compound simple lens. This eye-piece is the
most convenient when micrometer wires are
placed in the focus, because it can be taken out
without injuring the wires; and it has also

this advantage, that the measure of an object

given bv one eye-piece is not altered when it is

changed for another of a difierent magnifying
power.

In both the eye-pieces now described, the
image is seen invert ; and though this is of

no importance iu aetronomical observations, it

is inconvenient when the telescope is used for

looking at terrestrial objects. By placing an
additional pair of lenses in the tube of the eye-

piece, the image is repeated and remverted, and
consequently seen erect. By this means, as
explained above, the terrestrial telescope is

obtained.

The name of diagonal egt-piece has been
given to eye-pieces fiimisheia with a diagonal

refiecting mirror, the object of whirii is to give

;

a more convenient direction to the ravs emer^
ing from the eyo-piece when the telescope is

pointed high. [£TB-pnca&.]

Telescopy are generaUy supplied with eye-

pieces of different powers, whien are all fitted

to enter the same tube : and the focal adjust-

ment is commonly effected by a rack-and^

pinion motion acting on the tube which carries

the eye-pieoe.

For full information respectingthe constmc-
tlon of telesoopes, and the list ' modes of
mounting thmn, to seeuro steadineae and allow

of the requisite morion, the reader ia refemril

to‘Petaoon*BlhHKHeal Asttom {Axt-
azimvtk; Etx-fxbcx; OsnoT-au^; Tmanarr
iNSTirtJiixirr.] *

TaUMtO/af, On Shipboard, the dial nlst^ at

the wheri, ahowing the ^riOQ of the tiller*



TELLER OF THE EXCHEQUER
Veller.pf thm Wrnxlhm^nwm A veiy lu-

crative sioecure office, abolished by stat 4 &
6 Wm. XV.c. 16, In 1780, tbe emuluments of

each teller for Uie exchequer, exceeded 7,000^.

a year, and the offices b^me still more \*alu-

able in subsequent years.

Telllna (w, « Bpecies of muscU),

A genus of cockles (Qardiaeeous Bivalves in

the Cuvierian system), characterised by the

hinge of the shell having one tooth on the left

and two teeth on tho right valve, often bifid

;

in tlio right valve there is a plate which docs

not enU^r a cavity in the opposite valve. There

is a slight fold near the posterior extremity of

both vidvos which renders them unequal at

that part, where they gape a little. The soft

parts, or animal of the call^ peron^a

by Poll, lias two long tubes for respiration and
excretion, which can be witlidrawn into the

shell, and are concealed in a fold of the mantle.

Cuvier separated from the Linnman IWims
the genus Lortpeft distinguished by the feebly

developed cardinal teeth, and by a long cylin-

drical foot. Other genera have since been

dettiehed from the Cuvierian Tel/ina, which

now form a family, Te/ltmda, in the system of

Lamtirck.

TellurbUmatta. Anative telluride ofle^
aud bismuth, found only at Field's mine in

Georgia, and at the Tellurium mine, Virginia,

U.S.

Tallttrism (Lat. tellus, tAe earth). A name
given to the system of magnetism put forth by
Kieser, who substituted the idea of a tellunc

spirit in place of the universal fiuid of Mesmer
and the nervous atmosphere of Kluge. This

tellurism wua not confined to the substance of

tho earth, but extended to other bodies also.

Thus, the moon was said to magnetise the in-

habitants of the earth by night, while the sun

demagnetised them in the morning. [Mao-
MKTisM, Animal; Somnambulism.]
Tallarlto or Tallurto Oolire. Native

oxide of tellurium. It occurs in small spheri-

cal masses with a fibrous radiated structure, at

Facebay and Zalathna in Transylvania.

Tellurium (Lat. tellns). This rare metal

has only been found in small quantities

in the gold mines of Transylvania: it occurs

in the metallic state, combined with gold

or silver. It is white, brilliant, brittle, and
easily fusible. Its specific gravity is about
6*28. It is combustible, and exhales a pecu-

liar odour, like horse-radish, which Berzelius

ascribes to the presence of minute portions

of selenium. Its atomic weight is 64. It

fbnns a series of compounds resembling tliosc

of sulphur and selenium, as bydrotclluric

HTe, anhydrous tellurous acid TeO^,

hydrated tellurous add HQ,TeO^ anhydrous

telluric oeid TeO^i, hydrated telluric acid

HOifeOji, a ehkride ^d Uchloride TeCl and

TeOis, uud ako a htwdphide TeS^ and a ter-

sublitdeTeS^
TullufiumWued. [Kaotaoitb.]

(0f>1kAfalkr<ra). lu^lroehMy-
thology^ » dm^tor Ladou, who gave her

TEMPERANCE SOCIETIES
.name to a foimtain near Haliartos. But in

the so-called Homeric hymn to ^ollo, she
appears rather as the fountain itself than as

the nymph of the fountain. In that hymn
Apollo is represented as exciting her anger by
markiiig out a place for a temple to be built to

himself and laying its foundations : and Tel-

phusa, to avert uie danger t ireatening her
waters, advises him to go on to Orisa, where
be slew the dragon Python who nursed Ty-
phoon, the child of Hbka.'
But Apollo, finding that he had been lured

into a desolate land, returned full of wrath
to Telphusa, and, hurling down great stones,

choked the waters of the fountain for ever.

Tempera Patnttng# [Distempbu.]
Temperament (Lat. temperamentum). In

Music, ^e adjustment of the notes in musical*
instruments whose sounds are fixed, such as

organs, pianofortes, &c. The defect to be
remediea ariaes from the single short keys
between the two larger ones serving for fiats

as well as sharps. It is necessary to observe,

that in the theory of harmonies the interval

I

of a tone is not always the same ; for instance,

that lying between the fourth and fifth of tho

scale contains nine small parts, called com-

maSf whereas that between tne fifth and sixth

of the major scale contains only eight commas.
Again, the diatonic semitone contains five com-
mas, and the chromatic semitone three or four,

according to the ma^itude of the tone. Hence
it is that the dinerent situation of these

elements with regard to each other causes

intervals of the same names to consist of dif-

ferent degrees or elements. To improve them,
therefore, musicians temper them so as to

retluce the whole more to mean distances from
each other, necessarily producing a new divi-

sion of the octave. Pianofortes are generally

tuned on what is called equal temperament, i.e.

there being eleven notes in the octave, an
equal value is ^ven to each interval between
them representing a semitone. The conse-

quence of this is that although all the intervals,

thirds, fifths, &c., are slightly imperfect,

yet they all approach perfection in the same
degree; whereas if some of them were mado
accurate, others must be very far wrong.
Tempbbambnt. Xu Physiology, tempera-

ment has been defined as that peculiarity of

organisation whicli toa certain extent infiucnces

our thoughtsandactions. The ancientphysicians
enumerated four temperaments

;
vis. the bUiouB

or choferio, the phlegmatic, the acrnguine, the

mdancholic. To these some have added the

nervous; and these terms are still in use
among medical writers.

Temparaaew SoolettM* According to a
statement made at tho meeti^ of the *)^rld's
Temperance ConventioU’ at NewYork in 1883,

^e first Natiemal Orgefniaaiion against Alcohol,

i.e. the American S^ty for the Promotion of
TbmperuTMis, was established in 1826. Societies

of persous pledged hy mutual agreement to
abstain from iptomea&ng drink were formed
about the same time Seth in Britain and
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America, and differences of opinion as to the
strictness of the rules to be followed engen-

dered the different designations of ternperance

and total abstinence or teetotalism, ]But the
movement may first be said to have become
popular, on this side of the AUantie, through
the extraordinary exertions of the Irish priest,

Father Mathew, one of those rare men to

whom the faculty of kindling popular enthu-
siasm is given in the highest degree, and one
who never abused it for ordinary or personal
motives. (Msguire's Life of Fatkir Mathew.)
He began his preachings at Cork, in 1833,
and in a very few years had obtained an ex-

traordinary success. In five months, 131,000
persons took the pledge of total abstinence

which he tendered to them: and when he
travelled round the island, these numbers
rose to almost fabulous proportions. But
the seal thus kindled had already died out
even before the early decease of its excel-

lent originator. The friends of the temper-

1

ance movement in America appeared to have
achieved a greater success when the state of

Maine passA, in 1851, a law/or the supwes^
sion of tippling ehcps^ &c. rendering penal the

sale of intoxicating drinks. But * Maine
Law,' though subsequently adopted by some
other states and in ue British colony of New
Brunswick, is said to have become in a few
years a de^ letter. The more r^nt effort of

the partisans of the cause in this country has

been to persuade the legislature to pass a
permiseive enactment, under which the au-

thorities of any district, with the assent of

the mf\jority of the people, should be enabled

to close the public-houses. The propagation

of these views has been carried on chie% by
the AUiance for the Suppression of Traffic in

Intoxicating Liquors. It was said, about 1850,

that 8,000,000 persons had taken the pledge

of total abstinence, of whom 50 per cent, were

supposed to have broken it Edinburgh
BeoieWf vol. c., for a history of the movement
down to 1854: its history from that time to

the present day presents no new features, and
calls for no farther comment.)
Tampotmte Soaas. In Geography, two

of the five zones into which the terrestrial

p;lobe is divided, l^e north temperate zone

IB induded between the tropic of Cancer and
the arctic cirde ; and the south temperate zone

between the topic of Capricorn and the ant-

aictie circle.

VempesmtiarP* The amount of heat in a

body perceptible to the senses, measurable by
a thermometer, and capable of being trans-

ferred to another substance. The following

tables of various temperatures contain deter-

minations of general interest The first table

gives the fnsing points of the most important

metals^ acoorduuc to the pjrometric measure-^

ments of the difirent experimenters nam^ at

the head ot each cdumn; the least rdiable

numbers being those in the first cokimn. The
second table contains the mdting points of

the more fhsible metals, with some remarkable
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and extreme temperatures, the name of the
authority being generally appended. In both
tables the degrees are Fahrenheit, those below
zero having a minus sign (— ) prefixed.

Ibble I.

If 1

1 f 1
li • .5 Pi

&

e» O o o
Tin melts 475 441 451 424
Bismuth »» 476 462 612 495
Lead If 612 610 620 692
Zinc If 710 773 779 746
Antimony If 810 — — 1103
Silver II 1823 1773 — 1760
Copper

II 2205 1996 — 2235
Gold II 2518 2016 — 1998
Cast iron II 2696 2786 —

!
Wrought iron „ — — —
Platinum II

— — — 2912

TahUn.
Absolute zero . — 460 (calculated)

Greatest artificial cold . — 220 (Natterer)

Greatest natural cold . — 56 (Sabine)
Mercury melts . - 39
Snow and salt . — 4
Bromine melts 9'5

Ice melts 32
Blood beat 98
Phosphorus melts . lir5(Schrottpr)
Potassium „ . 136 (EegnaiiLt)

Yellow wax „ 144 (Person)
Fusible alloy „ 201
Sodium „ . 208 (Begnault)
Water boils . . 212
Iodine melts . 225
Sulphur „ . 239 (Person)
Mercury boils . 662
Dull red heat

.

. 1292 (PouiUet)

Cherry „ „ . . 1652
Orange,, „ . . 2012
White heat . 2372
Dazzling white . 2732
Blastfurnace . . 3280 (Daniell)

Voltaic arc , , 3758 (Becquerel)

TeasperUig. A term applied to the pro-

cess by which the hardness of steel is more or

less rrauced. [Steel; Steel Guks.]
Templars or Xnlglits of tbo Temple.

A mUitary religious order. It was founded by
an association of knights, in the beginning of

the twelfth century, for the protection of pil-

grims on the roads in Palestine: afterwaras,

U took ibr its diief obiect the protection of

the Holy Se^chre at Jerusalem against the

Saracens, ukhts werefixed at Jerusalem by
King Baldwin who gave them the ground
on me east of the Temple. Their roles, taken
ftom those of the Benedictine monks, involved

the vows of chastity, obedience^ and poverty.

The daases of the order were, baights, esquires,

servitors, and ohaplains; the univenal badge of
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the ord^ vas a girdle of linen tliread. The
officers of the order were chosen by the chapter

from among the knights
;
they were, for military

afikirs, marshals and bannerets ;
for purposes

of jgovemment, priors, who superintended single

priories or preceptories ; abbots, commanders,

and grand priors, who governed the possessions

of the order within separate provinces
;
and the

grand master,' who, in some respects, a^med
the dignity of a sovereign prince, being in-

dependent in secular matters, and depending

solely on the pope in spiritual. The chief part

of the 9,000 estates, lordships, dec., which the

society possessed in the thirteentli century,

was situated in France
;
and the grand master

was nsnnlly of that nation. The Templars,

with the rest of the Christians, were ariven

from Palestine by the Saracens, and then fixed

the chief seat of their order in Cyprus. Their

exorbitant power and wealth, and the haughty
. manner in which they endeavoured to keep aloof

from the control of European sovereigns and
act as a military republic independent of their

authority, were probably the principal reasons

which induced Pope Clement V. and Philip the

Fair of France to concert their overthrow. The
charges of heresy and idolatry, which were pre-

ferred against them, were at least unsupported

by evidence. In 1307, Jacques de Molay, the

grand master, having been enticed into France,

was arrested by Philip
;
the estates of the order

were seized ; many of the Templars were burnt

alive, after the mockery of a trial
;
and, in 1312,

the order was abolished by a bull of Clement V.

Its vast estates fell partly into the hands of the

sovereigns of the countries in which they were

situated, partly into those of the Hospitallers

and other military orders. Detached bodies of

the order, however, continuted to subsist for

some time in different countries. See, among
numerous authorities, Kaynouard's tragedy of

Lea TempHers, with the notes; Turner’s England
in the Middle Agta, vol. ii. ; Mim. de rAcad, des

Inscr. vol. xxxvii.; Addison’s Hiatorg of the

Knighta Templars and the Temple Churchf

1842; Milnian, History of jAitin Christianity

,

book xii. For a notice of the strange irreligious

doctrines attributed to them, see the article

Baphomet.
temple (Lai), Like the Greek ripavos

(from to cut), this word meant originally

any piece or portion cut off from a whole
; and

the limitation of the name to buildings is of

comparatively late 'date. Thus Livy (i, 6),

using the word in the sense of an open space,

speaks of Bomtilus and Bcinus as taking

temples for the purposes of augury on the

l^lUtine and Aventine Hills
;
and by Lucretius

«nd Cicero the term is applied to the expanse

of the heairens; or to the space in which the

glote 6f the earth moves. In a religious

eetiee, the word denotes properly a sacred

eneWnre, which may or may not contain

tmildiaga, tli}a endosnre having reference to

ndthm^ iHthih which Qte omens were
fit, % awfrs. Those places

oiify whhffi had thtm, obtamed the sanction hf
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the gods were strictly temples ; edifices conse-

crated only by man, as by the pontiffs, were
called aacella or chapels, and thus the sanc-

tuary of Vesta was only^n adea sacra, not a
templum. By the Latins the ground lying

beyond this enclosure was regarded as pro-

fane; by the Greeks it was termed
as being ground on which everyone might
walk. Within the enclosure, as a rule, no
dead might be buried, and this rule was ex-

tended to the whole of the samd island of
Delos [Obttoia], which was regarded as the
rdfuvos or sacred portion of PHfflnus.

The earlier Greek temples were made chiefly

of wood, and were at first little more than
hollowed trunks of trees in which some image
or symbol of a god was inserted. The form
of the later temples was oblong, and they were
generally surrounded with pillars, the parallelo-

gram being divided into two parts, the irp6uaos,

or vestibule, and the cells, or I'ods, the proper

habitation of the god, to which was ivdAed in

temples of the largest class the OrisTHODOiaus,
whi& commonly served as a treasure chamber.
The small size of the abodes in which thet

images of the gods were placed characteriseil

all temples, and especially marked those of

Egypt. Most of the temples still remaining
in Attica, Ionia, and Sicily, have their entranci^.s

to the east, although it is stated by Vitruvius

that Greek temples always faced the west.

For the images of the gt^s placed in tliesu

buildings, see Sculptubb.
Vitruvius classified quadrangular temples

as temples: 1. In Antis; 2. Pbobtylb; 3.

Amfhipbosttle
;
4. Pebtptbral; 6 . Diptsbal;

6. PsEUDODiPTBiiAL ; uud 7. Hypathral. But
it is not easy to determine in all cases whe-
ther a temple was hypsthral or not, and this

is especially doubtful in the case of the Par-
thenon on the Athenian Acropolis. Amoiig
other celebrated temples were those of Zous at

Olympia,.of Artemis at Ephesus, of Apollo at

Delphi, of Aphrodit6 at Paphos, and of the

Capitoline Jupiter at Kamo. A circular form
for temples was adopted in some instances,

but not in the earlier times, the oldest ex-

amples of round buildings being probably
mere iholi, or monumental edifices. Among
circular temples, those of Vesta at Tivon
and the Pantheon at Borne, still used as a
church, are the best known.

In many, perhaps originally in all, nations,

the first objects sot up, whether for veneration

or merely as symbols, seem to have been conical

figures, sometimes in the form of single stones,

sometimes in the shape of heaps or mounds.
Thus, Jacob is represented as setting up a Stone
before he goes to rest in the evening. That
these stones were in many cases symbols of
the reproductive power of nature, is admitted
on all hands ; ana the same figure was seen in
the Asfaera set up in the temple at Jerusalem
[Phalius], and in the Brahmanic Linoas, with
which the Boukd Townits of Ireland, and
other edifices of a like charaeter, are by some
connected.
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Tho plan of the temple of Jerusalem, spe- 'which would render retrenchments in hastions

kjiown as the temple of Solomon, is. like useless. [Foktificatiow.]
the pliin given in the descriptions of the taber- Tenalllon (Fr.). In Fortification, an out-

naclc, not unlike that of Greek temples, the work made on each side of a small ravelin to
crdiii being represented by the Holy of Holies, increase its strength, and to cover the shoulders
The temple of Solomon, built in great part by of the bastioii. Works of this kind are,

riimnician workmen, sent by Hiram, king of however, so defective that they are not now
Tyro, was destroyed by Nebuchadnezzar. The adopted.
temple which succeeded it, after the return of Vefiane^ in Common. In Law, tenancy
tbo Jews from Babylon in the time of Oyrus, in common occurs when property is given or
contimu^ to the days of Herod the Great, wlio conveyed to two or more persons in undivided
began repairs which amounted almost to a shares, each share being distinct in title. In
complete rebuilding. This restoration was this case there is no right of survivorship as in

scarcely finished when the city was destroyed joint tenancy (which indeed a tenancy in com-
by Titus. For the controversies on the sub- mon resembles in the unity of possession only),

se(iucnt history of the buildings contained in but each tenant in common is, as to his own
tlio temple area, see Supvlcrub, Chubcr of undivided share, in tbo position of the owner
'j'HB Holt. of a separate estate. Any tenant in common
Templet or Template. In Architecture may compel a partition of the property held in

and Engineering, a short piece of timber, common.
or stone, laid under the bearing of a girder. Tenant* Tenement (from Lat. teneo, I
with the object of distributing the weight hold). In Law. These words are derived from
of the latter. Also, a mould used by brick- the principles of the feudal system, according
layers, masons, &c. for cutting or setting to which (as it pnvailcd in England) no land
out work

;
or by millwrights, for cutting the 'was without a lord ; and everyone who enjoyed

teeth of wheels. Also, any plate or board land held it either of a mesne tenant, or of the

formed to the exact dimensions of parts of crown. The party holding the land is called

engines and machines, so that new parts may tenant
;
the thing holden, tenement

;

the mode
be produced from such templets of the exact of holding, tenure. Thus, tenants are said to

size required to fit the other parts. be in fee simple^ in tail, for life, foryears, &c.
Templet. In Artillery, an iron plate, one Tenement, in the largest sense of the wo^ is

side of which is made to correspond exactly everything which may be holden ; viz. all

with the correct exterior of an elongated shot coiporeal hereditaments, and incoiiporeal here-

or shell. It is used as a gauge. ditaments of a permanent nat'ure issuing out
Tempp (Ital. time). In Music, the Italian of the same. Thus, lands, houses, rights of

word constantly used to express time. common, &c., franchises, dignities, are all tene-

Tempo ATmlirogUo (Ital. time of trouble), ments in the larger sense. In the more narrow
In Music, a term applied to a composition acceptation in which the word is popularly
written in one measure, but really performed applied, it describes a house with the home-
in another. stead or immediate appurtenances. rTEiruiuL]

Temporal or Totfcaple Boooo. Two Toiiaat BIglit* The social question

irregular bones, one on each side of the involved in the demand for tenant right is ope
head. They are connected with the occipital, whirii has now agitated Ireland for at least a
parietal, and sphenoid bones, and are articu- century. It is the chief causeof that deep-seated

luted with the lowerjaw. Comparative anatomy disaffection towards political association 'with

shows that the so-called temporal bone, in man, England which all admit to be the choracter-

is essentially an assemblage of five bones, istic feeling of the Irish, and exhibits in the

called squamosal, lygomatTc, tympanic, pe- plainest and harshest form the discord which
trofus, and mastoid

;
having distinct functions may arise between the owner of the soil and

developed in different proportions, and con- its occupier. The distribution of land in the

tiouing permanently detached in the cold- United Kingdom, by which a few proprietors

bloodra classes, but soon coalescing in the bold the greater part of the soil, while the

warm-blooded classes. The tympanic element, cultivator nas only a precarious interest on

however, continues permanently detached in payment of a variable rent, is, it must be re-

birds. membered, peculiar to this countiy. [Hbkt.]

ToMolt^ of the Metpli. The power As the English and Scotch fturmer is generally

which metallic 'wires possess of sustaining, a conriderable capitalist, and the farmen as a
without breaking, the action of a suspend^ class are tolerably united, imd, as individuals,

weight. [CoRssiOH; I^bbnoth of Matbriais.] very independent, thepreesrions nature of their

ToaRoulom (Lat. a tie), A surgical instra* holding is more apparent than real. Nominally,

ment, consisting of a fine sharp-pointed hook, the farmer, in the great m^ority of cases, is a

by which the mouths of bleeding Arteries are tenant at 'wiU ;
actually, he is a permment oc-

sdsed anddrawn out, so that in operatiems they cupier at a variable rent If he swes improve-

may be secured by ligatures. ments, the landlord may, in theory at least,

VoMlUo (Fr.). In Fortification, a small cause him, by raising his rent, to wj intereat

work placed before the curtain, and intended to on the outlay of his own ca|atsl. in pr^ce,
secure it s-nd the flanks against being bzearitied,

|
however, while many improvementi are efiweted
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hy wealthy landlonla, publhs opinion wouhl, in sept in common, the chief being appointed by
the rast majority of oases, prevent the landlord the custom of Tavistuv, and the usu&uct of the
from taking so unfair an advantage when the land being distributed according to the custom
improvement was the work of the tenant, of Irish gavelkind. The Norman settlers, and
Besides, agriculture is only one, and that a after them the Ev^Mish colonists, down at least
conmarativel^ subordinate, part of the iudustiy to the time of Strafford’s regency, attempted in
of (mat Bntmn, and the influence of land- vain toimport the English law, with its system of
owners is to some extent counterpoised by that feudal dependence, primogeniture, and entails,

of other and equally wealthy classes. Ltwtly, The Irish, however, gained on them, and, with
rents are not raised or depressed by competition, the peculiar power said to be possessed by
the common practice being to fix tlie rent, and Celtic races, induced their visitors to adopt Irish

select the tenant, when vacancies occur. customs, much to the dissatisfaction of the
In Ireland the case is very different. Agri- English government. But successive settle-

culture, and that of a very rude and imperfect ments, tlie enormous forfeitures created after
kind, is the general occupation of tlie people. O’Neil’s rebellion, the grants of Cromwell,
The farms are very small, the tenants not being William III., and subsequently the penal sta-

mneh above the condition of ordinary labourers, tutes against Roman Catholics, led gradually
and, in appear.ance at least, hoing possessed of to the adoption of the English feudal law, and
very little capital. Much land in Ireland is the consequent destruction of those qualified
possessed by non-resident proprietors, who but intelligible rights which the ancient pea-
manage their estates by middlemen or bailiffs

;
santry possessed in the sept or village system

and up to comparatively recent times, the of the Brehons. The Irish peasantry are to this

resident proprietors— the picture of Irish day alive to the process by which their ancient
society in Castle Hachrent is said to be by interests have been annulled, and are profoundly
no means over-coloured—were proverbially disaffected at the result,

thoughtless, extravagant, and reckless. Rents Gradually ().»erhaps as a compromise with
were fixed by auction, and in the absence of the peasantry), the right of a tenant in his lease,

any other occupation, and under the pressure and his claim for compensation when he had by
of a redundant population, the competition for his own labour or capital effected, independently
holdings raised rents nominally to an extrava- of the landowner, permanent improvements on
gant height, cottiers agreeing to pay sums which his holding, were recognised in Ulster, and
were far in excess of the value to be obtained have been so often admitted that they are
from the annual produce of the soil, and, of probably legal. Great part of Ulster was
course, beiM perpetually in arrears with their granted to the city of London, and it is possible

landlords. This state of things led to attempted tlrnt the corporation was either from choice or
evictions, to the murder of bailiffs and other necessity a more generous landlord than the
a^rian outrages, the people invariably siding other settlers. But the privilege accorded to

with the criminal, concealing him, and aiding the Ulster tenant has been persistently claimed
liis escape. Absentee proprietors, imimproviug by the farmers in the other provinces, as yet
landlords, cottier tenancies, did, and to a great unsuccessfully, but with increasing energy,
extent do still, characterise a country the On the other hand, the landowners are dis-

peasantry of which, more perhaps than those inclined £o concede rights which would nlu-
of any other country, are capable of faction mately reduce them to the positiou occupied
towards their social supenors, while they by the possessor of a perpetual fee-farm rent,

need the aid of capital for developing the re- and transfer the real ownership of the soil

sources of the soil, together with the advantage to the peasantry.

derived from fixitjr of tenure, in order to be en- It cannot be doubted that the claims of the
couraged in applying such means as they may Irish peasantry are directly at variance with
themselves possess. Itmay be added, too, that that theory of English law, with which we are
most of the great proprietors are aliens to the familiar under the name of the law of real
Irish in descent, in national sympathies, and in property. It is quite another thing to say
religious belief. The creed professed by the this law is in accordance with public policy,
great mass of the Irish people, though not now stiU more to assert that roles which may
persecuted, was grievously oppressed, during work well in England are available for the
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Irish people. The solution of the questi<»i is

harshest and most cruel wrongs having been difficulty hut it ought not to be impossible. It
infiicted by men of Irish descent who had is quite certain that the Irish land ^stem has
identified themselves with the political Pro- produced most of that Irish disaffection which,
testantism of the period. (Goldwin Smith's daneerous as it is athome, is fiir more dangerous
Iriek BUtoef and Iriah Charaoteir.) online American continent,
HmA, no doubt, of Irish disaffection is to be TenaMerliiM. [TABVBKHBiBxml

traced to the histoir of land tenure in that Teaols (Fr. touche, Lat. tinea), lie name
islaad. The first adventurers who settled in of aspecies of Cyprindd fishes (Tima vtdgarU,
Ireland, and Indeed the Engliihadi^nt^ for Cuy.),andthet]^ofasabgenu8ofthatffi]iulT,
many jseaaratioiui afterwards, fieund the ni^ive It is generally xsmu or less abundant in map
Iriah in poaaesrion of a peeoHar land law, mental waters and pc^ but is seldom found
iaUad theHrabon. The soil was owned by the in rivers in this countir. It is common in mort
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of the lakes of theEuropean continent, whence it Tenore or Tenor (Ital.). In Music, that
is supposed to have been imported into England, part of a Vfx^al conijKisition which is sung by a
The tench is remarkable for its tenacity of higli mule voice.

life; it spawns about the middle of June, at TonoHto. A native protoxide of copper,
which time the female is attended by two males, which is found at Vesuvius in the form of
Their food consists of the smaller soft^bodied

atjuatic animals, and vegetable matter. In

stocking a pond with tench, the large^sized fish

shbnld be selected, and two males to one female
should be the proportion of the sexes. [Tinca.]

Tender (Fr. tendre
;
Lut. tondo, 1 stretch or

held furth). In Law, the legal tender of a d**bt

is by the actual production and offer of the sum
due, unlcs.s the creditor dispense with it by a
declaration that lie will not accept it. The ten-

der must be of money
;
and, if boyond the sum

of 40s., in gold, or in what has been rendered by
Act of Parlininunt equivalent for that purposes

viz. bank of England notes, which are a legal

tender for every sum above 6/., except at the

bank of England or its branches. The tender

of a larger sum than that duo is sufficient, but

the creditor cannot be required to give change.

Tender. A Naval term for a small vessel

appointed to attend upon a larger one, to

communicate with the shore, &c. It sails in

company, but may be sent on expeditions up
rivers, &c. where its patron could not penetrate.

Tendo iLolilllU(Lat.). The largo tendon

wh^h passes from tlie muscles of the calf of

the leg to the heel. Its name has reference to

the fable of the dipping of Achilles in the Styx

;

his mother, Thetis, having, as it is said, held

him by that part
Tendril (Fr. tendron). In Botany, any

slender twining or clasping part or organ by

which a plant attaches itself to some other

object. It is often a transformation of a leaf

which has no lamina, or of which the midrib,

elongated beyond it, retains its usual tapering

figure, and becomes Iqng and twisted spirally.

In the vine it is an abortive bunch of fiowers

;

in the passion fiower, a metamorphosed branch.

Tho leafstalk sometimes serves the purpose of a

tendril, as in the Tropcsolum*

Tonesmus (Gr. rcliw, I stretch). An in-

clination and ineffectual straining to void the

contents of the bowels.

TaniiMitltea A sulphide of copper, arsenic,

and iron ;
named after Smithson Tennant. It

occurs in lead-gr^ crystals at Cam Brea,

Dolcoath, Ck)ok’8 lutchen, Tincrofb, and other

Cornish mines
;
also at Skeelteren, in Norway,

and in Algeria.

TamidyTttinieyfOrBnwk. In Heraldry,

a colour or tincture, represented in blazonry by
crossing lines horizontal and diagonal from left

to right downwards. [Heraldry.]
TmibIe. a game, in which a ball is kept

in motion between opposite parties, who striae

it udth rackets.

Tomb (Lat. teneo, /Ao2(f). In Architecture,

the end of a piece of Wood or timber, diminished

usually by one-third of its thidtness, which is

received into a^ole cotr^ponding to it in size,

called a mortiset by which expedient the two
are held jointed or fastened together.
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small dark stcel-grcy laminae, also earthy and
as a black powder. Named after Signor Tcuore.
Tenreo. Tho name of a small Insectivorous

quadruped of Madagascar, allied to the hedge-
hog ; it forms the typo of the genus Centetes.

Tenae (Lat. tempus, time). In Grammar,
that modification of the verb which defines tho

time at w'hich the action is conceived as taking

place.

In the Aryan languages, the tenses arc

formed chiefly by combining the verb sub-
btantivo with the root of the so-called verb
active, passive, middle, or neuter. Thus the
future tei\8c is formed, in Greek, by the addition
of s, belonging to the root as, to be, .ind the
Latin by adding tlie root bhu, to be. The pre-

sent tense is simply tho name expressive of
action or endurance, combined with the personal
or demonstrative pronoun, thus =sdadiimi

^givc J. The imperfect, in Greek, is formed
by placing, before the root of the present, a pre-

fix termed the augment. This augment Bopp
regards as identical in its origin with the a
privative, and as expresning therefore the
negation of tho present, us in Sanscrit uttamas
is the high sty anuttamas (not the highest, and
so removed boyond comparison, i. e.)

parablc; 6ka, again, is one, but an^ka answers
not to o^5cG, noncy but to ‘ not one* i. e. many.
Thus the Greek syllabic augment s-ripw<a»v

represents the Sanscrit B-tai*p-am; and the
explanation is found in the fact that this a,

which at a later stoge aeqiiirc's a privative force,

is really the demonstrative base * or t, us in

I the Sanscrit ewhm, the Latin enim. Tims the

augment would not deny tho prrstneo of an
action, but, meaning simply that, i. e. * not this*

it would transfer the action to the other side, iu

other words, to the time already past. No
argument can bo drawn from tho circumstance
that in Greek the negative appears always as

, the augment always under the form c, as
rlrv^ and Ttrii^e both represent the Sanscrit
tat&pa.

Like the future, the Greek aorist is formed
by combination with the radical consonant
of as, to be, as in c-rmr-ir-a,

The Latin aorist or preterite is formed after

the same fashion, the combined root being that
of/w, or bhu, to be, e.g. pot-ui, for pot-fui, the
same suffix reappearing in ama*vi, audt-vi.

The older Latin ftituree are formed like the
Greek, e. g. fac-s-o (faxo), as rw-er-w (rif^w).

In French, the fature is formed by using as a
suffix the verb to have ; iu the old Norse dialect

it is formed by means of mtm, I think

. g. komamunu, they wtU come, i. e. Uiey mean
to come, thus reproducing the Greek teikhm,

Sanscrit manyA^ to mean.
Forms apparent^ anomalous occur in some

tenses ; thus the Latin atmmini is out of all

analogy with the other passive persons, but is
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explained on a oompartBon with the Greek
participial form tctv^^koi^ altliough it differs

from the latter in haTing n*nounced its gender

and its verbal suffix. The same participial

formation is seen in such nouns as cdu-mnua,

wfiu^mnust ge-miniaRgcnimini, ywn^^voty tha

tmnSf i. e» those who are bom together. The
Lalin emdminor is a plural case*ending of

amamin% as in the Eoouuine Tadi^bs, aubator

occurs for the Latin anhacti^ and acrebitor for

sor^i.
Latin preterites, such as eiicutri, ttUtuli,

have lost their augment s, like thc'Greek (nttpror,

for in^evoy. Preterites, such as fugi, Ugi^

fod% have, further, lost their reduplication, the

vowel being lengthened to make up the loss of

the consonant of the second syllable, as in the

Greek aorists for s^oifira, ctffoXtra.

The verb substantive reappears also in such

terminations as the Greek «iw repre-

senting an original 8ouA-^cv«, to be a skive, as

the Latin potui is really ‘pot fuit I waa able),

and in the Latin form bundus, such words as

vUa^nduBt mirabundua, having retained the

participial force, as in the phrases vitabundus

castra, mirabundus vanam speciem. The ano-

malous Latin futures of tlie third nud fourth

coi\jugations, as audiam^ are simply present

tenses of the subjunctive mood, us^ in place

of the lost futures, as audiho.

The same suffix reappears in the Iiutiii

infinitive, as in the present pos-se, vollo

» vel-se
;

esse, to eat ran odo-re; forro »»

fer-se, to bear; and in the past

tense, amavi-ase, fui-sse. The old forms diese

(^cere), scripse (scripsisse), correspond closely

to the Greek (8fix-<rai), (7pav-<reu),

and all exhibit the same combination with aa,

to be. The same suffix is found in the Um-
brian fatare perfect, convortmt answering to

tile Latin oonvartarUt ammfus (fas, fust^
fuerit) to ambiverit, (furciit

»

fuerint) to ambworif^ faJbureni to fecerunt^

dikuat to dicerU, pointing to such forma as

fak^furant^ dikfuat^ dec.

The ending of the Gretic aorist imperative

r^foi, ypd'b^ is probably the termination of the

Lo^Tivn Cass, t^ ending having belonged

originalW to the present as well as to the aorist,

rihram being referred to rvwrtfMym, which, by
dropping the ease-ending, left tiwtc/mi', from
wh^ was obtained the contracted form rlntrttp,

la the tenses of modem languages the com-
binations are commonly more prominent; but

their origin is not always obvious at first sight.

I^ns the fatnie of obligation is in English

fanned by a combination with the verb ahall ;

bnt akaH (the Gothic skal), whitii looka like

a pxnsenti is really an old Mrfect, answer-

ing to Greek perfe^ like elea, which retain

the tofiee of the present. This akalt meaning

I am bmmdf meant / ha/oa killed

;

and ns» atooedtag^to Xentomc law, the guilt

of inai^ngliler oonld be atoned by a fine,

tbe wood msMit Im gidkg, ich bin

8<dinld%. and tbefetom *1 owe tbe fine tor

haiimg tiaw a man;* and so the phrase ^he

TENURE
shall pay,* resolves ilself into the expression
* be is guilty to pay.*

In the same way the auxiliary mag was,
in its primary signification, I am atrong (akin
to Greek the Scotch muoklot Eng. mwih\
and was likewise a preterite, from a root which
meant to beget

^

whence the Scotch Mac, a son,

and Gothic magaths, the English Tnmd, a
daughter.

Tension (Lat. tonsio, a atretchwg). In
Mrchjinies, tJie force by wliicii a bar or string

is strctcliccl. Thus, when a weight is suspended
by a string, the tension at every point of the

latter is equal to that weight.

Tensor. [Qctatkokioks. ]

Tensor Muscles. In dnatomy, those

muscles wliich tighten the part to which they

arc fixed
; as the tensor vaginm femoris, tensor

palati, &c.
Tent or Tints. A Spanish red wine,

chiefly from Malaga and Gallicia.

TjcXt. In Surgeiy, a plug of lint used for

dihiting wounds : a piece of sponge which has
been imbued with wax is tcrmetl spovge-tent.

Tentacle (Low Lit. tentaculiim, a holder).

This term is used by Savigny in a re-

stricted sense to signify the elongated, filiform,

inarticulate appendages of the mouth of Anno-
liclos, but is also applied to all appoiulages,

whetber jointed or not, which are used as

instruments of exploration and prehension.

Thus, the oml arms of the Polyps, the pre-

Iicnsile processes of Cirripods and Annelidos,

the cephalic feot of the Cephalopods, the barbs
of fishes, are termed teiitacha.

Tcntli. A Musical intorval, being the oc-

tave of the third.

Tentlia. The tenth part of the yearly value

of all benefices, which was ancicmtly paid, with
the first fruits, to the pope. [Fiiist Fruits.]

Tentor&nm. The process of the dura mater
which separates the cerebrum from the 0(*rc-

boUum; it is occasionally, as in some carni-

vora, ossified, and forms a bony shelf.

Tcbimc (Lat. thin). The three letters k^f^t
in the Greek alphabet are so called, in relation

to theirrespective middle letters g^ b, and d, and
their aspirates c4, pA, and ih.

Tennlroctmm (Lat tenuis, alandert and
rostrum, a beak). The name of a tribe of

InsessorUl birds, including tliose which have

a long and slender bilL

Tannrc (from Lat teneo, / kM). The
feudal relation between lord and vassal in

respect of lands. It is a fundamental maxim
of the feudal system that all lands were, or at

all events must be deemed to have been, mri-

ginally granted out bv the sovereign, and are

tiierefore bolden eitw mediately or imme-
ffiately of the crown. The greater portion of
the land in England was actual^ so granted
out bv William tiie Conqueror to his foilowm,
and tne same principle of tenure^ or holding
of the kiM, became establitiied scon after the
N(mnan Conquest^ even with respect to those
lands which remained in the hands of the ori*

gioal English holders. AU the Sandowners in
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oomitnr thus became the Tassals of the

crown, and held their lands subject to the

performance of certain duties or services as

the condition of their enjoyment. The land
holden was therefore styled a tenement; the

possessors thereof, tenante; and the manner
of their possession, a tenure. When such te-

nants as held immediately under the king
granted out portions of their lands to inferior

persons, they became also lords with respect to

those inferior persons though they were still

tenants with respect to the king, and were ac-

cordingly called mesne or middle lords. Ac-
cording to Blackstone, there were four principal

species of lay tenures : 1. Tenure by knight
service

; 2. Tenure in free socage
;

3. Tenure in

purevillenage; and 4. Tenure in villein socage.

The tenant by knight service was bound to at-

tend his lord to the wars for forty days in every
year if called upon (a duty afterwards com-
muted for an escuage or money payment), and
his tenure was subject to the further bur-

thens of aids or assistance to the lord in

ransoming his person if captive, in making
his eldest son a knight, and in providing a

portion for his eldest daughter; reliefs and
primer seisint or fines x)aid to the lord upon
the death of the tenant; wardskipt or the

right of the lord to the custody and profits

of the land during the minority of the

tenant
; marriagtt or the right of the lord

to dispose of his ward in matrimony ;
jmes^

on occarions of alienadon
;
and escheedt or

forfeiture of the land to the lord, on failure

of heirs of the tenant or coimpiaon of his

blood by felony. The lord*8 right of es-

cheat, however, was subjcNSt to the paramount
rights of the sovereigi^ to whom the lands

of tnilora were forfeited absolutely—those

of felons for a year and a day; but for-

feiture to the crown was lather a punish-

ment for an ofifence than an incident of tenure.

Tenure in free socage was free from toe obliga-

tion of military service, though subject to the

incidents of escheat^ of attendance at the lord’s

court, and of giving customary aids, and in

some cases to toe payment of an annual rent,

and of a rdisf of one year’s rent The only

method, originally, by which the tenant coula

convey away part of his lands was by suh-

infeudationt or by making a grant to another

person, reserving services corresponding with

those due to the superior lord, thus creating a
Bubsidiaiy tenure, and becoming himself a
mesne lom ; but as from the nature of some
of the burdens or services incident to feudal

tenure, it was an advantage to the lord that

hie lands should be in the possession of his

own immediate tenants, the practice of sub-

infeudation was prohibited by toe statute of

Quia Emptores, 18 £dw. I., and other statutes

which, while establishing the liberty of alien-

ating lands held by free tenure, provided that

the purchaser should hold them, not nd toe

vendor, but immediately of the superior lord.

Tenures in pure viUenage and in villein

socage are toe origin of our present copyholds.

The lord of a tract of land usually granted
part of it to freemen, to be held in knight
service or free socuto, part he reserved as his
own demesne, and part he granted to his

villeins or serfs, to be held by villein tenure,

subject to the performance of agricultural ser-

vices or other servile wcorks. These lands
were originally held literally at the mil of
the lord, but the right of succession of heirs

and of alienation, which was at first a mere
indulgence, came by custom to be established

as a right, while the servile part of the ser-

vices became gradually obsolete as the condi-

tion of the copyholders improved.
Besides the lay tenures above mentioned,

there remains a tenure of a spiritual nature,

called tenure in frankalmoign or free alms,

being that whereby religious corporations held

their lands. This tenure is said to have
existed before the Conquest, and was subject

to none of the incidents of feudal tenure,

tenants in frankalmoign being bound to per-

form only those religious or spiritual services

as an endowment for which toeir lands were
bestowed. It is by this tenure that the lands

of the church are for the most part held at

the present day.

With the decline of the feudal ^stem,
the obligations attending tenure by knight
service gradually degenerated into a mere
machinery for extorting money, and upon
the restoration of Charles U. an Act of
Parliament was passed (stat. 12 Ch. II. c.

24), by which tenure by knight service, aids,

and other oppressive burdens, were abolished,

and all tenures, exicept frankalmoign, copy-
holds, and the honoraiy serviees of grand
seijeanty (a species of Imight servioeX were
turned into hee and common socage. It is

by free socage, then, that all fee simple lands
in England are now held. Qnit rents are
still sometimes ^yable, though the change
in the value of money has reduced them
to insignificancp, and land still escheats

if toe owner dies intestate and without
heirs, or is attainted in consequence of mur-
der; but in other respects the feudal inci«

dents of socage tenure, never very burden-
some, have been abolished or become obsolete.

The doctrine of tenure, however, still forms
an integral part of the law of Ej^land : it is

impossible really to understand toe simplest

conveyance of land without referring to its

principles, and most of the technical rules of

real property law may be readily accounted

for by remembering that, although they may
now appear arbitrary and witoout rignificanee,

they once formed ]^rt of a great system under
which all the landholders in the oountiy were
united, for purposes of public policy, in the

closest bonds of mutual dependence and sup-
port.

The English tenures may be studied in

Glanville, in Bmcton, in Fleta, in Littleton,

with Cuke’s Oommsntarg, or in Blackstoue. It

is necessary, however, to say thatmuch which is

contained m these later writers was antiquated
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at the time in which they wrote, though, as is

customary with litomry lawyers, they treated

that which was theoretically existent as though

it was in full operation. For instance, Coke
treats of Tillenage us still holding good in bis

time, though the Liw courts had solemnly

decided that the custom u^s obsolete. (Prof.

Rogers, Agriculture and Prices in the Middle

Ages.)

TenureSp Soottlsh* Scottish tenures were

five in number, viz. 1. Military, or ward hold*

ing
;
abolished with all its casualties or inci-

dents by 20 Geo. II. c. 60. 2. By mortification

or mortmain

;

which now only applies to manses

and glebes, retained by the Act of 1687 as

mortified to the church, 3, Purgage holdingt

by which the burgesses of royal burghs hold

lands and houses within the burgh of the

sovereign by service of watching ana warding,

&c. 4. Blanch tenures^ by which the grantee

or vassal js bound to pay to the superior annu-

ally a species of quit-rent or acknowledgment.

6. Feu-holding^ by grant, with resen^ation of

pecuniary services. [Fku
;
Tenvue.]

Tepal. Another name for jidal. Also the

pieces of a perianth, being of an ambiguous

nature, between calyx and corolla.

Tepejilote. A Central American name for

the flowers of a species of Chanuedorea, which,

while still enclosed in the aputhes, are highly

esteemed as a culinary vegetable.

Teplurolte (Gr. ash-grey). A native

silicate of manganese, found at Stirling, Sparta,

and New Jersey, in crystalline and granular

masses of an ash-grey ewour, turning black on

exposure.

YPpliromutto (Gr. and

ftapTfiOf prophecy). Divination from the figures

assumed by red-hot embers.

TPpbrosla (Gr. ash-coloured). A
widely distributed genus of Legnminosa, con-

taining many species, growing for the most
part in the tropical or subtropical regions of

both hemispheres. The leaves are covered with

a grejr silky down, and the flowers are usually in

terminal clusters, but occasionally stalked in

the axils of the leaves. T. apollinea, a native

of Egypt and Nubia, furnishes a kind of indigo.

The seeds, moreover, are made into an ointment,

used to heal the wounds of camels. The leaves

and Aeed-vessels of this plant are occasional]^

found mixed with Alexandrian senna. T.

eincrea is employed in the West Indies to

stupefy fish. The leaves and stems of T, toxi-

caria are used for the same purpose in the

West Indies, the Feejec Islands, and elsewhere.

The stems and leaves are pounded and thrown
into a river or pond, when the fish speedily be-

come stupefied ; the huger fish are stat^ to

reeovei* ifjplaced in &e8h water, but the smaller

ones perish. The roots of this plant are em-
ployed as an application in certain skin-diseases

in the Mauritius, Surinam, Ssc.

% pmptma 10 used medicinally in various

wuys liy tl^nitivesof Thus, the roots,

pounded and mhnd ucith amck, are used as a

umshlbv mouth, and in the fiom of ointment
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are applied in cases of elephantiasis, while
the juice of the plant is used, mixed with
honey, as an application to pustular eruptions
on the face.

Teqaeaqiitta. A native ciystallised car-

bonate of soda, which is found in several lakes

in Mexico, and is used in the smelting of silver-

ore.

Te^plilm. A word used thirteen or four-

teen times in the Old Testament, and commonly
rendered by our translators idols. Bxyant
explains them as * lunar amulets, or types of
the ark in the form of crescents, supposed to

have been invented by the patriarch T<?rah.*

They were also consulted by the ancient Jews
for oracular answers. '{Anti^. iii. 821.) In
later times, strange and horrible practices of

witchcraft are described by Rabbinical writers

in explaining this word. The teraph, accord-
ing to Rabbi Eliozer, was made by killing

a first-born child, opening the head, putting a
gold plate with the name of the impure spirit

under the tongue, &c. (See also the notes to

Southey's Thalaha, book i.)

TeratoMte (Gr. Ttpat, a sign
;
Xl0os, stone).

A hydrated silicate of alumina, peroxide of iron,

lime, magnesia, &c. from the coal formation of

Planitz in Saxony. It is the Terra miraetdosa

SajconiiTt which was formerly supposed to

possess valuable medicinal properties.

Teratology (Gr.rcparoXiryia). Thatbraneh
of physiological seieoce which treats of the va-

rious malformations and moDstrasitiea of the

organic kingdoms of nature.

Tore# MEaJor. In Card-playing a so-

q^uenee of the three best cards.

TereMlum (Lat. terebrtx I bore). The
name of a genus of buednoid pectinibranchiate

Gasteropoda, having an oblong shell with a
narrow aperture, destitute of folds and ridges,

and gradually enlarging to the extremity oppo-
site to the spire.

Terebea. The liquid product obtained
after the purification of oil of turpentine by
sulphuric add.

Terebintb-trae. [Pistaoia.]

TerablatbaoeeB (w. rtpifityBos). An or-

der of polypetalous Dicotyledons established by
Jussieu, and adopted by^ botanists who unite

Anacardiacea with Burseraceee; but as these

are now definitively separated, Jussieu’s name
has been abandoned.
Toiwbraatla (Lat. part, of terebro, 1 bore).

The name of a section of Hymenopterous in-

sects, characterised by the possession of an anal
instrument organised for the perforation of the
bodies of animals, or the suratance of plants.

The borer {terebra) is peculiar to the mmale,*
and is composed of three long and slender
pieces, of which two serve as a sheath for

the third
;
it is placed 'at the anal extremity of

the abdomen, and the oviduct is continued
into it. The females instinctively use this

weapon to prepare a place fat the deposidon
of their eggs, where the maggot may ha incu-
bated in safety and upon its exclusion he sur-

ronnded by already organised matter adapted
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for its sustenance. Some genera select vege- terms, or catogorematics, are divided irsto 6in~

tables for the parasitic support of their young, gidar and comrnon, A singpilar term stands
as Birex (Linn.), which infests the pine-tree ; for one individual

;
as ‘ Csesar,’ * the king.’ It

and Cephua (Latr.), which perforates the stalks is obvious that these terms cannot be affirmed
of com for the purpose of o^nposition. Others, or denied (in logical phrase, predicated affir-

as the ichneumons, pierce the skins of insects, matavely or negatively) of anytiiing but them-
and deposit their egm in the subcutaneous selves. A common term stands for many
fatty and nutrient material. Some ichneumons individuals (which are called its signidcates),

are provided with long and extensible anal as ’man,’ ’king.* These, it is eindent, can
borers, which they insinuate beneath the bark bo said (or predicated) of others

;
e. g. ’ (Caesar

of trees, and into crevices and fissures, where is a man,’ * Frederick is a king.’ The subject
their instinct and peculiar antennal organs of of a proposition, therefore, may be ^ither a
sensation enable them to find the insect which singular or a common term

; the predicate

may form a fitting nidus for the parasitic and must be a common term. Terms are said
carnivorous larvm. Other ichneumons, with to be univocal^ equivocal^ analogous^ &c. ;

but
short terebree, place their ova in the bodies of these are rather distinctions of language than
Lepidopterous larvae, or in those pupae which of lo^c. Thev are also said to be ’ of the

are readily accessible to their attacks. first intention,’^ and ’ of the second intention ;

*

The female ichueumons manifest a won- the first appearing to be words used in a
derful instinct at the season of oviposition vague and general sense; the latter, words
in discovering the insects, as well mature used in a limited and specific sense, which
as ill their different stages of egg, maggot, they bear in some particular art or science,

caterpillar, and chrysalis, which are obnoxious [PaoposmON.]
to the wouuds of the instrumentfrom which the Tbrm. On Shipboard, the name applied

present section of Hginenoptera takes its name, to the carved work under each end of the

Terebratula (Lat. terebro). The name of taffraiL

a genus of palliobranchiate acephalous bivalve Term ofTears, lu Law, the term for which
Molluscs, in which one of the valves is per- a lease is granted, or the interest acquired

forated for the transmission of a peduncle, by the lessee. By a curious anomaly in our
The hole through which the j^uncle passes is law, a term of years, although it may give the

completed by a small detached calcareous piece, absolute right to the possession and enjoyment
TttWdo (Lat.

;
Gr. rcpi|8fi5i', the ship-wurm). of real estate for a thousand years or more, is

The name of a genus of acephalou.s Molluscs, considered to be personal and not real property,

which bore their habitations in submerged and devolves accordingly, upon the death of its

timber, and cause great mischief in sunken owner, to his executors or administrators, and
piles, ships’ bottoms, &c. [Bobino Worm.] not to his heir. For terms of years were
Terenite (Gr. rifnir, Under), A kind of anciently created for fanning purposes alone,

altered Scapolite. and a farmer of land was in early times regarded

Tei^aua. In Greek Myology, a king of more as the bailiff pf the landowner than as a
the Thracians, or Highlanders, in Daulis, and person having an independent property of his

husband of Procne, oy whom he became the own. His interest, such as it was, had nothing

father of Itys. Hiding Procne away, he mar- militaiy or feudal about it, and was conse-

ried her sister Philomela, cutting out her quently exempt firom the feudal rule of descent

tongue. But Philomela found Pi^ne, who to the eldest son as heir-at-law. (Williams On
killed her son Itys, and (like Tantalos) placed Real Property,) Terms of years, at the present

his flesh before Tereus, and then fled from day, are created for many purposes, aim long
his pursuit According to some versions, all terms are often made use of in settlements,

three were changed into birds
;
while others wills, Ac. as convenient means of securing

related that the sistmrs wept themselves to the payment of money. [SaTisriED Tbbm.]
death in Attica. Verms. In Algebra, the parts of any ex-

Vergnm (Lat. the hack), tn Entomology, pression which are separated from each other

this term signifies the upper or supine sur&ce by the signs h- and — are usually called Urme.
of the abdomen. The constituents of a term are called its/uofers,

Verm (Lat terminus, Gr. r%ia, a hounds and the term itself is said to be compomd if

ar^). In Logic, the exprrasion in language of one of its factors itself consists of two or

the notton obtained in an act of Apfbbhbnsiov. more terms. Thus, + (^— c)d*— a be might
A term may consist of one word, or of several ; be called an expression of three terms, each

bttteveiy word is not capable of bmngemidoyed containing three ftetors; the second would
by itself as a term ; Le. in logiml language, then be called a compound term, since one of

categemiMdic, Adverbs, prepositions, Ac.,m its fisetors (d- c) consists of two terms,

also nouns in any other case besides the TxBacs. In Law, terms are four s^ons
nonusative, are syneatmorematic, I. e. can only of the year appropHated to the ^nsadion of

form part ofa term; umile a verb is a mixed particular bumness in the superior courts of

word, being resolvable into the Mula common kw and equity. Thev are now re-

auxiliatx veib) and the farm, to vAikh tne gnktedby 11 Geo. IV. and 1 Wm, IV. c. 70.

copula gives mood, snd poHUumi but HUary Term begins the llth, and ends the

an infinitive mood is a term by itselfi Simtde filst of January.
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TERMINAL \T3L0CITY TERMITES
Term b«giiw 15th of April, and ends art, the definition of the words and phrases

the 8th of May, peculiarly employed in it (in other words, its

Trinity Term begins 22nd of May, and ends techmcal tmn$) is called its termn<jl<^.

the 12th of June. Teraatniia (Lat.). A Roman deity who
Mickadime Term begins the 2nd, and ends presided over boundaries and frontiers. This

the 25th of November. god appears to have been Jupiter himself, re-

Whenever any one of these days falls on a garded as the protector of TOundariea

Sunday, the following Mond^ is substituted optof). The limits consecrated to him were
for it

;
and if the days from Thursday before not to be transgressed, and every year sacrifices,

to Wednesday after Easter Sunday inclusive, called Urminmia, were there to be offered up,

or any part of them, fiill within I^ter term, in order to keep them inviolate. The circum-

such days are regarded as holydaya, and the stance that no terminus was allowed to be
t^'rm is increased by an additional number of undercover, and that a terminus existed on the

days at the end, and Trinity term proportion- Capitol, is a further proof of the identity of

ably postponed. During term, the three supe- this deity with Jupiter or Zj&vs.

rior common law courts sit in banc ; and all Terjcdtus. [SraTiONs, BArtWAT.]
their business^ with the exception of the trial Termltea (Lat, termes, a bougn or twig),

of issues of fact, and matters of minor import- These insects constitute an extensive and im-
ance, transacted beforea judge at chambers, was portant tribe of the Neuropterous order, con

-

formerly then perfomra. The power of the fined to the warmer latitudes of the globe, and
courts has, however, been increased by recent taking an important part in the comminu-
ststutes enabling them to transact term busi- tion and destruction of dead and decomposing
ness in vacation time, which includes all the organised matter. The termites are all social,

yeivr, except the terms. During the vacation, terrestrial ; and are active, carnivorous or

also, the circuits are held, in which causes are omnivorous, in all the stages of their existence,

trii'd and the gaols delirered. The Court of save that of the ovum, after which they undergo

Chancery transacts its ordinary business in only a semi-metamorphosis. The mandibles

vacation as well os in term time, its sittings are always strong and hard, but differ in rela-

heing regulated by the Lord Chancellor. tive size in different classes of individuals of

Terminal Velocity. The uniform velo- the same community,

city which a body obtains when, after falling The tribe TermetimB includes the genera

through the atmosphere, the resistance of the Mantispa^ Buphidiat PeoeuSf Perla^ and Termes

air has become equal to the accelerating force proper (now the type also of a family, TYrmitidw,

of gravity. or white ants, as they are commonly called).

Termtiittllm (Lat. terminalis, from termi- These are characterise by four-jointed tarsi

:

nils, an end). In Botany, a ^up of trees or but the wings are carried horizontally on the

shrubs, dispersed over the tropics of both hemi- body, and are very long: the head rounded, and
spheres. The astringent fruits of several of the prothorax short and square. The body is

them have long been employed for tanning and depressed, with the antennse short ; the mouth
dyeing purposes by the natives of Lidia

;
and very similar to that of the Ortfioptera, with

are now brought to this country in considerable the four-cleff lower lip : throe ocelli, one rather

quantities, under the name of Myrobalans, and indistinct
;

the winm generally but slightly

used chiefly by calico printers forthe production trans^iarent, coloured, with the nermres not

of R permanent black. The princi|Hd kinds of forming a close network; and the legs short.

Myrobalan are the ChebuUic, the produce of The termites peculiar to the tropical and ad-

T. Chebula^ which are smooth and oval; and jacent countries are known under the name of

the Hellene, T, Bellerica, obscurely five-angled, wkite mts, and commit gieat ravages, espe-

and covered with greyish silky down. The seeds eisdly in the larva state, in which they are

of T. Catappa are hke almonds in shape and called workers ; these are like the perfect insect,

whiteness, but thoi^h palatable they have none but with the body softer, and without wings,

of their peculiar flavour. and the bead generally larger and destitute of

TXRMIKA1.LL Annual festivals celebrated eyes, or nearly so. They are united into colo-

by the Romans in the month of February, in mtm of incaleiilable numbers, and live concealed

honour of Terminus, the god of boundaries, in the interior of the earth, trees, and other

{TaaxfKtrs.] wooden matters, snch as furnttnre, shelves, flee.,

Taroiliilala^ In Eceksiastical History, a in which they make galleries,' forming routes

iMhne grvep
^
tp a class among the Calvinists eondneting to the centre of their nests ; so that

whose tenet it 'ta (or, yas, for such opinions these otge^ of which the outer stufaee is

Imrdly exist at the present day) that there are (with surpriring instinct) left uniqjursd, fisU

persons to whom ^ has^l:)^, by a secret to pieces on the slightest tcmch^ The of

decree, a certain term before thrir deaths alter some species are external, bub without any
whkhHe no hmger wills their aalvarioa how- visible exit, Someitimes they are raised to a

eter kuw they may Ute, Th^ Instanced the great hrittht above the surface, like pyramids,
cases ofBuiraoh; Sstd, and Judas, among occaston^y sumounted by a soHd rm, whi^
cihels> by tbsir height and numW, appear at a dis-

(n word cobed from Lat. tance like a small village. Smekkem these

tcmlnus, and Or. Xbyss). In every science or insects affix their nssta to the branchea of
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TERNAtE
trees. Another kind, termed neutcra or

dura, and which Fabricius mistook for pups,

defend the nest. These haye a head much
larger and longer; and the mandibles are rery

long, and cross over each other. They are far

less numerous than the larvse, and live near the

outer surface of the nest, so that they make
their appearance just when it is attacked :

they are also said to compel the workers to

labour. The demi-nymphs nave the rudiments
of wings, and in other respects resemble the

larvae.

When arrived at theperfect state, the termites

quit their habitation, flying abroad during
the evening and night in great numbers.
Before morning, they lose their wings, and,

falling to the earth, become the prey of birds,

lizards, &c. Latrcille conjectures that the act

of coupling takes place in the air, as in the

ants, and that tlie females alone occupy the
|

attention of the larvae for the establishment of

fresh colonics. The abdomen of the female

subsequently acquires an enormous size, from
the innumerable eggs which it contains. The I

royal chamber occupies the centre of the habi*
|

tation, and arouud it are distributed those!

which contain the eggs and provisions.

Some larvae of Termea mrium have eyes, and
appear to have habits somewhat diflerent to the

rest, and to approach our ants.

Negroes and Hottentots are very fond of

these insects.

Tsniate (Lat. temus, three, distributive).

In Botany, a term appli^ when three thin^
are in opposition round a common axis : a whorl

;

of three.

TanintromiAoeae (Temstromia, one of the

genera). An order of hjpogynous polypetalous

Exogens, consisting of trees or shrubs, chief-

ly tropical, many of them of great beauty,

which, like the Cluaiacea {Guttiferm), have

imbricated sepals and ^tals, indefinite hypo-

gynous stamens, and a ovary divided into

cells with the placentas in the axis ; but they

differ from that order generally in their alter-

nate leaves, hennaphrodite flowers, and usually

curved embryo, much less fleshy, and often

enveloped in albumen. These diaracters have,

however, several exceptions, and the premse dis-

tittctioxi between Tematramiacam and CtuaMcem

is not easily tiaced.

Vctpslelkore Hesiodic

Thao^any, one of we nine Musks, suprosed

in later times to preside especially over choral

song and dmidiig.

Vmm Ootls (lUl ;
Lat. tern cocta, haiked

c/ay). Thename given to stat nes, architectural

decorations, Hgnres, vases, dtc. modelled or east

in a paste made of pipe or potter^s clay and a

Ane^framed edkrarless saitd» with pulverised

potahefds* slowly dvied in the air, and after-

wards flvM to a stony hardness in a proper

kiln. [Bisouxt.]

VMfris The old Pharma-
oentieal designatioa of the snbitanee now
called CAtiCHP. It was formerly regarded

as an earthy mineral.
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Terra Pondereea (Lat.). The old Mine-

ralogical name of carbonate and sulphate of
baryta. [Babytes.]

Terra di Blenna (Ital.). A kind of
Ochre of a brownish-yellow colour found near
Sienna in Italy. It is used as a paint both in

its natural state (raw Sienna) ; and after igni-

tion, when it becomes of a rich chestnut colour,

and is called burnt Sienna.

Terrace (Fr. terrasse). In Arcbitectxire, a
raised natural or artificial bank for the purpose
of affording a promenade.
Terrse TilSus (Lat.). In Classical Latinity,

a humorous designation of p^sons of low origin

or obscure birth : terra* filii, aona of the earth.

(Persius, Satire 6.) In th« university of Oxford,
by an ancient custom, abolished a century ago,

a satirical Latin oration was read at the com-
memoration annually by an undergraduate,
who assumed the title of Terras Filius. [Au-
tochthons.]
Terre-pletn (Fr.). In Fortification, the

upper surface of the rampart where the guns
are placed and worked. Its breadth should be
about forty feet

;
and it is bounded outside by

the parapet, and inside by the inner slope of
the rampart. [Fobth-tcation.]

Terre-werte (Fr.). Green-earth. A species

of Chlorite of a green or olive colour, found
in Germany, France, Italy, and North Ame-
rica. The grcen-eaith of Verona, formerly
used as a pigment, is a variety of this mineral.

[Chlobitb.]
Terreetriele (Lat. terrestris, the earth).

The name of a section of the class Avea, cor-

responding to the orders Baaores and Curaoraa
;

also of a family of Pulmonated Gastropods,

and of a divirion of Isopodous Crustaceans.

Terrier Lat. terrarium, firom terra, the

earth). In Feudal Law, a description or enu •

meration of the various lands and tenements
held in a manor, with the extent of the lands,

the names of the tenants, and the rents or
services due from each. The most ancieut, va-
luable, and extensive terrier is that of Domes-
day. These terriers were often reviewed or
acknowledged by the hom^e of the manor,
and, forming as they did important evidence

08 to title, were preserved as the most valuable

among national, royal, or private muniments.
They are very important to antiquaries, as sup-

plying much information on the distribution of

Lind, and the social habits of the community.
The term is now usually applied onfy to .

eedeaiaaticai terriers, or cataloguea of tiie

lauds and other tem^ral possesrions of the

church in each j^risli, directed 1^ the 87th
canon to be k^t in the Bishop^s B^t^stxy.

Tbbbixb. This name also denotes a small

variety of dog, used for drawing foxes uiion

th^ take to earth ouheii^ hunted.

Twrrwrf Bolgn ^ in the History of the
French Revolution, this term has be^ gmte-

ndly applied to the period duriitgwhichthe eKo-

eutions were most numerous, imd the country

under the sway of the tenor inspired by tbie

ferocious measures of its governors, who had



tertiahy
nillj' a greater resemblance to familiar modern
species now living, than that which is seen
in those of the secondary and palaeozoic rocks.

It has long been known that vast deposits of
lignite ooonr in tertiary rocks, corresponding
in some measure with the deposits of coal of
the palaeozoic period, but greatly inferior in

value. It is now known that true coal of
excellent quality occurs in Hungary in largo

basins of the middle tertiary peri^.
Such of the metals as occur in veins in

mctamoiphic rocks are generally less abundant
in tertiary rocks, owing to the fact that those
now at the surface have not yet undergone full

^

metamorphosis. On the other hand, certain

the secondaries They are so long in some
|

metals, such as gold, removed by abrasion or

birds, of the snipe and lapwing kind, that weathering fVom veins, and collected with sands

when the bird is fljdzy; they gme it jtlie ap< or gravels, are almost entirely confined to these

pearanoeof having four wings. more modem deposits. Tin is also not un-
Terttaa Vewer. An intermittent fever or frequently found in stream works,

ague, the paroxysms of which rctnim every other
|

llic tertiary rocks pass by insensible gra-

day. [Aoim.]
^ ^ ;

dations into those of modem date and recent

Terttsrlos. In Eccksmstkal History, us- ! formatioBu There is no abmpt change of any
aomatea of the Fraadseana, aelDDOwlied^l kind common to all parts of the world, either

the third rule of Saamt FesaKaa, aaid sena eon-
;
m redbrenoe to the teztiaries or other rocks.

TEBTIALS
established it avowedly as the principle of

their authority. It seems to be most properly

confined to the period between October 1793

(when the revolutionary tribunal, nltliough con>

stituted at ah earlier time, was first put in

permanent action on the fall of the party of tlie

Gironde) and the overthrow of Robtwpioire and

his'^ accomplices in Thermidor (July) 1794.

The agents and partisans of the system have

been termed TerrorisU.

Tertlala (Lat. tertins, third). Tertials am
the large feathers which take their rise from

the proximate extremity of the bones of the

wing, corresponding to those of the forearm

near the elbow joint, forming a cemtinuatiou of

BritiaL

Karine depositt with bo-
man remaiuB tai Oo»-
wall and in tbe C^fde
eatmarj.

Kitchen middens in Scot-
land.

Lake dweUings of Iidaiid.

nocted with tlse Fratiocilli aa^ Bcgfcaoii of tke

thirteenth eentuiy.

TertUuy or CiasmaaH. The nppezmost

of the three great natonl divisionnof stntifind

fossiliferous rocks. The term terUeay has re-

ference to the original ^uping of mA rocks.

The term primary^ origpn^y inteodinl to in-

cludetheoloergroup (supposed tobe non-fossfii-

ferous), was afterwazds found too inclusive and
to involve a theo^ since abandoned, and is

now no longer usea Thefosailifcrous Jnembers

of the older scries are nowknown as palaBosoic

;

the term seoondfu^yincludes the principal fossili-

ferous series developed In England; and the

tertiaries, which are poorly developed in our

island, are recognised us a third groat natural

division^ although tliey were at one time re-

garded as modem and comparatively unim-

laise pioiwptioi. of the cartl.'e
|

surface is covered with rocks of this newest < Biver valley alluvia of

of the three geological periods, and it is now I
Thames,

understood to admit of many ^eat and im-

portant subdivisions. Some notice of the most

remarkable of these will be found under the

various headings referred to in the article

GasdUPTivu GaotOQT.
Tertiary xocka were originally thought to

occupy basins, and to be, to a great extent, of

i^hwater It is true that the deposits

oi this newer period are, in Europe, more
bnAen anddetacoed than the secondary rocks

;

but tlus is due to the fact that at the time of

their deposit large tracts of land were coming

into existence in this part of the northern hemi-

Elsewhere, as iq South America, the

isrrilH^ i?ocM m continupus deposits, fully

eoi^m a&dWnsums to the largest secondary

or palsBoMd ritbks of may one period, and a

loHK propiartfon are marine.

rocks are rich in fossils, and the

ormukie remains yielded by riietn hate natu-
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The foUowiaag tabular view of the terdaiy
and modem deponts in some dLcbail will be
useful for reforcwce,a8 it shows the present
state of knowledge on the subject :

—

Bacninr.

lalm nwetlii^eC BarOwr-
iand.

Karino deporffessC Bay of
Naplea.

Lake depoatte of Gash*

Interuediatb.

(G/aciat.)

Ouse and ’]

Glacial drift, Scotland.
Boulder clajFt, Korfolk.

.
Elephant heda, Norfolk.

I Moel Tryfaen drift, with
' marinefos^ shells, 1,400

feet above the aea.

these probably, moat of them eertalnly,
ooDtain remains of human tribes inhabiting the
country at the time of the dqxMlt.

Kbwbst Tbbtuat.

(Newer Fiioeene.)

Amiens gravels with sonlp-
tured flints.

LiOgo cavern deposits.
Doraogneoavena deposits.

Gibraltar oavem depoatta.
ICalta oavem depouta.
Australian cave hreooiaa.
Rhine Loess.
Old Nile mod In fomoea,
fiaidinlan marine strata.
Glacial drift of NorthaRi
Bniope.

Noiih American iDistodon

Norwich day with masto-
don.

Ohlllesford beds (Aretlo
sheUs).

Bridttagton beds (do.).

Tnfaoeoss (marine) ds-
podti in iNbla, konta
Somma, and sklrta <tf

Toloaniotofl(Mh-wnter)
of



TERTIUM SAL TESSERACONTERIS
{Older Pliocene.)

Suffollr (red) crag. Antv/erp crag.
OoralUne crag. Sub-apennine deposits.

ArolO'Caaplon deposits.

MiDDLB TBItTIA.BT.

( Upper Miocefie.)

Sands oyer North Downs
(?)*

Antwerp (Edeghem) beds
Diest sands, Belgium.
Faluns of Loire and Bor-
deaux.

Eppelshclm sands.
Vienna deposits (Dino-
therium).

I Turin (Superga) beds.

Qreek deposits near Athens
with fossil monkeys.

Oeningen beds (Swiss)
plants and insects.

Madeira, Canaries, and
Azores volcanic tuff,

and limestone.
Swiss molasse (marine).
Slwalik deposits.

North American (Atlantic
I coast) marine deposits.

Middle Tbrtiaet.

{Lower Miocene.)

Hempstead beds, Isle

Wight.
Bovey Tracey lignites.

Isle of Mull leaf-bed.

Fontainebleau sands.
Auvergne lacustrine de-

posits.

Lower Bordeaux faluns.
Mayenco basin.

North German lignites.

Lower molasse (Switzer-
land).

Middle and lowerLimburg
beds (Belgium).

Nebraska beds.

Lower Tertubt.

\Upper Eocene.)

Ide of Wight beds, Bmu-
^ridge, and 6t. Hdens.

Headon series and Barton
cloy.

Montmartre gypsums.
Calcaire siliceux.

Grds do Beauchamp.

{Middle Eocene.)

Bogshot and BrockleShom
beds.

Alum Boy white clays.

London <dny.
Woolwieh beds of plastic

day.
Thonet sands.

Calcaire grossier.

MiloUte limestone.
Nummnlite beds of the

Soissonnais.
Claiborne beds (X7.S.)«

{Lower Eocene.)

Dunkerque London cloy.
Flostio day of France.
Bracheux sands.
NummuUte formatkai of
India.

Flysch.

Tantwoi ftal (Lit.). An obsolete chemical

term former]japp^ed to neutral salts, as being
a third substance, resulting &om the union of

an acid and alkali.

TftttUlEaim* In Ecclesiastical History,

a bianeb of ihn A^can Montanists ; so nam^
frbm Tertolliaii, » who embraced Montanist
opimons.
VmuM)l«»(Lat.). A coin of ancient Rome,

the ssme ae the guadrane or iriunciej beinL’

the fourth part of the ae, and consequently

oontaimng three ounces before the value was
diminish^.

Versa Xlma ’(Ital. third or triple rhyme).

A peculiar and complicated system of versidca-

don, borrowed by the early Italian poets from
the Troubadours. The verses are the ordinary

Italian heroic lines of eleven syllables (inter-

spersed ve^ rarely with ten-syllable lines).

The rhyme is thus arranged ; At the commence-
ment of a poem or portion of a poem, verses 1

and 3 rhyme together, as do verses 2, 4, and 6

;

the third rhyme begins with ' verse 5, which
rhymes to 7 and 9 ; the fourth is form^ by 8,

10, and 12, and so on ; and the poem or canto

ends abruptly—^the last rhyme, like the first,

being on a couplet instead of a triplet. It is

obvious that the rhyme is interlaced throughout,

and continually in suspense, so that no pause
can be found until the end of the poem or can-

to ; aS| at the end of every line, there must
still be a rhyme incomplete. This continuity

gives a very peculiar (haracter to the metre,

and renders it highly expressive of sustained

narrative or passion, and the abruptness of the

conclusion is often turned to good effect by
masters of versification. This metre has been
rendered celebrated by Dante, who wrote in it

his Dioina Commedia. It has been adopted by
his imitators, of whom the latest, Vincenzo
Monti, has used it to much advantage; and
by Ariosto and other poets for their satires.

Byron has adopted it in English, in his Pro-

phe^ of Dante) and it has l^n attempted by
various translators.

Versetto (Ital.). In Music, a composition

in three parts.

Teaaelated Wawement (Lat. tessella,

dim. of tessera). In Ancient Architecture, a
pavement formed of small square pieces of stone

called tceeera. They are frequently, indeed
mostly, found inlaid in different colours and
patterns, and with a central subject. They
are emb^ded in cement, and rest on prepared

hard strata.

Tesaellte. A cube-like variety of Apo-
phyllite of a peculiar tesselated or mosaic-like

structure, from Talisker in Skye, and Naalsoe
in the Faroe Islands.

Teasera (Lat.). In Architecture. [Tbs-
SELATBD Pavement.]

Tessera. In Roman Antiquities, a die

six-sided, like the modem dice; and thus to

be distinguished
.
from the talus, which, had

only three sides. Tickets or tallies used for

vanons purposes were called teeeerm. Thus,
guards were set at night in their camps by
means of a tessera with a particular inscription,

given from one centurion to another through
the army; and in this way the word tessera

seems to have come to signify the watchword
or password delivered to the guard. {Mkn. de

IAcad, des Inscr. vol. xxxvii.)

TeaaefmoontarlR (Gr. r«<ro‘tpBicon^Mt). ^

A galley with forty banks of oars ; one of the

largest of monstrous vessels mentioned by an-

cient writers. Great doubts have been enter-

tained as to the possibility of the coostmetion

of a vessel whim, according to the received

notions respecting ancient mipbiiilding^ must
751
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TESSULAU TETABTIN
)iiive rebuked about thomand rowerH ;

but Testator (Lot), Oue who makes a will.

It is seriously recorded that one was built for TeetlmoiiT’. [Evidbnce; Histobical Cab-
Ptolemy Pbuomter, probably for purposes of dibiuty.]

shqw only. [&AixiiY ;
Tbiebme.] TMtt^. In Hetallurgy, the ^ration of

TeMNBtar* A term applied in Ciystallo- refining gold and silrer by means of lead upon

graphy to a system of crystals^ including the a ressel called a Ust or cupeL [Cufslla-

cube, tetrahedron, &c. tion.]

TMt(Lat. testis, a witnm). In Chemistry, Testndliiarla (Lat. testudo, a tortoise),

anything by which chemical substances are A ^nus of DiosooreaceeSt remar^ble for the

distinginsfaed from each other: thus, infu- rootstock or rhizome l^ing wholly above

Sion of galls is a test of the presence of iron, ground, and coated with a Wk-like corky or

which it renders evident by the production of a woody substance, which in time becomes deeply

black colour in water and other liquids con- cracked and forms large angular protuberances,

taming t^t metal. In the Siime way sul- which may be compared to* the shell of a
phuretted hydrogen is a test of the presence of tortoise ; hence its generic name. These root-

lead, and nitrate of baryta of sulphuric aciA stocks are usually more or less globular, and
InMetalluigyand Assaying, tile porous crucible frequently of a lar^ size, some of them mea-
which absorbs the liquid vitriuablo oxide of suriiig four feet in diameter. Several slender

lead and other metals combined with it is climbing stems rise from their summit, and
sometimes called the test, grow to the len^ of thirty or forty feet

;

Teat and Corporatton Aete« The these bear small entire more or less heart-

popular names of ^e statutes 13 Ch. 11. shaped leaves, in the axils of which the short

St. 2 c. I, and 25 Ch. II. c. 2 ; by the fl»t racemes of little inconspicuous greenish yel-

of which it was provided that all mogis- low dowers ore product. The species are

trates in corporations should take the oaths natives of the Cape of Good Hope ; the best

of allegiance and supremacy, and another oatli known, 71 'ekpkantipes, is occasionally seen in

renouncing the doctrine that it is lawful to greenhouses in this country, where it is com-

take arms against the king ;
and should liave monly called the elephant's foot^ in reference

received the sacrament acco^ng to the rites to its unwieldy rootstock. At the Cape it is

of the church of England within a year before known as Hottentot's Bread, the fleshy inside

their election. The latter statute extended of its rootstocks having at one time afforded

these provisions to * all persons that shall bear part of the food of the Hottentots, though

any office or offices, civil or military,’ &c. ; and now only eaten by baboons and other brute

introduced a new declaration agamst transub- animals.

stantiation. These Acts, long esteemed the Teatadtiiata (Lat. from testudo, a toridse

great bulwarks of the Protestant church, were shell). The name of a .tribe of Chelonian

nevertiieless evaded by means of Acts of in- reptiles, of which the tortoise (Testudo) is

demnity annually passed for the relief of those the type. It has been sometimes used' as

who W neglecM to take the oaths. They synonymous with Chclonia, and as a name
were Anally repealed in 1829 (8 Ceo. IV. c. for the whole order.

17), as ikr as regarded the administration of Teatndo (Lat). A military contrivance

the sacrament. /A declaration was substituted, adopted by the Greeks and Bomans principally

whidh was abolished in 1866. ' Locke, as well in attacking walls and fortified places. It

as many other eminent men, strongly objected was formed by a body of troops holding their

to the principle of waking a relimous solemnity shields above their heads, so as to overlap

a test of citizenship ; it was de&tded by Bean one another and form a kind of penthouse,

Swift which threw off the missiles of tiie enemy
Testa (Lat.). In Botany, the integuments while the assailants were approaching the

of a seed. walls. The word p^erly means a tortoise.

Testa 41 ^asglia. The Italian name for f^m the nmilitude of its shell to this eon-

Mtsrtpma probosoidea, tnvance.

Testaeeaas (Lat. testa, a shsU), This term Tetans (Gr. r^ravor, a stravning), A tpssm
was employed by Linnaus to sispify an order of the whole of the muscles. It is fr^uently
of the elais Fsrms, It is appQed by Cuvier caused by lacerated wounds, and when it ailhets

to an mrder ofhis elassAoeeAahi,eomp:^ending the jaw it is termed look-jm. Spasms of the

those which sre provided with a calcareous musmes of the jaw may, however, occur qmte
shell. independently of tetanus or general spasm.
Ipaataamiaa(Lat testa). Aijrausofslugs; Such cases are designated Tsmicus. In hot

so eaUsd from theb beitig fttniished with a climates tetanus is sometimes produced by soc-

dimiontive shell, which forms a shield or pro- posttro to cold, or by suppMM peiapiratioo,

*teQ(kMi to the heart Of this destructive gvmus and it then sometimes admits of xmSef and
the fallowing spedea are British, and oceamon- cure; but whmi it is the consequence ol a
ally iaMf our gardexM and nursery gropds : wound, it is usually fatal. Infmaoniag by
Tut mtl/iUum, Soweriby ; Test, hmotideus

;

strychnia, spasms of a tetanic dtara4^ are

observed.

TaifWMWfi In Xaw. [Will.! ToanitUi (Gr. riragros, fourth), A name
Tnainnimiifi Mlm4 Wnw* [BasiLB.] for Albite.
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TfeTE DU PONT TETRALOGY
Tftte da (Fr. head qf a bridge). In* days at the end of two years, and at the lapse

Fortification, a field work, generally o^n at of other two years another month of twenty-
the gorge, resting its flanks on th^ banks of three days, making in all forty-five days, whicli

a river, in order to cover one or more bridges, will be found to be the difference between
Tetliydana. The name of a tribe of the lunar and solar year after an interval of

Tunicated Acephalous Molluscs, of which the four years.

genus Asci^Xlkthge of the ancients) is the Tetrmt[on(Qr,rerpAymrotffour-angfed), A
type.

.
figureof four angles or comers. (^Qua.dra.nolb.]

Teth^ra (Gr. rfjBotf an ogster), A name Tetragonlooese (Tetragon^ one of the

applied by LinnaBus to a genus of Vermes genera). A small order of perigynous Exogens,
Testacea

;

and by Cuvier to a genus of Nudi- sometimes united with Portulaoaoea, but dif-

branchiate Gastropods, characterised by having fering from them essentially in their several-

two rows of bianchiss along the bacK in the celled ovary. They are much more closely

form of tufts. connected with Meaemf)rgace<B, and are often

Tethts (Gr. Tu^iir). In the Hesiodic Tkeo- united with them as a sub-orJer, only differ-

gony, a daughter of Ouranos {heaven)^ and ing in the usual absence of petals. They
Gaia (earthy and a sister of Hypbriok, and are succulent-leaved herbaceous plants, cliiefiy

Rhea, who intrusted her with the charge of maritime, and are found generally within the

Hera. tropics, in the South Sea Islands, in Southern
Tetraoera (Gr. rerpdicepos. Jour-homed), Africa, and in the Mediterranean region.

A genus of DUUniacea consisting mostly of The genus Tetragonia consists of herbaceous
climbing shrubs, widely spread over the tropics plants with four-cornered fruit, and one of the

of Asia, Africa, and America. The species species, native of New Zealand, is cultivated as

have some astringent qualities. T, potatori is an esculent under the name of New Zt cdand

called the Water-tree at Sierra Leone, because spinach. This, although altogether inferior to

its climbing stems yield' a good supply of clear genuine spinach, is valuable on account of its

^vater when cut across. In Brazil a decoction resistance to drought, and the great quantity

of 7! Breyniana and T. oblongata is applied of foliage that may be gathered from a single

to swellings of the logs, prevalent in that plant. It is an annual, of the easiest culture,

country; while in Guiana an infusion of the ^etragiom (Gr. rtrpdypafinos, with four
Tigarea (7*. T^garea^ called JAane rouge by lines). A figure formed by four right hnes.

the Fren^ in Cayenne, from the red colour [(^tTADBiLATSRAL.]

or its infusion) is employed in venereal com- Vetragrammaloa (Gr.). Among several

plaints. ancient nations, the name of the mystic number
Tetraeeros. The generic name proposed four, which was often symbolised to r^resent

by Dr, Leach foj^e four-horned antelope. the Deity,whose name was expressed in Hebrew
TetnUUten. A word used in sevend senses, by four letters,

uU of them, however, bearing upon its original Tetragynia ,(Gr. rfrpo, and yvrii). In

derivation from Gr. rlTrages^Jour. 1. Among Botany, one of the orders of the Linnsean clussi-

the ancients, children were so called who were fication, comprising plants with four pistils,

bom on the fourth day of the month; and Tetroliefiral Co«onUnates« [Co-ordi-

such were believed to be unlucky. 2. The xiTATBS.]

Manichees and others, who believed the God- Tetrobediite. A native sulphide of cop-

head to consist of^bur instead of three Persons, per of very complex composition
;

containing

bore this name. ’ And, 3. In Ecclesiastical variable proporUons of antimony, of arsenic

History, different sects of heretics were so [Tbnkantitb], or of both ontiroony and arsenic

called, from the respect with which they (Grey Copper-ore), and sometimes of silver, or

I’egarded the number lour. ^ memuiy.
Tatradiaolm (Gr. rerpdhpaxpas), A com- It is found both crystallised and massive

mon silver coin of the ancient Greeks, of the in various Cornish mines, at Combe Martin

value of four drachms. in Devonshire, in Scotland, Ireland, Hungary
Tetradijiiilto (Gr. rerpdhufws, fourfold^ Saxony, Transylvania, &c. The name has re-

from its occunvnee in quadruple cxystals). fereuce to the tetrahedral form of the crystals

A native sulpho-telluride of bismuth, generally in which it usually occurs,

found massive with a foliated structure, but Tetiohefiian (Gr. rlrpa, and side),

sometimes in tabular crystals of a pals lead- A solid bounded by four plan^. It has also

grey colour, and with a metallic lustre, in four comers or anglra, and six edges. The
the quarts rock of Brandy Gill in Cumberland; regi^ tetrahedron is one of the platonic

also in Hungary, dec. beJaies, [Polthedbok.]

Tetradyoamasui (Gr. power). In VetralieilMi« SHuidameatBl, or Tatro^
Botany, this term is applied to flowers which Hadroa oflMkrenoe. [Cd-obdinatbs.]

have six stammis, of whtdh two are rimrt^ and VOtsologjr (Gr.^ TfrpaAeyfa), The name
separated ly two pairs of longer ones. given to the coUectioii of four drama^ com*

Vatmaliwin (G^. In Oreoaaa Chronology, pomtions brought forward for exhibition at

acycleoflburyears,inventedby8dk»i,toin£e Athens by competitors for scenic honour. It

the year equal to the solar. Thia he conaiated of three tragediea and a aatyrie

efibeted by mterCMting a month of twenty-two drama. [Satibs ; Tbimt.]
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TETRAMETER
TMwieter (Gr. ttrpdfi€rpos), A verse

consisting of four measures; i.e. according to

the Greek prosody, of eight iambic, trochaic,

in* unapsesttc feet.

Tetrajittiia (Or. r^rpa, and Mipj. In

Botany, the fourth class of the Linnssan

system of cUssification, containing plants fur-

nished with four stamens.

TetraadroaSi In Botany, this term is

applied to a flower having four stamens.

Xatranthara (Gr. r^rpo, and iiv9rip4sf

fiwitery). An extensive genus of Lmra^m^
i‘hiefly found in the tropics of the eastern

licmisphere, extending, however, as far north as

Japan, and as far south as New Zealand, but

very few being American. The miyority are

evergreen trees. In T, lawrifcliat which is

w'Idely dispersed over tropical Asia^ the leaves

and young branches abound in a viscidjuice, and
ill Cochin China the natives bruise and macerate

them until the mass becomes glutinous, when
it is used fur mixing with plaster to thicken

:md render it more adhesive and durable. Its

fruits yield a solid rank-smelling fat, com-
monly used in the same country for making
canddes.

Tatrao (Lat. ; Gr. Tcrpdsfv, a bastard). A
name selected by Linnseos for an extensive

genus of ^Uinaceous birds, characterised b^r a

nuked and generally red band which occupies

the nluce of the eyebrow. This genus compre-

henaed all the various species of grouse, par-

tridges, francolins, quails, and tiuamous ; and
f he necessity fbr subifividi^ itwas consequently

soon recognised. Latham restricts the genus

Tetrao to those species of which the feet are

covered by feathers, and are without spurs,

with naked toes, and a round or forked toil

:

t hc.se are the true grouse. The species in which
the toes are feathered as well as the legs, called

^tarmiffan, form the genus Lagepus. Brisson

Bieparated froxp the Linnsean Tetracnes, the

partridges, francolins, and qimils, under the

generic title Perdix

;

and the obvious characters

indicated by the common names of these tribes,

have been made by later zoologsts the grounds
for as many distmet Mnera. The quails of the

New World form the distinct ^enus Ortyx.

The long-nericed tinamous of America constitute

the last genus (TtTtastt^, Latham) of the family

7\firaanSUB,

XeM^MnMooB. An ointment com-
posed of four remedies ;

viz. wax, resin, lard,

an4 pitch.

MtffiplKyttiia. A variety of Triphyliae,

from Keiti in f^nland.

XotnMPlH (^. rfrpmrA^ff, faurfidd). In
Eoeleriastical Histo^, the name of a Bible

arranged by Origen in fbur columns, consisting

of Ibur di&xeat Gzeek Tenons ; viz. that of

the Se|ituagint, that of A^nila, that of Symma-
chns,and thatofTheodotion. This work must
not be canflmimded wijh the Hkkafla.
TOtW4g«i#itmoirfjHia (Gr. wveifusr, a lung).

The name vd o section if epidm (Araneida^
compnlmiidiflg thorn wfairih hove mnr pulmo-
nary sacs.
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TEUCRIUM
Tetrapterma (Gr. rcrpoirrfpor, four^

winged). A name applied by some entomo-
logists to the insects which have fbur wings,
and which thus constitute an extensive primary
division of the class.

Tetraroli (Gr, rerpdgxns)* The governor
of a fourth part of a oount^. This was a title

grwted bv the Romans to some tributary

princes, whom they did not digniiy with the

style of king. Snch were the sons of Herod
the Great, amongst whom his dominions .were

divided after his death. {Mim. de VAgdd. des

Inscr. vol. xxviii.)

TatraapaaSon (Gr. crvdm, 1 pull). In
Mechanics, a machine in which four pulleys all

act toother.
Tetraapore (Gr. rhpa, and inropd, seed).

One of the forms of fmetifleation found in some
sea-weeds. It consists of little clusters of

spores, in most cases four in number, but very

rarely eight. Mr. Berkeley remarks that fruit

of this form seem to be not mere modifi-

cations of the capsule, but rather of tlie

nature of gemmae, multiplying the individual

without impregnation. It is called ietrasporic,

and the separate bodies tetraspares. They are

usually formed by the division (often unequal)
of one globose endochrome, three of the four

divisions only being in general visible, in which
case the fruit is sometimes erroneously called

trisparic. When all four are visible at once

the division is said to be crucial. In sonic

genera, however, the oblong or elliptic endo-

chrome is divid^ transversely, when the divi-

sion is called senate or annular. The tetra

spores may be simply immersed in the frond,

when they are called sort ; or contained in ex-

ternal warts or excrescences {hemathecia)^ or in

proper leaflets {sporophyUa)^ or, lastly, in elon-

gate pod-like processes {stichidia). It is in th(»

rose-spored Al^ that tetraspores are found.

Tetrasttoll (Gr. TfTf^irrixer, in four rov^s).

In Poetry, a stanza of four verses.

Tetnui^a (Gr. rcvpdtmiXof). In Arcbitec-

tufe, a building having four columns in front.

XatratMonte Aeld. An unstable acid of

sulphur containi^ oxygen and hydre^en. Its

formula is SsOftBL^.

Tetter. An eruptive disease of the cuticle.

[Psoriasis.)

Tetttfee (Gr. grasskop^s). An appel-

lation assumed by the anment Ath^ians in

allusion to the brast that th^ were produced
from the soil which they inhabited. [AtnrocH-

THOsrs.]

Tefttgenlftiui (Gbr. r/rril, a grassko^^).
A section of Hemipterous insects, of whiw the
genus Tettigonia Is the type. It is synonymous
with Cicad^ans. [Cicada.]

Teuerliiaai (Gr. vwiitpwr). An extensive
genus of herbs and dhrubs bebnginn to the
Labiata, widely dispezied throug^ntthe world;
but aboun^li^ <ddcfiy in the noAiem tmnperkte
and subtmicnl regions of the eatteni Vmi-
sphdre. Thijr are called Germmdm, Several
ri»edes Were formerly reputed to possess medi-
cinal virtues, but are now-discard except by



TEUTATES TEUTONIC ORDER
Tvcatie pnustitionerB. T, Scorc^ia, the Wood of William was recruited largely from people
Oennander or Wood Sw, is an extremely closely akin to the British population of Eng-
bitter ^lant, with the smell and taste of hops^ land. It is further argued that, although die
for which it is said to he substituted in Jersey. Britons adopted the language of their Anglo-
Of the other species, 71 Manm, or Oat Thyme, Saxon conquerors, yet there is a Cymric element
causes sneesing, and was formerly employed in in the English vocabulary, and still more that
the preparation of Compound Po^er of Asara- there survives a Cymric pronunciation which is

baoesj but lavender-flowers are now generally not found among any genuine Teutonic people,
substituted for it. It isalso uxged thatapUlological examination of

Tetttatea# In Mythology, a deity men- Cymric dialects, as the Welsh, reveals a lemark-
tioned by Lucan ^i.‘ 445), in conjunction with able affinity with Oxeek dialects in words and
Hesus and Taranis, as ^ing worshipped with forms wldch are not common to the Creek and
sacrifices not unlike those of Moiooh. Teutonic lanspiageB, while the Cymric pronun-
Tenttildana ^Cr. rcSflor, the outtle-Jish). dation surviveB among the modem Greeks

The fhmily of Dibranchiate Cephalopods, of as amonn the modem English. It is also
which the calamary {Ldigo wugairia) is the signed that the characteristics of the English
type. resemble those of the ancient Briton much
TentoBlo. A name assigned to that class more than they resemble those of Teutonic

of the northern division of the A^van family of peoples, and that they exhibit the closest resem-
languages, which includes ^e High German, blance to those of the ancient Greeks. This
Low German, and Scandinavian dialects. From resemblmice may be traced in their common
the fact that the English BjMak a low Qurman love of athletic exercises, in their pugilistic

dialect, it has been inferred that they are, like skill, in their expertness as horsemen, in their

the Germans, a Teutonic people; but this con- excellence as oarsmen, in their horse-races and
elusion, although it may be true, must be their hunting, in their prize ring and in their

received with great caution. It has been al- wrestling contests, for which the Cymric word
ready stated [Lanouaox] that although words ymafael corresponds exactly with tbe Greek
may be imported to any extent into the voca- uu/iiraAcdw, the hyoffbt noAvSevm^r being
bulary of a language, yet the grammatical found in the Engli^ boxer and prize-fighter,

systems of languages can never be exchan^d, The conclusion from these and other con-

;ind therefore wt there cannot -be such a tmng siderations, it is maintained, is, that the Eng-
as a mixed language. But it is not less a lish are a non-Tentonic people, or, in other

that a nation may adopt the langua^ of its words, that they represent the ori^nal Britisli

conquerors, while the new blood intro&ced by |)opulation of this conntiy, into wmdb has been

the latter may be alt^ther inadequate to inrased an app^able, thongh small, propor-

modifj materially the original mpulation ; and tion of Saxon, Danish, and Norman blood
;
and,

lienee Uiat a race may retain all its character- farther, that the Ei^lish exhibit the highest

isties through successive waves of conquest, if phase of Celtic civHisation in modem times, as

the numbers of the invaders in each case bear the Athenians and other Greek tribes exhi-

i>iit a slight proi^ion to the orinnal inha- bited the highest Celtic civilisation of ancient

Mtants, and especially if the force of each later times. Whether these arguments are valid

iiixusion falls rather on the previous conquerors and these conriasions correct, it would be pre-

than on the original possessors of the countiy. mature or rash to affirm; but it will be readily

There is a strong tendentgr at the present time admitted that the enquii^ is one of great in-

to appW these observations to the ethnolo^ of terest, and that the evidence on both sides

Great Britain ;
and it is argued that as p^o- should be carefully and impartially weired,

logy cannot taken as a sure guide for the (Pike, * The English and their Origin,’ WeaU
ethnologists,we are thrown back on the evidence mtnsfsr HeoieWj Oct. 1866, p. 840 ; Fortwightly

of history and the bodily and psychical diarac- Oct. 1, 1866, art. * The Origin of the

teristics of the people who form the subject of English.’)

enquiry
;
Ibat historical notices give no support Veittonio XmgnmgM* A name dven to

to the idea that the numbers of the Roman the dialects which aie comprised under the

military colonists were lam enough to have High German, Low German, and Scandinavian

any sensible effi^ on the British population, hranches of the Aiyan fiunily of languages,

or that tlw Roman legionaries were purely Of these^ the English and Dntw belong to the

Roman; that intermarriageswith Britishwomen Low German brandi. These dialects cannot

would have a constant tendency to absorb be directly derived from each other, any more

the new element; that if this was the case than Greek can be df>rived from Latin, or Latin

with the soldiers, it would be so still from Greek, or either of these from Sanscrit

;

more with the Saxon inv^ers, and that while and if th^ are traceable at all to a common
ihese were too few toefflbctanymatcrialdiange source, this source m^ be iomd in a lan-

in Uie original stock, they would in their tuw gnage preceding aU dialects which axe knqwn

suiler fhr more than the British inhabitants to us InstoriofOly. It need scarcely be said

from the subsequent inxoads and settlements that the language of a tribe or nation isnoeeii*

of Danes and Normans
;
and t^t the ^^fect of clu8itf$ evidence in questieme of ethnokigy.

the Norman Conquest in particular would be Teveento A miHtsry rmi{rious

still further lessenedW the feet that the army order, entitled Teutonic Knights of the Hoa-
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TEUTONIC OEDER THALER
pit«l of St, Maxy in JeroflaUm, which apning I who offered to put them in poMewion of the
from a peaoeM and iueignificant beginning

|

fortress until the^ should recmTe compensation
dunim the siege of Acre, in the third crusade, in money for theur aid in guardingthe city. In
The first founders, in Dean Milman’s words, the issue, the knights eopelled Bogussa, pro-
* were honesty decent, and charitable b^hers mising, however, to restenre the fort to him as
of Liibeck and Bremen. After the disasters soon as Vlsdislas paid them ^e stipulated
which followed the death of Frederick Barba* sum. The next foxtress gained by the order
rossa, whjsa the army was wasting away with wm that of Sweckze» whidi led to the sub-
dtseaseand&mine before Acre, Uie^ merchants mission of all Pomerania, a territo^ ceded in

from the remote shores of the Baltic ran up the 1296 by its duke Mistiwog to EingPreemislas.
sails of their ships into tents to receive the sick This second suit, like the first, was ended by
and starving. They werejoined by the brethren a papal sentence in favour of the Polish king

;

of a German hospital, which had been before but, as before, the sentencewas disregarded, and,
founded in Jerusalem, and had been permitt^, four years later, Eagimir the Great was obliged
by the contemptuous compassion of Saladin, to yieM up to the order the absolute possession
to remain for some time in the city. Duke of Ctgavia, Culm, and MichaXow. A third trial

Frederick of Swabia saw the advantage of followed, at the council of Constance, when the
ti German order, both to maintain the Ger- documents on which the order founded its

man interests and to relieve the necessities of claims were all impugned, and chiefly on the
German pilgrims. Their first house was in g^und of forgery. But the strength of the
Acre.' {Latin Christianity, book xii. ch. v.) order lay in circumstances which could not be
'rhey continued their kindly offices till the affected by ecclesiastical sentences : and thus,
crusade of Frederick II., when, under Herman while the Knights Templars fell, the Teutonic
of Salza, the fourth grand master, the order knights profit by the remoteness of their
rose to distinction. Their history is from province, and consolidated their power, until

that time transferred to the Baltic, and the Albert of Brandenburg exchanged his title of
interest 6f their annals centres chiefly in ^nd master for that of Duke of Eastern Prus-
the antagonism of their claims to those of sia, and laid the foundation of the modem
the kings of Poland. The grounds and re- Prussian monarchy. {Edin. Rev, July 1858.)
suits of this quarrel are exhibited in minute The order, however, still remained a separate
detail, in the work entitled lAies oc Rea institution, the seat of the grand master being
Gesta inter Polonos Ordinmw Cnwtferortm, at Hergentheim, in Swabia. By the peace of’

edited by Count Dzialyuski (rosen 1856). Presbuig, in 1805, the emperor Francis 11.

The knights were invited into Poland by gained the grand mastership with its rights and
Conrad (regent for Boleslas Y.), who sought revenues. In 1809, the order was abolished
their aid for the conversion or extirpation of by Napoleon, but it still has a titular existence
the savage Butheni, and assigned to them the in Austria.

territory of Culm on the Vistula, for a term of Tezallte. A variety of Brucite or hydrate
twenty years, as a crusading ground f^ainst the of magnesia from Texas in Pennsylvania,
enemies of the Christian faith. Of this compact Tazanite. A variety ofEmerald Nickelfrom
the knights deny all knowledge, but there Texas in Pennsylvania,
seems little reason fat calling it in question. Textile Teliiiee. [Wbxvino.]
Retaining possession of their territory, they Textnertee. Among the Jews, the sect
were further placed by Vladislas IV. in tempo- of Cabaites, or Karaites, has been so called
rary charge of the fortress of Gdansk, which from its adherence to the text of the Jewish
they were to defend against the marquis of Scriptures.

Brandenburg. This compact also was broken ; Tliebeirltee. [TABonrixs.]
and the order was condemned by the legates of Tltxaxmlllorae* The name of one of the
Pope John XXII. to restore the fortress and four large classes into which Candolle axid
give further compensation in money. For others ffivide dicotyledonous plants. E includes
contempt of this sentence they were exomn- all those orders in which the minority of genera
municated; and Vlsdislas, finding the papal have distinct petals, inserted with the stamens
censures ineffectual, engaged them in the fimd, on the receptacle, under or immediately around
and in a battle fought in 1331 is said to have the ovai^.

slain 20,000 trooM of the order. That the cam- tenlnnuui (Lat ; Gr. 9dXa/ju»t, a chamber),
paiga was carried out with frightful severity on In Anatomy, the part of the brain' from which
the part of the king of Poland, is evident from the optic nerves have part of their origin,
the total silence iff all the witnesses on this TxAZAjius. In Botany, the part on which
subject, In the suit betwemi the order and the the ovary is seated. The soocutot red centre
Pphih kings tried b^ore tlm legatee of Bene- of a strawberry, or the core in the ^uit of
diet XU., their lyply to the protest of the a raspberry* are the thalami of these plants.
glMinasttfThcoa^briiii: simply the conn- Some ixitanists call it the rsc<»fask
twchsMM the Tiuil«r(Ger.). A Prunm wlver coin, the
Ifd.tnllm dmbieamnt In this value of wMdb, expressed in TamrU

ft
b is

tM«W^took^ueih 2 shillings and 10} pence ne^. Li a tWer^ the knti^ their way into ifanteig there^are 30 mlrwytvechm. The word has in
(Odfliiik), owtog lb the weidaiess ^ other ooimtries been eoriiipted into



THALIA
TliaUa (Gr. Bdhtia^ blooming). In th«

Uesiodic I%£ogony {*n)t one of the nine Mxtsbs,

regarded in later times as the muse of Comedy.
According to ApoUodorus (i. 3, { 4) she was
the mother of the ConY]iA.NTK8 by Apollo.

Tlialt4aiis (Gr. OiAcia, one of the Hoses).
The name of a tribe of Tunicaries, of which tiie

genus Salpa or ThaUa is the type. [Salpa.]

TliaUt6« A kind of Soapstone of a p^e
yellowish-green colour, which is found diffused

in the amygdaloidal trap-rocks on the north

shore of Lake Superior.

TtisGlIta (Gr. to bloom). The name
giren to certain aciculai; crystals of Epidote
found in France and Spain.

TbalUam (Gr. a young shoot or

twig). This metal was discovered by Crookes
in 1861, in a deposit obtained from the sul-

phuric acid manufactory of Tilkerode, in the

Harz. {PhU. Trans. 1803.) The spectrum of

this product furnished a singularly brilliant

green line, which led him to examine it

further, and suggested the above name. It has
siuco been found in some varieties of pyrites

and in the residue of the evaporation of certain

mineral waters. It is a soft lead-like metal ; its

specific gravity between 11 and 12 ;
its atomic

weight 204; it tarnishes in the air; fuses at

about 660^, and at about 600^ takes fire and
burns with a green light

;
in ductilitv, malle-

ability, and tenacityi it much resembles lead.

It forms alloys with most of Uie other metals.

It forms two oxides, the most imiwrtaDt of

whidi is the protoxide (=T1 0). This oxide

is soluble in water, furnishing an alkaline

liquor which absorbs carbonic acid
;

it is

yellow when anhydrous, soluble in sulphuric,

nitric, and hydrochloric acids, and is thrown
down from its solutions by sulphide of ammo-
nium in the form* of a duk brown sulphide.

Ko precipitate is formed in solution of sulphate

or nitrate of thallium by the caustic al^lies,

but the carbonated alk^ies give a precipitate

in very concentrated solutions ;
chlorides, bro-

mides, and iodides, give yellowish precipitates.

The salts of thallium are veiy poisonous ; they

are colourless, when formed with colourless

acids, and are easily decomposed by feeble

electric currents,

TliAllog«iM (Gr. 6a\x6s9 a shoot

^

and yev-

to bring forth). The name of one of the

prima^ divisions of the vegetable kingdom,

comprising those cryptogams whidi are ex-

tremely simple in their structure, and exhibit

nothing like the green leaves of phsenogams.

In the few cnees in which there are leaf-like

expansions, Gaey are not ammged symmetrically

round a stem, and are destitute of all trace of

stomates and breathing pores ; while in those

lichens or JJgm whose stems are ^ long

duration, thon^ theore may be somethii^ like

centriftigal growth indicated by sone^ it is of

a totally difoentnature from that ci aerogens

The most deAnite point of distinctiion consists

in the fast that the spores of aezogens when

germinatmg prodnee either a cellular mw or

plants in which bodies called archogonia are

THAPSIA
formed, which by impregnation produce from
an embryonic cell either a new plant or a
spore-bearing capsule, while in thallogens no
bodies corresponding to archegonia are ever
produced.

Ihallogens include the two vast tribes of
Algals [Alojb] and Fungals, ofwhich thelatter
are divisible into two main divisions, Fungi
and Lichuns.

Tli^liis(Lat. ; Gr. This term, used
to indicate a fusion of root, stem, and leaves
into one general mass, is applied to that part of
tliallogens immediately bearing the fructifica-

tion, more particularly to the cellular mass
. in which the perithecia are enclosed, or still

more especially to the whole vegetative system
of lichens.

Tbammus. The teuth month ofthe Jewish

[

civil year, answering to part of June and July,
and containing twenty-nine days. In Mytho-
lo^, the Phcenician Thammuz is identified

with AdGnis, the father (according to one le-

gend) of Paiapus.
Tluuie (Sax. thegn, from thegnian, to serve).

In early English History, the common title of

I

the Anglo-Saxon military leaders called Gcraths

I

or companions (from sethian, to journey). The
ealdormen were comprised among the thanes

I

who are to be regard^ as persons who become
noble by service, which presupposed freedom
of birth. The highest were the immediate
thanes or ministers of the king. In Wessex
and Mercia these thanes were called twelf-hynde
men, whose wergild wab twelve hundred shil-

lings, i. e. six times that of the aorl or two-

hyude man. The dignity was connected with
possession of land, the smaller thane possessing

five bides, while the culdorman held forty, this

land being regarded as a reward for military

service. But, in process of time, the land
itself came to be considered a foundation of

i

nobility, and the acquisition of five hides raised

the simple freeman from the condition of a
ceorl to that of a thane. The merchant who
had thrice crossed the sea on his own account

I became entitled to this rank.

The thane was bound to military service,

and obliged to aj^ear on horseback, and had
the right of appearing and voting in the witena-

gemot, the aroent being considered as assenting

to the resolutions of those who were present.

Offices connected with the personal services of

the king or the administration of justice were
intrusted to thanes whose landed property fur-

nished a sufficient guarantee for his conduct.

(Lappenberg, Wngland under the Anglo-Saxon

Kings, part v. ;
Turner, Analo-Saxons

; Pal-

grave, mglish OommonweeUth; Lingard, Hist,

of Ehsgland^ ch. vii.)

9lisipstiu Agenus of celebrated

in veiy micient times for its medicinal pro-

ducts—the C^renean Sil^um or Laser C^e-
being generally supposed to have been

the pioduce of one of the spikes. They are

herbaceous nerennials, aU natives of the coun-

tries borden^ on^e Heditenaneam T.jar-

gmicat a nati
^ "
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to Greece, and also of Algeria, where it is

called Drios, is considered by the natives to

be a specific against pain of all kinds, every

part of the p£nt being held to be of equal

efficacy. To camels, however, it is a deadly

X)oison. Its root is purgative. T. Sil/phium is

found on the mountains in the neighbourhood

of the site of the ancient Gyrene, and is sup-

posed to have afforded the gum-resin known to

the ancients as Lcl6€t Cyrmiacum^ sometimes

called A8$a-didci8 to distinguish it from the

Assafoetida, both of which were included by

the Greeks under the name SUpMon^ as alw>

were other umbellifers.

TtiarandltOt A greenish variety of Pearl

Spar from Tharand in Saxony.

TUdtobtng (A.-Sax. thac ;
Ger. dach ; Lat.

tego, Gr. trrfyay to cover). Covering houses,

stacks, or ricks with straw or reeds, in such

manner as to throw off the rain, and exclude

excessive heat, or prevent its escape from within.

The straw generally used in thatching is that

of wheat, as being the longest and thickest,

und the most durable. Next to wheat, rye

straw is preferred, or, in default of that, the

straw of oats; but the most durable of all

thatch in cold countries is that formed of

the reed {Arundo Donax, Linn.), or of the

c^ommon heath or ling (Calluna vwyaris, SiU.).

A very durable covering of the thatch kind

is also formed of the spray of birch, of the

bark of that tree, or of oak or pine, and
of tho chips and shavings made by hurdle-

makers from the poles and shoots supplied

bv copse woods. Thatched roofs were formerly

almost universal in cottage architecture; but

they are now being supplanted by roofs covered

with tiles or slates^ which are much more
durable, and not liable to catch fire

;
while

the straw formerly used for roofs is much
more profitably empli^ed as litter for cattle, I

and thus tumea into manure, and employed in
|

reproduction—a process which, in agriciUture
j

at least, ought not to be deprived of any
|

material contributing so essentially to its aid
|

as manure.
{

Tbtmmtropo (Gh*. 9av^a, a wonder
;

Tprfirw, / The name given by Dr. Paris

to an optical toy, the principle of which depends
on the pereistmee of tiston. A cirde is cut out
of a piece of card, to opposite ed^s of which
two silk strings are fixed, by trusting which
between tlie finger and thumb of each hand the

di|m Is tamed round with considerable velocity.

On one side of the disc is drawn any otject, as

a chariot; on the Other side, the ewioteer in

the attitude of driving; so that when the card
is twirled round, we see the charioteer driving

the chariot ; or, in consequence of the duration

of the of l^t on the retina, we see

at once what is drawn on both sides of the

card. (JAhraiy qf U^fuiKmuMge^ * Optics.’)

nM^Chitteie tefaa). The Botanicsf name
of the genus whirii includes

the fImitt jiddhag Tia. The nathre country
of tiM Tea*p2sme,^^ of many othm
eultivdied w man, m uneMetaan. Hitherto the

TIiE.V

plant has been found by botanists in a rmlly

I

wild state only in Assam
;
and though China

has not received so thorough aii exploration by
botanical travellers as to warrant the conclu-

sion that it does not gprow indigenously in that

vast empire, yet a ^pauese tradition, whicli

ascribes its introduction into China to an In-

dian Buddhist priest who visited that country
in llie sixth century, favours the supposition

of its Indian origin.

It was at one time commonly supposed that

the two well-marked sorts of Tea, filack and
Green, were the produce of distinct species ;

but
it has now been ascertained that the Chinese
manufacture the different kinds indiscriminately

from the same plant; and botanists ore now
pretty generally agreed that the two suppos(;d

Chinese species, called T. Bohea and T, viridis,

are nothing more than varieties of one and tho

same species, for which Linnaeus* name, T. chi-

neneis, is adopted, and of which the Assam
Tea-plant (sometimes called T. assamica) is a

third variety, or perhaps the wild typo.

Though the produoe of the same variety of

the Tea-plant, the Black and Green Teas pre-

pared for exportation aro mainly the growth of

different districts of China, the Black Tea dis-

trict being situated in the provinces of Fokein
and Kiangsi, and the Green in those of Chekiang
and Ngan-whi

;
but the two kinds may be pro-

duced in either district, the difference being

caused solely by the diverse methods of

paratioii. For the manufacture of Black Tea
the ftoshly-gathered leaves, freed from extra-

neous moisture by a short exposure in the open
air, are thrown m small quantities at a time
into round flat iron pans, and exposed to gentle

fire-heat for about five minutes, which renders

them soft and pliant, and causes them to give

off a large quantity of moisture ; after which
they are emptied out into bamboo sieves, and
whilst still hot repeatedly squeezed and rolled

in the hands togivethem theirtwistor curl. They
are next shaken out on large screens, and placed

in the open air in the sh^e for two or three

days. They are finally exposed in iron pans
to a slow and steady fire-heat until completely

dried, care being taken to keep them in constant
motion to prevent burning. The chief difier-

ence in the manufacture of genuine Green Tea
consists in the leaves being so long exposed to

the air after rolling that fermmitation does not
take place, and in not being subjected to such

I

a high temperature in the final di^g ; hut the

;

greater part, if not the whole, of the &een Tea
consume in ]^ar(m and America, is coloured

I

artifidaBy by the Chineae to suit foreign trade.

I

Physiolo^sts are nbt thoroug^y agreed as to

I

the eneets ot upon the human i^tein. Its

! m(xt active princi^es are theme, a crystalline
principle peculiar to tea and cofiS^ and vMite
eU, U} whidi its flavour and odour are due, and
uhidi possessesnarci^ieand intozicstingtoK^wr*
ties ; butitalsooontams fifteen percent, ofgluten
or nutritious matter, and more than twen^^ve
per cent of tannin. The late Professen* John^
stone endeavoured to e]^lain its action by
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Rtating that the th«ine leosened the wiiste of
the h(^y, and conseqnoatl^ lessened the neces-

sity. for and thus stood in the place of food,

while the gluten actually nourished the body ;

but Dr. Edward Smith has recently shown
these statements to be fallacious, only a trifling

proportion of the gluten being taxen up by
boiling water, and the theine promoting instead

of retarding vital action, thus increasing the

bodily waste. He sums up its action thus:
* It indues the assimilation of food both of

the flesh and heat forming kinds, and with
abundance of food it must promote nutrition

;

whilst in the absence of suiflcient food it in-

creases the waste of the body.'

Thefttlnes. A religious order in the Homan
Catholic church, the earliest of the communities
of clerks

;
it was founded in 1524 by

St. C&jetan of Thiene. The members, besides

the o^inary monastic vows, bound themselves

to the duties of the cure of souls, preaching

against heresies, tending the sick and con-

victs, while they pledged them’selves to abstain

from possessing property or aslung for alms.

{A. Butler, lives^ the Saints, August 7.)

(Or. BiarpQP, from Btdefiat, I
In Architecture, a Imilding appro-

priated to the representation of dramatic spec-

taclea. The theatresof theGmeks and Bomans
di^mlMaoineoftixemoateztawMdiaaiyapedmenB
ofdiearpowarmthearts. (0oaaldsoii'*a ZHsofre

ofike &reeks^ They seemto halve been carried

to ipac&dtion in the Greek cokjiies at an
earfier period than they wem in the parent

cities. The flrst theatre of eUm* at Auiens,

called the theatre of Baechu% was boilt in the

timeof Themiatoelea; and as these aeeau litUe

doubt that the Atheniana weie the mv^tors of

the drama as a regular acenic action, it is fair

to presume that th^ were the first to regulate

the form and proportions whidi neoeaaity and
plenum dictsM in their arrangement The
subjoined diagram shows the general form of the
Greek theatre, which diflTered but little from

< liat of the Romans ; and the instructious given

by Vitruvius in the eighth chapter of his flftii

book, as to the generm outline of the plan, are

as follows : ‘Whereas in the Latin theatre the

points of four triangles touch the circumference,

in the theatres of the Greeks the angles of three

squares are substituted ;
and the side of that

square whidi is nearest to the place of the

scime, at the peunts where it touches the cir-

cumference of the circle, is the boundary of the
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proscenium. A line drawn parallel £o this, at

the extremity of the circle, will give the front

of the scene. Through the centre of the

orchestra, opposite to the proscenium, another
parallel line is drawn touching the circum-
ference on the right and left

; then, one foot of

the compasses l^ing fixed on the right-hand
point, with a radius equal to the distance from
the left point describe a circle on the right-hand
side of the proscenium, and, placing the foot of
the compasses on the left-hand point, with .the

distance of the right-hand interval descrilx'

another circle on the left side of the pro-
scenium. Thus describing it from three centres

,

the Greeks have a larger orchestra, and their

scene is further recessed. The pulpitum, which
they call Xeryeiov, is less in width ; wherefore
among them the tragic and comic performers
act upon the scene, the rest going through
their parts in the orchestra.' The ancient

theatres were frequently used for the driibera-

tions of the general assembly of the people on
political matters, as we find from Tadtus and
Ausonius. Notwithstanding the employment of

those buildings in later times as quarries freely

worked by the inhabitants of the cities in which
they stood, there are stiU considerable ruins at

j

Ephesus, Alabanda, Teos, Smyrna, Hierapolis,

Cyzieas, Alinda, Magnasia, Xiaodicea, Mylasa,
iWcBs, Hiktus, Stratoamea, Telmossus, lasus.

and Patara, all in Ana Minor; in Sicily, at

Gbfiaiia,TaafOBieniain, Syfacuse, Aigyrium, and
In Giaeoe, ruins are stiU extant at

Smarts, in the idand of ^EJgimi, at

l^pidannia, and Hegalopotia Accoiwng to

Famanias, the theatre at Epidannis, built by
Polydetus, anipaased all other Greek theatres

in its beau^ aim proportions; hut in grandeur
and magnmeenee the Roman theatres far sur-

passed those of the Greeks; nor is this sur-

prising, if we consider the population the

former had to accommodate compared with

that of the latter. For a very considerable

mriod the theatres of Rome, like those of the

Etruscans, were of wood; and Pompey, on
his return from the against Hithridates,

was the first who constructed one of stone.

This must have been of large dimensions, as it

was capable of containing 40,000 spectators.

Some remains of it are still visible. Then*
were two other considerable theatres in Rome

;

the first built in the year 741 of the city, by

Cornelius Balbus ; and the second, which was
begun by Julias Caesar, but not finish^ till rhn

time of Augustus, who dedicated it to his friend

MarceUus. From the remains it appears tliat

it was a specimen of great beauty and purity,

as far as relates to the profiles of two of its

orders, there being no vestiges of the upper

order. The only other remains of Roman
tiieatres are at Saguntum and Orapges, though

the Romans usually erected theatres in their

newly conquered cities, or at least embellished

and improved those which they found on the

spot.

The modern theatres of Rome are, perhaps,

the worst in Europe. Italy, however, boasts
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some beantiful eiamplas ; the chief being those

at Fairma (now in n rei^ dilapidated state),

Milan, Verona, Turin, Naples, and
We subjoin a short table of the width of the

stage in a few European theatres :

—

feet

Milan 40
San Benedetto, Venice . . 40
ThiAtre Fran^ais, Paris . .40
Parma 40
Bordeaux 39

Turin 39

Arpentino at Rome . , .30
ThAutro Italien, Paris . . 33

The properties most valued in theatres are

:

(U facility in hearing, which is promoted by
f ringing the stage well forward into the bouse,

and by tbrniing the ceiling of thin deal like a

'

great sounding board; and (2) safe and easy

jiieans of egress by fire-proof stairs in the event

of al.u’m or Ore. In the French theatres tlie

ventilation is so regulated that alwut eighteen

cubic feet of air per minute passes through tlie

house for t ach inaindual, and the necessary cur-

rent is sometimes maintained by means of fires.

The fresh air is best introduced through perfora-

tioub near the ceiling, and an air-shaA should be

carried up from over the central chandelier for
|

taking the foul air away. In the Prince of

Wales’ Theatre, in Liverpool, opened in October

1866, the stage is supported on pillars leaning

backwards, so as to balance the tendency of the

stage to come forward, from the fact of its

surface being inclined. The foot-lights, aw
sunk below the level of the stage, which is

sloped suddenly down to th<*ni, and each foot-

llgnt is encircled by a cylinder composed of

gn^en, re<l, and white glass, by turning which,

light of either a0^n or red hue may be thrown
on the actors ana the scenes.

Tliebaim or Ttebsine. A ciys^line
alkaloid existing in very small ^portion in

opium. It has also been termed raramorphia.
Its composition is CagHg,NO«.

Tliebaidp The name given to the heroic

poem of Statins, which celebrates the civil war
of Thebes waged between the two brothers

Eteoeles and Polynices. It consists of twelve

books. Statius lived in the first centmy of the

Christian era
;
but scarcely anything is known

of his personal history.

Tbabui t’oar. In Chronology, the

ttan year of 36$ days 6 hours was so cal

[3(»tKUc PmuoD.I
neoa (0r. a earn or reatptacU), A

term used in Botany in tartous senses. It is

applied to one of the lobes of an anther; to the

ease orum conttdning the spores of mosses
;
to

delicate tubes rank in the shields of some
Itcfaeni; and to eertam simple kinds of hmit.

Xh all easeA it rapvesses h hollow case. It is

now seldinii iisO$ eiseept Ibar the spoxe-tessel

c^amosS. .

Maaniiilaiia (dt, and 4^, / bear).

In Bo^y, the km ntaik aiKm which the

ovarium of rampk^ aeinCSTepme,

and the
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I

Thaoodnotjlna (Gr. Biimi, a ease or ehesf,

and ScUrrvAor, a digit). A subj^us of night-

lizards or geckoes, distin^ishea by having the

subdigital scales divided by a median groove
into which the claw can be retracted.

Tbeoodoat (Gr. OArai and a tooth).

An order of extinct Sauroid reptiles, distin-

^ished by having their teeth implanted in

distinct sockets. One of the genera of this

tribe, from the magnesian conglomerate near
Bristol, has been called Thecodontosaiirus.

Theeaatoinea (Gr. Bh/tn, e'fd err^fut, a
mouth). The name given by Latreille to those

insects which have a suctorious mouth en-

veloped in a sheath.

Tlieft (A.-Sox. thyfthe). In .Turisprudence,

the gener^ name fur the most ordinary cla^s

of offences against property
;
for which English

law uses the peculiar designation of larceny.

The difficulty of distinguishing between theft

and those other species of fraudulent appro-
priation which are regarded by tlio laws of

most countries as criminal offences, and, fin-

ally, that class which is only the subject

of civil action, has given rise to a variety of

definitions. By the French Code, art. 379,
* Whoever has fraudulently abstracted a thing

which does not belong to him is guilty of

tlieft.' By that of Bavaria, art, 209, ‘Who-
ever knowingly of his own accord takes pos-

session of movables not his, without consent

of the person entitled thereto, but without

violence* to anyone, with intent unlawfully to

hold the same as his property, is a thief.' As
to English law on the subject^ see Laucxny.

Tlietna* A cxystallino principle peculiar

to tea and coffee and a few other vegetable

substances. It is identical with caffeine, has a
slightly bitter taste, and is sparingly soluble

in cola water and in alcohol. It melts at 454^

C., and sublimes at a higher temwroture.
Caffeine, or theine, is a very feeble base,

forming crystallisable salts with sulphuric and
hydrochloric adds.

Tlieiaiik Etymologically, theism is the

same word as Bjosk; but a distinction is some-
times drawn between them, the name tkist

being applied to those who, while they reject

the idea of an external revelation, maintain
the existence of a Deity who directs the govern-

ment of the cosmos by the constant exorcise of

His beneficent power ;
the Deist, on the other

band, being defined as one who holds that God,
having be&e creation laid down a law or laws,

leaves those laws to oxeente themselves without
further action on His own part

VHalliisott Aet. IPnttPETvirixs,]

VbfiljrpiMkdrft. [PotroAMv.]
Vlbema (Gr. B4fm). A snlject proposed for

ffiscfimsfon, whether orally or in writing.

Tikmls* In thfi fiesiodic Th^gon^, a
daimhter of Uranus {hmtm) and Gaia {iatih).

In the Homeric poems she is the raabc^meut
of law and orderly government, eoirvdnim the

eoundl of the gods at the Hading of mm.
The Hesperides are called datoghters of SSeus

and Themis.



THENARD’S BLUE THEODOLITE
Thenard’s Blue. A compound of a'

splendid blue colour, obtained by beating a
mixture of phosphate of cobalt with pure '

alumina.
Tbeiuurtflte. A native anhydrous sulphate

'

of soda, occurring in white, translucent 0r|

pellucid octahedrons, ampegated in crusts and
|

druses at Las Salinas d’h^p^ines near Madrid,
|

and at Tharapaca in Peru. It was named after

the French chemist Thenard.
Tbeobrama (a word coined from Gr. e$6s,

and fipUfUL,food), A genus of tropical American
Uj/ttneriacea, consisting of sm^ trees, with

large entire leaves, and solitwy or clustered

tlowers growing from the sides of the old

branches and stoma, and producing large penta-

gonal fruits, with a thick almost woody rind,

and numerous seeds bedded in pulp.

T. Cacao was the first known species of the

genus, and the Cacao or Cocoa of commerce is

now usually said to be produced by it, though

it is probable that several of the other species

aiford a considerable portion. Its fruits vary

from six to ten inches in length and three to

five in breadth, and contain between fifty and
a hundred seeds, from which latter Cacao is

prepared. When ripe, the fruits turn yellow

outside
;
and they are then gathered by hand,

and aft^wards splitopen, and theseeds removed.

These are then made to undergo a slight amount
of fermentation for the purpose of develoning

their colour ;
and are ^terwards exposed to

the sun daily for about three weeks, or until

they are thoroughly diy, when they are packed

for exportation.

The cultivation of the Cacao-tree is spread

over the greater part of tropical America ;
but

the bulk of the Cacao-seeds brought to £np;land

comes from ourWest Indian colonies, prinapally

from Triniddd and Grenada. To prepare them

for use, the seeds are roasted in revolvii^ metal

cylinders, then bruised to loosen their skins

(which are removed by fanning), and the coty-

ledons, commonly called cocoa-nifts, afterwards

crushed and ground between heated rollers.

I^is process softens the oily matter, and reduce

them to a uniform pasty conristence. This is

then mixed with variable amounts of sugar and

starch to form the different kinds of cocoa, or

sweetened and flavoured with vanilla or other

substance for the formation of Chocolate. As
an article (rf food Cocoa is exceedingly valuable

from the large amounv of nutritive matter which

it contains ;
but as a refreshing beverae^ it is

much inferior to either ten or t^ee, owing ip

the large amount (50 per cent.) of fat which it

contains, and also to the feet that the whole of

the substance is taken into the st^a^, while

with tea or coffee only an infhii^ is dimk.

It a peculiar prindple which le caued

TsBOBBomm.
A white bitter errstalline

sulMtance contained in cocoa and riiioeolate

(the piuduee of the fruit of the Theohronia

C(tea>\ Its composition is C14 H«K404.
(Qt. A tern ex-

pressinff the government of a state immediately

761

by God. Thus the government of the Israelites

before the appointment of kings is spoken of
as Theocratic ; the nation, by its choice of an
earthly sovereign, being represented as having
rejected God, whom alone they had hitherto
owned as their king.

Tlmoorasy (Gr. acofTpeurfa, from KputriSy

mixture). In ancient Philosophy, a term
vented to signify that intimate union of tho
soul with God in contemplation, which wus
considered attainable by the newer Platonists.

Similar ideas are entertained by the philo-

sophers of India, and by many religious sects.

[QcriETisx.]

Tbeodioeea (Gr. Serfs; SiVoios, Just). A
justification of the dealings ofDivine Providence
with man. A work under this title was pub-
lished by Leibnitz in the year 1710, in which
he endeavours to prove that of all the possible
schemes of government which God might have
adopted, the one which actually exists in the
world is the best This is commonly known
under the name of optimism.

Tbeodolite (a word coined from Gr. 0f^o/xai,

I vitWy and stratagem). A surveying
instrument for measuring the angular distances

between" objects projected on the plane of the
horizon.

In accurate surveying, when the instrument
used for observing the angles is a sextant or
reflecting circle, or such that its plane must be
brought into the plane of the three objects

which form the angular points of the triangle

to be measured, the altitudes of the two dis-

tant objects above the horizon of the observer
must be determined, and a calculation is then

necessary to reduce the observed angles to tho

plane of the horizon. The object of the theo-

dolite is to meafture the horizontal angles at

once, and thereby render the previous calcula-

tion, and even the observation of the altitudes,

unnecessary.

It is easy to conceive, in a general way, how
this object may be effected. A telescope with
cross wfres in its focus must be mounted so

as to be movable both about a vertical and
horizontal axis, in order that it may be brought

to bear upon any object, whether in the

horizon, or above or below it ; and the proper

means must be applied for measuring, with the

utmost accuracy, the angle described about the

vertical axis (which is the horizontal an^le) in

turning the telescope round from one object to

I

another. It is consequently necessary to fix a

graduated eirde to the vertical axis, with its

I

plane exactly horizontal, and its centre coin-

cident with the vertical axis; and about the

same axis a radial bar, firmly connected with

the teleecote, must revolve pm^lel to the phme
of Um» circle, fat the purpose of indicating the

divisHms passed over on the Ihnb of the drete

whex the telescope is turned from the fifrft

o^ect to the second. In order also to render

the instrument subservient to the purpose of

measuring altitudes, a graduated vertical ardk

is attache to the telescope; but aS it seldean

happens, in the practice m surveying, that the
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objects observed are verj much elevated above

or depressed below the horizon, or that the

vertic^ angles are required to be taken with

the same degree of accuracy as the horizontal

angles, the vertical arch is generally onlv a
portion of a drcle of smaller radius and less

minutely divided than the horizontal circle.

Tho theodolite, as now generally constructed

for the purposes of ordinaiy surveying, may be

described as follows: The horizontal limb or

circle consists of two circular plates, which turn

freely ou each other. The lower or graduated

plate receives the divisions of the circle, and

the upper or vernier plate has two sets of

xerniGT divisions diametrically opposite. The
vertical axis consists of two Goni<^ parts, one

working within the other. The external part

is attiiched to the graduated plate, and the

internal to the vernier plate. The diameter of

the under plate is somewhat larger than that of

the vernier plate, and its edge is sloped off to

I'eceive the graduations ;
and portions of tho

opposite edges of the vernier plate are sloped

i>n in like manner to receive the vernier di-

visions. The graduation is usually to thirty

minutes of a degree, but is subdivided by tlie

verniers into single minutes ;
and in a well-

niado instrument quarter minutes may be es-

liniatc-d by the eye. For the purpose of ad-

justing the plane of the circle to tlie horizon,

t lie external axis is fitted into a ball, wbicli
|

works in a socket between two parallel plates

licld firmly tc^ther by tho ball and socket, the

under plate being connected with the staff-head

suppordag the instrument. But this adjustment

may also l>o made (and in laiger instruments

jj* usually made) by a trip<^ support, having a
foot screw at e^ extremity acting against a
plate of metal supported by the staff Upon
the plane of the vmsiier plate are placed two
spint levels at i^ht angles to each other, with

tlieir proper a^justiiig screws, by which the

circle is brought accurately into the hozisontal

plane indicated by the levels. The centre of

tlie circle is ac^justed over the point which
forms the centre of the station from which
the observation is to be made, by means of

a plummet.
Instead of the vernier plate described above,

tho index is sometimes formed by three radial

bars connected with the internal vertical axis,

each carrying a vernier at its extremity ; and a
fourth bar carries the ohunp, by which the
system is secured to the graduated limb.

The horizontal axis of the vertical limb
(which is usually a semidrele) is supported by
a frame firmly embedded in the vernier pl^
and turning along with it about the vertieai

axis. The telescope has two collars orrii^ of

nuetah gnrana to a truly cylindrical ^m,
on which it rests in supports permanently at-

tached to the vertical hmb, so that both move
together in the vertical plane* .The divisions on

bymeans
iff a fixed vMier connected with the fiwme, and
«o adjnsted that the index pmnts to the zero of

ihs g^uated are when the optical axis of the
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telescope is truly horizontal. For effecting

this adjustment, or determining its index error,

a spirit level is attached to the telescope, at

one end by a joint, and at the other by a
screw, whereby the end is raised or depressed
nntil the air-bubble stands at the middle of

the glass tube. The telescope is then reversed
;

and if the air-bubble of the level still stands

at zero, the adjustment is perfect ; if not, the

index error becomes known by bringing th«

level to the proper position, and may either be
corrected or allowed for in the observations.

In some theodolites the telescope is supported
iu the manner of a transit instrument

;
i. e.

tho telescope and the horizontal axis pn
which it turns form one piece, and the verticjil

limb is a complete circle By this construction

tho instrument becomes better adapted for

determining the altitudes of stars, and con-

sequently for finding the direction of thtv

meridian and the azimuths of objects, or for

other astronomical purposes. In fact, it be-

comes an altitude and azimuth instrument.

In theodolites for common topographical

purposes the horizontal circle is seldom more
than five inches in diameter; but as tlie

double vertical axis gives the means of carrying

round the telescope from the first object to tin*

second without disturbing the graduated circle,

end then,by clamping the vernier and graduated
plates, of bringing it back, and the gTsduated
circle along with it, to tho first object, the

measure of the angle may be repeated any
number of times, exactly as with the repeating

circle, and avery considerable degree of accuracy

may be obtained even with a circle of this smuli

size. [Refextino Ciucul] But the principle

of repetition is better carried into effect bv
means of a particular kind of stand or tripoc^,

called a repmtm^ which turns round
concentrically with the vertical axis of thu

theodolite; and recourse is usually had to

this apparatus when the instrument is on a
large scale.

As the accuracy of the observation must
depend ou the horizontal circle remaining
perfectly fixed while the telescope and verniers

are turoed round, a second telescc^, called ;i

ielescopet is sometimes atta^^ to tho

horizontal circle beneath the limb, which, being

directed to a fixed olyect, serves to detect any
distttriNuiee of the mrcle damp, or acddentul

shifting of podtlch while the upper telescope

with the verniers is turned ftom the first obieci^

to the second. But this can scarcely be applied

to the repealing theodoHte.

The prindpiu i^ustments of the theodolite

are : first, to recti^ the line of collimation of

the teleso(^ ; secondly, to make the axis of

the horizontal limb truly vertical ;
and, thirdly,

toa^just the zero of altitude. For^epractical
methods of making these a^ustments in thr

case of the common surveying theodolite, un^
instructions as to the mode of observing thf

reader may be referred to ^toms’s Tream^ on

Maikpnatieai JmMtments, 1834 . . ,

In geodetical operations, where very great
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accuracy is indispensable, as, for example, in

measunng an arc of the meridian, the instru-

ment is constructed on a much larger scale.

The great theodolite by Hamsden, belonging to

the Board of Ordnance, which has been used
for measuring most of the principal angles

of the British Trigonometrical Surrey, has a
horizontal circle of three feet in diameter, and
two telescopes of thirty-six inches focal length.

A similar one of equal dimensions had formerly
been constructed by the same excellent artist

for the Royal Society, and was used by General
Hoy in his operations for connecting the ob-
servations of Greenwich and Paris towards
the end of tlie last century, and also by Colonel

Colby and Captain Kater for the same purpose
in 1821. A full description of this superb
instrument is given in the PhU. Trans, vol.

Ixxx. and in the first volume of the Trigono-
metrical Survey of England and Wales. A
theodolite of equal dimensions, by Cary, has
been employed in the measurement of the
gi*eat meridional arc of India by Colonel
Lambton and Sir Geoige Everest. The Prench
astronomers, in measuring their arc of meri-

dian, used only the repeating circle; but in

the more recent operations of the same kind
in Germany and Russia, the geodctical angles
were measured ^th the theodolite.

Tlieogoiiy (Gr. Oeoyovla). A history of

the descent and relationships of the various

gods who were or are the objects of popular
worship in the heathen world. In the ^articles

Mktafhob, Mythology, Polyokyky, Syn-
oxTHY, it has been shown that the

divinities of the Aryan Pantheon had their

origin in mythical phrases relating to sensible

phenomena. Men spoke of the sky (Dyaus)
[Zxus] as looking down on the eaiiui, and on
the sun as quickening, cherishing, scorehing, or
destroying all living things, till the names for

sun and sky became the names of personal
beinns who had their abode in either. Gradually
the deities so obtained wwe grouped together,

and the sun might be described as the child of

the sky [Zxus], or of night [L^] ; thus India,

the heaven^ h^me the parent of Ahana or

BahanA, the dawn; and thus the children of

Zeus or of Herades were multiplied until

their posterity branched into the genealogies

of every tribe, city, or village ; and hence the

streams of divine and human generation are

inextricably blended pother. In process of
time the task of grouping became a systematic

worki which was carried out in various ways,

us the mind of the writer led him. Thus the

Homeric Theogony is far less developed and
complete than the Hesiodic, while theh^r has
far less of a oosmoMnical character than the

Orphic. Thus, in the Homeric poems, Uranus
and Gaia (heaven and earth) are known as great

deities; but they do not appear (as in the

Hesiodic Theory) as arch»g^ from whom
Zeus himsdf » sptvmg throw Eronos. The
Hom^o Cyclops is a wila shepherd: the

Hesiodic forge the thunderbolts of!

Zeus, la the Btad, Bnareos rescues Zeus from
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I a conspiracy formed by 'HM, Poseidon, and
I

AthAnift; in the Hesioaic Th^ony^ he helps
him in the war against the Titans. In tI)o

\Riad, Zeus thrusts Kronos and the Titans
!

into Tartarus without any opposition
;

in

Hesiod there is a fierce strife, which in the
hands of JEschylus receives its most magni-
ficent colouring in the portraiture of Pkom£-
THBUS. Thus the Hesiodic Theogony, while
more complete, is more retrospective than that
of the Homeric poems (whether Uiad, Ody$-
eey^ or HymmX while the Orphic Thmgony
goes back still further to the great mandane
egg produced by Chronos {fime) out of ACther
and Chaos. These developcments arc ob-
viously reached by a systematic backward
process, which in greater or less degree cha-
racterises aU theogonies.

1 Ttieologium (Gr. fleoXoyetoi/). A small

I

upper stage in the ancient theatre, upon which
the machinery for celestial appearances was
arranged.

Tl&eology (Gr. tfeoXoy/a). Like all wq^h
e:^ressiv6 of abstruse or immatorial notllk,
this term may be traced to merely scnsibli?

ideas. The Greek AeA? (the Latin Ikus) denoted
originally the visible heaven or sky |^Zeus]

;

and thus terms which signify literally the
notation of cosmical phenomena have fur-

nislied a name for the science which treats of

the nature and attributes cf God and of His
relations to man, or which, as it has been
defined by some, gathers up, and combines in

a logical form, all that may be inferred from
the phenomena of the material and spiritual

universe.

Lord Bacon divided this science under the

following heads: (1) Inspired; (2) Natural,

which he calls the first part of philosophy;

(3) Appendices Thoologiss Inspiratse, i. e.

doctrina de legitimo usu rationis humanse ill

divinis
;
doctrinade gradibus nnitatis in civitate

Dei ; emauationes scripturarum
; (4) Theologia

tarn inspiratae quam naturalis appendix
; doc-

trinade angelis et spiritibus. (JkAuam. Sci. ii. 1
.

)

This classification obviously involves the need
of a rigid definition of terms. In order to

arrive at any clear conclusions, the precise

meaning assi^ed to the words naturm theo-

logy, inspired theology, rendaUon, and reason,

must be exactly ascertained
; and the contro-

versies on these subjects seem to have arisen

in great measure from the many shades of

meaning through which these terms have
passed, many of thorn being used by thinkers

on opposite sides, and sometimes even ^ the

same thinker in different senses in dif^nt
stws of the enijuiry.

Thus a d^Amlion of the term natural re-

ligion can scarcely be attained until the idea

attached to the word revelation has been
accurately detemined. On the hypothesis that

certain truths be facts were imparted to man
on his first creation bjr a method different in

kind from that by whidi he tekes cognisance
of phenomena and builds np the fabf^ of

inductive science, natnral relig^ molvea it-
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«elf practically into a corruption of an original Greeks, who converted the Trinity revealed

revelation, unless Indeed there are cases in to Adam into a Trinity of the three sons of

whidi trills or nations have become so degraded Kronos, Zeus, Hades, and Poseidon, the tra-

ns to lose every trace of the divine teaching dition of the Kedeemer being represented in

thus imparted. The analog of patui'e, accord- Apollo, that of the Divine Wisdom in AthSn6.

ing to Bishop Butler {Analogy^ pt^ ii. ch. ii. To this it has been replied, that if the subject

§ 2), furnishes no presumption a^insta revela- of the original revelation must be judged, in

tion when man was first placed on the earth ; Bishop Butler's words, * as a common question

but the question whether mankind had a reve- of fact,* its extent can be ascertained only by
lation mode to them at that time is, he asserts, an impartial and unprejudiced examination of

to be treated ' as a common question of fact.* the documents in which it is embodied ; that

If it be asserted tliat all knowledge of what- the statements of the book of Genesis do not

ever kind ia the result of revelation, then the propound the dogmatic belief involved in this

awakening of new ideas in the mind as well as hypothesis ; that they speak only of one positive

all knowl^ge gained by the cognition of facts prohibition, of a beast which tempts the woman
form part of a great scheme of education which to disobey that command, of an attempt to

is coextensive with the whole existence of man- transfer the blame from the man to the woman,
kind from its commencement to its close. In from the woman to the serpent, of a sentence

-this sense, apparently, Professor Max Miiller piissed upon the latter that its head should be

asserts tliat the adoption of words to denote bruised by the woman’s seed, aud of a life of

degrees of kith and kin marked certain definite evil and laliour imposed on the former, to bo

stages in the history of the mind and iu the closed finally by a return to the dust from

moral developement of man
;
thus the addition which man had been made

;
and that a dogmatic

of wokIs like law^ right, duty, love, to the die- revelation of so minute a kind as that which

tionary of man, denoted the acquisition of new many have discerned in the third chapter of

ideas, and * it was a revelation, the greatest of Genesis ^ould have been unintelligible to those

all revelations, when the conception ofa Creator, who received it, and would soon have faded

a Ruler, a Father of man, when the name of from their memory. To that interpretation of

God, was for the first time uttered in the world.* mythology which rests on this hypothesis, ithas

On this hypothesis, the whole teaching of man been replied that a fewonly of the characteristics

becomes a homogeneous process, admitting of of these mythopoeic systems are thus accounted

no definite line of demarcation between one for, that these characteristics ran ho as well, if

portion of it and another, and needing only that not more satisfactorily, accounted for in other

oidinaiy sequance of events with uhich the ways, and further that, if the mythology of the

common experience of mankind has retidered Greeksorother races is a corruption of a prime-

us familiar. term RA.now4Xisx is not val revelation, the ideas which were thus dis-

unfrequently employed to describe this theory, torted and corrupted must have become fainter

although the fitness of the name has been callra with the lapse of time ; that truths thus per-

in question. ' verted cannot become clearer and more debits
The fact of an original revelation, apart from in the process of corrupt developement; that

the normal operations of the mind, being as- the early literature of Greece exhibits a con-

sumed, it becomes necessary to determine the stantly increasing, not a decaying, sense, of the

extent of that revelation. To this question Unity of the Divine Nature, and that the

Bishop Butler has in his Analogy furnished no morality and philosophy of the Hesiodic poems
answer

;
and by some this primeval revelation is immeasurably higher, not lower, than that of

is regarded as involving tittle more than a the Homeric poems of a much earUer age
; and

precept ofobedience and the dutyofunhesitating that in point of fact the progress of man through

submission, founded on the rational relation PonTTHBisx to Mokothbisic was very difierent

of God to His creatures. By others it has been from the course which the theoiy of a corrupted

maintained that this primeval revelation was revelation would assign to it.^

supplemented by anotlier immediately subse- In another aspect, iho subject of revelation

ouent on the fall; that the latter was mstinctly is connected with that of the SvFBBNaTtnaAx..

dogmatic ;
and that it set forth the existence It is manifest that the hypothesis of relative

( 1 ) of an Infinite Being, whose perfect goodness miracle and the idea of absolute miracle are each

arose not from externa restraints, but from an ^ually consistent with the position that the

unchangeable internal determination of charac* increasing ignorance and corruption of roan

ter *, (2) of a Trinity of Coequal Persons in the rendered it necessary that the Deity sbcnild

Divine Unity
; (3) of a Bedeemer udio should interfere in order to recall them to obedience and

hereafter assume man’s nature and deliver from a lifeof goodness or^nitenee ; that these inter-

death and sin; (4} of a Divine Wisdom, which fereneeswere espediOlymanifested in thehistory

^Sas with Godfr^ the beginning; and0) of an of the Jews, and culminated in the miracles

Evil One ur^having fallen from his thmein which attended the preaching of the Gospel;
heam^ |m4 hecieaim an Mtagonlstic power, and that this last and highest revelarion was

m^^ destrudl^. announced by a long series of prophets, who
‘J^tse eohcinsibns^ have beeh regarded by predicted the life, iKdfrrings» and death of the

sohte writero as frtiromhing a key to all mytho- SMour. The ar^ments driiMly urged agamst
loc^ syt^^ and espedaBy to that of the these positions ore f^und in the counter state*
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menttt that relative miracle, as being confessedly the hiimim incapacity of oonoeiving such a Being,

the manifestation ofa IdgheT law, cannot strictly the definition should set forth an Absolute Being
be regarded as miracle at all ; that the idea of as one who is incapabh of existing in relation

absolute miracle is excluded by the notion of wUh anyiking dee
; that this position is not

relative miracle, and that, if the latter idea had maintained by any, inMmuch as all agree in

been set before the writers of the Old Testament speidcing of the relations of God with the

or the Kew, ^e mira<deB which they related world and with man; that possible existenct^

would in their eyes have lost all value and out of all relation is not incompatible with the

significance ; that Ihe actual occurrence of these notion of the Divine Being as a cause, or as

events must be ascertained by an examination absolute, just as the sun may be conceived as

of the narratives, and must be treated as *a existing without any earth or planets to bo

common question of fact;’ that the true idea of illuminated by it; that anything which is

pi*ophecy, as set forth in the book of Jonah, is capable of existing in relation is capable of

not prediction, but the enunciation of a righteous being conceived or known in relation; that, if

law, and that the foresight of the Hebrew pro* the Absolute Being cannot be conceived as cause,

phots was strictly the result of their observance it must be that He cannot exist as cause, i. e.

of that law
; and that the statements which are He must bo incapable of causing

;
that, if an

regarded as predictions relating to a remote Absolute Being is unknowable in- Himself, the
future time were concerned only with the events relative attributes of an Absolute Being are un-
or the results of causes at work in their own knowable likewise

;
that on this hypothesis, we

day. do not know what wisdom, justice, and mercy
These antagonistic opinions rest on conflict* are, as they exist in God

;
that, in applying

ing notions of inspiration. These ideas have these words to denote Divine attributes, we do
exhibited many phases, and have from time to not mean what the words assert, but something
time underrone indefinite modifications

;
but else, and that in this case we hare no right to

they may idl be resolved ultimately into the call them by names employed to denote certain

conviction, on the one hand, that the inspiration qualities in man ; that, if in afhrming them of

of tlie prophets was different in kind from that God, we do not mean to affirm the very same
by which men ordinarily are brought to the qualities which are found in man, differing only
knowledge of moral and spiritual truth, and, on as greater in degree, we are neither philosophi-

the other hand, that it differed from the latter cal^ nor morally entitled to affirm them at all.

only in degree. But while the Eastern and Western Churches
A further antagonism is exhibited in opinions agree with most of the Protestant societies in

oil the funcUona of the human mind in the maintaining that man, created pure and sinless,

cognition of truth, or, in other words, on the has, by a great aboriginal catastrophe, faUen
real relation existing between God and man. from his first estate, and needs a complete re*

Thus by Mr. Mansel, following SirW. Hamilton, newal of his nature before he can be acceptable

it has been* maintained that men are incapable to his Maker, there is a wide difiereuce between
of conceiving an Absolute and Infinite Being, the theories on the mode and means by which
and that, if they attempt to do so, they fall into this regeneration is effected. While Catholic and
self-contradiction

; that men are, nevertheless, Protestant theologians alike agree in holding

bound to believe in the existence of such a that man after the Fall needed the intervention

Being, while from the impossibility of our con- of a Mediator, who should by the sacrifice of

ceiving or knowing God’s essential attributes. Himself atone for human disobedience, and in

we are disqualified from judging what is or is whom penitent sinners sliould bejustified before

nut consist^t with them. Hiis position in- God, the system which the former have raised

volves, it is said, the conclusion that, *if a on this basis differs widely from that of the

religion is present^ to ns containing any par- latter. According to the Catholic belief, all

ticular doctrine respecting the Deity, our belief mankind are by nature the children of wrath

;

or rejection of the doctrine ought to depend by baptism they become children of grace,

exclusively upon the evidences which can bo members of Christ, and inheritors of the king-

adduced for the Divine origin of ^e religion; dom of heaven. In this sacrament of admission

and no argument grounded on the incredibility into the Christian Chur^, they are brought to

of the doctrine as involving an intellectu^ the laver of regeneration, and their nature

absurdity, or on its moral ba^ess as unworthy undeigoes a complete ]*enewal. The grace thus

of a g^ and wise Being, ought to hare any received may be accepted thankfully or resisted;

weight, since ofthese things we are incompetent but^ in the latter case, true penitence becomes

to ju^e.’ The question of the evidence to be the means for restoration to blessings already

adduced in flavour of amy Kydusaa of religion is received, not for the obtaining of blessii^ to

obviously a matter of histoiy: the capability which hitherto they had been stranwrs. H^ce
or incapacity of Tnan to conceive of an Jjifinite the baptised child is taught that all that can be

B^iig IS strictly a question of metiqihysios ; done for him has been dcMie ali^dy» that the

and on the latter, Mr. J. a Mill {Examnation old things have for him passed away, and that

of Sir m BamiUofCe Philow^hy, (ffi. vii.) has he is a new creature ; that, if bv his own fault

replied that the idea of an Absolute Being is the he goes away into the ^emys country and

ideaof relation wastes his substance in riotous living, he may
to anything e^t whmaA, in coder to oitabUsh return to the house his Father, ftoB} wiiich he
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has strayed, but that, ^hile he can return to his

urig[inal state of grace, he cannot TOssibly by
penitence pass into a condition different from

t hat which bad become his birtliright iu and
by baptism. Thus the sacrament of initiation

imparts life
;
and a sacrament only can sustain

the life thus imparted, and this sustenance is

uffiprded in and by the Holy Eucharist. Thus
the life of the Christian is wholly sacramental,

being based on the mediatorial and priestly

character of Christ, who is the only true priest

exercising a divine and changeless priesthood.

C’hrist alone has offered the only sacrifice which

fver possessed the least power and virtue in

Kscif
;
and by the offering of Himself once for

sill upon the cross, He paid back to the Eathcr

the ransom for all the sons of Adam, and
II toned for the whole weight of sin brought in

by Adam’s fall. And further, as He only is a

priest by His own inherent power, so by the

virtue of His own priesthood they w‘ho are

priests on cijrth exercise their office. They
plead before God in the priesthood which

Christ has Himself bestowed upon them, the

sacrifice of His body and blooa, so that the

things which they do, they do not of themselves,

but Christ performs them by their hands.

The mediatorial idea is thus made to pervade

the whole province of theology. IVIaii of himself

cannot approach God
;

he can come near to

tlie Father only through Him who is the Way,
the Truth, and the Life. But Ho has appointed

certain means, and insists on the performance

of certain conditions. He has founded an

organised society, in which alone the Christian

i‘aii have assurance that ho is receiving the

spiritual food which is necessary to liis soul’s

health
; He has chosen certain men to whom He

has del<>gated His own priestly i>owers, and

eharged them to admit others to their office, by
the laying on of hands, to the end of time.,

’rhese are the appointed stewards of His mys-
I cries and ministers of His sacraments, the

visible agents by whom Ho exercises His minlia-

torial functions. Thus in the world there is an
order of men wielding powers which have not

t^ome to them from any earthly source, and kept

up in an unbroken series which has received the

name ofthe apoMieal succemm . [Suockssion,

ApostolicalJ From this doctrine tlie neces-

sity of communion with the Catholic Church
flows as a necessai^ consequence. Except under
the ctmdition of invincible ignorance, it is not

!

tmoi^h to have a lively faith, or to do right acts;

the Clmstian must exercise this faith and per-

form these acts where alone he has assurance

that they will be effectual. Hence, for each

person it beoomes a truththat beyond tlie church

there can for him be no salvation. But as to tlie

nature of Cathohe communion, there are large

(liibrmtees of optition* According to the Oztli^

<loz (or Ofnek) and the i^lioan theologians,

itU thM aoeietieawhich maintain the apostolical

saeoflMnnr nud hold all that haa the be-

ghutiiig hiett declared to be * of faith/ and in

saemieifts sorerightly administered in

f&tm 1^ matter, are portly of the Catholic

Church, which is one in faith and practice, al-

though divided by unhappy scliisms which have
sundered East and West, and compelled the
Anglican Church to reject the Homan develope-
ments and assumptions. In opposition to this

theory, Homan Catholic churchmen insist that

under no circumstancescan there beany warrant
for schism, inasmuch as the grace given to the
vicars of Clirist is indefectible, that the church
founded on the see of Peter is the eternal

church against which the gates of hell shall

never prevail, and that, as the Homan Church
has iu itself un absolute guarantee of infal-

libility, all resistance to its decrees and re-

jection of its claims to universal allegiance is

without excuse.

With this system the Lutheran, Calvinistic,

Zuinglian, and other Protestant theories are
more or less antagonistic. The objections of

Ziiingliiis himself were apparently far deeper
than those urged by any other of the Keformers

;

but the latter as a body agreed in teaching that

the mediatorial oifice of Christ was not exercised

by a continual representation, on earthly altars

and by the hands of a visible priesthood, of His
own sacrifice on Calvary. As a body, they re-

jected the sacerdotal hypothesis; and although
they still held that the sacraments wore ne-

ce.s.<5ary or important means of grace, they

maintained that their efficacy lay not in the right

administration by a priesthood tracing its suc-

cession in unbroken line to the apostles, but
only in the personal condition of tlic recipient.

In tlu ir theory, all the children of Adam
remaiiud children of wrath and unfit objects

for Divine love until they had been rcgen(‘rated

by a conscious personal conversion from un-

righteousness to God. This regeneration wns
the direct gift of the Holy Spirit, which might
be obtained before or after baptism, or possibly

at the moment of baptism, but which in no case

was tied up with baptism, or was its necessary

consequence. The one indispensable condition

was a lively or saving faith, fiduddii am>re-

hensio Christi
; and with the existence of this

faith all other considerations became super-

fluous. This system necessarily interfered with

the Catholic idea of Church communion, of

Church discipline, of ritualism and ceremonicH

and its adherents, holding that the Catholic

churches had corrupted the simplicity of the

Gos^i of Christ, made themselves thejudges in

the last resort of the nature and contents of

that Gospel. They thus laid themselves o|^n
to the charges urged by their opponents, that

on their own authority they presumed to run
connter to the authority of that which alone

could claim to be the Church of Christ, amT
that thus their basis involved the principle of

scepticism and infidelity.

With these antagonistic theories has co-

existed, possibly in all ages, a condition of

thought which has been more especiallv cha-

racterised as rationalistic [Rationazjsic], and
whidi has raised a protest not only against
sacerdotalism, but a^nst the ayntom which
eapecially claims the sanction of the Bible.
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'L'his school, if it can be termed a school, rejects

in greater or less degree the ideas on which a
sacrificial or mediatorial religion is ultimately

based, and, asserting that God has in all ages

and countries been educating the whole human
race, declares that He desires for all men their

highest good, and that this, the desire of a Mind
which can feel no passion and know no change,

must in the end be accomplished. Hence the

final well-being of all mankind is insured by
tlie very necessity of the Divine nature; and
( hiis the distinction between a natural and a re-

vealed religion becomes meaningless ratherthan
superfluous. In points of detail, it asserts that

t h e doctrines taught whether byRoman Catholics

or by Protestants are inconsist^^nt with ascer-

lained facts or with the analogy of nature, and
that ill some instances, as by declaring that all

persons dying impenitent will be endlessly
t ormented, they are degrading and demoralising.
Such thinkers fall back, in short, on the exa-

mination of facts and the analysis of the ideas

involved in such terms as law, education,

punishment, justice and righteousness, and take
their stand on the ground from which, as we
have seen, Mr. Mill opposes the authoritative

method of Mr. Mansel. '

The preceding remarks may serve to give

some idea of the throe great lines of thought
which are exhibited in the history of Chris-

I iHiiity. Wc can only remark, further, that the

sidiject of natural reiligion, as contrasted with
a system promulgat('d on external authority,

forms the basis of Bishop Butler’s treatise on
Analogy. His aigument is chiefly negative,

und rests on the statements that probability is

live guide of life, that the evidence of religion

is fully sufficient for all the purposes of pro-

bation, and that it would not answer the Divine
purpose if it were as overbearing as is required,

and that thus 'a serious apprehension that

C.’hristianity may be true lays persons under
I he strictest obligations of a serious regard to

Jt throughout the whole of their life., a regard
not the same exactly, but in many respects

nearly the same with what a full conviction of

Its truth would lay them under.’ This rea-

soning has not passed unquestioned
;
and in

particular it has been urged that the natural

world does not exhibit the analogy on which
Bishop Butler lays so much stress, that no
tnio scientific method puta aside exceptions or

seeming irregularities as things which need not
be remrded, or which may be better put out
of si^t

; tliat true scientific method is never
content with probabilities, but aims incessantly

nt the Hscertmnment of actual facts ;
that the

l^rogress made by man in civilisation may be
measured by the degree in which he has attained

to the knowledge of facts; that the course of

nature suggests the idea of a Being who requires

not an unquestioning obedience, but the full

exercise of every mental faculty ; and that the
process of systematising without reference to

certain known or aduiowledged exceptions or
difficulties is not admissible in true scientific

|

method.

TIIEOrJO FUND
The opinions of theologians on the subject

of human life and the condition of men after

death are noticed in the arlielo Soui..' The
several tenets of dogmatic theology are treated

under their respective headings.

Theopascliitea (Gr. and irdo-xiu, /

suffer). In Ecclesiastical Histor}', a name
given by the orthodox to the followers of Pctei*

the Fuller, a usurping bishop of Antioch in

the fourth century. Being strongly attached
to the Monophysite opinions, he was charged
with holding that all the three Persons of the

Godhead were crucified. (Moslicim, fifth cent,

part ii. ch. li.)

Tlieophany (Gi*. 6eo<(>dvfia). A word in-

vented to signify the manifestations of God
to man by actual appearance. These have
formed a striking feature in most systems ol

religion. (See, on Pagan Thoophanies, the

fifth Dissertation of M. Foucher on the Hel
lenic Religion, Mhn. de tAcad. des Inset, vol

xxxvi. p. 292.)

Tbeophllantbraplsts (Gr. Bt6s, and
<f>i\dt/Bpu7ros, a lover of men). A title assumed
by a society formed at Paris during the first

French revolution. The object of its founders

WHS to establisli a new religion in the place of

Christianity, which had been formally abolished

in France by the Convention, and had lost its

power over the minds of large classes of the

people. The Directory granted these philo-

sophical sectarians the use of ten parish churclu'S

in Paris, where they hold meetings for religious

service ; but the attempt to found a new sect

was wholly unsuccessful. In 1802 they were
forbidden the use of the churches by the consuls,

and then ceased to exist.

Tbeophrastaceae (Theophrasta, one of the

genera). A small order proposed by Alphonse
De Candolle for Theophrasta and a few other

small genera, usually included in Myrsinace^e^

from which they differ chiefly in the presence

of .scales in the throat of the corolla, alternating

with its lobes. They are generally regardecl

as a tribe of Myrsinacece.

Tbeorbo (ttal. tiorba). A lute of laige

dimensions, sometimes called the archdute^ and
formerly used for striking the chords of the

thorough bass in accompaniments.
Theorem (Gr. literally a sightX

In Algebra, a theorem is fri?quently expresseil

by a formula, as in the Binomlll T^obem and
Taylor’s Thboreu. In Geometry, theorenin

are proposed for demonstration
;
they are thus

distinguished from •jpMcms^ in which a con-

struction is proposed and a solution required

In Mathematics, a theorem is an expresf^cd

relation or truth.

Theorto Fand (Gr. rh Bwptfcdf sc.

literally money for sights). At Athens, the

surplus of ordinary revenue, after defraying all

charges of the peace establishment, was devoted

to the fomation of a fund for furnishing to all

citizens not absent ffomAtticathe sum (2 oboli)

required as the price of seats at the gr^t
dramatic festivals. This gratuitous distribution

of money (a measure carried by Pericles} was
767
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mmU not from a mero purpose of insuring or

increasing the pleasures of the citizens, but

chiefly as a religious duty, the drama being in

£ict a solemn service oflbz^ in honour of the

gods. This,religious character extended to all

Helleiiio fe^ivals ; but the theoric fund, called

by Mr. Grote the church fund of Athens, is per-

haps the only instance of a charge kid upon the

state for all expenses incurred in the worship

of the gods. It was expressly provided that

this fund should not be diverted to war pur-

poses
;
and Bemosthenes struggled for twelre

years to apply these resources to the defence

of the state, and succeeded only on the eve of

the fatal battle of Clueronebu (Grote, History

of Gretoe, part ii. ch. Ixxxviii.)

Tbeory (Gr. Bwpla). In Art, this word
denotes tlie abstract principles of any art,

considered without reference to practice.

Thkoby. In Science, tliis term properly

expresses a connected arrangement of facts,

according to their bearing on some real or

Jiypothetical law. An hypothesis has been

distinguished from a theory as an assumption

which is conceived to afford a support to the

discovered law. Thus some have imagined

that the facts of gravitation are explain^ on
the supposition oC a subtle and all-pervading

ether. Here it is evident that the faetSt and
thereibre tlie theory or connected survey of

them, are unaffected by the supposition in

question.

Tlieoaopblntn (Gr. Oc^<ro^f, wise in the

things of God). A name which has been given,

though not with any very definite meaning, to

that class of mystical religious thinkers and
writers who aim at displaying, or believe them-

selves to possess, a knowledge of the Divinity

and His works by supernatural inspiration.

In this they differ from the mystics who have

been styled Tkeopathetic, whose object is pas-

sively to receive the supposed communication

of the Divinity and expatiate on the results.

[Mtsticisk.] The best-known names at this

day of the Theosophic order are those of Jacob

B5hme, Madame Guyon, Swedenborg, Saint-

Martin. Schelling and others, who regarded

the foundation of their metaphysical tenets as

resting on divine intuition, have been called

Theosophists, but with less exactness.

Vberapeofee (Gr. worshipers).

A Jewish sect of the first century after Christ,

who, with the Essenes, wer^ the ancestors of

the Ghristtan monks and hermits. (Milman,

Bi^ory of Chrietianity 162 ; Montalembert,

Lss Momee Occident.)

ThiM/pmsUon (Gr. BepesrevTue^t), The
science which treats of the application of re-

medies, and the curative treatment of disease.

(Gr. from Bhpt Ger. thier, Eng.

deo?, XaI. finra, Ger. eber, Eng. bear and boar,

aU originally a beast [TaBacusl). A
Bams glmi in ancient Eharmacy to certain

cc^plsac; veinedies supposed to be antidotes to

pobons; were nsually in the form of oon-

foctfonii. Boms of the more celebrated have

btnn ecni^rativelymodem phar-

macopoBim ; such as the Theriaea of Androma-
chus, IheriacOt Veneta Confeotio MithridoUst &c.
Thermse. [Bath.]
Tbermal Biirliiflpi* [Sprikos, Mxhbbai.;

Sronros, Thbbicax..]

Tlisniii4or« In the French Calendar, the
name of the eleventh month of the year in the
French Eopublic. It commenced on July 19,
and ended on August 17. The name is deriverl

from the Gr. B§pfi6sf warm, and was borrowed
from the groat heat which characterises that
period of the year. It was the month signalised

by the overtlirow of Kobespierre and the Keign
of Terror, thence commonly called the J evo-
lution of Thermidor

;
and those who boasted

of having participated in it called themselves
Thermidonans.
Thorn&o-elootrto Fils. An instrument

composed of a number of alternate bars, gene-
rally of bismuth and antimony, by which small
changes in temperature are rendered sensible
by the production of an electric current, the
presence of which is shown by means of a
galvanometer. The thermo-pile was first con-
structed in a compact and efficient form by

Nobili, in 1834 ; but Melloni first applied this

instrument to researches on radiation, for which

purpose it has been invariably used since his

time, as in its delicacy and accuracy it far ex-

ceeds all other thermosoopes. The figure re-

presents a thermo-electric pile as used for

mvesti^tions in radiant heat. One face of the

pile A is bared to show the disposition of the

bismuth and antimony bars, the ends only

being seen. Attached to the other face is a

conical reflector, C, which converges the radiant

heat on to that face of the pik, where it is

absorbed by a coating of lamp-black. The
wires coiled down the sides, but msulated from

the instrument, convey the ^ectrie current thus

generated to the binding screws in the base B,

whence the current is led by the wires tc tc to a

neighbouring galvanometer. The action of the

pile will be understood by a reference to the

article THawo-HUBcnaoirT.
Although the present use of the thermo-

electric pile is confined to thermometric pur-

poses, recent experimenta lead to the hope that
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it may at last become a powerful and profitable

Bource of electricity. Prof. Bunsen, combining
either copper p^tes or pyrolusite with copper,

has obtained a Wteiy, ten pairs of which give
all the efifects of a smsdl Paniell*8 cell.

A thermo^leotric btUtm has also been con-
structed by M, Marcus of Vienna, who employed
for the positiye metal an alloy composed of

—

parts

Copper 10

^inc 6
Kickel 6

and for the negatiro metal an alloy of

—

* parts

Antimony 12

Zinc 6

Bismuth 1

The bars of this battery were about six inches

long and half an inch broad; the opposite

junctions were heated by ms jets, and cooled

by a current of water, Vnth several pairs of

such a battery a spark can be seen on closing

the circuit, acidulated water decomposed, a
metal electro-plated, an electro-magnet excited,

and a piece of fine platinum wire can even be
fused.

.

Thermo-eleetriolty, When the junction

of two dissimilar metals is heated or cooled,

the free ends being joined by a wire, an electric

current is generated. This developement of

electricity by heat was discovered by Prof.

Seebeck in 1822, and has received the name of

thermo-dectricity\ in its theoretical and prac-

tical applications it is a fact of great importance.

The intensity of the thermo-electric current

depends on two things : the nature of the metals

employed, and the difference in temperature

which exists between the two^ends of the metal

bars. The metals have been found by experi-

ment to stand in the following thermo-electric

order:—

Bismuth Platinum

Nickel Silver

German silver Zinc

Brass Iron

Lead Antimony

Tin Tellurium

Copper Selenium

two of these metals be taken, the

distant their position in the list the stronger is

the current that will be generated. Hence the

electro-motive force of bismuth and s^enium

is the greatest ;
but as it is generally imprac-

Uoable to employ the last two metals on the

list, bismuth and antimony form the usual

thermo-electric couple.

The direction ox the current can he under-

stood by reference to the annexed figure. A
represents a bar of antimony, B a bar of

bismnth, the couple being soldeied at the point

C, and united by a wire w. On hating tbe

junction C a current is generated, which moves

in the direction of the arrow, i. e. from bismuth

to antimony through ^e junction, and from

antimony to bismuth along the connecting

wire. On the ciher hand, if C be chilled, the
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current is reversed, now passing from antimony
to bismuth across the junction. By uniting
several of these couples so as to have alternate
bars of bismuth and antimony
soldered at their ends, the strength
of the current can be greatly in-
creased. Thus multiplying the
number of pairs, and compactly
arranging them in a cubical shape,

’

Nobili constructed the first thermo-
electric pile^ on instrument which
has become invaluable in re-

'

searches on radiant heat. W'hen
one end of such a pile is heated, a
current is produced which moves
in the opposite direction when the
other end is warmed. The existence of a cur-
rent, therefore, depends, ns already stated,
upon the difference of temperature between
the two opposite faces of the pile, and within
certain limits the strength of the current is

exactly proportional to this difference. It is

on this account that the thermopile has become
so important a thermoscope.

Thermo-electric currents can also be produced
in a circuit formed of a single metal. If a
straight and homogeneous wire be heated, no
current is produced

;
but if the wire be coiled

or knotted, a current will at once fiow from the
heated part to that in which the homogeneity
has been destroyed. Two pieces of bismuth or

two of antimony will also generate a current,

if so placed together that ^eir crystals shall

occupy different relative positions. The origin

of the thermo-electric current is probably to be
found in the unequal propagation of heat in a
conducting circuit. The electricity is not created;

it results from the disappearance of an equiva-

lent amount of heat. This can be confirmed
by causing one face of a thermo-pile to be sur-

rounded with water, whilst the other face is

heated : the water becomes more rapidly warmed
when the circuit is broken than when closed.

A portion of the heat, which is conducted through

the metal bars to the water in the former case,

disappears in the latter, having been converted

into electricity. This is further shown by a
remarkable experiment of Peltieris, who found
that cold was produced at a bismuth and anti-

mony junction, when a current of electricity

was sent from bismuth to antimony, and heat

produced when the current was reversed.

Tbermometer (Qr. and yirpov,

meaaure). An instrument for measuring varia-

tions of temperature.

The principle upon which thermometers ore

constructed is the change of volume which

takes place in bodies when their temperature

undergoes an alterarion. Generally speaking,

all bodies expand when heated, and contra^

when cooled in such a manner that, under

tbe same circumstances of temperature, they

return to the same dimensions; so that the

change of volume becomes the exponent of the

temperature which produces it. But as it is

necessary not merely that expansion and eon-

trac^on take place, but that they be capable of
31)
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being conitenientty ob«enred and measured, its natural temperature, one of the bulbs is

only a sznall number of bodies are adapted for wanned, in order to expel the air from it, and
thermome^cal purposes. Solid bodies undergo the open end of the tube is plunged into die-

80 small a change of volume with moderate tilled and well*boiled mercury’. Dur- pig. i,

variations of temperature, that they are in gene- ing the cooling, the mercury nses into

ral only used for measuring very high tempera- the second biub B, whence it is made
tures,aB the heat of fhmaees, ofmelting metals, to pass into A by placing this under-

&c. Instruments for such purposes are distin- most, and expelling the air from it by
guished as pyrometers. [pTnoMETjsn.] The heat^ after which the mercury descends,

gases, on the other hand, are extremely suscep- from the effect of cooling. When the

tibleofthe impressions not only ofheat and cold, bulb A has been completely filled, and
but ^so of pressure; and as their changes of also a part of B, the tube is suspended
volume are great even with moderate accessions horizontally over a fire, so as to be^

of hea<^ they are adapted only for indicating equally heated throughout, and the on-

very minute variations, or for forming differen- closed mercury boiled, in order to expel

tkd thermometers. [Differentiax Thebho- eveiy remaining particle of air or bu-

METBR.] Liquids hold an intermediate place, midity. The open end is then touched with

and,‘by reason of their moderate but sensible soaliug wax, and the tube withdrawn from
expansion through the ranges of temperature the Ibe, and plactA in an upright position

within which observations have to be made for until it is cooled, when the bulb A and the

by far the greater number of purposes, are portion of the tube under B will be filled

commonly used for the construction of thermo- with mercury. A portion of mercury is then
meters

; spirits of wine and mercury being the expelled by neat, so that the column may stand

liquids most generally employed. at the proper height in the tube. The tube is

The properties which render meTCUiy prefer- then permanently closed by the blowpipe flame,

able to all other liquids (unless for particular at a point immediately below the bulb B, which

purposes) are tliese : 1. It supports, before it boils is thus removed.

and is reduced to vapour, more heat than any Qretduaiion of the Seale.—^In order that dif-

other fluid, excepting certain oils, and endures feront thermometers may be comparable with

a greater cold than would congeal most other each other, it is necessary that two points at

liquids, excepting certain spirituous liquors, least be taken on the tube or stem correspond-

2. It takes the temperature of the medium in ing to fixed and determinate temperatures,

which it is placed more quickly than any other the distance between which will dotemiinc

fluid, 3, The variations of its volume within the graduation. The two points which arc

limits which include the temperatures most now universally chosen for this purpose are

frequently required to be observed may be pre- those which correspond to the temperatures of

sumed to be regular, and proportional to the freezing and boiling water. For the former,

variations of temperature. The spirit thermo- the" bulb is surrounded by ice, and the stem
meter is used for observations of very low tern- marked at the point to which the mercury con-

peratures, or as a self-re^stcring instrument tracts
;
for the latter, the bulb is placed near

for meteorological observations. to the surfoce of boiling water, and the stem
Constrwtion of the Mercurial Thermometer, marked at the point to which the steam has

—^A glass bulb, having a slender hollow tube caused the mercuiy to rise. Several other

attached to it, is fillea with mercury, so that minute circumstances must be attended to in

expansion or contraction can take place only by the construction of delicate instruments,

the rise or foil of the liquid in the tube. The The interval between the two fixed points on
diameter of the tube may be of any convenient the stem may be divided into any number of

size ; but the smaller it is the larger will be degrees at pleasure, and the graduation couti-

the scale of the variations ; and capillaiy tubes nued above and below as far as may be thought
are usually employed. It is essential that the requisite : ibo numeration may also be begun
diametcur of the bore be of a uniform width at any point whatever on the scale

;
but there

throujghout ; a quality which' is tested by are three methods of division so generally

drawing up into the tube a short column of adopted as to require particular notice. The
mereuiy, and measuring its length at the dif- first is Fahrenheit's, which is used in this

ferent parts with a pair of compasses. Rot coiintiy, in Holland, and North America ;
the

more tmia a sixth part of the tubes which come second, Reaumur’s, which was formerly in

from the glass-house are found to be fit for the general use in France, and is still followed in

Spain, and some parts of Rennany
;
and the

Having selected a tube, the workman begins third, that of Celsius, or the centigrade scale,

by bloeriiig a hoUow ball A upon one extremity now nsed in f^ce, Germany, Sweden, and
of it, by meaUM of an air-bag of caoutchouc generally by scientific mm in all parts of the

(in brder to avoid the introduction of watery world. In Fahrenheit’s' scale the interval is

vapont blotring foom the mouth). The divided into IfiO parts or decrees, as they are

length which tlfo ^ermometer is to have is commonly term^ and the aero point is placed

then maxiced, and above this point the tube is at thirty-two similar distances below the foeez-

ojcffopded into il second bulb B, rather larger ing point of water. The latter tempexature
diac the font When the tube has acquired was the lowest obsezred in Iceland and was

77ff
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erroneoiul^ supposed to be the lowest obtain-

able. In Kdaumur’s scale the interval is divided

into eighty degrees, and in the centigrade into

100, a number recommended by its simple

decimal character. To conrert the degree of

temperature on one scale into the corresponding

one on either of the others is obviously only a
matter of calculation, the following formulfle

being as convenient as any :

—

C.^6 x9 + 32aF.
R.-J.4 x9 + 32«F.
r.-.32-s-9x6 *C.
F. -“32+9 y 4 »R.
C. +6 X 4 •R.
R. +4x6 -C.

For temperatures below the freezing point, the

calculations from or into Fahrenheit’s degrees

will of course be slightly modified. Thus, for

the former, the division and multiplication will

be made on the number obtiiined on previously
j

subiracting the degree from thirty-two, and for

the latter the number obtained on division and '

multiplication must bo finally subtracted from
thirty-two.

Register Thermometers.—In meteorological

observations, it is of great importance to ascer-

tain the limits of the range of the thermo-

meter in a given period of time, during a day or

night, for example, while the observer is absent.

Many contrivances have accordingly been pro-

posed for this purpose, but the two following

arc those most frequently used.

Phillips^ Maximum Thermometer.—This is

an ordinary mercurial thermometer with alx)ut

half an inch of the mercury separated from the

remainder in the stem by a minute particle of

air. The detached portion is called the iudex^

and remains in the part of the tube to which it

may have been propelled by the expansion of

the mass of the mercury, thus showing the

greatest degree of heat to which the instrument

may have been exposed in a given time. The
index is made to recede or fall—or set as the

operation is termed—by a dexterous jerk. Of
course this thermometer must be suspended

horizontally.

Casdla!8 Mercurial Minimum Thermometer .

—

In this instrument the mercu^ falls during

cooling, as usual, but does not rise again in the

indicating stem, its expansion being provided

for by a side outlet, as seen in the accompanying

figure at d. This thermometer is filled with

mercury as already described, but is graduated

when the fluid occupies every portion of the

Kg. 2.

lower part of the instrument exe^t the little

pyriform chamber a. When it is suspended

horizontally, and the little chamber emptied of

its mercury by tilting up that end of the

771
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instrument, contraction on cooling will take
place in the direction of least resistance, viz.

down the long stem c, for the mercury is re-
tained in the side tube d by a large amount
of adhesion at the diaphragm b

; an amount
larger than can occur between the mercury
and the glass in the long stem, because the
surface of tho diaphragm is always made larger
than the total surface of the capillary tube of
the stem. Expansion on heating the instru-
ment also takes place in the direction of least
resistance, viz. through an orifice, in thexfentre
of the diaphragm into the chamber a. The
mercurial column in the stem, remaining at
the lowest point to which it had contracted,
thus correctly indicates the minimum tempera-
ture.

An ingenious, and at the same time simple,
maximum thermometer has been devised by
Mr. T. Twining. This instru-

ment A R is a spirit thermo-
meter, having about one-third of
the way up the tube a small
bulbous enlargement c in which
at first is lodged a globule of

mercury to serve as an inclieator.

So long as the spirit rises it fiows

round the mercury, but as soon as

the spirit begins to descend the

globule descends with it, lengthen-

ing as it does so into the form of

a small cylinder d, the lower end
of which marks on the loM'er scale

the limit to which the spirit has
de8cendt3d from its highest point
Consequently, to ascertain at any
time the maximum of temperature

to which the instrument has been
subjected, it is necessary only to

add the degrees marked by the

index on tho lower scale to those

marked on tho upper scale by tho

extremity of tho column of spirit.

The thermometer is easily reset by
warming it with the hand or breath

until the globule of mercury rises

into the little bulb
;

it is then laid flat nntil

it attains the temperature of the air, when it

is suspended vertically for observation. The
advantages of this thermometer are its being
used in an upright position, and its simplicity,

which enables it to be made at a yerj low cost.

Tbermonatiite* A native hydrated car-

bonate of soda, found as an efflorescence, and
also in colourless and rectangular tabular crys-

tals, in the steppes of Russia between the

Ural and the Altai, the plains of Rebreezin in

Hungary, at the natron lakes of Lagunilla in

Columbia, and in the Macariuf desert in Lower
Egypt. According to Haidinger, a saturated

solution of carbonate of soda at a temperature

between 80® and 100®, forms, on slow cool-

ing, crystals of Thermonatrite, which difffer in

form from those of the common carbonate, and
contain less water of crystallisation.

Ttaenaoi^liylllte. A mineral resembUng

Chlorite, occurring in crystals and grains in a
3i)2

Fig. 8.
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base which is probably amorphous Thermo^
phyllite, at Hoponsuo in Finland.

Tltarmoaeopa (Or. and incawd»t /
oMKf). An instrument by which Changes of

temperature are indicated. The modification

of the air thermometer, called by Leslie a dif-

ferential themwneterf was claimed by Count
Rumford as oho of his own inventions, under

the name of thermoscope. [TiiaBMOKaTBU.]

Tbarmostat or Beat Oowernor. A
self-acting physical apparatus for regulating

temperature. A thermostat, the principle of

which depends on the unequal expansion of

metals by heat., was proposed by I)r. Ure for

regulating the safety valves of steam engines

with more certainty than the common expe-

dients. {Proceedings of the Royal Society for

1830 and 1831, p. 67.)

Tbermotiea (Gr. 9epp6st wamit from 6cpw,

akin to Lat. torreo,' and Gcr. dorren, Eng. dry).

As optics relate to’ the phenomena which result

from the action of light upon matter, so under
the term thermotics may be included those

efibets which are caused by the action of heat

upon matter.

By heat we understand that agent which,

when communicated to the matter of our body,

has the power to excite the sensation of warmth,
and when communicated to the matter around
us produces certain changes in the condition of

bodies, through the particles of which it moves
with more or less freedom. In this ability to

be propagated by tangible bodies, heat differs

from light, whicti, however, it closely resem-

bles in many other respects.

Two views of the nature of heat were held

by scientific men until recently. By some it

was considered that heat was a highly at-

tenuated and imponderable i}uid, to which the

name of caloric was given^ and which could

be added to or taken from substances. By
others the materiality of heat W'as deniea,

these philosophers asserting in the words of

Locke that what in our sensation is heat, is in

the object nothing but motion. The former

explanation is termed the material theory^ and
was the popular belief until ten or twenty

years ago; the latter is known by the name
of the dynamical or mechanical theiry^ and was
advocat^ by Bacon, Locke^ Rumford, Davy,

and other eminent men, and is held by the

philosophers of the present day. According

to this hypothesis, which in its broad features

has been established beyond doubt, the cause

of heat is a certain vibratory motion of the

ultimate particles of bodies. Accession of tem-

perature means an increased motion ; dimi-

nution of temperature, a lessened molecular

disturbance.

If heat be thus a motion of the particles, we
should be led to expect from what is termed

the eoTT^wn of force^ i.e. the convertibility

of one foree into another,, that heat could ho

genemted by ordinary me^aoical motion, and
that in turn work of this kind could be pro-

duced by heat, BoUi these fi^te hate Itmg

been known. SaTages know that dry pieces of
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wood rubbed together enable them to light their

fires; school-boys by rubbing a metal button

make it too hot to hold
;
mechanics find their

tools become extremely heated when in active

work; in all these cases the heat is not created

by friction, it results from the conversion of

the visible motion of the arm into an unseen
molecular motion of the substance rubbed.

Many familiar cases occur to everyone in which
heat is produced by the partial stoppage, as in

friction, or the complete stoppa^, as in per-

cussion, of the visible motion of a body. Thus,
sparks fiy from a knife on a grindstone, from
the rails when a break is on the wheels of a
train, from the collision of the shoes of a horse

on a stony road, from the striking of the old-

fashioned flint and steel. 'Warmth is produced
by rubbing the hands, lucifer-matches are ig-

nited by Friction, and rifle-bullets often show
signs of fusion, after their impact against the

target. The converse is no less familiar,

for the production of mechanical work by
means of heat is seen on a grand scale

in the steam engine
;
the heat of the burning

coals being here the agent which moves a train

or turns the wheels of a mill.

This mere qualitative relationship between
heat and work was not enough to satisfy the

minds of scientific men, especially the chemists,

of the last generation. After Davy had lique-

fied ice by friction in vacuo, and Rumford bad
boiled water by machinery, many remained
unconvinced by tliese experiments. But the

second stage in the progress of scientific truth

was at last reached, and the quantitative ratio

between the work expended and the heat pro-

duced, and vice versA, was firmly establibhod

by experiment. This second great advance in

our knowledge is mainly due to the experi-

mental researches assiduously conducted during

the years 1842-49 by Dr. Joule, who by various

mechanical devices succeeded in ascertaining

the exact amount of heat resulting from the

friction (in general of water) produced by a

determinate mechanical for'ie. Taking the mean
of a great number of experiments, he expressed

them thus: If a weight of 1 lb. be raised to a

height of 772 feet, or 772 lbs. lifted one foot,

as much heat will be generated by its descent

and collision with the ground, as would raise

one pound of water 1° Fahr. ; or this amount of

heat would be expended if used in the process

of lifting the weight to a corresponding height.

To avoid circumlocurion, a pouna raised one foot

is called a foot-pound^ and 772 foot-pounds is

the so-called mechanical equimlent of heat.

Many interesting conclusions have been

drawn from this equivalence. Shootibo Stars

are probably meteorites rendered incandescent

by the friction whufii they encounter on enter-

ing our atmosphere; this frictioii, increasing

as they approach ther earth towards which they

are drawn, finally dissipates them as vapour,

sparing ns from the serious consequences which

would otherwise result from collision. The
amount of heat which would be ^nerated by

the stoppage of the earth's orbitM motion has
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been calculated, and found to be equal to the

combustion of 14 globes of coal equal to the

earth in sise. The falling of the earth from its

present position into the sun would develope

heat equal to the combustion of 5,600 worlds
of coal, simply from the destruction of its ac-

quired motion. This heat would be sufiicient

for the solar emission for a period of 06 years

;

whilst if the planet Jupiter were to fall into

the sun, the heat generated would furnish a

supply of solar heat enough to last for 32,240

years. The heat and light of the sun hare there-

fore been reasonably attributed to the continual

falling into its mass of cold asteroids circulating

around it. Astonishing as these conceptions

appear, they are not untrue or exaggerated, for

they are based upon a great natural law, dis-

covered by the strictes texperimental enquiry.

A force is known only by its effects on matter,

which it thus renders cognisant to our senses.

On e of the most evident of the actions of the force

of heat on matter, is its power of dilating the

substances to which it is communicated. After

thus causing an expansion of the substance,

i. e. increasing its volume, the further appli-

cation of heat produces a cliange in the state
|

of the body, if a solid rendering it liquid, and
if liquid rendering it gaseous

;
a process ac-

companied, in general, by a considerable en-

largement of bulk. For equal increments of

heat, solids expand less than liquids, and liquids

less than gases.

The expansion of sdids is so small that it

requires the aid of multiplying apparatus to

render it sensible. Many of the instruments

constructed for this purpose can also be used

for measuring high temperatures, and hence

they bear the eeneral name of pyrometers^

which have alreaay been fully described. [Pv-
BovBTSR.] All solids do not expand equally

for equal additions of heat; the metals, as a rule,

expanding most. The coefficient of expansion

of a body is the amount of dilatation which

it undergoes when heated one degree. If, as

is usual, only the length of the substance be

measnr^, it is callra the linear coefficimt

;

the total or cubical expansion can be obtained

by multiplying this number by tliree. In the

following table are given the linear coefficients

of expansion for O. of several well-known

substances :

—

Expansion of Solids.

Gian . . . 0*0000086

Platinum . 0*0000088

Oaatiron . 0*0000118

Wrought Iron . , 0*0000122

Qold • • . 0*0000146

Copper . : 0*0000172

Brass . . , 0*0000188

nilvor . 0*0000191

Tin . . 0*0000217

Le^ * . 0*0000286

Zinc . • . 0 0000294

Br. Hatthiessen has of late detenuined the

expansion of metals and alloys by weighing
^

them in water kept at diffierent temperatures,
|

and has proved mt the coeffldents of expan-

sion of metals are not quite regular even be-

tween O*’ and 100^ C., and that the oo^ffieient
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of expansion of an alloy is equal to the mean
of the coofficimts of expansion of the volumes
of the metal composing it.

Owing to the nearly equal expansibility of
platinum and glass, chemists are able to fuse
platinum wires into glass tubes, and thus readily
construct an apparatus which bears changes of
temperature without fracture, a result which
could not be obtained if the coefficients of the
two substances wore different. The difference

in the expansion of certain metals has been
practically applied in the construction of
compensating pendulums. Of these there are
various kinds, but the object in each is to neu-
tralise the increase of length in the pendulum
rod, resulting from an augmented temperature,
by lifting to a corresponding extent the centre

of gravity of the pendulum. This is obtained
in the gridiron pendulum by the expansion of
alternate steel and brass burs, of different

lengths, which support the bob. In the mercury

I

pendulum, the bob, instead of being solid, con-

sists of a glass cylinder eontuiniiig mercury ; a
rise of temperature causes the pendulum to

lengthen, thus depressing the bob, but at the

same time the mercury expands
;
and as it can

only rise, it lifts the centre of gravity through
an (jquiil space, mercury being more expansible

than the steel of the pendulum rod. The com-
pensation balance in watches also depends on
the unequal expansion of different metals, which
are so juxtaposed that opposite effects shall be
produced by their dilatation. The force exerted

by a body in expanding or contracting is enor-

mous, and has been made use of in the arts

;

the tires of wheels are put on, and rivets are

used whilst red-hot, so thaton the cooling of both

the contraction which ensues closely binds the

arts together: the bulging walls of buildings

arc even been straightened by the contraction

of iron bars stretched from wall to wall and
tightly screwed up when red-hot.

The expansion of liquids can be determined
by enclosing them within a graduaU'd vessel,

and noting the increase in bulk for a given

rise in temperature. Such an instrument is

the ordinary mercurial or alcohol thermometer,

which registers differences in temperature by
the dilatation or contraction of the enclosed

liquid. [Thebmombteb.] It is evident, how-
ever, that this measurement is less than the

real dilatation, for whilst the liquid expands

the containing vessel also enlarges in bulk

;

hence the rise of the mercury in a thermometer

is due to the difference in expansion betwewi

the liquid and its glass envelope. The abso-

lute expansion of a liquid can be ibiind by

adding to this, which is termed the apparent

expansion^ the expansion of the material of

the vessel. Dulong and Petit, and more lately

Regnault, have adopted another means for

determining the absolute expansion of mer-

cury, which was found to be pmctically uni-

form between the freezing and boiling points

of water. This, however, is not the case with

many other liquids, the rate of expansion

generally increasing as the temperature rises.
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The most volatile bodies iirc, as u rule, the

most expansible
; the extremely volatile liquids

which result from the condensation of gases en-

liiige in bulk even more rapidly than when in

the gaseous state. Thus, liquid carbonic acid

has been found, with the same rise in tem-
perature, to expand four times as much as air.

In certain states the behaviour of water and
one or two substances is a remarkable excep-

tion to the ^neral law, that bodies expand when
heated, and contract when cooled. If water at

the ordinary temperature l>e cooled down, it

contracts like other liquids until it reaches a

temperature of 39® Fahr.; it then begins to

expand, till it reaches tho freezing point, just

before which it occupies as large a bulk as it

did at 48®. The smallest bulk which water

can be made to occupy is at 39®, and hence

this point is called the maximum density of

water. Between 32° and 39® water will

therefore contract when heated, and expand
when cooled. This anomaly in tho case of

water is a fact of tho greatest importance.

It is owing to this that the groat bulk of the

water of rivers and lakes is protecU^d from a

freezing temperature, which would bo fatal to

the animals contained in them. After the whole
body of the water has reiichcd a temperature

of 39®, further cold lightens tlie superficial

portions, which thus remain on the surface;

and after a time this fact is rendered evident

by a floating cover of ice.

The first reliable experiments on the expan-
sion of gases b^' heat were made by Gay-
Lussac, who amved at a law that all gases

and vapours expand alike for equal increments

of heat. In passing from tlie freezing to the

boiling point of water they increase in bulk
more than one-third, or augment of their

volume for every degree Falirenheit, More re-

cently the elaborate researches of Begnault
have proved that Gay-Lussac’s law is true only

for the permanent gases, the coefficient of ex-

pansion of which is 0’00366, or ^ of their

volume, for every degree Centigrade, the con-

densible gases having a slightly greater co-

efficient than this. Tho largo increment in

bulk which gases undeigo when heated has
been tuado use of in many ways. The air ther^

mometer [Dipfebemtixl Tuxrmometbb] de-

pends on this fact, and from the delicac^r of its

indications was constantly used in experiments

on radiant heat, until replaced by the thermo-
pile. Tho rise of fire balloons and of smoke
in .chimneys, winds and air currents, and the

ventilation of rooms, depend on the greater

bulk of heated air.

A point of ^eat importance is connected

with the expansion of gases by heat. When a
gas is heated and allowed to expand freely

under ordinary atmospheric pressure, its co-

efficient of expansion is nearly Uie same
as that found by keeping the volume of

the gas. constsnt, and noting the additional

pressure zi«e<^S8ary to overcome the increased

ekstimly of the gg», which isaugmented in pro-

portion to |he temperature. But the amount

of heat required to raise the temperature of
the gas a certain amount in tho former case,

when the pressure is kept constant, is more
than tlwt required in the latter, when tho
^ums is kept constant. The ejtact proportion
in the two cases is as 1 : 1'42L The expla-
nation of this difference is to be found in the
fact, that where the gas is free to expand under
constant pressure, it lifts a weight, and there-
fore does an amount of work miich is not ac-
complished when it is heated under constant
volume. Tho additional heat absorbed is used
solely to lift the weight

; and this precise
amount, if the pressure be unaltered, is again
evolved when the gas contracts to its original
volume. As, therefore, the excess of heat is

employed in nothii^ but mechanical labour, it

expresses the relationship between heat and
work

; and accordingly from this ratio it would
be possible to deduce theoretically the mechanical
value or equivalent of heat. Tho importance
of tliis fact was clearly seen by a German
philosopher named Mayor, who made a calcu-
lation of the mechanical equivalent shortly
before Dr. Joule arrived at his experimental
results. When error is avoided, the equivalent
found in the two cases is practically tho same.

If we regjird boat as a vibratory motion
of the particles of bodies, we arrive at a simple
explanation of the effects of heat in causing
expansion and change of state. The addition
of heat causes more rapid and wider mole-
cular vibration

;
for the particles of the coldest

substances are not deprived of the motion of
heat. This increased range of motion increases
the distance between tire particles, and expansion
of the whole substance ensues. But as the par-
ticles recede from each other, tho force of co-

hesion which holds them togetherbecomes less-

oned according to known laws
;
tho substance

thus passes ftom the solid condition, in which
cohesion is strongest, to the liquid state, in which
it is far less. By further heating, the cohesion
of tlie liquid can be entirely overcome, and tho
particles, now without any bond of union, fly

asunder in the vaporous or gaseous form. When
this occurs, ebullition or Wliug of the liquid
bemns: with water the boiling point is 212®
Falir. when the barometer stands at 30 inches.
Ebullition takes place when the heat has so
increased the elasticity of the particles of, the
liquid, that the tension of the vapour which is

farmed is equal to the atmospheric preasure

:

the OTeater the pressure, therefore, the higher
the boiling point, or vice versA Whan the
vessel is heated at the bottom, the weight of
the column of the liquid has to be adled to
the pressure of the air, so that the lower por-
tion of water heated in long tubes or in large
masses rises considerably above 212°, and the
boiling is irregular and explosive.

While a substance remains in one state of
aggregation, the heat imparted to it raises its

temwature, as is evident by the sense of
touch or by the rise of a thermometer. But in
passing from the solid to the liquid, or from
the liquid to the vaporous condition, the heat
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absorbed by the substance during this timo is

insensible to the touch or to the thcrmoinetcr.

If, for example, a blo(!k of ice be heated, n
thermometer fixed within it rises until it

reaches a temperatbro of 0® C. or 32® Fahr. ;

‘

it then ceases to rise until the whole of the
,

ice has been liquefied, after which it be^ns '

again to more and continues rising until it
‘

miKfks a temperature of 100® C. or 212® Fahr.
Steam is now produced, and if the water be in

an open vessel, the furtlier application of heat

causes no further change in the thermometer.
When the first experimentalists saw that a
large addition of heat to ice at 32®, or water
at 212®, caused no change in the thermometer,
they accounted for the heat that had dis-

appeared by saying it had somehow become
hidden or latent, and thus arose the term of

laJtmt heat. This unsatisfactory explanation

has been removed by the dynamical theory,

which assigns the heat that has become in-

sensible to the performance of work in shifting

the relative positions of the atoms. Heat in

the so-Ciilled latent state is, in fact, heat

consumed in mechanical motion, just as in a >

steam engine heat is consumed in causing a

'

crane to lift a weight. And as when the lifted

weight is allowed to fall, it generates in its full

the exact amount of heat actually spent in

raising it, so the precise amount of heat ab-

sorbed by a body in order to change its state

of aggregation is reproduced when it passes

back to its original condition.

The heat necessary to liquefy a solid is called

the latent heat of liquidity or latent heat of
fusion^ and the heat employed in changing a

liquid into vapour is called the latent heat of
vaporisation. In the case of water, the amount
of heat necessary to cause ice at 32® to become
water at 32® would raise the same weight of

water 143® Fahr. ;
whilst to convert water into

steam of the same temperature, 967° Fahr. are

required. The former number is called the

latent heat of water^ the latter the latent heat of

steam. But these numbers are not the same

for all bodies ;
each substance has its own

latent he.at. The different amounts of heat

required to liquefy and vaporise a few of the

more important bodies are here given. The
figures are taken from Miller’s Chemical Phy-

eics, and express the temperature that an equal

weight of water would be raised by the passage

of eaOh of the bodies enumerated, from the

liquid to the solid, or from the vaporous to the

liquid state.

Latent Heat UguefaetUm,

Water
Zlno .

Silver.
Tin

P.
148«

SI
88
36
23

Sulphur .

Lead . . .

Phosphorus
Mtfcnxy .

Water

latent Heat <(f Vaporisation,

P.

Acetic acid.
Ptber. . .

367®
876
188
188

P.
17®

10
9
6

P.

Bisulphide ofcarbon 166®

Oil of lemons . . 136

OU of torpentlne . 134
Iodine 48

When a solid is reduced to the liquid state by
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solution,heat is in like manner always absorbed,
unless a chemical combination of the solid aiwl

liquid occur. The solution of salt or sugar in
water thus chills th<! liquid. Faei^zinq Mix-
Tunus can even be formed by the extreme cold
which attends the liquefaction of many soluble
salts. On the other hand, heat is evolved during
solidification, so that in winter, when masses of
water freeze, the severity ofthe cold is mitigated.
The chilling caused by vaporisation explains
many familiar facts. By the evapomtion of
eau-do-cologno or ether, a forehead moistened
with the liquid is cooled; on the sumo prin-

ciple water can be frozen and ice made in large

quantities. It is also from the evaporation of
the water which has percolated to the outside

that porous earthenware vessels filled with
water cool objects placed within them.
Having seen that heat when imparted to a

body can be applii‘d in two ways, either in

raising its tc*nipcrature or in changing its state

of aggregation, and having ascertained that

diiferent solids and liquids require different

quantities of heat to alter their condition, the
question now arises, I)o all substances whilst in

one condition rise I'qually in temperature for

equal increments of heat ? They do not
;
and

this difference, which is a special and important
characteristic of all bodies, used to be termed
the capacity for heat, but is now generally

spoken of as the specific heat of a substance.

By this term is meant the quantity of heat
required to raise the temperature of any sub-
stance 1®, compared with that required to raise

an equal weight of water 1®.

As diiferent amounts of heat are expended in

raising the temperature of different bodies to

the same point, if various substances be taken at

the same temperature they will not all contain

the same quantity of heat; nor will thny, if

cooled down, yield equal amounts. Accordingly,

when two liquids at different temperatures are

mixed together, the resulting temperature will

not bo the mean of the two, if the liquids are

of different specific heats. A pound of ice-cold

water mixed with a pound of boiling water
gives two pounds at the mean temperature, via.

(32® + 212®)-5-2 * 122® (if ice at 32® be taken

instead of water, the latent heat of water must,

of course, be first subtracted from the hot

water)
;
but if equal weights of mercuiy at 32®

and water at 212® be mixed, the resultant

temperature will be about 206®
; i. e. the water

has lost only 6®, whilst the mereuzy has

gained 174®. The specific heat of mercuiyr is

therefore about 80 times less than the specific

heat of water.

Various means have been employed for de-

termining the specific heat of a body j these,

however, can bo reduced to three different

principles. The earliest and most liable to

experimental error is founded on the melting

of ice, and was used by Blac^ Lavoisier, and
Laplace. This method consists in heating a

given weight of the body up to some fixed tSm-

pemture, say 212®, then plunging it in dry ice,

and subsequently determining the amount of ice
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Ftg.l.

which it melts in cooling down to 3S|P. The
parattts by which this is usually accomplished is

known under the name of the ice omorinuter.

A section of this instrument is annexed ; the

drawing is mken from Oanot’s excellent treatise

on elementary physics. The body the specific

heat of which is to be determined, after having

been weighed and
heated for some time

in an oil or water

bath, is placed in the

central compartment
M. A lid is (quickly

placed over it and
covered with pound-
ed ice, which already

fills tho surrounding

vessel A ; over this

again another lid is

placwl and covered

with ice, which the

outer concentric ves-

sel B also contains

;

finally a double lid

covers tho whole.

The vessel M is thin

anda good conductor,

so that the ice in A is quickly melted by the

hot body M, The water thus produced flows

out by the stopcock B, and is cai-efully col-

lected and weighed. The ice in the outer

vessel B cuts off the influence of the surround-

ing atmosphere, the water from any liquefac-

tion tliat may occur escaping by the stopcock E.

The latent heat of water being known, the speci-

fic heat of the substance con readily be calcu-

lated from the quantity of water which has been
melted from the ice m A. Black used in his

experiments a simple block of ice, in which a

eayitj was made to contain the heated body,

and over which an ice cover was laid. After

a time both substance and cavity were wiped
dry with a cloth, the weight of which before

and after was determined. This forms a ready

and simple way of roughly estimating the

specific heat of various bodies.

The second method of determining the spe-

cific heat of a substance is to note, under similar

circumstances, the rate of cooling of different

bodies the weight and temprature of which
are equal. The last method is that of mixtures,

an example of which (mercury and water) has
already been given. In tho ease of a solid body
determined by this method, the substance is

tre^hed, raisM to a known temprature, and
then pilled in a known weight of water; from
the rise in temperature of the water the specific

heat of the solid is calculated. This method has

bean adopted by Re^nault in a series of exhaus-

tive and iuovtrmnJi experinumts on the specific

heats of iMflids, liquids, and gaees. In examin-

ing Ifouids it is necessary to enclose tliem in

a lime tewelf and gases are caused to pass

a spiral tube snnounded with water,

^ in temperature of which is ob-

served. The, foHowtng table gives some of

Itssmault’s r^ts on uis speeme heat of dif-
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ferent solids, liquids, and gases, compared with

an equal weight of water ^en as unity.

JS!pee{/le HeatafSoHde,

Lltbiom . . . 0*941 2iao .... . 0*096

Ice . . . . . 0*4t4 Copper * . . . 0*096

Sodium . • . . 0*293 Brass » . . . 0*094

Wood charcoal . 0*241 Silver . . .* . 0*067

Sulphur . . . 0*303 Tin .... . 0*056

Glott . .

Diamond .

. . 0*198 Gold .... . 0*032

. . 0*147 Flatinum . . . 0*032

Iron . , . . . 0*114 Lead. . . . . 0*081

Spee^/le Heat qfLiquids.

Water . . . . 1*000 Turpentine . . 0*426

Alcohol . . . . 0*637 Bisulphide of

Ether . . . . 0*628 carbon . • . 0*236

Benzol . . . . 0*436 Mercury . . . 0*033

Specific Heat of Oases.

Hydrogen

.

. . 3*409 Hitrogen . . . 0*244

Mar^h gns . . . 0*693 Air ... . . 0*237

Ammonia . . . 0*508 Oxygou . . . . 0*218

Ariucoa» vapour . 0*431 Carbonic acid

.

. 0-216

Olotiaut gftg . . 0-404 ^lorine . . . 0*121

Carbonic oxide . 0-240

Of all solids and liquids, water has the

highest specific heat
;
this, which is one among

the many singular and wonderful properties of

water, is an important fact, and one of tho

highest value, especially in the influence which
large masses of water must exert in mode-
rating extremes of climate. A substance in

the liquid state has a higher specific heat than
tho same body wbon solid, but it is lower in

the gaseous than in the liquid condition.

Temperature increases the specific,heat of a

substance; for example, the specific heat of

water at 32® is 1-OUO, whilst at 212° it is 1*013.

Bulong and Petit discovered a relationship

between the specific heat of an element ana
its weight, and established a law, which bears
their name, that the specific heat of an ele-

mentary body is inversely as its atomic weight

;

consequently the product of tho specific Sent

of an element into its atomic weight gives,

with but slight variations, a constant number
or a multiple of that number. This product

is known by the name of the atomic hmt of a
body, or the quantity of heat necessaiy to raise

the temperdture of the same number of atoms
one degree. As this is a nearly constant

quantity, *
all elemeiitaiy atoms, great or small,

light or heavy, when at the same temperature,

must possess the same amount of the energy

called heat, the lighter atoms making good^ by

velocity what they want in mass.* Itegnault,

m his researches, has confirmed Bulong and

Petifs law, and extended it to compound
bodies.

Thus far the effects of heat upon different

bodies have been examined: it now remains

only to state the manner in which heat is

propagated, a process constantly takii^ place

in or£r to restore ixc preserve tliat equilibrium

of temperature ^ken of under the article

Exmxtiox. T1^ propagation of heat is

curried on in three ways, If u solid body be

heated at one end, the motion of heat thus

imparted is communicated from one mdeeule
of the body to that next adjacent, and this to

the next, and so on, until the heati passing firom
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particle to particle, has slowly reached the

utmost limits of the solid, the intensity rapidly

diminishing as the distance from the heated
point increases. This process of transmission

18 termed c<mdwtion^ Amongst liquids and
gases, the transfer of heat is accomplished not

% a molecular movemeiit of this kind, but by
the motion of sensible masses from place to

place. When a liquid or gaseous column is

heated at the bottom, tbe part warmed expands,

and becomes l^hter than the mass above ;
it

consequently rises, and is replaced by colder

and denser portions : ascending hot currents and
descending cold currents are thus produced,

and by a circulation of this kind the whole
mass 18 heated. Distribution of heat by this

means is called convection. Finally, the heat
of a warm body is propagated, not only by
conduction to contiguous particles, or by con-

vection through limited masses, but is carried

to an unlimited distance by radiation. It is

here that heat so closely resembles light, being
propagated in the same manner and obeying
the same laws. [Raj)ia.mt Heat.]

Returning to the conduction of heat, we
find that all bodies do not possess this

power dually. Some, like the metals, which
also differ among themselves, can transmit

the molecular motion of heat with considerable

ease; these are therefore termed good con-

ductors. Others, like glass, wood, and all or-

ganic substances, impede this motion, and are
called bad conductors. Liquids, and more
especially gases, communicate this motion
among their particles so slowly that they may
practically be regarded as non-conductors.
Ingenhausz, Despretz, Wiedemann and Franz,
and Calvert and Johnson, have determined
the conductivity of various substances. The
means employed by Despretz is represented

essentially in 2. In a bar of the sub-
stance to be triw, holes are drilled at equal

intervals ; in these cavities mercury is poured,
and a delicate thermometer is placed in each
of them. The bar is heated at one end, the

thermometers slowly rise one after the other,

until, after a sufficient time has elapsed, they
cease to move, indicating a fixed temperature,

^

which is less the farther they are removed

Fig. 2.

from the source of heat. The worse the con-
ductor, the greater the difference betweefi any
two successive thermometers. A more recent
^d complete inyestigation has been made by
Wiedemann and Fmns, who employed the
same method, substituti^, however, thermo-
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electric couples for the thermometers. From
the results of these experimenters the following
table is derived; the best conductor, silver,

being represented by 100, copper will be 74.

Condudiv^ of Solids.

Silver 100 Iron 12
Copper. .... 74 Lead 9
Cold 53 Platinum .... 8
Brass ..... 24 German silver . . 6
Tin 15 Bismuth .... 2

It has been found that the order of con-

ductivity in this table is also the order in

which the same bodies conduct electricity : a
remarkable and interesting relationship is thus
established between these two forces. Bodies
which are not homogeneous do not conduct heat
equally in every direction

; this was discovered

and shown to be the case witli crystals by
De Senarmont, and with wood by De la Rive
and De Candolle, a fact confirmed and ex-

tended by Tyndall.

It is owing to the different conducting
power of bodies, that various substances at

the same temperature feel unequally hot or

cold. The use of kettle-holders and wooden
handles is to protect the hand from the heated
metal by the interposition of a bad conductor.

Fur the same reason our clothes keep us warm
by preventing the loss of bodily heat

;
the

worse the conductor, therefore, the warmer the

garment. Engineers also use this principle

when they surround the boilers of steam
engines with a jacket of some bad conduct-

ing substance. The cracking of glasses and
jugs by suddenly pouring hot water within

them, whilst metal vessels are not thus broken,

is another result flowing from differences in

conductivity.

Considerable light has been thrown upon
the molecular changes which a body under-

goes when being heated, by the investigations

of Draper in America. This philowpher
watched through a prism the changes in the

radiation emittkl from a body gradually raised

from an obscure to a white heat. When any
cool body, a poker, for example, is heated in

the fire, the rays first emitt^ by it are en-

tirely invisible or obscure. Beginning with

Fig. 8.

the emission of rays of low refrangibility, re-

presented by the curve at the right-hand end of

the diagram ^A, fig. 3), the radiation from the

poker, as it is moro highly heated, squally
increases in intensity, until at last (B) it

comes incandescent ;
retaining all the rays pre-

viously emitted, it now sends forth in addition

waves of red light, to which presently are

added orange, then yellow, then green, then

blue, indigo, and violet, and when all the

colours of the spectrum are present, it glows
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with a white heat, giving the spectrum of by the Cretan king. Volimtarily offering him-
thermal intensity, A B D. It is probable that self to join the doomed band, Theseus went to
after this point has been reached, if the sub- Crete, where Abiadne gave lum a sword whore-
stance be sufdcientljr refractory to allow of stiU with to slay the Hinotaub, and a due by
increased heating, it will give out with in- which he might extricate himself from the
creasing intensity the rays beyond the violet, labyrinth. On his homeward voyage Ariadne
until this glowing body can rapidly act in form- accompanied him, hut being deserted by him
ing chemical combinations, processes which re- in Naxos, she became afterwards the bride of
qture rays of the highest refrangibili^, the so- Dionysus. As Uio diip of Theseus drew near
called actinic or ultra-violet rays. These are to the Peiraeeus, he forgot to hoist the white
the changes which occur in heated solids or sail which he ]^d promised to raise as the
liquids ; but with gases the case Ab different, signal of safety, ana thus, like Perseus and
for no gas or vapour, however much heated, (Edipus, Theseus becomes the cause of his

has yet been found to emit luminous rays. father's death. Among the later exploits of
Por further information, and a lucid appli- Theseus was his war with the Amazons, who

cation of the dynamical theoiy to the various are said to have invaded Attica, and to have
phenomena of heat, the reader may consult been defeated by him in Athens itself. He is

Tyndall’s excellent treatise on Heat as a Mode of also one of the heroes in the Argonautic voyage
Motion^ and Stewart's concise manual on Heat. [MystkriesJ, in the Calydonian hunt, and m
Tbeaewi (Gr. 0n«re^s). The rationalistic the war against Thebes. Aided by Peirithous

process by which Herodotus (i. 1-6) extracted and the Lapithm, he fought against the Cen-
a prosaic and jperfectly plausible narrative out taubs, and with the help of the former he car-

of the impossible myths of lo, Medbia, and ried away Helen from Sparta. In return for

Helen, enabled Thucydides (ii. 15) to frame this kindness, he took part in the attempt of

for the age of the mythical Theseus a political Peirithous to steal Prbsephonb from Hades,
history which may certainly be true, but for and when Peirithous had fallen, he himself
which wo have not the faintest evidence, underwent a captivity from which he was at

According to the great Athenian historian, length delivered by Heracles. But his life,

Theseus was the far-sighted statesman who, like that of Perseus and OEdipus, closes in

seeing the evils of isolation, deprived the Attic gloom. Enemies plot against him, and he
domi of their absolute autonomy, and bound withdraws to Skyros, where he is treacherously

them together in a confederacy in which Athens slam.

became the seat of a single commonwealth. According to some traditions, Theseus not

Over this state he ruled not as a despot, but ouly carried away Helen, but b^ame by her

as a constitutional sovereign, strictly confining the father of Ipmgeneia, whom Clytsemnestra

himself to his definite functions. brought up only as her foster child, and who.

This plausible fiction has been extracted according to the .Eschylean version, was sa-

from the stories of the older mythegraphers, crificed % Agamemnon at Aulis to avert the

who spoke not of a sagacious political leader wrath of Artemis. In other tales, a meaner
consulting tlie best interests of his people, but victim is substituted in her place, and Iphi-

of a son of Poseidon (or .SSgous, king of geneia becomes a priestess ofA^mis in Tauris,

Athens) and of .Ethra {the pure air), who grew famed for its hnman sacrifices
; in others, again,

up iu the house of Pittheus, king of Troezen, Iphigeneia is identified with Artemis herself,

under the care of his mother, who told him Athenian legends represented her as carrying the

that a great work lay before him so soon as he statue of Artemis to Brauron near Mara^on,
could lift the stone beneath which lay his where she is said to have died. As a daughter of

father's swmrd and sandals. Thus, in due time Theseus, she was connected with the heroic

gaining possession of the invincible weapon, as families of Atti^ where human sacrifleos wero

und, in the tale of Sioubdb, obtained offered to her, if we may draw this inference

the good sword Gram, Theseus started on from the custom, in historical days, of shedding

that career of conquest the incidents of which some human blood in the worship instituted in

present the closest parallel to those of Perseus, honour of Orestes.

Bellerophon, Meleagsos^ OSdipus, and, most Thus, like PhcBbu8,ApoUo, and Perseus, like

of all, of Heracles^ of whom he is in every Heracles, Achillens, Odyssens, and Bellerophon,

respect the ccmiitsrpa^ like him, he is a Theseus carries an invincible weapon, which

destroyer of noxious beasts, the avenger none else has tlie strength to wield ; like them

of the <mressed, and the terror of evil- and other solar heroes, he is a slayer of mon-

doers. smitten I^mocbustes and a sters, which answer to Python and Fafuir, to

horde of lawless marauders,he reaches Athens, Belleros and the Sphinx, to the C^imtera and

where, according to one version, Kedeia recog- the Libyan dragon. like Apollo and Heracles

nised and soi^t to poison him. With the he undergoes ca^ivity ; andap;ain, like OEdipus

sword as the token of his birth, he appeared and Perseus, he oecomes unwittingly the slayer

beibsre iBIgens, who a^nowledged him as Ids of his father.

heir.,, In the chase of Marathonian bull Thus the great dynastic legend of Athens

whl^ lollowed not long after, Androgeos, son exhibits the closest parallelism to. the dy-

of Mmos, met'hia dei^, and the levy of the nastic legends of Thebes and Argos. They

tsihute ehlldye" was imposed on the Athenians are all, m short, versions of the same story,
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THESIS THINNING
difFeriDg only in names and in points of
petty &tail. Of this close agreement, the
Athenians, Thebans, and Argives wore doubt-
less profoundly unconscious ; and their uncon-
sciousness is the strongest evidence that these
myths sprang up spontaneously on the soil of
each country &om phrases which denoted ori-

ginally sights and sounds in the outward world.

The story of Theseus is the story not only of
other Hellenic heroes, but of Bastem, Feridoun,
and Sigurdr.

Thesto (Ghr. 0i<rts, a poisition). In a general

sense, this word is applied to denote any propo-

sition, affirmative or negative,which is laid down
or advanced to be supported by argument

; but
it is more particularly applied to those questions

which are propounded in most of the Scotch

and the continental universities to the students

I)roviou8ly to their obtaining a degree.

Thksis. In Music, the depression of the

hand in marking or beating time.

Tliesmopliorla (Gr. BtertioipSpia). A festival

in honour of Bemetor, sumamed the lawgiver

(0%frpjoip6pos). It was celebrated by many cities

of Greece, but with most ceremony by the

Athenians, [Tmptolkmus.]
TbesmotlieteB, [Abchon.]
Tl&espeala (Gr. dfcnr^<rios, marveHoua), A

small genus of Malvacea^ consisting of entire-

leaved ti-opical trees. T. populneat the best-

known species, is very common on the

scii-bhort's of most eastern tropical countries,

and also in Western Africa, the West Indies,

South America, and the Pacific Islands. Itgrows
to a height of forty or fifty feet ; and from its

dense head of foliage, it is in some countries

culled the UmbreUa-tree, Several parts of

the tree are applied to useful purposes. The
inner bark of the young branches yields a tough

fibre, fit for cordage, and used at Demerara
for making coffee-bags, and the finer pieces

e)t it for cigar ein’eloix's. The wood is consi-

dered almost indestructible under water, and
is therefore ustfd for boat-building; its hard-

ness and durability render it valuable for

cabinet-making and building purposes, while

in Ceylon it is employed for gun-siocks. The

fiower-buds and unripe fruits yield a viscid

yellow juice, useful as a dye, and a thick deep

rod-colourcd oil is expressed from the seeds.

Tbeaplaa Art. The art of tnigody or

tragic acting is sometimes so termed, from

Thespis, an Athenian, who lived in the first

half of the sixth century before Christ, and in-

troduced the firat rudiments of a tragic stage.

[Brxma.]
Theta. The unlucky letter of the Greek

alphabet, from its being the first letter of

death. Hence the verse—

0 multnm ante alios infelix Iltora Theta.

Thetes (Gr. diircf). In ancient Attica,

originally freemen who worked for hire. Under

the constitution of Solon they formed the lowest

class of free citizens, who contributed nothing

to the support of the state. Tliey served gene-

rally as light*armed soldiers, but sometimes
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^0 as regular infantry upon an emergency.
(Boeckh, Public Economy of Athene, ii. 268

;

Grote, History of Greece^ part ii. ch. xi.)
ThetU. In Greek Mythology, one of the

Nereids, and wife of Peleus, king of Thessaly,
by whom she became the mother of Achilles.
[Hokbbic Poems; Iliad; Mtbmidons; Odys-
sey.] It was at the marriage feast of Peleus
and Thetis that E&w threw on the table the
golden apple, for which Hera, Aphrodite, and
Ath6n6 [Minerva] appeared as claimants before
Paris.

Thick Strikes. In Shipbuilding, strakes
of planking thicker than those used elsewhere.
They are bolted on over the points of junction
of the several pieces which compose the ribs or
timbers.

Thicket (from thick). In Forestry, trees
OP shrubs crowded together in such a manner
as to form a mass not easily penetrated by men
or cattle.

Thlckstnff. In Shipbuilding, this word
denotes all plank above four inches in tliick-

uess.

Thleraohttc. A native oxalate of lime,
forming a thin incrustation on the marble of
the Parthenon at Athens.
Thieves' Vinegar. This useless prepara-

tion, which is also called Marseilles vinegar^

and Vinaigre des quatre voleurs, is made by
digesting rosemary tops, sage leaves, lavender
flowers, and cloves, in vinegar: it was once
regarded as an effective antidote against the
plague and other contagious disoaBes.

Thin Out. Geolomsts say that strata thin

out when they gradually dimmish in thickness
and disappear.

Thing or Ting. In the ancient Swedish
(Suio-Gothic) and cognate languages, a judicial

or legislative assembly. [Ecclesia
;
Farlia-

MENT.l The origin of the word is obscure.

The thingvalla in Iceland was a spot in the

southern part of the island where the althing^

or gcuerul parliament, was accustomed in t(ie

middle ages to meet. (Ibre, Glossarium Suio-

Gothicum.)

Thinning (from thin, Lat. tenuis). In
Arboriculture, reducing the number of plants or
trees which have been sown or planted, in order
that those which are left may attain a more
mature growth. Natural woods are also thinned

for the same purpose. The operation ought to

be commenced as soon as the extreme leaves or

branches are nearly touching one another, and
continue till the plants have attained their full

growth, or the required dimensions or age. On
no account should the branches of any one tree

in a plantation be allowed to touch the branches

of any other tree ; because in that case the

foliage is deprived of its due proportion of sun,

air, and rain, and the tree is arawn up in height

at the expense of its thickness and vigour to

resist storms ;
while the timber or fruit pro-

duced will be ffiminished both in quantity and
quality. There is no department of planting

less understood than the subject of sheltering

young plantations ;
and it may with truth be
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Attid that in by far the gimter number of cases

nothing i« ultimately gained by drawing up
trees in masses, and afterwards thinning them
out The trees left betsa anprepared both by
their bark and roots fortlhe new atSBospherical

circumstanoes in which tbejr are placed, receiTe

a greater check than if th^had been originallv

planted so thin as at nejperiod d their growth
to touch one another. saaae ntles apply to

agricultural and hoxticnltiiiral «crops.

ThlosaiiHta. A white or greyish variety

of Anorthite found at theTlmin of Thiorsa in

Iceland.

Tblrd (Lat. tertins, Oen distte). An interyal

in the musical scale, which may be either major
or minor, the former ernktidiiing ifemr, the latter

three semitones.

Tblrd Ovter. In Eedemast^csl History,

most of the chief itehgtmas orders have or

had bodies of secular associates, not bound by
vows, but conforming to a certain extent to the

general designs of the order
;
a custom which,

in the opinion of some, oiiginatcd about a.i».

1476, when Sixtus IV. gave pesmiiission to the

Carmelites to attadi amch pereoins to thinr

body. In oousse of tame the tLird oeder con-

tained a mixture of secnlsr and reiagaous per-

sons. [Obuebs, BtzjiGior^
Tlilnt (Ger. durst). Tbe sensstlou of a

desire to dnuk, consisting in a sense of dtyness

and heat of the mouth, sometimes exteuding

along the ossoplugus to the stomach, lu cases

ofintense thirst, unrelieved by swallowing fluid,

the posterior fauces become red, and the usual

mucous secretion, as well as.lhc saliva, becomes
thick and viscid. A vague inquietude, troubkd
mind, and quick pulse ensue, and respiration

becomes laborious. Some people soon suffer

from thirst, and are in the habit of drinking to

an excessive extent, while others hardly ever

experience the sensation. Thirst is a common
symptom of febrile and other diseases, such as

diabetes both in the mellitic and in the insipid

form. Excessive exercise or perspinition are

common causes of thirst, in which case the

sensation seems merely to announce the de-

,

ftciency of water in the system. Habitual
j

thirst is often acquired by indulgence in

drinking, especially among labourers and others

who take large quantities of beer, and who
at length can scarcely exist without unneces-

sary and hurtful ouantitiiis of that or similar

beverages. The thirst induced by exercise in

warm weather is in ordinary cases most effec-

tually relieved by milk and water, or tea.
j

Tiitvtjr Tears*War, In History, properly

a series of wars carried on between the Pro-

testant and Boman Catholicleagues in Germany,
in the first half of the seventeenth century.

The house of AustHa was throughout at the

bead of the latter party. The Protestant

princes 6f Germany were assisted by various

iareto powers
;
in the earlier part of the war

% J^mmark and Sweden, and afterwards by

Imnce. It is considered to have commenced
with t^e msnrrec^on of tbc Bohemians in 1618,

and it ended with the |eace of Westphalia in

THOMyEANS
> 1648. The history (incomplete) of this war,
by Schiller, is rather a spirited historical essay

I

than an accurate narrative.

I
Tlitrt7«twwa, In Printing, a sheet of

' paper which when printed folds up into thirty-

! two leaves or sixty-four pages. The book is

called a 32"*.

Tliiatle. A general name for various plants,

mostly belonging to the Composite family,

I

though not confined to it. It is the popular
name for the plants referred to the genus

,

OarduuSi one species of which, C. lanceolatuB^ is

I

the plant whi(m is most generally regarded as

the Scottish national emblem, thou^ a distinct

plant, the Onopordon Acanthtm^ is sometimes

! so considered. The Holy or Milk Thistle is

B'dythum maritmum; the Blessed Thistle is

Cnicus benidictua ; the Sow Thistle is the

name of the genua Bonchiis. A totally difihrent

genus of plants, of the Cactus family, via.

Ccreusy is called Torch Thistle, and another

f member of the same family, Mdocactm^ is tlie

Melon Thistle. Thistles are principally to bo
regarded as weeds.

mstle of BalBt JkBfirow. A Scottish

ordcT of 'knigblhood, said to be of great anti-

quity, but revived by James V. in 1^40 ; again

by James IL of England, VII. of Scotland, in

1687 ; and a third time in 1703, by Queen
Anne, who increased the number of knights to

twelve, and placed the order on a permanent
footing. The thistle, as is well known, is the

national emblem of Scotland ; tlie appropriate

naUoual motto, which is also the motto of
the order, bring, ‘ Nemo me impune lacessct*

(No ont shall prowke '/iif with impunity),

Thltsea, Melanon-ha;a usUatissima, the
Varnish-tree of Bunnah.
Thmel. An Egyptian goddeas, frequently

representetl in Egyptian sculpturr^s in the

hands of the kings. The Hebrew Thummiii
(the Urim and Thummim, Exod. xxxix. 8, 10)
is the plural or dual of the same word.
(Wilkinson’s Manners and Customs of ike

Anaent Eyyptians^ vol. v. p. 58.)

Tboles (A.-Sax. thol). The pins forming
the rowlocks in llie gunwale or a boat. If

there be two to (Mch rowlock, the oar is worked
between them; if but one, the oar is fastened to

it by a strap, or the thole passes through a hole

in the oar.

lliolus (Gr. 8<iA.os). In Architecture, a

building of a circular form. The word is used
by Vitruvius to signify the roof of a circular

building. It was also emplo3^cd to denote
the lacoriL'um of a bath, which was circular in

form.

Tbomseans or Tliomlt6s> In Eccle-
siastical History, a name given in Europe to

the ancient duirch of Christians established

on the Malabar coast of India* and said to

have been originally founded by St. Thomas.
The language used by thorn in their sacred

rites, when tliey were first discovered by,

Europeans, was the Chaldee or Syriac. The'

Portuguese have effected a partial conversion

I of them to the Homan Catholic Church.
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Thomiiite. A prismiitic form of carbonate

'

of iron from the Sicbengobirgo, named after

Professor Thoma.
|

TliomtstSi The followers of Thomus
Aquinas, tbe Angelic Doctor, one of the most
distinguished of the schoolmen of the thir>

teenth century. They differed from the rival

sects of Scotists chiefly in the milder form
under which they adopted the doctrines of

realism. The Scotists regarded the universal

as objectively and independently real
;

the

Thomists sought rather to ground the objective

in a spiritual or rational principle, in some
degree approximating to the Platonic doctrine

of ideas. The Thomists oontiuued as a sect

to the commencement of the seventrenth eon-

tury, and numbered several eminent men in

their ranks, among whom may bo mentioned
Algidius of Colonna and Francis Suarez.

Thomson's Oalwanometer. An instru-

ment for ascertaining the existence and direction

of very feeble electrical currents. Like the

ordinary galvanometfT, it consists of a mnenetic
|

needle surrounded by a coil of wire : differing
'

from it in the motion of the needle being

;

recorded, not by its own movement over a

scale, but by the motion communicated to a

beam of light, wliicli is iTflected from a mirror

attached to the needle. Great delicacy in ils

indications can thus be attained. Instruments

of this kind are m general termed rcjicciinfj

galvanometer but the one invented by Sir

William Thomson has some special peculiarities

which will be briefly described.

The instrument is represented at G M h in

the accompanying drawing, for which we are

indebttHl to Mr. Becker, of the finn of Messrs.

Elliot Brothers, the makers of those instruments.

Fiff. 1.

•Several hundred coils offlne copper wire, made
into a bobbin h, surround the circular aperture

seen in the centre of the instrument. Within
this aperture is suspended a tiny magnet,

to which is attached an extremely light cir-

cular mirror m (fig. 2), about the size of a

threepenny-piece. The light from a paraffin

lamp, after passing through a slit in the lower

part of the instrument seen at the right of fig. 1,

falls upon the mirror, and is thence reflected

to the graduated scale S, upon which it throws

a line of light. The direction of the beam is

indicated by the dotted lines. The image on
the scale is made distinct by having the mirror
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ground slightly concave : this is shown in the
section of the mirror and magnet, w, at the
right of fig. 2. Now, the slightest motion of
the magnet within the coil will cause twice the
angular motion of the reflected ray ; and as the
scale can bo placed at any distance from the
mirror, the length of the luminous index can
be proportionately increased, and thus an in-

appreciable deviation of the mirror can be in-
definitely augmented. The sensitiveness of
the galvanometer is still further increased by
the use of the curved magnetM (fig. 1), which,

Fig. 2.

like the second noodle in an astatic arrange-
nii'nt, IS employed to neutralise the directive

action of the earth upon the needle within
the coil. Th(‘ position of the poles, and the

I

distance of this large magnet with respect to

^

the, needle, can be adjusted when necessary.

I

This form of the reflecting galvanometer is of
gn*at value as an instrument for scientific ro-

' search, and is exclusively employed for sig-

nalling through the Atlantic tologrupli linos.

[TBr.l?OKArH, SUIIMAUINE
]

Tbomsonlte. A hydrated silicate of alu-

mina, lime, and soda, found in the basalt
of Aberdconsliire, at the Kilpatrick hills, ot

the Giant’s Ciuiscway in Ireland, &c., gene-
rally in radiating masses of small prismatic
crystals. Named after Prof. Thomson, of
•Glasgow, the discoverer.

Tlioorgum. [Tycoon.]

Tbor. Ill Teutonic M>tliology, a son of
Odin, the supreme god, and Freya his wife.

He is a brother of Baldr, the glorious but
short-lived hero, who in his life and death
represents Achili.ist-s, Rustem, and other
solar heroes. Like Heracles, Thor journeys
over sea and land, irresistible in his strength.

He wears a strength bolt, while his hands are
sheathed in iron gloves, and his hammer splits

' the skulls of the giants and their kindred,

Thor and the other children of Odin form the

company of the ASsir, who arc to reign until

the twilight of the gods has come. This idea

is seen in the JEschylean version of the
legend of Prometheus, which asserts that the
reign of Zeus and bis partisans is one day to

come to an end,

Thor, as the wielder of the hammer, or the
smasher, is called, in northern mythology,
Thor Miolnir, from the root mar, to crush,

ffrind, or pound. [Lakguaoe.] This name
reappears in that of the Greek giants, Mo-
liones, ' the sons of Holion4 (the mMl),. and
Aktor (the com^man),* and again in that of
the .Moadse, Otos and Ephialtes, this name
standing to Moliones in the relation of /Mfirxo?

to baxost a branch or and of



THORA
corlit to fjLdK€vfto¥^ a form mentioned by Holla-

diua. To thia eamo root belong ^parently
Mars, Ares, and the Sanscrit Maruts, or
the storms, (Max Muller, Lectures on Lan~
gwxge^ 2nd series, vii,)

Vliara* [Siqurdr.I

Ttioraelo Buot. The great trunk which
conVtiys the contents of the lacteals and absor-

bents into the blood. In the human body it

is about the diameter of a crow-quill, and
lies upon the dorsal vertebrm between the

aortM and azygos vein, extending from the

posterior opening of the diaphragm, in a

somewhat serpentine course, to the angle

formed by the union of the left subclavian

and jugular veins, into which it pours its con-

tents. [ChYLF TiYMFH.]
j

Tlioraolc^ ((Ir. iks chest). The
nnmo given by Linnaeus to those fishes

which have the ventral fins placed beneath

the pectorals.

Tborax (Gr.). The second segment of

insects is so called by Latreillo and Andouin
;

the term is restricted to the upper surface of

the trunk by Linne and Fabricius. In Arach-

nidans tlin thorax and head arc confluent, and
form but one segment, which is termed the

vrphaloikorax. As a cavity appropriated to

the reception of the circulating and respira-

tory organs, the thorax is distinct only in

IMamiriuls.

TiioiiAx. In Anthropotomy, the chest
; the

part of the body between tiie neck and the

abdomen. It contains the heart and lungs,

the (esophagus, the thymus gland, the thoracie

duct, jnirt of the aorta and vena cava, the

vena azygos, the eighth pair of nerves, and u

part of the great intercostal iicrvc-s.

TnoiiAX. In Grecian Antiquities, a piece of

defensive armour consisting of two parts, one

defending the back, and the other the belly

;

called iorica by the Romans. The more ancient

were made of padded linen ;
but they were also

luade of leather, brass, iron, and other metals.

Tboria or Tliorina (from Thor, the Scandi-

navian deity). An earthy substance discovered,

in 18*28, by Berzelius in a rare Norwegian
mineral called tkorite^ which is a hydrat^l
silicate of tliorina. lake the other earths,

thonna is the oxide of a heavy grey metal,

which has l>een termed thorium^ and which is

not acted upon by water, but when heated in
*

the air it burns with brilliancy into a'

white oxide. Thorina is white, infusible, and
vepr heavy, its specific gravity being 9*4. It

is insoluble in all acids except sulphuric, and
in that with difficulty. Its equivalent is about

68. Thorina is distinguished from alumina and
glucina by its insolubility in caustic potash,

and from awonia by being precipitated by
ferroeyauide of potassium.

VlMHrlta* Native hydrated silicate of thoria,

found in the syenite of lUivdn, near Brevig in

Korway, in black, reddish-brown, or orango-

jolhm prismatie <^tals. [Orahoitb.]

The metal ibormm was first discovered in

this mineral by Berzelius.
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THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS
Thom. A common name applied to various

kinds of plants, which are furnished with
thorns or spines. In ibis country it is espe-

cially applied to the Crataegus OxyacanOm,
also known ns the whitethorn, hawUiorn, or
quick, and so familiar us a hedge plant. Tho
Blackthorn is Prunus spinosa

;
the Buckthorn,

Ithamnus) the Camel’s-thorn, Alhagi Cafntto-

rum ; the Christ’s Thorn, Palit^rus aculeatus
;

and the Willow-thorn, HippophaA rhanmoides.
Thorn Apple. [Datura.]
Thombaok. The name of a species of ray

{Itaia clavata^ Linn.), distinguished by the short

and strong recurved spines, rising from a broad
osseous tubercular base, which are scattered

over the back and tail. Two of these broad-
based spines occupy the central ridge of the
nose.

Tborough Bass. In Music, this expression
is often used, though vejy objectionably, as

synonymous with the science of harmony. In
former times it was customary to consiciGr the

bass part as the principal element of the com-
position, to carry it completely throughout llu;

piece, and to indicate the harmony by figures

and signs placed above or below tho bass notes

;

and the study of this thorough bass (basso

continuo, orgeneral bass^ as it has been calJc'd)

has lienee come to be synonymous with the

study of harmony generally.

Tbotbf Tboutbi Taoat. An Egyptian
divinity. Ills hieroglyphic represents tlut

beginning of the astronomical year. Ho was
regarded as the inventor of writing and
Egyptian philosophy, and is repnisented us a

human figure with the head of a lamb or ibis.

(l*laio, Viuedrus

;

Plutarch, Le Is. tt Osvr .

;

Wilkinson, Ancient Egyptians^ vol. v.)

Tbousand and One Wightf. More com-
monly called among ourselves the Arabian

Eights' Entertainments
y from tho title adopted in

our first translation from Galland’s version. A
well-known collection of Oriental tales, which

has acquired in the West a popularity never

attainca by any other Eastern composition.

The history of the work haa been the subject

of much investigation, especially by De Sacy,

Von Hammer, and Lane. According to Lane,

tho work, in its present ffirm, is the composi-

tion of a single author living in Egypt, and

was most probably ‘ not commenced earlier than

the last quarter of the fifteenth century of our

era, and completed before the termination of

the first quarter of the next centuiy, soon after

the conquest of Egypt by the Osmanlee Turks

In 1517.’ But the ongin of the tales is a much
more difficult sublet of enquu^. It seems to

be now establisbea (from the discoveries of De
Saev and Von Hammer) that there was an

ancient Persian collection of stories, known by

the name of the Heear AfcAneh (the Thousand

Fanciful Tales)^ of unknown antiquity, but

certainly older ^an the ninth century of our

era
; that the framework of this collection was

the same with that of the modem, idz. the

story of the cruel king Shakrw his inge-

nious queen ChehrazAa ;
and that this was very



tiikaIitana
early translated into Arabic by the numo of

the 7'honsand Niahts, But Mr. Lane differs

from these learned OrienUiHsts in still believing

that the early work was only a model
;

that

tliB greater proportion of the modern talcs are

realfy Arabian, especially all those founded on
the supposed adventures of the Khalif Haroun
and his queen Zobeydo, a few being only dis-

tinctly of Persian or Indian original; e.g.

the Magic Horse^ the Damsel and the Seven

We:ceer8. (Do Sacy’s DisserUtion, prefixed to

a late edition of Galland’s version
;
Von Ham-

mer’s preface to that of Tr4butien ; Mr. Lane’s

Preface, and Review at the conclusion of his

third volume.)
The Arabian Nights exhibit many features

which are also seen in the mythology of Aryan
nations, and for which no hypothesis of direct

borrowing can account. Thus, the voyages of

8indbad contain eomo striking incidents in the

legend of the Messenian hero Aristomenes, and
•Sindbad himself bears a strong likeness to

Proteus and the Assyrian Cannes or Onnes.
The tale of * AH Baba and the Forty Thieves*

exhibits in some points a close correspondenoo

with the story of Ilhampsinitus (Herod, ii.),

while, as a whole, it is identical with the tale

eutitleA Simcli-Mountain, in Grimm’s Kinder-
•kind Haus-Mahreken. Tales in which magic
carpets, invisible caps, tents capable of being

rolled up into a hand’s breadth and of con-

taining a vast crowd, are common to the Arabian
Nights fiction with the legends not only of

SaVacenic Spain, but of Germany and Iceland.

Vbra^tana. In t^e Zend Mythology, a
luiTO, who slays the biting serpent, Aji or Azi-

dahaka, as Apollo slays Python, and Sigubdr
slays Fafnir. This Thra6tana of the Avosta is

the Trita or Traitana of the Vedas, a name
which reappears in Tritogeneia, an epithet of

Athena. [Minbbva.] In the Trita, Yama,
and Krisasva of the Veda we have the proto-

types of Yima-KshaAta, ThraAtana, and Keres-

aspn of the Avesta, the representatives of

three of the earliest generations of mankind,

just as the Germans spoke of the Ingsevones,

Herminones, and Iscsevoncs as sprung from

Mannus son of Tuisco (Tyr). These three

names reappear in those of the three famous

heroes of later Persian epic poetry, Jemshid,

Feridfin, and Gaishasp. Of these, Feridfin is

the slayer of the tyrant Zohak, who is at once

identified with Azi-dahaka, the biting serpnt,
the Ahi or throttling snake of Vedic mythology.

As the slayer of ms enemy Vritra, India is

called Vritrahan, a natne which (Vritra in the

Zend being converted into Verethra) became
Verethragna, and through the intermediate

Peblevi form PhreduTif passed into the modem
Persian Feridfin. It has further been shown
by Eugene Bumouf, that as in Sanscrit the

fa^er of Yama is Vivasvat, the father of

Yima in the Avesta is Vivanghvat, and that the

father of the VeiBo Trita is Aptya, while the

father of ThMtana is Athwya. (Max Muller,

^tvres an LanputgSy second series,

Br^l, Hercuk ei Caeus 130 &c.)
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THRASHING MAOHINF
Tbranlte (Gr. OpavirriSy from 6pa.ifos, a

bench). The uppermost (or, according to some
arrangements of the classical galley, the fore-
most) of the three classes of rowers in an
Athenian trireme; the middle being called
the eeugitfCy the lowest thalamitec. [Galley ;

TmnKMjc.]
Thrashing (A.-Sax. therscan, Ger. dre-

schon). Separating grain or seeds from the
straw or haulm by means of a flail or thrashing
machine, or by treading with cattle. Tlie latter

was the mode employed in ancient times ;
and it

is still practised in the south of Europe, and
in Persia and India. The Komans employed
oxen for this xmrpose

;
sometimes alona^ and

sometimes with the addition of a kind of roller

studded with iron knobs, which they dragged
oyer the corn, and which was spread on a
circular floor, the driver standing in the centre,

and guiding the oxen around him by means of
reins. It was customary to allow the oxen
occasionally to breathe and take a bite of the

corn, agreeably to the Lovitical precept. A
kind of flail or rod was also sometimes used by
the Homans, and is doubtless the origin of the

present implement of that name. In coldiT

and moister climates, such as that of Britain,

where a floor sufficiently hard for tlirashing out

corn could not bo maintained in the open air,

thrashing appears to have been always per-

formed under cover, and with the flail, till the

latter end of the eighteenth century, when
thrashing machines were introduced.

Tliraaliliig Maoliliie. A machine for

scjiarating corn or other seeds from the straw

or haulm; and either impelled by horse or

cattle, wind, water, or steam. The modern
.tlirashing machine was invented in Scotland
about the year 1768 by a farmer in the pa-

rish of Dumblainc, Perthshire, and afterwards

brought to nearly its present state of perfection

by Mr. Meikle, a millwright of Haddington-
shire, about the year 1798. Mcikle’s thrashing
machine consists of a cylinder furnished with
beaters fixed on its circumference, to which the

corn is presented by rollers, the ears being thus
beaten in pieces; and wliile the grain drops
through a grating into a winnowing machine,
the straw is carried forward, and delivered by
itself ready to be made up into bundles. Some
thrashing machines only beat out the com, and
separate it from the straw

;
while others beat

it out, winnow it, and sift it, and deliver it in

bags fit for market.

The employment of thrashing machines re-

lieves the labourers from the severest drudgeiy
incident to agriculture ; they enable the work to

be done at the time when there is a demand for

corn ; and, by doing it better, or separating the

corn (particularly wheat) more completely from
the straw, they add bodi to the wealth of the

farmer and the produce of the oounti^ ; enabling

the former to employ, and the latter to feea,

more labourers. The latter is, indeed, a most
important consideration. It is oalcnlated, by
the best informed agriculturists, that 6 per cent.,

or one twentieth p^, more produce is affi>rded



TlIllAULITE THRUST
by a crop thrashe^l by macbinory tbun by tho Jamaica they are commonlyknown by the name
old method ; and, estimating the total prince of Thatch-palms, their leayes being used for
of the corn crops of .Great Britain and Ireland thatching, for which somO of them are admir-
al 50,000,000 -quarters, we should, on this ably adapted. One of them, T. aryenfea, is said
hypothesis, have i^n additional annual supply to yield the young unexpanded palm-leaves im-
of no less than^ 2,500,000 quarters, if thrash- ported from' the West Indies under the name
iiig machines were universally substituted for of Palmetto Thatch, and extensively employed
Hails. So great an increase of produce in the for making palm-chip hats, baskets, and other
hands of the-farfners would obviously enable fancy articles

; but it is more than probable that
them to employ' far more labourers than would the leaves are gathered from several species,

be superseded by tho use of the machine. while in the United States those of the allied

All thrashing machines are now driven by genus Sahal are substituted. The tough leaf-

steam, and the work in England is generally stalks are also split into strips and woven into

aoenmplished by travelling engines and ma- serviceable baskets, and the head of the un-
ehiiicM, the services of which are hired by the developed leaves or cabbage forms an excellent

fanner. vegetable. 71 argmiea is likewise a native of

Thraullte (Gr. 6pavX6Sf frangihU). A Panama, where it is called Palma de e6coba, or

hydrated silicate of iron (a variety of llisin- Broom-palm, its leaves being there made into

gorite) which occurs, with Magnetic Pyrites, brooms.

at Bodenmais in Bavaria. It has a resinous Tliroat (A.-Sax. throta). In Botany, the

fracture, and is very brittle. opening or orifice of a monopetalous corolla.

Tbreatening Ibetten. The sending or Thboat. On Shipboard, the wide end of a

delivering of letters threatening to publish, &c. gaff next the mast. The opposite end is the

libels, or to kill anyone, or demandmg of peak,

liny person with menaces any money or*other Thrombollte (6r. $p6in$ot, a lump, and
valuable thing, or accusing or threatening to Aifios). Native hydrated phosphate of copper,

accuse any per-on of certain crimes, or the like, It occurs amorphous, of an opaque green colour

is punishable by English Law with imprison- which becomes black on exposure to the air,

ment (with or without whipping) or penal ser- at Hezbanya in Hungary, on limestone,

vitude. (Stats. 6 & 7 Viet. c. 96 ;
24 & 25 Viet. Tbrombai (Gr. eplixj^os). A small tumour,

cc. 96, 100.) which sometimes ensues in consequence of the

Tlire« Bodtea, Brobl«m of tbo. A escape of blood into the cellular membrane in

dynamical problem, of considerable celebrity, the operation of bleeding,

interest, and difllculty, the object of which may Throne (Gr.9p^m). In Architecture, a chair

be said to be the determination of the circum- of state raised above the level of the fioor on

stances attending the motion of three bodies, which it stands, usually richly ornamented and
whichmutually attract one another. In Physical covered with a canopy.

Astronomy, the problem has, obviously, im- Thmab. In Medicine. This disease, so

portant applications
;
and accordingly it is to named from its speckled appearance like that

treatises on astronomy, and especially to the of th^ bird, consists in the formation of small

Micanique C&leste of Laplace, that the reader white ulcers upon the tongue, mlate, and gums,

must be referred for further information. and is common in infants who are ill-M or

Three Chapters. In Ecclesiastical His- brought up by hand. It is apt to extend

tory. Under Uiis name, the emperor Justi- through the whole course of the mucous mem-
nian condemned certain works of Theodore of brane lining the alimentary canal, exciting

Mopsuestia, Tbeodoret of Cyrus, and Ibas of fetid eractations and flatulency, with a trouble-

Edessa, as being infected with the Nestorian some diarrhesa, and sometimes proves fatal. It

heresy. (Milman, Latin Chri8tianitg,*ho6k iii. is, however, nearly always confined to the

ch. iv.)
,
[Nestobxaks.I mouth.

Three* Bole of. [Rut.b of Thbex.] Thbush (A.-Sax. drise, Ger. drossel). In

Threnody (Gr. 9prtt^la, from ffguroi, a Ornithology, one of the laxgest and most

dirge, and »cngy A short species of melodious of our native song birds
;
the type

occasional poem, on the death of some dis- of the genus Turdus (Linn.). It is not mi^a-
tinguished personage. [EFicnnnnc.] tory, but is supposed to quit the more northern

Thrldaee (Gr. kttuee). Lettuce parts of England in winter for the southern

opiuMt called also LactueaHum, It is the in- provinces. It makes its nest in March ;
lays

spissated juice of the common lettuce, which xour or five blue eggs, sp^^ted with black at

is slightly sedative. the larger end. It feeds on bernes* insects,

Thrlsinst (Gr. a three-wmged fork)* A and sbeU-snails ; and often selects a particular

small genus of Fan Palms, ehiefiy West kind of stone, against which it breaks the shell

Indian, of whidh some six or eight species are of the snsil, and near whidi a great qwtity
known, all comparatiTely low growing, seldom of fragments of the shells may be found,

ekeaeding twenty feet in height, and frequently Thimt (Lat. trodo, I jnesa). In Architee-

not more than ten ; having their trunim tore, the horiaontal fonse of an arch* by which

dolled wi^ the persistent bases of old leaves it acts against the piers from wfaidi it spings.

or Marked with eimlar seam, and beariig a Also a intnilar aotioa of raftsfs or of a be^
erom of mneh-ont fon-shaped leaves. In against the walli wfakk bear thsin.
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THUG THUNDER
Thng (from the Hindee verb thiigna, to

deceived A member of a singular association
of robpers and murderersi which has existed
for many ages in India. It appeani that the
existence of the system of tmgguy as it is

called, was hardly known before the year 1810,
and that nocombined measures were taken toput
a stop to it until about 1830. Since that time
it has been fully detected and greatly checked,

chiefly through the admission of approvers
from all the gangs. Captain Meadows Taylor
stated in 1839, that between 1831 and 1837,

3,266 Thu^ were brought to justice, of whom
412 were hanged, 1,059 transported, and 483
turned approvers. Its origin is unknown

;
and

both Mohammedans and Hindus belonged to

the society iiidiflerently, although its tutelary

goddess, Bhowanec, is a Hindu deity. The
Thugs were directed in all their proceedings
by auguries supposed to be vouchsafed by their

g^dess
;
and particular classes were altogether

exempt from their attacks: among these were
dancing girls, minstrels, sikhs, some religious

mendicants, tailors, oilmen, blacksmiths, car-

penters. it is stated that they seldom de-

stroyed women imless for their own safety

;

and they very seldom ventured to attack Eng-
lishmen. They usually moved in large gangs,

and attached themselves to travellinjf parties,

with whom they would journey for days,

until they found an opportunity for mastering

them, when all was ready, one division of

the murderers strangled the victims, while

another body prepar^ their graves; and by
means of this division of labour the fearful

work was accomplished with wonderful celerity.

It appears that numbers of Thugs resid^
together in villages, where they were protected

by the landowners, and sometimes by rajahs,

to whom they paid tribute. The destruction

of life occasion^ by them may be coi^ectured

from the fact that one Thug, admitted an
approver at Saugor, confessed to Col. Taylor,

who docs not seem to suspect him of exag-

geration, that he had been concerned in the

murder of 719 persons. The existence of so

strange and monstrous a system can only be

explained b^ the condition of India; the ex-

treme timidity and apathy of its inhabitants,

and their division into castes; the number
of smaJl native governments; the habit of

dwelling in villages, divided by extensive un-

inhabitM tracts ; the frequency of travellers

in that commercial country, which had no
navigable rivers or secure conveyan^; and
the murderous spirit of Hindu fanaticisin. In

1848, Sir W. Sleeman (who had done invalu-

able service towards their supprosuon) was of

opinion that the * old Thug associations were

effectually put down.* But under the cognate

form of *^coity,* robbery by armed bands

long continued a common occurrence, and a

special police was maintained for its suppres-

sion, until 1883, and is still continued to

some native protected states, where the s^t
" of Thuggee is thought to survive. (See Sir

W. Sleeman*s /fumasesattu, Vocahdwy of tho

VoL. III. 786

7%ug8t and an article on it in the Ed. Rev.
vol. Ixiv. ; and Col. Meadows Taylor’s Adven^
turea of a Tkug^ 2 vols. Lond.'1839.)

Tliiija (Gr. 0Ais). One* of the genera of
the cupressmeous division of Cmifere^ constst-

of evergreen trees, natives of North Ame-
rica. One species is very common in English
gardens under the name of*'Arbor Vitas, the
origin of which designation is uncertain. The
branches are very numerons, the smaller ones
arranged in two rows, and covered with small
closely-pressed lozenge-shaped leaves arranged

I

in four ranks. T. occidental^, the American
Arbor Vitae, is a hardy evergreen shrub,
eveiywhere pervaded with a powerful aromatic
odour. The leaves have been used as a remedy
for rheumatism, on account of their sudorific

properties, and in America the wood is used
for posts and other similaar purposes. T. ori-

entalis, the Chinese Arbor Vitae, is sometimes
separated under the name of Biota, on account
of its roundish cones, more numerous scales,

and wingless seeds. It is a native of Japan,
China, &c., and is of a closer habit, with its

branches directed more vertically upwards, and
its leaves smaller and more densely packed than
in the American species. This plant has a
pungent aromatic o^ur

;
the young branches

are said to be used for a yellow dye, and the

wood is made use of where something is re-

quired to withstand humidity.

Thiila. The name ^ven by the ancients to

some undefined part of the world, apparently

to the north of Britain, as in the following

lines of Seneca :

—

—^Venient annis
SGecula eerlB, qulbna Oceanus
Yincula renim laxet, et ingens
Pateat tellua, Tvphiaqiie novoa
Deteget Orbea, neo sit terris

Ultima Thole.

On the connection of the inconsistent tales

respecting Thule with the alleged commercial
navigation of the Phcenicians, see Sir O. C.

Lewis, Astronomy of the AncienU, p. 467 &c.

Tbnllte. A rose-coloured vane^ of Epk
dote, containing cerium, found in Norway at

Sonland in TellemaTken, and lately discovered

at Traversella in Piedmont. The name is de-

rived from Tbuls.
Tliiimmitone. A Mineralogical name for

Axinite, first found at Thum in Saxony.

Tliitmmim. [Thmsi
;
Usuc.]

Tbnader (Gkr. donner, Lat. tonitru, foom a

root tan, to stretch, which is found in Gr. rsinm,

Lat. tendo, Eng. itme, foe.). The noise produced

by the passage of lightning through the air

from one cloud to another, or firom a cloud to

thejpround.

The character of the sound of thunder varies

with the force and the distance of the explosion,

the situation ofthe observer, and the nature of

the surrounding country; and it is |srobably

influenced also% the rmative situations of the

douds.
When lightning strikes an object near us

on tbe earthy it produces a noise resembling

8 £



THUNDEJR TIIYMELEACE.®
that of a crasU, which ia not repeated or toso a second observer to be placed under the

prolonged by reflection. When the explosion line, and towards its middle, he would only

IS more distant a rumbling, irrmlar, and hear the sound during half the time it was

recurring noise is heard, which ffradually dies beard by the first observer ; and if we suppose

away in the distance, like the prolonged echo of the line to be circular, and the observer to bo

the sound of ordnance discharged in a moun- placed near its centre, the sound would arrive

tainotts district. from every point at the same instant in a

Thunder frequently commences with an as- violent crash,

tounding rattle, which is probabl)r occasioned Thonder Btrt. The New 2!!ealand name
by a senes of discharges of electric matter in for the gelatinous volva of Riiodictyon, which

rapid succeuion from, a hi^ly charged thunder is, or was formerly, eaten by the natives,

cloud. Vbiurlagttea A hydrated silicate of' alu-

We have a familiar example of this species of mina, and the protoxide and peroxide-tf iron,

noise in the cracking sound which accompanies which occurs in the form of an aggregation of

the sparks discliaigra from the conductor of a minute olive^een scales, at Schmiedfeld, near

well-supplied electrical machine towards any Saalfeld, in Thuringia
;
whence the name,

adjacent conducting body ; the loudness of the Ttiiurls. Short communications between

snaps, as well as their frequency, increasing the adits in mines.

wirh the electric intensity. And when we con- Tbnraday (A.-Sax. thunres-dseg). The
sider how trifling a portion of electric matter fifth day of the week. The word contains the

can be put in action by the most powerful name ox Thob, as Friday bears that of Freya.

means of artificial excitement compared with Tliiu (Lat.; Or. 9w>$). Frankincense, a

the quantity stored up in a full-char^ thunder resinous exudation from Airies txcdsa,

cloud, the discrepancy between the appalling Thwarts (Dutch dwars, Dan. tvers, Swed.

crash of the one and the insignificant snap of tvars). The cross beams of an open boat,

the other will not appear surprising, although forming seats for the rowerr and bracing the

both originate in the same cause. sides together.

This cause is the production of an air-wave Thjlaolaiui (a word coined from the Gr.

by the sudden expansion ofthat portion of air a pouchy and eitm, a dcff). A genus of

which lies in the direct path of the electric dis- carnivorous marsupials. The TAylacinus or

charge, and which becomes so intensely heated Ttmeyon c^cephmtu (zebra wolf of the Tas-

ae to produce also the luminosity of lightning, manian colonists) is of the size and form of a

This air-wave is propagated like other sound wolf, but lower in the legs. It is transversely

waves, and impinging upon the auditory nerves striped with black on a russet ground. In

gives rise to the sensation of sound. The this genus the ossa marsupudia are wantiup;,

sound produced by the discharge of cannon is being merely represented by fibro-cartilagcs in

due to precisely the same cause, the only the external oblique muscles of the abdomen,

difference being* that the air-wave is here pro- Thylaootoo (Gr. 9vAa|, and a Uon),

duced by the sudden generation as well as A genus of carnivorous marsupials, which

expansion of gaseous matter. The continued existed during the pliocene period m Australia;

rou of thunder is the efieet of the compara- its marsupial nature was demonstrated by the

lively slow propagation of sound through the position of the lacrymal foramen in front of

air. For the sake of illtuitration, suppose a the orbit, by the palatal vacuity, the loose

flash of lightning of 11,250 feet in length, or tympanic bone, the developement ci the tym-

that^e spark is instantaneously seen from one panic bulla in the alisphenoid, and the very

end to the other of this line. At the same small relative size of the brain. These chanic-

instant the flash is visible the vibration is ters distin^ished it foom the placental diphy-

eommunieated to the atmosphere through the odont carmvora, evidence of which in Australia

whole extent of the line. Now suppose an ob- has not been demonstrated during either geo-

server placed in the direction of the line of the lorical 'or recent periods. The sp^es Thyla-

flash, and at the cUstattce of 1,125 feet from one ooleo cAm\fex eqi^ed the lion in size,

end. then, since sound tnr^ at the rate of TbjntelMMsn (Thymelea, one of the ge-

about 1,126 feet in a second (Botmn], one nera). A natural order of shrubby perigynous

second will ^pse after the flash has been seen Exegens, having a calyx only, ana no corolla,

before any sound is heard. 'When the sound alth^h the nowers of many are coloured

begins, tM vibration communicated to the very gaily, order ia chiefly chaxmeterised

neareat stratum of air baa reached his car ; and by a tubular perianth, with four or fire lobes,

sines we hate supposed the line of disturbance and bearing as many or twice as many stamens

to be 11,250 feet in leng^, the vibrstions of in its tube, and often small scales at the mouth;

the more distant strata jllill oontUme to reach and by a fimple ovaxy within ^e perianth-

his ear in miocesrion during the nace of tube, with a ahozt simple style, and a single

tmt faconds. Heuca the lesra of the flash pendulous ovule. Daphnes^ valued for their

detsrsriBCS the duration of the sound ;
and it ftagranoe, Msrmim, the various species of the

Mows tihit the same flash will give rise to a Australian »uns PknsUa, and w Onidias

soii^ of greater or lew duration, according to and StrutkMsu of the Cm of (afood Hm, are

the poritimi of the ohwrvar with xwqpact to its fovourite subjects of culttyation. One feature

direetian. lima, in the above instance, aup- of the order is the causticity of the bark,
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which acUf upon the skin as a vesicatory, and
causes excessive pain in the mouth if chewed.
The berries of Vuphne Laureola (the Spurge
Laurel) arc poisonous to all animals except
birds.

Tlijrmoyl. The product of oxidation of
thymol : it contains

Thymoylol (Ca^HigO*). An organic com-
pound produced by the prolonged action of
sulphurous acid on thymoyl.
Ttaymua (Lat.

;
G-r. B6fios, thyme). A genus

of LahiaUBy widely dispersed over Europe,
Northern Africa, and Central Asia, but most
abundant in the Mediterranean region.

The Wild Thyme, T. SerpyUumt is common
throughout temperate Europe and Asia, and
Northern Africa. The common or Garden
Thyme, T. vulmns, which grows more erect

than the Wild Thyme, is a native of Spain and
Italy. Its uses are well known. The leaves,

both in a green or dried state, are employed
for seasoning soups, stews, sauces, and stuffings,

to wliich they give an agreeable and highly
aromatic flavour. In the South of France an
essential oil distilled from it is imported into

this country and sold as Maijoram oil, for

which it is substituted. It yields a species

of camphor by distillation with water, and in

Spain tney infuse it in the pickle with which
they preserve their olives. The Romans were
well acquainted with Thyme, which was one
of the plants recommended to be'grown for the
sake of bees. The Lemon-scented Thyme is a
hardy dwarf trailing evaigrecn, possessing the

most agreeable periWe of any of its genus.

It has long been cultivated in this country,

and is used for the same purposes as the

other species. It attains the greatest per-

fection when grown in dry light sandy soil.

Tliymiia Oland (Gr. A gland
situat^ under the upper part of the sternum,
in the anterior mediastinum. It belongs to

the class of ductless glands. It is of great

comparative size in tlie foetus.

Tlijiinna (Lat.
;
Gr. 66ifvos, a tunny). A

genus of Scomberoid fishes, of which the highly

valuable fish the tunny
(
Thynnusyulgaris, Cuv.)

is the type. The form of the body in this

genus of dshes is like that of the mackerel,

but is less compressed; the first dorsal fin

extends nearly to the second; the second

dorsal and the anal fins are divided into

numerous finlets: the sides of the tail are

decidedly carinated; there is a single row
of small pointed teeth in each jaw. The tunny
is remarkable among fishes for its high tem-

perature, its perfect respiratory organs, the

quantity of nerves supplying the mils, and the

general abundance of ricm tA blood throughout

uie body. It is the ol^*ect of the most
tant fisheries in the MMiterranean Sea. The
benito (Thynntts pdamya) is a species of this

genus of fishes.

Thinia (Gr. 9vph, a window), A genus of
butterflies.

Th^oid (Gr. BvpotilHis, like a door). The
thyroid or scutiform cartilage is placed parpen-
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dicular to the cricoid cartilage of the larynx,
of which it forms the upper and anterior part.
In men it is harder and more prominent than
in women; it is sometimes called Adam's
apple. The thyroid gland is situated upon the
tb)rroid and cricoid cartilages of the trachea

:

it is of the class of ductless glands. 'When
enlarged, it forms the bronchocele.

Thjrmialti (Lat. thyrsus; Gr. a
sprout or stem). The little cyme which is

borne by the greater part of labiates in the
axils of their leaves. It is sometimes called
a verticillaster.

Tbyrsns (Gr. Bitpoos). A staff entvdned
with ivv, which formed part of the accoutre-
ment of a Bacchanal, or performer in the orgies

of Bacchus.

Thybsu 8. In Botany, a form of inflorescence,
consisting of a compact panicle, the lower
branches of which are shorter than those of
the middle; in other words, it is composed
of a primary axis developing secondary axes
from its sides, which in their turn develope
tertiary axes, the upper and lower branches
being shorter than those of the middle, as in

the common Lilac.

TbyaanurAiia (Gr. Boodyovpjs, with a rough
or fringed tail). The name of an order ofAme-
tabolian insects, comprehending those in which
the abdomen is terminated by filaments, or by
a forked tail adapted for leaping.

Tia. A Chinese name for Sageretia

theezans.

Tlaim (Lat; Gr.* ndpas). An ornament
with which the ancient Persians adorned their

heads, in the form of a tower, ornamented with

peacock's feathers. Xenophon says that it was
sometimes encompassed with the diadem, and
had frequently theXfigure of a half moon em-
broidery upon it.

This was the name also originally given to

the mitre of the popes. It was nothing more
than a round hira cap, at first single instead

of double, like that of other bishops. Nicho-

las I. added the first gold circle, as the sign of

the civil power. The second was added by
Boniface about 1300; the third by Urban v.

about 1866. (Bowden, Lfe of Gregory VII.

i. 60.)

Tiber Stone (Lat Lapis Tibeitinus). ' A
name given to Tbavkbtinb in consequence of

Ihe vast deposits of that substance formed by
the water of the river Tiber.

Tibia (Lat.). In Anatomy, the largest of

the two bones which form the seeond segment

of the leg, or sacral extremity. In Entomo-
logy, it is the fourth joint of the le|;, is very

loug, and usually triquetrous. It is said to

have been so named from its memb^ee,
in the human skeleton, to the ancient pipe or

flute.

Tie Benlenreu (Fr.). A very painful

affection of a n^e, coming on in sudden and

excruciating attaoks : it is perhaps most coni-

mon in that branch of the fifth pair which

comes out of the infoaH»latary foramen. The
cause ^ tic douloureux is generally obeenre;

3x2
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occaaionally it has been traced to diacase of

bone where afnenlse have been found pressing

on the nerres. The treatment is uncertain,

except where it assumes an intermittent form,

and then larpe doses of tonics^ especially

quinine, arsenic, and carbonate of iron, hare

proved useful,

Tloborlitiie (Gr. rtixe^, a waU, and
fnv6s^ a nose). "The name of a fossil species of

rhinoceros (Rhinoceros tichorhmtts)^ so called

from the nuddle vertical bony septum or wall

which supports the nose.

Ticket of Xieavci During the continuance

of the system of transportation as an ordinary

.

punishment,the practice was to release convicts,

of good behaviour, before the regular expira-

tion of their sentence, with a ti(&et of leave,

i.e. a license to be at large, forfeitable on
misconduct. When transportation was super-

seded by penal servitude, a similar system was
introduced into convict prisons in England.

[Tbanspobtatiok.]
Tide Ckiuffc. A mechanical contrivance

for registering the state of the tide continuously

at every instant of time. In the PhU. Trans.

for 1838, there is a description of a very com-
plete self-registering machine for this purpose,

erected at Bristol by Mr. Bunt. The principal

parts are an eight-day clock, which turns a
vertical cylinder revolving onco in twenty-four

hours ; a wheel, to which an alternate motion

is communicate by a float rising and falling

with the tide, and connected with the wheel by
a wire passing over a pulley, and kept con-

stantly strain^ by a counterpoise ; and a small

drum on the same axis with the wheel, which
communicates one-eighteenth of the motion of

the float to a bar carrying a pencil, which de-

scribes a curve on the cylinder! and marks the

fluctuations and the time and height of high

water. Various tide gauges, on similar prin-

ciples, have been constructed by others, par-

ticularly by Obtain Lloyd, Mr. Mitchell, Mr.

Palmer, Mr. Bunt, Mr. Hewitson, and Mr.
Newman. The chief improvements recently

introduced into tide gauges are exhibited in

that constructed by Hewitson. Great pains

have been taken in every part of its con-

struction to diminish friction aa much as

j^sible. The teeth of the wheels are care-

mly made, so that if the rise or fall of the

tide should amount to the fraction of an inch

only, a rimultaneoua movement of the ma-
rine follows to that amount. It is furnished

with a brass cylinder turning on axes 6f bell-

'

metal revolving in V*s. The traversing bar

eanying the registeriim pencil moves on steel

friction roUerjH eonoeam in the capitals of the

bmuii sui^porting pillars. The machine is con-

nected with an astronomical clock,which needs

wm^bi^ <m]y once in rinteen days, or in rather

mm than a Isuiation, and thus produces,

in this interval, a com-

of tkbl enrves. (See the Nauikai

to Oefiobi^ 1883; BW. Tram^ to
ld$l and 1838| and Jurif Mipwt. Clm 10, of

TIDES
TUte mis. Mills which have the ebb and

flow of the tide for their fimt movers. As tho

tide rises, the water is admitted into a reservoir

through li sluice, over which the mill is built,

turning the water-wheel in its passage through

tlie sluice. At high tide the sluice gates

shut till the water has fallen sufllcionUy outside,

when they are opened, so as to allow the water
to flow out again from the reservoir, and turn

the wheel as it escapes through the sluice.

In some tide mills the water-wheel turns one
way as the tide rises, and the contrary as it

falls
; but in others an arrangement is adopted

Zwhich the whetd is made to turn always in

same direction. In some, the water-wheel

rises and falls with the tide ; and in others, th«

axis is flxed, so that it can neither rise nor fall.

In the latter case, the power is applied at an
obvious disadvant^e. Instead ofa water-wheel,

a turbine may be employed to derive motion
from the tide ; or a species of blade may be
used like the sails of a windmill, but with such

a preponderance of surface on one side of tho

blade as to twist it into a right-hand screw
when the water is rising and a left-hand screw
when the water is falling, or vice versA, By
this arrangement the revolving axis will al-

ways be turned in the same direction, whether
the tide is rising or falling.

Ttdes (A.-S«a. tid, Ger. zeit, Dutch tyd, time).

The alternate rise and fall of the waters of tho

ocean. The moon is the principal agent in the

reduction of the tides ; but they are modifled,

oth with respect to their height and the times

at which they happen, by the action of the sun.

The effect of the planets is inappreciable.

The attractive force of a b(my on a distant

particle of matter varying inversely as the

square of the distance, the particles of tho

earth on the side next the moon will be at-

tracted with a greater, and those on the opposite

side with a smaller force, than those which are

situated intermediately. The gravitation to-

wards the each’s centre of the particles nearest

the moon will therefore be (uminished, and
consequently, if at liberty to move among them-
selves, they will rise above the general level.

In like manner, the moon’s attraction on the

most distant particles being less than on the

central ones, riieir relative gravitation towards
the centre wiU also be diminished, and the

waters wiU consequently be heaped up on the

side of the earth which is turned away from
the moon. Hence, if the earth were at rest, the

oc^n would take the form of an oblong sphe-

roid, with its longer ams passing through the

attracting body ; and it may be shown from
theory that the spheroid wotila be in equilibrium

under the influence of the moon’s attraction, if

the loz^r semi-a^ exceed the shorter by
about fifty-eight inches. But in cmisequence
of the rapid rotation of the earth about its

axis, the spheroid of equilibrium is never fully

formed; for before the waters can take their

level, the vertex of the spheroid has shifted its

I

position on the earth’s surface, in consequence
of which an immensely broad and very flat
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wivi* is formed, which follows tlie motions of
lh(' moon at some interval of time. In the
open Kca tho time of high water is, in general,
from two to three hours after the moon's
transit over the meridian either above or below
the horizon. The tidal wave, it is to be ob-
served, is entirely different from a current : the
particles of water merely rise and fall; but
except when the wave passes over shallows, or
approaches tho shore, there is little or no pro-

gressive motion.

Tlio waters of tho ocean are affected in a
similar manner by tho action of the sun, under
tho influence of which they liavc a tendency to

assume at every instant the form of an elon-

gated spheroid; but although the attractive

force of the sun is immensely greater than that

of the moon, yet, by reason of his greater dis-

tance, the dijfermce of the effect on particles

situated on opposite sides of the earth (on which
difference the phenomena depend) is very much
less. The solar tides are therefore compara-
tively small with respect to the lunar tides,

and, in fact, are never perceived as distinct

plienomena, but become sensible only from the
modifications which they produce in the heights

jind times of those which primarily depend on
tho moon. At the syzigies, wlieu the sun and
moon come to the meridian together, the tides

are, ceteris ‘paHhus^ the highest; at the quad-
ratures, or when the sun and moon are 90°

distant, the tides are least. The former are

called spring tides, the latter neav tides. Al-

t liough we are not in possession of anta to enable

ns to compute the exact height either of the

spring or neap tides, yet their relative heights

in tho open ocean probably con*espond very

nearly to the ellipticities of the spheroids of
equilibrium that would be formed under the

action of the two. bodies exerted separately.

Now, the ellipticity of the aqueous spheroid

formed by the moon’s action is about five feet,

and the ellipticity of that formed by the sun’s

action about two feet ;
therefore, the spring and

neap tides being the sum and difference of the

separate effects, the average spring tide will be

to the average neap in the ratio of about 7 to 3 ;

i. c. of 5 + 2 :
6— 2. [Gbavitation.]

By reason of tho eccentricities of their orbits,

the distances of the sun and moon from the

earth are continually chan^g ;
and the theory

of attraction proves that the efficacy of either

body in disturbing the waters of the o^ean is

inversely proportional to the cube of its distance.

Il^nce it is found that if the mean efficacy of

the sun he represented by 20, the influence of

the sun's action wiU vazy between the extremes

of 19 and 21, and that of the moon's between

43 and 69. The highest spring tide will there-

fore he to the lowest neap as 69 + 21 to 43 - 19

;

i.e. as 80 to 24, or as 10 to 3.

Another effect of the solar action is observed

in the times at which high water takes place

firom day to day. In the springand neap tides

the time of hij^ water is not altered by the sun's
]

action, the solar and lunar tides being i^chro-

,

nous in the former case, and the time of actual
j
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low water being that of solar high water in llie

latter; but in the intermediate tides the time
of actual high water is accelerated or retarded.
In the first and third quarters of the moon, tlie

solnr wave is to the westward of the luniir one

;

and consequently the observed tide, which is the
result of the combination of the two waves, will
be to the westward of the place which it would
occupy if the moon acted alone, and the time of
high water will therefore be accoleratei In
the second and fourth quarters, tho general
effect of the sun is to proiluce, for a like reason,
a retardation in the time of high water. This
result of the combined action of the two attract-
ing bodies is what is usually termed thepriming
and lagging of the tides, and is most remark-
able aljout the times of new and full moon.

It is to be observed, liowever, that the effect

now described is modified to some extent by
the inertia of the water. The greatest and
least tides do not happen exactly at the times
of new an^l full moon ; but at least tAvo, and
commonly three tides after, oven at phiecs di-

rectly exposed to the general tide of the ocean.

In consequence of the greater amount of im-
pressed force, the acceleration of the lunar tide

is greater than that of the solar; whence it may
happen that when the lunar tide occurs two or
throe hours after the transit of the moon, the
solar tide may be three or four hours after that

of the sun, so as to be about an hour later at
the times of conjunction and opposition. The
highest spring tides will thus occur when tho
moon passes the meridian about an hour after

the sun ; while at the precise time of new and
full moon the lunar tide will be retarded about
a quarter of an hour by the solar tide. But
the time of high water does not follow the

mopn’s tninsit at the same interval at every
period of the lunation. When the sun and
moon are in conjunction, the interval is called

the mean interval ; at other periods of the luna-

tion the lunitidal interval is sometimes greater

and sometimes less than the mean, and tho

difference is called the Imlf-monthly or semi-

menstrued inequality.

The apparent time of high water at any port,

in the afternoon of the day of new or full

moon, is what is usually called the establishment

of the port. Dr. Whewell calls this the vulgar

establishment, and the mean of all the intervals

of tide and transit for a half lunation he terms
the corrected establishment This corrected

establishment is consequently the lunitidal in-

terval corresponding to the day on which tho

moon passes the meridian exactly at noon or

midnight.

The two tides immediately following one

another, or the tides of the day and night, yary,

both in height and time of lugh water, i^t any
particuls^ place with the distance of the eun

and moon ^m the equator. Ae the vertex of

the tide wave always tends to place itself ver-

tically under the luminary whicn produces it, it

is evident that^ of two consecutive tidee« that

which happeus when the moon is nearest the

senith or nadir will be greater than the other

;
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and eonieqnontly when the moon's declination

is of the same denomination as the latitude of

the place, the tide which corresponds to the

upper transit will be greater than the oppo-

site one, and rice rersA, the differences being

greatest when the sun and moon aw in oppo-

sition and in opposite tropics. This is called

the diurnal inequality

^

because its cycle is one

day ; but it varies greatly at different places,

and its laws, which appear to be governed by
local circumstances, are very imperfectly known.

We have now described the principal pheno-

mena that would take place if the earth were

a sphere and covered entirely with a fluid of

uniform depth. But the actual phenomena of

the tides are infinitely more complicated.

From the interruption of the land, and the

irregular form and depth of the ocean, combined
with many otlier disturbing circumstances

—

among which are the inertia of the waters, the

friction on the bottom and sides, the narrowness

and length of the channels, the action of the

wind, currents, difference of atmospheric pres-

sure, &c. &c.—mreat variation takes place in the

mean times and height of high water at places

differently situated ; and the inequalities above

noticed, as depending on the parallax of the

moon, her position with respect to the sun, and
the declination of the two ^dies, are, in many
cases, altogether obliterated by the effects of

the disturbing influences, or can only be de-

tected by the calculation and comparison of

loi^ sones of observations.

By reason of these disturbing causes, it

becomes a matter of great difficulty to trace the

propagation of the titm wave, and the connection

of the tides in different parts of the world. In

the PkdoMophioal Tranaax^umB for 1882, Sir

John Lubbock published a map of the world, in

which he inserted the times of high water at

new and fhll moon at a great number of places

on the globe, collected from various sources, as

worb on navigation, voyages, sailing directions,

d^c.
;
and in ordm* that the march of the tide

wave might be traced more readily, the times

were expressed in Greenwidi time as well as

the time of the place. In the same Tran$*

actums for 1883, Dr. Whewell prosecuted this

subject at greater length; and availing himself

of a priori considerations, as well as of a mass
of inrormatton collected in the H^rographer’s
Office at the Admiraltj, inserted in the map a

odes of eotidat lineB, or lines along which high

water takes place at the same instant of time.

Bat these cotidal lines, as Sir J. Lubboede

remarks, are entirely hmthetical ; forwe have

few opportunities of determining the time of

high water at a distance from the coast, though

this is sometimes possible by means of a

sditavy Island, as St Hdena. (Lubbock's

EXameiiary TtmHte on fAs TWfef, 1889.)

Jteeoiidiiig to Dr. WhewOlTs deductions, the

gmnwid {guoiesi of the great tide wave mav be

tints It is only in the Southern

Ocean, between the latitnto of 80 and TO

degrees, &st ame of water exists of sufficient

extemt to aBow of the tide.waee being fhlly
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formed. Suppose, then, a line of contemporary
tides, or ootidal line^ to be formed in the

Indian Ocean, os the theory supposes, i.e.

in the direction of the meridian, and at a
certain distance to the eastward of the meridian

in which the moon is. As this tide wave passes

the Cape of Good Hope, it wnds off a derivative

undulation, which advances northward up the

Atlantic Ocean, preserving always a certain

proportion of its original magnitude and velo-

city. In travelling along this ocean the wave
assumes a curved form, the convex part keeping
near the middle of the ocean, and ahead of the

branches, which, owing to the shallower water,

lag behind on the American and African coasts

;

so that the cotidal lines have always a tendency
to make very oblique angles with the shore,

and, in fact, run nearly parallel to it for great

distances. The main tide, Dr. Whewell con-

ceives, after reaching the Orkneys, will move
forwa^ in the sea bounded by the shores of

Norway and Siberia on the one side, and those

of Greenland and America on the other, will

puss the pole of the earth, and finally end its

course on the shores in the neighbourhood of

Behring’s Straits. It, may even propagate its

influence through the straits, and modify the

tides of the North Pacific. But a branch tide

is sent off from this main tide into the German
Ocean

;
and this, entering between the Orkneys

and the coast of Norway, brings the tide to tno

east coast of England, and to the coasts of

Holland, Denmark, and Germany. Continuing
its course, part of it at least passes through
the strait of Dover, and meets in the British

Channel the tide from the Atlantic, which
arrives on the coast of Europe twelve hours
later

; but in passing along the English coast
another part of it is reflect^ from the prqject-

ing land of Norfolk upon the north coast of
Germany, and again meets the tide wave on
the shores bf Denmark. Owing to this inter-

ference of different tide waves, the tides are
almost entirely obliterated on the coast of
Jutland, where their place is supplied by con-
tinual high water.

In the Pacific Ocean the tides are very small

;

but there are not sufficient observations to de-
termine the forms and progress of the cotidal

lines. Off Cape Horn, and round the whole
shore of Tierra del Fum, from the westdm
extremity of the strait of SCagalhaens to Staten
Island, It is veir remarkable that the tidal

wave, instead of following the moon in its

diurnal course, travels to the eartmard^ This,

however, is a partial phenomenon ; and a little

farther to the north of the last-named places

the tides set to the north and west. In the

Mediterranean and Baltic seas the tides are

inconsiderable, but exhibit irregularities for

which it is difficult to account The Indian
Ocean appears to have high water on all aidea

at once, thoui^ not in the central parts at the
same thne.

Since the tides on our coasts are derived
from the osoilktions produced under the direct

agency of the sun and moon in the Southern
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Oceiiii, and require a certain interval of time the bay of Fundy, where the tide Is said to
for their transfer, it follows that, in general, rise sometimes to the height of 100 feet. IVo-
the tide is not due to the moon’s transit immo* montorios, under certain circumstances*, exert
diately preceding; but is regulated by the an opposite influence, and diminish the magni-
position which the sun and moon had when tude of the tide. The observed ranges are also
the^ determined tlie primary tide. The time very anomalous. At cerUin places on the
winch intervenes between the original forma- south-east coast of Ireland the range is not
tion of the tide and its appearance at any place more than 3 feet, while at a little distance on
ts'^salled the a^e of the tide, and sometimes, each side it becomes 12 or 13 fret; and it is

after Bernoulli, the retard. On the shores of remarkable that these low tides occur directly
Spain and North America the tide is a day and opposite to the Bristol Channel, where (at
a half old; in the port of London, it appears Chepstow) the difference between high and low
to be two days and a half old when it arrives, water amounts to 60 feet. In the, middle of

Velocity qf the Tide Wave .—In the ojten the Pacific it amounts only to 2 or 3 feet. At
ocean the crest of the tide travels with enormous the London Bocks the average range is about
velocity. If the whole surface were uniformly 22 feet

;
at Liverpool 16-5 b'ct

;
at Portsmouth

''overed with water, the summit of the tide 12-6 feet; at Plymouth also 12'5 feet; at
wave, being mainly governed by the moon, Bristol 33 feet.

would everywhere follow the moon’s transit at Theory of the Tides.—The theory of the tides,

the same interval of time, and consequently considered as a consequence of solar and luinir

travel round the earth in a little more than attraction, was first sketched by Newton in

twenty-four hours. But the circumference of the Trmdpia, In the thirty-sixth and ihirt*.-

the e^irtli at the equator being about 26,000 seventh propositions of the third book, he de-
inilcs, the velocity of propagation would there- termines the forces of the sun and moon to
fore be about 1,000 mues per hour. The actual elevate the waters of the ocean, on the snppo-
vclocity is perhaps nowhere equal to this, and sition that the sea is a fluid of the same density'

is vei7 different at different places. In latitude as the earth, covering the whole teiTestrial

60° south, where there is no interruption from surface, and which takes at every instant the
land (excepting the narrow promontory of figure of equilibrium. He assumes, without
Patagonia), the tide wave will complete a revo- demonstration, that this figure is an elongated
lution in a lunar day, and consequently travel spheroid. One spheroid he supposes to bn
at the rate of 670 miles an hour. On examin- formed under the action of the sun, anot hol-

ing Br. Whewell’a map of cotidal lines, it will under the action of the moon; and by reason
be seen that the great tide wave from the of the smallness of their eccentricities they may
Southern Ocean travels from the Cape of Good be conceived as superposed the one on the other.

Hope to the Azores in about twelve hours, and Prom these suppositions be deduced the general

from the Azores to the southernmost point of phenomena of the ebb and flow of the sea
;
and

Ireland in three hours more. In the Atlantic by comparing his theory with observations of

the hourly velocity in some cases appears to be the heights of the spring tides made at the

10^ of latitude, or near 700 miles, which is mouth of the Avon, near Bristol, he determined
almost equal to the velocity of sound through the ratio of the attraction of the moon to that

the air. Prom the south point of Ireland to of the sun to be nearly 4-48 to 1 ;
whence he

the north point of Scotland the time is eight deduced the mass of the earth to be to that of

hours, and the velocity about 160 miles an the moon as 39788 to 1, the density of the sun

hour along the shore. On the eastern coast of to that of the earth as 1 to 4, and the density

Britain, and in shallower water, the velocity is of the moon to that of the earth as 11 to 9.

less. From Buchaniiess to Sunderland it »8 Newton’s theory was defective in many pointa

about 60 miles an hour; from Scarborough to of view; but fifty years elapsed before it re-

Cromer, 85 miles ;
from the North Foreland to ceived any improvement. In 1738, the subject

London^ 30 miles
;
from London to Richmond, of the tides was proposed as a prize question

13 miles an hour in that part of the river, by the French Academy of Sciences, which

(Whewell, PhU. Tram. 1883 and 1836.) It is ^ve occasion to the celebrated treatises of

scarcely necessary to remind the reader that Banicl Bernoulli, Madaurin, and Euler. Mac-

thc a1x)ve velocities refer to the transmission laurin’s Essay is remarkable, as containing a

of the undulation, and are entirely different demonstration of the theorem assumed by

from tlie velocity of the current to which the Newton, that the elliptic^ spheroid affords an

tide wave gives rise in shallow water. equilibrium under the action of the disturbing

Range of the Tlufs.— The difference of level forces: those of Bernoulli and Euler, though

between high and low water is affseted by the^ famish no new principle of equal or aimi-

variotts causes, but chiefly by the configuration lar importance in point ot theory, enter more

of the land, and is' very different at different into details, and contain many useful illustra-

plaees. In deep inbends of the shore, open in tions. That of Bemonlli, indeed, contains a

the direction of the tide wave, and gradually table which has served as the model for all

oontracring like a funnel, the convergence of those (not uurehr empirical) which have since

the water causes a very great increase of the been formed. The next importent step in the

range. Hence the very high tides in the Bristol theory of the tides was taken by Laplace, who

Channel, the bay of St. Malo, and especially first treated the subject as a general question
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of hydrodynamics, and attempted to deduce the

principal phenomena from the equations of the

motions of fluids. But in order to simplify the

equations, which are of a very complicated

nature, he was forced to ha^e recourse to the

hypothesis of a fluid covering entirely a sphe-

roid of a regular surface, and consequently the

results were far from representing the actual

observations of the tides at any port. The late

Dr. Thomas Young (Ency, BriL art. ‘ Tides')

extended Laplace's meth^ to the more general

case of an ocean covering a part only of the

earth's surface, and more or less irregular in its

form; and attempted also to include in his

calculation the effects of hydraulic friction on
the times and magnitudes of the tides. It is,

however, quite impossible to embrace in any
calculation the whole of the accessory circum-

stances which influence the times and magni-
tudes of the tides, the greater part of which are,

in fact, entirely unknown ; and therefore La-
place maintains that we can do no more than
analyse the general phenomena which should

result from the joint action of the sun and
moon, and deduce from observations the data

indispensable for completing the theory of the

tides for each particular port.

A great number of observations of the tides

at the port of Brest, during tlie last centuiy,

were discussed by Lapla(!e in the Micani^ne

(MetU
;
but in order to determine the motion

of the tide wave, and separate the general laws

of the phenomena from local in’egiilarities, it is

necessary to have regular series of observations

made at different parts of the ocean. In 1829,

Sir John Lubbock undertook the discussion of

the tide observations which are made at the

London Docks, with the view of obtaining

correct tables for predicting the time and
height of the tides for the British Ahmnae.
The results, which were published in tlie Philo^

sephieal Transactions for 1831, are deduced frt>m

a series of upwards of 13,000 observations,

during a pcri<M of nineteen years, and are of

mat importance, both as anbrding materials

for the construction of tide tables, and as

pointing out the defects of the equilibrium

theory, with which they were accurately com-
pared. In some of the subsequent volumes of

the Transactions the author has continued his

investigations, and has also published, sepa-

rately, an account of Bernoulli's Traiti sur U
Flm et Bq/luxt and an elementary treatise,

which appeared in 1839. In the Phil, TVans,

for 1838, Dr. 'I^ewell gave an Essay tomrds
afirst jfyproadmation to a Map of Cotidd Lines,

whidh has been followed by a series of interest-

ing papers in the subsequent volumes to the

yenr 1850. Dr. WhewelTs researches were

chiefly dh^ed to the determination of the

tbllowlng poiflts: First, the motion of the

t^e wave at different parts of the ocean;

secon^i the comparison of the observed laws

at di^reht places with theory; and, lastly,

the laws of tne <)h«fhal inequality. In 18^4,

the Britffi(h Association cmisOd an extensive

series ofobsfurvatkms to be made on the coastsm
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of Britain and Ireland at 537 stations of

the coast-guard. These were repeated at the

same places in June 1835 ; and, at the request

of onr government, simultaneous observations
were made by the other maritime powers of
Europe and the United States. The number
of stations in America was twenty-eight, ex-

tending from the mouth of the Mississippi to

Nova Scotia
; and the number on the continent

of Europe 101, between the straits of Gibraltar

and the North Cape of Norway. The results

of these observations, reduced under Dr. Whe-
well’s superintendence, were published 1 1 the

Phil. Trans, for 1836 ; and they are of great
importance, not only as affording a far more
precise determination of the progress of tlie

tide wave and the forms of the cotidal line on
the coasts of Europe and North America tlian

had previously been attained, bub as furnishing

more cori*ect data for the construction of tlio

tide tables. {Phzl. Trans, for 1842, 1843, and
1845, memoirs by Mr. Airy on the Laws of

the Tides at Ipswich and Southampton, in the

River Thames, and on the Coasts of Ireland.)

Infizimce of Atnwspheric Pressure and
Winds.—Besides the numerous causes of ir-

regularity depending on local circnmsmnces,
the tides are also affected by the state of the

atmosphere. At Brest, the height of high water
varies inversely as the height of the barometer,
and rises more than eight inches for a fall

of about half an inch of the barometer. At
Liverpool, a fall of one-tenth of an iiicli in the

barometer corresponds to a rise in the river

Mersey of about an inch ; and at the London
Docks, a fall of one-tenth of an inch corre-

sponds to a rise in the Thames of about seven

-

tenths of an inch. With a low barometer, the

tides may therefore be expected to be high, and
vice versA The tide is also liable to be dis-

turbed by winds. Sir J. Lubbock states that,

in the violent hurricane of Januair 8, 1839,
* there was no tide at Chiinsborough, which is

twenty-five miles up the Trent—a circumstance
unknown before. At Saltmarsh, only five

miles up the Ouse, from the Humber, the tide

went on ebbing, and never flowed till the river

was dry in some places; while at Ostend,

towards which the wind was blowing, contrary

effects were observed. During strong north-

westerly gales the tide marks high water earlier

in the Thames than otherwise, and does not
give so much water, whilst the ebb tide runs
out late, and marks lower ; but upon the gales

abating, and the weather moderating, the tides

put in, and rise much higher ; whilst they also

rtm longer before high water is marked, and
with more velocity of cnirent ; nor do they run
out so long or so low.* {Wtemmiary Treatise

on the Tiaes\ Airf§ * Treatise on Tides and
Waves/ Eney. Mdrop,)
Tie. In Architecture, a piece of timber or

metal placed in anv direction, for the purpose
of buiding two bodies together which have a
tendeiuy to separate or dwerge. [Boof.]

Tie, In Music, a character us^ to

connect notes which are divided by a bar, and
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which are nevertheless intended to be joined

together and sounded without any break.

Tlemajmlte. A name for the mineral
Onofritc, after the discoverer Tiemann.
Wer. The battery of guns on one aide of a

ship’s deck. Cable-tier is the place below where
the cable is coiled: also the hollow space in

the midst of the coil.

Tierce (Fr. tiers, Lat. tertius). In Herald-
ry, a term used for the field when divided into

three parts,

Tiera. [LAntn.]

Tiers ifitat (Fr.). Tlie third branch, or

commonalty, in the French Estates. The ori-

gin and meaning of the word are illustrated

by M. Gautier. {Mkn. de VAcad. de8 Imacr.

vol. xxxvii.) Down to the time of the great

French revolution, tbo French were divided

into three distinct classes, the nobles, the
clergy, and the commonalty, forming in their

united capacity the states-general of the king-

dom; and their deliberations were separate-

ly conducted by individual vote in diflferent

chaml>ers, in which the three classes respec-

tively assembled. TheJ” then met in common
to deliberate together, and vote collectively.

Now, as the number of the deputies was
nearly equal in each order, the result of tlu-

Totes taken collectively was always neco.s-

sarily favourable to the privileged orders.

Hence it was loudly demanded that the

number of the tliird estate should be dou-
bled, and the definite resolutions decided by
individual iustead of collective votes. It was
owing to the refusal of. the nobles and the
clci|»y to comply with this demand, that the

crisis of the French revolution was accelerated.

[Assembly.]
Tiger (Lat. tigris, from a Persian word

signifying an arrow). A species of the genus
FtliSf as large as the lion, but with a rounder
head and longer body; of a bright reddish

fawn colour above, a pure white below,

irregularly crossed with black stripes. It is

clothed with short hairs, and has no mane.
The tiger is the most formidable and cruel of

all quadrupeds, and the scourge of the less

inhabited parts of India. It is limited to the

Asiatic continent. [Felis.]

Tiger Wood* The heartwood of Machm^
rium Schomhurgkiiy a valuable cabinet wood
obtained from Hritish Guiana.

Tlkor. An Indian name for the tubers of

Curcuma leucorrhua, as well as for a kind of

arrowroot prepared from the tubers.

Til or Teel. The Indian name for

Sesamum orientale and 8. indicitm, the seeds

of which are commonly known as Til-seed.

The black-seeded variety is Kala-til; the

white-seeded, Suffed-til. Ham-til is the seed

of Gidseotia ole\fera.

Til Wood. The timber of Oreodaphu
which has a foul smell.i

T|le«ore. An impure oxide of copper, of
a brick-red or reddish-brown colour. It is an
ear^y variety of Red Copper, mixed with

variable proportions of hjrdrous oxide of iron or
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Limonite, and is found at Huel Edward, and
ill several of the Cornish mines near Redruth.
TUeSt Stooaustlo. A species of tiles with

ornamental figures of different coloured clays
indented on their surfaces. Such ti les were much
used by the architects of the middle ages. The
art of nnanufafCturing them was revived about
the year 1883 by Mr. Wright of the Stafford-
shire potteries, and soon after that time the
manufacture was perfected by Minton. A
good buff colour and a warm red are pro-
duced by firing certain clays in th(Mr natural
state. Flack is produced by staining with
manganese, blue by staining with cobalt.
The clays, after having been well washed and
purified, are passed through lawn sieves iii

the liquid or slip state, as it is technically
termed

;
and when brought to the right con-

sistence, the clay intended to form the body
of the tile is pressed into an iron mould, the
bottom of which is formed of a plaster of Paris
pattern bearing the design to be impressed on
the tile. The pattern being removed, the in-

dentations are filled with tlie coloured clays
according to the intended design, and the sur-
face ’ is then shiivoi.! off so as to remove all

superfluities and niggedness, leaving the pat-
tern intact. The tile is then dried for two or
three week% and is finally fired by expoting it

to ail iflfense heat for sixty hours.
TileBtoae. The name given in Geology to

a well-marked series of hard finely Jaminateil
micaceous and quart^ose sandstones and shales
forming the top of the Silurian series in Caer-
Riartheoshire and the adjacent counties of
Wales. The beds thus named occupy the
highest part of a bold escarpment, 1,600 to
1,600 feet above the sea. They are in some
places rich in fossils agreeing with those of the
underlying 8ilarinn deposits, and in many lo-

calities are quarried for excellent flags used in

roofing. The corresponding beds in Cumber-
land and the Lake district possess excellent

slates, but the typical tilestone has only flags,

though these exhibit fair cleavage and are

very finely laminated.

The tilestone was long regarded as at the

base of the Old Red Sandstone series. Its

position among the Silurians is now folly re-

cognised.

Besides the tilestone of the Silurian period,

there are many instances of fissile stones

capable of being used for roofing obtained from
rocks of various geological periods.

Tllla (Lat. the limedree). A genus of large-

growing deciduous trees representing the order

TUiacea, and entirely confined to the temperate

countries of the northern hemisphere. They
have alternate heart-shaped leaves, and small

yellowish highly fragrant flowers, borne in

axillary cymes, which have a curious long ieaf-

like bract attached to their stalks.

The Common Lime or Linden, T. mropma^
attains a height of from sixty to a hundred
and twenty feet. It is found throughout* the

whole of Europe, except the extreme north,

one small-leaved variety being indigenous to
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Bntaia. The Iurge-leayed varioty commonly
planted is, however, a native of the south of

Europe. Various parts of this tree are ap^ied
to useful purposes. The white, soft, but (dose-

grained wood is used by carvers and turners,

and bymusical instrument makers for sounding-

boSLrds. The tough inner bark is called bass or

hast, and is the material of which the Bussian
mats used by gardeners and upholsterers are

made ;
the Bussian peasants also make shoes,

ropes, nets, and other articles with it The nap

yidds sugar, and the flowers an abundance of

honey, of which bees are fond.

TlUaoeee (Tilia, the linden or lime tree)^

A natural order of hypogymous Ezogens, very

nearly allied to the Malvaceous order, from
which they differ in the stamens being distiiicL.

They consist of trees or shrubs, rarely herbs,

w'ith alternate stipulate leaves, and usually cy-

mose flowers, and are chiefly characterised by a
valvate calyx, indefinite hypogynous stamens,

and a free ovary divided into several cells, with

the placentas in the axis. The Calyx connects

the order with Malvacem and SUrrcidiacetB^ from
which it is distinguished chiefly by the stamens.

The species are numerous, especially within

the tropics. In useful qualities they resemble

the M(Uoacea, their bark being tough, their sap

mucilaginous, and their timber light. Russia

mats are made from the tough inner bark of

the common Lime-tree [Tiiix], and Corchonis

olitorius is employed in India as a potherb.

A few have gay flowers, but the majority are

plants of little interest to gardeners.

Tllkerodlte. This name is applied to

those varieties of Olaustlialitc in which part of

the lead is replaced by cobalt The name has

reference to the locali^ (Tilkerode in the Harz)
where the mineral is round.

T1U. A widely spread clayey mass belong-

ing to the newer part of the dnft period, and
composed generally of more angular blocks

than the fresh-water marls and gravels of the
|

newest part of the same period in the south of

Englano. Parts of the till are known as the

Boulpeb Clxy. In one form or other, rocks

of this age extend over all parts of northern

Europe. They do not generally contain many
fossils, though now and then both shells and
bones are found in them. [Drift.]

The name till was originally given in Scot-

land to a particular deposit, for the most part

unstratifle^ containing blocks of stone of all

dimensions, mixed with mud, sand, and clay.

Among the blocks, some are rounded, but most
ofthem are angular,and their averagedimensions

increase as we advance northwards. The thick-

ness of this depcjit is sometimes a hundred
feet, and it seldom contains organic remains of

any Idnd. There om be little diflicultv in re-

ferring this deposit to the glacial period. It

must nave been formed when Scotland was
uadcar water, and when icebergs drifted down
i^nt the polar seas, to be stranded on shoals,

Hiere leaving the aoeumulation of mud and

stone derived from higher latitudes.

OeciisiVnal passages enn be found trom the
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till to stratified day, gravel, and sand, occa«

sioned perhaps by the sorting action of the

water on the confbscd mass originally de-

posited, and by the action of marine currents
intervening at certain seasons.

TUlaga of ]baad» The relations of popula-
tion to the cultivation of the soil will be deter-

mined partly by the occupation of the soil, and
in part by the rate of prcmuction from the soil.

The soil of a given countir, again, may be partly
unoccupied, sometimes ^m the fact that the

needs of the population may not have imposed
the obligation of cultivating inferior soils, or

all soils of equal natural fertility but of un-
equal convenience or proximity to human habi-

tations, as in newly settled countries
;
some-

times, from the fact that agricultural science is

so imperfectly developed that much which at

one time might be available has not hitherto

been turned to any economical use, as in

the middle ages. Again, the land of a given

country may be generally occupied and tilled,

but the rate of production may be very scanty,

either because the soil is naturally defective

in some of those elemehts which are necessary

for abundant produce (as in mountainous
countries), or if some of those appliances are

wanting, out of which the rate of production

may be largely increased (as was the case

before the discovery of artificial grasses and
saccharine roots). All these various states might

be more fully illustrated and compared with

that condition in which (the highest skill and
security, and the most intelligent labour, being

superaddod to natural fertility) the maximum of

population is maintained on the minimum area

of tillage. This state of things is never, of

course, attained, and, as all science is progressive,

is not in fact attainable, though perhaps under

some drcumstances the limit of productiveness

is nearly reached ; and it should be added, that

however extended may be the sphere of prac-

tical Bcionce, its economical application can

never be commensurate, unless all political and
social freedom—by which we must imderstand

the extension to each man of all rights which

do not trench on the rights of other men—is

fully and permanently attained. The agricul-

tural science, such as it was, of Cato, Virgil,

and Columella did not save Italy from dis-

solution, and the old world from barbarism,

because the Roman empire sufifered under a

military despotism, and added to the political

evils of the empire the debasing and retrograde

influences of slavery.

It is clear, when any given couutiy imports

no food from abroad, or none of any importance

or regularity, that the amount of population

will be limited to the numbcHrs which can be

maintiunod on the produce. If agriculture be

greatly developed, if the rate of production be

nigh, and me^ntcal arts are largely eubsti-

tute(l for manual labour, the number of persons

not engaged In tilling the soil will be great

;

and, conversely, when mechanical science is

ill understood or not applied, when the rate

of production is scanty, and the arts of agri-
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culture are undeveloped, the number of per- The clovers, of course, are of foreign origin,
sons who can be spared from the cultivation Hence upland hay was very poor, and uaturai
of the soil is very small, manufactures are water meadow, though it supplied the most
imperfect, and foreign trade is scanty. The valuable and abundant hay, was deficient in
former of these conditions characterises in a saccharine or fat-producing elements; and
general way the present social state of England ; farther, the want of root and artificial grass
the latter represents its state in the middle ages, crops necessitated fallows, for in the absence of
It should be remembered, also, that the arts of stock, land could not be sufficiently manured
agriculture imply the production arid improve- for the purposes of a continuous rotation,
ment ofstock, as well as the growth of com, and With litllo more than a fourth as much
that the food of cattle is only second in im- wheat as is now sown, with one-fourth less
portance, as far as regards the economy of wheat-boaring land (if we admit that an equal
husbandry, to the supply of bread for man. amount of land was devoted to the plough!

It is probable that, five hundred years ago, owing to the S5’stem of fallows, with no root
the amount of arable land in England was not crops and artificial grasses, with cattle small
much less than it is at present. It is true that and weak, sheep light and half-starved, it does
large areas have been enclosed and cultivated not seem likely that the population could havn
within the last 160 years. The first enclosiure Act been more than a tenth of the number now
(Ropley in Hampshire) was passed in the reign maintained on English produce. It might very
of Queen Anne. But much land which was once well be less, and instead of being two millions,
under the plough has been built on, much has it may have been no more than one and a half,
lieen turned into park and pleasure ground, not The cultivation of the soil was attended
a little has been lost by the encroachments of the with great expenses. The liorses, it seems,
sea or by subsidence of land; while the accretions were very small, the oxen light. The rude
due to the upheaval of land or the retrocession ploughs merely scratched the ground, while
of the sea do not seem to be equal in quantity, iron and all iron implements were excessively
still loss equal in value. But it is clear that dear. The price of iron five hundred years
the amount producible annually from the soil ago was not less than 8/. a ton in money of
of England and Wales five centimes ago could the time, i.e. whs w'orth 2il. in silver, and if

not have been sufficient for the maintenance of we estimate the general rise in the value of
more than two millions of people. silver, as deduced from the prices of com and

In the first place, the rate of production in other necessaries at those times, would in

grain was very low. Eight bushels to the acre modern money at modern values cost 72/.

of wheat, i.e. four times the seed sown, was a the ton. So great a charge in the raw mate-
good crop in a plentiful year, and was, it seems, rial from w'hich agricultural implements were
very rarely exceeded. At present, thirty bushels made must have been a serious hindrance to

may be taken as r fair crop on average wheat the progress of agriculture. The rent of good
land. Crops of barley ana oats, though gene- urable land was soldom more than 6d, an acre,

rally larger .in quantity tlian in the case of i.e. when interpreted by the same standard,

wheat, were, compared with the produce of 4.s. 6d. in modem value, and* after the great

modern times, proportionately scanty. plague of 1348 fell considerably below this

Our forefathers knew absolutely nothing of amount,

those saccharine roots which play so important For further information as to the state of

a part in the economy of a farm. Turnips, agriculture in England during the period

carrots, and parsnips, and of course potatoes, referred to, the reader is referred to 7%e

were unknown. The first three of these were History of Apiculture and Trices in "England^

imported into England (it would seem from by Professor Rogers
; for the amount of popu-

Holland) at or about the beginning of the lation at the conclusion of the seventeenth

seventeenth century. Potatoes, as is well centurj" (when agriculture had made great pro-

known, were brought from North America gress), to the works of Davenant and Gre^ry
towards the end of the fifteenth century. King; for the eighteenth century, to those of

It will be plain, however, that in the total Arthur Young; and for the later facts, to Por-

absence of those roots, comparatively few ter*s Progress of the Nation, and the classifica-

cattle and sheep, and those generally in poor tion of occupations in the Census reports.

conditioD, could have been maintained. In- TUlanAala (after PiQof. Tillands, of Abo),

deed, practice was to kill at about the A genus of BroTneliacea, consisting of tropical

middle of November all cattle and sheep which and Mtra-tropical American herbaceous plants,

could not well be kept through the winter, and growing frequently on trees, and covered witli

salt them as winter provisions. The remain- scurfy scales, ^me of these plants^ serve as

ing 8to<dc was half-starved, and could never natural reservoirs for water in their native

hare been in prime order. Hence fat was forests. The water flows down the channeHcd

four times thejprice of meat. leaves, which are dilated at the base, so as to

Again, the S^lish farmer in the middle ages form a bottle-like cavity capable of containing

had no knowledge of artificial grasses. At the apintormore, and traveUersto thesevewtable

present time it 5 very hard to say which of our pitchers for the sake of the fluid whwn they

grasses are native, but it is generally believed contain. T. utrindataf a native of Jamaica,

that few of the best kinds are indigenous, and many others bare this property of storing
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vafcfip. Dr. Gardner, in his Travds in Brazil^

relates that a certain species of Uirund-aria

growjB onl^ in the water collected in the bottom
of the leaves of a large TUlandsia, aquatic

plant throws out runners, which direct them-

selves to the nearest Tillmdsia^ and there form
new plants. In this way, several Tillandsiaa

may sometimes be seen connected together.

T, uaneoidfSt a native of the West Indies and
the Southern States of America, hangs down
from the trees like a tuft of long grey hair,

much like certain lichens ( Usnea) in European
pine-forests. The trees in some parts of Central

America have a strange gaunt appearance, from

the profusion of this TUlandsia growing from

their branches. The plant is collected, and
steeped in water in order to remove the outer

cellular portion, and the fibrous portion is

then employed in place of horsehair to stuff

cushions, mattresses, &c.

Tiller. In Naval language, the lever

placed in the head of the rudder to turn it, and
in a ship worked by the wheeL
TUmaa (Gr. from riKKot, I

Picking of the bed-clothes, or fioccitation; a

symptom of the fatal termination of some dis-

orders.

Tilt (A.-Sax. teld). A small awning over

the stem-sheets of an open boat.

Timber (A.-Sax.). In Commerce, wood used

for building purposes. In a countzy like ours,

which is very densely peopled, the supply of

wood for building and naval purposes falls far <

short of the demand, and it is necessary that

the defiden^ should be met by foreign im-

portation. This necessity is met by the abun-

dant forests of Sweden and Norway, Bossia

and Canada.
Timber was originally liable to small and

uniform duties. But during the great con-

tinental war and the unfortunate adminis-

tration of Mr. Vansittart, whose financial policy

was a continual series of extravagant errors,

the Canadian lumberers and some shipowners
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induced the government to establish discrimi-

nating duties on Russian and other Baltic

produce. The duties on Canadian timber were
reduced, and in 1809 all but repealed, while

that on Baltic timber was doubled. This

action might have been justified on the miser-

able plea of retaliation. But after Napoleon’s

disastrous retreat from Moscow, and the resto-

ration of English navigation to the Baltic, a

further addition of 25 per cent, was laid on
European timber, and ultimately, in 1819,

the tax was fixed at 3/. 5s. the load of 50
cubic feet.

A tax on timber is in the highest degree in-

expedient, because it is, in the first place, a tax

oil raw material, and such taxes multiply them-
selves in manufactured goods, and involve inevi-

tably a greater loss to tha public than they bring

gain to the exchequer; and, in the next place, it

IS a tax on a commodity which, being in some
degree produced at home, raises the price of

home-grown timber by the full amount of tho

tax, and therefore charges the public with the

enhanced price over all the timber used, while

tlic goveimment obtains the tax only over all

the timber imported. But a discrimiuating

tax on timber is even more indefensible, par-

ticularly since the kinds which come lightly

taxed (those, namely, from Canada) are vastly

inferior to those which were overtaxed (those,

namely, from the Baltic). The effect of the duty
was to compel the public to pay a high price

for an inferior article.

The differential duties on timber, having
been considerably modified in 1851, were
equalised in 1860, and altogether repealed

by the budget of 1866. Siuce 1858 the

consumption of foreign timber has increased

enormously.
It may be added, that when timber is sawn

into pieces not above seven inches broad, the

article is called battens
\ when abovethatbreadth,

deals. The term wood is used generally also to

include ornamental timber and even dye stuffs.

Imports of Timber for ike Seven Years ending with 1865.

Timber ud Wood 1859 I860 1801 1803 1803 1804 1805

Not sawn or flplit

Foreign countries . ,

Britisli possessions .

loadf

626,298
616,666

lo«di

690,956

684,153

loftd«

705,102

629,419

load.

818,071

504,931

loaiU

777,599
699,229

load!

786,029
694,349

load.

964,870
666,271

Total .... 1,141.959 1,275,109 1,834,621 1,476,828 1,480,378 1,631,150

Sawn or split

Forel^ countries

Bzitlm poBsessious .

739,875
782,792

768,424
684,382

876,298
850,819

962,884
600,142

1,205,045

781,086^

1,848,530

787,961

Total .... 1,472,667 1,462,806 1,726,617 1,568.026 1,902,908 iioso.oeiT 2,136,491

Staves 115,616 76,869 48,618 ”62,786 67,689

Hahogany .... tons

35,701 44,710
tons

53,108
toM

41,008
ton*

51,876

This term in a Legal sense iu-

in nil cases oak, ash, and elm; but
father traas (asi f<^r instance^ beedi or birch)

be timber by the custom of particular

ot districts. (Craig On Trees.)

Ifsinltaira. In Shipbuilding, the ribs on
796

which the vessel is framed. Each comprises
(reckoning from the keel) the cross-piece, or

half-floor, the several futtoicks, the top-timbers,*

and, if necessary, the lengthening pieces, the
top, the timbers are all capped by the rough-
tree-rail; below they are mortised on to the keel.
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Timbre (Fp.)* A word borrowed from tlie

]'>ench| and used in Acoustics to signify the
quality of a musical sound, termed by the
(jrermans klangfurbe, sound-tint. Wlien pro-

eisoly the same note is sounded on two different

musical instruments, suy a pianoforte and an
organ, although the pitch of the note, i.e. the

number of vibrations per second, is the same
in both, yet the two sounds arc quite distinct.

This distinction is due to a difference in the

iiunbrc of the two notes. The Germans express

this by saying the sound has a different colour

or tint in the two cases. This peculiar quality

in musical sounds is caused by the mingling of

a series of secondary tones with the primary
one. When, for example, the string of a

pianoforte is struck, the string, whilst vibrating

as a whole, is at the same time divided, and
again subdivided, into aliquot vibrating seg-

ments, which, as it were, ride on the buck of

the principal vibration. These vibrating sub-

divisions give rise to a series of higher notes, of

gradually lessening intensity, called the har-

monica of the primary note. The character

and number of these harmonics coexisting with

the principle note, is the cause of the timbre

or quality of sound peculiar to different musi-
cal instruments. For the greater part of our
knowledge of this subject we are indebted to

the admirable researches of Prof. Helmholtz,

a clear exposition of which, with much addi-

tional information, will be found in Prof.

Tyndall’s work On Sound.
Timbrel • (Span, tamboril, Fr. tambour).

In Music, a kind of drum or tabor, used from
a very remote age.

Time (Fr. temps, liat. teinpus, literally a
portion, from the root of the Gr. rifuw, 1 cut),

A limited portion of duration, measured by
certain conventional or naturid periods, and
often marked by particular phenomena, as the

apparent revolutionof the celestial bodies, more
especially of the sun, or the rotation of the

earth on its axis.

Absolute Tims is time considered in itself

without reference to that portion of duration

to which it belongs, however noted or marked.
Belaiive Time is time considered with re*

ference to the tennini of some specific interval

of duration.

Apparent Tims is time deduced from obser-

vations of the sun, and is the same as that

which is shown by a properly a<yusted sun-

diaL

Meam Tims is the time shown by a well-

regulated dock; and would be the same as

that shown by the sun, if the sun were always

in the equator and his apparent diumal motion

in the heavens were uniform.

Sidereal Tims is the portion of a sidereal day

which has elapsed since the transit of the first

point of Aries. It represents at any moment
the right ascension of whatever olject is then

upon the meridiaa.

Astronomietd Thus of Day is the time past

mean nom of that day, and is reckoned on to

twenty-four hours in mean time.
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Civd Time is mean time adapted to the pur-

poses of civil life. The day commences at tlie

midnight preceding the noon of the day, and
is divided into parts of twelve hours eacli,

the first twelve marked .h. or ante meridiem,
and the second p. k. or post meridiem.

Time. In Metaphysics. [Spacik Numbbu,
aND Time.]

Time, in Music, this word has several sig-

nifications.

1 . It refers to the length of tlie differentkinds
of notes, a description of which is given in tho
article Music.

2. It refers also to the number and arrange-
ment of the notes in each bar or measure, which
is always indicated by certain figures or signs
at tlio coniimucemcnt of the piece. Thus, a
piece is said to be in oonwi07i or triple time,

as the primary division of the measure is into
two or three parts, and so on. [Music.]

3. It refers also to the uniformity of velocity

throughout tho piece
;
a performer who plays

equal notes with unequal lengths being said

not to hcejy time.

4. TJic word also refers to the absolute velo-

city with which music is played: thus, we say, a
piece is in quick, or in slow, or in moderate time.

The time in which a piece should be played, is

indicated by Italian words placed at the com-
mencement of the piece, some of which, how-
ever, are only figuratively expressive of time,

their real meanings referring more to style

;

tho following are the words most commonly
in use for this purpose, beginning with the

slowest :

—

! Grave
:
grave, heavy.

Lento : slow.

L.'irgo : broad.

Larghetto : diminutive of largo.

Adagio: Idsurdy,

Andante: going.

Andantino : diminutive of andante.

Allegretto : diminutive of allegro.

Allegro: joyfully.

Con moto : with movement.
Vivace: livelv.

Presto: quicK.

Prestissimo: very quick.

The words pii {more), meno (less), or poco

(little), added to these, affect their significations

accordingly.

The time in which music should be taken

has of late years been generally indicated by
the Mbtbonomb.
Tlmooraoy (Gr. rifiOKparla)^ A term

made use of by some Gr^ writers, especially

Aristotle, to signify a peculiar form of consti-

tution ;
but there are two different senses in

which it is thus used, corresponding to the

different meanings of the word a price or

honour, firom whidi it is derived. According

to the first, it represents a state in which the

qualification for office is a certain amount of

property ; in the latter it is a kind of mean
tetween aristocracy and oligarchy, when the

ruling class, who are stiU the best and noblest
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ritizens, struggle for pre-eminence umongst an intensely heated globule of the metal be

themselves. thrown upon a sheet of dark-coloured paper, it

Tfa (Ger. SinOy Fr. dtain, Lat. stannum^, subdivides into small particles, which bum very

This metal, the Jupiter (2^) of the alchemists, 18 brilliantly and leave lines of white oxide. It

represented by the syml^l Sn (stannum) and by volatilises at a very hi^h temperature. When a

the equivalent 59. It has been known from polished surface of tin is heated, it becomt's yel-

rowte ages, and is said to have been obtained low and iridescent, in consequence of superficial

nt a very early period from Spain and Britain by oxidation. A preparation, under the name of

the Phoenicians. It occurs most abundantly in •powdered tin^ is sometimes mode by shaking

Cornwall, the mines of whicli afford about 3,000 the melted metal in a wooden box rubbed witli

tons annually : it is also found in Germany, chalk on the inside. The substance called tin

l^hemia, and Hungan' ;
in Chili and Mexico; putty

^

used for polishing plate, is made by Icvi-

in the peninsula of Malacca
;
and in India, in gating the crusts of oxide that form on melted

the island of Banca. The nativeperoxide is the tin.

principal ore of tin

:

the metal is obtained by Protoxide of Tin
;
Stannous Oxide (SnO).

—

Wting it to r^ness with charcoal or culm, and This product is obtained by precipitating a

a little lime; the first product is impure, and is solution of protochloricle of tin by ammonia ;

returned into the furnace, and carefully heated it falls iA t)ie state of hydrate. It is obtained

so as to fbse the tin, which runs off into an iron anhydrotts^ by heating it in a glass tube, passing

kettle, while the principal impurities remain a current of dry carbonic acid over it till the

unmelted ;
in tlie kettle the tin is kept in water is carriod off, and suffering it to cool out

fusion, stirred, and agitated by plunging billets of the contact of air. The specific gravity of

of green wood into it. The impurities thus this oxide is G‘6. It forms a dark-grey or black

collected upon the surface are removed by a powder, which, on the contact of a red-hot

skimmer; and the metal is then cast into blocks wire, bums like tinder into peroxide. In the

of about 3 cwt. each. The common ores, known hydrated state it dissolves readily in sulphuric,

under the name of mine tin^ furnish a less hydrochloric, and dilute nitric acids, as well us

pure metal than that obtained fmm stream in caustic potash and soda, but not in ammonia,
tin. The purest tin is known under the nor in the alkaline carbonates,

name of grain tin, a term formerly applied When a solution of protochloride of tin is

exclusively to the metal obtained from the mixed with moist hydrated sesquioxide of iron

stream ore : btoch tin is less pure, and is the and boiled, an interchange ef elements takes

produce of the common ore. The peculiar place, by which protoeWoride of iron and
columnar fracture which pure tin exhibits when sesquioxide of tin arc formed : 2Sn Cl + Fe^ Og
broken, is given by heating the ingot till it «Sn.^03 + 2FeCe. This oxide in ammonia is

becomes brittle, and then letting it fall from a distinguished from protoxide by its solubility,

height upon a hard pavement. and fmm peroxide by its giving a purple pre-

Tin has a silvery-white colour with a slight cipitato with chloride of gold. It is soluble

tint of yellow, and when so viewed as to exclude in concentrated hydrochloric acid. It may be

the white light reflected from its surface, it is represented as a stannate of the protoxide, by
decidedly yellow : it is softer than gold, but the formula SnO, SnO^.

harder than lead: it is malleable, though im- Peroxide of Tin
\
Binoxide of Tin (SnO^).

—

perfectly ductile. What is termed tivfoU is This is the common ore of tin : in its crystal-

the metal beaten out into thin leaves, but it line form it is insoluble in acids, but when
is seldom pure and the common commercial heated with potash or soda it forms a soluble

article generally contains from 30 to 40 per compound. There are two I'omarkable varieties

cent, of lead. The foil frequently used for of the hydrate of this oxide, which have been

packing articles of food, confoctioneiy, tea, &c. distin^ished as stannic and metastannic acid.

IS lead thinly plated with tin, and is more easily Stannic acid (SnO^, HO) is obtained by pre-

oxidised than the separate metals, so that it cipitating a solution of bichloride of tin by

may in some cases give rise to lead-poisoning, ammonia, and washing and carefully drying

Traces of arsenic are also not uncommon in it. the precipitate : it is soluble in acids, and in

The sp. gr. of tin fluctuates from 7*28 to 7*6, solutions of potash and soda, but not in am-

the lightest being the purest metal. When monia. When heated to about 300^, it passes

bent, It occasions a peculiar crackling noise ; into metastannic acid. Stannate of Potash is

and when rapidly bent backwards and forwards formed when peroxide of tin is heated with

sevei^ times successively, it becomes hot, a potash. Stannate <f soda (NaO, SnO,, 4 HO)
mreumidttnee due to the friction between the may be similarly prepared and ciystallised : it

crystals. When rabbed, It exhales a peculiar is largely used as a mordant by dyers and

odour. It mdts at442^, and slightly contracts calico-pnnters.

on consoiidatioii* By eaq^osnre to neat and air it Metastannic acid is the result of the action of

is gradually eonverted into protoxide (SnO) ; nitric acid upon tin : in ite most concentrated

but ifthe^ heat be continued till metallic tin no form nitric acid does not immediate^ act upon

loujM the uhitoadde passes into per- tin, but on the addition of a few ditma of water

ouide (8nO,). Placed upon ignited violent effervescence ensues, muca heat is

undeip a Oafrent oxyjgen gas, it enters into evolved,- tog^er with nitric oxide and nitrous

rt]^ cotabtistion^ fonning theperoaide ;
aud if acid vapour; some nitrate of ammonia is also
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formed ; and the metastannio acid remains

in the form of a white insoluble powder: it

may be purided by washing, and dried at a
dull red heat. When dried in the air it con-

sists of SngOio, lOHO : dried at 212^ it loses

6HO, and at a red heat becomes anhydrous,

and. acquires a pale buff colour. Hydrated
metastannio acid is insoluble in nitric acid : it

dissolves in sulphuric acid, forming a compound
soluble in water, but decomposed by boiling.

It dissolves in solutions of potash and soda,

and their carbonates, but not in ammonia,
The meia$tannat€» are not crystallisable.

Native Peroxide of Tin is generally grey,

brown, or black, and sometimes transparent or

translucent
;
its specific gravity is 7 : its pri-

mitive crystal is an obtuse octahedron, of

which there are very many modificalions. In

some of the valleys of Cornwall it is found in

nodules mixed with pebbles, and is called

etream tin. A modification of stream tin, in

small banded fragments or globular masses,

is called wood tin.

Protoehloride of Tin (Sn Cl) is obtained by
subjecting a mixture of 1 part of tin filings

and 2 of corrosive sublimate to distillation.

When tin is dissolved in hydrochloric acid,

the solution evaporated, and the dry residue

carefully heated to incipient redness in a small

tube retort, so as to exclude air, the proto-

chloride of tin remains nearly pure. It is in

the form of a grej^wlid, fusible and volatile at

a high heat {mtter of tin). When its solution

in a small quantity of water is evaporated,

it yields prismatic crystals, which include 3

atoms of water. The protochloride of tin,

or salt of tin of commerce, is made by putting

1 part of granulated tin into a basin upon a

sand-bath, and pouring upon it 1 part of

hydrochloric acid; after some hours 3 parts

more of the acid are added, and the mixture

stirred and digested till a saturated solution is

obtained. During the process, fetid hydrogen

gas is given of^ and the greater part of the tin

is dissolved ;
when the dear liquor is poured

off, it is set aside to crystallise
;

the mother

liquors are again evaporated as long as they

afibrd crvstals, and the residue is afterwards

employed for conversion into bichloride.

With solution of gold, this protochlonde

produces a purple precipitate used in paint-

ing porcelain, under the name of Fuia>XiB of

Cassius. With infusion of cochineal, it pro-

duces a purple precipitate ; and it is much
used to fix ana alter colours in dyeing and

calico-printing. •

PerehleruU cf Tin (SnClg).—If tin is heated

in e^ess of chlorine, or if a mixture of one

part of tin filings and four of corrosive sub-

fimate is distilled, the perchloride wiU pm
over. It is a transparent colourless fiuid,

formerly called LiBavius’s FumNO Lwob: it

exhales ccq>ious fiimes when exposed to moist

air; and with one-third its weight of water

it forms a crystaUised hydrate »(SnCla6HO).
A solution of perchloride of tin, much used by

dyers, is made by dissolving tin in a mixture
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of two measures of hydrochloric acid, one of
nitric acid, and one of water.

Bisulpkide of Tin (SuSg) is obtained as
follows : Take 12 oz. of tin and amalgamate
it with 6 oz. of mercury ; reduce it to powder,
and mix it with 7 oz. of sublimed sulphur and
6 oz. of sal ammoniac, and put the whole into a
glass matrass placed on a sand-bath. Apply a
gentle heat till the white fumes abate, then
raise the heat to redness, and keep it so for
a due time. On cooling and breaking the
matrass, the bisulphide of tin is found at the
bottom. The use of the mercury is to facilitate

the fusion of the tin and its combination with
the sulphur, while the sal ammoniac prevents
such increase of temperature as would reduce
the tin to the state of.protosulphide.
The extraordinary golden lustre of the

bisulphide of tin, and its flaky texture, ren-
dered it an object of great interest to the
alchemists: it was termed auntm rtivsivuni^

and mosaic gold. When well made, it is in

soft golden flakes, friable and adhering to the
fingers. It is used for ornamental work, under
the name of bronee-powder

^

especially by the
manufacturers of paper-hangings : it is cSiiefly

imported from HoUand and Germany.
Tin plate is a most useful alloy of tin and

iron, in which iron plate is superficially alloyed
with tin, and to the surface of which a quan-
tity of tin further adheres, without being in

combination. It is made,by dipping cleansed
iron plates into a bath of molted tin. An
objection to such combinations is, that in

consequence of the electrical relations of the

metals, the iron, if anywhere exposed, has an
increased tendency to oxidation : for ^though
the surface of the tm itself is sufficiently

durable, no sooner is any portion so abraded as
to denude the iron, than a spot of rust appears
and rapidly extends ; hence the superiority of
iron plafe covered by zinc instead of tin, zinc

being electro-positive, whereas tin is electro-

negative in regard to iron, under the influence

of common oxidising agents.

Moir^ m^tallique is tin plate which has been
superficially acted on by an acid, so as to dis-

play, by reflected light, the crystalline texture
of the tin. [Moin£ MiiTXLL^QTrB.]

The tinning of pins is effected by boiling
them for a few minutes in a solution of one
part of a bitartrate of potash, two of alum, and
two of common salt, in ten or twelve of water,
to which some tin filings or fragments of finely

granulated tin are added; they soon become
coated with a film of tin, and are then taken
out, cleaned, and dried. The pins are made of
brass wire, and require to be perfectly clean
before they are put into the tinning liquor.

Tin medals, or casts in tin, are bronM by
being first well cleaned, wiped, and washed
over with a solution of one part of protosulphata
of iron, and one of sulphate of copper, in twenty
of water—this gives a grey tint to the surfiice

;

they are then brushed over with a solution of
four parts of verdigris in eleven of distilled

vinegar, left for an hour to dry, and p^hed
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wiih H soft brush and colcotbar. [Block
Tik.]

Till Plate. [Tik.J
Titt P^tes. sulphide of tin,

copper, and iron. It occurs, vrhen pure, of a

sted-grey colour, which, however, often in-

clines to brass-yellow owing to an admixture

of Copper Pymes, at Cam Brea and other

Cornish mines, and also in the granite-veins

of St. Hiehuers Mount.
Tin Stone. The common name for native

oxide of tin or Cassiterite.

Vlnea (Lat. a tench). A subgenus of Cy-

prinoid fishes, characterised by having short

nnal and dori^ fins; very short barbules or

tentades about the mouth; no bony serrated

ruy at the commencement of either the dorsal

or anal fins ;
small scales. Like the rest of

the linnean Cy^ini^ the 2Ywci, or tenches,

hare no teeth except in the pharynx ; whence
the name of Uather-moutked fishea applied to

this family of FUcea Abdominalea.

TInenl. The Oriental name for Borax.

Tlnotnre (Lat. tinctura, from tingo, Gr.

rirfp0^
to wat or moiatan). A Pharmaceutical

preparation, generally consisting of active

remedies dissolved in rectified or in proof

spirit. Tinctures are generally made by di-

gesting bruised or pulverised vegetable sub-

stances in spirit, either at common temperatures

or aidedby heat. Various ingenious invontious

have been in use of late years, by which these

tinctures are prepared and filtered without

access of air. The terra tincture is also ap-

plied to alcoholic solutions of resins, of which

tincture of myrrh is an instance. Tinctures,

firom the quantity of alcohol which they contain,

are necessarily exhibited in small d^es : the

most important are those which contain highly

active ingredients, such as opium, &c.

Vtaetares. In 'Heraldry, tinctures are of

three kinds: metals, colours, and furs. The
former are or, aigent

;
the^ second gules, azure,

sable, vert, porpure, sanguine, and tenny. The
chief furs are ermine and vair ;

but there are

several varieties of both, distinguished by dif-

ferent BMnes. Each metal and colour, in bla-

zonry (except the two last and least honouiv

able, sanguine and tenny), is represented by
a distinct precious stone and heavenly body

;

and when Ine arms of sovereign princes or high

dignities are described by olu heralds, the

tinctures are frequently denoted by the names
of these jewels or celestial bodies. [Abqbkt;

Or; &C.J
Vlndar ore. An impure arsenical sulplude

of antimony and lead found in soft flexible

flakes, resemblmg reddish lender, at Andreas-

bmg and Olaustl!^ in the Hans.

Wtiamm (Lat. a mall worm or moth). The

scald head. [BxifewoBK.]

TtQlrilwItr- A hjwus borate of lime

and ioda from Pcam, which is used in the arts

se s sttbithute fbr borax.

Beet* The root of THoatetm

A genus of Mmi^ormaoea,m
pef^/mmrn.
*''-yi»es»ore*

consisting of climbing Indian shrubs, with
thickened jointed leafstalks and long axillary
or terminal clusters of flowers. It has been
remarked in reference to the extreme vitality

of these plants, that when the main trunk is

cut across or broken, a rootlet, speedily sene
down from above, continues to grow till

it reaches the ground and restores the con-

nection. A bitter principle, columbine, per-
vades the species, many of which have tonic

and emetic properties. An extract called
Guluncha is considered to be a specific for the
bites of poisonous insects, and for ulcers, and
is prepared from T. cordifdiet and T. criapa.

It IS administered as a diuretic and tonic in

cases of fever, and is also eMloyed in snake
bites. The young shoots of T. oordifoUa are
used as emetics.

TlpstsUC, A species of constable in attend-
ance on the courts of chancery and common
law, appointed formerly by the warden of the
Fleet Prison and the marshal of the Queen’s
Prison, but now by the Lord Chancellor, the

Lord Chief Justices, and the Lord Chief Baron
respectively. (Stat. 6 & 6 Viet. c. 22.)

TiraUlamw (Fr.). Literally, men who
shoot carelessly or at random, and hence de-

noting those individual soldiers, who, though
firing at an object, were thems^ves scattered

from the main body of troops, and did not
fire together. The word is now used in the

French army in the sense of aharpahootera or

akirmiahera.

TlroUfd. [Tybolits.]
Tlroalaii Botes. The short-hand of

Homan antiquity. According to the received

story, they were introduced into Home by
Tiro, the freedman and favourite of Cicero : he
is supposed to have imported the i^rt ftom
Gre^e. MSS., written entirely in what are

called the Tironian notes, are not unfrequently

of the date of the seventh century and down-
wards ; and they are still common in marginal
notes. (Eopp, Tachygraphia Vetferum Ex-
poaita; Carpentier, Alphahetttm THronianum,

1747.) Tassin, in the third volume of his

Nouveau TraiU da Diplomatiqua, attempted,

with more or less success, to decipher the

Roman abbreviations. Some have thought

that valuable lost classics may be recovered

through this key ; but as yet these hopes have

been nugatory; {Ed. Eev. vol. xlviii, p. 357 &c.)

TlSMa (Fr. ; Gr. irrtadrn, bartiy water).

A drink prepared in France from the flowers of

Malva aylvekria.

Ttar^ The first Hebrew month of the civil

'

year, and the seventh of the ecclesiastical

year. It corresponds to part of September and
October.

TiMue ^Fr. tissu). In animals, the sub-

stance ofwmdi ^sterns of oigans are composed,

as e.g. bone, or oaaeotw tissue, in the osseous

system ; flesh, or musetdar tisaue, m the mus-
cular system ; nmrina, or nervous tissue, in the

nervous system ; dentins, or tooth^bone, in the

dental system. The branch of Airatomy which

treats of the tissues is termed Histoloot.
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Tissub. In plants, the thin membranous ^ment has been continued without interruption

orpianisation of which eyerjr part is composed, to modem times.
microscopical in size, and often appearing to the Of tithes there are, or rather were, three
naked eye homogeneous, although it (bnsists of kinds : 1. Pndud, of the yegetable productions
a great yariety of forms, closely compacted, of the land, as corn, hay, &c.; 2. Mixed, as of
Vegetable anatomists regard its primitiye form wool, pigs, &c., which, though natural products,
as spheroidal, and maintain that the tubes are nurtured and preseryed by the care of man

;

and spiral yessdls are mere extensions of that 8. Persona/, as of manual occupations, trades,
form. Tissue appears in all plants to be of fisheries, and the like. Another diyision of
the same nature originally, but it soon becomes tithes is into great and email, or parsonage
altered bjr the deposition of yarious secretions and vicarage tithes : of these, the former are
upon its sides. chiefly corn, hay, and wood ; the latter are
Titan (Gr.). In Greek Mythology, this predial tithes of other kinds, together with

word generally occurs in the pluwtl number, mixed and personal tithes. The great tithes
and is applied to the children of Uranus and belong to the J^tor

; whereas only the small
Ge. Among them was Cronos, the father of tithes are due to the Vicar, By the original
Zeus, and through him of the Olympian gods, law, all the land of the country was titheable,
(Hesiod. Theog, 133 &c.) The children of the excepting the property of the crown, and of the
Titans, as Atlas, Prometheus, &c., also retained church itself. But when, at the Eeformation,
the name. The Titans themselyes, at the close the monasteries were dissolved, and their
of their war with Zeus, were thrust down into estates granted for the most part to laymen,
Tartarus. [Thbockjht.] these lands would have become titheable again,

Tltaaltw. Native oxide of titanium. but for a particular statute (81 Hen. VIII. c. 13)
Titanlam. A metal discovered by Gregor which was enacted for the advantage of the new

in a mineral from Cornwall called Menaccanite. possessors. It was also allowable, up to the
Its characters were first ascertainedby Klaproth, 13 Eliz., to effect compositions between the
who gave it the above name. In the year 1822, clergy and owners of the land, by which the
Br, Wollaston ascertained the presence ofa large parisn was discharged of these payments for

proportion of titanium in the minute copper- ever, in consideration of lands made over to
coloured crystals occasionally found in the slag the parson in exchange. This practice was
of the iron smelting furnaces at Merthyr and restrained by a statute passed in 13 Eliz.

elsewhere. They are of a co^pper colour, almost which limited all such compositions to a period
infusible, of a specific gravity of 6*8, and so ©f three lives or twenty-one years. From
hard as to scratdi not only glass but crystal, these causes, however, we find a great deal of
They resist the action of air and acids, but are land in the bands of lay proprietors not sub-
oxidised by the action of nitre at a red heat, ject to this charge. The monasteries are said

It has since been ascertained that these crystals to have held one-third of the benefices of the

contain about 18 per cent, of nitrogen and 4 kingdom, the tithes belonging to which they
of carbon, and ore probably a mixture of received, appointing members of their own
nitride with cyanide of titamura. The equi- body, as their vicars or curates, to discharge

va^»Rt assign^ to titanium is 24, and the the ordinary functions of parochial ministers,

peroxide, or titanic acid, is TiOj). Titanium To these they either gave ^ed stipends, or

appears susceptible of two degrees of oxida- allotted the small tithes, taking^, as their own
tion. The protoxide is blue or purple, and ap- share, the great or rectorial tithes. This is

pears to constitute the mineral called anatase. called appropriation of tithes
; but when these

The peroxide exists nearly pure in titanite, benefices fell into the hands of laymen, the

or rutilite, and is combined with the oxides same practice was continued, and is distin-

of iron and manganese in menacenniU, The guished by the title of impropriation,

properties of pure titanium are but little Lands and their occupiers might be dis-

known. charged from the payment of tithes, either in

Titbe (A.-Sax. teotha
;
the Scotch form is part or totally, by a composition, or by custom

teinds). In Ecdesiastical Law, the tenth part or prescription.

of the produce of the land, which, in this and Such is the general view of the law of tithe

other Christian countries, was anciently set immediately previous to the great changes in-

apart for the endowment of the church. The traduced by the Tithe Commutation Act, 6 3e 7

Levitical ordinance has frequently been ap- Wm. IV. c. 71; the object of which was to

pealed to under the Christian dispensation, , as convert a tax, imposed on the gross produce

establishing the divine right of the clergy
;

to of the soil, and varying annually in amount as

the receiptof tithes for ever ;
but this ground of well as money value iMong with it, into a rent

claim has been generally abandoned in modern (diarge, perpetual as to the amount, but varying

times. The duty of paying tithes was first accor^ng to the money value,

enjoined, apparently, m certain ecclesiastical By this Act the value of the tithes

canone, in^ year 760 ;
and the first dvil in each parish was to be calculateci according

decree upon the subject is discovered in the to the average of the seven yeata endiag at

laws of OTa, king of Mercia, » 794. In

France, a ifimilar law was enforce by Charle-

magne in 778, and from that time the pay-
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uoneunae, aqoo, minus sAususisi

lecting, &e. : but without dedueraon on aecotmt

Df parodual or county rates, The com*
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missionen^ appointed for that purpose under

|

the Act were then to award that sum (sub-

1

ject to . some unimportant allowances), as the

amount of the rent charge to be paid in respect

of the tithes,. This rent charge was to be ap-

portioned among the lands of the parish, haring

regard to their average titheable produce and
productive quality. The rent charge, being

thus valued in mone^, was to be taken as the

price of such a quantity of wheat, barley, and
oats as it would have purchased (each grain

in equal quantities), according to the average

price at the period of the confirmatioxi of the

apportionment. That quantity of grain was
therefore to remain for ever as the annual

charge upon the parish. In order to regulate

the money amount of the tithes, the money
payment each ;^ear was to be equal to the price

of tliat quantity at the average of the seven

years immediately preceding, to be ascertained

by an advertisement of the comptroller of corn

returns, published in the month of Januapr
every year. The rent charge was to be paid

by tne occupiers of the land on which it was
apportioned.

According to the returns under the property

tax (1810), it appeared that about 8,000,000

acres in England and Wales were tithe-free,

and 21,000,000 titheable. Mr. MCulloch's
Statistics of the British Empire contains the

following analysis of appropriations, &;c. of

tithes :

—

Belonging to the crown . . .88
Archbishops and bishops . . . 385

Ecclesiastical corporations aggregate 702
Dignitaries and other ecclesiastical

corporations sole .... 438
Universities, colleges, and hospitals . 281

Private owners . 2,552

Municipal corporations (since sold) . 43

Vicarages partly endowra . . 121

Ditto wholly endowed . . . 132

Titee. In Finance and Political Economy,
a tax levied on produce, and strictly a tenth

of the amount produced. The term is also

used loosely for any proportionate quantity

taken by way of tax and for such taxes asm
intended for other purposes than those to which

tithes are ordinarily devoted, vis. the main-

tenance of ecclesiastics and ecclesiastical

buildings.

Tbo economical effect of a tax on produce is

not mischievous when agriculture is rude and

land is unimproved by artificial means. The
tax is a simple property tax, which takes in

equal proportion isom. and poor soils. But
when ma is made capable of cultivation by a

hwoutlay of fine4<Myital,a«, for instance, by
dimnage, or hy astifiml irrigation, or by the

superposition of veg^ble wM a barren

OmiOOiAtitIm li exceeduudj umust^ since it

tSP^Lu^caid^ntequA Atithe

i^emfoe been always viewed by econo-

mista M a great to mptoirementt

because it forms a tax on improvement, and

whue it has not been confiscated On masse, It
j
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has been commuted to a fixed rent charge.

Such has been the change effected in this

country.

Xltlaiises. [Equitbs.]

Title. In BibU^aphy and Printing, the
first page of a book, giving in a few lines—the
fewer the better— notion of the subject of the
work. This page is usually left till the body
of the work is completed, as circumstances may
alter the author's iutentioiiiS as to title, preface,

date, dedication, &c. The sheet containing
these parts of a book is marked for the binder by
si^fnature A, and, if more than a sheet, d)y a, b,

dtc. It is not, as Professor de Morgan observes,

an easy or eveiy-day matter to choose a good
title for a book ; and the difilculty is constantly

increased by the increase in the number of

books on any particular subject A title-page

is a matter of literary importance neater than
most people imagine: priority of conception

gave birtn to the felicitous titles of the l^cta-
toTt the Tatlert and other early works; but
later titles of essays of a similar kind, such
as the Idler, the World, &c., are unfortunate.

Jewish and Oriental authors were partial to

allegorical titles, some of them remarkably
puerile

;
but the Greeks and Romans showed

I

considerable taste in the names of their books.

I

Some of the English titles of the seventeenth

centuiy were in the worst taste, such as 7'he

i 8ixpen,ny'Vx>rth of Divine Spirit, Baxter’s

Shove, A Pair of Spectacles for Sir Humphrey
Lind, A Fan to drive away Flies, &c.
Title to Troporty. It is obvious that the

bare possession of property does not always
indicate that the holder is entitled absolutely

to dispose of it. The actual occupier of a
house or land is in most cases only a tenant

for years, and it very frequently happens that

the landlord or the person assuming to act

as owner of an estate has, in fact, only a life

interest in or has mortgaged or otherwise

encumbered it. It is therefore necessary, upon
every sale or mortgage of lands, to investigate

the title of the person who is about to convey,

for the purpose of ascertaining as far as pos-

sible that he has a right to <£> so, and that

the purchaser or mortgagee will, after he has
parted with his money,^ safe against disturb-

ance by other claimants. The period for which
a title is investigated is for the last sixty

years, and every vendor of freehold property

18 bound to furnish the intended purchaser
with an abstract of all the deeds, wills, and
other instruments which have been executed

with respect to the lands in question during
that penod, and to famish proper evidence
of* deaths a^ other material facts. The pre-

cise term of sixty years is usually supposed
to have been adop^ or at least oontinaed,

with a view to the ordinary duration of human
life. For as bog as tlie law i^ws lan^ to be
settled on a man for life^ and after his death
on his son, or some other remainder^man, Ao

long must it be necessanr to cany the title

ba<m to such a point as will afibrd a reasonable

presumption that the flriit person mentioned
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as having conveyed the property, was not a and interests, as shall be expressed on the re-
tenant for life merely, but a tenant in fee cord ; the practical effect of wUch provision is

sinjple*
^ ^ ^

that investigation and reinvestigation of the
The case is different with respect to most title on the occasions of mhse^pjimt sales, mort-

kinds of personal property. Money and nego- gages, &c., will become in a great measure
tiable securities (sucn as bills of exchange, unnecessary. The Act, however, is permissive
&;c.) pass freely t^m hand to band; and, in only, and has not at present been made use
the case of theft or misappropriation, the true of to any great extent Between October 16,
owner has no right to require restitution of 1862 (when the oiEce of land registry was
his property from any innocent holder of it not opened), and June 10, 1665, there were 291
privy to the offence. • Ordinary merchandise applications made for registration of titles, 43
or goods, if stolen, may in some cases be re- of which (relating to property of an aggregate
claimed by the rightful owner; but this risk value of 622,050/.) had at the latte^ date
is not sufficient to make it worth while, as been completed 'or were ready for completion,
a general rule, for a purchaser to ask any 35 had failed or been withdrawn, and the rest
questions with respect to his vendor’s title, were still pending in the office. By a later
As regards stock in the public funds and parliament^ return, made up to March 10,
shares in public companies, a purchaser of 1866, it appears that up to that date the total
them will be safe if he obtains a proper number of applications under the Act had been
transfer from the person in whose name they 359, 114 of which (relating to property of a total
are standing, unless he has notice that they value of 1,448,647/.) had been completed or
belong to some one else. Stock and shares, were ready, and 63 had failed or been with-
and many other kinds of personal property, drawn,
such as mortgage investments and the like, Titmouse* [Fanus.]
are frequently made the subject of settle- Titular (lat. tltulus, a title). Chiefly in
meats; but property of this nature (unlike real Ecclesiastical usage, a person invested with the
property) can be settled only through the me- title to a benefice

:
generally used for one who

dium of trustees, and when settled is usually has the title only, without possession or onjoy-

treated as a temporary investment represent- ment. The term, however, has been in some
ing so much money, and is not, like a landed cases applied to the possessors of the property
estate, intended to remain in specie in the same of suppressed bishoprics, &c.

family. It is therefore the practice, in order Tli^ The name given to the native borate

to facilitate changes of investment, to give to of lime (Hayesine) in Southern Peru,

the trustees of settled personal property the TlJettek. A Javanese name for the virulent

fullest powers of disposing of it without ren- poison prepared from StrycAnoe TieuU.

dering it necessaxy loi purchasers ffrom them Tmeala (Gr. from / out). In Gram-
to investigate the title of the person bene- mar, a figure by which a compound word is

ficially interested. It happens, however, not separated into two parts by the intervention of
unfrequently, that reversionaiy or other inte- one or more words, as in the following line of

rests in personal property are sold or mort- Terence, * Qusb meo cuuque animo lubitum est

gaged by the beneficial owners before the facere,’ for * qusecunque meo animo.' This

time has arrived for an absolute division figure is a license in the Latin language, frequent

or apportionment of the settled funds, and in Terence and Lucretius, rare in later writers

;

under these circumstances an enquiry into in the Greek it is more common
;

but of all

the title becomes as necessary as in the case Western languages, the German lends itself

of real estate. most readily to the division of compound words.

The necessity of a detailed enquiry into title In English the figure is unused,

is undoubtedly a great source of expense and Toad (A.-Sax, tade). The kind of tailless

delay in dealing with land ; and with a view to Batracbian, common in Britain, which ex-

remedy these evils an Act has been passed * to amplifies the family Bufmina^ ^viug half-

facilitate the proof of title to, and the convey- webbed toes, the glandular swelling called

ance of, real estates.’ (Stat 25 & 26 Viet. o. parotoid between the eye and ear, and the

67.) Under this Act, an ofi&ro for land registry sacral diapophyses expanded. The genus

has been established, in which landowners may has the femur rather short ; no teeth
; tongue

submit their titles to official investigation, elliptical, entire, with the free margin turned

and have them registered in case they are ha.(k ; skin more or less warty. Toads exist in

approved of as g^ and marketable. I^vi- almost every part of the globe except Australia.

Sion is made for the registration of land either The parotoids exude a fetid and rather acrid

with an ind^easible title, or with a title sub- milky secretion, which is the sole foundation

ject to specific incumbrances. And it is enacted for the vulw error of the poison of the toad,

that the persons described in the < record of The animal is useful to man, and in no way
title to land on the registry,* as entitled to any noxious.

land, are, subject to the specified qualifications Toad'SKiya Tln« A ]^e hair-brov^

or incumbrances, if any, and for the purposes variety of Wood Tin found at several mines

of sales, mortga^ and contracts for valuable near Tregurthy Moor in OornwalL

consideration, to be deemed absolutely and in- ToadiMie (Ger. todtstrin, dead'^ione),

defesriblyentitled to such estates, rights, powers, The name given by miners to certain bands,
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generally basaltic, which alternate with bands

of limestone of the carboniferous series. It

has been found by experience, that when
metalliferous (lead-bearing) ycins exist in

these strata, the ore is rarely present where
the rein traverses the basalts, and thus these

rocks are said to be deadt as not being p^uc-
tive. This name is applied chiefly in Derby-
shire. [CABBONirBiious Limestonb ; Tiup-
BOCK.]
Toadstoobu The common name for various

spectes of Agaricut and Boletus
^ common fungi,

wMch, according to the notion of older herba-

lists, derived their ori^n from toads, as puff-

balls {Lyooperdm) derived theirs from wolves,

'or deerballs {Maphomyces) foom deer,

Tobacoo. I^e dried leaves of the Nieo-

iiana Tabacum, a plant indigenous to America,

but which succeeds well, and is extensively

cultivated, in most parts of the Old World.
The recent leaves possess little odomr or taste

;

but when dried, the odour becomes strong and
eculiar, and their taste bitter and acrid. When
istilled, they yield a volatile principle called

nicotine, on which their virtue depends, and
which is a virulent poison. There is also ob-

tained a concrete volatile oil which appears to

possess active properties.

The leaves are used in varions ways, being

chewed, smoked, or ground and manufactured

into snuff. It is in the last-mentioned form
that tobacco was, till of late years, principally

used in Great Britain. Much discussion has

arisen of late years respecting the practice of

smoking tobacco, it having been argued, on the

one hand, that the custom is invariably in-

jurious, and that the nervous extern suffers

materially even in those who indulge in a mode-
rate degree. On the other h|iid, smokers urge

the fact that the practice can scarcely be in-

jurious, inasmuch as it cannot be shown that

smoking interferes with longevity, and that

many men ofhigh intellect have been inveterate

smokers and have lived to a good old ape. The
subject has been treated bv Uie late Sir Bezya-

min Brodie and by Mr. Solly. The former does

not consider smokiiig in moderation more in-

jurious than the moderate use of wine, though
he highly disapproves of the excessive use of

tobacco. Mr. ^Uy takes a strong view, and
believes all use of tobacco if\jurious.

The term tobacco is probably derived from

!

Tobaeo, a povince of Yucatan, where it was
first found by the Spaniards. To Sir Francis
Drake and Sir Walter Baleigh has been as-

cribed the honour of having introduced it into

England, nearly three centuries ago.

Wtuijfp OtmeBrn A name uno^ which the

slender (Tanks of BaetrU mnor are sometimes
impoited into Eiu^, to be made into Walking-

Siam
T^cainm An old French word, of which the

derivation seems not to be ascertained : Gregory
ofTom uses wordse^ for the sound of a
bdl CWney. JUkkodkmd), dmityitug an alaram*
beU(Ger.(Wmi^om). The usoofthetoerin,
duiulgthe troabme of the Bavolation, to aasem-
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ble the multitude, has rendered the word almost

proverbial.

Toonsaoa An Abyssinian corn-plant or

millet, bearing the scientific name of Eteusine

Tocusso.

Tod. A weight used in weighing wool. It

contains tweni^-eight pounds avoirdupois.

TodOj*. l!he juice which flows from the

spathes of Borassus flahdlifonniSi Baphia vini-

feta, Mauritia vinifera, Arenga saccharifera,

the cocoa-nut, date, and otherpalms, when they

are cut or wounded. This jnice forms Palm
wine. It is a delicious beverage when foesh,

and is employed in In^a by bakers instead of

yeast in the preparation of bread ; it is also

extensively distilled into a spirituous liquor,

generally drunk by the natives, among whom
it is known by the name of bowra.

Toda* Tails. A Scotch name for the com-
mon Highland Clubmosses.

Tofls. The fragrant flowers of the North
African Ehaponiicuni acaule.

Toft. An Anglo-Saxon word, denoting

strictly the tuft of trees sheltering a home-
stead, and sometimes surrounding it. In old

deeds it is commonly joined to croft, another

Anglo-Saxon word meaning an enclosed field.

Toga (Lat.). The gown or mantle peculiar

to the Boman people
;
whence it was sometimes

designated as the gens togata, or toga-clad

nation. The toga was a loose flowing woollen
garment covering the whole body round,

close below, but open at the top down to the

girdle. The end was drawn up and thrown
over the left shoulder, leaving the right arm
free, as it had no sleeves. The ordinary

colour of the toga was white; but this was
changed for a dark colour in mourning. The
chief dignitaries of the state were distinguished

by a purple band affixed to the edge of the

toga, which was then called prmtexta. An
embroidered toga was worn by generals when
they triumphed. (Rich, LicHonary of Roman
and Greek Antiquities.)

Aipong women, the toga was only worn by
the disreputable ; the drm of the matron was
the Stola.

Toggel* A double cone of wood, firmly

fixed in a loop at the end of a rope. By pass-

ing the toggel through another small loop in

another rope, a strong junction is easily formed,

which can be cancelled in a moment, Toggels

are very usefol in bending flags for signals.

Tolae (Fr.). A Fren^ measure of length,

containing rix French feet, or 1*949040 metres.

The French toise is ecmvalent to 6*3946926

English feet In Old En^h the equivalent

of toise, Le. or fays, u the same as the

fothom.

Tokagr. A winemade at Tokay in Hungary

;

it is Ittscioiis, and yet has an agreeable quick-

ness of flavour. It. is usually more or less

turbid.

TokM fG«r. seiohen ; the root is found in

the Gr. MierufUt and the Lat jbdicare, to

ekow). Up to the Bestoration, the govern-

ment issued no copper money for purposes of
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small cl.ttnge. There hod been indeed no great

necessity for such a currency in early times.

The greater part of agricultural wages was paid
ill kind, there were no shops, and very bttlc

foreign produce was distributed by moans of re-

tail trade. Such articles of this character os

were procurable, were obtained at those great
fairs which played so important a part in

medioeval and even in later economy, but
which are now almost extinct. Besides, the
denomination of the silver currency, before the
reforms of Elizabeth, was low, pence being
coined which were divisible by means of a
cross on the reverse into four parts or farthings.

As, however, intercourse with the Eastern world
was made more familiar after the discovery of

the Cape passage, and the English merchants
contended with the Portuguese, Spaniards, and
Dutch for a share in this lucrative trade, the

supply of foreign commodities became more
copious, and their use more diffused. Retail

triers became more numerous, and supplied

articles in smaller parcels, and the want of a
small change currency was felt. To meet this

want, and possibly to obtain some profit on the

transaction, private individuals issued, there

being no law to the contrary, copper pieces,

called tokens^ which the person whose name
tliey bore pledged himself to redeem in silver,

Oil demand. There was scarcely a village of

any magnitude in which such a local currency

did not circulate, and a complete collection of

such tokens, if indeed it could be made, would
contain many thousand specimens. The custom
continued even up to the restoration of the

currency in 1819, the Bank of England having

for a short time even issued a currency of

silver tokens.

This copper circulation was of a nature

similar to those issues of notes in very small

denominations which have characterised many
foreign currencies. The value of the metal

contained in the token was of course far below
its nominal rate, and the circulation, if it could

be effected in any quantity, was a source of ^n-
siderable profit to the issuing parties, since

during the time that the tokens were accepted

and circulated, the proprietors of the local

currency got the interest on the difference

between the value of the tokens and the silver

which they represented. Nor, except on the

ground that it is an advantage to the state to

retain the issue of the copper currency in its

own hands, is there any reason why such a
currency of tokens might not be permitted, as

well as an issue of locd notes. It is, however,

a considerable advantage to the government

to retain the monopoly of eoininff silver and

copper, and ithas therefore forbidden the issue

of these tokens. It is wdl known that the

silver and copper boins of this country are con-

siderably ovenated, and that therefore they

*are, to aU intents, a eorrency of government

tokena.

Toxxif. In Printing, ten quires eighteen

sheets of paper, or 268 sheets. It is

reckoned an hours work for a hand press, of
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ordinary worlc. In Moxon’s time the token was
ten quires.

Toleration (Lat. tolcratio, from tolero, 1
endure). This word is used in a general sense
to express impunity and safety in the state for
all dissenters from the established church, who
do not maintain any doctrines inconsistent with
the peace and welfare of the state. Hence
toleration implies a right of enjoying the benefit

of the laws and of all social privileges, without
any regard to difference of religion. The first

toleration Act in England was passed in 1689 ;

but it was not till 1829, when the Catholic
Emancipation Bill was passed, that dissenters

could be said to be on an equality with church-
men in eveiy respect. For the connection be-
tween the idea of toleration and the secula-

risation of politics, see Leclqr’s Hietory of
BatiomlUm in Europe, ch. v.

Toll (A.-Sax.
;
Ger. zoll). The name usually

given to the duties imposed on travellers and
goods possifig along public roads, bridges, &c.
It is also used to indicate the payment to the
corporation of a town, or to the lord or owner
of a niarketor fair, upon sale of things tollable.

Toll is sometimes taken by a man for every
beast driven across his ground, and is then
called toU-traverse

;

also % a town for beasts

going through it, or over a bridge or ferry

maintained at its cost, and is then called toU^

tftorough. The right to take an ancient toll

rests upon prescription or a grant from the

crown ; tolls of modern introduction are esta-

blished by Acts of Parliament, of which the
Turnpike Acts are familiar instances. [Taillb.]

Tolmen or Bolmen. In Antiquities.

Borlase, in his History of ComvoaU, gives this

name to large stones with passages apparently

hollowed tluxiugh them, which are commonly
believed to be Druidical remains. Other anti-

quaries describe under this name stone tables

or altars resting on stone su^rts. There are

so-called Tolmens in the Channel Islands,

Brittany, Poitou, and in the central parts of

France. See also Archaologia, vol. ii. and vol.

viii. p. 210, where there is a description and
•representation of a celebrated one at Primham
R^s, in Yorkshire.

Tolseyk An ancient name for a place

where tolls were assessed or collected, and
at which, consequently, other mercantile busi-

ness was often carried on. Thus a local court

at Bristol was known as the Tolsey court.

The word Tdbooth has, no doubt, a similar

origin.

Tola The concrete bals^ of

Myrospermum toluiferum, a tree growing in the

warmest parts of South America. This sub-

stance is pale brown ; brittle in cold, but tena-

rious in Wt weather ; fragrant when heated,

and entirely soluble in al<»hol. It contains

cinnamio acid.

tMaldlBo. An oiganie base obtained by
the action of sulphide of ammonium upon
nitro-toluol. It is a white crystalline substance,

fhsing at 104° Fahr. (40° C.), and boiliM at

386*4 Fahr. (198° C.)* Ibi formula is N.



TOLUOL TONICS

Toluol. An oily ^drocorbon obtained by which modern music ^ssesses, in consequence

distillation from Tolu Balsam ; it also exists in of its being written in definite keys, thereby

coal tar. Its composition is C14 Hg. It boils conforming to cerbuin defined arrangements of

at 237-2 Fahr. (114® 0.). tones and semitones in the diatonic scale.

Tomato (Malay tamatta). The Love-apple, Tondlno (Ital.). In Architecture, the same
Lncopermum esotumtum^ a Solanaceous plant, as Astaaoxi..

whose fruits ore much esteemed in cookery. Tone (^Gr. r6yoSf from to sttetch). In

The Solantm anihropophagorum^ which tlie Music, this word has several meanings.

Feejeans eat at their feasts of human flesh, is 1. It refers to the quality of sound emitted

hence called the Cannibat's Tomato, by any musical instrument ; thus, we say a

Tomb (Gr. Lat. tumulus). This, pianoforte or a violin has a good tone, a power-

word, which signifles strictly a place where a fvl tone, a soft tone, a meet tone, &c.

dead body is burnt, is commonly used to de- 2. Wo speak, in common language, of

note both the grave or sepulchre in which the musical tones as synonymous with musical

body of a deceased person is interred, and a sounds,

monument erected in his memory. In many 3. A tone is the musical interval com-

coimtries it was customary to burn the bodies prised between two sounds, whose vibrations

of the dead, and to collect the ashes into an are in the ratio of 8 : 9.

Urn, which was deposited in a tomb. The Tone. In Physiology, a degree of firmness

tombs of the Jews were generally hollow and tension in certain soft tissues, as contra-

places hewn out of a rock. The Greeks con- distinguished from fiahhineee : it is commonly
structed their tombs outside the walls of their applied to the muscles, in which the tone

cities, with the exception of those raised to dis- depends on a state of passive contraction,

tiuguished personages. The same distinction dependent on the connection of their nerves

was observed by the Romans ; their sepulchres with the myclon, and which is lost when that

were in the country near the high roads, and connection, or the myelon itself, is destroyed,

none but emperors, vestals, and great person- Tonesy Bocleaiaattcal. In Music, the

ages had the privilege of burial within the eight modes, now generally called the Gre-

walls. In Etruria, many ancient tombs have ^rian Chants, in which the psalms of the

been discovered containing beautiful vases, for Catholic Church are intoned. Pope Gregory

full particulars respecting which the reader the Great has been considered the inventor of

may consult Dennis's Citi^ and Cemeteries of them.

^ruria. See, for the tombs of the Egyptians, Tongue (A.-Sax. tunga ; Goth, tuggo

;

Sir G. Wilkinson’s Manners of the Ancient Ger. zunge; Celtic dingua, standing to the

^yptianst vol. iii. p. 183. Lat. lingua, in the relation of Lat. lacryma,
* Tombac. An alloy of copper and zinc, or Fr. larme ; to Gr. SdicpwRa, Goth, tagr, !^g.

a species of brass with excess of zinc. When tear). In Anatomy, the organ of taste
; a

arsenic is added, it forms white tombac. soft fleshy viscus, movable in all directions,

Tombaatte. A variety of Gersdorffite, composed of muscular fibres covered by a
containing nickel, arsenic, and a little sul- membrane, upon which, especially at the tip

phur, traces of cobalt and iron. It is and sides, are numerous nervous papills.

found in cubical crystals of a bronze-yellow or The tongue is largeljr supplied "by blood-

piiichbeck-brown colour, near Lobenstein in vessels, its arteries being branches of the

Thuringia. ranine and labial, and its veins emptying into

Tomentoge (Lat. tomentum). In Botany, the great linguals which proceed to the

this term is applied to surfaces covered with external jugular ; the nerves come from the

dense scarcely rigid short hairs, so as to be fifth, eighth, and ninth pairs. The tongue
sensibly woolly to the touch. performs important functions, not only in

Tomentum (Lat,). In Botany, the down tasting, but iu articulating, and in eating,

which produces the tomentose character on the chewing, or swallowing fooC and in. receiving

surface of plants. drink.

TomoWto. An amorphous compact sili- Tongue. Xu Architecture. [Groove.]
cate of manganese from the Harz. Tonio (from tone). In Music, the principal

Tompion (Fr. tampon). In Artillery, a or key-note of the scale. It is the chief sound
conical plug or stopper, pUu^ in the muzzle of upon which all regular melodies depend, and in

a gun to keep out the wet. which they, or at least the bass accompanying
Ton (A«-Sax. tunna). A denomination of them, should usually terminate.

weightequalto20cwt.or2,2401b8.avoirdup<^. Tontini. Medicines which gradually and
The lorn ton, often used iu wholesale deaUngs, permanently increase the tonicity ofthe intern,

is equal to 21 cwt. or 2,352 lbs. avoiidupms. strengthening and invigorating it when in a
2bn IS also the name of an English measure debilitated condition ; wey increase the appe-
of capacity containing 252 gallons but when tite, assist digestion, and thus, by inoreaung
used in .the latter sense, the word is usually nutrition, give firmness to the muscular ara
written hm, circulating system* The principal tonics are

TpH. On Sblpbooird, loriy cubic feet to be found among the vegetable astringents

TwbttjlT* in Music, this rather vague and bitters, the nnneral acids, and the
wordhi usedgeserally to denote peouHarity parations of iron.
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TONKA OR TONQUIN BEAN TONNAGE
Tonka or Tonquln Boaa. Tho fruit of

|

the Dipteryx odorata. It is used as a per-

fume, especially for snuff; its odour, resem-
bling that of new hay, is derived from a con-*

Crete volatile oil which chemists have termed
Coumadin, or Tonka-Camphor. [Diptbryx.]
A similar substance may also be extracted from
tho dowers of Melilot {Mdilotua officinalis),

-[Mklilotus.]

Tonnaffo. This word implied originally the
mimbor of tons weight which a vessel might
safely carry. It is now the gauge of a ship’s

dimensions, and the standard for tolls, dues,

c'c(*. It is so important a subject in its

bearing on all matters of mercantile marine,

tliat some detail of the mode of admeasure-
ment appears requisite Prior to January
1830, tho rule established by Act of Parlia-

ment for the measurement of the tonnage of
fillips was founded on erroneous principles, and
led to the most mischievous consequences.

By consideringthe breadth and depth as near-

ly the same, the rule implied the square of the

breadth; and hence increasing tho breadth
of a vessel increased her nominal tonnage for

the payment of dues more than it increased

her real capacity. Under this pernicious

system, vessels came to be built narrow and
deep

;
and were thus not only less efficient, but

highly dangerous. In 1823 a committee, of

which Dr. T. Young was chairman, proposed
to measure the internal capacity by taking the

breadth and depth at each quarter of the

length
;
but for some reason no step was taken.

In 1832 another committee was appointed to

consider the subject ;
and they concluded their

labours in 1834 by recommending the method
of Mr. Riddle, of the Royal Hospital, Greeiv
wich. Mr. Riddle inferred that since a great

number of direct meas\ires for capacity would
afford a result very near the truth, an ap-

proximation might be obtained by means of a

smaller number of measures, provided addi-

tional weight was given in the calculation to

those dimensionswhich extendthrough agreater
part of the hull'. He obtained the multipliers

of these dimensions—the midship breadth and
depth—by trial, from the vessels measured for

the guidance of the committee ; and the method
is therefore founded on an arithmetical fact.

HaAnng been adopted by all vessels registered

under the Board of Trade as tho basis for dock

dues, &c., this system of measuring tonnage

w'as enacted by Parliament in 1836 (to the

great improvement of shipbuilding), and, with

much modification, made yet more compulsory

by the Merchant l^ipping Act of 1864.^ The

rule, briefly express^, as laid down in the

Act of 1864 (17 & 18 Viet. c. 104 ss. 20-29),

is as foyqws :

—

An” ditt^sions to be taken in feet and de-

cimal parts of feet.

1. Measure the length on the tonnage d^k
from the inside of the inner plapk at we side

of the stem to the inside of the rn'idship steni*

timber.

The tonnage deck is the upper deck of ships
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with less than throe docks; the second deck
from below if there bo three or more decks.

2. Divide the length of the tonnage deck
into equal parts as follows :

—

If not exceeding 60 foot long, into 4 parts.

»» 120 „ „ 6 „
- » 180 .. „ 8 „
» .. i226 „ 10 „

Above 225 „ „ 12 ,,

3. At each point obtained by rule 2, compute
the transverse area of tlio ship, by tsiking the
depth below the tonnage deck from a point
one-third ot the round of the beam below such
deck to the upper side of the floor timber at
the inside^ of the limber-strake. Next ascer-
tain the width Jit three points, found by dividing
the depth into four parts if such depth amid-
ships do not exceed sixteen feet, or at
points, the divisions between six parts, if it

do
; as well as at tho top and bottom of such

lino of depth. Number those breadths 1, 2,
&c. from above, (a.) In the ease of tho line
divided into four, multiply the second and
fourth breadths by four ; and the third by two

:

add these products to the sum of the first nnd
fifth breadths

; multiply the total by ono-third
of the common interval between the breadths

:

the product shall be deemed tho transverse
area. (5.) In tho case of the line of depth
divided into six, multiply the second, fourth,

and sixth depths by four ; and the third and
fifth by two ; to the sum of these products add
tho first and seventh breadths; multiply the
total sum by one-third the common interval

between the breadths: the result shall he
deemed the transverso area.

4. Having found these transverse areas,

number them 1, 2, &c. from the bow; No,
1 being at the extreme bow end of the line

of length and the last number at the extreme
stern end of such lino. Then multiply every
even-numbered area by four, and each odd-
numbered (except No. 1 and the last) by two.

To the sum of these products add the first and
last areas if they yield anything. Multiply the
total by one-thira the common distance between
the areas, and divide the product by 100. The
quotient shall be the tonnage under the tonnage
aeck and the register tonnage, subject to certain

additions and deductions, of the ship.

In vessels with a poop or a break in the
upper deck, measure the mean horizontal area

and height of such poop ; multiply these to-

gether, and divide by 100, and add the result

to the former tonnage.

If a vessel have more than three decks, the
tonnage due tq each between-deck space above
the tonnage deck shall be found, as in the case

of the poop, and added. In open vessels, the
depth u measured from the upper edge of the

upper str^e. *

In vessels propel^ otherwise than ly sails,

the tonp^gesou^ ^ the content of the engine

.seenf, tound by multiplying together the len^h,
breadth, and height^ and by mviding the pxo-

duct by 100, is to be deducted from the gross



TONNAGE AND POUNDAGE
tonn&gp. The space occupied by a screw shaft

is to be includca as part of the engine-room.

The relative capacities of ships are de-

termined very nearly by this method, i. e.

within little more than four or five per cent,

generally; though, in extreme cases, the differ-

ence may amount to ten or twelve per cent.

Even this, however, is insignificant, as com-

pared with the usual errors of the former

method. The divisor by which cubic content

is reduced to nominal tonnage has been adopted

merely in order that, while the reputed tonnage

of most kinds of vessels would be corrected by
the now rule, the total registered tonnage of the

kin^om might remain unaltered. By the new
method the dues paid on tonnage are propor-

tioned to the capacities of the vessels
;
ana as

no advantage is gained in these respects by de-

fective forms, a marked improvement in mer-

chant vessels has followed the passing of the

Act.

The new measurement is universally adopted

for vessels registered under the Board of Trade

;

each ship being required (to be deemed a British

merchant ship) to nave her number and tonnage
carved or painted conspicuously on her main
beam

;
but pleasure yachts still, for the most

part, cling to the O.M. or old measurement.

Tonnage and Poundage. Tonnage was
a duty upon all wines imported over and above

frisage. [Phisage.] Poundage was a duty im-
posed ad valorem at the rate of twelve pence in

the pound on all other merchandise whatever.

These duties .were granted to the crown by
parliament, at first periodically, then annually,

till the reign of Charles I., who collected them
for fifteen years without the consent of parlia-

ment; a right formally renounced by stat. 16

Ch. 1. c. 8. After the Bestoration, these duties

were continued by parliament from time to time

till the year 1787, when tliey were merged in

the general customs duties by the first Customs
Consolidation Act (27 Geo. 111. c. 13).

Tonalllitla. Infiammation of the tonsils.

[Quinsbt.]
TonsUa (Lat. tonsilla, dim. of tonsa, part,

of tondeo, to shear or cut ojf). An oblong

euboval |[land on each side of the fauces, and
opening Into the cavitjTbf the mouth by several

laige ducts.

Tonanre (Lat. tonsura, from tondeo, 1
shave). The crown or space on the top of

the head kept shaven by persons in orders, or

belonging to religious bo^es in the Boman and
other churches. Tonsure is said to be of two
kinds ; one denominated after St. Paul, across

the whole &ont of the head firom ear to ear, in

use in the Eastern churt^es, (and those of Bri-

tain and Ireland); the other from St Peter, the

ordinary Eomieh* Tonsure was first rendered

ohligatoiy by the Fourth Council of Toledo^

63^. The tonsure is in proportion to the

r»^ of the person in the church, It is sup-

posed to,r«|>resent the crown of thorns placed

on tha.h^of .Christ when before Pilate,

Tofmg. At or about the conclusion

of the seventeenth century, one Tonti, a
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TOOTHING
Neapolitan, suggested to the French govern-

ment a new method of raising money, on tl'.e

j*oint lives of a number of subscribers to a
government fund. The suggestion was ne-

glected in France, but adopted in England,
and for some time joint annuities, under the

name of tontines^ from the inventor, were a
customary means of borrowing money.
A tontine is an ingenious scheme in which

the prudenHal practice of securing a fixed

provision on the basis of a government obliga-

tion is coupled with the speculative tendency
of considering one’s own chance of life betUr
than that of one's neighbour. A number of

persons join in equal or varying shares towards
a government loan, and receive a proportionate

annuity, with a right of survivorship, the last

survivor receiving the whole sum annually
paid, or, ns is generally the case, such a propor-

tion of the whole sum as has been determined
at the time in which the tantine was created.

Thus, if a thousand persons subscribed a fund
sufficient, on calculations made by government
as to the expectation of loss, to secure annuities

of 100^. to oach subscriber, the last survivor

would on the first hypothesis receive 100,000/.

a year, or whatever sum, say 10,000/. or

20,000/., was agreed on when the tontine was
created, as the annuity of the last survivor.

Tontines have long ceased to be favourite

schemes of government. On the whole, the
state lost considerably by the arrangement.
This was due to two causes at least. The
calculations made as to tbe probable duration
of human life, having been taken on the

whole from insurance tables, erred on the side

of deficient^, and thus, on the whole, the ordi-

nary annuitant, who would seldom purchase
unless with a good prospect of life, gained con-

siderably. Again, tontines were frequent sub-
jects for investment on the part of speculators

and^aven of companies. To make them as
profitable as possible, agents were despatched
over the whole country, to search out families

noted for longevity, and select from them
individuals of the healthiest frame and most
temperate habits. As a consequence, the in-

vestment in tontine fiinds was advantageous
fco ' the purchaser and a loss to government.
It may be observed that the dead weight an-
nuity of the Bank of England, which expires
in 1867, is in principle a tontine on a gigantic

scale, the annuities payable in 1823 having
amounted to upwards of 5,000,000/., and the
Bank having stipulated to satisfy them in con-

sideration of an annual payment of 586,740/.
for forty-four years commencing on April 5,

1823.

Toon Wood, The wood of Cedrela Toona.

Toot Tlfuit. A poisonous New Zealand
shrub, Coriaria ruscifoUa.

Tootlwaolio^troo. One of the names of
the Xanthoxyhnfrtmnmnu

Tootiaafr« In Architecture, bricks alter-*

nately projecting at the end of a wall, in order
^t th€7 may be bonded into a continuation of
it when the remainder is carried up.



TOP TOPICS
Top (A.-Sax.). In Naval language, a

small light platform around the lower mast-

head.

Topi Bpianlsiff. A well-known toy. The
steady motion which a well-spun top soon

acquires suggested to Mr. Sisson, about eighty

years ago, the employment of a mirror placed

upon it at right angles to its axis, as an arti-

ficial horizon which might probably be used

at sea; and on sending out the first of the

late polar expeditions, the attention of Mr.
Troughton was turned to the subiect. But
though useful observations might nave been
made on land with the instrument which he
constructed, it was not found at sea to give

results of any practical value. More recently

Mr. Piazzi Smyth has constructed on this

principle a contrivance which he calls a free

revolving stands and which has been used with
some success.

Top-and-Bott. An arrangement of the

planks of the outside by which economy
of wood is secured. They are so bolted on
tlmt two rows produce a straight baud.

Top-mast. The second mastfrom the deck,

being above the lower mast, and below the

topgallant mast. It is sustained by a fid,

through its base, which rests on the trestle-

trees, steadiness being maintained by the cap

on the lower mast-head, the topmast shrouds,

stays, and backstays.

Toparoby (Gr. rompxia, from r^jirof, a
place, and &px«, I rule). In Ancient History,

a small state or lordship consisting only of a

few cities or towns
;
or a petty country under

the sway of a toparch.' Thus Judaea was
anciently divided into ten toparchies.

Topaa. A silicate of alumina containing

fluorine. It occurs crystallised and in water-

worn pebbles, and is harder than Quartz, but
less hard than Ruby. It is limpid and trans-

parent, colourless or yellow, ot of a wine-

colour, blue, green, &e.
When heated, the Brazilian Topaz becomes

rose-red, and is sometimes in this state

passed off as a Ruby
;

the Saxon Topaz
loses its colour by heat. When without flaws

and of a good colour, it is much employed
in jewellery. The Saxon is usually paler

than the Brazilian, which often has a pinkish

line
;
the Siberian Topaz is usually colourless,

and the Scotch has a blue tinge. The name
is derived from Topazos, an island in the

Red Sea, whence the ancients procured their

Topazes. (Bristow’s Gloeaary of Mineralogy^

p. 383.)

Topastne [False Topaz ;
Smoky

Quastz.]
Topasollte. A variety of lime-Gamet,

found in translucent, honey-yellow crystals

(which are sometimes of an olive-green colour),

at Mussa in Piedmont.
TopeJuUna* On Shipboard, chains

in action, by which the lower yard is hung in

'

case of the slings being shot away.
I

ToppaUsoit. That which is next above the

topmast.

Topbet. Tophet, it would seem, wns ori-

ginally a garden or pleasance of the Jewish
kings, which some among them defiled by the
worship of Baal and by human sacrifices offered

to Moloch. Afterwards the name was used
to denote any polluted or unclean place.

The name is derived by some from Heb.
toph, a drum, on account of the beating of
drums and other instruments by which the
cries of the children sacrificed to Moloch were
stifled, or which were used there on festive

occasions.

Topbua (Lat.). A soft tumour upon a
bone, also a term used to designate gouty
de^sit in the smaller joints.

Tophus. A name given to porous deposits
of calcareous matter from water. Probably
the term tufa or tuff, which is ordinarily

used to denote such deposits, is a corruption
of the word tophus.

TopiaryWork (Lat. ars topiaria). In Hor-
ticulture, this expression is used to designate the
fanciful shapes formerly given, by cutting and
trimming, to arbours, hedges, and trees in

formal gardens. Topiary work is now happily

obsolete, and ornamental trees are suffered to

grow without being tortured into the unseemly
forms which once were given to them. The
term does not include such moderate knife-

pruning as may be designed to give finish to

a naturally graceful shape, but is applied to

such cutting (cUpping) as gives an artificial

form or outline.

Topics (Gr. roieiKSs, from riiros, a place).

In Rhetoric. By abstracting from a proposition

which conveys a truth in the concrete (i.e. re-

specting certain circumstances expressed in the

terms of the proposition) a portion of those

circumstances denominated accidental, we arrive

at the same truth in the abstract, or (in stricter

language) in a more widely applicable form, ac-

commodated to many different sets of accidental

circumstances. Thus, for example, in juris-

prudence, from an investigation of the truth in

various insulated cases in which a too strict

application of legal principles has been attended
with evil effects, we deduce the general truth

that such application is so attend^ ; or, in the

proverbial phrase, *6ummumjus summa iivjuria.’

>
Among the helps employed by the ancients in

I

their favourite study of rhetoric was the col-

lection and arrangement of a great variety of

,

such general truths, according to the several

sciences or subjects to which they belonged.

These they termed topoi, or places
;
from which

the modem term topic is derived. They coit-

sidefed it useful for the student in rhetoric to

have at hand, by m^ns of his memory, these

compendious expressions ofuniversal sentiment,

and the general reasonings or dedain^rions
applicable to each of them, in order to

them for particalar use by performing the
converse of that operation by. which they were
hmved at; viz. clothing them with. the par-

ticular circumstances of the case. Thus the
topos just cited might be useful to the forensic

orator ; it affords a subject for reasoning and
809



TOPOGRAPHY
declamation applicable to a great number of
individual instances. Manj of these topics

answer to what in modem phrase we should
term axioms

; and, indeed, some of the axioms
of pure mathematics are enumerated by Ari-

stotle among the topics which are proper to
every species of oratory.

Topography (Gr. rovoypa^tta). Strictly

the description of a place, or the science of
describing places (distinguished from choro-

ffraph^t or the description of a district, and
from gfografhy^ the description of the earth).

Topping Zilft. On Shipboard, tackle for

raising the outer end of a gaff or boom.
Toptlmbera. In the ribs of a ship’s side,

those pieces which are next above the mttooks.
Torbaae Hill Coal or Torbanlte. A

kind of Oannel Coal found at Torbane and other
places near Bathgate in Linlithgowshire, in the
upper coal-measures of Scotland, where it some-
times passes into Blackband Ironstone and into

ordinaiy Cannel. This mineral is the most
valuable coal hitherto discovered for making
ga8*and paraffine. (Ure’s 2h‘c^. of Arts^ ^c.)

Torboiito. A Mineralogical synonym for

Copper-TJranite.

Torenmatology (Gr. rSptviia, embossed
work, and Aiiyof). This word signifies either

the science or art of sculpture, or a description

of ancient and modem sculpture and bas-

relief.

Torentlo (Gr. reptvriadT, belonging to work
in relief). In Sculpture, a term applied to

such objects as are executed with high finish,

delicacy, and polish
;
but properly to all figures

in hard wood, ivory, &c. and often restricted to

metallic carvings or castings in basso-rilievo.

But in its widest sense it signifies sculpture in

any style, or in any material, whether modelled,

carved, or cast.

Torla. An Eastern name for Binamsglauca,
a species extensively cultivated in India for the
oil obtained firom the seed.

Tormaotll Hoot. The root of the Poien^

tiUa T&rmentiUa. It is occasionally used in

medicine as an astringent.

Tortiafio'(Span.). A violent hurricane or
gust of wind, which, arising suddenly ^om the

shore, veers round to all pomts of the compass,

and indeed has been described as blowing
from all points at once. Tornadoes are usually

aocommnied with thunder storms, and are

genereuly of ehort duration. They are frequent

in the Chinese seas and the West Indies.

[Stouw.]
TovmtoUa. A »nu8 of oval marine Uni-

valves belonging to me ^Ueaoea, found fossil in

the ooMte and superiaoent strata. Recent toraa-

tallm Bfo found in shallow water, creeping upcm
and furrowing the sand.

HutiNidb A genus of Oartilagiuous

ilUheSv separated fiem the Saks of Linnaeus on

sMustm the dreular form of the body, and
HOie ssbsdidly from the presence of the elec-

tric^ oi^^ans on which thatfbnn of the body

mrinlydi^ds, ViolentshoehsareeQtpmeneed

on the Hiing and active toipedo. It

TORPEDO
18 probable that it exerts its electrifying or
benumbing powers in. order to secure its prey ;

and it is certain that the same power is employed
in defending itself against assailants, to whose
assaults it would be otherwise more exposed
than are the ordinaiy rays

; for the torpedo
has a smooth skin, and is not defended by the
spiny tubercles, or barbed and pointed bony
weapons, with which the non-electric rays are
provided.

Torfbdo. In Nautical language, the name
applied to certain vessels constructed for navi-
gating under water, the power of sustaining life

and of moving the structure being derived from
compress^ air. Various designs of this class

have at different times been brought to the test

of experiments, but no practical results have
hitherto followed.

The word has in recent years been also used
to designate certain submerged bombshells,
which are placed in the way of ships, to be
fired beneath them. They were used during
both the Russian and American wars. Tlio
torpedoes are oftwo kinds, one self-acting, whieli
is equally dangerous to friend and foe, and
presents the especial difficulty that it is no
easy matter to fish it up without an explosion

;

the other class are fir^ by electricity. The
self-acting, of which there are many varieties,

may in general terms be described as consisting
of an inverted cone of thin iron, containing
gunpowder, in communication with which is a
small case of lime. In this lime is a glass tube
of sulphuric acid, which is connected with an
iron rod projecting from the top of the torpedo

:

on a ship striking this rod, or any branen rod
attached to it, it breaks the glass tube: tho
acid fires the lime, and the heat explodes Uie
powder.
The electric torpedoes are oftwo sorts

; one in

which two observers, at separate points in the
wire circuit connecting the torpedo with the
electric batte^, look along lines intersecting
at the machine. Ecmh maintains the electric

connection at his station so long a$ an enemy’s
ship is over his line of view, and when both
observers simultaneonsly connect, the electric

cirenit becomes complete, and the powder is

blown up, the ship being of necessity where the
lines ot sight cross. The remaining sort of elec-

tric torpedo is self-firing. A covered wire is laid

from a batteiy on shore to the outside of a metal
t^linder in the middle of the torpedo. The
other pole of the batteiy is connected hy a wire
with the water. An iron rod rises from the
centre of the torpedo, with attached feelers.

Its lower end has a certain play within the
metallic (^linder. When an enemy’s ship
approaches, the shore communication is made
complete by attendants on the IsjkI: if the
ship strikeue feel-rod,the lowerend is brought
against the side of the cylinder, and from the
strong conductivity of the water the entire cir-

euit ts immediateV formed, when the appa-
ratus explodes. The electric toipedoes are
best adapted for rivers or parts near the shore.

Three kinds of self-acting torpedoes were
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employed by (-he Conlbderates at Fort Wagner,
which are fuUjr deecribed in General Gillmore'i

ArtUftry and Bngfnetr Operation» agabnat

CharUion. Bein^ ii^ju^onaly placed, they

were aa great an imp^iment to the Confede-

rates as to the attaddn^ Federals, entirely

hindering them fbom isst&g out to attack the
besiegers, whoeonld thus eontinne their works
in perfect security ftom sorties.

TtorpUtttgr. [HTBsanATioK.]
Tor^waa. In Antiquities, the Latin name

for a chain or eoUar formed ofa number of small

ringlets interlaced with each other, firamed of

metal, and worn round the neck. Ko ornament
perhaps was of more early or general use. It

was in use among the Greeks and Romans, but
peculiarly among the Celtic nations. The
legends respecting the torques of the Gauls
who invaded Borne are well known. T. Man-
lius Torquatus is said to have derived his sur-

name from having vanquished a Gaulish war-
rior, whom he deprived of his chain. (Livy,

lib. vii. ch. z.) No relic m more commonly
found in this eoimtiy by antiquarian explorers.

Boadicea wore a la^ golden torques. (Dio.

Cass. Ixii.) Seethe AnSmologiat voL xiv. p. 97
and passim, for descriptions of particular

specimens.

TorreftMttom (Lot. tonefacio, I roast)^

The operation of roasting oces to deprive them
of sulphur, anenic, or otli^ volatile ingredients.

When dr^ are highly dried, or partially

toasted or roasted, they are also said to be

torrefied.

Tmnrolltato A name for Columbite, after

Dr. J. Torrey.

Torreya (after Dr. Torrey, an American
botanist). A genns of ThmcMr, to which the

name of Stinking Yewi has been given* from
the disagreeable smell given off by the leaves

and woM when bruiM or burnt. Th^i
are small evergreen trees of North America,

China, or Japan, and grow from twenty to fifty

feet high wim two-ranked linear or lanceolate

leaves and dioecious fiowers. The fruits are

drupaceous. The timber of T. tax\f6Ua and

T, myrUtwa is heaTV and dose-grains, but has

a disagreeable smell. The kernels of the seeds

of 71 nvbciftra yield an oil which is us^ for

eulinaiy purposes, but the kernel itself is too

astringent to be eaten.

TorrtonUlM Wimiiau In Physics, the

vacnum produced by inverting a tube of suffi-

cient length, filled with mercury or any other

fluid, in a vessel containing a portion of the

same fluid, and allowing m fluid in the tube

to descend until its weight is counterbalanced

by that of the atmosjjmere. In this manner
|

the flzst barometers were fbmed by Torricelli,
|

and thence called Tarticdiian tubet, [Baso-
j

aoran,]

TwhA Sosw. In Geography, the cone

of the earth induded between the tropics of

Cancer and Caprieom. It extends ftw Dm
equator, on bow sides, to the parallel ecm-
snonding to the son’s greatest dedination,

about degrees [Ectonno Zomb.]

TORSION
Torsloii (Lat tortio, from toiqoeo,/ ftcesf).

In Geometry, tl^ departure of a curve ftom
the plane eontainmg three oonaecutive elementa.
The angle between two consecutive oscu-
lating plaa«s* istermed the at^ ofiorHon, and
the torti&n its^ or second ourratiire^ as the
Frendi term it, is measured by the quantity

where d$ is the element of the arc of the
as
curve. The inverse of this quantity, vis.

is called the radius qf torsum. The

angle of torsion of a curve is alwavs equal to

the ang^ of eootart of the cuspidal edge of
the pefiar developable, and the angle of torsion

of the latter is equal to the angle of contact of
the original curve. The radii of torsion and
curvature, however, have not the same recipro-

cal relations, since the arcs of the two curves

are in generalunewmL [Polab DxvBLoraBLB.]
Some continental writers have also considerea

the departure of a curve from the osculating

sphere determined by ftmr eonseentive points,

to which they have given the name spherical

torsum. (Gnmert’s Archiv dsr Math. di. 19.)

Toxuon. In Mechanics, the twisting or

wrendung of a bo^ by the exertion of a late-

ral force. If a slenderrod of metal suspended

vertically, and having its upper end fixed,

be twisted thimigh a certain angle by a
force acting in a plane perpendicular to its

axis, it will, on the rentom of the force, un-

twist itself or return in the opposite dir^on
with a greater or less velocity, and, after a
series of oscillations, will come to rest in ito

oririnml position. The limits of torsion within

wh^ the body will return to its original state

depend upon its elasticity. A fine wire of a
few feet in length may be twisted through

several revolutions without impairing its elas-

ticity ; and within those limits the force evolved

is found to be perfectly regular, and directly

proportional to the angular displacement

mm the position of rest. If the angular dis-

placement exceed a certain limit, the particles

of the body will be wrenched aspder; or if

the elasticity be not perfect (aa in a wire of

lead, for example! before disruption takes place,

the particles will assume a new airaog^ent

or take a set, and will not return to their ori-

ginal position on the withdrawal of the disturb*

mgfoxce.
^e resistanee which cylinders or prisms

formed of different substancesoppose to torsion,

ftmiisbeB one of the usual methods of detemin-

ing the elasticity and strength of materials

;

and the property which a metallic wire or

thread stretched by a small wei^t possesses of

becoming twisted and untwisted in a series of

isochzonouB and perfectly re^jolar oScillationB,

has been ingeniously applied In the torsion ba-

lance to the measurement ofvery minute forcea,

and thereby to the establidiment of the funda-

mental laws of electricity and magnetism, and
to the determination of the mean density of

the earth. [Balaxcb oa^ Toasior.]
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The lews of tonrion hate been exj^mentally

iiiteetigatad by Oonlomb in a tariety of sub-

stances. The method which he employed con-

sisted in attadking a body of ^en fbrm and
. dimensim to the extremity of the wire, and,

afW twisting it through a certain angle, aban-
doniim it to the action of the force evolyed,

and o&erying the time of the oscillations. The
following general laws were found to hold

good:—
1. On loading a wire or thread with different

weights, it will settle in different positions of

stable eqiulibrium; i.e. an index attached to

the we^ht will point in different directions

if the weight be varied, and the angolar devia-

tion may amount even to a whole drcum-
foroncp.

2. The oscillations are isodbronoua.

3. The time of osdilation ie proportional to

the square root of the weight which stretches

the wire.

4. The time of oscillation is as the squane

root of the length of the wire,

6. The time of oscillation is inversely ss the

square of the diameter of the wire. <

From the second of these laws it follows!

that when the wire is twisted roimd from

;

the position of rest, tiie foree with whidi it

tends to return to that position is propor-

tional to the azi^ to he described in order

to attain ib For it is a general remit of

mechanics, all motioDB pmneed by forces

acting according to this law have the pro-

perty of iioclinMiisin : ie. the okUIsIioiis

are performed in equal ttine% wfaaterer be
the length of the are. This fundamental

property is usually enunciated by saying that

the force of torsion is proportional to the angle

;

of torsion. !

Let F denote the foree of torsion, measured I

by the weight which it would be necessary to

apply by means ofa pulley to a point p, situat^

at the unit of distance (one inen) from the aris

of the wire, and inTariablv coimected with it,

to cause the point p to descri^ an w of a

drele equal in length to the unit of distmice

;

then, by the property enunciated, the force

which must be applied at p in order that the

r
int may describe any arc p is expressed by
xp.
On this principle of the proportionality of

theimpeUing foree to the angle of deviation,

the problem of determining the time of an

oscillation is solved. Suppose a body of any

form attached to the extremity of a slender

wire the weight of which, whmi oempared with

that of the wdy* may be nedee^d, and let dm
be an fdement mmass, r the oSstanee ofdm
theaxis ofthe wirA»aiid T the time ofan osdlla-

tion; timihititiem of the problem gives—

where the integrAl is the mmmt of

inmia of the attached body. If the body be a
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cylinder whose axis coincides with that of the

wire, and if a denote its radius and M its

mast, thenJ 4 dmwJM e* ; or, expressing the

mass in terms of the weight, and observing that

if the weight be denoted by F, and the accele-

rating force of gravity by ^ 32*1908 feet or
386*2804 inches in a second), we have P»M^,
yr»dm*Pa*+2y. Hence the expression for

the time becomes Twir a^
If the attached body were a slender cylindri-

cal needle suspended horizontally by its middle
to the wire, we should, on denoting its lengUi

by 2 /, haveJi*dm whence

Tiwir I

The following results are deduced from the
formula: 1. The force of torsion is indepen-

dent of the weight which stretches the wire, or

F remains constant while Pis varied. For
suppose P to become F', and let T be the

corresponding time of oscillation, and F' the

eorrsiqpo^ng force
;
we have then

Tt
ajl’ 2yF’

wheaee T* ; T^«PF : F F. But^ by the third

experimeiktil law, T* : T'^ssP : F ; therefore

F-F.
2. The foree is inverse^ as the length of the

wire. For, snppMiigP to remain constant, we
have T* : : F. Bnt, by the fourth ex-

perimental law, T* ; : f ; whence F ; F

3. The force is proportional to the fourth
power of the diameter of the wire. * Let there
be two wires of the same substance, but of
different diameters, F and IK, and stretched

hy the same w^htP ; and let T and F be the
corresponding times. By the fifth experimental

law, we have T : F>»D'* : F*. But it has been
shown that F : F*—F : F ; therefore F : F=
F* : F'*.

For the demonstration of the frindamen-

tal formula, viz. see Coulomb,

J%hrie des Machine* Simple*, or Biot, IVaiti

de Php*iqve, tom. i.

Torso (Ital.). In Sculpture, a statue of

which nothing but the trunk of the human
figure remains, as for instance the celebrated

Torso of Apollonius, now in Uie Vatican.

Tort (Py. wrong, from Lat.^rtns, twiated).

In Law, this word signifies injustioe or in-

jury. *Aotioiis founds on tort** are such

acuons as are broimht for the redress of

wrongs not arising ^m breaches of con-

tract ; they are sometimes described as actions

exdelieto,

Tortotoo* This name is usually applied to

sr^es of that division of the Liniiman genua
Teatudo induding the terrestrial Oheloniatfs,

to which the generic name is now limited.

[Tbsttoo.]



TORTOISE PLANT
TortolM Plant* Te^Utdinatia dephan-

tipeg,

Tartotoe PlaeU. The name given to the

homy acutes or ^atea of the aca turtles
;
and

in particular to those of the hawk’s-bill turtle«

Chdong imbricata,

Tortrioea (Lat. toiqneo, Iwreathe). The
name of a tribe of nocturnal Lepidopterous
insects, comprising those the larvm of which
live concealed in leaves, which they roll around
thorn for the purpose.

Tortaiw (Lat. torqueo, 7 twist or torment).

In a Legal sense, the infliction of pain on an
accused person in order to extort an avowal of

guilt, or revelation of accomplices. Such a
practice is sufficiently common amone all half-

civilised nations; but the Greeks and Homans
were perhaps the first who introduced it as a
part of their regular proceedings in criminal

cases. Both at Athens and Rome torture was,

however, considered as applicable only to extort

evidence from slaves: towards them it was
used profusely; and it was, in fact, a usual

occurrence to order a whole family of slaves

to the torture, in order to extract revelations

whore a crime had been committed, as, for

instance, the murder of the master. Cicero, in

several passages, condemns the use of torture

;

and TJlpian (Lex i. De QuasttonUms) says,

' lies est fragilis et periculosa, et quie veritatem

fallit, nam plerique patientiA sive duritiA tor-

mentorem ita et tormenta oontemnunt, ut ex-

primi eis veritas nullo modo possit
;

alii tantA

sunt impatientiA ut quid vis mentiri quam pati

tormenta malint.’ (As to the torture at Rome,.

see Gibbon, vol. ii. p. 69, 4to ed.) Notwith-

standing these recorded opinions of the highest

luminaries of ancient jurisprudence, torture

was adopt^ alon^ with the rest of the process

of the civil law m most European countries.

[For its use in Fiance, see Qubstion.] The
general principle of the civilians was, that it

could not be used unless ftehement euepieiM
warranted its application. Butno very definite

meaning was attached in practice to these

words; especially in Germwv, where the abuse

seems to ^ve been carried to the greatest

extent by the ignorant and cruel tribunals of

her smaller states. When Howard visited the

prisons of that country (about 1770), it was
still in p[6neral use. (Aeeomt of Prieona,)

The writings of various philosophical authon
of the eighteenth oentuiy, espeoaUy ToUa^
Thomasius, and Becearia (whose short treatiae,

Pei PeUtU e ddU Feme, obtained such singa^
notoriety), efifeeted mu^ towards bringiiig its

emploraent into disrepnte; but its general

alxuition can only be attributed to the supe-

rior regard for tiie rights of man introdUM
eveiTwhere by the agitation of the French
revolntion. In Upland, Judicial torture wus
not recognised by the common law (finr the
peine forte et dure hardly falls within the

same definition)
;
and that it was also neadly

unknown in praotiee, in the fourteenth oentuiy
at leastsmay Be infhrred fliom the relnelanee m
Edward U. to submit the Templars to torture,

TORY
which was overcome by the instances of Pope
Clement V., and from a curious paper of ques-
tions addressed on that occasion by the arch-
hishop of York to some divines, from which it

^peors that no torturer could at that Hm be

found in England. (Haynouard, Mimoires eur
lee pBrnpliers

;
Hallam’s Oonetitutional Hiet&ry.)

The rack is said to have been introduced as an
engine of state by the duke of Exeter in the
reign of Henry VI. However this may be,

dunng the whole of the sixteenth centuiy we
find that the Privy Council assumed and exer-
cised the right to direct torture-warrants to
the lieutenant of the Tower and other officers,

commanding them to submit to the torture per-
sons accused not only of state ofihnces, but of
ordinary municiral crimes, when strong suspi-

cion, but no sufficient evidence, existed Tor-
ture warrants were also issu^, not by the
council, butunder the sign manual only. Luring
this period the council seems, in fact, to have
acted as a supplementary tribunal in aid of the
regular courts, for the purpose of extorting
discoveries of criminal offences. The instances

of torture of seminary priests, &c., in Eliza-

beth's reign, have been often cited; but it is

not so generally known that the practice was
not confined to accusations of treason and se-

dition, but extended to other cases. (Jardino's

Heading on the Uee of Torture in England,

1837.) Under James I. and Charles 1. torture

seems ^ to have become less frequent, and to

have been only employed in state offences
;
and

this, perhaps, explains the well-known answer
of the jud^s to Charles’s question respecting

Felton, the murderer of the duke of Bucking-
ham, that he ought not to be tortured, 'for no
such punishment is known to our law.* The
last recorded case is that of William Archer,

1640 ; and as in that year the Act for the aboli-

tion of the Star Chamber mnted a habeas
corpus to all persons detained on warrants from
the Privy Council, torture must then have been
virtually abolished. In Scotland, it was so in

the seventh year of Anne. For the frightfliL

systems of torture employed by Italian tyrants,

see Sismondi, Hieioire dee BipvUiquee Jta^

Uennee, iv. 282, A complete set of instru-

ments of torture is, or was lately, shown at

Batiabon.

Vonu (Lat). In Architecture^ a laigemouTd-
ing used in the bases of columns, the profile

ofwhich is semicircalar.

Tonus. In Botany, the axis on which
the various floral whorls within the calyx are

seated. It is the eame ss Thalamus.
Vorj* Awell-known party name in En^rii

Histoiy. While the Preebyterian covenanters

who rose against the government of Charles II.

received the name of Wxtos^ that of Tory
was given to Popish outlaws who fimnd a
refogs in the horn of Ireland, sad vriko were
afterwsads eellea IPMtsAogfS. Heneethensme
was applied to Eaghsltmen who telhsad to eciii**>

ear in winding a Boman Catholic princef^m
the throne. (Macaulays Metarit^ JBMemdL
volidLin.)



TOSORTIIRUS TOURMALINE
Down to the time when Hume wrote hii| Toueli IteodlM. Small bare, consisting of

on th$ Jpiarties qf Great Brttotn, the goldandsilTerall<^ed with Tarions definite pro-
oondnct of the two g^t partios in the state portions ofcopper, arc thustermed by assayers,
(the Whigs and Tories) had boon so vague who, by compering their colour and streak
and nndetemined, as to have led him to upon a piece of harrl black stone, such as
declare his utter inability to tell their nature, boaalt, with that of alloys of the precious
pretensions, and principles. Of late years, metals, judge of the relative quantity of gold
the 'Void Thfjf hM been gradually displaced or silver in the latter. Hence also the term
by Contervative. This term was originally Totjohstonb.
assumed in contradistinction to Ikstructim, TanobatoBa. Aname for /S^cor
a name by which the more violent reformers Basanite, A velvet-black silicions stone or flinty

came to be designated by their enemies ; and jasper, used on account of its hardness and
it is now understood as referring to the olackneM for testing the relative quantity of

whole Toiy party, but more especially to gold or 'silver in alloys of the precious metala.
what may be culled the more liberal portion of [Touch Nbudibs.]
that party. Xauobwrood. One of the names given to

Taaortbraat [Scsostbis.] Bd^rueigniarius, The soft white substance
Tottpalmataa (^t. totus, enftre, and into which wood is converted by the action of

palma, a pofm). The name of a tribe of Fungi is also called Touchwood; of this, the
Palmxjgtdcc^ or swimming birds, including ash, especially under the influence of
those in which the hinder toe is enveloped cau/amocuc^ affords good examples. Occusion-

in the same web with the three anterior ally, when highly impregnated with mycelium,
toes. it has been observod to bo luminous. It derives

Toiaean or Vnebii* [IlaaicvHASTos.] its name from its property of burning for many
Tenob (Fr. toucher, Ger. ticken, akin to hours like tinder when once ignited. This

Lat. tango, te-tig-i, Gr. flivydiw, s-eiy-ov). In decaying condition of wood is sometimes cou-

Medicine. The belief in the possibility of founded with the powdeiy snuff-coloured mass
curing various maladies by the touch has pro- into which wood is sometimes converted without

ducod many superstitions. Hutarch attributes the agency of Fungt^ by a process of chemical

singular virtues to the touch of King I^rrhus combustion distinguished by the name ofEbbka-
of Epirus. According to Suetonius, Hadrian causis. When wood is damp, or placed in an

and Vespasian had the power of curing atmo8;jhcre charged with moisture, the oxygon
certain diseases in the same manner. In of the air combines with the hydrogen, and
what period the opinion respecting the virtue carbonic acid is given off from the residue : and

of the touch of the kings of France and as this action constantly recurs, the'texture

England in caring epileray, scrofulas, &c. of the wood is destioyra, and the whole is

hod its origin, it is difficult to ascertain, reduced into a crumbling mass, which contains

Andri Dulaurent, chief physician of Henry a proportionally larger amowt of carbon than

IV. of Francs, pablished a treatise on the the original wood. It is this evolution of car-

subject. The ceremony of tonchingf by the bonic acid inadamp atmosphere,whenm contact

kings at France, was piaetised at the four with wo^ which makes such situations ore-

great feasts of the year; sometimes as many judic^^ health. This kind of decay, which

us 1,6(K) were touched at a time. By an odd oftenukes place in trees when no fungus is

etiquette, the Spaniards had the first rank, ^pteaent» and which spreads from within out-

then other forewers, and the French last of wards like a putrefactive ferment, oontanunates

all. The fbrmiua used at each impontiotf of the sound tissues which surround it. There

the zoyal hand was, *Le rot te touriie, et Dieu is reason, moreover, for believi^ that the

te gudrit’ Pedydore Vergil attribotss this brown oo^tkm so common to diseased vege-

virtue to Edward IV., and all par kings down table calls has a similar orim.
to the end of the Btosrt dynasty toumied for VoswasaUMi A name for the more perfect

the king's evil Much efficacy has been at- forms of SdusL It is chiefly oomposed of

tributed in diflbrent diseases, partaeulsrly siliea, aloniina, boracie acid, &o., and has been

tumoont dm., to the touch of the hand of dtvidsd Bananehtberg into five sub-groups,

a dead body; especially, soomdiiig to PHny via. L magmt&ia TawrwiBint\ 2, Jron-megnesia

and various modem authorities, of one who T(mrimdm9\ 8. irim or Blade Tourmaline;

Jiad died violently, BOyle endesvoias to h^Bmmmu^aneeediihia Ibufmaline; 6.1*ih^
explain away part of the miracle by attii- TourmoUn tL (Biistow^s Gloeearg qf Mineral

butiog soms Tmns to tbs enldnses of the hgg, p. 885.)

sppjimtiiffl^. The ImiHysrent coloiixed varieties are some-

Tundi. In Ksval lugnsge, the sails szo timas cot mto ring-stones, 5m. and when
ssM to dstwl wkstt the injod oomes sdgewsys ledmsd to thin slices are much valued for

upon and they conseqnentlj riiivor. mslriiig oixperimiiits on tho polarisation of

Soockb One of tbs ten ssnsos, rerideiAin Bshtm for anslyaimr the opUcal properties

thenerVQtis fijlkiOlmof clan; itisslaothe of othi* minsrals. Tbo Bad Tourmaline or

sonrildB^4^medefsrti^ It is SMMie nossaseas oonsiderable beanty. The
moip miMhh te come psite tbnh alhai* inest kinds of Tonnaaline are broui^t frommm firaal BeasiLOtylon^Ava, sad Siberia. Blsrit Tour-
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maline Off Schorl ifl very abim^t in the rMnired to ehowhie noble birth and rank, as a
stanniferous gmnite of Cornwall, in the neigh- title to admission. These were at first pro-

bourhood of St Austell ; and in the granite of claimed by the heralds with sound of trumpet

;

Dartmoor in Devonshire, especially near JBovey and hence the word Bujeowby, which signifies

Tracey. the correct decipherinff of the henddie symbols
Towns. In law, the tonin was the turn or on a coat-of-arms, is oeiiYed by some Crm the

circuit anciently made twice every year by the Cennan blaseu, to bhw. Afterwards, when
sheriff, for the purpose of holding in each him- armorial bearings became general, the shield of
dred the great court leet of the county. Theju- the knight gave token of bis rank and fiunily.

risdiction exercised by the sheriff on his toum The attendance of ladies at the tournament,
extended by the common law to the cognisance their distribution of prises to those who had
of all offences not capital; but sheriffit are pro- borne themselves best> arming and unarming
hibitedbyMap;na Charta from holdingany pl^ the knights, &c., must not be supposed to have
of the crown m which the^ had a pecuniary in- been the necessary, or even usw aocompwi-
terest in procuring a conviction ; while a better ments of these knightly sports, at least until a
tribunal was at the same rime supplied by the later age, when the taste for gallantry, corn-

establishment of annual circuits. The toum, bining with that for show and s^tacle, tamed
though never disallowed by law, has, with the these military exhibitions ofskill into litUe more *

curtailmentof its jurisdiction, and the abandon- than gorgeous pageants. When we arrive at

mcnt of the lect as a registry of pledges, long the reigns of Edward III. and Henry V. wo
fallen into disuse; and the right of the jury find the^'ousts usually held in honour of ladies,

or suitors at the toum to present nmsances, every knight being bound to possess in reality or

or convict of minor offences, has, wkh other in snow a dame of his affections, for whojie sake

functions of courts leet, been transferred to the all these deeds of chivalry were performed,

quarter sessions. Sir. S. Meyrick quotes from a manuscript of the

Towmament (Mod. Lat. tomeamentum) reign of Imizabeth the ordinances ox jousts,

or Tonniay (originally derived foom Fr. male bv John earl of Worcester, constable of

toumer, Mod. Lat. tomare, to turn). A Enp^land, in the sixth year ofEdward IV.; from
military sport of the middle ages, which with- which it appears thrt the law of jousts had
out doubt arose from the exercises of military become by that time the subject of very minutii

training. oryWf is, properly speaking, regulation. The prise belonged to him who
the encounter of two knights in this species of broke most spears ' as they ought to be broken

exercise ;
the tournament, an assembly held i. e. on the head or body of the antagonist,

for the purpose of exhibiting such jousts, or the From Stow we find that the lists erected in

encounter of several knights on a side. The Smitbfield in 1467, when the Bastard of Bur-

earlier tournaments were performed with the ^;undy challenged Lord Scales, were 880 feet

ordinary weapons of warfare, the lance and in length by 260 in breadth ; these champions
the sword ; and the combatants bad only the rode at each other two days with spears, and
btrongth of their armour to rely on for thrir on the third encountered on foot with pole-

defence, It was a rec^ised custom, accord- axes. In the reign of Henij VIIX., when the

ing to Meyrick (But. qfJncient Armour), that real spirit of chivaliy was in its decline, the

whoever mew or disabled an adversaiy in the tournament was invested slmost wholly witJi

tournament was indemnified against all eonse- the character of a court pageant. Admirable
quences. The account of the tournament held accounts of these tournaments will be found
by the count of Chablais in Savoy in honour in Hall’s Ckronkla. The fomous volumes of

of ^waxd 1. on his retuxn from Palestine to woodcuts of the same period, styled the

England, as described by 'Walsingham, repre- Triumphs of MaaimUian, show that it was as

sents a sort of violent mil4e, in which kn^pts, favounte and almost as mamficent a spectacle

quires, and archers were engaged on both sides, at the court of Germany. The tragicu death
endeavouring to unhorse the riders and over- of Henry IL of France, in ocmsecmence of a
throw the footmen by every possible means, blow received in atoumament^ was{the cause of
But in the oonrse of ume this chivalric amuse- the gradual abolition of this knightly amuse-
ment became the sulgeet of minute regulations, ment, which was revived at intervals in court

which in some degm diminished the danger soleninitieB in the seventeenth century, rathw
of theiqKirt. Thel^tiih dtotuta Amonim de as a memorial of past rixses than as a sub-

are saojped by Meyruh to the sistinf^ and popular eostom. (Siintc-Pslaye^

year 1296, [840rr»-BtxATU.j NMiunreo our la Chmudoris; Tmor^s Motol^,
In tournaments, when under the strict re- * Middle AgeSi' voL i. p. 472; Mot. do FAead,

gulation of •knightly usage, two sorts of arms deo Lmot, vol. xix.)

were employed : thooo mieuly made for the T^onstaMt (S^.). A Iriadags irhuAwy
pnipoasb vix. liiiees irith blunt beads of iron; be tightened to any extent by msaim of a sct^
and the ordinary arms of warfore, termed ao as to exert presnun xpon « enhion and
ormsedoiirraiic^ whi«h were employed only by compress the arterisl trunks to vbich it is

such dinmpions as wwe desirous to sig&wse app&ed; it is chiefly used to prevent Imnoff-
themSelves in more than ordinary doBoo, and roa^e in the operations of smaintation.
frequently irare not permitted by thejud^.of TMu-Inn-Mnln (fb, tie mentle), A
the tournament. Evexy knight attoDaing was kind of arrowroot obtained frbm the tnhm of
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some South Amertcan $|>ecio8 of Canna—C.

gkmcOf 0* C. MhiraSf and C, edulis ;

lattflK^ a nattre of Peru, is belicred to fun>

niidi Uia chief portion of that sold in the shops.

IBmm (A*-Sax. teogan, Fr. touer). To draw
a ressdi i^ng hj a rope, either from another
Toesel 0e from the shore. As the vessel towed
nfroets Uie motions of the other, much attention

is requiredon her part to second the intentions

of the towing vess^
VdWMilta. A sjnoiijm for Copper I^rites,

after Hnel Towan, a Cornish locality.

Vower(Lat. turrts). In Architecture, a lofty

building, square, poly^nal, or circular on the
plan, and often consisting of several stories.

The tower of a church is that part which con-

tains the bells, and from which the steeple rises.

Vowrmra^SMuiidL JBdificesin Ireland vary-
ing in heiffht fhom 80 to 120 feet, <^luidrical in

shape, with a door 8 or 10 fbet from the ground,
and with narrow apertnrea at the top. Anti-
quaries liare been much perplexed in determin-
ing their date« They have accordingly been
held by some to be temples built by Pheonieians,

Persians, Buddhists, &c.
;
but the question has,

in the opinion of some, been set at rest by the

researci^esof J>r.V6tnii(JCecIcsia6tical AtAiUe^
iUTc of Ireland i. 12), uiio has shown that they

are simply detached bcU-towers of Christian

churches, built so ns at the same time to be
HITvieeablo for defence in wtir. (Sir G. C. Lewis,

Astronomp of the Anctents^ p. 442.) The
number of these towors in Ireland is sixty-two,

and there ore two in Scotland, at Abcrnethy and
Brechin.

It is, however, maintained by others, that

whatever may have been the purpose for which
particular towers were built in Ireland or else-

where in later times, these edifices are in their

orimnal idea phallic [PuaLLUs] ; that this idea

is Mown not only bjr their general form, which
is found in eountnefi altogether unconnected

with earii other, but b^ the mode in which
their summits were fimriied ; tliat towers un-

mistakably phallic, and exhibiting a striking

resemblance to the Irish towers, ore found in

Cabul and other Eastern countries; and that

these buildings further illustrate the raising of

the Ashsra on the Altar of Baal, and the com-
binaticoi of the Loma and Yom in Hindu
imbollfm *, and, further,thi^ thisidea furnished

the model for chur^ towers in general, these

haringoriginally esristed in the shape of isolated

eampmriles (as is sttU seen in the Italian

tm), and invarisblv with a eonteal summit,

wmeh has been developed in the Gothic spire,

a tst^uiiatSoii whirii, whether added or not,

ffume^* seoei!ii^ a neceseaiy

padt of rite derign^ alt towers of every period

Adysr,

a (fibaMrai^ Poisims have been divided into

the

KM oM itielsdi^g those whose sole or pre- i

domMing smi^giHnio a» ihiMe of irritarion

Orhwmmriott; seemidl, those whirii

gio

TOXICOLOGY
duce stupor, delirium, and other sfi^tions of
tlie brain and nervous system

; and the third,

those which arc of a mixed character. Many
irritants

^
possess corrosive properties, and

toxicologists have drawn a distinction between
corrosives and purely irritant poisons. This
is a modification of Orflla’s ori^nal arrange-
ment
The chief effects of irritemte are upon the

alimentary canal, exciting infiammation, and
sometimes ulceration, of the tongue, fauces,and
oesophagus, difficult d^lntition, nausea, vomit-
ing, and heat and pain of the stomach, with
more or less tension of the abdomen, and pain
on pressure. The sickness is generally accom-
panied by extreme anxiety and anguish, and
the matters vomited consist, in the first instance,

of any food that may have been in the stomach,
with portions of the poison itself, and after-

wards of viscid mucus, often streaked with
blood and tinged with bile

; the pain afterwards

extends throughout the intestines, and mucous,
bilious, and often bloody diarrhcea succeeds.

The s1^ is cold and clammy, the pulse quick

and feeble, the breathing often difficult, and
the countenance expressive of extreme anxiety.

Narcotic poisons induce a train of symptoms
of a very distinct character ; headache, vertigo,

confused vision, stupor, convulsions, paralysis,

and coma, are their leading effects
;
but each

particular poison is usually attended by cer-

tain peculiarities in the succession, violence, or

generic character of the symptoms, which assist

the experienced practitioner not only in de-

termining the nature of the poison, but in dis-

criminating between its effects and those of

disease.

The symptoms of the narcotico-acrid poisons

usually consist of those of the two former

clasises blended, iwd are often of a very com-

plicated character; for the most part, however,

their narcotic and irritant effects appear to be

incorapatiblo. In largo doses, nareoticism pre-

dominates ; in smaller, irritation : it is rarely

that both are coexistent.

In the following tabular view of the principal

poisons of the above classes, tho poisons tiro

enumexuted, with some additions, in the oi\ler

in which they ore described by Br. Christisou,

to whose T^eaHse on Ibismie, as also to tliat of

Br. Taylor, the reader is referred for details

which woidd be quite incompatible with tho

space whidb can Im allotted to the subject iii

this work. Under the heads of many of the

individual substances mentioned in the follow-

ing list, we have elsewhere given particulars'

rejecting their comporition and properties,

and sometimes reform to their toxio^gical

Mstory,

L-^lrriUmt Poisons.

Blinefal acids. Arsenic and its com-
^osphorus.
Acetic add.
Oxalic add.

Fixed sikalidi*

Nitre*

pounria.

Mmcurial compounds.

Balts of etmper.

Antiincsiiai poiscaw

Saltiof tin*
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Alkaline and eaaihj Salts of gold.

chlorides. Salts of silver.

Lime. Salts of bismuth.

Ammonia and its Salts of chromium.
salts. Saltci of zinc.

Alkaline sulphvrets. Lead poisons.

Barytes. Diseased and decayed
Vegetable acrida. animal mal^.
Oantharides. * Mechanical iintants.

Venomous serpents. Certain poisonous gases.

IL—iHofcotic Boisons,

Opium.
Hyoscyamus.
Lactuca.

Solanum,
Chloroform.

Hydrocymo add,
Carbazotio acid.

Certain poisonous gases

.

AMcan ordeal bean.

Xn^—^NarooHcihacrid Poisons.

Nightshade. Strychnia.

Thomapple. Cocculus indicus.

Tobacco. Upas.
Hemlock. PoiaonouB fun^.
Monkshood. Poisonous gram.
Hellebore. Alcohol.

Squill. Ether.

Meadow saffron. Empyreunmtic oila.

Notwithstanding the apparently well marked
line of distinction existing between the above
classes, experience shows us that the substances

arranged under each heading sometimes act

very differently. Thus, arsenic and oxalic acid,

botn irritants, have been known to produce
violent narcotic effects, such as coma, paralysis,

and convulsions, especially when taken in full

dose.

The treatment of cases of poisoning must, of

course, vary with the nature of the poison, the
quantity t^en, and the peculiarities of the

individual. In aknost all cases, copious vomit-
ing should be excited as soon as possible by
tickling the throat and by emetics, eipedally

sulphate of zinc. The latter, in 20-gram doses,

dissolved in a little warm water and repeated

eveiy ten or fifteen minutes till it fireely ope-

rates, is generally most effectual. The use of

thestomm-pumpmay in some eases be resorted

to. The vomiting should be kept up, and the

stomach washed out with bland albuminous or

mucilaginous fiuids, such as milk, baxley-water,

fiour and water, or thin paste.

The following is a short summaiy of the
antidotes which may be resorted to, in reference

to particular poisons. Tb^ should, of course,

be administer as speedily as pwible.
1. For Miners^ Aeids, or AesHo and Oxalic

Acid Chalk, at whiting and water ; magnesia
and water ; soap and water ; followed by albu<r

minout diluents, suoh ai milk, and white of

egg mixed with water.

2. AlMiis, SodOt PcUuk^ Ammonia, #s.:—
Vinegar, or any mild add and water, or even
very dilute mineral adds, such as water addu-
laM by them ; olive dl, almond oiL

8.

dnods:—Emeddi ; and then milk, gruel,

thick barley-water, and oth« similar duuents,
in httgeqiiantijtisa. Hydrated oxide ofiron and
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hydrate of'magnesia have also been recom-
mended.

i. (hrf^vs Sublimate t^White of egg and
water

;
milk and cream

; decoction of dnwona

;

infusion of galls.

6.

Sulphate of Cof^, and other Cupreous
Poisons:—Sugar and water ; white of egg and
water.

6. Antmonicl Poisons ':—^Warm milk, gruel,

or ^ley-water; infusion of galls; decoction
of dnehona.

7. NUrats of Siloer :—Copious draughts of
warm salt and water.

8. SulphaU of Zinc :—Solution of carbonate
of soda in water, with milk, and mucilaginous
or farinaceous liquids.

9. Acetate qf Lead ‘.—Emetics
; solution of

sulphate of soda in water ; mUk ; white of egg
and water.

10. Opium and its Preparaitons:—Emetics

;

strong coffre; dashing cold water upon the face

and breast
;
preventing torporby forced exercise.

11. I^^isste Aeid ^^AsomoniacBl stimnlants

cautiously applied to the nose ; ammonia, or

sal volatUe, in repeated small doses; small

doses of solution of chlorine in water; small

doses of chloride of lime in water.

12. Strychnia and Vegetable Alkaloids:-^
Infusion of gall nuts

; decoction of cinchona

;

emetics.

Toxofion (Gr. a how, and a
tooth). An extinct genus of quadruped con-

necting the Pachydermal with the Bodent order,

and distinguish^ by the curved form of all

itr teeth. The only known species {Toxodon
platmsis, Owen) was as large as the hippo-

potamus, and appears to have been restricted

to the warmer parts of South America.
Toxotw (Gt. To^^oi, fromr^ov). In Greek

Military Histoi^, bowmen. In the plays of

Aristophanes, the toxotn mentioned, like the

French archers, are a kind of police, employed
to keep order in the assemblies of the people

and on other public occasions.

TSrabea (Lat.). In Boman Antiquities, the

robe used at first by the kings, but afterwards

by consuls and angurs. The purple trahsa was
used only on the occasion of great sacrifioez.

I

The second sort, of pnrple and white, was
commonly worn by consuls on state occasions.

I

A third, of purple and scarlet, was the dress of

I

the angurs.

Trabeatloa (Lat trabes, a beam)* In Ar-
chitecture, the same as ENTfBLaTnxx,
Waoe (Ft. ; ItaL traccia). In Fortificatian,

the plan of a work.

Tbaoi. [DzscBiFTnrB GxoHxnzr.l
VraDarr, Wladow. The chiefoixtinetioii

between Go^ and all other forms of axchi-

teetnxe is ftmiisbed by the window* In other

Btylee the window la in eKMSoeaee, exhiHting
littleharmony with the rest of the dastgn. In
molt of them it is a mere slit or apai&re: in

Saraoenio and other Eastern etylest St la filled

som«(aiiieswithaaintriflabeneSimrie,wl^ magr
deedvethe inexperisneed eye by itg apporent
reeemblaiioe to thstraeeiy ii Gothie mdovx.
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But in all 8ucb caaes the effect is mueh that
which would be pioduoed by a stamped pattern,

in which the parts between the llgum are

perforated. Smcenic windows are Sius mere
reticulations, worked on a single ]^laae, and
cannot be placed in the same dm with Gothic

windows.
The complete idea of Gothic tracecy requires

not only that the lig^ta and figure (or flgorea)

above uiem shall bo combined b^ label and
arch, with muliions instead of portions of wall,

but that the mandrils in the window-head shall

be pierced, lii the earliest Bomanesqne styles

the window is merely a round-headed aperture,

without the slightest attempt at oombmation;
but in later examples these apertnres may be
found grouped in couplets or triplets. The
first sim of the change whidi led immediately
to the developement of traeeiy is seen in Kirk-
stall Abbey, where a cirde appears above two
arches witnout being oomlniied by any exter-

nal label or mark to show their relation, the

portions of wall between them not being yet

reduced into muliions and tracery bars (fig. 1).

riff. 1. Fig. r. Pig. a.

Tho earlier steps in this direcUon are exhibited

in the triplearrangement of lancets (fig. 2), these

being followed by the pouping of couplets, first

apart (fig. 3), then united bv a labd over their

different members separately (fig. 4), tho wall

Fiff. 4. Flff. J*.

between them being then reduced to a muUion
(fig. 5), and the couplet itselfbdM afterwards

induded under one arch (fig. 6). The next step

form suiSdently filling the window-head (fig. 9),
the greaterbeanties in tmeeiymay beascril^ to
adaptations of the couplet (dg. 10); so much so,

that in three-light windows (fig. ll), the tracery

is formed by analogy from that which is seen

in those groupinga of two-light windows which

furnish the des^t of the most magnificent

specimens of the geometrical period. In this

style, the typical figure is the circle, pure geo-

metrical tracery being restricted wholly to the

use of this figure. Thu stage was followed by the

employmentofforms still geometrical, but show-

ing later modifications: as the nettce (fig. 12),

the sphertMl triangU

(fig. 13), andthe
rical square (^. 14).

Two-light windows
in this style exhibit,

therefore, simply a
circle carried by the

arches of the lights,

while three • Bght
windows are formed by analogy, three circles

occurring in the heaiL In the latter, the

central light is

not unfrequeatly

slightly nigher

and wider than
the lateral ones

(fig. 11), this be-

ing the only idea

traceable to the early English triplet (fig. 2^. It

follows that windows of four and ei^t lights

Fig. 13.

A A

Pig. 12.

are formed by a Fig. i4.

repetition of the /S.
design of two
lights. Thus, the / \
greateastwixidow V /
of Lincoln Ca- \ y
thedral (fig. 16),

tile most splendid of all pure geometrical

Fig. 16.

cxainpl48« exhibits in the head a large circle

(Wod with seven lamaller foliated circles)
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carried hj two arches, which enclose, sermlly,

a large foliated oiiele carried bv two arches,

which also contain a cixcle cairiea by two ligh^
thus forming the whole ^ht Windows m six

lights (fig. 16) haTe a eir^ in the head carried

« ^0 arches, en-

cfosing fenestellm

or subordinate win-

dows, each of which

is filled up with

the design of a
three-li^t window.
Windows srith se-

ven lights have si-

milar fsnestellfle,

but a complemen-

tary light is introduced between them, on which,

as well ae on the fenestellm, the circle is sup-

ported. live-light windows have likewise a

oomplementaiy light which carries the circle in

the head, fianked by fenestdlm with the design

of a two-light window.
The same relative design in the succeedi^

stage exhibits the trian^, the vesica, and in

a few instances in En^and the square, con-

jointly with, or in place of, the circles of the

earlier period (fig. 17). Foil figures also appear

Fig. ir. Fif. 18.

(fig. 18), i. e. the foliations of a" ciiele or triangle

are now seen as independent figures, the con-

taining figure being Imoeked out. Both the

anshes a^ the tracery Kara frequently assume

this fbrm, every succeeding developemrat of

figure tracery being followed by a similar

developement in fril tnmeiy.

Ttm frr the great characteristics in the

developement of tzaoeiy are; (1) the separate

existence of the parts M opposed to the fusion

apparent in the MUmioyani (fig. 19) and Per-

Hg. l». Ha- w.

jMiiAeiihw (fig. «ril (fi)i a

dris prinei]^ the suboiaination of monldings.

In& eonthnooi styles, so to as their nature

iSfUfitoedto have frdr play, the whcdeworldng
819

of a window is on one plane, whereas in tbs
geometrical windows the primary mouldings
are confined generally to the two principal
arches and the cixcle which they cany, and
where the number of lights is uneven, to the*

small subsidiaiy ardi briow the circle forming
the head of the central light. The skeleton of
the derign being thus fonned, the secondary
monldings develope the principal forms of the
traeeiy, and define the outline of the fdiatad
figures. In fact, geometrical tracery was never
intended to do more than supjKirt itself; and
the proof of this assertion is i^ished by the
fact that the traceiy and mullions were aixnost

in?ariably set after the window ar^ was com-
pleted, being designed only to fill the vacant
space and cany simply their own wei^t;
whereas, in modem work of the same style, it

I

IS not uncommon to see considerable postil
of the mouldings of the window arch worked

I

together with those of the tracery on the

same stone.

The later styles are more complicated, and
exhibit not merely a pyramidal piling but a
fusion of parts, in which, instead of independent
inserted figures, the tracery is fonned of spaces

bounded by lines oontinuea from the mullions,

not in an actually vertical direction, but rami-

fying towards diiferent points (fig. 19). What
the circle is to the geometrical, the vesica is to

the flowing or flar^yant style. In practice,

the combinations furnished in this style, often

in cox\junction with the preceding, are inde-

finitely various. Sometimes the skeleton is

flowing, the filling up being geometrical, and
vice versA; and sometimes the head is g^
metrical, while the fenestellm are flowing. The
principle of flowing windows is the same as

that of the continuous or perpendicular, how-
ever unlike ^ey may at first sight appew. In
both, the mullions are oontmned to the head,

in the one in straight, and in the other in

wavy linea. The notion of separate figures is

gone : there is no subordination of mouldings,

nor do we inywhere find vacant spaces, tte
later specimens of the continuous style in this

country betray a tenden^ to revert to esrlier

forms, designs beiiig in some instocee produced
in which the peipendioulBr line is entirely

absent
The developement of tracery brought about

the foliatiou or cutping of the several fligurea

contained in the demgn; and although the

cinde, vesica, triangle, and square are fimiid

unensped(figs. Ifi, 18, 14), even insome slsborate

wi^ws (as at Gnuiuiaia, in lineolnshire),

such instances are oompAiatively rare. These
cusps seem to have originated in the idea of a
figiue filled with irngmudi figuree, pert of the

latter being knodeed away : thui^ at Oundli^

fbur impezwct cirelcijoin aper^rirds^ in the

ceiitre(fig. 91); if this p^ectelidehe lenofed,

^Tciup in foliatioiis so^SSeln^, assuia^
the fmm (fig. 82) known as ttm tmmtcd iq|tf

eu$p (Fa^i Qoikiio JfckHt^un, p. 161);

but the later end more eommon form is that

Safi
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of the pointed cusp, which is exclusively used
iu the later styles.

The window tmcery of the Oontinletit follows

essentially the same laws, although the transi*

Fig. 21. Fig, 22.

tion fhim the einpluyraont of mere round-

headed apertures to fully develop^ tracery is

more rapid, and marked by fewer intermediate

stens than in this country. The English lancet

style finds scarcely any parallel in Europe, and
in Germany the spherical triangle and spherical

square become more favourite figures than the

circle or even the vesica. In England the

flowing soon gave way before the perpendicular

style; in France, as in Geimany, the former
took the strongest hold, and was developed

(most luxuriantly in Franco) into the lavish

gorgeousness of the flamboyant (or flame-like)

style.

In Italy, as there was at no time a genuine

Gothic style, so the forms exhibited in the

tracery of windows are mere imitations of the

forms employed by the northern architects, by
whom many of the finest Italian buildings

were designed. In the Senaiasanoe styles no
attempt has been made to develope any new
forms of tracery, and for the most part they

have not employed this feature at all, the

windows being again reduced to mere apertures, ^

which not unftiquently dis^g^ the whole

design. (Freeman On the Ort^n and JDevdopc^
Client qf Windoto ’Pracery in England; Sharpe’s

Rise and Progteae ofJ>woraied jy^indow Tracery

%n England.)
Traobea (Gr. rpaxe*a, from rpax^f, f'ough).

The windpipe. A cartih^nous and membra-
nous tube tnrough which the air passes into

and out of the lungs. Its upper extremity is

called the larynx, and consists of five cartilages.

The uppermost forms a kind of valve at the

month of the larynx or glotUs. and is called

the tpiglotHe : it closes the passage in the act

of swallowine. The sides of the larynx are

formed by the arytenoid cartilages, and the

anterior port of the thyroid and cricoid or

annular cartilaM; these mav be felt under

the skin in the m>nt of the neck. These carti-

lagee are united by elastic ligaments, and are

a(M upOn by appropriate muscles, so as to

modify the dimensions andfonnof the aperture

in the act of speakiixg: they are moistened hy
a muoous eeaetion. The canal from w
larynx downwards is called treoftes, till it

divides Into two broncMm opposite the fourth

or fifth diS)«Nidvart«b». They are kept open

for the fires |KisMfis<^ the air by their elastic

caMMiloewa texpwSf wbieh epnsists of rings

wlftt mteftranliif membrane and mnsoular

ftbrSf. >

TIlACTAlilANS

I

fi^raeheaOa In Botany, the spiral ves^tls
> of plants, which received that name beeau^r
they wore regarded as the respiratoiy tubes of
plants. Trackenehyma is a tissue composed of
tracheae.

Traoliearlaa* The name of an ord(T of
the class Arachnida, including tliosc which
bresthe by means of tracheae.

Tmelielidana (Gr. rpdxqkos, a nrck).

The n^e of a family of Coleopterous insectH,

comprising those which have the head 8U]>-

poftod on a kind of pedicle or neck.

TraelialtpodB (Gr. rpdxsXor, and wo^s, a
foot). The name given by Lamarck to uu
order of Molluscs, comprehending all those
which have a free and fiattened foot attached
to the under side of the part of the body whicli
he considers as analogous to a neck. The
order corresponds nearly with the Pectini-
bronchiate Gastropods of Cuvier.

Traolieooele (Gr. rpaxi^a, and ki^\% a
tumour). A tumour upon the trachea; an
enlargement of the thyroid gland. [Baoncho-
csmi.]

Traoliaatomw (Gr. rpax*M, and rifiyu, I
cut). The operation of making an opening
into the trachea in cases of threatened suf-

focation.

^Traoblnna (Gr. rpax»s, rough). A genus
of spiny-finned fishes, characterised by their

compressed body and approximated eyes ; two
dorsal fins

;
the first short, and with spinous

rays ; the second long, and with flexible rays.

The anal fin is very long; the operculum is

armed with a long spine directed backwards.
By the wounds which the species of 'IVachinuif,

usually called weevers, inflict with their oper-
cular spine, they have become formidable to

fishermen of all nations ; and it is said tliat

the French have a police regulation, by which
the fishermen are directed to cut ofif the spines

before they expose the fish for sale.

Traobltlm Inflammation of the trachea.

TninlijrtP (Gr. rpaxia). A variety of lava
which is often porphyritic, and when containing
hornblende and augita pa^s into the varieties

of trap called baemt, greenstone, dolerite, &c.
Traotf Trawtlae (foom Lat, tractatus).

It would be difficult to aseign any reason for

the different in signification between two
words identical in origin and etymological
meaning ; but the first is now commonly used
to describe short compositions, in which some
particular sulject is treated generally in the
form of a pamphlet; the latter, more extensive
works.

yrw0ta.iiaiHi« In Modem Church History,
a party name given to those members of the
church of England, chisfiv foom the university
of Oxford^ who headed the tibeohigieal move-
ment which definitely took shape in 1838.
(Newman, Apologia pro Vitdwd, p. 100, and

Cim.^ The e^ebrated Tractsfor ths 2Vmce,
i wluch the appellatfon is derived, began

to appear in that year: tjie knot of writere
who produoed thmn being ehiofiy setnated# in
tho'iust instance, by lumlity to tke Wnigm
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goTernmcnt in its msasnres, oonmencad or

apprehotidedi for the rednetion of the Chnreh
establishment in England and Ireland. Bnt
their purpose soon direrged to the wider scope

of re-establishing High Church doctrine and
practice on the level of the school of Laud and
Andrewes. The Tboefs continued to app<»r

occasionallyv until some of them, culminating

ill Mr. Newman’s celebrated No, XC,,
indicated plainly a tenden^ to coalesce with
Rome. This tract appeared in 1841, and excited

a storm of opposition, under which the Traeti

ceased to appear, and one of the two recognised

leaders of tne party (Mr. Newman) in no long

time submitted himself to the church of Rome.
TraotioB Magma* A species of locomotirc

engine for drawing heavy loads upon common
row. Before the general introduction of the

railway system, steam carriages, capable of

maintaining a speed of twelve or ^urteen milee

an hour, were proposed in suhstitution of the

common horse coaches; and several steam
carriages of this ehanuto were eonstmeted
and tried. Bnt the rapid extension of the

railways extinguished this traffic, and all idea

of achieving high rates of roeed by locomotives

on the common road has been abandoned, in

oountries at least in which railways exist.

But a species of steamwa^n, called a traetion

engine^iQM latterly been intr^uoed for draar-

ing heavy loads upon common roads at a low
rate of speed, and such steam waggons are also

used for steam enltivation ano^for all the

purposes of threshing, sawing, and pumping,
to which the common agricultursl engine is

applied. In drawing heavy weights, traction

engines have this special feature of advantage

orer horses, that whereas it is difficult to get

the horses to start or stop, or pull together, the

enginepower can be'managed with the greatest

facility. Traction engines are consequently

much used for dnwing boilers,*guns, and other

heavy weights.

One of the earliest forms of traction ragine

is that known as Boydell’s, to the wheels of

which are fitted chains of boards forming a
species of endless railway, which the ennne
lays down and lifts up as it proceeds, being mns
enabled to travel over soft 'ground, fi^nes
of this li^d have been emptoed to traverse a

field drawing rows of ploum behind them,

and a whole fonow has urns odsn ploughed up
at once. Another form of traction engine is

that known as Bray’s, in which the wheels of

the engine, which are made very wide, rest on

the ground ; and to prevent the driving wheels

from slipping when rotated, sliding ^tes or

grippers are preoeeted thrcR^ the tire of the

wheels by eentral eoeentries, which prqjsotions

gesn with the ground and compel tns waggon
toaStanoe. MostbfthemslMnofmprknlt^
engines also constmet trsdaon engmes, which

are so mads that they can perform the gene-

ral weak of the form, and at the same time

dm t^ amdciiltnral pntdnos along the roads.

TInss traetion mapbrns are for the moot part

eenstmoted with a single oylinder, lying on

top of the boiler
, and gearing, and also very

frequently a pitched chain, is interposed be-
tween the engine and the driving wheel, so as
to enable the engine to develope its power by
moving fast while the driving wheel rotates at
a moderate speed. The tr^tiou engines of
Aveling and Porter, Clayton andShuttieworth,
Qarret and Son, Robey and Co., and most other
makers, conform to this general description.

Bnt Robey and Co. have also a highway loco-

motive with laxge wheels, which is intended to
maintain on the common road higher speeds
than their traetion engine is capAle of. In
Chaplin and Co.’8 traction engine, as constructed
in 1866, the boiler is vertical and is fitted with
Field’s tubes, which are blind tubes, hanging
from the top of a high fire-box, and each fitted

with a smaller internal tube through which
the water descends, while tlie steam and water
ascend round the annulus, an efficient circu-

lation being thus maintained. The carriage is

fitt^ with side frames, as in a locomotive, to

which the (flinders, seven inches in diameter
and fourteen inches stroke, are bolted. The
crank shaft carries three malleable cast-iron

pinions, each of which canat pleasure be placed
in gear with a corresponding spur-wheel, also

of malleable cast iron, fixed upon a counter-

shaft
;
and each end of the countershaft carries

a pinion, which gears into wheels with inter-

nal teeth attached to the driving wheels. By
suitable dutches, either driving wheel may
be driven or thrown out of gear; and by
shifting the suitable pinion on the countershaft,

BO as to gear with its corresponding wheel
while the others are placed out of gear, the

carriage may be propelled at the rate of two,

four, or eight miles an hour. The exhaust
steafn, instead of being discharged in pufik

up the chimney, is discharged into a tank
or reservoir placed between the ftames,

whence it escapes up the diimney in a con-
tinuous stream. The driving* wheds are six

feet in diameter and fifteen iimhea wide in the
tire, and pngeeting grippers or spades may be
prcjected through the rim togear with the

d, as in Bray’s plan. ^The carriage is

with springs as in locomotives.

There are many oountries in which traction

engines would be of great value, from the
emitenoe of good common roads, the scarcity

of railways, and the trying nature of the

dimate to animals anployed for draught
In 1866 measures were taken to establieh such
enginee on -the road leading ftom Beyrout
Dmase^ in Sjyria, a distance cTtixty-eight

miles. These engines have been'^eemstrtK^
by Messrs. Dfihs, of Glaiu^, foOm the designs

ol Mr. Clarke; and as thW have to surmount
the Lshanon and Anti-Ld»non ranges^ they

are intended to draw ten tons of goods over

inclines rising one in twelve^ at the rate of

from three to five miles an hour. Tlie gsnevil

amngemsnt of the engine resemhles that of a
loeonmTe. The driving wheels are fomishedi

with Bray’s teeth; hut they ere made hplloirto

enable the aetuating rod to be attached to the
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IrotLom of Ihe tooth, instead of to its inner t nr],

the tilting action before oxperionc< d with that

apparatus being thus prevented. The engine

carries 600 gallons of wiiUt and Id cwt. of

coal, and when tested, in July 1860, was found

to perform all that \v.i& expt'ctcd of it.

All interesting application of the traetum

<*ngino for running upon ice, is ropresr'uted in

the annexed %uro. This eiigiiu was eon*

TRADE
structed by Messrs. Neilson of Glasgow, and is

reported to have been successfully employed in

conveying goods and passengers on the Neva
between tit. Petersburg and Cronstadt during
the winter months. The front part of the

engine rests on a sledge, which is capable of

being moved round a centre by a pinion

gOiinng into a segment, and worked by the
stccjMiig wheel shown at the front, which gives

motion to an endiiss screw^ gcaiiiig with ,i

suitable wheel, which turns the spindlu of the

pinion round with gi-eat force; and by swivel-

ling the sledge—which, however, would bo

better done b> a small engine—the machine is

steered. The after part of the engine rests

upon two drii ing wheels 5 feet in diameter, the

peripheries of which are studded with sttel

spikes to grip the ice. The cylinders arc of 10

inches diameter and 22 inches stroke. The
weight of the engine is 12 tons, and it realises

a speed of 18 miles an hour. It will be proper

in such an engine to apply a shelving edge on
each Side of the sledge, so that its swivelling

may not be prevented by sinking somewhat
into the ice or beaten snow

;
and to the same

end the swivelling gear should be powerful,

and under easy and rapid control under the

worst circumstances likelv to occur. In Russia

and in Sweden extensive lakes and other ^cts
of water, being foozen in winter, are available

for the application of such an apparatus. But
m some of the lakes there are warm springs

which create holes in the ice; and the desi-

deratum to be aimed at is to render available

the little vessels which ply in summer for

plying also in winter by mounting them on a

sledge, as was proposed by Mr. Bourne to be
done for some l^es in Sweden in 1847.

Traetsors* ItetalUe. Small bars of metal

which were supposed to pof^s certain magnetic

powers, and to cure painfhl affections and
tumours by being drawn over the part They
bore the name m their inventor, Perkins, and

were mnch used about thirty years ago. A
number of wonderful cures, however, having

been attested, which were performed by means

of spurkms wooden tractors, the imagmaxy
vjirtuM of the magnetic or metallic feU into

disrate, and were soon forgotten.

Vnwitt^ (Lat* tmho, Idraw). A transcend-

ental curve possessing the pro erty that the por-
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1 ionP U, juLercepLed upon every tangent, between
the corresponding point of contact P, and a
given fixed line 0 X, has a constant length

OA»A It belongs to the family of eqiii-

tangential curves, and evidently consists of four

A

asymptote and two cusps at A and B. Its

equation is readily found to be

A log
^ J

-

Its evolute is the catenary. [Catenabt.]
The name tractrix or traetory was given to

the curve by Huygens, who conceived it to be
generated mechanically by a small weight P
attached to a string P Q, &i6 other extremity of

which is drawn along the fixed line X Q.
Alembert, Encyc. Mkhodique; Peacock’s

ExamylcB ; Salmon, Higher JPlane Curves,)

Timde (Ital. tratta). The exchange of

commodities between town and country, j^ro-

dneer, ^aler, and consumer, nat'on and natior.

Trade is eitoer home or internal, or foreign.

The origin of trade is contanporaneous with
the earliest civilisation. Mutiw needs bring
about mutual exchanges. In time, this human-
ising communication extendsto other countries,

and would be general if the evil pmuions and
selfish interests of men did not interfere to

check or hinder the developement of these

reciprocal benefits. Either from what is called

public ^li(y,^ and whidi generally means the
cultivation ofjealousiesbetween States supposed
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to be rivals in ambition, tbe intercourse which
the instincts of men suggest, is impaired ; or

in deference to the influence of certain classes

who fear rivals in production, and who are able

to control the commercial interests of a nation,

protective or prohibitive aAanffements are

made, and the course of trade is Averted from

its natural course to unprofltable channels.

ITbeb Trade
; PRorwjnow.J

The extension of trade, in the absence of

these unnatural restrictions, is limited only by
the width of the market; and the market
becomes wider, in so far as the means of

transit or carriage are rendered cheaper and
more regular. The cost of carriage is diminished

partly by the developement of mechanical arts,

partly by the practical study of physical geo-

graphy. Thus the art of shipbuilding, and of

engineering by land, though we cannot assert

that they have reached perfection, are improving
|

yearly; and as the pnysical peculiarities of

the sea, the currents, the prevailing winds, and
|

the like, are better known, the cost of sea
|

passages is diminished by the diminution of the

;

time needed to perform them. So, again, tho

power of establishing such communicauons as

shall insure a rapid and exact knowledge of

the markets, is of great moment in securing

that uniformity of prices, and diminution in

the risks of trade, whic^ constitute to the

consumer no small part of the cost of such

commodities as he needs. Speculation, i. e.

the disposition to purchase in the hope of a
rise, though of ^eat importance as an eco-

nomical process in regulating the price of the

first necessaries of life, is a mat evil in such

branches of trade as deal witbi the conveniences

of life, because in so far as it operates on prices,

it tends to exalt them by increasing the risks

of the dealer and the supply to the consumer.

The French economists, of whom Turgot and
Du Quesnaywere the most ancient, entertained

the notion, that of all kinds of trade, agri-

culture was the most advantageous, manu-
facture being placed next, and commerce last

This view, due in no small degree to reactionary

feeling against the mischievous policy of the

French government, was embra<^ by Adam
Smith (book ii.), and forms one of the chief

errors in his great work. It is plain that the

advantage or disadvantage of any trade, if

exchange be firee, is deteimined by present, and
not by abstaract considerations.

The growth of trade in this country is due,

partly to the early adoption of the principles

of free trade, and the atotion of restrictions

;

partly, we may perhaps say, to the energies of

the people, and their adventmous temp«; not

a little to the fact, that thm country, being in-

sular, and possessing a singularly laigenumber
of accessibto harbouxs, is uso under these eon-

ditions the commercial centre of the largest and
most fhlly occupied part of the earth's surfooe.

[CominBOB; Exobajtob; GsooRArar, Pourz-
cal; PBODuOnaN; Bourn, ComaRCUL.]
Trmd«t Motutd at; A branch of the !mvy

Council, properly styled Committee of the Privy
823
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Council for Trade and Plantations. This body
ori^nated under Charles II., and its history is

satirically described by Burke in bis speech on
economical reform. It was, he says, ' a showy
and specious imposition,* reproduced * as a job

*

on an occasion of distressed trade in 1696, * to
quiet the minds of the people

;
* and * perhaps,'

he adds, * it is the only instance of a public
body which has never degenerated.' Once more
reconstituted in 1786, it continued as a body
of rather anomalous functions, but chiefly use-
ful in practice to assist other departments of
state by answers to references on questions
connect^ with the trade of the empire. Of late

years, however, rarious statutes have conferred
on it important functions of administration. It

has extensive powers for the control of merchant
shipping and seamen

;
a supervision over rail-

ways, transferred to this board in 1862 (14
& 15 Viet. c. 64); it registers joint-stock com-
panies since 1868 (19 & 20 Viet. c. 47 ; 26 &
26 Viet. c. 89), superintends the coal trade of

the port of London, &e.
!

Trade Mark. One of the greatest risk.s

which the trade of any country can run, is that

of dishonesty or fraud, on the part of producers
or dealers. Over and over again, successful

branches of commerce have been ruined by
the fraud of persons who have pretended
to supply goods of equal merit with those to

which purchasers have been habituated, but
have supplied inferior or useless articles. A
singular illustration of this fact is given in the

late report of Birmingham industries, p. 273:
'Immense quantities of a species of money,
known as Manillas, were at one time produced
in Birmingham by casting. It was exported to

the Spanish settlements on the Old and New
Calabar and the Bonny rivers in Africa. In
an evil hour, however, a sharp trader, not a
little unscrupulous, animated by a desire to

become speedily rich, conceived the brilliant

idea of producing these oljectB in cast iron,

and oop>pering them over by the electro-deposit

process. On their arrival at their destination

the deception was at once detected. This gave
the quietus to the manufacture of " Manilla

”

money in Birmingham till very recently.’

The author goes on to state the precautions

which the nemes take to test the small

quantity wlii^ they now receive. Over
and over again, it has been found impossible

to establish trades, because no valid security

can be given that agents and intermediate

dealers will be honest. The correction to these

vices, which always react on those who practise

them, may be hoped for partly in the spread of

moral principle and an enlightened int^reta-
tion of what constitutes real self-interes^

partly in the effectiveneu of private and pubUo
police. The latter of these methods of r^res-
sion is not necessarily operative, for it is not

always easy to be sure of the integrity and
activity of those who are appointed to watch
over the administration of law ; the former is

to some extent satisfled the use of trade

markstMsid the interestwmw honest producers
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have in securing themselves against forgery of

the symbols adopted by them in order to dis-

tinguish their wares from those manufactured
by rival houses.

These symbols are known as trade marks, and
the custom of iising some such marks has be-

come almost universal among those traders

who believe that such an advertisement is at

once a moans for diffusing the knowledge of

their goods, and of protecting themselves from

fraudulent imitations.

The earliest of these marks appear to have
been those which were used in the manufacture

of paper
;
and of paper water-marks, the ear-

liest appears to be on a document bearing
j

the date 1351, i. o. shortly after the invention
j

of paper from linen rags. Trade marks have
also been used for a long time on cutlery; and !

in some cases, as in the ancient statutes rela-

ting to wool, the use of a trade mark has been

recognised by Act of Parliament.

Trade marks have, however, been very

commonly forged or counterfeited, and the

Court of Chancery has in numerous cases bocai

called on to interfere by injunction for tlic

purpose of restraining this practice. By n re-

cent statute (25 & 26 Viet. c. 88), frauds of

this nature have been made punishable by fine

and imprisonment.

Trade Winds. 'Winds which in the toiTid

zone, and often a little beyond it, blow generally

from the same quarter, varying, liccordmg to

circumstances, from N.E. to S.E.

The cause of this wind is to be ascribed

principally to the high comparative temperature

of the torrid zone, combined with the rotation of

the earth from W. to E. As the heated air at the

surface ascends into the higher regions of the

atmosphere, its place is supplied by the colder

air rushing from the poles. This colder air, also

becoming rarefied, ascends in its turn, and is

carried in the upper regions towards the poles

to supply the stream of the under current ; and
these under polar currents moving in progress

towards the equator from the zones where the

earth’s motion is slower to others where it is

more rapid, acquire an apparent relative motion
in a westerly direction. As the currents from
the two hemispheres meet near the equator,

their meridional motions are there destroyed,

and they therefore advance together with the

remainii^ motion from the eastward round the

globe. The regularity of the trade winds is

disturbed in some jjlaces by local causes, and
chiefly by the superior rarefaction of the air

over land heated by the sun’s rays. They
extend farther to the northward or southward

according as the sun's declination is north or

south ; and in some places they become perio-

blowing one half of the year in one

direction, and the other half in the opposite

one. [IdoiTBOOK.l In the great Pacific ocean,

howereTi the tMMle wind blows with a uniform

and gentle breeze aR the year round. The
name of irade vmds was given to them from

their impartant * infiuenee in o(mimerce» ex-

presang, as they do, the * mnd hhwing trade.*

TRADES’ UNION
Trades' Union. An arrangement or com-

bination entend into by tlie woA-kmen of
particular trades, or manufactures, in order
to regulate the prices of labour, tlic lioni*s

during which labour is employed, and not

unfroqucntly the number of workmen euguged
by an employer, the number of apprentices
bound to tno employer or bin foremen, and tlie

number of journeymen. The purpose of a

trades’ union is, therefore, the settlement of the

proportion which wages should bear to profits.

The rfFectivon('e>s of a trado.s’ union depends
on: (1) the e‘<prit do corps of the workmen
themselves; (2) moral rcsli’iiinl

;
and (3) un-

fortunately, when men’s passions are heated,

coercion exercised on tbo.so who are lURvillinp

to join tlio trades’ union or arc indiffereni

to its real or suppo.'-rd advaut.iges; and (1)
failing the consent of iho employer or genoml
body of emplo3Trs to the demands made hy
w'orkmeu, tJic last remedy of a sttiki'. Of
late years, the association of workmen for those

piu’po'Jos has occupied a considerable amount
of public altontion, and even alarm, although

no one has >cntiirod to suggest tJ)at such

combin.ntions ought to be repressed by authority,

while many have assc'ried and argiictl that a
tr.ulcs’ luiioii, w'ith all its machinery (short, of

coui*se, of coercion), is a natural expedient, and
a logitimate defence n^jainst wrongs wliich it is

presumed may be inflicted on labour by the

pow’er of capital.

Before 1825, combinations b('t woen workmen
for the purpose of raising w'agos lu'ro treated as

conspiracies, and were punishable by a variety

of statuto.s. The lii story of these statutes is

imj-iortaut and well defined, and if it w'orc

granted that a conibiiialion is economically
and socially indefensible, it would still have at

least an appoai’ancc of equity, because it was

I

a natural reaction agamsl wholly itiexcusable

I acts of the legislature.

The inevitable consequences of the great

plague of 1348 (for the labour statutes of

English law date fnim the second year after

that great event) were a rise in the price of

labour, sometimes to double its previous rate,

almost invariably to seventy per cent. The
reader may see the evidence, extracted entirely

from contemporaneous records of farm and
other accounts, in the first two volumes of

Prof. Hisiorgof Agrieiilture and Prices
in England. In order to check this rise, a
statute was passed in 1350, which attempted
to prevent any change, by fixing the rate of

wages and by levying penalties on those who
paid or received more than the old rates. It is

almost unnocessaiy to say that the legislation

was inoperative, and that high prices of labour,

despite the law, were demandedand p&id. But
the statutes of labourers were enacted in one
form and another over and over again, and
with fresh provisos, or with new machinery,
intended to secure the objects pf the law.

Meanwhile, as the price of labour rose and fell

according to those natural causes which exalt
or lower wages, the law, on some occasions, was
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apparently effectual, while a strong impression

was left on the minds of labourers that the

Tarious statutes really checked or controlled the

rate of wages. If, therefore, we are disposed to

criticise the action of servants or labourers in

combining together for the purpose of raising

wages, we should remember that for 476 years

the whole force of the legislature, stimulated

b^ the perpetual complaints of employers, was
directed towards the depression of wages by|

artificial means. The means emplo^^ed were
wholly or nearly nugatory, but the intention

was reasonably looked on as the same as the

deed, and It was difficult to believe that all this

force was wasted, and all these statutes futile.

In truth, throughout the whole economical

history of England, these laws have, it seems,

failed of produoing the slightest real effect.

They may, perhaps, have occasionally enabled an
employer to break his contract, they may have
been vexatious and alarming, but they never
affected the' average rate. Wages were very

high, as estimated by the price of food, in the

two hundred years between 1350-1660, and
foil considerably between 1660-1700

; rose

again between 1700-1760
;
fell again till after

the peace of 1816, and have been on the whole
steadily rising since. These changes, however,

have not been, as we might expect, brought
about by any law, ordinance, statute, or proda-
mation, but simply and solely by those econo-

mical causes which, under the formula of supply
and demand, fix the prices of labour as they do
the prices of anything else.

When, however, the statutes enacted in the

interest of employers were abolished, the laws

checkiiig combinations being at the same
time relaxed, it was natural that such oom-
binatioxia should be entered into. But it

may be doubted whether any such arrange-

ments would have been made, or, if they

had been made, would have spread or have
obtained the least share of public sympathy or

approval, or would have warranted the funda-

mental assertion of a trades’ union that it is

necessary to protect the workmen against the

tyranny of capital, had it not been for these

476 years of unjust, vexatious, and selfish enact-

ments.

The operation of a trades’ union, and its

purpose (viz. the regulation of wages by other

arrangements than the natural action of sup-

ply and demand), may be considered either

in relation to the workmen themselves, in rela-

tion to Uie employer, in relation to labour

generally, or in relation to the public, i.e.

the purchaser of those commodities or utilities

whi^ are affed^d by a union. But to make
all ^SBe efforts dear, it is necessaiy to say a
word about the ihnd from which wages are

paid, i. e. floating capital, or the labour fiind.

The source of wages is capitaL Without it

there could be no employment Capital is

accumulated with a view to profit. If sufficient

profit is not attained, capital ceases to be
collected, and in such a case, labour is no
longer employed. Whatever, then, be the dc-
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mands of labour, :boy cannot supersede profit.

Hence, if by any machinery certain dasses of
workmen contrive to appropriate a larger
share of wages than other workmen, or more
than they Imve hitherto received themselves,
they must either obtain a portion of that which
would otherwise go to other labourers, or they
must raise prices. They must either mulct the
labourer or the consumer. They will partially
lay a loss on both.

It may be doubted, however, whether any
such machinery will really raise wages. Few
strikes have been successful, and those which
have been most prolonged have generally been
followed by a resumption of work at old
charges

; and though it is asserted that the
dread of a strike has induced masters to ad-
vance the rate, it may be questioned whether
the demand for labour would not have effected

this advance by itself. No rates of wages have
risen like those of domestic servants, especially
those of females. But combination, or any
mutual arrangement with a view to raising
wages among domestic servants, has not only
never existed, but is manifestly out of the ques-
tion.. Nor does it follow that persons will

readily find out the futility of plans in which
they place an undeserved confidence. It has
been found over and over again that protection

is no real aid to industry, long before pro-
tected industry has discerned the delusion for
itself.

But though the machinery of a trades’ union
may not raise wages, it may affect labour itself.

The organisation which attempts to secure
labour its rights must extend its aid to all the
labourers who are leagued in the union. Hence
the common reproach against trades’ unions,
that it depresses the best workmen to the level

of the worst, and thus renders labour ineffective.

The same result would seem to follow from such
regulationsasthosewhichprescribe, forinstance,
the way in which a bricklayer should work, and
the attendance which he should have. A rule

of this kind, and oilier similar rules, may not
have the effect of raising wages, but may raise

prices by raising the cost of production. That
these rules have this effect may, it appears,

! bo proved incontestably by testing the rate'of
wages at different times, and comparing the

cost of, say a building in an ancient bill, with
a modern estimate for the same work.

Suppose, then, that labour is rendered less

effectual, the labourers who enter into these

arrangements may injure other labourers in two
ways without benefiting themselves. They may
appropriate, by an undue numbe'” of hands, a
larger share of the common fund than would
fall to their lot if the arrangements were wholly
free, and they may make the article which they
produce, and which may be used, and commonly
IS used, by those who are unable to combine,

dearer, and therefore more inaccessible. To
illustrate this in a simple way, suppose a cot-

tage costs under the present system 150/., snd
that 60/. of this sum is added by the fact that

labour is less effectual than it would be in the
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absence of trade regulations. Fifty ponnda’

worth of labour is appropriated by the building

t rades, while it might have been spared for other

labour, and the cottager has to pay interest in

the shape of rent on 150^. when he might have

liad to pay it on 100/. only. If some part of

the wages ore appropriated in this way it must
be to the detriment of other labour, for a

general rise in labour is as absurd as a general

glut, or a (Zjeneral ri.so in values.

It is said that capital is tyrannical. Kow
there is no economical truth more certain than

t hat profits tend to an equality. But by tyranny
must be meant an attempt to secure greater

profits by grinding down workmen. If greater

profits were temporarily attained, it is impossible

to keep the secret, and competition will soon
i*educe them. If by tyranny, however, is meant
a constant watchfulness, and perhaps occasional

liarshness, in attempts on the part of the capi-

talist to save liimself from the risks of a strike,

it is hardly just to call that a tyranny which is

rotaliatoiy or perhaps a mere act of self-defence,

and certainly the capitalist will not run these

rhsks unless he is tolerably certain to save

himself, either by prompt action with his la-

bourers, or by increased charges to the public.

We have said that a general rise in wages is

ont. of the question, and by implication, that a
universal trades* union would defeat itself. As
a rule, then, a union is most powerful among
such mechanics as are occupied in supplying the

second necessaries of life, and especially in the

building trades. But they who join the union
cannot avoid using that which they produce

;

anil provided there be no real rise effected in

the rate of wages by the union, while the price

of the commodity is enhanced by the regulation,

it seems that the labourer can only gain a loss

by the arrangement which he makes. Now a
rise in the price of the second necessaries of life

always falls heavily on persons with narrow!

incomes. If two persons have respectively
|

100/. and 1,000/. a year, the cost of house rent
i

will represent a higher per-centage in the former

than it does in the latter case. It is clear, then,

that the effect of a trades’ union on general

labour, and its effect on the customer or con-

Bumer, is by no means beneficial.

Theoutrages and persecutions whichgenerally
disfigure trades* unions and strikes are not a
necessary feature in this oiganisation, but a
natural sequence. If workmen believe that a
trades* union benefits them, they necessarily

look on the man who stands aloof as disaffected

to the interests of their order, and if he
takes employment when men are on strike,

he is regard^ as a traitor to the working man,
and a hindi'aiaee to the purposes for which the

strike vns oigaoised and directed. When the

etiquette of professional practice is so strong

and its social police so stringent, we can hardly

wonder that working men should adopt their

process of energetic excommunication against

those who discr^t or weaken their cause.

To thosewho are hut slightly acquainted with

the principles of political economy, it will be
$26
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clear that the origin of these combinations is to
bo found in an excess of labour over capital

(for in times when labour is in demand we hear
nothing of this organisation), and that the state

of things becomes clnonic by reason of the im-
providence of workmen. If the means of any
artisan enabled him to say that he would find

elsewhere a market for his labour (and in the
great minority ofcases such a market does exist)

when the home demand fell shorty ho could
readily attain the maximum for his wages which
the market will bear. There cannot be, in the
nature of things, any reason why labour should
not assert a right which capital (the employ-
ment of which is only another kind of labour)
cannot assume, i.e.tho right of being employed
in a particular locality, or at least on fixed

terms.

But, in effect, the remedy is in the hands of
working men to a far larger extent than they
imagine. The tnie solution of tliese apparent
relations between labour and capital, is to

unite them in the same person, i.e. to adopt the

E
ractice of co-operation, A union of fifty or a
undrod workmen, with an aggregate of all their

capitals in a building company, would do more
to determine for them the tnie relations of the

above-named economical elements, than all tlm

unions in existence. There esm be no n)ore

reason why a workman should not be possesse<l

of capital for his own craft, than there is that a

trader or a professional man should not hav<*

it. Accordingly, it appeal’s that trades* unions

in many quarters are now looked on by work-
ing men with disfavour, and with doubts as to

their real efficacy
;
and that emigration and co-

operation, the one abroad and the other at

home, are becoming extensively popular.

Meanwhile, the losses which labour and
capital have suffered in these battles of en-

daiance hare led both parties to attempt con-

ciliation by appointing arbiters in cases of

dispute. To the credit of the artisans it

should be said that they have been far more
willing to submit to this arrangement than
the capitalists, who resisted this rational

measure during the time of the nine hours*

I

movement of 1862. Such a scheme has been
: long known in France, under the name of

cmacils des pmdhoinmes, and it may be hoped
that similar means will be adopted in this

I country. [Combination.]

I

Tradition (Lat. traditio, a handing down).

I

In History, this term is generally applied to

nairatives or statements relating to alleged

events, which have not been preserved in

documents contemporary with the period of

which they profess to speak. Like all written

historical narratives, the subject-xnatter of

tradition must be estimated hj the measure
of credibility due to the original witnesses,

and by the degree of fidelity with which their

testimony has been preserved. It is scarcely

necessaiy to remark, that when statements,

handed down by oral tradition, have been

reduced to writing at a time long subseqnent

to that in which the events are stated to have
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occurred, the character of the narratire is

in no respect altered, and the statements re>

main strictly the result of oral tradition

and not the result of ^written contemporary
history.

Oral tradition is thus separated from all

contemporary historical documents. It is un-
connected with the evidence of inscriptions on
public monuments, the registers of magistrates,
or written genealogies, or a written chrono-
logy. The tests for measuring the value of

these various sources of information arc given

in the article Histokjcal / ;
aP'"

as these tests all involve the paramount need
of known contemporary and trustworthy wit-

nesses, it is obvious that statements coming to

.us from alleged witnesses whose words were
not reduced to writing at or near the time
to which they belonged, must he subjected
to an unsparingly rigorous scrutiny by all

who wish to arrive, not at possible pic-

tures of events which may have taken place,

but at the actual truth of facts. In other
words, oral tradition must, as such, be re-

garded with grave suspicion.

It must, however, be admitted that the oral

traditions of one nation may be far more
deserving of credit than those of another. In
states of society which are permanently fixed

by clanship, or by the spirit of feudalism,

and in which consequently the bulk of the

population is tied to the soil, local traditions

may be maintained with a fidelity for which
it is vain to look in conditions of society

under which popular sentiment is continually

changing. By we nature of the case, all or^
traditions are liable to modification by the

colouring thrown over them by the narratorj

and this colouring must vaiy with every devia-

tion from the sentiment or conviction of the
original witness. In this respect, the sons

or grandsons of those among #nom a tradition

is established stand on a footing difiTering

indefinitely from that of their pi^ecessozs.

On those with whom they are brought into

personal contact., the motives and words of

men are more deeply impressed than the re-

sults which may he proauced hr them; but

a later generation is, in constantly increasing

measure, tempted to forget their words and
motives, while it retains a fair recollection

of the olyects which Uiey attained or sought

to attain. Hie details of each narrative In-
come gradually weaker and more &iut, until

not unfrequently there remains only some
barren statement which has lost all life and

meaning. Thus the force of oral tradition

is weakened with each successive gene^on.
In countries :|rhere there is no written hutoiy,

the sons know a good deal about the incidents

in the bfetime of their lathers, a little about

the fortunes of their grandfathers, and next

to nothing of the events of a more remote

age. In an age of written history, on the

other hand, the time which a little precedes

our own birth is p;enerally that with which

we are least fomihar. Its records have not
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yet been thrown into their permanent historical
form, while the chief actors are passing away
from the scene, and the mass of or^nal
documents out of which tiie history of their
acts is to be compiled are commonly far
too bulky and too inaccessible to allow of
much acquaintance with them, except within
a comparatively small range. But the exist-
ence of these original documents is a guaran-
tee against all those distorting influences (of
personal motives, ofjealousy, and admiration,
of sympathy with a winning or a losing side)

perpetually at work with orainary
oral tradition, and which tend to deprive us
of all confidence in narratives orally handed
down, except under certain conditions.

These conditions depend on the form in

which tlir narratives are presented. Tradi-
tions, whj h may be regaled as the mere
hearsay of i people, arc constantly undergoing
modificatio i or corruption, from which they
are compa ratively free when thrown into a
metrical foi*m. We have no reason, apparently,
for thinking that the Homeric poems contain
any genuine hiatory of early eventa in Gbreece

and Asia Minor, but the compositions of the
poems added indefinitely to the strength and
permanence of the traditions embodied in

them. Stories which, like the tale of Thersander
and Attaginus (Herod, ix. 16), come to us
through the medium of ordinary conversation

are worth comparatively little; but the me-
trical form of poems popular amongst many
friendly or antagonistic tribes insures, by the

very strength of their mutual attachments
or jealousies, a transmission which, with al-

lowances made for trifling verbal alterations,

may be regarded as thoroughly trustworthy.

Apart from this guuantee, the preservatfon

of the most beautiful legends becomes a
matter of great uncertainty; and indeed it

may be said that a change in religious senti-

ment, or the introduction of a new standard
of criticism, will insure their destruction,

except in so far as they are counteracted by
that portion of the population which is free

from such influences. If the tale of Troy
had not been thrown into a metrical form, and
if all his contemporaries without exertion
could have been brought to believe with Hero-
dotus that Helen never went to Trof, but waa
detained at the court of the Boptian king,

it is certain that the whole legend of Achilleus

and Agamemnon, of Paris and Hector, must
have utterly prished, or have been preserved

in a form wholly unlike that in whicn it is re-

corded in the Hiad and the Odyuev,
Again, in an age of unwritten nisto^, na-

tional epics are regarded with a refigious

veneration, and the memoiy, not distracted

witii the manifold interests of a complicated

civilisation, acquires a strength whidi.to mem-
bmu of s^em commonwealths seems in-

credible. Even in the time Xenophon,
Athenian citisens were able to repeat the

whole Iliad end Ody»tey, and the task must
have been far easier when the whole story was
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slill received with a profound religious faith, thesis of Niebuhr, that the lex horrendi car-

Tliis religious temper is especially manifested minis, recited in the myth of the Curiatii, is

in the invocations and elaborate similes which a genuine fragment of the lost poem. On this

precede the catalogue of ships in the second Sir O. C. Lewis remarks, that the term carmen
book of the liiad^ and which seem to prove here denotes merely a legal formula, which
>)cyond doubt that the poem was handed down is about as poetical as the schedules of the

at first by oral tradition only. income-tax Acts.

In some countries, an oral transmission, Our confidence in the faithful transmissiou
even more faithful, has been achieved even of these legends, as legends, must depend
with compositions in prose; but this has on the degree in which they escaped modifl-

been the work of an organised and despotic cation in the hands of writers who regarded
hierarchy. The whole Vedic literature was themselves as historians. They would be pre-

thus preserved by a class of men who sub- served with tolerable fidelity only by those
mitted to a discipline against which an Ho- classes which had least literary culture

;

merierhapsodist would probably have rebelled, and how far this was the case with the

Eight -and-fortyyears were spenton the gigantic old Foman stories, we are now unable to

task of learning the Veda by heart; the ascertain. But in Greece also a vast body
resolution of these devoted students was bus- of oral tradition not thrown into verse floated

tained by anathemas which warned them that down along with the metrical compositions
‘ they who sell the Vedas, and even they who of the Homeric cycle. The distortion of these

write them, shall go to hell,* while their legends was in some measure arrested by the

teachers impressed on them the tact that comparatively early introduction of writing

*that knowledge of the trath is worth Less into the Hellenic states; but although these

which has been acquired from the Veda if the . tales were written down at a time long pre-

A'^eda has not been rightly oomprehended, or ceding the rise of anything like a literature

if it has been learnt from writing/ (Max in Home, the multiplicity of versions in al-

Miiller, Hutory of Sanskrit Liiersiture, p. 602, most every incident in the legends is evidence

&c.) But the whole interest of this Vedic enough of the influences which are constantly

literature was religions; and there is perhaps at work to modify all myths no>t handed down
no reason for supposing that the unwritten in a metrical form.

liistory of any given period, or of successive The conclusion seems to be, that unless

generations, has been pret^rved for the main a legend is embodied in a poem we have no
part unchanged, unless when it has been in- guarantee whatever for its faithful trans-

trasted to the vehicle of a metrical form. mission even as a legend
;
that if it bo thrown

Hence, in the transmission of a large body into metre, we have in this circumstance a
of early Hellenic legondrf we may have a ground for believing that tlie story has re-

confidence which cannot be extended to those raained substantially nncluinged from the time

of Rome. Even in the former case, our confi- when it was throrni into that form
;
bnt that

dence must he limited only to the transmission even in the latter case we have no reason

of the tale from the time when it was versified, for attributing to any part of it a genuine his-

and we are as far as ever from being able torical character, unless we can corroborate it

to extract the historical truth which may be by statements of contemporary witnesses de-

eontained in them. But in the Roman legends rived from other sources. For the Homeric

we cannot even ascertain how far the mHhs ages such sources are confessedly wanting,

were tampered with or altered during the whole while the annals of Rome exhibit the defects

period which passed before the popular tra- of oral tradition down to the time of the Punic

(litions were reduced to writing. The great wars. [Roland; Romulus; Semtramis; Ser-

beauty of many of these traditions has tempted vius Tullius; Sesostris; Siouudr.]

historians like Niebuhr and Lord Macaulay Tradition. In Theology, this term is com-

to assume the eristeUce of Roman epic poems, monly employed to denote, any doctrine or

which were lost before the events in Roman alleged fact, delivered or handed down, and

history were recorded by contemporary his- received on the faith that the first to whom it

torians. For the truth of this assumption was delivered received it from an authentic

there is, in the judgment of Sir O. Cornewall source. Hence, it is used, TOnerally, to de-

Lewis {Credib&ity of Early Roman History^ note that body of doctrine and discipline sup-

ch. vi. sect 6), ndt a sbred of evidence. To posed to have been put forth in the first

assert that the myths of Romulus and the Uhristian age, and not committed to writing,

Tsrquins, of Lucretia and Virginia, were em- the word being thus used in a contrary sense

bodied in epic poems, because they are full from Scripture, Such traditions are said to

of passages of striking power, eloquence, and be of two sorts—tradition of doctrine (sudi as

tenderness, is, in his o^mon, to assume that the that of the Trinity), which is commonly said

matter ef a composition, and not its form, to be ^rectly affirmed by tradition and proved

decides whether it is or is not a poem, and by Scripture
; and tradition of rites and cere^

involves ihe,conclusion that all poetical p^e monies^ called by Hooker * tn^itions eoclesias-

is poetzT ; while, farther, of the original tical,’ or * ordinances made in the prime of tha

poetical form of these Homan legends no trace Christian religion, established with that au-

remalns, nnless we adopt the desperate hypo- thority which Christ has left to His churrii in
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Tnatters indifferent, and, on that consideration,

requisite to be observed till like authority give

just cause to alter them.’ {Keel. Pol. v. 66.)

To the historian, traditions of alleged facts

in the history of the Christian church will be

subjects for precisely the same critical scrutiny

which he applies to all other traditions, and for

them as for others he will demand the evidence

of contemporary written documents. Traditions

of doctrine, in so far as they are matters of

inference from written statements, lie out of

the province of history ; but in so far as they

turn on alleged facts, those facts must be
submitted to the ordinary tests of historical

credibility.

Ecclesiastical tradition thus involves gene-

rally two questions; 1. Whether the pren
tradition is derived by inference from written

statements in acknowledged books ;
and 2.

Whether it be a genuine tradition from the

time to which it is professedly asenbed. The
former is a question chiedv of logic

;
the lat-

ter is strictly historical. Roman Catholic and
Protestant ^eologians treat the subject, re-

spectively, as follows.

The former hold tradition to be of equal

authority with Scripture
;
but then they also

hold that the church, i.e. the pope, with or

without a council, is the authoritative declarer

of tradition. At the council of Trent, the diffi-

culty of determining who is to say what is

tradition and what is not, struck the minds
of the divines who were contending to fix the

doctrine of the Catholic church, ‘ All agreed,’

says Paolo Sarpi, ' that Christian faith is con-

tained partly in Scripture and partly in tradi-

tion. Yea, some said more : that tradition was
the only foundation of the Catholic doctrine

;

fur the Scripture itself is not believed but by
tradition.* But Vicensp Lanello, a Franciscan

friar, thought * that they ought first to treat of

the church, which is a more principal founda-

tion since * Senpture itself is founded upon
it,* according to ^nt Augustine's saying, and
‘ that no use can be made of traditions, except

by grounding them upon the same authority.'

But his opinion had no followers. 'Some
objected that the synagogues of the heretics

would also arrogate the authority of a church
others thought that the authority of thechurdi
was sufficiently declared alz^sady. (Book ii.)

Protestants, ontheotherhand, without laying
it down as a doctrine that tradition is equal to

Scripture, have, in general, assented to the

proposition that an authentic tradition of do^
trine is binding ; but to the question, What is

the authority competent to pronounce a tradi-

tion authentic? they have given many anawe^
from a reluctance apparently to admit to its

full ertent that ri|^t of private judgment on
which they found^ their^jissent mnn Rome.
When the early -Reformers, especially those

of the Lutheran and Anglican schools, attacked

a doctrine or practice of Rome, their first en-
deavour was Mnerally to show that it was not

Horipbaral
; th& second, that it was not ancient,

i. e. did not rest on tradition. For this purpose^
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they opposed to the authority of the church, as

it existed in their day, the authority of early

fathers and councils, as expounding the belief

of an earlier age. Thus they recognised the

right of private judgment to try the authority

of the existing church by comparing it with
authorities of earlier times; they permitted

each individual to apply for himself the

historical test. But at the same time they

denied, more or less directly, the right of

private judgment to go further, and criticise

the ancient authority itself; to examine, for

instance, whether a doctrine aoqtiiesced in. in

the fourth century, might not have been alto-

gether unknown to the first
;
whether corrup-

tion in the church may not have commenced
at so very early a period as to invalidate great-

ly the testimony even of the oldest father;

and, lastly, whether traditions, resting on high

historical authority, are or are not reasonable

and credible. And even to the present day,

the high church school of Anglican divinity

practically considers all these as points without
the roach of private judgment.

It would be impossible to refer to particular

works on this subject of controversy. The ex-

treme Protestunt view of tradition is nowhere
so fully aigued as by Chillingwortb, passim.

For a concise view, on high church principles,

of the estimate of tradition by the English
Reformers, see Palmer’s Church of Christ,

vol. i. pp. 493, 504.

TrwfalgAr. In Printings, the name of a
large type used in printing hand-bills or
posting-bills. [Type.]

Timgacantli (Qr. rpaydsavOa). A variety

of gum, the produce of the Astragalus veTus\

creHcus, gummifer, and one or two other species.

It is imported in small twisted or flattened pieces,

white or yellowish in colour, and translucent

or nearly opaque. When put into water thtiy

swell up and gradually form a gelatinous or
pasty mass

;
not dissolving into a clear solution,

as is the ease with gum arable. An analogous
kind of gum is found in other plants, and the

generic name of tragacanthin is sometimes ap-
plied to itw

Travady A species of
drama, in whiem the diction is elevat^ and the

catastrophe melancholy. The name is usually

derived from the ancient Greek onstom of
leading about a goat in procession at the fes-

tivals of Bacchus, in whose honour those choral

odes were sung which were the groundwork of
the Attic tragedy. Some recent writers, how-
ever, have given a new explanation of the word
Tpiyes, considering it an ancient Gredc adjec-

tive, and translating it melancholg or lament-

able. [Coiodt; Drxma; Teboric Fukd.]
Tiwfi-eainady. In Literature, a com-

pound name, invented to express a class of

dramatic compositions which should partake
both of tragedy and comedy. If the mixture
of serious with humorous portions in the piece

alone entitles it to this name, then al) tU- plai

of Shakspeare (with the < xce^ ot tfu*

Merry Wives of Windsor, to t u » atid
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the TSodJik Ni^kt) belpng to this class ; as do,

indeedf almost all the works of the old English
dramatists. But TVoiitts and Cressida alone,

of the plays ofsShakspe^e, bears this title in

old editions. French critics define the distinc-

tion to be, that the emit of the tragi-comedyis

not unhappy or bloody.

- (Gr. rpdyot). In Anatomy, the

term applied to the small cartilaginous emi-

nence at the entrance of the external ear ; in

the adult it is beset with small haira.

Trail (Span, traillar, akin to Lat. trabo,

to draw). In Artillery, that part of a gun
carriage which, in travelling, is hooked up to

the limber, but when the gun is unlimbrred
for action, rests on the ground, forming a third

point of support, the wheels being the two
other points. It usually stands at an angle of
21^ with the ground.

Tralltoaaton, Justices of. In English

Legal History, an itinerant court, appointed

towards the end of the reign of Edward I., to

inflict summary justice on disturbers of the

peace, and occasionally afterwards. The most
probable conjecture represents the name as a

popular appellation, descriptive of the long

staves which the marshals of the court carried

or trailed after them. This kind of special

(‘ommission fell iuto disuse in the reign of

Kichard II.

Trajectory (Lat. trajectus, thrown beyond).

The curve which a body describes in space; e.g.

the orbit of a planet or cumot, or the path of a

stone thrown obliquely upwards in the air.

'Hie form of the trajectory depends on the

initial velocity with which the body is projected,

the law and direction of the forces which act

upon it, and the resistance of the medium in

which it moves. The planetary orbits would be

strictly elliptical were it not for the disturbing

forces which they exert on each other; and but

for the resistance of the air, a body projected

obliquely from the earth would describe a por-

tion of a parabolic curve.

In Geometry, the term trajerAory is usually ap-

plied to a curve which cuts all curves of a given

system at the same angle. When the angle in

question is a right angle, tlie curve is said to

be an orthogonal tTOQCQiory, Thus, a loxodro-

mic curve on any suiface is a trajectory of one

of its systems of lines of curvature, whilst a

line of curvature of the other system is an

orthogonal trajectory of the first. In plane

curves, again, a logarithmic spiral is a tr^iectory

of a pencil of rays through its pole, whilst a

circle aro^d that pole as centre is an ortho-

gonal tri^ectory of the pencil. The problem

of finding the trajectories of a given system

of curves requires the integral calculus for

it solution. If F (|, n, oy—O, in which a

is suppoeed to be a variable parameter, repre-

(1 % «)sent the system of curves, then ^
will be the tangent of the inclination of any

curve to the al^issa axis at the poiiit ((, n)-

Let f^have the sSme signification with re-
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sped to the trajectory at a point (s,y) coinci-

dent with ((, ij), then c being the t^gent of
the constant angle, the condition

+g/(x,y..)J
must be satisfied at the point where any tra-

jectory cuts the curve individualised by a.

Eliminating a by means of the relation

f)*0, the differential equation of all

the trajectories is obtained. For orthogonal
trajectories the above condition reduces itself

to 1 + ^/(jry o)*»0. Trajectories were first

studied by John Bernoulli, and afterwards by
James Bernoulli, Leibnitz, Sir I. Newton, Taylor,
Euler, and others. Euler's three elaborate
memoirs on the subject will be found in the
Novi Comnien, Petrop. vol. xiv. and Nova Acta
Petnrp. vol. i.

In a similar manner, a surface is said to be a
trajectory of a given system of surfaces when
it cuts the latter everywhere at the same angle.

Ortliogonal trajectories of this kind have been
studied by Lagrange (Berlin Memoirs^ 1779
and 1785), Euler (Pttvrsimrg Memoirs, vol. vii.),

Dupin, and several others.

Tuajectouy. In Gunnery, the curved line

de.«icribed by the centre of gravity of a pro-

jectile in flight. [Ou2iNis»Y
;
Puojbctile.]

Tram. [Silk.]

Trammel (Old Fr. tramel, the modem
tntinail). An instrument for drawing ovals,

much in use among,joiners
and other artificers. It

consists ofa cross, C D E F,

in which are cuttwo grooves
at right angles to each

other; and a beam, AB,
carrying two pins, G, H
(which are clamped to A B,

and slide in their grooves),

as well as a pencil, P-
these parts are called the cross and the bmm.
By turning A B round, the pins G, H slide

along the grooves, and the pencil P describes

an elliptic curve. A demonstration of the

properties of this instrument may be seen at

p. 700, vol. xiv. of Hutton’s Abridgement of tlte

Philosophical transactions,

Tramoataae. [UtTRXHONTxyB.]
TnuMeaaa^Btal (Lat transceodo, I climb

ficyond). In Algebra, a term applied to any
quantity which cannot be represented by an
algebraic expression of a finite number of terms

with determinate indices. Such quantities in-

clude all exponential, logarithmic, and trigo-

nometrical expressions. Thus a*, log j, tan x,

&e. are transcendental quantities; and any
equation into which such quantities enter is

called a transeendmtal equaHon, and any curve

defined by such an equation is called a tran3<-

cendented curve,

T&AKSCBKnnMTAL. In Anatomy, the term
has been applied to that branch which treats

of the eesential nature and homologies of the

parts of the body, and the results of which
830
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study scorn to be different from, or beyond,

what would be suggested by the ideas of the

parts derived from the outward senses; as

when the human blade-bone, which to the eye

is very different from a human rib, and which
is quite distinct from the skull, is seen by the

mind to be the rib of the occiput.

Tranbcbndbmtax. a word used by German
philosophers to express that which transcends

or ^s beyond the limits of actual experience.

This general meaning is somewhat restricted

by Kant, who draws a distinction between the

transcendental and the transcendent. The
transcendental he defines to be that which,

though it could never be derived from expe-

rience, yet is necessarily connected with ex-

perience, and which may bo shortly expressed

as the intellectual /orm, the matter or which
is supplied by sense. * 1 call,’ says he, * all

knowl^ge transcendental, which has regard in

general not so much to objects as to our mode
of knowing or apprcliending objects (i. e.

to formal l^owledge), so far as this is con-

ceived to be possible k priori. A system of

such conceptions would be named transcen-

dental philosophy, as the system of all the

principles of pure reason.’ The transcendent,

on the contrary, is that which regards those

principles as objectively real to which Kant
assigns only a subjective or formal reality, and
consequently is by him regarded as beyond the

limits of the human reason altogether.

Transept (Lat. trans, and septum, a place

enclosed). In Architecture, that portion of a

church or other building which extends on the

north and south sides of the area between the

nave and the choir, and forming the short arms
of the cross upon which the plan of cruciform

churches is laid out.

Transfiguration (Lat. transfiguratio).

This word is applied especially to the event

recorded in Matt, xvii., Mark ix., Luke ix.,

where it is related that Christ took Peter,

James, and John up into a high mountain,
and was transfigured before them, His face

shining as the sun, and His raiment glister-

ing, while there appeared in conversation with

Him, Moses and Elias. An ancient tradition

assigns Mount Tabor as the scene of this

event, upon which three contiguous grottoes

have been fashioned to represent the three

tabernacles which Peter desired to raise upon
the mount.
Tranafomatlon (Lat. transformatio). In

Algebra, transformation consists in replacing

the variables or facients of a given expres-

sion by functions of another set of variables.

When these functions are of the first degree
in the new variables, the transformation is said

to be linear. [Likfar Tbansfobiiations.]
The transfermation of co-ordinates, in Geo-
metiy, is' a case of linear transfeomation.

[Oo-oBDiNATas, Transfobmatzon of.]

Tkmiialtoniiatlon« Taohlrnhfi.na6n*ii«

[Tsckibnhapsbh’s Tbansfobxatxob.]
THmaftiaton (Lat. transftisio, ffom fhndo, I

pour). The injection of blood from one living
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animal into another. It was at one time

supposed that this operation might be resorted

to, to sustain life in cases of great loss of

blood from accidental haemorrhages and other

causes, and that in certain cases of mental and
bodily disease a cure might be effected by ab-

stracting a laige quantity of blood, and sup-

plying itsplace by transfusion from another per-

son, or from an animal, such as a calf or sheep.

Some of these experiments appeared at first to

be attended with success, but bad consequences

followed ; and in two or three cases in which
it was tried upon the human subject it proved
fatal. Much was hoped from this practice,

but it has now quite fallen into disuse.

Transit (Lat. transitus, passage). In

Astronomy, the culmination or passngc of u

celestial object across the meridian of anj^

place. The determination of the exact times of

such transits is one of the most important

operations of practical astronomy, as it is by
this means that the differences of right ascen-

sions, and consequently the relative situations

of the fixed stars, and the motions of the

planets and comets in respect of tho celestial

meridians, become known; and it is most
easily and accurately effected by the aid of the

Transit Instrument, the nature and method of

using which will be explained under that term.

Transit is also used to signify the passage

of an inferior planet across the sun’s disc.

[Mercury; Venus.]
Trskoftlt Circle. [Transit Instrument.]
Transit Instrument, Transit Circle.

The transit instrument, called by the French
instrument des passages, lunette miridienne,

consists essentially of a telescope firmly attached

to a transverse horizontal axis, the ends ofwhich
are directed to the east and west points of

the horizon. It is used primarily to note the time

of passage of a celestial object across the meri-

dian. In the transit circle we have a large

circle added to the instrument, for the purpose
of noting primarily the altitude of the star with
the greatest accuracy as well as the time of

its passage. The extremities of the axis of

the telescope common to both instruments are

formed into cylindrical pivots of exactly equal
diameters, which rest in notches (technically

called Y’s, from their resemblance to that

letter), formed in metallic supports, susceptible

of nice adjustment both horizontally and verti-

cally, BO that the axis can be plac^ perfectly

horizontal, and at right angles to the plane

of the meridian in which the telescope moves.

In the focus of the eye-piece is placed a system
of three, five, or sometimes seven vertical

and equidistant wires or spider-lines, generally

crossed by two horizontal ones, between which
it is convenient that the passage of objects

over the central wires should be observed.

By means of ac^usting 6(^ws the diaphragm,

or plate to which the wires are attained, is

brought into such a position that the middle
vertical wire intersects the optical axis of the

telescope, in which position it is permanently

fixed.
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When the system of wires is brought into

this position, the middle one will be a visible

representation of that pait of the meridian

to which the telescope is directed ;
and when

a star is seen to pass this wire, it is in the

act of culminating, or transiting the celestial

meridian. The instant of the transit is noted

on a clock or chronometer, which is an indis-

pensable accompaniment of the instrument

;

and in onlcr to render the observation more
certain, the instant at which the star passes

each of the vertical wires is noted, when
practicable, and the mean taken as the true

instant of passing the central wire. The
sidereal times at w'hich certain principal stars

pass the meridian of Greenwich (and conse-

quently the meridian of any other place whose
longitude from Greenwich is known) being

given in the Nautical Ahmnac^ the comparison
of the time indicated by the clock and the

time in the almanac gives the clock error
\

and by observing the same stars from day
to day the clock rate is determined. In this

manner we are enabled to assign the exact

interval of sidereal time between the transits

of the different stars, and consequently the

difference of the right ascensions.

The annexed diagram represents the portable

transit instrument, as at present constructed

by Troughton and Simms, when the. telescope

does not exceed twenty inches or two feet in

focal length. The telescope tube AA is in

two parts, connected together by a sphere B,
which al^ receives the longer ends of the

two cones ec placed at right angles to the

telescope, and forming the horizontal axis.

The axis terminates in two cylindrical pivots,

which rest in Y*s fixed at the top of the

ver^cal standards 1)D. One of the Ts has

a smsdl motion in azimuth, by means of which
the telescope can be a(^'usted to the plane

of thet iner^n. A spirit level £, which is
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]nad«i to stride across tlie telescope and rest

oil the two pivots, servos to sliow when the

axis is horizontal. The standards D I) ar«>

fixed by screws upon a brass circle F, wliicli

rests on three screws, h, c, iZ, forming the feet

of the instrument, and by whicli the levelling

is performed. G G are two oblique braces

for the purpose of steadying the supports. On
the extremity of one of the pivots, W'hioli

extends beyond its Y, is fixed a divided cireJe

11, which turns with the axis
;
while a double

vernier remains stationary in a horizontal

position, and shows tlie altitude to which the

telescope is elevated. The verniers are set

horizontal by means of a spirit level /, and
arc fixed in their position by a brass arm g /«,

damped to the supports. The whole of this

apparatus is movable with the telescope, and
when the axis is reversed can be attached in

the same maimer to the opposite standard.

For the purpose of illuminating the wires

when observations are made at niglit, one
of the pivots is pierced, and admits tlie light

of a lamp 1, which is thrown upon the wires

by a reflector placed diagon.illy in the sphere

B. (Simms’s Treatise on Matlmiatical Instru-

ments.)

Several improvements, both in application

and in construction, have recently been made
in this important instrument. The principal

new application is that by which it is made
to determine the latitude of the place of

observation, or the zimith distances of stars,

by being placed at right angles to its

ordinary position, i. e. with its line of collima-

tion lying in the plane of its prime vertical.

A large instrument of this class, called a prime
vertk'ol instrumcniy recently erected at the ob-

servatory of Pulkowa, serves to determine with

admirable precision the zenith distances of stars

which pass near the zenith of that observatory

;

and M. Struve considers its use to be of extreme
importance in the ulterior investigations con-

nected with aberration, precession, and nuta-

tion.

Mr. Simms produced at the Great Exhibition

of 1851, a specimen of a double-transit in-

stnuacnty i. e. an instrument which might be
used with equal facility when placed in the

meridian and in the prime vertical. This is

effected by making the axis of the telescope

itself convertible into a telescope by having
an object-glass fitted into one of the pivots,

and a sliding tube canying an a^’ustible cross

of delicate spider-lines with a positive eye-

piece at the other pivot. The adjustment
of the axis telescope is effected by a small

collimator placed in a line with the axis. The
axis is turned round, and the position of the

wire-frame is shifted till the centre wire co-

incides with the mark equallpr well before and
after reversion. If the mendiun telescope be
previously adjusted, it can be made use of

for readily^ ^placing the axis telescope in its

proper position for the determination of lati-

tude by means of the transits of stars which
pass the meridian near the zenith.
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Another kind of transit instrument lately

brought into use is tlio diagonal or chamhiT
tran^. The peculiarity of this instrument
is, that the rays tending to fond an image
of a star, after passing through the object-glass,

do not proceed in a straight line through the

tube in the usual wa^, but, being received

upon a speculiim or pnsm placed in the axis,

are turned a^ide through one of the axes,

which is perforated and provided with an
eye-piece and a system of wires. The in-

convenience of placing the body in awkward
positions for the observations of stars, so

much felt in the use of small transits, is

thus avoided, and the observer has no need
to shift his position, whatever be the altitude

of the star to be observed. Mr. Simms has
succeeded in providing convenientmeans for the

illumination of the field of view of the diagonal
transit by the following method : The back
pivot beinp also perforated has a small convex
lens set within it, and a larger convex lens is

fixed within the axis at the back of the re-

fiector, of such a size that one or more segments
near the edges project beyond the edge of

the reflector. The light of a lamp placed

outside the pivot is condensed by ^e small

lens, and the rays after crossing diverge upon
the large lens at the back of the reflector,

the outer segments of which again condense it

upon the field of view in sufficient quantity to

produce a well-illuminated field.

Another improvement is the ^rirni illumina-

tion of the field ofview of transit instruments. It

has always been a difficult problem for practical

astronomers to provide fortheobservation of very

faint objects, for which it is necessary to have

the field of view dark and the wires illumi-

nated. Various means, a^nded with only

partial success, have been devised in different

observatories, the most successful of which
was till recently the application of the gal-

vanic current. Mr. Airy applied for the first

time the prism-iUumination to the great tran-

sit circle at Greenwich, in the year 1850; and
this method, which is equally remarkable for

its simplicity and facility of application, is

now applied to small instruments, and will pro-

bably supersede all other methods. A pierced

reflector is placed as usual in the central part

of the axis of the telescope ;
but this, instead

of bein^ flzed, has a motion round an axis,

so that it can be placed at any angle of incli-

nation to the tube, being acted on by means
of a rod projecting through the eye end of

the telescope tube near the observer’s hand.

If the rod be pulled out to its iuU length,

the reflector stands at its usual angle of 45°,

and the field is /^y illuminated bv the lamp
placed at the axis. By pushing the rod, the

reflector is made to stand more nearly at

right angles to Gie tube ; and the light, being

t£own down the tube in smaller quantity,

is thus moderated. Finally, when the re-

flector is at right angles to the tube^ no
light passes down it to the eye, hut in this

case we prism application comes into pl^.
VoL. III. 838

Four right-angled glass prisms are placed
symmetrically round the ring of the re-
flector, one of the sides of each receiving
the rays from the axis lamp perpendicularly.
The light reflected from their hypothenusal
sides, and passing perpendicularly through
their remaining sides, is made to proceed
parallel to the sides of the tube. It is then
finally received upon four other prisms placed
properly in the plane of the wires of the tele-

scope, so as to be transmitted entirely in

that plane, and to illuminate perfectly both
sides of the vertical wires, and the upper and
under sides of the horizontal vires. This pro-
cess has been for some time used with perfect
success for the illumination of the wires of the
transit circle at Greenwich.

Adjustments,-^In practice, the transit in-

strument is subject to three principal errors.

1st. The optical axis of the telescope may not
be quite perpendicular to the axis of the instru-

ment
;
which is called the error of collimation,

2nd. The axis may not bo perfectly horizontal

;

which is called the error of level. And 3rd.

The axis may not be exactly east and west, or
the optical axis may not be exactly in the
meridian

; which is called the error of aeimutk.
The error of collimation is detected by pointing

the telescope to a distant well-defined terrestrial

object, and bisecting it by the middle vertical

wire; the telescope is then lifted out of iW
supports and reversed (i.e. the end of the

axis which was turned to the west is now turned
to tile east), and brought again to bear on the
same object. If the middle wire is found to be
still bisected, the a^ustment is perfect

;
if not,

the diaphragm is moved a little to the right or
left by means of the adjusting screws, until the
middle wire bisects the object in both positions

of the axis. To place 4he axis exactly hori-

zontal, the level £ is suspended in the proper
manner from the pivots, and the air bubble
brought to the middle by means of the foot

screws. The level is then reversed, i. e. the
end which was turned to the west is now
turned to the east ; and if the air bubble still

stands at the middle, the axis is horizontal ; if

not, the foot screws axe adjusted until it stands
at the middle in both positions of the level

To place the iDstrument exactly in the meridian,

some knowledge of practical astronomy is re-

quired. It is easy to place it nearfy in the

meridian by the transit of the sun at apparent
noon, or of any star whose right ascension is

known
;
and when in this approximate position

to the meridian, the deviation may be discovered

and corrected in various ways. One of the

simplest is to observe two successive transits of
Polaris (or any circumpolar star) above and
below the pole. If the interval between the

two transits is exactlv twelve sidereal houit,

the telescope is exactly in the meridian ; and
the difference of the interval from twelve hours

s^ws both the amount and the direction of the

azimuthal error. A similar process mav ha

used with a hi^ star and a low star Ibr snow-

ing whether the instrument deviates much in
• 8H
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azimuth, by comparing the difference of their

imez of transit with the difference of their

right ascensions. In the case of fixed instru-

ments, a meridian mark is usually made on
some distant object, and permanently esta-

blished for the convenience of ready re-

ference.

The transit instrument appears to have been

invented by tbe Danish astronomer Roemer, by
whom it was first described in 1700, in the

Miacdlanea Berolinentia^ tome iii. Dr. Halley

placed a transit instrument in the Greenwich

Observatory in 1721, the telescope of which was
about five feet in length ; but it was little used

until 1742, when Bradley commenced a regular

series of meridional observations. The transit

instrument till lately in use in the Royal
Observatory is tbe workmanship of Tronghton,

and was set up in 1816. It has recently been
superseded by tbe gigantic transit circle now
in use.

The finest example of the transit circle is

the meridian instrument erected at Greenwich,

by the astronomer royal, Mr. Airy, in 1850;
and, from the beginning of 1851, all the

meridian observations have been made with it.

It consists mainly of a telescope of 12 feet

focal length, with an object-glass of 8 inches

clear aperture, carrying on each side of its

centre a circle of 6 feet diameter. The tube of

tbe telescope is of iron cast in four pieces, viz.

two immense cones at its eye end and object

end, and a large central cube in two pieces,

having attached to them in the same casts tbe

pivots on which the telescope revolves. The
cones weigh each about 1 } cwt. and the central

cube with its pivots weighs nearly 8 cwt. The
two parts of the cube are bolted together on
flanges with planed surfaces, as also are the

cont» to the central cube. The surfaces of the

pivota were hardened after the casting, by
chilling them to a depth of about a quarter of

an inch, and were afterwards ground and
polished to a true cylindrical form after a
greHt expenditure of time and labour. The
circles are carried on cylindrical rims on the

east and west sides of the central cube. The
western circle has a disked surface of about
8 indies in breadth with its concavity west-

ward, and carries two bands, one on its eastern

and one on its western surface, the latter being
divided to 5' of space. The eastern divisions

are merely given for the convenience of setting

tlie inKtmnient accurately to given objects by
means of a pointer

;
bnt the western divisions

for the observations of zenith distance. For
the reading of the circle, six long micro-
scopes are fixed in the solid stone of the
western pier, having their object-glasses ar-

ranged in a circle of about 5} feet diameter on
the inner or eastern surface, and their eye-

pieces in a circle of about 2 feet in diameter at

tbe back of the piers. The centres of these

circles kre in the same horizontal line with the

centre af the telescope, and at tbe height of 5
feet Ibnm the floor. The microscopes, whose
axes he in a oonkal surfsce, are each 46 inches
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in length, and their axes are not quite perpen-
dicular to the portions of the surface of the
circle opposite to them, but arc inclined in such
a wa^ t^t the light thrown through correspond-
ing illuminating holes (cut in the pier) from a
central gas lamp shall be reflected truly into

them without the aid of specula. The error of
oollimation of the telescope is found by means
of two 6-fb. telescopes, eeXied collimators, one to
tbe uorth and the other to the south of it, and
the error of level is found by the observation
of the reflected image of the central wire by
means of Bohnenbeiger^s eye-piece

; by Ufiiicn

means also, together with observations of stars

by reflection, the zenith point is found. An
apparatus is provided by which the instrument
can be lifted at pleasure out of its Yb so as to

be iu the same state of strain when elevated as

when resting in its Y's. This arrangement
was considered necessary to enable observations

of collimator by collimator to be made. This
is now done by means of holes which have been
pierced in the two corresponding sides of' the
cube. The apparatus for carrying the mercury
trough, which usually contains a^ut 60 lbs. of

mercury, is ingenious, and motions are readily

given to it either in a north and south, or in an
east and west, direction.

For illumination of the wires with a dark
field, eight prisms are employed. Four of these

are arranged symmetrically on the reflector,

which is placed at the centre of the telescope

os usual, but wliich is movable round an axis,

and can be acted upon by a rod passing througli
the tube of the telescope and having its end
near tbe eye-piece; and four are arranged sym-
metrically in the plane of the wires in the eye-

piece. By this means, when the field is dark
or the reflector is at right angles to the tube,

the light after reflexion by the two sets of

prisms is thrown across the field in the piano

of the wires, and illuminates tliem abundantly
for observation.

The casting and the engineering generally

for this instrument were conducted by Messrs.
Eansomes and May of Ipswich; but the di-

viding of tbe circles, and all the optical part

of it, were performed by Mr. Simms. The
object-glass is also of his manufacture.

Messrs. Cooke and Sons have recently con-

structed a transit instrument for the Indian
Trigonometrical Survey, in which they have
inti^uced several new principles of great

ingenuity and importance. Four swing levels

are attached to the cube, by means of which
reversals are rendered unnecessary. The means
of adjustment, and the finish and detail of the

parts, leave nothing to be desired.

Vransltloii (Lat. transitio, a passing over),

A term formerly used in Geology to designate

a series of rocks now referred to the Palfleozoio

period. They were long regarded as represent-

ing a state of transition from the apparently
unformed condition which the older rocks were
believed to exhibit, to the more complete state

of rocks of a newer period. The term is now
rarely used in English works^ though still met
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-with occaeionally iu foreign geological troatiacs,

cliiefly French.

TimnsltlTe Verbs. [VebbsJ
Transitory Actions. In English Law,

actions in which the i. e. place alleged in

the declaration, is inunaterial, and consequently

the trial may be had in any county ; opposed
to /oca/ ac/ums, in which the trial can only be
had in the county where the alleged ii\juiy was
committed. To the former class belong most
personal actions. [Action

; Venue

J

Transitu, Zn (Lat in the act of passage).

In Law, goods are said to be liable to storage
in transitu when detained by one having a
right to do so in their way to their destination

;

as, by an unpaid vendor, in case of the vendee’s

insolvency. In international law, it is held

that the property of parties belligerent cannot

change its national character during the voyage
from port to port, i. e. in transitu.

Translation. In Law, the removal of

a bishop from one see to another.

Translation, Motion of. In Mechanics,

the motion in virtue of which the several par-

ticles of a body describe equal and parallel

right lines.

Translnoenoy (Lat. transluceo, I shine

through). Semitransparency. The term is

chiefly used in Descri|)tive Mineralogy as ap-

plied to minerals which admit of a passage

of the rays of light, but through which objects

cannot be definitely distinguished.

Transmigration of Bouls. [Metem-
psychosis; PYTHAOOBEaN.]

|

Transmutation (Lat. transmutatio, from
muto, / change). In Alchemy, the pretended

operation of changing the imperfect metals (as

they were termed) into the two precious metals,

gold and silver.

Transmutation. In Geometry, the change
of one figure or body into another of equal

area or solidity ; as a triangle into an equivalent

square, a sphere into a cube, &c.
Transom (Lat. transenna). In Architec-

ture, the horizontal piece framed across a

double-light window : when a window has no
transom, it is called a dere-story window.
Transoms. In Shipbuilding, beams bolted

across the stempost, to receive ^e after ends I

of the several aecks, and to give form to the

stem.
I

Tmnspnrenoy. That quality in certain

bodies by which they give passage to the rays

of light. It is generally supposed to be a con-

sequence of the homogeneity of the matter of

which they are composed.
Transpiration (Lat. trans, and spiro, I

breathe). Gases exhibit peculiar pro^rties in

passing through tubes of veiy small diameter.

The rates at which they flow t^ugh such tubes

vary with the composition of the gas, but bear a

constant relation not coinciding with density,

difihsion, or any other Imown property. These
fundamental pecnliarities are termed byGraham
those of transpiration. The experiments by
whidi th^ were established were analogous to

those of Poiseuille and Regnsult on the efflux

TRANSPLANTING
of liquids trough tubes of great length in
comparison with diameter. The transpiration
of a gas is uninfluenced by the material of
which a tube is constructed

; it increases with
pressure—'the greater the density, the shorter
the time of transpiration

;
it is inversely pro-

portionate to the length of the tube
; slower at

tow than at high temperatures. Oxygen has
the slowest rate of transpiration, and may be
taken as the unit for purposes of comparison,
— 1 ; chlorine is 1-6

; hydrogen 2*288. Graham
considers that transpiration is probably the
resultant of a kind of elasticity depending on
the absolute quantity of heat, latent as well as
sensible, which different gases contain under
the same volume.

Transplanting (Lat. transplanto, to trans-
plant). The art of removing a plant or tree

from one situation to another in such a manner
that it may continue to grow. The operation
is commonly performed in the winter season,

or in autumn snd spring, when plants are

generally in a dormant state; and the great
object of the transplanter is to lift as many
of the roots as possible without injuring them,
and to replace them in a now situation to

which the tree is transplanted in such a manner
as to facilitate their growth. With herbaceous
plants and young trees this is comparatively
a simple operation

;
but with large trees it is an

operation of skill, care, and labour.

When a large tree is to be transplanted, it

should be considerably under the normal age
of the species

; and to prepare it for the change
which it is to undergo, other trees, or objects

of its own height with which it is surrounded,

should be taken away a year or two prerious

to removal, in order to accustom it to the

direct action of the light and air on every

portion which is above ground. The next part

of the operation is to dig a trench round the

tree equidistant from the trunk, at the distance

of three, six, nine, or twelve feet, according to

its height, and to such a depth as to cut through
all the horizontal roots. The tree may then be
removed to its new situation, with or without the
earth attached to that part of the roots which
remain ; or (which is a more certain mode) the

trench may be left open during a year, in order
thatthe sections of the amputated roots may heal

over, and be prepared to emit new fibrous roots

after the tree is transplanted
;
or (which is the

more general mode) the trench may be filled

up with finely pulverised soil, in order to en-

courage the production of fibrous roots; and
at the end of a year, or of two years if the tree

is very large, it may be removed to its final

situation. The earth should be filled in care-

fully and made firm about the roots, which
should be spread horizontally in all direc-

tions. In a moist climate, the branches may

I

hR be retained ;
but in dry climates, it may

be desirable to thin them out moderately;

this pruning should, however, never be carried

to excess.

The proper season for tramrolanting all

ligneous deciduous plants, whether sn^ or

3 H 2
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Urge, 10 early in autunm, after thd leaves have
dr(^ped. In the cases of kitchen garden plants

and others of herbaceous habit, ‘Cfhere it is

done at any season, transplanting is most
successful if carried out in showery weather.

Eveigreen trees may also be transplanted in the

autumn, but with equal success in early summer
after growth has commenced.
As a general rule, it may be stated, that the

less damage sustained by the smaller roots and
their fibrus, the more successful will be the

operation. The chief further precaution is to

check excessive evaporation from the leaves,

so that their healthy action may be main-
tained.

Transport (Lat. trans, andporto, I carry).

A vessel employed by government to convey
stores, troops, &c.
Transportation (Lat. transpoitatio, a

carrying acrou). In Law, a species of punish-

ment. It is not known to the common law of

England, and was originally a commutation of

punishment, pardon being granted to offenders

of various kinds on condition of undergoing

transportation ;
generally for seven or fourteen

years, or for life. It was till lately a sta-

tutable punishment for a great variety of

offences. It is said to have been first inflicted

as a punishment by 39 Eliz. c. 4, enacting

that such rogues as were dangerous to the

inferior people should be banished. At that

time the English plantjitions in North Ame-
rica were the receptacles of transported con-

victs, Virginia, the Jerseys, Delaware, Mary-
land, &c. are the districts which received the

greatest accession to their population in this

way. At the very commencement of the

practice, the same arguments were employed
against it by Lord Bacon which are urge4 at

this day hy many law reformers. * It is,’ he

says, * a shameful and unblessed thing to take

the scum of people, and wicked condemned
men, to be those with whom you plant.’ It

was not, however, brought into general use as

a punishment until 1718, by 4 Geo. I., which

Act gave the courts a discretionary power to

banish to the American plantations felons en-

titled to benefit of clergy. After the loss of the

greater part of our American colonies, several

years elapsed before the government fixed on

any place hy way of substitute. At length, in

1787, Botany Bay, on the coast of New South
Wales, was fixed upon : 760 convicts were
despatched that year. But when the e^e-
dition arrived, it appeared that Botany Bay
(discovered by Cook in 1770) afforded no
practicable site for the colony ; which was con-

sequently landed at Port Jackson, where the
i

town of Sydney was founded. I

In a few years afterwards, convicts were also

transported to Van Diemen’s Land (now Tas-

mania), and these two colonies continued for a

long period to be the only, and were always

the ptincspal, reeipients of our convicts. Two
committees sat on the subject of transmutation

in 1888 and 1889, and from the pimlication

of their reports an nnfavourable view of the
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punishments which had hitherto been popular
with the governing classes in England origin-

ated. Convicts at that time were disposed of

either by assignment

t

under a kind of com-
pulsory servitude to masters ; in the service of

government
;
in the road and chain gangs

;
in

the penal settlements
;

in chain gangs m the

penal settlements. The evidence taken before

the committee in question led many to be-

lieve that while assignment was ineffective,

by reason of its uncertainty and general ab-

sence of restraint, the pentU settlements (Nor-

folk Island in particular) were replete with
evil from the demoralisation engendered by
them. Various schemes were consequently

suggested, and partially tried, for amendment
of the system, such as tickets of leave

^

which
entitled the criminal to work for whom
and where he pleased, provided he remained
within the limits of his sentence ; exUe^ under
which a convict underwent part of his punish-

ment at home, and the remainder under
favourable conditions in a penal colony ;

cow-

ditional pardons^ under which the convict

became free for all purposes except that of

returning to England. But of these and other

devices little can be said, because they wero
never fully tried, the conflict between the

Australian colonies and the mother country
between 1850 and 1854 on the subject of tians-

portation having ended in its abolition in

1857 (20 & 21 Viet. c. 3. s. 2), and the sub-

stitution of Pbnajl Servitude. The sentence

of penal servitude itself, may, however, be car-

ried out (as regards males) by employment on
public works out of the country, the present

establishments for which purpose ore at Ber-
muda and Gibraltar.

Although the subject has ceased for the
present to be of practical importance in this

country, yet it is impossible to say how soon
the pressure on society occasioned by the

secondary punishments now substituted for it

may not cause it to be resorted to again.

As compared with the best regulated systems
of imprisonment: 1. In respect of its effects on
the convict himself

;
it may be doubted whether

in the Penitentiary, on either the silent or the
separate system, the mind of the majority of

sufferers goes through a more wholesome pro-

cess than in the penal settlements, notwith-
standing all that we have heard even of the
frightful condition of Norfolk Island, which
was not an ordinary sample. 2. In respect of

its effects on the ill-disposed population at

home ; the experience of anyone conversant
with courts ox justice will decide which sen-

tence appears' to produce the greatest im-
pression when announced—^impmonment or
banishment. And it must not be forgotten
that it is not the real severity, but the action

on the imagination, which deters from crime

:

the worst inflictions of the gaol are thought
little of by anyone except the sufferer, while
the evils of expatriation are greater in idea
than ill reality. 3. In respect of the ultimata
reform of the offender; transportation pos-
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nesgos an incalculable advantage over every
other secondary punishment. The convict who
has undergone it begins life afresh : he re-

mains, indeed, under some disabilities, suffi-

cient to mark the sense entertained by society

of the difference between him and the man
unstained by crime; but there is nothing to

prevent his rising by regular and honest con-
duct, if he chooses, into a station of comfort,

and even of respectability. The man who
leaves a gaol is utterly ruined. Society has
devised, and perhaps can devise, no means of
extending to him a jus postliminii, and bring-

ing him back within the pale of citizenship.

Transpoaitlon (Lat. transpositus, part, of
transpono, / change the place). In Algebra,

the transposing of a term from one side of an
equation to the other. It is in effect the
adding of equal quantities to or subtracting

equal quantities from each side of the equation,

the sign of the quantity being chang^ from
+ to—

, or from — to -i- . For example, if a + jp

by transposing a we have jr«c— rf —
or if a + 6 »= c— x, by transposing x and a + 5 wo
get jr=c— a— A The object of transposition

generally is to bring all the unknown terms to

one side of the equation for more conveniently

finding their value with respect to the known
terms.

Trjlnspositxon. In Music, the change which
takes place by performing the same melody in

a higher or lower key.

Traaaabatantiatioo (Lat. trans, and
substantia, suhstance). The doctrine held by
the church of Borne, that in the Eucharist the

bread and wine are annihilated and replaced

by the body and blood of Christ. In one of

its lituigical offices its says, * This is not bread,

but God and Man, my Saviour.' By the oppo-
nents of the church of Borne it is maintained

that this dogma is not found in Scripture, or

in the writings of the fathers, or in the canons
of the early church.

Transudation (Lat. trans, and sudo,

I transpire). The oozing of fluids through

membranes, or through porous bodies. The
process is carried on by means either of

ENnoBMOSis or of Exosmosis.
^

TranoTorasd (Lat. transversus). In Geo-

1

metry, the name given to a line (whether

straight or curved) which or intersects

any system of other lines ; as when a straight

Une intersects the three sides of a triangle. The
properties of straight and circular transversals

are discussed Ctmiot, in his GhnUtrie de

Positum, and Asai sur la Thiorie des ’Brans-

versales.

In the former of these works, Carnot esta-

blishes the following general theorem, which, on

account of its numerous applications, deserves

enunciation. Let o^, a., &c. ... Ug be the

points in which the side opposite the angle A
of s triangle ABO is cut by a transversal

curve of the n^^oider
; ^ the points

in which the same curve cuta the side opposite

B; and . . . es the points in which it

eats the si^ opposite 0, then

—

fliB CjfB ^
fliC

' ’ *
* a„C * iiA * AjA

’ * ' •

^nO <^jA CjA CnA

6nA CjB CaB CnB

provided a segment such as m n be-considered as

positive or negative, accordingly as the direction

from m to n coincides or not with that in which
the perimeter of the triangle is conceived to be
described. Carnot’s theorem is, in reality,

more general than the above, having been ex-

tended by him to any polygon whatever. When
the transversal is a right line, Carnot’s theorem
gives the well-known one of Menelaus

—

UjB 6]^C c^A • ,

fliC 6jA CjB
*

the converse of which is also true. The corre-

lative theorem and its converse is ascribed to

the Italian Ceva : viz. If transversals be drawn
from the angles of a triangle through the same
point of the plane so as to cut the opposite

sides in a, b, c, then—
« — 1

fl C ‘ 6 A ’
c B

Upon these two theorems Chasles bases his

two systems of point, and line co-ordinates.

{Gimnetrie Sup^eure,) As a further illus-

tration of the power of Carnot's theorem, which
is itself found^ on one of Newton’s {Enumeratio
Linearum Tertii Ordinis), suppose the trans-

versal to be a cubic and the triangle to be formed
by its three stationary tangents, whose corre-

sponding points of inflexion are at Cj, b^,

respectively, then

—

^C* .

so that, taking the cube root of both sides, we
learn that the three points of inflexion of every

cubic must lie in a right line. Or, again, let a
transversal cut a cubic in a, 6, c, and let ABC
be the triangle formed by the tangents at the

points of intersection
;
then B C will meet the

cubic again in a point the tangential of a ;

0A will meet it in 6^, the tangential of b
;
and

AB in Cl, the tangential of c [Tamqemtux]*
in such a manner that

—

(iB* fljB 5C* cA* CjA
I

,

but by hypothesis the product of the squared

fifth ratios is unity, hence also that of the

others must be so, and the three tangentials

must lie in a right line.

Traiiaverae 'AxU.- In Conic Sections, the

diameter which passes through both foci* It is

the longest diameter in the ellipse, the shortest

in the hyperbola
;
and in the parabola it and

aU the other diameten are infinite. [Como
SacnoMa]
Trap-rdek. WhenGeologywas firststudied,

a number of rocks were found to simi^
in general appearance and composition, while

ell were rexnarikable for being spread out in
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tabular or flat maascs, one such flat mass ex-

tending beyond another, so that there was a

rough resemblance to stairs. These rocks were

hence called by n Swedish author trappa, the

Swedish word for steps or stairs, and the name
j

trap has ever since been received in reference

to these. They have long been rc^gnisod as

belonging to the class seen in volcanic countries,
j

and generally called tava, being, in fact, the
1

molted material poured out from an active

volcano in the state of a thick paste, and

spreading itself over the surface adjacent. A
succession of eruptions produces a series of

steps; and where no volcano now exists, the

old erupted l^vas often remain. Of the various

tabular erupted rocks thus named, basalt is the

most distinctly an ancient lava, and is the most

important. Greensione^ whinstone, toadstone

(todtstein), and others, are names of varieties

of basalt, and are also trap-rocks. [B^alt.]

The following may be selected as illustra-

tive instances of the aspects, characters, and

situations of trap-rock : Under the name of

greenstone it is seen in characteristic masses,

associated with the granite, mit^-slate, and

serpentine of the Lizard Point in Cornwall.

Near Kington and Radnor in Wales, it ac-

companies clay-slate and old red sandstone;

and upon the northern side of Snowdon,

Plynlimmon, and Cader Idris, coarse-grained,

and with regular crystals of hornblende in one

place, and in another tine-grained, homogeneous,

and even bastiltic or columnar. In Derbyshire,

under the name of toadstone^ this rock is

associated with mountain limestone, and with

new red sandstone or red marl in the coal-

flelds of the nort.h of England and elsewhere.

In Antrim we find it variously blended with

the sandstone and chalk, and even sometimes

superior to the newest secondary formations.

!

These instances will servo to show the varied

position of these rocks. In regard to their

aspects, we observe them in Cornwall forming

blocks and masses, not unlike the granite of

the country. Sometimes, as in the coalfields,

they form immense walls or dikes, and even

axes of elevation ;
sometimes, as in Derby-

shire, they have the appetiranceof stratification.

In the Isle of Mull and elsewhere, they are

massive and amorphous, and in many places

columnar. The coast of Antrim, the island of

StafFa, and some parts of Mull furnish magni-
ficent instances. The Isle of Mull, Ulva, and
the Treshamish Isles exhibit trap rocks and
veins in the greatest variety ;

and the veins of

the Isle of Skye are remarkable not only for

their singular extent and arrangement, but for

the changes effected by them upon the rocks

which they penetrate, and which are of such a

nature as to throw some light upon the chemical

phenomena connected with geology. Two of

these veins penetrate the white marble of Strath.

At their junction, the trap passes into a sub-

stance resembling serpentine, and is pene-

trated by fissures containing steatite; while

the marble acquires all sorts of colours, and

chafes in composition from argillaceous to
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mognt'sian, and from magnesian to silicious*

In other parts, the trap veins exliibit the

several varieties of greenstone, basalt, and
amygdaloid.
Very much inorb exteusivo and important

masses of trap-rock are to be found in India,

whore the most singular results are produced
by subsequent partial breakiug-up by water
action. Something of the same kind, but on a
smaller scale, is exhibited in the Auvergne
country in Central France.

Trap-tree. A species of Artocarpus, which
furnishes a gutta or glutinous gum, used as
birdlime in Singapore.

Trapa (abridged from Mod. Lat. calcitrapa,

caltrops). A genus of Haloragacem^ consisting

of floating plants, ebiefly natives of India,

China, and Japan. The singular four-horned
fruits of the European species, Trapa natans,

which was the only one ibnnerly known, havv»

been compared to the spiked iron instruments
called caltrops^ employed in ancient warfare for

strewing on the ground to impede the progress
of cavalry; and, as growing in water, the
plant is commonly called the Water Caltrops.

The seeds of all these plants abound in starch,

and are much eaten as food. Those of T. natans
—called Jesuits" nuts at Venice, and Chataigne
d'Eau by the French —are ground into flour

and made into bread in some parts of Southern
Europe. In Cashmere those of T. bispinosa,

the Sinhara of the natives,' feed 30,000 persons

for five months in the year, and are so ex-

tensively collected that the c^ebrated Runjeet
Singh of Lahore derived a revenue of 12,000/.

per annum from them. T. bicornis^ the Ling
of the Chinese, has a fruit like a bull’s head,

and its seeds are also a considerable article

of food.

Trapexium (Gr. rpardiioy, a small table).

In Histology, a small transverse band of fibres,

which has been discovereil in the brain of most
mammalia and in the apes, behind the pons,

at the origin of the seventh and eighth pairs of
nerves. It was considered to be absent m roan,

but its presence has been recently demonstrated
by Lockhart Clarke.

Trapexinm and Tmpesold. In Geo-
metry, an ordinary quadrilateral figure is some-
times called a trapezium,', when two of its sides

are parallel without being equal, it is called

a traj^zoid. The following properties of a
trapezium may be mentioned : 1. The sum of
the squares on the sides is equal to the sum
of the squares on the diagonals, together with
four times the square on the line Joining the
middle points of the diagonals. 2. This line

joining the middle points of tho diagonals is

bisected by, and bisects the line joining the
middle points of any two opp<isite sides. Hence
it follows that the lines joining, in order, the
middle points of tlie sides form a parallelo-
gram. 3. The centre of gravity of the surface
of the trapezium coincides with that of the
triangle, two of whose sides are the diagonals,
and the third side connects the points on
these diagonals wlijch are at the same distances
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from the comers of the trapezium as is the
intersection of the diagonals themselves. 4. A
cii'clo can be described about a trapezium if its

opposite angles are supplemental, or if the sum
of the rectangles under the opposite sides is

equal to the rectangle under the diagonals.

The converse propositions also hold. 5. A cir-

clrxian be inscribed in a trapezium, if the sum
of one pair of opposite sides is equal to that

of the other pair, and conversely.

Trapexlus. In Anatomy, a muscle situated

immediately below the integuments of the pos-

terior part of the neck and back. Its prin-

cipal action is upon the scapula
;
and it also

acts upon the neck and head, drawing the

latter backwards, and turning it on its axis.

TnrapeBoldes (Gr. rpaitt(otifi‘fis). In Ana-
tomy, tlio trapezeides is the second bone of the

second row of the carpus.

Trappiats. The name of a religious order

which still exists in Normandy. It was founded
in 1140 by a count de Perche, in a deep valley

called La Trappe (whence the name of the

order), and has survived all the changes and
revolutions of Prance. The rules of this order

are of the strictest kind. It was, however, far

less celebrated under its original foundation,

than from the reform which it underwent under
the celebrated abb^ dc Kanc^, in the reign of

I^uis XIV. The history of this celebrated

man is well known : ho was a gallant and
daring profligate, whose conversion was owing
to the sudden death of a mistress. His dia-

meter and reform were a favourite subject of

discussion in the court of that king in its last

and devout period
;
and he was himself the

fashion, and much consulted and thought of by
the fashionable devotees of the time. Perhaps
the best notices of him will be found in the

Memoirs of Saint Simon, who reverenced him,

but was too clear-sighted to idolise anyone.

His rule was of the austerest sort, enjoining,

among other severities, absolute silence for a
considerable period. At the Revolution, the

community of La Trappe was dispersed : many
members escaped to England, and were received

by Mr. Weld, the owner of Lnlworth in Dorset-

shire. There are now several congregations of

Trappists. Many of the stories told of the

austerities of La Trappe—e.g. that each of the

monks is employed in digging every day a

portion of his grave, &c .—are fables. But the

main features of the discipline, the enforced

silence, and the complete seclusion from the

world, are as commonly reported.

Triximistlo (Gr. r/wDjua, a wound). Re-

lating to wounds
;
hence the traumatic balsams

and ointments of old pharmacy.

Traweller. In Naval affairs, a ring or

hoop which slides along a rope or spar.

TtaT6llMr*s-tiwe. One of the names of

Urania speciosa.

TrawMM (Lat transversus, iaid acrou).

In Fortification, short earthen parapets placed

at intervals between the guns in a field-work,

OP across the terreplein of the covered way of

a fortress, &c., are called traverses.
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Traverse. In Law, a name given to a pica

containing a drni.il of some nutter of fact al-

leged on the other side, and offenng to refer the
matter to the decision of a jury. [Pleading.]

In cases of misdemeanour, where the defen-
dant postponed the trial of the indictment
until th(5 next sessions or assizes, he was said
to traverse the iiulictinent, but this proceeding
was abolished by stat. 14 & 15 Viet. c. lUO,

by which other provisions for the adjournment
of trials Avere made.
Traverse Sailing. In Navigation, sailing

on different courses in succession. The method
of reducing such compound courses and dis-

tances into an equivalent single course and
distance is called rtsohivg a tratvrse. The
reduction may be effected cither by geometrieal
projection or trigonometrical computation ; but
it is generally performed by inspection with the

aid of a Tnaverse TAm,B.
Traverse Table. In Navigation, the

tabulated form in which the northing, southing,

easting, and westing are made on each indi-

vidual course and distance in a traverse, for

the purpose of finding readily the difference of

latitude and departure made upon the whole
;

the difference between the sums of the northings
and southings being the dtff. lot., and between
the sums of the castings and westings the de-

parture.

The northing, southing, easting, and westing
are generally taken by inspection from a table

which contains the parts of a right-angled piano

triangle corresponding to a given acute angle,

and a hypothenusal line of every unit in length

from 1 to 300, and sometimes to 600 ;
an extent

sufficient for the wants of the practical navi-

gator. This table itself is also called a traverse

table, from the facility which it affords in

resolving a traverse
;
but it may be applied

advantageously to many other purposes.

In the annexed figure, A B C is a plane

triangle right-angled at B; and ifAB represent

a portion of the meridian (con-

siaered a straight line), passing

through A, and A C the distance

from A to C, then the angle A is

called the course^ AB the dif-

ference of latitvdey and B C the
departure

;
and to given values

of A and AC the corresponding
values of AB and BC, bein^ computed and
entered in a table, form a portion of a traverse

table.

The table is thus constructed to AG and
angle A as arguments, the angle being taken to

every degree and eveiw quarter point of the
compass, and the bi^thenuse to every integer

from unity to as nigh a number as may be
thought requisite. But^ the table being formedi
any two elements which geometrically determine
the triangle may be assumed as the given one,

and the other fbond by inspection from the

table. But the use of the table is not limited

to the solution of right-angled triangles only

;

for every case of oblique triangles may be solm
by means of it
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Travenien. [Railroads.]

Traveriliiff Platforai. In Artillery, a

platform to support a gun and carriage, which

cun be easily traversed or turned round a real

or imaginary pivot near the muzzle by means of

its tracks running on iron circular racers, lot

into the ground
;
there are camwon, dwarfs and

caseinate traversing platforms.

Traverttn. A white calcareous stone,

formed by the action of mineral springs either

at the bottom of water upon the mud and
other material there accumulated, when they

issue under water, or thrown down from chemi-

cal solution in the waters of such springs in

sheets or strata, when the waters thus loa<led

approach tlie surface of the ground and enter

into now combinations.

Travertin is a modern deposit extremely

abundant in volcanic districts. It is, however,

not confined to recent volciinic districts, being

abundant near extinct volcanoes and tracciible

elsewhere. Those springs often called incru&t^

ing springs or petrifying weHs are such as form

these deposits. Loadecl with carbonate of lime,

and continuing to flow from century to century,

they are capable of producing results in the

way of deposit very much hirgor than could bo

thought possible.

So large is the deposit of travertin in the

Italian peninsula, where it lias been chiefly

observed, that the whole ground in some parts

of Tuscany and the slopes of many of the hills

are thickly coated with it or Tufa, so that the

ground sounds hollow under the feet. As much
as thirty feet thick of such accumulation has

been deposited at the baths of San Filippo in

twenty years, and here medallions or casts of

coins and other objects are rapidly made.

It is not unusual to observe a perfect con-

centric structure in the travertin, showing the

mode of its formation in successive layers.

Small oolitic and pisolitic structure is also

thus obtained. [Oolitb
;
Pisoute.] Hori-

zontal beds of tufa and travertin art? seen at

Tivoli from four to five hundred feet in thick-

ness. [TtBER Stone.]

Travertin furnishes a good durable building

stone, which was much used by tlie ancient

Romans.
Trawesti^ (Fr. travestii, to disguise). In

Literature, a word used in the same signification

as parody* [PABOpy.j

Treaola (Fr. th^naque
;
Span, triaca ; Or.

SC. ^dpfuuco, literally remedies against

ike hits qf beasts). The viscid brown syrup

wUdi drains from the si^ar in the refining

moulds. Its specific gravity is generally 1*4,

and it contains on the average 75 per cent, of

solid matter. (Use’s Dictionary.)

Treadmill. An invention for giving hard

labour to persons imprisoned for crime.

Its usttiu form is that of a cylindrical wheel

of about 6 feet diameter, and Ifi feet long;

and many such wheels are sometimes coupled

together, circumference is famished with

tweuty-feur equidistant steps, on which the

prisoners are made to work on the mill. Each
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individual treads in a sopamte compartment,
boarded off so that no intercourse can take
place between the parties at work at the same
time.

All mounting the first step together, their

weight sets the wheel in motion, bringing

down the stop trod upon
;
when they stop up

to the next one, which descends in the same
manner, and so on, producing a continuous
rotatory motion in the wlieel, which may be
appliKl as the moving force to a mill for grind-

ing corn, or in turning any other machinery.
The prisoners at M'ork on the wheel are assisted

and supporti'd by a hand-rail before them.
The wlicel makes about two rounds per minute,

which is equivalent to a vertical ascent of

about 32 fee4 per minute, and this is about the

maximum of labour usually permitted on tlie

W'heol. These machinos were introduced into

all the great pnsoiis in England and Wales;
blit in some cases a crank handle, which tlte

prisoner is made to turn, is now employed in

preference.

Treason or Klgh Treason (Fr. trahison
;

Lilt, traditio, a betrayal). By the statute

25 Kdw. III. c. 2, the limits of this great

offence were first accurately; defined
;

and
although subsequent enactments at

periods widely enlarged the range of actions

which miglit be drawn within its penal

character, yet most of these have been
rcgai'ded as encrotichmcnts upon the prin-

ciples of our jiu’isprudence. To compass the

death of the king, queen, or king’s eldest son
and heir

;
to viohite the king’s wife or daugh-

ter, or the wife of the heir apparent
;
to levy

war against the king in the realm ; to assist

the king’s enemies in the realm or elsewhere
;

to counterfeit the king's privy seal
; to counter-

feit the king’s money
; to slay the cliancellor or

other high judicial magistrates ; these are the
seven species of treason constituted by this Act.

The many fresh species devised during the
troubled periods which followed that reign,

and by the arbitrary genius of Henry VIII.,

wore repealed in the first year of the reign of
Queen Mary. Of new ti'easons since created

by analogy to those which were previously so

considers, the principal now remaining are

those directed against the impugners of the
Act of Settlement ; and against porsons intend-

ing the death, &;c., of the sovereign, de-
claring such intention by printing; writing, or
overt act. (4. Stoph. Bl. 245.) To oounteifeit

the king*

b

seal or money is not now treasonable.

The law relating to the manner of trial in
treason is in many respects peculiar; the
barbarous adjuncts to capital punishment in

such cases have been long disused. By a
recent statute (11 & 12 Viet c. 12), commonly
called the Treason Felony Act, under which
the maximum punishment is penal servitude
for life, many treasonable ofi&nces may be
tried and punished as simple felonies.

Treiasoov Mtsprtolon of. This crime is

defined to be the bare knowledge and con-
cealment of treason, without any degree of
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consent thereto

;
for any assent makes the

party a principal tniitor. [Misprisfon.]

Treasure Trove. By the Common Law
of England, all gold and silver plainly derelict

by the former ov^er, and not traceable to any
representative of that owner, was the property

of the crown. The rule, it appears, is derived

from the strictly limited character of all feudal

grants. The king's gift never conferred larger

rights than were actually expressed
;
and hence,

when, as in some manors, more enlarged powers

or rights were conferred than was customary,

such special advantages were always expressed,

.and never implied. In general, then, a grant

only bestowed a permanent usufruct of the

soil, the inferior metals being included under
the ordinary right to dig or commit waste,

while the more precious metals were reserved to

the crown.

The duty of investigating all cases of trea-

sure trove was one of the functions of the

cx)roner, an exceedingly important of&cor in the

middle ages, who was bound to be faithful to

the crown in whose interests he acted, but who,
being elected by the freeholders of the county,

in mtich the same way that the seneschal of a

manor was often elected by the free tenants,

was in one sense independent of the crown.

For a long time the importance of treasure

trove as an olject of revenue has declined, and
the privilege of the crown, having become
odious since public opinion has recognised a
larger ownersnip in land than is consonant

with the feudal theory, has seldom been exer-

cised, rxe^pt to secure antiquities and rare

coins for the British Museum. These, we
believe, it has always purchased at a valua-

tion from the finders or owners.

The Treasury has now power to remit the

crown's rights in treasure trove. The security

of property which wo have enjoyed since the Re-
volution has, however, put a complete stop to the

practice of burying treasure in Great Britain.

But down to a late period the practicewas com-
mon in Ireland, and is, perhaps, not yet alto-

gether abandoned in that countiy
;
and it is

also common in some of the Continental states.

Neckar mentions that in France, under the

aucien r^me, the vassals of many of the

nobles, afraid of subjecting themselves to the

violence of their masters, buried all the money
they could sorape together; and during the

anarchy and bngandage of the Revolution,

vast sums were thrown into the earth. The
well4ilformed Russian economist, M. Storeh,

mentions that the practice of bnt^^g treasure

is still extremely prevalent tn Germany^ Italy,

and Russia ;
and it must necessarily oe more

or less prevalent in every country ex^sed to

the Tavages oi war, or where tne rights of

property are imperifeetly protected. But it is

chiefiy in the despotic states of Asia, and in

Turk^ in Europe, that the burying of money
is carried to the ^eatest extent. There every

rich individual esumates his wealth, not by the

stock or capital he has lent to others, or has

employed in the great work of production, but
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rincipally by the amount of the treas he
us been able to conceal

; and every poor man
deposits in the earth whatever he can contrive

to withdraw from the grasp of his avaricious

masters. Mr. Scraflon, in his valuable tract

on Hindustan, considers that the universality

of this practice, and the quantity of the pre-

cious metals which must in consequence have
been lost, have been a principal cause of the
long-continued drain of specie to the East.

From the discovery of the American mines
down to a very late period, the greatest portion

of their produce has been directly or indirectly

exported to Turkey, Hindustan, and other
Eastern countries

; and yet it is said that the
precious metals do not seem to have become
more abundant in those countries, or the prices

of commodities to be materially increased. But,
without attempting to investigate the precise

degree of credit that ought to be attached to
this statement, it is abundantly certain that the
want of security which has caused this locking
up of so large a quantity of capital must bo

^ one of the main causes of the poverty and
wretchedness in which the people of India,

Persia; Turkey, &c. are involved.

Treasurer, Xiord Bigli (Fr. tr4sor, Span,
tesoro, Gr. 6iiaavp6sf treasure). Formerly the
third great ofi^er of the crown in England.
The office is now executed by five persons,
styled the lords commissioners of the treasury.

[Tbxxsprt.]
Treasury, Board of. In England, the

board to which is intrusted the management of
all matters relating to the sovereign's civil list

or other revenues. This office was formerly
committed to the lord high treasurer; but in
modern times a lord high treasurer has not
been appointed, the duties of bis office being
execut<^ by a board of five lords commissioners.
The chief of these, or first lord of the trea-

sury, is generally the prime minister for the
time being

; his office, however, in relation

to the department itself, is little more than
nominal; its practical head being the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer. The salary of the
first lord of the treasury is 5,000/. per annum ;

I

that of the Chancellor of the Exchequer is of
the same amount ; the three junior lords have
1,000/. a year each. There are two joint secre-
taries of the Treasury, one of whom manages
the details of ministerial business in the House
of Commons, and is familiarly termed the teAtp.

TreutiBg (Fr. traiter, Lat. tracto, /p kandie).

Tr^ting at parliwentiuy elections, by cor-

ruptly providing meat, drU, ehtertainment, or
provision, is now a substantive offence, punish-
able by a fine of 50/., besides being a ground
ffir Evoidii^ the election. (Stat 17 5^ 18 Viet,

e. 102, and amending Acts.)

Trewav (Vf. traits
: Ital. trattato^ from Lat.

tractatns, a handling). In Law, an agreement
between two or more independent states.

Orotius {Jk Jure Belli si Psets, 1. ii. oh. xv.
B. 5) divides treaties into two classes : thdse
which turn on things to which the contracting
parties are already bound by the law of nature.
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Biich as matual atnit^, commerce, &c. ; and
tliose which contain stipulations for something
more, such as treaties regulating boundaries,
conceding particular powers, &;c. The muni-
cipal constitution, in every state, determines
in whom resides the authority to make and to

ratify treaties. In most monarchies it is rested

in the sovereign
;
in republics, in the chief ma-

gistrate, senate, or exe?utive council
;
in federal

states, sometimes exclusively in the federal

authority, as in tiie United States
; but in the

Germanic federation (while existing) the parti-

cular states retained the right of making trea-

ties of alliance and commerce not inconsistent

with the fundamental laws of the confederation.

In order to enable a public minister or other
diplomatic agent to conclude and sign a treaty,

he must be furnished with a full power
;
and

when so concluded, the treaty is binding on the

state, in the same manner as an agent is bound
by the act of his principal. But the question

how far, and in what cases, ratification is

necessary, has been the subject of much de-

bate among writers of international law. It

is usual to reserve a power to ratify in the

treaty itself. It is necessary also, in moat con-

stitutional governments, that the sanction of the

legislative body should be subsequently given to

treaties of commerce, or treaties imposing taxes

on the people, entered into by the executive.

Thus the government of Great Britain, when
making treaties, granting subsidies, &c., usually

stipulates that tJie sovereign will recommend to

parliament to make the grunt necessary for the

purpose; but under the constitution of the

United States, it has been thought that congress

is bound to sanction treaties in general made
by the president with the advice and consent

of the senate. Treaties have been divided into

rml and ^personal : the former of which are said

to bind the contracting parties, independently

of any change of the sovereign or the rulers of

the state ; the latter are made with express

reference to the person of the actual ruler.

But treaties properly so called, as of friendship

and alliances, commerce and navigation, even

if perpetual in terms, are said to expre : 1. In

ca.<ie either of the contracting parties cease to

be an independent state ; 2. When the internal

constitution of government is so changed as to

render the treaty no longer applicable. In

this they differ what are called franst-

tor^ conventianst which pass from one govern-

ment to another ;
such as treaties of cession,

boundaiy, &c. (Wcquefort, book ii. ; Vsttel,

book ii. ;
Schoell, Hist, de TraitU de Paix, 4

vols. Brussels 1817.)

It was at one time an international custom

that belligerents should, on the breaking out of

a war, make a public and solemn proclamation

that the oblimtion of treaties between them

had ceased. %iat custom has become obsolete.

In its place bas arisen the general maxim
that war ipso facto abrogates treaties between

belli^renti. But international jurists

now place important limitations on this maxim.

Its entent was tnudi discussed in 1814, on the
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occurrence of the question, whether the rights

of fishery accorded by Great Britain to the
United States by former treaties were abrogated
by the war of 1812; England maintaining the
affirmative. It cannot said that anv satis-

factory general view of the solution of this im-
portant problem has been arrived at. (Philli-

more On International part xii. ch. ii.)

Commercial. The facts that
particular counties are specially favoured in

the growth or manufacture of special products,

or nro situated favourably for general com-
merce, or possess a natural control over cer-

tain districts from which articles of great im-
portance or general demand are procurable,

or are possessed of certain political, strategic,

or similary important capacities, are reasons,

early appreciated in political history, for di-

plomatic negotiation. The earliest treaty in

;

existence, between Carthage and republican

i
Rome, is quoted by Polybius, and is dated in

the year which is assigned as the second after

the expulsion of the Turquins. It is almost
entirely commercial in character. Commercial
treaties are referred to by Aristotle (A7ro-

machean Ethics v. 6) as familiar facts. The
exclusion ofMegara from the markets of Athens
and her dependencies, equivalent to a prohibi-

tion of nearly all foreign trade with Eastern
Europe and Western Asia, was one of the griev-

ances quoted as a plea for beginning the great

Peloponnesian war. In point of fact, such

formally enacted commercial regulations were
inevitable in the singular interpolitical system
whichwas so marked a feature in ancient Greece,

while the motive was less prominent and opera-

tive under the absorbing militaiy despotism of

Rome.
The age of the Hanseatic League (about

1250) was the period in which such a system
was renewed in Europe. This famous con-

federation, framed for the purpose of securing

political and commercial liberty, by joint re-

sistance to the outrages of feudd tyranny, was
a great commercial treaty, in which the con-

tracting parties bound themselves to common
action, to a system of common defence, and
common representation for the purposes of

the league. The decline of this league began

when the disorder, confusion, and rapine, which

it was intended to prevent, were repressed by
the agencies of a growing civilisation. With
such a civilisation, grew also the conviction

that the strength of a nation lay in the magni-

tude and security of its foreign commerce, and
the view that the direction of this commerce
was an important object in diplomacy.

Among European states, none appear to

have Bctra with so much steady perseverance

in the direction of what may be called com-

mercial diplomacy as this oountiy. It is

not difficult to explain the reason, and (as

economical enlightenment is comparative) to

recognise the cause of the great prominence

which this countnr assumed in the commerce of

the western world five centuries ago, notwith-

standing the caprice with which Tta acknow-
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ledged policy was modified or suspended, or its

progress thwarted by purely political intrigues.

England at this time was well-nigh the sole

prcSucer of wool. The local police, all things

considered, was excellent: property was sacred,

and rapine rare. It may bo that, at this period,

sheep-farming for the purpose of wool was
rare on the Continent; it is certain that it

was full of risks, under the feudal anarchy
which then impoverished Europe. It is im-
possible to keep sheep unless property is made
safe by a vigorous executive; and there is

abundant evidence that the peace was kept
better in England than in any European com-
munity whose industry was specially agricul-

tural-better perhaps than in any community
whatever. But just opposite to the English
coast and the best settled part of the country,

were the factories of the Netherlands, the spin-

ners and weavers of Liige, Ghent, and other
towns. Between these regions and our country
the most intimate commercial relations existed.

The Flemings were invested with peculiar

privileges, and invited to settle in England;
and, by the close of the thirteenth century,

so intimate were the relations between the

two countries, that Norfolk, in which these

Flemings had settled in great numbers, was
by far the richest county in England, and was
the seat of its most important manufactures.

The early French campaigns of our Edward
III. were connected diplomatically with the

commercial relations then existing between
Ihe Flemish weavers and the English wool
staplers. The patriotism or the intrigues of

Arteveldt, manifestly directed towards chock-

ing the feudal prerogatives of the counts of

Flandeirs and the bishops of Li^ge, found
an obvious and ready machinery in the mutual
interests of the two countries. A century and
a half after the events which preceded the

battle of Crecy, those intrigues of Mary, du-
chess of Burgundy, which aimed at distressing

Henry VII., the successful enemy of her house,

were thwarted by the commercial treaty ne-

gotiated between the Flemish towns and the

wily king of England, a treaty known for

many a day afterwards by the name of the

Intercuraus tnaanua. During the wars of

Henry V. and Henry VI. the dukes of Bur-
gundy were attached to the English alliance

quite as much on commercial grounds as

^ej were stimulated by antipathy to the

Armagnacs.
The acceptance of the mercantile system

[PouTiCAi. Economt], and the policy which
followed its acceptance, bore the Mlest fruits

in the commercial treaties which were ne-

gotiated from the middle of the seventeenth

century down to the middle of the nineteenth.

The general purpose of these treaties was

—

to secure a market for our esportat and to

admit reciprocally the exports of some nation

with whom the treaty was concluded. Coupled
with this arrangement, there was almost al-

ways some political alliance contemplated,

some favour stipulated, which would never

have been granted, except on the presumption
that the admission of our exports was a great
public advantage- The nation was taught
that a less advantageous import trade was
counterpoised by a more advantageous export
trade

;
that the latter was an aid to capital,

and an incentive to labour; that the principal

object of trade was to export as much as

po.ssib1e; and that the grant of this kind of

indirect bounty on home produce was an act

of the highest political wisdom. It will not
be difficult to show that it was an act of con-

summate folly.

It is of the greatest importance to a pro-

ducer to know which is the market for which
he produces, and he finds this out most
surely by the freest intercourse of trade.

Any guidance, any tutelage, any bounty—and
a favoured market is a bounty—instead of

aiding him in his interpretation of the market,
bewilders and deludes him. The fact that

his capital is diverted into such and such
a channel by these indirect means, would bo
(from the general economical law, that the
profits of equal capitals, other things being
equal, are equal) no* advantage to him

;
while

the diversion cf capital from more productive

to loss productive objects involves an inevit-

able loss to the aggregate capital of the
community. The purport of the celebrated

Methuen treaty, negotiated between England
and Portugal in 1703, was the introduction of
English woollens into Portugal. But theEnglish
woollen trade, during the greater part of the
eighteenth century, was not in a healthy con-
dition, and every kind of expedient was vainly

attempted in order to stimulate and sustain

it. Capital which might have been better

employed was turned into a particular chan-
nel, and forced in an unnatural direction

;
and

again, the general consumer, in order to secure

these delusive advantages to the producer
of some favoured article, is obliged, by way
of compensation, to take certain goods which
are dearer and less valuable than those with
which an open market would have supplied

him. Thus, in order to introduce woollens
into Portugal, the English government agreed
to tax all wines produced from other countries

at the rate of one-third more than it taxed Por-
tuguese wines. Such a proviso, as it excluded
the most important, and up to the time at

which the treaty in question was negotiated,

the most familiar produce of France, naturally

begot a policy of irritation, and, as a conse-

quence, retaliatory restrictions. The trade be-

tween this country and France, which should

have been large, was reduced to insignificance,

and the two nations became estranged. In
brief, no bargain could have been concluded

on the basis of such commercial treaties as

were in fashion up to within the last twenty

years, without indicting a double loss, one to

capital, the other to consumption.

The excessive anxiety to stimulate exports

is an economical error. A nation cannot, it is

true, be indifiTerent to the restrictive or pro-
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hibitive tariffs of other countries, since (even

though, as is commonly the case, the tax levied

in the country adopting such a protection or
restriction may be paid by the consumers of
such commodities as arc imported legally, and
a prohibition, if the article be in demand, will,

oven under circumstances very unfavourable for

such transactions, be evaded by the practice

of smuggling) such hindrances diminish de-

mand, and render the interpretation of supply

difficult.* But the grant of facilities to im-
ports is of much greater consequence. Every
nation, however wedded to protective theories,

desires to export; but unless it resolves on
accumulating specie, and so raising prices

by depreciating its currency, it must sell its

exports for goods. So general is this desire

to export, that governments rarely venture on
export duties, and learn that they can fairly

enough leave the exports to take care of them-
selves.

The system of the commercial treaties

formerly negotiated has been exploded in this

country, owing to the acceptance of free-trade

principles. Treaties have been completed be-

tween this and other cauntries on a theory

very different from that which sought to

secure special favours for the trade of the

contracting parties. The character ofthis later

d'plomacy may be best understood by taking a

particular instance
;

for example, the treaty

negotiated by the late Mr. Cobden bctw’cen

this country and France—a treaty the prin-

ciple of which has been sometimes impu^ied
by some who have considered that it involved

a departure from free-trade principles, and by
others who have thoi^ht that it tied the powers
of the government in limiting the fiscal expe-

dients of those which might bo adopted. But
neither of these charges was just.

Mr. Cobden, who was thoroughly acquainted

with the nature of the trade between this coun-

try and France, and was alive to the excessive

restraints which protectionist and retaliatory

laws had put on the commercial intercourse be-

tween two countries which should enter into

mutual relations to their manifest mutual ad-

vantage, suggested to Lord Palmerston and
Mr. Gladstone, that, in his opinion, arrange-

ments might be entered into, consequent on cer-

tain projected changes in the English tariff,

which would partly increase the trade between

the two countries. He did not suggest that

any advantage should be given to France over

other communities, but only that the alterations

in our system—alterations which might very

likely be made even if France were unwilling

to negotiate—should, if possible, be turned to

diplomatic account. It is clear that so long

as any portion of the revenue of this country is

derived from import duties, it will always be

possible to adapt these duties to the interests

of exporting countries, and therefore to make
them a plea for fiscal concessions. We, it

might be axgoed, adopt free trade as our rule

;

but ve raise a revenue, partly from internal

80ttK:>s, partly from consumable articles of
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foreign growth. If no revenue were raised from
these latter objects, we could not, it is true, do
more than allege reasons in favour of our
policy

; as we do raise such a revenue, wc
are able, without departing from this policy

in the least, to accommodate the method of this

revenue to the exports of such countries as can
supply us with what we need, but who will also

meet us by relaxations iu their fiscal methods.
Such a proceeding is simply that ot instructing

a community tliat if they want to soil, they

must buy
; a position which may be manifest

enough to some, but which is very slowly appre-

ciated by such states as are devoted to pro-

tection. And although the negotiators of the

treaty bound the nation to a certain course of

procedure in future, the obligation was only

not to do tliat which no government in this

country would ever dream of proposing.

This mode of arranging the commercial
relations of two countries has been ridiculed as

a mere missionary act. But if diplomacy, while

it abandons force, employs remonstrance, ap-

peals strongly to mutual interests, attacks the

arguments alleged in favour of an unsound
policy, predicts the advantages of one course of

action, and the evils of another, upon questions

which are purely political, it is hard to say

that similar representations should not be miide

when the matter in debate is simply commercial.

Not, indeed, that intimate commercial relations

are without a great political interest. The
policy of insulation, of prohibition, of protec-

tion, 18 a war policy, full of danger and menace.

But the more thoroughly the commerce of two
countries is knit together, the more effectual

are the guarantees of amity, good will, and
peace, the more remote is the risk of quarrel.

We cannot doubt that the anxiety which all

political parties in this country feel for the

preservation of peace, the determination which
all evince to trciit international questions with

an increased regard to public law and morality,

and to abstain as far as possible from menace
or armed intervention, are due to the intimate

commercial relations which have been esta-

lished between this and other civibsed com-
munities. And if it be the case that extended

commerce is a powerful pacificator, it is surely

just, sound, and right that diplomatic action

should be directed as far as possible to the

devclopement of such causes as will lead to

friendliness among nations, and to the reci-

procity of advantages.

The commercial treaty with France has

borne considerable fruits. The trade between
the two countries has doubled since it was
negotiated ; and, far from depressing French
go^s, with which English products were to

compete actively, the result has been that

those fabrics and manufactures, of which the

continued production, in the eyes of the French
protectionists, would be imperilled by the

treaty, have actually increased in greater

mtio than even those commodities for which
the treaty was previously intended to create

a more abundant demand.
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For the commercial treuties at presont .

existing, and the effects which they produced on
trade, see Commercial Dictionary

^

art. ‘ Treaty,

Commercial.*

Treble (Fr. triple). In Music, the highest

part in a concerted piece. Thus wo say, a
treble Tiolin, a treble hautboy, &c. In vocal

music, this part is sung by boys or females.

The treble is divided into first or highest treble,

and second or low treble.

Trebuobet (Fr.
;
Low Lat. trabutium). A

warlike engine of the middle ages, used to throw
stones, fiery material, and other projectiles em-
ployed in the attack and defence offortified places

by means of counterpoise. At the long end of

a lover was fixed a sling to hold the projectilo; at

the short end a heavy weight, which furnished

the necessary moving force. Experiments with
engines of this nature wore made by direction

of the emperor Napoleon III., which are de-

tailed in his Etvdes eiir le Passe et FAvenir de

VArtWerie.

Tr«clasobuyt (Dutch track shp or boat).

The covered boats drawn by horses or cattle,

and used for the conveyance of goods and
passengers on the Dutch and Flemish canals,

arc so called. For au admirable description of'

the accommodations and management of the

ireckschuyt, now rapidly falling into disuse

from the introduction of railways, see Murray’s
Handbook for Northern Germany.
Tree (A.-Sax. treo, perhaps akin to Gr. 8puy,

a timher-ireet especially an oak). Any woody
plant of perennial duration, which rises from
the ground with a trunk. To form a tree, the

plant must acquire some considerable size, and
bo furnished with a trunk or single stem by
which its branches or limbs may be sup-

ported. It differs from a shrub, which is a

woody plant of smaller stature, in having

a trunk ; and it is the presence of this solid

mass of wood which gives their especial utili-

tarian value to trees, furnishing, as many of

them do, the timber which is applied to so

many useful purposes.

Most of our hardy and indigenous trees are

deciduous^ i.e. they cast off tlieir loaves in

autumn, and their twigs and branches remain

denuded till the following spring. To this

class belong the well-known Oak, Ash, Ehn,

&c. Some trees, however, retain their clothing

of foliage through the winter, and being at no*

time denuded, are called evergreen

.

To this

group belong the Pine, Fir, Cedar, &c.

Trees maybe, again,divided into Ornamental

Trees and Timber Trees. The first of theseSB is a numerous one, including subjects

afford great variety both of blossom and
foliage, as the Tulip-tree, the Lime, the Horse-

chestnut, some kinds of Oaks and Elms, the

False Acacia, or Locust-tree, and many others.

The second is also an extensive group, and may
be subdivided into three: viz. coniferous or

resinous treea; liard-wooded trees not resinous

;

and soft-wooddd trees. Coniferous trees in-

clude many kinds of Pine and Fir, Larch, &c.

The chief hard-wooded non-resinous trees are
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Oak, Chestnut, Ash, Elm, Beech, Hom-beam,
Walnut, Sycamore, Locust, Birch, Apple, Pear,

Cherry, Laburnum, Holly, and Yew^ What
are called soft-wooded trees comprise Lime,
Horse-chestnut, Alder, and various Poplars
and Willows.

Among the timber trees of tropical countries,

the wood of which is imported for various uses,

occur Mahogany, Rosewood, Teak, S61 or Saul,

Cedar, Ebony, Satinwood, the Gum-woods of

Australia, African Oak, and many others.

LAuDonicTJLrTjrk. ]

Tree Fern. The name applied to those

ferns which form erect trunks like the stem of

a tree. They chiefly belong to the genera
Cyatheay Alsophila, and Dicksonia.

Tree-hair. A name sometimes given to

the dark wiry peiuliilons entangled masses of

a lichen, Cornicularia jiihata^ which is not un-
common on trees in subalpine woods.

Tree-like. In Botany, this term is applied

to plants which rcsemblo a tree, but are very

small. |I)KNi>rt()Ti).]

,

Treenails. In Naval language, wooden
bolts 1)}' which the planks of a ship’s bottom
are secured 1o the timbers.

Trefoil (Lat. trifoliiim, from tres, three, and
folium, a leaf). In Architecture, an ornament of

three cusps in a circle
;
resembling three-leaved

clover.

Trefoil. A name given in English to dif-

ferent kinds of three-leaved plants. White
Trefoil is Trfolium repms

; Yellow Trefoil is

7)rfolium minus'. Black Trefoil is Medicago
Itipidtna

;
liird’s-foot Trefoil, Lotus corntcu-

latus. These plants are all used for the food

of cattle. The French word trSfe has a similar

application.
‘ Tremando or Tremolo (Jtal. trembling).

In Music, a direction for one of the graces of

harmony, which consists in a reiteration of one
note of the chord : this, however, applies more
directly to the word tremolo, whilst the tre^

mando is a general shake of the whole chord.

Tremandraoeee (Tremandra, one of the

genera). A small order of hypogynous Exo-
gens, referred to the Sapindal alliance, and con-

sisting of heath-like Australian shrubs, chiefly

characterised by regular flowers, with four or

five Tolvate sepals, as many spreading petals,

twice as many free hypogynous stamens, anthers

opening in terminal pores, and a free ovary,

usually two-celled, with one, two, or rarely three

pendulous ovules in each. The order, although

small, is perfectly distinct in habit and cha-

racter, having some affinity with Polygalacca^

but is at once distinguished by its regular

flowers.

I

Trematodes (Gr. rprjpcvri^drfs, from rpnfia,

a hole). The name of an order of Sterel-

minthans, or parenchymatous Entozoa, com-
prising those which have organs of imbibition

and adhesion in the form of suckers.

Tremalia (Lat. trerao, I tremble). A jelly-

like plant of the lowest o^anisation, found m
damp walks and similar situations. It is com-

posed of a thallus containing microscopical
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spores^ and is closdy allied to the phmts called

laver$,

Trameiilioerlte. An impure Indian Gra>
phite, named after Major-General Tremenheere.

TremoUta. A variety of Hornblendei

which occurs both crystallised and in slightly

elastic fibres in the limestone of Glen Tilt,

and in many parts of Scotland. It is a

silicate of iron and magnesia, and is named
after the Tremola Valley in Switzerland, the

locality where it was originally found.

Trenoli Cart. In Artillery, a small cart,

for single draughty used for transporting

mortars and their b^s, &c. in the trenches ana
elsewhere.

Trencli Cawallers. In the attack of a
fortress, the high parapets of the single saps

which are push^ along the slope of the glacis

;

they should be raised £gh enough to command
the salient places of arms.

Trenol&es (Fr. tranch^e). In the attack of

a fortress, the approaches or excavations, made
fi)r the purpose of covering the advance of the

besiegers. They are from six to ten feet wide,

and about three feet deep, the earth taken out

forming a parapet.

Trent* Oonnoll of. In Ecclesiastical.

History, a council assembled by Paul III.

in 1646, and continued in twenty-five ses-

sions, until 1663, under Julius III. and
Pius IV. This celebrated council was con-

voked at a period when the Christian world

was agitated by the early efforts of the re-

formers
;
and its most important decrees have

therefore reference to the points on which

the controversies of the Reformation chiefly

turned : e.g. transubstantiation, image-worship,

and the authority of the pope. The authority

of these decrees (except so far as the more
strictly doctrinal part of them is embodied in

the creed of P^ Pi^ rV.) has been much
debated among l^mish ecclesiastics. In Ger-

many, Poland, and Italy, they appear to have

been adopted from the beginning without re-

striction
;

in Spain only with a reservation of

the rights of the monarch ; in France they have

never oeen solemn]^ received. The more im-

portant portions of them, which contain the

rule of ftith, mav be regarded as expressing

the belief of the Roman Catholic church at the

present day. The famous histoiy of Paolo

Sarpi is in many respects a noble work. That
of Cardinal Pallavicino represents the view

of the less moderate par^ among Roman
CathoHo theologians. (Mosheim, vol. iii.;

Robertson’s CharUa V,

;

Hallam’s Introd. to

the JUteahiture of JEW'ope, vol. ii
;

Ranke’s

HUtory of the Popee.)

Trent tatO. [RomtN Stonb.]

Trepaai. A mnmlar saw for perforating

the ski^. The term trepUne is also applied

to a similar but improved form of the in-

stmment. (Cooper’s Burgical Dictionary
^
art.

‘Trephine.’)

Trei^naf. [Holothubu.]
Treepnee (Nor. Fr. trespasser, from Lat.

tians^ and passus, a pace). In Law, strictly

any transgression of the law less than felony
or misprision of felony

\
but the term is gene-

rally used to signify any wrong or damage
done by one private person to another. 7Ves-

pasB vi et arms, is where an act is done which
is in itself an immediate injury to anotheFs
person or property ; such as assault and bat-

tery, or breaking and entering a house or close.

Sj^cial trespa^e^ or treepaae on the case, is

where an act is not immediately iiijurious, but
only by consequence and collaterally. Tres-

pass is a personal action of tort, and lies for

injuries of a very miscellaneous character.

Treianre. In Heraldry, a border running
parallel with the sides of the escutcheon,

which should contain about one quarter of
the bordure. It is generally either double or
triple, and has usuallv flenrs-de-lis, arranged
in opposite directions alternately, perpendici^r
to the length of the tressure ;

it is then called

Jlory counter-flery. The tressure forms part of

the royal arms of »Scotland, and of those of

many noble Scottish houses.

Trestle (Fr. tr6teau). A piece of timber
supported at each end by legs. Two or more
of them are used for carrying a bridge, called a
trestle bridge.

Trestle^^ee. Two bars of wood or iron

at the mast-head, fitting on the shoulders of

the mast, passing lengthwise of the ship, and
holding up the cross-trees, on which and on tlie

trestle-trees themselves the top is laid.

Tret (probably from Lat tritns, part, of tero,

Gr. Tftpw, I rub away). In Commerce, an
allowance of four pounds in every 104 lbs. for

the waste which certain kinds of goods are

liable to from dust, &o.
Trewlaoeae. An order formerly proposed

by Lindley for the genus TVewta, whicn he has
since, with other botanists, referred to Euphor-
biacete.

Triad (6r. rpidr, rpuUSos). In Music, a
compound of three sounds, which, being na-

turally divisible into two thirds (one miyor
and the other minpr, constituting a fifth, in the

whole), has received the name of the harmonic
triad. Its name is founded on its being formed
of a third and a fifth, which, with the bass

I
or fundamental sound, make three different

terms.

Triads. In Cymric Antiquities, the IHade
of the Welsh Bards are poetical histories, in

which the facts recorded are thrown into the
flDrm of triplets. Thus, to take the commence-
ment of the first Triad as an example. * Three
names have been given to the Isles of Britain

since the be^nning : Clas Merddin, Til Inys,

and Inys Fndain.’ The Triads are supposed

to be of no greater age than the reign of

Edward I., although they probably contain

fragments of old histoiy. (Turner’s Anglo-

Saxons
t
vol. i.)

Trial. In Common Law, the examina-

tion and disposal of an issue or fa^ either in

criminal or civil proceedings. Trials are by
certificate, inspection, by the record, and per
pais, i. e. a jury. The first three are of a pqcu-
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liar character. Trial by certificate is where
the evidence of the person certifying is the

only proper test of the issue
;

as, the customs
of the city of London are to be tric'd by tlie

certificate of the mayor and aldermen, &c.

Trial by inspection is said to be-where. the

judges personally examine and decide the

question in dispute ; a practice lon^ obsolete.

Trial by the record is where the point at issue

being whether or not a certain record exists, or

certain averments in it, it is decided by the

reduction of the record itself. But the or-

inary trial of all facts, with those very rare

exceptions, is by a jury, summoned to try the

issue rais^ by the pleadings. Trials at bar
of civil actions are those which take place

before all the jud^ejs of the court of which the

record is; the original, and, as it were, direct

mode of trial, from which all others are varia-

tions, although it is now very rare in practice.

In oidinary cases, it has been long superseded

by trial at Nisi Prius (since 13 Edw. I.). [Nisi

pRius.] A trial at bar is now only granted on
special grounds. These are the ordinary modes
of disposing of issues raised on records in the

superior courts ;
and trials of actions in courts

of limited jurisdiction are governed by the

same general rules. Criminal trials are had
in like manner when an isfue of fact (generally

guilty or not guilty) is raised by the Readings.

New trials^ in civil cases, are granted where
the court sees reason to be dissatisfied with a

verdict, on the ground that evidence was im*

properly received or rejected; or that the

judge misdirected the jury as^to the law ap-

plicable to the facts
;
or that the verdict was

against the weight of evidence
;
or the damages

exorbitant or insufficient ; or that a party was
unfairly surprised ; or that fresh evidence has

since been discovered
;
and in some similar cases.

Tiiamylamlne. An organic base derived

from ammonia by the replacement of three atoms
of hydrogen in the latter by three of the radical

amyl.

Trlanffle (Lat. trian^um). In Astro-

nomy, one of the forty-eight constellations of

Hipparchus, situated in the northern hemi-
sphere. The same name is also (pven to one
of the twelve southern constellations formed
by Bayer. There is also the LitUe Triangle^

added bj^Hevelius, near the first named. [Con-
STELlJkTTON.]

Tbianolb. In Geometry, a figure which has
three sides, and consequently also three angles.

Triangles are rectUinealt epherical, or cvroi-

lineal. Rectilineal or plane triangles are

bounded by straight lines
;
spherical triangles

are formed on the surface of a sphere by the

intersection of the planes of three great cir-

cles
;
curvilineal triangles are those which are

bounded by three curves of any kind what-
ever.

Triangles receive other distinctive names
from the relation of their sides and angles.

A plane triangle is said to be equilateral

when its three sides are all equal
;

isosceles

when two only are equal; and scalene when
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all three are unequal. It is called right-

angled when one ' of its angles is a right

angle
; oblique-angled when one of its angles is

greater than a right angle ; and acute-angled

when each of its angles is less than a right

angle; lastly, two triangles are said to be similar

when their angles are respectively equal, each
to each.

The following are some of the properties of

plane triangles which it is useful to remember.
1. The greater side is opposite the greater

angle, and vice vers&.

2. The sum of any two sides is greater, and
the difference of any two sides less, than the

third side.

3. The sum of the three angles is equal to

two right angles
;
and if one of the sides be

profluced, the exterior angle is equal to the sum
of the two interior and opposite angles

4. The sum of the squares on two sides of a

triangle is greater than, equal to, or less than,

the square on the third side, accordingly as the

angle enclosed by those sides is acute, right, or

obtuse.

5. The perpendiculars erected at the middle
points of the sides of a triangle meet in the

centre C of the circumscribing circle. The
lines joining the corners to the middle points

of the opposite sides meet in the centre of

gravity G. The perpendiculars let fall from
the corners upon the opposite sides also meet
in a point P, on the line CG produced through
G so that GP«^2GC.

6. The six lines bisecting the interior and
exterior angles of a triangle intersect in four

points, which are the centres of the inscribed

and the three escribed circles.
'
7. The middle points of tho sides, and the

feet of the perpendiculars let fall thereon from
the angles respectively opposite thereto, all lie

in the circumference of a circle which touches

the inscribed and escribed circles. [Circle,

Six-points.]

In general, a triangle is determined when
three of its elements (sides and angles) are
given. The exceptional cases are when the
gi\'en elements are all angles, and when they
consist of two sides and an angle opposite to

the least of these sides. The latter is the
amhiguems case of the solution of triangles,

[Tbioonoustbt.] The geometrical origin of
the ambiguity is in the following proposition,

which deserves a place in the elements of geo-
metry.

8. If two triangles have an angle of the one
equal to an angle of the other, and the sides

about two other angles equal, each to each,

the remaining angles will be either equal or
supplemental.

Trianolb. In Music, a small steel trian-

gular musical instrument of percussion, open
at one of its angles. It is set in vibration by
being struck with a short metal bar.

Trtangle, Aiithmetloal. Tho name
given by Pascal to a table of certain numbers
which are usually disposed in the form of a
triangle. The first vertical column of th.^ table
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contsiins units only; tl»o socoml contains tljc

scries of natural numbers
;

tlio tln'nl the scries

of Irianguliir numbers
;
the fourth tins senes

of pyramidal numbers ; and so on. [FicuitATR
Nuuders.] Thus—

1

1 1

1 2 1

1 3 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 0 1

&c. &c. &c. &c. ko. &;c. &c.

Any number in the table is obtained by
lidding the number next above it, in the same
column, to the number in tin* same lino in the
next preceding column

;
and it will be observed

that the oblique diagonal rows, beginning at

the left and descending towards the right, arc
the same as the vertical columns. One of the
properties of the tabic is, tliat numbers taken
on the horizontal lines are the coefficients in

the expansion of the diffi'rent powers a
binomial. [Binomlu. Tjieowkm.] Fo' the

description and uses of the table, see the In-
troduction to Hutton’s Mathnmiiml Tahies.

Triang^le of Forces. The name given to

a theorem in Statics, according to which three

forces which, applied to the same point, pro-

duce equilibrium are always parallel and pro-

poHional to the sides of a triangle, taken in

order. The polygon of forcis is applied-

to the general theorem.

Triangle of Seference. Called also

fundamental triangle. [Co-oudinatks ]

Triangles, CoaJugato. [Conjugate
Points, Lines, and Tniangles.]
Trtanirnlar Compasses. Compasses

haying three legs
;
two opening in the usual

manner, and the third turning round an ex-

tension of the central pin of the other two, be-

sides having a motion on the central joint of

its own. The instrument is useful in the con-

struction of maps and charts, as three points

may be taken off at once.

Triangular ITamliers* The series of

numbers formed by the successive sums of the

terms of an arithmetical progression, of which
the common difference is 1. Thus :

—

Axithmetloal progresdon . 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ke.
TrLMtgpiftr aombov . . . 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, kc.

The general term of the series is ^ n (n + 1).

[Fioubate Nxticbbbs.]

mangalatton. The cutting up of the'

surface of a countzy into a network of tri-

angles with a view to the construction of a

map. [SxmvwnHo*]
Triarll. The third, last, or veteran rank of

infantry in the Homan l^on. As these formed

the last reserve, the phrase rm ad triarios re-

ditu was used to signify that the last stake

for victory had been thrown.
j

Tiiafti The Oeologiced designation of the I

lowest and oldest of the secondary or meso-

aoic deposits. The name is derived from the

division of the group into three parts, toler-
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ably well marked on the continent of Europe

;

bui in England the middle part is absent, and
the separation between the upper and lower is

thus rendered obscure. The rooks are usually
known in England as the New Red Sandstone.
Fo.sHil8 are rare, but both plants and animals
are indicated. The latter include some very
remarkable and interesting reptilian forms.

[Runi'er Sandstein; Descriptive Gsologt;
Keuper; Muschelkalk; New Red Sand-
stone.

I

Tribaslo Acids. When an acid, on being
brought in contact with a metallic oxide, ex-

changes three atoms of hydiD^en for an
equivalent amount of metal, it is termed a
iriba«ic acid.

Trtbe (Lat tribus, perhaps akin to tree,

and tlic Sanscrit root bhu, to oe, and hence to
the JEolic rptirirvs =,rpirris^ a third part). A
principn! sulxlivision of the Roman people; but
of the origin and nature of this classification little

ip known with certainty. According to Diony-
sius, Rom»ji,U8 divided the people into three
tiibe.s*, and each tribe into thirty curias. Livy
in one place (i. 13, 36) speaks of the Eabnen-
s£8, Titiensos, and Lucercs, as forming the throe

centuries of kniglits
;

in another (6) be men-
tions them as the three ancient tribes. Sbrvius
Tuij.ius is said to- have divided the city, as

enlarged by himself, into four local tribes, in

place of the three hereditary tribes, hitherto

existing, the country being divided by him into

twenty-six tribes according to Fabius, or thirty-

one according to Vennonius. Ten of these tribes

are supposed by Niebuhr to have been swept
away by the cession of the territory on the

Etruscan bank of the Tiber to Porsena, as

twenty-one tribes arc mentioned by Livy
shortly after tlie battle of Regillus

; but Livy
mentions only the four city tribes in the reign

of Servius, and we do not know what he sup-

posed the whole number to have been. Sir 0.
C. Lewis adds that Livy’s words ‘ imply that

the number of twenty-one for the tribes was
voluntarily established in the yeaif 496 b.c.

after the battle of Regillus, and without any
reference to the war of Porsena.' The futility

of Niebuhr's explanation is, in Sir G. C. Lewis’s

judgment, proved by the fact that, according

to Livy, the number of twenty-one tribes re-

mained unchanged for more than a century,

whereas the effects of Porsena’s war were,

according to Niebuhr’s own view, soon obli-

terated; and if the number was diminished

on account of loss of territory, it is reasonable

to suppose that it would have been increased

to its former complement as soon as the ter-

ritory was recovered. {Credihility of Early

Boman History

^

ch. xii. sec. 13.)

But the division of nations or peoples into

tribes may be regarded as having been univer^

sal, the number of the tribes vazying from three,

as in some Greek peoples, to twelve, as with

the Hebrews. This division, like that of the

Celtic dans, was based essentially on a re-

ligious foundation, each tribe having its ^m-
mon sacrifices and festivals ; and these tribes,
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standing on au equality with cacli other, must
be carefully distinguished from the populations
which were held in subjection. Tlius, the
Thessalians had their Penbst.^ the Spartans
their IIklots; but neither Penosts nor Helots
were included in the tribal divisions of their

conquerors. The Dorians, called in the Odyssey
Tpixd'iKfSf or thp people of three tribes, were
subdivided originally into the Hyllseaus (said to

be named from Hyllus, a son of Heracles), the

Dymanatae, and the Pamphyli, the last named
furnishing a parallel to that of the Panhellenos.

To those three tribes, others wore from time
to time added in diiFeront places. Thus, eight

tribes arc mentioned in Corinth, and four in

Tegea. The twelve tribes of Elis, reduced to

eight by a war with the Arcadians, seem to

have been geographical divisions. The Ionian
division appears to have been fourfold. Those
of Attica, which, according to some traditions,

had borne other names, were the Geleontes, the

Hoplites, the Argades, and the .®gicorcis. The
origin of these names can be accounted for only
by conjecture, and the last three are explained
etymologically as representing, respectively, the

armed men or warriors, the husbandmen, and
the goatherds. Of the term Geleontes, no in-

terpretation can be given, and it has been
supposed that their name was really Teleontes,

and that it had reference either to sacerdotal

duties, 'and thus denoted the priestly caste, oV

to a payment of rent, and thus denoted the

peasantiy. Against the former notion, it is

urged that Athenian history gives no sign of

the existence of any priestly caste, and against

!

the latter that the Teleontes W’ould thus be
identified with the Argades. Theseus, it is

said, introduced a new division into Eupatridee

(or nobles), Geomori (or agriculturists), aiid

I)(*miurgi (or artisans) ; but »tho relation of

ibeso classes with the tribes has not been pre-

cisely ascertained.

Trlbometor (Or. rpl$Wy I ruh, and fierpop,

'measure). In Mechanics, tho name given by
Musschenbroek and Coulomb to a sort of sledge

or apparatus for measuring the force of friction.

[Friction.]

Tribromanlllne. Aniline in which three

atoms of the hydrogen have been replaced by
three of bromine.

TrlbunsU (Lat.). In Roman Antiquities,

a raised platform on which the praetor and
judices sat in the Basilica.

The tribunal in the camp was formed either

of turf or of stone, and from it the general

addressed his soldiers, and the council and

tribunes administered justice.

Tribune. Properly, as the name denotes,

the chief magistrate of a tribe. There were

several kinds of officers in the Roman state

who bore the title. 1. The plebeian tribunes,

who are said to have been first created after

the secession of the commonalty to the Mens
Sacer (260 a.u.), as one of the conditions of its

return to the city. They were especially the

magistrates and protectors of the commonalty,

and no patrician could be elected to the office.
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At their first appointment tho p«wer of tho

tribunes whs very small, being confined to thf

assembling the plebeians and to the p^tectioii

of any individual from patrician aggression

;

but their persons were sacred and InvioJalue,

and this privilege consolidated their olhi'r

pou^rs, which were finally incorporated with

the functions of the other chief magistracies in

tho person of the emperor. Tho number of the

tribunes varied from two to ten, and each of

these might annul the proceedings of the rest

^ putting in his veto. (Niebuhr’s Hist, of
lfo7)ie, 2nd edit. i. 624 ; Lableterie, Mha. dn

VAcad, dis Inscr. vol. xxxvii.) 2. Military

tribunes, said to have been first elected in the

year 310 a.u. in the place of the consuls, in

con.sequence of the demands of tho commonalty
to be admitted to a share of the supreme
power. The number of the military tribunes

is represented as sometimes six and sometimes
three. For above seventy years, we are told,

sometimes consuls’were elected and sometimeH
military tribunes

;
at last tho old order was

permanently restored, but the plebeians wove
admitted to a share of it. {Mem, de I'Acad, des

Inscr. vol. xxxvii.) 3. Legionary tribunes, or

tribunes of the soldiers, were the chief officers

of a legion, six in number, who commanded
under the consul, each in his turn, usually

about a month: in battle each led a cohort.

For tho difficulties and contradictions which
run through the narratives of the institution

of plebeian andmilitttry tribunes, see Sir G. C.

Lewis, Credibility of Early Roman History.

Tribune (Fr.). In Modern Political History,

tho elevated kind of pulpit occupied by members
of the French assemblies in order to make a

speech
; hence, the eloquence of the tribunes, in

the sense of parliamentary eloquence.

Tribute (Lat. tributum). A sum of money
paid by an inferior sovereign or state to a
superior potentiite, to secure the friendship or

protection of tho latter. The black mail, for-

merly levied by the Scottish borderers on their

less powerful neighbours, for protecting their

property from the depredations of caterans, was
a species of tribute.

In Roman History, the tributum was a tax

on real property, wmich, according to Niebuhr,
was at first paid only by plebeians, the name
being used in connection with the Servian
tribes. Livy, however, states (iv. 60) that it

was also paid by patricians. The usual amount
was one for every thousand of a man’s fortune,

though in the time of Cato it was raised to three

in a thousand. Its oppressiveness was caused

chiefly by its constant fluctuation.

Tiieu. In Botany, one of the names of the

shield or reproductive organ of a lichen.

Triobeobus (Gr. 6pl(, hair, and Ix^bf, fish).

A name invented by Artedi to designate tho

manatee, as being the only species of fish, or

whale-fish, that was h'ainr :
‘ <juia solus inter

pieces fere hirsutus sit.’ Lmnneus, in his

System of Nature, adopted the term trichcchus

as the generic appellation for the manatee

{Trichechus manattts) ;
but he added the walrus
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as a second species of the genus. Subsequent

zoologists, in separating these ve^ different

animus, and placing them in distinct genera,

iiave in this, as unfortunately in too many
Dther cases, invented a new generic name for

the animal so well designated by its original

epithet, and liavo restricted the application of

the term triohechua to the walrus, for which it

was not originally designed.

Trlohiaala (Gr. A disease of

the eyelids, in which the eyelashes grow in-

wards and irritate the bulb of the eye.
j

Trlobidlum (Gr. 6pl^). In Botany, a
netted filamentous organ resembling a netted

purse, in which the spores of some kinds of

.

fungi are included.
|

Triolillla (Gr. rplxot, in three farts'), A
genus of MeHuce<gt restricted to two or three

African, and about a dozen American and West
Indian species, some of which are trees, and
others erect or climbing shrubs with unequallj^

pinnate or trifoliate leaves and axillary pani-

cles of flowers. T. emettca^ the Boka of the

Arabs, is a large tree, with pinnate leaves, and
dense panicles of whitish flowers, like those of

tlie citron. The fimits are said to possess emetic

properties. The Arabian women mix them with

the perfumes used for washing their hair; while

the ripe seeds are made into an ointment witli

sesamum-oil, and used as a remedy for the itch.

TrioUlna (Gr. a hair). A genua

of minute nematoid worms, infesting, in the

iidult procreative state, the intestinal canal, and,

in its larval state, the muscular tissue of man
and certain mammals, especially the hog. It

is probable that theniinute bodies in the muscles

of the dropsical drunkard, described by Tiede-

inann, and analysed by Gmelin as arthritic

codcrctiona (Froriep's Notisen^ bd. i. s. 64,

1821), were old calcified cysts of Trichina', it

is certain that the minute bodies in human
muscles, described as Cyaticerci by Hilton

{Medical Gazette, February 2, 1833, p. 605),

were the adventitious cysts of Trichina. The
discovery of the worm itself within the cyst,

and ofthe true or adventitious nature ofthe latter,

was made by Owen in 1835, and the worm was
described and named by him Trichina spiralis,

from its commou disposition in the cyst, in the

IVansactions ofthe Zoological Society ofLondon,
vol. i. p. 315. Herbst (.5/ac'AricA^en von d. G,

A. Univcrsitdt und der K. Gesdlschaft d. Wia~
senschafien, 1851, No. 19) first showed that the

f'ucyst^ spiral Trichina were immature, tlie

young of aault Trichina liberated and fully de-

veloped in the intestines of animals which had
eaten meat containing encysted Trichina.

Virchow (Archiv 1860) repeated and con-

firmed Herbst's exTOriments, and describes the

mature Trichina of both eezes. These acquire

theprocreadve state on the second day after the

tricninous meatIms been taken into the stomach.

About the sixth the minute fllaria-like em-
bryos hatched within theoviducts of the female

are excluded. They forthwith f>enetrate the

muoous coat or walla of the intestine, enter the

capillaries, are tranaported by the circulation to
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the whole muscular system, pierce and escape

from the capillaries to penetrate that tissue, and
within a fortnight attain the ordinary charac-

ters of Trichina spiralis, providing themselves
by irritation of the sarcolemma with their ad-

ventitious cyst, which, at a later period, may
become calcified.

As the first introduction of Trichina is from
eating meat, the animal matter in the garbage
or offal commonly given to pigs occasions the

frequency of their occurrence in that domestic

animal.

Where the custom may prevail of eating

pork, or particularforms ofpork, e.g. ham, bacon,
sausages, &c., imperfectly cooked or raw, the

Trichina in such meat are introduced in a
state highly favourable for their developement
and procreation into the intestine, and thus
is prckluced the painful and often fatal disease

called Trichmiasis. The symptoms and cause
of this disease are described by Rupprecht,
in the notable epidemic degree of the disease,

which occurred atHettstadt,in 1863, and in Dr.

Thudicum’s excellent report, ‘ On the Parasitic

Diseases of Quadrupeds used for Food.’ (No.

7, Medical Department of the Privy Council,

1865.) Wholesome fee&ig of the pig with
vegetable food, and thorough cooking of, the
pork, are the main preventives of Trichiniasis.

Trichina Spiralis. [Trichina. I

Triohinnis (Gr. and ovpd, a tail). The
name of a genus of spiny-finned fishes, literally^

rendered in their popular English name of hare
tails, in reference to their most striking gene-

ric character, which is taken from the single

elongated hair-like filament terminating the

rayless tail. The Trichiuri have no anal fin,

and have neither ventral fins nor supplemental
scales. But one species, viz. the silvery hair-

tail {Trichiurita Upturns, Linn.), has been ad-

mitt^ into the catalogue of British fishes.

Triohloraoetio Add. Acetic acid in

which three atoms of hydrogen have been re-

placed by three of chlorine.

TriohloroUnone. A chlorinated deriva-

tive of Kinone.

Triohocepbalaa (Gr. Bpl(, and
a head). The name of a ^enus of Nematoid
Entozoons, one species of which [Trichocephalue

dupar, Uudolphi) infests the human intestinum
caecum. *

Tiiolioptcnuui (Gr. and rerspiv, a
whiff). The name of an order of insects founded
by Kirby for the case-worm flies, which are

chai’acterised by four hairy membranous wings,

resembling in their nervures those of the
Lepidopterans

;
the under ones folding longi-

tudinally.

Trloliosaiifbea (Gr. and Mos, a
fiower). A genus of Cttcurbitacea, consisting

chiefly of Asiatic species, which are trailing or

climbing plants, with heart-shaped, entire, or
lobed leaves, and flowers of separate sexes,

usually borne on the same plant. T, oucurne-

rina, the Doommaala, a common Cingalese and
South Indian plant, is much valuM by the
native doctors in Ceylon as a remedy for
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fe\ors; aud experiments show that it possesses

( ousiderable efficacy. It contains tannic acid

;

and the infusion of it, which is the form used,

IS very bitter. The Central American T. coin-

hrina^ the Serpent Cucumber or Viper Gourd,
is so called from the remarkable snake-like

appearance of its fruits, which are frequently

BIX feet long or more, and at first striped

with different shades of green, but ultimately

changing to bright orange. T. anguina^ an-

other long-fruited species, a native of India

and Chinti, is called the Snake Gourd.

Trlclaalte (a word coined from Gr. rpls,

f/uice, and KAdtris, cleavage). A Mineralogical

synonym of Fahlunite, having reference to its

threefold cleavage.

Triollnlum (Lat.
;
Gr. rpiK\ivoSf with three

cottches). In Ancient Architecture, a room for

the entertainment of guests, furnished on three

sides with couches, the fourth side being left

open for the attendance of the servants. The
winter triclinia w'ere placed to the west, and
those for summer to the east.

Trleoooee (Gr. tpIkokkos, with three grains).

A name under which Klotzsch and some others

have designated the large order Euphorhiaceep^

taken in its most enlarged sense.

Trioooous (Gr. rpiKOKKOi). In Botany, a

fruit consisting of three cocci, or seeds with
elastically dehiscing shells.

Tricolor. The national French banner of

. three colours, blue, white, and red, adopted on
the occasion of the first revolution. The im-
mediate reason for assuming them is said to

have been that they were the colours worn by
the servants of the duke of Orleans

;
and they

were first borne by the people when the

minister Necker was dismissed in 1789. But
these colours, in combination, appear to have
formed a national emblem in Franee from a

very early period. It is also said to have been

formed by uniting the three colours successively

used in. the French standards at different

periods
;
"vii. the blue of the banner of St

Martin, the red 6f the oriflamme [Oriflammk],
and the white of the white cro.'ss, supposed to

have been assumed under Philip of Valois.

The three colours were given by Henry IV. to

tlie Dutch on their desiring him to confer on
them the national colours of his country

; and
tliey have since been borne successively by the

Dutch republic and the kingdom of the Nether-

lands. The domestic livery of Louis XIV. was
tricoloured, as were also the liveries of the

Bourbon kings in Spain. At tho revolution,

when the three colours were assumed on the

national flag, they were borne in the same
order as the Dutch, but in a different position,

viz. the division of colours parallel to tho flag-

staff, whereas in the Dutch flag it is at right

angles with it. Besides being the favourite

binner of the French, tricoloured flags have

been adopted in Belgium, Germany, Italy, &c.

Trtoonodon (Gr. rpcis, three
;
irwvor, cone

;

and tooth). The Triconodon mordax
was a small carnivorous marsupial animal, of

which the crowns of the molar teeth of the
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lower jaw consisted of three nearly equal cones

on the same longitudinal row, the middle one

I

being scarcely larger than the front and hind

!

cone
;
the coronoid process was larger m pro-

portion to the entire jaw, and afforded a more
extensive surface of attachment to the principal

biting muscles than in most predatory extinct

or recent quadrupeds. It has been found in

the Purbeck strata with ^alojcotherium.

\

Trlcaapfd Valwe. The valve of the right

ventricle of the heart.

Trident (Lat. tridens). The three-pronged
sceptre which the poets and painters of ant i-

quity placed in the hand of Neitukb is so

called by way of eminence.
Triennial Act. The stat. 6 & 7 Wm. &

Mary c. 2
;
providing that a parliament should

be held once in three years at least, and that

no parliament should last longer than three
years. By the Septennial Act (1 Geo. I. sess.

2, c. 38), the duration of parliament was pro-
longed to seven years.

Trlene (Lat.). A small Roman copper
coin, worth one-third of the As, as

^

the word
implies. This was the piece of money usually
placed in the hands of the deceased poor to

pay Charon for their passage over the Styx.

Trlerarcbla (Gr. rpirjpapxla). An Athe-
nian institution which' imposed on a certain

body of citizens the duty of fitting out triremes

for the use of the state. About 1,200 citizens

were usually chosen for this purpose from the
richest individuals, and these were subdivided
into clubs of 12 or 16 to each ship. Demo-
sthenes introduced a new regulation, by which
the burden to be borne by each individual was
made to bear a given proportion to his pro-

perty. This was effected by making 1,200 of

the wealthiest citizens curreXeTy or partners,

and dividing these into twenty 2ufifiopiat, or
classes, out of which a number of persons
joined for the maintenance and management
of a ship, under the title of a avyriAtia or
union, these synteleiae consisting eenerall^"

of 16 persons. [Liturgy.] (Boeckh, Public
Economy of Athens^ ii. 319, 360.)
Trleterls (Gr. rpifnipls). In Grecian

Chronology, a cycle said to have been invented
by Thales to correct his year, which consisted

oM2 months of 30 days each, nmounting to

360 days ; as this fell short of the true solar

year, he inserted a month of 30 days at the
end of every three years, by which means he
made it exceed the true year by 13 days.

Trtetbjlamlne. A powerful volatile or-

ganic base derived from ammonia by re-

placing the whole of the hydrogwn in the

latter by ethyl.

Trietliylptaospliiiie. An organic base

resembling trietbylamine, but containing phos-

phorus in place of nitrogen. It stan^ to

phosphuretted hydrogen in the relation of

trietbylamine to ammonia.
Tiifbliate or Trlfollolate (Lat. trifolinm,

trtfoil). In Botany, terms applied to leaves

which bear three leaflets from the same point,

as in those of the clover.

3 I 2
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TrlfoUnm (Lat. ires, thru, and folium, a

a genus of papilionaceous Legmdnosat
distinguished by their trifoliate leaves, with

stipules adhering to the leaf-stalky and com-
monly known as Clovers or Trefoils. There
are numerous species, several of them natives

of Britain, and some of them important from an
agricultural point of view. Of these the fol-

lowing may })e mentioned : T. pratensct the

Broad-leav^ Red Clover, is extensively em-
ployed as a shifting crop, either by itself, or

in luixtures which the farmer calls seeds. Its

arable form is much larger than the wilder

varieties, the former being so much an induced
hint that it has become difficult to make it

old to some lands so perfectly as it formerly

did, ill which cases the soil is described as

clover sick- T. medium^ the Zigzag Clover, is

a lover of sandy soils, whereas the pratense

is not so well adapted for light land; and
being a large species it appears to have been
introduced to cultivation as a good cropper

where the commoner clover had failed. Its

place is now generally supplied by T. pratense

perennCf commonly called Cow-grass. T. in-

camaium^ the Carnation Clover, is an annual

species, much used (especially in the early

soils in the neighbourhood of Loudon) upon
the white-crop stubble sown in autumn, ^veral
varieties of its seed can be obtained. T. hy-

hfidum^ the Alsike Clover, is much grown on
the Continent. It has got the name of hybrid

clover from its apparently possessing characters

intermediate between the common red and
Dutch clovers. It is a good pasture plant, its

shoots trailing along the ground without root-

ing, as do those of the Dutch trefoil. T. repetis,

the Dutch clover or shamrock of Ireland, is

a valuable feeding plant in dry and thin soils

;

and in laying down permuAent pastures, un-

less in strong land, it should be always pretty

freelv employed. Its spontaneous growth in the

meadow is always hailed as a sign of an im-
proved condition. A four-leaved shamrock is

esteemed by superstitious persons as being

lucky, perhaps upon the principle that it is

thought to be fortunate to get anything rare

;

but iii^ruth, four-leaved and even-leaved clovers

are not unfrequently met with.

Trirorlum (Lat). In Gothic Architecture,

an arched story between the pier arches and
the clera-story of a building.

Trlgamona (Gr. rpus; yd/Aos, marriage).

In Botany, a term sometimes applied to plants

containing three sorts of flowers in the same
flower-head; i.e. males, females, and herma-
phrodites.

Tiigemliiua (Lat.). The fifth pairofnerves

;

they arise from the side of the pons varolii,

where its fibres are prolonged into the middle
crura of the cerebellum, and are divided within

the cranium Into three branches; viz. the orbital^

and the superior and inferior maxillary^ The
orbital branch is divid^ into the frontal^ la-

ergmali and nasal nerves; the inferior maxillary

into the spheno-palaiinet posterior alveolar

^

and
^raorhital nerves ; and the inferior maxillaiy
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into two branches, the internal and one

more appropriately termed the infra-inaxiUary.

The trigeminal nerve consists of a ganglionic

and a non-ganglionic portion.

THgenlo Acid. A crystalline derivative

of aldehyd obtained by the action of cyanic

acid upon the latter substance.

Trigger (Dan. trekker, Welsh trigaw, akin

to Lat. traho, to draw). A catch which, being

pulled, disengages the hammer of a gun-lock,

that it may ignite the percussion arrangement.

A hair trigger is one which, when set, will di.s-

engage the hammer by the slightest foueli,

whereas the common trigger requires a pull of

some force.

Tktqceb. a small wedge placed under tlif

foot of the dogshore, and suddenly withdrawn
at the moment of launching a ship.

VT%!g\yp!ii{QiT.rpiy\ve>oSy thrice chven). In

Architecture, an ornament in the Doric friez<'

I

consisting of two whole and two half chanuels

I separated by flat spaces called /iwmra
Trlgonala (6r, rpiytctHis, three-cornered).

The name of a family of Decapodous Crus-

taceans, the carapace of which is nearly

triangular.

Trigonella. The most remarkable species

of this genus of Leguminosee is that called

2\ Feenum grwctim^ the Fenugreek, an erect

annual plant, a native of the Mediterranean

region, cultivated in India and other warm
countries, and occasionally seen in England,

though our climate is scarcely suitable to it.

The seeds of Fenugreek were hold in Jiigh re-

pute among the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and
Romans, for medicinal and culinary purposes,

but at the present day their use in medicine is

with us confined to veterinary practice—Fenu-
greek powder being the principal ingredient in

most of the quack nostrums which find so much
favour amongst ignorant grooms and horse-

keepers. The seeds have a powerffil odour of

coumarine^ and are nowlargely used for flavour-

ing the so-called concentraU'd cattle-foods, and
for rendering damaged hay palatable.

TrlflTonla (Gr. rpiywvos). A name applied

by Lamarck to a genus of Ostracean Bivalves,

mo.9t of the species of which are found fossil,

but which has a beautiful representative in the

seas of the southern hemisphere, remarkable

for the iridescent lining of the valves. La Trigo

nacrie of Lamarck. It is also the name of a

genus of South American plants.

TrlffontaoeeB. The genus Trigoniaj con-

sisting of tropical American trees, with oppo-

site stipulate leaves, and paniculate flower.'?,

presents so many anomalies, that it has been

j

proposed to consider it as a distinct order of

polypctalous dicotyledons under the name of

j

Trigoniacees. It had been referred to Poly-

galacecs^ chiefly on account of its irregular

flowers and the long hairs of its seeds ;
but it

has little else in common with the plants of

I

that order, and the position of the petals and
insertion of the stamens is quite different.

Trlffonooephalns (Gr. rpiywrost and icc-

^oX^, a liead). A genus of poisonous serpcMits,
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charactensifl by having I he tail terminsit(‘d by
a horny conical process or spur. No si»ecit'8 is

known to inJiabit liuropo or Africa, in wJiicIi

continents the 'rrtrjonoccphali arc re placed by
tlie vipiTS. Tlio poisonous serpent of the
island of Martinitpie, called by tlio French
hettl(T8 /tr dc hiHcc, is a species of tho present
g<'nns {Trigonocrphahis lanccohtln.s).

Triifonometry (Or. Tpi^wros
; fitrpov,

^tfuamre). This term, as its derivation im-
plies, originally signified the nicasurenicnt of

triangles. In its modern accejitation, how-
«'Ver, it denotes that branch of niatlh niaties

which treats of angles and of certain r.itios

eounecled therewith. Trigonometry is of ]»ri-

mary importance in mathematics, and is tr(‘at«d

ill all toxt-books ; wc shall limit ourselves

Jicre to a few di tinitions and fonnuhe.

Kefcrring to tlie articles ANOi.F.and Cincui.Aa
ISri’-Asiiur. for the methoils of estimating the

magnitudes of angles, we may proceed at onc<‘

to tho considcralion of the four trigonometrical

ratios or functions of an angle known as sini\

tangenty i-ccant^ and versed sine^ abbreviations

lor which are sin., tan,, sec., and versin., and
to the corre.sponding functions of the com-
plementary angle, known as cosine, cotangent,

tvsccaut, and covirsed sine, and usually written

VOS,, cot., coscc., and coversiv. It would bo suf-

ficient to give \X\c geometrked definition of one

of these eight functions, and (lefiiie the rest

by means of it : wc will, however, select two,

the sine and cosine, for this pnrjiose.

The perpeiidiouLir divid<(l by tho hypo-

thciiuse of a right-angled triangle is tho sine

of the iinglo betwoon the liypothomisc and the

base
;
tho base divided by tho bypothenuse is

tho cosine of tho same angle. Ry the pro-

perties of similar triangles, it is manifest that

the ratios thus defined do not depend upon the

magnitude of tho triangle
;
in other w'ords, it

docs not matter from what point of one side

(the final line) of an angle we let fall a per-

pendicular upon the other side (initial lim*).

When the angle is acute, tho above definitions

of sine and cosine are coinplote and simple
;

to extend them to angles of all magnitudes,

we notice that, in tho language of co-ordiiiat^

geometry, tho base, pcrpondieiilar, and hypo-

thenuse, above mentioned, arc, respectively,

the abscissa, the ordinate and the radius vector

of a point in the final line of tho angle. Now,

if the radius vector bo considered as a signless

line, whilst the abscissa and oi'dinate of its

extremity follow the ordinary rule of signs

[Co-OBDiNATBs], WC have, generally,

sine
ordinate

rad. vector*
cosine

abscissa

rad. vector

and all inbmiediatc values. The remaining
six trigonometrical functions arc defined by
the equations—

Ian 0 — Sec 0 = — versin 0 1 - cos
cos 6 cos d

cohO - 1
cotd coscc6=

sin a biaO

CO versin 0=1 — sin $,

from wliieh their changes of value and sign

m.iy be easily tracial. The theorem of I’y-

th.igoras, in virtue of which (ordinate)'-^

(abscissa)® = (rad. vector)^ loads at oneo to the
formula cos“0 + siii*0 = 1, which is true for
all values of 0, and from whieii jiro at once
deduced tho formulDC

—

1 + tair*0 = sec®0, and 1 + cot -0 = cosec ‘0.

Again, the theory of projections leads at oneo
to thofundonun tidfornivlie—

sin (0^ (/i) = sin 0 cos «?> + cos 0 sin </>,

sin — sin 0 cos 0— co.s 0 sin </>,

cos (0 + <p) =s cos 0 cos ^ — sin 0 sin tp,

cos (0 — 0) = cos 0 cos 0 + sin 0 sin 0 ;

which .arc likewise true for all vahu'S of 0 an.

I

0, and from which numerous other foriuulit'

are dedueiblo. Thus wc have

(64 4.)=-!^^-"
1 -f tan 0 tan 0

’

2 tan

— ran *1

tan 2 0=
1

sin 2 0= 2 Hill 0 cos 0,

cos 2 0s=cos •0 — sin -'0

bin A + sin B= 2 sin cos
'

sin A — bin B = 2 cos
^

sin —
2 2

cos A + cos B = 2 cos cos ^

A -cos B = - 2 sin "It? sin
2 2

By means of De Motvhes TuEOI^K^r, otlu r

imporlant formnhe are dcducible. Tims, if u
denote any positive integer, the following series
will terminate and give tho values of tho sine
and cosiiio of a multiple angle n 0, in terms of
powers of the sine and cosine of tho simple
angle 0.

sin n 0= w cos ®“i0 sin 0

1 • A • O

4 «(«-!) (n-J) («-
3)(«-4

1.2. 3.4. 5

The sine and cosine of an angle are manifestly

periodicalfunctions, i. e. as the angle increases,

the same values recur after every complete

rotation. Thus, in the first four quarter

rotations, the sines have the signs +

,

and the cosines the signs + ,
— ,

— » + ;
th©

first passes through the values 0, 1 , 0, — 1

;

the second through the values 1, 0, — 1, 0,
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cos n 0=cos"0—
n (»— 1)
1.2“ CO8’'"*0 sin"

M («-l) (n-2) ft- 3)

1 . 2 . 3 , 4

From these, again, and by aid of an easily

demonstrated theorem which shows that
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-Nvhcre S is the circular measure of a small angle,

approaches the limit 1 as 6 diminislies without

limit, the following series are deduced :

—

sin + . _ - &c.

e- ««
,

cos 0— 1 —
4 M - f/. + &c.

|2 \± I^>

and those, when compared with the Expo-

np:ntul Thborem, lead to the. important and

remarkable relations :
—

cr,s

2

With respect to the primary problem of

trigonometry, the solufion of j)lftnc triangles or

the determination of three unknown elements

^^sides or angles) from three known ones, we
remark merely that the definitions of the

trigonometrical functions lead at once to the

solution of all cases of right-angled triangles,

whenever, by means of trigonometrical tables,

the angles corresponding to given values of

trigonometrical functions, and, conversely, the

values of the several trigonometrical function.s

corresponding to given angles, can be found.

The several cases of oblique-angled triangles

are easily solved by means of the following

relations : If a, b, c, represent the sides of a

triangle respectively opposite to the angles

A,B, C, and for brevity we put 28^a + b-\‘C,

then = where
a b c abc

area of the triangle, has the value

L — v's (s — rt) {s^V)

trigonometry which trt'ats of the relations

existing between the sides and angles of

spherical triangles. Koferring to the article

Sphkaics for the necessary definitions, we may
remark that all sphoriciU trigonometry is com-
prehended in the formula—

cos a = cos 6 cos c + sin d sin c cos A,

where a, b, c represent the sides of the triangle,

i. c. the angles subtended at the centre of the

sphere by the arcs of great circles which form
tlie sides, and A, B, C, the angles respectively

opimite to a, b, c. It is obvious that in the

above formula, as in all the following, we may
obtain others by mere permutations of letters,

rntroducing the symbol s to denote half the

sum of the sides, we readily deduce from the

above formula the following two :

—

. 2 A sin (s -A) sin (s' — c)
Bin an j

2 sin 0 sin c

‘^A 8ins8in(5-«)
cos ^

=» .—^

;

2 sin b sin c

whence, by division, wc obtain the value of

A
tan and by multiplication the following:

—

^
. . i

sin A _ 2 {sin SBih(8—

—

sin(s— g)}
-

sin a sin a sin 6 sin c

From the symmetry of the expression on the

right, we at once conclude that

sin A _Bin B ^s n C

.

sin a sin b sin c '

an important theorem, which may be readily

established directly. The combination of the

last with the first formula leads at once to

the following, from which five others may be

deduced by mere permutations of letters :

—

cot a Bill A= cot A sin C -kjos A cos C.

When two sides a, A, and the included angle

C are given, the third side may be found by the

formula c*=a®-hA*— 2 a A cos C, immediately
deducible from Euclid ii. 12, 13. The angles

A and B may be found, without calculating

c, from the formula

—

sin A— sin B a— A “
2

sin A-l-sin B*<r+A“ “"'a.'+B'
tan

e •= is known. When two sides
2 2

a, A, and a non-incladed angle B arc given,

the formula sin A ^ sin B will lead at once
A

to the discovery of 4, provided we know that
A is less than B, which will be the case

if a is less than A. If a be greater than A,

howefer, then since an angle and its supple-

ment have the same sine, we cannot decide

which to select of the two angles given by
the above formula for A. This is the so-called

ambiguous ease, ^Triangle.]
We proceed with equal brevity to notice

Spkeried Trigonometry, or that branch of

8A4

In virtup of the properties of Suppi-emental
Triangles, we may deduce from the foregoing

as many new formulse, by replacing a. A, c, A, B,

C, by w— A, w— B, w— C, w— a, w-A, w-c,
respectively. To the above, we will add the

following, which, with their supplemental for-

mula, are known as Napier’s Analogies :

—

tan J ( A + B)

tanJ(A-B)

^
C08 j (a-A)

cos J (a + A) 2

sin ^ (g— A)

sin J (a -f- A)

and the following four,- which are known ns
GOiUS^s Theorems, although discovered by
Delambre :

—

cos i (A -I- B) cos i csbcos
J

(fl + A) sin j C
COB

I
(A— B) sin | c^sin | (a + A) sin | C

sin s (A + B) cos I cos 4 (a~ A) cos | C
sin I (A‘-B) sin | c«6in | (a— A) cos | C
The above formulae serve to solve all pos-

sible cases of spherical triangles, where, three
elements being given, it is required to deter-
mine the remaining three.

By putting one of the angles equal to 90®,
we obtain the six formulee for the solution of
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ri^ht-angled triangles ; all of M'hicb, liowcrer,

msiybe easily written down by means of Napiers
rults of circular parts, [Oirculak Parts.]
From the supplemental formulae, which we have
nob thought it necessary to give, the six cor>

responding formiiloe for tlio solution of quad-
rantal triangles are deduced by making a, A, or c,

equal to 90°. With respect to the superficial

area of a spherical triangle, see Spherics and
Sphkrical Excess.
Trlffonoua (Lat. trigonus, Gr. rpiyavos,

t/irce-comered). In Botany, this term is applied

10 bodies having three angles and three plane
faces, as the stems of Caricea.

Trilateral (Lat. triluterus, from hitus, la>

tcrls, a side). Three-sided; a term applied to

all triangular figures.

Trlllnear Co-ordlnatea. [Co-oiini-

XATES.]

‘rrilllaeeaB (Trillium, one of the genera).

A small order of Endogons, distinguished by
their simple stems, bearing u whorl of netted-

vejned leaves, and a single terminnl fiower,

usually with three herbaceous sepals, three,

larger petals, six to ten stamens with linear

anthers, a free ovary with three to five cells

and as many distinct stylc.s, and a succulent

fruit. The species are all natives of the tem-
per.ite ri'gions of the northern hemisphere,

and are distributed into five or six genera.

The fleshy roots of TriUium erectnm, under the

name ot Ileth-root, form one of the numerous
drugs prepared for sale in tho United States

by some of the societies of the religious sect

called Shakers. They are esteemed astringent,

tonic, and antiseptic, and are employed in

spitting of blood and several other complaints.

The plant is also called Indian Balm or Lamlh
Quarters. It has an erect stem a foot or

more high, bearing three broad almost rhom-
boid leaves, and drooping fetid flowers, with
green sepals striped with purple, and deep
purple petals.

Trillion. In Arithmetic, a million of

billions, or n million of million of million.**.

The term is said by Dr. Johnson to have been

invented by Locke.

Tiillo (Itiil.). In Music, a Hiiake. It is

abbreviated tr.

Tiilobitos (G r. rplAoiSos, ihree-lobed). The
name given by Cuvier to an order of Crusta-

ceans, comprehending those remarkable fossil

species in which the bod^ is divided into three

lobes by two fissures which run parallel to its

axis.

TiilOifT (Gr. rpt\oy(a). This word is

applied to a series of throe di*amus, which,

although each of them is in one sense com-

plete, yet bear a mutual relation, and form

juirts of one historical and poetical picture.

Tho Agame^nnony ChoepkonBy and Etimcnides

of .3£schyluB, and the Henry IV. of Shak-

speare, are examples of a trilogy.

Trim (A.-Sax. trum). The position of the

keel of a ship with respect to a horizontal

line. Also the disposition of the weights or

stowage, as favourable or otherwise for sail-
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ing, which are expres^rd by in tnni ;ind oat of
tnm.
Trimerans (Gr. rpifitphsy tripart,l> \ Tijo

name of a section of Coleopterous iiisei^ts, in-

cluding those which luivo eacli tarsus composed
of three articulations.

Trimetbjlamlne. An organic base re-

sembling iricthylamine, but containing the

radical mctliyl instead of ethyl.

Trimmer. In Architecture, a piece of

timber framed at right angles to the joists

opposite cliimneys- or the w<‘ll-boles of stairs

,

it receives the ends of the joists intercepted by
tho opeming.

Trimming Joist. In ArcIii(<H?tnre, a joist

into W'liich a trimmer is framed.

Trlmyaiiea (Gr. Tpfts, anil pvciv, a 7nusclc).

Tho n.imc by which tliom- Bivalves are dis-

tinguished which present three muscular im-
pivssions on each valve.

Trlnaorite. A mieaeeous minoiul of a

dull-brown colour from Sicily (tho uneunl
Triiiacria).

Trine (Lat. frini, tin* distributive of

lri*s, three). Of tbreidold (liiiu:n*iions—hnglli.

breadth, and tbickms.^. In Astrology, the

trine Mas one of the live aspect s (a bemirn
one) of the infliienlial bodies. [Astrologv.

|

Tringa. A genus of wsuling birds
(
GratUe)^

clmreeterised by a eompre^.‘*ed bill of moderatt
length. enlarg(‘d at the point, and a hind
toe, too short to reach the ground. It is by
the latter character that the lapwings {Tringte^

are distinguished from the plovers {Charadrn)^
in which the hind toe is wanting.

Trinitarians. A general name for those

who believe in the Trinity.

The word also denotes a religious order,

founded in 1108 under the pontificate of Inno-
cent 111. Its members devoted themselves

e.speciully to the duty of ransoming captives

taken by the Moors and other infidels. Another
body of Trinitarians was formed in consequence

of a reformation of tho oi-der in 1678. There
w as also an order of the same name for women,
dedicated to the same objects.

Trliilt]r (Lat. Trinitas). A name employed
to denote the three Persons comprised in the

Godhead, and distinguished as the Father, the

Son, anti the Holy Ghost. The term is not,

found in the books of tlio New Testament, and
its introduction is referred at the earliest to

the second century. [Theology.]
Trinity Bonse* The Trinity House was

incorporated by Henry VIII. in 1515, for the

promotion of commerce and navigation, by
licensing and regulating pilots, and ordering

and erecting beacons, lighthouses, buoys, &c.
The corporation is governed by a master,

wardens, assistants, and elder brethren. Its

privileges and powers were confirmed by a
charter of James II., and have been extended
and defined by the Merchant Shipping Act of

1854.

Trinity BonOny. The Sunday next after

Whit Sunday ; so called on account of a feast

which was held anciently, and still continues to
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be held, on that day in honour of the Holy
Trinity. This feast does not appear to have
been fully established in the Western Church
until the year 1334, under Pope John XXIII.
Tritioda MTecessltan. [Bocljlnd.]

Trinomial (Lat. tres, thne^ and nomon,
vame). In Algebra, a quantity consisting of

throe torins connected by the signs + or - ; as

Trlnragran. An Eastern name of the

l\ilniyra Palm.
Trio (Ital.). In Music, a composition con-

sisting of three parts.

TrlOBOlouA (Gr. Tp«7r, three^ and oT/cor, a
home). In Botuny, a term applied to designate

those plants which have male flowers on one

individual, female on another, and herma-
phrodite on a third.

Triolet. A stanza of eight lines, in which
the first line is thrice rcpeatexl.

Trloneo (Lat.). In Astronomy, the seven

principal stars in the constellation Ursa Major,

popularly called Cliarles's Wain
;
four of the

stars being fancied to represent a wain or

waggon, and the throe others the oxen by

which it is drawn. [Ilrsiiis, tid? Seven.]

Trloxide or Terozlde. In Chemistry,

such oxide.s as contain one atom of element

united to three atoms of oxygen.

Tripe (Fr.
;

Ital, trippa, Span, tripa). The
first and second stomachs of ruminants, when
properly prepared, constitute irqK.

Tripe de Boone (Fr.). A name given in

North America, from their blistered tlialliis, to

several species of Gyrophora and Vnihilicaria,

especially the latter, which afford n coarse food,

whose nutritive qualities are, however, much
impaired by the presence of a bitter principle

wiiich is apt to cause serious dinrrha'u. Bad,

however, as rock tripe is, it has done good

sc^rviee to some of our arctic voyagers, es])c-

i-ijilly to the expeditions under the lamented Sir

John Frauklin. In no case, however, did it com-

pletely appease the pangs of hunger, probably

from its not containing in the proper propor-

tions all the constituents which are necessary

to compose a truly nutritious article of food.

Some of these lichens, of largo size, have been

idund on the farthest northern land which has

yet been explored.

TripeHitond. The name given to a pjir-

ticular form of Anhydrite from WTcliczka and
Bochnia in Poland, which bears a sort of out-

ward resemblance to the convolutions of the

intestines.

Trlpbase (Gr. rpi^ai/^s, appearing three-

fold), A Mineralogical synonym of Spodumene.
Triplithoikr (Gr. rpus, and iBiyyy6sy a

t>oice). In Grammar, a composite sound of

three vowels, as a diphthong is of two ; such

as the Gorman am. There is no such sound in

English, nor, strictly speaking, in French, un-

less the combinations teu in that language bo so

considered.

THpbpUne *(Gr. rpus, and ^vXi^, a clan).

A triple phosphate 6( litliia, manganese, and
iron, found commonly in coarsely griinulur cry-
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stallinc masses of a groenish-groy colour, at

Rabeiistcin in Bavaria.

Tripbylloiui (Gr. rpi^uWotf three-leafed).

In Botany, a term applied to those plants which
have their leaves in whorls of throe, or to those

which produce only throe leaves.

Triple (Lat. triplex). In Music, one of

the kinds or measures of time, of which there

are many different subdivisions. There arc,

however, only four principal ones, of which the

others are A^arieties. [Music.]

Triple Pbospbate. The phosphate of

ammoniaand magnesia (MgO, NH4O, HO, POs),
which sometimes forms urinary calculi.

Triple Tangent Bine ofa Burfiaoe. A
right line which touches the surface three timcf',

or which meets it in three pairs of coincident

points. To be so touched, the order of the

surface must exceed the fifth, and when it does

so there will in general be an infinite number
of triple tangent lines, situated on a ruled sur-

face, since a lino in space requires four condi-

tions for its complete determination. According
to Dr. Salmon {A71 , Gcom. of Three IHtnensions)^

the j^ioints of contact of triple tangent lines are

on the iiitcrsoction of the given surface of the

order with one whose order is

—

J {
71 - 2

)
(?i— 4) (»— 5) (»*+ 6w+ 12).

If of the three points of contact of a triple

tangent, line two coincide, it will become an
inflexional tangent which touches the surface

elsewhere. Triple tangent lines of this kind
lie on a surface of the order

—

n (n — 3) (n— 4) (n^ + Cw + 4),

and the points of contact at Avhich the lines arc
inflexional tangents lie on a surface of the order

(«-4) (3?!* + 6?^— 24), whilst the points at

which the lines in question arc simple tangents
lie on a surface of the order

—

(/^— 2)(«— 4)(?^=-t 2?i + 12).

When all three points of contact coincide, the

triple tangent line becomes what Dr. Salmon
terms a doiiJ^c inflexional (anejent, since, meeting
the surface in four eoiisecutivo points, it may be
regarded as an inflexional tangent at two of
them. The locus of the points of contact of

such tangent lines is the intersection of the

original surface with another of the order
llw-24, possessing interesting properties, and
the lines thcinselvos generate a surface of the

order 2a (n— 3) (3a— 2).

Triple Tangent Plane of a Bnrfaoe.
A plauo which touches tins latter at thre('

distinct points. According to Salmon, the
number of such planes, for a surface of the

w*** order, is

—

w(n - 2)(ji^

—

4m® + 7n*— 45m® + IMn*— 1 1

1

m-

+ 548?«- 96(^3^^

Trlpleto. In Poetry, tlirce verses rhyming
together.

lu Music, notes grouped together by threes
;

thus, r - . In common time, where
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three of the quavers are intended to be equal
in duration to a crotchet, a 3 is sometimes
placed over them; but they are generally

known by being grouped together, and thus
form one of the single parts of the whole
measure.

Triplicate Ratio. The triplicate ratio of

two numbers or magnitudes is the same as the

ratio of the first to their fourth proportional.

It is equal to the cube of their ratio, or the

ratio of their cubes, in the case of numbers.
Triplite (a word coined from Gr. rpus, and

hldos, stone). A mineral composed of phosphoric

acid in combination with the protoxides of iron

and manganese, which occurs of a pitch-black to

a clove-brown colour, in compact crystalline

masses with a lamellar structure, and a cleavage

in throe directions at right angles to each other,

near Limoges in France, in a quartz-vein tra-

versing granite
;
also at Peilau in Saxony.

Tripod (Gr. rptU, three, and vovs, a foot).

In Architecture, a vessel, table, scat, or instru-

ment having three feet. It was from such a
seat that thePythian goddess rendered oracular

aiisw'ors at Delphi.

Tripoli. The name of a powder greatly

used in polishing metals, stones, &c., and con-

sisting almost exclusively of the silieioiis por-

tion of the cases of infusorial animalcules and
J)iatvmace(B, divested of everything except the

mIox. It was first imported from Tripoli,

whence its ntme. Many other localities are

now known in which the same material is found.

I'llirenbcrg estimated that forty thousand mil-

lions of individuals of Goiflomlla distans were
eontaiiK'd in each cubic inch of the tripoli from
Ihlin, a wrll-known locality in Bohemia, whore
tlu^rc is a deposit of it fo irteen feet thick ex-

tending over a wide area.

Several of the species of which this powder is

compos<*d are found to be identical with those

which are at the present d.iy contributing to

form a sediment on tin* Victoria Barrier, in the

Antarctic regions, hundreds of milrs in length.

The riionolite stones of the Tthine also abound
in the remains of Diutomarecp.

Trtptolemaea. A group of Brazilian

L(gvmmosep, now by tlie best authorities

I
united wdth Dalhcrgin, an I'xtensive genus com-
mon to the tropics of both hemispheres. The
THptoleinaas are trees or woody climbers, with

alternate pinnate leaves. The Rosewood of

commerce, imported from Brazil, was for a
long time supposed to*bc yielded by this genus
upon the authority of the French traveller and
botanist Guillemin, who brought from Brazil

specimens of two species of Triptolemesa as

the true rosew'ood plant ; but, according to Dr.

AUemao of Rio Janeiro, the gi’eater part of the

best kind of rosewood sent to Europe is the

wood of Dalbergia nigra, while other qualities

are the produce of species of Mach<Erium.

[Rosewood.]
Trlptolemus (Gr. T;)iirT(J\f/ios). IRany

parents are assigned to this hero of Greek

Mythology, who, according to A]'ollo<loru«, is a

son of Keleos, king of Eleu^i<. in whose house
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TRISECTION OF AN ANGLE
Dl^:ki^Tii!R rested during her woeful pilgrimage in

search ofPERSEPHONll:. To requite the kindiu'ss

of tha daughters of Keleos, D^metfir wished to

render Demophon, the infant brother of Tripto-

lemus, immortal. She therefore plunged the

child by night into a fire
; but his mother,

Metaneira, discovering what Denietfir was

doing, screamed out, and the babe was con-

sumed by the fire, while Dem6t6r revealed her-

self in her true character, and gave to Tripto-

lemus a chariot, drawn by wdngc*d dragons, and

corn with w'hich ho sowed the whole earth,

thus providing bread for the children of men.

This dragon-chariot is manifeslly tJio same as

the chariots of Medeia and of Helios, drawn
by winged beings, who are the Harits or

the Charites.
By Hyginus, Triptolcmus is ri']iresented an a

son of Elensis, and as being the child whom
Dem^ter wished to render immortal. In this

version Eleusis, and not his mother, discoverb

the secret deed of Dfmii'tcr, and is by her im-

mediately put to death.

In the Atheniiin Mythology, Triplolrmns

instituted the feast called Thesmophoria in

honour of the goddess, and was the great hero

in the Eleusinian mysteries, the plough and
agriculture being regardetl as his special gifts

to men.
Trlptoto (Gr rpUrtoTos). In Grammar, a

noun that has only three cases.

Trireme (Lut. triremis, Gr. rpiijpijs, a

galtcy with three rows of oars). The usual w ar

vessel of the Greeks at the tiine of tin* IN rubiii

and reloponiiesian wars. [Gai.uey
,

PEN-J i'.-

cONTOUi
;
Quinqueiucmis.]

Some light has Inen thrown on Athenian
naval matters by tlic discovery of sonu! in-

•scrij)tions at the PiifX'eus, which have been
coniineiited on by Boeckh. {Public JCconomg

of Athens, transl. i. 372 &c.)

Trisaorlon (Or. rpurdyios, thrice holy). In

the Greek Church, tlu* threefold invocation of

the Deity as ‘Holy’ (Lat. tersanctus). This

invocation takes its origin from Isa. vi. 3,

Rev. iv. 8. The ordinary form is that in

Isamh, ‘ Holy, holy, holy, Lord God of hosts,

all the earth is full of Thy glory.’ A difierent

form of tlu* trisngion is repeated daily in the

service of the Greek church, and is •attributed

to Saint Proclus.

TrUeotion of an Angle. A Geometrical

problem of grt*at celebrity among the ancient

Greek mathematicians. The indefinite trisec-

tion of an angle cannot be tweeted by plane

geoinetiy, i.e. by means of the straight line and
circle, inasmuch as the analytical equation on
wliich it depends rises to the third degree

;
but

it may be accomplished by means of the conic

sections and some other curves. [Quadratrix.]
Pappus of Alexandria, in the fourth book

of his Mathewaticed Collections, reduces the

problem to that of drawing a line through a
given point so that the intercept upon it made
by two given lines, at right angles to each other,

shall be double the distance of the intersection

i of these lines from the given point. Me also
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flhows how this problem may be solved by
means of a hyperbola.

Tsiamiis j^Gr. rpierfjL65), Lockjaw ; tetanus

affecting the jaw.

Triapaat or Trlapaaton (Or. rpifncaarost

drawn ihreefcdd)* A machine with three pulleys

acting in connection with each other for raising

heavy weights.

Trltliolsm (Or. rpcis, and &*6s). In con-

troversial theology, the name applied to an
opinion which is uie reverse of Sabellianism.

Trltblonlo Aold. An unstable acid of

sulphur, produced by heating a solution of

sulphite of potash with sulphur.

Trltloum (Lat.). A genus of grasses, in-

cluding, with the Common Wheat, the equally

common Creeping Couch, one of the most
troublesome weeds of the farm. 7\ mlgarc is

an annual cereal or com grass, which under
the name of Wlieat is well known to everyone,

hut its native country and origin have ever

been curious subjects of speculation. M.
Tabre’s experiments afford very strong reason

to conclude that this cereal is derived from a

wild grass of Southern Europe and Western
Asia, known to the botanist as Mgdopa.
Though at first sight appearing to be veiy

different from wheat, it is really not so on a
minute examination of its parts, and indeed

in cultivation soon affords a very respectable

grain
;

its green herbage, too, emits on being

bruised the peculiar smell which belongs to

wheat, and like wheat it is subject to the same
epiphytes or attacks of hlight. That a plant

very dissimilar fi’om wheat, in fact a wild use-

less grass, should yet in cultivation bex!ome so

changed as to affoid a useful grain, leads us H
expect, from this amount of adaptability to

circumstance, that it would be capable of easily

affoi-ding a large variety of sorts. Such we
know to be the case, and hence few plants are

so easily adapted to every climate, soil, and
management as wheat.

T. repenSf the Couch, is far too well and
unfavourably known. T. caninum differs from
it mainly in the absence of the running under-

ground stems (rhizomes). It has, however, the

same pungent flavour which belongs to all the

Trdiciy due probably to the presence of some
kind of essential oil, in virtue of which it would
appear to be capable of exerting powerful

emetic action, at least on dog|s. [Wheat.]
Tsitogeneia. [Minerva.]
Tiitomlte (^Gr. rptrofios, tArice-cut), A

hydrous mineral related both in form and
composition to Helvine and Garnet. It is

found in the syenite of the island Lamo in

Norway.
Tkiton (Or.). In the Homeric Mythology,

a son of Roseidon and AmphitiiU ; but Tritons

are sometimes mentioned in the plural. The
word recurs in the Vedic Tritse [Thra£taka], as

well as in the Greek Tritogeneia, Tritopatreus,

flee. [Minkbta.]
Triton. In Zoology, the name THtmiia

has been given to a genus of marine, naked,

gastropodous Molluscs, or sea-slugs.
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TRIUMVIRATE
Trltone (Gr. rp/rovor, of three tones). In

Music, an interval, now generally called a
sharp fourth^ consisting of four degrees, and
containing three whole tones between the ex-

tremes, on which account the ancients gave it

its name. It is moreover divisible into six

semitones, three diatonic and three chromatic.

Tfitopatreus. A son of Zeus and Per-
sephonfl, and one of the Dioscuri. [Poly-
deueAs

; Triton.]
Trltyl. [Pbopte.]
Tiinmpli (Lat. triumphhs, Gr. Bpiofifios).

The highest military honour that could be
obtained by a Roman general. It was a
solemn procession, with which the victorious

leader and his army advanced through the

city of Rome to the Capitol, accompanied by
the captives taken in war, and vehicles bearing
the spoils and all the furniture that could add
magnificence to the spectacle. On arriving at

the Capitol, the general offered up a prayer of

tlianksgiving to Jupiter and the other gods,

and saenfleed white bulls. A triumph was
decree<l by the senate, and sometimes by tbe

people against the will of the senate, to the

general who in a just war with foreigners, and
in one battle, had slain above 5,000 enemies
of the state, and enlarged the limits of the em-
pire. [Ovation.]
Triumphal Aroh. In Architecture, an

arch erected to perpetuate the memory of a

conqueror, or of some remarkable victory or

important event. At first it consisted of a
single arch, decorated merely with a statue

and spoils of the victorious commander
;
but

arches were afterwards erected with two, and
then with three, passages.

Triumvirate. In Ancient History, this

term was applied to two ^eat coalitions of

the three most powerful individuals in the

Homan empire for the time being. The first

of these was effected in the year 60 b.c. be-

tween Julius Caesar, Pompey, and Crassus,

who pledged themselves to support each other

with all their influence. (For a defence of this

alliance on the ground of public spirit, see

the remarks of Napoleon HI. in his Life of
Ctesar, book ii. ch. iv.) This coalition was
broken by the fall of Crassus at Carrhse in

Mesopotamia
; soon after which the civil war

broke out, which ended in the death of

Pompey, and establishment of Julius Csesar

as perpetual dictator. After his murder,
44 B. c., the civil war again broke out between
Antony, who wished to avenge the death and
succeed to the fortunes of Csesar, and the

republic, on whose side were ranged Octavius

and Bratus. Lepidus with a large army re-

mained in suspense which side to take. But
after the battle of Mutina, in which both

consuls fell, 43 B.c., Antony, Octavius, and
I^epiduB coalesced; thus fonning the second

triumvirate, eaoh party confirming the bond
of union by the sacrifice of some of his own
friends to the hatred of the others; among
these was Cicero, who was delivered up by

j
Octavius tc tile vengeance of Antony. Against
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this confederation Bnitun still held out with
the rest of the conspirators who had overthrown
Ctcsur, till their destruction at the battle of

Philippi. The triumvirs thon divided the pro-

vinces of the empire, Octavius taking the west,

Lepidus Italy, and Antony the east
;
but the

union was soon broken bv the passion of
Antony for Cleopatra, which induct him to

repudiate Octavia, the sister of Octavius.

War ensued, which was terminated by the

flefoat and death of Antony at Actium, in

VI 13. c.
; after which everything fell into the

hands of Octavius, Lepidus offering no obstacle.

TriiiridaoeaB (Triuris, one of the genera).

A small oixlcr of Endogens, consisting of sleii-

'ler colourless herbs, often almost transparent,

without any other leaves than small scales,

M ild small flowoi's either solitary or in terminal
iMccnios. In their usnally six-parted perianth,

hypogynous stamens, distinct carpels, and ap-
parently homogeneous diibryo, they are con-

nected with AUsniacces, from which they differ

fhicily in the divisions of the perianth being
always valvate in a single series, and in their

emhiTo not being curv^. These curious little

plantti are generally found, like tho smaller

Jiitrmanniarcee, on rotten leaver or other do-

eayiiig vegotahlo matter in the moist tropical

forest.s of both the New and the Old World.
Trivlum (Lat trivius, of three wai/s). The

name given in the schools of the middle ages

to tho first three liberal arts (grammar,
rhetoric, and logic), which were studied to-

gether. The other four (arithmetic, music,

geometry, and astronomy) formed what was
termed the quadrivLutn’. and the two following

mnemonic lines eomprehend the whole;

—

Gram, loquitur
;
Dia. verba docct

;
llhe. verba

inini^trat

;

Mus. cauit ; Ar. numcrat ; Gc. pondcrat ; As.
colit astro.

Trocar. An instrument used iu tapping
fur the dropsy. The name is said to be
eorrupted from the French trois-quarts, from
the three aides its point.

nodMaior (Qtr. ^ runner; be-

cause the muscles inserted into it ore those

chiefly concemed in the act of running). A
name given to two processes (greater and less

trochanter) at the upper end of the thigh bone.

In the odd-toed (perissodactylc) Mammalia, a
la^e process is developed in the middle of the

thigh bone, to which the term median trochanter

is applied.

Troelio (Or. rpox^s, a wheel, from Tpf'xw,

I run), A small i*ound lozenge or cake,

generally composed of sugar and mucihige,

united with small portions of more active re-

medies, intended to be allowed gradually to

dissolve ill the mouth.
Trodtoo (Gr. 6 rpoxtuos, sc. wf/s). A rhyth-

mical measure consisting of two syllables,

a long and a short ; thus, - w.

Tirooldiwi (Gr. troebilus,

according to Herodotus, was a bird which
plucked {leeches

;

he should have said

Jlies) out of the crocodile’s mouth. By Pliny
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the name seems to have been applied to the

wren. Linnaeus uses tho word to denote tlio

genu* of small and' brilliantly coloured birds

which from the energy and rapidity of the

vibratinus of their wings during flight, are

called httmmin^-hirds. This genus includes

the smalleit of the feathered tribe, and, if wo
except a few fishes, the most diminutive of

vertebrated nuimals. Some humming-bird-s

scarcely exceed a humblo-bee in size
;
they are

unable to escape from the strong webs of the

large spiders of the American tropics, and thus

sometimes become their prey.

Tlie humming-birds are characterised by
a long and slender bill, enclosing an exteneiio

bifid tongue, by whirh they extract the nectar

and the small insects which may lurk in the

recesses of flowers. They have very small

feet, long and narrow wings, a broad and
entire sternum with an unusually deep keel,

and n short and stroiaj humerus
; all com -

billing to form a meeflanism for rapid and
powerful flight, like that oP the swift. Humming-
birds live in pairs: they have the character

of being very quarrelsoma the males fighting

desperately with each other ' both sexes combine
to defend their nests with courage.

Trocblea (Lat.
;

Gr. rpoitoAla). In Ana-
tomy, this term is applied to the cartilage

through which the tenaon of the trocldeans

muscle passes. It is the superior oblique

muscle of the eyeball, and is jiccompanied by
the trochlearis nerve.

TRorHi.PA. In Mechanics, the same as

falley or tackle. [Pui.r.EY.1

TroehoKI (Gr. rpoxoeiS^ f, liki n wheel). The
curve described by a point on the radius of

a circle when tho latter rolls on a right lino.

The trochoid becomes a Cycloid Waen tho de-

scribing point is at the extremity of tho radie>,

i.e. on the circumference of the rolling circle.

Troelins (Gr. rpox^s)- The name given by
Linnaeus to a genus of the Vet'mes Testaeea,

characterised by a subconical spiral shell,

with tho margin entire, without a fiseure or

canal for tlie aiphon of the mantle, the animal
not possessing any respiratory tube. The
month of the shell is closed by an opereulum,
or some analogous part. The species to which
the characters of the linnean genus are ap-

plicable constitute a family of Peetinibran-

chiate Gastropods in the system of Woodward^
called Trochidee, which includes the following

genera: Turbo, Phaaiandla, Imperator, Trochvs

Mcnchus, RoUlla nionodonta, Delphmulot Cy-

clostrejna, Enoniphalus, Ophilcta, Phaneretimis,

Stoynedella Gena, Brodjerij^ia. The Gastropixl

called Turbo pica by Lmmeus, having been
ascertained to have an operculum, is now re-

ferred to the genus Trochus.

TrogtoAsptes (Or. Tpw7^o8^t, flom rpa^

7Xir, cave, and / enter). Tribes of

men who have their dwellings in subterra-

neous caverns. Several such tribes are men-
tioned by ancient authors, and the remains

of their dwellings still attest their existence,

I e^wcially along the banks of the Nile, in
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Upper Egjypt and Nubia, and in parts of Syria

ana Arabia.
The chimpanzee has been called by Blumen-

bach 8imia Troglodytes,

Trolls. In Teutonic Mythology, a race of

beings^ engaged in a perpetual struggle with
men, just as the Frost Giants of Utgard, the

outer world, waged a continual war with the

Midi who dwelt on Asgard, a lofty hill in

the centre of Mitgard, the habitable world
(answering to Delos, as the yrjs of the

i

Greeks). These Trolls are superior to man in

strength and stature, but far beneath him in
|

mind. In short, they are always outwitted,

just as the Greek Titans are overcome by Zeus
when aided by Prometheus, the forethiriker.

The Trolls thus embody the idea of unintcl-

lectual brute force, or mere awkward strength

;

it must, however, be remembered that the Trolls

are not the only beings who, formidable in some
respects, are still defeated by man. The idea

of a devil has been traced to Iranian Dualism.
Although this idea seems to be absent from
the propheticiil books of the Old Testament, it

was fully developed before the Christian era

;

and thus it was disseminated among the

nations of Northern as of Southern Europe.

In the mind of the former the notion seems
(o bLve found at first no congenial soil; and
thus the Teutonic devil is exhibited for the

most part as an unprincipled simpleton, wiio

is constantly brought into ludicrous or contemp-
tible positions. This stupidity in the Trolls

has by some been accounted for on the ground

that they represent the old aboriginal races

who retired into the mountainous fastuesses of

the land, and whose strength was exaggerated

!)ecaiise the intercourse between the races was
.small, t^aseut, Topidar Talcsfrom thcNorsCj

Iviii.) If W0 cannot in terms deny, we hare

no evidence to waiTant us in upholding this

oLicmoristic interpretation. It may, however,

be remarked that the Northern mythology, like

1 hat of the Greeks, peopled every spot of earth,

sea.s, mountains, lakes, stream, trees, woods,with

its own superhuman inhabitants ;
that tlio

systems of both were coloured in accordance

with the conditions of soil and climate in their

respective countries
;
and that the chai*ncteristies

of the .iEsir, the Frost Giants, the Trolls in the

one case, and of the Olympian gods, the Titans,

the Giants in the other, seem to be fully ac-

coimted for by the physical differences which
distinguish Northern Europe from the countries

on the Mediterranean Sea.

Troiabolite. [Thuombolitb.]
Trombone (Ital.). A brass musical wind

instrument, somewhat similar in form to the

trumpet, but larger, and made with a slide, by
moans of which we intonation can be regulated,

iind the complete scale played. There are

three sizes of trombones, playing alto, tenor,

and basf respectively ; these are also us^ with

much in the modem orchestra*

Tron fXTelgbt* The most ancient of the

weights used in Scotland ; and though its use

is now prohibited bv law, it is still occasionally
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employed in some of the rural districts in

weighing wool, cheese, butter, &c. The tron

pound was not a well-defined weighty but varied

from 21 to 28 ounces avoirdupois.

Trona. Native sosquicarbonato of soda;
composed, when pure, of 37*8 percent, of soda,

40*2 caihonic acid, and 22 water. It is found
for about ten miles along the coast east of Aden,
Suckena in Africa, Barbaiy, Columbia [Uilao],

South America, &c., generally in filirous massos
composed ofa congeries ofminutewhhe crystals,

inclining to yellowish-grey when impure.

Troop (Fr. troupe; Ger. trupp; probably
akin to Lat. turbo, Gr. rvp$Ti), In cavalry, tho

unit for discipline, corresponding to compavy
in the infantry. Each troop on home service ul

present consists of three officers, five sergeants,

and sixty-three rank and file.

Troostlte. A variety of Willemite contain-

ing 2 per cent, of carbonate of protoxide of

manganese; and named after Dr. Troost, of

Nashville College, Tennessee. It is a ferru-

ginous silicate of manganese, and is found at

Stirling in Now Jersey.

Tropaeolaceee. An order established for

tho genus Tropaolum^ which, formerly pljieo<l

in Get'anmcea, has boon repeatedly separated

from it, but is again reunited, especially oji

account of the close affinity wliich tho slriu Uiro

of its flowers exhibits to that of relargoniuoi.

Tropaeolum (Lat. tropmuin
;
Gr. Tp6naioy,

a trophy). An extensive genus of herb.s, repre-

senting the group (or order) Tropreciucap, ujid

consisting of climbing plant .s, all South Anuri-
can, many of them In cultivation, and of uii

ornamental character. The TropiBolima avo,

romai'kable for po.sscssing an acrid taste, simi

lar to that which exists among tho Cruoifayv,

and two of tho species arc grown for culijiary

purposes, T. majKs and T, mmas,
T. majusytho Indian Cro.‘‘S or Nasturtium, is

a hardy annual, native of Peru, of trailing

habit, hut which, when its feucculcnt stems can
obtain any bush for support, will attach itself

by means of the long twining petioles, and at-

tain a considerable height. Tho ilowors are

large and sbo^vy, and the seeds consist of three

coqjoinod berries or nuts, with grooved wiinkled
gibbous husks, which become fungous when di y.

The flowers and young leaves are frequohlly

used to mix in salads. They have a wiuin

taste, not unlike that of theeommou cress, from
which circumstance the plant has obtained the

name of Nasturtium. The berries are gathered

when young and quite green, and moke, without
tho aid of spice, an agreeable pickle, which, ns

well as the green leaves steeped in vinegar, is

accQunted a good antiscorbutic, and also forms
an excellent substitute for capers. T, 'minus

is very similar in appearance to 2\ mnjtis,

but is smaller in every respect, and of dwarf
weak growth. The seed-pods are also small,

on which accoimt they are considered preferable

to those of T, Trujfiis for pickling as a substitute

for capers.

Trope (Gr. rp^iroj.from rpiirw. Hum), In
Rhetoric, literally any expression turned from
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its priniarj signification, and emplojod in a
sense derired in some manner from that pri-

mary signification. In this sense, the ^noral
term tro'pe con^rises the various figures termed
Allegory, IMrtafhor, Mbtontmt, Syebc-
DOCHB, and perhaps several others. By the na-
tural progress of language, words or phrases
at first employed as tropes become impressed so
strongly with their new or derivative significa-

tion, tliat they finally lose the original.

from / nourish).

A name given by Kirby to the different instru-

ments of, or organs contained in the mouth of
insects, or closing it, and employed in man-
ducation or deglutition. They include the
labrum, labium^ mandibular maxUlar lingtiar

und pharynx.
Tropbonlua (Gr. Tpo<p<Artos). In Greek,

Mythology, a son of Erginus, king of Orchome-
nos, who, together with his brother Agamedes,
built the temple of Apollo at Delphi. He
prayed for a reward from the god, which was
promised him on the seventh day, on which he
and bis brother were both found dead. The
story is also told in other ways. He had a
temple at Lebadea, in which, was the cele-

brated cave into which persona descended to

iH>n8ult the god. But the impressions produced
by the de^nt v/ere tliought so to work upon
the spirit bf a visitor, that he remained a victim

to melancholy the remainder of his life. Hence
arose the proverb applied to a serious man

—

I hat he looked aft if ho came out of the cave of
Trophonius.

Tropliaperm (Gr. I nourish, and
erripfia, a seed). A name given by some French
botanists to the placenta of a plant.

Tropliy (Gr. rp6waioy, from rphev, I turn)..

A mouument consisting of some of the arms of
slain enemies, hung upon the trunk of a tree,

or a stone pillar, by a victorious army, in token

of its victory and the flight of the enemy ;

vvhimeo its name. Trophies were always dedi-

cated to some deity, whence it was deemed
SMCTilegious for any one to injure or demolish

iliem; while at the same time it was forbidden

to repair thorn when decayed. (Paris ix. 40;
see, as to Iteman trophies, Mhn. de VAcad, des

Inner, xxiv, 32.)

Tropical Year (Gr. rpoirticrfs, belonging to

a turn). The time between the sun’s leaving

a ti*opic and returning to it. Populwly it

means the time from the longest day in one

year till the longe.st in the next. [Year.]

Tropica. In . Astronomy, the parallels of

declination between which the sun’s annual

path ill the heavens is contained, the distance

of each from the equator being equal to the

sun’s greatest declination. The northern tropic

is called the tropic of Cancer, and the southern

one that of Capricorn, from their touching the

ecliptic in the first points of those signs.

The distance of the tropics from each other

is equal to the difference between the greatest

and least meridian altatudes of .the sun, ob-

served at any place whose latitude is greater

Uian the obliquity of the ecliptic. [Ecliptic.] |
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Tropldonotiic (Gr. rp6iei^ a kedt ^nd

vSnosy the back). A genus of non-venomous
serpents, nearly allied to the true Colubers,

but with bodies thicker in proportion to their

length; the back more keel-shaped, and the

abemmen more expanded and convex ; the head
is large and coxiii^, with a slender and short

muzzle. The species seldom exceed three or

four feet in length; they live near fresh-water

streams, and are good swimmers: they are

confined to the Old-World continents, and are

replaced in South America by the genus Homa^
lopsis. The Coluber scaber, Linn., a serpent of

the Cape of GoSod Hope, remarkable for the

presence of teeth in the Gesophagus, and their

absence from the mouth, is referred to the

genus Tropidonotus by Schlegel.

Troubadoara (Ital. trovar, Fr. trouver, to

find). A school of poets who flourished from
the eleventh to the latter end of the thirteenth

century, principally in the South of France, but
also in Cotaloma, Arragon, and the north of

Italy. They wiote in varieties of the Proven9al
or &>maDce language, also called in the middle
ages Longue doc. Tliey flourished under the

counts of Toulouse, Barcelona and Provence;

and their minstrelsy and peculiar spirit declined

from the time of the crusade against the Albi-

genses, when the former of these noble houses
was vanquished and humiliated, and their land

ovemm by the sterner adventurers of the north.

The most renowned -among the Troubadours
wiuro knights, who cultivated poetry as an
honourable accomplishment; but their art de-

clined in its later days, when it was chiefly

cultivated by minstrels of a lower class. TJie

names and some of the productions of more than
200 Troubadours have been preserved, and
among their numbers are to be found kings,

dukes, coimts, and warriors of historical celo-

brity. The most remarkable characteristics of

the Proven9al poetiy were its almost enlirt)

devotion to the subject of rfimantic gallantry,

and the very complicated character, in general,

of its metre and rhymes. The principal sp(^cieH

of composition cultivated by the Troubadours
were tenzoneSf or poetical contests between tu'o

minstrels; sometimes breathing satire or de-

flance, sometimes rivalling each other in tho

praise of their ladies, sometimes aiming at

mere exertions of verbal ingenuity
;
sirventesr

pieces devoted to martial and other serious

subjects ; short son^, or chamone ; and a

variety of other lyrical strains, soulas, lais,

pastourelleSf arbades, serenades, retronage, and
redondes. The earliest Italian poets framed
their style of thought and versification closely

after the model afforded them by the Trou-
badours. (Sismondi, Literature du "Midi de

rEurope, vol. i.
;
the works of M. Raynouard

;

Lewis’s Researches into the Romance Language*,

Schlegel, Ohs. sur la Langus et Lit. Provencals
;

Milman, Larin CAris^ian%,book xiv.; Hallam,
Literanf History of the Middle Ages, ch. ix. part

i.; National Review, July 186fl, p. 74 ; Thier^,
Conquete deVAngleterre par les Normands, iii.

221 .)



TROUGH OF THE SEA
Trough of the Sea. The low portion be-

tween the lines of crests of two waves. Waves
being mised by the wind, the trough must be
nt riffht angles to its direction. Hence to be
lenginways in the trough is the woi'st position

for a ship in regard to rolling.

Troite de &oap (Fr.). In Military opera-

tions, rows of pits ill the form of inverted cones,

and with a pointed stake in each. They form
an obstacle to the advance of oavaliy. They
should not be more than two and a half feet

deep, lest the onemy's riflemen should make
use of them.

Trout (A.-Sax. truht). This name is re-

stricted properly and specifically to the Salmo
fario of Linnseus

;
but is applied in a generic

sense to other native species of Salmon the 8,

eriox of Linnaeus, which is the 8. sdlai of Eon-
deletius, being called the bull-trout and grey

trout
;
the SiSmoferox, the great grey trout, or

lake-trout
;
the 8* trutta^ tlm.Balmon-trout, &c.

The common trout inhabits most of our lakes

and rivers, and is subject to many varieties of

colour, proportions^ and even of internal struc-

ture, as in the attach of the gillaroo-trout,

:

according to the variations of soil and food.

The season of spawniiig with the fnnit is gene-

rally in' the mo^ of Octobc^'r, at which period

the gravid fish make their way up tiie. stream

to the shallows. Trout are in finest condition

from the end of lHay to Septembrt.

Xronwhres or Trouweniu (Fr. from tron-

ver, toJindy Another form of tlie word Tnou-
UADOVA, employed as a name to distinguish

the vomacnl^ poets of Northern France from
the Provencal Troubadours. The flourishing

period of these poets wss the era of the

Crusades, and to them belong the stories of

the CaroUngian cycle, of Charletnagne and his

peers, of A^hur and his kn'ghts, of Boland
and the sons of Aymon. Tho pr^uctions of

the trouvires wore closely imitated by the

monkish poets who wrote in X4Uin, but who
seem to have been unaware of the fact that

no great poet is inspired but in his native

language.’ (Milman, Latin €hri»tianit^^ book
xiv. ch. iv.)

Truwar (Fr. tiouver, Ital. trovare, to find).

In Law, an action of tort. It is a species of

Hcticii oa the case [Actkvn}, whi^ is employed

to try a disputed question of property in goods

and chattels. The declaration m trover con-

tained, previom^ to 1952, a formal allegation

that the plaintiff lost, and the defenihint found,

the goods in question ; but this legal fiction is

now abolishea, and the action is brought on a

simple allegation that the defendant converted

to Ida own use, or wrongfully deprived the

plaintiff of the use and possession of, the

plaintiffs goods^

TMSft Wwr of* Attempts have been made
by ehro^ogers to assign a date to the war
of Troy, on a retrospeetive calculation from

the opmion of Herodotus that Hornet lived

some four centuries hefoere his own time, and
that the Trojan war was, in the supposed age

of Homer, a comparatively recent event. It

TROY, WAR OF
must, however, be first proved that here was
a sii^le author named Homer, for the Miad,
or Odvssey, or for both [Epic; Homeric
Poams], and that there really was an historical

Trojan war. On both of these points no evi-

dence, apparently, is forthcoming. Of the

author or authors of the Miad we know no-
thing: and the tale which the Homeric poets

have left* to us of the struggle to avenge the
wrongs and woes of Helen is essentially a story

in which the medn chain of causation is super-

human, in which the gods mingle visibly with
men, and the heroes themselves are the sons

or husbands of immortal beings. From this

narrative, full of an astounding thaumaturg}*,

Thucydides, by rejecting all the incidents as

utterly improbable, and substituting political

motives adequate to explain the movements
of the contending forces, has extracted or

rather fabricated a story thoroughly probable
id itself, but for which we have less histo-

rical evidence thijn for tho story of Robinson
Crusoe. In short, his thoroughly prosaic and
possible narrative is a piece of plausible fic-

tion of no greater I'aluc than the version of

Rio Cluysostom, which gives an account of

the war diametrically opposed to that of tho

Mtadf which represents Paris as the lawful

husband of Helen, and Achillous as slain by
Hector, while the Greeks retire, disgraced

and h^od, without taking Troy. We are

not, porhajps, justified in maintaining tho ne-

gative position, that no war actually took place

m the Troad; but we have as little warrant
for asserting that there was. The burden
of proof lies on tliose who assert that the

Trojan war is historical, as for those who
maintain the existence of goigons, grifiBns,

and basUisks. * If,* says Mr. Grote, ' we are

asked whether it be not a legend embody-
ing portions of historical matter, and rais^
upon a basis of truth—^whether there may not

really have occurred at the foot of the hill

of liion a war purely human and political,

without gods, without heroes, without Helen,

without Amiizons, without Ethiopians under
the beautifid son of Eos, without the wooden
horse, without the characteristic and expressive

features of the old epical war—like the muti-

lated trunk of Deiphohua in the under world

;

if we are asked whether thpe was not really

some such historical Trqjan war as this,

our answer must be that, as the possibility

of it cannot be denied, so neither can the

reality of it be aifiiuied.’ {Hiatory of Greece^

part 1. cb. XV.)

But whatever may have been the source

of the legend, or its original meaning, it is

certain that it became lo^dised in the north-

western corner of Asia Minor, just as other

myths become localised at Delos, Ortygia,

Crete, Athens, and Eleusis. The histoncal

Hton had its acropolis called Pergamos, in

which was shoifpjme house of Ftiam, and the

altar at which M'had been riain, and where
the pancmltes worn by Homeric heroes were
exhibited to admiring crowds, who believed
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in their geniiinenefis ns firmly as the pilgrims

t.0 Treves still believe in the genuineness of

the Holy Coat. On the altar where Priam
fell, Alexander the Great offered a solemn
sacrifice, from the wish to appease the an|rrr

of the old Trojan king against the Macedonian
stranger who belonged to the race of the

AchiUeids. The reputation of this historical

Ilion was eclipsed for a time by the foun>

dation of Alexandreia Troas, until the Romans
granted to it immunity from tribute, with other

honours, as being the spot whence their pro-

genitor ^neas had started on his westward
wanderings. Hence arose a jealousy between
the Ilians and the inhabitants of Alexandreia

Troas and other cities, who made an attack on
the genuineness of the Trojan sites and ven*

tured to assert that the Homeric llion had not

occupied the site of the city so called. Wliat-

ever may have been the value of these doubts,

the legendary faith continued unshaken, and
its upholders vindicated for it the weight

of authority even against historical impossi-

bilities. *Hellanikus, Herodotus, Mindarus,
the guides of Xerxes, and Alexander had not

been shocked by them : the case of the latter

is the strongest of all, because he had received

the best education of his time undcT Aristotle

;

he was a passionate admirer and constant

reader of the Eiad\ he was moreover perso-

nally familiar with the movements of armies,

and lived at a time when maps, which began
with Anaximander, were at least known to

all who sought instruction.’ To resist such

a weight of authority as this, would argue an
extreme hardihood of scepticism.

But although it is no part of the liistorian’s

office to write the history of a period for which
he has no materials coming to him as the

known evidence of trustworthy contemporary

witnesses, the mythologist may analyse the

legendaiy narrative, and ascertain its points

of resemblance or difference, as compared
with the epic poems or the traditions of other

ages and countries; and something at least

is done when the names of many among the

chief actors in the struggle are found in the?

earlier literature of the Hindus. Some steps

are gained towards a settlement of tho ques-

tion when we learn that Pams represents

the Pilnis who seek to seduce SaramA (Helen)

from her allegiance to Indra, that Briseis

recurs in the name Brisaya, that Ath^ni^ is

AhanA, that AchUleus is the solar hero Aha-
ryu. With this must be taken the large

number of names which explain themselves

[XxijBFHAasa], and the analogies in the lives

and character of Homeric heroes, and those

of other mythical personages, as in the part

played by Patrodos, Phavthok, and Telb-
MAOKOB, by Achilleus, Mblbaobos, and Paris,

by Leto [Apotxo] and Hekabe [Paris], by
the agreement in the attributes of ^eus and
Hyaus, of Phoebus and Indra, of Erinys imd
Saranyu, and in the identity of the ideas wluch
underlie and pervade the conceptions of Hbea-
cLss, Bbxubrofhok, Odtssbus, Acbilleui, Si-

QURPit, Rustem, TubaAtana, Baldr, Thesels,
Pbrsbus, Gilnipus, and many more.
When the names of the chief actors, and tlu;

main incidents, us well as the general thread

of the story, are thus found to be common
elements in the Teutonic, Vedic, and Iranian

mythologies, a presumption is at least raistd

that the whole epic is entirely mythical, and
that it existed inde{:«ndently of any earthly

locality, and the political movements of any
tribes. In short, the fortunes of a geogra-

phical llion seem to fade away into the cloud-

land where tho mythical ‘liion like a mist

rose into towers,' and no room is left for con-

troversies whether such epitliets as ityt^6t<raa,

fvindj/, or tifptiSris {broads or, as some would
have it, dark or mouldy), apply especially to

the site of the historical llion. If the evidence

of comparative mythology be taken, IHon was
as opeu to the wind as the land of the PHiUA-
ciAKs, while tvp6hris becomes a name quite

as applicable to it as to Europa, Eurygaiieia.

Eurymeclusa, and other wives or daughters of

solar beings.

Thus, thou, the ordinary tests of Historicai.
Ckedidility show that the events of the

Trojan war could not have taken place in

the way related, while comparative mythology
has traced the materials of the tale into other

ages and countries, between which and the

Greeks intercommunication was impossible

;

and whatever be the opinion entertained as

to the character of Paius as representing the

powers of light or darkness, it seems not easy
to resist Professor Max Muller’s conclusion

that, ‘apart from all mythological considera-

tions, SaramA in Sanskrit is the same word as

Helene in Greek, and unless we are prepare<l

to ascribe such coincidences as Lyaus and
Zms, Varuna and Uranos^ Sarvara and Ctr^

hcruSf to mere accident, wt, are bound to trace

SaramA and Helene back to the same point

from which both could have started in common.
The siege of Troy is but a repetition of the
daily siege of the East by the solar powers,
that every evening are robbed of their brightest

treasui’es in the West. That siege, in its

original form, is the constant theme of tho

hymns of theVeda. SaramA, it is true, does not

yield in the Veda to the temptation of Pani

;

yet the first indications of her faithlessness

are there, and the equivocal character of

the twilight which she represents would fully

account for the further developement of the

Greek myth. In the Eiad^ Briseis, the daugh-

ter of Brises, is one of thi firat calves
taken by the advancing army of the West.

Inthe Veda, before thebright powers reconquer

the light that had been stolen by Pani, they

are said to have conquered the offspring of

Brisaya. The daughter of Brises is restored

to Achilles whei;^ his gloiy be^ns to act, just

as all the first loves of solar heroes return to

them in the last moments of their earthly

career.* ^Maz Muller, Ledvrm cn Lmpuyge,
second senes* xi. } For the sii^ular paraUelism

which, even to minute details, -runs through
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the tiles of the final conflict of Achilhs and of In money.

is very early. Money was Bcnrco in bygoii

times, and except for purchases from a distant

Hector, in the Ilieuf, and that of Odysseus and
j

is very early.

TRUCKS
Such a method of pajing wage

the suitors in the Odyssey, see Cox, Tales

of T/idn^s and Argos, /ntroduch’on 03-110.
Troy ‘WTelgrbt. An English weight oliiefly

used in weighing gold, silrcr, diamonds, and
(itlier articles of jewellery. The pound troy

contains 12 ounces or 5,700 grains, the pound
avoirdupois containing 7,000 of such grains.

'Phe name is supposed to Have reference to

the monkish name, given to London, of Troy
Novaiit. [Weights.]
Truce (Mod. Lat. treuga, from the Teutonic

treiio, truth). An agreement between states,

or those representing them, for the snsponsion
i

of hostilities. Such an agreement, when made
|

by offieers of the state in the general e.\.erciso

of tlieir duty, and not authorised for tlio

purpose expressly, or by necessary implifi-

eation, ranks among that class of conventions

which jurists term sponshms, and wliieli are

binding only if ratified. [Sroxsiox.] A gene-

ral armistice or truce differs from a j^artial

truce, which is limited to particular places;

as between two armies, or between a besieged

fortress and the besieging army. The former,

in ge.nend, requires ratification; power to

include the latter is held to be implied in the

general authority of military and naval officers.

(Vattel, book iii. ch. xvi.
;
Wlieaton On Inter-

national Law, vol. ii.)

Truce of Ck>d (Lat. Treuga Dei). A sus-

pension of arms, which occasionally took place

in the middle ages, putting a stop to pri-

vate hostilities. TJie right to engage in these

hostilities was jealously maintninod hy the in-

ferior feudatories of the several monarchies of

ICnrope. But it was restrained by thc.rcpeated

promulgation of these truces, under the autho-

rity of the church. Thus, in tlie county of

Roussillon, a.d. 1027, it was determined in a

synod of the clergy, that no man should attack

his enemy from the hour of nones on Saturday
to the hour of prime on Monday. In 1041, a
general * truce of God * was accepted by the

barons, first ofAquitaine, and then of all France,

to last from the Wednesday evening of eveiy

week to the Monday morning following. This
regulation was admitted by Edward the Con-
fessor in England, in 1042, with some additions

of great festivals and other days. It was con-

firmed by many councils, especially the Lateran

Council of 1179. Philip Augustus of France

introduced a new species of truce, termed the

gmrantine, by one of his ordinances. Under
penalty of hi^h treason, it restrained the

mmily of an injured or murdered person irom
the commencement of hostilities until fenty

days after the commission of the act complained

of. (For the general working of the system,

see Milman, Latin Christianity, book viii. ch. vi.)

Track. The small women cap at the

ezbwmaty of a fiag-stai^ or at the mast-head.

It is a small circular piece of wood with

one or more pulleys for halyards to pass over.

^ ^ _ ok k| An arrangement b^ whidi
an employer pays in kind or in goods, instead
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was not needed. Even when a change tool

place in the value of money, and it became
therefore accessible, it circulated but slowly
and tokens were freely stamped and issued l>

traders. This deficiency in money was Ion;

felt in the north of England, in which rcgioi

the truck system naturally fiouriahed.

If the employer were a benevolent an(

honest man, the supply of genuine commoditie
to his workmen in exchange for their labour
would be, as opposed to the liigli charges am
frequent adulterations of small retail shops, i

groat boon. Clothing clubs, which take th«

money of labourers and expend it in large

purchases f\t wholesale rates, are by no meaiu
an evil, but a great ^ood, especially when tlu

people arc not pauperised by large grants uudoi
the name of intores-.. But the commercial re-

lation.s of capitalist and factory operatives arc

not favourable to benevolence, and cxperienc*-

b:t.s unfortunately shown that the practice of

the foiTuer was not oven honest. The truck

shops sold bad goods at exorbitant prices. In

order to tic the factory hands to the masters,

they encouraged a system of credit, and became
as scand.iloiis a public nuis.iiice as roguery and
helplessness could produce. The vile profits ot

the truck shop became a source of eonslderable

and admitted revenue to the employers, and tin*

workmen were paid at rates which, when com-
pared with the real value of their earnings,

were almost nominal.

The truck system w^as abolished by 1 & 2Wm

,

IV. c. 37, not without opposition, it was nrg('d

against the action of parliament that it was
uiidesinible to interfere with the freedom of
trade; but those who use this righteous argu-

ment should take care that they are not striving

to cover oppression and fraud under so sacred

a tenn. Freedom does not mean the right of

the strongest to oppro.ss the helpless. Tlip

blemish of the Aet was, that it was only made
to extend to towns, and, like the Factory
Children’s Act, did not embrace within the

pro\nsion8 of its police the agricultural dis-

tricts.

The Act of 1831 was preventive. But th('

most important means by which the workman
can be supplied with goods of a trustworthy

character, is bythe establishment of co-opertitivc

stores of supply. The experiment has been

tried successfully, and will have permanent
effects. The system has several advantages.

It secures the consumer from adulteration, for

the consumers are the proprietors.^ It prevents

the habit of credit in general articles of con-

sumption, for no co-operative association can

succeed which allows itself the risk of bad
debts. [CO-OPEEATION.]

Troeka (akm to Gr. rpox^f, a wheel). In
Artillery, small thick round wheels of wood or

iron. Also round blocks of wood, hollowed out

at the centre, in which the feet of a gyn aro

placed, when the ground is bad.



TRUE BILL
True BUI. The formula by which the

grand jury finds or approves a bill of indict-

ment.

Tmflle (Fr. trofi^, Ital. trufa). Applied
generally, the name Trufiie (or Trubs) com-
prises all the which belong to the natural

orders Hypogen and Tuberacei. The Truflfles,

properly so called, belong, however, to the

typical genera and the closely allied

genera Chisromycea and Terfeeia.

The truffles of commerce all belong to the

genus Tuber, of which several species are

edible ;
the Knglish Truffles belonging princi-

pally to T. mtivum, and the best French Truffles

•to T. melanosporum. These are black and
warty externally, with the fiesh variously

marbled. The Piedmontese Truffles, on the

contrary (which bear a high price, and are

highly esteemed), are smooth, and within white

more or less tinged with pink. Truffles are

in this country sought for almost exclusively

by dogs of a particular breed, but on the Con-
tinent sows arc used- for the same purpose, and
they are raked up by persons who have a
peculiar knack in recognising the spots where
they are likely to grow.

All attempts have failed at cultivating them
in the same way as mushrooms. In the South
of France, indeed, truffles have been procured

in woods by watering the ground, previously

prepared, with water in which the parings had
been steeped

;
but no one has yet been able to

prepare spawn for sale in a form similar to

that of mushroom-spiiwn. It is probable, how-
ever, that this will sooner or latter be accom-
plished.

Truffles require a calcareous soil, and in such
soils they are, we believe, much more common
than is usually supposed. They are by no
means confined to l^ech-woods, but are found
in England sometimes amon^t oaks without

any admixture of beech, and they do not dislike

the neighbourhood of a few conifers. They
have been seen sometimes so near the surface as

to be cut off by the scythe when the grass is

mown. Besides the edible truffles, which receive

different names from collectors according to their

degree of npeness, there are several strongly

scented or minute species, mostly with an even

burk, which are either not esculent or too small

to attract general notice.

The large white truffle belonging to the genus
CkfBfwiyeee is too rare in England to be ofmuch
consequence, but it is a poor article of food.

The Afirican Truffle, belongiiig to the genus
Terfegia, is a better esculent tl^ the last, but

not equal to the Tuber aetivum, though it ap-

pears of late to have attracted much notice in

Algiers from its abundance; and numerous
specimens have been also received from Moga-
dore. A species of Hydnotrya is sold abun-

dantly in the market of Frogue. The Red
Truffle of the Bath market is a Mdanoguter^
and thereforebelongsto not Tuberaeei.

(Berkeley, Treasury of Botany,)

Tniiai^ ((Hr. trompete, Ital. trumba,
8wed. trumma, and thus e-kin to drum). In

VoL. III. 866

TRUMPET
Acoustics, an instrument used for the purpose
either of conv^ing articulate sounds to a great

distance, or for applying to the ear, in order to

collect the sonorous waves, and render sounds

more distinct. In the former case the instru-

ment is a speaking~trumpet in the latter, a
hearing^trumpet,

Spring-trumpet,—The object of the speak-

ing trumpet is to increase the intensity of

speech, and transmit it to considerable dis-

tances in a particular direction. In order

to obtain this effect, it is necessary that Uio

aerial undulations which would disperse thom-
solves in all directions be confined by tho

sides of tho trumpet^ and reflected so as to

take, as nearly as possible, a direction parailol

to the axis. This is accomplished by giving

the trumpet such a form that its diameter
becomes greater towards the extremity furthest

from the mouth. A cylindrical or prismatic

tube, of equal diameter throughout, assista

powerfully in conveying sound from ono ex-

tremity to the other, but contributes in no
degree to give a direction to sound, or transmit

it through free air.

Tho .theoretical explanation of the effects of

the speaking-trumpet is attended with consider-

able difficulty. Assuming that the reflection of

sound takes place acco^ing to the laws of

catoptrics, Lambert {Berlin Idemoirefor 1763)
shows that the bestform of the instrument is a
truncated cone, for the rays successively re-

flected from the interior surface of this figure

make smaller angles with the axis after oach

successive reflexion. Cassegrain {Journal des

Savans, tom. iii.) recommends the surface

formed by the revolution of a hyperbola about

its asymptote; and Eircher had previously

proposed a truncated parabolic conoid, tho

mouth-piece occupying the focus. Some authors

suppose that tho trumpet should be formed of a

very elastic material, in order to strengthon tho

sound by its vibrations. Others are of opinion

that it should be without elasticity, to avoid

the confusion that might be caused hy tho

vibrations of the tube. Hassenfratz {Journal

de Physique, tom. Ivi.), who made a number of

experiments on the power of the tnunpot, by
fixing a small watch in the mouth-pi oce, and
observing the distance at which the beats ceased

to be au£ble, found that the effects were pre-

cisely the same with a trumpet of tinned iron-;

whether used in its naked form, or tightly

bound round with linen to prevent vibration,

or when lined with woollen cloth, by which
means reflexion was entirely

.
prevented. It

would appear, therefore, that neither the shape

of the instrument, nor the material of which
it is formed, is of much consequence. Leslie

{Experimental inquiry into the Nature and
Propagation of Aat) supposes the effect of

the trumpet to be owing to tho more condensed

and vigorous impulsion given to the air from
its lateral flow being checked. * The tube^* he
observes, *by its length and narrowness, de-

tains the offliu of air, and has the same effect

08 if it diminished the volubility of that fluid,

8K



TRUMPET TRUST
or increased its density. The orjpns of articu> - Trunk (Lat. traneus). In Architecture,
lation strike with concentrated force; and the the same as BhafU In the application of this

pulses, so vigorously thus excited, are, from word to a pedestal, it signifies the ^e, dado, or
the reflected form of the aperture, finally body of the ^destaL
enabled to escape, and to spread themselves Trunk. In Entomology, this term signifies

along the atmosphere.’ (P. 225.) the intermediate section of the body which lies

The invention of the speaking-trumpet is between the head and the abdomen,
commonly ascribed to Sir Samuel Moreland, Trunnions (Fr. trognon, a cere). Short
who, about the year 1670, proposed the best cylinders projecting from the sides of apiece of

form of the speaking-trumpet as a question to ordnance, by which it rests on its carriage or
the Royal Society. bed. They are generally about one calibre in

Hcaring-tmmjKi.—The hearing-trumpet, or diameter and length,

ear-trumpet, may be considered as a reversed Truss (Fr. trousse. Ran. trosse). In

speaking-trumpet, with which it generally cor- Architecture, a framed assemblage of pieces of

responds in form, though, for the sake of timber for the support of a principal beam or
portability, it is often made curved or spiral, piece. [Roof.]

Ljimbert recommends the parabolic figure as Truss. On Shipboard, a rope confining thf*

the most advantageous; but, in order to give middle of a lower ^ard to the mast,

the greatest effect, the apex of the paraboloid Truss. In Shipbuilding, timbers, or pre-

must be cut off, and the mouth of a small tube ferably iron plates, for giving a diagonal

inserted in the focus, to convey the sound con- internal support to the side timbers or ribs,

contrated at that point to the auditory or^n. Truss. In Surgery, an apparatus bj’ which,

Various other forms are adopted in practice ; in cases of rupture, the intbstine is retained in

and of late years, flexible Indian-rubber tubes the abdominal canty. This is usually effected

have been brought into use, having a conical by the aid of a steel spring resting upon a
mouth-piece of ivory or silver at one ex- small pad or cushion, which is kept in its

tremity, and a small tube of like material place by a proper bandage,

to be applied to the ear. A trumpet of this Truased Boof. In Architecture, one so

kind may be used advantageously, not only constructed as to support the principal rafters

for remedying the defects of the organ of and the beam at certain points where bending

hoiiring, but for assisting tho observer to of the timber is likely to occur. [Roof.]

collect feeble and distant sounds. (Moreland Trnst (Swed. trost, akin to troth, true, truce

;

On the Sj^eaking-Trumpdt 1671 ;
Chladni, Ger. treue, &c.). In Law, a term commonly

TraiUdn Gehler, PAyazAru/wcAcs IForter- used to designate any equitable right or inte-

buch^ art. ‘ Horrohr.’) rest as distinguished from a legal one
:
pro-

Trumpbt. a musical wind instrument, perl}^ that class of equitable rights supposed

usually made of brass, but sometimes of silver, to bo founded in the confidence placed by one

This instrument formerly jxissesBod but few party in another; the name truaiee denoting

notes; but in later times it has, by means of the person in whom confidence is placed, and
slides and keys, been vastly extended in its the term cestui que trusty signifying the person

inflexions. who trusts—in other woids, tho party who
Trumpet Flower. A name applied to enjoys a beneficial interest in the objects of

various large tubular flowers, as those of which the trustee has the legal property.

Big>wuiay TiComUy Catttipa, BruvsfelsiOy Sol- The origin of conveyances in tmst may be

andra, &c. traced to the fidei commissum of the Romans,
Trumpet Weed. The name ofa soa-weed, which was a gift by will to a person capable of

Eckkmia buccinafiSy belonging to the natural taking in trust for another who was incapable by
orvlcr LaminariaceWy and very common and the Roman law of taking such benefit, and whose
well known at the Cape of Good Hope. The claim under such gifts was for a long time pre-

stem is often twenty feet long, and is crowned carious and merely fiduciary, but came at length

at the top by a fan-shaped cluster of fronds, ten to be recognised and enforced by law. With us,

feet or more in length. The stem of this sea- in the same manner, the original motive for the

weed, says Dr. Harvey, whieh is hollow in the introduction of the fiduciary right, which was

upper portion, is when dried often used in the certainly borrowed from the Romans, was the

colony as a siphon, and by the native herdsmen wish to escape from the disabilities affecting

is formed into a trumpet fur collecting the certain persons, or bodies, or the liabilities

cattle in the evening. attached to property in its direct and simple

Truacute (Lat. truncates, maimed). In shape. Such was, in particular, the disability

Rotany, this term is applied to bodies which of corporations to purchase land
;
and on this

terminate very abruptly, as if a piece had been account, as it is commonly said, the ecclesiastics,

cut off; as the leaf of the tulip-tree. who were chiefly interested in this matter, in-

Titiikdle. In Mechanics, a pinion haring troduced this new species of property, whicli

its teeth formed of thick pins get in discs, other- w'as willingly recognised by the ch^cellors,

Fise called a lantern whed, or mdhioer, who were usually eralesiastics, and in other re-

•CaiwtM. Thecircular spects inclined to adopt the principles of the civil

part at the top, with holes for the reception of law. The clei^ were, however, soon themselves

,|he levers by which the apparatus is worked. deprived of the benefit of the invention, the

866



TRUST
duabilitv of corporations to take land being
extended by statute to the new right so created.

But there still remained many liabilities, aris-

ing from feudal tenure, incment to property

at common law ; such for instance, dower,
esch^t, wardship, restraint upon alienation by
will, which, it was desirable and possible either

to evade by this mode of conveyance in trust,

or to transfer to a quarter less likely to be
affected by them : and there were also many
modifications of property for the benefit of
families, which comd only be given in this man-
ner. It is said, further, that there were less

honest purposes, such as the defrauding bon4
fide purchasers by secret alienation, sought
to be attained by the same means. For
these, among other reasons, conveyances in

trust were still resorted to; and the Court
of Chancery, which had once, for whatever rea-

son, originally recognised, continued to enforce

them.
There were also two methods of creating a

trust, or rather raising a use, without an actual

conveyance : the one by agreement for money

;

the other by covenant imder seal in considera-

tion of near relationship.

The right so created was called indifferently

a trust or a use; more commonly the latter,

from the actual enjoyment of the rents and
profits annexed to it in equity. Indeed, the

benefit of the use or trust was, in the first in-

stance, confined to this; but the cestuis que
use, or parties beneficiall;; interested, soon

acquired the right of directing a conveyance
by the holders of the legal estate, technically

termed the feoffees to uses, and also of call-

ing upon them to use the legal title in their

defence in a court of common law. [Use.]

Several statutes were passed at different

times, giving to the owner of the use or trust

par^ legu rights, and- partially also sub-

jecting interests of that sort to leg^ liabilities,

before the celebrated statute, commonly called

the Statute of Uses, which was passed in the

twenty-seventh year of Henry VIII. The
general object of this statute, as stated in the

preamble, was to prevent those secret and
fraudulent transfers occasioned by the separa-

tion of the real from the apparent ownership,

and to restore those rights of the feudal lord,

and of the crown, which had been in a great

measure evaded by keeping the legal title

(to which alone they attached) in a course of

succession where it was unlikely to be forfeited

by treason, and where it was less frequently

subject, by descent to an infant heir, to the

buraen of wardship and relief. The general

effect of the statute, as stated in the title,

was the transferring or changing the use into

poBsessioD, i. e. annexing to Uie use the legal

right of possession, whereby the real owner

would be made maxiifest to all, and the real

ownership would become sulject to all the lia-

bilities incident to the legal title : in shor^ the

distinction between equitable and lepal rights

would be abolished, and the acb'ndication on

Idl questions of property, except in particular
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cases ofi^ud or accident, would be restored to
the courts of common law.

The statute, however, was so worded as not
to apply either to copyholds or leaseholds, nor
inde^ to personal property of any description,

which at that time was little thought of;

so that equitable rights in copyholds and
personalty remained as before, merely equit-

able; ana they arose again, very shortly after-

wards, in every species of real property, it

being held by the courts of common law that

only such uses or trusts •were executed and
transferred into possession by* the {^.tatute,

as were raised or declared Uj^on what was
before the statute the legal seisin or estate

;

BO that where a new legal estate taking effect

as such by virtue of the statute was created or
conveyed in trust, such trust-right, not being
within the purview of the statute, and not
being recognised by the courts of common law,
was adopt^ and enforced in equity, for reasons
altogether similar in kind to those which ori-

ginally led to the introduction of uses.

Hence a new system of equitable rights

grew up under the name of trusts, commen-
surate with the new system of legal rights or

uses (for the use henceforth denoted the legal

estate), created by the statute; and though
some of the peculiar advantages of the old

trust were, by the effect of the statute, trans-

ferred to the new legal ownership (such as

the capability of modification for the benefit

of different ppties upon different events), and
though the right of disposition by will was
shortly afterwards extended to it by special

statute, and though whatever advantages were
still possessed by the Irust, as a means of

evading the burdens of tenure or the other

liabilities now annexed to the use, were
gradually removed either by the abolition of
those burdens or the extension of those lia-

bilities, trusts still continued and continue to

be habitually resorted to for various purposes.
These are, generally, either to protect the
interests of married women and children, by
placing in the hands of trustees for them
the legal rights which they would be in-

capable of exercising ; or to secure the rights

of those in remainder, by severing from the
usufruct of property for a life the power of

discing of the ‘whole; or, lastly, the con-
venience of management where many parties
are interested in the same subject.

These observations can apply^ at least with
one or two exceptions, only to express trusts.

An express trust supposes a le^l transfer of
the property actually completed, and a decla-

ration in the same instarament^ or having refer-

ence to the same instmment^ of the trust upon
which the property so transferred is to be held;

and the ground upon which such trust rests is

the express confidence that is plftced in the
trustee by the person who transfers the pro-
perty to him, no consideration of money or
blood between the trustee and those for whom
he holds being reqnired as an inducement for

the interference of equity.
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TliUST

Trusts are most commonly ruised by marriage

Bottlements, or by will. [Sbtti-bmbnt.] The
usual trusts in the former case, as to real cstat<*,

are, iu the first place, for securing to the wife

payment of her pin money during marriage, and

of her jointure after the husband's death
;
then

for the raising the stipulated provisions for

younger children, and also for providing for

their maintenance during minority. Similar

trusts, also, are commonly raised iu wills, for

the maiiitonance or advancement und portion-

ing of children. In all such cases, the legal

rights vested iu the trustees most commonly
remain in their hands, as a means only of

compelling the pecson actually in possession

to discharge those claims subji ct to which he

holds his estate. But it is in regard to that

sort of personal property, the title to which,

or rather the power of conferang a title to

which, is annexed to the possession, either

from the nature of the thing itself, as in the

case of money, or for reasons of public con-

venience, as iu the case of stock in the funds

(a class of property over which the holder,

whether it be in trust or not, has by the regu-

lations of the Bank absolute power of aliena-

tion) and other similar invcstmcnis, sucli as

sliai’cs in public companies, &c., that the utility of

trusts is more particularly conspicuous. When-
ever it is sought to create in any such property

shifting or partial interests, nothing iu siieli

cases can secure future or conting(‘iit rights

from the dishonesty of the tenant for life or

partial owner but the intervention of trustees,

111 whose hands the whole legal interest, i.e.

the whole power of alienation, resides; and
though a similar danger is sometimes to be

apprehended even at their hands, yet their'

number itself, und the discretion that may
be exercised in their appointment, afford n

greater security than is to be found in tlio

integrity of a single individual.

Trustees are bound to act in strict accord-

ance with the terras of tlieir trust and the

rules of the Court of Chancery, and will

bo made answerable for the consequences of

any breach of trust, however innocent. They
are liable nob only f<jr such sums as they

actually have receiA'c-d, but for such also

as they might, but for Umir wilful neglect

or default, have received Where there are

several trustees, each is generally liable for his

own acts and receipts only
;
but where all con-

cur in empowering either one of themselves,

or a third party, to do or receive tliat which

ho could not do or receive but by virtue of

such authorisation, all are res];>onsible for his

acts and receipts under such joint authority.

It is the duty of trustees, besides being faith-

ful accountants, to apply and distribute rightly

the property with which they are intnistcS ac-

cording to the various rights of the parties

entitled to it; and th^ are liable for any mis-

application, arising either from ignorance of

facts whi^ ought to have known (i. e. might

by common diligence have known), or from igno-

rance of the laAF in any case, and thin although

TSOHUDIC LANGUAGES
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they may have acted in perfect good faith, and
in reliance on the opinion of eminent li^dl ad-

visers. The rights of trustees are confined to

the reimbursoment of their proper expenses
out of the trust property. An express trust

will not fail for the want of trustees
;
when)

none are nominated, the Court of Chancery
will take upon itself the appointment.

Iu tile case of vnvplvd or resulting trusts,

the confidence is not expressed, but implied by
courts of equity from the want of consideration

or motive apparent in such cases, to give awuy
the whole, or, as it may be, any part of tbo

beneficial interest. Such trusts arise, for iii-

stiince, upon the conveyance or transfer, by
deed or will, of property, real or personal, upon
soiiio trust expn’Ssly declared, which docs not

exhaust the whole beneficial interest, or ex-

pressly upon trust, though no trust be declared

;

in the first of which cases, the siii’idus of the

beneficial ownership, after satisfaction of tin-

express purpose or trust, and in the second

case, the whole of the ownership, results to

the party making such conveyance or transfer.

Trysail. A small gaff sail of strong or

storm canvas, sot in bad w( atber.

TrjtblngB. A division of countic-s iu*o

three parts, ascribed to Alfred. The woitl

survives iu the Ihdhxga of Yorkshire.

Taabalsm. [Sa-uxism.]

Taclieffkinite. [Tschewkixitk.]
Tsoliennlgite. A kind of ammonia-alum

found in the Brown-coal formation of Tscher-
mig in Bohemia.
Tscbowkinlte. An amoiqdious mineral of

a velvct-blnck colour found near Miask in tlu'

Ilmen mountains and in the granite of the

mountains of Siberia. It is composed chiefly

of silica, titanic acid, protoxide of iron, lime,

and the peroxides of cerium, lanthanium, and
didymium. Itis named after GeneralTschewkin.

TaoblmliauBeii's Transformation*
Tschirnhausen’s transformation of an algebraic

equation has for its object to cause the dis-

appearance of certain terms, and thus to

facilitate its solution. This is accomplished
by the introduction of a new unknown quantity

y connected with the x of the given equation,

say of the 7^*^ degree, by the relation

—

where (/<,, &c. are disposable coefficii'iifs.

The elimination of x between this and the
original equation leads to another in y of the
n*** degree. Tschimhausen published this

method in the Acta Erudiibrum of Leipzig
in 1083, and it has since been employetf by
numerous writers. Prof. Cayley, in Crellds
Journal, vol. Iviii. 1861, and in the ihiil. Trant^.

1862, has given the transformed equations for

cubic, quartic, and quintic equations.
Tsebadlo or Obudle l^aaguagoo* By

this name are known th<«e dialects of the
Finnic class, which are spoken by the Lajms,
Finns, and Goths, the other three branches
being the Ugric, Bulgaric, and Pcrmic. [Tu-
BANIAK LaNOUAOBS.]



TSEBAOTH
Tsebaotta. [Sabaotu.]
Tube (Lat. tubus). In Artilleryp a barrel

of quill, paper, or metal, driven ^th mealed
wder damped with methylated spirit, and
ving at the top a cup or head, varying in

form and nature. In the British service all

barrels of tubes are ^ inch in diameter, and
the vents in which they are placed £ inch. A
hollow is made down the middle of the compo-
sition, BO that its whole length may be ignited

at once, and the largo amount of gas thus
generate in a small channel acquires sufficient

force to fire the charge of powder in the gun.
There are several kinds of tubes in the service.

The common quUlt Butch, and common metal,
require to be firedby a portfire. The cross-headed

ov detonating is fired by a lock, the hummer
striking a crosspiece or snipe containing deto-

nating composition. The copper friction, for

land service, B,ii.dLquillfriction for naval service,

are fired by a lanyard, the hook of which is fixed

into a ring in a roughened friction bar, which
is then pulled through detonating composition

at the head of the tube. The galvanic and elec-

tric tuoos are fired by a galvanic battery or a
magnet respectively. The latter, which is now
used for tlio proof of guns, lias an ogg-shnpod
hc.id, containing two copper wires, to the

lower poles of which an explosive composition

is pressed. The tube is connected with the

magnet in a splinter-proof, by copper wires,

and when the current circulates from the

ma^iet, the spark ignites the explosive com-
position, and fires the tube.

Tube. In Botany, the part of a monosepal-
ous calyx, or monopetalous coiolTa, formed
by the union of the edges of the sepals or

petals. The same term is also applied to

adhesions of stamens.
Tube. A pipe or long hollow body. A

tube is generally understood to signify a hol-

low cylinder, but the cylindrical form is not

essential.

Tuber (Lat. an excrescence). In Botany,

any roundish underground succulent stc^m,

covered with buds, from which new plants or

tubers are produced ; as the potato. [Pno-

PAGATION OF PLANTS.]
Tubercle (Lat. tubcrculum, a small tuber),

A material which, deposited in various parts of
|

the body, destroys the tissues infested. When
the lung is attacked, tubercular pulmonarpr

consumption is the consequence; while, if

the brain or the abdomen be affected, we
have to fear the occurrence of water on the

brain (hydrocephalus) or of disease of the

mescntenc glands. Tubercle must be regarded

as the r^ult of a constitutional morbid state,

cither hereditary or acquired. The deposit of

tubercle appears to be determined by several

causes, such as mal-assimulation, bad diet,

deficient ventilation, &c. The latter cause is

regarded by a recent writer, Dr. MacCormac
{On Coneumption), as the great source of the

oviL He undertakes to prove, (1) that re-

breathed air induces tubercle, and (2) that no

other known cause induces it.
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Tubercle of Xiower. An eminence in the

tight auricle of the heart where tlie two venae

carte meet; it was first described by Richard
Lower, in 1665.

Tubercula Quadrlvemina (Lat.). Pour
white oval tubercles in the brain, two of which
are situated on each side, over the orifice of the

third ventricle and the aqueduct of Silvius.

The old anatomists called them nates and
testes.

Tubercule (Lat. tuberculum). In Botany,
a term applied to simple roots which acquire

a succulent condition, become reservoirs of

vegetable food, and serve for propagation in

consequence of being terminated by a bud. A
little tuber.

Tuberose. The fragrant-blossomcd Lilia-

ceous plant, called by botanists Bolianthes

tuherosa.

Tttbiooles (Lat. tubus, a tube, and colo, 1
inhabit). The name of an order of Anellidaus,
comprehending those which live in tubes, and
which are Cephalobranchiate

; also the name
of a family of Lamollibranchiate Acephalous
Molluscs, including those which have a tubu-
lar calcareous sheath in addition to the two
shelly valves.

Tubiooms (Lat. tubus, and cornu, a horn).

The name of a frmily of the order ofRuminants
comprehending those in which the horns are

composed of a horny axis covered with a horny
sheath. .

Tubifers (Lat. tubus, and fero, I bear).

The name given by Lamarck to an order of
the class Polypi, comprising those which are

united utou a common substance fixed at the

base, and the surface of which is wholly or par-

tially covered with retractile hollow tubes.

Tubingen Bobool. A name applied to

the theological writers belonging to the univer-

sity of Tubingen, whoso chief characteristic is

their opposition to all mystical or eu^meristic

interpretations of the various books of the Old
orNew Testament. Among the most Mominent
writers of this school are Strauss, Baur, and
Zeller. Of these, the first is the great antago-

nistic of the eudmetist or rationalistic method
of Dr. Paulus, who professed to account for all

miracles as exaggerated or distorted accounts

of ordinary events. This method he displaced

by the theory of the mythus, as furnishing the

materials for narratives which have grown up
round a nucleus which he allows to bo historical

;

but although the writers of this school may
on this theory of myths differ somewhat in

opinion, they all agree in excluding sentiment

and imagination from all attempts to determine

the character of the early Christian church or

the teaching of its Founder. (Mockay, The

Tubingen School and its Antecedents.)

Tubtporea (Lat. tubus, and porus, Gr.

ic6pQs, a passage or pore). The name of a
family of Zooph^s, comprehending those in

which the animals are isolated and contained

in elongated cylindrical calcareoufi cells, at-

tached bv their base, and strengthened by cross

l>ars at definite distances.



TUBULAR BRIDGE
Tabular Bridge. A bridge formed of u

great tube or hollow beam, through tho coulro

of which a roadway or railway passes. The
most remarkable bridge of this kind was de-

signed by Mr. Robert Stephenson for carrying

the Chester and Holyhead Railway over the

Menai Straits, for although the bridge since

eairied across the St. Lawrence is of much
creator total length, tlie width of each of its

constituent spans is less. Tho Menai bridge

consists of two rectangular tubes of wrought-

irou plates riveted together
;
one tube being for

the accommcklation of the up lino of rails, and
the other for the accomniodation of tho down line

of rails. A pier erected upon a rock in tho

middle of the straits divides each tube into two
spans of 4fi2 feet each, aiid there is also at each

t'lid a smaller tube of 2il0 feet span to serve as

iipprouches to the bridge. These several tubes

are joined together so as to form one long tube

for each line of rails of the total length of 1,524

feet.

Tho thickness of the central pier is 45 feet, of

the side piers 82 feet each, and the tube projects

17 fo(!t C inches over the masonry at each (mkI.

The bridge contains 9,480 tons of wrought iron,

1,088 tons of cast iron, and 1,500,000 cubic feet

of masonry. Tho lotil expense of its coii.struc-

tioii was 601,860/., of which the iron work cost

443,160/. and the masonry 158,700/. It was
commenced on the lOlh of August, 1847, was
linishod on the 6tli of March, 1850, and was
opened for traffic on the 1 8th of March, 1 850.

A similar bridge of one length of tube and of a

somewhat smaller span had been prcviou‘«ly

erected, under Mr. Stephenson's direction, over

tho river Conway on tho same line of railway.

This bridge was opened for traffic in 1818.

Historyof Ttthimr Bridges,—On tlie occasion

of an entertainment given at the opening of the

Conway bridge in 1848, Mr. Stephenson gave

an account of the circumstances which had b'd

to the conception of the plan of carrying a rail-

way over a river or chasm by employing as a

bridge a hollow beam or tunnel constnicted of

iron plates. About six or seven years before

he had been called upon to construct a bridge

on the Northern and Eastern Railway at Ware
under certain limitations imposed by Act of

Parliament which rendered bridges of the or-

dinary forms inapplicable; and he thcreu]Don

re.solved to employ malleable iron beams, by

tlie aid of which a cellular platform was made
which answered the exigencies of the occasion.

In this cellular platform, however, there does

not appear to have been much novelty of con-

ception, for it was merely an arrangement of

beams of the ordinary form of railway girders,

and the only peculiarity of these beams was

that they were made of wrought iron instead of

cast iron as had been the previous practice.

They were proportioned moreover in the same

manner as cast-iron beams—as will be seen

by flg. 1, yrhich is a cross section of one of

them—whereas it is now known that malleable

iron beams should have the top and bottom

flanges of about tho same dimensions. How-
870

ever, from tho suggestions of this structarcs

tho idea of a tiifmlar bridge first arose iu

Mr. Stephenson’s mind, and in

liis original conception he ap-

pears to haVO contemplated
the use of elliptical or cylin-

drical tubes supported by
chains. Mr. Stepiiensoifs en-

gagements did not permit him
to work out this idea, or to

put it into such a practical

form that he would have him-
self had confidence in carry-

ing it into execution. He
therefore delegated this task

to Iiis assistants, who, taking

up the idea where Mr. Stephenson had loft it,

pursuod the enrjuiry with great ardour and
.sagacity until they finally brought the idea into

the form in which it was carried into practical

effect.

Long before this time, however, a form of
bridge, much more nearly resembling that finally

adojited for crossing the Menai Straits than
jMr. Stejehenson’a cellular platform at Ware', or
oven than his snhseQUont eoneeption of an oval

or cylindrical tube supported by chain,s, had
been siiccesvfully introduced in Switzt rlnnd

;

but tho bridges which had been erected upon
this plan, instead of bt'ing made of wrought
iron, were constructed of timber. Tho first of

these bridges appears to have been erected over
the Rhino at Sebaffhausen by Jean Ulrieli

Grubenmann in 1757. It consisted of two
spans—tho one of 170 feet, and the other of

193 feet. In 1773 another bridge of a similar

construction was built by the same person over

the Limmat at Wettingen. The span of this

bridge was 390 feet. Fig. 2 is a section of this

bridge at the ends, and fig. 3 is a section at the

centre. It will be apparent from these figures

that this bridge is composed of a platform for

the roadway, two side frames of carpentry, and
a roof, so that it in fact constitutes a great

hollow timber beam of a nearly rectangular

form. These bridges were both burnt by the

French in 1799, after having remained in con-

stant use, the one for forty-two years and thu

other for twenty-one years. Amies, artilleiy,

and heavy weights, had passed over them m

i..
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safety, and they appear to have perfectly ful-

filled the purpose for which they were designed.

Each of the side frames was raised into its

place by means of powerful screw jacks resting

on piles.

Subsequently to this time, lattice timber
bridges came into considerable use in America.
These bridges consist of two or more great

frames of carpentry formed of planks or timbers

crossing one another diagonally, and bolted at

top and bottom to shelf pieces. The lower
shelf piece carries a platform which forms the*

roadway, and in some cases the top is also

covered with lattice work so as to convert the
bridge into a hollow lattice beam. In a few
cases these lattice bridges were formed of iron,

and in Boston there is an elliptical tubular

lattice bridge of iron of 120 feet span. This
bridge had been in use a few years before the

construction of that cellular platform at Ware
which Mr. Stephenson says first suggested to

his mind the idea of a tubular bridge. Lattice

bridges formed of bars of iron have of late

ears come into use in this country, and have
een very largely employed in India and other

countries possessing large rivers, over which
railways have to be carried. [Viaduct.] An
excellent example of a lattice bridge is the one
carried across tne Thames at Blackfriars for the

London, Chatham, and Dover Railway, and such

bridges are now generally preferred to tabular

bridges formed of iron plates.

Ill entering upon the consideration of the

best mode of carrying out Mr. Stephenson's

idea, it occurred to Mr. Fairbaim, upon whom
this responsibility now devolved, thi^ tbe most
juiBcious course would be to institute a series

of experiments to determine the breaking
weight of beams or tub^ of difiSnent forms,

with the view of sacertsiniug whatform of pihe

would reopncile the greatest amount ofstrong
with the least quantity of material, and ^so
what load a tube of a pven fom and of given

Tha thicknesa of the j^ea in theao eap^-
menta waa aaoertained Dj catting a •portion

of the plate into small pieces aM aorewing

these pieoea together in a vice. The collective

thiekneaa waa &n accurately meaaured, which

divided the number of pieeea gave the thick-

neaaofea^. It mpeaxaparabable that the whole

ofthetabeawoul^ve been broken bycompres-

sion, but&r theweakmung of thebottom caused

by the rivet hdea, which generally produced

frai^are bv extaanon in that part

The eiM» of the tubes wheore they rested upon
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dimensions could with safety sustain; these
experiments were accordingly instituted, and
they speedily furnished information of great
practical importance. It was very soon found
that oval and cylindrical tubes were not of so

eligible a form as rectangular ones
;
and it was

further found that in rectangular tubes the

strength should be chiefly concentrated at the

top and bottom, and in nearly equal proportions.

It also occurred to Mr. Fairbaim that it would
be advisable to make the top and bottom of the

tube of a cellular form, which would obviate the

necessity of using plates of such a thickness as

could not be so securely riveted. This con-
struction, it was anticipated, would also impart
greater stiffness to the structure, and render
the top less liable to buckle up when a heavy
strain was applied.

Exp&rt7nmta to determine the best Form of
Tube .—The first experiments were made upon
cylindrical tubes formed of iron plates, riveted
together like the chimney of a steamboaL The
tube experimented upon was laid horizontally
between two supports, and a small hole was cut
in the centre of its lower side to enable a rod
of iron to pass through

;
from this rod of iron

the weights employed to ascertain the strength
were suspended

;
around the hole a collar was

riveted so as to impart as much strength to

that part of the tube as before the perforation

had been made, and a cushion of hard wood 8
inches square was fitted to the interior of the
tube above the perforation. Through this piece

of wood the «>d which' carried the weights
ascended, and a cutter passing through the end
of the rod rested on a square plate of iron

superimposed upon the wo(^, so that from the
Wt^en cushion tlie whole weight depended.
Mait|r of the tubes gave way by tearing at the

riveting of the plates^ but some also broke
from the oompressioa at the top. The more
important reeults of these experiments are ex-

hibited in the following tables :

—

the supports had to be kept in shape circular

pieoea <» wood insarted ii^ them. Vnxea these

pieces of wood were withdrawn, the ends were
nattraed horiaontally. At the same time the

centre of the tube waa flattmied vertidd^ by
the action of the weight hanging at the uj^er
aide, and in looking endways at tha tube the
two sections made a apeciee of czosa—the ends
forming the horiaont^ part of the crosa^ and
the centre the vertical part
The following are the results of the experi-

ments made witii elliptical tubes :— >

Strength of Cgtmdrical Tubes wed as Beams.

NoBbworBxpcrlflMBk 1 s 8 4 8 6 7 8 9

xiiMwi eiMMtar . •

biwa lop-

ThiekMMoTptaM .

Owiddil—Ow. .

SrMktosvMi . .

bmIw bj pijjiwaw
m—uMbb . • >

17 ft.

(HMDS in.

I'OSlbi.
(hSSlB.
aodoibi^
C<»pNt.

•Ion

Uln.

17 a
O-WtUk.
107 Ibn
O'Win.
9.704 Ibn
Oomptoo-'
aon

min.
18 ft. 71 in.

0-181 In.

803 Ibn
1*90 In.

ll^.lbt.
Bstonikn

Itesia.

28ft.8|n.
00189 In.

834 ibn
0*56 In.
4,400 Ibi.

SsiHMton
M ilfiai

IS-IS In.

98ft 61a.
O'llSOla.
777 Ibn
I'lO to.

14.9401bi.
Bstamlon
atitna

94 la.

81 ft. 81 in.

Q-SMIn.
1.007 Ibn
OOS in.

9,740 Ibn
XntofMloa
tSfknu

M8in,

81'ft 9k la.

o’nsiii.

K340lbn
EnCMuloa
•trtvnu

94:9 In.

81 fti U In.

0'981n.
1,006 Ibn
O-Tbln.

10^840 llM.

SstoBiion
at rtvoti
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Sirenffth of Ellipiical Tubes used as Beams,

Numlxir cf Bsperlra«nt 1 a S 4 5 S

Majof K%it ....
Minor AxU ....
I.rnf^li tipperti . •

Tlilckniwx of plAtct .

of tnlio . . .

(ircat<*«t tk'HocIlon . . .

Itrcakln^ . . .

liroko by eoniiurcMiun or exten*

Ion

14 695 In.

U-25 In.

17 ft.

0 0416 in.

100 Ibi.

0-62 in.

2.100 lU.

Itoih

2X*C6tn.
13*50 iu.

24 ft.

01310 In.

708 ibi.

1 35 in.

17,070 IbA.

Extoniion

81 *25 in.

14185 In.

24 ft
0*0668 in.

557 IlM.

1

0*45 In.

1

7.7 14 Ibi.

CompreMlon

15 In.
0*75 in.

17 ft. 0 in.
0143 in.

.374 Ibi.

1*45 in.

15,400 Ibi.

Extoniion

12 ilk

7 -5 in.

IB ft 6 Ilk
00733 In.

252 Ibk
0*05 in.

0,867 Ibi.

ComprcMioD

IS In.

Bln.
18 ft G In.
0*064 in.

867 IbA.

1-14 in.

8,812 IbA.

Compnulon

Nos. 6 and 6 of the foregoing experiments

1 .' 4 F- r 1
made with simple ollip-

& *h
tubes, but the tube em-

ployed in No. 6 was an oUip-

liciil tube with a fin at the top

(fig. 4), and the tube employed
in No. 6 wslh more of a rect-

angular form wdth a fin at the top (fig. 5).

These top fins were not found to operate adran-
tageously, as they were thrown into compres-
sion before tlie strain came on the top of the

tubo itself, and the strength was thus over-

come in detail.

The most important of the experiments, liow-

ever, are those upon rectangular tubes, the
results of which are as follows :

—

Strenffth of Rectangular Tubes used as Beams,

No. of
Exitcrlmont

1 3 3 4 5 0 7 8

Form of 11D 1minCroBi Section 1nU1 n
Top OAnRO, inehet
itnttom flADfic, In.

lion, Inrher .

I.cniith betwotn
iupporti . .

Wi'ttfbt of tube .

Omtoit deflection
MroAklng weight
Itroke byconiproA.
lou or extcmlen

12 by *075
12 by *0743
0 6 by 0745

17 ft 6 In.

203 ibi.

1 12 In
S.7S8lb*.

CompreMlon

12 by *757
18 by *142

9 -6 by -0757

17 ft. 6 in.

255 Ibi.

0*04 in.

S,7H8 Ibi
(3einprmlQn

18 by ’142
12 by *0757
9 0 by *0757

17 ft 6 in.

255 »M.
188 In.

T.148 Ibc
Bxtrmton At

rl«««A

12 by *149
12 by 269

18*25 by 0*591

17 ft. 8 In.
517 IbA.
1*03 in.
6,812 Ibi.

Cooittreiikitt

12 by -269
12 by *149

18*25 by *0594

17 ft. C in
517 Ibi.

llSin.
12,tK81lii.
Coai|weMiAii

6 by *260
10 by *260
15 by *131

84 ft.

788 Ibi.

a 66 In.
l7.«X>lbA.
CSMpreA-

•iim

10 by '260
Oby-aOO
15 by *131

24ft.
788 IbA
2‘.S8 in.

I5,920tbi.

8 Flam *115 each
'180

15-40 by 0*70

79 ft
MOlbt.
1*59 In.

S2.460 Ibt.

CemjnwiflB

These experiments, with a few others of a

similar duiracter, which it would be needless to

rocapitulato, having been concluded, Mr. Fair-*

bairn directed his attention to tho detornfination

of tho proportions which it would bo proper to

adopt for the tubular bridges which it was pro-

posed to construct. It was made very clear

from tho experiments that tho rectangular

form was tho best, and that the strength should

bo concentrated chiefly at tho top and bottom

of the tube, where the extending and compress-

ing forces would' act with greatest eneigy, and
where they must be met. The proportion of the

sectional area of the top to that of tho bottom

to give the maximum strength, was also found

to be as 5 to 3 in the case of thin rectangular

tubes. It was also made clear that the strength

of a tubular beam would be increased if the

buckling or crumpling up of the top side could

be prevented; and it was known, from previous

experiments of JBIr. Hodgkinson upon cast-iron

pillars, that a given i^nantity of metal would
better resist compression if disposed in a tu-

bular form than if disposed in any other form.

Hence it occurred to Mr, Fairbaim, that the

compressing strain upon the top of the tube

woutd be more effectually counteracted by dis-

posing the metal is the form of longitudinal

tubes than ^ discing it in the form of a

flat plate, llie tube with the corrugated top,

t('sted in the eighth experiment u]?on rectangu-
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lar tubes, was made in pursuance of this idea,

but eventually it was determined to form the

top of the bridge of a series of parallel rect-.m-

gular tubes or cells, chiefly because that form
was more convenient in construction, and bettor

admitted of painting and repairs. Tho bottom
of the tube it was considered advisable to make
in the same fashion

;
and these points being

settled, a model tubo was constructed, which
was nearly identical “with one of the tubes

of tho intended bridge in everything but
size. The model tube was 78 feet long, and
75 feet between the supports; 4 feet inches

deep at the middle, and 4 feet f inch deep at

the ends. It was 2 feet 8 inches wide in tho
body ; but the cellular top was somewhat wider,

being 2 feet 11J inches wide, and the bottom,

which was not cellular, but consisted of a flat

plate, was of the same width as the top. The
cellular top was composed of six longitudinal

channels, formed by seven vertical plates 6^
inches deep running longitudinally from end to

end of the tube, and having a plate above and
another below them extending through the

whole length and breadth of the top. The
thicknessm the plato of the bottom of the model
tube was *156 inches, of the sides *099 inches,

and of the top *147 inches. The sectional area
of the top WHS 24*024 square inches, of the

sides 9 square inches, and of the bottom 8*8

square inches. The weight of the tube was
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4-86 tons. Its idtimate deflection was 4 375
inches, and its breaking weight 36J tons. The
tube gave waj bj tearing asunder at the
bottom.
The top plates of the tube haTing been made

a little thii^er than was intended, two strips of

plate 20 feet long, 6} inches wide, ^ of an inch

thick, and weighing about 4 cwt, were riveted

along the botiom of the tube at the centre part.

The ultimate Reflection then became 4*1 1 inches,

and the breaking weight 48*3 tons. In this

experiment the tube got out of shape and
collapsed. To obviate this evil for the future,

vortical ribs of angle iron were riveted along
the sides of the tube internally, at distances of

2 feet apart, and the tube having been repaired,

was again subjected to experiment The ulti-

mate deflection was now found to be 6*68 inches,

and the breaking weight 66*3 tons. As, how-
ever, in this experiment the fracture occurred,

not at the centre of the tube, but at some dis-

tance to one side, where the plates were weak,

a final experiment was made with the plates

decreasing in thickness from the middle accord-

ing to the proper law. The tube then broke

by compression of the cellular top with a weight

of 86i tons.

Mode of DeUrmining the Dimensions •proper

for the Menai and Conway Bridges .—The
strength of any beam larger or smaller than a

beam of any given size, but which is increased

or diminished proportionally, varies as the

square of the alteration of its linear dimensions,

or more nearly as the l*9th power in the case

of tubular beams, whereas the weight varies as

the cube of any linear dimension. A beam,

therefore, of twice the length, depth, and thick-

iless of any given beam, will be about four

times as strong and eight times as heavy.

Taking the wei^t of the motjel tube upon which

the foregoing experiments were made at 6 tons,

the distance between the supports at 7d feet,

and the breaking weight of the tube at 60 tons,

Mr. Fairbaim c^culated that a tube of 400 feet

span, such as vras intended to cariy the railway

over the Conway river, would bear s load of

1,704 tons exclusive of its own weight For
since the span of 400 feet is 5*33 times greater

than that of the model tube, then 6'33> x 60«i

1,704 tons, and the wdght of the tube will be
5*33* X 6 « 906 tons. Mow, a given load dis-

tributed equally over a beam produces nearly

the same strain upon it as halfthe load applied

at its centre, or more correctly the ratio is as

5 to 8. Taking the half of 906 or 453 from

1,704, we have 1,251 tons as the actual loiid

which Mr. Fairbaim considered that the tube

woidd bear exclusive of its own weight.

Mode of Computation hy HodgkinsoiCe For-

mulafor Chs^-tron Beams.—'Some years before

the formation of the Britannia and Conway
bridges, Mr. Hodgkinson had ascertained the

form of casMron beams which gave the greatest

strength with the least matenal; and by the

formula derived by Mr. Hodgkinson fmm these

experiments, Mr. Fairbaim concluded that the

m^el tube would bear about 20 tons if it
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were of cast iron. But it actually bore 56*3

tons in one of the experiments of which the
result was not the best; and introducing this

correction into the formula, it appeared that

a tube six times larger than the model tube,

and therefore of 450 feet span, 27 feet deep,

and with 460*8 square inches of sectional

area of iron at the bottom, would bear 2,018

tons exclusive ' of the weight of the tube it-

self. The results obtained by calculating the

strengths as the squares, and the weights as

the cubes of the dimensions, do not differ

materially from the foregoing; and Mr. Ste-

phenson calculated that a tube of 462 feet span,

31 feet deep, and 460 square inches of area

at the bottom, would bear 2,469 tons ; thus,

supposing the tube to weigh 1,200 tons, the

breaking weight, when the load was applied

at the middle, would be 1,869 tons, exclusive

of the weight of the tube itself. Now, a tube
which will carry 1,869 tons at the centre, ex-

clusive of its own weight, will, he reckon#*d,

carry about twice this amount, or 3,738 tons,

equally distributed over it, exclusive of its

own weight
;
and taking the maximum load to

which the bridge would be subjected at one
ton per lineal foot, it followed that the bridge,

when thus proportioned, would bear eight

times the load that could ever be put upon
it. One of the tubes of the Conway brjdge

when completed was tested in the same
manner as the model tube, by placing weights
upon it and observing the deflections. The
result was found to confirm the accuracy of
the deductions derived from the experiments

upon the model tube. The law followed by
the deflections appeared to show that the tubo

would sustain a load of 2,200 tons equally

distributed over it, and exclusive of its own
weight, before it broke, and that the ultimate

deflection would be 30 inches.

Mr, Hodgkinson*8 Experiments,— Besides
the experiments made by Mr. Fairbaim, • a
nqmber of experiments upon tubular boams
was made by Mr. Hodgkinson, at Mr. Ste-

phenson's desire, and from these experimenta
results were obtained of great interest in a
sdentifle point of view. Mr. Hodgkinson
found tliat the strength of tnbes to resist

compression varied g^atly with the ^clmess
of the metal of wUch they were composed.
Thus, when the plates composing a tube, com-
pressed in the manner of a pilkr, were *525,

*272, and *124 inch, the resistances per square
inch of section were 19*17, 14*47, and 7*47

tons respectively. Mr. Hodgkinson also found
that the power of plates to resist compression
varied as the cube, or, more nearly, as the
2*878 power of their thickness. Bie further
found that long-continued impact upon a
tubular beam .of small dze, producing a de-
flection of less than ona4fth of what would be
reqmred to injure the tube by pressure, was,
completely destructive of the riveting. In
law bridges, however, the inertia of the mass
wiu, by resisting the effect of impact, prevent
any such iiRunous effect from taking place.
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He also determined, experimentally, that the

strength o£ similar tabular beams was as the

i'9th power of their linear dimensions. Mr.
Hod^cinson further made a series of experi-

ments to ascertain if the thickness of the plates

of a tubnlar bridge might be diminished to-

wards the ends, as indicated by theory, and he
found that such was the case. The thickness

of the plates of the top, bottom, and sides, at

any point, was therefore made in the proportion

of the rectangle of the segments into which
the distance between the supports of the tube

was divided at that point, the tube itself being

of uniform dimensions throughout; but at

and near the supports the thii^ness was half

that of the midcUe. A further experiment was
made to ascertain how far it might be advan-

tageous to stiffen tubular beams with cast iron

applied at the top, and it was found that 10

square inches area of cross section of cast iron

at the top of the beam balanced 21 square

inches of cross section of malleable iron at the

bottom of the beam, proving that the cast iron

would resist compression more efficiently than

the wrought. These investigations, however,

though highly important, did not materially

influence the configuration of the Conway and
Menai bridges, the proportions of which were
mainly settled by Mr.Fairbaim from his experi-

ments upon the model tube already described.

Experiments were also made, both %Mr. Fair-

baim and Mr. Hodgkinson, to determine the

strength of tubular beams when laid upon
their sides. The purpose of this investigation

was to determine the lateral strength to resist

storms blowing on the side of the tube, and it

was found that the proportions and strengths

proper for resisting the vertical strains would
also g^ive a lateral strength more than sufficient

to withstand any stonu to which the tube could

be exposed.

Compftratiw SHrainM eau$ed bjf Stationary

anA Mutiny Loada,— In pnopordmiing ixmr

beasM or girders to hsar any given lo^ the

'

prevailing practice among sngtneeni has hme-
toforebew to give a Btoength dsqnate to cany
three times the load, if load be stationary,

and twics that strength, or a strength adequate

to cany six timM toe load, if the load he a
moving sma When the Conway and Menai
l«id|Mvmfaeoinstructed, the pmiseefl^pro-
dnesdupen imii bridges by shifting pressures,

vtbinltonn, and concussions consequent upon
the paamgo oi a railway train, was by no means
aocnsiato^ known; but since that lime those

ndattena hove be^ investigated by a com-
miasiem amsutsd tor the pui|>ose, and it was
one of thenr Ihnctions to ascertain what increase

of toe statical pressure upon an iron beam or

bridge would oeeasioB tm same strain as a

given velocity of the load. It is clear that,

tofs rdbtSoh onee determined, the statical pres-

sure m all that haa hmefortii to be considered,

and toe quesridn ci the atrengto proper tor all

kin^ of constoiietiona toconsequently narrowed

to toe determination of the strength neoessaiy

to witostand a certain statical straio, which is
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greater iu an ascertained proportion than that

due to the intended maximum load.

Sffect of Momentum on the Deflection of a
Beam,—If a load be placed upon any long or
slender beam propped up in the middle, and
toe prop be snddenly withdrawn so as to allow
deflection to take place, it to clear that the de-

flection must be greater than if the load bad
been gradually applied. For the momentum of

the weighty and luso of the beam itself, falling

through the space through which it has been
deflected, has necessarily to be counteracted by
the elasticity of the beam ; and the beam will

therefore be bent momentarily to a greater
extent than that which is due to the load, and
aftei' a few vibrations up and down it will

finally settle at that point of deflection which
the load properly occasions. It is obvious that

such a beam must be strong enough to sustain

not merely the pressure due to the load, but also

the accession of pressure due to the counter-

acted momentum of the load, and of the beam
itself ; and this increased strain is produced in

the case of all beams to which a deflecting

weight is applied, but is most material in those

in which a large and rapid deflection takes

place. A rapid deflection increases the amount
of the deflection as well as the amount of the

strain, as is seen in the cylinder cover of a

Cornish pumping-engine, into which the stejim

is suddenly admitted, and in which the mo-
mentum of the particles of the metal put into

motion increases the deflection to an extent

which the mere pressure of the steam conld not

produce.

£flect ofDeflection on theAmount and Position

of the Strain .—If a railway train moving at a
high rate of speed be made to descend a steep

declivity, the pressure of the wheels upon the

rails will obviously be diminished
; ana if the

motion of the tram be supposed to be very

rapid and the declivity very great, the wheels

ww leave the rails altogether, and the train

will advanoe after the fSashion of a projectile.

In like manner, if a rapid tmin aseeii& a steep

aeeKvity, tbs prsasme of the wheels upon tbs

ra^ will be inereased. Now, a beam bant by
a passiiig traia forms both a tolling and rising

plane, aM on toe first half of the beam the

strain will be less than tost which to due to toe

load, and on the second half of tbs beam toe
strain will be greater than that which to due to
the load. The maximum strain thmfore, and
consequently the maximum deflection, will not

be at the centre of the beam, but at a pennt

somewhere between the middle and one end.

In order to remedy this inconvenienee, the

beams of a railway bridge should be made
with a slight rise in the centre, so as to form
a strai^t line when deflected by a passing

train.

£enp of the increated Strain eonsequ^ apoa
ton.—The momentum ofany movtoiffmy

being i^oportional to the square of its v&sity,
it fiSlows that in the case of a railway tram
deflected either sideways or upwaids by a curve

or incline, the strain will be proportioned to
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the square of the amount of motion in a new
direction given in any specified time

; or with
any given velocity of the train the strain will

be proportional to the square of the amount of
the deflection which takes place from a perpen-
dicular or horizontal plane in any given distance

along the line.

Effect of the Inertia of Beams.—The mass of

matter in a beam first resists deflection by its

inertia, and then promotes deflection by its

momentum
; but whether in practical cases

increased mass without reference to strength

or weight will, upon the whole, increase or di-

minish deflection, will very much depend upon
the magnitude of the mass, relatively with the

magnitude of the deflecting pressure and the

rapidity with which that pressure is applied and
removed. Thus, if a force or weight be very
suddenly applied to the middle of a ponderous
beam and then be as suddenly withdrawn, the

inertia of the beam will, as in the case of a

collision of bodies, tend to resist the force, and
thus obviate deflection to a considerable extent;

but if the pressure be so long continued as to

produce the amount of deflection due to the

force, the effect of the inertia in that case will

bo to increase the deflection. The mass must,

under such circumstances, move through a space

oqual to the deflection, a momentum having
boon thus acquired which will afterwards ex-

pend itself in increasing the deflection. By
far the severest strains, however, to which
railway structures are habitually exposed arise

from the jerks and concussions caused by the

imperfect junctions of the rails at the ends, or

other similar irregularities of surface, and a

liirge amount of inertia in a beam will enable

it to withstand such shocks much better than

it could otherwise do. A large inertia compels

the train to deviate from the horizontal plane

to an extent answerable to the difference of

weight of the striking and stricken bodies, so

that if the bridge be heavy, it will, under such

circumstances, bo less deflected, and conse-

quently will suffer a less serious strain.

Law ofthe ElasticityofIron Beams.—A bar of

iron is usually regarded as a very stiff spiral

spring, and it is supposed that it will be com-

pressed or extended equally by equal increments

of pressure. This law, however, though nearly

true for malleable iron, b not true for cast iron.

The compressions and extensions of a bar of

cast iron one inch square, and of any length,

were found by Mr. Hodgkinson to be repre-

sented by the following formulae :

—

For the€xten8ion,w=18934040^- 290743200

For the oomprea8loD,»»12931560^- 022979200

Here to is the weight in pounds acting upon the

bar, e the extension, d the compression in inches,

and I the length of the bar in inches. Iron

beams alternately deflected and released will be

broken in time with amuch less strain than that

which is necessary to produce speedy fracture.

Thus it has been found experimentally, that
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cast-iron beams deflected by a revolving cam to

only half the extent due to their breaking
weight will, in no case, withstand 4,000 suc-

cessive deflections; but 4,000 successive de-

flections through one-third of the distance due
to their breaking weight may be incurred with-

out visible injury. Looking, however, to the

various jolts, vibrations, and concussions to

which railway structures are exposed, it does not
appear that even a strength answering to six

times the breaking weight gives an adequate
margin for safety in the ca9e of cast-iron beams.

Proportions to be observed in the Construction

of Tuiidar Bridges.—The sectional area of the
bottom of a tubular bridge of wroiight-iron

plates should be to the sectional area of the
top as 11 to 12. The breaking weight is then
found by multiplying the total area by the
depth, by a constant (80), and dividing by the
length. The depth of tubular beams of 160
feet span should be about of the span, and
the depth of tubular beams of 300 feet span
should be about of the span. These rules

arc empirical, but they arc a near approximation
\jO the most approved practice of the present
time.

Description of the Britannia and Conway
Tabular Bridges.—^Having now indicated the
manner in which the proportions and con-
figuration of these bridges were arrived at, and
having further pointed out the considerations

which should influence the design of all railway
bridges composed of iron beams, whatever be
the subordinate features of their construction,

it will be proper to describe briefly the more
important features of the Britannia and Conway
bridges as they at present stand. The annexed

Fig. 6.

figure represents a portion of one of the tubes

sben in perspective. There are two tubes in

each brioge, one for the accommodation of the

up line, and the other for the accommodation
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of the down line. Each tube is rectangular,

formed of plates of iron riveted together, and
with riba to support the sides, like the ribs of

a sliip. The most remarkiible feature of the

construction, however, is the celluUr top and
bottom. In all beams which have to be loaded

in the centre, it is proper to concentrate the

strength as much as possible upon the edges

of the beam, or at the top and bottom
;
and

in the case of these bridges this is done by
building upon the top and bottom a number of

square pipes or pillars joined laterally together

and *running from end to end of the bridge.

The upper pipes sustain a force of compression,

the lower of extension
;
and the function of the

sides of the tube is merely to keep these com-
’ Xdg. 7. binations for meeting compression and

I extension in their proper places. The

||
sectional area of the top and bottom of

the tubes may easily bo computed by

m taking the width of each tube, which
hK is 14 foot 8 inches, and the th^cklle^6

of the plates
;
but in the model tube,

P

wliich gave the best results, the sectional

ar(«i of the top was to that of the bottom
as 24 to 22, and this is the proportion

commonly employed. TJiere are eight

cells or pipes composing the cellular top,

each 1 foot 9 inches square. The plates

composing the top of the Britannia bridge

are at the middle of the bridge, and

] 5 at the ends of the bridge. The ends of

the plates are carefully abutted together,

and strips of iron are riveted over the

joints. The bottom is composed of six

cells or pipes, each 2 feet 4 inches by 1

foot 9 inches ;
and the upper and lower

platforms, by thti introduction of parti-

tions between which the cells are con-

stituted, consist each tf a double thick-

ness of plates so arranged that the (md
of each plate comes to the centre of the

other, as sliowm in the accompanying
figure. A small plate covers each joint,

and as it was important not to weaken
the bottom of the tube by Uio rivet

holes running across it, the rivets are

arranged in longitudinal rows, each a

considerable .distance from the other,

and they act as cogs or steady pins in

keeping the plates together. By this expedient

thelongitudinal cohesion of the bottom is better

maintained; and the strengtli of each tube

approximates to what it would be if formed out

of a solid piece of iron, instead of being built

up of riveted plates. The thickness ofthe plates

forming the upper and lower platforms of the

bqttom is at the middle of the tube, and ^ j

at the ends. The vertical plates are at the,

middle, and /a at the ends. The sides of tbo

weight, they require to bo made very strong and
*tifF to retain tnera in shape. To impart in-

creased stiffness at the ends of the tubes,

Strong cast-iron frames arc introduced within
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I
them, and an arrangement of rollers is pin

i
beneath tlie ends of th<j tiibi-s to enable the

metal of the tubes to expand or contract wit li

changes of ternpernture.

I

The tubes of each bridge were built in tlie

I

same manner as an iron ship, adjacent to the

place where they had to be erected. A wooden

I

platform or quay was erc'cted upon the shore,

\

upon which a tube was built, and stone sup-

I

ports were subsequently erected at the ends,

I

upon which the tube when comphded was made

j

to rest. The timber platform was then cleaved

away so as to enable a number of boats or

:
pontoons to be floated beneath the tube, and

I

these rising with the tide lifted the tube. The
' floating mass was then drawn by ropes across

the stream, and the ends of the tubes were

,

rested in shelves left in the masonry of tin?

piers, by which the tube had to bo sustaiiud.

i

On the tops of the piers hydraulic presses w'ere

set, from which chains descended to Ihe ends
' of the tube, and by putting these livdiauJic

; ])ressos into operation the tube was r.iisetl iij»

a small distance, and so soon ns it was raised
' sufficiently above tlie shelf the intervening

'space was bnilt up Another lift was then

;

taken, and so on, the masonry following up the

j
tube as it ascended, until it reaehed the level

I

of the top of the piers. In the Brilaiinia

j

bridge th(*ro are four spans
;
and the tubes of

each span are joined together at the ends, so

as to form one long tube for each liii(‘ of r.iil-

M'ay. Tho effect of tlms joining the ends of

tho tubes is virtually to diminish the Sjuiu, for

the tube takes a contrary flexure where it

passes over tho piers, and if a line be draivn

down the side of the tube wdiere these con-

trary flexures meet, it will be found that the,

tulx' might be cut thrungli that line without

weakening it at all.

(Jh-pstow and Saltash Tubular Bridges .

—

Tubular bridges of a construction very dillerent

from that of the Conway and Britannia bridges

Imve been erected by Mr. Brunei, for carrying

the South Wales Railway over the riv<T Wye,
at Chepstow', and also at Saltash. These
bridges have a nearer resemblance to a sus-

pension bridge than to a hollow beam
;
but

instead of the heads of the towers being tied

baek by chains, as is usual in suspmision

bridges, they are kept asunder by cyliiidn'cal

struts of wrought iron, and rods descend from
the* tops of the towers, which are also of iron,

to support tho platform of tho bridge. [Vi\-

iiucT.] The limits of this article, however,

leave no room for any detailed descrijitioii

of these and other tubular bridges wliich hi

bemi constructed since the Conway and Mcnai
lirldges were projected. (For further informa-

tion on the subject, scoMr. Fairbairn’s Account

of the. Construction of the Britannia and Cmi-

fvag Tubular Bridges, and the Ileport of the

Commission appointed to inquire into the AppU-
cation ofIron in Bailway Stntetures; Jeaffireson

and Pole, Life of Robert Stephenson, vol. ii.)

Tubular Surface. In Geometry, the

envelope of a sphere of constant riidius whose
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centre describes a given enrve—the axis of tlui

'

iiiht. These surfaces have been most instruc-

tively treated by Mongo in his AfyUcation
de IAnalyse d la Geometric, Two successive

geneiTitiiig spheres intersect in a circle, of the

same diameter as the sphere, whose plane is I

normal to the axis. The surface itself may I

be considered as the loctis of this circle, which

by Mongo is termed the characteristic, [Cha-
UACTEitisTic OF AN Envet.ope.] The Buceessivo

characteristics by their intorsoction form an
j

edge of regressioyi or cuspidal edge on the siir-

1

face. If x=rf{a\ y = </>(a), a'B»i|/(a) be the,

equations of the axis, and a bo the radius of

tlio generating sphere, the equation of the latter

in one of its positions, indi\ndualised by the

parameter o^.will bo

= [ar-/(o)]» + [3^-^(a)P
4 Li--i(.(a)]2-a*= 0,

name for the riier Tweed, in the New Red
Sandstone of whose banks the mineral is

found.

Tnfo (Ital. tufo, porous ground). A name
applied in Italy to certain porous loose rocks,

sometimes consisting chiefly of calcareous mat-
ter deposited from water containing much car-

bonate of lime in solution, and sometimes of

fine powdery volcanic dust cemented more or
loss completely by the infiltration of water, but
generally loose and spongy. This dust con-

sists of material erupted from volcanoes, and
under the microscope has sometimes been

found to contain large quantities of the sili-

cions cases of infusoria.

The first-named variety is called calcareous

tufa, the last-named volcanic tufa or tuff.

Volcanic Tufa is the material under which
Pompon was buried. Similar materials have
been deposited in places where there are no

and the equation of the tubular surface will

roMilt from tho ehriiination of a between th(^

equations F^O and -^ = 0
,
which two equa-

tions, in fact, represent the characteristic cor-

res]iondmg to tho value of o. The equations

<jt the ( uspidal edge arc obtained by ehnniialing

a between b 0
,

-
7
— = fl, and -

, -» = 0 . 1' or
* da do^

further details the reader is referred to Mongo’s

work.

other indicat ions of volcanic action, and occur

among rocks of all ages.

Ciilearoons Tufa when consolidated passes

into Travi'rtine.

Tuff. (Tin A.]

Tug. A si lip nsi'd for tho purpose of tow-
ing other vessels.

Tugendbund (Oor. union of virtue). A
patriotic association formed in Prussia after

the treaty of Tilsit m 1807. Its object was to

prep.ire the people of that country by moral
I instruction and discipline for better times. It

Tubularla. Tho name of a genus of was abolished at the instigation of the French

;

ForailiiU'S with simple or hraiiehed horny but its spirit survived, and it had great effect

lubes, from tJi« extreniitie.s of which the in promoting tho national war against Napoleon
polypes are protruded: these have two rows in IHl.'b

of teiitaoles, of which the external is expanded Tulsco. [Tyti-I

in a radiated manner, tho internal one being Tulip-tree. The common name for the

raised into a tuft. ' North American Liriodendron iuUpifera.

Tubulibrancbtans. The name of an Tulip-wood. The striped rose-coloured

order of hermaphrodite gastropodous Molluscs, wood of Physocalyimna floribunda.

comprehending tho.se wdiich have tho shell in Tulipa (Pors. thoulyban, a (urban), A
the form of a more or less irregular tube in genus of consisting entirely of bulbous

which the branchiee are lodged. plaiitB. T. Gisneriana^ tho Tulip of gardens,

Tubulloolea. Polypes d Tuyaii-x. A name has been a fixvoiirite object of the florist’s care

apjilied by Cuvier to a family of Polypes, in- for llireo centuries, tresner, who first made
eluding those which inhabit tubes of which the it known by a botanical description and figure,

axis IS traversed by the gelatinous flesh, and saw it in a.d. 1569 at Augsburg, the seeds

w'hieli are open at tiie summits or sides to give having been brought from tho Levant. It was
passage to tho digestive sacs and prehensile at that time known in Italy under the name of

mouths of the polypes. Udipa^ given to it on account of its resembling

TubullfloroD (Lat, tubus, and flos, a flower), a turban, tnlbc^it. In the middle of tho seven-

Oue of the three large suborders into wliich Do teeiith century, Tulips became the object of an
Candolle divides the Compcsitee, It comprises unprecedonted trade, by wliich their price rose

tho CorymUfereB and CynarociphaUe of Jussieu, above that of the most precious metals. The
including those Composite plants which have high prices paid for bulbs, amounting in some
all or at Iciust the central florets of each head instances to 2,600 and even 4,600 florins, did

regular and tubular. not, however, represent the estimated value of

Tuoan. [Ramphastos.] a root, since these large sums often changed

Tuesday. Jii the Calendar, tho third day of hands without any tran.sfer of property. Bulbs

the week, named after tho god Tuiseo
;
whence were bought and sold without being seen, and

the astronomical symbol is the same as that oven without being in existence. The tulip

for the planet Mars. [Tyu.] is still extensively cultivatofl, there being many
TueMte. An amorphous mineral of a hundreds of named varieties,

bluish or milk-white colour, and closely allied TuIUub, Servlus. [Skrvivs TtiLuns.]

to Halloysite, China Clay, vind Lithoniargo. Tumble Home. The term describing Uie

The name is derived from Tuesa, the Latin falling or bending inwards of the upper timbers
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TUMBREL TUNNEL
of tJio ship's side. It is the functkm of the Tankers. [Buktxess.]

beams to counteract this tendency. Tunnel (Ger.; Fr. tonnello). A horizontal
Tumbrel (hr. tombereau). A cohered cart perforation in the earth, usually made to conduct

employed to vcouvgr ammunition, the tools of a railway or canal through a mountain or other
miners, pioneers, &c. The term is now almost ehirated ground, or under a river or other
obsolete. tract of water which cannot conveniently bo
Tumuli. [Babuows.] bridged. One of the most interesting works
Tun (A.-Sax. tunna). A measure of onna- of this kind is the tunnel carried under th<*

city. The English tun oontains gallons,

or 4 hogsheads. [Ton.]

Tune (Ital. tuouo, Fr. ton. Or. ^4Wr, from
refi'ct), io strttek, akin to thunderV in Music, a
tuiio signifies an air or melody, in other words,

it is a certain succession of different single

sounds arranged according to art. The woixl

also refers to accuracy of intonation
;
a voice or

instrument is said to be in tnne whoa all its

notes are correedy intoned, and mit of tunr

when they are mtonod ineorreetly. To tame an
instrument is to adjuf^ its firings or other

sounding elements so as to give correct intona-

tion, or make it play in tunc.

Tuuytateu. Compounds of tun(jstic acid.

Muslin and similar textures imbued with a

solution of tungstate of soda are to a great

extent rendered incombustibla.

Tungstea (Swed. tung stf^, hcavtf efane).

The ores of this metal are the native tiuigstatc

of lime, and the tungstate of iron and maug:i-

nese; the latter mineral is known under the

name of Wolfram. Tungsten is a white, hard,

and brittle metal, very difficult of fusion, and
having the high specific gravity of 1 7 *4

. Heated
to redness in the open air, it burns into Llie

peroxide, or tungstic acid. The atomic w'cight

of tungsten is 92, and the tungstic acid consists

of 1 atom of metal and 3 atoms of oxygen
(8x3 = 24), and is roprosonted by the eipii-

valent lid. This metal is sometimes called

Wolframium. It is generally represented by
the symbol W.

It forms two oxides: binoxide WO^ and ter-

oxide or anhydrous tungstic acid WO.-,
;
an

oxychloride WOuCl" two sulphides W.Sg and

WS,
;
and two phosphides W3P3 and 'W4P.

[Wolfram.]
Tunic (Lat. tunica). A garment worn by

the ancient Romans of both sexes, under the

Toga and next to the skin. It was generally

of wool, of a white colour, and it reached below

the knee. The senators wore their tunics with

a broad stripe of purple sewn on the breast

;

the equites had narrow stripes : hence the

epithets laticlavii and anguaticlavii, applied

respectively to these ordsrs.

Tanicartes (Lat. tunica). The name of a

class of Acephalous Molluscs, comprehending

those in which the exterior covering is uncalci-

fled, soft, and elastic : it is equivalent to the

Aecidies of Savigny, and the AcepheUes sans

(kguilks of Cuvier.

The following is the modem classification :

—

Order: Saocobranchiata,

Fam.: Boti^llidse, Clavellinse, Ascidiadss,

Pc^nia^, PyroBomidts.

Ord'*r: Tesniobfunchiata,

Fam. : Salpidm. 1
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Tiiames, to connect the lower parts of London
lying on each side of the river with one an-
other by a convenient roadway, without involv-

ing the necessity of building a bridge, which in

that spot would interfere with the navigation of

the river. Tunnels of much greater length
and difficulty have, however, since been con-

structed
; and it is now proposed to connect

the Frencli and Knglish systems of railway by
a tunnel carried beneath the British Channel.
In the English railways, there is on an average
one mile of tunnel for every 124 miles of rail-

way. Tunnels are generally lined with brick

or stone, but sometimes the sides and top

consist of the naked rock, and in such cases

tlicro is oecasionally considerable leakage in

wet weather through cracks in the roof.

The first task in the construction of a
tunnel is to fix the vertical plane which it

shall follow, and this is done by the aid of

a transit instrument, usually about thirty feet

focal length, sot in a raised wooden structure

or observatoxy placed on the highest ground
in the centre of the length, and so far raised

above the surfiice that the view may not bo
obstructed by the earth raised through the

working shafts. Tunnels are almost univer-

sally straight, but with a sufficient declivity

towanls each end to facilitate drainage, crooked
tunnels being not only more difficult to con-

struct, but a source of danger in working the
line, from the inability of the engine-driver

to see ahead. The centre line of the tunnel

having carefully ranged, the next pro-

cedure is to sink trial shafts, which are some-
times made sufficiently large to be used as

working shafts, and through these shafts and
through the ends of the tunnel the exca^^ted

earth is removed. When the shafts are com-
pleted, the heading or adit is commenced, whidi
may be described as a small square tunnel, the

sides of which are supported by stout poles and
boards, and which is afterwards enlarged to the

dimensions which it is required that the tunnel

shall have. The top of the heading is usually

placed BO much above the intended soffit of the

arch of the tunnel as to admit the proposed

thicknesses of brickwork and of the crown bars,

packing and poling boards, together with an
allowance of several inches for the settlement

of the timber, which is sure to take place when
more of the excavation is made, and before the

brickwork can be inserted to take the weight.

When the heading is driven, it is widened at the

top along one side, to form a shelf on which a
crown bar may be laid lengthways. Other bars

are then similarly introduced, which are strutted

from the ground and from one another, and
poling boards overlapping one another are then
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iz^roduced behind the bars, the whole foiming

)

a short length of rough wooden tunnel within

which the brick tunnel is built up as tho work
advances. The length of tunnel built at a time

is usually about twelve feet.

The most remarkable tunnel yet undertsiken

is the tunnel through Mont Cenis, as it is

nstlally called, although it is in fact several
j

miles from that pass. It is intended to con-

nect the French and Italian systems of rail-
J

ways. This tunnel is 7j miles long, through
rock. At Modane, on tho French side, it is

2i') feet inches wide at the base, and 26 feet

2ij inches wide at the broadest part, by 21 foi t

7 inches high, the arch being a semicircle nearly.

AtBardonn6che, on tho Italian side, tho height

is increased 1
J J inches. At tho French end, the

tunnel is lined with stone, and at tlio Italian

end tho sides are of stone and tho arch of

brick. From the French end to the middle
the gradient is 1 in 45^. The other end slopes

from the centre downward with a declivity' of

1 in 2,000 to enable the water to run off.

When the tunned is completed, it is expected

that there will be a constant draft of air through

itfrom north to south. The tunnelling is effected

by blasting the rock with gunpowder, but tho

holes in which the gunpowder is deposit'd are

bored by a machine, driven by compressed

air, which, in twenty minutes, pierces a hole

Ij inch diameter and 3 feet deep, which
would have taken two miners two hours to

boro. The machine consists of tw'o main
j

parts : the first a cylinder for propelling tlio

borer against the rock, and the second a

rotatory engine for working the valve of the

striking cylinder, for turning the borer on its

axis lit each successive stroke, and for ad-

vancing or retiring the striking cylinder as

occasion requires. A movable framework is

ariiinged for cariying eleven such machines,

any one of which may be worked at any angle

—allowing the free action of each in a gallery

ten feet square. Each machine gives 250 blows

per minute. The pressure of air on the piston

is 216 lbs. per square inch, and the length of

tlie stroke varies from 2 inches to 7i inches.

The cost of each machine is about 80/. The
average advance of the tunnel at the beginning

was at the rate of four or five feet per day,

but latterly the rate of progress was greater.

The speed of tunnelling by these machines is

about three times greater tlian by tunnelling in

the old way, but the cost per foot forward is

also somewhat greater. The ventilation of

the workings is maintained by the escape of

compressed air from the machines. The air is

compressed by two machines at the outside

of the tunnel, of which one operates on the

hydraulic ram principle, and the other is a

compressing pump. The tunnelling is esti-

mated to cost 210/. per m^tre. The tunnel

of Mont jCenis is a mile in depth below the top

of the mountain.
For a history of the Thames Timnel, the

reader is referred to Beamish’s Life of Sir M,
I. Brunei.

TURANIAN LANGUAGES
A boring machmo for tunnels, with an out-

side cutter and central hole for powder, was
made at Bostoni U.S., and used in the Hoosio
tunnel in 1852. Qay has u patent for the same
thing, 'and other patents for similar contrivances

have since been taken out. A good account of

the mode of constructing ordinary tunnels is

given in Simms’ work on Practical Tunnelling,

Tunny. [Thtnnus.]
Tupa (its Chilian name). A genus of Lobe-

Uacem, consisting of tall herbaceous plants or

undershrubs, with unbranched stems, alternate

lancc-shiipcd leaves, and many-flowered leafy

racemes. They are natives ofPeru, Chili, and the

West Indies. T. Fciti/Zci yields an acrid poison

in Chili, where the root is chewed to relieve tho

of decaying tcelh. So acrid is this plant,

that, according to Feiiill^c, even tho odour of

the flowers will cause excessive vomiting, and
if taken internally, or even applied to the skin,

violent inflammation and pain are produced,
sonu5times resulting in death.

I

Tupelo or Tupelo-troe. An American
' name for

I
Turanian languages. In Philology, a

_

name applied to languages which have reached

the second stage of grammatical developoment.

In tho first or radical stage, every word or part

of a word is felt to express its own radical

meaning, as in Chinese, which has no formal
distinctions between a noun, a V(“rb, an ad-

jective, an adverb, or a preposition. As soon

as tho word used as a suffix loses its etymo-
: logical meaning, and becomes a more sign of de-

rivation or of case, tho language entez’s into the

second or ogglutinate stage which marks tho

dialects of the Turanian family. This family

comprises by far the largest numberoflanguages.

Tho languages of the third or inflexional stage,

!
spoken by Aryan nations, have all unquestion-

I

ably passed throngli tho agglutinate stage, but
tho component parts have in these so coalosced

that it becomes in numberless instances very

I

difficult to distinguish the root from the modi-

I

fying element. Such a grammatical system

I

w'ould be wholly useless for tho needs of a

!
nomadic population, which requires that their

language should be intelligible to many who
may have only the slightest intercourse with
each other. ‘ It requires tradition, society, and
literature to maintain words and forms which
can no longer be analysed at once. Such words
would seldom spring up in nomadic languages,
or, if they did, would die away with each gene-
ration.’ Thus the Sanscrit or even tlie Latin
inflexion of the verb as-mi, sum, to he [Lan-
oxtaob], might be intelligible to nomads, be-

cause, for the most part, it preserves the root

in a form in which it may easily be distin-

guished from the pronominal suffix
;
but the

English inflexion of Uie same verb would con-

vey to them no meaning.
The idea which a Ti^nian * connects with a

plural is that of a noun followed a syllable

indicative of plurality : a passive is with him
a verb followed by a syllable express've of

suffering, or eating, or going.^ Hence these
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languages are especially liable to the changes
produced by dialectical regeneration, until the

tribes attain a political organiHation. The
dialects then assume a traditional form, as is

the case with the Hungarian, Finnish, Tamil,

Telugu, &c.
The Turanian family of languages consists of

two great divisions— the northern and southern.
* The northern is sometimes called the XJniU

Altaic or Ugro-Tataric^ and it is divided into

five sections : the TungusiCf Mmgolic, Turkic,

Finnic, and Snmoyedu'.
* The southern, which occupies the south of

Asia, is divided into four classes: the Tamalic,

or the langmigcs of the Dokhan
;
the Bhotiya,

or the languages of Tibet and Bhotan
;
the

Taic, or the dialects of Siam
;
and the Malaic,

or the Malay and Polynesian dialects/ (Max
Miiller, Lecturer on Language, first scries,

viii.)

The Basque language, still spoken in the

Spanish andFrenchPyrenees, is aformof speech

which in grammatical construction resembles

the Turanian family of languages, while it is

surrounded by inflexional dialects, with none of

which it exhibits the slightest aflSnity ; but the

evidence of inscriptions on coins or monuments,
together with the names of cities, rivers, and
mountains, seems to prove that the Eacuara,

or Bas<iue, now spoken only by the insignificant

tribes who call themselves Escualdunac, was
once the language of a race spread over the

whole Spanish peninsula; but the language

itself further points to a time when the only

languages spoken throughout Europe (so far

as it was inhabited) belonged to the class of

which specimens are still seen in the Basque
and Finnic dialects. (Michel, ‘ Le Pays Basque,’

Fdin. liev. April 1864, p. 373 ;
Quart. Rev.

April 1866, p. 419 &c.) [Agolutinatk Lan-
guages.]

Turanira Wood, The timber of the.

Bastard Bully-tree of Guiana, which is pro-

bably a species of Mimitsops.

Turban (Arab.). The usual head-dress of

the Turks, Persians, and most other blastem

nations. It varies in form in different nations,

and in different classes of the same nation. It

consists of two parts : a quilted cap, without

brim, fitted to the head; and a sash, scarf, or

shawl, usually of cotton or linen, wound about

the cap, and sometimes hanging down the neck.

The sultan’s turban contains three heron’s

feathers, and is ornamented with diamonds.

Turbine (Lat. turbo, anything that turns

TOWid). A species of horizontal water wheel,

formed with inclined vanes resembling those

of a windmill or smoke jack, and put into re-

volution by a stream of water passing through

it. There are various forms of turbine, all

constructed on the same general principle, but

differing in the details. A good turbine will

give a performance of 80 per cent, of the

theoretical power of the water, being about the

same as that whidi is obtained from a good

overshot water wheel.

By a patent of 1849, Mr. Buthvon applied
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this principle, in a reversed sort of way, i.e, as

a centrifugal pump, to the propulsion of ships
;

and after some minor successes, the Britisli

Admiralty launched the iron-clad gunboat
Waterwitch, of 778 tons, in 1866, to test the

efficacy of the system. A large turbine is

rotated by powerful machinery. Cenfril’ugal

force drives the water contained in it at the
rate of 300 tons a minute, out of nozzles in the
side of the ship, while water rushes through
valves in the bottom, to supply the place of

that which is expelled. The nozzles open
backwards or forwards by a double valve, mo-
tion being imparted to the vessel by the direct

action of the water driven out. The nozzles

are amidships
;
and as they can be worked

independently, the steering power is very gr( at,

even without reference to the rudder. Thus
far, the Waterwitch is but an experiment; <ho
results, however, of several trials show that

this mode of propulsion is as economical at

the least as screw or paddle, while there are

some other points in its favour, as, for instance,

the extraordinary facility for pumping water
out of the ship.

Turbo (Lat.). The name of a Linnman
genus of the Vermes Testacea, characterised by
having a shell of a regular turbinated form with
an entire and rounded mouth. The species

grouped together by this specific character

form a family of peetini branchiate Gastropods
in the system of Cuvier, which is united by
later conchologists with the family Thochid-t:.

Turbot (Fr.). Tho best, and, excepting

the halibut, largest of our flat fishes : it is the

type of the subgeniis Rhombus of Cuvier.

Tur4lu»(Lat.). The Linnaean generic name
of the passerine birds which have the beak
conical, sub-compressed, and arched, but not

terminally hooked, nor so deeply notched at

the margin as in the shrikes. They are friigi-

vorous as well as feeders on insects, worms,
and molluscs. The genus includes our blaek-

binls and thrushes, with tho mocking-birds

of North America, and various exotic birds

now ranked as subgenem.
Turf (A.-Sax. tyrf). The surface of grass

lands, of a smooth and uniform texture, covered

w’ith pasture grass. The term is also sometimes

applied to Peat cut out of bog.

Turgite. A compact reddish-brown mine-

ral, composed chiefly of hydratetl peroxide of

iron, found in the Turginsk copper mines in

the XJral.

Turk'a«cap. Tho name applied to Melo-

cactus communis
;
also to IMium Martagon,

Turkey*. [Meleaobis.]

Turkey Xed. A -fine and durable red

dyed upon calico and woollen cloth ;
tho colour-

ing matter used in its production is madder, but

the process for producing it in perfection is

tedious and complicated. (Bancroft (hi Per-

mmimt Colov/ra.)

Turluplne (a word of which no satis-

factory derivation has been found : Ducange,

Glossary). In French Ecclesiastical History,

one of the numerous popular by-names by
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which tbe sectaries of tho fourteenth century,

the precursors of the Reformation, were dis-

tinguished : called elsewhere Beghards, Bb-
ouiNs, Loliards, Picards, &c.
Turma (Lat.). In the Roman legion, a

company of horse, ten of which formed the
whole cavalry attached to each legion. Each
turma consisted of thirty horsemen, divided
into three decades or decuries, representing
severally the three f^uestrian tribes, Ram-
uenses, Titienses, and Luceres

; and each com-
manded by a decvrio with an optio or lieutenant.

Turmeric (Ital. turtumeglio). A medicinal

and tinctorial substance obtained from the root

of Curcuma longa. It forms one of the chief

ingredients in the preparation of Indian curry-

stuff or curry-powder, to which it imparts its

yellowish hue.

Turn (A.-Sax. tyrnan, Ital. tomo, probably
akin to Gr. r6pvos). In Music, a grace thus
marked

;
indicating that the note above it,

one degree higher, must be struck before it

shortly, then passed quickly through the note
itself and turned from the note a degree below
into the note itself, over whichtho mark isplaced.

Turn-table. A large circular plate of metal
set on a railway on the level of the ground, so

that a locomotive or railway carriage may run
upon it, and by then turning the plate round,

tho carriage may be delivered on to another
line of rails than that from which it was re-

ceived. [Railroads.]

TumbuU’i Blue. A modification of

Prusfdan Blue. [Prussian Blue.]
Turner’s Cerate. This is the calamine

ointment of the Pharmacopma. Tho modern
zinc ointment prepared with oxide of zinc and
hug’s lard is a good substitute for it: it is a

mild drying ointment.

Turner’s Tellow. The fused oxichloridc

of lead, in fine powder: it is the basis of a

yellow oil colour used in coach-painting : it is

also called patent yellow^ and Casael yellow.

Turneraoeae (Tumera, one of the genera).

A small order ofhypogynous Kxogons, consisting

of tropical herbs or undershrubs, chiefly Ameri-

can or African, with alternate leaves, and yel-

lowish or blue axillary flowers. They agree with

Passiflorace<p^ Homaliacea, and some others in

their petals alternating with the lobes of a cam-

panulate or tubular calyx, and in their one-

celled ovary with three parietal placentas. They
arc chiefly remarkable for their forked styles.

Turneiite. A yellow or brown mineral

containing alumina, lime, ma^esia, and a small

quantity of iron-oxide. It is found at Mount
kSorel in Dauphiny, and was named after Mr.

Turner, in whoso cabinet it was first noticed.

Turnlntr Ibatbe. An instrument for rota-

ting hard mateiials, such as wood or iron, round

a horizontal axis, to tho end that a fixed cut-

ting edge, such as a chisel, may be applied to

them, their external surface being thus m^e
to assume a true circular form. The turning

lathe is an instrument of great antiquity, and

is nearly allied in its character to the potter^s

wheel, only that in that instrument the axis is
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vertical. In the East, turning lathes do not
usually give a continuous rotation to the objects

placed in them, but the objects are first rotated

in one direction imd then in the other, by
means of a bow, the string of which is passed
once or twice round the material to be turned,

the bow being moved backward and forward

by one hand while the chisel is held by the

other, aided usually by the toe. The introduc-

tion of the treadle, and crank and fly-wheel, to

give continuous motion to the spindle of the

turning lathe, was a valuable improvement, the

author of which is not known ;
but it was in

imitation of this arrangement that Watt intro-

duced the crank and fly-whe(d into the steam
engine. Turning lathes are now made, for

many purposes, of very great size, and largo

lathes are almost invariably driven by a steam
engine. Such lathes are also set upon an iron

bed, upon which the rest which holds tho

cutting tool may be drawn along gradually by
a screw ; and as the sliding surfaces are made
very true, the article placed in the lathe is

turned with corresponding accuracy. If the

cutting point is drawn forward in a straight

line, the article in the lathe will have a truly

cylindrical form
;
but if the cutting point bo

made to move round a vertical axis passing

through the horizontal axis of the lathe, the
article will assume a globular form

;
or if the

cutting point be gradually drawn back while it

is at the same time moved onwards, and be
again restored to its former depth, the article,

instead of being truly cylindrical, will be bellied

111 the middle. The chuck of a lathe is a plate

which may be screwed upon the rotating spindle,

and to which objects requiring to be turned

may be fixed. But the chuck may be so con-

structed, that instead of simply rotating with
the spindle, it will move in and out at the same
time. In this case it is csilled an eccentric

chucks and by its aid such figures may be traced

on the surface of the work as are seen on the

backs of watches. [Rose Engine.]
Turnip (A.-Sax. nnepe, Lat. napus). A

well-known garden vegetable and agricultural

root-crop, furnished by the many varieties of

Brasska The Swedish Turnip is the

Brodsica campntris rutabaga.

Tumlp-lly. As different insects prey, in

the larva state, upon the leaves of the growing
turnip, the most destructive, and consequently

the most important and interesting of these,

will be noticed under tho present head. They
are the turnip-flea, as it may bo called finm its

power of agile leaping {HaUica nemoruni), and
the turnip-fly {Athalia centifolia). The tiimip-

fiea belongs to a genus {Halticd) of minute
Coleopterous insects, of the section Tetram&ra^

and family Galerucid<B\ in which genus the

species are all remarkable for the large size of

the femora or thighs of the hindmost pair of

legs. The species in question does not exceed
the twelfth of an inch in length ; it is of an
oval form, with tho elytra of a greenish Ungr,

each ornamented with a broad longitudinal

stripe of a pale brimstone colour; but there
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Hre othej species of the same genus, perhaps has adopted the system of Ericsson, usually

equally destructive, and not characterised by called the Monitor system^ from the Monitor,

the longitudinal elytral bands. The perfect the name of the first vessel of this kind that

insect shelters itself in the rough uncultivated was constructed. The American Monitors have
margins of fields, feeding upon the hedge«weeds; this neat feature of superiority over Captain
and appears to be ready at any time, provided Coler turret ships, that they are so provided

the weather bo warm, to commence the work with artificial ventilation that all the ori-

of destruction on the young turnip shoots, fices in the deck may be hermetically sealed

Late sowing of the turnip seed does not there- except those provided for the admission of

fore obviate the attacks of the Haltica. The the air which enters through hi^h shot-proof

first precaution obviously is to clear away all trunks, which trunks, while admitting the air,

the weeds in the neighbourhood of the turnip exclude the water. They may thus be mado
grounds that may afford food or shelter to the much thicker in the sides than other vessels

little enemy. When the tumip-fiea has made which depend for their ventilation upon open
its appearance in the crop, the ground should hatches or gratings, as the sides may without

be dusted with quicklime, and 3iis should be risk be made very low. Usually only a por-

repeated as often as rain or wind beats it off, tion of the saving effected in the weight by
and the fiea reappears. The other enemy to lowering the side' is expended in increasing

the turnip {Athalia centifolia) belongs to the the thickness of the armour, the residue being
order Hymenoptera, and family Tmthredinid<Bt expended in increasing the weight of the gim
or saw-flies. and the power of the engine. But inasmuch

Tiirnsol. [Litmus.] as in the Monitor system the area of target is

Turnsole. A purple dye-drug, the inspis- made a minimum, the thickness of armour or

sated juice of Croeophora tinctoria, the power of engine and gun may be made a

Turpentine (Or. repi^tyBos). A resinous maximum with any size of vessel. Much doubt

exudation, which flows fipm incisions made in was at one time entertained by some, whether

the stem of trees of the Pine family. Thus, vessels with the low sides of the Monitors

Boston Turpentine is an American Turpentine, would be safe at sea. But such doubts have

obtained from Pinus ^alustris and P. tada; now been extinguished by experience; and it

Bordeaux Turpentine is a resin obtained from is plain, that as the Monitor construction com-
Pmus Pinaster

;
Strasburg Turpentine is a bines the greatest power of offence with the

resin obtained from Abies pectinata \ and Vene- greatest power of resistance, it constitutes the

tian Turpentine is an oleo-resin obtained from most formidable species of war vessel known
Abies Larixt the common Larch. Ohio, Scio, at the present day.

or Cyprus Turpentine comes from a different History of Turret Ships,—^The first design

source
;

it is a limpid fragrant balsamic resin of a turret ship was px^uced by Ericsson,

yielded by Pistacia Terebinthus, who, on September 26, 1854, forwarded to the

Turpetbf Turpltli, or Turbltta Mine- Emperor Napoleon a drawing of an iron-clad

ral. The yellow basic sulphate of mercury screw vessel with a revolving iron-clad cupola

(SHgO.SOj), so called from its yellow colour, or turret protecting a heavy gun. The turre t

which resembles that of the root of the Ipo~ was placed in the centre of the ship, and
waa or Convolvulus Turpethum, was hung on a central spindle turned by a
Tnrquols. A bluish-green stone much used steam engine, as in the Monitors, while the

in jewellery. It is an amorphous form of hy- rudder and screw were protected, as in the

dratod phosphate of alumina. The finest kinds Monitors, by projections of the deck. But
of Turquois are obtained from Persia and although the design was not produced imtil

Arabia ;
but it is also found in Saxony. The 1854, during the Crimean war, Ericsson had

name, according to Jameson, originated in the been mving the subject his attention since 1826.

circumstance of the first specimens having been In a letter to the Times, dated April 5, 1862,

brought from Turkey. Captain Coles says the idea of building im-

For a full account of this stone (the Oriental pregnable vessels first occurred to him in the

Turquois), and the Occidental (Bone Turquois year 1865, and that towards the latter part of

or Odontolite), see Bristow's Glossary of that year he had a rough model of such a
Mineralogy. vessel made by the carpenter of the Stromboli.

Turret Ship. A species of iron-clad war But Captain Coles' first idea was limited to

vessel, in which the guns are carried in one or the construction of a raft, with a gun placed

more iron turrets, which may be rotated either upon it and protected by a shield. Under this

by hand winches or bf a steam engine, so that arrangement, the raft had to be moved in

the guns may be fired in any required direction, order to point the gun. This crude idea was
There are two varieties of turret ship, of which submitted to the Admiralty, but met with no

the earliest and best is that which was invented enoouragement there. Subsequently, Mr. Bru-

by Captain John Ericsson of New York. The nel suggested to him the expediency of placing

other variety—which in many of its features the gun and its protecting shield upon a

resembles the plan of Ericsson^is known as turn-table. In March 1859, Captain Coles pro-

tho system of Captain Cowper Coles, and this duced drawings of a shield fitted with turn-

system has been adopted to some extent in tables ; and in December 1860, he published

tne British navy, while the American navy drawings of his gun-shield and revolving plat-
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form in Blackwood^s Magazine, These shields

are each composed of a heavy framework of

timber, covert by 4^-inch armour plates, and
each of them forms the frustum of a cone 15
feet in diameter in the largest part, and 6^
feet high. Within this cramped conical apart-

ment, two breech-loading Armstrong guns are*

mounted, which it is proposed to fire with a
service charge of 12 lbs. of powder. It was
with conical cupolas on this plan that Captain
Coles first proposed to fit the Royal Sovereign.

But meanwhile the success of the Monitor in

America caused the sloping shields to be
abandoned, and the Ericsson form of turret to

be substituted, retaining, however, the turn-

table rolltrs, which involve several features of

lerious disadvantage. What these are, it will

now be proper to explain.

Difference between Ericseon's and Coles*

Turret Ships .—In Ericsson’s turret ships—or
Monitors, as they are usually termed—two
heavy guns are placed in a central turret,

though in some cases two turrets are employed,
each carrying two guns. In the Puritan and
Dictator class of Monitor, the iron on the sides

is 10^ inches thick, backed by over 3 feet of

oak, and the turret is of iron 15 inches thick.

Nevertheless, the Dictator is a vessel of much
less displacement than the Bellerophon in the

English navy
; and if her displacement were

made the same, then the thickness of the iron of

the turret could bo increased to 24 inches, and
the thickness of the side armour and the power
of the engine could also be augmented. In
the Royal Sovereign the thickness of the side

armour is only 6 J inches. In Ericsson’s Moni-
tors, the turret is attached to the vessel by
means of the central spindle, and the bottom
edge of the turret rests water-tight upon- a

metal ring let into the deck. In Coles’ vessels,

the turret passes through a great hole in

the upper deck, and rests on rollers set on

the deck beneath. A large annular opening is

left round to permit its free rotation, which is

accomplished by men working winch handles

below the deck, and as it is difiUcult to make
this great orifice water-tight, and as there is

no artificial ventilation for the avoidance of

open stoke-hole hatches, the sides of the ship

must be made as high as those of any ordinaij

vessel, while, as the area to be protected is

large, the armour has to be correspondingly

thin to enable the vessel to cariy it. If,

moreover, the turret, from the impact of heavy

shot, should cease to be quite round, the gearing

employed to turn it will no longer work ;
or if

shot and shell be broken up on the face of the

turret, fragments will be projected into the

annular space between the turret and the deck,

which will jam and hinder its rotation. The

donkey engines which rotate the turret of the

Dictator, exert a force of 70,000 lbs. applied

at its drciimference ;
and the movement of

a man’s finger, acting upon the valve of the en-

gines, will suffice to rotate the turret in either

direction.

Many vessels have been constmetod in
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America on the plan of the Monitor, and, hav-
ing been ffubjected to the severest tests in

actual war, have been found to be seaworthy,
shot-proof, and efficient in every respect. Most
of the Monitor vessels are fitted with 15-inch
cast-iron guns ; but the Puritan is fitted with
20-inch cast-iron guns, and the American go-

vernment now contemplates the construction of

cast-iron guns of 26-inch bore, and throwing
a shot of a ton weight. Ericsson’s 13-inch

wrought-iron gun is built up of longitudinal

bars welded together, and over this barrel

washers of plate iron three-eighths of an inch

thick are forced by hydrostatic pressure. This
gun has sent a ball to a distance of 5 miles
with a charge of 70 lbs. of powder, and it is

reckoned that it could not be burst even if filled

withpowder to the muzzle. The Kalamazoo class

of American Monitors is fitted with two screws,

and the armour on the sides is 14 inches thick.

Sufx>rdinate Features of Monitor Vessels .

—

The presiding principle in the design of Monitor
vessels is the principle of concentration. The
armour is collected into a narrow belt of

great thickness, and into a single turret, while
the guns are collected into two pieces of great

size. On the Dictator, the armour belt is 6
feet deep, of which only 16 inches appears
above the water. This armour constitutes a
belt 4 feet thick, applied to the outside of tho

ship, and consequently projecting several feet

beyond the stem, this belt being prolonged at

the stem and stem, to form a ram at each end^

and also to protect the rudder and the screw
from shot. The turret is placed in the centre

of the ship : it is 24 feet in internal diameter,

and 9^ feet high, and to the top of it a bell

mouth 3^ feet high is attached to throw off any
water that may dash against it. Tho top of

the turret is covered with strong bars of iron,

set about two inches apart, over which are spread

perforated. iron plates 1 inch thick. The turret

is for the most part built up of thicknesses of

inch plate riveted together, but the central part

is formed of thick slabs of wrought iron, the

collective thickness of the whole being 1 5 inches.

The guns are two of Rodman’s Ifi-inch guns,

which can bum 60 lbs. of powder. The pilot

house is a cylindrical iron chamber, 8 feet dia-

meter, 7 feet high, and 13 inches thick, set on top

of the central pillar or sjpindle, round which the

turret revolves. The iron wall of the pilot

house is pierced with sight holes. Within the

pilot house, the steering wheel is placed, and
the captain of tho vessel can there direct the

steersman, while the gunners are below the

grated platform on which he stands, and there-

fore easily accessible to instructions. The
ventilation of the ship is maintained by fans,

which suck the air through high trunks or

tubes, made shot-proof, and also inaccessible

to rain or spray, the top being covered by a
hood. The air, after having traversed the ship,

finally enters the furnaces and escapes by the

chimney, the bottom part of which is made
shot-proof, and a grating of bars is also carried

across it to prevent ^ells from being sent
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through the chimney into the flues of the boiler, that the following opinions are entertained by
The bell mouth of the turret has a promenade some who advocate the adoption of Captain

or platform carried round its edge
;
and a nir- Coles' system. There is nothing in his de-

row grated hurricane deck, support^ on pillars, sign, it is urged, to preclude artiflcial ventila-

is carried from the after side of the turret for tion ; and it is aifirmed that the narrow oriflce

some distance towards the stern. From this between the upper deck and the turret is

deck the ship’s boats are suspended. covered with a weighted massive leather flange,

Performance of Monitors as Cruisers at amply sufficient to keep out splinters; that

Captain Fox, the assistant secretaxy of under the heaviest fire at short range, under
the American navy, reported as follows to his the most disadvantageous circumstances, the

government on the performance of the Monitor turret never hasjammed, whereas those of the

vessel Miantonomah, on her voyage across the Monitors have done so
; that they prefer hand-

Atlantic, as illustrating the efficiency of such

vessels as fighting cruisers. ‘The facts with

regard to the behaviour of this vessel in a

moderate gale of wind and heavy sea, when a

frigate would find it impossible to use her

battery, are as follows : With head to the sea

she takes over about 4 feet of solid water, which
is broken as it sweeps along the deck, and after

reaching the turret is too much spent to pre-

vent the firing uf the 16-inch guns directly

ahead. With broadside to the sea, either when
at rest or while moving, her loc guns can always

be worked without difficulty—the water which

asses along the deck from windward being

ivided by the turrets, and her extreme roll so

moderate as not to press her lee guns near

the water. Lying in the same position, her 16-

inch guns can be fired directly astern without

interfei’ence from water
;
and when stern to the

sea, the water which comes on board is broken

up in the same manner as when going head
to it. ... The extreme lurch, when lying

broadside to the sea in a moderate gale, was
7^ to windward and 4° to leeward, average

6}°, while the average roll at the same time of

the Augusta, a remarkably steady ship, was 18°,

ami of the Asbuelot 25°, both vessels being

steadied by sail. A vessel which attacks a

Monitor in a seaway must approach very close

to have any chance of hitting such a low hull,

and even tlien the Monitor is half the time

covered by 3 or 4 feet of water, protecting her
and disturbing her opponent’s fire. From these

facts, not unknown to Monitor men, and the

experience we derived from the use of such
vessels during the war, we may safely conclude

that the Monitor type of iron-dads is superior

to the broadside, not only for fightingpurposes

at sea, but also for cruising. A properly con-

structed Monitorpossessing all the requirements

,

of a cniiser, ought to be constructed of iron and
have but one turret, armed with not less than
20-iDch guns, two independent propellers, and
the usual proportion of sail.’

In regard to comfort and healthfulness, it

appears, by a report presented by the secretary

of the United States Navy to Congress, that

the Monitors are the healthiest vessels in the

American fleet, and they arc also the most
popular with the seamen. The cabins are

lighted from the deck with bulls’-eyes, proper

shut^rs being provided to cover these lights

when the vessel goes into action, at which times

the cabins are lighted by lamps alone.

On the subject generally, it may bo added
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winches as motors, though there is nothing in

the system to preclude a donkey engine for the

purpose; that a worse pressure is exercised on

j

the ship by a heavy turret on a spindle, than

I

when difiosed on its periphery
;
that the Moni-

I

tor turret has to be lifted completely off its

I

metal ring before it can be made to revolve,

and that a trifling derangement would then

upset the working of the spindle; and lastly,

it is urged against the Monitors, that the whole
height of the turret offers a perpendicular mark
to the enemy, being entirely above the upper
deck, while the Coles turret only exposes

some fpnr or five feet in which the guns are

worked.
On the other hand, however, it is alleged,

by those who think less favourably of Coles’

system, that though there is nothing to hinder
artificial ventilation in his more than in other

vessels, yet that its adoption would only b<? a

new appropriation of Ericsson’s ideas, similar

to that which took place when Coles discarded

his own sloping shields in favour of the Moni-
tor turret

;
that tho weighted massive leather

flange must present suen enormous friction as

to hinder rotation if sufficiently weighted to

be splinter-proof; that if Monitor turrets have
ever jammed (which is not admitted), the event

has been exceptional, and that the Monitors,

after having been each on the average twenty-

five times in action during the course of the

American civil war, remained practically un-
harmed at ita close, whereas Coles’ vessels have
never been similarly tested ; that the Monitor
turrets may be rotated without lifting th<'

spindle, though tho lifting of the spindle is

advisable, and that there is no risk of up-

setting them when thus lifted, since they arc

lifted BO little that the least springing of the

spindle, such as would occur on the applica-

tion of any side strain, causes the edge of the

turret to rest on the dock ring; also, that

Monitor turrets need be no higher than Coles*

turrets, as both have only to keep the ports

sufficiently clear of the deck to obviate iiyury

to the deck from the cone of explosion.

Turrllepas (Lat. turris, a tower^ and lepas

;

Gr. Aewdfs, the word applied originally by Lin-

nseus to the barnacles). A new genus of pedun-
culate Cirriped Crustacea, discovered by Mr. H.
Woodward in the Wenlock Limestone ofDudley,
and up to the present time the oldest known
cirrip^e. It possesses intersecting rows of

plates, symmetrically disposed like those of tte

chalk form of parasitic Ciiripcd LoHoula,



TURTLE TWELVE TABLES, LAWS OF THE
TiurUe (Lat. turtur). This word is used to were said to contain the legislation of the

signify a species of dove (Ccluinha turtur\ and Dsckmyibi. This legislation is asserted to have
also a genus of Chelonian reptiles {Chdone^ been based on Grreek models, but for this there

Brongn.). is not the slightest historical evidence, while
Tuacaa language. A name proposed in the stoi^ of the Tables is itself full of contra-

the sixteenth century to designate the language dictions. According to Dionysius and Livy,

now known as the Italian, but which some de- the decemvirs in tbeir first year of office fram^
sired to characteriso as Florentine. (Hallam, a code inscribed on ten brazen tables (one for

Literary History

^

part i. ch. ix. sec. 31.) [Ro- each decemvir), which received the sanction of

MA.NCB ItANauAGES.] the scuate, and were fixed up in a conspicuous

Tnacan Order. In Architecture, one of part of the forum. After this, according to

the five orders, and the simplest of them all. Livy, the decemvirs who wished to resira were
It is not found in kept in office by the people, who thoumit that

any ancient exam- two tables wore wanting to complete the code,

pie. Palladio has and who, having come to hate the name of con-

given two examples suls scarcely less than that of kings, regarded
of this order, from the appeal from one decemvir to another as

one of which the supplying the place of tribunitian interference,

profile here given Accoiding to Dionysius, the decemvirs not only
is adopted, though wished to retain irresponsible power in order to

some have prefer- complete their code, but desired to prolong the

red the profile com- suspension of the tribuneship. Of the cha-

posed by Vignola, racter and contents of the two tables, said to

The base consists have been added in their second year of office,

of a simple torus Livy says nothing. According to Dionysius,

with its fillet, ac- tliey were added by Appius Claudius, and con-

companied by a tained a prohibition of marriages bctweei) patri-

plinth. Sir Wil- cians and plebeians. Cicero mentions this pro-

liam Chambers as- hibition as one of his reasons for drawing a
signs to the column, broad distinction between the ten and the two
with its base and later tables, which he stigmatises as unjust,

capital, a height But, according to Dionysius, and even according

equal to seven of to Livy, the idea of the decemviral legislation

its diameters. Vi- was democratic, this character being involved

truvius speaks of this order with little praise, (1) in the equalisation of the rights of plebeian.?

but Palladio commends it for its great utility, and patricians, and (2) in the substitution of

It does not allow the introduction of ornament; written laws for unwritten customs, a practice

and its columns are never fluted. regarded by the Greeks as of democratic ten-

Tassao Q>rass. A name given to the Dac~ dency.

tylis caspitosa of the Falkland Isles. The text of the twelve tables has been lost,

Tutenag. An alloy of copper, zinc, and as well as the description which Dionysius gave

nickel, made in China
;
the term is also some- of their contents

;
but Sir G. C. Lewis maintains

times applied to a pale brass, and to bell-metal, that, ' we know enough concerning them to

[Pakfong.] authorise us in saying that they had not the

Tutors. At Oxford and Cambridge, each character of a constitutional code, and that they

college maintains a certain number of tutors, contained nothing which placed the plebeians

varying according to its size : at some, each on a footing of political equality wi^h the patri-

undergraduate is placed under one of these cians. The political inequality between the

tutors ; at others, the work to be done is classi- two orders remained not less after the decem-

fied and divided between the tutors. They are, viral legislation, than it had been before. All

in general, fellows of the college, and are paid the great constitutional changes, by which the

by fees. [Univebsities.] plebeians achieved this equality, are mentioned

Tuttl (Ital.
;

Lat. totus, the whole). In as separate and successive measures, after the

Music, a notice to the performer that, from the fall of the decemvirs. There is therefore no-

placs to which it is affixed, all the parts are to thing in the results of the decemviral legislation

play togetJher. This word is generally used to to explain the eagerness of the plebeian body

contradict the word Sou or Solo. to obtain it; the laws have not the character

Tutty. An impure oxide of zinc collected which we are told that they were intended to

from the chimneys of the smelting furnaces. possess.* But our accounts assert that the

Twelftli Day. The festival of the £pi- ten tables were framed in accordance with the

phany, or Manifestation of Christ to the Gen- wishes of the plebeians, and as they appear to

tiles- being the twelfth day, exclusive, from have contained nothing by which those wishes

Christmas. [Epiphany.] For the customs were carried into effect, * the accounts of the

peculiar to mis day in England, sed Brand’s purposes and circumstances of the legislation

Top^ar Antiquities. cannot be reconciled with its results,* and the

Tablea»&awaof tbe. In Roman conclusion is that *tho entire subject of the

History, the name given to the tables which enactment of the decemviral code is in a state
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TWELVE-IIIND MAN
of hopeless confusion.’ (Crcdihility of Early

Roman History, eh. xii. part iii. see. 54.)

Twelve-hind Man. [Thane.]
Twelvemo. In Printing, the same as

Duodecimo.
Twenty-foure. In Printing, a sheet of

paper which, when printed, folds into twent^-

foujjeaves or forty-eight pages. The book is

called n 24"®.

Twillgrlit (Ger. zwielicht). In Astronomy,

the faint light which is perceived for some time

after sunset and before sunrise.

The twilight is produced by the reflexion of

light from the atmosphere. When the sun

descends below the horizon, the rays of light

no longer reach the earth directly ; but as they

puss through the atmospheric strata some of

them are reflected towards the earth, and il-

hiniinato its surface. At flrst the light, fulling

on the lowest and densest strata, is reflected in

great abundance
;
but as the sun descends to ii

greater distance below the horizon, the rays fall

on strata at a greater height, and consequently

less dense. A smaller number of them, there-

fore, suffer reflexion; and as this number is

constantly diminishing, the strength of the twi-

light diminishes in the same proportion, till at

length the solar rays full on strata so rare as

to be incapable of reflecting light, and the twi-

light accordingly disappears. In the morning

the change from darkness to light takes place

by the same gradations.

From this theory it is evident that twilight

must begin and end when the sun’s depression

below the horizon attains a certain limit. The
limit, however, cannot be fixed with any pre-

cision. It is usually estimated according to

the time which elapses from sunset till the

bmullcst stars which are seen by the naked eye

become visible. But this mode of estimating

the duration of twilight is uncertain and arbi-

trary
;
and it will be reckoned greater or less

according to the goodness of sight of the ob-

server, and the temperature and pressure of the

atmosphere. Acco^ingly, the sun’s depression

at the beginning and end of twilight has been

fixed at various limits by different observers ;

by Alhazen, at 19°; by Tycho, at 17°; by
Rothman, at 24°; by Stevinus, at 18°; by
Cassini, at 15°; and by others at different

quantities ; but the limit usually assigned is 18°.

Twillirlit of the Ooda. [Odin.]

Two-line Aottero. In Printing, capitals

which are equal to two bodies of any specific

size of type. They begin with 2-Une pearl

(equal in depth to a loogprimer), and increase

regularly up to a 2-liue great primer. They
are used for lines in title- pagers, the lar^e

letters at the beginning of advertisements in

newspapers, &c.

Tycoon. The name W which the here-

ditary prime minister of Ja^an is commonly

known to Europeans. This title, it seems, is

applicable' to the real emperor only, who is

sfyled mikado, and who by Euroijeanfl is sup-

posed to be only a spiritual sovereign, while the

tycoon is the temporal nilor. The distinction

TYPE
is, apparently, erroneous, the relation of the

so-callcd tycoon to tlio mikado being precisely

Uiat of the Frankish Mavods of the Palace
to the Merovingian kings. Like the latter, the

mikado is kept as much secluded as possible

from the knowledge and observation of stran-

gers and foreigners, while the tycoon, properly

called thoorffum, wields the wliolo power of

the state by holding in lus possession the

capital Yeddo, while for his authority ho falls

back on the emperor or mikado, for whom the

reverence of the Japanese is so great that they

will obey any usurper who holds his person

and rules in his name.
Tylopbora (Gr. rvXos, a knot, and to

hear). A considerable genus of AsclepiadaceoB,

confined to the tropical and warm regions of

the Old World; and consisting of twining

mostly thin-leaved herbs or slirubs, bearing

slender flower-stalks proceeding from between
the leaves, and having umbels of small flowers

disposed alternately along them. T. asthmutica,

a twining shrubby species with slender branches,

native of the Indian Peninsula, Cevlon, the

Moluccas, &c., yields a strong white silky fibre

resembling that of the Ycrcum {Calotrojns

ganica). Its roots also possess valuable medi-

cinal properties, acting in large doses as an
emetic, in consequence of which they are suh-

stituted in India for ipecacuanha, and in snudl(>r

doses are used ns a catliartic. They have been

successfully employed in epidemic dysentery,

and are said to have a good effect in humoral
asthma. The Cingalese call the plant Binooga,

and the natives of Madras, Koorinja.

Tympan. [Pbimtino.]

Tympanitis or Tympany (Gr. rvfiiravi-

rris). A distension of the abdomen, arising

from a morbid collection of gas in the intestines.

The disease is sometimes termed drum helly,

and arises occasionally from air secreted into

the abdominal cavity, at the fatal termination
of abdominal inflammations and of fevers. In
cattle, this disease is known to veterinary prac-

titioners under the name of Hoten.
Tympanum (Lat.

;
Gr. rhprtavor, a drum).

I

The drum of the ear
;
the cavity behind the

membrane of the tympanum, surrounded by the

tympanic, mastoid, and petrous portion of the

temporal bones, and terminating at the laby-

rinth; it contains the four small auditory bones,

and the Eustachian tube opens into it.

TncpANuif. In Architecture, the space in a
pediment enclosed by the comice of the inclined

sides and the horizontal fillet of the corona^

Tympanum. In Botanv, a membrane which
stretches across the mouth of the spore-case of

some urn-mosses.

Type (Gr. r^os, literally, a Um, hence the

mark left by a blow). In the Fine Arts, the

model or pattern, in nature, of any object.

Thus, in architecture, the types of columns are

said to be trees, &c.
Type. ' In Printing, the letters, marks, and

signs of all kinds (the small sizes cast in metal,

the largest cut in wood) with which books,

newspapers, broadsides, dto. are printed.
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Poman and Italic types are the letters most

commonly used in printing books in Europe
and America, and these have undergone every

chaise in form that fancy or taste could suggest

:

faUfacedt or those which print black ; skeleton^

or those with a fine uniform line
;
antique^ or

those with an almost uniform thickness, but
strong and heavy

;
darmdon^ a modification of

antique ; expanded, or letters widened hqrizon-

Number of Lines of the different

tally ;
Elzevir and compressed, or tall, thin

letters ;
Baskerville, a good, round, bold face

;

Italic, inclining to the left as well as to the

right ;
Uack, and all its varieties of church-text,

German text. Gothic, and Elizabethan
;
old cut

and did style
;
script, &c.

The scale of sizes given below from Savage

shows the variations in the depth of the types

cast by the different founders.

sized Types contained in One Foot,

V. and J. Thorowgood Alexander

1C83
Figging, and Begley, Wllgon and

1841 1841 Sons, 1841

Diamond I

—— 204 205 210 204
Pearl 184 178 180 184 178
Ruby — 166 165 163 166
Nonpareil ..... 150 144 144 144 144
Emerald .... — — 128 — 128
Minion — 122 122 122 122
Brevier 112 111 107 112 111
Bourgeois — 102 1014 103 102
Longprimer 92 89 90 92 89
Smallpica — 83 82 82 83
Pica 75 72 72i 72 72
English 66 64 64 641 64
Greatpruner .... 60 51 51 52 51

Paragon — 44^ 44^ — 441
Double pica 36 4li 41} 41 41i
Two-line mca «... — 36 36 36 36
Two-line English.... 32 32 32 324 32
Two-line grestpriffler .

—

•

251 25^ 26 251
Two-line double pica . 20] 2o| 20i 2o|
Trafalgar — 20 20 — 20
Canon 18 18

1
1

18

It will be seen that in Moxon’s time, in 1683,

there were only ten types with specific names,
while we have now twenty-one.

I

The type itself is a thin metallic bar, an
inch in length, like the following engraving,

which represents the letter m ; a is the face,

b the body, and c the nicks or notches. What-
ever size of type is used, each letter must be
perfectly true in its angles, otherwise the form,

^ or mass of types, could never
* be locked up.

The materials from which

h/ types and stereotype plates

are cast are technically term-

ed metal, and consist of cer-

tain proportions of lead, tin,

and antimony, melted to-

gether. Until recently types

were always cast in little moulds held in the

hand, the melted metal being poured in fix)m

a small ladle ; but now they are thrown off

with great rapiihty by machinery. The type-

casting machine consists of a mould, constructed

so as, by means of a crank, to open for the

purpose of letting the type drop out, and then to

shut up together again veiy' closely and exactly

;

the opening and shutting being performed everv

time the crank is turned once round. Eacn
time the crank revolves, it is brought up to the
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furnace-mouth (a small orifice not much larger

than a pin-hole), and takes a supply of metal.

This metal is driven by a force-pump in a
reservoir, worked by the crank, into the mould,
and the typo is formed. The types are then
rubbed smooth upon stones ; set up, or arranged
in rows, for inspection by the dresser, who care-

fully examines them, and rejects those which
are bad, gbing the perfect ones the finishing

touch, ^e most complete process is, per-
haps, that of Messrs. Johnson and Atkinson. A
double line of grooves is placed side by side.

At one end is a reservoir of molten metal, to

which the mould is brought ; a jet of metal is

thrown into the mould, which then opens, and
deposits the type on a travelling apparatus in

the groove. As the groove fills, it is impelled
along, and in its progress the shanks are taken
off. At the end the position of the type is

reversed by the machineiy into the returning

groove, in which it is rubbed, dressed, has the

bottoms planed, and the nicks cut. On arriving

at the exit end of the groove it is received into

a type-founder's stick, which has to be removed
as it is filled, and the type is then ready for

packing. The great advant^rq of type machines
Consists in the increased facility of production.

One machine and one man will produce in ten

hours 30,000 brevier types (or 60 lbs while
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by hand labour only 6,000 (or 10 lbs.) could copper, with the form of the letter intended to

be east in the same time. Messrs. Miller and be produced stamped in one side of it, thus:

—

Kichards, of Edinburgh and London, employ not
less than eighty steam type-casting machines,

equalling in production the labour of 480
men.
The beauty of type depends upon the dolicacy

with which the matrix, or mother typo, is I The letter in the matrix is stamped in by
formed. This mould is a short thick bar of

|
means of a punch, a small piece of steel.

Ml of Tka.-— Weight 800 Pminds.^ltalw jL.

a 8,600 6 100 0 1,300 K 150

b 1,600 i 100 £ — L 250
c 3,000 6 100 A 600 M 200

d 4,400 u 100 13 400 N 200

0 12,000 a 200 C 600 O 200
f 2,500 6 200 I) 500 P 200

g 1,700 i 100 E 600 Q 90
h 6,400 6 100 F 400 n 200

i 8,000 6 100 a 400 8 260

j 400 a 100 H 400 T 326

k 800 e 100 I 800 U 3 50

1 4,000 i 100 J 300 V 150

m 3,000 d 100 K 300 w 200

n 8,000 ii 100 L 500 X 90

0 8,000 9 100 M 400 Y 150

p 1,700 4,500 N 400 Z 40

q 300 800 0 400 JK 20

r 6,200 600 P 400 (K 15

s 8,000 . 2,000 Cl ISO
Spaces.

t 9,000 - 1,000 R 400

u 3,400 ? 200 S 600 Thick 18,000

V 1,200 f 150 T 650 Muldlc 12,000

w 2,000
t 700 U 300 Thin 8,000

X 400 t 100 V 300 Hair 3,000

y 2,000 t 100 w 400 m qd. 2,500

z 200 » 100 X 180 n qd. 5,000

& 200 [
150 Y 300

fl 600 1
100 Z 80 Largo

ff 400

1

100 iE 40 quad;

fl

m
200
100

300
60

(E
A

30
300

2 em.
3 em. f about

't lit

m. 160 1 1,300 B 200 4 em.
OU IL).

SB 100 2 1,200 C 250
Metal60 3 1,100 D 250

a 100 4 1,000 S 300 rules :

6 250 6 1,000 F 200 1 em —
1 100 6 1,000 G 200 2 cm —
6 100 7 1,000 H 200 3 era —

100 8 1,000 1 400

d 200 9 1,000 J 160

a letter cut upon one end, and the other end a

flat head to receive the blow of a hammer.

The length of the body of a type is called its

height to pajier, and this is unfortunately not

uniform, there being a London and a Scotch

height, the former not so high as the latter.

A complete assortment of types is called a

fount, which may be regulated to any extent.

Every type-founder has a scale showing the

proportijual quantity of each letter required
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^fop a fount; and a peculiar scale is required

for each language. For the English language.,

a type-founder’s scale, or bill, for a fount of

the weight of 800 lbs. is given above, from
which it will be seen that in the English lan-

guage the letter e is more frequently used than

other letters, and e the least. In setting up
indexes and similar matter, the capitals men-
tioned in the scale would be considerably de-

ficient. This would also be the case with

French and Italian works, where accented

letters are used in great numbers.
In the last century, a fount of type weighing

500 lbs, was considered a good weight
;
but now.
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so much has printing increased, it is not an
uncommon thing in the principal houses in

London to keep a fount of 20,000 or 30,000 lbs.

in constant use. The following are the names
of the types in English, Dutch, French, Gorman,
and Italian ; but some of the German names
vary in different parts of Germany.

1. Diamond, the amalloat.

2. Pearl. {Fr. ‘La Parisienne or S6danoise; Oer,
Perl ; Jtal. Oochio di Mosca.)

3. Ruby.
4. Nonpareil. {Dutch, Nonpareil ; Fr. La Nonpa-

rcille
;
"Ger. Nonparcille

;
Jtal. Nompariglia.)

fi. Emerald.
6. Minion. {Fr. La Mignonne ; Qer. Coloncll ; Jtal.

Mignoua.)
7. Brevier. {DtUch, Brevier; Fr. lie Petit Tezto;

O&r. Petit, or Jungfer ; Jtal. Piccolo Testo.)

8. Bourgeois. {Dutch, Bourgeois
;
Fr. La GalUordo ;

Ger. Burgeois ;
Jtal. Gagliarda.)

9. Long Primer. {Dutch, Garmond ; Fr. Le Petit

Romain
;
Ger. Corpus, or Garmond

;
Jtal. Garamonc.)

10. Small Pica. {Dutch, Dessendiaan ; Fr. La Phl-

loRophie; Qer. Brevier, or Rheinlonder; Jtal. Filo-

sotia.)

11. Pica. {Dutch, Mcdiaan ; Fr. Le Cic6ro; Qer.

Cicero; Jtal. Lettura.)
12. English. {Dutch. Augustyn; Fr. Le Saint Au-

gustin ; Ger. Mittel
;
Jlal, Silvio.)

13. Great Primer. {Dutch, Text; Fr. Le Groa Ro-
rnaln

;
Qer. Tcrtia ; Jtal. Testo.)

14. Paragon. {D^dch, Paragon ; Fr. Le Petit Paran-
gon

;
Qer. Paragon

;
Jtal. Paragone.)

16.

Double Pica. {Dutch, Dubbcldo Dessendiaan ;

Fr. Ije Gros Parangon
;

Ger. Text, or Secunda ;
Jtal.

Due Llnee Filosofia.)

16. Two Line Pica. {Dutch, Dubbelde Medioan ;
Fr.

Lcs Deux Points do Cicero ; Ger. Doppelciccro.)

17. Two Lino English. {Dutch, Dubbelde Autmstyn

;

Fr. Palestine ;
Ger. Doppelmlttel

;
Ital. Canonclno.)

18. Two Line Great Primer. {Dutch, Kauon; Fr.

Petit Canon ; Get . Rleinc Canon
;
Jtal. Grosso Testo.)

in. Two Line Double Pica. {Dutch, Groote Kauon

;

Fr. Trismegiste ;
Ger. Grobe Canon.)

20. Trafalgar.

21. Canon. {Dutch, Parys Romeyn; Fr. Le Gros
Canon ;

Ger. KlcLnc Missal
;
Jtal. Cauouc.)

Canon is the largest English size with a

specific name ;
Pica then becomes the standard

to distin^ish them, and the next size to Canon
is Four Line Pica, then Five Line Pica, and so

|

on, to the largest size used in posting bills.

Subjoined is a specimen of the sizes of types

up to Great Primer inclusive, the numbers cor-

responding to the numbers and names above.

1. Tt» ca»bU tht rtadsr to furir •» opiiilon of th« eoaparaiiw of

2. tjpM, and tho proportiou thej bear to each other, there It ^ven

3. In this paragraph a line of each size, from Diamond, the

4. smallest type in general use in England, up to Groat

6. Primer, inclusive, numbered to correspond with

6. the preceding list, in order to distinguish

7. them by their names. There is a smaller

8. type than Diamond lately introduced^

0. but it is as yet little used. The

10. French have one bo small that

11. it cannot be read by the

12. naked eye, even by

13. young persons.
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TYPHAON
In 1467 cast types were invented by Peter

Schoeffer; in .1800, the lever, or American
mould, was introduced; in 1823, Henri Didot's
polymatype, still successful^ used in France,
was worked in London by Pouch^e, but failed

through the opposition of the associated type-

founders
;

in 1853, Mr. Johnson patented his

machine for casting type mechanically without
variation of body

;
and in the year following,

he perfected his process for making hard metal
type by substituting tin for lead entirely or
partially in the ordinary compounds.

Type. Properly, the figure stamped upon a
coin; hence, a si^n or symbol, especially those
by which it is said that Christ was prefigured
to the Jews, whether figures, as the Brazen
Serpent, tho Lamb of the Passover, the Sacri-

fice of Isaac; or persons, as Moses, David,
Jonah, fScc.

Type of Oonstans. [Ecthksis; Heno-
TICON.]

Type Metal. The alloy of lead and anti-

mony used in casting printer’s types, the usual
proportions being one part of antimony to

three of lead, but a saperior and harder Idiid

of type is sometimes made by alloying two
parts of lead with one of antimony and one of
tin. Both these alloys take a sharp impression
from the mould or matrix, owing to their ex-
pansion on solidification, and they are hard
enough to stand the work of the press, without
being brittle or liable to fracture.

l^ptiaoese. An order of Endogens, con-
sisting of reed-like herbs growing in marshes,
ditches, or shallow water, and having long
narrow parallel-veined leaves, and small flowers

densely packed in cylindrical spikes or globu-

:

lar heads. In structure they come near to

I

AracetB. The flowers are moncecious, without
any perianth, unless the small scales or tufts

[

of hairs intermixed with the stamens and

I

ovaries be regarded as such. The ovary tapers
into a slender simple style, and ripens into a
small nut with a single pendulous seed

;
the

embryo is straight, lying iu copious albumen.
There are very few species, but some of them
are dispersed over nearly all ports of the globe.

The genus 7)/pha is a good illustration.

These Typhas are tall herbaceous aquatics,

distinguished by their flowers forming a con-
rinuous spike or spadix shaped like a constable’s

mace. The two British species, T. latifoHa and
T. angustifolia, often popularly but erroneously
called Bulrush (which name properly belongs
to the genus Scirjms), are common on the bor-
ders of ponds and lakes, where their singular
large terminal spikes (called from their form
Cat’s-tail, or Reed-mace) present so picturesque
an appearance, that they are often selected by
artists to indicate the presence of water. T.

latifolia grows to the height of five op six feet.

Typbaon (Gr.). In Greek Mythology, this
name is the same as that of Typhoeus, or Ty-
phon

;
but in the Hesiodic Th^ony, Typhaon

and Typhoeus are distinct personages, the former
being a son of T^haon. In one tradition, the
latter is described as a eon of Gaiaand Tartarus

;
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in another as a son of Hera, who produced hi,m

by her own unaided power, as Athena sprang

armed from the forehe^ of Zeus. [Thitogbnbia..]

In another version it is Hephsestus, and not

Typhaon, who stands in this relation to Hera.

Typhoeus is mentioned in the Iliad (ii. 782)
as imprisoned in the country of the Arimi. By
later poets he is connected with the Egyptian

mythology, which, according to Sir G. Wilkinson,

had two deities, * one who was the brother of

Netpe, and opposed to his brother Osiris, as the

bad to the good principle ;
the other, bearing

the name of Typho, and answering to that part

of his character which represents him as the

opponent of Horus.' (Ancient Egy^iam^ vol. iv.
J

p. 417 &c.)

Typhon belongs to the same class of beings

with Echidna, Fafnir, Python, the Sphinx, &;c.

Typhoon^ The name given to a violent

tornado or hurricane in the Chinese seas.

[Storms.]
Typhus (Gr. rMpot, from to smoke).

This term (implying to bum with a concealed

and smothered dame) is applied to certain

continued fevers, attended by great debility.

It is contagious or infectious, and often epidemic,

and is most prone to attack debilitated persons,

especially where aided by want of cleanliness,

^od food, and fresh air ; so that it often spreads

in hospitals, gaols, camps, and other situa*

tions where such causes assist its progress.

This form of fever is liable to several modifica-

tions, commonly termed low fever
y
putridfevery

fiervous feve*, gaol fever, &c. Its attack is

generally cha^teris^ by inordinate muscular
and nervous debility, and by great depression

of spirits, weariness, flying pains, sighing, and
a frequent, small, and sometimes fluttering

pulse
;
the tongue is foul and brown, and the

taste impaired, and not unfrequently nausea

and bilious vomiting prevail, constituting that

variety of typhus which has been called bilious

fever. About the fourth or fifth day, an erup-

tion appears upon the abdomen, having a

deep colour, approaching sometimes to extreme
lividity. These spots do not disappear on
pressure, like those of typhoid fever. As the

disease advances, the debility increases; the

mouth becomes very foul, and the breath fetid
;

the urine deposits a brown sediment, and,

together with the motions, is fetid, and rapidly

putrefies. All these symptoms increase in in-

tensity ; the speech becomes inarticulate, mut-
tering, and delirious; there is a tendency to

bleeding from the nose, mouth, and bowels;

petechim, or livid spots, appear upon the surface

;

the pulse sinks andintermits ; the mindwanders

;

hiccup comes on ; the hands and feet become
cold ; and, under these horrible symptoms, the

patient dies. Such is an outline of the progress

of a typhus fever to a fatal termination. In
this climate it may endure for from two to

three weeks ;
but in hot countries the symptoms

follow each other more rapidly and violently,

and it is not of more than eight or ten days’

duration. When it does not terminate fatally,

the symptoms begin to assume a more favourable

TYR
aspect about the fourteenth day; the pulse

improves, the patient gets some ^nquil sleep,

perhaps perspires
;

the urine deposits a red

sediment ; bilious stools are passed
;
he becomes

more tranquil in mind and body, and his symp-
toms gradually disappear till health is restored;

but it is a disease the event of which must be

anticipated with the utmost caution, for attacks

apparently mild sometimes terminate fatally,

and in other cases the constitution has rallied

under the most alarming and malignantfeatures.

At the very commencement an emetic sometimes
acts advantageously. It is possible that some
particular symptom, indicative of local con-

gestion, may call for treatment. Serpentaria,

Peruvian bark, cascarillai and Colombo are the

tonics which have been most relied on, but in

the present day little else is used than mild
nourishing fluid diet, and alcoholic stimulus as

the case progresses, or sometimes at the onset.

In all cases, the utmost attention must be paid

to extreme cleanliness, frequent change of linen,

ventilation, and the due use of disinfectants.

Typography. The art of Printing.

[Printing.]

Tyr. In Teutonic Mythology, the sun-god,

answering to the Vedic Dyu. Like Savitar,

ho is represented as one-handed
;
but the German

Btoiy is that Tyr placed his hand as a pledge in

the mouth of the wolf, and that the wolf bit it

ofif. With the two legends which relate the

mutilation of Tyr and Savitar may be compared
the Norse aud African tales, which profess to

account for the tailless condition of the bear

and the hyaena. (Dasent, PoptUar Tales from
the NorsBy li.)

In the Edda, Odin is the supreme god, but
there is evidence that before his pre-eminence
was established, Tyr was worshipped as the

principal deity of the Germans, being etymo-
logically the same as the Greek Zeus. The
name survives in the Anglo-Saxon Tiwesdaeg,

Tuesday ; in the uamea of places, as Tewesiey,

Tewing; and of flowers, as in tlio old Norse

I

Tj^sfiola, T^syidr. According to Tacitus, the

Germans spoke of themselves as sprung from
Tuisco (Zeus), and his son Mannus. [Minos.]
This A^nuus is the Sanscrit Manu, from the

root many to measure, to think, from which is

derived the Old High German menniscy and the

modem menschy TMnnisc meaning a son of man.
* As soon as mennisc and manuahya became in

common parlance the recognised words for man,
language itself supplied the myth that Manus
wus the ancestor of the Manushyas. . . . Hence
Mannu was called the son of Tuisco, and this

Tuisco, as we know, was originally the Aryan
god of light.' Tacitus mentions the three tribes,

Ingaevones, Iscaevones, and Herminones, as

sprung from the three sons of Mannus. Of
these, the first derive their name from Yng,
Yn^, or Ynguio, whom the Edda has mention^
as living first with the eastern Banes, probably

as AugS is to be found in Mysia, and Phmbus
in the Lykian (Lycian) land. The second sop,

Isco, has been identified by Grimm with Asht,

whose name means ash-tree, aud thus embodies
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probably t^ie same conception which led the
Greeks to speak of men as sprung (^h

from ash-trees. ‘Alcuin still uses the ex-
pression son of the ash^tree as synonymous
with man. The third son of Manuus, Irmino,

has a name decidedly German. Irmin was
an old Saxon god, from whom probably both
Arminius and the Herminoncs derived their

name.’ (Max Muller, Lsctures on Language,
second scries, x.)

Tyrannloide. [Libbbtt ; Bbgioide.]

Tyrant (Gr. rOpanfos). In the original

sense of the word, a citizen who acquired
sovereignty by subverting the constitution

of a free state, whether by violence or stra-

tagem, was called, in the language of Greek
political writers, a tyrant, as distinguished

from the basileus, or rightful hereditai^ king,

whether despotic or constitutionaL [Libebty
;

Kroicide.]

Tyrlte. A hydrous mineral allied to Fer-
gusonite, occurring abundantly (sometimes in

crystals more than two inches long) in a large
j

felspar quarry at Helle near Arendal in Norway.
It chiefly consists of columbic acid, yttria,

alumina, the protoxides of cerium, uranium,
lauthanium, and iron, lime, zirconia, and gludna.

Tyrolite. A hydrated arseniate of copper
with carbonate of lime, composed of 26*4 per
cent, of arsenic acid, 43*8 oxide of copper, 19*8

water, 11*0 carbonate of lime. It occurs at Fal-

kenstein and otherparts ofthe T}!^)! (whence the

UDAL
name), usually in small reniform aggregations

and diverging fibrous groups of a pale green co-

lour, and with a pearly lustre. It is very sec-

tile, and in thin laminae flexible. [Kufafhbite.]
Tyrosln (Gr. rvp6s, cheese). A crystalline

substance originally obtained from cochineal.

It is artificially produced by the fusion of caseine,

fibrine, or albumen with potassa, or by boiling

the same substances with dilute acids, and is

sometimes the result of their putrefaction. The
formula assigned to it is C,sHuN0«.
Tytbe. [Tythino.]

Tytliiiig. A tything was a subdivision,

i.e. a tenth part, as its name indicates, of the

hundred, with which it was probably coeval in

institution, as it was certainly identical in ob-

ject, so far at least as regards the prevention

of offences by the condition of liability for tlie

production of offenders, or in default thereof

rraaration of the mischief, in the case of

offences committed within the district. For
this purpose, all free persons above the age of

twelve years were required by the Saxon law to

belong to some tything. Nojurisdiction appears

to have belonged to the tything
;
and the office

of tythingman, or constable, seems always to

have been confined, as it is now, to the pre-

servation of the peace, and the apprehension
of offenders. The limits of a tything wore in

most cases coextensive with those of a parish,

with which it is now commonly, for practical

purposes, identical.

U
V. This letter was long identified with T,

and both were used indiscriminately ; but at the

beginning of the sixteenth century their pecu-
liarities came to be marked, and u has since

been used as a vowel and v as a consonant.

VblqntoU or Vblqiittartaiis ^t. ubi-

que, ewrywhere). In SiMdesiastical History, a
school of Lutheran divines: so called from
their tenet that Gie body of Christ was present

in the Eucharist in virtue of His di\'ine omni-
presence. LuGier is said to have maintained

this position, as a mode of reconciling the

doctnne of transubstantiation with rea^n, for

two years. Brentius, one of his disciples,

passes for its principal supporter. * Melanchthou

ppposed it ; but it seems to have obtained great

credit among the Lutherans of the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries.

irokewalUats. In Ecclesiastical History,

a sect of rigid Anabaptists; so called from

one Uke Wallis, a native of Friesland, They
appear to subsist still, independent of other

Anabaptists and Mennonites, in Friesland and
Grfiningen. (Mosheim, vol. v.)

Vdal or Vdallor (Dan. odel). A an-
onym of the Gothic and Frankish aW, a
proprietor holding his lands under no feudal

superior.

The settlers in France under Clovis parcelled

out such lands as they appropriated into por-

tions called alods, each allottee holding his own
plot without any obligation to a feudal law,

and being liable only to the general duty of

defence—a duty which was known in later

legal histo^ by the name of Tbinoda Nb-
csssiTAS. But the ancient population, now
become Romanised, appear to have held the

possessions relinquished to them by their con-

querors on a lower and more precarious tenure.

In course of time, however, the kings, whose
powers increased with the settlement of the

countiy, granted their followers anddependants,
under the condition of attendance and military

services, life estates, called hen^es^ or in ^e
Frankish tongue Gradui^y and by in-

sensible steps, as the allodialists became im-

poverished and insulated, they ivere forced to

oommend themselves to some lord, and ^e
feudal system ofhomage, allegiance, and service,

became general. This change was made more
rapidly, as society was rendered more insecure

by the danger of external aggression.

Among Uie Scandinavian races, the feuda}

system, in the absence of these contingencies,

never took deep root, and consequently the old

tenuresurvived, under the name tuZo/, th^* owner
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of tbd land being a vdaUer, Tbia kind of oc-

cupation, which atill characteriseB Norway, pre-

vailed fcumerly in the Isle of Man,^and is still

found in the Orkneys and Shetland islands.

The latter term, in something like the sense

of an ^uixe or gentleman of estate, will

be familiar to the readers of Scott*s Pirate.

On failure of heirs, such lands reverted in

common to kll owners on a similar title.

Among Celtic races the custom of Tanistbt
and Gavelkind prevailed. It was probably
in consequence of the reversionary interest

of the sept or elan, that udal lands, even
when sold, could always be redeemed within

a fixed period by the seller. The following

are illustratioTis of the tenui*e.

Prof. Keyscr (Norsk Church History) says

:

‘The feudal system in its South German
shape was unknown in Norway. In its stead

the udal system prevailed, by which the land

was the free possession of the udaller, over

which \the state or king had no superior right,

and which it therefore could not tax. On the

other hand, every Norwegian was hound to

support the state by his personal service. In
Norway, all services to the state were of a
pe^ohsl character, and did not depend on land

or tother property.*

See alM the Saga of Olaf Tiyggvason, 16.

(Flateypok.) 'Haem Athclstan was in England
when ^ heard of the death of his fiAher

Harald l^e Fairhaired.* He started at once fior

Trondhjtnn, and at the Thing * stood up and
spoke as follows. He commenced by asking

the hondecB (peasants) to call him ting and
help him to hold the kingdom; in retam for

which he offered to make all the bonders odal-

bomna (udalbom), and give them their udal

possessions (odul sin) on which thev dwelt.’

* Again in the same saga (183), when Hanld
imposed a tribute on the Orkneys, earl Einar
offered to pay the whole of it himself^ if the

peasants would give up their udal rights.*

tngite* A hydrated silicate of alnmin^
lime, and soda, found in the amygdaloid of Uig
in Skye.

tnilnse. An ordinance of the emperor
of Russia having the force of law in his

dominions.

meet (Lat. nlcns, Gr. Itirot, a wound). A
Solution of continuity in anyof the soft parts of

the body, attended a pfimlent or other dis-

charge. The several kinds of ulcers are divided

surgeons into lodtl and constitutional, but
these often run into each other. They have
been termed iinwle and ^oseifie sores or mcers

;

the fbrtner resniting from accidental injuries,

the latter from i^ifie poisons or particular

habits of body. (OoopeFs Surgical iHctioharg.)

triMroa* l^s name of a tree from which

cioiit^oiic hi obtained. It is supposed to be

the tMiUoa dUtsHioa.

lllinMl (Turk. Uamed mm). The college

or oorgoratimi cotoMed of the three classes of

theTmdA hieriunmy : the imans, or ministers

ofreli^^; the or doctors oflaw ; the

cadis, or a^inistratm of justioe. This or-

ULMAOEiE

f
anisation, according to D*Ohsson (Tableau de
Emmre Ottoman), was first iiiimed by the

Caliphs, and adopted, along with the other
principles of their government, by the Otto-

man sultans. Candidates for admission in the

Ulema are educated at the different colleges

(medress^s) of the empire. The Sheikh ul

Islam, or mufti of Constantinople, is the pre-

sident of the whole body. (Ed. Bev. vol. 1.)

mez (Lat.). A genus of prickly shrubs of the

order Legwninosm, distinguished by their two-
arted calyx bearing two minute bracts at the

ase, and their tuxgid few-seeded legume. V.

europaus, the Common Furze, Whin, or Gorse,

18 one of the few British social plants suffi-

ciently important to give a name to the locali-

ties on wmch it fixes, a Furze-brake being a
characteristic feature of English landscape.

Harsh and rugged though Furze be in app^-
ance, it has by no means a wide geographical

range. Even in North Britain it dwindles in

size, and in the more exposed regions is hardly

known. In Russia and Sweden it occurs only
as a greenhouse plant, and even in the south of

England an unseasonably severe frost nips the

flowers, or sometimes destroys all the exposed

part of the plant. When regularly cut down
eveiy year, the annual shoots of the Furze,

mowed as wanted, and bruised to deaden the

prickles, supply a green food throughout the

winter, which all animals, and especially horses,

axe particularly fond of. When cultivated, the

seeda sown are either collected from the wild

plants, or from a variety which, siuxessiTe

cultivation, haa become rather more aueculent

and productive. Hie double-flowered Fune
of gudens is a variety of this speciea, as is

also the Irish Furze, dikinguished by the soft-

ness of its upright branches. U. nana, the

Dwarf or French Furze, a much smaller plant,

with flowers of a deeper yellow, blooms in the

I

greatest proftuion at the season when heath is

in blossom, with which it harmonises beauti-

fully in colouring.

Vlezlte. A name given to native borate of

lime (Hayesine), after Ulex, by whom it was
analykd.
muige. In Ganging, this word is used to

denote that quantity which a cask wants of

being full

miniaaiilte. A sulphide of nickel and
antimony ; the latter often partly replaced by
arsenic. It generally ooours massive, isrith a

granular structure
;
or disseminated, and is of a

grey colour indining to tin-white or steel-gmy

;

opaque with a metallic lustre. It is diiefly

found ir the copper mines of Frensherg, Ei-

sem. &C. in the duchy of Nassau ; in Si^en,

Prussia
;
and at Hsrwrode and Lobenstein in

Central Germany. I^med after XTUinan, by
whom it was analysed,

mitiniis* fMitLLdoA.]

Vlmaoeas (Ulmus, the principal genus). A
natural order of woody plants, nstudly timber-

trees, inhabiting temperate dimates. They
are apetalous &<Myns, nearly allied to the

Urticaoeous order, fiom which they principally



ULMIN
differ in haring a two-celled fruit. The va-

rious kinds of Elm-trees are the best known
*

1
; but the thin papery fruit of theseE is merely a character of tlie genus

f and by no means characteristic of the

order.

Vlmln (Lat. ulmus, the elm-tree). A dark
brown substance which exudes from the bark
of the elm and several other trees, and which
appears to be contained in most barks. The
brown matter found in decayed leaves and
wood, and in soils abounding in decomposed
organic substances, resembles ulmiu. [Humic
Acid.]

Vlmua (Lat. an dm). A genus of Ulmace<s^

consisting of hardy deciduous trees, some of

which yield the valuable timber called B2m
wood.
The Common Elm, TJ. campestns,^ is the

most generally diffused species, though said to

have been introduced into Britain by the

Crusaders. It is a lofty upright-growing tree,

composed of many tiers of spreading branches,

which often hang in graceful festoons at the ex-

tremities. The Wych Elm, U. montana^ is dis-

tinguished by its numerous spreading branches,

which frequently droop so as to conceal the

main trunk. The Elm was held in high esti-

mation by the ancients, partly for the sake

of its leaves, which were dried and employed
as fodder, and partly for the use to which the

tree itself was applied, viz. as a prop for

vines. The former custom still obtains in

some parts of the Continent
;
but the Elm is

now principally valued for its timber, which is

fine-grained, tough, possessing great lateral

adhesion, and remarkable for its durability

under water. Hence it is employed in naval*

architecture. It was formerly much used in

making water-pipes. The Elm, growing in

good soil, arnves at perfection in 160 years,

but will live for 600 or 600 years. The
Common and Gomisli Elms are considered to

«ffi>rd the best timber.

The ITZmttsmontofia is often called theWych
Elm and Witch Hazel, probably from the

similarity of its leaves to those of the hazel-

nut; and hence, like it, its twigs were for-

merly employed for riding-switches to insure

good luck on the jonmey. Forked branches of

Wych Elm, as of hazel, were nsed as divining

rods. They were mare useMly employed for

making long bows, the archer esteeming them
next to those of the yew for that purpose.

(Lat. : Or. ih4vri). The lar^r of the
two bones bt the forearm. It forms the joint

of the elbow, and is articulated by a species of
hix^-joint to the humerus, and to the radius

;

and l^low to the radius and to the bones of
the wrist
mmiga or maag^er (Lat. ulna, an eU).

Edward t. and his mndson sought to naturalise
the industry of the flemish weavers in England,
and s<^tled a oonstderable number of these arti-

ficers in the eastern oountaes, which, in the four-

teenth cenhiry, becamethe richest and mostpro-
sperous parts of England. But they did not pro-
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hibit the importation of foreign cloth, thougli

they watched with considerable jealousy the

ex^rtation of British wool.

rartly, however, in order to prevent frauds

on the customs, much more in order to secure

the buyer of foreign stuifk, officials were ap-

pointed in each considemble port, who should

measure and certify the length and quality of

the piece (pannus) of 24 yai^s or ells
;
for in

early times it seems that these words were

synonymous. These officers wore called
or nlnagers, and the accounts rendered by them
to the exchequer are still preserved in great

fulness and continuity in the Public Record
Office.

It should be remembered that the police of

the middle ages, impcrfqpt as it might have
been, was employed in the general interests of

society, and consequently that the supei^'ision

exercised over dealers was continual and
rigorous. In short, the maxim of law, caveat

emptoTf wa^ interpreted in bygone times in

a somewhat different form from that which
modern usage assigns to it. In our own day,

it is hardly possible for the general public, in

the exercise of individual discretion, to guard
against the ingenuity of fraudulent traders

;
but

in those times, the police was incessant and
effective, and the buyer who was defrauded,

was as little an object of compassion, as the man
would be who thinks proper to traffic with a
real or pretended smuggler, and finds himself

cheated.

Ultimate Anal This term is applied

in Chemistry to the resolution of substances

into their absolute elements, and is opposed to

proximate analysis, by which they are merely
resolved into secondaiy compounds. The
ultimate analysis of crystallised blue vitriol,

for instance, teaches us that its true elements

are sulphur, copper, oxygen, and hydrogen
;

its

proximate elements are sulphuric acid, oxide of
copper, and water; the ultimate elements of
sulphuric acid are sulphur and oxygen

; of oxide
of copper, copper ana oxy^n ; and of water,
hydrogen and oxygen. The terms ultimate

analysis and ultimate elements are, however,
most generally used in reference to organic
products. Ghim resin, starch, and sugar, are

often found associated in a vegetable, and
are called proximate principles, and they are

separated bv proximate analysis ; but all these

are resolvable by ultimate analysis into car-

bon, hydrogen, and oxygen. These three ele-

mentary substances, therefore, are their nlH-

mate components. The accurate determination

of the relative proportions of the proximate
constituents of the various organic products

is often a difficult chemical problem.

So, again, various animal products, such aa

albumen, fibrin, gelatin, casern, &e., which are

separable as distinct proximate substances, are

found, in reference to ultimate composition, to

consist of carbon, hydrogen, oxymn, and nitro-

gen, to which sulphur and phosphorus, together

with some minei^ substances, are superwded.

I

[Akalysis, in Chemistry.]



ULTIMATE RATIO
Ultimate Batlo. The ratio of eTanescent

quantities. [Paimib and Ultxicatb Batzo.]

Ultimatum (Lat. ultimus, last). In Diplo-

macy, the final conditions offered by a gOTcm-
ment for the settlement of its dispute with

another.

Ultra (Lat. heyondX In Modern Politics,

those who carry to tneir farthest point the

opinions of the party to which they belong are

so termed. The name was applied in 1793 to

the more violent revolutionists; it has since

been bestowed on the extreme section of all

parties in turn.

Ultra-elliptic Funotione. [Elliptic

Functions.]
Ultramarine (Lat. ultra, and mare, the

sea). The blue pigment obtained from the

mineral lassvtlite or la^s laztdi. The mineral

is ground to a fine powder and levigated,
i

Artificial vltramarine is prepared by heating
|

to i^ness a mixture of kaolin, sulphur, ana
carbonate of soda. Other processes have been

employed, but this yields the best results of

those that have been published, although there

is little doubt that the manufacturers make use

of improvements upon published methods. The
nature of the blue colouring matter of ultra-

marine has given rise to much discussion : some

have thought that it is due to a peculiar kind

of sulphide of sodium ;
but it has been found

that the presence of iron is indispensable for

the formation of the colour. That sulphur is

one of the necessary constituents, is proved by

the fact that the colour is destroyed by the

action of adds, sulphuretted hydrogen being

simultaneously liberated. A peculiar transient

blue colour is produced on mixing sulphuretted

hydrogen with perchloride of iron ; this scorns

to indicate that both iron and sulphur are

involved in the formation of ultramarine. The
tint of the artificial product is superior to that

of the natural, whilst the cost of its manu-

facture is so low as to render it one of the

cheapest pigments known.
Ultrmnontaiia (Lat. ultra, and mons, mon-

tis, a mountain). In Ecclesiastical language,

thosewho maintain the most advanced theory of

papal supremacy are so called, as distinp^shed

from those who hold chat the authonty of a

general council is paramount to that of the

pope. The name is derived from the dreum-

Btance that the theologians of Italy, the country

beyond the Alps, were considered more favour-

able to high papal doctrine than the Cismontane

doctors of hrimee and Germany. Although

among the modem clergy of France the respec-

tixe names of Frayssinous, Affre, Boyer, and

Guillon hare been added to the catalogue of

t}ie defenders of Galliean liberties, yet the

spirit is ^eraUy supposed to be

tat the motA Influential in the ranks of the

stogy of the present day.^ (Oonoobdat.]

As to nltmontsne junsts, see Savigny,

BSft law, vol vi.

Wtwm (Lat). A genus of Afyw, t^wal of

the Vlvacem, and distingiiished from Porp^a
principally I7 ite green eoilour. The most
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familiar spedes is U, latissima’, which, from
its being frequently attached to oysters, is

called Oyster Green, This and U, Lactuca
are sometimes eaten like true Laver, under
the name of Green Laver, It is also used
occasionally in Scotland as a sort of .water-

dressing bound round the temples, by way of
remedy in cases of headache.
Ulyaaea. The Latin name of the hero

who is called Ootsseus in the Homeric poems.
This name, in the opinion of some mytho-
logists, represents the Sanscrit Urukshaya, and
the Greek thpvKpAotu, unde^mding.
Umbel. In Botany, a form of inflorescence

in which all the pedicels proceed from a single

point. If there is no subdivision, the umbel
is called simple

\
but if the pedicels produce

other umbels, as in Parsley, the umbel is com-
pound,

UmbalUferoB (Lat. umbella, dim. of um-
bra, a shade), A natural order of epigynous

Exogens, the species of which abound in all

I

cool or temperate climates, and even occur in

hot ones, though much more rarely. They are

known in general by their flowers being dis-

posed in an umbel. They have an herbaceous
stem; leaves usually much divided, often in-

flated when they join the stem
;
and they have

universally a dry fruit, which always separatees

into two dry one-seeded carpels or mericarps,

resembling seeds, which indeed they are popu-
larly but erroneously called. The real seed

is inside, closely adhering to the outer pericarp

:

it has a minute embryo in the base of the

horny albumen. The mericarps are furnished

with a definite number of raised longitudinal

ribs, and underneath the intervening channels

are fr^uently placed elongated receptacles for

essential oil, called vittis, remarkably constant

in each species in their number and position.

It is chiefly from the arrangement of these ribs

and vittse, and from the shape of the enclosed

albumen, that modem botanists have derived

the characters by which the numerous genera

of Vmhdl^erm are distinguished.

Some of the species are poisonous, as Hem-
lock and Water Dropwort

;
others are esculents,

as Celery, Carrot, and Parsnip; many yield

aromatic fruits, as Caraway, Coriander, and
Anise. A few of them secrete a fetid guni

resin, of which Assafeetida, Ammoniacum, and
Galbanum are examples. The species are

very numerous, nor is it easy to recognise

them with accuracy; and, unfortunately, no
general rule has yet been discovered for dis-

tinguishing the poisonous from the harmless
kinds.

Uknber. Two distinct substances are used

as pigments under this name. One is a variety

of Peat or Brown Coal, large beds of which are

worked near Cologne, and which is said to be

largely used in t& adulteration of snuff; the

other, called Jksrkish Umber, is a variety of

oohreous Iron-ore (lamonite) composed, accord-

ing to the analj^sis of Klapr^, of 48 per cent,

of pelade of iron, 20 peroxide of manganese,

18 silica, 6 alumina, and 18 water. The term



UMBILIC UMPIRE
Umber is said to be derived from Ombria or Umbilicus. In Geometry, this term is used
Spoleto, in Italy, where it was first obtained, by the oldergeometers synonymously with focus.

It is also found near Castletown in the Isle of Vmbo (Lat.). A protuberance or boss. In
Man, and fine pigments are also inade from the Conchology, the point of a bivalve shell imme-
Umber which is procured in the iron mines in diately above the hinge.

the Forest of Bean in Gloucestershire. Vmbonato (Lat. umbo, a boss). In Botany,
Umbllio (Lat. umbilicus). The umbilic of this term is applied to parts whidi are round,

a surface is a point at which the normal sections with a projection in the centre, like the boss or

have all the same radius of curvature. The umbo of an ancient shield; as the pilous of
curvature of the surface at such a point is said many species of Agaricus.
to be spherical. A surface of the n*** order has Vmbra (Lat. a shadow). In Astronomy,
in general a definite number of umbilics, the this term is applied to the dark cone projected
methods for finding which are given in most from a planet or satellite on the side opposite

text-books. A curve on the surface, every to the sun. [Kclipsb.]
point of which is an umbilic, is called a line of tTmbraoulum (Lat. from umbra). In
sj>herical curvature. [Cuevature.] An ellip- Botany, a term applied to those convex bodies
soid has four umbilics, each of which is in the which in Marchantia terminate the seta, and
plane of the greatest and least axes at a distance bear the reproductive 'bodies on the under side,

from the centre equal to the mean semi-axis. Vmbrse (Lat. shades). In Roman domestic
[CONFOCAL AND CoNCYCLic QuADRics ; CuRVA- life, a Dame given to uninvited guests brought
TURB, Line of.] by one who was invited.

UmblUoal Cord. In Anatomy, the cord- Umbral ITotation. An invention of Prof,
like prolongation of the teguments of the ab- Sylvester’s by which quantities are represented
domen, including the vessels which pass from by combinations of letters, or umbrcB, which,
the fcptus to the placenta in placental mam- taken separately, have no meaning. For Bk-
mals : or to the allantois and vitellicle in terminants, the notation is very convenient
implacental mammals, birds, and reptiles

;
or and frequently employed,

to the vitellicle alone in plagiostomous fishes. Ubabrella (Lat. umbraculum, from umbra.
In other fishes, in batrachians, and in most a shade). In Asiatic countries, the umbrella
invertebrates, the vitellicle is sessile, and there has from time immemorial been regarded as

is consequently no umbilical cord. the special ensign of royalty. As such it is

Umbilical Cord. In Botany, an elonga- used as a termination to the Buddhist topes,

tion of the placenta in the form of a little and the Hindu pagodas, which are all of
thread, by which the seeds are sometimes the conical form. [Linoa; Round Towers;
attached, as in the hazel pea. Temple.] The umbrella so used is called a

ITmbllloal Focal Conic of a Quadric tee. Originally they seem in all cases to have
Surface. The locus of point-spheres (umbilical been of wood. An example still exists in tho

foci), each of which has double contact with the cave of Karli, which Mr. Fergusson {Handbook
quadric of such a nature that the planes of con- of Architecture) thinks may possibly be the very
tact (and intersection) are real These planes umbrella first set up 1800 years ago. Some-
are always parallel to the circular sections of times three umbrellas were placed one over
the quadric, and the umbilics of the quadric are the other

;
and when, following the ordinary

clearly points in the locus
;
hence its name, course of developement, they came to be copied

[Focus.] in stone, a more complete architectural cha-

IXmbilteal Vesicle. The name given to the racter was given to them, until at last they
proportionately small vitellicle, or yolk bag, in assumed something of a spire-like form. In
man and most mammalia. the tee or tope-finial, Mr. Fergusson sees the

irmbllioate (Lat. umbilicus, a navel). In model of all Chinese buildings
;
but, on the

Zoology, when a pit, tubercle, or granule has a other hand, it is urged that a mere piece of

depression in its centre. detail, insignificant in size, could scarcely have
Umbllioua (Lat. ; Gr. lfupa\6s). This been taken as the type of whole buildings and

word signifies properly the navel: hence it repeated with astonishing perseverance and
was metaphorically applied to the two ends monotony, as the domestic designs of the
of the roller on which the manuscripts of the Chinese follow manifestly the same model with
ancients were rolled, and which were usually the taas, or pagodas, while if we regard the tent

adorned with ornamental knobs, while the ends of the nomad as the original type of both, we at

of the parchments were filed with pumice-stone, once have the clue to the baseless post witliout

in order that the folds might lie smoqth and capital or entablature, to' the projecting concave
neat. roofs and the curved spikes which fringe it,

Umdiuous. In Botany, the scar by which a the pagoda being simply the repetition of one
seed is attached to the placenta, frequently of tent on another until it reaches the height
a different colour from the rest of the seed, required. [Edinburgh BevieWt January I857i
and not uncommonly very dark-coloured. It p. 124.)
is more commonly called hUum. Vmpire (this word is thought by some to

Umbiuous. Conchology, the aperture or be derived from the Fr. impair, uneven in
depression in the centre, round which the shell number, an umpire being a third party to
is convoluted. whom a dispute is referred * while by o hers it
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UN UNDERWOOD
is ivfrrml to tho Lat. imperium, a command).
An nnipiro is properly a person whom two
refei’i i s, each chosen by his client, being unable
to jointly choose to determine between
them.
Vn. In English compound words, this is a

particle denoting separiition or noration. It

corresponds to tJie Gn^ek Av, as in iLvtilwos,

anodt/ve, i, o. without or allaying pain
In Latin, it answers to iw, as in viconstans,

inconstant.

Unarmed. In Botany, this term is applied

to those parts wliich have no spines, prickles,

or otlier sliarp hard projections. It sometimes
moans pointless.

Unbend. In Sea language, to take the
cable from tbo anchor, a sail from its yard,

&c. ; to untie one rope from another.

Unoaria (Lat. uncus, Gr. oyxos, a enrve^

hence a hook). This name was formerly given

to a group of Cinehouaceoiis climbing jdants

M'lth hooked spines, belonging to the Cnicho
naccte, one of which affords the astringent

masticatory or tanning maUrial called Gambir
or Terra Japoniea. It is now transferred to

a genus of PcdaliacctB, of which U. procumhens^
the only species, is commonly known as the

Grapple-plant at the Capo of Good Hope and
ill other parts of South Africa, on account of

its very curious fruits being furnished on all

sides with strong-branched very sharp hooks,

by means of which they lay hold of the clothes

of travellers or the skin of animals with singular

tenacity. Dr. Livingstone says that when these

fruits happen to lay hold of the mouth of an ox,

the animal stands and roars from pain and
helplessness.

Unoloe (Lat.). The name given by the old
writers on Algebra to the coefficients of the

letters in tbo expansion of any power of a

binomial. Thus, the expansion of (a + d)*

gives fl* + 4 fl''* 6 + 6 -I- 4 n + A*, in which
tbe numbers 1, 4, 6, 4, 1, are the uncia^ or co-

efficients.

Unciales Uteroe (Lat.). Uncial letters or
writing. In Diplomatics, a species of charac-

ter compounded between the capital and the

minuscule or small characters; some of the
letters resembling the former, others the latter.

It is supposed to have been employed in Latin
MSS. as early as the third or fourth century,

but was seldom used after the tenth.

Undforas 8one (Lat. uncus, a hook). The
last bone of the second row of the wrist bones

;

80 called from its hook-liko process in man,
which projects towards the palm of the hand,
and gives origin to the great ligament which
binds down the tendons of the wrist.

Utaoanfbnmble. In Geology, rocks are

said to repose unoonformably on one another

when the lower rock has been removed from its

original horuBontal position, or has been de>

nnded and its surface altered, before the over-

bed was deposited upon it. This ocm-

mtion is very common. It is illustrated in the

accompanying diagram, where AA represents

undsrl/iiig vodka elevat^ at an angle m thirty
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degrees, and greatly denuded. The rocks B
repose unconformably on A, and C again with
equal want of conformability on A and B.

There may be absence of continued and un-

broken succession even when there is no want

of cunfurmability, while there may be apparent

unconformability where the beds were really

deposited in succession. This may arise in the

first ease from the fact that there had been no
douudation in the exact spot where the beds

are now laid bare, so that, although tliere has

been groat cliange and a long interval, there

is orderly succession. The other case occurs

when, owing to some local cause, or to the

j»revaleiice of <lifferoiit marine currents, parts

of a <leposil are swept away while other parts

tire being covered. In this ca.se, although no
pr reo]»tible or important interval has elapsed,

and the rocks are strictly contemporaneous, they

cojise to be conformable in the strict sense of

the word.

Unction, Extreme. [Extreme Unction.]

Undecagoa. [Hendecagon.]
Underrun. In Sea language, to pass a

boat or ship under a cable or rope, raising tlic

latter above the surface for the piirpose.

Undersbrub. In Botany, tlie designation

of a woody plant of small size, the ends of

whose branches perish every year.

Understanding. A name given to that

faculty by which man derives ideas from sen-

sations. The impressions received from the

outward world by means of the senses are

regarded as the basis of all knowledge, and

a creature destitute of perception would be

incapable of learning or understanding. Ac-

cording to Aristotle, the one sense which is an

indispensable condition for the acquisition of

knowledge is that of touch. To the ideas

formed immediately from perception, he gave

the name ofphantasms^ this power of perceiving

being the imagination, which with memory
constitutes the whole intellectual uatui'c of

brutes, while in man it furnishes only the

groundwork for the operation of the intellect,

which, working on these sensations, reaches

first simple and then more complex and

general notions. The knowledge thus gained

IS wisdom; but wisdom as relatii^ to things,

not concerned with ordinary practice is co^ia,

when it regards practice only it is ^p6vinois.

the quality of both being the same, the dif-

ference lying only in the subject-matter. For

the connection of the intellect with the soul,

see Soul and Tbdknloot.

Undertow. A current below differentfrom

that at the surfiice.

Underwood. The low woody growths

produced among timber trees, sometimes called

coppice vmdf though the term coppice wiod

is more especially applied to woods in which
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low growths of shrubs, or the stools of trees,

are more abundant than timber trees. [Gop>
PICE Wood ;

Stool.]

Vnderwrlter. Up to the yeai| 1824, all

insurance companies, except two which were
chartered (the Royal Exchange and London),
were prohibited nom negotiating marine in-

surances. Ti^ two companies in question,

being possessed of a legal monopoly, levied

such high rates of insurance, and exercised

BO rigorous a selection of vessels and voyages,

that their business became next to nothing,

and Che whole system of marine insurance fell

into the hands of individuals.

The persons who undertook this important
duty, held their sittings just as the Stock
Exchange did, at a coffee-house in the city,

kept by one Lloyd, and became gradually

known as Lloyd’s. They could not legally

enter into any joint-stock action, since the

chartered companies could prohibit such action

;

and therefore when a merchant or shipowner
wished to insure vessel or freight, he nego-

tiated apparently with individuals only, who
(acting of course in common) subscribed or

wrote under the policy of insurance the sums
for which they severally bound themselves, in

case the ship or cargo were damaged or lost.

The association of subscribers to Lloyd’s esta-

blished agencies in most of the principal ports,

partly to carry out their business, partly to

guard against ^udulent or excessive claims.

When the monopoly of the chartered com-
panies was threatened, the underwriters were
alarmed at the risk which the^ thought they

would run irom open competition, and em-
ployed all the means in their power profes-

sedly to bolster up the old monopoly of the two
companies, but in reality to deter joint-stock

enterprise. These endeavours failed, but the

traditional system of underwriting still prevails,

though co-ordinately with the establishment of

companies which'make it their business to grant

marine insurances. (Com. Bid. 'Abandon-
ment^’ ‘Average,’ ‘Jettison,’ ‘MarineInsurance,’)

Vndines or Ondlnes (Lat. unda, water).

The name given by the Cabalists to one class

of Ijbeir spirits of the elements, viz. those

resi^ng in the waters. The ancient Greeks

believed springs and lakes to be haunted by

a race of supernatural nymphs [Na^ds]
;
and

this belief passed down to the middle ages.

The Saxons adored the female ^deity of the

Elbe; and the belief in undines is scarcely

eradicated in that region. The Saxon peasants

report that an uncUne is often met in the

market-place of Magdeburg, dressed as a girl

of their own class, but always to bo known by

having one corner of her apron wet. Near

Toulouse many objects of value were once

discovered on draining a large artificial lak^

which are supposed to have been thrown in

as offerings to the spirits of the water. The
nix of the northern countries and the Scottish

hdmu belong to the same class of imaginary

beings. This superstition has furnished the

groundwork of Fouqui’s beautiful tale, Undine.
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Undue Xnlluence. The use of undue in-

fluence at parliamentary elections, by intimi-

dating, &c., voters, is now a substantive

offence, punishable by a fine of 50t., besides

being a ground for avoiding the election.

(Stat. 17 & 18 S^ict. c. 102 and amending
Acts.)

Undue influence exercised by parents over

children, &c., is also a ground in equity for

rectifying or setting aside dispositions of pro-

perty and other legal transactions.

VadulafloDi Point of* In Geometry, a
point at which a curve is met by its tangent
in four consecutive points. This tangent, there-

fore, is a triple tangent with coincident points

of contact. To the eye such a point presents

no singularity, for the curve does not, as at a
point of inflexion, there cross over to the other
side of the tangent. A point of undulation of
higher order is one at which the curve is met
by its tangent in any even number of consecu-
tive points.

Vndulatory Tbeory. In Optics, the

hypothesis according to which the impression
of light is conveyed to the eye by the undu-
lations of an elastic medium. This theory
supposes the universe to be filled with an
ether or medium of great elasticity, but so

extremely rare as to offer no appreciable re-

sistance to the motions of the planets. For an
explanation of the phenomena of light and
colours according lo this theory, see Light.
Unewen Ifninber. In Anthmetic, the

same with odd number; a number not divi-

sible by 2.

trnformed Stars* In Astronomy, such
stars as are not included in any of too con-
stellations.

Vnguloulate (Lat. unguiculus, dim. of un-
guis, a claw). In Botany^ a term exclusively

applied to petals which have an unguis or
stalk.

Unguloiilates (Lat. unguis, a claw). The
name of a primary division of the gyrencepha-
lous Mammalia, including those which have
the digits armed with claws, but free for the

exercise of touch upon their under -surface.

[Mammalia.]
Vngxilm (Lat.). In Botany, the narrow

part or claw of tho base of a petal, taking the
place of the footstalk of a leaf, of which* it is a
modification. Unguia is also used as a term
of measure equal to a nail, or half an inch, or
the length of the nail of the little finger.

Viigala (Lat. a hoof). In Geometry, a
solid formed by cutting off a part from a cy-

linder, cone, or other solid of revolution,

by a plane passing obliquely through the

b^. The unguia is, consequently, rounded
by the plane of the base, the mtersecting

plan«, and the portion of the surface of the

cylinder, &;c. included between them. The
name is derived from its resemblance to the

hoof (unguia) of a horse.

Vtagnlates (Lat. unguia). The name of

a primaiy division of the j^encephalous
Mammalia, including those species which have

3M



UNICORN
the cligfits enclosed in hoofs, the under surface

not boin{» left free for the exercise of touch.

[jVIammaua.]

tmioorn (Lat. nnicornis, from utjiis, owe,

and cornu, horn). The beast called unicorn in

-^ur version of the Old Testament (Heb. rem), is

now commonly understood to be the rhinoceros.

3hit the fabulous unicorn, which has passed
into Heraldry, is represented with the figure

of a horse, and a single horn issuing from
its forehead. The unicorn of Pliny, however,

lifis the head of a hart, the feet of an elephant,

th»» tJiil of a boar, while the. rest of the body
resembles a horse. Aristotle, Aillian, and all

the classical writers on animals, mention the

unicorn. The traveller Ludovicus Komanus
asserts that he saw two unicorns, kept alive

in the temple of Mecca. Many strange virtues

were attributed of old to the horn of the

unicorn, particularly against poison; but the

horns preserved in collections, and to which
that name was given, belonged either to the

rhinoceros, or to the narwhal or sea-unicorn.

Vnieorn Root. The root of Helonias

dioica, used in North America as an anthel-

mintic,

Vniottraal. In Modern Geometry, a plane

curve is said to be unicursal when its jxiints

can be determined individually, i. e. when the

co-ordinates (or, y, z) of each point thereof are

proportional to rational and integral functions

of /I variable parameter 0. Such a curve has

the maximum number of double points, viz.

(^~~1
j ^hcre n is its order. The term
2 ’

unievrml is due to Prof. Cayley, and is a very

convenient one. {Proceedings of the Jjcmdon

Mathematical Society, Oct. 1 865.) Prof. Cayley

also employs the term deficiency of a curve, to

indicate the difference between the number of

its double points and the above maximum
number. A unicursal curve^ therefore, has no

deficiency.

Uniformity (Lat. uniformitas). In the

Fine Arts, resemblance in shape between the

Corre«p(kident parts of a subject.

trnUanliltiFf ALct of. In English History,

tl^e fifst Act of Uniformity is 1 Eliz. c. 2 ; the

Act at present subsisting being 13 & 14 Ch. II.

c. 4 It regulates the form of public prayers,

administration of the sacraments, and other

rites of the church of England.

Unlvenitus (Lat). The celebrated consti-

tution, in the form of *a bull, issued bjr Pope
Clement XI. in 1713, in ^ndemnation of

P^re QrUesners Bhfiexiona Morales sur le N.

Testament. It' is so called from its beginning,

Unigenitus Dei Filius. Father Quesnel was

a IHetid of the celebrated Jansenist leader

Amauld, and became chief of that religious

party after the death of the latter. He died

in exile at Amsterdam, in 1679. The bull

was procured by the Jesuits, and especially by

Tellier; it condemned 101 propositions

selected from Quesnefs work. Its publication

created great discord in, France. Most of the

bishops accepted it, but with eacplanations
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which they gave to the public. Cardinal do
Noailles and others refused to accept it oil.

As soon as the duke of Orleans became regent,

Le Tellier was banished, and the party op-
posed to the bull came into power; but the
strength of Rome prevailed, and eventually
the duke of Orleans himself compelled De
Noailles to accept the bull in 1720. After
that event the Jansenist party survived only
in small fragments, chiefly among the com-
monalty of Paris. [Jansknists.]

Unllooiilar (Lat. unus, one
;

loculus, dim.
of locus, a place). In Botany, seed-vessels not
separated into cells. In Oonchology, shells

which are not divided into chambers.
UBlmodnlar (Lat. unus, and modulus, a

measure). In Algebra, a term applied to certain

transformations and substitutions. [Linear
Tbansfoumations.]
Union (Lat. unio, unity). In British

History. The union of the crowns of England
and Scotland took place on the accession of

James I. to the former. The scheme of uniting

the kingdoms was afterwards several times
taken up

;
and commissioners were appointed to

consider the subject in the reigns of Charles II.

and James II. It was finally carried into execu-

tion in 1706, the statute passed on that occasion

being the 6 Anne c. 8. By this enactment, laws

relating to trade, customs, and excise were to

be the same in both countries
;
other laws to

remain in force in each respectively. The
parliament of the United Kingdom, called

Great Britain, was to have 16 Scottish peers,

and 45 members of the House of Commons.
The mode of election of peers was subsequently

regulated. [Parliament.]
The union of Ireland with Great Britain

was proposed by Mr. Pitt immediately after

the suppression of the rebellion of 1798, and
it was carried into effect in 1800 by the

statute 39 & 40 Geo. III. c. 67 of the

British, and 40 Geo. III. c. 38 of the Irish

statutes. It admitted 4 Irish lords spiri-

tual, 28 temporal, and 100 commoners to

the united legislature; the lords temporal

elected for life, the lords spiritual sitting by a
certain rotation. By article 5 the chujehes

were united. For the changes which have
since taken place in the number of Scottish

and Irish members in the House of Commons,
see Parliament.
Union Jnek. In Heraldiy, the national flag

of Great Britain and Ireland. The ancient

English flag was the banner of St. George
(argent, a cross gules). On the personal

union under James I. the banner of St Andrew
(azure, saltier argent) was added (1606). The
flag adopted by the heralds after the legis-

lative union (1707) is blazoned azure, a saltier

argent surmounted by a cross gules edged of

the second. The banner of St. Patrick (argent,

a saltier gules) having been added on the union
with Ireland, the present flag was thus com-
pounded. It now consists of a red cross of

St. George, a red diagonal cross, and a white

diagonal cross ; the last two being side by
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side. The whole are on a blue ground. In
addition to being used as an independent flag,

it forms the upper quarter next the mast of

the red, blue, and white ensigns.

ITnlonSi Trades’. [Combinxtioks
; Tbades’

Union.]
Vnlonite. The name given to a white

Lime-£pidote resembling Soda-Spodumene in

general appearance, after the locality, Unionville

in Pennsylvania, where it occurs.

Vnlpeltatea (Lat. unus, one, and pelta, a
buckler). The name of a family of Stoniapodous

Crustaceans, comprehending those in which
the carapace is composed of a single shield-like

plate.

Vnlplanar XTode. [Node.]
Vnlaon (Lat. unus, one, and soniis, sound).

In Music, a consonance of two sounds equal to

each other in gravity or acuteness, i. e. sound-
ing the same note.

Vnitf Vnitj' (Lat. unitas). In Arithmetic,

the number one; an individual of discrete

quantity. Euclid defines number to be a mul-
titude or collection of units.

ITnlt Coil. Unit of electrical resistance.

A standard measure used by electricians for

expressing the amount of resistance experienced

in a given electrical circuit.

When comparing different electrical circuits,

it is as important to be able to reduce the

different resistances to terms of some one unit

as it is necessary to have one unit of weight

and length. One of the earliest units of elec-

trical resistance was that employed by Lenz,

who adopted 1 foot of copper wire of a known
thickness. In 1843 Wheatstone proposed 1 foot

of copper wire weighing 100 grains as a unit.

This proposal was succeeded by others from
scientific men abroad, each one being founded

upon the national weight and length.

The intercommunication and extension of

electrical knowledge which followed the intro-

duction of telegraphic wires and submarine
cables, rendered it necessary to have some one

generally accepted electrical standard as the

recognised measure in every country.

To determine what the standard should be,

at Prof. W. Thomson’s suggestion, the British

Association in 1861 appointed a representative

committee. This committee agreed upon a

system of electrical measurement first proposed

by M. Weber, and having many decided ad-

vantages. The British Association unit is ex-

pressed in ordinary measures, the French being

’•hosen for more general acceptance ;
and from

it can be derived not only the electrical resist-

ance, but the electro-motive force of the current

and its equivalent of work.

The unit is known as the B.A. unit, or

Ohmad
; and is about equal to the mercury

unit previously itsed by Siemen, which.is the

resistance of a column of mercu^ 1 mAtro long

and 1 square millimitre in section at a tempe-

rature of 0® C. The B.A. electrical standard is

not, however, in general, made of mercury, but

of a thick insulated wire, formed of German
silver or an alloy of platinum and silver, about
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5 feet long, wound into a coil round a hollow
bobbin, and the whole covered with an insulat-

ing coat of solid paraflBn. Precisely to define
the B.A. unit is a matter of some difficulty

even among electricians, and impossible in a
short and general notice like the present. For
such a definition and further information, we
would refer the reader to Mr. Fleeming Jenkin’s

report on the new unit, published in the Pro-
ceedings of the Poyal Society for April 1865. A
full and popular explanation of electro-magnctic

units will also be found in Dr. Ferguson’s re-

cent and excellent little treatise on Elegtridty.

Vnlt Jar. A small insulated Leyden jar
used for measuring definite quantities of electri-

city. This instrument was
devised by Sir W. Snow
Harris, and consists of a
small glass jar A, coated
inside and outside with
tinfoil, and mounted hori-

zontally on a glass rod, B.
Attached to the brass wire
which connects the inner

coating of the jar with an
electncmachine is a sliding

brass ball, c. Tlie elec-

tricity repelled from the

exterior coating is conveyed into the surface to

be charged from the ball e. When the unit jar
is charged to a certain amount, determined by
the distance apart of the balls d c, spark
passes between d and c, and discharges the
little jar ;

but being again recharged by the
machine, another spark ensues, and so on. By
counting the number of sparks and noting the

distance between the balls, the number of equsl

but arbitrary units which have been repelled

from the outer coating on to a larger surface

(as a large Leyden jar or battery) miy be ascer-

tained.

Vnitarians. Those who confine the God-
head to a single Person

;
in which general

sense the term may be taken to represent the

Arians and Socinians, as well as the sect which
is more strictly denominated Unitarian- These
last are the descendants of the religioud com-
munities which adopted, in the sixteenth cen-

tul*y, the opinions of Socinns. TTbey have been
supplied with converts from the Presbyterians

and iDdcpendents in thia- country, many con-

gregations of whom became' first Arian, and
latterly Unitarian in^ sentiment. The princi-

pal Unitarian authoritites are Drs. Priestley,

Belsham) and Channiqg, ^ho, rejecting the

ordinarily received doctrine of the atonement,

represent the language ascribed to the apo-

stles upon this and other points as either

intentionally accommodated to the ideas cur-

rent among their hearers, or derived from

erroneous conceptions of their own. The Uni-

tarians were subjected to severe penalties,

as deniers of the Trinity, long after other

dissenters had been relieved by the Act of

Toleration: the laws against them were not

repealed by statute till the year 1813.

In this country, where they do not constitute

3 m2
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a numoroti8 body, they are principally com-
posed of persons of the educated classes. In
Oeneva the pulpits of the established church

are mostly occupied by professoite of these

opinions, and in me northern states of America
they form an influential Christian denomination.

Vnltary Kotatlon. [Notation.]

United Bretliren. In Ecclesiastical His-

tory, a body .of reformers in Bohemia, who
separated themselves from the Catholics and
Calixtinos (according to some writers) about

1467. It is also said that they received epi-

scopal oidination from the Vaudois. Accord-

ing to others (Bossuet, Variations des Egtises

Protestantes^ ch. ii.), th^ were an offshoot

from the Tabouites or Thaboritbs. At all

events, it appears certain that there already

existed a considerable body of persons pro-

fessing the tenets of the Beformation in

Bohemia at the period of Luther.

United States. It would be inappro-

priate in this work to give any account of the

geographical peculiarities, or of the commer-
cial growth and position, of the United States.

For these subjects, the reader may bo referred

to the Geographical Dictionary Q.vyd.t\ie Commer-
cial Dictionary. But it appears desirable to say

a few words on the constitution of the American

republic, and especially on those parts of the

constitution the interpretation of which ha.sbeen,

and still is, the subject of earnest debate, and

fuTMiishes the material for political action.

The constitution of the United States is

written. It may be said, that in general terms

the purpose of its framers was the establish-

ment of a political unity in the intercourse

which the states might have with other nations,

and of domestic independence in the various

communities which formed tjie Federal Union.

Great discretion was accorded to the states, in

regard to municipal ordinances. They were

empowered to contract debts at their discre-

tion; to determine the rights of citizenship;

to modify civil rights, as those of marriage,

divorce, and the ^privilege of devising and
settling land; to impose internal taxes; and

the like. But they were restrained from
having an independent army or navy, from
imposing import or export duties, and in

general from those privileges which have been

called imperial. [State Bights.] It was
probably felt that the cohesion of the several

states, composed os they were, at and after the

War of Independence, of such various, and
generally of such discordant, elements, was a

matter of great uncertainty, unless the fullest

freedom were given to the contracting com-
munities.

Ever}' constitution, even if it be merely

tradition,al, and therefore distinguished only

by broad lines, needs an interpreter. But a

written constitution, like a dogmatic confe<:sion

of Ifeith, invites scrutiny and criticism, is sure

to be variously understood whenever interests

are conflicting and is certain to bo strained

when any optical party is eager and able to

administer it. The difficulties which belong to
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a traditional constitution are sure to be ex-
aggerated when the institution is deflned by
positive enactments, especially when those
enactments were compromises, forced on the
contracting parties for common ends and by
common dangers. The prospect of these

differences and difficulties has always beeii^

present to the American people, who have*
thereupon treated the constitution with an
almost superstitious reverence. No one, how-
ever, could have doubted, that at some time or

other conflicts would arise between the North-
ern or free states, and the South or slaveholding
communities, although the former were patient

under the continual political ascendency of the
South, and the latter did not, except on rare

occasions, quarrel with or contest the pro-

tectionist policy of the North. It was easy, ,

however, to foresee that the apparent harmony
of the stu-tes was only an armed truce, and
that sooner or later dissension would break out

;

nor was it difficult to predict that this hos-

tility would take the form of a struggle be-

tween the slavery and the free-soil parties. As
we know now, these differences culminated in

the election of Mr. Lincoln, i. e. in the total

[

defeat of the party which desired to extend
slavery into the territories, in the secession or-

dinances of 1861, and in the four years’ war.
The difficulties, however, which attend the

interpretation of the American constitution

have only now begun. The party of amnesty,
i. e. the Democrats, and the party of recon-

struction, i. 0 . the Republicans or llailicals as

they are now called, equally appeal to the

written constitution, as supporting courses of

policy diametrically opposed to each other

;

and as the differences are not speculative, but
practical, the decision arrived at at last enn

scarcely fail to put so new an interpretation on

the terms of the document which constitutes

the Union, as to make the gloss, whatever it be,

a new clause or a new set of clauses in the in-

strument itself. One thing at least is certain,

that the congress will henceforward assume a
far more important position in the public life

of the American people, and that it will tend

more and more to dwarf and curtail those state

rights the independence of which has formed so

singular a characteristic in the American fexle-

rotion. The reconstruction of the Southern

states is in effect the reconstruction of the

Union, since it is hardly possible to impose
conditions on those communities without im-

plying a similar supervision over the municipal

arrangements of tho other states. Nor is it

likely that the supreme couit, with which rests

ultimately the decision as to the legality of

acts, and their accordance with the constitu-

tion, will oppose a permanent or effectual barrier

to the purposes of the successful parties in that

g^at civil struggle which has succeeded to the

civil war
;
for it may be laid down as a general

maxim in politics, that judicial opposition may
retard, but can never arrest^ political changes.

Unitlea* In the Drama, there are said to

bo three unities—of time, place, and action.
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The latter only is strictly adhered to in the
Greek drama

;
but the drama termed classiva/.

by the moderns (in opposition to the roinantic)

requires all three. [1)bama.]

VnlTalT0 (Lat. unus, one
;
valva, a valve).

This term is applied to those Molluscs the shell

of which is composed of one piece, and which is

generally convoluted spirally. Latreille also

thus denominates a family of Lophyropodous
Crustaceans.

VnlversfU (Lat. universalis). In Log^c,

a universal proposition is that which has the
subject distributed, so that the predicate is de-

clared concerning everything comprehended in

it ;
e. g. ‘ All men (subject) are mortal (predi-

cate).’ In universal negative propositions the
predicate is distributed also

;
e. g. ‘ No men are

immortal.’ For the nature of Universals, see

Logic, PnoroRTioN, Syllogism.
Universal Joint or Hooke's Joint. In

Machinery, an ingenious contrivance of Ur.

Hooke, for the purpose of enabling the end of

a shaft or suspended rod to be moved in any
direction as freely as if the junction were by
a ball-and-socket Joint, while the shaft will

nevertheless be able to communicate through
the joint the force of torsion. The universal

joint is virtually two hinges set in the same
plane, one of which permits motion in one
direction, and the other in a direction at right

angles thereto
;
and by the combined motion of

the two, the end of the shaft or rod may be

made to describe a circle or any other figure,

liy this expedient, connected lengths of shafts

may be made to rotate, though they are not in

the same right line. The universal joint is

either single or double. In the single universal

joint, the two shafts or axles, A and B, bet^'een

which the motion is to bo com-
municated, terminate in semi

circles, the diameters of which
are fixed in the form of a cross,

their extremities moving freely

^ in bushes placed at the extremi-

ties of the semicircles. Thus,

while the central cross remains

unmoved, the shaft A and its

semicircular end may revolve

roundCD as an axis
;
and in the

same manner B, with its semicircular end, will

revolve round E F. If the shaft A be made
to revolve without changing its direction, the

point C D will move in a circle whose centre is

j
at the middle of the cross.

’ The motion thus given to the

cross will cause the points £
F to move in another circle

round the same centre, and

hence the shaft B will be

made to. revolve.

When the shafts are iii<

dined to each otaer under an angle of 40®, it

is necessa’7 to e^iploy a uouble universal joint)

as repj.'eseatod in the annexed figure. In this

manner the motioA. may be transmitted from

one shaft to another at right angles. Instead

of employing a cross in the manner now de-
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scribed, the joints may be constructed with
four pins, fastened at right angles upon the
circumference of a hoop or ball. Universal

joints arc of great use in cotton mills, where
the tumbling shafts are continued to a great
distance from the moving power; for, by
applying a universal joint, the shafts may bo

cut into convenient lengths, and so be enabled

to overcome a greater resistance.

Universal Xanguage. More than one
attempt has been made to contrive a system

I

of writing that should be universally intel-

ligible. As this writing would represent

sound, the sounds, if uttered, would form a
universal language. But the latter purpose
is not necessarily involved in the former.

The best known effort of the kind is perhaps
that of Bishop Wilkins, who asserted that

‘if to every thing and notion there were
assigned a distinct mark, together with some
provision to express grammatical derivations

and inflexions, this might suffice as to one
great end of a real character— namely, the

expression of our conceptions by marks which
shall signify things and not words.’ It follows

that a universal classification must prt-cede the

formation of such universal language, and to

have any value this classification must be
permanent, i.o. it must not need alteration

owing to the acquisition of new information;

in other words, universal knowledge seems to

be an indispensable condition for the forma-

tion of universal language. Such attempts may
therefore be regarded as the efforts of men
sitting in judgment on the whole realm of

human knowledge and dreaming that they have
mastered it. The classification proposed by
Bishop Wilkins is given by Prof. Max Miiller

in his second series of Lectures on Lang^ioge, ii.

Universalists. A name by which the

Arminians are sometimes characterised, as ex-

pressing the universality which they attribute

to the operation of grace, conceiving it to be
given to all men without favour or Reserve.

On the other hand, the Calvinists, or those

who hold the particular election of individuals,

are designated as Particularists. The name n
also appli^ by some to those who maintain tliat

as Goa desires the highest welfare of all His
creatures, so He will ultimately bring them to it*.

University. In the middle ages, the Latin

term universitas signified the whole body of

students, or ofteachers and students, assembled
in a place of education, with corporate rights,

and under by-laws of their own ; in later times,

also, the name was held to imply that all

branches of study were taught in a university.

In the modem sense of the term, a university

signifies an establishment for the purposes of

instruction in all or some of the mbstimportant
divisions 'of science and literature, and having

the power of conferring certain honorarv digni-

ties, termed degree, ft is genemlljr understood

that the authorisation of the sovereign power in

the state is necessary to enable such an esta-

blishment to confer degrees
;
and, in wost Eu-

ropean countries, there are various offices and
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profestiional situations for which a person is

qiialitied by having taken a certain degree at

one of these establishments. Hence universities,

although in many instances they are composed
of private foundations, are justly regarded as

national institutions. The university of Paris,

the most celebrated of those of the middle ages,

and which served in some degree as a model to

the rest, was formed about a. D. 1200 by the

union of the various schools of rhetoric, theology,

and philosophy, with which that city abounded,

under one head, styled the rector. That uni-

versity was divided into four nations—French,

Picard, Norman, and English : the first com-
prehending students from Italy and Spain, the

last from the north of Europe generally. The
subjects taught were arranged under faculties

;

viz, theology, law, medicine, and that of the

seven liberal arts, rhetoric, logic, grammar,
geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, musK*.

(
Qua-

DBiviuM
;

Tkivium.] These faculties were

corporate, and each elected a dean
;
and the

deans, with the procuratores of the nations,

represented tlie university. The lowest degree

WrtS that of bacJielor
;
the next, licentiate

;
the

third, magister (this degree at Paris corre-

sponding with that of doctor at Bologna). The
colleges were royal or private foundations for

the benefit of poor students, whose board was,

in some instances, found for them, and who
received stipends or other emoluments. The.

faculty of theology at Paris was well known by

the name of the Sobbonnk. This slight sketch

of the constitution of the famous university of

Paris may serve to describe similar establish-

ments in Continental countries during themiddle

ages, and down to a comparatively late period.

In England, the two national universities have
been established, from a period of considerable

antiquity, at Oxfoixl and Cambridge, The ori-

ginal constitution of these universities much
resembled that of the Parisian, with the

exception of the division into four nations,

which was wanting. But their subsequent

history was modifi^ by the growth of the

colleges, or individual foundalious, into a much
higher degree of consequence. These were
originally destined by their founders merely to

entertain a certain number of junior students

(generally termed scholars)^ and a higher body
(named in most cases and to furnish

tJiem with assistance in the prosecution of their

studies ;
while the great body of independent

students lodged in the numerous halls, and
attended only on the public university lectures.

But by degrees the colleges likewise became
receptacles for independent students, under the

tuition ofthe fellow s ; the halls were for the most
part abandoned, while such as remained partook

of the collegiate character ; and, in the modern
system (which has subsisted for more than
two centuries), no student is admitted to take a

university degree unless he has completed his

studies in a college, or collegiate hall, under the

fiuperintendence of its tutors. The degrees, in

Oxford .md Cambridge, are differently named,
or arrived at in di&rent succession, in the
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several faculties
; but degrees in theology and

medicine can be obtained only after the ac-

quisition of certain degrees in arts.

In the English universities, as in those on the
Continent, the industry of students has from an
early age been aided by foundations, created by
public or private munificence. The practice of

endowing exhibitions or pensions for scholars

(in mediseval Latin bnirsm^ wlience the German
burscho for a student), has been almost uni-

verbal in Europe. Confining ourselves to the

universities of Oxford and Cambridge, we find

the following results. The several oudowmouts
established fur the benefit of scholars may bo
classed either as univtrsiiy or as collegiate.

University Scholarships.—These are given,

generally speaking, to students already esU-
blished at the universities, as rewards of merit

111 classics, mathematics, divinity, and other spe-

cial subjects. There are at present about 40
university scholarships at Oxford—about 25
at Cambridge—with emoluments varying from

75/. per annum (the Craven scholarships at

botli universities attain this sum) to inferior

amounts. They are attainable for the most
part by undergraduates, and are held only for

a few years. There arc also many exhibitions,

attached to public and grammar schools, which
are given after open competition to members of

those schools on their departure for the univer-

sity, to be held by them during a spccifiwl time,

which is generally limited to the number of

terms ntKtefesary for obtaining the fii'st, or

Bachelor’s, degree in Arts.

University Fellcnoships are very few ; the

most remarkable, the Kadcliffe travelling Ji l-

lowships at Oxford, were created to advance

the acquisition of classical and other know-
ledge through foreign travel.

But the collegiate endowments, for the

benefit of students, are of far more importance

than those which appertain to the university in

genciul.

According to the ancient system, the founder

of a college at Oxford or Cambridge whetlier

the crown or a private individual, endowed
it with sufficient means to maintain a head
(principal, irnuster, warden, Ate.), a certain

number of fellows, and a certain number
of scholars. These were appointed under an
infinity of private statutes; preference (absolute

or comparative) being given to persons educated
at ^rticular scliools, natives of particular parts

of Englnnd,founders' kin^ and so forth. While
in the lapse of time the foundations at Ox-
ford retained tlieir strictly exclusive character,
those at Cambridge became more open ;

the

ordinary rule at the latter university being
that scholarships were open to the most dt^serv-

ing competitors, to the most deserv-
ing members of the college, unless the fellows
thought proper to elect from the university at
large. These ancient institutions were, however,
remodelled after long and careful enquiries by
commissioners, in the present reign. The col-

legiate foundations at Oxford are now governed
by the statute 17 & 18 Viet. c. 84 (passed in
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1854), and under the forms thereby ^iven to the
authorities of the several colleges. Cambridge
is regulated by the body of university statutes,

confirmed in 1868.

The general result, as regards foundations in

the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge for the

benefit of students, may be thus summed up.

They are divided into

—

1. Sisarships, Servitorfihips^ if-c.—Endow-
ments especially for the benefit of poorer stu-

dents
;
formerly connected with inferiority of 1

position, which modern improved feeling has
nearly i*emoved.

2. College Scholarships.—These are very
numerous in both universities, and are for the

most part attainable by open competition, by
students on their first admission to the uni-

versity
;
lasting generally until the degree of

B.A. or somewhat later: with endowments
varying, 110001%] ing to the wealth of the several

colleges, from nearly 100/. to much lower

amounts per annum.
3. Fellowships.—Tho highest and most im-

portant order of college eiidownuMits. The
number of these has been considerably reduced

by recent reforms,

Thi‘re are, at present, 385 fellowships in the

colleges of Cambridge : about 350 at Oxford
(iiicliuliiig the senior studentships of Christ

Church). Tho great majority of these are now
attainable by open competition, by members of

the university who have attained the degree of

llachelor of Arts. The exceptions at Oxford
are chiefly that at New College some preference

is given to persons educated at Winchester
;
and

that at All Souls tho competition is limited in a

particular manner, which has formed the sub-

ject of a recent judgment of the Privy Council

in favour of open competition (18C4). The
larger colleges at Cambridge still elect to

fellowships by competition in their own body.

The value varies from 300/. and upw.ii-ds per

annum, to much lower amounts. The tenure

of felloAvships was, until recent reforms, alto-

gether confined to the unmarried, and chiefly

to those who intended to adopt the clerical

profession ; but at Cambridge the general rule

may now be said to be that fellowships last

for ten years, and are not determined by mar-
riage

;
each college, however, at both universi-

ties, has its own rules.

The university of Paris was suppressed in

1790. The present university of France was
instituted in 1808, and embraces the whole

empire. It is subdivided into twenty-seven

academies, each governed by a recteur and
vonscil acadimique. In Spain, the universities

are arranged on a system somewhat resembling

that which prevails in England, the students

being entered of their respective college in each.

In Germany, as in England, the earliest uni-

versities (Prague, founded in 1348, and Vienna,

in 1365) were f^med on the model of that

of Paris. Germany has now a far more nu-

merous list of universities than any other

country. But the collegiate system never pre-

vailed in that country as among ourselves. On
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their present orraDgemeiit (which is pretty

similar in all, Catholic as well as Protestant),

the four faculties are retained. Professors in

the various branches are appointed by govern-

ment. These form the senate, at the head of

which is tho pro-rector, who is chosen annu-

ally or biennially. 15(‘sides these, there are

extraordinary professors, who receive sinall

salaries, and an inferior class of licensed

teacliers, or licentiates, wlio reeeive none.

The professors are obliged to give public lec-

tures in the branch of study to which they are

appointed
;
but they, as well as the other two

chisse*., may give also private lectures on what-
ever subject they please

;
and from tlm fees

of attendance at these lectures their principal

income is derived. Tho student is for the most
part left at liberty to attend uhat lectures he
pleases

;
but licenses to practise various profes-

sions, benefices in the various churches, &c.
are given, especially in Prussia, only to those

who have studied a certain number of years

by attending lectures in the requisite branch
of study. The consiitutioii of tho Scotch uni-

versities has a great rcseinblaiicc to those of

Germany
;

and the same remark is appli-

cable to the London University. A great

mass of information with respect to aiieient

and modern universities, will be found in the

Evcgcloptcdia Bntanmca, 8th rd. 1860, art.

* University.’ See, too, Savigny, Hist, of Romap,
Law, vol. iii. For an elaborate defence of tho

English system, see Quart. Rev, >ol6. lii. lix.

Vnivocals or Synonyms. In the Aristo-

telian Logic (as used by the schoolmen), generuj

words
;

i.e. words of which both the genus an«
the ditference are predicable of many different

spi^cies
; e. g. the genus animal is univovuni

univocans with respect to man and brute, both
of which ai*e comprehended under any definition

which cun bo given of the woixl animal, and are.

called with reference to it iinivoca univoeata.

Universal terms are also such as have only one
signification

;
opposed to equivocal.

ITnproductive Consumption. In Politi-

cal Economy, a term used by some writers to

denote that expendirure which has no relation,

either directly or indirectly, to the replacement

of the capital employed on it. It may, of course,

happen that consumption may be productive

in one case, and the contrary in another. The
idle amusements of this person may be the

necessary recreations of that; the luxurious

expenditure- of some may he the business of

others. Nor does it follow that unproductive

consumption is an economical evil. The taste

for enjoyments is an unquestionable stimulus tu

activity, and those communities make but little

progress in wealth whose habits are rude, unre-

fined, and exceedingly parsimonious. But all

waste which may be avoided is in a full sense

unproductive consumption, whether it be waste
of capital, waste of labour, or waste of life.

Vkutable Squlllbrlimi. [Stable am)
Unstable Equiubriuk.]
Vp^iUuia. In the Buddhist Theology,

upad&na (or the attachment to existence) forms
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with karmma (tuork) the cause of all causes
end the source from which all beings have
originated in their present form. All beings
are produced from the up&dana of some pre-

vious being, while karmma is the aggregate
action which by virtue of its existence it roust

produce. This is only another way of stating

the doctrine of necessity ; but instead of seek-

ing happiness by ignoring a law confessedly

inevitable Und unknown, the Buddhist deduc-
tion is that the duty of man is to kill the law
by uprooting the upadana or attachment to

existence, all evil being produced directly from
this cause. The object of the Buddhist philo-

sophy is the attainment of perfect calm, in

which the man may cease to be conscious of

being. The sttite thus attained is iiirwan, or
nirvana, which some suppose to be absorption

into the supreme all-pervading deity
;
others to

be a men; nonentity, there being no supreme
deity into which being may be absorbed. In
this philosophy the idea of sin is inadmissible,

everything being in itself indifferent, and the

so-called badness of a thing being dependent

entirely on the injury resulting from it to an-

other. The practical result of such a system,

if free from alljudgments and drawbacks, would
be a general passive benevolence, active well-

doing being by the hypothesis of no use what-

ever. (R. S. Hardy, Legends and Theories of
the Buddhists,)

irpu*»tree (Upas, the Javanese name). A
tx«e common in the forests of Java and some of

the neighbouring islands, to which extraordi-

nary stories, for the most part fabulous, have

been attached. Upon the authority of Dutch
writers, it has been asserted that it is a most
deadly poison employed in the execution of

criminals, who are, however, pardoned if they

succeed in reaching a tree and bringing back its

venom. Birds were said to drop dead while

flying over and the whole oountiy round it

was asserted to be desolated by its pestilent

effluvia. The truth is, that the Upas-tree is

merely a tree with poisonous secretions, and
nothing more ;

there is nothing deleterious in

its atmosphere. It is an Artocarpaceous plant,

called Antiaris toxicaria, and is very nearly

related to the fig, some of the species of which
are also deadly poisons. [Aktixbis.]

In Architecture, fir poles chiefly

used in scaffolding ; they run from twenty to

forty feet in length, and from four to seven

inches in diameter.

Ujpttrop. On Shipboard, an oblong block,

without sheaves, and having several holes.

Its use is to hold ropes temporarily extended

:

the formation preventing the rope from slipping.

tr^aadi* l^ands on hills or steep declivi*

ties, which in general require a different ki^
of management from lands in plains or oonl-

paratively fiat surfaces. Uplands are generally

kept in pasture or underwo^.
tfppwp Boeette* These beds are almost

wanting in England. The Hemustead and
Beml^^ge series of the Isle of Wight have

recently been referred to them. In Prance,
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the Fontainebleau sands form the base, but the

main developement is in a vast and varici series

of fresh-water and lacustrine sandstones, marls,

and millstone-rock. These occupy large tracts

in Central France, especially in the Auvergne
district, and also in the basin of the Rhine at

Mayence and various points. The French de-

posits reach up to the valley of the Seine. The
Limburg beds of Belgium are referred to the

same division of the older tertiaries. Some of

the German brown-coal is of this date.

Vpper Greensand. A calcareous sand-
stone often coloured green by particles of sili-

cate of iron, and often passing into hard clayey

bands. As a characteristic rock deserving its

name, it is confined to the south-east of Eng-
land. In Surrey, parts of it are worked for

lining furnaces and sold as firestone, A little

farther west, it passes into what is locally called

Malm Bockf and a rock of the same kind und
the same age is seen at Blackgang Chine in the

Isle of Wight, where it is 400 feet thick, the

upper part cherty and the lovrer sandy. It is

well seen in Dorset and Nortli Wiltshire, hut

becomes less important as it is traced below
the chalk in Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire.

It is rich in nodules of phosphate of lime.

[COPUOLITES.]

Vpupa (Lat. upupa, Gr. a hoopoe). A
genus of Teimirostral I^assenne birds, distin-

guished by an ornamental head-crest formed of

a double range of feathers, which can be erected

at will. The common hoopoe ( Upvpa epops) is

an occasional but rare visitant of England.

Urachus (Gr. oitpax^s). The ligamentous

chord which arises from the base of the uri-

nary bladder, and terminates in the umbilical

chord.

Ural Mountains. This low chain, unim-
portant enough in some respects, is interesting

!

us the only interruption to the level of the

great northern plain of the Old World. It is

entirely unconnected iftith the main chains of

Asia, and may be traced from between the lake

of Aral and the Caspian Sea, as far us the

northern extremity of Nova Zembla in the

arctic circle, a distance of nearly 2,000 miles.

As n chain, however, it begins only in about
50^ north lat. It is about the height of tlie

Vosges mountains in Eastern France, and
nowhere reaches 3,600 feet. It is wooded to

the top, and is singularly rich in mineral
wealth of all kinds, its gold, copper ores, and
iron ores having long been extensively worked.

The Ural chain serves as the dividing line

between Europe and Asia, but it rises so gently,

and the pesses across it are so low, as to be
almost unnoticeable. Extensive marshes occur

on the Sioerian side. There are no precipices or

gorg. a connected with it
; but Sir R. Murchison

describes some real mountain scenery not un-
like that of Wales and Scotland in the part of

the chain called the Katehkanar, The geo-

logical age appears to correspond.

Utallte* A pseudomorphous form of Horn-
blende after Augite, which is found in the

aagitic porphyry of the Ural.
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Vralortlilte. A variety of Orthite, found in

the flesh-coloured Felspar of Minsk in the Ural.

TFtamlle. A white or pinkish ciyatalline

body, the product of the decomposition of
thionuric acid by heat. It contains Cg Hg Ng Og.
Vran>mloa« [UiUiNTTB.]

XTran-oolire.
UktUlblOOIll. [ZiFFEITB.]

Vranipreen. A native sulphate of copper
and uranium, which is found in green acicular

crystals and crusts at Joachimstahl in Bohemia.
ITranla (Gr. ovpavla). In the Hesiodic

Theogony^ Urania is mentioned as one of the

nine Muses, the children of Zous and Mne-
mosyne, and also as a daughter of Oceanus
and Tethys. For the meaning of the name,
sec Uranus.

Uranta. a synonym of Bavenala, a magni-
ficent palm-like genus of MusacccBy confined to

Madagascar, where it is called the Traveller’s-

tre.e, because the leaves when cut yield an
abundant and refreshing juice, with which tra-

vellers allay their thirst. The plant does not
scorn indigenous to Mauritius, as stated by some,
but groves of it have been planted in the

botanic gardens of that island. The leaves are

of gigantic size, somewhat like thoso of Mvsa
Knsete, but arranged in two rows on ojiposite

sides of the arboreous stem.

Vranite or ITran-mica. Native phos-
phate of uranium and lime. It occurs nearly

always in tcd^ular crystals of a siskin-green to

a yellow colour, and differs from Mica in being
neither flexible nor elastic. Uranite is found
in France at St. Yrieux near limoges, and in

Saxonj.

mranlam. A metal discovered by Klaproth
in 1789, who named it after the planet Uranus,
discovered about that time. It occurs in the

minerals uranium ochre U, O3HO ;
pitekbfende,

which consists of the black oxide U4O5 as-

sociated with silica, lead, and iron ; chulcolite^

uranglimmer or uran-mica^ which consists of

the phosphate of copper and uranium, Cu 0,

2 Ug 03,P0g, 8H 0, and uranite^ which is the

phosphate of lime and uranium, CaO, 2 U3O3 ,

PC),. 8 HO.
Little is known of the properties of metallic

uranium; it appears to be a slightly malleable

whitish metal, of the specific gravity about 9.

The salts of the oxides of uranium are of a

green or yellow colour : the persalte have been
most examined. Ferrocyanide of potassium

roduces in them a very characteristic rich

rown precipitate, not unlike that formed by
the persalts of copper. They are also pre-

cipitated brown by infusion of galls. Per-

oxide of uranium is used to give a green or

greenish-yellow colour to glass, and a suboxide

(U«Og) is used in porcelain painting for the

production ofan intense black. The equivalent

60 has been assigned to uranium.

IhranoollAlclte (Gr. Ovpai(fr, and X9Xk6s,

copper), A Mineralogical synonym for Uran-
green.

Utaaonloblta* A same for the crystallised

Pitchblende from Stromsheiu in Norway,
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UraiilMiOopiu (Gr, oitpapocrKSiros, watching

the heavefis), A genus of fishes was so called

by Linneeu^ because both eyes were placed on
the superior surface of the head, wnich pre-

sents a nearly cubical form. The mouth. is

deft vertically at the anterior part of the

head, and, like the eyes, is directed upwards.

The species of this genus commonly called

star‘gazers belong to the Percoid family of

Acantboptorygian fishes in the Ichthyological

system of Cuvier.

Vraiiua (Gr. Oifpav6s). In Astronomy, the

remotest known planet, except Neptune, belong-

ing to our solar system. The mean distance of

Uranus from the sun is 19T8239, that of the

earth being considered as unity, whence its real

distance is upwards of 1,800 millions of miles.

Its sidereal revolution is performed in about
84 Julian years. The orbit is inclined to the

ecliptic in an angle of only 46' 28 4"
;
and the

eccentricity of the orbit is 0*046679, half the

major axis being taken as unity. The apparent
diameter of Uranus (which, on account of the

great magnitude of it,s orbit in comparison of

that of the earth, undergoes very little varia-

tion) is about 4"
;
whence the real diameter of

the planet must be about 35,000 miles, or

nearly four and a half times that of the oartli

;

and its bulk about eighty times that of tlio

earth. Uranus presents the appearance of u
small round and uniformly illuminatf^ disc,

without rings, belts, or discernible spots.

From analogy, we infer that it revolves about
its axis ; but of this there is no direct proof

:

the great distance of the planet, indeed, pre-

cludes our obtaining much knowledge of its

physical state.

Only two satellitcB of Uranus are known
with certainty, although the existence of four

at least is suspected. [Satellite.]

Uranus was discovered by Sir William
Horschcl, at Bath, on March 23, 1781. It had
been previously observed by Flamstcad, Bradley,

Mayer, and Lemonniere in their ordinary star-

observations ;
but, owing to the inferiority of

their telescopes, not one of these* astronomers

suspected it to be a planet. Sir W. Herschel

called it the Gcorgium Sidus, in honour of

George 111. Foreigners for sometime called it

Hersekd
;
and it is now, in Sbme English works,

called the Georgian, [Planet,]

Uranus. In the Hesiodic Tkeogony^ Uranus
or Ouranos (the Latin CobIus) ie a sou of

Gaia, the earth
\
but he is also called her

husband. This is, however, one of the names
which had not lost for the Greek their original

meaning. Ouranos is called by the Hesiodic

poet, the starry, and he is said tocover all things.

This takes us at once to the Sanscrit Vanina,

a name of the firmament, firom the root var,

to cover. The name thus belongs to the same
class with Kndthion, Selene, Tblefhassa, &c,

Among the children of Ouranos, are Hyperion,

Tethys, and Cronos ; but as he was in the habit

of banishing his children to Tartarus, he wks
unmanned by Cronos, and from the drops of his

blood sprang the Gigantes, and Aipkroditb, the
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child of the sea-foam, i.e. the dawn arising

[ANADYOMfisKB] out of the sea. This myth is

repeated in the case of Cronos, who is described

as devouring his children after their birth
;
and

in each case it simply means the disappearance

of each day, with its sun and its light, its

morning and evening, in the abyss of the past.

Ouranos, then, is the mighty being whoso
dwelling is spread over the whole heaven, and
who broods over the earth with an unfailing,

life-giving love. Hence his offspring is as

manifold as that of Heracles, with whom, as

well as with Zens, his character is almost whol-

ly interchangeable, even in Greek mythology.

Heracles {the smw) journeys over all lands, and
wherever he goes, a rich harvest follows, and
noxious things disappear; but the tales of

Ouranos, Zous, and Heracles all become more
or less coarse and repulsive, and for the same
reason. That which may be said, with beauty

as well as witki truth, of the heaven (Ouranos),

of the sky (Zeus), and of the sun (Helios or

Heracles), will not bear translation into the

conditions of human life, without degrading the

spiritual god into a being who boasts of his

unbounded and shameless license. Hence, as

the gods become more and more anthropo-

inorphised, the ideas of personal purity and
goodness are transferred from Zeus to Hhcebus,

and his sister Athene. [TaiTooENEU.]
'Oranvitrlol. [Johannite.]

Vrao. Native sesquicarbonate of soda,

foimd at the bottom of a lake in Macaraibo, iu

Columbia.
tlrceola (Lat. urceolus, dim. of urceus, a

pitcher). Of this genus of Apocynacete, the only

species, U. dcuitica, a climbing milky-juiced

slirub or tree, frequently with a trunk as thick

as a man’s body, is found in Borneo, Sumatra,

and other islands of the Eastern Archipelago.

It yields a milky juice, which is collected by
making incisions in its bark, or by cutting the

trunk into junks, and forms one of the kinds of

Caoutchouc called Juitawan ; but, owing princi-

pally to want of care in its preparation, this

Eastern caoutchouc is inferior in quality to

that of South America, the milk being simply
coagulated by mixing with salt water, instead

of being gradually inspissated in layers on a
mould. The plant bears many-flowered termi-

nal cymes of small greenish blossoms, which
produce double fruits, consisting of two large

roundish, apricot -coloured rough leathery-

skinned pa^ about the size of oranges,

containing numerous kidney-shaped seeds nest-

ling in a copious tawny-coloured pulp, which is

much relished both by natives and European
residents, and is said to taste like well-bletted

medlars.

irr«eolate« In Botany, a term applied to

that fctfm of corolla which is shaped somewhat
like a pitcher with a contracted mouth.

XMUte* [Mokazitb.]

DTrett. This substance is the characteristic

ingredient of the human urine, and that of the

greater number of eamivorous animals. It is

a highly oaotised substance, represented by the
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formula Cg H4, 0, It may be obtained by
carefully evaporating urine to the consistency

of a thin syrup, filtering and adding an equ^
volume of pure nitric acid ; a crystalline pre-

cipitate of nitrate of urea graaually forms,

which, decomposed by carbonate of baryta,

yields nitrate of baryta and urea, &om which
boiling alcohol dissolves out the urea. An
oxalate of urea may be similarly formed, and
decomposed by carbonate of lime into urea, and
oxalate of lime. Urea may also be formed
artificially in various ways

;
thus Wohler

obtained it by the careful evaporation of a

solution of cyanate of ammonia, a salt which is

metameric with urea,

NH*0,C.^N0 CaH^NaOa

Cyanate of ammonia Urea

Urea crystallises in prisms; of a cooling

saline taste : it is soluble in water and alcohol

;

but insoluble in ether and in an excess of
nitric acid. It is neither acid nor alkaline.

Pure urea is permanent in the air
;
at 250^ it

fuses, at a higher temperature it yields ammo-
nia, cyanate of ammonia, and cyanuric acid.

When heated iu close vessels to between 428°
and 464°, it is converted into carbonate of

ammonia and water. An aqueous solution of

urea remains long without change; but the

addition of proteiniferona substances resolves

it more rapidly into carbonate of ammonia.
In this case 1 atom of urea, and 4 atoms of

water, yield 2 atoms of carbonate of ammonia

:

C2H4 Na 02 + 4H0 = 2 (NH 4 O. CO,).
The proportion of urea contained in urine

is very variable, as will appear by Br. Golding
Bird’s analysis. [Urine.] It is increased by
exercise, and diminished by rest. Urea has
been detected in the blood, and, where the kid-

neys are extensively diseased, may so accumu-
late there as to produce a form of narcotic

poisoning known under the name of Ureemia.

inredo (Lat. from uro, 1 burn). A genus of

microscopical Fungi^ the presence of which is

known by the burnt appearance of the part in-

festedbythem. They consist of extremely minute
brown protospores, which multiply with great ra-

pidity, and appear to iiynre plants by absorbing

their juices. The species formerly included in

Uredo are many ofthem referred to other genera,

and the old ^np Uredo rather represents the

modern Uredinei. Smut or dust-brand, a dis-

ease too well known to the farmer, was once

thought to be occasioned by attacks of Uredo,

but the minutefungus which causes that afifectiou

is now referred to the genus Ustilago. Steeping
corn in a solution of blue vitriol is the means
resorted to by agriculturists for repelling these

attacks. A pound of blue vitriol dissolved in

two gallons of water may be thrown on eight

bushels of wheat, and the whole being turned

over so that the surface of every grain in it is

wetted, it will diy of itself in an Sour or two,

and be fit for sowing. The germs of the de-

structive fungus with which the dressing comes
in contact, are thus destroyed ; but from the

economy of its growth, botanists consider that
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little if any result follows as regards the im-
munity of the crop.

Ureter (Gx. The membranous
tube which conveys the urine from the kidney
to the urinary bladder.

U^ttura (Or. obfyi^Bpa), The membranous
tube or canal by which the urine is voided.
Urglnea. A genus of LUiaceay closely

allied to Scilla, The species which ore na-
tives of the Mediterranean region, and have
large bulbs, as in the case of U. maritimay
the old ScUla maritifnay ore known in medicine
as Squills. These bulbs are imported from
Malta and elsewhere, some having white
scales, while others are of a darker colour, the
hgliter sort being preferred by dningists. It
has been supposed that the Red Squuls kre the
produce of another species, U. Pancratioriy but
this seems doubtfub Fresh squills are very
acrid, causing irritation, and even vesication,

of the skin
;

the drug is, however, usually

impolled in the dried state, when its acridity

is in great measure decomposed. The bitter

taste of squills is due to a substance called

sctlliiin. Squills are used in medicine as a
diui'etic in certain forms of dropsy, and as an
expectorant in coughs. [Scinuk.]

Ukla (Gp. ovpla). A genus of web-footed

birds, belonging to the short-winged family
{^BrachyptereSy Cuv.), and, like the rest of that

family, admirable divers. The species of Uria

are all marine, and generally known by the
|

name of GutUemoU. They resort in vast num-

1

bei's to breed among the rocks of the Orkney
and Shetland Isles, and are a source of protit

to the adventurous inhabitants.

Uiio Aolil. An acid peculiar to the urine

of certaiu animals; it is always present in

human urine, and in the excrements of many
birds of prey and of serpents, especially of

the Boa constrictor

y

which is voided in white

nodules, consisting of little else than urate of

ammonia. Uric acid also forms one of the

commonest varieties of urinary calculi (hence

the term litkic add applied to it), and of the

red gravel or sand which is voided in certain

morbid states of the urine. Pure uric acid

is obtained in the state of a very insoluble

white powder by digesting the excrement of

the boa, in potash, and dropping the solution

into weak hydrochloric acid : the precipitate

which falls is to be well washed, and dried at

212^. Its most distinctive chemical charactejr,

by which it is at once easily recognised, is,

that when moistened with nijbric acid and

heated it dissolves, and upon evaTOration to

dryness leaves a r^ compound, which,
^

upon

the addition of a drop or two of a solution of

caustic becomes of a fine crimson.

The composition of uric acid is represented, in

reference to its dibasic cnarjcter, by the for-

mula (2HO, Cjo HaN4 ^4^
Uric acid requires about 10,000 parts of

water for solution, and the greater number of

the urates are also of very sparing solubility

:

tlie most soluble among them is the urate of

lithiay and litiiiia water has accordingly been
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suggested, as preferable to soda or potash
water, in cases of gout, gravel, and other dis-

orders connected with excess of uric acid.

Uric acid is remarkable for the number of

definite compounds which may be derived from
it by various oxidising agents, the products

differing with the agent employed. These were
first accurately investigated by Liebig and
Wohler, and are important in their physio-

logical and therapeutic bearings, and in re-

ference to the theoretical views which have
been founded upon them. Details upon these

subjects would be foreign to the purpose of this

Dictionary
;
but some idea of the number, no-

menclature, and elementary composition of the

derivatives of uric acid may be formed from the

following tabular view of them given in Miller’s

Chemistry (2nd edit. vol. ii. p. 732), where
also will be found a succinct account of the

production and properties of the compounds.

Uric acid C...H. N* 0,
Urea Ca Hi 0,
Alloxan c. H. Oio
Uroxanic acid ^IoHioNa 0 .,
Dialuric acid . C. H. N, 0.

Alloxantin c. Hs N, Oao
Alloxanic acid C. H. N. Oi.
Mycornelinic acid . C, H, N* 0.

Mesoxalic acid . C. H. Olo
Lcucoturic acid C. H, N, 0.

Difluan . C. H. N, 05
Parabauic acid C. H, N, 0,

Oxaluric acid C, Hi N, 0,
Uramil . • C. H. N, 0.
Murexid
AUantoin C. H, Ni 0.
Hid&ntoic acid C. H, Ni 0,
AUanturic ncid C.„H, N. 0,
Lantanuric acid Cg H. N, Ot

Urlm. A word connected in its signification

with the word thwnmimy being the plural of

I

the Hebrew aur, a lighty a luminary ; whence
! it has come to signify fire. Thummimy which
is the plural of thorn or tarn, means fatness or

perfection. SeeWilkinson’s Ancient Egyptian

y

as to the connection of this word with the title

of the Egyptian god Thauth or Thoth.

The two words, conjointly, signify and
perfection ; but the Septuagintrender it literally

KcX manifestation and truths

The urim and thummim are described as the

precious stones on the high priest's breastplate,

which were supposed to make known the will of

God by casting an extraordinary lustre, and thus

to manifest the success of events to tjiose who
consult^ them.

Urine (Gr. olpWy probably akin to Sansc.

vitiy toatei^. The fluid secreted by the kidneys,

whence it ^ses by the ureters into the bladder.

The variable appearance of the urine announces,

even to the casual observer, corresponding

fluctuations in its composition ; these have
long been studied b^ physicians and medical

chemists, as furnishing useful prognostics in

^sease. The chemical analysis of urine is

attended by many difficulties, arising out of the
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number of substances which are found in it,

the variations in quantity and quality to which
they are liable, and the facility with which they

are modified by reagents and by spontaneous

changes. The substances found in healthy

urine are water
;
carbonic, phosphoric, hydro

chloric, and sulphuric acids
;
potassa, soda, limo,

magnesia, and ammonia. The characteristic or-

ganic substances in such urine are urea, and
uric acid, together with mucus, and colouring

and odorous matters. To these may perhaps be

added benzoic, hippuric, lactic, and acetic acids,

and traces of hydrofluoric acid, and silica. In
certain diseases other products make their ap-

pearance, which are not discoverable in healthy

urine
;
such as oxalic acid, nitric acid, sugar in

quantity, albumen, cystic oxide, and occasion-

ally some organic compounds, the nature of

which has not been satisfactorily ascertained.

When the urine is in a healthy state, there

are many circumstances of mind and body
which materially influence its appearance and
quantity. After very copious draughts of di-

luting and diuretic liquids, or in hysteriaand in

some phases of Bright's disease, it is little else

than water; at other times it is saturated with
its solid contents, and even deposits part of

them as it cools. If turbid at the time when
it is voided, it may always be considered as in a

morbid state, ^metirnes it contains foreign

matters which have been taken as medicine or

food. The peculiar odour imparted to it by as-

paragus, the colour induced by spinach, ihubaib,

&C., and the passage of certain saline substances

by the kidneys, are familiar-cases of the presence

of such foreign matters in the urine. The
daily average of urine voided under ordinary

circumstances, by healthy indiriduals, is about

40 ounces ; and its specific gravity should not

exceed 1030 ;
though in some cases of disease,

as in diabetes, it rises to 1050 or more. The
usual average is 1020. It always reddens lit-

mus, which indicates free acid. In cases of

suppressed perspiration its quantity is usually

increased
;
and when the perspiration is co-

pious, it is diminished. It is one of the great

outlets of mere water from the rystem. It is

also the principal channel by which the nitro-

gen resulting from the decay of the azotised

tissues, and from the oxidation of the nitro-

genous constituents of food, is carried off.

The following table, showing the average

composition of healthy human urine (sp. gr.

1*020), is from Miller’s Chmistiy:—

Dr. Golding Bird obtained the following

results, in examining 1,000 parts of the urine

of a healthy person after ten hours' fasting

(urina BanguinU\ and the urine after dinner
in the evening {urina cibi)

:

Water 9M'80
In 100 parts
of the solid

.matter.

Oiganio
matters,
»*79

Vtxed
iolte.

U-U

'Uvea

.

14*24 88*00

Uriooeid . 0*87 0*86

• .Aloohollo extract 12*64 29*03

Watery extract,
veeiemmnoos .

2*61

0*1S

6*80
0-87

''Obtorlde of eodlum 7-22 16*78

Fliosslioiic acid
Sulphuric sold

2*12 4*91
1*70 8*94

« Idme 0*22 0^49

Mignesta . 0*12 0*28

Fotoiii . . 1*04 4-47

JBoUlm . . ,
0f06 0-12

iSSoTW 100*00

Analysis of Urine

Specific gravity

Water
Solids

Urea
Uric acid

Fixed salts, chiefly chlo- 'j

rides, sulphates, and >

phosphates . J
Organic matter, creatin,^

creatinine, colouring I

matter, and volatile
|

salts . . . J

After
fasting

After
eating

1*016 1*030

962*72

37*28
93010
€0*90

14*30

0*23

24*40

1*33

5*10 9*90

17*90 34*27

The above details will give an insight into

the composition of healthy urine. In many
febrile affections, and in gouty and rheumatic
habits, the relative proportion of uric acid is

often greatly increased. In Bright’s disease,

albumen only, traces of which are usually

found, sometimes exists in such (quantity as

to be coagulated by heat and prempitable by
nitric acid. Some other substances which
occasionally make their appearance are else-

where mentioned.

Urea abounds in the urine of many carni-

vorous animals, as in the lion or tiger, and is

accompanied by mere truces of uric acid ; car-

nivorous birds excrete little urea, but much
uric acid, which abounds also in the excretions

of serpents. It appears that in animals which
drink freely, the effete nitrogen of the system
chiefly passes off in the form of urea ; but in

birds and reptiles which drink little, and when
the urinary excretion is more solid than liquid,

it is excreted in uric acid. In graminivorous

animals urea and hippuric acid are the leading

proximate principles of the urine which contain

nitrogen, and they are often accompanied by
large quantities of the carbonates of lime and
magnesia, while the phosphates are in very small

proportion, and pass off chiefly by the bowels.

Urinary Calculi.—When the uric acid of the

urine, which we have already stated to be one of

its most insoluble constituents, is secreted in any
extraordinary proportion, it is j^assed in a solid

state, generally in minute red crystals, or red

$and ; and these not unfrequcntly agglutinate,

So as to form small calctdi ftom the size of a

pin’s head upwards. These, passing with more
or less pain from the kidney along the ureter

into the bladder, produce what is termed a

ofgravd ; and if one or more of them remain

in the bladder, it may there so increase in size

as to become too large to be passed with the

urine, giving rise to symptoms of stene in the

908
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bladder. The increase of this nucleus will be
more or less rapid, according to the state of the
urine

;
but if the iuordioate formation of uric

acid continues, that substance will frequently

be deposited upon it in successive layers, and it

will sometimes thus attain a considerable size,

and consist almost entirely of uric acid. But if

the uric attack in the kidney is transient, the

small uric calculus in the bladder usually

becomes incrusted with a white deposit, com-
posed of atmimio^magnesian phosphatct perhaps
with more or less pkoaphate of this mixture
forming what h^ l^en termed the ftisible

cahulue. This gives rise to a second and
frequent species of urinaiy calculus, viz. that
in which a uric nucleus is enveloped in the

phosphates. The natural tendency of the

urine is to deposit these phosphates upon any
extraneous matter or nucleus which may chance
to be in the bladder; but the rapidity with
which it is deposited is very different indifferent

individuals, and accordingly the increase in size

of such a calculus is sometimes very slow, and
sometimes extremely rapid ; and as the violence

of the symptoms generally depends (but not

always) upon the size of the concretion, they

will be subject to great consequent irregularity.

It does occasionally happen that calculi are

formed in the bladder independent of any
morbid state of the urine itself, or of any uric

!

nucleus sent down from the kidneys ; but those

cases aro rare, and appear to depend upon the

accumulation of sand and mucus in certain dis-

ordered states of the bladder, which is ^adually
indurated into a nucleus, and which then goes

on to increase in the phosphates ; so that, on
cutting such a calculus through the centre, we
do not, as in the majority of cases, observe a

uric nucleus, but the whole concretion is white

and more or less crystalline, and usually consista

of little more than ammonio-magnesian phos-

phate. The terms wric and phosphatk diathesis

have been applied to those states of the system

in which unc acid and the phosphates are ab-

normally present, and are respectively treated

by alkaline and acid remedies. This ouUihe of

the formation of calculi includes by f^ the

greater number of cases; but it occasionally

happens that not only the nucleus, but the bulk

of the stone, is made up of oxalate of Ivme^ a sub-

stance not found in healthy urine, When these

calculi come direct from the kidney, they often

are grey and smooth, somewhat resembling a

hempseed
;
or, when more carefully examined,

are found to be a con^ries of little rounded par-

ticles
; butwhen theyhave increased in the blad-

der, they are then generally rough and brown

on the exterior, whence they have acquired the

ngiu** of mtdJtmry calculi. Another, and moi«

rare substance, which forms spavel and calculi,

is the cy^n or eystie oxide (CeH«04SaN).

It is a yellowish suratance, translucent, some-

what crystalline, and exhales a peculiar fetid

odour. When heated, it is rem^fcable for the

large quantity* of sulphur which it contains,

amounting to about 26 per wnt. X^iough in-

soluble in water, it dissolves in dilute acids and
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alkalies. Another very rare constituent of
urina^ calculi is xanthin or xanthio oxide

(C10H4O4N4). The concretions containing it

are pale brown and lamellar. Again, in some
very rare cases small concretions of carhcMte
of Ibne have been voided, most probably ori-

ginating in the prostate gland. L^tly, minuto
grains of siUca are said to have been detected

in the urine, and this substance has also been
found in calculi

;
but it is rare, and in small

quantity. Another rare form of calculus is also

known, called the uric oxide. In concluding
this sketch of the composition of the urine and
urinary calculi, we cannot too strongly insist

I
upon the importance of attending to the early

symptoms of the disease, and to its first an-
nouncement, which consists in habitual
turbidness and de).osit8 in the urine. All per-

sons are subject to occasional appearances of

this kind; but when they are conetant^ they
ought to be considered as alarming indications

of further mischief. These, in their early

s^es, are almost always curable, either by
diet, medicine, or both; but when once a stone
has formed in the kidney or bladder, all hope
of its removal, except by an operation (and even
that is not admissiblo in the case of kidney cal-

culi), is vain, nothing having been yet disco-

vert to which the term sdvent is properly
applicable. The removal of the stone from the
bltder is effected by operation in two ways

:

either by an incision into the bladder, and the
removal of the stone by a forceps— this con-

stitutes lithotomy
; or by Utkotrity^ in which

certain instruments are introduced by the
urethra, so as to grasp the stone, and enable

the operator to reduce it to fragments suffi-

ciently small to allow of being voided by the

usual passage. Of later years microscopic

analysis has been ve^ successfully applied to

the aetection of morbid conditions of the urine.

Vra (Lat. uriia). In Mosses, the hollow
vessel in which the spores are loilged.

ITrUf CHnerary. A species of vase used
to receive and preserve the ashes of the dead.

Sir T. Brown’s celebrated work, Hydriotapha^
or TJm Burialy contains a strange collection of

learned fragments and philosophical reflections

on this subject. Numerous descriptions of

cinerary urns, both Roman and British, dis-

covered at different periods in this country,

will be found in the Archxologia.

IFrooerata (Gr. o6pd, a tail, and nipas, a
horn). The name of a tribe of Terebrantidy or

boring Hymenopterous insects, in which the

terebra or borer of the females is sometimes

very long and prominent, and composed of

three filamentary processes, sometimes capil-

lary, and coiled in a spiral form in the interior

of the abdomen.
VkwfielM (Gr. obpd, and 8i)\or, mamfest).

The name of that tribe of Caducibranchiato

Batrachian reptiles which preserve the tail

through all the stages of their existence.

WwpUtrmaM (Gr. ebpA, and a why).
The name of a family of'Amphipodous Crus-

taceans, including those in which the tail is
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tprminated lay' "enlarged appendages in the these, however, are exceeded by U. nrcnfimmrt,

shape of fins. I a native of Timor, where it is called by tho

(Gr. oi/poir^iop). The base of natives the Devil's-leaf ; its effects arc so vio-

the tail in mammals and birds. lent as to last for twelve months, and even to

Vroacopy. The judgment of diseases

founded upon an inspection of the urine.

YTraa Major (Lat.). The Great Bear ;
one

of the forty-eight constellations of Ptolemy, in

fhe northern hemisphere, and near the pole.

Jt is often mentioned in the most ancient

histories, sacred and profane, under the various

denominations of Arctos, Bootes, Helix, Callisto,

Megisto, the Waggon, the Plough. It contains

seven very conspicuous stars, called nepten-

trirmrs
;
wlienco iicptenirio^ the north. [Bisuis,

TUB Skvm.v.
J

Vrsa nnaor (Lat.). The Lesser Bear;
also one of the forty-eight constellations of
Ptolemy. It was called by the Greeks Cyno8ura\
i.e. tho Do^s Tail. The pole star is in this

constellation.

Vraallnes. In Ecclesiastical History, an
order of nuns, of which the origin is ascribed

to Angela da Brescia, about 1537 ; but which
derived its name from St. Ursula (a larly of the

family of Benincasa at Naples). The. Ursulines

were bound to perform charitable offices to the

sick, poor, and penitent. They were erected

into an order by Gregory XIII. in 1577, at

the solicitation of St. Charles Borromco. They
take, in addition to the three ordinary vows,

a fourth—to devote themselves to education.

(Waddington, History of the Churchy p. 401.)

Vtsiit (Lat. a bear). A genus of plantigrade

Carnivora in tlie system of Cuvier, restricted to

those species which have three large tuberculate

molars on each side of both jaws, the anterior

lower and the posterior upper one being the

largest. They are preceded by a tooth a little

more trenchant, representing the camassial

tooth, and by a variable number of small pre-

molars. In accordance with this dentition, the

bears are omnivorous or frugivorous. They
are heavy, stout-bodied animals, with thick

limbs, and a very short tail : the cartilage of

the nose is movable, and sometimes veiy long,

as in the labiated bear, commonly called the
ursine sloth. The bears of the northern regions

!

pass the winter in a state of somnolency in
j

dens or other hiding-places, and it is in these

retreats that the female brings forth her young.
The species best known are the common brown
bear {Vrsus aretos)y the black bear {Ursm
americanue)^ the grisly bear (Ursus ferox),

the polar bear (Ursus mariHmus), the Ursus
lahiaiuSt Ursus thibetanus, Ursus malayanus,

. and Ursus syriaeus.

Vrthum (Lat a nettle). This genus ^ves its

name to the order UriieacetSy and consists for

the most part of erect herbaceous plants,

covered witii stinging hairs, and commonly
called Nettles* The species arc numerous, and
some of them very widely distributed. The
sUnging property is met with to a slight extent

in our English nettles ; but some of die Indian
species particularly powerful in this respect,

especially U. cremifata and U stimulans. Both
no '

reduce death. The sting of the Nettle has .i

ulbons base, which serves as a reservoir for

the acrid fluid.

The young tops of the common Nettle
(
V.

dtoica) are eaten os a vegetable, and may
easily be forced for that purpose, when nothing

better is to be had
;
but they are gritty, from

the abundance of crystalloid matter contained

in tho cells of the epidermis. U dioica is,

moreover, a very ancient textile plant, its inner

bark affording a tough fibre used by the in-

habitants in many parts of iiurope for making
cordage, fishing-lines, coarse cloth, &c. A
yellow colouring matter, employed in domestic

dyeing, is obtained by boiling the roots with

alum
; and a decoction of the plant, mixed with

salt, coagulates milk.

Some of the species of Nettles possess

medicinal properties. Thus, IJ. bneefero is

used in the West Indies as an aperient; the

root of U. pilvlifera is astringent and diuretic

;

nettle-tea, an infusion of the leaves of U. dioirny

is much used by the peasantry in this count ry

to purify the blood ; and the tubers of U. tuberosa

are eaten, raw, boiled, or roasted, by the natives

of India.

i Vrtioaoeee (Urtica, one of the genera). A
large natural order of diclinous Exogens, with

apetalous flowers, small fiat stipules, limpid

juice, solitary erect ovules, straight albuminous

embryos, and a superior radicle. The stinging

properties of the common Nettle are participat<*d

in by many others whose acridity is intense,

and a tough fibre occurs in many others of the

onler. They consist of trees, shrubs, or herbs

from almost every part of the ^lobe. Taken
in an extended sense, the order includes Arto~

with pendulous ovules and no albumen
to the seed; and Moraccay with pendulous

ovules and albuminous seeds; but it is more
frequently confined to the Urticea proper, which

have erect oiuiles and albuminous seeds. The
order thus restricted still coimirises about

forty genera. The species of Hehmeria and
Girardmiay formerly included in UrticOy yield

valuable fibres. [Bohmeria.]
ntiearia. [Nettlr Rash.1
Vrviuil. In Hindu Mytholo^, the story of

Urvasi and Purfiravas expresses the correlation

of the Dawn and the Sun (as in the tales of

Daphne, Coronis, Callisto, Aug5, and Procris),

and the identity of the morning dawn and

evening twilight (as in the legends of Iol6,

locastA, and CEn6n5). Even in the Veda, the

original meaning of these names has almost

faded away
;
but Professor Max Miiller accepts

the common Indian explanation which connects

the name withttr?^, wide (Gr. sM), and a root

as, to pervade, and compares tnis name uru-

as! with another epithet of the dawn,

the far-going. Thus the name attaches itself

to that large class which includes Emydike,

Euryanassa, Eurytos, Eurynome, Eurymedusa,



USANCE
&r. &c. Again, Vaaishtha, the siiperlatirc of

bright, is, like Phoebus and Lykios
[Lyoaon], a name for the sun, and Vasishtha
is said to owe his birth to Urvasi. In tlie

Hindu sto^ UrYast falls in love with Pur&ravas,
as Selene is charmed with Endymion

; but the
name Purdravas corresponds to that of Poly-
naiTKES, while the hero speaks of himself also
as Vasishtha. He is also the son of Id&, a
name sometimes applied to Agni (Ignis), the
fire, and reappearing perhaps in that of Idas
father of Cleopatra, as well as in the Trojan
Ida. The compact between them was that
Piirhravas was never to appear before Urvasi
unclothed; but the G-andiiauvas came and
stole two lambs belonging to her, and when
Purdravas rose from his coijch to rescue them,
a flash of lightning revealed his nuked form,

and, like Eurydikb from Orpheus, Urvasi
vanished away. But once again on the banka
of a lake full of lotus-flowers, Urvasi showed
herself for an instant to her lover, who was
seeking her in deep grief. On being ad-

dressed by him she replies, * I am gone
like the first of the d-awns : I am hard to be
caught, like the wind;’ but before she le.aves

him, she bade him come to heron the last night

of tlie year. [Yule.] On that day she told him
that the Gandharvos would grant him one
wish, and bade him say to them, ‘ Let me be

one of you.’ So Pururavas became one of the

Gandharvas.
This tale, reproduced, in part, in th.it of

Orpheus, reappears likewise in that of IVocris,

who is slain unwittingly by the spear of

Kephalos, the ray of the unveiled sun. [Myumi-
noNS.] It has incidents also in common with

the story of Eros and Psyche, and all the other

tales with which that myth is closely connected.

[Vknu.s,]

VRance (Fr. from Lat. nans, In

Commercial Law. A foreign bill is often drawn
at one, two, or more usances, meaning thereby

certain periods of time which it is the usage

of the countries between which the bills arc

drawn to allow for payment thereof. Thus,

the usance between London and Paris is one

calendar month ; a bill drawn here at one

usance^ on January 2, is payable there on
February 6, allowing three days of grace.

ITae (Lat. usua). In Law, this word, in

its original sense, simified the equitable right

which one person had to take the rents and pro-

fits of land of which the legal ownership wa.s

in another. It was very nearly the same as

the trust of the present day, and was created

in the following manner: The owner of land

conveyed it by feoffment to some friend, on

the understanding that the feoffee should hold

it for the sole use and benefit of the feoffor,

or such persons as he might nominate. In

this way the seisin or legal property of the

land became vested in the feoffee to uses as

trustee; ifrhile the feoffor, or other person

nominated by him, who was called the cestui

qiie use,, had the substantial use and enjoy-

ment of it. The simplicity of the common
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law, however, recognised but one person in

connection with thfj soil, viz. its real owner, and
repudiated the idea of any use ns sepanitfd

from the seisin; so that if the trustee, abusing

the confidence placed in him, refused to let

cestui que use take the rents and profits, there

was no redress for the grievance.. But the

Court of Chancery, as a court of equity, con-

sidered the agreement entered into by the

trustee as binding on his conscience
;
ami aft«T

calling on him by writ of subpoena to appear

and make a disclosure on oath of the particu-

lars of his trust, compelled him to perform it.

The system of uses was transplanted from
the civil law, and introduced into this country
about the time, of Edward III. by the eccle-

siastics, who procured conveyances to be madt*,

not directly to themselves, but to lay persons

ns trustees for them, in order to evade the

Statutes of Mortmain. Once known, it was
generally adopted

;
and though crushed in its

infancy, so far ns regarded religious houses,

it continued to flourish without disturbance in

other respects, and wasJound admirably adapted
to the wants and convenience of the people at

largo in softf'inng the rigours of feudal tenure,

and facilitating the alicmation and settlement

of property.

The laws and policy of feudal tenure re-

quired the vasf;al to render certain fruits and
services to his lord

;
and if these were not

duly rendered, or any act were done in de-

rogation of the lord's title, the estate wa.s for-

feited. Tlio tenancy of the freehold could not
be interrupted or suspended for an instant;

and to every transfer of it actual and public

delivery of jwssesslon was absolutely indis-

pen.««able; so that the lord might alw.ays have
some person to perform the services due to

him, and always know with certainty who that

person was. The lord was entitled to sell his

ward in marriage, to take the profits of the

land during the wardship, and on the descent

or alienation of the land heavy fines were
payable to him. The tenant had no power of

directing the destination of the land by will

;

such a mode of disposition would at once have

been wanting in notoriety, and have deprived

the lord of his fruits upon a descent.

When, however, the equitable interest in

land, as distinguished from the legal property

in it, became recognised and enforcea in the

Court of Chancery, the principal hardships of

teiuiro W’ere easily avoided. A conveyed land

to 15 to A's own use
;
the terms upon which B

took the land were said, in equity, to affect his

conscience, and to impose upon him a moral

obligation to fulfil them honestly. But it was
in equity only that A had any claim : there he
might call upon B to allow him to take the

profits of the land, and to make such convey-

ances of it as he might from time to time direct.

At law A had no control over or connection

with the land any longer remaining to him.

His use, therefore, altogether evaded the grasp

of tenure., which rested entirely upon the com-
mon law. It was held of no one ; it was the
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creaturo of his own declaration, operatinjj npon
the conscience of the person in wliom lie con-
fided. It might be transferred at any time
without any public solemnities by a sccr<*t

declaration. At law A could not caiwo out for

himself a portion of the whole fee, and limit

the residue of it to others, without first of all

going throiigli all the fomuilitics of a convey-
ance to 11, and then taking back a reconveyance,

with the same formalities, of that portion ot

the fee which he might wish to retain to him- i

self. Husband and wife being one person in
|

law, he could not carve out a j>ortion for her

,

without conveying to II, in order that II might
afterwards convey to her. He could not convoy
the foe, or any portion of it, to 11, so tlitit it

should, on the happening of any named event,

or the expiration of any named period, shift

either wholly or in imrt from him to any other

person. He could not even convey to ji at all

without giving him immediate possession ; a
j

conv(‘yaiice to him in futiiro, as from (.’Iiristm.is
;

next, would have been altogether void. He i

might, however, resorting to equity, and making
[

a declai-ation of the uses to which he wished

from dower, curtesy, and forfeiture; but for this

loss there was soon contrived a remedy. Tiic

judges, in their narrow construction of the
.statute, decided that its provisions did not ex-
tend to a me iunited niton a m(\ as their phrase
was. Accordingly, on a feoffment to A and
his heirs, to the use of B and his heirs, to the

I

use of (or in trust for) C and his heirs, they
I hold that the st.itute clothed the first use with
the legal ownership, and that the second was u
nullity. But as it was quite ch'ar that C, and
not B, M'as the person intended to enjoy the

estate, this verbal pedantry of the common
law judges drove C into the Court of Chance-iy
for relief, where he was immediately received
as the substantial cestui quo use

;
and the use

wliich the statute had been in law held not to

execute was considered a valid trust in equity.

Thus by limiting two uses successively instead
of one only before the statute—by making, in

fact, the conveyance only three words longt r

than had been customary, the equitJible interest

and the legal estate were ngsim disimitod, uml
the use under its new name of trust was as

popular and available as over. In this manner
his property to bo applied, effect all those and

j

the di'stnielive qualities of the statute ar'>

innuniemble otlier arrangements by a single
j

virtually repealed, while its creative qualities

stroke of the pen, or a mere breath. The use,
|

arc Ui this day in full operation
;
and the legis-

emaneipatod from the common law, had sucli a i lature, insteail of paralysing the use, has on)

suppleness and jdiability as almost to accom-
j
given new form and flexibility to the legal

modate itself to bis very whims. He might
j

estate. [Txirsr.]

dispose of it by will, or it would descend to hi.s ITsoful Knowlodgre, Society for the
heirs in the course of the common law

;
but no

j

Slifuslon of. [SoenrrY
]

fine was payable upon its descent. It was not I Usher (Fr. Inii'^sier). An officer wlio hits

liable ciLherlo dower or to curtesy
;

it was not I the care of the door of a court or lioJl, &,c. In

extendible for debts, nor forfeited for treason.
|

the court of England, he is an officer of con-

Ijord Bacon accordingly complains, that it
|

siderable rank, whose business it is to introduce

'deceived many of their just and reasonable
j

foi’cign ambassadors or other liigli strangers to

rights. A man that had cause to sue for land the sfivercign.

knew not against whom to bring his action, or Vsnin or Usnio Acid, A substance cx-

who was the owner of it. The wife was dc- tracted from different lichens of the genu^
frnuded of her thirds; the husband of his Usnea. It forms yellow crv’slals, which with
curtesy ;

tlie lord of his wardship, relief, hcriot, great difficulty arc fused like a resin. It b.is

and escheat
;
the creditor of his extent for debt; slightly acid characters, and forms cryst allisa bb’

and the poor tenant of his lease. comjwunds w'ith the alkalies ; hence it has been

To remedy these and other inconveniences, called usnw acid. Its ultimate composition is

the statute 27 Henry VIII. c. 10 was passed, represented by the formula C^b Hjb
usually called the Statute of Uses ; which Vsqaebaugrli. A strong compound cordial,

enacts, that when any Tjerson shall be seised made in greatest perfection at Drogheda in

of lands to the use, confidence, or trust of any Ireland. Brandy or other spirits, raisins, oin-

person, he shall thenceforth be seised and namon, cloves, and various other spices are its

possessed of the land of and in the like estate ingredients. The first part of the w'ord, which

as he had in the use, trust, or confidence, has been corrupted into whisky^ is akin to the

The statute thus executed the use, as it is Latin aqiuv, the Greek Achelous, Acheron,
called, by transferring it into possession, and and the many collateral forms exhibited in the

doing away with the distinction between the names of rivers, as Esk, Usk, Exe, Ax, Axius,

beneficial interest and legal property in land. Oxus, Ouse, Isis, &c.

Whoever had the use had now also the legal Vstrloum (Lat. from uro, I hum). In

estate. Thus the use was not abolished, ac- Koman Antiquities, a public burning-place,

cording to the probable intention of the legis- enclosed by walls, in which bodies, mostly of

lature, but merely annexed to and incorporated the poorer sort of people, wore eousumed. In

with the legal estate; to which, therefore, it the Archtsologia (vol. xxvi.) will be found a

now snperax&ed all the convenient ductility of detailed account of the site of an ustrinum

its own nature. It had no longer a merely discovered in Cambridgeshire,

precarious ez^tence in equity, but a firm locus Yrstulatlon (Lat. ustulo, to hum)* A term

standi ’n couAs of law. It was shorn, indeed, of old Pharmacy, implying the gradual desicca-

of many of its old privileges, such as exemption tion and torrefaction of substances.
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USUCAPTION UTI POSSIDETIS
Vtuoaptton (Lat. usucapio). In Civil Law, 1 Subsequently to the passing of the latter

the acquisition of property in anything by pos-
|
Act, the usury ?.aws were relaxed by several

session and enjoyment for a certain term of statutes, and they were ultimately repealed in
years; commonly considered as synonymous with 1864. Any rate of interest, therefore, how-
j^rescrvption^ although some have restrained the ever high, may now be legally stipulated for,

use of the former term to movables only. but 6 per cent, remains the legal interest re-

Vaufk'ttet (Lat. ususfructus). In the Civil coverable on all contracts, unless otherwise
Law, this term is defined to be .the right of specified.

enjoying indefinitely something belonging to One of the earliest and most consistent
another without diminishing its substance, among the fallacies which have over occupied
Usufruct differs from use ; because he who has iiien’s minds, and not only the minds of the
the use of a thing can only enjoy it personally, general public, but those of the most subtle
whereas the right of him who has the usufruct thinkers, is tliat which has contended that the
is .alieniible, and may be granted, sold, or hired interest of money was unlawful, immoral, or in-

to another. Usufruct may be constituted in expedient. It is clearly the duty of society to

four ways: by contract, by will, by judgment protect creditors against debtors, but from time
of a court (as where the judge, in effecting a to time it has been considered just to relieve

division of common property, may, under cer- debtors against creditors, when the obligations

tain circumstances, instead of dividing the in- of the former have arisen from usury tak(;n

herilance, allot the usufruct to one, and the for the loan of money. Thus the legislation

thing to another), and by operation of law. of Solon relieved the Athenian mortgagors
Usufruct is, properly speaking, confined to [Sbisachthbia]

;
and during many years ol iho

things real, and to incorporeal rights (whether history of republican Rome, the regulation of

they would be termed real or personal, ac- loans, the limitation of the rate of interest,

cording to the division of our law), such as and the relief of insolvent debtors, formed a
debts

;
but a sort of usufruct (quasi usufruct) perpetual topic of agitation, and finally of

may exist in things liable to be consumed by legislation. In this country, and in most
use. The division between the fruit (which European countries, the administration has
belongs to the usufructuary) and the thing busied itself from time to time in fixing rates

itself (which belongs to the proprietor) affords of interest, and in denouncing or forbidding

room for a great variety of legal distinctions, usurious bargains. It is hardly necessary to

Usufruct may be extinguished in several ways : say that this legislation has been vain, and
by the death, natural or civil, of the usn- that while the most stringent laws were in force,

fructuary; by loss; by prescription, the right high rates of interest on loans wore common,
being extinguished if Caused for a certain the law being incompetent to provide such pre-

period; by forfeiture, where the usufructuary cautions as should obviate all evasions of the

abuses his right
;
by expiration of time, if the statute. (For further remarks on the dis-

usufruct have been granted for a term
;
and by tinction between ancient and modern debt s

the union of the usufruct with the property in generally, see Grote, Hist, of Greece, part ii.

the same hands. ch. xi.)

Vaur7'(Lat. usura, the use of athing : hence The usury laws now repealed were attacked

profit arising from this use). The taking of with great force and cogency by Bentham.

interest for money. The Jews were forbidden [Iktisukst.]

by the law of Moses to exact interest from one Ut. In Music, the French name of the first

another. By the old Roman law of the twelve of the mnsical syllables referring to the note

tables, the rate of interest allowed as legitimate which we call C. The Italians, for the sake of

was the usura centesima, which was strictly 1 softening the sound, use the syllable do instead

per cent, a month ;
and has been supposed by of ut in the modern solfeggi,

some to have amounted to 12, by others to 10 Uterine (L;it. utcrinus). In Anatomy, that

per cent, in the year. Interest whs also com- which appertains to the womb, us the uterine

puted in the following manner : Usura unciaria, arteries, veins, nerves, and the uterine portions

being the lowest term, 1 per cent., or one- of the placenta or cotyledons,

twelfth of tile usura centesima; usura semis, Utkrinb. In the Civil Law, a uterine

or semis, half the centesima (6 per cent.); bes, brother or sister is one issued from the saiao

quadrans, quincunx, &c., two third parts, a mother.

quarter, a fifth of the centesima (8, 3, 2 per Uterii* (Lat.). The womb, or the muscular

cent.). The Roman laws against excessive and Avascular part of the efferent camil or tract

usury were frequently renewed, and constantly in the female viviparous or ovo-viviparous am-

evaded; but the same principle, additionally mal, in which the fmtus is developed, in the

sanctioned by mistaken iHiligious opinions, per- human subject and in quadrumanait is single ;

vaded the laws of all countries in which the in many quadrupeds it is bifid
;

in some, it

civil jurisprudence preN ailed. The amount is completely divided into two symmetrical

of legal interest has been fixed by various uteri.

statutes in England. In the reign of Heniy Utt Voaaidetis (Lat. as you hold). In

YIJI. 10 per cent, was allowed ; by 21 James I., Politics, a treaty, which leaves belligerent par-

8 per cent.; by 12 Ch. II., 6 per cent.; by ties mutually in possession of what they have

12 Anne, 5 per cent. acquired by their arms during the mu**, is said

Voi, ITT. *913 3N



UTILITARIANS
to be on the principle of uti fOBBidtiU

(ns joii iX)ssoss).

Vtllltarians (Lat, utilitas, u6f.fvlncB8\ A
name much in use a few years ago to design

iiate a particular sect of modern politicians;

those viz. who profess to try the excellence of

modes of government and usages simply by their

utility. Th(! celebr.ited Jeremy Benthani, re-

g}ii*dcd as the founder of this sect, introduced

into the critical department of politics a closer

logic than had bt'on comtnonly applied to it

;

and aimed at applying his famous principle,
‘ the greatest luippiness of the greatest number/
as an immediate test hy which to affirm or deny
the value of institutions. It is evident that

all iiolitical sects, both of writers and states-

men, profess ultimately the same object. The
mil ciiaracteristic of the Utilitarians oonsist^'fl

in the peculiar sense in which they understood

it, the teim utiHty being restricted to that

which is usefiil for the material and economical

well-being of the multitude. Their tenets

were attacked by Lord Macaulay in two cele-

brated articles in the Edin. Remew (vols. xlix.

and 1.). Mill’s Essay on Government^ and

Aust'n On Jurisprudence, may be referred to

as coMlaining the most intelligible summaries

of tlU'Ul.

TTtopia. A term coined by Sir T, More
(from Ur, ou, neg. and r6‘ifoi, a place\ and 1

applied in his celebrated work called Ulojna to

an imaginary island, which he describes as

having l)cen discovered by a companion of

Amerigo Vespucci, and as enjoying the utmost

perfection in laws, politics, &c., in contradis-

tinction to the defects of governments then

existing. (Halhim, Literary History, part i.

ch. iv. 31.) The work was first printed in 1516,

but Frobon’s edition, of 1518, is more correct.

The word Utopia has now passed into all the

languages of Phirope, to signify a state of ideal

perfection; and Utopian is used synonymously
W'itli faudfid or chimerical.

ITtr. An Eastern name for the essential oil

or attar of roses.

Vtraquists (Lat. uterque, 5ofA). In

Eccle^i.lstical Histoiy, a name ^iven to the

followers of John Hubs as insisting on Com-
munion in both kinds. This stipulation formed

one of the four articles drawn up at Prague,

A.D. 1422. (Milman, CAris<mnz7y,bk.xiii.

ch. xi.)

Vtrlottlus (Lat. dim. of uter, a leathern hag).

In Anatomy, this term is applied to the upper

and larger of the two divisions of tho vestibular

VACATION
portion of the membranous labyrinth of the
internal organ of hearing.

Utriculxjs. a term in Botany applied to a
one-celled, one or few seeded, superior mem-
branous fruit, frequently dehiscing by a trans-

verse suture, as in Chenopodium. It is also used
to indicate a fruit with a thin skin and a single

seed. Sometimes this word is employed to express

a separate cell of the cellular tissue of a plant,

which is usually a little vegetable bladder.

Wa U^si (Lat.). The Arctostaphylos uva
ursi, or Beards berry, a small shrub, the leaves

of which have a highly astringent and sweetish

taste. Their decoction or infusion is occasion-

ally used in medicine, especially in certain dis-

orders of the kidney and bladder.

I ITwarta (Jjat. uva, a grape). A genus of

\Anonacea, containing numerous species, all

I
climbing plants, covered with star-shaped hairs,

and occurring in the tropical and subtropical
districts of the Old World, from Western Africa

to the Philippine Islands. The roots of U,

Narum are fragrant and aromatic, and are
used medicinally in India, in fevers and liver

complaints. Bruised in salt water, they arc

employed as an application in certain skin

diseases
;
by distillation they yield a fragrant

greenish oil. The bark of U, tripitaloidca

yields by incision a fragrant gum. U. trilohn

is said to contain a powerful acid
;

its leaves

are used as an application to boils and abscesses,

while its seeds are emetic. U. febr'ifuga is so

called from tho febrifugal properties ascribed

to the flowers by the Indians on the Orinoco.

Vvio Acid (Lat. uva). A synonym of the
racemic or paratartaric aetd, an acid isomeric

with the tartaric, but differing from it in certain

respects, more especially in its relations to

polarised light. [Tartaric Acid.]

Uvula (Lat. uva). A small fleshy pro-

tuberance attached to the soft palate, and
hanging over the base of the tongue, ll consists

of the common integuments of the mouth, and a
small vermicular muscle {palaio-siaphiltnus) by
the contraction of which the uvula is elevated.

Ill some cases of enlarged or relaxed uvula,

which will not yield to local or other remedies,

it becomes necessary to amputate a part of it,

in consequence of the tickling cough and retch-

ing which it induces.

Uwarowlte. A lime-chrome Garnet of an
emerald-^een colour, found at Kyschtimsk and
Bissersk in the Ural

;
and named after Uwarow,

president of the Imperial Academy of St.

Petersburg.

V
V. The twenty-second letter of the English

alphabet. It is vocal, the corresponding as-

pirate being F, In many Greek words it is

represented by the Bioamma. As a Roman
numeral, V stands for 6. With a dash over it,

o, in ola books, it denotes 6,0(K).
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Vaoatlott. In Legal language, the period

during wliich juridical proceedings are inter-

mitted: in England, the periods between the

four terms of the year [Terms] are so called.

But the long mcation, from August 10 to

October 24, at Common Law, and Octob#'r 28



VACCINATION
in Chancery, implies a more general cessation

of all but urgent business.

Vaoolnatlon. {Cow-pox.]
VaooinlaoeflD (Vaccinium, one of the

genera). A natural order of epi^nous Exo-
gons closely allied to Ericacm in their stamens

being free from the corolla, and in the peculiar

form of their anthers as well as in most other

characters, but separated by almost all bo'tan^sts

on account of their constantly inferior ovaiy

and fruit. They consist of much-branched
shrubs or small trees, often evergreen. The
species are numerous in the temperate and
colder parts of the world, especially in swampy
or subalpine countries, as well as in high moun-
tain chains within the tropics. They were for-

merly combined with the Ericaceous order, from
which, however, they differ, not only in their

inferior ovary, but also in their succulent

fruit The berries of many are eaten, under

the names of Cranberry, Bilberry, Whortle-

berry, &c.

Vaocinio Acid. A peculiar volatile acid

which occasionally replaces the butyric and
caproic acid in butter.

Vacoinlum (Lat.). A genus of heath-like

shrubs, disperseSi through a very wide area

in both the Old and New World, and gene-

rally in mountainous districts or wet heathy

places. Three species are natives of Oreat

Britain, the most frequent being V. Myrtillus,

the Whortleberry or Bilberry, an erect little

shrub, common on our heathy wastes, whose

fruit is much esteemed for preserves, syrups,

&c.
Vaoliellla. A name under which it was

proposed to separate Acacia Famesiana from

the other species of that genus. It is now
usually retained as a section of that extensive

family, and includes the gum arabic tree (Acacia

arabica) and other gum-producing species.

The flowers of Acacia Farncsiana afford the

eVssie flowers of the perfumers, who extract

their fine violet-like odour by macerating them

in purified fat or the finest olive oil, and use it

in the preparation of various bouquets, or for

mixing with violet perfumes to increase their

strength. Originally it appears to have been

confined to the tropics of the western hemi-

sphere, but it is now common in nearly all

tropical countries, and also in many parts of

the south of Europe, where it was introduced

early in the seventeenth century. X<arge quan-

tities of gum, resembling inferior gum arabic,

exude from its trunk and branches.

Vaounft (Lat.). In Mythology, a Sabine

deity, who is thought by some to be the Same

as the Latin Victoria, (Ov. vi. 307.)
^

Vaoaum ( Lat. vacuus, empty). In Physics,
j

this term denotes a portion of space void of|

matter. The possibihty of the existence of a

perfect vacuum has been a favourite subject of

dispute with the sclioolmen and metaphysicians.

Spacac,NvMDEB, amd Timb ;
Space, Physical.]

ts existence was maintained by the Pytha-

gore-ans. Epicureans, and Atomists ;
and denied

by the Peripatetics, who ascribed the rise of!
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water in a sucking-pump, and some other
phenomena of the same kind produced by
atmospheric pressure, to nature’s abhorrence
of a vacuum. Descartes made the essence of
matter to consist in extension, and therefore
denied the possibility of a vacuum

; for if ex-

tex^sion be the essence of matter, wherever
extension is there matter must be. Those,
again, who suppose all material bodies to be
fbrmed of the agglomeration of elementary
particles, are compelled, by the phenomena of

motion, to admit at least the existence of that

which the schoolmen called vacuum intersper-

Burtit or of intervals devoid of all matter among
the interstices or pores of bodies

;
for if there

were no interstices, all space would be full of

matter, in which case no body could bo moved
out of its place, inasmuch as there would be no
unoccupied place into which it could move.
For the arguments on this subject, see New-
ton’s Optics.

Until recently the most perfect vacuum that

could bo produced was the Torricdlian vacuum^
or the space above the mercury in the baro-

metric tube. But in this sense vacuum merely
signifies the exclusion of atmospheric air

;
for

this space in the barometer may be filled with
the vapour of mercury, or with some other

medium infinitely more rare than air, and in-

appreciable to our senses. It is obvious, iit>m

the nature of the pneumatic machine, that the

vacuum produced by an air-pump, or the
Boyhan vacuum, as it has been called, can
never be perfect, as some nir must always
remain in the receiver, however long the ex-

hausting process may be continued, but if the

receiver be first tilled with pure carbonic

acid, a stick of caustic potash introduced, and
then the receiver be exhausted as perfectly as

possible, the stick of potash will gradually

absorb the small residuum of carbonic acid,

and a vacuum far exceeding the Torricelliun

will be produced after the lapse of a few
hours. This is by far the most perfect vacuum
that has yet been obtained

;
but the electric

discharge sent through it still proclaims it to

I

be imperfect.

The question of the abstract existence of n
vacuum is not worth discussing

;
but there is

another question of great interest with refer-

ence to physical astronomy connected with the

subject—^viz. whether the spaces in which tlio

planets move are so far void of matter as to

offer no resistance to their motions, or are occu-

pied by a medium of Bufficient density to impede
their motions in the long run in a sensible

degree. Becent obseiwations appear to give

some countenance to the supposition that this

is actually the case. It has been observed that,

after the most careful allowance has been made
for the attractions of the planets, and all other

known causes of disturbance, on Encke’s comet,
the sncceasive returns of that body to its peri-

helion are accomplished in periods which are
constantly diminishing. [Comet.] Now, this

is precisely the effect that would be produced
if the body moved in a medium which offered

3 n2
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a small resistance to its motion

;
and as this is 1 & 2 Viet. c. 38), are of three descriptions

:

tho only obvious mode of explaining the pheno* 1. IcUe and disorderlT/ persona : including per-

mcnon, it has been generally adopted. Never- sons neglecting to maintain their families ;

tlieleas, it is extremely difficult to reconcile the i paupers returning without certificate to parishes

supposition of an existing medium with the
j

whence they have been legally removed ; beg-
astronomical fact, that, during the last 2,000 gars, common prostitutes, pedlars without
years of observation, it has produced on the

^

license, &c.
; all of whom may be summarily

motions of the large planets no effect which can
i convicted and committed to gaol for a month

bo appreciated by the most delicate instru- 1 by any single justice, subject to an appeal to

incnts. This fact, however, though it proves ' the sessions. 2. Rogues and vagabonds : in-

tho extreme feebleness of the resistance, does , eluding persons guilty of the former offences,*

not furnish an absolute proof that such a who have been once already convicted of being
medium may not exist, and that its effects may idle and disorderly

;
fortune-tellers and other

not ultimately become sensible even on the impostors; persons guilty of indecent exhi-

densest planets. If it does exist, the con-
^

bitions, procurers of charitable contributions

SfqucDv'e seems inevitable that all the planets under false pretences, playing at games of

and satellites, ns well as the comets, must bo chance in public places, having in their pos-

ultiraatcly precipitated into the sun. - session housebreakers’ implements, or offensive

Another argument against tho existence of a ' weapons, with intent to use them
;
reputed thiev(s

vacuum is furnished by the undulatoi'y theoi^ frequenting public places to commit felony, and
of light. If this hypothesis be true, and it is others

;
all of whom may be committed for three

rendered probable by numerous phenomena, a ' months. 3. Incorrigible rogues ; viz, persons
medium of great elasticity must pervade all guilty of th(‘ last class of offences having been
the parts of space through which light pene- ' already convicted; persons breaking out of

trates. There could in tins case bo no vacuum
;

legal confinement, &c., wlio may be committed
unl(‘ss, indeed, tho term bo understood to de- . to the next sessions, and there sentenced to a

note merely the absence of ponderable matter, year’s imprisonment. Under these Acts, justices

[Light.]
|

possess very extensive powers, such as to is^^ue

Vade Mdoum (Lnt. go with me). A > warrants to bring before them persons sus-

phrase commonly used to denote a iioidable pected of vagrancy, to search lodging houses
book or manual, which anyone carries on his

,

reasonably suspected of harbouring vagrant's

person.
|

Vade in Pace (Lat, go %}i peace). In mo-
j

Vatiea* A genus of Apocynacees yii'ldiug

nastvc communities offences were sometimes ' Caoutchouc. Mucli of tho Indian-lmbbcr con-

punishod by the dreadful infliction of starving sinned by our manufacturers is obtained from
the culprit t<i death in prison

;
and boucs have I Sipkonia brasUiensis and Firtts elastica

;
but

occasionally been found among tho rums of the same substance is found in tho milky jineo

convents of victims who appear to have perished of numorous plants belonging to the natuiMl

in this manner. Tho puuishment acquired this
;

order Apoegnacem : o. g. Vrceola, Canurarof,

name from the woixls in wliicli tho sentence was
|

Collophom, WtUughheia^ and tho present gonus,

pronounced. The use which Walter Scott has ! although, with the exception ot Urceola, it is

made of this custom in his poem of Marmion
!
not collected from thorn for commercial pur-

is well known. By I'Jeury (Hist. Ecchs. vol.
|

poses. Two species of Vahea, viz. V. madu-
XX. p. 102) the vade in pace is described as gascariensis, tho Voua-IIor6 of tho natives,

perpetual solitary imprisonment. and V. giihimiftra—\}0\.\\ largo climbing shrubs

Vagantes (Lat. part, of vagor, I wander), or trees of Madagascar, are known to afford an
Tho name of a tribe of spiders (ArancUhe), abundance of caoutchouc, which will probably

comprehending those which watch their prey at no distant date form an ailiclc of export

concealed in a web, but also freqiuiitly
j

from that magnificent island,

run with agility, and chase and seize their
j

Vatr (perhaps from the Lat. variiis,

\ictims.
I

111 Heraldry, one of the furs employed in

Vagrina (Lat. a sheath). This term is applied
{

blazonry. It is supposed to represent the skm
by botanists to the leafstalk of those plants in ' of a small squirrel. It is always white ami
which this part becomes thin and roll.s round

. blue, unless otherwise specified in the blazon
;

tho stem, to which it then forms a sheath, as as vair of or and azure, vair of ermine and

in grasses. gidcs, (fee. Vairg is tho pattern of vair with

Vagrlnates (Lit. vagina). Sheathed Po- more than two colours. The glass shpper

lypes. The^amo of an order of Polypes, com- of Cinderella in the popular legend was pro-

prehending those which are constantly siir-
;

bably a slipper of vair, altered by the story-

rounded by and attached to a calcareous or
|

teller into verre,

horny polypary. Valsya. [Caste.]

Vag:raiioy (Lat. vagor, / wander). In Valenolanite. A variety of Adularia,

English Law, a very miscellaneous class of found at the Valonciana Mine in Mexico,

offences against public police and order is Valentla. [Bomulus.]
comprehended under this title. Vagrants, Valentine. February 14 is the day sacred

under the present Act of Parliament in force to St. Valentine, a presbyter, who, according to

on the Sulyect (6 Geo. IV. c. 83, amended by the legend, was beheaded at Rome under Clau-
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dius. Mr. Brand {Vopvlar Antiquities^ vol, i. 1

p. 47) says that he cannot find in the life of the
;

saint any circumstances likely to have given

origin to the peculiar ceremonies of the day.

It appears to have been a very old notion, how-
ever (for it is alluded to by Chaucer, as well as

by Shakspeare in the Two Gmthmen of Verona),

that on this day birds begin to couple. And
the custom of ‘ choosing Valentines ' is of great

antiquity in this country. Lydgate mentions
it (1746); Grose explains Valentine to mean
‘ the first woman seen by a man, or man by a

woman,’ on that day
;
but it does not appear

where he picked up this explanation. There
is also a curious French Valentine, com-
posed by the poet Gower, in Wharton’s His-

tory of English Toetry (Additions to vol. ii.

p.31).
It appears that the Reformers attacked this

as well as other legendary customs of their

time
;

and that the Romanists themselves

invented devices for turning the day to profit-

able use. St. Francis de Sales introduced the

practice of drawing lots for patron saints on
it, by way of substitute. According to others,

this latter practice was of much older date,

and substituted for a pagan custom by which

boys and girls drew each other’s names on the

15th February (day of Februata Juno).

Valentlnlana. In Ecclesiastical History,

a sect of the second century
;
so called from

Valentinus, their founder. They were a branch

of the Gnostics.

Valeiitliilt0. Native antimonic oxide,

composed (when pure) of 84*3 per cent, an-

timony and 15*7 oxygen. It is found in

tabular crystals at jPrzibram in Bohemia,

and elsewhere, associated with other ores of

antimony, of the decomposition of which it is

a result. Named in honour of Basilius Va-

lentinus.

Valerian. [Valeriana.]

Valeriana. A genus of herbaceous plants,

widely distributed over tropical and extra-

tropical America, India, and Central Europe,

ana more sparingly in North America ;
found

for the most part in mountainous districts.

Many of the species are employed in medicine,

on account of their peculiar stimulant and anti-

spasmodic properties. The species now most

used is V, officinalis, the Officinal Vderian,

common in marshy and wet places in this

country and Central Europe; the roots have

a warm, aromatic, slightly bitter taste, and,

when dry, a peculiar fetid odour, which seems

to be especislly agreeable to cats, who become,

as it were, intoxicated with it. It is stat^

also that rat-catchers avail themselves of this

root as a means of attracting their prey. This

odour seems to be due to the presence of a

peculiar acid called valerianic acid. What is

known to chemists as volatile oU of Valerian

seems not to exist naturally in the plant, but

to be developed by the agency of water. Va-

lerian is used i9 medicine as a powerful sti-

mulant to the nervous system in hysteria, and

even in epilepsy. On the Continent it has
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ikewise been used os a febrifuge. V. ceU
Aca is supposed to be the Saliunca of ancient

writers. Its perfume is so highly prized by
Eastern nations, for the purpose of irumatising
heir baths, that the roots, collected by the

^tyrian peasants with no slight difficulty end
abour, are exported by way of Trieste to Tur-
Ley and E^pt, whence they are distributed to

ndia and Ethiopia.

ValertanaoeoB (Valeriana, one of the

genera). A natural order of epigynous Exo-
Sens consisting of annual or perennial herbs,

nhabiting temperate climates. They are dis-

tinguished from the Dipsaceous order by their

flowers not being in heads, by the want of

albumen, and the absence of an involucel. The
roots of Valeriana officinalis are aromatic and
antispasmodic

;
and the young leaves of the

species of Valerianella are eaten as salad, under
the French name of mdche, or the English one
of Lamb’s Lettuce and Corn Salad.

Valerianic or Valerio iLoid. Tliis acid

constitutes the leading ingredient of the vola-

tile oil obtained by distilling valerian root with
water. It may also be obtained from the root

of Angelica
; and it is contained in the bark of

the Viburnum Opulus, Lastly, valerianic acid

is artificially formed by the action of a mixture
of quicklime and caustic potassa on the oil of

potato spirit, tho/wi<7 oil of the Germans, the

hydrated oxide of amyl of chemists, or by dis-

tilling fu^el oil with a mixture of dilute sul-

phuric acid and bichromate of pot.ash. The
formula of this acid is CjoILOa + HO. It is

an oily colourless liquid, boiling at 347° Fahr.

(175° C.), smelling intensely of valerian; it

has a sour, pungent, and nauseous taste, leav-

ing a sense of sweetness and a white sf>ot

upon the tongue. Some of its combinations

with bases have been used medicinally as ner-

vine tonics.

Valealane. An ancient sect mentioned by
Epiphanius, and supposed to have become
known about a.d. 240 ; they are said to have
adopted the practice of eunuchism.

Valetf Varlet. A term used originally to

denote the sons of knights, and afterwards

those of the nobility before they had attained

the age of chivalry. The name is sometimes
written vasletu/k, and seems to be derived from
the same root/ with vassal

;
probably the Celtic

yw&s. [Vassal.] Vaht in French, and varlet

in English, degenerated in later times into the

signification of servant

VsUlialla or WaltiaUa. In the Scandina-

vian Mythology, the place in which Odin and
the JEsirs dwell with the beautiful Valkyries
and the heroes slain in battle. [Thor;
Tvn.]
Valkyrie*. In Scandinavian Mythology,

maidens who dwell with the iEsir in WalhaUa,

and whose office it is, as corse-choosers, to

conduct to the home of the gods the souls of

heroes slain in battle. They were also called

Oska-nusr, or wish-maidens. [Wish.] Allow*

ance being made for the influence of climate in

the cliaracter of mythical systems, the Nalkyries



VALLEY VALLISNEBIA
exhibit a close resemblance to the houris who
are the reward of the faithful in the sensual

paradise of Mohmnmed.
Vallej* (Lat. vallia). In Architecture, the

intesmal an^le formed bj two inclined sides of

a roof. It IB supported by a rafter called the

valky rafter^ or vaUey piece
;
on which lies a

board for the reception of the lead gutter,

called the valley hoard.

Valley of OenudatloD. A valley formed
by the direct action of water scooping out a

passage for itself by its mere mechanical force, i

Such valleys are formed very rapidly in districts

where the rocks are soft, as the water first eats

away a passage for itself to a certain de^th, and
then widens this passage by undermining the

banks which it has itself formed. 'When a wide

gap has been formed, the water in different

seasons deepens some particular channels, and
afterwards these channels are widened, and so

on until the result becomes very large. Sir C.

Lyell relates as an example of the force of run-

ning water in denudation, that the river Sime-

to, the largest of the Sicilian streams, having

had its course obstructed by lava, which was
poured out in 1603, has since then eaten away
through the lava a passage from 50 to 100 feet

wide, and from 40 to 60 feet deep.

The action of marine currents at the bottom

of the sea is also very great, and probably

scoops out large hollows, which will be laid

bare and become valleys at some future time,

when the sea bottom shall have become dry

ground.

Valleys of denudation are common in most
countries, as the river channel of most streams

is far larger than the space now occupied by the

water.

Valley of Blewatlon. A valley formed

in consequence of the lifting up of a consider-

able tract of country by an axis of elevation,

followed, or accompanied by, a removal of the

broken fragments on the axis by the action of

water. The accompanjdng diagram will illus-

trate the phenomenon % a sectional view.

The beds 1 to 5 have been originally hori-

zontal, I 't have undergone elevation, breaking

the upper series. The elevation being supposed

to be gradual, the removal of the broken rock of

the various deposits would proceed continuously,

leaving a succession of low ridges, in the direc-

tion of the axis ; but instead of a hill in the

central line of the axis, there would be a com-

parative depression or valley. It will be evident

that a true valley is thus formed, although the

lowest part of the valley is above the level

occupied by the highest bed of the series before

elevation commenced.

An important geolomcal result follows this

construction of the valley, as the beds 2 and 4

in the aiagram will be seen to have the same
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position with respect to the sea level at the

place where they crop out, although 4 is, geo-

logically, much below.

It is possible that the lowest bed may, by the

greater denudation of the upper ones, be nearly

level with them.

VUlesrs (Lat. vallis). The phenomena of

valleys possess great interest both to the phy-
sical geographer and the geologist. They are

generally depressions in mountain districts, but
the name is also applied to the channel by which
any stream or river is conveyed along a plain

country to the sea. In the former case they

are not unfrequently characterised.by some pe-.

culiar features, especially in the upper regions

of high mountains, where the ice which partially

occupies them often works its way into the

plains below before melting. [Glaciebs.I In
the latter case, the title valley belongs to large
and wide plains, including not merely the pre-

sent water current, but all that tract of al-

luvial matter which has in former times been
de^sited by the stream.

Besides the valleys traversed by rivers, and
therefore lower at one end than at the other,

there are many into which no water runs, while

some, which are quite enclosed, allow no water
that may enter them to escape, except by
evaporation. In such valleys there are ofltni

lakes, some being Salt Lakes, the remains of

sea water once contained in them.
Valleys have been formed in various ways.

Some, called valleys of erosion, are due wholly
to the rapid production of a channel by wafer
rushing for a time as a torrent through a soft

material. [Valleys of Denudation; Valleys
OF Elevation.]

Some mountain chains are remarkable for

peculiar systems of valleys, and in some the

position of the valleys is extremely elevated.

This is especially the case in the knots of the

Andes.
A view has been put forth by some German

geolo^sts, and accepted by some of Iheir

English brethren, to the effect that all lake

valleys have been scooped out by ice. This

view may perhaps in many cases be extended

to the larger river valleys.

There can be little doubt that the principal

systems of valleys in mountain districts are

due to the causes that have lifted the mountain
;hain itself, and that if the great valleys away
from mountains are due partly to the rivers

that still traverse them, they are more directly

the result of the circumstances under which
they have been elevated from the sea, and
acted on during elevation.

VallUaerla (after Antonio Vallisneri, an

Italian botanist). A genus of Hydrochari-

daceiB, remarkable on account of the very

curious manner in which the process of fer-

tilisation is effected.

The best-known species, V. spirdiSf found

wild in many parts of Southern Europe, is a

perennial herb, bearing a tuft of thin narrow

green grass-like loaves. The two sexes are

borne on separate plants. The male flowers
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are extremely minute and sessile, but when
mature they become detached, and rise to the

surface of the water. The female flowers, on the
other hand, are borne singly at the end of a
very long slender spirally-twisted stalk, which
uncoils more or less according to the depth of
the water, so as to allow the flower to float

upon the surface, where it expands and is

fertilised by the floating pollen, after which the
spiral stalk coils up again and conveys the

flower to the bottom of 3ie water.

The leaves of the VaUisneria form an ex-

ceedingly beautiful object under the microscope,

the extreme tenuity and transparency of their

cellular tissue allowing the observer to watch
the movement of the fluid contents of the cells.

Some botanists have proposed tb separate this

and one or two allied genera from Hydro-
charidacea, under the name of Fallisneriaoea.

Vallum (Lat.). The name given to the

wall or fortifications of a Roman camp. It was
made, properly, of valli or stakes, and was
thus a palisade run along the outer edge of the

summit of the ay^er or rampart, raised by the

earth excavated in order to form the fossa or

trench, which ran round the agger. Each Ro-
man soldier carried three or four of the valli,

which were used in constructing the palisade.

Valonla. The cup of the acorn of Quercits

Mgilops^ imported from the Levant and the

Morea. It is an important tanning material.

Vuloreiiit AA (Lat.). In Finance, a term
employed to denote the market value of com-
modities imported and liable to a customs
rate, whether it be that the duty is levied on
articles which, being uniform in quality, vaiy

from year to year in consequence of tne de-

mand being generally equal, but the supply
uncertain, or which are different in quality

though similar in character. Thus, for in-

stance, the Ionian Islands levy an ad valorem
duty on currants; the estimate being taken

from the market value of the exported article.

Such a value must vary with the largeness or

smallness of the crop. On the other hand, the

English customs acts levy an ad valorem duty

on sugar
;
the import on the finer kinds being

more than that on the coarser article, and mo^
on that which is refined. When the article is

not open to an obvious or easy test, some
police arrangements are necessary, by which,

as a rule, the object of the tax may be, in order

to obviate fraud, put up to auction, or even

sold at the price fixed on it by the importer.

As a rule, ad valorem duties are unsatis-

factory on the ground of uncertainty. They
have seldom been successful. On primi facie

grounds, it seems desirable, for instance, to

tax high-priced wines at larger rates than

cheaper go^; but it was 'felt tbat any at-

tempt to intrc^uce such a sliding scale of

duties would be oWectionable, and would be

probably evaded. Even the sugar duties are

the obj^t of incessant attack. For the prin-

ciple on which the government interprets

average values of imports, see the CommtTcial

Dlctioncery, art. * Average in Imports.*

VALUE
Value. In Political Economy, the estimate

given of any commodity in contrast with all

other commodities, ana differing from price,

which is the estimate given of any commodity
by one value only, i.e. the value of the pre-

cious metals. There can be a general rise

in prices, since the value of the single measure

may fall: there cannot be a general rise in

values, for values are relative and mutual.

There may be, of course, a great rise or fall in

the value of any one thing when it is scarce and
in demand, or abundant and neglected. There
cannot be a universal rise in values, or a uni-

versal fall in values, for if such a case could be

for a moment conceived, no one would get any
more in the first case, or any less in the

second.

Economists distin^ish value in use from
value in exchange, the contrast between the

two senses having been instituted by Adam
Smith. ( Wealth 0/ Nations^ book i.) By value

in use, is understood the necessity of the object;

by value in exchange, the demand for the object

and its cost of pr^uction. Thus, the use of

air and water is of the highest kind. But
ordinarily there is no value in exchange assign-

able to these objects, unless indeed they ore

naturally limited and labbur is expends on
producing or supplying thelm. Thus, in a deep
mine, or in a diving bell, air may possess a
value in exchange, as in a populous city the

supply of water always.does. But food, how-
ever plentiful, is always possessed of value in

exchange, because it is in demand, is limited in

quantity, and must always be produced by
labour.

Adam Smith is, however, not always con-

sistent in his distinction, because he confounds
use in the sense of moral utility or physical

necessity, with the individual’s use, as signified

in demand. Thus, he says, a diamond has
no value in use, but great value in exchange.

It may have no use to wise persons, and if all

persons were wise, it might have no value in

exchan^
; but bemuse it is demanded, it has a

use, which the individual appreciates, and on the,^

basis of which he admits its value in exchange.
^

It is with value in exchange, or exchange value,

only, that economists are concerned.

It will be seen, then, that the value of any
given commodity or service is affected hy two
causes, one of which is temporary, viz. de-
mand, and the other permanent, viz. the cost

of pr^nction. In the long run, a particular

value conforms to the last-nam^ cause, but
from time to time it is regulated by demand
and supply, and may therefore rise and fall far
above or far below the cost of production.
From the fact that demand and labour de-
termine values, some economists have insisted

that the first of these causes is the true
measure of value, while others maintain that
value is determined by the second. Both are
determining causes, but under different circum-
stances; and the statements, that labour is the
cause of value, and demand is the cause of
value, are, though apparently repugnant, two
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]>li:iso8 of the same fact. [Dmmand ;

Political
|
of Hunp;iiry an epidemic dread of vampires,

iicovoAiY; Piiicn; Supply.] which lasicd some years, and gave birth to

Valvata (Lat. valvse, folding dmrs). A many extraordinary stories. It was believed

genus of fiH'sh-water snails or Gastropods
; so that in several places those among the dead

called from the valve-like fonn of the o})erculum who belonged to the class of vampires arose

or lid which covers the apeiturc of the de|)resttcd nightly from their graves and sucked the

spiral shell. Of this genus several species are blood of the living, who fell into consumptions

l^ritish
;

us Vulvala oUusa, common in the and perished
; that those who had died in this

ditches at Battersea
;

ValiK spirori/s, Valv. manner became infected with vampirism ; and
ylanorbkt Vcilv, minuia, &c. that the only way of extorminating the plague

Valvate (Lat. valvae). In Botany, a term was by disinterring all the suspect^ vampires,

applied to parts which arc united by the and if it were discovered tlnit they exhibited

margins only
;
as the si'pals of rhaminuls, or the tokens of their hideops character, burning

the valves of a capsule. them to ashes, or driving a stake through
Valve (lAt. valva), A contrivance for their middle. The attestations which tliese

opening and closing an oriiic(‘, ( ttiier by spon- grotesquely fearful tales received are among
til neons action or by external iiiterferencr. the most singular instances of human credulity

Among the many varieties of valves employed recorded in all the annals of superstition,

in mechanics may bo mentioned the didc or [Bationalism ; Witchcraft.] They are, in

ji/uica v^i/oc, whore the orifice is opened by many iust.inces, related on the authority of the

drawing up a plate
;
the which opens pastors and other most credible persons of

and shuts like a door
;
the ea/ee, when* villages and towns, who depose to having

the orifice is closed by shutting down upon ii been themselves witin^sscs of the scenes beheld

a disc of metal; the iWw, wliere the orilict* on opening the vampires’ graves. Some, in-

is closed by a ball; and the throttle ifa/ve^wliorti doed, lud actually seen the spectres ihein-

a disc of metal turning on a spindle passing 'selves on their niglitly excursions; but more
through its edge may bi; made to stand across generally the attestations are by persons

a pipe, and so close the opening. [Steam present at the inspection of the dead bodies,

Engine.] when, if the subject was a true vampire, ho was
Valves (Lat. valva*). In Botany, the generally found of a florid and hale eornplcxion

;

ph'ces into which the fruit of a plant naturally his hair, beard, and nails had grown ; his mouth,

separates wlicn it bursts. The name is also hands, &c. uere stained with fresh blood
;
bis

applied to similar parts in any other organ, as eyes open and brilliant. Sometimes, when the

the anther. stake was driven through him, he was beard

Vambraoe (Fr. avant-bras). Tlie defence to utter cries like those of a living pt rson.

of plate armour worn on the forearm, in the It was believed tliat the consumption producetl

suits of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, by the sucking of the vampire could be cured

Tlie covering of the upper arm was called the by eating eartJi from his grave. The popular

rereffrace^ from the French ani^re bras. name of the vampire-bat ( VespertiJio spictnm).

Vampire (Ger. vmnpyr). A blood-sucking a small animal of South America which sucks

spectre, the object of superstitious dread among the blooil of persons asleep, is derived from

various nations of Europe. The belief in these imaginary monsters,

vampires—i.e. in persons returning to the Vamplate (Fr. avant-plat). A large piece

earth after death and burial, not as ghosts, of plate armour of the sixteenth centiu’y, use<l

but in actual corporeal substance, and suck- in jousting to supply the place of arm and
ing the blood of living men—appears to have liaml defence to the wearer, protecting liim

prevailed in very ancient times. The £m- more effectually against his opponent's laiico.

puss, Lamise, and Lemures were species of Specimens may be seen in the armoury of the

vampires. One of the most detail^ stories Tow'er of London, the Botunda at Woolwicli,

of vampires is the tale which Goethe has &c. An excellent drawing and description of

made me foundation of his poem of the one is given in the Arche^gical dournal^ vol.

Bride of Corinth^ in which the dead bride xxiii. 1866.

of a young man visits him at night, and Van (Fr. avant, from Lat. ab, and ante),

withers him by her embrace. But in modern In Naval language, the foremost division of

Europe, the populations among which vampire the line of battle, which is also the weather

superstitions have prevailed appear to be of division when tho fleet is on a wind.

Slavonic descent. The word vampire is said Vniiadinlte. Native vanadiute of Iciul,

by Adelung to be of Servian origin : and A mineral found at the Susannah mine, at

although the modem Greeks have also their Wanlock Head, in Dumfriesshire, &c.
;

in

vampires, yet the barbaric names by w'hich small hexagonal prisms, but generally41 ini-

they call them (Vroucolachas, Vuroulachas, planted globules, or incrustations ofa yellowish

Vardoulachas) seem rather to indicate a or reddish-brown colour. [Vakadium.]

Slavonic, or perhaps Albanian source, for both Vsimdtiiiiu A metal discovered in 1830.

the tradition and the word. In Crete by Professor Seftstrom of Fahlun, in iron pre-

they are called Katakban^, and firmly pared from the iron-ore of Taber^ in Sweden,

believed in. (Pashley's Trawla,) About a Vanadium has also been found m a lead-ore

century ago, there prevailed in several districts from Wanlock Head in Scotland, and in a
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VANE VAPOUR
similar mineral from Zimapan in Mexico. These are plants of the Orchidaceous order.
Vanadium is a white brittle metal, very difficult climbing over trees in the tropical parts of
of reduction; not oxidised by air or water; America after the manner of ivy. The fra-

and insoluble in sulphuric, hydrochloric, and grance of the fruit is owing to the presence of
hydrofluoric acids, but soluble in' nitric and benzoic acid, crystals of which form upon the
nitro-hydrochloric acids, with which it jrields pod if left undisturbed. It is an aromatic,
solutions of a flne dark blue colour. It is not employed in confectionery and the preparation
acted upon by. boiling caustic potash, nor by of liqueurs, and in flavouring some kinds of
the carbonated alkalies at a Ted heat. The chocolate, &c. This is, perhaps, the most
peroxide of vanadium is of an orange colour, important genus of the whole Orchidaceous
and very slightly soluble in water; it unites family, and the only one which possesses any
with the saliflable bases

;
with the alkalies marked economical value. The best Vanilla

its salts are soluble, with the other bases is the produce of V. planijoliay a native of
sparingly soluble. These salts are orange or Mexico, but several other South American
yellow coloured ; in these and other respects species are also used. About five or six cwt.
there is a close resemblance between vana- are annually imported into this country,
dium and chromium. Peroxide of vanadium, Vanlablng Fractions. [Practioks.]
or vanadic acid (VO3), is distinguished from Vanialilng Oroups, Method of. In
chromic acid by the action of deoxidising Algebra, a method of reducing an algebraic
substances, which give a blue solution with function to the form of a sum of like powers,
vanadium, but a green one with chromium, grouping the powers two and two together.

When heated with borax in the reducing flame and making each group vanish. One of the
of the blow>pipe, both of the acids yield a most interesting applications of the method
green glass

;
but in the oxidising flame the is that by which tl^ general algebraic equa-

bead Incomes ydlow if vanadium is present, tionof the degree (n being greater than 4)

but the groen colour is permanent if produced can bo deprived of its second, third, and
by chromium. According to the experiments of fourth terms, simultaneously, by the solution

Berzelius, the equivalent of vanadium is about of auxiliary equations, some of which rise

68 ;
and the protoxide, the deutoxide, and the above the third degree, or of its second,

vanadic acid are composed respectively of 1 third, and fifth terms by the aid of equations,

atom of vanadium, ana 1, 2, and 3 of oxygen, none of which rise above the fourth degree. In
It forms two chlorides, VClg and VCI3. this way, the ^neral equation of the fifth degree

aae (Butch vaan). A contrivance for can, by the aid of equations of inferior degrees,

showing the direction of the wind. It consists be reduced to a trinomial form. The method,
usually of a thin slip of wood or metal, attached however, admits of other applications, as

to a perpendicular axis, round which it moves pointed out by its inventor, Mr. James Cockle,

freely ;
and is so shaped that it presents always {Cambridge and JDublin Math. Journal^ vols. ii.

the same extremity to the point of the hor^n iii. vi. 1847-dl.)

^m which the wind blows. Vanialilng Foint. [PEnsFscnvn.]
ABellas. A name appl^ by Bechstein Vapoiir (Lat. vapor, perhaps akin to Or.

to a subgenus of the liinnman Tringm, includ- itcnrr^f). When liquids and certain solids are

ing the true lapwings, which are distinp^uished heated they become converted into elastic fluids

from the SquataroUe of Cuvier by their moro or vapours^ which differ from gasee in this

distinct, though small, hinder toe, and their respect, that they are not under common
partially scutellated tarsi. circumstances permanently elastic, but resume
VaaeMa (or better Fhaneesa, from Fhanis, the liquid or solid form when cooled down to

a mystic divinity in the Orphic rites, also ordinary temperatures. The term eapour is fre-

known as Enos, Ericapaios, and Protogonos). quently limitkl to water in the state in which it

This term is applied to a genus of butterflies, exists in our atmosphere and in other humid
ill which the mferior palpi are contiguous in aeriform bodies, i.e. in a perfectly invisible state,

their whole length, terminating gradu^ly in a Different substances vield vapours with very

point, and are much compress^. different degrees of facility, or, in other words,

Vang. A rope passing from the extremity are more or less volatile
; a circumstance

or peak of a gaff to each of the ship’s sides, dependent, probably, upon the less or greater

for the purpose of steadying the spar. cohesion with which their particles ^here.

Vaiiga. A name used to denote a species Hence fluids are generally more volatile than

of birds which are by softie combined with the solids, and hence solids generally pass into the

crows, as part of the conirostral tribe. They liquid state before they assume the form of

are characterised by a large bill, mreatly com- vapour. To both these statements there are,

])ressed throughout, the point of the upper however, many exceptions; thus most of the

mandible suddenly curved, and the under man- expressed oils, being soluble only with groat

dible bent upwards. difficulty, are hence termed oUs. Common
Vanguard (Fr, avant-garde). That part concentrated sulphuric acid is also a very fixed

of an army which precedes the main body liquid, r^uiring a high temperature for its

on the march, os a security against surprise. vaporisation
;

and camphor and some other

Vanilla (Span.). The succulent fruit of solids evaporate at common temperatures, and
and perhaps of other species, arsenic and sal ammoniac at moderately high
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VAPOUR
temperaturesy without previously assuming the

liquid state. The space which vapours occupy
always exceeds that of the substances from
which they arise. Thus, at the temperature of

212°, and under a pressure of 30 inches of

mercury, a cubic foot of water produces 1696

cubic feet of vapour, of alcohol 660, and of

ether 443. Hence it is obvious that different

vapours differ very considerably in density,

and that this property is not directly as that

of the liquids which furnish them. Thus, if

we assume the density of air as 1 000, that of

aqueous vapour or steam is only 625 ;
the

density of aqueous vapour to that of atmo-j

spheric air being as 1000 to 1694. Again,'

assuming the density of air as » 1000, that of|

alcohol vapour is 1613, and of ether no less

than 2586 ;
though alcohol and ether are both,

in the liquid state, lighter than water.

All vapours follow very nearly the same law
of expansion, when heated, as gases, i.e. for

every degree of Fahrenheit’s thermometer they

increase by of the voliimo which they occu-

pied at 32^'
;
but near their condensing points

this coefficient becomes somewhat greater.
j

Vapour. In Physics, this term denotes the
,

condition of a body when, its particles having

acquired a repulsive force by the accession of

heat, it is expanded to the state of an elastic

fluid. Every liquid possesses the property of

boiling at a certain determinate temperature, I

under the mean pressure of the atmosphere.
|

Water, for example, boils at the temperature of i

212° of Fahrenheit’s scale, when the pressure of
i

the atmosphere is equal to a column of mercury
|

30 inches in height; but under a diminished:

pressure it boils at a lower temperature ; and
by increasing the pressure, the temperature of

the boiling point is increased. In the course

of ebullition an elastic fluid, or vapour, is

generated
;
and it is only when the tension of

the vapour becomes equal to the pressure, that

the action of boiling begins. But though
ebullition and the consequent rapid formation

of vapour take place only at a given tempera-

ture under a given pressure, vapour will rise

fivim the surfaces of all liquids in free contact

with the atmosphere at much lower tempera-

tures. Water, for example, exposed in an
open vessel, under^s a g^ual diminution of

bulk, and is dissipated at temperatures far

below the boiling point; and ice itself soon

wastes away in the same insensible manner.

This dissipation has been shown by Dalton to

be occasioned by the formation of vapouf of

the same temperature as that of the water

f^m which it proceeds, and having an elastic

force equal to that of the vapour of water

lioiling at that temperature under a diminished

pressure. S(»ne liquids, ether for instance,

require to be carefully secluded from the atmo-

sphere to prevent their rapid evaporation.

Tension of Vapour at different Tempera*

tuna .—^Dr. Dalton of Manchester was the first

who ascertained by accurate experiments the

elastic force of vapours at different tempera-

tures beiow that of the point of ebullition.
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^{Manchester Memoirs^ vol. v. 1802.) The

I

method which he employed consisted in in-

troducing a portion of liquid into the vacuum
of a barometer, where it floats on the surface

of the mercury, and part of it is immediately
converted into vapour. The tension of the

vapour causes the mercury to descend
;
and the

force of the tension is measured by the space

through which the mercury falls, or by the

difference of the height of the mercury in the

tube in which the experiment is performed and
its height in the common barometer. Dr.

Dalton employed two barometric tubes plunged
in the same cistern of mercury. Intotine of

tliese the liquid fui'uishing the vapour was
introduced, the other serving the purpose of

comparison ; and in order that the experiment
might be made at any determinate temperature,

the two tubes were surrounded by anotlier

wider tube, into which water was poured of the

temperature required. When the liquid on
which the experiment was made was water,

and the water suiTounding the two barometric
tubes was at the temperature of ebullition, the
vapour formed in the tube caused the mercury
to descend to the level of that in the cistern

;

whence it was inferred that at the temperature
of ebullition the elastic force of aqueous vapour
is precisely equal to the atmospheric pressure.

A similar result was obtained when the experi-

ment was performed with other liquids.

If the tube containing the portion of liquid

be of considerable length, and the basin in

which it is inverted of considemble depth, the

pressure on the vapour above the mercury may
be varied by raising or lowering the inverted

tube. Wlien the pressure is diminished in

this way, it is found that so long as any liquid

remains, new vapour of the same degree of

tension will he generated, and the altitude of

the mercuiy in the tube remain constant. On
the other hand, an increase of pressure causes

the condensation of a part of the vapour, and
the mercury in the tube stands at the same
height above that in the cistern. If the quan-
tity of liquid in the barometric tube so

small that the whole is converted into vapour,

it will be found that, on raising the tube and
increasing the space in which the vapour is

contained, the elastic force diminishes in pro-

portion as the space is increased. The law of

Ikiylo, therefore, applies to vapours as well

as to the permanent gases [Pneumatics] ; but
with this distinction, that the vapours of all

liquids, at a ceitain determinate temperature,

have a maximum of density and tension which
cannot be exceeded, and on attaining which
they are condensed into the liquid form by any
attempt to compress them further. It follows,

therefore, that at a jpven temperature no more
than a limited quantity of vapour can exist in a
^ven space. This forms the criterion which dis-

tinguishes vapours from the permanent gases.

The results obtained by Dalton, in his ex-

periments on the tension of aqueous vapour,

are exhibited in the following ta\>\a {Man€Msicr
Memoirs, 1802):—
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Table showing theMaximum Teneion of Aqueous

Vapour at Temperatures below 212°, estimated,

in the Height of the Column <f Merouxy which

they are capable of supporting.

Tempe-
rature

Tenaloik
In Inehea

of
Mercury

Tempe-
rature

Tenalon
In Inctiea

of
Mercury

Tempe-
rature

Tenaion
In Inchcta

of
Mercury

2? 0-068 77® 0-91 152® 7-81

7 0-082 82 1-07 167 8-81

13 0-096 87 1*24 162 9-91
17 0-116 92 1*44 167 11-26

32 0-189 97 1-68 172 12-72
27 0 - 16S 102 1-98 177 14-22
82 0-200 107

I

^-82 182 16-86
37 0-287 113

1

2-68 187 17-80

42 0-283 117 1 8-08 192 19-86
47 0'339 122 3-50 197 22*13

52 0-401 127 4-00 202 24-61
57 0-474 132 4-60 207 27-20

62 0-560 187 6-29 212 30-00
67 1 0-655 142 6-05

72 0-770
1

147 6-87

From this table the following formula for

tlio elastic force or tension (which is measured
by the pressure p) in terms of the degrees ef
temperature t^ reckoned from 32°, has been
deduced, which nearly represents the table, viz.

^=•1718 (1 + -006 ty.

In order to determine the tension of vapour
at a temperature above the boiling point, it is

necessary to have recourse to a different method
of expenmenting. By far the most satisfactory

experiments hitherto made on this subject are

those of Dulong and Arago in 1830, and of

Kegnault in 1844. As an account of these ex-

periments, and a table of the results, have
already been given in art. Steam, it is here
only necessary to remark, that the relation

between the pressure and temperature (at least

for all pressures exceeding four atmospheres)
was found to be represented very nearly by
the following empirical formula, viz.

jp«(l + 0-003974 ty,

in which p denotes the tension or elasticity

expressed in atmospheres, and t the degrees of

temperature of Fahnnheit, counting from 212°.

It is evident fh>m this empirical formula, as

well as the numbers in the tables, that the

tension of aqueous vapour increases in a much
faster ratio than the temperature. This result

appears to be general, and applicable to the

elastic force of the vapours of all liquids, at

least so far as may be judged from the im-
perfect experiments which Imve hitherto been
made on the vapours of mercury, alcohol, and
ether. Dalton thought that he had discovered

a law which would establish a very simple re-

lation among the tensions of the vapours of

different liquids. It consists in this, that at

an equal number of degrees above or below the

point of ebullition corresponding to each liquid

the elastic force oftheir vapours is equal. Thus,
water boils at 212°, alcohol at 176°, and ether

at 100°, the tension of the vapour at the boiling

point being in all cases the same, and equal to
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the pressure of the atmosphere. Now, from the
experiments of Dulong it appears that the

tension of aqueous vapour is doubled when
heated imder pressure to 251°; i.e. by an
increase of temperature of 39° above the boil-

ing point. Hence, by the law of Dalton, the

tension of the vapour of alcohol is equal to two
atmospheres when its temperature is 176° + 39°

*214°
;
and that of ether equal to two atmo-

spheres when the temperatui-e is 100° + 39° =
139°. Dalton himself afterward^ discovered

that this law fails when the distances from the

point of ebullition are considerable.

Density of Vapour.—The density of a vapour
may be determined by introducing a known
weight of the liquid which yields it into a re-

ceiver containing mercury, and inverting the

receiver in a vessel also containing mercury,

and tall enough to contain, above the mercury,

-a sufficient depth of water to cover the receiver.

The whole apparatus is then heated
;
and when

all the liquid in the inverted receiver has
been evaporated, the space which the vapour
occupies is measured, whilst at the same time the

temperature of the surrounding water is noted.

We nave then a given bulk of vapour, the weight

of which is the same as that of the liquid from
which it has been produced, and consequently

known. The temperature is also known
;
and

the pressure is given in terms of the column of

mercury in the receiver, and the height of the

surrounding fluid compared with the indication

of the barometer. In this manner the density i s

found
;
and when the density of a vapour at a

given temperature and under a given pressure

has been determined, its density under any other

pressure, and at its corresponding temperature,

may be calculated in the following manner

:

Let a* the constant coefficient of dilation*

•00204 (it being found by experiment that

vapour out of contact with liquid expands or

contracts at the same rate with permanently

elastic fluids by variations of temperature,

i.e. by of its volume for each degree of

Fahrenheit’s scale), t *the number of degrees

of Fahrenheit’s thermometer above 32°, v*
the volume, p*tbe pressure, and d*the
density of a vapour at the temperature of

32°
; and let v', y, and df be respectively the

volume, pressure, and density at another tem-

perature, 32° + 1. We have then

Now, when the pressure is constant, the density

is inversely as its volume ;
and, by the law

of Boyle, the density of a gas or vapour is

directly as the pressure ;
whence

^ ^
^

coMeq^ntly

If we compare the density of aqueous vapour

at any temperature with its density at the

boiling point of water, which is 180° above the

freezing point, and put the density, and
y'oithe pressure at the boiling point, the

formula becomes cf The
p** {I + a t)

following table, computed from this formula,
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with Dalton’s values of the pressures, shows the

tlensity and volume of aqueous vapoui*, at its

maximum tension, for ever^ ninth degiTo of

temperature from the freezing to the boiling

point. The unit of density is water at the

temperature of 32°
;
and the unit of volume the

volume of an eqpal weight of water also at 32°.

As the density Hs inversely proportional to the

volume, the numbers in the last two columns

are the reciprocals of each other. They differ

slightly from the numbers given by Gay-

Lussac.

Tcinperature Density Volume

32® •0000053 188600

41 •0000073 137000
60 •0000097 103000
69 0000131 76330
68 •0000173 67800

77 •0000227 44050
86 •0000297 33670
96 •0000390 2.)r»40

104 •0000499 20030
113 •0()()0637 15690
122 •0000810 12350
131 *0001022 9784
140 •0001261 7930
149 •0001.592 6281
168 •0001964 6091
167 •0002388 4187
176 •000293G 3406
185 •0003557 2811
194 •0004261 2346
203 •0005074 1971
212 •0005896 1C96

By means of this table we Aay calculate the
weight of water that would be contained in

the form of vapour of the maximum tension

in any given volume—a calculation which is

frequently required in meteorological enquiries.

The phenomena of vapour have been studied

with reference to two objects
;
the condition of

the atmosphere as to moisture, and the pro-
perties of steam as a moving power in ma-
chinery. On the subject of vapoiu’in connection
with the first of these objects, see Duniell’s
Meteorological Essays

;
Davy’s Elements ofAgri-

ciUtural Chemistry. [Dew; Kvapobatiow; Hy-
onoMETRY.] Bee also Greenwich Meteor. Ohs.

For experiments on the elasticity and density
of aqueous vapour, see, in addition to the
Memoirs of Dalton and of Arago and Dulong,
already cited, Robinson’s Mechanical Philo-

sophy
;
Ure, in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1818; Poiiiliet, TraiU de Physique; Des-
pretz, Traiti de Physique; Ghelers Pkysi-
kalisches Wdrterhuch^ art. * Dampf, * by Prof.

Muncko.
A name employed by the

Greek historians to designate the Teutonic
guards of the Byzantine emperors. The name,
which passes through the Low Latin forms
wargus, waigengus, warengangi, &c., has by
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VARIATION OF CURVATUUJC
some been traced to the old Teutonic varg, a

wanderer or exile, while others suppose it to

be the same with Franks. Hurald Hardradii,

king of Norway, wlio fell at the battle of

Stamford Bridge, had served among the

Varangians at Constantinople ; and after the

Norman conquest of England their ranks were,

according to the statement of Ordericus Vitalis,

recruited by numbers of Englishmen who found

their way into the Byzantine territories.

(Thierry, ConqiiUe de VAngleterre par les

Normands^ livre v.)

Vareo. The impure carbonate of soda, made
in Brittany: it is also sometimes called Blun-

qiiette : it corresponds to our Kelp.

Variable Quantity. In Analysis, a

quantity conceived to bo in a state of incrcjsc

or diminution, or to have dilfercnt values in

the same equation. Thus, the abscissa and
ordinates of a curve are variable quantities,

because they have different values for every

different point in the curve, and in passing

from one point to another their vahu-s in-

crease or diminish according to the law of

the curve. In tlie equation of the circle

v'(2 a x— X and y are variables
;
for.r

may have any value whatever between 0 and 2 a,

and there will be a corresponding value of//,

uhicli satisfies the equation. Tlie quantity a

is a constant quantity, and remains the sanii',

whatever bo the values of x and y. It n-pn -

seiits, in fact, the radius of the circle.

Variance (Lat. variantia). In Law, a

difference of btatemeiit bedween two matenal
documents in a cau.se

; as where the plaintiff’s

declaration differs from a deed on which it h
grounded. Accidental slips of this nature

were fonmerly often fatal, but the courts have

now power to amend variances, and this pow» r

is so liberally exercised that the subject lia-s

lost much of its importance.

Variation (Lat. vuriatio). In Music, a dif-

ferent manner of performing the same air or

melody. Airs with variations have always been
favourite subjects forcomposition, and the works
of almost all eminent musicians abound in

examples of varied airs, showing great music.il

skill.

Variatioii of tbe Compass. The angle

which the magnetic needle makes with tlie

plane of the true meridian. It is otherwise

called the declination. [Declikation op the
Magnetic Neeulb.] For tables showing the

variation of a great number of places, and its

progressive, annual, and diurnal change.^, see

Brewster’s Treatise on Magnetism^ 1837, re-

printed from the Encyclopesdia Britannica, and
Greenwich Magmt. Ohs.

Variation of Cnrvatnro. In Geometry,
the change which takes place in the curvature

in passing from one point of a curve to another.

The circle is the only curve in which tlie

curvature is the same at every point, ^’lie

curvature of a cun^ed line at any point is the

some as that ofthe osculating circle atthat point.

But the curvature of a circle is inversely as its

radius: hence the cun-ature of any curve is
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in^ orsely proportional to the radius of curvii-

liiro
; and, consequently, tlie variation of the

curvjitui'e is proportional directly to tlie dif-

ferential of the radius, and iiuersely to the

sipnire of the radius of curvature. In the

conic sections, the variation of curvature at

any point is proportional to the tangent of the
angle included between the diameter and the

normal, wliich pass through tliat point.

Variation of tlie XMCoon. In Astro-

nomy, an inequality of tlie moon’s motion,

depending on the angular diKtanco of the

moon from the sun. It arises from that

part of the sun’s disturbing force which is at

right angles to the radius vector, und which
accelerates the motion of the moon from the

quadratures to the syzygies, and rctai*ds it

from the syzygies to the quadratures. It is

proportional to the sine of twice the angular

distance between the sun and moon
;
and its

nuuEimum value, or the coefficient of its argu-

ments, is 35' 419A Hence it is represented

hy the formula (36' 419') sin 2 A, A being

the angular distance of the moon from the sun.

The variation was discov ered by Tycho Brahe.

It had escaped the observation of Hipparchus
and the ancient astronomers, though of sulii-

cient magnitude to have been sensible to them
;

probably because they chiefly observed the

moon in the syzygies and quadratui’es, and at

those points of the orbit its value is nothing.

Variation of Parameters. [Para-
meters, Variation of.]

Variations. In Algebra, the different

arrangtmmts of a set of objects into groups of

^iven magnitude, which differ either in the ob-

jects which they contain or in the order in which
these objects are arranged. The term ftr-

mtiUiUon is sometimes used in place of Taiia-

tion, though by permutations are generally

understood vanations each of which contains

all the objects. [Permutations.] The number
of variations, m in each, of n different obj'ects

is the product of the m successive factors

n (w— 1) . . . (n— wi+1). Thus, there are

3 K 2 6 variations of three letters a, 5, c,

when taken in pairs
;
they are ab, ba^ or, ca, 5c,

cb. Combinations differ from permutations

inasmuch as the order of the objects in each

group is disregarded. [Combinations.] Hence
each permutation of a combination is a varia-

tion, and the three are connected by the simple

relation C , P-V, where C and V are, respec-

tively, the numbers of combinations and varia-

tions that can be formed from n things by

taking m together, and P the number of per-

mutations ofm things. With a sufficient supply

of each of the n different objects different

variations, m in each, can be formed, provided

objects of the same kind may also enter into

a variation.

Varlattons, Calonlua of. An important

branch of Modern Mathematics, develop^ by

Lagrange, the principal object of which is

to resolve in a general manner certain classes

of questions respecting nutsvnui and mininML^

the Solution of which cannot be obtained by
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the ordinary processes of the differential cal-

culus. In solving problems of maxima and
minima by the differential calculus, it is neces-

sary to find the determinate v«ilups of the dif-

ferent variables which enter into a proposed
finite function of those variables, in order that

the proposed function may have the
'
greatest

or least value possible*. Many problems of

this nature are met with in the writings of tho

anenmt geometers, particularly in the Conics of

Apollonius ; and tlio application of algebra to

geometry gave rise, about tho middle of the

seventeenth centuiy, to many others, pro-

posed and solved by Fermat, Slusius, Hudde,
and others. As no general method of solv-

ing such questions was known before tho

invention of the differential calculus, tlieir

solution w.as accomplished by particular ar-

tifices, and was frequently attained with very

considerable difficulty. This difficulty was
removed for the class of questions now
mentioned by the invention of the calculus

;

hut as the instrument of investigation was
improved, new view's were opened, and a
more difficult class of questions was proposed,
to which the known methods seemed inappli-

cable. It was proposed to find, among all

curves subjected to a given law, that which
best fulfilled a given condition : for example, to

find tho curve which, under given conditions,

encloses the greatest space
;
to find the curve

along which a heavy body must descend in order

to pass from one given point to another given

point in the least time possible, &c. In such

questions ^the relations between the variables

is not given, as in the ordinary cases of maxima
and minima ; the object proposed being to find

that relation, or to find the equation which must
subsist between the variables in order that

the condition of maximum or minimum may
be fulfilled.

The first problem of this kind which was
solved appears to have been that of the solid

of least resistance. In the first edition of the

PHncipia^ published in 1687, Newton gave the

equation of the curve by the rotation of which
about its axis that solid is formed which, when
moved through a fluid in the direction of the

axis, is less resisted than any other body-of
the same specific gravity and bulk ; but he did

so without demonstration or indication of tho

views by which he had been ^ided. About ten

years later the famous question of the Brachi-
stochrone, or curve of quickest descent^ was
agitated between the two brothers James and
John Bernoulli, m which Leibnitz and some of

the other most illustrious mathematicians of

the day took a part. The more ^neral problem
of isoperimeters was solved by James Bernoulli

in 1701 ;
and it was in the analysis which ho

gave on this occasion that the^rprinciple on
which tho solution of similar quea'^D^ depends
was first distinctly unfolded. Euler treated fho

whole subject in his peculiarly luminous man-
ner in a trestise published in 1744^ under
the title MetKodus Inveniendi Lvneas Curvas
Maximi Minimive Proprietate Oaudentes, Afid,
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lastly, the metliod was reduced to its utmost
simplicity by Lagrange, who supplied the

|

algorithm, and gave to it the form under

which it is now exhibited as the Calculus of

Variations.

We shall confine ourselves here, to the bri(‘fest

possible statement of the iirst principles of the

calculus, and then refer the reader to the best

works on the subject. The dilierential cal-

culus investigates the changes which a function

undergoes when the varlalihs of that func-

tion r<H*eive intiiiitesimal incrernents
,

tlie more
especial olJeCL of the calculus of variations,

lioW(‘Vcr, js the investigation of the change
which a function suflers wlion its/orm is altered.

The form of a function ?f, l^ing conceived to

change continuously, the change in its value,

due to an infinitesimal change in form, is df -

noted by Su, and called its vurt(//.ion, just as its

change in value duo to infinitesimal change's in

the valiK'S of its variables is denoted by
and called its diffenmUa!

.

One of the principal objects of the calculus

is to find the variations of integrals of given

cxpr(‘Ssions, rind the forms whieli the indeter-

minate functions involved in those integrals

must have in order that the latter may possess

maximum or minim urn values. In solving

Hucb problems the following two important

principles arc frequently applied : The va-

riation of a differential is equal to the dif-

ferential of a variation, and the variation of an

integral (which must vanish for maximum or

minimum values) is ccjual to the integral of a

variation. These priuciples are cxprc*ssed by

the symbolical equations and

The complete treatises on the subjc'ct are

tho«c of Jidlet (Dublin 1850 ); Strauch, Theone
nnd Anwendung dfs sogenannten Vanatmns-
cidciirSf Zurich, 1854 (distinguished by its rich

collection of worked examples); Stegmann,

Lehrhtich dir Variations-rechming (Kassel

ISo 1) ;
and the CaJcul des Variations, now pub-

lishing by Moigno and Lindeloef. We have
also, ill English, two excellent critical histories

of the calculus; the first, by Woodhouse, is

entitled A Treatise on Isoperimetrical Problems

and the Calculus of Variations (Cambridge
1810 ), and gives the history of the calculus from
its origin to the close of the last century; the

second, by Todhunter (Cambridge 1861 ], gives

a very complete account of the progress made
during the present century. These works will

furnish the reader with full references to the

many important investigations on the subject.

Varicella. [Cuicken-pox.]

Varicocele (a word coined from the Lat.

variz, a distended mn, and Or. a
tumour). A swelling of the veins of the

spermatic cord.

VarlegataA Copper^ore. [Ebubbscite.]

Varietp- (Lat, varietas). In Zoology, this

* term is appKed to individuals of the same
species, which, from the operation of different

causes, as age, climate, food, locality, domesti-

cation, d:c., present deviations from the spe-
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cific typo in size, colour, form, and relative

proportion of parts of the body
; but have the

capacity of reverting to tlm original specific

form in successive generations, on the cessa-

tion of the influences under which the variety
originated.

Variola. [Smallpox.]
Variolite. A variety of Felspar, generally

of a dark green colour speckled with grey
;
but

Horactimes exhibiting white, hluo, red, and ol her
ini ermediate tints. The name (fiom variola, the
smullpox) has rcftTenco to the remaikablc ap-
pearance presented by weathorei! sudaecsof the

stone, wliieli display projecting black spots or
points, each surrounded by a brown (sometimes
by a whib ) ring, and oceasioii.dly even by a se-

cond whitish circle. Large masses of this stone

arc obtained from llie High Alps, and it is also

found ill France, Switzerland, Savoy, and in

CO. Antrim, Ireland. Variolite takes a beauti-

ful polish, and IS used m that slate for orna-
meiiting cabinets, for caskets, smifi-box('s, (fee.

Variolous. In Zoology, when a part is

beset with many shallow irapr»*ssions like*

marks of the variola or smallpox.

Variorum Sditions. In Hlbliography,
certain editions of the classic authors of an-
tiquity, published chiefly in Hidland, in the
se.ventcentli and cigliteeiith centuries, and con-
Uiiuing the notes of numerous commenbitors.
These editions are chiefly valued by collectors.

Varisoite (from Vansciu, the Latin name
for Voigtiand). An apple-green mineral form-
ing a reniform incrustotiou on flinty slate at

Mt'ssbach in Voigtiand.

Vaziz (Lat). A dilatation or swelling of a
vein.

Varnish (this word may perhaps be another
form of burnish

;
but Sir G. C. Lewis gives the

following account of the term: Upon the re-

turn of Ptolemy Euergetes, king of Egypt,
from his 'Syrian exi)edition in 243 B.c,,"hi8

Queen Berenice dedicated a lock of her hair in

the temple of Aphrodite at Zephyrium
; this

lock, having disappeared from the temple,
was translated by Conon into the heaven as a
constellation, which bears the name of Coma
Berenices, and its fume has been perpetuated
in the word vcmice, vernis, and varnish, which
alludes to the amber colour of the queen’s
beautiful tresses : Astronomy of the Ancimts,
ch. iii. sect. 14). A fluid which when spread
thin upon a solid surface becomes dry, and
forms a coating impervious to air and moisture.

There are two kinds of varnish; viz. spirit

and oil varnishes : methylated spirit is used for

the former
;
and for the latter, fixed and volatile

oils, or mixtures of the two. The solid sub-

stances which are dissolved in the above
menstrua, and constitute the body of the

varnish, are almost exclusively resinous, and
are chiefly the following: 1. Turpentine, all

the varieties of w'hich are employed by the

varnisher: they form an excellent body, and
give strength and glossiness at a small ex-

pense ; but they do not diy without other ad-

ditions. 2. Copalt a peculiar resin, very diffi-
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cult to dissolve, but forming a hard and durable
ingredient. It is generally molted over a

gentle fire previous to use. 3. Lac, which gives

^reat toi^nncss and hardness; but is often

inadmisNible, on account of its reddish brown
colour. 4. Mastic, which yields a tough, hard,

brilliant, and colourless varnish. 5. Elcmi, a
resin of a pale yellow green tint, and a valu-

able ingredient, on account of its toughness and
durability. 6. Sandarach, a resin which imparts

splendour, but which alone is not durable. 7.

Amber, a valuable ingredient, on account of its

hardness and durability
;
but difficult of trans-

parent solution, and hence chiefly used in

opa(]uo varnishes. 8 . Benzmn, added on ac-

cx)unt of its fragrancy. 9. Anime, which gives

brilliancy and some scent. 10. Gamboge, for

yellow varnishes. 11. Dragon's blood, for red

varnish. These, together with turmeric, saffron,

and annatto, are used chiefly on account of

their colour, and to cover brass and copper
under the name of lacquers, 12. Caoutchouc,

This extraordinary vegetable product has of

late been much employed in a variety of pre-

IKirations used as varnishes. It is invaluable

where materials arc to be rendered air-tight,

and where at the same time flexibility, and
even elasticity, are required

;
but its principal

application in this way is in the manufacture of

various waterproofarticles. 1 3 . Asphaltum, the

varieties of which are indispensable in black
oil varnishes. In making spirit varnishes, the

strongest methylated spirit of commerce should
be used (of a specific gravity not exceeding 820),

and its solvent power over some of the more
intractable resins is sometimes improved by the

addition of a little camphor
;
in order to prevent

the agglutination of the resin, it is often necos-

nary to mix it with sand or pounded glass, by
which the surface is much increased, and the

solvent energy of the spirit facilitated. The
proportions in which the several ingredients

are used, and the selections for particular

purposes, are infinitely various.

Varuna. [Uranus.]
Varviclte. An ore of manganese found in

slightly radiating, flbro-lamellar masses, of a

steel-gray colour and a sub-metallic lustre, at

Hartshill in Warwickshire. It is probably a

mixture of Pyrolusite and Psilomelane or Man-
ganite ; theformerofwhich it resembles in hard-

ness, and the latter in appearance. *Tho name
was devised by the late Richard Phillips, .to

facilitate the pronunciation by foreigners ofthe

word Warwick
(
Varvic), the locality after which

the mineral was called.’ (Bristow’s Glossary

of Mineralogy,)

Vascular •jstem (Lat. yascuIoTius, from
vasculum, dim. of vas, vasis, a vessel). In
Botany, that portion of the tissue of plants

which is destined for the conveyance of air.

Vascular plants are those in whicn the vascular

^stem occurs, or forms a principal feature.

The air-vessels are the tracheae or spirals,

Vaae (Lat. vas, vasis). In Sculpture, a vessel

usually ornamented with sculpture of fruits,

flowers, bassi-rilievi, Ac.
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VaseSf Btruaean. In Antiquities, these

well-known and beautiful objects of ancient

art liavo boon discovered in great numbers,
chiefly in the sepulchres of ancient Italian

cities. Their material is terra cotta, and they

are painted with figures and scenes. The
most beautiful, and indeed the most numerous,
were formerly obtained from Campania and
Magna Graecia; and it was much controverted

among antiquarians whether the workman-
ship was not originally Greek. (Sir W. Goll,

Topography of Rome, vol, i.) Of late years,

the great sources have been the sepulchres

of Etruria Proper. Five thousand have been
taken in twenty-five years from the ruins of

Tarquinii alone
;
and it seems to be now gene-

rally admitted that the manufacture is rightly

called Etruscan
;
that it is ofextreme antiquity

;

that in its progress Greek taste and style were
introduced

;
and that the art had fallen into

disuse in the flourishing period of the Roman
empire. (Dennis, Cities aiid Cemeteries of
Etruria

; Mrs. H. Gray, Sepulchres of Etruria,

p. 45.)

Vase-painting. Terra cotta vases are

of two kinds generally—the black and the

yellow; so distinguished from their painted

decorations. In the black vases, which ai’e the

most ancient, the figures are covered with a black

varnish, while the ground is left the colour of

the clay
; in the yellow, the figures, drawn in

outline, are left the colour of the clay, while

the ground is covered with the black varnish.

The former are decorated with skiagrams (or

silhouettes), the latter with monograms. Other
varieties of vase-paintings exist, but they aro

exceedingly rare. [Painting.]

Vstsodentlne (Lat. vas, a vessel', dens, a
tooth). Ill Anatomy, that modification of den-

tine in which capillary tracts of the primi-

tive vascular pulp remain uncalcified, and carry

red blood into the substance of the tissue.

They form the so-called vascular or medullary
canals, and are usually more or less parallel

in their course. A largo proportion of the

central part of the tooth of the sloth and
megatherium consists of vasodentine, and a
smaller proportion of the same part of the

tusks of the elephant and of the scalpriforra

incisors of the rodents.

Vassal (Fr.
;

Ital. vassallo, derived, accord-

ing to Sir F. Palgrave On the English Common^
wealth, from the Welsh gw&s, a young man or

page', gwasdeth, the state of pagehood, being

rendered in Latin vassaticum). The holder of

a fief, by fealty and service, of a feudal superior

orlori. [Feudal System.] From the Celtic

origin of this word, it has been inferred that

some portion of the feudal usages were derived

from those of the tribes which possessed Gaul
and Britain before their anneution to the
Roman empire. In the ancient onedments of
the Carolingian kings, the vassal iii termed
vassus orho^ fidelis ;

the lord genei^ally senior.

The term vassal was also more generally used,

in common language, to siraify al^ who were
dependent on a superior lom, from tho^ who
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IieUi liofs of him down to liis si-rfs or villeins.

(Guizot, Cif'fh-'idf (ffu I'u Frfunr, vol. iv.)

Vastus (Ijjvt ). A t«'nu ;i(»|)li(*d hy uiuito-

TnistH to two imist'lfs of tlu- tliigli, tlu* c.vf'rfuil

.Liid itt/rmal VKstt.

Valeria (ufirr Ahi’aham V.itcr, a Gorman
l)otaiii(Mliiiit!i<ir). A ^^ouusof J iiduu In-os of tho

ordor Ut/ifi rt>( arjK« (fP. J\ tudha -yiolds a uso-

ful miui-rosin known us Indian i^ipal, Jhnoy

Varnish, Wliito D.iinnior or (Jnmamin*. The
rosiu is {iroonrod hy oultini» u notch in the

t-roo, so that fin* jnico miy How out ainl ho-

conio hurdriKHl hv oxinisuri* to tho air. Jt. is

oniployotl in liidi.i as a varnish, and on tho

JVIalahur coast is us<*d in tho manntacture

of camllo-j, which hum with n clear li^lit

and .‘Ml agreeable fra'jrancc, and do not ro(|nirc

sniifliin?. The Portn;;in*sc oiniiloy tho resin

insU'ud of incense. Ornainent-s are fashioned

from it under the nanu* of amher. Metlicinally

It ist'mplojed in rheumatic and other affections.

The timber is in request for buildinir purposi s.

Vatican. The palaci* of tlie popes, known
by this name, stands on tho n^ht bank of tin*

Tiber in Romo, and on tlie hill anciently ealhsl

hy the same name.. Some say that tt w.is bei'iin

l)y PopcSynnnachus. Jt wasiiibabitixl by Cliarle-

iiiaj^ne in 800 ;
and the present irrejxniareililici*

has been mi.sedby the jrradualailditions of a long

series of pontitfs. (M liman's Lutin ChnstKnuttfy

vol. iv. p. 4dl?.) Its extent is enormon.s, the

mirnher of rooms, at the lowest computation,

amounting to 4,-122, Its marbl(*s, bronzes,

frescoes, statues, gerns, and piintings, are un-

equalled in the world
;
and its library is the

richest in Jiurope in manuscripts. The length

of the museum of statues alone is computed to

be a mile. Here are the Sistine Ch.t}>el
;
tho

Camere of Raphael, painted by himsclt and his

pupils
;
the museum of Pius VI., peculiarly

rich ill objects of ancient Italian workmanship

;

and other deposits of art and antiquity, each of

which by itself would suffice to render a city

illustrious.

Vauban*s Systems. [Fortification.]

Vaudeville. In French Poetry, a species

of light song, frequently of a satirical turn,

consisting of several couplets and a refrain or

burden, introduced into theatrical pieces. The
origin of the word is ciisputexl

;
some derive

it from Vau-de-Vire, a -village in Normandy.
Short comic pieces interspers^ with such songs

are also termed mudevUles.

Vaudols. The inhabitants of some valleys

of the Alps, lying in Piedmont between the

Po and the Dora Kiparia, whence they derive

their name. They must be distinguished

from iJie Waldenses, or followers of Peter

Waldo, who acquired celebrity in the twelfth

century, and from whom some writers have

deduced both their religious tenets and their

appellation also. (MUman, Latin

books Viii. ix.) It has been asserted by some
Uieolomns that the true spirit of the primitive

Ohristiamty was kept alive among the Vuudots

throughout the whole period of Romish cor*

ruptioii. This position, however, does notseem
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suscoptiblr of proof. For three centuries they
were vii wed with displeusiire by tho dukes of

Savoy and kings of Sardinia, their masters,

and repeatedly visited witli military execution,

or more legal forms of violence. On** great

pcrsi-cution, in tho seventeenth century, is

known to us hy Milton’s noble sonnet. Not
long after it they were altogether expelled,

and rotreutod into Switzerland, whence they

retunieil by a celebrated march, and recovered

their vallevs by force
; an event commemorated

in tho Murk of Arnaud, one of their pastors,

1m {rloncKHC Iteufrh ties Vauclois dans leurs

Vaffics. Since 1818, however, tiny have been
fr(‘e#l from all religions (li.sabilitjes, and have
s]m*ad beyond their original seat in t lie valleys

of Ln.serna nml S'. Marlin with the tributary

branelies. Vaiulots eburehe.s have been esta-

blished in some of the principal Italian cities.

The language of the pcoi>l<* is Fri'tich, OMing to

their long conmH'tion with French and Swisg

Protc.stants, wdncli hascau‘<ed that tongue to be
used in tlicir chnrcli s(*rvice.

Vault (Fr. voutc, Ital. volta). In Architec-

ture, an nivlu'tl roof, so contrived that the
stones, bricks, or other materials used in its

construct ion, sustain and keep each other in

their places. \’aults are cinul.'ir and ellip-

tical. When their section rises higher than a
semicircle, they nro said to be ifiirmoimted

;

M'heii loss, Mtrhn.'^rd.

Vauqueltnite. Tlie native chromate of
copper and lead, composed (when pure) of 27 '9

per cent, of cliromic acid, 10*9 oxide of copptT,

and (il 2 oxiile of J(*ad. It occiir.s in small

(generally mad cil) erydals, and in mammillatcd
masses forming thin crusts, which are somo-
t lines hollow and approaching to stalaotitic.

The colour is black (occasionally with a tinge

of green or brown), and it i.s faintly translucent

or opaque. It is chiolly found at Berc&ow in

Siberia on Quartz; Pont Gibaud in Auvergne
;

at Congonhas do Campo in Ri'ozil, and at the
Sing-sing lea<l mine in New York. Named iu

honour of A'auquclin, the celebrated French
chemist.

Vawastor (sometimes written valvasor^ and
valvasourt in old books). A word of iinceitain

derivation, but springing possibly from the same
root with Vassal). The vassals who held
immediately of the higher nobility, under the
feudal sy.stem in France, were frequently com-
pBohended under this general name

; the ch4-
telains being such vavassors as possessed
castles or fortified houses. (Hallam, Middle
Af/es, toI. i. p. 149.) The word, howev’cr,

seems to have been of very loose application.
Poor gentlemen are termed vavassors in old

French romances. In England the title was
not commonly used, although it is mentioned
in Bracton in contradistinction to baron, and
sometimes appears to have designated persons
who held land by military tenure of others than
the king. (Arohmclogia, vol. ii.)

Vector (Lat. one who bears), A directed
line in space ofdefinite length. JQcatrrnxons.]
The more frequently occurnng ezpressioa
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radius vector has been already explained.

[Co-ORDiKATEs ; Radius Vector.]
Vectorial Angrle. [Co-ordikates.I
Veda. The name given to thA collective

sacred literature of the Brahmans. The Vedas,
more properly so called, are four in number

:

the Rig-Veda, the Yajur-Veda, the Sania-Veda,
and the Atha!rva-Veda. Those four works,
each being a sanhita^ or collection, complete in
itself, contain the substance or kernel of the
Hindu faith, and round these has grown up a
vast- literature, which is also included under
the general term veda^ or knowledge. These
four sanhitas are illustrated and commented
upon in the Brahmanas, Suktas, Upanishads,
IVatisakhyas, Vedangas, and in scholia of
singular minuteness. This literature, which as

a whole is now rarely mastered even by the
Brahmans, is divided into two great classes,

the Sruti, or literature of revelation, and the
Smriti, or literature of tradition. This latter

class contains the Sutras, or precepts which
form the Vedangas or members of the Veda,
these Vedangas, usually reckoned as six in

number, being elaborate treatises on (1)
Siksha, pronunciation

; (2) Chandas, ovvLCtre\

(3) Vyakarana,
; (5) Jyotisha, astro-

nomy ; . ( 6) Kalpa, ceremonial. The contents of

all these worlm are tabulated in systematic

indices or Anukramanis, the most |)erfect of

these still extant being that of the Rig-Veda,
attributed to Eatyayana

;
and called the

Sarvanukrama, or universal index. The period

assigned to this Sutra literature, by Professor

Max Muller, extends from the second to the

seventh century before the Christian era.

The periods preceding the Sutras comprise
the literature of revelation. The first of these

periods is that of the Brahmanas, which are

subdivided into Karma Kanda, and Jnana
Kanda (i.e. practice and speculation)', the

former term denoting the prayers, hymns, and
formulse to be recited atthe sacrifice

;
the second,

enquiries into the nature of man and of God,
and the relations of matter and spirit. But,

although the definition of the Brahmanas is too

vague and comprehensive to constitute a special

characteristic, there is evidence enough to show
that they are the work of many persons, all

striving to develope a system of Brahmanical

Hinduism which is at best only faintly indicated

in the earliest Vedic verses. The period as-

signed to this portion of Vedic literature by
Professor Muller is only two centuries: by Prot
H. H. 'Wilson it is extended to the tenth or

eleventh century b. c.

The period next preceding brings us to the

Veda proper, the ’collection of hymns, prayers,

formulse, and ritual iujunctions, known by the

name of Mantra, and brought together in the

Sanhitas or collections of the four Vedas. But
of these the fourth is regarded by the Hindus
themselves as of doubtful authority, and of the

rest the Yajur-Veda and Sama-Veda are to be
regarded as long posterior to the Rig-Veda, to

which we must look for the most authentic and
primitive representation of Hindu faith. This
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Rig-Veda is a collection of material composit ions

varying in date and authorship, spine of which
are to be recited at sacrifices, usually by prifsts

termed Hotri^ while others makp notthebbglitest

reference to any ceremonial or the ^isteuce of

any sacerdotal order.

To this Mantra period Professor Max
Muller adds one still earlier, the Chandas, i. (>.

the age in which the earliest sOngs were com-
posed, and to which we must look for the germs
of later Hindu theology and philosophy. It is

in this period that the chief interest of Vedic

literature centres for the western student. The
songs of this age exhibit, in Professor Max
Muller’s words, ‘the most ancient chapter in the

history of the human intellect,’ so that ‘ if this

collection bad been written but fifty years ago in

some distant part of the world untouched hy
the general stream of civilisation, we should
still call it more ancient than the Homeric
poems, because it represents an earlier phase
of human thought and feeling.’ Hence llie

paramount value of these songs not only as

I

indicating the belief of the earliest Hindu in-

habitants of India on the nature of God, of law,

of human duty and human destiny, but as ex-

hibiting tho germs out of which grew up the

mythical sj’stems of the eastern and western

world. Without this literature the science of

comparative mythology ‘would have remained
mere guess-work, without fixed principles and
without a safe basis.’ With it the refutation

seems to bo furnished of speculations which find

in the mythical system of the Greeks a wilful

perversion of doctrines clearly and distinclJy

revealed. ‘ Names which in Horner have become
petrified and mythological are to be found in

the Veda, as it were in a still fluid state. They
next appear as appellations, not yet ns proper

names; they are organic, not yet broken and
smoothed down.’ The value of this collection

is still further enhanced by the fact that even
* these earliest specimens of Vedic poetry belong,

as has been said by Bunsen, to the iriochn’n

history of the human race,’ and thus a further

light is thrown on the mode in which a know-
ledge of the conditions of human existence,

and of their relation to the Unseen Maker and
Preserver of all things, dawned upon the mind.s

of men.
For further details, and for the bibliography

of the subject, the reader is referred to Prof.

Max Muller’s History of Sanskrit Literal nr

and to Prof. H. H. Wilson, Edin. Rev. Oct. 1860.

Vedangas. [Veda.]

Vedanta. A sect among the Hindus,
whose philosophy is professedly founded on the

revelations contained in the Vedas. Their
belief exhibits a close resemblance to the

Quietism of European thinkers.

Vedette. [Vidette.1

Veer Out. In Naval Language, to give the

ship more scope of cable. Also to let anything

drop astern by a rope. 7b veer is also &e old

term for to wear.

Ve^table (Lat. vegetabilis, from vegetare,

to enliven). One of the names of that division
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or kingdom of animated nature which consists of

plants. Thus the term vcgeiahle kingdom is

equivalent to the kingdom ofjdants. The pro-

erties, qualities, and substance of plants ore

istinguished from those of animals by the use

of the term vegviahh, as vegetablejuices
^
vege^-

table frodiicts^ &c.

In a more especial and colloqriial sense, the

term vegetable is used to indicate those par-

ticular plants which are used as esculents, these

forming what is called vegetable diet. In this

sense it includes the potato, cabbage, cauli-

flower, pea, bean, spinach, and such like, but
does not embrace fruits properl}” so called, as

the apple, pear, grape, &c., although these are

included in its more extended sense, as em-
bracing the whole vegetable kingdom. [Botany.]
Vegetable fiartb. Soil in which de-

cayed vegetable matter is in a much larger

proportion than the primitive earths. In Hor-
ticulture, vegetable earth is called mould

;
and

in Agriculture the term is applied t<3 the

surface soil of hollows, w'hich contain alluvial

soil beneath, and vegetable matter, generally

of a black colour, on the surface.

Vegetable Flannel. A textile material

largely manufactured in Germany from the

Vinus syl ocstris. A great number of persons are

employed in the various processes of separating

the fibre from the oil. The fibre, locally

called wold-woldy is spun, knitted, and woven
into various fabrics. It is said to be highly

efficacious in restoring the function of the skin

to its normal condition.

Vegetable Gold. An acid extracted from
the roots of Trixk Pipisahuac.

Vegetable Bair. One of the names of

the TtUandsia usmoides^

Vegetable Xwory. The albumen of the

nut of Pkytilephas macrocarpa.

Vegetable Marrow. The Suocade Gourd,
one of the many forms of Cacurbita Pepo.

Vegetable Farolunent. The same as

Papyrin, a substance resembling parchment,

pr^ucod by iinmiTsing bibulous paper in

dilute sulphuric acid. [Papyuin.]
Vegetable Sbeep. A New ^aland name

for liaoutia eximiOy a composite plant growing
on the mountain sides, where it forms woolly

cushion-like masses resembling sheep.

Vegetable Bilk. A cotton-like material

obtained from the seed-pods of Chorisia

spcciosa.

Vegetable Tallow. A fatty substance

obtained from Stillingia sebfera^ Fdteria indiesLy

and other plants.

Vegetable Was. A kind of wax ob-

tained from the berries of several species of

Myrio'ty especially M. cerifera. It is some-

times called Myrtle WaXy from the name of

Canclleberry Myrtle applied to Myrica,

Vegetal (Lat vegetus, lively). In Physio-

logy, this word is used to denote the class of

vital phenomenacommon to plants and animals

;

vis. digestion and nutritive assimilation,^wth,
absorption, secretion, excretion, circulation, re-

spiration, generation, as contradistinguished

from a second class of vital phenomena, viz.

sensation and volition, peculiar to animals:

the first are called the vegetal funettonSy the

second the aniuud functions ;
and the powers or

forces on which they depend have been termed
respectively the vegetal life and the animal life.

Vegetation. A general term designating

plants as a group of organised beings distin-

guished from animals. [Botany.]
VegetatloDf Cbemlstrjr of. Prom the

moment when a seed begins to grow, a series of

chemical changes are induced, essential to the

developement of its germ. A general outline of

the process has been given in art. Germination.
Vebmio Courts (Ger. vehm or femge-

richte). Criminal courts ofjustice, established

in Germany during the middle ages. These
courts are commonly said to have originated

in those held by the Missi Dominici, or im-
perial legates, sent by Charlemagne into the

provinces of his empire ;
but many circum-

stances point to their descent from the more
ancient tribunals of the German tribes, held

in the open air in the primitive periods of

their history. (See a curious account of the

free field courts of the Germans in Sir F.

Palgrave’s work on the English Commonwealth
;

Wigand's Femgiricht Westphalens.) But the

character under which these institutions be-

came formidable and important, about the

beginning of the thirteenth century, arose

from the disordered state of Northern Ger-

many, after the dissolution of the duchy of

Saxony. The Vehmic, or, as they wore callt^,

free courts, were then modelled on a secret

system of organisation. The president was
usually a prince or count of the empire ;

his

assistants (styled Freischoffen) were persons

aftUiated to the society by secret initiation, to

the number, it is said, at one time of 100,000.

All these were bound to attend the secret

meetings of the courts when summoned, and
to execute their decrees, if necessary, by
taking the life of persons condemned. West-
phalia, styled, in the language of the free

[courts, the Fed Land, was the district in

;

which their central authority was seated.

I

These courts exercised a great power, which
was occasionally serviceable in repressing the

lawless violence of the nobles of that period,

but which was also liable to be perverted

to the gratification of private midice and
tyranny. Thus, a Vehmic sentence decreed the

death of Charles the Bold, duke of Burgundy.
Various leagues were fomed in the fifteenth

century, by the nobles of the empire, for the

purpose of destroying their influence; this

was at last effected, chiefly by the introdi^ction

of a better system of public judicature and
police in the several states.

Veil (Lat. velum). In Botany, a term used
in describing fungi to denote the horixontal

membrane connecting the margin of the pileus

with the stipes.

Veins (Lat. venm). In Anatomy, elastic

tubes which convey the blood from the arteries,

back to the Hbabt.
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Veins,' Bflneral. [Minebal Vkins.]

Velati. [Accbksi.]

Velella (a word coined from the Lat. Tela,

sails). The name of a genus of Acalephes,

characterised by a vertical crest or sail, by
means of which they are wafted along the

surface of the ocean.

Velitee (Lat.). The light-armed infantry

attached to a Roman legion were so called.

{Mim. de TAcad, des Inscr. vol. xxix.) They
were equipped with bows, slings, and javelins,

a light wooden buckler covered with leather

and a head-piece.

Vellum (Fr. v^lin, from Lat. vitulinus).

A fine kind of parchment made of calfskin.

The skins are limed, shaved, washed, and
stretched in proper frames, where they are

scraped with the currier’s fleshing- tool, and ul-

timately rubbed down to a proper thickness

with pumice-stone.

Veloee (Ital. swift). In Music, a term
which, preflxed to a movement, indicates that

it is to be performed in a rapid manner.
Velocipede (Lat. velox, swift, and pes,

a foot). A vehicle invented at Mannheim in

1817, by M. Drais, consisting of a piece of

wood about five feet long, and half a foot wide,

re8tin|f on two wheels, one behind the other.

On this a man sits, as on horst'back, his feet

touching the ground, and thus propelling the

machine. The front wheel may be turned

at pleasure, so that the rider may give any
direction to the machine. Velocipedes are

still sometimes seen: they are now usually

made with four wheels, with a scat for the

rider, who propels himself by the action of his

feet on treddles connected with crank axles on
the principle of the common foot lathe.

Velocities, Virtual. [VirtualVelocity.]
Velocity (Lat. velocitas, from velox, swift).

Velocity is measured by tFe space through

which a moving body passes in a given time.

The velocity of a body is uniform when it

passes through equal spaces in equal times

;

and variable when the spaces passed through
in equal times are unequal. It is accele-

rated when the force by which a body is

put into a state of motion continues to act

after the motion has commenced
;
and retarded

when the moving body encounters obstacles

which tend to destroy its motion. Velocity is

merely a relative term ;
for there is nothing, as

Biot remarks ( Traitk de Physique, 1. iii. p. 148),

whidi hi itself is either swift or slow, any
more than great or small. The velocity of an

express train appears very great, yet it is slow

in comparison with the motion of a point on

the earth’s equator carried round by the

diurnal motion ; and this, in its turn, is far

inferior to the velocity of the earth in its orbit,

which again is greatly exceeded by the velocity

of light. For the velocity of falling bodies,

see Acceleration ; for the velocity of a body
moving in a curve about a centre of force, see

Central Forces. [Final Velocity; Gun-
nery

;
Initial. Velocity

;
Terminal Velo-

city; Virtual Velocity.]
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Velocity, Angular. In Kinematics, angu-

lar velocity, in uniform motion around an axis,

is measured by the ratio of the arc, descrilud
in every unit of time by any particle of the
rotating body, to the distance of that particle

from the axis of rotation. [Angular Motion.]
Velutinouc (Ital. velluto, velvet). In

Botany, a term applied to velvety surfaces,

i. e. those having a hairy surface, which in

texture resembles velvet, 4s in PocJwa rccvinca:

Velvet (Ital. velluto). A rich kind of

stuff, used for dresses and for many oilier

purposes. Of velvet there ai’o properfy only
two kinds, that with a plain, and that with
a tweeled, or, as it is also called, a Genoa
ground or back. When the material is silk, it

is called velvet
; when cotton, velveteen. The

latter is a species of fustian, which, under a
variety of names, is largely used for men's
wearing apparel.

Vena Cava. [Heart.]
Vena Portae (Lat.). In Anatomy, the

great trunk formed by the union of the veins
from the abdominal organs of digestion, which
trunk ramifies, after the manner of an artery,

in the substance of the liver, and transmits its

blood by capillaries to the hepatic veins.

Venation (Lat. vena, a vein). In Botany,
the arrangement of veins or ribs ih n leaf or

other organ.

Veneer (Ger. furniren). In Architecture,

a thin piece of material of a more valuable kind
laid on another of a more common sort, by
which the whole substance- appears to be of
the more valuable sort. Veneering is more
usually applied to furniture than to strictly

architectural purposes.

Venesection (Lat. vena, a vein, and soco,

I cut). The opening of a vein with the lancet,

us a means of withdrawing blood immediately
from tho general circulation.

Venetian Sobool. In Fainting. The
distingiiisliing character of this school is

colouring, and a consummate knowledge f>f

chiaro-scuro. But it is not to be inferred that
it is altogether wanting in still higher accom-
plishments : for the head of it was Titian ; and
in its ranks arc to be found Tintoretto, Paul
Veronese, Giorgione, the elder Palma, Lorenzo
Lotto, and many other illustrious masters. The
Venetian painters both of the Quattrocento
period and of the Cinquecento were equally

distinguished for their brilliant colouring, but

a better understanding of chiaroscuro and
the harmony of colouring has given a ^eat
superiority of effect to tho works by tho later

masters. Of the Quattrocento painters may
be mentioned especially John Bellini, Basaiti,

and Cima da Conegliano. The higher effect of

the later masters was accomplished in a great

degree by skilful glazing

—

v&atura, the veiling

of one colour with another. [Painting,]

Venetian Talc. A kind of Talc or Steatite

used for making tho coloured crayons called

pastels

;

and also the cosmetic called/ord.
Vent, Sancte Spirltus (Lat. Co'me, Holy

Ghost), The name given in the ^man
3o2
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Church to a sequence in the office of the mass
for Whit Sunday.
Venial Sin (Lat. venia, foraiv^aa). In

Theology, venial ein is defined, oy Boman
Catholic theologians, to be a sin which weakens
sanctifying grace, but does not take it away
it is not ncc<issary, although commendable,
to mention such sin in confession. Sine

which take away sanctifying grace are termed
morfM.

Venice Wbite. A pigment consisting

of carbonate of lead mixed with sulphate of

baryta. Dutch White and Hcunburyh White

an> similar mixtures.

Venire Facias (Lat. cause to come). In
Law, a writ directing the sheriff to cause a

jury to come and try a cause; now superseded

l)y other forms of process. Venire facias is

also the name given to the first process in an

outlawry, in case of non-appearance to an

indictment for misdemeanour.

Venose (Lat. vguosus, futl of veins). In

Botany, a term applied to bodies having many
branched veins, as in reticulated leaves.

Vent (Fr. vente). In Artillery, the hollow

channel in a piece of ordnance through which

the flame is conimunicaUd to the charge of

powder for its ignition. All vents in the

British service are two-ninths of an inch in

diameter. [Tube.]

Ventayle «r Aventayle (Fr. vcntail).

The visor of a helmet.

Venter (Lat.). In Entomology, the lower

part of the abdomen.
Ventilation (Lat. ventilatio, from ventus,

vmd). This word signifies literally,

or blowing. In Domestic Economy, it is the

art of conveying currents of fresh air through

close apartments or confined places, so as to

maintain the atmosphere in a state of purity.

Atmospheric air consists of three principal

ingredients, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbonic

acid, mixed together in the proportion by

volume of four parts of nitrogen, one part of

oxygen, and of carbonic acid. When the

proportion of carbonic acid is increased to one

per cent, air becomes unfit for respiration ; and

when the oxygen is withdrawn or consumed, it

is rendered altogether incapable of supporting

animal life or combustion. But there are

operations both of nature and art continually

going forward in which the oxygen of the

atmosphere is consumed, and gaseous products

evolved which are destructive of life. Thus,

in the act of respiration, a certain portion of

the oxygen contained in the air inhaled into

the lungs is converted into carbonic acid, a

substance which acts as a narcotic poison;

and hence, in a confined apattment, air is soon

rendered, by breathing alone, uot merely in-

capable of maintaining life, bat highly destruc-

tive of it, in consequence of the evolution of a

deleterious gas. ia like monger, oxygen is

^nsumed, and carbonic acid evolved, in the

process of oombustion; and the burning of a

pan of diarcoal in a c^i«|rtoOm is a certain

toeans of extinguishing Hfis.

VENTILATION
Although a decomposition and deterioration

of air is thus continually going forward, nature

has by various means provided so effwtually

for the restoration of the two constituent gases,

that in whatever part of the world, and at

whatever height in the atmosphere, air is taken,

it is found when chemically examined to contain

the tliree ingredients above mentioned, in almost
exactly the same proportions. [Am.]

Sources of Aerial Movement.—One of the

most efficient means of ventilation is afforded

by the action of heat. At ordinary tempera-

tures, air suffers an expansion of about
for each degree of Fahrenheit’s tliermo-

meter, by which the temperature is raised ; and
being rendered specifically lighter in the same
proportion, the pressure of the surrounding

atmosphere predominates, and the heated air

is forced upwards. This principle is exem-
plified in the action of the ordinary chimney,

which may be regarded as a tube open at both

ends, and placed in any position except the

horizontal. The air in tlie lower end of the

tube, being heated by the fire, rises and passes

out at the upper end, while its place is supplied

by the pressure of the fluid surrounding the

lower opening
; and the circumstances of motion

are the same as if another tube, filled with

air of the original temperature, were adapted

to the lower end of the chimney, which is filled

with heated air, so that the current is esta-

blished in the same maimer as in an inverted

siphon, in which two columns of air of different

densities, but equal altitudes, press against

each other. At tlie lower opening of the

chimney, the draught or velocity of the cur-

rent is expressed by this formula,

where ti denotes the velocity in feet per second,

g the accelerating force of gravity (
s=32’2 feet

r second), a the rate of expansion for one
groe of. increased temperature, the tem-

perature of the heated air as it enters the

chimney, and t that of the external air. It ap-

pears from this that the velocity of draught is

as the square root of the height of the chimney,
and the square root of the excess of temperature

at the lower opening. But us the same quantity

of air must be supposed to pass through every

different section of the chimney in the same
.ime, it follows that the velocity at every part

must be inversely as the density, and therefore

decreases from the bottom to tha summit.
Warming the Air used for Ventilation .

—

In
nhabited hidings of all kinds ventilation is

necessary ;
but in some seasons warming is not

necessary, and in tropical climates, instead of

warming the entering air, expedients are some-

times employed to cool it. Nevertheless, the

processes of warming and ventilating are so

ntimately associated that it will be expedient

to consider them together.

Mr. Hood has found by his experiments that

the water contained in an iron pipe 4 inches in

Internal diameter and inch thick, loses 'fi21 of

\ degree of heat per minute when its temperu^k
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ture is 125° in excess of that of the surrounding
air; and as one cubic foot of water in losing 1°

ill temperature will heat 2,990 cubic feet of air
1° in temperature, a foot of 4- inch pipe will

heat 222 cubic feet of air 1° per minute when
the difference between the temperature of the

air and of the pipe is 125°. One square foot

of glass in a window will cool 1‘279 cubic feet

of air per minute as many degrees as the internal

temperature of the room exceeds the external

temponiture. In conservatories, therefore, the

quantity of air to be warmed per minute from
the U^mperature of the external air to the tem-
perature desirc-d to be maintained is in round
numbers 1|- cubic foot, which gives a measure
of the extent of heating surface required. The
exact length of 4-inch piping necessary to heat
such a structure may bo d<itermined by the
following rule: Multiply 125 by the difference

between the external and intended internal

temperatures, and divide this product by the

difference between the temperature of the pipes

and the intended temperature of the apartment

;

finally, multiply this quotient by the number of

cubic feet of air to be wanned per minute, and
divide this product by 222, which will give the

feet in length of 4-inch pipe necessary to produce

the desired result. Thus, in a hothouse in

which it is required to maintain a temperature

of 75°, the external air being sometimes as low
as 10°, if the cooling surface of glass be 800
square feet, then the refrigeration will bo such

as would cool 1,000 cubic feet of air per minute
from 75° to 10°, and this refrigeration will

require 292 feet of 4-inch pipe to counteract it.

About 4 square feet of heating surface in a

boiler exposed to the direct action of a pretty

strong fire will evaporate a cubic foot of water

in the hour, and will supply the heat required

by 232 feet of 4-inch pipe which is required to

be kept at a temperature of 140° above that of

the surrounding air.

In warming apartments by steam of 212°

the temperature of the pipes does not exceed

200°. But the most usual method of warm-
ing is by hot water, sometimes carried in

cast-iron pipes with faucet joints, and some-

times in wrought-iron pipes, like gas pipes, with

screwed joints. Cast-iron pipes, while they are

being heated from 32° to 212°, expand ^ of

their length. For heating mills by steam,

a pipe is usually led into every floor with a
siphon pipe at the end for conducting away the

condensed steam, and these pipes are set with
a small declivity to cause ^e water to run
towards the siphon at the end. This siphon is

sometimes replaced by a valve so constructed as

to allow of the escape of the condensed water,

but to prevent that of the^steam. In heating by
hot water, the rapidity of the circulation will

depend upon the height to which the circulating

pipes rise above the boiler, and the difference

in the temperature of tiie ascending and de-

scending columns. Thus, if the average tern-

perature-of the pipes be 170°, the difference in

the temperatures of the ascending and de-

scending columns be 8°, and the height of the
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columns lie 10 feet, then with the columns
nearly filled the hotter will stand *331 inch
higher than the cooler, in order that the two
may balance from the diminished specific

gravity of the hot column
;
and this difiereiico

of height will give a circulating velocity of 79
feet per minute. If the height of the columns
be reduced to 5 feet, the circulating velocity

will become 66 feet per minute. The boiler

by which the water is heated may either be an
open or a close one

;
and the pipes may either

be a closed circuit with a coil immersed in the

boiler for acquiring heat, and a coil exposed to

the air for imparting heal, or the refrigeniting

coil may project the returning pipe to the

bottom of the boiler, and the transmitting pipe

may rise from a point a little below the water
level. A moderately sized house may thus bo
very effectually heated by the aid of a common
washhouse boiler open at the top, or fitted only

with a wooden lid. The boiler being nearly

filled with water, a pipe is to be led from a
point a few inches below the water surface, and
coiled either at some point near the foot of the

stairs, or in some other convenient situation

where the air will gain ready access to it^ and
after being heated may ascend through the

house. The descending end of the coil is then

to bo carried to the bottom of the boiler, and a

small pump is to be applied at the highest

part of the coil, to pump the coil full of water.

The fire then being lighted, and the water
level in the boiler, maintained by adding more
water to the boiler to supply the place of that

which is sucked into the pipes, the circulation

will begin and will continue so long as the

boiler is kept hot. But every morning when
the fire is lighted, it will usually be necessary

to pump out of the coil the air liberated from
the water, which, however, it will only take a

I

minute or two to do.

I

In discussing the proper means of ventilating

I

houses and public buildings, there are throe

I

main points which present themselves for con-

sideration : ( I ) the quantity of air necessary to

be introduced
; (2) the proper mode of its intro-

duction; and (3) the arrangement by which the

ventilating current may best be maintained.

Peclot is of opinion that 6 cubic feet of air

per minute should be introduced into a

house or building for each occupant of it,

whereas Reid maintains 10 cubic feet per

minute to be the right quantity, and Arnot 20
cubic feet. Boscoo concludes from his exa-

mination of the air of soldiers* baiTacks that

20 cubic feet of air per minute are required

for ventilation ; and Morin found that in the

theatre of the Conservatoire at Paris the amount
needed was about 18 cubic feet of air per head

per minute, which is also about the allowance

in most of the Parisirfb theatres. In hospitals

about twice this quantity is necessary. In good

dwelling-houses, however, with lofty rooms and

few occupants, ^ cubic feet of air per minute

for each person will be sufficient. A common
window will allow about 8 cubic feet cf air per

minute to pass, and if an apartment be heated
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with pipps maintained at a temporafure of 200®,

then, vkith a temporatiu’e of K)-* below freez-

ing outside, to maintain a temperature of 60®

witliin there must be 1 square foot of pipe

surface for every 6 square feet of window sur-

face, or 120 square feet of wall, or 6 cubic feet

of air per minute escaping as ventilation. A
double window only lets through one-fourth of

the heat that is lot through by a single one

;

and in cold weather it will be useful to keep

the blinds down, as the transmission of the

heat will thus be diminished.

With regard to the proper mode of intro-

ducing air into apartments for ventilation,

Morin is of opinion that in smnmcr it should

be introduced in thin sheets or threads near

the ceiling, whence it would subside, and,

dragging the impure air with it by friction,

should bo discharged through outlets nearer

the floor. In common houses this may bo done
by opening the window a little at the top.

But in barracks and other crowded buildings

it is best done by moans of perforations or air

bricks in the walls, cornmuniediting w'ith a tri-

angular box or cornice running along the wall

near the ceiling, with the upper inclined side

covered with perforated zinc for permitting the

air to flow obliquely upward against the ceiling,

while the lower inclined side is formed of

board without perforations. A foul-air shaft

is us'ually carried up in tlie form of a chimney
or funnel, proceeding from the ceiling to a

height of a few feet, and terminating in inverted

louvres to prevent down draughts in gusty

woatlier. About one square inch of inlet for

every 60 cubic feet of capacity of the room is

the usual proportion in barracks, and one square

inch of outlet in the foul-air shaft for every

60 cubic feet of space in the lower floors, or for

every »5/) cubic feet in the floor next aliovc, or

for eveiy 50 cubic feet in the top floor. Besides

an open fireplace to heat the rooms in winter,

an inlet is provided for the admission of air

behind the grate, where it is heated and escapes

through an air-flue, which conducts it to an

orifice near the ceiling where it is delivered

into the room. In large rooms, whether bar-

racks or hospitals, it is advisable to have

many foul-air flues, or openings into a hori-

zontal foul-air flue running through the length

of the apartment, so as to collect the foul air

at the spot where it is generated, and not to

permit it to be all swept to one end of the room,

but so to govern the eduction that all parts of

the room will be pure alike. The entering air

should be conducted through a small bent flue,

which springs from the lower surface of the

arch which covers the window and conducts to

the perforated cornice already described. A
considerable portion of the heat lost by trans-

mission through the window in cold weather

will thus 1^ recovered by being communicate4

to the entering air* All private houses ought

to have perforations in the walls which ^11
admit air to the space behind the gmte, which

air, afte^ being heated by contact with the hot

iron, should M permitted to enter the room
9S4
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cither through perforations in the upper part

of the front plate of ilio grate, or through a
hot-air flue provided for the purpose. Wherever
mixing chambers can be provided for diffiising

the hot among the cold air, before entering the

room, such mixing will be advisable. Imt in

other cases it wiU suffice to deliver lioth streams

of air near the ceiling, whore they will mix
before descending to the lower part- of thei’oom.

The foul -air shaft should proiiced from that

part of the room which is farthest removed
from the inlet orifices, and its debouch should
in all cases be so far removed from the points

at which the air enters, as to give proper assur-

ance that no part of the foul air will come
into the room again.

The most pleasant, convenient, .and economical

mode of warming a dwelling-house consists in

providing for the admission of the external air

into the hall, where a close stove (not an open
fireplace) raises its temperature to about, 55®

Fahr. Very moderate fires in the separate apart-

ments will then secure sufficient warmth ami
thorough ventilation, if such apartments be made
to derive their supply of air from the hall hy
means of ventilating grids near the ceiling.

One of the most necessary and negh‘cted

applications of ventilation is to the case of

ships and steam vessels in tropical climates.

In steam vessels the neglect of such venti-

lation is specially inexcusable, as it could bo so

easily accomplished by the aid of the furnaces.

In ordinary furnaces about 300 culiic feet of

air pass through the fire for every pound of

coal burnt; in a steamer, therefore, of 500
nominal horse-power, working to five times
the nominal or 2,500 actual horse-power, if we
take the consumption of coal to be lbs. per
actual horse-power there will be 6,250 lbs. of

coal burnt every hour, or 104 lbs. every minute,
which will require 31,200 cubic feCt of air per
minute. This exhausting power, by causing
the furnaces to draw their air from the cabins,

will afford ventilation for 624 persons at 60
cubic feet of air per head per minute— an
allowance which would not bo too great, con-

sidering that it is not ventilation alone, but
refrigeration also, that is wanted in such a case.

Ventilator* Any machine or contrivance

for promoting or regulating ventilation. The
common ventilators placed in windows or in

external walls serve only to retard in some
de^ee the entrance of the current, to disperse

it in different directions, and to prevent any
sudden increase in the intensity of the draught.

They have no power of acting so as to create a
current, or keep up its intensity when it has
been established, and are, as a rule, of little use.

Ventral (Lat, ventralis, from venter, the

belly). In Anatomy, the parts or the aspect of

the region of the belly: the plates of the
vertebral or serous laver of the embryo that

are extended towards that region are called the
ventral lamina.

Ventral. In Botany, a term used to signify

that the part to which it is applied belongs to

the anterior surface. Thus, a ventral suture is
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the line running down the front of a carpel on
the side next the axis.

Ventricle (Lat. Tentriculus, dim. of venter).
A term in Anatomy, applied to cavities of the
brain and of the heart.

Ventriooee. In Botany, a term applied to

those organs which swell unequally on one
side, as the corolla of many labiate and per-

sonate plants.

Vbntjricosb. In Zoology, a part is so

termed when it bellies out as if filled with air.

Ventriloquist (Lat. venter, and loquor, 1
apeak). One whose voice appears to come from
his belly. Ventriloquists are generally supposed
to have the power of making the voice appear to

come from distant objects or quarters
;
but this

is a deception, arising out of the manner in

which the ventriloquist manages his voice.

The art appears to consist in filling the lungs

with air, and employing, during expiration, such
organs of voice as can be used without the aid of

the lips, or at least with as little movement of

the lips, mouth, or cheeks, as is compatible
with the pronunciation of certain words.

Venue (Nor. Fr. visne
;
Lat. vicinia, nngk-

hourhood). In Law. By the original institution

of trial by jury, jurors were summoned from
the immediate neighbourhood where a fact

happened, to try it by their own knowledge.

Hence, long after the institution had been
altered in clianvcter, jurors were still summoned
in point of form from the parish, village, &c.,

until, by 4 Anne c. 16, they became summon-
able, as they still are, from the body of the

county. The venue, therefore, was the neigh-

bourhood named in the Venire Facias, or writ

summoning the juiy. In civil actions the

venue is the county in which the action is to

be tried, which is specified in all material

allegations in the pleadings ; it need not be the

county in which the fact took place, except in

what are called local actions. [Pleading.] It

can be changed^ i.e. the trial may be directed

to take place in another county, either by
consent of parties, or by special order of the

court or a judge, on the ground of material

evidence, apprehended unfairness of trial, and
the like. In criminal proceedings, the general

rule is that the ofiTence must on the face of the

indictment appear to have been committed

within the jurisdiction of the court before

whom the prisoner is tried, but many modi-

fications of this rule have been introduced by
various statutes. (See particularly 14 & 16

Viet. c. 100.)

Venus (Lat.). In Astronomy, one of the

principal planets, the second in order of dis-

tance from the sun, and the most brilliant of
j

all the planetary bodies. From her alternate
|

appearance in the morning and evening, Venus
j

was called by the Greeks Hesp^ua and PAos-

phoruSf the evening and morning star; some-

times also she is called the sheph^c^a star.

The mean distance of Venus from the sun is

*7233316, that of the earth being unity; her

true distance is found by multiplying the old

and new values of the earth’s distance from
936
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the sun, viz. 95,274,000 and 91,678,000 miles,

by this number. Her sidereal revolution is per-

formed in 224'7007869 mean solar days; and
her synodical period, or the interval between her
successive conjunctions with the sun, is 583-920

mean solar days. The inclination of the orbit

to the ecliptic was 3® 23' 28*6" at the com-
mencement of the present century, and is

subject to a decrease of about 0*0456" in a
ear. The eccentricity of the orbit is *00686900,

alf the major axis being unity; and the

longitude of the ascending node at the com-
mencement of the present century was 74® 64'

12*9", having a motion westward, when re-

ferred to the fixed stars, amounting to 17*6" in

a year.

The mean apparent diameter ofVenus, or her
apparent diameter when at her mean distance,

is 16*9"; but it is subject to great variations,

being only 9*5" at the time of her superior

conjunction, and at tlie time of the inferior

conjunction sometimes so much as 62*0".

Comparing this with her mean distance, her
true diameter is 975, that of the earth being
unity; and is consequently about 7,800 English
miles. Her volume is therefore *996 lhat of

the earth. Her mass is of the sun.

Venus, being an inferior planet, is never
seen in opposition to the sun. Her great(‘Bt

elongation, or angular distance from the sun,

varies from 45® to 47® 12'. According to her
[Various positions relatively to the sun and
earth, she changes her phases like the moon,
appearing when she first emerges from the

sun’s rays and becomes visible in the morning
as a fine luminous crescent, the horns of whieli

are turned aw*ay from the sun. As the planet

recedes from the sun, the breadth of tlm

crescent increases : at the greatest elongation

it becomes a semicircle
;
after this the breadth

of the disc goes on increasing till the planet

arrives at its superior conjunction, where it

appears as a full orb, the illuminated side

being turned towai-ds the earth, Tliese ap-

pearances, on account of irradiation, are not

appreciable by the naked eye, but they be-

come visible in an ordinary telescope.

Venus is supposed to revolve about an axis

;

and the time of rotation is stated, from ob-

servations made by Schroeter, to be 23 h.

21 m. 7*28., the axis of rotation being inclined

to the ecliptic in an angle of about 75®.

There is, however, considerable doubt as to

the accuracy of these conclusions. On this

subject Sir John Herschel remarks, that Venus,
‘although it attains occasionally the consi-

derable apparent diameter of 61", which is

larger than that of any other planet, is yet the

most difficult of them all to define with tele-

scopes. The intense lustre of its illuminated

part dazzles the sight, and exaggerates every

imperfection of the telescope
;

yet we see

clearly that its surface is not mottled over
with permanent spots like the moon : we per-

ceive in it neither mountains nor shadows, but
a uniform brightness, in which we may, indeed,

fancy obscurer portions, but can lieldom or
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never rest fully satiafled of the fact. It is

from some observations of this kind that both

Venus and Mercury have been concluded to

revolve on their axes in about the same time

as the earth. The most natural conclusion,

from the very rare appearance and want of

pcrmiinonco in the spots, is, that we do not
see, as in the moon, the real surface of these

planets, but only their atmospheres, much
loaded with clouds, and which may serve to

mitif^ate the otherwise intense glare of their

sunshine/ {Outlines of Astronomy, p. 311.)

Venus is sometimes seen to pass over the
j

disc of the sun, presenting a phenomenon
analogous to that of a solar eclipse by the

moon. This phenomenon, which is called a

trnnsft of Venns^ can only happen when the

planet is at it« inferior conjunction, and, at the

same tim<i, very near one of its nodes. Xt is

therefore a rare occurrence, but a very impor-

tant one, inasmuch as it affords the best means
astr(uiomers possess of determining the sun’s

parallax, and consequently the dimensions of

the. planetary system. [Plankt.] Delandire

has given a list of all the tninsits occurring

in a period of 2,000 years. The following

contains all that have happened since 1031,

and that will happen before the end of the

twenty-first century ;

—

1631, Dec. 6.

1639, Dec. 4.

1761, June 5.

1769, June 3.

1874, Dec. 8.

1882, Dec. 6.

2004, June 7.

2012, June 5.

The first transit ever seen was that of 1639,

which was observed in this country by Horrox
and Crabtree. The importance of the pheno-

menon for determining the sun’s parallax was
first pointed out by James Gregory in his

Optica Promota, 1663.

Vknus. In Mythology. The name of this

Latin deity is, perhaps not without reason,

connected with the Sanscrit root van, to desire,

love, or favour. Thus, in the Rig-Veda, gir-

vaiias means loving invocations, and yajna-

vanas loving sacrifices, and the common Sanscrit

preserves vanita in the sense ofn beloved woman.
To the same root belong apparently the Anglo-
Saxon wynn, pleasure, the German wonne, and
the English winsome, I'he woiHi Venus, there-

fore, denotes either love or favour; to the

former signification belongs the Latin venustas,

to the latter the verb venoror, to venerate,

i.e. to seek the favour of anyone, venia being

strictly favour or permission. Venus was

probably not the oldest, and certainly not the
]

only name, for the goddess of love in Italy,

as the Oscan deity was named Herentas ; but

Venus herself remained little more than a

name, until she was identified with the Greek

APHBODim She is not mentioned in any of

the traditions relating to the regal or early

republican periods, and the festival of the

Vinalia had nothing to do with her name.

But when the Roman Mabs was confused with

the Greek Ares', the myth of the loves of Ares

and Aphi-odite was imported into the notion

of Voinis, while fresh additions were made on
the strength of the Homeric hymn whicli di-

scribed uTi!neiis (the ance.stor of RornuliiH, th(j

founder of the Roman stiite), as a son of An-
chisps and Aphrodite, Her worship bi'iiig

oneo introducwl, it was rapidly multiplied

under that profusion of epithets which charac-

tori.scs the religious syst/Om of the Romans
generally. Thus wo find a Venus Murt<*a or

Murcia, a name of doubtful origin; Venus
Cloncina, from cluoro, Gr. fcAu(^ety, to wash fir

pnnfy', Venus militaris, barbala, equostri.s, us

well as other epithets.

The introduction of Venuf into tlio story

of PsYCHK by Appulcins is a subject of greater

interest for the btndent of cornpjirativo my-
thology. It has been commonly supposed
that in this tale Appnleiiis, deriving fbo

materials simply from bis own imagimition,

intended to set forth allegorically the trials

and 8iifforing.s of tbo hiim.in soul in its

search after happiness and winlom, llio mor.il

of tho story agreeing with that of tlio well-

known apologue of Pro<.licus, entitled the

Choicp of ILrarles. An analysis ot the tale

will, however, sliow that Appiileius found all

his materials made ready to Ins hand, aiul

that ho has rather weakened than strengthened

the beauty of the myth by adapting it to tbo
taste of a lliorougbly arlitlcial ago. The story

IS, in short, one of the few whicli point to the

existence of popular faiiy tales during tlio

so-cnllcd classical peri oils
;
and tho incidents

in tho tale of Psycho aro prisjisely those of

that large class of legends of which tlio

popular story of Jkavty and the litast may
bo taken as a typical example.

These tales aro found scattered through
almost tho wliolo of tho Aiy an family of na-

tions
;
many of them have only recently b< cn

set down in writing, and others perhaps cm r.

still only in oral tradition. They vary, of

course, in local colouring, as well as in tho

names employed
; but tlie sequence of inci-

dents IS for tho most ])nrt tho same, and tho

leading ideas, a.s well as tho turning jioinis

in tho tale, are tho same in all, vuthout

exception. In each case tho youngest nri l

most beautitul of three daiightei*8 is marriwl
or given up to some unsightly being or monster,

or to some one whom she is led to suppose

hideous and repulsive. In some instances tlie

enchantment is ended when tho human maiden
feels and confes.sos her love for tho disguisid

being in bi.s unsightly shape : in tho more
common version, which Ajipuleiiis followed, I ho

maiden has a lover who is man’ellously beau-

tiful, but whose beauty she has never seen.

In all cases, however, there are jealous sisters

or a j#‘alous mother who insist that tho lover

is hideous, and incite her to look upon him
while he is asleep. Following their advice,

she disregards the warnings in each case given

that such curiosity cannot be indulged without

causing grievous disaster and distress. In

each case the sleeping lover is awakened by a

drop of oil or tallow from the torch or candle
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in the maiden’s hand, and is instantly trans-

formed, generally into a bird who tolls her

that she must wander in search of him through

many weary years, and do the bidding of some
harsh raistress into whose power her fatal

curiosity has broiiglit her. In some versions,

as in that of Appuleius, this mistress is the

mother of the lost lover. Then follow the

years of wandering and toil, which can bo
brought to an end only by the achievement

of tasks, generally three in number, and all

utterly beyond human powers. In these tasks

llio maiden is aided by brute creatures whom
she has befriended in their moment of need,

and who perform for her that which she could

not pt>ssibly accomplish herself. The com-
pletion of the ordeal is followed by the happy
union of the maiden with her lost lover.

No hypothesis of conscious or unconscious

borrowing can account for the diffusion of this

myth in Italy, Egypt, India, Norway, and
Germany, among classes who have never

possessed a written literature, and in countries

between which there was in earlier times no
intercommunication. The uselessness of any
such hypothesis has heen shown by Mr. Dasent
in the Introduction to the Popular Talcs from
the Norse

\
but the internal cAndenco of the

stories will probably render all other argu-

ments superfluous for those who will take the

trouble to compare them. The extent to which
the myth, retaining still the essential idea,

may become modified, is seen in the tale of
‘ The Soaring Lark’ in Grimm’s Household
Stories {Kinder^ und Haus-Mdhrehen). In
this story the maiden knows that the being

who is during the day a lion is at night a man,
but no ray of light must fall upon him while

he is in his human shape. At her entreaty,

however, he goes to the bridal feast of her

elder sister, where a single ray of light streams

in upon him through a chink in a door made
ot unseasoned wood, and the maiden entering

the room finds a dove, who says that for seven

years he must fly about in the world, but that

at every seventh mile he will lot fall a drop

of blood and a feather to guide her in her

quest of him. At last this guidance fails her,

and she asks the sun and moon to tell her

w^hither the dove has gone. As in the tale of

Demeter and Persephone, tliey are unable to

tell her, but they give her a casket and an egg

which one day may be of use. She then asks

aid of the north wdnd, who bears her over the

world until she rescues lier lover (who has

resumed his lion's shape) from a caterpillar

who is an enchanted princess. Put the latter,

when disenchanted, seizes on the maiden’s

1over and bears him away. The maiden follows

to the place where she hears that the wedding

is to he celebrated, and then opening the casket

finds a dress which glistens like the sun, and

whidi the princess seeks to buy. But it can

be mven only for flesh and blood, and the

maiden demands access to the bridal chamber

as hep recompense. During the first night

her lover sleeps by force of a potion, but her
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voice sounds in his ears like the murmuring
of the wind through the fir-trees. On the
next day, learning .the trick, he refuses the
draught; and the maiden, availing herself of
the gift bestowed by the moon, is reunited to

him at last.

A closer parallel to the story of Psyche is

furnished by the beautiful tale, entitled * East
o’ the Sun and West o' the Moon,' in the
Popular Tales from the Norse

; and with these
may be compared the tales of the ‘ Two Bro-
thers,' the ‘White Snake,’ the ‘Wood-cutter’s
Daughter,’ the ‘ Water of Life,’ and otliers, in

Grimm’s collection of Household SiorieSy anti

more especially the story of Tulisa, a tale

obtained from a washerwoman at Benares,
and published in the Asiatic Journal. This
tale IS, in Professor Beiifey's opinion, very
ancient. See also the talcs in the Pentameron
of Basil, 15, 19, 44, and Hahn's Greek aud
Albanian Tales. Por a more complete analysis
of the fable of Appuleius, the reader is re-

ferred to Friedlauter’s Sittengrschichta Boms.
Venus. In Zoology, a name applied by

Linnmus to a genus of Vermes TestaceOy in-
cluding those which have a bivalve shell with
the frontal margin flattened, with incumbent
lips

;
the hinge with three teeth, all of them

approximate, and the lateral ones divergent
at the top.

The Bivalves thus characterised enter into
the Cardiacean family of the Testaceous Ace-
phala of Cuvier, and are subdivided into the
genera Venus proper, Lam.

; Astarify Sower-
by; CgthenUy Lam.; Brug.

; Pet/icola,

Lam.
Venus' Bath. In Botany, Dipsneus ai/h

vestris: so named from water collecting in the
connate bases of the opposite leaves.

Venus’ Balr-stone. A name given to

the clear rock crystal, containing hair-liko
filaments or long acicular crystals of tiUinium,
which is found in Madagascar, Brazil, &c.
Venus' or Cupid’s Pencils. Violet

Quartz enclosing small golden-brown fibrt's

of oxide of iron, found at Bristol and other
localities.

Venus Vranla. A Latin adaptation of
the Greek Aphrodite Urania, who was thus
distinguished from Aphrodite Pandemos. For
the history of the name Urania, see Uranus.
Verandah. A term of Eastern origin,

applied to a light gallery external to a house,
supported on pillars, and fr*»quently enclosed
in front with lattice-work.

Veratria or Veratrlne. An alkaline
principle found in the root of the Veratrum al-
bumy or white hellebore, and in the seeds of the
Asagrna offidnalia. It is acrid andpoisonous

;

not easily soluble in water, readily soluble
ill alcohol, and less so in ether. It excites
violent sneezing. It is used externally in the
form of ointment, to allay the pain of neur-
algia. It is represented, according to Merck,
by the formula 16* [Coi,CHICUM.3
Veratrlo Acid. An acid containe J in the

seeds of Asagreea offtcimliSy formerly known
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as Vercdrum SahadiUat hence also called saha-

dtUic actd. Its formula is CigHioOg.
Veratnim (Lat.). A genus of Malan-

thacea^ consisting of perennial herbs, natiyes

of the mountainous re^ons of Europe and]

North America, and having erect stalks, ovate

pointed leaves, and panicles of polygamous

ilowera. These plants are remarkaUe for i

their acrid properties. The rootstocks of V.
\

alburn^ called White Hellebore, are collected

in the Alps and Pyrenees for medicinal pur-
i

S
OSes. They are so extremely acrid that the

i

rug is rarely employed in this country. Its
|

effects seem to be duo to the presence of

vnatria, an acrid alkaline substance found also

in AsagrcBa. Gardeners make use of V. albums

in the form of powder, to destroy caterpillars.

F. viridct a North American species, is used

for similar purposes, but seems rather less

powerful. Although containing so powerful a

poison, slugs and snails are particularly fond

of the leaves of these plants.

Verb (Lat. verbum, a word). In Grammar,
a part of speech which consists of an affirma-

tion and a property or attribute affi.rmed.

Verbs are distinguished into transitive^ intran-

sitive^ and 'passive. Besides these, there is the

verb suhstantivej wliich expresses aimplo affir-

mation abstracted from any particular property

affirmed. [Grammar.]
Verbasoam. The Mullein g;emi9 is dis-

tinguished from its congeners in the order

ScrophidariacctB. It is widely dispersed over

Europe, Western and Central Asia, and Nor-
thern Africa, and an immense number of

species liave been described, many of them
probably mere varieties or hybrids. They
are tall erect strong-growing mostly biennial

herbs. The thick woolly leaves of V. Thapsits,

the Great Mullein, have a mucilaginous bitter-

ish taste, and a decoction of them is employed
in domestic practice in catarrhs and diarrheea.

They are also used as emollient applications

to hard tumours, and in pulmonary complaints

in cattle—hence one of its popular names
is BullocVs Lungwort. The ancient Greeks
are said to have used the leaves as lamp-wicks,

while the Romans, who called the plant can-

ddarUit dipped its stalks in suet to burn at

funerals. The English name, Hi^-taper or

Hi^h-taper, appears to allude to a similar use.

This was a famous plant with the witches

of old, whence it has been sometimes called

Hag-taptr.

Verb6iiSM«0B (Verbena, one of the genera).

A natural order of perigynous Exogens, con-

sisting of trees, shrubs, or herbs, closely re-

sembling Lahiata in their tubular or campanu-
late calyx, in their corolla which is usually

irregularly ftve-lobed, and in their two or four

ovules enclosed in as many cells, but differing

in the ovary not being lobed, and having
a terminal style. They also rareW have the

aromatic properties of Labiatm, The species

are numerous, the greater number tropical

or from the temperate re^ons of the southern

hemisphere, very few being found in Europe,
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Northern Asia, or North America. The tyjw-

cal genus, Verbena^ furnishes one of the most
beautiful and popular of our garden flowers.

The remarkable virtues which the common
Vervain, Verbena officinaiis, was reputed to

possess, are apparently imaginary, though
vervain has ever been held to be ‘ an herb
of grace,’ and so highly was it esteemed that

people are said to have worn it about the

person. Before it was gathered for this pur-

pose, the herb was first crossedand then blessed

m the words

—

* Hallowed be thou, VeVveln,
As thou growest on the ground,’ &&

The Aloysia citriodora is the Lemon-scented
Verbena of the gardens. The Verbena of the
perfumers, so much prized for its lemon-like

scent, is the lemon-grass, Andropogon Schoe-

nantkus, from which the oU of verbena is ex-

tracted.

Verbesina (altered from Verbena). A
rather extensive American genus of Composiifp.

The Ramtil-oil plant of India was formerly
referred to this genus, and is frequently found
mentioned under the name V. satwa in modern
books, though long ago separated under the
name of Guisotia oleifera. The Mexicans use
a decoction of the Capitaneja

( V. Capitaneja)

as a vulnerary, applying it to the sores caused

by the saddle on the backs of horses and mules.
Verblum. A very rare metal occurring

with yttrium and erbium in the minerals or-

thite and gadolinite.

Verdict (Lat. verum dictum). In Law, tho
answer of a jury given to the court concerning
the matter of fact in any cause committed to

their trial. A special verdict is a verdict not
delivered generally in favour of either plaintiff

or defendant, but finding and stating the facts,

and referring the law arising upon them to tho
judgment of the court. [Junv.]

Verdigris (from Fr. vord, and gris). A
blue-green pigment, originally prepa^ in the
South of France by covering copper plates

with the refuse of the grape after the ex-

pression of the juice for wine. It appears to

be a mixture of the subacetates of copper,

and is now largely manufactured in this

country by alternating copper plates and
pieces of coarse woollen cloth previously soaked
in crude pyroligneous acid.

Verditer. A blue pigment, generally pre-

I pared by decomposing solution of nitrate of

copper by the addition of chalk. It is a hy-
drated carbonate of copper,

Verdurer or Verderor, An officer in

the royal forests, whose peculiar charge was
the care of the vert^ i. e. in forest language,

the trees and underwood of the forest, all vege-

tation sufficient to cover a deer being included

in the term, which was divided in old language
into over vert and nether vert. The office of

verdurer still subsists in some of the royal

forests. By stat. 10 Geo. IV. c. 50 s. 100, the

verdurers were to entjuire into enclosures and
encroachments, and impose fines on the of-
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fenders

;
but their jurisdiction is now practi-

cally obsolete.

Vergre of the Court. The compass of
the queen’s court, within which is bounded the
jurisdiction of the lord steward of the house-
hold. It is said to be so called from the

verge, or rod of office, borne by the marshal.

[Stewaud.]
Vergera (Fr. verge; Lat. virga, a rod').

Officers attached to cathedrals and collegiate

churches, whose duty it is to preserve order,

&c.
;
their name is derived from their carry-

ing a small mace or rod tipped with silver

before the clergy.

Vergette (Fr.). In Heraldry, a pallet, or

small pale. A shield divided by pallets is

termed vergette.

Verjuice (Fr. veijus). The expressed juice

of unripe or green grapes. The term is applied

also to a kind of vinegar made from the juice of

unripe apples.

Vermeil orVermellle. A jeweller’s name
for crimson Qamet, with a slight orange tinge.

[Pyrope.]

Vermicelli (Ital.). A paste of wheat flour

in tlie form of wormlike cylinders of various

diameters; the smallest or thread-like being
tonned vermicelli, and the larger macaroni. It

is also cut into ribands and other forms, and
is them called lialian ^ste. It is made by
forcing the paste throu^ small apertures in an
iron plate, which is done by a powerful screw
press. The most glutinous varieties of wheat
ai*e those which yield the fittest flour for this

nianufacture.

Vermlculltc (Lat. vermes, a loorm). A
fine scaly variety of Pyrosclerite, resembling
I'nlc in appearance, and composed of micaceons'

platos cemented together by a whitish matter;

it is a hydrated bisilicate of magneda, prot-

oxide of iron, and alumina. When heat^ to

redness it divides, with a vermicular motion,

itito threads, as if it were a mass of small

worms : hence the name. It is found in North
America, in Vermont^ and at SGlbuiy, Massa-
chusetts.

Vermiform (I^t. vennis, and fonna» silope).

In Anatomy, certain parts that are convoluted

and shaped like a woim are no calle^ as e.g. a
hollow process or prolongation of theintcstuinm

caecum
;
a part along the middle of the n^per

and under surfaces of the cerdielluiii.

Vermlftigea (Lat venniSfe a worm, and fi^,
I fut to flight), MedieineB used in efibeting

the expulsion of Intestinal woima. (Aitthbsl-

MINTICS.]

Vermilion (Fr. vermeil, ItaL vermiglioiie).

Red sulphide of mercury. [CimcABau ; Mbu-
CUBY.]

Vermin (from Lat. vermis). Qnadrupeds,

reptiles, worms, or insects, which are iiguriou

to the cultivator. The number of there is

groat in everv country, and calls into condnual

requisition tne skill and rigilanos of man to

subdue thorn. Jn British agricaltare the shoep

and poultry are attacked by foxes, weasels, and
other quadrupeds; the corn and other aeeds
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and roots by rats and mice

;
and all plants, as

well as seeds, . by the weevil, the gnat, the
tumip-fiy, the Hessian-fiy, the cockchafer, the
wire-worm, and other unsects. In gaiden-
ing, almost all plants are liable to the attacks
of insects, seeds to those of rats and mice,
and fruits to be eaten by birds. In gene-
ral, the most efficient mode to subdue in-

sects which attack plants is to invigorate
their growth as much as possible by c^ture,
because it is found that insects thrive best on
plants which are in a state of incipient disease

;

and the next best mode to this, is the en-
couragement of such natural enemies to vermin
as are not themselves more injurious than the
creatures they prey upon. There are some in-

sets, such as the turnip-fly, the wheat or Hes-
sian fly, and the aphis or green fly, which mul-
tiply very rapidly owing to the extensive pro-
pa^ion of the plants on which they feed ; and
these are the insects which are most ii\juriou8

to the cultivator, because he cannot multiply
their natural enemies in the same propor-
tion as he multiplies the insects by cultiva-

ting on a laige scale the plants on which
they grow. Ihe aphis he may destroy i>y

the application of tobacco-water and other
means

;
but he has little or no control over the

turnip-fly or the wheat-fly. Happily for man,
the seasons are not always alike propitious to
these and other enemies to vegetation.

Vermootlte. [Mispicxsl.]
Varnatloii (Lat. vemus, belonging to the

spring). In ^tany, the manner in which
leaves are arranged within the leaf-bud.

Vernier* A contrivance for measuring
intervals between the divisions of graduated
scales or circular instruments. The name is

given from that of the inventor, Peter Vernier,

who published an account of the contrivance
in a work printed at Brussels in 1631. It

consists of a small movable scale, sliding along
the graduated sc^e or arc; the divisions on
the one scale being to those on the other in

the proportion of two numbers which differ

from each other by unity. The theory of the
instrument, and the manner in which it is used,
maybe explained as follows: Let AB«o be

A
t • isi 4 ie 7 S 9 io

R
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a distance on the scale containing n of its

divisions. Let rv be another scale equal in

length to n— 1 of the divisions on AB; and
letvv be divided into n equal parts. Since

the distance AB«*n, and contains n eqiml parts,

each division on the scale Hence the
n

length ofthe vernier eena and, as it is also
n

divided into n equal parts, each division on the

Tcmier*? fn—

;

and therefore the
n\ H/ n «•*
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differenco between a dirision on the scale and

one on the vernier= — . Suppose the zero of

the vernier to coincide with the division marked
A on the scale

; then the first division on the
vernier will not coincide with the first after A
on the scale, but fall behind it by a quantity

equal to their difference, or equal to , In like

manner, the next line on the vernier will fall

behind the next on the scale by a quantity
equal to twice the difference of the divisions, or

equal to The third on the vernier will fall

behind the third on the scale by and so on

to the w*** division on the vernier, which will

fall behind the on the scale by :

n* n
by a whole division; and therefore the
division on the vernier coincides with the (w— 1

)•*»

on the scale. Conceive the scale to be a scale of
inches, and suppose it divided into tenths

; then

inch, of an inch, and ^
(1

n
difference between a division on the scale and
on the vernier) of an inch; so that the

of an inch is exhibited on the scale, though
Its divisions are only to tenths.

The vernier is connected with the scale in

such a way that it can be moved along it by
means of a rack and pinion, a tangent screw,
or some similar contrivance, and its zero be
brought to coincide with any point on the scale.

If, when the vernier is thus adjusted, its zero
coincides exactly with a diiision on the scale,

»|2 34 5«78 9
90

1 2 3

r 1 ui 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I)
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the measure is read off at once ; but if (as

must generally happen) the zero falls between

two of the divisions on thewle* then) some one

of the lines on the vernier will coincide, or very

nearly coincide, with one of the divisions on

the scaR, and the distance of the zero beyond

the last division on the scale behind it is ex-

pressed in hundredths by the number of the

division on the vernier which is coincident with

a division on the scale. Suppose, for example,

the position of the vernier with respect to the

scale to be as represented in the annexed

figure, where the zero of the vernier is brought

to coincide with a certain point p on the scale.

The point fl is read on the scale 29 inches, -A,

and a fraction which is to be measured by the

vernier. Here the division 6 on the vernier

coincides with that which is marked 8 on the

0c^e * therefore the distance of the zero of the

vernier from the last division 2 behind it on

the scale i^ ^ of an inch ; for as 6 on the

vernier ccincioes with 8 on the scale, the dis-

Unce of 6 from 7 is yijj ; of 4from 6, ygjj ; of 3

1
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from 5. of 2 from 4, of 1 from 3,

jjj5 ; and of 0 from 2, In like manner,
if the vernier were push^ along till the divi-
sion 8 coincided with 30 inches on the scale,

then the reading of the zero point would
be 29 inches ^ and If, when the zero
is brought to coincide with p, none of the
divisions on the vernier coincide exactly with a
division on the scale—for example, if the 5 on
the vernier should be a bttle pist the 7 on tho
scale, and the 6 not up to the 8—the reading
would be between ^ and^ ;

but its precise
amount could only bo stated by estimation. If
the line 6 appeared nearer 7 than 6 to 8, tho
distance measured would be greater than
or but loss than and if the line 6
appeared nearer to 8 than 5 to 7, the distance
would be greater than but less than or

Thus in any case the limits of the uncer-
tainty must be confined within a distance=
of an inch. In order that the coincidences may
be observed with greater certainty, the divisions
are usually read with a lens.

The vernier is equally applicable to circular
scales, such ns astronomical circles

;
it is thc'n

circular also, and must move concentric with
the limb of the circle. Suppose the limb
divided into intervals of 10'; and let «=rlO.
We hare then 10 divisions on the limb=100'

a
;
and the length of the vernier

=.a_-= 100'-10'=90';
n

which, divided into 10 equal parts, gives 9' for
the length of a dirision on the vernier, and
consequently the difference of the length of a
division on the scale and on the vernier= I'.

The arc, therefore, can bo read to minutes.
But the reading may bo carried to much more
minute quantities by increasing the length and
the number of divisions on the vernier. Instead
of embracing 9 intervals of 10' on the scale, let

the vernier embrace 59 such intervals, and be
divided into 60 equal parts. We have then
ass 10' X 60 5=: 600',w = 60, n® = 3,600; therefore

=10";, i.e. the arc may be read
o,oUU o

ta lO'\ •. -

In barometers, where a considerable degree
of accuracy is required, the inch is divided into

20 equal parts ; the vernier is made equal in
length to 24 of these, and divided into 25 equal

'parts. In this case we have a= = 1 -25 inch,
20

= 25; therefore - = = 0*002
;
so tliat tho

w* 626
vernier gives the reading to 5^ of an inch.

Instep of making the vernier equal to 91— 1

divisions of the scale, it is sometimes made
e<^nal to n + 1 divisions, and the object will

still be accomplished in precisely the same
manner. For m this case the length of a divi-

sion on the scale being as before, and thatof
n

a dirision on the vernier L the
n \ nj n n*
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difForenco is still The principle is the same

in both cases.

Tlie vernier is often called a nonius^ but im-

properly, the contrivance invented by Nonius
or Nuunez being on a ijuite different principle.

[Nonius.]

Veronica (a word made up from the Lat.

vera, truct and icon, Gr. an image or
Itkcnees). A creation of Christian legend, which
asserted that as Christ was led to crucifixion

Veronica put a handkerchief to His face, and so

obtained a true likeness. This relic is still ex-

hibited at Rome. Alban Butler, who accepts

the relic as genuine, thinks that there is not

sufficient warrant for asserting that the saint

who obtained it was named Veronica.

Veronica, (said to be from Arab, viroo nikoo,

heautifid rtTnetabrance). A large genus of

Scrophiilariaceous plants, consisting of herbs or

undershrubs, many of which arc cultivate<l to

adorn our flower boi*dera and greenhouses. Their
flowers are generally produced in close elongated

spikes, and the blue colour predominates.

Verruoae (Lat. warts). In Botany, the

name applied to warts or sessile elevations of a

glandular nature such as occur gregariously on
the surface of different organs.

VerruooM (Lat. verrucosus, from verruca,

a wart). In Botany and Zoology, when a sur-

face presents several wart-like prominences.

Versatile (Lat. versatilis). In Botany, a

term applied to bodies so placed that they

swing freely, as the oscillating anthers of

grasses. It is chiefly applied to anthers.

Versolutffeltla (after Ambroise Vers-

chaffelt, a Belgian nurseryman). A genus of
PalmciBf comprising a very handsome species,

recently introduce into Europe from the

island of Seychelles, and at flrst distinguished

by the temporaiy name of Begelia majestica.

The fruit is globose, drupaceous, with the scar

of the stigma basilar; and the albumen is

ruminated so as to form a kind of network.

The species, called V. splendida, has a simple

erect stem, clothed with spreading black needle-

shaped spines ; and the fronds are broad and
entire, with the apex parted in two widely

separate points, and the edges serrated.

Verae (Lat. versus, from verto, I turn).

This word designates in its popular sense a

line of a metrical composition, in opposition to

prose. The division of the books of the Old
and New Testaments into verses was applied

in the earliest MSS. t6 those parts of the text

in which the language of poetrjr is emplt^ed.

The steps through which a similar division

came gi^ually to be used throughout the

whole of the biblical volumes are curious, and
have been traced with gi^&t labour and par-

ticularity by Mr. W. Wright {Cgclopddia of
Biblical Literature). Henry Stephens (Etienne

Stephanus), the great French printer, has the

credit of having Anally established the present

system, in the middle of the sixteenth ceutury.

The first English Bible in which itwas adopts
was the Geneva (1662), whence it passed into
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the Bishops’ (1666), and Authorised Version
(1611).

Vehsk. [Pobtut; Bhtve; Rhythm.]
Versed Stae of an Aagle. In Trigono-

metry, the differenee between unity and the
cosine of the angle.

Version (Lat. versio, a tmrning). The use
of this word in literuiy language is chiefly

confined to the various translationsof the books
of the Old and New Testaments from tlio

originals into later or modem languages. The
ancient versions of the Old or New Testament,
or both, known to schohirs, are: the .Ethiopic,

Arabic, Armenian, Chaldee (Targum), Egypriau,
Greek (Septnagint), Latin (Vulgate), Sainaritaii

(Pentateuch), Syriiic. The authorised Virs'mi

of the Scriptures in English was commenced
in 1606, under the auspices of James I., by
fifty-four scholare selected by him, and first

published in 1611. (See the essays of Mr.
ilcutz and Mr. Plumptre, under these heads,
in Smith’s hictionarg of the Bible.)

Veraor. [Quaternions.]
Vent. A Russian measure of length con-

taining 3,600 feet; about two-thirds of an
English mile.

Vert (Fr.
;
Lat. riridiB,^««). In Heraldiy,

one of the colours or tinctures employed in

blazonry. It is equivalent to emerald among
precious stones, to Venus among planets. In
engraving, it is represented by ^agonal lines

from the dexter to the sinister sides of the
escutcheon.

Vert. [Verdureh.]
Vertebra (Lat.). This term, restricted in

Anthropotomy to certain movable portions of
the segments of the skeleton of the trunk,
is now applied in Anatomy to the entire seg-

ment; which consists, in its typical state, of

a centrum^ two ncurapophyses, und, a neural
spinty two hamapophgses and a hmmal spine,

and two pleurapophyses. The principal pro-
cesses of a vertebra, which are usually exo-

genous, are, theparapophym,th^ ^mdapephyets,
the hypapopkysea, the d'tapophysesi ana^
pophyses, and the eyaapophysee. The endo-
skeleton of the vertebrate animals consists of
a series of such segments or vertebne, some of
which may support a pair of diverging aivpen^^

dages, ana two pairs of such are usually de-
veloped into limbs.

Vertebroe (Lat.). In Human Anatomy,
the bones of the spine. They are divided into

true and false; Gie former constiititilkg^itie

upper, and the latter the lower portion of the
spinal column. The true vertebrse are further
divided into those of the neck, back, and loins

;

or the cervical, dorsal, and lumhar vertebrse.

There toe seven cervical vertebrse i the firstbf
which supports the head, and is called the
atlas

;

the second is the dentata : it has a
tooth-like process, forming a kind of pivot upon
which the head rotates. The dorsal vertebrse

are twelve in number, and the lumbar verte-

brae five. In the neck the spine projects for-

wards; it is then curved ba^wMs in the
thorax, and in the loins again projects for-
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wards. There ia au elastic substance between

the vertebr®, admitting of a certain degree of

motion ; small between the individual bones,

but considerable as affects the whole column.

The vertebrec, and their projections or pro-

cesses, afford attachments for a number of

muscles and ligaments ;
and the spinal marrow

w-^lodged in the bony canal formed by their

several perforations.

Vertebrates (Lat. vortebratuR, having

joints). The name of a primary division of

the animal kingdom, including tliose which

have a corobro-spinal nervous axis, protected

by a bony cylinder e< mposed of a succession

of verte])rae, which ar( expaiidtsl into a cranium,

wliere they enclu.*^ the eiiUrged anterior or

upjier portion : mirvous axis, called the.

brain. [Zooum.
Vertex (Lat. . rally anything that turns).

In Astronomy, point of the sphere di-

rectly overhead inoro frequently euilod the

zenith. The V4 < ‘x of an angle sr a cooc is

the point in w). It the sides of the anglo or

of the coue int < rsect. A vertex of a curre is

any point in wl.ich a diameter meets tile curve. <

Vertical itelating to vortex. VertUal
\

angles^ in Geometry, are the oppoMte angl4>s

formed by two straight lines which intersect

each other. Euclid demonstrates that vertical

or opposite rngles are cquaL
Vertioal Cirel€« In Astronomy, a grmt

circle of the sphere paj^ing through the zenith

and nadir. The meridian, and all azimuth

circles, are vertical circles, "tha prime vertical

is that particular vertical or azimuthal circle

which is perpendicular to the meridian, or

which passes through the eastern and western

points of the horizon.

The tenn vertical is especially applied to the

direction of a plumb line at anv point of the

earth’s surface, or of the line which points to

the zenith and is, therefore, perpendicular to

the horizontal plane at the point.

Vertical Vire. [Fihb of Autillery.]

Vertioll (Lat. verticillus, a whorl). In

Botany, a ring of oigans of any kind placed

round a stem upon the same plane. If the

arrangement is not precisely thus, and cannot

be described by a line drawn horizontally

round a stem, but consists of parts either

above the line or below it, the verticil is said

to be broken. The verticil is commonly called

a whorl.

Vertletllate (Lat. verticillus). In Botany,

a term used when several bodies form a ring

round a common axis, as leaves round a stem,

or the sepals, petals, and stamens round an

ovary,

V«nifo(Lai). Giddiness. This affection

is a -eommon symptom of disordered circula-

tion in the brain, and of nervous and general

debility.

VsBTioo. In Zoology, a genus of marsh

or land snails; so named ^m the abrupt

tiHst of the volatioiis of the shell, Seve^
species of this genus arc British; as Vertigo

secaU^ litTioni^ ^c,
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Vertumnna (Lat.). In Mythology, one of

the Latin deities. From tlie connection of the

name with the word verto, he was worsliipped

as being concerned with everything relating to

change, in the seasons, mercliandise, &c.

Vervain. [Vrri»>:ina.]

Vesioanta (Lat. vesica, a bladder). Sub-
stances which raise blisters upon the skin.

Vesicatorin. Cantluiridin. Tlic blistering

priiiciplo of CinitharideSt Lytta^ Mylabrisy and
other blistering beetles. [Cantharidks.]
Veaicle. A small blister or bladder-1iko

tumour for - tid by an elevation of the cuticle,

and contiuning a serous Ihud.

Veaiculoaana (Lat. vusiculosus, full of
bladders). Tlic name of a tribe of Tanystomo
Diptert>us insects comprehending those wliich

havi^ the abdomen in the form of a bladder.

Vesper (Or. tvirepot). The liutin name for

the evening star, calhd by Hesiod a son of

Astrieus ai^ Eos, and supposed to be the same
as the morning star. Diodorus speaks of

lli^penis as a son of Ati^as, while Hyginus
callshima sou ofEos and Kephalos. [PitocRis.]

The evening star gave liis name to wosteni

lands, as to Italy, which was Hesperia to the

Greek.s, and the name Greece lias probably the

same meaning. It is certain that the Hellenes
did not call themselves Greeks, nor is such a
people mentioned by any writer earlier thou
Aristotle, who speaks of tlie Grseci as having
inhabited a tnict bordering on the Aclielous, a
district which would be Hesperian to those who
dwell in the Eastern parts of the Hellenic land.

Among the Benotian towns mentioned in the

catalogue of the second book of the Hiad is

Graia, a name indicating possibly a western
settlement during the earliest occupation of the
country. The antithesis to Hesperia, or the

land of the Graise, the kinsfolk of the Gorgons
[Phoucos], is furnished by the JEthiopians, or

dwellers in the glistering land, where the sun
rises. Bub as the evening and morning star

were supposed to be the same, so the Homeric
A^thiopians live both in the far cast and in

the remotest west, where the sun goes down.
(Odyssey i. 23.)

Vespers. One of the seven canonical hours,

following nones and precedingcompline [Hours],
observed in modem times at two or throe in

the afternoon (but in Lent in the forenoon).

The massacre known in history as the Sicilian

Vespers was so called as hSving had for its

signal the vesper bell of Easter Monday
(March 30, 1282) at Palermo,
VesperttUonldeB (Lat. vespertilio, a bat).

The name of a family of Cheiropterous Mam-
mals, of which the genus Vespertuio is the type.

It includes the insectivorous and blood-sucking
6pecie.s of the order.

Veapldae (Lat. vespa, a wasp). A family
of acnlealed hymenopterous insects charac-
terised by their geniculate antennae, composed
in the males of thirteen joints, and sometimes
in this sex hooked at the extremity. Mandibles
strong and dentated; clypeus large; ligula plu-

mose or bilobed. The sting of the fences and
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neuters are long, powerful, and highly venomous, mitive form ;

in the Western chiirch it has been
The larvae of the wasp tribe are vermiform and made to take the shape of a vesica piscis. It
without feet : those of the solitary species are admitted of various materials and colours. It
enclosed separately in a cell, in which the is of very great antiquity, being mentioned by
mother deposits, at the same time with the egg, Gregory of Tours, and appearing in a mosaic of
the bodies of insects, killed for the purpose; a. d. 640. 2. cope (cappa^ pallium, pluviaJ^^
upon which the larva feeds. &c.) is in shape an exact semicircle with a

0St» (Lat.). One of the planetoids which border or orphrey on the straight side, and is

circulate between the orbits of Mars and Jupi- fastened across the chest by a clasp <^led a
ter. Vesta was discovered by Dr. Olbers of moree, A hood for use was anciently attached
Bremen, on March 29, 1807. Its mean dis- to it ; but only the form of one is now retained
tance from the sun is 2*36108

; the mean dis* on it, to serve as an enrichment with embroi-
tance of the sun from the earth being unity ; dered work. It is also of great antiquity in
and its sidereal revolution is performed in the Western church. 3. The tunide or dal-
1325*7147 mean solar days. The orbit is in- matica (called in the East eiicharion, used by
dined to the ecliptic in an angle of 7° 8^ 29", deacons), received the addition of wide sleeves
and the eccentricity of its orbit is 0*08967. as early as the fourth century. 4. The alb
Vesta is sup^sed to be one of the smallest of {camisia, alba, linea

;

in the East poderie, from
all the celestial bodies with which we are ac- reaching to the feet), a garment made of white
quainted,its volume being estimated to be only linen, with tight sleeves, and secured round
about of that of the earth, and its surface the waist by a gir^e. 5. The etole, spoken
not to exceed that of the kingdom of Spain, of by the name of orarium as early as the
On account of its smallness it is, however, diffi- council of Laodicea, x.i>. 360. It is a narrow
cult to determine its apparent diameter with band, widened at the end to admit of an
any degree of certainty. embroidered cross, and ending with a fringe.

VasTA.. In Latin Mythology, a deity, iden- 6. The pall [Paluum], generally worn by
tical both in name and in character with the Western metropolitans, is a circle of plain
Greek Hestia, a word denoting the hearth on white lamb’s wool with a pendant before and
which the sacred fire was kept burning. She behind, reaching down po the feet. 7. The
was thus inseparably connected with the rochet, a linen garment much resembling the
Penates, every dwelling-house being in a surplice; it is made either with or without
certain sense a temple of Vesta. Her temple sleeves. 8. The chimere^ simarra, oimar, is

in the Forum, like that at Tivoli, was round, properly a kind of cope with i^rtures for

and the lack of an image of the goddess was the arms to pass through. 9. The pastoral

supplied by the perpetual fire kept up by the staff (baculus pastoralis) was spoken of in

vestal virgins. the fourth council of Toledo, in the seventh
Vestal Virgins. This name was given to centuiy, as used by bishops. The form of

the six virgin priestesses of the goddess Vesta the shepherd's crook is rather later. 19. The
who had charge of her temple at Borne, and surplice is a loose flowing garment of linen

watched over Uie sacred fire, which was never with expanding sleeves, worn by ecclesiastics

to be suffered to ^ out. They had several of all ranks.

privileges granted them
;
but the loss of their Most 6f these vestments are noticed in the

vi^nity was punished by burying the offender Act of Uniformity, passed in the 2nd year of

alive. Their institution is ascribed to Numa. Edward VI., which regulates the habits of the

VeatibiUe (Lat. vestibulum). In Archi- English church,

tecture, an area before the entrance of a house ; I* or further details, see the Directorium

said by some to have been so ^led because Anglicanum, p. 13 &c. ; Pugin, Glossary of
an altar to Vesta was placed theroin. Ecclesiastical Ornament and Costume,

Veattbule of Uie Bar. A small bony The discussions which have been recently

cavity of the internal ear, the opening of which raised within the church of England on the

into the cavity of the tympanum is closed by question whether certain vestments arb, or

the small bone called the stapes

:

it is also con- are not, lawfully used by ministers, have

nected with the cochlea and semicircular canals, turned chiefly on the enactment of the Act of

VostmontaorVoaturos.Boolealaatleal. Uniformity, 1 Eliz. c. 2 s. 26, that 'such oma-
Articles of dress or ornament worn by ministers ments of the church and of the ministers

in the celebration of divine service. The fol- thereof shall be retained and be in use, as

lowing were and are the principal known to the were in this church of England by authority

Western church, and many of them to the Eas- of parliament in the second year of the reign

tern also : 1. The cestmant properly so called, of king Edward VI, until other order shall

or chasuble, called in the Western churches be therein taken by the authority of the

casula, planeta, pcsnvla, ampUbdum, &c. and queen’s majesty with the advice of W eccle-

in the Eastern ^v6\iop, phendiwn, was in siastical commissioners or of the metropo-

its primitive form a perfectly round garment litan.’. The reference seems to be to the *B^k
with an aperture in the centre for the head, of the Common Prayer and Administration of

When the offices were performed, it was lifted the Sacraments,’ ordered to be used in King
up at the sides, while the ffout and hack re- Edward’s Act of Uniformity, 2 & 8 Ejlw. VI.

mained pendent. The Greeks retain this pri*]c. I. Bat inasmuch as no certain know-
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VESTKY VETO
ledse crtn bo arrirod at aa to the vestments I tonsively cultivatotl in Europe, and furnishes

re^ly intended, and as Queen Elizabeth did an excellent fodder for milch cows and work'

not lilemlly take any such ‘ order therein ’ as ing st.ock, &c.

her Act of Uniformity seems to contemplate, Veteran (Lat. veteranus, from votus, old).

that piuly in the church which is anxious Among the Eonians, a soldier w'ho had passed

to approximate as fur as may be to the cere- the legal age of military service was termed
moiiial of the church of Home contends that vctcranm.

ivstmonts, at any time in use, and not expressly Vetirer. [Vittie Vaye.]

prohibited arc ponniesible. Tlio question has Veto (Lat. I forbid). In Politics, the

now become complicati'd by ingenious and power enjoyed by a branch of the legislature,

contradictory legal opihions, nor can it be which cannot of itself originate or modify a
solved, if its solution is deemed important, law, to r<ject the propositions of the other

except by legislation. branch or branches. In the Polish diet, every

Vestry (Lat. Vestiarium, a wardrobe). The noble who was nn independent member could

robing room attached to a church; and hence prevent any resolution from passing by his

applied to designate a meeting of parishioners simple dissent (expressed in the words, ' Nie

for parochial purposes, the bishop and priests pozwahim,’ I do not ‘permit). This privilege,

liaving in former timea used these rooms when termed the liberum ‘vetoy was the fertile source

they met to consult togetlier on similar affairs, of disorders and anarchy in that country. In
A general vestry is one to which every most constitutional monarchies the king has an

parishioner or outdwcller assessed to or paying absolute veto; in some it is only suspensive,

the church rates, or scot and lot, is admissible Thus, in Nqrwuy, if three successive storthings

of common right. The minister, when rector, (assemblies) repeat the same resolution, it

vicar, or perpetual curate, is generally con- becomes law against the will of the king,

sidered as entitled to be chairman of the The pn^sident of the United States may return

meeting. The powers of the vestry extend to a bill, Avith his reasons for dissenting from it,

investigate and restrain the expenditure of to the house in which it originated
; but if both

parish funds
;
to deftermine on repairs, enlarge- houses pass it afterwards by a majority of two-

ments, ornaments, &c., of the church
;
and to thirds in each, it is not in his power again to

elect certain parish officers. Several Acts of reject it.

Pkrliament have been passed for the regulation Veto. An Act passed by the General

of general vestries. (Stat. 58 Geo. III. c. 69 ;
Assembly of the Church of l^otland, known

59 Geo. III. c. 86; 16 & 17 Viet. c. 66, which by the name of the Veto Act. Lay-patronage
do not apply to the metropolis. See, too, stat. has never been cordially recognised on the part

1 & 2 Wm. IV. c. 60, as to parishes in towns.) of the people of Scotland. On the final esta-

Sdeat vestries existed by custom in many blishment of Presbytery as the national church,

large and populous parishes, especially in and in 1690, patronage was vested in the elders and
round the metropolis. Originally these con- heritors (landowners) of a parish. In 1711 (10
sisted of a number of householders annually Aune c. 12. s. 4) that law was annulled, and pa-

olected by the ratepp-yers. But, by usage of tronage was transferred as a civil right to indi-

long standing, these bodies were in many viduals as an accessory of laud, or as a separate

instances self-elected ;
i. e. the members of estate

; and those pati’onages which had of old

the vestiy filled up by their own choice any belonged to the pope, or to monasteries, or to

vacancy occasioned by death or resignation. archbishops, bishops, and chapters, were vested

Power has been given to parishes in which in the crown. The Act of Queen Anno was
select vestries did not exist by custom to ap- never universally acceptable in Scotland. Two
point such vestries, by stat. 69 Geo. III. c. 12 ;

dissenting denominations (the United Associate

and in many parishes the election of vestrymen, Synod, and the Belief) owed their origin to

&;c. has been regulated by local Acts. the indiscreet exercise of lay-patronage
;
and

The functions of select vestries, as regards though patrons were generally disposed, par-

therelief of the poor, are now regulated by the ticulurly within the last twenty years, to show
Poor Law Acts. duo deference to the feelings of the people, yet

esuvlaii. Vdeardo Garnet. The name hostility to this mode of nominating clergymen

giv^ by Werner to the Idocbask of Haiiy, having gained greater force, the General As-

after the locaUtj, Vesuvius, where it was first sembly, in 1864, passed the Veto Act, whereby,

noticed in ejected blocks, associated with Mica, if a majority of the male heads of families, lu

Hornblende, It is of a hair-brown or full communion with the church, appear before

olive-green colour. the presbytery and dissent, or l(^ge dissents at

VaottWlmii Oarnet* A name for Levcite, the meeting for moderating in a cuUf the pro-

originatiDg in the trapeaohedral form of the sentee was to be rejected. Those entitled to

crystals, which are sinular to those of Garnet, dissent are ascertained from a roll annually

Vwlolt (Lat vicia, Ital. veccia). The name made up. The Veto Act was first passed as an

given to a laihily of leguminous plants with interim Act ; but having received the sanction

heibncaou^ stems, which often ^pport them- of the majority of presbyteries, it was enacted

Mlyes on surrounding objects by means of into a standing law of the church by the

th6 tendrils with which their leaves are ter- General Assem^y of 1836. (H ill’s Fraeticeof

minit^. common Vetch or Tare is ex- the Judicatories of the Churchy p. 83.)
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VEXILLARII
Against the proTisions of this Act^ the

minority of the Assembly recorded, both in

1834 and 1835, their solemn protect, on the
ground that these provisions were not merely
wrong in themselves, but that they were
likely, on the first occasion on which a pa-
tron or presentee should determine to enforce

his rights, to lead to a collision between the
ecclesiastical and civil courts. The issue was
raised in 1835 in an action brought against
the presbytery ofAuchterarder for rejectingMr.
Young, who had been presented to the living

by the earl of Kinnoull. In giving judgment
in this action, the court of session (March 8,

1838) held that the presbytery had acted il-

legally, and to the hurt and prejudice of the
pursuers, and in particular contraiy to the

provisions of the statute of 10 Anne.
This decision of the court of session was

appealed from by the defender to the House
of Lords, which affirmed the judgment in ques-

tion (May 3, 1839) without the alteration of a
single word.

j

Meanwhile the dominant party of the church,

resolving not to obey the judgment of the

court of session, though confirmed by the higher
court tq which they themselves had appealed,

refused to induct Mr. Young as minister of
Auchterarder. They regarded the parish as

still vacant, and nominated a clergyman of

their own sentiments to the parochial charge,

qnoad spiiitualia, leaving the temporalities

untouched.

This conflict was followed by others of a
like kind in the presbyteries of Strathbogie

and G-arioch. In the latter, a majority inducted

the presentee (Mr. Middleton) to the parish of

Culsalmond, although he been served with
. a

veto. The ecclesiastical cofirts promptly in-

terfered
;
but interdicts against their authority

were obtained : and the case having been

carried to the House of Lords, a decision

was given in favour of the presentee, thus

declaring that the General Assembly had
no power to pass the vrto act, and that

all proceedings under it were null and void.

Indignant at this judgment, the leaders of

the dominant party in the Assembly deter-

j

mined to secede from the church, and on the

:

first day (May 18, 1843) of the meeting of the
j

General Assembly, the members of that body

who were in favour of the veto^ having given

!

in a written protest, constituted themselves

a body to be denominated the Fiieb Church
OF Scotland.
VexiUaill (Lat.). Veteran troops in the

Roman army, who, having served out their time,

were retained in service, and fought under a

standard of their own (vexillum).

VezUlary (Lat. vexillarius). In Botan;^,

that form of eestivation in which one piece is

much larger than the others, and is folded

over them, as in papilionaceous flowers.

VexUlnm (Lat. a Biandard), In Botany,

the standard or fifth petal placed at the back of

a papilionaceous corolla.

Via Xaetaa. [Milky Way!]
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VIADUCT
Viaduct (Lat. via, a way, and duco, I

lead), A briogo for carrying a road or rail-

way across a valley at such a height as to

maintain the general level of the line. As a

stream of water runs in the bottom of most
valleys, most viaducts have also to cross a
stream of greater or less breadth

;
hence

the definitions of a bridge and a viaduct

are not very different. [Bridge; Tudular
Bridge.]

Viaducts, like bridges, are formed of stone,

brick, timber, cast iron and wrought iron.

For important bridges, and viaducts of every

kind, iron is now the material commonly
preferred.

Iron bridges, of rude construction, but great

antiquity, are to be found in Thibet and China.

But the first iron bridge constructed in England
is that of one arch, over the Severn, near
Colebrook Dale, which was designed by Mr.
Pritchard, about 1773, and completed in 1779.

In this bridge five arched ribs of cast iron

support perpendicular spandril pieces, which
carry the roadway, and these ribs, which are

nearly semicircular, have a span of 100 feet.

Sunderland bridge, over the Wear, also of one
arch, was the next iron bridge constructed, and
was designed by Mr. Rowland Burdon in 1792.

This bridge consists of 6 segmental ribs of

200 feet span, and 30 feet rise. Each rib is 5

feet deep, and consists of 105 separate pieces.

Builds8 bridge, over the Severn, also ofone arch,

by Telford, followed in 1816. It has a span of

130 feet with a rise of 27 feet. Boston bridge,

by Rennie, has a span of 100 feet with a rise

of 4 feet ; and Southwark bridge, by Rennie,
in 1818, has three arches, the centre one
of 240 feet span and the side ones of 210
feet span. Telford’s design for crossing the

Thames by a single cast-iron arch was not
carried out.

The rise and progress of the railway system
led to the construction of railway bridges
of many different kinds. In the earlier

iron bridges the material was used in com-
pression alone, as if it were a superior kind
of stone. But the girder principle, which had
been siiecessfully introduced by Fulton and
Watt for supporting great weights in mills and
manufactories, was adopted in many railway
bridges, sometimes in the form of simple cast-

iron girders and sometimes trussed with wrought
iron.

The failure, however, of one of these trussed
girders in the case of a bridge upon this prin-

ciple carried across the Dee, near Chester, dis-

credited the system, and girders of wrought
iron then began to be introduced. Such girders
when applied to large spans naturally expanded
into two systems ; one the tubular system, as
exemplified in the Meoai bridge, and the oUier

the lattice system, which last is now very
generally employed in the case of deep girders
suited for lai^ spans. One very creditable

example of this species of bridge is that which
carries the London, Chatham, and Dover Rail-
way across the Tliames at Black£ri: ’*s, and in



VIADUCT
which the gitden rest on clnstered columns of

east iron set upon strong cylindrical bases of

stone.

The Crumlin viaduct on the Newport, Aber*
^venny, and Hereford Kailway, in Wales, is

formed of cast and wrought iron. The totel

height from the bed of the stream to the rails

is 200 feet ;
distance from centre to centre of

piers, 160 feet; total length of viaduct, 1,200

feet. The piers are formed of clusters of cast-

iron columns, placed in st^es. Each column

is 17 feet long, by 1 foot diameter, and from 1

inch to
I

of an inch thick. The number of

columns in each stage is 14, and they pe ar-

ranged in four rows of three each, with one

at each side of each pier, which gives it a sa-

lient angular outline. The width between the

columns at the base of each pier measures 13

feet 6 inches in every direction, except between
the centre rows, where it measures 6 feet

throughout the height. At the top of the piers

the width between the columns is reduc^ to

9 feet. Measuring from the centres of the

columns, the dimensions of the pier at the baso

are 60 feet by 27 feet, and at the top 30 feet by

18 feet, making a diminution of 30 feet in one

direction and 9 feet in the other
;
to effect which

all the columns except the central ones are

made to lean correspondingly. The columns

are trussed sideways to one another, and are

fitted endways to one another with .socket joints,

a projection of half an inch being left on the

top of each, which fits into a conresponding

recess in the base of the one above it ;
and the

surfaces, which truly turned, are held to-

gether by four bolts at each joining passing

through lugs. The foundations, which are of

strong masonry, are generally carried down to

the rock. The girders are made on Warren’s

principle, and consist of a stout beain above, a

tie below and diagonal filling. The mrders are

160 feet long and 14 feet 6 inches deep. The
dimensions of die top tabular beam or girder are

14| inches by 9 inches, the sides being of inch

plates, and the top and bottom of 4-indi plates.

The ties at the bottom of the girder consist of

four wrought-iron ban of 6 inches by f of an

inch. There are 18 diagonals to each girder,

and toward the centre th^ are strengthened

by plates, 'fhis viaduct, which was opened in

1867, contains 1,300 tons of wrought iron, and

1,260 tons of cast The hij^-level bridge at

Newcastle is constmeted of cast iron, and is

formed with two platforms, of which the upper

carries the r^way, and the lower the common
road. It consists of 6 spans of the average

width of 126 feet, and the height is 108| feet.

piers measure 60 feet by 16 feet, and are

lightened by arches.

The Chepstow and Saltash bridges an, in

a certain sense, suspension bridges, in which a

platform, carrying the roadway, is supported

by ties and chains. But the towers, instead of

being tied back by chains, are strutted asunder

from one another by great wrought-iron tubes.

The Boyne bridge on the Dublin and Belfast

Bailway ia formed on the lattioc-girder principle,

the main span being 264 feet, and the tw'O

side ones 137 feet.

Suspension bridges have not usually been
deem^ suitable for railway purposes, inasmuch
as the existence of a load at any one spot was
supposed to be likely to throw the bri^e out

of shape, by sinking it at that place, and raising

it at some other. This derangement, however,

it is obvious, would be preventt-d by a properly

stiffened rotidway, which- would sleo prevent
the roadway from being put into waves in high
winds; and Mr. Roebling, in 1848, throw a
suspension railway bridge over the St, Lawrence
just below the falls of Niagara, the breadth of

the chasm being 800 feet, and the height of the
bridge above the water 245 feet This bridge

consists of wire cables supporting a rectangular

tube 20 feet deep by 26 feet wide, or rather

two floors 18 feet apart, the upper carrying the
railway, the lower a roadway for ordinary
traffic. By bracketing out from the rocks, the
free length of the tube is reduced to 700 feet,

and it is then suspended from towers 82
feet apart from centre to centre by 4 wire
cables of 10-inch section, and each contain-

ing 3,640 separate wires. When a train

weighing 300 tons passes over the bridge, the
deflection is said to be only 10 inches. If

the published accounts are to be believed,

this suspension bridge, or viaduct, cost only
100/. per foot forward. The total span is

822 feet

The following are some examples of ordinary
viaducts of various kinds :

—

The Victoria bridge across the St Lawrence
at Montreal, constructed on the same principle

as the Menai tube [Titbuxab Bbipos], is

made with a single tube 6,692 feet long in

26 spans, the central one of 330 feet, and the
other 24 of 242 feet each. The masonry of
the piers cost 114/. per foot of the bridge, and
the ironwork 67/. The cost of the masonry
of the piers has been greatly increased by the
necessity of making them of great strength,

and with sharp underlying spurs pointing

against the stream at each pier, to resist and
break up the masses of ice which are brought
down the river in the spring when a thaw
begins..

The Soane bridge on the line, of the East
Indian Railway connecting Calcutta with Be-
nares, is of a len^h not much inferior to that
of the Victoria bridge across the St. Lawrence.
During a pi^ of the ^ear the Soane is a small
river, but in the rains it rises forty or fifty

feet, and spreads over a wide bed. This
bridge consists of lattice girders resting on
piers, and the piers rest on wells, which are
built up with solid masonry, and constitute

a great pile or pillar of bnekwork, capable
of sustaining a veiv heavy load. Bridges
similar to that over the Soane have been built

over the Jumna at Allahabad and Delhi.

Mr. Fowler’s viaduct across the ^veni» at

Oldbury Sands, is 4,131 yards long, and the
principal opening for the navigation is of 600
feet span, and 96 feet high.



VIATICUM
ITiatlemn (Lat. sujpplics for a joimteif).

In the Church of Borne, the Eucharist when
administered to dying persons is so called.

It is given with extreme unction, but only
to those who are in full possession of their

faculties.

Vibration (Lat vibratio, from vibrare, to

shake). 111 Mechanics, the reciprocating mo-
tion of a body, as of a pendulum, a musical
chord, or elastic plate. The term oscillation

is, however, more frequently used to denote a
slow reciprocating motion, as that of the pendu-
lum, which is pr^uced by the action of gravity

on the whole mass of the body; while viltra-

tion is generally confined to a motion with
quick reciprocations, as that of a sonorous

body, and which proceeds from the reciprocal

action of the molecules of the body on each

other when their state of equilibrium has been
disturbed.

ViB&ATioN. In Music, that regular recipro-

cal motion of a body, which, suspended or

stretched between two fixed points, swings or
j

shakes to and fro. The vibrations of chords .

are the source of the different tones emitted.

[Sound.]
Vibrationa of Blaatlo Platen. When

thrown into vibration transverse to their length,

elastic plates divide themselves into an even

number of vibrating segments, each segment
moving in a direction opposite to that of the

adjacent part. It follows that the points

of separation between two parts participate

neither in the motion of the one nor of the

other, and consequently remain at rest. In

the case of thin clastic plates, the continuity

of these points forms lines of repose, or nodal

lines, the forms and positions of which are

detected by placing the vibrating plate in a
horizontal position, and strewing a small

quantity of fine sand over its upper surface.

This method of investigating the vibration of

plates was discovered by Chladni, who, by the

arrangement of the sand, obtained a great

variety of figures which bear his name. A few

of the simpler figures observed when a square

and round plate are thrown into vibration, by

means of a violin-bow, are here shown.

Mr. Barrett has recently discovered that

sonorous vibrations of a high pitch have a re-

markable effect on the shape and mode of com-

bustion of a tall and voluminous flame of coal-

gas. By means of a properly^ shaped burner, a

smoky flame about eighteen inches long is ob-

tained, which at the sound of a whistle shrinks

down to half its height^ spreads out laterally

into a fish-tail appearance, and jdelds a largely

increased amount of light, so long as the sound
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is sustained. By a(\jiisting the shape of the

burner or increasing the pressure of the gas,

the flame ma^ be rendered wonderfully sensi-

tive to certain sounds, so that at the lowest
whisper or the slightest noise the flame can be
made to shrink. The term sensitive fames
has been applied to jets of gas in this state.

The cause of their susceptibility to tho in-

fluence of sound appears to be this: the

sonorous pulses throw the pipe which conveys
the gas to the burner into vibration, an^ the

flow of gas, being thereby urged to thp centre

of the tube and confined within narrower limits,

issues from the burner with an increased

velocity so long as the sound continues. Now
a sensitive flame is one which on the slightest

mechanical increase in the velocity, or (what
comes to the same thing) the pressure, of the gas,

will shrink and take precisely the appearance
which it has when influenced by sound. In
the same way a fish-tail flame can be made to

flare either by increasing the pressure on tho

gas or by a musical note, the latter having
been discovered in America by Dr. Leconte
some time ago. Since their discovery in 1866,
the subject of sensitive flames has been exa-
mined by Dr. Tyndall {Phil, Maa, February

1867), and a r^um^ of tho whole matter is

given in an article in the Popular Siience Ihvkw
for April 1867.

Vibrations ofMuaical Chords. [Sound.]
Vibrlonldse. Tlie name of a tribe of

Animalcules, commonly known as microscopic

eels, of which the genus Vibrio is tho type.

One of the species of this genus of Animalcules
is parasitic upon wheat r they form a cottony

mass in the interior of the grain, which, when
the latter is ground, will not pass through the

cloth, but remains behind in' the bran. When
full-grown, the Vihrio tntici, as this species

is termed, attains a quarter of an inch in

length
;
but the young are of such microscopic

minuteness, that Mr. Bauer, the naturalist,

has calculated that 50,000 of them might be

contained in one grain of wheat. The dis-

ease thus occasioned is commonly termed ear*

cockles. Scalding water has been mentioned
as the most obvious remedy.
VibrlaasB (Lat.). In Mammalogy, the stiff

long-pointed bristles which grow from the

upper lip and other parts of the head. In
Ornithology, the term is also applied to haira

which stand forward like feelers; or which
in some birds, as the fly-catcher, point both
upwards and downwards from the upper
and under sides of the mouth; or wnich
spread out on each side like a comb from
the upper sides of the mouth only, as in tho

goatsucker, when they are termid vibrissa

pectinatm,

Vibuniiim (Lat.: the ancients made use

of the word vilmma to signify any pliaiit

branched plant, that could be used ibr tying

or binding). An extensive genus of Capri*

foliacea, consisting of shrubs natives ofEurope,

Asia, and North America, but not found in

tropical regions. V, Lantana, commonly known
3 p2



VICAR
by the name of the Wayfariug-tree, is a laree

shrub generally found in hedges or woods.

Its leaves and berries are Rstringent ;
the

latter are used in Switzerland in the mann*
facture of ink, while the former yield with alum
a yellow dye.

.
The wood is white and hard,

and useful for turnery purposes. The rind of

the root is used to make birdlime. V. Ojndtis,

the Giieldres llosc, furnishes in one of its

varieties, haring tlio inflorescenoe sterile, the

well-known ornamental shrub called the Snow-
ball trcie. V. Ttniis, the Common Laurustinus,

a native of the South of Europe, which in

Corsica lorms large woods, is a valuable shrub,

from its dense evci^reen foliage, and its cheerful

flowers, procluctjd very early in the year.

VIoar (Lat. vicarius). A clergyman who
has the care of a parish as incumbent, in

the place of (vice) a lay or collegiate rector.

[Tithes.]

A vicar in the church of England is the

principal ecclesiastical person (parson) of his

parish
;
the word rector, where tliere is a vicar,

denoting only the owner of the rectorial tithes,

and not the acting clergyman. The corre-

sponding term in trench (vicaire) denotes an
assistant minister, whom we designate a curate,

the French cure being the principal clergyman

of a parish (in which sense the word curate is

used in the English Liturgy), so that the terms

vicar or vicaire, and curate or curi, have ex-

actly changed places in the two languages.

VIoar iipostollo. In the Ecclesiastical

language of the court of Rome, a person in

episcopal orders, holding from the pope au
thority to exercise his office in certain defined

countries and districts wherein there is no
organised Roman Catholic establishment. Thus
England was under vicars apostolic until of

late years, and Scotland is so still. Very
frequently the vicar has the titular dignity of

bishop of some see formerly Christian and now
suppressed, technically called in partibus inji-

deltum. The vicars apostolic are under the

direction of the Congi'cgation de FropigandA
Fide. [Propaganda.]
Vloan of the Umpire. In the German

constitution, princes who bad the right of re-

presenting the emperor in case of absence or

interregnum. The king of the Romans, when-
ever there was one, was perpetual vicar. If

there were none, the office was divided into

two: the elector of Saxony exercised the

vicariate in the two Saxon circles
;
the electors

palatine, and of Bavaria, alternately in the

remainder of tlie empire. They administered

revenues, presented to benefices, received feudal

homage, &c.

Vioe^sulmiral. The grade of flag-officer

next below au admiral. He ranks with a

lieutenant-general in the army.
Vloe<*ohainborlalii. An officer of the

royal household immediately under the lord

chamberlain.

Vle6-ebaacellor. The great increase of

the business of the Court ofChancery has from
time to time rendered necessary the appoint-
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ment of assistant judges. One vice-chancellor

was accordingly appointed in 1813, and two
more were adcM in 1841 after the abolition

of the equitable jurisdiction of the Court of

Exchequer. Each vice-chancellor sits in a se-

parate court, and takes a share of the general

business of chancery
;
his decisions are sub-

ject to an appeal to the lord chancellor or the

lords justices of appeal (who were in like

manner appointed in 1861 to i^ssist the lord

chancellor). The judge of the local court of

chancery of the duchy of Lancaster is also

termed a vicl-chancdlor, as being the legal

d^uty of the chancellor of the duchy, an
officer whose functions are political only.

The chancellors of the universities also, though
nominally the principal functionaries of those

corporations, act for the most part only through
vice-chancellors.

Vloegrerent (Lat. vicem gerens, holding the

place of any one). Any officer acting as deputy
or lieubmant of another.

I

Viceroy or Vlce-kinr. A title often

applied in common usage to any officer repre-

senting the supreme authority in a dej^xin-

dency; e.g. the lord-lieutenant of Ireland.

But it has seldom been officially given, except

to the governors of certain aependoncies of
the old Spanish monarchy

; such as Naples,

I

Peril, and Mexico, each of whom boro the
pompous title of alter ego of the sovereign.

Viola (Lat. a vetch). A large genus of
papilionaceous Leguminosa, whose species are

distributed throughout the temperate regions

of the globe. They are weak plants, gene-

rally climbing, with pinnate leaves, which
terminate in tendrils. V» sativa is the Tare or

Vetch of our farmers, and is extensively grown
as fodder for cattle. It is distinguished from
most of the species growing in this country,

cither wild or cultivate, by its sessile solitary

rarely twin flowers, and by its smooth seeds.

The common Bean is sometimes included in

this genus under the name of Vicia Faba.
[Faba.]

Victim. [Sacrifice.]

Victoria (after Queen Victoria). This
truly royal genus of NymphaaceeB consists of
an aquatic species of the highest interest from
its beauty and curious conformation. It has
thick fleshy rootstocks, sending up numerous
long cylindrical leafstalks, traversed by air ca-

nals, and armed with stout conical prickles. The
blade of tlie leaf is peltate, circular in outline,

and when fully developed is from six to twelve
feet in diameter, its margin uniformly turned
upwards to the depth of two or three inches,

giving the appearance of a large shallow tray,

while the lower surface is traversed by veiy

prominent nerves radiating from the centre to

the margin of the leaf, and connected one with
another by smaller nerves running transversely,

so that the whole under surface is divided

into a number of irregularly quadrangular com-
partments or open cells, by which the enormous
leaves are well adapted to float on the water.

The flowers when fully expanded have the
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oulcr bent downwards, while the central
rottc-colourod ones, with the stamens, remain
erect; and thus a noble appearance is pre-
sented, as of a central rose-coloured crown
supported bj a series of pure white and most
pacefully curved petals. The fruit when ripe

is a sort of globular berry, thickly besot with
formidable prickles. These noble plants in-

habit the tranquil rivers of South America,
and eswcially the tributaries of the Ama-
zon. The Spaniards call the plant Water
Maize, as they collect the seeds and cat them
roasted.

ITlotorla Cross. A British naval and
military decoration. It consists of a Maltese
cross of bronze, with the royal crest in the
centre, and underneath an eseroll bearing the
inscription, ‘For valour;’ it is worn with a blue
ribana for the nm’y, a red riband for the army.
It is ordained that noithor rank, nor long
sendee, nor wounds, nor any circumstance or
condition whatsoever, save the merit of con-
spicuous bravery, shall be hold to establish

a sufficient claim to the honour. The royal
warrant instituting the order bears date Jan.
29. 1856.

Victory (Lat. Victoria). In Roman Mytho-
l<^gy» goddes.s, called by Varro the daughter
of Heaven and Earth. Her altar was pre-

served in the curia or senate house of Rome;
and ita destruction was the subject of one
of the latest contests between Christians and
Pagans. (Beugnot, Lesfr. du Paganiamc en

Occidtniy i, 410, 430; Mkm. de PAcad, des

Inscr, vol. xviii. 21.)

Vicuna. [Auchekia;
Vidame. In French Feudal Jurisprudence,

originally an officer who represented the bishop,

ns the viscount did the court (vicc-dominua).

In process of time, these dignitaries erected

their offices into fiefs, and became feudal nobles,

such as the vidame of Chailres, Rheims, &c.

;

continuing to take their titles from the seat of

the bishop whom they represented, although

the lands held by virtue of their fiefs might be

situated elsewhere.

Videlicet (Lat. contracted from vidcre licet,

it mag he seen, it is clear). In Law. In

pleading, it is usual to state any allegation

which forms part of the facts set out, but

which it is not intended to prove with pre-

cision, with the words to wit preceding it, as

where an^hing is alleged to have taken place

heretofore, to wit on such a day. This is

termed putting a viddicet or scilicet.

Videttee (Fr.). Sentries placed on out-

posts and elevated points, so as to be able

TO observe the approach or movements of an

enemy.
Vtcrsonltc. A kind of yellow ochre,

found at Vierzon, Di^pt. du Cher, in France.

View (Fr. vue). In Law, the inspection by
a jury previously to trial of the place, on or

with regard to wnich the matter in controversy

has arisen.

VlgU (Lat. vigilia, a watching). In Eccle-

aiaatical usas^* the evening before a feast day
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is so termed.

^

Originally celebrated by meeting
togetlier at night (as they arc still on some
occasions in the Extern churches), the vigils

preserve the memory of the nocturnal assemblies

of Christians in times of persecution.

Vlgna (after Dominic Vigna, a commen-
tator on Theophrastus). A genua of Legumi-
nosa, founded upon plants originally referred

to Phaseolus and Dclvchos. Vigna is distin-

guished by its pods being nearly cylindrical,

instead of flattened as in Dolichos, and by
their being constricted between the seeds,

which are separated from each other by thin

spurious partitions. The species are dispersed

over the tropics of both hemispheres, most
numerously, however, on the American con-

tinent. They are herbs, with twining or pros-

trate annual stems, trifoliate leaves, and axil-

lary flowers. [Phaseolus.]
V. sinensis is very extensively cultivated in

the East, particularly in India, where its pulse

is called Chowlee, and forms, in coigunction

with rice, a considerable part of the food of the
Hindus. The Chinese, who call the plant Tow-
Cok, cook and eat the green pods as wo do kid-

.
ney beans. When ripe the pods are frequently

as much as a yard long, and contain about
twenty seeds, of vai'iable colour and variously

mark^. A variety of it {Dolichos melanopthal-

mus of some authors) is cultivated in Italy and
other parts of Southern Europe under the name
of Fagiolo del Occhio.

Vignette (Fr.). A small ornamental en-

graving without complete background or bound-
ing line, used in printing for the illustration or

decoration of a page of any work.

VIgnite. A mineral found in France, at

Vignes, in the Moselle. It is probably a
mixture of magnetic iron-oro, with carbonate

and phosphate of iron.

Vlklnge. The Norse name of the piratical

leaders, known to us as the Sea-Kings, whose
assaults began in the ninth century.

Villa (Lat.). In Roman Antiquities, ori-

ginally any country dwelling. Many descrip-

tions of ancient villas are found in the pages

of classical writers; but tlio two most com-
plete (besides those contained in the work of

Vitruvius) are the accounts given by Pliny the

younger of his Laurentine and Tuscan resi-

dences (Epist. ii. 17, V. 6). To tliese may be
added pleasing, though over-ornamented
poetical debneation of Statius, 8ilv<s, lib. 3,

describing a magnificent residence overlooking

the bay of Naples. The most important parts

of an ordinary villa were the porticoes, one or

more, along the front or sides of the mansion

;

the triclinium or dining room: the wings
forming suites of apartments, commonly
called, m the time of Pliny, dUstes', the haths,

with their appurtenances, the hypocausta or

vaulted heating rooms, a^yteria or dressing

rooms, rooms ror exercise {sphesristcria), &c,
A^acent to the main portico was generally

the Xtstus.
Village or VIU (Lat villa, pLoperly a

country house). In English Legal phramlogy.
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this word appears formerly to hare been nearly

synonymous with iown^ denoting an assemblage
of houses with or without adjacent land ; but it

is uow applied usually to the principal body of

contiguous dwelling-houses in a country parish.

In countries whore there are peasants attached

to the p;lebo, or possessing distinct rights and
obligations from other subjects, a Tillage is

properly a place inhabited by peasants only.

From the Latin villa was derived the French
ville, city^ originally signifying any residence ;

and thence a collection of houses which gradu-

ally grew around a principal residence. I'hus,

especially in Nonnandy, villt is a common ter-

mination to the names of places, like ton or

in England
;
and consequently, also, of family

names. The English town furnishes a parallel

instance of the alteration of the meaning of a
word produced by an increase of population,

our original towns having been single residences

or hamlets
;
and in Scotland at this day, a

house with its appurtenances in rural districts

is sometimes called the town.

Village Bjstem. In infant or rude
agricultural communities, a peculiar form of

communism is frequently recognised. The
laud is supposed to belong to all alike, and is

portioned out in plots or strips for the labour

of the several occupiers. The produce is

stored in a common barn, and distributed

according to the necessities of the inhabitants

by the headman, who is also responsible for

taxes and routs payable from the vill^e.

Belies of such a system are still to be reco^^ised

in the lands still or till lately found in the

common fields throughout some of the midland

and southern counties. The clan system of

Wales and the Highlands, and the Irish gavel-

kind, with its attendant custom of tonistry,

were modifications of the village system, which

WHS common in Bussia up to companitively

late times, and still exists in many parts of

India.

Vtllaraite. A hydrated silicate of magne-

sia, resembling Serpentine in hardness and
translucence, and in texture and colour very

like certain kinds of phosphate of lime from

ArendaL It occurs in small crystalline veins,

and in brilliant translucent rhombic octa-

hedrons ;
also massive and mnular—of a

yellowish-grwn or greyish-yellow colour; at

Traversella in Piedmont in veins of magnetic

iron-ore. Named after M. Villars.

VUlein (Low Lat. villanus). According to

the ancient law books, such as Glanville and
Bracton, the villein of the early middle ages

was absolutely dependent on his lord, was
possessed of no chattels which the lord could

not seize, and could be sold with his family into

slavery at the lord’s discretion, the only pro-

tection accorded to him being that of a remedy

against atrocious personal usuries. It is fur-

ther stated that villeins were regardant and
t» yro$$ : the former bein^ attached to the soil

(ascripd glebee), from wmch they could not be

j^emove^ though their services and chattels

.could be sold and enforced^; the latter attached
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to the person of the lord, and therefore aiIc-

able as slaves. This distinction has been dis-

puted by Mr. Hallam, who inclines to the view
that the condition of villeins was exceedingly

depressed.

Ilistorical evidence, derived from contem-
porary documents, presents us, however, with

a very different picture. The villein, in the

thirteenth century at least, is in possession

of land, which he holds permanently at labour
or money rents, and which descends to his

representatives on payment of a slight fine.

A tax called a heriotf and generally in the form
of his h(st chattily is leviable from his estate on
his decease, instead of all his chattels lying at

the discretion of the lord. He is prohibited

from quitting the manor, except a yearly rent

or a round sum be paid, the rent or the charge

for total emancipation being very small. He
cannot send his son into the church or to the

university without paying a similar fine, for to

take even the lesser orders involved emanci-
pation. He cannot many his daughters without
paying a fine, known as mcrchetay outage or
jamhage. But he has his legal remeay in

county courts against any one but his lord,

being liable to him before the freeholders of

the manor only, who were not likely to

strengthen his lord’s hands. ITc serves on
juries, and has bis vote for the knights of
the shire up to the famous election statute of

Henry VI., by which the franchise was limited

to the forty-shilling freeholder.

If the state of the villein described by
Glanvillo (De Legihus Anglim) had ever auy
litoral existence, a great change must have
been effected during the long and obscure
reign of Henry HI. It is certain that the
condition of villeins became better and better

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and
that they had become copyholders long before

the Beformation. Tlio ]a.st enfranchisement is

found in the reign of Elizabeth, when a fine

was paid, not we may be sure for social

privileges, or legal equality, but for some
larger rights over land. The latest plea of

villenage alleged as a defence to an action,

was made in the reign of James I., but the

court unanimously decided that servitude was
unknown to the English law, and that the plea
was bad.

For further information as to the condition
of the peasantry during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, see Prof. Bogers' work
on Agriculture and Prices in England,
Villenage (Low Lat. villenagium). The

state of a villein, or of lands and tenements
held by a villein.

till (Lat. villus, the long hair of anisnals).

In Anatomy, the name given to minute vascular

processes covering, in the proportion of about
I twenty-five to eveiy square line, the surface

(hence called villous) of the mucous membrane
of the small intestine, and giving it a velvety

or fleecy appearance. They promote the ab-
sorption of ^yle from the completely digested

food. Similar minute vascular processes of
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the chorion and other membranes are called

villi.

Vllloie (Lat. Tillosns, from villns). In
Hotnny and Zoology, when a part is covered

with soft flexible hairs thickly set.

VinagriUo. A South American name for

Oxalis Aceloaclla, used as a salad plant. The
sauu) term is also applied in Chili to dried

cakes of pounded oxalis leaves, which are

infused in water to make an acid drink.

Vlnalla (Lat. from vinum, wine). Accord-

ing to Varro and Ovid, a festival in ancient

Jtome. There were two vinalia : the first in

April, sacred to Venus
;
the second in August,

to Jupiter. The latter was considered as the

beginning of the vintage season, before which
new wine was not permitted to be conveyed

into Rome.
Vinatloo. A coarse mahogany obtained

in Madeira from Persia indica. It is one of

the shipbuilding woods recognised at Lloyd’s.

Vlneetozicum (a word coined from Lat.

vinco, to conqtLer^ and toxicum, ywison). A
genus of Abclepiadacea, the species of which
were formerly referred to Asclepias and Cynan-
chum; most of them are natives of the Old
World, and chiefly of Western and Central

Asia, though a few are European. The root

of V. officinale^ or Swallow-wort, which is the

common North European species, possesses

drastic and emetic properties, and w*as formerly

in some repute as a medicine, being employed
in scrofula and skin-diseases, and also, par-

ticularly in Germany, as an antidote to poisons,

whence it has been named Tame-poison. When
fresh, it has a disagreeable odour, and an acrid

bitter taste.

Vlnoaliua (Lat. a bond or tie). In Algobm,
a mark or character which connects several

letters or quantities, and indieatos that they

arc to be treated os a single quantity. V:cta

first used the bar or lino over the quantities

for a vinculum, thus, axb + c; meaning that

the quantity u is to be multiplied by the sum
of the quantities b and c. This manner of

connecting quantities was generally used by
the early English writers on algebra ; but it is

now more common to make use of the paren-

thesis, which is a much more convenient mode
of notation, especially when the expression

is somewhat long. Thus, instead of writing

a xb + CtOT v'x*-*- 2 + y*, it is more usual to

write a (6 + c), v'(jr* + 2 xy + y*). The paren-

thesis, which has generally been used by fo-

reign mathematicians, is said by Hutton to have
been first used as a vinculum by Albert Girard.

Vina (Fr, rigiie, Lat. vinea). In Horticul-

ture, the name of the Grape Vine, the fruit of

which is in universal demand, either fresh, or

dried as raisins. Its fermented juice forms
WiNB. [VlNEYABD

; VlTIS.]

The word vine, in Botany is often employed
in a general sense to designate any stem which
trails along the ground without rooting, or en-

tangles itself with other plants, to which it

adheres by means of ita tendrils or by twining

;

as the encumber and the hop.
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Vine Mildew. The name applied to a

white mould, to which of late years the vine has
been very much subject. This mould makes its

appearance on the leaves and young bunches of

grapes, and produces either complete abortion

in the fi-uit, or dwarf ill-shaped juiceless crack-

ing berries
;
or where a little pulp has been

formed, rapidly reduces the whole into a state

of decomposition. The mould was named by
Mr. Berkeley Oidium Twekeri. Subsequent ob-

servations have confirmed a suspicion, which
was before entertained, that the Oidia of this

group are merely a peculiar condition of difiTcrent

species of Erysiphe
;
and it is generally allowed

that such is the case with the vine mildew itself,

though it has never been observed to make any
further advance than the production of those

peculiar cysts, known under the name of pycni~

dia, which accompany the true fruit of Erysiphe.

'The disease has spread in every direction,

and many remedies have been proposed, among
which the application of sublimed sulphur has
been, when properly and pcrseveringly applied

at a sufficiently early stage, almost uniformly

efficacious. [Oidium.]

Vinegar (Fr. vinaigre, Lat. vinum acre,

sour wine). This term is applied to various

modifications of the acetic acid. The simplest

> mode of obtaining vinegar is to excite a second

I

or acetous fe**mentation in wine : in this case

I

oxygen is absorbed, a variable proportion of

I

carbonic acid is generally evolved, and the

alcohol of the wine posses into acetic acid.

!
Very good vinegar is also made from strong

I

beer, or from a wort or infusion of malt pre-

I

pared for the purpose, or from a decoction of

common raisins, or from a mixture of about 1

I

part of hran^ with 8 of water and some sugar

!
and yeast ^e acetic fermentation is accom-
plished eitlier in casks, or by allowing the

alcoholic liquid to trickle slowly over shavings

or twigs, a current of air passing in the opposite

direction.

When vinegar is distilled, various Impurities

which it contains remain in the still, and the

liquid uhich passes over is the acetic acid,

nearly pure, but largely diluted with water. In
tliis state it is usually called distilled vinegar,

and is used chiefly in pharmacy. But though
a oonsiderablo quantity of vinegar is made in

wine countries by the first-mentioned process,

and here and elsewhere by the second, in which
malt U employed, yet for all the purposes of

the arts and manufactures, as well as for

domestic consumption, the market is chiefly

supplied from another source, wbivh is ^e de-

stnietive distillation of wood. It has long been
known that when certain kinds of dry wood
(espeeially beech and such woods as are not
resmoos), instead of being burnt in the open
air, are converted into charcoal in dose vessels,

so as, in fiict, to be submitted to destructive

distillation, the vapours which jpass off yield,

when condensed, a large quantny of tar, and
of very acid water. The latter is, in fact,

an impure vine^r, i. e. it owes its acidity to

[acetic acid, which is formed during the pro-
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C08S out of the carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen of

the wood, whicli elements are also those of

acetic acid, and not in very different propor-

tions. When this impure acetic acid is freed

from the tar and empyreumatic oils with which
it is mixed, it is called crude jtyroligueous acid.

To convert it into pure acetic acid, i. e. to

separate from it the empyreumatic products

with which it is intimately combined, is a some-

what circuitous process, of which the following

is an outline: It is first distilled, by which
fyroxylic spirit and oil of tar first pass over,

and these are followed by a quantity of impure
or rough acetic acid. Tliis rough acid, which
is used by dyers and calico-printers, and by
makers of sugar of lead, is saturated with

powdered slak^ lime, and being filtered, yields

a solution of impure acetate of lime, which is

evuporated to dryness, and which, distilled with

dilute sulphuric acid, yields a purer acetic acid I

than the former, but which still has a burnt I

and disagreeable flavour ; it is therefore again

saturated by lime, and this liquid acetate of
I

lime is mixed with a solution of sulphate of

soda, which, acting by double decomposition,

yields a precipitate of sulphate of lime, and
acetate of soda remains in solution. The latter

salt is procured by evaporation, and purified by
torrefaction and crystallisation. The vinegar

makers, who purchase it, decompose it in retorts

or proper stills, by means of sulphuric acid, by
which a veiy pure and sti’ong acetic acid passes

over, sulphate of soda remaining in the retort.

The acetic acid thus obtained, which is in its

most concentrated state, is extremely acrid,

sour, and pungent, and is often culled radical

vinegar

i

or, when perfumed, aromatic vinegar
;

it is also occasionally termed glacial acetic acid,

from its property of congealing at a low tempe-

1

rature, and remaining frozen at temperatures

below 60®. In this state it is a compound of 1

atom of real acetic acid 61, and 1 of water

»9; the real or anhydrous acid, as it exists

in the dry acetates, being composed of

—

Atoms Equlv. Per cent.

Carbon . . . . 4 24 47*06

Hydrogen . . . 3 3 5*88

Oxygen , . . • 3 ^
‘ 24, 4706

61 10000

proportions whidb are equivalent to 4 atoms of

carbon and 3 of water. 'When this strong
acetic acid is diluted with water and slightly

coloured, it forms a very pure and excellent

substitute for common vinegar, and is cheaper
than acid of the same stren^h prepared in any
other way.
The combinations of acetic acid with various

bases are called aoeiates. The acetates of lead,

copper, iron, and alumina, are chiefly employed
in dyeing and calico-printing

; the acetates of

ammonia and of potash, which, as well as

acetate lead, are used in medicine
;
and the

acetates of lime and of soda are employed in

the prspazation of strong acetic acid. The
acetates are re^gnieed by their solubility in

wateTi and by the fiimes of acetic acid whichm
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(Iicy evolve when acted upon sulphuric acid.

The specific gravity of the strongest liquid

acetic acid is 10629
;
that of good malt vinegar

is 10200 ; and that of distilled vinegar about
100*23. Tlie strength or value of vinegar, and
of acetic acid, can be learnt only by its satu-

rating power.

The manufacture of vinegar is chiefly con-
fined to England, the quitntity produced in

Scotland and Ireland not amounting on the

annual average to more than 100,000 gallons.

The quantity of vinegar manufactured in

England is over 3,000,000 gallons annually.

Vinegar Plant. A peculiar state of the
mycelium of reniciUiumfjlaiicuni. During the

process of acetous fiTnicntation of liquids, a
coat of greater or less thickness, consisting of
many layers separable the one from the other,

is formed on the surface. This under the

microscope is found to consist of interlaced

delicate branched threads, which, if placed in

circumstances favourable to their develope-

inent, give rise to a crop of Vemcillium glau-

cum^ a universally distributed mould. If a
portion of this coat is placed in a solution of
sugar and water, kept in a proper temperature,

the whole is converted into vinegar lar more
rapidly than it would be without the presence

of the fungous mass. It is therefore called the

Vinegar Plant, and is much used in the manu-
facture of vinegar. The mode in which the

Vinegar Plant operates on the solution is sup-

posed to be similar to the action of the Yeast
Plant.

Vineyard. A plantation of Grape Vines
cultivate for the purpose of making wine.

A'ineyards at present are chiefly confined to the

warmer parts of the Continent, but they were
formerly to be met with in llritain, more par-

ticularly in the neighbourhood of religious es-

tablishments.

Among the last vineyards of which we have
any account, are one at Haffield, near Ledbury,
which belonged to the celebrated Jacob Ton-
son

;
one at Bury St. Edmunds ; one in the

Isle of Wight
;
and another at Pain’s Hill, in

Surrey. The ground chosen in all these cases

was a sloping surface of dry gravelly or

chalky soil, with a southern aspect; and the

vines were planted in rows at four feet apart

I

every way, and trained to short stakes aTOUt
four feet high. Every year the shoots were
cut down to within a foot of the mund, and
not more than three shoots were aUowed to be
matured by each plant. Each shoot produced
two or three bunches of grapes, and the shoots

were shortened in the course of the summer so

as never to reach higher than the stakes, to

which they were tied with rushes previously

cut and dried for the purpose, or with twigs

of willow. The kinds of gi’apcs grown were
chiefly the Buipmdy or large Black Cluster,

and the small Black Cluster or Miller grape,

so called from the white mealy appearance of

the leaves. In fine seasons a tolerably good
wine was produced.

On tbe Continent, the vineyardswhich produce
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the best wine are invariably found on dry soils,

more or less calcareous; and the most cele-

brated are on the dry sunny sides of granitic or

calcareous hills, with the surface formed into

terraces, like the steps of stairs on a large

scale
;
each stop or terrace being Supported on

the lower side by a stone wall, to which the vines

planted at the base of the wall are sometimes
attached, not by nails, as wall-trees are in

Britain, but by hooked sticks driven into the

interstices between the stones, such walls being

for the most part built without mortar. In
Franco and the South of Germany, vines are

seldom allowed to grow higher than four feet

;

and they are cut down every year, after the

crop has been gathered and the leaves dropped,

to within one or two feet of the ground. In

the neighbourhood of Stuttgard, and between
that city and Heidelberg, where the sides of

the hills are covered with vineyards, the shoots

are not cut down before winter; but those of

each stool or plant are bent down to the

ground, where they are tied together with a

straw band, and retained in that position by
laying a stone on the bundle. This is for the

purpose of preserving the vines from the ex-

treme cold of winter
;
the shoots, when so laid

prostrate, being soon covered with snow. In
spring, the shoots are raised up again, pruned,

and tied to stakes. In the north of Italy, and
chiefly in the plains of Lombardy, the vineyards

aremanaged much as in France; but in Tuscany,

the Papal States, and Naples, the vineyards are

interspersed with mulberry-trees, which are kept

pollarded
;
and to these the vines are attached,

partly by ties of willow and partly by their

tendrils, and they produce bunches of grapes

to the height of six or eight feet from the

ground. Sometimes the shoots are trained to

elms, mulberry-trees, or poplars, in which case

they produce grapes to a much greater height

Vlngt-un (Fr.). A popular round game
at cards. It depends on the number of pips

in the cards dealt to each player ;
in reckoning

which, the ace counts either one or eleven at

pleasure, the court cards ten each, and the

others according to the number of Uieir pips.

The object is to obtain the highest number,

not exceeding twenty-one^ whence the name.

Vinous Vermentfitlon. The change

which takes place in saecharine solutions m
the presense of yeast. It consists in the

splitting np of sugar into two atoms of alcohol

and four of carbonic acid. [Febmentatiok.]

Viola (Ital.). A musical instrument of tbe

same form and with the same number of strings

as a ViOLiK, and, like it, played with a bow,
but larger, and extending a fifth lower in com-
pass, The English call it the tenor violin,

VIolaeoae (Viola, qne of the genera). A

'

natural order of hypogynous Exogens, consist-

ing of herbs or shrubs, of which between tw^o

and throe hundred species are known, dispersed

over nearly all parts of the globe. They have

usually alternate and simple leaves furnished

with stipules, and axillary flowers, either

solitary, or in cymes, racemes, or panicles.

They have the one-celled free ovary with
parietal placentas (usually three) of jJLracem

and their allies, but are distinguished by their

stamens being almost always flvo in number,
with very short filaments and comparatively

large anthers, erect and often connate in ii

ring round the pistil—their connective often

very broad, and produced into an appendage
at the top, with the colls opening inside the

ring. The flowers, when irregular, are often

large and showy
;

and the capsule in the

greater number of genera opens m three very
elastic valves.

Violan* A mineral of a dark violet-blue

coloxip found at St. Marcel, in Piedmont.
Violet (Lat. viola). The name of a well-

known wayside flower, the Vv>la odorata of

botanists. The odorous emanations of Violets,

like those of some other flowers, are said by
Pereira to have occasionally proved dangerous.
Taken internally, the syrup acts as a laxative,

while the root is emetic, and might even bo
employed as a substitute for ipeciicnanha.

Violin (Lat. fides
;

Gcr. fiedel; Dutch
vedelc^ Old High Gcr. fldula; Mod. Lat.

vitula
;
Prov. viula

;
Ital. viola, and hence the

dim. violino: Wedgwood, English Etymology,
8.V. ‘ Fiddle *), A musical instrument, commonly
called a fddlcy mounted with four strings, and
played with a bow. It consists of three parts

—the 7ieck, the table^ and the sounding-board
;

at the side are two apertures in the shape of S s.

On it is a bridge, which bears the ^^t^ings up
from the belly, over which they pass from ono
extremity, atlled the tail-picce, to the other near
the head, where they are received by turning

pins, which tighten or loosen them at pleasure.

The violin is the most perfect of solo instru-

ments, on account of its fine tone, its great

capability of execution, and, still more, of ex-

pression, in which latter respect it has no
parallel.

The best violins were those made at Cre-
mona, in Italy, more than a century ago, and
which still bear a high value.

The violin tribe of instruments constitutes

the main element of every concert orchestra

;

there are four varieties generally used, viz. the
violin, the viola, the violoncello, and the double

bass,

VloUne. An emetic principle contained in

the root of the Viola odorata, or common violet.

Violoncello (Ital.). In Music, a bass
violin with four strings.

Violono (Ital.). In Music, a large bass
violin, commonly called a double bass. The
Italian form of the instrument has three
strings, the German four.

Viper (Lat. vipera, perhaps a contraction

of vivipar ; from vivus, alive, and pario, 1 bring

forth'). The common name of a genus of venom-
ous serpents which produce living young, and
have a head broader than the neck, and no pit*

behind the nostrils. The true vipers ( Vipera^

are distinguished by the head being covered
with scales, like those on the back, a’.:d by the

nostrils being very large. Tho homed viper of
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North Africa and tho puff adder of South which the forces respectively act. The princi-

Africa belong to this group. The adders pie is thus enunciated generally by Lagmngo
(Berus) have the head covered with ^nular {Mhantque Analytique, p. 22)
scales, with larger ones intermixed in some * If any system or bodies or material points,

species, and have the nostrils of moderate size, urged each by any forces whatever, be in

The black adder and the common adder equilibrium, and there be given to the system

chersea), which are the only indigenous venom- any small motion, by virtue of which each

ous reptiles of Great Britain, are examples of point describes an indefinitely small space,

this group. which space will represent the virtual velocity

Vlrffate. [Yaud.] of the point; then the algebraical sum of tho

VlrirlUaii Husbandry. [AoiticuLTunE.] forces multiplied each by the space which the

Virginal. A musical stringed aud kt'yed point to which it is applied describes in the

instrument of tho harpsichord species, used in direction of that force, will always vanish,

the sixteenth century. A book of exercises for regarding as positive the small spaces described

the virginal, written for Queen Elizabeth, is in the direction of the forces, and as negative

still extant. those described in the opposite direction.^

Virgo (Lat. the virgin). In Astronomy, one Galileo was the first to observe the above

of the twelve zodiacal constellations, or signs, properties of virtual velocities in macliines

;

b<*ing the sixth in order, beginning with Aries. John Bernoulli, however, first recognised the

I^irgo is usually represented with an ear of principle in all its breadth, and Varignon aud
corn in her hand, and is lienco called Signvm several others verified it in almost all branches

Ccrcris. Tho sun enters this sign about the of statics. (Vangaon, Nouttellc M^aiiique^Varis

22nJ of August. The constellation Virgo con- 1725.) Lagrange, in his Mwanique Aiialgtiqxie^

tains one bright star of the first magnitude, makes it the foundation of all mechanics, and
called Spica Virginis. deduces from ita uniform method of forming the

VIrola. Aublet, in his work on the plants equations of equilibrium and of motion for all

of Guiana, established this genus upon one of possible systems of bodies. Fourier has de-

the American Nutmegs, named by him V, seM~ monstrated the principle from the property of

fera ;
but modern botanists regard it and its tho lever {Jour, de VEccle Bolgtech. cahier 6)

;

allies as forming one of the sections of the but Poinsot, in his admirable memoir (append^
large genus Myristica, consisting of large trees to his Ellments de Statique) on the equilibrium

confined to tropical South America. V. sebi- and on the motion of systems of bodies, has

/vra, which forms a tree sixty feet high, is mven perhaps the most complete analysis aud
common in the forests of Guiana and North demonstration of the principle.

Brazil, and is found as far north as Panama. Virtue. [Ethics.]

A solid oil or fat is obtained by macerating the Vie (Lat. force or power). In Mechanics,

seeds in hot water, and this is used in Guiana this word is synonymous with force. The term
for making candles. An acrid red juice, em- is used chiefly by the older writers, and is

ployed mMicinally by the Brazilians, exudes applied by them to divers kinds of forces or

from wounds made in tho bark. powers. Thus, vis acceleratrix, accelerating

Virtual Voeus. In Optics, the point from force
;

resistance
; moving

^
which rays, having been force, &c. Vis mortua and vis viva are terms
rendered divergent by which were used by Leibnitz and his followers

;

reflexion or refraction, the former signifying a pressure, and tho latter

appear to issue. Thus, the force of a body in motion estimated by the
let MN be a section of distance to which the body goes. About the

a metallic speculum, F beginning of the last centuiy, a keen dispute
a radiating point. Fa, aioso among mathematicians with respect to tho

F a* rays falling on tho manner in which the forces indicated by those

s||>Gculum at a and a\ ahd reflected into the terms ought to be estimated. It began with a
directions a h and a! If

;
then the point V, in thn prize essay by John Bernoulli on the Investiqa-

concourse of tho straight lines a b and a' is turn of the Laws of the Communication of Mo*
called the virtual focus of tho reflected rays, tion^ and was carried on for many years with
[Rbflkxion.I ^eat asperity. The question was, whether the

Velool^. In Mechanics, the ve- force of a moving body is proportional to the

locity which any point of a body in equiltbrium square of the velocity, or to the velocity simply,

would actnallpr acquire during the flrst instant No controversy (sa^s Playfair) was ever carri^
of its motion if that equilibrium were disturbed, on by more illustnous disputants : Maclaurin,

The general principles on whtdi the laws of Stirling, Dosaguiliers, Jurin, Clarke, Mairan,

equilibrium in machines are established may bo were all engaged on the one side
; and on

reduced to three ; viz. the principle of the lever

^

the opposite wore Bernoulli, Bferman, Poleni,

the principle of compoMtum of forces, S'Gravesande, and Muschenbroek. The dis-

the principle of virtual velooUies, The last pute was token up as a point of national honour,

consists in this, that two forces are in equi- Germany, Holland, and Italy declared for the

fibrium when, they are in the inverse ratio of vis viva ; England stood firm for the old doc-

the virtual velocities of the points to which trine; and France 'was divided between tho

they are applied, estimated in the direction in two opinions. (* Dissertation on tiio Progress
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of Math, and Phys. Science,’ Ency. Brit.) The
difference in this case, as in most other disputes
of a similar kind, arose from the parties not
understanding each other. When the effect of
a body in motion is measured by the distance

to which it gex^s, before being brought to rest

by a constant resistance, the effect is propor-

tional to the square of the velocity
;

if mea-
sured Vjy the time that elapses before the

motion is destroyed by a resistance of uniform
intensity, it is as the velocity simply. Both
Dmasuros may be considered as coirect, and
they are not inconsistent when rightly under-
stood. (Playfair’s Nat. Bhil. vol. i. p. 66.)

The vis viva, considered as a power residing in

a moving body, is now frequently called kinetie

or urtued energy. [Force; Potkntia.lEneiioy.]

Viscera (Lat.). Tlie contents of the three

great cavities of the body: the brain, e.g. is

the viscus of the cranium, the heart one of the

viscera of the thorax, and the stomach one of

lie abdominal viscera. The term is usually

restricted to the organs of the thorax and
ilKlomen

;
for the myelon is as much entitled

.0 be called a viscus of the spinal canal, as the

encephalon a viscus of the cranium. The
hjnmal arches of the cranial vertebrae have been
called visceral in the embryo, and their inter-

spaces the visceral cl/ts.

Viscln (Lat, visciim, mistletoe). A glutin-

jus constituent of mistletoe, of certain berries,

and of the middle bark of the holly,

Viscount. A title of honour; in its

original signification, the delegate of a count

{vive-comes), and applied to governors of towns
and districts under the authority of that officer.

In England, the appellation of vice-comes, or

viscounte, in Norman French, was long used .to

designate the sheriffof a county (the vkegerenb
of the enrl) before it became a title of peerage.

It is the most modern of English honours in

the latter sense ; and was first conferred by
letters patent on John Lord Eoaumont, and the

heirs male (»f his body, by Henry VI. in 1440.

A viscount ranks between earl and baron.

VJscum (Lat. ; Gr. the mistletoe). A
genus of Loranthacem, of which V. album, the

Mistletoe, is the only species to which any con-

siderable interest attaches. This is a parasiti-

cal shrub, whose root, or what corresponds to

a root, is firmly embedded in the substance of

the tree on which it grows. The mode of at-

tachment to the nourishing plant has been made
the subject of an elaborate paper by Dr. John
Harley, in the Transactions of the LinneBan

Socidy (jaiy. p. 176), The roots of the

mistletoe come in contact especially with the

new wood inside the bark, where the descending

sap is richest and most abundant, and are pro-

longed inwards in a direction parallel to that

of the medullary rays. The cellular systems

of the two plants thus come into contact, but

no direct communication takes place between

their vessels. As growth goes on, and annual

rings of wood are added to the stock, similar

rings are formed in the mistletoe, and so the

woody layers of the two plants become co-
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incident. The parasite slowly but surely in-

volves the destruction of the branch upon which
it grows.

The apple is the tree on which the Mistletoe

grows most abundantly, and the orchards in

Herefordshire are greatly infested with tin

parasite, which, however, has a value of its

own, for it appears that upwards of one hundred
tons of mistletoe are annually forwarded to

London and other large towns from that

county alone, for Christmas decorations. Next
in frequency to the apple the mistletoe prefers

the poplars, though it is not found on the

Lombardy Poplar. It also infests hawthorns,
limes, maples, and the mountuin-ash. It has
been found on the Cedar of Lebanon and on
the larch, but rarely upon the oak. Un-
doubted instances of the latter have, however,
been recently recorded—one at Eastnor Park,
near Ledbury, Herefordshire, and another at

Frampton - on - Severn, Gloucestershire. The
magnificence of the oak on the one hand, and
the rarity of the mistletoe on this tree on the
other, are probable reasons for the greater re-

verence which was paid to the oarasito when
found on this tree.

Some botanists have proposed to separate
Viscum from the Lorantkaceep, and to make it

the type of a natural order, Vtscnccts.

VlBbnn. In the Brahmanic Mythology,
tho god who with Brahma and Siva forms the
Hindu Trimourtteo. But this position is I ho
g^wth of a later age. In tho earliest Vedic
literature, there are no indications of a Triad,

tho creative, preserving, and destroying power

;

* and Vishnu, although named, has nothing in

common with the Vishnu of tho Romans
;
no

allusion occurs to his avataras : his manifesta-
tion as Krishna, the favourite divinity of tho

lower classes, for some centuries at least, docs
not appear.’ (Prof. H. H. Wilson in Edinburgh
Itetnew, Oct. 1860, p. 382.) By later writers no
IS regarded as a god who in his three strides is

manifested in a threefold form, as Agin on
earth, as Indraor Vayu in the atmosphere, and
as tho sun in heaven

; but by some these threo

strides are interpreted as the rising, the culmi-
nation, and the setting of the sun. The place
of Vishnu in tho Vedas is examined at lengthby
Dr. Muir, Sanskrit Texts, pt, iv. ch. ii. sec. 2.

Visible (Lat. visibilis, that can be seen).

Objects are visible when they emit or reflect

a sufficient quantity of light to make a sensible

impression on the retina of the eye. According
to Nelson, colour is the proper object of sight

;

the visibility of an object must therefore depend
on its transmitting to the eye rays ofa diffenmt
colour from those which proceed from the sur-

rounding objects.

VUloit (Lat, visio). In Optics, the faculty

of seeing. Philosophers have disputed much
respecting the moans of vision, and its seat

in the eye. The Platonists and Stoics held
vision to be effected hv the emission of

rays out of the eyes. The Epicureans sup-

posed vision to be performed by the emanation
of images or corporeal species from objects
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to the eye; and the Peripatetics differed in

opinion from the Epicureans by supposing
the species received by the eye to be incor-

poreaL Moslem philosophers agree in re-

ferring the cause of vision to the impressions
of light on the eye. [Light.] In what man-
ner the eye, or the particular part of it affected

by the light, conveys to the brain the im-

pres.siou received from the luminous rays, is a
question which philosophy has not yet solved.

Scat of Vision .—The retina of the eye, on
which an inverted im.ige of external obj'ects

is formed, is now generally regarded as tlie

siiat of vision. This opinion was long ago
brought into doubt by the accidental discov(‘ry

of Mariotte, that the base of tho optic nerve

is insensible to the rays of light, and consc

quently incapable of conveying to the brain

the impression of vision. But this fact has
since hetm explained by the discovery that the

middle of the base of the optic nerve is occu-

pied by an artery—the artvria ceyitniHs Tetm<e.

This explanation has been confirnK'd by the

experierico of pathologists, who have obsorved

rases in which the choroid coat, which is im-

mediately below the retina, and all tho vascu-

lar sy.stom of the eye, have remainod sound,

and 3'ct blindness has ensued solely from an
affection of tho retina. On tlie other liand,

vision, though disturbed, is not extinguished

by any affection of the arteries, veins, or their

combination with the pigment of tliechonnd, so

long as the optic nerve and ndlna are sound.

Islon, Seatlflc. In Theology. The
doctors of the church distin^ish three manners
of seeing or knowing God, which they rail: (1)

Ahstractioc msion ; i. e. through the considera-

tion of His attributes. (2) Bcaiijic or intuitive

XHsion
; that which the faithful enjoy in heaven,

(1 Cor xiii. 12 ) (3) Tho thiid kind of vision,

or comjirehension, istlmt which belongs only to

God, who alone can know Jliniself as He is.

Visitation (La,t visitatio). A festival of

tho Western Church, in honour of the visit of

the Virgin Mary to Elizabeth. It is said to

have been first instituted among the Francis-

cans by .Saint Bona venture, general of that order.

It is celebrated on the 2nd of July.

VisiTAnoN. In Ecclesiastical Law, the in-

spection by the bisliop of tho several jiarishi's

in bis diocese; or by an archbishop of the

dioceses in his province. By the ancient canon
law, visitations were to be hold once a year,

and by the personal repairing of the ordinary

to each parish
;
but the modern practice, which

appears to have come gradually into use, owing
to the extent of dioceses, is to summon tho

clergy from Bev*Tal parts to one convenient

place. The times of episcopal visitations are

now usually fixed in this country about Easter

and Miiiiaelmas, By Can. 60 of the English

Church, such visitations for the purpose of

confirmation must be triennial at least. The
care of the ancient parochial institutions has by
de^ees devolved on the archdeacons, who hold

periodical visitations for that purpose. They
are bound to see that the offices of the church
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arc duly administered; to keep account of the

ornaments, vestments, &c. appertaining to the

churches
;
to examine into the state of repair

of parsonage's, churchyards, &c. ; and to receive

presentments of excesses committed by eccle-

siastical persons. Ecclesiastical corporations,

such as conventual bodies, had tisually their

special visitors appointed by the founder; as

is the case at pri'sent with colleges in our
universities, hospitals, &c.

Visitation, Heraldic. Tlicso visitations

soem tohave been first instituted by King Henry
V. iiiKiigland

,
the purpose beingtc conipeltho.se

who assunn'd coat armour to prove their right

to do so before commissioners iqipuinted by the

crown. These visitations were usually held by
the royal heralds entitled Clarencieux and Nor-
roy (kings-at-arms), iu difibrent places within

their respective provinces, once in every thirty

years or thereabouts. Tho earliest of wliich

I

the record remains in tlie library of the Col-

lege of Arms is that of certain coiinti(*s in 1528.

The latest was held under a commission issiu'd

by James II. in 1686. These records are still

referred to as of importance in establishing

the claims of families to honours founded on
pedigrees.

Vlsmla (after M. do Visme, of Lisbon).

A genus of Hypericacecp, chietly found in the

tropics of America, and consisting of trees

or shrubs, with four-sidi'd branches, opposite

often glandular dotted entire h'lives, and ter-

minal panicles or cymes of ytllow or greenish

fiowers. The yellow rt'&inous juice common to

tho order exists in greater at>un(hince in the

plants belonging to thi.'s genus than in any of

its congeners, and possesst's more powerful

purgative properties, resembling in that re-

sjj<'Ct, and likewise in its appearance, the gam-
boge of the Old World - so much so, indeed,

that that collected from V. guiam nsis, a species

found in Guiana, Brazil, Surinam and Mexico,
is called American Gamboge. Other species,

however, such as the V. ecssiUJlora and V. cay-

ennenais of Guiana, and the V. micrantha and
V. longifolia of Brazil, also yield a similar

re&in, to which tho name American Gamboge
IS equally applicable.

Viaor or Visard (Fr. visifere, from Lat.

video), A movable defence for the face,

attached to the helmet in the middle ages. It

generally tiinied on side pivots, sometimes on
hinges at tho forehead. It was worn in battle,

unless the helm was put on over the bassinet,

111 which case the visor was removed.
Visual Angle. In Optics, the angle under

which an object is seen, or the angle formed at
the eye by the rays of light coming from the
cxtromilics of the object. Visml rays are the
lines of light coming from an object to the eye.

Vitaoeae (Vitis, one of the genera). A
natural order of hypogynous Exogens, nearly al-

lied in character to Cetaairacea and Bhamnacea^
but at once distinguished from the former by
their stamens being opposite the petals, and
from the latter by tiieir valvate petals, and
from both by their habit. They are mostly
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tall climbers remarkable for the anomalous
structure of their wood. Besides the great
genus Vitis, which is now made to include all

the species of Cissus and Ampelopsist whether
natives of the New or of the Old World, the

order comprises only the small genus Pterts-

antheSf with a remarkable Apt flower-stalk, and
the slightly anomalous Lem, both confined to

the Old World.
Vital Vessels. A name given by Schultz

to certain vessels ramifying in all directions in

plants, especially near the surface, and convey-
ing latex, which that physiologist calls a vital

fluid. The milk-vessels of spuiges are vital

vessels.

Vitelllole (Lat. vitellus, yolk, literally a
small calf, ns dim. of vitulus). The bag which
is developed around the food-yolk, nr that part
of the yolk which has not been converted into

the germ-mass and embryo. It is chiefly formed
by a developement of the inner layer of the ger-

minal membrane. The constricted part at which
it is continued into the wall of the intestinal

canal is called the vitelline duct. In man and
mammalia the vitellicle is called the umbilical

vesicle.

Vltellln. The albumen of the yolk of eggs.

Vitellus (Lat. the yolk of an egg). In
Botany, the sac of the amnios in a thickened

state, and foiming a case, within which lies the

embryo.

Vitiligo (Lat. vitulus, a calf). A disease

of the skin, giving it a white appearance some-
what resembling that of calves.

Vitla (Lat. a vine). The genus Vitis,

composed of a considerable number of species,

including the well-known Grrape-Vine, which is

its most familiar and important representative,

has a wide geographical range, but is principally

found in the northern hemisphere, the majority

of its species being natives of tropical and tem-
perate Asia as far north as Japan, and also of

North America. All the species are climbers,

furnished with tendrils opposite the leaves, as in

the Grape-Vine, the leaves of some being sim-

ple, and either undivided or variously lobed, and
those ofothers compound. Their small greenish

flowers are disposed in panicles set opposite the

leaves, the Eastern species haring complete

flowers, and the Western usually incomplete ones,

the two sexes very frequently on different plants.

The Grape-Vine is a native of the southern

shores of the Caspian Sea and of Armenia.

Associated with the fig, it follows the coast of

the Black Sea, through Pontus, Mingrelia, and
Colchis, and it has been found in the Crimea.

Erom Asia, on the authority of Humboldt, the

vine passed into Greece, and thence into Sicily.

It was early carried into France by the Pho-

ceeans, when those Ionian colonists fled from

the power of Cyrus, and founded the city of

Marseilles, about 540 b.c. From Greece or

from Sicily it could be easily introduced into

Italy. The Romans planted it on the banks

of the Rhine, irod even, it is said, in Britain.

Bomitian restricted the cultivation of the

vine, wisliiiig rather to encourage that of
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grain; but in a.o. 278, permission to plant the

vine was given bjr the emperor Probus. Being
free from restriction, its cultivation throughout

the provinces, including that of Britain, would
of course extend. Vineyards are mentioned in

the earliest Saxon chari^rs, and these must
have existed previously; for the combating

invaders could neither have had the time, nor

probably the skill, to make them. The monks in

A.D. 1140 planted a vineyard at Edmondsbury
in Suffolk, and William of Malmesbury says

that vineyards w'ere possessed by barons as well

as by monks. [Vinkyaud.J
There arc various kinds of grapes, which

grow wild and bear abundantly in North Ame-
rica, but they are very inferior to the varieties

of V. vimfera. They btdong to V. Labrusca,

V. cordifolm, and others, and are called fox»
grapes from their foxy perfume ; their pulp is

slimy and disagreeable.

Vitreous Copper-ore. A name for native

sulphide of copper or Copper Gia.nce.

Vitreous Humour. The vitreous humour,
so called from its glassy appearance, is the

third or interior humour of the eye, filling a

large, portion of the eyeball, and greatly ex-

ceeding in quantity the aqueous and crystal-

line humours together. According to Sir D.
Brewster, the refractive power of the vitreous

humour is r3394. [Optics.]

Vltreouo Silver-ore. Native sulphide of

silvcT. ‘[Silver Gi.ance.]

Vltrlna (Lat. vitrum, glass). A genus of

frosh-wator Gastropods ; so called from the

extreme thinness and fragility of the shell,

and its watory-grecn appearance. Vitrina

pdlucida and Vitrina elongata are natives of

Great Britain.

Vitriol (Lat. vitrum ; from the glassy cha-

racter of its crystals). This term is applied by
the old writers to crystallised sulphate of iron,

or green vitriol
; sulphate of copper and sulphate

of zinc were afterwards called blue vitriol and
white vitriol. [Copper

;
Iron

;
Zinc.]

Vitriol, Oil of. The old name of sulphuric

acid, which was originally obtained by distil-

ling green vitriol. [Sulphur.]
Vltrlollte. A variety of sulphate of iron,

in which part of the iron is replaced by copper.

It occurs in the form of large stalactites and
mammillary massifs, in a cave near a mine of

Copper Pyrites, in the interior of Turkey.
Vlttae (Lat. fillets). In Botany, the desig-

nation given to tlie narrow fistulas or channels

lodged in the coat of the fruit of umbellifers,

and containing oil.

Vlttle Vayr. The Tamul name under
which perfumers sell the fibrous roots of the
Khus-khus, Vetiver, or Andropogon muricatus,

which contain an agreeable odorous oil. The oil

of kmon-grass, and the grass oil of Namur, are

obtained from the closely allied Andropogon
dtratus and A. Calamus aromaiicus.

Vivace (Ital. lively). In Music, a term
which, affixed to a movement, denotes that it is

to be executed by the performer in a lively

manner.
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Vlveirldae (Lat. vivt rra, a ft rrcl). The

name of a tribe of Carnivorous Mammals, of
which the genus Viverra is the type. The
characters of the Civet tribe are three prcmolars
above, and four below; two tolerably large tuber-

culate molars above, one tubcrculate and one
sectorial molar below; the tonguo beset with
firm papillae

;
claws more or less retracted : a

largo anal seeiit-gland and pouch.

Vivlanlte or Blue Zron-eartti. A native

hydrated phosphate of iron, composed of 2870
per cent, of phosphoric acid, 42 27 proto\i«le of

iron, and 28 98 water. It occurs in vt ry long
oblique prisms, frequently reniform and globu-
lar, also earthy and incrusting. The colour,

which varies from pale green to indigo-blue,

becomes darker on exposure. Named after the

Englisli mineralogist, J. G. Vivian.

Viviparous (Lat vivus, alive, and pario, /
bring forth). Those animals are so called

which bring forth their young developed and
alive, and commonly extricated from the egg

coverings; gs all the Mammalia, which 's\(rc

hence calh'd Zootok.i by Aristotle
;
many rep-

tiles, as the viper or viviprr
;
some fishes, and

nnnnrous invertebrate animals. In its re-

strict rd simse, the term signifies that mode of

gciuTatiou ill which the chorion, or external

tunic of the ovum, contracts a vascular adhesion

with the uterus
;
and hence only the ri.icental

Mammalia are truly viviparous, the rest being

termed vvo-vauparous.

Vivisection (Lat. vivus, alive, and seco, to

cat). A term used to denote physiological ex-

periments upon living animals. This practice

is more frequent in Franco tli.in in England,

and the only giviuiij on winch it can be de-

fended is obviously that of the alleged needs of

science. With the establishment or refutation

of Ibis plea, it must stand or fall. ]5y those who
li together oppose it, the cniolty of such expori-

numts i.s strongly insisted on. those who
justify it so far as it may appear absolutely

necessary, it is answered that the sense of pain

is far less intense in the lower animals than in

man, and that the charge of gratuitous cruelty

comes with a bad grace from any who uphold

the custom of fox-hunting or stag-hunting ;
that

even to an animal so highly organised, as the

horse, hunger is a source of greater uneasiness

than that which is caused by a severe bodily

injury; that the open big of the cavity of the

peritoneum, for instance, is in man attended

with serious danger, in dogs and other animals

with little or none ; and that this comparative

insensibility is found in certain portions of the

human race, as in Arabs contrasted with Eu-
ropeans. The idea that vivisection is an in-

dispensable condition for acquiring the highe.st

surgical skill seems to be abandoned by all who
have given their attention to this subject in this

country ; but the ascertainment of the effects of

poisons (and this is strictly involved in the

theory of vivisection) is, it is urged, often most

necessary' for purposes of justice, convictions

liaving been obtained on the strength of eipen-

ments made on bnile animals with the contents
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of the stomachs of persons alleged to have
been mindcrtd by poison. The nece-ssity of

the practice anatomically is defended on the

authority of Sir Charles Bell, wbo states that

ho had recourse to experiments, although with
groat rciiictanco, when it seemed impossible to

resolve a doubt by ^v other means. T!iu.s, he

says that ‘ it was lEcessary to know w'hether

the phenamena exhibited on injuring tlio sepa-

rate rooth of the spinal nerves cv^rn-sponded with

what was suggesU'cl by their anatomy,’ and that

,

after refraining long, he ‘at last opened the

spinal canal of a rabbit and cut the posterior

roots of the nerves of the lower extremities,’ See.

If, then, it be proved that vivisection is abso-

lutely necessary for the general purposes of

science, the practice, in so far as it is indispen-

sably necessary, must be suffered to continue,

and it may be rumembered that in many cases

the experiment destroys life more rapidly and
w’ith b*ss pain than the clum.sy strokes of the

butcher, wliile in many others the pain may be
mitig.ited, if not altogether prevenlted, by the

use of chloroform. It may b(i safe'y hud down
that ‘ the only fitting use of vivisection is for

lh(‘ jmrjMisc of proof and confirmation of a dis-

covery otherwise arrived at, and that it is no
more .scientifically ruasonable tluiii it is morally
justifiable to perform a number of expevi incuts

upon animals w'itliout a sufficient guide derived

from previous investigation, and, iii fad, W'ith-

oiit a clear aud cldiiiite end in view.’ Hence
it follows ‘that yivishMious are not justifiahle

for the iniTc instrudion of ordinaiy students
,

tliat they should be performed only by aecoin-

])lished plijsiologists
;
that, when performed by

them, they need be of a ])aiafiil cli.ir.icter only

when The lurvoiis system is tho subjeet of in-

Vi'stigatioii, aud that even in this last case, in

the presi'iit position of physiological .science,

vivisections are but very seldom necessary.’

{fVcstminstcT lieviar, January 1860; Howell,

On the Beneficent Disirihution of the Sen.^a of
Pam', Report of the British Association, 1863.)

Vizir (in Arabic a porter
;
and, by a sin-

gular metaphor, the title in various Oriental

countries of a minister and councillor of state).

The grand khalifs had their vizir-s, who at-

tained to the highest rank and consideratiou

in their states, and were often more powerful

than their masters; but after the creation of

the new dignity of Emir-ul-omrah (commander
of commanders), by Khalif Radhi, the older

title lost much of its consideration. In Turkey,
the councillors of state who sit in tho divan,

generally eight in number, are styled vizvrs ;

and the chief among them aizir azem, rendered
by us grand vizir, is the highest temporal dig-

nitary in the empire.

Voandxela (Voandzou, its Malngassy
name). F. mhterranea is the only known
representative of this genus of Legummoses. It

is a creeping annual, with long-stalkcd trifoliate

leaves. The specific name, eubterranea, hn.s

been given to it because its flower* stalks, like

those of the Arachia hypogaa, bend down after

flowering and increase in length, so that tho
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young pods are pushed into the earth, beneath
which they ripen. It is a native of, and is ex-

tei\sively cultivated in many parts of Africa,

from Bambarra and the coast of Guinea to

Natal, its esculent pods and seeds forming a
common article of food among the inhabitants

of those countries. Although not indigenous

to the western hemisphere, it is now commonly
found in many parts of South America, such as

Brazil and Surinam, whither it has been carried

by the ne^o slaves, and has now become natu-

ralised. The pods are sometimes called Bam-
barra ground-nut^

;
in Natal the natives call

them Igiiihliiba ; while in Brazil they are known
by the name of Mandubi d’Angola, showing
their African origin, and in Surinam by that of

Gobbe.
Vocative Case. In Gramms r, the so-

called case of exclamation or invocation. In
strictness of speech it is not a case at all, and
as having therefore no case ending, it repre-

sents simply the root of the word, on which
the several eases are formed by means of pro-

nominal suffixes.

VoohyaoeeB (Vochysia, one of the genera).

A natural order of hypogynous Exogens, con-

sisting of trees or shrubs from tropical America,
often of great beauty, and chi oily characterised

by irregular flowers, four or five sepals, as

many petals and stamens, or more frequently

fewer, the stamens especially being often re-

duced to one, and always perigynous
;
and by

a thrcje-celled ovary, free or more or less

inferior, the seeds usually without albumen.
Little is known of the properties of these trees,

beyond the hardness of the timber which some
of them supply.

Voffllte. A hydrated carbonate of uranium,
lime and copper, which occurs in green scales

having a pearly lustre, at the Elias Mine, near

Jouchimstahl, in Bohemia.
Voice (Lat. vox, vocis

;
Gr. €iros, for fevos

fcf. ;
Sansc. vachas). The sound produced

by the vibration of air emitted from the lungs

of animals, which vibration is caused by an
organ developed in the windpipe, called the

larynx. Mammals, birds, and reptiles, are the

only animals, which, according to the above

definition, possess a voice; but many species

of other classes produce peculiar sounds, by
which the individuals are atti-acted to each

other, OP express their wants and feelings. A
true organ of voice includes the lungs, bronchi,

trachea, larynx, and mouth. The most essential

parts are two vibratile chords bounding a slit-

shaped aperture, called the glottis^ and this may
be situated at different parts of tlie air-tube in

different animals
;

the ^rtioii of the tube

between the glottis and uie oral outlet being

the true sonorous instrument. In mammals
and reptiles the glottis is situated at the end of

the wind-pipe, which communicates with the

bronchial tubes, and consequently the whole
trachea becomes, in this class, part of the vocal

instrument. The organ of voice in reptiles

consists of a simple larynx, without an epi-

glottis, the glottis being merely membranous,
9r)9
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and not provided with fibrous vocal chords^.

Since neither fie^'hy movable lips nor soft

palate exist in tins class, the voice cannot

undergo any fiirtlier modifleation after iU
formation by tlic simple larynx. It conse-

quently rarely rises beyond a hiss
;
and in the

frog tribe, where the boiu-s or gristles of the

larynx are largest and most complicated, ami
the vibratile mombranc of the glottis is best

developed, the voice is only a more or less

noisy croak.

In mammals, tho air driven by the mllscle^

of expiration from tho lungs through the trachea

strikes against tho two vibratile vocal chord^^

which bound the sides of the glottis; and a
voice is protluccd, varying in different animals,

according to the power of regulating the degree

of tensions of tho chords, and accoiding to tho

size and shape, and yaj’ious complications of

the laryngeal sacculi of the pharynx, of the

tongue, and of the mouth and lips.

The superior organisation and mobility of

the tongue and lips enables man to modify his

vocal sounds so as to render them articulaU-,

and adapted to express the ideas which it is

his peculiar privilege to form. (Max Muller,

Lectures on Language^ second series, iii.) Al-

[

though some qumlrupeds possess tho imitative

faculty, and can be taught to do certain tricks,

it would seem that the physical condition of

their vocal organs is an insuperable impediment
to their imitation of the human speoch.

The sacculi or membranous pouches which
communicate with the lai^nx in the gorilla,

chimpanzee, orang, and most otber quadruina-

nous animals, together with their thicker and
more confined tongues and less flexible lips, arc

assumed to constitute tho impediments to speech

in them; but it may be doubted whether they
have the imitative faculty for sounds possesscil

by the parrot or starling; and the absence of any
voluntary application of their vocal organs for

the purpose of speech is accounted for by pre-

suming that they have nothing to say.

In birds, which possess the most diversified

and complicated organ of voice, combined in

some species with a high degree of imitativcm.HS.

instances are not uncommon, especially in the

parrot and crow tribe, of an acquired potver of

forming articulate sounds superadded to tlic

ordinary voice.

Voided. In Heraldry, a term applied to

any ordinary when it is pierced througli, b(»

that the field which it overlies appears, leaving

only the outer edge of the ordinary, e.g. a

saltier, cheiTon, &c. voided. Voided percro^s

when pierced with an opening in the sliajie of

a cross, through which the field in like manner
appears.

Volgrtlte. A mineral with nearly the sam«

composition as Biotite, which replaces Mica in

the granite of the western part of Ehrenberg,

near Ilmenau.

Votro Dire (Nor. Fr. to sjgeak the truth).

In law, according to ancient practice, an ob-

jection to the competency of a witn^sss, in a

trial at common law, was properly taken on a
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preliminary cxaminiition, in which the witness

was sworn to speak the truth, and then exa-

mined touching his interest in the subjoct-

niattcr
;
but witnesses arc not now incompetent

on the ground of ii>t-crest.

Volatile Alkali. [Ammonia.]

Volatile one. [Essential Oils.]

Volborthlte. A native vanadiato of copper,

wliirh oeeurs in small tabular crystals of an
olive-^rcen or groy colour, at Sissersk and
Nijui Taguilskin the Orals. Named after l)r.

Volborth.

Volcanic Garnet. A lVIineralogic.il sy-

nonym of Pyroxene (Augite) from its occur-

veneo in volcanic rock.s. Tho name has, also,

been given to Vesuvian, or tho variety of Idoeraso

fouiul at Vesuvius. [Idocrase; Vesuvian.]

Volcanic Glass. A name commonly given

to Obsidian from its glassy nature.

Volcanlte or Selensulpbur. A com-

pound of selenium and sulphur, which is found

1)11 Vulcano, one of the Lipari Islands, and also

in Hawaii.

Volcano (Dit. Vulcanus, tne god of fire; a

name akin to the Sanscrit ulkd, a firibrand).

"J'he name given to a part of the earth’s surface,

whence vapour, mud, ashes, or melted rocks issue

from a lioliow depression in a conical hill or

mountain. Generally the material already

erupted, of whatever kind, has formed the hill,

or where the point of eruption was already at

a high level, has added the conical summit.

I
Fauthquakes.]
The geographical extent of volcanic districts

IS very considerable. It is true that the points

of erii])tion and the niovemerit.s of great earth-

quakes arc confined to certain regions in which

the volcanic vents are distributed at intervals,

and most commonly in a linear direction ;
but

there is evidence that similar powers are at

work continuously throughout the intemediate

sp.iccs, for the ground is from time to time con-

vulsed, gases and vapours are disengaged, and
hot .springs issue, the waters of which are very

commonly impregnated with the same mineral

matters which are discharged by the eruption

of tho volcano. [Spring.]

There are also abundant proofs of the exist-

ence of volcanic fires under various parts of

the bed of the ocean, whore their effects, though

at present unseen and unknown, tiro probably

destined to become evident at some future but

very remote period.

The substances thrown out by volcanoes are

chiefly earthy and alkaline bodies in a state of

fusion, together with red-hot and melted rock,

stones, cinders, ash^, steam, and various ^sos;
and although they differ very materially in the

quantity of ejected matter, their products so

generally agree in quality that they may doubt-

less be all referred to the operations of one.

cause. What that cause is, is a question not

yet satisfactorily answered ;
we must, however,

notice the perpetuity, aHt mayalmost called,

of some active vokaiioes—volcanoes which have

continued to bum and throw out lava and

cinders, not only for years, but for successive
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ages. The lava in tho emtor of Stromboli has
bfon ill a state of iguifion for 2,000 years; so
that there lias here lieen u constant accession

of heat, if not ri'iiovation of fuel.

Wo Imvo ample evidence of the connection
of earthquakes with volcanoes ; and all great
eruptions have oommonly been preceded by
violent convulsions, which have censed upon
tho bursting forth of the volcunic fires, as if the
pent-up matters had found a vent. All this

shows the cause of the eruption to be deep be-

low the .siirf.icc. There is, further, a manifest
connection between volcanic vents situated at

great distances from each other. Such a coii-

n(‘ction has been traced not onl}” between Vesu-
vius and Etna, but between these two volcanoes

and those of the Greek islands at the distance

of a thousand miles. Some of tho volcanoes of
the Ande.'i appear to alternate in their eruptions,

thou^li at great distanees from each other.

When lava is examined near the vent whence
it issues, it is usually a semifluid mass about
the consistence of honey. It soon cools ex-

ternally, and its surface becomes rough and
irregular

;
but, being a very bad conductor of

heat, the interior remains red-hot long after the

surface has cooled.

The quantity of matter uhich has been
tlirown (0 the surface by volcanic agencies

during the historical period is very enormous,
and may servo to give an idea of their influeuco

in inodityiiig the surface of the globe, when such
powers ar(‘ considered in reference to great

periods of time. Ill illusliMtion of this point

W'c may select the volcanoes of Iceland, bccauso

our details ri spccting them are well authenti-

cated; though it must be recollected that they
fall into insignificance when compared with
what has happened in some of those districts

of Asia and South America which are ravaged

by subterranean fires.

Iceland itself is little else than a mass of

lava; and so intense is the energy of volcanic

action in that region, that some eruptions of

Ilecla have lasted six years without ceasing.

In this island, too, the volcanic vents are often

in alternate action, one serving, as it were, for

a time as a safety-valve to tho rest
;
and when,

as is often the case, new cones are thrown up,

they generally take a linear direction. In

1783, anew island was thrown up off the coast,

consisting of high cliffs; and with such an
ejection of pumice, that the ocean was covered
to the distance of 1 50 miles, and ships impeded
in their course by the shoals of floating stones.

Before a year had elapsed, however, the sea re-

sumed her ancient domain, the volcanic cliffs

had disappeared, and nothing was left but a
rocky reef from five to thirty fathoms under
water. In June, the Skaptar-Jokul, 200 miles

distant from the new isles, threw out a torrent

of lava, which in the first place flowed down
into the ]hver Skaptaa, and completely dried it

up ; its channel was between high rocks, and
was in some places 400 to 600 met deep and
200 broad. Not onlydid the lava fill these great

defilesuptothebrink^butoverflowedthe adjacent
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country and filled up a deep lake. There was
1 hen a short intermission in the eruption

;
but

in a few days it was resumed, and the newly
ejected lava flowed rapidly over the surface of
the firsts and, damming up numerous streams,
deluged the neighbouring country with water,

and destroyed several \dllsge8; after flowing

for several days, it was precipitated down a
tremendous cataj^act, and filled the cavity which
the waterfall had been hollowing out for ages.

Afterwards the lava took a new direction, and
discharged itself into the bed of another river

(tile Hyversfliot) : the lava accumulated to a
great depth, and coming to the plains spread
out into broad lakes of fire, some of which were
from twelve to fifteen miles wide, and 100 feet

deep. When the fiery lake which filled the

valley of the Skaptaa had been augmented by
new supplies, the lava flowed up the course of

the river to the foot of the hills where it rises.

This eruption continued two years; and when
Mr. Paulson visited it eleven years after (in

1794), the lava was still smoking, and its vents

were filled with hot water. Although the

population of Iceland did not exceed 60,000,

twenty villages were destroyed, exclusive of

those inundated by water; and all the cattle

of the district, with more than 9,000 human
beings, perished.

We have quoted the narrative of this erup-

tion as giving, upon good authority, some notion

of the extraordinary volume of melted matter

produced. Of the two branches of lava (and

they flowed nearly in opposite directions), one

was fifty and the other forty miles in length

;

t he extreme breadth of one branch was from
twelve to fifteen, and of the other about seven

miles. The ordinary height of the currents

was about 100 feet ;
but in deep ravines and

defiles they sometimes attained 600 feet.

But there are some phenqpiena connected

with volcanic action which seem to be caused

by yet more extraordmai'y agents than those

already noticed, viz. their great jirqjectile and
explosive force. From the era of the discovery

of the New World to the middle of the last

century, the great volcanic district of Mexico

had remained undisturbed. It is an elevated

tract of broken ground, between 2,000 and 3,000

feet above the level of the sea, and l»ounded by

hills of ancient igneous origin. It was occupied

by fields of sugar-cane and indigo, and watered

by two brooks. In June 1769, alarming sounds

and earthquakes preceded the bursting forth of

flame from the ground, and fragments of red-

hot rocks were thrown to prodigious height^.

A great chasm was formed, from which six

volcanic cones were thrown up, the least of

which was 300 feet high ;
and Jorullo, the cen-

tral volcano, was brought by sucoessiye ac-

cumulations of erupted material to a height of

1,000 feet above the level of the surrounding

country. It sent forth streams of basaltic lava,

including fragments of granitic rocks, and its

eruptions did not cease till 1760. Humboldt,

visiting the country forty years afterwards, saw

round the base of the cones, and spreading from
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them over an extent of four square miles, a
convex mass of matter, between 600 and 600 feet

high, gmdually sloping in all directions toward?
the plains, and still so hot that he lighted a
cigar in one of its fissures. It was covered
with thousands of little mounds, which emitted

steam and sulphuric acid. The two small

rivers lost themselves below the east extremity

of the plain, and reappeared as hot springs

at its western limit. Humboldt attributed

the convexity of the plain to inflation from
bclcw, supposing the ground for the extent of

four square miles to have been puffed up like

a bladder to the elevation of 650 feet in the

highest part
;
but of this there seems no good

evidence. A subsequent eruption of Jorullo

happened in 1819, and it is much to be regrett(*d

that no European travellers have since visited

the spot. It is known, however, that about the
time of this eruptiou ashes fell in Guanaxuato,
140 miles from Jorullo, in such quantity as to

lie six inches deep in the street
;
and the tower

of the cathedral was thrown down by an ac-

companying earthquake.

Instances of similar volcanic action in the sea

are not uncommon. In 1811 a volcano forced

its way from, beneath the sea oflP the island of

St. Michael, one of the Azores, forming a crater

above the water a mile in circumference, and
about 300 feet high. In the middle of the

seventeenth century an island was thrown up
among the Hebrides, which in a month again

disappeared. In July 1781, a volcano rose in

the sea between the island of Fantellaria and
the coast of Sicily, forming a crater 240 feet

diameter and twenty feet above water. In

1866, a small group of islands rose out of deep
water in the bay of iSantorin, during a con-

siderable eruption of lava. Many shoals are,

no doubt, of volcanic origin.

The Pacific Ocean, in equatorial latitudes,

seems to be one vast theatre of igneous action
;

and its innumerable archipelagoes, such as

the New Hebrides, Friendly Islands, and
Georgian Isles, are all volcanic, with active

vents here and there interspersed. Of such a
formation Owhyhee (Hawan) is a magnificent

example. The island is triangular in shapr,

the sides measuring respectively 100 miles, 88
miles,, and 76 miles. Its whole area (4,000
square miles) is composed of lava. It contains

three lofty volcanic summits, Mount (or Mauna)
Ijoa, 18,760 ft., being the principal, and the

others being about 14,000 ft. and 10,000 ft.

respectively. The land slopes gently from the

coast to the foot of the great cones, as in Etna,

and thus their altitude is not observed. The
area of the base of the great cone is, however,
larger than the whole area covered with volcanic

prc^ucts in the neighbourhood of Etna. The
crater of this great cone, Kilauea, is by far the

largest in the globe, and is not surrounded by a

cone of ashes as is elsewhere the case. The
traveller rises on the slope of the dome (aver-

aging only 6® 30') to the edge of a pit, and
looks down a depth (which before the last

eruption in 1865 was about a thousand feet)
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to a plain of baro naked lava more th<in two
miles across—the bottom of a vast amphitheatre
nearly eight miles in circuit. Within this am-
phitheatre is the great pit-crater itself. It is

16,000 ft. in length, and averages 7,500 ft.

across. It includes an area of four square

miles. When last described, there was in one
part of it a throat or gullet full of boiling lava

measuring 1,500 ft. by 1,000 ft. The lava is

remarkably fluid, and rises occasionally to a
great height, filling the whole area of the pit-

erater to the height of many hundred feet. It

generally find.s a vent in the side of the moun-
tain, without rising nearly to tho top of the

crater. Many great eruptions have taken place

from this volcano within the presc'nt century.

Those of 1823, 1832, 1840, and 1855, wore the

chief. They were all unaccompanied by earth-

quakes or ashes. As described many years ago
by the Rev. Mr. Ellis, th-j gullet was even larger

than it has been lately.

We may conclude this part of our subject

with a brief notice of one other volcano, viz.

that of Tomboruo in the isbiiid of Sumbawa,
described by Sir S. Raffles. It began ou April

6, 1815, when a Malay prow, while at sea, on
the 11th, was enveloped in utter darkness

;
and

the commander, afterwards passing tho Tom-
boroo mountain, at the distance of five miles,

observed that tlie lower part appeared in flames,

while the upper portion w’as concealed in clouds.

Upon landing to procure water, he found the

ground three feet deep in ashes, and several

large vessels thrown on shore by the concussions

of the sea.

At the commeucoment of tho explosion the

commander of the K.l.C. cruiser Benares, which
was at Macassar, supposed that there was an en-

gagement of pirates somewhere in the neigh-

bourhood, so closely did the reports resemble

those of cannon. On the 11th, tho ship was
again shaken, as it was thought, by the discliarge

of cannon. At eight a. m. on the 12th, the

face of the heavens to tho south and west had
assumed a dingy aspect, and it became darker

than it had been at sunrise. A dusky red

appearance gradually spread over the heavens
;

and by ten it was so dark that a ship could

hardly be seen a mile off. By eleven, the

whole heaven was obscured, except a small

space in the east horizon, whence the wind
came. The ashes now fell in showers, and the

appearances were most alarming. By noon the

light which had lingered in the horizon dis-

appeared. At half-past seven the next morning
there was a glimmering of light, and objects

could just be perceived on deck. When day
returned, the appearance of the ship was most
singular ;

every part being covered with grey

dust, which lay in heaps of a foot deep on many
pirts of the deck. On the 13th, the vessel left

Macassar, and made Sumbawa on the 18th.

Approaching the coast, she encountered an
immense quantity of pumice, with numerous
burnt trees and logs ; and the anchors^ was
g^Uy altered, for the vessel grounded on a

bank wLare there had previously been six
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fathoms water. Tlie shores were entirely

covered with ashes and cinders ejected from
Tomboroo, forty miles distant. The explo-

sions were terrific; and there is evidence of

their having been heard in yumatrA, up-
wards of 900 nautical miles from Sumbawa.
Lieut. Phillips, who was despat hod to afford

relief to tho perishing inhabitants, learned

from the rajah of Saiigar that, on April 10, the

fire and flame raged with exhaustless fury, till

all became dark from the quantity of falling

matter. At this time stones foil very thick,

from the size of a walnut up to that of two
fists ; and tho sea rising twelve feet aboVt its

usual levels, swept away all within its reaeJi,

including some thousands of the inhabitants.

Of the eruptions of Vesuvius, we have many
excellent narratives. Erorn the remotest periods

of which we have any tradition down to the

Chri.stian era, this volcano was m a state of in-

activity
;
nor were there any other indications of

its volcanic character than such as were dedu-
cible from the resemblance in its structure to

other volcanoes, like the extinct volcanoes, as

they are. called, of tho present day. Pliny does

not include it in his list of active vents, but

Strabo adverts to it.s volcanic aspect. Its form
W'as then very different from that which it now
exhibits, and the sides were covered with fertile

fields. At its base were the populous cities of

Herculaneum and Pompeii. The first symptom
of renew'ed activity was in a. d. 63, when an
earthquake shook the neighbourhood

;
and m

August 79, it erupted lava. The elder Pliny,

who commanded the Roman fleet, then sta-

tioned at Misenum, in his anxiety to get a

near view of the phenomena, was suffocated

by the exhalations. His nephew has given

a graphic description of the scene, but has
inexplicably passed over tho destruction of

Herculaneum and Pompeii. Indeed, so vague
are the narratives long subsequent to that event,

that if those buried cities had not been dis-

covered, the accounts of their tragical end
would probably have been regarded as fabu-

lous. Tacitus, the friend and contemporary of

Pliny, merely says that cities were destroyed
;

and the first writer who distinctly names them
is Dion Cassius, who flourished about a century

and a half after Pliny. We have some interest-

ing historical facts, showing that Pompeii and
Herculaneum were destroyed by ashes and mud,
and not by red-hot lava. When the amphi-
theatre at Herculaneum was first cleared out,

ashes were i rranged on tho steps just as snow
would lie if it had fallen there : tho whole
superincumbent mass was from 70 to 112 feet

deep. The foundation of both cities is ancient

lava. Herculaneum, although buried to a much
greater depth than Pompeii, was discovered

first by the accidental circumstance of a well

being sunk in 1713, which came directly down
upon the theatre, where the statues of Cleopatra

and of Herculea were soon discovered.

There are man^ instances of rocks of decided

volcanic origin, i.e. extinct volcanic vents, in

districts where all other trace of activity except
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that which is shown by hot and mineral springs

has been lost since the earliest historical times.

Such are the Vivarais and Auvergne in Central
France, and the district/ of Eifol, near Coblentz,

on the Hhine. [Ba-salt ; Igneous Rocks.]
Volcanoes, Mud. These curious pheno-

mena, common in districts far removed from
active volcanoes, but not unknown in their

immediate vicinity, are the result of an inferior

volcanic activity, which may be due either to an
inchoate or to an etFete and expiring volcanic

energy
;
but our knowledge of their causes is

still very incomplete.

In Europe, the most extensive phenomena of
tins kind ' have occurred in the eastern part
of the Crimea, between the extremity of the

Caucasus and the commencement of the Car-

pathians
;
on the soutliern flanks of the Caucasus,

near Teflis
;
and in the delta of the Kuban, an im-

portant stream entering the Black Sea at it.s junc-

tion with the sea of Aral. On the promontory
of Kertch, in the Crimea, very large masses of

semifluid mud have been erupted, for the most
mrt cold, though sometimes near the boiling

^.oint ofwater, and these have formed hills some
hundred feet high and many miles in length.

On the slopes of Mount Etna, and near Oirgenti

in Sicily, as well as on the northern slopes of the

Apennines near Modena, similar phenomena
have occurred, though on a smaller scale. In
Java and in Mexico they are veiy grand in

their developemcnt, and in California on the

eastern side of the mountains there are exten-

sive tracts of the same general nature. They
abound in Trinidad, and exist in Iceland. In
almost every case the phenomena are the same

:

mud more or less liquid, bitumen in greater or

less quantity, sulphurous vapours and eruptions,-

occasionally of solid mud or lifpite.

It is probable that the conditions which, in

most districts where hot springs occur, suffice

only to bring clear water to the surface, are

capable, under certain modiflcations, of lifting

up mud and other products.

Volgrerite. A mineral resulting from the

alteration of Cervantite, and consisting of 60*3

per cent, of antimony, 18’8 oxygen, and 21 water.

It occurs as a white powder or crust, and is

named after Volger, by whom it was analysed.

Volition (from Lat. vulo, Gr. ^o^Kofuu,

to wUl). The power of exercising the will. It

is localised in the cerebral hemispheres, and

f

irobably to a certain extent in the myelon.

Will, Freedom of the.]

Vtflknerite. A hydrated aluminate of

magnesia, occurring in white, six-sided prisms

with a pearly lustre, at the mines of Schis-

chimsk^a Gkiva, in the Ural. It is named after

Volkner, a director of mines.

Volonnffa Sa^a. The saga relating the

story of SiOTTRDR, which is reproduced under

different names, and with certain modifications,

in the Nibeltjngen Libd.

Volta-Meotrfo Xndnotlon. The term in-

ductiont as applied to frictional electricity, has

been explained in art. EuscTEictTT. Not only

is induction produced in neighbouring bodies
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by the presence of static electricity (electro-

static induction), but an induced ciirront is also

momentarily developed in adjacent metallic

bodies by the action of dynamic eloctneity

(electro-dynamic or volta-electric induction)

This important phenomenon was discovered

by Faraday in 1831, and one of bis fundamental
experiments was made in the following manner

'

A long copper wire was wound in the fonn t)f a

spiral round a cylinder of wood ;
a similar, Imt

perfectly separate spiral, was then wound upon
the same rod, the coils of each being interposed

and close to each other, but nowhere in contact

;

the extremes of one of the wires were then on-

nected with a galvanometer, and those of the

otluT with a voltaic battery. At the moment of

making contact with the battery, as well as of
breaking it, the deflection of the galvanometer
indicated a current of induced electricity in

the proximate spiral
;
but in tin? interval, i.e.

whilst the eurrent of electricity was continuing

quietly to flow, no deflection took place. The
induced current was foinid to be in a direction

opposeii to the battery current upon making the

contact, and in the contrary direction upon
breaking it. The current from the battery is

known by the name of the primary current,

while the current induced in the adjacent wire

is termed secondary^ and the wires are in like

manner called primary and secondary coils.

The first induced currents obtained in the

manner described were only just sensible

.

I

but of late ^ears the effects have been so ex-

alted, that induction currents now furnish li.

most powerful source of electricity, and their

luminous and physiological effects approach
the nature, and, on a small scale, almost rival

the grandeur, of a lightning discharge.

By the introduction of a soft iron core into

the primary coil, the original effects have been
much intensified; for, on the pasr.age of the

current, the iron becomes a magnet, and adds its

own induction [Magneto-electric Induction]
to that of the electric current. Further in-

crease of power has resulted from carefully

insulating the secondary wil, and greatly in-

creasing its length and the number of its convo-

lutions round the primary. Finally, by intro-

ducing into the primary current a mechanical
means for rapidly making and broAking the

I

circuit, and into the secondary circuit what is

termed a condenser (consisting of a number of

alternate sheets of tinfoil and varnished paper,

in principle the same as aLeyden jar), a torrentof

sparks, in some instruments as much as fifteen

inches long, can be obtained from the terminals

of the secondary coil. Some of the greatest im-

I

provements in the construction of indttetion coils

[

OP indnetoria^ as these -instruments are now

j

called, have been made by Ruhmkorff of Paris,

i

and hence these instruments frequently go by
the name of Btihmkorff's coils.

Although the induced current lasts but

momentarily, yet during its existence it de-

volopo a second induced current in an adjoining

wire, whose ends are connected. This second

clos^ circuit can likewise developc a third in-

3q2
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duccd current in another adjacent wire, and
thus induced currents of different ordtrs and
gradualJy diminishing intensity can be pro-

duced. These minor currents were discovered

by lleniy, and are termed currents oij the third,

fourth, &:c. order, or tertiary and quaternary

currents
; they move alternately, in opposite

directions.

Voltaic Sattery. The combination of a

number of elements or cells, eafth of which
generates a certain quantity of dynamic or vol-

taic electricity.

The lirst electro-motive apparatus was con-

structed by Volta in 1800, who arranged a

series of discs of silver or copper, zinc, and then

da nilel or pasteboard soaked in salt-water or

dilute acid. These discs were alternately laid

on each other until a pile of them had been

built up, AB, fig. 1. To the metallic ends of

this pile, wires, w w\ were connected. With a

pj ^
sufficientnumberofalternations, forty

* or more, a shock was felt on joining

the wires, or the gold leaves of an

electroscope could be diverged. The

,

quantity of electricity set in motion

by this means is small, but its ten-

sion, or power of overcoming resist-

^
ances, is high ;

hence in cliaracter it

is somewhat like frictional electricity,

j
but differing from it in that its

origin is directly chemical, and not

mechanical action. It was soon

conjectured, that if a perfectly dry pile could be

constructed, the chemical theory of the battery

would be disproved, and Volta’s contact theory

confirmed. [Voltaic Electricity.] To decide

this point, De Luc formed a pile of pieces of

zinc, silver, and writing paper, and with some
hundreds of these discs succeeded in obtaining,

apparently without chemical action, a source

of weak electrical power, whith by its attraction

and repulsion could be made to produce a con-

tinuous mechanical motion. But though this

combination will remain active for some years,

its power gradually sinks from the oxidation of

the zinc. Thus chemical action does even here

take place, and arises from the moisture pre-

sent in ordinary paper, for if the paper discs be

previomly well dried no manifestation of elec-

tricity occurs. Zamboni, in 1812, constructed a

80-callea dry piVc of discs of paper rubbed over

on one side with peroxide of manganese, and
coated on the other with thin tin or silver leaf,

generally sold attached to the paper. From its

simplicity, durability, and comparatively high

electrical power, this is one of the best dry piles.

Fig. 2.

nicnt soon led Volta to the improved modifica-

tion represented in the following diagram, fig. 2,

I
which he called the crown ofcups (coiironnedes

. tasses). The fiannel or paper in the pile is

I
rejected, and in its place a cup of dilute acid

I

is substituted
;

in each of these cups is a plate

j

of zinc and one of silver, so conn#»cted that

I

each silver and zinc plate is in metallic com-
! munication, though in separate vessels : the ar-
' rangement being zinc, acid, silver

;
zinc, acid,

' silver, &c. The direction of the electric current

I
is the same as in the simple circle, viz. from the

' zinc through the liquid to the silver [Voltaic
Elbcthicitt, fig. 2] ; but in this form of the

apparatus, for the mere convenience of carrying

on the series, the conducting wire connected

j

with the first zinc plate has a supernumerary

I

silver one attached to it, while the wire with the

last silver plate has a supemumeraiy zinc plate.

Hence much confusion has arisen in regard to

the direction of the current in these cases, in

consequence of calling what is here the silver

extreme the negative •pole

^

and the zinc extreme
the positive pole\ whereas it is in fact the

reverse, and the circulation of the current goes

on through the electrodes precisely as m the

simple circle.

Tfiie cumbersome form of Volta’s couronne
des tasses was in a measure removed by Cruick-

shank, who, acting upon the idea of Volta’s

pile, soldered together the plates of zinc and
copper, and used the metals themselves as the

partitions of a long water-tight trough into

which they were cemented, so as to leave inter-

vening spaces, as shown in fig. 3. When
required for action,

dilute acid, or a
*

saline solution, is

poured into the cells

thus formed. It

was with a series of

troughs of this kind,

some of which are still preserved in the Royal
Institution, that Davy made his memorable
electro-chemical discoveries. Some incon-

veniences found in the last form of battery

But even the best of these piles are but

feeble.^ aad the inoonyenienoe of their arrange-
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Fig. 4.were removed by Dr.

Biibington, who de-

vised the arrangement
shown in the annexed
cut, fig. 4. The plates

of zinc and copper
are here attached, in

proper order and con-

nection, to a piece of

dry wood, so that

they may at once be
plunged into the exciting liquid contained

in the cells of a porcelain trough over which

they are suspended.

An important modification, as r^ards the

arrangement of the plates of fig. 4, introduced

by Dr. Wollaston, is represented in fig. 6 ;
tbs

copper plate C, instead of being single, is

doubled over the zinc plate Z, actual contact

being prevented by wooden cylinders placed

between them. In this way much of the elec-
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Fig. 5.

tricity lost in tho preceding arrangements is I

brought into circulation.

In these arrangements, however, the elec-

trical power is liable to fluc-

tuation
;
and, after a time,

various causes induce such a
falling off in its evolution as

to render them inconvenient,

or even useless, where con-

tinuous or regular action is

required. One of the reasons

of this diminution of power
(besides the saturation of the acid by the zinc

dissolved during the action of the battery) is a

locid action on the zinc by which it becomes ra-

pidly destroyed, even when the circuit is broken.

This is due to the impurity of the metal, and
can bo prevented by amalgamating the zinc, a

process best effected by dipping the plate in

dilute sulphuric acid, and then rubbing it over

with mercury. But, even after amalgamation,

particles of the zinc are precipitated upon the

copper plate, and, further, the hydrogen liberated
j

at the zinc plate is carried over to the copper,

!

and adhcTos as a film on tho surface of thej

plate. Botli these actions destroy the negative
I

character of the copper, for hydrogen has

!

electrical properties similar to zinc. The latter

process, termed p(dansation^ is removed by an

arrangement proposed by Smoe. In this

battery (fig. 6), tho negative plate P is of silver,

Fig. 6. coated with a deposit of

finely divided platinum : on each

side of this plate are fixed two
plates of amalgamated zinc ZZ',

and the whole is united to a

clamp, and plunged in dilute sul-

phuric acid, about 1 of acid to

7 of water. The hydrogen, as it

reaches the platinised silver, can-

not adhere to the rough surface,

and is given off with a hissing

noise. The simplicity and power of this battery

have brought it into frequent and extensive

use.

The most valuable improvement in the voltaic

battery was suggested by Daniell, whose me-

thod obviates, to a great extent, both the incon-

veniences before mentioned, and by remaining

in action for a long period well merits its name

of constant battery. Fig. 7 shows the con-

struction and arrangement of
Fig. 7. Daniell cellsl C C

r
cylindrical vessels of copper

clc
” '

closed at the lower end
; £ £

similar smaller cylinders of

porous earthenware; ZZ are

rods of amalgamated zinc,

which are connected by the

wires WW with the next cop-

per cylinder, and so on in suc-

cession. The porous tubes are

filled with dilute sulphuric acid (about 1 part

of acid to 8 of water) ;
and the copper cylinders

are filled with a strong solution of sulphate of

copper. The acid in the generating cells is

thus separated from the solution of sulphate of

065

copper; but the porosity of the tulx's allows

of their becoming so far imbued with the aeid

liquid as to admit of the passage of electricity,

the current being in the direction of the darts.

In this manner tho sulphate of zinc is pre-

vented from mixing with the sulphate of copper,

and thus there can be no precipitation of zinc

upon the copper. At the same time the hydrogen
evolved in the copper cells or cylinders teiuls to

reduce the oxide of copper, and continuously to

throw down a film of metallic copper, with which

the cells ultimately become lined. In proportion

as the sulphate of copper is decomposed, fresh

portions of that salt are added, and for this pur-

pose there is a perforated receptacle or colander

in the upper part of the copper cell, which is

kept filled with crystals of sulphate of copper,

the only change necessary being an occasional

renewal of the dilute acid in the porous cells.

This battery is superior to any as yet described,

and in some respects has not been surpassed.

The absence of fumes from it, its constancy

and power, cause it to be in many cases in-

valuable for manufacturing use and scientific

research.

One of the most powerful batteries yet con-

structed is that devised by Grove, upon the

same principle as Daniell’s. A rectangular

plate of amalgamated zinc, Z 7/, is bent in the

shape shown, in section, in fig. 8. Tho plate is

immersed in dilute sulphuric acid,

1 of acid to 6 of water, contained

in a porcelain vessel, A B. Within
the bend of the zinc is a porous
cell, filled with strong nitric acid,

plunged in which is a plate of

platinum, P. The hydrogen, before

it can reach the platinum in the

inner cell, is taken up by the nitric

j

acid, and, decomposing it, liberate.?

I

irritating red fumes of nitrous

I acid gas, the greatest objection to

:
this battery. The power of this battei^^ is

greater than that of Daniell’s, and from its

compact arrangement is generally used p
England for lecture illustiation. On the

Continent a modification of Grove’s battery,

pro|)osed by Bunsen, is more frequently em-

i

ployed. In Bunsen’s battery the hard coke
obtained from gas retorts replaces the platinum
in the porous cell, the other parts remaining
the same. But, though the original expense
of the batte^y is thus lowered, yet there are

many objections to the substitution of coke,

and hence we may consider Grove’s battery

to be for most purposes the best arrangement
yet made.
The relative value of the different forms of

voltaic battery has been variously estimated.

The following tables are taken from Napier’s

Manual of Mectro-mtallurgy. The electro*

motivefor^ or strength was compared by find-

ing the amount of copper deposited from a
solution of the sulphate during the same time
Only one pair of plates, exposing in each case

the samesurface 01 zinc, constitute the battezy

;

the time in action was one hour.

Fig. 8.
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grains

Grovo’e battery deposited . 104
Daniell’s „ „ . , 33
Smee’s „ „ . . 22
Wollaston’s „ „ . . 18

Hence Grove’s battery has the highest electro-

motive force
; but comparing the constancy, it

will be seen in the next table that Danioll’s

has the advantage. Hero the time -was pro-

longed, the quantity of copper deposited being
ascertained at the end of each hour.

In action
One
Hour

Three
Hours

Five
Hours

Seven
Hours

Grove's battery .

Daniell’s „

grains

104
grains

66
grains

54 1

grains

45

33 34 32 31

Smoc’s ,, 22 14 12 10

Wollaston’s „ 18 15 11 10 i

The time and cost of depositing one pound of

copper by these different batteries, found by
actual experiment, is given in the next table.

A single pair of large flat plates was used in

each case.

Grove’s battery . .

Daniell’s „ . .

Time,

hours

. 19i

Coat.

j. d.

2 8

. 49 3 4

Smee 3 ,, t • . 147 2 4

Wollaston’s „ . . . 151 2 3

Voltaic Slcotrtolty. This term is used

to denote the phenomena resulting from the

evolution of a current of electricity by chemical

action. About 1790 Galvani noticed that the

limb of a frog was convulsed if it happened
to be touched by the extremities of two dis-

1

similar metals when in contact at the other

end. [Galvanism,] Both Galvani and Volta

thought, and rightly, that the convulsion of the

frog was due to electricity ; but both were

wrong in their theoretical explanation of the

source of this electricity. It is not the frog|

alone, as Galvani thought, nor the contact of

dissimilar metals alone, as Volta supposed,

that gives rise to the electric current, the

physioli gical effect of which was observed by
Galvani. It has now been abundantly proved

by Faraday, that the source of voltaic electricity

is a difference of chemical action, taking place

between the intervening liquid and one or other

of the metals.

Whenever substances act chemically upon
each other, their normal electrical states are

ailpposod to be disturbed; but the electricity

thus evolved is, in ordinary cases, so lost and

dissipated, as to escape observation. It may,

however, he rendered manifest by the following

simple arrangements: When a plate of pure

zinc, or common zinc nibbed over or amalga-

mate with mercury, is dip]ped into a glass of

very dilute sulphuric add, little or no action is

observed; nor does anything happen when a

similar plate of silver is place in the same cup

bf acid, provided the metals be kept apart from

I

each other. But if, as in the annexed figiirn,

the zinc and silver be brought into
j

contact, at their extremities out of

the liquid, the water is decomposed;
its oxygen combines with the zinc

to form oxide of zinc, which is dis-

solved by the acid; and its hydro-

gen passes over to the surface

the silver, where it collects, urd
ultimately escapes in gaseous gh)-

bulcs. These phenomena are fur-

ther connected with the production of a continu-

ous current of electricity passing/rom the zinc

across the water to the silver, and again from
the silver, by metallic contact, to the zinc, in

the direction represented by the daits. It is

not necessary that the metals should bo con-

nected exactly as represented in the above
diagram; but it is necessary, in order to esta-

blish the continuous electric current, that th<\v

should be somewhere in contact, or joined by a

conductor such as a metallic wire. By modi-
fying tlie preceding arrangement, so that tln^

metallic contact between the plates be made at

some distance from the vessel, as at the point

A, fig. 2, the electric current takes

the same direction, travelling

through the liquid /mn the zinc

or generating plate Z to the con-

ducting plate S, and through the

wires B and C back again to Z,

as shown by the darts. Here
again Z is oxidised and dissolved,

and hydrogen is liberated upon S; but tlit

moment that the circuit broken, by parting

the wires at A, those actions cease, becausi' tin

electric current ceases to flow. Such an ar

rangement as that here represented is termed a

voltaic couple or element. When the metals

are disconnected at A, the circuit is said to be

open; when connected, it is termed a closed

circuit.

It is evident that if the production of a
voltaic current depends upon a difference ol

chemical action on two substances, many other

bodies in which this difference exists, besides

zinc and silver, may be employed : for instance,

for the zinc, tin or iron may be used
;
and for

the silver, copper, platinum, and a hard kind of

coke. Other liquids may also be substituted for

the dilute sulphuric acid
;
the only necessary

conditions for the generation of a voltaic current

being that one more than the other of the two
latesin each couple shall be chemically attacked

y the interposed liquid, which, as well as (ho

plates themselves, must be able in some degree
to conduce electricity. The direction of tho

current is the same in all cases, viz. from
tho metal most attacked to that least attacked

through the liquid, and in tho opposite direction

through the connecting wire.

As in frictional electricity, the part from
which the current is supposed to proceed is

termed the positive pole, and the pan to which
it flows is called the negative pole. Hence in

flg. 2, S is the positive and Z the negative pole,

awve *Iie exciting liquid
; but beneath, the case
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is reversed. The reason of this revrrsal is

clear. The upper parts of the plate IS Z, as
well as the wires B 0, are merely the channels,
not the exciters, of the electric current

; there-

fore, whatever may be the electrical disturbance

imparted to them, they simpjy carry it on
as conductors, and do not change its nature.

To avoid misapprehension, Baraday has given
to the terminals of the voltaic couple or batU*ry

tlie name electrodts^ so that the end of 13 would
be the positive and the end of C the lu'gative

electrode. Various substances may be inter-

posed between these electrodes, or they may
be plunged into different liquids

;
and if these

are capable of transmitting electi'icity, the

current will still pass, and the phenomena
exhibited under a variety of circumstances may
bo studied. The current, however, was very

feeble, and its observed effects very slight,

until Volta succeeded in exalting the power
of the current by the construction of what is

now known as the voltaic and still further

by his couronne des tasses. [Voltajc Battkky.
J

Two hypotheses have been propounded to

account for the origin of voltaic electricity.

According to the so-called contact ihvori^

enunciate by Volta, whenever two dissimilar

metals were placed in contact, they always os-

bumed opposite electrical states. This unsatis-

factory explanation has now been replaced by
what is termed the chemical theory. According

to this explanation, which has been ostablishod

by the researches of Faraday, the generation of

the voltaic current is referred to the chemical

action going on in the cell between the zinc

.Liid the liquid, which we will assume to be

water. It is supposed that the atoms of hydro-

gen and oxygen, of which water is composed,
have inherently opposite electrical states, and
are held together by their mutual attraction. It

is further supposed that the metal zinc, for

example, is electrically different from the state

of the oxygen, whilst the electrical condition of

the other metal (copper, for instance) is similar

to the oxygen, but opposed to the hydrogen.

Hence, when these metals are plunged in

water and kept separate, their action upon

the liquid excites a state of electrical tension

between themselves and the particles of the

water
;
a fact which can be ascertained by ex-

periment. The tension is, however, far too

feeble for anything like a discharge to take

place between their terminals until the ends

of the plates are joined, as in figs. 1 or 2.

As soon as this is done, the tension is relieved,

but is again aroused immediately, so long as

the metals and liquid remain the same, only

to be as instantaneously discharged ; it is these

successive discharges, which are linked into and

are practically one, that give rise to the voltaic

current. The current is, therefore, not created,

nor evolved by contact. It is produced by the

disappearance of an equivalent of another force;

for it has been conclusively shown that the

amount of electricity thus developed, or what is

termed the dectro^motiveforce ol the current, is

strictly proportioned to the quantity of the posi-

ti ve oroxidisable metal dissolved in a given time

;

and, further, if tho compound which Ini.s bem
formed is or can be rendered liquid by being ex-

posed to another current, precisely that amount,

of electricity which was generated m ils l‘oi‘-

mation will be needed to decompose the bub-

j

stance and restore it to its original eoudition.

If the wires from a small voll.iic balteiy ,u'o

terminated with platinum, or some other uu-

oxidisable metal, and these electrodes dijtpal

m acidulated water, bubbles of gas will be

seen rising through the water as the elect lodi s

are brought near to each other. "I'liese bubbles
consist of oxygen and hydrogen g«ise«, .md
result from the decomposition of the \vat('i*

by the force of the electric current. ITiis fact

was first noticed by Nicholson and Carlisle in

[
1800. The oxygen of the water invariably

'appears at the positive electrode, i. e. the

\

electrode proceeding from the copper or otln r
I inactive plate : the hydrogen always rises from

I

the negative electrode, i. e. the one in connection
' with the zinc plate. Two test tubes filled with
I water, and one inverted over each of these

. cdoctrodes, will colb»ct the rising gas, and show
i that the volume of the Jiydrugeu liberaUd is

I

twice that of tho oxygon
;
thi se are exactly

the proportions in which the two ga&os uiiitu

to form water.

A simple nomenclature has been adopted
to avoid ambiguity, and to express briefly the
facts of electi*o-chemical decomposition, of

which the foregoing is an example. The word
electrode has already been explained ; it hero
expresses the sui-faces where the cuiTent

enters the liquid and round which the de
posed bodies collect. To the positive electrode,

or that connected with the copper or inactive

metal, Faraday gave the name of anode^ and
to the negative electrode the name cathode.

the terms zincode and plaimode have also

been used to express the same things, but
these words are not in veiy general use. The
decomposition of a body by means of the

electric current is termed electrolysis, and a

substance capable of being electrolysed, or

clectro-chomically decomposed, is called an
electrolyte. The bodies into which the elec-

trolyte is split by electrolysis Faraday iiamo.s

ions
;
these are divided into two classes, thoscj

passing to the positive electrode called anions

or electro-negative bodies, and those proceeding

to the negative electrode called cathions or

electro-positive bodies.

Besides water many other compounds have,

in like manner, been decomposed by the electric

current, and substances long regarded as ele-

ments were thus discovered to be compounds.
By using a very powerful battery, Davy sepa-

rated potash into the metal potassium and
oxygen, soda into sodium and oxygen, and
thus revealed these two remarkable metals
the existence of which previously was not even
conjectured.

It was not long before many other bodies

were also found capable of electrolysis, and
chemistry as well as physics received a
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now impulse by the intorestina: and startling

results thus obtained. Allliougli at first iiuicli

confusion prevailed from the multitude of new
facts, yet it was soon observed that all the

effects noticed were subject to regular laws,

which in time were investigated and esta-

blished. The following stiit^ments, abridged

from l)r. Miller’s Chemical Physics, comprehend
the whole of these laws.

Laws of Electrolysis.— 1. No d&nentary sub-

stance can he an dcctrolyte.

2. Klcctrolysis occurs only whilst the body is

in the liqiud state. This is necessary, in order

i hat the transfer of the particles of the electro-

lyte which attends the decomposition may
take place. Many saline bodie^i are good con-

ductors and electrolytes when fused, though the

thinnest solid film of the substance will arrest

the passage of the current.

3. During electrolysis^ the components of the

deHrolyte are resolved into twogroups: onegroup

takes a definite direction towards one of the

electrodes; the oOier group takes a course to-

wards the other electrode. Ox3'^gen, chlorine,

and the acids generally, make their appearance

at the anode or positive electrode
;
whilst liy-

drogfu, alkalies, and the metals are ctoIvikI

upon the cathode or negative electrode. In

the following table some of the elementary

])odie8 been classified in their electro-

chemical order ; the list must not be taken as

absolutely correct, as various experimenters

have obtained a slightly different order, accord-

ing to tlie purity of the metals used.

El&ctro-negaiim

Oxygen Silver

Sulphur Copper
Nitrogen Bismuth
Chlonue Tin
Iodine Lead
Phosphorus Aluminum
Carbon Iron
Antimony Zinc
Hydrogen Magnesium
Gold Barium
Platinum Sodium
Mercury Potassium

Slectro-posiiioe

Each substance in this table is electro-nega-

tive to the one below it
;
the greatest differences

between any two bodies being found in those

which are roost widely separated. This table

also exhibits what is called an electro-motive

series, i. e. if any of the solid bodies in the list

are immersed in dilute acid, and one of the

bodies below it in the series be immersed like-

wise, a current will flow through the connecting

wore from the one above to the one below in

the list. And the greater the distance of the

two bodies from each other in the series, the

greater will be the electro-motive fo^e of the

current generated by their combination. The
next law of electrolysis is one of gr^t interest,

and of theoretical as well as practical import-

ance. It is as follows

4. The amount as well as the direction, of
electrolysis is dsfimilte^ and it is dependent upon
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the degree of action in the battery., being di-

rectly proportional to the quantity of electricity

in circulation. Eor example, it has bi^cn

proved that for every 32*7 grains of zinc which
are dissolved in any one cell of the battery

if local action bo prevented, 9 grains of water

will be decomposed
;
or if fused iodide of lead

be taken instead of water, 127 grains of iodine

and 103*5 grains of lead will be separated for

every 32*7 grains of zinc dissolved in the

battery. These numbers correspond with the

chemical equivalents of the foregoing sub-

stanc<‘s. Tlie discovery of this strict quantita-

tive law led Mr. Faraday to construct an instru-

ment for measuring the strength of the electric

current. This instrument, called a voltameter^

simply denotes the quantity of water, or other

eleelrolyte; which the current has decomposed
during a given time.

6. Finally, those bodies only are electrolytes

which arc composed of a conductor and a non-

conductor. The conductors accumulate on the

cathode or negative pole, and the non-conductors

on the anode. A compound substance, con-

sisting of two non-conductors, as bisulphide

of carbon, or an alloy formed of two conductors,

cannot be electrolysed.

The chemical action of the voltaic battery

is not only a valuable agent m research, but
is now practically employed on a largo scale

in some manufactures. It is used chiefly for

the purpose of depositing a metal by electro-

lysis oh the conducting surface to bo coated.

When a solution of sulpliatc is submitted to

electrolysis, metallic copper is precipitated on
the negative electrode, sulphuric acid appearing

at the positive, where it is again converted into

an equivalent of the sulphate if that electrode

he of copper. Impressions of coins can thus
be taken, and the metallic imprint produced is

termed an electrotype or Voltxtypb.
Passing from tho chemical action of the

voltaic battery, wo must notice briefly the
phenomena exhibited by the electric current.

When the poles of a powerful battery are

grasped by the moistened hands, a continuous

shock is felt, and tho muscles of the body are

violently convulsed. Tho physiological ap-

plication of tho battery, though at first fre-

quently employed, has now been superseded
by tho use of the induction coil. [Volta-
EUBCTEic Induction.] When a few cells arc

connected by a wire, a spark is seen at the

moment of making and breaking contact; if

the number of these cells be increased, the

spark becomes more brilliant, and at last glows
with steady light, when a sufficient number of

cells are employ^. With electrodes of coke
and a battery of thirty or forty of Grove’s
cells, a dazzling luminous arc is produced,
when the poles, having been brought in con-

^t, axe separated for a short distance. This
is the electric light, and its intense brilliancy

and enormous temperature have caused it to

be largely employe for lecture illustrations

:

it has also of late been used for lighthouse
illumination with much promise of success.
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Not only does the electric current manifest

itself when passing between the terminals of
the battery, but in a closed circuit, as in fig. 2,

the wire which conreys the current possesses

extraordinary properties. In the year X819
a Danish physicist, Oersted, was led to con-

clude, by the pure effect of reasoning, that the
connecting wire of a battery had a magnetic
condition. Experiments were made with this

end in view ;
and from these, the same year,

Oersted was able to announce, that when the
voltaic current flowed through a wire it had
the power of deflecting from the meridian
a magnetic needle suspended in the neighbour-
liood of the wire. The direction in which the
needle is deflected depends upon its position

in relation to the wire, and upon the direction

in which the current moves through the wire.

If the wire is stretched in the magnetic meri-
dian above the needle, and the current flows

from south to norths the north end of the
needle will be deflected towards tlie west. If

one of those two conditions be altered, the
effect is reverse d

;
but if both the direction

of the current and the position of the needle

bo inverted, the eflect remains the same. Dy
coiling the wire which conveys the current

rcrtind and round the needle, the feeble action

exerted by the single wire is multiplied by
the simultaneous and similar action of every

coil
;
hence by this means the effect of a weak

current on tho needle can be greatly exalted.

This is the principle of the Galvanometer,
which gave rise to the electric telegraph,

and is an almost indispensable apparatus in

many branches of physical research. Of
whatever metal tho wire may happen to be

which transmits the electric current, it has,

during the passage of the current, all the

properties which belong to a magnet. Dipped
in iron filings, a layer immediately ^thers
round the wire, and is held there till the

circuit is broken. Coiled into a closed helix

and suspended, copper wire is made to behave

like a compass, turning one end to the north,

and having its extremities attracted*and re-

pelled by the poles of an ordinary magnet.

Steel placed within such a coil becomes a

powerful and permanent magnet; and, by
winding the wire from a battery round soft

iron instead of steel, magnets of enormous

power are produced so long as the current

flows. These temporary magnets, formed by
sending a current of electricity round soft iron,

are cidled dectro-magnets^ and are further de-

scribed under the word ELECTBO-MAommsM.
The intensity of the voltaic current at any

point in a circuit is found by dividing the

electro-motive force of the battery by the re-

sistance—which the current encounters as it

traverses the liquid in the cells of the battery
I

and in the wire which joins its poles. The
j

sistance arises from tne fact, that electricity

passes with greater ease through some bodies

than through others. Those substances which

transmit the current freely are termed con-

ductorSt and those which resist its passage
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non-condiictors. The metals are of the former
class (as also, more or loss, are liquids), aud
gases are of the latter. The metals also differ

in conductivity among themselves. Tliis will

be seen from the following table, which gives

some of the results obtained by Mattbiesscu

on the electric conductivity of commercially

pure bodies, the best conductors being ropre-

sented by 100.

Silver . .100 Potassium . 20*8

Copper . . 77*4 Iron . . .14-4
Gold . . . 65*2 Platinum . . 10’5

Sodium . . 37*4 Lead ... 7*7

Aluminium . 33*8 Mercury . . 1*6

Zinc . . . 27*4 Graphite . . 0*07

Tho temperatures of these substances were
not all tho same

;
when silver and copper are

compared at the same temperature, tho differ-

ence between them is less than that given.

An increase of temperature diminishes tlie

conductivity of solids, but increases that of

liquids; these bodies are, however, at all

temperatures far inferior to solids as con-

ductors of electricity. If the conductivity of

silver be taken as 100,000,000, that of dilute

sulphuric acid (1 of acid to 11 of water) would
be only 89 ;

and that of a saturated solution

of common salt only 31*5, whilst distilled

water is represented by tho number 0*013,

practically a non-conductor. Gases are almost
absolute non-conductors of voltaic electricity.

When the electric current traverses bad con-

ductors, tho resistance which it experiences

causes a part of the current to disappear, but
at the same time the resisting medium becomes
hot. It has been proved by Joule, that, for

currents of equal strength, the heat developed
in a wire is directly proportional to the re-

sistance of the wire, i.e. inversely as its con-

ducting power
;

and, for the same wire, the

rise in temperature is proportional to tho

strength of the current. By using an imper-
fect conductor, as platinum, many feet of a
wire of such a metal may be raised to incan-

descence, and even fused, merely by the passage
of a powerful electric current,

A very copious source of voltaic electricity

has recently Deen obtained from a new appli-

cation, by Mr. Wilde, of Faraday’s discovei’y

of magneto-electricity. In the course of some
experiments Mr. Wilde noticed that a small
amount of dynamic electricity, when sent round
an electro-magnet, produces an indefinitely

large amount of magnetism, and by the ro-

tation of a suitable armature in front of such
a magnet an indefinitely large amount of

electricity is capable of being evolved. No
battery at all is necessary; for the current,

in the first instance, can be derived by rotating

an armature covered with a bobbin of wire
in front of a permanent magnet. Starting,

then, with a small magneto-electric machine,
Mr. Wilde sends the feeble current obtained
fri>m it through the coils of an electro-magnet
of laige dimensions. In front of thi*> magnet
another armature revolves, generating a second
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and more powerful current. Tliis stron|rer

current is then sent round a s<'cond olectro-

niiignet of enormous size. The weight of this

magnet is nearly three tons, and its strength,

when excited as just described, is enor-

mous. By the revolution of an armature

between the poles of this magnet, so great

a current of <*lpctricity is generated that it can

molt pieces of iron zxxl 15 inches long and

^ of an inch in diameter, or can heat to red-

ness 21 feet of No. 16 iron wire. The light

given between two coke points by this current

is so intense, that it is said to cast shadows of

the flames of street lamps a quarter of a mile

off, and at that distance the rays from the re-

flector appeared like sunlight. Sensitive paper,

when exposed for 20 seconds, at 2 feet from
this light, was darkened as much as by one
minute’s exposure to the direct rays of the

midday sun. These brilliant effects are not,

however, obtained without the expenditure

of force ; for it has been found that very con-

siderable steam power required to revolve

the armatures in front of the electro-magnets.

Mr. Wilde has thus converted the mechanical i

motion generated by the expansion of steam by

heat into the most powerful source of voltaic

electricity with which we are yet acquainted.

Still more recently (February 1867), Dr.

Wheatstone and Mr. Siemens have simul-

taneously announced their independent dis-

covery of another means of obtaining powerful

currents of magneto-elcclricity by somewhat
similar means.

Voltaite. A species of iron-alum, which

occurs in dull oil-green to brown or black

cubical crystals, and their modifications, at the

Solfatara near Naples, and at the Rammels-
beig mine, near Goslar in Hanover. Named in

honour of the Italian physician, A. Volta.

Voltameter (Ital. volta, and Gr. a
Tiieasurr). An instrument contrived by Mr. Fara-

day for measuring the electro-motive force or

strength of a current of voltaic electricity.

The indicating body used in this instrument

is generally water acidulated by sulphuric acid.

The electrodes are plates of platinum ;
and the

quantity of electricity which has passed is in-

dicated by the quaiitky of oxygen and hydrogen,

resulting from the decomposition of the water,

which is evolved, or, in other words, by the

Fig. 1. weight of water decomposed. When
the strength of the current is small,

the voltameter represented in Uie

margin is a good form: a is a

graduated straight tube closed at the

upper end, ar d including two plati-

num electrodes, connected with the

external wirt's h b
;
through these

is sent the current the strength

of which is to be determined. The
tube is fitted by grinding it into one

mouth of the double-necked bottle

containing the acidulated water, and

is filled by inclining the bottle. When an elec-

tric curt«mt is passed through the, instrument,

the gases evolved collect in the upper part of the
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tube and displace the dilute acid, the stopper c

being left open. The amount of the gases li-

berated is read off on the graduated tube, which

can be at once refilled by replacing the stopper

c, and inclining the whole instrument. For
every 32*7 grains of zinc dissolved in any one

cell of the battery, 9 grains of water are de-

composed in the voltameter, and 46'6 cubic

inches of hydrogen, or 1 grain, and 23‘3 cubic

inches of oxygen, or 8 grains, at 60 Fahr. and
30 inches Bar., are evolved upon its plates

;
at

the same time, 46'6 cubic inches of hydrogen are

evolved from everj' platinum plate in (he cells

of the battery (Miller).

When large quantities of the mixed gases arc

to be measured, as in cases where the current

is left continuous for Fig. 2.

several hours or days,

a voltameter of the ac-

companying formmay
be used. The evolved

gases pass by the tube 5 into a pneumatic
trough, wliere they are received in a grailuated

jar and measured : c c are the projecting wires
by wliicli communication is made w'ith the

})latinum electrodes, seen as a dotted line inside

the glass cylinder, w’hich is nearly filled with
acidulated w'ater.

Voltatype or Electrotype. The cast of

an object obtaiiuxl by the gmdual deposition of

a metal from a metallic solution through the

agency of a current of electricity. Tho process

can be illustrated as follow’s : If two pieces of

clean platinum are plunged into a solution of
sulphate of copper, no change takes place. But
if an electric current be now trausmittixl

through the solution, by means of these plati-

num plates, copper is immediately precipitated

upon the platinum, which forms the negative
electrode, or cathode, the positive electrode, or
anode, remaining clean. If the current be now
reversed, the copper will bo removed from the
platinum plate upon which it had just liei ii

deposited, and will be transmitted to the clean
plate

;
^nd thus, by reversing the direction of

tho electric current, the copper may be sent

backwards and forwards, being always de-
posited upon the negative pole, or, in popular
phraseology, upon that surface by which tlie

electric current leaves the electrolyte, or solu-

tion that is undergoing decomposition. By a
continuance of the electric current, and keeping
up the strength of the solution by the occasional

addition of fresh portions of the salt of copper,

the metallic film upon the cathode may b(‘ ob-
tained of any required thickness, and may
afterwards bo peeled off the platinum surface.

The texture of the deposited copper varies Mut h
the battery power employed, and with the
temperature and strength of the solution

;
so

that it may be obtained hard, brittle, and
crystalline, or malleablo and tough, or even
pulverulent, according to the management of
the operator. A current of low intensity, a
moderately strong solution of sulphate of cop-
per acidulated with sulphuric acid, and a tem-
perature not below 60° or 70°; are the cir-
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cumstanees under which the best deposit of

'

copper is usually obtained for the purposes to

!

which this process is commonly applied.

When the negative pole or cathode, instead
of being, as above represented, a plane surface

of platinum, is irregular (like a medal or coin),

an eicact impression of the device may be
taken off on the precipitated copper. Copies
or plates of this kind are known by the
name of voltatype^^ or more frequently are

now called electrotypes. Gold, silver, and
other metals may, by proper management, be
substituted for copper

;
or, if the precipitated

metal be left upon the surface on which it is

thrown down, gilding, silvering, and coppering
may be extensively and beautifully effected.

Thus it is that the art of dectro-ptating has also

arisen out of these’ efectro-cheinical actions.

The merit of first introducing this now well-

known and valuable art has been ascribed to

several persons. It appears that, in working
with his battery, Daniell was the first to notice

the deposition of metallic copper by electricity

;

that, in 1 839, Jacobi of St. Petersburg was the

first to publish a practical application of this

fact, the publication of which evoked announce-
moiits from two Englishmen, Spencer and
Jordan, each of whom was independently

working at the same object, and had attained

the same end as Jacobi. Messrs. Elkington

almost immediately applied the process to the

plating and gilding of goods on a large scale,

and their manufactory still holds the first place

in this country.

To become an expert at electrotyping, or the

galvano-plastic art, as it used to be called,

requires but little apparatus, and involves bat

a trilling expense ;
intelligent care and patience

here, as elsewhere, are sure to bring suc^cess.

Supposing it were wished to take a copy of a

medal—it may either be copied directly, and
an inverted impression obtained from which a

second electrotype can be taken ;
or a cast of

the medal may first be made in wax or plaster.

If the latter and most general plan be adopted,

the mould, if of plaster, must bo first soaked in

oil, or immersed in melted spermaceti or tallow

so as to render it impermeable to water. The
wax or plaster mould must then be made a

conductor of the current, and this can be done

by thoroughly brushing black-lead over the

surface which it is intended to reproduce.

When the medal itself is used, in order to

prevent the deposition of copper, which would
take place upon the edges, and upon the re-

verse of the medal, those parts should be

covered with shell-lac or sealing-waz varnish.

The medal or mould, after being hung in a

loop of copper wire, is now ready for the follow-

ing simple voltaic arrangement; A is a glass

cylinder (a common lamp-glass answers the

purpose), closed at bottom with a piece of

bladder, or with a plug of plaster of Paris, and

filled with dilute sulphuric acid (1 of acid to 8

ctf water by measure); Z is a piece of amal-

gamated zinc immersed in the acid, and con-

nected by a copper wire with the medal M; C
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is a jar, or glass tumbler, nearly filled with a
strong solution of sulphate of Copper, acidu-

lated bv the addition of about

a tenm part of sulphuric

acid. In this arrangement,

the acid in thC generating

cell is prevented from mix-
ing with the solution in the

jar by the diaphragm of

bladder or plaster; which,
however, when thoroughly
wetted, suffers the electric

current to pass from the zinc

to the medal (or negative
pole), and so through the
wire, in the direction of the
darts, back to the zinc. In
this way a film of metallic copper is gradually
thrown down upon M, which goes on increas-
ing, and when sufficiently thick (perhaps in
24 or 30 hours), the wire with Z and M at
its ends is lifted out. By inserting the point
of a knife the deposited copper is released, and
when pulled off of M presents a faithful and
minute impression of the object.

In the case of seals, coins, and other small
articles, a number of them may be put in pro-
cess at once by the following modification of

the above described apparatus. A is a jar
filled with a saturated and slightly acid solution

of sulphate of copper; B is a
porous earthenware cylinder,

similar to those usedin Daniell’s

constant battery, filled with
dilute sulphuric acid. The
articles to be coated with cop-
per are prepared as above
described, and attached to cop-

per wires having a small piece

of zinc at their other end

;

several of thesemay then be sus-

pended^ round the porous tube ; and thus the
zinc being in the acid, and the coin or seal in

the cupreous solution, the process goes on until

the electrotype is perfect.

When a number of articles of different sizes

are to be electrotyped, the following airange-
ment is generally adopted where the process is

employed upon a large scale
; as in preparing

electro-types from wood-cuts, copper-plates,

plaster casts, &e. A is a troii£^ of any re-

Flg. 8.

quired dimensions, made of slate or wood, ge*

nerally lined with marine glue, and filled with
a proper solution of sulnbate of cop^r ; C is

a copper plate immersed in the trough, and
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forming the positive electrode of a Danieirs
battery B ^of which one cell only is here re-

presented, but of which two or more may be
employed as required) ;

D D is a copper rod
forming the negative electrode, to wnich the
articles to be coated with copper are suspended
b^ copper wires. These several articles, pre-

viously prepared as described, are retained in

the circuit till adequately coated by copper.

In this form ofapparatus the sulphate of copper
solution is maintained at its original strength

;

for, as the copper is deposited upon the mould,
the sulphuric acid liberated at the positive pole

converts an equivalent of the copper of the

plate C into the sulphate. Numerous applica-

tions have been made of the process of electro-

typing; engravings are copied, music is printed,

busts and other figures are cast, ferns, sea-

weed, and flowers moulded in metal, and above
all daguerreotypes reproduced, with wonderful

faithfulness and detail.

The other application of electro-metallurgy

is the covering one metal with a thin crust of

another
;
a process even more generally useful

than the reproduction of objects. For coating

articles with silver, a bath is made containing

1 part of cyanide of silver to 2 or 3 parts of

cyanide of potassium, dissolved in about 150
parts of water. The article to be plated is

made the negative pole, and § piece ofsilver hung
in the bath forms the positive electrode. The
silver will be deposited with a dead appear-

ance
;

if lustre is required, a few drops of bi-

sulphide of carbon added to the bath will effect

this object Articles may also be gilded by
employing a solution of the double cyanide of

gold and potassium. In all cases where silver

or gold is to be deposited, so as to give a dur-

able adhesive coating, the articles must be per-

fectly clean. For this purpose they must be

boil^ in a weak alkaline solntion, then dipped

in dilute nitric acid, and afterwards well washed
immediately before putting them in the bath.

Other metals, besides copper, silver, and pld,
can be electricallydepositfrom their solutions;

of these Uie most successful and useful as yet

employed is the coating of iron with zinc, a

solution of sulphate of zinc being here em-
ployed. Alloys of the metals have also been

deposited, but the processes are attended with

practical difficulties. [Voltaic BjkTTiBBT.]

IfoMl (Ital. turn). In Music, a terra

directing that the leaf is to be turned over.

Vottslue or A native ozysul-

phide of zinc, composed (when pure) of 82*7

per cent, of sulphide of zinc, and 17*3 oxide,

it occurs in small hemispherical incrustations

of ft diztv rose-red colour, which are opaque or

only slightly translucent and have a vitreo-

lesiuouB lustre, at Boadires, near Fort Gibaud

in Attvetgne; and at the Elias Mine, near

JoBchimsthal, Bohemia. Named after Yoltz,

French engineer of mines.

(Lat roUing\ In Botany, a

term implied to stems or leaf-stalks, and similar

bodies which have the property of twistbg

round some other body.
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VOLUNTEERS
Volume (Lat. volumen, from volvo,' I roll).

A book. Thus a library is said to consist of

so many thouslhd volumes, and a long work is

divided for convenience into several volumes.
Eveiy single roll of paper or parchment, in an
ancient library, was of course equivalent to a
single book in one of our own. The French
word tome (signifying, properly, a single volume
of a work containing more than one) is the

Greek rd/ior, from rfy-vtiv, to cut or divide.

Volume. In Geometry, this term denotes

the quantity of space, of three dimensions, en-

closed by a surface gr surfaces. The volume
of a body, or its solid content, is the quantity
of space which it occupies. For methods of
estimating volumes, see CunATuns,
Volumetric Analysis. A method of

quantitative chemical analysis in which the
balance and other elaborate apparatus are more
or less dispensed with; a few glass vessels, some
graduated, being alone necessary. It consists

in ascertaining how much of a solution of

definite strength and properties must be added
to a solution of unknown strength before a
given effect, indicative of the termination of

a chemical reaction, can be produced. Many
solutions of unknown strength can thus have
quantitative values rapidly given to them.
For illustrations of the process, see Alkali-
metry.
Volunteera. The most ancient volunteer

force in Great Britain is the Honourable
Artillery Company of the city of London,
which is perhaps the oldest military body in

Europe, and received a charter of incorporation

from Henry VIII. When Napoleon’s design

to invade England in 1803 became known,
a large force of volunteers was enrolled, the

returns for that year showing 463, 1 34 effi'Ctives.

The numbers soon declined, and shortly after

1815 they ceased almost entirely to exist.

The volunteer organisation as now established

arose in 1858, though tho Victoria Rifies, and
one or two other corps, had been formed
previously. In 1869 a large force was formed,

and an injecting staff established. The Act
26 & 27 Vict, c. (1863) now regulates the

formation and system of volunteer corps.

They are also sulgect to the provisions of

the Order in Council, July 27, 1863, and to

all regulations made regaraing thorn by the

Secretaiy of State for War.
In time of peace the a^utante and seijeant

instructors are subject to the provisions of the

Mutiny Act and Ariicles of War. The other

officers are not subject to military law, but can

be deprived of their commissions by authority

of her majesty ; and the ^non-commissioned
officers and privates are liable to ftne i^nd

dismissal under certain rales. In case of in-

vasion, actual or apprehended* her majesty

may direct the loras-lieutenant of counties

to call out any volunteers, who are bound to

march anywhere within Groat Britaiu. All

officers and men thus called out become subject

i

to tbe Mutiny Act and Articles of WfV> and

[receive pay and allowanoes corresponding to



VOLUSPA SAGA
those of the similar branches of the regular
army.
The volunteer force, including yeomanry,

takes precedence immediately after the militia

;

and the various corps rank as under: light
horse artillery; engineers; engineer and rail-

way transport ; mounted rifles
; rifles. On the

formation of a corps, it receives an establishment
and a number.
The members of a corps are either honorary

or enrolled. Enrolled members are classed as

efficient and non-efficient. The qualifications

for efficient members are defined by an Order
in Council of July 27, 1863.

The staff of the volunteer force consists

of I inspector-general, 1 deputy inspector, 10
assistant inspectors, and 3 honorary inspectors

of musketry, 'i'he pay and allowances for the

volunteer force are as follows : Adjutants and
Serjeant instructors receive permanent pay and
allowances. An annual capitation grant of
30s. for each effective volunteer is given to each
artillery corps : 205. for other corps, with a
special allowance of lOs. each for men fulfilling

certain conditions. Administrative battalions

have, under certain regulations, an extra allow-

ance of 45. for each effective. ArmB and
ammunition for practice are supplied at the

public expense.

The total number of yeomanry and volun-

teers now (1866-7) borne on the muster rolls is

193,523 of all ranks, which are as follows:

Yeomanry cavalry, 14,268. Volunteers—Staff at

headquarters, 12 ;
adjutants, 280 ;

Honourable
Artillery Company, 901 ;

light horse, 830

;

artillery, 32,010 ;
engineers, 4,823 ;

mounted
rifles, 438; rifles, 139,961. For further infor-

mation, see Army of Great Britain^ published

annually by authority, at the statistical .depart-

ment of the War Office.

Voluspa Saga. A short saga, in which a
theo^ny is combined with a cosmogony, and in

wliich the fortunes of the world are traced to

the twilights of the gods when Odin and the

JEsir are all doomed to perish. The age of this

saga is doubtful.

The word Voluspa means the spa (Scotch

8pae\ or prophecy of Vola, the inspired or mad
prophetess (whence the English and /£»%).
With the first part of this word may be cora-

S
ired the name of Veleda, the prophetess of the

ructeri, mentioned by Tacitus. {Hist. iv. 61.)

Volnta (Lat. a w/m/c). A name allied by
Linnaeus to a genus of the Vermes Testacea^

including those which have a univalve spiral

shell, with an aperture without a beak, and

somewhat effuse; and a columella twisted or

plaited, generally without lips or perforation.

The Mollusca thus characterised form a family

in the Buccinoid tribe of the Pectinibranchiate

Gastropods of Cuvier’s system, and are dis-

tributed into the following subgenera: Oliva,

Brug.
;

Volvaria, Lam. ;
Valuta proper ; Oym-

hium, Montf. ;
MargineUa, Lam. ;

Columbella,

Lam.
;
Mitra, Lam.

;
Canaellaria, Lam.

Volute (X<at. volvo, I roll). In Architec-

ture, the spiral scroll appended on each side to
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VOKTEX
the capital of the Ionic order. The Corinthian
and Composite capitals are also decorated with
volutes

; but their character is different, their

size smaller, and they are always diagonally

placed. In the Corinthian order they are

more numerous, and in the Composite they are

larger than in the Corinthian.

Volwa or Wrapper. In Botany, a term
used in describing fungi to denote the involu-

crum-like base of the stipes of Agaricus. It

was originally the bag enveloping the whole
plant, but was left at the foot of the stipes when
the plant elongated and burst .through it.

Volwuliui (lat. volvcre, to roll up, because

it was supposed to arise from twisting of the

intestines). The contractile action of the

membranes of the intestines, usually termed
cholic or gripes. [Iliac Passion.]

Vomloa (Lat. vomo, 1 spit up), A cavity

in the lungs, which is the result of softening of

deposited tubercle in phthisical persons. These
cavities apparently may also result from de-

eneration and softening of fibrinous material

eposited in the lung.

Vomlolna or Vomlotne. A name given

by some pharmaceutical chemists to the alkaloid

more usually termed Brucia, obtained from the

bark and seeds of the Nux vomica and from
St. Ignatius' bean

;
it is usually associated with

Strychnia. [Brucia.]

Vomltoria (Lat. vomo). In Architecture,

the openings, gates, or doors, in the ancient

theatres and amphitheatres, which gave ingress

and egress to the public.

Voraulite. A name for the ferro-magne-

sian phosphate of alumina, met with in agangue
of quartz, at Waldbach, near Vorau, in Styria.

It appears to be a species of Blue Spar or

LagulUe.
Vorliauaerlte. A mineral from the

Fleims Valley in the Tyrol, with the same
composition as Betinalite, but rendered im-

pure by an admixture of small quantities of

theoxides of manganese and iron. Named in

honour of Vorhauser, a Tyrolese minister.

Vortex (Lat. another form of vertex). An
eddy or whirlpool; a body of water running
rapidly round and forming a cavity in the

middle, into which floating bodies are drawn.
The term is also applied to whirlwind.

In the Cartesian philosophv, vortex signifies

a collection of material particles, forming a fluid

or ether, endowed with a rapid rotatory motion
about an axis. By means of this hypothesis

and the received doctrine of centrifugal forces,

a plausible explanation may be given of the

motion of the planets, which move nearly in the

same plane; but the motions of the comets
which traverse the heavens in all directions are

inexplicable, and in fact are inconsistent with

the nypothesis. Descartes, nevertheless, had
the merit of attempting to show how the uni-

verse might have assumed its present form and
be preserved on mechanical principles. For
an explanation of the system of vortices, see

Maclaurin’s Account of Newton's Philosophical

Discoveries,



VORTIOEL VRITKA
Electric and magnetic phenomena have also

been explained by the TJieory of Molecular

Vortices. {Phil. Mag. 1861.)
Vortloel (Lat. vortex). The generic name

of certain pedicellate Wheel Animalcules, pro-

vided with vibratilo organa at their anterior

extremity, whose apparently rotatory actions

produce little whirlpools in their vicinity, and
thus attract the particles of food.

Vosglte. A kind of Labradorite which has

become hydrous through undergoing a partial

alteration, and which constitutes the porphyry
of Ternuay in the Vosges,

Voiuaolr. One of the wedge-shaped stones

of an arch, by the proper disposition of which,

in a semicircle or other curve, the arch is formed.

The centre stone of the arch is called the key

stone. The inferior surface of the arch is

called the intrados or and the exterior

the ejctrados or back.

Vow (liat. votum). Solemn promises to

God, and under religious sanction, are spoken
of in the Old and New Testaments under this

name. The Jews recognised three sorts of
vows : of devotion, of absdnenoe, of destruc-

tion or extermination (anathema^. In the

Church of Borne, vows are divided into solemn

(taken in the face of the church) and simpU
(or private). Release ftom a vow must be ob-

tained from a s[uritual superior, who has power
to grant it Five vows were said to be reserved

for papal dispensation only : that of chastity

;

the vow to enter into a religious order; vows
of pilgrimages to Rome and to Compo^lla;
and the vow of a crusade. Monastic vows aie

now most commonly understood when vows are

spoken of. [Monachisii ;
Ohoebs, Belioious.]

Vowel (Pr. voyellc ; Lat vocalis, from vox;
Gr. Ivor). In Grammar, a letter which can be

pronounced alone, thus distinguished from con-

sonants, which require to be sounded with the

aid of a vowel. They are divided in ancient

prosody into lony, short, and common (anci-

pites, i.e. either long or short at pleasure).

A diphthong consists of two vowels, of which

the sounds ruu (or are supposed to run) into

one another.

Voyol, A rope used on Shipboard to bring

the pres8ur|^ of the capstan to bear on tho

cable without the necessity of winding the

latter round the barrel.

Vrltra. In the Vedic Mythology, the cloud-

enemy of Indra, who lets loose the imprisoned

waters by putting him to death. The idea

expressed in the myth is precisely that which
is embodied in the legend of the Theban Sphinx.

The name Vritra denotes a being who hides or

veils, and belongs to the same root with Var-

una [Uraxus], and reappears in that of the

Greek Orthros [Cerbebus]. This monster is

identical with Ahi, thegreat serpent or throttler,

who reappears in the Greek Echidna, the Latin

anguis, from the root ah, or anh (as in ango,

andzia)» to throttle. Thus in the Vedic hymns

;

Inara is esp^ially known as Vritrahan, or the

slayer of TOtra, and thus also Vritra became,

in course of time, a mere generic name for an
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enemy. In the conflict he stands to Indra in

precisely the same relation as Geryon or Cacub
to Heracles. But, as with other early Vedic
beings, the names are not Anally fixed, and the
attributes are to a certain extent interchange-

able. Vritra is called sometimes Ahi, some-
times Vala, Pani [Paris], &c. and he is opposed
sometimes by Indra and at other times by
Agni, Trita [Tritogeneia], and other gods.

Like Cerberus, Vritra has three heads, and he
swallows the cows, which Indra rescues from
his jaws, as Hercules delivers them from the
cave of Cacus. These cows are the clouds

which water tho earth, and are prevented by
malevolent powers from bestowing their gifts

on the sons of men. Thus, in Greek myths,
diugons are commonly represented as guarding
fountains. Cadmus kills the monster who
kept the fountain of Ares, near Thebes

;
a

stream of water leaped up from the earth when
Apollo slew the Python

;
and the apples guarded

by the dragon in the land of the HESPRRiniis

are only the cattle (j*v\a, the same word having
both meanings) which in the Odyssey are fed

by Phaethusa and Lampetie in the pastures of

Uie sun.

In India, this myth retained to the last, in

great measure, a merely physical signification.

The battle between Indra and Vritra was the
battle of the sun-god with the dark thunder-
clouds which keep the rain from falling on tho

earth
;
the struggle of (Edipus with the Sphinx,

of Achilleus with Hector, of Odysseus with
Melanthius and his accomplices. But tho

tendency to invest the myth with a moral or

spiritual meaning is manifest in some Vedic
passages which contain a prayer beseeching
Ind^a with the Maruts [Thor] to smite Vritra,
* that the wicked one reign not over us

;

' but

the cliangc was not fully accomplished till the

myth was transplanted to Iranian soil; and
there from it sprang the Zoroastrian Dualism
which divided the empire of tho Cosmos between
the beneficent Ormuzd and the malignant

I

Ahkiman, But although the myth, thus

spiritualised, assumed a form which has exer-

cised a momentous influence on religious belief

down to the present day, the names remained
for the most part the same. The Vedic Vritra

reappears in the Zend Verethra, and Vritrahan
is seen in Veretbragna (the modem Behram).
Nor is the name Ahi wanting. The throttling

se^ent is found in Azi or Aji, who received the

epithet dah&ka, or enemy, and from the union

of the two words is formed the modem Zohak,
who is slain by Feridoun. [ThraAtana.] It

cannot be denied, however, that the Iranian

Ahriman is a far more important being than
the Brahmanic Vritra. The former has been
exalted in a measure corresponding to the

dignity of Ormuzd as compared with the Vedic

Indra, until from the cloud enemy of the gods
(adeva, Gr. &6cos) he has become the creator

of an evil world peopled by hosts of malignant
demons. Thus tne myth, as professing to ac-

count for the phenomena of tne moral world,

becomes metaphysical, and is lost in the de-



VIUTUAIIAN
volopmoiiit of Parseeism. Thislraniau demon-

ology is seen in the Asmodbos of the Hook of

Tobit, and in the dmgon whom Christian art

represents as crushed beneath the feet, and
pierced by the lance of St. George. (Br&al,

Hercule et Courtis
;
Muir, Sanskrit Texts

;
Max

Miiller, Lectures on Language^ second series.)

VrltraHan. [Vihtra.]

Vulcan. In Latin Mythology, the god of

fire. The name is connected by some with the

words fulgere^ to glisten, and fvlgur and ful-

men^ lightning; by others, with the Sanscrit

ulkd, a firebrand or meteor. The legends about

Vulcan are mere reproductions of the myths
which grew up round the name of the Greek

god Hephjestus, with whom the Latin deity

was in course of time completely identified.

Vulcanite* Synonymous with Ebonite.

A good vulcanite is made by heating to 300®

Eahr. for six hours a mixture of two parts of

caoutchouc and one part of sulphur. Vulcanite

resembles horn in appearance ; it is much used

for making combs, an<l being an excellent in-

snlator has been recently proposed as the best

material for tho covering of tolegi-aph wires.

Vulcanite. A Mineralogical synonym of

Pyroxene (Augite) or Volcanic Garnet.

Vulffar Fractions. In Arithmetic, any

fraction whose denominator is a power of 10 is

termed a decimal fraction. [Fraction,] All

others are called vulgar.

Vallate (Lat. vulgata, for public use). Tho
name given to the Latin version of the Scriptures

in use in the church of Rome; the greater

?
art of which is the composition of St. Jeromo.

t is decreed by the council of Trent that the

Vulgate is to be ‘held as authentic,* which,

according to tho interpretation usually put on

the decree by theologians, means not that it is

in any way substituted for the originals, but

that it contains nothing contrary to true faith

and morals. (Milman, History of Latin Chris-

tianity, book iii. ch. xi. ; Hallam, Literary

History, part i. ch. vi, p. 39.)

WADS
VulpCB (I*at.

i
Ital. volpe, a /ox, akin to

Gr. iXciiTTit, Sansc. lopiLqa, Eng. U'olf). This

has been made a sul^enenc term by those

naturalists who so distinguish the foxes from

,the dogs, jackals, and wolves, to which they

consequently restr'et the term Canis. The

grounds for the proposed distinction are chiefty

that the form of the pupil of the eye is vertical

in the foxes, and circular in the dogs ;
the lobes

of the upper incisor teeth are loss distinctly

marked tnan in the dog
;
the tail of the fox is

longer and more bushy; its hefctd broader, and

terminated by a narrower and more pointed

muzzle ; its gait and attitude crouching.

VulplDlte. So called from Vulpino, near

Bergamo in Itiily, where it is found. An anhy-

drous sulphate of lime (Anhydrite), containing

about 8 per cent, of -siliea. It is sometimes

employed by Italian artists for small statues

and other ornamental work, under tho name of

marmo bardiglio di Beraamo.

Vultur (Lat. a vulture). The name of a

Linnsean genus of diurnal Accipitrine birds,

characterised by an elongated beak, curv’^ed

only at the extremity, and by having a greater

or less proportion of the head, and sometimes

of the neck, denuded of feathers. To tho

brief Linnsean phrase descriptive of this ge-

nus it may be added, that tne power of the

claws does not* correspond with the bulk of the

body. The wings are so long that they are

carried in the half-extended state when the

vulture walks on the grovud. In general, tho

birds of this mfoup are of a cowardly nature,

living on dead carcases and offal
;
their gullet

dilates into a considerable crop, which, when

distended with garbage, projects above the fur-

cular bone. Wften the vulture is gorged with

food, a f®tid humour is discharged from tho

nostrils, and the bird is reduced to a state of

stupi^ty. The vultures of Linnffius are divided

into the subgenera Vultur, Cuvier ;
Cathartes

Cxm&£\ ‘Sarooramphus, Cuvier; Berenopterus,

Cuvier ;
Gypaelus, Storr.

W
W. A letter found only in the alphabets of

modem languages. In form, it resembles two

Vs, and its English name is derived from the

fact of the letter v being identical with u in the

Latin, and in the more early form of the Eng*
j

Ush language. In German, w is pronounced

like the English v ;
the latter having the sound

of /, When to commences a syllable, it is a

consonant ; but in all other positions, a vowel,

Waoke. A German Geological term, now
rarely used. It originally meant a soft and

earthy variety of basalt. [Ghbywackb.] Other

metamorphosed rocks of considerable hardness

have received the same name.
Wad. A local name, in Derbyshire and

tho north of England, for GraphiteorPlumbago.
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In Mineralogy, tho term is used to denote various

mixtures of different oxides of manganese,

which cannot be always considered as distinct

species or as having a very definite chemical

composition. The name has reference to the

light forms, resembling wadding, assumed by

the mineral.

Wadora (Gor. waten, Dutchwaaden, to wade,

akin to Lat. vado, and Gr, fiaHiCei, to go). An
order of birds, including those which have long

legs naked from above the distal or lower extre-

mity of the tibia downwards. [Oeallatobbs.]

Wads (Ger. watte). In Artilleiy, wads
are of four kinds : iunk [Junk Wads]; grum-

met [Grummet Wad]; papier-m^U,^ being

small discs used for doi^ing the fuze holes of



WADSET
filled common sheila and the loading holes of

diaphragm shells ; and coed dust, being serge

dlled with co^ dust, and placed inside the

fi'lo. cartridges for S-inch guns, to fill up the

chamber.
Wadaet. In Scottish Law, a method of

mortgaging landed property. It is now obso-

lete, having been supersede by the bond and
disposition in security, consisting of a covenant

for payment of the debt and a conveyance of

the land by way of security, with a power of

sale; the practical effect of the whole being

much the same as that of an English Mobt-
oaoE, except that the debt constitutes Real
Pbopertt, and not, as in England, Personal
PuoPERTY of the creditor.

Wafisra. Adhesive discs for securing

letters or sticking papers together. Common
wafers are punched out of a paste made of very

fine flour which is pressed between two heated

plates of smooth iron. Transparent wafers arc

made of films of isinglass or gelatine, dried

upon plate glass, and punclied out of various

forms and sizes. Wafers are coloured with

various materials, but care should be taken that

these are not, as is often the case, of a poisonous

nature. The wafer makers are very unwilling

to show the process.

Wager (Oer. wagen, to venture). In Law,
wagers were formerly valid, and might be

made subjects of action, unless they were on

illegal matters, but now (by stat. 8 & 9 Viet.

109) aU contracts bjr way of gaming or wager-

ing ore null and void, nor can a deposit on a

wager be recovered from the stakeholder. But
this last provision does not apply to subscrip-

tions for piizes at lawfiil games or pastimes.

Wager of Battle. The usage of deciding

a civil suit by battle was common to the juris-

prudence of many of the Teutonic tribes which

established themselves in the provinces of the

Roman empire. It was especially favoured

among the Lombards ;
and there is a celebrated

passage in the laws of their king Luitprand, in

which, while, he recognises the impiety of the

custom, he professes liis inability to abolish it

in consequence Of the prejudices of his subjects.

In England, badtle trial is not mentioned in

any Anglo-I^on la^vs now extant; and its in-

troduction is therefore attributed to William

the Conqueror, althotigh bearing in his laws

the Saxon name of omeste, probably earnest.

Sir F. Palgrave (On the British Commonumlth,
chap, vii.) believes that the Conqueror did no

more than confirm a usage already known to

the inhabitants oi England. He supposes that

battle in civil suits was regularly joined in the

Anglo-Saxon county courts. Trial by battle,

by the English common law, was usm in civil

cases only, where issue was joined upon a writ

of right,m which the tenant pleaded the general

issue, via, that he bad more right to hold than

the demandant to recover, which he off^d to

prove by the body of Us champion ;
for in civil

actions the combat was not between the parties

themselves. The champions were armra with

batons und targets, and the combat took place

WAGES
before the judges and serjeants of the Court
of Common Pleas. The court ought to sit (says
Blackstone) by sunrising, and the combatants
were bound to fight until the stars appeared iu

the cvemng ; and if the champion of the tenant
could either' hold out so long, or obtain the
victory, the tenant prevailed in his cause. Vic-

tory was obtained either by the death of the
champion, or by his pronouncing the hoirible

word craven, which caused to his principal the loss

of his land, and legal infamy to himself. The
trial by battle was the only mode of deciding a
writ of right, until Henry II. introduced the
grand appeal or trial by inquest, and ^ve the

tenant his choice between them. The last

trial by battle in the Court of Common Pleas
was in the 13th Elizabeth, 1671, on which occa-
sion the lists were set up in Tothill-fields (Dyer
301) ; but in the Court of the County Palatine
of Durham there was one iu 1638. Trial by
buttle in criminal cases is explicitly noticed in

the laws of the Conqueror. It took place on an
appeal, when the appellee of felony pleaded not
guilty, and declared that he would defend' the
plea with his body : as in approvement, when a
party arraigned of treason or felony became an
approver by appealing, or accusing his accom-
plices, the latter might in the same manner
demand trial by battle. In this case the

combat was between the parties themselves.

The last trial by battle awanjt*d in this country
was in the case of Lord Reay and Mr. Ramsay,
in the 7th of Charles I.; but the king, after

having appointed a constable to preside, re-

j

vokod the commission. In 1818, William Ash-
ford having brought an appeal against A’lraham
Thornton for the murder of his sister, the ap-

pellee waged his battle. Judgment was stayed

m consequence of a legal difficulty which arose

in the case
;
and in the following year an Act

was passed, by which appeals of treason, felony,

and other offences, and trial by battle on writs

of right, were abolished. [Rationalism.]
Wager of Xiaw. [Compurgation.]
Wage* (this word may bo traced to the

same source with the Latin vas, vadis, surety,

through the Old High German wette, a pledge.

Gothic vadi, in mediaeval Latin wadium or va-

dium, Ital. gaggio, and Fr. gage). In Political

Economy, the payment made for such muscular
or nervous labour as possesses a value in ex-

change. The popular use of the term is somo-
what loose. It generally limits the word to

mechanical or muscular labour, and to such

private revenues as are derived from advances

made by capitalists. Such an interpretation,

however, is not only fague and unphilosophical,

but tends to great errors, which may in the

practice of finance become serious wrongs.
All income is derived from wages, profits,

rent Sometimes, however, these three ele-

ments are’ united in the same person, and are

not distinguishable except by analysis. In the

articles f^OFir and Rent an attempt has been
made to show what is the part assignable to each

of these elements. It remains to offbr some
comments on the position occupied by wages.



WAGES
The rent of land is derived entirely from the

natural powers of the soil, or from capital sunk
in improvements. The profits of capital are
derive either from permanent investments, or
from loans made on secTirity which cannot l>e

impuipied. If the investment be liable to de-

preciation, or the security to discredit, a pay-
ment is always expected on the ground of risk

or hazard. It is plain, however, that such a
payment is no part of profit. Capital may be
invested in a variety of ways, as in draining land,

in constructing railways, in building houses.

But capital is equally invested in the education
of artizans and of professional persons—of all

persons, in short, who live entirely and exclu-

sively on labour
;
and in so far as the rate of

payment made to them is in consideration of the

capital invested in such an education, so far is

it profit on capital, and not wages. Again,
in BO far as the payment (after estimating,

in a general way, the cost or outlay of

capital incurred in physical, mechanical, and
intellectual education) is in excess of the rate

of profit procurable, on an average, from such
an amount of capital invested in a permanent
form, so far does the payment tend to replace

the capital invested, and to cover the risks

involved in such occupations. And if eoual
capacity for supplying services in demand is

attained under less cost, or superior and ex-

ceptional capacity is exhibited, the analogy
subsisting between natural abilities, whe^er
mental or bodily, and singular fertility in cer-

tain soils, is manifest and clear.

The power of obtaining wages invariably

therefore implies the outlay of capital in the

maintenance and education of the labourer
;
and

the rate of wages will, some risks being esti-

mated, and some machinery foi replacing the

waste of capital being implied, be therefore _ j-

lative to the rate of profit. The maintenance
of a child in the cheapest and most economical

form—that, for instance, in an industrial work-
house school—will represent at the end of ten

years, at 5 per cent, compound interest^ little

less than 100/. ; and of course, if the age at

which the labourer is able to earn his or her

living is more protracted, and the cost of main-
tenance and education larger, the existence of

such a person will represent a still larger sum
invested as capital, wnen interpreted from an
economical point of view, and liable, because in-

1

vested in this form, to certain depreciation and
numerous risks. Furthermore, the cost of sup-

plying such labour will include nfit only the

particular depreciation and risk to which sudi

an investment is liable, but all losses which pre-

mature death and disease induce upon similar

employments of capital, distributed over those

who survive as efilcient labourers. It is not

indeed important, for the purpose of analysing

the cause (Kf wages, that we charge should be
borne by the parents of the child, or that the

risks should m incurred by the labourer him-

sel£ They may be incurred by third parties,

and under the machinery of a poor law they

are larg^ so incurred in the case of common
VoL. in. 977

lalwur. It is only important to observe, that
unless this perpetual investment of capital in

the supply of labour goes on, the supply would
rapidly diminish, rates of wa^s would me from
deficiency, and rents would fall. It is only
because labour is ordinarily in excess of de-

mand, that the true facts as to the economical

investment of capital in the maintenance and
education of labour are hidden or escape notice.

When, as in newly settled countries which pos-

sess lai'ge tracts of fertile and unoccupied laud,

population increases rapidly, but not so rapidly

as capital, it is seen that the supply of labour
is one of the most important foims in which
capital may be employed.
A confusion, then, between the income derived

from wages—the word being used in the widest
sense, to include all labourhowever rude or how-
ever refined—and the profits derived from stock,

or rent derived from land, is unphilosophical,

and the subjection of both to equal rates of

taxation, whether the tax be levied on the con-
sumption of articles necessary to maintain life

or on net income, is unfair, because it takes
from the profits of capital in the one case, and
from capital itself in the other. In taxes at pre-

sent levied on consumption, few of an absolutely

objectionable character exist, the principal of

these being the sugar duties and the existing

duty on com
;
but the wrongs of the income tax

are. incontestable.

It has been already remarked that the real

origin of wages is obscured by the fact that la-

bour is generally in excess of demand. Hence,
it is ordinarily reflated to supply, instead of

being Valued, as it ultimately must be, by the

amount of labour or capital expended in bring-

ing it into existence; in other words, by the

cost of production. To this condition, labour,

like every other article of value in exchange,

except rent, must conform iu the end. It will

not on the spot where it is produced be remu-
nerated at a higher rate than the costs at which
it is produced ; it cannot^ to be produced at all,

fall much below it.

There are always, however, certain circum-

stances qualifying the rate of wages within
certain limits, which do noVaifect other utilities

in an equal degree. The ^act that labour is less

easily transferred, as a rule, than other objects,

tends to depress the rate. This immobility of

labour is due partly to factitious causes, partly

to personal motives operating on the mass of

mankind. The laws which have for so many
ages attempted to compel the residence of

labourers to given spots ue instances of the

first set of causes. In feudal times the intimate

relations which were supposed to exist between

the various classes of society, interpreted of

course with greater 8tringen(7
^

in the case of

the peasant, put a variety of hindrances in the

way of migration from place to place. When
the labourer possessed, as he generally did,

land as the reason of his dependence on

lord, he could not migrate without forfeiting

his tenan^. This condition was extended to

the lord's^pendants, who could not escape from

8 B)



WAGES WAGITE
a particuUr locality, except by paying a fine, poor-law relief, wonld ultimately raise rents^

[ViLLxm.] Another cause of the same character and be of little benefit to the farmer. The
was the police exercised in that time. A land- farmer has no great motive to reduce wages,

less and lordless man was an outlaw, or vagabond, He may entertain a conviction that any cheap
and was generally treated, and probably with labour is ineffective; he is certain that no special

justice, as a thief. Again, when in consequence economy of his own, induced on the cost of pro-

of tho great plague of 1348 the price of labour duction, will remain long to his benefit. Still

rose enormously, the law attempted, in the more powerful is the customary food of the

interest of landowners, to check migration. An people, below a fair amount of which, as sup-

attempt to fix wages at low rates must, in order plied by the earnings of labour, wages will

to have any operation, attempt also to hinder hardly fall. Money wages, and the purchasing

the departure of labour from its customary field power of these money wages, are always higher

jf employment. Finally, when labour became where the labourer lives ou dear food,iiS wheat,

ill excess of demand, and the law provided when compared with wages where he is content

that unemployed labour should he maintained, with a lower food, as oats, maize, or rye. To
similar checks were put on the voluntary re- say that the * habit of secondary wants ’ is a

moral of labourers in order to obviate the risk check to population, is only another form of

of maintaining extraneous laltour. This was stating the fact that labour will not increase,

the effect, if not the origin, of the law of settling and ultimately will not be supplied, if the cus-

the poor to particular localities, in pursuance of tomary wants of the labourer are ill provided

certain acts which were construea to give a for. Again, if under any extraordinary circum-

special interest or right in a certain place, stances the supply of labour falls far short

[Settlbkbmt.I Such causes, when in existence of the demtvnd, wages may undergo a consider-

tbr a time, will be sure to operate on the mo- able rise, and this rise may be permanent; i. e.

billty of labour, even after they have been for- the mass of the community will not accept

mally repealed, or practically abandoned. lower wages, and will emigrate or abstain from
On the other hand, there are causes which marriage, rather than run the risk of diminished

check the natural power of motion possessed by labour payments. Such a great exaltation of

labour, and which are derived from tho sym- the wages of labour took place after the great

pathies of the labourer himself. The love of pla^e of 1348 [Lajioubers, Statutb ofJ,

home, friends, family, and the feelings gene- and similarly a great depression of tho wqges
rally which are the foundation of the feeling of of labour followed on the currency schemes of
patriotism, arc great hindrances to migratoiy Henry VIII. in 1543.

enterprises. Even when the area of occupation But though the rate of wages is permanently
is practically unbounded, as it is in newly affected by the kind of food o^inarily consumed
settled countries, the part of the community by the labourer, it is not affected by the market
which moves to new fields of enterprise is price of this food. Wages are not necessarily

small, and much more frequently derived from high when food is dear, Tow when food is cheap,
immigrants than from native inhabitants; while The cause of cheap food is quite distinct from
in older and more fully settled communities, the cause of low wages, the former depending
the disposition to emigrate requires to be fos- on the plenty of the seasons and the abundance
tered, and, except under peculiar circumstances, of fertile land, the latter on the density of
is very imperfectly developefl. Great as has population. In countries where food is cheapest,

been the emigration fromEngland, it is question- while the countries themselves are rising in

able whether it has ever raised the rate of wages opulence, wages are highest. The fact that food
even in an infinitesimal degree. As for as can and labour prices depend on different causes is

he gathered from the census of the people in a little obscured in this country by the operation

1861, the home migration, i.e. the transit of of the poor laws, for they who contribute the

population from the agricultural to the manu- largest amount to the poor rate find it better

lacturing districts, from the country to the town, to increase the wages of Uieir labourers than to

has been little more than the absolution of the pay the money which they might devote to this

overplus. In such a migration, it is dear that end to a common fund i^m which they could
emigration is a secondaiy process, and that, if derive no benefit, or only an indirect benefit,

the former is ineffectual to raise tho rate by [Paufeuisic; Poor Laws; Popuiation.']

scarcity, the latter is still less likely to do so. AttemptI to raise the rate of wages by a ma-
But if ordinary causes, and even the clear chinery adopted by labourers themselves have

kttowle^ that labour will be largely benefited been already commented on. [Trades’ Union.]
in seeking distant employment, are only scantily For the effect induced upon wages by the
operative to raise the rate owing to the gener^ gnat pl^e of the fourteenth century, see
iinniobility of labour, other causes tend to Rogers^ lOtiory qf Jprieu/tufv and Prices

; for

prevent /its depiressioD. Thus, for instance, information as to the rates of wages in Europe,
fiustotn jf^ in the absence of any grrot or see La Play, £es Outfherg EwopieM.
Organic sooiftl ehange, a bar to the opeiarion of VTrngifm A concretioxiary hydrated silicaU

canses which might reduce wages by their of Einc» from Kijni-Jaguit in the Ural, of a
ova It is umm agricultural wajees that colour varying from pale blue to greem
custom is most enb^ve. An^r considerable Named in honour of Waga, the natnralut^ ci
lowering of the rate, even cozMntly with the Warsaw.m



WAGNERITE WAKE
Wafuerlte. A very rare mineral, named the modem capital of Nejd, maintaining a

after Von Wagner. It is a phosphate of mag- theocratic government of the most austere
nesia associated with fluoride of magnesium, kind, and controlling by their arms and their
and is found in the valley of Hollengraben, near examplethe chiefs of great part of the peninsula.
Sakburg, in Austria. His account was in the main confirmed by that
Waliabeea or Wababya. A Mussulman of Lieut.-Col. Pelly, who visited Riodh as an

sectfOf which thefounderwas a learned Arabian, agent of the British government of India,
named Abd el Wahab, who became persuaded Their power seems still on the increase, their
of the corruption, both of doctrine and practice, chiefs having of late obtained paramount in-
prevalent among the professors of Islam, espe- fluence in Oman and along the shores of tlie

cially the Turks. His daughter married Mo- Persian Gulf, while numerous fanatical IMo-
hammed Ibn Saohd, the principal person of the bammedan Ix^ies, congenial in spirit with the
town of Derayeh, who became his first convert Wahabees if not actually allied to them, have
and leader of the sect about 1760. Like the become prominent even as far as the borders of
original prophet of their faith, Saofid and his British India. (Burckhardt’s Travels in Arabia ;

followers propagated their doctrines at once by Burckhardt’s Notesfor a Historyofthe Bedouins
persuasion and arms. Abd el Aziz and Ibn and Wahahys, 1830.)
i^ofid, the son and grandson of the first Saoiid, 'Walil Capitulatton (Ger. wahl, election).

carried their arms to the utmost extremities of In Modern History, the covenant entered into
Arabia, and, conformably with the old Moham- by an emperor of Germany with his electors on
medan principle, established a spiritnal and the occasion of election

; by which he obliged
temporal leadership united in their persons, himself to respect the liberties of the empire
The Bedouins, or wandering tribes, formed the and of the diet, to surrender no portion of the
bulk of their converts. They acknowledged the empire, to preserve in vigour the stipulations
Koran and the Sunne, or orthodox tr^ition, of the peace of Westphalia, &c.
and they professed adherence to the liberal Waif (from the Saxon wafian, to abandon),
tenets of both; but they accused the other In Law, goods stolen and abandoned by the
Mohammedans of an idolatrous veneration for felon were so termed, and were forfeited to the
the Prophet and other saints, and denied the king, or lord of the manor having the franchise

intercession of saints altogether. Like the of waif ; but if the owner made fresh pursuit

early Protestants of Europe, their favourite after the felon and apprehended him, or gave
taste was the destruction of the cupolas and evidence whereby he was convicted, within a
tombs of saints. To this the mob of Wahabees year and a day, he was entitled to restitution,

added a strong aversion to the rich dress of the Wiainamoiiieii, Bplo of. This poem
Turks, and to the practice of smoking tobacco, entitled Kalewala, and comprising a tbeogony
which had been prohibited by Abd el Wabab not unlike that which bears the name of Or-

inuch on the same bold principle which had in- pheus, has been recently collected from the

duced Mohammed to condenm the use of. wine. Finns, among whom it had been preserved

The province of Ne^jd became the chief seat wholly by orS. tradition. It equals the Iliad

of the Wohabee power. Under the last Saofid in length and completeness ; and in Professor

(a veryhandsome man, whom the Arabs called Max Miiller's opinion possesses merits which

Abou Showareb, or the Father of Mustachios), admit of comparison with those of the Iliad,

it reached its greatest extent. Like the early It is further noteworthy as retaining the agglu-

caliphs, he achninistered justice in person to tinative type of languages, although at first

great part of Arabia. The Wahabees, in the sight it may be thought to ^ve entered the in-

first twenty years of this century, extended fiectional stagewhichcharacterisestheGreekand
their plundenng expeditions to Syria, Irak, and Sanscrit. (Zeet. on Lanajaye, first series, ix.)

Mesopotamia. In 1803 they tooK Mekka, and Waliisoot. In Architecture, the framed

soon conquered the Hidjaz. In 1809 Mehemet lining in panels with which a wall is faced.

Ali, the pasha of Egypt, beran hostilities in Waist fWelsh gwAsg). The part of the

Arabia; and in 1812 the Hi^'az was recon- upper deckWween the fore and main mast,

quered. Saofid died in 1814, and was succeeded Waits (probably akin to Gsr. wacht, a
in his political and religious authority by his watching or waking). The popular name for

son Abdallah, under whom the Wahabees were the music played in our streets on the nights of

subdued by the lieutenants of Mehemet Ali. the Christmas holidays. {Archesol. voh ii. p. 66.)

But the E^ptians were unable to maintsin the Walwer (from waif). In Law, a term

supremacy i^ich they had obtained. Gradually used to signify a party’sdeclining or refusing to

the Wal^bees regained their influence in the accept or to avail himself of something ; as an

central parts of Arabia, and the E^ptians estate, or of irregnlarities in legal proceeding,

and Turks were driven back to the jai(]yaz. W^wods* In the Turkish empire, the

But for many years no authentic information governor of a small province or town,

respecting the condition of this remarkable Wake(Ger. wachen,Lat.vigilare,

sect reached Europe. The first detailed intel- In popular usage, this word has the same

ligence abont them was conveyed in Palgrave’s meaning as vigil. The wakeot revel of country

if^vele in Central Arabia, in 1866. That parishes was, orimnally, the diy the week on

remarkable explorer found them established, which the church had been dedicated ; after-

under their blind Ameer, F^zol, at Biadh, waids^ the day of the year. In 1633, an act of
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WAKE WAR
conyocation appointed that the wake should of the circumference to the diameter of a circle

be held in every parish on the same day, viz; Is frequently referred to

the first Sunday m October ; but ^t was die- r 2* 4* 6* 8* . .

regarded. Wa^es are expressly mentioned in - *
ot

* *

ad infinitum.

the Booh tij Sports of Charles I. among the ^ 3 . o . 7 . » . .

feasts which should be observed. The wake John Wallis, tlie discoverer of this theorem,

Appears to have been also held on the Sunday was bom in 1616. His Opera Mathematica were
after the day of dedication; or, more usually, published at Oxford in 1699.

the day of the saint to whom the church Wallower. In Machinery, this term is

was dedicated. In Ireland, it is called the used synonymously with lantern or trundle,

patron day. (Brand’s BopvXar Antiquities.) [Lantern Wheel.]
Waxe. The track of a ship which she leaves Walmatedlta. A Mineralogical synonym

in the water. A vessel directly astern of an- of Breunnerite (native carbonate of ma^esia),
other is said to be in her wake. after the Swedish chemist Walmsted.
Walotiowlte. A mineral resin, met with Walnut (A.-Sax. wealh-hnut, Ger. walsche

in rounded translucent masses, in the brown nuss *. walsch in German means originally a

coal of Walchow, in Moravia. foreigner ;
the word was applied especially

Waldenaem. In Ecclesiastical History, a to the Italians, and hence walnut means the

religious sect, said to have derived their foreign or Italian nut : Max Muller, Lect. on

name from Peter Waldo, a merchant of Language^ second series, viii.). The fruit of the

Lyons, who preached what he regarded as the Juglans regia^ a noble tree, which is also valued

pmre doctrine of the Scriptures about 1180. for its timber. Besides being eaten when ripe,

Historians have confounded them, on the one walnuts are pickled while in the green soft state,

hand, with the Vaudois, who appear, although Walpnrgls mgl&t.
^

The night of the

their history is involved in much obscurity, festival of Walburga, niece of Boniface, the

to be an older and separate people; and, on apostle of the Germans. This feast (May 1) is

the other, with the Albigenses. They seem to a common day in Germany, like Lady-day in

have rejected an established succession of the England, for the commencement of leases, &c.

priesthood, and the high Catholic doctrine of the It is also known as the day on the eve of which,

sacraments
;
and are said in addition to have according to popular superstition, the great

protested against oaths, warfare, lawsuits, and w’itch festival is held on the summit of the

is obscure
;
and it may be said of them, as well Brocken, in the Harz Mountains,

as of other sects of the day, that they had Walts (Ger. walzen). The,name of the

little of the elements of permanence, the same German national dance, and also of the species

opinions being continually promulgated afresh ofmusicby which it is accompanied. Bohemiais

by new reformers, and then receiving new de- said to be the original home of the waltz, whence
nominations. [Albigenses ; Petrobbusians ;

it soon spread into other parts of Germany, and
Vaudois.] The reader may consult Milner’s all over the Continent

;
and within the last few

£!ccl. Hist, for the most favourable view of these years it has become naturalised in England,

and similar sectaries ; and, among many other Wampee. The Chinese name for the

authorities, Faber, CAuroAes of the Waldenses fruits of Cookia punctata, highly esteemed in

and AlHgensu'y Mosheim, cent. 12 ; Zones, Hist. China and the Indian Archipelago.

ofthe Waldenses ; Milman, Hist, ofLatin Chris- Wampum. The American Indian name
tianity, bk. ix. ch. viii.

;
Arcliaologia, vol. ix. for shells used as money, or as a medium of

Wales. Lines of planking in a ship’s commerce. These shells are run on a string,

sides and quarters, thicker than the other which is used as a belt,

strakes of plank. They occur at points where Wapentake (A. -Sax. wsppentac). A tcr-

extra strength or curvature is required. ritorial division in nse among the Danish in-

Wall (A.-Sax. weal, I^t. vallum). In habitants of England : from wapen, a weapon.

Architecture, a body of stone, bricks, or other Yorkshire is subdivided into wapentakes in-

materials, enclosing a space, or carxying superin- stead of hundreds,

cumbent weights, orserving both these'purposes. Wapiti. [Elk.]

Wall. In Horticulture, a fixed structure Wap (A.-Sax weer, of which the French
for the purpoKe of improving the climate of form is guerre). In International Law, war
plants by snellert by supplying heat, and by is said to be pvhlic when it is a contest, by
exposing tbem to the inftuenco of the sun. force, between independent sovereign states.

Wall Bja* The popular name for the A civil war is regarded by Grotius as mixed
disease call^ Glaucoma. in its nature

; being, according to him, public

Wall Knot. [^OTs.] on the side of the established government, and
Wall Flato. In Architecture, a piece of private on that of the portion of the people

timber lyin^ on a wall, on which girders, joists, resisting its authority. Public war is said to

and other timbers rest. be perfect when one whole nation is at war
Wallkawar. The popular name of one of with another, and all the members of each

our sweetest spring flowers, called by botanists are authorised to commit hostilities mutually^

CMrmUhus Cheiri, subject only to the |;eneral laws of war. An
WaJlla* Thaorenu Under this name the imperfeet war is limited as to persons, places,

following remarkable expression for the ratio ir aDa.thing8 : to which class are referred by some
980



WAR
fclie hostilities of the United States against
France in 1798; the hostilities between Eng-
land, France, Russia, and Turkey, in 1827 ; ana,
if the usages of civilised nations could well be
cited in such a case, our hostilities in Chiua.
Formal declarations of war are now out of

use : the latest example is said to be that by
France, against Spain, at Brussels, in 1635,
which was announced by heralds. War is now
usually preceded by the publication of what
is termed a Manifesto; and the permission

of Reprisals is usually the last step short of

actual hostilities and preceding them. The
immediate effect of the commencement of

hostilities would appear to be, on principle,

the liability of all property belonging to sub-

jects of one of the belligerent parties within

the dominions of the other to seizure and
confiscation; but many exceptions have been
introduced by the practice of civilised states.

(Grotius, De Jure Bd. et Pac. lib. iii.; Vattel,

lib. iL
; Phillimore On International LaWf vol.

iii. cb. iv.) In former times it has been the
regular practice in Great Britain to seize and
condemn, as droits ofAdmiralty, property of the

enemy found in our ports at the commencement
of hostilities

;
but at the commencement of the

Russian war, in 1854, the enemy’s merchant
shipping were allowed six weeks to depart in,

and various other changes and relaxations were
made. Trade, and everv species of contract

between subjects of belligerent states, is in

general unlawful, although often authorised

tor particular times and purpose. Subjects of
hostile states, domiciled in the enemy’s country,

have been held liable to reprisals ; but not, it is

said, mere travellers or temporary sojourners,

though Napoleon on the renewal of hostilities

in 1803 seized all English subjects then
sojourning in France. In 1854, Russia, France,

and England respectively accorded protection

to resident enemy^s subjects.

The rights of war are such as arise in times
of hostilities: 1. Between enemies; 2. Between
neutrals. As between enemies, it is a general

law that subjects of a hostile state who are not
in arms, or who have submitted, may not be
slain. The killing ofprisoners isjustiftable only

in very extremecases. The usage of exchanging
prisoners is now general, but was firmly esta-

blished only in the seventeenth century ; and it

is not now considered obligatory. As to pro-

perty, that belonging to the government of the

vanquished nation belong to the victorious

state, wherever it is found ; but private rights

are unaffected by conquest, with the remarkable

exception ofprivateproperty when at sea, which

is by ^neral usage held lawful prize. The
immunity of private property on land, however,

is of a qualified nature only; generals have

frequently laid waste hostile temtory, as far

as convenient for military operations and some-

times without this excuse, and contribution of

money, food; &c., for the supportofan advancing

amy and other military purposes, have also

been required, as was done by Napoleon, and
again by Prussia in her war with Austria in
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WAR, ART OF
1866. Acts of hostility are lawful, according

to the modem usage, only when committed by
tliose who are* authorised by the express or
implied command of the state

; such as the

regularly commissioned military and naval
forces of the nation and all others called out

by the government in its defence, as well as

persons spontaneously defending themselves in

case of necessity. Iriegular banas of marauders
are therefore denied the rights of war, and are

liable to be treated as banditti ; but this distinc-

tion is generally observed only so far as suits

the belligerent’s putpose. For private citizens

taking up arms, although in obeaience to procla-

mations, are constantly liable to be treated as

marauders; as by the French in the Penin-

sular War, and in many other cases. For the

rights of war as to neutrals, see Neutbalitv.
{Oxford Essays 1856, ‘ Growth and Usages of

War;* Kent On International Law.)
War, Art of. In its simplest form, as

seen among' savage tribes, war always involves

some artifice in addition to the mere open
application of brute force. To steal unper-

ceived upon the enemy, and attack him unpre-

pared with the best weapons at command, is

the first step in the devolopement of the military

art, and as, from the earliest times, the passions

of men have given rise to war, the desire of suc-

cess has led to the improvement of this art, side

by side with the progress of the other arts.

For some notice of the ancient systems of

warfare, the limits of this work compel us to

content ourselves with referring the reader to

the articles Hastati, Hoplites, Legion, Mer-
cenaries, PsLTASTS, Phalanx, Principes,

Triarii, Tvrma, Velites; and ^so to Guis-

cliardt’s Mkmoires MUitaires eur les Grecs et

Us Romains
;

Guibert’s Essai Genkral des

Tactiques't and Dr. Smith’s Diet, of Greek and
Roman Antt^Uies^ art. *£zercitU8.'

When the Western Empire was overthrown,

and the whole of Europe overrun by wild

hordes of barbarians, each man was allowed a
share of the conquered lands as a reward of

his past military service, in return for which he
was bound to future service. From this prac-

tice sprang the feudal system, and, during its

continuance, war, as an art, seems to nave
become almost extinct. Petty wars between
small rival chiefs, with incursions into neigh-

bouring territories, formed the only military

exploits of the earlier ages of feudab'sm. Then
came the Crusades, in which army after army,
ignorant of militaz^ science, and vtterlr

deficient in otg^isation, melted awa^ through
the lack of unity, concert, and design. The
same want of organisation ia risible throughout

all the wars of the period. The annies of the

time seem to have been only an assembla^ of

knights and barons with their retainers, living

on the territory under invasion, making de-

sultory attacks on castles, or occasionally draw-
ing up their motley forces in order of hatUe,

and then charging in a grand m41^ Strategy

and tactics, as sdenoes, did not exist. Often
utterly ignorant of the enemy’s position, and
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Beldom knowing anything of the features of the

country in which they were campaigning, the

opposing commanders either agreed upon the

place of battle, or left it entirely to chance.

The chronicles of Froissart furnish many
amusing instances illustrating this state of

affairs. The only attempt at formation seems to

have been to place the archers in front, to o^cn
the battle, the men-at-arms afterwards dashing

into the thick of the fight with swords and axes.

No attempt was made to supply an army
with provisions for a long campaign, from
d4p6ts at a safe distance. Such a task was
beyond the means of any feudal monarch

;
he

could do no more than raise taxes and loans to

set the army in motion, and then leave the war
to maintain itself. But in course of time the

power of the nobility declined, and in some
cases became extinct

;
in others the king,

b^ levying taxes on the people, surrounded
himself with a standing army of trained and
disciplined troops. Then arose a competition

!

in warlike eflSciency, heightened by the recent
j

invention of gunpowder. For a long time the

application of this invention had made but
slow progress ; but, in the time of Charles the

Bold, field artillery had attained to considerable

value
; and the standing army of this sovereign

proved itself so vastly superior to the feudal

levies, that others soon followed his example,

and standing armies of paid troops became the

only forces employed.
The great wars of the Netherlanders with

Spain at the latter part of the sixteenth century

brought about great changes in organisation

and tactics, but the method of fighting in deep
columns or masses characteristic of all the

previous periods was still retained. Then
came the Thirty Years* War, in which Giistavus

Adolphus iiiaugurated a new system of tactics,

and fought with lines ofinfantry six deep against

the solid masses, thirty deep, of Tilly and
AVallenstein. He also formed his cavalry in

three ranks only, and associated them with

light guns.

After the Thirty Years* War came the wars
of the French in Italy, in Germany, and the

Netherlands, lasting lor a century tiUthe peace

of Westphalia in 1738. At this time the

efficiency of artillery, and the improved state

of the roads and of transport, rendering the

movement of guns comparatively easy, caused

the art of fortification to be much improved.

From the time of Albert Diirer, improved me-
thods of fortifying towns had been applied by
successive engineers ; but the genius of Vauban
during the wars of Louis XIV. increased the re-

sisting power of fortresses to a marvellous ex-

tent. An advancing army, dependent npon its

communications for supplies, could not safely

1^88 by one of these, and thus the wars of Louis

jUV. were but a series of sieros, and Marl-
borough's siegeA far outnumber his battles.

During all this time the military machine
waamwine more manageable, and Frederick

the Great of Frossis in his Silesian wars, taking

advantage of the great mobility of the army,
082

which had been drilled to perfection by his

father, preferred to mask or observe fortresses

with a small detachment of troops, and fall

with his rapidly moving troops upon the slow
bodies of the enemy.
Under Frederick the Great, the army was an

aggregate of battalions
;
when assembled in the

fiehl it was itself the integer, and any detach-

ment a fragment. The great success of this

commander lay in watching his enemy, and,

from the flexibility of his arm^^ taking ad-

vautage of any error or unguarded movements

;

then falling; rapidly on thorn, and especially

applying his great tactical stroke, of placing

his lino obliquely across the extremity of his

fldvcisary’s line within striking distance, he
ruined them before their slow masses had time

to change front to oppose him.

The Frussiaii plan was speedily adopted by
the other nations of Europe, but it was left to

the Emperor Napoleon to introduce that system
of organisation and tactics into armies, by
means of which he overthrew the troops trained

upon Frederick’s system, possessing in his own
army the superior mobility and mutual support
of all arms, which had previously belonged to

Frederick.

In the first wars of Revolutionary France,

many small bodies of troops, acting indepen-
dently, were spread along her whole frontier,

and were made complete in all arms, and
trained to manceuvre in concert

;
but there was

wantof unity in their movements, and this unity

was only attained when Napoleon, in supreme
command in 1804-5, abstracted the great mass
of the cavalry from the divisions, and united

the divisions into corps under a marshal or
lieutenant-general, each corps being sufiicient

to act independently, and complete in all amis.

He then held the reserve of chosen troops iu

his own. hand, ready for the decisive blow.
Possessing also, in the French, troops of more
intelligence than precision of training, he em-
ployed them as skirmishers, thus commencing
the employment of light infantry.

We have thus briefly traced the history of
the art of war, down to the present time, when
arms of precision have been introduced

;
and

we now propose to sketch the principles by
whicA the operations of war are guided.

An army, as now constituted, is a gigantic

machine, composed in part of disciplined

soldiery, divided according to the dinerent
arms, and commanded by a hierarchy of officers,

and partly of a mass of necessary appurten-
ances required for the efficiency of the rest, such
as food, ammunition, shelter, medicine, and
clothing. Such an instrument must be oon-

stantfy receiving repairs, and the stream of
suppbes to it must bo unceasing, both of men
and material. It must, then, as it advances into

an enemyB country, or protects soma portion of
its own, nave some fixed source from which to

draw these supplies. This source is called the
base of operattofiB, and may consist of a frontier

line, a group of fortresses, a harbour on the sea
coast, or other position. Here the great maga-
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eincs must be so protected as to be safe from
danger, and to afford a secure starting-point

for an army, and a safe shelter if a retreat should
become necessary. Thus, if France wore at war
with Germany, she would find in the Rhine,
strengthened by fortresses, such a base of opera-
tions; if with Italy, she would collect her
supplies behind the barrier of the Alps.

If an army lacks a secure base of operations,

it is at any time liable to be obliged to separate

in order to subsist, and then all unity and
concert is lost. Au instance of the evils of

operating without such a source of supply is

afforded by the duke of Wellington’s corre-

spondence after the battle of Talavera. Placing
reliance on the promises of the Spanish
government, he left his depots in Portugal,

and marched into Spain. There he fought and
won the battle of Talavera. But, though

I

victorious, he could obtain neither food nor
forage forliis army, and was compelled to retrace

his steps to Portugal, thus losing a brilliant

opportunity of striking n blow upon Soult at

Placcncia, or upon Morticr in the centre.

It is necessary, however, not only to possess

such a base, but to keep up the connection

with it, for evidently if the ccnnection bo de-

stroyed, the advantages of the base are lost. An
army must, then, at the risk of dangerand ruin in

case of failure, so dispose its forces, that on evciy

advance or retiring movement it may secure

and bold fast the line connecting it with its

base, which is called the line of coinmunicatum.
Two armies,* says Colonel llamlcy, * are not

like two fencers in an arena, who may shift

their ground to all points of the compass, but
rather resemble two swordsmen on a narrow
plank which overhangs an abyss, where each

has to think, not only of giving and parrying

thrusts, but of keeping his footing under penalty

of destruction.’

This, then, may be laid down ns the leading

principle of war, a departure from which may
involve ruin.

In order that the enormous stream of sup-

plies may be uninterrupted, good high roads,

such as are generally only the main arteries of

a country, are indispensably necessary. The fatal

results of having none but bad roads to connect

an army with its base, is shown by our own
Crimean experience, where seven miles of soft

soil caused such fearful difficulties
;
and again in

McClellan’s despatches, the same fact is proved

as regards the Yorktown campaign. Besides

this, good roads enable troops to move so much
faster, and with so much less fatigue, that their

quality must be taken into consideration in

forming any plan. That armies move some-

times on bad roads is true ;
but such movements

as that of Napoleon over the St. Bernard, and

Wellin^n's pursuit of the French in 1813, are

only of brief duration, and unde^ken only

when a new and better communication with the

base is open at their conclusion.

We must thus think of an army, not as free

to move anywhere in the theatre of war, but as

dependent on a line, which must bo a fiood
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road, connecting it with certain secure maga-
zines in rear. Next, an army must be con-

sidered as moving not only on one main road,

but distributed in parts upon several roads.

An army acting on the defensive will have to

hold all those lines by which an invader could

advance, in order to check his progress at any
point, till troops can be collected in numbers
sufficient to repel him. Thus it must be
spread out over many roads, radiating from the

point which it has to cover. An invading army
must march by many roads, or the column
would be of such a length that its head and
each succeeding portion might be destroyed
before the troops in rear could arrive to its

aid.

Approximately, 30,000 infantry occupy about
5 miles on the road, 60 guns about 2^ miles,

8,000 cavalry, in column of fours, about 3*
miles, irrespective of intervals between the
columns, of losses of distance, and of stores.

McClellan, speaking of his advance from Wash-
ington, remarks, ‘ If I had marched the entire

army (about 100,000 men) in one column along
the banks of the river instead of upon five diffe*

rent parallel roads, itwould have extended about
50 miles.*

The more good parallel roads, therefore, that
an army can find, tho more rapidly can it

assemble in fighting order. But good lateral

communications between the roads are essential,

or one part of an army may witness the defeat

of another portion, without being able to assist,

as in 1796, where the Austrians advancing on
both sides of the lake of Garda, were beaten in

succession.

An army adrancing in such a manner must
not only, as it adv'ances a long distance, pro-
tect the magazines at its base, and the

communications to them, but must establish

magazines on these lines. In an enemy’s
country, the commander will at once obtain by
requisition supplies of food and stores, and will

further collect in magazines the surplus re-

sources, so us to reserve for the hour of need
the supplies which he already possesses. He
will place these magazines on several radii of
communication, and us much us possible at the
junctions of roads, always covering them with
his army.
Thus the most important points to be ob-

served in order to follow the operations of a
campaign consist of

: (1) the bases on which
the contending armies respectively rely for

Bupolies of men and material, (2) the maia
roads by which they approach each other as
they advance friim their bases, (3) the posi-

tions of their magazines on those roads, and (4)
the positions of the fronts of the armies as re-

gards their lines of communication, in all their

changes.

Before beginning hostilities, one party will

generally resolve upon assuming the offensive,

the other the defensive. Occasionally, as in

the Italian campaign of 1849, both parties

simultaneously advance; but generally one will

resolve u^ion standing on the defensive, either
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fpr political reaaons, as the Confederate States

in the late American war ; or for geographical

reasons, as when Wellington held the impreg-

nable frontier of Portugal in 1812 and 1813

;

or from its relative weauess, as with Denmark
in 1864. The defensive army must, as already

shown, be spread over a considerable space ; it

is easily supplied and if forced back retires

towards its magazines; but these advantages

are more than counterbalanced by those

possessed by an offensive army, which can con-

centrate behind its frontier, and so descend

in force on any point of the defender's line,

the defender’s movements being from that

moment dependent on those of the attacking

party. The defender must either oppose the

enemy with smaller forces at first, or lose terri-

tory in order to fall back and concentrate. On
the other hand, offensive war demands great

resources; and the invader, advancing into an

enemy’s country, exposes a long line of com-

munication to attack. But the oalance of ad-

vantage generally remains with the army
possessing the advantage called by military

writers the initiative.

In assuming the initiative, it is necessary to

select an object to be gained by the campaign
;

and since to occupy a portion of couniry is of

little avail, the end aimed at is generally the

occupation ofan enemy’s capital. It mralyses a

country’s trade, and is ruinous. But to be

able to hold the capital is as necessary as to

occupy it
;
and, for this purpose, the enemy’s

armies must be defeated.

Occasionally, as in the case ofSebastopol ,
some

other town assumes a peculiar importance ; but

most commonly tlie possession of the capital is

the desired end. It was so with Napoleon in

his Austrian campaigns ; with the Federals who
operated against Richmond throughout the

American war ; and with the Prussians in their

recent advance into Austrian territory.

Having decided upon the ohjectivct as it is

termed by military writers, the invading gene-

ral must select the portion of country in which

he intends to operate, i. e. the theatre of war.

The convenience of different bases, the position

of the enemy’s forces, the roads, the proximity

to the object, and the nature of the country,

must all be considered. Not unfrequently

political considerations complicate the problem.

necessity of covering the territory of allies,

as was often the ease in the Austrian wars

awnst Napoleon, and with the Prussians in

the campaign of Jena; or the necessi^ of

guarding against a pouible attack on a flank

from a power whose intentions are doubtful,

as was our case in the Rusrian war, when
the Austi^ip course was imcertain, may corn-

el a certain theatre to be chosen. It is here

&at a military autocrat, combining political

and militi^ power, possesses great advantages,

In imparting unity of des^ to a campaign.

But the Impi^e and oirecticm having been

given to a campaign, we will suppose the

formation of the military plans to be left in

the hands the general who is intrusted with
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their execution. The art of war is commonly
divided into strategy and tewtics. Strategy is

the movement of an army in the theatre of
war, and merges into tactics on the field of
battle. All operations must ultimately rely

for success on power of fighting
; but strategy

should so conduct an army as to give it a
relative advantage when the collision occurs.

If two armies advance straight upon each
other face to face, as at Solferino, force and

I

tactical skill must decide the day ; but if one
army has been so placed as to compel the other
to fight in a disadvantageous position, the
object of the strategist has been obtained. A
general must consider how to increase the
probabilities of victory, and also how to insure
the most important consequences from victory.

Two armies may be so placed that the chances
of victory are equal, but the result of defeat to

one may be the loss of its communications, and
consequent ruin

;
while the other, if beaten,

can retreat along its proper line. It is needless

to say what an advantage the latter army
possesses, and with what increased confidence it

will fight. On the other hand, two armies
may be equally sure of their communications,
but one may be scattered, the other concen-
trated. Here, again, the general of the latter

army has attoined a strategical advantage.
To combine both advantages is the triumph of
strategy.

P'rom the necessity of preserving a safe

line of communications, it is evident that the
great objects of a commander will be, while
keeping his own communications guarded, either

(1) to menace or assail the enemy's communi-
cations so as to force him from on his line and
base ; or (2) tofall directly on the communications
which connect the parts of his army, and so
disintegrate it and destroy it piecemeal, by
bringing superior concentrations on particular

points of his front. Of each of these we will

speak briefly.

The way to menace an enemy’s communi-
cations, and to push him off them, is so to

manoeuvre as to compel him to form up his army
parallel to the line of communication, and
in this position to accept battle. For when
thus placed, his retreat will not cover his com-
munications, but be at right angles to them

;

and his communications ^ing thus seized, his

army will be cut from its base. If one of two
armies is operating on a front perpendicular to

its line of communications, while the other is

in the position described with itsfrontformed
to a fiankt the advantage is entiz^y with the

former; neither does it matter whether the

armies are operating with extended fronts, or

concentrated; nor if the ftont is extended, and
the space between wanting in defensible posi-

tions, is the distance of the front so form^ to

a flank from its line of communications of any
great importance.

But unless the commander thus manceuvring
should suOoeed when the decisive conflict is

fought, he will gain nothing by his strategy.

Thus Martnont, in 1812, for^ Wellington
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to afloept battle at Salamanca in tbia position;

bat Wellington won the battle, and Marmont
reaped no success from his skilful moyements.
On the other hand, when, in the campaign of

1849, the Austrians under Kadetzkj, adyanc-
ing from Payia through Mortara, forced the

SaMiniiin army under Chzarnowsky to form
front at Noyara panllel to its communication

Tic. 1.

with its base through Vercelli, the Sardinians,

defeated at all points, were pushed ofif the

Vercelli road, and pursued northwards by the

Austrians. The result was the abdication of

the Sardinian king, and a peace in favour of

Austria.

Sometimes it may happen that both armies

may form front to their flanks, eitlier from
confidence of the issue of a battle on both bides,

or for other reasons. It will almost invariably

be found, that when two .^mics are mac euvring

against each otheys communications, that army
whose communications are most immediately
threatened will abandon the initiative, and
conform to tbf^ movement of the adversary. It

was so in the campai^ of Novara, already

cited, wlu^ro the Sardinian army was striking

at Milan, when it felt Badetaky's grip dosing
on its communications, and at once turned to

meet hiiii. It was so also in 1806, when the

Prussians, intending to fall on the centre of

the line of the Maine and cut off the French,

found the latter advancing to intercept their

communications with the Elbe. The battle of

Jena was fought by both armies fronting to

their flanks
;
and the dedsive defeat which the

Prussians sustained drove them from their line,

and compelled them to retreat in different

directions, till ultimately their ruin was com-

pleted by the successive defeat of all the

portions of their army, and the capture of their

fortresses.

Again, the conformation of a base may en-

able the army possessing it to force its enemy

to form front to a flank, as was notably the

case when, in 1800, the French pressed the

angular base formed by the Rhine in its course

from SchaifhauBen, by Basle, the point of the

angle, to Diisseldorf. This was due to the un-

scrupulous seizure of Switzerland by Napoleon.

The Austrians, whose main body was concen-

trated about the sources of the Danube, were

forced by Moreau, advancing from the south, to

form front parallel to their Bne of communica-

tions along the Danube ;
and, though not

siMHlly defeated, they lost the whole of the

BUck Forest.

Thus it appears that, by taking advantage of
the direction of the roads in the theatre for his

manesuvrei, as at Novara and Salamanca, or by
a prompt assumption of the initiative, as at

Jena, or by aid of the configuration of the
frontier line, a skilful commander may force

his enemy to form front to a flank.

But there are cases where a general, having
succeeded so far in his manoeuvres, has not
been content with this, but has thrown his

army across the line of his enemy’s retreat.

This was twice done by Napoleon, at Marengo
and at Ulm, and once by Moreau in 1800 on the

Danube. In making such a movement, an
army must, however, form front either to its

rear or to a flank, and so far be in danger. In
that case the adversarymay reverse the position.

Should the connection of an army with its

base be by one road only, it has no choice, if

that connection be intercepted, but to cut its way
through. Generally, however, there will remain
to it two other alternatives, viz. to attempt,

by a march to the other flank, to evade a
collision, or to march to one flank across the
communications of tlie intercepting force. Of
these three alternatives, if it choose the first, it

may, by a victory, retrieve all ; but a defeat is

ruin. If it choose the second, it abandons
territory without a blow. If it choose the last,

it may, by seizing the enemy’s communications,
reverse the position ; and this is generally the
best course to pursue. The first thing for

the commander of the army thus intercepted

must be to concentrate his forces ; the next, to

move promptly with his entire army against

the communications of the intercepting force.

Should he succeed, he may retrieve the cam-
paign. Thus if Melas, in 1800, had been
more prompt in his movements, and if Mack,
in 1805, had struck boldly at Napoleon's com-
munications towards Nuremberg, much disaster

might have been saved to each.

We will now pass on to those operations

which have to do with the fronts of opposing
armies, but not specially with their commu-
nications with the bases. It has already been
shown, that troops must, in almost every case,

move in long columns on roads. When in

this formation, only the heads of the columns
can be immediately deployed for action

; and so,

generally, the march of a force may be delayed
and checked for a short time by a small force

deployed in order of battle, which may be only

a little superior to the heads of the advancing
columns.

This is one of the most important facts in

strategy; and, if skilfully applied, is invaluable

to the commander. A retarding force should
be drawn up in such a manner that the ad-
vancing troops cannot tellhow small it is

; they
will j^use to reconnoitre, and to deploy troops
sufficient to be sure of success. And here tne
skill of the oflioer in command of the retarding

force will be proved. He must occupy hie
ground to the l^t moment, so as to retard the
advancing enemy as long as possible, but must
retire when outnumbered in line, w .thoutflghtiug
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a general action, and at the earliest opportunity defeated at Eckmulil, driving it northwards
he must repeat the manceuvre. In this way he through Ratisbon

; then again turning his main
may gain for the army from which he is detached force, he pursued the left wing, and pushing out
most valuable time to prepare for action. It was the Austrian garrison, occupi^ Vienna,
tlms that Ziethen retarded Napoleon’s march In these operations we see the immense
on June 15, 1815, and by his defence of the advantage gained by concentrating an army
several positions of the Sambre, Q-osselies.Gilly, between two divided portions of an enemy,
and Lambusart, delayed tuo columns, one 1. All communication between the divid^
45,000, the other 64,000 strong, so that from parts is checked, and combination becomes im-
morning till nightfall they advanced only four possible. 2. Either part of the separated army
or five miles, although Ziethen himself had may find itself exposed to the blows of the full

only two brigades, each about 8,000 strong. force of its antagonist, minus a detachment left

Again, in following up a retreating army, a to contain the other part. 3. By alternating

small force may often press upon the rear such blows, the assailant may continue both to

of a large force, for the troops which have been weaken his antagonist and to interpose between
beaten will be disorganised, and their com- the parts. Under these circumstances the best

mander will not know how large the pursuing course for the divided army will be to retreat

force may be. If, finding out the pursuer’s for reunion, retarding the enemy on both lines;

weakness, he should turn, the pursuer will at for, until reunited, it will be in no position to

cSice take up the part ofa retiring and retarding retaliate upon the assailant's communications,
force. or to attack him in front.

Thus we may assume that part of an army But it follows, as a matter of course, that a

may, in this manner, occupy or contain a supe- force thus interposing itself between two parts

rior force of the enemy, who is advancing, and of an enemy must he strong enough to beat

that a beaten army may be for a time pursued either part, after leaving a detachment to con-

by an inferior force ;
and one other point tain the other part

\
otherwise it cannot expect

scarcely needs demonstration, viz. that the success.

course to be taken by parts of an army which If an originally combined force is placed in

have been separately defeat-ed is to retreat in such peril by its front being pierced, manifestly

order to recombine. two independent armies, possessing no pre-

Bearing in mindthese points, we are prepared concerted plan of action in the event of separa-

to consider those problems which arise where it tion, are in even a worse case if divided
;
and

is impossible, from geographical considerations, thus, for two armies to operate against a com-
for one commander to strike at the communi- bined army by lines, where from distance or

cations with its base of the opposite force, want of concert they are independent of each
without exposing his own communications to other, is to confer on the enemy an advantage
similar or greater risk. Such conditions must greater than that which has been demonstrated
evidently frequently occur, and opportunities to follow from interposing between the ports

must then be sought in the relations which the of an extended front, and that advantage will

fronts of the hostile armies bear to each other, be such as to compensate for considerable

The front of an army being, as we have shown, inferiority of numbers. This is illustrated by
necessarily divided, opportunities must occur the campaign in Germany in 1796/ where the

for pushing into the intervals of an enemy’s Archduke Charles was opposed to the two
front, and separating its parts. It was thus armies of Moreau and Jourdain ;

and by Napo-
that Napoleon, in 1796 (the first campaign of leon, in a splendid manner, in his campaign of

his extraordinary career), broke in between the 1814. Again, the campaigns of Vii^inia, in

Sardinian army under Colli and the Austrian 1861 and 1862, give examples of another form
army under Beaulieu, and separated them

;
then of the same' operations, the grand principle

leaving a small force to contain Beaulieu, be in all these cases being that one concentrated

threw his whole weight against the Sardinians, army uses a retarding and inferior force on one
and haying forced them to a peace which gave side and brings a preponderating force into

him the fortresses of Piedmont, with the Mont action on the other side. The operations of

Cenis route to France for future operations, Jackson in Virginia, moving with wonderful

turned his whole army Beaulieu, and rapidity from one side to another, will be fresh

forced him back across the Po. in the memories of our readers.

Thttsagain, in 1809, he was engaged with the One instance of this concentration of an
Archdnke Charles advancing from the Inn to army against a portion of the enemy’s forces,

the Danube in strength equal to his own, and which we cannot pass by without comment,

in comparatively close array; but he inter- is the campaign of Waterloo. In this case,

posed the main Fr^ch army between the parts the English and Prussian bases were divergent,

of the Austrian front at Bohr, left Davoust with English being based on Antwerp and
an inferior force to contain the Austrian right Ostend, the Prussians on Cologne. Division

wing, and threw his whole force against the was thus to them even more dangerous than

left iring, which he defeated ; then detaching a in any of the previously named cases. Na-
foree sufficient to pursue the beaten corps poleon, breaking in upon their front, intended

towards Vienna, be concentrated on his left for to separate them in such a way as to open the

a blow at the Austrian right wing, which he road to Brubscls. He hoped to defeat Blucher’s
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corps in succession, before they oonld assemble, mnnications it irould force him to concentrate,

and, driving him bi^ towards the Rhine, to and so compel what it ought to prevent. Gene-
hold him in check with a containing force, and rally, to break the front will be found the must
throw his whole force upon Wellin^n. But decisive and readiest method,
he was held so long in check by iSeten, that We have thus far discussed stratf^ only
Blucher's corps had united at Ligny before with reference to its general principles, and
he could Etldck. Still they were defeated, and on the assum^on t£it the theatre of war
they retired during the night of June 16; and cmposes no difficulties of a special nature,

on the 17th Napoleon deti^ed Grouchy’s force Rut a glance at a map will show that the
in pursuit. Then, quitting the field of Li^y ; theatre of war is generally a varied and irre-

with the remainder of his army, he joined gul^ surface, crossed by rivers and mountain
Ney, who had fought the battle of Quatre chains, and in some places studded with for-

Bras on the 16th, and threw the whole weight tresses. To appreciate thoroughly the iufiuence

of their combined forces on Wellington at of these is one of the most important matters
Waterloo. But Blucher, after Ligny, instead for the student. The character of a country,

of retreating along his communications to his its cultivation, the direction of ks chief rivers

base, had taken the gallant and hazardous step and mountain ranges, the lines of roads, the
of marching to join Wellington by a circuitous relations between the armies and the obstacles

route, though Grouchy was descending directly in the theatre of war, require close study in

on his communications. Grouchy’s pursuit order that a plan may be resolved on, that
was wrongly directed, and he failed to in- the nature of the marches and encounters may
tercept Blucher, whose troops arriving on the be foreseen and provided for, and that the
field of Waterloo, on the French fiank and proportion of arms may be properly adjusted,

rear, while the English advanced in front, as well as the nature of the supplies and equip-
decided the action against Napoleon. ment most necessary for the campaign.

In this campaign, as in others, Napoleon The configuration of bases ana frontiers will

adopted the plan which should always be affect a campaign from its outset We have
followed where it is thus intend^ to break in already shown the advantage gained by Moreau
on an enemy’s front, and divide his forces, in 1800, by the possession of the angular base
He divided his army into two wings with which formed by Switzerland and the Rhine frontier

;

to feel the enemy on either side, and a central and how the holder of this base is enabled to

reserve to reinforce either at discretion. Thus fall on the communications of a German army
first he joined his centre to his right at Lignv ; near the source of the Danube. Again, the local

then leaving his right wing to pursue the character of the Peninsula was most important.

Prussians, he joined his centre to his left for Wellington held an almost impregnable base in

the attack upon Wellington. But he had Portu^l, which could be approached only by
scarcely sufficient force to count on success, two lines, defended by Ciudad Rodrigo and
even if Blucher had not succeeded in again com- Badsjoz respectively. On the other hand, the

bining with Wellington.
^

French communications from Bayonne were
There is one other operation which we have always exposed to a fiank attack by the English

not noticed, the case of dislodging an army by as possessing command of the sea ; and the

operating with a detac^ent against its rear, French were confined to that and one other

as Sherman repeatedly dislodged Johnston in bad line by the chain of the Pyrenees, through
Georgia, in 1864. This movement, involving which these were the only outlets. Thus, too,

separation of the attacking force, is danger- in the campaign of 18C6, the salient angle of

ous, and justifiable only when the front of the Bohemian mountain frontier afford^ the

a position is unassailable, and a movement Austrian army, if they had been prepared, an
against the enemy’s flank with the entire army opportunity of issuing and penetrating the

unsafe ; or when the roads will not permit Prussian front, which was necessarily separated

the entire army to advance in effective order, in Saxony and Silesia; while, on the other hand,

or when the separating army possesses di- it gave the Prussians a chance of striking at the

veigent lines of retreat; but, in every case, Austrian communications, and forcing them out

an army thus separaiing must he greailv sa- of the angle. Generally, with such a base, the

perior t» numbers^ or it exposes itseff to almost advantage is with the sideassumingtheinitiative,

certain defeat. and greatest with the side holding the salient

]^th methods of strat^cal enterprise— angle,

against the enem/s communications and against Obstacles (by which we mean obstacles

Ms^nt—havenow been touched upon. For an possessing advantages for defence, and whidi
army strong enough to fight its enemy’s whole cannot be passed by deployed troops) present

force, action against his commtmications is, peculiar strategical problems. A long line of

wherever safe and practicable, most desirable; mountuns that meets an advancing anny in

and the enemy, when formed to a flank to resist front is not, imless espedally steeps a very

such an attach mav perhaps be separated and serious obstacle ;
nor should it be defended

destroyed piecemeal. Such a success would be ^rtmaciously, espedally at anumber of points,

the perfection of strategy. But if an army be for usually it can be tamed, or penetrated by
wea^ it ahouldend^vour to break in and divide a variety of passes or paths. Its uses to tbie

its enemy’s front ;
for by a blow at Ms com- defender will be to retard the enemy’s advance,
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And to limit Bim to a few difficult hues of
8U|mhr when he has passed it. The best plan

to aefend it is merely to hold the passes with
detachments, posting the army where it can
force the enemy issuing forth to form front to

a flank.

A river, on the other hand, allows the de-

fenders to deploy and bring powerful con-

verging fire on the column attempting to

cross ; but there are so many passages across

a long river, and it is so easily bri<%ed over,

that ^e difficulty of guarding it becomes very

great.

The conditions already arrived at as regards

breaking the firont or turning the flank, apply

equally to the passage of a defended nver.

In case of its flank being turned, it is better

that anarmy defendinga nvershould, if possible,

cross and strike at the enemy's communications
in return

;
but such a course is seldom adopted,

and if he remain on his own bank, the de-

fender’s most effective action will be against

the outward flank of the turning force. The
passage of a river at TOints deliberately de-

fended is, however, difficult, and costly to the

assailant. Thus, at La Bothi^re, in 1814, the

Austrians could not pass the bridge throughout

the whole battle
;
and at Fredericksburg, in 1862,

Lee routed the Federals upon crossing the Bapa-
hannock. Passages are generally made by
stratagepi, examples of which may be found in

Moreau's passages of the Bhine in the enemy’s

front in 1796 and 1797 ; while for examples of

passing a river on the flank of the defensive

army, we may select Wellington’s passage of the

Gave de Pau in 1814, and the French passage

of the ’Ticino in 1869.

The true use of obstacles which cross the

assailant’s path is to give their possessor

increased power of manosuvring offensively,

and of taking the enemy at a disadvantage;

but they have defensive uses also, viz, to cover

a flank movement; to afford opportunity for

rallying a beaten army, as the Mincio did

after ^Iferino ; to enable part of an army to

hold a forward line and protect territory till

reinforcements arrive
; to cover a concentration

in rear, as Zieten did on the Sambre; or,

lastly, to cover a retreat, a use to which they

were most skilfully applied by Massena re-

treating before Wellington in 1811. But to

attempt to hold them entirely on the defensive

will only be to give aid to the enenw, to

whom they will afford opportunities of dis-

playing strate^cal skilL An advancing army,

wresting a river from its defenders, will

make use of it as a sort of advanc^ base,

and thus secure its line of communications.

While direct obstacles are at once seen to

interpose difficulties and delay in the way of

an advsndng army, there is another cIem cf

oWacles, the effect of which is not so obvious,

viz. those of which the general direction is par-

allel to the path of the advancing army. Sa^.h

an obstacle was the ridge of the Monte Junto

in Portugal, at right angles to the line of

Torres Vedpis, which compelled both Massena
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and Wellington to operate by one side of it

onl^, under peril of suflfbring the penalties to

which a dirided army is always liable. A
chain of mountains running in such a direction

may also be used as a screen for a movement
against the enemy’s communications, as in the

Leipsic' campaign. When a river forms an
obstacle of this nature, it often exercises great

influence on a campaign. An advancing gene-
ral cannot venture to leave behind on his flank a
defended passage of a river of this kind, unless

he leaves a covering force equal to that of the

enemy; otherwise he is in danger of his flank

and rear being attacked. It is evident, then,

that the advancing army must possess greatly

superior numbers. Its nsk is, however, lessened

if the defenders are in possession only of one
bank ; and hence it is, as the Archduke Charles

points out, that the first care of a general

posted on the Danube should be to establish

a double bridge-head, i. e. a work on each bank,

securing the passage of the army.
In fact, an obstacle of this kind confers on

its possessor all the advantages of the angular

base augmented, because extending to both

sides of the theatre. It presents a succession

of points which must be either attacked at

a disadvantage, or turned under protection of

a covering force, and either course requires

simerior numbers. The army that advances

ofirers an advantage to its adversary, who, to

profit by the position, must take post near a

point of passage, and await the movements of

the advancing force.

Great additional complexity is introduced

into the question of the influence of rivers ol

this class, when two or more flow in the same
general direction and converge. If the opera-

tions lie altogether on the outward bank of

one of two such rivers, the other loses all

its immediate importance. But it may happen
that the most direct routes lie between such
rivers, and, in the windings of the streams,

pass from one bank to the other. An army
advancing by these routes must sometimes

have to force a passage at a known point, and,

while moving on the inner bank of one river,

it will be exposed in flank to the direct attack

of an enemy who makes the other river the

pivot of his stroke.

There remains one class of obstacles of great

importance. When armies were slow and cum-
brous bodies, fortresses gave great strength

to frontiers, exposing the convoys of troops, as

they moved along the main roads, to sallies from

the fortresses placed on these lo^s. But they

were costly defences, swallowingup huge bodies

oftroops ; and when armies becamemore mobile,

fortresses were generally mashed by a detach-

ed force left in front of them: nor do they

now prevent armies from marching past them.

Thus, in the German campaign of 1866, the

Prussians masked no less tnan fire fortresses

Kouigstein, Theriesenstadt, Josephstadt, K6-
nimtz, and Ohniite.

But fortresses have great uses if properly

situated, and if impregnable to open assaulti for
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AeyeanbevsedMtemponTyliaaesroiind'which condneting the monmneitts of armies on ths
an army ma^ aafely manoeuvre. Situated on field of battle.

rivera at points where the main communica-
j

When soldiers were armed with pikes,
taons cross, ^ey are most valuable. If situated axes, and shields, the best formation was that
astride of direct obstacles, they give security to of deep eolnmns^ iriiich possessed momentum,
^e front or flank of a defending army, enabling and were able to withstand the charges of
it to force the assailing arm^ to fight with a

|

men-at>arms. Bat on the introduction of fire-

front parallel to its communications. Placed arms (as only two ranks can discharge their

astride of rivers, parallel to the advance of an pieces), a line was generally formed three deep,
enemy, they form a pivot for a flank attack, or the third line loading for the olhers. Deploy-
defend a passage, as may be required. ment into lon^^ lines was a matter requiring

As to their position on frontiers, an open
\

precision of dnll, and in the time of Eugene
frontier is best guarded by a few great fortresses, and Marlborough was but slowly effected,

situated on the most direct lines to the capital. Positions were chosen deliberately, and two
If tlie issues of a frontier are few, the fortresses armies drew up and attacked in parallel order,

guarding them become of immense importance. Manceuvring, as we call it, was almost un-
Por this reason Wellington made such repeated known. Marlboroqgh's great skill lay in de-
attacks upon Badajoz and Ciudad Rodrigo, as tecUng the weak ]:Art8 of the opposing line, and
commanding the only two avenues between attacking them with heavy blows. It was thus
Spain and Portugal. that at Blenheim and at Ramillies he pierced the

It is difficult to overrate the importance of enemy's line. The armies of Frederick, better

fortifying a capital. Had Paris been fortified, driUed, as we have already shown, were able to

the campaign of the Allies in 1814 might have manmuvre to a flank, and thus he contrived to

had a very different termination. outflank his enemy, and place his line within
We have thus sketched the mmn features strikingdistance obliqud.y across the extremity

and principles of strategy, the grand elements of his ^versary’s line. His army was not an
of which remain unaltered by the increased aggregate of corps, divisions, or brigades, each
civilisation of the a^. But the advance of capable of acting independently

; it was itself

civilisation, increased wealth, more rapid and the unit. It camped and fought in two lines
;

certain communication, will enlarge the sphere it moved to a flank in two columns, ready at a
of strategy, and will make greater demands on moment's notice to wheel into line, and to the

the intellect of the commander. Steam, tele- front in four columns ready to deploy. At
graphs, railroads, and commerce increase the Prague it was by this flank movement that he
advant^e which superiority of conception al- defeated the Austrians, turning their right, and
ways clmmed

;
just as the growth of Europe in then piercing the centre. The army whose

a^cultural wemth and the improvement of her flank is thus turned, will naturally (as on this

highways enabled Napoleon and his contempo- occasion the Austrians did) try to throw back
raries to use a strategy which to Frederick and the turned flank ; and thus it is formed in a
Marlborough seemed too bold, or was applied salient angle. This is a dangerous forma-

by them, onlv in countries perfectly friendly, tion, as the whole force of the assailant may be

ojpen, and well tilled beyond the custom of their brought to bear on one flank; the advance of

time. Nor let us doubtthat mankindwillbegreat either flank causes a gap at the angle; the

gainers by the change. Whatever increases the face assailed will be liable to be turned on both

rapidity with which the great machines called flanks ; the fire of the assailant's artillery

armies are worked, and causes the fate of a war enfilades one or both faces
;
and the defeat of

to be sooner declared, will diminish the suffer- the assailed wing compromises the retreat of

ing caused by the struggle to the populations, the other.

The more perfect the system of supply and con- Seeing, then, the advant^es of turning a flank,

veyanoe, the more striking the strategy, by so the French at Rossbach in 1757 tried to take

much the less will it be worth the while of the same advantage of Frederick, but fail-

generals to prolong their operations for the pur- ing utterly, they displayed the fact that an
poseof subsistence, and ofgovernments to hold army attempting openly to outflank another,

out for unreasonable terms in the hope of but not succeeding in turning the flank, and
wearying out the foe* The tendency of strategy finding its enemy drawn up across its path, is

being emently then, in this direction, and its itself outflanked ; so that, under ordinary cir-

theoiy unchanging, while in practice it becomes cumstances, such an enterprise will be futile and
bolder with increased means, it remains to disastrous, for the army against which the

trace the developement of the tactical part of movement is directed has a less distance to

wiirfiBLre under the most modem conditions, i. e. move.

to see what improvements have been made The Prussian system of manoeuvres was

during the past sixty years in the use of the now adopted throughout Europe
; and, as we

various arms in face of the enemy. {Edm,B€V, have already briefly mentioned, remained in

Jan. 1866.) force till Napoleon’s distribution of an am^
If the operations in a theatre of war have into corps, each complete in its own staff,

undergone great and remarkable changes since hospital, and commissariat, each able to be

the feudal times, no less radical and complete treated as a separate army for movemmt and

have been the alteintions in the method of supply, each able to be separately handled on
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the field of battle^ introduced not only great

changes into strategy, but into tactics. *An
oiganisation by corps-columns moving indepen-
dently, with connecting detachments between
them, chafed where convenient into lines, and
covered with skirmishers to shake the enemy’s
order and keep him out of range. Cavalry less

exposed than of old, yet partly used to connect
the movements of the infantry divisions and
guard their flanks—reserves increased toa large

proportion of the whole force, and strengthen^
by a powerful artillery—the latter arm greatly

augmented and placed more in mass—a care-

ful occupation of natural obstacles in front by
detachments^ whilst the bulk of the divisions

are sheltered where possible from the enemy’s
guns—such are the normal rules on which
orders of battle were formed down to the time
of the Third Napoleon.’

Let us now consider briefly the functions of

4he difl^ent arms, and the formations by
which each attains its fullest influence. Modem
inlantiy exercises its influence in battle either

by firing on the enemy or charging. The
first is a defensive mode of action ; the second
essentially offensive.

Cavalry attains its power by the impetus of

its charge, and a certain distance most inter-

pose between its front and that of the enemy to

De assailed, in order to give to its advance l^th
perfect order and great momentum.

Artillery possesses the power of flring at

longer range, and with more destructive pro-

ject4les, than infantzy. It should begin to

fire beyond the effective range of small arms,

but not so far as to be practically out of range

;

and it should fire diagonally or transversely

against lines of troops. A^inst columns it

may fire father in front, in flank, or trans-

versely.

In studying the formation of infantry, it is

evident that long deployed lines will give the

greatest effective fire; but in the advance

columns will be more steady, and less liable to

be broken,while they are also more able toobtain

shelter. On arriving near the enemy, they can

either deploy and engage in musketry fire, or

charge with their whole force.

In Frederick’s time the well-drilled Prussians

generally attacked in line ; but the republican

and imperial annies of France were trained

to attack in column, the firont being covered by
clouds of skirmishers. Themostusual formation
was line of columns of battalions ; sometimes a
mixtureof lineand column. And as it is probable

that columns would never chaige a line which

standi firm, but deploy and t^ the effect of

their fire, small columns easily ^ployed will be

most eflfoctive. When the action has gone on
for soma time, when the fire of artilfety has

had its sfiMk and the ddfensive line is no
longer intent, the attacking force, feeding its

line from its snppoirtiDg columns, will endea-

omr to quench the enemy’s fire, and finally

lauiieh its eolumns to the assault.

Thus then, as we have shown the open turn-

ing of an enemy’s flank to be a perilous more,m

the great object of modem battles is to bring a
superior force to hear at a certain point of the

battle-field. The design is screened by falsa

attacks, by features of the ground, by the

advance of skirmishers. And as the attacking

forcemustbe strengthened at the expenseofsome
other part ofthe line, that weakened part must be
keptoutof the engagement. Echelon, or stair for-

mation, is very favourable to this, allowing the

weakened or exposed flank to be retired out of

Fig. 3.

the- way, while line may be formed on any
front, or a new front of echelons may be formed
by a simultaneous wheel. The bead of the

formation may be reinforced for attack ; if suc-

cessful, the remaining Echelons come up and
form line on it—if opposed strongly, they suc-

cessively reinforce it—if defeated, they cover

its retreat. Sometimes oblique Echelon is em-

Flg. 8.

Bnemy's tine.

Original Line.

ployed to gain ground to a flank in advancing.

If columns are successful in the attack, and
pierce the opposing line, they deploy right and
left, rolling up the enemy’s exposed flanks,

while through the gap cavalry and fresh bodies

of infantry pour in to break the second line.

As regards the formation of cavalry, it should

be stationed far enough behind the object to be
defended to allow it to obtain the proper mo-
mentum during its advance ; and as it has to

seize special fleeting moments Ibr its attack, it

should be kept formed in order of attack. It

must never fight in close coltunn ; but a series

of lines may with advance charge on a ^uaro
or column, the succeeding lines attadcing in

turn, as the preceding lines, &iling to penetrate,

wheel outwards.

Cavalry combined with iaikntry may attack

in flank the enemy’s column, alr^y engaged
in front by the infantry ;

the attac^d troops

must in sneh cases form squares, thus giving

the line of infantry attadwg them a great

superiority of fire. Gavalijr charges, unless

supported by infantry, are indecisive, for the
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infiintry are i^uircd to keep wliat the cavalry the first to afford stiptTOrt, but not so near as to

have ^ined. give the enemy's artiilezy a double chance. A
Artilleiy must, of course, be formed in line, distance of from 200 to 300 yards is generally

tlioughthatlineneed not be perpendicular to the considered best. The most convenient forma-
enemy’s front. Its fire is most effective when tion for this line will be battalions in double or
down a gentle slope, or along a plain over single column of companies,

which the guns have a certain command. As regards the choice of a position ou'which
Combinedwith cavalry, horse artillery advances to form line of battle, it must be remembered
rapidly, opens fire, and ceases only when its that although a steep range of heights may be
front is masked by the advance of tbe horse ; so strong as to defy superior numbers, the diffi-

and in retreating, it similarly halts, fires, and culty of making a counter attack from it will

then gallops on to overtake the retiring cavalry, be proportioned to its inaccessibility. Cavalry
In these cases, it ought always to be on the and artillery will here be of little or no value,

flanks of the cavalry, so as to be out of its Such a position, then, may suit a general wish-

way. Cavahy, without artillery, is powerless ing to act purely on the defensive, and delay

for defence; with good artillery it may be an enemy; it will not avail for measuring
valuable for attack, and itself protected, strength with him. .The best ground for this

Artillery should not be placed in rear of other will be such as obstructs the assailant but not
troops, for the rush of shot over their heads the defender, e. g. the crest of a slight slope

would make them unsteady. Nor should in- overlooking a plain along which the enemy
fantiy be placed in rear of artilleiy, but on or must advance. A river in front, if the passages

in rear of the flanks to protect the weak points
;

are in the defender's hands, may be useful, pro-

the guns can protect their own front. Artillery, vided the assailant's bank do not afford him
when on the defensive, will fire at the attacking concealment for a turning movement,
columns

;
when on the offensive, partly at the An impassable obstacle extending partly

enemy’s artillery, to prevent its destroying the along the front may shelter guns, but will ren-

advancing columns. der other troops posted behind it useless in an
Such, then, being the functions of the three action, and so is bad. Again, to occupy a posi-

arms and their relations one to the other, we tion intersected by an impassable obstacle, is

may now consider the formation of the line of only to offer two halves of the army in suc-

battle, and the occupation of the ground. The cession to the enemy's whole force. But if tbe

line of battle shou.d be a disposition on a great assailant can be compelled to advance on each
scale, of the three arms, for their effective indi- side of such an obstacle, it is a great advantage

vidiial action and mutual support. to tbe defender. Again, the ground in front

And, first, it is necessary to gain a dear idea must not afford shelter to the advandng troops

of the proportions of troops to space. Foot of the enemy, or even to his skirmishers,

soldiers standing in the ranks occupy each Defensible points, such as hamlets, farms,

21 inches of lateral space ; thus 12 men occupy churches, fine., within easy distance of support,

7 yards. Cavalry occupy each man and horse will increase the defenderis strength ; but unless

1 yard laterally. Guns 19 yards from muzzle they are within cannon-range of the line, and
to muzzle, with 9^ yards on each flank. Apply easy of access from it, it is better to destroy

this to larger bodies of troops, and we get than hold them. Such points in the actual

6,000 infantry in simple line two deep occupy- line of battle are veir dis^vantageous, for they

ing about a mile : a regiment of 6 squadrons break the line, and if once gained by the enemy,
of cavalry, with intervals between squadrons, give him a footing in a dangerous position. In
about 350 yards ; a battery of six guns, 114 arranring a line of battle, it is desirable to pro-

yards.
^

tect the flanks, not by insuperable obstacles,

Allowing space for officers,^ intervals, and which hamper the defender, but by such de-

two batteries of guns, a division of 12,000 fensihle posts as we have named,
infantry with 12 guns, in two lines, each two The student of tactics cannot do better than
deep, will occupy, with baUalions in front as study the disposition of the troops at Solferino,

skirmishers, about a mile in length. As this at Austerlitz, and at Waterloo, of all which
distance is too long to be defended by guns battles fall accounts have been handed down,
from one flank only, its guns should be dis- Our space forbids our entering upon them here,

posed on both flanks. The cavalry also should Colonel Hamley draws from them the following

be on the flanks of the whole bne, for if it deductions

vrere placed between the divisions in column, * That in ordinary circumstances the forma-

it could not deploy without masking much tion in two continuous lines prevails, the exoep-

inikntiy fire, and if' in line, all th^ space tsons being: (1) refused pc^ons of the line,

which it occupies would have no fire to oppose where tbe formation may neither be eontinuoiui

to the entmT. ' Hence it is g4nerdly placcu in nor on two Unes throu^out; and (2) portious

rearuf the flanks of the line of battle, though, of the line rrinibreed for a speoim piuposs^

a small number of sqtedrons may be advan generally for attack.

tageottsly placed in rear of the first line, so as 'That edtunns are the only lomiation te the
to act between the divisions if ooeasiott should advance and the sUink,vriththoiili|^%i(aeos^^

arise. of troops in line, which, havhm aumit^ Hm
The second line should be near enongh to attack and eompellsd the hoaIjSe oQuunna to
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pauso, in fJioir existing formation, ew'-er

the short intcr^'iil that seijarntijs the bodifS.

‘ That of the various kinds of columns for

attack, battalion-columns have been most re-

sorted to and most su<*cessful.

* That general attacks of either cavalry or

infantry should be supported by the other

arm, and preceded by a concentrated fire of

artillery.

‘That cavalry is not uniformly stationed on
the flanks of the line of Imtile, especially when
n flank is otherwise siipjiorted (as at Auster-

litz)
;
but that it should uniformly cover the

flank of an attacking force which, by advancing,

is separated from the rest of the l(n6'i and
that, when the attack assumes the salient form,

a force of cavalry should be stationed near the

angle, so as to fill the gap and operate on tlio

flanks when the faces open outwai'ds
; and

that, fur these purposes, the place for great

reserves of cavalry is n<*ar the centre.

‘ That artillery docs not always occupy spaces

in the general line—'the exception being when
the downward slope allows it to bo posted in

front of the infantry without giving double

effect to the enemy’s pi*ojectiles.

‘ Tliat the proper use of reserves is not to

keep them in hand till the last moment, but to

consider them as a disposable force, ready to

BUpiwrt any point, or aid the enterprises of

any part of the line, at any period of the battle.

Nevertheless, it is well always to keep a part

of them fri'sh to the last
;
thus, at the close of

the battle of Austerlitz, Napoleon had still

untouched battalions ready for any effort; and
the two battalions of the Guard which did not

join in the last attack at Waterloo alone with-

stood the general wreck, and in any degree

covered the retreat.

‘ The worst use, however, that can be made of

reserves, is to fritter them away by repairing

gaps and losses throughout the line : they

should act as much as possible in masses.
‘ That, when divisions act togetlier, they do

not form the one the second line to the otlier

;

but that each division forms its own first and
second line with its own brigades, while the

brigades form partly in each line by regiments.

The reason of this is, first, that the jealousies

of rival commanders of divisions might lead

one sometimes to withhold support from

another r secondly, that a general's task is

much simplified, and he has much better hold

of his troops, if his command extends in depth

rather Gian in breadth,*

Two kinds of tactical 'advantage have been

here discussed: the occupation of favourable

ground suidi as wfU obstruct the enemy only

;

and the combination and anangement of the

difif^nt arms so as to gain the best effect.

Bnt it was also pwted out that the turning a

flank or breaking a line may lead to victory by
produci^ new relations ^ween the hostile

tines* obtain such a however, the

flfrst .stiocssaflil attacks most be followed np at

onee* advaneed jpoetion of the assailant's

^gtmy mustbe strmigtbened, the remainder with-
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drawn out of reach. Dispositions fbr this mu«ifc

be made beforehand, and hence arise ordtrs of
battle, or certain relations existing between the
hostile lines before or during the encounter.

Tlie end and aim of the order of battle is

to produce such relations between the hostile

lines as ultimately to bring a sufficient part of

one in battle array across the extremity of part
of the other.

An army may attack its enemy in front or

flank. If on a flank, say the right, it must
retire its own right flank, and so it will

be in oblique order at the moment of attack
;

and the examples of the Prussians’ defeat at

Kolin, and that of Soiilt at Pampeluna, show
tho necessity of keeping the retired wing out of

the way for a certain time, and prove that it

is dangerous to turn an adversary with one
wing, unless you refuse or protect the oUkt.
Hut the refusi^ wing must not be kept alto-

gether out of action. It niiist be engaged either

when the pirogrossive advance of the line brings

it into contact with the enemy, or if the enemy
changes front, by attacking the flank of his

new line.

Modern armies no longer, like Frederick’s

army, adhere absolutely to the oblique form,

but adopt its spirit, reinforcing the heaei of tho

attack from the reserves, or second line of the

refused wing, and masking the front with
skirmishers and artillery, under cover of which
the troops of the attacking wing are brought
into the best position. Ikittalion cohimiis in

echelon, well reinforced at the head, protecti'd

on the outward flank by cavalry, with tho

batteries assembled on the inner, would be n
Mutable formation for a flank attack. Above
all tilings, the conitnuity of the wliole lino

must be preserved during the attack.

Hut the commander of an army against

which such a movement is directed may strike

in return at the atUicking wing, in which case,

if successful, he will drive back tJie enemy
along the line by which he advanced

; or he may
deal his counter-stroke at tho refused wing, as

Napoleon did at Austerlitz, in which case

success will be far more decisive, for having
beaten the refused wing, he mi^ turn, and
envelope and destroy the other. This will be
the best course, unless distance or position

should render it impossible.

The attack of a wing, or of a centre and wing,

or the order Echeloned on a wing, are aU
varieties of the oblique order.

The danger of the fomatioii in a salient

angle for d^ence has been already shown ; but

there are cases where (as at Gettysburg, where
the Federal forces, so drawn up, had at the

angle a hill protecting the lines from enfilade)

the formation may be safe. But attacks almost
of necsssitv assume this order, fbr on the centre

of a line the continuity of the attacking force

must be preserved. Queh attadcs, however,

being unforeseen, are not metby a oorresponding
enclosing angle on the pmrt of the defender,

which is the only effectual counter-order. An
attack of this kind, with cavalry at the apex, ia
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esped^ly suitable when the enemy, by undue * 1, By the direction of his front, to cover his
extension, has wealcened part of his front. line of retreat as squarely as possible, with-
Another angular ofdei' is the re-entering or out lending^ flank to the enemy.

enclosing angle^ such as was formed by the ‘2, To occupy ground which cannot bo ap-
Allies at Waterloo after the Prussian advance, proached within range unawares.
But no enemy' will wilfully enter into an en- ‘3. To insure free communication between
closing angle

;
jand if it were formed before his parts of his front.

entry, it would but expose both flanks to his * 4. To conceal his movements and force as
attack, much as possible.
The convex order is merely another variety * 5. To seize such advanced posts as will

of the salient angle, and is a term loosely used strengthen his front.

to signify an army Echeloned on the centre, or *
I^astly, he must take up his ground with a

in some other angular form. Similarly, the view to the action of that arm in which he may
concave order is 'hut a form of the enclosing be proportionately strongest or superior to the
angle. Thus all orders may bo 'reduced to enemy.
oblique or angular, * Viewing the case from the other side, the
In preparing for the attack, a commander’s assailant must first choose his points of attack,

first object must be to dis^ise its nature from In order to do this confidently, he must fully

his enemy ; and this he will do by concentrating understand his adversary’s dispositions, by re*

his troops, covered by the fire of artillery, along connoitring, if possible, the whole extent of his
the whole line. He must also bring masses of line. . . .

artillery to bear on the part which he means to ‘ This done, the assailant must make his dis-

attack, so as to weaken it before the advance positions, (1) for disguising his attack, (2) for

of his troops; these will be preceded by swarms executing it, (3) for supporting it, and (4) for

of skirmishers, who may also conceal the re- refusing the containing or defensive parts of his

tirement of any part of his line. order of battle.’

In all cases, before deciding on the order of The introduction of arms of precision has
battle, the point of attack must bo fixed upon, modified previously existing conditions, but
This the general must choose according to does not seem to have produced any radical

circumstances, selecting that point where his changes. The fire of infantry has extended its

attack, if successful, will do the greatest injury, effective range from loss than 200 to 600 or 700
such as the flank resting on the base, the yards, and has gained in volume and rapidity

connecting point of two alhed armies, the wing by the introduction of breech-loading arms,
which is traversed by the line of retreat, or, of The effective fire of field artillery is extended
course, the weakest point of the enemy’s line, from 1,200 or 1,400 yards to 2,000 or 2,600

bearing in mind that the mere forcing an yards. This would at first seem to imply that

enemy off the field without turning his flank, to advance against such a fire must be almost

or breaking his centre, is an indecisive victory, impracticable, but it is not so. Many reasons

Advanced posts must be captuted : strong points lessen the efficacy of these arms, most espe-

in the line must be avoid^, unless upon com- cially the conformation of ground, the smoke
manding ground, or where they can be cut off of artillery and musketry, toe dust or fog, and
from the remainder. If one flank of the the excitement and stress, moraland physical, of

enemy is supported by an impassable obstacle, sustained conflict. All these greatly diminish

it will be well to drive the enemy back on that the effect of weapons requiring a clear range

obstacle, so as to destroy him. and deliberate a^'ustment. Still the advan-

If an army be cut from its base, it is at tages of defence are doubtless increased by
least free from all necessity of choosing any them to toe army which in a sheltered position

particular lines, and may manoeuvre freely to a' awaits the attaclL The line of battle must be

flank. If a retroat becomes inevitable, it should formed farther off, and the attacking troops

be disguised by partial attacks, and carried out must be longer exposed to fire,

by the ^tomato retirement of troops. If an An advance in line would, if it were possible,

army quits a lost field with the intention of insure the least loss to the assailant, but such

renewing the contest at the first opportunity, a thing is never practicable for a large force on

it should retreat in the most concentrated form average ground. Deep columns would be fatal,

possible ;
but if it is routed and seeks the and must be absolutely condemned, so that ap-

shelter of its own frontier, the more roads it parenUy columns of small depth must be

can move by the better. The pursuing force the formation for fixture attacks: but these

should try to strike, not the rear, but the flank must be covered by skirmishers in ^eat nom-

of the flying army. ^ers. Every possible shelter will have to be

To sumup inColon^Hamley’swords: *The seized by the advancing troops; and their

assailant’s order of battle must depend on the advance must be precede by a concentrated

points selected for attack, and the selection of fire of artiUexy. Sdpiditg qf movement must

these points must dftpend on circumstances be made to oounteraet rarity of the enemffe

already discussed. A general, taking up a fire, A lighter and quicker aystem of drill

defensive line, or attacked while manceuvring, must be adrated, though the Mneral principles

ahonld aeek to obtain aa^far as possible the in action will remain unaltered

fpUowing conditions remark applies to arUUety. Bat*

VoL. III. 993 « S-
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t<»ries must all be made to more with rapidity,

so as to be able to take action according to the

enemy's rapid morements, and must be massed,
ns heretofore, for the decisiye stroke in battle.

The value of caval:y under present con-

ditions is more doubtful. Whether it will be
able to hold its position as an agent in the
shock of battle, is a question even as yet

scarcely solved. It is argued that it will be
destroyed by the projectiles of the enemy
before it can reach the point of action. But
b(*re again increased rapidity, gained by in-

creased lightness of equipments, must be ac-

quired. Once closed with the adverse line, it

hiis no more to fear than formerly. Its drill,

too, must be simplified to admit of much faster

manoeuvring, and artillery must, as before,

be associated with it in order to protect it.

Whether it will ever avail against well-formed

troops, must be decided by experience not even
yet gained. That it will be as valuable as ever

for covering a retreat, was clearly proved by the

experience of the Austrian retreat after Konig-
grstz; and ‘launched in pursuit of a broken foe,

it may finish a campaign which would else

wade through fresh carnage to its woeful end.*

But its highest application must depend on
the genius of its commander.
As regards the inlbumce of modem arms on

maneeuvres, it is probable that turning move-
menis will be greatly employed to save the

Joss which must bo sufferea in direct attacks.

But when an attack is judged practicable, the

H(‘verity of the fire will probably always cause

tlio two opposing parties to have recourse in a

very short time to the use of the bayonet, and
the army acting on the defensive will probably
make great use of fieldworks.

The limits allowed in this article forbid onr
entering on the questions of the dispositions for

the march that precedes a battle, and the many
minor operations of war, such as advanced
guards, outposts, convoys, reconnaissance, &c.

;

although these are of vital importance in the

successful conduct of a campaign.
* In passing from the consideration of tactics,

and the changes that art is undergoing, it seems

necessary to refhte but one more popular error,

which has been countenanced by names lent to

it with perhaps injudicious haste. It has been

said that the rapitl multiplying of railways and
their d^p6ts must tend to modify the condition

under which troops are brought into action.

In so far as this relates to their actual collision,

this is plainly an error. Guttings, embank-
ments, crossings, bridges, are none of them new
creations. The defence of a railroad station is

that merely of a building of certain size, and

involves no new principles. the increas-

ing wealth of civilised countries not spent itself

in this'way, it would have found, as it still

finds, other outlets in forms of planting,

building, draining, which would change^rti-

cular fields of combat, but in no way affect a

certain system already adapted for seising or

maintaining a given position, or 4iow that it

csottld be, aa a whole, altered for the better.
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The idea, baseless when viewed in this light,

has been supported by the alleged winning of
the battle of Montebello by the French as a
consequence of their actual use of a railway to

bring up reinforcements
; and the employment

of trains during a single action has been mixed
up with the general notion of the value of rail-

roads for battle purposes. Space does not
allow ua to follow out the details of the affair

where Foroy won his reputation. It is enough
to say that Riistow (atf able writer, and, as

between Kmporor and Kaiser, thoroughjy im-
partial) denies in his work this pii»etended

cause of the defeat of the Austrians, and as-

cribes it simply to the well-known want of

resource and self-possession which has, for

the last eighty years, constantly marked their

general omcors when detached. It may bo
added that the long annals of the American
war give no reason to believe that we are near
the day when commanders will arrange their

order of battle with a view to bring their troops

under fire by train.

' Far otherwise is it as regards the greater

combinations of war. The wondrous facilities

which steam conveyance and the electric tele-

graph afford for transporting and collecting

troops and supplies seems to promise almost as

great a revolution in strategy as gunpowder is

admitted to have made in tactics. . . .

* The least observation of these phases of that

gigantic contest (the American war), added U)

what we have lately seen in Italy and Den-
mark, is sufficient to show a great change to

come in future European wars. Old lines of

defence must vanish, bases formerly distant

be brought near, concentration of great masses
be the rule rather than the exception, months
of preparation and of movement bo contracted

into days. As regards the strategy of purely

inland campaigns, railroads and telegraphs, it

may be freely assumed, will soon be so mnlti-

pli^ that their effect will be felt in this way
wherever civilisation extends. This will bo
generally admitted. But it is not so apparent
at first that a similar change may be expected

wherever the theatre of wans open to approach
by navigation. In spite of Crimean experience,

and of the marvels worked by Grant when he
had once felt bis way to the true use of his

steam transports, few are aware how immensely
the naval powers of the world have augmented
the striking force of their armies by the im-
provements in their fleets. France has been
long the most formidable of nei^bours ; but
it is not too much tosay thather present policy

of amity with Englana, and the undisputed
ran]^ of her navy as the second in Europe, has

doubled at the very least her warlike means
against all the other Continental powers.*

(Edirt. Eev. Jan. 1866, ‘Recent Changes in

the Art of War.*)

In this brief sketch of the operations of mo-
dem warfaro, we have followed closely the

order of Bul:jecta, and the manner of treatment,
adopted in Colonel Hamley's invaluable work.
The Operations of War eaplained and iUus^
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trattd (London and Edinburgh 1866), which, Castle was created warden of the Cinque Ports
as it is the latest, is also the best work in the and guardian of the ac^acent coast, by William
English language for the student of the art of the Conqueror : an office resembling that of
war. The reader who wishes to pursue the sub- the comes littoris Saxonici in the decline of the
ject further, may find study for a lifetime in Roman empire. The lord warden had a pecu-
the works of Clausewitz, the Archduke Charles, liar maritime jurisdiction. His jurisdiction in

Joraihi, 'Msirmont, Baron Ambert, and Napier, cinl suits has been recently abolished (18 & 19
the Najpoleon Correspondence, the Wellington Viet. c. 48). The office is now little more
Dee^^ee, aniotherworks.to which those will than a sinecure, and valuable chie^ as giving
lead him. We would conclude with another a right to the use of Walmer Castle as a
sentence of Colonel Hamlcy’s :

‘ The moral is, residence.

not that numbers and wealth must prevail, nor There is also a lord warden of the Stan-
that great generalS' are heaven-born : it is, on nariks.
the contrary, that the conditions of success are Wardmote. A court in each ward of the
attainable and capable of demonstration

; that city of London, which has power to present
the preparation of study and thought is essential defaults in matters relating to the watch,
to sbll in war; and that, being thus prepared, a police, &c.
leader, in order to achieve the most notable Wareltouso* Bonded. A building in

successes, need not be gifted with inspiration, which duly-paying and excisable articles can
but only with the more appreciable, though be stored during the period which intervenes
still rare, combination of sound sense, clear in- between their importation or production and
sight, and resolution.* their consumption. The charge paid for storing

Wlur, Private. According to the ancient such articles is as low as possible
; and, as a

Greek theory, as well as to those of barbarous rule, if they are re-exported, or if, being pro-
nations generally, men are in a state of natural duced at home, they are consigned to foreign
enmity, and friendship is distinctly a matter of countries, no duty at all is paid. The object

special contract. Hence, apart from this con- of such an arrangement is that the tax levied

tract, there is on this hypothesis a right inhe- indirectly on consumption may be as light as

rent in every man to avenge his wrongs against possible, because the period between the pay-
his neighbour if he is able to do so. If the ment of the tax and the consumption of the

city or state to which he belongs can do this commodity is as short as possible,

for him, so much the better; if not, he reverts The manifest advantages which the general

to his own inalienable privilege. To this plea public obtain by the adoption of a warehousing
the feudal nobility of the middle ages had re- system, was early recognised when the pressure

course without scruple, when legal compositions, of public debt and increased domestic expendi-

as of Wereqiu), proved insufficient, or other ture aroused the attention offinanciers. Hence
causes of quarrel occurred. Against these feuds Sir Robert Walpole attempted, in 1733, to

(faida)orprivute wars, many of the capitularies establish Such warehouses in the principal

of Charlemagne are directed; but, after his time, British ports. But the leading London mer-
the practice continued almost without let or chants, to their infinite* disgrace, stirred up the

hindrance. In the absence of judicial tribunals public, by a variety of ridiculous fallacies, *to

able to enforce their awards, Mr. Hallam thinks resist the system; and the odium excited was
that the higher nobility of France in that t^e so great, that Walpole was obliged to abandon
may be repurded as in a state of nature with his project. The weak point in Walpole's

respect to each other, and entitled to avail scheme was tKe double arrangement of levying

themselves of all leg^itimate grounds of hos- excise and customs duties on imports. If by
tility. (Middle Agee, ch. ii part ii. § 2.) means of a bonded warehouse the duty could

Ward. In Feudal Law, the heir of the be levied as nearly as possible at the time of

king's tenant in capite during his noDap;e was consumption, there could be no reason for re-

Bo called ;
and, in general language, all infants taining .an excise on such articles. The op-

under the power of guardians. [Guabdian.] position to the arrangement! however, was so

The court of wards and liveries, for cognisance strong, that for seventy years this obvious and
of various matters relating to the king’s pre- useful system was postponed. Now, however, it

xogative^ was established b^ Henry VUl., and is applied to every kind of article produ^
abolish^ at the Restoration. (Archetdogia^ abroad or at home, on which any duty is

vol. ii.) chided, with one exception, com, the.duty on

ward’s BfMte. A quack medicine, of which, Is. the quarter, or 3d, the cwt., is a land-

whiol^ is the active ingredient, and ing not a bonding duty,

which has obtained some celebrity as a remedy The advantages of the warehousingsystem are

for pilee, and for fistulas and alMoeases about greatly increased by the facilities of transport

the reetom. wluch are accorded by railways : at present, the

Wtord-room* In large ships of war, the trader in duty-paying arbcles keeps the least

cabin set apart for the abode of officers ranking possible stock in his possession ; for, in oonse-

fcs lieutenants. Small ships have no ward- quence of the ease with which he can obtain a

ioom« supply, he economises that portion of his

H^daiif Bordf of tlM Olnquo Borto. capital wmeh is invested in the payment of

[CuiquB PoBTs.] The constable of Dover duties as fully as he can.
^ 995 3 6 2



WAUING’S METHOD WASSAIL
Warlng's Method. The object of this Warrant Officers. In the Navy, the gun-

method is to separate the roots of an algebraic ncr, boatswain, and carpenter,

equation
; it requires the formation bf the equa« Warranty. In Law, as applied to lands,

tion whose roots are the squared differences of a promise or covenant real annexed to lands or

the roots of the original. [TEquation of Squaurd hereditaments, whereby the conveying party

Difusbbncks.] If denote an inferior limit was bound to warrant the title of the same,

of the roots of the latter, a and h being reapec- against all men. But the ancient law of war-

tively the superior and inferior limits of the ranty of real property, after having been long

roots of the original equation F(x)=aO (all which obsolete in practice, was supf-rsecled by the

limits can be easily determined); then, from stat. 3 & 4 Wm. IV. cp. 27, 74. It is, however,

the signs of F(a), F(u — X:), F(a — 2X:) . . . F(6),

The positions of all the real roots of the given

equiitioii may be at once ascertained; for, be-

tween any two adjacent values a^nik and
a~{in+\ )k, not more than one root can be
situated, and its absence or presence will be
indicated by the like, or opposite, characters

of the signs of*F(«— and F(«—

+

lA:).

Waring, who was Lucasian Professor of

Mathematics at Cambridge about the year 17G0,

published several papers on equations in the

rhtl. Trans., as well as a separate treatise en-

titled Meditationes Algehraica, at Cambridge,
in 1770.

Warming ajid Ventilation. [Venti-
j

LATION."!

Warmtb (a Teutonic word, akin to Sansc.

gharma, Gr. Oep/uLSs). In Painting, a tone of

colour arising from the use of colours expressive

of heat, or the so-called hotter colours, as reds,

do(*p yellows, russet browns, &c.
Warp. Ill Naval Affairs, warp signifies a

rope laid out for the purpose of moving the

ship. To warp is to move a ship from one
position to another by means of warps.

Wakp. In Weaving, the longitudinal threads

of a woven fabric; they are crossed by the

trans'^itrsf threads, or woof. »

Warping (Fr. guerpier). A mode of in-

creasing the fertility of tillage lands on the

banks of rivers liable to be overflowed by them.

It appears to have been first practised in Britain

on the banks of the Trent, Ouse, and other

rivers which empty themselves into the estnary

of the Humber. The waters of these rivers,

from passing through a great extent of alluvial

country, are, after heavy rains, exceedingly

muddy
;
and they are in that state conducted

over the adjoining surface in portions enclosed

by banks, and there suffered to deposit their

mud, which is technically called warp, and
which being of the depth of an inch or two,

adds greatly to the fertility of the soil, and
indirectly on consumption may be as light as

existed on the banks of the Po, and other rivers

in the north of Italy, from time immemorial.
Wahpino. In Architecture. [CasTmo.]
Warrant (Welsh gwarant). In Law, a

precept under hand and seal, directed to a

proper officer, to arrest an offender.

Warrant of Attorney. In Law, a power
given by a client to his attorney to appear and
plead for him, or to suffer judgment to pass

against him by confession. It anthorises a
creditor to enter up judgment and levy exe-

cution, and is frequently granted as a security

for a debt.
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still the practice to insert in conveyances
covenants for the title to the It^nd conveyed,

which U) some extent answer the purpose of

the old warranties.

With regarti to wa^^’anty of things personal,

it IS the general rule that a purchaser of goods

and chattels may have a satisfaction from the

seller, if he sells them us his own and the title

proves deficient, without any express warranty
for that purpose

;
but that with regard to the

gooflness of the things so purchased, the vendor

IS not bound to answer, unless he has expressly

warranted them to be good, or unless he has in

any way misrepresented them
;
but a warranty

is implied in certain cases by the custom of

trade or the nature of the contract. [Title.]

Warren (Fr. garenno, from the Teutonic

wahren, to protect or defend). In Law, a
franchise or place privileged for the taking or

keeping of beasts and fowls of warren, which
are said by some to be only bares and rabbits,

partridges and pheasants; others add quails,

woodcocks, waterfowl, &c. The franchise is

from the crown by grant, or prescription which
implies grant. It is often called free warren,

and in some cases denotes the right of sporting

over the land of another
;
for by the common

law the right of taking or destroying game
belonged exclusively to the king or to those to

whom he had granted it, and it not unfre-

qiiently happens that under ancient grants the

right of warren, i, e. of taking and destroying

game, has become vested in persons not the

owners of the soil. [Game Laws.]
Warwlcklte. Native borotitauate of mag-

I

nesia and iron, met with in dark-brown to

black crystals, in granular limestone, near
Edenville, New York, U. S.

Washboard. In Sea language, a movable
piece of board placed above the gunwale of a
boat, or elsewhere, to prevent the water from
washing over.

Washer. A circular piece of leather, or

pasteboard, placed at the base of a screw, so as

to prevent the metal surfaces from being injured
when it is screwed home; it is also used to

render screw and other junctions air-tight.

Waahlngtonlte. A kind of titaniferous

iron-ore of a steel-grey colour, met with in

Connecticut, and said to occur, also, at Breaghy
Head, in Donegal, and at Ballinascreen, co.

Deny. Named after General Washington,
president of the United States.

Wasp. [Vespid*.]
Wassail (A.-Sax. waes hael, he in health).

A common salutation used in drinking; whence
’ woesd-'howl, which was anciently carried



WASTE
round on New Year’s Eve. *A carol for a
wassel bowl’ will be found in Kitson’s Ancient

1790, p. 304. (Brand, Popular Anti-
qutties, vol. i. p. 1.)

Waste (Lat. vaatus). In Law, the destruc-
tion or material alteration of things forming
an essential part of the inheritance

; as houses,
timber, &c. Neglect of repairs is termed
j)(‘Tmi8sive waste

; active injury, voluntary
waste. The Court of Cliancery will interfere

by injunction to restrain the committing of
waste by persons lia\ing estates for life or
other limited interests in land ; and even al-

though the estate or interest of the person
attempting to commit waste be expressly given
to him without impcachmi nt of waste—in which
c.i8e he may cut timber in a husbandlike
manner for his own benotit, work mines, and
tlie like—the court will still restrain him from
felling ornamental timber, pulling down the
family mansion, and similar acts, which are

known as equitaide waste
;
and a person im-

properly committing waste or equitable waste
may be made to account for any money pro-

duced thereby at the instance of those entitled

in remainder.

Waste Xiand. Any tract of surface not in

a state of cultivation, and producing little or no
useful herbage, or wood. It was estimated by
Sir John Sinclair, about the end of the last

century, that the quantity of waste land in

Great Britain amounted to 22,107,001 acres

(England and Wales 7,888,777, Scotland

14,218,224), 3,000,000 of which he considered

capable of being brought under the plough, and
the greater part of the remainder of growing
wood. Large quantities of this common and
waste land have been enclosed during the

present century, and the amount of waste land

in England has been so much reduced, that

some alarm has been lately felt, lest the pro-

gress of enclosures should deprive the in-

habitants of large towns of their accustomed

opportunities of exercise and recreation. Steps

have been taken in many cases to preserve for

public use commons situated in populous dis-

tricts, and an Act of Parliament was passed in

1866 to make provision for the improvement,
protection, and management of commons near

the metropolis.

Watoli (A.-Sax. wacian, Ger. wacheu, to

wake). This word is frequently used to denote

the portions into which the night was divided

for &e duties of sentinels. Thus the Romans
bad four watches, and the Jews three.

WarcH. A well-known portable machine,

moved by a spring, for measuring time. When
executed in the most perfect manner, it is

called a chronometer^ and used in nav^tion for

detetmining differences of longitude. [CHaoNO-

I

KBTBR ; Lonoitudb.I
Wattes are said to have been made at

Nurembuig so early as 14 77 ;
but it is uncertain

how far the watches then constructed resembled

those which how go by that name. Some of

the early ones were very small, in the shape of

a pearf and sometimes sunk or fftted into the

WATER
top of a walking-stick. As time-keepers
watches could have very little value before the
application of the spiral spring as a regulator
to the balance. Tho merit of this excellent

invention has been claimed by Hooke and
Huygens

;
but it seems established by unques-

tionable evidence, that tho priority belonged to

Hooke by at least fifteen years. The date of

the invention is about the year 1658. Hooke's
first balance spring was straight, and acted on
the balance in a very imperfect manner; but
he soon perceived its defects, and attempted to

obviate them by adopting first the cylindrical,

and afterwards the fiat spiral. The latter

appears to have been applied to watches before

the publication of Huygens’ claim iu 1676.
[Horology.]
Watch. On Shipboard, the portion of the

ship’s crew on duty at a time. This is usually

half
;
and the watchos are called tho starboard

and port watches. Large crews are put in tlirco

watches. Tho period of the time calhid a watch
is foiur hours, tho reckoning beginning at noon
or midnight. Between four o’clock and eight

p.M. the time is divided into two short or dog
watches, in order to break the constant recur-

rence of the watches at the same hours.

Water (Ger. wasser). The old chemists

considered water as an element, and supposed

it convertible into earth, and into various

organic products. This opinion was first ques-

tioned, and afterwards disproved by tho ex-

periments of Watt and of Cavendish, in the

years 1786 and 1787. (PM. Trans.) It has

since been satisfactorily demonstrated that

hydrogen and oxygen are the elements of water,

and that they are contained in it in the relative

proportions by weight of 1 and 8, or by volume
2 and 1 ; the specific gravity of hydrogen being

to that of oxygen as 1 to 16 ; 3 volumes of the

mixed gases producing 2 volumes of steam, the

specific gravity of which referred to hydrogen as

unity is 9.

The electro-chemical decomposition of water
is that which affords the most satisfactory evi-

dence of its nature. When made part of the

volta-electrio circuit, it is resolved into 2 mea-
sures of hydrogen and 1 of oxygen gas, the

former evolved at the negative, and the latter

at the positive surface
;
and if the gases thus

obtained be mixed, and fired by the electrio

spark, they again com]:)ine, and produce their

weight of water. The analytic and synthetic

evidence, therefore, of the composition of water
is thus rendered complete.

But although perfectly pure water, such, for

instance, as has been boiled and very cautiously

distilled, is in fact an oxide of hydrogen^ and
composed as above stated, all natural water is

more or less contaminated by foreign matters,

which if not in excess, or of an uncommon or

ix\juriou8 nature, render it sometimes more fit

for the ordinaiy uses to which it is applied.

The impurities present in natural "water may
be divided into four classes: 1. Mechanical
impurities; 2. Gaseous impurities; 3. IHasolved

mineral impurities ; and 4. Organic ‘.mpurities*
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Ruin water collected at a diatuncc from in-

habited places and upon insoluble surfacos of

rock or sand is the purest kind of natural

Water. It is, however, charged w'illi the gases

of the atmosphere with which it comes in

contact during its descent to the earth, viz,

oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid gas. The
rain which falls during and after thunder storms
is often found to contain very aiiprcciuble

quantities of nitrate of atninoniit, produced by
electric discharges through moist air.

The variety of natural water which is next
in purity to rain water is that of some rivers

and lakes in mountainous and rocky districts,

where the soil contiiins merely traci's of soluble

matters which arc washed down by the abumlaiit

ram of such localities. These wutoi s, of course,

contain the same impurities as rain water,

together with sm.ill quantitii s of mineral salts,

and generally of organic, matter. Then follow

in purity the waters of springs and rivers, which
contain very varying quantities of mineral com-
pounds, depending, of course, on the quality of

the strata through which they have passed.

Lastly, the waters of the sea and of c<*rUiin

inland lakes contain very largo quantities of

mineral matters, brought down by rivers which
arc charged with the soluble mutters of the

earth’s sui’face.

All these varieties of natural waters may be
purified by carefully distilling and rejecting

j

the first and last portions which pa.SB over, the

former containing a portion of the gases, and the

latter being liable to contamination with the

saline bodies originally dissolved in the water.

The four classes of impurities meiitioued

above dificr very much in their irnportancs

with regard to the use of the water for vapiou,s

purposes
; a glance at these may bo interesting.

Mi'Oian 'ual Impurities .—These may bo both
mineral and organic, The mineral mechanical

or suspended impurities are contracted by the

water during its passage through the eartli or

over its surface, and consist principally of sand,

clayey mutter, chalk, and other insoluble com-
pounds. The organic suspended impurities

consist ofanimal and vegetable organisms, cither

living or dead, of animal remains and refuse,

and of vcgotablo matter. All these impurities

may be supiratod almost entirely by allowing the
water to settle, and then pouring off the clear

liquid, or more perfectly by filtration tlirough

some porous material, asimglazed paper, sponge,

sand, &c.
These impurities communicate an unpleasant

turbid appearance to the water, although on
account of their ready removal they are not,

ill themselves, much to be feared
;
the decom-

position of the animal and vegetable matters
may, however, give rise to the production of

compounds not only noxious, but dangerous
to animal life.

S<ilid constituents in 100,000 parts of various Waters supplied to Towns.

London

Farnham

1

Aberdeen

f*

Xew
Blver
Com-
pany

East
London
Com-
pany

Kent
Water
Com-
pany

Thames
Ditton
and

Grand
Junction
’Com-
pany

11-17 14-51 10-03 16-84 0-33 23-04 1-21 1-08
4-61 3-33 15-76 4-37 1-87 — 0-17 1-43

0-03 1-03 0-10 0-39 Trace 0-33 —
166 2-16 4-88 1-81 0-91 1-07 .

—

0-16— — — — 0-46

2-47 2*51 6*00 1*57 1-33 1-44 0-96 2-23
2-13 1-34 0-10 1-87 —
— — 0-96 •— —
1-68 1-79 1-00 0-24 0-61 0-63 —

Traces 0-67 Traces 0-13 1-26 0-11 0-34
0-71 0-89 1*08 0-89 1*41

I

2*27 0-20 0-21

0-98
1

1-62 1*65 1-54 2*54*
1

1*80*» 2-60*
i

2-00*

25-24 29-85 39*6r 28^ To-36 32*45 5-71

Carbonate of lime

l;^ulphate of lime

.

Nitrate of lime .

Carbonate of magnesia
Sulphate of magnesia .

Chloride of sodium
Sulphate of soda

.

Chloride of potassium

.

Sulphate of potash

Iron, aluminaand phosphates
Silica....
Organic and other yolatile 1

matter . • . J

* In all probability these numbere are too high, as the method formerly employed for the estimation of

organic matters in waters gave resnlte considerably in ezoess of the actual amount presont.

Gmeou$ tmpttrities,—The nature of the

gaaeoug bodies present in natural waters yaries

according to the localities from which they are

obtained. Bain water, which has Mien at

some distance teom large towns, contains little

more t^n oxygen, nit^en, and carbonic acid

mts, but that which is collected in the neighbour-

hood of cities, or in manufacturing districts, is

liable to contamination from some of the waste
products of furnaces. Waters of springs and
riyers also frequently contain large quantities

of gases. Some waters which haye percolated
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through the chalk formatious appear quite

milky whea first drawn, owing to the minute
bubbles of carbonic acid gas escaping from the

liquid. Some waters, as those pf Harroguto
and Aix-la-Chapelle, contain notable quantities

of sulphuretted hydrogen gas. Most natural

waters contain a considerable quantity of

oxygen, unless, from extreme pollution of tho
water by organic matters, the whole of the
oxygen has been absorbed by these bodies.

With tho exception of sulphuretted hydrogen,
these gases are not doletenous

;
in fact, without

them, neither animal nor vegetable life could
be sustained in the waters, and they nppetir

also to communicate an agreeable taste to the
liquid. It was proposed many years ago to

supply ships with sea water purified from its

salts by distillation, but thus obtained it was
found so unpalatable as a beverage that it

could not be used until a means was devised

for aerating it, and thus removing its unplca*

sant flat taste. The ships of the royal navy
are now provided with distillatory and aerating

apparatus, which render them independent of

waW supply from land sources.

Dissolved Mineral or Saline Impurities.

—

These are of the most varied description, and
are contracted by the waters of springs and
rivers during their passage through and over

the surface of the earth. They severally con-

stitute by far the larger proportion of the

substances present in waters : their quantities

and varieties will be seen fwm the following

table, which contains the anatlyses of the water

supplies of some towns.

Water of Loch Katrine supplied to the principal

part of Glasgow,

Peroxide of iron . , 0*343

Lime . . • . 0*731

Magnesia • • . 0*219

Potash ’
. 0*043

Soda . . 0*320

Chloride of sodium . 0*017

Sulphuric acid . 0*660

Phosphoric acid . . trace

Carbonic acid . 0*662

Silicic acid . . 0*176

Organic and other volatile 1 0*071
matter • • J

3*142

The waters of the New River and E&st

Ixindon companies are obtained from the river

Lea; the latter company’s works, however,

are much farther from the source of the river

than those of the former; and the different

composition of the water, particularly the

much larger proportion of the organic matter

in that of the East London company, shows

conclusively the contamination which it haa un-

dergone (from sewage and other matters) in its

course towards the Thames. In other respects

these waters have very similar compositions,

except that in the East London the quantities

of carbonate and nitrate of lime we rather

higher than in that of the New River. The

Kent water company draws its supply from
Artesian wells, and very different results are

obtained by the analysis of liiis water. The
total amount of solid residue is veiy much
greater than in the other two cases

;
and al-

though the quantity of carbonate of lime is h ss

than in the New River water, yet the amounts
of sulphate of lime, chloride of sodium, aud
carbonate of magnesia, ore very much in-

creased. Tho Grand Junction water may be
taken as a sample of the water supplied to the

west and southern districts of tendon, aud
which is all taken from above Teddington
lock, and therefore above the influence of tho

tides. In this case the total solid residue
stands intermediate between that of tho New
Kivcr and East London water; tlio organic

and other volatile matter is also less in quan-
tity than in the cases of the East London
and Kent companies

;
but the principal differ-

ence between the Grand Junction and tho
other waters consists in the very large quan-
tity of carbonate of lime contained in it. The
water from Farnham, which is next on the
list, and with which it was once piniposcd

to supply London, is obtainf^ from springs

from the greensand, and is far purer than the

waters already mentioned. The amount of
total solid residue is about one-third of tliat

of the river waters, and one-fourlh of that

of the Kent company’s. The water from
Watford contains a very large amount of solid

compounds, the chief part of which consists

[

of carbonate of lime : the organic and other
volatile matter in this case is slightly more than
in the previous instances. The waters Buppli(‘d

to Aberdeen and Liverpool follow m the table,

aud stand in great contrast with the London
waters, although they arc inferior to the XiOch

Katrine water, which is remarkable fonts great

purity. The latter contains a quantity of solid

residue aboutone-tenth of thatof Thames water,

aud far less organic and other volatile matter
than any on the list.

The most objectionable of the saline im-
purities are the salts of magnesia and lime,

as they communicate to the water a hardness
which is due to the property possessed by these

compounds of decomposing soap. Soap consists

principally ofan alkaline salt of stearic acid, and
IS perfectly soluble in pure water, producing,

when the solution is agitated, a froth termed
lather

^

which must be formed before the deter-

gent properties of the soap can come into

action. When soap is introduced into water
containing salts of lime or magnesia, double
decomposition takes place, an insoluble stearate

of lime or magnesia being formed which con-
stitutes the greasy curds which are seen in all

hard waters when soap has been introduced

into them. The detergent action of the soap
cannot, therefore, come into play until a suffi-

cient quantity has been employed to remove
the linie and magnesia from tho water ; when
this is accomplished, a lather is formed and
the soap becomes available. Besides this, tho
stearate of lime is precipitated in the pores of
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the skin, and may even cause their stoppiige,

a result which must be detrimcntiil to the

healthy action of the skin. The salts of

potassium and sodium present in the waters

have no deleterious action on soap, and on

this account the Loeh Katrine water is very

suitable for washing purposes, ono-thinl of

the solid residue consisting of sodium salts, a

little more than one-third of organic matter,

and loss than one-third of calcium and mag-
nesium compounds.

The following extract from Dr. Franklnnd’s

lieport to the llegistrar-Gencral for the year

1866 will give a good indication of the com-

1

position of the water supplied to llui inotropolis.

.2^

$
•eS ^

C § j,

a.sS

5

Companlot g?.2
«i! 5? -^1

a

5

IS M il2
B

^ §

Water of CompanicM )

(Iriiwini? from Tliumcsl 27-88 1-29 •or»7i 19*0

Kent OoiTij)ftny (Arte-
)

siun Well) . . . . J

SO-OJ 1-34 •0090 2C-.5

South Company 1

( Vitcsian Well) . .}
38-77 1’05 •0138

New lliver (Kiver Lea) 2i-sr. 1 -or, •0208
I

18-4

East Lsjiidon (do.) . * 30 48 1 4-2 •0471 20-4

In these analyses tin' results are obtaineil

in the following manner. The amount of .solid

residue is determiniid by evaporating in a

platinum dish, of known weight, a litre (or

1 ,000 cubic centimetres) of the water, which has
been previously mixed with a quantity of a
standard solutiolT'tJf ^irbonate of soda con-

taining exactly OT grm. of the carbonate.

When the evaporation is complete, the dish

is placed in an oil bath and heated to a tem-

jierature between 120° C. and 130° C. (248° to

266° Fahr ), and allowed to cool in dry air and
rapidly weighed. This weight, mintis the weight
of thedish, andtheO l grin, ofcarbonateof soda
added, gives the weight of the solid rosidue.

The organic and other volatile matter is

estimated by carefully igniting the residue in

the dish and maintaining it at a dull rod heat

until the organic matter is bunit off. When
cool, a saturated aqueous solution of carbonic

acid gas ia added to the rosidue, in the quantity

of about 20 cubic centimetres to every 0*1

grm. of carbonate of lime or magnesia present.

The liquid is then evaporated, the, residue

heated to a temperature between 120° and 130°

C., and weighed as before
;
the loss between the

two weighings gives the amount of organic and
other volatile matter present in the water.

The amount of oxygen required for the

oxidation of the organic matter, is determined

by mixing half a litre of the water with 16

cubic centimetres of dilute sulphuric acid

(1 vol. of acid to 6 of water), and gradually

adding a atandaid solution of permanganate of

potash, until a pink colour, permanent for 10

minutes, is obtained ; this observation being

made through at, stratum of the liquid about 12

inches in d3pth.

It ia fruqucutly thought that the amoiinl of

perimvngauate required in order to obtain thi.s

result ia a certain measure of the amount of

organic matter present in the water. This,

however, is an error, as some organic siibstunces,

and especially living orgiuiisins, resist the action

of permanganic acid to an cxtraonliiiary extent.

The amount of oxygen required is supposed to

indicate thc^ more dangerous varieties of organic

matter, and those from which it is iidvisable

that the water should be as free as pos.'^ible.

Tlio hardness is determined by the so.ip tost

(propo.'.ed many years ago by Dr. Clark),

which consists in adding :i st.uidartl soliilion of

sojp in dilute alcohol, iiiilil on agitation a

lather is produci'd which remains permanent,

for 6 miunte.M. The degree.s of hardness first

proposed by Dr. Clark, indicated the number of

gi-ains of carbonate of lime, or its equivalent,

contained in one gallon of w'ater: in the above

table, the hardness is given in units of carbonate

of lime ill 100,000 parts of water. The total

hardness is deteriiiinrd in the water in its

original state, and tlie peruianeiit hardness

after boiling for half an hour; the temporary

hardness is found by diireronce.

The carboiiiito of lime present in natural

waters, is held in solution by an excess of

carbonic acid in the form of an acid carbonate'

on boiling, this compound is deeonqiosed,

carbonic acid gas being evolved, and llie

carbonate of lime precipitated : tlii.s carbonate

constitutes the incrustation formed on tiu’

interior surfaci s of boilers and utluT vessels,

in wlneli hard water is heated, uiul frequent I v

gives rise to very gr»Mt inconveniences. Iknler

explosions are sometimes attriinited to this

deposit. Various methods have been sugge.^tod

to prevent its formation : one is to introduce

some sal-ammoniac into the holer; this, by

double decomposition with the carbon.ite of

lime, produces carbonate of ammonia, which
volatilises with the steam, and tlic very soluble

chloride, of calcium, which remains in the liquid

condition until the water is evaporated to

dryness, which of course never takes place in ;i

boiler. Another method which prevents the

precipitation of this compound on the surface of

the boiler, is to introduce a quantity of potatoes.

These are disintegrated, and the carbonate of
I lime Hj^pears to be deposited on the fibre of the

vegetable, forming a flocculont matter, wliieli

remains suspend^ in the water, and does not
adhere to the vessel.

A very elegant method of removing the

carbonate of lime from water to be used for

domestic purposes, has been suggested by
Dr. Clark. It consists in adding a quantity
of lime water or milk of lime, which, uniting

with the excess of carbonic acid present^

precipitates it in an insoluble condition, and re-

moving at the same time the substance which
holds the carbonate of lime in solution in the
water, precipitates that quantity also:

—

Cap, 00„ HO, 00,4-CaO, HQg
g
(CsO, OOJH-2EO.

addearbon»t«of lire*. LUm. CtirbonM* W«ter.
of llnM.

1000
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This produces the same result as is obtained

by boiling ;
and at one time the water supplied

by some of the water companies was sohened
in this manner. It was found, however, to be
inconvenient and expensive when applied on a

large scale. It has also the disadvantage that it

removes only the carbonates of lime and mag-
nesia, leaving the earthy sulphates and chlorides,

which are quite as objectionable, untouched.

The following process may be usefully em-
ployed for domestic purposes. It consists in

the introduction into the water of a small

quantity of carbonate of soda (ordinary

washing soda), which precipitates all the

salts of lime and magnesia, entirely soften-

ing the water. Unfortunately, the cost of

Ciirbonate of soda prevents the application of

this process on a large scale. It is necessary

in this case, as well as in the lime process, to

avoid adding an excess of the softening agent.

In the case of lime, an excess is liable to

increase the hardness which it has previously

reduced ;
and although this does not hold good

with the carbonate of soda process, yet too

large a quantity of this salt produces a harsh-

!

ness on the skin, when the water is employed
for washing purposes.

Some natural spring waters contain an ab-

normal quantity of mineral salts, or sometimes

salts of a peculiar character; they are then

called mineral iDaters. Thus some springs

contain sulphate of magnesia, as the Epsom
waters; and others sulphate or carbonate of

iron ;
these are called chalybeate springs.

The waters of the sea and of some inland

lakes which have no outlet, contain abnormal
quantities of mineral constituents.

The Dead Sea is one of these, and all the

water which it receives from the Jordan and
other streams evaporates,. leaving the saline

constituents behind. The water of the Jordan

contains 107‘14 parts of solid constituents in

100,000 parts, and thus it is not surprising that

the Dead Sea contains in the same q^ntity no
less than 24,056 parts. A^in, the Mton lake,

in Russia, is a saturated solution of chloride of

sodium, and during the summer it is covered

with a solid crust, of which 200,000 tons are
|

annually extracted from the lake. The water

of the Dead Sea is now employed for the

manufacture of bromine, of which it contains

considerable quantities. The analyses of this

water exhibit the most extraordinaiy discre-

pancies, due doubtless to the great length of

time required for the complete mixture of the

waters of the rivers with that of the lake. The
following, which is about midway between the

highest and lowest analyses, will nve a notion
I

ox the immense quantity of salts which it
|

contains

I

8<M c<mstitumt8 tn 100,000 of the Water
\

of the Dead l^a,
*

Chloride of calcium . . 2,455

Chloride of magnesium . . 7,622

Chloride of potassium . * 1,217

Chloride of sodium . . 12,110

1001

Chloride of aluminium , 56
Chloride of ammonium . 6
Chloride of manganese . 6
Chloride of iron 3
Bromide of magnesium . 251
Sulphate of lime .'

Carbonate of lime .

68
trace

Silica .... trace

Nitrogenous organic substance 62
Bituminous substance . • trace

24;^6

The specific gravity of the water was 1-172.

The composition of the sea is subject fo

slight variations, according to the circumstances
of the place from which the water is obtained.

The following table will serve to indicate its

composition :

—

Solid constitiiente in 100,000 parts of Sea
Water.

British Mediter-
Channel. ranean.

Chloride of sodium

.

. 2605-948 2942-4
Chloride of potassium . 76-652 60-5
Chloride of magnesium . 366 658 321-9
Bromide of magnesium . 2-929 65-6

Sulphate of magnesia . 229-578 247-7
Sulphate of lime . 140-662 135-7

Carbonate of lime , . 3-301 11-4

Iodine . . . traces

Ammonia . traces

Oxide of iron , .
— 0-3

3625-628 3765-6

Speeifi.c gravity 1-0274 1-0258

at 16*5® C, at 21° C.

Organic Impurities.—^We have now to con-
sider the fourth and last class of impurities pre-
sent in water; these are the soluble organic
impurities which are present to a certain ex-
tent in most waters. The vegetable matters
are not usually of a very deleterious character

;

they frequently communicate a broumish colour
and a bitter taste to the water. But It is the
animal matters which are most dangerous, and
which may be the means ofspreading contagious
diseases.

The presence of organic matter may be
detected in waters by evaporating to dryness
and beating the residue, when a brownish mass
usually results if organic matter is present.

It ma^ also sometimes be detected by its

decolorising a solution of permanganate of
potash as above described.

Organic matters in water may be destroyed
by adding a small quantity of permanganate of
potash, and boiling; but a preferable method
of removing it is by percolation of the water
through coarsely powdered animal charcoal. In
this pwess it appears that the organic matters
are oxidised by me surface action of ^e animal
charcoUl; which ifetains tbiB prop^y for a con-
siderable length of time ; when the a^ou be-

I

comes less rapid, simple ignition restores the
charcoal to its energetic condition.

In connection wiwi water supply, there is one
important subjectwhich must notbe overlooked,
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i. e. the powerful action that certain waters

\

exercise on lead. Pure distilled water when
j

brought in contact with lead very rapidly at-

tacks it, the liquid being soon filled with fine

cr_> BtalB of a basic carbonate of lead. Thames
water, and most spring and river waters, are

quite destitute of this action ;
and it was long

tliought that the salts present in the water

acted in a protecting manner on the metal.

When it was suggested to supply Glasgow with

water from Loch Katrine, great objections were

raised to the scheme on account of the fact that

the water of Loch Katrine powerfully affected

lead, and it was thought that a largo amount of

poisoning would ensue from its use. Notwith-

hlaiiding the opposition, the project was com-
j)letod, and no trace of lead is found in the water

ami as supplied to Glasgow it is quite free from
action on the metal. It appears that during its

transit from Loch Katrine it absorbs carbonic

ticid gas from the air
;
and experiment show's

that distilled water, containing in solution a

sufiicient amount of carbonic acid gas, is quite

incapable of exerting any dangewms action

oil lead. This supplyof carbonic acid is always

obtained during the passage of water through

a long conduit, and therefore no danger on

this score would ho involved in the supply of

London, cren with distilled water, if it witc

brought from Wales or Cumberland. [Water
JSUPFJ Y.]

Water Bailiff. An officer in port towns,

whoso duties in general relate to the searching

of ships : ill Loudon he has also the super-

vision of the tish market, gathering of tolls, &c.

Water Chestnut. One of the names for

the fruits of J^rapa natans^ and other species

of this genus of Ilahnupicim.

Water Cloek. [Clepstdra.]

Water Crane. A swivelling pipe em-
ployed for filling the feeding tank of a locomo-

tive engine witli water. The appearance of this

pipe resembles that of a crane for lifting goods,

and it is swivelled over the line, so that the

mouth of the oipe comes over the tank of the

locomotive, ana thus, by opening a valve, water

runs into the tank from an elevated cistern at

the side of the railway. [Railroads.]

Water of Cryatallioation. Some crys-

tallised salts contain more or less wat^r, which,

AS it bears a definite proportion to the other

components of the salt, may be considered as

one of its essential constituents. Crystallised

sulphate of lime, for instance, is a compound
of 68 of dry sulphate and 18 water, or of one

equivalent of anhydrous salt and two equivalents

of water ; one ei^uivalent of ci^stallised sul-

phate of magnesia= 123 contains 7 of water
= 63 ; and an equivalent of crystallised sulphate

of so^n>162 contains 10 of water =90; the

equivalent of water being 9. But it does not

necess^j follow that a salt in crystals contains

water, there being many crystals which are an-

hpdrou$t such as nitre, sulphate of potash, &g.

'Wmtvr 3>ewil« A name given by some
micr<]graphers to the larva of a British species

of BydropyHut*
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Water Brofis. Rounded pebbles of clear

and limpid colourless Topaz.

Water Oange. A contrivance for ascer-

taining the height of the water within a steam
boiler. Among the expedients adopted for

this purpose, one is a series of cocks, usually

three, set one above the other in the front

i

of the boiler ; the lowest of these cocks should
always let out water, and tlie highest should
lot out steam. Another expedient is a glass

tube set vertically in the front of the boiler

;

the top of the tube communicating with the

steam, and the bottom with the water within

the boiler. The water in the tube consequently
stands at the same height as the water wirhiii

the boiler, and so indicates tlie level. Both of

tht ae contrivances are applied to most modern
boilers. Another expedient sometimes used is

a cock, capable of swilling round its axis in

the front of the boiler, so as to bring a piece of

pipe attached to its inner end, into the wiiti;r,

when the cock will blow water
;
the amount of

swivelling required for this purpose indicates

the position of the water level. In some boilers

the. height of the water is indicated by a buoy
or float, placed on the surface of the water, and
communicating with an index outside.

Water Meadows. Meadows capable of

being kept in a state of fertility by being

flooded with water from some adjoining river

or stream. [Iurigation.]

Water Meter. An instrument for mea-
suring the quantity of water which passes

through it. Some water meters are constructed

on the principle of a cylinder and piston, and
each cylinder full of water that passes is rc-

gustcred by appropriate mechanism. Other
kinds are formt^ on the principle of a patent

log or windmill, by which the velocity of the

water in the pipe is registered. No water meter
hitherto introduced is free from objectious, or

has rocoivod wide acceptation.

Water Mill. A machine, driven by the

reaction of water, sometimes called a Barker's

mill. The most effective mill of this kind is

that known as Whitelaw and Stirratt’s, in which
the velocity is governed by valves applied to

the orifices of efflux to vary their size, thus
correspondingly changing the quantity of water
passing through the machine. These orifices

are situated on the opposite sides of two revol-

ving arms, and the velocity of rotation of tlu so

orifices should be made as nearly as possible

the same os tlie velocity of the issuing w'ater.

The water is conducted into the horizontal

revolving arms from below, through a water-

tight joint, and tlie upward pressure of the

water balances the weight of the arms. In

some cases the arms have been made in the

form of an Archimedean spiral, but any other

form docs as well
;
the main condition being

that the area of the arms shall be large relatively

with that of the orifices. The water mill has

been superseded to a great extent by the

Turbins.
Water Sapphire. A veiy pale-blue kind

of Oriental Sapphire.



WATER SUPPLY
Wtoter Supply* In Practical G-eolo^, the has passed through the manure spread oror

?

[uanti^ of water falling on any district in the cultiyated fields, and it consequently becomes
brm of rain, and finding its way to the interior important to derire the water required for the
of the earth in such a manner that it can supply of towns from rocky or sandy districts

afterwards be obtained and utilised. [Sfrikos, bare of vegetation, where cultivation is not
Abtbs^ ; Sfbxmos, Natural.] carried on. It is at the same time highly im-

It will be evident that the water supply must portant that a comprehensive system of water
depend partly on the actual rainfall, partly works, embracing the whole kingdom, should
on the fall of the ground, partly on the strati- be mapped out, to the end that the wants of
fication of the rocks at their outcrop iu the the whole community may be represented, and
district^ and partly on the nature of the rocks that the same source of supply may not be
in the interior of the earth. Sands are always fought for by several conflicting parties. Thus
permeable in every part, but sandstones vaiy a scheme has been propounded for supplying
greatly

; some being very open from cracks and Hull, and several other towns, with water from
bedding, others very tight and compact. Lime- the lakes of Cumberland. But another scheme
stones are usually sufficiently cracked and has been propounded for appropriating the
broken near the surface to allow of much water water from those lakes to the supply of London,
to percolate, and i^thin the earth they are It is quite indispensable that London should
almost always open, having many cavities be supplied from some pure and adequate
and open fissures communicating with each source. But it is equally necessary that the
other. Clays are almost always impermeable, claims of other districts should be considered ;

They allow the water to run over them, and keep and it behoves the government, in the interest

it back or conduct it according to circumstances, of the whole nation, to direct a survey to be
The water supply of a district may be calcu- made, which shall discover the natural and

lated within certain limits ; but the calculation most eligible sources of supply for every
is liable to error, from the impossibility of town and city, and which other towns or cities,

Rowing accurately the conditions of the earth’s looking merely to their own local interests,

interior. should not be permitted to invade. There
The .supply of au abundant quantity of pure can be no doubt that as the water derived

water to towns and cities has become one of the from the fall of rain on cultivated districts

most important topics which can en^e public is impure, and as the area of rock^ and
attention. The connection of purity of the arenaceous ground in the country is limited,

water used for domestic purposes with the con- the rain which falls upon those districts must
dition of the public health has been proved not be suffered to run to waste in wet seasons,

most conclusively ; and it is found that the but must be impounded by the construction of
ravages of epidemic disease in any district, and great dams at suitable points of the valleys, so
more especially of cholera, are wide-spread and as to form reservoirs, or artificial lakes, in

fatal very nearly in the propoi^on of im- which the superfluous rainfall may be stored up.

purity of water, especially in oi||ranic con- It is quite necessary that this question should
tamination, supplied for the use of the inha- now be dealt with in a practical and comprehen-
bitonts. Up to the beginning of the present sive manner. It behoves us to understand that

century, although waterworks existed in London the quantity of rain wator which is free from
and other great cities, most of the water re- contammation of some kind or other is no
quired for Uie domestic uses of the inhabitants larger than we require, and that if it is to be
of towns, was drawn from wells by means of sufficient for our uses it must be employed
pumps, and even in London many public with judgment and economy. The habits inci-

pumps still exist. But the changes in our dent to an advancing civilisation involve con-

domestic habits, which involved the construe- tinually the cousumption of a larger amount of

tion of sewers for conducting away the refuse water per head of the population, while manu-
from every bouse, led to the compilation of factories, baths and washhouses, fountains,

the wells by infiltration from the sewers, and in water for washing and watering the streeHf

most towns water is now supplied to the houses as well as for working hydraulic cranes for

through pipes, ^ water wor^ constructed for hoisting goods, and for driving purposes gene-

that purpose. The sources of supply, however, rally, must also be taken into account in

of most of these water works, are liable to con- carrying out a system of water works,

tamination from the admixture of sew^ ; for In many of the towns of England, as well as

many water works draw their supplies from on the Continent, the question of a larger and
rivers polluted by the sewage of towns bettor supply of water is exciting much anxious

situated higher up on the stream. Thus thought, ^veipool and Hull, raris, Florence,

the water drawn fri>m the Thames at Thames Berbn, Vienna and Leipsic are all either con-

Bitton for the supply of a part of London has, tomplating or prosecuting works having that

before its arrival at that point, been pdiluted by end in view ; and two great schemes have been
the sewage of Oxford and other towns, and propounded for the better supply of London,

there are very few rivers in the country friim in one. of which it is propom to faring the

which pure water can now be drawn. Even water from the flanks ofCader Idris and Piyn-

the water from many springs does not escape limmon in North Wales, and in the* ether from

pollution from the infiltration of the rain which
j

the Cumberland or Westmoreland lakes. In
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1850 tho Board of Health reported that the gallons daily. The didchaj^ pines of tlie

total quantity of water delivered to London by lowest reservoirs will be situated 450 feet

the water companies was a little over 40,000,000 above Trinity high-water mark,

gallons per day. In 1856 the daily delivery The waters be conducted by sepai-ate

was 81,000,000 gallons. In 1852, Acts of aqueducts to a point near Marten Mere, whero

Parliament were passed which authorised the they will be joined to a larger aqueduct running

withdrawal from the Thames of 100,000,000 past Bridgenorth, Warwick, Banbury, Bucking-

gallons daily, and it is believed that the ham, and Watford, and terminating in largo

amount now abstracted from the river is on an service reservoirs situated on the high ground

average about 60,000,000 galkms. In 1865 it near Stanmore. These reservoirs, which will

is estimated that the eight London water com- be sufficiently large to hold ten days* supply,

E
anies delivered 108,000,000 gallons to 470,000 will bo 250 feet above high-water mark, and
ouses through 3,290 miles of pipes. This quan- from them the water will be conducted in pip('s

tity of water, however, is 'quite insufficient for to London. The len^h of the branch aqueduct

the legitimate wants of the inhabitants. In from the northern district to Marten Mere will

1838 the quantity of wat«r supplied to Glasgow be 19 miles, from the southern district to

by the old water works amounted to 26 gallons Marten Mere 21^ miles, and firom Marten Mere
per head of the population. But in 1864, to Stanmore 152 miles. The two branch
after the Gorbals and Loch Katrine gravita- aqueducts will etich be capable of conveying

tion works had been for some years in opera- 130,000,000 gallons daily, and the main aque-

tiou, the daily supply to a population of 485,000 duct 220,000,000 pilous daily, ns wo have

persons was 22,500,000 gallons, or about 46 abready stated.
^

Tlie area of the collecting

gallons per head of tlw populatioiL The groiuid can bo increased wherever it may t>e

population of l^ondon in 18I&, within a rsdius found necessary. But it would be better to

of fifteen miles foom Charing Cross, was aJbont imve thisarea largo at once, and then to increase

3,500,000 ; and if we take 50 gallons of water the supply by construicting rosen'oirs instead of

per head of the popolation as a fair allowance, by taking in more laud, for which high terms
the daily consnmptioii should be 175.000,000 miglit Ix' required if left till it had becumt'

gallons
;
and malung allowance for Uie rapid indispensable. At Bridgenorth the aqueduef^

increase of populatioo, no scheme proposing to will be carried across the Severn by means of

supply leas than 200,000,000 gallons daily siphon pipes, and the same expedient will be
could be considered adequate, and there must 1^ actopted for crossing fhe valleys of other
means for increasing the supply to 250,000,000 rivers which the aqueduct has to pass.

gallons daily at no very distant perioid. The tween Bridgenorth and Watford the aqueduct
total quantity of water in the Thames which will consist partly of open excavation and
passed over Teddington weir in the dry season partly of tunnel or covered way, and its course

of 1864, was 380,000,000 gallons daily; so that will he such aa to avoid the coalfields near Uio

for the water supply of llmdon it is plain that route, and also the salt-beds of Droitwich, to the
a good-siaed river of pure water is required. north of which it will pass. The fall of the

In Mr. Bateman’s scheme for supplying open portion will be 6 inches per mile, and of

London with water from North Wales, the the covered portion 14 inches per mile. The
rainfall, though ascertained to be 45 inches in total distance to be traversed by tlie water
dry aeasons, is taken at only 36 inches, audtlio from the lowest reservoir on the Cader Idris

drainage area consists of 130,572 acres, iu two bi'anch before reaching London is 181 miles,

districts, of which the northern, consisting of and from the lowest reservoir on tho Plynlim-

66,380 acres, is situated on the mountain range mon branch 183^ miles. The cost of tho

which includes the summits of Cader Idris and undertaking is estimated by Mr. Bateman at

Aran Mowddy, and contains the sources of the 8,600,000/., of which over 1,000,000/. will

Banw and Vymwy rivers, while the soutbeni be required for the construction of each of

district, with an area of 64,192 acres, contains the branch aqueducts and its reservoirs, while

the source of the Severn. On the Vyrnwy it the remainder will be required for the main
is proposed to form, by au embankment 76 feet aqueduct, the service reservoirs, and tho con-

high, ala or great reservoir that will contain nection of the pipes of the existing water

over 1,00 ,000,000 cubic feet of water, while on companies with the new source of supply. The
therivei ianw two reservoirs are to be formed, water in softness and purity is nearly tho

one for i miles long, with an embankment same as that supplied to Glasgow from Loch
80 foet . gh. containing 940,000,000 cubic feet, Katrine. The cost of new water works at

and tU ofher, with a similar embankment, Liverpool has been about 75,000/. for each

732,000,000 Cubic feet. To receive the drainage 1,000,000 gallons per day delivered; at Man-
of the southern district there will be several Chester, 34,000/. ; and at Glasgow, 45,000/. But

reservoirs, of which the principal one, with if the sums which have been paid to pre-

an embankment 75 feet high, will contain viously existing companies be added, the

2,830,000,000 cubic feet of water. The total amounts will nse to 115,116/., 60,000/., and
anniial rainfiill on these districts wiB be about 69,260/. respective^. The estimated cost cf

632,000*000 cubic yanlSf or about 104,000,000 the proposed London works is 71*000/. per

galkois pe* day. But the aqneduet will be 1,000,000 gallons delivered daily so long as

made oqMfole of transmitting 220,000,000 the deliveiy is 120,000,000. But it would
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fall to 49,300/. when the full quantity which Keighley 386 feet, Blackburn 373 Ictf, Bolton
the aqueduct could transmit was supplied. 337 feet, Kendal 316 feet, BingJey 27^

Mr. Bateman considers that the capital required Leeds 300 feet, Liverpool 227 feet, W aXeticia

to construct the work might probably be raised 201 feet, Dewsbury 187 feet, Wigan 167 feet,

at 4 per cent, that the management and repairs Preston 140 feer, and Lancaster 1 32 feet. Mr.
would cost 160,000/. per annum, and that Daleys scheme, though sketched out at the end
460,000/. per annum would pay their existing of 1866, was not published in detail till the end
dividends to the existing water companies, of September 1866, before which time Messrs,

making a total annual expense of 044,000/., Hemans and Hassard’s project had appeare^i.

while a compulsory domestic rate of 10^. in It would be impossible within the limits of*

the pound on the value of 12,000,000/. worth of this article to notice in any detail the many
dweiliug-houses, and a public rate of 2</. on important water works which are at presem.

18.000.

000/., with a revenue of 260,000/. per engaging public attention in the districts to

annum for the sale of water for trading pur- which they belong
; but we may remark that

poses, and an annual value of 50,000/. of surplus the water works of Paris embody a principle

property of existing companies which are to be which may be carried out with advaiitafre m
absorbed, would make up a yearly income of every case . where it is not easy to obtain

060,000/. At Manchester the rates now levied large supplies of good water. There are two
are 9d. in the pound for the domestic rate, and water services, the one of spring water tor do-
3d. in the pound for the public rate. mestic, and the other of river watw for watering

In Messrs. Hemans and Hassard’s scheme nnd cleansing the streets, and for all other pur-

it is proposed to draw the supply from the poses for which it is suitable. Paris, wiUi a
Cumberland lakes, 240 miles distant, and to population of 1,700,000 inhabitants, receives a
deliver it iu London at a height of 220 feet supply of 240,000 cubic metres, or 63,000,000
above high-water mark. The area from which gallons per day, being about 31 gallons per day
the water is to be collected is 177 square for each inhabitant. A further supply of 16,000

miles in extent, and of a mean altitude of cubic metres per day is expected so soon as the

1,300 or 1,400 feet above the level of the works which transmit Uie water of the river

sea. The whole district is bare hill pasture, Dhuys are completed, and to this about. 106,000
and with the exception of a small area in the cubic metres per day will, it is supposed, hf

vicinity of UUswater, which can easUy be ex- added by bringing water from the sources ol thf

eluded from the scheme, is without mineral Vanne, by pumping water from the Marne, anti

deposits. The mean annual rainfall is 100^ by sinking two new Artesian wells. Each street

inches, but is taken at 80 inches, and the col- in Paris is by this system supplied by tvso

lecting area drains into the rivers Lowther and diiferent classes of pipes, an arrangement wbich

Gret^t and into thelakes Haweswater, UUswater, might well be imitated in London ‘ and it good
and Thirlmere. Storage would be provided in water be brought from a distance to f.e f-uns-

the lakes and in artificial works for over mitted through the existing, pif>es. the

6.000.

000.000 Elions, or 120 days* supply at tbeexisting water companies might be emp.oyt^.,

260.000.

000 gallons per day. From UUswater when transmitted through a duplicate Bysrem oi

the water would be drawn off through a tunnel pipes, to perform ail the functions which in

7^ miles in length, which would be the only Paris are performed by the river-w<iter service

work of magnitude connected with the under- The water of the Dhuys is brouglit (ij }

taking, and which would, it is estimated, be by an aqueduct 134,000 metres in lengtn, ot

completed in about three years. The water which partis a brick culvert, and part cast-iron

would be conveyed to London by conduct pipes. The culvert, of which the cross section

tunnel and iron pipes, and would run nearly resembles an eggwith the brood end downwards,
paraUel with the North-Western Railway, de- is 1*4 m6tre broad, and 176 m6tre high The
livering the water in a large reservoir at principal source of the spring water is theDhuys,

Harrow. The cost of the scheme for a daily the other sources being the springs of Arceuil,

supply of 250,000,000 gallons is set down as collected in the reservoir of ^e Pantheon anjjl

12,200,000/. About 60,000,000 gallons, it is the Artesian well of Grenelle. The supply of

expect^, would be disposed of to the towns river or coarser water is obtained by pumping
on the line. froni the canal of the Ouroq, and from the rivers

It ntiist be remembered, however, that Mr. Seine and Marne.

Dale^ of the Hull corporation water works, One of the most important points connected

proposes to employ ^e water of the Camber- with the supply of water to towns consip^'a in

land lakel to supply the towns in the north the accurate determination of the volu' i«s of

of Filmland. Mr. Dale proposes to draw water which a given pipe or aqueduct with a

160.000.

000 gallons daily from these lakes given head or fall will transmit. The hydraulic

through four cast-iron pipes of 6 feet diameter, mean depth of a stream is the area of the cross

vlueh would extend as far as Leeds, 90 miles ; section, mvided by the wetted perimeter; axni

three lines thence to Bojlton, 66 miles
;
and two if B be the hydraulic mean depth of the water

lines thence to IdTeipool, 26 miles. Halifax, in an squednet, 1 the inclination or declivity of

the highest toicn to be supplied, is 604 feet the bed per foot run, and V the velocity of the

abovo the sea, Rochdale 472 feet, Burnley 492 water in feet per second, then BI«av -f 67*,

feet» Huddersfield 429 feet^ Bradford 420 feet, where a and 6 are constants determined by ex-
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periment. Eyielwein has shown that the mean
elocity of water flowing through uniform chan-

nels is Tsry nearly
J}

that of a mean propor-

tional between the hydraulic mean depth, and
twice the &11 in feet per Ex^lish mile. If

therefore H be the head or fall in feet per mile,

then Vsa The velocity in feet per

minute will be 60 times this, or it will be 54*54

times the amount obtained by multiplying

the hydraulic mean depth by twice the

fall in feet^r mile. Mr. Beai^ore in his

Hydraulic Tables uses the coefficient 66 instead

of 64-64. His rule is as follows :

—

To determine the mean velocity with which
water will flow through aqueducts, arterial

drains, or pipes running partly or wholly

filled :

—

Multiply the hydraulic mean depth in

feet by twice the fall in feet per mile ; take the

square root of the product, and multiply it by
66. The result is Uie mean velocity of the

stream in feet per minute.

This again, multiplied by the sectional area in

square feet, gives the discharge in cubic feet per

minute.

In cylindrical pipes running full, the hydraulic

mean depth is one-fourth of the ^ameter. For
the hydraulic mean depth, being the area di-

vided by the wetted perimeter, is in a full

•7854 d

M. Prony has shown, by comparing a large

number of experiments, that if H be the head in

feet per mile required to balance the friction,

V the velocity of the water through the pipe in

feet per second, and D the diameter of the pipe

in feet, then

This equation is identical with that used by
Boulton and Watt since the commencement of

the present century, and which is as follows:

—

If f be the line of the main in miles, V the
velocity of the water in the main in feet per

second, D the diameter of the pipe in feet, and
2*26 a constant^ then the head of water in

feet necessary to overcome the friction will

he ? •
j
in other words, there must be the

number of feet in height of water indicated by
this expression at one end of the pipe over the

height at the other end to cause the water to

run at the assumed velociW of flow. [Sewaob ;

Watbu Mbtsb; Watvb ’Works.]

Water Vable. In Architecture, a projec-

tion or horiiuntal set-off in a wall, so placed as

to throw off the water from the building.

Water Vablee. In a ship, the sills of the

win^ws in the stem.

Water W^4» Strong pieces of wood ex-

tending rou^ the ship at the junction of the

decks with the sides, to prevent me water enter-

ing between the edge or the deck and the shipb

side; and olso to eounteiact any tendency in the

beams to slip upwards.
j

Water Wlieei. In Hydraulics, an engine I

for raising water in large quantities. [Feusian
|
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Wbbbl.] Also a wheel turned by the force of
runuing water. Ofthese there are three kinds

:

the unaersAot ttfAeel, the ovtrshot wheelt and the

brtati whed» In the case of the undershot wheel,

the water strikes the float boards below the axle,

and acts by the impulse due to its velocity^ In
the case of the overshot wheel, the water is

brought over the top of the wheel, is received in

budgets, and acts solely by its weight. In the
case of the breast wheel, the water is received

about midway up on the wheel, and acts chiefly

by its weight, the float boards being made to

run in a circular arc, which prevents the water
from being spilt. Good overshot water wheels
realise al^ut 80 per cent, of the theoretical

power of the water. But they are inconvenient

from their large dimensions, especially in the

case of high falls, and the turbine is now usually
preferred. Breast wheels, if made with curved
float boards on Foncelet’s construction, are

nearly as effective as overshot wheels.

Water WorkUk 'Works for supplying
towns with water. The water is sometimes
conducted at a high level from an elevated

source by means of an aqueduct, and sometimes
is pump^ up from a well or river by a steatn

engine either into an elevated reservoir or

directly into the distributing pipes. The pipe

which conducts the water from the pump to the

reservoir is called the riHng main. In many
water works a pipe called a stand ptps is intro-

duced to supply water to houses standing at a
higher level than the reservoir, the water
being forced up into this pipe by the engine,

while any excess not drawn off flows over

through a bend into another upright pipe of

the same height, and so escapes. In some water
works there is no elevated reservoir, but the

necessary hydrostatic pressure is obtained by
forcing the water up into the stand pipe to tho

requisite height
;

in other cases, instead of a
stand pipe, a safety valve properly loaded

allows any excess of water to escape after the

standard pressure has been reached. The
engines for water works are now almost always
double-acting rotative engines^ and (he pumps
are usually of the bucket-and-plunger kind,firot

introduced by Mr. David Thomson in the Eich-
mond water works in 1840. [Water Supply.]

Wkter-oolonr Falntlagk A species of

painting or drawing, in which the medium of

representation is colour levigated with water
and gum, and which in our days has been car-

ried to extraordinary perfection. Formerly all

decorative work or limning was done in water-

colours, i. e. the colours were tempered with
a water vehicle, as gum, egg, sice, or glue,

milk, fig-sap, &c. These methods are, however,
tempera or distemper methods, not pure water-

colour painting, as in every case a hinder is

added to the water. Fresco, on the contrary,

is a pnre water-colour painting; so is also

the new method of waterglass. [Fresco ;

Waterolass.] Not only all illumination or

limning of manuscripts was executed in water-

colours, but easel pictures also and large altnr-

piee^'s were execiUeil in water in the middle
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and until the fifteenth centnry, when the

old tmpfTa vehicle was superseded by the var-

nish method of the Vaii Eycks, now commonly
called oil-painting. Distilled water or filtered

rain-water should be used; and p^all and
alcohol are also very serviceable ; saccharine

matter should be avoided, as it attracts the

damp. [PaiMTiwo.] On the best colours for

water-painting, see Field’s Chromatography^ or

a Treatise on Colcuraand Pigments^ and of their
Powers in Painting

^

8vo. London 1841.

Wtiter-eiire. [Htdeopatht.]
Water-dilj. The common name for the

species of Nymphma and Nuphar, found in

many of our streams, and greatly admired,

especiallv the former, for its chaste beauty.

An allied plant found in the waters of Guiana,
called Victoria regia by botanists, is often

called the royal water-lily.

Wator-llne. The boundai^ of any sec-

tion of the bottom of a ship made by a plane

parallel to the line of flotation. The upper-

most one is called the load water-line; the

lowest the light water-line.

Water-logged. A Nautical term, deno-

ting the state of a ship when a quantity of

water having been received into the hold by
leaking, &c. she has lost her buoyancy, and
yields to the effect of every wave passing over

the deck.

Wator-ahed (Ger. wasscrscheide, water-

parting; the word shed is still used in Lin-

colnshire in the sense of parting or dividing).

In Physical Geography, the natural surface'

drainage of atract of land is grouped into a scries

of areas, called river basins or drainage areas,

ouch of which is connected with some stream
that enters the ocean or an inland sea. Tho
dividing lines between such areas are called

the watershed or water-parting. It is not

always the case, though most usual, that this

line runs along a high ridge. It may cross

a perfectly levm tract or oven a sheet of water.

In South America the waters of two great

drainage areas sometimes, but rarely, ana-

stomose.

Water-weed. A name by which the

Anacharia Alsinastrum, a pest .of navigable

streams, is sometimes known.
WateroreM. A semi-aquatic herb found

wild by the sides of brooks and in ditches, and
much cultivated as a salad plant, especially for

the supply of large towns, on account of its

antiscorbutic mperties. It is the Nasturtium

offiomale, and belongs to the order of Crucifers,

many of which possess similar properties.

Wdterdalla. Rivers in their couiM to the

sea occasionally pass over rapid declivities, and
sometimes &11 over ledges of rock or pn^plces.

VeiT frequently these have been originally

pjoanc«d or greatly increased and modified

the eroding action of the river itself. These

are called rapids or watetfaUs, as the water

runs over obstacles on a slope or leaps down
a m^pice.
^e most celebrated waterfalls in Europe are

undoubtedly those of the Rhine, about two
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miles below Schaffhausen in Switzerland. The
fame of these falls is, however, chiefly owing to

tho celebritT of the river, and to the mass of tho

stream, as the height is not great, varying from
50 to 60 feet according to the season. Other
renowned waterfalls in Switzerland are : those

of Handeck in the Oberhasli valley, where
the Aar * descends at a single bound of 200
feet into a dark chasm, whence clouds of spray

ceaselessly arise, as if driven up by blasts f^rom

some subterraneous cavern ;
’ and of the Staub-

bach. near Lautcrbmnnen, a single shoot of

about 900 feet. Tho fall of Gavarnie, in tho

Pyrenees, exceeds this in total height, but is

broken on an intermediate ledge. On tho

whole, however, the falls of the Ache, near
Krimml,on the ^undary between Saltzburg and
Tyrol, may be considered as tho finest in the

Alps; tho stream, which has a consideniblo

body of water, shoots down a height of about
2,000 feet in four leaps, the upper fall being
one of about 700 feet. In Northern Europe
the most celebrated falls are the Sarp-fos m
Norway; the river Hommers, 120 feet wide, 27
feet deep, full 75 feet; the Riukan-fos, 900
feet

;
and tho Ostud-fos, 700 feet.

In Asia no very important falls hare been
described. In Africa the fulls of the Zambesi
are very remarkable. The river, which is large,

leaps 100 feet into a ravine. The Ilipon Falls,

by which the Victoria Nile makes its way from
the VictoriaN^nza to tho Albert Nyanza, are

very grand. The total difference of level is

600 feet. The Murchison fulls of the Nile in-

volve a leap of 120 feet, where the river is 50
yards wide and very deep.

In America the falls of Niagara are the most
remarkable. The river is divided by an island.

The American side is 375 yards wide, and the

fall is 162 feet The Canada fall is 700 yards
wide and 149 feet deep. There are other im-'

portent falls in the northern rivers, but none so
considerable as these.

WaterglMS* In Painting, a method of
colouring lately discovered and established in

Gormanv as a substitute for fresco. It is

especially applicable for wall-painting. It is

a pure water-colour painting on a porons or
absorbent ground, of white pTaster. After the
wall is preparfd with Pomand cement and
sand, it is covered with an intonaco or thin
coat of fine plaster, containing three parts of
fine sand—compos^ of carbonate oflime—and
one of cement ; this intbnaoo should be evenly
worked the .mason, with a kind of tooth in

the snrfr^ by the use of a wooden hand float.

The intonacomavbethree dfflneqnartesand and
one of lime, snem as is used in fresco-painting.

The design may be traced pn the wall when
properly hardened; but the wall should be
moistened immediatelv before painting. The
colours are applied, mixed with distilled water,

not heavily or in any great body, but thinly

hatched over the surfree. When the picture U
ilniAed, the whole is fixed by an applieatioD oi

the so-called wtSUr^ass from a syringe made
expressly for the purpose, called a sprinkler.
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The picture ia thus indoVibly fixed ; heuco the

terra stereochromy* Watrr^lrtss is a soluble

tilkftline Kilicato, a liquified flint, made by
trailing silica in an alkali : it is sold in a liquid

state, and is applied niixod with twice its

quantity of water, one quart of the mixture

being required to fix twenty square feet of

painting. There are two kinds of waterglaas,

the one made with soda, the other with pot-

ash ; the latter is found to be prcterable. A
jiicture thus fixed hits no gbiss, and can be seen

in all lights. This method has been already

successfully applied in the Houses of Parliament.

{Twelfth lirport of the Commisaio^ura on the

Fine Arts, 1861.)

Watering of 8tuA. This is a process to

which silk and some other woven fabnes are

subjooted, in order to give a peculiar ap-

pearance to their surface, as seen by rollecUid

light; it is generally done by passing the

goods, in a dampcxl state, between rollers,

some of which are variously indented or en-

graved : sometimes the appearance depends
upon the pressure of one fold of the stuff laid

trailsversely or diagonally upon another, and
powerfully pressed between plain revolving

eylindei*8.

Waterlandians. In Ecclesiastical His-

tory, a division of the Buteh Anabaptists, also

cabl'd liross (Grob), or Moderate, in contra-

distiiietion to the Fine, oi Rigid. They were
so called fnim a district in North Holland
denomiimtc'd Watcrland, and originated in the

sixteenth century. John dc Kies, in 1680,

composed a c 'nfos.sion of faith, which seems to

have been pri'tty generally used among them.

[Galknists
;
Mkh-vonites I

Waterproofing. The process by which
textile fjibrirs are rendered impervious to

water. This is most perfectly effected by
iniMus of civoutcliouc, which is applied in va-

rious wflvs
;
but there are other substances, and

among them some of the earthy soaps, which

are more or less effective, such, for instance, as

a mixed solution of soap and alum, to which

some gelatinous material is occasionally added.

Waterspout. A very remarkable meteoro-

logical plienomenon, observed for the most
part at sea, but sometimes also on shore,

though generally in the neighbourhood of

water. Its genersU appearance may be de-

scribed es follows; from a dense cloud, a
eomcai pillar, which appears to consist of con-

densed vapour, is seen to descend, with the

apex downwaids. When over the sea, there

are usually two cones; one projecting from
the cloud, and the other from the water below

it. These sometimes unite, and the junction

has been observed to be accompanied with a

flash of lightning; but more frequently they

disperse before the junction is effected. In

caini weather the column maintains its vertical

position while carried along the surface ; but

when acted on by the lirind it becomes oblique

to the horizon. The causes of this meteor are

very imperfectly known . Hy some it is suppo^
to be formed by a whirlwind of extreme in*
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tensity, while others ascribe it to an electric

origin. (Young, Nat. PhU. vol. i.
; Pouillet,

Eiemena de Physique^ tome ii.) They are pro-
bably occasioned by the whirling of air with
such Telocity as to cause a vacuum in the axis

of rotation
;
the contact of the lower end of

such a vertical axis with water would cause the

I
elevation of a column of the latter to a height

I

of about thirty feet.

I
Wftwe (A.-Sax. wseg). The alternate eleva-

tion and depression of parts of the surface of a
liquid above and below the natural level.

When the surface of a liquid is unequally
pressed, the columns which sustain the greatest

pressure are shortened, and sink below the

original level; and tbe contiguous columns,
being affected by the same pressure, will be
lengthened and rise above that level. But as
the elevation is not sustained by an hydraulic

pressure, the lengthened columns again fall,

and acquiring in the fall a velocity due to

the height, descend below the original level,

communicating in their turn a pressure to
those which are adjacent to them. In this

manner a reciprocating motion is produced,

the particles to which the primitive impulse
was communicated being alternately the lowest
and the highest

; the result is a series of ridges

and hollows called wavea or undvlationa.

In passing from the columns which are

shortened to those which are lengthened, and
back .again to those to which they originally

belonged, the particles of the fluid acquire

both a vertical and horizontal motion ; b\it

while tlio depth is sufficient to allow the
oscillations to proceed unimpeded, no pro-

gressive motion takes place, each column
being kept in its place by the pressure of the
surrounding columns. If, however, free oscil-

lation be prevented (as by the shelving of tho

shore, or the interposition of a rock), the
columns in the deep water are not balanced
by those in the shallower, and thus they acquire

a progressive motion towards the latter, or form
breakera. For this reason, waves always break
against the shore, whatever be the direction

of the wind.
When waves are produced by the agitation

of a small portion of the fluid, as for example
by throwing a stone into stagnant water, they

appear to advance from the disturbed point

in expanding concentric circles, the height of

the wave g^ually diminishing as it recedes

from the centre; but that there is no trans-

ference of any part of the mass from one
place to another, is manifest from the motions
of any light body floating on the surface. Tho
appearance of progression is in fact an optical

deception, produced by the form of the wave
and the mode of oscillation. On attending

closely to the phenomena it will be seen that

the fore part is always in the act of rising,

and the hinder part in the act of falling ;
and

thus the whole system appears to roll onwards,

while each particle of water in succession mere-

ly oscillates with a vertical ascent and descent.

If a second series of concentric waves takes
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its oriein from a different point at some dis- so fiir as to cause the top of the ware to pxtjeet
tance from the first, the two sets will cross OTer the base, in whi^ case it breaks and
each oUier without the slightrat interruption, rolls o\rer on the preceding wave. Hence,
Whcore a wave of the first series meets one of as sailors well know, a very strong wind will
the second, and the two derations correspond, blow the sea down.
the resulting deration will be e(}ttal to the

,

If the wind, alter haring given rise to a
eum of the two ; and the same is the case series of wares, suddenly veers about so as to
with the depressions. Where the elevation in strike wares oh the opposite side, it will produce
the one series corresponds with a depression a greater effect from its more direct impact;
in the other, the surfiice will maintain its and hence the greatest wares are* produced by
oripnal level, at least if the wares of the two sadden changes of Vind, or by the wind blowing
senes hare the same height Thus, although in an opposite direction to that in which the
different series of wares do not interfere with wares are propagated. In this manner the
each othei's propa^tion, they may nevertheless elevation or the waves may be greatly in>

increase or neatreuse each other’s effects. The creased above the height to which they would
‘ one series is, in fact, superposed on the other, i he raised hr winds of equal force plowing
A series of wares meeting a vertical ob-

1
constantly lo the same direction. Hence

Stacie, as a wall or bank, is reflected
; and the the ocean is comparatively smooth in regions

reflected wares are propagated in the same where the winds are constant ; and os it ie

manner as those arising from the orimnal by the friction of the wind on the water that
impulse, but in an opposite direction, '^res the wares are raised and kept up, whatever
proceeding in concentric circles are reflected

^

diminishes the friction will tend to lessen the
u concentric circles, in such a manner as ' elevation. Hence the oomparatiye tranqnillity

to direm apparently from a centre as far produced by pouring oil on agitated water,

liehind the oostacle as the original centre is W)are-oflisrliig. In the Old Testament
in front of it ; they appear, in short, to be sub- (Ex. xxix., Lev., and Num.), an offering which
jected to all those laws which are usually no- when Jield aloft by the priest was wavcd^
tioed to belong to reflected light. signifying symbolically that it might be eaten

If the obstacle against which the waves by the worshippers: whereas such as were
strike have an opening in it of small horisontal liaved were appropriated to the priests,

breadth relatively to the breadth of the ware, WawelUte. A hydrated phosphate of sin*

the oscillating columns which reach it will min^ found ^nerally in small crystals forming
act as an impulse originally exerted at that hemispheric^ or globular eoncretious with a
pointy and a series of wares will diverge from radiaM structure. It is met with at St. Au-
the aperture as from a new centre

; but when stell in Cornwall, on the clay-slate of Bam-
the aperture is considerably wider than the staple in Devonshire, near Freiberg in Saxony,,

wave, the wave confines its motion in a ^eat in Bohemia, &c. It is named after Dr. WareU,
measure to its original direction, though with the discoverer.

some small divergence, or the oscillation is Wax (A.-Shx. rsez, Ger. wachs). This is

continued principally in the direction of a a common vegetable product, forming the var-

sector, whose centre is at the point from which nish which coats the leaves of certain plants

the original wave proceeded. and trees. It is also found upon some berries,

Waves which have been raised by the wind as of the Myrica cerifira\ and it is an ingre-

in the open sea proceed in parallel and nearly dient of the pollen of flowtrs. It was long

straight lines ; and the original impulse beinx supposed that bees merely collect the wax
increased by the continual action of the winA thus ready formed in plants

;
but Huber found

they will increase in height until the weight that though excluded from all food except

of the elevated column, together with the sum, they still formed wax ; and accordingly

friction, becomes equal to tiie inciting cause, it nas bera found that the elementary com-

It has been inferred that the greatest height position of bees’ wax and Triable wax is

to which a single series of waves raised by slightly different. Bees' wax is prepared by
the wind blowing constantly in one direction draming and washing the honeycomb, which is

will attain does not exceed six feet. But then melted in boiling water, strained, and east

Mveral series of waves moving wi^ different into cakes. English wax and foreign wax are

velocities may oo-exist upon the oceau, and found in themarket; the latter being

thus the crests of two or even three' wares ported fromthe Baltic, the LeraAt»iuid the coast

may be superimposed upon each other, pro- of Barbary. Freshwax hasapecpl^hoiney-like
during the trmindtm ssos, three of which odour: itsspfriflemrarityis'flo. AtaboQtl60<^it

are usually succeeded by comparatively smooth fuses, and at a him tempeiatais rolatilis^ and

water, because the hollbws of the on^ seriesm bumtfwith ahright white flame. It is bleached

then filled up by the erests of the other. The by beii^ exposed in thin eliees or ribands to

force of the wmd sleo tends to give a pro- li^^t, air; and moioture, or more rap^ly by the

gresrire motion to-tlm^ mses of water raised action of chlorine; but in the latter esee it

above the general level, lend likewise to alter does not answer flxr the manufacture of candleoi

ths shape of the ware br dimmiriung the so- winch is one of its principal ^plicstions, 'Vfax

dirit^ of the side against which it strikes, candles are made by suspending the wieksutm
In a strong gale this effect may be increased a hoop over the cauldron of melted wax, which

Vot. IIL 1009 «
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19 avceesBively poured over them from a ladle

rill thesr hate a^uized the proper eiae, ao that

the eaiKlle oo^aiete of a seriea of lajen of wax

;

the upper end ie then shaped, and the lower
cut ofiT Bleached or white wax is generally

adulterated with more or less spermaceti, and
sold at different prices accordiogly; in this

case it has not the peculiar lustre of pure wax,
and is softer ana more fiisible. It is also

largely adulterated with stearin or stearic acid,

which is detected by the odour of fat or tallow

which it evolves when highly heated, and by its

crumbly texture ; it may also be separated to a
certain elteut by ether or alcohol. Wax is in-

soluble in water, and scarcely acted upon by
the acids, so that it forms a good lute or cement

:

boiling alcohol and ether partially dissolve it,

and deposii the portion whi^ they had dissolved

on cooling. According to Brodie (Phil. Trans,

1847-49), bees* wax contains three sub-

stances sep
^ ^

(0.

\
alcohol, viz. myrt<

which is insoluble ;
cerin

iO|), wmch is deposited in crystalwoicu la Utspuniboa in crysukiB

AS the solution cools; and ceroUin^ which is

retained in solution. Their relative propor-

tions vary, but in oMinary bees* wax there

Appears to be about 73 per cent, of myricin,

22 of cerin, and 8 of ceroiein. [Apis ; Hivxs,
HxK.]

Wax Opal* An inferior kind of Common
Opal

Waji*iBodellliig. Wax is a substance

formerly mudi used by sculptors in forming

their modela, and still greatly used by silver-

smiihs. The foundex^ wax was commonly
mixed with a little tallow, turpentine, and pitch,

the quantity of wax being about ten to one of

esch of the other ingredients. Wax was espe-

cially used for hollow casting : when the ssd'e-

mould from the model was completed, it was
filled in to a certain thickness with wax, and
fixed, properly supported, in its place; the

remainixm cavity was then filled from the top

with a fire-proof composition of plaster ana
brick-dust, to form a core. The mould was now
removed, and a complete wax model showed
itself; this the sculptor carefully revised, and
again covered with a fire-ptoof mould of

phuter, brick-dust, cowhair, aud horsedung,

put on with a brush in various layers
;
when it

had reached a aufficient thickness, and was pro-

perly supported, a coal fire was kindled round
it, and vents being prepared, eVeiy p^icle of

WAX iriis burnt out of it—a vexjr anxious and
tedioua preoess. The whole was then bridged

up and tha pit dUed with sand ; the molten

metal then took the place of the wax, and
the eait ttnaa aeoompushed. Clay and sand

moide^llfi hki now generally superseded this

bid tubthdd, A teyy simple mode of

Uktfig ji wi^ bait Is, to Inveft the mould in

cold thtti it a eold damp surface

ifimfly,3iilla the molten wax pouted

Intb It al the pbmte of oonteet, nrhile the mrin

bull, eifttudulngln a Uqnid atate, will run out

eg^ ii ebon ak the tnould ia turned over,

die deaifed ikak shell Hiis shell must
lolo

then be filled in with a core, and proceeded with

aa above.

Another kind of wax modelling is the so-

called ceroplaotio art, i.e. modelling and cast-

ing in wax itaelf, not merely using the wax
jas a means of producing easts in other sub-

stances. Tc this class bemng wax images ; wax
fruit and flowers, together with the wax ana-
tomical and pathological models, now much
in vogue, and of wmch many extraordinary

exammes exist in Florence, Paris, and London.
NearW all these wax models are cast from
moulds; the mould may be in plaster of Paris,

or a composition of bees’ wax, burgundy pitch,

and Venice turpentine, with a vexy litue olive

oil This composition has the great advan-
tage of being daetiCt and when thin can be
peeled off the cast.

Wax images also are made by casting, but
a cheap method is to mould the face in paper
pulp and size, paint this mask in strdng local

colours, and then cover with two or three coats

of fine wax : the colours will show through the

wax, and the mask will require only the eyes

and hair to be added; local effects can be
I modified by painting with wax and turpentine.

I

(Womum * On Wax-modelling * in the Supple-

ment to the Penny Cycloptedia.)

Way (A.-Sax. w»g). The Sea term for

progress. A ship in progress is said to have
way upon her

;
when stationaiy, to have no way.

Steering power is proportionate to way,

Wxjra mnfi Maans. When the House
of Commons goes into committee of the whole
house for the purpose of considering the

manner in which funds are to be raised for

the public expenditure, it is said to go into

committee of ways and means.
Wayfluiiig-tree. A common name for

Viburnum Lantana,
Wealdan FormatloD* The name given

in Geology to certain deposits occurring in Eng-
land in the Weald or Wolds (wooded portions) of
Kent, and hence to other contemporaneous ro^
elsewhere. The Wealden deposits occurbetween
the oolitic and cretaceous series. They are in

England almost entirely of fresh-water origin,

and include clays, sandstones, and limestones.

The followingis the series:

—

1. Weald CHiW of Surrey, Kent, and Sussex,

with Cyprie, Fresh water.

2. Bastings Sands, Tunbridge and Ash-
burton beds, separated by tlie Wadhurst clay

and Ashdown sands, contrining calc grit. Not-
withstanding the name, theaigulaceous element

preponderates over the sand m this division aa

well as the other.

3. Purbeck beds. The Wealden beds have
been traced for a^out 200 miles from east to

west, and about the same distance from north-

west to south-east. They probably represent

a lar|(e delta, not, however, larger than many
exiatiiu river deltas.

In £^sh Geology it is always usual to

treat this formation aa distinct and interpolated.

Its repreaentathrea in time certainly connect

themselves either with the overlying or under-
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IWng marine fonnatioiui of other coimtrieo, that mechanical labour U part of publio WMhh,
timum it ia not alwaja poaaibla to aay with But it ia difficult to aee how manual labour can
which* be called wealthy and mental labour be treated
The Wealden aeriea in the typical Wealden difbrentlj. Of comae by labour is meant the

district of England consists of the deposits oonciete notioUf i.e. the persons of thm who
called Haannos Siwns, which repose on the proffer sernoea. Money la wealth only in so far
Bubbiok SriiaTa. The ucmermost member is as it ia the requisite machinery of commerce,
the WiALD Cult, a well-defined argillaceous Hence those communities which are best in-

battd, loaded with minute cases of the biyalye formed of the nature of money seek to diminish
emataceans, and reaching round between the the amount of money which they employ to the
chalk and the Haatinm sands. Between the least posaible amountconsiatent with the conve-
sanda and the clays, howerer, are sandstones nience of exchange. The theory that money is

and shelW limestones, the latter of which in- wealth per se, was the enduring fallaoy of past
elude a bed capable of taking a polish, and times. Nor a^ain,whentheaggngate ofnational
known aa the 9u8$ex marble. This oed is very wealth is estimated, must the rent of the natu-
oharacteristic. Among the limestones are ral powers of the soil and public debts be
Taluable ironstones. treaM as weal&. They are both deductions
The Wealden serieshas always been regarded from wealth, the former being consequent on

as the accumuhitions made at the mouth of a the pressure of population, the latter being a
considerable river coming in from the west, mortgage on the future productiveness of
The deposits extend, but are very poorly ex- the community. Some, however, who have
hibited, across the Channel on the coast of attempted to reckon the amount of national

France near Boulogne
; and beds distinctly con- wealt^ have carelessly included these elements,

temporaneous are found in Scotland, West- National wealth is not a quantity, but a ratio,

phatia, and Hanover. The latter are import- In the middle ages, Genoa and Venice were es-

ant from their magnitude and thickness. They teemed wealthy, and were really so. But it is

consist of sandstones. probable that even taking into account the dif-

The denudation of the Weald, or the Uying ferent value oi money, the imports and exports

bareof the tract in which these river deposits are of either A these cities did not equal those of a

S
ient» is a remarkable and interesting geo- third-rateBritish port at thepresent time. Again,

cal phenomenon. [Vallht of ELSvanoir.] the phenomena of wealth may dazsle the eyes

I chalk has once covered the whole of the of thosewho consider a social state supei^aJly,
Wealden deposits, has been lifted up and while the reality is something quite different,

fractured along aline apparently nearly parallel For ages the estimate of the riwes of Hindu-
to that of the course of the ancient nver, and stan was exaggerated by the wealth of a few
then washed away fora space on each side of the potentates.

^

Later experience has shown that

fracture. It now forms two escarpments facing the country is really vei^ poor, for although it

each other, with the Hastings sand occupying contains so many millions of inhabitants aa

the intervening valley. The Hastings sand, to be nearly ten times as populous as England,

much lower in geological position, is higher in the possible revwue which may be extracted

some places than the general lev^ of ^ top from the peoplS is comparatively small; while

of the chalk hills on each side. The time the capital which may be eneaged in indus^il
occupied in the elevation was probably very pursuits needs^ even for the m^t m^ifeat
great; and the work of carrying away the dis- public advantages, the aid of British savings.

Curbed rock was likewise sproM over a veiy Nations do not become w^thy by isolation,

loim period, and was exceedingly gradual. nor is the prosperity of a neighbouring country

&e Wealden be^ are interesting as con- any weakness to another. On theoontrary, the
timing the remains of gigantic herbivorous growth of foreign wealth is an indirect aid to

land reptiles, and also of the flying reptiles of the developement of prosperity at home. The
the oolite, lias, and chalk. delusion that one nation's gain is anotheFs loss

WmUtli ^om weal; A.-Sax. welga,nck). has been the fruitfril cause of international

In Political Esraomy, this term denotes 8u(m jealousy and destructive wars. [PoLirmaii

objects and services as are in demand in any EooiroifT
] , . ,

community, and which are the products of Again the ffistribution of wealth is as

labour. Natural qualities, aMmworked mines impmlant an object for economical considera-

or unappropriat^ forces, an uot wealflb, ex- tion, as its ptod^on ; for those nations oi^
oept metaphorimLlly. Nor is labour wealth, are permanent^ prospmus. in which ihcilitiea

exesipt it be celled effoctiv^ ipto activity biy are given for the free devdwpement of wealth

demand. But all inoducts whidi can be mea- among^altmembcni of the community. [Oars-

sued by some standi of value are wealth, tal; HnnuBimcil; Pboiit.]

whether they be materi^ olgecta, or that kind WMur or Wair (A.-Sa» wtt]|. Adamina
of lahou which mthu directly or indirectly rivw, sometimea formed bv driving in rows cl

contributes to tbs produetkm of objects in de- ^lesand weavingbcancheaWweenthem.Ailing

mend. Most economists* while tbty readily up the interstioes between therows with stones,

acknowledge the daim of material olgeoU to Wain. To put a ^p on the other ta^,

the name of wealth, ignore or^ny the ri|^t of by bringing her round with her stem to the

labou to the title, tbodghthey sometimeo admit wind. IVaan.]
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WEATHER
WMkther (A.-Sax* weder, Gcr. wetterV

The state or condition of the atmosphere, mtli

respect to heat, cold, dryness, moisture, wind,

rain, snow, fogs, &c. The various causes

whi^ determine the state of the atmosphere,

and produce those changes which are in-

cessantly taking place in its condition, and
which are popularly called the toeather^ form

the subjects of METBOitoi.ooT and OLiMATa.

(Atmosfhirb; BaROXETUt; Cix>ud; Dbw;
Hail; Hyoboxbtbt; Bam; Wind, Ac.]

In all ages of the world, mankind have at-

tempted to explain and prognosticate the

changes of the weather ; but such is the compli-

cation of the subject, and so great the multitude

of circumstances to be taken into account, that
i

no theory can furnish rules for determining the I

order in which they succeed each other, or for

predicting the state of the weather at a distant

future time with any ^proach to certainty.

Nevertheless, all the different modifications of

the atmosphere are the necessary results of

principles, not only fixed and unalterable in
j

their nature, but (many of them at least) well
|

known in their separate and individual opera-

tion. The difficulty of traci^ the results of

their combined infiuences arises chiefly from
their complexity and endless concatenation.

The principal cause of all the* variations

which take place in the state of the atmosphere

is the heating action of the sun’s rays ; but in

order to appreciate correctly the effect of this

action, we must know not only the extent of the

atmosphere, but the properties of all the sub-

stances of which it is composed. Modem science

has discovered that the atmosphere is composed
of three different gaseous fluids, ever^here
combined in the same proportions, and pene-

trated an ever-vaiying quantity of elastic

vapour. These two distinct envelopes of air

and vapour mechanically mixed have different

relations to heat ; and therefore, in consequence

of the unequal temperature of the surface of

the earth with which they are in contact,

thay cannot both be in a state of equilibrium

Bt the same time. Owing to the diurnal

rotatiBn, the different parts of the atmosphere
Bvo-ebnstantly receiving different quantities of

heat, as the solar rays penetrate more or less

obliquely. This inequality of temperature pro-

duces wind, which, if the surfkce of the earth

were perfectly re^lar and homogeneous, would
always blow in me same direction

;
but as the

surface of the earth is composed of materials

of various kinds, and irregiuarly disposed, the

distribution of heat over it is extremely ir-

regular. The winds, sweeping along the sur-

face, acquire its temperature; and hence the

atmosphere also becomes irregularly heated.

This produces an accumulation of air at one

place* and a d^ciency at another ; and hence

a sub^aent mrii to restore the equilibrium.

As tbs air is cooled, it becomes also incapable

of boldiiig the same i^uantity of aqueous vapour,

a portion of vdiich is therefore set free, and
^ves rise to riouds, mist, rain, dew, suow,

Ac, Besides all this, we have to consider
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the developement of electricity

;
the disturbance

of the atmosphere produced by the rise and fall

of the tides
;
and theremay then remain probably

many other circumstances with which we are

entirely unacquainted. This very imperfect
enumeration may serve to give an idea of the

difficulties to be overcome in forming a theory
of the weather. [CLniaTB.]

It has always been a favouriteprejudicc that

the weather is influence in some mysterious
manner by the moon. The moon can be sup-

posed to act on the earth only in one of three

ways; viz. by the solar rays which it re-

flects ; by its attraction
; or by an emanation

of some unknown kind. Now, the light of

ihe moon does not amount to that

of the sun
;
and the heat which it excites

is so small as to be altogether inappreciable

by the most delicate instruments, or the best

devised experiments. With repaid to the at-

traction of the moon, we see itsjnfluence on
the tides of the ocean, and might therefore be
disposed to allow it a similar influence on the
atmosphere

;
but when we take into account

the small specific gravity of atmospheric air

in comparison with water, and the consequent
emajlness of the mass of matter to be acted
upon, it will readily be perceived that this

influence also must be extremely feeble. In
fact, it has been demonstrated by Laplace, that
the joint action of the solar and lunar attrac-

tion is incapable of producing more than an
atmospheric tide flowing westward at the rate
of about four miles a day, and this is scarcely,

if at all, appreciable. As to the remaining
supposition, that the moon may act on the
atmosphere by some obscure emanation, it is

sufficient to remark that no meteorological

I

observations that have yet been made afford

the slightest traces of any such connection be-
tween the earth and its satellite. The regis-

ters which are now kept in various observa-

I

tories and other places also prove, contrary to
the popular belief, that the changes of weather
are in no way whatever dependent on the lunar
phases. {Annitaire du Bureau des Longitude$
for 1838 ; Kamptz, Lehrbuch der Meteoroloaie^

and Walker's 'IVandation\ Schubler, Einflites

des Mondee auf Vtrdnderung unserer Atmns-
phare, Leipzig 1830 ; Greenwich Meteor. Ohs.)

Weathbe. The Sea term for that side on
which the wind blows. To weather is to pass
to windward of an object,

WemUiBr BoBraiag. In Architecture,
feather-edged hoarding nailed upright, the
boards lapping over each other.
Weather Oage. A ship to windward of

another is said to have the weather gdge
of her.

Weather aiaee. A name cqmmonly given
to the Baboxetbr

; but sometimes also applied
to other instruments for ascertaining the state
of the atmosphere, or measuring atmospheric
changes. It is thus applied to the various
forms of the Htobohbteb.

y^Bhtlierlttg of Beeke. The destruction
and change of form produced on rocks by the
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Action of ^0 woAthcv AU tocAs bxo fub^ecA to ' tbo fabric of clotb Va built or darucd up, tbroaA
thU, and in some countries the effects are much by thread, and it is wound up on one of the
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Cheeaewrlng.

greater than in othera. Limestones are thus
rendered highly picturesque, for they are acted
on by the water in two ways, mechanical and
chemical, the water dissolving out the limestone
and undermining it ; so that falls are fi«quent.

The direct action on many kinds of sandstone
is very great, as here also the water penetrates
crevices and undermines the rock. On clays

the result is yet more considerable.

Oranite among the crystalline rocks shows
remarkable instances of weathering in most
countries. The tors of the west of England are
some of them very good illustrations. One,
called the CAessstcrimy, near Liskeaid, consists

of five blocks, of whicn the upper are larger than
the lower, the whole
pile being about fifteen

feet high. The stones

composing this and
other simHar piles suf-

fer by the action of the

weather most rapidly

upon their edges and
angles, which gradu-

ally b^ome rounded,

and the blocks then
begin to totter and ultimately to fall. This ten-

dency of square blocks to become spheroidal,

which has sometimes been mistaken for the

effect of friction, shows that attrition and trans-

portation by streams are not always essential

to their rounded appearance. ' The celebrated

Ij^mna-stone.yreW. exhibits the tendency of this

kind of granite to cuboidal separation.

Weawera or TeztoHse. The name of a
tribe of spiders including those which fabricate

webs in order to entrap their prey.

Waawlag (Ger. webeiei
;
the word appears

in the Greek Sansc. vap, a tae6). An opera-

tion by which threads are formed into cloth by
a process resembling darning. The loom by
which weaving is accomplished is merely an
instrument which enables the darning to be

performed with a smaller expenditure of rime

and labour than WQuld otherwise be required.

The species of loom at present used by^^e
natives of India is probably its most primirive

form. Yet with this rude instrument the most

delicate fiibrics are produced, and it is mainly

by increasing the rapidity of production zather

than by improving the quality of the product,

that the present generation of weav^ hiw

been enabled to excel the andents in this

department of industiy. The Indian loom

consists substantially of two horisontal rollers

of bamboo between which the threads called

the waip are stretched* Each alternate thread

is raised by being attached by a loop to a ver-

tical string which puHs it up^ leaving a space

between the layers throimn which s great

Wooden needle and thread, or slmt^ as we
call it» is prijeoted^ when the threads before

raised are let down and the others ndsed, so

that the samei process of transmitting the

ahuttle may be again repeated. In this way,
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rollers as it is completed, while a corresponding
length of threads is -unwound ftrom the other
roller in readiness to be transformed into doth
in its turn. In modern looms, the parts are
all accurately made of iron and wood, and are

so coDstructM that the process of weaving may
be carried on with great rapidity. Apparatus
has also been introduced, in some cases of a
very complicated character, to enable figures

and colours of different kinds to be interwoven
in the cloth. But the principle of all exist-

ing looms is substantially that of a darning
machine.

In the Indian looms and in the old loom
used in this country, the shuttle was thrown
from one side of the web to the other. But,
about 1740, the fly shuttle was introduced

by John Kay, of Bury. By this contrivance

the qhuttle was driven from side to side of the

web by means of a handle wrought by the

weavers right hand, while the left gave motion
to a swinging firame. The vower loom is driven

by steam. The chief peculiarity of the pnsu-
Tnatie loom is that the shuttle is shot from side

to side by a blast of compressed air. All re-

ciprocating looms, however, are defective, and
the want now to be supplied is to construct a
circular or revolving loom, in which the shuttle,

instead of being driven backward and forward,

should be impelled onward continously. It

appears probable that a new form of loom may
be introduced, in which the operations of the

sewing machine will be imitat^ instead of that

of simple darning ; and the practical introduc-

tion of circular weaving may be thus promoted,

lu the stocking loom circular weaving has been
idready largely introduced. In the Jacquard

loom, a chain of perforated cards is made to

pass over a drum, and the strings by which

the threads of the warp are raised pass over a
pulley or edge with a leaden weight of small

diameter hanging at the bottom of each. These
weights at eaui stroke of the loom are presented

to each successive card, and some of them are

intercepted by the card, while others pass

through holes in the card, jk> that by the holes

in the card the particular threads of the warp
which are raised for the weft to pass through

are determined. In this way, the nature of the

figure on the cards determines the nature of

the figure on the fabic. The Jacquard loom
is a modification of the old Damascus loom, iu

which the fabrics called damaski were first

manufactured, with this difference only, that in

the Damascus loom the pattern was produced

by the akiH of the wonznaa, and prorated
cards were not employed.

WelMMrlto. The native subsnlphate of

alnmina; named in memory of Webster tiio

geologist It occurs in uriiite or yellosrtsh*

white renifiirm masses and botiyoidal concre-

tions, in a layer of odireeus cW, in the oliA

at Kewhaven on the coast of Sossez, and hi

potholes in the chalk near Hove in the

county.



WEDGE
Wodgre (A.-Saz. wecg). In Geometry, n

solid hayinff five aides or faces, three of which

are rectangles, and the remaining two conse-

quently trianffles, and parallel to each other

;

hence the we^e, considered as a geometrical

figure, is a prism with a triangular base. Its

content is therefore e^ual to the area of the

triangular base multiplied into tlie distance

-between the parallel planes.

WikDOK. In Mechanics, this term denotes

one of the five simple engines or mechanical

powers, used sometimes for raisins bodies, but

more frequently for dividing or splitting them.

In the former case, if we suppose the wedge to

be urged by pressure, the action of the wedge is

precisely the same as that of the inclined plane

;

for in point of mecliunical advantage it clearly

makes no difierenco whether the wedge be
pushetl under the load, or the load be drawn over

tlio plane. The power is therefore to the force

to be overcome as the tangent of the angle of

the penetrating sides to the radius, leaving the

friction out of consideration : hence the thinner

the wedge, the greater is its effect. But when
the wedge, as is generally the case, is driven

forward by percussion, its power cannot be

estimated exactly. The percussive tremor ex-

cited by the blow destroys for an instant the

friction at the sides, and auments prodigiously

the penetrating effect. Besides, when the wedge
is used in rending wood or other substances, the

parts of the block are generally separated to a
considerable distance before the edge of the

wedge, as in the annexed figure ; in which case

it further acts as a lever, the power
being applied at the end of the block

or acting part of the wedge, and the

resistance being at the point where
the fibres begin to separate.

All the various kinds of cut-

ting and piercing tools, as axes,

knives, scissors, chisels, nails, pins,

awls, &c., are modifications of the

wedge. The angle in these cases is

more or less acute, according to the purpose to

which it is applied. The mechauical advantage

is increased by diminishing the angle of tlie

wedge ; but the strength of the tool is thereby

also diminished. In tools for cutting wood the

angle is generally about 30° ; for iron it is

from t»0® to 60°
;
and for brass from 80° to

90°. In general, tiie softer the substance to

be divided, the more acute may the wedge be

constructed.

Wedf« OuB* [Rift.bd Guns.]

Wedawadasr* The fourth day of the week,

conseciated to Odik or Wodbit. The Romans
called it dies Mercurii, whence the French

Meraredi.

(A.-Sax. weoc). A period of seven

days, of uncertain origin, but which has been

u«ed from time immemorial in Eastern coun-

tries. The week did not enter into the calendar

of the Greeks, who divided the civil month into

three pericN^ of ten davs each ;
and it was not

introduced at Rome till after the reign of Theo-

dosius. The use of wt^eks, acoozding to some
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writers, was suggested by the phases of tho

moon, while others refer its origin to the

seven planets known in ancient times, and thus
explain tho circumstance that the days of the

week have been universally named after the

planets, according to a particular order.

LCalendau.]
Webrllte. A massive variety of Li&vrite

from Szuizasko in Hungary ;
named after the

Austrian councillor Wchrlc.
Weigh (A.-Sax. waegan, Lat. veho). To

lift the anchor out of the ground.

Weight. In Algebra. [Resultant.]
Weiout. In Commerce and Experimental

Philosophy, the measure of tho force by which
any body, or a given jportion of any substance,

gravitates to the earth. The process by whicli

this measure is obtained is called weighing;
and when required, as in many philosophical

experiments, to be performed with great ac-

curacy, is a tedious and delicate operation.

[Baj.ance.]

Tho determination of weight, like that of

extension, consists in the comparison of the

thing to bo measured with some conventional

standard. But it is impossible to fix such a
standard by written law or oral description;

for it is impossible to communicate by words,

and without reference to a sensible object, any
adequate idea of a pound-weight, or foot-rule.

Standards of linear measure, not accurately

defined indeed, but having an average value

sufficiently well known for the rude purposes

of mankind in the early stages of society, were
furnished by the different parts of the human
'body ; hence the measuresjootf cuhit^ sparitpacet

&c. [Measures.] But the meth^ of com-
paring the weights of bodies does not suggest

itself so readily to the mind as the comparison
of linear dimP4ision, and is not so easily ac-

complished. A balance is necessary, the con-
I struction of which requires some degree of
mechanical knowledge. Hence the art of
weighing, though of groat antiquity (Goguet,
Origine dea &c.) was probably practised

at a later period, and in a still less accurate

manner, than that of measuring. There has
also been a much greater variety of standards
of weight, still less definite ^an those of
measure, as will be readily conceived by con-

sidering the origin and import of such terms as
stonet hadf last, &Q, The term pound (pondus)
implies only weight indefinitely. The grain,

as a stando]^ of small weight, being taken from
the grains or corns of wheat, was perhaps the
only denomination of weight that would uni-

versally convey anything hke a precise idea.

As there is a constant ratio between the
volumes and weights of the same subrtaaeea
when placed in the same physical drcumslanees,
it is obvious that standards of weight may be
derived from those of measure. For example,
a cubic foot or a cubic inch of distillc3d water,
at the same temperature, and imder the same
atmospheric pressure, will always have tho
same weight. Advantage has been taken' of
this property of bodies to connect weights with
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meastirM in the metrioal qriteme that hate
bean adopted in thia and other ooontriee.

Enffiisk was dedared bj the
Great Charter that the weights shonld be the
same all over England, but no ordinance,

perhaps, was ever so ill observed ; for the di-

versitv that has prevailed, and whi(^ is stiU far

from being remraed, has been so great as not
only to produce concision and inconvenience,

but to render the system of weights adopted in

one part of the country scarcely intellimble in

another. The old English pound, which is said

to have been the legal standard of weight from
the time of William the Conqueror to that of
Henry VIL, was derived from the weight of
grains of wheat: 82 grains pthered from the

middle of the ear and well dried made a
pennyweight, 20 pennyweights an ounce, and
12 ounces a pound. Henry Vll. altered this

we^ht, and introduced the troy pound instead,

which was (or f of an ounce) heavier than
the old Engusn pound. The troy pound was
divided in the same manner as the md English
pound, into ounces, pennyweights, and grains

;

but the pennyweight contained only 24 grains,

and consequently a grain troy became a much
heavier weight than the grain of wheat In
fact, the pound troy contains 6,760 grains,

while the Saxon pound, which was divid^ into

7«680 graina contained only 6,400 troy mins,
pother weight, the avoirdw^ pound, was
introduced by a statute of 24 Henry VIII. ; and
thou^ its font olnect was that of weighing
butchers’ meat in the market, it has gradually

come to be used for all kinds of coarse goods or

merchandise. Two legal measures of weight
were thus established, and have continued to be
used in the country ever since

;
the avoirdupois

weight being used for common purposes, and
the troy for the precious metals, and, with

a different division, by apothecaries in com-
pounding their drugs. The standard of these

treasures was at l«n^ definitely fixed by the

JlSt of Parliament 6 Geo. IV. c. 74, entitled
* An Act for ascertaininn and establishing Uni-
formity of Weights and Measures/ wbi^ has
been amended by several subsequent statutes.

The foUowiog are the terms in which Uie

standard is defined by the Act: *That foom
and after the first day <|f May, 1826, the

standard brass weight of one pound troy weight
made in the year 1768, now in the custody of

the clerk of the House of Commons, shall be,

and the eame is hereby declared to be, the

oripnal and genuine etandaid measure of

wei^t; and tW such brass weight shall

be, and is hereby denominated, the imperial

stiindard troy pound; and shall be, and the

same ia hereby declared to he, the unit or only

standard measure of weight* ftom which au
aU other weights shall be derived, computed,

and ascertained ; and that ^ part of the ssid

troy ponnd shall be an ounce, and that

part of sneh ounce ehall he a pennyweight* a

^ part of snnh Mnjrwaight ehall be a grain,

eo that 6,760 such grains shall be a troy pound

;

and that 7,000 suw grains shall be, and they

are hereby declared to be, a pound avoirdupois,

and that ^ part of the said pound avoirdupois

shall be an ounce avoirdupois, and that ^ part
of such ounce shall be a dram.*

It foUows from this that the weight of the

pound troy to that of the pound avoirdupois,

or common pound, is in the proportion of 6,760
to 7,000, or of 144 to 176-. The use of two
dif^nt ^Sterne of weights wae retained in com-
pliance with the common usages of the country

;

and the motives which infiuenced the oommis-
sioners of weights and measures in recom-
mending the eystem which has been adopted
were thus explained by Mr. Davies Gilbert

:

‘The troy ponnd appeared to ns to be the

ancient wei^t of this kingdom, having, as we
have reason to suppose, existed in the same
state in the time of Edward the Confessor ; and
there are reasons, moreover, to believe that the

word troy has no reference to any town in

France, but rather to the monkish name given

to London, of Troy Novant, founded on the

legend of Brute. Troy weight, therefore, ac-

cording to thia etymology, is, in fact, London
weight. We were induced, moreorer, to pre-

serve the troy weighty because all the coinage

has uniformly been regulated by it; and
medical prescriptions and formulm now are, and
always nave been, estimated by troy weight,

under a peculiar subdivision which the Collie
of Physicians have expressed themselves most
anxious to preserve.*

In the sixth clause of the Act it 19 enacted,

that if the standard troy ponnd should be lost

or destroyed, it is to he restored by a reference

to a cubic inch of distilled water, which has
been found and ia declared to be 252*458 troy

grains, at the temperature of 62^ of Fahrenheit,
the barometer being at 30 inches. Hence the
weightofa pennyweight troy is tothat of a cubic

inch of distilled water, in such circumstances,

in the proportion of 24 to 262*468, or of 24,000
to 262,458 ;

so that the weight of the cubic inch

of distilled water must be conceived to be
divided into 262,468 equal parts, and 24,000 of
such parts will be the standard pennyweight

;

or 240 of such pennyweights will be the
standard pound. The Acts 4 & 6 Wm. IV.
c. 49, ana 6 & 6 Wm. IV. c. 63, made no
alteration in the method of recovering the
standard.

In 1848, a committee oonsistiiig of several

emineut authoritieswas appointed. Their report,
signed by all the surviviog members, was pub-
liuied in 1864. The committee determined to

take the avoirdupois pound of 7,000 grains as
a standard, and toconstruct the troypound from
it They took the brass troy pounds in the
possession of the Exchequer, and certain jp/qli-

num pounds in the possession of the
Society and others. The former irere found to
have gained in weight by oxidation, and the
platinum pounds only were used, Fbom them a
platinum poundwas prepared wei|^tiig in vacuo
6,999*99846 grains. The form of tne wii|^t
is a cylinder, with a groove sunonadHu; it a
little above the middle of its height m the
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insertion of the ivory fork used in ]iftin||' it.

The weight ie euelosod in a mahogany L>ox,

the parts ot which when screwed t^ether Ciiuse

tlio weight to be immovable. Tliis box is

enclosed in another box, and with the standard

^ard in a third box, and finally in a stone case

in tho vaulted stone room of the Exchequer.

The proceedings of the committeo received the

sanction of the legislature by 18 & 19 Viet,

c. 72.

For philosophical purposes and in delicate

Weighing, troy weight only is used, and the

weight is usually reckoned in grains. By this

means fractional numbers are avoided, and no
ambiguity can arise, as there are no other

grains than troy grains. Dr. Kelly, in his

Universal CamhUt^ an elaborate and useful

work, states tiiat the dram avoirdupois, Uke the

drachm of the apot'he.‘4iries, has sometimes been

divided into 3 scruples and 60 grains ; but as

DO such weight as an avoirdupois grain ever

existed, the use of the expression is an instance

of the confusion inseparable from having dif-

ferent systems of weights, in which the same
names are applied to tilings totally distinct.

The standards in the Exchequer are : those

of weight; 16 avoirdupois weights, ranging

from 56 lbs. to ^ drain ; 15 troy weights, under
5 Geo. IV. c. 74, from 1 lb. to 1 grain; 30
bullion troy weights, under 16 Viet. o. 29, from
500 oz. to ‘001 oz. ; those from ‘001 oz. to ‘005

oz. being of platinum wire, the others of brass,

eiactro-gilt; a yard made of gun metal; ten

messares of capacity, from the bushel to the

half-gill ; and two gas standards, one of weight,

i.e. 62,321 lbs., the weight of a cubic foot of

distilled water at 62^ Falirenheit ; a cubic foot

bottle ; a 10-feet, 5-feet, and 1-foot gasholder.

For a full aooount of the various proceedings

for fixing and verifying the British standards,

see Mr. Chisholm's EejfoH on the Exehe^r
Standenrda of WeityJU and Measure,

TabUe ofBritish Weights,

1. Imperial Troy Standard ; One
cubic in^ of distilM water, at 62*^ Fahrenheit's

thermometer, the barometer being 30 inches,

weighs 252*453 troy grains,

gm dwts. os. lb.

24 « 1 — —
480- 20« 1 —
5760-240-12-1

Troy weight is need in weighing gold, silver,

jewds, ws., and in philosophical experiments.

2. Apothecaries Standard: The
same as in troy weight, with the ounce divided

into 8 drachms and 24 aemples.

gis. sora dis. os. lb.

<0) (3)(S>(lb)
20- 1

60- 3« I

480- 24- 8- 1 —
5760-288- 96-12-1

Hbdadnes are eompmnded hy this weight;

bat drugs are usually !x>iight and sold by avoir-

dupois wfigni.
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3. Imperiid Avoirdupois Weight.—Standard

:

Tho same as in troy weight; and one avoir-

dupois pound - 7,000 troy grains.

dn. oz. lbs. qrs. owts. ton.

256- 16- 1 —
7,168- 448- 28- 1

28,672- 1.792- 112- 4- 1 —
573,440-35,840-2,240-80-20-1

This weight is used fijr the general purposes of

commerce.
The preceding are the British statute weights

,

but numerous other discordant denominations
of weight, generally multiples of the avoirdupois

pound, are still used in different parts of the

country for weighing particular kinds of mer-

chandise. One of tM most common of these k
the stonSt which has a great variety of different

significations. In London, however, only twu
stones are generally understood

;
viz. the stone

of 8 pounds for butchers* meat, and the stone

of 14 pounds for other commodities. (Fur

values of different local weights, see Bnehanan's
Tahlee of Weights and Measures \ General

Paisley’s work On the Measures^ Weiqhts^ ana
Money used in this Country; M^Cullooh’s

Com. Ihct. ;
Kelly’s Universal Cambist^ Ac.)

A particular denomination of weight, a carat

is used for weighing diamonds. An ounce troy

is equivalent to 151^ carats
;
whence a carat i,-

nearly equal to 34 grains. In expressing tin

fineness of gold by carats, the term rather

denotes a proportion than a weight. Thus golo

22 carats fine signifies an alloy such that tbf

proportion of the weight of pure gold to that of

the whole weight is as 22 to 24 ; or such that

it contains 22 parts by weight of pure gold, and
2 parts of some inferior metal.

For the French system of weights, see

Hstbic STBTnc.
Weight. In Mechanics, this term some-

times denotes the resistance to be overcome by
a machine, whether in raising, or sustaining,

or moving a heavy body. The force applied

to the machine for this purpose is calM the

moving power ; and when equilibrium subsists,

the ratio of the weight to the moving power
is termed the meehanioal advantage of the
madiine. In all cases of equilibrium by the
intervention of machinery, if the machine be
put in motion by a small additional force,

the space passed over by the moving power
will he ^eater than that passed over by the

weight, in proportion as the weight is greatci

than the moving power; or the product of

the weight by its Velocify will be equal to

the product of the moving power by its

velocity. [MoxHMTnx ; Vibtual Velocitv.]
WaioHT (A.-Sax. wight). In Physics, that

property of bodies in virtae of which th^ tend
towards the centre of the earth. In this senst

,

weight is synonymouswith gravity, [Gbavitt. 1

Welflit or OboomtlmM. [FBonunji
Ebhob*]
WotgUto ona Mamhmom The use of these

conveniences is very ancient, their earliest
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amploymeoit bting that of measuring mon^.
Wnghts and ac^es were the bstrumenta
of me money changer in Greece and Rome.
In Latin, to pay money is to weigh it ; and
in point of all weights have ^been de-

xivM orignally from the practice of weighing
specie. The Sicilian pound, which has been
ack»pted in all countries which have accepted

the Roman system, and the German mark,
which has prevailed in those which hare been
influenced by another system, are fundamental
in all European weights, and have both been
originally quantities of silver. Our own system
of weights, while it accepted the ponnd, at-

tempted to give precision to smaller quantities

of money by referring them to a standard

derived from the weight of sound average

grains of com. As payments by tale have
superseded those by weight, the true or vin

of all weights has been overlooked.

The earliest scales were uo doubt equal

balances, the use of the steelyard (the auncel

weight of our forefathers) being late both in

the ancient and the modern world. But scales

were possessed by all persons who were in the

receipt of money, and formed a regular and
necessary part of the establishment of all

persons of any substance. There cannot, we
think, be any doubt that at least to the time

of Elizabeth payments were invariably made
by weight Statutes defining tbe stands, and
inozting on uniformity in weights, were per-,

patnally enacted, and the police of the old

mmarial courts [Mamob] was veiy effective in

preserving the justness of weights used. The
whole metrical system of England was derived

from money weights. [Mbasubbs.]
^ ^ |

The bnsinefs of testing weights ongin^yj
ley with the coroner (oocasionaUy the justices

in eyre), unless, as was frequently the case,

it was reserved by special ^la^r to local

magistrates. At present the inspection of

weights and the prosecution of offenders is in

the hands of the local police of each town or

district.

For ancient weights, see Hasses Essaff ; for

modem weights, Tate's Modem Cambist,

W«ir. [Wbab.]
Wolaalgito. A mineral which occurs in the

trap-rodcs of Saxony and Scotland; in the

latter eonntiT it is associated with zeolitic

minerals, in the form of brick-red pseudomor-

phous crystals, at Calton Hill, Edinburgh, and
massive and pseudomoiphone near Old Kil-

patrick in Dumbartonshire. The^tch variety

seems to be soda-felspar, or Albite; and the

SuEon potash-felspar, or Orthodase.

Weld* The Seeeda Luteola, a plant culti-

vated for the use of the dyers. When the

seeds are ripe, the plant is cut and dried. It

yidds a brownish yellow decoction, the oolour

of which is render^ paler by acids, and ridier

and deeper by alkalies. Alum throws down a
yellow precipitate, end leaves the dear liquor

of a flue lemon yellow ; tartay also bri^tens
its oolonr, and solutions of tin give it a
dilute green tint When a mixture Zt whiting
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I and alnm is added to a hot decoction of weld,

a yellow precipitate is obtained, which, wheu
ooUected, washM, and dried, is of a fine delicate

colour, and much employed by paper-stainers.

Weld is the ffaude or vaude of the French
dyers. Its peculiar colouring principle has
b^n called LiUeoline,

WaldlBg. Some few metals are susceptible

of being united bv pressure or hammering,
or of being welded toother. Two pieces of

potassium may be welded at common tempera-
tures (ficom 60^ to 80^) ; but the term is gene-

rally applied to the junction of two pieces of

iron at a white heat, or of iron and steel.

Platinum, also, may be welded at a white heat;

and it is in this way that that valuable metal,

when in the granular or pulverulent state, is

worked into bars.

Well (A.-Sax.). In Architecture and Engi-
neering, a deep pit sunk in the ground for col-

lecting and retainingwater, and built round with
stone, brickwork, or other suitable material, to

prevent the earth from falling in. Sometimes
wells, after beii^ excavated and built round,
are filled in solid with masoniy, so as to con-

stitute great pillars or piles for important
works to rest upon, and thus insure a good
foundation. Sucn wells are vei^ widely usee
in India ; and part of St. Paul's Cathedral reslK

upon wells, where the ground was of doubtful

B^dity.
Before a well is dug, it should first be de-

termined whedier a mere reservoir be desired

for the water which oozes out of the siu^Bce

soil, or whether a perp^ual Spi^ is needrd
If the former be the ol^ect m view, a depth
fifteen or twenty feet may probably suffict

though this cannot bo expected to afford a eca>

stant supply for any ia^e quantity of water,

unless a watery vein or spring is hit on ; in the
latter case, 800 and 600 feet have in some
instances been ent through before a permanent
supply of water was found. Artesian wells are
sometimes carried to a depth of nearly 2,000
feet [Abtbsian Well.]
The art of well-digging is generally earned

on by persons who devote themselves exdn-
sively to this work. The site being fixed

on, the ground-plan is a circle, generally of
not more than six or eight feet in diameter

;

the digger then works down by means of a
small short-handled spade, and a small imple-

ment of the pick-axe kind, the earthy mate-
rials being drawn up in backets by the liAnd

or a wincDass fixed over the opening for the
panose.

There are two methods of building the stone

or brick within' the well, wlu<di is called the
eteinina. In one of these a drcnlar ring is

formed, of the same diameter as the intended
Well, the timber of which it is composed being
of the size of the bridL-eourses with which
the well is to be lined* T^ lower edm of this

eiiele is made sharp, and is shod with iron, so
that it has a'tendeney to cut into the gron^

;

this cireolar kerb is placed flat upon the
ground, and the bricks are built upon it to a
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eonsiderabld height, like a circular van. The
well-dimr gets withiu this circle, and dige

away the earth at the bottom
;
the weight of

the wall then forces the kerb and the brick-

work with which it is loaded to descend into

the earth, and as fiist as the earth is removed
it sinks deeper, the circular brick wall being

increased or raised at top as fast as it sinks

down. Sometimes hearr temporary weights are

placed on the top of tad wall to force it into

the ground ;
but when it gets very deep it will

sink no longer, particularly if it passes through

soft strata. In this case a second kerb of a
smaller size is sometimes begun within the

first. When a kerb will not sink from the

softness of the strata, or when it is required to

stop out water, the bricks or stones must be

laid one by one at the bottom of the work,

taking care that the work is not left nnrap-

ported in such a manner as to let the bricks

fall as they are laid. The latter method is the

one now generally pursued, except under pecu-

liar circumstances. The steining is nsually

executed partly in dry and partly in cemented

work laid in rings occurring in intervals of

from five to fifteen feet ; bnt sometimes it is

necessary to execute the whole work in cement.

The steining of wells is sometimes formed

of wrought or cast iron cylinders in about five>

feet lengths joined by internal flanges, and
guided, when being let down, by four battens

fixed to the inside of the well. Sometimes the

land-springs are shut out by such cylinders

while the rest of the steini^ is formed in brick-

work, and sometimes by 9-inch brickwork set in

cement and puddled behind. The thickness

proper for the brick steining varies with the

nature of the soil and the diameter of the well.

Lsige wells, or wells in soft soils, should We
9*inch steining in two separate 4}-inch rius

laid in cement ; but for small wells, or firm soiU,

one 4|-inch ring laid in cement will snflice, but

the bricks shoiud be hard and well burnt.

Well-diggers sometimes experience great

difficulty from a noxious air which fills thej

well and suffocates them if they breathe it. I

The usual mode of clearing wells of such

air, is by means of a lai^ge pair of bellows, and

a long leathern pipe, which is hung down into

the well to the bottom, and fresh air forced

down by working the bellows.

To ind the position of springs, when not

de^y seated, the following indications will

su^e : In the early part or the year, if the

grass in any one spot assumes a lighter green

than in others, or if in summer the gnats hover

over a particular spot, or if in early moming
more dense vapours rise firom one spot than

ftom othen, water will be found t^eath.

I)seply seated springs can be discove^ only

by a carafol examination of the j^cgieal for-

matiosi. But^ general rule will be found to

hold good, that the subterranean waters flow

in tlie same direction as tips surfoee watery

thoogii this rule is sometimes violated by aed-

dsiitiU ^ilte and disloeationa in the strata.

Bpriags are not often met with at the heeds of
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valley, but rather at the intersections of the
subsidi^ valleys with the principal one.

Wbll. a small enclosM space near the
mainmast, extending from the bottom of the
ship to the principd gun deck, containing the
pumps. It is fed by the limbers.

ValUiigtmiia. A fine coniferous tree from
the mountains of California, supposed at one
time to be distinct from SnaxJOiA., to which it is

now generally united.

WalwltaoHia (after Dr. Welwitsch, a
German botanist). This, is perhaps the most
remarkable of all known plants. It comes
from tropical Africa, where, along with other
plants, it is caUed Thimdoa by the natives.

I>r. Hooker regards it as forming a genus of
Qnetocem^ In its youth its two original coty-

ledonary leaves appear to grow considerably,
and extend horizontally in opposite directions,

raised but little above the surface of the sand!
whilst the interrening stock thickens and
hardens, assuming an obconical shape, flat at
the top, and rapidly tapering below into the
descending root. As years go on, the original

pair of leaves, having attained their full size

and a hard tough fibrous consistence, do not
die away, but g^uiaally split up into shreds

;

the woody mass which bears them rises veir
little higher, but increases horizontally both
above and below the insertion of the leaves, so

as to clasp their base in a deep marginal slit

or cavity ; and from the upper side at the base
of the leaf, several short flowering stalks are
annually developed. These are erect, dicho-

tomously branehsdjointed stems, riring from six

inches to a foot in height, and bearing a pair

of small opposite scales at each fork or joint,

each brauw being terminated by an oblong
cone, under the scides of which are the flowers

and seeds. The result is, that the country is

studded with these misshapen table-like or
anvil-like masses of wood, whose flat tops,

pitted with the scars of old flowering-stems,

never rise above a foot from the ground, but
va^ according to age in a horizontal diameter
of from a few inches to five or six feet—those

of about ei^teen inches diameter being sup-
posed to be already above a hundred years old.

Dr. Welwitsch found these misshapen mon-
sters, deeply sunk in the soil with their mid-
dle sized roots, in considerable quantities at
Cabro Negro (16^ 40' south lat), on the d^
plateau of the coast of Bengucia, which is

covered with loose sandy rough rubble, and is

from 800 to 400 feet above the level of the

sea. A little north of this place, at Mossa-
medes, in the nei^bourhood of the Nicdbs
river, on the little Fishbay (at 14^ 29' south
lat), Herr Honteiro found it at a later period

in a perfectly similar aitnation on qnartsosa

schiatosa toil; and by Mr. Bainaa and Mr.
Andaraon it uraa seen in Damam-land, between
22^ and 88^ aonth latitude, in the neighbour-
hood of Whalefiih Bay, in a diatriet in ^hich
not a drop of rain ever foils. The distribution

of this remailcable plant foils apparently be-

tween 14^ and 28^ south latitude. The crown,
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when divested of its leaves, resembles so closely strainer for holding the minute insects on
thecracked surfaceofan old Polyporus imiariua^ which the noithem whale feeds,

that it might, on a superficial view, be taken The developement and sustentation of the

for a fungus. whale fishery was for a lone period a subject

In the Transactions of the Linnean Society, of great anxiety to the British parliament. It

vol. xxiv., may be found a beautiful series of was believed to be an important source of

drawings of this remarkable plant. wealth, and with greater reason itwas imagined,

Wen (A.-Sax. wenn). A term commonly that the fishery afforded an excellent school

applied to fieshy and 'Other tumours, more for rearing haray seamen, available for the

especially when they affect the face or neck. public service. To further the whale fishery,

W«ndlalt Aangnage. A name given to it was provided by law that bounties should

the dialect belon^ng to the Wendic class be given to any ship, -proportioned to its

of the Aryan family of langun^es spoken in tonnage, which was engaged in this pursuit.

Lusatia. The people who use it probably do lu 76 years, between 1760 and 1820, the

not exceed 150,000 in number. bounties paid to this industry amounted
Werewolves. The first part of this word to 2,600,000/., the average annual value of

is the same as the were (Lat. vir, a man) the produce being favourably estimated at

in wergild. The phenomena and history of 100,000/. It is easy to see that, even if the

werewolves or Wcanthropes have been exa> labour and capital employed in the fishery were

mined by Mr. S. B. Gould in his Book of Were- taken to be worth nothing, the country lost a

wolves. Whether the idea may not be traced round annual sum by the process. In short the

back to phrases of which the original meaning industry was wholly factitious and absolutely

had been forgotten, is perhaps worth considera- unprofitable.

tion. [LTcaNTHBOPT ; Ltcion; J^ishis, the The delusion which occupied the minds of

SfiVEH.J those who legislated for Uie support of the

WergUA (A.-Sax. from wer ; Lat. vir, a whale fishery was in great degree sustained by
man, end gild, Ger. geld, go^d). Among the the notion, that all which can be got from the

Anglo-Saxons, the compensation paid by a de- sea is gain ; and the fact that, in such a case,

linquent to the party injured, or nis relations, the community is sufficiently alive to the con-

fer offences agamst the person. This custom tingency of such absolute profits vrithout the

was common to all the Teutonic tribes, and to aid of a bounty, was never recognised,

many Celtic. It is mentioned by Tacitus in The whale fishery was twofold : that of the

his account of the ancient Germans. The great northern seas, in which the common whale was
distinction between Saxon freemen was that hunted ; that of the southern, in which the chief

between the eorls, or nobility, and ceorls, or object of pursuit was the spermaceti whale,

commonalty ; and the were of the former was The produce of both these animals, before

usually rated at six times the. amount of that chemistry had supplied the public with substi-

of the latter. [Teams.] tutes for train oil and spermaceti, was of far

Wernerite. A name given to the mineral greater economical importance than it is now.
Scapolite, after Werner, the German mmera- But as the materials for artificial light and for

logist. It is a silicate of alumina, lime, and the lubrication of machinery are now supplied

oxide of iron, found in Norway and Sweden, from many other sources, it is probable that

and also in Switzerland. the fishery will be almost superseded as a regular

Weslejans. [Methodists.] branch of industry. In suw a case whales will

Western .Bmpire. The name given by a^in become plentiful, just as the beaver,

historians to the western division of the Boman since the use of its fur as a material for hats

empire, when divided, by the will of Theodosius has almost ceased, is becoming plentiful in

the Great, between his sons Honorius and places where it had been almost exterminated.

Arcadius, a.d. 396. (Gibbon, Boman Empire
\
For further details on the whale fishery, the

Milman, Latin Christianity ; Bryce, Holy Bo- reader is referred to the Commercial BictUmary.

man Empire.) Wbent (so called m being the white

WlMle. [Baljeka.] plant—Goth, hvaiteis; /A.-Sax. hvete; Lith.

Whale fishery. In early times the kwetys; all these words pointing to the Sansc.

whale was frequently found on the shores of sveta, white : Max Muller, Lectures on Lm-
this country, sometimes in large shoals, and second series, ii.). The name of a weU-
was hunted partly for its oil, partly for the known Cereal Grass, belonging to the genna

sake of food, whale meat, baleena or baleine, be- Trittcum, the cultivated forma of which hkve
ing frequently mentioned in ancient aocounta been produced, it is thonght, hy pTogTeaaive

aa an article of pnrehaaeand Bale. Greater re- developement from certain forms of JEgHops.

flnement, and especially the progress of agri- [Tnincux.]

culture, which liU entiled the community to Wheat is by the most important and
supply itselfwith fresh meat a// year /Arou^A, most extensively cultivated species of bread-

have superseded the use of whale as an artide com raised in England. It is sown after

of food; and, for thelast two centuries or more, fallow, turnips, cabbages, potatoes, beans,

this animal has been hunted only far its oil clover, and grasBM,&c.; hut it never, at least in

and a few other of its products, esp^ally the the best farmed districts, follows any other white

laminat^ and fringed cartilages, wnich form a crop. Wheat may be raised on > all sorts of
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;
but those of a claye^r nature are the bushels. Oeeasionallj, indeed, even more than

most suitable. So peculiarly, indeed, is wheat this has been reaped on deep loams, and in

adapted to heavy stiff lands, that they are some of the more favoured and highly cul-

usually termed wKeai boUb. The lighter the tivated parts of Kent, Essex, Lincoln, l^mer-
soil, ^e less is it suited to this speciesiof grain ; set, &c.

and it is an error in practice to force the culti- The southern counties are the most distin-

ration of wheat on soils, and under circum- guisbed for the quality as well as the quantity

stances, better
,

suited to the production of of their wheat. In the north, this grain is

other grain. In this country it does not admit sometimes raised of a veiy fine quality
;
but

of being raised at a great elevation. As it is generally it is inferior, being colder to the

a crop on which the farmer mainly depends, feel, darker coloured, thicker skinned, and
the preparation for it, in whatever rotation it yielding less flour. In the best wheat counties,

comes, should be an object of great care and and in good years, the weight of an imperial

attention. If it be intended to sow wheat after bushel of wheat varies from 62 to 64 lbs.

fallow, the land is repeatedly ploughed, har- Where the climate is naturally colder, wetter,

rowed, and well manured
;

if after clover, only and more backwani, or in bad seasons, the

one ploughing is given, and seldom more after weight of the bushel does not exceed 58 lbs.

beans ; where tares have been previously sown, The weight of the straw is about double that

they are got off the land in sufficient time to of the grain
; so that an acre yielding 30

plough it more than once ; when wheat follows bushels of wheat, at 60 lbs. per imperial bushel,

turnips or cabbages, it must, unless they be would yield 3,600 lbs. of straw,

stored or eaten before winter, be sown in the The geographical range over which wheat
spring months. can be grown is peculiar. It is not produced in

The varieties of Wheat are perpetually tropical climates. Here its place is taken by rice,

changing, in consequence of variations of col- There is a northern limit to its growth, beyond
ture, climate^ and soil, tliofle most in use being ' which oats can be cultivated. Here, however,

distinguished by diffsront k>eal terms. They wheat is not seen, only because there is not

may be divided into the two |;reat claasce of sufficient heat to ripen it It is, on the whole,

red and wAitB—the latter being superior as the hardiest of the cereals, and it is said that

respects quality of produce, and the former as its qualitjjr is always best when it grows on

reacts productiveness and hardiness. that margin beyond which it will not ripen at

Winter wheat is seldom sown in any part of all. In Uie same manner the vine has a wide
England before the beginning or middle of geographical range, will grow luxuriantly where
September, or later than the end of November, its fruit cannot come to maturity, will stand

Spring wheat is generally sown between the severe cold in winter, and produces better wine
middle of Februai;^ and the middle of April in such n^ioss as approach its highest geo«

The seed is often pickled or steeped ; a p.'ocess graphical limit.

intended to prevent smut. The quantity of seed Wheat is the most costly of the cereals. The
allowed to an acre usually varies from 1 to 2| seed sown on any given area is not more than

bushels. half the amount which can be sown of other

Wheat harvest generally begins in the south kinds of corn. The crop is scantier, and more
of England, early in August

;
in the midland exhausting to the soil It sends its principal

counties it is about ten days, and in the northern roots deeply into the earth. Hence it thrives

counties from a fortnight to three weeks later, well on strong and stiff ground, and can bear

In the southern counties wheat is generally drought better than any other kind of grain,

ready in a week or ten days aft-er cutting; The whole, or nearly the whole, nutriment con«

whereas in the north it is necessary to let it tained in the plant is lodged in the seed,

stand out for two or three weeks. In the Wheat straw, as fodder, is worth less than the

southern, eastern, and midland counties, it is straw of other grain, though it is very valuable

frequently put into barns : in the north, it is for certain economical uses,

almost universally stacked. The meal or flour of wheat is better adapted

As this grain is so extensively cultivated, fre- to sustain the various vital functions than that

quently on very inferior soils, and after very im- of any other kind of grain. For many reasons,

perfect preparation, the produce per acre varies the employment of wheat as an article of food

materially in diflerent counties and districts, produces special economical effects on the

It is also very liable to iqjury from bad seed community with which its use is customary,

time, a wet winter, or a blight during the From the very earliest times wheat has been

perii^ of its flowering (which last is the most the common food of the people in this country,

common cause of the failure or deficiency of Bye, the closest analogue to wheat, has never

our wheat crops) ; so that its produce varies as been widely used in England
;
and ^rley, oats,

much in different seasons on the same farms, and the le^minous plants have never been the

and under the same management, as it does staple food of any large section of the English

during the same season on different farms. The nation. Five hundri^ years ego the English

lowest quantity of produce, except where an peasant ate wheaten ‘ bread, brewed his beer

abf«olute deficiency from blight occurs, may, from barley malt, and gave oats to the horses,

perhaps, b^ rated at from 10 to 12 bushels an Fortunately he has never condescended to live

acre, and the highest at from 48 to 56 or 64 on the meaner kinds of corn, and he owes much
1020
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In his physical and economical position to this

habit of life.

Up to the middle of the eighteenth century
wheat was grown in England in excess of the
wants of the population. It is probable that
the inhabitants of England and Wales did not
then exceed 7,500,000. Since that time, how-
ever, the home growth of wheat has seldom
been sufficient for the wants of the increasing

population. Of course, with this increase, the

necessity of importing wheat Increases also.

The fact that there was an excess of production

concurrently with a growth of population, is to

be explain^ by the great improvements in

agriculture which were effected in the country
between the Bestoration and the accession of

George III. It was during this time that the

system of turnip farming was established, and
artificial grasses were introduced.

At the present time, from one-third to one-

fourth of the wheat consumed in Great Britain

and Irelaud is imported from foreign regions.

Till within the last ten years, the chief supply
of foreign wheat was shipped at the two ports,

Dantzic on the Baltic and Odessa on the

Black Sea. Latterly, however, vast quantities

have been imported from the Western States of

the American Union, the principal entrepot

of American grain being Chicago, which in the

course of a few years has grown from a small
and unimportant village to a vast city. It

seems reasonable to conclude that, as large tracts

of prairie land are broken up and brought into

cultivation, and as the great valleys of Upper
Canada are brought within the influence of the

corn trade, the supply of wheat will be even
more abundant, ana suffice for the sustenance
of the various populations of those parts of
the Old World, in which trade and manufactures
are flourishing.

Account ofike QuantitiesofForeign and Colonial

Wheat imported into the United Kingdom^ in

each Yearfrom 1850 to 1864 incltteivSt with

the Annual Average Prices of Wheat per Im-
perial Quarter,

Yesn Imported

Annual Average
Pricee of Wheat
per Imperial

Quarter

Qra *, d.

18M 8,738,995 40 3

1851 8,812,008 88 6

1852 3,060,268 40 9

1858 4,915,430 53 3

1854 8»481,227 72 5
1855 2,667,702 74 8
1856 4,072,823 69 2

1857 8,487,967 56 4

1858 4,241,719 44 2

1859 4,000,922 43 9

1860 6,880,968 63 3

1861 6,912,816 55 4
1862 9,489,270 ?5 5

1868 7,489,009 50 4

1864 7,187,460 48 0

WHEEL AND AXLE
The proportionate money value of the throe

principal kinds of grain, wheat, barley, and
oats, varies little even if remote periods are

contrasted. Thus for the 140 years between
1261 and 1400, the proportion of barley to

wheat (tfJeen at 100) is 7314, of oats 42 05.

In our own time, or till lately, barley has been
somewhat cheaper, TOrhaps by Uio operation

of the malt duty, and other charges levied on
grain and for distillation

;
oats are a little

dearer, owing, probably, to the great increase

in the number of horses kept for draught.
Taking the same proportion, and estimating an
average from the ten years ending 1865, wheat
being as before at 100, barley will be 70, oats

45-96. Nor is there any doubt that if any
similar decade of years were taken, the pro-

portion would follow the same or nearly the
same rates.

It must bo borne in mind, that, in addition to
the importation of wheat as grain, large quan-
tities are annually imported as flour. Virtually

the whole of the importation is retained for

home consumption.

Wbeel (A.-Sax. hwool). In a Ship, the
wheel and axle by which the tiller is moved.
Wheel Animal or Wheel Animalcule.

[Botifers.]

Wheel and AJcle. In Mechanics, one
of the simple mechanical powers or machines,
consisting of a wheel having a cylindrical axis

passing trough its centre, resting on pivots at
Its extremities, or supported in gudgeons, and
capable of revolving. The power is applied to

the circumference or the wheel, and the weight
or force to be overcome to the circumference of
the axle; equilibrium takes place when the
power and weight are to each other inversely

as the radii of the circles to which they are

applied.

A form of the wheel and axle, called the

differential windlass^ is represented in the sub-
joined figure. The axle consists of two parts
having different thicknesses

; and the rope after

being coiled round one of the parts is carried

round a pulley attached to the weight, and
coiled round the other in the opposite direction.

The power p is ap-

plied at the handle of
.JBniffliirtoBnttfl

the winch, which here

takes the place of the •ssJI I I I
wheel. In order to ^ I Mlu H
compute the advan- I VJr H
tage plained by this

’
" y '"

"Ml
machine, let p denote |B|

the circumference de-

scribed by the handle of the winch, 5 the cir-‘

eumferenoe of the thicker part of the axle,

and c that of the thinner part ; then* while the

wii^ makes one revoluUon in the direction

which raises the weight, the part of the rope
which passes from the one part of the axle to

the other round the pulley will be shortened by
the quantity 5— c, and consequently the weight
w will be raised through the height ^ (5— c).

But the spaM describm in the same time by
tha power p is equal to that through which the
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handle of the winch passes, or equal to a;
therefore, by the principle of virtual velocities,

p : w : : ^ (6-c) : a, or p w (b—c). As
the circumferences of circles are to their radii

in a constant ratio, it is evident that the for-

mula will apply equally if the letters n, b, c be
taken to represent the respective radii. In
other words, the magnitude of the weight raised

with any given force applied to the handle will

be in the proportion of the slowness with which
it is raised; and the more nearly the winding-

up and the paying-out parts of the axle approxi-

mate in diameter, the slower will be the rate at

which the weight is raised. The same principle

is embodied in the contrivance termed Hunter's

screw, and in all differential mechanisms.
Wbeel Parohaae. A simple contrivance

for moving a wheeled carriage with increased

power. It is formed by hooking a drag-rope to

the tire of a wheel as near the ground as pos-

sible, canying the running end up over the tire,

and stretching it out so as to form a tangent to

the wheel
;
when the rope is hauled on, the car-

riage advances. The power gained is in pro-

portion to the diameter of the wheel.

Wbeel Work. In Machinery, wheel work
consists of a combination of wheels impart-

ing motion to one another. The motion is

communicated from the one wheel to the other,

either by teeth cut in their circumferences, or on
external surfaces, and working in one another,

or by circular V grooves cut in the peripheries

of the wheels, with corresponding circular pro-

jections forjamming tightly into the grooves

—

a combination usually known as frictional,

gearing. Pulleys driven by belts, though not

commonly known as wheel work, come under
the same general laws. In either of these ways
the velocities of points in the circumferences of

the impelledwheels are equal
;
and consequently

their angular velocities, or the number of re-

volutions which tho^ make in the same time,

are inversely as their radii. When one wheel
drives another by teeth, they necessarily tiirn

in opposite directions ;
if united by a cord or

belt, they will turn in the same direction, if

the belt does not cross itself between the two
wheels

;
but if the bolt crosses itself, they will*

turn in opposite directions. The chief advan-

tage of transmitting motion by cords or belts

is, that the wheels may be placed at any con-

venient distance from each other, that they may
he made to turn either in the same or in oppo-

site directions, and that they may be driven at

a higher rate of speed than would be suitable

for toothed wheels.

When the resistance of the work is not great,

wheels may he made to act on one another so

as to communicate motion by the mere friction

of their cireomferences. In order to increase

the friction, the surfaces of the rims are some-

times ^ed with buff leather, or wood cut

against the grain, and pressed together with a

eeitain degree of force. This method is some-

times used in spinning machineiy, and has been

applied suocessfhllv to the saw mill, and also to

Working cranes or hoists, but is seldom adopted
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in works on a groat sculo. Motion commu-
nicated in this manner proceeds smootlily and
evenly, and is accompanied with little noise.

When motion is to be transmitted through a
train of wheel work, toothe<l wheels are gt ne-

rally employed. A small wheel acted on by a
large one is called a pinion, and the effect pro-

duced by any combination of wheel work is

easily estimated by looking ro the initial and
final velocities. The number of revolutions

made respectively by any engaged pair of

wheels will vary as their circumferences, or,

what is the same thing, ns their diameters;
if the diameter of a wheel, therefore, be ton

times greater than that of a pinion engaged
with it, then for every revolution made by the

wheel, the pinion must make ten, or for every

revolution made by the pinion the wlieel must
make of a revolution. Now, seeing that
power 18 pressure multiplied by space, the less

the space through which the axle passes, the
greater must be tlie force with which it turns,

and the greater the space the less the force. In
winches and cranes, it is consequently easy to

estimate the weight which will be raised by
any given pressure applied to the handle, for

we have only to ascertain the relative velocities

of the handle and of the weight, and if tho
weight moves with only of the speed of
the handle, then the rotatory pressure applied to

the handle will counteract 1,000 times tho pres-

sure at the other end of the machine, or raise

1,000 times the weight.

Toothed wheels, as distinguished by the po-

sition of the teeth relatively to the axis, arc of

three kinds : spur wheels, crown wheels, and
bevelled wheels. When the teeth are raised

upon the edge of the wheel, or are perpendi-
cular to the axis, the wheel is a spur wheel

;

when they are raised parallel to the axis, or

perpendicular to the plane of the wheel, it is

a crown wheel ; and when they are raised on a
surface inclin^ to the plane of the wheel, it is

called a bevelled wheel. The combination of

a crown wheel with a spur wheel as pinion is

used when motion is to be communicated
round one axis to another at right angles

to it. Two bevelled wheels are employed to

transmit motion from one axis to another in-

clined to it at any proposed angle. Wheels
moving in opposite directions with an inter-

mediate wheel between them, which is capable

of being carried round on a radial arm, ai^

termed differential wheds. If the two wheels
are made to perform the same number of revo-

lutions per minute in opposite directions, but
if one has a tooth more than the other, then at

each revolution the intermediate wheel will bo
advanced a tooth, canying the radial arm with

it in slow revolution. Sometimes wheels are

made elliptical, eccentric, and of other forms,

for the purpose of imparting peculiar motions

;

and in the sun and planet wheels used in old

varieties of the steam engine, one wheel was
made to revolve round the other.

The proper mode of forming the tooth of

wheels is described in a separate article. [Tebtji



WHEELS OF CARRIAGES WHIGS
OF WuEKLS.] In large wheels, nud whore a
very smooth motion is necessary, the teeth of
wheels are sometimes formed in steps, or the
wheel is cut transversely into a number of thin
and parallel wheels which are bolted together

;

but each succeeding wheel is set a little in ar*

rear of the preceding one on the shaft, so that

the.t^eth of the several wheels do not come in

the same line with one another, but break bond.
This expedient we owe to the ingenuity of Hooke,
as we also owe to him the expedient of spiral

gearing, by which the same end is attained.

Sometimes an endless screw is made to work
into teeth on the edge of a wheel, the wheel
being thus advanced a tooth for each revolution

made by the screw. In mill gearing, the teeth

of the wheels are generally made too long,

and thus more sliding friction is produced than
would be the case if shorter teeth were em-
ployed. (Bourne On the Steam Engine.)

Wlieels ofCarriages. Wheels applied to

carriages serve a twofold purpose. In the first

place, they greatly diminish the friction on the

ground by transferring it from the circumfer-

ence to the nave and axle ; and, in the second
place, they servo to raise the carriage more
easily over obstacles and asperities met with on
the roads. The friction would be diminished

in the proportion of the circumference of the

axle to that of the wheel, even if the wheel
could be well lubricated, and hence the larger

the wheel, and the smaller the axle, the less is

the friction. The mechanical advantage of the

wheel in surmounting an obstacle may be com-
puted from the principle of the lever. Lot the

wheel touch the horizontal line of traction in

the point A, and meet a
protuberance B J). Suppose
the line of draft C P to bo
parallel to A B, join 0 D,

and draw the perpendicu-

lars D E and I) F. We
may suppose the power to

be applied at E, and the

weight at F, and the action is then the same as

the bent lever£ D F turning round the fulcrum

atD. HenceP: W::FD:DE. ButFI):
D E : : tan F C D : 1 ;

and tan F C D ^ tan

2 (D A B) ;
therefore P - W tan 2 (D A B).

Now, it is obvious that the angle DAB in-

creases as the radius of the circle diminishes

;

and therefore the weightW being constant, the

power required to overcome an obstacle of a

given height is diminished when the diameter

is increased. Large wheels are therefore best

adapted for surmounting inequalities of the

roa^ There are, however, circumstances which

prescribe limits to the height of the wheels of

carriages. If the radius A C exceeds the

height of that part of the horse to which the

traces are attached, the line of traction CP
will be inclined to the horizon, and part of the

power will be exerted in pressing the wheel

a^inst the ground. The best average size of

wheels is considered to be about 6 feet in

diameter. The ibre wheels of carriages and

waggons are usually made much smaller than
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this, to enable them to swivel beneath the floor

of the vehicle.

Wbeel-ore. A macled variety of Hour-'

nonite found at Herod’s-foot Mine in Cornwall^

and at Kapnik in Transylvania.

Wlielps. Short upright pieces placed round

the barrel of the capstan, to afford rosliug

points for the messenger or hawsers.

Wherry (another form of Fkuuy). A boat

with bow and stern nearly alike, and both

making a very large angle with the keel.

Whetstone. A tulcy slate containing

silica, used for hones. [Novaculitis.]

I

Whewelllte. A native oxalate of lima

from Hungary; named after Dr. Whcwell, lute

master of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Whey (A.-8ax. hwceg). The limpid part

of milk whicli remains after the separa-

tion of the curd and butter. It consists chiefly

of water holding between three and four per

cent, of sugar of milk in solution. [Milk.]
Whigs. The well-known designation of a

political party in English history. It was first

used in the reign of Charles 11., the term being

afterwards assumetl as a party name by tliat body
of politicians who were most active in placing

William HI. on the throne of England. Since

that time it has been borne by successive gene-

rations of those who have followed in the same
political line. Generally speaking, the principles

of the Whigs have been popular, and their

measures have tended to increase the democratic

influence in the constitution. Defoe {Memoirs

of the Church of Scotland y 1717, p. 173), speak-

ing of the Covenanters, thus accounts for the

origin of the name :
* This is the first time

that the name of a Whigg was used in the

world—I mean as applied to a man or to a

party of men; and these wore the original

primitive Whiggs, the name for many years

being given to no other people. The word is

said to bo taken from a mixed drink the jwor
men drank in their wanderings, composed of

water and sour milk.’ But Bishop Burnet, who
lived nearer to the time in which the nickname
was invented, gives the following explanation

{History of his Own Times) :
‘ The south-

west counties of Scotland have seldom corn
enough to ser\^e them round the year, and
the northern parts producing more than they
need, those in the west come in the summer
to buy at Leith the stores that come from
the north; and from a word whigaoMy used
in driving their horses, all that arove were
called Whiggamores, and, shorter, the Whiggs.
Now, in that year, after the news came
down of Duke Hamilton’s defeat, the ministers

animated their people to rise and march to

Edinburgh, and they came up marching on
the head of their parishes with an un-

heard-of fbry, praying and preaching all the

way as they came. The marquis ofA^le and
his party came and headed them, they being
about SIX thousand. This was galled the
Whiggamorea’ inroad, and ever after that all

that opposed the court came, in contempt, to

be called Whiggs ; and from Scotland the word
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vas brought into England, where it is now one municated to a greater distance than under

of our unhappy terms of distinction/ any ordinary circumstances. The dome of St.

Wlilii. [Ulkx.] Pauls church in London furnishes an instance.

WUlnatone.. A species of basaltic rock, or [Sound.]

greenstone, forming nard dykes penetrating Wlilat (so called from whist, be eilentf as

other rocks. The name is" also sometimes requiring close- attention). A mime at cards,

locally applied to bedded rock of the same played by four persons, in a double combination,

nature. two of them hoingpartners against a partnership

Wlilrlpool* A vortex, eddy, or gulf, where of the other two. Afiill pack of fifty-two cards

the water has a circular motion. Whirlpools
j

is used, and they rank in their natural order,

are produced by the meeting of currents which
|

except that the ace of each suit,, instead of being

run in different directions. Their danger to
j

the lowest, is made the highest. The cards are

navigation is well known, but is perhaps not dealt round, thirteen to each player, the last or

equal to the dread which sailors entertain of
,

bottom one, belonging to the dealer, being

them. Some of the roost celebrated are the turned up or shown
;
the suit tD which this

Euripus, near the coast of Negropont ; the
j

Charybdis, in the straits of Sicily; and the

Maelstrom, on the northern coast of Norway.
The latter is now known to be of a very harm-
less character. (Mun’ay’s Geography, Introd.)

Wblrlwlnd. A revolving column or mass
of air, supposed with most probability to be

produced by the meeting of two currents of air

blowing in opposite directions. It is analogous to

tlie whirlpooK When the opposite currents have

the same velocity, the circulation will be main-

tained at the same spot
;
but if the motion of

one of them is more rapid than that of the other,

it will trans^wrt the whirling motion with its

excess of celerity, and a progressive and rotatory

motion are thus maintained at the same time.

Whirlwinds genenilly occur in summer, and are

most violent in tropical countries, where they

frequently produce most destructive effects.

U'he diminution of atmospheric pressure aris-

ing from the centrifugal force of the revolving

column is thus computed by Professor Leslie

:

*lf r denote in feet the radius of the extreme

circle described by the whirlwind, and t the

time of circumvolution in seconds, the elasti-

city, or pressure of the column at the verge,

will suffer a diminution corresponding to the

fraction The amount of this diminu-

tion over the whole base would be reduced to

three-fourths; and, consequently, h express-

ing the height of the revolving column of

air, would represent the mean effect of

centrifugal action. Suppose the whirlwind to

have an elevation of 200 feet, and a radius of

fiO, and to circulate in 3 seconds, the dimin-
ished pressure would be equal to the weight of

a column of - 1040 feet. Thia
16x9

example, assuming a celerity of sixty-five miles

an hour, might be reckoned an extreme case

;

but it would occasion the mercury to sink in the

barometer more than an inch, or 1-12/ (Ency.

Brit art. * Meteorology. [Storm
; Winds.]

WtiUkT (for the origin of the word, see

UsQURBAtraH). A species of com spirit, having

the smoky flavour of burnt peat [Listiua-
TION.]

WIitopmrIiMrBomaa or CkOlertea. Places

in which whispers or feeble sounds are com-

1
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belongs is called the trump suit, and takes pre-

cedence of all the others.

The player to the loft of the dealer then
plays a cani, to which the other players in suc-

cession must follow suit, i.e. play cards of

the same suit, if they have them. These four

cards constitute a trieje, which is won by the

person who piays the highest card, and is

picked up by the winner or his partner. The
winner of tliis then leads, or commences, a
new trick, and so on till the whole thirteen

are played.

When a player cannot follow 8\n\ i.e. has
no card of the suit led, he may either play a
trump, which wins the trick by the prccedeuce

of the suit, or may discard a card of some
other suit.

The score is made in two ways, by tricks and
honours.

The partners who, together, gain the majority

of tricks in the hand, score one for every trick

made above six.

The ace, king, queen, and knave of the trump
suit, are called honours, and score one each for

whoever holds them. Thus, if one partnersliip

hold two between them, the other partnersiiip

also holding two, they cancel each other, and
no one scores. If one partnership hold three

honours, and the other one, the former score

the difference—two, and are said to count two
by honours. If all four honours are in the

hands of one partnership, they count four by
honours.

The points thus scored by tricks and honours
are called ^ame points. In the old-fashioned
or long whist, ten of these make a game

;
in

the modern or short whist, the number has
been reduced to five.

Two games, won by the same party, constitute

a rubber, and the games have different values,

depending on the state of the score of tlie losing

party. These details, as well as other laws sf-

fecting the conduct of the game, may be found
in books on the subject.

Although, as will be seen, the construction of

the game is so exceedingly simple that a child

mav learn it in an hour, yet the option which
each player has as to the card he shaU play,

leaves so much scope for voluntaiy action as to

give whist an exce^i^ly high character in an
mtellectnal point of view. A good player must,
in the first place, be master of a somewhat re-
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condite and elaborate system of play, which
has been deduced by a long series of observa-

tions and reasoning as uie best to be fol-

lowed; he must then observe and remember
very carefully the cards played, which furnish

the data on which be proceeds ;
from these data

he must next draw rapid inferences, as to the

distribution in the various hands of the cards
yet unseen; and finally he must act on the

whole of the information thus gained, with
judgment and skill, for which there is the

widest possible scope. To do all this well re-

quires not only very high mental and intel-

lectual power, but considerable study and long
{

practice. Hence this fine game has always
commanded the attention of men of the first

order of mind.
The origin of whist is somewhat obscure

;

but it has existed in its present form a long
time. Hoyle appears to have been the first to

perceive, a century and a quarter ago, that it

was capable of being reduced to a scientific

and logical system of high intellectual merit

,

and though his descriptions were somewhat
obscure, they served to establish a well-marked
school of play.

This has been adopted in its general form by
all succeeding writers and players of eminence,

whose experience and thought have gradually

developed the system into a more complete

and perfect form, and have added to it modern
improvements of much interest and value,

tending still further to raise the intellectual

character of the game.
There are many books published which con-

tain directions for the practice of whist-playing

;

but the clearest exposition of the theory on
which the modem scientific system of play is

based, will be found in an essay forming the

second part of the sixteenth and following edi-

tions of Short Whist, by Msyor A.

It is shown in this essay that the basis of

the true theory of the game lies in combining

the hands of the two partners. It forbids the

player to consider his own hand apart from

that of his partner, but eiyoins him to treat

both in strict coiyunction
;

teaching him, in

fact, to play the two hands combined, as if they

were one.

It is impossible here to explain this system

more fully ;
but we may add a summary of the

more important rules which characterise the

modem scientific game.

1. Your first load should inform your part-

ner what is the most important component of

your hand. Therefore it should be from your

best long suit,

2. In this suit, having ace and king, lead

ki^, then ace.

Having king and queen, lead king.

Haying ace, queen, knave, lead ace, then

queen.

Having ace and four small ones, lead ace,

then sm^est.
Having queen, knave, then lead queen.

In most other cases lead the lowest.

3. Lead your own suit before you return
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your partner’s, unless he leads trumps, which
return immediately.

4.

In returning your partner’s lead, if you
hold not more than three cards of the' suit

originally, return the highest; if more, ihe

lowest.

6.

But, in any position, if you hold the
master card, play it the second round.

6. When at a loss for a lead, lead up to the

weak hand, or through the strong one.

7. Second hand, generally play your lowest,

unless you hold ace and king, or king ami
queen, when put the lowest of them on.

8. Holding five or more tmmps, always
lead them the first opportunity, or signal to

your partner to do so.

9. Look out for your partner’s signal for

trumps, to which, holding not more than three,

lead out your highest ; if more than three, your
lowest.

10. I)o not lead through an honour turned
up, unless you otherwise wish trumps led.

11. 1)0 not tmmp a doubtful trick second
hand if you hold more than three trumps

;
with

three or less, trump fearlessly.

12. Ho not force your partner if you hold
less tliau four tmmps } ourself.

13. But force a strong adverse tmmp-hand
whenever you can.

14. Always play the lowest of a sequence,

if not leading.

15. Discard from weuk suits, not from
strong ones.

Wlilte (A.-Sax. hwit, Ger, woiss, perhaps
akin to Lat. videre, visus [Wheat]). In Paint-

ing, a negative colour (if such definition may bo

allowed), the opposite is 5/ac/lr, black being void

of all colour, properly so called. White objects

are assumed to reflect all the light that falls u pon
them, and black objects are supposed to absorb

it all ; coloured objects are such as partially

absorb and partially reflect light.

White. The colour produced by the com-
bination of the complementary colours, yellow

and blue, or crimson and green
;
and also, by

all the prismatic colours mixed in the same
proportions as they exist in the solar rays.

This is proved bofrli by decomposing white light

by means of a prism, and by reeompounding
the primitive colours in duo proportions.

[Coix)Ur; Light; Refexction.]
Wblte Antimony-ore. bfative oxide of

antimony, [Valbntinitb.]

White Areenlo. Oxide of arsenic, or

arsenious acid.

White Bait. The name of a small and
peculiar species of Clupea

;
confounded, until

studied by Mr. Yarrell, with the young of the

shad {Clupea alosa). The young fish of the

white bait {Clupea alba, Yarrell) ascend the

Thames at the beginning of April, and con-

tinue in that part of the river where there

is a mixture of salt with fresh water until

September, when young fish of the year four or

five inches long are not uncommon, though
accompanied by others of smaller size

;
but the

parent fish are believed mot to ascend beyond
3U
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the estuary. The young of the shad are not

two inches and a half loi^ till November, when
the white bait season is over; and they are

distinguished by a spotted appearance behind

the e^e of the upper part of the operculum,

which the white bait never exhibits.

Wlilte Capa. A name employed some-

times to indicate Agaricus arvends, which is

more commonly known as the Horse Mushroom.
White Cobalt-ore. Native arsenide of

cobalt. [Smaltine.]

White Copper. An alloy used by the

Chinese, and called by them Packfong or Pak-
fong : it is composed, according to Hr. Fife, of

40'4 parts of copper, 26 ‘4 of zinc, 3 1*6 of

nickel, and 2*6 of iron. Gennan diver is a

modification of this alloy.

White Copper-ore. Native arsenide of

copper. [Dometxitb.]
White aagle, Order of the. An order

of knighthood in Poland, instituted Vladis-

las V. in 1326, and revived by Frederic Augus-
tus I. in 1705.

White Flux. A metalluric reagent, chiefly

composed of carbonate of potash.

White Fog- [Holcus.]

White Gunpowder. White gunpowder
is made by powdering separately equal weights

of chlorate of potash, white sugar, and ferrocy-

anidcof potassium, and mixing them cautiously,

as it may explode by percussion. It ignites

if a drop of sulphuric acid, or a red-hot body,

be brought into contact with it. Its explosive

power is greater than that of ordinary gun-

powder
;
but it is not available for guns, on

account of the rapidity and violence of its

combustion.
Wliite&ead. Basic carbonate of lead. This

important compound, of which from 17,000

to 20,000 tons are annually manufactured

in England, is used chiefly as the basis of white

oil paint ; it is also employed, to a small extent,

in the manufacture of cements. It is chiefly

made in two ways : either by precipitation, as

when carbonic acid or a carbonate is used to

decompose a soluble salt, or a basic salt of lead

;

or by exposing plates of cast load, to the joint

action of the vapour of acetic acid, air, and car-

bonic acid: it is by the latter process only that
|

the resulting carbonate of lead is obtained of
j

that degree of density and opacity, and perfect

freedom from crystalline texture, which fits it

for paint. This last, commonly called the

procesBf was introduced into England
about the year 1780. White lead is often

lazgely adulterated with sulphate of baryta,

which is detected bj insolubility in dilute ni-

tric acid, whereasBUXie white load is entirely

dissolved by it. (Xjub.]

Wlilta Native carbonate of|

lead. [OxBtrsim]
WHita abeg. A disease which generally]

ocean in women soon after delivery, and which

has been emmemialty supposed to arise from

redundancy of milb- It oomes on with stifiness

and pain of the limb, wbidh afterwards becomes

tumid and tense frm the eSbsion of serum.

.
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The disease is essentially an inflammation ot

the fcmoml vein, followed by complete or par-
tial j)lugging of the vessel by a coagulum of

Wbite Xiine. In Printing, a blank line

across the pago, formerly generally placed after

a parngraph, but now used to mark a greater

division of the subject there than that which is

shown by the paragraph.

'Wliito Precipitate. The white powder
which falls on adding ammonia to a solution of

corrosive sublimate : it is a compound of per-

oxide and bichloride of mercury with ammonia :

it is violently poisonous, and is chiefly used in

ointments and for killing vermin. It has been
regarded as an amido-cMoride of mercury, and
represented as Hg NHa, Hg Cl.

Wbite Stone. A lapidaiy’s name for

limpid and colourless rock crystal when cut for

jewellery.

Wbite Tellarium. The name given to

silver-white or slightly yellowish varieties of

Sylvanite.

Wbite Vitriol, The old name of sulphate
of Zinc.

Wbite Wood. One of the names applied
to the timber of THia americana. It is also

occasionally given to that of Liriodendron

tulipiferum^ Oreoda^hne Leitcoxylon^ Nectan-
dra letbcantha^ Tccoma Leucoxylon, Tecoma
pentaphyllat Lagunaria Patersonif and Pitto-

\ sporum hicolor,

Wbitefieldion MCetbodists. The name

j

givtm to the most numerous body of the Me-
thodists after the Wesleyans, so called from
Whitefield, whose early connection with the

Methodists will bo found noticed under that

term.

Wbiting. The name of a species of the Cod
tribe {Merlangus vufgaris, Cuv.), and the type
of a subgenus, distinguished from the true cod
by the absence of the barbules at the chin.

"Whiting. Chalk, finely levigated by wash-
ing, and used for whitewash and distemper-

painting, is sold under this name.
Wbitlow (Sax.). A painfiil inflammation,

tending to suppuration, at and about the ends
of the fingers.

Wbitaeyite. A native arsenide of copper
found on the north shore of Lake Superior, and
named after Professor "Whitney.

Wbitoimday. In the Calendar, the seventh
Sunday, or fiftieth day inclusive after Easter.

Whitsuntide corresponds with Pentecost, This
Sunday was called in the ancient church Bomt-
nica AJha^ "White Sunday ; or Dominica in Albis^

the Sunday in which while garments were twm,
it having been formerly a custom with those

who were baptised on this day to dress in white
for the occasion. The term, however, has by
some been derived from the S^on utaSt octave,

the eighth from Easter.

Wbooi^ag Coagti. [Hoonira CouohJ^

I

WborUebenv (A.- Sax. heort-berg). l%e

I

name of the Foocinium genus, bnt especially

applied in tUs country to the fruitof Vaacinium
Ngrtillus,
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Wtetatyne or Wlobtlsltet A mineral

composed of silicate of aluminay with the sili-

cates of iron, lime, soda, and magnesia, met
with in black masses at Wichtis, in Finland.

Wlokllfitea. [Lollabds.]

WUdgrawe (Ger. graf, count). A title

assumed in the middle ages, like those of Eau-
grave and Rhingrave, by certain small dynasties

of feudal chieftains in the neighbourhood of

the Rhine. A branch of the family of Saliu

now claims this title.

Wlllielitilte or Wlllemite. Native anhy-

drous silicate of zinc, named after Wilhelm I.

king of the Netherlands. It is found crystal-

lised, granular, and massive, at Vieille Mon-
tague, near Aix-la-Chapelle. [Williamsite.]

Will or Testament. In Law, the legal

declaration of a man’s intentions as to what
he wills to be performed after his death.

In strictness of language, the term will is

limited to land ;
testament, to personal estate.

Previously to the reign of Henry VIII.

there was no general power of devising lands

in England, though such a right existed in

some exceptional instances. In that reign two

statutes were passed (32 Hen. VIII. c. 1 and

34 & 36 Hen. VIII. c. 6) which authorised

testators to devise their lands held in socage,

and two third parts of their lands held by
the then existing military tenure of knight’s

service ;
and the abolition of military tenures

in 12 Ch. II., by converting all fee simple

estates into socage tenure [Tekube], had the

incidental effect of rendering them all de-

visable by will. The power of making a will

over personal property existed from a much
earlier period, although anciently a man could

not dispose by will of more than one third

part of his general personal property, if he

left a wife and children, or of more than half

if he left either wife or children. This ancient

rule, however, gradually became subject to

many exceptions by the effect of local customs,

until the rule itself took the pl.'ice of an

exception, and became confined to such places

as had a custom in its favour, and even in

those places it was ultimately abolished by

a scries of statutes, the Last of which was

1 1 Geo. I. c. 18. E\ er since the passing of the

Statute of Frauds (29 Ch. II. c. 3) it has been

necessary that wills of real property sho^d

be in writing ;
but nuncupative or verbal wills

of personal property were, previously to the

year 1838, admitted under certain restrictions,

which, however, were so stringent that such

wills had become practically obsolete.

The Act of 1837 for the amendment of the

laws with respect to wills (7 Wm. IV. and

1 Viet c. 26) is now the governing statute as

regards wills in England and Ireland. All

vmls (except those oi seamen and soldiers on

service), whether of real or personal property,

must be in writing, and signed at the foot

by the testator or some other person in his

presence and by his direction ;
and such sig-

nature must be made and acknowledged by

the testator in the presence of two or more
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witnesses present at the same time

; and such
witnesses must attest and subscribe the will in

the presence of the testator. All appointments
by will, whatever formalities may have been
required by the creator of the power, must
now be made according to the provisions of
this statute, and require no further form.
The same statute enacts that no will of a
minor shall be valid. All devises and gifts

by will to an attesting witness, or to the

husband or wife of an attesting witness, are
void. Wills can now be revoked only by tlio

marriage of the testator, or by another will

duly executed, or some writing declaring an
intention to revoke, and executed in the same
manner as a disposing will, or by burning,
tearing, or otherwise destroying by, or in the
presence and by the direction of, the testator,

with intention to revoke. All wills now speak
(with reference to the property comprised in

them) from the death of the, testator, unless
they show on the face a contrary intention,

i. e. the will acts upon the property which ho
possesses at his death.

A married woman cannot make a will of
lands or tenements

; nor, without the consent

of her husband, of personalty, unless in either

case she is authorised to do so by some special

power of appointment.
A disposition by will of real property is

termed a devise
;
of personal property, a

quest or legacy. The death of a devisee or

legatee in the lifetime of the testator has in

most cases the effect of causing the devise or
legacy to lapse or fail.

In the construction of wills the courts have,

from a wish to carry out the intention of tes-

tators, deviated in some few respects from the

technical rules applicable to other dispositions

of property. The effect of this has been, how-
ever, to create a most erroneous impression,

less general perhaps now than formerly, that

any testamentary disposition, however informal,

may be relied upon to carry out the real in-

tention of its framer, although such intention

be expressed in careless or inaccurate language,

; or even left to be inferred from a presumed
knowledge of the testator's family or circum-
stances. So far, however, is this ftrom being
the case, that it may be confidentlv stated that

there are no documents so difficult to prepare
as wills, none which require more care or de-

liberation, none whose construction is so fre-

quently the subject of litigation. Eveiy testa-

tor who wishes to feel reasonably sure that his

intentions will actually be carried out, should
be careful, in the first place, to frame his pro-

posed testamentazT dispositions in a manner as

simple and free trom complication as riie cir-

cumstances of his family will admit of; and,

secondly, to have those dispositions put into

formal shape under able and deliberate pro-

fessional advice.

In Scotland, the right of bequest, strictly

so called, is confined to personal pro^rty,
although real or heritable property, whi^ in-

cludes many securities for money, and other
du2
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particulars ranked in England with personal
property, may be disposed of by a deed of
settlement of a testamentaiy nature, executed
with certain formalities.

According to French (and, in general, civil)

law, a will may be either holography i. e. writ-

1

ten as well as signed by the testator; publiCy ^

i. e. received by a notary in the presence of
j

four witnesses (or two notaries with two wit-

1

nesses); mystic, i.e. secret, which may be pre-

sented, sealed, to a notary in the presence of

:

six witnesses. In France, however, a testa-

1

tor cannot dispose by will of more than the '

quotiU disponible of his property, viz. half if,

he leaves one child, a third if he leaves two 1

children, a fourth if he lenves three or more

!

children
;
and the testamentary power is sub-

ject to many other restrictions. There is, indeed,

'

probably no legal system under which testators

enjoy a more unfettered power of disposing of
their property by will, than they do under the
English law, and it may even be urged that
this liberty, by the complicated settlements or

dispositions of which it admits, has materially

restrained the free alienation of estates, and
thus in some measure defeated its own object.

Willf Freedom of the. The doctrine of

the freedom of the human will is generally

maintained as the antithesis to the doctrine of

Necessity. The difficulty of the doctrine is

felt only in reconciling it to absolute fore-

knowledge in God. This difficulty Professor

Mansel meets by saying that (like eternity

and continuous duration, everlasting purpose,

and accessibility to prayer, perfect action yet

unexhausted power to act), ‘complete fore-

knowledge, coexisting with human freedom,

may be classed among elements which we
cannot combine into a single whole, but which
we can believe are, capable of such combina-
tion.’ Professor Bain, on the other hand, in

his work on The Emotions and the Will, asserts

that this position inAolves a complete misap-

prehension of the terms of the question, and
maintains that the words liberty and neces-

sity are utterly misapplied in speaking ofj

linman will and action, these terms being
metaphors converted into scientific language,

|

while the mental processes to which they are

!

referred may, with as good reason, be described
j

as ‘ circular or oval, wet or dry.’

Willlamite. [Wilhelmite.]
]

WUllamaite. A variety of Serpentine met
with, of a pale green colour, at Haroldswick,
in Unst, one of the Shetlaiids, with chromate
of iron ;

and also at Westchester, in Penn-
sylvania, where it was first discovered by L.
Williams, after whom it is named.
The name Williamsite has also been applied

some mineralogists to the native silicate of
zinc, Wilhelmite or Wxixemitb.
VIUOW. [SA.LXX.]

WUaon’a Theorem. This theorem ex-

presses a characteristic property of prime
numbers, and znay be thus enunciated: The
continued product, increased 'by unity, of all

the integers less than a given prime is exactly
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divisible by that prime. Thus 1 + 1 . 2 . 3 .

4

.

5 .

6

e 721 is exactly divisibl« by 7. No com-
posite number could possess this property, since,

being obviously a divisor of the continued
product in question, it must necessarily bo
prime to that product increased by unity.

Wilson’s theorem may be -easily deduced from
^kmat’s Theorem

; its demonstration is given
in all text-books.

’VTilsonite. A mineral of a rose-red or
peach-blossom colour, named after Dr. Wilson,
by whom it was discovered ic the township
of Bathurst in Canada. It bears some, re-

semblance to ScapolitP, and is a hydrated
silicate of alumina, with potash and small
quantities of soda and lime.

Wllulte. A name given to Grossular, from
its occurrence near the river Wilui, in Siberia.

[Garnet.]
Winch. A machine used for many common

purposes. It is a particular modification of
the wheel and axle, the power being applied by
moans of a rectangular
lever or cranked handle.

The warm B C of the

winch represents the

radius of the wheel;
and the power is ap-
plied to CD at right

angles to BC. This is

the simplest form of

winch, and is used for drawing w'ater out of
wells or foundations, and for other simple pur-
poses. But for lifting heavier weights, wheel
work is introduced into the construction of the
winch, and, in many eases, small steam engines
are employed for driving it. Steam winches
are much employed in modern vessels for the
removal of cargo from tho holds.

Winchester Bushel. The local im-
portance of Winchester, as the capital of the
southern Anglo-Saxons, is illustrated by the
universality with which the bushel of this
city was accepted in the middle ages, and tho
steadiness with which it held its ground against
the Windsor or royal bushel.

The Winchestei bushel of 2150*42 cubic
inches was the legal measure for centuries.

Tho executive, from the time of the Anglo-
Norman kings, gave such pains as they could
in order to secure exactness in this measure.
Thus, as early as the time of Richard I. it was
provided that bushels should have iron rims,
so that no fraud should bo practised on buyers
and sellers. The assize of measures was a
perpetual matter of supervision in the manor
court. The delinquencies of more important
persons were chastised by other remedies. The
inspection of measures was part of the coroner’s
duty, and even of the justices in eyre. Negli-
gence in exacting due conformity to the various
statutes which regulated measures would, in the
case of the lord of a fair or market, work a
forfeiture.

There are not, it appears, any existii^
measures more ancient than the reign of Heniy
VII. One, which was asserted to have been at
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old as the days of King aud whieli is

figured in Milner’s Antipiitics of Winchester

^

has, it seems, disappeared, lJut there are two
measures of the reign of Henry VII. preserved
in the Exchequer Office, one of which, being
that of 12 Henry VII

,
contains about 84 cubic

inches less tlian Die imperial bushel, and about
26 cubic inches less than the modern Win-
chester standard. Another, preson’ed in the
museum at Winchester, is only about 3 cubic
inches less than the amount named above
as representing the quantity of the Winchester
bushol. There is a Winchester peck, also, in

the Ashmolcan Museum, at Oxford, which is

even larger than the imperial standard.

It is said that the standard of Elizabeth

corresponded exactly with the standards of

I'Mward III. and Henry VII. The origin of

the AVindsor bushel is to be assigned to the

custom of purveyance, the crown purchasing by
its own bushel and quarter, aud taking an ad-

A’antage of one in twenty. In course of time the

quantity in excess was reduced, and the uneven
imperial bushel sUinds to tho old Winchester

measure in nearly the proportion of 32 to 31.

The Winchester bu.shel is still used in the

United States. Eor further particulars on

nncient measures, see Pi'ofessor Rogers’ Jgri-

caUurc and Prices, vol. i. ch. x.
;
and Short

On Weights and Measures.

Winoing MCaolilne. The reel by which
Die dyer winds various articles through the

dyeing vat or copper.

Winds G-^it. ventus). (hirronts in tho

atmosphere conveying air with more or less

v elocity from one part to auotlier. A contrac-

tion or expansion in one part of the atmosphere,

Huch as is caused by a variation in temporatui’e,

or by an increase or diminution in the quantity

of aqueous vapour suspended in tho air, will

disturb the equilibrium, and produce a wind.

Tho theory of winds is exceedingly compli-

cated, but the collected observations of many
years have enabled meteorologists to trace cor-

1

tain laws even in the variable and apparently

irregular winds. The most general of these

laws is the law of rotation enunciated by Hove.

This observer has shown that, from the two

main currents of air—one from tho poles to the

equator, and the other from the equator to the

poles—all other winds are derived, the modifi-

cations being caused by the relative distribu-

tion of land aud water.

Winds may be divided into three classes

:

1. Permanent winds, as the trade winds of

the torrid zone. 2. Periodical winds, as the

monsoons of the Indian Ocean. 3. Variable

winds, as the winds of the temperate and

frigid zones.

Permanent Winds are the winds of the torrid

zone, which are caused by the solar heat

and the rotation of the earth. If the earth

were a sphere of, uniform temperature, and at

rest in space, the atmosphere would also be at

rest ; its height, would be constant over every

point of the earth’s surface, and its density and

elasticity at equal altitudes everywhere the
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same. Hut if Iho temperature of the motion-
loss sphere, instead of being equal at every
point, were greatest at the <>quator, and
decreased towards the poles, then, though the

pressure on every point of the surface would
still continue the same, the altitude of the

atmospheric column would become greatest at

the equator, and consequently its specific

gravity less there than at the poles, Tlie

heavier fluid at the poles would then, by virtue

of its greatei: weight, pass beneath and displace

the lighter, and a current bo established in tiio

lower part of the atmosphere from the jnilew

towaixls the equator. In the higher regions of

the atmosphere tlio cflbct would be revorsed.

The lower stratum of air in tho equatoi’tal

regions being heated by its contact with tho

earth, becomes rarefied and ascends, and thus
produces an accumulation, aud causes a counter
current in tho higher regions from tho equator
towards tho poles.

If we now suppose tho sphere to revolve

about its polar axis, an apparent modification

will take place in tho direct irms of tlie currents.

If wc cons 1dor places of difFerent latiUido.s on
the sphere, we find the velocity increases as Dio

cosine of the iatitiide in going from the ])olcs to

the equator. A wind coining from the norlli will

have a less velocity east than the places which
it enters, and will, in consequence, be di-ilected

towards the w'cst. Thus tho lower current,

which, if the earth wxro at rest, would blow
from the north, in consequence of the rotation

of the earth, blows from a point more and moro
cast. With the upper current exactly thoo|)po-

sito takes place. The air is thus carried back

to the quarter whence it came, having veercfl all

ixiund tlio compass, blowing mostly in one direc-

tion, r iz. that of ihe sun. This is tlio theory of

the trade winds, wliich prevail within and to a
considerable distance beyond the tropics in both

hemispheres. These currents, however, receive

important modifications, both as to their direc-

tion aud the distance to which they extend,

from the variation of the sun’s declination and
tho configuration of the land. They prevail in

tho open ocean, in the Atlantic and Pacific, be-

tween tho latitudes of 30° N. and 27® S. On
entering this zone from either side, the devia-

tion arising from the rotation of the earth to-

wards the east is greatest
;
and this deviation

becomes less and less as the equatorial zone is

approached. In the immediate vicinity of Die

zone, the wind is nearly due north on the

northern side of the equator, and nearly due
south on the souttiern side. [TBAna Winds.]
The zone of maximum temperature separates

Uie circuits of the northern and southern cur-

rents of cold air, so that each current perfoms
its own circuit. All places between the tropics

will be for part of the year in the northern
trade wind, and for part of the year in the
southern trade wind. These periods are
eeparated bj intervals at which there is no
particular direction of the wind. At the equa-
tor, both the northern and the southern currents

ore of the same length
; north of the equator,
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the northern current is the longer ;

south of the

equator, the southern current is the longer; and
at the tropics only one current occurs, inter-

rupted by a calm at the time of the solstice.

The place of meeting of the northom and
southern currents is thrown north of the

equator, for, owing to the unequal distri-

bution of the land, the mean temperature north

of the equator is higher than that south of the

equator, and consequently the relative masses

of air in the two hemispheres differ.

The existence of an upper trade wind was
first asserted by Halley in 1686. The upper

trade wind lias not been reached in the torrid

/.one; nevcrliioless, its existence has been
proved beyond dispute. On the 30th of April,

1812, after an explosion had been hoard at

Tuirbadoes, ashes fell so thickly as to break
down the trees. The trade wind was at its

height, and it was concluded that these ashes

came from the volcanoes of tlie Azores. They
came, however, from St. Vincent, 100 miles to

the west. The violence of the eruption had
carried the ashes through the lower trade

wind to the upper. On the 20th of January,

183r), the volcano Cosoguina, on Lake Nicara-

gua, burst into ciuption with a report which was
heard 1 ,000 miles off. Clouds of ashes enveloped

the seaport town Union, on the west of the hay
of Concliagua, and caused darkness for forty-

threo hours. Ashes also fell at Kingston and
other places in Jamaica, which is N.E. of Nicara-

gua
;
hence they must have been carried by the

counter trade wind,^' These and similar facts

prove the existence an upper current.

The upper trade, as it passes northward into

cooler regions, sinks gradually to the earth, and
forms the prevailing W. and S.W. winds, which

makes the sailors call the journey from Phila-

delphia to England down hUl. At the Peak of

Teneriffe it grazes the summit of the mountain,

and all travellers who have visited the peak

speak of the strong S.W. wind they encounter

at the summit. But the place at. which the upper
current reaches the earth varies with the posi-

tion of the sun. It descends to the surface in

summer in somewhat higher latitudes than it

does in winter.

As we have already remarked, the law of rota-

tion of Dove is bas^ on the assumption that

there are, properly speaking, only these two
atmospheric currents on which our relations of

weather depend, a polar and an equatorial cur-

rent. ‘Within the tropics these currents flow

one over the other
;
but beyond the tropics they

flow beside each other in variable channels
; j

and it is the preponderance of one of these

currents over the other at a given place which
determines extreme circumstances at conditions

in respect to temperature, and their contest

and alternate prevalence which determines the

chmigeable character of the weather of our own
countries^ The law of rotation^ as deduced from

observations, is thus stated by its author : *In

the northern hemisphere, when polar and equa-

torial currentssucc^ eachother, the wind veers,

in general, in direction S., W., N., E., 8. round
1030

the compass. Exceptions to this nile arc morn
common between S. and W. and bel ween N. and

E. than between W. and N. or between E. and S.

In the southern hemisphere, when polar and
equatorial currents succeed each other, t)iev\iud

veers, in general, in direction S., E., N., W., S.

round tho compass. Exceptions to this rule

are more common between N, and W., and
lietwcen S. and E., tlian btitwecn W. and S. or

between E. and N.’ (Doi^e On t/ni Distribution

of Heat over the Surface of the Globe.)

Periodical Winds.—In tlie Indian Ocean llio

trade winds receive a curious modification

from the position of the surrounding land, and
tho effect of the solar heat on it. During one

half of tho year, from November to April, the

winds blow in the ordinary direction of the

trades, i. e. from tho N.E ;
but from April to

NoA’cmber they blow' in the directly opposiio

direction. Tliis phenomenon is thus cxplaincxl.

Tho place of meeting of the two trade wiiuhs

varies with the position ofthesun
;
consequently,

at places between the limits of this variation

periodic winds blowing in exactly opposite

directions are jiroducod. TIk sc winds arc called

Monsoons. The S.E. trade wind, a.s we have
seen, owes its easterly direction to the fact that

it moves towards jxiints which have a great i r

velo(dty than the points from which it blows.

These conditions are changed as soon ns the

wind crosses the equator, and the S.K. trade

wind becomes the S.W. monsoon. Similarly the

N.E. trade wind becomes the N.W. monsoon.
Between tho equator and 10° south latitude,

N.W. wdnds prevail from October to April,

and S.W. tho rest of the year. In other parts

of the tropics, tho regular trade winds arc

nl‘<o modified by the configuration of the land.

On the coast of Guinea tho wind almost con-

stantly blows from the S.W,, in the opposite

direction to the trades. Near the Capo Vei’d

Islands calms and variable winds are usually

experienced. Between the parallels of 30° and
40°, in both tlie North and South Pacific Oceans,

westerly winds blow almost constantly, ex-

cepting only for a short time after each equinox.

In the North Atlantic Ocean the prevalence of
westerly winds between those parallels is less

constant, in consequence of the comparative
narrowness of that ocean, and the consequent
influence of the opposite continents ; they are

still, however, the prevailing winds, except in

the months of April and October, when a
N.E. wind is more frequent.

Variable Winds.—According to the law of
rotation^ even the variable winds of high lati-

cudfs are merely occasional deviations from
the two main directions. Beyond the trade

wind zone, these winds continue to move in

parallel channels. ' The characteristic differ-

ences of these currents may always be traced
to their diflTerence of temperature, and to the
differences in the action exerted by the earth on
them in their course.’ When the two opposite

currents come into coUision, a rotatory motion
is often produced; and thus arise revolving
storms or cyclones. [Stobv.] It is a disputed
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]>oint whether the storms of the British Isles

occur according to this rotation theory. Sudden
and violent local winds are product by the
rarefaction which attends the precipitation of
aqueous vapour. The condensation into drops
creates an immense void, the filling up of which !

must necessarily occasion violent atmospheric
|

changes. Hence it is that an unusual fall of
the barometer is generally followed by a gale I

of wind.

The different manner in which land and water
are affected by radiation and the direct heat of

the sun gives rise to the land and sea breezes

which prevail on the coasts. They occur chiefly

in tropical countries, though they are not con-

fined to any particular latitude, and are percep-

tible sometimes as far north as Norway. Dur-
ing the day the surface of the land becomes

^

more heated than that of the adjacent ocean,

and the air over the land, in consequence of its

greater rarefaction, is displaced by the denser

air rushing from the sea. Hence a current, or

sea breeze^ beginning at some hour in the morn-
ing, and continuing 1111 the sun is near setting,

will flow from the water towards the land. At
night the water remains warm, while the sur-

face of the land cools rapidly
;
and hence the

current sets from the land towards the water,

and forms the land breeze. Winds of this sort

are more frequent about islands and small

peninsulas than in other situations. In moun-
tainous districts periodic daily breezes also

occur, probably p^uced by the copious noc-

turnal radiation from the summits of the

mountains.

A variety of local winds have received par-

ticular names. The Etesian is a northerly or

north-easterly wind, which prevails very much
in summer all over Europe. The Sirocco is a

hot, moist, and relaxing wind, which visits

Naples and the south of Italy from the opposite

shores of the Mediterranean. The Samicl or

Simoom o£ Arabia is a hot, arid, pestilential

blast, generally coming from the south. The
Kamsin of Egypt is of the same kind. The
Harmattan is a dry east wind, also of an un-

wholesome character, occurring in Guinea and
some other countries.

Vtloeltj
ofth* wlod

Pwrpk PoTM on
1 Sa Foot, In

Lbo. AvolrdupoU

Common AppcUatlon
of tho Form ofvuch Wind*

Mllm
In an Hour

1 •005
« Hardly perceptible.

4
6

•079

U28 1
Gentle pleasant wind.

10
16

•498

1-107 Pleasant brisk gale.

30
35

1-968
3*075 1

Very hrl^.

30
85

^•439
6-037 1

High wind.

40 7*878 Tery high.
50 13-800 A storm.
60 17-715 A great storm.
80 81-490 A hurricane.
100 49-300 A violent hniriosae.

Th6 velocity of the wind varies from almost

iiothixig«to upwude ofa hundred miles an hour

;
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but the maximum is variously stated by different,

experimenters. In vol. li. of the Phtloso^thical

Transactions a table is given of the different
forces and velocities of winds, drawn up by
Smeaton from a considerable number of facts

and experiments, by the assumption that tlie

pressure varies as the square of the velocity.

An extract from it is given above.

(Prof. Forbes' Reports on Meteorology to tlie

British Association for 1831 and 1840 4 Ex-
periments by Col. Beaufoy in the Annals of
Philosophy, vol. viii. p. 94 ; Daniell's MeUoro-
logicai Essays

;
Murray’s Geography, Introd. :

Pouillet, Elemens de Physiqm
;
and Greenwich

Meteor. Obs.\ Dove On the Distribution of Heat
and On the Laws of Storms

;

Colonel Reid On
thz Laws of Storms

;
Meteorology, by J enyns

;

HerscheVs Meteorology
\

Maury’s Physical
Geography of the Sea

;
Fitzroy’s Weather Book

;

and Buff's Physics of the Earth, edited by Hoff-
mann.)
Wind-sail. A tube or funnel of cauAus,

employed to convey a stream of fresh air down
into the lower parts of a ship.

Wind-gauge. An instrument for measuring
the force or velocity of the wind. [Ankmo-
METEB.]

Windage. In Gunnery, windage is strictly

the difference between the area of a section

of the bore at right angles to its axis, and the
area of a great circle of the shot-. It is, how-
ever, goiierally estimated by linear measure-
ment, and is then taken as the difference be-
tween the diameter of the bore and that of tho
shot.

Windlass. A contrivance used in many
vessels, instead of a capstan, for raising tlie

anchor or lifting other heavy weights. It

usually consists of a horizontal polygonal beam
of timber, supported at a short distance above
the deck by strong uprights called windlass-
bitts, and in the older forms of the machine it

is rotated by means of short poles called hand^
spokes, which are introduced into mortices in

tlxe body.of the windlass, and by which it is

turned round, winding up the chain-cable as it

revolves. To prevent the windlass from turning
back when the strain of the chain comes upon
it, a strong ratchet-wheel is fixed on its centre,

into the teeth of which a number of palls,

hinged on an upright timber called the pall-

bitt, fall as the wheel revolves. Modem wind-
lasses are rotated either by wheel-work or by a
ratchet or friction contrivance, moved by handles
like those of a pump, which catch a wheel
on the windlass and turn it round through a
certain distance at e8u:h stroke. Brown’s cap-
stan, however, in which there is a suitable in-

dented groove for receiving and holding each
link of the chain-cable as the capstan revolves,

is now usually preferred to the windlass.
WladmlU. In Mechanics, a mill which

receives its motion from the impulse of the
wind, the oblique sails forming virtually a great
screw of four threads, which thewind puts into
revolution. The building containing the ma-
chinery is usually circular. To the extremity
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ofthe principal axis, or wiiid-sliaft, are attached

,

produce the greatest effect every elementary
jf ii_- r __ I

Qf ou^ht to have a different angle of
weather, diminishing from the centre to the
extremity of the sail. Euler has given a theo-
rem which determines the law of variation.

Let a be the velocity of the wind, and b the
velocity of any given part of the sail

;
then the

action of the wind upon that part of the sail

will be a m&ximum when the tangent of its in-

clination to the axis, or the cotangent of the
angle of weather,

3ft

rectangular frames, generally four, on which
cloth is sometimes stretclu'd to form the sails ;

but the sails arc now more usually made of

wooden lattice work, like Venetian blinds, which
may be opened in high winds to let part of the

Avind through. The surfiiccs of the sails are

not i>eri)endicular to the axis, but inclined to it

at a certain angle, about 72° at the extremities
]

nearest the axle, and 83° at the further ex-
j

tremities
;
so that their form is in some degree

twisted, and different from a plane surface. If

Avo suppose the axis to be placed in the direction

of the wind, the wind will then strike the sails

obliquely, and the force may therefore be re-

solved into two parts, one of Avhich, acting in

the direction perpendicular to the axis, gives a
motion of rotation to the sails, and consequently

to the main shaft, from which it is communi-
cated to the machinerpr. The main shaft is in-

clined to the horizon in an angle of from 8° to

16°, chiefly in order to allow room for the action

of the wind at the lower part, where it would
be weakened if the sails came too nearly in

contact with the building.

As the direction of the wind is constantly

changing, some apparatus is required for bring-

ing the axle and sails into their proper position.

This is sometimes effected by supporting the

machinery on a strong vertical axis, the pivot

of which moA’os in a socket firmly fixed in the

gmund
;
so that the whole structure may be

turned round by a lever. But it is now usual

to construct the building with a moA^able roof,

which revolves upon friction rollers, and the

shaft being fixed in the roof, is brought round
along with it. The roof is brought into the re-

quired position by means of a small A’ano wheel

furnished with sails, which turns round when
the wind strikes on either side of it, and dri\*es

a pinion which works into the teeth of a large

crown wheel connected Avith and surrounding

the moA'able roof. This wheel will settle itself

Avhere there is the minimum of motion impirlcd

to it, which will he in the line in which the wind
ia blowing

;
and the main sails are by this ex-

pedient constantly made to face the A^ind.
!

Of the Form and Position of Oie Sails .—From
the investigations of Parent and Belidor, it

appears that the maximum effect of the wind
on the sails is produced when their inclination

to the axis of rotation is about 64J degrees;

or when the angle of weather

^

i.e. the angle

formed by the plane of the sail and the plane

of its revolution, is 36i degrees. But this

result, being obtained m)m considering the

efl^t of the Avind on the sails when at rest,

does not agree with that which is found by ex-

periment. In fact, as the velocity of the sail

tends to withdraw it from the action of the

wind, it is necessary to counteract the diminu-

tion of force b^ diminishii^ the angle of

weather, or to bring the sail irfto such a posi-

tion that the wind may strike its surface more

directly ;
and since the velocity^ of the different

parts of the sail is in proportion to their dis-

1

tance from the axis, it follows that in order to
{
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2 a*

Suppose that at a given part of the sail the
A’elocity of the sail is equal to tlie velocity of
the wind, we have then a = ft

;
and the formula

becomes

2 4 J-i- 1 = 3-661= tangent of 74° 19', which
giA’Cs 15° 41' for the angle of weather.

This subject was investigated experimentally

by Smeaton {PhU. Trans, vol. li.), who found
that the common practice of inclining the sails

from 72° to 75° to the axis is much more effi-

cacious than the angle assigned by Parent, the

effect being as 45 to 31. When the sails were
weathered in the Dutch manner, or with their

surface concaA'e to the wind, and the angle of

inclination greater towards the extremities, the

effect was greater than when weathered eillier

in the common way or according to Euler’s

theorem. But the effect was
greatest when they wore en-

larged at their extremities,

and had the form cdf e, repre-

sented in the annexed figure

;

so that cd was one-third of the

radius A B, and c B to B as

5 to 3. If the sails be farther

enlaiged, the effect is not in-

crea.s^ in proportion to the
surfiice

;
and besides, when the

quantity of cloth is gi*eat, the
machine is much exposed to injury from sudden
squalls. In Smeaton’s oxpenments the angle
of weather varied with the distance from the
axis

;
and it appeared from several trials that

the most efficacious angles at the different parts

of the sail were those in the fbllowing table :

—

Fijf. 1

Ports of A B,
which Is divided into

Six equal Parts

Angle
with the Axis

Angle
of Weotlier

1 72° 18°

2 71 19
3 72 18
4 74 16
6

n* 12*-

6 83 7

If the radius A B of the sail be 30 feet,

then the sail will commence at } of A B, or
5 feet from the axis, where the angle of in-

clination will be 72°. At 10 feet fixAn the axis,

the angle will be 71^
;
and so on, as in the

table. In point of fact, the sur&ces of windmill
sails should be helical, or nearly so, while they
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are in action. But as they are twisted some-
what by the action of the wind itself, the sur-
faces are not helical when at rest, but are more
nearly so when in motion. In the best forms
of mill, the Venetian work, of which the sails

are composed, is so made that it is opened partly
by the increased centrifugal force when the mill
runs at a high speed.

Of the Effect of Windmill Sails.—The follow-
ing maxims relative to the effect of the sails

were deduced by Smeaton from his experi-
ments :

—

1. The velocity of windmill sails, whether
loaded or unloads, so as to produce a maximum
effect, is nearly as the velocity of the wind,
their shape and position being the same. 2.

The load at the maximum is nearly, but some-
what less, as the square of the velocity of the

wind, the shape and position of the sails being
the same. 3. The effects of the same sails at a
maximum are nearly as the cubes of the velocity

of the wind, but somewhat less. 4. The load

of the same sails at the maximum is nearly as

the squares, and their effects as the cubes of

their number of turns in a given time. 5. When
the sails are loaded so as to produce a maximum
effect at a given velocity, and the velocity of

the wind increases, the load continuing the

same, then the increase of effect, when the in- !

crease of the velocity of the wind is small, will

be nearly as the square of those velocities;

when the velocity of the wind is doubled, the

effect is nearly as 10 to 27J.
When the velocities

compared are more than double of that where
the given load produces a maximum, the effects

compared increase nearly in the simple ratio of
the velocity of the wind. 6, In sails where the

positions and Bgures are similarand the velocity

of the wind the same, the number of turns in a

given time will be reciprocally as the radius or

length o^tho sail. 7. The 1<^ at a maximum
that sails of a similar figure and position will

overcome at a given distance irom the centre of

!

motion will bo as the cube of the radius. 8.

The effects of sails ofsimilar figure and position

are as the square of the radius. 9. The velocity

of the extremities of Dutch sails, as well as of

the enlarged sails in all their usual positions,

when unloaded, or even loaded to a maximum,
is considerably quicker than the velocity of the

wind.

Horizontal Windmills.—Windmills are some-

times consti^acted in such a manner that the

planes of the sails in-

tersect each other in

the wind • shafts in

which case they are|

calle^korizontalwind-
\

mills
;

because the
|

wind-shaft being usu-

1

ally vertic^, the saib

have a horizontal mo-
tion. In this con-j

8tniction*A B is the

wind-shaft or j^bor, '^bich moves utoo pifots.

Crosl-lNi^ arw fixed in this arbor, TOich cai^
the temes C D 1 K and G H E F. The sails
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C K and G F are stretched on these frames,
and are carried round the axis A B by the
perpendicular impulse of the wind; and a
toothed wheel fixed upon the arbor gives mo-
tion to the machinery. Two sails only are

represented in this figure, but there are always
two others at right angles to these. When the

wind impels the two sails C K and G F equally,

it is obvious that no motion can ensue. In
order, then, that motion may be communicated
to the machine, the impulse of the wind on
the returning sail must be removed, either by
screening it from the wind, or by making it

present a loss surface when returning against

the wind. The first of these methods is said to

be practised in Tartary, Persia, and some pro-

vinces in Spain. The other method was contrived
by Hooke, and acta in the same way as a feather-

ing paddle-wheel. Horizontal windmills, how-
ever, are greatly inferior to vertical, and even
the last are going out of use, the steam engine
being so much preferable as a prime mover,
and being now so widely available.

Window (Dan. vindne, Span, ventana). In
Architecture, an aperture in a wall for the ad-

mission of light and air to the interior. In
distributing windows so that there be had a suf-

ficiency of light, it is usual to make the piers or

intervals between them never less than the width
of the window, and never more than two widths
of the sumo. Where it is required to ascertain

the total area of light necessary for a room,
the following empirical rule is frequently used :

Multiply t^ethor the length, breadth, and
height, and eiftract the square root of the pro-

duct., which will be the area of light requir^.
Window Tracory. [Trackbt, Window.]
Wine (Lat. vinum, Gr. olvos). The fermented

juice of the Grape Vine, Vitis vinifera. The alco-

holic strength of wine depends on the amount of
glucose or grape sugar contained in the must;
its flavour on certain essential oils produced in

the grape itself when it has reaCh^ maturity,

or perhaps on some ethers developed at once m
the process of fermentation, or more slowly os

the wine ripens by age. The latter is probably
the true explanation of what is called the

bouquet of wine, for common wines, though they

I

may be often kept for an indefinite period, do
not improve by age, while the highest class of

wines become, within certain limits, much bet-

ter by keeping.

The home of the i^pe is apparently Syria.

It will not flourish in tropical regions
; and

though it grows luxuriantly even in the colder

^rtions of the temperate zone, it will not or-

dinarily ripen its fruit higher than atdboutthe
42nd degree of latitude in the Old World, the

isothermal line in the New World being lower.

It was hot, it seems, cultivated in the plains

of Mesopotamia, and it appears to have been
slo4rly introduce even into Italy, if we are to

trust the accounts given of the simple life of
thaltalian peasantry in the second century b.c.

Itis said to have been brought into France by
Probus ; and, according to common report^ the
best vintages of that country are even now
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oT)tiiiiied from spots which had been selected

originally by Italian cultivators. Such, for in-

stance, is the Bomanie Conti of Burgundy.
The vine grows best on exposed hills, on a

light, calcareous, and especially on a volcanic

soil, and with a south-east aspect. The nature

of the soil is everything with the wine pro-

duced
;
for while the produce of a particular

spot may be of the highest market value, that

which is grown a few yards from the mysteri-

ous boundary may bo almost valueless. No
analysis of the soil of the best vineyards has

given any clue to this remarkable difference in

produce. All that is known is matter of ex-

perience, though as the juice of the grape al-

ways contains a notable quantity of cream of

tartar in solution, which is deposited as the

wine ripens, it is clear that the soil must con-

tain potash.

The manufacture of the wine, and the mani-
pulation of the grape harvest, are matters of

careful and anxious interest to the vine-grower.

A bad vineyard will not, of course, produce good
wine, but the produce of the best vineyard may
bo spoiled by bad management or unskilfulness.

The vintages most famous in antiquity have
become poor or worthless. Either other loca-

lities have been more favourable, or the skill of

the vinedresser has declined in Italy and the

.ZEgoan, for certainly the modern Ealernian

and Chian wines arc very poor. At pre-

sent, with the exception of Monte Fiascone,

there is hardly a good Italian wine in the

market, and the vintages of grapes must be
manipulated in a very different manner from
that to which they are subjected at present be-

fore they attain any reputation. It would be
impossible, however, in a work like this, to

give any account of the various wines which
in increasing numbers are commended to the

British public. The reader will find abundant
information in the Commercial Dictionary.

Use of Wine in England.—In early English

hi8toi7, almost all the foreign wine (for some
was manufactured at homo) was imported from
Bordeaux. From the time ofour Heniy II. to the

rupture of the peace of Bretigni, aperiod of more
than two centuries, Guienne was a dependency

of the English crown, the intercourse between

this country and the whole western sea coast of

France was constant, and the commercial re-

lations were very close. Wine was veiy cheap,

and lay within the means of all but the poorest

classes of society, being sold freely and geno-

mlly at from 2d. to the gallon in money of

the time, this sum being the ordinary wages of

a day labourer. After the conquest of Guienne,

at the close of the fourteenth century, the price

was doubled. Spanish and Greek wines were

known, but were dear, and rarely imported.

The constant wars between this country and

France, and the frequent interruption of com-

mercial relations,made the wine trade suWeet to

violentfluctuations ;
butclaTet,i.e.Red Bordeaiu,

was the common wine of people in England till

the negotiation ofthe Methuen treaty practically

excluded the weaker produce of France by the
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enactment of what was in effect a prohibitivo

duty. The treaty was reluctantly acceded to,

even by the stanchest friends of the New Settle-

ment. Itcaused great discontent in Scotland, but
it is believed that its terms were evaded by smug-
gling, a practice which at this time generally

fell in with the tastes and political sympathies
of the Scotch, who were cussatisfied at being
debarred from the use of their favourite bever-

age, and not disinclined to cripple the re-

sources of the new dynasty by avoiding as far

as possible any contribution to the revenue.

For many a year the charges of the custom-
houses at Leith and elsewhere exceeded the
receipts.

The exigencies of the wars of the eighteenth

century, and finally of the great cofi-inental

struggle, led, along with many other fiscal ex-

podiffiits, to the extension of the duties on wine.

They were raised from 4s. lOfi. on French and
3.S*. on Portuguese growths, at which they

were in 1794, to 10s, 6ci?.on French and 6s. \d. on
Portuguese

;
and in 1804 tol3.9. ^d. and 8s. lOt?.

It is hardly necessary to say that the effect

was a groat diminution in consumption (the

duties being so absurdly high that they almost
amounted to prohibitions)

;
a considerable de-

velopement of smuggling,and a general substitu-

tion of spirits for wine. In 1825, however, the

duties were reduced to Is. 3i. on French,

4s. 10c?. on all other foreign wines, and 2s. bd.

on Capo produce. In 1831 the duties on all

foreign w'lnes wore ecjunlised at 5s. 6<?., and
Cape wines charged 2s. ^d.

In course of time a general demand was
made that the wine duties should be reconsi-

dered, many persons advocating a uniform tax

of Is. the gallon, others suggesting an ad valorem
duty, others an alcoholic duty. The last of the

plans, and obviously that which is the most
practicable, and, under the circumstances, the

most just, was adopted in 1860. It is clear

that, especially in a commodity like wine, the

market value of which depends on fashion, and
varies with ago, the imposition of an ad
valorem tax would have been very difficult, if

not impossible. The government, therefore,

proposed that all wines containing 25 per cent,

and upwards of proof spirit should pay 28. a

gallon, those which contained less Is., the avowed
object of the change, concurrently with the

negotiation of the French commercial treaty,

being the encouragment of light wine consump-
tion. Sufficient time has hardly elapsed since

the change, to give any proof as to the suc-

cess of the experiment; but the revenue has

suffered very little loss, and bids fair soon to

reach and exceed the amount derived before the

change. It is singular, however, that although
the alcohol contained in wine is much less

lightly taxed than that in spirits, the con-

sumption of the latter has greatly increased.

The duty on bottled wines, put in 1860 at the

highest rate, was in 1866 reduced in' the case

of wines below 25 per cent, to the lower rate,

the change having been provided by the terms
of the Austrian commercial treaty.
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WlaiT (A.-Sax. gehwing). In Architecture.

^Aii^b. J

Wings. In Botany, certain membranous
cxpansiods of different parts of plants. The
two lateral oblong petals of a Papilionaceous
corolla, the two Literal sepals of a Polygala,

tlie expansion from the buck of the fruit of the
A sh-tree, from the sides of the seed ofaBignonia,
aud from the surface of many Umbelliferous
fruits, are all called wings

\
as also are the mem-

branes sometimes projecting from the angles of
ceilain stems or leaf stalks.

Wings. In Military operations, the flank

portions of an army, as distinguished from the

centre. Each regiment is also divided into two
portions, calledtS»^]^A^ and left wings.

Wings. In ships, wings aro passages along
tlio sides of the ship between the fore and after

cockpit, to give the carpenters ready access to

any leak.

Wlng-trannom. In a ship with a square
stern, that transom on which the main body of
the stern rests.

Wlnna. An Indian name for layers of the
dried bark of Lecythis Ollariat used in Guiana
as wrappers for cigarettes.

Winter (a Teutonic word). One of the

four seasons of the year. Winter is usually

understood to begin with the shortest day, and
to end when the sun returns to the vernal

equinox.

Winter** Bark. The bark of the Drimys
Wmteri, or fVintera aromatica, a large forest

tree growing in Chili, Peru, and New Granada,
and which was first brought to England by
Captain Winter, who accompanied Sir Francis
Drake, in 1578, to the straits of Magalhaens,
where he obtained his specimens. It is found
in the market in large quills or rolled pieces ofa
dull yellowish grey colour, and has an aromatic
odour and warm pungent flavour. It was at first

confounded with CaneUa bark, which it much
resembles in appearance and flavour, but its

inner surface is reddish brown, whereas that of

Canella is much paler, and solution of sulphate

of iron gives a precipitate in its infusion, but
not in that of canella. Canella is the bark of

the Canella alba, a large tree growing in the

West Indies and America.
Winter-green. T)i^ ChiTmjghUaurnheUtUa,

a plant which, under the name of Pipaissewa,

W418 first used medicinally by the aborigines of

America. The infusion of the dried leaves is

tonic and diuretic. It has been found useful in

some chronic affections of the urinary organs.

The name winter-green is also given to

G1.TTLTHXBIA..

WIpere* In some kinds of Machinexy,

as oil-mills, powder-mills, fulling-mills, pieces

projecting generally fcom horizontal axles, for i

the purpose of raising stampers, pounders, or

'

heavy pistons, in vertical directions, and then

leaving them to fall by their own weight. The
principal object to be attended to in the con-

struction of wipers is to give them such a form

that the weight shall be raised with a motion

slowat first and gradually increasing invelocity,
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like tliat of gravity

; and to this end the outline
of the wiper should be a parabola.

Wire-drawing. The art of extending the
ductile metals into wire. The operation ijj

performed by casting or liammering the meUl
into a bar, which is then successively drawn
through holes in a steel plate, each being
smaller than the other, until the requisite fine-

ness is attained. The holes through which ex-
tremely fine wires of platinum, gold, or silver

are occasionally drawn, are sometimes made in

a diamond or ruby,

Wisby, Ordinances of. Maritime laws,
principally compiled fi-om those of Oleron.
(Hallam, Middle Ages, ch. ix. part ii.) [Maui-
TIME Law.]
Wlaerlte. A hydrated variety of native

carbonate of manganese (Diallogite), naine^l

after the Swiss mineralogist Wiser. It occurs
in yellowish or reddish silky fibres at Gonsenz,

I

in Switzerland.

I

Wish. In Teutonic Mythology, the embo-
! diment of fruition or actual enjoyment of de-

I

sire, as distinguished from mere longing. It is

I
thus an attribute of Odin, or rather may be
considered as only another name for Odin,
Wish being endowed with bodily shape and
powers, and rejoicing in his own works, as a
father rejoices in his children. The form
used to express this attribute in the Edda is

Oski
; and thence the word osh is employed as

a prefix, as in oska-steinn, a wishing-stone,
oska-byrr (Gr. tKiixvos dlpos), a fair wind, i.e.

such a wind as a man may wish for
;
oaka-bara,

a wish-child, i.e. an adopted child. Thus the
heroes whom the Valkyries, or oska-maer guide

[

to the Walhalla, are Odin’s oska-barn, or ohoicr

children. This power of wish marked the spea’-

!of Odin, the hammer of Thor, which aftc"

I

doing its work returned of itself to his hand,
and the necklace of Freya, which answers U
the cestus of Aphrodite. (Dasent, Popular
Tales from the Norse, xciii.) In a remark-
able Vedic hymn, cited by Professor Max
MiiUor, in his History of ^nscrit Literatun

,

p. 561, the same idea apparently is conveyed
by the word kama, in describing the work of

creation. This word, which he translates oy
the term love, Professor H. H. Wilson intei-

prets as wish, or desire. {Edinburgh Reoieu,

Oct. 1860, p. 384.)

Wistaria (after Caspar Wistar, Professor c.f

Anatomy at Pennsylvania). A genus of climb-

ing shrubs of the order Leguminos<e, natives of

North America, Japan, the northern province:

of China, &;c. Two species are well known,
and largely grown in tins country for the sakk^

of their elegant racemes of lilac flowers, whirl:

are prodo^ in great prafusion when the

plant is trained over on a south wall or other

sheltered spot W, eineneis, the Chinese
species, has larger and x^iler flowers than
those of W. fruUaoens, the American kind« the
flowers ofwhich, moreover, are slightly scented,

and have a greenish spot at the base of the

standard.

Wlnllt. [OmsTtTxs.]
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Wit (A.-Saz.; akin to Gor. wissen, Lat.

videre, Gr. UtTp, to see, to know). Wit has
been defined briefly to be the unexpected
combination of distant reBemblances. The
term wit hae in the course of two centuries

passed through more significations than most
others in the English language. ^ Without
going farther back than the reign of James
I., wit is used by Sir J. Davies as the
most general name for the intellectual facul-

ties. In the time of Cowley and Hobbes, it

came to denote a superior de^ee of under-
standing, and more mkrticularly a quick and
brilliant reason. By jDryden it is used ns very
nearly synonymous with taient or ability

;
but

after his time, and more particularly bv Addi-
son in his papers on Wit, we find a gradual ap-
proximation to the modem signification of the
term. (For the difiference of meaning between
wit and bulls, see Edin. Rev. vol. iii. p. 399.)

Wltoli of Agnesi. In Geometry, a curve
of the third order, first noticed by Maria
Gaetano Agnesi in her htituzioni Anahiiche,

Milano 1748 (translated by Colston), and
called by her the Fersiera. The equation to

rectangular co-ordinates (2 n — jr),

whence the curve may easily be traced.

Witcli Meal. A popular name given to

the pollen or powder sold in the shops under
the name of Lycopodium, procured from the
Lycopodium clavatum, or Cluhmoss, It con-

tains a large quantity of oily inflammable
matter, and when thrown into the flame of a
candle produces a sudden flash or blar^e, whence
it is used in theatres for imitating lightning.

It has also, from its yellow colour, been called

v^etable sulphur. In Pharmacy, it is used for

enveloping pills to prevent their adhesion.

Wltotaoraft. The craft, cunning, or science

of the wise, the words wizard and witch being

connected with the Teutonic wissen, and the

Greek to know. [Wh^naoemot.] But
the term has been practically confined to

tlioso who are supposed to have dealings

with the agencies of the spiritual or unseen

world, a^d who thus become endowed with

preternatural powers, exercised sometimes for

the good, but far more commonly for the

injury of mankind. This was especially the

mediaeval sense of the word, and it rested

undoubtedly on the hjrpothesis that witches

were euablil to do certain acts wholly by virtue

of a compact with the devil or his imps. But
the word is also used by the translators of the

Old Testament, and it has been asserted by
some that the laws enjoining the capital punish-

ment of witches are directed merely against

poisoners. Bat the phenomena descri^ in

such cases as that of the witch of Endor closely

i^semble those of modem witchcraft., while

they exhibit no trace whatever of poisonii^.

The league of the Jewish witches with famt-

Uar ^irits farther attests the identity of

Jewish notions on the subject with those which
Were entertained through the middle ages.

For the origin of the idea it is difficult, if

not impossible, to account. The power which
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woids have exercised on the mind when tlicir

original meaning has been in part or wholly
forgotten is manifest to all students of the
history of language. If confusions such as

those between Aevadt, shining, and AiJkot, a woff—^both words belonpng to the same root, the

brute being so named from the glossiness of his

skin—may wssibly have supplied the germ of

notions which wore afterwards expanded into the

superstition of LvcAimmoPY [Lycaon; Were-
wolves], the mysterious wisdom ascribed to

the sun as seeing into all the hidden nooks and
crannies of the universe, and to Phoebus AjkiIIo

as the sun-god or light-god, may perhaps
furnish a clue to the notion of a wisdom which,
although not naturally attainable by man, may
be acquired from superior beings. Thus in the

Homeric hymn Hebmes is described as seeking

this boun at the hands of Apollo
;
and although

the latter cannot impart to him all his secrets,

yet he grants his prayer in part, and directs

him to the Thriae, who dwell far down in hid-

den daleSj and who will reveal to him many
mysteries.

As a melhod of accounting for certain al-

leged or assumed phenomena, the hypothesis of

witchcraft is not less rationalistic than the

opinion which denies the possibility of such
phenomena, or of the agency by which they

are said to be brought about. Although there

seems to bo no adequate warrant for the asser-

tion that ‘everyone eveiywhere and always
prafera the less wonderful to the more wonder-

ful of two explanations of the same fact,’ it may
bo safely maintained that the theory of witch-

craft is an attempt to trace certain supposed re-

sults to a cause. But the preference ofa natural

to a supernatural causation could not present it-

self as an alternative to men on whose minds the

idea of any order or cosmos had not yet dawned.
This intellectual state characterises pre-emi-

nently those ages to which the earlier Vedic
literature [Veda] and theHomericpoems belong.

To the men of this pre-historic age the pheno-

mena of the outward world were all brought

about by a conscious and personal agency
;
and

although some of these phenomena were of

frequent occurrence, there was no reason for

this beyond the arbitrary will of the personal

agents. Hence the same arbitrary will ac-

counted at once for all unusual phenomena, and
for these they looked with an impatient eager-

ness as assurances that these agencies were not

dormant. Hence if the Homeric Greek could

have been supplied with a philosophical his-

i

tory of the past, such a history would have

appeared to him, in Mr. Grote’s words, ‘ not

merely unholy and unimpressive, but destitute

of all plausibility or title to credence.’

tory of Greece, part i. ch, xvi.) A comparison

of the Greek with the Jewish mind will ex-

hibit to a certain extent the same characteristics

in both, and account for the resemblances ot

their popular belief.

But whatever may have been the origin of

the idea, itp universality can scarcely be called

into question. It has taken root in all coun-
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trios, and gives way but slowly before the cx-

poriinontal robuUs of inductive science. In
almost all countries also it bus led in groat,

measure to the same results of fear, credulity,

gross injustice, and cruelty.

Amoi^ the Greeks, a gener^ belief prevailed

in magical practices and incantations, espe-

cially by women ; and Thessaly was the region

most celobrnteil for the pursuit of these arts by
its inhabitants. The same superstition was
equally prevalent among the Romans. But, in

the sense in which the word is used in modern
times, a witch is supposed to derive her power
from a peculiar compact with evil spirits

;
and

this species of witchcraft is of course posterior

to the nso of Christianity. The first traces of

the modem superstition, respecting witchcraft

are perhaps to be found in Augustim^, who
peaks of magicians os living in society with
d^ils, and having a compact with them. Tho
witdiioaft of more ancient times became
easily connected in vulgar belief with the ss>

perstitions arising; out of Christian theology.

As early as the cooiieil of Ancyra (308)^ the

belief in transfonDiatioiis by magiml art (of

which we find so remadmbie an instance in

the romance of Appuieins) is coodsfaned as

heretical. The gods of the ancient mytholcigy,

by tbexealons punching ofthe Christian clergy,

acquirtd in pc^mlar imagiaatxBi the attribiites

of demons ; ami it is possible that many of the
supposed assemblies of witdies and devil wor-
shippers, which terrified the imaginations of
the chroniclers and historians of saints in the

earij port of the dark ages, oiimnaled in the

secret meetings of the jnoscribea worshippers

of pagan deities, who endeavoured to secure

their privacy by terrifying their orthodox

neighbours. About the time of Chariomagno
and his successors, we find one species of

witchcraft peculiarly prevalent. Storms and
tempests were attributed to certain magicians
(defensores), who were believed to have ac-

quired a power of controlling the elements. The
very general superstition (which also is men-
tioned by Augustine) of assemblies of females

riding through the air with the demon Diana,

Minerva, or Herodins (from which, in later

days, the notions of the witch festival on the

Bi’ocken in Germany, the French sabhat, &c.

were all derived), is also reprobated by the

divines of this period. Up to this time we have

found the church generally condemning many
of the popular fancies respecting demouioc
agency, as superstitious

;
but from the end of

the twelfth century we find them gradually

gaining ground, so as to become articles of

religious credence. At the coronation of

Richard I. Coeur de Lion, Jews and women
were forbidden to attend : the latter because so

many ofthem were sufipected of witchcraft. The
works of Gervase of Tilbury (at the beginning

of the thirteenth century) ^ve perhaps the

best picture of the extent to which similar

opinions prevailed about that epoch. In the

same century, witches and heretics were first

connected in tlie oyo of the church : the com-
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niissionci-s who tried the various sectaries of
tlio time were equally directed to enquire into

and punish magv^ practices. In the fourteenth
century the penwemliion of witches assumed a
more regular and severe character. The well-

known accusatiaiiaagainst the Templars ( 1309),
in which all the common charges of compacts
w'ith the devil, witch-assemblies, &c., were
mingled with those of atheism and heresy,

were but the prelude to a long series of similar

p^oedings. About this time the south of

Fnince, north of Italy, and some parts of Ger-
many seem to have been most infested with
demoniacal agency. The female sex seems
from the earliest timea to have been most im-
plicated in the public horror of witchcraft;

and from thu eomoBeiicement of the fifteenth

ceniuxy tbe diecxece of councils, &c. which
speak ol witchcraft, an principidly directed

against women. From this time, therefore, we
may date the scfantHtt in popular belief of
tbfr higher msgie pneliBed by learned and
disting^inlLed men, firm tiw petty witchcraft

in whmli the parfoimen were poor, old, and
ignorant wdomix. Manjof the great magicians
were bolieved to operate their wonders by the
control which they had acquired over inferior

spiritaal a&ents^ without any express compact
with the £vil; and althoi^ such practices

were often condemned by the church, always
liable to suspicion, and sometimes brought
those who indulged in them (together with
alchemists and astrologers) under the cogni-

sance of crimiiuil tribunals, yet they were
always considered as of a different order from
the feats of common witches. In 1484 ap-
peared the famous bull of Innocent VIII.
‘ Siunmis desiderantes affectibus.' In this re-

markable instrument all the absurdities of the
popular superstition are formally recapitulated,

and a commission directed to three judges
(Institor, Sprengcr, and Gromper) to examine
and punish witches in the German empire.

Although immediately relating to Germany
only, this bull is rightly considered by Herzog
(the author of the article on witchcraft in

Ersch and Gruber s Encyclo^did) as forming
a period in the history of this superstition.

Although much cruelty had been already com-
mitted in the pursuit of this imaginary crime,
it is from this solemn confirmation of the vul-

gar superstition that wo must date the continu-
ous course of legal persecution which lasted for

two centuries over the greater part of Europe.
So merciless was the crusade against sorcery

and witchcraft, that probably its victims may
be regarded as falling not far short of the
numbers slain in fair field in the wars of the
middle ages. * Seven thousand victims are said

to have been burnt at Trfevos, six hundred by
a single bishop of Bamberg, and eight hun-
dred in a single year, in the bishopric of
Wurtzburg. At Toulouse, the seat of we In-
quisition, four hundred persons perished for

sorcery at a single execution, and fifty at Douay
in a single year. In Italy a thousand persons
were execute in a single year in tne province
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of Como, and in other parts of the country the

eeverity of the inquisitors at last created an
absolute rebellion. The same scenes were
enacted in the wild valleys of Switzerland and
of Savoy. In Genoa, which was then ruled by
a bishop, five hundred alleged witches were
executed in three months

;
forty-roight were

burnt at Constance or Ravensbuz^, and eighty
j

in the little town of Valery in Savoy.’ (Lecky,
|

History of Hatwnalism^ ch. i.)

The details of these legal proceedings bear
a striking similarity in all the countries in

which this baleful superstition so long pre-

vailed. It has been seen that by the bull of

Innocent VIII. witchcraft, was rendered a
crime ji^uliarly cognisable by ecclesiastical

authorities
;
so it remained for the most part

in Catholic countries, esx)ccially where the In-

quisition was established
;
and this constituted

the chief difference between the procedure in

those regions and that which prevailed in Pro-
testant districts, where the civil magistrate

took cognisance of the offence. Thus the

various forms of religious observance which
were interwoven with the judicial proceeding
in the former, exorcisms and so forth, were for

the most part disused by Protestants, In other

respects, the mode of investigation and punish-
ment was much the same. Ever^here they
exhibited a singular mixture of legal refine-

ment with popular violence. Thus the various

ordeals by which suspected witcho.s purged
themselves (one of the most vulgar supersti-

tioESconneem with witchcraft) were conducted
with gravity and regularity under the eye of

the law. The best known in England was that

of water ;
if the accused swam when thrown

in, it was held as a proof of guilt. On the

Continent a favourite mode, amongmany others,

was by weighing. In the scales set apart for

this purpose, a true witch was always found to

weigh more than her previously ascertained

weight. When, however, the suspected person

was in the hands of the tribunal, there was in

general one only mode ofprocedure—by torture.

And thus everywhere the witch persecutions

prwluced the same result—confessions, viz.,

of all the strange and monstrous crimes with

which the accused lay charg-ed. Those appear

to have grown more voluminous and more
utterly incredible in every generation; and
this may be naturally accounted for : for when
a witch had made, up her mind to confess, it

cost her nothing to promulgate the most extra-

vagant inventions; and these being regarded

as undoubted truths, formed the basis of inter-

ro^tories to be administered to other unhappy
beings who might be brought under the same
accusation. The punishment was uniformly

deatli, usually at the stake.

On this subject Luther expressed himself

with a fiiiy singular even in his own age. In

all such cases he could see no room for com-

passion. Ail must be burnt without excep-

tion. ‘ In England,* says Mr. Lecky, ‘the

establishment m the Befomation was the sig-

nal for an immediate outburst of the supersti-
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tion, and there, as elsewhere, its decline was
represented by the clergy as the direct conse-

quence and the exact measure of the progreiss

of religious scepticism. In Scotland, where the

Reformed ministers exercised gi-oatcr influence

than in any other country, and whore the

witch trials fell almost entirely into thoir

hands, the persecution was proportionately

atrocious.*

It appears, upon the whole, that the perse-

cutions during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries were most violent in those countries

which were the scene of much strife bctw'eun

the two religions, or in which the Calvinist

opinions wore pushed to an extreme—France,

the Netherlands, Northern and Western Ger-
many, Switzerland, Scotland, England under
the Commonwealth, and at a still lah'r period

New England. A singular example of the con-

tagion of fanaticism suddenly spreading with

extraordinary violence, and subsiding again

after one terrible outbreak, is to be found in

the history of the witch persecutions in Swe-
den, in the end of the seventeenth century.

The fall of paganism suppl ied largo nouri.sli-

ment for the superstition, which grew to its

greatest height in mediseval Christendom. Tin*

converts to Christianity, whether in Southern
or Northern Europe, were not Uiught to ques-

tion the existence of their old gods, while they

renounced their worship. In Mr. Grote’s woixlb,

‘ The heathen gods and goddesses, deprived u.s

they were of divinity, did not pass out of the

recollections and fears of their former worship-

pers, but were sometimes represented (on prin-

ciples like those of Euemerus) as Imving been
eminent and glorious men, sometimes degradotl

into demons, magicians, elfs, fairies, and other

supernatural agents, of an inferior grade, and
generally mischievous castes.' (History of
Greicff part i. ch. xvii.) The former was the

case in the north, where ‘ the Christian logo-

graphers felt it their dut,y to point out tho

Odin and Thor of the old &;alds as evil demons
or cunning enchanters who had fascinated the

minds of men into a false belief in their

divinity.’ Thus the whole multitude of heathen
gods, nymphs, fauns, satyrs, and other beings

were numbered among the diabolical agents with

whom sorcerers and witches entered into com-
pact

;
and the whole strength of pagan supersti-

tion went to swell the sum of cr^uloiis ideas

already afloat in the minds of tho early Chris-

tians. * Wherever they turned, they were sur-

rounded and beleaguered by mialicious spirits,

who are perpetually manifesting their presence

by supernatural acts. Watchful fiends stood

by- every altar
;
they mingled with every avo-

cation of life, and the Christians were tlic

special objects of their hatred.' (Lecky. Nation-

alism, ch. i.) It needed only the notion, that

these demons had those on earth who were in

league with them, to open the floodgates of per-

secution against the supposed conspirators.

The outburst of this persecution In the latter

portion of‘the middle ages (for up to the twelfth

century the chief weapons employed against
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witclioraft were charm and incantation) is by

|

Mr. Lecky connected with the change which
|

passed over religious thought, gradually

vesting the Divine nature and government with

a more harsh and gloomy colouri ng. The A Ibi-

gensian revolt against sacenlotal domination,

the proclamation of doubts touching the deeper
questions of the faith by Abelard, and tlio influ-

ence ofthe philosophy of Averroes, led to a gene-

randea that the reign of Antichrist had begun,
and that Satanic agency was in a pre-eminent
degree operating on the afFuirs of men. Tlio

idea of applying relics only to stay the plague

was regarded with contempt. Sterner measures
were indispensable. ‘The inquisitors traversed

Europe, proclaiming that the devil was operat-

ing actively on all sides
;
and among the very

first victims were persons who were accused of

sorcery, and who were, of course, condemned.
Such condemnations could not make the belief

in thereality ofthe crime more unhesitatingthan
it had been, but they had a direct tendency to

multiplythe accusations.’ The state of insecurity

and despair thus produced was heightened by
the desolating effects of the Elack Death, which,

regarded as a direct chastisement for the suffer-

ance of witchcraft, supplied a fresh incentive

to still more frightful persecutions and massa-

cres. The superstition which prompted these

atrocities was not weakened by the advice of

Luther, that a child reputed to be begotten

by the devil should bo thrown into a river;

aud Luther’s convictions were shared by the

most learned lawyers and judges of his age.

If the multiplication of the most monstrous
and impossible charges, and of testimony drawn
from perjured accusers and tortured victims,

could prove the reality of a conspiracy, the fact

of a league between sorcerers and devijla was
proved beyond all reach of doubt

;
and the con-

viction that this fact was proved retained its

hold on the mind of John Wesley, who declared

that all belief in the Dible must stand or fall

with belief in witchcraft. But the idea that this

conspiracy was a well -attested fact, was a mere
delusion. The nature of evidence was at that

time most imperfectly known
;
and it has been

said, not without iustice, that the judicial pro-

cesses of the middle ages exhibit little more
than a tissue of prejudiced judgments based on
a besotted credulity. The evidence of witnesses,

whose peijury would now be self-evident, was
received without hesitation, while the accused

wore supposed to speak the truth of them-

selves and their accomplices while under ex-

cruciating bodily torment. When at length the

frantic excesses of the persecutors had roused

some faint scepticism as to the reality of the

crime, writers could be found to declare that,

if such a crime had not been proved to exist,

nothing existed
;
while lawyers and judges, not

iniquitous in other matters, declared themselves

profoundly satisfied with the evidence of knaves
and fools. Thus when the executions in Italy

had roused some sceptical opposition, Spina

fiercely complained that men were not only re-

fusing to believe what they ought to beUeve,
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but wore exerting all their influence to obstruct

those whowore destroying the enemies of Christ.

(Sprengor, MaUem Mahjicarnm, i. 460 &c.)

This smouldering opposition betrayed itself in

the treatise of John Wier, J)c Prcpstigiis Deemo-

num. Wior, not questioning the existoneo of

demons, sought to pixivo tliat all reputed cases

of witchcraft were instances of direct possession,

and that, as the intermediate agency of a witch

was superfluous, the crusade against sorcerer^-

and witches was unnecessary, and therefore cruel

.

Tlio self-accusations ofwomen he accounted for

by ‘ the credulity and fragility of the female

sex.’ Yet Wior, who had not sought to limit

the region of the supernatural, was stigmatised

by Bo(hn {Demmomavxe des f^orciers) as one
who had armed himself against God and writ-

ten a tissue of horrible blasphemies. The
practical conclusions of Bodin were summarily
rejected by Montaigne, who declared it to

quite unnecessary to believe evidence, even
when it was im|x>ssible to explain it away.
‘ This is setting a high value on our opinions,’

ho said, ‘to roast men alive on account of them.’

Thirteen years later, Charron, in his treatise On
Wifidmn, systematised the scepticism of Mon-
taigne; and it was in this interval that Boguct,

presiding at the tribunal of St. Claude, is said

to have burnt six hundred persons chiefly for

lycanthropy. In England, the first protest was
raised in 1584, by Reginald Scott, who, in his

Discovery of Witchcraft

^

‘ exposed the atrocious

torments by which confessions were extorted,

the laxity and injustice of the manner in which
evidence was collected, the egregious absurdi-

ties that filled the writings of tho inquisitors,

the juggling tricks that wore ascribed to the

devil, and tho childish folly of the magical
charms.’ So little oftbet had this protest in tho

prevailing temper of the ago, that the zeal of

James I. earned a law subjecting witches to

death on the first conviction, even though they

should have done no harm to their neighbours.

This law was passed when Coke was At-
torney General, and Bacon a member of parlia-

ment. Later still, when a century had passed
away from the time of Reginald Scott’s pro-

test, the sceptical Glanvil strenuously upheld
tho popular belief in witchcraft in his Saddti-

dsmvs TriumphatuSf and won the warm appro-
val of Henry More, Casaiibon, and Cudworth.
Glanvil, employing a line of argument much in

vogue at the present day, urged the credulity of

unbelief as a reason for accepting the reality

of witchcraft. * Analysing with much acute-

ness a priori objections, he showed that they
rested upon an unwarrantable confidence in our
knowledge of the laws of the spirit world

; that
they implied the existence of some strict analogy
between the faculties of men and of spirits

;

and that, as such analogy most probably did

not exist, no reasoning bas^ on the supposition

could dispense men from examining the evi-

dence.’ This evidence appeared to him as con-
clusive as to Reginald Scott it appeared worth-
less, while he foigot apparently t^at, on his

own hypothesis, he had first to prove the exist-
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enco of spirits as well as their operation in the

manner ullogecl. But while bwks continued

to be written in favour of the belief, the belief

itself among educated men was practically on
the decline. Still, when at one of the latest

trials, that of Jane Wetaham, in 1712, the

judge treated with disrespect the rector of the

parish, who declared, ‘ on his faith as a cle^y-

man,’ that he believed the woman to be a witch,

the jury convicted. The judge obtained a re-

mission of the sentence; but the clergy who
had been her accusers vehemently reiterated

their belief, and ended their protest with the

words ‘ Liberavimus animas nostras.’

In Scotland the belief in witchcraft was
more obstinate, and the horrors of witch per-

secutions perhaps reach their culminating

point in the country where John Knox shaped
the Beformation. ^As late as 1773 the di-

vines of the Associated Presbytery passed a
resolution declaring their belief in witchcraft.,

and deploring the scepticism that was general.’

(Leck/s Hi^toi'y of Rationalism^ ch. i. ; for the

part taken by the clergy in fostering this

superstition, see Buckle, Histoiyof CivUization

in England, vol. iii. ch. ii.) The last victim

capitally sentenced was put to death in 1722

;

but the practice linger^ to a later time iii

some continental districts, as in Catholic Ger-
many, Spain, and Switzeiiand. The sub-

prioress, of a convent was burnt at Wurz-
burg ill 1749; and the last, probably, of all

the victims of this superstition, Anna Gdldi,

a domestic servant, was burnt at Glarus, in

Switzerland, in 1782. A painstaking collec-

tion of learning on this strange subject will be

found in Horst’s Zauber-Bibliothek. (Grimm’s
J)€uUche Mythologie, passim; Michelet, La
Torture.)

Wltoliea* Besoms. A name given to the

bunches ofbranches altered from their original

form, which are developed on the Silver Fir

in consequence of the attack of a minute fun-

gus, called Peridermium elatmum. The leaves

as well as branches are altered in form from

their first appearance, and soon fall, a new
crop of infested foliage being produced each

year from the buds. The fungus is apparently

confined to the besoms.

Wltclies’ Bntter. The vulgar name of

EMia glandulosa, a dark brown or black jelly-

like fungus studdt^ above with little glandular

points, and below rough like crape.

Witena-gemot (A,-Sax.). The great na-

tional council of the Anglo-Saxon nation, pro-

bably the direct representative of the popular

assemblies of which Tacitus (Germ, xi.) speaks

as existing among the old German tribes
;
the

folkmot, or mee^g of the whole tribe or

nation, having in a-laiger territory and among
a more soatti^ population become converted

by a natural process into the tpiUna-gemoi or

meeting of councillors. The meetings of the

witan appear to have been attended by tbe

hingt by prelates and abbots, and sometimes

by m&rior clergy, by dukes and ealdormen, by

milites ministri or thanes, many of whom wore
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no doubt reeves or other royal officers in the
shires, The witan was convened by the king
either pro hAc vice or generally. Many acts or
charters passed at its meetings are extant, and
bear simatures (often from 90 to 100 in num-
ber), which may be assumed to be those of the
members of the witan present, and which in

fact form a principal source of our information
on the subject. The witan, though not elective

in the modem sense, was considered as repre-

senting tlie wholf^ body of the people ; but it is

probable that the freemen in the neighbourhood
were allowed to be present at its meetings, and
exercised at least a right of assent to its deci-

sions. According toh&. Kemble, the witan (1)
possessed a consultative voice and right to con-

sider every public act which could bo author-

ised by tpe king; (2) deliberated upon new
laws, which were then pivmulgatod by their

authority and that of the king; (3) had the
power of making alliances and treaties of

peace, and of settling their terms
; (4) bid the

power of electing the king; (5) had power
to depose the king if liis government was not
conducted for the benefit of his people

; (6)
had, with the king, power to appoint prelates

to vacant secs
; (7) had power to regulate

ecclesiastical matters generally ; (8) had, with
the king, power to levy taxes mr the public ser-

vice; (9) had, with the king, power to raise

land and sea forces; (10) had the power of

recommending, assenting to, and guaranteeing

grants, of lands; (11) had Uio power of ad-

judging the lands of offenders and intestates

to be forfeit to the king; (12) actml as a

supreme court of justice both in civil and
criminal cases. (Kemble, Saxons in Etigland.)

Wltliamlte. A variety of Manganesian
Epidoto discovered by Witham, both massive
and in minute but brilliant and transparent

carmine-red crystals, lining small cavities in

trap-rock, at Glencoe, in Argyleshire. It is a
ferro-silicate of alumina.
Witberlte. Native carbonate of baryta,

named in honour of Dr. Withering, who first

discovered it at Anglezarke, in Lancashire. It

occurs amorphous and in six-sided crystals,

resembling the common form of Quartz, and
generally white, but sometimes of a greyish or

greenish colour, at Alston Moor in Cumber-
land, Fallowfield in Northumberland, Duflon

Fells in Westmoreland, &c.
Witherite is used in the manufacture of

glass and china, and also in France in the

manufacture of beet-root sugar.

Witlieraliliia. In the witchcraft of Scot-

land, this word (the German wiederschein)

was used to denote the wrong or unlucky way
of going round a person who was to be

restored from sickness. leech made the

circuit, or dessil, round the couch of the sick

man three times, moving from east to west,

according to the course of the sun. To go

round in the opposite direction was considered

unpropitious.

WtmeM (A.-Sax. witnesse). In Law, one

who gives evidence in a judicial proceeding
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In civil cases, witnesses ar^ compelled to attend numbness, vomiting, contracted pupil, failure

by the process called Subkena ad Tkstifi- of the circulation, and occasional convulsion.

GAKDUM, and punishable, if they neglect to Fatal results have sometimes occurred from
do so, by attaenment or action. In criminal mistaking this root for horseradish, to which,

cases, the process is by subpeena or by recogni- however, it bears little resemblance. It lias

sance taken by the mamstrate before whom the been medicinally used with great success in some
information is given. [Evidence.] obstinate cases of iie dotUourettjpj or neurafffia,

WIsard (£&in to wise and witch). The Its powers are ascribed to the presence of the

popular name in England for a sorcerer, alkaloid Aconita. [Aconite.]

[Witchcraft.] Wollastontte or Tabulajr Bpar. A sili-

Woad (A.-Sax. wad). The Isaiie tincio- cate of lime which occurs generally in broad
ria, a plant which yields by the fermentation prismatic or laminar masses, but sometimes in

of its leaves a blue colouring matter resem- distinct tabular prisms, from wliich it has de-

bling indigo. It is the Pastel ot the French. rived the common name of Table or Tabular
Woden. In Mythology, another form of the Spar. It is met with in white fibrous masses

name of the Norse god Odin, who with Thor at Dunmore Hoad, county Down
;

at Glen-
stands Ob the head of the Teutonic pantheon, gairn, in Aberdeenshire ;

and in the basalt

The name Thor appears in the forms Thunor (as of the Castle liock, Edinburgh. Named after

in the A.-Saz. Thunres-dseg, Thursday\ and Dr. Wollaston.

Donner, thunder. His hammer seems to be the Women, Condition of. The social posi •

same word as the Greek Aemon, the Slavonic tion occupi^ by women varies not only as

formofAamarbeii^Eamen, and theLithuanian communities are civilised or barbarous, but in

akmu, akmens. Hircvdeet CaouSjWl,) communities which have reached the same
The name Woden is preserved in the English point of civilisation. Nor is the respect felt

Wednesday. for women to bo measured always by race,

Wdniertte. A columbate of zirconia, with for tribes or subdivisions of the same race

silicate of lime and silicate of soda, found em- give ’ their women very difiTerent privileges

bedded in the zircon-syenite of Norway in and award them very different degrees of

crystals of various tints of yellow, inclining consideration. Bace, however, is, on the

to red, brown, or p-ey. Named after Wohler, whole, the chief cause for variety. Thus,
the eminent chemist. among the negro and Malayan races, women
WSloblte. An arsenio-sulphide of lead, are generally enslaved, perform all the hard

copper, and antimony, found in short rhombic labour of the field and the household, and aro

prisms of a blackish load-grey colour, in the looked on as drudges. Among Semitic tribes,

iron-mines at Wdlch, in tho Lavant Valley, in on the other hand, the women arc secluded, and
Cariiithia. condemned to idleness and privacy, whenever
Wolf 7Ub. The name of a species of fish tho husband’s wealth enables him to establish a

{Anarrhkhas lufns, Linn.), which subsists on harem
;
and even among persons of poorer con-

whelks and other shell-fish. It seizes its prey by dition, women are as far as possible concealed

means of strong conical slightly curved anterior from public view. Among nations of - Aryan
teeth, set in the jaws like grappling hooks, and origin, on the other hand, women are treated

bruises by the action of very powerful poste- with respect, sometimes with groat tendornoss

rior molar teeth. and honour.

Wolfram. Native tungstate of protoxide of In tho earliest pictures of social life which we
iron, met with in the primary rocks of Cornwall, possess, the sacred books of tho Jews, the

Saxony, and other countries, frequently osso- Homeric poems, and the Hindu vedas, women
dated with tin-ore. It occurs both massive and appear to have held a far higher social position

crystallised, of a dark-greyish or brownish ana to have had far more personal freedom

black colour, with a brilliant (often metallic) than they afterwards enjoyed in the same
lustre, and is sometimes feebly magnetic. countries or among the same people. The

Tungsten is used for the manufacture of whole course of Jewish history indicates a very

tungstate of soda, which affords a mordant in different position for the women of the people

dyeing, gives hardness to plaster of Paris, and than that of the inmates of a harem or

IS the best material for rendering dresses zenana, jealously closed and carefully guarded,

incombustible. Added to steel, it possesses the So again with thedomestic life of the Greeks,

property of imparting a degree of hardness to The picture of the faithful Penelope, iinpor-

the alloy far greater than can be given to the tuned by a number of suitors for her hand,

metal when used alone. The name Wolfram vexed at their effronteir and riot, but never in*

(from Ger. wolferig, satiny) has reference to suited or threatened
;
the loves of Hector and

the smaller quantity of tin obtained from the Androtnache ; the chivali^us sentiment felt to*

ores in which it is present. wards Helen, though the author of so many
WoUtnuBduik YTunostbn.] griefs to Troy, point to a different social oondi-

WMftlMUM* The popular name of the tion from that with which we aro familiar

Aconite, which is also calM Monkshood firom in later times, whenf at Athens a woman's
the shape of its flowers. In snfficiont doses it best reputation was to have no fame either for

is virulently poisonons, its most characteristic goo4 or evil (Thucyd. ii. 45), when tb^ education

effects being the production of tingling and of w^men was discouraged lest they should
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rc'hol against the authority of their masters,

iin<l when they wero shut up in the inner part,

of the house, in all but Oriental seclusion.

The early literature of tho Hindus gives

}«imilar testimony as to tho equality of the

sexes. A striking illustration of this equality

may be found in Prof. Max Muller’s Ancient

Banskrit Literature, p. 22, where a wife asks

her husbaiul what are tho means by which she

might reaeh that perfection which formed tho

chief object of those who strove to tho honours

of Bnihmanical saintship, and expresses her

conviction that conjugal love may be the means
to this end. Her husband, who has just re-

solved to quit his home in order to devote him-
self to a lifoof contemplation, seeks to disabuse

her of this impression, an<l says that * a hus-

band is loved, not booauso you love tho hus-

band, but bo.'’auso you love in him the Divine

^mrit; a wife is iovctl, not because we love the

wife, but because wo lo>o in her tho Dhine
Spirit

;
children are loved, not because wo love

+ho children, but because wo love tho Divine

'‘"Spirit in them.’ And the speaker goes on to

state that the course towanls perfection is the

i'ame both for women and men, in strong con-

trast to the language used by tho later sacred

writings, in which women are treated as in-

fenor, are precluded from any partnership in

the family sacrifices, are forbidden to road the

Vedas, or to assume the right of judgment
on sacred things. A similar tenderness to-

wards women is to bo found in the early

romantic dramas of tho Hindus, such as the

Sacontala.

The condition of women in ancientHome was
peculiar. The head of tho house was the centre

of all power and authority. The father had
Iho right of life and death over his children,

even aller they wore married and had house-

holds of their own. There was no escape from

this authority, unless the son were thrice form-

ally emancipated before the praetor. A married
woman was greatly in the power of her hus-

band and male relations, who could punish her

Avith death for certain offences. But such a

power did not accrue to the hdsband, unless the

marriage took place in the solemn form called

con/arreatio. Hence, in course of time, as wo-
n\tm were made independent, this solemn mar-
rlago became more and more rare, and at last

was almost disused. The facilities of divorce,

the licentiousness of the wealthy Roman ma-
trons, and tho general dissoluteness of Roman
social life, are well known.

It was, however, among the German tribes

that the greatest respect was paid to women.
This fact 'was known to Tacitus, and com-
mented on by him, for he speaks of these tribes

as looking on women as possessed of a sort, of

inspiTotTon. Of similar character also was the

respect paid to their women by the Anglo-

l^ons.
It is not easy to trace the ori^n of that

chivalrous devotion towards women which

constituted one of the best traits of thd knightly

character, and of that gallantry which ensued
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from the feeling. It was no doubt partly de
rived from the habits of race ; it was pro-

bably increased by the quasi-religious character

which belonged to most orders of knighthood.
It became possibly still stronger by the con-

trast in which it stood to the treatment shown
to women on the part of the Mohammedans,
and which must have been taken note of in tho

time of tho Crusades. For it is especially

among Moliammedan nations, and in India
among such communities as have imitated tho

social system without the faith of Islam, tlmt

the social position of women is the lowest, ex-

cept, of course, among negro tribes.

Mr. Mill has of late years argued strongly

that women sliould be, as far as regards

!
tho suffrage, on an eqimlity with men. [Ke-
PRESBNTATI05T.] It is Singular that when the

reformed mutineers of the Bounty establish('<l

a constitution for their small settlement, they
gave the suffrage to all adults, without distinc-

tion of sex, in tho annual election of their chief

magistrate. Tho rights which by English law
a husband and wife have in each other’s pro-

perty, and the usual manner in which thoso

rights are modified by agreement, are fully

explained under Mabriaob and Sbttlkmei^t.

For some singular customs attaclung to wo-
men, and for z^gulations, intended, it woulil

seem, on some occasions, to protect them, seo

!Mr. E. B. Tylor’s Researches into the Primitive

History of Mankind ,
see also the treatise of

Cornelius Agrippa, De Excellentia Faminini
Sexus.

Wonder-eartb. [Tebatolitb.]

Wood (A.-Sax. wuda, Dutch woud). The
solid p^of the stems and branches of a plant,

as distinguished from the pith which occupies

the centre, and the bark which envelopes the

whole. The wood of most trees, i.e. of all

exogens, is formed in annual layers deposited

below the bark, but on the exterior of the wood of

previous growth. It consists of fibrous matter,

called woody tissnest formed duringthe growth of

the plant. Thus, when a seed germinates, and
the plumule has become developed, it begins at

once to send down fibres into the centre of tho

radicle, and these fibres constitute the first

rudimentary wood. As leaves form and come
into use, more perfect descending fibres are de-

veloped, those forming a cylinder of alburnum
between the medullary sheath [MEDin.LABY
SheathI and the bark, and in this wajr, by the
end of the first season of growth, there is formed
a woody axis, surrounding the pith, and en-

closed by the bark. The growth of the wood
of a timber-tree is but a repetition of this pro-

cess year after year.

It has been observed that wood is formed in

annual layers, which layers, though not separ-

able from each other, are seen in the of

the wood when cut, so that by counung tho
rings of wood in the trunk of an exogenous tree,

its age may be pretty clearly ascertained. In
the acoom{>anymg figure, these layers arc dis-

tinctly visible. The pith is shown at a, amt
the ba-k at while d e and / represent three
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distinct layers of wood. In the end section

the meduUaiy rays [Medullahy Bats] are
evident, radiating from the centre outwards.
The first year there is the pith, bark, and one
ring of the wood formed (a, d). The second

j

ear new matter is depo&ited between the
ark and the wood akoady formed

;
this con-

sists of a viscous mass called camhiunit which

is gradually organised, and separates into two
parts, the one forming an addition to the wood,

the other to the bark. The third year new
matter is again similarly interposed, while the

old bark is pushed out and ruptured, and is

gradually replaced by the new layers.

At the age of a few years wood acquires a

different colour from that which it first pos-

sessed. It is then called Heartwood or Durmiicn.

In the Beech, this is light brown
;
in the Oak,

deep brown ;
in Brazil-wood and Guaiacum,

green ; and in Ebony, black. In all these it

was at first colourless, and it owes its different

tints to matter deposited gradually through-

out its tissues. That part in which no such

colouring matter is yet deposited, the portion

exterior to the heartwood, is called Sapwood or

Murnum,
The wood of endogens differs from that of

oxogens in not being formed in concentric

layers. It has no distinction of pith, wood, and
bark, nor any medullary rays, and consists of

bundles of woody fibres, dispersed irregularly

among a mass of lengthen^ cellular tissue,

the bundles being more crowded towards the

circumference.

The value of wood, in the constructive arts,

depends upon the toughness and cohesion or

compactness of its tissues, that which has been

most quickly grown being, emteris paribus, of

the best quality. The different colours, smell,

and taste of different kinds of woods, are im-

parted by their peculiar resinous, gummy, or

oily secretions. The colouring matter is some-

times deposited in such abun&nce as to render

it nsefhl for dyeing, as in the Logwood. Some
woods have deposited in them volatile oils,

which render them odoriferous, as in the Sandal-

wo^; and bitter and other secretions give

them a medicinal value, as in the Quassia.

Weoa Goal. A synonym of Bbowm Coal,

and also of Cannel Coal.

Wood BnffraTliiff. [ENOEAViNa.]

Woad Ppttl* A variety of Opal with a

peculiar ligneous structure, which is made into

snuff-boxes and other ornamental articles, at

Vienna. (Bristow's Ghesarp of Mineralopp,

p. 411.)

I

Wood spirit. Crude wood spirit is now
mixed by the excise to the extent of ten per
cent, with alcohol

;
and the mixture, under the

name of methylated emrit, is then allowed to be
sold free of duty. [pYaoxYuc Spikit.]

Wood Stone. Petrified or niinoralised

wood. [Wood Opal.]

Wood Tin. Eibrous oxide of tin. An
opaque, fibrous, and nodular variety of Cassi-

te.rite or Tin-stone, of a brown colour, and pre-

senting a ligniform appearance, which is met
with only in a few Cornish mines and in some
of the principal stream-works of that county.

Woodbine. The Honeysuckle, Caprifo-
Hum Pertdymenum.
Wooden Bottoms. [Sab6t.]
Woodlook. A block of wood nailed on

each side of a ship’s rudder to prevent it from
being lifted off its hinges and unshipped.
Woodroof. The common name for the

fragrant Asperula odmata^ sometimes called

Woodrow or Woodruff.
Woody S*ibre. In Vegetable Physiology,

the name given to very slender transparent
membranous tubes, tapering acutely to each
end, lying in bundles in the tissue of plants,

and having no direct communication with each
other. They are of extreme tenuity, and form
the substances called hemp and flax. The same
tissue forms wood.
Wool (A.-Sax. wul). In Commercial lan^

guage, this term is applied to the hair of the

alpaca, the goat, the beaver, the rabtit, and to

similar substances, for weaving or felting;

but strictly it belongs to the sheep only, the
hair of which has, from time immemorial, been

I

woven into cloth. According to Thucydides,

however (book i.), the use of woollen garments
was subsequent, in Athens, to that of linen.

Bnt woollen clothing is frequently mentioned
in the Homeric poems.

In the middle ages, and especially in the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the best

wool was produced in this country, part being
exported to the Netherlands, part consumed in

the home manufactures, the seat of which was
at that time principally Norfolk, though cloths

were woven in the IVest of England and in

Ireland. The wool was of very different qua-
lities, the best coming from Shropshire and
Derbyshire, the worst fiom the mountain pas-

tures of Westmoreland, and from the South
Downs. It is probable that the great excellence

and abundance of the English wool was in the
main due to the comparative effectiveness of
the police of this country, or, as it was styled,

to the maintenance of the king’s peace. As a
sheep is of all animals the most defenceless,

and on the whole the most eatable, it was
difficult to rear fiocks during those times of
feudal anarchy in which Eranqe and Ger-
many were ravaged by the companies and the
Hhenish barons. At any rate, existing air-
mens of medimval doth, of the date of which
there can be no doubt, do not indicate a very
high quality in the wool of which they are

composed.
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The aport of ]^lieh vo(d was so impor-

tant a matter to the flemish manufacturers,

that the foreign policy of the two countries

during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

was mainly determined by the wpol trade. The
supply of English wool arew James Arteveldt

into his alliance with Edward III. The pro-

sperity of Flemish manufactures was the olnect

which in great measure determined the policy

of the duke of Burgundy In the beginning

of the fifteenth century. The risk of checking

this prosperity put a stop to the intrigues of

Mary, duchess of Burgundy, at the conclusion

of the same period. Concurrently with these

foreign relations, the English government strove,

and with some success, to encourage a home
manufacture, and therefore occasionally pro-

hibited the export, or regulated it, or fixed the
i

price of the article, or defined the places at

which it should be sold. So important was the

produce that it frequently formed the material

of a tax ;
and the grant of some thousands of

sacks, or a tithe of fieeccs, was a familiar subsidy.

The taxes levied on this principle give us an
insight into the distribution of wealth in Eng-
land

;
and the licenses to export denote generally

the value of the produce in different localities.

[TnEATY, CoMMERCIiJE..]

English sheep are said to have been exported

to Spain—the date for the transaction is not to

be found—in pursuance of a treaty, and in

exchange for Spanish horses. It is stated that

this flock was the origin of the merino wool,

for which Spain was so famous. At the be-

ginning of the present century, some of the

descendants of these sheep were taken to Ger-

many, and produced the fine wools of Saxony.

The l^lief, nowever, in the vast superiority of

English wool, induced the legislati^ to place

heavy restrictions on its exportation, and to

continue those by penalties made increasingly

severe, and ultimately capital, long after this

superiority had passed away. It was only in

1826 that the prohibition laid on the exporta-

tion of British wool was abolished, abundant
evidence being given that the English manu-
facturer made no ^in by the prohibition, and

that the agriculturist suffered a serious loss.

No duty was levied on forei^ wool up to

the year 1802, when it was subjected to a tax

of 5a. 5d. per cwt. The tax was raised to 6s. Bd.

in 1812, and increased by Mr. Vansittart, whose
name is to be identified with every conceivable

foUy in finance, to 66«. per cwt, i.e. Bd. per lb.

Fortunately his policy was reversed by Mr.

Huskisson in 1825, when colonial wool v'as

m^e free, and forei^ wool subjected to an ad

valorem duty of Id. if worth more than Is. the

lb., or ^d. if less, In 1840 foreign wool was
freed from duty.

Excellence in wool is seldom attained con-

currently with excellence in the flesh of the

sheep, and thus improvements in the herd are

fatal to the fineness of the fleece, to the softness

of the bait, and the length of the fibre. Nor
is the climate of this country so favourable tothe

|

growth ^he best wools as that which is hotter
j
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and drier. Hence the superiority of merino,
Saxony, and finally Atistr^ian wools. Up to

the time in which the elector, afterwards the

king of Saxony, developed the produce of wool
in his

.
dominions, Spanish wool was the best

;

but after the introduction of Saxony wool, the
Spanish imports rapidly declined. Since the
introduction of sheep farming on an extensive

scale in Australia, the Saxony produce has
undergone a similar fate. Latterly, the em-
ployment, and consequently the production, of
wool has received a powerful stimulus by the

comparative scarcity of cotton. (Commercial
Dictionary.)

The various processes of the woollen manu-
facture, as at present carried on, are more nu-
merous and complex than those of any other

uf our textile manufactures
; but our limits do

not allow us to specify them.
Many methods of cheapening woollen cloths

have been introduced. [Mukoo ; Shoddy.]
Among these may bo mentioned the use of

cotton warps with woollen woofs. Cloths with
cotton warps are generally called union cloths,

Mr. Baines' Estirnodes of the Annual Value

of ike Woollem Manufa/dure of ike United

Kingdom^ 1858,

(1)

Raw material—
Iba. M

75,903,666 foreign and colonial wool . 4,717yl02
80,000,000 Britifili wool at I«. 3(f. per lb. 0,000,000

Shoddj and Mungo—
30,000,000 lbs. shoddy at'

Icfow.OOO lbs. ’mungo’ at
’

4|d. per lb

Cotton and cotton warps, ^
of the wool ...... 206,537

45,000,000

200,903,666

(2) Dye-wares and soap
(3) Wages—If

£10,033,399

.... 1,500,000
100,000 work-people at 12$. 6<f

.

per week 4,875,000

(4) Bent, wear and tear of machinery,
repairs, coal, Interest on capital,

and profit—20 per cent, on the above 3,381,6^
Total .... £20,290,079

Woollen Manufacture^ Middle Ages.—The
chief seat of the woollen manufacture of Eng-
land 500 years ago was Norfolk, especially at

the towns of Norwich, Aylesham, and Lynn. It

is probable, however, that the art of weaving
was general over the whole county, for it aj>-

pears that Norfolk was by far the wealthiest of

the English counties at the time referred to.

(Rogers, Agriculture and Prices in England,)
The art of weaving whs either bro^ht into

England, or at least improved, by the Flemings,

between whom and the inhabitants of we
eastern English counties close commercial
relations subsisted. The fact of these rela-

tions will explain the political alliances between
the English sovereigns and the weavers of

Bruges, Li^e, and Ghent.

Certain specimens of early English cloth may
yet be seen. New College in Oxford still

possesses the mitre case of the founder, a strong
wooden box covered with leather, banded with

iron, a«d lined with stout cloth; but the
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'Wool is coarse and full of hairs, and the texture

of the cloth is rude. The high market price

of English wool was owing, doubtless, to the

absence of such security on the Continent as
was necessary for the raising of sheep. The
greatest care was taken to secure, by moans
of a police [Ulkaob], that imports cloth

should come up to the standard of length and
breadth.

The chief mart of English and foreign cloth

was Stourbridge fair, which was held in a field

about two miles from Cambridge, and lasted

about a month. This fair was to the mediseval

Englishman as important as that of Novgorod ;

or Leipsic to the Russian and German.
Woold. In Naval language, to strengthen

a made or started spar, by winding tarred

rope tightly round it at the weak or suspected

place.

Woolsack. The seat of the tiord Chan<
cellor, in the House of Lords, is said to be so

called from its having originally been a large

square bag of wool without back or arms.

There can be no doubt, at all events, that the

ancient name represents the great importance

of the wool trade of the middle ages.

Woota. A species of steel of excellent

quality, imported from India, and of which it is

believed that the celebrated Damascus sword
blades were made. It is made by melting small

pieces of wrought iron mixed with some twigs

from a tree and covered by a green leaf in small
j

crucibles luted close with clay ; these crucibles

are then built up in a pyramidal form in a

furnace and exposed to a strong heat. The
pieces of wootz are taken out after the crucibles

have cooled, and ate of the size of about half a

hen’s egg. To form a Damascus sword blade,

each piece of wootz was drawn out under the

hammer into a thin riband, and a bundle of

these was then welded together. Wootz has

been known from a remote antiquity. It con-

tains traces of silicium and aluminium.

Word* (A.-Sax. wyrd; Qer. wort, from
werden, to become). In Language, the names
assigned to conceptions or phenomena. Ac-
coixling to the realistic doctrine, words were

things, and the existence of a word implied not

merely the existence of a conception, but the

existence of an object answering to that con-

ception. This notion underlies the Aristotelian

dictum de omni et ntdlo [Logic] ; its prac-

tical efifects are noticed in the articles ^o-
posiTiON and Syllogism. The analysis of

Languagb shows that all abstract terms, deno-

ting intellectual or transcendental ideas, are

denved by NLbtaphob from words originally

expressive only of animal or bodily sensations.

The so-called Univbbsals are thus mere labels

or tickets, for the more convenient arrangement

of our observations of phenomena ;
and such a

term as hurnanity is merely a name for all men
collectively, and must not oe taken as implying

the existence of any abstr^t thing or es^nce

existing out of or apart from all individual

men. The same may be said of such words as

Virtue, Justice, Truth, and other like terms.
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For the o^n of names, the reader is referred
to the articles Roots, Poltonymt, and Syko-
NYirr ; and for their influence in the formation

of religious ideas, to Theology, Vbitba, Webb-
'WOLVBS, WrrCHCBAFT, &c.

Work (A.-Sax. weorc, Ger. werk, Gr. ^yov).

In Mechanics, the work performed by any
force is measured by the product of the force

into the space through which it is exerted. In
Britain the unit ofwork is called t^ofooUpound^
and is that which is performed in raising a pound
weight, in opposition to gravity, to a height of

one foot. The work required to raise five

pounds to a height of ten feet, therefore, is

fifty foot-pounds.

World (A.-Sax. werrold, Swed. verld). A
name sometimes used to denote the earth, and
sometimes the whole cosmos. The ancient

myths on the origin of the world are noticed in

the article Thboqohy, while the philosophical

theories of the earliest philosophers on the same
subject are sketched in the articles Eleatic
Philosophy, Ionian Philosophy, and Pytha-
gobbans. All these theories, like the astro-

nomical science of the Greeks, are deductive

in character, and start with some arbitrary

hypothesis with which observed phenomena
must be made to harmonise. A summaiy of

the results obtained by inductive observations
of phenomena is given in Humboldt’s Cosmos.

For the physical systems of mediseval thinkers,

see Hallam, Middle -dges^ part ii. ch. iii.

Wdrm Bark. The bark of the Andira
inermis, or Cabbage bark tree, of the West
Indies. It is cathartic, emetic, and narcotic, in

doses of from twenty to thirty grains. It is

usually given in the form of decoction.

Worm Seed. The substance sold under
this name, or that of Semen cofitra, consists of

broken peduncles, mixed with the calyces and
flower buds of some species of Artemisia, and
is not the seed of Artemisia Santonica, as

usually represented. Worm seed is imported
from the Levant, and used as a vermifuge in

doses from ten to thirty grains. This name is

idso applied to Ambrina anthdmintiea, Ery-
simum cheiranthoides, Artemisia Vahliana, and
A.judaica. [Santonin.]

Worm Tea. A preparation kept in the
shops of the United States, and much used : it

consists of spigolia root, savine, senna, and
manna.
Wormla (after Olaus Wormius, a Danish

naturalist). One of the species of this genus
of DUteniacece, W. exedsa, is a very large forest-

tree, native of Java and the Malayan Peninsula,

where it is called Kayu Sipur by the Malajrs,

and is valued for its excellent timber, which
bears some resemblance to oak.

Wormwood. The Artemisia Absinthium,
a composite shrub, containing a {leculiur bitter

principle, called Absinthine, to which its medical
virtues may be ascribed. Its infusion was
formerly a favourite popularremedy for worms,
but it is now disused. A liqueur flavoured by
wormwood is in great repute in France, under
the name of Grim iPabmthe,
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W«rt (A*-Sax. wyrt; Ger. wiirz, a herb),

A plant or herb. The word wae formerly uscmI

in a general senie, but is now cliiefly employed
in compounds, as Spleenwort, Woundwort,
Mugwort, &c.
Wanlfs’a Appwratas. A scries of two

or three necked bottles, connected by inter-

mediate tubes, used in the chemical laboratory

for impregnating water and other liquids with

various gases or vapours. It is also a con-

venient form of appara^is for the generation

of gases where the assistance of heat is not

required.

Wound Balsam. Tlie compound tincture

i»f Benzoin of the Pharmacopixiay known also os

Friar's Balsam.
Wourall or Wourara. The Woorari,

Ourari, or Urari, an arrow-poison prepared by
the South American Indians, from Strychnos

ioxifera . [Oubali ; StbycbnosJ
Wrack (Fr. varech). The ^stera marinOy

a common weed of the sea, though not belong-

ing to the sea-weed family (Alg<B)y is the Sea
Wrack, or Grass Wrack. It has been referred

to the NaiadactiBy but is sometimes regarded
as the type of an order Zosteracea. Its long

griiss-liko leaves arc collected for packing, and
for stuffing mattresses, under the name of Ulva
marina. The term Wrack is also applied to

sea-weed generally when thrown ashore. This
wrack is collected by farmers who cultivate

coast land, and is used as a manure.
Wrangler. At Cambridge, those who attain

the highest honours in the public mathematical
examinations for the degree of bachelor of arts

are so called. At the close of the last day
of examination, those who have most distin-

guished themselves (to the number of thirty at

least) are arranged in order of merit by the

examiners, and divided into three classes:

wranglers, senior optimes, and junior optimes.

'i'ho first or senior wrangler is Uie most distin-

guished mathematician of his year. The name
is probably derived from the public disputa-

tions in which candidates for degrees were
formerly required to exhibit their powers.

Wreck* (A.-Sax. vrsec, akin to Lat. frango,

frog-i
;
Gr. ft'fiyvvfu

;

Ger. brechen, to hrmh).

Goods cast up by the sea after a shipwreck, and
left on land within the limits of some county.

The goods so brought to land belong at common
law to the king, or to the lord of the manor
enjoying the franchise of wreck. It was or-

dained by Heuiy I. and Heniy II. that such
forfeiture shoula not take place if any man or

beast escaped alive from the wreck ; and we find

in Bracton (Henry III.) that in his time if the

goods could be known by marks to appertain to

any owner, it was no wreck, even if no living

creature escaped. The limitation of claims

by the owner, by stat. West. 1 (3 Edw, I.),

was within a year and a day. The Board of

Tiade now appoints receivers of wreck, who are

to keep the go^s a year
;

if not claimed within

that time they go to the (irown. (See Merchant

Blupping Act of 1854, and amending Act.)

Plunde^ig wrecked vessels or goods stranded is
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felony. Goods cast overboard at sea, and not
stranded, are divided into Jetsah, i.o. things

sunk to tlio bottom ; Flotsam, things found
floating

;
and ligsamy things sunk, but fastened

to a buoy or cork in order to bo found again.

These do not pass by the ordinary grant of

wreck, but are expressly iiicludod in the statu-

tory jurisdiction of the Board of Trade.

Wrecker*. A name commonly applied to

persons who make it their business to pillage

shipwrecked rcasels. In the Bahamas, tho

wreckers are vessels licensed by governiiuMit

to succour ships in distress, and they are

allowed a salvage on tho property recovered

by them.
Wreetling (A.-Sax. wraestlian, to struggle).

This ])racticoof wrestling answers to the Greek
ird\riy in which the wi’cstlcr had to throw his

adversary either by swinging him round or

tripping him up. [Teutonic.]

Wrlgktla (after Hr. W. Wright, a Scotch

physician ). A genus of Apocgnacew, consist! iig

of shrubs, or small, sometimes scandent and
aerial rooting trees, confined to tho eastern

hemisphere, ranging from Silhet and Nepal to

Western Australia. An inferior kind of indigo

is prepared from the leaves of W. tincioria m
some parts of Southern India, and called Bala
Indigo, from Pala or Palay, the Tamil name
for this and some allied milky tri'es. The
woofl of the Palay is beautifully w hite, close-

grained and ivory-like, and is commonly used
in India for making toys. It is well suited fur

turning, carving, and inlaying, and has been tried

for engraving as a substitute for boxwood, but
found unsuitable. Tho wood of W. antidgsen-

terica has also been made the subject of a simibir

experiment without success. It is very hard iu

centre, and is used in India for posts and riee-

beaters. The bark is the Conessi-bark of the

Materia Medica, and is valued as a tonic Jind

febrifuge, and as a renu Jy for dysentery. The
oat-like seeds also are reputed to possess valu-

able medicinal properties.

Wrist Drop. A disease to which com-
positors are liable, caused by using new type,

wliich cuts tho skin of the thumb and fingers.

Lead poison enters at tho abraded placets, and
paralysis of tho wrist is tho result. It may bo
cured by soaking tho hand in a solution of

potassium, and eliminating the lead.

writ (A.-Sax. writan, to engrave). In Law,
a precept in writing under seal, iu the name of

the king, judge, or any other person having
jurisdiction iu tho particularsubject-matter, and

I

directed to some public officer or private person,

I

requiring liim to do something in relation to a

I

suit or action, or otherwise.

I

Writer* to tke Signet. A society of

lawyers in Scotland, equivalent to the highest

I

class of attorneys in fhgland. [Signet.]

i

Writing. [Alphaj^; Cuneifobm Let-
TBUs; Papeb.]
wryneck. A permanent inclination of

the .head towards one of the shoulders, not

necessarily connected with distorted vertebne,

but arising mostly from a contraction of the
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BternO'CleidomastoideuB muscle. This is often Wulfen. It cK’^iirs crystallised and massive,

a spasmodic affection, and connected with generally of an orange or wax-yellow colour

nervous lesion. passing into grey, green, or brown, in I)au<

Wryneck. The Yunx torquUla, a common phiny, Carinthia, Hungary, Saxony, &c.
English scansorial bird, observed in spring. Waotan. [Woden.]
Wnlfontte. A name for the native mo- Wljrreni. In Heraldry, an imaginary ani-

lybdate of lead, after the Austrian metallurgist, mal resembling a flying sei^ent.

X
X. A letter borrowed from the Greek, stalline individuals in the taloose slate of the

and used chiefly in words derived from that Schisebimskian Mountains of the Ural. It is

language. As aRoman numeral, it denotes 10. a combination of silicate of alumina with sili-

XAntbeln (Gr. Tho yellow cate of magnesia,

colouring matter of flowers. Xantliopicrin or Xanthopicrite (Gr.

XantUo Acid (Gr. (ai'dfis). Stdphocarb- ^avOos^ and iriKp65t hitler). A crystalline bitter

cthylic afiid. An acid composed of sulpliur, principle contained in the bark of the Xaniho-
carbon, hydrogfen, and oxygen, and obtained in xylon carihoeum^ which is used in the Antilles

combination with potassa by agitating bisulphu- as a febrifuge. It forms yellow acicular cry-

ret ofcarbon mixed with solution of pure potassa stals, insoluble in ether, but readily soluble in

in strong alcohol. Its compounds are of a yel- alcohol, and sparingly in water,

low colour, whence its name. Its atomic com- Xantlioprotein (a word coined from Or.

position has been represented as IIOjCgHgOS^. ^au06ff and irporetor, the chief rank). A yellow

Xantblc Oxide. A yellow substance acid substance formed by the action of nitric

found by Dr. Marcot in a urinary calculus
;

acid upon fibrine.

its solution in nitric acid, when evaporated Xantborbamnin (Gr. and
to dryness, left a bright lemon-coloured residue, a prickly shrub). A yellow substance ex-

its composition is CjoH^N^O^ tracted from the berries of lihamnus tinctoria^

Xantbln (Gr. iay$6s). The yellow colour- tho Persian, berrus of commerce. It contains

ing principle of madder. 028Hi20 i 4.

Xantbtte (Gr. ^av$6s), A variety of Ido- Xantborrblxa (Gr. ’(ay06s, and piCa, a

erase found in small rounded grains or im- root), A genus of Panunculacetp, represented

perfect crystals of a yellower greyish colour, at by an undershrub, A”, apiifolia^ inhabiting

Amity in Now York : its principal constituents the Southern States of North America. The
are silicate of alumina and silicate of lime. name is g^ven to this plant from its long roots

Xantboobymas (Gr. foeddr, and and rootstocks, which are of a bright-yellow

juice). This genus of arboreous Clusiace<Bf colour; whence also it is commonly called

which is named in allusion to the yellow re- Yellow-root in tho United States. Its inner

sinous juice which exudes from their trunks, bark wood and pith are also of the same
consists of three tropical Asiatic species. X. colour. • The whole plant was fonnerly em-
ovali/olia is confined to Ceylon, and was at ployed by the American aborigines for dyeing

one time supposed to be the tree which afforded yellow
;
and tho American physicians of tho

the Gamboge of that island ;
but this is now present day use it medicinally as a tonic, all

known to be the produce of Garcinia Morelia^ parts of it having a purely and intensely bitter

the juice of X, ovalifolia being valueless, taste.

X, pictorius, a native of the mountains of Xantborrbeea (Gr. fai'ddf, and to

Northern India, and X, dulcis, found in the flow). The genus of LiHacece to which belong

islands of the Indian Archipelago, both yield the Black-boy or Grass Gum trees of the

edible pleasant-tasted fruits about as large as Australian colonies, most of the species of

apricots, of a beautiful bright shining yellow which have thick trunks like those of palms,

colour, of a nearly globular form. covered with a dense coating formed of the

Xantbocoae (Gr. iavB6s, and dust), persistent bases of old leaves glue<l together

An arsenio-sulphide of silver found in vei^ by the yellow or red resin with wliich these

thin six-sided tabular crystals, but generally plants abound, and usually burnt and blackened

in small crystalline kidney-form masses at the outside by bush-fires. Their leaves are long,

Himmelforst Mine, near Freiberg, in Saxony, wiry, and grass like, and are borne in a dense

It is of a dull-red or clove-brown colour, but tuft at the top of the stem, and hang down
affords a yellow powder (whence the name). gracefully all round it ; their long flower-stalks

Xantboplij’U (Gr. and a rising out of the centre, and sometimes growing

leaf). The yellow autumnal colouring matter as high as fifteen or twenty feet, bearing at

of leaves. the top a dense cylindrical flower-spike.

XanHiopliylllte. A variety of Clintonite The tall-growing species, X, arhorea, X.
found in implantedglobules and in foliated cry- hastUiSf &c. form a conspicuoue feature in
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some Anstralian landscapes; and when de*
nuded of leaves have been compered to or
even mistaken for black men holding spefirs,

hence their common colonial name. Their
leaves affoid good fodder for cattle, while the
natives eat 810 tender white centre of the

top of the stem. T\ro kinds of fragrant resin

—one of a yellow colour, called Botany Bay
or Acaroid resin, and the otlior red like

Dragon’s Blood, and called Black-boy Gum

—

az-o obtained from them.
Zantliortliite (Gr. {ovMv, and ip06s,

straight). A yellowish variety of Orthito from
Briksbeig and Kullberg in Sweden.

Zantlionlderite (Gr. and fflSiypof,

iron) A variety of Brown Iron-ore, occurring

in jelluw'ish-brown concentric and radiating

aggregations of fine fibres with a silky lustre,

at llmenau in the Harz.

XaatHoaijlaoeeD (Xaiitliozylon, one ai the
gcneiu). A natural order of hypogynons
Exogens, closely allied to Uutacea^ of which
some botanists nave regarded them as a section.

They are distinguish^ from Rutacea chieflv

by having tm&ezual flowers, with small

spreading petals, a lobed ovary with two
ovules in each cell, and lateral or basal styles

often united at the top only, the friiit usually

separating into distinct cocci varying from two
to live in number.
The type ofthe order is XanthMylQn(QT, iaah-

64s, yellow, and {dXov, wood), a rather extensive

genua, having representatives in most of the
tropical countries of the world, and in some
parts of the temperate r^ous—one reaching

as far north as Canada in the western, and
several as far as Japan in the eastern hemi-
sphere. The species differ conaiderably in ap-

peannee, some being large trees, while others

tire erect or climbing sl^bs. The finiits of

most of the spedes b&ve an aromatic pungent
taste like pepper. Those of X.^peritum, a

Japanese spetnes, are called Japan-pepper; and
those of X. hastiu ore the Tg-bul of JNorthern

India, where they are used for intoxicating fish.

The popular name of Toothache-tree is applied

to several American species ^especially X.
fraxvneum), their bark and fruits being em-
ployed as a remedy for toothache. X. cari^

txBxm, a West Indian, and AT. niiidtm, a Chinese
species, are reputed to be febrifhgal ; while the

young prickly stems of X, Clam^Hercidis are

commonly made into walking-sticks in the

West Indies.

aCelMKi. A small three-masted lateen-sailed

vessel, constructed for conve^fing merchandise

or stores ; it is found due^ in the Mediterra-

nean and on the coasts of Spain and Fortu^.
aCenelMba (Gr. the expudeion

of etranyere). An ordinance attributed to

Lyeuigus, which forbade strangers to reside

in without permission, and empowered

ma^trates to expel strangers if they saw

fit to do so. Fericles reproaches the Sp^ans
for this, as being grounded on a fear of im-

parting dangerous knowledge to an enemy.

(Thuc. ii. : it more probably arose from
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a desire to repress any liking for novelties or
foreign fiishions. (Xenopbon, Re Rep, Laeed,
xiv. 4.)

Xonolite (Gr. and A(9bf, eione), A
fibrous kind 01 Sillimanite, found at Peterhoff,

in Finland. It is a silicate of alumina, re-

sembling Kyanite, of which it was formerly
supposed to be a variety.

SKenotlme (Gr. (/vos, and honour),

A phosphate of yttria, found at Ytterby in

SwMen. The name has reference to the
mistake which was made in supposing phos-
phate of yttria to be a new metal, to which the
name Thorium was given, but which is now
assigued to the metal discovered in the mineral
called Thorite.

Zeque. The Spanish form of the Arabic
Sheikh.
Xertagno. A South American name for the

caoutchouc-yielding Siphonia and Micrandra.
Xerophagla (Gr. ^om fnpifs, dry, and^yw,

I eat). In K^slesiastical Antiquities^ a name

f
iven to the rigorous practice ^ eortsin fasts,

uring which nothing was consumed but bread
with salt, and water. It was partienlar ob-
served in Hedy Week.
aumenisk (after FrancisXimenes, a Spanish

writer on mraicinal plants). The three or
four roecies of this genus of Otaeaem are

either large ahmbs or small trees, fireqtuiitly

armed with spines. X, wmeriemta pmucos
oblong yellow fruits about an indi in length,

which arc eaten by the natives in various parts

of the tropics, and which have an add-sweet
! aromatic taste, with some degree of austerity.

Its flowers are very flagrant, smdBng somc-

I

thing like cloves ; and its wo^ is also odori-

ferous, and is u^ in India as a substitute

for sandalwood, but it is obtainable only in

pieces of small size. X, dliptica, a native

of the Feqjees and other islands of the
Pacific Ocean, bears round orango-coloorcd

fruits, of which the natives are veiy fond,

though they are rather tart: before tney are

ripe they possess a powerful odour of essential

oil of almonds. It also produces an extremely

hard wood.
XIplUrlKjiiOlis (Gr. a eword, and

a snout). The name given by Latreille

to a family of Acantboptezygious fishes, of

which the sword-fish (Xiphias) is the type.

aUplionureu (Gr. and obpd, a tail),

A name of a tribe of Crustaceans, oomprehend-
ing those in which the bo(^ terminates poste-

riorly in a long, bard, swora-riia]^ appendage.
X^te (Gr. wood, and AlOer, stone).

An asbestiform mineral from the Ural, allied

to Xylotile in composition and structure, as

well as in its brown colour.

Xjrlodlilove (Gr. t^Aov, and green),

A mineral closriy resembling Apophyllite, and
found in olive-green crystals in Icriand.

Xsrlofrapbp (Gr. fvAoTpo^^, to write on

wood). Wood en^ving. [EKanAvmo.]
Xyloldttt (Gr. ^ifkoy), A white gianulu

substance, formed by the action of nitric acid

upon starch, and upon certain modifications of
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•lignin : it is related to Schdnl)ein’0 gun cotton.

\

[Pyboxtlinb.]
Xylol. A colourless liquid hydrocarbon,

occurring among the oils contained in crude
wood-spirit.

Xyloyliagaiia ^Or. IvXo^yoSt eating ieood).

The name of a tnbe of. Coleopterous insects,

comprehending those of which the larrm devour
the wood of t^es in which they are developed

;

also applied to a family of Dipterous insects,

the Itirvffi of Which have similarly destructive i

habits.

Stylopbilana (Gr. {^Aov, and <fnX4v, Hove).
The'name of a tribe of beetles, consisting of
those which live on decayed wood.
Xylopbylla (Gr. {iIAok, wood^ and ^vXXoVy

a leaf). A genus of ^phorbiacea or (as some
regard it) a section of JPhyllantkua^ consisting of

shjrabs, without leaves, but having the brancmes
flattened out and leaf-like, and bearing the

flowers in tufts in the notches of their mar-
gin. The plants are natives of the West Indies

and other tropical countries, and receive their

generic name from the singular appearance of

their leaf-like branches.

Xylopia. A genus of AnonaeecB, consisting

of trees or shrubs indigenous to Brazil and
other warm districts of South America, the

West Indies, &c. I

The species are noted for the bitterness of

their wood, and the aromatic properties of their

fruit and seeds. X, frutescenst a native of

Cayenne, yields seeds which are eaten by the

natives instead of spices. X. grandiflora^ a
Brazilian species, is sought for on account of its

carminative fimits, which are also esteemed for

their febrifugal properties. The Bitter-wood of

the West Indies is the wood of X. glabra.

Sugar placed in hogsheads made of this wood
becomes so highly impregnated with the bitter

flavour as to be useless, and even cockroaches
Mill not touch the casks. The bark and fruits

are said to taste like orange-seeds. X. aroma-
tica, a native of South America, tumishes fruits

used by the natives in place of pepper—hence

YACHT
the fruits are sometimes spoken of under the
name of Ethiopian Pepper. X. serieea, a na-
tive of Bnudl, also supplies aromatic pepper-
like berries. The tough hark of this tree,

as of X. frutesoenst is in esteem, owing to

the excellent cordage manufactured from its

fibres. The flmits of X. undulata are employed
in the Sandwich Islands in place of spice.

Some of the Javanese spices, according to

Blume, are not altogether free from noxious
properties, for if too often or too largely par-

taken of, they give rise to vertigo and
haemorrhage.

Xylorettae ^Gr. |iiAov, and jhirln;, resin).

A crystalline resinous substance, found in cer-

tain varieties of turf.

XylotUe (Gr. i6Xoy, and rUor, flock or

doum). A delicately fibrous variety of Chryso-
tile, of various shades of wood-brown, and
green, from Sterzing in the Tyrol.

Xylotroges (Ghr. {i^Aov, and Tgnaw).
The name of a tribe of Serricom beetles,

comprehending those which perforate timber.

Xyrtdaoeee (Xyris, one of the genera^. A
small natural order of Endogens, consisting of

rush-like or sedge-like herbs, with fibrous

roots, and long narrow radical leaves, the

yellow flowers ^wing in heads which are

enclosed in imbneate scales, at the top of leaf-

less scapes. The perianth consists of three outer

segments, of which one is more petal-like than

the others, or of that one only, and either two
or three inner petal-like segments. There are

three stamens. The ovaiy is free, with three

parietal placentas; and the capsule opens

in three valves, containing numerous small

albuminous seeds. The species are almost all

tropical, dispersed over both the Kew and Old
Worlds.
Xyat or Xysfos (Gr. (uerdr, from

Ipolish). In Ancient Architecture, an open,

or sometimes covered court, of groat length in

proportion to its width, with porticoes' on three

sides, used for the exercises of wrestling, run-
ning, &c,

Y

T. A letter borrowedfrom the(^k v. It is

considered a consonant at the banning, and a

vowel in every other place, in Imelish woi^.
Asa vowel, it has exwtly the sound of being

short or long according to its position. It is

one of the letters represented by the Greek

Dioamha.
T Stalt of aa Bnglao. The shaft for

ngmng the valve, so called because in the old

atmospheric engines the forked lever forgiving

motion to the valve or regulator was made in the

form of the letter Y. The name is sometimes

corrupted into weigh shqft.
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Taoea* Podoearpus eoriacea^ which yields

an ornamental wood used in the West Indies
for cabinet-work under the name of Yacca-
wood.
Taolit (Dutch jagt^ Ger.jacht}. A decked

pleasure vessel. Yadits belonging to clubs
recognised by the Admiralty have many of
the privileges of the royal navy. This is an
excellent arrang^ent, as they are an admirable
nursery for daring seamen, and that without
expense to the state. There are about 1,300
y^hts m the several dubs of the United

I

Kingdom, the average being about 30 tons.



YAGERS
Tagrerg or Jiigen (Ger. kunttr%). Light

infantry anped with rifles (cAfwscttrs, riflemen)*

In the Pnissian senrice, the yagers form a
distinct corps with peculiar discipline ;

in that

of Austria, light infantry generally from the

mountain districts. In Germany the termy^er
is applied to a peculiar species of higher servant

attached to the families of the aristocracy.

Tam. The name applied to the fleshy edible

roots of different species of Dioscorea, which
are much cultivated as food in tropical coun-

tries. The common Yam is Dioscorea sativa,

[Dioscoueacea:.]

TanlLee. The popular name for the New
Englanders in America, and among English

people indiscriminately applied to all inha-

bitants of the United States. Many ridiculous

etymologies have been assigned for this word,

which appears to be only a corruption of the

word l^glish by the Indians of North America.

Tanollte. A Mineralogical synonym of

Axinite.

Tapon. The South Sea Tea, Hex vomitoria,

Yard (A.-Sax. geard, gyrd). The British

standard measure of len^h. In early times the

yard and ell appear to have been synonymous.
The later ell, containing five quarters of a yard,

was an introduction from the Low Countries.

Theimperial yardwas defined to be * the straight

line or distance between the centres of two
points in the gold studs in the straight brass

rod now in the custody of the Clerk of the

House of Commons.* This standard was de-

stroyed in the fire which consumed the houses

of parliament. With a view to recovering the
j

measure, it was declared, that when compared
with a pendulum vibrating seconds of mean
time in the latitude of London, in a vacuum
at the level of the sea, it wo^d be in the

ratio of 36 inches to 39 inches and of

an inch. This calculation is, however, said

to be inexact. The proportion of the yard to

the mitre is as 3 to 3*280916.

The gard or viigate is also an ancient land

measure, the exact quantity of which is not

perhaps recoverable. It was probably de-

termined by the quality more than by the

quantity of bind. It continued in use as late

at least as the middle of the last century.

[Meaburbs.]
Yard. A spar suspended across a mast,

by a rope call^ the halliards and for

the purpose of extending a sail. A yard is

called a smmre yard when hung horizontally

by the miadle : such a yard is a^usted to the

wind by braces.

T«rd-aria. In Natal language, the ex*

tromity of the yard. Yard-arm and yard-arm

is a term descfiptive of two ships engaging each

other as close as possible.

Tdni* The tareads of fibre of which the

strands are composed which make a rope.

TwnNnr (A.-Sax. gearwe, Span. yaro).

The AcMUa ai^hfolium of botanists, a com-

mon native perennial weed of the Composite

order, rema^ble for its finely cut leaves, its

hige eoiymb, of small white fiower-hcads, ai^d
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its strong aromatic odour. It yields a peculiar

bitter principle. [Achilleiks.]

Yarturl. A Demerara name for the

Poddle-wood, the strong but light and elastic

timber of Aspidosperma exccUum,
Taw. The Sea term for temporary deviation

from a direct course.

Tawl. A decked boat carrying two masts,

of which one is at the extreme stern. The rig

is usually like a lugger.

Tawa. A disease in which eraptions form
upon the skin somewhat resembling a raspberry.

[Frambgssia.]

Tear (A.-Sax. gear, Ger. jahr). A peridd of

time determined by the revolution of &e earth

in its orbit, and embracing the four seasons.

The year is either astronomical or cimL
The astronomical year is determined by as-

tronomical observations, and is of different

kinds, according to the celestial body or tho
point of the heavens to which the eartb*B revo-

lution is referred. When the earth's motion in

its orbit is referred to an immovable point in

tha heavens (to a fixed star, for example), the

time of revolution is that which elapses from
the instant at which the star, the sun, and the

earth are in a certain relative position, till the

earth returns again into the same position with
regard to the sun and the star. This interval

is called tho sidereal year. But when tho

earth's motion is referred to a point of the

ecliptic, as one of the equinoctial points or the

tropics, the time of revolution is in which
the earth returns to that point, and is called

the equinoctial or tropical or solar year. On
account of the precession of the equinoxes
[P^ibcession], the equinoctial and solstitial

points, in reference to the fixed stars, have a
retrog^e motion on the ecliptic, in consequence
of which the earth returns to one of these

points in a shorter time than it returns to the
same fixed star.

The length of the siderealyear is 365*2563612

I

mean solar days; or 365 d. 6 h. 9 m. 9*6 s.

The length of the equinoctial or tropical

year is 365*2422414 mean solar days, or

365 d. 5 h. 48 m. 49*7 s. (Bailey’s Tables, p. 16.)

The difference is 20 minutes 19*9 seconds of

mean solar time, being the time in which
the earth describes in its orbit an arc of

50*1", the annual precession of the equinoxes.

[Earth.]
The earth’s motion may also be reckoned by

the time in which a revolution is completed

with respect to the line of the apsides or the

line of the nodes. In these cases the times of

revolution may be called respectively the ano-

I

^nalistic year and the nodical year : the former

term is sometimes met with.

The cml year is the year of the calendar.

As it is always suppose to begin with the

beginning of a day, the civil year cont^s a

whole number of days; ilnd hence, in^ order

that the seaeons may always correspond tlilb

the same parts of the year, it is necessary from
time to time to vary the length of the year, or
to Intercalate a day when the fractional parti
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neglected have accumulated to a whole dav.
The ancient Egyptian year consisted iuTariabiy

of 365 days, and hence was called a vagiLt or
^ratic year, because the first day of the year
in the course of 1,460 years wandered as it

were over all the seasons.

Th^Jtdianyear, which is frequently employed
in chronological reckoning, consists of 365^ days.

Julius Cesar, advised by the astronomer Sosi-

genes, ordered that the civil year should consist

of 365 days for three successive years, and that

the fourth year should contain 366 days. This
practice of intercalating a day every* fourth

year, has been adopted in all European coun-

tries, with the modification introduced by the

Gregorian calendar. The mean Julian year is

longer than the true tropical year by 11 m.
10-3 8., a difference which amounts to a whole
day in about 120 years. The years which
contain 365 days are called common years

\

those which contain 366 days are called Ua'p

years. [Lnap Yeab.]
According to the regulations of the Gregorian

calendar, the intercalations are omitted in the

years which end centuries, excepting when the

number of the year is divisible by 4, after

leaving out the two zeros. Thus the years

1700, 1800, 1900, which would be leap years

in the Julian calendar, are common years in the

Gregorian ; but 1600 and 2000 are leap years in

both calendars. [Calbkdar.] The mean length

of the Gregorian year is 365d. 5b. 49m. 12 s.,

'

exceeding the true tropical year by 22*38 a.,

which amounts to a whole dlay only in about

3,866 years.

The civil or legal year, in England, formerly
commenced on Mar^ 25, the dav of the An-
nunciation, though the historical year bepan
oil January 1, the day of the Circumcision.

Ectw’een these two epochs it was usual to date

the year both ways, as 1745-6, or 174§. By
the Act of Parliament for the alteration of the

style in 1751, the beginning of the year was
transferred to January 1. It is frequently

necessary to keep this circumstance in mind in

referring to old dates.

The fraction which the tropical years

exceed 365 days is *2422414 ; and the series

of approximating vulgar fractious alternately

greater and less than this quantity is

—

i» is* tSt*

The fractions in this series indicate the inter-

calations by which the coincidence between the

civil and solar year may be restored to any
degree of es^tness. The third, offers a
vei^ convenient mode of intercalation which
would preserve the coincidence with great
accuracy. It requires eight intercalations to

be made in thirty-three years, i. e. one at

the end of four years seven times in succes-

sion, and the eighth at the end of the fifth

year. The mean length of the civil year would
by this arrangement differ in excess from the
solar year only by 15*38 seconds, while the
Gregorian year is too long by 22*38 seconds.

In a period, of thirty-four years it therefore
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produces a nearer coincidence between the civil

and solar years than the Gregorian method does

in 400 years ;
and by reason of its shortness it

eJso confines the eva^dons of the mean eqmnox
from the astronomical within much narrower

limits. The modern Persians are said, but not

on very good authority, to intercalate in this

manner. (Eelam bre, Astronomie Modems,
tom. 1.) [CAdSENDAB.]

Lunar I'ear.—Though the return of the sea-

sons obviously depends on the motion of the

sun, or rather of the earth in its orbi^ some
nations have chosen to regulate their ci\dl vear

by the motions of the moon ; and man^'btiiers

have formed l^uni-solar years, by combining
periods determined by the revolutions of both
bodies. The proper lunar year consists of

twelve lunar months or lunations, and conse-

quently contains only 354 days : its commence-
ment, therefore, antidpates that of the solar

year by upwards of eleven days, and passes

through the whole circle of the seasons in about
31 lunar years. The inconvenience attending

this circumstance has been so nniversally per-

ceived, that, excepting the modem Jews and
Mohammedans, almost all nations which have
regulated their months the moon have em-
ployed some method of intercalation for the

purpose of retaining the banning of th^ear
at nearly the same place in the seasons. These
methods are founded on certain luni-solar

periods or cycles, which were established in the

moat ancient times, and which, with other relics

of a barbarous age, are still preserved in onr
ecclesiastical calendars. [Calkhdab; Chboko-
lOQj

;

Ctclb.}
.Tear to I’eorf Tmumey ftmesm This

is the common mode of letting houses or lands
when occupied for more than a year without
any definite term of years being granted. It

is determinable at the option of either party
on half a year’s notice, but the notice must
be given so as to expire at the end of a
current year of the tenancy. Thus, as soon
as the first half year of such a holding has
expired, the tenancy becomes an absolute one
for two years at least f^m the date of
its commencement. When a house or land is

occupied under an annual rent, and nothing
is stated as to the duration of the occupancy,
the law will assume that the tenancy was in-
tended to be one fhim year to year.

Teaat (A.-Sax. gist, Ger. g^dit). The
substance produced during the vinous fermen-
tation of vegetable juices and decoctions, rising

partly to the surface in the form of a frothv,

fioccment,and somewhatviscid matter, insolnble

in water and alcohol, and gradually putrei^ring

in a warm atmosphere. It excites fermentation,

and accelerates the process when added to sac-

charine and mucilaginous liquors. The natnrs

of yeast, and the part which it plays in the

process ci vinous fermentation, have given rise

to much theoretical discussion, and to many
valuable investigations. (Pasteur, in Jnsutks

de Chimk et de Phyrigus, third series, Iviii.

p. 323.) [Bajix; PxBMSMiAnoxr.}



YEAST PLANT YELLOW ORPIMENT
TeMt Plant. It has been long known

(observes Mr. Berkelejr in the Treasury of
Botany) 'that the particles of which yeast is

composed germinatoi and are multiplied with
extraordinary rapidity when placed in a solution

of suMr kept at a proper temperature. It was
therefore at once allowed that the substance

was organised, whether belonging to the animal

or vegetable kingdom; and while some pro-

nounced it an algat others as confidently asserted

that it was a fungus. Dr. Hassall and others

observed that a particular mould grew pretty

uniformly on a solution of malt; but we believe

that Mr. Hofimaiin, in union with Mr. Berkeley,

first watched the growth of single yeast-globules

in a drop of water surrounded by air enclosed

In a glass cell, and ascertained that a Tent-

eillium and a Mucor grew immediately from
the globules. They were also convinced that

these were not the only moulds to which the

ysast-globules gave rise. It was clear, then,

that yeast consists of a mixture of different

moulds in a peculiar condition due to their de-

velopement m a fiuid, and that when a fit

opportunity offers, these gloimles are capable

of being developed into &eir ordinary form.

The globules, however, preserve their enaracter

without developing their perfect forms when
the finid in which th^ float is drained away,
and in this condition &e mass is edied Gtrmam
yeast, a substance largely imported into this

couBtiT, and both on account of its freedom
from the hitter principle ofh^s, as well as from
some peculiarities in its action on farmentable

substances, often preferred to ordinaiy fluid

yeast It is a singular fact resjpecting yeast in

this condition, that a sudden mil from a grmt
height will sometimea completely destroy its

power of vegetating.

'Yeast is of veiy di£^ntqueries, a^rdiog
to the nature of the liquor in which it is gene-

rated ; and though there is little difference, if

any, to the nal^ eye, the yeast-merchants

distingmsh several varieties, which, ai^rding

to their respective energy and activity, are

employed for different purposes. It has not

yet been ascertained whether these different

varieties are composed of the germs different

species of Funyi, or of the same species in

different proportions. It is often said that

yeast works by catalysis, but this is merely the

substitution of a hard word for the naked fiict

that yeast promotes fermentation. There is no
doubt, however, that it acts partly by presenting

a large surface over which the flnid is spread,

and thus fiivouring the disengagement of the

carbonic acid gas, formed in the process of fer-

mentatibn, exactly as that gas is set tree when

a lump of sugar or a piece of bread-emmb is

placed in a glass of efl^escent wine whichW apparenUy previously parted with all the

gas whmh it contained. It is moreover coigec-

tored, that as chemical change always takes

plaeewhen thm is an intereha^ of two fluids

of ^Ufl^nt denrities separated by a membrane,

the deeomoosition of a fennentable fluid ce n-

taaning yeast is fiiTonred by this interchmige,
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which 18 known to chemists and physiologists
under the names of endosmose and ea'osmoae,

‘Substances which are hostile to the growth
of fungi, generally, are hostile to fermentation.
Hence a mixture of sulphites of soda, or the
ignition of sulphur, are used to arrest the pro-
cess where it is necessary.*

Tellow (A.-Sax. gealew, Oer. gelb, Lat.

gilvus). In Painting, a colour of golden
hue, and of many varieties. It is one of the
seven so-called primary colours, and is com-
plementary to blue, with which it forms white.

[CoLoun; Light.]
Tellow Berrlea. The dried unripe ber-

ries of Bhamnus infectorius, imported in large

quantities from the South of Europe and the
Levant for the use of dyers.

Tellow Coppor*ore. [Coffeb Ptbitbs.]
Tellow Barth or Tellow Xron-oohre.

A mixture of Limonite (hydrated peroxide of
iron) with hydrated silicate of alumina, found
at Pary’s mine in Anglesea, in the Forest of
Dean in Gloucestershire, France, Bavaria, the

Harz, and elsewhere. It is sometimes used as

a coarse yellow pigment, and is stat^ by
Bunsen to be a valuable antidote to the
pmson of arsenic. [Yellow Ooebb.]
Tellow Tower. This disease is described

under two forms, (me being a bilious fever, of
malarious orimn, in which the remissions are

so connected that the disease rather resembles

a continued fever. The skin becomes yellow
daring its promss. Intense heat assists much
in prciducing this ftver wherever marshy lands
exist.

. Ihe other form, or the imecifle yellow fever,

I
is of oontinuons type, ana is considered con-

I tagioos. It is attended by yeUowness of skin,

delirium, snppreasion of urine, black vcmiit,

^ black dejections, and small, thresdy, intermit-

ting pulse. This disease becomes endemic in

low sea-coast districts, rarely oocnirring at an
elevation more than 2,600 feet above the sea

level It has been stated, however, that it once
prevailed in Jamaica at a height of 4,000 feet

above the sea. Some writers regard the two
forms of fever here described as being essen-

tially the same, and only varying in the degree
of malignancy.
Tellow Bead-ore. [Wuijhkitb.]
Tellow MHaeral Beela. [Ambeb.1
Tellow Oebre. An earthy varietyofBrown

Iron-ore, which occurs in amorphous and earthy
masses, of a dull yellow colour and streak, in

the Forest of Dean in Gloucestershire, Frantie,

Bavaria, &c. It leaves a yellow trace when
drawn across paper, and iaused as a pigment.
[Yellow Eobth!]
Tollow Orplmoiit. Yellow arsenic or

sulphuretted oxide of zinc, of a beautiftil bright

ana pure yellow colour, u^ as a pigment. In
its native state it is u^ under the name of

Zafnic or Zarnicht varying in colonr fromwarm
yellow to greenish yeUow. Orpiment in all its

varieties, as a colonr, is subject to ehangs and
to be changed hr all pigments containing oxy-
gen ; and if used must be employed alone.
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Much of tlio artificial Orpimont is only n

glassy variety of arsenious acid, coloured with
a ^-ariable proportion of yellow sulphido of
arsenic, and is of no definite composition. It

is produced by subliming arsenious acid and
sulphur.

Tallow Tellarlam. [Sylvanitb.]

Tonlte* A name given to Likvhite in

commemoration of the battle of Jena.

Tooman (A.-Sux. gomsene, Gt r. gemcin,

common). Camden ranks yeomen as the next

class to the gentlemen, and calls tliem ingenui.

The name seems to have been g(‘n('riilly a})pro-

priated in the middle ages to small freeholders

below the rank of esquire. In several depart-

ments of the royal household, there are sub-

ordinate officials, styled yromcn.

Yeoman. A seaman appointed to certain

duties, as to attend to the storerooms.

Teomanry Cavalry. A denomination

given to those troops of horse which were
embodied during the revolutionary wars of

France, and afterwards among the gentlemen
and yeomen of this country. There are at pre-

sent (1867) 48 corps, comprising 264 troops,

and forming a total of 14,268 of all ranks.

Arms and ammunition are provided by the

War Office, and there is an allowance of 21.

per man per annum
;
each man has to provide

ins own horse. The yeomanry are volunteers,

but are liable to be called out in aid of the civil

power in case of riot at any time
;
and in ease

of actual invasion or appearance of an enemy
on the coast, or during a rebellion, they may
be assembled for actual service

;
they are then

subject to the Mutiny Act and Articles of War,
and may be called on to serve in any part of
Great llritain. [Volunteers.]
Teomen of the Guard. [Guarp, Y’eo-

MEN OF THE.]

Tew. [Taxus.]

Teadlglrdf Bra of. [iEsA.]
Tesldta. [Jbzids.]

Tnoa. [Inca.]

Tofce (Ger. joch, Fr. joug, Lat jugnm, Gr. i

that M}hiekjoins two things togeiher), A .

piece of wood or light frame of two arms,
|

placed over the head of a boat’s rudder instead

of a tiller, and having two lines [yoke lines), by
palling on which the boat is stefired. It is the

most convenient arrangement in a narrow boat.

TouL The Hindu name for the female

power in nature. The Yoni is the special

emblem of Vishnu. It is exhibited in the

form of a vesica, and .is the boat-shaped ves^l
of which Iswarra is the lord, repmu^ in

the symbol sTOken of by Tacitus as *signum
in modum libumse figuratum,* os well as in

the ship over which the Pbplub was carried in

the Panathenaic procession. Omaments in the

shape of a complete or imperfect vesica hare
been popular in all countries aa preservatives

against dangers, especially fiom evil spirits

;

hence the pn^ce of nailing up horseshoes on
walls by way of protection against nnknown
perils, and of throwing a shoe after a newly-
marriod pair by way of securing good luck.
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Tho name Yoni belongs to the root jan : for

cognate words from the same source,

Lanouaqb. [Linoa ; Mysteries
; Phallus ;

Sacti.]

Tpolelme (Gr. a remnant).

[Phosphorociiaixitk. ]

Ttterbita. A Mineralogicnl synonym of

Gadolinite, after one of its localities, Ytterby
in Sweden.
Tttria Spar* [Xenotime.]
Tttrlum. The metiillic base of an eartli,

discovered in 1794 by Gadolin in a mineral

found at Ytterby in Sweden, whence it was
culletl Yttria. The metal was first obtained

by Wohler in 1828 : it is of a dark grey colour,

and brittle. Very little is known of yttria or

its salts. According to Mosandor, three bases

have been confounded under the name of

yttria, two of which ho distinguishes as Eiuiia

and Teriiia.

Tttro-Columblte. [Yttro-tantaijtb.]
Tttro-nmenlte. [Samarskite.]

Tvtrooerite. A native sesquifiuoride of

cerium, with fluoride of yttrium and fluoride of

calcium (Fluor-spar), from Finbo and Broddbo
in Sweden.
Tttrotantalite. A mineral from Ytterby,

in Sweden, and the Ilmen Mountains in tho

Ural; composed chiefly of Yttria and Tantalum.
Tu. The Cliincso name for Jade or

Nephuitk.
Tucca (Yuca, its name in St. Domingo).

A genus of Liliucece, sometimes ussumiug an
Hrbores<’cut habit, producing a crown of linear-

lanceolatc* more or less rigid leaves, and from
the centre of each crown a tall erect panicle of

showy whitish flowers. They are chiefly found
in the Soutliern States of America and in

Mexico, one or two extending to tropical

America. They are very handsome garden

plants, most of them nearly or quite hardy.

In Y. gloriosa, one of the stateliest of the

species, tho crown of leaves becomes elevated

on a stout stem, and the panicle is three feet

or more in length, branching out on every

side. In some, as Y, filamentosa, the leaves

give off from their maigin thread-like bodies,

which hang loosely ; and in one tender species,

A. schidigera, these bodies are so large and
broad as to resemble carpenters' shavings.

The leaves, treated like hemp and flax, afford

a flbre which may be used in the manuiflicture

of cloth or cordage
;
and the macerated stems

I

deposit a feculent matter, from which starch

may be obtained. At Carthagena a starch

or glue of this kind is made from the stem of

F. gUnriosa,

T^i^ps or Tbgoes. Hindu eras or periods,

four in number, and extending over millions

of yean. [Sothiac Fbbiop
;
XABULATioif o?

CanoNOLooT.l
Tntot Tne common Scottish name for

Christinas. It appears to be a very ancient

Celtic word. In Welsh, wyl or ^wl stifles
a holiday ; whence also the old i»urase Qvh qf
August, the first day of August, or fast of St
Peter ad Vinetila, for which various absurd
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etymologies have been found. Possibly the tion or wheel

; ivhile Mallet (Northern Anti-

old French word Noel for Christmas (used also guities ii. 68) traces it to hiaul and houl

generally as a popular cry of rejoicing) has (Lat. sol, Or. the word for sun in the

Uie same original. (ArchaoL vol. ii.) I^mo, dialects of Brittany and Cornwall. The term
however, derive yule from a supposed primi- on the last supposition refers to the winter sol-

tive word, connected with the idea of revolu- stice. (Brand’s Popular Antiq. vol. i. p. 346.)

Z

%m The last letter in the alphabets of all the

modern languages, usually regarded as a double
consonant, from its having the scuiid in some
languages of is or ds. Like the letter x, it

begins no word originally English
;
and Dr.

Johnson has remarked, that although it is

found in the Saxon alphabets, set down by
grammarians, it is read in no word originally

Teutonic.

Zachun. A fixed oil, expressed from the

seeds of Balanites agyptiaca.

Zaffire. This word is applied to the residues

obtained by roasting native arsenides of nickel

and cobalt, mixed with a certain proportion of

silicious sand. The roasted ore without such

addition is known as Safflob. The process of

roasting is conducted in such a manner as to

leave a sufficient quantity of free arsenic in the

product to yield a fusible arsenide or speiss of

nickel in the subsequent fusion in the smalt

furnace. By the addition of carbonate of

potash, and fusion, Zaffire is converted into a
olue gloss, which, when ground and levigated,

produces the colour known as smalt blue.

ZaIWu. The Indian name for Crocus

sativtiSf whence our name Safiron.

Zagsvoo (Or.). In the Orphic Th^ony, the

homed child of 2^s and Pbbsbphonb. He
is the favourite of his father, and is repre-

sented as seated on the throne beside him,

guarded by Apollo ^and the Cvrbtbs. But as

in the case of lo, Hera is jealous, and incites

the Titans, who kiU the child with a sword
while he is amusing himself by looking at bis

own face in a mirror. They men cut up his

body and boil it in a caxiUGron ; but Atnena
bears his heart to Zens, who punishes the

Titans by hurling them into Tartams. The
heart is given to Semele, and Zagreos is bom
^in firom her under the form of Dioirrsus.

the probable age of the Orphic Theogony,

see Grote, Sistary of Greece, part i. ch. i
ZiikZoam. An oil obtained in Palestine

from Miaagnue hortenue emgueUfdia,
ZulMWiM (Gr. ZiAciMor). The mprthical

or semi-mythi^ legislator of the l^mzrahy-

nan Locriaos. He is described byHiodoras
as a disciple of Pythagoras; but nothing can

be aatisfoikorily ascertained from the contra^

dietoi^ legends reepeetiiig hts life, and in fact

his code S lairs seeam to Be the <mly evidence

of pessQikd ’existence. Hoir for such evi-

dance can settle the q«eBtion« can be deter-

im

mined only by a diligent scrutiny of the t.alt s

which have gathered round the names of Ly-
curgus, Numa, Romulus and Sionvius Tullius.
Zalmosls or Zamolxls (Or.). In tlio

Thracian Mythology, a.^od who dwelt beneath
the earth, like Andvan in the Volsung tale.

[SiouBDB.] The rationalised Greek version of
the myth states that Zalmoxis was a slave of

Pythagoras at Samos, and that by abilities

and artifice ho gained a religious ascendency
over the minds of the Thracians. This story

Herodotus (iv, 94) refuses to believe. (Grote,

History of Greece, part i. ch. xvi.)

Zambarone. A Sicilian name for the

fibre of the Agave, used for making cordage
and mats. .

Zamlar A genus of Cycadcaccm, consisting

of moderate-sized trees, having much of the

appearance of palms, and in some particulars

of ferns. They have stout generally un-
branched stems terminated by tufts of thick

pinnated leaves, often spiny at the margins or

points. The male and female flowers are borne
in cones, composed of woody scales, with a
truncated six-sided summit, and each scale of

the female flower has two seeds.

The species are natives of Central America,
the West Indies, the Cape of Good Hope, and
South-eastern Africa, wnero they frequently

constitute' a conspicuous feature in the vege-

tation. The stems of those plants contain an
abundance of starchy matter, which is some-
times collected and used as arrowroot. Z.

tenuis and Z.furfuracea are employed for this

purpose in the l^hamas.
,
There is abundant

evidence to suggest that in former ages some
of these cycadsmw in this country, as fossil-

ised stems of ^nts apparently bdonging to

this or to a closely allied genus are found

m abundance in some of tbe oolitic strata in

the Isle of Portland, where they are known to

the workmen as fossil Birds'-nests, or fossil

pineapples.

Itainlfb. Fossil zamia.

Zzanitdlziii. A ^nus of induding

that known as.the CeUar Fun^s. IBis species,

Z. ceUare^ observes lUdr. Berkeley, * is commonly
known as banging down from the roofs of

cellars in lai;^ masses, or covering e<xrks

bottles, and oUmr matters. It sometimes ever

penetrates the tissue of the corks, but does

not seem to uyure the wine like some of the

white myoelia. Indeed^ the wine merchant on-
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courages its growth, as he thinks it an ornament
to his vaults, and an indication to customers

who visit them that his wine is old.’ The cellar

fungi arc, however, sometimes very injurious.

Xavallte. The name given to a h3'dro-

carbonate of nickel found in Spain ; it is pro-

bably identical with Emerald-nickel.

Xca (Gr. {*«(£, Sansc. and Zend yeva, Lith.

jawas). A genus of grasses of which Z.

JVfhys, or Maize, is the well-known and im-

portant cereal so largely grown in the United
States of America, wlicro it is generally

known under the name of Indian-corn.

Though not now found iii a wild state, there

is little doubt that America is the native

region of this plant. Maize is largely culti-

vated throughout most of the warm-temperate
zones of the globe, and probably ranks next

to rice as the grain which affords nutriment to

the largest number of human beings. It has

many qualities to recommend it for culture

where the climate is sufficiently warm to ripen

the grain properly, growing as it does freely

in very different kinds of soil, as well as

under dissimilar states of moisture and dry-

ness. * The crop is easily saved, and with ordi-

nary care the grain is as easily preserved.

Some of the finest samples which nave reached

Britain in the cob or ear have been grown in

Australia, where the climate is very favourable

for producing Indian-corn. It is also exten-

sively consumed in many parts of Africa.

More than 7,000,000 cwt. of Indian-corn were
imported into this country in 186d, the com-
puted value of which was 2,234,396/.

Xaa^Bite. A Vesuvian mineral found in

rhombic crystals on Somma. It ia identical

with GiSMONDrsng.

Xebra. -A name applied, in a general' way,

to striped species of the section Asintta, of

the horse kind (Egutda\ characterised by a

longer tail, tufted at the end, by callosities on
the inner side of the fore legs only, and by
braying instead of neighing. Of these striped

wild asses, three species are defined: the

Zebra proper [Equua Zebras Linn.), the Quagga
Quacchat Gmel.), and Burchell’s Zebra

{E^uita montanuBy Burch.).

Xabra Wood. A l^autiful fancj wo^
used by cabinet makers, and obtained in

Deipenira from a tree called Omphalobium
Lamberti. Another kind is obtained from the

wood of the West Indian Eugenia fragrana.

Xeoluitotii upper or calcareous

member of the Permian system is thus uamed in

Germany. It consists of: (1) a marly series,

Leiteny often containing roll^ fragments of

dolomite and ciystals of g^'psum. It is gene-

ral^ a greyish, bluish, or gi^nish clay. (2)

A mtid limestone, Stinkateiny a compact or

granulated rock of blackish brown or ftreen

colour. (8) A hard cellular m^esian lime-

stone, Bauwacke. The whole thi^ess reaches

nearly 100 feet The seehstein occasionally

contains copper oves of galena.

SadsMtfy. The name by urbich oertam
tmai Tbrn 0. ZmmM
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is the Long Zedoary, and C. Zedoaria the

Bound Zeaoary of the shops. They are

aromatic plants related to gingers.

Xellanlte or Xeylanite. A species of

Pleonaste (Spinel) found in black octahedrons,

near Candy in Ceylon, from which circum-

stance it has also been called Candite.

Xemlndttr (from the Persian zemin, land),

A title introduced into Indiaby its Mohammedan
conquerors, conferred in Bengal, and generally

throughout the Mogul empire, on the agent em-
ployed to collect that share of the produce of

the soil which belongs to it. The zemindars
were the great landowners of the Mogul empire

;

hut the nature of their tenure has given rise to

much dispute. Whether they were hereditary

absolute owners of the soil, or only tenants of

the sovereign at a fixed rent by way of land-

tax for which they wore personally responsible,

was a question much agitated by writers on
Indian subjects at the period of the ‘ Permanent
Settlement’ in 1793. By that settlement the

rent was to be fixed in the first insUnce by
custom, and the zemindar was then to give

the ryot a lease restricted to himself and his

assignees on performance of its conditions-; his

own share being fixed as before at 10 per cent,

of the assessment, and his heredita^ right

secured. A zemindary, i. e. the district of a
zemindar, is liable to be sold by government
for arrears of revenue, and existing leases with

the ryots to be set aside. The zemindary

system was a failure. 'The men who were
appointed to this position were fr^uently
persons of low caste, and were despised by
the natives. They abused their privileges, to

oppress the peasantry, and squandered their

resources in extravagance and profligacy. (See

Dr. Whewell’s edition of the works ofProfessor

Jone%; Mill's Kiaiory of Britiah IndiOy vol. v.

;

MCulloch’s edit. Smith’s Wealth of Hationay

note 19*; Ed. Rev. vols. xxxi. Ixxi.)- [Ryot.]
XeDXBa. This Persian word, more properly

written Zananay is used to denote the apart-

ments in Eastern houser set apart for the use
of the women in a family.

Xend. The language in which the books of

the Zbnd Avbsta. are composed.
Xend Avesta. The sacred books which

embody the religious system of ZoboasTkr.
The text of these books was brought to Europe
by Anquetil du Perron, in the form of a
modern Persian translation of the original;

but the first European scholar who acquired a
knowledge of the Zend language was Eugene
Bumouf. This language is closely allied to

the Sanscrit of the Veda, and it was chiefly by
aid of the latter that the Zend MSS., preserved
by the Parses priests of Bombay [Pxbsees],
were deciphered. The word Zend is connected

bv Professor Max Hiillsr with the Sanscrit

enhandtUy a name given to the Vedic hymns
jTxDX}, Avesta meaning a aetHkd testy from the
aantent Avasthita^ aemed or laid dawn. The
Zend Avesta now oonsists of four books, the
Coortliaiid most odebrated being Um Vendidad,
whieii eoBtaina an aeoouit of temptafto of
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ZoToaBter, and also furnishes evidence for the

existence of Airya (Aryans) as a national ap-

pellation, the whole space of Asia, vispem
airyd-s^ayanem, being contrasted with the non-

AiyBM countries, anairy&o dain-hAv6. (Max
Muller, Xec/. on Language, first series, v.—^vii.;

Gibbon, Rowan Empire, ch. vii.
;
Milman, Hiat,

of Christianitg, bk. i. ch. ii. and bk. iii. ch. i.)

Zendlk» In Arabic, a name given to those

who are charged with atheism, or, mther, dis-

belief of any revealed religion, or with magical

heresies. The sect of Zondiks opposed flic

progress of Mohammedanism in Anibia witli

great obstinacy. It appears to have had many
features in common with Sadduceoism among
the Jews.

Zenitli (from tho Arabic). In Astronomy,
the top of the heaven, or vertical point; tho

point directly overhead. Tho zenith is that

point of the celestial sphere which would be

intersected by the plumb line, supposed to be

indefinitely extendi. It may also bo defined

as the polo of the horizon, from which it is 90°

distant. All vertical circles or azimuths neces-

sarily pass through the zenith.

ZeBltb Blatanoe. Tho angular distance

of any celestial object from the zenith
; or the

complement of the altitude of the object above

the horizon.

Zenitli Sector. An astronomical instru-

ment, contrived for the purpose of measuring

with great accuracy tho zenith distances of stars

which pass near tne zenith. It was by means
of a zenith sector that Bradley discovered the

existence and magnitude of two most important

astronomical elements—tho aberration of light

and the nutation of the earth’s axis. The in-

strument has also been generally used (in this

country at least) in trigonometrical surs'eys for

determining the difference of latitude of two

stations, a purpose for which it is very con-

venient ;
for the diflTerence of the zenith dis-

tances of the same star, observed at its meri-

dional passages at two places, gives the

difference of the astronomical latitudes of the

places without any re^rd to the star’s decli-

nation. The general description of the zenith

sector has been given by the present Astronomer
Royal as follows {Encg, Afetr, art. ‘ Figure of

the Earth’):—
* In the annexed figure AB is a bar of iron

with fi cross piece C D, the whole in one piece.

The top A is formed in such a way that the

instrument can be turned half round in azimuth

when suspended at the top, and that the bottom

can be moved freely in the directions 1)0 or

0 D. The bracket or other support E, on which
it rests, is attached to some firm port of the

building. To the bar AB is firmly attached a

teles^pe FG. At a point a, near A, is at-

tached a plumb line a H ; sometimes it is

fhetened at a point of att^bment which is

movable, in oraer that moving the point of

suspension the plumb line may be made to

pass over a fine dot at a, Tp limb CD is

graduated, sometimes on a circular arc of

which a is the centre, and sometimes on a
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straight line. LB is a screw passing through

a block strongly connected with the floor, aud
acting with its point against the end B of the

piece C B ; and MN 0
are a string and
weight pressing the

sector against the

point of the screw.*

Tho method of ob-

serving with the zenith

sector is this : A clo(*k

being regulated by
transits of stars, the

direction of the meri-

dian is found, and
guides fixed to compel
the sector to move in

the meridian. When
a star is to be ob-
served, tho screw LB
is turned till tho
plumb lino falls ex-

actly on some point K
of tho graduated arc,

such that the

scope is very nearly

directed to the point

through which the star

will pass when it comes
to the meridian. When
the star onttTS tho

field of vieAV, the screw
i.s again turned till it

appears to glide ex-

actly ailong tho horizontal wire fixed in the
focus of the eye-glass

;
and the motion of the

screw being ascertained, and the value of tho
divisions known, the apparent zenith distance
of the star is found. But it is evident that

this is not the true zenith distance, unless tho

zero point of the divisions on llic scale bo quite

accurate, i. e. so placed that when tho plumb
line falls on it tho optical axis of the telescope

shall be exactly vertical. It is impossible to in-

sure this accuracy
; but it is easy to see that if

the instrument be turned half round in azimuth,
aud the same observation made, the apparent
zenith distance will be just as much greater

than the true as in the former determination

it was less. The mean of the two will there-

fore be the true zenith distance of the star.

The advantages of the zenith sector are

these: The stars observed being voiy near

the zenith, the tremor and dancing which gene-

rally afibet stars in other positions are seldom
seen

; there is no uncertainty about the offecis

of refraction ; the telescope and the whole in-

strument are not subject to flexure ;
and tl)u

variation of temperature produces no sensible

eflfect.

For a detailed account of Ramsden’s zenith

sector used in the measurement of the Englisli

arcs of the meridian, see the second volume of

the Trigonometrical Surrey of England and
Walee, or PhU, TVana, i<a 1803. This superb

instrument was unfortunately burnt in the

fire which took place in the tower of London
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in October 1841, Another sector, on a dif-

ferent plan from that above described (the

zenith point being determined by levels), has
been constructed for the use of the survey by
Troughton and Simms, under the (Erection of

the Astronomer Boyal. . A description and
drawing of the new instrument is given in

the Monthly l^tvse^ of the Boyal Astronomical

Society for May 1842.

a^ollte (Gr. to boU), A name formerly i

given to Mesotj^e and Slilbite. It is now,

!

however, used in a more extended sense to

denote a family of silicates, the chief dis-

tinguishing feature of which is that they

always contain a large proportion of water,

varying from 4 .to 20 per cent They also

possess in common the property of melting

with considerable ebullition before the blow-

pipe, and of forming a precipitate of gelatinous

silica in hydrochloric acid, and of yielding a

colourless streak.

The Zeolites usually occur in volcanic rocks

in the form of crystals, or of foliated and ra-

diated masses, filling cavities, veins, and fis-

1

sures—sometimes, as in basalt, they constitute

an essential ingredient of the rock itself. The
principal species composing the group of Zeo-

1

litic minerals are: Akalcihe, Apopkyllitb,
Ohabxzxte, Qmblinitb : Habmotohe, Heu-
lANDiTB, Laumontite, Mesolite, Natbolitb,

Philltpsite, Pbehnite, ScoLEZiTE, Stilbite,

Tbomsokjte.
XepliyiiiE (Gr. (4<pvpos, akin to (6il>oSf dark-

nesSf a word which has many forms, as

yv6<pos, KvipaSf vffp6Sf Lat. nubes). In

Greek Mythology, the west wind blowing from
the dark land, ih which dwell NspHELfi and the

children of the mist. In the Hesiodic TheogonVy

Zephyrus is described as a son of Astrmus {ike

starry) and Eos {the morning). By the Harpy
PodargA (of the glistering feet) he became the

father of Xanthos and Balios, the undying
horses of Achilleus. [Charites.]

Zero (Ital. ?). A term generally used in

reference to the thermometer, implying the

point at which the graduation commences. The
zero of K^aumur's and of the centigrade ther-

mometer is the freezing point of water. The
zero of Fahrenheit’s scale is 32® below the

point at which water congeals, being about the

temperature of a mixture of salt and snow.

[Tbermombtbb.]
Zotes (Gr. ffrijs). In Greek Mythology, a

son of Boreas and Oreithyia. Like his brother

Calais, he was bom with wings, and took part

in the Argonautic expedition. [Mysteries.]

They were engaged also in pursuit of the

Harpies, and were slain by Hebacles in Tenos.

Zeofite (Gr. friryirijr, yoked or joined to-

gether), A native phosphate of lime which is

met with in white or slightly yellowish and

brownibdh amorphous masses, in guano at the

Key of Sombrero.

ZaoftodiMB (Gr. (rfyXfi, a yoke, and
a tooth), A genus of gigantae oetaoean animals,

the remains Zi which have been found in the

mioeene strata of Europe and North America*
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The teeth of this carnivorous whale were first

described and figured by the mediaeval palae-

ontologist Scilla. The American remains
have been erroneously referred to a genus of
reptiles, and termed Squalodon, Basilosaurus,

and Dorudon by various American authors.

The entire skeleton of the largest species (Ze«^-
lodon Harlani) indicates an animal about
seventy feet in length. The skull is very long
and narrow

;
the nostril single, with an upward

aspect, above and near the orbits. The jaws
are armed with teeth of two kinds, set wide
apart

;
the crown of the tooth being contracted

from side to side in the middle of its base, so

as to give its transverse section an hour-glass

form (whence the name). The Zeuglodonts
form a distinct family of Cetacea, intermediate
between that order and the Sirenia.

Zeugma (Gr. a yoke). A figure in Gram-
mar, by which an adjective or verb which
agrees with a nearer word is referred also, by
way of supplement, to one more remote.

ZeuE (Gr.). This name for the supreme
god of the Greeks is etymologically iden-

tical with the Sanscrit VyauSy the Latin Jovis

(Jupiter), the Anglo-Saxon Tiw [Tuesday],
the Eddie god Tvb, the Old High German Zib.

The analysis of language and mythology shows
that this god was originally the supreme deity of

the whole Aryan family of nations. Among
the Hindus this deity was at a comparatively

early period eclipsed by Indra, the god who by
smiting Vritba brings rain upon the earth

;
but

Indra is himself the son of Byaus-pit^r, the
Zehs of the Greeks, the Diespiter and
Jupiter of the Latins. This name Dyaus is de-

rived from the same root which yields the verb

dynty to beam ; and in the. modern Hindustani dyu
remains the name for sky and dayy with which
latter word it is identical. In this fact we have
the reason for the slender hold which the name
retained in the formation of their mythology.

Among the Homeric Greeks, with whom wo^s
' like alHp, and olp(iv6s^ were the common
names for air, aether, and heaven, Zeus becapae

more and more a person, being either exalted

as the Supreme Impassible Creator, just and
holy, or debased by the anthropomorphising pro-

cess inseparable from the growth of mythology.
But although the name ceased to be to the

Greek a^mere appellative for the heavens, still,

in harmony with the original idea, Zeus in

the partition of all things remains the lord

of the BBther or highest heaven, while he be-

stows the nether regions on Hades, and the

sea on Foseidok. The same idea is mani-
fest in the prayer, Cvov, k ^lx§ Zev, Hath r%s
hpobpat r&y 'ABr/raienf (rain, 0 dear ZmSy on
the land of the Athenians)^ as well as in the

expression of Ennius, Aspice hoc sublime can-

dens qnem invocant omnes Jovem (see thu glie-
'

tenmg heaven whkihby all is named Jove), With
these may be compared the phrases, eub dio
vivere, to be in the open air; eub Jovefngido,’
under a cold sk^r; malus Jupiter, stormy wea-
ther. Of the original epithets of Ityaus, tome
were transfused to India, who thaibmmea, for
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exHrople, ludra-stbAtas, the Jupiter Stator of the

Latins.

Thus, then, among the Greeks, the concep-

tions of Zeus parted off into two streams

almost at the fountain head. On the one

hand we hare the anthroporaorphised god, with

his relations to other gods and beings duly

defined according to the laws which determine

the ^owth of myths
;
on the other, we find

the idea (whicli, as time goes on, becomes

clearer and stronger) of an Infinite and Eternal

God, holy,just, and true, who desires righteous-

ness in men and watches over them for their

good. Although the mythical notions come
uppermost in the language of ordinary life,

yet, whenever the man is thrown back upon

his own thoughts in times of need, distress, or

excitement of any kind, he reverts instantly to

a Zeus, who has nothing in common with the

Zens of the Homeric Olympus. For this Zeus

is capricious, tyrannical, and lustful, as every

being must be for whom language,bothharmless

and beautiful when applied to the phenomena
of the heavens, has been translated into the

conditions of human society ;
and such a Zeus

could bo no fit object of reverence, for, in the

words of Euripides,

cl ri SpuffiP ohK cltrlv dtot.

* If the gods do aught unseemly, then they are

not gods at all.'

Zeus then, ns the sky or air, might be
regarded as producing time or as produced by
time. In the former cjvse he would bo Zeus
Kronion, or the ancient of days : in the latter,

he would be the son of Kronos, who is pro-

bably nothing more than a mythical being

evoked from that which had been a mere
epithet. But the air or heaven covers every-

thing as with a garment, and so Zeus would
be Ouranion

;
from which name sprang the con-

crete Ouranos [^Uranus], who in the Hesiodic

Thtogony is assigned as a father to Kronos, and
who reappears in the Vedic Varuna. Having
advanced thus far, the growth of the myth
next assigned to him a wife in Hrua, a name
connected by some with the Sanscrit svar, tlu

bright sky, and sfirya, the sun, (Cox, Manual
of Mythology, p. 24.) But the bright heaven

throughwhich the sunjourneys may be regarded

as the cause of all fertility, and the fruits of all

lands may bo looked upon as his children
; and

thus Zeus, like Heracles, became a being, who
had his earthly loves wherever he went, and
took pride in recounting their numbers. It is

obvious that the extension of this process

must refider the character of the being por-

trayed continually more gross and repulsive;

and thus we have in Pindar and in Plato

strong expressions of disgnst for the coarseness

and immondity of tal^ which were not only

harmless but exquisitely gracefhl in their

ongioal fi>rm. [Tbuoloot.]

But while the mythical descriptiona were
becoming more and more sensual, the con-

eeptioa of the s^tual Zeus was becoming

more pure ai.d refined. The former process is
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seen in the Hesiodic Theogony as compared
with the Homeric poemS, the latter in the
Hesiodic Works and Ddy^. This poem, which
in the view taken of human life exhibits a
temper not unlike that of the book Ecclesiastes,

manifests a religious spirit which cannot be too

carefully taken into {iccount. Zeus here is

the avenger of injustice (287V; he looks down
from heaven upon the children of men to see

if they will do righteousness (247) ;
the eye of

Zeus is everywhere, and he knows all things

(265) ; and for the good of men .le has ordained
labour to bo the lot of their life (287). But even
in the Homeric poems, the Zeus to whom real

prayer is offered is not the Zeus who indulges

himself in sensuality and cruel^
;
the prayer

of Achilleus is not offered to a lying god who
owns no law for himself and cannot be a law
for man. The later poets rise to the know-
ledge that the word Zeus is a mere name,
utterly inadequate to express the conception

of the Infinite and All-righteous Maker and
Preserver of all things.

The etymological changes of the name are

almost numberless. To those which have been
already mentioned may be added the forms
connected with it by the transition of dy -

rDyaus) into j (Jupiter) or dj, as in the old

form Diovis, met with in Oscan inscriptions, in

the old Italian divinity Vejovis, in Jan, the

older form of Janus (January), which again
is the same as Juno, and is resolved also

into Dianiis and Diana. This last name with
the so-called Digamma becomes Div&na, the

heavenly, div-inus, the divine. Akin to the

root of Dyaus, is the Sanscrit deva, a god, a
word denoting oririnally hrighfntss

;
ana thus

Vritra is called au5va, the atheist or enemy of

the gods. Deva then is the Latin Deus,"the

Greek Beds, the Lithuanian Diewas.
The common Homeric epithet of 2^us,

evpiloira, or broadfaced, explains itself, and is

referred to the class which includes Eubopa,
Euryakassa, &c. [Telephassa.]
The cave of Dict5, in which, according to

the Cretan legend, Zeus was born, is the cave
or abyss from which springs the light of day.
The name Dict5 belongs, as some have thought,

to the same root with 8c/fcrvjai, to show;
Sanscrit, die

; Latin, indicare ; German, licht,

zeichen; English, light, token. To this root
also belongs, probably, the epithet Dictynna,
applied to Artemis as employing Slfcruo, or
nets, in hunting, and the name of Dictys, who
rescues DanaA fiom the sea at Sconphos.

For a more full examination of the subject,

the reader is referred to Max Mfiller, Compara-
tive Mythology, and Lectures on Language,
second sories, x.; Br^al, Hercule et uaeus;
Cox, Oods and Heroes, and Thehes and Jiyoe,

Introductions. The mythical relations of Imus
to gods and men are minutely traced by Mr.
Groto (History of Greece, part i. cb. i.) ;

and
the most important of these are notic^ in

the following articles : Apkboi>it8 ; Asks

;

Crabitbs; &BP1L2B0TUS; Hbba; Hkiaolbs;
Hbbmbs; Io; Lxoaon; Mexkon; Mnumva;
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Pandoba; Paris; FansEPHONs; Pbrsetjs;

Poseidon pRoiu^HBUs; Khea; Sabpedon ;

Skaibu^ ; TANTAiirs ;
Tabsevs

;
Titans ; Uranus ;

Vesta; Zaoreos.
'

Senstte (Gr. a yokmg, from its

occurw'nce in the United Mines), A variety of

Iron-Tourmaline formerly met with at Huel
Unity in Cornwall, in small translucent and
acicular blackish-^een crystals much inter-

laced, and having the appearance of asbestiform

Actinolite. It is a ferro-silicate of alumina.

Zeysonm. An Egyptian name for the

flower-heads of Santolina fragrantissima^ a
substitute for chamomiles.
Zlegm or Serai. Af.er rennet has ceased

to produce the coagulation of milk, the addi-

tion of acetic acid occasions a further separation

of curd, to which the above names are applied.

Kleria (after M. Zier). A genus of Kn,ta-

cea confined to the continent of Australia, and
chiefly to the eastern coast, extending as far

as the tropics. They arc small trees or shrubs,

with opposite simple or trifoliate leaves, full of
pellucid dots

; and they usually bear axillary,

few or many flowered panicles of white flowers.

The Z. lanceolata of Tasmania is a shrub,

and is called Stinkwood by the colonists, on
account of its fetid smell. One common at

lllawarra, and there called Turmeric-tree, has
a very yellow inner bark, suitable for dyeing,

and also a yellow close-grained hard wood,
which is valuable for ornamental purposes,

and probably might be used for ehgraving.

ZIgrsaffE. In the attack of a fortress, ap-
roaches connecting the parallels. They are

irected so that their prolongations fall alter-

nately to the right and left of the fortress, and
deaf of the naost prominent salients of the
covered way. [Fortification.]

ZtUali (Hind. Zil4). In British India, the

designation of a province or tract of country

constituting the district of a commissioner or

circuit judge, and the extent of a chief coUec-

torate.

Zinc (Ger. zink, perhaps akin to zinn, tin).

(Zn.
) This metal was first mentioned by Para-

celsus, but its ores were resorted to at a much
earlier period for the manufacture of brass.

The zinc of commerce is procured from the

native aulphide (blende) or from the carbonate

(calamine). 'The ore is wasted in a reverbera-

tory furnace (by which carbonic acid is driven

off from the calamine, and sulphur from the

sulphide), and is then mixed with churoal.and

put into earthen pots, notunlike oil-jars, six of

which are usually placed in a circular furnace.

Eachpot has an iron tube passing from its lower

put, through the floor of the furnace, and
dipping into water ; they are everywhere else

fiiwy luted. Upon the application of a full

neat, the metal distils throug^h the tube

into the water beneath, whence it is collected,

melted) and cast into cakes. This process is

called distUlatio per issoeneum* Commezeial
Eino generally contains traces of sulphur, iron,

and arswicp
Zinc is a bluish-whita.metal, rather hard, of
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a specific gravity? of 0-8 to 7. It has a peculiar
odour when breathed upon, or handled with
moist fingers.- In its ordinary state and at
common temperatures it is tough, but becomes
brittle when its temperature approaches that
of fusion, which is about 770°. At a tempera-
ture between 220® and 800°, it is ductile and
malleable. If slowly cooled after fusion, its

fracture is very crystalline.

A surface of clean zinc exposed to dry air

remains bright
;

in damp air it tarnishes.

Under water it becomes eiifilmed with hydrated
oxide, or carbonate. At common temperatures
it does not decompose water, but it does so at
a red heat, or in the presence of acids. The
energy ^th which zinc is acted on by dilute

sulphuric acid is greatly dependent upon the
purity of the metal : when perfectly pure, the
action is feeble; but when it contains other
metals, it becomes rapid, owing to a galvanic
action. Zinc, in consequence of its lightness

and cheapness, is much used for roofing,

gutters, and chimney-tops
;
but it should not

be riveted with copper or iron, the contact
of which accelerates its destruction by electric

action.

The great attraction between zinc and oxygen
is shown by the facility with which many of

the other metallic oxides, in solution, are

reduced to the metallic state by its means. Its

important electro-generative power in voltaic

arrangements, must also be referred to this

cause.

The only salifiable oxide is obtained by
intensely heating the metal exposed to air,

when its vapour takes fire, burns with a very

bright flame, and forms a white flocculent

tasteless substance, formerly called nihil alburn^

philosophef^s wool^ and flowers of zinc. Zinc-

leaf may also be inflamed by a spirit-lamp, and
will continue to burn brilliantly even when
removed from the flame. For p^rmaceutical
use, oxide of zinc combined with the carbonate

is procured by decomposing a hot solution of

sulphate of zinc by carbonate of soda. It is

commonly met with in the form of a white

powder, and is much used as a pigment, and in

medicine as a tonic, and external application.

Sir William Burnett’s disinfectant liquid and
preservative against dry rot is a strong solution

of chloride of zinc

:

it is an acrid poison.

Sulphate of zinc^ or white vitriol, is used in

astringent lotions, and also as an emetic. Two
important native compounds of zinc, Blends
and Calamine, are described under those heads.

Zinked Iron\ Galvanised Iron .—^Plates of

hot iron dipped into melted zinc acquire an
appearance in some measure like that of

tm-plate, fbr which they are a valuable sub-

stitute, inasmuch as the iron is prevented

from oxidation by the electrical retatiops of

the metals. Huxmes, fenc^ and all out-of-

door iron-wmrk, as w^ as implements used in

damp situations, and employed in contai^ with

water, may be thus defenaod. The wires 5f

tiectrio telemphs are also usually of zinked

iron. The anking of iron is generally per-
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formed by dipping the iron, previously well mode of preparation. The young rhizomes
cleaned, into meltS ^nc, the surface of which preserved in syrup are imported the West
is, covered with aal-ammoniac to prevent oxi- Indies and China, and form the conserve known
datfon; and so to enable the iron to become as preserved ginger, that imported from the

thoroughly wetted, ae it were, with the zinc. West Indies being preferred to the Chinese

The zinc ia fused in laige wrou^t-iibn vessels, kind.

placed over proper furnaces
;
and after the The dried rhizomes or (as they are called in

frequent dippings of the iron articles, there is commerce) race9 are in the West Indies pre-

ultimately found at the bottom of the meltod pared for use when they are about a year old.

metal a quantity of a granular alloy' of zinc They are then dug up, cleansed, scraped, and
and iron. The process is not applicable to the dried in the sun, and in this state form the un-
generality of vessels used for culinary purposes, coated ginger of the shops ; but when the outer

in consequence of the contaminations by oxide skin is not thus remove^ the ginger is called

of zinc which would often ensue, especially coated^ and has a dirty appearance. The
with acidulous liqUqrs. In using zinked iron» softer kinds of ginger are preferred by the

care should be taken that where nails or rivets merchants, the hard shrivelled inferior kinds

are required, they should also be coated with being used for grinding. The darker kinds of

zinc. [Bell Metal ;
Brass

;
Bronze.] giqg^v afe sometimes bleached by exposure to

Kinc Bloom* A hydrated carbonate of the fumes of chloride of lime or burning sul-

zinc or a mixture of carbonate of zinc with the phur. East Indian gingers are not so largely

hydrdus oxide, resulting from the decomposition imported or so highly esteemed as the West
of Calamine. It occurs in white, yellowish or Indian kinds, the latter being less liable than
greyiahiherustationa, or reniform earthy masses, the former to the attacks of. worms. African

at Bleibur^ and Kaibel in Caiinthia, also at ^nger is imported in small quantities from

Santander in Spain. Sierra Leone, while China exports only the

Zino Spar. [Smithsonitb.] preserved ginger already mentioned.

Zlno Wblte. The product of the com- aungtberaceee (Zingiber, one of the gir-

bustion of zinc in air. It is a white powder nera) or Seltamlnese. A natural order of

forming an excellent paint where mixed with herbaceous monandrous Endogens, inhabiting

the requisite proportions of oil and turpentine, the tropics, and characterised by its solitary

The paint must not be too thin, or it will not stamen with a two-celled anther, and the.

cover
;
nor must the oil be in excess, or it will presence of the vitellus around the embr^’o.

dry of a brownish tint. . The group is distinguished from Mv^acets^ by
Xtnoamlde. A white solid obtained by the latter having five or six stamens, with a

the Bubstitutiofl of zinc for one-third of the calyx and corolla of the same texture ;
from

hydrogen in ammonia. Irxdacea^ by two of the stamens being either

Zlnoetliyl. A coloxirless volatile liquid, deformed or abortive; and from Marantac&Sj

composed of zinc and ethyl. It has powerful by the single stamen being placed opposite to

affinities for oxygen, igniting spontanoously on the labellum or anterior division of the iriner

exposure to air. It is formed by heating zinc series of the corolla, and proceeding from the

with iodide of ethyl under pressure. base of the posterior outer division, and having

Ziaolte. Native oxide of zinc found with only one cell. Cardamoms are the seeds of

Eranklinite and Calc Spar at Franklin and several plants of this order, which are, how-
Stirling Hill in New Jersey. Its colour is ever, principally valued for the aromatic Bl-

owing to the accidental presence of a small mulating properties of the root or rhizome

;

quantity of oxide of manganese. such are found in Ginger oj^moZs),

Zinokenlte. [Zinkbnitb.] Qalangale {Alpinia racemosa and Galan^a),

Zingiber (Gr. This name is and Zedoary (Curcuma Zedoaria and Zerum-
now ^opted by botanists to designate the l)et).

.

Turmeric, a substance half dye and half

typical genus of Ziftffiheracea, which consists of condimen^ is the powder of the rhizoma of

herbaceous Indian plants, with creeping jointed Curcuma Itmga,

woody rootstocks, from which are sent up, every Zlnkentte. A native snlphantimonite of

year, stems surrounded by sheathing leaves lead, compost of 40 per cent, of sulphide of

arranged in two ranks, cone-shaped spikes and lead and 60 sulphide of antimony. It occurs in

flowers protected by bracts. The distinguishing bright steel-grey six-sided prisms terminated

features of the flowers are that the lateral inner by low six-sided pyramids at the antimony
lobes of the corolla are absent, and that the mine of Wolfsbeig, near Holberg in the Harz,

filament is prolonged beyond the anther in the Named after its discoverer, Zinken.

form of a long beak. Zinnwaldlte. A variety of lithia-Mica

The most important species is called Z. (Lepidclite) from Zinnwald.

offieinalCj the rhizomes of which furnish the Zlnseyd. A Persian name for the fmit of

well-kttowu spice called Ginger. The plant is Maognua oficntalu as an article of dessert,

largely cultivated in the East and West Indies, Zlppalte. A native sulphate of Uranium

as well as in Africa and China. It is snppo^ (named after Professor Zippe), of which there

that there are two varieties, one prcducing are two varieties, one containing copper, of

^a^1Ee^ooloured rhizomes than the other, this which the other exhibits no trace. It has been

fliffermioe in ^lonr being independent of the found in Cornwall attheCidlington tin-mine, at
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Carharrack near St. Day, at the Withiel iron*

mine, at Resturmel, Hue! Edward near St. Just,

and at St. Michaers Mount, coating Mica.
Zircon. A silicate of zirconia found in

the sand of the rivers of Ceylon [Htacutth ; .

Jarooon], in the syenite of Norway, &c., also^

at Strontian in Argyleshire, the isle ofHarris in

Sutherlandshire, and in the auriferous streams

of the Croghan Kinshcla mountain in Ireland.

Zircon occurs in crystals, generally square
four-sided prisms terminated by four-sided

pyramids, and also in grains, sometimes white,

but more frequently red, brown, yellow, green,

or grey. The colourless or slightly smoky
kinds are called Jargoon

;
the bnght red, Hya*

cinth, and the greyish or brownish, Zirconitc.

When of a fine colour and transparent, these

are sometimes used in jewellery.

Zlreonlte. A greyish or reddish-brown
variety of Zircon found at Minsk in the Ural,

and also at Scalpay in the island of Harris,

one of the Hebrides.

Zirconium. The metallic base of zirconia^

an earth, discovered in 1789 by Klaproth in the

jargon or zircon of Ceylon. Zirconium has only

been obtained in the form of a black powder,

which when heated in the air burns into the

oxide. The salts of zirconia are distinguished

from those of alumina and glucina by being

precipitated by all the pure alkalies, and by
being insoluble when they are added in excess.

Its equivalent is 34, and the formula of its

oxide Zr^Og.

Zlmcnla (Or.). A genus of grasses, the

most interesting species of which is the Z.

aquatica or Canadian rice, a well-known plant

of North America, where the large seeds yield

a oCnsiderable amount of food to the wander-
ing 'tribes of Indians, and also feed immense
flocks of wild fowl. It is sometimes called

Hydropyrum csenlewtum,

Zlsypims (Gr. the jujube-tree).

The Jujube or Ixitus genus, a rather extensive

group of Rhamnaceat having a wide geographi-

cal range, abounding, however, principally on the

borders of the tropics in the Old World. The
fruits of several species have an agreeable fla-

vour. llioBe of Z, vulgaris arecommonly eaten,

both in a fresh and dried state, in the countries

bordering on the Mediterranean, and aflToid the

Jtnube fruits of the shops; they ’toe rather

acid when fresh, but the fruits ure more
agreeable, and are given to alla7 cough. The

sold as Jujubes are commonly but

erroneously said to be flavoured with them.

Z. Jt^ttbay an Indian species, yields an excel-

lent dessert-fruit, and is lar^y cultivated by
the Chinese, who recognise a great number
varieties, differing in the shape, colour, and size

of the fruits. Those of one variety are called

Chinese Dates, from theirresemblance to dates.

Some of them are Sold in the market under the

xihme of Japonicas. Z, JDofics is one of the many
pUnts simposed to have yielded the seductive

sweet frnlto from which the ancient Lororsuax

took their name. Another African species, Z.

is the Lotus mentioned by Mungo Park
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as being used for making into bread, which
has the toste of gingerbread, and also for the
preparation of a pleasant beverage.
Zoznttme (Gr. (wifs, living, and Mosy a

fioiver).
^

The name of a genus of Polypes, com-
prehending those which possess the complex
’Structure of the Actiniay hut consist of different

individuals adhering to a common fleshy basis,

in which calcareous spicules are sparingly
scattered.

ZoeXor [Socle.]

Zodlao (Or. (<*^8laKdty from (c68(ov, dim. of
an animal; because tlio constellations of

the ecliptic are for the most part represented in

celestial charts by the flgu^efi of animals). An
imapnary zone or belt in the heavens, ex-
tendi]^ to about 8® or 9® on each side of the
ecliptic, which divides it in the middle. No
use is made of the zodiac in astronomy; the
name only indicates that region of the heavens
within which the apparent motions of the
sun, moon, and all the greater pixels are
confined. Three of the new planets, Juno,

i

Ceres, and Pallas, have incUhations which
exceed the limits of the ancient* zodiac, and
are therefore sometimes called extra-zodiacal

planets; but Vesta is also sometimes included

ID the same description. [Pi^anbt.]

The zodiac is divided into twelve equal parts,

called signs
;
which at'e designated by the names

of the constellations with the places of which
the signs anciently corre^nded. They are,

Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo,

Libra, Scoipio, Sagittarius, Capricornus,
Aquarius, and Pisces. The signs are counted

from the vernal equinox, one of the points

in which the equator intersects the ecliptic;

whence, in consequence of the regression of the

equinoctial points, their position with respect

to the constellations or fixed stars is greatly

different from what it was in remote ages.

Some time prior to Hipparchus, the first points

of the constellations Airies and Libra corres-

ponded to the vernal and autumnal equinoxes

;

those of Cancer and Capricorn to the summer
and winter solstices : at present, the difference

is about 30®. The vernal equinox now happens
in the coiistellation Pisces, the summer solstice

in Gemini, the autumnal equinox in Virgo, and
the winter solstice in Sagittarius; but the

vernal equinox always corresponds to the first

point of the sign Aries, the summer solstice to

the first of Cancer, and so on. On this account

it is necessary to distinguish between the signs

of the zodiac, which foUow the motions of the

equinoctial points, and the etmstdlations of the-

zodiac, whi<m are immovable in the celestial

sphere.

It has been suppled that the constellations

of the lodiac were invented in Egypt in a very

remote age, and that they haa reference to

the divisions of the seasons and the a^cnltuia
of that country at the time of their invention.

If we TO ba<» to a period of about 4A06
years, we constellations Aquarius and Hsces,
at the season of the overflow of the Nile, would
be diametrically opposite to the rcu, and would
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consequently rise at sunset. Virgo, usually

represented as a woman with an ear of corn

in her hand, would be the constellation rising

at sunset in the time of the harvest in Eg^t.
Such conjectures, however, it is easy to concave,
are at best extremely uncertain. (Dupuis,

Mhwire sur. POrigine du Zodiaque\ Biot,

Richerehes sur PAstronomic Egyptknnc
;
Mon-

tucla, Hiatoire dea Math. tom. i.
;
Builly, Htat.

de PAstr. Ancicnne.)
'

Zodiacal Xdgl&t. In Astronomy, a faint

nebulous aurora which surrounds tho sun in

the plane of its equator. Tl)is curious pho-
nomenon was observed by Kepler, who sup-

posed it to be the solar atmosphere; but it

was first acciirately described by Dominic
Cassini, who gave it the name by whicli it is

now known. It is visible immediately before

sunrise or after sunset, in the place where
the sun is about to appear or has just quitted

in the horizon. It has a flat lenticular form,

as represented in the annexed figure, extending

from the horizon HH
obliquely upwards,
and following the

course of the ecliptic,

or rather of the sun’s

equator. For this

reason it is scarcely

visible in our lati-

tudes, excepting in

those seasons when
the plane of the sun’s

equator is moat nearly perpendicular to the

horizon. The most favourable times for ob-

serving it are in the months of April or May,
in the evening, or at the opposite season of

the year before sunrise. At other times, the

plane of the solar equator being more oblique,

and the luminous pyramid inclined in the

same degree, it rises so little above the horizon

that its light is effaced by the atmosphere of

the earth. The apparent an^lar distance of

its vertex from the sun vanes, according to

circumstances, from 40° to 90° or 100°, and
j

the breadth of its base perpendicular to its
I

axis from 8° to 30°. It is extremely faint
j

and ill-defined, at least in this climate ; though
|

it is better seen in tropical countries.
|

Many opinions have been entertained

respecting the nature and cause of this jsin-

gular phenomenon. Cassini thought it might

proceed from the blended light of an in-

1

numerable multitude of little planets circu-
j

lating about the sun, as the Milky Way owes

its appearance to tho light of agglomerated 1

myriaos of stars. Euler endeavoured to prove

Uiat it proceedsfrom the same causes which pro-

!

duce the tails ofcomets. Kepler had ascribed its

appearance to the solar atmosphere ; and the

same hypothesis was adopted by Mairan and

others, till it was shovm by Laplace to be

nntenable for the following reasons : In the

first place, the solar atmospnere cannot extend

beyond the distance at which the centrifugal

force would be Lalaneed by the attraction;

but this po'nt lies far within the orbit of
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Mercury,' the greatest elon^tion of which is

28°, whereas the zodiacal fight has been ob-
served to extend to 100° from the sun. In
the second place, in order that the spheroid
of the solar atmosphere may be in equilibrium,

the ratio of the equatorial to the polar axis

cannot exceed that of S to 2 ;
whence jts form

would not correspond with the lenticular ap-
pearance of the zodiacal light. Sir John
Hcrschel remarks, that * it may be coi\jecturcd

to be no other than the denser part of that
medium, which, as we have reason to believe,

resists the motion of comets
;
loaded, perhaps,

with tho actual materials of the tails of

millions of thosb bodies, of which Xhey have
been stripped in their successive perihelion pas-

sages. An atmosphere of the sun it cannot be.’

According to the most recent hypothesis of

Mayer and William Thomson, the zodiacal

light has been held to consist of a vast number
of meteorites which circulate around the sun,

and are gradually falling into that luminary,
their impact contributing to restore the solar

heat and light lost by radiation. But con-

siderable doubts have been thrown on this

theory, and moreover some obsen^ers who
have had ample opportunities of observing

the phenomenon in the tropics, where it is

generally to be seen in all its splendour, affirm

that tho ring instead of being within the

earth’s orbit' is actually outside it. In fact,

M. Liais, who has observed it with the greatest

j

attention in Brazil, asserts that he has often

seen it spanning the sky from west to east.

If this be confirmed by subsequent observers,

the fact either that it really lies outside the

earth’s orbit, or that it is of considerable ec-

centricity, will be established.

Zoliaoa In Mythology. [Thoxetaka;
Vbitba.]
Zoliar (Heb. splendour). A Jewish book,

highly est^med by the rabbis, and supposed
to be of great, though altogether unascertained,

antiquity. It consists of cabalistical commen-
taries on Scripture, especially on the Pentateuch.

It has been translated into Latin (ed. 1680).

Zoislte. A silicate of alumina and lime,

formerly considered a variety of Epidote, and
named after its discoverer, the baron von Zois.

It is said to occur in fine crystals of a greyish-

brown or olive colour at Hollyhill near Strabaiie,

Tyrone.

ZoUwereln (Oer. ioU-union). Up to the year

1837, the inconveniences which affected trade in

consequence ofthe various customs duties levied

at the frontier of the numerous German states,

were exceedingly vexatious and mischievous,

besides which the costs and charges of collecting

the revenue were exceedingly large. At the in-

stance, therefore, of Prossia, on August 23,

1837, at a convention held at Munich, a num-
ber of states entered into .a union for fiscal

purposes. It was agreed that fixed taxes

should be levied on commodities at their en-

trance into any parts of the German frontier

which shotdd be occupied by any of the states

taking part in the convention, that the pro-
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ceeds bhould be paid into a common fund,

should be distributed among the several states

forming the convention, on the basis of popu-

lation, and that the arrangements should be
subject to subsequent and periodical revision.

The establishment of the Zollverein was an

act of great financial wisdom, and reflects

great credit on the intelligence and sagacity of

Prussia. But no states in Northern Germany
at first entered into the arrangement, and for

a considerable time the effectual working of

the plan was much impeded. In time, the great

inconveniences which ensued to states which
excluded themselves from the Zollverein,

amounting in effect to considerable penalties,

brought the malcontents gradually round,

and at the beginning of the year 1866 all

the North German communities and most of

the Southern were enrolled. It is not likely,

since the face of Germany must needs be
changed by the events of the late war, that the

extent of the Zollverein is likely to be narrowed,

or its efficiency impaired in future.

In order to facilitate the estimate of taxes,

an arrangement was entered into by whicli the

North and South German currencies, the chief

elements in which are the thaler and florin re-

spectively, were mutually valued. According to

the reckoning of the former, the Nord DeuUche
Wdhruna^ the pound of fine silver is equal

to 30 thalers
;

according to the latter, the

Sud Deutsche Wdhrungy it is equal to 46
Austrian and 62 J Rhenish florins ; so that two
North German dollars are equivalent to three

Austrian and South German or Rhenish
florins

;
or, to interpret these values in English

money, the thaler, or North German dollar, is

worth 2s. lOfd., the Austrian florin !«.

the South German or Rhenish U. 7}d.

The original members of the league were

.Prussia—North; Bavaria, Wiiitemburg, Baden,

Hestse, Nassau, and Frankfort—South.

At the beginning of the year 1866, the

Northern states were Prussia, Saxony, Hanover,

Electoral Hesse, the grand duchy of Saxony,

Saxe Altenburg, Saxe Gotha, Brunswick,

Oldenburg, and Birkenfcld, the two Anhalts,

the two ^hwarzburgs, Waldeck, Pyrmont, the

two principalities of Reuss, Schaunbere Lip^,
and Lippe. The Southern were &varia,

Wiirtemburg, nand duchies of Baden and
Hesse, Saxe Coburg, Nassau, Schwarzburg

RudoLstadt, Hesse Homburg and Frankfort.

Zomtdiiie (Gr. hroih). The aqueous

extract of flesh: one of the substances giving

the odour to meat-broth, and probably the

same as Osmazohb.
Kona VOUnoida (Lat.). In Embryology,

the external investment of the ovarian ovum
in mammalia, which consists of a thick trans-

parent membrane, and appean, under the

microscope, as a bright zone or ring,

Xone (Gr. C^$y, a girdle or hdt). In

Astronomy, a portion of the celestial sphere

included l^tween two parallel cirdes. In
Geography, the terrestrial zones are the five

broM spaces or belts into which the surface of
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the earth is divided by the two tropics and the
two polar circles. The space included between
the tropics is called the torrid zone

; its breadth
is equal to 47°, or twice the sun’s greatest
deolination, and it is divided intq two equal
patts by the e^ator. That included between
the tropic of Cancer and the arctic circle is

called the north temperate zone\ and that
between the tropic of Capricorn and the
antarctic circle, the south temperate zone. The
breadth of each of these is 43®. The space
between the arctic circle and the north pole is

the north frigid zone
;
and that between the

antarctic circle and the south pole is the south
frigid zone, [Earth

; Geography.]
Zoography (Gr. and I write).

The description of animals.

KoolA (Gr. ^ihe an animal). A
term used to denote organic bodies, sometimes
free and locomotive, e. g. spermatozoa, which
resemble but are not animals. It has been
misapplied to parthenogenotic progeny, which,
in whatever degree they may be like their

parents or unlike them, are equally either

animals or plants. Thus the bud of the oak-

tree, as that of the Hydra-polype, is the zooid

of each respectively.

Zoolatry (Gr. (uop, an animal, and Xarptla,

worship). A term employed to denote that

worship of animals which was the charac-

teristic of the ancient Egyptian religion most
remarked upon by foreigners.

Zoology (Gr. fSov, and X({7oj). The science

of animals. It teaches their nature and pro-

perties, their classification, and their order of

succession upon and their distribution over the

earth.

A knowledge of the nature of animals, as it

implies that of their organisation, and of the

functions and interdependencies of their com-
ponent parts, constitutes the two great branches

of zoology, called Zootomy, or comparative

anatomy, and Phgaiolom. The doctrine of the
succession of species of animals upon the earth,

as it relates principally to such as no longer

exist, is included in a third branch of the

science of animals, called Paleontology, with
which is closely connected that which treats of
the geographical distribution of existing species.

The term Zoology is practically restricted to

the science of the outward characters, habits,

properties, and classification of animals.

A classification is essentially based on the
ideas of likeness, unlikeness, and proportion in

its subjects. When it is purposed to define,

in a classification of animals, their different

degrees of resemblance, a natural system is

aimed at. When a classification is restricted

to the enunciation of a few likenesses which
may be most readily detected and most easily

retained in the memory, it- becomes an artificial

system. A likeness extends as far as a cha-
racter is common ; and the more extended ox
common the property or structure on which
such character is founded, the more important
and essential it becomes as an element of the
classification.
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Zoologists haTiQg aacertained as many of the character in the rertebral column

; this structure
characters common to all animals as served to being present ia all the Enaima of Aristotle,

form their complex idea of an animal, hare, in and absent in all the Anaima. He proposed,
the next place, sought to discover the difference ' therefore, the name of Ferieftrata for the one
which, added to the idea or definition of the I class, and Invert^trata for the other. The
animal, would form logically the most extended defect of this primary division of the animal
species of that genus. kingdom was soon perceived to arise from the

.Such a difference or character is not to be ' neglect of a third fundamental idea in a classi-

detected by a superficial examination. Ari- ! ficatory science, viz. that of proportion, or
stotle thought that he had found it in the blood, < relative value, in the primary groups

;
and in

recognising as blood only the red-coloured . the attempt to remedy this defect, the important
nutrient fluid, like that which flows in the discovery was made, that the vertebral column
arteries and veins of man. His primary divi- was a modification of structure subordinately
sion of animals was therefore into Sanguineous

|

related to a particular condition of an oiganic

and Exsanguineous animals
;
the Enaima and

;
system of much higher importance in the

the Anaima. The Enaima were the beasts,
|
animal body than the skeleton, viz. the nervous

birds, reptiles and fishes
;
and the Anaima,

'

^^stem. A knowledge of the anatomy of this

or bloodless animals, included all the lower system hence became essential to the zoologist;

species. I and the result of a long series of minute and
Nothing, perhaps, can show more forcibly elaborate dissections was the detection of at

the nature and amount of observation required . least three modifications of the nervous system
to frame a good classification, and the value of of equal importance with that in regard to

the information concentrated in its exposition, I which a skull and vertebral column are depen-
than the great and long-continued oeference dent and subordinate. Hence arose the pro-

paid to this early step in the classificatoiy I position by Cuvier to divide the animal king-

branch of zoology, and the minute and extended ' aom primarily into four provinces or sub-

researches needed for the elimination of its .kingdoms ;
viz. Fertebrataf Mollvsca, Articulataf

erroneous element First, it was found that
^

and Eadiata

;

or, as they have been termed, in

many of the Exsanguineous animals cf Ari- accordance with the modifications of the ner-

stotlo did actually possess blood, differing only vous system respectively characterising them,

in colour from that of the so-called Sanguineous Myelencfphcdaj Heteroganglmtat Honwgangliaiat

species. This discovery, however, led only to
^

and Acrita,

a nominal improvement in the primary division ! All previous primary divisions of the animal
of animals

; the Enaima being redMooded and kingdom (if we except some of the schemes of

the Anaima whUe-Uooded animals. It was re- classification of the animal kingdom by John
served for Cuvier, in the course of his minute ' Hunter, found among bis manuscripts after

dissections of the lower animals, to discover his death—see Preface to Palmer's edition ot

that an extensive class of worms had red blood
.

his Animal Economy) had been proposed in

circulatiDg in a closed system of arteries and
j

ignorance of the true characters by which such

veins; and this discovery first materially af-
,

groups exist in nature. They are, therefore,

fected the value of the charseter adopted by
,

now abandoned by the common consent of

Aristotle for the primary groups of the anim^ ' naturalists, nor would anything be gained by
kingdom. quoting them in this place. Herein the Linnsean

Now, if scientific classification were really method is inferior to the Aristotelian system

:

based on the idea of likeness alone, and the the class Verms of the Bystema Natures, as it

grouping together of individuals into kinds in included the Osiracoderma and Medakia of Ari-

forming a natural system were regulated by a stotle, afterwards the Mollusca of Cuvier, with

consideration of their resemblances only, then the true Femes, was a retrograde step in this

the modification of the Aristotelian system in- branch of zoological science,

volved in Cuvier’s discovery would be merely The subkin^om Vertedrata, or Myd&i~

an extension of the group Euaima at the ex- cepkala, is subdivided into classes, according

pense of the group Anaima ;
and the Anellides, to the modifications of the respiratory and

or red-blooded worms, must have been united circulating organs. These modifications are

with birds, fishes, and other Sanguineous essentially four in number, which may be

animals. But the zoologist, in the formation thus expressed :

—

of a natural system, has to be governed at 1. Lungs suspended freely in a thoracic caviW;

every step by the idea of difference as well as subdivide into minute air-cells. Heart di-

by that of likeness. Coincident with the die- vided into foytr cavities
;
pulmonic and sys-

coveiT above mentioned, was the perception temic circulations distinct,

that if the Anellides resembled beasts in the 2. Lungs adherent to the walls of a tboradc

colour of their blood, they differed from them cavity, communicating with large air-cells in

in most other essential points; and thus the other cavities of the body. Heart with four

oiznulating fluid was rejected as a ground for cavities
;
pulmonic and systemic circulations

the primary groups of the animal kingdom, distinct.

and other characters were eagerly sought for. 3. Lungs suroended freely in or attached to

Lamarck conceived that he had ^covered the imrietes of a thoracic-abdominal cavity

;

the best substitute for the Ar^telian primary not divided into minute air-cells. Heart with
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four or three cavities

;
pulmonic and systemic

blood mixed in the general circulation.

4. Gills for respiration, with or without

lungs. Heart with two cavities, transmitting

all the blood to the breathing organs.

The first condition of the respiratory and
circulating organs coexists with a viviparous

generation, and lacteal organs for the nourish-

ment of the new-born young ; whence the class

was termed Zootoca. by Aristotle, and Mam-
fnalia by Linnaeus ; and the latter term is

retained, because it expresses a character which
is truly peculiar to tne dass. The total or

partial clothing of hair, and the other organic

coexistences which proclaim the naturalness of

the group in question, are mentioned under the

term Mammatja .

The second condition of the respiratory and
circulating organs characterises the class of

Birds. It is associated in this class with an
oviparous generation, a covering of feathers,

and those other modifications of the vertebrate
i

typo of structure which are detailed under the

hc^ of Aves. This is the most natural and
circumscribed of all the groups of animals of

oorreEponding value. Both mammals and
birds differ from aU other classes of animals

in being warm-blooded: whence they have

been combined to form a group called Uamato-
therms.

The condition of the circulating and breath-

ing organs which diaracterises the third class

of vertebrate animals, called Eeptiles, is as-

sociated with cold blood, and a covering of

scales, bon^ plates, or a naked skin. Their

generation is oviparous or ovoviviparous : the

other characters are given under the head
Buptiua.

Fishes, besides breathing by gil^ and having

% heart composed of a single auricle and ven-

tricle, have the skin defended by scales, or by

bony plates, or are naked. They are likewise

oviparous or ovoviviparous; ana, with a few
exceptions, as the tunny, tlie temperature of

their blood corresponds with that of the sur-

roundingmedium. Theyare exclusively ^uatic

;

and their general characters and classification

are given under the heads Ichthtolooy and
Pisces. The two classes of fishes and reptilia

are grouped together under the larger division

of fljSMATOOBTA.
Thesubkingdom Mollusca, or HfUrogangliata^

is characterised by a ring of nervous matter

surrounding the gullet, whence the nerves ra-

diate, often unsymmetrically, to different parts

of the body. There is a ganglion or little

brain below the gullet, and sometimes also

above that tube : the nerves of Uie body are

generally connected with one or more detached

gimglions. The form of the body corresponds

with the disposition of the nervous system, and
is often unsymmetriod

;
it is generally soft,

^vered with a mucous skin, and destitute of

jointed limbs. In one (^s (Opkoiopoda), in

which the snpracssophageal nervous mass is

large, it is protected bya cartilaginous cranium

;

but this is absent in other Molluscs, and a
VoL. 111. 1066

vertebral column exists in none. Many species

have for their skeleton a calcareous plate or
plates, called shell developed by the skin.

[CoNCHOLooY.l The animal functions are
feebly eiyoyed in the Heterogangliate sub-
kingdom. Distinct organs of hearing and
smell have as yet been found only in the

highest class {Cephalopoda) \ the eyes are re-

duced to mere rudiments in the group next in

subordination ( Gastropoda) \ and the head is

altogether wanting in the three lower classes,

thence collectively called Ac^hala. The ma-
chinery of the organic functions, on the other

hand, is largely and completely developed.

Every mollusc has a heart, and a closed system
of arteries and veins : in the higher Cephalo-
pods the circulating system is physiologically

as perfect as in the highest Vertebrates, and
theheart is anatomically more complicated. An
organ of respiration is never wanting

;
but it

presents this character, that whereas in the
Vertebrata it communicates with the mouth, in

the Mollasca it is connected with the opposite
termination of the alimentary canal. The
Mollusca are either Dioecious or Hermaphro-
dite.

The primary division of Mollusca is, accord-
ing to the presence or absence of a head, into

the Enc^hala and Acephala.
The Encephalous Molluscs are divided, ac-

cording to their locomotive organs, into the
classes Cephalopoda, Gastbofoda, and Ptebo-
pooa; the Acephalous Molluscs, according
to t^ir respiratory ozgans, into Lamelli-
BBANCHiATA, Palliobbamchiata, and Hetebo-
branchlata: the two latter classes are more
commonly called Bracuiopoda and Tonicata.
[Malacology.]
The third primaz^ division of the animal

kingdom, vis. the Articulala, is as well cha-
racterised, Cuvier stales, as that of the Verte-

hrata. * The skeleton is not internal, as in the
latter; neither is it annihilated, as in the Mol-
lufca. The articulated rings which encircle the
body, and frequently the limbs, supply the
place of it ; and as they are usually hard, they
furnish to the powers of motion all requisite

points of support; so that we have here as
many kinds of locomotion as among the Verte-

hrata. This external position of the hard
parts, with the internal position of the muscles,
reduces each articulation to the form of a

I

sheath, and allows it but two kinds of motion,

I

unless the limbs be united by flexible mem-

I

branes, or fit into one another
; and then their

I

motions are more various, but have not the same

I

force.

* The systems of organs in which the ArH-
cvlata resemble each other the most is that of
the nerves. Their brain, which is placed above
the oBsophagus and furnishes nerves to the
parts adhering to the head, is veiy smalL Two
cords, which embrace the ossopha^is, are ex-

tended ^ong the abdomen, and united at cer*

tmn distances by double knots or ^nglia,
whence arise the nerves of the body and limbs.

* Each of these ganglia seems to fulfil the
8 Z
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functions of a brain to the surrounding parts,

and to preseiYe tbeir sensibility for a certain

len^ of time when the animal has been
divided. If to this we add that the jaws of

these animals, when they have any, are always
lateral, and move from without inwardly, and
not from above downwards, and that no dis-

tinct organ of smell has hitherto been dis-

covered in them, we shall have expressed all

that can be said of them in generaL* The
existence, however, of the organa of hearing,

the presence, number, and form of those of

sight, the kind of respiration, the condition of

the organs of circulation, and the colour of

the blo^, present great differences, which cha-

racterise the subdivisions or classes of the

Articulate or Homogangliato subkingdom.

These classes are: Arachnida, Iksbgta,

Crustacea, Cibripbdia, and Anellata.
The first three are combined by Latreille

into a large group, called Condyloj^a, in rer

feronce to their possessing articulate members

;

but these are likewise possessed ^ the Cirri*

pedia^ which, although placed by Cuvier in the

Molluscous subkingdom, are proved by their

nervous system and metamorphoses to be essen-

tially Articulata^ nearly allied to the Crusta-

ceans. With the Annelidcs the Entozoa are

allied by close transitions : the Bryozoa have
like relations to the Tunicata,

^ \

The Eadiatod, or fourth primary division of

animals in the system of Cuvier, is so called

because the low-organised species composing
it agree, Cuvier says, in having their parts ar-

I

ranged round an axis, and on one or several

radii, or on one or several lines extending from
'

one pole to the other. The nervous system, I

when traces of it have been visible, is also

arranged in radii. For classes of still lower

organisms, sometimes ranked with animals,

sometimes with plants, but not raised to the

characters of either, see Anucal. The follow-

ing table of the primary groups and closes of

the animal kingdom is the most convenient:

—

Kingdom AiaicALiA.

Subkingdom Veriebrata,

H«matotherma

Hasmatocrya

Subkingdom Mollusca.

Cephalopoda Brachi^oda
Gastropoda Conch^ftra

Pteropoda Tunicata

Subkingdom Abticulata.

Insecta Cirripedia

Arachnida Annelida

Crmtacsa Entozoa

Subkingdom Eadzata.

EchincdemuUa Anthozoa

Aoalepha Hydrozoa,

Xoattomsr (Gir. C»op; pSpos), The branch

of science treating of the laws of animal life,

load

Xoopbytea (Ghr. C»6tt>vrop,an animalplant).
The name given by Cuvier to his fourth and
last primary division or subkinffdom of ani-

mals. By Linna it was applied Jin a more
restricted sense to an order of Vermes^ com-
prehending those beings whidiweresupposedby
him to share the natures of both animal and
plant, Mr. Hatchett’s dissertation upon these

subjects, in the PhUoaophical Transactions for

1800, contains nearly all the chemical informa-
tion which we have respecting them. From their

composition they may be arranged into four

classes : 1. Those which consist almost entirely

of carbonate of lime and gelatine. They are
perfectly soluble (with effervescence) in muriatic
acid, and the solution yields slight traces only
of animal matter : when heated red hot, they
evolve but little smoke or odour, and leave

quicklime. Common white coral {Madrepora
virginea) is an instance of this variety. 2.

Those which, like the former, have carbonate
as their hardening principle, but which when
steeped in muriatic acid are less rapidly acted

on, and leave membranous or cartilaginous

films, and which, when heated, exhale smoke
and the odour of burnt bone; these, there-

fore, consist of carbonate of lime, gelatine, and
albumen. Such are the Madrepora zamea and
the Madrepora fascicularis. The Isis hippuris

is a curious variety of this class, in which
separate portions of var. 1 are united by
cartilaginous joints. 3. This class inclndes the

Gorgonta noSifis, or red coral, the 7\Unpora
musica, and some other varieties ; the earthy

part of which is not merely carbonate of lime,

but contains a portion of phosphate of limev

whilst the animal part resembles class 2.

4. This class includes the various sponges.

Some of these consist almost exclusively of
what may be called, animal matter^ i. e. of a
peculiarly organised albumen, with a trace of

gelatine; others are hardened by abundant
silicious or calcareous spiculee. Mr. Hatchett
has pointed out the resemblance which exists

among the first three classes to porcellaneous

shell, mother-of-pearl shell, and the oiustaceous

coverings of the crab and lobster.

Kooaporea (Gr. living^ and ozopd,

seed). A name given to the active spores of

Alg<s^ belonging both to the green and dark-

spored series. Their activity depends either

on a general coat of short cilia on a circle at

one extremity, or on two or more lash^like cilia

j

variously disposed. The occurrence of sporei

I

endowed with apparently voluntj^ motion

I

was formerly considered so suiprising, that it

was either rejected as unworthy of credit, or

the or^nisms which produced them were con*

sidered as animals. It is now, however, gene*

rallyallowed that there is no essential differencf

between animal and vegetable life, and thal

therefore the usual indications of either are

to be regarded as decisive of the espema
kingdom to which beings belong in which the^

are manifested. Zoospores so long as they ari

free have indeed a great likeness to I^fusoris

but as soon as they have found a fit resting
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place all traces of motion cease, and their

offspring comports itself as a vegetable.

Xootooa (Gr. (uotSkos, vivijaaroua). In
Zoology, the name given by Aristotle to the

class termed Mammalia by Linnens. The
name has, however, been restricted by some
modem naturalists to a sub-genus of lizards

distinguished by their viviparous generation.

Xootdmy (Or. (»oy, and 1 cut),

Q!he branch of anatomical science which re-

lates to the structure of animals generally.

[Anatomy, Compabattvb.]
Xorgite. A name given to the varieties

of Clausthalite in which part of the lead is

replaced by cobalt and copper. [Rapuanos-
mttb; Tilkbboditb.]
Zoroaster, more properly Zai^tbnstra.

The great legislator and prophet of the Bac-
trians, called by Plato a son of Oromazes
[OrmuzdI. Of his personal history nothing is

known. By some, Zoroaster is said to be a con-

tomporaiy of Darius Hystaspis ; by others, he
is placed many hundred or even many thousand
years earlier. (Gibbon, Homan Empire^ ch. vii.

with Milman’s notes.) The Iranian lawgiver

must therefore be placed in the class which
includes Lycurgus, Numa, Romulus, Sbrvius
Tullius, Pythagoras, Zaleucus and Zalmoxis.

The religion of Zoroaster, Dualism [AhuimanJ,
was restored as the national faith of Persia

by the Sassanid®, ‘the only instance, perhaps,

of the vigorous revival of a pagan religion.*

(Milman, Hist, of Christianity^ book iii. ch. i.)

The Zoroastrian system is embodied in the

Zbnb avesta.

Zosteraoeee (Zostera, one of the genera).

A small order of Endogens sometimes regarded

as first of the group Fluviales. It consists

of marine plants resembling seaweeds and
living among them, but bearing long gniss-like

sheathing leaves, and perfect flowers enclosed

in the sheathing bases of the leaves. They
are found abundantly in the seas which borc^or

Europe, Asia, and North Africa, and also in

the West Indies and Australia.

The genus Zostera^ comprising two species,

consists of marine herbs, usually growing in

shallow water near the e^es of the sea, their

long rooting stems creeping along in the sand

or mud, ana sending up slender erect branches,

bearing long narrow grass-like alternate leaves,

sometimes forming such dense masses as to

impede the passage of boats. Z. marina^ the

common Sea-wrack, Grass-wrack, or Grass-

weed, has leaves varying from one to several

feet in length, and rarely more than a quarter

of an inch broad. These are commonly used

for packing, and by upholsterers for stufl&ng mat-

tresses and cushions, being sold for that pur-

pose under the name of Ulva or Mva marina,

^ey contain a small amount of iodine, and a

considerable quantity of potash.

Zomwes. A class of soldiers in the French

litary service, whose name is said to be de-

adved from that of a native tribe in Algeria.

Originally the light infantiy thus called were

levied among the natives of that country
;
and
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their first organisation is attributed to General
Clausel (October 1830, immediately after the
conquest). Afterwards the corps was gra-
dually, and is now exclusively, recruited in

France, and consists chiefly of men transferred
from the line to it as a corps d’ilite. The na-
tives are now enrolled in otlifr corps, the * Ka-
^le * infantry, &c., popularly known as Turcos.
The French Zouaves first rose into European
reputation in the Crimean war.

Zuingllana. In Ecclesiastical History, the
followers of Zuinglius, the most advanced of
the reformers of the age of Luther. Zuinglius
regarded the sacraments as more signs and
symbols, and maintained that original sin was
nothing more than a malady or evil tendency, in

no degree involving guilt. lie thus abandoned
the notion of transmitted guilt, and the idea
that children dying unbaptised can suffer for

the lack of that which it was not in their own
power or choice to obtain. Witli this doctrine
he also abandoned of necessity the tenet of ex-
clusive salvation, which was vehemently main-
tained by Luther and Calvin, and in all other

reformed confessions. In the confession of faith

written shortly before his death, Zuinglius de-
scribes that assembly of all the saints, the heroic,

the faithful, and the virtuous, in which every up-
right and holy man who has ever lived will be
present with his God. On reading this con-
fession, Luther said that he despaired of the
salvation of Zuinglius, while his practical ad-
vice was to hunt down the Zuinglians as mad
dogs. It was only a natural consequence, that

while Luther pro^nnded and acted on this

sweeping theory, Zuinglius opposed himself to

the idea of persecution, and died fighting in the
battle-field in defence of his liberal principles.

(Hallam, Literary History

^

voL i.
; Lecky,

History of Bation^ism.)
Znmology’ (Gr. leaven^ and xSyos),

The doctrine of fermentation,

Zumometer or Zamoaimetar (Gr.

and fiirpovy a measure). An instrument in-

tended to show the degree to which fermenta-
tion has proceeded in djjfferent fermenting
liquors. [Saocharombtbr.]

Zurllte. A variety of Mellilite of an
asparagus-green colour inclining to grey, which
occurs at Vesuvius, generally in large rect-

angular prisms. Named after Signor Zurlo.

Zwleaelite or Zwlaellta. A variety of Iron-

Apatite or phosphate and fluoride of iron and
manganese, found at Zwiesel in Bavaria.

Zygadlte (Gr. (iyoy^ from Its occurrence

I

in twin-crystals). A silicate of alumina and
jlithia found in thin tabular prisms and in

!
twins like Albite, and of a reddish oryellowish-

white colour near Zellerfeld in the Harz.

Zygeena (Gr. Z^aivo, the name of a fish

in Aristotle). A genus of Cartilaginous fishes

of the S|qualoid or Shark tribe, remarkably
characterised by the extreme breadth and flat-

ness of the bead, the sides of which extend

outwards at right angles with and far beyond
the body, just as the head of a hammer is

placed on the handle : the eyes are placed at
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the lateral mardns of the head. The term

Zygana has also been applied by Tchacnheimer
to a genus of Lepidojpt&ra.

SyffOBiioeeplialaB (Gr. C^aiva; Ke<^aX4

thd head), A species of fnigivorous bat allied

to Pteropus, which has been described by Mr.
A. Murray, from the Cabra river, Western
Africa. The head is swollen and the nostrils

inflated, so as to give to this remarkable

cheiropterous form the appearance of having

the head of a hippopotamus.

ZygviBtrum (a word coined from Gr.

and Ayrpoyf a hole). The articular cavity at

the back part of the neural arch of the vertebrae

of serpents and some lizards, which receives

tho zygosphene.

KygapoptayaU (Gr. ftivov; hirSipwrtSf a
process). The articular or oblique process of

the vertebra, by which it is connected with the

adjoining vertebrae.

Zygodaotylea (Or. fiJyov, and tdi€Tv\of, a

finger). The name given by M. Temminck to

II n order of climbing birds, including those

which have the toes arranged in pairs, two

before and two behind
;
corresponding to the

Scansorcs of Cuvier.

Zygoma (Gr. (iryufxa, from because

it transmits the tendon of the temporal muscle

like a yoke). The cavity under tlio ::\fgomatic

process of the temporal bone. Hence, also, the

term tygomatic mtischs.

Zygopbyllaoese (Zygophyllum, one of the

genera). A natural order of Iiypogynous Exo-

gens, nearly allied to Oxalidace(Bt from which

tliey differ in many characters
;
to Simaruhacca>,

ZYMOTIC
with which they accord in the stamens spring-

ing from the back of an bypog3mou8 scale
;
and

to Jiutacea^ from which they are distinguished

by the leaves being constantly opposite, with
lateral or intermediate stipules, generally com-
pound, and always destitute of pellucid dots.

They are shrubs or herbs, widely dispersed over

the tropical and warmer parts of the globe, but
occurring sparingly in temperate climates. They
are characterised by their opposite stipulate

loaves, their few-seeded finally apocarpous
fruits, the pericarp of which does not laminate,

and their albuminous seeds. The ligneous

plants of this order are remarkable for their

hardness. Gualacumf or JAgnum Ftta, is one
of them.

Zygoapbene (Gr. (^ov, and erfiiv,awedge).

The wedge-shaped process from the fore part

of tho neural arch of the vertebrm of serpents

and some lizards, superadded to the ordinary

anterior zygapopliyses, and articulated to a
cavity in the antecedent vertebra.

Zymotic (Gr. CuixuTtK6sf from Cvfirj^ leaven).

In Medicine, diseases caused apparently by the

reception into the system of a virus or poison,

which is diffused through the frame, and
operates upon it like a ferment or leaven. In
the Registrar-General's Report, tho following

diseases are grouped together as cymotici

smallpox, measles, scarlatina, hooping cough,

croup, thru&li, diarrhavi, dysentery, cholera,

influenza, purpura and s<*ur\y, ague, remittent

fever, infantile fever, typhus, metria or puer-

peral fever, rheumatic fever, erysipelas syphilis,

noma or canker, hj'drophobia.

THE END.
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